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Abekdebn University, agricultural de-

partment in. 553 ; agricultural

teaching in, 334
Aberia caffra, fruits of, 737
Abies hybrid, 685
Abney House, Bourne End, 240
Abnormal Cattleya flowers, 405
Abraxas grossulariata, 553
Acer Lorbergi, 586
Achimenes lanata, 456
Adhatoda cydoniajfolia, 578
Advertisements, old-time, 488
iEeidium nymphajoidee, DC, !i6, 135;

ML. chenopodii, 135
iEridea Sanderianum, 206
JEschynanthus Hildebrandi, 324
Africa, Aristolochia elegans in, 369
Agave americana, flowering at Wood-

stock House, 244
A gaveatrovirens, 544 ; A. Kewensis, 330
Agricultural Gazette, 332
Agricultural returns, 524 ; teaching

in Aberdeen University, 334
Agriculture, railway companies and,

493; the British Association and, 332
Ailanthus bark, 619
Alberta magna, 484
Allotments, the Manchester Riyal

Botanic Society in regard to, 364
Alstiosmerias, 91, 687
Amasonia erecta, 132
Amber, English, 429
America, fruit- growing in, 395; flora

of North, 740; cultivation of the

Liquorice-root in, 737
American Apple- crop of 1895, the,

641 ; notes, 152
American nursery, quantity of worked

trees ic, 770
Amphitecna nigripes, 642
Anemone japonica, monstrous, 526
Angora, Tragacanth and Persian berries

in, 365
Angrsecum pellucidum, 158
Annuals, 608
Anona Cherimolia, 577, 619 ; in Con-

stantinople, 734, 767
Anthracite coal as a manure, 73
Anthuriums, bracteate forms of, 73

;

hybrid, from Ghent, 73
Aphides on Lettuces, 526
Apiary, the, 212
Apios tuberosa, 501
Apogamic Ferns, 211, 271, 305
Aponogeton distachyon var. Lagrangei,

215
Apple, a black diseased, 685
Apple, Ben Davis, 582 ; Blenheim

Orange, history of, 749 ; Cox's Orange
Pippin, 684

Apple crop of 1895, the, 641 ; culture,

519 ; fruit, second crop of, 5£6

;

grafts on Pear stocks, 131 ; Newton
Wonder, 710, 746; the Spitzenberg,

268 ; trees trained on a roof, 270 ; in

shrubberies, 719 ; with skin black,

620 ; with flower at side, 430
Apples, beat varieties of, 555 ; colour

in,556; Nova S;otian, 334 ;
popular

varieties of, 587 ;
prices of, 499; in

Normandy, glut of, 716
Apricots from standard trees, 247
Aquatics, cultivation of, 69
Araucaria imbricata, 74 ; at Bourne-

mouth, 217
Araiij a albens, and moth-catching,

246 ; A. aericifera, 211
Arboricultural Society, the Koyal

Scottish, 387
Aristolochia clypeata, 484 ; A. elegans,

452 ; A. elegans, in Africa, 369 ; A.
gigas var. Sturtevanti, 518 ; A.
longifolia, in Hong Kong, 306; A.
ungulifolia, 44

Arnold arboretum, the, 461

Arnold, Matthew, as a lover of flowers,

738
Artichokes, 9, 648
Arundina bambuscefolia, 388
Ash, the orange-berried Mountain, 361
Asparagus culture, lecture on, 655
Assimilation and respiration in vege-

tables, 132
Assimilation in plants, 329
Aster corymbosus, 372
Aster field, an English, 481; A.

Maackii, 3J1
;
plants, failure of. 216

Asters, China, 152; hybrid, 620;
supposed natural hybrid, 526

Astilbe Lamoinei, 358
Attar of Roses, the adulteration of, 333
Auricula, the, 643
Australia, frozen flowera from, 682 ;

horticulture in Western, 678
Australian flowers, 301 ; timber, 335
Azalea indica alba at Penrice Castle,

129
Azaleas at Walton Lea, Warrington, 65

B

Bamboos and the past winter, 17

;

hardy, 186
Bambusa Metake, 747
Bananas at Hampton, 706 ; the culti-

vation of. 240
Bank&eld, Odontoglossums at, 90
Barbarea vulgaris, 217
Bard, lines to a minor, 79
Bark from Ailanthus, 619
Baroda State Gardens, retirement of

Mr. Henry from, 675
Barron's, Mr., retirement, 133, 15S, 161,

1^6, 214. 244 246, 270. 304, 335,

337, 671, 372, 400, 682, 712; a
national testimonial to, 494, 526 746

Basket, Seasell's patent Orchid-, 748
;

West's improved Orchid-, 306
Bateman's, Mr., garden, Bale at, 130
Battersea Park, Palms at, 650
Bauhinia Galpini, 452
Bean, the Climbing French, 246, 272,

304, 652 ; kidnev. dwarf Parisian,

167 ; the Carob, 264
Beech, round-leaved, 18
Begonia disease, 304, 337, 544, 586
Begonia Gioire de Sceaux, 720; B x

Mrs. J. Heal, S-'o ; B. incompara-
bilisx, 680, 715; the tuberous-

rooted, 267
Begonias at Messrs. Ware & Sons,

464
Belgium, notes from, 162, 182,298 391
Bellis perennis.206 ;

" The Bride," 131
Belvoir Castle, notes on the hardiness

of some plants at, 38
Benefit and Provident Association,

United Horticultural. 501
B?ntley Priory, the gardens at, 556
Berlin Industrial Exhibition, 1896,

770
B>rlin notes, 424, 610. 708
Berlin, the International Exhibition

at, 45
Bermuda Lily, 304 ; introduction of

the, 271
Bible, plants of the, 735
Birmingham Botanical Gardens, 156
Black Currant X Gooseberry hybrid,

218
Bletia Shepherdi, 154
Bommer, the late J. E., 17
Book-learned gardener, the, 616

Books, Notices of:—A Garden of

Pleasure (E. V.B.), 130, 215 ; Agri-

culture, Practical and Scientific (Jos.

Muir), 717 ; A History of Garden-
ing in England (Hon. Alicia Am-
herst), 733; Amateur Orchid Cul-

tivator's Guide-Book, 2nd edition

(H. A. Burberry), 618 ; Biology
Notes (./. Houston), 463 ; Botanical

Magazine, 44, 215, 429, 616, 714;
Cedar of Goa {Dr. M. T. Masters),

translation of, 271 ; Das Trocknen
und fiirben Naliirlicher B.umen
Gijiier (Hiinrich Hein), 430; Dic-
tionnaire Pratique d'Horticulture,

44 341, 430; Diseases of Plants,

(Freiherr von Tubeuf), 66 ; Ever-
greens, 2nd iisue, (Patrick Gcddes),

430; Flora of Dumfriesshire (G. F.

Scott-Elliot, and others), announced,
650 ; Flore de l'lile de la lie anion

(3ourbon), (E Jacob de Coredemoy),

736; Gardening a la Mode (Mrs. de

Salis),496; Guide Pfatiqae del'Ama-
teur de Fruits (Simon Louir), 553;
Frutta Minori (Prof. A. Pucci), 131

;

Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon
(Trimen), 430 ; Hand-list of Herba-
ceous Plants grown in the Royal
Gardens, Ksw, 70 ; Hints on Plant-

ing Roses (National Rose Society),

671 ; Histoire des Plantes (Baillon),

131 ; Honey and its Uses (Rev. S. N.
Bancks), 462 ; Hooker's Icones

Plantarum, 72, 716 ; Horticulturist's

Rule Book (L. H. Baily), 131;
Hortns Fluminensis, 462 ; In a
Gloucestershire Garden (H. N. Ella-

c?mbe), 33; Index Kewensis, 430,

460 ; Insects and Insecticides

(C. Weed), 717; Journal of Botany,

682 ; Journal of the Kew Guild,

188; Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, 270, 682 ; Kerner's

Natural History of Plants, 72,

430; Kew Bulletin, 70, 430, 458,

459, 650, 717; Kniphof's Botanica
in Originali, 210 ; Les Plantes Al-
pines et des Rocailles (M. H, Corre-

von), 244; Manual of Forestry, 72;
Manures and their Application

( W.
Dyke), 238 ; Mead, and how to make
it (Bev. G. N. Bancks),462; Mesny's
Chinese Miscellany, 682 ; O.chids :

their Culture and Management, 2nd
Ed. ( W. Watson), 618 ; Petit Atlas
de Poche des Cnampignons Comes-
tibles et Veneneux (Edible and
Poisonous Fungi), (Paul Bumie),
188; Pflanzen Krankheiten dnrch
Kryptogamische Parasiteu verur-

sacht (Diseases of Plants), (Freiherr

von Tubeuf), 66 ; Pharmaceutical
Journal, The, 99 ; Pre- historical
Botany of the Cultivated and
Useful Plants of the Old
World, founded on Ancient Relics

(G. Buschan), 130; Rare Books and
their Prices (W. Roberts), 770;
Rosarians' Tear-Book for 1896,
announced, 650 ; Roses and Rose
Calture, 85h Ed„ (W. Paul),

462 ; Select Extra - Tropical
Plants, 9ih edition (Baron F.
von Mueller), 497 ; Special Manures
for the Garden (Br. A. B. Griffith),

496; Synoptical Flora of North
America (Br. Asa Gray, <Jc),

618, 740; The Autocar, 716; The
Case against Butchers' Meat (C. W.
Forward). 462; The Central African
Planter, 771 ; The Genus Masde-
vallia (Marquess of Lothian and Miss
F. H. Woolward),' 550 ; The History

of Gardening in England (Hon.
Alioia Amherst), 398, 733 ; The Pig,

announced (W, J. Maiden), 430;
The Fmntt of the Bible (Rev.

Geo. Henslmv), 735 ; Through the

Copse (Uncle Matt), 131; Traitii

de Culture Potagere (J. Bybowski),

129 ; Tropical Agriculturist, The,
244; Vorgescbichtliche Boianik
der Cnlfur und Natzpflanz?n der

alten Welt auf Grund Prehis-
torischer Funde (Georg Butchan),
130; Weather of the Past Season,
and its Effect on the Garden (Bev,
Canon Ellacombe), 130

Bosahan, view in the gardens at, 214
Botanic Gardens at Hong Kong, the,

306 ; Birmingham, 156 ; Calcutta,

96; Cambridge, 518 643; Glasn*vin,
180; Manchester, 244; New York,
334

Botanic Society, the Royal, 616
Botanical Station, a, in Central Africa,

456
Botanical gardens for N^w York, 130
Botanical teaching, 294
Botany and gardening in Harvard

University, 177
Botany and the American Government,

365
Bougainvillea Sanderians, 463, 526
Bouquets, appliances to display, 339
Bourbon, the flora of, 736
British Association and Agriculture,

the, 332 ; Mr. Dyer's address to

the botanical section of the, 294;
Botanical section of the. 328

Browallia speciosa mtj it, 294
Brown, Rjbert, memorial to, 493
Brunsvigia JosephiEce. 460
Budding-knife, a new, 306
Bad-growth, 246
Bulb garden, the. 454. 708
Bulbs in water, 774
Bulbophyllum Medusae, 486
Bull's, Mr,, norsery, corridor at, 1C0
Burbank, Luther, an Anencan bybri-

diser, 391
Burford, group of Cattleyaa at, 428;

Orchids at, 326
Buteshire, hortic-.ltural features of

Rothesay and, 291
Butter-market, and the fat from the

Cocoa-nut, 491

Cacti, giant, at Kew, 190
Calcntta Royal Botanic Garden*, £6
Californian notes, 334
Calochortus varieties and their cal-

ture, 14
Cambridge Botanic Gardens, notes

from, 518, 643
Campanula mirabilis, 616 ; C. nitida,

335
Camptosema erythronioides. 642
Canada, flowers of the North-west

Prairie in, 67
Cannas, 106; at Chiswick, 71; im-

proved varieties of, 293; in Italy,

362 ; Italian, 703
Carnation, the development of the, 210
Carnation diseases, 72
Carnation, Duke of York, and others,

74
Carnations, 191 ; and Picotees, 8. 644

;

attacked by grubs, 685, 748 ; at

Eaton Hall, Chester, 371 ; at the
National Society's Show, 134;
lecture on, 103 ; Marguerite seedliDg,

161
Carrot, Veitch's Scarlet Model, 425
Carvopteris Mastacanthus, 486, 612,

684
Cassiobury Park, the gardens at, 355
Caetanea vesca. female replacing male

flowers in, 21S
Catasetum Christyanum, 61S ; C. tabu-

lare var. brachyglossum, 454; C.
tabulare var. rhinophorum, 44

CatMn poisoning by the Common Yew,
160

Cattleya. a malformed, 705; C. aurea,

454 ; C. Bowringians, 640, 672, 746;
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C. Candida, 486; culture at Stand
Hall, 454; C. Dowiana aurea, 388;
C. elODgata, 422 ; flowers, abnormal,
495; C. Gaskelliana, 206; C. granu-

losa, 180 ; C. X Hardyana, 154 ; C.
Hardyana, var. Lindeni, 36; C.
labiata, 519; C. labiate, albino

varieties of, 762 ; C. labiata Mossiae,

90 ; Mendeli, malformed, 35 ; Mossiae,

Linden's Champion, 188 ; with

double growth, 526; C. Schilleriana

Dnlcotensis, 154 ; C. velutina, 180

;

0. Warscewiczii, 360
Cattleyas, a list of hybrid, 10 ; at

Laeken, 672 ;
group of, at Burford,

428
Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles, 392
Cedar of Goa, the, 430
Cedar of Lebanon at Tapley, 17 ; large,

134; a large, at Beechwood Park,

272 ; some historic, 526 ; C. Libani

blooming out of season, 620
Cedrus Deodara, struck by lightning,

photo of, 218
Cephalotaxus drupacea, 717, 747
Ceratonia Siliqua, 264
Cereus gigantens, 330; C. triangularis,

421
Ceropegia Sandersoni,643; C.stapelisa-

formis, 643
Chelmsford, syllabus of the summer

school of horticulture at, 361
Chelone barbata, 488
Chemistry, protoplasmic, 330
Cherimolia, fruits of the, 737
Cherry, the Lutovka, 462 ; Morello,

culture, 592 ; trees, pyramidal sweet,

74
China Asters, 152
China, opium and morphia in, 334
Chinese insect-wax, 365
Chiawick, the Royal Horticultural

Gardens at, 233, 522, 620; cost iu

maintenance, 246 272 ; inspecting

committee, the, 300; new superin-

tendent, 586
Chiswick Carol, a, 750
Chiswick trials, toe, 304, 336 371, 463
Chiswick vegetable show, 271, 300, 307
Chou de Barghley, 463, 556
Christmas plants and flowers at, 742 ;

Christmas Rises, 736
Chrysanthemum BduIo d'Or '95, 498
Chrysanthemum exhibition, the

National, 552
Chrjsanthemum, food requirements

of the, 181, 272, 305, 486
Chrysanthemum Golden Wedding,

643, 684; M. Chenon de Leche,

683, 720; maximum and its allies,

327; x Princess May, 295
Chrysanthemums, about, 495, 580,

546, 618, 652, 706; finishing the

blooms of. 422 ; grafted on An-
themis, 688 ; in the East of London,
553; late-flowered varieties of, 720,

775 ; National Society's Jubilee cele-

bration, 492
;
propagation of, 677 ;

taking the buds of, 64
Cider, Messrs, Gaymer & Son's. 132
Cider-making, the industry of, 130 355
Cineraria, origin o', 17, 89. 131, 186,

City corporation markets, 302
Clematis Davidiana, 293, 336 ; and C.

graveolens, 501
Clematises as useful climbers, 303
Clerodendron fallax, 710 ; C tricboto-

mum, 210. 642
Climate and its influence on the

origin of root crops, 451
Cochliodas, 360
Cocoa-nut, fat from, 491
Coeos australis, fruits of, 620. 685, 737

;

C. leiospatha, 620, 685, 737
Ccelogyne criBtata in a wire ba<ket, 45
Colchester Roses, 22
Collector, an Orchid, 335
Collinson, Peter, 5, 36,
Collooney, hardv plants at, 612
Colonial notes, 8 68, 456. 741
Colour in butterflies. 682
Colours in flowers, 744, 748
Corapassej, Lw's ground-, 218
Conservatories grouping for effaot in,

398
'

ConYPjrnlni nj(»cro«(egiac, 405

Coombe Court, Kingston-on-Thames,
36

Coomber, retirement of Mr, W., 583
Co-operative Festival, National, 242
Cordyline Banksi, on Stewart Island,

613
Cornell University, subjects of teach-

ing at, 189, 494
Cornus canadensis, 643
Coryanthes leucocorys, 154
Cotton Plant in America, 45
Cow Parsnip, the, as fodder, 685
Crab, the nses of, in the garden, 432,

499, 500, 556, 587, 620, 684
Crabs in the garden and wood, 584,

719
Crataegus mollis, 453
Crinum purpurasceni, 330; C. Riozen-

ianum, 132
Crops for the garden, rotation of, 399

;

rotation of, 38, 367. 464
Cucumbers, winter, 738
Cultoquhey, Perthshire, notes from, 431
Cultural Memoranda, 12
Cupressus squarrosa (Retinospora), 360
Currant, black, pest, 101
Cycas stem producing branches, 722
Cyclamen cnlture, 684
Cyclamens, German and British, 610,

652, 708
Cycnoches Haagei, 485
Cymbidium giganteum, 424
Cypripedium Charlesworthii. 424 ;

hybrid, peculiarities in, 620 ; C.
insigne, with peloriated sepals. 763

;

C. Kimballianum, 154. 265, 292 ; C.
Lebandyannm X, 90; C, Little-

anum, 36 ; C. X Lord Derby, 245,

271 ; malformed, 135 ; C. selligernm,

206, 641
Cypripedinmr, origin of the slipper in,

748
Cyrtopodium Andersoni, 126 ; C

Woodfordi, 612

Dahlia, Cactus, Mrs. Wilson Noble,

367
Daisv, the double-flowered, 206, 336,

376
Daphne indica rubra at Berkeley

Castle, 684
Darlington, the public park at, 421
Darmstadt exhibition, 64
Davidson, Mr., presentation to, 650
Dell, Orchids at The, 577
Dendrobium cruentnm, 91 ; D. Hilde-

brandi, 93 ; D. X illustre, 15 ; D.
Phalseaopsis var. hololeuca 396

Dendrobium, red-flowered, 337, 371
Deodar struck by lightning at Kew,

190
Deutzia Lemoinei x , 389
Devonport People's Park, 553
Diacrium, the species of, 640
Diastase in foliage leaves, 463
Dichorisandra thyriiflora, 643
Diospyros Kaki, 577
Dipladenia amabilis, 620; D. bolivi-

ensis, 643
Diplosis pyrivora, 556
Disa grandiflora, 2L5; at Joldwynds,

179; in Edinburgh Botanic Garden,
183 ; D. kewensis, 273

Disease in Begonias, 544, 586; the
spot, of Orchids, 419; of Carna-
tion, 72

Diseased Parsnip, 526 ; Pear, 526
Dormant period in plants, the, 675
Doryphora sassafras, 245
Dresden, the coming International

Horticultural Exhibition at, 748
Drill-Hall meetings, regulations at

the, 587, 618, 619
Drink, a tasteful summer, 303
Droitwich, a park for, 7
Droseras, and their cultivation, 267

;

in Scotland, 101

D -yas octopetala, 643
Dichartre, tuo late M., 72
Punedin, Streatbam Hill, 426
Dyer's, Mr,, address to the Botanical

Seotion of (be British Association,m

Eccbemocaepus scaber, 392
Edinburgh Botanic Garden, 456

;

plants in flower at, 37, 721
Egypt, gardening in, 41
Elder, a new golden, 458; the red-

berried, 210
Elmet Hall, Leeds, 40
Embankment gardens, Charing Cros?,

99, 715
Epidendrum Godseffianum, 424, 610
Epping Forest and the Commissioners,

71 ; report by the Commissioners
upon, 648 ; the treatment of, 680

Eritrichium strictum, 336, 372
Eisex Summer School of Horticul-

ture, 73
Eucharis grandiflora, 716
Eucomis punctata, 501
Eugenia malaccensis. 132
Enlalia japonica, 685
Eupatorium serrulatum, 265
Evelyn, Jno., 575, 772
Evelyn Park, the, Deptford, 577
Events of the year, 763
Examinations in horticulture, 70
Exhibiting, prizes and point values

in, 305
Exhibitions, judging at, 336; a ques-

tion relating to international horti-

cultural, 709

Fasciated Lilium speciosum, 301
Fern hybrid, a bi-generic, 365; apo-

gamic, 211, 271, 305
Fernery, a British, 746
Ferns in pots, 639
Fibres, vegetable, 682
Ficus, a, strangling a Mango tree, 327
Figs in pots, early, 500
Finger-and-toe in Turnips, 618
Fire tree, a, 488
Fiies attacked by a fnniriu, 18, 135,

685 ; and plant-lice, 266
Flies, dead, adhering to Barley, 620
Flora, the. of the Amour littoral,

676 ; of Kashmir, 646
Floriculture in Haulev, 615
Florists' flowers, 7, 64, 325 422, 613,

677, 708, 739
F.ower garden, the, 13 41, 69, 96,

126, 157, 184, 213. 241, 269 298,
330. 363, 395. 426, 459, 490, 520.

551, 582, 614, 647. 678, 711. 741, 766
Flowering shrubs, the use of, 748
Flowers, as food, 762 ; preserved for

winter, 761
Flowers, sacred, 483 ; sexuality in, 428
Food requirements of the Chrysanthe-
mum, 272, 305, 486

Food requisite for the Tomato, 235
Foods and drinks, vegetable, 498
Forester, the education of the, 581, 612
Forestry, 39, 165, 387, 367, 487, 581,

612, 739; in Scotland, the promo-
tion of, 493

Fossil-tree, a Welsh, 521
Fr.ince, notes from, 292 ; the Institute

of, and its relation to botany and
horticulture, 492

French Horticultural School at Ver-
sailles, 261

Frog, a tropical, at Kew, 658, 706
Frost and drought, effects of, ou British

medicinal plants, 462
Fruit and market gardens, 714 ; at

Glewston Court, 180; Canadian,
429; crops, remarks upon the, 119,

126, 128, 150, 207. 262; cultivation iu

New Zealand, 766; essay compe-
tition, 335 ; farming in Sou'.h

Africa, 525 ;
growing for small gar-

dens, 610; in British Columbia,
716 ; for small gardens, 674 ; in the

United Kingdom, the commercial
aspect of, 432; hardy prospects,

133 ; marketing in Worcestershire,

6,1 ; market sale of, 498 ; the pre-

serving, 92, 180,216, 450; in tran-

sit, a new system of, 463
Frnit and vegetables, Covent Garden

nricei for, in, 322, 687

Fruit, new and strange, at Chri»tma»,

737
Fruit register, 426
Fruit, the prices of, 525, 587, 619
Fruit show, the great, at the Crystal

Palace, 361, 396, 432, 556, 588
Fruit, the glut of, 400 ; trade, our, 182

;

tree bark used in packing, 131 ; trees

and the weather, 246 ; oa house-

tops, 370 ; preparing land for, and
planting, 550 ;

pruning, 403 488
Fruits, new, of recent introduction,

403 ; new tropical. 737
Fruits under glass, 13. 41 69, 97, 126.

157, 184, 213, 240, 269, 299, 330.

362, 394, 427, 459 491. 520. 551,

582, 614, 647, 679, 710, 741, 767
Fuchsia coccinea, 294
Fuchsias, seedling, 134
Fungi, Australian, 716
Fungus, a remarkable, 773
Fungus on flies and plant-lice, 266, on

Pears, 620
Furcroca gigantea, 421

Garden, a town, 707
Garden manures, prices of. 706
Gardeners' characters, 133; Company,

the, 524
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 44, 129, 186,396,429. 714 71
',

771 ; annual dinner of, 16 ; Worces-
tershire Branch of, 626

Gardeners, young, and written charac-

ters, 45
Gardening, history of English, 733
Gardening, Mr. Gladstone on. 158
Gardens, some Old-world. 355
Gas-lime as a manure. 685, 720
Gasterosteus species, 3*9
Genista virgata, 22
Gentiana phlogifolia, 101

Gerbera Jamesoni, 643, 719
Germany, fruit, flower, and vegetable

cultivation in, 394
Ghent district, notes from, 63
Gladiolus from offsets, 72; G. Shah-

zada, 305
Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, the, 180
Glass, coloured, and Strawberries, 521;
749

Glewston Court, fruit at, 180
Gloxinias at Tring Park, 160
Godden Green, S;venoaks, 453
Gooseberry, a new white one. 216 ; a

spineless, 101, 135 ; White Warring-
ton, 246, 303

Grafting, a curious case of nature', 770
Grape-vines in towns, out-of-door, 431
Grapes, Cooper's Back and Gros Maruc,

769
Grapes, diseased, 135; nicotine po :son-

ing from eating, 331; s.c.'uten r
,

seeds in, 430
Grasses of Tennessee, 462
Grasses, preserved for winter, 761

Grouping for effect in c mservatjtie',

298
Gustavia pterocarpa. 577
Gynerium jubatum, 462

H

Habenaria Susanrjse. 452
Hacktborn Hall, the Vine at 337
Hailstorm at Haroenden 244
Hampton Court House Garden*, 155

Hanley, floriculture in, 615
Harvard University, botany aal g»r-

dening at, 177
Hardv fruit garden, th°, 12. 49. 68 97.

127, 157, 183, 212. 241. 26S 2JI

331, 363, 3i)5 427 458 490 5.'o.

551, 582, 615, 646, 67S, 711, 741 76 i

Hawthorn, the scarlet, 454
Hazel, prehistoric. 18

Hedysarum mult'jugum. S 41, 63
Helsniam grandio»pl)llam st-iiiam,

464
Hellebores, the cnlture of, 731
Henna, the production of, 159
Heraclearo gphondylirjci go fodder, Mo
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Herbaceous border, 66. 235, 372,391,
458, 488, 626, 643, 687

Herbarium, the Cape, 770
Heuchera«anguinea, 07 ; and h j brid, 305
Highclere, vegetables at, 297
Hippeastrum, 718; H. brachyandrum,

132
Hob, the patent Stamford, 162
Holland, horticultural progress in, 715

;

importation of cnt bulbous Sowers
from, 100 ; the exportation of cut
flowers from, 159

Hollyhock, the, 644, 70S
Hong-Kong, Botanic Garden! at, 306

;

notes from, 306
Honours to horticulturists, 682
Horse-radish, the importation of, 683

720, 746
Horticulture, examinations in, 70 ; in

Western Australia, 678 ; syllabus of

the summer school of, at Chelms-
ford, 361

lloulletia Brocklehurstiana, 454 ; H.
tigrina, 549

House-garden at Gunnersbury, 431
House-tops for fruit growing,
1

1
unnemannia fumariifolia, 190

Hjde Park, the gardening in, 164
Hvdrangeahortensis, var. Lindeni, 92

;

H, scandens, 643
Hjpeiicum Moeerianum x, 642; H.

reptans, 642

I

Idbia columnaria, 642
Iadian notes, 675
Inula Hookeri, 18
Ireland, Potato- digging in, 133 246
Lis Kaampferi, 520; Spanish, 708
Italian Cannas, 703
Italy, flower-carpets in, 362; noles

from. 362 ; Tomatos in, 325
Ixias, 708

Jac qoemontia violacea, 456
Jadoo fibre, n new use lor, 46 ; Polatos

in, 100, 135
Jamaica, notes from, 132; the Blue

Mountains in, 493
•Japanese editor-nurseryman, p, 749
Japanese matting, 463
Joldwynds, Disas, &c, at, 179
Jubsea spectabilis, 518
Judging, a code for, 685 ; at exhibi-

tions, the, 305, 336, 500, 653

K

Kashmir, the flora o', 616
Kentish Strawberry gardens, 73
Kew, a tropical frog at, 658 ; em-

ploje'i, pay of, 430; giant Cacti at,

190; in September. 618; notes, 22,

132, 190, 330, 392 421, 452, 484,
544, 577; the temperate-house at,

430 ; suicide in the gardens, 553
Kitchen garden, the, 12. 40, 69, 96.

127. 156, 184, 212, 240, 269, 299,

331, 363. 394, 427. 459, 490. 520.

550, 583, 615, 646 679, 711, 740, 767
Knife, a new budding, 306
Kniphofiae, 245
Kniphol's Botanica in Originali 210
Kb' renteria paniculafa, 247
Kyoto industrial exhibition of 1695, 95

Lai KffN, plants a ^ the Rn*al CbiHeEU
at, 298: Cattleyns at, 673

Ltelia Digbyana, 152; glauca 35
Lffilio-Cattleya Andreana, 293

; L-C.
x Brymeriana. 338; L.-O. X Clonia
operba, 420; L.-C. VarjeDevskyana,
35

L rgerstrcemia Pordii in H' ng- Kong SCO
Lake, evolution of a, IV: an arti-

ficial, at Mioley Manor, N, Hsntr,

Iiimium aurenm, 642
Lamp, a new safety, 468
Laurel, Portugal, a wonderful, 707
Lavandula dentata foliage, venation

in, 135

LAW NOTE8 : — Frederick Pendle
(Banirup'cy), 102; Heaton «. Cour-
tenay

( Wrongful dismissal of a gar-
dcrur), 501 ; Native Guano Co. v.

Hibberd (Recioery of debt). 217;
Toogood & Sons v Shepherd (In-

fringement of Trade Mark) 218, 339

Lawson & Son, Ltd., Peter, 215
Leaver, preserved, for winter, 761
Leicester Abbey Park, 240
Lemons from Australia. 462
Lespedeza Sieboldi, 453
Lettuces, aphides on, 218, 526; forcing,

in pots, 159 ; giant, 245
L ;ghtning, effects of, on trees, 271

;

Deodar struck by, 190; photo of,

218
Lilies at Mr. Tracy's at Twickenham,

159; Belladonna, (454 : diseased,

218; new, 745; Tige-, 708
Lilium auratum at Bricklebamptnn

Hall Gardens, 619; L. Biondi, 745
;

L. chinense, 745 ; dwarf form of,

618; Harrisi, the introduction of,

271, 304; Parryi, 208; speciosum,
a faBCiated, 301

Lily, show at Manchester, 249 ; the
Bermuda, 304

Lime and bees, 218
Limes, synopsis of the. 764
Lime-tree mite, the, 399
Linaria vulgaris with double flowers,

554
Lincoln arboretum, additions to the,

215
Liquorice-root in the United States,

the cultivation of, 737
Liverpool Window-garden Associa-

tion, 130
Lombardy, a tour in, 486
Low's ground-compasses, 218
Lucnlia gratissima, 134
Luddemannia Pescatore', 63 ; L tri-

loba. 63, 713
Lycoris aureB, 545, 577
Lygodiumsasroofand pillar plants, 425

M

Macao tobacco factory, a, 61

Machinery exhibition in Vienna, 334
Madagascar, 460
Magnolia glauca, 210; M. Wationi, 46
Magpie-motb, the, 553
Maize, large yield of, 101

Malformed Cattleya, a, 705
Manchester, Alexandra Park, 236

;

Botanic Gardens, 244
Mango tree, a Ficus strangling a, 327
Mannre, artificial, in Melon growing,

215; trials at Richmond, 712
Manures, a lecture on garden, 308

;

prices of garden. 706
Maple, Lorberg's, 706
Marguerite Carnations, 739
Market growers and salesmen, 64
Markets, the City Corporation, 302
Marrow, Vegetable, Courge Patate,

764
Maidevallia guttulata, 388 ; M. Lowii,

360
Matthew Arnold as a lover of flowers,

738
Matting, Japanese, 463
Medicinal plants, the crop of British,

462
Melon, the Lady, 554
MeWiHe Castle Gardens, 543
Metrical system, report of the House

of Commons Committee upon the,

130
Microspatha guineensis, 642
Microstylis macrochila, 825
Mignonette, Burkbill New White, 7J0
Miltonia, Empress Augusta Victoria,

360 ;
M. vexillaria, a specimen plant

of, 743
Miltoniat, natural hybrid, 265

Missouri, botanic garden, 188
Mitchell, Mr. G., of Scranrat r, as J P.,

188
Monstrous Anemone japonic*, 526
Moor Park, gardens at, 356
Morello Cherry culture, notes on, 2'J I,

392
Morello Cherries at Scone Palace, 455,

555, 747
Moss litter and peat industry, 716
Moth-catching plant, 211
Mountain Asb, orange berried. 361
Mulched Rose Garden, the, 266
Mulching Roses, 236
Musa Cavendishii, fruiting of, 555, 587
Musa Frehi, 544
Musas at Hampton, 706
Museum arrangement, 296
Mushroom spawn, the preparation of,

107
Mushrooms at Mr. Johnson's farm at
Hanger Hill, Ealin?, 117

Musssenda luteola, 456

N

Naqptjb, the public gardens at, 458
Narcissus flowering in September, 399
Nasturtium Lilipnt, 709
Natal, prospects in, 716
Natural history, modern school of, 296

;

the old school of, 296
Natural selection, what is it P 584
Nectarine, Baltet, 293
Nelumbium in Egypt, the, 271
Nepenthes, Curtisi, a green pitcher

upon, 620
Neuwiedia Griffithii, 44
New South Wales, winter in, 215
New York, botanic garden for, 334
New Zealand, a town garden in, 8
Nicotine poisoning from eating Grapes,
334

Nitrification, tillage and, 332
Nomenclature of garden plants, 301

;

botanical, of plants, 328
Nova Scotian Apples, 334
Novaya Zemlya, 273

NURSERY NOTES :—Birkenhead, W.
& J., Sale, 94; Brownhill. Henry,
Sale, Manchester, 466; Bull, Wm.,
Chelsea, 100 ; Bunyard & Co., Geo..
Maidstone, 67, 548 ; Cannell, H„ &
Sons, 652; Cheal, J., & Sons,
Crawley, 464 ; Douglas, Jas., Book-
bam, 138 ; Downie, Jno., Edinburgh,
164; Fisher, Son, & Sibray, Shef-
field, 644 ; Heath & Son, Chelten-
ham, 434; Linden, MM., Brussels,

162 ; Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle,

338 ; Makoy et Cie., M. Jacob, Bel-
gium. 162; Mortimer, S., Farnham,
11 ; Paul & Sons. Cheshunt. 500

;

Rivers & Son. T. F., Sawbridge-
worth. 368; Veitch & Sons, Jas.,

50, 360; Wallace & Co., Col-
chester, 94; Webb & Sons, Stour-
bridge, 398; Whiteley's, W., Hil-
lingdon, 651

Oak-gall and Oak-apple, 370
Oakwood, notes from, 672
Oil, a new perfume-, 615

OBITUARY:—Atkinson, C. L., 744;
Babington. Professor, 99 ; Baillon,

Henry, 10S ; Bause, Christian
Friedericb, 503 ; Crispin, J., 46S

;

Eaton, Professor, 130; Findlay, Mrs.

Bruce, 658 ; Gilbert, Richard, 658 ;

Grieve, Peter, 405; Hardinge. Jno.
Josiah Coles. 342 ; Harris, James,
341; Heath, Vernon, 524 ; Hellriegel,

Hermann, Professor, 618; Huxley,
Professor, 14; Jamieson, Andrew,
429; Lawes, Lady, 687; Lawion,
George, 658; Masters, Alderman, 22;
Measures, Mrs. R. I,, 275 ; Menlen,
Monsieur Lifjvin Spse-Y8B der, £49

;

Notting. PiBire. 714; Pastenr,
l.ouis, 396; K.bone. T. H. , 105;
Riley, Chas. V., 405 ; Riley, Pro-
fessor, Washington, 020 ; Saul, Miss
Jane, 275; Ssebohm, Henry, 660;
Slocombe. C. P., 398 ; S>,eneer, Her-
mann, 372; Stratford, J., 78; Soeb,
Geo., 744 ; Tabley, Lord d», 658;
Townshcnd, Mary, 600 ; Vervaet,
Itidore.372 ; Vesque. M. J, il6j
Walters, James, 660; Wills. Jno.,

45, 78 ; Woods, S. A., 22 ; Young,
U. U., 628

• J lontoglosBum coronarium, 189; O.
crispum at home, 487 ;

malformed,

35; O. Halli-xanthinura X. 35; O.
maculatum, 577; O. Uro-Sktnneri,
Crawsbay's variety, 292

OJontoglossums at Bankfield, 90
;

from Mr. Brooman-White, 126
CEiothera suaveolens, opening of the

flowers of, 775
Oleanders, 64
Oncidium ornithorhyrchum albiuYruro,

360
Onion Highclere Tankard, 746
Onion and Leek show at Rothesay, 431
Onion show at Banbury, 405
Uaions, large, 46
Opium and morphia in China, 334
Orchid-basket, Seasell's patent, 74S;

West's improved, 306
Orchid, collecting, 422. 487; collector,

an, 335; houses at Rambnniller, 34
U-chid-honses, fhe, 13, 40, 68. 97. 127,

156, 185, 212, 241. 268. 298. 331,

362, 395, 426 458 491. 520, 583,
614, 646, 679, 710, 740, 767

Orchid notes and gleanings, 34 62 90,

126, 151, 180, 206, 265. 292, 333.

360, 388 424, 454, 518, 597, 610,
672 705,762

Orchid* and poets, 79
Orchids, at Antwerp, 392 ; at Bru'sels,

298; at Bnrford, Dirking, 326; at
Camberwell Lodge, 672 ; at Cas'le
Hill, 672; at Fair Oik Lodge, 36;
at Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, 360 ;

at Rosslyn, Stamford Hill, 518; a r
.

Roundhay Mount. Leeds, 62 ; at

The Ashlands, 388 ; at the Beleian
exhibitions. 391; at The D<ll,

Egham, 577 ; at L'Horticulture In-
ternationale, 3W2 ; at Oswald Hou«e,
Elinburgh, 705; at Trenton, N.J,
152

Orchidr, in their home, 422 4S7 ; list

of gaiden, 5S0 ;
peculiarities of

growth in. 338; seedling. 162; spot

disease, 419; the sale of the Stamford
Hall, 365 ; of W. R. Lees, Esq.'.-, col-

lection of, 365; at Stevens' Komi
(Lindens'), 461 ; the spot disease of,

419
Orphan Fund, Royal Gardeners', 17,

44, 129, 524 683, 771
Oiwald House, Edinburgh, Orchids at,

705
Oxalis trop.c jloides, 393

Pachtstoma chinense in Hong-Kong,
306

Packing competition at the Crystal

Palace Fruit Show, 499, 554, 588,

654, 685
Pa:onies, herbaceous, 626
Paintings, exhibition of flower, 651
Paleobotany, 329
Palms, useful, for living-rooms, 421
Pancratium canariense, 294
Pandanus Vandermeerschii, 237
Fancium edule and hydrocyanic acid,

462
Pansies, too many, 46
Paraiites, 6

Paris, notes from, 552, 642 ; the
gardens of, J.30

P.ark, Alexandra. Manchester, 23Q

;

for Droitwich ~
; the public, fit

Darlington, 424
Parsnip, diseased, 520
raieenr, Louis, the late, 896
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Faulownia imperialie, 75
Pea, Cannell'g English Wonder, 9;

Rent-payer, 96; St. Duthus, 96,
160 ; Sutton's Peerless Marrowfat,
96; trials in Lincolnshire, 423

Peas and Pop»ies, 102
Peas, early, 37, 74; Sweet, colour and

perfume in, 217
Peach and Nectarine, a composite fruit

of, 37
Peach, fruiting of double, 463
Peaches, large, 305
Peaches and Nectarines, 653 ; on the

open wall, 370
Pear, Beurre

1

Clairgeau, 268; Lucy
Grieve, 677, 720

Pears, diseased, 526 ; a dish of Catillac,

745 ; fungus on, 620
Pelargonium Madame Chas. Koenig, 294
Pelargoniums, root- propagation cf

show and fancy, 20S ; disease of
(Wheatear), 134

Pellionia Diveauanane, 643
Peloriated Cypripediums, 763
Pencil, a new, 213
Pentstemon barbatu?, 235
Peppermint culture, 464
Perfume-oil, a new, 615
Perfumes in Roaes and Sweet Peas, 431
Petrsea volubilis alba, 546
Phalsenopsis Lindeni, 36
Philadelphus, Boule d'Argent, 18 ; P.

Lemoinei, 22
Phloxes, the herbaceous, 325, 391
Phylloxera certificate, the, 130, 158

;

law, the, 99, 134
Physiology.experimental plant, 188, 329
Pinks, 644
Pinus Devonians, 707
Pitcairnia ferruginea, 421
Plant decoration, 133
Plant life, the advance of, 166

Plant Portraits :—Acacia glau-

cescens, 95; Actinotus Hdianthi, 95

;

Adiantum lineatum, 633 ; Ae.-ides

Houlletiannm, 335, 495 ; AUamauda
violacea, 717, 746 ; Aloe Lnntii, 714

;

Amasonia erecta var. bracteata, 616

;

Amoroha caneacens, 45 ; Angrse-
cum Kotschyi, 616 ; Anthurium Gus-
tavi. 429 ; A. salmoneum x , 495 ;

A. Scherz»rianum, 189; Aphelandra
niteni, 335 ; Aponogetondistaehyum
var. Ligrangei, 335 ; Apple Jefferis,

160; A. Nonpareille de Peasgood,

495 ; Aretostaphylos diversifolia,

746; Arethuaa bulbosa, 683; Aris-

tolochia unpulifolia 44 ; Aspidium
marginal?, 746; Birtholina pecti-

nata, 714 ; Begonia Faureiana, 683 ;

B. Mrs. Joseph Eliat, 717 ; Berberis

heteropoda, 746 ; Brownea arhiza,

160 ; Baddleia Colvilei, 714 ;

Caladium Liliputense, 771 ; Calo-

chortus luteus concolor, 746 ; Cam-
panula Vidalii, 495 ; Cannas Sarah
Hill and Maurice Musiey, 45 ; Car-
pinus cordata, 160 ; Catasetum
Lemosii, 616; C. stupendum. 717;
Cittleya L»opoldi II.. 335; C.

Mossiae amoaaa, 189; Chrysanthe-
mum Captain Lucien Chaure\ 746 ;

C. Walter Seaman, 160; Coeh-
lioda Noezliana, 335 ; Coreopsis
graudiflora, 683; Corylus roafcrata,

335; Cosmos sulphureus, 771 ;

Cymbidium eburneo - Lowianum,
683: Cypripedium Felix F«re, 189;
C. Gartrude Hillington, 683; Den-
drobium Donneaiae X D. Dalhouaei-

anum. 495; D, nobile candidulum,

335; D. nobile nobiliui, 45; Dipla-

denia atro-purpurea, 45 ; Echidnop-
sis Dammaniana, 746; Eucalyptus
corymbosa, 95; Eilophia congoen-
sis. 717 ; Eulophiella Elisabeths,

160; Fothergilla Gardneri. 746;
Godetia Whitueyi var.. 335, 495

;

Helleborus altifolius, 95 ; Hem»rn-
callii aurautiaca var. major, 335

;

Hemitelia Lindeni, 74S ; Hiooeas-
trum equestre var. Wotteri, 495 ; H,
e. var. splendens, 495 ; Huernia ma-
crocarpa, 45 ; Hybrid Willows, 746

;

Iris Germanica var. Kharput, 495

;

Kaempferia Gilberti, 160 ; Ealmia
cuniata, 746 ; Lamourouxia Pringlei,

160; Lilium Biondi, 717; L. chi-

nense, 717 ; L. sulphurenm, 717 ,'

Lotus peliorhyncus, 45 ; Lupinus
arboreus, 45 ; Lychnis Haageana
and L, chalcedonica. 189 ; Lygo-
dium palmatum, 683; Magnolia
Campbelli, 335 ; Marica Northiana
var. splendens, 335 ; Masdevallia
ludibunda and M. triangularis, 189

;

Maxillaria nigrescens, 335 ; Mor-
modes Rolfeanum, 429 ; Musa rubra,

714 ; Neuwiedia Griffithii, 44 ; Nidu-
larium Chantrieri x , 495 ; Nymph a: \

marliacea ignea, 717 ; Odontoglos-
sumcitrosmum,717, 746; O.Ed wardi,

189; O. Harvengtense x, 335; O.
pulchellum majus, 189; Oncidium
ornithorhyncum albiflorum, 335

;

O. spilopterum, 335 ; Oxalis violacea,

95; Pear Andr<5 Desportes, 683;
Pear Francois Hutin, 771 ;

Fennisetum Ruppellianum, 717

;

Pentas carnea, 495; Phaius macu-
latus, 335 ; Fhyllocactus Hild-
manni X, 746; P. Eermesinus,

746; Fleurothallis scapha, 215;
Plum Gabriel Combes, 95; P.

Rivera' Transparent Gage, 717

;

Polygala Galpini, 429; Polygonum
baldschuanicum. 717 ; Prochynan-
thes Bulliana, 215; Fyrus Cratsegi-

folia Targioni, 44; P. sikkimensis,

215; Rhododendron grande, 335;
R. virgatum, 683; Richardia Pent-
landii, 717; R. Rehmanni,335; Rosa
Licite, 335 ; Rose G. Nabonnand,
771 ; Rubui capensis, 335 ;

Rose Marchioness of Londonderry,

717; R. Mosellapolyantha, 717 ; Rabus
lasiostylus, 44 ; Rudbeckia maxima,
45; R. pinnata, 45; Saccolabium
ampullaceum, 717 ; S. Mooreanum,
215; Sarracenia flava. 495; Scilla

sibirica multiflora. 335 ; Schom-
burgkia rosea, 189 ; Selenipedium
Dalleanum, 717; S. Sargentianum,

616; Sanecio Hualtata, 44; Sollya

heterophylla, 683; Spirsu bracteata,

215; Sphceralcea abutiloides, 160;
Spathoglottis Eimballiana, 616 ;

Stauropsis gigantea, 189 ; Stern-

bergia Fischeriana, 429 ; Syringa
Emodi var. rosea, 683 ; S. vulgaris,

95 ; S. v. Madame Lemoine, 45

;

Tecoma Smithiix, 95; Telopia
speciosissima. 95 ; Trichostemma
dichotoma, 683 ; Thunbergia grandi-

flora, 45 ; Thunia Marsballiana,

495 ; Tulipa violacea, 429 ; Vanda
Parishii var. Marriottiana, 717

;

Verbesina pinnatifida and V. Mame-
ana, 95; Villarsia nvmphaeoides,

717; Willow?, hybrid, 746; Yucca
Whipplei. 746 ; Zygopetalum Wend-
landi, 189

Planting fruit-trees, 550

PLANT8, NEW OR NOTEWORTHY:—
Ana- ;tochilu8 Sanderianus, 484 ; As-
plenium Orouponchense, 388 ; Cita-
setum ferox, 262 ; Cattleya Fow-
leri x, 178; C. X Jano, 118; C.
labiata Broomeana, 608 ; Ceropegia
debilis. 358 ; Chlorocodon Whitei,

234 ; Cirrhopetalum Rothschildia-

num, 608 ; Cupressus macrocarpa,
var. guadeloupensis, 62 ; Cypripe-
dium x Lord Derby, 358 ; Dendro-
bium glomeriflorum, 206; D. im-
peratrix, 34 ; D. sanguioeum, 292

;

Doryphora sassafras, 34 ; Eutero-
sora Fawcetti, 62 ; Hemerocallis
aurantiaca, var. major, 62 ; Lsalia

anceps, var. linaate, 734 ; L. x Fincke-
niana, var. Schroderse, 762 ; Lino-
spadix Micholitzii. 262 ; Ludde-
mannia triloba, 63 ; Masdevallia
eclyptrata, 577 ; M. Forgetiana, 484

;

M. Lawrencei, 324 ; Musa, a hybrid,

516 ; Nephrodium dejectum, 640 ;

Odontoglosaum aspidorhinnm, 357

;

Pilea Spruceana, 388 ; Polypodium
trinidadensis, 235; Rosa Wichura-

iana, 90 ; Stapelia longidens, 324

;

Tchihatchewia isatidea, 150
Plants, the dormant period in, 675
Plant?, culture of, under glaBs, 12, 41,

68, 97. 127, 157. 184, 213, 241, 269,
299, 331, 363, 394. 427. 458. 491,

520, 550, 583, 615, 647, 678, 711, 741,
766

Platyclinis glumacea, 553
Pleione lagenaria, 454
Plum, abicolor,271 ; Grand Duke, 710
Flumiera alba, 456
Poetry and Urchids, 79
Poisoning from eating Grapes, 334, 390
Polygonum Brunonis, 613
Polypodium, a proliferous, 75 ; P.

xiphopteroidsefolium, 612
Poppies, hybrid, 45
Porto Rico, vegetable products in, 4 .0

Potash in fruit growing, 7
Potato and Tomato grafted, 528
Potato, crop the, 392 ; in Jersey, 99 ;

digging in Ireland, 133, 246 ; Mona's
Pride, 74, 101 ; scale, remedies for

the, 682
Potatos, 578 ; a heavy crop of, 684,775 ;

diseased, 218 ; experiments with,

712 ; lecture on, 527 ; sporting in,

619 ; the out-growing of, 158 ; Vale
of Cleveland and Sbarpe's Victor,

464, 556, 587, 653
Poultry, our, 46, 238, 489, 764
Prairie, flowers of the North-west, 67
Preserving fruit, 180, 216
Preston Manor Gardens, Brighton, 239
Prices of fruit, 587 ; and vegetables in

the year 1822, 587, 619
Primula kashmeriana, 545; P. scotica,

18
Propagation of Pelargoniums by roots,

208 ; Restio subverticillatus, 12
Protoplasmic chemistry, 330
Prune culture in America, 494
Pruning fruit trees, 488, 520, 525
Puccini a, a remarkable, 773
Pyrethrums, single and double-

flowered, 66
Pyrus Aucuparia, the orange-berried

variety of, 361 ; P. cratsegifolia Tar-
gioni, 44

QnABBY grounds, the, Shrewsbury, 337

RiBBiT-proof plants, 685 719, 747, 775
Rabone, the late Mr. T. H , 137
Railway companies and agricultural

produce, 493
Railway rates, redaction of, on the

Great Eastern, 681
Rainfall, heavy, in Yorkshire, 131
Rambouillet, Orchid-houses at, 34
Rmunculus asiaticus varieties, 7 ; R.

cortusasfolius, 645
Raspberry Belle de Fontenay, 710;

the black, 72, 303 ; the Strawberry,
426

Raspberries at Dover House Gardens,
101 ; late, 556

Ravensconrt Park, Hammersmith, 216
Readin?. University Extension College

at, 100
Restio subverticillatus, 12
Retarding instead of forcing, 715
Rhododendron Canninghami, 747
Raododendron, hybrid, 620
Rhododendrons, choice hardy, 74
Rhopala obovata as a fire tree, 488
Richardia Pentlandi, 160
Rockery, the, at Warnham Court, 364
Rocket, the double, 216
Rodigas, M., honours to, 17
Rcebling's, Mr. C. G,, Trenton, Orchids

at, 152
Roofs of oottages suitable for fruit

growing, 270
Root crops, origin of, and climate, 451
Rosa multiflora at Kew, 22 ; R. rugosa
and its varieties, 7 ; R rugosa for

game covert, 653, 684, 719; R,
setigera, 92

Rosary, the, 7, 67, 91, 118, 236, 266,

497, 734
Rose, a red Mare'chal Niel, 64, 160; a

white Moss, 118; R. Enchantress,

673; garden in autumn, the, 205;
the mulched, 266; R. Eaiserin

Auguste Victoria, a yellow-coloured,

64 ; R. Mrs. W. J. Grant, 247 ; R.

Papa Gontier, a white sport of, 64

;

season of 1895, the; 323 ; the double

white Coubert, 67 ; R. William Allan
Richardson, 7

Roaes at Colchester, 22 ; at the Crystal

Palace and at Gloucester, 42 ; at the

Derby Show, 98 ; at the National
Show at Gloucester, 13 ; button-

hole, 497 ; Christmas, 736 ; notes

upon new, 91 ; on Briars for bud-
ding, the watering of, 101 ; stocks for,

734; the naming of by their perfume,

431 ; the planting of, 671 ; two
modes of mulchiug, 236

Rotation of crops, 38, 366, 399, 464
Rothesay, horticultural features of, 291
Ronndbay Mount, Leeds, Orchid sat, 62
Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

mittees, 712, 719, 748, 774
Royal Institution, arrangements of the,

714
Rubber from Kickxia africana, 618
Ribus capensis, 215 ; R, lasiostylus,

44, 210 ; R, phcenicolasius (Wine-
berry), 134

Russia, agricultural machinery in, 130
Peas and Poppies in, 102

Saccolabium ampullaceum, 672
Sacred flowers, 483
Sagittaria montevidensis, 518
St. James' Park, bedding arrangements

in, 216
Sambucns nigra foliis aureis, 210 ; S.

n. var. foliis luteo-marginatis, 210

;

S. racemosa, 210 ; S. r. plumosa
foliis aureis. 458

Sandhills of Nebraska, the, 767
Sayes Court, Deptford, 575
Scheelea species, 485
School, summer, of horticulture, in

Eisex, 73

Scientific Committee: Abies,
hybrid. 6S5 ; -flScidium chenopodii,

135; JE. nymphseoides, D.C., 135;
Anemone japonica, monatrons, 526;
Aphides on Lettuces, 526 ; Apple,
diseased, 685 ; A. fruit, second crop

of, 526; A. black-skinned, 620;
Asters, hybrid, 620; A , supposed
natural hybrid, 526 ; Beech, round-
leaved, 18 ; Black Currant x Goose-
berry hybrid, 218; Carnations at-

tacked by grubs, 685, 748 ; Castanea
vesca, female replacing male flowers

in, 218; Cattleya Mosiise with
donble growth, 526 ; Cedrus Deodara
struck by lightning, photo of, 218

;

Cedars, some historic, 526 ; Cocos
australis? fruits of, 620; C. erio-

spatha, 685 ; colours of flowers,

the, 748 ; Cypripedium, hybrid,

peculiarities in, 620; C. malformed,
135; Cvpripediums, origin of the slip-

per in, 748; D.seased Pear,526; Dis-
eased Parsnip. 526 ; Flies attacked
byfnngi, 18, 135, 685; Flies, dead,
adhering to Barley, 620; Fungus
on Pears, 620 ; Gooseberry, spine-
less, 135; Grapes, diseased, 135;
Hazel, prehistoric, 18 ; Jadoo fibre,

Potatos grown in, 135; Lavan-
dula dentata fo'iage, venation in,

135 ; Lettuces, aphides on, 218, 526

;

Lightning, photo of Cadrus Deodara
struck by, 218 ; Lilies, diaeaaed, 218

;

lime and bees, 218 ; monstrous
Anemone japonica, 526 ; Pears,

fungus on, 620 ; Potatos, diseased,

218; Primula scotica, 18; Rhodo-
dendron, hybrid, 620 ; Riley, Pro-
fessor,'death of 620 ; Sex, exchange
of, in flowers, 218; Sweet Williams,

sudden reversion of, 135 ; Vine
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items, malformed. 685 ; wind, in-

jury to foliage by, 526

Scuticaria Steeli ;

, 762
Seed and its growth, relation between

the weight of the, 93
Seed croiis in the eastern midlands,

the, 156
Seed farm, a midland, 398
Seed trade, the, 358
Seeds, sncenlent, in Grapes. 430; the

latent vitality of, 607
Seedsmen's trade marks, 371. 399, 400
Selection, natural, what is it? 584
Senecio Hnaltata, 44
Sequoia region, flora of the, 130
SfX, exchange of, in flowers, 218
Sexuality in flowers, 428
Shamrock of Ireland, the true, 160, 272
Sbortia, a school founded out of the

proceeds from the, 244
Shrewsbury, the Quarry grounds at, 337
Shrubs, use of deciduous flowering, 748
Suulang root, 459
Slugs and worms, 216, 336
Slugs defending by a line of slime,

160, 190, 216, 245
Slugs, worm-eating, 432
Sobralia Lindeni, 424

SOCIETIE8:— Alderley Edge, &c,
Chrysanthemum, 721 ; Ancient So-
ciety of York Florists, 770 ; Ascot
Chrysanthemum, 590 ; Aylesbury
Chrysanthemum, 657; Ayrshire Gar-
deners', 586, 744 ; Basingstoke Hor-
ticultural, 248; Bath Floral, 274;
Bath Rose and Begonia Show,
77; Battle Horticultural, 340;
Beckenham Horticultural, 104, 586

;

Bishop's Stortford Horticultural,

219 ; Bournemouth and D. strict

Chrysanthemum, 622 ; Bradford
Chrysanthemum, 625 ; Brighton
and Sussex Horticultural, 274,

561; Bristol Chrysanthemum, 623;
British Pceridological, 189 ; Brix-
ton, &c Chrysanthemum, 590;
Brussels Orehidesnne,494. 617,744;
Cardiff Horticultural, 194, 622;
Carnation and Picotee Union, 137

;

Carshalton. Beddington, and Wal-
lington. 333 ; Chambre Syndicate
des Horticulteurs Beiges, 182

;

Charlwood and District Horticul-
tural, 218; Chertsey, Walton, and
Weybridge Horticultural, 50; Ches-
hunt, Wormley, and District, 302,
365, 494. 591, 650, 715; Chester
Paxton, 686 ; Cirencester Chrysan-
themum, 590; Croydon Horticul-
tural, 21 ; Crystal Palace Chrysan-
themum, 560 ; D*»on and Exeter
Gardeners', 134, 397, 592, 622, 744 ;

Devon and Exeter Horticultural. 20;
Dundee Chrysanthemum. 715 ;

Ealing Horticultural, 44, 623; E>
cles and District Chrysanthemum,
624; Edinburgh Botanical, 76, 623,

721, 749; Exeter Gardeners', 685;
Karnhiuu Chrysanthemum, 621

;

Finchley Chrysanthemum, 625;
Forest Gate Chrysanthemum, 591

;

Fungus Foray, 341 ; Ghent Horti-

cultural, 99, 300, 651; Glasgow
Chrysanthemum. 656 ; Glasgow
Horticultural, 310 ; Grand York-
shire Gala, 405 ; Great Grimsby
Horticultural, 214; Hammersmith
Horticultural. 137; Hanley Chrys-
anthemum. 589; Havant Chrysan-
themum, 558; Hereford Fruit and
Chrysanthemum, 589 ; Higbgate,

&c, Chrysanthemum, 560. 721
;

Hitchin Chrysanthemum, 590 ; Hor-
ticultural Club, 72, 160,493,616,744

;

Hull Chrysanthemum, 622 j Ipswich
Horticultural, 75 ; Irish Gardeneri"

651 ; Isle of Wight Horticultural

Improvement. 159 ; Kingston Chrys-
anthemum, 620 ; Lee, Blackheath,
and Lewisbam, 21 ; Leicester Hor-
ticultural, 158. 192 ; Lewea Chrys-
anthemum, 622; Lichfield Chrys-
anthemum, 623 ; Linnean, 585, 649,

714 ; Liverpool Chrysanthemum,

621; London Pansy and Viola, 75;
Longton Chrysanthemum, 625;
Maidstone Hardy Fruit, 434; Maid-
enhead Horticultural, 220 ; Man-
chester Royal Botanic, 103, 249, 657

;

Margate and Isle of Thanet, 625

;

Midland Carnation and Picotee, 162;
National Amateur Gardeners, 16,

771 ; National Auricula and Primula,
553 ; National Carnation and Pico-
tee. 104, 553 ; National Chrysanthe-
mum, 131, 270, 309, 396, 433,
468, 492, 528 556, 592, 616,

656, 684, 686, 714, 720, 721,744;
National Co-operative, 242; National
Dahlia, 309 ; Nationale d'Horticul-
ture of Paris, 17, 100, 681 ; National
Pink, 104 ; National Rose, 98, 650,
680, 714 : at Crystal Palace,
47 : Derby, 77 : Gloucester, 19

;

Neath Chrysanthemum, 65; New-
castle District Horticultural Mu-
tual Improvement, 72, 105,

215, 333, 618, 744; Newmarket
Horticultural, 103 ; Northampton
Horticultural, 163; North of Scot-
land Root, Fruit, and Vegetable,

554; Norwich Horticultural. 657;
Peeblesshire Horticultural, 524, 650 ;

People's Palace Horticultural, 50,

715 ; Pomological of Boskoop, 398

;

Putney, &C, Chry»anthemum, 591,
744; Reading and District Gar-
deners'. 686 ; Richmond Horticul-
tural, 18; Ryyal Agricultural and
Horticultural of Jersev, 559 ; Royal
Botanic, 159, 586, 616, 650, 744

;

Royal Caledonian, 340; Riyal
Horticultural, 48, 102, 135, 191,

247, 307. 373, 400, 432, 466,
526, 588, 654. 720; Royal Horti-
cultural of Aberdeen, 274, 682;
Royal Scottish Arboricultural, trip

to Germany of, 387; St. Neot's
Horticultural, 163; St. Osyth's
Cottagers' Horticultural, 162; Sandy
Horticultural. 275 ; Scottish Horti-
cultural, 99, 554, 624. 716 ; Scottish
Pansy and Viola, 103 ; Sevenoaks
Horticultural, 219 ; Shirley and
District Gardeners' and Amateurs'
Mutual Improvement, 245, 248,
334, 494, 529, 61S; Shirley, Mil-
brook, and Fremantle Hortcul-
tural, 771 ; Shropshire Horticul-
tural, 221, 242, 246 ; Socie"te Riyale
d'Horticulture of Antwerp, 651 ;

Society of Jersey Gardeners, 771 ;

South Shields and Northern Coun-
ties Chrysanthemum, 656 ; South-
ampton Horticultural, 163, 589

;

Stirling Horticultural, 300 ; Stock-
port Chrysanthemum, 624 ; Stoke
Pogis Horticultural, 219 ; Surrey
Floricultural, 136 ; Taunton Horti-
cultural, 193; Teignmouth Gar-
deners' Mutual Improvement, 72;
Tooting, &c, Horticultural, 593

;

Torquay District Gardeners', 159,

398, 559 ; Tottenham Chrysanthe-
mum, 72; Trentham Horticultural,

136 ; Trowbridge Horticultural, 220;
Tunbridge Wells, Mid- Kent, and
E ist Sussex Chrysanthemum, 623

;

Tunbridge Wells Horticultural, 76
;

Twickenham Chrysanthemum. 656
;

Ulster Horticultural. 655 ; Watford
Chrysanthemum, 559 ; Welling-
borough Horticultural, 137 ; Welsh-
pool Horticultural, 193 ; West of

England Chrysanthemum, 621
;

Weston-super-Mare Horticultural,

220 ; WhitechBpel Flower show at St.

Mary's, 222 ; Wilts Horticultural, 219;
Wimbledon and District Horticul-

cultnral, 50. 623 ;
Winchester Hor-

ticultural. 623; Windsor and Eton
Rose and Horticultural. 20 ; Windsor
Chrysanthemum, 593 ; Wolver-
hampton Floral Fote, 76 589 ; Yeo-
vil Chrysanthemum. 625 ; York
Chrysanthemum, 656 ; Yorkshire
Naturalists' Union, 311

Solanum Wendlandi, 190; S, zanti

var. Wallaceii, 405

bowerby, retirement of Mr., from the

Royal Botanic Gardens, 215
Sparaxis, 70S
Spiraea bracteata at Kew, 22 ; S. fili-

pendula, II.- pi., 235; S. venusta, 236
Sporting in Potatos, 61^
Soye Park, notes from, 65
Squirrels, 17
Stand Hall, Cattleya culture at, 454
Stanhopea Haselowiana, 422 ; S, Lowii

var. Amesiana, 155
Stapelia gigantea, 485
Sticklebacks, 399
Stock, Princess Alice, 212
Stocks for R-ises, 734
Stocktaking, 44, 188, 302, 429, 586, 715
S:oring of fruit. 561
S.rawberries, 369; S, late, 327,398;
S , old and new varieties of, 18 ; S,,

varieties of, for forcing. 178
S.rawberry gardens at Kuole, 73; S.

Hericart de Thury, 17; S. Sensa-
tion, 17 ; S. the Hautbois, 153

Street-planting, 149
S;relitzia Augusta, 562
Streptocarpus, 128; S,, Liing's multi-

flora. 211
Sweet Pea, Cupid, 398
Sweet Peai, the naming of, by their

perfume, 431
Sweet Williams, sudden reversion in,

135
Succulent seeds, 430
Sundew, the round-leaved, 74
Sundorne Castle, hardy fruits at, 518
Sunstroke, death of trees by, 365
Surrey County Council and its Potato

experiments, 712
Sydney Botanic Gardens, view in the,

270
Synandrospadix vermitoxicum, 769
Syringa japonica, 92

Table decorations at the National
Carnation Society's shows, 160

;

with cat flowers. 190
Tacca palmata, 330
Tahiti, Cotton. Coffee, and Vanilla

culture in, 159
Technical education, 618, 716
Tecoma radicans, 392
Telekia speciosa and T. speciosissima,

458
Temple show, exhibits at the, 133
Thames Embankment Gardens, 715
Thunderstorms, 17
Tiarella cordifotia, 642
Tiger Lilies, 708
Tilia, the species and varieties of, 764
Tillage and nitrification. 332
Timber, Australian, 335 ; felling and

planting park, 165 ;
price s of British-

grown, 739 ; it. game, 654
Tobacco factory, a primitive, 61
Todea superba, 620
Tomato crop, food requirements of the,

235 ; T. Duke of York, 92, 133, 190 ;

fruits not swelling, 63, 74 : houses,
method of ventilating, 369 ; trade,

the, 188
Tomatos, 190. 556 ; at Mr. Lawrens on's

nursery, 271 ; in Italy, 325 ; the
sleepy disease of, 45 ; true to name,
337

Town garden, a, 707
Trade marks, seedsmen's, 371
Tragacanth and Persian berries in

Angora, 365
Tree planting at Exmouth, 720
Trees, death of, by sunstroke, 365
Trees, insect enemies to, 487; of West

Prussia, rare, 463 ; received during
frost, treatment of, 687 ; soils and
situation, 567 ; the over-thinning of
forest. 387; and shrubs, 8, 46, 68,
210, 458,707

Trentham, plants and flowers at, 771
Trichopilia brevis, 641
Tropsoulum ipecioaum, 488
Tulip, the cultivation of the English

show, 464 ; the show, 579
Tapa Feuillei, 642
Turf-cutter, a new, 501

Turnip-fly, the, 99
Turnips, cause of finger-and-toe in,

618
Turvey Abbey gardens, 515

University College, London, 16
Utriculariaijemformis, 132

Vanillas of commerce, 390
Vegetable, assimilation and respiration,

132 ; crops in 1895, 613 ; foods and
drinks, 498; physiology, 329;
products in Porto Rico, 430 ; show,
the Chiswick, 271, 300

Vegetable Marrows, Courge Patate, 704
Vegetables, 9, 96, 167 ; at Brighton,
an exhibition of, 334 ; at Highclere,
297 ; at Reading, 297

Vegetarian luncheon, a, 302; the, at
Chiswick, 370

Vegetating, assimilation iD, 329
Venidium calendulaceum, 305
Ventilating, method of, Tomato-

house, 369
Verbascum Chaixi and Rudbeckia
Newmani, 463

Versailles, the National Horticultural
School at, 261

Victoria regia in the gardens of the
Royal Botanic Society, 335 ; in the
Sheffield Botanic Garden. 371;
measurement of leaves of, 371

Victorian fruits, 716
Vienna, machinery exhibition in, 334
View in the garden of A. Pendarves

Vivian, Esq,, Bosahan, 214
Villamilla octandra, 546
Vine, a fine, at Hackthorn Hall, 293,

337; Peronospora, 74; stems, mal-
formed, 685 ; sport, a, 336 ; the
properties of the Grape, 390

Violet perfume, 555
Vitality of seeds, the latent, 607

W
Wallichia caryotoides, 544
Walton Lea, Azaleas at, 65
Warnham Court, the rockery at, 364
Warter Priory, Yorkshire, 652
Wasps, how to eradicate, 370 ; how to

destroy, 271
Water, red, and its cause, 17
Watering, the process of, 214
Watkins, Mr. Jno., elected a J.P., 73
Wax, Chinese insect, 365
Weather of 1895, the, 773
Weather and the crops of 1894, 72

;

and the fruit trees, 246; wintry, in
Yorkshire, 525

Weed-killer, the, 162 ; the danger of,

130
West's improved Orchid-basket, 306
West Indian plants, 612
Wheat and a national loaf, 469; crop

of 1895, the, 609 ; crops, the world's,

271
Wheat-ear Pelargoniums, 134
Whiteley's nurseries. Hillingdon, 651
Willow, the white, 458
Wills, the late Jno., 160
Wind, injury to foliage by, 526
Windsor Castle, floral decorations at, 15
Winter Cucumbers, 73S
Wistaria chinensif, 303 ; a fine speci-
men of, 498

Wistarias, species of, 237
Witte, banquet to M, H , 429
Woburn experimental fruit farm, 215
Woodman, proposed memorial to Dr.,
682

Woods, natural regeneration of. 39

Yeab, events of the, 768
Yorkshire College, the. at Leeds, 716
Yucca gnatemalensif, 524
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Abebia caffra. fraitc, and sections of

fruits of, 737
..Etcbynanthus Hildebrandi, 333
Anona Cherimolia, frnit or, 735; in

fruit at Constantinople, 735
Antburinm Sche;z°riaEULu, bracteate

form of, 73
Artichoke, the Paris, Green or Lior,
649

Arnndinaria nitida, 179; A. jiponice,

185; A. Simoni, 181
Aster field at Orpington, Messrs,
Dobbie & Co.'s, 485

Astilbe Lemoineii, 359
Azalea-bonse at Walton L°a, War-

rington, 65; A. indica alba, group
of, at Penrice Cattle, Swansea, 129

B

Bambusa test el lata, 189
Bed, carpet, plan of, in Eivemcourt

Park, 217
BegoDia incomparabilisx, 681; B x

Mrs. Heal, 585
Bellis perennis, The Bride 131
Bouquet displayer, a new, 339
Brunsvigia Josephipte, 461
Budding-knife, a new, 306

Cacti, Riant, at Kew. 1 -7

Campanula Vidalli. 95
Canna Italia, 701, 705
Carrot, Scarlet Mode', 125

Catasetam Chrittyaiium, 617, C. ta-

bular* var. rbinophortiu, 4 J

Cattleya labiata, variegaud petal o! a,

495
Cepbalotaxus pedunculate, 717 ; C.

pedunculate, seed-bearing shoot o',

716; C. drupacea, 717
Chlcrocodon Wbitei, 243
Chrysanthemum Boule d'Or '95,499;

C. M. Chenon do L°cte. 683; C x
Princess May, 295

Cirrhopetalum Rothschildiantm, 609
Clematis indivisa lobata in the con-

lervatory corridor at Falkland Park,
301 ; C. montana, on the residence
of G. Ratcliff Steel, Esq , 303

Cocos australii, fruits and sections of

fruits of, 739
Codonopsii ovata, 31

1

Collinson, Peter, portrait of, 6
Compasses, Low's ground-, 219

Cordvline Banksi, on Stewart Island,

613
Cupreeaus arizonica, foliage, cones, and

leaf- section o r
, 63; C. macrocarpa

var. gnadeloupensis, 62 ; C. macro-
carps, leaf-section o', 63

Cypripedium insigne, a peloriatpd, 763
Cypripedium x Lord Derby, 357

Dahlia- Cactus, Mrs. Wilson Noble,

367
Dandrobium omentum, 91 ; D. Hilde-

brandi, 93; D. x illustrr, 15; D
Pha'.Tnopsis hololeuca, 397

Deptford, vieva in the new Evelyn
Park a', 577, 579 58*

Deutzia Lemoinn', 389
Diia kewensis, 273
Doryphora Sassafrar, 35

Eopatobidm serrulatum, D.C, 265
Evelyn, Jno., portrait of, 772; residence

o', 773
Evelyn Park at Deptford, views in the

new, 577, 579, 581

Falkland Paik, Clrmatii iodirisa

lobata in the conservatory at, 301
Ficns. a species of, strangling a Mango,
327

Gabden, a town, 707
Gilbert, Richard, portrait of, 658
Godden Green House, view o', 453
Cooaeberry, a spineless, 100 101
i apes, succulent seeds in, 431

Grieve, Peter, portrait of, 405

H

Hackthors Hall, Lincoln, Vine at,

293
Ilanley, a town garden at. 645
Hedysarum mnltijagum, 8. 9
Hemerocallis aurantiaca var. mejo-, 71

Hoe, the patent Stamford, 163
Honlletis tigrina, 549

I

IcE-house, a plan for, 503

JuB.^i spectabilis, fruit and stone of,

516 ; in the King's garden, Lisbon,

517

Ktw, giant Cacti at, 187

L.^elia Digbyana, 153
Lselio- Cattleya X Clonia superba, 421

;

L.-C. X Digbyana Mostite, 161 ;

L.-C. Fowleri, 239
L-lium Parryi, 209
Linaria vulgaris with double fljwers,

554
Low's ground-compasses. 219
Luddemannia t'ilnba, 713
Lycoris aurea 545

M

Madagascar, a royal garden iD, 465
;

fall of Anevoca in the forests of

Aoalamazaotra, 457
Melformed Cattleya, a, 495
Mango, a Ficus strangling a, 327
Marguerite Chryaanthtmum :: Princess

May, 295
Marrow, Vegetable, Pafate, 765
Melon, The Lady, 555; M. Euia

Favourite, 393
M'crostylis mecrochila, 325
Miltonia vexillaria, a specimen plant

o', 743
Mutnroom culture, 118; spawD, pre-

paring, 118

N

Nastubtium Liliput, 709

Odontoqlossum coronarium. 489
Oaion, Highclere Tankard, 747
Orchid-basket, West'i improved, 306

Pandanuj Vandermeerichii, 237
Park, Evelyn, 577, 579, 581

Peacb and Nectarine, a ccmpositf, 37
Pear, Lucy Grieve, 677
Pear?, a dish of Catiilar, 745
Pelargonium, Wheat- ear, 135
Peloriated Cypripedium, a, 763
Philadelphus Boule d'Argenf, 19
PnyllostBCbya Khumasaca, lt>9 ; P.

nigra, 185; P. Quilioi, 183; P vnici

glanc->acena, 183
Polycycnia Lehmanni, 245
Polypodium, a proliferoua, 75
Potato-digging in Tipperary, 133

Rabone, T, H., portrait of, 105
Rain and root crop, diagram, 452
Ravenecourt Park, plan of carpet- bed

in, 217
Root crop and rain diagram, 453
R ise, Enchantress, 673

Sates Court, Jno. Evelyn's residtrceat

Deptford, 773
Seeds, succulent, in Gran 1-", 431
Strawberry-leaf fungus, 750
Streptocarpus multifiora, 211

Synandroepad'x vermitoxicu", 769

Tchihatchewia isatider, 151

Tipperary, Potato-digeniir to, 133
Town garden, at Bow, 707 ; at U dnley,

645
Trichopilia brevia, 641
Turf- cutting implement, a, 501

Vegetable Marrow, the Patale, 765
VentiUfing Tomato- honaes, method

of, 369
Vine at Hackthorn Hall, L'ncoln,

293

W
Walton Lea, Azalea-honae at, 65
Weat'a improved Orchid-basket, 307
Wheat-ear Pelargonium, 135
Whiteley'a nuraeriea. the older range

of glasshouses at, 653

Yucca guatemalenaif, 519, 523. 525

SUPPLEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS.
AvO<tT.'T\t PBLLUCIDUM IS THE GARDES OF SlR I'rEVOB LAWfiESCE, Bt , Aug. 10.

. CORNWALL, VIEW IN THE GaRDBSS OF A. PeSDABTES VlVIAS, Es<J , AT,
Annus'. '-'4.

Rt.t.'-i Ncesert, Corridor at, Jaly 27.
fO-tob 12

' .AS, OBOITP OF, IN THE GARDENS OF S.'R TbBYOR LAWRENCE, B?., BuBFORD,

Plattclinis oldmacea in Sir Trevor Lawrence's Collection, November 9.

Roceert in the Gardens of Warnham Court, Horsham, the September 2*.

Ssdnet Botanic Gardens, Palms and Lake, with Blub Water Lilt, at thv;,

September 7.

View in the Blue Mountains, Jamaica, October 26,
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PRIMULA SINENSIS.—Although we grow
5 bouses, each 100 feet long, full for seed, yet we have

not sufficient, and should be glad to purchase any of our cus-
tomers who have saved from any of varieties, Cannell's Fink
in particular,

H, CANNELL AMD SONS, Swanley.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 6s.; post free, St. Sd.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society. Ohiswick.

9^0 000 CABBAGE PLANTS, all strong
•—(t'.vlV— •

an<1 well-rooted, Robinson's Champion
Drumhead, 2i. 3d. ; Rainham, &c , 2s. 6d. ; Savoy, Drumhead,
special select, 3s. 3d. ; Brussel's Sprouts, beBt sorts, 3j. 6d. ;

Asparagus Borecole, 2s. per 1000.
BRADLEY BROTHERS, The Nurseries, Bardney.Lincoln.

WHAT OFFERS for olean healthy plants of
ARAUCARIA EXCELS A, 10 feet high, 6 feet through

;

PANDANTJS VEITCHII, 6 feet by 6 feet; ALOCASIA MK-
TALI0A, 5 feet through ; EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, 5 feet
through; DENDROBIUM NOBILE, 4 feet through. Fit for
Exhibition ; too large for Advertiser. Inspection invited.

F. TUNLiRIDGE, Brooklands, Broomfield, Chelmsford.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of

excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, says :

—" Your Flower of

Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality is all

that could be desired. Price of seed, Is. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
To the Trade.

FERNS. — Finest Stock in the World.
All the most useful sorts in various sizes.

Price?, &c, on application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,

CAULIFLOWER PLANTS. — Veitoh's
Autumn Giant, strong and well-rooted, about 100,000.

3s. per 1000, on rail.—R. H. BATH, Osborne Farm, Wisbech.

ARE OPPORTUNITY. — Established
healthy CATTLEYAS, L.ELIAS, Sec. ; good plants and

varieties at about a third of dealer's prices. Lists.

Mr. STAMPER, Ulverston.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, GAILLARDIAS, DELPHINIUMS, and CANNAS.

Catalogue of KKLWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

BOUVARDIAS. — Best Market varieties
;

1

Vreelandii, Mrs. R. Green, P. Cleveland, &o., our selec-

tion in eight or ten sorts. 2s. Qd. per dor... 12s. per 100; £5
per 1000. Well-rooted stuff fit for 60's. Cash with Order.

CRANE AND CLARKE, The Nurseries, March, Cambs.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross.

WM. PAUL & SON invite inspeotion of their
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, and HARDY ORNAMENTAL

TREES, now in perfection of Leaf and Bloom. Many new
Roses, not to be seen elsewhere, are now in bloom. South
entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross Station,

west entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's Grove Sta-
tion, G.E.R , twelve miles from Liverpool Street Station,
London. Everything for the Garden.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. BOSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—Strong
plants, in 60's, 20s. per 100. Strong-rooted Cuttings,

10s. per 100. Cash with order.

D. ANDERSON, Teddington Nursery, S.W.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.

_^ PRICE LIST free.

PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, Is. 6d. per dozen ; 10s. per 100.

CINERARIAS, same price ; also DOUBLE WHITE PRIM-
ULAS, Go*, each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with
Order.—JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

MESSRS. JOHN PEED and SONS beg to
intimate that they intend holding their ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of GLOXINIAS and CALADIUMS, at their
Roupell Park Nurseries, Norwood Road, S.E., on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 9 and 10, to which they cordially

invite all interested.

gP The Nurseries adjoin Tulse Hill Station, and are
within a few minutes' walk of West Norwood, Dulwich, and
Heme Hill.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market ]

Notice.

THE Estate of JOHN SHURRIE IRELAND,
Nurseryman and Seedsman, Edinburgh.

The TRUSTEE begs to REMIND CRKDITOKS that a FIRST
and FINAL DIVIDEND of 12s. 6d. per £ was payable at his

Chambers on Thursday, July 4 current.
JOHN SCOTT TAIT, C.A., Trustee.

Chambers :—67, George Street, Edinburgh, June 28, 1895.

ARCISSUS.—Grand Monarque Naroiss, and
the large-flowering Jonquil, Campernelli, exceptionally

fine home-grown Bulbs, at very low prices.

T. GELL, Week Farm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

GUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s. )

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

A M A T E U R S. —AMATEURS.
12 Primnlas, Is. 6d. ; 12 Coleus, 3s. ; 12 Geraniums, 3s. 6d. ;

6 Heliotropes, 2s. ; 12 Fuchsias, 4i. The lot 10s. All post-free.

C. WALKER, F.R.H.S.. Florist, Leyland.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, W.C., is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/Q Commission. Bankers references.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beautiful Autumn-
flowering Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow Saffrons),

Cyclamen, Scillas, Snowflakes, &c.
BARR'S SEEDS for present sowing, Catalogue on application.
BARR'S DAFFODILS and SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,

Catalogues ready in August.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2£-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 hest selling sorts, 125. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best

selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100. 50*. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8x. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Geraniums, in 48's, 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Double Petunias, Marguerites, Double
Tropseolums, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dra-
caenas, Orassulas, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 12s. doz. Lists

free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Petroleum 1 Petroleum ! t Petroleum ! t

!

BRILLIANT ILLUMINANT.
In casks, carriage paid, Sd. per gallon.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3*., and 10s. 64.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and li., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. 6(2. ; also in air-tight bags,
( cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. C. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.O.S."

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc.,
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad, Chelsea,S.W

.
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SALES by AUCTION,
THURS DAY NEXT.

CREAT SALEIf O RCHIDS.
A GRAND IMPORTATION OF
CATTLEYA SPECIES,

Just Received Direct, ts Splendid Obdee.
Without Reserve.

Including some Fine Masses.
also,

AN IMPORTATION in SPLENDID ORDER
From Messrs. F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans,

Comprising

—

Xaelia autumnalis atro- Aerides odoratum
rubens

Lycaste cruenta
Cypripediura Rothschildia-
num

Oncidium pellicanum
Ltelia anceps

Leelia Brassavola glauoa
Dendrobium Dalhousieanum
Saccolabium retusum
Odontoglossum citrosmum
Dendrobium cambridgeanum
Cypripedium bellatulum

Cymbidiom eburneum
Cattleya exoniensis

„ Mossiae

,, Mendeli
Coelogyne Massangeana
„ Dayana
i, Micholetzii

Laelia autumnalis alba
,, anceps alba

,, parpnrata
Maxillaria Sanderiana
Phalcenopsis amabilis

,, Schilleriana

,. grandiflora
Vanda Dennisoniana
„ Batemanniana

Another
IMPORTATION from Messrs. LEWIS & CO.,

consisting of a grand lot of

ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM,
ODONTOGLOSSUM HASTATUM,

ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLEAYII (varieties).

Established Orchids, chiefly in Flower and Bud,
from several well-known Collections.

And
The Second Portion of the Collection of Established

ORCHID3 formed by H. B. MILDMAY, Esq., of Shore-
bam Place, Shoreham, Kent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, July 11, at
half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, Next.
The COLLECTION of ORCHIDS formed by R. A. Todd, Eeq.,

of "Honeyden," Foot's Cray, who is relinquishing their
cultivation. The Collection is well known for its variety
of botanical rarities and other choice kinds, which will be
enumerated in the Catalogue. All the plants are well
grown, and present a unique opportunity for obtaining
rare and choice varieties seldom met with at Auction
Sales. Amongst others, the following may be men-
tioned:

—

Angrfficum vixens superbum
,, sesquipedale

Cypripedium Schroderee Both-
schildianum

„ grande
„ Lathamianum
„ Elliottianum
„ Niobe
,, caudatum Wallisii

,, Arthurianum
,, Morganis

Dendrobium nobile Cooksoni
,, Cassiope

,, Griffitniaoum

,, nobile nobilius

,, crassinode album
,, Johnson ii

Together with Masdevallias, Pleonies, Dendrobiums, Epiden-
drums, Zygopetalums, Habenarias, Coelogynes, Brassavolas,
and others in great variety.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on TUESDAY
NEXT, July 9, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, July 12.
By Order of Messrs. F. SANDER & CO.. St. Albans.

CATTLEYA SALE, WITHOUT RESERVE.
CATTLEYA MENDELI.

Now very scarce in its native home. It is well known that
the finest forms have turned up in our importations. Every
plant received is offered.

CATTLEYA SPECIES.
A large-flowered Cattleya, with short, round, Apple-shaped

bulbs, and thick, board-like leaves. This very distinct-looking
Cattleya may be a natural hybrid between the Chirgua Moseiee
and Cattleya Percivaliana.

CATTLEYA ROEZLLT.
In large masses. This, the very finest of the type, has not

been offered in the Sale Rooms for many years, and Bayers
should not lose this opportunity of securing plants of this, one
of the largest flowered and most magnificent of all Cattleyas.

PHALJENOPSIS VIOLACEA.
Imported plants, in fine condition. The flowers are of large

size, rich rosy-purple and yellow, most deliciously scented.

ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE. O. CITROSMUM.
A DENDROBIUM SPECIES from Bhorao.

(?) DENDROBIUM CUCULLATUM GIGANTEUM,
but probably new.

CYPRIPEDIUM ELLIOT TIANUM.
The light variety of C. Rothachildianum. Plants in grand

condition. O. BELLATULUM.
L^LIA ANCEPS MOBADA.

VANDA HOOKERIANA GIGANTEA.
DENDROBIUM JENKINSII.

CYPRIPEDIUM PARISHII, Ac.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above, on FRIDAY NEXT. July 12, at their

Central Auction Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.,
at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogue! had.

Walthamstow, Essex.
AS A GOING CONCERN. VERY LOW RESERVE.

MR. JASPER J. KELF will SELL by AUC-
TION, at the " Tower Hotel " (opposite Hoe Street

Station), Walthamstow, on WEDNESDAY, July 10, at 8 p.m.,
the FREEHOLD PREMISES known as MARKHOUSE ROAD
NURSERIES, together with the brick-built House thereon,
Beven Greenhouses, Stabling, Sheds, Stock-in-Trade, Utensils,
and Goodwill, prominently situated near St. James Street
Station. This offers an exceptional opportunity for those
desirous of commencing business.-

Detailed particulars of FRANCIS GREENUP, Esq,, Solicitor,
44, William Street, Woolwich; and of the Auctioneer,
Walthamstow, Essex.

Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
To FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS,

and OTHERS.
MESSRS. TALBOT and WHITE are

favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Sale Room, Cliff Town Road, Southend, on SATURDAY,
July 20, 1895, commencing at 4 o'Clock precisely in the after-
noon, the beneficial interest in the LEASE of the old-
established NURSERY GARDENS, known as the "BEACH
NURSERIES," Southchurch Beach (late Reed's), having an
area of about 74 Acres of Land, well Btocked with choice
Fruit Trees in full bearing, and showing well for the present
seaaon. The Premises include Two capital Dwelling-houses
(one of which is let off, and produces £20 per annum) ; also, a
Workman s Cottage, at present let at 3s. per week ; extensive
Vineries, 136 feet in length, planted with choice Vines, and
heated by hot-water pipes ; Peach-house, 59 feet by 12 feet

;

Greenhouees and Forcing-houses, Sheds and Out-buildings,
and numerous useful Erections. The Land is held upon a
Lease (14 years) direct from the Freeholder, at the very
moderate rental of £50 per annum.
This attractive and excellent Nursery Garden has for many

years been justly celebrated fcr its choice Grapes and other
Fruit, and being within 1 mile of Southend, the demand for it

is very great. A considerable business could also be done with
Teas and Refreshments.
Printed particulars, with conditions of Sale, can be obtained

of A. A. TIMBRELL, Esq., Solicitor, i4, Martin's Lane,
Cannon Street, E.C. ; of Messrs. TIMBRELL and WILKIN-
SON, Solicitors, Town Hall Chambers, Stratford, E. ; or of the
Auctioneers, Auctioneers' Offices, High Street, Southend.

For Sale by Private Treaty.

THOUSANDS of TEA and OTHER ROSES,
in pots. Just ooming into bloom.

THOUSANDS of ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE
PLANTS, in great variety.

THOUSANDS of ORCHIDS, in great variety.

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

Are offering the above for SALE by PRIVATE
TREATY, during the next week, at

SPECIAL PRICES.
INSPECTION is EARNESTLY INVITED.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues post-free,

on application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, to Rent, 300 or 400 feet run of
GLASS, m good condition, for Cucumber and Tomato

Forcing, for Market. All particulars to —
B. SMITH, 11, Agnes Street, Keighley.

WANTED, to Rent, a small MARKET
GARDEN, with some Glass, and a six-roomed COT-

TAGE. Near a station.—Full particulars to B. LONSDALE,
Sbepperton Green, Middlesex.

FOR SALE, South of England, small NUR-
SERY, in good position, near seaside resort. Rent mode-

rate. Lease. Immediate Possession.—Apply, FLORD3T, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners, Fruit and Flower Growers,
flobists. &c.

SUSSEX, Delightful Situation near UCKFIELD.

TO BE SOLD, very cheap, with Possession,
FREEHOLD RICH MEADOW, &c, 14 acres, with an

extensive range of modern Greenhouses, 73,900 super, feet (of

which two cover i an acre), fitted with lO.OoOfeetol Hot-water
Piping, Boilers, Ac, adapted for raising Choice Early Vege-
tables, Flowers, Mushrooms, Salading, on a large scale. The
Glass erections cost nearly £10,000. Taxes very low. Price,

£i6O0.—Apply, by letter, to W. A., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, London, W.C.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Market Gardeners, and
Others. Large MARKET GARDEN and NURSERY, with
about Four Acres, Greenhouses, Heated, Constant Water
Supply, Stabling, Potting-sheds, Offices, &c, about four-
teen miles from Covent Garden.

TO BE LET or SOLD as a going concern, with
Possession, or could be divided to suit intending pur-

chasers or tenants. Principals or their solicitors only dealt
with. For particulars apply to Messrs. DOWSON, AINSLIE
axd MABTINEAU, 28, Bedford Bow, London, W.C.

EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK,

EVENING FETE and EXHIBITION of TABLE DECORA-
TIONS, BOUQUETS, FLOWER PAINTINGS, &c.

WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 10.

Gates open at 8 p.m. to 12. The Bands of the 1st Life
Guards and the Royal Horse Guards, by permission of their
commanding officers, will play, and the Gardens be illuminated
from 8 to 12

Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens, and of the principal
affents, 10s each; or on the day of the fete 15s. each.

HEREFORD and WEST OF ENGLAND
ROSE SOCIETY.

The TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of ROSES
(Open to the United KiDgdom), will be held in the Assembly
Rooms, Great Malvern, on THURSDAY, July 11, 1895.

£150 IN PRIZES.
Prize Schedules may be obtained from the Hon. Sec, the

Rev. PREBENDARY ASHLEY, Stietton Rectory, Hereford.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE GREAT SUM-
MER FLOWER SHOW.

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, July 24, 25, and 26, 1895.
Entries close July 17. For Schedules apply to—

Cross House Chambers. J " J - gn-LESPIBi. Jun„

SALTERHEBBLE and DISTRICT ROSE
SHOW—THURSDAY, July 18, 1895. Schedules. &c,

from JNO. E. BROOKS, Sec, 4, Savile Park Street, Halifax.

Trentham Gardens.

THE TRENTHAM and HANFORD Hor-
ticultural SOCIETY will hold their EIGHTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION on July 25.

£400 GIVEN IN PRIZES.
GROUP OF PLANTS, for effect—1st. £20, and Silver Cup,

value £10 10». ; 2nd, £20; 3rd, £13; 4th, £9.
48 CUT ROSES—1st aDd Special, £13 7s. ; 2nd, £5; 3rd, £3.
36 ,, ,, —1st, £5, and National Rose Society's Gold

Medal; 2nd, £3; 3rd, £2.
COLLECTION OF FRUIT (9 dishes)—1st, £10: 2nd, £6 ;

3rd, £3.
4 BUNCHES OF GRAPES—1st, £5 ; 2nd. £3 ; 3rd, £2.

Schedules on application to Mr. L. T. ALFOBD.
Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent.

ABBEY PARK, LEICESTER.
The TENTH ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW and GALA will

be held in the above Park on TUESDAY, AuguBt 6 next.
JNO. BURN, Hon. Sec.

To Florists and Landscape Gardeners with Capital.

FOR SALE, the 30 years' LEASE, GOOD-
WILL, STOCK, PLANT, and 12 well-built GLASS-

HOUSES in complete repair, well fitted with Pipes and
Boilers throughout—in all about an acre. Constant Bupply of
water. Prominent position, eight miles from Covent Garden.
High-class trade. Established over 20 years. Dwelling-
house, Potting-sheds, Stabling, Sec. Rent moderate.

Apply to Mr. DELL, North Finchley, N.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites
for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY, FLORIST, and
SEED BUSINESS ; 1 acre of Ground, three Houses, and

Dwelling-house with Shop. Market town in South. Stock,
&.C., about £150.-G., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

TO BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. Firstr-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKITT,
45. Plumstead Road, Plumstead.

ALBION NURSERY.—TO BE LET, at onoe,
nearly half-an-acre, with seven Glass-houses, two 60 feet

long, in good repair, heated with hot-water. Moderate rent.
Southerly aspect.—Apply to Mr. BATES, Nursery, Thatched
House, Hammerimith, W.

TO BE LET, the old-established NURSERY
BUSINESS at Hall Santon, Holmrook, in the county of

Cumberland, being carried on for seventy years by the firm of
J. J. Gaitskell, comprising Dwelling-house, Office, Barn, Pack-
ing-house, and 12 Acres or Land, partly stocked with Ooniferse,
Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, Forest and Fruit Trees, &c.
The Nurseries are 3£ miles from Drigg Station on the Furness
Railway. The Stock can be taken at a Valuation if required.
There are also Cottages for workmen on the premises. Any
other information can be had from the Executors of the late
Jacob Gaitskell. WM. GAITSKELL, }„ a

WM. HODGKIN. ' }" E*ecutorS .

FOR SALE, a CHATSWORTH BOILER,
80 inches long by 14 by 14, and fittings in good condition.

E. J. WOLTON, Newland Toft Nursery, Hull.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Strong
plants, in 60's, 25*. per 100, free on rail for cash with

order.— Q. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR.TheLondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale, London, W.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER and CO., Farnborough, Hants,
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London county Council.
To NURSERYMEN and BULB GROWERS.

^E LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL is

JL prepared to receive TENDERS for the SUPPLY of

BULBS for the various Parks and Gardens. Persona desiring

to Bubmit tenders may obtain a copy of the specification, form
of tender, and other particulars, at the Parka and Open
Spacfs Sub-Department. County Hall, Spring Gardens. S.W.
Tenders must be upon the official forms, and the printed in-

structions contained therein must be strictly complied with.

Tenders are to be delivered at the County Hall, in a sealed

cover, addressed to the Clerk of the London County Council,

and marked ''Tender for Bulbs." No tender will be received

after 10 o'Clock a.m., on Friday, July 19. 1895. Any tender
which does not comply with the printed instructions may be

rejected. The Counr.il does not bind itself to accept the lowest

or any tender. H. DE LA HOOKE, Clerk of the Council,

Council Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W., July 4, 1895.

TENDERS are invited for the ERECTION
and HEATING of a CONSERVATORY to be erected in

the WEST END PARK. WOLVERHAMPTON, in accord-

ance with plans and specifications which may be obtained from
THOMAS H. MAWSON, Park and Garden Architect, Win-
dermere, on a deposit of 10*. <Sd. f

which will be returned on
receipt of band fide Tender.
Tenders are to be addressed to the Chairman of Floral F6te,

Town Hall, for receipt on July 16.

N.B.—The Conservatory is to be erected on the puttyless

glazing system.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL of RURAL
ECONOMY.—SESSION 1895-96.

BOAED OF MANAGEMENT appointed by the University

Court, the Highland and Agricultural Society, the Town
Council of Edinburgh, and Contributing County Councils.

Chairman—The Right Hon. J. P. B. Robertson, Lord JUBtice-

Oeneral.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY

and EVENING CLASSES for FARMERS, GARDENERS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Rural Economy.
The SESSION begins in October and ends in March.

Fees Specially Moderate.
Copies of the Syllabus may be had from The Secretary

of the University Court, Edinburgh.

"Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER oontains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

1,000,000 PLANTS.
Covent Garden Brussels, 2s. 6d. p. 1000

Myatt's Offenham Cabbage, 2s. 6d.

per 1000.

Enfield Market, 2s. 6d. per 1000.

Drumhead Savoy, 2s. 6d. per 1000.

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower,
4s. per 1000.

Early London, 4s. per 1000.
Edmond's Superb White Spring Broc-

coli, 5s. per 1000.

W. HORNE,
CLIFFE, ROCHESTER.

EARLY BULBS.
Our Special Offer of Early Bulbs is Now Ready, and will be sent

post-free on application. Prices very low. We are now lifting

DAFFODILS,
and oan despatch orders in July for Early Planting. The

Bulbs are really splendid, and thoroughly ripened.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
Largest and best Stock of HOT-WATER

BOILERS, PIPES, VALVES, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SUNDRIES in the United
Kingdom. HEATING APPARATUS erected

by speoially-traiDed staff of skilled Engineers.

Estimates free. New Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of post-oard. Contractors to

H.M. Government, &c, &o.

SOTJTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

NETS—NETS.—Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
for protecting Strawberry Beds, Fruit Trees, &c, from

Birds. Makes excellent Tennis boundaries.
200 yards, 8s. ; second quality, 5*.

SPASHETT AND CO., Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

60ULT0N & PAUL,
Manufacturers,
NORWICH.

GARDEN REQUISITES in Great Variety.

No. 6. — Wrought- Iron
Ashes or Offal Barrow,
Garden Barrow and Cinder

Sifter combined.
The top can be taken off,

making an excellent Leaf
and Garden Barrow.

Cash Price,
Painted 30/-
Body galvanized, extra 6/-

If fitted with Registered Cinder Sifter, 4/6 extra.

No. 7.-Wrought-Iron
Barrow.

For ASHES, COALS,
STABLE, &o.

Cash Price . 26/-

No. 87. Tne Hamburg Prize
Watering Machine,

With Powerful Garden Engine.
Cash Price, Carr. Paid.

To hold 36 gallons £5
If without pump £4

Suction pipe at 1/3 per ft.

If fitted with extra powerful
pump, two delivery hose jets
and sprayers, for spraying fruit
trees, &c. ; also dashers, for
keeping the solution mixed
whilst in use, £8.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

Carriage Paid on all Orders above 40s. value to the principal

Railway Stations in England and Wales.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

18X12,18X14, 24X14
20X12,18X16.24X16

. 16 X 14. 20 X 16. 24 X 18, &c,
3} X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per Bquare ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at id. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, ho.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsqate Street Within, London, K.O.

10-oz.,perl00ft., 7s. 6d.
21-oz„ „ 10s. (K

(12X10,
;i 14X12,
"I 16X12,

HILL & SMITH'S

BLACK VARNISH,
For Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

An Excellent Substitute for Oil Paint,
at one-third the cost.

This unrivalled varnish has for forty years given un-

bounded satis/action, obtained a large consumption, and
earned a high refutation throughout the kingdom. It

requires no mixing, can be applied cold by any ordinary
labourer, and dries in ten minutes with a perfect gloss.

Fences periodically coated with it are effectually preserved

from deteriorationfor an indefinite period.

Price, Is. Gd. per gallon at the manufactory, or If. Sd.

per gallon, carriage paid to any railway station, in casks

of 36, 18, or it gallons.

Testimonial from Chas. Patrick, Esq., Cloughfold,

Manchester (Numerous others) :
—" I have used your Black

Varnish for upwards of twenty years, and find none to

equal it in economy and quality."

sv » T-rrriT^ ht \ EVERY CASK BEARS THE ABOVE
CA UTIOJy.< Registered trade mark.

\ Beware of Cheap Imitations,

HILL& SMITH
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON FENCING, STRAINED WIRE
PENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Illustrated CATALOGUE and Price LIST on application.

Briorley Ironwor&B, Dudley ;

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.0 ;

47, Dawson Street. Dublin.

HUDSONURE,
KING OF FERTILISERS.

Composed of the very finest ingredients, necessary for all

plants. A genuine up-to-date Manure, and will be found to
supersede all the old-fashioned mixtures offered. Contains
Nitrogen, Phosphoric Acid, and Potash in the most available
form, and will be found Quick in Action, yet lasting and
reliable. Try it on anything.

In Tins, 6d. and la., post-free, for trial, and in Bags of—
71b,, 141b., 281b., 561b., 1121b.,

2s. 6d. 4s. 6d. 7s. 12s. 20s.
Sent Carriage Paid, or can be obtained from High-class Seeds-
men and Florists at above prices.

Insist upon having HUDSONURE.
SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, NITRATE OF SODA. BONE

MEAL, KAINIT, PERUVIAN GUANO, DISSOLVED BONES,
TOBACCO PAPER, &c, all of finest quality, at lowest prices.

HUDSON'S FERTILISERS,
Kilburn, London, N W.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for Loudon : — .T. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
NATIVE GUANO.—Best and Cheapest

Manure for Garden Use. Price £3 10s. per ton, in
bags. Lots under 10 cwt., 4s. percwt. ; 1 cwt. sample bag sent
carriage paid to any station in England, on receipt of P. O.
for 5s. Extracts from 19th Annual Collection of Reports :—

NATIVE GUANO FOR POTATOS, VEGETABLES, &c.
A. Simmons, Nurseryman, Earnet, used for Peas, Celery,

Onions, Cabbage, Turnips, and Carrots. Results :
—"In eve»y

way satisfactory." J. T. Yates, Coventry, used for Onions,
Peas, Beans, and other vegetables, Strawberries, and Tomatos

:

"All crops proved satisfactory; a valuable manure, cheap,
clean, and portable." F. J. Fletcher, Maidenhead, with
Onions.—"Results splendid ; very pleased."

NATIVE GUANO FOR FRUIT, ROSES, TOMATOS, Ac.
H. Gillett, Florist, Sevenoaks.—" Used for three years for

Tomatos, Cucumbers, Begonias, Geraniums, Ferns, and Palms,
with very good results ; prefer it to Peruvian ; can highly
recommend it as'good and cheap"." E.Farry, Head Gardener,
Oastlemans, says :

" I found it an excellent, cheap manure for
Vines, Fruit trees, Roses, Carnations, Pot plants, and all

kitchen-gardencrops." Orderstothe Native Guano Co., Ltd,
29, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, where pamphlets
of testimonials, &c, may be obtained. AGENTS WANTED.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

"EUREKA"
WEED KILLER.

Safe, Effective, and Cheap.
There is no risk of poisoning Birds or Animals if directions

are followed when applying this preparation. Guaranteed to
clear all weeds ; mixes at once ; no sediment; leaves the paths
bright and clean, without stains.

J-gall., Is. 2d.; 1 gall., 3*. (tins included).
2-gall. drums, 2s. 9d. per gall. ; 6-gall. drums, 2s. tirf. per gall,

10-gall. drums, 2s. 3d. per gall. ; 40 gallons at 2s. per gall.
Double Strength, Mixes 1 to 50.

Sample Half Gallon Tin, post-free for stamps, 2s. Gd.
ONLY ADDRESS:—

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD,
MINT STREET CHEMICAL WORKS, LINCOLN.

Wholesale London AgentB:—
O S M A N & CO., 132, Commercial Street, E.

Ask your Chemist or seedsman for this make.

1QUAM0RTIS
,
THE ^EJDKlLXERr

Over SIX THOUSAND CASKS solaAnnually
PRICE 2/-PER GALLON,^ '..'>

MAKERTQ WOLVERHAMPTON -the Queen
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Qrom&ton anelFawK^CMiiufbrd.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Ranges, Conservatories, Vineries, Foroing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest
Prices. Every modern appliance. Surveys made in any part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large New Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X16134X16 '2x18
14X10

| 16X12 | 20x12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22x16130x18 24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, *o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, ftc.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEOEGE FARMILOE <fc SONS,
c-i, St. John Street. West Smlthfleld. London, EX.

Stock Liatsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Majojfactubers of Ciri >

Pottery in the world.
Millions is Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON. Forester's Lod^e, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Trade.

celebrated XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
The Cheapest, Most Simple, and Best Fnmigator in existence. A Liquid Compound simply

Evaporated from a Small Copper Cup by the Agency of a bpirit Lamp.

Prepared in Bond, from Duty-Free Tobacco, by Special Permission of the Eon. Board
of H.M. Customs.

One Fumigation with this clears houses of inseots for double the length of time that oan be accom-
plished by the use of any other Fnmigator. Note the remarkable saving of expense:—

Compound
For using in trie Fumigators.

1 1 ttle.

> 0. 1 . .

Enough for

cubic feet.

. . 40,000 .

1.

24
d.

No. 2 .

.

. . 20,000 . 13

No. 3 .

.

. . 10,000 . 6 6

No. 4 .

.

. . 5,000 . . 3 3

Fumigators

(Will last for Years).

To do 5,000 oubio feet of space at a

time, 2s, eaoh.

To do 2,000 oubio feet, Is. 9d. eaoh.

PATENT.
*.* Showing a cost forfumigating of only 8d. per 1000 cubicfeet of space.

The following is a Specimen from hundreds of Testimonials :

—

From W. & G. DROVER, Nurserymen, Trinity Street, Fareham, June 26, 1895.
"Your XL ALL Vaporising Fumigator we have tried in our Gardenia and Orchid-houses, and it eclipses everything— so

siop'e any vouth may use it. We have given our Stephanotis house several tarns, and now there is not a mealy-bug to be
seen there."

Beware. Inferior Imitations of the Compound are reported to be In the Market.
Every label on the bottles and tins of the genuine article bean my Registered Trade Mark, No. 175,113, with Vine-leaf and

Monogram. When this is not on the label the compound is not genuine. Don't be imposed upon, and probably have your
plant* destroyed or injured.

To he hadfrom ail Nunerymtn, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen ; or, directfrom the Sole Proprietor.

PRICE LIST POST FREE.

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

W. COOPER, Ltd
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Intentors of Cheap Greenhouses,

j
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works ln the World

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseriea-Hanworth & Felthim.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of
this Paper that the Fourth Edition
(100 000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting Of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound ln cloth, Is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure ln
forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete ln the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to prodnce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

Cooper's

SECTION.
I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries.

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits. Hand-Lights. Ac.

n.—Poultry. Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

HI.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, ax. ... M

V.—HeatingApparatus.CookingStoves, &c.

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-
secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils, &c

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c.

VUI.—Horticultural Timber
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ...

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, *c.

65— 98

99—131

135-178
179-228

229-246

217—268
269—2e0

281- 342

343-383
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LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.
TWO GRAND NEW & DISTINCT VARIETIES FOR 1895.

Both First-class Certificates Royal Horticultural Society.

MONARCH. LEADER.
Handsome main crop, rich crimson colour, of

the largest size, frnit weighing 2 ozs.—true

Pine-like flavour.

To follow Royal Sovereign. Brilliant soarlet

oolour, flavour very rich, enormous size,

and great cropper. Compact habit.

Both equally as indispensable as Royal Sovereign to all Growers.

Price, open ground, £3 per 100, 12s. per dozen ; in pots, £4 per 100, 16s. per dozen

These Varieties can on'y be obtained Directfrom us.

Also ROYAL SOVEREIGN, price 20s. per 100 ; in pots, 27s. 6d. per 100.

And every other variety worth growing. Lists on Application.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD.
JAPAN LILY BULBS,

PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.

CATALOGUE on application.

TOKIO NT7BSER1ES
Komagomi, Tokio. Japan.

Cable Address :
" Nurseries, Tokio.

F. TAKAGHI, Proprietor.

STRAWBERRIES.
All the leading varieties, new or old, in small

pots for fruiting first year. Open-air plants, very
cheap. Speoial low quotations for quantities for
Market Growing.

FRUIT TREES
Of ALL SORTS. SEND FOR LISTS.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES. WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

" KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, in

little pots, and as Runners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

STRA WBER RIES.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN,
EMPRESS Of INDIA, LORD SUFFIELD.GUNTON PARE,

AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIES.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Ready,
Post-free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Feres.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FBRN NVRSERTES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING,
THE THREE BEST

WALLFLOWERS,
) Per packet.

, - 6d. and Is.,

J free by Post.

DICKSONS GOLDEN BEAUTY,
DICKSONS SELECTED DARK RED

t

DICKSONS PRIMROSE DAME
Choice Mixed DOUBLE WALLFLOWER, MY0S0TIS.

SILENES, &c. For Prices and all other particulars, see our
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free on application.

DICKSONS,
Seed Growers.

Nurserymen, &c, CHESTER.

THE NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY 3 1895,
STEVENS' WONDER.

The earliest variety in cultivation, and very prolific.
Solid fruit, good flavour, high perfume.

Awarded Firstrclass Certificates, Koyal Horticultural Society
and Royal Botanic Saciety, 1895. See Gardeners' Chronicle,
March 2; Journal of Horticulture, March 14; and The Garden,
March 16. Having purchased the -whole of the Stock of this
grand New Early Strawberry from the Raiser, we have pleasure
in offering it as follows :—
Strong Plants in pots ... £5 per 100 ... 15s. per dozen.
Strong Runners £3 per 100 ... Qs. per dozen.

Ready for delivery early in July.
Early Orders requested, as Stock is Limited.

Further particulars upon application.

Wm. CUTBUSH & SON, Hlghgate Nurseries, Iondon ;

AndBARNET, HERTS.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

A large quantity, in 2^-inoh pots, chiefly Pteris
cristata ; also Alba lineata, Adiantum fulvum and pubes-
cenB, at 9s. per 100.

Good bushy stuff in 48's.—Pteris oristata, nobilis,
and t reran la ; also Aralias, at 4s. 6d. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. Packing
free. All orders carefully and promptly executed.

B. PKIMROSE,
NTJRBERIEB, ST. JOHN'S PARK. BLACKHEATH, BE.

PALMS, FICUS, FERNS, &o., in any
quantity—PALMS, Mixed 61., 12s., 18s., 36s. per doz.

FICUS ELASTICA 15s., 18s., 24s.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS 3s., 9s., 12s. ,,

FERNS, in variety 2s., 6s., 12s.. 24s. ,,

CYPEKlTS ALTERNIFOLIUS ... 2s., 6s., 9s. ,,

ARALIA SIEBOLDI 2s., 6s., 9!., 12s.

FLOWERING PLANTS, Mixed... 9s., 12s. 18s.

COLLECTION of PLANTS ... 4s., 6s., 9s., 12s.

Carefully packed, free on rail. Cash with Order.—ALFRED
MARTIN, Florist, Wiltshire Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

SINGLE BECONIA SHOW.

H. J. JONES
Respeotfully Invites all Begonia Growers (both

Private and Trade), to Inspect his Show of

Begonias, which is admitted by all who have
seen them to be the finest display in the country.

RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN.
LEWISHAM.

THE

(Sartors' dptnmttk
SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1895.

PETER COLLINSON.
TT may be fairly questioned whether the
•* annals of horticulture contain a more
anomalous an individuality than that of Peter

Collinson, who did more to encourage the culti-

vation of exotic plants during the earlier half

of the last century than any other man, and who
never wrote a book ! It is more than passing

strange that this restless and enthusiastic culti-

vator should have fallen into the great obscurity

whi< h surrounds his name and his work ; for

even the memoir of him in the Dictionary of
National Biography , by tbe late Robert Hunt,
F.R.S. (vol. xi., pp. 382-3), is far from satis-

factory, one or two of the most important sources

of information concerning him being entirely

overlooked. Posthumous fame is more often

than not the only species of gratitude vouchsafed

to men who have done much on behalf of their

country ; but if the post-mortem eulogies of

Peter Collinson have been few, faint, and far

between, he enjoyed the much more substantial

and satisfying advantages of an exceedingly wide

repute and appreciation during half a century of

his long and busy life.

Peter Collinson was born at the paternal estate

of Hugall Hall, or Height of Hugal, near Win-
dermere Lake, in the parish of Staveley, about

ten miles from Kendal, Westmoreland, on

January 14, 1603-4. His parents were members
of the Society of Friends, and were engaged in

business as mercers. At a very early age Peter

developed a passion for natural history, and when
quite a young man had secured the friendship

of the leading naturalists of the day—Doctors

Derham, Woodward, Dale, Lloyd, and Sir Hans
Sloane. The Earl of Bute was another distin-

guished naturalist who encouraged Collinson

;

and it was at the suggestion of the latter that

Admiral Sir Charles Wager systematised his

search for illustrativeexamples of natural products

during his voyages—a considerable portion of

the collections thus formed passed into the pos-

session of Sir Hans Sloane, now an integral part

of the British Museum. Collinson naturally

experienced no difficulty in beooming a Fellow of

the Royal Society—in his time, as present, the

most exclusive of the learned bodies in this

country—and was elected December 12, 1726, at

the unusually early age of thirty-four years.

He was an exceedingly diligent and useful

member, not only in supplying the Sooiety with
" curious observations " and materials for dis-

oussion, but in promoting and preserving a most

extensive correspondence with learned men in

various parts of the world. His diligence and

economy of time are desoribed as such that,

" though he never appeared to be in a hurry, he

maintained an extensive correspondence with

great punctuality ; acquainting the learned and

ingenious in different parts of tbe globe with

the discoveriei and improvements in natural
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history in this country, reoeiving the like infor-

mation from the most eminent persons in almost

every other."

The most noteworthy of Collinson's corre-

spondents were Oadwallader Colden, of New
York, and Benjamin Franklin, of Philadelphia.

The latter commnnioated his first essays on
electricity to Oollinson, in a series of letters,

which were afterwards published,* and which

will be found in the collected editions of Frank-

lin's works. In 1730 a subscription library was

set on foot at Philadelphia, and Collinson not

only encouraged the movement by making
several very valuable presents to it, and by pro-

curing others from his friends, but he voluntarily

undertook the commission to pnrohase a quantity

of books—a task whioh he performed to great

satisfaction for over thirty years. At the same

time he transmitted to the direotors or oommittee

of the library, accounts of every new European
improvement in agriculture and the arts, and

every philosophical discovery, among which, in

1745, he sent over an account of the new German
experiments in electricity, together with a glass

tube, aud some directions for using it.

A few months ago a very important series of

long and interesting letters from Colden to Col-

linson, and a few from Franklin also, oame into

the market at Sotheby's, and realised very high

prices. A few extracts from these letters will be

valuable for future reference, although botanioal

matters formed but one of the many subjects

dealt with in these epistles.

Writing to Peter Collinson from New Haven,
in Connecticut, on June 26, 1753, Benjamin
Franklin, inter alia, condoles with the former
" on the death of good Mrs. Collinson." " I do
not," he says, " offer to comfort you by argu-

ments drawn from philosophy or religion, such

will readily occur to a person of your under-

standing and piety. Natural affections must
have their course. The best remedy of grief is

time." A contemporary has noted on the fly-

leaf of this letter the following somewhat un-
pleasantly oandid opinion :

—" There was no
ocoasion of any philosophy on this ever-to-be-

lamented occasion. P. C. had few feelings but

for himself, the same prinoiple that led him to

deprive his son of his birthright, when that son

lay in the agonies of death, and knew not what
he put his hand to, supported P. C. in the loss

of the best woman in a manner that did no
honour to his feelings, his gratitude, or his

humanity." How far the oharge made in the

anonymous annotation to this letter is true, it is

now impossible to say ; but unsupported evidence

of this kind is not of serious value.

From 1749 to 1757 Peter Collinson tent to and

received a large number of exceedingly interesting

letteri from Cadwallader Colden, Lieutenant Gover-

nor of New York, author of A History of the Five

Indian Nations. In the earliest of these, dated from

New York, July 18, 1740, Collinson was asked to

view "a chamber fire-engine, with long leather

pipes, snch as I am told are likewise used to water

gardens, and cost about £5, if from experience they

are found to answer the end for which they are

desigaed ; " and also 200 lb. weight of red Clover

seed." A letter dated again from New York,

March 17, 1758, Colden refers at length to botanical

matters, one of the sentences being :
—" I sent by

last packet to Dr. Fotbergill a description of a new
genus, with a drawing of the plant by her [his

daughter Jenny], which we have called Filmaurea.''

In another Utter, dated August 11, 1764, contains
the following interesting paragraph :

—" In some of

your former you informed that you had the true

Scammony from Alyayso growing in your garden. I

am confident it will agree well with this climate, I

should be glad of some of the seed to be sent so as

to sow it next spring, and some of the seed of the

true Hellebore. Dr. Whytte in his last letter in-

forms me that the Colchicum autumnale, or Meadow
Saffron, is found to be an extraordinary Ducrelia,

and effectual in Dropsies. I wish to have it, as I

think it is not a native of this country."

Only two letters appear to have been preserved
out of the many which must have passed between
Peter Collinson and Richard Richardson, the equally

enthusiastic naturalist ; these have been printed by
Dawson Turner in his Extractsfrom the Literary and
Scientific Correspondence of Richard Richardson, 1835.
Neither appears to be in Collinson's handwriting,
and were probably dictated by him to a secretary.

The earlier of these is dated August 12, 1742, and
deals chiefly with the death of Lord Petre, but it

contains several horticultural items, which will be

FlO. 1.—PETEB'COILLVSOX.

(From NichoW Literary Anwdottt.)

' Tbue Utters were published in three parte, under the
title ot Er/jerimatiandObitrvatioiu in SUetricili, in London,

'.lin-oo undoubtedly acting u editor of
th* r-*mt'M.-f.

read now with interest. For example, he says,

"the Laurus indica, Aldini, is nowhere to be sold
;

the seeds of it were sent to Mr. Brewer, fresh, but

they have not come up." And again, " Mr. Gordon
has also had flower Obeliscotbeca (Rudbeckia
hirta, L.) with a red flower ; he is the only gardener
now left that has a good stove ; but now Lord Petre
is gone, I am afraid all stove plants will go down.

I tell you of a curiosity that I saw at

Captain GofFs, an East India director, the true

Tea- tree in great health. It was brought two or

three years ago, a present, from China, to his wife.

It is an evergreen, and is housed with the Orange-
trees, for it grows on the more northerly parts of

China and Japan, about the latitude of forty degrees

north." According to Miller, the Tea-tree was not

imported into England before 1766, which is, there-

fore an error.

Four years later, April 4, 1746, Collinson again

favoured Richardson with another of those long and
gossiping letters which are now such valuable contri-

butions to the history of gardening. His fears about

the decline in stove plant culture, consequent on the

death of Lord Petre, proved unfounded, for Lady

Petre appears to have thoroughly entered into the
spirit of their culture. He describes the great stove

house of Lord Petre as " the most extraordinary

sight in the world." All the plants, he goes on to

say, *' are of such magnitude ; and the novelty of the
appearance strikes every one with pleasure. The
trellices all round are covered with all species of

Passion flowers, which run up near 30 feet high

:

the creeping, great flowering Cerens blows annually
with such quantities of flowers that surprises every
one with their beauty, and at thesame time perfume the
house with their scent." He does not tell us of the

size of the great stove, but the lesser one measured
60 feet long and 20 wide, and " is full of a vast variety

of all species of tender exotics." W. Roberts,

(To be continued.)

PAEASITES.
At a seasonable time towards the end of last year

(Gardeners' Chronicle, December, 1894, pp, 745 6), X

contributed a few notes to this journal on the
biological peculiarities of certain species of Viscum
and Loranthus, having, at a previous meeting of the
Linnean Society, exhibited a number of specimens of

various plants parasitical on the stems and branches
of other wocdy plants, in illustration of these
peculiarities. A prominent feature in that exhibition,

though one merely alluded to in the article cited above,
consisted of specimens of Australian Loranths and
some of the plants on which they prey, exhibited to

demonstrate the striking resemblance in the foliage

of the parasite and that of the host. In some instances
the resemblances are so close that a superficial ex-
amination is insufficient to detect the presence
of the parasite when not in flower. The
biological significance of this phenomenon has
been interpreted in the sense of advantage to the
parasite, though apparently without any very good
reason, for they are in need of no special protection
to ensure their existence and reproduetion. Indeed,
as I have already jointed out, several of those
species parasitic on plants having similar foliage,

grow equally as well on plants having totally dis-

similar foliage. Bearing on this subject, Mr. F.
Turner, F.L.S , Botanist to the Department of Agri-
culture, Sydney, has a very interesting article in the
Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South
Wales (vol. ix., pp. 557 to 560), on exotic trees and
shrubs affected by Australian Loranths and Viscnms.
He gives a list of twenty-seven foreign trees and shrnbs
that have become hosts for native parasites

;
yet only

a small number of the latter have been observed to
attach themselves to introduced plants—only three
in fact, out of about twenty-five of the Loranthacese.
They are, Loranthus celastroidee, L. pendulus, and
Viscum articulatum. The last is a leafless Misleto
with broad, flattened, jointed branches, and one of
the most widely dispersed species, occurring almost
throughout India and Malaya, and extending to

China, Japan, and Polynesia, growing on a great

variety of plants ; yet Mr. Turner states that he
never saw it growing on any native Australian tree
except Doryphora Sassafras (MonimiaceEe). He had
also seen it growing on cultivated Peach trees,

but on no other exotic. In the Kew Herbarium,
however, there are Australian specimens recorded as
parasitic on Pilocarpus (Rutaceae), Exocarpus (San-
talacese), and Baloghia (Euphorbiacea;). In the Sand-
wich Islands it is common on Acacia Koa ; in Japan
and China, on Eurya and Camellia ; and in India
and Malaya, on a variety of trees and shrubs
belonging to various other natural orders.

Curiously enough, the Loranthus that most closely
mimics or resembles, if the reader would rather, the
native host plants, is the one that most commonly
preys upon exotic plants belonging to a variety of

natural orders. This is L. pendulus, which is

common on some species of Eucalyptus, Santalum,
Acacia, &c. It, and L. celastroides, between them,
have been observed growing on twenty-six exotic
trees and shrubs belonging to thirteen natural orders.

Among the trees and shrubs on which they prey I

may name the Tulip, Orange, Apple, Pear, Locust,
Plum, Whitethorn, Olive, Elm, Plane, Alder, Wal-
nut, Oak, and Willow—a sufficiently diverse variety.
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In connection with the existence of parasites

parasitic on other parasites, I mentioned in my
article referred to above that there was an authen-

ticated record in Bentham's Handbook of the British

Flora of Viscum album growing on Loranthns euro-

P82US, for which I could find no other authority. I

have since found a more definite record of the fact in

Pollini's Flora Verohensis (Hi., p. 176), where the

author, after enumerating a number of trees on

which Viscum album grows, continues":
—

" Atque

etiam alius speciei parasitica, scilicet Loranthi

europsei; nnnquam vero super Qercunm species."

W. Sotting Hemsley,

USE AND ABUSE OF POTASH IN
FRUIT GROWING.

Attention has been called by Prof. W. E.

Britton in the American Agriculturist to the use

of the fertiliser potash in orchards. The author

says, an excess of nitrogen usually tends toward

wood production and an increased growth, at the

expense of the crop of fruit. Potash and phosphoric

acid, on the other hand, are the elements specially

suited to promote the general vigour of the tree, and

increase the quantity and improve the quality of the

fruit.

The experience of many large fruit growers

favours the use of potash in manuring orchards. It

is most commonly applied in the form of muriate

of potash, from 200 to 300 lb. per acre being con-

sidered an economical dressing, if the orchard

receives an application each year. Kainit may be

used instead of muriate of potash, but doable the

quantity must be employed, as this salt contains a

much smaller percentage of soluble potash, and it is

only about one-third of the price to purchase.

Professor Britton is inclined to think that the

practice of applying potash or phosphoric acid

exclusively is sometimes carried a little too far, and

thinks that if a complete fertiliser Were used, it

would in many cases give better results.

The result of experiments on the fertilising of

Peach orchards at the New Jersey station shows the

greatest yield of fruit per acre where muriate of

potash and nitrate of soda combined were applied
;

bat potash gave much better results than either

nitrate of soda or phosphoric acid alone. Potash

seemed to promote a certain vigour and thrift which

were lacking in trees deprived of them.

A later report from the same station confirms this

experience, and says, 'potaBh has proved the most

valuable of the single elements, the net gain being

greater than where farmyard manure was used." The
largest net gain, however, came from using a

complete fertiliser.

Mr. S. D. Willard, a well-known western New
York horticulturist, says :

—"In order to have good

hard wood, healthy leaves, and well-developed buds,

we must rely upon potash and phosphoric acid."

Potash was once thought to be a remedy and pre-

ventive of Peach-yellows, but experiments show this

to be without foundation. Ia a recent bulletin from

the Cornell Station, Professor Bailey says :
" I

believe that the keynote to the proper fertilising of

Peach orchards is potash and phoephoric acid, and

not nitrogen ; wood-ashes, muriate of potash, bone

fertilisers—these are some of the money-makers for

Peach trees. Potash is generally the most important

element to be applied directly to orchards, particu-

larly after the trees have reached bearing age."

One of the best sources of potash for orchards is

wood-aahes, but this material is so often in America

weakened by leaching that it cannot be confidently

recommended when in that condition. Forty to fifty

bushels to the acre is a good dressing if the ashes

have been kept dry. Muriate of potash is perhaps

the best and most reliable form in which to secure

potash at the present time. Commercial samples

generally contain from eighty to eighty-five per cent,

of muriate of potash, or about 50 per cent, of actual

soluble potash. An Apple orchard in full bearing

and upon loose soil may receive as high as 1,000 lb.

of~jjota8h per~acre, but a normal and economical

application is from 500 to 700 lbj 1881).

Thus it is seen that in a majority of cases an

application of potash benefits an orchard in bearing

condition. This fact pointi towards one of two

suppositions, (1) that the soil is generally deficient

in potash ; or (2) that potash is beneficial when

present in excess of the requirements of the crop.

At first thought, a deficiency of potash in the soil

seems improbable, when chemical analysis shows

that the total contents of the first 8 inches of a

fertile soil gives nearly 20,000 lb. of potash per

acre, 3,521 lb. of nitrogen, and 4,400 lb. of phos-

phoric acid. The soil then contains over four and

a half times as mnch potash as it does of phosphoric

acid, and more than five and a half times as much
potash as it does of nitrogen.

Much of the potash present in the soil becomes

available to plants so slowly, that it has to be

assisted in rendering it more soluble by some other

agent, or by an application of ready-formed potash.

The ashes of fruit trees contain a large percentage

of potash, and it is also present in considerable

quantities in the fruit. It may be mentioned that

some prominent fruit-growers fail to note any benefit

derived from potash alone when applied as a ferti-

liser to orchards, and some claim an injury from its

effects. This fact supports the first supposition

referred to above, bat is fatal to the second.

Soils differ, and it is likely that we shall find

potash very beneficial on some soils—perhaps, on

most soils, while useless on others ; before applying

large doses we should use it in a small way and

note its effect. It is also thonght that potash applied

as a fertiliser improves the quality and flavour of the

fruit ; it certainly tends to maturation and to the

production of sugar. J. J. Willis, Harpeiiden.

The Rosary.

ROSA WILLIAM ALLAN RICHARDSON.
I bead somewhere within the last few days a

severe condemnation of this Rose, stating that it

was so fugacious as not to be worth growing. Surely

the writer could have never seen this charming

Rose in free bush form, or climbing up into a tree,

ascending a church-tower, or clothing a house-

gable in a half-wild and free state. The exquisite

form and great variety of colour in the buds and

expanded flowers, the beauty of the leaves, and the

prodigality of the bloom, surely atone for its lack of

substance and of staying powers. With the excep-

tion of L'Ideal, we have nothing in the same style

among our Roses [Jaune Desprez. Ed.] And William

Allan Richardson seems to me worthy to rank with

Gtoire de Dijon and Homere for the prodnction of

striking and telling effect around the house or in the

landscape. No Rose can produce similar colours or

such fresh and fascinating results as William Allan

Richardson.

The Extreme Hardiness of Rosa rusosa and its

Varieties.

Sussex seems to have been highly favoured in the

matter of the safety of its Roses this year. From
all I have seen and heard of the two counties,

Suffolk has been hit much harder by the

frosts of February than Sussex. The county has

doubtless a warmer climate to start with, and has

more and greater undulations of surface than

Suffolk, and few things are more potential in affording

changes and ameliorations of climate than are hills

and valleys. Rosarians, in localities leas favoured by

nature, rejoice with " A, P." and others who hava

written in hopeful terms of the Rose harvest already

begun in Sussex. And we can all find one pleasure

in common, and that is the extreme beauty and per-

fect hardiness of Rosa rugosa in all its varieties.

The only change that I have noted in this striking

Rose this year is in the colour of the foliage. I

have noticed this change before, but not to the same

extent. In some cases, almost entire plants have

become almost golden. The change of colour in the

leaves has not affected the bloom, which is plentiful

as usual. Rosa.

A PARK FOR DROITWICH.
Droitwich, though situated in an agricultural

district, finds its chief support in the manufacture

of salt. But this trade is becoming precarious

in some respects, because the making of salt in the

town is not so great as it once was. Many of the

houses appear to be losing their support also, and

are leaning in every direction. The chnrcheB are

like the houses, mostly out of the perpendicular, and

the High Street has lost grade.

The town is becoming better known on account

of the brine baths that were provided by Mr.

John Corbett, of Impney, who built up a gigantic

salt industry in the town and at Stoke Prior, four

miles nearer Bromsgrove. These baths are rightly

becoming famous for their curative and alleviative

properties in rheumatism, sciatica, gout, and kindred

complaints. Numerous visitors realise the value and

importance of a prolonged course of baths, and take

np their residence for weeks and months, according

to the necessity of their case. The town, though

small (about 4000 inhabitants) is well provided with

hotels and boarding-houses.

To meet the requirements of visitors, Mr. Corbett

has provided a beautiful park in a central position,

and within a short distance of the hotels. The site,

covering nearly 12 acres, was formerly an orchard,

the fruits being chiefly Apples, Pears, and Medlars.

Many of the trees are 100 to 150 years old, and of

immense size. The ground is slightly undulating,

and has a slope to the west, north, and east. Mr.

Davies, the head gardener at Impney, has availed

himself of the natural advantages offered by the lay

of the land, and has prodnced, after his own plans,

a park which is at once beautiful, interesting, and

unique.

A few of the fruit treeB have been removed for

artistic reasons, bat most of them are retained,

Roses, Wistarias, Clematis, Brambles, Honeysuckles,

Virginian Creepers being planted near them, so as

to grow up into the crowns, where they will in course

of time form pictures of floral loveliness. Then

imagine the glory of the Apple blossom, of the

ripening golden fruit in autumn, and the feast of

Roses in summer. A wide carriage-way encircles

the park, and in one part is carried in a straight line

through what is an avenue of Apple trees. Wide
footpaths intersect, without marring the appear-

ance of the central area, and skirt the boundary.

In suitable positions are a large flower-garden

planted with the usual kinds of bedding plants, a

Rose garden, and an American garden with masses

of Ghent Azaleas, Andromedas, Rhododendrons,

Ericas, and other plants. Conifers and other ever-

greens are planted in masses about the sward, and

are used for masking undesirable objects and the

intersecting points of walks and roads. Seats and

summer-houses are plentiful. J. Udale.

Florists* Flowers.

RANUNCULUS ASIAT1CUS VARIETIES.

Though the Pansy, Tulip, Auricula, &c, are now
the subjects of reviving interest, Ranunculuses, the

favourite flowers of my boyhood's days, seem to be

more and more neglected. Yet no flower is more

beautiful or perfect in form, they excel most other

flowers in the symmetry of their shape, their

brilliancy, and variety of colour ; so that a bed of fine

Ranunculus is a most attractive object. I have no

doubt there are still some amateurs to be found who

cultivate Ranunculuses froii whom a choice collec-

tion could be obtained. The occe famous collections

of the Rev.—Tyso, Messrs. Lightbody and Waterson,

are, I presume, now defunct. It ia not a difficult

flower to cultivate, although a'l kinds of soil and

situations are not equally adapted to the require-

ments, and it has numeroua insect enemies.

I do not now propose to go fully into its cultiva-

tion, but to say a few words' on soils and the

raising of seedlings. In selecting a situation for a

bed choose a moist tolerably rich soil, not too fully

exposed to the sun. Prepare the ground by deep
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trenching, and add to the garden toil a portion of

manure from an old Cucumber- frame, with one-fourth

loam—mix these well together, and prepare the bed
some length of time before planting, in order that it

may settle firmly
;
plant the roots in the end of

February in rows about 9 inches apart, and from

3 to 4 inches in the row. Use a marked dibber, so

that the roots may be all planted at one uniform depth,

and cover the roots from 1 to 14 inches deep. Should

the weather prove very wet or frosty before the plants

come up, protect the beds with straw, mats, or some
suitable material. When the plants commence to show
bloom, give plenty of water between the rows, but

never water over the plants, which is one cause of

failure ; when in flower protect them with an awning
from sun and wet, and when the foliage is nearly

withered about six weeks after flowering, select a

fine day and take the roots up. Place them in a
room where there is plenty of air to dry gradually.

After they are once dry they must be kept so, as the

least damp would mould them. The best time for

sowing the seed is the middle of October or early in

January, in boxes or pans, covering the seed

very lightly. They should be kept in a cool

frame during frosty weather, and at all times should

have constant exposure to the light. In May, plunge
the boxes or pans up to the rim in the open ground,

where they have only the morning sun; water them
almost daily until the grass withers, then let the

boxes become quite dry. About the middle of July
take tbem up, gradually dry them, and keep them in

a box of dry sand. In February they should be
planted and treated in the same way as the old roots.

Edward Bennett, Lyne, Chertiey.

The Caenation and Picotbe.

I fear the time has come when I must be classed

with the old florists ; and yet during all the years it

has been my pleasure to cultivate the Carnation, I

never knew a season anything like the present. It

has been most trying to the show varieties of Carna-
tions and Picotees. The scarlet and crimson
bizarres have suffered most, next the flakes, and
then the choice florists' type ofPicotees. The yellow-

ground Picotees have also felt the effects of the
wet, cold autumn, and of the severe frosts in

January and February. All the self Carnations
are doing well, and will flower very strongly.

In the first place the layers did not form roots well,

and many of them did not produce any at all ; this

necessitated late planting out or potting up,

and almost before the plants became established

severe frosts set in, and the roots were thoroughly

frozen, those in 60-sized pots in frames were

as hard a* iron, and although the plants were

not killed outright they were very badly crippled.

Indeed, plants were sent to me as late as May in a
dying state, the cause of which I had every reason to

believe was owing to the effects .'of frost upon them
in February. Oae good effect of the frost is

the destruction of the weakly growing varieties
;

it was certainly a testing time, plants which
passed well through a winter like the last may be
regarded as vigorous enough for anything. Nothing
in Carnation culture is more remarkable than the
different degrees of vigour and hardiness of varieties.

Many persons have an idea that the selfs are bardy,

free-growing varieties, and that the flakes, bizarres,

fie, are delicate things, only fit for greenhouse culture.

There is no doubt that plants of the scarletbizarre sec-

tion are more slender in growth than the others , but
it does not follow that tbey are less hardy in con-
stitution, or that they will not stand the frost so
well in winter. Indeed, the bizarres and flakes do
much bettor in the county of Djrhsm out-of-doors

than they do in Eisex ; sufficient proof that it is not
altogether either Irost or wet that injures them.
Toe degree of vigour in a Carnation is to a certain
extent determined by the colour of the flowers, as
may be seen by the greater vigour of certain sports

from the bizarres. The maroon colour in scarlet
bizarres, or tbe purple in crimsons, giving the
strongest growth ; and yet in i»lfs th» white-flowered
fsro»tions are as vigorous, and sometimes, indeed,

they have greater vigour than the scarlet or crimson-
coloured varieties.

Plants of differing degrees of vigour require aa

different treatment. One season the yonng gardener
who had charge of my plants, gave the entire collec-

tion a good dressing with a rich compost in May.
This answered admirably for all the varieties that
made short stumpy growths, causing them to grow
much longer. Those of very vigorous constitution,

and which produced long-jointed layers, spindled up
for bloom to an alarming extent, causing consider-

able loss. In a dry season, sucb as this, a rich

surface-dressing is a great aid to the plants.

Watering has been much needed everywhere
in the south ; but watering is of little use unless the
plants can have a mulching of decayed manure,
and if a thorough soaking is given once in

a week, that will be much better than giving a small
quantity daily, but never sufficient to well saturate
the ground. Anyone can observe the effect of

watering on hard, thoroughly dried ground, by
examining it after the water has been applied for a
few hours ; it will be quite dry about 2 inches below
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tbe surface, unless the surface has been loosened.

The treatment of pot-plant* require* much thought
on the part of the gardener, as some varieties make
quite three times as many roots as others, and it is

safe to say that plant* require three times a*

much water, and if the cultivator is not carefnl

to water each, with due regard to it* requirement*,
the remit* cannot be altogether satisfactory. The
time for layering is now at hand, and the soil

ought to be prepared for it. This may consist of

equal portions of loam, leaf-mould, and sand. A
little of tbe surface-soil oaght to be removed, and
this prepared material pot in it* place, carefully

trimming and cutting the layer* with a layering-knife.

Any blooms that hive a tendency to burst will be
greatly helped by the calyx being supported with an
indiarubber ring. Tbe thrip* have been troublesome
this year, but there is no better way to deal with them
than by patting the plant* in a greenhouse and fumi-
gating them. It is astonishing how much mischief
this little insect can do to tbe flowers, it quite spoil*

tbem if left undisturbed. Green-fly, which does as

much barm to the layers as thrips do to the flowers,

may be killed also by fumigating. Tbe plants in one
garden I visited this year bad been attacked by a
black aphi*, aad, unobserved, it had spread consider-

ably over the plants, attacking the blooms in pre-

ference to the layers, this was also destroyed by
fumigating ; if these pests appear before it is time to

remove the plants into the Carnation-house, the best

way to keep them down is by syringing, and also

dusting with tobacco-powder. ./. Douglas,

Trees and Shrubs.

HEDYSAKUM MULTIJUGUM.*
We are indebted to Mr. Lynch, of the Cambridge

Botanic Garden, for the opportunity of figuring this

attractive bardy shrub. It is a native of Southern
Mongolia, and was described by the lamented

Maximowicz. Our illustrations (figs. 2, 3) show a
leaf and a portion of the inflorescence of the natural

size, together with an outline showing the general

character or habit of the plant. The herbaceous

portions are covered with a thin covering of appressed

setose hairs. Tbe height is 2 to 5 feet ; the branches

are ascending, slender, rigid, angular, striate ; the

pinnate leaves are somewhat distant, 80 to 90 mill,

long, the pinna are alternate or opposite, sixteen to

eighteen in number, ovate-acute, apiculate, 10 to 15

mill. long. Stipules deltoid, acuminate. Flowers nu-

merous, in erect racemes, with very short pedicels.

Calyx oblique, tubnlar, slit on the upper side, limb

nearly entire. Standard violet, with yellow blotches

on the middle of the inner surface, 2 cent. long.

Wing obliquely oblong, with a long claw; keel of

two oblique halberd- shaped stalked petals. Stamens

curved, nine and one. Ripe fruit not seen.

The plant above described is a handsome hardy

shrub, which has, we believe, been distributed from

the Cambridge Botanic Garden. We have not com-
pared Mr. Lynch* plant with authentic specimens in

the herbarium, but we may point out that our pre-

sent plant does not entirely correspond with Kegel's

figure in the Gartenflora, t. 1122, wherein the flowers

are described and figured as rose-coloured.

Colonial Notes.

A TOWN GARDEN IN NEW ZEALAND.
A pkbch of ground in the centre of a town,

although a small one, is not a very encouraging place

to operate on horticulturally, but a mixed collec-

tion all doing well may interest some of your readers

in other parts of the world. In one corner is a

bush of Aloysia citriodora from Chili, and deemed

a fit associate for even a Queen of Spain. In another

corner is a dead Willow, up which are racing in

friendly rivalry a Clematis, a Devoniensis Rose, and

the white Sweet Pea Mrs. Sankey, all of European

origin. Alongside a fence are the following Tea
Roses, also from Europe :

— Marie Van Houtte,

Madame Lambard, Madame de Watteville, Tbe
Bride, and close by, tbe Rev. T. C. Cole. Not far

from these is a Cantna dependens, another South

American subject, and if there is one plant more
than another ia this vegetable kingdom which

deserves admiration, it is this. On the other

side fence are Camellias from China, which do

better planted outside in the shade in these regions,

an indication that they are natives of a temperate

clime, and flourish as undergrowth in woods. Here

also are Japanese Chrysanthemums, including Etoile

de Lyon ; bulbs from the Cape of Good Hope and

other countries above the equator, as Freesias, Ixias,

Ranunculi, Scillai, Antholyz&s, and Schizostylis,

and the Trumpet Lily. Another plant which

insists upon being seen is the Coral tree (Erythnna

Crista-galli), from the cooler parts of Brazil. That
grand ornamental Grass Elymus condensatus from

British Columbia is here, but requhes more room
tban I have for it; so is Prunus ilicifolia from

California. Both these were sent me by Dr.

Franceschi, and Lavatera aasnrgentifolia. About
the middle of this plot of ground is a pendent Willow,

* Id'A .'3*'.— -v. '-ru.--'-i
. MAzimoriez, in Suit. Artu

Pttcrtb., nnril. (1S81). *M.
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with a rustic seat underneath inviting your leisure.

Not far from this Willow is a miniature rock*

work, imooth atones being unsuitable, at they

attract and retain the sun's heat-rays to a destructive

degree, in the centre of which is an iEthionema
granditiorum from Asia Minor or the Levant, and
nestling nnderneath this is the modest Campanula
fragilis, and a native Adiantum, which, true to

itself, refused to grow in pots ; and also the Ivy-

leaved Cyclamen, an autumnal- flowering variety

;

and that indispensable plant to all rockwork, Ceras-
tium tomentosum, is amongst them, but the purity

of its flowers attracts the snails. The climbing

Gourd of Central America is very ornamental, but
requires abundance of water. With the exception of a
few minor subjects, all have been noted that are in

this enclosure. . . . Oar own native flora has a decided

objection to being removed from its natural asso-

ciations, as if afraid of contamination with the out-

side world, particularly that part above the equator

—

no inducements can reconcile them to any new con-

ditions of life; ten times oat of twelve they

positively pine away and die. The prevailing colour

is white, as in Clematis indivisa, Convolvulus sepium,

Ranunculus Ly alii,Ourisi a macropbylla, the Mountain
Primrose, after the way of Japonica, but with whorls

of pure white flowers ; Plagianthus Lyalli, one of the

dwarf ribbon-trees, with clusters of lovely white

flowers springing from the sides of its branches,

which at first sight resemble a Tydea. Then there

are many species of Veronica, Olearia, Pittos-

porum, Cordyline australis, the latter a common
feature everywhere, all with white flowers, and many
others, discovered within the last twenty years,

many genera of plants hitherto unknown, owing to

the difficulty of getting into their native wilds. For
the information of those of your readers who are

unable to understand what being lost in a forest

means, let them for a moment imagine themselves in

an immense area of densely-wooded country, con-

sisting of evergreen trees, shrubs and Ferns of all

sizes and ages, many square miles in extent, and far

away from any human habitation, the prostrate

trunks of trees in all directions rotted with age, the

stems and branches of climbing plants impeding

progress at every step, Mosses and Lichens hanging

2 or 3 feet long in their silvery garb, fitfully lighting

up the gloom. Add to this the oppressive, dank
atmosphere. You shout (or cooey) for help, but

the sound seems mockingly re-echoed by the

native birds ; in attempting to extricate yonrself

you are found taking a circuitous route ; it is then

you feel what the words ' impenetrable " and
" despair " really mean, and what it is to be lost in a

bush or forest. Yet there is an inexplicable

fascination in the perilous position.

THE ARTICHOKE.
This plant is of Greek origin, and the ancient

Greeks engaged in its cultivation ; still more so the

Romans. The Greeks called the Artichoke Cynara,

as did also the Romans. Pliny, combining it with

the Apnllean word sclarea (Cardoon) called it asealia,

otherwise Carduus, and the Italians of the middle

ages Articoece, from which our modern term Carcinoffe

is derived, which points to the similarity existing

between the form of the cones of Finns pinea and

the closed flower-head which afford so well-

flavoured and wholesome a food. Bat as all the

parts of the Artichoke are pleasant eating—roots,

leaf- stalks, stems, and flower-heads, so the Neapolitan

of to-day calls it still Cardoni, and the head

especially Carcincjfe. The true Artichoke is without

doubt not Italian, but of Greek and oriental

origin ; yet we find the later Greeks praising the

Artichokes of Sicily for their special good quality,

and this is true of them at the present time. That
the bee- attracting, gigantic, handscme flowers which

spring from the delicious bud attracted also the

ancients, whose only trouble was the numerous

prickles, which are sought for in vain in the best

varieties of to-day.

There were in ancient times many different forms
;

anJ, as has been said, the Sicilian varieties were

celebrated. The Spanish Artichokes are dark
purple—almost black ; and the further north it is

grown, in rainy, foggy climates, the violet colour
disappears, and is replaced with green or grey-
green. The Spanish Artichokes are, like [the Car-
doons, upright and tall, the buds hidden from view,

and the ribs of the leaves of fleshy consistency, as

in the Cardoon. Pliny extolled the Carthaginian
Artichokes for their great size, and those of Mauri-
tania for their excellent flavour.

In the present age, the Artichokes of Naples and
the Campania, in size, tenderness, good flavour and
fruitfulness, excel all others, even those of other
parts of Italy, and it is believed that these fine forms
of the plant originated in northern Africa. The
tncients gave much attention to the cultivation of

the plant, and we are told that large quantities of

manure and diligent stirring of the soil were required
to render the buds tender-eating, and increase the
fruitfulness of the plants as well. It is a maritime
plant, and loves proximity to the ocean; it should,

therefore be chiefly grown on the coast; and with
the ready means of transit found in most European
countries, there would be no difficulty in sending the

produce inland. The ancients increased the plant

by means of the side- shoots or suckers, which the

root freely produces.

In the spring, the surface of the Campania,
covered by enormous Artichoke fields, astonishes the

traveller, who sees it for the first time with the

abundance and beauty of the plants. No other

vegetable can compete with it in productiveness and
value, rivalling Asparagus in flavour and wholesome-
ness, and in the simplicity of the methods of culti-

vation. The profits of the Artichoke- grower are

enormous, exceeding anything obtained in France or

Germany for vegetables, even such a good paying

crop as Asparagus.

In Italy the plant rests dnring July and August,
allowing the land to be inter-cropped with some
quick- growing plant. When the heat of the summer
is past, and the autumn rains begin to fall, the plant

commences to grow anew ; this is the best time to re-

move the side-shoots (suckers), and transplant them.
These shoots soon push roots into the soil, and to

grow fast, and may be depended upon to produce

beads the coming year. In November, the plant being

in full growth, is well dressed with manure. To do
this, the leaves are bundled up together, and
trenches are made at the side of the plaat, and
pig-dung-water is poured into them; over this is

placed balf-rotten stable-dung, and the earth

is returned over all in the form of a ridge.

In about lour weeks another application of liquid

manure is made, and it does no harm if this be fol-

lowed by another in January. There are varieties in

Italy which produce heads at Christmastide, and
tome that grow the whole year; but the usnal har-

vest period is from the end of February to the middle

and end of July ; in Sicily earlier, and in northern

Italy later. The beads are cut with a stalk and a

neighbouring leaf before the purple flowers expand,

and tied in bundles for the market. Some special

varieties are of the size of a child's bead, and some
have a spiny calyx, these being the best flavoured.

The plant is of use to man and animals from the

root upwards, and the dried stems are used for

fuel. Extractjrom Wiener Illustrirte Garten- Zeitimg.

Fig. 3.—HEDYSARUM MULT JUGU.Vt : FLOWERS BLUE.
CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC G ' IiDEN.

(SEE PAGE 8.)

Vegetables.

PEA CANNELL'S ENGLISH WONDER.
Those who have not as yet grown this Pea should

do so. As a dwarf-growing Pea it is one of the best in

commerce, and in gardens of limited area, and where
stakes are not obtainable, as is often the case with
amateurs in town districts, a Pea like this is a boon.

In height it is about 1 foot, and requires but 15
inches space from row to row. The quantity of pods

produced is simply aatounding. The advantage of this

variety over American Wonder is the excellent way
the pods fill. I have before me two pods, a fair sample
of many ; one measures barely 21 inches long with-

out the stalk, and contains seven extra large Peas.

The second pod is just '2h inches long, and has eight

Peas closely packed inside. If this Pea contained

all these points of advantage, and was of indifferent

flavour, I should not appreciate it even then, regard-

ing, as I do, flavour as being of the first order.

Cannell's English Wonder has no fault as regards

flavour, and it is an acquisition in every respect.

Sown on February 28, it was ready for use June 7.

JS, M.
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A LIST OF HYBRID CATTLEYAS.
THE following list has been compiled by Mr. Chapman, gardener to K. I. Measures, Esq., in the same manner as was followed in the list of

hybrid Cypripediums previously published. Of this latter list, copies can be had on application to the Editor, it being understood that the

proceeds are given to the two Gardening Charities. This list of hybrid Cattleyas is made up to May 1, 1895.

Offspring.
Aclanii-Lcddige&ii
Alberti
Arthuriaaa
Afcalanta
Ashton:ana
BaUantineana
Baroness Schroder
Brabaatiae
Brown 3?

Burberryana
caUimmata
Chamberlainiana
Coloris
citrine-intermedia
Dominiana
Empress Frederick
Fabia
Fausta
fimbriata
ftaveola
Harold
Harris:
hybrida
Johnsoniara
Kienastiana
leucoglossa
Lord Rothschild
Lowryana
Mangle&ii

Mantinii
Mardelli
Marstersoaiae
minacea
Miss Harris
Miss Williams
Mitchell!
ilra. XI. Wells
Par then ia

Pheidona
Philo
picturata
porphyrophlebia
Prince of Wales
quinquecolor
saavior
triophthalma
veriflora

Wendlandiana
William Murray

Bafealian
Brymerlana
Cup'do
Hardvan a

iitricata
Kramrrasa
Lu naniana
Massaiana
Meat,ucesiana
Patriocinii

reapleadens
scita

sororia
velutina
veoosa
Victoria Regina
Whitei
Epi-Cattleya guatemalensis

£p:-LaeUa x Hardyana

HYBRID CATTLEYAS.
Parents. Raiser, §e.

= (syn. Brabantiae) Loddigesii 5 X Aclandiae d Yeitch
=syn. porphyrophlebia
= C. luteola ? xDormanianad White
=guttata Leopoldi ? x Warscewiczii d (gigas) Veitch
— Harrisons ? x Warscewiczii d HolliDgton
=TriaDaei 9 X Warscewiczii d Sander
=Triaxsei? xdolosad Sander
(syn. Aclandi-Loddigeti) Yeitch
= Harrisonia= 2 x Bowringiarja S Sander
= Xintricata? xsuperbad Sander
=intermecia? XAclandaed Bleu
=guttata Leopoldi ? xDowianatJ Yeitch
= Bowringiana? x maxima d Veitcn
^intermedia? xcitrinad Dr. Harris
=maxima 9 X intermedia 9 Yeitch
— MossiseQ x Dowiana d Sander
=0abiata autumnalis ? X Dowiana d Veitch
=Loddigesii9 XL- C. exoniensisd Veirch
^intermedia ? xAclandieed Bleu
= intermedia 9 xeuttati? Backhouse
— Gaskelliana? Warscewiczii d Cookson
=guttata Leopoldi 2 xMendeiid Harris
=guttata? xLoddigesid Yeitch
= Uarrisoniae? xWarscewicziid Hollington
=Luddemanniana (speciosissima 9 ) x Dowiana 6 Sander
=Loddigesii? xFaustad Veitch
=Gasketliana 9 x Dowiana auzead Sander
^intermedia? x Forbesii d Sander
=Luddemanniana9 xLod-n'gesiid Yeitch
= Bowringiana9 xDowianad Mantin
=LuddeminniaDa9 xL.-C. tlegans Yeitch
= Loddigesii 9 X labiata vera Veitch
=Loddigesii $ x Warscewiczii Yeitch
=Mo5?iae2 xL.-C. Schilleriana Harris
^Harrisonise? xG-askelliana Temple
=guttata Leopoldi 2 xTrianaei Ainsworth
= X Prince of Wales x Warnerii Sander
= x fimbriata 9 X Mossiie Wagner's var. £ Bleu
^intermedia x maximad Veitch
=Mossiae9 xiricolord Veitcb
=guttata 9 x intermedia Yeitch
=intermedia9 Xsuperba Veitch
— Mos'ice Wagnet's var. 9 xcalummata Sander
=ForbeaiiO xAcland:se<J Veitch
= intermedia? xMendehi Veitch
=superba9 xL.-C.xexoniensis Veitch
=Iabiata vera 9 Trianasid Sander
= Rowringiana ? x Warscewiczii Veitch
—Mendeli? xLawrenceana Cookson

NATURAL HYBRIDS—CATTLEYAS.
=intermeciaxb;coior
=eldoraioxsupeiba
= 3ch*odersex Mendelii
= Dowiana x Warscewiczii
= guttataX intermedia
=intermedia x Forbesii
= Forbesiix gotta' a
=Dowianax Warscewiczii
=AcIandiflex Walkeriena
= Lodiiigesii X guttata Leopoldii
=graculosaxL.-C x Schilleriana
=guttatax intermedia
= Walkeriana x guttata
=;bicolor x guti ata
= Ha risoDsex Forbesii
=guttata X labiata
— labiata x L.-C. Schilleriana
= Epidendrum aurantiacumxCatt. Skinneri

GARDEN HYBRID.
=Epidendrum ciliare 9 x Lselia aaceps <$ Sander

HYBRID CATTLEYAS.
Parents. C^fspring, Rziser, i

Bowr.DgianaS x Dowiana

d

= Jtlantint Mantin
., 9 x maxima d =Chloris Veitch
,, 9 x Warscewiczii <J = Wendland i Veitch

X timbriata 9 X Mossiae, Wagner's var. d = Parthenia Bleu
Forbeai 9 x Aclandise c5 = quinquecolor Veitch
Gaskelliana 9 X Dowiana aurea d = Lord Rothschild Sander

9 X Warscewiczii S = Harold Cook-on
guttata? x intermedia <J = picturata Veitch

.. Leopoldi 9 xDowianao = Chamberlainiana Veiuh
xLoddigesiio =hybrida Veitch
xilendeiio =Harrisii Harris

, , x Thansei o =Mitchedi Ainsworth
,. .. X Warscewiczii 3 = Atalanta Veitch

Hirri?oi*2 xBowringianacJ = Brown as Sander
.. 9 xUasKellianao = Miss Williams Temple

. = x War3cewicziio = *shton:ana Hollington
x ,, =Johnscniana Hollington

iD:erme<i^9 xAcIanditetf =<*alummata Bleu
,. x =fimbriata Bfea
,, xcitrioa =citrioo-intermedia Dr. Harris
., xForbfsii = Lowryana Sander
. . x guttata ? = flaveo!a Backhouse
,. xmaxima = Pbeidona Veitch
,. xMendeli =snavior Veitch
„ xsuperba = pDrphyrophlebia Veitch

- ., = *lberti Veitch
:atr::ata x ,, =Burberryana Sander
LiOLita autuxnualis 9 x Dowiana o = Fabia Veitch

=veritlora Sander
Lo:i:«e5ii9 X Acl»ndia;<J — Ac!andc-Lodd :gesi Veiu h
v X ,. = Brabantiae Veitch
,. x L -C. exoniensia ^Fausta VeitcH
.. XxFauata ^leucog^ssa Veitch
„ X'rtbiata vera = MoTft'erstOLae Veitch

,f X Warscewiczi — ilinucia Veitch

Parents.
Luddemanniana(spec'osissima) 9 xDowianao
„ 2 xL.-C. elegans
,, xLoddigesi

luteola 9 x Dormanianao
maxima 9 x intermedia d*

Mendeli 2 xLawrenceana d*

Mossiffi 9 X Dowiana d
,, xiricolord*

., XL.-C. x Schilleriana

t , Wagner's var. xxcaluaim«ta
X Prince of Wales 9 x Warnerii $
Trianeei 9 xdolosad

,, V X Warscewiczii 6*

supeibi 9 x L.-C. exoniensis

HYBRID CATTLEYAS-CConiiBi/e^).
Offspring.

=Kienastiana
= Mardelli
= ilanglesi
= Arthuriana
=Dominana
= William Marra/
=Empress Frederick
= Philo
=Miss Harris
= Prince of Wales
=Mts. M. Wells
= Baroness Schroder
= Ballantineana
=triophthalma

HYBRID LJELIO-CATTLEYAS.
Offspring. Parents .

Amesiana =L. crispa2 xC. moximad*
amcena =C. Loddigesii $ x L. Pemni 6*

Arnoldiana =L. purpurata9 X*J. Warcewicziid
Ascania =C. Triansei9 XL. xantbinad*
Aurora =C. Loddigesii d XL. pumilad
Ajlingi ^Parents not recorded
Baroness Schroder =C. Trianeei? XL. Jonghianad
Behrensiana = L.-C. Schilleriana 2 xC. Loddig?s?d
Bella =L. purpurata9 XC labiata vei ad
Blessensis =L. pumila9 xC. Loddigesid
Broomfieldionse =C. Dowiana aurea 2 x L. pumila praestans d
Brymeriana =L.-C. amanda9 x Warscawiczid
calJoglossa =C. labiata vera 9 xlobata or crispa d
calli^toglossa =L. purpurata 9 xO. Warscewiczid
CanhamiaB =C. Mossiae9 XL. purpurata

d

Caiihamiana =L. purpurata? xC. Mossise d
Cassandra =C. Loddigesii 9 XL -C. elegans

d

Cassiope =L. pamlla9 xL.-C. exoniensisd [var. d
Chlonia =C. Warscewiczii 9 xL.-C. elegan», Turners
Claptonensis =L.-C. elegans? xC. Dormanianad
Clire =C. Dowiana? xLprsestansd
Cornelia =L. pumila 9 xC. labiaiad
Derooiensis =L. crispa? X C. guttata d
Decia =L.Pcrrinii? xC. Dowiaua aurea

d

Digbyano-Mossiaa =C. Mossise? XL. Digbyanad
Dominiana =:G. Dowiana? XL. purpmatad
Doris =L. cinnabarina? xC. Trianaeio
epicasta =L. pumila? x Warscewiczii d
eumeea =C, Trianaei? xL. majalisd
exim;a =C. Warnerii 2 X L. purpurata d
exoi.iensis =C. Mossise?^ xL. crispa
Frederick Boyle =C.Triansei? xL.ancepsd
Ingrami = L. pumila Da^ana ? X Dowiana aurea d
Ino =C. Loddigesi ? x L.-C. elegans d
intricata =C. intermedia ? x L.-C. elegans

d

Kranzlini =Moss'ce Wagner's var. o x L.-C. elegans var. prasiata $
Mardelli =0. Luddemanniana? xL-C, elegnned
Marnoitiana =L. rlava? x 1^. Skiimerii d
Mauve Queen =C. Warneni? XL. crispa

d

Maynarai =1. pumila Dayana ? xO. «uOlosad
Mrs. Harris =L.-C. elegans va^. Schilleriana? xC. Mossiae
Mylamiana =C. granulosa 2 X L. crispa d
Myra =C. Triarjaei ? x L. fiava d
>'ormani =L. pumila I :-. 0. Dowiana d
Novelty see Laslia
Xysa =L. rrispa? xC Warscewiczii

d

Pallas =C. Dowiana $ x L. crispa d
Parysatis =C. Bowringiana? xL. pumilad
Pisandra =L. enspa? xC. eldoradod
Philbrickiana =C. Aclanoise? xL.-C. elegans
Phoebe =C. Mos&iae? XL, cinnabarina
Proserpine .=L. pumila Dayana 2 X C. velotina
Ridolnana =L. purpurata Aurora 2 xC. Mo-.-iae

Sanderse =L. xanthina? xC. Dormanianad
Sedeni =C..superba? XL. Devoniensisd
Statteriana =L. Perrinii xC. labiata

Stella =L. crispa? xL C elegansd
Timora =L. pumila Dayana ? xO. Luddemanniana

d

Trentonensis =(tee Laelis x Novelty var.)

Tre&edriana =L. crispa? xC. Loddigesii
triophthalma =C. superba? xL.-C. exoniensis
Tydea =L. pumila? xC. Trianaetd
Valvarson (syn. xeximia)
vedaste (syo- Aurora)
Veitchiana =C. labiata vera ? xL. crispa d
Wtllsiae (syn. xeximia)
Wellsiana =rrianaei Leeana? X L. purpurata d
Zenobia =C.Lodcige9ii ? xL.-C. elegans Turner's var.

Zephyra =C. Mendeli? xL. xanthinad

Raiser, fyc.

Saiider
Veitch
Veitch
White
Veitch
Cookson
Sander
Veitch
Dr. Harris
Sander
Sander
Sander
Sander
Yeitch

Raiser, 4"C-

Yeitch
Bleu
Sander
Yeitch

Hollington
Baron Schroder
Sander
Veitch

Wells
Brvmer
Veitch
Veitch
Veitcl-i

Veitch
Veitch
Vtitch
Yeitch
Low
Cookson
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Yeitch
Sander
Ingram
Veitch

Sander
Veitch
Marriott
Sander
Sander
Harris
Robeson.
Veitch

Albanensis
amanda
elegans
Gottoiana
Ludovacia
Owenise
Pittiana
porpbyrites
purpurata-intermedia

„ -guttata Leopoldi
Schilleriana

NATCRAL HYBRIDS IJELIO-CATTLEYA.
=C. Warnerii xL. grandis
=iiitermediaxL. crispa or lobata

^L. purpurata X guttata Leopoldi

=C. Warnerii x * . tenebrosa
=C. superbaxL.-C. elegans
= L. Perrinii X unknown
= C. guttata PriDziixL. grandis
=L. pumila xC. Dormaniana
= (syn. L -C. Schilleriana)

=( „ L.-C. elegans)

=C. intermedia x L, purpurata

Parents.
C. Aclandise? xL.-C.xelegar.sd
L.-C. amanda x Warscewiczii
C. Bowringiana 9 XL. pumilad
L. cinnsbarina? X C. Trianaei d
L. crispa 9 x C. eldorado

,. XC. guttsta
,, xC. Loddigesii

,, xC. Maxima
,. xC. Warscewiczii

HYBRID I-ELI0-CATTLEY4.
Offspring.

=PhilDrickiana
= Brymeriana
= Parysatis
~ Doris
= Pisandra
=Devoniensis
=:Tresideriana
= Amesiana
=Sysa

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Cookson
Veitch
Sander
Sander
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch

Heath
Veitch
Veitch
Linden
Perrinoud
Veitch
Sander
Sander
Veitch
Veitch

Raiser, $e.
Veitch
Brymer
Veitch
Cookson
Veitch
Veitch
Heath
Veitch
Veitcb
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A LIST OF HYBRID CATTLEYAS—(Continue!).

HYBRID IiE IO-CUTTLEYA
Parents.

Dowiana 9 xL. crispa
6"

,, or Moment xL, purpurata
,, XL. ptffi-iranB

-C. x elegans 9 x Dormaniana 6*

-C. X elegans var. Schillenana $ X C. Mossiee
flavaxC. Skinneri
GaskellianH 9 xL. xanthina^
granulosa x L. crispa
intermedia $ xL -C.x elegans <$

labiata vera ? X L. crispa 6"

„ XL. lobata orcri-pa
Loddigesii X L.-C. X elegans

M X ,, ,,

,, X ,, .. Turner's var.

,, XL Perrini

,, xpumila
.. X „

Luidemannmnax L.-C. x elegans
Mendt'lii 9 xti. xauthiuao*
Mosairc :<L. cinoabirina

•i X ,.

,, x L. crispa

,, X L. Dighyana
,, X L. purpurata
., Wagner's var. xL.-C. X elegans

Perrini ? xC. Dowiana aureao"

,, xC. labiata vera
purpurata X ,, ,,

,, xC. Mossise

.» x „
,, xC. Warscewiczi

» x
XpumilaxC. Dowiana

,, X L.-C. x exoniensis

,, xC. labiata vera
,, xC. Loddigesi
,, xC. Triamei
,, xC. War-c*wiczi

,
, Dayana X C. dolosa

i, ,, XC. Dowiana aurea

„ ,, XC. Luddemanniana
, XC Xvplutioa

-C. xSchilleriana$ xC. Loddigesi
superba X L -C. Devoniensis

,, X L -C. x exoniensis
Trianeei ? xL. anceps
„ xL. tiava

„ X L. Jonghiana
„ x L. majalis

l( XL. xanthina
,, Leeanax L. curpurata [var, e?

Warscewiczii 5 X L.-C. elegans, Turner's
Warneri ? xL. crispa <J

„ XL. purpurata

L. xanthina 5 xC. Dormaniana

(Continued).

Offspring,

= Uominiaaa
=OUve
= -'aptonenfe
= \lr*. Harris
— VLirriottiana
= Hon, Mrs. Astor
= Mylumiana
= intricata
= Veitchiana
=:calloglossa
= Cassandra
= Tno
=Z jnoba
= imipQa
— \ur.ra
=ve 1 aBte
= Mardellii
=Zt-phyra
= Phcebe
= Hippolyta
= exonien>is
= Digbyauo-Mossiee
= CanhamiB9
= Kranzlinii
— Decia
=statieiiana
= Bella
— Canbamiana

Ridolfiana
= Arnoldiana
= callastoglossa
~ Norman ii

=Cassiope
= Cornelia
= Blessensis
=Tydea
=erjicafcta

=Maynardii
= Ingramii
=Timor*
= Proserpine
= Behrena ana
— Se'feni

= triophthalma
= Frederick Boyle
= Myra
= Baroness Schroder
= Eumeea
= Apcinia
= Wellsiana
— Chlooia
= Muuve Queen
^^ximia
—"Well si se

=Valvassorii
—Sander*

NATURAL HYBRIDS L^ELIO-CATTLEYA.
C. guttata Leopoldi X purpurata =elegans

, t Prinzii x grandis = Pittiana

C. intermedia x purpurata =Schilleriana
L. pumila X Dormaniana = porphyrites

L. Perrini X unknown =Oweniee
L. euperba x L.-C. xelegans = Ludovacia
C. Warneri x L. grandis z:\lbanenai8

,, x L, tenebrosa =Gottoiana

SOPHRO-CATTLEYAS.
Batemaniana = Sophronites grandiflora XC. intermedia
eximia = ,, „ xC. Boweriugiana
leeta = ,, ,, xL. pumila Dayana

Raistr, 8;c.

Veitch
Veitch
t'ookfron

Low
Harris
Sir W. Marriott
Sander
Ro lison

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Bleu

Perrinoui
Veitch
Veitch
Cook son
Veitch
Veitch
Vettch
Veitch
Sander
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Sander
Sander
Veitch
Cookson
Veitch
Veitch

Veitch
Veitch
Sander
Ingram
Veitch
Veitch
Sander
Veitch
Veitch
Sinder
Veitch
Schroder
Veitch
Veitch
Sander
Veitch
Sander
Veitch
Sander
Linden

[SOPHRO-CATTLEYAS-To tinuvt).

Parents. O /spring.

Sophrc nitia grandillora? x Loddi,*es r

i £ =Caly j-o

,, lf <J XL.-C. elegane? =Veftcnii

HYBRID
L. crispa? xL.-C. xDominiana^
L. ,, xL.C. elegaiw Wolsteuholmia <;

L. „ xlobata
L. ,, X ,,

L. ,, xpumili Dayana
L. ,, X L.-C. SchuJerinna
L. ciunabarinax Pilch^riana

L. ., x purpurata
L.-C. XexonieosiB? x L. pumila<J
L. Perrini^ Xpumilao"
L pumila x L.-C. elegans

„ X .. .. Turner's var.

„ Dayana xcrispa
,, ,. X xunthina

L. purpurata x L.-C. elegans

LJELIAS.
= \'\.-Xa ria
= ^telih

: vyau'ana
i >. leiiana

= 'iuerpe
= Felix
= rjammca
= Caton-t

= 1d8»iope
= juvenil]8

= Sovelty
= ,, var. Trentonensis
= Groves- ae
— On-eniaoa
= Qorniana

Offspring

,

L. Cassiope
L. euterpe
L. Felix
L. flammea
L. Oravesas
L. Horniana
L. juvenilis

L. Latona
L. Nov«lty
L. TreotonenBis
L. Oweniana
L. Pilcheriana
L. lilacina

L. Stella
L. Victoria
L. vitellioa

L. Wyattiana

Crawshayana
Finckeniana
Eyermanniana
Lindleyana
lilacina

GARDEN HYBRIDS.-L.^LIAS.
Parents.

= L.-C. exoniensip 9 XL. pu-nilac
=crispa9 xpumila Dayana cJ

=crispa $ x L.-C. Schilleriaua <$

=cinnabarinax xPitcheri
= pumila Dayana 9 X crispa <J

= 0urpurata9 X L.-C. elegans
= Perrini 9 xpumila^
=cinnabarina 9 X purpurata <5

=pumila9 XL.-C. elegano

X ., Turneri
=pumila Dayana 9 X xinthina <5

=cnspa x Perrini j
=crispax Perrini
= crispa 9 X L. C. elegans Wolstenholmia <$

= L. cns-paV XL.-C. Dominiana
? harpophylla 9 Perrini <$

=crispa 9 X lobata <J , natural hybrid

NATURAL HYBRID L.ELIAS.

=autumnalis x albida
= ilbidaxanceps alba var.

=mBJalitXautumnali3
= L. (8raa.-»avola) tuberculata x

'

=crispa x Perrinii

Tinisw, <\c.

V-itch
Vciich

Veitch
Veitch
Wyntt
Ve.tch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Meu
Veitch
America
Sander
Sander
Horn

Raiser, $[Ct

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Sander
Horn
Bleu
Veitch
Harris
Ames
Sander
Veitch

Veitch
Veitch
Schroder

intermedia (Brasso-Cattleya)

NATURAL HYBRID CATTLEYAS.

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch

Parents.
Aclandffi x Walkeriana
bicolor x guttata
Dowiana x Warscewiczii

H X
eldorado x superba
Forbesii x guttata
guttata x intermedia

,. X
,, Leopoldi x labiata

granulosa x L.-C. X Schilleriana
Harrisonia?x Forbesii
intermedia x bicolor

,, xFornesi
Loddigesiix guttata Leopoldi
SehroderrexMendelii
W alkeriana x guttata

Offspring.
^Measureaiana
=velutina
= Hard>ana
^Massaiana
= Brymeriana
-Lucieniana
=intricata
= 3cita
= Victoria Regina
=resplendens
=venosa
= Batalinii
= Krameriana
— Patrocinia
-cupido
- sororia

Raiser, $et

NATURAL HYBRID—EPI-CATTLEYA.
Epidendrnm aurantiacumxCattleya Skinneri =Epi-Cattleya guatemalensis

GARDEN HYBRID—EPI-L.ELIA.
Epidendrum ciliarpx Cffilia anceps =Epi-Lfelia Hardyana
Sopbronitis grandiflura 9 x Epidendrnm radicans= Veitchii

Sander
Veitch

Nursery Notes.

SWISS NURSERY, FARNHA.M, SURREY.
Not in the ordinary acceptation of the term is this

a nursery, because it seems to be more generally

ntilised for the production of seed crops, and in this

direction very likely it presents some features of

interest that ordinary nurseries lack. The place is

situate on a somewhat barren-looking heath, about

2J miles from the famous Hop-town of Farnham.

If a matter for congratulation to the local resi-

dents that Mr. S. Mortimer has pitched his tent

there, it is all the same a matter of some difficulty

to those at a distance who find Rose Lodge is not a

convenient place to reach. The site seemed, at the

outset, to have been on this barren starved-looking

heath, about as unpromising an one as could be for

a nursery, but no one can tell the full capacities of

ground until it is fully tested. Now, after a few

years of deep working and good cultivation, it is

found possible to grow first-claBS show Dahlias in

quantity, yet surrounding heath-land looks as if it

would be dearly purchased at 20s. per acre. Amongst
other accomplishments, Mr. Mortimer is a capital

Dahlia florist, and he has put out this year of

"shows," fancies, pompons, Cactus, staling", &c,
about 1000 plants. These are in every case aOul'. 4

feet apart each way, are all neatlv staked, and well

mulched with long manure. Tnis latter useful

article, by the way, has to be brought about 6 miles,

from Aldershot, at a cost of 10s. per cartload. Even
on this apparently dry elevated spot Violas do well,

a long row of old plants of the pretty Countess of

Kintore presenting a charming sight. Still, the soil

is far more retentive of moisture than in the long

drought could well have been expected. Water is

always found at 6 feet from the surface, whilst half

a mile away a depth of 180 feet has to be dug ere

water is found.

The wonderfully pretty Nemesia strumosa Suttoni

is found here in great quantity, and blooming freely.

The plants were raised under glass, then planted out

in various blocks of colour, and these are found to

come pretty true. Some of these hues are rich

a'most beyond description. Within the houses a

very fine lot of seedling Coleuses may be seen,

strong plants, in 6-inch pots, of varying heights.

Size of leafage and coloration all are beautiful, some

superlatively so. Who would take the trouble to

grow these plants from cuttings and winter them,

when from a packet of seed they can obtain such a

wealth of beauty and of variety ? These are grown

expressly to produce seed ; very tiny is the seed, and

the greatest care and patience is needed to collect it.

Celosia pyramidalis again forms a very beautiful

feature; the plants range from 16 to 24 inches in

height, are of perfect form, have many singulaily

-ich colours, and are indeed charmingly tffective for

ordin?rJ decoration. All the best sorts of Fuchsias

are grown, but only as old pot-plants, dwarf bushes,

just to furnish cuttings, as these, when rooted, are

sold in great quantities. They root in shallow boxes,

filled with the surface-sand from the heath, with

remarkable ease.

The chief subjects of the houses, however, are

Tomatos, Melons, and Cucumbers ; of these latter,

huge crops of seed-fruits have already been taken off

from January plantings, and other plants have taken

their places, to give a second crop. These are

chiefly gTown in wooden troughs about 20 inches

wide, having open or trellis bottoms, and stand over

the hot-water pipes. No plants could do better than

these, none could be healthier. The houses are low

spans, and being well down in the ground, always

have a moist atmosphere. Cucumber Marvel, shown

recently at the Drill Hall twice, is represented here

by younger plants now in full fruit. The sample

hanging remarkably handsome, smooth, even, and

green in colour, with scarcely any heel, and about

16 inches long, is as. perfect a variety as can be

desired, and is a heavy cropper. Of other varieties

grown, Sutton's Prize-winner, Improved Telegraph,

Al, and Rochford's Market, are now in growth or

cropping. Success, Lockie's Perfection, and other

varieties are also grown as needed. The year's pro-

duce of fruits is indeed heavy, and the seed crop a

great one.

Melons are grown for seed and for trials. These

are chiefly put up in Orange-boxes filled with soil
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the plants being about 2 feet apart ; they are, as are

the Cucumbers, trained up beneath the roof on wires.

Melons and Cucumbers sometimes are grown in the

came house, gettiDg almost identical treatment.

There are just now, perhaps, thirty or more varieties

of Melons being grown. All have good, even-sized,

handsomely-netted fruits ; none are big, or ungainly,

or small. Every one is presentable, and they hai g
taickly. The largest crop of any one variety is

Eclipse, a green-flesh, of great beauty and of high

flavour.

Tomatos of all the best oorts are grown, both as

erect or upright plants, and trained to wires under

the glass. A fine new 100-feet house, having plants

pat out in rows of four on each side, and 3 fett apart,

seems to present as admirable a structure for the

purpose as can well be conceived. The sorts are

Conqueror, very early ; Perfection, Mitchell's Hybrid,

A 1, Ham Green Favourite, Best of All, Abundance,
Frogmore Selected, &c. There are no unduly large

fruits. A good smooth, medium-sized sample, firm,

and richly coloured, is most esteemed. This house

is very light, has ample ventilation, and the plants

are in perfect heath. About 12 cwt. have already

been taken from it, and fully 8 cwt. more fruits are

maturing now. Tomatos are grown for market, and
so far the return for good samples seems to have
bean most satisfactory. Mr. Mortimer's exhibits at

the Drill Hall and elsewhere fully show that he is a

first-class cultivator. A. D.

Gultura l Mem oranda.

PROPAGATION OF RESTIO SUBVERTI-
CILLATUS.

The propagation of this rare Cape plant, I believe,

has hitherto been effected by the division of the

roots and rhizome, and by this method the trials

have often been attended by failure. Lately, roots

were noticed about the nodes of the stem, apparently
springing from the base of the young growths, but

on'.y npon stems of not less than two or three years

old. Several stems were taken off and cut up,

leaving about a couple of inches of old stem with

the node in the centre ; these were put into thumb
pots and placed in a handlight where they were
shaded from the sun in an intermediate temperature.

Here in about a month's time the plants in some
cases began to roof, and when root action is once

set ap the growth is vigorous. As the plant in a

small state would be useful as a decorative plant on
account of its long feathery plume- like stemp, it

should soon become more generally known in our
gardens. Grown in a cool greenhouse, it soon forms

a very large plant if encouraged, and for planting in

large structures is always pretty and attractive.

R. L. Harrow.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GABDEN.

B'j Johs Lambert. Gardener, Powii CcmU, Welshpool.

HINTS ON WORK IN GENERAL.—Owing to the
drought, gardeners in moat parts of the country will
be heavily handicapped in this department, and in
some districts crops will have been left unthinned in
the hope of rain coming so as to render the work
possible. Where rain has fallen and the land is

moistened, the thinning should be forthwith com-
pleted. Other crops, such as Salsafy, Scorzonera,
Turnips, Beetroot, late Onions, and Cauliflowers, will

need heavy applications of water at the root and
syrinsings of the foliage. Go over the plantations
cf Cauliflowers at short intervals of time,
protecting the heads by breaking down a leaf
or two over them. For show Cauliflowers I
would not recommend this as general practic,
and certainly not in the case of Autumn Giant, th^
heads of which variety are a long time in comini; to
perfection, and breaking down the leaves sometimes
lets in the light at the sides. It is a better method
to gather np the leaves near the tops, and tie them
loosely together, not crushing them. This allows of
a -1 examination of the head by removing the tie.

Another, but more costly way, is to use two thick-

nesses of calico which fit close, keep out damp, and

the heads readily develop underneath them, and keep

perfectly white. Sufficient care is, I think, not

taken by some cultivators, or we shonld not see

so many badly- coloured Cauliflowers in August

on exhibition tables. The best way to keep lull-

grown heads is to stand them in an erect position in

a cool, rather dark shed or cellar, with the roots in

damp soil. Bo not crowd them together. If the

roots are plunged in water, as is sometimes advised,

the cur. I soon opens. Do not be over-desirous of

size in Cauliflowers, but cut or lift them when the

curd is firm and white.

BROCCOLI.—Carefully prick out the best plants

from the seed-beds when large enough to handle, the

plants being more easily looked after in these small

beds until we get rain than when planted in the

quarters. I do not advise early planting, or on soil

tnat is loose or very rich. It may not be amiss to

describe my method of procedure with Broccoli in

1S94 5, as it was generally a disastrous year for

them. Our hardest froat was 35°, or 3° below zero.

The seed was sown on May 24 and June 13. The
majority of the plants put out were of the June
sowing. These plants were planted direct from the

seed-beds.

Of Knight's Protecting ... 135 were planted, 35 died.

Cattell's Eclipse

Sulphur or Portsmouth ...

Backhouse's Winter White
Perfection Lat9 White ...

Veitch's Main Crop
Model

187S 370

CELERY.—The main crop of Celery should now
be planted, affording the plants one good watering to

eettle the soil. Damp them overhead after hot days.

THE 80WINQ OF SEEDS OF COLEWORT8.—

A

sowing may now be made of Colewort and early-

hearting Cabbages for autumn use, making other

sowings of the same in the course of a fortnight.

HERBS.—The cutting of herbs for drying should

take place as soon as any kind shows flower, if later

than this the leaves drop. Parsley should be

gathered in quantity for drying whenever it is plen-

tiful. When dried and bottled there is a great saving

of green Parsley for flavouring purposes effected.

180 29

180 60

135 70

230 57

408 S3

610 56

PLANTS TJNDEK GLASS.
By W. H. SUITS", Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

PLANT8 IN FRAMES.—By this time of the year

Freesia bulbs should be thoroughly ripaned, and may
be shaken out of the soil, the large- flowering ones
being put on one side for potting. The omaller
bulbs, so as to economise space, may, when the

suitable time for starting them arrives, be planted in

boxes. The Bride (Gladiolus Colvillei). and other

varieties of Gladiolus cultivated in pots should be
placed in the open air as soon as the flowers have
faded or are removed. Afford weak manure-water
occasionally to them till the growth begins to die

down, when clear water only may be afforded, and
then very sparingly.

NERINE8 should be examined, removing decayed
leaves, and cleaning the plants generally. Those
which are showing for flower should be separated
from the rest, and the soil afforded a thorough water-
ing. The stock of Nerines should be examined
every few days, for no sooner is a flower-spike

visible than the plant needs water at the root.

SALVIAS may be removed from the frames and
potted on in their flowering pots. Good loam and
leaf-soil with plenty of well-decayed manure will

suit them. After re-potting, place them out-of-

doors on a coal-ash floor, syringing the foliage daily,

and affording plsnty of water at the roots when the

pots are permeated with the roots. Let the planta

be provided with neat stakes before they become
tall, or damage by wind or heavy rain may occur.

MIGNONETTE.— If large pots of Mignonette are

required in the early winter months, seed should

now be sown, three or four seeds beinrr placed in as

many 60-pots as may be considered sufficient for the

demand. These should be filled with loam, leaf-

soil, and Saely-broken old mortar. Make the soil

very firm before sowing, and cover the seeds to the

depth of a quarter of an inch, and place the pots

out-of-doors on the north side of a wall. Miguo^
ettg

succeeds if kept partially shaded during the summer,

and the soil never allowed to become dry. A few of

the best varieties for winter are golden Queen,

Miles' Hybrid Spiral, Parson's White, Gangway's

White, and Matchet, the latter being sown a little

later and kept in smaller pots; the habit of the

plant is very dwarf and bnshy.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA8.—Sow the seed

in shallow pans filled with sifted loam and leaf- soil,

previously moistened thoroughly, scattering it thinly

on the surface. Do not cover the seeds at all, but

after pressing them into the soil place a bit of glass

over the pans, and keep shaded till the seedlings

appear, when more light and air shonld be gradually

afforded.

VALLOTA PURPUREA.—This plant, as noon as

the flower-spikes push up, requires abundance of

water at the roots, and a slight top-dressing of Clay's

or some other fertiliser. Sickly plants should be

shaken out of the soil, the bulbs washed in water,

and repotted in tnrfy loam, leaf-soil, and wood-ashes

or charcoal in the proportion of one shovelful to

one bushel of soil. Remove the flower-spikes from all

weakly bulbs. The plants should be lightly shaded

till they are firmly established.

THE HAEDY PB0IT GARDECT.
By W.Pope, Gardiner. Highclere Castle, Newbury.

FURNI8HING BLANK SPACE8 ON TRAINED
TREES.— It sometimes happens that unsightly blanks

occur on Peach and other trained trees, owing to

bad attacks ot blister or some other cause. The
symmetry of the tree may be restored and fresh main
branches secured if desired by inarching, and the

operation should be performed now or during the

next two months, when the young shoots attain the

requisite length and firmness. Suitable growing

shoots should be inarched on to the bare

portions of the older branches. The method of

operation is much the same as in ordinary

budding, but in addition a transverse cnt has

to be made at each end of the longitudinal

slit in the bark, which should be on a clean healthy

branch, and about lh inch in length. Raise the

bark carefully with the handle of a bndding-knife,

then take a thin slice of bark and wood from the

young shoot on the aide to be joined to the stock,

and place the growth thus prepared under the bark,

afterwards binding it closely, yet not too tightly, with

soft matting, or budding cotton. When the union

is effected, which, nnder favourable conditions, will

be in the course of a month or two, the yonng branch

should be half cut through below the junction, and
after a further interval of a few weeks, it may be

severed entirely.

REMOVING 8NAGS FROM PEACH-TREES.—Look
over and remove snags of dead wood from Peach,

Nectarine, and Apricot trees, paring such off closely

and neatly with a sharp knife, so that the wound
will heal over before winter. Yonng, newly-planted,

and other trees that may have been cut back require

special attention at this season in this matter, such

snagj, in addition to being unsightly, form harbours

for insects later on, and are otherwise injurious.

RA8PBERRIE8 are generally looking well this

season, and there is every prospect of a good crop.

See that all fruiting canes are properly secured

to wires or other supports, and protect from
birds by fixing nets well above the plants,

which is best done by erecting a light framework of

wood sufficiently high to allow room to walk under,

then stretching nets over all. If surface suckers

have been removed, and only sufficient for next year's

requirements have been reserved, this will admit
more light and air to the crop of fruit now maturing,

and it will strengthen the growth of those reserved

for future fruiting. If it be desired to form new
beds from surplus suckers, these may be stopped at a

foot in height, so aa not to interfere with permanent
canes.

PROTECTING RED AND WHITE CURRANTS.

—

Lose no time in protecting Red and White Cur-

rants by netting if birds are troublesome. First make
sare that all are free from caterpillars or aphis. If

caterpillars are present, the best remedy is hand-

picking; whilot pnhis may be destroyed to a great

extent bv £•&'taking off and' destroying all infested

tS9l afterwards thoroughly washing the trees with

clean, aoft-water, applied wit^ force from the

garden-engine. *y
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THE FLOWER GARDEH.
By Bailed Wadds, Gardener. Birdmll Gardens, York,

RAISING ROSES FROM 8EED. — The croaa-

fertilisation of Rjses is not much understood or

practised in this country by amateurs; it is, how-
ever, a most interesting occnpation. In our uncertain

climate, the plants operated npon should either be

grown under glass or in a sheltered part. The
flowers selected as seed-bearers would require to

have the stamens removed with a pair of finely-

pointed scissors before the pollen has become mature.

General Jacqueminot is a variety which should be

fertilised, or the pollen used to fertilise others, in

about four hours after expanding ; and in deter-

mining the time, a good deal of attention is required,

for if the pistils are not nearly matured, they will

not be in a condition to be fertilised. The petals

are then gently pulled off, the stamens cut away,
and the pollen applied to the stigma of the

seed-bearing flowers by the aid of a camel'a-

hair pencil, or by gently rubbing them with

the bloom of the fertilising sort. Very
double flowers do not make such good seed-

bearers as the less double ones, and they pos-

sess less pollen. A'ter the operation the fertilised

flowers should be enclosed in fine netting to ward
off flies, &c. The ripe seed-pods or hips when
gathered should be buried in damp sand until the

beginning of the year, and then sown in pots or

boxes placed in gentle heat. The seedlings appear
in a few weeks, and will require carefully potting

and planting out when all danger of frost is over.

PLEASURE GROUNDS —Grass lawns that have
become browned by the recent dry weather should

not be mown very closely. Raise the knives in the

machine well up, and remove the grass- box, so that

the cut grass may remain as it is scattered about by
the machine; it will then assist in keeping the lawn
green. If the lawn has not been mown for some
time owing to the drought, it will be well to mow
it lightly over with a sharp scythe before the lawn-
mower is used on it again. Grass-edgings should be

kept tidy by clipping with the edging-shears, and
narrow verges of grass in dry situations require to be

well watered during dry weather.

SHRUBBERY BORDERS AND BEDS should be

frequently hoed and raked, to give them a tidy

appearance. Gravel walks and drives which are

made with materials that become very loose during
dry weather should be watered and rolled. Keep
them clean from weeds by hand-weeding, or by
applications of a weed-killer, which is a much
cheaper procees in the end than using hoe and rake

to them, especially where large gravel is used. The
watering of trees and shrubs that were planted late in

the season Bhould be continued during dry weather.

ROSEMARY (ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS).—Seed-
ling plants of this useful sweet-scented undershrub
that were raised in the spring should be planted out
into sheltered situations against walls or other

places where they are likely to stand well through
the winter. They are unable to stand the winter in

the north in exposed places, or on cold, wet soil.

They may be propagated by cuttings struck in gentle
heat, or by layering. The present time is a good
one to make layers from the old plants into a light,

rich, well-drained soil. There is a great demand in

most gardens for this very valuable plant.

LAVENDER (LAVANDULA SPICA).—This popular
sweet-scented plant requires a warm, light, loamy
soil ; it is easily increased by seeds sown in gentle heat
in the spriDg. or by layers of it put down now, and
planted out in August or September, when it haB be-

come well rooted. It should then be planted in rows
about 3 feet apart, or it may be planted in shrubbery
borders in places where it can get the full sunlight.

It requires well-drained soil, and in northern dis-

tricts shelter from north and east winds alao. The
flower-spikes should be cut when the bottom part of

the apike begins to turn brown. If they are long
enough, they should be tied tightly just below the
flowers, then turn up the stalks, and tie the ends to

form a protection for the flowers, which will last

much longer if tied in this way.

between the pots during bright weather, allowing a

little manure-water to collect at the base of each

aucker to encourage new roota. Only infficient

shading should be afforded to prevent the young
foliage being damaged, plenty of light and a fair

amount of ventilation being neceBsary to promote
sturdy growth. In the meantime clean some 6 inch

pots, and prepare a good heap of compost, ready for

potting up the suckers as aoon as these are large

enough. The compost will be all the better if prepared

some time belore required. Turn it over well aeveral

times, bo that the whole be thoroughly mixed, and
let it consist of good turfy loam, spent Mushroom
dung, crushed charcoal, and sharp sand, with a alight

dusting of soot. Keep the soil covered with mats to

prevent it becoming dry. The pots should have one
large crock tit the bottom, and a few finer oneB placed

over; or what is better, a sprinkling of broken oyater

Bhells. The house or pit in which the young stock

of plants is to be wintered should be thoroughly

cleansed, and the plunging material renewed to

ensure a steady bottom heat of about 85°. Smooth
Cayennes should be induced to throw up a few Iruit

in succession from now onwards, so as to keep up a

regular supply during the autumn and winter months.

Commence to feed the planta as soon as there is the

appearance of fruit, and encourage growth by giving

plenty of heat and moisture. Fruit in different

atoges should be kept in an upright position, aB the

beauty of a good fruit is often destroyed by allowing

the crown to grow on one side.

MELONS.—The hot weather has caused these to

turn in quickly ; and where succesaional crops are

not following closely, shading should be afforded to

those changing colour, to retard them as much as

possible, and as the flavour of the fruit improves by

being allowed to become thoroughly ripened on

the plant, it is better to shade the roof-glass

than to cut the fruit before it is ripe and store away
in a cool place. Later crops in different stages of

growth should be frequently dressed with fresh loam,

and well Bupplied with moisture at the roots, and the

foliage kept regularly syringed in hot weather. Seed
may still be sown to raise plants to supply fruit

during September and October, but the houaea in

which these are to be planted must be thoroughly

cleansed and fresh soil afforded, or it is likely they

will prove a failure from the attack of red-»pider,

and the poorness of the soil that has produced a

previous crop.

WINTER TOMAT08.—These were recently potted

into small 60's and placed on ashes in a cold pit.

To ensure plenty of fruit during the winter, the

plants must be grown well during the summer
montha. As soon as ready, the8e plants will be put

into 6-inch pots, and again placed in the cold pit,

until established, when they will be stood on ashes

in a sunny position. By the end of the present

month they will ba ready for the fruiting-pots, which
will be 10-inch ones. In the final potting a space

of aeveral inches should be allowed, bo that the

plantB may receive several top-dressings as the fruit

awellc. The plants Bhould be staked and placed

in a sheltered place, bat one open to the

sun. All side-shoots must be kept pinched,

and each plant grown on the cordon sys-

tem. By the end of September the plants

will be from 4 to G feet high, wit i clusters of fruit in

different otages of growth, the whole length of the

stem. Avoid too rich a Boil when potting, as it is

best to feed the plants alter the fruit is set. Keep
the roots well supplied with moisture, but should

a period of wet weather set in, Bee that the drainage

is free, and tho pots should be etood on a couple ol

bricks.

CUCUMBERS.—A few plants may be raised now
to supply truit during autumn and early winter, and

thua save to a great extent those plants intended to

yield fruit from December onwards.

FRUITS tTWDER GLASS.
By Richard Parker. Gardener, Goodwood. Chichester.

PINES.—As the fruits are cut from the planta,

the old foliage may be shortened back to allow the
suckers to develop as much as possible. Keep the

roots in a moist condition, and syringe overhead and

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford. Dor-kino.

CATA8ETUM3, MORMODE8, AND CYCNOCHE8.
—These singular and interesting Orchids now grow-

ing rapidly, enjoy strong heat and a clear light whilst

growing ; and a capital place for them is in the East

Indian-bouee, where they may be suspended from the

roof with thpir foliage about an inch or two from

the glass. The flowers appear as the bulbs get

matured, and until the growth is fully made up

abundant watering is required by the planto. Afte-

flowering is past, the plants should be exposed to

full Bunshine, and be plentifully supplied with water
at the root till the new pseudo-bulbs are ripe and
the leaves fallen. Cyrtopodium Andersonii and C.
punctatum will require similar treatment, but there
flower during the spring months, the spikes appear-
ing in conjunction with the young breaks.

BROUGHTONIA, 8ANGUINEA, ETC —A very strik-

ing Orchid now in bloom is thia species, which is

worth adding to any collection. Tne colour of its

flowers ia deep red, and these last for a long time in

good condition. It succeeds when fastened on to a

wooden rait or block, with alittle sphagnum-moss about
it, and suspended from the roof of the Mexican-
house. The same kind of trea'ment as that afforded

to the other inmates will ouit its requirements.

Another beautiful species which usually does well :n

the Mexican-house is OdontoglosBum citrosmum.
Its flowering Btason ia now over, and the young
growtti8 are on the move. Any plants that require
Ire8h material or more space should be at once
attended to. Baskets are preferable to pots for

this plant, as when suspended the racemes of

blossom are seen to better advantage. They Bbould
have a light position, and water carefully afforded

till the new growths have made some progress.

or decay may result if the roota are not in full ac-

tivity. When established, abundance of moisture is

necesBary, the plants being placed in nearly full sun-
shine, and a good overhead syringing administered

at closing-time every day. If the plants mutt be

grown in the shade, less water at the root will be
required, and syringing may be dispensed with.

Bdrkerias require exactly the same kind of treat-

ment, and now that theBe plants are in full growth,

the young shoots should be frequently examined for

mealy-bug, which if not kept in check will disikrere

them.

EPIDENDRUM RADICANS, which haB been in flower

for several months, should have the flower-BpikeB

removed.the plants having started into growth. It is a
plant of a scandent habit, and the Bhoots should be tied

around a few neat stakes, keeping the young growths
well up toward8 the light. Ihroughout the growing
season, it Bhould be kept moist at the root, and
frequently ayringed overhead. E. radicans may be

easily propagated by taking the offahoots which
appear on the old growth and flower-stems, and
inserting them thickly around the edge of a Sower-
pot, in well-drained Bphagnum-mosB.

EPIDENDRUM 8TAMFORDIANUM is now starting

new growths from the base of the current year's

apikeo. Io is a speciea that has bafll ?d numerous culti-

vatora.and from the information which I have received

from Mr. C. Piyne, who for a long time successfully

cultivated the splendid soecimen exhibited at tee

recent Temple show (see Gardeners' Chronicle, p. CS7,

with fig.), the principal cause of failure appears;

to have been through affording it tco much
heat and moisture. The plant, when it came under

Mr. Payne's care about a dozen years ago, was a very

little piece, with only a few pseudo- bulbs, and he

put it into a small shallow pan, affording it plenty of

drainage, elevating the plait well above the rim, and
using as compost two parts of rough fibry pes-.: to

one of sphagnum-moss. It was placed in a light

moist corner of an intermediate-house, where, with

careful attention as to watering, &c, the plant soon

began to grow luxuriantly, and it has continued

to grow and bloom well up to the present time.

Daring growth, and until the flower-spikeo became
well advanced, abundance of water was always af-

forded, but aB the flowers commenced to open less

water was afforded, and at no period was the

plant allowed to become quite dry. The proper

time to re-pot E. Stamfordianum is about the time

that growth recommences. I may mention, that

according to Mr. Payne's recommendation, I neve

placed several small plants which for years past have

been gradually deteriorating, in such a position aa

i.bovp indicated, and they already appear to appreciate

the change.

ROSES.—3656 Rase blooms were staged, as we

learn from the secretary, in competition at the

National Rose Society's Southern Show. Ta
above given does not include the Roses exhibited in

the section for garden Roses, and in the decorative

classes. With the exception of those at Birming-

ham in 1890, and Chester in 1S92, this was the

largest provincial exhibition that has yet been held

bv the Society,
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to "mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Illustrations,— The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

&c; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

SATURDAY,

MEETINGS.
!

Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
mittees, at the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster.

SHOWS.
I

National Rose Society, at the
Crystal Palace.TlTTV AJ WJ ="" taiQ«-o.

JUL1 D
1 London Pansy and Viola Society,

1^ at the Crystal Palace.

i Wolverhampton Floral Fete (three

TUESDAY, July 9-J days).
( Ipswich Horticultural and Rosp.

{Rose Shows at Chelmsford, Farn-
ham, and Hitchin.

^iritim^
and Horticuitura1 '

Royal Botanic Society, Evening
Fete.

Bath Eose and Begonia, Worksop
Rose, Woodbridge Rose, Helens-
bu'gh Eose, GieatMalvern (Here-
ford Rose).

SALES.
T Q / Established Orchids at Protheroe &
JULY » | Moms' Rooms.

TtTr i o S Imported Orchids at Protheroe &
JULY U-j

Morris' Booms.

THURSDAY, JULY A

TUESDAY,

FRIDAY,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSEBVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-63\3.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., of

Calochortus. Colchester, send us a box of cut

flowers of some of their varieties

of this lovely genus. Their markings are so

delioate and so intricate, their shades of colour

so nicely graduated, that a verbal description is

more than ever inadequate to convey an idea of

their beauty and variety. There are still many
who care little for the significance of all this

variety and beauty ; to them the flowers are

beautiful, and that is enough. But the real

plant-lover finds in them an added interest, and

is able, in some degree, to invest the material

with the spiritual. Taking the flowers before

us, it is obvious that all this variety of oolour

and spotting is conneoted with the fertilisation

of the flowers by inseots, and we do not doubt

but that adaptation to purpose directly or indi-

reotly governs the whole arrangement. It is

ourious also to observe how the same end

is accomplished by various means. Thus,

in most of the flowers before us there are
" eye-spots," and fringes of coloured hairs

to attraot and entangle the inseot guest, per-

ohance to bar the passage to undesirable visitors.

In all such flowers, so far as we have seen, the

stamens and the ovary are pale-coloured and

relatively inconspicuous, but in one labelled C.

splendens atroviolaceus, the flower is self-coloured,

pale lavender, thinly besprinkled with whitish

hairs, with no eye-spots or blotches, and no fringe

or pad of densely-compacted hairs, such as are

met with in the other forms. On the other hand,

the stamens and the ovary are of a rich purple

colour!

What the insects are which visit these flowers

in their Californian homes, and what precise

variations occur in the mechanism of fertilisation,

we do not know
;
growers might, with advantage,

record what takes plaoe here, and who are the

visitants. This matter is not merely one for the

physiologist or botanist, it is of direot praotical

importance also. A curious illustration of this

fact is given us by Messrs. Wallace, who find

that one particular form, C. venustus var. citrina

is injured by a leaf-cutter bee. The insect

destroys nearly all the flowers of this variety,

and, to a less extent, those of the similarly-

coloured C. luteus. Why the inseot should thus

manifest a preference for yellow, and take no

heed of flowers of other colour, is a mystery to

be solved. Messrs. Wallace ask for a remedy,

but short of covering the flowers with a net,

which would be very objectionable, we do not

see how the enemy is to be oircumvented.

Calochortus differs from Tulips or Lilies,

though allied to both. On handling the bulbs

for the first time, one marvels most of all at the

prodigality of blossoms that keep following each

other in rapid succession from the tiny bulbs or

root-stock. By growing a fair collection of

these plants in early, mid -season, and late

varieties, these bulbs may be had in succession

from April 1 to the end .of July. These bulbs

are quite hardy under proper oultural conditions.

Planted in oold, wet, or crowded herbaceous

borders, where the struggle for life and growth
is incessant, and the survival of the strongest

only the bitter end of so many brilliant hopes,

the Calochortus might not oome to much. The
best plaoe for them is a thoroughly drained, dry

border, faoing and also sloping south, and raised

1 foot or so above the surrounding surfaoe. The
soil should be compounded of sea-sand, leaf-

mould, and road-grit in about equal proportions.

Sandy loam might compensate for the absence

of sea-sand and road-grit, where neither is easily

available ; but the former is the compost for

Calochortus at Colchester.

It is good practice to take up the bulbs in the

month of August, and replant again towards the

end of October or the beginning of November.
The plants make little foliage, and produce

almost a forest of flowers. They are greatly

helped through the blooming season, and espe-

cially through suoh droughts as we have had
this season, by good thorough waterings every

alternate day. Many ohoioe collections of

these showy bulbs were exhibited at the Col-

chester Rose, show, containing some of the

choicest varieties.

Though most of the earliest had faded at the

time of our visit on July 2, the following were

among the best in the different sections.

Earliest: C. albus, C. amcenus, C. pulohellus.

The mid-season bloomers : C. Benthami, C.

coeruleus elegans, C. lilaoinus, C. Tolmei.

The latest section are the tallest and the

most showy, the flower-stems rising to a height

of 2 feet in some of the varieties, one flower-

stem showing a dozen or more blooms, some,

suoh as one of the largest venustus ooulatus

being 4 inohes across the cup. The following,

among others, were beautifully in bloom in

Messrs. Wallace's nursery on July 2 :—C.

luteus, C. 1. ooncolor, C. splendens atroviolaceus,

venustus ooulatus, v. citrinus, v. purpurascens,

v. roseus, v. vesta.

Messrs. Wallace sum up the cultural pro-

cedures best adapted for these plants as follows :—" Early planting [in September, October] to a

depth of 3 inches in a light porous soil, sunny

position, protection from heavy winter-rains,

but no coddling, plenty of water whilst in full

growth, and thorough ripening of the bulbs

either by taking them up or by plaoing lights

over them." We should be glad to hear the

experience of those who have cultivated the

plants in pots.

The following notes on the flowers submitted

to us may serve to oonvey some notion of the

colouring of the varieties, though nothing but a

well -executed ooloured illustration can suffioe to

convey any adequate idea of their beauty :

—

" C. splendens atroviolaceus."—Flowers upwardB ot

3 inches across. Sepals linear-lanceolate acuminate ;

petals pale lavender, with a small purple blotch at

the very base, elsewhere self-coloured, thinly beiet

with white haira ; filaments deep violet, ovary

glaucous, pale violet.

" C. citrinus."—Flowers upwards of 3h inches

across ; sepals oblong-acaminate aristate, greenish

externally, with a small eye-spot in the centre of the

inner surface ;
petals canary-yellow, with a median

parpliih-broivn squarish blotch ; claw with numerous

fine radiating linear spots, and a central crescentic

band of orange hairs pointing downwards; stamens

yellowish ; ovary green.
" C. luteus."—Fiowers upwards of 2|- inches across.

Sepals oblong, tapering acuminate, green, convex ex-

ternally, yellowish internally, with a few purplish-

brown streaks and lines ; petals canary-yellow, with no

blotch, but numerous small radiating purplish lines

in the centre, and a broad crescentic tuft of orange

hairs pointing downwards ; filaments and ovary

yellowish.
" 0. ooulatus."—Flowers upwards of 4 inches across.

Sepals broadly oblong acuminate, greenish internally,

with a central purplish-brown spot edged with canary-

yellow ; petals creamy-yellow with a central blotch

as in the sepals, but larger, claw with numerous

minute radiating purplish lines or spots, and pro-

vided with a crescentic band of orange-brown hairs ;

stamens cream-coloured ; ovary glaucous.

" C. vemistus pictus."—Flowers upwards of 4 inches

across, sepals recurved acuminate, aristate, spotted

and blotched on the inner surface. Petals creamy-

white, blotch irregularly wedge-shaped, reddish-

brown, surrounded by a thin band of pale yellow,

claw with reddish-brown spots and hairs, and a

central circular pit. Stamens pale pink. Ovary

greenish.
'* C. Vesta"—Flowers upwards of 4 inches across,

sepals broadly oblong, aristate-acuminate, recurved,

greenish, finely spotted on the inner surface ;
petals

pale lavender, with a central reddish-browD, square

blotch, surrounded by a halo of yellow, claw marked

with minute reddish spots, and with a ring of gold and

brown hairs midway between the blotch and the

bud. Filaments and anthers cream-coloured. Ovary

glaucous, pinkish.

" C. roseus."—Flowers upwards of 3J inches across.

Sepals green, oblong, acuminate, aristate, with a

small purplish blotch within at the base ; petals

cream-coloured, with two oblong blotches, one above

the other in the middle line, the upper pale, the

lower rich chestnut- brown; claw with a central

squarish pad of yellowish hairs, and numerous fine

reddish-brown radiating streaks; anthers and ovary

pale.

Professor

Huxley-
.

The death of Professor Huxley
entails the loss of one of the

most industrious, persevering, and

olear-headed students of science and philosophy

in our times. His work is remarkable, not only

for quantity and diversity but also for excellence.

These are qualifications which will be best appraised

by his colleagues, but his lucidity of exposition,

his disinterestedness, directness of purpose, and

we are afraid we must say his pugnaoity, gained

him the ear of the public. It is as the great

apostle of Darwinism or rather of " evolution,"

that he is best known. Dabwin himself was the

most modest and retiring of men, shrinking from

publicity, aversefrom controversy, and considerate

to his opponents to a fault. Such a man was

considered " fair game " for the wielders of ridi-

cule, and an excellent target for the heavy artil-

lery of those who, eminent in their own depart-

ment, considered that they should have the

monopoly of orthodoxy in matters of natural

science also. Understanding nothing of the
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subject, except at second - hand, fearful of

assaults that would never have been made, they
assailed the author of the Origin of Species and
his book with a virulence and one-sidedness whioh
seems unaccountable to the generation which has
grown up since and takes the general principle of

evolution as a " working hypothesis " as a matter
of course. For the condition of things that

existed at the time, Huxley was just the right

man. Generally well read in soience, literature,

and philosophy, exceptionally familiar with the
details of his subject, clear in logic, incisive

DENDROBIUM X ILLU8TRE (chrysotoxum ?

,

Dalhouaieanum <J ).— Even to far aa can be judged by
ita firat inflorescence, secured after aomethirjg like ten

yeara careful tending, in thia ahowy hybrid we have a

remarkable inatance of the good work cf the bybridiat

in producing new garden planta. Tbe apeciea croaaed

are aa dissimilar aa they can well be, and have little in

common, except that they both inhabit Burmese terri-

tory. D. Dalhoaaieanum waa firat introduced in 1837,

and D. chryaotoxum aome ten yeara later. The former
haa tall terete atema, leafy when young, and tbe latter

clavate pseudo-bulbs, bearing a few leavea at the top,

and yet in Meaara. Veitch's hybrid the amalgama-

lip being purple. It ia a remarkably intereating and
beautiful plant now; when it waa exhibited by

Measra. Jas. Veitch & Son at tbe meeting of the

Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, June 25, it received a Firat-claaa Certificate.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the R >jal Horticultural Society will be

held in tbe Drill Hall, Jimea Street, Victoria Street,

Weatminaler, on Tueeday, July 9, when a apecial

ahow of Roaea will be an attractive feature. At 3
o'clock, Mr. Francis Daewin will deliver a lecture on
"The effscta of Dirkneaa on the forme of planta."

FlQ. 4.—DENDROBIUM X ILLDSTRE : FtOWEHI 1 ELLOW ; LIP PURPLE.

in speeoh, he rushed into the fray, and the
railers and vituperators soon found they had
an antagonist who could, when necessary,

use their own weapons with overpowering
efficiency. One may regret that each party did
not keep to its own department, and we must
deplore the unscientific temper that was mani-
fested, but we must remember the provocation,

and bear in mind that the means used were at

the time the only ones that could be appreciated.

H'uxley, though a naturalist in the broad
lensc? of the term, contributed little to botanioal,

vnd bothing to horticultural literature. His
paper on fientians, in the Journal of the Linnean

Society, is suggestive rather than practical.

tion of the two ia diatinctly traceable, the awollen

atema and fleshier leavea indicating D. chryao-

toxum, while tbe way in which the leavea are

borne, and the cbaracteriatic light line on the

eheath covering tbe atema, point aa concluaively to

D. Dalbouaieanum. Tbe flowers also in form merge
the two parenta, and it will not be too much to fay

that aa D. Dalhouaieanum often haa ten or twelve

flowers on a spike, and D. chryaotoxum often

two dozen, a aufficiently fine inflorescence, ao far aa

number of flowera go, may be expected from the

hybrid on its gaining atrength. A curious circum-

stance ia the resemblance in aome particulars which

D. X illuatie beara to D.albo-aanguineum, although

ita flowera are thicker in aubatance, and of a clear,

ahining atiawjellow, the markiDga on the downy

Floral Decorations atWindsor Castle —
Aa befita the reaidence of royalty, on tbe occaaion of

a visit from a foreign potentate whom Her Msjeaty

wiahea to honour, the art of tbe gardener ia nearly

always called in to aid in imparting an appearanee

of gaiety to the rich appointments and famishing of

tbe State apartments at the ('is tie. And auch waa

the caae wheD, on Her Msjeaty 'a reception of the

Shahzada on Tueaday laat, we had tbe pleaaure of

inapecting the floral decorationa. Mr. Owen Thomas,

the royal gardener, haa a good eye for effect, and

whilat not atiiving in the leaat after eccentricity in

arrangement, aa ia the habit of aome, he attains

very aatiafactory reaulta by the use of a few apeciea

of planta and flowera instead of a multiplicity,

and by the avoidance of any undue crowding.
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The general scheme of arrangement was one pre-

cisely adapted, as regarded some parts of it, to the

summer season, namely, to fill up the fireplaces

with plants, to flank all doorways with sma'.l

groups, and make assemblages of plants in spaces

that admit of its being done by their remoteness
from the customary lines of traffic through the

various saloons. The only departure from these

ideas was that remarked in St. George's Hall,

which will be noted farther on. The grand
staircase, with its white marble statue of

George IV., and bronzs figures of naiads, was beau-
tified by a group of tall Palms, standing apart

from, and a little lower than the statue, the

foreground being filled in with Codieeums (Crotons),

which have foliage with yellow colours predomi-
nating, such being considered more cheerful-looking

in the half-light than the richer-coloured varieties.

Other plants consisted of pink Hydrangea*, yellow-

flowered Marguerites, Lilium longiflorum, and
besides these a finishing of Adiantum, Panieum
variegatum, and the like. Sprays of the variegated-

leafed L inicera and Ivies possessing small foliage

hung down over the solid, low walls of the staircase
;

and on the top of them were disposed Hydrangeas,

Cape Pelargoniums, more yellow-flowered Mar-
guerites, and the seldom- used Humea elegans, pro-

fusely-flowered sprays or plants of Rosa Felicite"-

PerpeSue, clothing the small pillars, which gave a

finish to the head of the stairs. The wall behind
was slightly masked by slender Palms, as far as

regarded the large bare spaces between the lancet-

shaped windows. Small groups were disposed on
either hand a little further on under the arch,

beneath which is the approach to the ante-room.
In this room the large fauteuil was topped with a
cluster of gay-coloured Caladiums of moderate size,

surmounted by a nice specimen of Pandanus Veitchi.

A doorway was here masked by a fine piece of

Alocasia metallica, some Palms, Codieeums, and
Kalosanthes coccinea, with a bordering of Pilea

muscoBa, Ferns, Selaginella denticulata, Isolepis,

and other dwarf plants. The vestibule leading from
this to the next one—Nelson's room, so called from
a white marble bust of the hero perched on a piece

of a mast of the Victory, was flanked on each side

of the two doors with Palms, and a few flowering

plants of a kind to sufficiently light up the rather

darkened place. An imposing group, consisting of

Lilies, KalosantheB, Marguerites, and Codiseams,

filled the fireplace in the Nelson-room, and a

smaller gronp was arranged on the opposite

side. St. George's Hall io entered from this last

apartment, and is lighted by eleven very high

windows, ail on one side. In each window was
hung a basket of cut flowers of one variety, the

baskets being literally covered in every part with

them ; and the flowers—long sprays and spikes

—

consisted of a white variety of Intermediate Stock
(spring-sown, as Mr. Thomas remarked) ; Cassia

corymbosa, the only yellow flowers employed for

this purpose; Sweet Pea Her Majesty, a deep pink,

profuse- flowering variety, which filled five of the

baskets, and the stocks also five. The window-
seats were filled up with much the same kind of

material as that previously noted, with the addition

of Gloxinias, Hydrangea paniculata, the white
blossoms and graceful habit of which render it

an almost ideal plant for indoor nee; Spiraea

Aruncus and S. Bumalda, Dracaenas with
coloured leaves, Francoa ramosa, Gladiolus The
Bride, with Ferns, Isolepis, &c, as a finish.

A group of Palms, Codiaeums, Dracaenas, and mis-
cellaneous subjects made an effective filling for the
enormous fire-place, which finds a place on the side

of the Hall opposite the windows. Some tall, slender

Palms at a doorway, and flanking the throne, com-
pleted the design of the decorations. A capital

method of showing off the flowering sprays of Bou-
gainvillea was remarked, which being new to up, may
be deserving of mention. A Kentia or some such
species of Palm abont 5 feet in height is selected,

and into the axil of each leaf a long flowering shoot
of Bougainvillea spectabiiis is stuck, the whole form-
ing a very pretty kind of floral fountain.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution.—The fifty-sixth anniversary festival dinner

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution took

place on the evening of Friday, June 28, in the

Whitehall Rooms of the Hotel Metropole. The
Duke of Fife presided, and the numerous company
included Sir Trevor Laweence, President of the

Royal Horticultural Society ; and Messrs. G. A.
Dickson, N. N. Sherwood, W. Gibbs, T. Ellis, Ed.

Stern. G. J. Brackenridge, David Syme, G. Monro,
Jas. Webber, T. F. Peacock, F.S.A ; G. W. Dawes,

W. J. Jeffries, E. W. Cathie, G. Bishop, &c. In

proposing the toast of " Continued Success to the

Institution," the Chairman said that in these days,

in spite of universal depression, enormous sums were

spent every year in charity, and last year in London
alone there was disbursed by the different societies

and agencies which existed for the purpose no less a

sum than £5,200,000, to say nothing of the very

considerable sum which could not be calculated

that flowed along the hidden channels of private

benevolence. But, unfortunately, these huge sums
did not bring about the beneficial results which we
all desired, because there was not sufficient concen-

tration in charitable effort, and because there were too

many societies doing the same or similar work. His

remarks, however, did not apply to the Gardeners'

Benevolent Institution, for it was, he believed, the

only society of its kind in Great Britain. Its prin-

cipal object was to assist the aged and infirm

by means of pensions, and it inculcated the

admirable principle of self-help by giving preference

to those who had subscribed to its fund?. Now-a-
days it seemed as if all parties in the Slate had

agreed to do that which waB regarded aa thoroughly

unsound by the old Whig school in which he was

brought up, namely, to establish a system of State-

aided pensions. But the Gardeners' Benevolent

Institution had been doing for many years for the

gardeners what the State now proposed to do for

everybody. The life of a gardener was not entirely

a bed of Roses. Many had to toil unceasingly at all

times of the year, and in all weathers, and the result

of their toil was to provide ns with some of Nature's

choicest gifts. But misfortune sometimes overtook

them, and it was to meet cases of this kind that that

Institution was established nearly sixty years ago.

Since then pensions and gratuities had been granted

to the amount of £65 000, and at the present moment
156 persons were receiving the assistance of the

Society, 77 of them being men, and 79 women,
while there were many pressing cases on the list

waiting for election. The toast, which wrs heartily

received, was responded to by Mr. G. A. Dickson of

Cheater. Mr. VV. J. Jeffries of Cirencester gave

the toast ot " Horticulture," which was acknowledged

by Sir Teevob Laweence. The Secretary, Mr. G.

J. Ingram, having announced subscriptions amount-

ing to over £1900, including £30 from the Dake of

Fife, £105 from Messrs. Rothschild, 10 guineas

from Alfred de Rothschild, E*q. ; and £10 from

the Hon. Walteh Rothschild, £21 from N. Shee-

wood, Esq , and £25 from Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons ; the proceedings closed with the toast of " The
Chairman," proposed by Mr. N. Sherwood. The
Dake of Westminster ban increased his annual

subscription to the Institution, of which he ia

President, to £15 15s.

University College, London. — On the

evening of the 27lh ult, the President and staff of

this Institution gave a largely attended and brilliant

conversazione. The scientific and engineering depart-

ments of the College, and the Slade school of fine

arts were all in gala array. The department of

botany was well to the (ore, and its exhibits included

superb collections of plants from well - known
growers. Messrs. James Veitch & Son sent an

interesting collection of insectivorous plants, hybrid

Orchids, and other plants. The hybrids, being

grouped with their parent forms, made a particularly

interesting exhibit. Messrs. Win. Paol & Son had a

fine diplay of Roses in the south cloister, the flesh-

coloured Clio, Dake ot York, Hon. Edith Gifford, and

the yellow Medea being particularly admired. A large

collection of Cactaceae and other succulents did full

justice to Messrs. Henry Cannell & Sons ; whilst

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son and Mr. T. S. Ware
both sent attractive and well-selected exhibits. In

the botanical laboratory was a group of portraits of

former members of the botanical staff, including a

large crayon portrait of the late Prof. John Lindley
(lent by his son Lord Justice Lindley), a head in

oils of Professor D, Olives, and photographs of Pro-

fessor F. O. Bower, Dr. D. H. Scott, the Rev.

George Henslow, Professor F. E. Weiss, and others.

Here also was a selection of old flower- drawings by
Ehret and Madame Mebian, large photographs of

forest vegetation (lent by Dr. D. Morhis, Assistant

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew), and photographs of

plants at Kew, by Mr. F. A. Bridge. On the tables

were exhibits of physiological interest, and a few
slides of fossil plants from the collection of the late

Professor W. C. Williamson. Of special note were
the large models of dividing cell-nuclei exhibited by
Professor J. B. Farmer ; they are likely to be
of great help to the student of minute cell his-

tology. The laboratory had been very skilfully

decorated by the lady students of the department,
and the banks of flowers which they had arranged^

and which were illuminated by the electric light,

were singnlarly effective, as also was a tank of white
and yellow Water- Lilies. A series of living Seaweeds
and other aquatic plants, Bhown as transparencies by
this department were much admired, Ulva, Lami-
naria, Cladophora, and Utricalaria, were perhaps the

most beautiful. Other botanical exhibits included

photographs and tables illustrating the fixation of

free nitrogen (lent by Sir Henry Gilbert, F.R.S.)

;

plant skeletons, by Mrs. Hodgkinson; and artificially-

coloured flowers, by Wm. Bbockbank, Esq., F.L.S. Io
the Slade school we noted an effective combination of

flowers, statuary, and Chinese lanternB; and in the,

physical lecture-room, Argon and Helium, the main
output of the chemical department of the college

during the session, were on view. The aoiiej was
attended by Beveral thousand gueBts, including many
well known in literary and scientific circles.

Royal Botanic Society.—At a meeting of the

council of this society, held on Saturday last, it was
decided to open their gardens in Regent'a Park to the

public on every Monday in July, August, and Sep-
tember, at an admission fee of Is.

An Outing of the National Amateur
Gardeners' Association.—On Saturday, June 22,

in response to an invitation from H. Hucks Gibbs,

Esq., upwards of 150 members of the National
Amateur Gardeners' Association paid a visit to
Aldenbam House, Herts, for the purpose of inspect-

ing the gardens. Tne headquarters of this Society
are in London, and meetings are held the first

Tuesday in every month at the Memorial Hall, Far-
ringdon Street. In order to promote the objects

the Society have at heart, visits are made during the
spring and sumaier months to various gardens and
nurseries. The parent Society numbers between
400 and 500 members, besides branches in different

parts of the country. The visitors, among whom
were a number of ladies, were met on their arrival

by Mr. Beckett, the head gardener at Aldenham,
and some amateurs resident in the neighbourhood,
and conducted by him round the lovely gardens.

Herbaceous Plants.—Now that these are in

full season, we hasten to announce the publication

of a Hand list of herbaceous plants cultivated in the

Royal Gardens, Kew. We must defer further notice,

but may mention that it may be obtained at the

Royal Gardens, Kew, at the cost of one shilling.

I

The Newcastle-on-Tyne Horticultural
SOCIETY.—The summer show of this society will be

j

held in the Recreation Ground, North Road, on ;

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, 24th, 25th, /and,

26 th inst. This year additional prizes are offered

for groups, dinner-table, and fireplace decorations)

and also for vegetables. The council are also pre,

pared, as we are informed, to give increased facilities

to attractive trade stands.

x
>
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The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The monthly meeting of the onimiUee took place

at the Horticultural Club on I he 27th ult., W. Mab-
shaix, Esq., presiding;. The following special dona-

tions were announced :—From the William Thomson
Memorial Fund, £65 13s. 2d.; Mr. J. T. Anderson,

£1 5s ; Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, £1 Is.

;

R. I. Measures, Esq., proceeds of sale of third edition

of "Cypripadiums Hybrid Species," £7 10s.; and
Mr. A, Stirton, Wrexham, 5s. A cheque was drawn
for the children's quarterly allowances, which now
amounts to £204 10s. ; and the gardeners about the

country who do not yet subscribe to the Fund or

support it in any way should make a note of the fact

that so large a sum is paid annually to assist in

tha maintenance of the orphan children of dead

gardeners.

The Origin of the Cineraria.— We have

acme further remarks to make on this subject, but

defer them for the present. In the meantime, we
observe that our colleague 7he Gardeners' Magazine
" conclusively proves " [to his own satisfaction] that

the evidence ia favour of hybridity will not bear

•examination. An important statement of fact from

Mr. Kelway is published in the same journal, to the

effect that he. Mr. Kelway, raised the florist's

Cineraria in 1S37, by selection from seedlings of C.

cruenta. If the records are to be relied on, this ia

ten years after Dkommond's experiments, but this,

of course, does not invalidate Mr. Kelway's state-

ment. We shall also have to refer later on to the

alleged hybrids that have appeared in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, and in that of Mr. Pok.

M. RODIGAS.—Some of the Belgian papers give

full details concerning the compliments paid to M.
Ehile Rodigas, the Director of the School of Horti-

culture at Ghent, on the occasion of his completing
thirty- five years as a profeasor. Many of us in this

country are also familiar with the unceasing

labours of M. Rodigas, his accuracy of perception,

his impartiality, his powers as an administrator, and
some of us are fortunate enough to reckon him aa a

personal friend. MM. Br/EVENICH, Pynaeet, Rodi-
gas, and Van Holle, constitute the " four-leaved

Trefoil, ' a body to whose joint efforts for more than
thirty yeara no small part of the progress of Belgian

horticulture is due. The stalk of this four-leaved

unity is Count De Keechove de Dentebgheji.

Floreat semper diuque fiortant

.

National Horticultural Society of
FRANCE.—At the last meeting of the Orchid Com-
mittee of the National Horticultural Society of

France, Mr. Jacob, Orchid Foreman to the Baron
Ed. de Rothschild, Armainvilliers, showed a mag-
nificent group of new hybrid Cattleyas. I noticed

amongst them a particularly interesting plant,

Cattleya Armainvillea alba (C. Mendeli X C.
gigat), petals and sepals large, pure white ; lip

broadly open, crimson
; pure gold yellow at the

base. Another plant of the same cross had the
divisions slightlv flushed with clear rose. A splendid

thing is Ltelio- Cittleya Jacobiana (L:clia parpurata
X Cattleya Mendeli), the division of the flower

white, tinged with rosy-mauve colour ; the front

lobe of the lip dark crimson-purple, and the base

nearly white. A fine Laslio- Cattleya Canhamiana,
raised from L. purpurata X C. Mossiie, was shown

;

the parentage is certain, and the plant is exactly the

aame as the one obtained at Messrs. Veitch & Sons.
Mr. Page, gardener to Mr. Lebaudy, Bougival,

exhibited a very handsome new hybrid Cypripedinm;
the parents are C. 'tevigatum and C. Haynaldianum,
and the plant which resembles C. Parishii, received

the name of C. Lebaudyanum : scape with six flowers,

each haviDg its dorsal sepal emerald-green at the
base, vertically streaked with brown; petals twisting,

pale green at the base, and vinous-purple at their

extremity ; the whitish inferior sepal is very large

and arched. This rbint received a first-class certi-

ficate. Georges Truffnut.

The Late M. J. E. BOMMER.—We have re-

ceived a biographical notice by Prof. LEoEEEEEAof the

late J. E. Bommeb, whose name is so well known in

connection with his monographs on Ferns. M.
BoaniEE, it will be remembered, was a native of

Brussels, and his death took place last February.

Home Correspondence.

THE 8TRAWBERRY, 8EN8ATION.—This Straw-
berry has turned out well with ub this season.

Planted on a border by the side of Noble, it has

ripened its fruit as early as that variety, and the

fruit is very much finer in appearance, and of better

flavour than that variety. What its merits may be

for pot-work I cannot say, but I intend to give it a
trial next season. If we could only get some of the
British Queen flavour in the large earlv Strawberries,

what an acquisition it would be ! W, S. Hurlstone,

Partjield, Hallow.

BAMBOOS AND THE PAST WINTER.—Mr. Bean's
instructive paper on the subject of Bimboos and the
past winter, is most interesting. His conclusions

are fully borne out by our experience here. As
regards Canon Ellacombe's suggestion, that the
severe winter has actually been of service to his

Bamboos, I should rather be of opinion that the
great shoots to which he alludes are due to the wet
summer of 1894, which greatly encouraged root-

action, and, consequently, the stem-buds which are

formed on the rhizomes. Tnsan-chikee, which he

mentions as being killed, is not hardy, and would
die in any ordinary Eoglish winter. It is supposed
not to be a native Japanese plant, but a degenerate

form of one of the giant tropical Bamboos, partially

acclimatised in Japan, but doomed to certain death
here. Its position in Japan would be analogous to

that of the Japanese and Chinese Bamboos in this

country. We can grow them, but in a dwarfed
form ; and if they were to be carried to a still more
unfavourable climate, they would perish altogether.

A. T. Fraim Mitford, Batfford Park, Moreton-in-

Marsh.

THE CINERARIA. — As authentic recorda are

wanting upon the early history of the subject, a few
experiments ought to be made with the view of

ascertaining the value of the two conjectures. If it

originated by the crossing of cruenta and lanata, it

was evidently not designed, and it may be said that

our greenhouse Cinerarias came by chance. A few
plants of Cineraria cruenta when in flower should be

isolated, so as to make sure against their becoming
pollinated with other Cinerarias ; seeds should be
saved from such a stock, the seeds sown, and the

plants when in flower carefully examined for

variations. Then a few plants of Cineraria

cruenta might be pollinated with the pollen of Cine-

raria lanata, and vice versa, saving the seeds, and
raising plants from them, and watching the results.

As far as my experience goes, the seeda of Cineraria
cruenta are not abortive, aa is stated in the Botanical
Magazine, for a plant which waa in flower in these

gardens a short time ago has produced several seed-
lings, many having sprung up from the surface of

the soil of the pot in which it was grown, also from
the seeds gathered from the plant. And I can
endorse Mr. Drummond's remark, that " the flowers

retain their beauty until the very day the seeds are

scattered." It may be that our plant had become
pollinated by the florists' Cinerarias, which were in

bloom at the same time as C. cruenta. These seed-

lings from C. cruenta which we have will be watched
with interest, to note whether any variation takes

place from the parent plant, and I will send you a
note npon the subject in due season. Mr. Douglas
has expressed a wish for a plant of C. cruenta and C.

lanata. I shall be pleased to send him a plant of

the latter and two or three seedlings of the former
for experimenting upon, if he is not already

supplied. Wm, Harrow, Botanical and Horticultural

Society's Garden, Sheffield.

CEDAR OF LEBANON AT TAPLEY.—The height

of this tree is about 50 feet. Its top is large and
flat. It was planted in 1825. W. T. T.

RED WATER.—I have in my garden a small pond
of about 500 nquare yards area, with an average

depth of about 2.£ feet. It is contained in a cemented
basin, and is supplied by means of a hydraulic ram
from a deep spring a quarter of a mile distant, the

water of which is especially pure and bright. In
each spring time for some years past the water of

this pond has turned a deep blood-red colour, iu

which state it remains for some months, and then

becomes clear again. Upon microscopic examination
it appears that the colour is due to numberless red-

coloured organisms, which, according to Prantl and
Vines, are referable to HEernatococcus. I do not
know whether this red water is often seen and well

known, but as it is very unsightly, I should be extremely
obliged to anyone who would tell me if there be any
means of destroying the growth, or of preventing its

recurrence. S. Courtauld, Booking Place, June 26.

SQUIRRELS.—The note of Dr. Morris regarding

the injury to scarlet Chestnuts by these sprightly

little thieves is very interesting. I have known
them injure the shoots of the Scotch Fir in the same
way; here they eat the green cones of that tree by
hundred', but fortunately they do not iDJure the

trees. Tneir power of adapting themselves to altered

circumstances is most extraordinary. I believe they
disposed of at least a bushel or two of my Parsnips
during the last winter, and now they eat my Straw-
berries by wholesale and bite the nets to pieces.

Last season Apples and Plums were annexed in

large quantities. DuriDg the winter one little

fellow came regularly every morning on to the sill

of my breakfast-room window. It gave us great

pleasure to see him sit and munch up pieceB of bread

which were provided for him. The most extra-

ordinary freak I have ever heard of squirrels is the

following: I have a bell to summon mv workmen,
which is hung in a little cage about 15 or 20 feet

high. The other day, when the time came for ring-

ing the bell, a Bquirrel was found sitting by the bell,

his mouth fall of frayed hemp, and the rope bitten

in two. We presume he found the soft hemp suitable

for lining his nest, and my bellman had to climb up

to fix another rope. Qiery: Did the squirrel find

the rope frayed, or did be manufacture a soft wadding
from the rope '! Charles JYbi/e.

HEAVY THUNDERSTORM.—A short note of what
happened at Edge last week may interest some of

your readers. At 4 p.m. on June 26 a thunderstorm
suddenly collected in the sky after a brilliant and
scorching day. About a thousand flashes of light-

ning, all within five or six miles, occurred in an hour,

during which I estimated that nearly 2 inches of rain

fell. At one time I counted over thirty flashes in a

minute. Thirteen large trees—there may be more
yet to be discovered—were struck within about half

a mile of my house, twelve Oaks and one Ash, six

of these were within 300 yards of the house. At
five o'clock the storm had all passed over. The next

day, June 27, at half-pas! twelve, we had another

sharp thunderstorm, lasting an hour, a fall of large

hail, lasting twenty minutes, completely demolished

every open flower in the garden, and many of the

plants. The Rhubarb leaves are a curious sight,

looking as if they had been used for riSe targets. A
few cattle were killed in the neighbourhood, but, as

far as I have heard, no hnnoan beings. C. Wolley Bod,

Edge Hall, Malpas, June 29.

STORM IN YORK8HIRE.—The storm of June 26
waB the worst the oldest man in Mirfield could

remember. The hail was as big as marbles, and in

my garden of nearly 2 acres in extent, Peas, Beans,

Strawberries, Rispberries, and all vegetables, flowers,

and everything else, were completely destroyed, and
nearly every pane of glass in the house was broken.

I am by no means the only one who haa suffered,

but when a man is depending on hia garden, it is a

serions thing. D. Brown, Sab Surseries, Battyeford,

Mirfield.

VICOMTE88E HERICART DE THURY STRAW-
BERRY.—The engraving, p. 775, well represents this

fine variety at its best. Thia variety waa a favourite

with Mr. Wild8mith, of Heckfield Place, for early

forcing, and none could he obtain that was better for

ripening in the middle of February—in fact, he
regarded it as being the best Strawberry for forcing

or out of doors. Its flavour is excellent, and in this

respect it is only second to British Qaeen. It is a

splendid cropper, but unfitted for market, the

berries being smalliih, and its flavour does not make
up for its want of size. About Liverpool the Vi-
comtesse was always a favourite variety, it going

there nnder the name of Garibaldi. So little is it

known out of private gardens that in this district,

where at least 1000 acres are devoted to Straw-

berry culture, I do not know a single instance of its

being grown for market. It is a very free grower,

and a very hardy plant, with ample foliage, which is

short-stalked, if the bulk of the old leaves are

removed when fruiting is over. E. M.
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OLD AND NEW VARIETIE8 OF 8TRAW3ERRIEJ —
There is nothing new to be said as to old sorts,

and I intend to conSne my remarks to new introduc-
tions, to their value as forcers, and to the best methods
nf imparting flavour to the frnits. Of new varieties

mention should first be made of the variety Stevens'
Wonder, figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 271, and
certificated by the R>val Horticultural Society on
March 12 this year. I have not grown it, and am
*oerefore unable to speak of its merits as a iorc^r, but
1 was certainly impressed, as were others, by its biz-*

and fruitfalness, and bv the quantities Mr. Stevens
had sent to market. The frnits are of large sizi,

in colour a pale red, wiih a solid pulp, and of nice

shape. It was noted that most of the fruit on the
plants shown on that occasion were of one size, small
ones being few. Tnis point is a great train, as some
well known varieties ,

rurni>h two or three fiae fruits, and
a number of small ones, and in these days when every-

thing must be large, such smill fruit is not profitable.

It is distinct in growth, and remarkable for the
small size of its leaves and short 1-af-stalk, which
is another gain in a forcing variety, as the plants

may be placed closer together. Another novelty

that 1 am pleased with, and which promises to

become a standard forcer, is Kiyal Sovereign, which
has been a tutibi >at length of time in cultivation to

have its qualities tested. It is a good forcer, and
its rich, brisk, pare flivour is a strong point in its

favour. This is a variety that has a future, and
one that will be largely employed as a forcer.

I am glad to note the old practice, once very general,

of standing the plants in saucers, or on decayed
manure, is little practised. It was the cause of

much poor insipid flavour, as might be assumed, free

drainage being as essential as a free circulation of

air in obtaining the perfection of flavour. High
shelves in forcing-houses are not good places in

which to stand the plants. After April is out the
soil soon gets dry, giving acidity to the fruits,

and the surronnding aridity favours red-spider.

Doubtless, it was witn the idea of abating these two
evils that the saucer and layer of manure were
thought of. The late-forced plants are much better

accommodated on a cool bard coal- ash bottom, in

pits or frames, giving much leas trouble in regard to

ied-spider and in the matter of watering. Tue only
trouble incurred is in raising the bunches of fruit by
means of crutches made out of forked twigs, so as to

bring them np to the light, and to a part where there

is free current of air. Returning to new varieties, I

may say here that I intend to grow Rnyal Sovereign
largely, for besides being a good eating fruit it packs
grandly; the seeds covering the fruits so completely
that at the end of a long journey by railway the fruits

appear quite p arfect. The variety was recently

praised by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society as a forcer, and for its brisk Savour
and fruitfulness. Another novslty is Gunton Park,
which I like very much ; it is the best forcer of the
trio which Mr. Allen recently eave us. It may not
in flavour equal Errpresi of India, which is the
besS-flavoured of the three ; still, it is excellent,

without insipidity, with palp that is very firm in

texture, and is a handsome dark-coloured frnit, in

shape between conical and cockscomb, and a prolific

bearer. It may be forced so as to frnit in March,
following Vicomtesse H. de Thury or La Grosse
Suaee. It will certainly please the grower. A
novelty that I have grown this season is May Qieen

;

it was raised near Cbiswick, and forces splendidly ; and
although bearing a resemblance to Sir J. Faxton in
shape, is much earlier, of better flavour, and larger.

It is a free bearer, and of good flavour. A new
variety, Bent out by Laxton Bros., named Leader, is

a fine fruit, somewhat resembling Royal Sovereign
in shape and colour. It is said to be a cross between
Noble, which has nothing but size to recommend it,

and Latest of All. To get the best results in
Strawberry forcing, strong runners should be
obtained as early as possible from plants that have
been deprived of their flower-trasses. G. Wythes.

INULA HOOKERI.—Flowers bearing this name
were certificated lately by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society. They were exhibited by Mr. George
Paul, and I believe the plants came originally from
my garden ; anyhow, I have distributed during the
last ten years, through Mr. W. Thompson of Ips-
wich, enough seed, called Inula grandiflora, to stock
every garden in England. A question has been
raised whether the certificated flowers belonged to
I. grandiflora, I. Hookeri, or I. glandulota, and I
will therefore tell what I know about them. I.

grandiflora Willdenow) and I. glandalosa (Willd<>-
now) are described as Caucasian plants in Bjiuier's

Flora Orientalis vol, iii., p. 185 ; and I. grandiflora

(Will, and Boiss ), and I. Hookeri (CiarRe) ar«

described as Himalayan plants in Hooker's Flora of
India, vol. iii., p. 231 I have grown I. glandalosa

for twenty years. I first had it from the garden of

tbe lead-works, Cnester, and at that time it was
little known in nurseries. I. Hookeri was given to

me about ten years ago, I think from Ktw. It is

taller, growin» 5 feet high ; the rays of the flowers

are shorter, but the disc as large, and the stems and
crowns more robust, the leaves broader, and less

tapering at the base. I had never observed fertile

seed on I. glandalosa, but I. Hookeri at once began
to make seed, which I sowed, and reared hundreds
of plants, which corresponded exactly to neither

parent. I sent some of the flowers to a distinguished

b >',aaical establishment, sorting them as No. 1, 2, 3.

They were returned a» N>. 1, I. grandiflora ; No. 2,

I. glandulosa ; N >. 3 I. Hookeri. Njw, the last two
names were certainly the only species of the kind I

had ever introduced into my garden, and I was glad

to have created I. grandiflora for myself, and I

adopted the name ; as, on careful comparison with
the characters of Boissier and Hooker, they fitted

well enough. The moral I draw is that,

though I will not dispute that these three

species may exist in their own home as wild

plants, their progeny in gardens becomes
qiite undistinguishable, and that a series may be

picked out from the seedlings, representing the

characters of all the three species. The same
story apDlies to kindred species in other genera

—

such as Papaver orientate, Linnasas, and P. bractea-

tam, Lindlev, and several others. C. Wolley Hod,
Edge Hall, Ma'pxs.

PHILADELPHIA, BOULE
D'ARGENT.

This, the " silver ball " Philadelphus, was raised

from P. Lemoineix by M. Lemoine. P. Lemoineix
itself is a hybrid between P. coronarius and F. micro-

phallus (fig. 5, p. 19). The flowers of the hybrid

were impregnated with pollen of a donble-flowered

form of coronarius, and the result is, this double-

flowered form with large white flowers having the

perfume of F. microphyllus. It was much admired

at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, where it was shown by Messrs. T. Cripps &
Sons, Tunbridge Wells.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HOETICULTUHAL,

Scientific Committee.

June 25.— Present : Mr. McLachlan (in the chair),

Dr. Bonavia, Prof. Miiller. Prof. Cburch, Mr. Wilton,
Mr. Lynch, and Rev. G. Henslow, Hon. Sec.

Primula scotica.—Mr. Wilson exhibited a pot containing

some seedling plants, in blossom, of this North British species,

which is found in pastures of Orkney, Caithness, and Suther-

land. The flowers are homomorphic, not having the stamens
and pistils of different lengths as in most other Primulas.

Round-leaved Beech. — Mr. Jackman exhibited small trees

of Fagus sylvatica, with the leaves small, entire, and round.

As the trees exhibited an erect form, with short branches, it

would seem to be the result of some check to growth, the

form of the leaf representing a less developed state than that

of the ordinary type of tree.

Prehistoric Hazel.—Mr. Colinette of Guernsey forwarded
some Hazel wood found in peat near the coast of Guernsey,

containing also flint implements, stone rings, and pottery, pre-

sumably neolithic. No Hazel is now known to be indigenous

to Guernsey.

Flies attacked by fungi.—Mr. McLachlan exhibited speci-

mens of Melanostoma scalare attached to flowering stems of a

grass, Glyceria fluitans. They were received from Mr. Ralph
C. Bradley of Sutton Coldfield, who writes as follows :

—

" Whilst collecting in Blackroot Bog, Sutton, on June 16,

1

came a:ross an extraordinary phenomenon. For a space of

about a dozen square yards, the flowering stems of Glyceria

fluitans were covered with a large number of dead Melanostoma
scalare, whose bodies were very much distended by a fungoid

growth similar to that seen on the house-fly in the autumn.
Some stems bore thirty to forty specimens, and fresh victims

were constantly being added. I also found two flowering

steins of Dock covered with the dead bodies in a similar

manner. The flies were to bs found only on the flowering

part of the stems, and not on any leaves or herbage. Why
M. scalare should be the only species attracted to the stems
and attacked in this m ann er is very curious, as swarms of

other insects were flying about, but did not seem to be tempted
to join them in the least." They were forwarded to Kew for

investigation.

BICHMONB HORTICTTLT0RAL.

June 23 —Under brilliant skies and in oppressive

heat the twenty-first of the grand summer exhibitions

of this popular suburban society was held in its

accuttomed place, the O.d Dser Park on the above

date. Daring the afternoon th^ Bbow was, as usual,

visited by tbe President, the Dike of Teck, and by

the Duchess, and there was a large and very dressy

attendance. The secretary, Mr. Capel Smith, and

hit active assistant, Mr. Bagnell, merits all praise

for the success attendant on the exhibition.

The exhibits were, as usual, in four marquees, and all were

filled, in some respects to too great an extent, so great was the

anxiety to have a place. Generally, plants were greatly in

excess of last year, and tho*e, because there was no competing

show, and flowers are earty, were not only in splendid form,

but were in great abundance.
Plants.—We have never seen so many trade group3 here

before a* this year. Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham, had a truly

grand group of Begonias, set in Asparagus and Ferns. Messrs.

J. Peed & Soxs, Norwood, had a pretty group of foliage and
flowering plants. Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate,

a wonderfully fine group of Malmaison Carnations. Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, a superb collection of dwarf pot

Roses, with cut Dlooms, very fresh indeed. Messrs. C. Lee &
Soxs, Hammersmith, a charming lot of variegated trees and
shrubs. Messrs. Fromow & Soxs, Turnham Green, pretty

Acere, &c. Mr. W. Thompson, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, a
nice group of Palms, Acers, and other decorative plants.

Messrs. J. Laixg & Soxs, Forest Hill, Begonias, Caladiums,

Gloxinias. &c. Mr. G. May, Upper Teddiogton, Carnation

Uriah Pike, set in Lilium Harrisii. Mr. Pike, Acton, had

this Carnation also. Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co , High Hol-

born, arranged in Fern a brilliant and beautiful group of

Gloxinias of superb form and colours. Mr. W. Icetox had,

in the centre of the tent, a group of Palms and other

foliage plants. Messrs. Fromow, a group of tender foliage

plants ; and Messrs. Can aell & Soxs sent a fine collection of

Cactaceous plants. Finally, of hoaorary groups in the plant

tent, Mr. WytheB, gr. to F-arl Percy, Syon House, Brentford,

sent a good group of foliage and flowering plants.

Decorative Groups were few; the best, a very beautiful

one, from Mr. H. E. Fordham, easily took 1st place in the

larger class ; and Mr. J. F. McLeod, Roehampton, and Mr.

W. Farr, gr. to Andrew Pears, Esq., Isleworth, were 2nd

and 3rd. Mr. Fordham employed, amongst other things,

Gypsophila, with good effect. In the small groups, Mr.

Portbury, gr. to W. N. Troy, Esq., Roehampton, was 1st;

and a far more effective one from Mr. Want, gr. to Sir F.

Wigan, Sheen was 2nd.

Specimen plants were few, so far as flowering stuff was
concerned, the only six in bloom coming from Mr. A. Offer,

gr. to J. Warren. Esq., Crawley, well-bloomed, medium-
sized, the best a Bougainvillea glabra. Mr. Offer also had the

best six foliage plants in large Crotons Williamsi and Queen
Victoria. Anthurium magnificum, Dieffenbachia Bowmani,
Cycas revoluta, and Kentia Belmoreana. Mr. W. Farr,
having a large Asparagus plumosus, was 2nd. The best six

Caladiums, well-coloured plants, but not large, came from Mr.
Simmonde, gr. to W. Cunard, E:q , Twickenham. Mr.
McLeod having also medium-sized, richly-coloured plants

with noble leafage, was 3rd ; tall greenish plants from Mr.

Want, coming 2nd.

Mr. J. Smith, Isleworth, had the best six Coleus, smallish

pyramids. Mr. C. Turner, Slough, had the only group
of large-flowered Pelargoniums in small pots, very bright and
effective ; as also the only specimen?, good plants for the
seasoD, wonderfully kept. Of these Gold Mine, Prince

Leopold, and Comtesse de Choiseul, were fine. He also had
the only six fancies. The Shah, Princess Teck, Ambassadress,

S&c., being good. Mr. Watts, gr. to H. Litlle, Esq.,

Twickenham, was the chief exhibitor of zonals, having six

superbly-flowered plants; also, six capitilly- flowered Ivy-leaf

varieties. The same exhibitor had the best six Orchids, very

good pieces of Vanda teres, Cattleya Mendeli, Leelia pur-

purata, Cypripedium Veitchii, &c. ; Mr. W. H. Young
Orchid grower to Sir F. Wigan, being 2nd, his lot including

good Cattleya Mendeli, Dendrobium Dearii, &c. Mr. Watts
also had a fine group of Orchids of go:d variety, Cattleyas,

Laelias, Miltonias, &c. Mr. Portbury Bhowed the best nine

Begonias; Mr. Meaton, gr. to J. B. Hllditch, Esq., Rich-

mond, the finest nine Gloxinias in one class; and Mr. H.

Fordham the best nine in another class.

Roses.—These were in wonderful force. There were six

entries in the class for forty-eight trebles, the honours falling

to Messrs. Prior & Soxs, Colchester, who had their fellow

tradesmen Messrs. F. Cant and B. R. Cant, 2nd and 3rd. In the

class for twenty-four treble?, Messrs. G. A. H. Birch, Peter-

borough, were 1st with beautifully fresh, though rather small

flowers; Messrs. Prior coming 2nd, and F. CANT, 3rd. Ofgood
flowers were A. H. Williams, Duchesse de Orleans, Fisher

Holmes, Dr. Andry, Gnstave Piganneau, Marie Baumann.Comte
Raimbaud, Horace Vernet, Prince C. De Rohan, Victor Hugo,
Xavier Olibo, Alfred Colomb. Mrs. J. Laing, Susanne de Rodo-
canachi, Pride of Waltham, Midame E. Verdier, La France,,

Francois Michelon, Heinrich Schultheiss, Madame G. Luizet,.

The Bride, Merveille de Lyon, Souvenirde S. A. Prince, Catherine

Mermet, Marie Van Houtte, and LadyM. Fitzwilliam. Messrs.

Birch had the bsst twelve trebles ; Mr. F. Cant coming 2nd ;

and Messrs. Prior. 3rd.

With twelve H.P.'s, one variety, J. G. Fowler, Esq., South
Woodford, was 1st with fine Mrs J. Laiog; Mr. B. R. Cant
coming 2nd with Madame G. Luizet ; and Mr. G. Mount, Can-
terbury, 3rd, with Marie Bauminn.
The best twelve Tess. one variety, came from Messrs. Prior,
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the variety Caroline Kuster; Mr. F. Cant being 2nd with

Marie Van Houlte.

In the open amateur's classes, Mr. J. G. FOWLBR was 1st

with twenty four bloom*, Mr. K, E. West, Reigate, being

2nd; and with twelve blooms, E. Ruttek, Esq.. Hulliford,

was bes*, (lowers very bright and good, Mr. WEST again

coming 2nd.

Ha*dy Flowers were in immense abundance, beyond all pre-

vious experience—far too many, and far too crowded. The
following trade firms had large collections : Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Soss, J. Peed & Sons. C. Jackman & Sons, T.
Barr & Sons, R. Box, Croydon. DoBBIE & Sons, Rothesay,

chiefly Violas and Sweet Peas ; Jas. Carter & Co , J. Cheat,

& Sons, Crawley; T. S. Ware, Tottenham ; R. Wallace &
Co., Colchester, &c. In the compe ition for twenty-four

bunches, Mr. W. Prichahd, Chti-tchurch. was 1st. and Mr.

G. H. Sage, gr. *o Earl DYSART, Ham House, was 2nd, Messrs.

Paul & Sons being 3rd. With twelve bunches Mr. SAGE was

an easy 1st. How effective were these bunches thus set up as

compared with the dense masses crowded into the trade col-

lections I Some limit should be put on these.

Waite. gr. to the Hon. Col. Talbot, Eaher. was 1st in the
So:iety'd collection for twelve kinds, also taking the Veitch
Memorial Medal. He wai also 1st in Messrs. Sutton & Son's

class for &ix dishes ; whilst Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theo' ORA
GUEST, was 1st with nine dishes for Messrs. Jas. Carter 8c Co.'s

prizes; Mr. Jas. Gibson, gr. to E. H. Watts, Esq , Devon-
hurst, Chiawick, came 3rd in each case. We cannot here par-

ticularise the varieties shown, but botli in these classes and
in the cottagers' section they were first rate.

NATIONAL ROSE EXHIBITION AT
GLOUCESTER.

June 27.—This was a moBt successful meeting.

In almost all classes the competition was numerous,
and in maDy it was exceptionally close. The Mayor,
accompanied by the sheriff and several of the council,

also the Mayor of Cheltenham, opened the show.
Good as Windsor was last season, the present

Fig. 5,

—

philadelphtjs boule d'argent: flowers white, fragrant, (see p. IS)

Fruit and Vegetable*.

The best sir dishes came from Mr. W. Ford. gr. to

W. H. Er.Lis, E«q , Houa»low, who had good Black Hamburgh
and Foster'* Seeolinif Grapes, Hale's Early Peaches, Brown
Turkey Figs Sic, ; Mr. Sage was 2nd, having very good

Grape», Lord Napier Nectarirjes. Fig", &c. ; Mr. Osman. Otter-

ahaw Park Gardens, coming 3-d. In the open class for Black

Grapes, Mr. Ford was again 1st, but was eo close run by Mr.

Osman, that some thought the Matter's bunches the best. Mr.

W. Tidv, gr. to W. K. Dayey, Esq., Stanmore. had the best

White Grapes, in tmalli^h b inches, with good berries, of

Duke of Buccleuch ; Mr. Osman being 2nd, with Backhand
Sweetwater. In the local cla-.s. Mr. Burton, gr. to Sir J. D.

Paul, Twickenham, was let with Hamburghs, and Mr.

Meaton had the best whites in rather rough Muscat of Alex-

andria. Messrs. W. & E. Wells, gr , Mr. Thompson, showed

good Black Hamburgh and Madreftield Court Grapes, with

Peaches. See , not for competition. Mr. McLeod had the best

Melon in the Counter, also the bast Peaches in pale-coloured

Alexandre Noblesse; Mr. Far* being 2nd. Mr. Simmonds
had good Lord Napier Nectarines, and Mr. Sage good Augusta

Nicaise and Gunton Park Strawberries. Mr. McLkod's Early

Lyons Cherries were very fine. Sutton's Perfection Tomatos
from Mr. Ford and Mr. Sage were first rate.

Vegetables were, for the season, exceptionally good. Mr.

southern show was considerably in advance of it.

Great conrtesy and hospitality was whown to the

National Rose Society from all sides. The quality of

th« Roses was first-class, not an indifferent stand

being staged.
Nurserymen's Classes.

In the premier class for forty-eight distinc* single trusses

there w*»re eight competitors, the 1st prize goiug to Messrs. R.

Harkness & Sons. Bed ale, Yorkshire, for a most beautiful and

even collection. In the back row were Charles Darwin, Su-

zanne-Marie Ro Jocanachi,C trolioeTestout, Gustave Piganneau,

Captain Chatty, Com'e de Raimbiud. Franco's Michelon,

Uliiih Bruuner, Maurice Bernardin, Marie Verdier, Captain

Hayward, Lady Mary Pitzwilliam, Alfred Colomb. Mrs. John

Laing, Marie Baumann. and Her Majesty. Second row, Duke

of Fife, La Boule d'Or, A. K. Williams. Comtesse de Nadaillac,

Charles Lefebvre, La France. Dupuy Jamain, Pride of Wal-

tham. Sir Rowland Hill, Madame Hoste, Comtesse de Ludre

(Medal H.P.), Souvenir d'Elise, Horace Vernet, Jem Ducher,

and Madame V. Verdier. Front row, Madame E. Verdier,

Fisher Holmes, Etoilede Lyon, Countess of Rosebery, Madame
G. Luizet, Duchesse de Morny. Catherine Mermet, Senateur

Vaissa, Marie Rady, Francisca Kruger, Dr. Andry, Earl of Duf-

ferin. General Jacqueminot, Merveille de Lyon, Duchess of

Bedford, and Queen of Queens. It would be difficult to choose

among thc3e after the moat perfect specimen, Comtesse de
Ludre, was removed. Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, was a
capital and close 2nd, and had the following very good:—Earl
of Dufferin, Comtesse de Nadaillac. S.-M. Rodocanachi, A. K.
Williams, Her Majesty, Caroline Teatout, La France, Dupuy
Jamain, and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam.
Seven competed in a class for twenty-four Bingles, Messrs.

Townshknd & SON, Worcester, winning with a good stand,
among their best flowers being Rubens, Marie Rady, Charles
Lefebvre, and Gustave Piganneau ; ihe 2nd prize ttand, from
Messrs. Cooling & Sons, Bath, was larger, but not so well
formed.

The strongest class was that for twenty-four varieties, three
trusses of each, ten competing with remarkably close stands.
Messrs. R. Harkness & Sons were 1st, showing in superb
form; Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, waB placed 2nd, his lot

being particularly bright and clean, but smaller.
Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, was well in front for twelve

singles of any H.-P. Rose, and staged a dozen beautiful Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam ; Messrs. Townshend & SONS, Worcester
2nd, with Mrs. J. Laing.

Amateurs.
There was a very strong and close competition in an extrr

class for twelve single trusses, open to all amateurs irrespec
tive of the number of plants grown. The Rev. J. H. Pem
berton. Havering-atte-Bower, waa 1st with a good stand
Ulrich Brunner, Gabrielle Luizet, Horace Vernet (a grand
bloom), Marie Beaumann, Earl of Dufferin, Gustave Piganneau.
&c. Mr. E. B. Lindsell, Hitchin, a close 2nd, bad youDger
flowers, and in all probability a couple of hours later in
judging would have seen these two redoubtable growers in
reverse positions. Some sixteen or seventeen lots were staged.
A class for twenty-four distinct, singles, was also very strong,

Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury, beiDg successful. This stand con-
tained a bloom marked "seedling," buc which was far too
nearly like Marie Rady in every respect. It was a good bloom.
Others that deserve mention were Iooocente Pirola, Marie
Verdier, S.-M. Rodocanachi, and Her Majesty. Mr. E. B.
Lindsell, Hitchin, was 2nd with a remarkably gooi example
of Comte Raimbaud, while Her Majesty, Duke of Wellington,
Marie Baumann, and Horace Vernet were also grand.
A class of eighteen single trusses, distinct, open only to

growers of less than 2000 plants of recognised exhibition
varieties, found Mr. J. Parker. Hitchin. a good 1st. His
best blooms were La France, Gibrielle Luizet, Innocente
Pirola, and Duchesse de Vallombrosa. Mr. E. Mawley.
Berkhamsted, was 2nd, and had Horaca Vernet in splendid
condition.

In a class of six distinct, three blooms of each, eleven com-
petitors turned up. Mr. E. B. Lindsell, Hitchin, was 1st,

having very bright and clean flowers. Mr. Walter Drew,
Ledbury, made a good 2nd.

Tweive single trusses, distinct^ for growsrs of lets than 1003
Exhibition Hoses, 1st, Mr. Conway Jones, Hucclecote ; 2nd,
Mr. O. G. Orpen, Colchester; 3rd, Mr. James Parker,
Heaoiogton. The best bloom in this class was a splendid ,,

Comtesse de Nadaillac in Mr. Parker's stand, the Innocente^-
Pirola in Mr. Langton's, and the beautiful Souvenir d'EU* _,'

Vardon in that of Mr. Conway Jones, also being remarkaf /
A class for amateurs growing less than 500 plant&t&x

singles, distinct, went to Mr. G. MoULES, Hitchin; Mr. H.
P. Landon, Brentwood, was 2nd.

An extra class, open only to those entitled to compete in the
two preceding, produced eight competitors. Four varietiep,

three blooms of each, were shown here. Mr. O. G. Orpex,
Co'Chester, was 1st; Mr. Conway Jones, Huccleton, was 2nd.

For six blooms of any Rose but a Tea or Noisette, and open
to all amateurs, a very even and good half-a-dozen of Horace
Vernet won for Mr. E. B. Lindsell ; Her Majesty taking 2nd
for Mr. W. Drew.
In a class of twelve bunches, distinct, Mr. H. V. Machln,

Gateford Hall, Worksop, was 1st with very pretty bunches.

Tea amd Noisette Section.

Very seldom have we seen better Teas. Messrs. D. Prior
& Sons and Mr. F, Cant's lots were indeed grand.

In the premier class of twenty-four single trusses, distinct.

Messrs. D. Prior 8t Son, Colchester, were 1st, their back row
consisting of La Boule d'Or, Niphetos. Rubens, Ethel Brown-
low, Catherine Mermet, Madame Margottin, Ernest Metz,

and Comtesse de Nadaillac; middle row: Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, Marechal Niel, Alba rosea, Madame Hoste, Souvenir

d'un Ami, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Madame Cusin. and In-

nocente Pirola ; the front row being Edith Giffjrd, Francitca

Kiuger, Madame de Watteville. Caroline Kuster, The Bride,

Amazone, Marie Guillat, and Marie Van Houtte. The 2nd
prize lot of Mr. Frank Cant contained the Silver Medal Tea
in Edith Brownlow, and also extra good examples of Madbme
Cusin, Edith Gifford, Caroline Kuster, and Corinna.

Twelve distinct singles were well thown, Mr, L. Tresseder.
Cardiff, being 1st with Catherine Mermet, The Bride, and La
Boule d'Or, at their best ; Messrs. Townsend & Sons.

Worcester, 2nd.
Amateurs.

Open class, irrespective of number of plants, for eighteen

distinct, single trusses, seven very excellent stands were put

up, Mr. O. G. Ori-en. Colchester, winning wi 'h grand flowers

of Cleopatra, M«dame H. Jamain, Fran cisca Kruger. Madame
Cusin, Marechal Niel. Souvenir d'un Ami, and Madame de

Watteville. The 2nd prize stand, from the Rev. A. FOSTER-

Melliar. Sproughton Rectory, Ipswich, was but little behind,

and contained a superb bloom of La Boule d'Or, to which the

Silver Meclal was awarded.

Nine single blooms, for growers of fewer than 500 plants,

brought out eight lots, Mr. R. H. Langdon. Hendon, winning

with Ernest Metz and Innocente Pirola, extra good; Mr. W.
Boyes, Derby, was 2nd.
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In a class of six single, for g-owers of less than 503 plants,

Mr. G. Moules, Hitchin, was a capital 1st ; Mr. R. F. Hobbs,
Worcester, 2nd.

An extra class of six trebles, open to all amateurs, was won
by the Rev. A. Foster Melliar. Ipswich ; Mr. Conway
JONES, Hu2cleton, was 2nd. Six trustes lI any Tea or

Noisette, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon woa here for the Rev.

Foster-Melliar ; while 2nd was taken by Edith Gifford, for

the Rev. F. R. Burkslde.

Open Classes.

For twelve varieties, three of each, some of the grandest

Teas we have seen were j. ur up. Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester,

being ltt, with La Boule a'Or, Madame Cusin, lonocente Pirola,

Madame de Watteville, Edith Gifford, and Ernest Metz in

particularly good fjrm.
Twelve trusses of any Tea or Noisette brought a dozen of

Marie Van Houtte in its prettiest form, Messrs. D. FRIOR
& Son, Colchester, taking 1st.

Garden Roses.

These were not quite so extensively thown as usual. In a

class for nurserymen, of thirty-six bunches, distinct, with not

fewer than three, nor more than six trusses to a bunch, Mr. C.

Turner, Slouch, was 1st, with very pretty trusses of rugosas.

Crimson Rambler, Persian Yellow, Mosses, macrantha. Poly-

aut ha, Hebe's Lip, and Moscbata alba among many others.

The amateur's classes of these were good. For eighteen

bunches, Mr. A. Tate, Leatherhead, was 1st; Marquis of

Salisbury, Hebe's Lip, Created Moss, Gloire de Rossmanes,

Rosa Mundi, and macrantha were his best.

For six bunches, not open to the exhibitors in the preceding

classes, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton was a capital 1st, having
a peculiarly semi-double form of Polyantha, the old Red
Provina or Provence, multiflora Bimplex, Rosa Mundi, &c.
Mr. J. Ough, Hereford, was 2nd.

Open Classes.

A display of Ro3es, not to exceed 6 feet by 3 feet, in which
any Rose may be shown and arranged to individual taste, was
very pretty, but not so striking as several lots we have seen.

Mr. H. Whitehead, Heathville Nursery, Gloucester, was 1st,

with an arrangement of Roses forming the letters N. R. S-,

i he society's initials. Edith Gifford, Marie Van Houtte, and
Lamarque, formed these letters in like order, while the whole
was surrounded, with various other Roses, bat too formally

arranged. We hope this silly practice will not find favour.

A good box of Turner's Crimson Rambler was included here.

Three trusses of any new seedling or distinct sport did not
provide a startling novelty, Pride of the Valley was the only

one shown, no award being made. It looked far too much like

a pale indifferent Mrs, Jno. Laing.

Local Classes.

These were good, but the excellent quality and enormous
number from other districts, not to mention the fact that the

strongest growers also went into higher classes, considerably

detracted from their beauty.

Mr. CONWAY Jones, Hucclecote, won the Silver Cup for

eighteen distinct tingle trusses; and Mr. T. A. Wa&hbourn,
Huccleton, was placed 2nd.

Mr. J. F. Fulford won the Silver Medal for twelve varie-

ties; Mr. Gambier Parrv was 2nd.

A Challenge Plate, presented by the Rev. F. R. Btjrnside,
for twelve Teas or Noisettes, went to Mr. T. A. Washboljrn ;

Mr. E. C. Hopton being 2nd.

Mr. Conway Jones also won the Silver Medal for six Teas
or Noisettes, Mr. T. Thorpe, Hilldrop, near Gloucester,

taking a similar honour for twelve trusses ; while the 1st for

six singles was won by Mr. G. Pratt, 39, Park End Road.
The Corporation of Gloucester presented a silver salver for

twelve distinct singles, which was won by Mr. Conway
Jones ; the 2nd went to Mr. C Brown, Saint's Bridge House.
A silver medal for twelve singles, grown by cottagers, was

presented by T. Thorpe, Esj., and won by Mr. E. C Hopton,
Hucclecote. For six singles, Mr. J. Middecote, Malson

;

Mr. F. Bircher, Hucclecote ; and Mr. A. Michell, Coney
Hill, won in like order.

A bronze medal and money was won by Mr. E. Poole,
Upton. St. Leonards.

Among the cottagers, Mr. F. W. Bolton had the best single

truss in Mrs. Jno. Laing.

Silver-medal Roses.

The Silver Medal for the beet hybrid perpetual in the nursery-

men classes, was awarded to Messrs. Harkness & Sons, for

Comtesse de Ludre ; that for Teas or Noisettes going to Mr.
F. Cant, for Ethel Brownlow.
In the amateurs' classes, Horace Verne t won, for the Rev.

J. fl. Pemberton ; and La Boule d'Or for the Rev. Fosteb-
Melliar.
A good lot of hybrid Sweet Briars came from Messrs.

Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, who staged all the older

kinds except Meg Merrilies. They now had some that are

not yet in commerce, the best of which is undoubtedly Jeannie

Leans, a bright and semi-double variety.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICUL-
TURAL.

June 28.—The 18lst exhibition of this Society

was held on the above date, the day being wet and
unfavourable. The summer exhibition is usually

held in Augusf, and it is fifteen years since the last

Hose show took ^ lace. The entries promised great

thiDgs, many of the well-known exhibitors having

entered, but only a small number pat in an appear-

ance. Tdis not only caused great disappointment,

but also much inconvenience. Toe quality was

generally fine, Tea Roses being excellent.

Roses.

In the nurserymen's class, for forty-eight distinct, Messrs.

CURTI3. Sanford & Co., Torquay, were 1st; and Messrs. D.

Prior & Son, Colchester, a good 2nd. In the winning

exhibit were Ernest Metz, Jean Ducher, Victor Hugo, Maman
Cochet, Captain Chri&ty, Xavier Olibo. Madame Cusin, Star of

Waltham, Black Prince, Alfred Colomb, Marie Baumann, and

Suzanne-M. Rodocanachi, the blooms being distinguished for

fine form and colour.

In the twenty-four distinct, Mr. John Mattock, New
Headington, Oxford, was 1st ; Messrs Robert Veitch &Son,
Exeter, 2nd ; and Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, 3rd. In the

twenty-four distinct (three trusses of each). Messrs. D. Prior

& Sox were 1st; Messrs. Curtis, Sanford & Co., 2nd. In

the winning collection were Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Her

Majesty, A. K. Williams, Marie van Houtte, Horace Vernet,

and Madame Gabrielle Luizet. In the 2nd lot were Margaret

Dickson, The Bride, Jean Ducher, and Innocente Pirola, all very

good indeed.

For the eighteen Teas or Noisettes, Messrs. D. Prior &, Son

were 1st; Messrs. Curtis. Sanford & Co., 2nd; and Mr.

John Mattock. 3rd. Messrs. Pkior & Son had goad examples

of Comtesse de Nadaillac, Madame Hoste, Hon. Edith Gifford,

Caroline Kuiter, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Cleopatra, and

Marie Van Houtte. Messrs. Curtis, Sanford & Co. showed

a very fine bloom of Souvenir d'un Ami.

In the open classes, Messrs. Prior * Son were again 1st for

twenty-four Teas or Noisettes, Mr. J. Mattock 2nd, aDd

A. Hill Gray, Esq.. of Bath, 3rd. The prize exhibit had

excellent blooms of Madame Lambird, Madame Bravy, The

Bridesmaid, Innocente Pirola, Catherine Mermet, and Marie

Van Hautte. The latter was superb in this and several other

classes.

For twelve blooms of any light H.-P.'s, Messrs. PRIOR &
Son were 1st with Her Majesty, as nearly perfection as it is

possible to show th-m. Mr. Walter Drew, Ledbury, came

2nd with the same variety, a magnificent lot.

For twelve blooms of any dark H.-P. s, Messrs. Curtis,

Sanford & Co. were well 1st with a grand box of Marie

Baumann. R. N. G. Baker, Esq., of Heavitree, Exeter, 2nd,

with a very fine lot of Ulrica. Brnnner.

A. Hill Gray was 1st for twelve Marechal Niel of magni-

ficent colour ; aod Prior & Son took ^premier place for twelve

of any other Tea or Noisette, with a good box of Caroline

Kuster. For six bunches of garden Roses Messrs. Prior &
Son were 1st, and James Jerman, Esq , The Bungalow,

Exeter, 2nd.

In the amateur classes, Mr. Walter Drew took premier

honours with ihirty-iix fine blooms, among which were Dingee

Conard, Marchioness of Londonderry, Marie Finger, C. Testout,

Ulrich Brunner, Caroline Kuster, Thomas Mills, Her Majesty,

and Etoile de Lyon. In this collection, the bloom of Mar-

chioness of Londonderry was awarded the Medal for the best

H.P. in the show. R. N. G. Baker was a good 2nd.

For the twenty-four blooms, R. E. West, Esq., of Reigate,

was lBt, with a fine lot ; and A. Hill Gray, 2nd.

For twelve sorts, three trusses of each, Mr. Walter Drew
was 1st.

For twelve Tea3 or Noisette*, A. Hill Gray had in his

winning lot Reine du Portugal. Souvenir de S. A. Prince,

Ernest Metz, and Souv. d'Elise Vardon.

Mr. R. N. G. Baker took premier place for six of any one

sort of Tea or Noisette, with a fine stand of Princess of Wales.

The class for twelve Teas or Noisettes, distinct, three trusses

of each, was won by Mr. A. Hill Gray, with a fine lot.

Mr. N. G. Baker took honours for the best Tea or Noisette

In the show, wilh Comtesse de Nadaillac.

Miscellaneous Plants and Flowers.

In hardy herbaceous flowers, some excellent bunches were

shown, particularly fiae being a bunch of Thalictrum aqui-

legifolium. Pelargoniums in trusses were good, but Pansies

very poor, and the 1st prize was withheld. Fuchsias and

Pelargoniums in pots were fair, especially the latter.

The groups were not at all up to the usual form at the

Exeter August shows, they sadly wanted colour and variety.

The 1st prize group, W._Brock, Esq., Parker's Well, Exeter

(gr., Mr. W. Rowland), was an easy 1st. The twelve Gloxinias,

1st prize for which was awarded to Mrs. A. D. Sim, Knowle,

Exeter (gr., Mr. A. Williams), were very good indeed.

FBUIT.

Fruit was indifferently shown in m03t classes, Grapes were

fair, Melons uneven, but Strawberries were splendid. For

Black Grapes other than Hamburghs, Trentham Black was

the winning sort, and in White Grapes, Buckland Sweet-

water. Tbe 1st in Gooseberries was Golden Drop, but tbe

competition in these classes was not keen. The class for four

dishes of Strawberries was won by H. Hammond Spescer,

Esq., Teignmouth (gr., Mr. Foster), with Sensation, Waterloo,

Commander, and James Veitcn, all first-rate. The two dishes

were won with Sir Joseph Paxton and President, and the one

dish class by Miss Drew, Kenton, with a grand exhibit of

Sir Joseph Paxton. Mrs. A. D. Sim showed a fine dish of

Baby Castle Currants.

Vegetables.

In vegetables, premier place was again taken by Sir John
Shelley, Bart., High Sheriff of Devon (gr., Mr. R. Mavis),

with a grand collejtion of eight varieties, consisting of

Veitch's Model Carrot, Duke of York Potato, Gradus Fea,

Veitch's Midsummer Day Cauliflower, Veitch's Red Garden
Globe Turnip, Perfection Tomato, Veitch's Exhibition Broad

Beans, and Canadian Wonder Dwarf Beans. The 2nd prize

collection was also good. Veitch's Perfection, Veitch's Gem,
and Blendworth Perfection Cucumbers were well shown.

Perfection Tomato, Model Carrot, Mammoth Cos Lettuce, Red
Garden Globe Turnip, Early Puritan Potato, and Mein's No. 1

Cabbage, were prominent among the winning difches.

Trade Exhibits.

In the Nurserymen's exhibits were some very good things.

By far the largest exhibit was thatof Messrs. Robert Veitch
& Son, who, in addition to a good general collection, showed
some new hybrid Water Lilies, a grand box of Carnations, and

a rich collection of alpine and rocs plants.

Messrs. Randall & Son had a good miscellaneous collection,

as also had Mr. W. B. Smale, Torquay, this exhibitor showing
good Petunias and Double Shirley Poppies, with three Chrys-
anthemums. Charles Davis flowering out of season. Mr. W. J.

Godfrey, Exmouth, had good Carnations, amongst them
being Goldmine, Sunrise, and Primrose League. Four new
and well-coloured Coleuses were also in this stand, and a good
assortment of cut flowers. Mr. J. Walker. Mount Radford ;

Messrs. Jarman & Co , Chard ; Messrs. Beachy & Co. , King's
Kerswell, also exhibited ; as did the Jadoo Company, who
had a large stand of well-grown specimens, grown in .Jadoo,

from the conservatories of Colonel Halford Thompson.

WINDSOR, ETON", AND DISTRICT
ROSE AND HORTICULTURAL.

June 29.—The annual exhibition of this society

was held on Saturday last in the private grounds of

Windsor Castle. Rases were by far the strongest

classes, and in the most important of these the
quality of the blooms was excellent. There was not
much competition in the plant classes, and the three

tents that had been provided were not more than
furnished. We would suggest to the committee that

on another occasion the names of the exhibitors

should be more plainly written. Considerable trouble

and error might thus be saved the spectators, while
it would also be convenient if the addresses of ex-
hibitors were included on tbe cards.

KOSES.

We have alreadysaid thit the quality of the Roses was good.,

and this was particularly the case in the three first open
classes. Mr. Benj. R. Cant, Colchester, was 1st for thirty-

six distinct single trusses, and the most noticeable in his

stand were Ulrich Bruooer, Gustave Piganneau, Madame Q.
Luizet, Marchioness oE Dowashire, White Lady, Lady Mary
Fitzwidiam, March oaes* of Dufferin, and A. K. Williams.

Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Badale, Yorks, were 2nd. Their
blooms were smaller, but they were of capital colour and nice

in form; Messrs. Prior & Sons, Colchester, were 3rd

in this class, but won in that for eighteen Teas or Noisettes,

which included very fine blooms of Catherine Mermet and
Souvenir d'un Ami.
The third open class—three trusses each of twelve distinct

varieties—fell to an amateur, and to win he had to beat

splendid blooms from the trade. The Rev. J. H. Pemberton,
Havering-atte-Bower, Romford, Essex, had large full blooms,

and of excellent colour ; Messrs. Harkness & Sons were 2nd,

and Mr. B. R. Cant 3rd. The National Society's Silver Medal
for best Rose in the show was awarded to a capital bloom of

Marchioness of Dufferin, exhibited by Mr. Frank Cant.
Amateurs.—The Rev. J. H. Pemberton was 1st for eighteen

distinct Roses, and a splendid bloom of Marie Baumann gained

the National Society's Silver Medal for best Rose exhibited

by an amateur. Others in the stand were also very good.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, won, for six single trusses of one

kind, with Caroline Testout; and H. V. Machin, Esq.,

Worksop, for twelve Teas or Noisette, in not fewer than eight

varieties; R. E. West, Esq., Reigate, was 2nd. The quality

in this class was not remarkable.

Local Classes.—-There were six classes open only to exhibi-

tors within ten miles of Windsor, and the 1st of these—for

eighteen single trusses—was won by N. L. Cohen, Esq., Engle-

field Green (gr., Mr. A. Sturt) ; also the class for twelve single

trusses. In the 1st class, A. Gilleat, Esq., Slough, was 2nd ;

and Miss Balley Denton, Wingfield, took a similar position

in the other. Six Bingle trusses were best from Mr. John-
son, Manor College Gardens; and Sir Robert Harvey, Bt.,

was 1st for six single trusses of any H. P. or H. Tea. N, L.

Cohen, Esq., with Innocente Pirola, was 1st for the same

number of any Tea or Noisette ; and the Dowacer Duchess of

Sutherland for six Teas or Noisettes in distinct varieties. Mrs.

F. Heneage and Mrs. Irving were 1st respectively for a

basket of Roses, and for six bunches of garden Roses, distinct,

open to locil ladies only.

Open to Members only.

Pot Plants.—The winner of the 1st prize for an effective

group of miscellaneous plant?, arranged in a circle 12 feet by

6 feet, was Sir Robert Harvey, Bart, (gr., Mr. Gillies),

whose group, composed wholly of dot plants with a ground-

work of Ferns and Gloxinias, contained some rather uncommon
flowers. The 2nd prize went to Henry Gold, Esq. (gr,, Mr.

D. Phillips), who had also a tasteful exhibit.

Sir R. Harvey (gr. , Mr. A. Gillies), was 1st forsix specimen

plants and for six plants for table decoration, having fairly

Rood plants in each case. The Hon. C. S. Irby, with four

specimen Fuc)i3 ;as, and Mrs. J. Heneage (er., Mr. Gutttidge),

w.th six zonal le'.a'gjiiiains we e 1st in these classes.
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F. RicARDO, Esq., had 1st for six tuberous Begonias, and
the Hon. C. S. Irdy had the best Ferns.

Fruit was of fair quality generally. L. Baker, Esq., was
1st for two bunches of black Grapes, with ripe Alicantes ; and
N. L. Cohen, Esq , with unripe bunches of what we judged to

be Foster's Seedling, was 1st for white Grapes.

The best Peaches came from Major Legge. Fulmer (gr.,

Mr, J. G. Mowbray), who had Royal George of fine quality;

and L. Baker, Esq., the beBt Nectarines. Major Leggb had
also good Nectarines, showing delicately-coloured Pitmaston
Orange. Mrs. Irving (gr„ Mr. Elisha), had the best Straw-
berries, showing Laxton'a Latest of All, and Frogmore Late

Pine. There were seven entries of Melons for prizes offered

by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading ; and Mrs. Burton (gr.,

Mr. W, Wicks), was 1st, with Hero of Lockinge.
Vegetables.—The Hon. 0. S. Irbv, Taplow, was 1st for a

collection of Vegetables in six varieties, quality only fair.

Hi) Peas, Duchess, weie not full. There were also classes for

Tomatos, Cucumbers, and a Cottager's clasa for a collection of

four varieties of Vegetables.

For Messrs. Jas. Carter &Co.*s prizes for produce from their

seeds, Mr. G. P. Queloh, gr., House of Mercy, Clewer, was
1st ; and the Hon. C. S. iRBr was 1st with a collection of four

kinds grown from seeds supplied by Mr. W. H. Titt, Thames
Street, Windsor.

MlSCELLANEOUS

.

Her Majesty the Queen, from the Royal Gardens,Windsor(gr.

,

Mr. O. Thomas), exhibited an excellent group of miscellaneous

plants, both foliage and flowering specimens. The plants in

this group were well grown, and included large Palms,
Crotons, Liliums, Hydrangeas, Spiraea palmata, a capital

plant of Calathea (Maranta) zebrina, Gladiolus, Crassulas, a
nice plant of Alocasia Thibautiana, Humea elegans, and other
decorative species.

The trade was well represented at this exhibition. Messrs.
Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., were the
exhibitors of a pretty group of miscellaneous plants. There
were choice plants of Caladiums, Crotons, Begonias, Ac.

Messrs. John Peed & Sons had a group of miscellaneous
plants, composed of Caladiums, Dracaenas, Gloxinias, &c,
containing some nice plants, but the group was too heavily
arranged. A collection of hardy herbaceous flowers, and a few
Roses, exhibited on two tables, were also from Messrs. Peed.
Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, had three

groups, one large low group upon the grass, consisting of Car-
nations in pots, and in front a couple of dozen baskets, fur-

nished with Rose blooms in sprays, each containing one variety
only, and surrounded with Fern. The quality of this exhibit
deserves remark.

A small central group encircling one of the tent poles was
composed of Lilies and Palms, and Roses in baskets and Pelar-
goniums were well exhibited in another group.
Hardy herbaceous perennial flowers were capitally Bhown by

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea. They included a fine lot of Delphiniums in

variety, and a representative collection of other species now in

flower, beBide a collection of Rose blooms.
Messrs, Wm. Cutbush & Son, nurserymen, Highgate,

London, N. t exhibited a nice group of Carnations in pots,

composed principally of Souvenir de la Malmaison varieties.

Mt.Thos. S, Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham,
had a large double-faced group of Begonias arranged on a
central table, including single and double varieties. Mr, B.
Ladhams, Southampton, had an excellent lot of hardy flowers

;

and Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Sons, Woking, the same kind
of plants in fewer varieties. Mr. H. Eckford, Wem, Salop,

had one of his elegant exhibits of Sweet Peas, including
another batch of new varieties, all pretty, and exhibiting
endless variety in colour and considerable variation in form.
Mr. Geo. Phippen, Reading, had an attractive stand of

fioriete' productions, *c. ; and Mr. W. H. Fitt, Thames St.,

Windsor, had a smaller exhibit of a similar character.

CROYDON HORTICULTURAL.
July 3.—The twenty-eighth summer exhibition

was held on Wednesday last in the grounds of Brick-
wood House, the residence of J. W» Prince, Esq.
Ai usual, the show was very comprehensive. Classes
for Roies and plants were numerous and well sus-
tained, non-competitive exhibits forming a smaller
proportion of the show that is becoming common at
many places.

Roses were not quite so numerous as last year, and although
the quality was good in 1st prize stands, many of the blooms
had been damaged by recent rains. The leading class for

nurserymen only, fell to Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, whose
forty-eight distinct blooms were good, but not exceptional.
Her Majesty, Madame Cusin, Marechal Niel, Marchioness
of Downshire, Thomas Mills, Gustave Piganneau, Madame
Bois, and Baroness Rothsohild were among the best blooms
in this Btand. Mr. Frank Cant, Braiswick Nursery, Col-
chester, with a younger, brighter, though smaller lot, was
a very close 2nd. We noticed very pretty blooms of Ethel
Brownlow, Marie Baumann, and Madame Gabrielle Luizet.

The class for twenty-four Roses, distinct, three trusses of each
was also won by Mr. B. R. Cant.
Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch, Peterborough, had an excel-

ent lot of Ro^ea in the class for twenty-four blooms distinct,

euch as Charles Lefebvre, Duke of Fife, Mrs. Jno. Laing, Earl
Duffer in, Marie Baumann, Jeannie Dickson, and TJlrich

Brunner, having great substance. Messrs. Townsend & Sons,
Lower Broad Heath, Worcester, were 2nd.

Mr. Frank Oant was easily let for eighteen Teas or

Noisettes, including in his collection pretty blooms of Ethel

Brownlow, Catherine Mermet, Comma, and Madame Cusin.

Mr. B. R. Cant was 2nd.

The best dozen of one variety was from Mr. F. Cant, being

fair blooms only of Her Majesty; Mr. B. B. Cant, with Gus-

tave Piganneau was 2nd. The best dozen blooms of a Tea were

Madame de Watteville, from Mr. Frank Cant.
Amateurs' and Gardeners' Classes.—The leading open cla»s,

nurserymen excluded, was won by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton,
Havering-atte-Bower, Essex, who had thiity-six excellent

blooms ; and A. T a ce, Eeq., Downside, was 2nd,

A. Tate, Esq., was 1st for eighteen Tea or Noisettes, but the

quality in this class was not remarkable.

The Rev. J, H. Pemberton won for six Roses, in three

trusses of each ; and A. Tate, Esq , was 2nd.

The best twelve blooms of one variety were from H, V.

Machin, Esq., Gateford Hill, Worksop, who showed La
France; T. B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate

(gr., Mr. C J. Salter), was 2nd, with Alfred Colomb. Three

classes were reserved for growers of fewer than 2009 Rose
plants, and the first of these waa won by Jas. Barker. Esq.,

Oakfield, Hitchin, who had twelve distinct blooms of com-
mendable quality. A bloom of Fisher Holmes in this stand

was awarded the National Rose Society's Medal. The Bame
exhibitor had the best twelve Teas, and the best four Roses,

three trusses of each. R H. Langton, Esq , Raymead,
Hendon, was 1st for nine Roses distinct among growers of

fewer than 1000 plants, and also for nine Teas or Noisettes.

Groups,—The winner of the class for the best group of

plants, arranged for effect, was Mr. C. Lane, gr. to E. H.
Coles, Esq., Brentwood, Caterham. He had a prettily-

arranged group, bright with many flowering plants, and some
well-coloured Crotons. Mr. E. Mills, gr. to Frank Lloyd,
Esq., Coombe House, Croydon, was 2nd. There were six

entries.

In a district amateurs' class for a smaller group, the winner
was Mr. J. Galvin, gr, to Mrs. Davies, Purley ; while a 2nd

prize only was awarded to Mr. G. Eales, gr. to J. Claisher,
Esq., Heathfield Road, Croydon, an exhibitor in an open class

for amateurs and single-banded gardeners.

Plants.—Jno. Warren, Esq,, Handcroas Park, Crawley
(gr., Mr. Offer), was the exhibitor in a class for nine stove and
greenhouse plants, the quality of which was commendable

;

Boronia elatior, Ixora Fraseri, and Darwinia fuch&ioides

were his best plants. John Warren, Esq , was also 1st for a

specimen plant with ornamental foliage, showing a capital

Croton, Queen Victoria. Philip Crowley, Esq., Waddon
House, Croydon (gr., Mr. J, Harris), had the best flowering

speeimen, in a good plant of Clerodendron Balfourianum.

For six ornamental foliage plants (greenhouse), Mr. M. E.

Mills, gr. to Frank Lloyd, Esq., Coombe House, Croydon,

was 1st. He had a good plant of Pritchardia pacifica, An-

thurium crystailinum, A. Warocqueanum, &c. Mr. H. G.

Filbey, gr. to Mrs. F. Berns, was 2nd.

The lBt prize for six exotic Ferns was taken by Mr. Home,
gr. to H. Tate, Esq., Streatham Common, who had capital

specimens of Adiantum cuneatum, A. cardiochloena, Micro-

lepia hirta cristata, Marattia fraxinea, and Nephrolepis ensi-

folia.

Nine ornamental foliage plants were very good from J.

Warren, Esq., his Croton Williamsii, C. Warreni, Cycas
revoluta, and Kentia Belmoreana being very worthy of

remark. Philip Crowley, Esq., was 2nd. Begonias in a
collection of nine were best from Mr. J. Slater, gr. to Mrs.

Hulse, Shepley House, Carshalton ; and Mr. J.Knapp, gr. to

F. W. Amsden, Esq., Chichester Road, Croydon, was 1st for

six plants. Pelargoniums in six plants were won by Mr. E.
Perrett, gr.to Mrs. Fuller, Duppas Hill ; and Frank Lloyd,
Esq., was 1st for six plants of Caladiums.

Selaginellas from Philip Crowley, Esq., were excellent,

particularly S. apoda and S. Poulteri. Tne same exhibitor

was 1st for nine distinct Ferns in 6-inch pots. Fuchsias and
Pelargoniums were shown in other classes, and were of average
quality.

An uncommon class was that arranged for a collection of

succulents. There was only one exhibitor, Mr, C. A. Blogg,
Brighton Road, Croydon, but his plants were worth notice.

Fruit waa not shown extensively, but the quality was good.

Mr. E. Blurton who won for Black Grapes, had three large,

tolerably well-coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh ; and Mr.
E. M. Bethune, Denne Park, Horsham, won in the class

for White Grapes, with three bunchesof Foster's Seedling. For
a collection of fruit in six dishes, a good lot was staged by Mr.
J. Munro, gr. to James L. Bricknell, Esq., Langley Court,
Beckenham. His black Hamburgh Grapes, Peaches, and Straw-
berries were remarkable. Mr. E. Mills, gr. to Frank Lloyd,
Esq., with Princess Alice, had 1st prize for a dish of Straw-
berries.

Vegetables were of good quality, and table decorations were
attractive and tasteful.

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill,

London, S.E., had a central and two side groups at the entrance

to the large plant tent. The two smaller groups were com-
posed of a collection of choice Caladiums. and the centre oae
was made up of double and single-flowered Begonias of ex-

ceptional merit. We noted Duchess of Fife as one of the
prettiest and most attractive single-flowered varieties we have
seen. Messrs. Laing had also cut Roses, &o.

Mr. Jno. R. Box, nurseryman, W>-9t Wickhamand Croydon,

staged a group of tingle-flowering tuberous Begonias, remark-
able for their bright colours and good form. A group of her-

baceous plants and flowers were also shown by this exhibitor.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex, exhibited a nice

lot of hardy flowers, including some fine Gaillardias, Violas, &o.
Mr. T. W. Edmunds, nurseryman, Weaterham, Kent, had

hardy flowers and Roses.

Massrs. Cutbush & Sow, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.,

had an excellent group of Carnations in pots.

Mr. E, Chaff, nurseryman, Croydon, exhibited floral

arrangements.

Messrs. Jno. Peed & Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries. Norwood
Road, London, had a tasteful group composed of Crotons,

Lilies, Caladiums, Ferns, &c.

LEE, BLACKHEATH, AND LEWISHAM
HORTICULTtTRAL.

July 3 —The annual exhibition by this society

was held oh Tuesday last in the grounds of "The
Cedars," Lee. Several tents were well filled, and the

display in each was good, Roses, decorative and
flowering plants, cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables,

were all well represented.

Roses.
The largest class for these is equal in its requirements to

that of the National Society at the Crystal Palace. The best
seventy-two blooms were undoubtedly those from Messrs.

Harkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorkshire, and this firm was
awarded 1st prize; Messrs. D. Prior &. Son, Colchester,

coming 2nd. Later in the day, however, the exhibit from Messrs.

Harkness was disqualified, as "not according to echedule,"

and Messrs. D. Prior & Son were placed 1st. followed by
Messrs. G. & W. H. BuRCH, Peterborough. In Messrs. Hark-
ness' stand we noticed very fine examples of Her Majesty,

Madame V. Verdier, Augusta Rigotard, Captain Hayward,
Horace Vernet, Mrs. John Laing, Marie Baumann, and Gustave

Piganneau.
Ln the class for forty-eight blooms, Messrs. Harkness were

1st, and Messrs. Prior & Son 2nd ; but positions were
reversed in the class for twenty-four blooms, and Messrs. Prior
were 1st and Messrs. Harkness 2nd. There were a few other

minor classes.

Plants, &c.
Mr. F. Fox, gr. to Mrs. Penn, The Cedars, Lee, with

Bix nice Palms, took 1st in this class ; and was similarly

successful with twelve very commendable stove and green-

house plants. Mr. C. Birch, gr. to R. Whtte, Esq , Old
Road, Lee, who was 2nd in the latter class, included a well-

flowered specimen of Aristolochia elegans. Mr. Birch was
1st also for six exotic Ferns, including excellent plants of

Davallia fijiensis. and Adiantum scutum roseum ; 2nd, Mr.
C. Nunn, gr. to W. Soames. Esq., Maize Hill House, Green-

wich. With a very fine Ixora Pilgrimi, Mr. Birch was 1st

for a specimen plant in flower ; and Mr. Nunn 2nd, with

Clerodendron Balfourianum. Mr. Birch was again successful

in the class for six stove or greenhouse plants, and included

capital specimens of Ixora Prince of Orange, Plumbago
capensis, and P. c. alba.

Six foliage plants were best from Mr. J. Lambert, gr. to H.
W. Segelcke, Esq., Herne":Hill, who had very commendable
specimens. Mr. Lambert was 1st for an effective group, and
Mr. C. Nunn 2nd, neither exhibits calling for remark.

Begonias were fairly good, and 1st prizes were taken by Mr.
F. Fox, Mr. H. Horton, gr. to Major-General Ashburner,
St. John's Park, Blackheath ; and Mr. F. Johnson, gr. to S.

Brailsford, Esq., Tudor House, Blackheath Park. Cala-

diums were also of good quality. Mr. Nunn was 1st for six

plants, and Mr. W. Payne, gr. to C. D. Abel, Esq., Eastcombe
Villas, Blackheath, 2nd. Dracaenas were well grown as exhi-

bited by Mr. J. Lambert in the class for six plants, and Mr.

T. Alley, gr. to R. Kelsev, Esq., Hurst Lodge, Lee, was
commendable in a class for four plants.

Mr. F. Fox took 1st honours for a group of plants arranged

upon a table ; and Mr. C. Nunn Jwas 2nd. The contrast be-

tween the two exhibits waa great, Mr. Fox having made his

group exceptionally bright by a free use of flowering and
variegated plants, while the one from Mr. Nunn was uncom-
monly dull.

A class which is almost peculiar to this exhibition, is

arranged for twenty-four miscellaneous stove and greenhouse

plants. The specimens exhibited are always moderate in size,

generally of good quality, but calling for no special remark.

Mr. C. Birch waa 1st in this class on Tuesday last, and Mr. F.

Fox, 2nd.

There were minor classes for Orchiis, Gloxinias, Fuchsias,

Pelargoniums, &c, and for various cut flowers.

Two classes for sprays of Violaa were easily won by A. J.

Rowberry, Esq., The Crescent, South Woodford, hia exhibits

in the classes for twelve sprays and for six sprays being

superb.

.

Fruit and Vegetables.
This was present in moderate quantity only, Mr. J. Ful-

ford, Bickley Hall Gardens, waa 1st for a collection, and

included in this a magnificent dish of British Queen Straw-

berries. Mr. C. Birch was 2nd. Mr. Fulford was also 1st

for one bunch of black Grapes, showing Gros Maroc, but the

class for three bunches was won by Mr. R. Goddard, gr. to

T. M. Whittaker, Esq., Eltham Road, Lee, with good Black

Hamburgh, and the same exhibitor showing Buckland Sweet-

water, won in the clasa for three bunches of white Grapes.

Vegetables were very excellent in quality. The principal

prize winners were Mr. Fulford, Mr. Fox. and Mr. Mar.-.

Webster.
Miscellaneous.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham, showed

an excellent group of Begonias t-istefully relieved by a

free use of the light varieties of Ferns. Messrs. Peed
& Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries. Upper Norwood, had a

group of Caladiums and other choice plants. Messrs. H. Can-
nell & Sons. Swunley, Kent, exhibited a group of Begoniaa

and some sprays of Canna Queen Charlotte. The Agricultural

and Horticultural Association exhibited plants that had been
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grown from seeds supplied by them ; and Mr. Holland, Vine

Nurseries, Lee, exhibited groups of miscellaneous plants.

Cottagers' Exhibits.—The produce from cottagers, arranged

in on 1) of the tents, was very satisfactory.

KEW NOTES.
Philadelphus Lehoinei x .—Of the Mock Oranges

now in bloom, there is not one possessing more
attractive qualities than this. It is a hybrid, having

been railed by Mons. Lemoine of Nancy, by crossing

P. coronarius with P. microphyllns. In leaf charac-

ters, statnre, and size of flower, it is intermediate

between its parents, but besides being quite distinct,

it is superior as a garden plant to either of its

parents. Whilst it is larger and more showy than

P, microphyllns, it has purer white flowers than

P, coronarius, and their delicate, almost pine-apple

like fragrance is much to be preferred to the heavy
perfume of that species, A circular bed about 14

feet across in the Arboretum at Kew filled with this

plant is now in perfect condition, and makes one of

the most charming masses of flower to be seen in

the garden. The shoots made last year are 2 to 2.V

feet high, each one an erect columnar mass of pure

white, fragrant blossom. Mons. Lemoine sent out

this hybrid some seven or eight years ago, but its

exquisite beauty is far from being as generally

known as it deserves to be.

ROSA MULTIFLORA (sYN. R. POLYANTHA).

For the past few weeks this Asiatic Rose has been

the most effective of all the species in flower. The
blossoms individually are small (scarcely 1 inch

across), but they are produced in such profusion that

their want of size is no defect, but adds rather to

the distinctive character of the species, A large

mass of it is grown in the Rose collection at Kew,
and it occurs in various other -parts of the grounds.

Most strikingly, perhaps, is its beauty seen in the

Bamboo garden, where it is planted on a bank and

allowed to clamber over old tree-roots, forming huge

mounds of white flowers. Its small flowers, whose

fragrance may be detected many yards away, its

cone-shaped, numerously-flowered trusses, and the

fimbriated stipules at the base of the leaf, render

the species an easily recognised one. The long,

arching shoots grow to a length of 8 or 10 feet in

one season. It is a native of China, Japan, and

Corea, but although the double- flowered variety has

been known in England since the early years of this

century, the true single-flowered type was introduced

as lately as 1875. A fine specimen is figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for November 26, 1887, under

the name of Rosa polyantha.

Spiraea bhacteata.

If not one of the very latest additions to the

genus, this is at least one of the most uncommon of

Spiraeas in English gardens. It is a very pretty

species, of compact habit, growing to a height of 2 or

3 leet (perhaps more eventually), with abundant

obovate or almost orbicular leaves, which fre-

quently have a few shallow teeth near the apex,

and are of a peculiarly rich, lustrous green.

The flowers are pure white, and fragrant, and
are borne on short, cone-shaped corymbs. The name
bracteata refers to a bract midway on the stalk of

the flower ; on the lower ones it is large and leaf-

like, becoming smaller and smaller towards the ter-

minal flowers of the corymb. According to Professor

Sirgent, this species is a native of the mountainous
regions of She main Island of Japan, and among
other places is found on the slopes of Foji-san. It

appears to have bpen first introduced to Europe by

Von Siebold. A. flowerine shoot is figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for February 28 1885, as S.

media var. rotundifolia alba. It may be increased by

means of cuttings taken as toon as the wood baa

become fairly firm. [See also Hemsley in Gardeners'

Chronicle, June 16, 1894, p. 746. Ed.]

Genista vihgata.

Although a native of Madeira, this beautiful

Genista passed through the frosts of last February
wi'h scarcely any injury—a marked contrast to the

behaviour of several other leguminiferous plants,

amongst which are natives even of our own country.

A good many years ago some scores of plants were

put out in the wild semi-wooded part of Kew Gar-

dens nearest Richmond. Although the soil here is

the poorest sand, these plants have succeeded well,

some having grown into large spreading bushes 8 to

10 feet high, and even more across. It is, in fact,

the largest of all the hardy Genistas. Every July

these bushes are crowded with racemes of bright

golden yellow flowers, and amidst the surrounding

greenery these masses of glowing colour are particu-

larly effective. The leaves are small, lanceolate, and

not divided. It was introduced as long ago aa 1777,

and was figured by Lindley in his Botanical Register

in 1844, but still remains quite an uncommon plant.

During the last few years it has, however, been

planted more extensively. W. J. B.

COLCHESTEE EOSES, 1895.

It was with many misgivings that I turned my
head towards Colchester on the early morning of

June 20. I had seen many Roses cut hard by the

frost of February, and had many sorry tidings about

others. And now the opportunity had come to test

the condition of the Roses in their great and ever

enlarging home in East Anglia. To this end I was

to assist as judge at the Colchester Rose, Flower,

and Fruit Show. Lunch among the Roses, and with

rosarians at Mr. Frank Cant's, and walk through

as many Rose gardens as possible. A glimpse at the

Roses in this show was most encouraging.

The Colchester Rose and Horticultural Society

was specially favoured this year by the weather,

though a soaking shower passed over the tents about

12 o'clock. It also enjoyed the warm patronage of

the ex- Mayor, Henry Goody, Esq., and of the present

Mayor, E. Egerton Green, Esq., the President of the

Horticultural Society, who has been indefatigable in

his efforts to make the Rose show one of the chief

features of the year. In this, assisted by the Mayoress,

who presented four Medals for the four best Roses,

he has admirably succeeded, and he crowned the

edifice, as it were, of his other gifts by devoting his

personal service on the day of the show, and grant-

ing the Society the use of his beautiful grounds at

East Hill House, near the Castle.

So far as the trade were concerned, the Col-

chester growers won and held the field for prizes

among them, courteously changing places among
themselves, but resisting the ingress of outsiders.

Mr. Benjamin Cant, the veteran grower, and founder

of the Rose industry, was 1st for thirty-six, and

Mr. Frank Cant and the Messrs. Prior & Sons

winning the other chief prizes.

Among amateurs there was a wider competition,

though a very creditable share of prizes were also

won by Colchester growers, such as the present

Mayor with the energetic secretary of the society,

Mr. C. G. Orpen. The winners of the four silver

medals presented by the Mayoress were Miss Pem-
berton for a grand bloom of Horace Vernet, Mr.

O. G. Orpen for the best Tea, The Bride, Mr.

Frank Cant for a beautiful bloom, La Fraicheur

an award rather severely criticised. Mr. Wilson

Marriage had the fourth medal for the best dozen

Roses.

Among other fine Roses at Colchester on the

20th were Marshal Niel, Madame Casin, Souvenir

de S. A. Prince, Catherine Mermet, Jean Dacher,

ComtesBe de Nadatllac, Belle Lyonnaise, and Marie Van
Houtte. Among perpetuals, the following, among
others, were good for colour, size, form, quality :

—

Horace Vernet, Mrs. John Laing, Duchess of Oxford,

Dr. Andry.Dnpuy Jamain, La France, Marie BaumanD,

Madame Gabrielle Laiz^t, General Jacqueminot,

Prince Arthur, John Hopper, Earl Duffsrin, Senateur

Vaisse, Duke of Teck, Dake of Edinbnrgh, A. K.

Williams, Charles Lefebvre, Grandeur of Cheshunt,

Lady Mary Fitzwiliiam, Marie Rady, &c.

And now, after a most successful meeting of

rosarians, and a most hospitable lunch at Braiswick,

we are face to face with thousands and tens of

thousands of Roses, and Briars of all possible sorts

and sizes. Almost the only mark they bear of

having passed through a semi-arctic winter is that

the majority of the Roses are a week, perhaps two,

behind time. Hence, had the show been a fortnight

later, Colchester's best would have been yet more

brilliant and perfect than on June 20.

Without exaggeration, the Colchester Roses

were without speck or flaw of any sort. On ex-

amining acre after acre, not a sign of mildew nor

speck of rust were seen, nor a bud bored, nor a leaf

browned, nor burrowed by caterpillars or maggots.

And yet the persistent drought and the ever-present

north-east winds, are held to be the most potent

factor in the production of disease. Neither has

the trade in Colchester the means nor the will to

adopt artificial watering. Bat they fight the drought

through liberal, deep culture, and a loose surface-

mulch of frequently-hoed soil.

It seems that but few of the Roses had had their

heads or roots protected last winter, and it was

marvellous to see such survivals of standard per-

petuals, and dwarf Teas—acre after acre, in well-

filled rows, in robust health and highest vigour.

The Rose grounds in and around ColcheBter vary

somewhat in character and aspect, and in some por-

tions the standard Teas were hit very hard, and the

dwarfs cut to the ground. Others covered their

standard Teas with Pea-straw, and these were saved

;

and the enormous brakes of the latter, in robust health,

rushing into bud, were worth a journey of a hundred

miles to see in these times, when we hear such

depressing reports of the wholesale slaughter of the

innocent Roses in February, and the lingering,

enfeebled life of yet larger numbers ever since. D. T. F.

©fottttat])*
S. A. WOODS.—We regret to hear, through the

Journal of Horticulture, of the death of Mr. Woods
of Osberton on the 26th ult. from poisoning. It

appears that the deceased has suffered from gout,

and from nervous depression. On the morning
of his death he was in great trouble about his

Grapes, and asked his wife to go and see them,

remarking, "I know I shall go mad." Shortly after

this he took a bottle of " Wasp Destroyer," which

resulted in his death. Mr. Woods, who was fifty-

one, has been gardener to the Foljambe family for

eighteen years, and has given great satisfaction.

Alderman Masters.—The death is recorded

in the Evesham Standard of this well-known market

gardener, at Evesham, at the age of sixty-eight.

The deceased gardener was thrice Mayor of his

native borough. A few years ago he was Secretary

to the Fruit Pests Committee, a committee of inves-

tigation which made experiments as to the best

methods of destroying fruit-pests ; and before the

revision of rates, Mr. Masters was one of a deputa-

tion who laid the views of the gardeners before the

President of the Board of Trade. In every par-

ticular connected with the market gardening industry

the deceased brought to bear an exceptional degree

of intelligence and perseverance. Journal of Horti-

culture,

MARKET8.
«

COVENT GARDEN, July 4.

Out Flowers,—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per dozen
blooms

Asters, per bunch,..
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilies of the Valley,
doz. sprays

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Lilium Lancifolium,
per dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

I Marguerites, 12 ban.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

M.d. s.d.

0-6
6- 3
6-10
6-2 6
0-6
0-4
O- 2

6 5

(026

; 0- 4 O

10-40

i 0- 8
.0-30
10-40

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 13 bunohes
— 12 sprays ...

Orohids :

—

Oattleya, 12 blms.
Odon toglossum
crispum,12 blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mare-
ohals), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— red. per dozen
bunches

Iris, per doz. buns,
Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, U blms.

I. <*. I. d.

4 0-60
6-09

6 0-12 .

3 0-60
2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

4 0-60
2 0-60

4 0-90
3 0-40

16-20
4-0

Orckto-bloom in variety
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Fbttit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Cherries, Black ...

— White
Figs, per dozen ...

Grapea, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats
— Guernsey ...

Melons, each
Fine-appleB, St. Mi-

ohael, each ...

t. d. t . d

3 0-40
2 0-40
2 0-40

2 0-26
9-10

2 6-40
10-16
16-20

2 0-60

Peaches, Istsize, doz
— 2nd size „
— 3rd size ,,

Red Currants,
half-sieve
— black,
half-sieve

Strawberries, morn-
ing gathered, lb.

— per peck

d. t.d.
0-10
0-4
0- 1 6

per

per
2 0-26

4 0-46

3-0 9
0-2 6

Plahts nr Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantnm, per dor. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,eaoh 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4

Coleus, per dozen... 4
Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracana, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen ShrubB,
in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz..., 4

Ferns, various, doz. 5
Pious elastioa. eaoh 1

Foliage plants, doz, 9

d.i.d.
0-12
0-30
0-15
0-6
0-6
0-10
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
0-12
0-12
0-7 6

0-24

t.d. t.d.

Fuchsias, per doz. ,. 6 0-80
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24
Ivy Geraniums, doz. 4 0-60
Lobelia, per doz ... 4 0-60
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, doz. 9 0-15
Rhodanthe, per doz. 4 0-60
Schizanthus, per

doz. 6 0-90
Spireeas, per doz. ... 6 0-90

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t.d. t.d t

Beans, Broad, per
sieve 10-1 6

Beans, French, p. lb 4
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 6-3
Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0-3
Marrows, veg., doz. 2 6-3

Mushrooms, per lb.

Peas.white.p.bosh.
— blue

Tomatos, Home-
grown, per doz. lb.

— Guernsey, do.

t.d. t.d.
6-09

2 0-26
3 0-36

4 6-

3 0-
5
4

New Potatos.

French and Channel Islands' arrivals heavy, prices lower.
Home-grown now coming in, and selling at 8s. to 10s. per
cwt.

Old Potatos.

A few still uncleared. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : July 3.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,
write that but few buyers visited to-day's Beed market, and
their requirements were neither large nor numerous. French
Trifolium attracts increased attention. For sowing Mustard
and Rape seed there is a Bomewhat improved inquiry. Hari-
cot Beans being exceedingly Bcarce, realise full prices. Blue
Peas are harder in value. Bird-seeds at this inactive period
fihow no fresh feature. Linseed steady. Buckwheat rather
cheaper.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : July 2.—Quotations :—Peas, 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per

bushel ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 3d, per bundle ; Apples,
Tasmauian, 4s. to 8s. per case ; Strawberries, Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd.
per peck ; Gooseberries, Is. 3d. to Is. 9d. per half-sieve.

Spitalfields: Ju'y 2.— Quotations:—Cabbages, 3s. to 5s.

per tally ; Carrots, French, 2s. Gd. to 3?. par dozen bunches ;

Turnips 2s. to 3s. 6d. do. ; Peas, best blues, 2s. to 2s. Gd. per
bushel; do., bags, 4s. 6d. to 5s.; white do., 3s. Gd. to 4s.;
Broad Beans, 2s. to 2s. Gd. per bushel.

Stratford : July 2.—There has been an excellent supply
of all kinds of produce at this market during the past week,
with a good attendence of buyers, a brisk trade was done.

—

Quotations: Cabbages, is. to 3s. per tally ; Cauliflowers, Is. to
Is. Gd. per dozen; Gooseberries, Is. 9d. to 2s. 3d. per half-

pieve ; ditto, 3s. Gd. to 4s. per flat ; Red Currants, 3s. Gd. to
4s. Gd. per half-sieve; black, ditto, 5s. to 5s. Gd. per half-

sieve ; White Cherries, 4s. Gd. to 5s. per half-sieve ; black,
ditto, 4s. to 4s. Gd. per half-sieve ; Cucumbers, 1j. Gd. to
3s. Gd. per dozen ; Green Peas, 3*. Gd. to 5s. per bag ; ditto,

Is. 9rf. to 2s. 3d. per sieve; Onions, Egyptian, 100s. to 120*.
per ton.

Fahringdon: Ju'y. 4.— Quotations :— Apples, Tasmanian,
8s. Gd. to 9s. Gd. per case ; Strawberries, 2s. Gd. per peck ;

Gooseberries, 3*. Gd. to 4s. per half-bushel ; Raspberries, 2s.

per small basket; Cherries, 5s. per half-flat; Currants, red,
3;. to 3s. Gd. per half-bushel ; do., black, 6s. do. ; Pineapples,
2s. Gd. to 3s. each; Tomatos, English, 5s. per dozen (3 lb.);

Cucumbers, 2s. to 2s. Gd. per dozen ; Lettuce, 9o\ per score

;

Cabbage, 4s. Gd. per tally; Carrots, Is. per dozen bunohes.

POTATOS.
Borough: July 2.— Quotations: Old, 50s. to 100s. per

ton ; New, 4s. to 10s. per cwt.

Spitalfields: Ju'y 2.—Quotations:—Old, Lincoln Bruce,

£ilQs, to £3 ; Scotch Bruce, £2 15s. to £3 10s. New, English
Puritans, £6 to £7 ; Hebrons, £5 10s. to £6 ; Early Rose, £5 to

£5 10s. ; Kidneys. £6 10s. to £7 per ton.

Stratford: Ju'y 2. — Quotations: — Old, prices ranged
from 15s. to 80s. per ton. New : English, 120s. to 150s. ;

Jersey 130s. to 150s. ; Cherbourg. UOs. to 120$. per ton.

Farringdon : Ju'y 4. — Quotations :—Old : best. 70s. to

SO;. ; seconds, 40s. to 60s. per ton. Now: 130*. to lobs,

per ton.

London Averages : Ju'y 3.—New : Hebrons, 120s. to 130s.

;

Early Rose, 110s. to 120s. ; Jersey Kidneys, 120s. to 140s.

;

Cherbourg, 110*. to 120s. per ton. Old : Magnums, 30s. to

50s. per ton. __

HAY.
Avaraget.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 115*. ; do., inferior, 50*. to 80*. ; hay,

best, 60*. to 92s. Gd. ; do., inferior, 36*. to 60*. ; mixture, 70s.

to 90s. ; and straw, 15*. to 34*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

June 29, and for the corresponding period last year :—1895

:

Wheat, 26s. Id.; Barley, 20s. 3d.; Oats, 16s. Id. ; 1894:

Wheat, 24*. Id. ; Barley, 20s. 5d. ; Oats, 19s. 2d.

[The term " accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Dav- Day- Day- Day- lOths

deg. deg. deg. deg. Inch. Ins.

3 -f 99 + 103 + 262 aver 108 189 39 33

1 3 + 113 + 3 + 415 2 + 86 114 48 37

a 3 + 123 + 51

+ 12

+ 277 6 +
3 —

90

79

11-7

8'5

38

46

34

39a 2 + 130

4 4 + 141 + « + 372 5 + 70 95 37 37

5 3 + 141 _ 24 + 333 1 — 67 7-8 54 39

6 s + 132 + 56 + 364 1 — 88 116 41 35

7 4 + 141 -1- 42 + 303 4 + 78 11-3 34 36

8- 4 + 141 + 15 + 837 aver 72 125 48 45

9 5 + 133 + 6 + 275 1 + 98 122 33 36

10 4 + 138 — 40 + 195 3 + 81 14-2 44 38

* 2 + 131 — 13 + 248 2 — 86 10 9 59 49

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following :—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—

1, Scotland, E.; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, 8fc„ Districts—6, Sootland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. : 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.;
10, Ireland, S. ; 'Channel Marias.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending June 29, is f urniBhed

from the Meteorological Office :—

"The wtather was again fine and dry during the earlier

part of the period, but later on the conditions became showery

and unsettled generally, with thunder and lightning in many
places. Over our extreme south-east counties, however, the

rain was very slight and local. During a thunderstorm on the

26th the rainfall at Churchstoke was exceedingly heavy.

" The temperature was above the mean, the excess ranging

from 2° in 'England, E. and the Channel Islands,' to 5° in

•Scotland, W. and Ireland, N.' The highest of the maxima

were recorded during the early days of the week, when the

thermometer rose to 87° in ' England, S.W.' (at Llandovery),

to S6° in the * Midland Counties ' (at Bawtry). and to between

81° and 83° in most other parts of the Kingdom. In the

' Channel Islands,' however, the highest reading was 79°, and

in ' Scotland, N. and W.,' 75°. The lowest of the minima wer*

registered between the 24th and 26th, and ranged from 37° in

•Scotland, E.,' and 39° in ' EngUnd, E.. and the Midland

Counties,' to 48° in * Scotland, W.,' and to o^° in the * Channel

Islands.'

" Th<- rainfall was again less than the mean in ' England,

E. and S , and in the Channel Inlands, as well as in Scotland,

W.,' but just equalled the normal In ' Scotland, N. and

England, S.W.,' while in all other districts there was an

exeess. At Churchstoke on the 26tb, the abnormally large fall

of 4'83 inches was recorded.

" The bright sunshine continued very prevalent generally,

and exceeded the mean in all districts. The percentage of

the possible duration ranged from 59 in the ' Channel Islands,

and 51 in * England, S.,' to 34 in ' England, N.W.,' and 33 in

'Ireland, N.'
"

w^Wmifcm

Lor-recjpondentv

•„• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours

earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, wiU
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than

Wednesday.

•«• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,

and not more than six shouldbe sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Addendum : Monahoh Strawberry. We inadvertently

omitted to mention in oar report of the last meet-
ing of the Royal Horticultural Society that a

Fir«t-cla8« Certificate was awarded the above

variety, shown by Mesara. Laxton Broa. of Bedford,

Annual Importations, etc., of Hardy Fruits :

Enquirer, I. W. A anmmary is to be found once
a month in our columna. The consumption ia not

known, and cannot be known in the present con-

dition of internal statistical information. The
value of imports is usually given in our monthly
tables. Fuller information could be obtained from
the reports of the Board of Trade. For your fifth

question, we must again refer you to your Chronicle

p. 714. issue for June 8 this year.

Black Hamburgh Vines and Muscats : F. A, The
inarching of an early on a late variety is seldom
desirable ; besides, if the Muscats do not succeed

you cannot expect that the Black Hamburgh
would do any better on the roots of the former.

There might be a slight trace of Muscat flavour

imparted to the fruit by the union, and probably

there might result a diminution of the dark purple

colour, and maybe a toughening of the skin of the

berries.

Books: W. G. 8. The Carnation, by E. S. Dodwell,

published at the office of Gardening World

1, Clement's Inn, W.C.

—

E Trimcllin. Horticultural

Handbook and Exhibitors' Guide, second editior,

published by Blackwood & Sons, London and
Edinburgh.

—

J, V. 1, The Chemistry of the Farm,
R. Warington. Yes, apply to Secretary, King's

College, Strand, London ; 3, There is no one

book that includes all you desire. W. G. Smith's

Diseases of Field and Garden Crops (Macmillan't.

H. Marshall Ward's Diseases of Plants (Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge),

Campanulate Foxglove: J.B. Many thanks. It

is of frequent occurrence for several of the topmost
flowers to become fused into one regular flower.

Carnations: Constant Reader ahould know that tbe

publisher has no more to do with euch matters

than the editor has with advertisements. Your
Carnations are attacked with eel-worms. Burn
the plants, and uae fresh soil. No insecticide

should be used on fruits approaching the ripening

state.

Correction.—For " germinules," on p. 791, read
" gemmules." — Report of York Gala : Mr.
McPherson, of LoudesborougU Park Gardens,
desires us to say that it was he who took the 2nd
prize for black Grapes, and not Mr. J. Johnson, as

was stated by our reporter.

Cottage: Morton. If the cottage ia given you in

part payment for services rendered, you will have
to quit it when the engagement cornea to an end.

Galls on Lime Trees : H. H. The galla are the work
of a minute midge, Cecidomyia Soricola. The larva

will be found in the centre of the gall.

Grapes Rusted : J.R. The Grapea have been expoaed
to currents of cold air, or hard firing, or the
exceasive use of sulphur whilst young. Sometimes
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touching the berriei with the band, or hair of the
head will cause it. There is no remedy, and all

rotted berriei should be cut ont aa soon at noticed.

Miuiew on Vines : In Trouble. Beyond doing what
yon have done, yon might place sancera abont the
honse filled with water in which flowers- of-

snlphnr have been mixed, which will give off

sulphurous fumes inimical to the mildew. The
spots on the berries that jou remark, are the
dead patches of mildew. The skin tbns affected
has lost its vitality, and cannot expand as the
berry grows in size, the consequence being that
the skin will be ruptured, and the berry decay.
When mildew attacks the fruit that is inevitable.

Names of Plants: W. T. T. Idetia polycarps,
Japan, Bixscese, diceoions, Haleaia tetraptera.

—

Marshall. Leaf of Poplar, Populus roonilifeia, the
Canadian Poplar probably.

—

G. T. D. Hyoscyamua
nicer, Henbane.

—

J. A. Rosa polyastha

—

Bog-
Cotton. 1, Hymenopbyllnm tunbridgense ; 2, Aspt-
dinm spin nlosDm ; 3, Er iophornm polystacbynm ; 4,

Cotyledon umbilicus; 5, Stellariagraminea.

—

W. H.
Magnolia glauca.—A. M. 1, Fotentilla fruticosa

;

2, Spirasa confusa ; 3, an evergreen Oak ; 4 Orchis
pyramidalis ; 5, Orchis pyramidalis ; 6, Orchis
macnlata.

—

Bibes. 1, Epidendrum oncidioides ; 2
Dendrobium Pierardi; 3, Pelargonium tomentosnm
(Peppermint-scented Geraninm of gardens); 4,
Sednm Sieboldi ; 5. tend in flower ; 6, Bougain-
villea spectabilis

; 7, Gesnera bulbota, often called
splendent in gardens.

—

J. S. XI. Ealmia angus-
tifolia.

—

J. A.M. Pendulous tree, Planera Richardi

;

Rosa viridiflora, the green Rose ; the other plant
not recognised.

Pea : S. E. S. $ Co. The Purple Podded, a variety
of the Marly.

Tennis Lawn : G. G. 39 feet by 36.

Testimonial : Merton. It belonged to you, and you
should not have parted with it. You may claim
it, but the difficulty will lie in obtaining possession,
if your late employer should objtct to give it up.

Tomatos : A. W. E. Refer to recent numbers, where
yon will find the disease mentioned under tne head
of " sleepy disease."

Vines: S. A. The fungus is called Cladosporium
viticolum. Burn all infested leaves, and nex'.
season tpray with a dilute solution of Bordeaux
Mixture at intervals of a fortnight, during the
growth of the leaves. G. M.

Vines not Gbowinq : W. W. They will do no good,
the Vine being above all things a sun-loving plant,
and by your own showing the sun cannot shine
on the vinery or the border for more than four
hours a day. Fancy what that means in cloudy
weather. All your endeavours to carry ont a
proper mode of cultivation will be fruitless.

Vines and Mealy-bug: N. Z. Having failed to
extirpate the pest by meant of the old recipet, why
do you not give Richards' XI All Vaporiser a
trial. It will not do harm to the Grapes or any-
thing else, and it is deadly to every kind of insect.

White-floweeed Ro3A euoosa at Kew: L, G. G.
The plant mentioned it the variety Blanc double
de Conbert.

Communications Received.—W. R.—O. T., Versailles.—
W. H. N.-F. W. O.-C. W. D.-S. J. I. -J. A.-C. de B.-
H. H.—G. W. E.—J. W.—S. R. C—D.—Beseder.—N. C—
H. F. H.—A. E. A.—M. M. C.-J. B.—A. P.-W. G. B.—
K. L. H.—A. D.—E. C J. A.—E. J. H.—E. M.—G. H.—
W. H. D.—T. F.-J. OT.—D. T. F.—D. B. C—P. F. Le
Sueur.— A. H.—Harrison Weir.—L. de Smet-Duvirier.—
F, R. de L., Contich (many thanks ; well known).

Photographs, Specimens, &c , Received, with Thanks.—
E. H. J. (out of focus).—B. I. L.—L. L., Brussels.—F. W. B.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OP TEE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:'

Impobtaitt TO Advebtisebs.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

increased to the extent of 80 per cent., and that

It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among
COtTNTBY GENTLEMEN, and all classes of sabdenebs
and sabden-lovebs at home, that it has a specially large

V0BEIS9 AID COLOJ1AL OTBOtTLATIOir, and that it is

preserved tor rettrence im all the principal libraries.

WATER SUPPLY
FOR

Gardens and Greenhouses.
NO SKILLED SUPERINTENDENCE, OR DANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENGINE
Raises 1000 gallons 80 feet high for an expendi-

ture of ONE PENNYWORTH of Fuel.

Cranston's Nurseries say :
— "We should be very

sorry to be without it now."

SOLE MAKERS :—

HAYWARD TYLER & CO.,
Address : 39, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that the VERY best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hoi-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c, alwajs in Stock.
Plant, Estimates, and Catalogues Pree. Customers waited on in any part of ths K>ngdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

nLONDONQ-

TRADE MARK.

They are used by
Leading Growers,
Royal Botanic So-
ciety, Royal Horti-
cultural Society.
Royal Parks, Lon-
don County Coun-
cil, throughout the
United Kingdom,
and in every quar-
ter of the globe.

UNSURPASSED
FOB

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
VINES, HOSES.

AND

All HORTICULTURAL
PURPOSES.

Sold by
the trade

in 6d. and 1b.

Packets, and
SEALED BAGS :—

7 1b. 2s. 6d. Ulb. U. 6d.
28 lb. 7s. 6d. &fl lb. 12s. Bd,

112 lb. 20*. Or direct from the Works,
Carriage paid in the United Kingdom

for Cash with order (except 6d. Packets).

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda,

and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on,Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &o„

Temple Mill Lane, STRATFORD, LOS^ON, E.
TRADE MARK.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3£d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20a.

Money Orders and Postal Orders should be made payable to A. G. MARTIN, at the Post Ogice, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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RICHARDSON'S

I'mze Medals

Awarded the only

Gold Medal fur

Horticultural Building* at th<

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

HORTICULTURAL,
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Greeuliuu e.-.

Vineries, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &c. Also
boilers, Pipes

-^ >^\ and all
Fittings.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock pj AQQ
always on Hand . ITIjAAlIlJ.

Special quotations for quantities,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

GREAT REDUCTION m FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed **d Painted. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

CASH
PXIOES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

\
2

2
4

2

4

5

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London ^^en(,Mr.H.SKELTON.Seedaman,Ac,2,HollowayRd.,N,

GREENHOUSE BLINDS
MADE UP TO ANY SIZE.

SHADING CANVAS and TICKING.
BAMBOO CANES.

GARDEN STICKS and LABELS.

RUSSIA MATS and RAFFIA.
TANNED GABDEN NETTING.

TISSUE PAPER. COCOA-FIBRE REFUSE.
ORCHID and OTHER PEATS.

CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
135 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

\f* X OF EVERY ,CtJ
| DESCRIPTION

Charles Davy & C
=

• -^' HOT WATER ENGINEERS,."'|

;

MaNS FIELD ,'m.o-T"*.";:

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60s.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS FEAT, 5s. M. per sacs ; 6 sacks,

25s. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22s. ; eaoks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. »d. per bushel; 15s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bnshel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. id. per saok.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, &o. Write for Prioe LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practioally
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.

SH0.U10 STAPLES AS FIXED.

WHAT TIME IS !T?
It's time to give over thinking that there is any
permanent energy to be derived from Alcohol.
It's time you were turning your attention to a
more profitable investment by sending 9 stamps to

NEWBALL & MASON, of Nottingham,
for a sample bottle of

MASOMS
EXTRACT °fHERBS
FOR MAKING
NON- INTOXICATING

And thus obtaining
for yourself the
services of a perman-
ent and rational

iuvigorator,

That's what o'clock
It is!

Of alt Chemists and
Grocers, 6d. and Is.

per bottle.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE8.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— This

Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD LINE CHARGED AS TWO.

4 Lines , £0 3 15 Lines , . £0 8 6
5 3 6 16 . 9
e 4 17 . 9 6

7 4 6 18 . 10
8 5 19 . 10 6
9 5 6 20 . 11
10 6 21 . 11 6
11 6 6 22 . 12
12 7 23 . 12 6
13 7 6 24 . IS
14 ii • 8 25 ii • . 13 6

i»D SIXPENCE FOB EVENT ADDITIONAL LUTE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20s.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30s.

Page, £8; Hall Page, £i 10s.; Column, £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-
ments must be prepaid. This scale does not
apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5a. each
insertion.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,
or anything beyond the postmark on envelope
by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at aU.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they
wish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-
ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at OREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C, to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONEY
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertisements should be addressed to trie

PUBLISHER.
Publishing Office and Office (or Advertisements

41, Wellington Street, Stband, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, IBs.J 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Oreat Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in eases of delay hi the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with
complaint).
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RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depflts, Ringwcod and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

PEAT. EPPS'S PEAT.
Specially selected for Orchids, and all Muds of Plants, by

sack, cask, cubic-yard, ton, or truck-load. Bieh fibrous LOAM,
Coarse and Fine SILVER SAND, superior LEAF-MOULD,
C. N. FIBRE REFUSE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.

Special through rates to all parts.

The Original Feat Depot, RINGWOOD, HANTS.

WOOD-WOOL-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

WARE & SONS'«BS.
FLOWER POTS

Bstab. Hundreds of
Testimonials,
on application.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Bttcldijjgs, Chakceet Lan~e, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURREN'T ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Messrs. Kbees & Labcbce, Tifiis, Caucasus, Russia —

Wholesale Culture and Export House ; Seeds, Bulbs, and
Tubers of Caucasian Plants.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Cats. Blote, as Gardener and Bailiff to Wilton

ALLHrsES. Esq., vice Mr. H. Musro deceased, after a
service of 41 years.

Mr. A. Grubb, formerly of Ashgrove, Sevenoaks, as Head
Gardener to Col. Bbocklehurst, Banksboro Hall, Oke-
ham, Rutland.

Mr, John Bates, for the last nine years Gardener to J. T.
Harris, Esq., The Hayes, Stone. Staffordshire, has been
appointed Gardener to John Toms, Esq., at the same
place.

GARDENER (Single-handed), REQUIRED
IMMEDIATELY —An experienced man, to grow Table

Plants for use in Hotel, and look after and keep iu order
Hotel Gardens and Lawns (assistance for Mowing); small
Vinery. Stove, and Greenhouse. Only a steady, sober, indus-
trious man need apply. No bothy.—Full particulars, and
wages required, to Mr. LORD, Proprietor, West Cliff Hotel,
Folkestone.

Head Working Gardener.

REQUIRED a very trustworthy and respect-
able married Man (without encumbrance), as HEAD

WORKING GARDENER, with three men under him. Must
have an excellent character and thoroughly understand Early
and Late Forcing and Gardening in all its branches, and Hay-
making. Age from 30 to 40. Total abstainer preferred. Wages,
25*. and cottage, but no extras.—Apply, in first instance, by
letter, to Mr. HOLT, Waratah, ChislehuTBt, Kent.

WANTED, thorough good SECOND, where
Produce is Grown for Market.—Well up in Tomatos,

Chrysanthemums, &c. Inside and Out ; total abstainer pre-
ferred. Capable of taking charge in absence of Gardener.

—

Particulars, age, and wages to A. J. BROWN, Gardener,
School of Handicraft, Chertsey.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
young Man, about IS or 20 years, to attend to two

Cows and usual work in the Garden.—Apply, stating wages
required, room on the place, to GARDENER, Springwood,
Dartford, Kent.

WANTED, a GARDENER and WIFE,
under 40. the latter as Cook, to take charge of small

Cottage-house. No family. Apply by letter.—R. L., 11, Man-
chester Square, London, W.

WANTED, aPROPAGATOR and GROWER
Expert in Tea Roses, Ferns, and General Stock of

Soft-wooded Plants ; two or three assistants,—Apply, stating
age, experience (not less than twelve years' Nursery practice),

references, and salary expected, to STOERIE & STORRIE,
Nurserymen, Dundee.

WANTED, for a Market Nursery, a PRO-
PAGATOR and GROWER of general Pot Stuff,

Tomatos, and Cucumbers. Situation permanent to a man of
ability. Must produce first-class references. — State age,
wages required, &c, to TURNER BROS., Nurserymen,
Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, for a small Nursery, a PRO-
PAGATOR and GROWER of General Market Stuff.

Must be able to keep a good supply of Plants and Flowers all

the year round. Good Tomato-grower, and well up at
Wreaths and Bouquets. None but thorough capable men need
apply, and must not be afraid of work. State age and wages.
Abstainer preferred.—WM. RATTRAY, Ash Vale Nursery,
near Aldershot.

WANTED, a GROWER.—Must be experi-
enced in Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, and general

Market Work. Permanent place, and good wages to a iho-
roughly trustworthy man.—State age. character, experience,
and wages expected, to GROWER, Messrs. Thyne & Paton,
Seedsmen, Dundee.

WANTED, a young MAN that understands
how to Grow Stove Plants, Ferns, and Orchids for

Sale. Permanent place in large Nursery. Only those who
understand the above, and of good character, need apply.

—

S. C. H., Gardeners 1

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C

WANTED, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN.
Must have thorough knowledge of General Nursery

Work, and be well up in Fruit Trees, Roses, and Rhododen-
drons. Age not to exceed 45, and the highest references
required as regards character and capabilities.—Apply to
W. BARRON AND SON, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash,
Derby.

WANTED, AT ONCE, two experienced
ROSE BUDDERS. State wages and references" to

TOWNSEND and SONS, Rose Growers, &c, Lower Broad-
heath, Worcester.

WANTED, good all-round MAN, help given.
Wages 20s. with cjttage. Age about 30. Married,

without children, preferred.—Apply by letter, stating refer-

ences, W. P., The Arches, Sutton, Surrey.

WANTED, ONE or TWO young MEN,
experienced in BuddiDg and Trainiog.—State wages

required, &c, to GEO. COOLING AXD SONS, Nurserymen,
Bath.

WANTED for the Hardy Florist's Flower
Department (Carnations, Pansies, Herbaceous, &c), a

young MAS of not less than seven years' Nursery training.

—

Apply, stating age. experience, references, and Balaryexpected,
to STORRIE & STORRIE, Nurserymen, Dundee.

WANTED, at once, good Budder for Roses
and Herbaceous Stuff, also good Inside Man for Soft-

wooded Stuff.—M. PAYNE, Weston-in-Gordano, Clevedon.

WANTED, Young MAN as IMPROVER,
Indoors, must have been used to growing for Market.

Wages 155. per week.—Apply to Messrs. PERKrNS & SONS,
Warwick Road Nurseries, Coventry.

WANTED, a smart COUNTER-HAND,
accustomed to the Bulb Trade. Salary. 21s. per week.

—Apply by letter to B., 12, King Street, Covent Garden,
London.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK and
BOOK-KEEPER.—Must be neat writer, quick, and

accustomed to the Bulb and Plant Trade. Salary, 25s. per
week.—Apply by letter only, B., 12, King Street, Covent
Garden, London.

WANTED, a Smart SHOPMAN in a General
Seed, Nursery, and Floral Business. Knowledge of

Floral Trade. State wages and particulars to E. A. L.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
for Retail Seed and Bulb Trade.— State full particu-

lars of experience and salary required, to HEWITT and CO.,
8, Worcester Street, Birmingham.

WANTED, a good COWMAN, On a Gentle-
man's Estate.—Married, without family, from 35 to

40, to look after a small herd of Jersey Cows. Pigs, &c.
Wages 18s. a week. Good house, garden, milk, firing, &c.

—

Apply to J. MARTIN, Barcote, Faringdon.

WANT PLACES,
FSA N D ER and CO. can reoommend

. several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs. Foresters, &e.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, CHE3TEE."

ICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 29; thoroughly
practical and experienced in all branches ; good refer-

ences, including Madresfield and Wentworth.—G.W.HOLMES,
Orchard Cottages, Church Road, Malvern Link.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches. Fourteen

years' excellent recommendation from private Gentleman.

—

N., Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons, Nurseries, Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Fourteen and a half years' experience. Good

testimonials.—H. D., Park Hill House, Stapenhill, Burton-
on-Trent.

ARDENER (Head).—A Lady who is giving
up her establishment wishes to recommend a thoroughly

practical man as above, who has been with her fourteen years.
—MRS. HELL, The Oaklands, Timperley, Cheshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29
;
good expe-

rience. Steady and industrious. I should have pleasure
in recommending my late Foreman (David McLenaghan) as
above.—ROBT. GRINDROD, Whitfield, Hereford.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 28 : highly recommended by late em-

ployer, Sir Francis Astlej-Corbet t, Bart.—H. SILK, Whiteness,
Broadstairs, Kent.

GARDENER (Head of two or three).—
B. | Wixthrop, Esq., wishes to highly recommend

L. Lawrence, who has been with him three and a half years.
Age 27 ; abstainer; life-experience. Highest references.

—

LAWRENCE, Barton Court Gardens, Kintbury, Berks.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married;
thoroughly practical all-round Gardener, conversant

in every department, with life thoroughly practical experience
in Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, &c. Thoroughly recommended
by present and previous employers.— G. NEWTON, 189, Corn-
wall Road, Notting Hill, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
kept, or Second in large Establishment.—Well-up in all

branches; life experience; highest references.—GARDENER,
7, Nursery Road, Turnford, Broxbourne, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 31, married;
thoroughly practical in all branches. Good character.

—A., 21, Ravensbury Cottages, Morden Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—With good
experience and very industrious; middle age; small

family ; long and good character.—GARDENER, 29, Jasmine
Grove, Anerley.

p ARDENER (Head Working).— Married,
\jT three children, youngest age 3J ; good practical experi-

ence in all branches ; good characters. Near London preferred.

Please state wages.—W. A., Caryll's Lodge, Fay Gate, near
Horsham.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 32.—
Sir Thomas Bazlet wishes to recommend W. Burley,

who has been with him five years ; thoroughly experienced in
all branches.—BURLEY, Hatherop, Fairford.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thorough practical knowledge in all branches,

Inside and Out. Life experience. Good character.—T. R.,
20, Chestnut Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Aged 42,
mamed ; thoroughly competent in all branches ; a life's

experience in large establishments. Eight years previous, five

years present situation. Can be highly recommended.

—

MERCER, Duke Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thirty yearB' practical experience, up to date

in every branch ; good references.—GARDENER, The Kennels,
Silvermere, Cobham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family.—A Gentleman can highly recom-

mend a thoroughly practical man in all branches of the pro-

fession. Leaving through place being sold.—J. W, S., 77, High
Street. High Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
Handed).—Age 29, married; good character.—F. B.,

19, Garden Cottages, East Street, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 31, unmarried ; good character.—GARDENER,

Waye Cottage, Ashburton, Devon.
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GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given —Age 28, single; fourteen years' good all-

round, practical experience. Excellent references.—W. OWEN,
Mr. Glaze, 3, East Cottages, Queen's Koad, Notting Hill, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Understands Vines, Peaches, Tomatos, Cucumbers,

Flowers, &c. Abstainer. Good character.— GARDENER,
12, Colmer Road, South Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (good Single - handed). —
Age 26; thoroughly experienced in all branches of the

profession, InBide and Out. Can be well recommended by
present and previous employers, Total abstainer. — G.
PUXTfiD, 38, John Street, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Single-handed), all-round
hand. Age 25 ; single. Life experience. — F. A„

22, Victoria Grove, Folkestone, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Good knowledge of Flowers, Vegetables,

and Glass. Nearly eight years* good character,—COLBERT,
38, Histon Road, Cambridge.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given) —Age 25 ; no objection to Horse and

Trap. Good character. — J. FORDER, Church Passage,
Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed or good
Second not objected to), understands all branches

;

eigtheen years' experience.—G. S., 12, Brownlow Road, Church
End, Finchley, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise),
—Age 35, married ; understands Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. Flower and Kitchen Garden, Vines, Tomatos, and
Cucumbers.—W. TAYLOR, 2, Russell Cottages, Lion Road,
Bexley Heath, Kent.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
where help ia given.—Thoroughly understands all

branches, both Indoors and Out. Nineteen months' excellent
character from last situation. Abstainer.—J. C, Alfred Cot-
tages, Ewell Road, Tolworth, Surbiton.

GARDENER.— First-olass testimonials from
leading establishments in England and Ireland.—S.

SCOTT, Rockingham, Boyle, co. Roscommon, Ireland.

GARDENER, in any oapaoity. — Age 27,
married, two in family ; understands Poultry, also

Growing for Market. Two-and-a-half years' good character
from present place. Total abstainer.—KENDALL, 4, Thanet
Gardens, Warren Road, Folkestone.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman highly recom-
mends his late Gardener, Life experience in all

branches, Early and Late Forcing. Age 36, married. Nine
years in last situation.—H. HOPKINS, Claremont View,
Camden Road, Bath.

GARDENER,—Situation wanted by a married
man, no incumbrances ; age 25. Four years' good

character. Wife as good general, if required,—F, M., The
Lodge, Tolworth, Surbiton.

GARDENER (Market or otherwise).— Five
and a half years Grower for Market. Good characters.

—GARDENER, Keeper's Cottage, Yeabridge, South Petherton,
Somerset.

GARDENER (Second, Single-handed, or
otherwise).—Age 26, married ; five yearn' excellent

character. — H. S., 18, Chatham Road, Wandsworth
Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed,
where help is given).—Age 25; nine years' experience

InBide and Out. Good references. — W. HOWSON, The
Gardens, Pepper Arden, Northallerton, Yorks.

GARDENER (Second, or good Single-
handed).—Age 27; experienced Inside and Out; Rood

character.—GEO. E COLLINS, 10, Sharpe's Cottages, High
Street, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Second), in Nobleman's
Garden.—Age 24 ; nine years' experience. Good refer-

ences. Been working the last four years in Mr. P. Vernon's
Garden, Stanwick.—F. BISHOP, Ventnor House, Rushden,
R.S.O.

021 ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
A (First), Inside. — Seven years in present situation.

Well up in Fruit, Flowers, and Conservatory.—F. WOOD,
Two Dales, Matlock, Derbyshire.

ARDENER (Second), Inside and Out, where
two or more are kept.—Age24, single ; eighteen months'

good character from present situation.—C. FOSTER, Lambs
Green, Faygate, Sussex.

GARDENUR (Inside).—Age 20
j
good know-

ledge of Tomatos, Strawberries, and Chrysanthemums

;

also Ferns and Palms. Four years' experience.—A. COX,
Mr. Green, Manea, Cambs.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; four and
a half yeara' experience. Excellent character.— Cr.

TILLMAN, Jan., The Woodlands, Eowhill. Dartford, Kent.

GARUENER (Undee). — Strongly reoom-
mended. Younfr and active.—Major F. BONHAM

KNOX, Manor House, Harting, near Petersfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN
in the Orchid Houses, or ASSISTANT in the Propagating

Department.—Age 23 ; five years' experience. Good reference.
-JOHNSON, Junr., Shipton, Brough.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Age 21; three and
a half years' goad character. Abstainer.—G. STEVENS,

13, Archway Street, Barnes, S.W.

ARDENER (Undeb).—Age 21, single ; life

• experience, Inside and Out. Good character. Total

abstainer.—BATTIN, Woodside Lodge, Plymouth.

KNIFESMAN—Age 24, single
;
good Budder

and Grafter. Well up in the general Nursery Stock

and Work. Seven years' experience.—D. O., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.O.

TO MARKLT GROWERS.—GROWER, nine
years' experience in Giapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and

General Pot Stuff. Near London preferred.—B. MILLEB,
Blackwater, Hants.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER—Age 31

;

sixteen years' experience in Trade and Market Nurseries.

W., Mr. S. Woods, 38, Ormond Yard, Queen Square, Blooms-
bury, London, W.O.

G"
ROWER, or FOREMAN.—Age 24; Grapes,
Cucumbers, Tomatos, Roses, Chrysanthemums. &c, in

quantity, for Market. Good experience and reference.

—

W. R., Birchwood Lodge, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation as MUtiH-
KOOM GROWER, Outside and In. Fill up time in

Nursery. Experienced Man. Age 27.—A. B. C, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man (age 25),
requires situation as KNIFESMAN. Good Budder and

Grafter. Life experience in English and Continental Nur-
series. Excellent references.—H. H., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN and GROWER, in a Market or
good general Nursery.—Age 26; twelve years' expe-

rience in all branches ; well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrys-
anthemums, and general pot stuff. Good references.—H.
PLUMMEB, Cuxdridge, Botley.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside), in a large
establishment.—Age 29'; highest possible references from

last two placeB as Foreman. House and Table Decorations.

—

G. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

OREMAN, Outside.—Well acquainted with
the general routine of Outside Nursery Work, requires

situation. Good references. Life experience in Foreign and
English Nurseries.—T. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 28 ; twelve years'
experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Twice pre-

viously as Foreman. Good references.—G. WHITE, Gatehouse,
Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN or WORKING MANAGER.—

Nineteen years' experience in general nursery work, good
Propagator, Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, &c. Good salesman,
experienced in the execution and despatch of orders ; six years
in present place.—D. M. M., 9, Stanley Terrace, Havant.

RADE FOREMAN.—Married, no family;
good Grower and Propagator. Twenty-five years in

Growing large Batches of Stuff. Can take charge of Fur-
nishing, Planting, and Laying-out. Abstainer.—HORTUS,
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Reigate.

JOURNEYMAN (First, Inside).—Age 26~;

eleven years' experience in good places; excellent refer-
ences.—"W. WOOLLEY, The Gardens, Lilford Hall, Oundle,
Northampton.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, age 21.—
Knowledge of Orchids, Stove Plants, &c. Six vears*

good character.—W. DAWSON, Springfield Street, Chelmsford,
Essex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses. — Eight
years' experience; good references. Two years in last

place. For other particulars, apply to Mr. ALLEN, The
Gardens, Normanhurst, Battle.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 24 ; seeks situation in Private Garden. Good

references. Willing. Abstainer. — E. WICKENS, South-
borough Lodge, Bickley, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN under Glass.—Mr. Connelly
would be pleased to recommend Mark Collier, who has

been with him nearly two years, to anyone requiring an active
young man, as above. Age 21. Churchman.—Rhode Hill
Gardens, Lyme Regis.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Mr. Brown can
recommend F. Stickler as above, age 23. Eight years'

good character ; well up in House-work and Chrysanthemums.
—J. BROWN, Great Doods, Reigate.

GARDENER'S IMPROVER, in the Houses,
in a Gentleman's establishment preferred —Age 19;

four years' good character.—E. O. M., 60, Laitwood Road,
Balham, S.W.

IMPROVER, age 21.—Advertiser would be
pleased to recommend a young Man who has been with

him four years as above. Total abstainer.—LETT, Souldern
Manor, Banbury.

TMPROVER, or GARDENER (Under). —
J- Young man (age 20), seeks situation as above. Four
years' good character. Private place preferred. — C. B.,
High wood, Binstead Hill, I.O.W.

IMPROVER.—A youth (age 17J), strong and
healthy, seeks situation in a good Garden, with or

without bothy. Three years' experience.—GARDENER, Oak
Bank Seal, Sevenoaks.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out, in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 18 ; four years' good character from present

employer.—W. DEAN, Ardnave, Basset, Southampton.

MISS JEYKELL wishes to recommend Young
Man, nearly 20, for suitable place in large private

garden where there are Orchids and Fruits under Glass. Five
years' experience in Pleasure Garden and Houses, Propagating
Bedding Plants. Ac, knows Melon*, Cucumbers, and Tomatos,
and has very fair knowledge of Hardy Plants and Bulbs. Tali

and strong; excellent character.—JESSE BROWN, Munstead,
Godalming.

COLOMBIAN ORCHIDS ! Odontoglossum
crispum, purest Pacho type, a specialty ! EXPE-

RIENCED COLLECTOR is open to engage with a well-estab-

lished firm and commence work without delay. Small salary

only. Write (English, German, French, or Spanish) to

CARLOS H. WALTER, Botanico, HONDA, Republic
Colombia, S. America.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—A first-

class Grower of Tomatoa, Cucumbers, Grapes, Peaches,
Plants, Cut Flowers, &c, &c , under Glas9, will be ooen to
an engagement after July 15. as MANAGER or FOREMAN.
Near London preferred. Excellent testimonials.— N. J.. Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Firms;

thorough knowledge of the Trade; good grower.— J. W.,
5, St. John's Road, Clifton, Bristol.

MANAGER or SALESMAN. — Thirty-five
years' experience in Plants, Cut Flowers, and Choice

Fruit of all kinds as grown for market. Good references.

—

W. G. B., 14, Stanbury Road, Queen's Road, Peckham, S.E.

MAN, young, age 22, seeks situation, to look
after Cows and help in Garden. Excellent references.

Ia present situation three years.—WOODS, 31, Broomsleigh
Street, West Hampstead, N.W.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Advertiser, age
20, requires situation where he could learn gardening ;

strong and willing. Good references ; life abstainer.—G,, 14,

Kelsey Park Road, Beckenham.

O GARDENERS.—Situation wanted~(Trade
or Private). Age 22. Good general experience Inside,

especially Orchids ; could take charge of small collection.

—

J. R., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO GARDENERS. — Situation wanted, in
Kitchen Garden or Pleasure Ground. Age 39, married

;

thoroughly experienced. Two years' good character from the
Royal Gardens, Hampton Court.—W. SIMONS, The Gardens,
Hampton Court House, Middlesex.

TO GARDENERS. — Lad (age 17), seeks
situation in the Greenhouses, -willirjg to learn Outdoors.

Private preferred. Three and a half years' good character
and experience. Strong, willing, obliging. Please state
wages, with, lodging or bothy.—H. RANDALL, Police Station,
Horsham.

O GARDENERS.— Young Man, age 23,
seeks situation as Second or otherwise, or would take

Single-handed place. Good references. — J. BARRETT,
7, Hermitage Villas, Child's Hill, N.W.

TO GARDENERS, &c—Situation wanted as
GROWER of Ferns, Tomatos, and General Pot Plants,

&C, eleven years' experience. Good reference.—F. W., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO GARDENERS—Lady Louisa Howabd
will recommend Wm. Buckland, a youth, age 18, who

requires a situation in a Garden. Three and a half years in
last situation.—WM. BUCKLAND, East Woodhay, Newbury,
Berks.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Young Man seeks
situation. Experienced among Palms, Ferns, and

other Foliage Plants ; also Flowering Plants for Market,
Cucumbers, and Tomatos.—A., 12, Norwood Road, Reading.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
a young Man; age 26; twelve years' experience in

growing Pot-stuff and Cut Flowers for Market, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, &c. Good references.— E. B., 2, Devonshire Road,
Bexley Heath, Kent.

SEEDSMAN, &o.—Young Man wants situa-
1<J tion

;
gjod experience as above ; "would prefer a little

Florist work as well.— M. H., -11, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

FLORIST.—Young Lady (age 22) requires
situation as SALESWOMAN, or to Manage Small Shop.

Experienced. Good references.—M. T., 41, Loudoun Road t

South Hampstead, N.W.

TO FLORISTS.—IMPROVER, a Young Lady
seeks re-engagement. Would prefer Florist and Fruit

business combined. Good reference from bast situation. —
E. F., 53, Station Road, Harle*den, N.W.

A GRAND SPECULATION, in these days of
financial unrest, is a rare thing for people with spare

capital to come across. It if, therefore, refreshing to know
that in purchasing a box of HOLLOWAY'S PILLS, good
value for money can be obtained. They never fail to give
instant relief from pain, and no disease can long withstand
their purifying influence. A few appropriate doses at the
proper period will prevent many a serious illness. Their
primary action is upon the blood, stomach, liver, kidneys, and
bowels. Their secondary action strengthens the nervous centres.

No drug can be so harmless yet so antagonistic to disorders
oaused by brain worry. The most perfect reliance may bu
placed upon their regulating and renovating virtues.
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JAMES SENDALL & CO., Limited, CAMBRIDGE,
MANUFACTURERS of FIRST-CLASS HOUSES for NURSERYMEN and MARKET GROWERS.

BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and ALL FITTINGS—Best Make, and at the Cheapest Rates.

ENGRAVED from a PHOTOGRAPH of one of our NURSERYMEN'S HOUSES, 100 feet long X 15 feet wide.

New LISTS, with complete Specifications and Prioes on application. HEATING APPARATUS fixed complete, or materials only supplied.

OUR BOILERS may be relied on to heat with the same amount of fuel nearly double the quantity of piping that most other Boilers will.

Illustrated CATALOGUE of BOILERS, PIPES, &c, with full particulars of each, post-free on application.

JAMES SENDALL & CO., Ltd., HEATING ENGINEERS, CAMBRIDGE.

WALTERS & CO.'S
IMPROVED

LATH ROLLER RLINDS,
The most Effective

GREENHOUSE SHADING
yet Introduced, and the cheapest In the end.

Price on application.

Can be had in various widths up to 15 feet.

Sample piece sent on receipt of 1*. Qd.

WALTERS & CO.,
ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

BOURN HOUSE. LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and bestot ail Insecticides

for Killing Vermin on Plants, Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.
A Pamphlet on its use. with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints, Is. Qd. ; Pints, 2s. 6d. ;
Quarts, 4s, Qd. ; Half-

gallons, 7*. 6d. ; Gallons, 12*. 6<2. ; Five Gallon DrumB, 10*. Qd.

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,
Viotoria Street, Manchester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

THE BALLIKINRAIN

ANT DESTROYER
(REGISTERED).

AN INFALLIBLE REMEDY.
(See " Gardeners' Chronicle," May 25, page 657).

In Bottles, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.

To be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen ; or
from the Sole Makers,

ALEX. CROSS & SONS,
19, HOPE STREET, GLASGOW.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
No. 2. GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid.

No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6ft. by4ft.
Price about £13. Carriage paid.

CONSERVATORIES. FERNERIES. VINERIES

PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, 4 CUCUMBER
HOUSES, GARDEN FRAMES, 4c.

BEST MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
No. 47a.—LEAN-TO, 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 10s.

No. 49a.—SPAN, 10 ft. by 8 ft. £10 108.
Glazed, Painted, Packed, and Carriage Paid.

GLAZED PORCHES AND VERANDAHS IN ALL STYLES.
ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

Carriage paid on 40s. Orders to most Goods Stations.

No. 77—LEAN-TO FRAME, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

With Two Lights, 30s.
Fit Lights, Propagating Glasses.

Fkambs in Eteby Vabiety.

Editorial communioationi should be addressed to the " Editor; " Advertisement! and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Corent Garden, London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietor! by Mum. Bbadbuby, A«irew, * Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Prednot of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

ABTBnm aroMz aUBTTJC, at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oorent Garden, In the said County.—Sattodat, July 6, 1896. Agent tor Manoheatei—Jora HXTWOOD,
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Fruits under glass ... 41

Hardy fruit garden ... 41
Kitchen garden, the ... 40
Orchid houses, the ... 40

60

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Catasetum tabulare var. rhinophorum .,

Doryphora Sassafras
Peach and Nectarine in one fruit

NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should le received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

THE GARDEN.—All who desire the greatest
amount of success and pleasure, certainly should, during

the season, have a d*y at OANNELL'S (confirmative of this,

see the last issue of the Gentleman's Journal). At no other

Horticultural Establishment can the like number of Novelties,

practical working, and interesting objects be seen, and so

easily attained, as at Swanley and Eynsford. We cordially

invite all to Come and See.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 6s.; post free, 5s. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Sooiety, OhiBwiok.

NARCISSUS.—Grand Monarque Naroiss, and
the large-flowering Jonquil, Campernelli, exceptionally

fine home-grown Bulbs, at very low prices.

T. GELL, Week Farm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

TO FRUIT and TOMATO GROWERS.—
Sales on Commission. Prompt Settlements.

JOHN POUPART, 20. James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FOR SALE.—Six DICKSONIA ANTARC-
TICA, 2 to 4 feet Stems ; also one OHAM.2EROPS FOR-

TUNEI, 5 feet high in tub, in good condition.

A. KEELER, Beckenham.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of

excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Moat
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, Bays:—"Your Flower of

Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality is all

that could be desired. Price of seed, la. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TRE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Strong

plants, in 60's, 25*. per 100, free on rail for cash -with

order.- fl. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

H ENKY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

To the Trade.

FERNS. — Finest Stock in the World.
All the most useful Borts in various sizes.

Prices, &c, on application.
H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—Strong
plants, in 6^'s, 20s. per 100. Strong-rooted Cuttings,

10s. per 100. Cash with order.
D. ANDERSON, Teddington Nursery, S.W.

EGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun , Long Market, Covent
Garden, W.C., is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers references.

RARE OPPORTUNITY. — Established
healthy CATTLEYAS, L.SXIAS, &o. ; good plants and

varieties at about a third of dealer's prices. Lists.

Mr. STAMPER, Ulverston.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS ANU CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

Grand New Yellow Raspberry.
-THE GUINEA."

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO., Maidstone,
beg to say. in answer to enquiries, that this fine Novelty

will be sent out by them in 1896.

Their fine Red Raspberry, Superlative, will be supplied this
season at reduced prices.

S^UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR, TheLondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.
Cabbage.WHEELER'S IMPERIAL

— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbage known, having
stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, 6d., Is., and 2s. each, post-free.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELER, F.R H.S., Seed Grower,
Warminster, Wilts.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

WANTED to Exohange, Two Dozen Crotons
in 32's for Palms, same size. Nice clean stuff.—Apply

to W. COPE, Whilton Lodge, Rugby.

WANTED, TEA PLANTS, for the Empire
of India Exhibition.—Apply to FRENCH AND LANG-

DALE, 14, St. Dunstan's Hill, London, E.C.

ANTED, CARNATION CUTTINGS,
Miss Joliffe. State prifle. Apply to

—

THOS. SMITH, Poytei's End Farm, near Hitchin.
w

v

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
BU1M, GAILLARDIAS, DELPHINIUMS, and CANNAS.

Catalogue of KBLWAY and SON, Lang port, Somerset.

FERNS, FUCHSIAS, HELIOTROPES
Campanulas, Geraniums. Ivies, in 48's. Trade. Price

on application.—KING AND ELSOM, Comely Bank Nursery
Walthamstow.

TWO LARGE HARDY PALMS, Chamferops
Fortunei and excelsa, about 10 feet high ; large Musa

Ensete; also several Dracaenas and Specimen Plants suitable

for Subtropical Gardening, for Sale. Apply—
GUY, The Grange, Bury St. Edmunds.

PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, Is. Gd. per dozen ; 10s. per 109.

CINERARIAS, same price ; also DOUBLE WHITE PRIM-
ULAS, 6d. each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with
Order.—JOHN STEVENa, The Nurseries, Coventry.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. and G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797- ^ _

Paul's Nurserl s, waltham Cross.

WM. PAUL & SON invito inspection of their
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, and HARDY ORNAMENTAL

TREES, now in perfection of Leaf and Bloom. MaDy new
Roses, not to be seen elsewhere, are now in bloom. South
entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross Station,

west entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's Grove Sta-

tion, G.E.R , tvelve miles from Liverpool Street atatioD,

London. Everything for the Garden.

BARR'S AUTUMN-PLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beautiful Autumn-
flowering Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow Saffrons),
Cyclamen, Scill^s, Snowflakes, &c.

BARR'S SEEDS for present sowing, Catalogue on application.

BARB'S DAFFODILS and SPRtNG-FLOWERING BULBS,
Catalogues ready in August.

BARB and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and Sx. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100 ; Aralias, 10s,

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Geraniums, in 48's, 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Double Petunias, Marguerites, Double
Tropeeolums, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dra-
caenas, Ctassulas, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 12s. doz. Lists

free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Plants Shipped to all Parts.

WrATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C, give special attention to the

receptien and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds, &c

Petroleum I Petroleum ! ! Petroleum ! ! I

BRILLIANT ILLUMINANT.
In casks, carriage paid, 8d. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

ACKENZIE and MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders & Heating Engineers, Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow, Plans and Estimates for all

kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses,
and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

London Office:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Sac.,
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea,S.W,

M

y
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SALES by AUCTION.
Friday Next.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

Marvellous Importation of ONCIDIUM TIGBJNUM, the
grandest of all the autumn-flowering Oncidiums.

Also the rare and beautiful

ONCIDIUM ORISPUM GRAND IFL ORU M,
in magnificent masses.

Yellow and white forms of ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROS-
MU5I, O. INSLEAYI SPLENDENS, in fine condition ;

together with fine masses of the somewhat scarce O.
HASTATTJM.

Also very fine established plants, showing flower of CYPRT*
PEDIUM CHARLESWORTHII ; fine healthy plants,
showing flower, of C. EVENOR STJPERBUM (extremely
rare), and C. NIVEUM, beautifully grown.

T«o healthy plants of CATTLEYA REINECKIANA,
C. HARRISONJE, in sheath, and C. CITRINA.

CYMBIDItJM LOWIANUM VIRILE,
LYCASTE SKINNERI ALBA,

CYMBIDITJM (Seedling), C. giganteum x C. elegans

;

and others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, July 19, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, July 19.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
iEClade in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,

July 19. Two Plants of CATTLEYA DOWIANA, " ROSITA," a
supposed natural H>brid between Dowiana and Skinneri, with
orange petals, suffused with pink, and intense purple lip, with
golden feathering.
A Grand Lot of CYPRIPEDIUM CAUDATUM WARSCE-

WICZII, collected on the Chirigui Mountains, on the precise

spot where Warscewicz discovered this beautiful form. The
flowers are very large. Sepals yellow with orange veins

;

petals often 30 inches long, rose-purple, the large rouuded
labellum rose- purple on the face.

Also a few Plants of an UNDE3CRIBED CYPRIPEDIUM, dis-

covered with the above; and a fine lot of EPIDENDRUM
PRISMATOCARPUM, ONCIDIUM CHEIROPHORUM (the
Canary Orchid).
The Rare Scarlet L33LIA MONOPHYLLA, collected in a

new locality at 5000 feet.

ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLH LEUCOGLOSSUM and XAN-
THOGLOSSUM. ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM KLA30-
CHORUM, EPIDENDRUM BICORNUTUM, and various other
rare species.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next, July 16.

SPECIAL SALE—HUGH LOW and CO. have pleasure in
offering by AUCTION, through

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, at
their Central Sale Booms, 67 and 63. Cheapside, E.C. . on

TUESDAY NEXT, 16th inst. . at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
superb importation of the lovely and effective DENDKOBIUM
PHAL^NOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM. without the slightest

Reserve. This is, without doubt, ihe finest consignment of

this indispensable Orchid that has everyet been imported, and
we are much pleased to offer such a valuable lot of plants.

Our Collector has spared neither pains nor expense, only
selecting the very best plants.

At the same time will be offered 250 plants of DENDRO-
BIDM SPECIOSISSIMUM (Rolfe), our recent introduction
from Mount Kma Balu, and which has not yet bloomed in

England. The flowers are extremely handsome, being pure
white, like D. formosum giganteum, but with orange-red
spots instead of yellow. The flowers are very sweet-scented,
and leaves and stems are covered with black pubescens. It

grows on Magnolia bushes, at about 4000 feet elevation, where
Nepenthe Bajah is also found.

The Sale will include the lovely and wonderful BTJLBO-
PHYLLUM DEABEI, 300 newlv-imported plants of CATT-
LEYA GASKELLIANA, CYPRIPEDIUM CHABLES-
WORTHI, all in bud and sheath ; 150 imported C. LATV-
BENCEANUM, C0ELOGYNE DAYANA. ODONTOGLOSSUM
ROEZLI and ALBUtf, ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM, and other
Choice Orchids. By Order of HUGH LOW and CO.

Preliminary Notice.

TWO DA YS' SALE.
The UNSOLD POBTION of the WILSON COLLECTION

of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 27 and 28. 1895,
without Reserve, the Unsold Portion of the WILSON COL-
LECTION of ORCHIDS.

WITHOUT RESERVE.
The Sale contains, among others :

—

Sobralia Kienastiana (several

plants)
Cattleya Schrodene alba

,, Beineckiana
,, Wagneri

Odontoglossum Vuylstekea-
num

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba
L i-li ;i elegans

,, Scottiana
Cypripedium Morganice Bur-

fordiense
L elia elegans Blenheimensis

f , ,, Bluntei

,, ,, prasiata

Messrs. SANDER and CO. will offer in this Sale, Without
the Least Resebve, a large number of grand plants of the
very finest ORCtllDS, including the new white " bellatulum,'*
C. BELLATULUM ALBUM, new hybrid Leelio-Cattleyas,

a white- flowered Cattleya labtata with crimson labellum.

L.ELIAS. CATTLEYAS. new HYBRID SOBBALIAS.
NEW DENDROBE3, CATTLEYA GIGAS SANDERS:, Ac.

Laelia elegans superba
Lycaste Skinneri alba superba

,. ,, armeniaca
Coelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri imperator
Dendrobium nobile Sanderia-
num

Odontoglossum deltoglossum
,, coronarium
,, Andersonianum vars.

„ Ruckerianum vars.

,, aspersum
,, mulus

Schomburgkialepidissima, Ac.

Exnlng, Suffolk.

MESSRS. GRIFFITHS and CHENNELL
1*A are favoured with instructions from the proprietor, Mr.
Thos. JenniDgs, to offer for SALE by AUCTION, in one lot, at
the Rotheay House Auction Rooms, Newmarket, at 6.30 o'clock
in the eveniDg, on MONDAY, July 15, 1895, a Valuable
FREEHOLD ESTATE (Tithe free and Land Tax redeemed),
consisting of 16 a. r. 31 p. (more or lees) of good Accommoda-
tion Land of good soil, in a good state of cultivation, and now
used as a MarketGarden and Nursery Ground, beiDg well planted
with thriving trees ; also a comfortable Dwelling-house, Barn,
PottiDg-Sheds, lofts. Stabling, Pump of good Water, and the
usual Domestic Offices, and two red brick and slate built
Cottages with good accommodation , and separated from the
road by a dwarf brick wall.
The property, which is well situated, at the junction of the

Exning and Fordham Roads, is within 2 miles of Newmarket,
and is let on a lease expiring on September 29, 1896, to Mr.
Robert Graham, at the low annual rental of £76.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be obtained of
Messrs. A. H. and A. BUSTON, Solicitors, Newmarket ; and
of the Auctioneers, Rothsay House, Newmarket.

Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
To FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS,

and OTHERS.
MESSRS. TALBOT and WHITE are

favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at
their Sale Room, Cliff Town Road, Sonthend, on SATURDAY,
July 20, 1895, commencing at 4 o'clock precisely in the after-

noon, the beneficial interest in the LEASE of the old-
established NURSERY GARDENS, known as the « BEACH
NURSERIES," Southchurch Beach (late Reed's), having an
area of about 7£ Acres of Land, well stocked with choice
Fruit Trees in full bearing, and showing well for the present
season. The Premises include Two capital Dwelling-houses
(one of which is let off, and produces £20 per annum) ; also, a
Workman s Cottage, at present let at 3s. per week ; extensive
Vineries, 136 feet in length, planted with choice Vines, and
heated by hot-water pipes ; Peach-house, 59 feet by 12 feet

;

Greenhouses and Forcing-houses. Sheds and Out-buildings,
and numerous useful Erections. The Land is held upon a
Lease (U years) direct from the Freeholder, at the very
moderate rental of £50 per annum.
This attraotive and excellent Nursery Garden has for many

years been justly celebrated fcr its choice Grapes and other
Fruit, and being within 1 mile of Southend, the demand for it

is very great. A considerable business could also be done with
Teas and Refreshments.
Printed particulars, with conditions of Sale, can be obtained

of A. A. TIMBBELL, Esq., Solicitor, 24, Martin's Lane,
Cannon Street, E.C. ; of Messrs. TIMBRELL AND WILKIN-
SON, Solicitors, Town Hall Chambers, Stratford, E. ; or of the
Auctioneers, Auctioneers' Offices, High Street, Southend.

Hammerswlch House, Hammerswlch, near Lichfield,
STAFFORDSHIRE.

Large and Important UNRESERVED SALE of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, Ac.

MESSRS. POPE and SONS have reoeived
instructions from Job Evans, Esq. (who is removing to

Torquay), to SELL by AUCTION, without the least reserve,
on the Premises as above, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
July 30 and 31, commencing each day at half-past 11 o'clock
prompt, the whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including fine specimen Lapagerias, Stephanotis,
Maidenhair Ferns, Hoyas, Begonias, Bougainvilleas, Crotons,
Asparagus, 100 Camellias, 80 fine Azaleas, specimen Alla-
mandas, Dipladenias, &j. ; sixteen very fine specimen Palms
and Tree Ferns, also Gloxinias, Cyclamen, Euphorbias, Poin-
settias. Geraniums, Fuchsias. Aloes, Ficus, Dracaanas, Yuccas,
Ac. ; also a very fine Collection of Orchids, 20 very fine Coelo-
gynes, 100 Dendrobiums, 70 Odontoglossum Alexandra? ; also
Lselias, Cattleyas, Lycastes, Cypripediums, Oncidiums,
Vandas, &c. ; a large quantity of Garden Sundries, including
Pots and Pans, Tools. Lawn Mowers, Marble and Iron Vases,
Ao. ; two Marble Figures, Ac.

On view day before and mornings of Sale.
Hammerswich House is only five minutes' walk from Ham-

merswich Station: L. & N. W. By., and about 3 miles from
Lichfield.

Catalogues now ready, and may be had free by post from
the Auctioneers, at their Offices, 6,Phillips Street.Birmingham.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & CO.

(LIMITED),

Have just issued a New, Descriptive, and Priced

CATALOGUE of their immense and splendid

Stock of ORCHIDS, which they will be glad to

send, post-free, to anyone who will send their name
and address for that purpose to the Company.

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotie, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety. Bee our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FEBN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

Normandy Manor Estate, adjoining Wanborough
Station, near Guildford,

RESULT of SALE at CHEAPSIDE AUCTION MART.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

have Sold I>ts 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, and 16.

The following UNSOLD LOTS are for DISPOSAL for
private Treaty, to wind up the Estate :—
Lot I1.—Rich Herby Meadows 5 2 5

,, 6.—Rich Herby Meadows • ... 5 1 25
„ 7— Fertile Arable Land 10 1 29
„ 8.—Valuable Fruit Farm 5 3 16
„ 9.—Very eligible Buildiug Land 17 3 15
„ 10.—High Productive Farm 53 3 17
„ 12.—Very Valuable Nursery and Fruit Farm.

2 Dwelling-houses, Glass and other Erec-
tions, Orchard Land 41 3 35

„ 13.—The Cleygate Farm (in perfect -working
order) 84 18

Apply to PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside.

Nursery, Florists' or Gardening.

WANTED, to PURCHASE a BUSINESS,
within easy reach of good Markets, and not more than

80 miles from London, plenty of Glass, or room to Build.
Capital up to £i000.—W. CLARKSON, 5, Durham Place,
Kensington, London.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites
for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-oa-Thames.

TO FLORISTS and GROWERS.— 16 Acres
of FREEHOLD to be SOLD, whole or in part, or part

could be rented ; in a rising suburb, 14 miles out. on the
L. A S. W. R. Produce fetches good prices. The nucleus of
a nice little business already started. Glass, Fits, and all

suitable buildings, Stables, and Dwelling-house.
Apply to Messrs. W. B, HILL and CO., 5, Adelaide Street,

Charing Cross, S.W.

FRUITERER, FLORIST, and SEED BUSI-
NESS for SALE.—Main thoroughfare ; favourite health

resort, South Coast. High-class trade. Partnership would
be entertained. For further particulars—

FLOBA, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Market Gardeners, Fruit, Cut Flower, Early
VEGETABLE, SALAD and MUSHROOM GROWERS,
BUILDERS. Ac.

Situate in the pretty village of Framfield, near UCKFIELD,
SUSSEX.

TO BE SOLD, with possession, together or
separately, Lot 1, The RICH MEADOW, Ac, 14a 2r. 5p.,

with 9 Bnperior modern Greenhouses, in all about 74,000 super-
ficial feet, and 2 Houses cover £ acre of ground, heated with
10,000 feet of Piping, good Boilers, Ac. ; 2 Cottages, and other
Buildings. The G.ass Erections cost nearly £i0 000. Lot 2
comprises BUILDING ESTATE of upwards of 12 acres,
having 1500 feet Building Frontage to Parish Roads; taxes
very low. Upset price—Lot 1, £2500 ; Lot 2. £!2oO.
Particulars had of H. M,, Messrs. PROTHEROE and

MORRIS, 67, Cheapside, E.C, and Mr. PANNETT, Grocer,
Framfield, Sussex.

Heme Bay. Choice Position. Close to the Railway
STATION.

TO BE SOLD.—FREEHOLD ESTATE,
10a. lr. Op., having nearly 1000 feet of Building Frontage

to Main Boad. High and Fertile Ground for Market Gar-
deners, Nurserymen, and Florists; 2 Large Brick Cottages;
abundant suyply of pure water. Price, £1400.—Apply to
H. M., PROTHEROE A MORRIS, 67, Cheapside. London, E.C.

TO BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. First-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKITT,
45, Plumst«ad Road, Plumstead.

Channel Islands.

COMPACT NURSERY GARDENS to LET.
— Large Vinery, f-span Hot-house, Fruit Trees, and

Ground for 3000 feet more Glass ; Mushroom-house, 70 by
40 feet. House on premises. Good local trade.

FISHER, 43, New Street, Jersey.

FOR SALE, a CHATSWORTH BOILER,
30 inches long by 14 by 14, and fittings in good condition.

R. J. WOLTON, Newland Toft Nursery, Hull.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 m mutes from St. Pononis

.

WANTED, PURCHASER for part or whole
of 4 Houses of NURSERY STOCK, consisting of

about 2000 Aralias. 1000 Lilies, 20 Ferns, var. spec, 300
Cliveas. 1C0 Aspidistras. Cheap to clear.

Cumberland Park Nurseries. Willesden Junction, London.

DUTCH BULBS.—We can book the follow-
ing Bulbs, on condition that orders be sent at once.

The Bulbs are of the very best quality, and true to name.
Cases and packing free on board, Rotterdam.
Tulip Artus. 12a. per 1000
„ Belle Alliance, 18*. do.

,, Chrysolore, 24*. do.

„ Duchessede Parma, 13*. do,

,, Keizerskroon, 205. do.

,, La Beine, 95. do.

,, Pottebakber,white,30*.do.

„ ,, scarlet, 20s. do.

,, Verboom, 18*. do.

„ Yellow Prince, 25*. do.

Crocuses, all round, 8*. do.

Named Hyacinths, 1st size,

14s. per 100
Spiirea japonica, extra, 40*.

per 1000

,, astilboides, 70s. do.

,. oompacta, 90s. do.
Lily of the Valley crowns, the

best quality, 20*. do.
Tropssolum tricolor, 12*. 100
Peeonia chinensis, in 12 dif-

ferent sorts, 9s. per 100

Apply, by Utter, P. V. T„ 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.O.
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EXHIBITIONS.

SALTERHEBBLE and DISTRICT ROSE
SHOW.—THURSDAY, July 18, 1895. Schedules. &c,

from JNO. E. BROOKS, Sec, 4, Savile Park Street, Halifax.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE GREAT SUM-
MER FLOWER SHOW,

Wednesday, Thursday, aDd Friday, July 24, 25, and 26, 1895,

Entries close July 17, For Schedules apply to—
_ „ „. . J. J. GILLESPIE, Jun,
Cross House Chambers. '

Treutliam Gardens.

THE TRENTHAM and HANFORD HOR-
TICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold their EIGHTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION on July 25.

£4"0 GIVEN IN PRIZES.
GROUP OF PLANTS, for effect— 1st. £20, and Silver Cup,

value £10 101. : 2nd, £i0 ; 3rd, £13 ; 4th, £9.
48 CUT RCWE3—1st and Spenia], £13 7s. ; 2nd, £5; 3rd, £3.
3tJ ,, ,, — l8t, £5, and National Rose Society's Gold

Medal; 2nd, £3; 3rd, £2.
COLLECTION OF FRUIT (9 dishes)— 1st, £10; 2nd, £6 J

3rd, £3.
4 BUNCHES OF GRAPES— 1st, £5; 2nd. £.3; 3rd, £3.

Schedules on application to Mr. L. T. ALFORD.
Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent.

c LAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

THIRTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW, August 13, 1895.
PRIZES, £275.

Assistant Secretary, GEORGE LAMB,
ClayCrO's, near Chesterfield.

BRADFORD AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SHOW. — FRIDAY and SATURDAY,

November 15 and 16—For Schedules, apply to J. COLLIER,
Hon. Secretary, 51, Midland Hall, Frizinghall, Bradford.

SHREWSBURY CREAT FLORAL FETE,
AUGUST 21 and 22, 1895.

The Society Offers this year nearly £800 In Frizes.

SPECIAL CLASS FOR DECORATIVE ARRANGEMENT
of fruit. £51 In Prizes.

SCHEDULES are Now Ready, and may be obtained from
the Hon. Sees.. Messrs. ADNITT and NAUNTON, Shrewsbury.

TO THE TRADE
300,000 DOUBLE DAFFODILS, fine 23s. per 1000.
200.0CO TRUMPET MAJOR, fine 22s.

500,000 VON SION. extra fine 30s.

100,000 PAPER WHITE NARCISS. fine ... 22s.

100,000 DOUBLE CONSTANTINOPLE, fine ... 22s. „
60,000 WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, fine . 70s.

50,000 ANEMONE FULGENS, fine 30s. „
100,000 ALLIUM NEAPOLITAN, fine 15s. „
200,000 TUBEROSE, true PEARL, fine ... 45s. „

£10 Orders free of freight and packing to London.
Special LIST ready.

E. FISHER, Bulb Grower and Merchant, 43, New St., Jersey.

DAFFODILS.
HOME-GROWN BULBS.

We are now lifting our Home-grown NAR-
CISSUS. We hold immense stocks of the
following, amongst other kinds:—

EMPEROR I PR1NCEPS
EMPRESS ! SIR WATKIN

POETICUS.
Special Prices on Application,

DICKSONS nurseries, CHESTER.

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready for shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, 4s, per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality, All colours, mixed.

Is. 6d. per dozen. Free for oash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY. HITHER GREEK, LEWISHAM.

EARLY BU LBS.
Our Special Offer of Early Bulbs is Now Ready, and will be sent
post-free on application. Prices very low. We are now lifting

DAFFODILS,
and can despatch orders in July for Early Planting. The

Bulbs are really splendid, and thoroughly ripened.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen who require

HIGH -CLASS SEEDS at MODERATE
PRICES:—

CABBAGE—Ellam's Early Dwarf, the best early, Sd. per oz.

,, Mein's No. 1, very fine solid hearts, Sd. per oz.

,, Stockley's Giant Red, splendid in colour, Qd. per oz.

LETTUCE—Bath Cos, Black Seeded, Sd. per ot..

„ Hardy Hammersmith, 6d. per oz.

ONION—Red Italian Tripoli, Sd. per oz.

All post-free for cash with order.

Send for LIST, gratis on application.

THOS. WAL WESLEY, .Tun., The City Seed Stores, Lichfield.

B BESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield,

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Ked Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3*., and 10s. <6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and 1*., from the Trade.

"Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HUGH
VAPOUR ROLL
FU Ml GATOR

For Greeuhousea. Cheap, safe, and always effective for Green-

fly, Thrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large establishments in

England.

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tios, 2s. Qd. Everyone should try them. Held under a

Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNuraerymen

to be the Best
Quality obtai nable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun.„ F.K.H.S., Leightou Buzzard, Beds.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER A>n> CO., Farnborough. Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Trade.

WALTERS & GO.'S
IMPROVED

LATH ROLLER BLINDS,
The most Effective

GREENHOUSE SHADING
yet Introduced, and the cheapest In the end.

Price on application.

Can be had in various widths up to 15 feet.

Sample piece Bent on receipt of Is. 6d.

WALTERS & CO.,
ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

BOURN HOUSE. LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.

NETS—NETS.—Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
for protecting Strawberry Beds, Fruit Trees, &c, from

Birds. Makes excellent Tennis boundaries.

200 yards, 8s. ; second quality, 5s.

SPASHETT and CO., Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

NATIVE GUANO.—Best and Chkapest
Manure fob Garden Use. Price £3 10*. per ton, in

bags. Lots under 10 cwt.. 4s. perewt. ; 1 cwt. sample bag sent
carriage paid to any station in England, on receipt of P. O.
for 6*. Extracts from 19th Annual Collection of Reports :

—

NATIVE GUANO for POTATOS, VEGETABLES, &c.
A. Simmons, Nurseryman, Barnet, used for Peas, Celery,

Onions, Cabbage, Turnip*, and Carrots. Results:—"In every
way satisfactory." J. T. Yates, Coventry, used for Onions,
Peas, Beans, and other vegetables, Strawberries, and Tomatos

:

"All crops proved satisfactory; a valuable manure, cheap,
clean, and portable." F. J. Fletcher, Maidenhead, with
Onions.—" Results splendid ; very pleased."

NATIVE GUANO FOR FRUIT. ROSES, TOMATOS, Ac.
H. Gillett, Florist, Sevenoaks.—" Used for three years for

Tomatos, Cucumbers, Begonias, Geraniums, Ferns, and Palms,
with very good results ; prefer it to Peruvian ; can highly
recommend ic as good and cheap." E. Parry, Head Gardener,
Castlemans, says :

" I found it an excellent, cheap manure for
Vines, Fruit trees, Roses, Carnations, Pot plants, and all

kitchen-garden crops." Orders to the Native Guano Co., Ltd.
29, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, where pamphlets
of testimonials, &c„ may be obtained. AGENT3 WANTED.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey,
Sole Makers :-WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-ewt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN,

HUDSON'S MANUREST
HTTDSONTJRE.—The King of Fertilisers.

Surprises all users. Recommended everywhere.
Try it upon anything.

Sample tins, 6d.
t post-free, (h or trial).

HUDSON'S EQUALISED PERUVIAN
GUANO. — Guaranteed of equal strength and quality
throughout, and in a fine, dry, friable powder. Far
superior to any. Sample tins Gd.

t
post-free. In bags of

7 lb., 2s. 6rf.; 14 lb., 4s. ; 281b., 7s. 6d. ; H21b,,20s.

FOOD FOR LILIES.—All Lilies should be
fed with this Manure when forming buds. Ensures
immense blooms; prevents disease. L»irge tins, Is. Ad.,

post-free; and in bags, 7 lb., 3s.; 14 lb., 5f. ; 28 lb., 8s.

The Three Finest Manures Offered.

HUDSON'S FERTILISERS,
KlLBURN, LONDON, N W. Correspondence invited.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

£ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 owt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. O. BEESON. Bone Mills, St. Neofs, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S."

"EUREKA"
WEED KILLER.

Safe, Effective, and Cheap.
There is no risk of poisoning Birds or Animals if directions

are followed when applying this preparation. Guaranteed to

clear all weeds ; mixes at once ; no sediment ; leaves the paths
bright and clean, without stains.

£-gaIL, Is. 9d. ; 1 gall., 3*. (tins included).

2-gall. drum?, 2s. $d, per gall. ; 5-gall. drums, 2s. 6d. per gall.

10-gall. drums, 2s. 3d. per gall. ; 40 gallons at 2s. per gall.

Double Strength, Mixes 1 to 60.

Sample Half Gallon Tin post free for staynps, 2s. 6d,
ONLY ADDRESS:—

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD,
MINT STREET CHEMICAL WORKS, LINCOLN.

Wholesale Londou Agents:

—

S M A N & CO., 132, Commercial Street, E.
Ask your Chemist or aeedsmau for this make.

PEAT. EPPS'S PEAT.
Specially selected for Orchids, and all kinds of Planta, by

sack cask, cubic-yard, ton, ortruck-load. Rioh fibrous LOAM,
Coarse and Fine SILVER SAND, superior LEAF-MOULD,
C. N. FIBRE REFUSE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.

Special through rates to all parts.

Tne Original Peat Depot, BJNGrWOOD, HANTS.
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THE NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY g 1895,

STEVENS' WONDER.
The earliest variety in cultivation, and very prolific.

Solid fruit, good flavour, high perfume.
Awarded Firat-class Certificates, Royal Horticultural Society

and Royal Botanic Society, 1895. See Gardeners' Chronicle,
March2; Journal of Horticulture, March 14;and The Garden,
March 16. Having purchased the whole of the Stock of this
grand New Early Strawberry from the Raiser, we have pleasure
in offering it as follows :

—

Strong Plants in pots ... £5 per 100 ... 15s. per dozen.
Strong Runners £3 per 100 ... 9s. per dozen.

Ready for delivery early in July.
Early Orders requested, as Stock is Limited.

Further particulars upon application.

Wm. CUTBUSH & SON, Highgate Nurseries, london

;

And BARNET, HERTS.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

A large quantity, in 2|-inoh pots, ohiefly Pteris
cristata ; also Alba lineata, Adiantum fulvum and pubes-
cens, at 9s. per 100.

Good bushy stuff in 48's.—Pteris oristata, nobilis,
and tremula ; also Aralias, at 4s. Qd. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. Packing
free. All orders carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
NURSERIES, ST. JOHN'S PARK. BLACKHEATH, S.E.

STRAWBERRIES.
All the leading varieties, new or old, in small

pots for fruiting first year. Open-air plants, very
oheap. Special low quotations for quantities for

Market Growing.

FRUIT TREES
OF ALL SORTS. SEND FOR LISTS.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHTNGTON, HEREFORD.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.
TWO GRAND NEW & DISTINCT VARIETIES FOR 1895.

Both First-class Certificates Royal Horticultural Society.

MONARCH. LEADER.
Handsome main crop, rich orimson colour, of

the largest size, fruit weighing 2 ozs.—true
Pine-like flavour.

To follow Royal Sovereign. Brilliant aoarlet

colour, flavour very rich, enormous size,

and great cropper. Compact habit.

Both equally as indispensable as Royal Sovereign to all Growers.

Price, open ground, £3 per 100, 12s. per dozen ; in pots, £4 per 100, 15s. per dozen.

These Varieties can only be obtained Directfrom us.

Also ROYAL SOVEREIGN, price 20s. per 100; in pots, 27s. 6d. per 100.

And every other variety worth growing. Lists on Application.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD.

JOT 'EVERY,
DESCRIPTION

Charles Davy&C
_^ HOT WATER, ENGINEERS, ^MANs riELDM ot

GREENHOUSE BLINDS
MADE up to ant size.

SHADING CANVAS and TICKING.
BAMBOO CANES.

GARDEN STICKS and LABELS.

RUSSIA MATS and RAFFIA.
TANNED GARDEN NETTING.

TISSUE PAPER. COCOA-FIBRE REFUSE.
ORCHID and OTHER FEATS.

CATALOGUE on application.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
136 & 137, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.

J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S.,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
Telegraph—" Hoetulanus," London. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FKUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PUEPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent " DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKST& CO., FMs,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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' KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, in
little pots, and as Bunners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

1,000,000 PLANTS.
Covent Garden Brussels, 2s. ad. p. 1000
Myatt's Offenham Cabbage, 2s. Qd.

per J COO.

Enfield Market 2s. 6rf. per 1000.
Drumhead Savoy, 2s. 6d. per 1000.
Special cheap offer. Veitch's Autumn

Giant Cauliflower, strong plants,
3*. 6d, per 1000 ; large orders, 3*.

Early London, same price.
Edmond's Superb White SpriDg Broc-

coli, 5s. per 1C00.

W. HORNE,
CLIFFE, ROCHESTEE.

STRAWBER RIES.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN,
EMPRESS Of INDIA, LORD SUFFIELD.GUNTON PARK,

AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIE8.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Ready,
Post-free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

JAPAN LILY BULBS,
PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.

CATALOGUE on application.

TOKIO NUBSERIES
Komsgomi, Tohio, Japan.

Cable Address: " NUBSERIES, TOKIO."

F. TAKAGHI, Proprietor.

LAINGS' BEGONIAS
NOW IN FULL BLOOM.

The Premitr House. Awarded Nine Gold Medals, $c.

Unequalled as a Floral Display. Visitors are cordially invited ;

free admission. Frequent trains from the City and West End
to Catford and Catford Bridge, also Forest Hill Stations.

Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free. Telephone 9660.

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Begonia, Caladium, Clivia, and Gloxinia Specialists, Seed,

Plant, Bulb Merchants. &c.

FOREST HILL, S.E. ; also CATFORD, Kent.

JOHNSONS IMPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufactu-ers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keepirg over 1(0 cows,
from which I obtain alargequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.

HANGER HILL, EALING.

FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING,
THE TBREE BEST

WALLFLOWERS,
DICKSONS GOLDEN BEAUTY,
DICKSONS SELECTED DARK RED,
DICKSONS PRIMROSE DAME ) tie

Per packet,

and Is.,
free by Post.

Choice Mixed DOUBLE WALLFLOWER. MYOSOTIS,
SILENES, &c. For Prices and all other particulars, see our
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free on application.

TUESDAY NEXT,
July 16.

SPECIALSALE

HUGH LOW & CO.
Have pleasure in offering by Auotion,

through MESSRS.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
AT THEIR

CENTRAL SALE ROOMS, 67 and 68,

CHEAPSIDE, E.C.,

On TUESDAY NEXT, 16th inst., at half-past

12 o'Clook, precisely, a superb importation of

the lovely and effeotive

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPSIS

SCHRODERIANUM,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVE.

This is without doubt the finest consignment

of this indispensable Orchid that has ever yet

been imported, and we are much pleased to offer

suoh a valuable lot of plants.

Our Colleotor has spared neither pains or

expense, only selecting the very best plants.

DICKSONS,
Seed Growers.

Nurserymen, &c, CHESTER.

At the same time will be offered i'50 plants of

DENDROBIUMm SPECIOSISSIMUM
Our recent introduction from Mount Kina Balu,

and which has not yet bloomed in England.

The flowers are extremely handsome, being pure

white, like D. formosum giganteum, but with

orange-red spots instead of yellow. The flowers

are very sweet-scented, and leaves and stems are

covered with blaok pubescens. It grows on
Magnolia bushes, at about 4000 feet elevation,

where Nepenthe Rajah is also found.

The Sale will include the lovely and wonderful

BULBOPHYLLUM DEA.REI, 300 newly im-

ported plants of CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA,
CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHI, all in

bud and sheath ; 150 imported C. LAWRENCE-
ANUM, CCELOGYNE DAYANA, ODONTO-
GLOSSUM ROEZLI and ALBUM, ONCID-
IUM AMPLIATUM, and other Choice Orohids.

BY ORDER OF

HUGH LOW & CO.

THE

(Hantenm' dptnmidt
SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1895.

s
V GLOUCESTERSHIRE GARDEN.*
INCE the publication, in these columns, some
twenty years ago, of "A Year in a Lancashire

Garden," there has been a succession of similar

books. Some of these have been written with
literary skill, but little knowledge of plants.

Some have been more conspicuous for frothiness

or sentimentality than for the advancement of

knowledge. Rare, indeed, has been the combi-
nation of an expert's knowledge and the scholar's

reading with the fluenoy of a ready writer.

But this is what the reader will find in the
present volume, and having found it, he will

assuredly, in Dickensian phrase, make a note of

it. The work owes its existence to certain papers

published from time to time in the Guardian.
As now collected, they form two series, one
dealing with the aspects of the garden in each
month of the year, and the other with various

categories of plants and miscellaneous cognate
subjects. The garden is, of oourse, that favoured

One in a warm corner of Gloucestershire which
has been the object of loving attention on the

part of two generations of plant-lovers. It is

necessary to bear this in mind, for such a happy
combination of circumstanoes is rare.

Few things afford a better illustration of the

character and proclivities of a man than does

his garden. Tastes differ, opinions vary, natural

intelligence and acquired knowledge are pos-

sessed in the most diverse degrees, and all these

diversities become manifest in the garden. In
some cases the plants exist for the sake of the

garden, in others it is the garden that is the

casket or the setting for the plants. No hard-

and-fast line can be drawn between the two
oategories as they occasionally blend or overlap.

When this does occur, the result is a combina-

tion of beauty and interest than which nothing

more desirable oan be imagined. The author of

the present volume recognises this, for he s ates

at the outset that " every garden has its own
special and separate character, which arises

partly from the tastes of the owner or his gar-

dener, but still more from the situation, aspeot,

and soil of the garden." Asa general statement

this is, of course, true; but it is equally true in

speoial cases, that the tastes and knowledge of

the gardener oast their impress on the garden,

even when the natural conditions are not pro-

pitious. Obstacles do but serve to bring out the

skill of the gardener. The garden at Bitton is

known by repute to so many that some acoount

of it from the author's pen will be welcome :

—

" It is not a large garden—the whole extent,

including a good proportion of lawn, being about

an acre and a half, and in shape a parallelogram, or

doable square. It lies on the west side of the

Cotswolds, which rise about half a mile away to the

height of 750 feet; and about fifteen miles to the

* In a Gloucestershire Garden, by Henry N. Ellacombe, MA,
See. (Edward Arnold, 37, Bedford Street.)
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south are the Mendips. These two ranges of hills

do much to shelter ns from the winds, both from the

cold north and easterly winds and from the sonth-

west winds, which in this part of Eogland are some-

times very violent. I attach great importance to

this kindly shelter from the great strength of the

winds, for plants are like ourselves in many respects,

and certainly in this, that they can bear a very great

amount of frost if only the air is still, far better

than they can bear a less cold if accompanied with a

high wind. The garden, then, has this advantage of

shelter. It has also the advantage of a good aspect,

for thongh the undulations are very slight, the

general slope faces the south ; and it has the farther

advantage of a rich and deep alluvial soil, which,

however, is so impregnated with lime and magnesia,

that it is hopeless to attempt Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Kalmias, and a host of other things. It has the

further disadvantage of being only about 70 feet

above the sea-level, which makes an insuperable

difficulty in the growth of the higher alpines. On the

whole, the garden is favourable for the cultivation of

flowers, and especially for the cultivation of shrubs,

except those which dislike the lime."

This preliminary account is defective ; the scene

of operations is brought before us with more or less

fidelity, but the warm oolite wall is not mentioned,

nor is the water supply alluded to, and nothing is

said as to the history of the gardeD, although its

present condition can hardly be fully understood

without some reference to itB gradual progress in

the past. As to the gardeners, the moving spirits,

the entire book testifies to their devotion, their

knowledge, their skill, their thankful apprecia-

tion. Canon Ellacombe in this volume takes us

round his garden, chatting pleasantly the while on

plants and their ways and apparent caprices, on soils

and seasons, on the endless literary suggestions

afforded by the inbject.

As we go on our way with the author, there is no

disturbing element, no inclemency of weather, no

hurry, no train to be met ; but there are the lawn

and the noble trees, and the long series of plants of

never-ending interest—there, too, is the genial and

scholarly Canon at jour elbow, fall of garden-lore,

botanic knowledge, and apt allusion. Hard by is

the well-stocked library, where is ample means of

"verifying references." Close at band is the noble

sixteenth-century church, but of this we must not

speak further than to say that it adds additional

beauty and interest to the scene. Citation from such

a book is a difficult matter, but to show how obser-

vant its author is we may adduce the following

'As soon as it (the pistil of the Hazel) is fer-

tilised a very carious thing happens, of which I

know no other instance. The little flower is placed

upon last year's wood, and if it were an Apple, or a

Peach, or any other fruit tree, the perfect fruit would

be there also. Bat the nut acts otherwise, it at once

Btarts away from the old wood and forms behind

itself a thin branch 4 or 5 inches long, at the end of

which it ripens into a nut : and as it so travels it

carries with it the bract in which the flower was

formed, and which at last becomes the pretty cup in

which the not lies."

This fact mast be familiar to many, but we do not

remember to have seen any record of it. The coarse

of proceedings is susceptible of a different interpre-

tation, bat the fact remains. "Uplifting" and
"concrescence" are, of common phenomena in

plants. The fertili«ation of the Hazel is in many
ways precocious. The two red styles are con-

spicuous enough at the time when the pollen

it shed, bat the observer may look in vain at that

time for the ovules, or even for the ovary. They are

not formed till long afterwards. The point is very

carious, as bearing on the question whether or no
the pollen does ever exert an influence on the various

coverings of the seed, as well as on the embryo germ
enclosed within them.

The temptation is great to dilate on other sugges-

tive passages in Canon Ellacombe's book, on the

germination cf seeds, the forces called into play

during growth, the numberless "mysterfes" that

attract the attention of the observer, and incite him

to attempt to explain them. The sources of interest

are indeed endless, and their practical application

not to be overlooked either. "From another habit

of many plants I gat," says the Canon, " another

object-lesson, from which I learn that plant-life

knows no reBt." With the requisite limitations, this

is a true statement of fact, but one generally over-

looked by the gardener.

The gardener will find in the present volume

numerous hints as to the cultivation of various

plants, whilst the plant-lover, turning over its pages,

will come upon passages which will keenly excite

his sympathies. Bead this and judge whether it

does not express a great truth. Alluding to an

un weeded garden, wherein "things rank and gross

in Nature possess it merely," the author—a gardener,

be it remembered, whose competence is above testi-

mony, says :—" Bat I have almost an affection for

weeds, a decided affection for some of them, and I

have not much sympathy with those who say that a

garden is not worth looking at nnless it is as clean

as a newly-swept floor ; it is a counsel of perfection

which I have no great wish to reach. A weed is

but a good plant in tbe wrong place ; I say a good

plant advisedly, having a fall faith that where Nature

plants it, it fills a right place." Oh, the lessons to

be got from weeds, if we wonld bat tarn them to

account

!

The passage above cited furnishes an illustration

of the strengthening faith and cheery optimism

which pervades the book, and renders it so delightful

to read. The author finds always something in the

garden to " lift him higher ;
" he owns he is not fond

of frost and snow, but he recognises that they have

their uses, and that we might be the worse without

them, and with a thankful spirit he makes the best

even of a garden in December. " To have a garden

where nature and the climate do everything, and

man is called upon to do little more than scratch

the ground and gather the flowers and fruit, might be

very pleaiant from one point of view, bat it would

take away all that to me constitutes tbe real interest

of gardening in its difficulties, and even its dis-

appointments."

Dendbobium Impebatejx, Kbanzlin (Beichenbackia,

vol, ii
, part xii., p. Ill, t. 95).*

" This new species is very similar to Dendrobinm
Augusts Victoriee, Kiiiizlio, and is one of the most
stately in growth of all Dendrobiums. The stems

reach to a height of 6 or 7 feet. The leaves are

comparatively small, although in other Dendrobes a

leaf of 6 to 7 inches in length by 2$ or 3 inches in

breadth wonld be considered as a rather considerable

one. The flower-spikes rise from the axils of the

upper leaves of the previous year, and very often

exceed 2J feet in length, carrying from thirty to

forty flowers.

It is impossible to do fall justice to such plants in

the space at our command, but still the plate illus-

trates the charming delicacy of its blossoms better

than a long description. The affinities may be

briefly described as follows:—Dendrobinm veratri-

folinin, A. Rich, has shorter and broader leaves, it

is much smaller, and its racemes very seldom exceed

18 inches in length ; the petals are larger, and the

side-lobes of the labellum smaller. Dendrobinm
Mirbelianum, Gaadich, is also a smaller species, but

very closely allied ; it has a larger lip, the middle

lobe of which is strictly lanceolate and acuminate,

and the little spur is sharply incurved. Dendrobinm
Augustse Victorias, Kranzlin, the most showy of the

whole section, has petals with amethyst veins ; the

side-lobes of the lip are very blunt, and the three

crests are frilled and denticulated not only in front,

bnt on the upper side. The rest of the section is out

of tbe question for comparison, as their petals

exceed the sepals by twice their length, and also by

other essential characteristics.

" This fine plant was discovered in German New
Guinea, at Finchhafen, by Dr. Hollrung, and later on
was collected by Mr. Wm. Micholitz, who found it,

to use his own words, ' mostly on trees overhanging

the beach. Inland it is only seldom to be found
;

'

and, he adds, ' it flowers probably in March—April.'

The rainy season is not sharply defined, but it

generally rains most from June till October. It

should be grown in sharp heat, with plenty of sun-

light, and after flowering receive a long, dry reBt."

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANTS. ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

DOBTPHORA SASSAFBAS.*

This is a plant (fig. 6, p. 35) that finds no place in

Nicholson's Dictionary, nor in any garden-list that we
have examined , and which we may , therefore, conclude

to be rare in cultivation. It was sent to as with a

request that we would name it, from Mr. Thompson,
gardener to F. A. Newdegate, Esq., M.P., Weston-

in-Arden, Nuneaton. Mr. Thomson also obligingly

furnished us with the specimens from which our

figure was taken. It forms a highly aromatic shrub,

with opposite, shortly-stalked, coriaceous, elliptic-

acate, remotely-serrate glabrous leaves. The flowers

are shortly-stalked, solitary, or in groups of three, the

buds surrounded by deciduous boat-shaped bracts.

The perianth is about 30 mill, (say, \\ inch) across,

spreading, with six leathery, whitish, hirsute,

oblong-acute segments. The stamens are nine in

number, each with a short filament, and two small

rounded glands at the base of the anther. Anther
two-celled, connective, prolonged into a long slender

awn. In the flowers we examined the pistils were

absent, or very imperfect; bnt they are described as

numerous, free at the bottom of a cap-like receptacle.

Each carpel has a long style, and its single cell

contains a single ovule.

The plant, which would require warm-greenhouse

treatment, is by no means unattractive when in

flower, bat its chief value consists in its very aromatic

fragrance. It is a native of Eastern Australia, New
South Wales, and Queensland, closely allied to

Atherosperma, and belongs to the Honimiacete.

M. T. M.

* Doryphora Sflplffas. — Eodlicher, /a, t. 10 (18.38);

Benthani, Ft. Austral., v. (18'70), 283; Bailey, Cat. Plants

Qu':aislani (1890). p. 39.

THE OBCHID HOUSES AT EAMBOUILLET.

When visiting the fine establishment of M. Aug.

Dallemagne, we were reminded that at that time

more than 150 groups of Orchids bad been trans-

ferred to the Bordeaux Exhibition, where they

were very generally admired. The arrangement of

the houses at Bambouillet comprises a winter

garden in the fore- part, a large central house with,

on both sides, and opening into it, four houies of

similar size. This, in fact, is the plan of the estab-

lishment started in Brussels by the Horticulture

Internationale. In the winter garden a magnificent

Eentia australis springs from a large rock-work, on

which various plants are growing. The central house

is full of Cattleya Warocqueana, Lselia purpurata, &c,

fine plants of unnsual vigour; Angrascum seequi-

pedale, and Vanda suavis showed equally good

health.

1st house : Importations of Cattleya, showiDg

* Dendrobinm imperat'ix ($ Antenvata), Kriinzlin.— Cauli-

bus aggregatis maximis multi-articulatis late viridibusad 2 m.

altis ad 2 5 cent, diaraetro; foliis oblongis coriaceis, 15 cm.

longiB, 6 m. latis apice obtasis ; racemis maximis multifloris

75 cm, loagi3 vel imo longioribus ; bracteis miDutis pedicellia

multo longioribus ba9i incrassatis 5—6 cm. loogis; sepalis

lateralibus e basi paulo latiore triaDgulis acntis in pseudo-

calear minutum curvulum connatis margine undulatis, inter-

medio lineari undulate- acuto; pefcalis paulo longioribus

semitorti8 linearibus antice paulum dilatatis obtusis labelli

lobis lateralibus rbombeis margine laterali et anteriore denti-

culatis, intermedio vis expanso fere orbiculari margine valde

undulato crispo acuto, disco Iamellis 3 a basi in medium labii

intermedii dee'urrentibus ibiqne in laminaa erec'tas denticu-

latas eubito abVuptas ductis, lobis lateralibus pulcherrime

venulosia; gynostemii parte libera bfevy tridentata enthera

plana autice minute pilosula. Nov. Guinea Orient. Kranzlin,

in Reich-mba'cAia, vil. ii., tab. 95.
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masses of bads. Oae plant of C. Mendeli had an
unusually dark lip. 2nd house : C. gigas and aarea,

growing splendidly. 3rd house: C. Mosaics and
Triamei adorned the stages, and did admirably.

Above the path, as in all the other houses, a triple

row of hanging baskets and pots of Orchids was
arranged. 4th house: Seedlings of Cypripedium
a,nd Dendrobium ; also Cypripediums, Phalse-

nopsis, a fine Cattleya Mossiaa alba, a splendid

specimen of Cattleya Rex and Vanda Sanderiana.

5th house : Odontoglossums, especially crispnm, un-

magne's horticultural establishment. Another and
tenth house is full of Cattleyas, and in reserve, in a

very cool place, are Odontoglossum crispum, Cattleya

and various other Orchids destined for the approach-

inn; Congress at Bordeaux,

In a special kiosk is installed a machine worked
by petroleum intended to draw up water for irri-

gating.

The entire buildings are surrounded by a fine fruit

garden. The property was acquired by M. Dalle-

magne in 1892; in less than four years he has formed

in spite of the absence of the lip, are by no means
unattractive—indeed, there is an increase of delicacy

and refinement resulting from the absence of strong

colour.

L;elia glauca, Bentham and Hooker, Lindenia,

t, cdlxv.

The Brassavola glauca of gardens. Flowers

5 inches across, fragrant, roundish in outline, stel-

late, segments oblong, straw-coloured lip projecting,

white, with a purplish blotch, convolute at the base,

FlO. 6. DOBVPHORA SASSAFBAS. (SEE P. 34.)

usually well cultivated. One Laelia purpurata with

an extra dark lip ; a very beautiful Odontoglossum

aureum. Remarkable also were the Masdevallias

and the numerous examples of Cochlioda Noetz-

liana which, suspended, formed a charming arch

of bloom. 6th house : Odontoglossums in excel-

lent health. 7th house : Odontoglossums, among
them many excellent varieties, 8th house : still

more of 0. crispnm, as well as Deporidium atro-

purpureum ; a remarkable Cymbidiuni eburneum

;

a graceful Odontoglossum cirroeum, and a flower-

ing canopy of Cochlioda Noetzliana. In addi-

tion to these houses grouped together and show-

ing the cunning of the master's hand, there is a ninth

bon.se which may be called the cradle of M. Dalle-

a splendid collection of Orchids, which won him, at

Paris last year, the prix d'honneur from the President

of the Republic. Ch. Dc B.

Odontoglossum cbispum.

A correspondent sends a spike of this Orchid bear-

ing one perfect flower, whilst four others have the

parts arranged in pairs cross-wise, thus the two sepals

alternate with two petals and the lip is entirely

wanting.

Cattleya Mendeli.

Baron Sir H. Schroder sends flowers of this variety

showing the same condition of affairs as in the

Odontoglossum just mentioned. We believe the

plant throws similar flowers every year. The flowers,

anterior lobe broadly ovate acute. It is a native of

Mexico, and requires to be grown in a cool house as

a basket plant. It flowers in early spring.

L.elio-Cattleya yarjenevskyana, Lindenia,

t. cdlxvi.

A hybrid between Ltelia grandis an 1 Cattleya

labiata Warneri. Segments rosy-lilac, anterior lobe

of lip frilled rich carmine. It is dedicated to a

Russian nobleman.

Odontoglossum Halli- xanthine™ X, Lindenia,

t. cdlxvii.

A reputed hybrid between the two species named.

Introduced from Ecuador by MM. Linden,
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Cattleya Habdyana x tab, Lindeni, Lindenia,

t. cdlxviii.

A gorgeous variety, with deep rosy-lilac segments,

lip blotched with golden yellow in the throat, with

the anterior lobe slightly frilled, rich carmine-

coloured,

Cyfbipbdium Littlbandm X

.

In the current number of the Orchid Review are

given a description and an illustration of a sup-

posed natural hybrid in the collection of Mr,

H. Little between the Bornean C. Lawrenceanum,
and perhaps C. Dayanum, also Bornean.

Orchids at Fair Oak Lodob.

Mr. W. A. Gillett, the owner of Fair Oak, near

Eastleigh Junction, on the London and South-

western Bailway, is a true connoisseur of Orchids,

and he has got together an excellent collection of

species and good varieties of these plants. He finds

in his able and energetic gardener, Mr. Carr, an
excellent cultivator. The gardener when he came
to him fourteen years ago knew nothing of Orchidi

or their cultivation, and he is at the present time

an instance of a man who by perseverance and a
good share of common sense has become proficient

as an orchidist. It would be difficult for anyone to

find fault with the state of the plants under his care.

On the occasion of a recent visit to this garden I

found in the cool- house numbers of plants of Odon-
toglosBum crispum, one of this species having two
spikes, 1 yard long, and carrying twenty-five

blooms ; of Miltonia vexillaria in noteworthy

examples, namely, one with three new pseudo-bulbs

and ten flower- spikes, carrying altogether seventy-

three flowers of a large size and fine colour ; O. cor-

datum, 0. Pescatorei, O. maculatum, O citrosmum,

0. hastilabinm, 0. polyxanthum, and Phalsenopsis.

The display of Odontoglossum was heightened by
flowering examples of Epidendrum vitellinum majus,

£. Godseffianum, Zygopetalum crinitum, Sophronitis

grandiflora, and Masdevallias in variety. Plants of

Oncidium ampliatum majus and C. sphacelatum

showed, as grown here, their great usefulness as

decorative subjects.

There was remarked a capital lot of plants (sixty)

of Dendrobium Pha'seoopsis Schroderianum, some of

them with very dark-coloured flowers. Dendrobium
suavissimum was observed in quantity, also a flower-

ing plant of the somewhat rare Lselia majalis. Cypri-

pediums Haynaldianum, concolor, Farishii, Law-
renciannm, caudatnm, Roezlii, calurum, Waraeria-

num, bellatulum, and a capital form of niveum, form

part of the collection. A plant of Calanthe Turneri

nivalis was making most satisfactory growth, as was

also one of C. Yeitchii. A specimen of Cattleya

gigas imperialis gave promise of some good flowers

shortly. Robust plants which bad been in fine flower

this season were remarked of Vanda suavis, Cattleya

Mossia?, C. Mendeli, and Lselia purpurata. E. M,

Phax^enopsis Lindeni.

From the Journal des Orchidias for June 16, we
take the following account of Phalsenopsis Lindeni,

Loher. :
—"This new species was named in honour

of M. J. Linden by the traveller who found it, and
who gives the following description of it: 'Folia

oblonga, abido-argentea, viridi-maculata; pednnculi

purpurei, bracteis parvis acutis; perigonii phylla

exteriora et interiora subsequalia, obovata subclavata,

obtuaa, albida (versus nervum medium subrosea)

;

labelli tripartiti lobi laterales subfalcati, oblongi-

obtusi, versus basin interiorem maculis aurantiacis

;

scutello vel callo bilobo aurantiaco maculato ; lobus

intermedins cordatus, rotundatus breviter acuminatus,

striis quinque purpureis, basi albidus, medio superiori

amethystinus."
" The foliage of this species resembles a little that

of F. Schilleriana, but the leaves of the former are

much narrower, almost sword-shaped (Gladiole.es)

;

as to the flowers, they closely resemble those of P.

rosea, but are much larger—nearly double. Further-

more, they are remarkable for the colouring of the
lip* the anterior lobe of which is bright amethyst,
with the base pale rose ; this division is decidedly

rounded, briefly acuminate, while in P. rosea it is

lczenge-shaped. M. Loher noticed that no other

Phalsenopsis grew in the spot whence this new
species was taken."

PETER COLLINSON.
(Continued from p. 6.)

Linn-ecs was another of the many intimate friends

and correspondents of Collinson. The great Swedish

naturalist visited England, and a life-long acquain-

tance between the two men was formed. The
British Museum contains copies of two letters which
the English naturalist addressed to Linnssus, dated

respectively 1739 and 1767 (2 Add. MSS., 28,545,

ff. 140, 140b), the earlier of which runs as follows

:

" Dear Friend, I could not omit so convenient an

opportunity by my worthy friend, Dr. Dillenius, to

enquire after your welfare, and give you joy on your

marriage. May much happiness attend you in that

state. I am glad of this conveyance to express my
gratitude for the particular regard shown me in that

curious, elaborate work, the Sortus Cliffortianus.

Something. I think, was due to me from the Common-
wealth of Botany for the great number of plants and
seeds I have annually procured from abroad, and you

have been so good as to pay it by giving me a species of

eternity, botanically speaking ; that is, a name as

long as men and books endure." The plant to which

Collinson refers is, of coarse, the Collinsonia cana-

densis, which is figured in the above-mentioned

work of Linnceus (Amsterdam, 1737).

The MS. department of the British Museum con-

tains many hundred letters written by and addressed

to Collinson, who appears to have been the guide,

philosopher and friend of nearly all the celebrities,

botanical and horticultural, of the period. There are

many from the Duke of Bichmond, who was living at

that time at Good wood, and who made extensive altera-

tions in and additions to the gardens there. The
subject of the present sketch was a frequent visitor,

and so was his young son Michael. The letters

which passed between them were of the most cordial

nature; one of them, for example, ending thus:

—

" Adieu, my dear Peter, this cruel weather [the letter

was written February 16, 1747-8], putts me quite out

of all patience, butt in frost, or snow, wett weather,

or fine, I am, honest Peter, sincerely thyne, Rich-

mond," In another letter, his Grace remarks, " The
small Magnolias are confounded dear, butt I must
have them, tho' I believe nobody else will be fool

enough to buye any at that price," Collinson was

also a frequent visitor at Holland House, in the early

fifties of the last century. Henry Fox, the cele-

brated Lord Holland, father of the even more famous

Charles James Fox, bad not yet been elevated to the

peerage ; whatever may have been his failings as a

politician—and there can be no question that he was

an adventurer of a very questionable, and now,

happily, obsolete type—his friendship for Collinson

was genuine. Collinson was frequently at his house

;

an invitation to dine, in 1750, was backed up with

the plea, " Lady Caroline has a thousand questions

to ask you about flowers, and I not much fewer about

plants." Another invitation in 1752 ran, " Will you
dine here on Saturday ? You shall be guarded

home," is a very curious and interesting illustration

of the dangers which attended foot-passengers in the

suburbs of London at that period—for Holland House
was not then surrounded by bricks and mortar, and
even Oxford Street and Tottenham Court Road were

country fields.

Peter Collinson's place of business was at the Red
Lion, in Gracechurch Street. The name of his

place suggests to us of to-day a public- house ; but

the fashion of numbering houses had not yet come
into vogue, and, as a consequence, all the principal

shops were distinguished by signs. From a very

early age he lived at " Peckham, in Surrey," a very

different place to what it has since become. It was

here that he formed a very extensive botanical

garden. Through his marriage with Mary, daughter

of Mr. Bushel!, of Mill Hill, Hindoo, in 1724, he

eventually came into possession of this place. The
removal from Peckham thence, however, did not

take effect until a quarter of a century aftewards.

He himself tells us, under date April 8, 1749, " re-

moved from my house at Peckham, in Surrey ; for two
years was transplanting my garden to my house at Mill

Hill, called Ridgway House," " ten miles from St.

Giles's Pound, in Holbourn." The gardens at

Peckham and Mill Hill had attained such a high

celebrity that a publication of Collinson's catalogue

appears to have been called for by some of the most
distinguished naturalists of the time ; and the reason

for this non-compliance with their wishes is thus

given in a letter of his, dated May 12, 1756, to Lin-
nseus :—" You must remember I am a merchant, a

man of great business, with many affairs in my head
and on my hands, I can never pretend to publish a

catalogue of my garden unless I had one of your
ingenious pupils to digest or methodize for me."

Collinson began early to keep an alphabetical

register of the plants which he cultivated. At his death

in 1768 the catalogue,which had by himself been bound
up with the seventh folio edition of Miller's Dic-

tionary, passed into the possession of his son-in-

law, John Cater, of Beckenham, Kent, and there it

remained until 1809, nearly, if not quite, unknown. In
the tenth volume of the Linnean Society's Transac-

tions, Lambert gave some account of it. A quarter of a

century later, Lambert obtained it, with Collinson's

copies of the sixth and eighth editions of Miller,

studded with notes and memoranda by Collinson.

At Lambert's sale after his death, they passed into

the possession of L. W. Dillwyn, who privately

printed, in his Hortus ColtinsOnianus, 1843, all these

notes, &c, and irom which it appears that Collinson

introduced 119 plants. It would be interesting to

know of the whereabouts of these three editions of

Miller, annotated by Collinson, although Dillwyn's

exceedingly interesting and valuable excerpts doubt-

less include all of the notes which possess permanent
value.

Collinson strongly urged the American colonists

to cultivate flax, hemp, silk, and wine, which led to

the cultivation of these industries in several of the

States. Collinson was a liberal contributor to the

collections of the British Museum ; and, according

to the late Robert Hunt, it was contemplated to

appoint him as curator of the botanical division.

This was not carried into effect, for what reason it

is not now known. Collinson died while on a visit

to Lord Petre in Essex, and enclosed in his will

was a paper importing " that he hoped he should

leave behind him a good name, which he

valued more than riches ; that he had en-

deavoured not to live uselessly, and that all

his days be constantly aimed to be a friend to

mankind." Dr. Fothergill wrote a privately- printed

account of his friend in 1770, the British Museum
copy of which once belonged to Sir Joseph Banks,
which is reprinted in the collected edition of

Fothergill's works, 1781. The original issue of this

biography contains an exceedingly good portrait of

Collinson, engraved by J. Miller; and this portrait,

rednced from quarto to octavo size, with the details

slightly altered, was reproduced by Nichols in his

Literary Anecdotes, whence the illustration given at

p. 6 is derived. W. Roberts,

COOMBE COURT, KINGSTON-
ON-THAMES.

The grounds here (the residence of W. A. Bevan,
Esq ), are extensive and picturesque. They were
laid out some years ago by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons.
From the terrace in front of the fine red-brick

mansion may be obtained some fine landscape views,

embracing a wide stretch of the Surrey hills. Grand
masses of Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and other

flowering shrubs are features here, and seen from
the terrace when in beauty, they have a wonderfully

fine effect. Some fine named varieties of Rhodo-
dendrons are grown, specially noticeable at the time
these notes were taken being John Waterer, The
Queen, Francis Dickson, and Lady Falmerston.

Kalmias revel in the peaty soil, and the Rhododen-
dron beds are edged with them. That handsomest
of the Berberises, B. Darwinii, flourishes here, and
the plants become covered with a profusion of the
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orange-coloured blossoms. Some beds consisting of

Skimmia japonica, golden Laurustinus, and Irish

H at h, edged with Euonymus radicans, are quite

remarkable.

Hollies were remarked as growing luxuriantly,

some fine specimens in front of the honse moved
two years ago being specially noticeable. Some good

specimens of Abies DouglaBii shifted three years ago

have also done well, making good growth. The
varions forms of Cupressus are attaining good

dimensions. Retinosporasdo not seem to take kindly

to the gravelly sub-soil here, and some of the fine

Sweet Bays were much cnt daring the past severe

winter. Cedras Deodara finds a congenial home
here, as do the Oaks, Elms, and Ficeas. On the lower

side of the grounds, abntting on to Coombe Lane, a

long line of closely-trimmed Limes gives an air of

order and neatness characteristic of the whole place.

A lake bordered by suitable trees is a very pretty

and " restfnl " feature.

Some bold mixed beds of Abutilons, Coleus, Zea

japonica, Kicinns, Carnations, &c, in proximity to

Apples and Fears, principally as pyramids promise

good crops, the root-pruning to which the trees

were subj-cted two years ago having had a beneficial

effect.

Veitch's Extra-early Forcing Cauliflower is ex-

tremely early, and very dwarf. Sown the middle of

February, cutting has been going on since May 28.

Fea Veitch's Early Selected was ready for picking

on Jane 3. A fine breadth of some 500 plants of

that old but good Cabbage, Cattell's Reliance, stood

the winter so well ; ready Srst week in April.

Amongst Fotatos, Myatt's Asbleaf is much
esteemed here, as is that fine-constitntioned variety,

of excellent quality, Schoolmaster.

Few are grown in 100- feet rows, as a large family

has to be supplied, the principal varieties grown
being the old but finely- flavoured Ne Plus Ultra,

Veitch's Perfection, William I., Main Crop, Crite-

rion, and Duchess of Albany.

A concluding note may be found in recording the

fact that the whole place is well-managed by the

gardener, Mr. Springthorpe. J. B.

Fig. 7, -a comfosite peach: past peach, pabt nectabine.

the mansion will constitute attractive features

a little later. The culture of the useful and beau-

tiful herbaceous plants is being taken up. In the

conservatory attached to the residence the usual

foliage and flowering plants for decorative purposes

in such structures were in remarkably good condition.

In a range of houses 100 feet long in three com-

partments, Pine-apple Nectarine was carrying a good

crop. Roses on a back wall of this division do well

in spring, exceptional top-light being obtained.

Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria

are the favourite G rapes grown, and the crops are

all that can be desired.

Two span roofed bouses, 130 feet in length, con-

tain some well-fruited trees of Dr. Hogg, Royal

George, and Early Louise Peaches.

The best forcing Strawberry is found in Auguste

Nicaise, the picking commencing on April 1. White

lschiaand Brown Turkey Figs in pots give promise

of good fruiting. The favourite Melons are Countess

and Frogmore Selected; Tomatos, Ham Green,

Frogmore Selected, and Perfection.

In the kitchen garden, a fruit-wall some 300 yards

in length, is quite worthy of note. The Cherry-

trees on this wall are in the best of health, and

reaching to the top of the 9 feet wall, the principal

varieties grown being May Dake, small, but carrying

a good crop; Bigarreaa Napoleon, Elton, Morello,

Frogmore Bigarrean, Black Eigle, Old Bigarreau,

and Early May, fruits of the latter being gathered

early in May. On this wall some of the best

varieties of PlumB, Peaches, and Pears are also

grown, P<rars are, however, a ecarce crop this year.

EARLY PEAS.

Cabefol, fair, and comparative trials year after

year have convinced me that we have too many
varieties of Peas in cultivation. Taking the round-

seeded early Peas, such as Eclipse or Earliest of A'l

(practically the same Pea), Carter's Lightning, Day's

Sunrise, and Sangster's No. 1, the two former come
in together, and the two latter a week later. If I

bad room for only one of those named I would grow

Eclipse. As regards the first early dwarf Peas, all of

which, by the way, have wrinkled seed, and are con-

sequently of superior quality, William Horst, Chelsea

Gem, and American Wonder come in almost

together. The two former, however, having longer

and quite as well-filled pods, are preferable to

American Wonder. The real difference between

William Hurst and Chelsea Gem is that whereas the

seed of the former is blue when dry, the latter is

white. When growing there is no appreciable dif-

ference, and both are first-rate Peas, particularly

suitable for early borders or frames. The early Pea

(wrinkled variety) that I prefer to all others is

Exonian, and for the reason that it is remarkably

early, coming in with the earliest section, is a

good cropper, the pods being tightly packed,

eight, nine, and ten Peas being a common number

of seeds in a pod. The Peas are of a dark

green colour, and the flavour is excellent.

In flavour, it resembles the varieties Yorkshire

Hero and G. F. Wilson. To possess, as it does, the

three attributes of earliness, productiveness, and

flavour, stamps it, in my opinion, one of the best.

Coming to second early Peas, two varieties stand

out prominently, Gradus and Daisy, the former

introduced by Laxton and the latter by Carter.

For earliness, Gradas excels Daisy, and, when true,

it is really a grand Pea. It is a good bearer, has

fine large pods of the Dake of Albany type, and is

of fine flavour. Daisy (1£ to 2 feet) is one of the

coming Peas; a wonderful bearer, the pods coming
in pairs, and they are large and well filled ; it is,

moreover, of compact habit and comes among the

first of the second-early section. Dr. Hogg is a good
old second-early Pea, and holds its place pretty Well.

William I. is so apt to " sport " that growers are

getting tired of checking its waywardness, and are

inclined to drop its cultivation. Gradas is also said

to have this fault, but I do not think that it deserves

a bad name. A stock of it sent out this season

in packets was as full of rogues as it well could be,

bat I have seen another stock which was almost

free of them. Messrs. Dickson, of Chester, have a

good early wrinkled Pea in Harbinger, which is

somewhat after the style of Exonian, but it has not

the deep colour of that variety, nor is it so early

by one week. Notwithstanding its pale colour, it

is a good Fea.

In a trial of Peas, they must, to arrive at accurate

results, be all sown on the same day, on the same
plot, and, from the beginning, be treated alike.

To sow one variety on a border this year and

another variety next year, is no trial at all. It

is worse than useless, for often it is misleading.

A.H.

VARIATION.
This fascinating subject receives a carious illus-

tration in the specimen here shown (fig. 7). Mr.

Thorne, who kindly sends it, described it as Early

Dagmar Peach, with a stripe or band which is that

of a Nectarine. Occasionally we see Peaches and
Nectarines on the same bougb, and an illustration of

such an occurrence was given in oar colamnB in 1891.

When this phenomenon was first observed, the nar-

rative was received with incredulity. An illustration

of this is shown in the K-iv collection of drawings,

where is preserved a coloured drawing, accompanied

by a document formally attested by a number of

botanical and horticultural celebrities. Since that

time a similar occurrence has occasionally been

noticed, not only in Peaches, but in Apples and

other fruit. Darwin, in his Animals and Plants under

Domestication (1868}, vol. i., p. 341, mentions several

cases of the kind culled from horticultural literature.

The earliest case on record, it appears, is one stated

by Peter Collinson, whose life forms the subject of a

notice in the present issue j and Sir James Smith in

1821 was the first to record the occurrence of fruit

partly Peach, partly Nectarine, in character. Similar

amalgamations are met with in Oranges. We have

ourselves seen a fruit half Orange, half Lemon ; see

also Darwin, loc. cit., p. 336.

PLANTS IN FLOWER
IN THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN,
EDINBQRGH.

Michelia foscata, perhaps better known under

the generic name of Magnolia, is now flowering very

freely in the temperate- house, the delightful fragrance

of its flowers being detected as soon as the house is

entered. This fragrance should recommend it to a

place in every greenhouse. The plant is about

8 feet high, of a shrub-like habit, with plenty of

dark evergreen foliage. The axillary flowers are

of a light purple colour, the fleshy corolla soon

dropping, but they are produced for a long period of

time. It is a native of China, and has long been in

cultivation; it is easily propagated, and grows ia rich

loamy soil. Young plants flower freely.

Orthosiphon stamineus is a native of India, Malaya,

and some other tropical countries. Its flowers are

very attractive, at the present time the most con-

spicuous part being the loag filaments and style

that p eject about IV 'nch beyond the bilabiate corolla.
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The plant is compact in habit, with herbaceous

stems some 12 or 18 iachea in height, with ovate

deeply toothed leaves ; the inflorescence forms

crowded racemes, at the apex of the branches.

Plants struck in spring form bnahy flowering stuff for

stove decoration from May onwards, through the

summer. (See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1869, p. 941 )

A plant of Alberta magna is now flowering here

for the first time. It is of a stiff erect habit, with

opposite, ovate, coriaceous leaves. The inflorescence,

which comes in the form of terminal panicles, consists

of bright crimson flowers, the tube of the corolla being

about an inch long, and lasts in a perfect condition

for several weeks, and if the plant can be flowered freely

it should prove a welcome addition to the greenhouse.

After the corolla has dropped, two of the calyx lobes

lengthen and form scarlet wings to the fruit. Although

it has for several years been in cultivation, the first

record of its flowering in this country was at Kew in

1893.

Tnssacia pnlchella is a Gesneraceous plant, long

ago introduced from the West Indies, and is a

member of a small genus of four or five species, only

two of which are said to have been introduced.

The species under notice is a plant growing to about

1 foot in height, with a herbaceous stem and large

opposite-ovate leaves, the margins of which are

irregularly serrated, and of a light green colour,

The showy flowers are produced upon axillary inflo-

rescences, which generally bear five flowers. The
calyx is red, and about half the length of

the corolla, which is light yellow in colour.

When at rest, water should be sparingly afforded,

but not entirely withheld, or the rhizomes may be

dried up. They should also be wintered in a warm-
house. A figure may be seen in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 1146.

Cacti in flower,—Several of these interesting

plants have been during the past few weeks, and are,

flowering at the present time in the succulent-house.

Two very pretty yellow-flowering plants are Ecbino-

cactusOttonis, E. tricuspidatus and E.tabularis, these

are particularly bright, the style and stigma is of a

dark pnrple colour. The last continues in flower for

some time, opening in the morning and closing at

night. Echinopais triumphans has a deeply-ridged

stem, rather sparsely dotted with spines and large

pinky-white flowers, which do not possess a very

agreeable perfume. Large numbers of the Mammil-
larias are in bloom, and these are also attractive

when in fruit. There are now in flower, M. Dillenii,

If. exsudans, M. Sbuberi, and M. glauca, all bearing

numerous dark red flowers ; M. Wildiana, with its

hooked spines is another desirable species [?], and
bears much lighter flowers than those mentioned

above, while M. glomerata has quite yellow flowers.

Although many of these last cannot be called showy
plants when seen in quantity, they are always in-

teresting, and deserve more attention than tbey get

at the present time ; while with the Phyllocactns

with which so much has been done in their hybri-

disation, that none can fail to admire their large

and brilliant flowers, if. L. Harrow,

NOTES ON THE HARDINESS OF
SOME OUT-OF-DOORS PLANTS AT
BELVOIR CASTLE.

Ik the following Hats of plants the names of thogp

under the headings "killed "and" seriously injured "

are given in full, and in the list of survivors only

those are given which are likely to be of interest to

readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle for that reason.

Many plants doubtless escaped injury owing to the

elevation of the gardens, and the perfect drainage

consequent on that elevation. The height varies

from 360 to 460 feet above sea-level. The shelter

afforded by the wood surrounding the gardens was
also of great use in protecting the plants, and especi-

ally noticeable was its effect in preserving Portugal
Laurels, of which there are large numbers, many of

the specimens being from 25 to 30 feet high ; and
where these are situated in the wood itself no injury

was done—whereas in exposed places this shrub has

lost most of its leaves, and some few the tips of the

shoots. Those plants marked * were growing in the

Duchess' Garden, which is situated on the aide of a hill

100 feet in height ; this hill has a curved outline, and

is open only to the south-east, much of the sun-heat

being therefore retained, and the garden rendered

warm during the night.

The greatest amount of frost registered at the

kitchen gardens at Belvoir, was —3° on a Glaisher

screen, —8° on the grass, on February 8 ; the mean
temperature of February was 27°.26, the mean of

daily maxima in the sun for the ten days,

February 5 to 14, during which the frost was

most severe, was 79°. 40, and during that period we
had 62 hours 30 minutes of sunshine. I have no
doubt this helped many of the plants considerably

;

many dwarf plants also derived much benefit from

the 4 inches of snow which covered them during the

time the frost was moat severe—and the advantage

derived from this covering was shown by the Let-

tuces planted along at the foot of south walls, where

the snow had melted, being killed, whilst those on a

west aspect, where they were all the time covered

with snow, survived. The frost penetrated the earth

to a depth of 8 inches, and a heap of soil which laid

loose above the surface, 18 inches. The ice on the

lake was s.\ inches thick. This frost was much more
severe than that of the winter 1860-61, when the

lowest temperature recorded here was —1° on a

Glaisher screen, and —5° on the grass, this was on
Dec. 25, 1860.

Killed.

*Arundo conspicua (some Miihlenbeckial complexa
plants) (killed to the ground)

*Casuarina tenuifolia *01earia illicifolia (killed to
Campanula pyramidalis the ground)
(some plants) Photima japonica (killed to

Calycanthus floridus the ground)
*Dasylirion Bigelowii Phormium tenax (killed to
^Eueagnus macrophyllu3 the ground)
Fig on south wall (killed to Pisiacia Lentiscus

the ground) Kose Noisette W. A. Riohard-
*Gynerium argenteum (some sou on south wall (large

plants) plants killed to the ground)
^Hypericum repeas Tecoma radicans

Much Injured.

*Azara microphjlla
*Arundo Donax
^Aiuadioaria falcata
Arbutus Unedo
Apricot on south wall

*Abelia floribunda
* 4cacia dealbata
"Berbeiis Wallichii
* „ Darwinii
*Bambusa Metake
Crataegus pjracanthaon north

walls
Cedrus Deodara, where ex-

posed
Chimonanthus fragrans, the

flowers kilted

Ctanothus Gloire de Ver-
sailles

Deutzia scaber
*Diplopappus chrysophyllus
*Escallonia macrantha
Jasminum officinale

lonicera fragrans, flower
kiUed

„ flexuosa
Magnolia grandiflora
*01earia Haastii
*0»manthus illicifolius

Photinia serrulata on south
wall

Pernettya mucronata
Peeonia Moutan
Rhododendron fragrans

* films Cotinus
Rose, I.i iiiksiftn. yellow on

south wall
„ H.P. and Tea in many

varieties

*Ruscus aculeatus
Rubus pbuanicolaBius
Spiraea pruuifolia
Uit-x europaeus (killed to the
ground)

Vicis vimfera on west wall

Slightly Injured.

Arbutus Andrachne *Eremurus robustus
*Androsace lanuginosa *Eucrypha pinnatitida
* Andromeda ovata (JeLi&ta hiepanica
* ,, floribunda "dydraoReahortensis japonic*
#Acer polymorphum atro-pur- * ,, paniculata

purtum *Halesia tetraptera
*

,, „ dissectum Iris Ksempteri (protected
*

,, Neguodo varipgata with litter)

Ampelopsis juponica Lavandula officinalis (killed

,, Veitehii at kitchen gardens)
,, hederacea *Lilium auratum

*-Vmygdalus communis Magnolia conapicua Sou-
'Berberis stenophyllax langeana

,, dulcis Punica granatum (on south
* „ japonica wall)

*Clerodendron trichotomum *tthododendron Falconeri
Clematis montana '

,. ferrugineum

„ graveolens * ,, hirsucum
*Cameilias in variety (lost a • ,. praecox

few leaves, and some of Saliaburia aiiantifolia

flowers) *Scyrax jiponica
Cerasus lauro-cerasus *3taphyie* eolcuica

,, iusitanica Sparcium janceum
*Cercis siliquastrum *Spirsea Thunbergii
Cedrus atlantica * ., aruncus
Choisya ternata (bush on * ,, arisefolia

bank sloping to auuth es- *Skimmia fragrans
caped completely) * ,, japonic*

Chamsepuce diacantha Taxoumm distichum
*Chamaerops Fortunei (pro- ,, sempervirens (injured

tected with bracken) where exposed)
*Colutea arborescens *Viburnum plicatum
*Cypripedium spectaHIe ,, Tinus
•Cryptomeria elegans *Veronica pingusefolia

,, japonica * ,, Traveraii

*CunniDghamia sinensis Wallflowers
*Daphniphyllum glaucescens Yucca recurva

— W, H, Divers, Belvoir Cattle Gardens, Grartham,

EOTATION OF CROPS.
(Continued from vol. xvii., p. 792.)

Plant- food taken up.—At the commencement
of this subject, see May 4, p. 550, it was pointed ont

that although many different rotations are adopted,

they may for the most part be considered as little

more than local adaptations of the system of alter-

nating root-crops and leguminous crops with the

cereal grains. Thus there are rotations of five, six,

seven, or more years. But these variations are, in

most cases, only adaptations of the principle to

variations of soil, altitude, aspect, climate, markets,

and other local conditions, and they consist chiefly

in the variation in the description of the root crop,

and perhaps in the introduction of Potatos, in grow-

ing a cereal, or it may be more than one cereal

consecutively, in the growth of some other legu-

minous crop than Clover, or the intermixture with

the Clover of Grass seeds, and perhaps in the exten-

sion of the period allotted to this element of the rota-

tion to two or more years.

It is true, also, that under any specific rotation,

there may be deviations from the plan of retaining

the whole of the root-crop, the straw of the

grain crops, and the leguminous fodder crops

on the farm, for the production of meat or milk,

and, coincidently, for that of manure to be returned

to the land. But it is also true that, when under the

influence of special, local, or other demand—proximity

to towns, easy railway or other communication, and
•o on—the products which would otherwise be re-

tained on the farm are exported from it, the import

of town or other manures is generally an essential

condition of such practice. Indeed, this system of

free sale very frequently involves full compensation

by purchased manures of some kind. In our own
country, such deviations from the practice of merely

selling grain and meat have been much developed in

recent years ; and they will doubtless continue to

increase under the altered conditions of our agri-

culture, dependent on very large imports of grain,

increasing imports of meat and other products of

feeding, and very large imports of cattle-food and
other agricultural produce. Already much more
attention is being devoted to dairy products, not only

on grass farms, but on those that are mainly arable,

and there will doubtless be some, but probably by no

means so great an extension as some suppose, in the

production of other smaller articles required by town

populations.

It is further true, though the remark applies in a

very limited degree to our own country, that there

are other deviations which have more the character

of exceptions to the general rule of rotations, such

as the introduction of Flax, Hemp, Tobacco, or

other so-called industrial crops. Bat in these cases,

as with Potatos, the growth involves special expen-

diture for manure, instead of conservation of it.

Indeed, the inducement is the high price of the

product, rather than the maintenance, or the im-

provement, of the condition of the land for future

crops.

Still, as such deviations from regular rotation

practice as have been referred to do, as has been

said, generally iuvolve more or less compensation by

manure from external >ources, attention is confined

for the purposes of illustration to what may be

called the self supporting system, and to the simple

four-course one which has been selected for investi-

gation at Kotbamsted.

Brief reference only can be given to tome of the

more important mineral constituents found in the

different crops of the four- course rotation.

Of phosphoric acid, the cereal crops take up as

much as, or more than, any of the other crops of the

rotation, excepting Clover ; and the greater portion

of what they take up is lost to the farm in the sale-

able product—the grain. The remainder, that in

the straw, as well as that in the roots and the legu-

minous crops, is supposed to be retained on the

farm, excepting the small amount exported in meat

and milk.

Of potash, each of the crops take up very much
more than of phosphoric acid; but mich less
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potash than phosphoric acid i« exported in the

cereal grains, mnch more being retained in the

straw; whilst the other products of the rotation

—

the roots and Lpguminorse—which are also supposed

to be retained on the farm, contain very much more
potash than the cereal*, and comparatively little

of it is exported in meat and milk.

Of lime, very little is taken up by the cereal

crops, and by the roots much less than of potash
;

more by th» Leguminoiso than by ffbe other crops,

mid, by the Clover especially, sometimes much more
than by all the other crops of the rotation put
together. Of the lime of the crops, however, very

little goes in the saleable products of the farm under
the conditions supposed of a self-supporting rota-

tion. There is. however, frequently a considerable
loss of lime in land drainage.

The interpolated crops of rotation—the roots and
the L«guminofffi— take up scarcely any silica; but
the cereals take up a very large amount of it. In-
deed, the large amount of silica taken up by these

crops when grown under ordinary conditions, is as

characteristic a chemical phenomenon of rotation as

is the very large amount of lime taken up by Clover
and other LeguminosaB. Very little silica, however,

is lost to the land in the assumed saleable products.

Although the eventual loss to the land of mineral
constituents is, in a self-supporting rotation, com-
paratively so small, the very fact that the diff-rent

crops require for their growth, not only very different

amounts of individual constituents, but require these

to be available within the soil in very different con-
ditions, both of combination and of distribution,

points to the conclusion that, in any explanation of

the benefits of an alternation of crops, the position,

and the role of the mineral constituents must not be
overlooked ; and the less can it be so when their

connection with the very important element—the
nitrogen of the crops—is considered.

As to the nitrogen, it has been seen that,

although very characteristically benefited by nitro-

genous manures, the cereal crops take up and retain

much less nitrogen than any of the crops alternated

with them—in fact, the root crops may contain two
or more times as much nitrogen as either of the

cereals ; and the leguminous crop, especially Clover,

much more than the root- crops. The greater part

of the nitrogen of the cereals is, however, sold off

the farm, bnt perhaps not more than 10 or 15 per cent,

of that of either the root-crop, or the Clover, or other

forage leguminous crop, is sold off in animal increase

or milk. Thus, most of the nitrogen of the straw of

the cereals, and a very large proportion of that of

the much more highly nitrogen-yielding crops,

returns to the land as manure, for the benefit of

future cereals and other crops, Indeed, it is, as a

rule, only a comparatively small proportion of the

very much increased amount of nitrogen obtained in

rotation compared with that in continuous cereal

cropping (chiefly due to the interpolated crops) that

is lost to the land in the saleable products.

As to the source of the nitrogen of the so-called

"restorative crops," it has been shown that certainly

in the case of the roots it is not, as has sometimes
been assumed, that such plants take up nitrogen

from the air by virtue of their extended leaf- surface.

Both common experience and direct experiment

demonstrate that they are as dependent as any crop

that is grown on available nitrogen within the soil,

which is generally sapplied by the direct applica-

tion of nitrogenous manures—natural or artificial.

Under such conditions of supply, however, the

root crops, gross feeders as they are, and distribu-

ting a very large amount of fibrous feeding root

within the soil, avail themselves of a much greater

quantity of the nitrogen supplied than the cereals

would under similar circumstances, this result being

partly due. to their period of accumulation and
growth extending even months after the period of

collection by the ripening cereals has terminated,

and at the season when nitrification within the soil

is the most active, and the accumulation of nitrates

in it is the greatest. Listly, full supply of both

mineral constituents and nitrogen being at com-
mand, these crops assimilate a very large amount of

carbon from the atmosphere, and produce, besides

nitrogenous food-products, a very large amount of

the carbohydrates—sugar, as respiratory and fat-

forming food for the live-stock of the farm.

The still more highly nitrogenous leguminons

crops, on the other hand, although not characteris-

tically benefited by nitrogenous manures, neverthe-

less contribute much more nitrogen to the total

produce o c the rotation than any of the other crops

comprised in it. Io is also certain that, at any rate,

a large proportion of the nitrogen of these crops is

obtained from the soil and sub-Boil ; though recent

investigations have proved that some of their

nitrogen, and sometimes much of it, may be derived

indirectly from the free nitrogen of the atmosphere,

brought into combination under the influence of

micro-organisms within the nodules on the roots of

the plants.

But independently of the benefits arising from the

difference in the requirements and results of growth

of the different crops, of the increased amount of

manure available, and of the increased sale of highly-

valuable animal products, there are other elements

of advantage of considerable importance. For
example, with a variety of crops, the mechanical

operations of the farm, involving horse and hand

labour, are better distributed over the year, and are

therefore more economically performed.

List, but by no means least, the opportunities

which alternate cropping affords for the cleaning of

the land from weeds is a prominent element of

advantage. J. J. Willis, Harpsmlen.

Forestry.

THE NATURAL REGENERATION OF
WOODS.

Few branches of British forestry probably are

more neglected than the restocking of mature wood-
land by means of self-sown seedlings. Although it

occurs more or less in every seed- bearing wood, yet

we seldom, if evar, find any systematic methods

adapted to bring it about in a uniform and satis-

factory manner. It requires, of course, a certain

amount of skill and judgment on the part of those

who regulate the management of the wood previous

to, and at the felling of the old crop ; but beyond

this, the establishment of a healthy crop of young

trees by this means is as simple as raising a farm

or garden crop by artificial sowing. Just as a seed-

bed is prepared in the case of the latter, so must one

exist for the reception of the seed which falls from

the parent trees, and this is the requisite which is

chiefly lacking in our woods.

A good forest seed-bed prepared by natural causes,

differs with the species which are to occupy it. For
the proper development of a seedling into a sapling,

the seed must germinate upon matter which will

support the plant a'ter its stock of reserve material

(stored up in the cotyledons or endosperm) has given

out, and it mnst also be exposed to sufficient

air and light for its leaves to carry on their work

properly. In dense woods, especially when
composed of shade- bearing species, a thick layer

of raw, or partially-decomposed ham is, exists,

which is not sufficiently compact to retain

moisture for any length of time, nor has it such an

intimate connection with the soil beneath which

would set np capillarity. Under these circumstances,

a seed falling upon the forest floor may germinate,

but invariably perishes from insufficient moisture

and nutriment in the course of a few days. To
effect the decomposition of this inert matter, the

annual leaf-fall must bs checked, and sun and wind

allowed to act upon and hasten the decomposing

process. For this reason, the felling of a wood which

it is intended to regenerate naturally, is usually

performed at two distinct periods. Two or three

years before a seed crop is likely to occur, what is

known as a "preparatory felling" is made, which

removes about one-half, more or less, of the trees,

and greatly reduces the leaf-canopy. This felling

has a twofold object—the reduction of the humus-

layer, as already mentioned, and the exposure of the

crowns of the remaining trees to the sun, so as to

induce and favour the formation of flover-buds, and

thus bring about a plentiful crop of seed. After the

latter occurs and falls to the ground, a second felling

is made in order to further lighten the canopy for the

benefit of the seedlings which app»ar in the following.

ipring. The extent of this felling depends upon the

requirements and nature of the seedlings. la the

case of shade-bearers, such as Beech or Hornbeam,

sufficient trees may remain to form a light but

fairly regular shade, as the former of these species is

very sensitive to late frosts, and the seedlings are

easily destroyed during the first year. Where the

parent trees possess comparatively light crowns, as

Oik or Ash, the same proportion may remain with-

out interfering with the seedlings, for this canopy

prevents the drying-up of the ground and baking of

the surface, and thus favours the growth of the

seedlings. A'ter the latter are fully established, the

remaining trees can be gradually removed, aud the

blanks which occur filled up by transplanting seed-

lings from the thicker parts.

In the case of Conifers of the Pine genus, heavier

felling at the time of the seed crop is necessary, as

Pine seedlings require plenty of light, and the pre-

paratory felling is also of importance, as unless the

radicles come quickly in contact with the mineral

soil, a large proportion perish. With the Scot's Pine,

for instance, fifteen to twenty trees per acre are amply

snffi cient to provide the necessary seed, as the winged

form of the latter enables it to be carried long

distances by the wind. Toe development of this

wing upon fine seeds furnishes an interesting field of

speculation for the evolutionist, and those acquainted

with the peculiarities attending the natural regenera-

tion of this tree are able to recognise the enormous

advantages which this wing confers upon the seed

with regard to its distribution and conveyance tc

suitable localities for its germination. Whatever

the reason may be, the fact remains, that both the

germination of the seed and the growth of the seed-

lings occur moBt readily on sites which have never,-

or at least not recently, borne a crop of timber. Oat

heathy moors, whether these be wet or dry, peaty or

gravelly, this species quickly establishes itself, pro-

viding a few seed-bearing trees are within reasonable

distance, and the heather is not too long and rank to

prevent the seed reaching the soil. Bat under its

own shade, or that of other trees, the Scots Pine fails

to reproduce itself in a satisfactory manner ; hence

the necessity for means of locomotion other than

those usually provided in the case of most other tree

species.

Tne real secret of success in all cases of natural

reproduction is the total suppression of undergrowth.

Whether this consists of grass, brambles, or coarse

weeds, a regular crop of any kind of seedling is

impossible, and with some species the germination,

under snch conditions, of a seed becomes a rare

occurrence. Tnis suppression can only be effected

by maintaining a close and unbroken leaf-canopy for

several years previous to the preliminary fellings.

With light-demanding Bpecies a dense canopy is

difficult to obtain, unless a mixture of some shade-

bearing tree, usually Beech, is introduced either at

the time the crop is planted or later on, according to

circumstances. By such means a clear field is left

for the seed of the legitimate crop, which are able to

germinate and make a fair growth before weeds and

coarse grasses get possession of the soil.

Tne chief obstacle in the way of natural regenera-

tion, or the adoption of measures for securing it, is

game cover. We have never been able to understand

the precise difference between a crop of young trees

from five to twenty years of age and a crop of net-

tles, brambles, bracken, &c, so far as their value as

game cover for pheasants goes, especially when, as is

invariably the case, a fair proportion of the latter

are mixed in with the former. But this is a matter

of which the layman is not qualified to jadge, any

more than of the character of the hand-reared phea-

sant. In the eyes of the inexperienced this bird

appears to resemble a rather shy barn-door fowl,

with just sufficient fear of man to keep twenty yards
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or bo out of his way. Bat we are given to under-

stand that this bird is so painfully shy that the

crackiDg of a dry stick, or the occasional sound of

the axe is sufficient to drive it "out of the cover"

(whatever destination that may be), a course which

it seems loth to adopt before an army of beaters.

A. C. Forbes.

ELMET HALL, LEEDS.
A view of the picturesque rockery and other parts

of the garden at Elmet Hall, the property of J. H.

Kitson, Esq , was given in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

April 28, 1894, and the issue of May 5 contained

some account of the pretty and extensive gardens

which are managed by Mr. T. Bonsall, the

remarks on that occasion relating chiefly to

the gardens outdoors. A recent visit found

tbe establishment beautiful as ever, the rockery

bright with large tufts of pretty alpines and

other herbaceous perennials. Some large patches

of the lovely dwarf blue Myosotis rupicola, the yellow

and purple Arnebia echioides, of blue Gentian,

species of Edrianthus, Androsace, Lithospermnm
Gastoni, and other plants of similar class

being specially beautiful, and the herbaceous

plant - garden for tall and strong growers

formed on the site of the old kitchen-garden, a

bewildering mass of varied colours. From the man-
sion beautiful views of hill and dale open up on all

sides, and care iB taken to preserve the continuity of

the scenery from the very walls of the house to the

vanishing point, the intervening space of garden and
pleasure ground being arranged so as to merge into

the distant landscape, and this object is mainly

attained by keeping a large unbroken expanse of

green lawn around the house, and making no provision

for flower-beds containing Pelargoniums and other

things usually denominated bedding plants, which
are often allowed to mar what would otherwise be

pretty views.

The Obchxds.

In the glasshouses a collection of Orchids was
commenced seme time ago, and under Mr. Bonsall's

skilful management the venture being successful,

and the flowers found specially adapted for cutting

for use indoors, additions have been made, until

now a large number of plants of showy species are

remarkably well grown, and occupy places in most
of the plant-he uses, as well as in thoBe devoted
entirely to Orchids. Perhaps the greatest success

has been attained with the cool Orchids, the range
used for their culture being at the present time
filled with some hundreds of strong plants of a good
strain of Odontoglosaum crispnm, chiefly established

plants, though there was a batch of importations of

the present year, which are making satisfactory pro-

gress. Some few other species of Odontoglossum
were in flower ; but O- crispum, in its varioas forms,

is the favourite here as in most other gardens.

The Melon-house, with its good crop of fruits, is

utilised for growing Dendrobium Phalssnopsis Schro-
derianum, of which there are many plants, and other
species r? quiring a high temperature, and some of

them were in bloom. Here, too, Calanthe Veitchii

and others were being grown in quantity.

In the next, an intermediate-house, there was
remarked a fine plant of Coryanthes maculata sus-

pended at the entrance, the two pendent spikes

bearing each three of the large fleshy and singularly-

formed, light orange-coloured flowers; the plant,

which is in a basket, was growing luxuriantly. In the

same house in flower were fine plants of the bright On-
cidiam ampliatum majus, the rose and purple 0. Lance-
anum, 0. Cebollets, O. flexuosum, Peristeria elata

—

the Dove Orchid, Cypripedium caudatum, C. philip-

pinense, C. Lawrenceanum, and other Cypripediums
;

and Utricularia montana. In the span-roofed range
was a fine show of Laelia purpurata and L. tenebrosa,

with a plant or so of the true L. grandis, some
Cypripedium bellatulum, well-flowered plants of

Dendrobium Bensona, D. Pierardi, and several

handsome Odontoglossum citroscaum. Here some
of the plants were noticed to be standing on small
brass tarn-tables, which have the merit of possessing

holders for water in the lower division, the upper

half on which the plant is placed, and which revolves

easily, allowing the plant to be readily turned round

for examination or to alter its position from time

to time as may be found necessary, in order to cause

it to grow equally on all sides. The need

of some such an arrangement has long been felt by

Orchid-grower?, and some rather heavy revolving iron

stands are in uBe ; but these brass onea, invented and

patented by Mr. Kitson, are a long way in advance of

former things of the kind, and apparently difficult to

improve on.

In the next house, the show of flowers was chiefly

furnished by Dendrobium, Cymbidium, and Masde-

vallia Harryana, There were in bloom a lot of

Lycaste Deppei, some L. aromatica, covered with

yellow flowers; a few handsomely-flowered plants of

Rodriguezia venusta (often called Barlingtonia

fragrans), the pretty Phaius Owenianus, Nanodes

Medusas, Maxillaria Sanderiana, &c.

Miscellaneous.

In the large stove, a few Pha'iEnopsis were sus-

pended among the Nepenthes ; and of the latter,

a specimen of Nepenthes Curtisii with two stems,

displayed a carious dissimilarity in the form and

colouring of its pitchers. The basal ones are of the

ordinary form, and profusely blotched with dark red;

the upper ones more slender, and perfectly green,

without spotting. Some other good specimens of

Nepenthes were N. x Mastersiana, which is un-

doubtedly the best of the N. eanguinea clasp, and a

favonrite everywhere ; N. Rafflesiana, and N. Mor-
ganite. Also in the house were some well- flowered

specimens of Clerodendron, Eacharis, Musa Para-

disiaca, fruiting ; and other showy plantB ; and on the

roof Aristolochia elegans, Gloriosa superba, and

Stephanotis floribunda ; at one end being a collection

of Stanhopeaa which are very healthy and in good
condition to flower.

Passing through one well-cropped vinery we noted

large bushes of Kogieria gratissima covered with

flowers, and a quantity of Streptocarpus yielding

a profusion of Gloxinia-like blooms. In the Camellia-

hoase some Lilies were flowering, and in another

vinery were Ferns, Palms, &c, and a nice display of

Gloxinias. This lofty old-fashioned vinery range

has the upper part enclosed, and fitted with

staging and walk, tbe upper part being now used

for growing decorative flower and foliage plants.

Another range had a quantity of Tea Roses in pots

and planted out ; and other houses were filled with

small Crotons, Dracaenas, Eerns, &c, such quantities

of which are continually in demand that Mr. Bansall

mast exercise considerable skill and forethought in

preparing the supplies in different stages, such as are

in the Elmet Hall Gardens. J. O'B.

The Week's Work.
THE OBCHID HOUSE8.

By W. H. White. Orchid Griwer, Burford, Dorking.

PLATYCLINI8 FILIFORME AND 0THER8.—
Amongst plants now in flower, Platjclinis filiforme

may be considered a gem, its slender drooping
racemes of small golden-yellow flowers being espe-
cially attractive. The flower-spikes are produced
from the centre of the young breaks, which at this

particular time are only partly developed ; it is,

therefore, necessary that the plant should have
copious supplies of water afforded it until the pseudo-
bulbs are matured. Overhead syringing is not
advisable while the plant is in flower, bat the leaves
should be sponged instead. After the flowers fade,

the plant should be placed in a hot, moist house, and be
shaded from bright sunshine. The spring- flowering

P. glnmacea, and its variety, valiida, flourish under
similar treatment, but now that growth is completed,
they should be taken oat of the warmest house, in

which they had been hitherto, and placed in a shady
part of the intermediate-hoase, there to remain till

growth recommences. While at rest sufficient water
should be afforded to preserve the bulbs and
leaves in a plump condition, frequent syringing of

the undersides of the foliage to ward off the attacks
of insect peBti, being carried out.

MISCELLANEOUS.—A sweet-scented and pretty

dwarf-growing Orchid now in flower, is Trichocen-

trum tigrinum. whose cultivation is easy when the

plant is suspended in a shallow pan on the shady side

of the hottest house, using a very small quantity of

peat and sphagnum-moss, for if the roots are much
covered with compost they are apt to quickly decay,

and the leaves to spot ia a similar manner to On-
cidium Lanceanum. The rare Oacidium gattatum

should be grown under exactly the same conditions,

both species while at rest requiring bat a small

quantity of water at the root to keep their leaves

plump.

PACHYSTOMA TH0MP80NIANUM. — This is

another lovely little species that iB now ia bloom,

and its flowers, if preserved from damp, will last a

considerable time. It is a Bpecies that succeeds

admirably in a shallow pan, hung up close to the

roof-glass; and it requires almost the same kind of

treatment as the deciduous Calanthes, bat more
shade than those. While in flower very little

water should be afforded, and when at rest the

plants may be exposed to a good deal of sunlight,

and only jnBt sufficient water afforded to prevent

the shrivelling of the pseudo-bulbs. At all times

judgment is required in watering the plant, the bulbs

beiDg very liable to decay. The rare Ealophia

guiai-entis should be treated in the same way.

CATTLEYA 8PECI08I8SIMA, C. LAWRENCEANA,
C SUPERBA, AND c. SCHILLER1ANA, now com-
mencing to grow, should be placed in more warmth
than others of that genus. To be successful in

growing and flowering tbem, it is necessary, if the

specimens are large, to stand them on inverted potr,

thus bringing them up towards the light, smaller

examples being suspended near the roof. Cattleya

speciosissima should not be repotted at this season,

but soon after the flowers fade ; but any of the other

varieties named may be repotted. Daring repotting

or surfacing, care should be taken to make the pot-

ting material very porous, so that the material, whilst

the plants are growing, will dry quickly, conse-

quently stand in need of frequent applications of

water. When watering any that are in full growth,

afford enough even to saturate the entire mass of

compost, and afford no more till each plant again

becomes properly dry.

THE KITCHEN G-ABDEN.
By John Lambebt. Gardener, Powi* Cattle, Welshpool,

MUSHROOM BED8.—-Horse-droppings may now
again be collected for making Mushroom-beds under

cover. The produce from these beds will follow that

from the last beds out-of-doors. If Mushrooms are

plentiful, and likely to be so, there is no necessity

for haste in the matter of preparing materials. The
stable-litter should have most of the long straw

shaken oat of it, and what remains should be mixed
together and turned over every fourth day, spreading

it out in a layer about 1 foot in thickness, so as to

dissipate some of its moisture and rankness. The
litter from horses fed with grass, Vetches, green

Clover, Furze, &c, in considerable quantity iB not

of any use in MuBhroom culture.

BRU88EL8 8PR0UTS.—Another planting of this

useful vegetable should now be made. These plants

will not grow so tall as earlier plantingB, on the

contrary they will be sturdy and short-legged, and
calculated to withstand the severity of the winter.

A still later planting may be pat oat in about two
weeks ; these will give the latest pickings in the

spring, and produce small, very solid sprouts.

BROAD BEAN8.—The last sowing for the season

may be made about this date, preference being given

to early podders, as Mazagan and Beck's Dwarf
Green Gem. All of the earlier sowings, if they
consist of tall growers, should be topped when suf-

ficient pods are set to form a crop. The pods of

Beans for exhibition should be thinned, leaving only
the more promising ones ; and syringe the plaits

occasionally in the evening with soot-water, -ffisrd-

ing the stems some kind of support if thev. are oo

weak to stand erect.

GARLIC AND 8HALL0T8 may be lifted when tjfe

tops show signs of decaying, spreading"' the bulbs <nt
thinly in the sun to dry ; and when ddried, partia]y

clean off the soil that adheres to tihem, and p^
them in store.

LEEK8—The present is a good teime to plant thi

main crop of Leeks. I always i plant them in

trenches, like thoBe made for Cr'lery, two lines

in a trench. So cultivated, they , are easily pro-

tected in hard weather. Leeks wiljl, however, grow
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as fine if dropped into holes made on the flat, partly

filling up the holes when planting the Leeks with
fine soil. Afford the plants a good watering, to

settle the soil about the roots. The boles will be
quite filled up as time goes on by the hoeing that
the land will receive. Those in trenches will be
moulded up on the approach of winter.

PEA8.—The last sowing of dwarf late and early

Peas should be made at this date ; and then, if no
early frosts come to cat them off, a few dishes of

green Peas may be obtained at a very acceptable
time. Afford the sowings a sheltered, warm
situation.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York.

FLOWER BEDS should be kept neat and clean by
removing decayed leaves, and the old flowering trusses

of Pelargoniums, &c. Edgings of Ceraatium tomen-
tosum, Ivy-leaved and Manglesi Pelargoniums, &c,
should be neatly pegged out as soon as they require

it, so that they may quickly form a good edging.

The flower-spikes of these and other variegated

varieties used for edging should be kept pinched off.

Calceolarias and Lobelias should be kept thoroughly
watered as long as the drought continues ; and con-
siderable care will be required in watering, staking,

and tying tall-growing sub-tropical plants that are

used as backgrounds to clumps. The show varieties

of Dahlias should have the lateral shoots taken out,

and the principal shoots thoroughly secured to sticks.

Mulch the beds well with manure, and give liberal

supplies of water. Earwigs are very troublesome,
and quickly destroy the young growth and foliage if

not carefully looked after. A small pot with a bit of

dry hay or moss in it makes a good trap for earwigs,

and it should be examined every day. Bedding Dahlias
should be pegged down as soon as they require it.

PROPAGATION. &C —The layering of Carnations
and Picotees should now be proceeded with, especially

of varieties that are scarce, and where the blooms are

not required for cutting purposes. If large nosers
are required, take out the lateral buds, and leave

only the end bud on each spike, and when the pods
start to burst, some protection should be afforded

against rain in the way of hand-lights or canvas on
tripods. Cuttings of Carnations and Pinks may now
be taken and put in, six in a 48-pot, plunging them
in a pit where there is some amount of bottom heat;

orthe cuttings may be pricked out under hand-lights

or in frames, and kept close and shaded till rooted.

Cuttings strike best in sandy loam and leaf-soil of

about equal proportions. Cuttings or slips of

Auriculas, Sweet Williams, Pentstemons, Antirrhi-

niums, Phloxes, herbaceous Pansies, Violas, and
Wallflowers, may also be struck in this manner,

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—Scarce varieties which
may have been kept for propagating uses should now
be increased as fast as cuttings can be obtained.

Place the cutting-bed on a sunny border. When well-

rooted and not before, place them thickly in boxes for

storing under glass when the time comes for so doing.

Cuttings may be taken as late as September.

8EED GATHERING AND 80WINQ.—Seed-pods of

Auriculas, Primroses, Polyanthuses, and Pinks
should be gathered as soon as ripe, sowing the seed

without delay in beds or in drills 1 foot apart. Old
plants of the above may now be divided, the roots

being shortened somewhat, planting them afresh in

some rich garden mould. They soon make fine plants,

flowering well the next year. Early-raised seedlings

should be planted out, taking care that they do
not lack water in dry weather. Old plants of Pansy,
Viola, Arabis, Alyssum, Ajuga, Aubrietia, &c, may
now be divided and replanted in soil enriched with
decayed short manure, Bhading and watering them
for a time. Afford attention to the planting cut of

seedling Anemones, Aubrietias, and Wallflowers,
that will be required for planting in the autumn in

the spring garden. Sow hardy annuals for spring

flowering, viz., Silene pendnla, Eicholtzia, MyosotiB,

&C, pricking the seedlings out as soon as they are

large enough to be handled.

FRUITS OHDEB GLASS.
By Richard Parker, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

STRAWBERRIE8 IN POTS—One of the chief

matters connected with successful culture in pots is

the securing of early runners, so that the plants

may becom6 completely established in the fruiting-

pots before the autumn. It is a saving of labour

to layer the runner on the fruiting pot, and
many gardeners do so with good results, but it

needs much care in affording water, as the soil is

apt to become sour before the season is over, and
then the plant is sure to suffer in health. I have
commenced layering different varieties in small 60'n,

and several thousands are required to cover our
wants. The more promising plants will be selected

as soon as they are rooted, potting them at once
into 32's ; those which remain being planted in a
well-manured border, and by keeping the flowers

picked off thess plants, they will supply strong early

runners another year. Where plants for furnishing

runners for forcing have not been so treated, and
the gardener has to resort to the fruiting beds, it

is desirable to assist the old stools with several

applications of manure-water, freeing the bed from
weeds, and the plants of weakly and cramped growth.
The most promising runners should be selected for

layering, the pots being stood in each alternate space.

Water should be afforded with a rose watering-can
morning and evening until the runners are well-

rooted, when they may be placed as soon as possible

in the fruiting-pots. It is not a wise course to starve

the young plant in a small 60 pot. The filling of the

small pots should contain a small quantity of decayed
manure as an aid to root action, and to prevent the

soil becoming hard. If the layering has to be done
on the fruiting-pots, these should be quite clean, and
drainage good, a small quantity of soot being placed

on the tops of crocks to prevent the ingreBS of worms.
A compost of a retentive nature is best for the
Strawberry, and very firm potting should be the
rule. If the loam used is of a very heavy nature,

one-eighth of its bulk in spent Mushroom-bed dung
may be added, together with a sprinkling of wood-
ashes, bone-meal and soot. Keen's Seedling is still

one of the best as a first early fruiter, and may be
followed by Vicomtesse HeVicart de Thury, which,
though small, is one of the richest-flavoured Straw-
berries grown. La Grosse forces well, and produces
fine fruit, but the flavour is not first-class. Koyal
Sovereign, a new variety, is an excellent forcer, and
will become a favourite in time. President is not
grown to such an extent in pots as formerly—it is,

however, a useful variety, to follow the earlier ones.

Where there is accommodation, a few hundreds of

British Qieen should be grown in pots, as these

brought on slowly produce as fine fruit of the richest

flavour about the same date as, and are preferred to, the

first earlieB growing on warm borders out of doors.

James Veitch and Auguste Nicaise are varieties

which produce fruit of large size when grown in

pots, if not forced too early, and they receive plenty

of ventilation.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

TABLE PLANTS.—Small plants of various species

for the decoration of the dinner-table, where this kind

of thing is largely carried out, must not be neglected

at this season, for it is now more easy to find

suitable houses for them than at some other seasons.

The present is also a suitable season for propagating

and preparing some of them for next winter. Palms
deservedly rank high as table plants, and some of the

best are Geonoma gracilis, Cocos WedJelliana, and
Areca Verschaffelti. These should be kept in pairs

in pots of various sizes, especially 60's. They do
well in sandy loam in well-drained deepish pots.

Crotons of telling candle-light colour may have the

tips of well-coloured shoots cut off and struck

Bingly in small pots. Suckers of Pandanus Veitchii

may be detached and potted in sandy loam and peat.

Ferns, in variety from spores, when potted up, are

always useful decorative stuff, Draca;na Cooperi,

D. Guilfoylei, D. auguatifolia, D. terminalis, and D.
hybrida; Aralia Veitchi, A. V. gracillima, A.
elegantissima, Casuarina ericoides, a particularly

light and graceful plant, will also be found of service.

Of flowering plants that may be grown on to the

floweriug stage in 60's are Benonias Gloire de

Sceaux, Gloire de Lorraine, John Ileal, Winter Gem,
and Adonis. Gesneras in variety should not be

forgotten.

LILIUM8.—These plants will require to be top-

dressed with rich loam, or loam, leaf- soil, and dry

cow-dung, placing this well up and about the stem.

They will also require to be plentifully supplied with

root-moisture, and occasionally with manure-water,

say, twice a week. Place a stout stick to each stem,

and on the first appearance of " fly " fumigate the

plants. If a few of these are placed out-of-doors, the

flowering season will be much lengthened.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—In case the final potting

has not been done, no time Bhould now be lost in

getting the plants potted. Those which were cut

down early in June will have now grown sufficiently
for the gardener to distinguish which of the shoots
may be left, and which rubbed off; about six shoots
should be reserved

;
pot these last plants in 9 inch

pots, and stand them on a bed of coal-ashes in full

sunshine. Plants intended for the production of

large flowers should be secured to stout stakes, or
horizontally stretched lengths of wire placed a good
distance apart. If posts or iron rods are driven into
the ground about 15 feet apart, with a wire strand
along the top, the Chrysanthemum stakes can be
tied to this, and injury by the wind effectually

prevented.

80UVENIR DE LA MALMAI80N CARNATION,—
The young plants of thiB variety, if they were
layered as advised on p. 653 of the last volume, will

now be ready for potting into 60 pots. Much care
will be required in separating the layers from the
mother plants, or many of the roots will be broken
off. Pot them rather firmly in a compost of loam,
peat, leaf soil, and sand, place them in a cold frame,
and keep rather close and lightly shaded till they
have pushed roots into the new soil. Continue to
layer shoots as the plants finish flowering, but reserve
aa many as may be required for potting on into large

pots for early work.

THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W.Pope. Gardener, Bighclere Castle, Newbury.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES—Tne thinning of

Peaches and Nectarines should now be completed.
Continue to stop sub-lateral shoots at one leaf, and
secure the young wood by tying or nailing it as growth
advances, so as to afford the fruit the full benefit

of air and sunshine. Syringe the trees frequently, to

prevent red-spider finding a lodgment; an insect apt
to be very troublesome under fixed glass copings,

especially if the trees do not get a sufficiency of water
at the roots. Occasional soakings of sewage or

other liquid-manure will be of great benefit now
that the fruit is swelling, but it must not be applied

too strong, nor yet in driblets.

8TRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS.—As soon as the

fruit is gathered from Strawberry plantations, cut

off all runners not wanted for increase, together

with old leaves, &c, and clear away all straw and
other mulching material at the same time. The
surface-soil should be loosened by hoeing, and if a

mulching of rotten manure can be applied afterwards,

it will be of great benefit to the plants, in strengthen-

ing and plumping up the crowns for another
season. If the beds are to be destroyed, do this

without delay, so that the ground may be
utilised for winter crops of Broccoli, for which
it is generally suitable without any special

preparation. Three years, or at most four, is a
sufficiently long time to allow S:rawberries to remain
on the same ground. After the third year,

as a rule, the fruits deteriorate very much in

size, and consequently in weight. If runners are

to be layered in pots for new plantations, they

should be layered at once, or if not convenient to do
this on the ground, very good results may be ob-

tained by taking runners that may have slightly

rooted into the ground, potting into large thunjbs

or small 60 siz?d pots, and putting them at once

into a frame ; when by keeping them close after

watering, and slightly shading for a few days, they

will soon begin rooting freely, and may be gradually

hardened off and planted as required ; such plants

answer perfectly for mid-season and late forcing

if taken in good time. When rooted runners are

received by post or otherwise from a distance, they

should be treated in the same manner, for if ever so

well- rooted they rarely make a satisfactory start when
planted out without preparation. If any plants are to

remain in the nursery beds throughout the winter

to be planted out in the spring, they may be allowed

to root into the soil between the rows. Take them up
with a trowel when rooted, and plant in rows a foot

apart, and 6 inches from plant to plant. Water
well, and shade slightly for a day or two after

planting.

HEDY8ARUM MULTIJUGUM—Numerous cor-

respondents have written to confirm our doubt as to

the identity of the plant sent from the Cambridge

Botanic Garden under the above name, and figured

in onr last issue. Mesirs. Barbies & Sons obligingly

send specimens corresponding with the figure in the

Gartenflora. We will endeavour in a subsequent

issue to ascertain the true state of the case.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER,

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful- to mark th4 paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

LOC&l News.—Correspondents wiU greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local eixnts likely to be

oj interest to our readers^ or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under Vie notice of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication- — AU communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
should be WM'WKH oy ose side oxlt of the papeb,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature wUZ not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,

MEETING.
SATURDAY, Jn.T 13—Royal Botanic Society.

SHOWS.
T_T_ 1

.
l
fWood Green Horticultural, Gala-"" "1 shields Horticultural.

WEDNESDAY, July 17-!^Ti E?^ Sf^ ",'
De'by :

( Waterford Horticultural.

THURSDAY, JcxyIS-S
1^"1" *??• Cant«rb"y (Kent)

'
( Hospital Fet«.

SALES.
(Imported Orchids, f,om Messrs.

TUESDAY, July 16- Hugh Low & Co., at Protheroe &
I Morris' Booms.

TTprniv TPTV 1D (Imported and Established Orchids,1JS1DA1, JULY 19-
at Protheroe s Morri3. Booms.

COBRECTED AVEBAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OP FOBTY-THBEE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-63\4.

_ _. , _ The first of the three exhibitions
National Bose - ,, ,, , . , ^ _ .

Society's Exhi- of the .National Rose Society
W
GlouV

ll

-t

d
r

at was an unqualified success. For
many years the National held

two exhibitions, one metropolitan and the other
provincial. A few years ago, however, an attempt
was Jiade to hold an earlier show of Teas and
Noisettes in connection with the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society at the Drill Hall, as it was
urged that the best blooms of these classes were
past before the Crystal Palace show came on.

The attempt was not a very successful one, and
it was ultimately determined to supersede it,

and to have three general exhibitions—Metro-
politan, Northern, and Southern. Previous to

this, Gloucester had asked for the provincial
show to be held there, and the request had been
acceded to. But then came the tempting
request from "Windsor to hold the first southern
show there ; and the fact that the show was to

be patronised by Royalty, induced the com-
mittee to ask Gloucester to waive its claims for

another year. It was, perhaps, an advantage to

them that they did so ; it gave all concerned
more time for matnring their plans. The place
was convenient, the tent an admirable one, while
the courtesy and kindness of the secretary, and
the hospitality of the Mayor and officers of the
local Sooiety, made everything move with the

utmost harmony.

There are two classes of persons who visit

exhibitions of this kind, those who are cap-

tivated by the brilliancy of the show who are

perhaps ignorant of its real character, and
therefore view it with an uncritical eye ; to

them the Rotes are perfection, and they cannot
understand how any fault can be found with
them. There are those, on the other hand, who
are hardened, so to speak, by the exhibiting of

twenty years or more, and whose judgment is

not influenced by what first meets the eye, but
by a comparison with the results of former

years ; they^may be" at timestexacting, as when
someone says^that is the finest£bloom of Horace
Yernet that ever was seen, they quietly add
" but don't you think the coloi r is a leetle

gone ? " Beautiful and bright asTthe Roses were

on this occasion, they were perhaps somewhat
wanting in size and solidity. There were no
exceptionally grand blooms, and when one con-

siders the terrible winter through wbioh Rose

growers have passed, and the long drought of

the last two months which has so disappointed

the hopes of gardeners and farmers, it is mar-

vellous that on such a day blooms of such

freshness could have been shown, more especially

when they have had, as in many instances, to

make a night journey on such a close and sultry

night as that which preceded the show.

There has seldom been a more close contest

than that which took place for the 5-guinea

cup presented by the High Sheriff of Gloucester

;

and when ultimately the prize fell to Rev, J. H.
Pehbebton, no doubt could exist but that it was

a hard fought and well won victory. The de-

tails of the fight were given in our last issue.

In such a season it was not at all likely that

blooms of surpassing excellence should be seen,

none conoerning which you would say to a

brother rosanan, " Have you seen Smith's

splendid bloom of Marie Baumann, or Jones'

grand Catherine Mermet?" and hence it happens

that peculiar interest attached to the selection

that would be made for the best bloom in the

respective classes. Now, it very often happens

that in the great race of the Derby the favourites

on whom long odds have been laid are nowhere,

while an outsider carries off the coveted prize.

Last year at the Crystal Palace, for instance,

Marguerite Bodet carried off the silver medal in

the amateur's class for Dr. Budd, and this year

an equally little-known rose did the same for

Messrs. Habkness in the nurseryman's class,

for few p = ople have heard of the Rose in ques-

tion, Comtesse Lndre : this is a bright carmine

red Rose, which was sent out by Eugene
Vebdieb fifteen years ago, but has never, so

far as we know, been exhibited before, and yet

although there were fine Roses of well-known

varieties, the coveted prize was awarded to it.

The curiosity which is always active as to new
Roses was not destined to be gratified at Glou-

cester ; there were no seedlings exhibited for

competition for the gold medal for the best

seedling, and amongst new Roses already in

commerce there was hardly anything that merited

special notice.

A beautiful yellow Rose was exhibited by
Messrs. Jeffebies & Sons, of Cirencester. It

is a seedling between Cloth of Gold and
Marechal Niel, a beautiful soft yellow with

good glossy foliage, and stout foot-stalk, mere
resembling Cloth of Gold than Marechal Niel.

The severe winter of last year tried it very

much, but it is to be hoped that the raiser may
be able to bring it forward at some later show

;

it is of rampant habit, and should it fulfil its

present promise will be a valuable addition to

what are called our climbing Roses.

"Whatever interest may" be taken in'other ex-

hibitions of Rose Societies throughout the

oountry, there oan be little question that they

are all eclipsed by that taken in the great Met-

ropolitan show held by the National Society at

the Crystal Palace. "Whatever doubts may have

existed as to the suggestions by which amateur

exhibits were regulated by the number of^plants

grown, it is unquestionable that though it may
not have realized what some expected, it has

given a stimulus to Rose exhibitions.

Everyone must have been struck by the im-

mense improvements which have taken place in

the arrangement of the show under the direction

of the Garden Superintendent, Mr. W. G. Head.
Instead of the long formal line of boxe3 stretch-

ing from end to end of the transept, the

exhibition was broken up into groups containing

a few olasses, and this, as the boxes were mingled

with growing plants, no", only gave a pleasanter

aspect to the exhibition, but also enabled visitors

to move about mare freely, so that it was

possible at any time during the afternoon to get

a sight of the flowers.

Conjectures, anticipations, and opinions have

been freely indulged in, and as usual some of

these were right and some wrong; thus, it was

generally thought that it would not be a first-

rate exhibition, and this, we think, notwith-

standing the fine blooms exhibited by some
growers, was the true state of the case. The
flowers in most instances lacked substance, and,

consequently, staying powers, those that were

grown on heavy soils standing best. It was also

expected that, owing to ths character of the

season, the northern growers would stand the

best chance. It will be seen that this was not

the case, the chief prizes both in the nursery-

men and amateur classes going to southern

growers. In comparing it with the exhibi-

tion held at Gloucester, the verdict we think

would be that the Teas and Noisettes were

better at the provincial exhibition, and the

hybrid perpetuals at the metropolitan. As
happens most times at a great show, the

amateurs are fully abreast of the nursery-

men in the excellence of their exhibits, and

in fact the stand of Mr. Lindsell's, in the

Trophy Class, would, if there had been such a

prize, have been awarded that for the best box

in the show; it contained some grand blooms,

the colour and freshness of which at suoh a

season as the present were remarkable. It con-

tained, moreover, a flower to which the Silver

Medal of the National Rose Society for the best

hybrid perpetual in the amateur classes was

awarded ; and it is somewhat remarkable

that the award for the same prize in the

nurseryman's class was given to the same
flower in Mr. B. R. Cant's stand. No outsider

this time oame in to carry off the honours, and

it is tolerably clear from the number of blooms

exhibited and their excellence wherever shown,

it must be regarded as " Her Majesty's " year.

One could have anticipated that it would have

been just the year for Comtesse de Nadaillac,

but it was not so ; very few good blooms of it

were staged as far as we could see, and the

Tea Rose which seems to have come out most

conspicuously was Madame Casin ; for whenever

shown, it had a richness of oolour quite ex-

ceptional, and indeed, in one instance, where

one of our most experienced growers had cut

a gTand bloom of it for his box, he would not

allow it to be staged, because he considered

it out of character.

It was anticipated that garden Roses would be

somewhat deficient, and this proved to be the

case. A most beautiful collection which won the

first prize, came from Bath, and another from
Dundee. In the same way, new Roses were not

plentiful, and of these none of those from abroad

seemed to attract any attention ; neither was there

anything very striking in the absolutely new
Roses, namely, those which are not in com-
merce, and were exhibited for the National

Rose Society s Go!d Medal. None of them
was adjudged worthy of the Gold Medal. The
two exhibited by Messrs. Dickson Cone very

similar to The Bride and another a pink rose),

were highly commended ; Messrs. Coolings'
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l'.ladna is a large Rose, very full, somewhat in
the style of Merveille de Lyon, but higher in
the oentre, but the texture of the petals was
somewhat thin ; this may have been owing in
some measure to the season. Mr. Will Tay-

and East Anglia has claimed the palm in the
contest; rarely has greater pleasure been dis-

played among all olasses of Rose growers and
Rose exhibitors than when it was announced
that the old warrior, Mr. Ben Cant had again

Mr. F. B. Lindski.i. carried off the Challenge
Trophy with a box of blooms, which, as has
already been said, might be justly termed the

best in the exhibition. Mr. O. G. Orpkn,
from Colchester, carried off the Tea Trophy

Fig. 8.— catasetom tabclabe, variety rhinophobdm: coloubs gbeenksh-bbown. (see p. 44.)

lob's was a high-coloured Rose, very sweet and
promising, but unfortunately he had not com-
plied with the sohedule, thus the two exhibitions

of the National Rose Society have passed

without any additions to our Gold Medal Roses.

"With regard to the chief honours of the day,

they have followed, as far as nurserymen are

concerned, the course of the last couple of years,

oarried off the Trophy, together with the Gold
Medal that accompanied it; while, as we have

already said, the best blooms of H.P. was found

in his box, for which he gained the Silver Medal.

Mr. Frank Cant's flowers were also exceedingly

good, while Messrs. Prior & Son showed that

they were determined to hold the place they had
of late years aspired to. In the amateur classes,

as well as othtr pieces of plate. There were up-

wards of 100 exhibitors from all parts of the

kingdom, and this it must be remembered is a very

different thing from an exhibition of Chrysanthe-

mums or Dahlias—you may stage both of these

the day before in the stands in which they are to

be exhibited, and the probability is, that unless

some extraordinary mishap overtakes them, they
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will be exhibited as they left their owners' garden

;

but not so the Rose, the long railway journey, or

hot nights, may shatter half his blooms, and conse-

quently he must bring with hinra box of what he

calls " spares," often containing twice the number
that he actually requires, and with which he can

replenish his boxes on the morning of the show.

It is this enthusiasm which tends to keep the

National Rose Society alive, and every year to

extend its operations.

CATA8ETUM TABULARE, Idndl., VAR. RHINO-
PHORUM, Rchb. f.—The species is one of the moat
interesting of the curious genus Catasetum, and the

interest in its curiously-constructed Sowers is still

farther heightened by their extreme variability both

in form and colour. The type was described by

Lindlet in 1840, and since that several dis-

tinct varieties have been recorded by the late

Professor Keichenbach in the columns of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, three of the most distinct

beb g one with greenish flowers, slightly blotched

with light purple-brown ; C. t. brachyglossum, which
has a shorter lip and much broader callus than the

type; and C. t. rhinophorum (described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 358, Sept. 18, 1880), of which

the author says, " the whole surface of the callus is

broken in innumerable, irregular, transverse-toothed

lamellae, of white colour, with spots of ' burnt sienna,'

thus making one think of a file—hence the Dame."
The striking feature in Catasetnm tabulare is the

broad, fleshy table-like callus which occupies the

greater part of the lip, the toothed or bristled margin
of which is turned up around the raised table, thus

forming a gallery which traverse how he may lead

the insect promenader to the setce, which spring and
release the pollinia. The colour of the large raised

callus is usually white, and its surface is generally

smooth, but in the instance illustrated it is

rough and like the other parts of the flowers

spotted with red - brown of various shades.

The Catasetums are fast increasing in favour

in Orchid collections, and as a consequence their

habits and requirements are more closely observed

than formerly, and their culture is now considered

simple, if they be treated like other Orchids which
lose their leaves and require a drier and cooler situa-

tion during the resting season. The plant from
which our illustration (fig. 8) was taken was exhibited

by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, on June 25 last, at a meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Blanching. — The announcement that Mr.
Francis Dabwin was to lecture at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society aroused much interest. Mr. Dab-
win was associated with his father in carrying out

many of those experiments which have proved so

stimulating and suggestive. On this occasion he
chose for hij subject the changes in form and
structure connected with blanching or etiolation, and
he showed that these changes are not to be con-
sidered of a pathological nature, but are the result

of adaptation to adverse circumstances. The lecture

was very clear and conclusive, but more fitted for

the Scientific Committee than for the miscellaneous

groups that constitute the "3 o'clock meeting." The
publication of the lecture in the Journal will be
awaited with interest.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The usual Rose Fair in aid of the Royal Gardeners
Orphan Fund, was held in conuection with the

Croydon Horticultural Society's show on Wednesday,
July 3, and the amount taken for the sale of flowers

was £7 16s Od. Among the contributors of blooms
were Messrs. F. Sander & Co., Hugh Low & Co.,

Laing & Sons, B. Cant, T. B. Haywood, H. V.
Machin, M. Hodgson, E. M. Bethune, W. Mease,
C. J. Salter J. Slateb. C. Lane, and R*v. J. H.
Pejlbebton. Mrs. W. Gunner again kindly under-
took the sale of the flowers.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-
tion —The Worshipful Company of Skinners have

given a donation of £10 10s. to the fands of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

"Dictionnaire Pratique d'Horticulture
ET DE JARDINAGE.—The French translation by

M. Mottet. of what has come to be known as

Nicholson's Dictionary, has now reached its 39.h part,

which brings the work up to the letters Met. The
translator has added to the original text, and

enhanced its value. Additional illustrations are also

supplied.

STOCK-TAKING: JUNE.—Every day's experience

in the matter of stock-taking tends to convince us

that Pope, in his "Essay on Man," hit the mark
when he wrote " Man never is, but always to be
blest," for have we not been looking forward, not

to a rush, bat to a gradual rise in the values of

both imports and exports—and have we not been

doomed to a partial disappointment ? All was
going on nicely, when on came the Whitsnn
holidays and a parliamentary dislocation, and over

go our calculations. But the fall this month is

not a very large one, £345,095, or about 1 per

cent, as compared with the Returns for June, 1894.

Here is our usual extract from the Summary of

Imports

:

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports 34,229,679
£

33,884,584

£
—345,095

(A.) Articles of food
and drink — duty
free

(B.) Articles of food
and drink —dutiable

Raw materials for

textile manufac-
tures

Raw materials for

sundry industries

and manufactures ...

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles

(B.) Parcel Post

13,414,987

1,439,023

4.390.045

4,362,931

1,110,635

98.806

12,585,318

1,551,788

5,219,880

3,676,176

1,213,218

70,371

—829,669

+112,765

+829,835

—686,755

+102,583

—26.435

Wheat has increased by 334 240 cwt. over June
last year, but this has bad no eff.-ct on the price of

the loaf other than to raise it : the price of Wheat
on the market has gone up some 6s, in about as

many weeks, and it would be interesting to note

what the changes (and charges) have been during

the past hundred years, but space will not permit.

Tea shows a rise of £79,000, and £95,000 in coffee
;

spirits have gone down by £60,000. Other food

supplies fell off some £830,000. Oats gained

£144 000 from Russia; cheese shows a reduction

—

though the arrivals from Australia have nearly

doubled. Batter from Australasia has gone down
in quantity — also from France and Denmark.
Timber shows a reduction of £780 000—last year's

imports for the same period b'ing exceptionally

heavy. Textile materials were £-"30 000 over Jane,

1894 ; cotton went up £293,490 ; while flax increased

by £266,405; wool went up £170,000. Manufac-

tured articles, mainly silk stuffs from France, show

an increase of £233,153—but leather and woollen

manufactures foot up for abou5 a third. Fruits, &c,
now claim attention, and here is our usual excerpt :

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw :

—

Apples ...bush. 38,196 50,556 +12.360

Cherries ,, 193,231 115,670 —77,561

Plums 3,731 4,660 +929

Pears ... ,, 157 13 —144

Grapes ... ,, 4,036 3,035 —1.001

TJnenumerated 245,697 155,451 —90,246

Onions ... ,, 328,548 318,021 —10,527

Potatos ... cwt. 1,251,263 954,735 —301,528

Vegetables, raw,
merated ...

unenu-
... value

£
170.550

£
199,746

£
+29,196

Some of these figures are well worth noting. To pass, it

may now be agreed that the new Manchester market is

a success ; in one day 300 tons of foreign fruit were
put up to aucSion, sold, and despatched to their final

destination by rail. A few days since the same work

was done with some 14,000 packages of fruit, and we
are informed that a new line of steamers—the

Gaelph—will be placed on the Australasian line, for

the carriage of agricultural produce to Manchester.

The Exports

foot up at £17,800,100—a decrease of £109,055.

Under the head of " manufactured articles," there is

a gain of £485,000, of which £333,000 is due to

arms and ammunition. Metals went down £245,721,

telegraph-wire figuring for nearly all this amount.

Cotton goods fell off considerably, bat linens went up

—America also baying largely in the woollen and

worsted department. Coals fell off to the amount of

£123,729. Manure fell away to the value of nearly

£75,106. The exports for the six months show a loss

of £106,117,516—the decrease being £765,959. We
can only hope for improvement in our next report.

"The Botanical Maqazine" for the present

month contains descriptions and coloured figures of

the following plants :

—

Senecio Sualtata, Bertero, t. 7422. — A noble

Senecio from temperate Chili and Argentaria. It is

a tall herbaceous plant, with bold cordate-oblong

leaves, somewhat woolly and a branching inflorescence,

bearing numerous cream-coloured flower-heads, each

about 1 inch in diameter. It is hardy at Kew, and

flowered in that establishment in Jane last. It is

allied to S. sagittifolius, already figured ; the specific

name is an adaptation of the appellation generally

given to the plant by the Chilians.

Pyrus Cratsgifolia Targioni, Tozzetti, t. 7423.

—

An Italian species, having more the appearance of a

Crataegus than of a Pyrus. The leaves are like

those of P. torminalis, but the inflorescence is lax,

and the pedicels long and slender. Kew.
Aristolochia ungulifolia, Masters, t. 7424. —A

carious Bornean species, figured in these pages,

1880, vol. ii., p. 116, fig. 28.

Neuwiedia Griffithii, Reichenbach, t. 7425.—

A

highly interesting plant, linking Orchids to Irids.

The leaves are plicate, and the numerous white

flowers borne in long erect dense spikes.

Bubus lasiostylus, Focke, t. 7426. A Chinese

species with pinnate leaves, snowy-white beneath,

the nerves being of a pink colour. The flowers are

in loose cymes, each about 1 inch in diameter

purplish. Hardy at Kew.

Messrs. W. P. Laird & Sinclair.—The annuat

outing of the emplojei of this well-known firm of

nurserymen at Dundee, was held at Glamis Castle,

on Wednesday, 3rd inst., a very enjoyable day being

spent.

Ealing Horticultural Society. — The
annual show of this Society took place on the 3rd

inst., in the beautiful grounds of Gannersbury Park.

The number of exhibits was not so large as usual

—

in fact, the shows of this Society do not compare

favourably for some reason with its earlier exhi-

bitions. In the principal class for a group of plants

arranged for effect, the successful exhibitors were

Mr. W. Roberts, gardener to J. Harris, Esq

,

Braemar ; and Mr. Long, gardener to E. P. OakBhott,

Esq., Orchard Dene. For twenty-four distinct

varieties of cut Roses, the 1st prize (only entry) was

awarded to Mr. C. Turner, Slough. A good compe-

tition resulted in the prizes offered for eighteen

Roses (not fewer than twelve varieties) ; 1st, Gold

Medal of the National Rose Society, Mr. Elwards,

gr. to W. Often, Esq.; 2nd, Silver-gilt Medal,

National Rose Society, Mr. C. Long ; 3rd, Silver

Medal, National Rose Society, Mrs. Boosey ; 4ih

Bronze Medal of National Rose Society, Mr. S. Lowe.

An excellent display of garden produce was made by

the cottagers of the district.

Practical Gardening in Egypt. — Mr.

Walter Drapeb has been giving a course of lectures

at Ramleh on this subject. The lectures treated of

the following matters : Botanical classification of

plants, climate and soil, trees and Palms, arrange-

ment of a garden, the planting of shrubberies and

borders, lawns and flower-beds, climbing .
plants,

plants for windy and sheltered positions, Roses.
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annuals, hedges, conservatories, specimen isolated

plants, water-gardening and aquatics, potting, bulbs,

Chrysanthemums, Cactus and succulents, garden

economic plants, Vines, fruit-trees, pruning, graft-

ing, and propagating. Mr. Draper, who is an old

Kewite, has been appointed director of the govern-

ment gardens at the Barrage, near Cairo. A book

on Gardening in Egypt may shortly be expected

from Mr. Draper's pen.

Orchid Hybrids.—We learn that Mr. Hansen's
complete list of Orchid hybrids is in the press, and
will shortly be issued.

THE COTTON PLANT is losing its popularity as

a "safe investment" in the very heart of the cotton-

growing States of America. Time was—some forty

years since—such an assertion would have been
laughed at. " You cannot do without American
cotton " was the article of faith set up by growers

and brokers on the other side of the Atlantic

;

starvation in Lancashire during the cotton famine
shook the belief in many minds, and alterations in

spinning and weaving machinery brought under
subjection cottons of short staple

;
planters and

capitalists took up the cultivation of the plant; and
to-day, Lancashire is no longer dominated by New
Orleans or New York. But planters in the Southern
States kept on ; and in the face of a steady fall in

prices, opened up all over the world a market for

cotton seed, cotton oil, and cotton cake. Of course,

the same products can be placed on the market
wherever cotton is grown, and capital can be

utilised. Should it be desired to learn where c otton

is grown at the present time, the intelligence can be
had from the " market " columns recording sales in

any daily paper any morning in the week. And it

has come to pass, that it has been determined to re-

duce considerably the growth of cotton in America.
The result of the special investigation set on foot by
the Federal Government's Agricultural Department
in 720 Cotton- growing counties in the United
States shows that in eighty-eight there will be little

or no change in acreage as compared with 1894
;

five report an increase up to 10 per cent. ; two, an
increase of from 11 to 20 per cent ; three an increase

•of from 21 to 30 per cent. ; and three an increase of
over 30 per cent. ; 127 show a decrease of 10 per

cent, and less ; 250 a decrease of from 11 to 20 per

cent. ; 158 a decrease of from 21 to 30 per cent.
;

forty-four a decrease of from 31 to 40 per cent.

;

seven a decrease of from 41 to 50 ; and thirty-

three a decrease of more than half. This decrease

in acreage is not confined to any particular locality,

bnt covers a widespread territory, embracing almost
the entire area devoted to Cotton culture. The ex-
traordinary low price of the staple gave rise to the
agitation as to the necessity for reducing the acre-

age in lb95 ; this resulted in a comention this year,

and a rise in prices is hoped for. Doubtless, much
may be done in improving the varieties now grown,
and so placing on the market the highest class of

raw material. Meanwhile, the above noted facts are
surely well worth record.

Pelargonium Sport.—Mr. Walker, of Well-
field, Leyland, sends us a truss of a very pretty
flesh-coloured or rosy-pink variety of Pelargonium,
which originated as a sport from " Mr. Povis." The
flowers are very double, so that the sport seems well
deserving of propagation.

The International Fruit, Wine and Vege-
table Exhibition at Berlin.—This exhibition,

as we learn from an official announcement, w^hich
is to form a part of the more permanent one of the
National Hygienic Society, will remain open to the
public from July 1 to some date in September. It

will be held in the old Reichstag buildings, which
have been lent by the Prussian State Government
for the purpose. The exhibition has created very
•general interest both in Germany and other countries.
It will not be of the usual kind, as may be gathered
from the programme, which furthers neither the
interests of the producer nor of the consumer. On
She contrary, it is intended to establish a well-

organised agency, wh°reby producer, and seller, and

the wholesale buyer will be brought together to their

mutual benefit, and that of the German people.

An addition is mide to Rule 13, which will make it

possible for a visitor to the exhibition to take out

the value of his entrance money in exhibited articler,

by which it is hoped that the number of visitors may
be increased at the same time that the exhibitor

will be enabled to sell his goods more freely.

Articles which are perishable, and which have not

been sold by the exhibitor, will be sold regularly at

public auction, for the benefit of the latter. The
exhibition will serve, not only as a means of dis-

posing of goods according to sample, but also as a

market where the finer sorts of vegetables. Grapes,

and conserved good?, wine, &c, can be ordered

from the producers, and the carriage of the same by
railway or post arranged for. Prospectuses and
forma of application will be sent, post-free, from the

office of the International Hygienic Exhibition,

Berlin, W. Leipzigeratrasse, 4, upon application.

Oxford University: Mathematical
HONOURS.—Many of our readers will be pleased

to hear that Mr. J. Hudson's son has just passed the

final public examination (Greats), taking first-class

honours, thus repeating his success of 1893, when he
took first-class honours in the first public examina-
tion (Mods). He proceeded to his B.A. degree on
Saturday last. He holds a scholarship at Jesus

College, the said scholarship being renewed for

another year, in order that he may take science as

an additional subject.

John WILLS.—As we go to press, we hear with

great regret of the death of this prominent horticul-

turist on the 9th inst. Mr. Wills was in his 64th
year, and had been suffering from illness for a long

period. In our next issue we shall allude more at

length to his work in horticulture.

CAUTION.—The following letter tells its own
tale :—Dear Mr. Cannell, There is a rascal going

about representing that he travels for you, and is

selling to the unsuspecting people awful rubbish.
He called here, of course after I had gone to town,
and persuaded my wife to bay some wonderful

Carnations, &c. The enclosed is the result, and
they are all the same. It is rather clever to get

a lot of labels printed, and then state that he
represents a man so well known as yourself.

H. P. B„ Solicitor." One of the labels reads
" Malmation, silvery edge Clove," the other
" Turner's Masterpiece," The specimen enclosed

was valueless.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AMORPHA CANESCENS, Mtehans' Monthly, June.
Cannas.—1, Sarah Hill, red self; 2, Maurice Mussey,

orange-pink self, Garden., June 22.

Dendrobium nobile nobilius, Illustration Horticole,
June 30.

DlPLADEKlA ATRO-PURPUKEA, Illustration Horticole, t. 33.

Huerxia marocarpa, Schwernfurth, Gartenjlora, July 1,

t.1416.

Lotus peliorhyncus, Revue Horticole, July.

Lupinus arboreus, Garden, June 8.

Kudbeckia maxima, K. pinnata, Gariien, June 15.

Syringa vulgaris Madam* Lemoine, double white,
Reuw. de I Horticulturt Beige, July 1.

Thuxberqia grandiflora, Illustration Horticole, t. 32.

Home Correspondence.

THE 8LEEPY DISEASE OF TOMAT08 —Due pro-
minence has been given in your leading columns to
the prevalence of the so-called " sleepy disease " in

Tomatos, and to the cause thereof. I am a grower of
this fruit for market of near upon a quarter of a
centary's experience, and my daily occupation from
early morn till darkness sets in is amongst the plants

;

I therefore claim to have some little practical know-
ledge of that particular crop. Moreover, I have been
sorely troubled and annoyed with the "sleepy dis-

ease " in question, hence the article anent the same
interested me greatly. For the past eighteen months
I have visited many gardens, collected information

by means of the local press, and experimented with

a view of finding out the cause of this mysterious
disease, and at last I venture to think I have solved

the problem—at least in my particular case—though
I may say not in th« direction of that stt forth by
your correspondent in the article on the tu'ject in

question. I have no hesitation in saying that this

diiease is not in all cases due to the fungus Fusarium
ljcopersici, or any other of that nature. 1 certainly

do believe that if such did really exist in the soil

the plants would go sleepy, but in my case

after several minute examinations last year of every
part of the roots, as also the soil, I came to the

conclusion that fungus was not at the bottom of it.

Moreover, there is no ditcoloration of tbe leaves or

stem, no " delicate white bloom ;
" after a time, in

fact, with the exception of the drooping of the

leaves, the characteristics are dissimilar to that

described in the said article. With a view of show-
ing that fungi were not present in the instances

which have come under my notice. I will just state

that, say two plants planted in a box or pot, one will

go off, and the other remain healthy and fruitful to

the last. As recently as last week a large plant in a

box with fruit of half siz^ showed signs of drooping
;

it was at once pulled up. The soil was worked up,

no fresh soil being added, and two young healthy-

plants put in. A few days after, the lurface was
covered with white rootlets. This is but one instance,

aB I have had many such, though I generally use

fresh Boil ; but after reading your article, I thought
I would test it, and prove conclusively whether
the soil was at fault or not. Well, I really and
fully believe that no more of this sleepy disease

will ever trouble me, and to prove the same, I

have with my own hands, and on the system
which I will a little later on make public, planted a

a late 90- feet house with 300 plants as an experiment.

Tbey are now swelling their first trusses, and if no
plants flag or droop by September 1, I shall have the

satisfaction of knowing that the investigations I have
made have not been in vain. 1 should say that the

house that I have planted had many cases of this

"sleepy disease "last year, and the soil is the same,

so this will be a sure test of the funeuB theory. P. F.

Le Sueur, Grand Vale, Jersey, June 23.

HYBRID POPPIE8.—In the Gardeners' Chronicle

for June 15, Mr. W. Wilks says he does not believe

there has been a true hybrid between a perennial

and an annual Poppy. Like him, I have been trying

to cross Poppies, and I have succeeded in crossing

the double- flowered annual Poppy with the orange

nudicaule Poppy, which is a perennial. The double-

flowered annual variety was the seed-bearing plant,

and I have abont twenty seedlings, but only one has

come with foliage and habit very much like nudi-

caule, and that only has flowered ; the flower is the

same shape as nudicaule, but a brick-dust red, quite

distinct from nudicaule. The foliage has the glau-

cous shade, but not bo much as the annual Poppy.
The other seedlings which resemble the annual are

not yet in flower, but they will open in a few days
;

they are only about 9 inches high, and I do not think

that they will grow any higher, although they might
do bo another season, as they have only received two
waterings this season, and no rain has fallen here

since the end of March. As I have been crossing

flowers and vegetables for several years, I have a fair

idea of what a true cross should be. J. Lansdell,

CCELOQYNE CRI8TATA IN A WIRE BASKET.—

I

enclose herewith a photograph of CoMogyne cristata

grown in the conservatory of E. Wells, Esq., Wal-
lingford, which will serve to show how admirably
adapted this popular Orchid is for cultivation in wire

baskets, and aB a hanging plant generally. This
specimen has been two years in a 7- inch basket, and
has borne over 300 blooms this year. Its ivory-

white blossoms were moBt acceptable early in April

and May, and as its cnltivation presents no diffi-

culties, tbe Ccelogyne is a most useful and attractive

plant for suspending from the roof of a cool

conservatory. Arthur Cooper. [An evidence of very

successful culture. Ed ]

YOUNG QARDENER8 AND WRITTEN CHARAC-
TERS.— I think young men have one great grievance

to contend with, and that is being compelled to leave

a place without a character, when no reason can be

given for relating to give one. I do not think I can
do better than state mv own case, which will help to

Bhow what I mean. For the past fifteen months I

have been employed as a journeyman at a certain

place, and I have done my utmost to uphold the

good testimonials which I have received from pre-

vious employers. This spring I decided on making
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a move, and asked the h>al gardener if he would
get me into a nursery. His answer was " No."
Later on, upon my leaving the place, I asked him
lor a ebaraccer, which De alao refused to give me,
with the result that I had to tnrn oat, and
I am now filteen months to the bad. Now,
what I wish to know is, if sach a thing
ought to be ? I think it is scandalous that young
gardenere should be so treated ; and what is more
trying to anyone than to know that after having
done his duty, a "character " is denied him ? If gar-
deners would only act up to the motto, "D i unto
Others as you would have them do unto you," it

woald save a great deal of needless misery, besides
giving young men much needed encouragement.
H. M. C.

TOO MANY PAN3IE8.—It has been said with some
truth, that we have too many Fausies, and too few
really good ones. I have just opened the catalogue
of a noted Scotch florist, and I And it contains 344
•how varieties, selfs, yellow grounds, and white
grounds ; and including ten new varieties offered

this season for the first time, enumerate! the enormous
number of 434 fancy varieties. Really this is ample
proof that there are too many Pansies. An examination
of other catalogues would no doub; show that it

would be possible to make up a list of 1000 assumed
distinct varieties of Pansies. As to how many really

good ones could b j selected from the lists I cannot
venture to say, and I think it is doubtful if any sub-
stantial advance has been made in English show
Pansies during the last twenty years. Tne fact is,

the show Pansy is so closely restricted to a few types
that repetition is inevitable. In the case of the self,

the colour should be as uniform as possible, whether
dark yellow or primrose, or in the case of the white
sel f

, excepting the central blotch, the absence of
colour. The dark selfs admit of considerable variation
from the deepest velvety maroon and velvety black,

through bright claret, crimson, pale claret, mulberry,
purple, and aha lea of vio'et to the palest tint ; the yel-

low selfs vary a little in colour, the primrose selfs less,

the whites differ in purity. Of course, those who are
intimate witu the varieties see small differences

which escape the eye of the casual observer ; still, in

such numbers there must be coniiderable resem-
blance. Tnickuess of texture, circularity, flatness,

smoothness on the edge, and the density and sym-
metry of the blotch, are the leading qualities. In
the case of the dark selfs where the olotch is not
clearly defined, there is yet a small eye jast above it,

and the clearness and Vividness of the eye imparts
life and light to the flower. Tnere is great refine-

ment in a stand of twelve or twenty-four show
Pansies when the blooms are approximately perfect,

fresh, bright, even in siz>, displayed well on the
stand, and arranged—selfs, yellow grounds and white
groundi— 10 as to afford the most effective contrasts.

Much art and cultivated taste can be displayed in

setting up a stand of show Pansies in the best

manner, more, perhaps, than in the case of any
other exhibition florists' flower I am acquainted
with. Tnat the English show Pansy has greatly

declined as a cultivated dower in the southern parts

of the country is abundantly shown at the exhibition
of the Pansy and Violet Society, for very few are

seen there, and those exhibited are brought up by
the northern and especially by the Scotch florists.

Years ago Hammersmith and other suburbs had
their Pansy shows, and many grew for competition.
There were no fancy Pansies in those days, and the
Viola, as we now know it as a bedding plant, was
undreamed of. Then came that baleful time—more
than a generation ago— when a kind of disease

infested the show Pansy, and made it in southern
parts extremely difficult to cultivate the show Pansy
for any purpose, and the area of cultivation became
greatly circumscribed, till it has become largely a
midland and northern flower. We want a revival

of the show Pansy ; whether the Pansy and Viola
Society will bring it about remains to be seen. The
advent of the fancy Pansy came at an opportune
time. Having more tenacity of life, being more
vigorous in growth, and hardier in constitution, it

soon won its way into popularity. Untrammelled by
the divisions of type which fetter ths show varieties,

it admits of great variation in colour and com-
binations of colour; but siz' of flower, stoutness
of texture, smoothness, circularity, harmony in
and brilliancy of colours, are all qualities for

which the raisers strive. Bit there is yet
a great amount of similarity in a stand of
twenty blooms of distinct varieties, though
there is enough of variation to admit of sharply-
defined distinctive lines, but yet not so assertive

and self evident as in the case of the show
varieties. But a list of 500 so-called distinct

varieties is somewhat appalling. Oae- fourth of

this number would be more than ample, and yet

addition is much more certain than reduction.

It is now a good time to sow some seeds of

Pansies for summer and autumn display. Though
seed of fine strains of the show varieties is not
plentifnl, still, with due care, it can be procured.
Strains of fine types of fancy varieties are more
plentiful. Saad sown in pans or shallow boxes in

light friable soil, soon germinate in a gentle warmth
or when kept close in a cold frame. If pricked off

into other boxes, the seedlings soon grow into sizs

for planting out, and if carefully movdd with soma
oil adhering to their roots, quicklv establish them-
selves. Oae secret in successful Pansy and Viola
growing during summer, is to have a layer of good
manure a little way below the roots, and given
appropriate soil and an open spot, the Pansy will

stand a chance of being seen at its best. R. D.

ONIONS.—The growing of O lions to a large s
: z? is

considered by some gardeners as a great achievement,
although they are unanimous in stating that big bnlbs

are neither economical in the using, or long keepers.

An Onion that measures 9 inches to 12 inches in

circumference will remain longer in good condition

than one of 15 to 16 inches, and the former will be
less ready to start into growth in the spring. At the

middle of May this year I had a fine lot of Onions
hanging in a cool- house, which had been hard
frozsn for a period of two months. The Onions of

globular form, viz. Ailsa Craig, Cranston's Escel-
sior, and Brown Globe, were good till the present

month. To meet all wants, it is my practice to grow
Potato-Oaions and Shallots, and to plant a quantity

of bulbs which are least likely to keep late, early in

the spring, on land that is in the shade. 15.-

this means the suoply of green Onions is kept

np all through the early part of the summ-r,
a matter of some importance when the autumn-sown
O nons are injured or destroyed. I made a new
departure this season in Onion sowing, when
about the middle of March I found the ground
frozen to a depth of 2 feet, except about 9 inch's

from the surfac. I pricked up the land, and sowed
the Onion seed in drills. It came up in first-rate

fashion, the drills having been covered with sDent

Mushroom-bed manur», but not trolden at first.

M. Temple, Carron, N.B.

NEW U3E8 FOR J4DOO FIB^E.—Ferns of many
kinds have proved to do so well in this soil, that its

great lightness in weight points to its use as very

desirable in covering the walls of ferneries behind
wire-netting, and also to much lighter netting being

then necessary. Tne rapidity with which Beedling

plants tQrow ont their roots into this material sug-

gests the expediency of wraDping a small q laotitv o'

it round such plants when they are being pricked

out, especially in «uch very dry weather as we hava
had lately. W. T., Bishopsteijnton.

OUR POULTRY.
By Harbison Weib.

(Copyright.)

(Continued from vol. rvii., p. 764J

The Indian Game, as a coloured fowl, comes next,

as of much excellence for "table purposes." It is of

the Malay type, but with much shorter legs, and of a

more sturdy appearance, and is apt, like the Malay, to

be rather inclined to rest on the hocks or heel, thus

showing in some degree its past ancestry. The flesh

is firm, short in fibre and in quantity, that on the

breast being somewhat dry by comparison with the

old English Game, and in some cases is somewhat

hard, owing probably to the almost entire lack of fat

on that portion of the body ; which defect, for defect

it is, is somewhat atoned by the excess on the

back and the abdomen. The feathers are short, hard,

and close, and of varied colouring, some being very

dark, while others are of a bright intense red, spangled

with black, with black and golden hackle ; others

are of a rich bay colour, each feather being what is

termed doubly laced with black. This is considered

by some to be the proper " exhibition " marking,

though many, like myself, much prefer the old style

of " pheasant spangle," which gives a far brighter

appearance. As to length of limb, there is also a

growing tendency towards the Malay type, which is

much to be regretted, the short legs and thighs being

far preferable as a quality for a table fowl. As
layers they are very inferior to most other fowls, and
incorrigible " sitters." As " fighters " in the poultry-

yard, they are only surpassed by the Game and
Malays.

The Langshan as a table-fowl has high claims for

recognition as one of the best of our table fowls ; in

fact, for an "all-round " variety, it is scarcely

tq railed, with the exception of its black leg».

Otherwise it is good, and is gaining steadily in the

estimation of the public. I am not alluding to the

long-legged, gawky, flamingo-type of birds that ic

now affected—what are termed Langshan fanciers

—

but the shorter-legged and far more compact sort.

Tnese sqnare-made birds are more hardy, less liable

to leg weakness, are more fleshy, and arrive at

maturity much earlier than their " storky " brethren,

and are in every way more desirable.

The breast meat of the Langihan is of the whitest

description, and of a rich and excellent flavour.

When well selected, and compactness of form sought

for and obtained, it is often preferred by some to the

coarser kinds of D orking.

Tney are excellent layers, of fair siz', and of

high colour, varying from a deep brown-chocalate to

red, and red-tinted pink, and spotted with deep

chocolate. Though not large, the number is often

surprising, laying often, as they do, twenty or more
consecutive days. Tney are good mothers, and the

chickens are hardy and easily reared, the early

hatches withstanding the cold far better than most
fowls.

Tne black-coloured variety is the most common,
though now there are whites and blues claiming

public notice and favour.

(Jo be continued.)

Trees and Shrubs.

MAGNOLIA WATSONI.

This comparatively new hardy Magnolia has lately

been in bloom at Gunnersbury. The leaves are

glabrous, obovate-oblanceolate, tapering at the base

into a longish petiole. The flowers, which are pro-

duced with the leaves, are 5 inches across, of a delicate

cream colour, the three outermost segments obovate,

spoon-shaped, somewhat fleshy, and of dull rosy-pink

colour. A figure is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle^

vol. xvi. 1894 p. 189.

SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL ROSE.
July 6.—The great annual exhibition of the

National Rose Society at the Crystal Palace was
held on the above date. There have been many
despondent forecasts this season as to the inferior

quality likely to be exhibited at this show, owing to

the exceptionally inclement season with which
growers have had to contend. If the worst of these

forecasts were not fulfilled—and we think they were
not—at the same time, there was no doubt a fall-

ing off in the quality as compared with last year.

The extreme frosts in February, about which we
have talked so long, had a killing effect in many dis-

tricts, and it was particularly nnfortunate that such
an abnormal visitation should be succeeded by a hot
season and long drought. Nevertheless, there were
many stands of excellent Roses at the Palace on
Saturday last, and individnal blooms quite worthy
the Society's Silver Medals were easily found, bnt
unlike the exhibition in the previous week at Glou-
cester, there were many indifferent collections as

well.

NURSERYMEN'S CLASSES.

Seventy-two distinct Single Trusses.—There were five com-
petitors (or the coveted Trophy and Gold Medal which accom-
pany the 1st prize in this mo*t important class. Each com-
petitor had placed a etand of bloome of the greatest excellence

poseible in such a season, and, albeit, there were inferior

specimens in every collection ; there nevertheless were
numerous instances of good quality, and the two blooms
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judged worthy of the Silver Medn's were each found in this

claBs, one of them in Mr. B. R. Cant's collection, and the

other in that from Mr. Frank Cant. First -place was
awarded to Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester; and 2nd to Mr.

Frank Cant, also of Colchester, who held the trophy

during the year just ended. The blooms in the 1st prize

exhibit were — Back row: Her Majesty (Silver Medal), Suzanne-

M. Rodocanachi, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Marie Baumann,
Caroline Testout, Duke of Fife, Marchioness of Dufferin,

Ulrich Bruuner, Alfred Colomb, White Lady, Boildieu,

E. Y. Teas, Souvenir d'un Ami, Maurice Bernardin, Marie

Finger, Madame Crapelet, Mrs. Jno. Laing, Countess of

Oxford, Madame de Watteville, Xavier Olibo, Heinrich

Schultheiss, Earl of Dufferin, Duchesse de Morny, Gustavo

Piganneau. Centre row: Marquise de Litta, Beauty of

Waltham, Luciole (a pretty bloom, with attractive bronze

shading, but difficult to obtain in such condition), Mrs. Sharman
Crawford, La Bouled'Or, Madame Henri Periere, Chas. Letebvre.

Marchioness of Londonderry, Marie Verdier, Marchioness of

Downshire, Dupuy Jamain, Innocente Pirola, Duke of Edin-

burgh, Sultan of Zanzibar, Madame G. Luizet, Victor Hugo,
Jeannie Dickson, A. K. Williams, Marechal Niel, Dr. Sewell,

Catherine Mermet, Horace Vernet, Souvenir de S, A. Prince,

Dr. Andry. Front row: Ethel Brownlow, Reynolds Hole,

Merveille de Lyon, Etienne Levet, La France, Captain Hay-

ward, La Fraicheur, Duke of Wellington, Madame Cusin,

Jean Soupert.The Bride, Alfred Dumesnil, Marie Van Hontte,

Fisher Holmes, Ernest Metz, Crown Prince, Comtesse de

Nadaillac, Camille Bernardin, Margaret Boudet, Duke of

Connaught, Counter of Rosebery, Comte de Raimbaud,

Marguerite de St. Amand, and Prince Arthur.

Mr. Frank Cant was only a few points behind. In his

stand were good blooms of Comtesse de Nadaillac (Medal),

Her Msjesty, Gustave Piganneau, Marie Baumann, Madame
de Watteville, Corinna, Victor Hugo, Captain Hayward, Duke
of Connaught, Mrs. Jno. Laing, Horace Vernet, Charles Gater,

Duke of Albany, Alfred Colomb, Ethel Brownlow, and Earl of

Dufferin ; 3rd, Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorks,

Forty distinct varieties, three trusset of each,—The exhibits

in this class made a capital display, and the blooms in the 1st

prize stand from Mr. Frank Cant were very bright and effec-

tive. Those which appeared specially good for grouping in

trebles were Victor Hugo (excellent colour). Pride of Waltham,
Suzanne-Marie Rodocanachi, Duke of Fife, Ulrich Brunner,

Marie Verdier, Duke of Connaught, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Innocente Pirola, Comte de Raimbaud, Baroness Rothschild,

Salamander, and Mrs, John Lairg. Mr. B, R. Cant was
2nd, and we noticed in his collection very good trebles of

Prince Ar thur, Mrs. Sharman Crawford, Heinrich Schultheiss,

Duchess de Morny, Chas,
k
Lefebvre, Marchioness of Dufferin, A.

K. Williams, Her Majesty, Mrs. Jno. Laing, and Merveille de

Lyon. The 3rd position was secured by Messrs. Harkness &
Sons.

Forty-e'ght, d.stinct, single trusses.—Messrs. Prior &
Sons, Co.chester, were iBt, and their best blooms were Su-

zanne-Marie Rodocanachi, Duchess de Morny, Abel Carriere,

Star of Waltham. Marie Baumann, Marie Verdier, Gustave

Piganneau, Horace Vernet, Marechal Niel, Mrs. John Laing,

Countess of Oxford, Bruce Findlay, Francois Michelon, Annie

Wood, Oonstantin Petriakuff, and Ernest Metz. Mr. Henry
Merrvweather, Southwell, who was 2nd, showed good

specimens of GuBtave Piganneau, Comtesse de Ludre, Fisher

Holmes, Chas. Darwin, Mrs. Jno. Laing, General Jacqueminot.

Messrs. J. Burrell&C3., Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge,

were 3rd.

Twenty -Jour distinct single trusses,—The quality in this class

for twenty-four blooms reigned very high, especially in the

exhibit from Mr. Jno. Mattock, New Headington, Oxford.

Capital were the following: — Dupuy Jamain, Duke of

Connaught, A. K. Williams (very pretty and bright), Gustave

Piganneau, Her Majesty, Horace Vernet, Charles Lefcbvre,

Comtesse de Nadaillac, Duke of Bedford, and Mrs. J. Laing.

The 2nd prize lot came from Wales, and were exhibited by

Mr. Stephen Treseder, Pwllcoch Nursery, Cardiff. The
blooms were rather (smal-, but pretty and bright nevertheless;

those most attractive were Duchesse de Morny, Alfred Colomb,

Lady Helen Stewart, Couutess of Rosebery, Duke of

Connaught, and Exposition de Brie. 3rd, Messrs. Townsend
& Sons, Lower Broadheath, Worcester.

Twenty-four distinct varieties, three trusses of each,— Messrp,

D. Prior Sc Sons, who were 1st, showed excellent trebles of

Coustantin Petriakoff, Mrs. J. Laing, Heinrich Schultheiss,

Alfred Colomb, Fisher Holmes, DucheBs de Morny, A. K.
Williams. Marie Verdier, Xavier Olibo, Jeannie Dickson, Mirie
Baumann, and Her Majesty. Messrs. Townsend 9l Sons,

Worcester, were 2nd ; and Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Sons,

Bath, 3rd.

Eighteen bunches, distinct, txhibits to be staged in. vases or

other receptacles, insteid of boxes.—This was an interesting

class, because it afforded a little variation from the usual

boxes and flat method of showing, and gave a little opportu-

nity to growers to exhibit in a more tasteful manner.

Exhibitors were not limited in their choice of varieties,

but the space for each collection was not to exceed 6 feet by
3 feet. Messrs. Paul & Sons, CheBhunt, who were 1st, had a

pretty group, the pprays of flowers bearing good healthy

foliage, shown in vases. The varieties chosen were General

Jacqueminot (H. P.). Etienne Levet (H. P.), Jeannie Dickson

(H.P.), La France (H.T.), Francois Levet (H. P.), Mrs. Paul
(Bourbon), Paul's Cheshunt Scarlet (H.P.), Abel Carriere

<H.P ), Heinrich Schultheiss(H.P.),Bacchus(a new H.P), Caro-
line Testout (H.T.), Reynolds Hole (H.P.), Merveille de Lyon
(H.P.). Alfred Colomb (HP), Suzanne - Marie Rodocanachi

(H.P.), Countess of Oxford (H.P.). Captain Christy (H.P.),

and Duke of Edinburgh (H.P.). Mr. Geo. Mount, of Canter-

bury, was 2nd in this class; his beat were Fisher Holmes,
Marie Baumann, Gabrielle Luizet, and Niphetoa.

Tea and Noisette Section.

Twenty-four dutinct single trusses.—The principal prize

in this section wna well won by Mr. Frank Cant, who has

exhibited Teas very successfully this season. His collection

in this class was of excellent quality, judged by the average

merit of the exhibition. The blooms staged were the follow-

ing -.—Back row : Ernest Metz, Madame de Watteville, The
Bride, Niphetos, Madame Cusin, Souvenir d'Eliae Vardon,

Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Innocente Pirola ; Centre row :

Catherine Mermet, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Ethel Brownlow,
Marechal Niel, Souvenir d'un Ami, Hon. Edith Gifford,

Maman Cochet, and Souvenir de Paul Neyron ; Front row:
Cleopatra, Francisca Kruger, Bridesmaid, Marie Van Houtte,
Madame Jacquier, Rubens, Corinna, and Jean Ducher. Mr,
B. R. Cant had blooms of smaller size, but otherwise they
were good, being bright and fresh-looking. Madame Cusin
was splendid; Devoniensis, Madame de Watteville, Ernest
Metz, Innocente Pirola, Bridesmaid, Corinna, and Catherine
Mermet were also noticeable. 3rd, Messrs, D. Prior & Sons.

Eighteen distinct single trusses.—There were nine entries for

this class, and consequently the quality of the prize collections

run very close. The 1st position was taken by Mr. Jno.
Mattock, New Headington, Oxford. In his stand we noticed

as the best specimens. Souvenir d'un Ami, Hon. Ed. Gifford,

Adam, The Bride, Ernest Metz, and Catherine Mermet. Mr.
Henry Merryweather took 2nd, and he had good Catherine

Mermet, Cleopatra, and Ernest Metz, &c„ smaller in eize than
the first exhibit; 3rd, J. Burrell & Co., Howe House Nur-
series, Cambridge,

Eighteen distinct, three trusses of each.—There were five col-

lections shown in this class, and of these the best was one
from Mr. Frank Cant. The stand contained several very

fine trebles, but was neverthelesa much marred by a few infe-

rior specimens, such as those of Francisca Kruger. The best

were Madame Cusin (very good), Catherine Mermet, Madame
de Watteville, Souvenir d'un Ami, Rubens, Innocente Pirola,

The Bride, Ethel Brownlow, Comtesse de Nadaillac, &c. ; Messrs.

D. Prior & Sons were 2nd with a fresh collection, bright and
clean, but small, Marechal Niel, Madame Cusin, Ernest Met2,

and Corinna, were good ; Mr. B. R. Cant was 3rd.

OPEN CLASSES.

Twelve trusses of hybrid Teas, not fewer than nine varieties,

—The hybrid Teas are now fully recognised by the Society, and
have a special class to themselves. The class is a popular one,

and there were eight or more entries. The 1st prize was won
by Mr. Frank CANT, and the names of his varieties were
Augustine Gninoisseau, La France, Viscountess Folkestone,

Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Caroline Testout, Kaisenn Augusta
Victoria, Duchess of Albany, Grace Darling, Danmarck, Ger-

maine Caillott, and La Fraicheur ; Mr. B. R. Cant was a close

2nd ; his La Fraicheur was excellent ; Captain Christy and
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria were also good. Mr. Geo. Prince,
Oxford, who was 3rd, included a very fine bloom of Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria.

Twelve trusses of any yellow Rose except Marechal Niel.—
This claes was won by Mr. Geo. Prince, Oxford, with a stand

of moderately-good ConitesBedeNadaillac; Mr. John Mattock,
who was 2nd. showed the same variety ; and Mr Frank Cant,
with Marie Van Houtte, was 3rd.

Twelve single trusses of any white Rose. -^Mr. Geo. Mount
won with good specimens of Merveille de Lyon ; 2nd, Mr.
Geo. Prince ; 3rd, Mr. B. R. Cant.

Twelve single trjisses of any crimson Rose. — With very

bright, but slightly damaged blooms of A. K. Williams,

Messrs. Townsend & Sons were 1st, being followed by Mr.
B. R. Cant, who had Gustave Piganneau, ana Mr. Geo.
Mount, who had good Ulrich Brunner.

Twelve single t'usses of any dark velvety crimson variety,—
Mr. B. R. Cant and Mr. Geo. Mount were awarded equal

Ists for two fairly commend*, ble stands of Fisher Holmes.
3rd, Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch. Peterborough, with Horace
Vernet.

Jwe've single trusses of any light Rose.—The 1st prize ex-

hibit in this class was a stand of twelve blooms of Mrs.

Sharman Crawford, and was perhaps the prettiest dozen

Roses in the exhibition. Certainly the brightest of all the

light varieties, it is at the same time pretty and attractive in

tone. The blooms were shown by Messrs. Alex. Dicksox &
Sons, Newtownards, Ireland. 2nd, Messrs. D. and W. Croll,
Dundee, who bad extra nice Mrs. Jno. Laing. and the bame
variety waB shown by Mr. Frank Cant, who was 3rd.

Twelve single trusses of any Rose except a Tea or Aoisette,—
There was considerable competition in this as in a few other

of theie single variety classes. Mr, Frank Cant, who was
placed 1st, had extra good blooms of Her Majesty, very full and

bright; and Messrs. Paul & Son, Chesnuut. were 2nd with

the same variety ; while Mr. B. R. Cant, who had Marchioness

of Dufferin, was 3rd.

Twelve single trusses of any Tea or Noisette.—Mr. B. R.

Cant was 1st, with a dozen nice blooms of the lovely Madame
Cuein ; Mr. Frank Cant was 2nd, trusting to Madame de

Watteville ; and Mr. Jas. Mattock obtained 3rd with Ernest

Metz.
Twelve single trusses of Marechal Niel.—This class was only

poorly sustained. Messrs. Prior & Sons, were 1st, and

Messrs. Townsend & Sons. 2nd.

New Roses.

The classes here were of more interest than last season,

Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, of Newtownards, staging a good

twelve of Mrs. Sharmau Crawford, a Rose of great merit and

useful colour. Mr. F. Cam, Colchester, waa 2nd, with
Marchioness of Londonderry ; and Metiers. Paul & So.w,

Cheshunt, 3rd, with Jeannie Dickson. Similar to last season,
all three winning stands were raised by the frith firm.

Twelve varieties, diitinct.— Messrs. A. Dickson 8c Sons were
also 1st in this competition, showing Mrs. S. Crawford, Sham*
rock,Avoca(a Tea like Ernest Metz, but brighter), Captain
Hayward, Marchionesaof Downshire, Tom Wood (a pretty Rose,
between Madame Cusin and Souvenir de David in colour, but
brighter and more full), Lady Moyra Beauclerc, La Fraicheur
(good), Marchioness cf Londonderry, Helen Keller, Mavour-
ueen, and Muriel Grahame ; the last is a good and promising
Tea, with habit and form midway between Madame Bravy
and Catherine Mermet. The colour ia almost white, with
creamy shading—an undoubtedly promising Rose. Muriel
Grahame was also staged for the Gold Medal, as was Countess
of Caledon. Mr. W. Taylor, Hampton, showed a new Rose
called Robin Lyth, which we consider is too near to Fisher
Holmes and Harrison Weir. The new Tea, Muriel Grahame,
waa decidedly the best of tho^e now staged for the first time.

Garden Roses.

These were not so good as usual, and, as at Gloucester, the
hot season has evidently been too much for them.

Nurserymen : Thirty-six bunches, distinct.— Messrs. G.
Cooling & Sons, Bath, 1st, having L'l/eale, W. A. Richard-
BOn, Cooling's Scarlet Perpetual, G, Regis, and Pepita being
among the best. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, and F.
Cant, Colchester, were 2nd and 3rd with much the same
varieties.

Eighteen bunches, distinct.—Messrs. Townshend & Son,
Worcester, and Messrs. D. &. W. Croll, Dundee, were suc-
cessful. The first-named had Madame Falcot, Madame Charles
(good), Celine Forestier, and Isabella Sprunt ; while Messrs.
Croll had a pretty bunch of Madame C. Bronnera (.Poly-

antha).

Amateurs:—.4 silver cup presented by the Rt Hon. Lord
Penzance for eighteen bunches of Garden Roses, waa won by
H. V. Machin, Esq., Worksop, who had very good bunches,
but rather too cramped in arrangement. The 2nd prize
stand from Mr. A. Tate, Leatherhead, was certainly the most
admired and best set up stand ; 0. G. Orpen, Esq., Colchester,
was a good 3rd.

In an open class for twelve bunches of Roses suitable for
button-hole flowers, Mr. J. Mattock. Oxford ; Messrs. W.
Townshend & Son, Worcester; and' Mr. A. Evans, Oxford,
were successful; W. A. Richardson. Madame Falcot, Ma
Capucine, L'Ideale. and Madame de Watteville, being the
varieties most shown.

Nine bunches of Single-flowered Roses. — Messrs. G. Paul
& Son, Cheshunt, met with no opposition; Moschata alba,
Lucida, Rugosa, and Pissardi were the best.

Mr. Mattock, Oxford, had a very pretty lot in the " display
of Roses '' (open), and was followed by Messrs, Townsend &
Son, Worcester.

Medal Roses.

Bennett's Rose, Her Majesty, won the H. P. medals in both
Nurserymen and Amateur Classes, and were exceptionally good
throughout the show. Mr. B. R. Cant and E. B. Lixdsell,
Esq., were the winners. A large, but rather loose, Comtesse
de Nadaillac was successful among Tea and Noisettes, for
Mr. F. Cant; and Marechal Niel for the Rev. A. Foster-
Melliar, The latter flower was also loose, but had once bet n
magnificent.

AMATEURS.
The Champion Tiophy Clast, thirty-six booms, distinct.—

This class was open to all tmateurs. and the coveted Trophy
and Gold Medal went to Mr. E. B. Lintsell, Hitchin. who
staged tome good flowers. His back row consisted of Her
Majesty, S.-M. Rodocabachi, Mrs. Faul, Earl of Dufferin,

Marchioness of Londonderry, Ulrkh Brunner, Mrs. J. Liing,
A. K. Williams, Merveille de Lyon, Charles Lett bvre. Madame
E. Verdier, and Gustave Piganneau; middle row. Duchess of
Bedford, Souvenir d'Etiye, Dupuy Jamain, Caroline Kuster,
Alfred Colomb. Gabrielle Luizet, Duke of Wellington, Duchesse
de Morny, Fisher Holmes, Comtesse de Nadaillac. Madame
Hausmann, aud Mrs. Sharman Crawford ; the front row being
Catherine Mermet, Louis Van Houtte, Innocente Pirola. Prince
Arthur, Abel Carriere, Dr. Andry, Franco s Muhelon. Dukeof
Connaught. Etoile de Lyon, Maurice Bernardin, Marie Ver-
dier, and Dr. Sewell. Perhaps the worst flower here was
Comtesse de Nadaillac, all of the rest being even better than
those in the professional classes. The Rev. J. H. Pemukrton.
Hivenng-atte-Bower, was 2nd, his best being Her Majesty,
Horace Vernet, Xavier Olibo, Duchess of Bedford, and a
peculiarly -striped Marie Verdier T. B. Haywood, Esq.,

Woodhatch, Reigate, was 3rd, with a very young and bright

collection.

A piece of plate, given by Mr. Frank Cant for- forty-eight

singles, also went to Mr. E. B. Lindskll. who put up much
the same varieties as in the trophy class. Alfred Colomb.
Louis Van Houtte. and Marchioi e*s of Londonderry were
extra good. Mr. Walter Drkw. Ledbury, made a c^ose 2nd,

and was followed by Mr. A. Tate. Leatherhead.

For ticenty-faur singles, J. GURbEY Fowler Esq , South
Woodford, Erscx, waa 1st, staging good ex mples of Toe
Bride, Dr. Andry, Reynolds Hole, Harrison Weir, and A K.
Williams among others ; Mr. W. Botes, Derby, healing the

Rev. A. Foster-Mklliar, Ipswch, for 2nd honours. There
was a particularly good Horace Vernet and Prince Arthur in

Mr. Boves' s aad, and a very full Merveille de Lyon in the

Rev. A. F. Melliar's.

For twen'y-fow, diitinct, swg'c t< usses.—This division was
open only to growers of fewer than 1000 plants of exhibition

variety, and here W. C. Romaine, Esq., The Priory, Windsor,
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was 1st, the blooms of Mme. G. Luizet, A. K. Williams, The
Bride, Horace Vernet, and A. Colomb, being very good ; Mr. A.

Slaughter. Steyning, was 2nd, bat had rather over-dressed

his blooms ; without this, we think it probable the 1st would
h ive been awarded to him. The stand contained good blooms
of Madame Alfred Vy, Prince Arthur, and Madame Cusin ; Rev.

H. Bebners, Harkstead Rectory, Ipswich, was a close 3rd, his

best flowers being Camille Bernardin and Mdlle, Gabrielle

Luizet.

For eighteen, distinct, sinjle trusses, J. Parkfr, Esq.,

Oakfield, Hitchin, was in front of Mr. E. Mawley, Berk-

hamsted, Herts; E. M. Bethune, Esq., Horsham, follow-

ing. Innocente Pirola, Charles Darwin, Grand Mogul,

Baroness Rothschild, Her Majesty, and Louis Van Houtte,

were the best six in the 1st prize stand.

For nine trusses of any Rose not a Tea or Noisette, the Rev.

H. Berners, Ipswich, was lBt, with Mrs. John Laing; Mr. A.

Slaughter coming close with Charles Lefebvre ; and E. M.
Bethune, Esq., was 3rd, with some good blooms of Captain

Christy.

In an extra diss of e
:qht distinct viritties, three trusses of

each, E. B. Llndsell, Esq., Hitchin, was again well in front,

the varietiesbeing Her Majesty, Souvenir d'Elise, La France, Earl

t.f Dufferin, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs. J. Laing, Caroline Kuater,

*nd Alfred Colomb; Mr. A. Tate, Leatherhead, was 2nd, and

had very clean trebles of Charles Lefebvre and A. K. Williams.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower, being 3rd

i n a very strongly contested class.

Twelve Bunches, not more than sev.n trusses to a bunch.—
Rev. J. H. Pemberton was 1st, with a pretty lot, which con-

tained a good bunch of Gloire de Bordeaux, an old Rose not

met with elsewhere in the ahow. H. V. Machin, Esq., Gate-

ford Hall, Worksop, was 2od, "Viscountess Folkestone, and

M. de Lyon being worthy of special notice.

In the division opei to growers of fewer than 1C00 plants^ the

class for nine distinct single trusses, was strong. Mr. J.

Bateman, Rose Vale, Archway Road, N., takine 1st, with
Charles Lefebvre, Her Majesty, Countess of Rosebery, S.-M.

Rodocanachi, and Beauty of Walthim, very good. The Rev.
H. B. Biron, The Vicarage, Ljmpne, had a splendid Marie
Baumann in his 2nd prize Btand ; Mr. Parker, Old Heading-
ton, Oxford, was 3rd.

Six dist net, three trus es of each.—In this class, P. G. C.

BuRNARD, Esq., Reigate, won with Duke of Edinburgh, M.
de Lyon, U. Brunner, General Jacqueminot, G. Luizet, and
Baroness Rothschild. M. Whittle, Esq., Leicester, and J.

Parker, Esq.. Oxford, followed. In the 4th prize stand,

from O. G. Orpen, Esq., Colchester, there were extra good

trebles of M. de Lyon and Innocente Pirola.

Hine distinct single trusses.—A division for growers of less

than 500 plants of exhibition varieties was one of the strongest

in the show. H. Foster, Esq , Ashford, was 1st, having good

flowers of Abel Carrere and Duke ofConnaught; 2nd. H. P.

Langdon, Esq, Brentwood; 3rd, Mr. G. Moules, Hitchin,

with gcod Btands.

For iix Sing'es in the same division, E. R. Smith, Esq ,

Muswell Hill. N., won with a very clean and bright box ; the

Rev. G. E. Jeans, I«le of Wight, and W. D. Freshfield,
Esq., Reigate, following in the order of their names.

Four dutinct varieties, tkne of each.—A. Evans, Esq ,

Marston, Oxford; W. D. Freshfield, Esq., Reigate; and
Miss E. B. Denton, Windsor, won in like order, Mr, Evans
having Horace Vernet and Marie Baumann very good.

An extra c'ass of twelv : singles was mide for the Challenge

Cup, offered by Messrs. Harkness & Som. Bedale, Yorkshire.

Ten competitors staged here, the winner being O. G. Orpen,
Esq., Colchester, who staged Merveille de Lyon, Ulrich

Brunner, Innocente Pirola, Dr. Sewell, A. Colomb, The Bride,

Ernest Met/. Catherine Mermet, Souvenir d'un Ami, A. K.
Williams, Comtesse de Panisse, ani K. Augusta Victoria, the

list two being exceptionally good. P. G. C. Burnard, Esq.,

Reigate; M. Whittle, E?q., Leicester; and Conway Jones,

Esq , Hucclecote, Gloucester, following in the order of their

names. There was a good flower of the new H. T, Rainbow in

Mr. Conway Jones* box.

For six trustes of any Rose exept Tea or Noisette,

J. Parker, Esq., Oxford, won in this class with Her Majesty
;

Mr. S. Price, Heanor, Derby, following, with Mrs. J. Laing ;

and Dr. Tucker. Swanley, taking 3rd, with Her Majesty.

Six distinct trusses, open on'y to those who have never won
a N. R. S prize.—First prize a piece of plate, given by the
ttev. J. W. Mellor, was secured by C. E. Shea, Esq., Foot's

Cray, Kent, who put np Senateur Vaisse, G. Piganneau, Dr.
Andry, Duchesse de Morny, H. Schultheiss. and Marie Baumann
iq good form ; but was closely run by F. W. Campion. Esq ,

Colley Manor, Reigate, whose box had a particularly good
Prince Arthur; F. Dennison, Esq., Handsworth Wood, Bir-

mingham, was 3rd.

Six tingles, open on'y to memberswho havejoined the National
Rose Society since the la»t Mttr politan show, found R. W.
Bowyer, Esq., Haileybury College, Herts, and L. Price, Esq.,

Derby, very close competitors; Mr. R. F. Hobbs, Worcester,
being 3rd.

S x diitinct R>ses
t
to b° ^roum within eight miles of Charing

Cross, for a piece of plate given by E. Miwley, Esq , was
wjn by K. H. Gifford, Esq , Streatham, with Pride of

Waltham, G. Piganneau. Mrs. J. Laing, A. K. Williams,
Fisher Holmes, and Charles Lefebvre, the last three being
extra bright and good. E. K. Smith, Ecq., Muswell Hill,

was a close 2nd ; and R. H. Langton. Esq., Hendon, 3rd.

Twelve distinct, single trusses, to be grown within eleven
miles of Charing Cross.—The stands shown were also good,
W. Hodgson, Esq., Shirley Cottage, Croydon, being 1st, and
having Victor Hugo, Prince Camille de Rohan, Fisher Holmes,

General Jacqueminot, and Duke of Coanaught in fine form;

A. Beyfus. Esq . Norwood, and Mr. H. W. Dews, Becken-

ham, were 2nd and 3rd respectively.

Six distinct New Roses, single trusses.—The Rev. J. H. Pem-
berton won with La Fraicheur, M. of Londonderry, and

M. of Downshire as the best; E. Mawley, Esq , Berkham-
ted, 2nd; Mrs. Sharman Crawford and Marquise Litta

being the best varieties in this stand.

Tea and Noisette Section.

Eighteen distinct, single trussss, open to all amateurs.—The
Tea and Noisette Trophy, also the Gold Medal, were won by

O. G. Orpen, Esq., Colchester ; E. Metz, Innocente Pirola, The
Bride, Souvenir d'un Ami. Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Catherine

Mermet, Anna Olivier, Madame Hoste, Marechal Niel, and
Marie van Houtte, were very clean and good blooms. A capital

2nd w .s found in the Rev. A. Foster-Melliar's stand, whose
best were Mire Jial Niel, La Boule d'Or, Etoile de Lyon, and
Madame Hoste; the Rev. H. Berners, Ipswich, a close 3rd,

had May Rivers, Souvenir d'Elise, F. Kinder, and The Bride,

good.

Twelve distinct singles, open.—O. G. Orpen, Esq., was again

to the front with a clean lot of blooms ; E. M. Bethune, Esq.,

Denne Park, Horsham, had good blooms of Madame Cuein and

Innocente Pirola, in his 2nd prize stand ; 3rd, Rev, H.
Berners. A good Madame de Watteville in Mr. A. Tate's

stand is deserving of mention.

Eight trebles, distinct.—A piece of plate given as a memorial

of the late Rev. the Hon. J, Townshend Boscawen, was in this

class won by O. G. Orpen, Esq., Innocente Pirola, C. Mer-

met, Rubens, Souvenir d'un Ami, Alba rosea, Marie van Houtte,

The Bride, and Comtesse de Panisse, being the varieties that

he showed. The Rev A. Foster-Melliar and H. V. Machin,
E6q„ Worksop, were respectively 2nd and 3rd.

Nine single trusses of any Tea or Noisette Rose.—O. G.

Orpen. Esq., the Rev. A. Foster-Melt-iar, and the Rev. H,

Berners were successful in the order of their name?, F. Kiiiger,

C. de Nadaillac, and Madame Hoste being the varieties.

Twelve tingle*, distinct, open onli to those who grow fewer

than 500 plants.—1st, Conway Jones, Esq., who had very

good blooms of Niphetos and Ethel Brownlow. Mr. J.

Moules, Hitchin. and Mr. J. Parker, Old Headington,

Oxford, were placed 2nd and 3rd as named.

Nine singles, distinct.— In the same division, R. H. Lang-
ton, Esq , Raymead, Hendon, was 1st, the blooms of E.

Brownlow ani Madame Cusin being gool ; Mr. A. Evans,
Marston, Oxford, and W. C. Romaine, Esq., Windsor, were
2nd and 3rd respectively.

Nine distinct single trusses, same division, fjr growers of

fewer thin 200 plants.—Mr. J. Parker, Old Headington,

Oxford, had the best lot here, Mr. T. A. Washbourne,
Gloucester, and W. D. Freshfield, Esq., Reigate, following.

This was a good class throughout.

Six singles, same conditions.—G. W. Cook, Esq., Torrington

Park, North Fiochley, was awarded an equal 1st with the

Rev. F. R. Burnside, Sutton-on-tbe-Hill, Derby. Mr. Cook's
best flower was Tne Bride; Mr. Burnside's F. Kruger,

Mtlame Hoste, and I. Pirola were very good ; the 2nd was with-

held, and Mr. J. Moules, Hitchin, was 3rd.

In an extra class for four varitties, three of each, Conway
Jones, Esq., won with K. Metz, I. Pirola, Niphetos, and Com-
tesse de Nadaillac; R. H. Langton, Esq., Hendon, and W.
Boyes, Esq., Derby, being 2nd and 3rd.

Six of an-/ Tea or Noisette Rose.—Mr. A. Evans, Oxford,

was 1st with Marie Van Houtte, Mr. W. D. Freshfield,
Reigate, 2nd with the same variety, and Mr. E. Mawley 3rd
with Souvenir de S. A, Prince.

Nine bunches, distinct.—There was only one exhibit for

Messrs. Paul & Son's prize, Mr. J. Parker, Old Headington,
Oxford, being awarded 1st.

Six single trusses, distinct.—This was open only to amateurs

who have never won a prize at tne National Rose Society's

exhibition. 1st, R. C. Boyer, Esq.. Hailebury College, Herts,

with a pretty lot; Mr. K. H. Gifford, Streatham, and Mr.
J. Pegge, Beeston, Notts, following.

MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.
Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, Herts, staged a

large collection of Roses in baskets, incluiing about twenty
varieties raised in the nursery at Waltham Cross. Amongst
the latter we noticed the excellent flesh-coloured Clio (H.P.),

and Spenser (H.P.). Polyantha varieties, Teas, Hybrid Teas,

H.P.'s, and others were well represented.

Mr. W. Rumsey, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, was
also an exhibitor of a good collection of Roses, amongst which
we noticed nice baskets of LTdeale. Wm. Allan Richardson,

Reynolds Hole, &o. Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nursery,

Slough, had a large table containing profusely-flowered

branches of Turner's Crimson Rambler, some of which were
6 and 8 feet high.

Messrs. Wallace k Co , Colchester, had filled a table with
sprays of Lilies and Calochorti.

Mr. W. E. Tidy, Brockhampton Nurseries, made a large

exhibit of Sweet Peas and other things.

Two excellent groups were made by Messrs. Jno. Laing &
Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E. Messrs. Cheal & Sons,
Lowfield Nursery, Crawley, exhibited a nice collection of

hardy herbaceous flowers; and Messrs Jackman & Sons had
a similar exhibit.

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
July 9.—The usual fortnightly meeting of the

Society wai held on Taeiday latt in the Drill Hall,
Jamei Street, Westminster. Orchids were fairly

numerous, and many of botanical interest were
shown. Competitive classes for Roses occupied

rather more space than one of the large tables afford.

Plants and flowers in season were shown by several

exhibitors, and the Fruit Committee had numerous
exhibits before them. On the whole, however, the

Hall was lees full than at several of the preceding
meetings.

Floral Committee,
Present: W. Marshall, Esq., Chairman; and

Messrs. Jno. Fraser, H. Herbst, Geo. Stevens, H. B.

May, J. Jennings, J. Barr, E Beckett, C. Blick,

Rev. G. H. Eogleheart, J. T. Bennett Pee, C. J.

Salter, and J. Lting.

Messrs. Daniels Bros., of Norwich, exhibited some very
strong sprays of a variety of Godetia, named Marchioness of

Salisbury, a very free and large fl. owerer, being nearly 4 inches

across, colour scarlet, margined, with white, and white centre

(Award of Merit).

Messrs. E. F. Fairbairn & Sons, Edentown, Carlisle, exhi-

bited plants ef a Grodetia named E. F. Fairbaim, colourscarlet-

crimson, with lilac centre.

Sprays of a good Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, named Queen of

Boses, was shown by Mr. G. Daniells, Lime Tree Road,
Norwich.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Reading, exhibited in a large box,

plants of the South African annual Nemesia strumoaa. Various

shades of colour, including yellow, orange-crimson, and white,

were noticed.

Mr. Henry Eckford, Wem, Shropshire, exhibited sprays

of varieties of Sweet Peas, shown in about fifty glasses, and
in extraordinary variety of colour—Oaptivation, purple;

Countess of Aberdeen, flesh colour, very pretty
;
Queen Vic-

toria, cream; and Lady Grisel Hamilton, pale blue, are

among the best and most distinct of the newer varieties

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs W. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate, London, N., exhi-

bited two plants in flower of Carnation La Villette, flowers-

rose and yellow; and Mr. H.Becker Jersey, sent plants and;

blooms of a border Carnation named Jersey Maid ; the flowers-

are blush-pink, chftngiDg to white, very large, and abundantly
free.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, exhibited

flowers of Carnations and Picotees in variety ; the flowers

were good in quality, bright, and fresh (Silver Banksian
Medal).

A double Petunia named Laura Minnie Beldam came from
Mr. A. Beldam, The Lodge, Acton ; and Mr. H. Middle-
hurst, Manchester Street, Liverpool, showed blooms of

Chrysanthemum maximum.
Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E.,

Btaged a few tuberous-rooted Begonias, and were recommended
an Award of Merit for the variety Mr. F. Bostock, a neat well-

formed double flower of excellent crimson-scarlet. Also for

Streptocarpas Laiog's multiflora. The flowers are large,

bluish-purple, with purple-lined throat. There were thirty

open flowers borne on the plant in a 5 inch pot.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co , Rothesay and Orpington, were
recommended a First-class Certificate for Arnebia cornuta.

The plant is an annual of rather straggling habit, and grows
apparently about 12 inches high. The flowers are small,

yellow in colour, but each petal marked on most of its surface

with velvety- purple. The plants bloom very freely, but not
many open at one time.

Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking,
exhibited sprays of the dark-coloured variety of S. Bumalda,
known as Anthony Waterer, and also Bprays of a very delicate

light variety named Margaret.

Messrs. P. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden,
London, ttaged a brillianc collection of hardy perennial her-

baceous flowers. Bunches of Anthemis tinctoria, Eryngiums,
Malva moschata alba, Lilium Browni, L. candidum, L. testa-

ceum, L. Krameri, varieties of Poppies, &c, were noticed

(Silver Banksian Medal).
G. A. Farini, Esq., Perry Vale, Forest Hill, showed a double

Begonia named Farini's Striped, the centre petals striped with
yellow, rest of the flower scarlet.

Messrs F. Sander 4 Co., St. Albans, again showed plants-

of Dipladenia atro-purpurea in flower, also D. boliviensis, an
excellent lot of plants of Eriocnema Sandeioe, and a number
of hybrid varieties of Sonerilas, beside a dozen plants of

Dionea Muscipula.

Me Bra. Jas.Veitch& Sons. Boyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

Bhowed sprays of Eremurus Bungei, a species growing about
3£ feet high ; the colour of the flowers is light bright yellow.
It is one of the prettiest of the genus. An Award of Merit
was recommended to an excellent plant of Begonia x car-

minata, a hybrid from B. coccinea $ and B. Dregei $ • The
plant is robust, very free flowering, and the blossoms are coral-

red in colour, and very much larger in size than either parent.

Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, exhibited blooms of the
new Roses Bacchns and Alan Cheal, noticed on a previous
occasion ; and also a new H P. Rose named Haylesbury, a
bright rose-coloured bloom, compact, and of good size, with
petals of meiium length (Award of Merit),

Miss Mc Ronald, Northgate Nursery, Chichester, was recom-
mended an Award for Carnation, Mrs. W. Bright, colour
bright yellow, flower of good form, and calyx non-splitting in
most cases.

A collection of Delphinium sprays was stajei by Mr. J„
Forbes Hawick.
A very interesting exhibit of Lilies and alliel flower was

made b/ Messrs. Wallace & Co., Colcheste*. L. Thun-
bergianum in variety, L. dalmaticum, L. pardalin 1m Boirgsei,

IriB Ko-mp'eri in variety, &o. Calochorti was shown well,
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moot of them of the large-flowered section. Awards of Merit
were recommended to Calochortua luteus conoolor, a very
delicate and pretty jellow variety; and to C. macrocarpua.
a very large flower of mauve purple with yellow hairs
at base. The greatest novelty, however, wu a spray
of flowers of a species of Hemerooallis, at present
under the name of H. aurantiaca. Apparently the plant
grows about 2$ feet high, and bears numerous blossoms of

i beautiful yellow—almost orange yellow. The petals are about
1} inch wide, and the flower probably 8 inches across A First-
class Certificate was recommended to this acquisition, and a
Silver Flora Medal for the group.

Mr. Jas. Douglas, Edenside Nursery, Great Bookham, had
a few blooms of Carnations : Miss Andry, primrose yellow ;

Haye'e Scarlet, Lady Ridley, white; and Grace Darling.

HOSES.

Competitive classes for Roses were regarded as the principal
feature of Tuesdays meeting, but the National Society's Crystal
Palace exhibition having previously been held there waa not
the amount of interest exhibited as at earlier shows. The
blooms must be described in similar terms to those we have
already used in regard to those shown at the Palace. Many of
them were worthy all praise, but a good number were inferior,
and on the whole they were not remarkable for high quality,
though it may be added, (hey are far better than we could have
expected in the face of difficulties such as exhibitors have had
to overcome this season.

The 1st class for twenty-four single trusses (amateursi, not
more than two of any one variety, was won by E. B. Lindsell.
Esq., Bearton. Hitchin. he had first-class blooms of Earl Duf-
ferin. Marie Baumann, tTlrich Brunner, Duke of Wellington,
and E. Y. Teas. T. B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch, Reigate
(gr., Mr. C. J. Salter), waa 2nd, with smaller, youDger, and
pretty blooms.

Twenty-four single trusses, distinct (opm).—Mr. Frank
Cant, Braiswick Nursery, Colchester, was 1st in this class,
and his stand contained some very good blooms, notably
Suzanne-M. Rodocanachi, Mrs. J. Laing. Marchioness of Lon-
donderry, and Victor Hugo; 2nd, Mr. B. R. Cant. Colchester.

Twelve single trusses, distinct (amateurs'). — J. Gurney
Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Woodford (gr., Mr. J.
Davis), was the winner here, and of the blooms shown we
may mention Horace Vernet and Duchess of Bedford. O G,
Orpen. Esq., Hill Side. West Bergholt, Colchester, waa 2nd.
Twelve single trusses, distinct (open).—Mr. B. B. Cant was

the best exhibitor, and had noticeable bloomB of Gustave
Piganneau. Duke of Fife, and Comte de Raimbaud. The
2nd prize was taken by Mr. Geo. Mount, Canterbury, who
had a very equal lot of fair quality.

Six single trusses, distinct (amateurs), was won by R. H.
Langton, Esq., Raymead, Hendon, N.W. His blooms were
fairly good. They were Ulrich Brunner, Her Majesty, La
France, Gustave Piganneau, Merveille de Lyon, and A. K.
Williams. 2nd, R. H. Gifford. Esq., Holyrood, Streatham.
Six single trusses of one variety.— A.. K. Williams was

Bhown in good condition by T. B. Haywood, Esq., who was
1st ; and also by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton.
Twelve distinct, three trusses of each.—This, class, for twelve

trebles, was awarded to Mr. B. R. Cant, who had blooms of con-
siderable quality ; but Mr. Geo. Mount's Canterbury exhibit
was very fine, and the blooms exceedingly even. In onr
opinion Mr. Mount's was the batter collection.

Twelve single trusses of anv one variety (opm).—Mr. B. R.
Cant showed well here, having Gustave Piganneau ; and Mr.
Geo. Mount, with Fisher Holmes, was 2nd.

Teas and Noisettes.

Twenty four single trusses, not fewer than twtlve varieties,
or more than three trusses of any one variety (amateurs^.—
O. G. Orpen, Esq., was 1st, but his blooms were not extra
good

; H. V. Machin, Esq., Gateford Hill, Worksop, was 2nd.
Six single trusses, not less than four varieties.—This class

was won by R. H. Lanqton, Esq , with nice blooms ; Com-
testc de Nadaillac and Princess of Wales were noticeable.

Six single blooms of one variety (amateurs).—R. H. Langton,
Esq., was the winner in this class, with blooms of Innocente
Pirola; O. G. Orpen, Esq., being 2nd, with indifferent
Souvenir d'un Ami,

Twenty-four distinct single trusses (open).—Mr. Frank
Cant's 1st prize exhibit was of fair quality. The collection
contained a large but not particularly pretty bloom of Brides-
maid. Mr. B. R. Cant was 2nd.

Twelve distinct, three trusses of each.—Mx. Frank Cant
was the winner for twelve trebles, and Mr. B. R. Cant 2nd

;and Mr. F. Cant also won for twelve distinct single trusses]
including in this collection good blooms of The Bride and
Ernest Metz.

Orchid Committee.

Present: Henry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. Ja«. O'Brien (secretary), T. B. Haywood,
Dr. M. T. Maaten, Sydney Conrtauld, Dr. B. Craw-
shay, E. Hill, H. J. Chapman, W. Cobb, W. H.
White, J. Dooglas, C. Pilcher, and H. Williams.

A number of Orchids of exceptional botanical interest
appeared at this meeting, the showy species being in the
minority, as witness the fact that not one was selected for a
First-class Certificate, while only four, three of which were
well-known old plants, received Awards of Merit.
Rich in interestipg and beautiful botanical plants was the

am ill group staged by Sir Trevor La,\frence, Bart., the Pre-
sident of the Society (gr., Mr. W. H. White). Among these
was a plant of Luddemannia. Pescatoiei, with two of the

pendent inflorescences thickly clad with oraBge-coloured

flowers of singular structure. The flower-spikes are said

to attain at times a length of 'A feet. When thoroughly
established, it will form a very handsome plant (Botanical
Certificate), Trichocentrum hymenanthum, the pretty little

Masdevallia guttata, and the rose and purple Oncidium oliva-

ceum Lawrenceanum, Schm., also each received a Botanical
Certificate ; and in the group were the pretty Zambesian
Polystachya, P. Lawrenceana. which has an ascending spray
of whitish flowers with pink lip ; the singular-looking Aorides
Roeblingianum, Pleurothallis Grobyii and P. macroblepharis
covered with pretty flowers of small size; large plants of
Masdevallia Reicbenbaohiana, M. Peristeria, and M. x Stella

;

and some pretty specimens of the dark purple-flowered M.
RoKeana and M. calura, the handsome Miltonia vexillaria
superba, a fine specimen of Epidendrum (Nanodes) Medusa?, a
singular hybrid Cypripedium (Selligerum majus $ , Sanderi-
RTium (J), which will develop into a distinct novelty, and a
pretty bright yellow Onoidium, and curious small-flowered
Maxillaria, both unknown.
No less interesting were some plants sent by the Hon.

Walter Rothschild, from his collection of rare botanioal
Orchids in Lord Rothschild's gardens at Tring Park, Tring
(gr., Mr. E. Hill). Of these, the singular Polycycnis mus-
cifera, which bore three stout spikes, one of which had
numerous large insect-like blooms fully expanded. The
curious flowers were of pale-yellow colour, with red-brown
spots; the arched column very Blender, and the lip furnished
with hairs (Botanical Certificate). Another pretty species
was Zygopetalum stapelioideB (known formerly as Maxillaria
and also as Promeneea), which had flowers of a rich purplish-
crimson colour, and a purple lip of a velvety texture (Bota-
Dical Certificate) ; and Oncidium olivaceum Lawrenceanum,
Lehm , also received a Botanical Certificate.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, were awarded a Silver
Banksian Medal for a fine group of Orchids, in which plants
of Cattleya Rex, 0. Gaskelliana. the C.-G. variety virginalis,
and the handsome C.-G. Madouxiana; C. Eldorado Wallisii,
and other fine Cattleyas made a great display. Among them
appeared Cattleya x Miss Measures (Luddemanniana X volu-
tins), a remarkable hybrid, with yellowish-salmon flowers
veined with rose, and a lip in which the side lobes form, as it
were, a narrow tube over the column, and the front lobe is
broadly expanded. The lip is of a red-brown tint at the base,
yellow-tinted beneath the column, and the front lobe is lilac
with purple veins. Another still more handsome hybrid
is Leelio - Cattleya D. S. Brown (0. Triansei x Lselio-
Cattleya Schilleriana), which in richness of its purplish-
crimson colour, bore a resemblance to L. - C. Arnoldiana,
but the flowers were rather smaller than in that variety.
Some of the pseudo-bulbs bore a striking resemblance to those
of L.-C. Schilleriana, and possessed two leaves (Award of
Merit). Also, for the first time, Messrs. Sandfr showed the
new Bornean Dendrobinm speciosissimum, white, with rose
base and orange central line to the lip (Botanical Certificate) ;

Lycaste Dyeriana, a singular Peruvian species, with the habit
of Cattleya citrina, but with angular pseudobulbs and droop-
ing green flowers (Botanical Certificate) ; Dendrobium brac-
teosum, with bunches of dull rose flowers (Botanical Certifi-
cate); and D. b. album; the handsome Loelio-Cattleya
Schilleriana Schrodera? ; Lselia Amanda, Dendrobium Pha-
Isenopsis Schroderianum. Aganisia ionoptera, the singulsr-
looking Catasetum Christyanum ; a pretty series of varieties
of Miltonia vexillaria, Cirropetalum picturatum. Cattleya
Brymeriana, Cypripedium x nobilius, C. x Cahuzao, Odonto-
glossum Harryanum. &c.

Sir Frederick Wigan, Clare Lawn, East Sheen (gr., Mr.
W. H. Youngt. showed Miltonia vexillaria Constance Wigan,
a very large and beautiful variety with blush-white sepals and
petals, and broad pure white Iabellum (Award of Merit).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son. Royal Exotic Nursery. King's
Road, Chelsea, showed their singular hvbrid Dendrobium
porphyrogastrum (superbum Huttonii $ , Dalhousieanum s),
whose flowers were in size equal to D. x Ainsworthii, but of a
pale pink hue, the flat, Bhovel-Bhaped Iabellum bearing a few
dull rose lines at the base ; also Cypripedium x Dominianum
albicans (caricinum ? , caudatum Wallisii <J ), which differed
from the original in its larger, more ivory-white flowers,
marked with green.

R. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr.,
Mr. H. J. Chapman), showed fine forms of Vanda tricolor (Award
of Merit), and V. t. suavis ; Masdevallia coriacea (Botanical
Certificate), Miltonia vexillaria albescens, Vanda Parishii,
varieties of Cattleya Mendeli, and C. Gaskelliana, O. Eldorado
Wallisii. Odontoglossum Harryanum, Aorides multiflonini
Lobbii, and Pleurothallis longissima (Vote of Thanks).
Geo. Marshall, Esq., Claremont House, Great Grimsby

(gr., Mr. Jas. Johnson), was awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a neat and well-arranged group in which excellently well-
grown and profuse- flowered varieties of Cattleya Warscewiczii
(giges), which exhibited remarkable variation, were the prin-
cipal features. With them were other Cattleyas; a grand
specimen of Epidendrum vitellinum majus; variou9 Odonto-
glossums, Peristeria aspersa, &c.
De B. Crawshay, Esq.. Rosefleld, Sevenoaks (gr., Mr.

Cooke), showed the noble white Odontoglossum crispum. Mrs.
De B. Crawshay, and a grand plant of Braasia verrucosa
(Award of Merit).

Messrs. High Low & Co. staged a pretty group of Orchids,
iu which were Grammatophyllum Fenzlianum, many varieties
of Miltonia Roezlii, some fine Oncidium varicosum and O.
macranthum, the pretty Dendrobium Lowii. some excellent
plants of Onoidium Lanceanum, the lips ranging in colour
from nearly white to dark rose ; Cattleya superba, C. Eldorado
Wallisii, Cypripedium Curtisii, C. euperbfens, &c. (Bronze
Banksian Medal).
Messrs. W. L. LEWIS & Co. staged a group of Orchids in

which a pan of the handsome Madagascan terrestrial Oynor-
chis grandiflora, illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle,
February 18, 1893. p. 197, was an interesting feature, and all

the more welcome that Messrs. Lewis prove it amenable to
culture. Also in the group were the singular Habenaria
cinnabarina. Eria Olarket, with curious small greenish-white
flowers (Botanioal Certificate) ; Lselia tenebrosa bella, a dis-
tinct and handsome form of the L. t. Walton Grange var.
class, with yellowish sepals and petals, and blush-white and
dark purple lip, a curious feature in which wss itB elongated
acuminate front lobe ; a singular tiny orange-flowered Vanda,
previously named V. Lewisii ; Bifrenaria vitellina, Cypripe-
dium leucorrhodum, and other Cypripediums, Oncidium
Schlimii, Odontoglossum hostilabium, and various Cattleyas,
leelias, &c. (Vote of Thanks). Malcolm S. Cooke. Esq.,
Kingston Hill (gr., Mr. Buckell), showed forms of Cattleya
Warscewiczii, &o.
F. A. Brown, Esq., Lawn Bank, Teddington (gr , Mr.

Slatter), Bhowed Schomburgkia tibicinis ; Walter C. Clark,
Esq., Sefton Park, Liverpool, sent Cattleya Warscewiczii ; J.
Gurney Fowler, Esq.. South Woodford, and R. Forsteb
Alcock, Esq., Berkhamsted, sent forms of Lselia tenebrosa

;

and Arnold Witt, Esq., Maida Vale, showed Sarcanthus
filiformis.

Fruit Committes.

Present: Dr. Kobt. Hogg (chairman), and Messrs,
A. H. Pearson, W. Pope, Alex Dean, W. Bates, T.
Glen, Geo. R»ynolds, Geo. Wythes, F. Q. Lane,
J. Smith, J. Hudson, and R. Fife.

An excellent collection of fruit was exhibited by Messrs.
Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, including a representative
number of varieties of Cherries, some thirty in all. The
following were noticeable as being very good in colour or in
size : Bigarreau Cleveland, B. Napoleon, B. de Schreken,
Black Hawk, Black Tartarian, Black Eagle, Empress Eugenie,
Frogmore, Early Bigarreau, Governor Wood, May Duke, and
Reine Hortense. Raspberries Yellow Antwerp and Superlative
were shown in very well-fruited sprays, and sprays of different

varieties of Currants were remarkable for the heavy crops
they bore. In a collection of Gooseberries, the following were
remarked : Golden Drop, Green Overall, Bright Venus, Early
Red Hairy, Hedgehog, Forester, and Early Sulphur, &c.
(Silver-gilt Knightian Medal). Messrs. Veitch also exhibited

a fine collection of Peas (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. W. E. Beckett, Aldenham House Gardens, Elstree,

had a collection of vegetables remarkable for their quality.

We noticed Cauliflowers Walcheren and Veitch's Early
Forcing ; Tomatos. Polegate and Sutton's Perfection ; Peas,

Duke of Albany, Carter's Telegraph, and Prodigy; Carrots,

Early Gem and Sutton's New Intermediate ; Cucumbers, Up-
to-Date and Victory; French Beans, Canadian Wonder and
Ne Plus Ultra ; Potatos, Puritan, Early Regent, s.nd Sharpe's

Victor; Broad Bean, Carter's Leviathan; Marrow, Moore's

Cream, a pretty little Marrow called Pen-y-Byd, &c. (Silver-

gilt Knightian Medal).

Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House, Ampthill, Beds (gr.,

Mr. Empsoo), exhibited a collection of fru its and vegetables.

Fruits included Waterloo Strawberries, Superlative Rasp-

berries, Brown Turkey Figs, Golden Drop Gooseberries, Foster's

Seedling and Black Hamburgh Grapes (Silver Banksian
Medal).

From Mr. Becker, Jersey, was exhibited a red Grape
Currant, named Comet, shown with very large berries, and
bearing about twenty in a bunch ; and a white Grape Cur-

rant, named Eclipse ; also Granville Giant Gooseberries.

The Messrs. Rothschild, Gunnersbury House, Acton, W.
(gr., Mr. Jas. Hudson), showed remarkable Black Tartarian

Cherries from a west wall. The tree.* were planted in 1850,

subsoil gravelly ; also. Cherries Bigarreau Napoleon from a
south wall, trees planted in 1850. A note which accompanied
the fruit said that some years since the trees commenced gum-
ming, and showed signs of dying, but this had been quite

remedied by allowing the trees to extend (Silver Banksian
Medal).

There were numerous Melons shown for Certificates, but
Awards were given to two only, both of which were shown by
Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge Nursery, Farnham. Six fruits

of each variety were shown. Epicure is a medium-sized fruit,

yellow, with close white netting, and green flesh ; and Nug-
get is rather smaller, straw-coloured, with coarse, less close

uetting, and rose-coloured flesh. This latter was much over-

ripe, but it is probably the better of the two.

Several Melons were shown from Mr. A. J. Slmpsox, gr.

at the Horticultural College at Swanley, Kent, including Her
Majesty, Gilbert's Golden Queen, Empress, &c. Also Peaches
Noblesse and Royal George. Other Melons exhibited were
from Mr. A. Guy, Hertingfordbury Park Gardens, Hertford ;

Earl Percy, Syon House, Brentford (gr., Mr. G. Wythes) ; Mr.
Wm. Smythe, Basing Park Gardens, Alton ; J. E. Platt, Esq.,

Bruntwood, Cheadle, Cheshire (gr., Mr. Richardson); and
from the Marquis of BUTE, Cardiff Castle (gr., Mr. A. Petti

grew). The three Melons grown by Mr. Pettigrew were ex-

ceptionally large yellow fruits. The name did not transpire,

but they were generally considered too large.

G. A. Farlni. Esq., Dartmouth Lodge, Forest Hill,

exhibited a basketful of black Raspberries. The fruits were
small, and the parentage or origin was not apparent.

WlLBERFOROE BRYANT. Esq , Stoke Park, Slough (gr.,

Mr. David Kemp), exhibited excellent dishes of Nectarines

Humboldt und Pine-apple.

Mr. Ward. gr. to the Earl cf Radnob, Longford Castle,

Salisbury, exhibited a Pea named Lougpod Queen ; the pods
were long, ana well filled with good-sized Peas, about ten in

each. Mr. A. Guy had bine and pods of a Pea, MoMullens
Parish Councillor, the produce of field culture. Mr. R.

Gilbert, Burghley Gardens, showed some pretty little Cauli-
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flowers, named Burghley Pet; andMr. William Cabmichael
exhibited some seedling Strawbenies. A ooliection of vege-

tables, including Peas, Beans, Lettuces, and Cabbages, was
exhibited by Messrs. Bare & Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C,

Lecture by Mr. Francis Darwin.
The lecture by Mr. Darwin was on " The Effect of

Darkness on the Form of Plants," and in commencing
the subject Mr. Darwin said that before the pheno-
mena of etiolation or blanching could be satisfac-

torily and conclusively explained more facts were
required, and these facts were such as could be fur-

nished by horticulturists. This was one reason that

suggested the subject of the present lecture, that

those engaged in horticulture might be induced to

take an interest in the question and communicate the

results of their experiments to the scientific world.

Mr. Darwin then proceeded to say, that if a plant was sub-

jected to continual darkneeB, the mOBt striking effect produced

was one of colour, the stem becomes white and the leaves

yellow, but it was more particularly to the difference in shape

a plant assumes under such conditions that he wished to

speak on the present occasion, with a view to explaining

that the abnormal growth which takes place is not

a pathological condition, but rather the result of adap'ation
to environment or circumstances. If a Potato or seedling
Bean be kept in darkness, an elongated stem will be produced,
and but minute leaves formed. In the case of cereals, the
leaves were elongated, not dwarfed. Light is essential to the
nutrition of plants. So true was this that Stephen Hales and
others in his day thought that light was a material food for

plantB, whereas it is now recognised as a necessity to assimi-

lation only. In the absence of light the plant can abstract

no carbon from the atmosphere. It had been held that etiola-

tion was a purely pathological state in the plant, but this

view is probably dead, except that Sachs still holds it. From
such a view, Mr. Daxwin wished to express his dissent, and to

put forth a different one altogether. Mr. Darwin had worked
at this question a good deal, and when about to publish the
result of his research, he found that a Polish botanist,
Godlewski, had also taken the same view.
The view of the phenomena which the lecturer favoured

was, that it was merely adaptation, or response to a stimulus
to overcome, or get the better of an accidental environment.
The difference of the two theories was explained thus, rickets
in a scrofulous child is produced by injudicious feeding
[and hereditary endowment], but the symptoms do not
in the least assist the child to escape from its malady,
the condition is purely a pathological one. On the other
hand, a Potato set, if deprived of light, will continue to
grow as if it were under toe soil, the energies of the whole
plant will be thrown into producing a long stem, and this to
the neglect of the leaves. A seedling Bean would do the same
thing, viz., continue to grow as if it were seeking light through
the soil, and not until thelight—which in this case is the " signal
oE illumination " to the plant— is obtained will the growth be
altered. The plant is deceived in the absence of this signal.
The Scarlet Bunner grows with a hooked plumule while
under the surface, but on entry into an illuminated area,
the point is soon straightened, but if light-be withheld when
the shoot is through the soil, the point remains hooked. The
signal of light is necessary to remove this condition, which in
itself, is an adaptation to circumstances, the hooked plumule
being better able to pierce the soil without injury, than if it

were straight. Mr. Darwin then spoke of the sensitiveness
existing in the petals of the Crocus to changes of temperature,
so much so, that if the temperature fell 1° Centigrade, a move-
ment in the petals may be observed. By this means the pollen
was protected against the effect of rain. A species of fungus
called Coprinus, normally developed a stalk and a cap of con-
siderable size, but if it be subjected to darkness, the plant will
throw all its energies into making a long stalk at the expense of
the cap. which will be very small. The stalk in this case is much
lengthened in order to reach the daylight, where the spores
may be disseminated. The gemmae or buds of Liverworts
germinate only in the light; the gemmte remain inactive
if covered with a few dead leaves. It was clearly adaptation
that caused these gemmae to remain inactive for a short
time, during which the temporary darkness may be removed,
whereas did they germinate, they would do so, with the result
that they would die.

In regard to flowering plants, if a Narcissus be deprived
of light, the long scape it produces is another effort to get out
of the darkness, where alone the pollen it carries can be made
useful. If a plant has only radical leaves, the only chance is

to extend these, the distribution of growth is altered in every
respect, and in all plants. Mr. Darwin, referring to Sachs'
classic paper of 1863, in which he refers to the Hop or Sweet
Potato as cases of natural etiolation, said that from Sachs'

standpoint this was not a happy word ; but viewing all

etiolation as adaptation, then these cases were clearly natural.

A climbing plant, in order to escape from the earth line into

the air, throws most of its energy int? producing a long stem,
and usually makes a small amount of other material only,

which is exactly what occurs in all cases of etiolation. Facts
were the food oE all hypothesis, and for these he hoped he
might look to horticulture.

Wimbledon Hill, kindly lent for the occasion by the

President of the Society, T. E. Crocker, K*q. The
entries were more numerous than in previous years.

Division I.—Open to all Comers.

For a group of miscellaneous foliage and flowering plants, a

very creditable arrangement gained 1st honours to Mr. A,
Luff, gr. to J. F. Schwann, Esq., J.P.

In the class for four stove and greenhouse plants, in or out

of flower, the leading prizes were secured by Mr. G. Huttoo,

gr. to— Frere, Esq., and M. A. Methven, gr. to W. Keller,
Esj., Fernwood. Whilst for six foliage or flowering plants,

creditable specimens gained the prizes for Messrs. Methven,
Hutton, and Luff.

There was a keen competition in the class for four exotic

Ferns, distinct, the prize-takers being Mr. J. Bentley, gr. to

Capt. Bosworth, Roehampton ; Mr. A. Luff, and Mr. G.
Hutton.

In the clas9 for four Fuchsias, distinct, open to all members,
creditably flowered examples were staged by Messrs. Mills

and Law, who took the prizes in the order named. Zonal

Pelargoniums gave an effective bit of colouring to the show.
For twelve plants in pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter,

Messrs. Law, Bentley, and Chandler were the leading

exhibitors.

Well-bloomed Gloxinias were staged by Messrs. Mills,

Hutton, and Bentley.

Six well-flowered examples of Begoaias were shown by Mr.

A. Skeggs, gr. to Mrs. Datjn, Copse Hill. Mr. Skeggsagdin
secured the premier position for four excellent Caladiums.
Well-coloured Coleuses were exhibited by Mr. C. Bentley.

The clasa for twelve plants, suitable for table decoration,

was a good one, the prizes going to Mr. McGregor, Mr. H.
Alderman, gr. to — Hatfield, Esq., Morden Hall; aud Mr.

J. Bentley.

The successful exhibitors in the classes devoted to specimen

foliage and flowering plants were Messrs. Mew, Thornton,

Chandler, McGregor, Methven, and Bentley.

The best twelve cut blooms of Hoses were contributed by

Mr. J. Bentley.

Well-finished examples of black Grapes (three bunches) were

shown by Messrs. Bentley and Methven. Mr. A. Methven
was 1st for three bunches of white Grapes. In the class for

six Peaches, well-coloured fruits were s aged by Messrs. Luff,

Alderman, and Bentley, the last-named exhibitor securing

the first position for Bix good fruits of Nectarines,

For thirty-six fruits of Strawberries, tha leading exhibitors

were Messrs. Alderman , Hatton, and Methven. Mr. Alderman
again had 1st honours for four distinct kinds of fruit, followed

by Messrs. Bentley and Luff.

A collection of vegetable?, in six kinds, was excellent from

Mr, Thornton.
In Division 2, for "single-handed'* gardeners residing within

the district, a group of miscellaneous foliage and flowering

plants was creditably exhibited by Mr. T. Chandler.

In the division for amateurs not employing a gardener

regularly, the 1st prize for six miscellaneous plants was taken

by Mr. J. Brown, Norman Koad, Wimbledon.
The cottagers of the district made a very good display of

vegetables, flowers, and fruit.

Messrs. Thomson & Son, The Nurseries. Wimbledon, sent

a beautiful collection of hardy flowers.

WIMBLEDON AND DISTRICT
HOKTICULTUaAL

.

July 3.—The twenty- third annual exhibition was
held on tb*1 above date, in the grounds of Draxmont,

THE PEOPLES PALACE HORTI-
CULTURAL.

Joly 4, 5, and 6.—The third summer *how took
place in the Qaeen's Hall of the People's Palace, on
the above dates, and, both in extent and quality,

was a considerable advance on the two previously

held.

Not only was the spacious hall quite filled with exhibits, but

the large winter-garden alsD. How heartily the East End
Londoners have entered into the spirit of the thing was
shown by the large number of groups of plants entered for a

36 feet, and also an 18 feet ground space, and also for 18 feet

and 9 feet table-spaces; while collections of six and three

plants, as well as many single specimens, were numerous;
and there were Fern-cases, model gardens, fruit, cut fljwers,

and vegetables also. In the small greenhouses, miinly of

homely canstruction, put up at the backs of their residences

by the East End gardeners, capital specimens of Plumbdgo
capensis. India-rubber plants, green Dracaenas, bhow and zonal

Pelargoniums, Begonias (foliage aud flowering), Gloxinias,

Succulents, Lilies, and many other things are grown remark-

ably well, anl they speak volumes for the care and attention

given to them, not a few of the East End gardeners being

engaged in the City all day. The favourite window-plants

are Fuchsias, trained to woolen-trellises, very lar^e, finely-

grown, and flowered; Pelargoniums, Creeping Jennies, Aspi-

distra, Aralia Sieboldi, &c. In some ol their back gardenB

cm ba seen planted out subjects that astonish one that they

can be found to grown and bloom there. The favourite hardy

annual of the East Ender appears to be Virginian Stock.

Prizes are offered for the best kept gardens, and also for

window-boxes, and it was nece3siry for the judges to spend

the best part of two days in visiting them, as they laid

between Aldgate, Limehouse, the East India Docks, Stratford,

Hackney, and Homerton. It is not too much to say some of

the best kept gardens were found in the most unlikely plices,

and in order to equalize the competition, the gardens visited

are divided into two sections : those in opsn and somewhat

airy localities, and those In which they are more crowded, and

the conditions of culture less favourable. It is eo with the

window-boxes.

Certain honorary collections of plants, &c, greatly helped

the effect. From the Frogmore Gardens, Mr. Thomas sent a

very fine and imposing table of plants; from His Grace The
Duke or Fife, arranged by Mr. Osborn, the gardener at

East Sheen Lodge, came another similar group ; and also from
F. A. Bevan, Esq., Trent Park, Barnet (gr., Mr. W. H. Lees) ;

Mes9rs. W. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nurseries; Messrs.

W. Paul & Sons, Waltham Cross (mainly Roses) ; also from
Mr. Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, a fine group
on the floor ; and some charming table decorations from Mr.
J. R. Chard. Round the sides of the hall was a very handsome
group of plants from S. B. Boulton, Esq., Copped Hall
(gr., Mr. W. M. Wright); from the Duke of Norfolk, and
others ; and so some very fiae features were secured.

Late in the afternoon, their R.H. The Duke and Duchess
of York visited the show, accompanied by the Duke of Fife,

the President, when an address was presented to Their Royal
Highnesses, and the Duke of York declared the exhibition
open. The members of the committee were then individually
presented to Their Royal Highnesses, and they made a tour of
the show, being much interested in what they saw. There is

every reason to believe the exhibition proved a financial
success.

CHEBTSEY, WALTON, AND
WEYBRIDGE.

Joly 6.—The thirtieth annual summer exhibition
was held this year in the grounds attached to Oat-
lands Lodge. Stove and greenhouse plants formed
a leading feature of the exhibition, and they were
generally well grown.

For a group of 14 by 7 feet, five competed, and Mr. Ridge,
gr. to C. Swlnfen Eady, Esq., Oatlands Lodge, was an easy
winner. The 2nd place being taken by Mr. G. J. Cook, gr. to
J. S. SASSOON.Eeq., Walton, with a creditably arranged group.
Mr. F. Hopkins, gr. to Mrs. Wodderspoon, The Chestnuts,

Walton-on- Thames, was 1st for a smaller group, with a
capital arrangement ; and 2nd, Mr. W. C. Pagram, gr. to J.

Courtney, Esq., The Whim, Weybridge.
For Bix flowering plants, Mr. Jacques was the most suc-

cessful. Fine foliage specimens were best represented by Mr,
Osman in six varieties, Mr. Gardener winning a similar
position for four. Exotic Ferns are usually Been in excellent
condition here, this year proving no exception.
Caladiums, Achimenes, tuberous Begonias, Gloxinias, and

Pelargoniums are well shown, the principal prizes being
awarded to Messrs. Prothero, Jacques, Stedman, andOsman.
For six table plants, 1st, Mr. Hopkins, with bright-coloured

examples of middle size.

Cut flowers made an effective display; especially Roses.
Sbove and greenhouse flowers were shown, the best by Messrs.
Jacques and Osman. Herbaceous flowers by Mr. G. Viger«,
Mole House, Horsham, in twelve varieties.

Fruit was contributed in quantity, Mr. Osm an had the best
collection of six kinds ; the best two bunches of Black Grapes,
and dish of Cherries. Mr. Gardener was 1st in the class for
two bunches of white varieties, showing ripe Buckland Sweet-
water. Mr. J. Buxton, gr. to J. A. Foster, Eeq., Fernlands,
Chertsey, took 1st prize for one dish of Waterloo Strawberries.
Mr. J. Osman was, as usual, invincible in tbe principal

vegetable class, that for eight kinds, and he showed extremely
well.

Messrs. Barr &. Son, sent from their LoDg Ditton grounds,
a charming collection of cut blooms of herbaceous plants,
including many choice subjects.

IPSWICH AND WOLVERHAMPTON
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
We have received reports of these important

horticultural exhibitions just as we are going to
press, we must, therefore, postpone their publication
till our next isBne.

Nursery Notes.

CARNATIONS AT THE ROYAL EXOTIC
NURSERY, CHELSEA.

Strenuous efforts have been made to overcome

the difficulties created by a great demand for plants

and by the unusual heat of the season, and to famish

a creditable display of sample beds of Ficotees and
Carnations at this nursery. The resnlts as regards

the whole display reflect mach credit on those re-

sponsible for this department, and we found on

Wednesday a pretty show if not a " blaze of colour."

The plants are dwarfer than in most years we re-

member to have seen them, and the " grass " is in

the older varieties rather sparse, but fairly abundant

in the newer ones, and especially is this remarked in

those of Mr. Martin Smith's raising.

We will take these first, aa they overtop all the

others in height, and beat them generally in siz»,

fioriferousness, and freedom from burst calyces.

Cardinal Wolsey, a yellow ground flower of the

Victory type, but superior in colour and form ; Dake
of Orleans, a'jo yellow, but differing from the first-

named : the flowers large and form excellent—it is
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a vigorous grower. Hayps' Scarlet is a splendid

•elf of vigorous habit; thus far the finest self of

scarlet colour raised. King Arthur is likewise scar-

let with a crimson tinge in it, the flower is large and
the form very good; the grass is vigorous and broad,

and habit good. Mephisto is a crimson self,

resembling the old Clove, but deeper in the tint; the

form of the flower leaves nothing to be desired.

Miss Andrey Campbell is a vigorous yellow self,

large and distinct. Miss Ellen Terry is one of the

best of the white Carnations.

Of other raisers' varieties we remarked Cantab
(Gifford).a very free border variety, with the fragrance

of the old Clove ; Germania, in large numbers : this is

still one of the finest Carnations of its colour—yellow

;

Caro Roma, a beautiful purple self; Martin Cahuzac,
a Continental variety—deep velvety crimson flower

—most floriferons, of dwarf habit : a very nice

variety ; Mrs. Gifford, a fine white, very free, either

as a pot or border variety ; King of Scarlets, King
of Crimsons (Douglas, 1892), a neat flower, of fine

quality ; Alma Newman, of a shade of red, a free

bloomer, and strong compact habit, height 2£ feet

;

Duchess of Fife, a tender shade of pink, large,

pleasing flower ; Lady Nina Balfour, pink tinted with

chamoise, erect petals, flowers of middle size, and well

formed ; Duchess of York—a flower in colour re-

sembling Souvenir de la Malmaison, very full, and of

more than the usual size (Gifford, 1894) ; Duchess of

Portland, one of the best of the fancies ; Rose Celes-
tial ; Joe Willet, a bright dwarf, very hardy scarlet

self.

Many of the old favourite varieties were found in

quantity, and there are colours and forms of flower,

and habit of growth, to suit everyone's taate to be
found in this very select collection. The Carnation
is essentially a townsman's plant, and in this town
nursery it may be seen grown in something very near
perfection. A numerous collection of varieties of
Picotees are likewise cultivated, but these pretty

flowers always lose by being planted near Carnations,
with their more exacting claims on the beholder's

attention.

The Weat her.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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The districts indioated by number in the first oolumn are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.

;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, Sfc, Districts—Q, Scotland, W. ; 7
England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.

;

10, Ireland, S. ; "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending July 6, ia furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The wather was very unsettled and showery during the

early part of the week, with thunderstorms in many places.

After the middle of the period, however, a gradual improve-

ment took place, and by the end of the week fair dry weather
had again become general.

*' The temperature differed very little from the mean, but
was slightly above it in the north and east of Scotland, and
below it in most of the English districts, as well as in the

south of Ireland. The highest reading" was observed a« a rule

on the 6th of July, and ranged from 71° in ' Scotland, W. and
England, N.W.,' to 76° in the 'Midland Counties and Ireland,

N.,' and to 77° in 'Scotland, F. and England, S.W.' The
lowest readings, which occurred mostly on the 5th or6th, were
rather low for the time of year, the thermometer falling to 45°

or less, in nearly all districts, and to 40° or lens in ' Scotland,

W., England. S.W., and Ireland, N.'

"The rainfall was less than the mean in the extreme
northern and north-western parts of the Kingdom, as well as in

the ' Channel Islands,' but in most other districts there was a
slight excess.

" The bright sunshine varied greatly in amount in different

localities. In ' Ireland, Scotland, N., and England, N.E. and
S.,' the number of hours recorded was below the average, but
in most other districts there was an excess, slight in many
cases, but large in ' England, S.W. and the Channel Islands.*

The percentage of the possible duration ranged from 16 in

'Scotland, N.,' and 23 in ' Ireland, N.,' to 43 in ' Scotland, W.,'

51 in ' England, S.W.,' and 67 in the ' Channel Islands.' "

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, July 11.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to na regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the prinoipal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one dav. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per dozen
blooms

Asters, per bunch...
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Oarnations, 12 blms.
Euoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Lilium Lancifolium,
per dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

*. d. s.d.

4 0-6
16-1
6- 1

16-2
4 0-6
3 0-4
10-2

4 6-51

2 0-4'

3 0-4*

6 0-81
10-31
2 0-41

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bunches
— 12 sprays ...

Orchids :

—

Oattleya, 12 blms.
Odon toglossam
orispum,12 blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-
ohals), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— red. per dozen
bunohes

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, 12 blms.

f. d. s. d.

0-6
4-0 6

9 0-15

O- 6
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0- 1 6

6-2
4-0 6

Orchid-bloom in variety

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per dos. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,each 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4

Carnations, per doz.
bunches 4

Coleus, per dozen... 3
Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz..., 1

Ferns, various, doz. 5

d. ,. d.

0-13
0-30
0-15
0-6

0-8
0- (5

0-10
0-7 6

24

0-24
6-3
0-13 i

Fiona elaatica, each
Foliage plants, doz.

Fuchsias, per doz. ..

Heliotrope, per doz.
Hydrangeas, p. doz.

Ivy Geraniums, doz.

Lilium Candidum,
per doz. buo.

Lobelia, per doz ...

Marguerites, p. doz.

Mignonette, p. doz.
Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Pelargoniums, doz.
Rhodauthe, per doz.

FBUIT.—

Cherries, Blaofc ..,

— White
Figs, per dozen ...

Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb
— 2nd quality.,,
— Miucats
— Guernsey ...

Melons, eaoh
Pine-apples. St. Mi-

obael, each ..,

Average Wholesale Prices.
l.d. l.d.

, 3 0-40 Peaches, lstsize.doz
,20-40 — 2nd size „

3 0-40 — 3rd size „
,

Rispberrie*, per lb.

,
16-20 Red Currants, per

,09-10 half-sieve

2 6-40 — black, per
10-16 half-sieve

16-30 Strawberries, morn-
iog gathered, lb.

2 0-60 — per peck ...

d.s.d.
10-76
9 0-34

6 0-86
4 0-60
9 0-24

4 0-60

9 0-12
3 0-4
6 0-90
4 0-60
2 0-10
10 6-84
8 0-12
4 0-60

l.d. Id.
6 0-10
3 0-40
10-16
3- 3J

2 0-36

8- 10
2 0-26

VEaETABLE3.-AVERi.aE WHOLESALE PRICES.
l.d. l.d.

Peas, blue, p. bash.
6 Tomatos, Home-

grown, per doz. lb.

i

— Smooth ,",

— ordinary ,.

Guernsey, do.

l.d. l.d.

2 6-30

5

Beans. Broad, per

sieve 1 0'

Beans, French, p. lb 4

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 6-3
Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0-3
Marrows, veg.i doz. 1 0- I 6

Mushrooms, pet lb. 6-09
New Potatos.

Home-grown now coming to hand_ freely. Samples gene-
rally are small. Price from 5s. to Ss. per cwt. FreDCh and
Channel IslinMs. 5*. per cwt. J. B. Tnorna*.

4 6<

4
3 0-3
3 0-

FRTJITS AND VEGETABLES.
BOROUGH: July 9. — Quotations :—Peas. 2s. lo 2f. tH per

bushel; Horseradish. Is. to It. 3d. per bundle; Apples,
Tasmanian, 6s. to 8s. per case ; Gooseberries, Is. 6d. to 2s. per
half-sieve; Strawberries, Is. id. to 2t. per peck ; Currant*, 2».
to 4t. ; Cherries, It. 9d. to 2r. 9d. per half-sieve.

Spitalfikldsi July 9— Quotations :— Cherries, 3s. to
3s. id. per h ilf-siove ; Currants, black, 3s. M. to 4t. per half-
sieve ; Broad Beans. Is. id. to 2t. per bushel ; Peas. 2». id. to
3s. per bushel ; Cabbages. 4s. to 6s. per tally ; Carrots, 2«. to
2s. id. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2s. to 3s. do.

Stratford : July 9.—The trade at this market during the
past week has been brisk, there being plenty of buyers, and an
abundance of all kinds of produce. Quotations : Cabbages,
Is. fid. to 4s. per tally; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. per dozen;
ditto, Is. to 8s. id. per tally ; Turnips, Is. to It, M. per dozen
bunches; Carrots, Is. to Is. 6a\ per dozen bunches ; Mangolds,
10s. to 17s. id. per ton; Cherries, 3«. to 4s. per half-sieve;
Black Currants, 4s. to 4s. ed. per half-sieve ; red ditto, 2s. 6<f.

to 4s. 9rf. per half-sieve ; Gooseberries, ripe, 2s. to 2s. id. per
half-sieve

; ditto, green, 3s. to 3s. id. per fist ; Strawberries,
s. id. to 2s. id. per peck ; Raspberries, 3s. to 4s. per dozen
punnets; Tomatos. English, 4s. to 7s. per dozen pounds;
Green Peas, 3t. 9<f. to 5s. id. per bag; Windsor Beans, 3s. to
3s. id. per bag.

Farringdon: Ju'y II.-Quotations :—Cabbage. Is. 3d. per
dozen ; Turnips. 3s. to 4s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots. It. id.
to 4s. id. do. ; Marrows, 3s. per dozen ; Spring Onions, 3s. per
dozen bunches ; Cucumbers. Is. id. to 2s. id. per dozen

;

Cherries, white-flesh, 4s. per half-sieve ; do., black, 2s. td. to
3s. id. do. ; Gooseberries, ripe, 2t. id. to 3s. do. ; Currants,
red, 3s. id. to 3s. id. do. ; do., black, 4s. to 4s. id. do.; Pine-
apples, It. id. to 3s. id. eaoh.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
July 6, and for the corresponding period last year :— 1895 :

Wheat, 25s. 7d. ; Barley, 19s. 9d. ; Oats, 16s. 4d. ; 1894 :

Wheat, 24s. id. ; Barley, 35s. Id. ; Oats, 19s. 6<l.

Enquiry.

" He that qusstioneth much shall learn much."—Baooh.

Tomato Fruits not Swelling.—A correspondent

sends the following:—"I should esteem it a great

favonr if yon wonld kindly tell me the reason why
the first two or three trasses of my Tomatos bear

snch very small fruit, no larger than Cherries, and
quite ripe. The fruit seems to be swelling all right

enough half-way up the plant, and making fine large

fruit. Should I have stopped the leader, say, when
it had got 4 feet high, to cause the lower trusses to

swell off, and then let it grow again ? My plants

are 8 or 9 feet high now. In a later house I have

950 plants in, the bottom trusses are swelling off all

right, and I never stopped them. My three earliest

houses I planted got a check from some salt or

something that had been in the manure unknown to

me, and all turned black toon after they were planted.

Would that be the cause ? They have never suffered

for want of water. Nurseryman. "

to oi
ICorrcjpondcntv

•»* Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.

%• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents
sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current toeeJc.

Specimc7is should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Asparagus tbnuissimus : J. A. F, It does not
reckon as a "flowering plant" in the ordinary

ecse of the word, as used by achedale-raakerg,

and we think that your collection would be dis-

qualified if this plaut formed a part of it. Among
loliage plants this species of Asparagus would be

admissible.

Books : A. B.Jneicx Kewcnsis, Frowde, Amen Corner,

London, E.C. Four vole., at - guineas each.

—

Foreman, There is no one book which treats

directly of nursery gardening. Any good garden-
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ing Manual inch si My Gardener, by Mr. H. W.
Ward, Longford Ca»tle Gardens; Hardy Flowers,

by W. Kobinaon (Macmillan & Co., London) ;

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, by B. S. Willismi &
Son, Victoria and Parariiee Naraeries, Upper
Holloway ; The Nursery Book, bv L. H. Bailey,
The Rural Publishing Co., New York, or throngh
a foreign bookieller in London. If yon intend to

grow only certain planta aa Camationa, Chrysan-
themum!, Clematis, Dutch Bnlbs, Tomatos, &c,
manuals on these and others may be obtained at

the Bazaar Office, 170, Strand, W.C.

Carnations: G. F. The planta are apparently
affected with eel-worma. Nothing can be done
except to tarn oat the aoil and get freah.

Catebpillabs of thb Sawfly on Goobebbrey :

P. B. S. To gnard againat the recurrence of this

peat, yon should ahovel away the whole of the aoil

beneath the bushes as far as the branchea extend
at the very leaat, and to a depth of 4 inches,

charring it, or bnrying it deeply in the soil in some
distant part of the garden, replacing it with freah

garden aoil, or loamy aoil from ontside the garden.
This may be done at any time from the present till

the end of January. If it be done in frosty weather,
there should be no haste in replacing the soil

taken away, as exposure to hard froat ia likely to

do good by destroying any chance grubs that may
have been left behind. A alight dressing of gaa-

lime at that time might also be beneficial in the
same way. As you say, the quassia- water cleara

the buahea of the caterpillars, but it does not clear

the soil of them.

Correction.—For "tuaan chikee," p. 799, in vol.

xvii. of Gardeners' Chronicle, read '

' taiaan c hiku.

"

Hollies : W. C. The leaves are attacked by a
law-fly. Encourage the birda. We do not think
any permanent injury will ensue.

Lawn Dressing : M. B. Lawrence. At thia aeaaon a
mild kind of liquid manure may be uaed. In the
autumn and winter a dressing of sifted clayey

loam, with wood-ashes and sifted charred garden
refuae, charcoal- duat should be applied regularly

all over the surface, laying it on so that the tips of

the graaa can be j oat aeen through it. Toe wood-
aahea may be uaed in the proportion of one-tenth
of the whole. Well-rotted farmyard or atable

dung doea good, but the effects are leaa laatiog.

Names of Plant s: N. C. Veronica apicata.—
A.J.B. 1, Peach -leaf rotten ;

'2, Cherry, Late Duke
;

3, Lychnia chalcedonica ; 4, Galega officinalis

alba; 5, Veronica spicata.

—

Kintore. Gentiana
lutes, Lilium Hansoni.

—

H. C. W. Spnrrey, Sym-
phytum asperrimum.

—

A. B. 1 and 2, forma of

Dianthua carthusianorum ; 3, Dianthua auperbua;

4, Campanula grandia ; 5, Campanula Hoatii.

—

D. T. F. The so-called crown or mummy Pea,

figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 44. January 11,

1873, a faaciated variety. 1, Achillea Millefolium; 2,

Urobanche minor ; 3, Salvia verbenaca ; 4, Myrio-
phyllam verticillatum ; 5, Prunella vulgaria ; 6,

Chenopodium bonua Henrietta. — F. W. W. 1,

Sedum album ; 2, Sedum rnpeatre ; 3, Sedum
rapeatre ; 4, Campanula palla ; 5, Lyaimachia
nnmmularia ; 6, Aatrantia major. — Constant

Reader. 1, Abutilon Megapotamicnm, better

known aa A. vexillarium ; 2, Ulmua campeatria,

variegated form ; 3, Ccelogyne ocellata ; 4, Den-
drobium crumenatnm ; 5, Dendrobium meao-
chlorum ; 6, Dendrobium chryaanthum.

—

Judy,
Carnation W. Toby.

—

J. B. B. Lilium Martagon.—F. Y. 1, Colutea arboreacena ; 2, Euohorbia
cypariaeiaa.

—

J. T. The green form of Zebrina
pendula, ayn. Tradescantia zebrina.

—

T. B. Roaa
lucida.

—

J. Beath. 1, Pterie longifolia ; 2, Adian-
tum hiapidnlum ; 3, Cjrtominm falcatum ; 4, Ae-
plenium bulbilerum ; 5, Pteria cretica albo-

lineata ; 6, Aaplenium trichomanee.— Germany
(no letter) Dendrobium gratioaiaaimum ; the other
probably Phlox maculata var. Candida.

—

8. H. W.
The large Cattleya ia C. Waracewiczii, commonly
called C. gigaa in eardena ; the othera, C. Mendeli
and C. Mossiie ; No 4 ia alao a good C. Mendeli

;

No. 5, Odontogloaaum pulcbellum, not Oncidium.
The photograph duly came to hsnd. Many
thanka.

NiBCiSiOs : J. H. T, The bulbs were aubjected to bad
treatment after they bad flowered in January,
1893, the froat doubtleaa destroying the tender leavea

grown in heat. They were weakened thereby, and
failed to give strong offsets. The early forced
bulbs should not be placed out-of-doors, and
receive " no attention " till they are again planted.
It is better practice to keep them in cold frames,

protecting them from frost, affording them water
in moderation till the leaves mature, when
they may be dried off, and the bulbs shaken out of

the soil, and fully exposed for a week or two to the
sun. A period of from one to two years should
elapse before Narcissus are forced a second time.
Your soil appears to be of a most unpromising
nature, needing much amelioration by mixing it

with garden refuse, burned earth, fine coal-ashes,

strawy stable-dung, sand, &c. Cow-manure,
either decayed or not, is of small value in

such land, and to place it st the baae of the
bulba in that or any other soil is a dangerous
practice with Narcissus, which are plants that are
injured by contact with manures. You would
find decayed vegetable substances, leaf-soil,

&c, much more suitable. Quick-lime would do
your clayey loam some amount of good by ita

mechanical action if dug in before allowing
it to alake. We do not think that the drought
of 1893 cauaed any injury to the bulba, the land
being of too retentive a nature to be affected by
it; or that the late aevere winter was injurious.

As you suppose, soot makea a good aort of top-
dressing, containing, as it does, considerable
quantities of sulphate of ammonia.

Nabcissus, &c. : T. Bros, and W. W. The bulba are

affected both with mites and fungus, but the bulbs

look so healthy that they may outgrow it with leaa

manure.

Pinks: S.B. Your aeedling white Pink ia a little

larger than " Her Majesty," and the habit you
describe is an improvement.

Sbwaqe Distbibotion : D, W. C. Mel. A broad
feeding-canal should be made with puddled sides

and bottom at the higher part of the field, to hold
sufficient sewage to irrigate a large portion of the

land. This should be made with a slight fall

—

eay, half an inch in in feet. Prom thia canal
other amaller canala abonld proceed, at 12 to

15 feet apart at right anglea, each being fitted with

a aluice or penstock of an ordinary deacription in

wood. It would be better to divide the field

transversely with one or more feeding- canals, and
make the intervening land quite level and true

;

then by allowing the sewage to run into the minor
channels from the main feeder until it reached the

top or the sides of these, or half an inch above
them, the aewage would apread over the aurface

gradually and without any ruah. By thia ayatem
of shallow draina any part of the land could be

aaturated at will ; and when sufficient moisture

had been afforded, the aupply must be cat oil by
closing the slaices. If the land is level, or nearly

so, it will not be a difficult matter to irrigate it in

the manner described. Very irregular or hilly

land, which would coat heavily to level it and lay-

out draina, could be irrigated by meana of a col-

lecting-tank and an underground Bystem of iron

pipes, the sewage being distributed from stand-
pipes by means of a hose or a water- barrow.

Tomatos: Tresederand W. W. Your fruits are attacked

by a fungus known as " black spot." Bemove each
fruit as soon as the disease is noticed. Save seed

only from healthy plants.

—

T. G. Your plants are

affected with fungus. Born all the affected plants

at once, and spray the leaves with weak Bordeaux
Mixture, taking care not to use it on any of the
berries that are near the ripening stage.

Tomatos not Swelling: Nurseryman. Will you
kindly aend up aamples of fruit from one plant
that exhibits the undesirable peculiarity that you
mention. We print your letter in another column,
in the hope of eliciting the opinions of our
readers.

Tomatos Splitting: W. J. Exceaaive watering
probably following on a period of drought. The
aame thing occurs in stone fruit, Melons, &c. We
do not know anything of the peculiarity of Chemin
Rouge.

Tboffles : G. E. E. There is a book in the French
language by M. Chatin, which treats of the

culture of TruflDs. We would, however, advise

yoa to make enquiries of the secretary of the

Socie 6 d'Horticulture de France, Rue de Grenelle

84, Paris, who would be pleased to afford you
information on the subject.

Communications Received.—O. G. Wyatt.—E. C —W. E. G.
—D. T. F.—H. H. D'O.—A. H.—W. E. G.—M. M. Barb er

et fils. Orleans —A. B. F. M.—F. J. T.—T. H. M.—E. L. J.

—W. & N.—J. Peed & Sons.—J. Allsop.—Bobt. Cock, many
tbankV.-D. T. F.—A. C. F.-E. J. W.—O. A. H.—A. F. H.
-J. T., Hong Kong.-B. P.—E. B.—T. C. H., Florence.—
R. J. L.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to tbe beBt and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER

@" The Pioneer of cheap, timple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse t.

The immense sale of this Boiler, and the numerous imitations
of it sent out in reoent years, afford abundant testimony to its

undoubted sucoess.
Secure the Orxginil Pattern only from the inventors.

No. 1, £2 15s. ; No. 3, &i 5s. ; No. 3, £5 15s. ; also larger sizes.

Estimates for complete apparatus. Also illustrated lists and
comes of testimonials on application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Falmerston Buildings, Old Broad St., E.C.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,
NORWICH.

GARDEN REQUISITES in Great Variety.

No. 6. — Wro 'ffht - Iron
Ashes or Offal Barrow,

Garden Barrow and Cinder
Sifter combined.

Tbe top can be taken off,

making an excellent Leaf
and Garden Barrow.

Cash Price,
Painted 30/-

Body galvanized, extra 6/-

If fitted with Registered Cinder Sifter, 4/6 extra.

No, 7- Wrought-Iron
Barrow.

For ASHES, COALS,
STABLE, &c.

Cash Price ... ... 25/-

No. 87. The Hamburg Prize
Watering Machine,

With Poweifui Garden Engine.
Cash Price, Oarr. Paid.

To hold 36 gallons £5
If without pump £4

Suction pipe at 1/3 per ft.

If fitted with extra poweifui
pump, two delivery hose jets
and sprayers, for spraying fruit
trees, &c. ; also dashers, for
keeping the solution mixed
whilst in use. £8.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

Carriage Paid on all Orders above 40s. value to the principal

Railway Stations in England and Wales.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WAKNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

weston-super-mare.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.
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GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
A^mfon.4«ren«.Mr.H.SKj!XTON.Seed8man,Ao.,2,HollowayRd.,N.

1-light 4 ft. by 6 ft.

2 8 ft. by 6 ft.

3 12 ft. by 6 ft.

4 16 ft. by 6 ft.

5 L>0 ft. by 6 ft.

6 )J
24 ft. by 6 ft.

£ 8. d.

(
2
3
4 2 6
5 6
6 7 6
7 10

CO.,

STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 30^14 I 20x16124X16132X18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20X12 | 18x14 | 20X15 | 22X16|20X18|24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes. 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ- Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer'B size9 at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, Ac.

PUTIY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, fto.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
31, St. John Street, West Smithfleld, London, E.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 91 Engravings,

2s. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JON ES^ attwoOD

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,

BOATS, and CYLINDERS,
AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

WARE & SONS' ttgSSSlM.

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFIELD,

Brian. 1770 Hundreds of
Testimonial!,

Liato on applieatiog-

^Thorpe's Patent

f§7 Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not

' ruBt. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co.. Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.

SHOVING STAPLES AS FIXED.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
Largest and best Stook of HOT-WATER

BOILERS, PIPES, VALVES, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SUNDRIES in the United
Kingdom. HEATING APPARATUS erected
bj specially-trained staff of skilled Engineers.
Estimates free. New Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of post-card. Contractors to
H.M. Government, &c., &c.

SOUTHWARD ST., LONDON, S.E.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing e*ery description of Qoods.

CHAPMAN A CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON'. SK.

The Largest Manufacturer* in the Kingcom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

Established 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lake, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURREST ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balanoes, when not drawn below £ ! 00.
STOCKS and SHARKS purchased and sold.

BAVrNQS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUTJTEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partUulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVEN8CROFT. Manager.

1 FEEL
DEAD!
Nonsense, man I If

you were dead you
wouldn't feel any-
thing about it 1 Just
feel amongst your
loose change for 9d.,

send it in stamps to

NEWBALL & MASON Nottingham.
and you will receive per return a snmple bottle of

MASONS
EXTRACT ofHERBS
FOR MAKING DCCD
K0N-INTOXICftTINcDttr\

which will quenoh your thirst, cool your stomach
and refresh your system I

NEVER SAY DIE! SEND STRAIGHT ONI
Of all Chemists and Grocers, 6d. and Is. per bottle.

A Sixpenny bottle makes S gallons.

W. COOPER, Ltd,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Investors of Cheap Greenhouses,
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries- Eanwortli & Feltiiain.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100,000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, Is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete In the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, from £2165.

Cooper's " luUll."

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION.
I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries.

Orchid Houses. Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pi ts.Hand-Lights.&c.

II.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

UT.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, &c. ...

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, Ac.

VI.—Horticultural Manures. Fertilisers, In-

secticides. Worm and Wesd Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils, Ao
VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis

Markers, Garden Rollers, Ac. ...

VIII.—Horticultural Timber

IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,
Fountains, Vases, Statuary, Ac. ...

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, Ac,

17- 64

65— 98

9*—131

135—178

1T9-22S

.. 229—248

247—268

269—280

281-342

343—3S3
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHAKGES for ADVERTISING

HEAD EINE CHARGED AS TWO.

4 Lines , . £0 3 15 Lines ..£0 8 6

5 . 3 6 16 ..0 9
6 . 4 17 ..0 9 6

7 . 4 6 18 . „ 10
8 . 5 19 10 6

9 . 5 6 20 .. 11
10 . 6 21 .. 11 6

11 . 6 6 22 12
12 . 7 23 .. 12 6

13 . 7 6 24 .. 13
14 u • . 8 25 it .. 13 6

AND BIXPENOE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20*.

If set across three Columns the lowest oharge will be 30f.

Page, £8 : Half Page, £i 10*.; Column, £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

All Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office (or Advertisements
41, Wbllinqton Stbbet, Strand, W.C.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. W. Saver, for the last four and a half years Foreman

under Mr. W. Bardney, Osmaston Manor Gardens,
Derby, 83 Head Gardener to A. Barclay "Walker, Esq ,

Rockingham, Boyle, Roscommon, Ireland; and he will

shortly enter upon his duties.

Mr. Geo. Malcolm, for the past fifteen >ears Gardener at
Wellington Hall, Tarporley, as Gardener and Bailiff to

8. H. Woodhocse, Esq., Norley Hall, Frodsham. Cheshire.

Mr. A. W. Smith. Foreman at Great Geanes Gardens, Ilford,

Essex, aB Head Gardener to A. Bird, Esq., The Grange,
Great Bookbam, Surrey.

ROOFING FELT.
fHE "POTTER" ROOFING FELT.

cially prepared. In Rolls, 25 yards by 32 in,

, 1, 5s. per Roll ; No. 2, 6s. 6d. per Roll

;

No. 3, as. per Roll.

fecial Nails for Fixing, Is. per 1000.

rriage Paid.] [5000 Bolls in Stock.

ANDREW POTTER,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

15 or.., per 100
21-oz.,

DO ft., 7s. 6dA]
10s. (R-jj

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

12X10, 18X12, 18X14, 24X14
14X12, 20X12, 18x16, 24X16
16X12,16X14,20X16,24X18, *0,

1J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at bs. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching. 4/9; 2x4, at §d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, ElBHOPSGATK STREET WITHIN. LONDON, E.G.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatoh by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Warehnm. Address all letters to London Wharf.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, in a FLORISTS'
or moderate-sized NURSERY BUSINESS, where a

genuine profitable trade is being done.—Full particulars to
C. DURRANT and CO., Stationer?, Chelmsford.

CAN any Gentleman reoommend for Kent, a
thoroughly competent aod careful WORKING GAR-

DENER, two under him? Must understand Vines, Fruit, and
Early Forcing. It is most essential that he is experienced in

Herbaceous Gardening. Wife to attend Poultry. Wages25s.,
all found.—N. W., Westerton's Library, Knightsbridge.

AA7ANTED, a thoroughly honest, respectable,
V V steady, HEAD-WORKING GARDENER, with three

under him. Must understand Vines, Tomatos, Melons, Cucum-
bers, Herbaceous Border. Vegetables oE all kinds. Wall Fruit,
&c. Wages, £1 per week, cottage, milk, vegetables, and fuel,

—Apply by letter, stating full particulars as to experience,
age, number of children, &c, to Mr. MARTIN, West Leigh,
Havant, Hants.

WANTED, an Outdoor Gardener, single, who
can attend to Cows. Good character indispensable.

—Apply, OWNER, Wraysbury House, Wraysbury;

ANTED, a GARDENER (good SINGLE-
HANDED). Wife to do washing. Cottage found. Age

not under thirty.—Apply, F. L. BRADLEY, Esq., Tharp Lodge,
Hornchurch, Essex.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, to
look after cow, pig, and poultry, and make himself

generally useful. Abstainer preferred.—apply by letter, full

particulars wages required. ALPHA, Heronfield, Potter'sBar.

ANTED, good UNDER GARDENER—
Chiefly Outside work; must be strong and obliging,

with good character. — Address GARDENER, Dalby Road,
Melton Mowbray.

WANTED, UNDER-GARDENER, for Palm-
house and Pleasure Grounds. Married, without family.

—Apply to Mr STEWiRT, Bray ton Gardens, Carlisle.

WANTED, a GARDENER and WIFE,
under 40. the latter as Cook, to take charge of small

Country-house. No family. Apply by letter to R. L., 11, Man-
chester Square, London, W.

WANTED.—Messrs. JOHN LAING and
SONS, Forest Bill and Catford (Kent) Nurseries,

have now a VACANCY in their Nurseries for a good
PROPAGATOR. Must be well versed in Propagating and
Growing Soft and Hard-wooded Stuff. Character will have
to be excellent for sobriety and experience.—Apply by letter
only, stating wages required and full particulars, to The
Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR ami
GROWER.—An experienced, active MiN to work a

batch of Houses ; must be well up in Soft-wooded Plants and
Early Forcing, good cultivator of Roses Indoors, Carnations,
Cyclamens. Ferns, &c —State age. wages, references, with
full particulars, to EDWIN HILLIER, The Nurseries, Win-
chester.

WANTED, an industrious young MAN
(under Foreman), with good knowledge, as aGROWER

of Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Ferns, and other Foliage Plants,
State age, references, and wages expected.—S. W-, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellingtou Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, FOREMAN (single).—Good
Grower of Grapes, Cucumbers, Mushroom*, &c, for

Trade. Reference required; bothy and vegetables; state
wages.—WILKrsSON, Lambley, Nottingham.

V\7ANTED, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN.
V T Must have thorough knowledge of General Nursery
Work, and be well up in Fruit Trees, Roses, and Rhododen-
drons. Age not to exceed 45, and the highest references
required as regards character and capabilities.—Apply to
WM. BARRON and SON, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash,
Derby.

WANTED, JOURNEYMAN in Houses under
Foreman.—Must be active, industrious, and have

good experience in Plants and Fruit. Not under 24 years
of age. Wages 21s. per week ; no bothy. Preference given to
one who has been accustomed to Tubular Boilers.—Full par-
ticulars to J. ANDERSON, Streatham Grove, Norwood,
London, S.E.

WANTED, a LAD, on a Gentleman's plaoe,
between 15 and 16, to look after Pony and Cart, and

mahe himself generally useful. Must have had experience
with pony. Wages 9s per week, bothy and milk —Apply by
letter only to G. BURRISS, The Gardens, Houudswood, Sc.
Albans.

WANTED, TWO Smart YOUTHS as
IMPROVERS, one for the Glass, and one for General

Outside Nursery. Place permanent and progressive to good
youths. Bothy. Apply, with full particulars of experience,
wages, and a reference to TURNER BROS., Hale, near
Liverpool.

WANTED, a good aotive single MAN, for
Pleasure Grounds. Wages 17s. per week.—Apply to

F. JORDAN, Gardener, Tilgate, Crawley, Sussex.

WANTED, at Once, a Young MAN, used to
Ferns, must be quick at potting and watering, from

a Market Nursery.—Reply by letter to S. DENSON & CO.,
Broad Lane, Walton-on-Thames.

WANTED, ESTATE CARPENTER and
PAINTER.—Young man with good experience, on a

Gentleman's Estate. Wages 24s. per week. Single man pre-
ferred.— Apply by letter, to C. SEYMOUR, Nevill Courts
Gardens, Tunbrldge Wells.

WANTED, a young MAN, well up in Carna-
tion Layering and Propagating.—State age, salary,

references, to R. H. BATH, The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

QEED TRADE.—WANTED, a DAY-BOOKO and LEDGER CLERK, bv one of the leading Retail Firms.
Must have experience in the business, quick at accounts, and
have first-class references.—Apply, with all particulars, T. B

,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 4
1

, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

.

WANTED, a smart COUNTER-HAND, well
np in Seeds, Bulbs, Plants, with knowledge of Floral

Business —State salary and full particulars to J. HENDERSON
AND SONS, 3, Lincoln Place, Dublin.

WANTED, an experienced PACKER. Would
be required to fill up spare time in the Houses. Must

have good references.—Apply, stating wages required, to
W. E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, flavant.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK and
BOOK-KEEPER.—Must be neat writer, quick, and

accustomed to the Bulb and Plant Trade. Salary, 25s. per
week.—Apply by letter only, B., 12, King Street, Covent
Garden, London.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AITS OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester.."

RICHARD SMITH and CO~.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

S. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GAEDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29; good expe-
rience. Steady and industrious. X should have pleasure

in recommending my late Foreman (David McLenaghan) as
above.-ROBT. GRINDROD. Whitfield, Hereford.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Fourteen and a half years' experience. Good

testimonials.—H. D., Park Hill House, Stapenhill, Burton-
on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head of two or three).—
B. ! Winthrop, Esq., wishes to highly recommend

L. Lawrence, who has been with him three and a half years.

Age 27; abstainer; life- experience. Highest references.

—

LAWRENCE, Barton Court Gardens, Kiotbury, Berks.

CGARDENER (SLead).—A Gentleman can
7 strongly recommend his Head Gardener ; fourteen years

in his (service; leaving by his own desire,—WILLIAM
SHARP, Achnacarry Gardens, Fortwilliam.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
kept. Good all-round man. Energetic. Life experi-

ence. Good reference from late employers.—J. M., 219,
Portland Road, Notting Hill, W.

CGARDENER (Head Working).— Middle-
A age, married, no children ; life experience iu ah

branches of Gardening. Over seven years* good charact-r.
Further particulars will be given. Death of employer cause
of leaving.—W. B., 89, Webber Street, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 32.—
Sir Thomas Bazley wishes to recommend W. Burley,

who has been with him five years ; thoroughly experienced in
all branches.—BURL&.Y, Hatherop, Fairford.

ARDENER (dEAD Working); age 30.—
H. S. Bower, Esq , wishes to recommend F. J. Dukes ;

leaving through reduction. Practical experience in all

branches.—Gardens, Fontmell Parva, Blandford.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family.—A Gentleman can highly recom-

mend a thoroughly practical man in all branches of the pro-
fession. Leaving through place being sold.—J. W, S., 77, High
Street, High Baroet, Berts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thorough practical knowledge in all branches

Inside and Out. Life experience. Good character.—T. R.,
20, Chestnut Road, Horley, Surrey.
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GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 35,
married ; thoroughly practical in all branches. Well

recommended by present employer.—GARDENER, Birchwood
Grange, Pen-y-lan, Cardiff.

GARDENER (Head Working) where three
or four are kept.—Aged £9 ; married ; no family. Well

up in the general routine, innide and out : understands forcing;
good references.—W. MITCHELL, Kirkby Mallory, Hinckley,
Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Hkad Working).—Age 29;
life experience in the cultivation of high class fruits,

Flowers, Vegetables; House and Table Decorations, &c.
Served as Foreman in large establishments; highest refe-

rences.—WM. DALTON, Speldhurst, Tunbridge Welts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—A Gentle-
man can recommend a competent honest and indus-

trious Gardener, age 35. married, two children.—Address at
first, GARDENER, 41, Station Street, Stoke, Ipswich.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 31, married,
one child (wife a good laundress) ; good Vegetable

Grower; understands land; can ride and drive; has been
12 years in last situa' ion.—GROVES. Coberley, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 28 ; practical experience Inside and

Out. Good character. Disengaged when suited. — H.
CARRIER, The Court, Worcester Park, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 30, married ; experienced Inside and Out. Three

years' good character. Left through a death. — F„ 4 f

Piccadilly, Lower Mitcham, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).—A Gentleman can thoroughly recom-

mend a young Man. unmarried, age 27.—A. H. ROWLES,
Esq , Estate Office, Clandon Park, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second
of three).—Situation required as above by young Man,

age 23. Four years in present place.—W. S. H., 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.O.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or in a large
establishment).—Age 27, Bingle; fourteen years' good

all-round experience; excellent references.—W. E.,97,Eardley
Road, Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 27, married; good all-round hand. Fourteen

years' practical experience. Excellent character,—F. WELLS,
55, Jarvis Road, South Croydon.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Good knowledge of Flowers, Vegetables,

and Glass. Nearly eight years* good character.—COLRERT,
38, Histon Road, Cambridge.

GARDENER (Single-handed or good
Second),—Age 25; married; good character.—A. P.,

5, Oxford Terrace. Cramworth Road, Worthing.

GARDENER, age 29.—The advertiser having
gained experience in first-class gardens, is thoroughly

conversant with the requirements of a good establishment.
Can be well recommended by last and previous employers.—
H. FEATHERSTONE, 19, Wycliffe Road, Wimbledon.

GARDENER, at present on the Continent,
who during the last two years has been carrying out ex-

tensive Alterations and Improvements in Large Garden, would
be pleased to treat with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
services of a first-class man.—Mr. CASTLE, F.R.H.S., The
Nurseries, Bottesford, Nottingham.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed,
where help is given).—Age 25; nine years' experience

Inside and Out. Good references. — W. HOWSON, The
Gardens, Pepper Arden, Northallerton, Yorks.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 27 ; ten years' experience. Inside and Out

Good character.—E. WILSON, Rhydd Green, Fanley Caslle
Worcestershire.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside, or Inside and Out.—Over seven years

in present situation. Can be well recommended.—F. WOOD,
Two Hales, Matlock, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Nice Lad, age 16,
desires situation. Abstuioer. Willing to be useful.

Well recommended. Near London preferred. — THOMAS
HOLLIS, 167. Warwiok Road, Keosington, W.

GARDENER (Undeb, or Single-handed).
—Young Man, age 21, single. Four >eara in present

situation. Good reference. — JOHN SMITH, Bathampton,
Bath.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; three and
a half years' good character. Abstainer.— G, STEVENS,

13, Archway Street, Barnes, S.W.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Age 23, siDgle;
experienced In and Outdoor. Excellent references.

Two years last situation. Three years previous one.

—

WILLIAMS, 25, Great Earl Street, St. Martin's Lnne, W.C.

GROWER.—Situation wanted as Grower of
Tomatos, Grapes, Cucumbers, and general Pot Stuff.

Age 26. Good references.—T. EDWABDS, 27, Garden Boad,
Toubridge, Kent.

GARDENER (Undeb).— Age 16| ; four
years' experience. Good character. — REV. CANON

ST. JOHN, KempBford, Fairford.

pARDENER (Undeb).—Age 21; four and
VJ" a half years' experience. Excellent character.—G.
TILLMAN, Jun., The Woodlands, Rowhill, Dartford, Kent.

GROWER of Palms, Ferns, Roses, and general
Market Stuff.—Age 24; life experience in leading

London Nurseries.— G. W.,Mr. Warner, 3, Aberdeen Cottages,

High StTeet, Southgate, Middlesex.

GROWER, or FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; Grapes,
Cucumberp, Tomatos, Roses, Chrysanthemums, &c, in

quantity, for Market. Good experience and reference.

—

W. R., Hirchwood Lodge, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, Soft and
Hard-wooded Flowering Stuff, &c—Age 26 ; ten y* ars'

experience in Germany and England. Well recommended.

—

E. H., 3, Ashby Terrace, Gordon Road. Enfie'd, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as
GROWER (age 24). Ten years' experience in leading

London Nurseries. References.—W. CHAPMAN, Mrs. Heath,
Rarnes Cottage, Sunbury, Middlesex.

TO MARKET GROWERS.—GROWER, nine
years' experience in Giapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos. and

General Pot Stuff. Near London preferred,—R. MILLER,
Rlackwater, Hants.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Ferns in
quantity. Carnations, Stove, Softwood, general Market

flowering and Pot Stuff, Tomatos, and Cucumbers. Thirteen
years' experience ; good references.—C. R., 18, Spencer Road,
Common Side East. Mitcham, Surrey.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER seeks situa-
tion.—Age 28. Good references ; life experience. Also

making up Wreaths, Bouquets, &c— Z., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand.

MANAGER (General), wishes ohange. —
Thoroughly practical in all branches. Inside and Out

experience in turning out stuff in large quantities for English
and Scotch Markets. At present with one of the largest
growers for London markets.— G. L., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Firms ; tho-

rough knowledge of the trade; good grower.— J. WINSER,
5. St. John's Road, Clifton, Bristol.

To Seedsmen and others.

MANAGER or otherwise.—Thorough know-
ledge of Horticulture, Agriculture, and Wholesale and

Retail Seed Trade. Good descriptive writer, &c.—KO, 33,
CrosB Cheaping, Coventry.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; seven years' experienoe
in Privaie Gardens and Nurseries. Good knowledge of

the routine under Glass. Excellent reference from present
and previous employers. — C. ROBERTS, 9, Tubb's Road,
Harlesden, N.W.

TjX)REMAN (Inside).—Age 28 ; twelve years'
A. experience in Plant and Fruit Houses. &c. Twice pre-
viously as Foreman. Good references.—G. WHITE, Gatehouse,
Westwell. Ashford. Kent.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Used to
good General Trade, Rose Grafting, &c, Wreaths,

Crosses, and Sprays. Highest References.—Z., 120, Willingdon
Road, Eastbourne.

FOREMAN, Inside, in a small Nursery, age
28.—Well acquainted with the general routine, also

Wreaths and Bouquets. Good references. Life experience.

—

W. O., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Well up in
Grapes. Cucumbers, Tomatos. Palms, Ferns, Cut

Flowers in quantity for Market.—J. H., 9, Lochinvar Street,
Balham. S.W.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Mr. Gale, Place
Gardens, Fowey, Cornwall, will be pleased to recommend

F. Westcott, as above; been with him two years as SECOND.

FOREMAN, Inside, in good establishment.

—

Life experience, also House and Table Decorations.

—

WHEELER, Blackmore End, Kimpton, Welwyu, Herts.

FOREMAN.—John Cbook, Forde Abbey,
Chard, c*n with confidence reoommend a man, age 24,

who has lived with him two years, and given every satisfaction.

FOREMAN in a Market or good General Nur-
sery.—Age 26 ; twelve years' experience in all branches;

well acquainted with Fruit, Hardy Flowers, Stave and Green-
house Plants, Cucumbers, Tomatos. Chrysanthemums, &c;
good references.— H. PLTJMMER, Curdridge, Botley.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 27 ; well up in
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Orchard- houses,

Vines. Peaches, &c, and Chrysanthemums for Exhibition,

Good references. Previously Foreman. — T. WALLER,
Laburnham Cottage, Beehive, Ilford, Essex.

FOREMAN, Outdoors.—Age 23, married ; life

experience in the general routine of Gardening in «ood
establishments. Well recommended.—G. H., Alpha Cottage,
Stoke Pogea, Slough, Bucks.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
—Ag« 31, married ; life experience. Well up in Grow-

ing Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations, Rose*, and all Soft-
wooded .stuff. Good character.—J., 5, Oxford Terrace, Cram-
worth Road, Worthing.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside), in a large
establishment.—Age 29 ; highest possible references from

last two places as Foreman, House an<i Table Decorations.

—

G. RAYMENT, Poles Park. War.--, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Second).
—Four years' experience amongst Asparagus, Ferna,

Smilax, Chrysanthemums, Azaleas. Tomatos, and general Pot
Stuff. Abstainer.—J. HAY, Park View Nursery, H&nwell.

J"
OURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Second),

in good establishment.—Age 23 ; eight years' experience.
Good character. Bothy preferred.—W. LttVETT, Norwich
Road, Coddenham, near Ipswicb, Suffolk.

OURNEYMAN (Flest, Inside).—Age 26;
eleven years' experience in good placea ; excellent

references.—W. WOOLLEY. Aldgate, Ketton. near Stamford.

JOURNEYMAN (First, Inside).—Age 24;
eight years' experience. Three years in last situation.

Good references.— C. OEOVE3, n.Cranworth Boad, Worthing.

G~
ARDENER'S IMPROVER, in the Houses.
—Age 19 ; four years* present place. Highest reference.

Disengaged when suiied. Abstainer.—DOLMAN, Clematis
Cottage, Alrewas, Burton-on-Trent.

IMPROVER. — Age 20; requires situation
Inside or Out. Four years' experience; good character ;

abstainer.—T. BALDWIN. r*ewton Park, Burton-on Trent.

TMPROVER, or GARDENER (Under).—
JL Young man (age 21), seeks situation as above. Six years'
experience. Life abstainer.—W. P., 89, Oval Ro*d, Croydon.

IMPROVER, in Nursery.— A young man,
anxious to gain experience, desires a situation as above.

Highest references. Good Penman.—T. G. WARREN, Stoke-
nnder-Ham, Somerset.

TO GARDENERS.—A Youth, 18, wishes to
APPRENTICE himself in Gentleman's large gardens

;

bothy preferred ; state premium, if required.— L. BALDWIN',
Eastnor, Ledbury, Herefordshire.

GARDENERS.—A Gardener wishes to
place his Son, age 19, of good character, under a

Gardener who would give him an insight to all-round work.
A Premium given for a two years* engagement ; 4 years ex-
perience.— A. KING, Deanery Gardens, Wells, Somerset.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
a man (age 27), with thirteen years' experience. Well

up in Put Work. Cut Blooms, Fruit. Quick at Potting and
Tying, and Bunching. Good references.—W, H., 1, Roman
Villas, Standard Ku id. Bexley Heath.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
a young Man as GROWER. Used to General Nursery

Stuff, under Glass, Chrysanthemums, &c. ; also Florist's Work.
—A. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
Young Man, well-up in Pot-work. Cut Blooms, quick at

tying ; good reference.—A. OLIVER, Welling, Kent.

TO NURSERYMEN or GARDENERS.—
Situation wanted by a young Man ; has been used to

private and nursery work. Good references.—GARDENER,
Keeper's Cottage, Yeabridge, South Petherton, Somerset.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Situa-
JL tion wanted by a young man (age 20), as JOURNEY-
MAN. Has had some experience among Grapes. Cucumbers,
Tomatos, and general Pot Stuff. Thr^e years' tood character.
—W. C. T., Mr. Barnard's, Turnford, Broxbourne, Herts.

COLOMBIAN ORCHIDS ! Odontoglossum
crispum, purest Pacho type, a sp?cialty I EXPE-

RIENCED COLLECTOR is open to engage with a well-estab-
lished firm and commence work without delay. Small salary

only. Write (English. German, French, or Spanish) to
CARLOS H. WALTER, Botanico, HONDA, Republic
Colombia, S. America.

TRAVELLER.—Wanted to represent a good
Nursery Firm, West and Midlands preferred. Of good

address, and thoroughly understands the trade. Would not
objeot to commission only. — M. B., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand. W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—Young man, age 21, with six
years' experience, deiires situation asHKAD ASSISTANT,

or MANAGER. Highest references.—S. BIRCH, 75, Terminus
Road, Eastbourne.

SHOPMAN (Head), or MANAGER (age 32),
life experience in first-class Houses. Seeds. Bulb*, Plants,

Floral Work. Highly recommen'led.—ZINNIA, Gardeners'
Chronic t Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, age 26, good
pract'cnl experience, requires a situation in a Shop

or Warehouse.— D. W., Gardeners 1 Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted, SHOP-
MAN. TRAVELLER, or MANAGER of Branch. Twelve

years' experience (three and a half years in London House).

—

SEEDS. 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

COWMAN, Gentleman's Estate or otherwise.
—YouDg Man. single ; age 23 ; wsnts situation as above.

Ten years' experience ; six years' good reference. State wages.
E. B., 1, Wingmore Road, Tottenham.
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W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, $c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID i

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertisements aud Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Otnoe, 41, Wellington Street] Oovent Garden, London, \¥.C,

Pnnted.lo?jths Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbtjbi, a»»et», & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitetriars, City of London, in the County at Middlesex, and published by
AiTWtn 9iomi Mabth, at the Office, si, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Oorent Sarden, la the said Oounty.—3iiumii, July 13, 1895. Agent (or Manchester—Joan HXTWOOD,
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should le received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

THE GARDEN.—All who desire the greatest
amount of succe6« and pleasure, certainly should, during

the season, have a day at CANNELL'S (confirmative of this.

Bee the last issue of the Gentleman's Journal). At no other

Horticultural Establishment can the like number of Novelties,

practical working, and interesting objectB be seen, and so

easily attained, as at Swanley and Eynsford. We cordially

invite all to Come and See.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s.; post free, 5s. ad.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free,

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Writ, for LIST, free.

P.MoABTHUB,TheLondoaNur8ery,4, Maida Vale, London,W.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of
excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, says :—" Your Flower of
Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality is all

that could be desired. Price of seed, Is, per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TBE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
Carnations ! Carnations ! 1

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.K.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn 1895, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties
now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross.

WM, PAUL & SON invite inspection of their
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, and HARDY ORNAMENTAL

TREES, now in perfection of Leaf and Bloom. MaDy new
Roses, not to be seen elsewhere, are now in bloom. South
entrance four minutes' walk from Waltham Cross Station,
west entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's Grove Sta-
tion, G.E.R., twelve miles from Liverpool Street station,
London. Everything for the Garden.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—Strong
plants, in 60's, 20s. per 10O. Strong-rooted Cuttings,

10s. per 100. Cash with order.
D. ANDEKSON, Teddington Nursery, 3.W.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
KUMS, GAILLARDIAS, DELPHINIUMS, and CANNAS.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun , Long Market, Covent
Garden, W.C., is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers references.

TO FRUIT and TOMATO GROWERS.—
Sales on Commission. Prompt Settlements.

JOHN POUPART, 20, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS ASD CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST tree.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.— Strong
plants, in 60's, 254. per 100, free on rail for cash with

order.- G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

LOVELfe' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample paciiet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Now is the time to
read DROVER'S BOOK. Winners of the Highest Prize

ever offered {vide Gardeners' Chronicle). Pronounced by
Professionals and Amateurs the most practical work ever
published. Post-free, Is. 'id.—Nurseries. Fareham.

J
TAYLOR, Fruit Salesman, Stanwix

. and New Market, Carlisle.

TOMATOS in demand. Cash prompt.

CTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Noble, Latest of
ij All, Jubilee. 4s. per 100, carriage free.

W. CAVILL, Strawberry Gardens, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

WANTED, a large quantity of DOUBLE
DAFFODILS. Planting tJulbs. Sample, with price, to

TODDINGTON ORCHARD CO., Winchcombe. Glos.

WANTED, end of
BELLA. K

CYPHER, N

HOYA

Petroleum 1 Petroleum 1 1 Petroleum ! !

!

BRILLIANT ILLUMINANT.
In casks, carriage paid, Bd. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, Is. 6d. per dozen ; 10s. per 100.

CINERARIAS, same price ; also DOUBLE WHITE PRIM-
ULAS, 6d. each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with
Order.—JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

Grand New Yellow Easpberry.
"THE GUINEA."

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO., Maidstone,
beg to say, in answer to enquiries, that this fine Novelty

"will be sent out by them in 1896.

Their fine Red Raspberry, Superlative, will be supplied this

season at reduced prices.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. and G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

Cabbage.WH E E L E R'S IMPERIAL
— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbsge known, having

stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, 6d., Is., and 2s. each, post-free.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELER, F.R.H.S., Seed Grower,
Warminster, Wilts.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beautiful Autumn-
flowering Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow Saffrons),
Cyclamen, Scillas, Snowflakes, &c.

BARR'S SEEDS for present sowing, Catalogue on application.
BARR'S DAFFODILS and SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,

Catalogues ready in August.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

flyaclnihs, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. dor. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Geraniums, in 48*s, 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Double Petunias, Marguerites. Double
Tropeeolums, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dra-
caenas, Ciassulas, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 12s. doz. Lists
free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and otner

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for V*iue» and Orchard-house tree*, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emuUion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, ls.,3t.,and los 64.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 64. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Sec.,

Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad, Chelsea.S.W,
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SALES by AUCTION.
Tuesday Next.

L-ELIA TENEBROSA
KOPHRONITIS GRANDI FLORA
CATCLEYA HARRISONIJE VIOLACEA
ONCIDIUM CONCOLOR
CATTLEYA SCHOFIELDIANA, &c.

Every plant offered, is in fine condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and

68, Cheapside. London, on TUESDAY NEXT, July 23, at half-

past 12 o'clock, by order of Messrs. F. Horsman & Co.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.—Without Reserve.
1 18.000 CORYPHAAUSTRALIA SEEDS received direct. These

Seeds have arrived in really splendid condition, and will
be sold at Four o'clock precisely ; also 4 fine TREE FERN
Stems, Cyathea dealbata ; and 33 trunks of Cycas revoluta.
On the same day will be sold, also without reserve, a direct
importation from Bermuda of

—

6,0'JO FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA.
30,000 FREESIA, MIXED.
13,020 CANNA ROOTS.

10 LARGE CRINUMS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in the ORCHID SALE at their Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT,
July 23.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Without any Reserve.
IMPORTANT SALE of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, in their Central Auction
Booms, 67 & 68. Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY, July 26,

1895, at half-past 12 o'clock, without the least Reserve

—

FINE SELECTIONS of ORCHIDS,
including a grand importation of

CATTLEYA GIGAS SANDERS and
SANDERIANA.

The most wonderful and beautiful of all, in splendid condi-
tion, simply perfect, dormant eyes, and plump, fully deve-
loped bulbs. Our collector wTote, "Among the plants now
sent you, growing, were some of the finest type of Cattleya
aurea (chrysotoxa) I have ever seen." It is a faot that from
the same locality we imported the Due de Massa'a white-
sepaled and petaled chrysotoxa. and we fully expect among
the plants now to hand some similar to those of which Countess
of Derby may be considered a variety. From the proximity of

this free-flowering and wonderful form of gigas and aurea
chrysotoxa, Hardyana, Franconvillensis, Rochellensis, Hamar
RaBs's, Clarke's, and most^of the other really wonderful natural
hybrids must, as a matter of course, be reproduced. Tne
aureas our man collected in Flower are all offered in this

Sale. A fine consignment of

—

SANDER'S TRUE PACHO ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
collected from Mountains we have rented for the past eleven
years, and which have yielded so many wonderful varieties ; also

DENDROBIUM STATrERIANUM, D. SUMNERII.
The True DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS of Fitzgerald.

This is the oiiginal Moth Orchid. It is one of the most
brilliantly beautiful of all the New Guinea Dendrobes,

AJso CATTLEYA CITRINA. LYCASTE SKINNERI, a
DENDROBIUM SPECIES in the way of Jamesianum, with
enormous white flowers ; fine masses cf CYPRIPEDIUM
ROTHSCHILDIANUM, LISSOCHILUS GLOXINIFLORUS

;

a huge plant of ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM (in basket), fine

plants of EPIDENDRUM PARKINSONIANUM. DENDRO-
BIUM BOWMANII, CATTLEYA LABIATA, &c. ; also a
CATASETUM or MORMODES SPECIES, and

DENDROBIUM MOOREANA,
now offered for the first time; flowers pink and white; and
DENDROBIUM NOBILE, our famous Lang Tang type.

Also other Properties : Six Hybrid CYPRIPEDIUMS, Fifty
Lots of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS; also ORCHIDS in

Flower and Bud.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.

TWO DA YS' SALE.
The UNSOLD PORTION of the WILSON COLLECTION

of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 27 and 28, 1895,

without Reserve, the Unsold Portion of the WILSON COL-
LECTION of ORCHIDS.

WITHOUT RESERVE.
The Salejcontains, among others ;

Sobralia Kienastiana (several
plants)

Cattleya Schroderse alba

,, Reineckiana
„ Wagneri

Oaontoglossum Vuylstekea-
num

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba
L i-l i a elegans

,, Scottiana
Cypripedium Morganioe Bur-
fordiense

Leelia elegans Blenheimensis
,, ,, Bluntei

„ „ prasiata

Messrs. SANDER and CO. wilt offer in this Sale, WITHOUT
THE Least Reserve, a large number of grand plants of the
very finest ORCHIDS, including the new white " bellatulum.'*
C. BELLATULUM ALBUM, new hybrid Leelio-Cattleyas,

a white- flowered Cattleya labiata with crimson labellum.

L^LIAS. CATTLEYAS, new HYBRID SOBRALIAS.
NEW DENDROBES, CATTLEYA GIGAS SANDEBJE, &c.

Lselia elegans Buperba
Lycaste Skinneri alba superba

,. ,, armeniaca
Ccelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri imperator
Dendrobium nobile Sanderia-
num

Odontogloasum deltoglossum
,, coronarium
,, Andersonianum vars.

,, Ruckerianum vara.

,, aspersum
,, mulus

Schomburgkialepidissima, &c.

Tuesday Next.—Cattleya aurea.
A GRAND IMPORTATION, COMPRISING 150 LOTS.

The plants now offered were collected in same districts whence
have emanated so many grand and distinct forms, in-
cluding C. Hardyana, C. Massaina, and others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Rooms, 67 and

63. Cheapside, London, E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT, July 23,
at half-past 12 o'clock, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low k Co.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
THREE DIRECT IMPORTATIONS OF ORJHIDS FOR UN-

RESERVED SALE. COMPRISING :—
650 CYPRIPEDIUM PHILIPENSE
1150 „ BAEBATUM
380 ., EXCTL
35 ANGR.EOUM SPECIES
30 BULBOPHYLLUM SPECIES

Also a few CYPRIPEDIUM CAUDATUM ROSEUM,
CATTLEYA DOWIANA, CATTLEYA SKINNERI PABVl-
FLORA, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on TUESDAY'
NEXT, July 23, at half past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hammerswich House, Hammerswich, near Llchflel d,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Large and Important UNRESERVED SALE of STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, &c.

MESSRS. POPE and SONS have received
instructions from Job Evans, Esq. (who is removing to

Torquay), to SELL by AUCTION, without the least reserve,
on the Premises as above, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
July 30 and 31, commencing each day at half-past 11 o'clock
prompt, the whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including fine specimen Lapagerias, Stephanotis,
Maidenhair Ferns, Hoyas, Begonias, Bougainvilleas, Crotons,
Asparagus, 100 Camellias, 80 fine Azaleas, specimen A 1.1a-

mandas, Dipladenias, &.$. ; sixteen very fine specimen Palms
and Tree Ferns, also Gloxinias, Cyclamen, Euphorbias, Poin-
settias, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Aloes, Ficus, Dracaenas, Yuccas,
&c. ; also a very fine Collection of Orchids, 20 very fine Coslo-
gynes, 100 Dendrobiums, 70 Odontoglossum Alexandras; also
Leelias, Cattleyas, Lycastes, Cypripediums, Oncidiums,
Vandas, &c. ; a large quantity of Garden Sundries, including
Pots and Pans, Tools, Lawn Mowers, Marble and Iron Vases,
&o. ; two Marble Figures, &c.

On view day before and mornings of Sale.
Hammerswich House is only five minutes' walk from Ham-

merswich Station, L. & N. W. By., and about 3 miles from
Lichfield.

Catalogues now ready, and may be had free by post from
the Auctioneers, at their Offices, 6,Phillips Street,Birmingham.

WANTED to KENT, near good town,
PRIVATE GARDENS or SMALL NURSERY, with

good Glass and Dwelling-house. Little or no Stock required.
—SMITH, Laurel Cottage, Charleton, Kingsbridge, S. Devon.

Kent, Farnlngham, close to L. C. & D. Railway Station.

TPO BE SOLD, a FREEHOLD NURSERY,
-L. with good frontage to parish road. The Soil is well
adapted for Tomato or Flower growing ; water is laid on from
water-works. No valuation of Stock. Price, freehold, to effect

an immediate sale, £tl75.
Apply, Messrs. PRALL, Estate Agents, Dartford.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

FOR SALE, as a Going Concern, MARKET
NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, on Main Lines,

within easy reach of several of the largest Cities in the King-
dom, 25,000 feet of Modern Glass, efficiently heated, comprising
Vineiiea, Cucumber, Tomato, Plant, and Forcing Houses;
nearly 10 acres rich land, planted with fruit trees and other
crops. Good water supply and dwelling-house, with necessary
outr-houses, &c. Immediate possession can be arranged.
Address N. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Poultry and Bee Farms, Orchards and Nurseries.

THE REMAINING TEN FREEHOLD LOTS
of the HIGH STBEET FABM are FOR SALE by Private

Contract, viz. :

—

Five lots of about J acre each, from £10 to £50.

Three lots of about 2| acres, at £120 to £125.

Also a beautiful site for a house, 4a. Or. 30p. of old Turf
Land, with Cottage, Barn, Timber Trees, &c, £450.

All the lots are within a mile of the Market Town and
Midland Station of HemelHempstead, and Eome within £ mile.

Situation about 400 feet above sea level, and a good service of

Water will very shortly be laid in the adjoining roads.

Apply to N, W. ROBINSON, Land Agent, Hemel Hempstead.

TO LET, a NURSERY of 1 acre.—About
600 feet run of glass, heated with hot water. Well

stocked with Cucumbers and Tomatos in full bearing. Rent
low. Incoming about £200.—C. H. N., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

TO BE LET, or SOLD, with immediate pos-
session, FREEHOLD NURSERY, Catford.600feetlength,

Glasshouses with all necessary heating appliances. Pretty
Dwelling House. Low rent.—J. CHAMBERS, 126, Catford
Hill. S.E.

TO BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. First-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKITT,
46, Plumstead Road, Plumstead.

EXHIBITIONS.

Trentham Gardens.

THE TRENTHAM and HANFORD HOR-
TICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold their EIGHTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION on July 25.

£400 GIVEN IN PRIZES.
GROUP OF PLANTS, for effect— 1st. £20, and Silver Cup,

value £10 I0». ; 2nd, £30 ; 3rd, £13 ; 4th, £9.
48 CUT ROSES—list aDd Special, £13 7s. ; 2nd, £5; 3rd, £3.
36 ., ,, —1st, £5, and National Rose Society's Gold

Medal; 2nd, £3; 3rd, Si.
COLLECTION OF FRUIT (9 dishes)—1st, £10; 2nd, £6 ;

3rd, £3.
4 BUNCHES OF GRAPES—1st, £5 ; 2nd. £3 ; 3rd, £2.

Schedules on application to Mr. L. T. ALFORD.
Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent.

WOKING and DISTRICT HORTICULTU-
RAL, COTTAGE GARDENERS' and FANCIERS'
ASSOCIATION.

SHOW of PLANTS, FRUITS, FLOWERS, & VEGETABLES,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 31 and Aug. 1, 1895,

At the Horsell Cricket Ground, Woking Station.
Numerous MONEY PRIZES offered for Competition, and

SILVER CUP for Grand Aggregate.
Entries close Saturday, July 27.

Somerset Villa, Woking. H - W - ROBERTSON, Hon. Sec.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, at Kingswood, on WEDNESDAY,
August 21, 1895. PRIZES, over £200.

Applications for Spaces for Sale of Implements, Articles, Sec,
to be made to the Secretaries.
Schedules may be had on application to

—

A. W. COTTLE \
Hon

- Sc°9- Kingswood.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER SHOW
AUGUST 15th.

£200 IN PHIZES.

Schedules from the HON. SECS.,
24, West Street, Weston-Super-Mare.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, HORTICUL-
TURAL Mabket Garden and Estate Atjctioneeb.8 and

Vaitjebs, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, applyto SANDER'S. St. Albana. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

Maidenhair Ferns.

£f)A ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, splendid
t/V/V/ stuff, nearly 2 feet over the top, in 24-pots. To be
sold cheap.
W. H. PAGE, Tangley Nursery, Hanworth, Middlesex,

Budding Season.—New Roses.

WM. PAUL and SON beg to offer strong
plants in pots, with buds of their new Roses, as
follow :—

SYLPH (Tea), aid ZEPHSR (Tea), 7s. Qd. each.
CLIO (H.P.), DUKE of YORK (China), and LORNA DOONE,

(Bourbon), 3s. 8d t each.
The new American and Continental Roses of 1895, 3s. 6d. each,

36s. per dozen.
The new English, American, and Continental Rosea of 1S94,

2s. to 3s. Qd. each, 21s. to 36s. per dozen.
Lord Penzance's Hybrid Sweet Briars, 5s. each ; the set of

nine varieties, 42s.

Crimson Rambler, Is, 6d. to 3s. 6d. each.
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

1,000,000 PUNTS.
Covent Garden Brussels, 2s. 6rf. p. 1000
Myatt's Offenham Cabbage, 2s. 6rf.

per 1C00.

Enfield Market. 2s. 6d. per 1000.

Drumhead Savoy, 2s. Qd. per 1000.

Special cheap offer. Veitch's Autumn
Giant Cauliflower, strong plants,
3s. Qd. per 1000 ; large orders, 35.

Early London, same price.

Edmond's Superb White Spring Broc-
coli, 5s. per 1C00.

W. HORNE,
CLIFFE, ROCHESTER.

DUTCH BULBS.—We can book the follow-
ing Bulbs, on condition that orders be sent at once.

The Bulbs are of the very best quality, and true to name.
Cases and packing free on board, Rotterdam.
Tulip Artus, 12s. per 1000
,, Belle Alliance, 18f. do.

,, Chrysochlora, 24s. do.

,, Duchessede Parma, 13s. do.

,, Keizerskroon, 20s. do.

„ La Reine, 9s. do.

„ Pottebakker,white,30s.do.

,, ,, ecarlet, 20s. do.

,, Verboom, 18s. do.

,, Yellow Prince, 25s. do.

Crocuses, all round, 8s. do.

Named Hyacinths, 1st size,

14s. per 100
Spiraea japonica, extra, 40i.

per 1000
,', astilboides, 70s. do.

,. compacta, 90s. do.
Lily of the Valley crowns, the

best quality, 20s. do.

Tropeeolum tricolor, 12s. 100
Peeonia chinensis, in 12 dif-

ferent sorts, 9s. per 100

Apply, by letter, P, V. T., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.
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To Fruiterers and OtnerB.

TENDERS are invited for tbe PURCHASE
of the undermentioned FRUIT,

Growing at Thrift Hall. Waltham Abbey :—
GRAPES, 500 bunches; PEACHES, 1100; NECTARINES. 350.
Tender forms and all further particulars may be obtained

upon application, at lhe Building Works Department Office,

Wiillhana Abbey, on or before July 29, 1895.

(Signed) M. T. SALE, Colonel.
July 16, J895. Superintendent Building Works.

Grand New Fern-Pterls Wimsettll.

HT5. MAY has much confidence in offering
• the above, which is undoubtedly one of the most

distinct and beautiful Novelties ever offered, and will be sure
to become one of the most popular for market work, as it is of

free growth, of good substance, and most elegant in appear-
ance. Certificates of Merit from the Royal Horticultural Society
and Royal Botanical Society.

Well developed plants, in 5-inch pots, 5s. each.

Trade Terms on application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nursery. Upper Edmonton.

LAINGS' BEGONIAS
NOW IN PULL BLOOM.

The Premier House. Awarded JVine Gold Medals
^
$c.

Unequalled as a Floral Display. Visitors are cordially invited ;

free admission. Frequent trains from the City and West End
to Catford and Catford Bridge, also Forest Hill Stations.

Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free. Telephone 9660,

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Begonia, Caladium, Clivia, and Gloxinia Specialists, Seed,

Plant, Bulb Merchants, &e.

FOREST HILL, S.E. ; also CATFORD, Kent.

FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWINC,
THE THREE BEST

WALLFLOWERS
DICKSONS GOLDEN BEAUTY,
DICKSONS SELECTED DARK RED
DICKSONS PRIMROSE DAME. •f

Per packet,

6d. and is.,

free by Post.

Choice Mixed DOUBLE WALLFLOWER, MYOSOTIS,
SILENES, &c. For Prices and all other particulars, see our
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free on application.

niPlfOnilO Seed Growers. PUCOTCD
UlulVOUNO, Nurserymen, &c, UtltOltn.

" KENT, THE CARDEH OF ENGLAND.''

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, In

little pots, and as Runners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NDRSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

8 NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY
FOR 1895.

STEVENS' WONDER.
NOW BEADY FOR DISTRIBUTION.

Everyone should secure this grand early variety.

In pots £5 per 100 15s. per dozen.

Strong Runners ... £3 per 100 9s. per dozen.

All other leading varieties now ready for delivery.

See Special LIST free on application.

WM. CUTBOSH & SOH, ""SaT""

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready for shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, 4s. per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality. All colours, mixed.

Is. 6d. per dozen. Free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

CBEESON'S MANURE—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is,, 2s. 6d., and 5x. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

f cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10*. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. I cwt. and above sent carriage paid, cash with
order. O. BEESON. Bone Mills, St. Neofs, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E.. F.C.S."

HUDSON'S MANURES.
HUDSONTJRE.—The King of Fertilisers.

Surprises all users. Recommended everywhere.
Try it upon anything.

Sample tins, 6d., past-free. (For trial).

HUDSON'S EQUALISED PERUVIAN
GUANO. — Guaranteed of equal strength and quality
throughout, and in a fine, dry, friable powder. Fur
superior to any. Sample tins 6d., post-free. In bags of
7 1b ,2s. ed.; 141b., 4s. ; 28 1b., 7s. 6d. ; 112 1b ,20s.

FOOD FOR LILIES.—All Lilies should be
fed with this Manure when forming buds. Ensures
immense blooms; prevents disease. Large tins, Is. V>d.,

post-free; and in bags, 7 lb., 3s.; 14 lb.. 5s. ; 28 lb., 8s.

The Three Finest Manures Offered.

HUDSON'S FERTILISERS,
KlLBURN, LONDON, N W. Correspondence invited.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London: — J. GEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
aEUREKA"

WEED KILLER.
Safe, Effective, and Cheap.

There is no risk of poisoning Birds or Animals if directions
are followed when applying this preparation. Guaranteed to
clear all weeds ; mixes at once ; no sediment ; leaves the paths
bright and clean, without stains.

J-gall., Is. 9d.\ 1 gall., 3s. (tins included).
2-gall. drums, 2s. 9d. per gall.; 5-gall. drums. 2s. tirf. per gall.

10-gall. drums, 2s. 3d. per gall. ; 40 gallons at 2s. per gall.

Double Strength, Mixes 1 to 50.

Sample Half Gallon Tin, post-free for stamps, 2s. Qd.
ONLY ADDRESS:—

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD,
MINT STREET CHEMICAL WORKS, LINCOLN.

Wholesale London Agents:

—

O S M A N & CO., 132, Commercial Street, E.
Aak your Chemist or Seedsman for this make.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and best of all Insectk
for Klling Vermin on Plants, Anirualp, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Gro sver of any note all over the World

.

A Pamphlet on its use, with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints,' Is. 6d. ; Pints, 2s. 3d. ; Quarts, 4s. &d. ; Half-

gallons, 7s. <od. ; Gallons, 12s. 6d. ; Five Gallon Drums, 10*. <Sd.

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer ;— E. G. HUGHES,
Victoria Street, Manchester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

PEAT. EPPS'8 PEAT.
Specially selected for Orchids, and all kinds of Plants, by

sack, cask, cubic-yard, ton, or truck-load. Rich fibrous LOAM,
Coarse and Fine SILVER SAND, superior LEAF-MOULD,
C. N. FIBRE REFUSE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.

Special through rates to all parts.

The Original Peat Depot, RING-WOOD, HANTS.

HILL & SMITH'S

BLACK VARNISH,
For Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

« **m
An Excellent Substitute for Oil Paint,

at one-third the cost.
This unrivalled varnish has for forty years given un~

bounded satisfaction, obtained a laroc consumption, snd
earned a high refutation throughout the kingdom. It
requires no mixing, can be applied cold by any ordinary
labourer, and dries in ttn minutes with a perfect gloss.
Fences periodically coated with it are effectually preserved
from deterioration for an indefinite period.

Price, Is. Qd. per gallon at the manufactory, or If. $d.
per gallon, carriage paid to any railway station, in casks
of 36, 18, or 9 gallons.
Testimonial from Ceas. Patrick, Esq., Cloughfold,

Manchester (Numerous others) :
—" I have used your Black

Varnish for upwards of twenty years, and find none to
equal it in economy and quality."

n a -rrmrr\ ht t
Evert Cask bears the above

LA U11 UJy.{registered trade mark.
( Beware of Cheap Imitations.

HILL& SMITH
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON FENCING, STRAINED WIRE
FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Illustrated CATALOGUE and Price LIST on application.
Brlerley Ironwortta, Dudiey ;

Queen Victoria Street, London. E.C ;

47, Dawson Street. Dublin.

X^V\ OF EVE RY i(,£y
_ * DESCRIPTION

Charles Daw &C
-•'«_'- HOT WATER ENGINEERS, ?|

v'f'riimxkiiYtlAw

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apuit in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet „ 4 feet ,

12 feet „ 4 feet ,

6 feet „ 5 feet ,

ll> feet „ 5 feet „

12 feet „ 6 feet „

Larger sises at

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

roportio*ate prices.

5

15
15
12

d.

6

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROTAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London AgentMt.S..Ss.eltoh,Seedsman. Ac. ,2,HollowayRd.,N.
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WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and Is. per packet,

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. W. J. CHASNEY, West Hendred.
" I had the beat bed of Cabbage this year from Webbs'

Emperor Seed that I ever saw ; not one of the 5000 plants
which I put out went to seed."

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE
ENFIELD MARKET do.
EARLY RAINHAM do.
RED DUTCH ... do.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT R0CC4
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt.

... 6d.

... 6d.

... 6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Per ounce.
... 8d.
... 6a.
... 8d.
... 9d.

Per ounce.

IS. 6d.
... 104
... lOd.

6d.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 140G species and varieties

OE Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS,
FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

Y^TM. PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to their magnificent
Stock of the above, established in 5-inoh (48-sized) pots. The Collection oomprises the leading

varieties of the Hybrid Perpetual, Tea Scented, Noisette, Bourbon, China, and Polyantha olasses.

Price, 10s. 6d. to 18s. per dozen ; 76s. to 120s. per 100.

%* The present is a most favourable time for planting, as it allows of the plants establishing

themselves in the ground before winter.

Also a large General Stock of Roses in potsfor Greenhouse Culture, Conservatory Climbing, tyc.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS

IF YOU WISH TO CLEAR OUT
MEALY BUG, SCALE, & RED SPIDER,

XL ALL UQU¥ INSECTICIDE WASH
(PATENT).

POWERFUL BUT SAFE, THEREFORE CHEAPEST.
One Gallon 10s. ; Half-gal., 5s. ; One ttuart, 3s. 6d. ; One Pint, 2s. Registered Tmd^kark.

To he had {like all the other XL ALL Specialties), from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
SundriesTnen ; or, directfrom the Patentee and Sole Proprietor,

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.
None is genuine without the above Trade Mark. Please observe this.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete ereotion of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to seleot from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL & INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, B L A C K F R I A R S, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address—"HOT-WATER. London." Telephone. No. 4763.

W. COOPER, Ltd,
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries—Hanworth & Felthim.

IMPORTANT.
We heg to Inform all readers of

thlB Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100 000 copleB) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

hound In cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This

List Is the most complete In the
Trade, and has cost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, from £2 16s.

Cooper's " Beatall

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION.

I-—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits,Hand-Lights, Ac.

n,—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

m.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, &e
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c.

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-
secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils, &c

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &e. ...

VLTI.—Horticultural Timber
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework.

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ...

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, &c

65— 98

99-134

135—178
179—238

229—246

247—268
269—260

281-342

343—383
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EARLY BU LBS.
Our Special Offer of Early Bulbs is Now Ready, and will be sent

post-free on application. Prices very low. We are now lifting

DAFFODILS,
and can despatch orders in July for Early Planting. The

Bulbs are really splendid, and thoroughly ripened.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES. NOTTS.

FERNS!—FERMSH
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

A large quantity, in 2£-inoh pots, ohiefly Pteris
oristata ; also Alba lineata, Adiantum fulvum and pubes-

cens, at 95. per 100.

Good bushy stuff in 48's.—Pteris oristata, nobilis,

and tremula ; also Aralias, at 4s. 6d. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. Packing
free. All orders carefully and promptly executed.

On FRIDAY, JULY 26.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT

B. PRIMROSE,
NURSERIES. ST. JOHN'S PARE. BLACKHEATH, SB.

DAFFODILS.
HOME-GROWN BULBS.

We are now lifting our Home-grown NAR-
CISSUS. We hold immense stocks of the

following, amongst other kinds:

—

EMPEROR I PRINCEPS
EMPRESS SIR WATKIN

POETICUS.
Special Prices on Application.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.
JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM

SPAWN.
BEING ODe of the largest

Manufacturers of Mushroom
Spawn, nqi beeping over LOO cows,
from which I obtain a largequantifcy
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the beBt obtainable

at 'M. per bushel.

Special Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALING.

STRAWBERRIES.
All the leading varieties, new or old, in small

pots for fruiting first year. Open-air plants, very

oheap. Speoial low quotations for quantities for

Market Growing.

FRUIT TREES
OP ALL SORTS. SEND FOR LISTS.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA. FARM NURSERIES. W1THINOTON, HEREFORD.

STRAWBER RIES.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN,
BMPRESS of INDIA, LORD SUFFIELD.GUNTON PARK,

AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIES.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Ready,
Post-free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL, NURSERIES, NOTTS.

JAPAN LILY BULBS,
PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.

CATALOGUE on application.

Of
BY ORDER OF

Messrs. F. SANDEK and CO.,

St. Albans,

WITHOUT THE LEAST RESERVE.

TOKIO NURSERIES
Komagomi, Tokio, Japan.

Cable Address :
" Nurseries, Tokio."

F. TAKAGHI, Proprietor.

CATTLEYA GIGAS,

SANDERS,
AND

SANDERIAH.
A FINE IMPORTATION OF PLANTS, IN

PERFECT CONDITION.

We are pleased to be able to offer such

grand plants. It is absolutely impossible to

have a finer Cattleya than the one now offered.

Although the major portion will probably turn

out Sandera and Sanderianum, yet our Collector

assures us that Hardyanas and aureas are among

them. The aureas our man collected in flower

are all offered in this Sale. (See Catalogue).

We fully expect plants will flower from

amongst them similar to Countess of Derby,

Hardyana, Franoonvillensis, Kochellensis, Hamar
Bass's, Clarke's variety, &o., &c.

Also a consignment of

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM
(SANDER'S TRUE PACHO TYPE).

Simply unapproaohable for beauty.

These were oolleoted from Mountains we have

rented for the past eleven years, and from which

all the very best varieties have been imported.

ALSO

DENIROBIDM STATTERIANUM,
D. PHAL-ffiNOPSIS of FITZGERALD,

D. STXMNERII, and D. MOOREANA.
A new introduction will be inoluded, besides

DENDROBIUM NOBILE,

Our FINEST LANG TANG variety.

CATTLEYA CITKINA,

LTCASTE SKINNEKI, &c, &c.

MESSRS.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
Have been instructed to Sell the above,

Entirely Without Reserve,

In their CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

THE

(Ssritatew flfftnmtck
SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1895.

A PRIMITIVE TOBACCO
FACTORY.

/^HINA is nothing unless she is primitive,^ and although the faotory which forms the

subject of these remarks is not exactly situated

in Chinese territory, as it is in the Portuguese

settlement of Macao, it is, to all intents and

purposes, a Chinese factory, for it is owned and
worked by Chinese. The premises comprise

several large sheds with earthen floors, and one

or two better built rooms, used as storehouses.

The factory gives employment to several

hundred Chinese men and women. I was

accompanied on my visit by Mr. A. A. Petti-

grew, a son of Mr. Pettigrew, of Cardiff Castle,

who is at present ( May) on a tour in the East.

The tobacco is not grown at Macao, but at a

plaje called Hokshan, about forty or fifty miles

to the north-west of the former town, on one of

the numerous mouths of the Sikiang, or Canton
River. When the plants are properly dry, they

are done up into bales a'out 2s feet long, 2 feet

wide, and 1 foot deep, and sent down to Macao
in junks. On arrival at Macao, these bales are

stored in the premises of the factory until sucb

time as they are required for the manufacture

of tobacco.

The first room we entered was devoted to

stripping the leaves from the stalks, these being

disoarded in the manufacture. Women, sitting

on the floor on their haunches, were busily

engaged in this operation when we entered. The
sight of us did not distract the women's attention,

but several young ohildren who were present

on our arrival, scampered away to distant

corners like mioe into a hole. The dust from

the tobacco leaves got into our noses and throats,

and caused us to sneeze and oough, much to

the delight of our celestial onlookers, as evidenced

by the loud outburst of laughter whi h followed

our disoomfiture. Strange to say, we did not

hear a sneeze or a cough from any of the Chinese

whilst we were in the factory. After the leaves

have been stripped from the stalks, they are

carried into one of the sheds in large bamboo
baskets by men, then spread on a wooden floor

and damped with wate-. When sufficiently

damp, they are made up into layers

about 2A feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2£

inohes thiok, and plaoed on boards. The
next process is to make each layer into a

solid cake. This is done in the following way :

About a dozen layers, with a board 1J inch

thiok between eaoh layer, are placed on the top of

one another, and then pressure is brought to

bear upon the whole lot by means of a lever of

the second order, in the shape of a thick pole.

One end of the lever is fixed firmly with strong

ropes,and this constitutes the fulcrum; the weight

or the resisting substance is the tobacco, aDd the

power is applied at the other end of the lever by

means of stout ropc?s, whioh pass round a wooden

axle that is securely fastened to the ground.
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When the tobacco leaves have been properly

pressed, the cakes are taken out and out cross-

wise into strips 4 inches wide, and the two ends

cat o5. as they are not sufficiently pressed. The
next step is to tie half-a-dozen of these strips

together by means of ropes. The next opera-

tion is to make the tobacco ready for use. This

is done by means of a plane, very similar in

shape to an English carpenter's plane. The strips

of tobacco are stood up on end on the ground,

and kept in position by boards made for the

purpose. As the strips are only about 1J foot

high, the men have to work the plane in

a half-stooping position, a most uncomfort-

able way of working from an English-

man's point of view. However, the Chinese

do not appear to mind it, as they work away

contentedly from morning to night. The
shavings of the tobacco leaves are the tobacco

ready for smoking. Every man puts his

shavings, as he takes them from the plane, into

small heaps, weighing about a pound each,

enclosing at the same time a ticket with the

name of the firm on it in the centre of each

heap. These small heaps are then put into

papers, the two ends of the papers being left

open. The packets are then weighed, and

a little more tobacco is added or taken

away according to whether the packet is too

light or too heavy. When the packets are of

the proper weight they are put into another

paper, both ends closed up, and then packed in

boxes ready to be sent away. There is a good

deal of order in the way in which the factory is

worked. Women are only employed in stripping

off the leaves from the stalks, men do all the

rest of the work. There is one lot for damping
and pressing the leaves, and another batch for

cutting the pressed cakes into strips and tying

them up ready for planing. The planers onlymake
the tobacco and put it into heaps, a separate

lot of men put it into the first papers ready for

weighing. The men who weigh the tobacco

pass it on to others, who put it into the second

paper, and these finally hand it to the packers.

The tobacco is of a dark brown colour, and is

only used, so far as I know, by the Chinese. It

has the reputation amongst them of being a par-

ticularly good brand, and the factory is said to

be one of the largest in South China. It was very

amusing to see the workers at 12 o'clock, as this

is the time they take their mid-day meal.

As soon as the clock struck twelve, everything

stopped as if by machinery. In less than five

minutes tables were produced from unlooked-for

corners, basins of rice and other foods were

placed upon them, and the men were busily

engaged in emptying th em by the aid of chop-

sticks. All the workmen took this meal in the

same place as they hid previously been working
in. W. J. Tut -her, Botanic Garden, Hong Kong.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

THE GUADELOUPE CYPRESS.*
(C. MACBOCAHPA VAB GCADKLOtTPEXSIS, MAST.)

The )at* Prof. Ssreno Watton described thii fine

Cjpreu as a distinct species, under the name of

C. guadeloupeniis, and perhaps rightly. It may

* Cvprettus gnadekmpemsix, S. Watson, in Proc. Amer.
i^v., 1S79 <3*>).—"A widely-spreading tree, becoming
r.igh or more, and 2 to 5 feet in diameter, with grayish-

brown bark clearing off in thin plates and leaving the thin
inner bark with a smooth, claret-red sarfaee; branches droop-
ing, and branchlets very slenier; foliige glaucous-greeD, the
acute or acutish leaves very obscurely glandular on the
bac«: cooes globose, an inch or more in diameter, of 6 to f,

-. :ck. and strongly- bossed scales; -eels numerous.
large, 3 lines or more. On Goad- loupe island, off the coast of
Lower Caliicr I

- itcd as C. macrojsrpa in Dr. K.
Palmer's nlWSiaa from that island. In cultivation about
San Francisco, and likely to prove very valuable for oma-

porpoaes,"

also, and, as we think, more correctly, be considered

as a form of C. macrocarpa, The latter, known as

the Monterey Cypress, has a very limited range of

distribution on the Californian coast, and, to our

thinking, the present is but an insular variety of the

species, differing from the type more especially in

its glaucous colour. It is true there is a considerable

distance between Monterey in lat. 36° i ', and Guade-

loupe, an island in 29 c N.L., 200 miles from the

mainland, with deep sea all around, but it is pos-

sible that intermediate localities may be found. At
sny rate, the presence of distinct characters is a

common feature of plants growing on isolated

islands. Our illustration vfig. 9) is from a specimen

sent us by Dr. Franceichi, of Dos Angeles, who can

also furnish seeds. The illustration shows a por-

tion of a spray with male flowers of the natural size,

foliage and male flowers magnified. The cones

are generally larger than here represented. Tor the

sake of comparison we append a figure of Cupreseus

arizonica (figs. 11 and 12\ with a transverse section

of the leaves of that species, and also those of

C. mscrccarpa (fig. 10). M. T. Masters.
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FIG 9.—THE uL'ADEXOfPE CTPEESS (C. XACEOCAEPA
VAB. GTAX'eXOO'ES'SIS).

Estebosora Eawcettt, Jenm. n, ip*

The only plant of this discovered was sent to me
several years ago by Mr. Fawcett to determine. I

saw at once that it was a true Enterosora, but it dif-

fered from the Guiana species in its much smaller

size,hairiness and very slight sinuation of the margins.

Having so little material (a single but fully mature
plant), after noting the distinctions mentioned, I

thought it best to leave it with E. Campbelli, think-

ing i". would soon be found again. It haenot, however,

been re-discovered. I therefore publish it, particularly

* Entirorcrz F<llczet*ii, Jenm., n. sp. — Rootstock pea-
shaped, about one-eighth of an inch thick, not, or very little,

elongated, upright, densely coated with minute scales

;

etipites tufted, slender, brown, 3—4 inches long, densely
clothed throughout with fine ferruginous hairs; fronds dull
brown, simple. 3-4 inches loog, 4—6 lines w-'de. coria-
ceous, linear-lanceolate, apex obtuse or rounded, tapering
thence to the blse, margins even or sinuated. upper
surface slightly hairy, mid-rib covered by parenchyma,
veins obscure, partly free, partly areolated ; son in single or
partia'ly doable series, mostly mediU. copious ia the upper
half of the frond, immersed in oblique slit-like cavities 1—

2

lines lone, which on maturation slightly open and reveal the
erupting sporangia on the under surface. Jamaica, in woods
»t Rose Hill. St. Andrew Parish, on the slopes of the Port
Royal Mountains.

as Mr, Fawcett, after careful examination of the

specimens of E. Campbelli at Kew, writes me that he

regards it, because of the characters just mentioned,

as a distinct species, The Guiana plant has an
elongated root-stock, which, though morphologically

of similar character, is several times larger, quite gla-

brous, glossy, and bright coloured ; more or less

freely sinuated, occasionally forked at the top, and

sometimes with a furcation, or jib-like extrusion oa

one or other side. The species now known are —E.

Campbelli, Baker, slopes of Koraima, British Guiana
;

and E. Fawcetti, Jenm., Rose Hill, Jamaica. It is

remarkable that this genus should have been dis-

covered so late in the day in two well- explored

countries, whose flora, fauna, and geology are so

different, and which are so wide apart, much about

the same time. Both species resemble in form

closely Polypodinm trifurcatum, D., which also

gTOws in both countries, for which, without close

examination, they would at once be mistaken. G. S.

Jenman, Dcmerara.

Beuebocaixis aceas-tiaca vae, iiAJOE, Baker.

This botanically comes close to the plant which I

described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1SP0, vol. viii.,

p. 94, from the Royal Gardens, Kew, under the name

of Hemerocallis aurantiaca, but it is larger in all its

parts, and is the finest Hemerocallis I have seen. It

has the firm, bright orange perianth-segments of the

type, and like it, flowers later than flava, Middendorfii,

and Dumortieri. The leaves are an inch or an inch-

and-a- half broad, firm, and strongly ribbed. The peri-

anth-tube is three-quarters of an inch, and the limb

i inches long. The inner segments are IS to 20 lines

broad, and the expanded flower is 5 to 6 inches in

diameter. It was imported from Japan by Messrs.

Wallace & Son of Colchester, and was exhibited at

the Drill Hall on the 9th inst, where it obtained a

Certificate. J. G. Baker. (See fig. 14, p. 71.)

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
-

ORCHIDS AT ROUNDHAY MOUNT, LEEDS.

The Orchid-houses in Dr. Jessop's pretty garden

near the fine Roundhay Park, are well situated, and

their occupants have in Mr. Tyson, the gardener at

Roundhay Mount, a careful and diligent cultivator.

Seeing therefore, that Dr. Jessop himself takes a

personal interest in his Orchids, it is not surprising

that the collection affords a good example of suc-

cessful cultivation. Odontoglossums, Cattleyas,

Lslias, and Dendrobiums, are the species chiefly

found, and in each department, nniform vigour,

health, -and freedom to flower are remarked.

In the Dendrobium-house, the base of which is in part

planted with foliage plants, Palms, Begonias, &c ,
the

specimens of Dendrobium Dalhousieanumhave madea

grand show, one plant having nearly one hundred

flowers. In addition, there were some beautiful

plants of D. transparens, covered with their pretty

blush-white and purple flowers; D. Parishii, and

several of the 150 or so plants of D. PhatenopsU

Sehroderianum which are here grown, were in flower.

Some fine specimens of D. thyrsiflornm and others of

that class ; together with a few Phalreuopsis added

to the display.

In ihe block of span-roofed houses we found

fine Cattlejas and La:lias, among the former being;

a large number of fl .wers on excellent varieties of

Cattleya Mcssise; among these C. M. marmorata is

a noble form of flower, with very large lip, that is

marbled with rose and purple ; C. Schroderse is one

of the most delicately-tinted and fragrant of Cat-

tleyas ; C. intermedia and other species were ntted.

Among the Lslias, L. ciDnabarina was in flower,

a'so a dark scarlet-coloured form of L. flava—a dis-

tinct and pretty variety. In the same house a rice

plant of Miltonia spectabilis radians, and other Mil-

tonias were remarked, a small stage being raised near

the glass for M. Roezlii and M. Phala;nopsis, both

of which are in fine condition.

Passing to the group of Lslia purpurata, we found

a good show of fine and dissimilar flowers—one
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having enormous blooma. So beautiful are these

forma of L. purpurata that they cause one to ask,

when we ahall get a new Orchid, either species or

hybrid, which will be their equal? Another houae bad
specimens in flower of Cattleya Skinneri, another old

favourite difficult to excel ; Sobralia macrantha, and
the fine yellow S. xantholeuca ; Cattleya Aclandi;e,

and a healthy collection of Cypripediuma, among
which C. Kotbechildianum, C. hirautiaaimum, some
splendid C. bellatulum, C. Godefroyie, C. niveum, C.

caudatum, C. Chamberlainum, C. Curtiaii, &c, were
in flower.

The next house was occupied chiefly with Cattleya
Triur.'ii-i and other of the C. labiata claas, som» good
C. Mendelii and C. Schroderte being in bloom. An
Anguloa Cloweaii was carrying twelve flowers, a

plant of A. Huckerii sanguinea was very handsome,
and specimens of Dendrobium infundibulum formed
pretty objects. Overhead were sprays of Odonto-
gloasnm citrosmum, and some good plants of Den-
drobium Hildebrandi, whose soft primrose-yellow

Sowers are always pleasing; Saccolabium curvi-

folium, a pair of Rodriguesia venasta, and some
vigorous examples of Vanda ccernlea.

In the cool house a few fine spikes of Odontoglos-
aum criapum and other Odontoglosauma were noted,

alao some Maedevallia Harryana and M. ignea,

M. Simula, M. bella, M. x Heathii, and
Ada aurantiaca; and in a slightly warmer
house a fine display of orange-scarlet flowers

on several strong specimens of Epidendrum vitelli-

num majus; Oncidium concolor superbum, with
flowers as large as 0. splendidum ; a densely-
flowered 0. cornigerum, with aix spikes; Odonto-
glossum hastilabium, and other Odontoglosauma, and
Oncidiums, and a healthy batch of Miltonia vexil-
laria. The conaervatory was gay with Liliea,

Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, &c. ; and in the open
garden, herbaceous and alpine plants fill the borders,
and furnish the rockeries outdoors.

Ltjddemannia Pescatobei.

We understand that the plant exhibited by Sir
Trevor Lawrence under this name has since been
determined to be a new species, and has been named
by Mr. Rolfe—Luddemannia trilobB.

TOMATO FKUITS NOT
SWELLING.

In reply to the inquiry of "Nurseryman "regarding
the above subject, vide p. 51 of the last issue of the
Gardeners' Chronicle, I may say that continued obser-
vation in the cultivation of Tomatos has led me to
the belief that no one cause in particular may be
given for the non-swelling of the earlier fruits ; but
on the other hand that a variety of causes and cir-

cumstances combined, conduce to the same end.
I believe one of the most prolific causes to be in-
sufficient strength in the plants tbemaelves, a cir-
cumstance in all probability due to the warm tem-
perature necessary early in the year for the growth of
these plants. Very frequently in the early stages
the plants are allowed to become crowded, or a
warmer cloaer temperature than ia really needful or
beneficial ia afforded, and in either case the early
trusses are generally of little use. But because the
truases are really put forth and the flowers expand,
it does not follow that the wood is suffici-nt'y mature
to bring about the beat reaulta. In ' Nurseryman's"
caae it is also in the "three earliest houses " that the
non-swelling is moat noticeable, a fact which appears
to give weight to my view ; while in the " later
houses the bottom truases are swelling off all

right." Thus it would appear that the later-

raised plants, with presumably less fire- heat
and more sunlight and sunheat, have produced firmer,

and therefore more fruitful, wood. Any forejgn
matter in the manure which would cauee the plants
to "turn black" in a few days alter being planted would
undoubtedly prove highly detrimental to the plants ;

but apart from this it is by no means uncommon for

the two earliest produced trusses, when very low
down, to be puny and small, while the third may
prove of prodigious weight.

Light, again, is a most important factor, and

all important so far as setting the fruits is con-

cerned. For some eight or nine years past I have

planted a row on each side of a wide house to go up

the roof, trained near the glasa. I have prepared

the plants in various wayi, sometimes planting from

4- inch and sometimes from ,8-inch pots, with the

first bunch already set, and some swelling the fruit.

But at the side of the bouse there are 18 inches of

brickwork before the wall-plate is reached, so that

the first-set bunch will be about 'J inches below the

wall-plate, and therefore in obscured light. Whether
planted with plants out of large or amall pots, this

bottom truas ia invariably a failure, but the firet truaa

which receives full light is generally a large one. I

have this season many notable instances of this. In

the first 2-feet run of stem three trusaea of flowera

have appeared, the two firat by reaaon of their

poaition being always shaded, producing only puny
worthless fruits ; the third in full light, bearing from a

FlG. 10.—LEAFSECTI0X OF C. MACROCARPA. X 20.

(SEE P. 62.)

FIG. 11.— C. ARIZOJICA: SHOWING foliage and coses.

Fig. 12.—leaf-section of c. arizo.nica. x 20.

dozen to eighteen fine fruits, weighing between three

and four to the pound. This is not an isolated

instance, but the invariable result noticed for some
years past, and with different varieties. It demon-
strates the great value of full light in obtaining a

gcoi set to begin. with, and the fullest development

afterwards. Wide houses, egain, with several rows

of plants across, are not conducive to a good set

early in the season, unless abundance of space be

given each plant ; and a stinting of space is, I fear,

the rule, involving loss of weight, and its consequent

exceaa of growth of shoots.

Too much and too rich a soil, and too much
moisture, are common causes of failure with

Tomatos. One of the heaviest crops I have grown

was planted in a cube of 6 inches of soil, on a

greenhouse stage, with a thin layer of cow-manure

on the bottom, the soil being beaten down firmly

a'ter the plants were put in. The siage was of corru-

gated-iron, and 3 feet b
-

inches from the ground.

The resultant growth was very firm, and ebort-

lointed, and fine bunches occurred in about every

7 inches of stem, The variety was Chemin Kouge,

a splendid variety, that aeta freely, and has fine

bunches of fruit of a useful and uniform sire.

" Nurseryman's " planta, judging by their height at

this early date, could scarcely have carried a good
crop. But it will certainly not assist matters to stop

the plants at 4 feet high, although such a proceeding

would be quite right with a late batch, which may
only have time to finish fruit at 4 feet high ; but

with a full season in view it is another matter.

The extreme point of the growth is full of embryo
bunches of flower-buds, and to remove the point at

4 feet high would only result in axillary growth, and
mch growths would attain a considerable length

before they become fruitful again.

For some yeara paat I have planted my earliest

Tomato plants in January, the first batch rarely

doing much good ; they appear to set well, but seldom
swell of a uaeful size, owing to lack of sunlight at this

early date. I am satisfied if I get a good bunch on
the stem at 18 inches from the ground, for if a
bunch of rapidly-swelling fruit is got at that

height, it tends to check growth usefully later on.

Some growers bury a part of a rather tall stem by
laying it on its side in planting, which I think ia a

mistake, since the Tomato, being a rampant grower
naturally, is rendered more so by furnishing it with

a greater number of roota in its early stages. A
shallow narrow bed of rather poor and firm soil con-

duces greatly to a good early set; but the plants

muat not be neglected in any way, and once a good
set is obtained, the plants benefit by liberal waterings,

liquid manure, and a surfacing of fairly rich soil.

Tomatos for planting in January should be sown at

the end of September, and grown steadily on in as

cool a temperature as is conaiatent with healthy

growth, a long season of steady growth being an
important factor in very early fruiting. •/.

ROUND GHENT.
In the houses of M. L. De Smet Duvivier we

noted recently Authurium M. Georges Montefiore,

raised from A. Rothschildianum X sanguineum. The
spathe is rounded, the form charming, with blood-

red spots beautifully shaded. The upper surface is

covered with a cloud of dots, mixed here and there

with spots. The lower surface is much more beautiful

and distinct than the other, and bears large spots

which almost entirely cover the whole surface. This

is a very distinct Anthurium.

A fine specimen of Aralia monstroaa, which is

becoming very rare, growa in the same house with a

hundred pretty plants of Liviatona rotundifolia, whose
valuable decorative properties are well displayed.

Few things are more charming than are these

miniature Palms used for table decorations, baskets,

&c. A very fine seedling Croton from C. Disraeli x
Hanburyanus surprised me agreeably ; the young
leaves are very bright yellow in colour, exceedingly

delicate, the end of the leaves and half the length of

the borders of them are a pretty tone of green ; the

adult leaves are dark green, verging upon black,

with the midrib and other veinings yellow, the

petioles a fine shade of red. I noted a flowering

specimen of Tapeinotes Carolina, a fine old plant

which deserves to be more widely grown.

M. L Da Smet-Duvivier's garden suggested Italy,

owing to the large numbers of Bambusa aurea there

growing; theae Bamboos should certainly take a

more important place as plants for parks and

gardens ; they are also suited for indoor decoration.

At M. Jos. Boelen's establishment I admired a

fine specimen of Mitraria coccinea, unfortunately

much neglected now-a-dajs, and a good example of

a variegated Rhododendron, the green centre of the

foliage being surrounded by a yellow edge.

M. Ch. Vujlsteke has now some fine Orchids in

bloom. I would mention Miltonia vexlllaria Enpress

Augusta Victoria, of fine colouring ; Olontoglossum

Harryanum, with large flowers, the lips of which are

of considerable size. The upper half is wide, and of

an unusually pure white colour, the purple part of it

veined with white, the yellow of the lower section of

remarkable brightness.
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The seedling Odontoglossums mentioned by me

continne to grow well; they require special care,

and dislike drought as much as they do excessive

dampness. After seeing a fine Cattleya gigas I was

shown a C. Gaskelliana nobilis with several flowers

of a very delicate tint.

A plant of Cypripedium Chamberlainianum, which

I have mentioned as floweringin the beginningof May,

1894, still bears twofiue blooms on the same raceme,

and there are buds promising future flowers. A
specimen of Odontoglossum Lindleyanum deserves

notice. It has twenty flower-stems with about six

blooms on each ; these 120 flowers are very bright

in colour. Three fine samples of O. mulus covered

with flowers; O. mulua Holfordianum leriopteron,

an excellent variety with flowers of a very clear

ground colour; O. ornatum, 0. elegantius, with a

fine branching spike bearing flowers whose ground

colour is greenish yellow, with a large spot on the

sepals, and on each of the petals two small spots

;

and 0. macranthum with very large flowers, complete

my list of the Orchids now in bloom. Ch. Be B.

FLORISTS' FL0WER8.

SOME NOTES ON TAKING THE BUDS OF
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Doubtless locality makes a great difference as

to the best date for this operation, and the seasons

make a great difference in results, so that the best

calculations are liable to be upset in some particular.

I like to get a good free growth for exhibition

flowers, and allow the plants, with very few excep-

tions, to break naturally. As a rule, I have no

trouble with the plants showing their crown- buds

too soon; in fact, many of the incurved varieties

are often too late, and this in a season like that of

this year.

The best flowers of Queen of England I ever had

were taken on August 4, 1891 ; the plants had grown

very strong owing to having being kept indoors longer

than usual during the very cold and late spring, bnt

were not stopped in any way. In 1893 several of

this class were cut back in May because they per-

sisted in flowering instead of growing; they grew

much weaker afterwards, as might have been expected.

I never find Lord Wolseley and Prince Arthur

show too soon ; in fact, the difficulty with these

two varieties is to get them to show early

enough. The best flower of Lord Wolseley I have

had was from a bud taken August 23, 1892, and

I find from my note-book three more buds were

taken on August 30, and five on September 12

in that year ; the latter, of course, were quite

useless for exhibition. Last year five were taken on

August 31, and did well ; in 1890 the first three

were taken August 26, and were good flowers.

The Princess of Wales family, in which I include

Mrs. Heale, Violet Tomlin, Mrs. Coleman, and Miss

Hagga», is very similar to the above in the matter of

showing buds, &c. ; many of the shoots during 1893

were not showing on Angust 31, and the flowers that

set after that date are of no use for exhibition.

In 1893, 1 stopped Hero of Stoke, and such varie-

ties early in May, and got a few very fine flowers in

good time. I had not tried stopping before, and never

got this family up to time previously, so that I am
quite favourable to stopping these in any season ; the

best flowers I had were taken on August 31, some

taken much earlier were quite useless, and I find them

quite large enough for the centre row on the stands

occasionally.

Lady Hardinge grew stronger and did better in

1893 than ever before, and the same may be said of

Alf Lyne (buds taken August 7).

Madame Carrie re showed bloom at every point in

May, and had to be cut back like many of the Queen
family. I afterwards got some fair blooms, but they

were much inferior to those of the previous year

when they were not cut down or stopped in any way.
The Japanese varieties in some instances show too

soon, but as a rule they may be left to make a natural

break. This section is not easily divided into families,

and I will mention a few of the principal varieties.

Avalanche and Sunflower are classed together by
some growers for stopping. I never find them show
too early ; my best flower of Avalanche in 1894 was
taken July 29 with five others, and all of them
did well ; those taken later were much smaller.

Bouquet de Dime, taken on July 20, also Angust 9,

were first-rate ; Crystal Queen, taken on August 9 and
Angust 22, were poor ; Esoile de Lyon, taken on
July 29, were almost white, but of good form ; those

taken August 22 and 31 were also good flowers, and
perfect as regards colour—liberal feeding has much
to do with the latter point in this variety.

E. Molyneux has almost failed this season. The
plants were very healthy, and buds were taken on
July 29, August 9,22,31 ; those on August 22 were the

best, but were not full in the centre ; in 1891, those

taken on August 14 were first-class.

Florence Davis, taken on July 20, were very fine.

L'Eufant des deux Mondes and its parent Louis

Boehmer, should not be taken too early. Those
taken on August 22 were the best here this season.

Mr. A. H. Neve, taken on July 20, was of no use

whatever ; others, taken on Angust 7, 15, 24, and 31,

were all good, the latter having the most colour.

Viviand Morel had to be cut back early in May,
owing to premature flowering ; buds taken on July 20
and 28, gave fine large flowers, but without colour

;

others, taken on August 15, were perfect, bnt not so

large as usual, owing to having been cut down.

W. H. Lincoln, taken on July 20 and 28, gave good
large flowers, but pale in colour ; and on August 15
proved the best date for this variety in 1893. W, H.
Diners.

Papa Gontier is a vivid pink flower, centre buff,

reverse of the petals reddish-purple. Raised by
Nabonnand in 1882.

Oleandehs.

These rarely cultivated plants, which are such

excellent subjects for the decoration of apartments,

were well shown in flower at Darmstadt by F.

Classmann, Mayence. The vigorous healthy plants

were abundantly flowered.

GEKMANY.
And they were not Missed ! — We read in

Moller's Deutsche Gartner Zeitung that the Darm-
stadt nurserymen and florists declined, to the number
of thirty-eight oat of forty firms there established, to

take any part in a recent exhibition held by the

horticultural society of that town; and, curious to

relate, says the reporter, " nobody missed them."

No one knew the reason for this wholesale non-par-

ticipation on the part of the trade. Perhaps it was
to show the Society that they were indispensable,

and that without their assistance the show would be

a failure. However, one good result of their refusal

to show was a very lively participation of the nur-

serymen from a distance, and the show was ren-

dered a much more interesting one than would
otherwise have been the case.

A red ! Marshal Niel Rose was shown. It is one
of numerous seedlings raised by Dr. Miiller, and is

the result of a cross between Marshal Niel and
General Jacqueminot, a fact that is readily discover-

able in the foliage and in the bloom, which is exactly

similar to that of Marshal Niel, excepting in colour

—a beautiful deep red. Of all the seedlings from the

selfsame seed-capsnle, only this one possessed these

striking attributes, the rest having a more or less

resemblance to General Jacqueminot. This red

Marechal is not yet named ; and may never receive a

name from the raiser, who is no business man, but an
amateur who finds his chief delight in the raising of

new varieties ; taking pleasure in them for a time,

and then discarding them for a new favourite. He
has the advantage over all others, in being in the

sole possession of certain crosses of Roses which he

can employ in obtaining still more remarkable

results.

A Yellow-coloured Kaisebin Aususte Victoria

Rose.

We read that Mr. Peter Lambert, of Treves,

asserts that he has the above variety, bnt as yet it

has not been exhibited.

A White Spoht of Papa Gontiee Rose.

Papa Gontier is essentially a variety for cutting

for market, an almost perpetual flowerer, and very

early in season. The sport possesses all the good

properties of the type, and is likely therefore to be

of great value to trade growers. It was found in

the garden of a Frankfort-on-Maine nurseryman,

and shown by Mr. C. P. Strassheim, of that city.

MARKET GROWERS AND
SALESMEN.

The memorable saying, " Something is rotten in

the State of Denmark," has a manifest application to

the fruit-growing community in Worcestershire. I

have for some days been making an excursion

through the rural districts of Worcestershire,

and naturally I came in extensive contact with

that industrious class known as the market gar-

deners. It is impossible to view without

admiration the well-conditioned allotments which

they hold, nor can you contemplate their energy

without admitting that they are justly entitled to

the practical sympathy and snpport of the British

public. Strange to say, this, the season of " hope

realised," is invariably acclaimed a season of dismay.

They have watched the maturing process of their

crops with glowing pride. Heaven for its bonnty has

been (raised ; but, alas ! there remains a sting which

warps and blnnts their sense and enjoyment of human
ecstasy. During the season these men despatch pro-

digious quantities of their produce to Manchester and

other important northern markets. Here they

come into the hands of commission agents, whose

duty it is to sell to the general purchasing public.

A few days later a return is forwarded to the sender,

and it is this document, together with the accom-

panying pecuniary contents, that causes the grower

the depression and heart-sickness to which I have re-

ferred. In almost countless instances the "proceeds

fail to meet the cost of gathering ; in numberless

others a balance remains against the grower, which

he is expected to remit. These disappointments,

together with sundry others of a like kind, are re-

sponsible for numerous and serious embarrass-

ments which the market- gardening fraternity is

perforce made to endure. Grievances of this char-

acter have so multiplied of late years that a

serious problem confronts ns. We must either kill

the patient, long-suffering gardener, which would

mean a huge national calamity, or we mnst cure the

disease. It is deep-seated, some say, and on the

surface ineradicable ; but despite this the obstacles

are not altogether insuperable. Lst growers take

heart of grace, show true manly confidence, and here,

to a great extent, a solntion of these disappointing

experiences will be found. It ha* been suggested to

me that the Government should be invited to appoint

salesmen, who should be guaranteed a yearly stipend

according and in proportion to their capacities. This

stipend should be paid by the grant of a reasonable

commission, together with payment of reasonable

incidentals. I confess I do not like the principle. State

interference would be cumbersome, and before it had

been in operation long, it would be discarded as too

costly and impracticable. Others suggest that the

produce should be sold in the immediate home
counties, bnt this contention is too absurd to be for

one moment entertained. Large fruit-growing counties

invariably have a yield tremendously in excess of

local requirements ; hence, it is apparent that a

hard-and-fast rule of this nature would soon be

regarded as infinitely worse than the present

disease. The custom would be more honoured in

the breach than the observance, and in the

end, general demoralisation of the system would
follow. The only effectual solution that the writer

can discover in this : Let market-gardeners organise

and form a sound association. Select from its mem-
bership honourable and capable men, and to these

entrust your future success as growers. The diffi-

culties that would at the outset bestrew their paths

as salesmen would vanish entirely as time went on ;

mutual confidence, forbearance, and collective in-
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tereit would inspire them to succeed, and, that

object attained, past miseries and disaffection would

become effaced.— Yours, &c ,
Inve-tigator.

Powick, Worceiterahire, Jnne 29, 1895. Man-
chester Guardian, July 14, 1895.

AZALEAS AT WALTON LEA,
WARRINGTON.

Our illustration (fig. 13) represents a profuse

floral display in the conservatory at Walton Lea,

and was taken from a photograph obligingly

There are some thirty varieties, among which were

fine pyramidal plants of Dae de Nassau, 7J feet

high and 3£ feet in diameter, in perfect condition
;

Souvenir du Prince Albert, Stella, Due de Brabant,

Model, Flag of Truce, and Baronne de Vriere. The

smaller plants consisted of Roi d'Hollande, Mdlle.

Marie Planehon, Balsaminiflora, Illuminator, and

others, all densely covered with bloom. The effect

of such a display of plants, arranged as they were

with good taste, was one calculated to leave a

lasting impression on all who saw it. The

conservatory was not the only house avail-

able to the public. They were allowed to walk

SPYE PARK.
While on a visit last week to Mr. Perry, the

gardener at this place, I was struck by the [beauty

of an extensive herbaceous border he had made and

planted in the centre of the kitchen garden. This

border runs east and west, and is about 130 yards

long, and 8 feet wide. Choice Apples and Pears

line both aides. This border forma a uaeful reaerve

of planta for cutting from, and there is nearly always

something to be found in it of interest to the lover

of plants. I noticed flowering profusely the lovely

Funkia grandiflora, the odour of whoie flower is very

refreshing; Achillea Ptarmica, fl.-pl., so useful for

Fig. 13.

—

azalea- house at wawon lea, Washington.

furnished by Mr. P. Wilunaon, Cliff View,

Walton, Warrington. The following letter accom-

panied the photograph :

—
" For a number of years

John Crosafield, Eiq , of Walton Lea, has, at

different aeasons of the year, generously opened hia

gardens to the Warrington public, for the inspection

of hia varied collectiona of planta. On May 5 and 6

of the present year the public were so admitted to

view the Azaleas, and some 5000 persons availed

themselves of the privilege, myself amongst the

number. The plants were arranged in the con-

servatory, a splendid span-roofed house 40 feet in

length, 25 feet in width, and 20 feet in height, a

temporary entrance being arranged to meet the

necessities of the occasion. The plants were arranged

in one large group in the centre and on borders about

4 feet wide, which run along each side of the house.

through the long range of plant and fruit-

honaes, one of them the famoua Camellia- houae

100 feet in length, and 15 feet 6 inchea in breadth,

containing aplendid apecimen plants of choice varie-

ties. A good display of Orchids was likewise in

bloom at the same time, and an admirable batch of

herbaceous Calceolarias. Great credit is due to

Mr. W. Kippa, the head-gardener at Walton Lea,

who haa for many years conducted the work in theae

gardens. It is impossible to visit these beautiful

gardens without a feeling of indebtedness to Mr.

Crosafield for hia coneideration of the War-

rington townspeople, and I think in admitting them

to his place he aeta an example which many other

possessors of fine gardens in the neighbourhood of

large towns might follow with advantage to all

engaged in horticultural pursuits.

cutting; Chrysanthemum maximum, growing wonder-

fully strong, with numerous flowers, which were of

unusual size; Heucheraaangainea, Bocconia cordata,

a tall Cephalaria, with straw-coloured flowers ; Epi-

lobiums, flowering profusely ; Campanulas, of various

species; Carnations, Mignonette, Dahlias, &c. All

the planta were growing with amazing vigour, and

flowering profuaely.

Choice Lilies, Gladiolus, which were showing

flower very strongly, fill the spaces between the

herbaceoua planta.

Mr. Perry finds Cole's Blood-manure very beneficial

to these subjects, and he uses it as a top-dressing for

beds of Lily of the Valley, Deutzias, and Spiralis.

There is a good show of fruit generally ; and the

houaea afforded a rare show of Grapea, Peaches, and

Figs. W. A. C Compton Basictt.
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Book Notice.
•

Pflanzen Krankheiten durck Kryptogam-
I8CHE PARA8ITEN VERURSACHT. By Dr. Carl

Freiberr von Tubeurf. (Berlin, 1895.)

A work of nearly 600 pages of closely-printed

matter on the subject of plant- diseases caused by

parasitic fungi, may appear to many as, of necessity,

either encyclopaedic and too full of details, or super-

ficial, and abounding in wordy treatment ; as a matter

of fact, whatever the faults of Von Tubeufa book, it

avoids both the extremes mentioned. It is a very

soberly written and fair digeBt of the voluminous

literature which has appeared in Germany since De
Bary's fine treatise on fungi started the aeries of

workB, of which Brefeld, Zopf, Hartig, Frank, and

Sorauer are the most important, in a domain in

which Berkeley was one of the best pioneers, as well

as one of the hardest workers and clearest thinkers.

Berkeley's chief work in vegetable pathology ap-

peared in these columns.

It is a very common plan in German text-bookB

to deal with subjects of this kind in two parts

—

" General " and " Special," and such is the c&8e here.

In the first part {Attgemeiner Theil) an attempt has

been made to re-caBt the uBually-accepted classi-

fications of the mode of life of fungi under the head-

ings Parasitism, Mutualism, and Nutricism (for

only by this barbarous equivalent can we consistently

render the word chosen), and, we think, with but

scanty succeia, for the efforts to draw sharp lines

between the various stages of parasitism displayed

by fungi of different species, or by the same species

under different conditions, can rarely be maintained.

For instance, Von Tubeuf substitutes for De Bary '«

classification of parasites and saprophytes into

(1) Obligate Saprophytes; (2), facultative para-

sites ; (3), obligate parasites ; and (4), facul-

tative saprophytes, the following (1), Pare Sapro-

phytes; (2), Hemi-saprophytes
; (3), pure parasites,

and (4), semi-parasites, without in any substantial

degree improving the classificatory value of the sub-

stituted terms. Indeed, his own account shows that

the new terms break down as hopelessly as the old

ones before cases like Mucor and Penicillium, which
behave as if they were parasites on ripened fmits,'or

Botrytis forms which can penetrate young tissues

when the mycelium has attained a certain degree of

vigour, and accumulated sufficient poison or enzymes
to start an entrance by nestling in the first few cells

it is enabled to kill.

Nothing is gained here by calling the fungns a half-

parasite instead of a facultative parasite ; and indeed

the latter term is the better, for it expresses more
nearly the real state of the case. The further dis-

cussion of the mode of life of parasitic fungi is

happier, and the author has brought together an
interesting series of new facts, published since the

treatment of these phenomena along similar lines by
Zopf.

In the section on mutualism, again, we are driven

to the conclusion that Tubeuf is striving after a

refinement of terminology, which obscures rather

than illuminates his subject. He regards the

elassical ease of the symbiosis of Lichens as met by
the term individualism, because the result is a living

being " which in its form, life-rpquirements, and
mode of living ia completely new, and differs entirely

from the two components." Bat this savours of a
mere playiDg with words, and, we think, with words
singularly ill-chosen to play with.

That the author is right in distinguishing such
cases of symbiosis as those of the Lichens, Witches'
Brooms, and so forth, from the cases of Mycorhiza
and the leguminous tubercles, may be at once con-
ceded. He does this by laying stress on the view
that in the latter one of the symbiotic organisms
serves especially for the nutrition of ita host—e.g.,

the fungus of Mycorhiza is regarded as bringing
organic food-materiala to the root it dwells on or

in, and the organism of the leguminous nodules is

digested by the host plant.

The sections most interesting to the " practical
man" will, no doubt, be the chapters v. to vii., dealing)

with predisposition to infection, methoda of com-
bating the diaeases, and the practical aignificance

of fungoid diseases. The author insists on the hope-

lessness of individual efforts to combat diseases

which are widespread over areas where apathy or

ignorance prevent co-operation ; and urges, with

considerable force, the necessity for experimental

stations, mnaeums, and meana for educating the

public in the technical mattera here co cerned.

He then enter8 into the prophylactic and thera-

peutic aspects of remedies and measures; and,

among other illustrations of the efficacy of tr at-

ment thoroughly carried out, quotes the followijT,

without, however, discussing the secondary effects.

Of two parka in Munich, there ia one where the

leavea are always removed, whereaa they are left on
the ground in the other : as a consequence, Rhytisma
acerinum never appears in the former, but is spread

all over in the latter, a fact easily explained by the

habits of the fungus. The treatment of wounds in

trees, based chiefly on Hartig's results, also comes
in for lengthy discussion.

The agriculturist and horticulturist will probably

be disappointed to find so little said about spraying

of foliage with powders and liquids, but the three

pages or so devoted to the subject abound in good

sense. Possibly, over-caution is noticeable about

details, or it may be, the author has not fully con-

sidered the voluminous literature from America and

elsewhere, or has not been able to make np his mind
about the results. Rumm's experimenta with

Bordeaux Mixture, and his idea that the action

is due to the copper and is electric in nature [so

says the author ; but Bamm concluded the action

is probably chemotactic] are mentioned, and further

on in the book, reference is also made to Frank
and Kruger's recent attempts to show that some
mysterious chemotactic action occurs to account for

the decidedly beneficial action on Potatos.

Our own opinion is, that much remains to be

done along this line of investigation, bat one piece

of advice is perfectly sound, namely, that spraying

must be done with the fullest knowledge possible of

the habits of the fungus to be fought, and no mere
datea or general directiona for the application of

these mixtures will suffice.

We may interpolate here what is not sufficiently

dwelt upon in the book, namely, that what Rumm and

Frank and Kruger find is that the copper-salts affect

the host plant, apart from any action on the fungi,

by increasing the chlorophyll and the manufacture

of starch, by accelerating the maturity and weight of

the fruit (Vine) and tubers (Potato), and by diminish-

ing the rate of transpiration. Oa the other hand,

experience alone can decide as to the effect of

accumulating copper in the 8oil, and there is pro-

bably no question of greater importance for agricul-

tural and horticultural committees who have ex-

perimental grounds and expert advice at their dis-

posal, to investigate further.

In the special part, which comprises all but

1£0 pp. of the whole, the plan followed is the simple

and effective one of taking the principal groups of

fungi, and treating of their parasitic representatives.

In the main, Brefeld's classification is followed. An
interesting section on the Chytridiaeeas, in which
fully acknowledged advantage has been taken of

Fischer's and Sch; user's recent monographs, opens

the work, and then follow the Oomycetes, in which
the far too short paragraph on the Potato disease

will prove the most interesting. The fungus has no
oospores, bat the mycelium passes the winter in the

tubers, a view combated by Bobm, who maintained
that we are completely ignorant of the way it winters.

This fungus has been found on Solanum muricatam
in Ecuador, and has been infected into Solanum
caribense and Petunia hybrida. 16 also oecura on
the Tomato. The use of Bordeaux Mixture ia recom-
mended and defended.

Passing to the higher fangi, the AscomyceteB first

receive attention, and a very complete account of the

Exoascese and Witches' Broome, pockets, &c. pro-
duced by them is given ; SaJebeck's recent work
being laid under fall contribution. The mildews
Erysiphess) and Nectrias and other Pyrenomycetei

follow, including interesting but short paragraphs

on Epichloe and Claviceps. Under the Discomycetea,

a considerable share of attention is given to

Woronin's Sclerotinia ; and Hartig's account of the

Larch disease is accepted in its entirety. The advice

given is, Larches in the low lands (i.e., as contrasted

with its native alpine heights) should be planted

only in airy situations, not in close plantations,

and never in the neighbourhood of already-diseased

trees.

The TJstilaginese receive 'a very full treatment,

based on Brefeld's work, and the section on Ure-
diness is very interesting, owing to the large amount
of att ention this group has attracted lately at the

hands of ErikBon, Klebahn, Plowright, Tubeuf him-
self, and others.

The di fferent varieties of Puccinia graminis are

fully give n according to Erikson & Henning'a recent

work (1894), which afforda a new glimpse of the

compl exity of the problem8 of hetercecism among
these fun gi. Similarly with the Gymnosporangium
forms, to which also a good deal of attention has

been dir ected of late. Tubeuf has himself worked
specially at these forms, and he here gives a very

full account of the group, with lists of the varied

results whic h different authors have obtained by

sowing th em on the various Pomaeese on which they

are hetercecio us. This aection ia both interesting

and impor tant, and again serves to open np wide

vistas in this difficult domain of mycology. Of
course, the Witches' Broom on Silver Firs, &c, due

to the well-known JEcidium elatinnm receive

attention ; as do all the principal fungi which
attack Coni era and other trees. Many of these

latter, especially those which destroy timber, are

Bisid iomycetes, and Tubeuf has introduced photo-

graphic reproductions here—as elsewhere in the

book—with marked success.

The systematic or "special" part ends with a

short categorical treatment of the " fungi imperfecti,"

and phytopathogenic schizomycetes and Algse.

On the whole, the author is to be congratulated on
having produced a book which is decidedly in

advance of any of its predecessors, and which must
be regarded as the most complete compilation we
possess on the subject. The Btyle is clear, and the

print e xcellent. Fault may perhaps be found with
the inequality of the discussions; for instance, the

Potato d iseaee is disposed of in two pages, while

more than twenty are devoted to Gymnosporangium
;

but such a matter depends on the point of view, and
it is not difficult to conclude that the author is espe-

cially interested in m orphological questions. Be
thiB as it may, however, there can be no doubt

that the work is a useful and valuable contribution

to science, and will be welcome in all botanical

libraries. H. Marshall Ward.

The Herbaceous Border.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-FLOWERED PYRE-
THRUMS.

A useful hint in regard to the above popular
and free -flowering group of plants is that given by
the Messrs. Kelway— now is the time to plant.

Indeed, it is more than useful, it is valuable, and
especially so to those who would have fine flowers

for the year that follows. Bat the planting of such
things in Midsummer, with the soil dust-dry in some
districts, 2 or 3 inches deep, involves a certain

amount of ritk. and probable losses. The latter, how-
ever, may be reduced to a minimum by only planting

well-established pot-plants, not starvelings, that have
no vigour remaining, bat such as have been specially

prepared daring the past spring for planting during

the present season. There are many, I am aware,

who adopt the rough-and-ready practic? of dividing
these Pyrethrums with a spade at any convenient
time. My own experience goes to prove that there

is nothing to be gained by planting large clamps of

these plants, or even by cutting them in halves ; on
the contrary, such a practice invariably results in

blossoms inferior in size, and these by no means
repreeent the flowers in their beBt form. I have
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tried several ways and different season*, but find

none to equal that of dividing the plants into small

pieces of, say, three or four crowns each, and potting

them into pots of large 60 eiza ; then place them in a

cold, close, well-shaded frame for a short season till

new roots and fresh growth are both apparent.

In a month, all being well, they will be ready for

planting out again. This operation is best performed
in the early spring, when about 4 inches of new
foliage has been made, and when the dividing has

been carefully done, the losses are very few indeed.

Following this practice, I have propagated many
thousands of these plants. In precisely the same
manner these plants may be increased in summer-
time after flowering is completed. At the latter

date the plants should be cut down to within

6 inches of the ground, and when new leaves spring

from the tufts, lift and divide them in the way
recommended above. The plants resulting will be
ready by the middle or end of August, and should

be planted out withont delay. Such plants,

of course, will not be capable of producing

results in the ensuing year equal to those

earlier planted, and for this reason, and the saving

of a season's bloom, the spring-propagated plants are

much the best all round. If possible, get these into

their permanent positions by the end of May or

early in June. Autumn-planting for these Pyre-

thrums cannot be generally recommended, and on
cold or clayey Hoils they frequently dwindle and die ;

and, singularly enongh, on heavy soils, the plants

frequently become a prey to a small black slug, that

demolishes every leaf as soon as it appears. In this

manner I have known whole beds to be wrecked
during winter-time, the slugs working unobserved in

the tofts, in defiance of the usual preventive measures
taken to keep sings in general in check. It is a good
practice to surround the plants with coal- ashes, as a
preventive of the ravages of slugs. When planting at

whatever season, the soil must be deeply worked and
heavily manured ; and to secure the best results and
finest flowers, divide and replant every two years. J,

The Rosary.

THE COUBERT DOUBLE WHITE ROSE.

We had occasion recently to mention this Rose as

growing at Kew. It is a form of Rosa rugosa, o'

relatively dwarf stature, and large double flowers of

great substance and snow-white lustre. From an
article in the Journal des Bases by M. Grosdemange
(November. 1894), it appears that this Rose was
raised by M. Cochet-Cochet at Coubert, hence the

Rose has been called " Blanc double de Coubert."

It is a most desirable introduction, well suited for

beds, shrubberies, or corners.

VARIORUM.

FLOWEB8 OF THE NORTH-WEST PRAIRIE.—
On this vast, this seemingly interminable prairie of

the Great North-west Territory of Canada, the
flowers are truly beautiful and various, and to the

true lover of Nature are things of beauty and joys for

five months of the year, from the time (May) when
that sweet harbinger of spring, Anemone patens,

puts forth its light blue cops, not sparingly but by
thousands, till September, when the lovely Gentiana
acaulis [?] and stately Sunflower are in full glory ; the

colour of the former being blue as the heavens above
it, and the latter brilliant as the yellow sky round
the setting sun. The season of these Anemones

—

here erroneously called Crocuses—is somewhat short,

as the flowering is over, and the fluffy heads of seed

ripen by the beginning of Jane. But this rapid

maturity is not peculiar only to the Anemone, for

all vegetation in this land of extreme heat and cold

is the same ; its appearance is sudden, and the

growth to the ripening stage simply prodigious. As
the Anemones fade away they are followed in rapid

succession by several kinds of Ranunculus, all being

of a dwarf habit, none so tall as the familiar Batter-

cup of the meadows of the Old Country. Then
appears, mostly on high ground, in compact clumps,

a very low-growing plant, which bears a profusion of

pure white, almost square-Bbaped flowers, which are

evanescent, however, for they last but a week or so.

At the same time may be found, growing in more

humid soil, the yellow Lupin, its bright flowers being

conspicuous from quite a distance. Where the land

has been "broken " (ploughed), this plant is almost

sure to appear, and continues flowering for several

weeks; it produces seed freely. Never shall I forget

the delight and surprise I experienced when I first

came during a botanical ramble upon a fine clump

of Cypripedium, bearing ten fully - developed

flowers, and as I looked with admiration upon this

lovely wildling, with its Orchid-like beauty, it

seemed to me to be hardly possible, knowing that

but a few weeks before the ground under its roots

was frozen solid for several feet down, that it could

retain its vitality in such trying circumstances—of

such are truly the wonders of Nature.

Just now (June 25) the Roses and Lilies—of which

latter, however, I have only met with one variety

—

are the most conspicuously beautiful ; of the former,

there are some so dwarf that they almost rest upon

the ground, while others are several feet high, their

natural growth having almost the appearance of

trained standards. The colours of these Roses vary

from the purest white to a dark rich red ; some are

variegated, like the old York and Lancaster, bnt all

have abont them a most delicious perfume. The fruit,

which is produced in abundance, and of several

shapes, from perfectly round to very long oval, while

some of them are round, with the exception of the

top, which is perfectly flat, somewhat like a Medlar.

All of them become the food of the prairie chick,

and the bluff partridge. The large oval fruit, when
fully ripe, can be made into a very nice preserve

;

this I know from practical experience. The flowers

are from 1 to 2 inches in diameter, the petals lying

wide apart, so that when fully expanded they are

quite flat. As I have said, I have met with but one

variety of Lily, which in shape, size, and colour,

though somewhat brighter and lighter, with brown

spots at the base of the petals, much resembles the

Vallota purpurea, but unlike that handsome plant,

the leaves are all produced on the flower-item, like

most other Lilies.

Of Vetches, there are several varieties to be met

with on the prairie, all bearing purple flowers, with

one exCBption, which is white, and much larger;

they grow from Hto 2 feet high. Then there is

the " Fairy Flax," which, however, does not 'ope'

i' the month of May," for it does not come to us till

Jane is half over, when its delicate, fragile flowers

expand in great profusion. Of Violets, we have two

varieties, the white and the purple, the flowers and

foliage being much larger than those of the Old

Country ; but, alas ! they have no fragrance to waste

on the desert air, or awaken fond recollections in the

heart of the lonely settler, for they have not even a

suspicion of perfume. Then come the bold-looking,

erect, handsomo Harpaliums, their rich yellow and

brown flowers forming a strong contrast to the

elegant, lightly- poised flowers of the ethereal Hare-

bell, which may generally be seen growing in close

proximity to its more robust sisters. Two varieties

of Aquilegia are to be met with here, a dwarf and a

giant ; the foliage of the former is simply exquisite,

being quite as beautiful as Maidenhair Fern ; but the

flowers are insignificant. The tall giant variety is

to be met with only in the " bluffs " (woods or bnsh),

where it grows to the height of 4 and 5 feet; the

foliage, though like that of its little sister just

mentioned, is very much larger, and of greater sub-

stance, and although handsome, is comparatively

coarse ; its flowers, also, are no great attraction.

The Daisy we have—not the " wee crimson-tipped

flower," but a pure white, with several flowers on

each stem, which is sometimes 4 or 5 inches long

Of elegant Meadow-sweet there is an abundance,

scenting the air with its fragrance. Pyrolas

abound in moist shady places, their round, broad,

firm leaves, and charming Lily-of-the- Valley-like

flowers frequently covering the ground !o the exclu-

sion of all other plants. Auriculas, also, where the

ground is humid, but exposed to the fall sun, are

to be seen by hundreds in one place ; the foliage and

flowers, the latter of a light purple with )ellow

centre, are smaller than the vareties in cultivation,

but they have the charae'er stic tf their letted

sisters of being powdered. Thtr.» are to be seen

wide patches, extending several yards acroes, of a

beautiful miniature white Eveilatin^-flo wer, which

when gathered when just in full b'.com, will remain

fresh and firm for years. I have some scch which I

gathered four years ago, and they are as white and

perfect as when first taken from the prairie. T. S. J.

Plant Notes.

HEUCHERA SANGUINEA.

In this very droughty season, the above pretty

herbaceous perennial is exceptionally free in

flowering. I recently observed a nice healthy

batch of it growing with great freedom amongst
the many useful things to be found at St. Clere

Gardens, Kemsing, the seat of Sir Mark Collet

which gave me a more favourable impression of

the plant than heretofore. Its deep- red flowers

on stems 1J to 1J feet high had a quite charming
effect in the mass. The gardener at St. Clere's

spoke highly of it as a pot plant for the conservatory

and greenhouse, and of his intention to grow a good
number in pots another season. The plant is readily

increased by taking the side-shoots and dibbling

them into a sandy compost under a hand light, or

by severing the yonng rooted shoots and planting

them on a north border at about 1 ; feet apart, to

be lifted and potted at a later date. A native of

northern Mexico, introduced in 1832. B. Markham,

Nursery Notes.

ALLINGTON NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.
Fob many years, with unwavering determination,

Messrs. G. Banyard & Co. have been adding to their

already extensive fruit nurseries, till at the present

time it may be safely said to contain one of the

finest collections of fruit trees in the world. The
thousands of young trees, clean, healthy, and free of

growth, found in the Allington Nurseries of the firm

must be seen for their general excellence to be

comprehended. The area under fruit trees is

upwards of 100 acres, and the 20 acres recently

added have been trenched two spits deep, and are

well filled at the present time with healthy planting

stuff. The trained Peach and Nectarine trees are

examples of good management, and being worked

on a free- growing variety of stock, any of them
would, with due attention, quickly cover a large

space on high walls or trellises. There are 50,000

trained trees in the nurseries, exclusive of cordons.

Almost every known variety is kept in stock, but

only the most approved varieties are extensively

cultivated.

Apples were remarked as planted in "drifts,"

ranging from 30,000 to 70000 in a drift, and the

wood is vigorous, the foliage ample and of good

colour, and in many instances well studded with

flower-buds. In one square I observed 38,000

dwarfs worked three years ago, which were in most

cases carrying a capital lot of fruit that promises to

grow to a fair size. It is a matter of surprise how
well these miniature trees fruit, and how bright the

colour of the fruits, more so indeed than from some

trees that are cultivated in pots. Plums and Pears

are extensively grown, but the latter not in such

large numbers as Apples and Plums.

One might reasonably have imagined that the

drought would have crippled the growth of many of

the young trees, but this is not so, the numerous

fibrous roots penetrating the soil in every direction,

enabling the plants to grow unchecked. Oving to
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the regularity of the planting, a horae-hoe can be

used between the lines of trees, and, as a fact, it is

constantly at work, beeping a crumbly surface and

killing weeds. This fine tilth preserves the moisture

in the soil.

A fine plantation of Roses, consisting of some

10.000, was noted, which, as regards the Hybrid Per-

petuals, passed through the winter without a plant

being any the worse for the hard and long frost.

The Teas suffered severely, especially those budded

as standards, dwarfs escaping largely where covered

with snow. Many new varieties of fruits from all

parts are being grown for trial. H. M.

Trees and Shrubs.

HEDYSARUM MULTIJTJGUM.

This plant has naturally a loose straggling habit.

The leaves scarcely exceed 5 inches in length. The
racemes are erect, loose, with fifteen to seventeen

flowers, generally fewer ; each flower is about

j inch long, violet or rosy-lilac, becoming blueish as it

withers. The pod divides into three or four, flattened,

orbicular disc-like segments thickened at the margins,

and with tooth- like projections from the sutures, and

from the centre of the valve of the carpel. We
have now seen specimens from Messrs. Barbier, of

Orleans, the Royal Gardens, Kew, and the Botanic

Garden, Cambridge, all substantially alike, and in

accordance with Regel's figure.

Colonial Notes.

THE GOLD COAST.

We learn from the Kew Bulletin that Mr. C. H.
Humphries has been appointed to succeed the late

Mr. W. Crowther as Curator of the Botanic Garden
at Aburi. Mr. Humphries has had three years

experience in the tropical department at Kew, and
had previously been with Messrs. Kelway & Sons for

nine years.

Saint Lucia.

Mr. J. C. Moore has received the appointment of

Curator of the Botanic Station, St. Lucia, West
Indies. Mr. Moore was employed before entering at

Kew at the gardens, Broadlands.

The Week's Work,
THE HAHDT FSUIT 8ABDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Bighclere Castle. Newbury.

FIG TREES: THINNINQ THE FRUITS.—It will be
necessary where the fruits are numerous to thin
them, so as to obtain good size and fine quality. First,

those which are mis-shapen from any cause should be
removed, then all undersized and late ones. Continue
to remove superfluous shoots, so as to admit snnshine
to the fruits, and to the shoots reserved for fruiting

next year. All foreright shoots should also be cut
away, and short-jointed, sturdy growth laid-in in

sufficient number to duly cover the wall-space
without crowding.

THE BUDDING OF STOCK8.—At this season
bndding may be performed if a number of suitable
stocks have been prepared. The best buds will be
found on half-ripened shoots of middle size, wood-
buds, that is, such as will produce a shoot only,
being taken. Such buds are readily distinguished
from bloom-buds by their more elongated and
pointed in shape. Be careful to choose healthy, free-
growing shoots, and not to take them sooner than
they are wanted for inserting in the stocks. Of
course, if they have to be sent to a distance, the
shoots should be bundled up in damp moss or the
like, and when unpacked, they should be immersed
in water for a few hours before making use of them.
The budder must be provided with a pail or watering-
can in which to place the shoots, standing the butt-
ends in the water, haviDg first cut off the blade of
every leaf, but retaining the stalk. This latter will
serve to protect the bud a little, and is useful as a
handle wherewith the bud-shield may be pushed

into place, Havi ng cotton, soft rafia, or Russian bast,

cut into suitable—say, of 1.} feet—lengths, one or

two knives, and a hone, in readiness, select a suitable

bud, and, commencing at its lower end, cut a slice of

bark and wood about 1£ inch, or slightly less, in

length, with the bud occupying the middle point

;

then carefully remove the small portion of wood left

in the bark by inserting the end of the knife-handle

at the proper upper end of the bark, bend back the

slip of wood, which, if the shoot be in a suitable

condition, will readily separate, leaving bo depression

or pit baneath the bud. If a pit be left, the bud is

useless. Having made the bud, cut a slit lengthwise

in the barb of the stock about 1 inch in length, and

at any desired height from the ground ; make a cross-

cut at the top of the slit, raise the barb a little on
both sides with the knife-handle, insert the bud at

the point where the cross-cut is made, and push it

gently but firmly to the bottom of the slit, catting

off any of the shield which may overlap the cross-

cut, and bind-in the bud firmly with bast or budding-

cotton. The ligature will require to be loosened in

about one month afterwards. The stock should not

be cut back till the autumn or winter, when it may
be removed all but about 6 inches above the bud ;

and in the following summer, when 10 or 12 inches

of growth have been made, this snag may be cut off

clOBe to the young shoot.

FANCY, SHOW PELARGONIUM8, &C.—Pat in cut-

tings of these, choosing for the purpose shoots that are

half-ripened. In the cutting-pots use sandy loam and

leaf-soil, and place them in a cold frame close to the

glass, keeping the frame close until roots are made.

The old plants, after the cuttings have been taken,

should be stood in a sunny place out-of-doors, and

kept somewhat dry at the root for a time, pruning

them hard back towards the end of next month. A
number of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums may now be

potted, and have three or four stakes put to each,

around which the shoots may be trained. Keep the

flowers pinched off till within a few weeks of the

time that they are required to flower.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

FERN8.—These plants should now be afforded

water in abundance, it being almost impossible to

afford too much if the pots are filled with roots, and
the plants growing strongly. Weak manure-water,

applied twice a week, will do them good ; and some
much dilated soot-water, now and again, will be

found to keep the fronds of a good green colour,

especially if applied to such as have not been
repotted this year. When there is a large call for

the fronds of Adiantnm cuneatum, a good number
of the plants should be placed in a frame facing the

north, choosing those which have nearly finished

their growth. This cooler treatment will tend to

harden the fronds, and they will laBt much longer

when cat than those not so manipulated. Tree
Ferns should be examined occasionally for thripa, or

the fronds will soon be spoiled. Sponging them
with weak tobacco-water is one of the best and most
effectual means of ridding the plants of this pest.

[Vaporising with XL All is likewise safe, and a

great saving of labour. Ed.]

ORANGE TREE8.—Those trees which have set

their crop of fruits may be freely syringed overhead,

afforded liquid-manare occasionally, and ventilated

freely. All rank shoots, and such as if left would
tend to spoil the symmetry of the crown, may be cut-

in. Any trees infested with aphis should be well

fumigated, and the leaves cleaned by sponging with
soapy-water; afterwards, occasional syringings will

keep them clean. Scale is sometimes very disfiguring

to the trees, and must be got rid of by washes.

Trees that were not repotted or retubbed should be

examined as regards the drainage, and top-dressed

with rich sandy loam after removing the old soil.

It will do the trees no harm, but rather good, if

they are stood out-of-doors till the end of August.

If they have been growing in shaded houses, it will

be advisable not to put them at first in full sunshine,

although they will be able to bear it after a week or

two of exposure.

BAMBOOS.—If these are grown in pots, they may,
if space be required in the conservatory for other

things, be put out-of-doors, as for instance, in the

sub-tropical garden, plunging the pots in the beds or

in the turf, but finer growths will be made if they

are left indoors. Bamboos require plenty of water

at the root, and a top-dressing afforded every fort-

night of Clay's Fertiliser and soot. Bamboos make
good-sized bushes when grown in comparatively
small pots ; but if large plants are wanted, they
must have good-sized pots, and the present is a good
time for repotting. A suitable compost is made of

fibrous loam, peat, leaf-soil, J-inch bones, and
charcoal. A few suitable sDecies for pot culture are

B. arundinacea, B. mitis, B. striata, B. violascens,

B. Simonis, and B. nana.

8CENTED - LEAVED PELARGONIUM8. — These
plants are general favourites, and very useful for

conservatory and other uses. Small young plants

may be potted into 48's and 32's and stood outside,

and when the pots get filled with roots, stop the

shoots by nipping tfl' the points to give the plants

bushiness.

THE OaCSID HOU8ES.
By W. a. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking,

CATTLEYA8 AND L/ELIA3 —la a representative

collection oi Cattlsyas and Lselias, there is scarcely

a week in the whol" year in which there is not some

species or h\brid in flower. At the present time

the C. E'dorado in variety i» attractive. The flower-

sheat hs come up together with the new growth, and

by the time the pseudo-bulbs are quite formed, the

flowers have pushed up out of the sheath. The
blooms, when open, have a delicious fragrance, and

in a dryish atmosphere they will last in beauty for

Beveral weeks. While the plant is flowering it needs

careful watering, as too much moisture afforded at

this time causes the fleshy, half- matured growth to

decay ; and this not seldom ends in the loss of the

plant. On the other hand, the plaDt should not be

kept dry at the root, but should receive just as much
water as will keep the compoBt slightly moist,

and much less moist when the blooms are cut, and

the new pfeudc-bulbs fully made up. C. Eldorado

and its varieties, splendens, crocata, and Wallisii

have often been imported, but artificial cultivation

does not agree with them for many years together.

For several years past our plants have been grown

with the Mexican Lselias, but their pro-

gress has not been quite satisfactory. When
they began to grow last April they were experi-

mentally placed in a warmer- house, where an even

atmosphere is maintained, and kept more closely

shaded than before. The result was that every plant,

even those that were fast deteriorating, greatly

improved, and scarcely a growth failed to produce

flowers, the majority of which carried from two to four

good sized ones. On the completion of growth

they will be placed at the least warm part of the

Cattleya-house. New roots will push out from the

base of the flowering- bulb in a few weeks time, and

the old roots subsequently throw out a quantity of

short rootlets. It is at this time that repotting

should be performed if any of the plants stand in

need of it. Cattleya gigas, C. Dowiana, C. D. anrea

and C. rex may also be repotted soon after the

flowers fade. After repotting any of these plants,

water should be very sparingly applied, just enough

to encourage the roots to grow and to preserve the

old ones in health. When re-established gradual

exposure to the sun's rays is necessary to mature the

growth, and prepare the plants for their long rest,

and unlesB they are properly ripened premature

growth may result.

ARPOPHYLLUM GIGANTEUM AND SPICATUM.—
Among O/chids that are not generally cultivated

are these two species, which are attractive enough

when seen with a dozen or more strong bloom-spikes.

Both succeed in well-drained pots in a mixture of

peat and sphagnum-moss, if accommodated in a

light part of the intermediate-house and plentifully

supplied with water.

MISCELLANEOUS.—A charming miniature bota-

nical species now flowering is Polycycnis Leh-
manni. Its flowers have some resemblance to the

Swan-neck Orchid (Cycnoches), and its lip is

prettily spotted. At the present time it is kept

in the intermediate-house, growing in a hang-

ing shallow pan with the ordinary Orchid com-
post to root in. In the cool-house, plants of

Epidendrum vitellinum are starting into growth,

and will be afforded fresh materials to root into

without delay. They grow the best in small pots,

in a mixture of peat and sphagnum-moss, the crown

of the root being kept above the rim of the pot, the

new growths taroing black if they are in contact

with the soil. Laalia harpophylla may also be

repotted, keeping it with the OdontoglossumB for the

present. This and the preceding species grow best

standing down upon the stage amongst other plants ;

when hung up, the dry currents of air which reach

them through the top ventilators seem to act

injuriously on them. An extremely beautiful
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Orchid now in flower, is PnaiuB Humblotii.
Although coming from Madagascar, it does
not always grow as satisfactorily ander the
treatment given to plants from that country,
most of which like stove treatment. This species,

on the contrary, succeeds in a shady part of the
Cattleya- house. When in full growth, much
water should be afforded, but no overhead
syringing, or the young breaks become spotted, soon
decaying. Yellow-coloured thrips infest the growths,
doing much injury, and being minute, are not readily
seen. It isgood practice to dust tobacco- powder into the
growths occasionally, or place the plants in a house
which is being vaporised. Some growers prefer [to

use tobacco- paper for the destruction of thrips, but
the tender leaves of the plant in question are some-
times iDjared by strong fumigation. Others occa-
sionally dip the plants into some safe insecticide,
taking care to shade them from the sun's rays for

a few days afterwards.

THE PliOWEK GARDEN.
By Bailet Wadds. Gardener, Birdmll Gardens. York.

BULBS FOR THE 8PRINQ GARDEN.—The time
for ordering bulbs of the florist is now at hand.
Single-flowered varieties of Hyacinth are the best
for bedding purposes. Good reds and crimsons of
these are—Amy, La Reine des Jacinthes, Lord
Macaulay, Veronica, and Robert Steiger. White

:

Grand Vainqueur, La Grandesse, Voltaire, and
Grand Vedette. Blue: Baron Van Tuyll, Bleu
Mourant, Charles Dickens, Marie, King of the
Blues, and Uncle Tom. Yellows: Fleur d'Or,
Heroine, and Ida. Porcelain-blue : Czar Peter,
Grand Lilas, La Peyrouse, and Regulus. Double-
flowered varieties for bedding are — Whites

:

Anna Maria, Jenny Lind, La Daeese, and La
Souvenir dAuvergne. Red, rose, or crimson : Alida
Catharina, Bouquet Royal, Charles Prince of Sweden,
Groot Vorst, Princess Louise, and Regina Victoria.
Blue : Garrick, General Antic, and Othello. Yel-
low : Gcethe. Double and single-flowered Tulips for
a bright display of colour are more satisfactory in
the spring-garden than any other kinds of bulbs for
beds, or for planting in patches of six or eight
together in the herbaceous or shrubbery borders. A
few good early single varieties are Due Van Thol
various, and Artus scarlet ; Brutus, orange-crimson

;

yellows, Canary-bird and Chrysochlora ; reds,

&c, Crimson King, Cramoisie superbe and Duchesse
de Parme, red and gold ; yellow and orange, Golden
Prince ; La Grandeur vermilion-coloured. Of
Pottebakker there are several beautiful varieties.

Proserpine, is beautiful dark rose
;
Qaeen of the

Netherlands, rose
; Queen Victoria, white and

crimson, Royal Standard, white and cerise; La
Reine, white ; Thomas Moore, orange. Early
double-flowered varieties are Agnes, scarlet ; Ara-
bella, carmine; Duke of York, dark rose with
white border ; Gloria Solis, reddish- brown with
yellow edge ; Grenadier, scarlet and gold ; Imperator
rubrorum, scarlet-crimson ; La Candeur, white

;

Lady Grandison, vermilion ; Premier Gladstone,
red; Purple Crown, blood-red; Qaeen Victoria,
red and white

; Rex rubrorum, scarlet ; Rose
Blanch, white ; Tournesol, scarlet and yellow
varieties; Velvet Gem, crimson and yellow. Good
late double varieties are alba maxima, white

;

Marriage de ma Fille, white flaked with red ;

Fseony, gold-striped ; Rosa mundi, rose ; Yellow
Rose, yellow, sweet-scented. Tulip Gesneriana
should be largely planted for mixed borders.

CROCUSE8.—In continuation of my list of last
week, I now give a list of autumn, winter, and spring-
flowering Crocuses. The flowers are attractive
always, and especially those of the early spring,
which appear at a time when flowers of other genera
are few. If planted in the borders of herbaceous plants,
or in the foreground of shrubberies, they may stand
in clumps of twelve or twenty ; for edgings of flower-
beds alone, or in conjunction with edgings of
Arabis alpina, Ivy, &c, they alwavs give a lively
appearance. Good varieties of Crocus versicolor
are, whites, Queen Victoria. Mont Bianc, Caroline
Chisholm, Reine Blanche, Grand Conqueror; blue
and purple, Margot, Prince Albert, David Rizzio,
Baron von Brunow, Lord Derby, Lord Palmerston,
Sir John Franklin, L'Uaique, Othello

;
yellow,

Giant Golden Yellow, Old Golden Yellow, Cloth of
Gold, Albion, Belle Lisette, Lady Stanhope. Miss
Patte, President Grant, N* Plus Ultra and Sir Walter
Scott. Other species of Crocus are aureus, vernus,
•triatus, suaveolens, Imperati, odorus, albidorus,
flowering at the end of winter, and onwards to March

and April. The autumn-flowering species are
sativus, serotinus, Pallasii, nudiflorus, and speciosus.

QALANTHUS NIVALI8 AND NIVALI8 FL-PL., the
double and single varieties of the common Snow-
drop, should be largely planted in clumps by wood-
land paths, or nnder the shade of trees near drives.

Choice varieties for planting in borders in the
garden proper are G. caucasicm, G. Elwesii, G.
Imperati, G. latifolius Redoutei, G. robustus, and
G. plicatuB.

ERANTHI8 HYEMALI8—The winter Aconite, the
hardiest and earliest spring flower, is a useful plant
for covering the soil under the shade of trees, and it

is effective as an edging to flower beds. It is a
plant of lowly growth that looks best when planted
in masses together. It will grow in any kind of

soil.

DAFFODIL8.—No bulbous plants better repay the
care and attention bestowed on it than Daffodils and
Narcissus. The plants look well either as masses in

beds, clumps in the borders, or in other ways, and
they never fail to give satisfaction. The soil for

Narcissus may be the ordinary soil of the garden, or

it may be made up of loam and leaf-mould with quite

rotten manure. The drainage should be thorough,
or they will do no good. The land should be deeply
stirred, and in manuring it, the manure should be
put deep enough, not to be brought into contact with
the bulbs ; and before the latter are planted, it

should be made quite firm. Planting may be done
at depths varying from 4 to 6 inches, according to

size of bulbs. A few good trumpet Daffodils are

bicolor, Horsfieldi, Empress, Grandis, Dean Herbert,
cambricus, Colleen Bawn, Fred Moore, Johnstoni,
Madame de Graaf, princeps, Pseudo-Narcissus (the

Lent Lily), Shirley Hibberd, Incomparabilis in

numerous varieties, both single and double-flowered.

Many other species and varieties are to be found in

the bulb dealer's lists.

JONQUILS.—If these sweet-scented flowers are
planted, it should be only in sheltered parts of the
garden in beds of good rich soil. The best are the
double and single - flowered Olorus, Campernelli
major and 0. C. minor.

afforded, which prevents moisture from settling on
the berries. K<:ep all lateral growths pinched back,
and treat the borders as advised for Muscati.

GENERAL WORK.—All fruit-houies from which
the crops have been gathered should be thrown open,
and the roof-lights removed where portable. Syringe
the foliage copiously morning and evening, and see

that the roots are well supplied with moisture.

FBTJITS UNDER GLASS.
By BlCHARD Parker. Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester,

MU8CATVINE8.—Vineries in whichare ripe Grapes,
will require to be verv carefully ventilated, otherwise
the berries may be affected by rust, and this is likely

to occur if they are cooled by air being allowed to

circulate rapidly through the houses. If the borders

where the berries commenced to colour were efficiently

watered, and covered afterwards with straw, the Vines
will require no more water till the crop is cnt, but as

the present season is a particularly hot and dry one, it

would be well to examine the border occasionally, to

ascertain if the soil is approaching dryness, a dry

soil soon causing shrivelling of the fruit, and hin-

dering the development of the young wood. As a
shade to the Vines, a Strawberry-net may be fixed

on to the roof to mitigate the fierceness of the sun's

rays. If but a few bunches remain on the Vines, it

will be advisable to cut these with several inches of

wood, and bottle them ; then the vinery may be

thrown open, and the foliage syringed daily. Later
crops of Muscats should be assisted with abundant
supplies of water at the roots. The borders should

be mulched with cowshed manure, and afterwards

afforded tepid water in quantity. Where the roots

are in both outside and inside borders, the former
should be lightly forked over, and manure and water
applied as advised for the latter. Afford supports

to the shoulders of bunches when necessary, using

broad strips of matting for the purpose, and where
necessary remove a berry or two to prevent a too

great degree of compactness.

OTHER VINE8.—The Madresfield Court Vines
have, so far, given no trouble this season, the fine

weather enabling us to afford ample ventilation.

Continue to keep a gentle warmth in the pipes daring

the night, with a little ventilation on the top- lights.

LATE VINERIE8.—The fruit of Lidy Downes and
Gros Colmar which has to be kept throughout the

winter should be freely thinned. In many gardens

the first-named variety will be at that stage when
scalding is apt to take place. So far, I have not seen

a trace of it yet; but the vinery is freely ventilated

during the day, and no water is made use of in the

vinery after 3 p.m., at which time the borders and

walls are copiously syringed. A slight circulation is

kept up in the pipes during the night, while at the

same time a fair amount of top-ventilation is

THE KITCHEN GABDEN.
By Johm Lambert. Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welthpool.

GHERKIN8, VEGETABLE MARROWS, AND QOUR08.
—The soil between the plants should be forked up
as the bine grows, and the latter should be thinned
out whenever it becomes crowded. Ornamental
Gourds and Pumpkins should have a piece of slate

placed under the fruits, so that they may be kept
clean. Remove the leaves shading the fruits of

Pumpkins and Gourds, so as to afford them the full

benefit of sunlight to give colour to the skin and
ripen them perfectly. Afford heavy applications of

manure-water occasionally when the fruit is swelling.

CAROOON8 should not be planted in exposed
situations, or the wind will break and injure the
tall leaf-stalks. The plant will now require abund-
ance of water at the roots, and Byringingi in the

evening.

SALAD8.—The seeds of Lettuces must be Bown
at intervals of a week cr ten days, and batches of

plants pricked out weekly. The land selected for the

crops at this season should be such as does not get the
whole day's sun, and which is in good heart.

Radishes, Endive, and Mustard and Crest should be

sown at short intervals. Radishes do verv well on
east or west borders, and in very light soils on
situations facing north. Endive will grow almost
anywhere, if care be taken not to spoil it by crowding
the yonng plants together.

PAR8LEY.—Continue to transplant Parsley when-
ever the weather is favourable for the job, remem-
bering that one can hardly have too much of it.

Transplanted in the present month, Parsley makes
strong growth before the winter ; and trans-

planted Parsley is, I think, better for withstanding

frost than nntransplanted. Plant 6 to S inches

apart, and in some convenient place, where it may
be readily covered in case of need.

CABBAGES.—If a bed of strong stocky plants be

planted at about this date, they will afford heads for

lat * autumn cutting. The planting should consist

of early-hearting, compact-growing varieties, and it

should be frequently hoed to keep a loose surface,

and afforded copious wateriDgj in dry weather.

Towards the end of the present month the first

•owing of seeds of red Cabbage may be made
broadcast in beds thinly, or in lines 1 foot apart,

thinning the seedlings betimes, so as to obtain

stocky short-stemmed plants.

SEAKALE.—The beds may be occasionally dressed

with agricultural salt, applying it lightly just before

rain. Do not let flower- heads develop, but cut them
off at the ground-level when observed.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Clear off the remains of ex-

hausted crops of all kinds, thus preserving a tidy

appearance in the garden, and the land from

unnecessary impoverishment. Wnerevertime admits

of it being done, such land should be manured and

dug in readiness for cropping.

GROWING AQUATIC3.—Once upon a time the

writer of this paragraph was invited to a nursery

celebrated for its large business in connection with

the growing of water-plants, or, as they are commonly
called, aquatics. As the locality was far away from

lakes or pondi, much curiosity was felt as to how
the large quantity of plants was cared for. It was

found that nearly everything was being raised in old

kegs or barrels, sunk deep into the earth, and where

water could be led into them by a hose or other

method!. The hint may be taken advantage

of by those who read of the beauty of

aquatics, but do not have lakes or ponds of

their own to grow them in. Old paint -kegs,

or any vessels that will hold water, can be

buried partly in the earth, filled with water, and

seeds sown ; or young plants planted in mud plaaed

at the bottom of the water. Many of the smaller

kinds of water-plants can be grown in this way with-

out any serious difficulty. The vessels need not be

water-tight. " Median's Monthly" for July.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs ihey wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

SATURDAY,

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
i Royal Horticultural Society'B Com-

July
23-J

mitrtees, at the Drill Hall, West-
( minster.

SHOWS.
Tirrv on / Sos* Show at the Manchester RoyalJULY ^U|

Botanic Gardens.

July 23—Tibshelf Horticultural.

..National Carnation and Picotee
Society, at the Crystal Palace.

Chesterfield Rose.
Newcastle - on - Tyne Horticultural

WEDNESDAY, July 24-/ (three days).
Caterham Horticultural.
Beckenham Horticultural.

I Surrey Horticultural, at Brockwell
V Park (two days).

-JTrentham and Hanford Horticul-

} tural and Rose.
THURSDAY, JULY ibi

FRIDAY,

TUESDAY,

FRIDAY,

Tin y 23 i
Wellingborough Floral and Hoiti-

j cultural.

SALES.
/Three direct Importations of

Orchids, for Unreserved Sale.
Also a grand Importation of

[
Cattleya aurea, from Me-srs. H.

/ Low 8c Co. ; and a fine lot of
July 23 \ Orchids, from Messrs. F. Hors-

man & Co., at half-past 12o'clock.
Also, at 4 o'clock precisely, a
splendid lot of Palm Seeds,
Cannas. Freesias. &c.—at Pco-

"* theroe & Morris' Rooms.

(A grand Selection of Orchids, from
Messrs. F. Sander & Co. : to-

gether with Orchids in flower
and bud, at Protheroe & Morria'
Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAQE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHLSWICK.-63°.4.

The class lists of the last exami-

Ho
a

rtkuUure.

in
nation by the R°yal Horticultural

Sooiety have been issued, and
from them and the examiners' report we cull

the following particulars. It may be mentioned
that the candidates oame from widely different

parts of England and Scotland, a centre being
established wherever a magistrate, or clergy-

man, or schoolmaster, or other responsible

person accustomed to examinations, would con-
sent to superintend one on the Society's behalf,

and in accordance with the rules laid down for

its conduct. No limits as to the age, or position,

or previous training of the candidates were
imposed, and the examination was open to both
sexes.

' Examinees' Repoet.

To the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Gentlemen,—We beg leave to report that we have
examined the papers of the candidates who offered

themielvei for examination in Horticulture in May,
1895. There were 169 candidates in all, varying
greatly, ai nmal, in age, occupation, and in the
means of instruction at their disposal.

Three hundred marks were allotted as a maxi-
mum, and all candidates who obtained 200 marks
and upwards were placed in the first class. Those
who received between 150 and 200 marks were
placed in the second class ; and those to whom
100 marks and upwards were adjudged were ranked
in the third class. The remainder, who obtained
fewer than 100 marks, were not classed.

In this way 12 candidates were adjudged worthy
to be placed in the fint class, 37 in the second, and
73 in the third class. The highest number of marks
obtained was 260, by Mits A. U. Gulvin, of the
Horticultural College, S «anley.

Considering the opportunities at the disposal of
the candidates, the remits may be considered satis-

factory. The effect of continuous systematic training

is well exemplified in the class lists. On the other

hand, many young gardeners and mechanics, who
cultivate small gardens and allotments, but who have

not had the opportunity of regular tuition and

systematic study, have taken a lower place than they

otherwise would have done, because they have failed

to grasp the significance of the questions.

We have the honour to be, gentlemen, yonr

obedient servants, Maxwell T. Mastees,

June 15, 1895. Jas. Douglas."

We can only find room for the names of those

candidates who were placed in the first class, but
we may add that the full list will be pnblished

in the Journal of the Society.

Maximum number of Marks obtainable, 300. No - o£

First Class. gained.

1. Miss A. IT. Gulvin, Horticultural College,

Swanley ... 260
2. Mr. Geo. Butcher, gardener, 188, Wellfield

Road, Streatham 240
3. Miss F. M. G. Muklethwait, Horticultural

College, Swanley 220
4. Mr. Brown, Horticultural College, Swanley,

Kent 215
4 Miss Alice Hatchings, Horticultural Col-

lege, Swanley 215
4. Mr. J. Warner, School House, West Street,

Dorking 215
4. Miss Madeline Agar, Horticultural College,

Stanley 215
8. Mr. G. H. Cave, 16, Gloucester Road, K-w,

Surrey 210
8. Mr. W. Bell, Knighton Road, Leicester ... 210

10. Mr. Edward Damper, The Gardens, High
Ashnrst, DorkiDg ... 205

11. Mr. J. K F. Jack, Horticultural College,

Swanley ,. 200
11. Mr. H. W. Gunston, Fressingfield, near

Harleston, Norfolk 200

The questions put were as follows :

—

Eight questions only had to be answered: four

from Division A, including No. 5, which had to be
answered by every candidate, and four from division B,

Division A.

—

Elementary Pbinciples.

1.—(a). What substances do plants absorb by
means of their roots? Explain the process of

absorption by the root.

(o) What elements do plants obtain from the air,

and by what agency do they obtain them ?

2.—Explain the effect on flowering plants of an
adequate, a deficient, or of an excessive, amount of

heat.

3.—How are " cuttings " made? Describe the

changes that occur during the process of " striking."

4.—What are the objects sought to be obtained in

digging the soil ?

5.—Write as full and orderly a description as you
can of any plant in common cultivation, through all

stages of its growth, from the germination of the

embryo to the formation of the seed.

6.—What organs of the plant are represented re-

spectively by an Onion, a Cabbage, a Potato, Beet,

Turnip, and a Pea-pod ?

7.—Describe the mode of growth of the common
Mashroom.

8.—What is meant by " greenfly " ? What is the

best application to rid plants growing ont- of- doors

of this pest ?

Division B.

—

Hobticultubal Peactice.

9.—Name six of the best species of hothouse

flowering plants, and give some of the general details

of culture. Name some of the insect pests that

infest such plants, and state the best method to be

adopted for their destruction.

10.—Give general details for growing Peas, and
the method of culture, time of sowing, &c, to give a

supply for as long a period as possible. What is the

use of the nodules on the roots ?

11.—What is an alpine plant, as the name is gene-

rally understood in gardens ? Diicribe the cultural

requirements of such plautB, and the best way to

propagate them.
12.—What is the original parentage of Cauliflower

and Broccoli ? Giva the method of culture, and the

best varieties to obtain a succession all the year

round.

13.—Give some details of the culture of Grape-

vines under glass. Describe the diseases to which

they are subject, and the insect pests which attack

them, and their cure.

14.—What kinds of fruit trees and bushes are best

adapted for culture in small gardens? Briefly

describe the best method of culture, and arrange-

ment of the trees and bushes.

15.—In a walled garden, what kind of fruit trees

would you recommend to be planted on the four

aspects—south, north, east, and west? What dis-

tance apart should the trees be? Suggest the best

width of the borders and height of the walls.

16.— (a). What do you consider the best class of

soil for fruit trees, and how ought it to be prepared

for them ?

(b). Is there any method of culture likely to pre-

vent canker in Apple trees or gumming in Apricots,

Cherries, and Plums ?

A glanoe at the above extract from the olass

list is sufficient to show the great advantage

afforded by training and systematic study. Even
when candidates are approximately equal in their

natural abilities, and knowledge of the sub-

ject, those that have been specially trained,

as at Swanley, have the great advantage

of being able to utilise their knowledge. We
believe that many candidates fail, not so much
from aotual lack of knowledge as from want of

care in reading the questions set. For the last

two or three years candidates have, we learn,

been asked to desoribe in their own way any

plant they pleased, or sometimes a particular

plant has been specified, such as a Potato or

an Onion, the plant selected being always

one with which candidates might fairly be

expected to be familiar from constant handling

or observation. Now this question is in many
cases either shirked entirely, or the oandidate

gives the details of cultivation concerning

which nothing is asked. This seems to show
that candidates trust too much to knowledge

derived from books or lectures, and that they do

not use their own eyes or trust to their own
powers of observation and inference.

Our FbuiT REPORT.—Our tabular report on the

condition of the fruit crop in Great Britain and

Ireland, will appear in our issue for August 3. The
remarks on the crops kindly furnished by our corres-

pondent!, will appear in subsequent numbers.

Hand list of Herbaceous Plants Culti-
vated in the Royal Gardens, Kew (sold at

the Royal Gardens, Kew).—A useful list of alpine

and herbaceous plants cultivated at Kew, and num-
bering about 6000 species. For the convenience of
cultivators the list is printed on one side of the page
only, leaving the other free for the addition of

further entries or remarks. We notice nearly ninety
entries of Lily names—itself a refutation of the
once- held opinion that Lilies could not be grown
at Kew. Now, even other bulbous plants used
for decorative purposes are grown at Kew by
following the same plan that is adopted in Hol-
land. The value of these hand-lists as furnish-
ing a common nomenclature is very great. More-
over, the list necessarily includes the best kinds
up to date, and thus supersedes the bulky catalogues
which include all sorts, good, bad, or indifferent, in

or often out of cultivation.

" The Kew Bulletin " for June and July,

contains a variety of interesting matter. In addi-

tion to notes on more or less well known subjects,

there are technical descriptions of newly- found

plants in the Solomon Islands, the Transvaal, Natal,
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Lagos, Somaliland, and southern Arabia. In an

article on the Sugar Maple and ita products, wa are

glad to aee the editor retains the best known name,

A. laccharinam. The " saccharin am " of l.inn is

was, it appears, the species now better known as

A. dasycarpum, Sir Charles Wager's Maple. Gos-

sypinm Stocksii, Masters, considered to be the origin

Street, Victoria Street, London. At 3 o'clock a paper

by Mr. P. Beotheeston on " The Carnation in

Scotland," will be read.

CANNA8.—We recommend all interested in these

gorgeous plants to visit the collection now in blcom at

the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick

;

ground—very 6ne. Some of the newer kinds sent

out by Messrs. Paol & Son are equal to those

distributee! by Ceozy.

Eppinq Forest.—The Report from the Epping
Forest Committee to the Court of Common Council

bas been published. It deals with th? alleged undue

FlQ. 14.—HBMEBOCALLIS AUBANTIACOS VAB. MAJOB. (SBB P. 62.)

of the cultivated forms of G. herbacenm, and pre-

viously only known from Sindh, has been discovered

by Mr. Bent in southern Arabia, Sararanga

sinuosa, Hemsley, is the name of a very extraordinary

Pandanus from the Solomon Islands.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society will

be held on Tuesday, July 23, in the Drill Hall, James

they will be well repaid for their trouble. Among the

best varieties now in bloom are Seaateur Montefiore,

orange-bronz?, edged with yellow ; Paul Siegrist,

rich crimson, thin yellow edge ; P. Marquart,

orange-pink self; Guillaume II., crimson self;

Phoebus, orange-pink self; Comte Horace de Choi-

seul, glowing crimson self; Alphonse Bouvier,

scarlet-crimson self, very fine ; Slar of 1891, orange-

red; Antoine Barton, with red spots on a yellow

and unnecessary cutting of timber in the forest.

"We fail to find," say the Committee, "just fication

for the attack that has been made : on the contrary,

we discovered many instances of gross exaggeration."

Attached to the report are reproductions of drawings

which appeared in one of the daily papers on May 4,

purporting to represent the state of certain spots in

the forest on that day, together with photographs of

the same spots two days later, May 6. Judging
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from these photographs, " gross exaggeration " is mnch

too mild an expression. Another report from the

Committee of Experts is expected shortly, so that it

will be well to withhold further expressions of opinion.

THE Black Raspberry.—Specimens of this

were shown by Mr. Farini at the last meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society, and some

were kindly supplied to us, and enabled us

to identify the plant as Rubus occidentalis,

Linn.* The species is very common in Canada

and the northern United States, and has bean in

cultivation here since 1696. Mr. Farini's specimens

are the result of selection and " interbreeding," [with

which species is not mentioned, but probably cross-

fertilisation, not true hybridisation, is intended].

Owing to the drought, the fruits which are now
about the size of marrow- fat peas, are much smaller

than usual. The canee are scandent, rooting freely

at the tips, when in the early autumn, they bend

over and touch the soil. The plants yield a prolific,

but not a continuous crop. Fruiting laterals are

formed at short intervals all along the stem. Cooked

or raw, the fruit is said to be good eating, but it

will have to be improved still more before it is

likely to find favour with epicures uninterested in

the history and evolution of fruits.

Tottenham Chrysanthemum Society—
By the kind permission of Baron Scheodeb, the

members of the above Society, to the number of

fifty, paid a visit of inspection to the beautiful

residence and gardens of The Dell, Eaglefield Green,

on July 9. Many thanks are due to Mr. H. Ballan-

tine and members of the staff for kindness and

courtesy in conducting the party through the ex-

tensive range of houses and grounds, and in doing all

they possibly could to make the visit an enjoyable one.

An excellent dinner and tea were provided at the

"Sun Inn," Englefield Green. The first meal was

presided over by H. Henderson, Esq., who proved a

genial chairman. Drives were afterwards taken into

the surrounding country.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.—Baron Sir Ferdi-

nand von Muelleb has been elected a correspondent

in the botanical section.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly

meeting of this society was held at 25, Westgate
Road, on Tuesday, July 9, Mr. Mubbay, gardener at

Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne, presiding at an excellent

attendance of the members. Most of the even-

ing was spent in naming species and varieties, and

discussing the various merits of hardy herbaceous

plants, several collections of which were brought in

by the members. Towards the close of the meeting,

the members had an opportunity of viewing a fac-

simile of the " Magna Charta," provided by W.
Beandfoed, from which the secretary read extracts

;

also the warrant for the execution of Mary, Queen
of Scots, and several other items of historic interest,

which proved highly instructive.

National Carnation and Picotee So-
ciety (Southern Section).—I beg leave to

remind your readers, writes Mr. Jas. Douglas, Hon.
Secretary, that the annual show of the above Society

will be held at the Crystal Palace on Wednesday, the

24th inst. Upwards of £150 are offered in prizes.

Amongst special prizes may be mentioned the Martin
Smith priz?s for Border Carnations ; the flowers "to
be cut from plants which have been wintered with-

out protection in the open border, and staged exactly

as they are cut without dressing." The Turner
Memorial Trustees give a handsome Silver Cup,
value £5, for the best stand of twelve Carnations,

bizarres, and flakes, distinct, and twelve Picotees

* "Rubus oxidant i lis, Linn.. Black Raspberry, Thimbleberry.
Glaucous all over ; stems recurved, armed like the stalks with
hooked prickles, not bristly ; leaflets three (rarely five), ovate,

coarsely doubly serrate, whitened- downy underneath, the
lateral ones somewhat stalked ; petals shorter than the sepals ;

fruit purple-black (rarely a whitish variety), ripe early in July.
Common, especially northward." Asa Gray, Manual Bot.
North Unite! States, ed. 6, 1890, p. 155.

distinct—amateurs only. Another special prize

(not in the schedule of prizes) will be given by Mr.

Eenst Benaet, Erfurt, Germany, " The Ernst

Senary Memorial Prize." A. large Silver-gilt Medal

is given by the firm in memory of the late much-

regretted founder of the firm, Mr. Eenst Benaey,

for the most meritorious exhibit, either of plants or

cut flowers, by an amateur.

Horticultural Club.—The annual excur-

sion of the members and their friends, to which

ladies are specially invited, will take place on Tues-

day, July 30. The members will meet at King's

Cross, Great Northern Railway (Suburban), at 9.30,

and proceed by 9.45 train to Finchiey, to view Mr.

Peter Kay's graperies. Brakes will be ready to

convey the party, at 1.15, through Barnet to Hat-

field, where the gardens, &c, will be open to the

inspection of the members, under the guidance of

Mr. Nobman, the Marquis of Salisbuby's head-

gardener. Members will return by 8 45 p.m. train

from Hatfield to King s Cross.

Teignmouth Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Society.—A party to the number of thirty-

six proceeded on Tuesday, the 9ch inst., to Bicton,

the seat of the Hon. Make Rolle, thence to Ex-
mouth, visiting Bystock on the return journey.

Arrangements had been made for viewing the groves

and glasshouses of Bicton, but owing to some un-

foreseen obstacles the party after going out of their

way about a mile and waiting about 1 hour, had to

go away without having seen the object of their

visit. Dinner was partaken of at Exmouth, Mr. F.

Hannaf oed taking the chair, being faced by Mr.

Swan, the gardener at Bystock. After a considerable

amount of speechmaking, the party re-assembled,

and drove to Bystock, the residence of J. P. Beyce,

Esq., which lies 2 miles from Exmouth. Here they

were kindly entertained by Mr. Beyce, after having

inspected the various sights of the place.

Carnation Diseases.—Professor Byeon Hal-
sted, at the annual meeting of the American Car-

nation Society, indicated five diseases of the

Carnation:— 1, Rust; 2, Lsaf-spot ; 3, Black-spot;

4, Ring-mould ; 5, Bacteriosus. Number 1 is pro-

duced by a fungus, Uromyces caryophyllinus ; 2, by
Septoria dianthi ; 3 is not named ; 4 is the Heteros-

porium echinulatum ; 5 is caused by a bacterium.

We are familar here with all these troubles, and

also, quite as frequently, with eel-worms disease,

caused by nematode worms, which is not mentioned

in Professor Halsted's enumeration.

The Late M. Duchartre.—Professor Clos

has published, from the Bulletin of the Botanical

Society of France, his exhaustive note on the life

and works of this distinguished and amiable botanist.

The extent and diversity of his work as here indi-

cated are very remarkable. His career was one of

great difficulty at first ; but he was never dis-

couraged, and always seemed to place the interests

of science before personal considerations. His work
at the National Horticultural Society of France is

known to some of our readers, and he discharged the

duties of his secretarial and editorial office up to the

day of his death. It is characteristic of the man,
that when Paris was invested by the German army,

Duchartre was in the country. His course of

lectures at the Sorbonne was announced to open on
March 17. Entry into Paris was, as we know,

almost impossible; nevertheless, Duchartre suc-

ceeded in gaining entrance, and delivered his lecture

as usual ! The next day the Commune was pro-

claimed, but even this did not check the Professor's

sense of duty. He continued till his work was
atopped by ministerial decree.

GLADIOLU3 FROM OFFSETS.—M. Ceozy, sen.,

mentions, in the Moniteur de I'Horticulture for

May 10, and on p. 112, a method of multiplying

Gladioli which is little knowa. It consists in raising,

under glass, Gladiolus bulbs, and, when the stems

have attained a height of from 15 to 20 centimetres

(5% to 7| inches), in cutting these off quite near the

starting-point without interfering with the base,

which, after the suppression of the principal stem

will give birth to two, three, or even fonr new

shoots, weaker than the first one, bnt which will,

nevertheless, furnish bulbs to flower the following

year. As to the detached shoot, it roots perfectly on

a hot-bed, and by autumn forms a nice bulb of

medium size. M. Cbozy has, he says, practised this

method of multiplication for many years, and has

never had a mishap. Journal de la Sociitt Nationale

a"Horticulture de France, May, 1895.

HOOKER'8 " ICONES PLANTARUM."—This pub-

lication, consisting of lithographic illustrations of

plants, is mainly intended for systematic botanists,

but frequently contains matter of interest to horti-

culturists also. In the June number we find figures

of Argostemma concinnum noticeable, because it fur-

nishes an instance of an annual plant terminating

in a solitary flower—an occurrence so rare that but

few instances are known, of course excepting those

which are the obvious result of defective nutrition.

Rhododendron Hancockii, Hemsley, t. 2381, is anative

of Yunnan, and has large white funnel-shaped flowers,

of such beauty that it is to be hoped it will soon be

introduced to our gardens. Brandisia racemosa,

Hemsley, a Scrophularineous shrub, also from Yun-

nan, with rich red flowers, is also said to be a very

desirable plant for introduction. The same remark

applies to Jasminum primulinum, Hemsley, which

looks like an enlarged variety of J. nudicaule. Like

the preceding, it is a native of Yunnan.

"The Natural History of Plants."—This

comprehensive work of Kebner, published in an

English translation under the editorship of Prof. F.

Oliver, by Messrs. Blackie & Son, has now reached

its fourteenth part. Nothing so comprehensive has

been published since Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom.

But while classification was the leading, though by

no means the exclusive feature of Lindley's work,

Keener's biology and physiology take a prominent

but not an exclusive position. The book is beau-

tifully illustrated, and as a cyclopaedic book of

reference is excellent. Perhaps it may be found

convenient to give not only an index and an

analytical table of contents, but also a reference to

the principal authorities on the subjects on which

the book treats. At present these references are

wanting, and the student is not informed what or

where is the authority for particular statements. As
the work is so much more than a mere popular

exposition, such an addition would be acceptable.

The Weather and the Crops of 1894—Mr.
Edward Mawley's report on the "phenology" of

1894 has been reprinted from the Journal of the

Royal Meteorological Society. It will be remembered

the winter of 1893-4 was not uniformly severe ; the

spring of 1894 was mild till the occurrence of severe

frosts on May 21, 22. These ruined the fruit crops

excepting Pears. The summer was generally cold,

but the hay crop was good and well harvested. The

autumn, as a whole, was mild and wet ; corn ripened

slowly, but the yield of both grain and straw was

large. Oats furnished a larger crop than any on

record. Potatos were below average; fruit crops,

as before said, deficient, except in the case of Pears.

The returns upon which Mr. Mawley bases his con-

clusions number 113, from all parts of the country.

New observers are wanted in south Ireland, and in

north and east Scotland.

Dr. Schlich's "Manual of Forestry."—
The fourth volume of this excellent treatise is

written by Prof. Fisher, and is devoted to the pro-

tection of forests against the incursions of man or his

mismanagement. A second portion is devoted to

the protection of forests against animals, birds,

insects, weeds, frosts, winds, floods, shifting sands,

acid fumes, and the like. The work is stated to pt<

an adaptation of Dr. Hess's work, Der Forstshr,^, to .

the conditions and necessities of our country. The
book, which is published by Messrs. Bradbury,
Agnew & Co., demands a more extended notice at
our hands in a future issue.
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The Summer School of.Horticulture in

E88EX.—The School of Horticulture, the particulars

of which were given in some recent numbers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, is now in full swing, fifteen

scholarships having been given by the County Council

of Essex. Among the various places of interest

visited by the students last week was Mr. Sea-

bbooke's seed-farm at Chelmsford. The effect

of the present drought on the siz9 of many
plants was most marked, and Mr. Seabbooke
mentioned that his William Hurst Peas which

are usually some 2 feet high, were so short this

year that the pods in ripening uprooted the plants

which bore them. Tae Godetias were also stunted,

and they were interesting from the manner in which

variations and the difficulties of keeping varieties

true were exemplified—matters previously noted in

the case of Peas at Mr. Cullen's trial plots at

Wittam. With reference to the trouble experienced

in separating Bower-seeds from the plants which

bore them, it was learned that when threshing

sweet-scented Stocks, veils of many thicknesses

of material had to be used, as the dust given

off had such a choking effect that the men
feeding the machine were incapacitated in a few

minutes, if unprotected. This effect is probably

due to the short T-shaped hairs, with pointed ends,

that cover the surface of these stocks. The party

examined a plot of Spinach-beet in fruit which had

been self-sown for six years ; and also an empty
apace which had been planted thrice with Cabbages,

only for them to fall a prey each time to the Turnip-

flea beetle, though generally speaking the county

seems to be fairly free from injurious insects just now.

Mr. Seabbooke then kindly showed his collection of

fruit trees, and gave a good deal of valuable in-

formation to the students concerning some of the

varieties, also dwarfing stocks. Perhaps the most

interesting point brought forward was Mr. Sea-

bbooke's method, which he had picked up in America,

of taking young stocks into the house in winter-

time, and, after grafting them in comfort by the

fireside, of putting them carefully away until they

could be planted out in the spring.

Another Horticulturist as Justice of
THE Peace.— After conferring with the Lord-

Lieutenant of the County, Lord Chancellor Heb-
schell, before giving up his seals of office, appointed

Mr. John Watxins on the Commission of the Peace

for the County of Hereford. Mr. John Watxins is the

proprietor of Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withington,

near Hereford.

ANTHURIUM.—We have received from M. L. De
Smet-Duvivier, of Ghent, a series of interesting

specimens of seedling variations of A. Scherzerianum.

Taking them in the order in which they come, we
find:—

A. S. Rosa Eooses.—A form with a cream-coloured

spathe 8X-4 cent., rosy-crimson at the base, and

with a small central stripe of the same colour.

A. S. Madame De Smet-Duvivier.—Spathe about

12 X 9 cent., deep orange-crimBon ; spadix robust

orange ; a very handsome variety.

A. S. var. Uuvivierana.— Spathe 10x6 cent.,

cream-coloured ; spadix pale yellow.

A. S. var, Gandavensis.—Spathe 8x5 cent., orange-

crimson ; spadix slender.

A. 8. var. amarantina.—Spathe 8x6 cent. ; red-

dish-crimson ; spadix slender.

A, S. var, atrosanguinea.—Spathe 7x4 cent., deep

blood-red ; spadix coral-red.

A. S. citron.—Spathe 7x5 cent., light orange-

crimson ; spadix citron-yellow.

Sebies with Double Spathes.

A. S. var. bispatha.—Spathe 7x3 cent,, rich red

crimson; the second spathe somewhat smaller.

A. S. Prince Albert.—Spathe 6x3 cent., secondary

spathe somewhat smaller, both dull crimson.

Sebies with Multiple Spathes.

These are forms wherein, in addition to the primary

apathe, each flower, or a large proportion of them, is

subtended by a much smaller concave "spathella"

(see fig. 15) These are the varieties now called
" pomponate." We do not find this word in the

Latin dictionary, but it is doubtless derived from the

French " pomponner," pompon being an ornament

worn on a soldier's cap. LiTTRi tells us of a French

Baying "Avoir le pompon," which he interprets as

"being in the first rank." The term pompon is

applied to miniature Dahlias. Chrysanthemums, &c,
but the application of the adjectival form pomponate
is new to us.

A, S. pomponatum rubrum has a reddish-crimson

spathe, 7x4 cent., and very numerous spathella; of

the same colour.

A. 8. pomponatum album has a primary spathe,

8x5 cent., cream- coloured, with numerous spathella:

of the same colour ; spadix yellow.

Fruit Growers, by F. M. Bailey, F.L.S.—From the

Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station,

Horticultural Division, Bulletin 84 (January), on

The Recent Apple Failures of Wctlcrn New York, by

L. H. Bailey.—Bulletin 8G (March), on The Spray-

ing of Orchards, by E G. Lgdeman.—Bulletin 87

(April), The Dwarf Lima Beans, by L. H. Bailby.—
And from the Entomological Division, Bulletin 93

(Maj), on The Cigar-case Bearer, by M. V. Slingeb-

hktiD.—Frutta Minora, del Prof. A. Pucci, Milano

Ulrico Hoepli.—H. Cobbevon, Les Plantes Alpines

et des Rocailles (Paris. Oitxve Doin).—Handbuch jur

Botanische Bestimmungsiibungen, von Dr. Franz

Niedenzo (LMpsig, Enoelhann, Plant Diagnoses).—
TraitS de Culture Potagire, par J. Dyb'jwski (Paris.

Masson).

—

Petit Atlas de Poche des Champignons

Comestibles et Veneneux, par Paul Dumek (Par:s,

Paul Klinsiecx).— Experimental Plant Physiology,

by Dr. Walteb Oes, translated by D. T. Macdouqal

(Mobbis & Wiison, Minneapolis)

—

The Sew Eng-

land Blossoms and their Insect Visitors, by Clarence

Moore Weed (Boston and New York: Houghton,

Mifflin & Co.). To some of these we must refer

on another occasion.

FlG. 15.— BRACTEATE FORM OF ANTHURIUM
SCHERZERIANUM.

We are glad to see M. De Smet acting on a recom-

mendation often made in these columns when we

have received these and other monstrous varia-

tions. Of Authurium Scherzerianum we have now

—

1, simple-spathed forms (normal) ; 2, duplex-spathed

forms with two or three spathes; 3, multiple-spathed

or "pomponate " forms, with numerous secondary

small spathes. As to colour, there are " self-

coloured," " albino," " spotted," and " striped " forms.

Publications Received.— Contributions to the

Queensland Flora, by F. M. Bailey, F.L.S., forming

Botany Bulletin, No. 10, from the Department of

Agriculture, Brisbane, Queensland, May, 1S95, con-

tains numerous descriptions of plants lately added to

the flora of the colony; aUo, from the same depart-

ment, Bulletin No. 5 (second series), devoted to A
Half Century of Notes for the Guidance of Amateur

MAEKET GARDEN NOTES.
Mb Sharp's Stbawberry Gabdens at Knowle,

near Virginia Water.—Tnese gardens are famous

for their Strawberries, and well known from the fact

that they are open to the public, and anyone on pay-

ment of one shilling may eat as many as he

chooses. A good many varieties are cultivated,

including British Qaeen and Marguerite—the latter

standing high in the estimation of visitors, although

less firm in the flesh than other varieties. It is also

Mr. Sharp's favourite variety, on account of the

pickings lasting longer than others. Eugene and

Oxonian were in splendid condition on the occasion

of my visit ; but for excellent cropping nothing could

excel Comte de Paris, the crop of which was

enormous.

There are one or two points connected with the

cultivation of the Strawberry at Knowle I would

like to mention, namely, no manure has been UBed

for twenty years, although Strawberries have been

grown on the same ground all that time. The soil

is light and sandy, which soon falls to dust in dry

weather, yet at 3 inches deep it retains a good deal

of moisture, even in this dry season. The plants

stand 2 feet from row to row, and 18 inches apart in

the row, and they are allowed to stand from five to

seven years before being renewed, and the plants

notwithstanding looked healthy. Yet one could not

help noticing the vigour of some Strawberry plants

which had been planted on ground on which

some weeds and litter had been burned, and the

ashes strewed around. These patches were so

conspicuous, that Mr. Sharp, jun., remarked on the

way the Strawberry seems to revel in ashes and

burnt refuse ; and said that manure would be of

some advantage for a change, and so for the first

time for twenty years they have planted a portion

of the young plants on manured ground. There is

one advantage which plants grown without manure

have—they do not throw many runners, and the land

is not much infested with weeds. The perfume from

these Strawberry gardens was so powerful, you could

distinguish it some hundred yards before arriving at

them. E. Bennett, Tyne, Chertsey.

Home Correspondence.

ANTHRACITE COAL V. SOOT A8 A MANURE.

—I have been waiting to see whether any of

your readers would reply to the question under

this heading, which appeared on p. 747 of the

laBt volume, but I must have overlooked any

reply, if such has appeared. I do not quite see

how carbon qua carbon in the form of coal-dust

can be of so much use as soot, which I take it

is used not because it is mainly carbon, but on

account of its manurial value (ammonia) for one

thing, and chiefly b;cause of its odour, which tends
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to disgust many of the insect pests, e.g., the Onion-
fly. It would be interesting to learn whether carbon
is a manure for plants. In the form of charcoal it

is, no doubt, very useful, but then that is not because
it is carboD, but on account of its power of attract-
ing oxygen, and so helping to sweeten the soil. It
ii worth while mentioning, however, that a patented
manure, many years old, was stated to be made of
stone-coal (anthracite) and sulphate of iron, and it

was said in testimonials to be useful. Personally, I
do not think *' G. S. H." will find anthracite " duff"
a substitute for soot, which is valuable in more ways
than one. Saml. Bay.

In reply to the above (vol. xvii., p. 747), I do
not think "6. S. H." would find "duff" of any
value as a manure, unless his land be of a stiff

clayey, or light calcareous nature. In these
cases the application would have a mechanical
effect, opening and lightening the clayey soils so
that air could pass into them more freely; and
darkening the colour of calcareous soils, which
would make them warmer. On sandy soils it would
be harmful if used. The value of "duff" as a
manure—apart from its mechanical improvement—is

not worth mention, there being only about 50 per
cent, of nitrogen in an average sample, which is the
only plant food it contains. The carbon is present
in a mineral form and will resist decomposition

;

consequently, it would be years before the nitrogen
became available for the use of plants Soot is a
good manure, for besides supplying plant food, it will
improve the mechanical condition of all—except
peaty—soils. The carbon in soot is present as
organic matter, and can therefore readily undergo
decomposition. An average sample of soot contains
4 per cent, of nitTogen, chiefly present as sulphate of
ammonia, from 10 to 14 per cent, of sulphate, car-
bonate, and phosphate of lime, about 7 per cent, of
chloride of sodium and potassium, and 2 5 per cent,
ef silicates of lime and magnesia, all of these being
substances rfqnired by plants in their nutrition.
W. Dyke, Turnford, Herts.

CARNATION DUKE OF YORK AND OTHER8 —
When Mr, H. B. May sent out from Dyson's Lane
Nursery this fine variety, he earned the thanks
of all admirers of Carnations. When at its best
the colour msy be described as a brilliant shaded
crimson, large, full, and finely formed ; a good
grower, which doeB not split its calyx. It wants
but one more quality, that of fragrance, and then it

would be perfect. In respect of the possession of
this quality, the maroon- coloured Uriah Pike has a
great advantage over it, and probably the latter is

rather more free in blooming. But both are in-
valuable to any one who grows for cutting purposes.
When are we to have a fragrant yellow self? I
have never yet met with one that possessed fragrance.
It may be coming, bat it does not appear to have
made itself known as yet. Germania would be
perfect as a yellow self had it the clove scent of Uriah
Pike. It is sometimes said that Germania is not a
good grower, but I recently saw at the Boyal
Nursery, Slough, a number of two-year-old plants in
pots, large in size, vigorous and free branching
in growth, and remarkably free. Mr. Harry Turner
said much finer flowers could be cut from such two-
year- old plants than from yearling ones. E. D.

CHOICE HARDY RHODODENDRONS.—It is a pity
that Messrs. Anthony Waterer & Son of the Woking
Nurseries did not name some at least of the newer
varieties they exhibited at the Drill Hall on June 11.
Some of them.and especially the delicately-tinted pink
and pale rose varieties, have yellow and orange blotches
and spottings on the upper segments, which of late
years have become considerably deepened in colour.
One of the most striking of this type is Mrs. Pryce
Lade, blush or delicate pink, with a central bunch
of rosy stamens, and orange blotch and markings on
the upper segments. Lady Grimston is also very
fine, and a good grower ; it is flaked with carmine on
a pale ground, and has striking top petals. A. B.
Mitford is a large and finely-formed deep bright
rosy-crimson variety, with dark spots on the upper
segments. One of the most striking is picturatnm,
pink shaded with rose, the upper segments marked
with large dark blotches, giving it the appearance
of a Pelargonium. Some of the unnamed seedlings
are also of fine character. R., Ealing.

EARLY PEA8.—I have read with interest the
notes on early Peas by " A. H.," in your issue of the
13th inst. To gardeners, the new first early wrinkled
varieties of Peas are of great value, being of superior
flavour to those Peas which have round seeds. I
have grown most of the wrinkled Peas, and find that

Harbinger, a variety sent out by Dicksjns, Chester,

last year, to be superior to any other that I know of,

it being quite as early as Exonian ; and although
the pods are not of such a deep green colour as that

variety, they are larger, which is a valuable point in

an early Pea, and the Peas are of excellent flavour.

The variety Gradus is a valuable second early

wrinkled Pea, and when growers can depend upon
getting it true to name, it will become a general

favourite. The introduction of these fine Peas should

lead to the extinction of inferior varieties. M, G.

PYRAMIDAL 8WEET CHERRY TREES.—It is

seldom that sweet Cherries are grown as pyramids in

private gardens, a fact probably due to the unsatis-

factory way in which they fruit, and to their liability

to suffer from gumming. In gardens where wall
space is abundant, and a western aspect can be
devoted to these fruits, truly fine crops are obtained
annually, and pyramids are not needed ; but where
wall space is not at hand, other methods have to be
adopted for the production of sweet Cherries, and to

my thinking, the pyramid seems the right sort of

tree. It is, however, evident that the let-alone

method will not do, and something more is needed
than simply pruning and dressing to bring the trees

into good fruiting. There exists in a garden not far

from Maidstone a very fine lot of well-grown trees,

which for the past four or more years have produced
exceptionally heavy crops of large luscious fruit.

The trees in question are planted moderately
close together, so fiat in the fruiting season

a wooden framework is easily placed over them,
and over these some fish netting. This keeps
the birds from the fruit. These trees are grow-
ing on the Mahaleb and Cherry-stock, and they
are moderately pruned annually, so as to pre-

vent a too free growth of the shoots. At these

prunings some of the stronger roots are severed at a
distance of 3 feet, measured from the stem, and as a
consequence there is a mass of healthy fleshy roots

at a short distance around the stems. Daring the
growing season the young shoots are constantly

pinched to aisist in the formation of fruit-buds, &c,
so that both at top and bottom the trees are much
restricted—a practice some gardeners might regard

as too severe. However that may be, a better and
more fruitful lot of trees could not be wished for than
these ; and the pinching and root-pruning will be
persisted in so long as the trees bear as freely as at

present. Of the early varieties I may mention Frog-
more Bigarreau, Early Riverr, Black Eagle, Kentish
Bigarrean, Napoleon Bigarreau, and Elton; later

ripening ones are Florence, Bedford Prolific, Black,

and Tartarian. All of the Duke Cherries are well

deserving attention of the gardener. B. Markham.

TOMATOS NOT 8WELLINQ OFF.—The cause of

'Nurseryman's" Tomato fruits not swelling, is

either owing to imperfect fertilisation of the blooms,
or to the plants, at an earlier stage, having received

a check. As the fruit is swelling well further up
the stem, and if there is plenty of light between the

plants, and these are vigorous, I would advise the

removal of all, or a large proportion, of the lower
leaves of the plants, encouraging a shoot to grow
from the base. This would soon clothe the bare
stem, and if the variety is a free-setting one, fruit

would in due course put in an appearance. This
shoot could be stopped after showing three or four

trasses. A similar case came under my notice a
few days siace, when visiting a friend's Tomato-
houses ; and, in this case, the plants were planted
prior to the continued frost in February. The site

is very low, and the soil, being cold, checked the
proper extension of the roots ; while the tops, being
in a well-heated house, had, at the time, apparently
not suffered. At present, the roots must be active

indeed, as evinced by the vigorous shoots above, and
a good crop will doubtless ensue. P. F. Le Sueur,

Grand Vale. Jersey, July 13.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—On the terrace-garden
opposite the south front of Alderbury Vicarage,

Salisbury, is growing a remarkably good specimen of

the Chili Pine (Araucaria imbricata). It was only
9 inches high when planted by the Rev. Canon
Hatchings' gardener in 1851, now it is about 40 feet

high, straight, and of handsome outline, and having
a stem 3J feet in circumference a few inches from
the green sward, which is brushed by its branches.
And when I say that the tree is bearing about thirty-

five large flowers near the top, readers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle will understand that it is in

robust health, though one or two of the branches
close to the ground show slight signs of distress

—

probably caused by the combined influence of the

unusually dry summer of 1833, and the equally ex-

ceptionally severe frosts experienced in January and
February last, followed by the prevailing tropical

weather of the last eight or ten weeks. Canon
Hatchings, however, is of opinion that the distress

referred to is owing to the fact of the roots having
penetrated the sandy sub-soil—the natural surface

soil being light, inclining to peat. This circum-
stance reminds me of an avenue of fairly good
eeamples of Araucaria imbricata which I saw seven
or eight years ago at Branksome Dean Park, Lord
Wimborne's place at Bournemouth, which were then
exhibiting proofs of declining vigour, and the natural

soil and sub-soil at Alderbary Vicarage and Brank-
some Dean Park are, judging by appearances, very

much alike. This being so, what practical inference

are we to arrive at other than that the Chili Pine
delights in a soil inclining to be peaty rather than

otherwise, and which is well drained, and that so

long as the roots are retained in this, and the tree

being protected from the effects of north and east

winds, so long will it make satisfactory growth.

B. W. Ward.

VINE PERON08PORA —I send you a few mildewed
Vine leaves and immature Grapes of the kind known
as San Gioveto (the best quality used in making
Chianti), as it may interest you to see the progress

of the disease, and the effect of the Bordeaux Mix-
ture upon it. They came from the podere attached

to this villa, in which the Vines have been carefully

medicated every year with the above mixture, since

its introduction as a remedy. Nevertheless, this year

the mildew made its appearance with the opening of

the leaves quite early in May, and although the

remedy has been applied three t
:m?s already, and in

doses of more than double the usual strength

(that is, 2 kilogrammes instead of 1 of sulphate

of copper to a quintal of water), the disease is by no
means subdued. Of the four leaves sent, the top-

most is one which opened early in the season,

received its dose, and is cured. In the second one,

the disease has been permanently arrested, but has

not disappeared. The third leaf has been twice

medicated, but the disease is still spreading. The
fourth is a leaf of recent growth which has not

yet been treated, which the fungus has attacked with
extreme severity, and which would certainly wither.

The effect on the fruit is such as I had not hitherto

seen. As a rule the disease has appeared with us

much later in the season, and its effect has been to

prevent the Grapes maturing, leaving them light in

colour and acid to the taste. Q.ving, I suppose, to

the extreme humidity of the year, up to the end of

June, the disease began early, with the result on the

Grapes that you see. The Vines presented a great

promise of fruit, but at least half of it did

not flower, rotted at the stem, and withered.

Thousands of fine bunches have gone that

way even in this well-tended vineyard. My
neighbours who have been less careful in this and
previous years, have no fruit left at all. The Bor-
deaux Mixtnre proves itself to be a palliative of this,

the most formidable enemy of the Vines which has
ever yet appeared, I think, but far from being the

complete cure too often claimed for it. That has

yet to be discovered, and if it be not, the art of

Vine-growing as a profitable industry may some day
be as extinct as the Dodo. Thomis C. Hayllar,

Florence.

MONA'8 PRIDE POTATO.—My experience with
Mona's Pride has not been a very favourable one,

and I have grown it three yeirs in all sorts of ways.

Better ones are as follows :—Star of Reading, which
was sent to me for trial two years since, is a nice-

looking tuber, early, a good cooker, and an abundant
cropper. We have found fifty tubers at one root,

the average number being thirty, an extraordinary
number for such a small plant ; the height of the
haulm is about 1 foot. Myatt's Ashleaf is very good
on our land. Daniels' Table King is a good variety,

and I always cultivate a good lot of it, as it comes
in so well after the above, and before white Beauty of

Hebron. It is a good tuber, and much to be pre-

ferred to the pink variety, with the exception of

white Beauty of Hebron. The others are all dug up,

and done early. They were planted on March 12,

and we began to dig them on May 26. I have about
twenty more varieties, most of them new for trial,

which I hope to report upon in a few months.
G. Bowes, Merton Hall Gardens, Thetford.

THE ROUND LEAFED 8UNDEW.—It may not be
generally known that the round-leafed Sundew
(Drosera rotundifolia) occurs in the greatest pro-

fusion near the source of Brony Burn, Cullen, Banff-
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shire. The exact locality is 300 feet above sea level,

on a strip of bog-land, alongside of the plantation

between Bornsford, and the line of the march that

divides the parishes of Detkford and Rathven, At
the present time, the bright-red leaves of this in-

teresting carnivorous plant appear in their greatest

beauty. W. Kelly, Aberdeen.

PAULOWNIA IMPERIALI8.—This noble tree, like

many other natives of warmer countries than our

own, has felt the severity of the past winter. I

examined the other day a fine tree fifty years old,

which is in full leaf, but beariug no flowers. In
other years it has flowered profusely on the naked
wood before the leaves appeared. The flowers are

of a dark violet hue, borne freely, and about the size

and shape of a Foxglove, and a well-flowered

example makes a striking object ; the leaves being
of large size and spread out horizontally, make it a

fine shade tree. Faulownias are often recommended
for town planting, but one seldom meets with them
in England ; on the continent, however—in Paris,

for instance—they are plentifully planted. A. Hope,

A PROLIFEEOUS POLYPODIUM.
Mb. G. B.WoLLASTON.ofChielehurst, has very kindly

sent me a frond of Folypodium vulgare var. elegantis-

sima (fig. 16), npon which the developments of the

rare phenomenon of soral bulbils appears re-

markably profusely. Herewith I send you an
enlarged sketch of a pinna ( X about S.[), showing

how the clusters of bulbils are developed in lieu of spo-

rangia, which, except in an aborted state I have been

unable to trace. At first sight, and before the little

fronds appear, the abnormal sori appear exactly like

the aposporous growths which have been recorded on

A. f.-f. Clarissima, but in this case the next step is

the direct formation of fronds instead of prothalli,

and from the ready growth of these when laid down

in congenial soil, I have no doubt whatever that

proper axis of growth will follow, and independent

plants result. The Polypody family, due, probably,

to the provision for easy extension of habitat through

the creeping rhizome to which it owes its generic

name, is very rerely bulbiferons, and this instance

merits record on that ground alone, apart from the

interesting transformation of reproductive energy

which it represents. It appears to be identical in

character with the soral bulbils noted in Adiantum

capillus -veneris vars. daphnites and imbricata,

already recorded in your columns, while the soral

bnlbils noted in the species Athyrium differ in being

usually solitary and accompanied by numbers of per-

fect sporangia to which they seem to bear no analogy,

i.e., they make their appearance as bulbils proper

and quite distinct in character from the associated

growth. Chas. T, Bruerij, F.L.S., 25, Windsor Road,

Forest Gate.

Societies.
1HE LONDON" PANfcY AND VIOLA.
Jtjly 6.—There was a great demand upon the

available apaCA of the Crystal Palace on the above

date, and the London Pansy Society's show had to be

content with asite immediately in front of the orchestra,

bat in a position favourable to showing off the (lowers

to the best advantage. As at Birmingham, the fancy

Pansies in the open class and the leading flowers in

the amiteurs' division came mainly from the North,

and they were, on the whole, remarkably good
despite the prevailing drought. Show Pansies came
entirely from the North, and were as usual some-
what limited. Violas in pretty sprays were very

numerous, and in these classes the Southern growers

held their own with considerable credit to themselves.

Collections,

Open ciisses.—There was but one collection of Pansies and
Violas, Mr. S. Pye, Gaterall, Garstang, winning the Gold

Medal of the Society with a euperb exhibit, having twelve

boards of fancy Pansies, twenty-four blooms in each, and four

panels, each containing forty sprays of Violas, all prettily and

effectively arranged. Among the fancy Pansies were line

examples of Mrs. J. Travis, W. H. Clarke, Lord Hamilton,

Mrs. R. G. Moir, Miss Stirling, Mrs. D. Johnstone, Miss

Abercrombie, J.Crawford, W. Stewart, M. Bain, J. Samuel,

J. McFarlane, G. H. Clarke, Mrs. R. Fleming, Mrs. Maokie,

Tamworth Yellow, Mrs. D. McNeill, Mary Kay, Mrs. G.

Paddie, T. Gardener, John McLollen, T. C. Hedderwick, Miss

Patterson, Tom Graham, John Myles, Jessie Travis, Maggie

Burn, J. Robertson, and Or. Bostock—a very fine selection for

anyone needing one. The sprays of Violas were representative

of the best varieties in cultivation, such as White Flag,

Grandee. King of Whites, Christiana, Mrs. D. Ferguson,

Lemon Queen, Geo. Lord. Gold Crest, Lord Elcho, Yellow

King, Wonder, Ardwell Gem. Blue Gown, Waterloo, Sweet
Lavender, Crimson King, Commodore, Iona, Charmer, Mrs.

Wood, Countess of Kintore, Maggie Todd, Mrs. Crane,

Duchess of Rothesay, &c.

Fancy Pansies.—There were rive stands of forty-eight fancy

Pansies, Mr. J. Sutherland, Lenzie, N.B., being placed

let, with clean, fresh, bright blooms of Col. J. S. Stirling,

Mrs. W. Watson, Miss Stirling, Maggie McPhail, Jas. Irvine,

Miss Patterson, Tamworth Yellow, Mrs. Fleming, Mrs. Sher-

rard, Marmion, George Stuart, W. H. Clark, Bernard Doulton,

Mrs, M. Cuthbertson, Dr. G. McKay, JesBie Russell, Celtic

Gem, Mahogany, Jenny Lawson, and Princess May, as the

very finest ; 2nd, Mr. M. Campbell, Blantyre, N.B.

There were five collections of twenty-four varieties, Mr. A.

Lister, Rothesay, N.B.. being placed 1st.

With twelve blooms, Mr. J. Smellie was 1st, having the

following in fine condition :—Mahogany, W. H. Clark, Mrs.

W. Steel, Ella Murray, Marmion (a beautiful soft flower), and
Maggie Watson ; Mr. J. Lister was 2nd.

The best twelve of any one variety were those of Marmion,
from Mr. J. Smellie ; Mr. A. Lister coming 2nd, with Col.

R. G. Buchanan.
The best twelve unnamed seedlings came from Mr. A.

Libter ; and Mr. J. Smellie being 2nd.

Fig. 16.—A proliferous polypodium.

Skoic Pansies,—Mr. J. Smellie bad the best twelve varie-

ties, viz. :—Dark selfs : J. T. Howard, and a seedling ; yellow

selfs: Maggie Benson and Mrs. John Hunter; white selfs:

Bobbie Harper and a seedling ; yellow grounds : R. M.
Wembey, Busby Gem, and John Brand ; white grounds: Mrs.

Wilson, Mrs. Brown, and Jessie Thompson. Mr. J. Lister

was 2nd ; his leading (lowers were—dark selfs: Harry Paul

and R. McAlMater ;
yellow self : Willie Irvine ; white ground :

Mrs. John Stewart ; white self : Bobbie Harper; yellow

ground : Mrs. John Hunter.

Amateurs' Division.

Fancy Pansies.—With twelve varieties. Mr. J. McFarlane,
Glasgow, was 2nd, having Maggie McPhail, Annie Knowles,

Mrs. D. Johnstone, and Mrs. W. Watson, very fine. Mr.

Thos. Naden, Alveston, was 2nd. With six varieties the

same exhibitors were severally 1st and 2nd.

The best twelve Fancy Pansies of one variety were those of

Tamworth Yellow, from Mr. Naden; Mr. McFarlane was

2nd with Maggie McPhail.

Open Classes.

Hotes.—Various stands were employed for exhibiting

sprays of Violas, but all were Dicely and effectively displayed,

though we thought some of the flowers over-large. The best

twenty- four sprays, six blooms in a spray, came from Mr. J.

Smellie. With twelve sprays, Messrs. Paul & Co. were 1st.

With six varieties of rayless Violas, Mr. A. J. Rowiierry,

South Woodford, was 1st. with chaiming sprays of A. J. Row-

berry, deep yellow, Blush Queen, Christiana, Border Witch,

Vestal, and Blue Gem ; 2nd, Mr. W. Baxter, Woking, with

some capital sprays.

With Bix sprays of the miniature type, Mr. A. J. Rowderry
was ogiin 1st, having Marginata, Violetta, Olivette, Emily,

and two seedlings ; Mr. J. Nicholson" was 2nd.

Viol is. Amateur Classes.— with twelve pprays, nix blooms in

a spray, Mr. H. A. Needs, Woking, was placed 1st, having
charming illustrations of Lemon (Jueen, Duchess of Fife, Iona,
Ardwell Gem, Admiration, &c.; Mr. A. J. Rowiierry wan
2nd. With six sprays, Mr. E. C. SMITH, Maswell Hil), took
the 1st prize ; and Mr. W. Bucking, Chingford, the 2nd. In

a few other small classes the exhibitors already named were
principal prize-takers.

The best fancy Pansy in the open clashes was George
Stewart, shown by Mr. J. Sutherland, Lenzie; that in the
amateurs' classes Mr. David Johnstone, from Mr. J

.

McFARLiNE. The beBt spray of Viola in the open classes was
Florizel, deep lilac, shown by Mr. S. Pye; the best in the
amateurs' classes, Christiana, pure white, with yellow eye,

from Mr. H, A. Needs.
A large collection of Violas, not for competition, was staged

by Messrs. Dobbie & Co. It consisted of some 200 sprays
comprising 130 varieties, and thoroughly representative of the
best, new and old. Sweet Peas were also included, and a
good Btrain of Auricula-eyed Sweet William.

IPSWICH HORTICULTURAL

.

July 9.—This Society got back to its old home in

Christchurch Park, on the occasion of the last show.
The Park with all its fine Spanish CheBtnutB and
other trees has now become the property of the town,
and is open to the public free, with the right to close

it for twelve days in. the course of the year for pur-
poses approved of by the Corporation. It is so

popular, and has been uBed to such purpose that the
grass is literally trodden off by thousands of busy feet

over most of its area. It was suggested to some of

the authorities that having, we understood, liberally

and well-spent'some £60,000 on this open space for

Ipswich, they might connect it with the town mains,
and keep the turf alive and green during periods of

drought, by frequent overhead waterings. Even the

fine trees looked less green and shady than usual.

The show this year in the old home, however, had very
substantial merit, though neither go large nor bo good as we
have often seen under the fostering auspices of this Society.

The most notable reductions were among Roses, which was
doubtless largely attributed to the great Eose thow of the

Boyal Horticultural Society at the Drill Hall, London, on the

tame day, and Rose shows in other places, as well as to the
drought. But in the main the show of Roses resolved itself

into a contest between two amateurs and two nurserymen

—

the Rev. Hugh Beraers and the Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, and
Mr. Frank Cant and Messrs. Prior & Sons, of Colchester. The
Silver Medal of the National Rose Society for the best Rose in

the show was won by the latter with a fine bloom of Francois
Michelon, though it was run pretty close by a very fresh

though rather small A. K. Williams, and the best of this

charming balf-dozen, Gabrielle Luizet. staged by Mr. Bernebs,
In the class for thirty-six Roses, Messrs. Frank Cant was

1st, and Messrs. Prior &. Sons 2nd. For twelve Roses, three

trusses of eacb, Messrs. Prior were 1st, and Mr. F. Cast 2nd.

These were among the richest features of the show. For
twelve Teas and Noisettes, Mr. Frank Cant was 1st, and
Messrs. PRiOR2nd. For twenty-four Roses, distinct (Amateurs),

1st, Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, Sproughton ; 2nd, Richard
Berners, Harkstead. For six Roses, three trusses of each
(Amateurs), 1st, Mr. Foster-Melliar ; 2nd, Mr. Berners.
Twelve Roses distinct, single trusses, 1st, M. D. Warner,

Esq. Twelve Tea and Noisette Roses, 1st, Rev. Hugh Berners.
Six Roses of one variety (Amateurs), 1st, Mr. Berners, with
a charming six of Madame Gabrielle Luizet. Four Roses,

single trusses, growu by residents in the borcugh (Amateurs),
1st, Mr.CORDER. Six Tea and Noi ette Roses (Amateurs), 1st,

Mr. W. PARSON9. A charming box of l'Xdeale from Mr.
Jacobi, were brilliant, beautiful, but indescribable—in its

blending of metallic red and gold—added greatly to the effect.

We noticed the following of the best blooms among the Roses,

Ernest Metz, Madame Hoste. The Bride, Niphetos, Souvenir
de Paul Nejron. Francisca Kruger, Anna Olivier, Ionocente
Pirola, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Edith Qiffard, Souvenir d'un

Ami.Marechal Niel, Jean Ducher, Ethel Brownlow, Catherine
Mermet, Alba rosea, Madame Cusin, Hybrid Perpetual^, Rey-
nolds Hole. Mrp. John Laing, Charles Lefebvre, Viscountess

Folkestone, Madame Victor Verdier, Charles Darwin, John
Stuart Mill, Horace Vernet, Duchetse de Moray, Marie
Baumann. Dr. Powell, Duke of Fife, Madame Charles Crapilet.

Harrison Weir, Suzanne-Marie Rodocanachi, A. K, Williams,
Alfred Colomb, Jean Soupert, Camille Bernardin, Heinrich
Schultheiss, Duke of Wellington, Her Majesty, Eclair, Madame
Verdier, Marie Rady, Lady May Fitzwillmm, Xavier Olibo, La
France, Star of Walthim, Ulrieh Brunner, .Teannie Dickson,

Duchess of Bedford, Duchess of Edinburgh. Duke of Edinburgh,
Marchioness ot Londonderry, Duke of Teck, Gustave Piganneau,

Exhibition de Brie, La Havre, &c.

The Table Decorations, and Bridal and Ballroom Deco-

rations deserve to rank next to the Roses ; there were three of

the former S feet by 5, having this peculiarity, that they were

all furnished and judged by ladies. Two of them, that of Miss

Gilbert and that of Miss C. G. Orpen, were harmonies of

Sweet Peas of unique lightness, chasteness, and beauty ; and

they were so nearly alike in nit-rit. that they were rightly

bracketed equal 1st. The Teas were lightly veneered with

Asparagus, Maidenhair Fern, and a delicate spray or two of

white Jasmine, and Ficusrepens. Mr. Steward, who was 3rd,

showed what may be called a harmony of Shirley Poppies

and Nasturtiums, on a yellow centre, also very lightly touched

with graceful foliage.
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Herbaceous Perennials.—As usual, there was a grand muster
of cut herbaceous flowers for collections, most tastefully

arranged on a table-space of 8 feet by 3, and also for the best
twenty-four, twelve, and six herbaceous plants, these made a
rich display. The chief prizes being taken by Mr. Jacobi of

Henley Boad, the Earl of Dysart, Mr. George Gilbert,
Messrs. Warner and Notcutt, Rev. W. Besners, Bev, E.
Farren, Captain Price, the Hon. L. Lowther.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

A few good stands of Pelargoniums were also shown, but
like the FuchBias, all far below the standard of former years.

Groups of plants arranged for effect were very creditably

shown, three exhibitors ahowiDg in each of the two sections of

12 feet by 5 feet for amataurs, and 9 feet by 4 feet for ditto,

employing not more than one gardener.

Vegetables.

The Ipswich Horticultural Society still holds a high place as

a vegetable show of the first rank, and the liberal special

prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Wills & Sons,

Daniels Brothers, Mr. W. Addison, and the special collections

from seedsmeD, as well as the liberal prizes offered by the

Society, brought a splendid muster of vegetables in most of the

classes. The green Peas were green indeed. Potatos, espe-

cially the Duke of York and Sutton's Seedling, looked perfect

;

Duke, however, seems to sport in many gradations, from
veritable Ashleaf to the furthest remove from those

eculiar marks and swellings on its surface that distinguish

all true Ashleaf Potatos. All the Dukes present, however,
were linked together through those peculiar unique spots

that distinguish that fine Potato. Carrots and Cauliflowers

were also fine. Broad Beans seem getting bigger, longer,

broader. Turnips were the only vegetables present that

seemed as if they might have felt the pinch of the drought.

Cucumbers and Tomatos fine, also Lettuces Co?, and especially

Cabbage Lettuces, the latter especially wonderfully good
;

while Cabbages were conspicuous by their absence—no, there

was one lot of three.

Fruit.

Fruit, especially Grapes, Nectarines, Melons, Peaches,

Cherries, black and white Strawberries, were fine ; and there

were eight dishes of Raspberries, seven of ripe Gooseberries,

nine of other soTts, seven of black Currants, twelve o£

white Currants, thirteen of red Currants, nearly the whole
being of high quality. There was a fine lot of Strawberries

in all shown, in collections and in single dishes, aDd for

weight, Laxton's Latest of All faking 1st and 2nd prizes for

weight, the third was unnamed, 1st. thirty fruits, weighed 2 lb.

1£ oz. ; 2nd, thirty fruits, weighed 2 lb. £ oz. ; 3rd, thirty fruits,

weighed 1 lb. 7 oz. A very fine dish of the striking black Straw-

berry Waterloo was shown , though by no means up to the Queen
standard in flavour, this Strawberry is better in quality than

not a few, and its colour will afford a new variety in desserts

that have to be large and ehowy as well as good. Of black

Grapes there weTe seven lots of good quality, and only three

lots of white, not specially good. Then also there were collec-

tions of fruits of six dishes each—Mr. Messenger, gr. to C. H.

Berners, Esq., of Woolverston Manor, taking the 1st prize

with Black Hamburgh. Buckland Sweetwater, Bellagarde

Peaches, Pineapple Nectarines, Best of All Melons, Waterloo
Strawberry, the Strawberries nicely managed in a series of

several tints, easily accessible and well arranged under the

personal superintendence of the Rev. H. Berners, the able

secretary, assisted by Messrs. Mahon, Smith and Hooper.

D. T. F.

THE WOLVERHAMPl ON FLORAL
PETE.

July 9, 10, and 11.—This was one of the best

horticultural exhibitions yet witnessed at Wolver-
hampton. Favoured by beautiful weather, the

how was greatly patronised on the first day.

The prizes offered were sufficiently tempting to

letch exhibitors from all parts of the kingdom,
and the t how of plants has never been excelled at

Wolverhampton. Some of the chief features of the

show were the Roses, which were remarkable for so

dry a season, more than 3000 blooms being staged,

and the groups arranged for effect.

Cot Flowers.

Herbaceous Flints.— Of these there was a large display. A
novel clas?, and one which was much commended by the

judges and public, was that for the National Challenge Prize—
the most tastefully arranged Violas and Pansies ir. glasses,

with Viola or other snitable foliage as a setting. A Gold
Medal and substantial money prizes were also offered by
Paul Lutz, Esq., to encourage an improvement in the staging

of these flowers, and altogether there were eight competitors.

It was a class that was the most admired of any, and served

to show the decorative value of Violas and Pansies in skilful

hands. It was remarked that the usual mode of setting up
these flowers as sprays was not adhered to.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

For the best lixtetn Flowering o* fine Foliage Flints, no

fewer than tight to be in bloom, Orchids excluded ; lbt, Mr. J.

Cypher, Cheltenham, w ith a collection that contained well-

bloomed AUamanda grandifiora and A. Hendersoni, fine spe-

cimens of Anthuriom Scherzerianum, Bougainvillea glabra,

Ixora Williamsi, and I. regina, Erica Kiogstoniana, Co-

dia;um angustifoliom, a very fine C. Mortefontainense, Cycas
circinalis, Latania borkonica, and Kentia australis. J. Mar-

riott, Esq., Coventry, was 2nd (gr., Mr. Finch), with Statice

profusa, well flowered ; also Ixoras. Bougainvillea glabra, and

some good CodiaBums.

For the text six Exotic Ferns, H. Lovatt, Esq., Bushbury
(gr., Mr. Sharp), was 1st with a very fine Todea superba,

a Dicksonia antarctica, Gleichenia Mendeli, &c. 2nd, J. A.

Kendrick, Esq., of Edgbaston.

For six Exrtic Orchids, 1st, Mr. J. Cypher with Cattleya

Sanderiana, C. Mendeli, and Odontoglossum Alexandra;
2nd, Mr. Charlesworth.
For Six Palms, Dissimilar.—1st, Mr. J. Cypher, who staged

a good Latania borbonica, Kentia Fosteriana, and Phoenix

reclinata ; 2nd, Mr. Vause, Leamington, with Areca lutescens,

Kentia anstralis, and Phoenix dactylifera.

Group of Plants.—1st, Mr. J. Cypher, with a group con-

sisting of Humea elegans, Palms, Orchids interspersed with
well-coloured Codieeumsand Ferns; 2nd, J. Marriott, Esq,.,

of Coventry, with a group containing plants of Gypsophila,

Orchids, Carnations, Ferns, Palms, Codieeums, all very nicely

arranged ; 3rd, Messrs. Tom B. Dobbs & Co.. of Wolverhamp-
ton, whose group was effectively arranged with Lilies, Bou-
vardias, Orchids, and Palms, the plants clean, well grown.

The Open Classes.

Hoses.—For seventy-two distinct varieties.—1st, Mr. B. E.

Cant, Colchester, who staged superb blooms of Her Majesty,

Alfred Colomb, Innocente Pirola, Marchioness of Londonderry,

and Maurice Bernardin ; 2nd, Messrs. Harkness & Son,

Bedale, with excellent specimens of Horace Vernet, Maurice
Bernardin, Merveille de Lyon, Marie Rady, Sir Rowland Hill,

very fine ; Charles Lefebvre, Lady Londonderry, and The Bride.

For foty- eight distinct varieties.—1st, Messrs. Harkness &
Sons, with good Etienne Levet, Merrie England, Dupuy
Jamain, Horace Vernet, Comtesse de Serenye, and Pride of

Waltbam ; 2nd, Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry,

For twelve blooms of one dark variety.— 1st, Messrs. Town-
send&Sons, who staged very fine A. K.Williams; 2nd, Messrs.
Perkins & Sons, with the same variety.

Twelve blooms, one light variety.— 1st, Messrs. Perkins &
SONS, with a good stand of Her Majesty; and 2nd, Messrs.

Townsend & SONS, with Mrs. J. Laing.

Amateurs' and Gentlemen's Gardeners' Classes.

For thirty-six distinct varieties.—iBt, the Rev. J. H. Pem-
bebton, of Havering, Essex. 2nd, Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury.

For twenty four dittinct varieties.— 1st, Mr. W. Drew ;

2nd, Rev. J. H. Pemberton.
For twelve Tea Roses.—1st, Mr. W. Drew.

Miscellaneous.

The bouquets were much admired, Messrs. Perkins & Son
taking three 1st prizes ; while Messrs. Pope & Son of Birming-

ham, and Mr. G. H. Kendrick, Edgbaston, were 2nd.

In Hardy Cut Flowers.— 1st, Mr. John Meoklein, Bridge

of Weir, with a fine collection ; 2nd, Mr. J. Salmon, Trysail,

Wolverhampton ; 3rd, P. Stanhope, Esq , Wombourne.
This class brought sixteen competitors.

For the Nationil Challenge Prize.—The Gold Medal, Messrs.

Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B. , for an arrangement of Violas

and Pansies; 2nd, Mr. G. Smellie, Bushby, N.B. ; 3rd, Mr.
M. Campbell, Blantyre, N.B. This class brought out eight

competitors.
Fruit.

The show of fruit was excellent, especially the Grapps.

Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, of Blithfield. was lbt for

four bunches of Grapes, distinct varieties. Other noted ex-

hibitors in the Grape classes were Mr. Goodacre, gr. ta the

Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle; Mr. Read, gr. to the

Earl of Carnarvon, Bretby Hall ; Mr. Gilman, gr. to the

Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre.

For the best ctllectioa of nine dishes cf Fruit, Mr. Gleeson,

gr. to C. E. Keyser, Esq., Stanmore, was 1st, with a very

fine Pine, Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh Grapes,

Hero of Lockinge Melon, Lord Napier Nectarine, Dr. Hogg
and Early Groase Mignonue Peaches, and Brown Turkey Figs,

Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, was 2nd with very good

Black Hamburgh and Duke of Buccleuch Grapes, Violette

Hative and Royal George Peaches, Downton and Violet Hative
Nectarines, Golden Perfection Melon, and Brown Turkey Figs,

For six Peaches. — 1st, Sir G. Merrick, Bart, (gr., Mr.
Gray), with Crimson Galande ; 2nd, R. Sneyd, Esq. (gr., Mr.

Wallis), with Abec; 3rd, Sir C. H. Broughton, Bart., with

Hale's Early.

for six Nectarines.— 1st, Hon. P. Stanhope. Wombourne,
with River's Early Orange; 2nd, B. SNEYD, Eeq., with Lord

Napier; 3rd, C. E. Keyser, Esq.

Vegetables.

There was a very good display, it being much better than

might have been expected this dry season. In the larger

collection, 1st, Earl of Carnarvon; 2nd, the Rev. W. D.

Thatcher, Stourbridge.

The non-competitive exhibitors were Mr. W. D. Bason, of

Finchfield, Wolverhampton, who received Bronze Medal and
Certificate of Merit for Mushroom Spawn and display of plant .

Messrs. Thompson, Sparkhill, Birmingham ; Messrs. Hewett
& Son, Solihull, Birmingham; Messrs. Dicksons, Chester,

who sent Roses, and receded an award of a Silver Medal and
a Certificate of Merit ; Messrs. Eckford & Son, Wem, who
staged fifty varieties of Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Jarman & Son,

Chard; Messrs. Birkenhead & Son ; Messrs. Jones & Son,

Shrewsbury ; Mr. B. Lowe, of Wolverhampton ; Mr. J.

Knight, Wolverhampton ; and Mr. J. H. Wright, Worcester.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICUL-
TURAL.

July 10.—The thirty-seventh annual exhibition
was held on the above date, and in respect to quality
and quantity was well up to the average. Groups
are always a strong feature, and on this occasion
competition was very close. Eventually, Mr. J.
Howes, gr. to W. Cobb, Esq., Tunbridge Wells, was
placed before Mr. L. Dupond, gr. to C. B. Powell,
Esq. ; Mr. S. Pope, gr. to J. J. Babhow, Esq., follow-
ing. There was little to choose between these
groups, all three being especially neat and pretty
in arrangement

For four stove and greenhouse plants, Mr. T. Portnell, gr.

to Sir A. Lamb, Battle, was 1st, Statice profusa, Olerodendron,

Balfourians, Dipladenia amabiliB, and D. boliviensis being very
well flowered. Mr. S. Pope, gr. to J. J. Barrow, Esq., won for

fonr ornamental-foliaged plants ; and was also 1st for four
exotic Ferns.

In a class for nine Orchids, Mr. J. Howes was a good 1st,

hie pieces of Epidendrum vitellinum majus and Oncidiam
macranthum being excellent.

Begonias were excellent, Mr. W. H. Wickens being 1st for

singles, and Mr. T. Furze for doubles. Mr. W. H. WlOKENS
also won the Silver Medal for tuberous Begonias, with a
grand lot.

As usual, both zonal Pelargoniums and Fuohsias were good,,

while the Gloxinias were difficult to beat. Mr. Wickens,
Mr. Wakeford, and Mr. Furze took 1st honours in the
order given, for these three species of plants.

Cut Flowers.—For blooms of herbaceous plants, Mr. J.

Charlton, Tunbridge Wells, was well in front, and put np a
grand lot. Mr. Dupont, gr. to C. B. Powell, Esq., South-
borough, was 2nd. Mr. T. Portnell was 1st for eighteen
varieties of stove and greenhouse flowers. Table decorations,

if not very numerous, were of the usual high quality, Mrs.
Hatton, Sevenoaks, being 1st for three stands ; and Mr. B.
Edwards, Sevenoaks, 1st for one stand, the latter decorated

entirely with Roses. In both classes, Mr. A. Hatton, gr. to

Mrs. Swanzt, Sevenoaks, was a close 2nd. Mr. J. Charlton
won for a wreath, hand-bouquet, and also a wedding-bouquet,
all being good.

Hoses.—Mr. G. Mount, Canterbury, was well in front for

forty-eight varieties, and had some good examples. The best

were Duke of Teck, Duke of Wellington, A. K. Williams.
Charles Lefebvre, Marie Baumann, Xavier Olibo, and Dupuy
Jamain. The last bloom secured the National Bose Society's

Bronze Medal for the best Bose in open classes, and was a mag-
nificent flower. A similar Medal in the amateur classes was
awarded to Mr. Elmes for Mrs. John Laing. Mr. J, Den-
nett, Maresfield, won for twelve Teas or Noisettes. Mr.
Harris, gr. to E. M. Bethune, Esq., Denne Park, Horsham,
staged a good stand of twenty-four single blooms, Niphetos,

Alfred Colomb, A. K. Williams, and Fisher Holmes, being

particularly good; Mr. C, Salter, gr. to T. B. Haywood,
Esq., Beigate, was a close 2nd here, and first for &ix varieties,

three of each ; while Mr. Harris was again well in front for

twelve Teas in the amateur division with a perfect stand.

Fruit.—This was excellent in quality. Mr. J. Friend, gr.

to the Hon. P. C. Glyn, Godstone, beat Mr. Palmer for

Black Hamburgh ; Mr. Earl was in front of Mr. J. Snow for

Black Grapea other than Hamburgh ; while Mr. SNOW was
well in front for White Grapes. Mr. T. C. Moorhouse, gr. to

J. W. Temple, Esq., Groombridge, took 1st, both for Peaches
and Nectarines; Mr. Earl doing the same for Pine-apples and
Cherries, and Mr. Friend for Melons and Strawberries.

The collections of fruit (nine varieties) were good, and
resulted in Mr, Fennel], gr. to W. M. Cazalet, Esq., Ton-
bridge, being awarded an equal 1st with Mr. Earl, Mr. J.

Srow following.

Vegetables.—Mr. J. Friend was 1st for nine kinds, and
also for six kinds, to be grown by single-handed gardeners

only. The 1st prize in Messrs. Sutton & Son's class went to

Mr. G. Denton, gr. to A. G. Earle, Esq , Tonbridge ; and that

by Mr. J. Charlton to Mr. C. F. Dank, gr. to H. Taylor,
Esq., Rnstball.

The chief winners in the local classes were Mr. J. Snow,
for six stove and greenhouse plants in bloom, also for four

ditto for ornamental foliaged plants and for exotic Ferns,

Miscellaneous.—Cottagers productions were particularly

good, especially the vegetables. A few good cut Roses came
from Mr. G. W. Pipes, of the TJckfield Nursery ; and also a
pretty group of Begonias and Ferns from Mr. S. S. Cull, St.

John's Nurseries. Other exhibits, not for competition, were
herbaceous flowers, and the usual Btands of horticultural

implements.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
July 11.—This society held its last meeting of

the session on the above date, in the Lecture Hall

of the R >yal Botanic GardeD, Mr. Symington Grieve

takiDg the chair.

There was a rather thin attendance of members, this being,

due to the heavy rainfall during the afternoon. After the

reading of ihe council proceedings, and election of new
members, Mr. Andrew Tajlor read obituary notices of Dr.

H. C. F. Cleghorn and Dr. T. A. G. Balfour, both of whom
were distinguished members of this society, and contributors

to the Transactions of the society. Mr. R. Lindsay, Curator,

in Mb report on Vegetation in the Royal Botanic Garden,

stated that a much larger number of plants had flowered upon

the rock garden than for -everal years in the corresponding
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month. The foliage'of trees were tolerably free from insect

pests, notwithstanding the drought during the month. The
following items are taken from the report of meteorological

observations for June, in the garden. The highest reading of

the barometer was on the 24th=30°'397 ; lowest, 29°*446;

mean for month, 29°9(35. Protected self-registering thermo-
meter* : highest reading, 77°"7, on the 26th j lowest, 37°'l, on
the 13th; mean for month, 59°'3; or 0,

7 above average for

.Tune of last four years. Hygrometer : mean of dry bulb, 57° 8

;

mean of wet bulb, f>2°'5. Radiation thermometer : highest, in

sun, 131 o,
0, on the 10th ; lowest, on grass, 28°'8, on the 15th.

Frost occurred on grass on sir days. Total sunshine, 187 hours
25 minutes; the sunniest day was on the 6th, when 13 hours

25 minutes was recorded. Rainfall : rain fell on 15 days, the
total fall being 2*560 inch, this being 0*611 inch above the

average for June of last four years. Mr. R. L. Harrow read
the u*ual notes on Plants in the Plant Houses, and exhibited
Combretum purpureum. Crinum augustum, Cypripedium
Parishii, Lambertia formosa, Tusssccia pulchelln, and others
from the houees. At the close of the meeting, the chairman
announced the next meeting to take place in November.

BATH ROSE AND BEGONIA SHOW.
July 11.—The Bath Rose show, as usual, was held

in the Sydney Gardens on the above-named date.

The competition in some of the open classes was
not quite so good as it generally is at Bath, the long
pell of dry weather being responsible for this cir-

cumstance ; the blooms, however, were of a high
order, and the show was a success.

ROSES.

Nurserymen.

In the class for seventy-two distinct varieties, three very

good lots of blooms were staged by Messrs. Harkness &
Sons. Bsdale, Yorkshire ; Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry ;

and Messrs. George Cooling & Sons, Bath, who took the

prizes in the above order. The contest for lBt place between
the Yorkshire and Warwickshire firms was very close. The
best bl oms in the premier stand were Captain Haward, Her
Majesty, Duke of Teck, Francisca Kmger, Gustave Piganneau,
Mrs. John Laing, Prince Arthur, Alfred Colomb, A. K.
Williams, Comte Raimbaud, Auguste Rigotard, Victor Hugo,
Earl of Eufferin, Marie Rady, Charles Darwin, Exposition de
Brie, and La France. The blooms in the 2nd prize stand were
slightly Emaller, but they were even, fresh, and of fine Bub-

stance, as also were the blooms in Messrs. Cooliogs' stand.

Thirty-six varieties, three trusses of each.—1st, Messrs.

Cooling & Sons, with good all-round blooms of Comtesse de
Nadaillac, Pride of Waltham, Etienne Levet, Alfred Colomb,
Xavier Olibo, Mrs. John Laing, La France, Abel Carnere,
Blanche Wood, Gustave Piganneau, Duke of Wellington,
Caroline Kuster, Horace Vernet, Harrison Weir, large solid

blooms of rich velvety crimson, &c. ; Messrs. Perkins taking

2nd honours with a good stand.

Eighteen distinct varieties, three trusses ofeach,—Mr. GEORGE
Mount, Canterbury, was a good 1st among four competitors

with a grand lot of blooms; Mr. John Mattock, Oxford,
was 2nd.

Thirty-six distinct varieties, single trusses.—Here Mr. Mount
was to the front again with a fine lot of blooms, including
grand specimens of A. K. Williams, Mrs. John Laing, Duke of

Edinburgh, Madame Eugene Verdier, Xavier Olibo, Ulrich
Brunner, John Mills, and Alfred Colomb; Messrs. Curtis,
SANrFORD & Co. were 2nd.

Eighteen Teas or Noisettes, distinct varieties, single trusses,—
First, Mr. Mattock, with a stand of even, fresh, solid blooms
of Ernest Metz, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Caroline Kuster,
Catherine Mermet, Madame Cusin, The Bride, Comtesse de
Nadaillac, Innocente Pirola. Marie Van Houtte, Marechal Niel,

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Ethel Brownlow. and Souvenir de
Theiese Levet; Messrs. Curtis, Sandford & Co. were 2nd,

Amateurs.

In the classes for thirty-six and eighteen varieties in single
trusses, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering, Essex, secured
premier position, Duke of Teck, Her Majesty, Charles
Lefebvre, A. K. Williams, John Stuart Mill, Dupuy Jamain,
Catherine Mermet, Duke of Wellington, and Comte Raim-
baud, being the most prominent blooms in his stand ; Dr. Budd,
Bath, was a good 2nd in each class.

Tiventy-four varieties, single trusses.—1st, Mr. Thomas
Hobbs, Bristol; 2nd, Mr. Parker, Old Headington, both
staging good blooms.

Twelve varieties, one bltom of each.—Mr. Hobbs was again

1st, and Mr. Conway Jones, Gloucester, was 2nd.

Local Classes.—la the two classes reserved for Roses grown
within six miles of the Guildhall, Bath, Mr. A. Hill Gray,
was 1st in both, securing the Gold Medal for twelve varieties,

one bloom of each, and premier place for a like number of

varieties in trebles. Messrs. E. G. Garaway, Hobbs, and
Ball (Bath), were the other prize-winners in the above-men-
tioned classes. Mr. Hill Gray also secured the premier award
in two out of the three classes for Teas and Noisettes; Mr,
James Parker taking 2nd place in the other class.

Open Classes.

Twelve single trusses of any Rase.— 1st, Messrs. Harkness &.

Sons, with good examples of Gustavo Piganneau ; 2nd, Messrs.

Curtis, Sandford & Co , with good bloomB of Mane Bau-
mann. Six stands were s:aged in this class.

Twelve bloomsofany Yelow Rose.—1st, Mr. John Mattock,

with faultless blooms of Comtesse de Nadaillac ; Mr. Hill
Gray being 2nd with Marechal Niel.

Twelve single trusses of any crimson Rose.— 1st, Meesrs.

Perkins & Sons, with grand blooms of A. K. Williams ; Mr.
Mount taking 2nd place with good solid flowers of Fisher

Holmes.

Twlve distinct garden decorat ve Roses to be shown in

bunches,—Here MeBsrs. George Cooling & Sons were easily

lBt with grand exhibits of Ophirie, Madame Falcot, Jaune
Desprey, Celine Forestier, Marquis of Salisbury, Beaut

e

IncooBtante, W. A. Richardson, Bardon Job, Homer, Triomphe
des Rennes, and L'Ideale ; Mr. Mattock was 2nd.

Premier blooms. — Mr. Hill Gray had the best Tea or

Noisette (Comtesse de Nadaillac) Rose in the show ; and
Messrs. Harkness & SONS had the best hybrid perpetual in

Gustave Piganneau.
Messrs. Keynes Williams & Co , Salisbury, had a stand

of hybrid Sweet Briars, which were greatly admired ; Jeannie

Deans, Brenda, and Lucy Bertram being the most conspicuous.

Groups.

For a group of miscellaneous plants, on a space not exceed-

ing 250 Bquare feet, Mr. James Cypher was 1st, with an
artistic arrangement, consisting of a series of mounds having
central plants of Palms, Bamboos, Tuberoses, Dracaenas

Goldieana and Lindeni, Crotons. and Humea elegans in fine

flower, backed up by grandly-flowered Orchids ; also Cala-

diums, Maidenhair Fern, Crotons, &c. Mr. B. R, Cater
(Chairman of the Bath Floral FtHe and Band Committee, and

a keen horticulturist) was a capital 2nd, being very strong in

Orchids ; and Eldorado cork was introduced into this arrange-

ment with good effect, representing the front elevation of a

castle.

BEGONIAS.

Four classes were set apart for plants of the tuberous-rooted

Begonias, and the plants put up in competition for these prizes

made a good show, and were, on the whole, highly creditable

to the growers. The plants were confined to pots not exceeding

10 inches in diameter.

Mr. Richard Curry, Bath, was 1st for six distinct varieties,

with well-grown plants, the foliage being good, and the flowers

large and freBh ; Mr. T. W. Dunn, Bath, was 2od.

For six plants, double, Mr. J. B. Blackmoor was 1st, with

large, grandly-njwered plants of Lady Gertrude, Duchess of

Fife, Rev. E. Lasceltea, Princess May (a fine white), Mrs.

French, and Exquisite; 2nd, Mr. D. L. Carr.
Mr. Dunn had the best specimen, single-flowered ; and Mr.

Blackmore the best plant of a double variety.

Mr. B. R. Davis, Yeovil, had a magnificent display of cut

blooms of great size, and various and pleasing shades of colour.

Strawberries.
In the three classes provided for Strawberries, Mr. F.

Bicketts, Batheaston, took 1st prize in each class, showing

nice fruits of Sir Joseph Paxton in each case.

Vegetables.
Two good collections of vegetables were staged by Mr.

George Garaway and Mr. William Evry, who secured

the prizes in the above order.

A portion of the side staging on entering the large marquee

had been devoted to the sale of spare flowers in aid of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, £13 being realised in

this way last year. This prictice is worthy of adoption by

the committees of other shows held in various parts of the

country.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SHOW AT
DERBY.

July 17.—We share the opinion of both eecre-

tariee, that this show was the best of the season, to

far as quality is concerned, while it certainly fell

very little short in numbers. Not many expected to

find so grand a collection of Roses after the pro-

longed drought, bat there they were, and from almost

all parti, bat Scotland, Ireland, and the north and

north - east of England sent the best flowers.

The Hybrid Perpetual! were very good, clean, and

bright, except in a few cases ; but the Teas were

scarcely so good as at the Crystal Palace or Glou-

cester. Their uniform good quality was remark-

able, more especially in the Hybrid Perpetual

classes.
Nurserymen.

In thi Jubilee Trophy class for thirty-six singles, to which a

Gold Medal is also awarded, there were eleven competitors.

Messrs. R. HaRKNESS & SONS, Bedale. Yorks, won with a good

stand, consisting of Charles Lefebvre, Madame Eugtlae Verdier,

Horace Vernet, S.-M. Bodocanachi, Dr. Andry, Duchesse de

Moray, Dupuy Jamain, Queen of Queens, Comte Raimbaud,

Her Majesty, Dube of Edinburgh, Gustave Piganneau, Lady

Mary Fitzwilliam, Fisher Holmes, A. K. Williams (medal

bloom). &o. There was scarcely a faulty bloom in the collec-

tion. Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, with a good lot, was 2nd,

his best blooms being Lady H. Stewart, A. K. William?,

Victor Hugo, Horace Vernet, and Duke of Wellington.

Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Newtownnrds, Ireland, had two

promising seedlings in their 3rd prize stand.

For seventy- two distinct, single trusses.—Messrs. Harkness

& Sons, B. R. Oant, and MesBrs. Dic*kso>" & Son occupied the

same positions as in the former class. The best flowers in the

winning stand were Etienne Levet, Marie Baumann, Horace

Vernet, Duke of Connaught, Prince Arthur, A. K. Williams,

and Victor Hugo.

For thirty-six varieties, three blooms of each, there was
very Iteen competition, but eventually Messrs. Harknem,
B. R. Cant, and Messrs. Dickson once more followed each

other as named. A eet of their new H.P. Merrie England,
was peculiarly striking in the winning stand.

Thirty-six tingles, diUinct.—There were nioe collections,

and the prizes were taken by Messrs. Cocker & Sons. Aber-

deen ; Messrs. D. Prior & Son. Colcheter, and Messrs.

Townsuknd & Son, Worcester, in the order of their names.

Very shortly after judging, both of the latter were decidedly

in front of Meesrs. Cocker's stand.

For c'ghteen virieties, three blooms of each, Messrs. D. PRIOR
& Son, Colchester, were well ahead, Messrs. T-avn^hend and

Mr. G. Mount following.

Silver Medal Roses.

Nurserymen. — Messrs. HaRKNESS & SON. with A. K.

Williams (H.P.J; Messrs. W. & D. Croll, with Marie van

Houtte (Tea).
Amateurs.

The Jubilee Trophy and Gold Medal was won by Mr. E. B.

Lindsell. Hitchin, who also secured the Silver Medals for

both the beBt H. P. and Tea Rose shown by amateurs. This was

a grand stand, the Medal blooms being Xavier Olibo and

Comtesse de Nadaillac; Madame Hoste was the only weak

flower. H. V. Machin, Esq., Gateford Hill, Worksop, had

Horace Vernet and Her Majesty particularly good in his 2nd

prize stand.

A £10 Cup, presented by the Right Hon. Sir W. V. Har-

court, was easily secured by Mr. E. B. Lindsell, with a good

collection of thirty-six blooms ; Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury, was

2nd. Mr. E. B. Lindsell was also 1st for eight distinct

varieties, three blooms of each ; Mr. H. V. Machin dividing

him from the Rev, J. H. Pemberton in this class.

The Crown Derby Vase, for growers of fewer than 20(0

plants, was secured by Mr. J. Parker, Oldfield, Hitchin;

E. Mawley, Esq., Berkhamsted, 2nd ; and B. E. West, Esq.,

Reigate, following.

For growers of fewer than 1000 plants, Mr. Whittle, d6,

Belgrave Terrace, Leicester, was in front.

A pica of Plategiven by the Mayor of Derby was won by Mr.

A. WHITTON, Bedale. Yorks, for twenty-four distinct singles.

Nine tingle blooms, T. Tatham, Esq., Wilmslow, was a good

1st among seven competitors; Mr. J. T. Marsden, Silverdale.

Carnforth, winning for six Teas. These three last classeswere

for growers north of the Trent only.

For nine blooms of any one variety, except Teas or Noisette?,

Mr. Machin was successful with Prince Arthur; Mr. Drew.

with Mrs. J. Laing ; and Rev. J. H. Pemberton, with A. K.

Williams.

The class for six new Roses was poor ; Mr. Machin and the

Rev. J. H. Pemberton being respectively 1st and 2nd.

Teas and Noisettes.

Eight competed in an open class for twelve trebles, Messrs.

D Prior & Son, Colchester; Mr. J. MATrocK, Oxford
;
and

Messrs. Cocker & Sons. Aberdeen, winning in the order as

named.
Nurserymen.

Messrs. Prior & Son were 1st for eighteen distinct singles;

Messrs. A. Dickson & Son, Newtownards, Ireland, *"*; «"|

Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons. Aberdeen, 3rd. This was a et«mg

class, and the winners came from a wide aiea. In this class

was the Silver Medal Tea, Van Houtte, from Messrs. W. & V.

Croll. Dundee.

For twtlve Teas, Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, was 1st
;
Messrs.

J. BURRELL & Co., Cambridge, being 2nd.

Amateurs.

Twelve booms, distinct, open to all amaliurs.-Mr. O. G,

ORPEN, Colchester, was well in front of A. Hill Gray, *6q.,

Bath. ,

Nine blooms of any Tea or NoUette.-Xi. Machin Worksop,

won in this class, staging some good blooms ox Edith G.tford.

Nine single booms by g.owers of fewer than WX> plants.-**.

W. DREW, Uplands. Ledbury, was 1st; A. H. fcRA\. *~q.,

Bath, being 1.? for anextra c.assof*«**£"£ ~£
The Rev. F. B. BlTRNSIDE. Sutton-on the-Hill, was 1st, Wltn

Marie Van Houtte for six blooms of any Tea.

Opes Classes.

Twelve ne„ and dMinct i?os«.-Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons

Newtownards, Ireland, won with .«<**** b" » "££
weaker than at the Crystal Palace; Mr. B. K. CAST. Col

Chester, and Messrs. PATJI & SON, Cheshunt, taktog 2nd

"a olid Medal was this time awarded to Messrs. A. DICKSOS

& Sons for H P. Helen Keller, and Commendation was given

for £ady Moyra Beaucle.c. Messrs. Township ft Son. Wot-

elter, won with The Bride, for twelve blooms of soy »h£

Bose. Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, with Her Majesty for

twelve blooms of any l.ght Bosa (a ((rand box) ;
and Messrs

Habkness S, Sons, with A. K. Williams, for twelve blooms

of any crimson Rose.
Garden Roses.

These were very good, and superior to those shown either at

the Crystal Palace or Gloucester. In the amateurs class for

twelve bunches. Mr. H. V. Machin was 1st

Messrs Paul & Sos, Cheshuut, staged a grand lot in the

open class for 1st honours ; being foUowed by Messrs. W. 4 D.

Croil, and Messrs. J. Cocker St Son.

In the display of Boses, Mr. H. v. Machin beat Mr. J.

Mattock.
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JOHN WILLS.—On Saturday, the 13th met., on a

perfect summer day, with the brilliant sunshine
playing about the grave in Brompton cemetery, and
amid a large circle of friends from all parts of the
country, John Wills, whose death was announced
in our last issue, was laid to rest. Many who
would otherwise have been present were kept away
by business engagements peculiar to the day ; but it

was a representative gathering which stood aronnd
his laBt resting-place. He had displayed undoubted
genius, and marked originality in his particular

line; he had conceived and carried into effect

achievements which amonnted almost to audacity,

but always executed with remarkable taste, skill,

and conscientious attention to details. No man
in his day has done go much to elaborate and
elevate the art of the floral decorator, and the
immense impetus given to the development of that
art in later years is largely due to the happy
inspirations of him who sleeps his last sleep in

Brompton Cemetery, near others of his brethren who
in their day had made horticulture famous.

John Wills was born in 1832, at Chard, Somerset,
where his early life was spent. He received his educa-
tion in the village school, having as a schoolmate Mr.
Superintendent E. Denning, so long the Chief of the
Police at Buckingham Palace and the Houses of

Parliament, and who was present at his funeral.

On leaving school, he waB taken into the gardens of

Cricket St. Thomas, the seat of Viscount Bridport,
near Chard ; and from thence he went to London
about 1850, as gardener near the Swiss Cottage, St.

John's Wood, to a Mr. Woodcock, who was father to

the vicar of Chard. Later on he was employed under
Sir J. Paxton in laying-out the grounds of the
Crystal Palace at Sydenham ; and from thence he
went to the Pine-apple Nurseries of Messrs. A. Hen-
derson & Co., Maida Vale, and on leaving there to the
gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at South
Kensington, under Mr. George Eyles. He next be-
came engaged as gardener to Sir Philip Grey de
Egerton, Bart., at Oulton Park, Tarporley, where hii

enterprising spirit found congenial work. It is

to him we owe to some extent the popularity of the
Viola as a bedding plant in the present day, by his

bringing V. cornuta to the fore and getting it a place
in almost every flower garden. This led to others,
especially in Scotland, turning their attention to the
Viola, V. lutea and other species being employed for

the purpose of obtaining new races for garden decora-
tion. Wills also paid much attention to the Ver-
bena, and raised some double varieties now probably
lost. He also originated some very fine and
distinct bicolor Pelargoniums, including Beauty of
Calderdale, Beauty ol Ribbleedale, Beauty of Oulton,
Her Mejesty, Golden Queen, Gaiety, &c, and of
tricolors, Florence, Lizzie, and Unique, which were
sent out by Mr. William Bull ; the former of these,
Beauty of Calderdale, is still grown for bedding
purposes. In 1865, be was gardener to Capt. Le
G. N. Starkie at Huntroyde Park, Burnley, where
he Btill continued his experiments in raising new
varieties of bronze zonals and other bedding Pelar-
goniums; and from whence originated the new aLd
distinct Ivy-leaved varieties Willsii and Willaii
rosea. To the Botanical Congress held in con-
nection with the Great International Exhibition of
London in 1866, he contributed a paper on the
sportiog of " Pelargoniums and other Plants," which
is published in the Report of Proceedings ; and later
he contributed to the gardening press papers on the
origin of variegated Pelargoniums and allied subjects.
Coming to London at the end of the sixties, he
eventually established himself in business at Sussex
Place, Brompton, removing a few years afterwards
to Oaalow Crescent, where he built up a large busi-
ness, having establishment! at Anerley, Fulham,
and elsewhere ; and taking a foremost place
as a floral decorator. Eirly in 1880, j finding his

Urge business beyond his control, he formed it

into a Limited Liability Co., with commodious pre-
mises in Regent Street; but it did not prove so

successful as he had hoped, and the business again

found the centre at Onslow Crescent, one of his

managers, Mr. S. M. Segar, becoming a partner, and

here he died.

Whan the Royal Aquarium, at Westminster, was

first established some years ago, Mr. Wills planted

the summer and winter gardens, and had the main-

tenance of them for a time ; and he also carried out

a series of horticultural exhibitions in the building,

at one of which, held in May, the sum of £100 was

offered in three prizes for twenty-five Orchids. He
also carried out a large exhibition at Sandown
Park, which attracted a very fashionable company.
His groups of plants at the leading London exhibi-

tions were always remarkable for the taste and skill

which characterised his work.

About 1878 he was superintending extensive

alterations at Laeken Palace for the King of the

Belgians ; and during his career he undertook

extensive floral decorations at Buckingham Palace,

Marlborough House (where he had charge of the

gardens), at the Foreign and other Government
offices on the occasion of receptions, at banquets,

at the Mansion House and other city halls, at many
aristocratic mansions, &c. One of his greatest

undertakings was the decoration of the Midland
Railway Station, and the Queen's Hotel, at Sheffield,

on the occasion of the visit of their R.H. the Prince

and Princess of Wales, who were present at the

opening of one of the public parks, when he electrified

the Sheffield folk with the boldness and originality

of his work. His proposal to cover the Albert

Memorial in Kensington Gardens with a gigantic

glass erection, and make it illustrative of the flora

of the four quarters of the globe, will be remem-
bered ; as also his energetic efforts for a number of

years to originate another International Horticultural

Exhibition in London.

Many gardening Institutions and Societies found

in him a generous supporter. At the time of his

death he was a member of the committee of the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and as long as he

was able to do so, he made a point of attending the

meetings of that body. He leaves a widow, who will

continue to carry on the business in Onslow Crescent,

in conjunction with Mr. S. M, Segar. R. D.

Mr. J. STRATFORD.—We regret to announce

the death of Mr. J. Stratford on June 29,

aged sixty-one years. He was head gardener at

Wormley Bury, Broxbonrne, Hertfordshire, for thirty-

five years, under the late Mrs. Grant and H. G.
Bushby, Esq ; having come from The Knole, Glamor-

ganshire, with Mrs. Grant in the year 1860. The
funeral took place at Wormley Church, on July 3, a

large number of his old friends attending ; and he leaves

a widow, three daughters and one son, to mourn his

loss. Mr. D. R. Stratford, son of the deceased, takes

his father's place as head gardener, he having been

foreman under him for the past five years.

Plahts ih Pots.—Average Wholesale Peioes.

Markets.
COVENT GARDEN, July 18.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
duality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arams, per dozen
blooms

Asters, per bunch...

Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Lapageria, 12 blmB.
Lilac (French), per
bunch

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Lilium Lancifolium,
per dozen

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bun.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

t. d. t.d.

4 0-60
10-16
6-10

3 8
4 0-60
3 0-40
10-20

4 6-50

4 0-6 1)

10-30
2 0-40

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunches
— 12 sprays

Orchids ;

—

Cattleya, 12blms.
Odon toglossum
crispum,12blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-
ehals), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— red. per dozen
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Tuberoses, 12 blms.

f . d. s. d.

4 0-60
4-06

9 0-15

3 0-60
2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

4 0-60
10-16

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12— specimen, each 5
Calceolaria, per doz. 4
Coleus, per dozen... 3
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Draoasna, each ... 1— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, per
dozen ... ... 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1
Ferns, various, doz. 5

d. t.d.

0-12
0-30
0-15
0-6
0-6
0-10
0-7 6

24

0-24
6-3
0-12

Ficus elastica, each
Foliage plants, doz.

Fuchsias, per doz. ..

Heliotrope, per doz.

Hydrangeas, p. doz.

Ivy Geraniums, doz.

Lobelia, per doz ...

Marguerites, p. doz.

Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Pelargoniums, doz.

Rhodanthe, per doz.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

f. d. f . d
3 0-50Apples, per sieve ...

Cherries, Black, per
half-sieve ... 4 0-80— White, do. ... 4 0-70

Figs, per dozen ... 10-20
Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 16-20
— 2nd quality... 9-10— Muscats ... 2 0-30
— Guernsey ... 10-16

Melons, each 16-20

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each

Peaches, 1st size, doz
— 2nd size „
— 3rd sice ,,

Raspberries, per lb.

Red Currants, per
half-sieve
— black, per
half-sieve

t.d. t.d.
10-76
9 0-24

6 0-80
4 0-60
9 0-24
4 0-60
3 0-4
6 0-90
4 0-60
2 0-10
10 6-84

8 12

4 0-60

t.d. t.d.

2 0- ft

6 0-10
2 0-40
1 0-

3
1 6

2 6-30

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.

t.d. t.d,

- 1 6
Beans, Broad, per

sieve 1 0-

Beans, p. sieve ... 5
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 6-3
Cucumbers, per doz. 2 0-3
Marrows, veg,, doz. 1 0-
Mushrooms, per lb. 6-09

i. d. s. d.

Peas, blue, per bag 4 0-60
— — per bush. 2 6-36

Tomatoa, Home-
grown, per doz. lb. 4
— Smooth ,. 4 0--
— ordinary „ 3 0-36
— Guernsey ,, 3 —

New Potatos.

Market rather firmer for best Eoglish samples, but for

foreign supplies, prices are lower. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : Ju'y 17.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

write that owing to the Parliamentary elections, and more

particularly to the practically unbroken drought, to-day's

seed market was bare alike of buyers and of business. New
Trifolium, both English and French, being in early and abun-

dant supply, and well in advance of consumptive want,

naturally comes to hand very cheap. There is no change in

either Mustard or Rape-seed, Canary exhibits marked signs

of increasing strength, the bear sales which caused the recent

depression are apparently still uncovered. Peas and Haricots

keep steady.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough; July 16. — Quotations :—Carrots, 2s. to 2s. id.

per bag ; Peas, 2s. id. to 3s. 6d. per bushel ; Horseradish, Is. to

Is. 3d. per bundle; Apples, Taamanian, 6s. to 8s. per case;

Cherries, Is. id. to 2s. ; Currants, Is. 9d. to 4s. per half- sieve.

Spitalfields : July 16.— Quotations:—Cabbages, 5s. to 7s.

per tally ; Carrots, 2s. to 2s. id. per dozen bunches ; Turnips,

do. ; Peas, 2s. id. to 3s. per bushel, and 5s. to 6s. per bag

;

Broad Beans, 2s. 6d. to 3s. per bag ; Scarlet Runners, 3s. to

3s. id. per half-bushel ; French Beans, do.

Stbatfokd : July 16.—The supply at this market during

the past week has been excellent, and, with plenty of bujers,

a brisk trade was done at the following quotations :—Cabbages,

2s. id. to 5s. per tally; Peas, 5s. to 6s. per bag; Beans,

2s. 9d. to 3s. per bag ; Black Currants, 3s. id. to 4s. per half-

sieve ; red do., 3s. to 3>. id. do, ; Cherries, 4s. to 4s. id. do.

;

do., eating, 4s. to 5s. fa.; Apples, 2s. id. to 2s. 9d. do. ;
do

,
5s.

to 5s. id. per sieve ; Oranges, 4s. to 5s. per 100 ;
Tomatos, 8s.

to 10s. per case; Beanr, Scarlet, 7s. id. to Ss. per bushel;

Cucumbers, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per dozen ; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. id. per

dozen bunches; Carrots, household. Is. to 2s. per dozen;

Mangels, 12s. to 20s. per ton ; Onions, Egyptian. 5s. id. to 6s

per cwt.

Fakkinodon: Ju'y 18.- Quotations :—Raspberries, 3d. to

id. per lb. ; Gooseberries, 2s. fd. to 3s. per half-sieve ;
black

Currants, 5s. id. per half-busbel ; red do , 6s. per bushel

;

Green Gages, 5s. id. per basket (12 lb.); Cherries, 6s. per

half-bushel ; do., white, 6s. id. do. ; Melons, 12s. per case of

24 ; Pme apples, 2s. id. each ; Apples, Tasmauian, 61. per

case ; Tomatos, English, id. per lb. ; do., foreign, ljrf. per lb.

;

Cucumbers, 2d. each; Cabbage. Is. 3d. per dozen; Parsley,

id. per buoch ; Turnips. 2d. do ; Carrots, 3d. do. ;
Broad

Beans, 2s. to 2s. id. per bushel ; French do., 6l. id. per half-

bushel ; Scarlet Beans. 6s. id. do.

HAY.
Averages.—The following arc the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 115l. ; do., inferior, 50s. to 80s. ; hay,

best, 60j. to 95s. ; do., inferior, SOl. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to

92s. ; and atraw, 20s. to 40s. per load.

CORN.

16-20
4-06

Orchid-bloom in variety

Averages.— Official stateuieut of the overage prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for tho week ending

July 13, and for the corresponding period in ihe previous

year :—1895 : Wheat, 25s. ; Barley, 20s. fid. ; Oats, 15s. Id.

1894 : Wheat, 24«. bd. ; Barley, 21s. ; Oats, 19s. Id.
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POTATOS.
Borough j July 16. — Quotations : Old, 40*. to 60s. per

ton ; New. 80s. to 130s. per ton.

Spitalfields : July 16. — Quotations :—Hebrot.8, 80s. to

100s.; Puritans, 90s. to 100s.; Snowdrops, 80s. to 100s.;

Kidneys, 100s. to 120s. per ton.

Stratford : July 16.—Quotations : — Old : 25s. to 40s. per

ton. New : Beauty of HebroD, 80s. to 90s. ; Kidneys, 90s. to

100s. ; White Hebron, 85s. to 90s. per ton.

Farringdon : Ju'y 18.— Quotations : — New : White
Hebrons, 5s. to 5s. Qd. per cwt. ; Red do., 4s. %d. to 5s. do.

;

Early Monarch, 5s. to 6s. ; Puritans, do. : Jersey, 4s. to 5s.

per cwt.

London Averages : July 17.—New : Hebrons, 80s. to 100s.

;

Snowdrops, 80s. to 100s. ; Early Regents, 80s. to 90s.; Early
Rose, 75s. to 85s. ; Jersey, 70s. to 90s. ; Cherbourg, 65*. to

75s. per ton Old : Magnums, 30s. to 40s. per ton.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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aver 87 + 130 + 262 8 + 117 21-1 12 30

l aver ICO + 12 + 415 2 — 93 12 7 36 37

2 1 + 123 + 70 + 277 2 — 98 126 50 34

3 1 + 133 + 20 + 283 3 — 81 9-4 59 41

4 aver 127 + 48 + 372 4 — 75 10 4 61 38

6 1 + 137 — 15 + 333 4 — 72 8-4 62 40

6 1 — 99 + 50 + 384 2 + 96 13 30 35

7 1 — 113 + 48 + 303 aver 83 12-5 46 37

8 l + 125 + 22 + 337 5 — 77 13 5 50 43

9 aver 101 + 11 + 275 3 + 107 141 20 35

10 aver 117 - 37 + 195 2 — 88 15-7 29 37

*
1 + 139 + 9 + 248 4 — 91 11 5 46 60

The distriots indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, K. ; 2, England, N.K. ; 3, England, E.

;

1, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, #c. Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W. ; 8. Ireland, N
.

;

10. Ireland, S. : "Ohanneflslande.

THE PAST WEEK.
THE following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending July 13, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather was unsettled and rainy in the extreme
western and northern parts of the kingdom, but generally fair

in all other localities, although some rain was experienced in

nearly all places on Thursday or Friday.
" The temperature was rather high during the earlier days

of the period, but fell considerably towards its close, and the

average for the week did not differ materially from the normal
value. The highest of the maxima were recorded either on
the 7th or 8th, and ranged from 80° to 82° over the greater

part of England, to 7a° in Ireland, and to 71° in the north and
west of Scotland. The lowest of the minima were recorded,

as a rule, during the latter part of the week, and ranged from
41° in 'England, N. and E.\ 42° in ' England, S.V7.', and 43°

in ' England, E.', to 51° in the ' Channel Islands.'

''The rainfall exceeded the mean in 'Scotland, N. and VW,
and also in 'Ireland, N.', and just equalled it in 'England,

N.W.' ; but in all other districts there was again a deficiency.

" The bright sitnshine was in excess over the whole of

England, as well us in 'Scotland. E.'; but in Ireland and the

west and north of Scotland, the amount recorded was less than
the mean for the time of year. The percentrge of the possible

duration ranged from 62 in ' England, S.', and 61 iu the ' Mid-
land Counties,' and from between 46 and 59 iu the other

English districts, to 20 in ' Ireland, N.', and 12 in ' Scot-

land, N.'"

To a Minor Bard.

Poet, who long hast tuned thy aong

la praise of Rjaea and of Lilies,

And wreathed each line with Eglantine

To please the lovely Amaryllis,

The taste in flowers those lines embody
Is

j
net a little bit dtmodt.

If thou wouldst write for our delight

(And that of her whom thou adorest),

No longer wait, but celebrate

The latest triumphs of the florist

!

Why obstinately shut thine eyes

To horticultural novelties ?

They flaunt themselves on hot-house shelves,

With petals spangled, twisted, forked ;

—

Surely the Muse will not refuse

To recognise the modern Orchid !

Shonld gazing on their glories tire thee,

Their names alone must needs inspire thee.

How sweet, my friend, to seize and spend

The wealth these noble names supply ns ;
—

To sing of Masdevallias

Of Zygopetalum, and Phaius,

And, seeking for a rhyme to " blossom,"

To find it in " Odontoglossum" \

Then there's Cymbidium and Oncidium,

Lycaste with the purple lip,

Calanthe, too, of gorgeous hue. , . .

Then haste !—The vacant laureateship

—

(I've shown the way)—'tis thine to win it,

So set to work this very minute !

—Pall Mall Gazette.

Enquiry.

—

" Me that questioneth much shall learn much."—BAOOX.

British Wines.— " C. H. I." wishes for some
receipts for making wine from Currants, Raspberries,

Gooseberries, and Hums.

Mr
respondents

*
m
m Giving to the large increase in our circulation, we are

reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.

•«• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents
sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding lime and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Annuals fob Standing the Winter : W.
Agrostemma cce'i-roaea fimbriata, | foot; Alys-

sum maritimum, J foot ; Bartonia aurea, 1J foot

;

Oacalia coccinea, lfoot; Calliopiis Drummondi,
2 feet; C. coronata, 1 foot; Candjtuft, whits,

lilac, and crimson, 1 foot ; Chrysanthemum Bur-
ridgeanum, l.V foot; Clarkia elegans, in varie y,

1J foot ; Collinsia, in variety, 1 foot ; Erysimum
Peroffskianum, 1| foot ; Eachscholtzia californica,

1 foot ; Gilia, iu variety, 1J foot ; Leptoeiphon
densiflorus, 1 foot ; L. aureus,

.J
foot ; Lupinus

nanus and others, j to 2^ feet ; Nemophila varie-

ties, J foot ; Shirley, Oriental, and Iceland Pop-

pies ; Sanvitalia procumbens, ,
L foot ; Sileiae

pendula, J foot; Sweet Peas, 5 feet; Venus'
Looking-glass, J foot ; Virginian S'-ock, in variety,

J foot. The above is an ample list for any but

large gardens, and contains many very pretty

plants. To make quite sure of having a display,

it is prudent to make sowings in September in

small 60-pota, and thin the seedlings to five

or aix in a pot. They should be wintered in cold

pits or banked-up frames close to the glaBS, and

protected from hard frosts, and well airsd at other

times, These may be planted out in March.

Boots : C. M. T. The Landscape 6ard:ncr, by Jos.

Newton, published by Ili'dwick & Bjgue, 102,

Piccadilly. Milner's Landscape Gardening, pub-

lished by Simpkin, Marshall, Kent & Co., Stationers'
Hall Court, London, E.C. — F. C. Heinemann,
Erfurt. The American Florist Company's llirectory.

Price, 2 dollars. Chicago: Published by the
American Florists' Co. It contains a list of

Florists, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in the United
States of America, besides other useful matter.

Cahnation Failing to Bloom : J. H. Caused by
over-watering, probably. There is no disease
visible.

Cabnations : J. A. The appearances are probably
due to the presence of eel-worms. They are
derived from the soil, so that they are difficult to

get rid of.

Chbysanthemom Bcds : X. The crown-bud is the ter-

minal bud of the main stem, and therefore is really
the terminal bud proper. The terminal bud of the
Chrysanthemum fanciers is the terminal bud of
the side-shoots. It might be called secondary
terminal bud to avoid confusion, the proper ter-
minal bud being called the primary terminal.

Euchabis: W, J. They are affected by the bulb-
mite, and there being no care for the malady, you
had better burn all the affected bulbs and make
a new start with clean plants.

Gbapes : if. D, L, The spots are due to a fungus
figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, July 21, 1894.
Spraying with Bordeaux Mixture in the very
yonng atate would be aerviceable.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this issue are requested to consult the next number.
S. 1, Leptospermumericoides; 2, Spirooi torbifolia;

3, Eryngium alpinum ; 4, flierochloe redolens
;

5, Lilium monadelphum ; 6, Centaurea scabiosa.— C. H. I. 1, Ljchnis chalcedonica ; 2, Galena
officinalis; 3, JuBticia carnea ; 4, Althaea offi-

cinalis; 5, Clarkia elegana ; 6, Stenactia spe-

ciosa.— W, Over, Cattleya granulosa, var. Du-
baayaonii.

—

X. 1, Pyrua Sorbus, the true

Service ; 2, Spiraea callosa.

—

E. J. N. A very

good variety of Stanhopea oculata

—

W. M. Den-
drobium superbiena.

—

M. 1, Myrsiphyllum aspa-
ragoides, ofteo called Smilax; 2, Phyllanthus
nivosus ; 3, Cyrtomiam (Aspidium) falcatum,

a cold greenhouse or conservatory Fern ; 4,

Lastrea ariatata variegata.

—

G. M,, France. The
flowers of Epidendrum were quite dried up
on arrival, but they appear to be of the variable

E. fragrana. The abnormal flower is very sin-

gular.— W. V. T. Gaevinia avellana, Proteaceae,

figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, July 12, 1884,

p. 41.

—

H. Henkel. Dendrobium gratiotissimum,

the other probably Pnlox maculata var. Candida.—Amateur. Lavatera trimestris.

Peaches : E. G. H. Without seeing the trees we are

unable to do more than make a guess at the cause

of the evils complained of. We know how severely

the sulphurous fumea of coke-ovena and burning
pit-heapa affect the fruit trees at Lambton
Castle ; and it does not seem improbable that the

proximity of the smoky district of Byker and the

surrounding factories and collieries may hare
exercised a baneful influence on the trees.

Roses : J. C, S. We do not undertake to name Roses

.

Solphide of Potassium : E. H. Kept by most
chemists.

Tomatos: W.J. The fruits have the " black spot,"

a diiease caused by a fungus, Peronospora lyco-

persici. Cut off forthwith, and burn all affected

fruits, and dress the plants with the Bordeaux
Mixture.

Vegetable Maebows Diseased ; J. L. We cannot
tell from your description of the case what it is

that causes the loss of the plants. Kindly send
an entire plant, or, at least, leaves, shoots, and
roots, for our inspection. In the meanwhile,
employ the Bordeaux Mixture against it; of

course taking care to waih all fruits before

cooking them.

Co IMUHIOATIOBS Received. — W. E. O.—T. H. 0.—K. D.—
J.B.—•». N. K —O. N.-E. L. J—N. S. S., Dresden.—M.
Max Coruu. l\i is.- J. C—K. J. L.-F. H.—A. D.—T. T.—
W. T.—T. W. Turvey.-D. T. F — A. P.—J. J. W.-A. C F.
—C. W. D.—tL P.—T. F.— H. C. F—J. L.-J. A.—G.W.—
G. V.

Phot OKirus, Specimens. &c. Received with Thinks.—
Sander 5c Co. — K. Ki der. Tomitos turxi werkl. — F.'W. O.
luexl week).— G. Muuliu. h-ins — G. W. (ucxt ^e*jk). we
cannot reply by poat.-G. W. W.— H. G. H. <next week).
—W. H. D.— H. J. R.— G. W. W.— G. H.—J. W. O.—
G. W.-W.T.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Begistered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Qardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES for ADVERTISING

H.EAJ* IjINM CMAB.GMH AS TWO.

4 Lines

6

8
"

5 ,,

10 „
11

,,

13 „
13 „
14 „

:o 3
3 6
4
4 6
5
5 6
6
6 6
7

7 6
8

15 Lines
16 „
17 „
18 „
19 „
20 „
21 „
22 „
23 „
24 „
26 ..

£0 8
9
9

10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13

UfD 8IXPBHOE FOB ETEBT ADMTIOrUX LIKE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20l.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30f.

Page, £8 ; Hall Page, £4 10». ; Column, £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Notice TO Advertisers.—In many instances

Bemittances in Payment of Bepeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Bemitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Beference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at QBEAT QUEEN STBEET,
London, W.O., to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fallfrom negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Be-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONEY
OBDEB.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements

41, Wexlinoton Stbebt, Strand, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15a. y 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. Gd. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with

complaint).

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50s.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. id. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25s. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND. Is. 9d. per bushel; 15s. per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each

.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6rf. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH. RUSSIA MATS, fto. Write for Price LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH. 21. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

WARE & SONS' ™£?!%%U

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFIELD.

Kstab. 1770

y. «J/ F«r PrlTate

jjj^y/^ Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonials,

Lists on application.

ROOFING FELT.
THE "POTTER" ROOFING FELT.

Specially prepared. In Rolls, 25 yards by 3; in.

No. 1, 5s. per Roll ; No. 2, 6s. 6d per Roll

;

No. 3, 88. per Roll.

Special Nails fob Fixing, Is. per 1000.

Carriage Paid.] [5000 Bolls in Stock.

ANDREW POTTER,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
Largest and best Stock of HOT-WATER

BOILERS, PIPES, VALVES, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SUNDRIES in the United
Kingdom. HEATING APPARATUS erected

by speoially-traiDed staff of skilled Engineers.
Estimates free. New Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of post-oard. Contractors to

H.M. Government, &c, &c.

SOTJTHWA'RK ST., LONDON, S.E.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL,
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFOBD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

' STAND WIDE!
Don't allow yourself to be led into the notion that t

any amount of beer you may swallow will restore

your jaded energy so quickly and completely as
<

the invigorating beverage made from

MASONS
EXTRACTofHERBS
.FOR MAKING D.C-F fr-
NON-INTOXICATING DL E f\

And if ;uu wish to be a friend to yourself and
(

anyone ehould ask you to doubt the accuracy ami
expediency of this advice, you will be consulting

(

your own interest by telling them to Stand Wid"

For every
RAILWAY MAN
and all workers
everywhere.

// is thejin f st beverage
obtainable,

One6d. bottle makes
8 gallons. Of all

Chemists and Storea

SAMPLE BOT. FREE
9 STAMPS.

NEWBALUMASONj
Nottingham.

RICHARDSON'S

^^HORTICULTURAL
^\^>\ BUILDINGS,

Many ^-O^fv^^ Conservatories, Greenho u.-es.

w.

Prize Medaxs.^^w -^vT^V^ Vineries, Peach Houses,

^s/^>

ft>\ Stove and Orchid
Awarded the only ^\/^ O^^^ Houses, &c. Also

Gold Medal for ^s>v*S.7>\_ boilers. Pipes,

Horticultural Buildings at the "^O^r
Boilers,

and
International Horticultural

Exhibition, London.

Fittings.

RICHARDSON & CO.
DARLINGTON.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,

NORWICH.

GARDEN REQUISITES in Great Variety.

No. 6. — Wro ght - Iron
Ashes or Offal Barrow,

Garden Barrow and Cinder
Sifter combined.

The top can be taken off,

making an excellent Leaf
and Garden Barrow.

Cash Price.
Painted 30/-

Body galvanized, extra 6/-

If fitted with Begistered Cinder Sifter, 4/6 extra.

No. 7.-Wrought-Iron
ks7 Barrow.

For AS ESS, no ALS
STABLE, &c.

ssSss Cash Price 25/-

No. 87. The Hamburg Prize
Watering Machine,

With Powerful Garden Engine.
Cash Price, Carr. Paid.

To hold 36 gallons £5
If without pump £4

Suction pipe at 1/3 per ft.

If fitted with extra powerful
pump, two delivery hose jets

and sprayers, for spraying fruit

trees, &c. ; also dashers, for

keeping the solution mixed
whilst in use, £8.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

Carriage Paid on all Orders above 40s. value to the principal

Bailway Stations in England and Wales.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

12X10 I 14X12
|
18X12 I 16x14 I 20X14 |

20x16 |24X16|'2X18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 |

22xl6]i0X18|24X18
21-OZ. ForeigD, of above Bizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ .
Foreign similar

current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered

free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, &o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, Sen.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
3i, St. John Street, West Bmlthfleld, London, E.C.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chrcm.
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EQiTiTil JADOO FIBRE is a COMPLETE PLANT FOOD
ANY KIND OF PLANT GROWS IN IT.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR FORGING STRAWBERRIES AND EARLY POTATOS.
CLEAN TO HANDLE, LIGHT, FREE OF INSECTS, SLUGS, &c.

3s. 6d. per Bushel ; 8s. per Sack of 3 Buehels.

Can be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen. For further particulars apply to

—

SECRETARY, JADOO, LIMITED, 54, HIGH STREET, EXETER.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-Water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Fret. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

-hLONDONq-

*A A**

TRADE MARK,

They are used by
Leading Growers.
Royal Botanic So-
ciety, Royal Horti-
cultural Society,

Royal Parks, Lon-
don County Coun-
cil, throughout the
United Kingdom,
and in every quar-
ter of the globe.

UNSURPASSED
FOB

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
&&?

VINES, ROSES.
AKD

All HORTICULTURAL,
PURPOSES.

Sold by
the trade

in 6d. and la.
Packet?, and

SEALED BAGS :—

71b. 2s. 64. 141b. 4i. fld.

28 lb. It. 64. 56 lb. 12*. 64.
1 12 lb. 20*. Or direct from the Works,

Carriage paid in the United Kingdom
for Cash with order (ezoept 64. Packets).

Crashed Bones, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia. Nitrate of Soda,

and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crashers, &c,

Temple Mill Lane, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.
V1TADE MARK,

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

From

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " The Gabdenkbs' Chronicle " for _

commencing ,for which I enclose P.O.O.

. 1895.

Months

(3T Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must tie paid for In advance.

THE UNITED KINGDOM :—12 Months, 15s. ; 6 Months, 7s. 6d. ;1) Months, 3s. id. ; Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS, Inoluding Postage, 17s. M. for 12 Months.

Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.O.O. to be made payable at the Post Office,

GREAT QUEEN STREET, London, "W.C, to A. G. MARTIN.
Cheques should be orossed " DRTJMMOND."

a. C.
July 20. 1896.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,

HEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS .—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which ia incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUR7.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraved especi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL. HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH ud AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THEFASHION8. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIBCLB.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide oirculatien throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, Stc. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subject*.

Subscription In Advance, £1 6s. per Annum.
Single Copies, Sd.; Stamped, Id.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New Sooth Wales

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MALL :—

Londoh Messrs. Geo. Street * Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith * Son, 186, Strand.

BRISTOL James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Manchebter... James and Henry Grace, 73, Market Street.
Kdin-buk'IH ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.
Glasgow W. Porteous 4 Co., 15, Royal Exchange

Place.

<y Copies of each Journal art filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Leoturers and Students in the

above subjeot.

Price Sd.: post-free, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residenoe, or Purohasing an
Estate, oan have oopies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper ia

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-

land Counties Herald Offioe, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always oontains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residencies for Sale and to be Let.
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BEESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON, Catbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

LEAF MOULD! LEAF MOULD!—
Good Oak, -well matured, two to seven years old, clean,

all leaves, no rubbish. On rail, 8s. Gd. per yard. Samples sent.
J. C. CAMPBELL, The Pali, Feltham. Middlesex.

NETS—NETS.—Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
for protecting Strawberry Beds, Fruit Trees, &c. , from

Birds. Makes excellent Tennis boundaries.
200 yards. 8s. ; second quality, 5s.

SPASHETT AHT, CO.. Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER and CO., Famborough, Hants.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on beat terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatoh by any Bail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

lB-oz., per 100
21-oz.,

ft -7* Crf (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
in. SS'-S 14X12,20X12, 18x16, 24X16
±us. Id.

J 16xl2i 16x14, 20X16. 24X18, (to,

JJ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2X4, at Jd. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, *o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Street Within, London. E.O.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M, Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

.-. ,-.,-^.-.>,

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

LU PLAIN.
AKMOUB.ED. h- Prices.

Prices. r—
<=>
CL

Diam. s. d.

Diam. t. d. J4-in . cheap ... .. 19 3
Vf-in . best quality ... 36 3 a » best quality .. 21 5

V, .. extra stout ... 43 7

LU
extra stout .. 27 5

¥x „ best quality ... 45 H .. best quality .. 28

H .. extra stout ... 52 ea v, „ extra stout ... 33

y, .. best quality ... 52 a H ,. best quality ... 33

y* » extra stout ... 60 7 z X .. extra stout .. 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,
Steam, Fire, Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to
all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c.,at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr J. Toogood, for the past eight en years Head Gardener

to the late Hon. Charles W. W. ^itzwilliam, Alwalton
Hall, Peterborough, as Gardener to the Hon. Thomas W.
FitzwilliaM, and Temains at the above place.

Mr. Chas. Hepburn, for the past seven years Head Gardener
at The Lodge, Hunstanton. Norfolk, as Head Gardener to

A. Fraser, Esq., Westerfield House, Ipswich.

Mr. T. H. Crisp, as Head Gardener to F. Foljambe, Esq.,
Osbertoa Hall, Worksop, in place of Mr. S. A. Woods,
deceased.

Mr. Geo. Taylor, for the past four and a half years Foreman
at Floors Castle Gardens, Kelso, as Head Gardener to

His Grace the Duke of Roxburghe, Broxmouth Park,
Dunbar, N.B.

THE PROPRIETOR of an old established and
"well-stocked Nursery in the Midland Counties is open

to treat, with a view to a PARTNERSHIP, with either a
practical Nurseryman, or a Gentleman who would attend to
the Office Department and Travelling. Capital required atout
£500. — NURSERYMAN, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

Middlesex County Council.

HORTICULTURAL LECTURERWANTED
for Two Courses, ten lectures each, commencing in

October. Syllabuses for (1) Cottagers ; (2), Junior Gardeners ;

terms, &c—E. H. PRITCHARD, 6, Belle Vue Road, Friern
Baraet. N.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER and GENERAL MANAGER, experienced ia

Orchard-house of Cordon Trees, also of Wall-fruits, Grapes,
Melons, Ferns, Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums and Flowers.
No children. Wife to attend to Dairy and Poultry. Eleven
miles from London. — Apply by letter, stating full
particulars and length of personal character, to A. D.,
5, Walbrook. London.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
Married Man (without family). Must be experienced

in Indoor and Outdoor Gardening. Will be required to milk
and take charge of cows, &c. Wife must be a good laundress.
Wages. 27s. per week, with lodgings on the premises, milk,
vegetables, and gas. Good references required.—Apply by
letter to W. F., The Manor House, Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, an UNDER-GARDENER, a
strong, young Man. Pleasure-grounds and Kitchen

Garden. Wages, to begin with, 165. per week, with bothy and
usual advantages. Copies only of testimonials. State age
and experience. Gentleman's place near London.—Address,
T. J. EDWARDS, Esq., Toksowa House, Dulwich Common,
London, S.E.

WANTED, MARRIED COUPLE, Wife to
do Laundry. For a place in Sussex at Michaelmas

next ; a thoroughly reliable couple, married, without family.
Man must understand Plant culture, Vines, and usual routine
of Gardening. Wages, £80, with House, &c. Wife must
be a thoroughly efficient Laundress, who would herself do the
finer work. Additional remuneration offered for this.—Address
SUSSEX, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea.

WANTED, a good PROPAGATOR and
GROWER of Soft-wooded Plants for the Market.

Age 30 to 35. None need apply whose character will not be
excellent for sobriety and practical experience.—Apply, with
full particulars, to THOMAS PERKINS and SONS, 34,
Drapery, Northampton.

WANTED7~immediatfily, PROPAGATOR
and GROWER.—Clematis, Ivies, Tea Roses, Hardy

Climbers, Conifers, Soft-wooded Plants, &c. in quantity.
Ferns for Market Nursery. Active, sober, competent man.
Abstainer preferred.— State age, wages, and references, to
CONIFER. 41, Wellington Street. Strand.

WANTED, a good GROWER of Pot Vines,
&c. Character and ability must be excellent.

—

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery. Hampton, Middlesex.

WANTED, thoroughly good FRUIT-
GROWER, experienced in Grepes, Tomatos, Cucum-

bers. Must be sober and trustworthy. Good place for a good
man.—WILKINSON. Lambley, Nottingham.

WANTED, a MAN, thoroughly understand-
ing Outside MARKET GROWING. Strawberries,

Potatos. Cabbages, &c. Also Management of Horses and
Ploughing. Able to do a round. Permanent situation.
£1 a week. Those only with first-class references.—Apply
personally to WILLIAM UFF, Nurseryman, Ivy Nuraery,
West Molesey, Surrey.

WANTED, a Smart, Active MAN as
KITCHEN GARDEN FOREMAN, not under 25.

Must be competent to grow Fruit and Vegetables to the
highest standard. Wages, £1 per week. References and capa-
bilities to—W. J. EMPSON, The Gardens. Ampthill.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, an experienced
steady MAN, to take charge of Fruit and Plant-houses.

Two others kept. Wages, 19s., bothy, &c.—Apply to Mr.
SOWRAY. The Gardens, Higbnam Court, Gloucester.

WANTED, a strong1 active young MAN
(single), for Pleasure Grounds and Kitchen Garden.

One used to Scythe Work preferred. Wages 14s.—Appiv,
stating age, &c, to W. MASTERS, Shuckburgh Gardens,
Daventry.

WANTED, a single, steady, stout, active
young MAN, accustomed to Nursery Work, Indoors

and Out. Wages 18s. per week.—J. HUGGISS, The Nurseries,
Woodball Spa, Lincoln.

WANTED, a Young MAN, quick at Water-
ing, Potting, and Tying ; one with some experience of

Ferns, Carnations, and Primulas, preferred. Apply, Btating
wage3, and full particulars to—FOREMAN, Hampton Road
Nursery, Teddington.

WANTED, a young MAN.—Must be well
up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, and Chrysanthemums

;

one who is not afraid of work, and is capable of taking charge
In absence of employer.—State age, wages, and references, to
J. TtJLLEY. Nurseryman, Enfield Highway.

WANTED, a SALESMAN, to attend
Markets. One used to making up Wreath", &c,

with a fair knowledge of Seed and Eulb Trade.—Apply,
statiDg wages, &c , to WALTEB LITTLE, The Nurseries,

Stafford.

Wholesale Seed Trade.

WANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN, by a
London House. — Reply by letter, stating age, ex-

perience, salary required, &.C , to F. S. C, Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSANDER and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, CHESTER."

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly practical
and experienced in all branches. We recommend.

—

WOOD and SON, Wood Green, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, no
incumbrance ; thoroughly experienced, all-round.

Understands Marketiog Produce. Good characters and testi-

monials.—J. HAYNES, 8, Dale Park Road, Upper Norwood,
Surrey.

GARDENER (dEAD).—A Gentleman can
strongly recommend his Head Gardener ; fourteen years

in his eervice ; leaving by his own desire.— WILLIAM
SHARP, Achnacarry Gardens, Fortwilliam.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Fourteen and a half years' experience. Good

testimonials.—H. D., Park Hill House, Stapenhill, Burton-
on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34; married,
2 children ; thoroughly experienced. Excellent cer-

tificates. Two and a half years Head last situation. For
three years Foreman at Keir, Perthshire, and in other large
establishments.—OLIVER, W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

GARDENER (Head), age 47.—H. Porter,
twenty years Head Gardener at Studley Castle, Red-

ditch, is open to take a similar appointment. Practical in all

Departments, and with the requirements of a large estab-

lishment.

GARDENER (Head, of two or three).—
Age 29, single; life experience, Inside and Out. Testi-

monials.—H. BROADBENT, Helme'a Lane, Meltham, Hud-
dersfield.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 25, single

;
good character. Eleven years*

experience in good Gardens —F. R., The Hazels, Sandy, Beds.

GARDENER (Bead "Working) ; age 30.—
H. S. Bower, Esq , wishes to recommend F. J. Dukes ;

leaving through reduction. Practical experience in all

branches.—Gardens, Fontmell Parva, Blandford.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 32.—
Sir Thomas Bazley wishes to recommend W. Burley,

who has been with him five years ; thoroughly experienced in

all branches.—BURLEY, Hatherop, Fairford.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 27, married ; fourteen years,*

practical experience. Excellent character.—F. WELLS, 5?,

Jarvis Road, South Croydon.

GARNENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family; thoroughly experienced in all branches

—

E. MORGAN, The Gardens, Fairhill, Coventry.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family; tuecessful with Vines, Tomatos, Cucumbers,

Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Good character.—T. R., 20. Chestnut Road, Horley,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married ; no encumbrance. A life of thorough practice

in all branches. Seven years last place.—W. CLARK, Cook's
Cottage, High Beech, Loughton.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed).—Age 29; married; no family. Good eipt-

rience. Abstainer. Good references. — W. MITCBELI,
Kirkby Mallory, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family ; life experience in the routine o.

work. Connected with well-kept establishments. Highest
references. Leaving through place being sold.—GARDENER,
77, High Street, High Barnet, Hert-».

GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 34—
Mr. W. H. Protheroe can highly recommend W.

Saunders after five years' service, as a good all-rouud man,
steady and industrious, and a successful Orchid Grower.

—

W. H. PROTHEROE, Leytonstone, London, E.
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Captain
Philip Green will be pleased to recommend his late

Gardener, who is a thorough good practical and honest man.
Well up in the cultivation ot Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables.

Married, one child, nge 13.—W. .TOHNSTONE, 2, Acacia

Villas, Pembury, Kent

/"I ARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).

vJT —Situation wanted, by a married man. No family.

Disengaged.— C. B., 4, Scott's Cottages, Chigwell Row, Essex.

GARDENER (good Single - handed).—
Age 29. married, one child.—F. R., 19, Garden Cottages,

East Street, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).

—Age 32, married, one child ; experienced in Vines,

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good character.—R., The
Laurels Lodge, Withdean, Brighton.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second
of three).—Situation required as above by young Man,

age 23. Four years in present place.—W. S. H., 41, Welling-

ton Street, Strand, W.O.

/ "1 ARDENER, good plain.—Age 28, married
;

* ~X seeks situation as above. Two years' good character.—

WAREHAM, Cuthbury Cottage, Wimborne, Dorset.

GARDENER.—A Lady wishes to reoom-
mend her Gardener, who thoroughly understands Early

and Late Forcing. Trustworthy. Married. Six years'

character.—Address, M. C. 17. Woodville Road, Ealing.

GARDENER, thorough practical, where Under
is kept.—Age 30, married, one child; Orchids, Vines,

&c. Five years' good character; also good reference.

—

T. FRANCIS, 3, Edgell Road, Staines. Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Age 30, married, one ohild
;

disengaged, and seeks situation. Good experience in

all branches of Gardening. Can be well recommended.

—

PARROTT, 52, Whitehorse Lane, South Norwood.

JOHN STANDISH & CO., Royal Nurseries,
Ascot, can recommend a steady, competent, dependable

Man. age 28, as GARDENER in small establishment, or

Single-handed.—Apply to The MANAGER.

GARDENER (Good Second, or Single-
handed, or where help is given).—Age 25, s ; ngle ; nine

years' experience. Good references. — W. H0W30N, The
Gardens, Pepper Arden. Northallerton, Yorks.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 27 ; experienced Inside and Out ; two years'

excellent character.— H. S., 5, Bexley Lane, Crajford, Kent.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 26 ; eleven

years' experience in good places. Excellent references.

—

WOOLLEY, Aldgate, Ketton. near Stamford.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 28, single;
fourteen years' experience, Inside and Out.—U. O.,

Dairy Walk, Wimbledon.

ARDENER (Second), age 20.—Good ex-
perience Inside and Out.—J. P., Holewood, Wolsey

Road, Esher. ^___^
C~\ ARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
VX —Age 26, single ; six years' experience, Inside and

Out. Good references,—J. E., Mrs. Whymark, TJpper War-
lingham, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Under) ; age 25, single.

—H. Bond, Head Gardener, Manor House, Bathford,

Bath, would be pleased to recommend H. Slocombe, who has

been with him two years as above. Experienced Inside and Out.

GARDENER (Under), In or Out.—Young
Man, age 23, has had experience in two good gardens,

and can be well recommended.—I. K., Mr. Mobsby, Gate

House Gardens, Chipping Sodbury, Gloucestershire.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; three and
a half years' experience, and character from present

employer.—W. PIPER, West Ham, Basingstoke, Hants.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; four and
a half years' experience. Excellent character.

—

d.

TILLMAN, Jun., The Woodlands, Rowhill, Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23, single;
experienced In and Outdoor. Excellent references.

Two years last situation. Three years previous one.

—

WILLIAMS, 25, Great Earl Street, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

GARDENER (Under).— Age 16^ ; four
years' experience. Good character. — REV. CANON

ST. JOHN, Kempsford, Fairford.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 19: can be well recommended.—J. PRESTNEY,

Boreham, near Chelmsford, Essex.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22, seeks situa-

tion. Good Grower of Tomatos, Cucumbers, Melons,

&c. ; well up in Flower and Kitchen Garden. Three years'

good character from last employer. Bothy preferred.

—

VERNALL, Upper House, Badly Wood, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21
;
young man

seeks situation as above, where two or more are kept.

Good character and reference.—A. NASH, North Weald,

SpP'ng.

GARDENER, or GROOM GARDENER.—
Age 25; wife as Laundress. Two years' good character.

—H. HAINES, Hillingdon Heath, TJxbridge.

GROOM or GROOM and GARDENER, wants
situation.—Age 27 ; married. Three years' good cha-

racter.— G. ELLIS, Ponlshot , Devizes, Wilts.

OHN SMITH.—Many years Foreman to Mr.
John Frnser, The Nurseries. Leyton and South Wood ford

,

Essex, and six years with Messrs. W. Barron & Son, Elvaston

Nurseries. Borrowa-h. Now offers his services, having a

thorough practical knowledge of Nursery Work in all its re-

quirements as GENERAL MANAGER,|ir.cluding Valuer or Tra-

veller. Well known to the Trade. Could undertake Laying-

out or Furnishing to any extent.—Address, 2, Belle Vue Cot-

tages, Borrowash, near Derby.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Firms ;

tho-

rough knowledge of the trade; good grower.— J. WINSER,
5, St. John's Road, Clifton, Bristol.

M~~
ANAGER, FOREMAN7or"SALESMAN,

in Small Market Nursery, or otherwise, under Glass.—

Thoroughly practical all round, with a view to Partnership.—

Please state full particulars to M. J., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

To Seedsmen and otherB.

MANAGER or otherwise.—Thorough know-
ledge of Horticulture, Agriculture, and Wholesale and

Retail Seed Trade. Good descriptive writer, &c—KO, 33,

Cross Cheaping, Coventry.

GROWER.—Situation wanted as Grower of

Tomatos Grapes, Cucumbers, and general Pot Stuff.

Age 26. Good references.—T. EDWARD3, 27, Garden Road,

Tonbridge, Kent.

A PRACTICAL FLORIST and GROWER,
XJL of English and American experience, desires a situation.

Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, Orchids and Ferns, Floral Deco-

rations and Bouquets, thoroughly understood.—W. E. HEARN,
Mr. J. N. Smith, Post Office, Mottingham, Kent.

ROSE GROWER, &c—Age 30 ;
eight years

Inside and Out. Experienced in budding and grafting

Fruit Trees. Clematis, &c—F. W., 14, Birend, Winchester.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER—Soft and
Hard-wooded Flowering Stuff, Palms, Ferns, Carna-

tions, &c. Age 26 ; ten years' experience in Germany and

England. Well recommended.—E. H., 3, Ashby Terrace,

Garden Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

T~
O MARKET GROWERS.—GROWER, nine

years' experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and
General Pot Stuff. Age 24.—B. MILLER, Blackwater, Hants.

TO NURSERYMEN. — A young Man seeks
situation as ROSE and FRUIT BUDDER and GRAFTER,

with a good knowledge of General Nursery Stock. Seven

years' experience.—O. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
—Age 31, married; life experience. Well up in Grow-

ing Cucumbers, Tomatoi, Carnations, Roses, and all Soft-

wooded Stuff. Good character.—J., 5, Oxford Terrace, Cram-
worth Road, Worthing.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; Life experience

with Plants, Fruit, and Dscorations. Well recommended.
—WHEELER, Blackmere End.Welwyn, Herts.

FOREMAN, Inside.—G. C. Williams, The
Gardens, Trewyn Pandy, near Abergavenny, will be

pleased to recommend a young Man, age 21, aa above. Two
years in present place. Life experience. Orchids and

Chrysanthemums a specialty.

FOREMAN in a Market or good General Nur-
sery.—Age 26 ; twelve years' experience in all branches

;

well acquainted with Fruit, Hardy Flowers, Stove and Green-

house Plants. Good references.—H. PLUMMER, Curdridge,

Botley.

FOREMAN.—Age 28, single ;
fourteen years'

thorough practical experience in Plant and Fruit-houses.

Will be highly recommendea for ability and trustworthiness.

Three years' foreman in last situation. Abstainer. Disengaged.

—R. LLOYD, Church Preen, Shrewsbury.

FOREMAN.—John Crook, Forde Abbey,
Chard, can with confidence recommend a man, age 24,

who has lived with him two years, and given every satisfaction.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside), in a large
establishment.—Age 29 ; highest possible references from

last two places as Foreman. House and Table Decorations.

—

G. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 27; well up in

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Orchard-houses,

Vines. Peaches. &c, and Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.

Good
'

references. Previously Foreman. — T. WALLER,
Laburnham Cottage, Beehive, Ilford, Essex.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 28 ; twelve years'

experience in Plant and Fruit Houses. &c. Twice pre-

viously as Foreman. Good references.—G. WHITE, Gatehouse,

Westwell, Ashford. Kent.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First).—
Age 24 ; ten years' experience in good establishments.

Well up in Fruits, Plants, Chrysanthemums, &c. Good refer-

ences.— O. WITT, 22, East Street, Salisbury, Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN; age 24—Manager,
Nightingale Nurseries. Bath, can very highly recom-

mend the above. Pushing and energetic. Experience in

Chrysanthemums, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Grapes, Ferns, ice-
Address aa above.

JOURNEYMAN (First, Inside, in good estab-
liehment).—Age 24 ; eight year?/ experience in two good

places. First^daas testimonials.—0. IRVINE, Holmwood
GardenB, Henley-on-Thames.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, age 21.—Trade or
private. Six yearV experience. Good reference from

present place, with two years previous from Croome Court.
—0. KENNETT, Kelham Gardens, Newark, Notte.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; seven years' experience. Gool references.

—

J. DICKER, the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

London.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses.—Age 22;
eight years' experience

; good references ; two years last

place.—E. TAYLOR, 78, St. James* Road, Tuobridge Well*,

Kent. For particulars, apply to MR. ALLEN', Normanhurst,
Battle, SusEex,

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Second).
—Four years' experience amongst Asparagus, Ferns,

Smilax, Chrysanthemums, Azaleas, Tomatos, and general Pot
Stuff. Abstainer.—J. HAY, Park View Nursery, H&nwell.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 24 ; seeks situation in Private Garden. Good

references. Willing; abstainer. — E. WICKENS, South-
borough Lodge, Bickley, Kent.

IMPROVER.—Age 19 ; requires situation in
Gentleman's Establishment, Inside preferred, slight expe-

rience, anxious to learn.—H. D., Noithend Cottage, Worcester
Park, Surrey.

TMPROVER, or GARDENER " (Under)T^
JL Young man (age 21), seeks situation as above. Six years'

experience. Life abstainer.—W. P., 89, Oval Road, Croydon.

IMPROVER. — Age 20; requires situation
Inside or Out. Four years' experience; good character;

abstainer.—T. BALDWIN. Newton Park, Burton-on-Trent.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
young Man, age 21, aa IMPROVERin the Houses. Bothy

preferred. Five years' experience.—W. LOVELL LEIGH,
Wimborne, Dorset.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — Advertiser
(age 20). seeks situation where he could learn Gardening.

Strong and willing. Life abstainer.—G., 14, Kelsey Park Road,
Beckenham, Kent.

TO GARDENERS.—A Gardener wishes to
place his son (age 16£ years), in a private establishment,

in the Houses. Bothy preferred. Twelye months' good re-

ference.—W. A., Mr. J. Pounsett, Nurseryman, Wallingford,
Berks.

O NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser, four years
Propagator, &c, at Messrs. Laing & Sons, desires re-en-

gagement; six years' previous character.—E. PEACOCK, 26,

Fulbrook Road, Upper Holloway.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—

A

young Man wants situation. Well used to the routine
of a Market Nursery, or Fruit and Flower-growing Establish-
ment. Good references.—WELLARD, Hever Place, Eynsford,
N. Dartford. Kent.

TO NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS.—
Advertiser, aged 20. just served three years' apprentice-

ship, desires IMPROVERSHIP in Houses. Excellent references.

—W. H. R., Manor Farm, Kingsbury, Iiminster.

COLOMBIAN ORCHIDS ! Odontoglossnm
crispum, purest Pacho type, a specialty I EXPE-

RIENCED COLLECTOR is open to engage with a well-estab-
lished firm and commence work without delay. Small salary

only. Write (English, German, French, or Spanish) to
CARLOS H. WALTER, Botanico, HONDA, Republic
Colombia, S. America.

GARDEN LABOURER, in Gentleman's
Garden.—Young man seeks situation as above ; willing

to make himself generally useful.—R. C, 714, Manchester
Road, Bradford, Yorka.

*£ "WILL be paid by Advertiser, aged 2'2, for
*J situation in a Florist's Establishment, where he can

get a knowledge of the trade. Has had fiv* years' experience
in Plant Growing and Propagating.—HERBERT, 63. Moor
Lane, E.C.

pLERK, TRAVELLER, or SEEDSMAN.—
v/ Young man, age 23 (disengaged), seeks appointment as
above. Well up in the trade. Good references.—G. L., 93,

Hereford Road, Bayswater, W.

CARPENTER—Young Man wants situation.
Painting, Glazing, &c—A. J. F., 1, Church Street,

Folkestone, Kent.

TO FLORISTS.—Yonng Lady, age 28, seeks
re-engagement. West-end experience.—M., SO, Clemen-

thorpe Terrace. York.

rPHE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON Escu-
.1. lapius tried to impress upon his pupils was that the

chief trouble afflicting humanity was due to impurities of the

blood. All disorders may be traced to this fact, for unless the

source of life is free from disease germs, it cannot have that
strength which is necessary for good health. HOLLOWAY'S
PILLS are composed of the most precious herbs and soothing

balsams which Mother Earth can offer to her children, there-

fore they may be relied upon to supply the nourishment that

is craved by the system. It is no vain boast to say that this

is the most wonderful discovery made in the annals of medical
science ; they will cure or relieve all diseases.

£
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
No. 2. GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid.

No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6ft. by4ft.
Price about £13. Carriage paid.

CHEAP
No. 47a.—LEAN-
No. 49a.—SPAN,
Glazed, Painted.

GREENHOUSES-
•TO, 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 10s.
10 ft. by 8 ft. £10 10S.
Packed, and Carriage Paid.

GLAZED PORCHES AND VERANDAHS IN ALL STYLES.
ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

Carriage paid on 40s. Orders to most Goods Stations.

No. 77.—LEAN-TO FRAME, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

With Two Lights, 30s.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glarses.

Frames in Evert Variety.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tbade.

GHOTIHQ STAPLES AS FIXED.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C,

Thorpe's Patent

f Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically

everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right

and left hand, bent
p09t-£ree, 1/9.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

WALTERS & CO.'S
IMPROVED

LATH ROLLER BLINDS,
The most Effective

GREENHOUSE SHADING
yet Introduced, and the cheapest is the end.

Price on application.

Can be had in various widths up to 15 feet.

Sample piece sent on receipt of Is. 6d.

WALTERS & CO.,
ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTTJREaS,

BOURN HOUSE, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket
expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.G.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor; " Adrertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Cogent Garden, London, W.O,
Printed (or the Proprietors by Meesrs. Bradbubt, Aurxw, * Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whltefrian, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

ABTBim Onui Mabttjt , at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul',, Oorent Garden, In the «ald County.—Satttidat, July 30, 18M. Agent (or Manchester—Johk HXTWOOD.
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. HTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In cm* quence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

" Paxton's Calendar," New Edition, "The Cot-

tagers' Calendar of Garden Operations,"

Price 3d.; post-free, 3%d. 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, London, W.C.

THE GA.RDEN—All who deBire the greatest
amount of success and pleasure, certainly should, during

the season, have a d .y at <!ANNEl,L'S (confirmative of this,

see the last issue of toe Gentleman's Journal). At no other
Horticultural Establishment can the like number of Novelties,
practical working, and interesting objects be seen, and so
easily attained, as at Swanley and Eynsford. We cordially
invite all to Come and See.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s.; pOBt free, 5*. 64.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Mersthom, Surrey.

BUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
KJ CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for Bpring
use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of
exoellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, says;—"Your Flower of
Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality is all

that could be desired. Price of seed, Is. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.8
DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—Strong

plants, in 60's, 20*. per 100. Strong-rooted Cuttings,
lus. per 100. Cash with order.

D. AUDEBSON, Teddington Nursery, S.W.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Strong
plants, in 60's, 25s. per 100, free on rail for caBh witn

order.— G. BENNETT, Florist, Hanwell.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETR-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS 1 PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, Is. 6tf. per dozen ; 10s. per 100.

CINERAMAS, same price ; also DOUBLE WHITE PRIM-
ULAS, 6rf. each. Package and Carriage free for Cash with
Order.—JOHN STEVENo, The Nnrseries, Coventry.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoABTHUR,TheLondonNuraery,4, Maida Vale, London, W.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
Garden, W.C, is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers references.

J TAYLOR, Fruit Salesman, Stanwix
• and New Market, Carlisle.

TOMATOS in demand. Cash prompt.

TO FRUIT and TOMATO GROWERS.—
Sales on Commission. Prompt Settlements.

JOHN POUPABT, 2u, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

POETICUS ORNATUS.—20,000 first size for
forcing, true to name, direct from the grower, at 17s.

per 1,000.—THOMAS HODSON, Bulb Urower, Wainfleet S.

Mary, Lincolnshire.

L'OR ORCHIDS of every desoription at
-L Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., South gale, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL AND SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

HENKY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

ARTISTIC PORTRAITS of FLOWERS,
FRUITS, &c, PAINTED in OIL by a Lady- Exhibitor,

R.A. For terms, &c, address

—

M. S. H., Messrs. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, E.G.

WANTED, 50 good, olean CUCUMBER
PLANTS, Lockie's Perfection, or other good Borts.

Send sample and price, to be paid for, to

—

ELLIOTT AND BATTEN, Terrace Nurseries, Lancing, Sussex.

WANTED, 100 CUCUMBER PLANTS, at
Once. Particulars to be sent to

—

J. A. BREEZE, South View, London Road, Peterborough.

MILDEW.—Will anyone (within 20 miles of
London), havinga bad attack of Mildew on Vines or Roses

under Glass, kindly communicate with G. H. RICHARDS,
Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth, S.E.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Now is the time to
read DROVER'S BOOK. Winners of the Highest Prize

ever offered {vide Gardeners' Chronicle). Pronounced by
Professionals and Amateurs the most practical work ever
published. Post-free, Is. 2d.—Nurseries, Fareham.

Cabbage.WH E E L E R'S IMPERIAL
— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbage known, having

stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, 6d., Is., and 2s. each, post-free.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELER, F.R.H.S.. Seed Grower,
Warminster, Wilts.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, bs.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants

,

Sonthgate. N. Established 1797.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. S. SILBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutcued Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

BARRT

S AUTUMN-FLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beautiful Autumn-
flowering Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow Saffrons).
Cyclamen, Scillus, Snowflakes, &c.

BARR'S SEEDS for present sowing, Catalogue on application.
BARB'S DAFFODILS and SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,

Catalogues ready in August.
BARR and SON, 12, King street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2£-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, IS*. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 beet
Belling sorts, 6s. dor. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100, 50*. 1000; Adi-
antum ouneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and St. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quiokly, 16s. and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, 10*.
100 ; Cyperua, Aralias, Grevilleas, Geraniums, in 48's, 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Double Petunias, Marguerites, Double
Tropeeolums, in bloom, in 48's, Ss. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dra-
caenas, dassulas, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 12*. doz. Lists
free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Budding Season.—New Roses.

WM. PAUL and SON beg to offer strong
plants in pots, with buds of their new Roses, as
follow :—

SYLPH (Tea), and ZEPHYR (Tea), 7*. 6d. each.
CLIO (H.P.), DUKE of YORK (China), and LORNA DOONE,

(Bourbon), 3*. 6d. each.
The new American and Continental Roses of 1895, 3s. 6d. each,

36s. per dozen.
The new English, American, and Continental Roses of 1894,

2s. to 3s. 6d. each, 21s. to 36*. per dozen.
Lord Penzance's Hybrid Sweet Briars, 5*. each; the set of

nine varieties, 42s.
Crimton Rambler, 1*. 6d. to 3s. &d. eacb,

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

E E SON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield,

Petroleum I Petroleum ! I Petroleum I ! I

BRILLIANT ILLUAIINANT.
In casks, carriage paid, 8d. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad, Chelsea, S.W

,
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SALES by AUCTION,
Friday Next.

SALE of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, by Order of Mr. A. Van
den Bogaerde.

700 ODONTOGLOSSUM GR4.NDE, 650 ODONTOGLOSSUM
ALEXANDRE, the well-known broad-petalled type, and

I 350 CATTLFA'A TRIANJE all in the finest possible condi-
tion : also from various sources 75 CATTLEYA CITRIVA,
CYPRTPEDIUM CAUDATUM ROSEUM. 25<i Established
ORCHIDS, 40 well-grown Plants of PHAL^NOPSIS in

variety, ORCHIDS IN" FLOWER, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above bv AUCTION at their Rooms. 67 and 68,

Cheipside. London. E.C.. on FRIDAY NEXT, August 2, at
Half-past Twelve o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.

TWO DAYS' SALE.
The UNSOLD PORTION of the WILSON COLLECTION

of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 27 and 28. 1895,

without Reserve, the Unsold Portion of the WILSON COL-
LECTION of ORCHIDS.

WITHOUT RESERVE.
The Sale contains, among others :—

Lffilia elegans snperba
Lycaste-Skinneri alba superba

,. „ armeniaca
Coelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri imperator
Dendxobium nobile Sanderia-
num

Odontoglossum deltoglossnm

,, eoronarium
,, Andersonianum vars.

„ Ruckerianum vars.

,, aspersum
,, mulus

Schomburgkialepidissima, &e.

Sobralia Kienastiana (several

plants)
Cattleya Schrodene alba

,, Reineckiana
,, Wagneri

Odontoglossum Vuylstekea-
num

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba
Laelia elegans

,, Scottiana
Cypripedium Morganiee Bur-
fordiense

Laelia elegans Blenheimensis

„ ,, Bluntei

,, „ prasiata

Messrs. SANDER axd CO. will offer in this Sale, Without
the Least Resebte, a large number of grand plants of the
very finest ORCHIDS, including the new white " beilatulum."
C. BELLATULUM ALBUM, new hybrid Leelio-Cattleyas,

a white- flowered Cattleya labiata with crimson labellum.

L-ELIAS. CATTLEYAS, new HYBRID SOBRALIAS.
NEW DENDROBES, CATTLEYA GIGAS SANDERS. &c.

Hammerswlch House, Hammerswlch, near Lichfield,

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Large and Important UNRESERVED SALE of STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, &c.

MESSRS. POPE and SONS have received
instructions from Job Evans, Esq. (who is removing to

Torquay), to SELL by AUCTION, without the least reserve,

on the Premises as above, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
July 30 and 31, commencing each day at half-past 11 o'Clock
prompt, the whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including fine specimen Lapagerias, Stephanotis,
Maidenhair Ferns, Hoyas, Begonias, Bougainvilleas, Crotons,
Asparagus, 100 Camellias, 80 fine Azaleas, specimen A 11a-

mandas, Dipladenias, &c. ; sixteen very fine specimen Palms
and Tree Ferns, also Gloxinias, Cyclamen, Euphorbias, Poin-
settias. Geraniums, Fuchsias. Aloes, Fieus, Dracaenas, Yaccaa,
&C ; also a very fine Collection of Orchids, 20 very fine Ccelo-
gynes, 100 Dendrobiums, 70 Odontoglossum Alexandras ; also
Leelias, Cattleyas, Lycastes, Cypripediums, Oncidiums,
Vandas, &c. ; a large quantity of Garden Sundries, including
Pots and Pans, Tools, Lawn Mowers, Marble and Iron Vases,
&o. ; two Marble Figures, &c.

On view day before and mornings of Sale.
Hammerswich House is only five minutes' walk from Ham-

merswich Station, L. & N. W. Ry., and about 3 miles from
Lichfield.
Catalogues now ready, and may be had free by post from

the Auctioneers, at their Offices, 6,Phillips Street.Birmingham.

WASTED, to Rent a small MARKET
GARDEN, with some Glass. North of England pre-

ferred. Moderate Incoming.

Address, ARMTTSTEAD, Winmarleigb, Garstacg.

Framneld, near Ucfcfield, Sussex.
IMPORTANT to MARKET GARDENERS, FRUIT, CUT

FLOWEB, TOMATO, EARLY VEGETABLE, SALAD,
and MUSHROOM GROWERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to offer for SALE BY TENDER, in TWO

LOTS, the following FREEHOLD PROPERTY:-
Lot 1.—The FRAMFIELD NURSERY, rich Meadow, &c..

14a. lr. 13p. ; nine newly-built Greenhouses, about 74,000
superficial feet, heated by abnut 10,000 feet of Piping, and
Boilers; fitted with Tanks, &c. ; with the valuable Vines,
two Cottages, and numerous oiher Outbuildings.

Lot 2.—The FREEHOLD BUILDING ESTATE, divided
from Lot 1 by public footpath, and embracing an area of

12a. 2r. 3p., having 1500 feet of building frontage to existing
roads.

Tetderawill be received at the offices of Messrs. PROTHEROE
and MORRIS, Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside. Loodoo,
E.C., at Noon, on Thursday, August 8, 1895. Copies of par-
ticulars and Forms of Tender may be had of Messrs. VT.NCENT
and VINCENT. Solicitors. 10, Budge Row, Cannon Street,
London, E.C., and of the Auctioneers above.

TO BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. First-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKTTT,
45. Plumstead Road, Plumstead.

POULTRY AND BEE FARMS,
ORCHARDS and NURSERIES.

THE REMAINING TEN FREEHOLD LOTS
-L of the HIGH STREET FARM are FOE SALE by Private
CoDtraet, viz. :

—

FIVE LOTS of about j acre each, from £10 to £50.

THREE LOTS of about 2| acres, at £120 to £125.

Also a beautiful SITE for a HOUSE, 4a. Or. 30p. of OLD
TURF LAND, with COTTAGE, BAEN, TIMBER, TREES,
&c, £450.

All the lots are -within a mile of the Market Town and
Midland Station of Hemel Hempstead, and some within j mile.
Situation about 400 feet above sea level, and a good service of
Water will very shortly be laid in the adjoining roads.

Apply to N. W. ROBINSON, Land Agent. Hemel Hempstead.

To Gardeners and Others.

FOR SALE, a Sis - roomed FREEHOLD
DWELLING - HOUSE, and Six Span-roof GLASS-

HOUSES. All been erected within five years ; splendidly
situated, 10 minutes' wait from the G. E. Railway Station

;

45 from London. Used as a Florist's and Fruit-growing. A
splendid chance for new beginner.

Particulars apply by letter, J. O'CALLAGHAN, Saalfield,

Alexandra Park Road, Wood Green, London, N.

FOR SALE, a small NURSERY, FLORIST,
and JOBBING GARDENER'S BUSINESS. Five Green-

houses, heated by Hot-water, &c. Stock and Trade. A reason-
able offer accepted.—W. H., Park Bow Nursery, Greenwich.

FREEHOLD LAND FOR SALE: Ashford,
Middlesex, S.W.R. ; 15 miles from London, consisting of

about 2 acres of Orchard Land, planted with Strawberries
underneath, in full bearing, gave a good crop this year ; a good
Packing-shed and Storehouse, Greenhouse Baskets, Strawberry
Boxes. &c, suitable for Nursery.—Apply for full particulars
to D. H. ROBERTSON. 33. Mount Ararat. Ricbmond.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HA]V1PT0N-0N-THAMES, on The ALarling
Pabk Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

FOR SALE, as a Going Concern, MARKET
NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, on Main Lines,

within easy reach of several of the largest Cities in the King-
dom, 25,000 feet of Modern Glass, efficiently heated, comprising
Vineries, Cucumber, Tomato, Plant, and Forcing Houses;
nearly 10 acres rich land, planted with fruit trees and other
crops. Good water supply and dwelling-house, with necessary
out-houses, &c. Immediate possession can be arranged.
Address, N. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, London, W.C.

TO LET., near Railway Station, good rich
LAND, suitable for Nurserymen, Fruit Growers under

Glass, and others.—Apply by letter, H. FOURTEEN, Hertford.

To Market Gardeners, Florists, Greengrocers, and
OTHERS.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession,
within a mile of Swansea, which is a capital Market

Town, a KITCHEN GARDEN, in good order and condition,
and well stocked with various kinds of Fruit Trees and Crops,
with 4 Vineries, 3 Peach-houses, 3 Forcing-houses, and
2 Fig-houses, 10 of which are heated with water-pipes, and
all well Btocked; also Bothy, Packing and Potting Sheds, &c;
the whole being surrounded by a high Fruit-wall, and con-
taining together two acres or thereabouts.

For particulars, apply. Mr. T. D. LEWIS, Auctioneer and
Valuer, 13, Heathfield Street, Swansea.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

EXHIBITIONS.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

JAPAN LILY BULBS,
PLANTS, SEEDS, &c.

CATALOGUE on application.

TOKIO NUBSEBIES
Komagomi, Tokio, Japan.

Cable Address : "Nurseries, Tokio."

F. TAXAGHI, Proprietor.

WOKING and DISTRICT HORTICULTU-
RAL. COTTAGE GARDENERS' and FANCIERS'
ASSOCIATION.

SHOW of PLANTS, FRUITS. FLOWERS, A; VEGETABLES,
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 31 and Aug. 1, 1S95,

At the Horsell Cricket Gronod, Woking Station.
Numero ,s MONEY PRIZES offered for Competition, and

SILVER CUP for Grand Aggregite.
Entries close Saturday, July ^7

Somerset Villa. Woking. H ' W ' ROBERTSON, Hon. Sec.,

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
(Affiliated to the Royal Horticultural Society).

The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on August 14
and 15. £300 in Prizes. Specials, Cups, and Medals.

Entries close August 7. H. GILLETT, Secretary.

\/fAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
1»-L SOCIETY.
The ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS, FRUIT. VEGE-

TABLES, HONEY, and POULTRY, will be held in the
Grounds of Ives Place, on THURSDAY. August 15. Entries
close August 8. CHAS. A. VABDY, Hon. Sec.

WARWICK and DISTRICT CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SHOW, November 21 and 22.

For Schedules and particulars, apply to

—

Mr. GEORGE BURROWS, Hon. Sec.
Warwick School, Warwick.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER SHOW.
AUGUST 15th.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality ; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Store and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PBAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER asd CO. , Farnborough, Hants.

£200 IN PRIZES.

Schedules from the HON. SECS.,
24, West Street, Weston-Super-Mare.

CECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-O TURAL EXHIBITION, DRESDEN.
From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under the high protection of His Majesty the King of Saxony.
For particulars, Schedules, &c, write to the Secretariat der

Zweiten Internationalen Gartenbau-Ausstellung zu Dresden.

O. LAMMERHIRT, 7, Glacisstrasse. Dresden, N.
Die Commission : G. Krause, I. Vors. ; T. J. Seidel, U. Vors.

XTETS—NETS.—Tanned, Oiled, Waterproof,
A.1 for protecting Strawberry Beds, Fruit Trees, &c, from
Birds. Makes excellent Tennis boundaries.

200 yards, 8s. ; second quality, 5s.
SPASHETT A>T) CO., Net Manufacturers, Lowestoft.

PEAT. EPPS'S PEAT.
Specially selected for Orchids, and all kinds of Plants, by

sack, cask, cubic-yard, ton, or truck-load. Rich fibrous LOAM,
Coarse and Fine SILVER SAND, superior LEAF-MOULD,
C. N. FIBRE REFUSE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.

Special through, rates to all parts.

Tne Original Peat Depot, B.IKGWOOD, HANTS.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the Back, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.
Special Terhs to the Trlde.

IfBUEEKA
WEED KILLER.

Safe, Effective, and Cheap.
There is no risk of poisoning Birds or Animals if directions

are followed when applying this preparation. Guaranteed to
clear all weeds ; mixes at once; no sediment; leaves the paths
bright and clean, without stains.

A-gall., Is. 9d. ; 1 gall., 3s. (tins included).
2-gall. drum*, 25. 9d. p*r gall. ; 5-gall. drums. 2s. 6d. per gall.

10-gall. drums, 2s. 3d. per gall. ; 40 gallons at 2s. per gall.
Double Strength, Mixes 1 to 50.

Sample Half Gallon Tin pout free for stamps, 2s. 6d.
OXLY ADDBESS:—

TOMLINSON & HAYWARD,
MINT STKEET CHEMICAL WORKS, LINCOLN.

Wholesale London Agents:

—

O S U A N & CO., 132, Commercial Street, E.
Ask your Chemist or Seedsman for this make.
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ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS,
FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

\\7"M. PAUL and SON respectfully invite attention to their magnificent

Stock of the above, established in 5-inch (48-sized) pots. The Collection comprises the leading

varieties of the Hybrid Perpetual, Tea Scented, Noisette, Bourbon, China, and Polyantha classes,

including Crimson Rambler.

Price, 10s. 6d. to 18s. per dozen; 75s. to 120s. per 100.

*,* The present is a most favourable time for planting, as it allows of the plants establishing

themselves in the ground before winter.

Also a large General Stock of Roses in potsfor Greenhouse Culture, Conservatory Climbing, fyc.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
C\ R. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or
^~* * COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the size of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross ; or in truckloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Coke. Quotations on application to

—

G. R. GARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.

LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES,

WCJ.UIil.vii

THE TWO GRAND NEW and INDISPENSABLE
VARIETIES,

MONARCH & LEADER.
All the Beat Older Varieties In strong, open-

ground Runners or Pot Plants.

STRAWBERRIES IN 60-POTS ARE GOOD.
Send to Head-quartera for your Supplies.

PLANTS GROWN SPECIALLY FOR RUNNERS.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
Should be procured direct from the raisers. Price, open ground

:

Runners ... 20s. per 100 ... 4s. per dozeD.
In Pots 27s. 6d. per 100 ... 6s. per dozen.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, GRATIS.

LAXTON BROS., BEDFORD.

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready for shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, is. per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality. All colours, mixed.

Is. 6d. per dozen. Free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM-

Messieurs LINDEN, L'HORTICULTURE INTERNATIONALE,
PARC LEOPOLD, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

FIRST PETZE (unanimously) for NEW PLANTS at the International Horticultural

Exhibition of Paris, 1895, REVENGE, on the " Match " of the International Quinquennial

Exhibition of Ghent in 1893, Messrs. LINDEN exhibiting, each time, only their own introductions.

The GRANDEST DISPLAY of ORCHIDS and NEW PLANTS in Cultivation.
ALL THE ENGLISH AND OTHER VISITORS AGREE THAT NOTHING IS TO BE COMPARED WITH THEM ANYWHERE ELSE:

" The nursery has become a model of its kind, and one in which every plant taken in hand is cultivated to perfection, is the least that can be said of
the Orchid and new plant nursery of Brussels," J. O'B.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, April 28, 1894, p. 528.

MESSRS. LINDEN will be happy to quote price and size on application of anything they have in cultivation.

AMATEURS and NURSERYMEN visiting the Continent are specially invited to favour Messrs. Lindens' establishment with a call, when a
cordial reception will be given them. English visitors will find an English welcome.

FOR COLONISTS.—Messrs. Linden beg to announce that, notwithstanding their numerous Collectors in Foreign Parts, they are always open to
purchase Fine Orchids from all parts of the world, and residents abroad are earnestly invited to correspond with them on the subject.

MESSRS. LINDEN, having a large staff of experienced Packers, the utmost reliance may be placed on their skill and care, and orders may be
safely entrusted to them from any quarter of the globe. .

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

hORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

Nurseries—Hanworth & Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of
this Paper that the Fourth Edition
(100000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, la Now Ready.
We Bhall have much pleasure in
forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse
Complete, from £2 16s.

Cooper's " Beatall.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION.

I.—Conservatories. Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits, Hand-Lighta,*c.

II.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

m.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, Sec. ...

V.—Heating Apparatus. CookingStoves, &c.

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-
secticides. Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &c

VII.—Lawn MowersandEdge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c.

VIII.—Horticultural Timber
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c.

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, &c.

65— 98

M-131

135-178
179—223

217—£68
269—iEO

281-342

343-383
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HEATHMAN'S ANTIONIAL GARDEN HOSE
Gives satisfaction, to all users. It compares with the rubbish generally sold the

same as a silk dress to a Potato-sack.

HEATHMAN'S ANTIMONIAL HOSE
Is wonderfully light weight, exceedingly strong, extremely durable.

)i s a t t_ ]j- mch bore I

Sid. 8W. 11* 1/2 1/4 1/8 per foot.
'

\
10 Per cent discount and carriage pi

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS POST FREE FROM—

2, ENDELL STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Thices :

—

HEATHMAN'S FORCE PUMPS on BARROWS
Are the best made. Pump Liquid Manure, and work easily.

LAWN SPRINKLERS, HOSE REELS, COUPLINGS, &C.

FIRE ENGINES. HYDRANTS, AND HOSE.ENGINES, HYDRANTS, AND
WATER SUPPLIES FIXED COMPLETE.

Mr. HEATHMAX'S 21 years' experience enables him to give sound advice in any part of the
Country. Address—2, ENDELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.

J.H.HEATHMAN S ' £~
INEXPENSIVE DETACHABLE
EXTENDING LADDERS
DOUBLE AND TREBLE

FIC.3

FORMS SUPS r

TWO LADDERS^
OR E

FORMS STEPS
[

TWO LADDE1

OR EXTEND

' FR.E.H. \VL

. toi Xnr 5Tmo» Tfe
,

\H UNITED XoMGOO*\lJ i

^StTUV. \

LADDERS,

STEPS, TRESTLES,

HEATHMAN'S PATENTS
IN GREAT VARIETY OF SIZES AND PATTERNS. "Nf

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS POST FREE, AND WE PAY CARRIAGE

J. H. HEATHMAN & CO.,
2 and 37, ENDELL STREET, LONDON 1 W.C,

OLOSE TO COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
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JOHNSON'S IMPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufactmers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over ICO cowe,
from which I obtain a large quantity
ot pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the b*>st obtainable

at 35. per bushel.

} Special P/ices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALING.

i NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY
FOR 1895.

STEVENS' WONDER.
NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION.

Everyone should secure this grand early variety.

In pots £5 per ICO 15s. per dozen.

Strong Runners ... £3 per 100 9s. per dozen.

All other leading varietiea now ready for delivery.

See Special LIST free on application.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON,
ms&rNaerles '

FERNSI-FERNS!!
Well-grown Stuff, at Moderate Prices.

A large quantity, in 2^-inoh pots, ohiefly Pteris
cristata ; also Alba lineata, Adiantum futvum and pubea-
ceD8, at 9s. per 100.

Good bushy stuff in 48's.—Pteris oristata, nobilis,
and tremula ; also Aralias, at 4s. 6d. per dozen.

The above prices are for Cash with Order only. Packing
free. All orders carefully and promptly executed.

B. PRIMROSE,
NURSERIES. ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH. S.E.

DAFFODILS.
HOME-GROWN BULBS.

We are now lifting our Home-grown NAR-
CISSUS. We hold immense stooks of the
following, amongst other kinds:

—

EMPEROR I PRINCEPS
EMPRESS SIR WATKIN

POETICUS.
Special Prices on Application,

DICKSONS NURSERIES CHESTER.

EARLY BU LBS.
Our Special Offer of Early Bulbs is Now Ready, and will be sent

post-fiee on application. Prices very low. We are now lifting

DAFFODILS,
and can despatch orders in July for Early Planting. The

Bulbs axe really Bpleodid, and thoroughly ripened.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES. NOTTS.

the YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21—35,

NANKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Exporters of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

Dried Eulalla Panicles, Bleached Luffa.

SEEDS, TREES, & SHRUBS, &c, produced In Japan.

Wholesale CATALOGUES sent on application.

Note.—Our representative will be in London in

July '95, to take Orders of the Customers.

WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and Is. per packet,

IS. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. W. J. CHASNEY, West Hendred.
1 1 had the best bed of Cabbage this year from Webbs'

Emperor Seed that I ever saw ;

which I put out went to seed.'

not one of the 5000 plants

Per ounce.
EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6d.
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. is. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.

... 6d. ... lOd.
6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

STRAWBERRIES.
All the leading varieties, new or old, in small

pots for fruiting first year. Open-air plants, very
oheap. Speoial low quotations for quantities for

Market Growing.

FRUIT TREES
OF ALL SOBTS. SEND FOB LISTS.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WTTHINGTON, HEREFORD.

FOR PRESENT AND LATER SOWING,
THE THREE BEST

WALLFLOWERS
DICKSONS GOLDEN BEAUTY. ) Per packet.
DICKSONS SELECTED DARK RED, !- 6d. and IS.,
DICKSONS PRIMROSE DAME. S free by Post.

Choice Mixed DOUBLE WALLFLOWER. MYOSOTI1,
SILENES. &c. For Pnres and all other parliculars, see our
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, free on application.

niPl/CnUC Seed Growers PUCOTCDUlOlXOUno, Nurserymen, &c, UnLOltn.

STRAWBER RIES.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN,
EMPRESS of INDIA, LOKD SUFFIELD, GUNTON PARK,

AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIES.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Ready,
Post-free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

" KENT, THE CARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their PlantB will be grand, both for Forcing. In

little pots, and as Runnors.

Send Ordebs and Enquibies direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE

THE

(Santatm' dfltnmick
SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1895.

THE GARDEN CINERARIA.
A DDITIONAL evidence has now to be

-^*- reo'jrded which may be of importance

in relation to the question as to the origin

of the garden varieties of Cineraria (see pp.

588 and 655 of our last volume). At any
rate, it has value independently of any specific

application. In the first, place, we have the posi-

tive testimony of Mr. Kelway in the Gardeners'

Magazine for June 29. Mr. Kelway claims that

the garden Cineraria originated with him in 1837.

In that year he raised seeds from Cineraria

omenta, and amongst the seedlings observed

several having a distinct ring of white round the

disc (a feature, we may add, much more characteris-

tic, so far as we have observed, of S. Heritieri than

of S. cruentus). From these Mr. Kelway selected

two, and from these two he raised other seed-

lings muoh improved in habit and in the shape

of the bloom, and handed them over to Messrs.

Webber & Pearce, of Merriott. Mr. Kelway,
however, retained some himself, and their de-

scendants now occupy several large houses.

Mr. Kel way's plants then, are, in his opinion,

pure umrossed descendants from S. cruentus.

But nearly thirty years previously hybrid

Cinerarias were in existence in Germany, to say

nothing of others, which it is alleged were
raised in 1824, and in subsequent years.

It may then be taken as established that there

were in the early part of the century seedling

variations from S. cruentus, and also that there

were crossed variations in which some other

species than cruentus was concerned. These
facts suggest an enquiry as to the cause of the

seedling variations ; and secondly, an enquirv
whether the Cinerarias as now grown originated

exclusively from one or from the other category.

The first subject is too vast and too recondite to

be entered upon within the limits of a note,

particularly as there is no direct evidence to be
adduced. Asa conjecture, we should think it

very likely that seedliug variations are the

result of the dissociation of previously-mixed

characters, the mixture having taken place

perhaps ages since.

That the Cineraria, as we now know it, may
have had a hybrid origin within comparatively

recent times, is a hypothesis, which the facts

now to be recorded show, is not to be summarily
dismissed as unworthy of credence.

We have to thank .Mr. Lynch, the Curator of

the Cambridge Botanic Harden for specimens of a

remarkable Cineraria which made its appearance

in that establishment. Some plants of Seneoio

Heritieri, DC. (= Ciueraria lanata, L'Herit.),

were received, as Mr. Lynch informs us, from Kew,
and, as it was desired to perpetuate the speoies,

seeds were collected and sown in the ordinary way.

Only one seedling came up, however, but this

one showed a marked deviation from the type,

and the colour of its flowers proved to be a red-

purple self, with, in some particulars, much of

the rippeararo- of a poor-flowered common Cine-
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raria, although quite different in other respeots.

Mr. Lynch was naturally much struck with

these peculiarities, and knowing that the only

allied plants in the house were some garden Cine-

rarias, which flowered at the same time, he

naturally concluded that the seedling was a

chance hybrid, in which the garden Cineraria,

or male parent, strongly predominated ; and this

seems highly probable from an inspection of the

specimens. It is, however, possible that the new
comer may have been a seedling variation from

a common Cineraria.

The Cineraria is too well known to require

description, and it will suffice to mention its

stout herbaceous stems, very large basal leaves,

and auricled upper ones, in order to contrast it

with those of the Senecio Heritieri, or supposed

seed-parent, a figure of which will be found at

plate 3987 of the Botanical Magazine. This

latter is a half-shrubby plant, with slender white

branches and cordate lobed leaves, ranging from

about 1 to 3 inches in breadth, green above,

densely white tomentose beneath, and the

petioles without basal auricles. The corymbs
are lax, the flower-heads over an inch across, and
the ray-florets white, tipped with light red-

purple, and somewhat stellate. The hybrid

shows evidence of its descent from Senecio

Heritieri in its white stems, and the dense

tomentum of the under-side of the leaves.

The stem, however, has become nearly herba-

ceous, and more than twice as broad as in the

seed-parent, and the area of the basal leaves

is four times as great. Some of the upper leaves

are also auricled at the base, and the tomentum
of the under surface of all the leaves is strongly

suffused with that peculiar shade of red-purple

to which the original Senecio oruentus owes

its name. The flowers have already been

described. Thus, if this is, as seems to be the

oase, a seedling from Senecio Heritieri, a distinct

advance has been made in the direction of the

garden Cineraria, and as the circumstances are

fully known, it seems clear that the pollen was

derived from the latter—probably carried by

bees, whose exploits in this direction will be

familiar to every gardener.

Shortly after the receipt of Mr. Lynoh's spe-

cimens, we were privileged to see another

specimen, presumably also of hybrid origin.

This came from J. T. Bennett Poe, Esq., who
tells us that in his garden in the south of

Ireland, as in the Cambridge garden, a Cineraria

came up fortuitously in a flower-pot in a house

where C. Heritieri was growing, together with

sundry garden Cinerarias. The plant has been

since cultivated by Mr. Poe, and is of dwarf

habit, with long-stalked, cordate, irregularly

lobed, roundish leaves, destitute of auricles, and
thinly clothed with white down on the under
surfaoe. The inflorescence and lilao flower-heads

with a white ring are like those of C. Heritieri,

intermediate between those of that species and

those of a garden Cineraria. Here, then, is

presumptive evidence of the existence of two
hybrid plants in the origination of neither of

which did S. oruentns directly take part, and
both of which had a white ring, which is less

visible in cruentus.

The plants are interesting and very in-

structive. They do not prove that our garden

Cinerarias are of hybrid, origin, but at all

events they show, as we have already suggested,

how easily a very few experiments might
be made which would go far to settle the dis-

puted points. As the true Senecio cruentus is

now in cultivation, we would suggest that the

authorities at Kew, as well as Mr. Lynch or

others should, another season, endeavour to cross

it with S. Heritieri both ways, and carefully

note the characters of the resulting hybrids, if

such were obtained. A note by "Willdenow

is instructive in this oonneotion. In 1S09

he briefly described a Cineraria hybrida

(Enum. PL Sort. Berol, p. 893), which he

stated was cultivated in the Berlin garden as

Cineraria omenta, but which differed abundantly

in having flowers nearly as in C. lanata (i.e.,

Senecio Heritieri). The cross we have just

suggested would probably yield this C. hybrida,

and should certainly be attempted. We do not

know if a dried speoimen of this plant exists at

Berlin, but if so we hope our Berlin friends will

let us know what it is like.

Another important cross should be attempted,

namely, one between S. cruentus and S. populi-

folius—the latter species being also in cultiva-

tion. This might demonstrate the origin of

Cineraria lactea, otherwise called Seneoio omenta
var. lactea (Jacq. Eel. PI. Par., t. 105), which
De Candolle believed was a hybrid between

S. cruentus and S. populifolius. It originated

in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, we believe,

prior to 1813. We have had the good fortune

to see a dried specimen of this plant, and having
oompared the plate cited with the two supposed

species, we believe that De Candolle's judg-

ment to be perfectly correct. The resemblance

to Senecio cruentus is unmistakable, yet it is

evidently not a variety of that plant, for it is

nearer to S. populifolius, and instead of the basal

auricles of the former, has a few small appen-

dages near the apex of the petiole, as in the

latter. Two or three well-conducted experi-

ments might prove the origin of these plants,

which are believed to be in the direct line of

descent of the garden Cineraria of to-day—we
use the term in its ordinary sense, for, botani-

oally speaking, the plant is not a Cineraria, but

a Senecio.

Incidentally we may add, that seedling plants

of Cineraria omenta differ markedly in appear-

ance from those of a garden Cineraria. We need
not, at present, trouble the reader with a detailed

account of these differences, hoping eventually

to be able to examine seedling plants of C.

Heritieri and other species.

Nor need we go further now into the

vexed question of the origin of the garden
plant ; but in reference to . a remark made
at p. 588, it is only justice to our contri-

butor, Mr. Bolfe, to state that his article

was not written with any special reference

to the question of hybridity, and that the

figures and notes respecting the garden-plants

were added by us after the manuscript had left

his hands. It was a matter of current opinion

that the plant then flowering at Kew was the

wild original of the garden Cineraria. Mr. Eolfe

accepted the ourrent version, as we did ourselves,

without critioally examining the evidence in

support of it or otherwise.

Reverting for a moment to the interesting

plant sent us by Mr. Lynch, we may remark

that it shows how quickly the characters of one

parent may be partially obliterated, and we
should not be surprised to find that a course of

selection would complete the process without

further crossing. Selection has made the garden-
plant almost an annual—in actual practice at

least, and this would tend to eliminate the
shrubby character, and retain the herbaceous
one. Mere superficial comparison of wild and
garden plants is not absolutely conclusive of the

matter. Who, for instance, ignorant of the
history of the tuberous Begonias, could trace in

many of them any sign of B. boliviensis or other
species, well known to have taken part in the

genesis of the race ?

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ROSA WICHURAIANA.
Although this species was only introduced to

Britain about three years ago, it already affords

promise of being a valuable addition to the wild

types of Rosa in cultivation. It is distinct from any

other species, and is easily recognised by the per-

fectly prostrate habit, and by the peculiarly bright,

almost glassy appearance of the leaves. A recent

figure of it has been published in the Botanical

Magazine, under the name of R. Lucias, but the

typical R. Wichuraiana is sufficiently distinct for

the name to be retained in gardens. M. Crepin, a

leading continental authority on Roses, and the

author of the present name, still regards it, I believe,

as being specifically distinct. It is a native of

Japan, and belongi to the polyantha group, Tue

leaves are quite smooth on both surfaces, the leaflets

of elliptical outline, serrated, from £ to § in. long, and

varying in number from five to nine on each leaf.

The stipules are not fringed, as in R, multiflors,

but slightly toothed, and a pair of short decurved

spines guard the base of each leaf. The flowers are

pure white, and stand up above the foliage, which

forms a dense covering, completely hiding the

ground. The species flowered at Kew for the first

time in 1893, and has proved a free-flowering and

luxuriant grower. I measured a shoot made last

year which was more than 12 feet in length. In

the United States (from which country it reached

us) it iB highly spoken of, flowering so profusely as

to give, at a distance, the effect of snow. It is well

adapted for covering sunny slopes, mounds, &c,
and may be commended to the notice of all who
take an interest in the original types of R)sa. W. J.

Bean.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA LABIATA MOSSLE.

A coebbspondent kindly furnishes us with a flower

in which, as not unfrequently happens, the floral

parts are in two, thus the two outer sepals are crossed

by two inner sepals, followed by four petals in a single

whorl, two of the petals being of the form of the

lateral petals, the other two being lips. The column

is normal, but no ovary is formed.

From the Horticulture Internationale, Brussels,

comes a flower of the same variety in which the lip

is inseparate from the column, and greatly reduced in

size.

Ctpeipedicim Lebatjdyantjm X

.

A cross from C. lsevigatum by C. Haynaldianum,

raised by Mr. Page, gardener to Rjbert Lebaudy of

Bougival. The influence of the pollen-parent is

very perceptible. The description is given in the

last number of the Journal de la Socie'te' Rationale de

France,

Odontoglossujis at Bankfield, Bbadfoed.

Henry Mason, Esq., in his pretty gardens in the

Bingley suburb of Bradford, does not attempt to

grow a collection of Orchids, but he grows a houseful

of Odontoglossums, and his gardener, Mr. Midgley,

perfectly understands their culture, and obtains

satisfactory results. At the time of our visit,

probably no other Orchid-house of equal size

could have possessed a finer display of flower-spikes

of tbe best varieties of Odontoglossum cris-

pum, and, in a lesser degree, of other species.

Many of the plants have been cultivated in this

house for several years, and the progressive stages

marked on their large plump pseudo-bulbs bespeak

good culture. The house in which the plants are

cultivated is a span-roof of rather low pitch, a path

of moisture-holding York stone runs up the middle,

and beneath the staging on each side rain-water

tanks occupy the greater part of the floor. The
staging is of iron, the lower one being constructed

close, so as to hold water, and the ascending stage

above it is of trellis woodwork, in order to elevate

the plants at the point farthest from the path, and
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inverted pots are also used for this purpose where
fonnd Decessary. The shading is on the outside of

the roof, and it is arranged to ran on supports, which
keep it well above the glass, so that in the hottest

weather the house is kept at a comfortably cool tem-
perature. These are points which are invariably to

be found in any cool Orchid-house in which the

plants thrive, and in spite of occasional attempts to

improve on it, it is still the best pattern of a cool-

house—the abundant tankage, which some Orchid-
growers decry, being still one of the healthiest

features in such h mse.

Among the large-flowered 0. crispnm at Bankfield

not a single indifferent form appeared, while some
were remarkable for their spotting. Among these

were the handsome Odontoglossum crispumStevensii,
a fine form of the 0. Jenningsianam class, with
rose- tinted flowers blotched with purple ; and several

very handsome varieties of O. Andersonianum.
Also in bloom were a few good plants of 0. polyx-
anthum, O. triumphans, Cymbidium Lowianum, and
Oncidium macrantbnm, the whole making a fine

display, and pointing to the advisability of growing
one class of Orchids well, rather than a general
collection in an indifferent condition.

In the Cucumber- house a bank of Ccelogyne cris-

tata was remarked in fine condition, with a large

plant of C. c. alba in the centre.

The Vineries and Peach-houses were bright with
tuberous Begonias, Pelargoniums, &c. ; and the con-
servatory was chiefly filled with large plants of

Camellia and greenhouse Rhododendrons, with
Odontoglossnm citrosmum displayed on the roof.

Mr. Midgley prides himself on his kitchen garden,
which he keeps in perfect order ; and in the flower
garden the Roses were very fine, notwithstanding the
severity of the past winter.

DENDEOBIUM CRUENTUM.
This fine Dendrobium was originally discovered

by Meisrs. F. Sander & Co., on the West Coast
of the Malay peninsula, and described by the late

Professor Reiehenbach in the Gardeners' Chronicle

xxi. (18S4), p. 604. It has always been scarce in

gardens, and not until a recent importation by the
same firm have good healthy specimens been obtain-
able. Its flowers, which are thick and wax-like in

substance, are of ivory white tinged with green, the
distinct keels at the back of the sepals being often
of an emerald green colour. The lip is handsomely
marked with crimson. As may be inferred from the
locality in which the plant is found, its proper place
is a warm and moist house; the only difference

between the resting and the growing season being
marked by withholding water for a time after the
growths are fully made up. Now that good speci-
mens are in the country (fig. 17) it proves a good
grower, which had formerly been doubted.

The Rosary.
•

NOTES UPON NEW ROSES.

Much interest is felt by rosarians in the question
whether certain new varieties of Roses are really

acquisitions in the true sense, or merely possess some
slight distinctive quality without sufficient merit to
warrant their cultivation in the future. We never
have too many really good new Roses, and it is all

the more pleasing to find our home-raisers again so
well in front of oar Continental friends.

Without the least hesitation, the palm must go
to the Messrs. Dicksons of Newtownards, Ireland.

Many of us who saw their box of twelve distinct new
Roses, which won at the National Rose Society's

Show at the Crystal Palace, were much struck

with the beauty of the flowers therein. Usually

one finds one or two fairly good flowers, the
remainder being indifferent. But in this dozen
there was good quality and pleasing variety. Our
most experienced growers were lond in their praise

;

and I may also mention as an interesting fact, that

no fewer than ten of the twelve are of Messrs. Dick-
ions' own raising. But to get a little closer to onr

notes. Muriel Grahame, this is, as I adjudged it,

a sport from Catherine Mermet, and no Tea-scented

Rose of greater promise has been sent out for many
years. We know of the fine qualities possessed by
one of its parents and by its sister sport The Bride.

Messrs. Dicksons told me that it is in every way a

counterpart of Catherine Mermet excepting in the

colour, which is a pale creamy- white, delicately

flushed with very soft rose. The 600 miles journey

that this variety had endured in trying weather for

any cut Rose, impressed me very favourably, seeing

that the bloom was staged in such a fresh condition,

and I have little doubt that the card of Commenda-
tion will be replaced by the coveted Gold Medal
upon its next appearance.

Countess of Caledon is a hybrid Tea, and a great

addition to this class of Roses. It is a grand grower,

of a perfectly distinct shade of colour, namely a pink

and soft shade of rose combined, and as a decorative

plant it is sure to be in good demand. A card of

Commendation was also awarded here. Tom Wood
is a Rose of a very pleasing colour, being of a deeper

tint, and I should judge it to be also a much fuller

FlG. 17.—DENDEOBIUM CRUENTUM

Rose than Madame Cusin. Lady Moyra Beauclerc

gave me the impression of Ernest Metz and Madame
de Watteville combined. But the best and most

consistent of all the new varieties, was Mrs. R. G.

Sbarman Crawford, a H. P. of extra merit. When-
ever shown it has been a great attraction, not only

because of its deep rosy-pink colour, which is dis-

tinct, but on account of the bold manner in

which the blooms are borne, the base of the petals

being much lighter than the tips, while on the

outsides they are shaded with pale flesh pink. The
form is perfect, size good, and with me it has

kept a certain freshness of shading that few other

Roses could retaiu during the late sultry weather.

This is a Gold Medal Rose, while the first prizes

and First-class Certificates it has won are very

numerous. A box of twelve blooms was decidedly

among the very best staged at the Crystal Palace.

Like Mrs. John Laing, it has no fault, and will be

equally indispensable in collections. Helen Keller

(H.P.) has not yet won the Gold Medal, but it has

secured almost a dozen First-class Certificates ; it is

a splendid grower and bloomer, after the style of

Mrs. John Laing, but distinct from that variety.

Mavourneen (H.P.) I have only seen twice, and it

gave me the impression of resembling Helen Keller

and Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford combined
; colour

a silvery-flesh, with rose shading. I am told that
its growth and freedom in blooming is remarkable.
Avoca (Tea) is somewhat like Ernest Metz for

size and form, but it was still considerably brighter,
after a long journey which necessitated its being cat
upwards of thirty hours.

Marchioness of D wnshire (H.P.), one of last year's

Gold Medal roses, I did not think so much of as
before, but the season has been against a Rose of

this class. The colour is a satiny-pink, of great

clearness, and with delicate rose pink shading. This
is one of the most distinct Roses we have, and will

yet,be shown in grand form by those who poisess it.

Marquise de Litta (H.T.) is a very peculiarly

shaded form of La France (II T.). It is a good grower
and free bloomer; carmine-rose with a vermilion
centre, (he ,two shades blending in a unique and
pleasing way. A treble at Gloucester, and several

good singles at the Crystal Palace, stamp this as a
promising H. Tea.

Clio, Sylph, Alister, Stella Gray, Lorna Doone,
Corinna, Duke of Fife, Shamrock, Captain Hay-
wood, and Robin Lyth have pleased me most among
the remainder. At Gloucester, Richmond, and the
Crystal Palace by far the best of the new Penzance
Briars was Jeannie Deans, a semi-double flower with
very showy stamens. Its colour is brighter than
that of the others, and the flowers are far leu
fleeting. A. P.

Plant Notes.

ALSTRCEMERIAS.
The large clnmpi of these growing in the border

on either side of the entrance to the Black Hamburgh-
house at Gunnersbury Park came through the severe

winter unharmed, the only protection afforded being a
mulch of manure and leaves placed over the ground
to the depth of about 6 inches. The position is

sunny and hot, and, being on a slight slope, is

perhaps favourable to the well-being of the tuberooj
roots. It would be interesting to know when the
roots were first planted on this particular spot, and
how many varieties were originally placed there.

One thing is quite certain—that the original clumps
have enormously increased, the tubers being pushed
further and further afield as the seasons pass. They
are never disturbed, but have reached the extreme
edge of the border.

It has been remarked, that " Alstrcemerias were at

one time much more largely grown than they are at

present, and the genus was represented in every

garden." This, it is to be feared, is generally true
;

and yet many inferior subjects are grown in borders

that do not possess a tithe of the beauty of the

Alstrcetneria. Exposure to the full blaze of the sun

appears to be immaterial, so long as there is good
cultivation, as is conclusively shown in the experience

of the plant at Gunnersbury, where it occupies a

spot quite shadeless daring the hottest part of the

day. Water is rarely given ; the mulch economises

the moisture in the soil, and the plants rarely suffer

for lack of it.

It is not because any difficulty is experienced in

obtaining plants that the area of cultivation has

become so circumscribed. There are certain species

and their varieties that are readily procurable, such

as aurantiaca, orange-yellow, streaked and spotted

with red, which is found to vary under cultivation,

but all are very showy ; aurea, golden-yellow,

probably a variety of the foregoing ; chilensis and

its varieties, varyiDg in colour from delicate rose to

deep orange or red; ocalata, a dou'itfal species,

colour rose-purple; Pelegrina, purple and white, and

its white variety, alba—perhaps one of the tenderest

;

psittacina, crimson and purple ; and pulchra

(tricolor), white, cream, and yellow. When planted,

a compost of peat, leaf-mould, and sandy loam

should be employed.

There appears to be no common name lor the

Alstroerneria, though one or two forms are known as

St. Martin's flower : and the white form of Pelegrina
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beara the name of the Lily of the I neap, Thii should

have a specially warm spot if planted in the open, or,

failing that, the protection of glass, if D.

Hydrangea Hohtensia vab. Lindlexi.

In Cornwall and Devon Hydrangea Hortensia is

one of the showiest of hardy flowering shrubs ; in Mr.

Rashleigh's garden at Menabilly especially, it is nsed

in great numbers and with admirable effect in par-

tially shaded positions in the vicinity of walks and

carriage-drives. Farther north it is seen in great

beauty, bnt only in favoured localities, or after

unusually mild winters. Near London it rarely

flowers outside, the winters being usually so severe

as to destroy the terminal bad. The variety Lindleyi

possesses this advantage, however ; no matter how
badly hit by frost, it poshes up shoots freely from

the axillary buds on the previous season's growth, and

as these (unlike the common Hydrangea) flower the

same season, the loss of the terminal bud is of

little account. The flowers of this variety are

of a pale rose colour, appearing in flat corymbs,

which measure 3 to 5 inches across, the outer row
consisting of large-petalled, sterile flowers. The
variety is abundantly represented in the collection

at Kew, and is now in bloom there. Other hardy

species that flower well are H. paniculata, H. radiata,

H. pekinensis, and H. arborescens ; bat with the

possible exception of H. paniculata, the plant under

notice may be considered the best of the genus for

outdoor planting. It is known also under the names
of H. rosea-alba and H. japonica.

Steinga japonica.

This Japanese Lilac has been described in glowing

terms by horticulturists in the United States, and
by visitors who have seen it in flower in that country.

In England it has not been cultivated long enough
for anyone to say with certainty what rank it will

eventually take among hardy trees and shrubs, for

it has not flowered above two or three time t, and
many Japanese deciduous things succeed much
better in the United States than they do under our

duller skies. It is, at any rate, perfectly hardy, and
two small bushes were in flower at Kew during the

early part of July.

Syringa japonica is a small tree of vigorous habit,

which forms a distinct trunk. Its leaves are broadly

ovate, very slightly downy, and pale green in colour

on the lower surface, dark green and glabrous above.

On the small specimens at Kew their texture and
size resemble the common Lilac. The small white,

slightly fragrant, flowers (about \ inch in diameter)

are produced in large compound panicles ; of about
1 foot in length at Kew, but on full-grown plants

they are described as at least twice as large. The
general appearance of this plant when in flower

suggests a connecting-link between the Lilacs and
the Privets. The species is a native of the Northern
Island of Japan, and was introduced to the Arnold
Arboretum in 1876.

Rosa setigeba.

Although the wild types of Rosa are generally past

their flowering season at this date, R. setigera is now
at its best. It is a North American shrub, and is

known there and here as the Prairie Rose. It

differs from all other native species in its semi-
scandent habit. About a dozen plants arranged in a
group are now making a pretty display in the Rose
collection at Kew. In habit it possesses the vigour

and grace usually associated with rambling Roses.

The shoots are long and arching, and the luxuriant

leafage, of a rich bright green, makes an admirable
setting to the flowers. The leaflets number from
three to five, and are remarkable for their large size,

some being 3 inches long by 1| inches wide ; the
under surface and the petioles are covered with fine

down. The flowers single, of a very bright shade of

rose, measure 3 inches across, are devoid of fragrance,

and come in dense clusters amid the foliage. The
beauty of this species of Rose, and its valuable
property of flowering late in the season, do not
appear to be fully appreciated even in the United
States, and still less in this country. W. J. Sean,

PKESEEVING FEUIT.
Considebing the increase that has taken place in

fruit production within the last few years, and recog-

nising that the preserving of fruit, so that it may come
out perfect at the end of several months, must be of

immense benefit to growers, who at the time the

fruit is ripe often have to accept prices for it which

do not pay the cost of gathering, we give the following

extract from an excellent lecture upon the sub-

ject of the " Preserving of Fruit," given by Miss

Maria Parloe, teacher of cooking, Boston, and

delivered in connection with the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society.

There are two wayB, said Miss Parloe, of inter-

preting the word " preserving," as applied to fruit,

the general understanding among housekeepers being

that the fruit is cooked with a generous amount of

sugar, the product being a rich compound of good-
keeping quality. In its broadest sense, " preserving,"

when applied to food, means to save from decay by
drying, canning, combining with a preservative sub-

stance, &c. It is the latter sense with which the

lecture deals.

The most primitive method of preserving foods

was by drying the raw article in the sun and air, and
this is still practised to a great extent. Artificial

methods are now used, but the sun develops in some
fruits a flavour which is lacking when artificial heat

is used.

Although nearly every Raisin grower in California

has a drying- house, he resorts to it only when the sun

fails him. In the case of Peaches, Apples, and
Apricots, the fruit has a fresher and more appetising

appearance when dried in the evaporators, and its

commercial value is, therefore, greater. When
drying fruit, it is important not only that it shall

be sound and of good quality, bat also that it shall

be prepared quickly and dried rapidly. When all

moisture is expelled, it will keep for years in a dry

place.

The second method of drying is to cook the fruit

a long time, reducing it as nearly as possible to a

paste, spreading this in thin sheets, and drying in

the sun or by evaporation. When free from mois-

ture, this fruit can be packed in boxes and will keep
indefinitely, and is suitable for transporting long

distances, as for the use of armies or emigrants.

When fruit dried by either of these two methods
is to be used, it must be softened by the addition of

water and cooking.

A third process of drying is to cook the fruit for

a long time with sugar and water, and then partially

dry it. In this case the sugar is largely the preser-

vative agent, and the drying goes on only nntil no
syrup drips from the fruit. With close packing in

boxes or jars the fruit will keep well in any climate
;

hardening, of course, when exposed to the air for a
considerable period. This fruit is ready for use at

any time, but is more of a confection than a sauce.

These three methods enable all to have the

Figs, Dates, Prunes, Apricots, Apples, Peaches, &c.
of the world. In New England, where most of the

frnits are preserved by canning, they are apt to lose

sight of the enormous amount of wealth, health, and
comfort that these methods of preserving represent.

The more modern process for preserving fruits,

and by far the most useful and healthful, is that of

canning. This seems to have been introdnced to the

French Government in 1810 by Appert. Since then
it has been constantly improved. The destruction

of germs, and the exclusion of air, are the principles

upon which canning is based. The article to be

preserved is cooked for a short time, and is then
put in jars from which the air has been expelled by
heating them to the boiling-point.

They are then sealed, and when cold, are set in a

cool, dark place. If all the conditions be right, the

heating of the cans and fruit thorough, and if the

cans, covers, &c, be in perfect condition, the fruit

will keep for an unlimited number of years, and
when opened, will be found to have nearly all the

freshness and aroma of newly-gathered fruit. Whilst
this is true of the majority of fruits, it is not so of

all. The Strawberry aubj>et(d to this process

will come out a pale, spongy, insipid thing; whereas

the Raspberry seems to have its colour, flavour, and
odour intensified, If, however, a generous amount
of sugar be added to the Strawberry in the cooking,

it will retain its shape, colour, and flavour.

It is an error to attempt to can the Strawberry

without sugar, or with only a small amount. Neither

can sugar be put to Strawberries and then the frnit

allowed to stand, as with Pine-apple. The sugar

eems to draw the juice out of the fruit and leave it

a spongy mass.

Some fruits can be canned without heat or .sugar.

The jar should be packed full of the fruit and then

placed under a faucet, having the water run in rapidly

for a minnte, that all the air in the jar shall be dis-

placed ; then seal, and put away in a cool, dark

place. Perhaps not many kinds of fruit would keep

if put up in this manner. Certainly, there can be

no expectation of success with juicy fruit of any kind.

Miss Parloe has, however, been successful with Rhu-
barb. Green Gooseberries and some kinds of Plums
can be preserved in this manner. It seems to be a

question whether the acid in these fruits does not

have a good deal to do with the keeping quality.

Many kinds of fruit can be mixed with their own
weight in sugar, packed in jars, sealed and put away

in a dark, cool place. They will keep well, and have

the flavour of the fresh fruit. It has been found in

the case of small berries put up in this manner that

the seeds become harder and more noticeable than is

the cooked fruit. Pine-apple should not be put up

in any other way than this, as it comes out simply

perfect.

The third method of preserving fruit is by cooking

it with sugar. In this case sugar is largely the pre-

servative ; and where the sugar is added to the

fruit, pound for pound, it is not necessary to seal

the product. But the " self-sealing " jars are so

convenient that most housekeepers prefer to use

them rather than the old-fashioned stone jars. The
French candied fruits are an example of another

method of preserving fruit.

Having glanced at the various methods of pre-

serving, the lecturer turned to consider some of the

exact steps necessary to secure the best results.

More fruit is preserved by the exclusion of air than

by any other method. To be successful in this,

certain things are essential. First, the fruit must

be perfectly sound ; next, every utensil used in the

process must be absolutely clean ; again, the cans

must be perfectly air-tight ; finally the cans and

fruit must be made free from germs and air before

sealing, and the canned fruit must be kept in a dark,

cool, dry place.

As to the different modes of treating various kinds

of fruit. It is known that when the germs are killed

and the air is excluded, sugar is not necessary for the

preservation of the fruit. But there are few kinds

of fruit that are not improved by some sugar, because

it fixes the colour and flavour, and gives much finer

results. Some kinds of fruit require but little sugar

for this purpose, while others are poor indeed with-

out a generous amount. One has only to contrast

the flavour and quality of the canned Peaches that

are put up with and without sugar, to realise the

great superiority of those with which saccharine

matter has been used. Where fruits are too dry to

give out enough juice to cover themselves generously,

a light syrup should be used. But in the juicy fruits

avoid water if possible. A good rule in the case of

Bmall berries is to allow one-third of a pound of sugar

to each pound of fruit. There are people who would

not care for more than half that amount of sugar,

while others might like more. The following has

been found a capital method for small berries : have

twelve quarts of berries picked clean put three

quarts into the preserving-kettle and on the fire.

Heat slowly, and break up with a wooden vege-

table-masher. Then turn the fruit into a piece of

cheese-cloth and press out the juice. Wash the

preserving-kettle, and put the juice and sugar into

it, stirring until the sugar melts. When the syrup

boils, skim it, and add the whole berries. Watch
the kettle, stirring occasionally, until the preserve
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boils, then skim, and cook for ten minntes longer.

Fill the jars, and sea).

For fruit like Peaches, Pears, Plums, &c, make a

light syrnp in this manner :—Pat into the preserving

kettle 4 quarts of sugar and 2 of water, boil, and

then skim well. Have the frnit pared, and cook it

gently in this syrup until tender ; then can, filling

up with syrup. Qiinces must first be cooked in

clear water until tender.

In paring fruit, uee silver-plated knives, and drop

each piece as soon as pared into a bowl of cold

water which has been made acid by addition of

lemon-juice. This prevents the fruit from turning

dark. Use earthen bowls and wooden or silver-

plated spoons. Avoid any delay while doing this

work.

To peel Peaches and Plums, put a little of the

fruit into a wire basket, and plunge it into boiling-

water for a few minutes. Take the basket from the

boiling water, and plunge it into cold water for a

few seconds ; then turn it into an earthen dish, and

peel with a silver knife. Save all the
i
nice that falls

into this bowl. When the work is properly done,

the skin will peel off perfectly smooth. There is

really less waste and less labour in removing the

skins of fruit in this way than in the common way.

To fill the jars, have on the stove two pans par-

tially filled with water. Let the water in one be

boiling, bnt in the other not so hot but that the hand
cannot be held in it with comfort. Put a few jars

and covers in the cooler water, turning them now
and then until all parts become warm, then put

them in the boiling-water. This does away with all

danger of breaking. When the jars have been heated

in boiling water, drain, fill, and seal them at once.

In filling the jars, be sure that they stand level, that

the syrup hae filled all the interstices between the

fruit, and that it also runs over the top of the jar.

Even with this overflowing of the syrup, it will be

found that, after cooling, the can is not full ; but if

the work has been properly done, the fruit will keep

all right.

Preserving with sugar, pound for pound, is not

very extensively practised now, most people pre-

ferring the simpler and more healthful mode of

canning with a email quantity of sugar ; still, there

are some fruits that are better when done in this

way. There is probably no frnit more delicious

than the Strawberry, either fresh or preserved, yet

there is none about which the housekeeper feels

more uncertain. It is something that cannot be

preserved without plenty of sugar. The following

has been found to give the greatest satisfaction.

It is trne the preserve is very rich, and cannot

be eaten in large quantities, but it is better to

have a little in perfection than a great deal of an

nniatisfactory quality.

Sun-cooied Strawberries.—Use ripe and the finest

fruits. Put them in the preserving- kettle with a

pound of sugar to each pound of berries ; first a

layer of fruit, then a layer of sugar, and so on.

Do not have the mixture more than 6 inches deep.

Place on the fire, and watch. When the preserve

begins to boil, ikim carefully, and simmer for ten

minutes. Now pour the fruit into meat platters,

and place in the sun. After an exposure to the

snn for twenty- four hours, put them up in jars or

tumblers, and cover. It may be said, the tun does

not shine twenty-four hours, but the fruit may be

placed on tables by the windows in a sunny room,

and let remain there for several days, or until it has

had its full sun bath.

The Larger Fruits.—All fruits are prepared for

preserving in sugar in the same way as for canning.

Then a rich syrup is made— 4 lb of sugar to a pint of

water—and the fruit is simmered in it until tender

and clear. Such fruits as Qiinces and hard Fears

should be cooked until tender before being put in

the syrup.

When the sugar should, be added.—Some kinds of

fruit are better for having the sugar added to them
when partially cooked, while others should always

have it added the moment they are placed on the

fire. Again, one kind is better for standing for

hours in the sugar, while others should not have

the sugar touch them until they are ready to go on

the fire. There are a few fruits which are far better

without sugar than with it. This is the case with

the Prune, with which sugar should never be pnt,

long slow cooking serving to develop a fine rich

flavour. Cranberries, on the other hand, should

have a pint of sugar to a quart of berries, and the

sugar, water, and berries must go on the fire at once

and be cooked rapidly for a short time, say twelve to

fifteen minntes. No other method will give a satis-

factory result.

Jetty- making.—In no department of preserving

does the housekeeper feel less sure of the resnlts

than in jelly-making, so much depends upon the

condition of the fruit. This is more pronounced

in the case of small fruits than with the larger kinds.

Fig. 18.—dendrobium nrxDEBRAHDn.

When Currants are over-ripe, or have been picked

after a rain, the result of nsing them will be uncer-

tain. An understanding of the properties in fruit

which form the basis of jellies may help the house-

keeper to a better knowledge of the conditions and

methods essential to success.

Pectine, which forms the basis of vegetable jellies,

is a substance which, in its composition, resembles

starch and gum. It gives to the juices of fruits the

property of gelatinizing. This property is at its best

when the fruit is just ripe—better a little under-ripe

than over-ripe. When boiled for a long time it

loses its gelatinous property, and becomes of a

gummy nature. These facts show the importance

of using fruit that is but just ripe and freshly

picked, at well as the need of care not to overcook

the juice.

Canning Fruit Juice. — One form of pretervet

which is mott uteful, convenient, and wholesome

should be more generally adopted than it is ; namely,

the canning of fruit juice for creams, ices, drinks,

&c. Certainly every houtekeeper ought to preterve

enough of the juices of the Strawberry, Ratpberry,

Peach, Apricot, Grape, &c , for her own ute. They
can be preserved with or without sugar, although

sugar is advocated. Boil for ten minutes, and teal

while boiling hot. •/. J. Willis, Harpenden.

DENDROBIUM HILDEBEANDII.
"This Orchid was first discovered by Mr. Uilde-

brand, superintendent of the S. Shan States, and
some plants were sent to Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.

Afterwards my men [came across it, and without

knowing what it was, I sent some to Messrs. Charles-

worth, who identified it, and sold the plants. Its

habitat is on the borders of Siam, a good way east of

the Salween River, and some 300 miles east of Lake
Inle." E. Moore, in Orchid Beview, Junp, 1895,

p. 169.

Mr. C. Leeson Prince, of the Observatory, Crow-
borough, Sussex, who kindly sent us the photograph

of the plant (fig. 18), remarks as follows :

—

"Just a year ago, I purchased of Messrs. Charles-

worth & Co. of Bradford, a newly-imported plant of

Dendrobium Hildebrandi, bnt the bulbs were in such

an exhausted condition that I hesitated at first to

buy it ; especially as little appeared to be known
respecting it. However, my gardener (Mr. Slater;

has succeeded in flowering the main bulb, which is

18 inches long, and has produced nineteen blossoms

from seven spikes.

" The sepals, five in number/are somewhat crimped,

and the two lateral ones measure from 2;} inches to

3 inches across, and are of a creamy-white colour.

The lip measnres exactly 1 inch at its mouth.
When the flowers were fully expanded, now six

weeks since, it was removed to an intermediate

house, and at this date,; June 1, 1895, the flowers

are as fresh as at first.

"It has been the admiration of all who have seen

it, and I think a large plant would be a fine subject

for exhibition purposes, as I feel quite confident that

it will prove to be very floriferous."

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE
WEIGHT OF THE SEED AJND THE
GROWTH,

Fbom Agricultural Science, the organ of the

Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science,

issued in June, 1895, we extract the following

passages from an article by Mr. B. T. Galloway,

on the growth of Radishes as affected by the

size and weight of the seed. The author says

that :
—"The influence of the size and weight of the

seed on the growth of the plant has received con-

siderable attention. While it is claimed by some
that the size and weight of seed has no material

effect on the product, the majority of those who have
studied the subject take the opposite view, and have
proved their claims by well-conducted experiments."

The resnlts of such enquiries are thus summarised at

the end of the paper: " 1. The large seed germinated

more quickly and with more certainty, and produced
marketable plants sooner and more uniformly than

the small seed. 2. The small seed gave propor-

tionately larger plants than the large seed, but in

practice this does not warrant the use of the former.

The practical conclusions that may be deduced from

the experiment are :—1. That by the use of large

seed from 85 to 90 per cent, of the crop may be

brought in at the same time. 2. That practically

all the plants thus grown being marketable, no
ground is wasted, 3. That enough time is saved by

using large seed to grow one additional crop during

the season ;
in other words, if four crops are grown,

using mixed seed, and waiting for all the plants to

attain sufficient size for market, five crops can be

obtained if large seed it planted. 4. That the only

additional expense is the extra amount of seed

needed, all the smaller ones being sifted out and
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thrown away. The extra expense will average about

25 cents per pound of seed, and when it is known
that a pound of seed will plant about 1500 square feet,

the matter of extra expense becomes trivial."

Nursery Notes.

THE FERN NURSERIES, SALE.

The collection of Ferns grown by W. & J. Birken-

head, is growing in importance every year. The
firm, as is well known, make Ferns a specialty, and

since the great Fern Conference hela in London in

1890, at which they received the Gold Medal of the

Royal Horticultural Society, they have been con-

tinually in the front at the principal shows in the

kingdom. Since the writer last visited the nurseries

quantities of houses have been built, and the general

condition of the plants has improved greatly.

There are now about 1400 varieties assorted in the

various divisions, comprising stove, greenhouse,

hardy exotic, British, and Filmy. A large portion

of the British, hardy exotic, and greenhouse kinds is

bedded out into nursery rows out of doors, thus

giving one an opportunity of comparing out-door and
in-door growth, and selecting the most enduring for

outside ferneries, rock-work, and for plantation and
garden-work.

Among the most beautiful to look at in the many
rows out-of-doors is the division of Lady Ferns,

chief among them being the setigerum gronp, in

which the handsome cut pinnules traversing each

other are conspicuous in A. filix-fo3mina Victoria and
the dwarf and striking f.-f. grandiceps. A. f.-f.

Vernona; and its crested form catch the eye, the

pinna; are so wavy, and the pinnules crested.

Victoria itself, apart altogether from the setigerum

blood, is a grand variety, from its cross- sword- like

pinnules, and it is beautifully dwarf and compact.

Another little beauty strikes well among the group,

A. f.-f. digitatum tenue, and do also the forms of

f.-f. congestum and its dwarfer, more crested fellow,

conge8tum ciistatum. A. f.-f. Kilmoryensis is a

pleasing green, making a stylish plant. These and

others have partially suffered from the sharp frost of

June 6, but are now recovering. Some more,

particularly Osmunda regalis, are growing under a

batch of standard Apple and Plum trees, but Mr.

Birkenhead says they do much better out in the

open, because the moisture stolen from them by the

fruit-tree roots operates prejudicially ; and, moreover,

theBe bedded-out Ferns show to much better ad-

vantage in the autumn after the indoor ones are

partially giving way.

In a lean-to house, these hardy British Ferns are

in great exuberance. We noticed particularly a

selected form of Athyrium f.-f. setigerum called gran-

diceps (Birkenhead, raiser), with tall upright fronds

closely packed together, and much broader in pin-

nules than the normal form. Another gem is A. f.-f.

plumosum elegans, so light in the green and arching

in the pinna?; A. f.-f. Todeoides is like the Todea
in habit. A. f.-f. conglomeratum is very heavily

crested, and a capital rockwork Fern. There are

one or two promising forms alongside of this of the

same breed. A. f.-f. Edwardsii is another fine dwarf

variety. A. f.-f. acrocladon has much-branched

fronds, and is very heavily crested—like cockscomb,

in fact. A. f.-f. plumosum superbum is the chief of

its class, the fronds are of a fine lustrous green, and

the crested form of grandiceps is one of the very

Snest of the plumose group. For specimen plant

purposes these plumosums take front rank. A. f.-f.

Pritchardi is abundantly distinct from its compeers,

having long and narrow fronds, which are aptly

likened to a waggoner's whip. The male Fern,

Lastrea filix-mas, is represented in a good many
varieti?8, possibly the choicest beiDg the crispy

fronded fluctuosa, sometimes called criepatissima,

abundantly distinct from the type. The pretty

dwarfer grower decora is noticeable.

Among the Mountain Buckler forms we noted

Oreopteris ramo-coronans, a much-branched and

crested form, as its name shows, as in Lastrea pseudo-

mas cristata fimbriata, is much cut and beautifully

crested, an admirable companion to the rare ramo-
sissima. The Pseudo-mas coronaria (Birkenhead,

raiser), is a striking form of this division. Lastrea di-

latata grandiceps is a stylish-looking fine crested form

of admirable greenery. Polystichum angulare crista-

tum is one of the most striking of its class ; P. a. plumo-

sum, as its names implies, has spreading feathery

fronds,making a fine specimen—a worthy fellow to the

beautiful longipinnulum. There is a particular form

of P. aculeatum, whose young fronds are more than

usually beautiful. Woodsia alpina, one of our rarest

natives is doing well on a shelf in this house.

The span-roof houses are about 50 by 10 feet, and
are closely shaded in the interior with a kind of scrim,

they do duty for British Ferns in quantities. Some
of the commoner forms a' e not to be despised even

among varieties, although some of them require glass

protection. For instance, Asplenium lancifolium was
beautiful so grown. The Scolopendriums were a

grand group, one named fimbriatum is deeply

frilled and fimbriated, and shoots cut to advan-

tage ; cristulatum, is abundantly crested, and
makes a very striking plant. Moon as is fully crested

and fimbriated, and Clapham's ramo-cristatum ia

one of the boldest crested and freest growing of this

admirable Hart's- tongue division ; Lastrea semula,

and particularly L. densa, are very compact and
distinct, and smell like new-mown hay. Polystichum

congestum polydactylon make fine ornamental pot

plants. What a fine deep green the depending form

of Pteris depauperata puts on in its maturing

fronds, with the tassel-like crests weighing the

fronds down

!

Among the North American Ferns theViolet-scented

Fern (Lastrea fragrane) is one of the most prominent,

as it is one of the most popular, because of the fronds

smelling like Violets. A few plants in a close house

dispense abundant fragrance. Phegopteris hexa-

gonoptera is a Beech-looking Fern, with captivating

greenery, the pinnse deeply cut. The Japanese

Lastrea atrata is distinct and noteworthy. For a

stylish exhibition plant there is nothing to beat

Osmunda Claytoniana, It grows about the same
size as the Royal Fern, but the fronds are of a

pure velvety green, the fertile fronds particu-

larly commanding attention. Onoclea sensibilis

is another tall grower, with large prominent

drooping pinnae, making a telling exhibition plant.

Adiautum pedatum is such a useful plant for

trade purposes, and one of the most beautiful too,

that we cannot pass it over, seeing the quantity

grown here.

Amongst greenhouse Ferns the British Maiden-
hair (Adiantum capillus veneris) does best under

glass. There is one grand form conspicuous with

finely-crested fronds, and having the pinna; larger,

named daphnites. Among the cuneatum batch we
noticed the following of the rarer kinds : grandiceps,

crested ; Luddemannianum, also crested, and both

evidently good growers ; the beautiful rubellum, with

its claret-tinted young fronds, and the stylish-looking

Veitchii ; Balantium culcitum, makes a fine

specimen plant, and its deep sea-green fronds

are telling. Cheilanthes farinosa is a very hand-
some silver Fern that does best in a cool climate

;

if the least degree coddled, it becomes infeBted with

thrips. Davallia tenuifolia Veitchiana makes a

handsome specimen—so light and feathery. We
noted the novel Lomaria aspera, rigid in the fronds,

and so brittle, yet with pinna: standing erect, which

makes it a very attractive plant. Another two
novelties struck us, Mohria thurifraga, and its

variety achil.'sefolia, beautifully cut and quite

Achillea-like. The Chinese Nephrodium is an
admirable Fern, and so is N. odoratum.

Among stove Ferns, we noted Adiantum concinnum

gracile, the beautiful Farleyense in hundreds doing

well, a new desirable-looking one named Feei, the

white-striped macrophyllum remarkable too for its

young, pink tinted fronds, an acquisition in its

way, and a comparative novelty ; and one more than

usually telling, named Weigandii, a fine crisped form

with pinna; overlapping each other,and of a good green

shade. Amongst Davailias, suspended in cork baskets,

was the charming fijiensis, and a selected one, named
elegans, sent out by Messrs. Birkenhead—a decided

acquisition. The golden Gymnogramma Martensii is

always to the fore ; bnt a new one named grandiceps is

even richer gold colonr than the type, and being beau-
tifully crested, beats it completely ; the Schizophylla
gloriosa makes a good basket Fern, with its fronds

depending. Onychium auratum is a narrow-fronded
species, green and gold, the fertile fronds golden,
Pteris aspericaulis is distinct, with its red venation,

and a pretty Fern to boot ; and tricolor is grown in

quantity, and well grown too. The plants, notwith-
standing the heat, are all remarkably clean and well

grown.

Filmy Ferns occupy a considerable space in the

older houses of the nursery. They are in some cases

planted out, in others in pots, all either in frames,

or covered with glass with movable panes for occa-

sional evaporation. Mr. Birkenhead says that

with study and the proper management the moisture

is the main factor towards successful culture.

These beautiful gems are not everybody's plants, but

the lover of Ferns cannot help peering at them with

a longing eye. Chief among those that took our

fancy were Hymenophyllum attenuatum, and the

tapering caudiculatum, the dwarf and pretty nidum
of the demissum type ; Forsterianum, a deep green

;

and hirsutum, a woolly-looking subject
;
pulcher-

rimum, the pendulous trifidum, nice pieces of Tun-
bridgense, and the equally pretty Wilsoni. Then in

Todeas we would place at the very front grandi-

pinnula, Fraseri, and Moorei ; of conrse, superba is the

best looking of its class, when well done, and the

rest of the Todeas were going along well here. The
Trichomanes alabamensis is charming to look upon ;

auriculatum is also beautiful, and so is the lofty-

looking alatum. Among others we noted T. radicani

multitudinously cut, and deep green ; T. Lyalli, and
parvulum of the fan-fronded type; T. r. dissectum

cuneatum, a fine wedge-looking fronded Killarney

Fern ; scandens, distinct and pretty ; the beautiful

trichoidium, which no collection is complete without,

and the small-fronded venosum.

There are other things grown to supply the local

trade, such as Rhododendrons, fruit trees, some
alpines, some bedding plants, of sorts ; but the chief

article of commerce is the Ferns, of which the firm

claims to have the most varied and interesting trade

collection in the world, consisting of over 1400

different kinds. Viator.

Choice Bulbs at Messes. Wallace's, Colchesteb.

Among other choice bulbs, besides the brilliant

Calochorti, already noticed, fine collections of Irises,

Lilies, Brodiaeas, &c, are grown. The Iris beds had

been sheets of bloom, but were nearly over. Several

of the beautiful and all too-seldom-growu Brodiseas,

however, which bloom from April to July, were still

in flower. The following are among the best of

those hardy bulbous plants, easily grown in any

warm border, producing large heads of bloom, mostly

in umbels, which last a long time in great perfection :

— Brodisea volubilis is one of the most striking.

This is a twining plant with very slender stems,

reaching to a height of 4 or 5 feet, with beautiful

rose-coloured flowers ; it has this singular and

unique peculiarity—the flowers continue fresh for

some time after severance from the plants. B.

capitata, as its name implies, is such a striking con-

trast to B. volubilis, that it is difficult to realise that

they are of the same genus ; it has tall heads of

purple flowers. There is also a choice white variety

of this, which is very fine. B. coccinea grows 3 feet

high on a thin wiry stem, and lasts more than a

month in bloom. B. lactea and B. lilacina have

mixed coloured flowers of white, green, lilac. B. laxa.

rich umbels of blue flowers, one of the best. B,

peduucularis produces fewer flowers on long pedicels,

the umbels being over 15 inches across, flowers por-

celain-white. B. rosea, a new species, with dwarf

habit, with many flowers of a pale pink colour. B.

Howelli, which is one of the earliest, was, I was told,

one of the b?st, with large umbels of beautiful

porcelain- white flowers, delicately streaked with

blue.
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This it hardly the season for a fall feast of Lilies.

Bat owing to the great variety grown, special cul-

ture and skill, visitors can seldom go away unre-

warded. As grown here, L. canadense is quite

distinct from L. superbnm. The colour varies from

yellow to orange, bill shaped, heavily spotted inside

the flower ; L. nitidum resembles a slender L. Hum-
boldti, a graceful bright golden-yellow LHy, spotted

which nothing more need be said. L. dal-

maticum is quite distinct from the common though

beautiful Martagon in several colours. It grows to

a height of from 4 to 6 feet, producing three or more
spikes, each spike carrying from one to two dozen

of light or dark purple blooms. L. pardalinum var.

minor is a small charming variety of a well-known
much-prized species of Lily, It bears numerous

FlQ. 19.—CAMPANULA VIDALLI : FLOWEBS WHITE.

(Shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting. July 23. See report, p. 102, col 2.)

of the type, indeed, it was almost black, which
appears to be an acquisition.

Ilere were to be seen many other bulbs and plants

of great interest, one of the most beautifol, as it is

sure to become whenever, in vases or bocqiets, bril-

liant colours are desiderated, being the belt of all

Heuchera sanguinea. D. T. F.

with red, the same as L. columbianum, L. Henryi,

the orange-yellow speciosum, this is one of the tallest

and most striking Lilies, growing under cultivation

to a height of from 5 to 8 feet in good soil, and

bearing from twelve to twenty richly-coloured flowers.

L. Erameri is remarkable in character and colour,

the latter being a beautiful pink—rare in Lilies. L.

Leichtlini is very beautiful and graceful, the colour

citron-yellow, richly spotted with purple. L. longi-

florum gigantenm,an improvement on L, longiflomm

and L. 1. Harrisi, being larger than either, than

small orange-coloured flowers, spotted black, the tips

of the petals being at times stained of a crimeon colour.

L. Parryi, one of the most beautiful and fragrant

of all Lilies; the colour a citron-yellow, spotted

with chocolate-brown.

Among dwarf Lilies the following deserve special

notice, viz., Alice Wilson, clear lemon ;
L. Her-

mann!, flowers large, of a rich crimson-mahogany

colour, the finest in the L. elegans group ;
L. Van

Houttei, flowers large, of a shade of crimson, a very

fine Lily. There was also a darker coloured variety

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AOiCiA glaucescens, Willdenow, Fl. Pi., and l-\rm ->t

N. S. Walel, t. iv.

ACTINOTU9 HELIAXTBTI LABILLARDLhRE, Fi. PI., and
Fernt 0/ N. S. Walts, t. iii. (Flannel- Bower).

Eucalyptus corymbosa, Smith, Fi. PI., and Perm of •

N. S. » ales, t. ii.

Helleborus altifolius, Garden, July 8.

Ox*LI8 violacea, Meekans' Monthly. July.

Plum Gabriel Combes, Revue tlorttcAe. July 16.

Syringa vulgaris fl.-pl. var. Madame Lemoixe
Revue de I JJortic. Belje, July.

Tecoma Smithti X, Garuin, July 13. See Gard. Chrin., p.

619, vol. xiv., 1893.

Telopea speciosissima, R. B , The Waratah Fl. Pi., and
Ferns ofN. S. Wales, t. i.

Verbesixa plnnatifida and V. Mamean'a, Revue Hor-
ticole, July 16.

"THE KYOTO INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION OF 1895."

Held in celebration of the eleven - hundredth

anniversary of the city's existence. Written at the

request of the Kyoto City Government by F.

Brinkley. A very interesting work is the one

before us, which, though brought oat oa the occasion

of the Kyoto Exhibition, relates almost wholly to

the ancient capital itself, and to its many interests

and industries. It therefore forms such a guide as

will tell visitors not merely about creatures actually

staged for exhibition, but also of the woudrous lights

and delightful surroundings of Kyoto ; of the palaces,

temples, districts, and canning craftsmen famous for

various branches of art: for keramics, textiles,

embroideries, metal-works, cloissonu enamel, and

bric-a-brac. This handbook has the fascination

associated with all books descriptive of Japan and

her wonders, and has the great advantage of being

free from the personal and imaginative passages

which too often mar the accounts of enthusiastic

travellers. Therefore, the praises bestowed upon

Kyoto, the natives, and the arts and industries, are

the more acceptable and credible. The city wherein

seventy-seven emperors have held their court has

still a renown of no small importance. " Kyoto,''

says Mr. Brinkley, " considered under its former

aspect," as a centre of art and industry, "as the

chief town of a highly civilised nation, is probably

the least ostentatious city in the univene. Apart

from its Buddhist temples, which are gorgeous and

imposing, it may be described as a collection o

neat but rustic dwellings, nestling among hills of

the softest possible contours, brooded over by a

wonderful crystalline atmosphere, and resonant with

the gurgle of limpid streams that babble under its

bridges and beside its thoroughfares. Its water,

indeed, is one of the gentle city's richest possessions,

For these rivulets possess bleaching and dyeing pro-

perties unequalled elsewhere throughout the empire,

so that whoever desires a robe of pure white or of

brilliant hue must go to seek it in the Western

Capital (Saikyo). Kyoto is a city of gardens. The

humblest dwelling has its tiny park, with miniature

waterfalls, toy hills, and dwarf foreits. Even

to-day, although the tide of a ruder civilisation has

disturbed the quiet current of old-time life, you may

find the potter or enameller decorating his vases or

building up his subtle tracery of many-hued designs,

while the flowers and leaves which he copies look in

at him through the windows of his workshop. " This

passage contains an explanation of the very enence

of Japanese art. It is eiientially a native gift,

inspiration coming not from foreign sources, but

from the every-day surroundings of those who have

the eye to appreciate and the skill to reproduce them

in all their picturesqneneis. This Guide to the

Kyoto Exhibition, while dealing avowedly with the

city itself and the chief features of it, yet gives an

excellent idea of some of the characteristics of

Japan in general, which, however over-written or
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over- sung, is ever new and ever original to him who
looks upon it for the first time. And now, from

April 1 to July 31, or for even longer time if the ven-

ture prove successful, Japan's arts and industries are

in course of representation at the Kyoto Exhibition,

which (to turn for a moment to the business portion

of our hand-book) is located in buildings extend-

ing over 9 acres of ground, surrounded by a garden

40 acres in extent, and including an annexe devoted to

fisheries. Altogether, the enterprise is an important

one, and gives no mean indication of the wealth of

resources, both actual and mental, possessed by the

ingenious people who have originated and carried

it out.

.ECIDIUM NYMPELEOLDES, D.C.
In Novembpr, 1877, I found floating down the

river Duse, at King's Lynn, in considerable abund-
ance, ScirpuB lacuBtris, which had evidently been
cut from the sides either of the river itself or from
tome tributary drain. The Scirpus was affected

with Puccinia Scirpi, D.C, which at that time had
not previously been observed in Great Britain. The
Great Ouse at King's Lynn is a river of considerable
size, and for some 14 miles above the town is tidal.

It rises on the borders of Oxford and Northampton-
shire, near Brackley and Towcester, and drains an
area of some 2700 square miles. The prospect of

localising the affected Scirpus was therefore not very
bright. Various attempts, however, have from time
to time been made. The Scirpus is abundant
enough along the banks, and in various drains

and ditches in the fens, but never was I

able to come across the Puccinia in its natural
home. The river to Denver and from Denver to

Ely, and the extensive pits at Ely known as Russell
Hole, were searched in vain. The Puccinia is donbt-
less an hetercecious species, and as it is uncommon,
there is little doubt, could it be found growing
naturally, one would have little difficulty in making
out its life history, as such a rare Puccinia is not
likely to have its -Scidiospores on a very common
plant.

Daring the past winter, 1894—95, I made an
arctseologicai excursion to Earitb, a small town in

Huntingdonshire, situated a few miles from St. Ives,

on the river Ouse. In one of the fen drains, the
Old Bedford as it is called, an abundant growth of

Scirpus existed, affected with the Puccinia, to

that I felt sure I should at last be able to make out
its affinities.

In the Butanischc Centralhlatt, 1891, No. 27, Herr
P. Dietel, in a rlsumi of the past ten years' work on
the life history of the Uredines, states that Cbodat'a
investigations show that Paccinia Scirpi, D.C. it

connected with the -Ecidinm on Villarsia nym-
phseoides. Early in the present month, July, 1895,

1

again visited the Old Bedford at Earith, and was
rewarded by finding the iEcidium nympbseoides in

great profusion at the same place in which during
the winter I found the Puccinia on Scirpus lacustris,

thus confirming Chodat't ttatement. The Scirpus
was also growing abundantly in the River Ouse, but
all I examined were unaffected by the parasite,

neither did I find any Villarsia in the river itself.

Charles 3, Pkwright, M.D., King's Lynn, July 22,
1895.

NDIA.

CALCUTTA ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN.
Among the principal improvements effected during

the year 1894—95 in the garden, may be mentioned
the entire remodelling of one of the conservatories,
which has been laid out on a new and more artistic

plan. The road running along the river bank from
the engine-house to the gate of the Sibpur College
has been considerably improved, and several small
buildings and a glass-roofed house for certain Orchids
have been erected by garden labour. Dr. King's
singular talent for landscape gardening has enabled
him, says the official memorandum, during the
twenty-four years he has been in charge, to add
greatly to the beauty of the garden by skilful grouping
of trees and shrubs, and it now ranks high among
similar institutions for picturesque scenery no less

than for scientific completeness. Within the past
year he hat laid the public nnder a further obliga-
tion by bringing out a guide to the garden, the want
of which had been long felt. The book contains a
map, a description of the garden, and a brief sketch

of its history since its foundation in 1786, and copies

can be had by purchase at the garden gates, and
from Messrs. Thacker, Spink & Co., booksellers,

Calcutta.

Of the Lloyd Botanic Garden at Darjeeling, there

is apparently little or nothing to record. The report

does not state how far it fulfils the purpose for which

it was originally established, of bringing together in

one place those tpecimens of the indigenous flora of

the Eastern Himalayas which can be grown at the

elevation of DaTj'eeling.

Vegetables.
-»

ST. DUTHUS PEA.

This fine Pea, which was awarded a First-Class

Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society in

Jubilee year (1887), has somehow remained but little

known, which is, a great pity, seeing there are a very

few better wrinkled Peas grown, It is well adapted for

a last crop, continuing to bear till winter sets in.

The haulm, pods, and seeds are of a dark green

colour, and the production of ten Peas in a

pod is quite a common occurrence, and hardly

any pods have fewer than eight. The flavour

is first-rate, and its cropping qualities every-

thing that can be desired. Why it has not taken a

stronger position among late marrow-fat Peas I do
not know, unless it be that, owing to its peculiarity

in remaining so long in a green condition, the seed

ripens with difficulty. Although sent out six years

ago, it is still sold in quart packets to the trade, I

believe, which looks as if there was not much of it

taved. It is a grand late Pea, though not so well

known as it ought to be. A. B. [The sample of pods
kindly sent by our correspondent fully bears out his

statements. Ed.]

A New Pea, Rentfayeb.

Seeing the interest you take in good vegetables, I

have sent you a sample of my new Pea, Rentpayer,
which I think everyone will welcome, as it is what
has been lacking. You will see it is a first-class

Pea, growing 1J to 2 feet, strong, and robust in

habit. If you saw it growing, you would say you had
teen nothing like it for crop- It is a cross between
Duke of Albany and Little Gem. I intend to send
it out this coming spring. H. Brownhill, Sale.

[The plant is all that onr correspondent says of it,

and the Peas, which number eight or nine in a pod, are

large, dark green in colour, and of the Doke of Albany
flavour when cooked. The variety partakes of the

character of Little Gem in height only, in most
other respects it is a Duke of Albany. Grown
in fields, it would do without sticks, but in the

richer soil of a garden it would need to have short
ones. The pods show at the upper part of the stem
for about 1 foot down it. Ed

]

A New and Good Pea,

This description fairly applies to Sutton's Peerless

Marrowfat, a medium, maincrop variety, which has
done remarkably well in the gardens at Devonhurst,
Chiswick, this season. Mr. Gibson, the gardener
there, describes it as the coming Pea in its section.

It bears a large number of well- filled pods, the Peas
being of good quality. From plants raised from
seed sown in pots on March 25, and afterwards

planted out, the first gathering was made June 20.

The height of the haulm is about 2 feet. The
earliert Pea at Devonhurst this season was that good
variety, Ringleader, gathered May 31. J. B,

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GrABDEN.

By John Lambkbt, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool.

SPINACH.—Continue to make successional sow-
ings at regular intervals of time, choosing a cool,

somewhat shady place, as it is a plant that soon runs
up to seed in hot dry situations, and the poorer the

ground the sooner it runs.

8ALSAFY AND 8CORZONERA.—If signs of run-
ning to seed are noticed, the flower- stalks must be
removed, or the roots will he quite useless.

THE 80WINQ OF CABBAGE-8EED.— Cabbaget
being an important crop in the spring season, I re-

commend that at least two sowings be made—one
forthwith, and another at the end of the month, or,

in the warmer parts of the country, the first week in

August. The earlier sowings are the more important
in colder districts, and anywhere north of the

Humber. In early parts the later sowing! are more
to be relied upon. It is a mistake to put out large

succulent plants which look well at the time,

and yet will not stand the winter. A plot of ground

should be chosen as the site of the seed-beds that

is well exposed to tun and air, and the land should

be well tilled but not over-manured unless it it

known to be impoverithed. Having dug and
levelled, and trampled the land evenly all over, and

raked off the stones, mark out the beds and sow the

seeds very thinly broadcast if it is intended to trans-

plant straight from the bedt. Perhaps a better

way it to sow the teedt moderately thickly, and

prick out into other bedt when the plants have

made two pair of true leaves. Very early sowing

and large plants result in the Cabbage bolting in

the tpring. Last season out of a bed of tome

thousands none bolted, and nearly every one with-

stood the frost, but they were netted to protect them

from the ravages of the wood-pigeons directly the

snow melted down sufficiently to allow the pigeons

to reach them. Ellam's Early is excellent for first

cutting, and the Heartwell Early Marrow, Battersea

and Enfield Market are all good varieties of Cabbage.

Seeds of all these were town here on July 29. A
good planting of Rotette Colewortt may now be put

out for late autumn me.
CAULIFLOWERS.—A sowing of Cauliflower seed

should be made when Cabbage seed is got into the

ground. It is prudent to make three sowings, at

intervals of about two weeks. The variety Early

London, if it be true, and it is treated properly, it

still my favourite all-round Cauliflower.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Any ground cleared of its

summer crops may be planted with Cottagers' and

Asparagus Kales. Purple aod White Sprouting

Broccoli, and even Brussels Sprouts may be planted

where the quantity got in it not deemed tqual

to the probable demand.

THE PLOWEH Q-AKDEN.
By Bailey Wadds. Gardener. Birdsall Gardens, York.

BULBS FOR AUTUMN PLANTING CONTINUED.
—The tingle and double- flowered Anemonet de-

serve to be planted extensively ; the single varieties

are the hardiest, earliest, and the more useful,

and they may be obtained from the bulb dealers

in fine mixtures or in named varieties. Some
good single-flowered varieties are Masterpiece,

scarlet ; The Bride, white ; Ccernlea, blue ; and
Garibaldi, vermilion. The double and tingle-flowered

late varieties have large and brilliant flowen, as have

also the double French Chrysanthemum flowered.

Good varieties of doublet are King of the Scarlets,

L'Eclair, King of the Blues, Feu Superbe, Thalia,

Prince de Ligny, Ceres, Admiral Zoutman. Useful

varieties for planting in the herbaceous borders for

flowering in the autumn, are A. japonica, A. j,

alba, A. j. elegana, and A. j. Lady Ardilaun

;

and for spring flowering there it nothing brighter

or more useful than Anemone fnlgens ; also the

yellow-wood Anemone, A. ranunculoides, and the

purple and white paBque flower, A. Pulsatilla, A. P.

alba, and the wood-wind flower, A. nemorosa, and

its several varietie s ; the varieties of A. appennina,

A. a. alba, and A. a. rosea. Hepaticas should be

grown in every garden ; H. angulosa, H. a. triloba

alba, H. ccerulea, H. rubra flore-pleno, and several

others.

8CILLA or Squills are amongst the brightest and

prettiest of spring-flowering bulbs, Scilla sibirica, S.

bifolia are the earliett to flower. S. nutant, and
other good varieties are later, and all are good for

planting in mixed borders or at edgings to beds of

other plants.

FRITILLARIA8, including Crown Imperial Lilies,

are showy plants for mixed borders. Some of the

varieties are tall, others dwarf, and all are strong

growers, but they do not require much staking. The
variegated varieties are very striking when they do
well ; but they require good rich loamy toil, and
should be planted in patches of 5 bulbs. Good
varieties are F. Aurora, F. lutea, F. rubra, and
F. r. variegata. Fritillaria Meleagris, having curioui

snake's-head-like blossoms, is of slender habit of

growth.
QLADIOLU8 COLVILLEI ALBA is useful for spring

and early summer flowering, and should be planted

in the autumn before the corms begin to grow,

about 4 inches apart or in clumps in the herba-

ceous borders, or in parts of the garden that are

sheltered from the colder winda. The flower-

spikes are useful material for cutting, especially

the variety G. C. rosea. A rich soil suits them,

and the bedt or groups should be mulched with

short manure during the winter.
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C0LCHICUM8 —The«e bulbs should be largely
planted in clumps in the herbaceous border, as the
plants flower early, and give brightness to the garden
just when it is required. Early varieties are C.
Bulbocodium persicum, B. robustum, B. vernum,
and B. v. Plantii. The autumn and winter-flowering
varieties are also very useful for borders or rockwork.

CHIONODOXA —Glory of the Snow is a Scilla-

like plant that looks well if planted in clumps with
other spring- flowering bulbs. C. Lucilise, blue and
white, and C. gigantea are good varieties.

FBUIT8 DKDEB QLAS8.
By Richard Parker, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

ORCHARD HOUSE.—The portable trees should
be removed to a sunny place out-of-doors as soon as
the fruits are gathered from them. By so doing
the wood will become quite matured. The plants
must be supplied with clear water at the roots,

and the foliage syringed at least once a day in
bright weather, if the pots can be stood upon a bed
of coal ashes, or each on a piece of slate to prevent
worms getting into them. Large fruits of Apples or
Pears should be supported by strips of matting or
pieces of open muslin or netting as they approach
maturity. Reduce the amount of nutriment supplied
to the trees as the fruits approach the ripening stage,
but continue to syringe the foliage up to within a
few days of gathering the fruit, and afford plenty of
ventilation, so as to ensure the proper flavour. If
birds or wasps are troublesome, all openings should
be covered with light tiffany or canvas. In some
cases it may be necessary to tie some of the foliage
back to expose the fmit to the sun.

FIQ8.—The main crops of Figs in cool-hoisaa
now approaching maturity will require abundance of
moisture at the roots, and in the air. Continue to
pinch the growing shoots at the fourth or fifth leaf,
reckoning from the base of such shoots, retaining
sufficient wood for furnishing a crop next season.
Ripe fruit should be gathered daily in the early
morning, placing them on fresh leaves, and putting
them in a cool place, if not consumed forthwith.
When the ripe fruits are gathered, the trees should
be freely syringed, doing this less copiously if damp
weather prevails, and in that event a slight warmth
may be maintained in the heating apparatus at
night. Any Pig trees or bushes requiring larger
pots should be shifted during August, the roots then
having time to take to the new soil before the end
of the autumn.

POT VINE8.—Those for early fruiting next year
should have now completed their growth, the rest of
the summer being required for the thorough ripening
of the canes ; and unless this takes place the Vines
will be useless for early work. The ripening should
not be hurried but gradual, and the plants must not
be deprived of the amount of water required for the
healthy development of the wood. They will not
require any mannrial aids to growth after this date.
The foliage of such Vines should be syringed once a
day, more air afforded, and in bright weather arti-
ficial heat may be dispensed with. By maturing
the vines in this manner for a fe>v weeks they will
be in a better condition to be stood out of doors
later on.

THE OKCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorkiwj.

AFFORDING WATER.—The chief work in the
Orchid-houses during the rest of the month will
consist of watering and shading the plants, and
ventilating the houses. Owing to the external air
having been very dry, I have been obliged in some
divisions to depart from my customary rule of
setting aside two days in each week for watering
the plants, and have been obliged to examine them
every day to ascertain if water at the root was
necessary or not. Some Orchids, namely, Cattleyas
and Lse'.ias, do not suffer even if they are
allowed to remain dry for a day or two—in fact,
specimen plants that are in very large pots are
all the better for being occasionally deprived of water
for that length of time; whilst other species,
as Cypripediums, Calanthes, Habenarias, Phaius,
Bolleas, Pescatoreas, Disas, and all kinds of plants
growing on wood blocks soon show signs of distress.
I would advise cultivators at the present season to
carefully examine the plants in the early morning ; and
in affording water to those which are dry, let it be
sufficient to wet every part, and to rush through the
bottom-holes in the pots. Species which do not
possess pseudo-bulbs, viz., Phalsenopsis, Aerides,

Saccolabiums, and Vandas, should be watered often
enough to keep the sphagnum on the surface fresh
and green.

DENDROBIUM8—Plants of Dendrobium finish-

ing their growth should be watered with great care,
for if too much be afforded, they will begin to grow
again ; but such late-growing species as D. fim-
briatum, D. Brymerianum. D. Phalsenopsis, D.
superbiens. I). taurinum, D. Dalhousieanum, D.
Parishii, D. clavatum, 1). calceolus, D. albo-san-
guineum, and the evergreen section, D. thyrsiflorum,
D. densiflorum, D. suavissimum, D. chrysotoxum,
D. Farmeri, &c, Bhould not be allowed ever to get
dry till growth is complete.

CYPRIPEDIUM8.—The species and varieties of
Cypripedium, viz., C. insigne, C. LeeanumX, C.
Spicerianum, C. Charlesworthi, C. Fairieanum, C
Schlimii, C. Arthurianumx, C. barbatum, and others
which are inmates of the intermediate-house, may
be copiously watered overhead two or three times
every week, whether they appear to be dry or not.

ODONTOQL088UM8. —Taking the cool - house
plants as a whole, they should be watered just often
enough to keep the compost moist. The plants of
Odontoglossnm of the O. crispum, O. Pescatorei, O.
triumphans, and O. luteo-purpureum sections,
having but little to do at this season, should not be
kept in a saturated condition, or the old roots will
decay, and the new growths just starting get soft

and weak.

MASDEVALLIAS—All the Chimairoid Masde-
vallias require to have their foliage well syringed,
and to be frequently watered at the root; whilst
those of the Harryana and Veitchii sections should
be watered only when the compost has become dry.
To all houses, except that one in which are the
Masdevallias, plenty of air should be afforded, espe-
cially during the middle hours of the day, when the
inside temperature may be allowed to get compara-
tively dry, damping them down morning and evening.
Tne shading should not now be let down quite so
soon in the morning as heretofore, and it should be
withdrawn earlier in the afternoon, in particular in
those divisions where the Dendrobiums, Cattleyas,
and Mexican O.chids are placed.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

POIN8ETTIAPULCHERRIMA—Thoseplanta which
were the earliest raised from cuttings will now be
ready for re-potting, and this time they should go
into those pots in which they will flower. In order to

ensure dwarf plants, they should be grown at no
great distance from the glass, and never allowed to

become crowded in their summer quarters. A good
mixture of soil consists of loam, leaf-mould, and
peat, with a small quantity of dried cow-dung.
After re-potting them, place on a very slight hotbed,
still close to the glass. If this be not available, then
utilise a low pit into which heat can be turned in

weather that is dull or cold. K^ep the pit close

until the roots have penetrated the soil, when freBh

air must be admitted, gradually at first. Later-
struck plants may also be re- potted, keeping these,

however, still on the shelves in the stove, so as to

hasten growth a little before putting them into

heated pits or frames.

GLOXINIA8 (8INNINGIA) 8PECI08A. — Toung
plants may be re-potted into 48'«, or even larger pots if

the tubers are large, keeping them in a genial growing
temperature, when, if well looked after, they will

make good flowering stuff for the autumn. The
shift afforded them at this date will tend to increase

the size of the bulbs, and the number of bloom next
year. Gloxinias which have done flowering keep a
little drier at the roots, and place them in cold

frames, with a light shade over them to prevent
scorching, and when the leaves have died down place

the pots on their sides under the greenhouse or

intermediate-house stage.

PRIMULA 8INEN8I8 —Any seedlings now standing

in 60's should be repotted forthwith, and this time

into 4S'a and 32's, U6ing good loam, leaf-mould, dry

cow manure, with a moderate quantity of sand. In
performing the operation keep the soil close up to

the collar of the plant, making it moderately firm,

and if a plant is not steady, m.ike it so with three

ehort pegs. Place close to the glass in a cold

frame, and afford the plants light shading in sunny
weather, keeping close for a few days after potting,

syringing the frame twice a day when the weather is

sunnv

FUCH8IA8 spring-struck will require repotting,
and the flowers to be pinched off them till the
plants have acquired a good useful siz». They may
be placed outside in half-shade, and well syringed,
especially the undersides of the leaves, where thrips
are apt to lurk. Fuchsias treated in this manner
make useful subjects for the conservatory in late
autumn.

EA8T LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE 8T0CK8.—Sow
a potful or boxful of each, according to needs, of the
different coloured varieties for flowering in the
•pring, and place in a cold frame. A few of each
variety may be brought into flower in the latter part
of the winter by gently forcing them.

TREE CARNATION8 may be potted, and secured
to green painted sticks. The first that were potted
will have become established, and may therefore be
placed out-of-doors in the full sun, and stood upon, or
sunk up to the rims of the pots in coal ashes.
Flower-spikes must be removed as fast as they make
their appearance, the syringe applied twice a day,
and water carefully afforded, remembering that
plunged plants require much less water than those
stood on the anrface. The tree varieties are not
nearly so susceptible to disease as Souvenir de la

Malmaison, and the two should be kept apart.

THE HABDY FKUIT OAEDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Righelere Castle, Newbury.

THE 8UMMER PRUNING OF FRUIT TREE8—
Attention to the pruning of fruit trees at this season
is of the first importance, not only as regards the

development of the present crop of fruit, but of the

shoots and fruit-spurs. It should be borne in mind
that the fruit-buds cannot become fully developed

without air and light ; therefore, the disbudding and
thinning of the shoots should be well carried out.

If a tree is growing very vigorously, making
a lot of strong rank wood, and there are no
fruit-buds, it is advisable to thin these growths
somewhat severely, in order to admit sunlight

right up to the base of the remaining shoots, and in

a few weeks later, say about the middle of August,
give each of these strong shoots a twist about 5 or 6
inches from the base, not breaking them off, but
letting the points hang downwards ; this will tend

to check the flow of sap and cause the back buds to

plump up instead of breaking into fresh growth,

which might be the caBe were the shoots cut back in

the usual manner. Then, early in September, whilst

the leaves are yet on the tree, take out a trench at a

distance of 3 or 4 feet from the stem, and root- prune
such trees, working underneath the mass of roots,

and severing the taproots with a knife. Having
done this, fill up the trench with a mixture of turfy

loam taken from the sides of roads, or such like

fresh, gritty material, and charred garden refuse.

This will encourage a fresh growth of rootlets before

the setting in of cold weather, the tree being pruned

at the oidinary winter-pruning as usual.

EARLY PLANTING OF STRAWBERRIES.—Where
Strawberries have been layered to afford an early

crop of fruit next year, the layers should be planted

forthwith. Choose a warm, sheltered position for

the bed, which will be all the better for being

deeply worked and heavily manured. Before pro-

ceeding to plant, tread the ground firmly. In plant-

ing, follow nature, and do not aet the layers deep in

the soil. Black Prince, King of the Earlies, &c, may
be planted 1 foot apart each way for the first season,

each alternate row being taking away when the first

crop of fruit is gathered ; or they may be planted at

18 inches apart each way in the first instance, which

will be ample room for these rather small groweri

for several seasons. Mid-season varieties are gene-

rally rather stronger growers, and should be

allowed 2 feet each way, with an extra 6 inches

after every third row as an alley. The
apace between the rows may be utilised the first

season by autumn-sown Onions or Lettuces. For

the earliest crop the old Black Prince is yet hard

to beat, KingoftheEurlies is a useful early variety,

Noble is very early and prolific, and the fruit very

large, but it is deficient in flavour ; Vicomtesse

Hfjricart de Thury is one of the best varieties for

early forcing, and outdoors. For midseason, Pre-

sident and Sir Joseph Paxton are well-tried and

standard varieties. Frogmore Late Pine and Waterloo

are good late varieties. Amongst newer ones are

Royal Sovereign, which should take the first pU.ce,

being of excellent flavour and nice appearance, and

it is likely to be grown extensively; Lord Suffield.

Gunton Park, and Empress of India are also of first-

rate quality, and well worthy of a trial,

\
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

LOC&l News,—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

o$ interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

DittSfcratlOQB,— The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

dbc. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington

Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

Should be WBITTEN OK ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer , If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contribiUions, or to return unused com.

munioations or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,

MEETING.
Jolt 27—Royal Botanic Society.

SHOWS.
WEDNESDAY, July 31—Woking Horticultural (two days).

THURSDAY, Ana. ! J Branaford (Worcester) Horticul-
'

f tural, at Hopton Court.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
TNG WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-63°.2.

rom
'^hb our';am nas fallen, for the

Society. third aot of the drama has been
Northern Eihi- played out in the Northern exhi-
bition at Derby. bition he]d at Derby on the 17th
inst., and reported on in detail in onr last issue.

The short and feverish Rose season is now
over, for although there may be one or two
Rose shows still to be held, the Northern exhi-

bition of the National Rose Sooiety really closes

the season.

The exhibition at Derby was, like those of the
two which preoeded it, far better than anyone
anticipated, yet, upon the whole, not up to the
average. It i9 difficult, and perhaps invidious to

make comparisons when the circumstances are so

very different, but, on the whole, it may be
stated that Gloucester has held the palm for Tea
Roses, those at Derby not being so good ; while
in the oase of hybrid perpetuals they were better
than at Gloucester, and probably about equal in

quality to those at the Crystal Palace. The
leading amateur was asked after the awards were
made, whether he thought his stand of thirty-
six was as good as those at the Palace ; his reply
was, " Certainly not !

" and yet any one looking
at the stand would wonder where any exoeption
oould be taken.

The exhibition was intended to meet the neces-
sities of northern exhibitors, but they are few in

number as compared with those in the south, and
hence one need not be surprised to find so many,
even of the chief prizes, being captured by
southern growers. As might have been expeoted,

Messrs. Harkness & Sons came out victorious in

the chief olasses, oarryiDg off the Jubilee Trophy,
the Gold Medal, together with the Silver Medal,
for the best H. P., and various other prizes;

some of their blooms were of first-class quality,

and the stands altogether were very even in

excellence. It is diffioult in such stands as these

to select those flowers which take the first rank,

but the blooms of Gustave Piganneau and A. K.

Williams, which obtained the Silver Medal,

Horace Vernet, Charles Lefebvre, Her Majesty,

Rowland Hill, Suzanne-M. Rodocanaohi, were of

this character. It has been sometimes sug-

gested that seventy-two is too large a number

even for nurserymen, beoause there is always

sure to be a certain amount of "tail," but

it would have been very diffioult to have

pioked out any in Messrs. Harkness' stand

whioh deserved this opprobrious title ; there were

oertainly none of them to whioh less than two

points oould be given, and most of them were

worthy of three. Of oourse, this firm's position

in Yorkshire, where the temperature is lower,

and the rains have been more frequent, was in

their favour, and it was the expectation of every-

one that they would oarry off the premier

awards; they were near home, in itself a great

advantage.

Unquestionably the great interest in the

show was concentrated in the amateur classes,

for there were to be competed for not only

the Trophy and Gold Medal offered by the

National, but the valuable special prizes offered

by the Right Hon. Sir W. V. Hahcourt,
the prize offered by the Crown Derby Company,
and the Piece of Plate offered by the Mayor.

The first of these was won by Mr. E. B. Lintj-

sbll of Hitchin, the second by Mr. Barker, also

of Hitohin ; and the third by Mr. Whitton of

Bedale, a near neighbour of Messrs. Harkness.
The Challenge Trophy and Gold Medal were

awarded to Mr. Lindsell, who thus holds the

northern and southern trophy. It need hardly

be said that the quality of Mr. Lindsell's

flowers was very fine ; beside those whioh ob-

tained the Silver Medals for the best hybrids

and Teas, both of which were in his stand of

twenty-four, he had grand blooms of Horace
Vernet, A. K. Williams, Count Raimbaud, Her
Majesty, Ulrich Brunner, Earl of Dufferin,

Catherine Vernet, Sir Rowland Hill (affording a
most pleasing oontrast by its deep colour to the

other flowers in the stand), Marie Baumann,
Fisher Holmes, Countess de Nadaillao (Silver

Medal), and Alfred Colomb. It will be notioed

how many of these were of the rioh high colour

varieties, whioh the Hitohin soil seems to produce
so gTandly. The second place in these contests

was assigned to a northern amateur, Mr. H. V.
Machin, of Worksop. His flowers were par-

ticularly fine, but wanted in some way the
high finish obtained by the Hitohin amateur.

Another rising amateur has this year made his

mark, in the person of Mr. Parker, of Hitchin,

and a very exoellent stand of his seoured the

Vase given by the Crown Derby Company, a

prize whioh many of those competing would
gladly have won. The Mayor's prize was awarded
to Mr. Whitton, of Bedale, Yorkshire, who a

couple of years ago carried off the Jubilee

Trophy ; his flowers were of good form and ex-

cellent oolour. Mr. Wm. Boyes, of Derby, who
has taken infinite pains in organising and carry-

ing out the exhibition, and on whom the chief

burden of it rested, was a successful exhibitor,

but not so successful as he might have been had
he not unselfishly saorifioed his time for the

benefit of the Society. Tea Roses, a9 already

said, were not of first-rate quality, although

Mr. Burnside again showed what an enthu-

siastic intelligence can effect under most depress-

ing oircumstances. Few men who had witnessed

the destruction of their best plants by removal

and the terrible frosts of last winter, and who had

planted them in Maroh, would have ventured to

compete ; but difficulties do not deter him, and

although his situation is in chilling contrast to

that whioh he enjoyed at Chipping Camden and

at Birch, he will not readily relinquish the high

position he has held for some years as a Tea

grower.

The position which Her Majesty took at the

beginning of the season has been maintained to

the close, the box of twelve exhibited by Messrs.

Alex. Dickson & Son, and which carried off

the prize for twelve blooms of the best light

Roses was truly grand, olearly showing the

variability of Rose blooming for Mrs. John

Laing, a seedling of the same raiser ; the late

Mr. Henry Bennett was nowhere seen in such

form as last year, although most people consider

it a better Rose than Her Majesty; but the

same firm was awarded a prize for the best box

of twelve new Roses which, with two excep-

tions, were flowers of their own raising. Con-

spicuous amongst them was Mrs. Sharman

Crawford and Marchioness of Londonderry,

others being Eileen, Con, Shandon, Killamey,

Erin-go-bragh, Countess of Caledon, quite new

;

Lady Moyra Beauolerk, quite new ; and Shaug-

raun, the two which were not their own raising

being Captain Hayward and Madame Jules

Finger.

There could not be any doubt as to the ex-

cellence of the blooms which obtained the Silver

Medals of the National Rose Society in the

amateurs' class. Xavier Olibo (H.P.) was a fine

bloom of a Rose not often seen in perfection, and

to many, probably, the blooms of Horaoe Vernet

and A. K. Williams in the same stand were con-

sidered, perhaps, slightly superior to it. TheTea in

the same box, Comtesse de Nadaillao, was a fairly

good one ; but we have often seen this fine Rose

in better condition—a statement whioh might be

made of most of the Tea Roses in the show.

Messrs. Harkness & Sons' A. K. Williams was

a magnificent flower, of large size and of good

colour ; while Messrs. Croll & Sons' Marie van

Houtte was a splendid specimen of that lovely

Tea.

Although no Gold Medal had been awarded at

the two previous shows, Messrs. Alex. Dickson

& Sons were again successful in obtaining that

coveted award at this show, with Helen Keller,

a pink Rose with a slightly purplish tint in it ;

it is a well built, solid flower, but it is question-

able whether if Lady Moyra Beauolerk, another

of their flowers, had been exhibited in better

form it would not have obtained a higher award

than a Card of Commendation.

The collections of garden Roses attracted a

good deal of attention, especially those exhibited

by Mr. H. V. Machin, of Worksop, amongst

amateurs, and those of Messrs. Paul & Son, and

Messrs. Townsend, amongst nurserymen. In

Mr. Machin's oollection there was a large

number of the dwarf Polyantha section, while

L'Ideale, Red Damask, and Camden were well

shown. Messrs. Paul & Son depended more

largely on the new exhibition Teas, among which

Madame C. Guinoisseau, W. Allen Riohardson,

Alister, Stella Gray (somewhat in the style of this

latter flower), added considerably to the beauty

of the stand. In the display of Roses, Mr. H. V.

Machin was again first, and his collection was a

very fine one, but there is still a good deal to be

done in this class. In one collection there was an

attempt made to break through the dead level

monotony usual in such arrangements, baskets

and vases being used to break the level line which

is usual in suoh exhibits ; but this collection was

spoiled by having two or three exhibition boxes

with single blooms placed in the front— a few
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low vases oontaining the dwarf Polyanthus would

have added considerably to the effect. It is

evident that we have very muoh yet to learn in

the aesthetio arrangement of groups of Roses

—

we call to mind a collection exhibited at the Drill

Hall some two or three years ago by Mrs.

Edward Mawley, of Berkhamsted, from which

a good deal might be learned by those aspiring

to direot taste in such matters.

It will thus be seen that the projectors of the

Derby Show have reason to be satisfied with the

result of their appeal to the Rose-growing
public ; and, although one may assent to the

opinion of our ohampion amateur, that this has

been a most disappointing season, we may at

the same time add, that it was a far better one
than the mournful complaints of growers after

the hard winter, and again after the lengthened
drought, had led us to anticipate—some even of

those who drew these piotures coming out as if

nothiDg extraordinary had happened to them.

A meeting of the Syndicate of^ P
Law

lera
Belgian horticulturists, and one of

special importance, is oonvened at

the Casino, Ghent, on August 4, at 11 a.m., to

consider, at the request of the Belgian Govern-
ment, the question of the desirability of revising

the Berne Phylloxera Convention. We have,

from the first, protested against the futility of

these regulations, and against the wholly
gratuitous injury which has been inflicted, not

only on commercial horticulturists, but upon
amateurs desirous of transmitting plants from
one country to another.

The Italian government has at length pro-

posed a meeting of the nationalities concerned in

the Treaty of Berne with a view to obtain the
entire abrogation of so much of the convention
as prevents the circulation of plants other than
"Vines. This subject was informally discussed

by us with some of the Italian authorities so

long ago as the Florence Botanical Congress,

when the absurd'ty of the regulations was
pointed out. This country has never assented

to the convention, but our nurserymen have had,

like others, to put up with the vexations and
impediments uselessly oreated by that treaty.

It is surely time they took steps to support their

brethren of Belgium and Italy. We may fairly

•look to the authorities at Kew also to lend their

potent aid in this matter.

The generation of botanists that
CHARLES Car-

t its faith "BABINGTON"is
DALE BABING- r

. . j j ,
T0N _

not yet extinot, nor indeed—suoh
have been his services to British

botany—will his name and his work soon be
forgotten. The state of botanical teaching is

wonderfully different from what it was when
Babington was in his prime, but he retained
his Professorship at Cambridge under these
altered circumstanoes till his death on the 22nd
inst. in his 87th year, though he had, we believe,

long oeased to take any active part in the duties
of his offioe. He was of the stock of the
Leicestershire Babingtons, but was born at
Ludlow in 1808, and educated at St. John's
College, Cambridge, where he passed the greater
part of his life, assuming the duties of his Pro-
fessorship on the death of Professor Henslow
in 1861.

He is best known by his Manual of British
Botany, the value of which as a field manual
is attested by the fact that it ran through eight
or nine editions. In it the " characters " are
sharply contrasted, and special prominence is

given to those points of most interest and value
for classifioatory purposes. Another and most

important oharaoteristio of the book is the

strenuous effort made to keep'in line with the

great European floras of Koch and others, and

to harmonise the nomenclature of British plants

with that in use on the Continent. Babington
was very keen in discriminating slight differ-

ences, the value of which has been greatly en-

hanced since the general acceptance of Darwinian

views of evolution. His tendencies in this direc-

tion led to his being classed among the " split-

ters " rather than the " lumpers," by a former

generation less appreciative of the signifioanoe

of minute differences. Babington's powers of

analysis were also prominently shown in his

study of British Brambles. He spared no pains

in his efforts to disentangle the complications

that arise in the study of these protean plants,

and reduce ohaos to order. He seems to have

done this purely from the point of view of a

systematic botanist without concerning himself

greatly with the philosophical deductions whioh

might be drawn from suoh materials. To aid in

the discrimination of these plants, Babington
oaused a large number of them to be cultivated

in the Cambridge Botanio Garden. Not only

was he a foremost authority on British plants,

but he collected in Iceland and published his

researches into the flora of that island. In

addition, he was well known as an antiquary,

and was one of the very oldest of our own
contributors, though, of late years, we have had
little cr nothing from his pen. In sooial and
private life, Professor Babington was one of

the best and most amiable of men.

The TURNIP- Fly.—From the Board of Agri-

culture we have received a pamphlet treating of the

Turnip-fly or flea (Phyllotreta nemornm), and of the

best methods of coping with the pest. This fly ia

really a beetle, small in size, but capable, when found
in numbers, of destroying rapidly entire crops of

Turnips or Swedes. In view of this, and of the

enormous expense entailed by losses on so large a

scale, many methods of preventing the scourge are

suggested. Amongst these are the sowing of Turnip-
seed on a " stale furrow ; " selecting vigorous, healthy

seed ; extirpating such weeds as Charlock and other

Orucit'ers which encourage the beetles ; and, in some
cases, sowing Mustard with the other seed, as the

former, germinating first, is devoured by them in

preference. Drought is found to be more favourable

to the beetles than is moisture of atmosphere and
soil. Where the Turnip- fly already exists, the pro-

posed remedies are dressings of soot, lime, paraffin,

and other detergents ; lightly rolling the ground, or

pushing over it a "light wide framework upon
wheels with well-tarred boards fastened upon it, so

as to come just over the Turnip plants;" in this

case the beetles, being disturbed, jump into the tar,

upon which they soon accumulate in masses, and can
be scraped off, and the boards re-tarred.

Tomato Duke of York.—Messrs. Fellowei
& Rydeb of Orpington have submitted specimens of

a new Tomato under this name. The fruit is of

medium or large size, handsome, sjm metrical, of

rich crimson-red colour, deep flesh, and full, slightly

acid flavour. We presume the habit is good, and
that it is a good cropper, as Messrs. Fellows &
Rydeb inform us they have seventy houses devoted
to its cultivation. While there are so many
Tomatos of good quality, it is difficult to express an
opinion, but in this case we have no hesitation in

saying that, judging from the sample sent to us, this

is a first- class variety. Its merits were recognised

by the award of a First-class Certificate from the

Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday last.

"Pharmaceutical Journal."—This journal

has always been remarkable for its efforts to forward

the scientific development of Pharmacy. Its weekly

numbers supply a condensed but accurate summary
of scientific work in chemistry and botany. Quite

recently a fourth series has been commenced, and

the size of the journal increased to quarto si/.?.

Everyone interested in such matters must sympathise

with the unceasing endeavours on the part of the

Society to place pharmacy on a proper oasis

Scottish Horticultural Association.—A
paper was read before the Association on the 2nd
inst., by Mr. M. Chapman, Easter Daddingston, Por-

tobello, on the " Gardens of Antiquity." Mr. Chap-
man passed in review the gardens of Babylon, Egypt,

Persia, Greece, and pointed out the principal causes

of the great progress of horticulture in modern times.

St. John's Horticultural Show.—The St.

John's (Ipswich Cottagers and Gardeners' Horticul-

tural Society held their annual show of flowers, fruit,

and vegetables on Wednesday, July 17, in the grounds

of Mr. R. Bond (one of the vice-presidents;, who had

kindly placed them at the disposal of the Committee.
In comparison with previous years, the exhibits were

well up to the average, but, owing to the time of the

year, were perhaps not quite so numerous. The
prize list was divided into three classes—cottagers,

gardeners, and amateurs—and in addition, numerous

special prizes were offered.

The Jersey Potato Crop.—The winter of

1894—95 was, we learn from a correspondent,

keenly felt in the Channel Island*, and for the

third year in succession a large quantity of seed

Potatos was destroyed by the frost. The loss

of quite a fourth part of their Potato seed by this

cause was nothing less than a calamity to the

Jersey farmers. Moreover, the frost was so pro-

tracted, that planting was delayed for quite a month
beyond the usual time. In the early districts,

planting did not commence until the second week in

March, whereas at the same date in 139! the young

plants were showing well above the ground. The

growth this year was also slower owing to the

greater coldness of the soil ; and it was a general

complaint that the Potato fields showed various

"misseB," owing, no doubt, to the planting of seed

which had been injured by the frost, and which

failed to germinate. The outlook from the first was

therefore far from promising, and continued dry

weather threatened general disaster. The early

districts, as a matter of fact, fared very poorly
;

their yield was extremely light, and only for a very

few weeks did prices continue at all remunerative.

On the heavy lands, on the other hand, the tubers

benefited greatly from a downpour on Whit- Sunday,

and a heavy crop made amends, to some extent, for

bad returns. Very soon, however, after the com-

mencement of the Eoglish new Potato season, prices

in Jersey fell to a ruinous figure. It is estimated

that the value of the Potatos exported from Jersey

has this year not exceeded £300,000, whereas it

reached almost £500,000 in 1894.

Clove Carnations, Stocks, and Zinnias

in the Embankment Gardens, Charing
CROB8.—The first of these have thoroughly estab-

lished their fame here as hardy town flowers,

flourishing in the midst of smoke. Masses of them

in flower are pictures of vigorous health now in

these gardens, and their handsome and fragrant

flowers cannot fail to evoke warm admiration. The

Stocks are even more charming as bedding plants,

their fine massive build and great floriferousness,

added to the variety of colour and fragrance, making

them most desirable subjects, especially when planted

in good numbers together. The dwarf strain of

Zinnia elegans afford quantities of brilliant, telling

shades of colour ; they are, moreover, very lasting, if

not permitted to bear seeds.

Horticultural Meeting at Ghent.—At
the Ghent meeting on July 9, the following awards

were made :—Certificates of Merit par acclamation,

to M. Jules Hye, for twenty specimens of Cattleyas

Mendeli, Moisise and gigas, all choice varieties,

notable for the size aud colouring of their flowers;

to M. Kuyle, for Phcenix humilis, an excellent

variety of P. senegalensis, leaves light bluish, a good

market plant if seeds of it could be imported ; to

M. Jules Hye, for Cattleya Arnoldiana X, B

fine hybrid between Luj'ia purpurata and Cattleya
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Warscewiczi, lately obtained by Messrs. Sander. Cer-

tificates of Merit (a I'unanimiU) were allotted to M.
Jdj.es Hte for Cypripedium Youngi, which has long

petals, quite covered with great black spots, exactly

resembling those of C. Veitchi, whence this fine

hybrid was raised ; to M. Pynaeet for a hybrid Cypri-

pedinm between C. Stonei and Spiceriannm, the

parentage was plainly shown, the new acquisition ia

very free-flowering, and easy of cultivation. Certifi-

cates of Merit were given to M. L. De Smet Duvivieb,

for Pteris longifolia^Marildii, the fronds elegantly cut,

the colour very distinct from that of other Ferns, a

noteworthy variety for growing on a large scale ; to

M. Jules Hye for Odontoglossum Wilkeannm ; to

M. Peteick for iEehmea fulgens major, a seedling

from the old and popular iEchmea fulgens, but the

bracts are much larger than in the type, and the

colouring is brighter ; to M. Peteick, also, for Til-

landsia Sieboldiana, a variety still very rare, and
remarkable for its fine branching raceme covered

with rosy-blue flowers or bracts. Certificates for

Cultivation were awarded to M. Jules de Cock for

Angrsecum sesquipedale with twenty flowers and

buds ; to M. Jules Hye for Cattleya Mossiaj var.

alba Wagneri, bearing twelve well-expanded flowers ;

to M. L. De Smet Duvivieb for Promencea
citrina with very numerous, small, golden yellow

flowers ; to M. Szewezik for Saintpaulia ionantha,

with fifty lovely blue flowers ; to M. Pynaeet, for

Cienkowskia (Ksempferia) Kirki, an interesting

greenhouse plant, the flowers unfortunately are

ephemeral, but recall in siza, form, and colouring

those of the beautiful Miltonia vexillaria. A Cer-

tificate for good cultivation was allotted to M. De
Smet Duvivieb, for a splendid specimen of Adiantum
Luddemannianum, a variety reputed to be very
difficult to cultivate, bat this example was a strong

and fine plant, with a hundred characteristic and
young fronds. Thunia Marshalliana may also be
mentioned, with twelve well-opened white flowers

;

and three imported specimens of Cypripedium
Curtisii, quite distinct varieties, of which the
one named magnificum is the most noteworthy.
Ch. de B.

Potatos Cultivated in Jadoo Fibre —
We have been allowed to see some Potato tubers

and tops which were grown in Colonel Thomson's
Jadoo Fibre. Without giving an opinion on the

usefulness or otherwise of the fibre named as

medium for growing Potatos, we are still enabled to

allege that the Potatos had a nice clean appearance,
free from wartiness and scabbiness, and they were
weighty for their size.

CONSTANTINE FLOWER SHOW.—We learn

from the Western Mercury that amidst the dust and
din of politics in the Truro-Helston Divison, Con-
stantine Fiower Show came as a welcome relief on
Wednesday, the 17ch inst. The attendance was
large, though the dimensions of the show were on
this occasion curtailed by the exclusion of a poultry

department. Daring an existence of five years the

Society has done much to promote interest in

horticulture in the district it embraces, and this

year's display in each section was worthy of high
encomiums.

CUT Flowers. — An Association has been
formed in Holland to endeavour to put a stop to the
exportation of flowers cut from bulbs grown in that
country. As this custom seriously interferes with
the sale of cut flowers and bulbs in the London and
provincial markets, it is felt by many of the prin-
cipal English growers and bulb merchants that the
time has arrived when steps should be taken to
suppress this system by supporting the Datch
Association. A meeting will be held at the Hum-
mum's Hotel, Covent Garden, on Friday next,
July 26. at 8 p.m. C. H. M. A. Aldebson, Hon.
Sec. {pro tern.)

National Horticultural Society of
France.—We noticed, says oar Paris correspondent,
at the last meeting of the Orchid committee a new
and interesting Stanhopea raised from seed. Hybrid

Stanhopeas are still extremely scarce. Up to the

present we have heard only of Stanhopea Spind-

leriana, raised by Mr. Webeb, gardener to Mr.

Spindleb, Berlin (S. oculata X S. tigrina). The
new gain is a cross between S. insignis (Frost), and

S. oculata (Lindley), and was shown by the for-

tunate raieer, Mr. Mantin, president of the com-

mittee, at Olivet, Orleans. This plant, S. Bellaerensis

X (Mantin), is exactly intermediate between its two

parents ; the flower is pale yellow striped with

brown. The fertilisation took place in April, 1880,

and the seed-pod ripened in April, 1889 ; the first

flower opened Jane, 1891 ; three plants having already

flowered are alike. S. Bellaerensis X obtained a First-
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class Certificate. Mr. Mantin staged Cypripedium
Vig;riannm x (C. barbatum superbum, C. super-

ciliare). the scape erect, flower large, of a fine

rosy-purple colour, the upper sepal striped with
purple. First-class Certificate. Mr. Doin had a

specimen plant of Grammatophyllum Ellisii with
six spikes ; the plant was splendidly grown and
excited general interest. Mr. Doin is one of our
best French Orchid amateurs. A well-flowered

Promenea citrina and a good many other varieties

completed this interesting lot of Orchids. Un-
fortunately this year, the Paris Horticultural Exhibi-

tion took plac? at the same tii.e as the Temple
Show. Desirous to change this state of things, and
to allow London and English nurserymen an oppor-

tunity to come at Paris next year, the " Bureau " of

the Society decided that the show at the Tuileries

should be held earlier in the future.

University Extension Colleqe, Reading —
The awarding examiners in the Agricultural Ex-
aminations held under the authority of the Ox-
ford and Heading Joint Committee have issued

the following pass list : Certificate in Agricul-

ture, John Francis Adams; Dairy Teacher's Cer-

tificate, Jane Foster ; Diploma in Agriculture,

first year's examination, passed in all subjects,

Thomas Edward Gunter, Ljyton Price Richards,

and Charles William Thorp
;
passed in all subjects

except biology, Claude Reginald Powell ;
passed in,

all subjects except chemistry and physics, Edward,

Thomas Brown; passed in biology and geology,

Eric Dowson
;

passed in geology, Clement Hugh
Weston Malet. The following were the examiners

:

—Professor E. B. Poulton, F.R.S.; Professor A. H.

Green, F.R.S. ; Mr. D. A. Gilchrist, B.Sc. ; Mr. A.

F. M. Druce, Mr. W. A. Glasson, MA. ; Professor

J. W. Axe, Mr. E. Brown, Mr. W. W. Fisher, M.A.

;

and Mr. H. N. Dickson.

CORRIDOR AT MR. W. BULL'S
NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

[See Supplementary Illustration.]

Those of our readers who for reasons of business

or pleasure have ever visited Mr. Ball's establishment

for the sale of new plants, will have remarked the

tastefully constructed range of buildings that skirts

the King's Road. This block consists of a large

central show-house well adapted for tree Ferns,

Palms, Cycads, and similar plants grown chiefly for

the beauty of their leaves and fronds. It was, how-

ever not built for any such purpose, being intended

by Messrs. Weeks, the original owners and construc-

tors, as a vinery, in which a great variety of Grape-

vines were to be cultivated, the fruit being sold in

the London market. This was many years ago, in

the infancy of commercial Grape growing, long ante-

cedent to the extensive culture of the Grape as we
see it now at Rochford's, Ladd's, and elsewhere.

We may be sure it did not remain a vinery after

coming into the possession of Mr. Bull—he had other

and more profitable uses for so large a house.

The wings of the range consist of offices and two-

small lean-to plant houses.

In the rear are a number of span-roofed houses, in

the longest and widest of which Mr. Ball displays in

the height of the flowering season a wonderful array

of rare and beautiful Orchids. Visitors to this part

of the nursery must needs pass through the large

glass house that forms the Bubject of our illustra-

tion, and will have noticed, perhaps only cursorily,

the fine Bpecies of plants with which it is mainly

filled, and that give it its appearance of tropical

luxuriance.

Near the entrance from the street is a pair of

Encephalartos Vroomi of great size, second only to-

some at Kew. Encephalartos cafira is also a fine

plant. Some specimens of Gycas revoluta have

stems two to three feet in height, and perfect

crowns of deep green fronds. C. circinalis is

found in splendid examples ; and the door is

flanked by some maj jstic Dracsena australis,

of which there are many examples in other parts

of the house. Specimens of the broad-leaved

D. a. lineata also figure near the door ; it is a

very desirable variety for the cool conservatory.

The more prominent Palms consist of the graceful

Seaforthia elegans ; S. robusta (Rhopalostylis

Baueri); Archontophcenix Alexandra, a beau-

tiful and useful cool house Bpecies. Areca

sapida, specimens with stems three feet high, and

leaves measuring 10 feet in length ; Phoenix inter-

media, P. reclmata and P. rupicola, a most graceful

species. A Chamierops excelsa has a height of 16

feet, and a Corypha australis is almost equally tall.

Some fine specimens of Araucaria excelsa were

noted ; also Catakidozamia Hopei, a noble looking

species. This by no means completes the list of

Cycads and palms, but it will enable the reader to

form an idea of the larger plants in the house. Of
tree Ferns we remarked specimens of Dicksonia

antarctica, the hardiest species, with tall stems.
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which, together with the fine healthy crown of

fronds, have a total height of 25 feet. Cyathea

Smithi, a beautiful Fern, about 10 feet high.

Two admirable specimens—probably Cyatheas,

which came from the Sandwich Islands, have a

rachia covered with a thick brown tomentum, and

stems respectively 2 and 4 feet in height.

The remainder of the plants on the floor of the

honse consist of smaller famishing specimens of

Aspidistra lurida, greenhouse Ferns. Aralias, &c.

Hidden from view at the sides of the honse are glass

frames filled with Trichomanes and Todeas, including

T. Moorei, named after Moore of the Sydney Botanic

Gardens ; a very attractive filmy from Lord Howe's
Island ; also T. superba, an introduction of Mr.

Bull's twenty-five years ago. Those persons who are

interested in quaint-looking Cycadaceous plants

would find here many plants not to be found in any

other nursery in the country, and amongst them an

ancient specimen of Ceratczamia fusco-viridis, a

Mexican species introduced about twenty years

ago.

mountains and on the banks of the burns had an
attraction for me. It was there on the mountain-
side that I saw the Snndews growing wild, and I

was so interested in them, not having seen them
before in the wild state, that the first night her
ladyship arrived I dressed the dinner-table with

Drosera rotnndifoliaand D. loDgifolia, which I found
growing together with beautiful coloured clumps of

sphagDum-moss. J. Barnard, Mostyn Hall Gardens,

Mostyn, N.W.

RASPBERRIES. — Although the soil of Dover
House Gardens is light and susceptible to drought,

yet must Mr. McLeod have the highest commenda-
tion for the splendid crop of superlative Raspberry,

which I saw there a few days since. The several

rows of plants running across a broad garden square,

were all trained to wire trellises, they were of an
average from 6 to 7 feet in height, the canes having
been only slightly shortened, and they hung with
very fine fruit from top to the bottom. Superlative

is so superb a variety, that it is quite displacing all

others where cultivation is good. As the soil at Dover
House is naturally so light and porous, as to render

Raspberries fruitful, it is the rule to fork out a

Fig. 21.

—

bushes of the spineless qoosebebby.

A SPINELESS GOOSEBEKRY.
THEplants shown in the accompanying illustrations

(figs. 20, 21), were exhibited by MM. Letelletier, of

Caen, before the Fruit Committee on Tuesday last.

They are spineless varieties obtained from seed. The
first spineless Gooseberry, according to the Revue
Horticole, 1892, p. 180, was obtained as a chance
seedling by M. Billard abont 1860. About 1884, M.
Ed. Lefort sowed the seeds of this variety, from which
he obtained a race of spineless varieties, several of

which are described in the Revue Horticole as above
cited. The variety we figure is a dwarf form, very

productive, and with the fruit of good flavour. It is

the form described and figured by M. Carriere as

Madame Edouard Lefort. The varieties are grafted

upon Ribes aureum, but the scions soon become free.

The advantages of a race of spineless Gooseberries

need no pointing out.

Home Correspondence.

DROSERAS IN SCOTLAND.—Mr. Kelly's note on
the Sundew (p. 74) reminds me of the time I was at
Attedale, Loch Carron, Ross-shire, being then with
the late Lady Brassey. As it was my first visit to
the Highlands, the different subjects growing on the

shallow trench on either side of the row of plants,

fill in with strong half- decayed manure, cover with
Boil, and tread in firmly. The centre space between
the rows are also broken up deeply, as in that way
renewed root activity is generated. Of course, no
surplusage of summer growths is permitted. These
are rigidly thinned out to what are needful, the
stouteBt being preserved, so that the intervening
spaces between the rows are during the summer kept
quite clean. It would be difficult to find a finer crop
or finer sample of fruit than is seen here, and ample
evidence is afforded that trellis training would be
amply repaid if it were adopted in market culture.

One row of plants as grown at Roehampton, would
give as much of fruit, and certainly finer and cleaner
than can be got from three rows of short canes as

grown in market gardens. Where, however, deep,

fairly stiff and holding soil can be furnished, com-
bined with the highest culture, even greater crops

may be fonnd. So far, the very best of fruit culture

seems to exist chiefly in private gardens. A. D.

MONA'8 PRIDE POTATO.—Allow me to add
my mite of information to what has been given

in these pages about Mona's Pride. It is now,
I think, about thirty-two years ago since I grew
this variety of Potato for the first time. The
sets, a very nice shapely lot of tubers, on arrival

from the nurseryman, were planted on a west

border, in fairly good soil, in a garden on the

South Coast, and the crop was ready to dig nearly as

early as the Athleaf Kidney. The baulm, being
smaller and weaker than that of the true Ashleaf,

led me to suppose that it would be an even poorer

cropper than that varietv. which proved, on lifting

the crop, to be correct. The tubers were about of a

size, nice-looking, and fit for the best table, but of

not by a long way so good as regards flavour as that

prince of Potato?, the Ashleaf. I am unable to

understand why anyone should cultivate such a poor

cropping variety, when there is nothing in point of

flavour to recommend it. My first trial with it was
also my last ; still, there are cultivators whose
verdict differs from mine, and who say that it is the

best variety that they have. I wonder if their's is

the true Mona's Pride, or a variety that merely
bears a resemblance to that much vaunted Potato.

The tuber of the true variety of Mona's Pride is very

much shorter in its longer diameter than the true

Ashleaf Kidney or Marjolin of the French, being
sometimes almost round and fiat, and there is no
swelling about the eye, as is nearly always met with in

the Ashleaf Kidney. With regard to the preparation

of early varieties of Potato for early cropping, it may
not be without use to mention the practice of the

Parisian cultivators. They arrange the tubers e; e

uppermost as we do on wicker screens, and keep

them in a dry frost- proof place until they are planted.

When the time for planting in the open ground
arrives (April), the screens are carried with the

tubers upon them on to the ground to be planted,

and the tubers are taken from them one by one

and planted in the holes or furrows made to receive

them. It is not asserted that this is a better method
than our own, but at least it has the merit of being

a very handy one for cultivators of large areas of

Potatos. Moreover, osiers are cheaper than boards,

of which boxes are made. Mona's Pride Potato

gained the 1st prize at the show of the Manchester
and Liverpool Agricultural Society, held at Birken-

head in October. 1863, and the 1st prize at the

County Kildare Horticultural Exhibition same vear.

It was raised by Mr. Rutledge, Douglas, Isle of Man.
F. M. F.

Referring to some criticisms, a few weeks

ago, on my reference to the quality of the old Mona's
Pride Potato, there must, of course, be local varia-

tions. I only called attention to a variety which, in

this district, appears to be the best of all the earlies,

both in crop and quality. T. Fletcher, Grappenhall,

Cheshire,

GENTIANA PHLOGIFOLIA.—This is a plant to be

recommended to gardeners as being one of the few

Gentians which are both ornamental and easily

cultivated. It is a native of the Carpathian Moun-
tains, and owes its name to the supposed resem-

blance of its narrow lanceolate leaves to those of

some of the herbaceous Phloxes. It is perennial

and long-lived. A plant which has remained six or

seven years where I first put it looks no older than

it did five years ago, but has about a dozen divaricate

sterna a foot long, with numerous terminal umbels,

which will take two months to flower out, and
several axillary smaller umbels, so that each stem
has in all thirty or forty flowers and buds. The
flowers are bright blue, nearly as large as those of

G. septemfida, but the sterna are leaa leafy. C. Wolley

Dcd, Edge Hall, Malpas.

MAIZE AND BLACKCURRANTS.— As a matter

of local peculiarities, I may mention that we have
here grown Maize over 11 feet high, with cobs

J lb. weight each, a record not easy to beat out

of Cornwall, and yet many things which grow
like weeds in other places, die out with us.

What is popularly known as the "bob" in black

Currants has been a pest here for many years ; we
have had to burn all our trees, and import others

from the non-infested districts: after all the trouble

and expense, I now hear of places where it is dis-

appearing, or has disappeared entirely. Is this good
thing purely local, or is the pest generally dying out ?

Thas, Fletcher, Grappenhall, Cheshire, [We fear not.]

THE WATERING OF DOQ ROSES OR BRIARS FOR
BUDDINQ,—From almost every quarter the cry grows
louder, that the Briars die. And it is not alone or

chiefly those that were planted last year. But the

deaths seem even more prevalent among two-year-old

plantations, or Briars that missed taking the bud last

season. These old Briars are almost invariably the

strongest, and this last phrase being interpreted

means the softest wooded and the fullest of crude

sap. And such fat and full-fed tissue, whether of

rosewood, fruit trees, or aught else, is always the first

victim to be stricken down, severely injured, or killed

by frost. The majority of Briars are exceptionally
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late thii year owing to heat and lack of rain, and
the Ehoota of many of them to remain too short
and weak to be fit for budding. There it only one
effectual remedy for thii, let them be heavily
watered, soaking the soil at their roots with riyer-
water, sewage, or house-slops, failing heavy rains.
I know a great many rosarians dread water more
than drought among their R ties. I met one such
to-day, who feared that none of his Briars would
reach this season, and who simply returned the
•ceptic's smile at my advice of soak them through.
Neither need we be much surprised at the slender
faith of so many rosarians in the watering of either
Briars or Roses. The work of watering his been so
shamefully scamped in most cases as to warrant the
common verdict that it does more harm than good.
Ssrface sprinklings do so, without doubt. Bat
soaking* of sewage, slops, and soft-water, soon
stimulate Briars into budding condition, and have
helped many winning blooms with first prize stands.
Bosa.

PEAS AND P0PPIE8 IN RU881A—In Hapgooi's
Russian Rambles, p. 115, reference is made to a
variety of Pea growing nearly 7 feet high, and
producing pods 7 inches loDg and 3 inches wide

;

and of "double Poppies 6 to 7 feet high, with flowers
the size of Pse^nies, while the pods of the single
Poppies were 9 inches in circumference." Is any-
thing known of these varieties in England ? Thos.
Fletcher, Grappenhall.

Societies.

Law Notes.

RE FREDERICK PENDLE.
At the Ipswich Court of Bankruptcy, held on

Thursday, the 18th inst., before Mr. B. P. Grimsey,
Registrar, the above appeared for public examination.

The »tatement of the debtor (nurieryman, seedsman,
and farmer, of Rendham) showed a deficiency of

£149 Os. Zd,
t due to unsecured creditors. In reply

to the Official Receiver, Mr. F. Messent, the debtor

said that he was at one time an apprentice to the

late Duke of Hamilton's gardener at Eastern, and
that he afterwards went home to manage the nursery

at Rendham for his father, who was in failing

health. His father died in 1S89, and he carried on
the business as one of the executors until April,

1894. The members of the family then arranged

that the property should be sold ; it was put up to

public auction at Saxmundham, and bought by his

wife. One of the conditions of sale was that the

nursery stock should be taken at valuation ; and in

order to meet this charge his wife mortgaged the

property at the time she bought it. He (the debtor)

had nothing to do with this transaction, and all he
did afterwards was to manage the property on behalf

of his wife. People with whom they dealt, he said,

knew the position of affairs, although the invoice
was sometimes made out to him, and sometimes to

bis wife. Finding himself in difficulties, the debtor
fell into the hands of the advertising money* lenders.

He borrowed £50 from the Bedfordshire Loan Com-
pany at 60 per cent, per annum, to be repaid in

monthly instalments of £4 3s. id., and the balance in

the following January. As security, he gave a bill

of sale on his goods, or bis wife's goods, although his

wife had nothing to do with signing it. Four instal-

ments, amounting to £16 13s. \J
, had been paid

when he filed his petition, and as soon as the Loan
Company heard of his failure they put a man in

possession, and his goods were sold by auction. The
Loan Company got a nett sum of £oQ in satisfaction

of their claim, and full official charges were made in

respect of the selling-up transaction. The Registrar
said upon this point, that reasonable charges must,
of course, be paid, but that in an instance of this

kind the sheriff's officer, who was employed, had
acted quite in a non-official capacity. "With reference
to the case generally, the Registrar said it seemed to
be questionable whether the wife of the debtor, and
not the debtor himself, was really the responsible
party. More than that, the man had no right to
give a bill of sale to the Loan Company on his wife's

goods, so that the authority under which her goods
were sold might really be invalid.

The Official Receiver said, however, that he sup-
posed this question had nothing to do with him, and
the Registrar assented.

The examination was adjourned. Eastern Daily
Press, 19th inst.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Jury 23.—The usual fortnightly meeting of the

Society was held on the above date in the Drill Hall

at Weatminster, and the number of exhibits though

fewer than we have become accustomed to see at the

Spring Meetings was considerable.

Orchids formed a less conspicuous feature in regard

to quantity than usual, but hardy flowers were again

exhibited largely, and there were extensive collec-

tions of Sweet Peas. New and rare plants were not
wanting, and First- class Certificates were awarded
by each Committee.

Fruit exhibits included large collections of Goose-
berries and other miscellaneous subjects.

Floral Committee.

Present : W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair, and
Messrs. J. Fraser, Owen Thomas, H. B. May, H.
Herbst, R. Dean. R. Owen, G. Ssevens, C. J. Salter,

W. Bain, J. T. Bennett Pc5. J. D. Pawle, H. J. Jones,
C. E. Shea, Jas. Walker, H. Cannell, L. Spath, C.
Noble, and G. Paul.

A large and comprehensive collection of hardy and perennial
flowers was shown by Mr. M. PBtTCHABD, Christchurch,

Hants. Conspicuous among these were capital bunches of

Fotentilla Wm. Kollinson, and the pretty, though les3 showy,

P. Hopwoodiana ; large bunches of herbaceous Phlox were
good ; also several varieties of Perennial Sunflower, Mont-
bretia crocosmiaeflora, and others. Platycodon grandiflorum,

with its large single blue flowers, was effective ; and Scabiosa

caucasica, and several Centauieas, were noticed, as was also a
remarkably well-fruited spray of Sambucus racemosus (Scarlet-

berried Elder) (Silver Banksian Medal).

Another excellent exhibit of out-of-door flowers was from
Messrs. Paul & Sox, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt. This

included flowering sprays of the purple-flowering Asclepias

Cornuti, a fine bunch of Bocconia cordate, the white Lysi-

machia clethoides, a good bunch of Heliopais scabra, large, an
orange -coloured variety of great effect in borders ; and
Eryngium amethystinum was well shown, and some first-rate

varieties of herbaceous Phlox, &c. (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. CahhKKL & Sons, Swanley, Kent, exhibited a col-

lection of Carnations in light bunches, and representing con-

siderable variety, many of which were new seedlings.

Cannell's Scarlet is an especially bright one, Duchess of

Portland is a very pretty r03e and white-coloured Carnation,

and Haidee Falbe, a white flower flaked with rose, Messrs.

Caxxeli, had also some capital sprays of Canna Queen Char-

lotte (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. B. Waijla.ce & Co., Colchester, again exhibited a

collection of sprays of Lilies. Conspicuous amongst the collec-

tion was Lilium chalcedonicum, the very bright sealing-wax

coloured species. A First-class Certificate was awarded to

L. odorum (L. japooicum Colchesteri). This is a species from

China, much in the way of L. japonicum Brownii, for which

it has been frequently mistaken. The flower is rather larger

and thicker than Brownii, has larger anthers, and the interior

is cream-coloured instead of white. L. dalmaticum Cateni,

L. Thunbergianum, Calochortus lutens, C. 1. concolor, C.

Weedii, figured in Gardener? Chronicle, August IS, 1894,

fig. 27, and C. Plummerse, Gardeners' Chronicle, August 4,

1894, fig. 21, were also shown (Silver Banksian Medal).

A group of well-grown Achimenes in pots and pans was

shown by Mr. W. C. Waxkeb, Esq., Percy Lodge, Wmehmore
Hill, London, N. (gr., Mr. Geo. Cragg) (Bronze Banksian

Medal).

J. T. Besxett Poe, Esq., Holmwood, Cheshunt. exhibited

three splendidly-grown plants of Campanula Vidalii. This is

a bushy species, and the plants shown had six 'or^seven spikes

each, the height of which were about 4 feet. Fourteen to

seventeen flowers are produced upon each spike. Flowers are

pendent, about \\ inch long, white, with orange-coloured zone

in the interior of base (see fig. 19, p. 93). Three very fine

plants of Streptosolen Jamesoni were shown, which had been

lifted from the open ground, and several plants of Myrtus

communis var. boetica. "Violas in pots and sprays of good

quality were exhibited by Mr. W. Baxteb, Florist, Woking.

Messrs. Paul & Sox, Cheshunt, exhibited plants in flower

of Clematis, Viticella X Uniflora, a lilac-coloured variety, and

a large plant of the small leaved C. flammula rubra mar-

ginata. The flowers are also small, purple in colour, but the

base and centre of each petal silver. Cannas Comet, Sou-

venir de Croiy, and Mrs. Faudell Phillips were shown in

praiseworthy style by Messrs. Paul. Sweet Peas were

very largely exhibited at this meeting, a collection of

very great attractiveness being staged by Mr. Hexbt
Eckford, Wem, Salop, and others ; by The Brookhampton

Nurseries, Mr. W. E. Tidy (Manager), and by Messrs. Dobbie
Sl Co., Bothesay, N.B. , and Orpington, Kent. Mr. EcKEOBD's

collection was extensive, and included upwards of 50 bunches.

Awards of merit were recommended to Lady Grisel Hamil-

ton, an excellent heliotrope or pale lilac-coloured variety

;

Blanche Burpee, a large flower of pure white ; and Mars, a

variety wilh extra large flowers of rosy purple, very bright

and effective. Particularly noticeable amongst a whole lot of

magnificent varieties were Firefly, very tright rosy crimson
;

Venus, flesh tinted with bronze ; Peach Blossom, a soft pink-

coloured flower; Prince Edward of York, crimson and rose;

Stanley, very dark purple, and many others (Silver Flora

Medal). The exhibit from the Brocfchampton Nurseries was
staged amid Maidenhair Fern?, and included a large number
of bunches, rather thickly di&pwed (Bronze Flara Medal).

Messrs. Dobeie had about fifty bunches of bright flowers in

variety (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Peed & Soks, Norwood Boad, West Norwood,
staged a group of very choice Gloxinias, interspersed with
Ferns, &c. (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Jxo. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E. t

exhibited four large-flowered double Begonias : Mrs. Peek,

cream-coloured ; Mrs. Hall, yellow ; Madame de Falbe, salmon-

rose; and Mrs. W. J. Bilney, light apneot.

Mr. C Herrin, gr. to Lady Fobtescue, Dropmore, Maiden-

head, showed a bunch of a border Carnation named Dropmore
Clove, a good dark bloom with non-splitting calyx. A First-

class Certificate was awarded to Carduus eriophorua, a

speeies of Thistle, also shown by Lady Fortescue. Thi3

piant has a very ornamental character, its chief attrac-

tion being the large w«oliy heads that follow the purple

flower. It appears to be a cultivated farm of our English

species.

From Mr. F. W. Moore, Boyal Botanic Garden, Glasnevin,

were sprays of Agapanthus minor and A. Mooreana, Crinum
Pcwelli, C. P. alba, and C. yemense, all from the open air.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, King's Boad, Chelsea, Ehowed

a pretty little group of their Rhododendron javanico-jasmini-

fiorum hybrids, nice, dw%rf, well-flowered plants ; and were

awarded a First-class Certificate for Davallia tenuifolia Burkei

from New Guinea. This is a very elegant variety, and the

fronds are pendent as soon as made. For a basket it should be

very suitable and pretty in the stove (Silver Banksian Medal).

SirTKEVOE Lavtbexce, Bart., Burford, Dorking (gr., Mr.

Bain, showed some sprays of Pentstemon hybridus grandiflorua

from seed sown on January 15, 1895. The blooms and sprays

were alike magnificent, and an Award of Merit was recom-

mended to the strain. Sprays of Salpiglossis in variety, and of

excellent merit, were also shown, and a spray of Gladiolus

Dutreuil de Shine was recommended an Award of Merit. The

blooms of this were of remarkable size, salmon-scarlet in

colour marked slightly with silver.

Messrs. W.M, Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nurseries, London,

showed some very fine Cockscombs named Cutbush's Giant

;

and G. A. Fabixi, Esq , Forest Hill, exhibited some tuDerous-

rooted Begonias.

Messrs. Webb & Bbaxd, Saffron Walden, were awarded a

Bronze Banksian Medal for fine heads of excellent double

Holljhocks ; and Messrs. SANpEB &. Co., St. Albans, exhibited

a fine foliage Begonia named Duke of York.

Messrs. Veitch sl Sox, Chelsea, showed sprays of Pavia

macrostachya, and a collection of Nymphaea blooms. A First-

Class Certificate was awarded to N. Marliacea chromateUa,

and Awards of Merit to rose-coloured varieties of N. odorata

and N. Leydekerii.

Messrs. T. Cbipps & Son, Tunbridge Wells, showed some
plants of the rare Mutisia decurrens, sometimes called the

climbing Gazania. It has excellent orange-coloured flowers.

Also some flowering shoots of Schubertia grandiflora (Bronze

Banksian Medal).

Mr. E. P. Brothebstojt, Tyninghame, Prestonkxrk, sent

some vigorous sprays of Germania Carnations. A large double-

tiowerea yellow Begonia named Marquis of Londonderry, was
shown by B. Abmitage, Esq., Hermitage Place, Norton,

Stockton-on-Tees.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Harry J. Veitcb, Esq., in the chair ; and

Meiers. Jas. OBrien (Secretary), E. Hill, H. J.

Coapman, Sjdney Courtauld, De B. Crawshay, T. B.

Haywood, W. H. Wnile, W. H, Protheroe, and H.
M. FoUet.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sox, Boyal Exotic Nursery,

King's Boad, Chelsea, exhibited Phalsenopsii X Ludde-
Violacea (Luddemanniana £ , violacea §), the latest of

the fine hybrids raised and reared by Mr. Johx Sedex.
This beautiful hybrid has the wax-like flowers of P.

Luddemanniana, but the segment- are broader and more
equil. The colour is light rosy-purple with narrow wavy,
closely-set bars of a darker hue across the sepals and petals.

The base of the lip is yellow with some reddish markings, the

front lobe bright crimson-purple (Fiist-class Certificate). Messrs.

Veitch also again exhibited their singular Dendrobium x
porphyiogastrum (Dalhousieanum o . Huttonii § ), which, on

this occasion bore several spikes of four and five flowers, of a

pale pinkish-lilac colour (Award of Merit) ; and C^pripedium

X Carnusianum (Spicerianum 6 , flaynalaianum ? ), Dendro-

bium glomeratum and Miltonia vexillaria superba.

Sir Tbetob Lawbexce, Bart., Burford, Dorking (grower,

Mr. W. H. White), exhibited Habenaria rhodocheila, a pretty

species of the H. militaris class, but with bright green,

unspotted leaves, and clear orange-scarlet labellum. The
plants shown exhibited very free growthand profuse flowering

qualities (Botanical Certificate) ; also the pretty and fragrant

Epidendrum alatum.

Messrs. F. Saxber & Co., St. Albans, staged a select group

of Orchids, in which were the rare and singular Angraecum
Eichlerianum, a curious species, with fleshy, flatly-arranged

dark-green leaves and large solitary flowers, bearing some
resemblance to those of A. eburneum; the sepals, petals,

spur, and base of the lip, is pale green, the broad apiculate

front of the lip pure white (Award of Merit) ; Dendrobium
speciosissimnm, for which they obtained a Botanical Certi-

ficate at the last meetiog, but which on this occasion secured

an Award of Merit ; CypripediumKimballianurr, illustrated in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 29, p. 801 ; the pretty Eria

latibracteata, with erect spikes of rather large cream-white

flowers, with the side-lobes of the lip and tip of the column
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-claret- coloured, the flowers having large orbicular apple-green

bracta at the base (Botanical Certificate); Brassia Lewiaii,

Odontoglossum Lindleyanum var., Sobralia xantholeuca,

Odontoglosaum Bictonense album, Batemannia Burtii, Catt-

leya Gaskelliana, Cook's var.; Cirrhopetalum picturatum,

some good forms of Dendrobium Phalamopsis Schroderianum,

D. bracteoBum, D. b. album, Miltonia vexillaria, and the fine

white and fragrant Stanhopea Amesiana (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, also staged a group of

Orchids, in which were Dendrobium speciosipsimum, and a

very fine form of it, with large white flowers, and orange and
red base to the lip, the central yellow keel alto having a red

spot at its base (Award of Merit); some profusely-flowered

Cattleya Leopoldi, C. Rex, C. Eldorado, C. granulosa, C.

Warscewiczii, Lycaate Rosaiana, Cypripedium Curtiaii, Onci-

dium Lanceanum, Miltonia Roezlii, two good forms of LDelio-

Cattleya x Schilleriana, the singular VandaRoeblingiana, &c.

(Vote of Thanks.)

Fred. Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-Mereey (gr.,

.Mr. T. Stafford), showed Cypripedium Godtfroyre leucochilum

magnificum, with large yellowish flower blotched with purple;

and fine speoimens, each with many spikea, of Miltonia

vexillaria rubella and M. v. superba.

J. T. Gabriel, Esq., Palace Road, Streatham Hill (gr., Mr.

E. Rawaon), ahowed Cattleya Rex. Meaara. Thos. Cripps &
Son, Tonbridge Wells, etaged a group of grandly-flowered

Diea grandiflora, exhibiting conaiderable variation in the

colour of the flowers, some being orange-scarlet, and in others

the crimson hue prevailed. A Silver Banksian Medal was
awarded as a recognition of the excellent manner in which

the plants were cultivated.

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanical Gardens, Glasnevin,

Dublin, sent Bulbophyllum Lobbii var. Colossus; the pretty

Maxillina Hubschii, with white flowers like a small M. grandi-

flora, and purple-tipped (Botanical Certificate); Mormodea
pardinum (Botanical Certificate) ; ASridea Lobbii, and Epiden-

drum paniculatum.

Walter C. Walker, Esq., Percy Lodge, Winchmore Hill

<gr., Mr. G. Cragg), ahowed the fringed-lipped and fragrant

LsBlia Digbyana (First-class Certificate), and Cypripedium

Godefroyee. W. O. Parkes, Esq.. Llanberia, Lower Tooting,

exhibited an inflorescence of a good form of Cattleya Warsce-

wiczii with five flowera.

R. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr.,

Mr. H. J. Chapman), sent Maxillaria ochroleuca and Bulbo-

phyllum Sanderianum, J. Forster Alcock, Esq,, Exhims,

Northchurch, Bhowed Lfelio-Cattleya X Schilleriana. E. BL

WooDALL, Esq., St. Nicholae House, Scarborough (gr., Mr.

Hughes), showed Laelia crispa, Woodall's var. ; and G. H.

Bolls, Esq , Bournemouth, sent cut spikes of Grobya

AmheTstice ; the yellow-lipped form of Ltelia critpilabia,

known as L. Lucasiana, Oncidiumolivaceum, and Polystachya

species.

Fruit Committee.

Present: P. Crowley, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. R. Hogg, T. Francis Kivert, Jas. Veitch,

Geo. Banyard, G. W. Cummins, T. J. SaltmarBb,

J. Cheal, W. Fair, A. H. Pearson, W. Bates, J.

Wright, C. Herrin, A. Dean, G. H. Sage, H.
Balderson, F. Q. Lane, Geo. Reynolds, G. Norman,

and R. Fife.

Mr. E. Ryder, Orpington, Kent, sent twelve dishes of

Tomato Duke of York, a smooth fruit, of excellent quality and

weight, aDd the variety was deservedly recommended a First-

class Certificate.

Mr, J. Walker, nurseryman, Thame, Oxon, exhibited about

iifty diehes of Gooseberries, many of them very well worthy of

remark for the quality of the fruits (Silver Banksian Medal).

An extensive and excellent collection of Gooseberries was

staged by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea.

The berries were rather larger than we should have expected

this dry season. Of reds were noticed Dan'a Mistake, Con-

quering Hero, Forester, Rough Red. Slaughterman, Industry,

Bollin Hall. Keen's Seedling, Ironmonger (a very good one),

Early Red Hairy, Warrington, Red Champagne, EskenderBey,

Lancashire Lud, Napoleon le Grand, Highlander, Crown Bob,

&c. Whites included Hebburn Prolific, Stockwell, King John,

Surprise, Alma, Green Overall, Green Laurel, Champagne
(good), Hedgehog, Pitmaston Greengage, Green Gaacoigne,

Bright Venus (very good), Fearless, Early Green Hairy, Tra-

veller, Queen of Trumps, Keepsake, and many others. Most
noticeable among yellow fruits were Leveller, Pretty Boy,

Trumpeter, Early Sulphur, Yellowsmith, Golden Lion,

Hue and Cry, Champagne, Garibaldi, and many others.

There were eighty dishes of Gooseberries, and a number
of sprays to show the crop the bu hes have torne.

Black Grape, Black Naples, and Lee's Black Prolific Currants,

were shown, and eleven varieties of Red Currants, and four

varieties of White Currants, Cherries included Late Duke,

Morello, Trndescaut's Heart, and Bohemia ; Black Bigarreau
;

Pears, Doyenne o'Ete, Citron des Cannes, and Jargonelle
;

and Apples, White Juueating, Mr. Gladstone, and Early

Red Margaret, were shown. Also some fruits of an early

Nectarine, Precoce de Croncels, which had been ripened in

a house without heat, and in the same house as Lord

Napier, which was not iipe. The fruit is suid to have a small

stone, and has not too much acidity (Silver-gilt Knightian

Medal).

Messrs. Letelletier et Fits, Caen, France, showed two
plants of a spineless Gooseberry (Vote of Thanks). See p. 101,

and figs. 20, 21.

R, Dawes, Esq., Edsmonscote House, Castle Hill, Ealing

<gr., Mr. Wickendeu), showed a large yellow Tomato named
Edsmonscote Favourite.

H. P. S _ vrgis, Esq., Givons Grove, Maidenhead (gr., Mr.

Peters), showed a collection of Gooseberries, including twelve
varieties grown on bush trees, and twelve varieties from
cordons.

From Mr. A. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter,
Burghley Gardens, Stamford, came some very excellent
fruita of Walburton Admirable Peach ; and half-a-dozen
Cucumbers named Metcalf'a Ringleader, a cross between
Telegraph and Rochford.

Mr. Carmichael, 14, Pitt Street, Edinburgh, sent some
seedling Strawberries from crosses between Waterloo with
British Queen and Frogmore Late Pine.

Col. Archer Houblon, Welford Park, Newbury (gr., Mr.
Chas. Ross), sent fruita of a seedling Cherry of conaiderable
promise.

A basket of excellent Grapes, Madresfield Court, was shown
by Messrs. W. E. Wells, Hattonhurst, Hounslow (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Seedling Melons were shown by Mr. G. Dvkk, Stubton Hall
Gardens, Newark ; Earl Pepcy, Syon House, Brentford ; and
from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, but no Certificate was
awarded at this meeting.
Messrs. W. W. Johnson & Son, Boston, Lincolnshire, exhi-

bited a collection of Peas in considerable variety, also bine and
pods of a new and large fruited Pea named Boston Unrivalled,
and a few long-pod Beans (Silver Banksian Medal).

Lecture on Carnations.
In the afternoon a paper entitled " The Carnation

in Scotland," by Mr. P. Brotherston, Tyninghame,
was read by Mr. Jno. Weathers (assistant secretary).

Mr. Brotherston, in commencing his lecture, re-

marked that the difference in climate in England
and Scotland had some effect on Carnations. Varie-
ties that have fnll and large flowers in England are
apt to become gross in Scotland, and others such as
Germania are very good in Scotland, and are in-

clined to be thin in England. One of the most
important details to observe in the culture of Car-
nations in Scotland was to layer the plants early

and plant them oat as soon as they are ready. A
fortnight's delay will spoil the result. Mr. Brother-
ston commenced to layer his plants three weeks
ago, and they have all been completed about a
fortnight since. The soil in which the layers

are to be afterwards planted oat shoald be suf-

ficiently rich without adding any manure. Car-
nations were never benefited by the addition of
fresh manure in the soil. They might be fed, how-
ever, during the growing or flowering season by
mulching, or by solutions of superphosphate of lime,

nitrate of soda, &c. Soot was alio very beneficial.

Thinning was as helpful and as satisfactory in regard
to Carnations as any other plants, and the lecturer

thought he gained by thinning the flower?, grass, and
even flower stems. Shallow planting was insisted

upon with emphasis. Mr. Brotherston afterwards
gave a list of first-class varieties ot German, French,
and English origin. The lecture with these lists

will be printed in the Society's Journal,

NEWMARKET HORTICULTURAL.
July 11.—This Society made a promising start,

with a show on the Athletic Club ground on the

above date. It is some years since the Society has
held a show. The rise and progress of so many
village societies, and especially perhaps the great
success of the Mildenhall Society—may have had
something to do with the decline and fall of the
once flourishing Horticultural Society of Newmarket.
Be that as it may, its meeting on Thursday last was
very successful, and the entire town seemed en /He
for the occasion, reminding one of the earlier shows
once so common throughout East Anglia, when the
horticultural shows formed in each town and village

the great event of the year. Committee of sixteen,

two secretaries, the general, H. Atkinson, Esq., and
the entries secretary, W. H. Saville, Esq., the Pre-
sident, W. M. Calmont, Esq., of Clovelely Park, and
the Vice-President, Sir George Newnes, Bart.,

constituted a powerful staff of oflicers. The result

was a crowded tent of horticultural products of

good quality, as well as overflowing quantity,

arranged in four divisions, viz., one for plants in

pots, and cut flowers. Open : one for Amateurs,
this one including vegetables, plants in pots, and cut

flowers ; a division for cottagers, also including

fruit, plants, cut flowers, and vegetables; and lastly,

a special prize class, the awards being made by

various donors.

The revival of this society in a rather un rarourable centre

for Roses will, doubtless, give a powerful stimulus to their

cultivation. Prizes were offered for collection* of six Fuchsias,

and several plants of more or less merit were staged in compe-

tition. The committee offered good money prizes for collec-

tions of six varieties of fruit, and these prizes did much to

enrich the exhibition, the 1st prize being taken by Mr. J.

Burgess ; the 2nd by the Duke of MontkosK ; and the 3rd by

Mr. C. Stevens.

Among the chief feature* of the show wu the spiriU-d com-
petition for the beet group of plants covering an area of 10 feet

by 3 feet, for the Committee's prizes, the Duke of Montrose
being 1st, Mr. J. Watts 2nd, and Mr. J. Hall 3rd. The
judges also gave several extra prizes in this class, and the
Committee an extra special 1st to Mr. Burgess, gr. to the Earl
of Ellesmere, who nhowed the most tastefully-arranged
collection, not; for competition. The same exhibitor aL*o
furninhed some excellent specimen plants for the deco-
ration of the central table, prominent among which was a fine

freth plant of Araucaria excelsa. He alro showed > fine

collection of fruit, Petunias, Cock's-combs, and Gloxinias.

Mr. Watts, of Newmarket, also supplied some fine plants for

the decoration of the central table, Mr. Stevens, of Burwell,
and others had also special prizes for fine collections of plants
in groups.

Among the more notable exhibitors of cut flowers were
Messrs. Daniels, Norwich, who showed a fine collection of

twelve siogle and twelve double-flowered tuberous- rooted
Begonias, which the judges highly commended.
Fruit and vegetables, considering the droughty season, and

the lightness of the land around Newmarket, were good, and
there was quite a prodigality of entries in most of the classes,

vegetables having a strong lead. Cooked as well as uncooked
Potatos, bread and honey, were well represented, though the
Potatos should be judged whilst hot. and with the use of salt,

or such cooking tests are of little use.

Prizes were awarded for the best kept and cropped gardens
and allotments.

In reference to Potatos, they seemed all sound and good,

though smaller than usual on account of the drought. At
Ipswich and several other shows the Duke of York has been
the favourite new Potato; but this rough-skinned, curiously-

spotted, favourite kidney, was coospicuous by its absence from
Newmarket.

SCOTTISH PANSY AND VIOLA
ASSOCIATION.

July 17.—The third meeting of this associa-

tion was held on the above date, in the Religious

Institution Rooms, Glasgow. There was the usual

attendance of members. Pansies and Violas were
not so numerous, but the quality waa far superior

to that of any of the former meetings. Lists of

awards:

—

Certificate of Merit to fancy Pansy The Baron, exhibited by
Mr. S. McKee, Belfast. First-class Certificates were awarded to

the following flowers : to fancy Pansy Mrs. R. Stewart, exhi-

bited by Mrs. M. Campbell, Blantyre ; to fancy Pansie9

Jeannie R. Karr and Sir John Watson, exhibited by Mr. G.

McPherson, Avondale; to fancy Pansy Colonel M. R. G.

Buchanan, exhibited by Mr. Alexander Lister, Rothesay

;

to fancy Pansy Frank, exhibited by Mr. John Stewart, Len-

noxtown ; to fancy Pansy Mrs. Wm. Steele. Violas : Stobhill

Gem, Nellie, Liz. Barron, and Jessie Pretswell, exhibited by

Mr. John Smellie, Busby ; to Viola No 5, exhibited by Mr.
John Duncan, Fife; to Viola Girryowen, exhibited by Mr.
J. D. Stuart, Belfast ; to Violas Noa. 2, 5, and 6, exhibited

by Mr. John Baxter, Daldowie.

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANICAL
ROSE SHOW.

July 20— The annexe exhibition house in the

Botanic Gardens looked particularly gay with the

great wealth of colour furnished by Roses of every

description, by variously-coloured double Begonias,

and by a multitude of herbaceous and other border

flowers, all so fresh and beautiful.

Cut Blooms : Open.

Many exhibitors had promised to come forward, but (he

season in some localities has been inauspicious and they put in

no appearance on this occasion. The best blooms of seventy-

two and thirty-six came from Messrs. HaRKNESS & Son, o£

Bedale; Messrs. D. Croll & Sons, Dundee, taking 2nd por-

tion. The most striking blooms were among light-coloured

varieties, Merveille de L>on, Marchioness of Londonderry,

Nipheto.s Souvenir d'Elise. The Bride, Lady Fitzwilliam, Her
Majesty, La France, and Danmark. Amoni; high-coloured

Roses, mention should be made of A. K. Williams, which

variety was superb in nearly every stand; Marie Baumann.
Madame Rhodocanachi, B. Joubert. Horace Vernet, Abel

Grand, Pride of Waltham, very charming rosy carmine;

Beauty of Waltbam, Mademoiselle Annie Wood, Prosper

Langier, Charles Darwin. Prince Arihur, excellent; Due de

Rohan, very fine; Gustnve Piganneau. aod a few of a lighter

shade, such as Madame Eugene Verdier, Mrs. John Laing,

and Mane Verdier.

For eighteen Teas (three trusses) in the trade classes,

Messrs. Prior & SON, Colchester, were 1st in both classes,

as also with twelve Teas (single trusses). Among the best

blooms in thsse two classes were Marecbal Kiel, Nipheto*.

Ernest Met*, Mons. Cusin, Mario Van Houtte. F. Kruger,

La Boule d'Or, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, one of the most

striking Teas in the exhibition; Madame Hoste. Princess of

Wales Btoile deL; on. The Bride, Madame Lombard, Innocente

Pirola, and Catherine Meimet.
In the Colchester stand was a beautiful bloom of Marie Van

Houtte. the pinkish-margined petals contrasting well with the

soft >:.uron-imbrieated petals in the bud.

In the class for twelve yellows, Messrs. Prior were 1st with

Marechal Kiel, Mr. M ATIOCR 1st in thst for twelve of an
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white ; Messrs. Habkness were 1st with Souvenir de S. A.

Prince, and also in that for twelve crimson Roses with Alfred

Colomb, a very stylish box of blooms.

Amateurs' Competitions.

In the class for thirty-six siDgle trusses, Bev. J. H. Pember-

tox, Bomford, with fine flowers, but the foliage showing the

effects of the combined drought and heat; 2nd, Mr. E. D.

LlSBSEIi, Hitchin.

In the class for twelve distinct, three trusses each, Mr,

Lin-dseix was 1st ; Mr. H. V. Machis, Worfeop, was 2nd.

For twelve Tea or Noisette Roses, three trusses, Mr. E. W. H.

Jacksos, Bedford, was 1st.

For twelve TeasorNoisetteB, single blooms, Mr. Wm.Botes,

Derby, was 1st.

For twelve yellow Boses, Mr. Botes was 1st ; to twelve

o hite Boses, Mr. Machis was 1st ; and for twelve crimson

Boses, Mr. Ltxeseix was 1st.

District-grown Roses open to residents wi'hin 20 miles of

Manchester.—There was here a spirited competition, and the

stands of the premier lots, particularly of Mr. Charles

BURGt ss. were quite as good as those in the open classes. For

twenty-four distinct single trusses, for twelve distinct single

trusses, and for six distinct single trusses, Mr. Charles

Burgess, Plumbey, was 1st; Mr. James Brows, Heaton

Nursery, tieing with Mr. Burgess for the twelve. Mr. T. S.

Jackson, Ashley, had capital stands.

The best blooms found in the Amateur classes were Earl

Dufferin. Countess of Oxford. A. K. Williams, Gabrielle Luizet,

Horace Vernet, Duke of Edinburgh. Etienne Levet, Charles

Lefebvre, Duke of Connaught, Prince Arthur. Victor Hugo,

Fisher Holmes, Baroness Rothschild. Ulrich Brnnner, Countess

of Rosebery, Her Majesty, Franpois Michelon, Marie Bau-

manD, and Comtesse de Ludra were the best of the local stands.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

A great additional attraction was the splendid display of

cut flowers arranged in poses on a central bed in the arena,

exhibited by Mr. Frank Law, the Farm Nurseries, Sale.

These consisted of Lilies of various species, chief among which

was L. longiflorum var. Harrisii, Iceland Poppies, Sweet Peas.

Centaurea9, Gaillardias. Sweet Sultans, Candytufts, Roses,

Stocks, Campanulas, Delphiniums, Scarlet Lychnis, and many

other things.

Mr. Henry Eckeord, Wem. Shropshire, had fifty varieties

in a hundred globular glasses of Sweet Peas laid out in white,

and the foliage of the Peas strewn on the ground cloth was

quite a feature in its way, and no wonder that it commanded

the attention of the Queen at ths Windsor show, whose

lithographed letter of thanks appeared in the exhibits.

Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, had a very showy group of

herbaceous cut flowers, and their little bouquet Roses. The

double Helianthus multlflorus, with its Anemone-like centre,

is attractive. The Qeums and Poppies were bright and

telling, and the Veronioa-Iike Lysimachia clethroides, with

its drooping spikes and white flowers, were much admired.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, had a nice group of Boses ;

Her Majesty and J. B. Heywood, as well as the Teas generally,

were good. Messrs. W. Dickson, Bbown & Tait had a showy

group of cut herbaceous flowers and Boees ; and so also had

Messrs. Dickson Be. Bobinson, both of Manchester. Mr.

Henry Brownbtll, Sale, had a showy group of miscellaneous

border flowers ; their yellow and white Marguerites were

specially good.

The double Begonias in about 100 varieties, from Messrs.

Hartland & Son, of Cork, from their size and novelty in

this neighbourhood, attracted much attention. We may name
just a few of the very best :—Dr. Cias. Mitchell, Mrs. Lewis

Castle, a grand salmon ; Madame Lelandier, a fine deep soft

ro9e ; Duchess of Fife, best of the light colours ; Elsa, quite as

large, and not unlike a Lady Hume blush Camellia ; Madame
Desbois, Anemone-flowered ; Henri Lavoisin, a fine pink

;

Major Hope, a pretty carmine.

Mrs. Hodgklns. Withington, obtained an award for dinner-

table design, with Roses and depending sprays of Asparagus in

glasses, set in white embroidered work, resting on a yellow

base.

National Pink Society's Show.

This «how, which wa« a limited one, was held in

connection with the Rose Show. Few growers were

exhibiting, moit of the flowert not being in condition

For iiz pairs of Pinks, Mr. Lord was 1st, his best being

Bovard. Emily, Empress of Indie, and John Lowe. In the

smaller classes, Mr. J. Edwards was 1st, with Bertha Bovard

and John Ball. The best red-laced bloom was Bertha in Mr.

Edward Shaw s stand, and the beet purple-laced bloom was

Godfrey in Mr. Lord's stand.

The Botanical Gardens are very attactive at present, the

bedding-out plants in the low panels casting a fine pleasing

glow of colour amid the green grass setting. Mr. Bruce
Findlay is looking forward to an attractive show of Lilies

next month, and the month following he means to have an

evening garden party such as given at the Botanic Gardens.

London, which is sure to attract and ensure a large company,

particularly if the Boyal lady, wife of the present member for

Soutb Manchester, should honour it with her presence.

THE NATIONAL CARNATION AND
PICOTEE.

Juxy 24 —The members of this So ciety may be
congratulated upon the exhibition of their favourite

flower at the Crystal Palace on the above date.

Everyone[spoke well of the Sydenham Palace as an
excellent place for each an exhibition ; but many
deplored the difficulty in reaching it. It ia certain

that the whole of the Drill Hall in James Street

would have been required to accommodate the

numerous exhibiti.

Carnations, Cut Blooms.—There were five stands of twenty-

four Carnations, bizarrea and flakes only, not fewer than twelve

dissimilar varieties. Mr. E. Sydenham. Tenby Street, Bir-

mingham, taking the 1st prize with a well-balanced lot of

blooms, the colours bright, bat there was a lack of purity in

the white grounds. He had, of scarlet bizarrea, Ottello and
B. Honlgrave; crimson bizarre, Lord Salisbury, very bright ;

pink and purple bizarrea, Mrs. Burgin, Sarah Payne, John

Harrison, Wm. SkirviDg, and Master Fred; purple flakes,

George Melville, and Gordon Lewis, rich purple ; scarlet flakes,

Miss C. Graham, and Sportsman ; rose flakes, Thalia, Crista-

galli, and Lady M. Currie. 2nd, Messrs. THOMSON & Co.,

nurserymen, Birmingham, whose leading flowers were R.F.

Mrs, May ; P. F. James Douglas, and Warrior ; R. F. Thalia ;

S.F. Miss C. Graham, and 8portsman; C.B. James Merry-

weather, and Master Fred ; S. B. Admiral Curzon, and Bobert

Houlgrave.

There were six exhibitors of twelve blooms, Mr. A. B.

Bbown, florist, Handsworth, Birmingham, takiog the 1st

prize: C.B. Master Fred, J. S. Hedderly, and Madeline ; S.B.

Lord Salisbury, George, and Othello, intense in colour

;

P. P. B. Harmony, P. F. Feron, very fine in colour; George

Melville and Gordon Lewis, B. F. Thalia, S. F. Miss C. Gra-

ham. 2nd, Mr. Charles Phillips, Bracknell, who had very

good P. F. Gordon Lewis and Charles Henwood ; S. B. Mara
and George, P. P. B. Rifleman, and B. F. Mrs. May. There
were seven exhibitors of six varieties, Mr. W. Spencer, Jr.,

Hadley Road, Barnet, bsing placed 1st.

Single blooms, S. B's.—The best, given in the order of their

names, were Robert Honlgrave, which took the first four prizes,

C. H. Herbert taking the 5th. C. B's., Lord Salisbury, Master
Fred, and J. S. Hedderly. P. P. B's. William Skirling took

the 1st, 2nd, and 5th prizes; and Sarah Payne, one of the

oldest named Carnations in cultivation, the 3rd and 4th.

S. F.'b Sportsman took all the five prizes, so well was it

shown. P. F.'s Gordon Lewis, Charles Henwood, George
Melville, and Martin Rowan took the prizes in the order of

their names. R. F.'s John Buxton, Cristi-galli, Rosamond,
and Lady M. Currie.

The premier Carnation was S. B. Admiral Curzon, probably

the oldest named Carnation in cultivation, shown by Mr. M.
Rowan.

Picotees.—The best twenty-four blooms in not fewer than
twelve varieties came also from Mr. R. Sydenham in very

fine condition indeed, the quality of petal and parity of the

grounds being especially noticeable. Of Heavy Red Edges,

there were Ganymede, John Smith, and Brunette; Light

Red E. Lena ; Heavy Purple E., Amelia and Mrs. Oppenshaw ;

light purple E . Mrs. Kingston, Jessie, Somerhill, and
Miriam; heavy rose E., Norman Carr, Little Phil, Mrs.

Burnett, and Lady Louisa; light rose E, Favourite, Mrs.

Beal, Rose Sydenham, and Mrs. Payne.
There were several stands of twelve blooms, Mr. A. R.

Brown beiDg placed 1st, with capital blooms of H. red E.,

Brunette and Ne Plus Ultra; H. P. E., Miss Anderson and
Miriam; L. P. E , Pride of Leyton, Esther, and Thomas
William; H. rose E., Little Phil, Emma Geggie, and Mrs.
Rogers; L. rose E., Favourite and Mrs. Burnett.

There were twelve stands of six blooms, Mr. A. W. Jones,
Handswcrth, Birmingham, being placed 1st, with H. rose E.,

Norman Carr ; L. rose E. , Mrs. Burnett and Favourite ; L. P. E.,

Esther and Favourite ; H. red E., Brunette.

Picotees with yeUow grounds were both numerously and
finely shown, the quality generally being very high. Mr. C.

Blick, gr. to Martin R, Smith, Esq., H*yes, Kent, was 1st

with superbly grown blooms of Voltaire, Gift., President

Carnot, Golden Eagle, Remembrance, Mrs. Gooden, Cowslip,

Countess cf Jersey, Mrs. Bobert Sydenham, Harlequin, Mrs.
Douglas, and Gladys. 2nd, Mr. C. Turner, who had differing

from the foregoing, Primrose League, Nellie Bath, Kcenig
Albert, Optimus, Janira, Mrs. Barrett, Florrie Henwood, and
Agnes Chambers. 3rd, Mr. J. Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford.

There were eighteen stands of six varieties, and very few
indeed but deserved a prize ; the best stand came from Mr. A.

B. Brown, who had Mrs. Douglas, Mrs. Gooden. Harlequin,

Mrs. R. Sydenham, Mrs. Dranfield, and Ladas; 2nd, Mr. W.
Spencer, Jr., .who had distinct from the foregoing, Yellow-
hammer, Almira, Mrs. Henwood, and Madame Van Houtte.
SingU Bl-wms.—H.. Red E., Brunette took all five prizes ;

L. Red E., Thos. William took all the prize3 in this section ;

L. P. E., Nymph, Pride of Leyton, Mary, and Baroness Bur-

dett Coutts ; H. RoseE., Little Phil and Madeline took the

prizes ; L. Rose E , Rosie Sydenham, Ethel, and Mrs. Burnett

;

H. Scarlet E., Norman Carr and Scarlet Queen; L. Scarlet

E, Favourite took all the prizes; YeUow grounds, Mrs. B.

Sydenham took all the leading prizes. The premier Picotee

was H Rose E., Mrs. Payne, shown by Mr, C. Turner.
Sel/s and Fancies.—These were also numerous and very fine.

Here Mr. Buck again came to the fore with superb blooms of

Dake of Orleans, yellow; Waterwitch, Endoxia, Eldorado,

Almira, Voltaire. Phoebus, Proserpine, Ceres, Mrs. Eric Ham-
bro. Sea Gull, a lonely blush variety ; Eldorado, Haye 'a

Scarlet, Eraw Lass, pale pinkish rose, very fine ; Shellback,

Miss Maud Sullivan, Exile, a deep pink self, of fine quality ;

and May Queen. 2nd, Mr, C. Turner, who had fine blooms

of Germania, King of Scarlets, Rose Celestial, Romulus, Prim-

rose League, &c.
There were seven stands of twenty-four, and fourteen of

twelve blooms. In the latter class Mr. R. Sydenham took

the 1st prize with Cardinal Wolsey, Janira, Soudan, Western

Flag.'Maud Campbell, BrochanB, very distinct ; Prince Charm-
ing, Ruby, Uncle Tom, Madame Learlier, very distinct, -being

broadly edged with ruby-red; and Coranna. 2nd, Mr. John
Walker, nurseryman, Thame. There were eleven stands of

six blooms, Mr. A. W. Jones taking the 1st prize with
Stadtrath Bail, Miss Audrey Campbell, Romulus, Janira,

Alice Brooks, and Seedling.

Sel/t, Single blooms.—The best in the order of the prize

were : Germania, Uncle Tom, Miss A. Campbell, and King of

Scarlets. The best fancies, Primrose Dame and Seedlings.

A class was set apart for six Carnations and Picotees for

those who have never won a prize. Mr. Mere, Bedford,
taking the 1st.

There were several entries in a class for two cut blooms- as-

cut from the plants. Mr. E. C. Sharpin taking the 1st, with.

Mrs. E. C. Sharpin, an orange-salmon self, very fine and
distinct ; unnamed seedlings were also shown.

Carnations in pots.—In the class for twelve plants, Mr. C.
Blick was 1st with superbly-grown and bloomed seedlings from
seed sown a year ago, the plants finely grown, some of them,
carrying thirty and forty blooms, admirable examples of high-
class culture ; Mr. J. Douglas was 2nd with plants having,
five or six blooms.

In the class for a group to fill a space of fifty superficial feet,
Mr. C. Blick was 1st with named varieties of very fine
quality, raised at Hayes, white selfs being very good.
In the class for a group to fill 30 feet, Mr. J. Douglas-

was 1st.

Tablt Decorations.—There was a class for a dinner-table,
arranged for twelve persons, Carnations and Picotees only, with
any foliage, there were six of these, Mr. C. Blick taking the
1st prize with a table showing good taste, but very heavy. A
charmingarrangement by Mr. J. B. Chard, Stoke Newington,
light and graceful in the extreme, deserved recognition.
Vases of Carnations were also shown, and to all appearance
the largest flowers found most favour wi<h the judges.
Sprays and buttonholes of Carnations were heavy, but large
flowers being used, such a result was inevitable. Mr. Blick
was 1st with three sprays and also with six buttonholes.
Blooms of any Carnation with a single spray of foliage were
also shown; one canscaicely help asking for what purpose*
as they suggested nothing new in design or use. There was
a clas* for six blooms also.

The Martin-Smith prize*.—The best border variety of self-

coloured Carnation, in not fewer than twelve blooms, came from
Mr. J. Douglas, who had a dark maroon self of fine quality ;

Mr. A. Spurling came 2nd with Paradox, a scarlet self. Mr.
Spurling had the best six bunches of self-coloured varietieSt.

and Mr. J. Douglas the best nine bunches of Flake Bizarre or
fancy varietiee.

Certificates of Merit were awarded to H. rose E. Picotee
Duchess of York from Mr. C. Turner, Self Seagull from*
Mr. C, Blick ; Mrs. Colby Sharpin from Mr. Sharpin ; and to
Y. G. Picotee Maud, yellow, edged with deep crimson, very
fine, and does not split its calyx, from Mr. F. W. Champion,
Reigate.

Miscellaneous Collections.—These included a large table of
bunches of the newer Sweet Peas from Mr. H. Eckfors,
Wem ; bunches of hardy flowers from Mr. M. Pritchard,
Christchurch ; a large number of bunches of Carnations from
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley; bunches of Carna-
tions, &c, from Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham; a fine collec-

tion of hardy flowers from Mr. B. L ..dhams, Shirley, South
ampton; Sweet Peas from Mr. W. E. Tidy, Havant; and
a nice collection of border Carnations from Mr. Jas. Dougla3>
Bookham.

BECKENHAM HORTICULTURAL.
July 24.— The horticultural exhibition, held

annually in the Recreation Grounds at Bsckenham,
increaaei each year in importance, and the society
has now won in a very large degree the patronage
and support of the people in this neighbourhood, as
evidenced by the uocommon number of special prise*
offered. The show held on Wednesday last war
in many respects highly commendable, and much
praise is due to the energetic and honorary
secretary (Mr. T. W. Thornton) for the life he has
infused into the sc ciety during the last three years.

Groups.—There were numerous groups of plants arranged for
effect, some in a competition for an open class, and others in

a class limited to " singled-handed " gardeners. As a rule, the

collections in either class were too dense, and showed that an
attempt was made to include as many plants in the limited

space as possible. However, this fault is a common one, and-

in other respects the groups were not open to much criticism.

The winner of the 1st prize in the open class was Mr. T„
Crosswell, gr. to W. M. Bulliyant, Esq , Holmewood.

Plants.—Many of the plants exhibited were of superior
quality, and very few of the classes lacked competition. The
six plants suitable for table decoration, in pots limited to
6 inches in diameter, were, for instance, very commendable,,
although a greater variety should have been included instead

of showing three Crotons, which, however, were well

coloured and good. The exhibitor of these was Mr. Webster,,

gr. to E. J. Prsston, Esq.. Kibey Park. This exhibitor

also had three good foliage plants, and was 1st, the Caladium
he staged being very large and well grown.
The collection of eight miscellaneous plants in 10-inch potsP

for which Mr. J. Munro, gr. to J. L. Bucknall, Esq., La-igley

Court, was 1st, were of good quality, though none of the
varieties were specially rare. There were classes for one spe-

cimen foliage plant, and for a specimen flowering plant in*

bloom. The award for a flowering plant was given to a large and
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well-bloomed specimen of Plnmbogo capensis, which was
placed before a tolerably good Anthurium and a Stephanotis

floribunda.

Begonias were not very numerous, but the quality of several

of the exhibits was quite satisfactory. The beat four plants of

these were staged by Mr. F. W. Price, gr. to H. 0- Crow-
ther, Esq., Broadelyot. Fuchsias, Coleus, Carnations,

Dahlias, Petunias, and Roses were exhibited in small quan-

tity, the quality generally fair, but calling for no special

remark. There were several exhibits of very commendable
Ferns, and the best four plants were staged by Mr. H. Cooper,

gr. to C. M. Harrison, Esq., Whitmores ; and in another

class Mr. R. Simmons, gr. to F. H. Simpson, Esq., Thornbury,
had three fine plants of Adiantum cuneatum.

Fruit.—Though not very extensive, the fruit exhibits

represented Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Gooseberries,

and Currants. Mr. J. Munro was 1st for black and for white

Grapes, and his bunches were of good quality, but neither the

black Grapes nor bis Muscats of Alexandria were quite ripe.

The 01 her dishes of fruits were generally of very satisfactory

quality, particularly Red Currants, and some of the exhibits of

Gooseberries.

Vegetables were exhibited with considerable spirit ia the

open classes in those limited to single-handed gardeners, and in

others confined to amateurs. First prizes for collections were

taken by Mr. Munro and Mr. F. W. Price, and Mr. Webster
was 1st for a nice collection of salad. Potatos were not of more
than average quality in the most cases, and the skins were not

very clean, but Beans, Peas, and Turnips were good.

Table Decorations, «$'c —One of the tents was nearly

devoted to these and kindred exhibits, which were more than
usually numerous. The winning designs exhibited consider-

able taste, but call for no special notice. Bouquets and
similar florists' specialties were numerous; and to instance

the desire that exists here to provide classes of interest to as

many exhibitors as possible, there were mail-carts decorated

with flowers, Ac, the work of children only; and model
designs of gardens and greenhouses were numerous.
Some of these were good, but such classes usually

bring exhibits of a very artificial and absurd character.

Amongst some furnished window boxes there was one shown
by Mr. F. Slnnock, of very superior appearance. Nothing
very novel was employed, but it was done well in detail.

Cottagers, and Miscellaneous.—There were twenty classes

open only to cottagers, most of them for vegetables. Miscel-

laneous exhibits included groups of plants and hardy cut
flowers from Messrs. Jno. Laxng & Sons, Forest Hill ; Crotons

and other plants from Messrs. J. Pfed & Sons, Norwood ; and
excellent group of choice Begonias from Mr. Jno. R. Box,
Croydon ; and smaller exhibits from local nurserymen.

NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE HOBTI-
CTJXTTJBAIi.

July 24, 25, 26.—The annual fbow of this old-

pitabliahed iociety opened on Wednesday Jest.

Taken throughout it fully maintained its previously

high standard of excellence. Amongst plants the
groups are beginning to foim an important feature.

The cut-flnwer classes were notable for the grand
display of Hoses, and also for the splendid exhibit of

hardy herbaceous Sowers, whilst Carnations and
Fansies were remarkable for good quality. The
decorative arrangements, as on previous occasions,

were quite up to the average, making collectively a
splendid display. Fruit, on the whole, was not as

good as last year. It is pleasing to note that vege-
tables have been included this year, and it is hoped
that this portion of the show will be further extended
another year.

Plants.

The specimen classes for flowering plants were not so well
filled, a fact to be regretted ; for whatever may bo said of the
value of specimens in any other respects, it will be conceded
that they well exhibit the enrdener's cultural skill.

Mr. Nicholas, gr. to the Marquis of Zetland at TJpleatham,
was an excellent 1st for bix different and distinct kinds,

showing Dipladenia boliviensis, well flowered, and very
healthy ; Allamanda granditlora, a good all-iouud plant;
Phrnoocoma prolifera Barnesi, also good ; Erica ventricosa
Bothwelliana, rather thin, but fresh; Clerodendron fallax, a
grand specimen, with thirty flower-spikes (this fine autumoal
species is worthy of more notice), and a well-bloomed
Stephanotis floribunda. The next exhibit fell far behind
this one.

Mr. Nicholas was also first for six exotic Ferns, showing
two grand Davallias, D. fijiensis plumo^a fully 6 feet through,
and very fresh ; and D. tenuifolia Veitchiana, a graceful
variety grandly developed ; and other good plants were
Sadleria Cyathoides. and Dicksonia .'quurrosa.

Mr. Mclntyre. gr. to Mr?. PEASE, Darlington, was an
excellent first for six foliage plants, having well-coloured
Crotons in C. Queen Victoria and 0. angn»tifoIins (the latter
in its best form) ; also Pbtenix rupicola and Cyeas siamensis,
and a dwarf close-growing form of C. eircinalis. Mr. Nicholas
was a good 2Dd, having the same varieties of Crotons, with a
fine Kentia Belmoreana.
For three Crotons, Mr. McTntyre was also 1st, showing

C. Warreni, C. Baronne James de Rothschild, and C. angusti-
folius, all wellcoloured ; as well as being 1st for three Dracaenas,
with well-grown good, varieties. He was again 1st for four
foliage plants, viz., Croton Simitziamus beingtone of his best.

The beet four
t
Ferns came from Mr. Jas. Woods, gr. to

E. Hopper, Esq., Morpeth, his varieties beiDg Adiantum Far-

leyense, extra fine ; and Thamnopteris australaBica, woll

developed. Mr. McIntyrk. followed with smaller examples.

Mr. Wylam, Cramlington, had the best four flowering

plants, his Stephanotis floribunda and Allamanda Hendersoni

being well bioomed.

Mr. McInttre was allowed a walk over in the class for a

large group of 26 feet by 10 feet, taking the 1st prue with an
arrangement which was broken up into smaller mounds, the

flowering plants being brought, as we considered, too much to

the front, otherwise it was effective.

Mr, Jas. Wood was 1st for the smaller group, consisting of

well-grown plants arranged on the old sloping model ; the 2nd

prize going to a thin arrangement from Mr. F. EDMONDSON,
Green Market, Newcasfle-on-Tyne.

Some very good freely-flowered Fuchsias were staged, the

most successful exhibitors being Mr. Elliott of Felling;

and Mr. Ball of High Felling.

The table plants were of good character, but Lilies and
Orchids were not shown so well as we expected.

Cut Flowers.

Of these the Roses were the most numerous, and of fine

quality, the size and colour of the blooms being remirkable.

Messrs. Harkness & Son, Bedale and Hitchin, were 1st for

forty-eight varieties, with a very even and bright exhibit, the

best varieties being Her Majesty (extra colour), Alfred

Colombe, Comte de Raimbaud, Earl Dufferin, Gustave Pigan-

neau. and Senateur Vaisse. Messrs. Cocker & Son, Aber-
deen, were a close 2nd, their best being Gustave Piganneau
and Captain Hayward, both extra good.

c^jfr. \s£zi^szri4>c,

Messrs. Cooker & Son easily beat the Messrs. Croll &
SON for thirty-six varieties, showing a superb lot, notable for

size, evenness, and colour, there not being one weak bloom

amongst them ; the best were Comtesse de Ludre, S. M. Rodo-

canachi, Captain Hayward, Marie Baumann, and A. K. Wil-

liams, both extra fine blooms, with TJlrich Bruuuer (of unusual

quality aud colour), and Mrs. J. Laing, with Charles Lefebvre.

The 2nd prize box contaiued fine (lowers of Madame Bravy,

Victor Hugo, Mrs. J. LaiDg. and Charles Lefebvre.

For twelve yellow Roses, Messrs. Croll & Son, Dundee, were

1st with Marie Van Houtte, very fresh, and they were 1st

with twelve varieties of Teas, Perle des Jardins, Ionoceute

Pirola, and Niphetos being the finest.

Messrs. Cocker & Son were again 1st for twelve of any

other section, with immense blooms of Her Majesty, which

although large were not coarse, whilst the form, and even

character were all that we could desire.

Mr. Whitton, of Bedale, was the most successful exhibitor

amongst the amateurs, taking the 1st prize aud Bronze Bunk-

sian Medal for eighteen capital blooms, very fresh and, even, the

best being Duchess of Bedford (extra good). Dr. Andry,

Baroness de Rothschild, and Alfred Colombe. Mr. Whitton
was also 1st for twelve varieties and for twelve Teas in another

section, again showing in good style.

Messrs. Cocker & Son were a splendid 1st tor eighteen

varieties of hardy herbaceous plants, including bulbs, the ex-

hibit making a very fine display, the finest bunches were

Alstrcemeria aurautiaca and A. pulohella, Campanula lacti-

flora, Oenothera Fraseri, Chrysanthemum grandiflorum, Lilium

pardalinum, Gaillardia maxima, and Eryngium Oliverianum

superbum, the latter unusually rich in colour. Mr. Thos.

Battknsby, Blaydon, came a good second, three of his beet

being Veratram viride, Spinea palmata, and AlatM-meris
aurantioca.

Decorative arrangements.—Here M>-vri>. Perkihb, Coventry
and Leamington, carried off the chief honours, being first for

bouquets in two classes, also first for a basket, and for spraye
and button-holes, all of these exhibit* being in good teste

and in no instance too heavy or excefsively large.

Mr. Summers, florist, Sunderland, was a very clo*e com-
petitor in the clais for a hand bouquet, where in addition a
bronze Bank*ian medal wa* awarded with the lbt prize, which
woe won by Messrs. Phrkins ; the only fault being in the
former an excess of size.

The best Epergne came from Mr. F. Edmondpon. a recher-
che" arrangement chiefly of Orchids. Mr. J. Battensby b1»o

won 1st prizes for bouquets in the nmatrurs' classes with
superior arrangements ; whilst Mise RdmovdsOH was a very

successful exhibitor of epergnes and baskets.

Carnations, Picotees and Pinks were sp*cially good. >o also

were the Pansks. Mr. Oamphell. Auchinraith, Blantyre.
taking two lnt« for the latter (show and fancies). In all of

these classes the competition was very keen.

Fruits.
Mr. Mclndoe, gardener to Sir J. Pease, Hutton Hall,

Guisborough, was 1st for both six and four kind" of fruit,

there being no other competitor, the best dishes here were

grand ones of Red Magdalen Peach ps and Humboldt
Nectarines, Transparent Gage PlumB, and Black Tartarian

Cherries; a large bunch of Bananas was included. The
Grapes were scarcely so good as usual from this exhibitor.

In the single-dish classes, Mr. McTntoe was again suc-

cessful, taking 1st for a green-fleBh Melon with High Crc»s

Hybrid, and 1st for a scarlet-flesh variety, witH Premier; he

being also 1st with Red Magdalen Peaches; Mr. Nicholas
followed very closely with th«» same variety.

For Nectarines, Mr. McInpoe was 1st again with Hum-
boldt ; and for Cherries, with Lat>» ^igarreau.

For four bunchesof Gr«pe», nof fewer thsn two varieties. Mr.
J. Mark, gr. to J. C. Arkwright. Epq . Clitheroe. Lancashire,

was 1st, with fine examples of Muscat Hamburgh, large in

berry; and Black Hamburgh, also large— both varieties being

well coloured. Mr. Tullett, gr. to Lord Barnard, Baby
Castle, came a good 2nd in this class, his Muscat of Alexandria

being the best in the show.

Mr. Hunter, gr. to the Earl of DURHAM. Lambton, had

the be«t Black Hamburghs, fine in bunch and finish. Mr.
Jas. Wood had the ripest and highest-coloured Muecat of

Alexandria, but the small*>st bunches ; Mr. McTndoe follow-

ing, with much finer bunches. Mr. Tullett bad the finest

Madrepfield Courts; Mr. MoIntjoe beirg very close, with finer

bunches, scarcely so ripe.

For any other white Mr. McIndoe was easily 1st with well-

ripened, clear-looking Duke of'Bucclench.

The Tomato competition was keen, and several splendid

dishes were shown. Mr. McIndoe again coming in 1st with

Invincible, apparently a good selection of Perfection.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

These at Newcastle are very important, and were on the

present occasion fully equal to anything before shown. From
Messrs. Laing & Son, Forest Hill, S E., came a grand display

of Begonias (tuberous), in the finest varieties of both the singles

and doubles now in cultivation. They embraced every sbsde

of colour to be found amongst this section, several of the

doubles, notably Mrs. Watson Armstrong, rich apricot buff;

W.Clifford, deep rose; Dowager Empress Frederick, bluth

;

and Lady Wantage, rosy-buff. Some of the newer Caladiums
and other plants were included, the Begonias having stood the

long journey in the best possible manner.
Mr. Douglas exhibited a choice selection of his seedling

Carnations (cut blooms), the best being Waterwitoh, Duchess

of Orleans, a full primrose-yellow ; Mrs. Eric Hambro. a pure

white, of fine form ; Brew Lass, form of Have s Scarlet, deep

ro*e colour; Mrs. Douglas, sulphur-yellow, rosy-pink edge;

and Cardinal Wolsey, apricot - yellow, edged and flaked

bright red.

Messrs. F. Fell Sl Co., Hexham, showed a most extensive

group of remarkably well-grown Conifers? in baskets, Ac.

These consisted of species of Retinospora, Cupressus, Thuia,

and Juniperus, with some capital young plants of Picea pun-

gens glauca. Cut hardy flowers were also included.

From Messrs. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, came additioral

cut hardy flowers, making a great show, including several

kinds not often seen.

Messrs. Kent & Brydon had a bright group of Conifers;,

with Acers, &c. ; and a somewhat similar exhibit came from

Messrs. J. Robson & Sons, which was made brighter by well-

flowered Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora,

Mr. J. Birkenhead showed a large assortment of exotic

Ferns, -tmall plants in good character. Violas and Pansies

came from Mr. S. Pye. Garstnng, and other exhibitors. Mr.

Cuthbertson, Rothesay, had a large assortment of hardy

tknvers ; Mr. Campbell, Blantyre, had Malmaison and other

Carnations, the former of deep colour ; Messrs. Laing &
Mather had Carnations ; and from Mr. H. Brownhill. Sole,

came a much improved race of the annual Chrysanthemums,

a specially fiue sttraiu, with larger and finer formed flowers.

©Irituar"*
MR. T. H. Rabone—It is with much regret

that we hear of the death, on Saturday laet, of

Mr. T. H. Kabone, the well-known gardener at

Alton Towers. Ia oar pre«ent i«iue we can only
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reproduce the photograph of the deceased gardener

which was given in the Gardeners' Chronicle on
October 14, 1876, in our series of British gardeners,

but next week we hope to reproduce a few of the

facts concerning hi« early life, then recorded by

himself.

Henri Baillon.—The death of this accom-
plished and most energetic botanist is announced.

He was bom in Calais in 1827, and prosecuted his

studies in Paris. For many years he acted as

Professor of Botany at the Faculty de Medicine at

Paris, and had the charge of the small garden

belonging to that institution. Baillon's activity was
truly extraordinary. A Histoire des Plantea in twelve

volumes, a Dictionary of Botany in three volume?,

innumerable memoirs and monographs attest his

diligence. Nor were these works mere compilations,

they were the result of actual comparative investi-

gation and remarkable keen insight. Few, if any,

botanists of our time had so clear and thorough a

knowledge of flowering plants in general aa Baillon.

He attached great importance to organogeny as a

key to deciphering the morphological characteristics

and the natural affinities of plants. A quarrel with

Decaisne and Duchartre was the occasion of a per-

sonal attack on those botanists, which for virulence

and persistency has had no equal in our remem-
brance, and which led to protests from other botanists

who deplored the unscientific violence of the critic.

[The term " accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as -well aa the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree 11 signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.l
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l — 83 + 1-33 + 262 1 + 122 22:0 16 30

1 2 — 94 + 4 -r 415 3 + 98 13 7 30 37

2 1 — 113 4- 69 + 277 3 + 101 13 6 3L 35

3 aver 130 4- 23 + 283 3 -f 87 10-3 32
|
40

4 2 — 120 + 47 + 372 6 + 79 ill-6J 21 1 37

6 aver 136 — 10 + 333 4 + 75 1
9-41 41 40

8 1 — 98 + 45 + 364 4 + 103
14-2J

29
|
35

7 1 — 113 + 48 + 303 4 + S3 13-7
|

24
|
37

8 1 — 116 + 20 + 337 6 + 82 148 32 45

9 1 — 99 + 4 + 268 3 + 113 151 19 34

10 2 — 1'6 — 45 + 195 5 + 93 16-9 25 36

• 1 — 130 + 18 + 243 6 + 95 126 46 50

The disro'ita indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland. N. Principal Wheat-producing Dirtricts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Prinexval Grizing, fyc. Districts—S, Scotland, W. ; 7.

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.

;

10, Ireland, 3. : "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending July 20, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :—
"The weather during the early part of the week was fine

in all the more eastern, central, and southern parts of our

Islands, but changeable and showery in the west and north.

After the 16th. hewever, unsettled weather spread gradually

from the westward over the whole Kingdom, the rainfall of

the 18th and 19th being in many places very heavy. Thunder-

storms occurred in several parts of England on the 19th, and
thunder was heard in a few isolated places on the 18th and 20th,

" The temperature was slightly below the mean in all

districts, excepting 'England, F. and S.,' where it agreed

very closely with the normal. Tne highest readings were

observed mostly on the 17th or 18th. and ranged from 81° in
' Enilsnl, S ,' and 78° in England, E.,' to 69° in ' Scotland,

N., Ireland, S., and the Channel Islands,' and to 67° in
1 Scotland, W,' The lowest readings occurred at various times

in different parts of the country; at one or two stations in
' Scotland, N. and E., and in Ireland, N.,' the thermometer
fell slightly below 40°, but in the Channel Islands ' it did not

go below 48°, while in ' England, K.W.,' 49° was the .owest

reading reported.

" The rainfall exceeded the mean in all districts, the excess

being very slight in 'Scotland, N.,
r but large over the central

and southern parts of England. In the ' Midland Counties and
the Channel Islands ' the amount recorded was twice as much
as the mean.

"The bright sunshine was less than the mean in most
districts, the deficiency being very large in the ' Midland
Counties.' In ' Scotland, E., EDgland, N.E., and the Channel
Islands,' however, there was a slight excess. The percentage
of the possible duration ranged from 16 in ' Scotland, N.,' and
19 in 'Ireland, N.,' to 40 in ' England, S.,' and to 46 in the
4 Channel Islands.'

"

Markets,

CO VENT GARDEN, July 25.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They axe furnished to na regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the Bamples. the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one dav. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, per dozen
blooms

Asters, per bunch...
Bouvardias, p. bun.
Carnations, 12 blm9.
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen

Lilium lsncifolium,

per dozen
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per
12 buxches

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunches

f. d. s.d.

2 0-40
10-16
6-10

10-30
16-26
3 0-40
10-20

2 0-40

2 0-40

4 0-60

10-30

2 0-40

4 0-60

— 12 sprays
Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
O d o n t o glossnm
crispum,12blm.

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-
chals), per dozen
— red, per dozen
— red. per dozen
bunches ... ...

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),
doz. bunches

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

. d. s. d.

14-06

0-6
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0-16

0-9

6-2

0-4
0-4
4-0 6

OBCHID-BLOOM in variety

Plahts dt Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbioes.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4

Coleus, per dozen... 3
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1

Ferns, various, doz. 5

d.s.d,
0-12
0-30
0-15
0-6
0-6
0-10
0-7 6
0^24

0-24
6-3
0-12

s.d. s.d.
Ficua elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 9 0-24
Fuchsias, per doz. .. 6 0-80
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24
Ivy Geraniums, doz. 4 0-60
Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, doz. 8 0-12
Rhodanthe, per doz. 4 0-60

FRUIT.—AVEBAGE WHOLESALE PRICES.

Apples, per sieve ...

Cherries, Black, per
half-sieve ...

— White, do. ...

Figs, per dozen ...

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats
— Guernsey ...

s.d. s.d.

3 0-40

4 0-66
4 0-70
10-20

13-16
9-10

16-20
10-16

s.d. s.d.

16-20Melons, each
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

chael, each ... 2 0-60
Peaches.lstsize.doz 6 0-10— 2nd size— 3rd size

Red Currants,
half-sieve
— black,
half-sieve

2 0-40
10-16

2 6-30

5 0-60
Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Pbices.

s.d. s.d.

Beans. Broad, per
sieve ... ... 1 0- 1 6

Beans, Runners ... 2 6-3 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 6-3
Cucumbers, per doz. 16-2
Marrows, veg., doz. 1 0-

Mushrooms, per ib. 6-09

s.d. s.d.
Peas, blue, per bag 4 0-60
— — per bush. 2 0-30

Tomatos, Home-
grown,
— Smooth
— ordinary
— Guernsey

4
3 0-36
3 —

POTATOS.

Market and prices about same as last report. J. B. Tfiojnas,

SEEDS.
London : Ju'y 24.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

write that, thanks to the recent welcome showers, there is

now an improving demand for Trefoil and Rape, and more

especially for Mustard s^ed ; all these three varieties now offer

on exceedingly tempting terms. New home-grown Rye is

coming to market. Full prices are asked for yearling Winter

Tares. There is no change in either Peas or Haricots, Bird

seeds, at this quiet season, show no fresh feature.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough: July 23. — Quotations:—Peas, 2s. 6d. to 3s.

per bushel ; Onions, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per bag ; Horseradish. Is. to

Is. 3d. per bundle; Apples, TasmaniaD, 6s. to 8s. per case;

Currants, Is. 9d. to 4s. per half-sieve ; Gooseberries, Is. 6d. to

Is. 9d. do.

Spitalfields : Ju\y 23.— Quotations :— Scarlet Runners,

3s. to 3s. 6d. per bushel; Peas, 2s. to 2s. 6d. do.; Carrots,

2s. Gd. to 3s. per dozen bunches ; Turnip?, 2s. to 2s. Qd. do.

;

Cabbages. 5s. to 6s. per tally; Marrows, 4s. to 6s. do. ; Cucum-

bers, 2s. to 3s. per dozen.

Strateobd : July 23.— Quotations :—The supply to this

market during the past week has been good, and, with p.euty

of buyers, a brisk trade "was done as under :—Cabbages, 2s. to

3s. per tally; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. 6*. per dozen bunches;

Carrots, household, Is. to 2s. per dozen; Mangels, 20s. to

24s. per ton ; Onions, Egyptian, 5s. 6d. to 6s. per cwt. ; Beans,

Scarlet, 3s. 6d. to 4s. per sieve ; do., Broad, Is. £d. to 2s.

per bag; Peas, 5s. to 6s, do.; Cherries, 5s. to 6s. per half-

sieve ; Berries, 2s. to 3i. do,; Apples, 2s. to 2s. 3d. do. ; do
,

3s. Gd. to 4s. per bushel ; Marrows, 6s. to 7s. 6rf. per tally

;

Cucumbers, Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen; Onions, Ports, 5s. 6d. to

6s. per case.

Farringdon: July 25.— Quotations :—Raspberries, 2s. Gd.

per half-sieve ; Gooseberries, 3s. do. ; Cherries, 6s. Gd. to 7s.

do.; Green Gages, 3s. to 4s. per basket (12 lb); Plums,

2s. per box of 10 lb. ; Cucumbers, 7s. Gd. to 8s. per dozeD
;

Cabbages, 3s. to 3s. 6d. per tally; Carrots, 3s. per dozen

bunches; Turnips, do.; Marrows, 2s. Gd. per dozen; Broad

Beans, 1j. Gd. per bushel ; Scarlet do., 2s. Gd. do.

POTATOS.
Borough: July 23. — Quotations ranged from 80s. to

110s. per ton.

Spitalfields: July 23.— Quotations:—Puritans, 110s. to

120s. ; Hebrons (Bedford), 100s. to 120s.; do., Essex, 100s.

to 110s. ; Suttons' Regents, 100s. to 120s. ; Yorkshire Hero,

110s. to 120s. per ton.

Stratfobd : July 23.—Quotations :

—
"Old : 20s. to 30s. per

ton. New : Hebrons, 110s.;to 130s.; Kidneys, 100s. to 120s.
,

Snowdrops, 110s. to 130s. per ton.

Farringdon : Ju'y 25.— Quotations : —White Hebrons,

110s. to 120s. per ton; Red do., 100s. to 110s, do.; Puritans,

110s. to 120s. do.

London Averages: July 24.—New: Snowdrop?, 110s. to

120s.; Hebrons, 110s. to 120s.; Early Rose, 110s. to 12 s.

;

Puritan, 120s. to 130s.; Early Regents, 100s. to 110s.;

Jersey, 90s. to 110s. per ton. Old : Magnums, 40s. to 50s. per

ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets daring the past week :

—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 115*.; do., inferior, 50s. to 80s.; hay,

best, 60s. to 95s. ; do., inferior, 30*. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to

92s. ; and straw, 20*. to 38*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

July 20, and for the corresponding period last year :—1895 :

Wheat, 24s. 4i. ; Barley, 18s. Gd. ; Oats, 16s. Gd. 1894:

Wheat, 24*. Gd. ; Barley, 19s. Gd. ; Oats, 19s. Id.

VARIORUM.

The Indian Shot or Canna—It has been

stated that the only difference between a weed aud a

wild flower is, that it is a weed when it comes np

where the cultivator does not want it. A wild flower,

then, becomes a weed when growing in cultivated

ground. One would hardly suppose that the Canna

of our gardens, a beautiful wild flower of Florida, is

often a great pest to the Floridan horticulturist, and

is classed there as among the worst weeds. It seems

it appears persistently in low ground, known to

cultivators as hummock soil ; its root- stocks grow so

deep in the ground, that the plough does not turn

them out, so that they grow up as bad as ever in

newly-ploughed ground. The roots have to be dug

out with a spadp in order to get clear of them.
' Meekans' Monthly "for July.
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ENQUIRY.

" He that questioneth much shall learn much."—Baoon.

El;eagnus edulis.—Can any reader say'how the

berries ol this plant are made mn of, so as to be

edible? In their natural state no one wonld care

to taste tbem more than once. /".

Qmvfm

Lorrupondcnt

•«• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours

earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending llieir communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than

Wednesday.

•,• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.— Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,

and not more than six shouldbe sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists varieties cannot, as a rule be named.

Books : A Subscriber. Grape-growing for Amateurs,

by E. Molynenx. London: Upcott Gill, 170,

Strand, W.C., price Is.

Beech: E. M. B. The occurrence of laciniated

leaves on the Beech is not uncommon. It is an
instance of bad-variation, or "sporting"; but

whether it is a reversion to a former state of

things, or an adaptation to new circumstances, no
one can tell. The Fern-leaved Beeches of gardens

have originated in this way, the "sport" being

grafted on to a Beech stock, and thus propagated.

Carnation : G. W. sends us flowers of Carnations in

which the stalks are abruptly bent downwards.
We do not know what the cause of the distortion

is, but we suspect it may be the result of insect-

puncture at an early stage of growth.

Chrysanthemums Diseased : G. Harwood, The
plants are attacked by a minute mite which
punctures the young leaves ; the fungus Botrytis

then settles on the wounds and spreads. Spray

thoroughly, so that the buds are soaked, twice a

week, with a deep-red solution of potassic per-

manganate. G. M,

Disease in Plum and Peab Teees: T. W. 0.

Neither cause nor cure is known. It is, how-
ever, known that the disease is contagious, there-

fore all dead trees should be burned, also branches,

leaves, and fruit. The application of manures
containing ammonia favours the disease. G, M.

Geape Vines : G. W. The disease is certainly not

black-rot, neither is there any evidence of any

fungoid disease. Not having the roots under

proper control is undoubtedly the cause of the

leaves and Iruit going wrong. G. M.

How Peat beds abe Formed : G. F. We cannot do
better than cive you the account by Spender in

the Transactions of the Bath and West oj England
Society, ot the formation of the peat-beds of

Holland. " In the high lands peat is supposed to

have been formed by the decay of vegetable life,

chiefly that of moss and heather on the surface

of the ground, which lorms a mould that increases

year by year until it has undermined the health of

the trees, and having caused their fall, gradually

eoveis them over with a yearly-increasing deposit.

Ages afterwards the trunks are found several feet

below the surface of the bed. The forests pro-

tected the growth of the moss and were destroyed

by it. In the lower beds peat is formed by the

decay of aquatic plants under water, which fall to

the bottom and form layer upon layer. These are

often found floating on the surface of the water.

Floating peat- beds were at one time common in

parts of Holland, but the modern Dutchman,
less superstitious than the Romans, who were
greatly alarmed by the floating forests of the

Zuyder Zee, fastens these fugitive parts of his

estate by ropes fixed to stakeB fixed in more solid

eaith."

Licben : G. W. W, Physcia ciliare.

Mealy- btjs: M. T. G. G. Should use the XL All

VaporiBer,

Names ok Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this issue are requested to coivuH the next numJtcr,

W. H. D. 1, Rose, garden variety ; 2, S*necio
artrmisifflfohus; 3, Veronica longifolia var. ronea

;

4, V. longifolia var. alba ; 5, V. nitida ; 6, V.
media.—./. A. 1, Galega officinalis alba ; 2, the

Crown Pea (fasciation); 3, Spirsca Lindleyana ;

4, Eurybia argophylla; 5, Eisoagnus pungens.

—

5. G. Jones, Alstrcemeria aurantiaca.— W. T.

1, Cystopteris bulbilera; 2, Pteris chinensis
;

3, Asplenium vivipamm.

—

Campbell. Eupatorium
cannabinum.

—

C. L., Berlin, Specimens all quite

withered. 1, Cypripedium, may be bellatuluro, or

one of the hybrids from that species ; 2, Vanda
Bensoni ; 3, Vanda hastifera; 4, Dendrobium
bicameratum ; 5, Dendrobium sulcatum. These
are probably the species sent, but the material is

so bad that we cannot pledge ourselves to the

correctness of some of the names.

—

H. M Tilia

platyphyllos.

—

No Name. 1, Linaria cymbalaria
;

2, Achillea Ptarmica, double-flowered ; 3, Galium
verum ; 4, Linaria vulgaris ; 5, Echium vulgare.

— G. A. 1, Clitorea Ternatea ; 2, A variety of

Lathyrus sativus, often erroneously called Lord
Anson's Pea.

—

A. F. 1, Acer Negundo variega-

tnm ; 2, Taxua baccata var. ; 3 and 4, Juniperus
virpiniana ; 5, Betula ; 6, Picea excelsa var.—
J. B. J. A Viola, so far as we can make out from
such a poor specimen.

—

G. B. Chrysanthemum
carinatum.

Peas : A. B. Something in the soil or the manure
that has an injurious effect on tbem. Do other

crops suffer similarly ? In some places the grubs

of cockchafer and wireworm do much harm to

Peas.

Roses : Boss Florence. Rase double Macartney, Marie
Leonida.

Test for Lime in the Soil : W. P. Pour some strong

sulphuric acid on to a little of the soil in an
earthenware vessel, and if effervescence takes

place there is lime present.

Tomatos : J. H. B. 1, Curling of the leaf is frequent

in some varieties ; the lower part of the leaf

growa disproportionately fast, probably from over

stimulation. 2, Yes ; was not the ammonia in too

large proportion to the water ? 3, Yes.

TOMATOS AND THE BORDEAUX MIXTURE : Tompkins if'

A. K. The formula haB been given in these pages

many times before, and we repeat it for your espe-

cial benefit. We think that every gardener should

hang a copy of it in his potting- shed for reference

in case of need :—Copper sulphate, 4 lb. ; fresh

unslaked lime, 3 lb.; water, 40 gallons. Place

6 gallons of the water in a tub or barrel, and hang
in it 4 lb. of pulverised copper sulphate in some
coarse sacking. Slake the lime in another vessel,

adding water only as fast as it takes it np, and
then pour together. Enough lime should be UBed to

neutralise the free acid of the copper, as if this be not

done, the foliage will be injured. To test this, get a

pennyworth of yellow prussiate of potash at the

chemist's, and place in a bottle of water. Add a

few drops of this to the Bordeaux before it is

diluted, and if it turns it brown the lime is

deficient, and more lime should be added until the

prussiate of potash has no effect. The above

formula is aB strong as Bordeaux Mixture can be

used at any time, and if it is strained twice or

thrice through canvas, it may be used in sprayers

and pumps without clogging the nozzles. If fungi

are not very troublesome, and when several appli-

cations are to be made at frequent intervals, 50

or even 60 gallons of water may be used. Always
mix the Bordeaux in wooden, earthenware, or

brass vessels, and the fittings of the pump, &c,
should be of brass.

Tomatos Diseased : Market Gardener. The soil has

nothing to do with it, nor the manure you have

employed, although the excessive damp atmos-

phere which growers maintain in their houses

favours the growth of minute fungus. The plant is

much safer in a comparatively dry, warm house

than in a moist one. See reply to Tompkins.

Tomatos: A. P. B. The beginning of the Black-rot.

Cut off all the affected fruits and burn them,

dressing the plants with the Bordeaux Mixture.

Can you send specimen of the beetle which

gnawed into the fruit sent?

Varieties of Fruits for Marketing: Ignoramus.

Bed Cilrrants : Baby Castle or Victoria lor late,

and La Hative for very early use. Red Dutch if

a sweet, rich fruit be wanted ; and La Fertile, a

j;
very heavy bearer, and large fruited. Prices

about 20s. per 100 ; new varieties a little dearer

than this. Black Varieties : The Ogden for early

use, and Le«-'s Black tor general use. Price about
23s. per 100. Three varieties of Raspberry :

Falataff, large, excellent, red : Biumfnrtb'a Seed-
ling, large, productive, red, 15s. per 100; Super-
lative, red, heavy cropper, 25s per 100. II a

yellow variety be grown, choose Yellow Antwerp,
or for late use October Yellow. Black or Purple

Cooking Plums : Early Rivers, unequalled lor

cooking and preserving. The fruit is very heavy,

a bushel weighing from 70 to 80 lb., whereas other

varieties seldom exceed 60 lb. Kipe at end of

July. Late Prolific, equally productive and good,

ripens three weeks later; Wyedale is a very late

variety, ripening in October. If an early dessert

Plum of a dark purple colour is required, choose

The Czar ; if a late dessert variety, one of the
best to plant is Monarch, which is ripe late in

September. Late and early varieties of any kind
of fruit pay well. The prices of standards of Plums
for orchards from £6 to £7 10s. per 100. Dwarf
maidens about 12s. per dozen. Distances at

which to plant red Currants, 6 by 8 feet apart.

Black Currants rather more, say, 10 feet in

rich deep soil ; and 3 feet in that which is

naturally poorer or shallow. Plums 14 feet apart

if bushes ; 20 feet if standards. Raspberries,

if grown on stools throwing from eight to ten

canes each, which will be bent over and tied to

stakes fixed midway between the stools in the

line of the plants, or a trifle more on one side of

the line, which is better at6 feet apart; or they may
be planted at 2.} to 3 feet apart, and the fruiting

canes restricted to six, the canes being then made
self- supporting. The best Gooseberry for picking

green is Whinham's Industry, or if for gathering

when ripe as well, then choose Hielander or Lan-
cashire Lad—price per 100 same as red Currants

;

distance apart also the same.

Virginia Creeper : E. M. Vitis (Ampelopsia)
hederacea. It is said to have been introduced
from Canada or the northern United States in

1629, and was originally called Hedera qainque-
folia, under which heading you will find it in

Miller's Dictionary. Of course it is no Ivy, but a

Vine.

Vines : J. W. The Bhanking in other yeara was
due to the roots having got low down in a border,

which, owing to the great length of time that has

elapsed since it was made, has become in an un-
wholesome condition. Your partial escape this

year from shanked berries is due to the great

amount of sunshine having warmed the soil to a

greater depth than nsual, and caused an excessive

amount of transpiration from the foliage, and
thua preserved, to some extent, a balance between
requirements and supply. Yon should examine
the border this year as soon as the crop is ripe,

cutting the bunches and bottling them. If the

border is found to be in bid order, make a new
border with fresh soil, &c, and see that the

drainage is well provided for, and the depth of

soil does not exceed 2} feet, raising the surface

above the surrounding level, the subsoil being

clay.

Co .IMUNICATIOJ.S Received.—A. B. F. M.— O. W.—W. W.
—R. J. L —E. L. J.— H. H. D'O.—G. N.—Prof. Peozig,

Genoa.—W. T.—W. J. T., Hong Kong.- R. V. & Sous —
H. W Ch. de B., Antwerp —A. E. B.—Canon E —T. T —
W. C—3. J., all next week.—P. F. A.—W. A. C— A. D.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

•'GARDENERS CBRONICLE:'

Important to AnrERTlsF.Rs. —The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the cirru'ation of the" Gardeners

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of 80 per cent., and that

It continues to Increase weekly.

Adr.rtisersare reminded that the " Chronicle" circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners

AMD sarden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AMD COLONLAL circulatiom, and that it is

preserved for reference in aU the principal Libraries.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD LINE CHJURGED AS TWO.

4 Lines .. £0 3 15 Lines . £0 8 6
6 , , ..0 3 6 16 . 9

6 ,, .. 4 17 . 9 6

7 , , .. 4 6 18 . 10

8 < , .. 5 19 . 10 6

9 • , .. 5 6 20 . 11
10 , , .. 6 21 . 11 6

11
i , .. 6 6 22 . 12

12 , , .. 7 23 . 12 6

13 , , .. 7 6 24 . 13
14 , , .. 8 25 ii . 13 6

AHD SIXPENCE FOB ETEBT ADDITIONAI LUTE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20f.

Ii set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30i.

Page, £8 ; Half Page. £4 10s. ; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C, to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONE1
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertise ents
41, Wellington Stheet, Stband, W.C,

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, los./ 6 months, 7s. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17fl. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with

complaint).

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emnlsion when
paraffin ia used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, It., ":*., and 10s. 6rf.

GISHTJRSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, W. and li., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICES PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

ROOFING FELT.
THE "POTTER" ROOFING FELT.

Specially prepared. In Rolls, 25 yards by 32 in.

No. 1, 5s. per Roll ; No. 2, 6s. 6d. per Roll

;

No. 3, 8B. per Roll.

Special Nails fob Fixing, Is. per 1000.

Carriage Paid,] [5000 Soils in Stock.

ANDREW POTTER,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

WARE & SONS' potSyTu^d.

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFD3LD.

Estab.1770

^J/ For Private
Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonial!,

Lists on application.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 in use.

J^* The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse'.

The immense sale of this Boiler, and the numerous imitations
of it sent out in recent years, afford abundant testimony to its

undoubted success.

Secure the Original Pattern only from the inventors.

No. 1, £2 15>. ; No. 2, £4 5s. ; No. 3, £5 los. ; also larger sizes.

Estimates for complete apparatus. Also illustrated lists and
conies of testimonials on application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 163, Palmerston Uuildings, Old Broad St., E.C.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
patty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, Bent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, E.C.

SMOrmc 6TAP1IS AS FIXED.

NEWCASTLE-ON-

TYNE.

"Not to-day,
thanks ! I feel
i birsty and fagged
out, but I beg to
decline beer or
spirits. Do you wish to know whr .' I'll
lell you with pleasure. I lately ' Sent 9
stumps to XEWBALL & ilASOX, of

IS ottingham, for a sample bottle of

MAS0HS
eXtractofHERBS
-FOR MAKINCDCCD
N0N-INTOX1CATIHCDL L lY

and 1 found the result so permanently satis-
factory that I mean to act on the very sensi-
ble advice of the party who said. 'When you
have got a good thing, old b»v. stict'toit ! '

"

Hold '.;/ -('.' Clumtsisand/St tret. Bd. J:l,-p r-br.'U.
A Sixpenny bottle makes 8 gallons.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

ARMOURED.
Prices.

Diam.
J^-in. best quality

% „ extra stout

ys ,, best quality
s/z . . extra stout

best quality
extra stout

U

d.

... 36 3

... 43 7

... 45

... 52

... 52
.. 60 7

PLAIN.

Diam.
J4-in. cheap ...

% „ best quality

5-2 ,, extra stout

y\ , , best quality

Yx ,, extra stout
best quality
extra stout

Prices.
s. d.

19
21

21
28
33
33

% 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,

Steam, Fire, Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to

all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c , at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Engravings,

25. 6d. nett, per poet, 25. 10a\

JON-ES&--ATTWOODw w -••-',•' Stourbridge.

WALTERS & CO.'S
IMPROVED

LATH ROLLER BLINDS,
The most Effective

GREENHOUSE SHADING
yet Introduced, and the cheapest In the end.

Price on application.

Can be had in various widths up to 15 feet.

Sample piece sent on receipt of Is. 6d.

WALTERS & CO.,
ORCHID BA8KET MANUFACTUREUS,

BOURN HOUSE, LEYTONBTONE, LONDON, E.

mmmmiMhC^»' OFEVERY LtS
. DESCRIPTION

Charles Davy & O
' HOT WATER ENCINEEflS/ %M*NS FIELD, no"1

"15

[££
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Crompfon and FawrCea,
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,
HEATING ENGINEERS,
BOILER MAKERS.

Designers and Manufacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality. Lozvest Prices.

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free on application.

CROMPTON*FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6<i., and 5s. 64. ; also in air-tight bags,

i
cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10j. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, oash with
order. 0. BEESON. Bone Mills, St. Neotffl, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.
«- A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.C.S."

lUDSON'S MANUREST
HUDSONTJRE.—The King of Fertilisers.

Surprises all users. Recommended everywhere.
Try it upon anything.

Sample tins, 6d., post-free. (For trial).

HUDSON'S EQUALISED PERUVIAN
GUANO. — Guaranteed of equal strength and quality

throughout, and in a fine, dry, friable powder. Far
superior to any. Sample tins 6d.

t
post-free. In bags of

7 lb., 2s. id. ; 14 lb., 4s. ; 28 lb., 7s. id. ; 112 lb., 20s.

FOOD FOR LILIES.—All Lilies should be
fed -with this Manure when forming buds. Ensures

immense blooms; prevents disease. Large tins, ls.Ud.,

post-free ; and in bags, 7 lb., 3s.; 14 lb., 5l. ; 28 lb., 8s.

The Three Finest Manures Offered.

HUDSON'S FERTILISERS,
KlLBURN, LONDON, N.W. Correspondence invited.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — .T. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

HUGHES
VAPOUR ROLL
FU Ml GATOR

For ureeuhuuses. Cheap, safe, ana always effective for green-

fly, Thrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large establishments in

England.

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tine, 2s. 6d. Everyone should try them. Held under a

Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester,

Sold by ail Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST'
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINEEMM™—
la admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Qualityobtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Rag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jim,, F.R.H.S. , Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY Q. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists tree on Application.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,

BOATS, and CYLINDERS,
AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stoca Sizes.

•-. _ . . I laxlO, 18X12, 18X14, -JixU
1B-Or..,perl00tt„ 7». b*. 1 14x i2 t i0xl2. 18x16. 24X16
21-oz., ,, 10s - 0*

j 16x12, 16x14. 20X16, 24x18. *0,

3 J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring. 6/9 per square; Matching, 4/8; 2 X 4, at id. per

foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, PainU, *o.
Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopbqate street Within, Lojidow, E.G.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers,
NORWICH.

GARDEN REQUISITES in Great Variety.

No. 6. — Wrought- Iron
ABhes or Offal Barrow,

Qarden Barrow and Cinder
Sifter combined.

The top can be taken off,

making an excellent Leaf
and Garden Barrow. .

Cash Price,
Painted 30/-
Body galvanized, extra 6/-

If fitted with Registered Cinder Sifter, 4/6 extra.

No. 7.-Wrought-Iron
Barrow.

For A S H ES, no A LS,
STABLE, &c.

l*rr>Bm >
Cash Price ... 25/-

No. 87. The Hamburg Prize
Watering Machine,

With Powerful Garden Engine.
Cash Price, Carr. Paid.

To hold 36 gallons £5
If without pump £4

Suction pipe at 1/3 per ft.

If fitted with extra powerful
pump, two delivery hose jeta
and sprayers, for spraying fruit
trees, &c. ; also dashers, for
keeping the solution mixed
whilst in use, £"-.

Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE free.

Carriage Paid on all Orders above 40s. value to the principal

Railway Stations in England and Wales.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Material*, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROTAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
4^n*iort^(7enf.Mj.H.SK>XTON.Seedsman. 1fcc..2.HoUowayKd.,N'.

Might 4 ft. by 6 ft
o 8 ft. by 6 ft

3 „ 12 ft. by 6 ft

4 „ 16 ft. by 6 ft

5 „ 20 ft. by 6 ft

6 „ 24 ft. by 6 ft

£ t. d.

(2
3

4 2 6
5 5
6 7 6

J 10

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 10x14 I 20X14 1 20X16 ,24X16 >2X18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20x13 | 18X14 | 20X15 j 22X16 A)X1S 24x18
21-0Z. Foreign, of above sizee, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rd*

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 16-OZ- Foreign similar
current sires in 200 feet boxes.

English GlaflS. cut to buyer's hizeo at lowest prices, delivered
free and s>und in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, Ac.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS. OILS. BRUSHES, *c.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

OEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithneld, London, EC.

Stock Lists and Prices on application. Please quote Gard. Chron,
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HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IBON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
ESPALIERS and TREE GUARDS.

- *^&m

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &.Q. Personal Snrveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given aa to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Cataloiues Free by Pest.

GHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
Largest and best Stock of ROT-WATER

BOILERS, PIPES, VALVES, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SUNDRIES in the United
Kingdom. HEATING APPARATUS erected

by speoially-trained staff of skilled Engineers.

Estimates free. New Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of post-card. Contractors to

H.M. Government, &c, &c.

SOTJTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of Goods.

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF, DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

BQULTON * PAUL
MANUFACTURERS,

NORWICH
PUMPS. PUMPS. PUMPS.
No 1. No 3 No 4 No 6.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE PREB OH APPLICATION.

Established lSol.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURREVT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH-
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT. Manager.

Devon County Council.

THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION COM-
MITTEE are prepared to receive applications for the

post of INSTRUCTOR IN HORTICULTURE. The salary will

be £100 to £120, with travelling and reasonable hotel expenses.

Forms of Application and full particulars can be obtained
from the ORGANISING SECRETARY, 46, Queen Street,

Exeter, not later than August 10, 1895.

H. MICHELMORE, Clerk,

The Castle, Exeter, July IS. 1895.

PARTNER (Working), with £200 or £300,
wanted, in profitable Nursery and Market-gardeniDg

Busineos, on the South Coast.—X., Mr. A. HART, Amesbury
Villa, Poole, Dorset.

WANTED, immediately, PROPAGATOR,
and GROWER.—Clematis, Ivie3, Tea Roses, Hardy-

Climbers, Conifers, Soft-wooded Plants, &c, in quantity.
Ferns for Market Nursery. Active, sober, competent man.
Abstainer preferred.—State age, wages, and references, to
CONIFER, 41, Wellington Street, Strand.

WANTED, for a Provincial Town, a trust-
worthy MAN (single), as FERN RAISER and

GROWER; also well up in Clematis, Roses, Ivies, and general
Market Stuff ; Tomatos, Forcing Valley, &c. Permanent
situation.—State wages, references, &c., to B., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, FOREMAN, for the Glass
Department, well up in Fruit and Plants. Wages

21s. per week and bothy—Apply to W.DAVIES, The Gardens,
Impney Hall, Droitwich.

WANTED, a young MARRIED COUPLE,
without children Man as Gardener, and look after

Horse, Cow, Pigs, &c. Wife as Laundress and to assist in
House- wortr.—Aodress, stating wages required and particulars
of last service, The Woodlands, Welling, Kent.

WANTED, a young MAN, about 18, as Third
cf seven, to work Inside and Out. Must have some

experience, and be thoroughly interested in his work.—Apply,
with full particulars, to HEAD GARDENER, Butleigh Court,
Glastonbury, Somerset.

WANTED, a young MAN, for Market
Nursery, who will be required to go with the Horse

and Cart the Daily Round. State experience, reference, and
wages required.— J. TOWNEND, Esk Nurseries, Ruswarp,
Whitby.

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPP3 and SON will
REQUIRE a TRAVELLER shortly. Must be well

acquainted with all Outdoor Stuff and its value. Journey to
cover all England and Wales. Single preferred.—Apply, stating
age, copies of testimonials, terms, &c, to 49, High Street,
Tunbridge Wells.

HEWITT & CO. have a VACANCY for an
ASSISTANT in Seed and Bulb Department. Apply,

stating age, particulars of experience, and wages required, to
8, Worcester Street, Birmingham.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened ly the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER OABDENEBS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER A.VD CO., St Albans.

Gardeners, Fann-Balliffa. Foresters. &o.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS. Chesteb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardenera seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, 8tc.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34; married,
2 children; thoroughly experienced. Excellent cer-

tificates. Two and a half 3 ears Head last situation. For
three years Foreman at Keir, Perthshire, and in other large

establishments—OLIVER. W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

GARDENER~(HEAD),~~and to~ Take Charge
of an Estate where three or four men are employed

;

life experience in all branches, including Fruit. Flowers,

Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds, also Pasture Lano
;

highest testimonials from present and previous situations.

Age 29.—WM. WILLIAMS, The Gardens, Sulby Hall, near

Rugby. No circulars.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 47, ^married,
family grown up; thoroughly practical in all branches

and the Management of a Large Garden, Plantations, Plantio g,

and Road Making, &c. Twenty years in present situation.

Highest references.—H. PORTER, Studley Castle Gardens,
Studley, R.S.O.

GARDENER (Head), where help is given.

—

Thoroughly experienced. Wife excellent Laundress.
Two in family, ages 12 and 14.—B., 13, Trevor Road, South
Wimbledon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches, includiDg

Orchids. Highest testimonials. Leaviog through death of

employer.—J. SMITH, Heathfield, Saltweil Park, Gateshead-
upon-Tyne.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 30, married
;

sixteen years' practical experience in the Cultivation of

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables- Can be well recommended.
Total abstainer.—GARDENER, Bidborough. Tunbndge Wells.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Fourteen
years' experience, three and a half as Foreman in present

;

highest references. HEAD GARDENER, Canron HaD, Bams-
ley, Yorks, would be pleased to recommend R. Mason as above.

GARDENER (Bead Working); age 30.—
H. S. Bower, Esq , wishes to recommend F. J. Dukes ;

leaving through reduction. Practical experience in all

branches.—Gardens, Fontmell Parva, Blandford.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 32.—
Sir THOMAS Bazley wishes tu recommend W. Burley,

who has been with him five years ; thoroughly experienced in
all branches.—BURLEY, Hatherop, Fairford.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Middle
age ; small family. Good experience, and very indus-

trious; good character.—29, Jasmine Grove, Anerley.

p ARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
VJ age, married, no children ; life experience in all branches
of Gardening. Over seven years' good character. Further par-
ticulars will be given. Death of employer cause of leaving.

—

BINT, Compton Common, near Guiluford, Surrey,

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
married, two children, age 12 and 3 years; experienced

in Orchids and general routine of Gardening. Nine years'
good character. Leaving through a death.—E. WOBSFOLD,
Fisherton, Delamere, Wylye, Bath.

GARDENER (Read Working). — Middle
aged, married, no family ; thorough practical experience

for twenty years. Good references. — GARDENER, Mrs.
Dalby, Shrubbery Road, Streatham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family ; life experience in the routine of

work. Connected with well-kept establishments. Highest
references. Leaving through place being sold.—GARDENER,
77, High Street, High Barnet, Herts.

p ARDENER (Head Working).—Captain
V_X^ Philip Greek will be pleased to recommend his late
Gardener, who is a thorough good practical and hontst man.
Well up in the cultivation of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables.
Married, one child, age 13.—W. JOHNSTONE, 2, Acacia
Villas, Pernbury, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
youngest oE two children (girl^) 15; thoroughly ex-

periencej in all branches. Well recommended by present and
previous employers for three and a half and eeven years.
Abstainer. — WILLIAMS, Nynehead Court, Wellington,
Somerset.

GARDENER (Working).—Good praotioal
experience in all branches.— )&. W., 24, Bedrord Road,

Reading, Berks.

ARDENER (Working).—Age 31, married,
one child

;
good Vegetable Grower ; understands Laud ;

can ride and drive. Has been twelve years in last situation.

—

GROVES, Coberley, Cheltenham.

GARDENER, thorough all round, long and
varied experience in Gentlemen's Places and Nurseries,

desires employment. Single-handed not oojected to. Wife
can manage dairy or small laundry. State wages offered.

—

W., 3, Plantation Cottages, Hextable, Kent.

GARDENER; age 33.—A Lady strongly
recommends- her Gardener ; thoroughly experienced ia

all branches; -.ctive. intelligent; twenty-five years' prac-
tical experience. Five years' charade -. Good all-round man.
—S. M.. 4, Avenue Road, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

Gl ARDENEK.—Age 40, married
;
good all-

M round. Thoroughly understands Stove, Orchids, Vines,
Greenhouse, Early and Late Forcing, &c. Niae years' good
personal character from last place. Good previous references.

—G. J. NETHERBYRE3, Erunswick Road. Sutton, Surrey.

JOHN STANDIriH & CO., Royal Nurseries^
Ascot, can recommend a steady, competent, dependable

Man. age 28, as GARDENER in small establishment, or
Single-handed.—Apply to The MANAGER.

GARDENER (good Single - handed).—
Age 29, married, one child.—F. R., Id, Garden Cottage?,

East Street, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
where help is given.—Age 22, single ; nine years' expe-

riencer—A. RaYMKNT, The Moor, Melbourn, Cambs.

GARDENER (single - handed). — Thos.
Besdall, Gardener to Captain Fife, Langton Hall'

Northallerton, Yorks, wishes to Btrongly recommend a man,
age 23. who has been with him over two years. All particulars

will be given by the above.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 29, married, no family ; good experi-

ence
;

good references; abstainer. — MITCHELL, Kirfaby

Mallory, Hinckley, Leicestershire.
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GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 47,
married ; abstainer. Good experience. Twelve years

and six months* Rood character from last place.—A. D., 10,

Romsey Road, Winchester. Hants.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Married, no family j life abstainer.—W. A. GURD,

Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
— Age 24. single; eleven years' experience, Insirle and

Out. Excellent references.—S., 19, Lordship Road, Church
Street. Stohe Newiogton. N.

GARDENER (Second), age 20—Good ex-
perience Inside and Out.—J. P., Hulewcod, Wolsey

Road, Esher.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 27. single. Experienced Inside and Out.

Two years' good character.—H. T., Arborfield, Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Second).—Seven >ears' expe-
rience. Inside and Out. Good character.— J. WAKE,

Bedale, Yorks.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FIRST), Inside, or Inside and Out.—Over seven yeara

in present situation. Can be well recommended.—F. WOOD,
Two Dales, Matlock, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (Second). — J. Thompson,
Norton, Stoke-under-Ham, would be pleased to recom-

mend J. Pitman as above. Six years' experience Inside and
Out. Two years and a half in present place. Highest refer-

ences. Age 20.

GARDENER.—Situation wanted as Second,
or under good Foreman; three and a half years' good

character; age 2J.—M. LANGLEY, Springfield, Westbury-on-
Trym, Bristol.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 23, single
;

Kitchen and Flowar Harden. Slight experience under
Glass. Three years' good character. Abstainer. Disengaged.
— J. CLEARY, Maldeu Road, Worcester Park.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; seeks situa-
tion. Inside or Out. Good references.—B. DAY, Clapton,

near Portishead, Somerset.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18; seeks situa-
tion in a Gentleman's Garden. Five years' good cha-

racter.—E. SAVERY, Harlaston, Tamworth.

GARDENER (Under).—Young Man, age 25,
seeks situation as above. Experienced in all branches.

Good references.— ROBERT LAKING, Burneston, Bedale.

ARDENER (good Under); age 25, single.
—H. Bond, Head Gardener, MaDor House, Bathford,

Bath, would be pleased to recommend H. Slocombe, who has
been with him two years as above. Experienced Inside and Out.

GARDENER (Under).—Young man, age 21,
seeks situation as above, where two or more are kept

;

good character.—C. KING, 4, Reed's Buildings, Chalk Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22, seeks situa-
tion. Good Grower of Tomatos, Cucumbers, Melons,

&o. ; well up in Flower and Kitchen Garden. Three years*

good character from last employer. Bothy preferred.

—

VERNALL, Upper House, Badly "Wood, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Under). — Youth, age 18,
desires a place as above in a good .situation. Three

years' good character. — C. W., Station Master, Mansfield
Station, Notts.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; five years'
experience in Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds.

Two years' good personal character. Abstainer.—A. STRUD-
WICK, White Rose Lane, Woking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under). — Ago 23, single
;

experienced Inside and Out. Excellent references.
Thre^ years last situation. Eight years' experience.—W. P.,

Nepicar. Wrotham.

GARDENER wishes to plaoe his son (age 16),
under a Gardener, where he would get insight. Small

premium if required. Two years* experience. Very respect-
able und trustworthy.—G. J. NETHEKBYRES, Brunswick
Road. Sutton, Surrey.

TO GARDENERS, &c—Young Man, age 21,
seeks situation as GARDENER ("Under). Five years'

good character. Total abstainer.—JAMES REYNOLDS, West-
wood, near Guildford, Surrey.

i>C: WILL be given by Advertiser, age 29, single,
c^t-J to nny person getting bim asuitablesituationas GAR-
DENER. Good experience, testimonials, and recommendation
from last place.—H. F., 19, Wycliffe Road, Wimbledon.

GROOM, GARDENER. — Young man
(age 24) ; fuur years iu present situation. Used to

Floweraud Kitchen Garden. — W, G., 11, Newbold Place,
Leamington.

JOHN SMITH.—Many years Foreman to Mr.
John Fraser, The Nurseries. Leyton and South Woodford,

Essex, and six years with Messrs. W. Barron & Son, Elvaston
Nurseries, Borrowa>h. Now offers his services, having a
thorough practical knowledge of Nursery Work in all its re-
quirements as GENERAL MANAGER, including/Valuer or Tra-
veller. Well known to the Trade. Could undertake Laying-
out or Furnishing to any extent.—Address, 2, Belle Vue Cot-
tages, Borrowaah, near Derby.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Firms ; tho-

rough knowledge of the trade; good grower.—J. WINSER,
5, St. John's Road, Clifton, Bristol.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER.—Age 35.
Situation wanted. Well-up ia all Departments of

Nursery and Seed Trade. References from leading Firm.—
D.,0., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO MARKET GROWERS.—GROWER, nine
years' experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos. and

General PotStuff. Age 21.— B. MfLLER. Blackwater, Hants.

ROSE-GROWER. — Age 28; well up in
Budding and Grafting, and producing Bloom for Market.

Ten years' experience; good references.—A. W., 5, Belle Vue
Terrace, Longlands, Sidcup.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 28;
twelve years' Nursery experience ; Soft-wooded and

Stove Stuff; Ferns. Palms, Cut Flowers. Forcing, &c;
Wreaths, Bouquets, Decorations.—A., 31, Cedar Street, Derby.

PROPAGATOR or GROWER of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.—Eight years' experience. Six years

with Dioksons, Ltd., Chester, and other large Nurseries.

—

WILLIAM COOPER, 11, Home Villas, Swanley Junction,

Kent.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
a young man (age 26) as GROWER of Palms, Ficus,

Ferns, aud Soft-wooded Stuff for Market. Good reference.

—

J. OGRAM. 8. Gratton Terrace, Cricklewood.

TO NURSERYMEN. — First-class FRUIT
and ROSE BUDDER. Five years* experience. G. Paul

& Son. Piecework if required.— F. SANDERS, 3, Cadmore
Lane, Cheshuut, Herts.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and GROWER.
—Age 31, married; life experience. Well up in Grow-

ing Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations, Roses, and all Soft-

wooded Plants. Good character.—JOHNSON, 5, Oxford Ter-

race, Cranworth Road, Worthing, Sussex.

FOREMAN GROWER.— Thorough know-
ledge of all branches, but prefers situation where Cut

Flowers are the chief thing. Life experience.—EUCHARI3,
41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man (age 30)

;

seventeen years' experience in London and provincial

places, seeks situation as FOREMAN in West of England, near
Bristol preferred. Seven years Foreman in last situation.

Good Propagitor and Grower of Soft-wooded Stuff, also

Tomatos and Cucumbers. Excellent character, and abstainer.

—WILLIAMS, W. Broughton," Nurseryman, Maidenhead.

FOREMAN.—Age 28, single ; fourteen years'

thorough practical experience in Plant and Fruit-houses.

Will be highly recommended for ability and trustworthiness.

Three years' foreman in last situation. Abstainer. Disengaged.

—R. LLOYD, Church Preen, Shrewsbury.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 28 ; twelve years*
experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Twice pre-

viously as Foreman. Good references.—G. WHITE, Gatehouse,
Westwell. Ashford, Kent.

FOREMAN in a Market or good General Nur-
Eery.—Age 26 ; twelve years' experience in all branches

;

well acquainted with Fruit, Hardy Flowers, Stove and Green-

house Plants. Good references.—H. PLUMMER, Curdridge,

Botley. ____

FOREMAN (General, or Inside), in a large
establishment.—Age 29 ; highest possible references from

last two places as Foreman. House and Table Decorations.

—

G. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts. ___
FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; Life experience

with Plants, Fruit, and Decorations. Well recommended
—WHEELER, Blackmere End.Welwyn, Herts.

J~
OURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 25;
over five years' experience; abstainer; last two yeara

under Mr. Gibson, gardener to Lord Cowley, Draycot Gardens,
Chippenham. Wilts, who will be pleased to answer any
enquiries.— F. ATKIN, Bardney, Lincoln.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 22; well reoommended.
—L. GRIFFITHS, The Gardens, Middlethorpe Manor

York. ___
JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses.—

Age :3; seven years* experience; can be well recom-
menderl.—W. C, Mulvern Common, Great Malvern, Worces-
tershire.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. —Age 21; has a
thorough knowledge of Orchids, as well as planis; good

references—T. CRAWFORD, The Cottuge, Barrow, Bury St.

Edmunds, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; six years
experience; three years' reference as above; bothy pre-

ferred.—J. WILLIAMS. 'ArdiDgton, Wantage, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, age 21.—Trade or
private. Six years' experience. Good reference from

present place, with two years previous from Croome Court.
—C. KENNETT, Kelham Gardens, Newark, Notts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 23; good reference. Nine years' experience.

—

K. GOULD, 60, Byron Street, West Brighton.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Inside and Out —
Age 21 ; two years and b half in but place. Good

references. - H. LYON, Spring House, Osgodby, Scarborougn.

To Nurserymen.
JOURNEYMAN (Inside) —Age 23 ; experi-

enced in general Greenhouse routine. Good reference.

—

C. STEER, 12. South Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, in good Establish-
menf,—Age iiO ; five yeara' experience. Good reference*.

—W. ATKEY, 40. Teicott FtOid, CheUea.

JOURNEYMAN (First, Inside, in good estab-
liihmeot).—Age 24 ; eight >eara" experience in two good

places. First-claso testimonials.—C. IRVINE, Holmwood
Gardens. Henley-on-Thames

JOURNEYMAN (age 20) desires situation.
Premium given. Bothy preferr-d. Three years in

Noblemun's Gardens—B. C. HOOPER. Bill, Berkeley Hestb.

IMPROVER, age 21, seeks situation as GAR-
DENER (Under,).—Inside and Out; two years and three

months' experience.—B. H., Mrs. G. Keynes, Burton, Christ-
church, Hants.

IMPROVER.—Young Man (age 21) seeks
situation as above in Private Garden, Ioside and Out.

Good references.—C, 206. Kilburn Park Boad, N.W.

IMPROVER. — Age 20 ; requires situation
Inside or Out. Four years' experience; good character

abstainer.—T. BALDWIN Newton Park, Burton-onTrent.

IMPROVER, Inside or Out. — Age 19 ; four
and a half years' experience. Last sixteen monihs in

houses. Good character. Total abstainer. — ERNEST
HITCHCOCK, La lock, Grampouod Road. Cornwall.

TMPROVER.—Youth, age 16, has been over
X. two years in Market Nursery and Florist's. Abstainer.
State wages.—A. MkLHUISH, Elm Road, Green Street Green,
Kent.

IMPROVER, in Nursery or Gentleman's
Establishment, Inside; bothy.—Age 18; two and a half

years at Botanic Gardens, Oxford. Highest references. Cer-
tificate in Elementary Botany.—BAYZAND, Botanic Gardens,
Oxford.

TO NURSERYMEN.—IMPROVER i"n~a
large Nursery. Four years' experience in Budding and

Grafting, Training, Layering, &c.—H. P., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand. "W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS—Young
man Beeks a situation under a Foreman. Well used to

Pot Stuff, also Grapes, Peaches, and Tomatos. Please state
wages. Good references from previous and present employers.
—A. B., 12, Murray Terrace, High Road, Whetsrone, N.

MAN, age 22, seeks situation to look after
Cows and help in Garden ; three years' good reference.—H. WOODS, Spring Coner. Hillioedon, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

GENTLEMAN wishes to place his sou (23)
with a first-class Firm, in order to acquire practical

knowledge of Horticulture iu all its branches, with a view to
his adopting it as a profession.—Apply, by letter, to VINE,
Mr. C. A. G. Browne, 145, Fleet Street, B.C.

TO GARDENERS.—A Youth, age 18, wishes
to APPRENTICE himself in Gentleman s large Gardens

;
bothy preferred; state Premium.—L. BALDWIN. Eastnor',
Ledbury, Herefordshire.

TRAVELLER.— Wanted to represent a good
Nursery Firm, West and Midlands preferred. Of good

address, and thoroughly understands the trade. WouM not
object to commission only.—M, B., 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

COLOMBIAN ORCHIDS ! Odontogram
\J crispum, purest Pacho type, a specialty ! EXPE-
RIENCED COLLECTOR is open to engage with a well estab-
lished firm and commence work without delay. Small salary
only. Write (English. German, French, or S^anifrh) to
CARLOS H. WALTER, Botanico, HONDA, Republic
Colombia, S America.

GARDEN BOY, in~ Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 16 ; strong, and willing. Good chara. ter. Bothy

preferred.—W. PKKCY, 3, Osborne Terrace, Albion Grove,
Dewisham, S.K.

TOlNURSERYMEN.—A Young Man, age 23,
requires situation in Nursery, seven years' experience in

Roses and Soft-wooded Stuff. Good references.—A. L., 2,
Edith Cottages, LongUnds, Sidcup. Kent.

SHOPMAN.—Twelve years' experience in theO Nursery, Seed, and Cut Flower Trade. Good references.
—T. R., IS. Stanpit. Christchurch, Haute.

O FLORISTS, &c—; itaation wanted by a
young Lady in the Florist's aud Fruit Business; good

experience.—BILLIMORE, Cavershum. Reauiog.

ALL IS NOT GOLD THAT GLITTERS
may be said about many brilliant prospectuses teat are

frequently issued to financier*; they often herald the forma-
tion of companies which go up like the proverbial rocket and
comedown like a stick. H"LLOW*i'S HILLS ami OINT-
MfcCNT, unlike such fhafey ventures are the soundest invest-
ments iu which people suffering from dite.i>e can entrust their
money. They have the reputation of over half a century, and
every day they return substantial dividends in the form of
good health. No disease has yet disputed their influence when
a fair trial has been given. They cure dysentery, diarrhusa,
weakness, Bnd liver and kidney diseases, whilst for skin
diseased they have no equal Sold by all chemists, JCc.
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BY SPECIAL APPOLNTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRLNCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

T T /"\ ^y rp T f* T T T HP T TO A T O T T T T T\ T TVT /^O of every description erected, either in WoodnUal IvUul OAnLl £>KJ 1 LuLJ k L\\J& or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

Imperishable Teak - Wood Houses a Specialty.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOOD BUILDINGS.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS BEING EXECUTED BY US AT PRESENT ARE THE FOLLOWING:—
For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Eose House, &c, at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES—Range of Fruit Houses, 300 feet long, at Sandringham.

„ LORD IYEAGH—Extensive Ranges of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at

Range of Vineries in Teak-wood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent. [Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite and Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teakwood, at Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh..

Range of Hothouses, in Teakwood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.
,

HEATING l!M ALL ITS ©RANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial oommnnioationg should beladdreued to the ".Editor ; "^Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Puoasber," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Joreut liardeu, Loudon, W.O.
.i^PrlnUd (or thljProprietOTlibyiMeeiM. BBASBtrBT,lA.aRW, *,Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars, City ot London, in the County at Middlesex, and published b»
ASTiri 9*0191 Hutu, at the OflUe, 41, Wellington Strut, Pariah of St. Pinl'i, Cerent Ouden, in the said Oonnty.—Sattbdat, July 97, 189S. Agent (or Manchester—Johjc HlTWOOD,
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent 071 the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

THE GARDEN.—All who desire the greatest
amount of success and pleasure, certainly should, during

the season, have a d*y at CANNELL'S (confirmative of this,

see the last issue of the Gentleman's Journal). At no other
Horticultural Establishment cm the like number of Novelties,

practical working, and interesting objects be seen, and bo

easily attained, as at Swanley and Eynsford. We cordially
invite all to Come and See.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s.; post free, bs. 64.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

VON SION DAFFODILS.—

A

true stock, in lots of 10,000, for cosh, at
7s. 6d. per 1000. All large Snowdrop size, for planting.
Samples Rent for six stamps.

HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

250,000

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of
excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, says:—"Your Flower of
Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
lost July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality is all

that could be desired. Price of Eeed, Is. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON and SONS, TBE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING.

To the Trade.

COOPER, TABER and CO., Limited, have
posted their WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE to

all their Customers, if not received, another copy will be
sent on application.— 90, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.—Strong
plants, in 6Vn, 20i. per 100. Strong-rooted Cuttings,

10s. per 100. Cash with order.
D. ANDERSON. Teddington Nursery, S.W.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 55.

R and G. CUTHBEKT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1707.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS, and Late May-
flowering Self-coloured SINGLE TULIPS. — A rare

collection from HARTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork, Ireland.
Write for Prices and Catalogue for 18s>5. Delivery from
August to November.

Cabbage.WH E E L E R'S IMPERIAL
— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbage known, having

stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, 6d., 1*.. and 2s. each, pOat-Eree.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELER, F.R.H.S., Seed tirower,
WarmioBter, Wilts.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham. Surrey.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, bbalthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL AND SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun , Long Market, Covent
Garden, W.C., ia open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 /o Commission. Bankers references.

Carnations 1 Carnations !

!

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.K.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn 1895, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. AH the New and Certificated Varieties

now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside. Greut Bookham, Surrey.

J TAYLOR, Fruit Salesman, Stanwix
• and New Market, Carlisle.

TOMATOS in demand. Cosh prompt.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS. Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

WANTED, a few ERICAS ; well furnished
plants, coming into flower, at about 3*. 6d, each.

Send names and height.—A. B.C., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

H

MRS. WILLS BEGS to THANK the MANY
KIND FRIENDS for their LETTERS of CONDOLBNCE

which she has received in reference to her husband, the late

Mr. JOHN WILLS. aDd takes this opportunity of expreseirg
her SINCERE THANK3 for their SYMPATHY, as the
number is bo great, she begs that this notice may be accepted
in lieu of acknowledgment by post.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. — Strong
plants, in 60's, 25s. per 100. free on rail for cash with

order.- G. BENNETT. Florist, Hanwell.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.— .Noble, Latest of
*J All, Jubilee, is. per 100, carriage paid, cash with order.

W. CAVILL, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P. McARTHTJB, The LondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beantiful Autumn-
flowerinjr Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow SaffroDe),
Cyclamen, Scilliis, Snowflakes, &c.

BABB'S SEEDS for present sowing. Catalogue on application.
BARB'3 DAFFODILS and SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,

Catalogues ready in August.
BABB ANl» SON, 12, King street, Covent Garden, London.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, Sec.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. B. SILBEKBiD AMD SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

•\7IOLA CUTTINGS.—We are now suppling
V excellent Cuttings from our unrivalled collection of

Named Varieties, at the following very moJerafce rates. The
cuttings will root readily in a cola frame, and make fine plants
for October or Spriog planting :— 1000 Cuttings in 10i> very fine
varieties, for bedding or exhiDiton purposes, £2 10s. ; 5U0 Cut-
tings, 50 varieties. £l 10s. ; 100 Cuttii gs, 2d varieties, 6s. $d.

;

50 Cuttings, 2h varieties, is. ; 25 Cutting*, 12 varieties, J*. 6d.
All carriage free. Each variety separately named.

DOUBLE &. CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.'

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48 s, Id best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100, 50*. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100 ; Araliaa, 10k.
100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevil.eas. Geraniums, in 4S'a, 6*. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Ccckscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropceolums, in bloum, in 48's, 8*. doz. ; Picas, rNrims,
Dracaenas, Ciotonp, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 12s. doz. Lists
free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

Petroleum l Petroleum ! I Petroleum ! [ I

BRILLIANT ILLUAIINANT.
In casks, carriage paid, 8d. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

E E S O N ' S M A N U R E,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sh effield.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1869
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and oiner

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winterdressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. Is., 8c, and 10s 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6<J. and 1*.. from the Trade

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). I.on. Ion.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wald, H.M.

Government. A.lmualty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc..
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

,{ .this Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'eRoed, Chelsee.S.W

B

1895
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SALES by AUCTION.
ATJDENSHAW, NEAR MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHLDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESEBVE, BY ORDEE OF

W. E. LEE, Esq.,

Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of
having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day.
The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a mo=t healthy condition.

Among the principal plants, the following may be specially
mentioned

—

Cattleya Mendeli, extra fine ypripedium South-
„ Trianee, extra fine gatense

,, Skinneri alba 15 Dendrobium splendidissi-

2 „ Hardyana mum Leeanum
2 ,, wagoen 4 ,, Wardianum album,

., Trianse, Backhouseana F.C.C.
t pe 4- „ Phdeenopsis Schroderee,

2 „ „ W. B. Lee Lee's var., A.M.
,, labiata alba « „ Illustre, A.M.
„ ,, Lee's variety 5 ,, Falconer! giganteum
,, Speciosissima San- 4 ,, Venus

deriana, F. C. C, rare ,, nobile Sanderianum
9 ,, Beineckiana 5 ,, Owenianum
2 ,, Gaskelliana alba „ Leeanum, F.C.C.
2 ,, Choeoensis alba ,, Wardianum candidum

„ Trianee alba 2 „ nobile. Hardy's variety

,, Exoniensia 2 ,, ,, Ballianum
, Massaiana 2 ,, rubens

3 Coelogyne cristata alba ,, stratiotes

2 Cjpnpedium Leeanum su- „ Goldei
perbum 5 ,, nobile nobilius

3 ,, G. D. Owen ,, Phaleenopsis Schroderee
2 ,, Schroderee superba alba

,, Charles Bichman „ Edithee
2 ,, Statterianum ft ,, Huttonii superbum

,, Antigone 2 ,, Desdemona
b ,. Arthurianum 2 „ Juno

, Lathomi&num
, , atro-violaceum

3 ,, grande 9 ,, nobile Cooksonii
4 ,, wendlianum , Muirhini&num

,, Morganiee Burfordense , Euosmum leucopterum
2 ,, vexillarium superbum , Bolfei

,, Winifred Hollington, 2 , Schneiderlanum
F.C.C. 2 ,, nobile giganteum, Lee's

2 „ insigne, Sanderee type var.

4 „ argua Moensi 2 , cheltenhamense
,, non plus ultra , Aspasia

2 ,, Weidlichianum 2 , nobile Amesiee
2 ,, Morganiee , Cassiope
3 „ Hardyanum 2 , nobile Backhouseanum
2 ,, Niobe , crassinode album
2 ,, cenanthum su perbum

, Statterianum
2 „ Schroderee , nubile albnm

,, Leo , splendidissimum grandi-
2 ,, Aylingii florum
2 ,, Leeanum giganteum Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite,
3 ,, Calypso varieties received 1st prize,
2 „ Masreelianum Manchester, 1895, for

,, Patersonii the best hybrid
,, Cdhuzac 3 , Euterpe
,, Laucheanum 3 , Arnoldiana
,, Barteli , Phoebe
,, Eyermannianum 12 , seedlings unfiowered

2 ,, Youngianum 2 Leelia elegans Turner!
,, Alice , amanda
,, grande atratum , autumnalis alba
,, Owenianum . anceps Daw :onii

„ Maljanum , Gouldiana
,, Burbery-iiium superbum 2

,
grandes tenebrosa

2 ,, At-hbu'-tonii expansum , Tresaideriana

,, Go 1?- thinum
, anceps Williamaii

,, Mary Lee 2 Lycaste Skinneri alba

200 ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRJE -nearly the whole
have been bought in flower, and only the very best selected;
Odontoglossum crispum Mauaiana, O. Wilckeanum.
Phaius Oweniana I Pachystoma Thomsoniana,

2 Phaius Cooksonii rare
Phaleenopsis casta

| Vanda Sanderana

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts. FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenbonses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames. Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Boiler,
Thamtophooe. and other Sundries.
May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas Billington, the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-
chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

New Yellow Cypripediuni.
YELLOW FOBM of CYPBIPEDIUM HARRISIANUM IN

FLOWER (believed to be unique), also the beautiful
CATTLEYA PATROCINI (R. A. Rolfe) in flower.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
have the pleasure of offering the above rarities by

.AUCTION" at their Central Auction Booms. 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, on FRIDAY NEXT, August 9, at 2 o'clock to the minute.

MONDAYS, August 19 & 26.

THURSDAYS „ 22 & 29.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on

MONDAY, August 19 I MOSDAY, August 26
THURSDAY, August 22 | THURSDAY, August 29

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, together
with white ROMAN HYACINTHS and paper-white NAR-
CISSUS received direct for Unreserved Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-

tending purchasers on their permanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of catalogues for these Sales.
Auction Booms and Offices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C

Friday Nest.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions- from Mibsts. F. Sander & Co.,

St Albans, to SELL by AUCTION at their Central Auction
Booms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C. on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 9, at half-past lio'Ciocfc, a-great variety of :— -

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
including a Consignment of ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM
(the true Pacho type), Phaius assamicus, Cattleya citrina, in
fine condition ; Oncidium Bussellianum, ODcidium incurvum,
a grand cool-house species; Cypripedium Rotnschildianum,
Odontoglossum citrosmum, Oncidium Pelicanum. O. ceasum, 0.
tigrinum (scented). O. uoguiculatum, Epidendrum vitellinum,
LYCASTE SRINNERI; INDIAN CROCUSES ; the Hornless
Stanhopea; Cymbidium eburnenm, the ivory-white, winter-
fi iwering, scented Cymbidium ; aDENDBOBIUM S PECIES ; an
AERIDRS, or SACCOHBIUM SPECIES, very distinct, and
probably new; CYPBIPEDIUM DAYANUM, Chysis aurea,
Cypripedium exul. C. niveum, &c. Also, a number of DEN-
DR'iBinMS, including D. hedyos-mum, D. densifiorum, D. Far-
meni, D. cLavatum, D. Jenkinsii, D. cucullatum, &c ; also

Epidendrum Parkinsoniannm, and the attractive EPIDEN-
DRUM CANDOLLEI, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Fram field, near Uckneld, Sussex.

AXMOST WITHOUT RESERVE.
IMPORTANT to MABKET GARDENERS, FBTJTT, CUT

FLOWER, TOMATO, EABLY VEGETABLE, SALAD,
and MUSHBOOM GROWEBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to offer for SALE BY TENDEB, in TWO

LOTS, the following FREEHOLD PROPERTY:—
Lot 1.—The FRAMFIELD NURSERY, rich Meadow. &c.,

14a. lr. 13p. ; nine newly-built Greenhouses, about 74,000
superficial feet, heated by ab->ut 10,000 feet of Piping, and
Boilers; fitted with Tanks, &c. ; with the valuable Vines,
two Cottag -a, and numerous other Outbuildings.

LOT 2.—The FREEHOLD BUILDING ESTATE, divided
from Lot 1 by public footpath, and embracing an area of

12a. 2r. 3p., having 1500 feet of building frontage to existing
roads.

Tenders will be received at theoffices of Messrs. PROTHEROE
and MORRIS, Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,
E.C, up till 12 o'clock Noon, on Thursday, August 8, 1895.

Copies of particulars and Forms of Tender may be had of

Messrs. VINCENT and VINCENT. Solicitors. 20, Budge Bow,
Cannon Street, London, E.C, and of the Auctioneers above.

POULTRY AND BEE FARMS,
ORCHARDS and NURSERIES.

THE REMAINING TEN FREEHOLD LOTS
of the HIGH STREET FABM are FOB SALE by Private

Contract, viz. :

—

FIVE LOTS of about J acre each, from £10 to £50.

THREE LOTS of about 2J acres, at £120 to £\25.

Also a beautiful SITE for a HOUSR, 4a. Or. 30p. of OLD
TUBE LAND, with COTTAGE, BARN, TIMBEK, TREES,
&c, £450.

All the lots are within a mile of the Market Town and
Midland Station of Hemel Hempstead, and tome within J mile.

Situation about 400 feet above sea level, and a good service of

Water will very shor'ly be laid in the adjoining roads.

Apply to N. W. ROBINSON, Land Ageut, Hemel Hempstead.

NURSERY FOR SALE, Freehold; eight
Greenhouses and Stock, well heated Apply to—
72. Asplin Boad. Landowne Road, Totteuham.

NURSERY FOR SALE in one of the best
Suburbs of London, comprising 600 feet run of houses

besides pita, all in good order and well stocked. 80 years' lease

at £lb 10*. ground rent per annum; good business attached,
with plenty of Jobbing. Price as it stands, £760.

M. P., 41, "Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

T~~O FLORISTS, SEEDSMEN,
FRrJTTEBEB9, &c,—A certainty ; failure impossible.

The position in Central Market, Wolverhampton, lock-up
Shop, a small Nursery about an acre, stocked, aho three
Houses, heated, not 1 mile from business; splendid home.
Bent for both places about £1 per week. Further particulars

of WILLIAM KNIGHT, Seed and Flower Merchant, Central
Market, Wolverhampton . A little o?er£l00; could be arranged.

To Gardeners and Others.

FOR SALE, a Six - roomed FREEHOLD
DWELLING-HOUSE, and Six Span-roof GLASS-

HOUSES. All been erected within five years; splendidly
situated, 10 minutes' walk from the G. E. Bailway Station;
45 from London. Used as a Florist's and Fruit-growing. A
splendid chance for new beginner.

Particu ars apply by letter, J. O'CALLAGHAN, Saalfield,
Alexandra Park Road, Wool Green, London, N.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing bUBin9ss.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREESOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites
for residences,—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office. Hampton-on-Thames.

FLORISTS and FRUITERERS' for Disposal.
Doing good Family Trade, at best prices. Of five years'

standing ; well fitted Shop and Out-door Connection.
Apply on the premises, to G. TAPLIN, High Street,

Wanstead, E. " No Agents.

FLORISTS' High-class BUSINESS for Im-
mediate DISPOSAL. Prominent Corner, Main Thorough-

fare, best part of large fashionable town. Noble modern Shop
with attractive double front; superior House with private
entrance and every convenience. Low rent. Ingoing only about
JEiOO. — Apply personally, Messrs. WICKENDEN, iO, High
Street. Tunbridne Wells.

FOR SALE, First>class FLORIST, SEED,
BULB, and PLA2JT BUSINESS.. JOBBING, &c. Same

hands nine years ; Lease, twenty-one. Apply by letter

—

W.. Mr. Hueon. 17. Albion Street, Hyde Park, W.

Jjrakelowe Gardens.

TO BE SOLD, a comparatively NEWGREEN-
HOUSE. 42 feet long by 16 feet wide, with Staging,

Piping, and Quarry floor.—Apply,
JOHN GEKMAN AND SON, Land Agents, Ashby-de-la-

Zouch.

TO BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. First-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKXTT,
45. Plumstead Road, Plumstead.

TO LET, COTTAGE, with Ground proved
highly suitable for Market Gardening- Lease unlimited.

Under hour from Glasgow. Btilway rates cheap. Early
climate.—ALEXANDER, Cornton Vale, Bridge of Allan.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession,
8 miles from Covent Garden, a good NUKSERY, con-

sisting of 28 Houses, and a number of Frames, ail heated
with not-water.—For further particulars apply to F. E. M.,
Pevensey House, Windmill Boad, Brentford, Middlesex.

: Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

\,fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS"
1»-L HOBTICULTUBAX BEGISTEB contains full parti-
culars of the above, and can be obtained, gTatis, at

67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

SMITH & CO., Salesman,
COVENT GARDEN and SPITALFIELDS MARKETS,

LONDON.

ANY ACCOUNTS DUE to or OWING by
the atove ]ate Firm should be sent in, without delay, to

Messrs. BONNES, THOMPSON, BURNIE axd CO., Solicitors,

165, Fencburch Street, London. Any proper debts will be
liquidated in due course. No further notice will be given.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL of RURAL
ECONOMY.—SE9SION 18«5-96\

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT appointed by the University
Court, the Highland and Agricultural Society, the Town
Council of Eainburgh, and Contributing County Councils.
Chairman—The Right Hon. J. P. B. Robertson, Lord Justice-
General.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY

and EVENING CLASSES for FARMERS. GARDENERS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Rural Economy.
The SESSION begins in uotobeb and ends in Mahch.

Fees Specially Moderate.
Copies of the Syllbbus may be had from The Secretary

of the University Court, Edinburgh.

TURF.—Nearly 3 Acres of rich old Turf for
Sale—the whole or part Apply to EBWAfiD COLLINS,

10, Cumberland Park, Willesden Junction. N.W.

Cntbbert's Bulbs for Early Forcing.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, FKEES1AS,
TULIPS, NaBCISSUS, &c. Descriptive Priced Cata-

logue now ready. Free on application.

R. asd G. CUTHBfiBT, Bulb Importers and Growers,
Southgate, N.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1C0 cows,
from which I obtain a largequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the beBt obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.

Special Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trad**.

HANGER HILL. EALING.
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The limit

atookof Orchidsin ,,he World.—30 minutes from St. PanoraB.

MESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
Tiflis. Caucasus, Russia.

PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 22 Rble.

LILIUM COLCHICUM (Scovita) per 1U0 roots 60 Rble.,

10 for 5} Rble.
IRIS RETICULATA per 100 root--, 18 Rble., 10 for 2 Rble.
FRITILLARIA TUl.IPIPOLI*. ,, 28 Rble., 10 for ,1 Rble.
P/K'INIA CORALLINA ,, 200 Rble., 10 for 26 Rble.
Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and

Seeds gratis and poBt-free-

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The beat Fertiliner for all purpOBea.

Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

t cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt , 10f. Full ^ireotioua for ubo sent with each
tin and bug* 1 cwt. and above aeut carriage paid, cash with
order. O. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neot/fl, Hunts.

" 13, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am uble to eay that It is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Treea.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.O.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 11, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.H.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent witn. orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

OLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and b-estoi ail lliBeouuldes

for K lling Vermin on Plants, Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

A Pamphlet on its use. with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints, Is. «d ; Pints, 2s. 6a. j Quarts. 4s. 6d. ; Half-

gallons, 7s. Bd. ; Gallons, 12s. Pd. ; Five Gallon Drums, 10s. 6d.

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,
Victoria Street, Manchester. Mold by all Seedsmen,

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—

WALKER and CO., Farnborough, Hants.

EPPS'S *"+ PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCBID PEAT, in

good condition; alt-o for Stove, Greenhouse, aua Haul wood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &o., in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tba.de.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50s.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. id. per sack ; 6 saoks,

25s. ; hacks, id. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack ; 5 saoks, 22s. ; saoks,

id. eaoh.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel; 16s. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-buahel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Its per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6d. per saok.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *c. Write for Prioe LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.O.

RICHARDSON'S

^^HORTICULTURAL
\!^>\ BUILDINGS,

Many ^sss^<rt j*n^ Conservatories, Greenhou
Prize Medals.

Awarded the only ^NsnT^ O
Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at th>

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

Vineries, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &c. Also
Boilers, Pipes,

<3/^n. and all^"**0~\ Fittings.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock /> T AQQ
always on Hand . UfJjAOOi

Special quotations for quantities.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

EXHIBITIONS.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HICH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
Largest and best Stock of HOT-WATER

BOILERS, PIPES, VALVES, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SUNDRIES in the United

Kingdom. HEATING APPARATUS erected

by speoially-trained staff of skilled Engineers.

Estimates free. New Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of post-oard. Contractors to

H.M. Government, &c, &o.

SOTJTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 6u-feet length* (including Fitting.).

Diam
X-i".

h
h

ARMOURED.
Prices.

s. d.

best quality ... 36 3

extra stout ... 43 7

best quality ... 45
extra stout ... 52
best quality ... 52
extra stout ... 60 7

PLAIN.
Prices.

Diam. 3. d.

ii-ia. cheap 19 3
<4 ,, best quality ... 21 6

y. ,, extra stout ... 27 5
'

„ ,, best quality ... 28

*B it
extra stout ... 33

\X „ best quality ... 33

){ „ extra stout ... 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched ou receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery.

Steam, Fire. Suotion, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to

all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &e . at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,

lOd. per square yard. Catalogues poet-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
(Affiliated to the Royal Horticultural Society).

The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on Auguat It
and 16. £300 in Prizes. Specials, Cups, and Me>1ols.

Entries close August 7. H. GILLETT, Secretary.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS, F8UIT, VEGE-
TABLES. HONEY, and POULTRY, will be held In the
Grounds of [Tea Place, on THURSDAY. August 15. Entries
close August 8. CHAg A VARDY> Hon . s ..„.

OOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
At of Manchester.

THE GREAT LILY SHOW.
The First Special Exhibition of tips glorious flower ever

held in this country. Thousands of pots of tlowerscootriboteil
by i.om of the most eminent growers in the country.

GRAND SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF GRAPE8.
It is expected that this great display will, in a sense, be

unique in the annals of Horticultural demonstiations.
Open on THURSDAY the 22nd inst., at 12 at Noon, and

remain open till SATURDAY EVENING the 24th.
Gardeners from any part of the country can purchase

admiasion tickets at 6d. each, by applying to the undersigned
on or before the 19th inst.

Botanical Gardens, Manchester.
BRUCE FTNDLAY.

BBrighton and Sussex horticultu-
RAL SOCIETY.

SUMMER SHOW.
£200 in Prizes, and Two Silver Challenge Cups.

Last Day of Entry, August 22.

Schedules and particulars of

—

THE SECRETARY, 56, Queen's Road, Brighton.

KNARESBOROUGH FLORAL and HOR-
TICOLTURAL SHOW.—FRIDAY. Auguat 23.

Schedules ready. F. SCOTT, Secretary.
Entries olose August 17.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER SHOW.
AUGUST 15th.

£200 IN PRIZES.

Sohedules from the HON. SECS.,
24, West Street, Weston-Super-Mare.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams it " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES for ADVERTISING

HEAD LINE CBAEOED AS TWO.

4 Lines . £0 3 15 Lines , , £0 8 6
6 3 6 16 . 9

6 4 17 . 9 6
7 4 6 18 10
8 5 19 10 6
9 5 6 20 . 11

10 6 21 11 6
11 6 6 22 12

12 7 23 . 12 6
13 7 6 24 . IS
14

ii • . 8 25 ii . 13 6

AND SIXPENOK POB EVERT ADDITIONAL LINK.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20f

.

Ii set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page, £8; Half Page, £4 lOf.S Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6(7. for every additional line [about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

All Advertisements, should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements
41, Wellington Strkbt, Stband, W.C.
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"KENT, THE CABDEH OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants -will be grand, both for Forcing, In
little pots, and as Runners.

Sexd Orders akd Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

15 or,.
, per 100

21-oz.
do ft.. ls.Ba.$\l™-\

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

,18X12,18X14, 24X14
,20X12,18X16,24X16
, 16 X 14, 20 X 16, 24 X 18, Ac,

1| X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2x4, at Jd. per
'foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Ac.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72. BI8HOP8GATW STREKT WITHIN. LONDON, K.O.

WALTERS & CO.'S
IMPROVED

LATH ROLLER BLINDS,
The most Effective

GREENHOUSE SHADING
yet Introduced, and the cheapest In the end.

Price en application.

Can be had in various widths up to 15 feet.

Sample piece sent on receipt of Is. Qd.

WALTERS & CO.,
ORCHID BA8KET MANUFACTURERS,

BOURN HOUSE, LEYTONSTONE. LONDON, E.

Charleys Daw & C
4- HOTcWATER ENClNEEBS, _

Yu USTRATEDCA7Al6CUE FREE OflAppllCPT.m^

EARLY WH ITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.

WM. PAUL & SON
Having now received, in excellent condition, their first consignment of the above valuable Early

Forcing Bulbs, respectfully solicit orders for them. Selected roots, 2s. 3d. per dozen ; 15s. per 100

Good ordinary roots, Is. dd. per dozen ; 12s. per 100. Cheaper by the 1000.

All other Bulbs, both Early and Late, can be supplied as ready, of the best quality and at very

moderate prices.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 8£d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 6s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Money Orders and Postal Orders should be made payable to A. G, MARTIN, at ihe Post Office, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Early White Roman Hyacinths,
Early Snowflake and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to announce the arrival of, in exceptionally fine condition,

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORGING,
And ivill be pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery.

BULB CATALOGUE for 1895 NOW READY, and may be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

GARDEN FRAMES in Every Variety.

No. 73 SPAN-POOF GARDEN FRAME.

4ft. by lift. ... £1
Bft. by 6 ft. ... 3 1

PIT S 6 ft. by 4 fc, painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.

UGHTS'j 6 ft. bv 4 fc . unpaintPd & unglazed 5/- ,,

Now IX COURSE OF ERF CTION for the BISHOP of THETFORD.

Surveys made. Ladies and Gtnilemen waited upon.

CATALOGUES FREE.
~

on all Orders of 40fl. value to
any station in .England and

Wales; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.
CARRIAGE PAID

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47a.—10 ft. by 7 ft ( Painted I £8 10
No. 49a.— 10 ft. by 8 ft I and Glazed. ( 10 10

.Carefully Packed and Carriage Paid.

BOILERS, TANKS. VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft

Sffc, by 6 ft

No. 77.—VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet.

Similar to No. 75, witb two lighte. ^30s.
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WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and Is. per packet,

IS. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. W. J. CHASNEY, Wett Hen. red

" I had the beat bed of Cabbage tbi9 year from Webba'
Emperor Seed that I ever saw : not one of the 5000 plants
which I put out went to seed." per OUI)Ce

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6(1.

EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. is. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.

... 60. ... lOd.
6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen bv Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE

S T R AW BER R I E S.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN,
EMPRESS Of INDIA, LORD SUFFIELD, GUNTON PARK,

AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIES.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Ready,
Post-free on application.

J. K. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species arnd varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSER/ES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

i NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY
FOB 1895.

STEVENS' WONDER.
NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION.

Everyone should secure this grand early variety.

In pots £."i per 1C0 155. per dozen.

Strong Runners ... £3 per 100 9s. per dozen.

All other leading varieties now ready for delivery.

See Special LIST free on application.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON,
Hlgheate Nurseries,

Loudon, N.

FERNS!—FER MS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2^-inoh pots—PTERIS

CKISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per luu.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's at is. 6d.
per dozen.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at lis. 6rf. per doz.,

or iOs. per 100.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully und promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLAOKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

Celebrated Bulbs
FOB

EAR LY FORC ING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,

ROMAN NARCISSUS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, &c.

The above are now ready for delivery, and for full

descriptive details of the same and other BULBS for

Forcing, see our CATALOGUE for 1895, which will be

sent free, on application to cur offices, at OVERVEEN,
near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or to our General Agents—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.C.

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready tor shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, is. per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality. All colours, mixed.

Is. (id. per dozen. Free for oash with order.

H. J. JONES,
KYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM-

BULBS FOR FORCING
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

SNOWFL&KE. PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

FREESIAS, &o. &c.

First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs
see our CATALOGUE, No. 455, post free on
application.

DiCKSONS.'asy Chester.

STRAWBERRIES.
All the leading varieties, new or old, in small

pots for fruiting first year. Open-air plants, very

oheap. Speoial low quotations for quantities for

Market Growing.

FRUIT TREES
OP ALL SORTS. SEND FOR LISTS.

THE

(&vtixamf gimmick
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1895.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES. WITHINGrON, HEREFORD

MUSHROOM SPAWN.
HP HE general public, and even a good many
-- gardeners, have but misty ideas as to the

mode of growth of Mushrooms. If this is true

with reference to the Mushrooms, it is even more
so in regard to the spawn. Those who do know
are not always successful in the " manufacture '

of spawn, and sometimes experience disappoint-

ment in the growth of that purchased. The
gardener has frequently to encounter two evils

in Mushroom growing, one uncertainty of po-
duction, which may arise from bal or d^ad

spawn, but is usually the result of want of care

in regulatiog the temperature of the bed before

or during spawning; the other the production

of Mushrooms, indeed, but of Mushrojms inter-

mixed with other fungi whose presence is not

desirable, and might even be injurious. This

evidently arises from the use of bad, that is of

mixed spawn. The "spawn" represents the

roots, stem and branches of a flowering plant,

and it feeds upon deoaying animal and vegetable

matter, being, in fact, what botanists call a

"saprophyte," and not a "parasite "on living

plants. When this spawn is placed under suit-

able conditions of moisture and heat, it absorbs

food, grows, spreads, and ultimately sends op
into the light and air the stalked caps which

represent the fruit or seed-vessel of an ordinary

plant.

The would-be " manufacturer " would do well

to visit a botanical laboratory where fungus
" cultures " are undertaken, so that he might be

able to see and realise what are t^ie conditions

under whioh fungi can be grown. "Culture"

in a laboratory and oulture for market, though
dependent on identical principles, are neces-

sarily different in detail. A French botanist,

for instance, has succeeded in growing Mish-
rooms on glass-plates with the aid of certain

chemical solutions, and without the aid of any
manure whatever, the temperature being kept

uniform. The advantages of suoh a procedure

in cleanliness, certitude as to the species

employed, and regularity of production, would of

course be great. At present, however, this is only

a laboratory experiment, and as such presents

nothing remarkable to the student of fuugi.

Whether such procedures can be taken on com-
mercial lines is another matter, and one that

might well be investigated at Chiswick or some
other experimental garden. In the meanwhile,

we must go on in the old ways, and get the I est

spawn we can. The "manufacture" of Mush-

room spawn may be looked on as a curious and

out of the way sort of industry : but it is a veiy

important one nevertheless, as those who piy a

visit to Mr. Johnson's farm at Hanger Hill, near

Ealing, may see for themselves.

Mr. Johnson, we may say. from inch an ini.'e. tint)

of hii land and hii crops as a daily j )urn*-y i hr ugh

thfm for icme ye ars past bea enabled us to mbke, is an

excellent farmer, and one who apparently does not

approve of grumbling and despair as remediei for
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agricultural depression. Amongst other

things he has a herd of 100 or more cows
and these repay the attention bestowed upon
them, not only by the milk they yield, but

by the aid they afford in the production of

virgin srawn. In Mr. Johnson's spawn-
factory the bricks have the form of flat tiles

9 inches by 4£ inches. They appear to

consist of 6ne loam mixed with cow-manure
and with fragments of spawn interspersed.

When mixed, they are spread on the ground
in the open air to dry, and then placed on
racks in open sheds. There is so large a

demand for this spawn, that some difficulty

is occasionally felt in coping with it.

Mr. Johnson tests the value of his spawn
by himself growing Mushrooms on a large

scale. Long raised mounds of manure are

formed in the open air, each 32 yards in

length, and 2 feet 6 inches in height, and as

much through at the base. The degrees

of fermentation and heat are, of course,

watched, and when the heat has decreased,

say to 80—90°, and remains pretty uniform,

the beds are " spawned " by the insertion at

intervals of fragments of the bricks 3 inches

square. The beds are moistened when

necessary, and when the spawn has com-

menced to run, the beds are then cased

with mould about 1J or 2 inches thick, and

then covered with long litter, beneath which,

in about six weeks, the fungi make their

appearance. On the average, we were told,

these beds have produced 19 lbs. of Mush-
rooms to the yard. The average price for

the year has been 8^. per lb., or 12s. Sd.

a yard. Four outdoor beds spawned in

September last came into bearing a month
later, and produced upwards of 2 000 lbs.

weight of Mushrooms by November, some

being of extraordinary size. The weekly

average gathering is upwards of 700 lbs.

The beds are so arranged bs to ensure a

more or less continuous supply, one set suc-

ceeding another.

"City gentlemen" riding to town every

morning by the District Hailway from Ealing

are puzzled to know what can be grown on

those long mounds of earth, on which nothing

green ever seems to make its appearance.

We remember that years ago a very dis-

tinguished botanist, and one by no means
unknown in the gardening world a genera-

tion ago, travelling to and from Kew vid

Putney, used to express his wonder in like

manner at these mysterious mounds. That
they contain buried treasure we hope we
have made apparent.

Tbe three beds shown in the photograph

(fig. 24) produced at this gathering 508 lbs.

of Mushrooms, or an average of 5k lbs. to

tbe yard.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATTLEYA X JUNO hyh. nov., Z.Barron.
(C. FORBESI x C. VELUTINA.)

This hybrid has been raised in the col-

lection of C. G. Roebling of Trenton, N.J.,

where it was in flower June, 1895. In general

appearance the flower maybe likened to that

of C. velutina, brightened ; the growth re-

minds one of the other parent ; altogether

it is a decided acquisition in a section but
little cultivated. Flowers 3^ to 4 inches in

diameter, borne erect on a three-flowered

scape, highly fragrant ; sepals and petals

equal, light yellowish brown, irregularly and
sparsely spotted with intense rose, undulate,
recurved at the apex, flushed rose at tbe
base, where they are narrowed almost to a
claw. Lip prominent ; median lobe°semi-
orbicular, white with .[rich heavy veins of

Fig. 23.

—

mosheoom culture : making the " spawn."

roBe ; side lobes wrapped closely over the column, pure
white flushed with rose on the margin

; yellow-veined

in the throat. Leonard Barron.

The Rosary.

A WHITE MOSS ROSE.
Me. Newnham Bbown, of Reigate, has in his garden

a white Moss Rose tree, which twice during this season

has produced a flower half-white, half-red, all the others

being white The white and red do not melt into each
other, but are sharply defined, one petal, in fact, being

half-red, half-white. According to Mr. W. Botting

Hemsley, who writes in Nature, there are several

varieties of Rose which " revert " or " sport " in this

manner to the ancestral colour. The striped white and
red " York and Lancaster " Rose is an example.

Generally, the proportions of red and white are the

same in any two flowers; but sometimes a pure pink

—

if not also a pure white—flower is seen. This re-

version is ascribed to an imperfect blending of the

parent stock ; and as any vegetative bud of a plant

is capable of producing any or all of the organs of the

whole plant, or when detached from the parent plant or

similar organism, it follows that in a cross-bred variety,

which is not constant or "fixed," any vegetative bud
may produce the cross or the parent forms.

Fig, 24.

—

mushboom culture : gathering the chop.
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS.
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST, 1895.

J

The words ' . " «

/

average," " over; ' o?* " under" as the case may be, indicate the amount of the crop ; and " good,* " eery good," or " &«</," indicate the qualtty.

tie-; are arranged in numbered groupa, to correspond with those adopted in tho Weather Roporta of the Meteorological Department,
and followed in our weekly Weather Tablei.

\* Fuller comments will be given in the following Numbers. See also Leading Article on page 128.

SCOTLAND-
0, Scotland, N.

CAITHNESS

INVERNESS

MORAYSHIRE

NAIRNSHIRE

ORKNEY

ROSS-SHIRE

SUTHERLAND3HIRE

1, Scotland, E.

ABERDEENSHIRE ....

APPLES.

BANFFSHIRE

BERWICKSHIRE..

Over ; very
good

\verage
;
pood

Average ;

under
Over ; very

good
Average

; good

Over ; very
good

Under; good

Under

Average

Average
; good

Average

PEARS.

Average

Average
; good

Under ; good

Over
; good

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over; good

Under

U uder ; bad

Average

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under

PLUMS.

Under ; bad

Average; good

Over ; good

Over ; good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Over ; good

Average; very
good

Average; goodi Average
;
good

Under

Average; good

Average

Average

Under

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Average
;
goo i Under

Average Averago; good Average ; very
good

Under; bad Average; good'Average ; good

Average ; good Average : good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

CLACKMANNANSHIRE

EAST LOTHIAN

FIFESHIRE

FORFARSHIRE

KINCARDINESHIRE ....

KINROSS-SHIRE

MIDLOTHIAN

PEEBLFSHIRE

PERTHSHIRE

Average ; Under ; very
very good good
Average ; l

Average
good

Under
;
good ' Average

;

good
Over; very Under; very

good good
Average

;
good

Over; very
good.i

Average : good

Over ; very
good

Average
;

good
Average

Over; very
good

Ovef ; very
good

Over; good

Over

Over; very
good

Average

Average ; good ;
Average ; good

Average
;
good

I
Over ; good

Under Over

Average ; good

Under

Over ; good Average
;
good Over

;
good

Over ; good

Good

Average Under

Average; good Under; good

Under Average

Under Under

Under Over

ROXBURGHSHIRE .

Average
;
good

Average; very
good

Average

I i.llrf

Average
;
good

Over; very
good
Over

Average

Average ; bin!

Average; good

Over ; good

A\ stage ; g^od

i

Under
;
good

Over; very
good

Average

Under

Under

Average ; good

Under

Average

Over

Under ; bad

Over ; very
good
Under

Over
;
good

Average ; good

Average ; very Average ; very
good
Over

Over

Under; bud

Average; good

Average ; good

Average
; good

good
Over

Average

Average ;
good

Over ; very
J

good
Average ; good

Average
;
good

CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

Average; very. Over;
good

good

Average; good, Under; good

Under
;
good I Under ; good

Under
;
good Under ; bad

Under

Average ; good

Average

Average

Under

Under
;
good

Under; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Ovar ; very
good

Average
;

very good
Average

Average

;

very good

Under

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Bad

Under
; good

Under; good

Few grown

Under ;
good Under ; good

Over
;
good Under ; very

good
Not much
grown

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

;

small
Average

;
good

Plentiful

;

good
Average; good

Over; good

Average

Avorage

Very good

Average ; good

Average

Average

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; very
good

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Average ;

very good
Over; very

good
Over; very

good
Average

;
good Average ; good I Over ; good

Under ; goodAverage ; good

Over; good

Over ; good Average ; good Average
;
good

Average

Average; good

Under

Over ; good

Average

Avorage
;
good

Average ; ver)

good
Under

Over; very
gool

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; very
I

good
Over ; very

good
Over ;

good |

Average
; good

Under; very
good

Average

Under; good

Under

Average

Under

Under
;
good

STRAW-
BERRIES. NUTS.

Under

Under

Average; very Average; very
good

Average ;
good

Over; very 'Average; good

good
Over; very Average; good

gocd
Over ; very Under

good

good
Under

Under; bad

Over ; good

Over

Over ; good

Over

Over ; very
good
Over

Over ; good

Average ; very
good
Over

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
pood
Over

Average

Over
;
good

Over ; very Over ; very
good

Average

;

moderate
Over; very-

good
Under

Under

good
Over

Average

Average; good

,
Over; very

good
Over ; very

good
Over; very

good

Over ; very
good

Average ; good!

Average; good

Over

Average ; good

Over ; good !

Average ; very

good
Average; good

Average

Average ; very
guod

Average ; good

Over

Very good

Over ; very
gooa

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Extra good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
gnod

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Average ;

very good
Over; very

good
Over; good

Under

Over; good

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Over ; very
pood
Over

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Under ; bad

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Average ;

good

NAME
JJTD

ADDRESS.

W. F. Mackenzie. TbursoOuUa
Garden*. Thurso

Wm. McKie. I unUalh Cattle
Gardens, DunbeaO). Caithness

James Cooper, Inverlochy Cat-
tle Gardens, Fort William.

C. Webster, Gordon Castle
Gardens, Eochabers.

D. Cunningham. Damaway
Castle Gardens, Forrw.

Wm. Ogg, The Gardens, Duffua
House. Elgin

Wm. Morrison, Kilravock
Castle, Fort George

Thos. McDonald, Balfour Castle
Gardens, Kirkwall

Robert Massie, Ardross Castle
Gardens, Alness

D. Harvey, Invergordon Castle
Gardens

D. Melville. Dunrobin Castle
Gardens, Golspie

John Forrest. Haddo House
Gardens, Aberdeen

Simon Campbell. Fyvie Castle
Gardens, Aberdeen

RothieNorman, Gardens, Rothie

John M. Troup. Balmoral Castle
Gardens, Ballater

W. Jamieson, Castle Gardens,
Ballindalloch

J. Fraser Smith. Cullen House
Gardens, Cullen.

William Alexander, Mount-
blairy House Gardens. Turn ff

James Gremmell, Ladvkirk Gar-
dens, Berwick-on-Tweed

John Cairns, The Hirsel Gar-
dens, Coldstream, N.B.

J. Ironside, Blackadder House
Gardens. Ertrom.

John MacKinnon, Ayton Castle

Thomas Ormiston, Gr., 45,

High Street. Alloa
William Nicholson. Cowden
Castle Gardens, Dollar

R. P. Brotherstoo, Tyninghame
Gardens, Prestonkirk

L. Dow, Newbyth Gardens,
Prestonkirk

Average; good
| William McKelvie. Broxmouth

Park Gardens, Dunbar
W. Henderson, Balbirnie Gar-
dens, Markinch

William Williamson, Tarvit
Gardens, Cupar

(John Clark, Wemyss Castle
i Gardens
Peter Duncan, Dysart House

I Gardens, Dysart
|W. McDowall, Brechin Castle

Garden*. Brechin
Thomas WilsoD, Glamis Castle

1 Gardens. Glamis
William Alison, Seaview Gar-
dens, Monifieth

J. M. Gairns. Arbuthoot House
Gardens. Fotv.oon

William Knisht, Fasque Gar-
dens. Lawrencekirk

John Fortune, Blairadam, Kin-
ross

Average; very Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith Palace
good

Average

;

Gardens
Mungo Chapman, Faster Dud-
dingston U dge, Portobello
Wm McDonald, Cardrona,
Peebles

D L. Mackintosh, King's Mea-
dows. Peebles

?. GoodMlow, Kmfauns Castle
G irdens. Perth

John Rjbb, Dnimmond Castle
Gardens. Crieff.

George Croucher, Ochtertyre
I Gardens, Cneii
James Ewing, Castle Menzies
Gardens. Aberfddy

Thomas Lunt. Keir Gardens,
Du blane

bad A. McKinnon. Scone Palace
Gardens, P*>rth

John Page. Monteviot Gardens,
Jedburgh
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—{Continued).

COUNTY. APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES.
PEACHES

|

AND NEC- 1

TARINES.
APRICOTS. SMALL

FRUITS.
STRAW- !

BERRIES.
NUTS.

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

1, Scotland, E.

SELKIRKSHIRE
I Average Average Average Average ; ver)

good
Under Under Over ; good Over Wm. G. Pirie. Sunderland Hall

Gardens, Selkirk
Under; good Under; bad Over ; very Average; very Over ; very Average; ver) Jobn C. Lunt, Bowhill Gardens,

good guod good good Selkirk
Average Average Uver Average Average Average Over ; good Over -, very James hunter, Kings Knowes

Gardens, GalashielsWEST LOTHIAN Average
;
good Over; very

good
Average

;
gooc Average Average Over ; very

good
Average ; ver)

gooa
John Moyes, Dalmeny Park

Gardens, Edinburgh

6, Scotland, W.
ARGYLLSHIRE

, Under Under Average

Over; very

Average; good

Over; very

Under Average ; good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Over; very

G. Taylor, Inverary Castle
Gardens

D. S. Melville, Poltalloch Gar-Over; good Average; gooc
good good good dens, Lochgilphead

Very good
;

Good; average Good ; averagt Good ; averagt Very good

;

Very good

;

Henry Scott, Torloisk Gardens,
over over average Tobermory, Isle of Mull

Average

Over; good

Average

Average

;

Average

Over; good

Average W. Priest, liglinton Gardens,
Lrvine

D. BuchaLan, Bargany Gar-Average

;

Average; Average

;

Average
;

Average

;

gooa gooa good good gooa good dens, Gavan
Over; very Average

;

Over ; very Over ; gcod Over
; gool Average

;
Ovei ; very Average A. Wilson, Auchincruive Gar-

good good good good good ! dens, Ayr
Very good Good Very good Very good Very good Good iRicbard Kitchin, Goodham

' Gardens, Kilmarnock ^—
Over; very Over ; very Over; very Over ; very Good Over; very Over; very Thomas Simpson, HunEerstbn

g03d good good good good good GaroeDa, West Kilbride
DUMBARTONSHIRE Unaer ; good Under; good Over; good iverage ; ver)

good
Average; good Over ; very

good
Avei age ; very

good
Average; good George McKay, Balloch CaBtle

Gardens, Balloch
Average Under Over; good

quality
uver Over D. Stewart, Knockderry Castle

Gardens, Cuve
DUMFRIESSHIRE Over Gcod under

glass
Very good Very gooi Very good Very good D. Thomson, Drumlanrig,

Thorchiil
Average ; goo* Under Under Over ; gcod UDder Over ; very

good
Over; very

good
J. Uiquhart, Hoddam Cattle

Gardens, Eccleftchan
Over

; good Under; bad Over Averaee ; ver)

good
Over; very

good
Over |R. W.,Burnfoot Gardens, Larg-

holm
LANARKSHIRE Over ; very

gojd
Average ; goo Over ; very

good
Average Over ; very

gooi
Over; very

good Gardens, Uaistaird
Over ; very Over; very Over; very Over ; very Over; very Over ; very W. Sutherland, Bothwell Bank

good good good good good good Gardens, Bothwell
Average ; gooc Under

;
good Average

;
goot Over; good Over ; good Average; goat James Miller, Casdemilk Gar-

dens, KulhcrgJtn
Good Good Good Good Good William CastJe, Blantyre

Lodge Gardens, Blantyre
Over ; good Average ; gooc Over; very

good
Average; gooo Over ; very

good
Over; very

good
FreC erick 1 uli ord, Eastwood
Park Gardens, Giffoock

Average ; ovei Average Average Average ; ovej Average Under Average; over Average ; ovei John Methven, iilythswcod
Gardens

vere ge ; goo< Average; goot Over ; very
good

Average ; good Over ; very
good

Over ; very
guod

Thomas Lunt, Ardgowan Gar-
dens, Greenock.

Very good Gcod Average Gocd Good Veiy good denry Maxwell, Ralston Gar-
dene, faieley

STIRLI' GS K IRE Vverage; goo- Ave'age; gco Over; good Average
;
gooc Average

;
good Over ; very

good
Over

;
good

Gardens, Drymen
Cver

;
good Average; gooc Average

; gooc Over ; good None outside
;

inside ones
under

Average; good

Average; ver)

guod
Average; ver)

good
James Matterton, Craigend
Castle Gardens, Milngavie

iverage
;
goot Under; gcod Average

;
gooc Over; very Average; good Over ; very Over ; very M. Temple, Carron House, Fal-

good good good kirk

WIGTOX3HLRE Average Average
dens, Duuragit

Average Under Average; gooc Cver
;
good Under Over

;
good Over; very

good
John Duthie, Fenningbame
Gardens, Newton Stewart

Over ; good Average; gooc Average ;
gooc Average ; good Average ; good Under ; good Average; good Abundant;

good
Under James Day, Galloway House

Gardens, GarliesLown

ENGLANC-
2, England, N.E.

Average Average Under Under Utder Average Under R. Draper, Seabam Hall Gar-
dens, Seaham Harbour

Average Under Average Average None inside Under Over Over James Noble, Woudbuin Gar-
dens, Darlington

NORTHUMBERLAND ,, ,
0*er ; very

gcod
Under Over ; very

good
Average; good Average; good Average Average Over ; very

good
George Harris, The Castle Gar-

dens, Alnwick
Average Very good Medium Average jNone outdoors Under; bad Over ; good Average ; gooo Under Wm. Fell * Co., Seed Mer-

cbants and Nurserymen, Hex-
!

bam
Under David Inglis, Howick Hall,Average Under Under Over; good j Average; good Under; good Over ; very Over ; very

good good Lesbury
Over; very Average ; good Average ; very Over ; very

[
Average ; good Over; very Over ; very ! Edward Keith, Wallington Hall

good good good good good Gardens, Cambo
average; gooc Average; gooc Average

; gooo Over; good Average : good Over
;
good Over ; gcod Henry Trotter, Ford Gardenp,

average ; gooc Under; good Average ; gooc Over; good ULder Under Over ; good Over; good X. Y. Z.. Eslington Park Gar-
dene, Whittingham

YORKSHIRE Over Under Over Over; very
good

Average Under Average Over Average J. Riddell, Castle Howard Gar-
dens. Yo-k

Under ;
good Under

;
good Under ; good Very good Under ; god Average

;

good
Over ; good Over

;
good Thomas Jones, Ribston Hall

Garden, AVetherby
Average Under Average Over ; very

good
Average Under Over ; very

good
Over; very

good
Bailey Wadds. The Gardens,
Birdsall, York

Good Average Bad Good Good Bad Very good Over Bad WiL iam Culverwell, Thorpe
Perrow Gardens, Bedale

iverage ; gooc Under; bad Average
; good Over; good Failure Over; very

good
Over; very

g'Od
Average; good J. P. Leadbetter, Tranby Croft

Gardens, Hull
Over ; very Over; good Average Average None outdoor* Under Over; very Average ; very Geo. batley. Wentworth Castle

good good good Gardens, Barnsley
Average ULder Under Average Under Over; very

good
Over ; very

good
Under Wilbam Biggie, Stanwick Gar-

dens, Darlington

Over
;
good Average Over Over Ovtr Over ; very

guod
J. Simpson, W oriley Hall Gar-
dens, Sheffield

vverage; goo* Under
;
good Average Average; good Average Average; good Average ; over Ave: age; over J. Eaeter, Nosiell Priory Ga:-

dens, Wakefield

Over : very Under ; good Average ; ver) Over; very Average
; good Under ;

good Over ; very Over ; very Under ; bad George Knight, Conyngham
good good god good gcod Hail, Knaresborough

Average ; good Average; gooc iverage ; very
good

.Average
; gooo Under; b:d Under ; bad Over ; very

good
Over ; very

good
Average

; good Frtdenck Kneller, Studley
Royal UardeDS. Ripon

Average ; very Average
;
gooo Average; gooc Average; good Over ; very Over ; very I bos. Bonsall, timet Hall Gar-

good good good dens, Leeds

Over ; good Average ; good Over ; good Over ; very
good

Under Average; good Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under; bad Robert Dawes, Temple Newsam
Gardens, Leeds.

Average Average Average Average Under Average Ovtr; good J. Hughes, Wentworth Wood-
hou^e Gardens, Kotberham
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS— {Continued).

COUNTY.

3, England. E.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

ESSEX

LINCOLNSHIRE

NORFOLK

SUFFOLK

4, Midland Counties.

BEDFORDSHIRE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE ..

CHESHIRE.

APPLES.

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average; very
good

Average; good

Under ; good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over ; good

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ; good

Average
;
good

Average

Average
; good

Average

Under

Over ; good

Over ; good

Under

Average ; good

Average

Under ; bad

Average; good

Average ; good

Average; very
good

Under ;
good

Under
;
good

Average ; gcod

Average

Under

Average ; good

Average; good

Average

Over ; good

Over

Under

Over ; very
good

Average ; gcod

Under

Average

Over
; gocd

Average

Very good

Over; gcod

Over

Over; very
good

Very good

Average

Under

Under ; good

Under; good

Under

Under; good

Under
; good

Average ; good

Average ; very
good

Average

Under; good

Under

Under ; small

Average; very
good

Average
;

good

Under

Under

Average

Average

Average

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under; good

Under

Under

Under; good

Over; good

Under ; good

Under
; good

Under
; good

PLUMS.

Average; good

Average ; good

Average

Under

Under
; good

Under

Undtr

Under; good

Average

Average

Averpge
; good

Average ; good

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under

Very good

Over
; good

Over

Under; good

Average

Moderate

Under

Under ; good

Under

Average
;
good

Under
; good

Average ;'good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Under

Under
;
good

Under

Under; bad

Under
; good

Average

:

good

Average

Average; good

Under

Over
; good

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under; good

Under

Urder

Under

Average; gooo

Average

Average; good

Average; good

Under
; good

Under; good

Average; good

Under

Bad

Under
;
good

Under

Bad

Average

Average

Average

Average ; good

Urder ; good

Under ; bad

Average

Over
;
good

Under

Under

Average

Over

Over; good

Good

Under

CHERRIES.

Over; very
good

Average

UDder

Over ;

very good
Average ; good

Average ; good

Over; very
small
Over

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average;
good

Average
;

good ; Morello
average

;

very good
Over ; very

goot

Over

Average

Average; gcod

Under

Undtr

Average

Average

Under

Under; good

Average : goo<*

Over; gocd

Over

Average ; goof
1

Over
; good

Under; good

Average ; verj
good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Avera ge
;
good

Good

Under ; bad

Average

Very gcod

Good

Average

Good

Average; good

Over; good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average

;

good
Under

;
good

Under ; bad

Un^'er

Over; good

Average

Average

Average

Very good

Average

Over

Average ; good

Very good

PEACHES
ANI> NEC-
TARINES.

Over
;
gcod

Under

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average ; good

Under

Average
; good

Average; very
gcod

Under ; good

Under
;
good

Under ; bad

Uiider

Under

Under

Under

Over

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average

Averag.i

Over; good

Average

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Average

Under

Under
;
good

Under

Bad

Failure

Under ; bad

Under ; good Under ; good

Under

Under

Average

Over

Under

Under

Over ; pood

Under

Average

Very good

Over

Not grown
outside
Average

Under

Under

Under; bid

Under ; very
scarce
Bad

Bad

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under

Under

SMALL
FRUITS.

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Over

Average
;
good

Over

Over ; very
gcod
Over ;

very good
Average ; good

Under ; good

Over; good

Average

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Averpge

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over

Over; good

Average ; goo3

Under

Over ; very
good

Averpge ; good

Average ; good

Over ; gcod

Average; good

Good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Very good

Over
;
good

Over

Good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Under

Average ; good

Over ; good

Average ; go:d

Average

Over; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over

0*er

Over; good

Average

Over

ver

;

very good
Under; very

bad
Over; good

Over ; very
unall
Under

Over ; very
good

Average; ver;

cood
Over ; very

good
Average

;
goo

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDKK-SS.

Over

Over ; good

Average
;

good

Over

Average; goor

Over; good

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

Over ; vety
good

Over
; gcod

Average

Over; very
good

Over ; excel-
lent

Over; good

Over

Over
; go:d

Over; good

Sad

Average; very
good

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Gocd

Average; gocd

Over ; very
gocd

Very good

Over
;
good

Over

Good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Over
; good

Over

Very good

Average

Over

Over; very
good

Vtry good

Over

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average

Under ; gooi

Average; go:

d

Aven ge

Under
;
good

Average, Fil-

berts ; Wal-
nuts, under
Few grown

Under

Averpge

Average

Average

Over

Walnuts
under; tmall
Nut" averege

Over

Unc'er
; g~od

Undtr

Average

Uuder

Ui.der

Under

Averege; good

Over; very
good

Average

Andrew Grant, Tbe Vinerie-,
Willinghdm

Oeborne Farm, Wisbech

James HiP, Babrabam Gar-
dens, Cambridge

Wilson C. Smyth*, Dimell
Hcuse Gardens, WUbe<h

Charles Butler. Parndon Hill
Garden', Harlow

H. May, Havering Park Gar-
dens, Romf rd

H. Lister, Easton Lodge, Dun
mow

Williem Pleat*?, Elfeoham
Hall Gardens, Stansted

J. Overall, Hall Gardens, Stru-
tted

Jas. Douglas, Great Geari> 9

Gardens. Jlford

E. Hill, Belmont Castle Gar-
dens, Grays

R. H. Tutcher, Bocking Pk<e
Gardflns, Braintree

James Vert. Audley End Gir-
dens, Siffrou Walden

William Lumsden, Tbe Gar-
dens, Bloxholm Hall

Thomas Vinden, Hurls xton
Manor Garden?, Granthnm

J. Rowlands. B^rdn-y Manor
Gardens, Lincoln

J. SpiUbury. Blankney Hall
Gardens, Sleaford

Henry Naylor. Grim thorpe
Gaidens, Bourne

Wm. M. Cooper, Uffington
Hcu-e Garden?, Stamford.

E. Y. Hezeltor, Brocklesby Park
Gardens

H. Batchelor, Catton Park Gar-
dens, Norwich

F. Lee, Lynford Garden?, Mund-
ford

H. Tedder. Maiham Houfe
Gardens, Dowi-ham

H. Fisher, Flixton Hall Gar-
dens, Bungay

W. Mesj-enger. Woolverstone
Park Gaidenp, Ipswich

D. T- Fisb, Bury St. Edmunds.
Suffolk

G. W. Fden, Henham Gardens.
War gford

Herbert Colter. Ickwoitb Pa'k
Gardens. Bury St Edmunds

John Perkins The Gardens,
Thornham Hall, Eye

H. Rogers, Rendlesham Gar-
den?, Woodbridge

John Wallis, The Garderp,
Orwell Park, neir Ipswich

Average ; good

Average

Under

Average

Average ; good

Good

Over

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Orer

Over ; gcod

Over

Over

Good

Geo. Ford, Wrest Park, Ampt-
hill

Tbos Hedley, Putteridge Bury
Gardens, Luton

C. Tamer, Cranfield Cour*,
Newport Pagnell

H. W. Nuit, F.itwick, Ampt-
hill

C. R. Clarke, Oakley Gardens.
Bed'o-d

G. B. Allis, Old Warden Park
Gardens, Biggleswade

Richard Calverr, Wol urn A' bey
Gardens. Wcburn

G. Bloxham. Gna 1
; Brtckhill

Manor (hardens, Bletcbley
Geo. T. Miles. Wycombe Abbey
Gardens, High Wyrorxbe

W. Waters, hulstiode Park
Gardens. G^rrardV Cross

lobn Jaqu**8, Waddeedon
Manor Gardens Aylesbury

Hedley Warren. Aston C;inton
Gardens, Trine

Jas. Thomas Shardeloes Gar-
den?, Amertham

Chas. Herrin, Dropmore Gar
dens. Mtidenheid

J, Smith, Mentmore, Leigh' oo
Buzzard

Henry Perkins, Greenlands
Gardens. Henley-on-Thames

F. Capp. Wexhain Park Gar-
dens, Slough

Robt. MacKelln*-. The Gardens,
Abney Hall. CteadJe

Wm. WMtaher, Crewe Hall
Gardens, Crewe

S". F. Barnes, Eaton Garden?,
Chester

Charles Flack, Cholmondeley
Castle Gardens, Malpas

Rev. C. W. Dod, fcdge Hall.
Malpas
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—(Continued).

COUNTY,

4, Midland Counties.

CHESHIRE

DERBYSHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE
,

LEICESTERSHIRE....

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE..

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

OXFORDSHIRE..

RUTLANDSHIRE.

SHROPSHIRE

STAFFORDSHIRE

WARWICKSHIRE

PEARS.

Over
; good

Over

Average

Under ; good

Over
;
good

Over; good

Over; very
good

Average

Average

Over : very
good

Ovti ; gcod

Under

Average

Average
;
gooc

Over ; good

Average ; ven
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over

Average

Over

Average; geoi

Under

\verage ; gooi

Cver

Very good

Average
; goo*

Over; good

Over

Over; very
good
Over

Over ; bad

Average

Good

Over
;

good
Average ; ver)

good
Average; goo

Very bad

Over

Average ; goo*

Average

Average ; goof

Gcod

iversge
;
good

Over : very
good

Very good

Under

Average

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Averoge; gooc

Over
; good

Over ; good

Under ; good

Over; very
good

Average; good

Over

Under ; bad

Under; good

Over ; very
gool
Under

Over; very
good

Very good

Average; verj
good

Under; good

Average

Under

Under

Average
;
gooc

Average; gooo

Under; good

Under
;
good

Over; good

Average

Under

Average

Under; good

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Good

Vverage ; gccd

Average ; ver)
good

Average

Average ;
good

Average

Average

Under

Under

Average
;

good
Under ;

good

Over ;
good

Under

Average

Averoge; small

Bad

Average ; gooc

Bad

Under

Averoge ; very
good
oood

Under

Average

Over; very
good

Average ; ver;

good
Under

Average ; good

Average
; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good
Over

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Under ; Dam-
sons over

Over ; good

Good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Under

Under

Average

Under; good

Under
; good

Over; very
good

Average
;
goof

Average ; goo

Average; gooc

Average

Over

4verage
;
gooc

Average on
walls
Under

Under

Under

Under; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Under

Over

Under

Under

Under : good

Over ; very
good

iverage ; good

Under

Over

Over; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Very good

Average

Average; good

Under

Average

^Over

Under; good;
Damsons over
Over ; very

good
Average

; good

Average
; good

Over
; good

Under

Average ; good

CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Over; very
good

Under ; bad

Avera ge

;

good
Over; good

Under

Over ; very
good
Over

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Good

Over

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Under ; very
good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average

Average; goer

Average

Under; good

Under

Avera ge

Average

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average

Under ; fair

Average

Average

Average

Good

Average ; very
good

Average
;

goo a

Average
;
good

Over

Average; small

Bad

Average ; very
good

Very good

Under; bad

Average
; good

Average

Under

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Average

Average ; good

Under; good

Not grown
outside

None grown
out ide

Will not do
outside

Average

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Average

Very good

Under

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Under
;
good

Under
;
good

SMALL
FRUITS.

Average; very
good
Under

Under
;
good

Will Dot do
outside

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under

Average
; good

Average
;
gcod

Average

Average

Under

Under

Good

Average

:

good
Average ; very

gooa
Under

Under

Under

Under

Under
; good

Under

Bad

Under

Average ; good

Failure

Under

Under
;
good

Under
;
good

Under

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under
; good

Under

Under
;
good

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Very poor

Under
;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Average
; good

Very good

Average; good

Under

Average

Average ; good

Bad

Good

Under

Under

Bad

Under

Under
; good

Under

Under ; good

Average
;
good

Over
;
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

;

good
Over; good

Over; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good, except
Raspberries

Good

Over

Average ; good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over; very
good
Over

Average
;
good

Over

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Average; good

Over

Over

Over
; good

Over; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Very good

Very good

Average
;

good
Over ; very

good
Average ; gooo

Very good

Average

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over
;
good

Over
; good

Good

Over; good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under; good Over; very
good

Average; good Over; very
good

Under i
Average ; good

Under |
Over; good

Under ;
good Over ; good

Over; good

Average Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

;

good
Under

Average; good

Over ; very
large

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; excel-
lent

Good

Over

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Average

Over; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Over ; good

Over

Very good

Over; good

Over; good

Ovir; very
good

Over; good

Ovtr

Over

Very good

Good

Over; bad

Over ; very
goo J

Over
; good

Very good

Over

Average; good;
small

Very good

Over ; very
good

Good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good '

Over
: very

good
Over , very

h-'Od
Average ; good

Over
;

good

Over ; very
good

Plentiful ;

good
Over ; very

good

NUTS.

Average

Average

Average

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Under

Average

Under

Average; good

Average ; good

Over

Average

Average
; good

Average

Average

Average

Average

Under ; good

Average ; good

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Under; bad

Over

Average

Good

Average

;

good
Under; good

Average ; very
good
Under

Over

Average

Average

Good

Average

Average

Average; good

Under

Over

Thin

Average

Wm. G. Sorley, The Rookery,
Nantwich

Thos. Keetley, The Gardens,
Darley Abbey, Derby

Wm. Elphinstone, Shipley
Hall, Derby

W. Chester, Chatsworth Gar-
dens, Chesterfield

Ben A&hton, GIossop Hall
Garden?, High Park

E. WilBOn, Hardwick Hall
Gardens, Chesterfield

J. Bottrell. The Gardens, Sud-
bury Hall, Derby

C. E. Martin, The Hoo Gar-
dens, Welwyn

E. Hill, TriDg Park Gardens,
Tring

J. Turk, Ponfield Gardens,
Berhhamstead

Thomas Nutting, Childwick-
bury Gardens, St. Albans

Chas. Deane, Cassiobury Gar-
dens, Watford

Edwin Beckett, Aldenham
House Gardens, Elstree

W. H. Lees, Trent Park Gar-
dens, New Barnet

Alfred Hamsbire, Beaumanor
Park Gardens, Loughborough

W. H. Divers, Belvoir Castle
Gardens, Grantham

Danl. Roberts, Prestwold Gar-
dens, Loughborough

Thos. A. Metcalfe, Rolleston
Gardens, Leicester

George ManBell, Higham Grange
Gardens, Nuneaton

P. McGreadie, Wakefield Lodge,
Stony Stratford

W. S. Miller, Whittlebury Gar-
dens, Towcester

H . Turner, Fineshade Abbey
Gardens, Stamford

J. Trigger, Milton Park Gar-
dens, Peterborough

James Harlock, Lilford Hall
Gardens, Oundle

C. Carter, Palace Gardens,
Peterborough

A. Henderson, Thoresby Gar-
dens, Ollerton

John HortOD, Welbeck Gar-
dens, Worksop

Amos Parr, Holme Pierrepont
Hall, Nottingham

John Edmonds, Bestwood Gar-
dens, Arnold

John Lyon, The Home Farms,
Oesington, Newark

George Stanton, Park Place
Gardens, Henley-on-Thames

W. M. Geddes, Shirburn Castle
Gardens, Tetsworth

A. J. long, Wyfold Court Gar-
dens, Reading

Thos. Whillans, Blenheim Gar-
dens. Woodstock

Thomas Aggiss, Tusmore House
Gardens, Bicester

Geo. Drabble, Ketton Hall Gar-
dens, Stamford

Henry Mason, Bisbrook Hall
Gardens. Uppingham

William Raines, Cold Overton
Hall Gardens, Oakham

James Louden, The Quinta
Gardens, Chirk

A.S. Kemp, Broadway Gardens,
Shifnal

Hugh Hamilton, Sharington
Hall and Cloverley Hall Gar-
dens Market Drayton

William Weeks, Cheswardine
House Gardens, Market
Drayton

John Matthews, Burford Gar-
dens, Tenbury

W. Sutton, Hawkstone Gar-
dens, Shrewsbury

S. Backhouse, Onslow Gardens,
Shrewsbury

Edward Gilman, Ingestre Gar-
dens, Stafford

Wm. Halliday, Patshull Gar-
dens, Wolverhampton

James Campbell, Biddulph
Grange Gardens, Congleton

Arthur Coombes, Himley Hall
Gardens, Dudley

Henry G Wilks, Sandon Hall
Gardens, Stone

W. Bennett, Rangemore Gar-
dens, Burton-on-Trent

John Wallis, Keele Gardens,
Newcastle- under-Lyme

James Rodger, Charlecote Park
Gardens, Warwick

W. Miller, Combe Abbey Gar-
dens, Coventry

W. Ward, Aston Hall Gar-
dens, Sutton Coldrield
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS -(Continued).

COUNTY.

4, midland Counties.

WARWICKSHIRE

6. Southern Counties.

BERKSHIRE

APPLES. PEARS.

Very good Under

Over; very Average; good
good

Over ; very
gooi

Average ; very
good

PLUMS. CHERRIES.

Under Very good

Average; very Over; very
good good

Over ; very Over ; very
good good

PEACHES
and NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS.

Average

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Under

Under; g>od

Under
;
good

SMALL
FRUITS.

Very good

Over: very
good

Over ; very
good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Very good

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
good

DORSETSHIRE .

HAMPSHIRE.

KENT

MIDDLESEX

.

Over; very Under; good
good

Average Under

SURREY..

Average

Under ; good

Average

Average
;
good

Over
;
good

Under
;
good

Average

;

good
Average ; very

good
Over ; bid

Average ; very
good

Average ; good

Average

Over; very
good

Average; good

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Average; good

Over

Avera ge ;
good

Very good

Over ; very
gcod
Over

Average; good

Average ;good

Good ; over

Average
;
good

Over

Over ;
good

Over
;
good

Under ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over • good

Over

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average ; over

Good

Over; very
good

Over

Average
;

good
Average

Over; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under

Average
;
good

Under; bad

Under

Average
;
good

Under
;
good

Under

Average; very
good

Average ; bad

Average; very
good

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Under

Average; good

Under; good

Under

Average

Under; bad

Average

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Average; good

Under ;
good

Under

Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Under; good

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Average ; very
good

Average ;
good

j

Average

;

under
Average

Average ; very
good

Average

Average

;

good
Fair

Under

Undor

Average
;
good

Average; good

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Under

Under ; good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Under; bad

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

Under

Average

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Average ; good

Under ; good

Under

Under; good

Under

Average ; bid

Average

Under ; good

Under

Under

Average; bad

Average

Average ; good

Under

Under ; good

Over

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under

Average

Over; very
(

Average
;
good Under; good

good
Average Average Average

Average ; very
good
Over

Over
;
good

Average

Average ; good

Average

Average

;

good
Over

; good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average ;
good

Average

Under

Under

Over; good

Over; good

Under

Good

Bad

Average
;
good

Average ; gooc

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over; good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average; good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Over
; good

Average ; good

Average

Under, except
Morellos

;

good

Average

Average
; goon

Average

Under

Under
;
goad

Over
;
gcod

Over

Under

Under

Under

Under

Undpr

Average
;

good
Over; very

sool
;

Average; bad iverage; bad

Under; good Iverage ; ver\

good
Over; good

|

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; goad

Under; bad

Average; very
good

Over ; very Average
;
good

good
Average Average

Good

Under ;
good

Under ; bad

Average
; good

Under

Und-r; good

Over

Under

Very good

Average ; verj

good

Average

Under

Very good

Average

Iverage ; goo^ .
Under

Average
;
good

Under; good Under; good

Noregrownon Not grown on
walls
Under

walls

Average : verj

good
Good

Average

Under

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
;
goad

Under

Under

Average

Over

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Go-jd

Under

Under

Average

;

good
Good

Average

Average

Average ; good

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average; very
good
Over

Over
;
good

Iverage
;
goor

Over ; very
go: id

Ovei
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over
;

good

Iverflge ; ven
good

Ovtr; good

Over ; good

Average; gooo

Under: good

Over; very
gcod

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Average

Bad

Over ; very
good

Average

Average; good

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

iverage
;
good

Under

Average ; good

Over ; good

Over; gOJd,
except Rbsp-
berries ana
Strawberries
Average ; verj

good
Over ; very

good
Very good

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over

Average; good

Over
; good

Average

Over ; very
goud

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Over
;

good

Over; very
good

Over; good

Over ; good

Under; bad

Over ; very
gcod

Over; very
gcod

Over; very
good
Over

Over

Very good

Average; good

Under

Over
; good

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average ; but
small

Under ; bad

Over ; good

Average; good

Average; gocd

Over ; very
gjod

Over; Wal-
nuts much

over
Average

Average

Average; Wal-
nuts over
Under

Average

Average

Over ; very
gocd

Average

Average

NAME

ADDRESS.

Average
; goor> Over ; very

good
Under : god Over; good

Average

Average

Over
;
good

Tihlt r

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Average

Good

Over ; very
good, except
Raspberries
Average

Average

;

good
Over

Over

Average
;
good

Average ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average; bad

Over ; very
gjod

Over ; gocd

Average

Good

Average

Average

Under ; good

Good

Over ; bad

Average; good

Over

Under

Average

Over

Average

Average; good

Over

Under

Very gcod

Very good

Over; very
gooi

Average; good

Average ; gocd

Average
; gocd

Aver, ge to
over

Under; good

Average

Average

Average ; good

Over
; good

Average

Thomas Beddard, Stoneleigh
Abbey Gardens. Kemlwonh

Jno. Maiterron, Weston Hou->e
Garden". Shipfiton-onStour

A. B. Christie, Ragley Gar-
dens, Alcester

}wen Thoma*-, Royal Gardeos,
Windsor

Sobert Fenn. Sulhambtead
Abbots, near Reading

fames Strachan. Hosebi'll J?ouee
Gardens, Henley-on-Thames

l\ Howard, Benham Park Gar-
d?ns, Newbury

V. Turton, Maiden Erlegh Gar-
dens, Reading

William Fyfe, Lockinge Gar-
dens

W. Popo, Hijjhclere Castle
Gardens. Newbury

Fred. J. Thome, Sunningdale
Park Gardens, i-unniogdale.

fimps Beck. Crichel GarJens,
Wimbcrce

fho3. Denny, Down House
Garden?, Bl<*ndford

P. Davidson, Iwerne Minster
Gardens. Blandford

iO:eph Benhow, AbboUbury
Castle '*ardens, Dorchester

Edwin Molyneux, Swanmore
Park Garcens, .bishop's Wal-
tham.

A. Mixim. Heckfield Place
Gardens. Wincbfield

I. Bowerman, Hackwood Park
Garden?, Basingstoke

W. Smyth*, Basing Park Gar-
den?, Alton

S. Ireland, Wentworth Lodge
Gardens. Bournemonth

I. W. McHattie, Stratbfield-
saye Gardens, Mortimer

N. M , Rookeabu'y Park Gar-
dens, Fj.reham

Arthur Lre. Palace House
Gardens, Beaulieu

Edward Oandy, Stratton Park,
Micheldever

Geo. Noob«, Royal Gardens,
Oiborne, I.O.W,

ffm. Craik, Hothfield Place
Gardens, Ashford

V. Court, Lynsted, Sitting-
bourne

3. MarHiam, Mereworth Castle
Gardens. Maidstone

ieo. Woodward, Barham Court
Gardens, Maidstone

Henry Klllutr, * Udernesse Gar-
dens. Sevtnoaks

(Vaheley Brothers, Rainham

3eore *. Rinyard, Old Nurserif s ,

Maidstone
Fr»d aunih, Lodoington,
Maidstone

Jhampiou Bro.-., Mereworth,
Maid.-tone

Jeo. Abbey, Avery Bill,
Elthi m

Average; good Average ; ven
g od

Over; very
,
Over; good

gcod

Over

Average; gocd

Good

Over; \ery
good

Good

Average

Under

Average; gcoc

Average

;

Wal ,utj ove)

I. Slubbs, Knowle Gardens,
Sevtnoats.

G Hutt, I.ullingstone Castle
Gardens, Eynsford

I. Wilson, Eridge Castle Gar-
dens

'. Moore, Blendou G ardens,
Bexley

A. .1 "Rallhateher, Fulham
Ptilace Gaidens, Fu'ham

Seorge Wythe-, Syon Hous^
Garders, Brentford

W. Botes. Cross Deep Gardens,
Twickenham

V. Watson. Hare field Place
Gardens, Uxb-Mg-

G. Rmgham. Wrotham Park
Gardens, Barnet

A. F. B.. Boyal Horticultural
Society's Gardens, Chi*«:ck

George keynold-, Gunceribury
Park Gardens, Acton

PTilliam Farr, Spring Grove
House Garden". Isleworlh

R. H. Cronk, Cranford Hcure
Gardens, Cranford, Hounslow

VV. Rapley, Harrow Weald
House Gardens, Harrow-
Weald

John W. Odell, The Grove Gar-
dens, Stanmore, N.W.

Alex. Dean, Kingston - on-
Thamea
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—(Continued).

count r.

5, Southern Counties.

SUBREY

PEARS.

WILTSHIRE

7, England, N.W.

LANCASHIRE

WESTMORELAND .

8, England, S.W.

CORNWALL

DEYON-HIRE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Over
;
good

Average

Under

Over ; very
good
Under

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Over

Aver ge ; good

Over; good

Average

Over

Average

Bad

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Over ;
good

Average

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Over; good

Under

Average

Under

Over; small Under; small

Ovtr ; good

\verfgs; gocf

Average ; good

HEREFORDSHIRE .

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; gooc

Over; very
good
Under

Over ; good

Over ; good

Average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Good

Average ; good

Over ; good

Average; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
gooi

Average
;
good

Average

Under

Aveifge; good

Under; very
good
Under

Over; good

Over ; good

Over ; good

Average; very

good
Over; very

good
Over

; good

Over; good

Average ; good

Very good

Over; very
good

Average ; very
good

Under; gcod

Under

Under ;
good

Under

Under ; good

Under ; good

Under

Under

Under

Averjge

Average ; good

Under

Average

Average; good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Good

Average

Under ; good

Average ; good

Average

Over; good

Average ; good

Under

Under

Over ; very
good

Ave age

Average; good

Under; good

Average

Over; very
good
Under

PLUMS. CHERELES.

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Under

Average ; good

Over

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Bad

Over

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Under ; good

Under

Over ; good

Under

Average
;
good

Under ;
good

Under

Average
;

good
Average

Very good

Over

Average

Over ; very
good
Over

Over; good

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Under

Average
;

Morellos good
Not grown

here
Average

;
gcod

Over

Average

Average

Over
;
gooi

PEACHES
asd NEC-
TARINES.

Average

Over

Over

Over
; good

Under

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

Average

Under

Average

Average

Very good

Over

Average

Average

;

small
Over; gx>i Over; very

good
Average , ver\ Average; go

g*-d
Average Under

;
good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over ; good

Average

Average
;
good Average

Average; very Over; very
good good

Average Average

Average

;

Average

;

good good
Over ; very Over ; very

good good
Good Very good

Over ; very Average ; good
good

Over ; good Average ; good

Over
;

good

Over ; good

Average

Under

Average

Average; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; good

Bad

Average

Under ; good

Under; good
;

Under

Average
;
good

Over; good

Under

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Over; good

Average ; good

Under

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Over ; good

Average ;
good

Over; very
good

Plentiful

Over
;
good

Average ; very
good

Average

Over

Average ; good

Not grown
outside

Average; fair

Average
; good

Good

Morellos over

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good
Good

Over ; bnt
small in eize

Avera ge ; good

Good

Over

Average ; very
good

Average ; good

Very good

Over; pro-
mises well
Over; good

Average

Under

Under

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under

STRAW-
BEERIE-" NUTS.

NAME
ABB

ADDRESS.

Not grown

Average

Bad

Under

Over

4verage
;
g'od

Under

Under; good

Over ; very
good
Under

Over ; very
good
Under

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over; very
good

Very good

Over ; good Average

Over Average ; good

Good

Average

Average; good Over; good

Average; good

Very good

Average ; good Over ; very
good

Over Under

Will not grow
in this part
of Cornwall
Under

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Over ; good

Over

Over

Over
; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Average; very
good

|

Yery good

Over

Average

Over

Over; g~od

Average; good

Over; very
good

Average
;
good

Over

Over; very
good

Average
; good

Over

Average ;

good
Over ; very

good
Very good

Over ; good

Over

Over ; good

Average ; good

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Abundant

Over; very
good

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over ; good

Over ; good

Over

j
Over ; very

good

;

Over; very
good

Average; good

Average; very
good

Over ; very
good

Yery good

Under ; good .Average ; good

L nder Over

Average

Average
;
gocd

Over

Over
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Under

Average ;good

Over ; very
good

Average; very
good

Yery good

Average

Under

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average; gocd

Average
;
gocd

Average; good

Much over

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over

Average

;

good
Over

; good

Yery good

Average ; good

Average ; good

Yery good

Over
;

good

Average
; good

Average; good

Poor

Average ; good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good
Good

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Average

Average ;

email
Over ; very

good.
Over

;
good

Over
; good

Over ; very
good
Under

Over; good

Over

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

Average

Average

Over ; very
good
Good

Over

Average

Average ; very
good
Under

Over;
Wainits over

Ubdei

Over

Under

Average
; good

Over ; good

Average

Average

Average

Under

Over; very
good

Average

Average

Average; good

Much over

Average ; good

Over

Average

Under

Average

Average ; good

Average

Under

Under

Average

Parrott Bros. , Normandy,
Guildford

E. Burrell, Claremcnt Gardens,
Esher

A. Evans, Lythe Hill Gardens,
Haslemere

G-. W. Cummins, The Grange
Gardens, WaUington

G. B. Ba^kett, Hashing Park
Gardens, Godalming

J. F. McLeod, Dover House
Gardens, Roehampton

Thos Osman, Ottershaw Park
Gardens, Chertsey

C. Papworth, Biddings Court
Garden, Caterham

C. J. Salter. Woodhatch Lodge
Gardens, Reigate

j

William Bain, Burford Gardens,
|

Dorking
G. H. Sage, Ham House Gar-

dens, Richmond, S.W.
J. Miller, Buxley Lodge Gar-

dens, Esher
Fredk. Geeson, Cowdray Park
Gardens, Midhurst

A, Beid, Jan., Possingworth
Gardens, Cross - in - Hand,

I Hawkhurst
H. C. Prinsep. Buxted Park
Gardens. Uckfield

Albert Offer, Handcross Park
Gardens, near Crawley

E Burberry, Castle Gardets,
Arundel

Robert Aitken, Beaulieu, St.
Leonards-on- Sea

W. H. Smith, West Dean Park
Garden?, Chichester

Thos. Glen, Worth Park Gar-
den?, Crawley

Chas. Jones, Ote Hall Gardens,
Burgess Hill

H. W. Ward, Longford Castle
Gardens, Salisbury

Thomas King, Castle Gardens,
Devizes

J. Trollope, Longleat Garden?,
Warminster

T. Challis, Wilton House Gar-
dens, Salisbury

Alfred Rushent, Savernake
Gardens, Marlborough

Thomas Nelson, Bowood Gar-
dens, Calne

G. Fulford, Trafalgar Gardens,
Salisbury

J. Hathaway, Latbom Bouse
Gardens, Ormskirk

W. P. Roberts, Cuerdon Hall
Gardens, Preston

W. B. Upjohn, Worsley Hall
Gardens, Manchester

J. Adshead, Trafford Park Gar-
dens, Patricroft, Manchester

B. Barham, Croxteth Park Gar-
dens, Liverpool

T. Hargreaves, Ashton Hall
Gardens, Lancaster

Robt. Doe. Knowsley Hall Gar-
dens, Prescot

W. A. Miller, Underley Gar-
dens, Kirkby Lonsdale

W. H. Bennett, Menabilly Gar-
dens, Par

4. Mitchell, Tehidy Park Gar-
dens, Camborne

Alfred Bead, Port Eliot Gardens,
St. Germans

Charles Page, Boconnoc Gar-
dens, Lostwithiel

Wm. Sangwin, Trelissick Gar-
dens, Truro

James Enstone, 38, Temple
Boad, Exeter

A. Eames, Heanton Satchville
Gardens, Beaford

John Sowray, Highnam Court
Gardens, Gloucester

William Keen, Bowden Hall
I Gardens, Gloucester
,
Thomas Arnold, Cirencester
House Gardens, Cirencester

[William Nash, Badminton
Gardens, Chippenham

Jas. Cleare, Toddiogton Gar-
dens, Wincheombe

Thomas Shingles, Fortworth
Gardens, Faifield

William Greenaway, Doding-
ton Park Gardens, Chipping
Sodbury

Alexander Scott, Sherborne
Houie Gardens, Northleach

John Watkins, Pomona Farm,
Withington, Hereford
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS-(Continued).

COUNTY.

8. England. S.W.

HEREFORDSHIRE .

MONMOUTHSHIRE

SOMERSETSHIRE .

WORCESTERSHIRE

WALES.
ANGLESEY

BREOON9HIRE ...

CARDIGANSHIRE

CARMARTHEN

CARNARVONSHIRE

DENBIGHSHIRE

FLINTSHIRE

GLAMORGANSHIRE

MERIONETHSHIRE

MONTGOMERYSHIRE ..

PEMBROKESHIRE

IRELAND-
9, IreUnd, N.

ANTRIM

ARMAGH

CAVAN

DOWN

DUBLIN

GALWAY

KERRY

LONGFORD

MEATH

WESTMEATH

WICKLOW

10, Ireland, S.

CLARE

APPLES.

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Average

Average ; good

Average

Under

Over
; good

Over
; good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Ovei ; very
good

Over
;

good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Avert gi

Over
; gojd

Average
; gjod

Over
;
gcoJ

Average

Average

Under

Ave age ; very
good

Over ; very
goo I

Average

Over

0\er
;
gooi

Over ; very
good
Below

Over
;
gOjd

Over
;
good

Over
; good

Over ; good

Werage; good

Under; bad

Under
;
gx>d

Uoder; good

Under

Over
;

good

Under

Over; very
good

Over; good

Over

Average

Average; good

Over

Under
;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Under ; good

Average ; very
good

Under
; good

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Under

Average

Average
;

good
Average

;
good

tveragp
;
good

Under ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under ; good

Under ; gojd

Average
;
good

Average; verj

good
Under

Under ; gjod

Over ; very
good

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average
;
gcod

Under

Average

Average

Ove*
;
go d

Average
; good

Below

Average
; gco"

Average
;
gooa

Average; goon

Under

Under; go 3d

Average ; very
good

Under
;
good

Avert ge ; good

Under

Average
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Under

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Under
Average

Average

PLUMS.

Over
;
good

Average ; very
good

Under; good

Average

Average ; good

Ave age

Good

Average

Under
;
good

Average
; goo^

Over ; very
good

Average
;
goon

Under ; good

Over ; very
good

Average
; gojd

Average
; good

Un 'er ; gcod

Good

Over ; very
good

Average; good

Average

Un.er; bad

Under

Under

Under
;
g^cd

Av.rage

G.od

Over

Aveia .e

Average
;
gocd

Below

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Over

Under

Average ; very
good

Under ; gocd

Under; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Under

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Average ; good

Average

Under
Over

Averpgi

Over ; good

Average; good

Over; good

Over
;
good

Average; gojd

Average

Under

Average

Average
;

good
Over

; good

Over ; very
gjod

Over ; very
good

Over
; go.d

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Averag ; very
gojd

Average ; good

G.ol

Average
; goo

:

Over ; very
go!

Over
; good

Average

Average

Ove- ; very
g td

Average
;
good

Over ; gcod

Very good

Over

Average

Over ; very
good
below

Over
;
gocd

Over; good

Over

Under

Average ; very
good
Over

Over; good

Over

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Over

Under
Average

Over ; very
good

PEACHES
and NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Average

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average

None out-of-

d^rs
Average

Average ;

very good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
gjod

Average
; good

Over ; very
gooi

Over
; good

Average; ver>
gojd
Good

Average
; gocd

Average; verj

good
Average

Average

Average
;
good

Averpg-i

Under

Ave-age

Average ; verj

guoi
Over

Aversge; good

Average

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Not grown out-
of-doors

Over ; good

Average
;
good

Oeer
;
good

Aveiage

Under ; bad

r r,der

Under

Average

Average ; bad

Average
;
goc*d

Under; good

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Under

Average

Average
;

good
Over ; very

good
Under

Under
; good

Average
;
good

Under ; good

Average
;
good

Average

Over
;
good

Under
;

gi.o I

Average

Bad

Average

Werace
;
gcod

Notgrownout
of-doors
Under

Average
; good

Average; g:od

Average
;
good

Under

Under

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Abundant

;

good
Over

;
very

good
Over ; very

good
Good

Very good

Over ; very
good

Over; gocd

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
gooo

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
gooi

Average
; gojd

Very good

Over
; giod

Average ; verj
good

Over? vtry
good

Average; g»cc

Over; giod

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
gmd

Over ; very

g o I

Ve y goo 1

Over

Average

Ovei ; very
*uoi

werage
;
goo<

Over ; very

g od
Over ; very

good
Over; good

Average; good

Average
;

^ood. except
Gooseberries,
much under

Average ; very
good

Average ; verj
good

Average ; very
good
Over

Over ; good

Over
;

good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
gocd

Average ; very
good

Average

Over ; gooi

Very good

Good
Over ; good

Average ; very,

good

Over ; good

Average : good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over : very
gocd

Over ; very
good

Over ; vei y
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over
;

good

Over; ve*y
good

Over ; vary
good

Aver-.gf ; vtry

gocd
Average

Over ; good

Average
; gojd

Average
; gocd

Over; god

Over
; good

Over ; veiy

g oi
Ovei ; very

gLOl
Vverage

; goon

Very good

Over

Aver- gp ;
gco

Ovf r ; very
gooi

vver r ge
; gco

Ov^r; gocd

Ovtr ; very

fcoud
Over

;
good

Over; g ol

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Average; very
good

Over; gooi

Over

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; verj*

gcod
Over ; very

good
Over

Average
;
good

Very good

Average
Average

;
good

Over ; very
go-d

Over

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Over

Over

Ovtr; good

Very good

Over ; good

Average ;

good
Over ; very

good
Over

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over
;

gocd

Average; good

NAME
AMi

ADDRESS.

Over ; very
good

iversge
;
gcoc

Average

rhr s. Spencer, Goodrich Court
Gardens, Ross

Frank Harris, Ea*.tnor Castle
Gardens, Ledburj'

A. Ward, stoke Edith Garden?.
Hereford

George Milne, Titley Couit
Garden*, Titley

Thomas (-'comber. The Hendre
Gardecs. Monmouth

fohn Loc^jer, Pootjpool Park
Gardens, Fontypool

John Ree°, Llanover Gardens,
AbergavenDy

Villiain Hdliett. Cos-ingtcn
House FaTm, Bridgwater

A. Young, Marston House,
Frome

Tjhn Crook, Forde Abbey Gar-
dens. Chitd

A. Youig » I lerley Hall Gar-
den?, fttourporr,

John Austeo, Witley Court Gar-
dens, Slourport

7redk Hughe?, Overbury Court
Gardens, Tewkcbjry

Villi^m Crump, Madre±fieli
Court Gardens Malvern

l\,hn Justice. The Nath Gar-
dens, Kemp^ey

K. Whtht, P^asnewjdd Gar-
dens, Lianfair

r
. W. Fv-rett. Penrhas G^r-
dets, Holyhead

\ ''lurk, iljto court Gardtns,
Hay

iH.cn, Ballard, Gla^usk Paik
Gardens CrickhoweU

J. Hilbejt, Craig y-nos Castle
Gjrden- Swansea

<. C. Williams, CrosMvjod
Park Gardens. Ab-rjstwitti

.ewis Bowen. Elwiusforu Gar-
dens, Llandilo

\llau Calder, Vaynol Tark
Gardens Bai gar

Thomas Kvauc, Grtjcer Ctstle,
Llanrwi-t

p. Middleion, Wynnttay Gar-
dens. Rutibjn

V. W. ir, Aeton Park Garden',
Wrexhsm

Toha Fuir-> h HawardenCas'le
G iinei s Chester

I. B maid Mo-t; u Ball Gar-
Ut*n-», .Vo:-t\n

A. IVtfigiew. Castle Ga dei.9,

Cardiff

t. Miluer, Tenrice Cat t.e Gar-
dens, Swansea

f Mur. Maryam Abbey G*r-
deiif Taibach

laiies B. nLett, RLii^ Gaidjns,
Corwe-n

C. H., Garden Hou e, Gregjnog

Tohn Lambert. Puwis Castle
Girders Welshpool

heo. Gnffi i, Skb ck Park Car-
decs, Haverfo'dwest

-V. B Fisher. Stackpole Curt
Gardens, Pembioke

.xeo. Portfou", Garron Tower
Gardens, Belfast

Charles Ciomb e. The Palece
Gardens. Armagh

Eiw-ird R^illy.Custlp Sounder
son, Belturbet, co. Cavan

Jas Tayior, Mountstewuit Gar-
dens, Newtownards

Average
; gocd Tames Pa tpr^on. Maltnide

Castl- G^rrlens, Ma'a^idp
G. Smith, Vice-Rfgal Gardens,

i

Dublin
*obn Cobbin. Gaibally Gar-
dens, PBllinaslce

John H. Kemp, Dromore Gar-
i den?, Kenmore
I Geo. M. Breeze, Kenmore Gjt-
I den?, Killarney
J. R fferty. Casile Foibes Gjr-

dens, Newtown Forbes
Tas. Hounslow, Hejdfort Gar-

dens, Kells
H. Clarke, P^kenham Hall
Garden?, Casile Polla'd

J. Tgoe. Garden Vale. Alhlone,
Levi Ch'M-*. Killruddery Gar-
denp, Bray

Under

Average
;
good

Uuder ; bad

Go d

A\e:age

Average

Over
; good

Under

Average

Average

Average

Under

Average

Under John H. Carter. D.-omolind
Castle Gardens, Newmarkec-
on- Fergus
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—{Continued).

10, Ireland, S.

cork

KILDARE

KILKENNY

KING'S COUNTY...

WATERFORD

CHANNEL
ISLANDS.

JERSEY

APPLES. PEARS.

Over

Under

Average
;
good

Over; good*

Average
;
good

Over very
good

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Over

Under

Over'; very
good

Under; good

Under ; bad

Average

Average
;
good

Under ; very
gocd

_l_

Over

Under

Average
;
good

Failure

Average
;
good

Average

Under ; good

Under
; good

A verage

Under; good

Over; good

Average; good

Over
; good

Under ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average ; very
gocd

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Under

Under

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Under
;
good

Average ; very
gooa

APRICOTS.

Under

Under

Under ; good

Average
; good

Under
;
good

Average
; good

SMALL
FRUITS.

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Average; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Currants over,

very good
;

Gooseberries
under, good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Under ; bad

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average

Walnutsunder

Average
;
good

Average ; good

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

R. Wilson, Mitchelstown Castle
Gardens

John Wyke. Bishop's Court
Gardens, Straffan

Frederick Bedford, Straffan

House Gardens, Straffan Sta-
tion

H. Carlton. Kilkenny Castle
Gardens, Kilkenny

J. T. Hart, Birr Castle Gardens,
Parsonstown

Thos. Singleton, Curraghmore
GardenB, Porteau

Correspondent

X., St. Lawrence, Jersey

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONTOGLOSSTJMS FROM THE HIGH-
LANDS.

Flowebs of Odontogloaium crispum.to the number

of fi'ty, and cue from different plants, have been sent

by E. Brooman-White, Eiq., Arddarrocb, Gairloch-

head, Dumbartonshire, which afford an idea of the

excellence of the strain which hae been imported by

him. While all are of good form, no two are exactly

alike, some being pure white with a little red and

yellow colouring at the base of the lip and the tip of

the column. S)me few have a decided sulpbur-

yellow hue, while others are almost entirely of a

pale lilac colour. In all the varying shades

of ground colour, spotting of either brown or

purple appears, and in two of the flowers the

inner halves of the segments are thickly sprinkled

with very small red- purple dots. The variation in

the different flowers is remarkable, and when they

are ranged side by side it appears still more evident

than would be the case if the plants were viewed as

arranged in the Orchid-honae. Mr. White says of

them :
—" We have had over 1500 spikes on our

0. crispnm this year, and not a siDgle bad one among
them, as I think you will agree when ynu tee the

blooms I send, which are a fair sample. From seme

cause, however, I do not think them quite up to the

standard of last year, and several other growers have

made the tame remark about their Odontog'osiums.

Possibly the protracted hard winter may account for

it. We grow our plants on open woodwork stages

close np to the glass of the roof, and nothirg could be

more satisfactory."

A very remarkable Cattleya Mendeli with io?e-

purple petals almost as dark as the lip is also sent.

If constant, it will be a distinct variety.

Cyetopodiuji Andebsoni, R. Br.

This Orchid is a native of Trinidad, and grows in

open spaces fullv exposed to the sun. Toe fusiform

stems are some 2 to 3 feet in height, from which the

plaited leaves die away after becoming mature. The
plant flowers in April and May, from the bate of the

growing stem, and produces a scape some 3 feet in

freight, beariDg a panicle of brownish yellow flowers.

The centre of the basal lobe of the lip is quite

yellow, with a crenulated and brownish margin. It

is best grown in well-drained pots filled with vege-

table refuse, dried cow-dung, and broken bricks, and
requires plenty of water in the growing season.

Bulletin, Trinidad Botanic Garden.

The Week's Work.
FKTJITB UHDEB GLA88.

By Richard Pabkeb. Gardener, Goodwood. Chichester.

THE PINERY.—If arrangements have been made,

as recently advised, as to bottom-heat, &c, for

starting a fresh stock of plants, the suckers may be

potted forthwith, so that they may become estab-

liihed in the pots before the end of the autumn.

The suckers should be twitted off the old stool, and

a few of the lower leaves stripped off, so as to expose

about I inch of tho stem. A suitable* size of pot is

one of 6 inches in diameter. This size will be large

enough for most suckere, though very strong ones
may require rather larger pots. Dirty pots shonld
never be used, and the drainage should be good.
Place the suckers low down in the pots, and make
the soil very firm about them. The loam used
should contain a fair amount of sharp-sand or grit,

its presence favouring the formation of roots. Plunge
the rots up to the rim in a bed of Oak-leaves or tan,

having a bottom heat of from 85° to 90°, and if the
plunging material be moistened by syringing its

surface once or twice a day, and the air is also

kept moist, the suckers will require but little

water before they have made roots. A slight

dewing of the leaves on bright afternoons will

assist the suckers in forming roots. The house
should be shaded in the middle hours of the day in

sunny weather, but, as a rnle, shading should not be
much afforded. The suckers will not need to be

much ventilated ; still, a certain amount will

be required by them on very hot days. The
temperature at night may be kept at about
70°. Plants of the Queen variety intended

for fruiting in June, 189u\ should now be in full

growth, and will leqaire to be regularly afforded tepid

water, and once a week a mild manurial aid to

growth. The plants should not be much shaded,

and what shading is used should be of very thin

material ; moreover, a fair amount of air nhou'd be

adm ttnl, so as to ensure a sturdy plant. Those
plants on which fruits are swelling, but which have
not begun to ripen, may have manure-water occa-
sionally, and a brisk temperature with a moist air

afforded them.

8TRAWBERRIE8.—The recent rains have greatly

assisted rooting of the rnnners, and when it is seen

that a sufficient number are well rooted, no time
should be lost in placing them in the pots in which
they are to bear frnit. The soil used Bhould be a

rich turfy loam, enriched by a one-third addition of

decayed stable manure ; aDd the pots Bhould be

clean ones, with a fair amount of drainage material

carefully laid in and covered with a handful of the

fibry lumps of the loam. The potting Bhould be

done firmly, using a rammer, so as to get as much
soil into the pots as possible, but leaving sufficient

space for water. Place them in a partially shady place

for a week, then remove them to one fully exposed

to sunshine. They may stand close together for a

time, affording them more and more space as the

crown of leaves grows.

TOMAT08—The batch of Tomato plants for

affording winter fruit should be forthwith placed in

their fruiting- pots, and stood in a sunny position.

If a disused Melon-house can be devoted to them,
they may be planted out in the old beds, abundant
ventilation being afforded.

THE FLOWEB GARDEW.
By Bailey. Wadds. Gardener, Birdtall Gardens, York.

RANUNCULU8 A8IATICU8.—For making a late

display in the spring garden, the Ranunculus is ausefnl

plant, the flowers lasting a long time in good con-

dition. Many of them are fragrant, and all are nsefnl

for cutting. The plants require a rich soil, and to

be planted in sheltered situations. The double-
flowered French Turban varieties have large flowers

of bright colours, and they are good growers. Nice
varieties are Brutus, Emperenr de Maroc, Florian,

Grand Master, La Grandesse, L. Sultana, L'Etincel-

lante, Lord Macanlay, Mont Blanc, Prince of Wales,
Princess of Wales, Queen Victoria, Robert Bruce,
William III., Yellow Gem, Yellow Queen. There
are also the Doable Persian, Double Scotch, Djuble
Turban or Turkish varieties in flue colours.

BROOI/EA8. — These beautiful free- flowering

bulbs deserve a place in every garden of spring

flowers, being very hardy. The Brodiseas are useful

for planting in clumps or bed?, and for cutting.

Suitable species are congesta, coccinea, and
volubilis.

LILY BULBS for planting in beds or borders
should now be ordered from the florists, autumn-
planting being the best for species of Lilinm which
are hardy. Croceum aurantiacum, the common
orange Lily ; L davuricum, d. erectum, d. fulgi-

dnm, d. grandiflorum and multiflorum, d. incom-
parabile, L Thunbergianumatrosanguineam, L. Dic-

tum, L Prince of Orange grandiflorum, L. Van
Houttei, L. candidum, L. longiflorum and the variety

lUrnsii; L. neilgherrense, L. eximium, L. Mar-
tagon or Turk's- cap Lilies, in several beautiful varie-

ties, orange- yellow and scarlet-coloured ; Liliurn

tigrinum and its var. L Fortuuei ; and L. auratum,
which is very satisfactory when planted in good
rich, well- drained soil in a sheltered situation.

IRIS.—The brilliant varieties of English, Spanish,

and Persian Iris, are excellent for planting in bor-

ders; also Iris reticulata and rubro-ccurulea, whose
flowers are fragrant, deserve a prominent place in

the bulb garden. Then there are the German,
Japanese, Siberian, and other beautiful varieties,

which are deserving of cultivation.

TIQRIOIA3 should be grown as "dot" plants

by themselves among other plants, or in clumps or

beds.

THE HERBACEOUS BORDER. —The rain and
warmth now prevailing in this district (4 inches of

rain since July 16) are causing rapid growth in all

kinds of plants, and where tall annual species are

planted for the sake of an autumnal display, much
care will be required to preserve the herbaceous
perennials from iDJury by over-crowding. Attention
should be frequently given to weeding the land, and
securing all tall-growing plants to stakes, &c. In
some cases the fastenings made during the drought
will require easing. Hollyhocks should have special

care in this respect, the stems being apt to get

injured by tight ligatnres. Phloxes of the tall-

growing species, perennial Asters, &c, shonld be

made secure, and freed from dead leaves and flowers.

8HOW VARIETIE8 OF THE DAHLIA.—The plant!

will now be making strong growths, and regular and
constant attention in the matter of staking and
fastening will be necessary. If flowers are being

grown for exhibition more than one stake will be
required to a plant, in fact, it is prudent to put a

stake to each main shoot, one flower only being

allowed to each shoot, the side shoots and buds being

reduced in number, those flower-buds that are of
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perfect form being retained. For shading the flowers

bags of light-coloured mnslin are the beat. The
Dahlia beds should be heavily mulched with short

litter, and manure-water afforded once a week. Dwarf,
single, and double- flowered DahliaB, planted in

masses, may be left to grow unrestrained
;
provided

the beds are covered by them. Traps must be set

forthwith for earwigs, collecting the insects daily.

RO8E8 Plants which were cut down to the

ground in the spring have, in many instances, made
very strong growth, and it will be prudent in exposed
gardens to fix them to short stakes, with tarred twine
or willows. Most of our dwarf Roses that were
hard pruned, made fine shoots, which flowered

well. Keep the Rose-beds tidy by removing spent

flowers, cut away thin flowerless growths, and
Bhorten back those shoots of H.F.'s which have
carried bloom, thus assisting the later blooming
of the plants. Teas of strong growth and Roses on
walls, hedges, or pillars should be trained so as to keep
the shoots from inj ury by the wind, but should not be

tied too stiffly, a certain degree of freedom being
favourable to growth. Proceed with the budding of

I.' joes, and look to the fastenings of buds put in

some time ago.

THE OBCHID HOUSES
Bu W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking,

CYPRIPEDIUM8.—Of late years no Cjpripediums
have received more attention from our hybridists

than the species C. niveum, C. concolor, C. Gode-
froyte, and C. bellatulum, and so far as my re-

collection goes of the crosses already obtained, the

characteristics of this section invariably predominate
in each hybrid. Of the numerous crosses raited I

may mention C. Aylingii, Muriel Hollington, Ger-
trude Hollington, Tautzianum, Lawrebel, Conco-
laure, The Pard, Aphrodite, and tessellatum

porphyreuoj. There are cultivators who find the
species more difficult to manage than most Cypri-
pediums, but as regards the crosses they, as a rule,

conform readily to cultivation, but should any one
of them become unhealthy, much patience and
close attention are required to bring them round.

Any of these plants that are in need of rooting-space

or fresh material in consequence of the old having
decayed, should now have attention. As regards

repotting, this should not be done more often than
is absolutely necessary, because the roots are very

brittle in their nature, Inquently snapping off when
disturbed in the least degree. Instead of turning

well-rooted Cypripediama out of their pots, break

the pot by gently tapping it, and pick out the rotten

compost, and if this can be done without disturbing

the drainage materials, there will be still less fear of

injuring the roots, Place the entire mass in a larger

pot, allowing plenty of space for filling up to two-

thirds of its depth with pieces of chalk or limestone,

or failing these, with pieces of tufa, bricks, or thick

crocks. The plant should be kept on a level with the

rim of the pot, which should be filled np with good
fibrous loam, freely mixed together with the bits of

limestone, &c.,andaemallquantityof sphagnum-moss.
The repotted plants may be placed in a light part of

the East Indian house, and shaded with thin scrim

at all times. All of the above species and crosses

need water in abundance at all times, especially

when in full growth. Great care is needed to pre-

vent water lodging in the centre of the growths or

in the leaf-axils, where it causes the decay of the

leaves; and instead of affording water with a can, it

is best to dip them in a pailfnl of water, lowering

them bo as to just cover the surface of the compost,

and allowing them to remain in the water sufficiently

long to ensure saturation. Thrips infest the young
foliage of Cypripediums, and do much harm, and the

gardener needs to be always on the alert sponging

the leaves, but taking care in so doing not to raise

them higher than is necessary, or they will crack,

AERIDE8.—Any plants which from exhaustion fol-

lowing the production of flowersor other cause have loBt

Bome or all of their lower leaves, may now be lowered

in the pots, while those which have lost but a few

may have additional drainage afforded, and the cone

of sphagnum-mosB raised up to the lowermost leaves.

Any of the long fleshy aerial roots may be pegged

down on to the surface of the moss, which in time

they will root into, helping the plants to retain their

leaves during the season of rest. It is necessary after

disturbing the roots to shade the plants rather

heavily for a time, frequently damping between the

pots, and being very careful in affording water. The
cool-growing Aerides japonicum and Angriecum fal-

catum should be kept in the least airy part of the

Odontoglossum-houie till the commencement of the

winter.

The pretty bright blue Khyuchostylia (Saccola-

bium) ccclestis is a plant that attracts attention

whenever exhibited, but it is one that is seldom seen

in a flourishing condition, the causa of failure

in most cases being that it is grown in too

much heat. The Cattleya-houte would seem to

be the best place for it the whole year. It is now
sending up its flower-spikes, and should be placed

near to the roof-glass, and be thinly shaded. Cock-
roaches often irjure the young spikes ; it is, there-

fore, a good plau to hang it from the roof, or stand

it on a pot in the middle of a pan of water.

PLANTS UNDEB GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULB8 FOR EARLY
FORCING — It is time that bulbs lor forcing, if not

for pluming out-of-doors, should be obtained from

the dealers, remembering that those who send early

are often the best served. If Roman Hyacinths are

grown, these should be the earliest to place in their

pots, the bulba soon beginning to make roots either

in or out of the earth, entailing the loss of many
roots if the potting be deferred. Freesia refracta

hai delightfully fragrant flowers, and the ordering of

a number of the bulbs of this plant Bhould not be

forgotten. If they are potted early, and consist of

continental-grown produce, they will show flowers

much earlier than those which are of home growth.

The soil which suits these, and indeed most other

bulbs cultivated in pots and boxes for early flowers,

is a friable turfy loam (aassed through a half-inch

sieve), two-thirds; leaf-mould, three- sixths ; and

dried cow-dung, three-sixths, with enough silver-sand

to make the whole porous. Tne aifcinga from the

loam may be used aa a drainage-layer over the

crocks , and in the case of Freeaias, Lilies, Brodiaeas,

Ixiaa, and similar small bulbs, peat may take the

place of the cow dung. Bulb pots should be deeper

than they are wide.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS — The plants must have

daily attention, looking out for black-fly, which is

prevalent this year, dusting the shoots, &c, with

tobacco-powder at night, and syringing ic off the

next morning. Mildew if noticed may be prevented

from spreadiug by the use of flowers-of-julphur ueed

with a dredger. The fastening of the shoots must

be attended to at frequ»nt intervals. Any plants

whose roots filled the pots, may be afforded weak

soot-water, ora light dresaingof Claj'a or aomo other

fertiliser, but it is not advisable to feed them over-

much until the flower-bads are set.

CINERARIAS.—Continae to re-pot as the aoil fills

with roots, 33'a and 2-t's being useful sizes in pots in

which to flower them ; but if planta larger than

ordinary are desired, the main flower-stem, on com-

mencing to rise, should be nipped off, the plants

being shifted, and eventually coming into 16's. If

green-fly infests them, fumigation should be resorted

to, or tobacco-powder be dusted on the lower sides

of the leaves,

HERBACEOU3 CALCEOLARIA8.—At this date

another pan may be sown, keeping it rather close

and shaded till the seeds have germinated. The
first so wn batch of seedlingn should now be pricked-

off into pans or boxes aa soon aa large enough to be

handled, placing them cIobb to the glaaa in a cold

fram», affording a slight amount of shade in sunny

weather.

CAMPANULAS. — Pricked- off seedlings may be

potted into large 60'a, using loam, leaf-soil, cow
manure, and sand. Place outside on coal-ashes and

afford plenty of water at the root when established,

syringing them frequently in sunny weather. Those

that are in flower, if of exceptionally good quality,

should be placed by themselves for seeding purposes.

SEASONABLE HINT8.—The boilers and hot-water

pipes Bhould be examined for defects, leaks, &c.

Last winter will have severely tried many heating

apparatus, and from the present time till the

middle of August is a good time for carrying out

repairs and renovations. In fact, it is good practice

to empty them and clean old and new boilers of

sedimentary incrustations, well washing them out.

be planted, Such Celery, if not earthed-up much
before the winter, will frequently go through the

winter without much loss, turning in most usefully

late in the spring.

TRIPOLI ONIONS.—The ground for this crop may
now be prepared, preference being given to a piece

of stiff aoil that is well exposed to the sun. Although
Onions do best in soil which is rather heavy, it should

not be waterlogged. Before digging the land, afford

it a heavy coat of stable-dung, and eome freah aoot at

the rate of one peck per square rod; and if it be
light make it firm by trampling it evenly and regu-

larly all over, doing this when the surface is dry.

Another dresaing of soot may be raked into the surface

before the drills are drawn. Tne drills Bhould not

be a less distance apart than 1 foot, or deeper than
1 inch. Having sown the aeeda, cover-in the drills,

and again tread the land or pass a light roller over

it. Sow about one-half of each variety in the second

week in Auguet, the other half being kept over lor

sowing in tne last week. Very large-growing varie-

tiea of Tripoli Oaiona do not, aa a rule, stand our
winters, and a few varieties need only be grown to

meet the home requirements. Nearly all the so-

called ' spring Oaions" will withstand the froit of

an ordinary winter, and they aerv» the same purpose
aa the Tripoli varieties. Early White Naples, Giant
Rocca, and Giant Lemoa Rocca, are useful Tripoli

Oaions.

SALADS —A last sowing of Endive may now be

made, planting out beds in a warm border of earlier

raised Endives. Plant out Cos and Cabbage Lettuces

at intervals of a week ; sow Lettuce seeds and tie up
such Coa varieties aa may need it. Muatard and
Cress, also Land Cress seeds should be sown, not

forgetting a pinch of that of Dandelion.

THE KITCHEN G-ABDEN.
By John Lambert. Gardener, Powit Canle, Welshpool.

CELERY.—-Where the space at command will

permit of it being doie, some rowa of the dwarf red

or white vaiieti'S sown in Mayor even later may

THE HABDY FBOIT GAEDEiS.
Bu W. Pope, Girdiner, Highcltrt Cattle, Newbury.

RIPENING FRUIT APRIC0T8 AND PEACHE8

—

Trees with ripening fruits should be daily examined,

and all which with a gentle pull part freely

from the stem should be placed in a cool room on
clean white paper. They will keep in good condition

for three or four days. Peaches show the slightest

bruise, needing therefore careful handling. It ia

desirable to place a sheet of wadding or some
Mae wood wjol under the paper on which
these fruits are laid. In most gardens the trees

will have to be covered with muslin or hexa-

gon netting when the fruit begins to get ripe,

fastening it at the edges, ao aa to exclude wasps and
flies. If ants are troublesome, some means should

be devised lor their extermination before this date.

Tnev may be trapped by smearing the insides of a

few small flower-pots witn honey or treacle, and laying

about in their haunts. These should be examined
two or three times a day, and immereed in boiling

water for a few minutes. Freah guano sprinkled

about and over their neata will Bometimes cause

them to seek freah quarters, or they may be destroyed

by watering the nests with a fairly strong solution

of soft-soap and petroleum.

OUTDOOR GRAPE VINES.—Grape Vines on walls

should now have all the superfluous shoots removed
entirely, the lateral growths being pinched at the

points as may be neceaaary to ensure plenty of light

being admitted to the principal shoots. The bunches
should be placed close to the wall, and if they are

intended for dessert, the berries should be thinned

more or leas according to the setting. For wine-

making, thinning the berries will not be neceaaary.

As soon aa the iruit commences to ripen, it must be

protected from the birds and wasps ; the latter are

especially destructive to the ripening fruit. Bags
made of hexagon or muslin, drawn over the

bunches, will save them. Earwigs should be trapped

with bitB of bean-atalka, or flower-pots hung
about the trees, or laid at the foot, with a little dry

moas at the bottom, with a boiled Potato or

similar bait placed under the moas ; these baits

being examined every day, and frequently re-

newed. Keep a sharp look out for mildew, and on
the first sign of it, dust the Vine with flowers of

sulphur,

OPEN FRUIT QUARTERS.—Keep the hoe at work
in the fruit quarters whenever the weather is dry,

killing weeds and aerating the soil; buahes and
others carrying heary crops of fruit should be

assisted with copious doses of liquid manure; and if a

slight mulching of strong manure be applied before-

hand it will prevent the soil being washed away from

the roots that are near the surface.
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Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive a-nd select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

<£c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — AU communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be written on one side only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE MONTH,

TUESDAY, Ave 13

TUESDAY, Aug 27

SATURDAY, Aug. 3

MONDAY, Aug. 5

TUESDAY, Aug. 6

THURSDAY, Aug. 8

TUESDAY, Aug. 13

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 14

THURSDAY, Aug. 15

MONDAY, Avg. 19

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 21

THURSDAY, Auo. 22

FRIDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

MEETINGS.
,„_ ,„ ( Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
•aub. id

j mittees, Drill Hall, Westminster.

. ,„ „ ( Royal Horticultural Society's Com-AVGIlj
mittees.

SHOWS.
i Royal Horticultural Society of
J Southampton, at Westwood Park

( (two days).

Nor hamptonshire Horticultural

Fete, at Northampton.
j Harrow Weald Horticultural

\ Society.
Carshalton Horticultural Srciety.

\Fawsley Cottage Gardening.

(Leicester Floral FB:e, in Abbey
} Park.

* Taunton Deans Horticultural

) Society.

S Flower Show at Blagdon.
") West Malvern Flower Show.

Bishop's Stortford Horticultural
Society.

Cardiff Horticultural Society (two
days).

Eastbourne Horticultural Society.

Wiltshire Horticultural Society, at

Salisbury.

—Martock Horticultural Society.

( Felling Floral and Horticultural

1 Society (two days).

Shrewsbury Great Horticultural
I Exhibition and Floral Fete (two
! days).

> Kingswood, St. George's, and West
I Gloucestershire Horticultural

'. Society.

/'Aberdeen Royal Horticultural So-

\ ciety (three days).

< Lilv Exhibition in the Manchester

j Botanic Gardens, Old Trafford
' (three days).

. National Co-operative Horticultural

I Show, at the Crystal Palace, in

J
connection with the Eighth

(. National Co-operative Festival.

( Brighton New Horticultural Society

) (two days).

I Reading Horticultural Society.
- Bath Floral Fit* (two days).

( Harpenden Horticultural Society.

Aug

Aug.

SALE FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
^ottmv a..,, a S Imported Orchids, at Protheroe &
FRIDAY. AUG. »j Morri3 . Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YKAKS. AT OHISWICK.- 63'.

The Fruit

Crops.

The courtesy of our corre-

spsndents in all parts of the

British Islands has enabled us

once more to present a tabular statement indi-

cative of the state of the fruit crops in the

present season. The wide area involved, and

the number of reporters, many of whom have

obliged us in this way for many years in succes-

sion, afford guarantees that the report is a olose

a^pr iximation to the truth.

Taken as a whole, the report is singularly

uniform in its character, and decidedly favour-

able. Apples promise to be abundant in all

districts. Pears, unlike last year, are deficient.

Plums are a medium crop. Cherries are, or

have been, unusually abundant. To a less

extent this may also be said of Peaches. Apri-

cots are muoh below average. Small fruits and

Strawberries have been very plentiful, with the

general exception of Raspberries ; and Nuts yield

a fair average.

These results may be seen in the following

table, showing the number of records in each

case, and the proportionate numbers of cases in

which the yield is of an average character, or

over or above the average :
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We must leave it to our meteorological friends

to oompare these results with the olimatal fluc-

tuations of the late autumn, winter, and spring.

One thing seems clear, and that is, that the

severe weather of early spring had no malign

influence on our fruit crops, unless perhaps the

deficiency in the Apricots is to be attributed to

this cause. It seems also evident that looal con-

ditions are less potent in affecting the general

result over a large area than olimatal influences.

Fruit oulture is extending in this country, and

the discussions of the last few years have made

it evident that, setting apart the inflated esti-

mates of some persons, there remains a reason-

able prospeot of success open to tho3e who know

their business, and exercise industry, foresight,

and care, without whioh no business can be pro-

fitable. In future issues we shall publish a series

of comments on the fruit crops in various dis-

tricts, with whioh we have been favoured by our

correspondents.

We are surprised at the great

streptocarpus. length of time that the specimens

of these plants, whioh Messrs.

Vbttch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited at the

Temple Show last May, have remained in bloom.

During the period of two months whioh has

elapsed since that show, other varieties of plants,

which have some resemblance to them as regards

their flower and stature, namely, Gloxinias, have

come into flower and passed away ; but the

Streptocarpus continue to make a brave show,

and promise to throw up bloom for some
time longer. It is, therefore, a better " paying "

plant for the gardener with a small amount
of house accommodation to grow, if it be

a less beautiful flower than the Gloxinia.

These self-same plants were wintered in low pits

from which the frost on several oocasions was

scarcely excluded, but suffered no harm there-

from, as their past and present floriferousness

amply testifies, whioh is another point in their

favour. Moreover, they have been success-

fully used as bedding plants, and if in a

dry border and protected by a thick mulch, they

might even survive the winter in the open.

These pits are at the present time planted with

a generation of seedlings of Streptocarpus, the

results of carefully determined orossings of the

best of this year's flowering. We may therefore

expeot to have disclosed to us in the size, sub-

stanoe, and markings of the flowers some remark-

able improvements on known varieties, much as

these latter have hitherto responded to and re-

warded the efforts of the cross breeders. We may
say that the raising of new varieties offers nomore

difficulties, once a good strain is obtained, than

in the oase of Calceolarias or Pelargoniums,

the same precautions holding good against self

and ohanoe fertilisation. The seeds may be

sown when ripe, that is, in early autumn, or in

the spring—better at the former season. The
oompost should oonsist of two-thirds peat, one-

third loam, and plenty of sharp sand ; size of

pot large 60's or small 48's, so as not to have too

many plants in a mass together, orowding each

other to their detriment ; and the drainage

very small crooks plaoed over one large flattish

piece to the depth of 1 inch. The seeds ger-

minate in a moderately warm moist house or pit.

The pots, when the seedlings have appeared,

should be placed on a shelf prettynear to the glass,

shading them only from hot sunshine. Pricking-

off may be done at any time during spring and

summer, with the proper precautions of keeping

the plants close and shaded till re-established. As
with other seedling plants, Streptocarpus should

not remain in the pots in which the seed was sown

till they get weak and drawn by being crowded

together, but they should receive timely atten-

tion a3 regards pricking off.

After staying in the pricked-ofi stage for a

month or six weeks, they are fit to oome into

" thumbs," and when these are filled with roots,

into still slightly larger pots, or to be planted
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oat in beds of soil in pits oapable of being heated

when necessary. If not planted outin this manner,
the plants should continue to be repotted till

they reaoh a small 32-sized pot, in which they
ought to be left to flower. Plants of more than

one year old will of course need, after they have
been rested, to be potted into pots of larger size

than this.

Group of Azalea indica alba at Pen-
bice Castle.—The illtutration (fig. 25), shows
a group of Azalea indica alba, grown outside at

Fenrice Castle in the ordinary soil of the garden, to

which a small quantity of leaf-mould was added

to open on the 5th inst. is postponed till the 22ad.

Special facilities are ottered to gardeners who may
feel disposed to Tisit this the first special exhibition

of Lilies held in the country. There will also be a

special exhibition of Grapes.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—The Worshipful Company of Fruiterers have

given a donation of £10 10s. to the funds of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

H.B.H. Princess Louise (Duchess of Fife)

and the Duke of Fife have graciously signified their

interest in the work of the Gardeners' Royal Bene-

volent Institution, by adding their names to its list

of Vice-Presidents.

MR. F. MOORE, of Glainevin, has been elected

a corresponding member of the Socitti Nationale

d'Horticulture of France.

Shirley and Surrounding District Gar-
deners' and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement
ASSOCIATION.—At the monthly meeting held on
the loth ult., Mr. R. D. Spenceb gave an interesting

lecture on " British Herbs, and their uses." There
was a fair attendance of the members, and at the

close of the lecture a cordial vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Spenceb. On the 17th ult., a

large number of the members and their friends,

numbering ninety-two, had what is hoped may prove

to be the first of a series of annual outings. On

WITS

FlO. 25.—QHOOP OF AZALEA INDICA ALBA, AT FBNBICE CASTLE, SWANSEA.

when the plants were put out. They have now
been planted five years, and, with the exception of a
top-dressing of leaf-mould afforded after they have
finished flowering each year, they have had no other

attention. No protection whatever was afforded

them during last winter, and whereas in other parts

of the garden at Penrice Rhododendrons, Portugal

Laurels, Wellingtonias, Taxodiums, and many other

trees and shrubs have suffered severely, these are

not hurt. The aspect of the border is west. The
photograph from which the engraving was taken was
kindly sent by Mr. Milner, the gardener at Penrice

Castle.

Royal Botanic Society of Manchester.
—It will be seen by our advertising columns that

the great Lily and Grape show which was announced

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The usual monthly meeting of the committee took

place on the 26th ult., W. Marshall, Esq., in the

chair. The following special receipts were an-

nounced: The Wimbledon Horticultural Society,

sale of flowers at the annual show, £5 5s.
;
proceeds

of Rose fair at the Croydon Rose Show, per Mr. G.

W. Cummins, £7 ; Mr. W. A. Miller, The Gardens,

Underley Hall, box, £1 18s. 8d. ; and Mr. C. Herein,

The Gardens, Dropmore, box, 17s. Qd. The death

of Mr. John Wills, a member of the executive com-

mittee, having been reported, the Secretary was

instructed to convey to Mrs. Wills the deep sym-

pathy of the committee in her bereavement, and
their profound regret on the loss of so noble a

supporter of the fund, and of such a sincere and

valued friend.

this occasion the Royal Gardens, Kew, were

visited, and a most enjoyable day was spent in

examining the great collections of plants from all

parts of the world ; we hope some experience was

also gained. The President, Mr. W. F. G. Sphangee,

accompanied the party, and by his kindness and

that of a few friends, the members were provided with

luncheon and tea at the pavilion in the grounds.

Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras.—
The last number of the Proceedings contain* an account

of the annual flower show, held on February 24,

which seems to have been up to the average standard.

"Traite de Culture Potageie." Par

J. Dybowski (Paris : G. Massox).—A second edition

of Mr. Dtbowski's excellent treatise on market gar-
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dening and kitchen gardening has lately been pub-

lished. It contains in substance the lectures given

by this well-known practitioner at the National

School of Agriculture at Grignon. The plants

treated on are arranged in alphabetical sequence,

and not only are the details of cultivation explained,

but the cost of production is minutely examined,

and the best methods of packing and marketing

supplied. Of course, the book is written for French
readers mainly, but the treatise is so practical that

much of what it contains may be turned to account

here.

A Garden of Pleasure.—The author of

Day and Hours in a Garden, has, in this new work,
presented to the reader a fresh series of chapters on
" The Garden " during the varying changes of the

year. It is a discursive chronicle of garden pro-

gress, under the varying influences of the changing
seasons. We shall take an early opportunity of

alluding to it more at length. Mr. Elliot Stock
is the publisher.

"VORQE8CHICHTLICHE BOTANIK DER CULTUR
UND NUTZPFLANZEN DER ALTENWELTAUFGRUND
PREHISTORI8CHER FUNDE." Von Geohq Bdschak
(Breslau : Max MSllee). Prehistoric Botany.

—

The origin of cultivated plants is a fascinating sub-
ject of enquiry, greatly facilitated of late years by
researches into prehistoric collections, whether in

the Egyptian tombs, Assyrian monuments, or in

post tertiary geological strata of various nature. In
the present volume the author collects the informa-
tion derived from these several sources, and presents
it in a form which will be very serviceable to students.
He deals with the principal food plants, European
trees, and miscellaneous plants of interest. The
oldest traces of Vine-culture go back to the time of

the builders of the Pyramids. In the neolithic and
bronze periods, the Vine was also known; whilst a
Vine is shown to have existed in the mid-tertiary
period by the remains found in the brown coal for-

mation. This fossil Vine is said to have had
nearer resemblance to the American Vitis cordifolia

of Michaux than to V. vinifera. It is to be hoped that
a translation of this useful work may be published.

LETTER CARDS. — Messrs. Langlev & Son,
George Street, N.W., have forwarded us some letter

cards which enclose a small sheet of paper which
allows much increased space for writing. Thty will
be very convenient for tradesmen's orders, and most
useful for travellers. Long-winded correspondents
for the press are earnestly recommended to avail
themselves of this device.

Kew Guild.—We have received a copy of the
Journal of the Kew Guild for 1895, the publication
of which has been delayed on account of domestic
bereavement. It seems to be as interesting as its

predecessors, but we must defer fuller notice till

another issue.

Middlesbrough Flower Show.—The efth
annual show of the Middlesbrough Floral, Horti-
cultural, and Industrial Society, was held at
Linthorpe on Wednesday, July 24. The show was
pretty much on the same lines as last year, the size
of the exhibition, number of entries, and quality of
the specimens shown being about the same, and there
was a good attendance considering the uninviting
weather.

CIDER.—We are pleased to find that the National
Association of Cider Makers is taking energetic
measures to ensure more attention being given to the
cider competitions at agricultural shows. The
arrangements at present in vogue leave much to be
desired, and consequently do not attract the more
important mikers to compete ; nor can visitors be
expected to evince much enthusiasm in the cider
shed, where only a distant view of the casks and
bottles is vouchsafed. The cider itself is tasted only
by the judges. In order to utilise the experience of
others, Mr. E. Samson, the Secretary, of 27, Clement's
Lane, Lombard Street, E.C., is going to attend some
of the cider competitions on the Continent, for this

is one of those things they manage better in France.

The Weather of the Past Season.—
Under the title of The Weather of the Past Season

(1894), and its Effects on the Garden, a little

brochure has been published by the Rev. Canon

Ellacombe, containing the subject-matter of a paper

read by him before the Bath Natural History and

Antiquarian Field Club last December. The writer

mentions the great difference in the climates of the

years 1893 and 1894, and the effect of the varia-

tions in temperatnre of the latter season upon various

plants. The general conclusions arrived at appear

to be that great extremes of weather are always

more or less injurious to vegetation, and that any

variety of moderate weather, while favourable to

most plants, is sure to prove prejudicial to some few

of them, or to the development or retardation of

certain of their organs or functions.

PROFESSOR EATON.—We regret to hear of the

death on the 29th of June, of Mr. Eaton, the re-

cognised authority on American Ferns. Professor

Eaton, who was in his sixty- first year, had been

Professor of Botany at Yale College for more than

thirty years. He eame of a botanical family, and a

graceful tribute to his memory will be found in a

recent number of Garden and Forest,

The Danger of Weed Killers.—We would

draw the attention of all who handle weed-killers

to the exceedingly poisonous elements sometimes

included in such preparations. Messrs. Spiers &
Pond were recently fined £5 and £5 5s. costs for

selliog what was alleged to be a preparation of

arsenic, without entering the signature and address

of the purchaser. The preparation was sold as a

weed-killer, and is said to have contained 75 per

cent, of arsenic, and 25 per cent, of caustic soda, in

all 2 lb. 13 oz , or sufficient to kill 6000 persons.

Apart from the danger which might result to those

buying such mixtures without due knowledge of their

contents, there is no small risk involved if such

violent poisons are left lying about in positions easily

accessible to children and others ignorant of their

nature or contents.

Phylloxera Certificates.—Some communi-
cations have reached us referring to our recent note

on this subject, and requesting us to do our utmost

to get these vexatious restrictions removed, except

in the case of Vines. Our powers are naturally very

limited in such a case, but we have never hesitated

in this matter from the first, and shall be pleased to

support any scheme for the removal of these futile

and obnoxious regulations. On the occasion when
we placed ourselves in communication with the lata

Lord Granville on the subject, we received the

usual polite " non possumus ; " but times are changed,

and if those interested will only combine and make
their views known, the circumstances are now more
propitious, as the foreiga Governments at length are

beginning to see how useless the rules are.

Mr. Bateman'8 Garden.—The sale of Mr.

Bateman's villa and garden at Worthing is announced

for August 14. The garden, as we have had occasion

to state more than once, is small, but unique in

character, highly pictura), and filled with the

choicest hardy plants. It is to be hoped that this

horticultural gem will fall into the hands of some
appreciative possessor. That it should become an
ordinary suburban villa garden again would be a very

unfortunate occurrence.

Agricultural Machinery in Russia—
Some two years since we drew attention, in a
"Stock-taking" paragraph, to the uncontradicted

statement that the authorities at St. Petersburg

had donea stroke of "imperial" business by importing

from the United States a number of complete sets of

agricultural implements—to encourage agriculture

in certain districts much needing the same. This

might have been termed walking over the heads of

nations, parties to tariff arrangements with the

Russian Government. Surprise was also expressed

that the opportunity was not taken advantage of to

stimulate engineering enterprise at home. After a

time the opinion gained ground, especially among

manufacturers in Lincolnshire, that " this sort of

thing " should be put an end to, and a chance given

by the lowering of import duties to " outside

"

makers and vendors ; but this opinion did not obtain

hold in Germany, Borne capitalists there having

entered into negociations with the Russian Govern-

ment for the acquisition of land on which to build

factories for the production of the above-named

implements, and such also as are required in horti-

culture. As to the success of the application we
know nothing ; but it is now stated that the existing

tariff will be so modified as to nearly totally exclude

foreign-made goods ; and this " for the purpose of

giving encouragement to native industry." Verily,

the ways of some Governments are wonderful

!

Flora of the Sequoia Region.—Mr. Georgb
Hansen, of the Foothill Experiment Station of the

University of California at Jackson, Amador County,

California, has prepared for Bale sets or single dried

specimens of illustrations of the Flora of the Sequoia

region. These plants will be of great service to

students of the Flora of California. A pamphlet

entitled, Where the big Trees grow, gives some in-

teresting details in the form of letters to a corre-

spondent, and comprises a complete list of the plants.

The Metrical System.— The report of the

select committee of the House of Commons recom-

mends :

—

(a) That the metrical system of weights

and measures be at once legalised for all purposes.

(4) That after a lapse of two years the metrical

system be rendered compulsory by Act of Parliament.

(c) That the metrical system of weights and measures

be taught in all public elementary schools as a

necessary and integral pirt of arithmetic, and that

decimals be introduced at an earlier period of the

school curriculum than is the case at present.

New York Botanical Garden. — The
250,000 dols. for an endowment fund having been

all subscribed, New York city is to give 250 acreB

of land in Bronx Park, and 500,000 dols. for build-

ings, improvements, stocking up, &c. Efforts are

still being made to increase the endowment fund by
subscriptions to 500,000 dols. or more.

The Plants near the National Gallery.
—Tde Palms and Musas planted out on the narrow

strip of turf in front of the National Gallery give a

very welcome relief to the rather severe style of

architecture of that building, affording a hint that

might be acted upon with advantage in connection

with other pnblic buildings, where space allows of

it being done.

THE GARDEN8 OF THE ClTY OF PARIS.—
The committee of the Paris Municipality, to which

is entrusted the ornamentation and maintenance of

the parks, squares, and gardens of Paris, the total

area of which, reckoning only the lawns, planta-

tions, flower-beds, and bordera, is about 75 hectares

(1 hectare = 2'471 acres), possesses nurseries, aituated

some in the Bois de Boulogne, others in the Bois de

Vincennes, and the Fleuriste atill at La Muette, at

Pasay, and the transfer of which to the Parc-aux-

Princes is in progress. The nurseries supply a

number of young trees for avenues and for orna-

ment, about 2000 a year destined for the streets

and walks, and about 50,000 woody and shrubby

plants to be used in forming and refurnishing clumps.

At the Fleuriste de la Ville, with its branches, the

decorative plants necessary for furnishing the

gardens are raised. The annual production of mis-

cellaneous plants, raised for the decoration of the

municipal gardens, amounts to more than a million

of specimens. Revue Horticole,

Liverpool Window Garden Association.—
In The Liverpool Daily Courier we read that the

twenty-first annual exhibition of flowers and plants,

under the auspices of thia association, was held

Monday, 22nd ult,, in St. George'a Hall. The
number of exhibits surpassed that of last year,

this year's total being 850. In the front-garden

competition there were 129 exhibits, and the judges

reported that there was a decided improvement in
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the gardens. Mr. R, R. Meade Kino, who usually
supplied the prizes, intimated that iu future, unless
entirely new districts competed, the competition
would not be repeated. Therefore entries from
fresh parts of the city were invited, and the com-
mittee will have pleasure in sending competent
judges to determine if gardens to be included in the
competition are situated in a suitable neighbour-
hood. In the class for windows and window boxes,
there were eighty-six entries, and the judges re-
ported that in some of the districts the work was
very good.

Chronicle on May 11, a correspondent, Mr. Feed.
Tobnee, F.L S., &c, Sydney, New South Wales,

June 15, 1&95, obligingly writes as follows :
" I

notice you ask for information about the ' ti-tree

bark that is used for packing fruit. One of the
' ti-trees' (' Tea-trees ') referred to is Melaleuca leuca-

dendron, Linn., the thick spongy bark of which is

easily peeled off in layers, and when cut up fine is as

light, if not lighter, than cork dust, and makes good
packing material. Several species of the genus

Melaleuca, Leptospermum, and even Callistemon,

are commonly called ' Tea-trees,' though for some

FlO. 26.—A NEW DAISY : THE BBIDE,

M. Eo. ANDRE.—The last volume of the Garden
is dedicated to M. Ed. Andre. The Editor has

availed himself of the opportunity of enumerating
the many titles to the honour and gratitude of hor-

ticulturists which M. Andbe has won. M. Andbe
has, indeed, won a foremost place as a landscape

gardener of the first-class, a traveller, a garden-

director, a botanist, an author, and an editor. At
the present time M. Andre, in spite of his work as a

landscape-gardener, finds time to act as editor of the

Senue Horticole in association with M. Cabbiebe.

Tree Bark used in Packing Fruit.— In
answer to an inquiry that appeared in the Gardeners'

unaccountable reason many persons of late years

have erroneously called them ' Ti-trees.'
"

Apple Grafts on Pear Stocks.—Mr. Gafnet,

writing in the AgriculturalJonrnal of the Cape Colony,

recommends the practice of grafting Apples on the

Pear stock, especially with a view to circumvent the

American blight, which, it seems, does not injuriously

arte ct the Fear.

" Through the Copse : " Another Ramble
after Flowers with Uncle Matt. (T. Nelson & Sons,

London, Edinburgh, and New York).—This little

book is one of a series written by Dr. M. C. Cooke

on wild flowers as they are found when growing, and
is intended for the use of children of about the age
of twelve years. The author aims at writing such
books as shall prove interesting as well as amusing
to little folk, and he is avowedly careful in his use of
scientific terms and long names, lest, by their ex-
cessive use, he should disgust his readers. Those
who like reliable information conveyed in an
informal manner should appreciate Dr. Cooke's style.

The hand-book before us is written entirely in
the form of dialogue, light enough considering the
subjects treated of, and interspersed with quotations.
Needless to say, the children ask most convenient
questions, which lead up with supposed innocence to
instructive answers, so gradually bringing out the
information which " Uncle Matt "

is evidently most
deBiroua of imparting. The book contains a coloured
frontispiece, various illustrations in the text, and is got
np in a coloured cover likely to please youthful critics.

BLOTTING Paper.—We have received from
Messrs. R. Chaio & Sons, samples of " an entirely
new electric absorbent Spongia blotting paper." It

is very good blotting paper, and the heavier qualities

would do well far drying delicate flowers, mosses, &c.

Frutta MlNORI.—Del Prof. A. Pocci (Clbico
Hcupli, Milauo). A handbook containing careful

descriptions and cultural directions relating, as the
title tells, to Strawberries, Melons, CurrantB, Goose-
berries, and Raspberries. The figures illustrative

of the habits of the plants and of the fruits peculiar
to various species are good and clear ; bringing out
the salient characteristics of each very distinctly.

The little work may be recommended to those who
read Italian, and who appreciate a small volume of
convenient size for the pocket.

"The Horticulturist's Rule Book," by
L. H. Bailey (London and New York, Macmillan &
Co.).—An excellent manual, which should find a
place in every nurseryman's office—indeed, in every
garden library. It contains articles on the nature,

preparation, and mode of application of insecticides,

fungicides, notes on plant diseases, injuries from
birds and various animals, weeds, lawns, cements,
seed and planting tables, and we kaow not what
besides. It is written for Americans chiefly, but
nine-tenths of the book are eqially applicable here.

" HI8TOIRE DES PLANTES." — M, Baillon's
remarkable work was nearly completed before his

death. The last issued part contains the mono-
graphs of the Pandanacece, Cjclanthacese, and
Aracese. In the latter order M. Baillon follows

the indications of Englee, without, however,
attaching the same degree of importance to the
histological characters as the German Piofessor

does.

BELLI8 PERENNI3 THE BRIDE.—A Daisy which
is useful to the bouquet-maker and floral artist

has been hitherto an unfulfilled want, but a strong

variety, which will be sent out this autumn by
Messrs. J. Lambert Ss Son of Trier, is said to

answer every requirement of the florist (fig. 26). Toe
blossom is semi-globular, of an enormous size for a

Daisy, furnished with a tall stalk, and pure white.

In the opinion of gardeners who have seen the

plant it should prove of value in bedding-out,

and, owing to its inability to produce seeds,

will not become such a troublesome weed as other

double- flowered Daisies. The agents for the sale of

the plant in this country are Messrs. Cannell & Sons,

Swanley.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
very enjoyable outing was experienced by the mem-
bers of the above society on the 2'2nd ult., when a

party of 140, including a number of ladies, paid a

visit to the grounds of Barford Lodge, Dorking, by

the kind invitation of Sir Tbevoe and Lady Law-
eence. Reaching there at noon, the company, after

a short interval, sat down to dinner in a large tent

erected in the grounds of the Bjrford Bridge Hotel,

Mr. B. Wynne, the chairman of the general com-
mittee, presiding. An excellent repast having been
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served and fall jastice done to it, the houses, gardens,

and grounds were then visited, the whole of the

glasshouses being thrown open to inspection, the

condition of the O.'chids and some charming floral

features in the gardens calling forth well-deserved

praise. Many then found their way to the summit

of Bjx Hill, while others, at the kind invitation of

Lady Lawbencis, looked through the mansion, and

at five o'clock the whole party assembled for tea on

the lawn provided by Sir Tbevob and Lidy Law-

bence, Tea over, a meeting was held in front of

the mansion, at which Sir Tbevob Lawbence pre-

sided as one of the vice-presidents of the society,

and in the name of the members presented to Mr.

Robebt Ballantine, the late chairman of the com-

mittee, an illuminated address and a handsome

silver inkstand, the first having engrossed npon it

the resolution passed at the annual general meeting

in February last, recording the thanks of the mem-
bers for Mr. Ballantine's great services to the

society in that capacity, and the inkstand also bore

a suitable inscription. M •. Ballantine having re-

plied, a hearty vote of thanks was passed to Sir

Tbevob and Lady Lawbence, emphasised by three

hearty cheers, and the company returned to town

late in the evening, having experienced one of the

most pleasant outings yet arranged.

C.der.—Toe hot weather reminds us of a

beverage which is highly acceptable at this season,

and that is Norfolk Cider. Messrs. Gaymeb & Son,

of Banham, Attleborough, some months since sent

us samples of various kinds for trial. All were

fresh, clear, sparkling kinds, but the "driest" were

to our taste the best. Tttere is no doubt that with

increased care in the manufacture, the quality of the

cider may be greatly improved and rendered more
uniform. Messrs. Gaymeb evidently are abreast of

the times in this respect. Tasting their cider in

comparison with some of a similar quality from
Devonshire, Norfolk took the palm.

Vegetable Assimilation and FUspira-
TION.—Mr. F. Faosr Blacksian publishes in the

Philosophical Transactions, 1895, B, p. 503, an

account of his experimental researches on tbis sub-

ject. The point specially to be determined was the

channel through which vapours enter or leave the

leaves ; that is to say, whether through the cuticle

or through the Btomata. The general results are as

follows:—
1. Under normal conditions, practically the sole

pathway for carbonic acid gas into or out of the leaf

is by the Btomata.

2. la young leaves the cuticle seems to be more
permeable to carbonic acid gas than in mature
leaves.

3. If the stomata be mechanically blocked, an
appreciable osmosis of carbonic acid gas may take

place through the cuticle, provided that the tension

of the carbonic acid gas be great enough.

4. The normal amount of carbonic acid gas in the

atmosphere ia not sufficient to produce any appreci-

able osmosis into a leaf with its Btomata blocked
;

assimilation, therefore, cannot continue under these

conditions.

5. The experimental optimum of carbonic acid gas

for assimilation depends on the structural porosity

of the leaf, so that, if this be reduced by blocking

the stomata, even pure carbonic acid gas may not

quite effect optimal assimilation.

6. To this, and not to the stomata being inopera-

tive in gaseous exchange (which was Boussingault's
view), is due the fact that, in concentrated carbonic

acid gas, a leaf with its stomata open assimilates

less than one with the stomata blocked.

7. In bright light a fully green leaf assimilates all

the carbonic acid gas that it is forming by respira-

tion, and none escapes from it. Gabbeau's demon-
stration to the contrary is oaly an expression of the

imperfection of the conditions under which it was
made.

The Evolution of a Lake.—Whilst Nature
manages to create lakes of magnificent proportions

in her own way, artificial lakes are usually leas grand,

though in relation to surroundinge often as bold and

effective, and sometimes even more ornamental.

There is to be seen just now on Mr. Bebtbam W.
Cubbie's fine eatate of Minley Manor, North Hants,

a good example of the process of evolution in lake

formation artificially. The site is of a wild iwamp-

like character, and prior to the commencement of

operations, about as unpromising a site for the

creation of anything artistic as could well be con-

ceived. The idea seems to have been Mr. Cubbie's

own, and the working of it out that of his bailiff,

Mr. G. Pbofit. Tne water area, almost the whole

of which is completed, though begun but some

sixteen months since, is about 50 acres, but it

looks to be fully doable that expanse. The
margin is of a most circuitous outline, the

ground having been managed so that where

highest capea or promontories have been retained,

whilst oa the lower parts numerous bays or

recesses have been formed. This feature in

the formation of bo marked a kind that the entire

circuit of bank can ba hardly less than 3 miles. Some
islands have also been formed, that will be planted

next autamn, as also will the extensive margins.

Footpaths and a turf carriage-drive will encircle the

lake. On one bay a fine boat-house is being erected.

Tne entire surface is now full of water that will

in flood-time rise aome 2 feet higher. The banks are

of peat clods, solidly built, and into the turves

Willow slips have been thickly inserted. The soil

is of bog, sand, and clay. In a few years a large

area of swamp will have been converted into a

grand ornamental lake.

New Publications. — We understand that

M. P. P. Debibain has just published a book

entitled Les\Engrais, Les Ferments de la Terre, The
first part of this work is devoted to organic mannres
and mineral fertilisers, and the second to the fixation

and utilisation of nitrogen in the soil. It is specially

stated that the instruction given in this book is of a

thoroughly practical natnre, and that it is not merely

thoroughly up-to-date, but also so worded as to

bring its contenta within the comprehension of all

classes of readers. Toe publishing- house is La
Libraire Roeffet Cie , 116, Bju'evard St. Grmiin,
Paris.

Colonial Notes.

JAMAICA.
The Bulletin of the Botanical Department, Jamaica,

for Jane, 1895, contains, among other interesting

matter, papers on " Coffee Peelers for Hand Power,"

and on " Coffee Separators." It also inclndea a

chemical analysis of the Orange tree, potash and
phosphoric acid being the chief constituents of the

fruit, an article on " Pimento and its Insect Foes,"

as well as the result of some lectures and demon-
strations given throughout the parish of St. Mary
by Mr. W. Cradwick, who has travelled with the aim
of instructing the inhabitants concerning the uses

and properties of the plants possessed by them, of

whose values they were often found to be utterly

ignorant. By thus stimulating local enterprise and
attracting attention to native resources, much good

work is done in quarters hitherto neglected and
unworked,

KEW NOTES.
Utbiculabia benifobjiis.—A plant of this fine

Bladderwort, obtained a few yeara ago from Messrs.

F. Sander & Co. as U. Humboldtii, is now flowering

at Kew, and, as I believe, for the first time in culti-

vation. It is a native of Brazil, Gardner having

found it in 1837 in the Organ Mountains at an

altitude of 5000 feet. Probably Messrs. Sander &
Co. obtained it along with Cattleya labiate. It has

uniform leaves 5 inches wide on atalka 18 inches

high, which spring from slender creeping rhizomes

bearing hair-like roots and numerous tiny bladders.

The flower-scape is more than 2 feet high, and it

bears four or aix pale lavender- coloured flowers

at the apex 1 inch long and wide, the apron-

like lip notched and channelled in the middle

with an inflated chin-like crest bearing two

streaks of white, margined with purple, and the

short hood-like upper segment is blotched with the

same colour. The plant is likely to be more prized

by botanists than by gardeners, for it is not ao good

a garden plant as U. montana. The Roraima species,

U. Humboldtii, differs from the above in having

spathulate leaves 4 inches wide on stalks 9 inches

long, and a scape 12 to 18 inches high, bearing

about twenty flowers, which open three or four

together, and are of a rich purple-blue colour, fully

twice the size of those of U. reniformis. Mr. Im Thurn,

who collected I' . Humboldtii on Roraima, says that

it grows among rank grass in wet swampy parts, the

flowers mingling with the grass, and ita roots in the

ground. Here it ia far more beautiful than when in

the water contained in the aheathing leaf-bases of

Brocchinia cordylinoides, to which it is strictly con-

fined in some parts of British Guiana. We have had

it imported in plants of the Brocchinia, but it never

did any good, although the host plant lived, and is

now represented by fine examples in the collection

of BromeliaB at Kew.

Amasonia ebecta,

Thia plant differs from A. calycina, introduced

and distributed a few years ago under the name of

A. punicea, in having larger broader leaves and

shorter wider bracta coloured bright scarlet, while

the flowera are nearly white with atreaks of purple.

An example of it ia now in flower at Kew, and a

figure of it will shortly be published in the Botanical

Magazine. Mr. Sinder, who imported this species

from Brazil, says that it was described by hia

collector as being much more ornamental than

A. calycina, but so far it falls short of that species

in being more difficult to cultivate. It ia described

as forming a shrub 2 feet high, and as being common
in woods near Rio. A specimen collected in British

Guiana on mountains near Kaieteur is labelled as

growing to 4 or 5 feet in height. Possibly we are

wrong in keeping A. erecta in a hot stove.

Cbinum Roozenianum.

This is a valuable addition to stove Crinums. It

has already been fully described and figured in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, and I refer to it here chiefly for

the purpoie of identifying it with the plant intro-

duced from Jamaica by Mr. Worsley, and described

by him in his Notes on Amiryllidea (1895), p. 8,

under the nam) of " C. Jamesense ? = erubescens,

var.' The typical C. Roozsnianum and Mr. Worsley '»

plant have lately flowered aide by side at Kew, and

they are exactly alike. Oae of tha Kew plants bore

an umbel of twelve white flowers, each five inches

across, and deliciously fragrant. I can strongly

recommend this Crinum as an easily-managed, free-

flowering atove plant, firat-rate in every point.

HlPPEASTBUM BBACHVANDBUM.

When Mr. Baker described this distinct and hand-

some apecies in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1890(2), p. 155,

we knew it only as having flowers 'Tike Amaryllis

Belladonna var. blanda in the upper half and coloured

deep blackiah-red in the lower half of the segments."

Plants of it flowered in the open air at Kew, where it

proved to be nearly hardy, and a figure of it was

published in the Botanical Magazine last year, t.

7344. Saed lings raised at Kew from seeds ripened

by the plant figured have just flowered ; bnt in these

the flowers are of a pale pink colour in the upper

half, pale green in the lower half of the segments

—

the deep blackiah-red colour having quite disappeared.

Here is a striking colour variation in the first batch

of aeedlinga raised from a good species introduced

from Parana in South America by Mr. Bartholomew

of Reading in 1890.

Eugenia malaccensis.

There is a fine specimen, 12 feet high, of thia

handsome tropical shrub in the Palm-house at Kew,

which has borne annually for the last five years a

crop of fruits. This year it has been exceptionally

prolific, the lower branohes being literally packed
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with glossy purple-rose egg-ahaped fruits, about

2 inches long. They are fleshy, and not unpalat-

able ; I have tasted worse Apples, but they were

very bad ones. The Sowers are even more orna-

mental than the fruits, the large brush-like clusters

of stamens, of a rich crimson colour, being the chief

attraction. W. W.

POTATO-DIGGING IN IRELAND.
Whilst near Tipperary in 1892, Mr. W. G. Smith

made the accompanying sketch of Potato-digging.

It represents the very worst position for growing

Fotatos, viz,, a swampy bog. The plant in flower in

the background is Ly thrum Salicaria. On the left

are rolls of peat from the position where the

attempt was made to grow Potatos. The stump in the

foreground is that of a bog Oak in situ. The Potato-

lifting was going on in rain and wind. The cot-

tager and his daughter were clothed in rags,

and both were helpless and hopeless. In travelling

made a practice of cutting everything they have in

bloom—good, bad, and indifferent. It was pitiable

to see poor little bunches of half- developed Anemones
and Ranunculus forming a foreground to an exhibit,

and these were only too representative of others.

The crowded arrangement imparted an ordinary and
monotonous appearance to the collections, and they
lost much of their attractiveness and interest in con-
sequence. The Council have such an ample choice

of material with which to make this show that they
should be eclectic ; a certain number of bunches only

being asked for, and these should consist of the best

flowers in good condition at the time. The largest

allowable number of bunches might be fifty, and
these should be of good size, so as to adequately
represent the plant ; and there should be no dupli-

cates. A limit being thus put to the number of

bunches shown, the exhibitor should be required

to effectively display them in such a manner that
the individuality of each might be brought out.

Further, where several varieties of one species are

shown, or different species of one genus, they should
be placed in juxtaposition for the purposes of com-
parison. This would make the Temple Show more

&*•
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Fig, 27.

—

potato digging in tippebabt.

by rail across Ireland, many scenes agreeing with

this may be seen from the carriage windows. It is

little nse telling snch " cultivators " that the Potato

disease is caused by a Fhytophthora, which repro-

duces itself by acrospores and oospores, and that

the aerial hypha carry conidia whose contents some-
times differentiate as flagellate zoospores ! The
poorer cottagers of Ireland sadly need practical

instruction in the best methods of growing and
storing Potatos. Our Special Correspondent.

Home Correspondence.

THE TEMPLE SHOW.— Your editorial remark
on page 651 of the last volume, in reference to

the collections of herbaceous plants at the above
exhibition, that " much more vigorous pruning
is required," was a timely pronouncement. It

is most important that much which is little

better than floral rubbish be taken out of them, so

that more space should be afforded for the really

good and desirable things. At present, exhibitors

seem to crowd into a given space as much again as

there is actual room for, and the result is confusion,

whilst the naming generally is so faulty, that it is

difficult for visitors who may admire a certain subject

to ascertain its correct name. There are far too many
inferior things, for it does seem as if exhibitor*

than it is at present—a means of education. I

thought Messrs. Kelway & Son's method of showing
cut blooms of Paeonies capable of great improvement
when exhibited as at the Temple—the petals of one
flower largely overlapping those of another—the con-
fusion was great. Surely blooms of Pyrethrums
would be much more effectively staged in bold
bunches, than as at present, dotted about singly

on boxes of moss, with the utmost regularity. Then,
the collections of Begonias were too crowded ; they
presented masses of colour it is true, but good varieties

suffer by contact with inferior ones—and a crowd of

plants is seen in bat little order or methodical
arrangement ; and as collections grow in extent
rather than diminish, and as tent space cannot well

undergo expansion, the evil is likely to grow. Only
let the novelty of the Temple Show wear off a little,

as will certainly happen in a few years, and then, if

the present methods of exhibiting continue, com-
plaints will be heard of their sameness and monotony.
Surely it is possible to introduce occasionally some
change of feature ; and no one would suppose that

on the part of the eminent horticulturists of which
the council consists, there is any lack of originality

or capacity for designing and imparting some better

features to future shows at the Temple Gardens.
B.D.

TOMATO DUKE OF YORK.—I saw this last year,

and thought it would be a valuable addition to

our market varieties, and such it has proved itself

to be. It is a profuse cropper, some of the trusses
producing from seven to nine full- sized Tomatos.
It is very firm and solid, with flesh of good flavour
and unusual depth, and very little seed space. Mr.
Ryder informs me that he gets the best price for it

in the market. This year he has planted twenty
houses of this one variety, and here it can be
seen in all stages of growth, both from seed
and cuttings ; in fact, Mr. Ryder tells me that he
gets heavier crops from cuttings than from plants
raised from seed. Amongst other Tomatos that are
cropping freely with no signs of disease are Frog-
more Selected, which is another good variety, of

short-jointed, sturdy habit, and good-sized trusses

of fruit, and which is likely to become a reliable

market sort. Polgate is another variety doing well
;

but I fail to see any difference between this sort and
Perfection, and Mr. Ryder tells me it is quite a
fortnight later with him than Duke of York.
ChemiD, a French variety, is good, and fruiting

freely ; also Golden Sunrise, a yellow variety, carry-
ing good trusses of large handsome fruit. All the
above are growing side by side in one long house,
to test their cropping qualities. Mr. Ryder never
stops bis Tomatos, but grows them on the single

stem right over the houses. F. London, The Gardens,
Beechwood, Farnborough, Kent.

GARDENERS'CHARACTERS.—Iamglad"H. M.C
is calling attention (through your isiue for July 13)
to one of the most serious circumstances, namely, the
refusal of employers to give characters. I have been
gardening for seventeen years, and I find, generally
speaking, the most promising youths and the most
able men are those most unfortunate in this respect;
const quently, they are prevented from following the
occupation they were especially fitted for. I wish
some of the candidates for parliamentary honours
would make it a test question, so that it may be
dealt with effectively in the House of Commons.
One Interested.

THE HARDY- FRUIT PR08PECTS.—I think we
shall be favoured with a very fine fruit season. The
scarcest being Apples in orchards. These, upon
some trees, are verv thin, notably Blenheims and
Ribston Pippins, Wellingtons, amongst the most
useful varieties we have. Trees of Lord Derby,
Warner's King, and some smaller varieties are loaded
with fruit. Pear-trees have an excellent crop on
the walls; have had to thin heavily, especially Pit-
maston Duchess, Catillac, Marie Louise, Louise
Bonne, Knight's Monarch, Doyenne

1

du Cornice, and
Ne plus Meuris. Cherries are good. Peaches and
Nectarines are an extraordinary crop. Out of

curiosity, I counted 500 fruits thinned from a four-

year-old tree of Sea Eagle. Apricots very good and
large, the Shipley being the best. Plums are a
wonderful crop, both Greengages, culinary, and
dessert varieties, and we have had to thin them.
Gooseberries, Raspberries, black, red, and white
Currants are a good crop. Strawberries have been,
and are very good—in fact, the best that I have had
here for the last seven years. Cobnuts and Filberts
are bearing heavilv, and Walnuts very abundantly.
The Quinces and Medlars have only a fair crop of
fruits. A good rain would be very beneficial, as the
rainfall for the last two months has been considerably
below the average. We only had rain on six days in

May and early June, and it practically did good only
on three days, and the whole was under three- quarters
of an inch, W. A. CooJe, Compton Basset, in June.

PLANT DECORATION.—Few men did more in

their time to promote highsr and more artistic

taste in relation to plant decoration than did the
late John Wills. It is perhaps poor praise to say of

some of those beautiful efforts seen in days past at

South Kensington, that they were revelations.
Practically, Mr. Wills revolutionised our style of

plant decoration ; very likely, had he not done
so, some one else would, but at least he was the
pioneer, and immediately he found myriads of dis-

ciples. Still, he did not convert every one from
their heavy stereotyped methods. Twenty years of

persistent illustrations of the higher art in plant
decoration by Mr. Wills or other able imitators

have not sufficed to eliminate much of the old Adam
of decorative effort from gardening, just because
there are so many would-be gardeners or decorators

who have no more care for tasle, elegance, or

harmony in plant decoration than has the merest
tyro. Try all they may, they produce a jumble, or a
mere stiff, formal bank of plants or flowers, and no
more. Wills went to Nature for his conception of a

plant group. If we conceive of tropical life, with

its overhanging Palms and Ferns, and beneath its
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carpet of flowers and leafage, or even of oar own
woodland or forest scenery, with its panoply of

leafage, and carpet of bracken or other undergrowth,
we get a fairly good idea of the origin of his

designs. He, however, had at his disposal choice

material, yet he never sought to make too much of

his colouring, or fell into the common error of

making everything subsidiary to floral effect. His
larger groups were made so as to resemble glades

and vistas, and they were always as cool and refresh-

ing as they were beautiful, yet they were never
gaudy. Disciples have since his day given to ns at

flower shows many charming groups, though only

the few have stood ont as real decorative artists.

Too much of the beauty and taste we do see is

rather imitative than natural, but we may be
thankfnl for so much. Some day, perhaps, in these

things the higher tastes may universally prevail.

A.D.

LUCULIA GRATI88IMA—This handsome shrub,

when grown well, may be described as one of our

best greenhouse plants. It thrives best when
planted ont in a bed in a mixture of fibrous loam,

peat, and sand, and requires abundance of water
during the summer months when it is making its

growth. Opinions vary considerably regarding the

pruning of Luculias, but naturally enough, if they

are pruned well back after flowering, and the plants

kept dry until growth commences, surely this must
be the right way. We have two fine specimens here

which were treated in this manner last winter, and
which now present an appearance which justifies the

said treatment. The propagation of Luculias is by
no means an easy task, but the best method I know
is to insert cuttings of young shoots into small pots

about midsummer, place in gentle heat, and keep
enclosed under a bell-glass. Seedling plants grow
very rapidly, but seldom flower so well as those pro-

duced from cuttings. Geo. Burrows, Warwick College.

LARGE CEDAR8 OF LEBANON.—Apropos of the

enquiry which appeared in these pages a few weeks
ago, I may say that some of the finest Cedar trees

in this country are to be found at Goodwood,
Chichester. In an old book I have before me I find

that in the month of April, 17G0, the third Duke of

Richmond planted 1000 Cedars in various parts of

his domain, the plants being then four years old.

Of course, in the period that has elapsed many have
succumbed to gales and otber mishaps, but many
noble specimens remain, and appear to be in great

vigour, forming one of the glories of Goodwood.
One specimen in particular is a very grand one, and
it is figured in Messrs. J. Veitch's work on the

Coniferie, though evidently the measurements given

there are incorrect; as I find, by passing the tape

round it to-day, the girth, at 3 feet from the ground,

is 2d feet 8 inches. The tree has a diameter of

crown, measuring from tip to tip, of 1-8 feet, and is

more than '.hi feet in height ; it has a clear stem of

6 feet, from which spring a number of enormous
branches, and the form of the tree is quite sym-
metrical. Three other large trees growing in close

proximity to this one have clear stems of from 6 to

8 feet, and girths, at 3 feet from the ground, of

22 feet 2 inches, 22 feet 9 inches, and 21 feet 8 inches

respectively. These trees have been measured from
time to time, and a record kept; and the earliest I

can find is 1867, when the second largest girthed

19 feet 7 incttes ; 1863. 20 feet 4 inches; 1892,

22 feet ~k inches. Rich. Parker, Gardens, Goodwood,

July 8.

8EEOLINO FUCH8IA8. — The abundant rain is

patting new life into vegetation, and the Fuchsias

are making up for their hitherto tardy growth. I am
sending a few blooms gathered chiefly from the open
garden, of crosses of the Fuchsia, which you will

observe differ much from the ordinary varieties in

colour and shape of bloom ; the growth is vigorous,

and Sowers are abundantly produced. No. 1 has

coppery or dark foliage with veins in the leaf; No. 2

is a seedling of this year, and should prove a very

telling variety, the colour being quite novel. August
is the best month in which to see Fuchsias in bloom.
/'. F. [These blossoms were peculiar in th> colour

of the sepals and corollas, bat that they are

improvements in the best sense we can scarcely

admit. Ed.]

HEAVY RAINFALL IN YORKSHIRE —Heavy rain

fell in this district from 9 a m on Thursday, Jaly 2.5,

antil the same hour th* following morning, and tbe

depth of rain registered was 2 70 inches, which is

the most that has fallen here in twenty-four boars
in my recollection. The heaviest fall occurred in

the afternoon and evening, and was accompanied
with thunder. Whether it was merely local I have
not yet ascertained ; but it is probable that such a
downpour extended for a few miles around. The
ground is thoroughly saturated, and vegetation in

gardens and fields will be greatly benefited, espe-
cially the fruit trees. If we get fine warm weather,
this will be the finest frnit year we have had for

many years. J. Easter, Nostell Priory Gardens.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE 80CIETY
{Southern Section).—I notice in the report of this

society, the question is asked, for what purpose are
Carnations snown with a single spray of foliage?

The words are these :
" Blooms of any single Carna-

tion with a single sprsy of foliage were also shown,
One can scarcely help asking, for what purpose, as
they suggested nothing new in design or use." What
does the Gardeners' Chronicle reporter want ? The
public has more than once been informed in these
pages, that showing Carnations on cards is very bad
taste indeed. It was, therefore, suggested that the
blooms be shown as cut from the plant, with a spray
of foliage ; there was no other purpose. The Carna-
tion is almost universally nsed as a coat-flower, and
showing different varieties with foliage might suggest
to those interested the best varieties for this purpose,
and to those interested in the cultivation of Carna-
tions, it would show the flowers just as they are.

Varieties that split the calyx are no use to exhibit
with a spray of foliage. Jos. Bmglas.

RU8U8 PHCENICOLASIU8 (WINEBERRY).—
Within tilty yards of West Mailing gas-woks, in a
private garden, the produce of which is sold in the
town adjoining, we find a row of the Wineberry of

the Japanese growing in the finest luxuriance, 5 to

6 feet in height, and clothed to the ground with its

clusters of fruits like the specimen enclosed. The
gardener informed me that three years ago he pur-
chased a packet of Wineberry seeds for a few cents
from the Continent. These were sown ; and after

waiting nine months, the plants here came up. Is

it that the dry summer has been favourable to the
growth of this plant ? Seen as it is here growing, one
cannot but think why it is not grown in the herbaceous
border and in our shrubbery borders, for its soft

copper-colour tints of the stems, and the whiteness
of the under- side of its Raspberry-like leaves, forms an
object that the eye catches at once. My informant tells

me it fruits abundantly, and that the Mulberry-like
fruits are relished at the end of August, when they are

either sold or made presents of by the proprietor.

Propagation appears to be from seeds or layers

;

there do not appear to be many suckers from the
bottom. P. F. A.

THE PHYLLOXERA LAW8 —It is to be hoped
now that the Belgians [French] and Italians are meet-

ing for the express purpose ot expunging or mode-
rating the obligations and restrictions hitherto

imposed upon them by the Berne Convention many
years ago, that England will now endeavour to free

herself from these burdensome regulations, and not
fail but hasten to throw her influence into the

matter of securing the free exportation of plants

into all countries. Nurserymen and cultivators of

plants generally have been severely punished during
the last fifteen years by these useless regulations,

and probably for absenting ourselves from the above
convention instead of attending it and showing the

absurdity of including this country among those
likely to spread the Phylloxera. Even the curators

of oar botanical gardens have since had their plants

ruthlessly returned by Vine-growing countries, no
matter how necessary or important for the well-

being of mankind they may have been, and that too
occasionally when the certificate had been duly signed

by a commissioner for oaths. I hope the council of

the Royal Horticultural Society and our botanical

societies, as well as the horticultural trade generally,

will lose no time in selecting an influential delegate

to represent England at the meeting to be held on
the 4th of this month, and in doing all that lies in

their power to confine the restrictions, if any are

imposed, to Vines only, so that oar plants and bulbs

may go free from all hindrances, and from useless

expense and obligation. H. CanneU, Swanky,

CINERARIAS.—Mr. .1. Miller, late of the Durdham
Down NuTMrtM, Bristol, sent me up to Isleworth in

1833, to Mr. J. Willmot to learn market garden-
ing, bat asked me if I saw anything new or good
to let him know, which I promised to do ; and as

I had a little leisure, I made a tour of all the nur-

series of any note : Mr. A. Henderson was then
famous for Cape Heaths, I remember. Of these,

Mr. Miller had about 110 species and varieties,
so that was a place of interest to me; at Messrs.
Lee's of Hammersmith I saw some 200 or 300
Fuchsia fulgens just ready to be sent out at 21s. each,
and so all ronnd. Mr.Loddiges was then at Hackney',
Mr. H. Low at Clapton. Bat it was at Mr. Knight's
of Chelsea that I saw a whole house full of Cine-
rarias in full bloom, and one blaze of bright
colour, mostly rose of various shades, some almost
scarlet. I still remember it as a sight I had never
witnessed before. Of course, the person who was
showing me round saw my amazement. But I am
not certain if he told me that they were crosses be-
tween cruenta and populifolia, or if it was only my
conjecture. I have, however, the impression they
were crosses, bnt this particular lot must have been
several generations old even then ; at least this was
my impression, or I was told so, perhaps. Omenta,
as I knew it at the Durdham Down Nurseries, was of
a much dwarfer habit than the one figured some little
time since in the Gardeners' Chronicle, and had a larger
flower, but populifolia, as I remember it, was a sort
of half shrubby species, with shorter, wider petals,
of a violet- purple hue. The above stated visit was
in the spring of 1838, when Kew was quite a con-
trast to what it is now, and when the Horticultural
Gardens at Chiswick were much larger than now.
I have always thought that Mr. Knight was the first
to work upon the Cineraria, and had no idea to the
contrary. George Lee, F E.H.S., C/euedon,

WHEAT-EAR PELARGONIUMS.
Mb. C. G. Tkeby obligingly sends us a spe-

cimen of a zonal Pelargonium (fig. 28, p. 135). in
which each flower of the truss is represented by
a spike of densely packed linear green bracts,
no trace of the flower being apparent. We
have occasionally met in Pelargoniums with this
malformation, which is identical with that in Sweet
Williams and Carnations. Oar forefathers used to
speak of " Wheat-ear Carnations," and we may
extend the epithet to Pelargoniums.

DEVON AND EXETER GAR-
DENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Thk fourth annnal outing of the Associaton took
place on Wednesday, July 24, when about sixty
members started from Exeter in brakes, and
visited Poltimore Park, Bradfield, and Knights-
bayes. At Poltimore, Mr. J. Martin, the gar-
dener, met the visitors, and conducted them over
the gardens and grounds. Outdoor fruit has always
been a feature at Poltimore, and the prestige is well
maintained. Apples were particularly fine, abun-
dant, large in size, and even now showing fine colour.

The Grape Vines are well cared for, and are cropping
heavily. The kitchen garden of 8 acres was in ex-
cellent trim. In the grounds the Lime tree avenue,
of 1000 feet in length, which forms a delightful

canopy of foliage, was worth going a long distance

to see.

The avenue of Cedrus Deodara is a fine one, the

trees averaging 65 feet in height, and about 10 feet in

girth. Several of the trees were bearing cones, one
having 100 to 200 on it. The Wellingtonias at Pol-

timore are well known. They were amongst the first

planted in this country. One of them is 82 feet

high, with a girth of 16 feet ; and another is So feet,

with a girth of 20 feet 6 inches. Abies nobilis,

56 feet, with a girth of 9 feet ; Pinus insignis,

72 feet, girth 12 feet 6 inches; and Pinus
tuberculata, 56 feet. This specimen shows the

peculiarity of the variety in having its cones

dotted all over the trunk and main branches.

A few cones were found underneath the tree, but it

was pointed out these had not dropped off, but had

come down with fallen branches—P. tuberculata

does not drop its cones. Liriodendron tulipifera,

Magnolia Soulangeana, Taxodium distichum, and

Hemlock Spruces are good here. Before leaving,

Mr. Martin, by desire of Lord Poltimore, entertained

his visitors to lunch.

Continuing the drive through the town of Col-

lumpton, in which, in Col. Foster's garden—an old-

fashioned one—there was pointed out a splendid

clump of Osmunda regalis, quite 10 feet through, and
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over 5 feet in height, flowering profusely. It was

close to an old well, hence ita vigour. The next halt

was at Bradfield, where Sir William Walrond's agent

(Mr. C. B. Haj) was waiting to give a hearty

welcome to the voyagers. Under the guidance of

Mr. T. Heath, the gardener, a tour of inspection

was made. Grapes were found to be first-rate.

Gros Colman, Black Alicante, Lady Downes' Seed-

ling, Foster's Seedling, and Barbarosua, all very

fine. Outside, Marie Louise and Winter Nelis

Pear were showing heavy crops, and one or two

Apple trees were well hung with Mistleto. In the

grounds were remarked Ketinoapora squarrosa,

20 feet ; Salisbnria adiantifolia, 30 feet ; Sciadopitys

another nine-mile drive was made to Knightibayes.

Mr. J. Dickson, who came from Keir House, Bridge -of-

Allan, only six months ago, was in waiting for his con-

freres, and piloted them round. Everything in the fruit

line that was in bearing was the very pink of perfec-

tion, Peaches and Nectarines on screens being

masterpieces of cultivation. Grapes were equally

good, Muscat Grapes splendid ; indeed, the " glass
"

was about as well done as it could be. In the open,

things were equally creditable. The crops and the

tidy appearance of the place, taken as a whole, were

such as to show that the race of Scotch gardeners is

not a thing of the past.

A drive to Tiverton to tea, and a 15 miles drive

FlO. 28.—WHEAT-EAR PELABQONIUHS. (SEE P. 134.)

verticillata, 8 feet (a grand piece); Abies grandis,

65 to 70 feet (planted in 1871) ; and CbamEerops

excelsa, 12 feet, were noted. Near a comparatively

recently-formed Arboretum were some subtropical

subjects doing well. Funkias, Osmundas, Spircea

Lindleyana (a grand shrub), and other such plants

were most effective.

In the flower garden the Golden Yews were un-

commonly fine. Some seventeenth-century English

Yews planted on the site of an old chapel, dating

back to May 17, 1332, were pictures of health and

contentment, and were trimmed in the old-fashioned

fantastic Btyle. There is at Bradfield a fine avenne

of Cedrus Deodara, and another of Oak.

Sir William Walrond, with his usual hospitality,

had arranged for an excellent lunch for the party,

and they having had a long drive and a long ramble,

this was mnch appreciated.

Having again got the travelling inspectors aboard,

home, ended one of the most pleasant and instructive

ontings the Association has yet held. Tbe arrange-

ments, carried out by Mr. A. Hope (Hon. Sec), Mr.

W. Mackay (Hon. Treas.), and a committee, gave

general satisfaction.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HOETICaLTUEAL.

Scientific Committee.

July 23.— Dr. Masters, in the chair.

Cypripedium Maiformed.—Mr, M. Masters described a

curious case received from Messrs. Sander & Co., in which the

sepals were normal, but the two petals and lip were absent.

The column was erect, terminating in three tabular stigmas,

and bearing three petaloid, two-lobed, imbricating staminodes,

on the edge of one of which was an anther. They appeared to

represent the three outer stamens. One of the three stamens

of the inner whorl was perfect, with a curved filament bearing
a two-celled anther. The other two were absent.

Lavandula dentata Foliage.—Dr. Masters-also drew attention
to a peculiarity in the venation of the lobed leaves of this
species, in that the "median" cord of each lobe was not
central, but close to one side. From this a cord ran round the
sinus, giving the appearance of the cords running from the
midrib to the base of the incisions, instead of to the apices of
the lobes. It recalled the arrangement in a leaf of the common
Hawthorn, but this has median cords as well as cords running
to the base of the incisions ; or, again, that of the cords in the
petals of the Compositae, which run up between the petals and
round the margins of the divisions. A very similar occurrence
is in the receptacular tube and calyx-limbs of the Cherry,
though here, too, each sepal-lobe has its proper median cord
as well. Marginal cords are general in the calyx of Salvia and
other Labiates, and appear to be supplied for strengthening
purposes,

jEcidium Nym-phceoides^ D.C.—Dt. C. B. Plowright for-

warded specimens of this parasitical fungus, with the following
observations :

—" This iEcidium has been stated by Chodat to
be connected with the Puceinia on Scirpus lacustris. In
November, 1877, Puceinia Scirpi was found floating in the
river Ouse at King's Lynn. During the past winter I found it

on the Bulrushes (S. lacustris) in the ' Old Bedford ' at Earith,
Huntingdonshire. On revisiting the spot this July, the
JEcidium on Villarsia was met with in great abundance. The
secidial cups occupy the upper surface of the leaves in the form
of suflicieiitly obvious circular yellow spots. After the
affected leaves have been removed from the water for a short
time the mouths of the cups close by a process of inversion, as
if they were immature ; but when the leaves become
thoroughly dry the cups again open. The Scirpus in the
immediate vicinity of the iEcidium was affected with the
uredosporea."

JEcidium Chtnopodii.—Dr. Plowright also sent specimens of

this fungus, with the following remarks:—"In the summer
of 1 893 Mr. Herbert G. Ward found on the mud flats of Ter-
rington^St. Clements, an JEcidium on Sueeda maritima. Shortly
afterwards I met with the same fungus on the'muddy shore on
the opposite side of the^estuary of the Great Ouse, near Babingly
Sluice. It was accompanied by uredospores and a Uromyces
(U. Chenopodii, Duby) on the same plant. By some botanists

this fungus is regarded as identical with U. salicornise, D.C.,
on S. herbacea. Doubtless the host plants are allied, but it

does not, therefore, follow that the parasitic fungus is the
same. Salicornia herbacea grows abundantly in the above-

named localities, but hitherto I have been unable to find the
Uxomycea upon it, although it is a British species."

Flies attacked by a Fungus.—With reference to the speci-

mens brought before the last meeting, it is reported from an
examination made at Kew that " the fungus is Empusa con-
glomerata, Thaxter (a somewhat rare species), parasitic on
Diptera, especially the larvae and imagines of Tipulae. Dis-

trib.—Europe and United States. This is the first record for

Britain."

Grapes Diseased.—With reference to the samples sent to

the last meeting, the following report has been received from
Kew:—"The Vines are attacked by a fungus called Glueo-

sporium ampelophagum, Sacc. , a well-known pest in vineyards.

The mycelium of tbe fungus is perennial in the branches, and
passes into the new shoots as they are developed. The first

fruits formed by the fuDgus in the spring are found on the old
wood, and the Bpores carried by the wind or rain or syringing,

reach the flowers and young fruit ; the mycelium also travels

along the tissues of the branches into the inflorescence. A
mixture of equal parts of sulphur and powdered chalk should
be applied to every part of the Vine, dating from the com-
mencement of branch formation until the fruit is set. All

shoots that are more or less covered with minute black specks
should be cut away and burnt at once, as these are the fructi-

fication of the fungus."

Thornless Gooseberry.—MM. Letelletier et Fils forwarded
from Caen some growing plants of this variety, from which
they have issued some kinds raised by M. Ed. Lefort, of

Meaux, France. The usual triple spines were either quite

absent, or represented by mere rudiments only.

Potatos grown in "Jadoo " Fibre.—Jadoo fibre appears to be

peat-moss saturated with chemicals. The Potatos were very

clear, clean, and apparently thin-skinned, but small. The
Committee could pass no opinion upon their value, as no
information was received as to the composition of the material

in which they were grown.

Sweet Willia7ns, Sudden Reversion of.—Mr. Cannell sent

some trusses, with small jagged-edged petals of a crimson
colour, which had. appeared among his long-selected beds of

Sweet Williams, the margins of tha petals being rounded and
smooth. The form which, on its appearance, is never allowed

to set seed, approximated to the original wild condition, as

described by Gerarde, this being apparently the only known
form in his day (1597) ; but Lawrence (1726) describes many
kinds, and observes that similar whole or self-coloured forms

occasionally appeared. The following are quotations from

these two authors :—Gerarde (Herball, p. 479, a.d. 1597)

figures and describes the " Sweete William" as of a " deepe

red colour," but gives no varieties of the broad-leaved

kind. Lawrence in " A New System of Agriculture " (p. 42i,

A.d. 1726) says :
—" There are two or three sorts of this pretty

flower ; and, indeed, the sorts are almost infinite if you nicely

observe the diversity of Btripes and colours, and the sportings

of nature even in flowers on the same stalk, there being hardly

to be found two exactly of the same sorts, except they prove

(as they do sometimes) self-coloured. The single ones differ

only in the colour of their flowers, some are red and white

prettily intermixt ; others are mixt with a deep crimson,

and from their seeds great varieties have been raised. There

is also a double flowering kind of a beautiful red."
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Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
July 26.—A *pecial meeting was held at Chiswick

Gardens on the above date, Mr. Balderaon in the
chair ; also present Messrs, Glen, Wythei, Bates,

G. H. Sage, Fair, Ross, Pope, A. Dean, and A. F.
Barron. Lettuces as growing first had attention.

These in numerous varieties, both Cos and Cabbage,
were dealt with as they were found, irrespective of

newness or otherwise.

Three marks "were unanimously awarded to Eomaine Griae

Monachere, a very handsome and perfect stock of Paris Green
Cos, also to Eomaine Ballon, or Superb White Cos, both from
Messrs. Benary, also of Cabbage Lettuces to a smooth-leaved

white variety, Satisfaction (Benary), a first-rate stock, some-

thing after Leyden White Dutch, of good medium size and
compact ; to Grosse Brune tetue, a large copper-coloured form, a
capital stock ; to Merveille des Quatre Saisons, also a large

copper-coloured variety, from Messrs. Vilmorin. A handsome
large pale-green, curled variety, Royal Malta, from Harrison
& Sons, and Iceleaf, somewhat curled also, yet distinctive,

from Messrs. Veitch & Sons.

Dwarf French Beam.—Of these, out of a large number
growing for trial, particularly good, indeed highly meri-

torious, is Longfellow, sent by Henderson of New York.

This is a fairly strong grower, an immense cropper, the Beans

long, narrow, and of the best flavour. This will doubtless

become a standard variety. Seed is of a medium size, and

reddish speckled. Also to King of the Greens (Vilmorin), a

dwarf, compact and very green-leaved and podded variety, a

good cropper and of excellent quality, seed smallish, flat, and

pale-green in colour, To Dwarf Early Mangetout (Vilmorin),

a very early variety, pods fairly long, and densely pro-

duced. This variety is evidently one of the earliest in culti-

vation ; roundish white seed. Also to Butter Bean Beurre

Dore naine (Vilmorin), a wonderfulcroppingvariety,apparently

one of the very best of the section. The Beans when cooked

were delicious, as also were those of Longfellow.

Owing to the previous drought the Peas were so fir a failure

this season that they were not fit to examine. A splendid trial

of Brassica is in progress, the plants having done wonderfully

well. These will be at their best a f • w weeks later, aa also will

a considerable breadth of Potatos.

Fruits.—The attention of the Committee was next directed

to an early Plum carryii g a good crop of fruit on a western

wall, that had given fully ripe fruits so early as the

19th of July. This was Rivers' Early Favourite; the fruits

small, purple in colour, flesh very soft and pleasant, and

of a delicious flavour, a freestone. The Committee unani-

mously agreed to recommend a First-class Certificate to this

most valuable addition to our early dessert Plums. The atten-

tion of the Committee was also drawn to a number of standard

Gooseberries worked on clean stems, some 3J]feet in height;; the

stock is that of Ribes aureum, grown close by specially for the

purpose. Currants also work freely on this admirable stock,

which is a strong grower, and soon produces tall clean stems.

A n umber of Morello Cherries on a north wall worked on stocks

of Cerasus Mahaleb, were also noticed ; these produce very

strong growths indeed as compared with the poor growth of

Morellos on the common Cherry stock.

SURREY FLORICTJIiTTJRAL.

July 24, 25.—The fifty-first annual exhibition

took place on the above dates, in the grounds of

Brockwell Hall, Heme Hill, by kind permission of

J. J. Blackburn, Esq.

For a group of plants arranged for effect, 1st honours were

secured by Mr. J. Lambert, gr. to H. W. Segelcke, Esq.,

Elfindale Lodge. The Crotons in this collection were well

coloured, and good use was made of Francoa ramosa, An-
thuriums, Oncidiums, Gloxinias, &c. A creditable arrange-

ment from Mr. W. Farley, gr. to J. C. Loyell, Esq., Tulse

Hill, was placed Sod.

For six foliage plants, Mr. Howe, gr. to H. Tate, Esq.,

Streatham, gained 1st prize with magnificent examples of

Alocasia Tbibautianum, A. macrorhiza, DracEena Lord Wolse-

ley, D. Goldiana, &c. Mr. Howe occupied the same position

in the class for six Ferns.

For six Dracaenas, distinct, the 1st position was gained by

Mr. Lambert; and Caladiums were very well shown by Mr.

W. Farley, who took 1st honours.

Foliage Begonias formed a pretty feature, 1st honours for a

fresh, distinct, and even lot of plants being gained by Mr. J.

Swaine, gr. to E. Jones, Esq., J.P., Clapham ; whilst a very

creditable exhibit gained 2nd place to Mr. A. Ellen, gr- to

W. E. Johnson, Esq., Tulse Hill.

Palms were well shown, the leading prize-takers being

Messrs. Lambert. Day, and Longley. A magnificent ex-

ample of Kentia Fo3teriana secured Mr. Lambert the leading

position in the class for a specimen foliage plant. In the class

for six Fuchsias, some finely-flowered piants were Bhown by
Messrs. Farley and Lambert, who took the principal prizes,

the same exhibitors securing 1st and 2nd prizes respectively for

freely bloomed Begonias. Petunias were good, Messrs. Farley
and Rofe showing well.

Well-coloured Coleuses were staged by Messrs. Rofe and
Lambert.
For four miscellaneous plants Mr. W. A. Chalk, gr. to

A. Normand, Esq., Streatham Hill, was 1st with a fine piece

of Asparagus plumosus, Adiantum fragrautissimum, and
Croton Baron F. de Rothschild.

For a box of cut flowers, a graceful arrangement gained

1st prize for Mr. J. Spary, gr. to A. Hopkinson, Esq.

Messrs. SuTTOir & Sons offered special prizes for a collection

of Vegetables. The winner of the 1st prize was Mr. W.
Farley, with fine examples of Magnum Bonum Cauliflower,

Tender and True Bean, Perfection Tomato, Eureka Pea, &c.

Mr. Silver also offered special prizes *for a collection of

Vegetables ; here the successful competitor was Mr. Rofe,
noteworthy being Perfection Tomato, the Mummy Pea, Early

French Horn Carrot, Potito Colossal, &c. For three bunches

of Black Grapes the 1st prize was awarded to Mr, W. Howe for

very fine Madreafield Court, and he also secured the prizes for

White Grapes with Muscat of Alexandria.

Non-competitive exhibits.— Messrs. John Lalng & Sons,

Forest Hill, sent a group of foliage and flowering plants.

Begonias being specially good ; Messrs. J. Peed & Sons,

Norwood, sent a good group of Begonias, 4c. ; Mr. B. Neal,
Wandsworth, a group of foliage and flowering plants, and a

collection of cut Roses ; Mr. F. French, Camberwell Green,

Floral Decorations, &o. Messrs. W. S. Iles & Co., Camber-
well, sent a good collection of garden Pottery.

1 RENTHAM HORTICULTURAL.
July 25.—The eighth annual exhibition was held

in the beautiful gardens at Trentham, and the display

was even better than ever. Mr. Harry Veitch, of

the Koyal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, in responding

to the toast of the judges remarked, that in some
departments the exhibits were better than any that

he had witnessed in London.

Groups,

In the competitive classes tbe groups of miscellaneous plants

arranged for effect were, as usual at Trentham, of high merit,

and the judges had difficulty in satisfying themselves, so c'ose

was the competition. Mr. Edwards, gr. to the Duke of St.

Albans, was placed 1st with a charming group consisting of

Palms Cocos, and Kentias, Orchids, Eulilia japonica, Franco*

ramosa, Alocasia, finely coloured Crotons, Ferns, Caladium
argyrites, &c. 2nd, Mr. C. H. Wright, Hahtoo, Coventry,

with a collection including Aralia Veitchii, Areca lutescens,

Pancratium fragrans. &c. Flowering Begonias were also used

in this group with pleasing effect, the Selaginella cassia

formed part of the groundwork, intermixed with Maidenhair
Ferns.

In a similar class, open to persons who do not employ
more than one gardener, the 1st prize was taken by F. J.

Maddock, Esq., Alsager (gr. t Mr. Smith), who had a neatly

arranged group, consisting of Ixora coccinea, Lilium anratum,
Palms, nice Cattleyas, Caladium argyrites, Ferns, &c. ; 2nd,

C. S. Jones, Esq., Stoke (gr., Mr. Gibbs), who introduced

Anthurium Audrewum, Cissus discolor, Coleus, and a well-

grown Areca lutescens into his group, with Ferns, mosses, Sec.

Roses.

The queen of flowers is always dominant at Trentham, and
this year the competition was very keen, grower* coming
from all pirts of the United Kingdom. The premier honour
was secured to the Emerald Isle.

Forty-eight Distinct Blooms.—1st, Messrs. Alex. Dickson
& Son, Newtownards, co. Down, with fine blooms of Her
Majesty, Marchioness of Londonderry, A. Colomb, A. K.
Williams, La France, Senateur Vaisse, their new seedling

Earl of Dufferin, Duchess of Bedford, Mrs. J. Laing.Dr. Andre,
Louis Van Houtte, Victor Hugo, Helen Drew, Kaiserin
Augusta Victoria, &c. ; 2nd, Messrs. Perklns & Sons,
Coventry, who hid excellent blooms of Caroline Kuster,
Madame Eugene Verdier, Souvenir d'un Ami, A. K. Williams,
Madame Marie Verdier, &c.

Thirty-six distinct single blooms.—This class brought six

competitors, the best collection being one from Messrs. Hark-
ness & Sons, Bedale. York, which included good blooms of

A. K. Williams, Her Majesty, A. Colomb, Marechal Niel, J.

S. Mill, Mrs. J. Laing, Duchesse de Morny, &c. 2nd, Messrs.

A. Dickson & Sons. Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Her Majesty,

A. K. Williams, Victor Hugo, and Susanne Marie Rodo-
canachi, were noticeable in this stand.

Twenty-four distinct blooms, three trusses of each.—Among
nine competitors, the 1st prize collection was one from Messrs.
A. Dickson & Sons, and amongst the blooms best represented
were Merveille de Lyon, Her Majesty, Mrs. Sharman Craw-
ford, Captain Haywood, Gustave Piganneau, Marie Baumann,
John Stuart Mill, &c. 2nd, Messrs. Perkins Sc Sons, Coventry.
Here were good trebles of Duke of Tecfc, Louis Van Houtte,
Marie Verdier, Madame Joseph Bonnaire, A. Colomb, &c.

Twelve distinct Teas or Noisettes, three blooms of each.—1st,

Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons ; and we noticed Souvenir d'un
Ami, Ernest Metz, Perle des Jardins, Inno rente Pirola, Brides-

maid, Catherine Mermet, Francisca Kruger, as being worthy
of remark. 2nd, Messrs. Prior & Son, Colchester. Niphetos,

Madame Hoste, Caroline Kuster, The Bride, Marechal Niel,

were the best in this stand.

Eighteen distinct single bloom s
t
\Teas or Noisettes.—1st, Messrs.

Prior & Sons, with a stand in which were very good blooms
of The Bride, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Marie Van Houtte,
Niphetos, C. Kuster, Rubens, Boule d'Or, Innocente Pirola,

&c. ; 2nd, Mr. George Mount, Canterbury.

1 welve single blooms of any dark velvety Rose.— 1st, Alex-
ander Dickson & Sons, with a fiae stand of Earl>f Dufferin

;

2nd, Messrs. Townsend & Son, Worcester, with A. K. Wil-
liaxns.

Tw.lve single blooms of any white or light-coloured Rose,—1st,

Mr. George Mount, with Mrs. John Laing; 2nd, Messrs.
Prior St Son, Colchester, with Mrs. T. H. Laird.

Twelve titgle blooms, any other colour.—1st, Messrs. H&rk-

ness & Sons, with Alfred Colo-nbe ; 2nd, Mr. George Mount,
with LTlrich Brunner.

For the most decorative arrangement ofBoses
t 12 feet long by

5 feet wide.— 1st, MessrB. Jenkinson & ?0N, Newcastle, Staf-

fordshire, for a very artistic arrangement of baskets, stands,

sprays, wreaths, and festoons, with Ferns, &c. ;„2nd, Mr. C. E.
Ohantjos Polk Gill, Hopton Hall, with a collection arranged

chiefly in low vases among Palms and Selaginellas.

In the amateur classes for twenty-four distinct blooms, and
for twelve distinct blooms, Mr. W. Drew, Ledbury, was 1st,

being followed in the latter claes by Mr. Botes.

Cut Flowers.

For a collection of hardy border cut flowers, Messrs. HiRK*
ness & Sons were 1st, with fine bunches of Coreopsis gran-

diflora, Delphinium grandiflorum album, Potentilla Le
Vesuve, Chrysanthemums, Phloxes, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. George
Mount, Canterbury.
For twelve bunches of stove or greenhouse flowers, Messrs.

Jenkins & Sons were 1st. Messrs. Jones & Sons, Shrews-
bury, had the best ball or hand bouquet ; and Messrs. Jenkins
6 Sons the best bridal bouquet.

The best stand of cut flowers for table decoration was staged
by Mrs. Blair, Trentham Gardens ; 2nd, Miss Kettle,
Market Drayton. Stand cf cut flowers for table decoration,

and a similar class for nurserymen, was won by Messrs.

Jenkins &, Sons.
Fruit.

Fruit made an excellent display.

For a collection of nine distinct kinds, the 1st prize was taken
by Baron Rothschild, Gunnerobury Park (gr., Mr. Reynolds),

who staged fine Madresfield Court and Black Hambargh
Grapes, a good Queen Pine, Belle de Doue Peaches, Lord
Napier Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs, Hero of Lcckinge
Melon, Bigarreau Noir de Sohmidt Cherries, and Pine-apple
Nectarine ; 2nd, C. E. Keyseb, Esq., Stanmore (gr., Mr.
GleesoD), who had a fine cluster of highly-colourel Bananas,
also Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Belle-

garde, and Early Alexander Peaches, Downton Nectarioe,

at.d St. Margaret's Cherries, with a Ripley Queen Pine.

Collection of six virieties of fruit, excluding Pines.— 1st,

Baron Rothscnild ; here was staged excellent Madresfield
Court and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Hero of Lockinge
Melon, Goshawk Peaches, Pine-apple Ntctarine, and Bigarreau
Napoleon Cherriei; 2nd, Lord Bagot, Blithfield (gr., Mr.
Bannerman), with Foster's Seedling and Black Hamburgh
Grapes, Golden Perfection Melon, Violette Hative Peaches,

Vio'ette Hative Nectarii es, and Brown Turkey Fig*.

Grapes.—For four bunches representing two distinct kin la,

J. Grant Morris, Esq., Allerton Priory, Liverpool (gr., Mr.
Cravan), was 1st, who staged excellent well finished Madresfield
Court and Black Hamburgh. This exhibit was awarded the
special prize, as the most meritorious exhibit of fruit in the
show. 2nd, Baron Rothschild, with the same varieties.

For three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, J. Tarns,
Esq., The Hays, Stone (gr., Mr. Bates), was 1st and J. Grant
Morris, Esq., 2nd.

For three bunches of Black Grapes, any variety, 1st, J. Grant
Morris, E*q., with Madresfield Court, and special for best stand
of Black Grapes; 2nd, Baron Rothschild, for the same
variety.

For three bunches of White Grapes, any variety, excluding
Muscats, Lord Hotham (gr., Mr. Alsop) was 1st, with well
finished Buckland Swestwater. 2nd, Basil Fitzhereert,
Esq., Swynnerton Hall, Stone (gr., Mr. Turner), with Duke of

Buccleuch.

Melons.—The best green or white-fleshed Melon came from
B. Fitzherbert, Esq., with Turner's Seedling. 2nd, Earl of

Harrington, with Countess. Mr. W. G. Breese. Moreton
Hall Gardens, had the best scarlet-fleshed Melon, with Beauty
of Sion. 2nd, B. Fitz Herbert, Esq.

Peaches, single dish.— The Duke of Sutherland (gr., Mr.
Blair) hud the best single dish, staging a magnificent dish of

Violette Hative. 2nd, C. E. Keyser, Esq., with Bellegarde.

Ntctarines, single dish.—1st, Duke of Sutherland, with
highly-coloured Lord Napier. 2nd, Lord Bagot, with Violette
Hative.

Strawberries.—Lord Bagot had the best single dish, with
Late Pine ; 2nd, R. Snetd, Esq., Kirk Hall (gr., Mr. WalliB).

Chtrries. — The Earl of Harrington, with Belle Mi-
gnifique, had the best dish of Cherries ; and R. Snetd, Esq ,

with Bigarreau Napoleon, was 2nd.

Vegetables.

The best Tomatos were from Lord Hotham ; and the finest

brace of Cacumbers from G. Galloway, Esq., who thowed
Telegraph ; 2nd, Duke of St. Albans, with same variety.

Tbe collections of vegetables were numerous, and of great
excellence. For nine distinct kinds, Lady Theodore Guest,
Inwood HouBe, Blandford (gr., Mr. Wilkins), was 1st, with
Satisfaction Potato, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Ailsa Craig
Onion, Ne Plus Ultra Runner Beanp, Prodigy Peas, Perfection

Tomatos, and Hurst's Monarch Cucumbers ; 2nd, G. Gallo-
way, Esq., Bath.
Lady Theodore Guest was also 1st in Messrs. Webb &

Sons* class for six distinct kinds of vegetable* ; and in a
similar class, the prizes for which were offered by Messrs.

Sutton & Sons.
Other prizes were offered by the Duke and Duchess of

Sutherland for the best-cultivated cottage gardens, for wild-

flower bouquets, made by children, and for bunches of cut
flowe~s of the garden.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

Mr. Blair, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, arranged two
magnificent groups, the one of Souvenir de la Malmaison Car-
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nations, containing shades of bright scarlet to almost pure
white. The plants were well grown and profusely flowered.

He showed likewise a group of some hundreds of Lilium longi-

florum, which were the admiration of all.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, staged one of the finest

groups of plants the firm has ever tent to the Midlands, and
comprised a collection of new CainatioDS, Ehododendron jas-

miniflorum well flowered; the newest Nepenthes, and Cala-

diums. New varieties of Canna, for which a Gold Medal wae
awarded. The same nursery firm staged a fine collection of

fruit
t and a collection of 100 vases of cut flowers.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co.. St. Albans, staged a choice col-

lection of new plants, for which a Gold Medal was awarded.
The group included a fine spaoimen of Dracaena Sanderiana,
new Begonias, Alocasia Watsoniana, Eriocnema Sanderse, a
fine new variegated plant ; new Palms, Orchids, &c.

Messrs. Dickson. Ltd., Chester, were awarded a Silver
Medal for a collection of cut flowers, consisting of Roses,
Gladiolus. Carnations in variety, Phloxes, and other flowers of

perennial plants.

Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate, had a Silver Medal for
hardy cut flowers, including Carnations. Messrs. White &
Son, Worcester, a Silver Medal for thirty-six varieties of

herbaceous cut flowers, Gladioli, Gaillardias, Pompon Dahlias,
and their new Petunia, Brilliant.

Messrs. Fckfobd & Son, Wem, were awarded a Silver

Medal for fifty varieties of Sweet Peas, arranged in vases
with foliage.

Messrp. Clibran & Son, Altrincham, had a Silver Medal
for a collection of cut flowers ; Messrs. Hill & Co., Spotacr^,
a Silver Medal for a collection of shrubs in pots; and Messrs.
Pritchard &Son, Shrewsbury, a Silver Medalfor a collecticn
of eighty varieties of border Carnations.

HAMMERSMITH HORTICTJLTTTBAL.
This part of tuburbsii London hap, of course, ito Horticultural

Society, which doubtless contrives to keep up a love of garden-
ing amongst its heterogeneous population. The di-trict was
once well dotted over with large residences in the timea when
rich citizens were not conveyed as now by rail and coach so
far afield to their homes, and there are still existent legends
of fine old gardens in and about Hammersmith. Did not the
mother of the present President of the Royal Horticultural
Society possess a garden but a short way from Hammersmith,
that waB famous for rare plants and good gardening; and
Kensington, Chiswick^and Turnham Green were peopled with
nurserymen, florists, and market gardeners. Who has not
heard of the celebrated firm of C. & J. Lee ; of Salter of
Chrysanthemum fame, who escaped with Louis Philippe's fine
china dinner service in 1S18, whiehhelet select visitors behold
in his parlour at Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, down to

1869, for the deposed King gave it to him, after it was brought
over to this country; of Glenoy, oE Glendinning; of the
famous Williams' Bon Chretien Pear that has made people
affluentboth hereand in the United Statesof America, and which
was found in a Turnham Green garden ? Many of the formtr
owners of these gardens are dead and gone, and the land once
theirs canies, alas, a crop of houses instead of fruits and
flowers !

The Society held an exhibition (the eleventh) on Thursday,
July 25, at which were groups of plants shown by amateur
and professional gardeners, Mr. Woodhouse being 1st among
the former, and Mr. Bromley among the latter. Nice exotx
Ferns came from Mr. Addison, Mrs. Lloyd's gardener, Merton
Lodge, Chiswick ; and good Fuchsias were shown by Mr.
Butterfield, a gardener.

Some non-compeiitive exhibits came from Messrs. 0. Lef,
of the Royal Vineyard Nurseries, and from Mr. Prewett,
Swiss Nursery.

CARNATION AND PICOTEE UNION.
Jdly 27.—The annual ebow took place as usual

in the garden of the Cottage, Stanley Road, Oxford,
on the above date, under the management of Mr,
Medburet, aon-in-law and Bucceaaor of the late E. S.
Dodwell. A Jfine lot of flowerB were staged, and
admirers of the flower came from various parts of
the country.

Carnations.—As at the Crystal Palace, so here, Mr. Robert
Sydenham, Birmingham, took the 1st prize in the leading
class for twelve Carnatioas, there being six exhibitors ; Messrs.
Thomson & Co., Birmingham, were 2nd, with a stand only
just below the other. Four other prizes were awarded. There
were nine competitorswith six varieties, Mr. C. F. Thurstan,
Wolverhampton,, being 1st, and Mr. A. R. Brown, Birming-
ham, -iit. six other prizes being awarded.

Ptcotees.—There were five collections of twelve Picotees,

Mr. A. W. Jokes, one .of the Birmingham amateura. taking
the 1st prize with superb blooms; Mr. R. Sydenham was
2nd ; and four other stands received prizes. There were
twelve stands of six Picotees : 1st, Mr. A. R. Brown ; 2nd,
Mr. C. R. Thurstan. Nine prizes were awarded.

Self$, fancies, and yellow-grounds.—These were superb, and
perhaps finer than were ever seen at Oxford. There were
eight stands of twelve blooms, Mr. A. W. Jones taking the
1st prize with a splendid lot, some of the finest being Gladys,
a pink self ; Stadtrath Biil, y.-g ., very bright; Miss Audrey
Campbell, a yellowish self; Germania, very fine ; Janira, and
Mrs. R. Sydenham. Mr. R. Sydenham was 2nd, and six

prizes were awarded in all. There were thirteen stands of six

blooms : Mr. W. SpeNcer, Jun., New Barnet, was 1st with a
very fine lot; and Mr. A. R. BEOWN Sod; six other prizes

being awarded.

Yellow Grounds on'y.—There were thirteen stands of six

blooma : Mr. W. Read, the gardener at the Cottage, taking

the 1st prizes; Mr. A. W. Jones was 2nd, and so good were
they, that nearly every stand received a prize.

Single blooms.—A large number of these were staged, and
many prizes awarded.

Premier blooms.—The premier Carnation was C. B. J. S.

Hedderley from Mr. R. Sydenham : the premier Picotee,

Madeline, N. R. E., from Mr. A. W. Jones: the premier self

Germania, from the same : the premier Fancy, Firefly, scarlet

and maroon, a spoit from S. B. C. H. Herbert, from Mr. C. F.

THURSTAN ; and the premier yellow ground, Mrs. R, Sydenham,
from Mr, W. SPENCER.
An excellent collection of bunches of hardy plants were

staged by Mr. B. Ladhams, Southampton ; Dahlias by Mr.
John Walker, Thame, and Mr. T. Anstiss, Brill; and
seedling border Carnations of excellent quality from Mr. W.
Hovell, gr. to G. H. Morrell, Esq., M.P., Headington Hill

;

Certificates of Merit being awarded to each.

A large party partook of luncheon in the grounds under the

presidency of the Mayor of Oxford.

SLOWER SHOW AT WELLING-
BOROUGH.

July 28.—This exhibition took place in con-

nection with the periodical meeting of the North-
amptonshire Agricultural Society's show, and was
the means of bringing together, in the daises open
to all Eoglan<?, exhibits of a high order of merit.

Handsome money prizes were offered for twelve stove

and greenhouse plants, dissimilar.

Mr. J. Cypher, nurseryman, Cheltenham, took the 1st prize

with grand examples of Kentia australis, K. Belmoreana, La-

tania borbonica ; a magni ficent Croton Sunset, C. angustifolius,

and Cycas circirsalis ; a remarkably good plant of Erica

Austiniana, E. tricolor vera, Phosnocoma piolifera Barr.esii,

Ixora Williamsii, &c. Mr. W. Finch, gr. to J. M*RRI01T,
Etq., Coventry, was 2nd, with a collection of similar character.

The best plant Rroup came from Mr. W. Vause, nursery-

man, Leamington ; Messrs. H. it E. Lack, nurserymen,

Wellingborough, were 2nd.

Mr. Finch had the bett six fine-foliaged plants; Mr.

VA.USE taking the 2nd prize.

The bestspecimen plant was a magnificent example of Zamia
Vroomi, some 16 feet in diameter, and having seventy to

eighty finely-developed leaves, shown by Mr. C. WiLKINS,
Wellingborough ; so large was it that, accommodation had to

be found for it in the open. Ferns were well shown in both

divisions ; in theopen c'ass by Mr. J. Copson, Cottingtree, who
was 1st; and in the gardeners' division by Mr. D. Walker,
Wellingborough. In the gardeners' division Mr. Finch had

the best six stove and greenhouse plants, all in flower; Mr.

Copson taking 2nd place. Foliage plants, Calttdiums,

G.oxinias, Fuchsias, Coleus were good.

Cut Flowers.—The open class for twenty-four Roses brought

a good competition, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford,

taking the 1st prize, hiving fine examples of Mrs. J. Laing,

A. K. Williams, Comte Rainbaud, Caroline Testout, Ernest

Metz (Tea), &c.

With twelve varieties of Teas, the Rev. E. G. King,

Gayton, was 1st, having good examples of Princess of Wales,

Madame Cusin. Marie van Houtte, and Hon. Edith Gifford.

The best twenty-four bunches of cut flowers came from

Messrs. T. Pehkiks & Sons, nurserymen, Northampton. Jn

another division for twelve Roses, tome good cut bloomB of

Zjnal Pelargoniums and double and single Begonias were
staged.

Fruit in quantity was limited, but in quality good. The
best collection of fruit came from Mr. Hayes, The Gardens,

Castle At-hby, who had Grapes, Pine-apple, a Melon, Peaches,

Nectarines, and Gooseberries. Mr. D. Percival, Welling-

borough, had the best three bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes. Mr. J. Clipstone, Dmgley, was the only exhibitor

of white Grapes, havmg Fostei'a See lling. Some good Peaches

were shown by Messrs. Irons, Spratton and Copson, also

gjod early prolifio Plums.

T. H. EA.BONE.
In our last issue we confined ourselves perforce to

the mere mention of the decease of Mr. T. H.

Rtbone, the well-known gardener at Alton Towers.

A full account of his career up to the date of publi-

cation was given in our issue for October 14, 1876.

From this it appears that Mr, Rabone was born in

1833. In boyhood and youth he served in the gardens

at Wellesbourne Hall, Walton House, and Packing-

ton Hall. la the last-named place he tells us he

had eleven fires to see to on a winter's night, but

where he nevertheless educated himself by dint of

perseverance. From Packington he went to Shrub-

land, and thence to Trentham, where he came under

the tuition of Fleming. From Trentham he went to

Barlaston, where the lessons he had learnt were turned

to account, and he became a distinguished exhi-

bitor, as also when he was at Hart'n Hill and Wood-
seat. At the great Horticultural Show at Leicester

he took the 1st prize for every diBh of fruit he exhi-

bited, six in number. Thence he proceeded to Alton
Towers, where he had the tupeiintendence of

the garden, the woods, and the estate generally.

The closing paragraph of the autobiographical note,

from which the above particulars are taken, ends
thus— " ... it may be that when yon are dead and
gone your memory will be recalled with gratitude and
tears." How true this was oi himself is shown by the

following extracts from a local paper :
—" The Earl

of Shrewsbnry came down specially from London on
the 19th inst., on hearing of Mr. Rabone's serious

illness, in order to Bee him and express his deep

sympathy with the family. Telegrams were des-

patched and received several times each day from
the Earl and Conntess, and other members of the

family. On hearing the sad intelligence on Saturday

of his death, the Earl ordered the flag to be hoisted

balf-mast high on the Towers, and so it remained
till after the funeral. All the blinds at the Towers
were drawn, and the grounds closed till alter the

funeral. By all denominations the deceased was

greatly respected. He was on the Board of Guardians

forCneadle, was district Councillor for Ftrley, and a

parish councillor. He was a Freemason, and Past

Master of the Foresters' Lodge, Uttcxeter, and Past

Provincial Grand Swordbearer, Staffordshire. The
deceased, though a Wesleyan, retained the greatest

affection and love for the Church of England, and

was by his own request buried with the rites of the

Cbntch in the consecrated portion of the ad-

ditional churchyard at Alton. The ceffin was

sent by Mr. Mynors, his lordship's agent at

Ingestre, and was made on the eitate there.

The procession was headed by Mr. W. C. T, M)nors,

representing the Earl, and Dr. Hall. At the chmch
gates the body was met by the local clergy and

dissenting ministers, and the Rev. R Barrett (Wes-

leyan minister, Cbeadle), the R;v. W. C. Greene

(vicar of Oakameor), the Rev. C. J. Winser (vicar of

Market Drayton), the Rev. C. B. Tyrwhitt (vicar of

Cauldon), and the Rev. W. T. Norton (D^nstone

College), On reaching the church, Mr. Bailow, his

lordship's organist, played "OreBt in the Lord." The
mourners were the Rev. T. H. Rabone, Mr. Henry
Rabone, Mr. Frank and Charlie Rabone, the Rev. R.

Mnrphy, and a large body of tenantry and friends,

Amongst those who sent floral tributes, numbering

nearly sixty, were the Earl of Shrewsbury and Ta bot,

the Countess of Shrewsbury, Viscount Ingestre,

Lady Viola Talbot, Tceresa Countess of Shrewsbury,

the estate workmen, the gardeners at Alton Towers

and Ingestre, the servants at the Towers, and many
others.

Mr. Rabone earned for himself the prond title of

the gardener's friend. Letters from some of bis

"young men" are before ns testifying to the essential

goodness of the man and his kindness of hear". In
Dean Hole's Memories is the following pauage :

—

" Solace comes to you with the real enthusiast, who
shares your admirations, your successes and dis-

appointments, as though they were his own ; who is

as anxious to receive, as he is willing to olve infor-

mation; as gratelnl as be is generous. How quickly

and happily the hours go, as in bis garden, or in

yours, or wherever your favourites grow, you suggest

to each other new charms, new combinations, new
methods of culture. I went to one of the most

beautiful of our great English gardens, and meeting

the head gardener, asked permission to walk through

the grounds, and told him my tame. To my momen-
tary surprise he made me no answer, but turning to

one of his men at work close by, bade him 'set

the fountains playing.' That was his brotherly

welcome ; and it stirred other fountains beside those

which suddenly arose and sparkled in their silvery

aheen, and made my heart glad. In this delightful

garden there stands a statue of the noble owner who
reclaimed it from the waste, and underneath an

inscription, ' He made the desert smile, and so our

love of flowers and florists makes green spots on the

path of time.' In this land of gardens the gardener

has troops of friends, and even in places which the

world calls desolate, he shall find companions to

cheer him, so loDg as there are Lichens on the moun-

tains, Ferns in the valley, or Algte on the shore.
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The wilderness and the lolitary places shall be glad

for him, and the derert shall rejoice and blossom as

the Rose."

Mr. Ribone rarely came among his Metropolitan

colleagues, bat he was well known among them as a

good gardener and a most conscientious sjmpathetic

man, ever ready to do good to others.

ME. A. F. BARRON'S
RETIREMENT.

The announcement that Mr. Bashon is shortly

to retire from the direction of the hallowed

gardens at Chiswick will come as a surprise to

many and a shock to some. No doubt the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society hare

given the matter the most anxious considera-

tion, and have convinced themselves of the

expediency of the step in the interests of the

Society and of Horticulture generally. More-
over, they cannot have failed to remember
the prolonged and unique services which Mr.

Baeeon* has rendered to the Society, and the

retiring pension offered to him will doubtless be

proportionate to the means at their disposal

and to their sense of the value of his services.

The older members of the Council have surely

not forgotten the staunch, unwavering loyalty

which Mr. Baebon displayed during those

wretched years of the South Kensington manage-
ment, when Chiswick was allowed to fall into

a miserable state of disrepair. At that time
the direction of the garden must have been a
constant source of depression to the Super-
intendent, intensified as it was by an abiding

sense of the precariousness of his position. This

state of things has happily passed awav.

Chiswick has been put into good order, and
horticulturists long to see it the exponent of

progressive horticulture, and the trial ground
for all that is promising and instructive. They
do not care to see it competing with market-
growers in the sale of Grapes, and they think

the services of the staff might be more profitably

employed than in growing for distribution among
the Fellows plants which are readily to be

purchased for a few pence at the nearest florist's.

But leaving these matters aside for future

consideration, the one uppermost feeling in the
minds of those who are familiar with the work
of the Society is, that Mr. Baebon should not

be allowed to retire without a tangible expres-

sion of goodwill and admiration on the part of

those who have witnessed his efforts or

benefited by his help. His name has been

synonymous with staunchness and loyalty.

Under circumstances always difficult, not un-

frequently perplexing, and sometimes, as we
have said, depressing, Baeeon has set a

fine example of steadfast devotion to duty,

whilst outside his official duties his work as the

author of the most popular book on Tine culture

and his services to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund
have given him a claim to the warmest acknow-
ledgments on the part of his friends and asso-

ciates. In this matter we feel we are but

expressing the feelings of many others, for

even before the matter was publicly known we
have been in receipt of many letters, expressing

the same views. It is needless to say that we
shall feel it a privilege to co-operate in the matter

and to assist in whatever may be determined upon.

Nursery Notes.
»

MR. DOUGLASS CARNATIONS.
The little station of Bookham on the L. & S.

Western Railway, aboat 20 miles from London, and

in one of the prettiest districts of Surrey, is bnt

little frequented except by school-children and

others from the metropolis, who have found the

place to be a suitable one for their annual excursion.

Since, however, Mr. Douglas has commenced his

nursery within five minutes' walk of the place, there

have been attractions to the florists also, and these

are likely to become stronger each season. It was

Mr. Douglas' Carnations we journeyed to see last

week, wondering as we did so, what kind of a display

we should witness after the extraordinary cha-

racter of the weather since Christmas. A peep

into the first house to be seen, however,

was sufficient to assure us that the result of

unfavourable weather was not very evident, and

after passing through two of these all filled with

excellent pot plants, with large stout flower-stems

much branched, and bearingcountless blooms of strik-

ing quality, the conviction was forced upon us that the

journey was little compared with the return to be

found here, which was such an one that any admirer

of these flowers would be satisfied with. Mr. Douglas

haB long been known bb a raiser of new Carnations,

and judging from the far greater number he has of

seedlings this season, he will be better known in the

future ; but the varieties at present superior to any

others of their sort are those which have been raised

in the garden of Martin R. Smith, Esq., Hayes
Common, and which are sent out by Mr. Douglas.

Each of these admirable varieties is grown in

numbers here, and from the abundance of bloom,

the effect of each compared with the other

can easily be noted. Mrs. Eric Hambro is

the most meritorious of all. Its flowers are

pure white, very large, be'ng 3 inches in

diameter, and of the most perfect form possible

;

the petals are flat, and the bloom nearly circular.

This handsome new variety is one of the finest white

varieties ever sent out, and the habit of the plant is

strong and free-flowering. Lady Ridley will, perhaps,

be Equally admired j the flowers are not smaller than

the one just described, but the form is not quite so

perfect, and the colour is less pure, inclining to

cream. Its habit, however, is very commendable,
especially the stout footstalks, which make the plant

so erect in flower. A charming new rose-coloured

variety is found in Sadek ; the rose is rich and deep,

rather peculiar in tint, and very pleasing. A large

quantity of bloom was in perfect condition, and its

erect and vigorous habit make it specially desirable.

Bendigo has violet or bluish-purple flowers, grows

less tall than many kinds, but in habit it is very sturdy,

erect, and vigorous. Braw Lass has brighter rose

flowers than Sadek, and they are of large size and good

form. Some of tbe very largest had split calyces,

but the occurrence was not frequent, and was not to be

seen at all in cases of secondary or smaller blooms.

Only four new yellow - ground Carnations and
Picotees are to be sent out during the coming season,

and of these were noticed George Cruikshank and
Cowslip. To speak of the last-named first, Cowslip

is a yellow-ground Picotee, with edging of bright

rose. It is a good grower, and we could detect no
split calyces; the blooms are of commendable form,

and apparently the variety is a late one, as there

were fewer blooms expanded on these plants than

on others. George Crnikshank is an excellent

Carnation, of the type of Victory, and although dis-

tinct from Cardinal Wolsey, which was sent out

last season, it is of the same type. It has a buff-

ground, and is flaked with crimson or blood-re J
.

The flowers are very large and extra full, calyces

good. In addition to these that have not yet been

sent out were the collection of the new ones

of last season, such as Cardinal Wolsey,

which we have just mentioned, Hayes' Scarlet,

which is certainly the finest scarlet Carnation

ever raised ; Doke of Orleans, dark shade of

yellow; Miss Audrey Campbell, brimstone-yellow;

The Hunter, rich A] ricot-yellow ; Cornnna, pleasing

golden-yellow : Waterwitch, extra large, and of the

most delicate blush ; Mephisto, lovely crimson, and
notably good form ; and King Arthur, an exceed-

ingly large flower, 5 inches in diameter, of tcarlet-

cr'mson, extra good for a border. Other good Car-

nations are Snowdon, a large white flower of raCher

indifferent form, but valuable for a border ; Eudoxia,

a large flatfish flower of salmon-rose ; Pride of the

Garden, another rose-coloured variety, specially

suitable for borders. These last three were raised by

Mr, Douglas, as were also the following Picotees

:

LadaB, clear yellow ground with thin scarlet edge,

good flower and stout petals ; M'S. A. Tate, yellow

ground, edged and marked with rich red; President

Carnot, jellow ground, heavily edged with rosy-

scarlet, flowers of considerable size and good in form ;

Mrs. D JUglai, one of the most attractive, having a pale

yellow ground, with rose edge, and of very fine form ;

Mrs. Dranfield, with yellow ground, is rather heavily

edged withpaleroae. Anewvelvety-crimson Carnation

of exquisite form, named Henry Irving, and raised by

Mr. Douglas, well deserves notice; and also a sport

from the new yellow-ground Picotee Mrs. Gooden,

which we think will be a valued one. Considerable

work has been done in the nursery since we last saw

it. Roadways have been made, and a dwelling-houBe

is in course of erection. More space than here-

tofore has been planted with seedling varieties of

Carnations ; and in spite of a season remarkable for

its lack of moisture, the whole collection looks

healthy, the plants are well flowered, and there are

many amongst them to which the future belongs.

[The term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 43° Fahr. for the_ period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.!
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The districts indicated by Dumber Id the first column are
the followug :

—

0, Scotland, K. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
J, SccrJfind, E.; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, M i 1and Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Frinci-pal Grazing, Sfe,, Districts— 6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W.; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.;
10, Ireland, S.; "Cbanne! Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending July 27, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather was again dull and unsettled very generally,

with frequent and heavy rain in nearly all parts of the king-

dom. Thunder and lightning also occurred from time to time

in almcst all districts.

"The temperature slightly exceeded the normal in 'Eng-
land, E ,' and the • Midland Counties," as well as in the
* Channel Island?,' and just equalled it in ' England, S. and

S.W. ;
' elsewhere, howerer, it was belcw the mean value, the

deficit amounting to as much as 3 = in • Scotland, N. and E,'
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and 2° over 'Ireland.' The highest of the maxima were
recorded on the 26th over England, but on varying dates in

Ireland and Scotland ; they ranged from 78° in ' England, E,'

77° in 'England, S.,' and 76° in the ' Midland Counties,' to

68° in 'Ireland, N.,' and 68° in ' Scotland, N.' The lowest of

the mioirna were registered on the 23rd, and ranged from 38°

in ' Scotland. N.,' and 40° in ( Scotland, W.,' to 49° in ' Eng-

land. N.E., S. and S.W.,' and to 5tJ° in the * Channel Islands.'

"The rainfall just equalled the mean in ' Scotland, N.,' but
greatly exceeded it in all other parts of the kingdom. In

many districts *"he total fall for the -week was about three

times as much as the mean, while in ' England, N.E.,' it was
more than four times the mean. The largest amount
measured at any individual station during the week was
3*54 inches at Alnwick Castle, and was five times as much as

the mean for the period.

"The bright sunshine exceeded the mean in some parts of

the north of Scotland, but was very little prevalent elsewhere.

The percentage of the possible duration ranged from 34 in the
'Channel Islands,' an<1 32 in 'England, E and the Midland
Counties,' to 15 in 'Ireland, N.,' 14 in 'Sooiland, N.,' and
12 in 'Scotland, E.'

*'

Markets.

CO VENT GARDEN, August 1.

[We cannot aooept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of Beveral of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the w«ek preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. En. 1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, "p. 12 blooms
Asters, per bunch...

Bouvardias, per
bunch

Carnations, per 12
blooms

Cockscombs, 12 bun.
fiucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Lapageria, per 12
blooms

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen bunches ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen bunches

Maidenhair Pern,
per 12 bum-hen ...

Marguerites, per
12 bunches

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

t. d. i.d.

2 0-40
6-10

6-10

10-30
3 0-60
16-26
3 0-40

12 0-18

2 0-40

2 0-40

4 0-60

10-30

2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattle ya, 12blms.
Odon toglossum
orispum.12 blm.

Pelargoniums, soar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12bnn.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— red. per dozen
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),
doz bunches

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

i.d. s.d.

9 0-15

3 0-60

3 0-60
4-06

2 0-40
10-20
a o- 4 o

3 0-60
10-16

4 0-90

16-20

2 0-40
2 0-40
4-06

Orched-blooh in vanet

Plants nr Pots.—Average Wholesale Prioes.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4
Coleus, per dozen... 2
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1

— various, doz. 5
Fiona elastica, each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 12

d. i.d.

0-12
0-30
0-15
0-6
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
6-3
0-12
0-7 6
0-30

Fuchsias, per doz. ..

Heliotrope, per doz.
Hydrangeas, p. doz.

Ivy Geraniums, doz.

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen pats

Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24

i.d. s.d.

6 0-80
4 0-60
9 0-24
4 0-60

12 0-18

Lobelia, per doz
Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Pelargoniums, doz.
Rhodanthe, per doz.

3 0-40
6 0-90
4 0-60
2 0-10

10 6-84
8 0-12
4 0-60

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples, per sieve ...

Cherries, Black, per
half-sieve
— White, do. ...

Figs, per dozen ...

Grapes, Istquality,
black, EDgli«h. lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats
— Guernsey ...

i. d,

3 0-

:d.
4

4 0-66
4 0-70
10-20

13-16
9-10

16-20
10-16

Melons, each
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

ohael. each ...

Peacnes, Istsize.doz
— 2nd size „
— 3rd size ,,

Red Currants,
half-sieve

— black,
half-sieve

1
. i.d.
2

per

per

2 0-60
6 0-10
2 0-40
10-16

4 6-50

6 0-60

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
i.d. s.d.

Beans, Runners ... 3 0-3 t

CwuliflnwHrB. p. doz. 3 0-4 C

Cuoumbers, per doz. 1 6- 2 C

Marrows, veg,, doz. 1 C-
Mushrooms, per 'b. 6-0 i

Peas, blue, p. bush. 4 C- 5

Tomatos, Home-
grown
— Smooth ,

,

— ordinary ,,— Guernsey „

t.d. i.d.

4 0-

3 0-

3
3 6

Trade not nearly so good, ai d piices lower. Bes^. samples
from £1 to £5; gocd ordinary tamp e-i, £). J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London ; Ju'y 31.—Messrs. Juhu Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

report an increasing toeing demand for Mustard and Rape
seed. Prices for both articles stiiid at a moderate level.

Rather higher prices for Tri folium are reported from France.

The new English Trifolium comes "cheap and good. New
home-grown Rye and Rape seed are appearing. Haricots

scarce. Peas unchanged. Bird seeds slow. Buckwheat off era

at tempting figures.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough i July 30. — Quotations :—Peas, 2s. 6rf. to 3s.

per bushel; Horseradish. Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle; Onions,

foreign, 3s. per bag; Cherries, 4s. to 8s. per half-sieve; Cur-

rants, 2s. to 6s. do. ; Gooseberries, 2s. to 3s. do.

Spitalfieltjs : July 30.— Quotations:—Carrots, 2s. 6d.

to 3s. per dozen ; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. Qd. do. ; Marrows,
5s. to 7*. per tally; Scarlet Beans, 3s. 6rf to 4s. Qd. per

bushel; Broad do., Is. to Is. 3d. do.; Cabbages, 2s. 6rf. to

3s. 6rf. per tally; Onions, Spring, Is. Qd. to 2s. per dozen
bunches.

Stratford i July 30.— Quotations:—The supply to this

market during the past week has been good, and, with plenty

of buyers, a brisk trade was done as under :—Cabbages, 2s. to

5s. per tally; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. 6*. per dozen bunches;
Carrots, household, 2s. to 2i. per dozen; Mangels, 20s. to

24s. per ton; Greens, 4s. to 4s. 6d. per bag; Onions, Port,

5s. to 6s. 6d. per case; do., Dutch, 3s. 6rf. to 5s. per bag ;

Apples, English, 2s. 6d. to 4s. per bushel; Cherries, 5s. to

5s. Qd. per half-sieve ; Currants, black, 4s. to 5s. do. ; do., red,

2s. Qd. to 3s. 6rf. do. ; Plums, foreign, 4s. to 5s. per basket

;

PearB, Is. 6rf. to 2s. per half-Bieve ; do., Mallies, foreign, 2s. to

4s. do. ; Tomatos, English, 4s. to 4s. 6rf. per peck ; Scarlet

Runners, 3«. to 3s. 6rf. per bag.

Farringdon: Aug. 1.— Quotations :—Cabbages, 6s. per

telly; Parsley, 3s. »W. per dozen bunches; Carrots, 4s. do.;

Turnips, do.; Currants, black, 8s. per half-bushel; red do.,

6s. do. ; Marrows, 2s. Qd. per dozen ; Peas, 3». Qd. per bushel

;

Scarlet Beans, 4s. do.; Apples, -English, 3s. to 4s. do.;

Tomatos, 4s. to 4s. Qd. per 12 lb. ; Grapes, Is. to Is. 3d. per lb.

;

Cherries, white, lis. per half-bushel ; black, 7$. to 7s. 6d. do.

;

Plums, 5s. Qd. to 6s. do. ; PeacheB, Id. per box ; foreign Grapes,

.9s, per barrel; Green Gages, 4*. per basket {15 ib.) ; Pine*

apples, 2s. each.

POTATOS.

BOROUGH : July 30.— Quotations range in price from 75s.

to 120s. per ton.

Spitalfields : July 30. — Quotations :—Snowdrops, 80s.

to 100s. ; Puritans, 90s. to luOs. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 90*.

Suttons' Regents, 70s. to 95s. per ton.

Stratford: July 30.—Quotations : — Beauty of Hebron,
80s. to 90s.; Snowdrops, 80s. to 90s. ; dark soil, 70s. to 80s.;

Dutch, 60s. to 70s. per ton.

Farringdon: August 1.— Quotations: —White Hebrons,
90s. to 100s.; Red do., 90s. to 100s.; Magnums, 80s. to 90s.

per ton.

London Averages: July 31.—Hebrons, 80s. to 100s.

;

Snowdrops, 80s. to 100s.; Kidneys, 70s. to 80s, ; Early
Regents, 70s. to 80s. ; Puritans, 80s. to 90s. ; Early Rose,

75s. to 85s. per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :

—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 115*. ; do., inferior, 50». to 80s. ; hay,
best, 80s. to 95s. ; do., inferior, 36J. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to
92s. $d. ; and straw, 20s. to 38*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
July 27, and for the corresponding period last year :—1895 :

Wheat, 24s. Id. ; Barley, 19s. 10of. ; Oats, 15s. lid. 1894:
Wheat, 24s. 8a\ ; Barley, 22s. bd. ; Oats, 20s. 5rf.

Trade Notice.

We understand that Mr. A. Evans, bead gardener

at Lytbe Hill, Haslemere, baa began business aa a

fruiterer, florist, and seedsman, in Haalemere.

ENQUIRY.

11 He that questioneth much shall learn much.' 1—Bacoit.

"Wellingtons."—Will any reader who ia in a

poaition to do ao kindly forward to the Editor a few

young cones or female flowers of Sequoia gigantea ?

They must be aa small and young as can be obtained

at this seaaon ; larger ones are of no service. Only

a very few are required.

wiw/fm r^
Jo- V

respondent

•.• Owing to the large increase In our circulation, we are

reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours

earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than

Wednesday.

•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Addbess : W. T. Published by M. Doin, Paris.

A ReD-COLOUBED Cabnation used in Aubtbia and
Switzebland fob Filling Window- boxes: Florist.

Probably Carnation Margaret (Margarethen
Nelke), large- flowered, dwarf of habit, but various

in colouring.

Beauty of Bath Apple : Geo. Cooling. An excel-

lent dessert frnit, pleaaant in appearance and
flavour.

Cannas : A. W. M,, Austria, The blooma reached
us in such a withered condition that it waa im-
possible to pronounce any opinion upon them,
aave that the flowers were smaller than thoae we
are now accustomed to see.

Seedlinq Cabnation : G. B, A good variety,

orange-pink, but we cannot say it ia better than
others.

Correction.—Among the list of candidates placed
in the First Class at the recent examination at the
Royal Horticultural Society, the name " Mickle-
thwaite " was erroneously spelt " Mnckle-
thwaite."

Fobeign Wood and Nuts : J. P. If you will kindly
send your full address we will communicate with
you by letter.

Gbapes : A. J. B. and A. 8. Your Grapes are affected

with " spot," the work of a fungus. Another year
try the effsct of spraying with Bordeaux Mixture
when the berries are small,

Greenhouse Febns fbom Spobes : J. W, Many
species such as Pceris tremula, P. serrulata, P. aspe-
ricaulis, Adiantum capillus-veneris, Asplenium,
several species, viz., alatum, erectum, and flabelli-

folium ; Cvstoptens tenuis, Lomaria gibba, Nepbro-
dium molle, Polypodium pectinatum, Scolopen-
drium in variety, Woodsia obtuaa, and others. In
a damp house the spores germinate abundantly,
and can be made to attach themselves to suitable

substances, such as lumps of peat, soft bricks,

porous plaster, and dead wood ; or they may be

sown in pana thinly, the pana being filled with
sandy peat or peat and loam, over abundant
drainage materials. Asplenium of aome species,

for instance, may be IS months in appearing, and
there should be no hurry to tbrow a pan of spores

away ; on the other hand, there are species which
show the protballus in a fortnight.

Lachenalias: T. T, The bulbs are attacked by a
fungus—Sclerotinia bulborum. Leave all affected

bulbs for fifteen minutes in a rose-red solution of

potassic permanganate, ahaking well ao aa to

inaure the wetting of every part. Afterwards dry
in a current of air. G. M.

Melons Diseased: Ed. M. Phoma lagenicola, a
minute fungus, is destroying the Melon plauta.

Wash the Diseased parts with 1 part paraffin in

70 parts water, although it is probably too late to

do anything with the present crop. Burn all

diseased portions, and either change the soil, or

sterilise thoroughly before planting again. G. Af.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue arc requested to consult the next number,— Constant Reader. 1, Campanula latnolia; 2.

Deutzta crenata, double- flowered variety.

—

A. W.
Mayer, Xied. Stanhopea tigrina.

—

Bio. Andro-
aace lanuginosa. — W. J, Lyaimachia thjraiflora.

— W. D. H. Staphylea pinnata.

—

X Y. Z. Cuacuta
epithymum, Lesser Dodder.

—

E. it. Eohitosper-
mum 8p,, perhaps E. Lappula. Look at the burs
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with a magnifying gla»«.

—

No name. Erynginm
alpinnm, Chrysanthemum lacustre, Lobelia car-

dinal^.

—

A. J. S. 1, Inula sp. ; 2, Riccarton
Fuchsia; o Bocconia cordata : 4 Helianthnsrigidns;
5 Chrysanthemnm lacustre ; 6, Stipa pennata.

—

N. C. 1, Achillea Ptarmica, double : 2, Oentaurea
moschata, Sweet Sultan.— W. H. Eria stellata.

—

J. I. 1. Poljstichnm vestitnm; 2, LaBtrea gla-

bella ; 3, Gymnogramma ochracea ; 4, Gymno-
gramma (Dictyogramma) japonica variegata ; 5,

Pteris bastata: 6. Lastrea atrata
; 7. Woodwardia

radicans ; 8, Doodia caudata ; 9. Asplenium
fo3niculaceum ; 10, Lastrea aerra ; 11, appears to

be a weak, barren frond of Pteris tremula ; 12,

Pteris longifolia. You have sent double the
number we undertake to name ; a small con-
tribution to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund would
be a graceful compensation on your part for

our trouble and time.

—

F. Y. Celsia cretica.

—

Constant Header. 1; Maranta zebrina ; 2, Pan-
danus graminifolius ; 3. Dieffenbachia nobilis ;

4, Dracreoa Lindeni ; 5, Anthurium Scherzeri-

anum.

—

R. C. Filey. D»ndrobium Bensoras and
Epidendrum frBerans.

—

F. P., co.Monaghan. The
best form of Epidendrum fragrans and Bletia

Shepherdi.— W. Macdonald. YoHr variety of

Odontoglossum TJro Skinneri is the finest we
have seen. The flowers of Cattleya labiata Gas-
kelliana exhibit a curious departure from the

normal form. We will refer to them at length in

a later issue.— 5 Maddox. We do not undertake to

name florists' varieties of any plant.— Disca.

Eryngium alpinnm.

Thoelet's Powders fob Hobses and Mushboom
Dung : Head Gardener. We have no experience
in the matter, but we should suppose that if the
horse-food consists of chaff, hay, Beana, and Oats,
the manure would not be rendered unsuitable for

making Mushroom beds. The litter from beneath
horses treated medically should be discarded.

Tomatos: Burback. Your Tomato fruits are attacked
with " Black-rot," caused by the fungus Perono-
spora lycopersici, but the damage to the foliage is

due to the presence of another fungus, known as

Cladoaporium fulvum. The best antidote is the
Bordeaux Mixture, the formula for making which
was given in our itaue of last week in this column.

Vine Roots Decated : Market Gardener. A soured
soil, with water probably stagnant in it.

Yellow Easpbebbt " Bbide ob Superlative "
: J.

M erryfield. A fine vigorous plant, with large fruits

that were however almost Savourless, from having
been exposed to heavy rain for a long time. Send
again when in better condition. There are too
few yellow varieties in cultivation.

CoMMUSlCATIOXS Received.—D. Melville, in good time.—
C. H. M. A. A.—F. C. S.—J. Mackinnon.—E. D.—E. J.—
F. W. S.—G. W.—W. M. W.—W. S.—D. T. F—W. B.—
H. M.—B. L. H.—F. E.—Merywether & Son.—0.—H. C. F.

—F. de M., Guernsey. -C. de C. -W, M.—E. de L. Contich

—T. H. R.—W. T. T.—F. B.-Otto Ballf—J. H. K —J. W -

.

—W. D.—L. B.—E. W. B.—L. L.-W. M.. Nied, Austria.—
T. C. H.—E. A. M. W.-J. B.—T B.—E. L. J.—F. S. & Co.

—C. S. S.. Boston. Mass.—G. H. B.—J. B—M. M.—T. C—
H. Dunkin (too late)—J. A., W. C, and H. L. (next week).

Photogbaphs, Specimens, &c . Received with Th inks.—
W. Bull.— f. C. H.—B. P.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OP THE

" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advebtlsebs.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing thai the circulation of the "Gardeners

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent ot more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

countbt gentlemen, asd all classes of gabdesebs

and garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

rOBEIGS AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved tor reference in all (he principal Libraries.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9i Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONE^attwOOD
Vr-'.~ •""-•' -• STmiRRRinr.r

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet „ 4 feet

2 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

2 feet „ 5 feet

2 feet ,, 6 feet

£ s. d.

\2
2 5
4

f2 15
4 15
5 12 6

PORTABLE PUNT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

*izes and Prices. Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
( CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOTAL HORTTCTJLTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London Agent. Mr.H.Skelton,Seedsman, &o..2.HotlowavBd..N.

WOOD-WOOL.-WOOD-WOOL.
The Best Material for Packing every description of G-oods,

CHAPMAN & CO., Ltd.,
CROWN WHARF. DEPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Manufacturers in the Kingdom.
Large Stock of Standard Qualities. Prompt Delivery.

Samples and Prices upon application.

WHATTSME8SST?
It's time to give over thinking that there is any
permanent energy to be derived trim Alcohol.
It's time you were turning your attention to a
more profitable investment by sending 9 stamps to

NEWBALL& MASON, of Nottingham,
for a sample bottle of

MASONS
EXTRACT °rHERBS
/FOR MAKING
NON-INTOXICATING

And thus obtaining
for yourself the
services of a perman-
ent and rational

invigorator.

That's what o'clock
it is!

Of all Chemists and
Grocers, 6J. and Is.

per bottle,

A 6d. bottle makes
eight gallons.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
USD

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS.—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUBF

.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraved especi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HOBTICULTUBB.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TAXES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MATT, has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 6s. per Annum.

Single Copies, Gd.; Stamped, Id.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MATT,
:—

LOSDOIT Messrs. Geo. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 186, Strand.

Bristol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Mahokesteb... James and Henry Grace, T3, Market Street.

Edinbubsh ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

<y Copies of each Journal are filed at the

above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The " WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around

Worcestershire.
Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the " WORCESTER HERALD " is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEX FREE. Price 2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices : — 72. HIGH STREET, WORCESTER.

An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 62 pages

and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ;
advocate

of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm «qu >'' t«9 .

and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural ana Horti-

cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum, 5s.. inclusive of postage. Single copies bd. each,

through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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GARDENERS'
THE

HRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE")

& WCttkly ElluStratetr gftmmal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents & Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named :

ALPINB PLANTS :-

BALL, J., F.R.S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORREVON, H„ Geneva.
DEWAR. D., Glasgow.
DOD, Eev. C. W., Malpas.
JENKINS. E., Hampton.

AMATEUR GARDENING:—
BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Days

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLARKE, Col. Trevor.

ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FREVUN-MITFORD. A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER, J., F.R.S.
THOMSON, W., Teignmouth.
WEIR, Harrison.

WILSON. G.. F.R.S., Weybridge.
WILKS, Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &c. :—

ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T.. Kilmacurragh.
BAKER, W. R., Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COURTOWN, the Earl of.

CKOUCHER, G., Oehtertyre, Crieff.

DIECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE, the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord R.

HENRY, Mitchell.
LONDESBOROUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.

MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Gar-

dens, Kew.
POWERSCOl'RT, Viscount.

RASHLEIGH, J.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.

STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :-

CHURCH, Prof., F.R.S.

DEHERATN, Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H.. F.R.S., Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Rothamsted.

MITCHELL. W. S.

MULLER. Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.

WARINGTON, R., F.R.S.

WHLIS, J. J., Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-

ARTHUR, Prof., New York.

BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin.

MASSEE, G., Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.

PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PRILLIEUX, Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SORAUER, Prof., Proskau.

WARD, Prof. Marshall.

PERNS —
BAKER, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &C. :—

DEAN, R., Ealing.

DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, the late

D'OMBRATN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.

DOUGLAS, J., Diord.

HORNER, Rev. F. D.

LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOLYNEUX, E., Swanmore Gardens.

PAUL, G., Paisley.

TURNER. C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :—

ADLAM, R. W., Johannesberg.
ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERRSEN, J., Swedeu.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-
ANDRE, E., Paris.
BARRON, L., New York.
BENNET, H„ the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE. J. H., Utrecht.
CARRIERE. E., Paris.

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels.

CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHERE, C. Lierre, Belgium.
DE CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE. Prof., the late, Paris.

ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas,
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FORSTER, O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOODALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Griefswald.
HANBURY, Cav., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl, Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KEELAGE, E. H.', Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G., Oakland, California.

MACFARLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T.. Philadelphia.
MICHELI, M.. Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W., Johannesberg.
OLIVEIRA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES, E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS, Prof., Amsterdam.
PIROTTA. Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT, E., Ghent.
KEGEL. E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
ROVELLI, Sig., Pallanza.
ROYLE, Mrs. Taulin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof.. Count, Strasburg.
SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE, Prof., St. Louis.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).
VAN 1 UBERGEN, C. G.. Junr
VTLMORIN, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.

WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEIN. P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :—
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES. A. C, Bowood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
ROGERS. H , Plymouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.

WEBSTER. A. D.. Woburn.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE:—
BARRON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D., Teddington.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley. Sussex.
MARKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TURI ON. T., Maiden Erlcgh.
WrLDSMITH. W., the late.

WOODWARD, Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKER, J. G., F.R.S., Kew.
BALFOUR. Prof.,Edinburgh.
BARBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBEDGE, F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., Pies. Linn. Soc.
CORNU, 'Prof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES. H. J., Cirencester.
FRANCHET, M., Paris.
HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.

GARDEN BOTANY :—
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director, Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,J.R. .Museum,Royal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLTN, Max. Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIMOWICZ,Dr.,late,St.Petersburg.
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORRIS. D., Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir CBart.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS:—
BLANDFORD, F.
McLACHLAN.R., F.R.S. .Pres.Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof.. F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS:—
BARE. P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR, D , Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
EWBANK. Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, B., York.
WILSON, G. F., F.R.S., Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-
BANCROFT, G., M.D., thelate, Queens-

land.
BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Boyal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CEADWIOK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den. Kingston, W.I.
DUTHTE, J. F., Saharnnpore.
FAWCETT, W.,SuperintendentBotani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
HART, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.R.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK, J., Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MACOUN, Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Svdney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,

MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY, H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timarn, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TEIMEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING:—
ANDEE, E., Paris.

BAINES, T„ Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, the late.

BUEVENICH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL. J., Crawley.
GOLDEING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHN- ON. T. P., New York.
JULIAN, G. E.
MAWSON, Windermere.

ORCHIDS :—
ANDEESON, J.

BULL, W., Chelsea.
BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
KRANZLIN. Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Royal Horticultural Soc.
LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZER. Prof.. Heidelberg.
REICHENBACH, Prof., the late.

RENDLE, A. B., Brit. Mus.
ROLFE, R. A., Kew.
ROSS, Comm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :-
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE. A. H., Wallington.
SWAN W
VEITck. H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE. R. B., Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr., Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING:—
ATKINS, J.

BATLLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Rangemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J.. Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W. , Eastnor Castle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth.
COOMBES, A., Himley Hall.
CROMBIE. D , Powerscourt.
CULVERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carahdlton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Morden.
EVA * s ,A., Lythe Hill,n AY, B., Manchester.
Fl- .',

,
D. T., County Council, Suffolk.

GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanical

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbury House.
LAMBEET. J., Powis Castle.
LYNCH, E. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MACLEOD, Dover House. Roehampton.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T„ Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)
MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.)
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden.-

Glasnevin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderbam Castle.
PRINSEP, H. C, Uckfield.
RIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
ROSS, F., late of Pendell Court,

Bletchingley.
EUST, J.. Eridge Castle, the late.

SAUL, M., York, the late.

SHEPPAED, J., the late.

SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE. M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS, O., Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (Vines).
WADDS, B., Birdsall, York.
WALLIS. J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WATSON, W., Boyal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTEE, C, Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMTTH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBEAIN, Eev. H. H. Westwell,
KeDt.

FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke, Bury St.
Edmunds.

FISHEK, Rev. O.
GIRDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E.. Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.

VIVIANd'MOREL, Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, ice. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA. Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.
DE VEIES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GAEDINEE, W.. Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE, Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS. Prof., Liege.
HENSLOW, Rev. G.. Ealing.
MACLEOD, Prof.. Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE, Alfred.
SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.
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Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

JUST PUBLISHED.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE:
THE BEST BOOK ON GRAPES

EVER PUBLISHED,
BY

ARCHIBALD F. BARRON,
Superintendent of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Secretary of the Fruit Committee, &o.

Chapter,
I.

n.
m.
rv.
v.
VI.
VXT.
vm.
IX.
X.
XI.
xn.
xm.
xrv.
xv.
xvr.

XVLT.
xvin.
xrx.
xx.
XXI.
xxn.
xxm.
XX3V.
XXV .

XXVI.
xxvn.
xxvm.

Plates I.-

CONTENTS,
Historical Sketch.
Propagation of the Vine.
Hybridising and Raising Vines from Seed.
Vine Borders : their formation, soils, &c.
Structures for Grape Growing.
Heating of Vineries.
Planting Vines : -when and how to do it.

The General Management of Vineries.

Pruning and Training the.Vine.
Disbudding and Stopping the Shoots.
Setting the Fruit.
Thinning the Fruit.
Keeping the Fruit.
Packing Grapes.
Pot Culture of Vines.
Fruiting Vines in Pots.
Pot Vines as Decorative Table Plants.
Ground Vineries.
The Great Grape Conservatory at Chiswiok,
Vines on Open Walls.
Vineyard at Castle Coch, Cardiff.
Commercial Grape Culture.
Diseases and other Injuries.

Noxious Insects.
Selections of Grapes for Special Purposes.
The Classification of Grapes.
The Varieties of European Grapes.
The Varieties of American Grapes.
xxx

, ; Illustrations of the best kinds of Grapes.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also tor

Store and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,

Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

O. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood ana
Wareham. Address all letters to Loudon Wharf.

" JOURNAL OF HORTI ^ULTURE " OFFICE,
171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

To be had also of A. F. BAUSON,
Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, London, W.

Demy 8vo, Handsomely Bound In Cloth,

Price 5s. ; Post-free, Es. 6d-

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
T. SZEWCztK. Chaussea d'Anvars, Mont St. Amand, Ghent—

Aotnunums, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Begonias, Gloxi-

nias &o,

Alfred Legertos, 5, Aldgate, London. E.—Wholesale list

of Dutch and uther flower roots.

T. LambEST & Sohxe, Trier, Rheinish-Prussia—Plants, Vege-
taoies, &c.

W. Batlor Habtland, Cork—Daffodils, Tulips, &c.

Herd Bros., 47, King Street, Penrith—Bulbous roots.

William Bull, 333, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.—
New and rare plants, Orchids, Ac.

Jno. Peed & Sons, Boupell Park Nurseries, West Norwood,
London, S.K.— Bulbs.

G. Petrice. Ghent, Belgium—Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Camellias, Palms, &c.

Wm. Cutbush & Soxs, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.—
Bulbs.

James Douglas, Edenside, Great Bookham—Carnations,
Picotees, and Auriculas.

L. Spath, Nurseryman, Berlin—Bulbs, Strawberries, Pears.&c.

Thos. Methten & Sons, 15, Princes Street, Edinburgh —
Bulbs and Spring-dowering Roots.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Joh.v Bales, late Head Gardener at The Hill, Witley.

Surrey, as Head hardener to R. R. Lempriere, Esq., Roael
Manor, St. Martin's, Jersey,

Mr. Geo. Knight, late Gardener at Kirklands, Shipley, as
Head Gardener to Captain Slingsbt, Scriven Park,
Knaresborough

.

Mr. Geo. James, for the past 3£ years Head Gardener at
Westerfidd House, Ipswich, &* Head Gardener to J. Lim-
meb. Esq.. Woodside, Ipswich,

Mr. A. Th^mcon, as Head Gardener to Thos. Russell, Esq.,
Ascog House, Rothesay, Bute, in place of Mr. P. V, AGHEW,
retired.

Mr. Arthur Medland has succeeded Mr. J. A. Notman
as Head Gardener to Colonel Weldon, Forest Park,
Windsor.

Mr. Alexandeb Fixdlat. from the Gardens, Dopplin Castle,
Perth, as Head Gardener to Haryey Pechell, Esq.,
Mares6eld Park, Sussex.

Mr. Hv, Kempshalt,, for the last 8$ years General Foreman
at Pat*hull Gardens, Wolverhampton, as Head Gardener
to Sir C. E. Isham, Bart,, Lamport Hall, Northampton.

6H0VIHC STAPLES AS FIXES.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple,

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.

PL OWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MABE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gakdeh

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Botldinos, Chahoeet Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OCTREE.NT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £L00-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVTNOS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate-of TWO-AND-
A-HALF FEB CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCSASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PEE MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

Borough of Eastbourne.- Horticulture Class.

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION COM-
MITTEE invite Applications from Qualified Persons for

appointment as TEACHER of the HORTICULTURE CLASS,
to be held in the evening in the Town Hall, Eastbourne, during
the Session commencing October 1. 1895. and ending April,

1896. Full particulars of the terms offered by the Committee
and Foims to be filled up may be obtained fr, m the under-
signed. Applications to be delivered to me not later than
Friday, August 16 next.

H. WEST FOVARGUE, Town Clerk and Hon. Sec.
Town Hall. Eastbourne. Jnly 30, 1895.

MESSRS. THOMAS CRLPPS and SON beg
to THANK the numerous APPLICANTS for their

situation aaTRAVELLEB; they have selected Mr. H.ENGLISH
to be their representative.

MR. DAVIES of Impney desires TO THANK
ALL APPLICANTS for FOREMAN'S PLACE, and to

say that a man is NOW ENGAGED.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. married, to live in Lodge (5 rooms). Must

be thoroughly qualified and not afraid of work.—Reply by
letter in first instance to R. T. PRESTON, Hayes Court,
Hayes, Kent.

WAITED, a GARDENER (Head Work-
ing, and General Foreman), experienced in

Orchard-house of Cordon Trees; also of Wall-fiuit, Grapes,
MelonB, Cucumbers, Ferns, Chrysanthemums, and Flowers.Wife
to attend to D*iry and Poultry.—Apply by letter onlytin thefirat

instance, stating ages, length of previous services, if he has a
perbonal character, and from whom, and where he has had charge
of, also how many children, if any, and wages required, to
A. D., 5, Walbrook. London, E.C.

CAN any Lady or Gentleman thoroughly re-
commend, for permanent place, a really good, practical,

WORKING GARDENER, experienced in all branches ; Head
over Foreman and a boy. Glass not exteosive. Married man,
no incumbrances. Good lodge provided ; wife to attend to

gate.—Reply, stating full particulars, FRANK BIBBY, Esq.,

Sansaw, Shrewsbury,

WANTED, a MANAGER, for a First-class
Country Firm. Must be energetic, and possess a

thorough knowledge of Wholesale and Retail Garden, Seed,
and Buib Trade; alsothe Compiling of Catalogues. Salary, £150.
All replies treated as strictly oonfldentiaL—Address. R. O.,

Gardeners? Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN for the Orohid
Houses. Wages, 14s. per week. State age and refer-

ences to ARMSTRONG, Gardener, The Uplands, Selly Hill,

Birmingham.

WANTED, for an extensive Nursery near
London, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN. Must have had

good experience in the Propagating and Growing of Fruit
Trees, and Hardy Trees and Shrubs, and in the Management
of men.—Apply by letter, with all particulars, to WM. PAUL
AND SON, Waltham Cross, Herts.

WANTED, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN.
Must have thorough knowledge of General Nursery

Work, and be well up in Fruit Trees, Roses, and Rhododen-
drons. Age not to exceed 45, and the highest references
required as regards character and capabilities.—Apply to
W. BARRON and SON. Elvaston Nurseries, Bonowash,
Derby.

VXTANTED, an additional BUDDER in the
T Fruit Tree Department. A permanent s tuation to a

suitable man.—WM. PAUL ill SON, Waltham Cross, Herts.

WANTED, for Herbaceous Department on
my West Wickham Nurseries, a good TRADE

HAND as PROPAGATOR. Must have had good experience,
and be well acquainted with novelties, &c. Wages 25j.

—

Apply by letter to JOHN R. BOX. Croydon.

WANTED, a strong, industrious young
MAN, principally for Kitchen Garden and Lawn

Work. Wages. 17s.—(JARDENER. Oafe Bank, Seal. Sevenoaks.

W .ANTED, in the North of England, a
young WOMAN experienced in making-op- Wreaths,

Bouquets, &c. To a competent person a good situation is

offered.—Apply, in first instance, to Mr. WM. DENMAN,
7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden, London.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs Foresters. &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, CHE3TEB."

RICHARD SMITH and C~0.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various dutieB of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. LadieB and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please Bend full particulars, when the beat
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

\f ESSRS. CHARLESWORTH & CO.,
lXX. Orchid Growers. Heaton, near Bradford, can recommend
a Man well up in Orchids, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Tomatoa,
and Chrysanthemums, and general routine of gardening.—For
particulars apply to the Firm.

GARDENER (Head); age 33.—
W. TowtfEND wishes to engage with any Lady or

Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical and
competent man. The Right Hon. Sir W. Hart-Dyke, Bart.,

MP., highly recommends, and would answer any inquirie
respecting above. Eight years in present place. Life expe
perience. Abstainer. — The Gardens, Lullingstone Castle
Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches, including

Orchids. Highest testimonials. Leaving through death of
employer.—J. SMITH, Heathfield, Saltweil Park, Gateshead-
upon-Tyne.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35; married, no
family. Twenty one years' experience in large estab-

lishments ; last three years as Head. Excellent testimonials.
—W. LOWTHER, Wood End, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head).—Foreman (age 31)
seeks situation where six or more men are kept. Expe-

rience in Scotland, England, and Ireland, Testimonials as to
integrity and efficiency. References.—R. SMITH, 8, Percy
Square, King's Cross Road, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), and to take Charge of
an Estate where three or four men are employed ; life

experience in all branches, including Fruit, Flowers, Kitchen
Garden, and Pleasure Grounds, al-o Pasture L*nd. Highest
testimonials from pre-ent and previous situations. Age 29.

—

: WM. WILLIAMS. The Gardens, Sulby HaU, near Rugby. No
circulars.
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GARDENER (Head).—Married, no family;
fir->t-olass character. Thoroughly experienced in large,

well-kept establishments, with Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Enrly and Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables,
Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Land, and
Stock.— P. J., Pulewell Cottage, East Sheen.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
kept.—Age 40, married, no family. Wife can Cook at

any time, if required. — GARDENER, A. Spurling, Esq.,

7, Pond Road, Blackheath Park, b.E.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married; understands Vines, Peaches, and Gardening

in general. Twentj-one years in last place. Left through
place being sold. First-class testimonial*. For full particulars
ap^ly to Messrs, W. BULCHIN and SONS, Hassocks Nurteries,
Hassocks, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Fourteen
years' experience, three and a half as Foreman in present

;

highest references. HEAD GARDENER, Cannon Hall, Barns-
ley, Yorka, would be pleased to recommend R. Mason as abov6.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30.—
H. S. Bower, E*q , wishes to recommend F. J. Dukes ;

leaving through reduction. Practical experience in all

branches.—Gardens, Fontmell Parva, Blandford.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 32.—
Sir Thomas Bazley wishes to recommend W. Burley,

who ha» been with him rive years ; thoroughly experienced in

all branches.— BURLElY, Hatherop, Fairford.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 35,
married —A Lady, breaking up her establishment, re-

commends her Head Working Gardener to anyone requiring a
practical man; thoroughly experienced in the cultivation of
Orchids, Stove, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, British
and Exotic Ferns. Vines, Kitchen Garden, &c. Eight years
in present situation.—J CLUTSOM, Tiaenham, Chepstow.

GARDINER (Head Working).—B. Win-
THROP, Esq., wishes to highly recommend L. Lawrence,

who has been with, him three and a half years. Age 27 ;

abstainer; life experience in all branches ; highest references.
—LAWRkNCE, Barton Court, Kiotbury, Berks.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married when suited ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches of Gardening. Highest references. —G. BENNETT,
Co- ghton Hill, Cougnton, R.S O., Warwickshire.

( GARDENER (Head Wcrking, or Single-
* J handed).—Age 35, married ; twenty years' practical
experience in all branches. Excellent references. — P'
ROGERS, 209, Blackstock Road, Highbury. London, N.

GARDENER (Head Working, in small
establishment, or good Single-handed).—Age 28,

single; fourteen years' practical experience. Good references.
—E. ELMS, 40, Warren Road, Lower Addiscombe, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head Working, two or three,
or good Second) —Age 27, married, one child Good

experience in all brunches. Testimonials.—B. MARWICK,
Friday's Hill, Haslemere.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Engage-
ment wanted, by a man of North Country experience

principally. Thoroughly conversant, as Certificates testify.

May be had on application to M. H., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, London, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—J. Coward,
Gardener to the Right Honourable the Earl of Win-

chelsea, can with every confidence recommend J. ROBSON as
above. He has given every satisfaction during the two years
he has been Foreman in the gardens here.—Address The Gar-
deDS, Havemolme, Sleaford.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Inside

and Out. Life experience ; good character.— T. R.,20, Chest-
nut Road, Horlev, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 26; practical experience, Inside and

Out. Five years* good character. Disengaged when suited.

—

A, E. BURGE, Barrow Court, Flax Bourtoo, Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Wanted, by
a young man, permanent situation as above. Willing

to make himself useful. — W. F. FREELAND, Berry Lane,
Hersham, Sur-ey.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Married,
no family; good in all branches. Disengaged begin-

ning of August. Good characters. — A. ARMSTRONG,
39. Balham Hill, London, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second) —Age 28, single ; situation required as above.

Fourteen years' good all-round experience. Excellent refer-
ence*.—W. OWEN, Mr. Glaze, 3, East Cottages, Queen's Road,
NottiDg Hill, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
— Age 27, married ; thoroughly understands his duties.

Fourteen years' practical experience. Excellent character.

—

F. WELLS, 66, Ridsdale Road, Anerley, London, S E.

/"TaRDENER.—Age 24; seeks situation in
v_* Kitchen, Flower, or Plain Garden. Two years* good
character.—W. WITHALL. Aldwick. near Bownor.

GARDENER.—A lad (age 17) seeks situation
in Gentleman's Garden as THIRD. Two years' experi-

ence in Nursery, under Glass. Good character.—P. WARREN,
Offham, Lewes, Sussex,

GARDENER.—Situation wanted as Second,
or under good Foreman; th<-ee and a half years' good

character; age 22.—M. LANGLEY, Springfield, Westbury-on-
Trym. Bristol.

GARDENER, Second of three, or Single-
handed. — Tea years' experience. Single, age 26.

Good character from present and previous employers.

—

G. CORNWELL, Hadlow Down, near Buxted, Sus ex.

ARDENER (Second). — J. Thompson,
Norton, Stoke-under-Ham, *»ould be pleased to recom-

mend J. Pitman as above. Six years' experience Inside and
Out. Two years and a half in present place. Highest refer-

ences. Age 20.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside, or Inside and Out.—Over seven years

in present situation. Can be well recommended.—F. WOOD,
Two Hales, Matlock. D rb, shire.

GARDENER, Second of four, or JOURNEY-
MAN (FlKST), age 24. Good experience Inside and Out.

Good references from present and previous places.—J. TIDY,
Lockner Holt, Chilworth, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 30 (Sootoh-
man). Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds. Good

hand with Scythe. Seven years in present place; four and
a half years' previous. Highly recommended. — JAMES
McBRIDE. Bowthorpe, Wisbech, Cambs.

GARDENER (good Under) ; age 25, sinele.
—H. Bond, Head Gardener. Manor House, Bathford,

Bath, would be pleased to recommend H. Slocombe, who- has
been with him two years as above. Experienced Inside and Out.

(GARDENER (Under).—Age 21; three and
" M a half years' experience in Kitchen Garden and Lawn
Work. Good character,—GARDENER, West Ham House,
Basingstoke, Hants.

GARDENER (Under).—Young man, age 21,
seeks situation as above, where two or more are kept

;

good character.—C. KING, 4, Heed's Buildings, Chalk Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18; seeks situa-
tion in a Gentleman's Garden. Five years' good cha-

racter.—E. SAVERY Harlaaton, Tamworth.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 22 ; three and a half years' good character.

—

E. SLEET, Burrow Hill, Chobham, Woking, Surrey.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, SALESMAN.
—Advertiser, having twenty-two years' experience

with leading firms, seeks a position of trust. Good knowledge
of the Agricultural Seed Trade. Good references.—CLOVER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER, in small Market Garden.

—

Age 30, married; life experience in cultivation of
Fru'ts, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good references.—S.. Gar-
deners' Chroni'U Office, 41, Welling'on Street, Strand, W.C.

MUSHROOM GROWER, Inside and Out,
or as PLANT and FRUIT GROWER for Market.—

Age 32, married ; sixteen years' experience.—State wages to
M R., 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

TO MARKET GROWERS.—GROWER, nine
years' experience in Gtapes. Cucumbers, Tomatos, and

General Pot Stuff. Age 21.—B. MILLER. Blackwater, Hants.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience. Stove, Softwood, Carnations,

Ferns in quantity, general Market, Flowering and Pot stuff

,

Cucumbers, and Tomatos. Good references. — C. B., 18,

Spencer Road, Common Side East, Mitcham.

FOREMAN, in good private establishment.

—

Age 29, married. Thorough experience in good places.
Well recommended.—H. HORdFIELD, 65, New Road, High
Barnet.

fj^OREMAN.—Age 28. single; fourteen years'
1. thorough praotical experience in Plant and Fruit-houses.
Will be highly recommended for ability and trustworthiness.
Three years' foreman in last situation. Abstainer, Disengaged.
—R. LLOYD, Church Preen, Shrewsbury.

FOREMAN, in good Market Nursery; well up
in all branohes. Twenty-five years' experience ; four

years Manager in present situation.—T. C, Keddington Road
Nursery, Louth, Lines.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26; life experience
with Plants, Fruit, and Decorations. Well recommended.

—WHEELER, Blackmere End, Welwyn, Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 28; well up
in Fruit and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Wesleyan

;

abstainer. Thoroughly recommended by previous and present
Gardeners. Previously Foreman in Nobleman's family.

—

J. W., Milburn, Esher, Surrey.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside), in a large
establishment.—Age 29 ; highest possible references from

last two places as Foreman. House and Table Decorations.

—

G. RAYMENT, Poles Park, Ware, Herts.

FOREMAN in a Market or good General Nur-
sery.—Age 26; twelve years' experience in all branches

;

well acquainted with Fruit, Hardy Flowers, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Good references.—H. PLUMMER, Ourdridge,
Botley, Hants.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 27; well up in
Stove and Greeohouse Plan to. Orchids, Orchard-houses,

Vines, Peaches, &c, and Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.
Good references. Previously Foreman. — T. WALLKK,
Labu-num Cottage, Beehive, liford, Esbex,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, in a large place.—
Age 22; nine years' experience in good places; will be

highly recommended by Head Gardener; bothy.—Apply first

to H. H.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellingtjn Street,

Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, in good
establishment.—Nine and a half years' experience in

three good places. First-class references.— F. GIBBS, High
House, Campsea Aphe, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 23; nine years' experience. Good reference.—E.

GOULD. 50, Byron Street, Weal, Brighton, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out,
age 20.—Six years' experience ; good characters. Ab-

stainer and Churchman.—O. BINGLEY, Goddington, Chels-
ii-M. Kent.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 22 ; situation wanted
in a good establishment, Inside, or Inside and Out.

Excellent references. Total abstainer. — R. WILLIAMS,
Llangernyw, Abergele, North WaleB.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Second).
—Age 23; eight years' experience. Good characters.

Bothy preferred.—W. LEVETT, Norwich Raad, Poddenham,
near Ipswich, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in Gen-
tleman's eatabli.-hment. — Age 19; good character.

Bothy preferred.—W. F., 15. Denmark Road, vVimbleaon.

OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; six years'
experience; three years' reference as above; bothy pre-

ferred.—J. WILLI Ails, Ardington, Wantage, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.— Age 21; has a
thorough knowledge of Orchids, as well as plants; good

references.—T. CRAWFORD, The Cottage, Barrow, Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN (Fiest), Inside, or Inside
and Out.—Age 22 ; strong. Lifetime experience. Well

recommended.— Ga.0. GARWOOD, 7, Whiteley'a Cottages,
Hilliugdou Heath, Uxbridge.

T OURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
t) —Age 24 ; seeks situation in Private Garden. Good re-
ferences. Abstainer.—E. WICKENS, Southborougn Lodge.
Bickley, Kent.

IMPROVER.—A youth, age 17£, strong and
JL healthy, seeks a situation in a good Garden, with or
without bothy. Three years' experience.—GARDENER, Oak
Bank, Seal, Sevenoaks.

IMPROVER in the Houses.—Mr. Exleh,
Gardener to Lord Chesham, Upton House, Banbury,

wishes to highly recommend W. Groom. HaB been working
both Inside and Out. Well up to Grape-thinning, Watering,
8m. Age 19. Total abstainer. Strong and active —w'

GROOM, Holme, Peterboro, Huuts.

COLOMBIAN ORCHIDS 1 Odontoglossum
crispum, purest Pacho type, a specialty I EXPE-

RIENCED COLLECTOR is open to engage with a well-estab-
lished firm and commence work without delay. Small salary
only. Write (English, German, French, or Spanith) to
CARLOS H. WALTER, Botanico, HONDA, Republic
Colombia, S. America.

TO GARDENERS, &c—Young Man, age 21,
seeks situation in Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Abstainer. Five years' character from present situation.
Well recommended.— H. BHOOKi, Biahopsbourne, Cauterbury.

TO GARDENERS—A Young Man (age 19)
requires situation in Garden. Wiliiug to make nimself

generally useful. Good character.—W. NASH, North Weald,
Epping.

TO GARDENERS.—Young man seeks situa-
tion in Gentleman's Garden. Age 8; three years'

experience Inside and Out. Can be well recommended
J. ROULsTON, The Gardens, Longworth, Hereford.

GARDEN BOY, in Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 16; strong, and willing. Good chara ter. Bothy

preferred.—W. PERCY, 3, Osborne Terrace, Albion Grove,
Lenisham, S.E.

GARDEN BOY, in Gentleman's Garden, to
live in Bothy, age 17. Strong, well educated. A Pro-

testant.—Apply by letter to Mrs. RAWLENCE, 12, Ovington
Square, London, S.W.

TO FLORISTS, &c—Situation wanted by a
young Lady in Florist's and Fruit Shop; good expe-

rience.

—

22, Vally Street, Benson Street, Leeaa.

" nHHE BOY STOOD ON THE BURNING
-L DECK. '—Some irreverent person haa declared that hia

reason for so doing was that it was too hot to sit down ; but
this is a libel. The reason was that the gallant boy would not
desert his post. With an implicit obedience to his father's
commands he stayed upon the burning ship, and went to a
glorious death, but BUDPOse at the last moment young Caaa-
bianca had been saved. Woat then ? He would certainly have
been very much burned, and the best thing for him would have
been an immediate application of HOLLO WAY'S famous
OINTMENT, a certain remedy in all oases of burns, scalds,
abscesses. rheumati>m, lumbago, sciatica, bronchitis, asthma,
ore throat, and the like.
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STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

12X10
|
14X12 I 18x12 I 16X14 I 20x14 I 20X16 |24X161'2X18

14X10
I
16X12

I
20x12

| 18X14 | 20X15 | 22X16 H0X18|24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda

and 4tns qualities, always in stock. 16-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBEB GLASSES, &c.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, fcc.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SON'S,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthneld. London, E.C.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard, Chron.

HILL & SMITH'S

BLACK VARNISH,
For Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

An Excellent Substitute for Oil Paint,
at one-third the cost.

This unrivalled varnish has for forty years given un-
bounded satisfaction, obtained a laroe consumption, and
earned a high reiutation throughout the kingdom. It
requires no mixing, can be applied cold by anv orainary
labourer, and dries in ttn minutes with a perfect gloss.

Fences periodically coated with it are fjfectually preserved
from deterioration for an indefinite period.

Price, Is. 6rf. per gallon at the manufactory, or Is. $d.

per gallon, carriage paid to any railway station, in casks
of 36, 18, or 9 gallons.

Testimonial from Chas. Patrick, Esq., Clougbfold,
Manchester (Numerous others) :—*' I have used your Black
Varnish for upwards of twenty years, and find none to
equal it in economy and quality."

sv A T-rm rs\ IT I
EVERY CASK BEARS THE ABOVE

CA U 11 OJy. < REGISTEtiED TRADE MAMK.
( Beware of Lheap Imitations.

HILL& SMITH
SIAXUFACTUREBS OF

IRON FENCING, STRAINED WIRE
FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Illustrated CATALOGUE and Price LIST on application.

Brieriey Iionworsa, Dudley ;

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C ;

4', Dawson street. Dublin.

WARE & SJONSSJgg&t

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFLELD,

Kstab. 1770/ r Hundreds Of
Testimonials,

application.

EOOFING FELT.
THE "POTTER" ROOFING FELT.

Specially prepared. In Rolls, 25 yards by 32 in.

No. 1, 5s. per Roll ; No. 2, 6s. 6d. per Roll

;

No. 3, 88. per Roll.

Special Nails fob Fixing, Is. per 1000.

Carriage Paid.~] [5000 Soils in Stock.

ANDREW POTTER,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

* if
•q LONDON^

TRADE MARK.
They are used by
Leading Growers,
Royal Botanic So-
ciety, Royal Horti-
cultural Society,
Royal Parks, Lon-
don County Coun-
cil, throughout the
United Kingdom,
and in every quar-
ter of the globe.

UNSURPASSED
FOE

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
VINES, ROSES.

AND

AU HORTICULTURAL
PURPOSES.

*$&*

Sold by
the trade

in 6d. and la.
Packets, and

SEALFD BAGS :—

7 1b. 2s. 6d. 141b. 4j. Qd.
28 lb. It. 6d. 56 lb. 12*. 6d.

112 lb. 20s. Ordirect from the Works,
Carriage paid in the United Kingdom

for Cash with order (except 6d. Packets),

Crashed Bones, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda,

and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Bat Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c,

Temple Mill Lane, STRATFORD, LONDON
TRADE HARK

HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIODLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class
of work, and that the vert best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on \n any part of ths Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGE 8. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST MATERIALS.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Investors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries—Hanworth & Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100 000 copies) of oar Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, Is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse,
Complete, from £2 16*.

Bustfc Summer
Houses from £1.

Span-roof Conservatory.
See No. IB in List.

y^-^-^-r^f]
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CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

Nest B* ..it--, 2/9 each.

SECTION.
I.—Conservatories. Greenhouses, ViDerie3,

Orchid Houses, Plant and ForciDg
Houses, Frames, Pits, Hand-Light9,&c.

JX—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

HT.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, tec. ...

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c.

VI,—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-
secticides, Wormand Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils, &c

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c.

Vm.—Horticultural Timber
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains. Vases, Statuary, &e.

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, &c.

17— 64

65— 98

99—134

135-173
179-228

229—246

247—268
269—280

281-343

343—383

Editor! -1 communications should be addressed to the * Editor;" Adverti*emeDta and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, Lon-Joo, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. BRADBURY. Agsew, 8l Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriirs, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and publifihed by

ABTHUB Geoege Mabtin, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Cerent Garden, in the said County.

—

Satubdat, August 3, 1895. Agent for Manchester—John HErwooD.
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Vegetables
Week's work, the

—

Flower garden, the ...

Fruits under glass ...

Hardy fruit garden ...

Kitchen garden, the ...

Orchid-houses, the ...

Plants under glass ...

Weed-killers, the dan-
gerous character of ...

Wills, the late Jno.
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160

155
161
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161
159

163

162

163
149

160
167

157
157
167
156
156
157

162
160

ILLUSTRATIONS.
AngrsBcum pellucidum (Supplement).
Hoe, the patent Stamford
Lselia Digbyana
Leelio-Cattleya X Digbyana Mossiee ...

Tchihatohewia Isatidea
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163
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Frees, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Strawberry-Royal Sovereign (100,000.)

HCANNELL and SONS have nearly
. 3 acres of this graDd kind especially for runners and

plants in pots. We should like to Bend Prioe Li9t and true

practical particulars of it, also Catalogue of all the best older

kinds in cultivation. No other district touches ours for either

plants or fruits.

SWANLEY, KENT.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, poBt-free, 1$. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL AND SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out

Price 5*.; post free, 5x. fid.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Splendid
Dwarf-trained Trees with Fruit, growing in cool orchard-

house. In thirty selected varieties, for succession. Can now
be inspected and marked for autumn planting.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of
excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, Bays :—" Your Flower of
Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced outting March 28. Tbe quality is all
that could be desired. Price of seed, Is. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands

to select from. Write for LIST, free.
P.MoARTHUB,TheLondonNursery,4, Maida Vale, London, W.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

OR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable PriceB, and efficient men to cultivate them

,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N,
PRICE LIST free.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Covent
GardeD, W.C., is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers' references.

GRAND MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, 8s. per 10O0. In

lots of 10,000. 7s. 6d. per 1000. All good flowering bulbs.
T. GELL, Week Farm, Ventnor Isle of Wight.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS—Noble, Latest of
l*J All. Jubilee, 4*. per 100, carriage paid, cash with order.
W. CAVILL, Strawberry Gardens, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

AURICULA SEED.—ThiB season's orop from
one of the finest border strains in the country. Per

packet. Is. and 2s. 6d. ; Trade packets, 5x. and 10s.

HENRY BROWN HILL, Seed Stores, Sale, Cheshire;

Plants Snipped to all Parts.

TXTATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
V T Street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &c.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING BULBS.
—Send for full Descriptive LIST of Beautiful Autumn-
flowering Crocuses, Colchicums (Meadow Saffrons),
Cyclamen, Scillas, Snowflakes, &c.

BARR'S SEEDS for present sowing, Catalogue on application.

BARB'S DAFFODILS and SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,
Catalogues ready in August.

BARB AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

B. AMD G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797. ^__
WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,

Raspail, West Brighton Gem, Mrs. Pollock, McMahon,
Vesuvius, and Jacoby ; price per 1000. — WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

WANTED, for forcing, strong plants,
HAWKE'S CHAMPAGNE BHtJBARB.—State price

to REYNOLDS, Florist, &c , Beaminster.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of PELARGO-
NIUMS, FUCHSIAS and TREE CARNATIONS, good

Market sorts, also Raspailp.—State sojifl^jid-jiiice per 100, to

J. HA1RSINE, Aid/
'

ANTED, stwf
HYDRANGEA HO/M

WILLIAM WHITELEYjS
Uxbridge.

H

Notice

RICHARD SMITH and CO., St. John's
Nurseries, Worcester, beg to intimate that Mr, JOHN

LEWIS is NO LONGER IN THEIR EMPLOYMENT, and
is not authorised to Solicit Orders or to Collect Money on their
account.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY AHD SON, Langport, Somerset.

TRADE. — CUCUMBER PLANTS, Roch-
ford's, is. per dozen. TUBEROSES, Pearl, 2 feet, 6i.

per dozen, in 48s. Seedling ARALIA SIEBOLDI, 3j. id. per
100. Carefully packed. Free on rail. Cash or reference.

FOREMAN, Nightingale NurserieB, Bath.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be bad free on application to

—

Messrs. E. SILBEKJBAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, E.G.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

ENKY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

Cabbage.WH E E L E R'S IMPERIAL
— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbage known, having

stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, Qd.. Is., and 25. each, post-free.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELEK, F.R.H.S., Seed Grower,
Warminster, Wilts.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.
B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 3^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 125. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 65. doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. 100, 505. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 65. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20t , 100 ; Aralias, lOi

.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas. Geraniums, in 48's, 65. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Cockscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropeeolums, in bloom, in 48's, 85. doz. ; Ficus, Palms,
Dracaenas, Crotons, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 125. doz. Lists

free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junotion, London, S.W.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER has stood
many years' test as the only effectual protection for

Fruit Trees, &c. from Wasps and Flies. Price Ix. 6d. and
2*. 6d. per bottle. Sold by all Nurserymen and Florihta.

Makers, CORRY and CO., Ltd , 13, 15, and It?, Finsbury
Street, London, E.G.

E E S O N ' S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

Petroleum I Petroleum 1 1 Petroleum ! ! 1

BRILLIANT ILLUMINANT.
In casks, oarriage paid, 8d. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Priuce of Wales.

By Special Appointment
To H.B.H. The Prince of Wales.

MACKENZIE and MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Bullders & Heatixo Exqixeebs, Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow. Plans and Estimates for all

kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses,

and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

LOXDOH OFFICE:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
. to Her Majesty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Artmiialty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.,

loyal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentee, of

he Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. King'sRoad, Chelsea,S.W,

B
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SALES by AUCTION,
*

WEDNESDAY, August 21.

A SPLENDID SELECTION °DUTCH BULBS

ME. J. C. STEVENS will hold his FIRST
SALE of the SEASON by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNES-
DAY, August 21, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, in which
will be included an extensive

IMPORTATION of BULBS from HOLLAND,
comprising choice namedDOTTBLEand SINGLE HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS of sorts, COLCHICUMS.
&c, consigned direct by some of the leading growers, and
specially lotted to suit all buyers.
Also Early White ROMAN HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, and

other BULBS, for winter-flowering, from France ; TJLTUM
HARRIS!!, FREESIAS, TUBEROSES. &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next.
CYPRIPEDIUaL; SANDERIANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 63, Cheapside, E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT, August 13. at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an importation of the above-
na med fine CYPRIPEDIU1I, and OTHER ORCHIDS, by order
oE Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

luesdar Next.
An importation of 10 Cases, comprising 530 CATTLEYA

TRIANJEI, received direct for unreserved Sale. The plants
received last year from the same place proved to be a very
fine type.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on TUES-

DAY NEXT, August 13, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By Order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis A Co., Southgate.

GRAND IMPORTED PLANTS,
Absolutely Without Reserve.

Comprising ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, O. CRISPUM GRANDI-
FLORUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLEAYI SPLENDENS,
and O. HASTATUM. Also
Fifteen Plants of the Rare L2SLIA AUTUMNALIS ALBA.

Splendidly Grown Established ORCHIDS.
Amongst which will be offered CATTLEYA AUREA, the

true type, =rich in HYBRIDS; CATTLEYA CTTRTNA, in
Flowering Plants ; ONCIDIUM VARICOStTM ROGERS!!, in

Spikes; LiELIAS. HABENARIA SUSANNA, ic. Also
DUPLICATE PLANTS from a Well-known Collection,

Including EPIxLJELIA- GUATEMALENSIS, LMILTONIA
SPECTABILLS VIRGINALIS, CATTLEYA TRIAN.EI ALBA,
LJELIA ELEGANS TURNER!. CATTLEYA MOSSLE AR-
NOLDIANA, Grand Plant in Sheath. Choice CYPRIPEDIUMS,
&c. Together with a Small Plant of

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM ALBUM.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 16. at Half-past Twelve o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
450 Lots of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS from various

collections, including-

CattleyaRex
,, exoniensis

,, Mitchelii

,, Aurora
,, vestita Oweniana

Odontoglossum Pollettianum
,, elegans

Oncidium incurvum album
Phaio-Calanthe Veitchii rosea
Sobralia xantholeuca

AUo a fine lot of PHAL-ENOPSI3 in variety, 40 CATTLEYA
CITRINA. and c0 ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their CeDtral Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.. on FRIDAY NEXT,
August 16. at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.TWO DAYS' SALE.
The UNSOLD PORTION, of the WILSON COLLECTION

of ORCHIDS.

\TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
ItJ. received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 27 and 23, 1895,

without Reserve, the Unsold Portion of the WILSON COL-
LECTION of ORCHIDS.

WITHOUT RESERVE.
The Sale contains, among others :

—

Sobralia Kienastiana (several

plants)
Cattleya Schroderse alba

,, Reineckiana

„ Wagneri
Odontoglossum Vuylstekea-
num

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba
Lselia elegans

,, Scottiana
Cypripedium Morganiee Bur-
fordiense

Lselia elegans Blenheimensis

„ „ Bluntei

,, ,, prasiata

Messrs. SANDER A>T> CO. will offer in this Sale, WITHOUT
the Least Resebye, a large number of grand plants of the
very finest ORCBIDS, including the new white " bellatulum,'*

C. BELLATULUM ALBUM, new hybrid Leelio-Cattleyaa,

a white- flowered Cattleya labiata with crimson labellum.
T.ET.TAS, CATTLEYAS, new HYBRID SOBRALIAS.

NEW DENDROBES, CATTLEYA GIGA3 SANDERS, &c.

Leelia elegans superba
Lycaste Skinneri alba superba

,, ,, armeniaca
Coelogyne cristata alba
Lycaate Skinneri imperator
Dendrobium nobile Sanderia-
num

Odontoglossum deltoglossum
coronarium
Andersonianum vars.

Ruckeri&num vars.

aspersum
mulus

Schomborgkialepidissima, 8tc.

ATTDENSHAW, NEAR MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
or

ESTABLISHED ORCHLDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESEBVE, BY ORDER OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,
Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of

having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past
12 o'Clock precisely each day.
The Collection ia justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a moat healthy condition.

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts, FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames, Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Roller,
Thanatophone, and other Sundries.
May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas' Billington. the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-

chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

MONDAYS, August 19 & 26.

THURSDAYS „ 22 & 29.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on

MONDAY, August 19 I MONDAY, August 26
THURSDAY, August 22 | THURSDAY, August 29

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
OBOCUS, NABCISSUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, together
with white BOMAN HYACINTHS and paper-white NAB-
CISSUS received direct for Unreserved Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-
tending purchasers on their permanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of catalogues for these Sales.
Auction Booms and Offices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

SPLEXDHJ IMPORTATION of

UELIA PURPURATA
With Fine Strong Flower-sheaths.

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

Have just reoeived, ex steamer "Nile," a magni-
ficent importation of L^lia pubpubata, a very
large number of which have fine strong healthy
flower-sheaths. All the plants are in the most
beautiful condition, and the entire lot are being
offered at extremely low prices, together with
several other importations.

Descriptive and Priced Circulars post-free on
application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GrARSTON, near LIVEBPOOI,.

Important to Gardeners. Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

I70R SALE.—The Old Established BUSINESS
-C and STOCST-IN-TRADF. belonging to the estate of the
deceased BOBERT GIBSON, NtTBSEBraiJt and Seedsmax,
56, Queen Street, Glasgow.
For particulars apply to JAMES MARTIN. Corporate

Accountant, 183, West George Street, Glasgow.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on Thb Mailing
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences,—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

AN EXCELLENT CHANCE to Capitalists
requiring a Small High-class FLORIST'S and NURSERY

BUSINESS near London. Under Royal Patronage, and good
connection generally. Furniture, Stock in Trade, &c., all as
a going concern, cheap. Apply to—

MYRTLE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

EXHIBITIONS.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
(Affiliated to the Royal Horticultural Society).

The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on August 14
and 15. £300 in Prizes, Specials, Cups, and Medals.
Entries close August 7. H. GELLETT, Secretary.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWEBS, FRUIT, VEGE-
TABLES, HONEY, and POULTRY, will be held in the
Grounds of Ives Place, on THURSDAY, August 15. Entries
close August 8. CHAS. A. VARDY, Hon. Sec.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
OF MANCHESTER.

THE GREAT LELY SHOW.
The First Special Exhibition of this glorious flower ever

held in this country. Thousands of pots of flowers contributed
by some of the most eminent growers in the country.

GRAND SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF GRAPES.
It is expected that this great display will, in a sense, be

unique in the annals of Horticultural demonstrations.
Open on THURSDAY the 22nd inst., at 12 at Noon, and

remain open till SATURDAY EVENING the 24th.
Gardeners from any part of the country can purchase

admission tickets at 6rf. each, by applying to the undersigned
on or before the 19th inst.

Botanical Gardens, Manchester.
BRUCE FTNDLAY.

KNARESBOROUGH FLORAL and HOR-
TICULTURAL SHOW.—FRIDAY. August 23.

Schedules ready. F. SCOTT, Secretary.
Entries close August 17.

QANDY (Bedfordshire) TWENTY-SEVENTHO ANNUAL OPEN SHOW, August 29, of Plants. Flowers,
Fruit and Vegetables, Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, Cats,
and Cage Birds. PRIZES, £350. For Ten Stove and Green-
house Plants : Prizes, £12, £8, £6. and £3. Live Stock Entries
close August 14. All other Entries close August 21.

W. GREEN, Secretary, Sandy.

SHREWSBURY GREAT FLORAL FETE,
AUGUST 21 and 22, 1895.

The Society Offers this year nearly £300 In Frizes.
SPECIAL CLASS FOR DECORATIVE ARRANGEMENT

of fruit. £61 In Prizes.
SCHEDULES are Now Ready , and may be obtained from

the Hon. Sees.. Messrs. ADNITT asd NAUNTON. Shrewsbury.

SEED BUSINESS for SALE.— Established
54 years, in large town in North of England. Proprietor

retiring. Apply

—

H. E. HARDY, 28, South Castle Street. Liverpool.

Florists and Fruiterers.

HIGH-CLASS BUSINESS for DISPOSAL,
in fashionable, residential suburb, jost out of London.

Handsomely fitted Shop and Premises, large Conservatory
(heated with boiler and pipes), excellent Stabling, Bath, and
every comfort. Long Lease, at moderate rental. Doing a
highly profitable trade of five years' standing, and increasing.
Apply on the premises for particulars, G. TAPLIN, High

Street, Wanstead, E. (No Agents.)

Important to Beginners.

FOR SALE, 12 miles from London, TWO
FREEHOLD MARKET GARDENS, consisting of 750 and

600 feet run of Glass, both in full crop of Tomatos and Cucum-
bers, to be Sold together or separately. Full particulars on
application.—Apply, G. YOUNG, 33, Victoria Street, Bel-
vedere, Kent.

PROSPEROUS NURSERY, with genteel
residence, FOR SALE. —Six large Houses, well stocked,

nearly new. Eighty-nine years' lease. Splendid neighbour-
hood. Price £1000. £500 can remain.

BLADES, Fern Grove, Grimsby.

TO BE LET or SOLD, 8-roomed FREEHOLD
HOUSE, 4 Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, Hot-water Pipes

in all, well Btocked with Tomatos, Ferns, Chrysanthemums.
Pleasant position. Part may remain.

CEDARS. Eenswith. Dunstable. Beds.

O BE LET or SOLD.—A capital NURSERY
with small Cottage, near London. Low rent, or would

sell cheap. First-rate position.—Apply to ROBT. PECKITT,
45, Plumstead Road, Plumstead.

O BE LET or SOLD.—A oompact FBEE-
HOLD NURSERY, Catford, 600 feet run of Glass. Pretty

Dwelling House. Alow rent would be accepted.
J. CHAMBERS, 126, Catford Hill, S.E.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession,
8 miles from Covent Garden, a good NURSERY, c-on-

Bisting of 28 Houses, and a number of Frames, all heated
with notr-water.—For further particulars apply to F. E. M. f

Pevensey House, Windmill Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

Five Miles from Guildford, adjoining Wanborougn
RAILWAY STATION. GOOD TRAIN SERVICE.

TO BE LET, OB SOLD, with possession, a
model FREEHOLD NURSERY and ORCHARD,

41 a, 3 r. 39 p., in perfect condition, stocked with thriving

Fruit Trees, &c. There are 16 modern Glass Houses, all heated

with Hot-water Piping and Boilers. Luxuriant Vine?, Peaches
and Nectarines for forcing. There are 2 capital Dwelling

Houses, Stabling, Cart, Packing, and other Sheds, Offices,

Piggeries, &c. One of the most productive and compact
Nurseries o£ the day.

Personally inspected and recommended. Rent £300 per
annum. Particulars and orders to view of Messrs. PRO-
THEROE a>t> MORRIS, 67. Cheapside, London, E.C.
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NICE FLORIST'S BRANCH SHOP.—Good
connection. Stock and Fixtures, £20. Rent. £20. Suit

young Lady.—BLADES, Fern Qrore Nursery, Grimsby.

Ferns.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS in
variety, in 2j-iuch pota, 12s. per 100, £5 per 1000.

Seedlings, from store boxes, bs. per 100, 40s. per 1000.
WILLIAM WH1TF.LEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath,

TJxbridge.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

o! Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

TEA AND OTHER ROSES IN POTS,
All Coming into Flower.

JOHN COWAN and CO., Limited, have an
immense stook of the above, all in grand

condition, and in great variety, which they offer

at 12s., 18* , 24s., and 30s. per dozen.

Descriptive and Priced Circulars post free

on application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

BULBS FOR FORCING
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

SNOWFLAKE, PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

FREESIAS, &o. &c.

First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs
see our CATALOGUE, No. 455, post free on
application.

DIGKSONS,
Seed & Bulb
Growers, CHESTER.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply toSANDEB'S, St. Albans. The finest

stockof Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

Cuthbert's Bulbs for Early Forcing.

pOMAN HYACINTHS, FREESIAS,
y\i TULIPS, NARCISSUS, &c. Descriptive Priced Cata-
logue now ready. Free on application.

JR. and G. CCTHBBKT, Bulb Importers and Growers,
Southgate, N.

T^IOLA CUTTINGS.—We are now supplying
V excellent Cuttings from our unrivalled collection of

Named Varieties, at the following very moderate rates. The
cuttings will root readily in a cold frame, and make fine plants
for October or Spring planting :— 1000 Cuttings in 100 very fine
varieties, for bedding or exhibition purposes, £2 10s. ; 500 Cut-
tings, 50 varieties, £1 10s. ; 100 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 6s. Qd.

;

50 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 4s. ; 25 Cuttings, 12 varieties, 2s, 6d.
All carriage free. Each variety separately named.

DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay/

\TKSSRS. KVEES and LARCH^,
-L-*-i- Tepxis. Caucasus, Russia.
PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 22 Rble.
LLLIUM COLCHIOUM (Scovits) per 100 roots 60 Rble.,

10 for 5£ Rble.
IRIS RETICULATA per 100 roots, 18 Rble., 10 for 2 Rble.
FRITILLARIA TTJLIPIFOLIA „ 28 Rble., 10 for 3 Rble.
PiEONIA CORALLINA „ 200 Rble., 10 for 25 Rble.

Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and
Seeds gratiB and post-free.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SHOWING STAPLES A3 FIXED.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.

K^THRACiT£
*4 COAL 1

p R. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or^ * COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the size of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross ; or in truokloods, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ton degrees more heat than

Coke. Quotations on application to

—

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

G. R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.

WINDMILL

Prices from £17, including Pomp and Timber Supports.
May *7, 1893, The Dell, Englefield GreeD, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co.. Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. X 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed
here for Baron SchrOder, is giving very great satisfaction,
pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so suocesafully carried out.—Tours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron SchrMer.
R. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

net of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimoniaxs on applioattok to

27, JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C
Engineering Works, Waiton-on-the-Naze, Essex.

i THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

gf The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse t.

The immense sale of this Boiler, and the numerous imitatteos
of it sent out in reoent years, afford abundant testimony to its

undoubted success.
Secure the Original Fatttrn only from the inventors.

No. 1, £3 15j. ; No. 2, £1 bs. ; No. 3, £5 lbs. ; also larger dra.
Estimates for complete apparatus. Also illustrated lists and

copies of testimonials on application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Falmerston Buildings. Old Broad St.. B.C.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

hORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

Nurseries—Hanworth & Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition
(100,000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure in

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete,{froni',£3165.

Cucumber Frames.
One Light. Two Light.

4 ft, by 3 ft., 17l. 6 ft. by 4 ft,, 30j.

6 ft. by 4 ft., 28i.
I
8 ft. by 6 ft., 50s.

$5

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits.Hand-Lights,Ac.

LT,—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, Ac

ITT.—Rustic Work
TV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, Ac ...

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, Ac.
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-

secticides.Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &o

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, Ac.

VHT.—Horticultural Timber
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, Ac.

X—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, Ac. ;

17— 64

65— 98
99-134

135—173
179—228

229—246

247—268
269—280

281—342

343—383

Hot-water Apparatus : Cheapest and most efficient. Cost of Complete Apparatus for
Greenhouses, with 4-in. flow and return pipes along one side :—7ft. by oft., £2 lbs. ; 9ft. by
6ft., £3 ; 12ft. by 8ft., £3 5*.; 15ft. by 10ft., £4 10*.; 20ft. by 10ft,, £5 bs.; 25ft. by 10ft., £6 5i.
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LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES,

INCLUDING

THE TWO GRAND NEW and INDISPENSABLE
VARIETIES,

MONARCH & LEADER.
All the Best Older Varieties In strong, open-

gronnd Runners or Pot Plants.

STRAWBERRIES IN 60-POTS ARE GOOD.
Send to Head-quarters for your Supplies.

PLANTS GROWN SPECIALLY FOR RUNNERS.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
Should be procured direct from the raisers. Price, open ground

:

Runners ... 20s. per 100 ... 4s. per dozen.
In Pots 27s. 6d. per 100 ... 6s. per dozen.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, GRATIS.

LAXTON BROS., BEDFORD.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AMD

LATE MAY-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HARTLAND. Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland.

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.

Delivery from August to November.

9^0 C\OCi V0N SI0N DAFFODILS.—

A

wtJv^VV/V truestock.in lots of 10,000, for cash, at
la. &d. per 1000. All large Snowdrop size, for planting.
Samples sent for six stamps.

HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

Early White Roman Hyacinths,
Early Snowflake and Paper-white Narcissus.

• JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to announce the arrival of, in exceptionally fine condition,

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING,
And ivill be pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery.

BTJLB CATALOGUE for 1895 NOW READY, and may be bad on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TUESDAY NEXT, August 13.

CYPRIPEDIUM SAND ERIANA.
MESSES. PEOTHEEOE and MOEEIS will SELL by AUCTION,

at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., on TUESDAY NEXT,

A Fine Lot of CYPRIPEDIUM SANDERIANA,
Recently imported, and in excellent oondition. By order of

—

HUGH LOW & CO., UPPER CLAPTON, N.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C.
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of the
same name.

CATALOGUE for 1895

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CULTURAL DIRECTIONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free,
on application to themselves direct at

OVER.VEEN, nearHAABLEM, HOLLAND,
OR TO THEIR GENERAL AGENTS,

Messrs. MERTENS & Co.,
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.C.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN,

EMPRESS Of INDIA, LORD SUFFIELD.GUNTON PARK,
AND ALL THE BEST NOVELTIES.

Descriptive ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Now Heady,
Post-free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2±-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR. TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at 2s. 6d. per doz.,

or 20s. per 100.

Above prices are for caah with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready for shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, 4s. per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality. All colours, mixed.

Is. 6d. per dozen. Free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITBER GREEN, LEWISHAM-

WEBBS
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and Is. per packet,

Is. 6(1. per ounce.

From Mr. W. J. CHASNEY, West Bendred.
11

1 had the best bed of Cabbage this year from Webbs'
Emperor Seed that I ever saw ; not one of the 6000 plants
which I put out weat to seed." __ „ „„K Per ounce.
EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6<l.

EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

\Jl\l\JlM. Per pkt. Per ounce

WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI ... 6d. is. 6d
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI ... 6d. ... lOd
GIANT ROCCA ... 6d. ... lOd
WHITE LISBON 6d

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

"KENT, THE CARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, In
little pots, and as Runners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

JOHNSON' S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keepiDg over 100 cows,
from which I obtain a largequantity
ot pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s, per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trad«.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all aorta, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHI^OTON, HEREFORD.

B NEW EARLY STRAWBERRY
FOB 1895.

STEVENS' WONDER.
NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION.

Everyone should secure this grand early variety.

In pots £5 per 100 15s. per dozen.

Strong Runners ... £3 per 100 9s. per dozen.

All other leading varieties now ready for delivery.

See Speoial LIST free on application.

Highsate Nurseries,
London, N.

THE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1895.

WM CUTBUSH & SON,

STREET PLANTING.
AVENUES in the country, if but once

rightly planted on the right soil, and
then left to themselves, are sure to reward suc-

ceeding generations. No oountry in the world
boasts so many superb Beech, Birch, Oak, and
Elm as does our own land. Our parks, royal

and private, are one of the principal attractions

for our American cousins, and not less for the

dwellers in Europe generally, since a tract of

oountry almost equal in extent to all England
may be searched for in Germany or even in " fair'

Franoe without finding one such vista through
a double series of fluted columns as scores of

our nobles' and even commoners' seats afford.

But the question to settle here is—how far

can we succeed in cultivating avenues in a great

city ? Can we keep horses alive and well in

mines ? Time was when such an idea would
have been ridiculed. To habituate them even

to city life might well have been deemed a

hopeless undertaking by those who knew them
only in prairie freedom. But first by aocident,

and then by seienoe, the one and the other
doubtful point has been oleared up, and the

tree has been found to be as ready to adapt itself

to painful oiroumstances as was the horse.

It behoves us, however, to know precisely to

what extent such conditions of life must be

painful in the oase of the tree, and what is

nowadays being done to alleviate at once its own
lot, and that of the human and equine denizens

of the town. As regards the initial step towards

the attainment of our object—planting—look at

the splendid boulevards which have sprung into

existence on or elose to the site of ancient

bastions in continental towns, such as Florence

and Geneva. One might suppose that the

planting of these was effected with no tech-

nical knowledge. But the faot is, that masonry
rubbish, though valuable in admixture, is fatal

in all but the wettest seasons to trees, even

suburban ; and unless precautionary measures

are adopted during the levelling, great expense

is afterwards entailed in removing the soil and

refilling upon the planting sites. In some towns

on the Continent, the pleasure-grounds authority

shoulders all suoh expense, and co-operates with

the street-building department in economising

labour of this kind; and it is this fundamental

preparation which, in unconfined places at least,

amounts to a guarantee of future Champs
Elysfiea.

Money will do almost everything. It is all but

omnipotent: and the London County Council

is proving that sufficient of it can be raised in

London to execute any highly important im-

provement. If it be possible in London to

widen streets, lying quite near the City, suffi-

ciently to plant them with trees, it cannot

be impossible in any other of our great centre*

to purify, moisten, cool the air for such un-

fortunates as must pursue their avocations

throughout the hot months. The indispensaMo
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widening of streets with a view to leafy avenues

is doubtless oostly, and may, in a few cases,

be beyond the reaoh of the community, but

for eaoh noble tree-lined thoroughfare pene-

trating our most densely populated urban

districts, there has been, and will ever be, a

notable deorease in our dootor's bills—an advan-

tage, to say the least, inversely proportionate

to the outlay on suoh a street. To dweller and

worker in the adjacent houses, equally with the

pedestrian or the traveller by vehiole, the

benefit is admittedly immense. This embellish-

ment, this hygienio improvement of our towns,

should be more cultivated by all local bodies

as an " art of peace " of vast, if not of para-

mount, importance. Were the true economy

of this art better understood by suoh authorities,

the rates, even though slightly inoreased, would

be more oheerfully paid.

It should become true of every oity, that

there be within it no important point of

street-intersection from which no green leaf

is visible. Where little has yet been done, it

will be neoessary to set aside annually the sum

of £1300 for a town of 50,000 (this is an average

sum, and must vary with the extent of pleasure

grounds), and from £200 to £250 for eaoh

10,000 additional inhabitants. Let a good gar-

dener be seleoted—one to whom muoh freedom

may safely be aooorded in the management of

all the public pleasure-grounds, as well as of the

street plantation. Then, not even the poorest

soil need present any real difficulty. The most

arid sand, or the stiffest clay, no more impera-

tively than ordinary soils, must be trenched

3j feet deep, and as wide, before planting.

The difference in the former case (bad raw

material) oonsists in the bringing-in of good

soil to the extent of from one-third to one-half.

Some large German cities (Dresden and Mag-

deburg), having to deal with hungry sand, under-

lain only at a great depth by day, have boldly

inaugurated a system of underground watering,

and this, though at present only tentative, has

so far (some eight years) given good results.

The system may be briefly explained. The
general oity water-mains are tapped by a

secondary shallow-lying oonduit at the head of

a street, and from this diverge the tree-feeders

at regular distanoes of 8 feet, their oontents dis-

charging themselves slowly through a small bed

of old mortar into the prepared ground. The
whole system lies only 15 inohes beneath the

surface, is ventilated by upright open shafts at

every 11 yards, and is, of oourse, emptied by a

stop-cock in autumn.

Some fine trees occupying oorners or paved

square centres are deemed worthy of a separate

system—viz., a oonduit forming a square around

them, with vertioal as well as horizontal feeders,

eaoh one foot long, approaching the roots on all

sides, and at differing depths.

Iron tubes are used throughout, and it is

reckoned that these will do service for fifteen

years, when the trees would be very strong, and

could, perhaps, take care of themselves, if given

liberal breathing and drinking space around

their stems.

The average cost of tree up to two years,

striking the average from all situations within

the munioipal limits, will be from 18s. to 20s.

In small towns less.

As to the beat kinds of tree for the purpose,

one must, of course, be guided to some extent by
knowledge of the locality, but seeing that
" variety is the spice of life," and that the

trenching must in all cases be thoroughly done,

it is to be expected that six out of the eight,

comprising Oak, Elm, Horse-Chestnut, Ash, Lime,

Maple, Plane, and Syoamore, find plaoes in the

interior; all the rest—the Service, the Mountain
Ash, the Hawthorn (red and white), Beeoh and

Hornbeam, Biroh,Acer Negundo, blaok and silver

Poplars, Willows, and shade Aoaoias, the smaller

and more pendent trees, in the outlying streets

and suburbs.

The laoiniate Oaks bear town life almost, if

not quite as well, as the favourite Aoer dasy-

carpum, which is at onoe the most attractive

and the most traotable, as far as mere foliage

goes. Other Aoers, suoh as piotum, are muoh
esteemed. iEaoulus, of course, startles and de-

lights us all in the spring with the grandest

flourish.^and the most handsome exhibit of its

kind in the world ; but the Ash, " queen of the

forest," deigning also to reign here, outdistances

the Horse Chestnut in autumn.

None of these trees, whatever their root

advantages, will grow well under the shade of a

solid phalanx of high buildings, unless planted

at a minimum distanoe of 6 yards therefrom, and
line a street of at least 12 yards between their

rows. From the edge of the pavement they

must be set back fully 24 inches, or they will,

sooner or later, suffer serious damage from
overladen or swaying waggons.

The trees once planted, three gardeners are

sufficient to take oharge of as many as will be

found in an average town of 100,000 inhabitants,

unless underground watering be in vogue, when
another will be required. The duties of these

are the following :

—

Spring : Bind the nurselings with list, and
syringe. Stake substantially and fasten securely

with strips of strongest sail-cloth (sometimes

waterproofed), nailing the ends to the stakes.

Plaoe iron or basket-work soreens around the stems.

Whilst sap is rising, tar promptly all barked spots

on trunks, including the torn bark edges. Dish
the ground twice during the growing season above

roots; or, in oase of completed paving, lift gratings

and remove rubbish. As summer advanoes, lop

some lower boughs of all in vigorous growth, to

drive them upward. Syringe as frequently as

possible throughout their first year.

In winter, re-stake, re-tie, prune, lop, and see to

leaders. In botanioal and horticultural matters

generally, England is now admittedly in the van
of progress ; but in forestry, as in urban tree

deooration, she has yet to steal a march on some
of her continental neighbours. Some few of

our towns, of course, form pleasant exceptions.

The general richness of our landsoape, unrivalled

in any oountry of the temperate zone, makes a

treeless town more unsightly by contrast ; and
the extraordinary rapidity of our journeys—of

our transitions from town to oountry, and vice

versa—make the oontrast yet more noticeable.

Let us yet again in this matter signalise our-

selves. In every fresh step towards priority of

merit, we shall ourselves reap all the advantage.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

TCHIHATCHEWIA ISATIDEA.*
The firit thing the English reader will ask when

he aees this impracticable name ia how to pronounce
it. M. de Tchihatcheff was a naturalist of foremost

rank, whose work on the geography of Asia Minor
ia a standard production. To botaniats, therefore,

he is or waa the bearer of

" A name which they all know by sight very well,

But which no one can apeak and no onecanapell."

* Tchihatckewia itatulea.—Boissier, Flor. Orient., i. 310
;

Micheli, in Revue Horticole, August 1, 1895, p. 351, figB. 116,

117; Baillon, Hist, des Plantes. vol. iii., 1872, p. 261 ; Prantl,

in Rngler u. Prantl, Die Naturlicken Pfianzenfamilien, iii,

Theil, 2 Abtheilung, p. 206 (1891).

In order to gain information aa to the proper pro-

nunciation, we applied to a Kussian friend, from

whoae instructions we arrived at " Tche-h&tch-off,"

with a strong stress on the second syllable, aa the

neareat approach of which we are capable. The
name waa Latinised for botanical purposes as

" Tchihatchewia "

!

For our illustration (fig. 29, p. 151) we are

indebted to Mr. Lynch, the Curator of the Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden, in which establishment it

flowered this year, aa also in Mr. G. F. Wilson's

garden at Weybridge. It is a Crucifer, native of the

mountains of Armenia on the north side of the

Euphratea, where it grows at a height of 5000 to

6000 metres, and where it was discovered by
Tchihatcheff. It waa introduced into cultivation by
Mr. Max Leichtlin, of Baden Baden, The plant is

a dwarf biennial of tufted habit, with a fleshy tap-

root, sessile, rancinate leaves, covered with stiff

white haira. The Bowers are numerous, in close

terminal panicles, 20 centimetres acroaa; each

flower is of the aize of that of Heaperis (Bocket), rosy-

lilac or rose-coloured, and fragrant. After flowering

the flower-stalk ia bent downwards, ao that the

silicle becomes appreased to the stem. It contains

one or two black aeeda. M. Marc Micheli describes

the plant at length in the Rerun Hortioole, and gives

analytical details with which our own sketches, taken

from the Cambridge specimen, entirely correspond.

M. Micheli aaya it is without doubt one of the

prettiest rock plants yet introduced. It likes full

exposure to the sun, and its stout stalks bear

innumerable rose-coloured flowers, which contrast

with the long white hairs of the leaves. It is quite

hardy, having survived the last winter at Geneva
without protection.

The plant is one of botanical interest, and
appears to be rare. Bentham and Hooker, in their

Genera Plantarwm, say that they had not seen it,

and copied the description of Boissier. The co-opera-

tion of horticulturists with botaniata haa here then,

aa in so many cases, been of special value to science.

It. T. M.

THE FEUIT CEOPS.
Ik our last issue we gave a synopsis of the

numerous reports aa to the condition of the fruit

cropa we had received from all parts of Great
Britain and Ireland. Taken aa a whole, the report

ia uniform in ita character, and favourable aa regards

both quantity and quality.

The aeaaon of flowering waa later than uaual, and
there was a very general immunity from sharp frosts,

although the temperature in moat parta of the

country was dangerously low, and frost of some
severity waa felt in certain localities in widely sepa-

rated parta of the country.

The tabular matter already published does not

allow of much detail being given, and the great

degree of uniformity in the fuller reports we have
received from the kindness of our correspondents

renders it unnecessary to publish more than a selec-

tion of them.
0. SCOTLAND, N.

MoBATSHiiiB.—The fruit cropa look well, and aa a
whole they are three weeks in advance of last season

;

but the weather haa been very unateady ; hot and
cold in turna, and late-keeping varieties will profit

greatly by a warm, dry autumn. Wm. Ogg, Bujfus

Bouse Gardens, Elgin.

1. SCOTLAND, E.

Aberdeenshiee,—A few Apple trees on walla

have a good crop, but standard trees are under the

average, and the weather having been cold and dry

when they were in blossom, growth ia stunted, and
the set waa a poor one. Peara had very little bloa-

aom, but that which set is fairly good in appearance.

Plums and Cherries, fair crops, are doing well, John
Forrest, Haddo House Gardens, Aberdeen.

This is not a fruit district at all ; only a very

few sorts are of any use here. We are very subject to

late 8pring and early autumn frosts. Gooseberries,

Currants, and Strawberries are an extra crop and of

good flavour. John M. Troup, 'Balmoral Castle Gardens,
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Banffshire.—The frnit crops, on the whole, are

a fair average. Peaches and Apricots showed a fair

percentage of blossom, bat owing to the cold nights

and badly ripened wood they set badly. Pears, on
the whole, are a good average. Apples were most
abundant with blossom, but have set very thinly ; the

very dry weather prevailing during the flowering

seemed to exhaust them, and the fruits have dropped
badly. Figs on the open wall, which usually do
well, have suffered from the frosts of winter, the

temperature having gone down to zero. Small fruits

are all good, except Black Currants, which were
thinned by the spring gales. J. Fraser Smith, Cullen

Souse Gardens.

The fruit this season with us is good every-

where, but Apples are almost a failure. Pears and
Plums, although they suffered in the early part

of the season by reason of drought, winds, and low
temperature, are a good crop. William Alexander,

Mountblairy House Gardens, Turriff.

Berwickshire.—Our frnit crops are, on the whole,

good. Trees healthy, owing probably to the scarcity

of fruit last year. Bloom was very abundant, and

as a whole is a small crop. Plums have undergone

a severe thinning. Pears only on young trees are a

fair crop. I have Been a heavier set of Apples, but

these will nevertheless be a large and fine crop. R. P.

Brotherston, Tyninghame, Prestonkirk.

East Lothian.—Pearsand Apricotsare not a heavy

crop, but Apples, Plums, and Cherries are abundant

and good. Lord Suffield, Keswick Codlin, Warner's

King, Stirling Castle, Hawthornden, Blenheim

Orange, Cox's Orange, King of the Pippins, and

Worcester Pearmain are amongst the best of the

Apples. The small fruits are an extra heavy crop,

except Black Currants. All other sorts, especially

Strawberries and Gooseberries, are plentiful. Wm.
McKelvie, Broxmouth Park Gardens, Dunbar, N.B.

Fifeshirb.—The crop of fruit in this district is

extra heavy, and with recent rains the fruit will

attain its normal size. The Apples are especially

heavy, with the exception of Cox's Orange and

Blenheim Pippins on walls and standards, and

Eibston Pippin is thin on wall trees. Denyer's Vic-

toria Plum is extra good, and the Damsons are the

heaviest crop ever seen here—at least, within the

Fig. 29.

—

tchthatchewia isatidea: flowers rosy- lilac, and fragrant,

(see p. 150)

we had little or no frost, only spells of sunless

cold weather, which would account for much of the

blossom not setting, and again the long drought

later on had an equally bad effect, causing many of

the fruits to drop off of such reliable sorts as Stirling

Castle, Ecklinville, Pott's Seedling, Warner's KiDg,

&c. We have an over-abundant crop of Apples, and

the fruit is swelling fast. We never had such fine

crops of Gooseberries and Strawberries as this

season, the rain just coming in the nick of time to

save the crop. John Cairns, The Hirsel Gardens,

Coldstream, N.B.

The fruit crops are in general, in this dis-

trict, very good, although slightly thinned by 6° of

frost on June 13. Cherries have been the heaviest

crop I have had in five years. Gooseberries are

simply an enormous crop, many of the bushes lying

quite flat on the ground under their heavy load, and

all of splendid quality. I attribute the heavy crop

of small fruits to be greatly due to the absence of

bullfinches in spring, as usually they do great havoc

amongst the buds. It is premature to say more

about the large fruits than that they promise well

at the present date. J. Ironside, Blaekadder House

Gardens, Edrom.

East Lothian.—Small fruits of all kinds are this

year an overflowing crop, and notwithstanding the

drought, are large and of good quality. Some Apri-

cots are well set, others almost bare, and the result

last twenty-three years. Gage Plums are scarce,

although they escaped injury by spring frost.

W. Williamson, Tarvit Gardens, Cupar.

Fifeshire.—Fruit trees of all sorts flowered most
profusely, but owing to the very dry weather and 4° of

frost on the mornings of June 13 and 14, Pears and
Cherries suffered badly, and dropped a great many
of their fruit. Gooseberries, Currants, red and
black, Raspberries. &c, are a very heavy crop.

Strawberries the same, of extra fine quality, and
nineteen days earlier than 1894. John Clark, Wemyss
Castle Gardens.

Forfarshire.—The frnit crop is generally a fair

one, Plum trees that were heavily cropped last

season are thin in most cases. Gooseberry bushes

are not much infested with red-spider, which was so

bad two years ago; indeed, all fruit trees and bushes

are more free from insects and healthier-looking

than usual. Strawberries are a good crop, the rain

just came in time to save the crop, which waB ready

ten days earlier than last season. John Kuskin and

British Queen, with Garibaldi, are our best this

season. W. McVotvall, Brechin Castle Gardens.

On the whole, the fruit crop is abundant, and

of good quality ; Strawberries especially are very

abundant. Raspberry canes were damaged by the

severe frost in February, the crop is consequently

scarce, but of good quality. Gooseberries in the

early part of summer were infested with red spider

and caterpillar. Apple and Pear trees are looking

clean and healthy, and are carrying fair crops of fine

fruit. Plums , especially on walls, are fine. Thos,

Wilson, Glamis Castle Gardens, Glamis,

Midlothian.—The fruit crop is, on the whole, the

finest we have had for many years. Apples are fully

an average crop, and promise to be much finer in

size and quality than usual. Pears, I'lums and

Cherries are bearing heavy crops of first-rate

quality. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines are

plentiful here, although scarce on open walls

in 'some places in the district. Small fruits

of all kinds are very abundant, particularly

Gooseberries and Strawberries. The long and
severe winter did no iDJiry to the fruit trees,

owing probably to the remarkable dryness of the

atmosphere and absence of wind all through
the storm. The spring was late, and very favour-

able for the fruit, which set thickly in April and
May, and swelled freely with the rains, which came
just in time in June to save the Strawberry crop.

Trees have made a fine healthy growth, and so far

have been very clean and free from insect attack.

M. Dunn, Dalkeith Gardens.

For months the frnit crops in this district

have suffered from drought, and although growth

was almost at a standstill, yet the fruit held on till

the welcome rains came. 1 am glad to report that

Apples and Pears, and all kinds of small fruits are

now swelling and ripening an abundant crop of good

quality. M. Chapman, Easter Duddingston Lodge

Gardens, Portobello.

Roxborghshihe.—OwiDg to haviDg had 6° of frost

on June 13, the fruit prospects here were consider-

ably altered. Apples, Pears, and Plums set very well,

but the fruits of Plums and Pears fell off a good

deal, and the Apple crop is falling a good deal at this

date (July) ; still, on some trees there will be a good

crop. Strawberries a very heavy crop and good (I

had gathered 92 pints one day, and 113 pints another

day). Raspberries good and clean.' Black Currants

good ; I was able to gather 120 pints from the bushes,

whereas last year 1 didn't get a pint, owing to the

week's frost in May. Damsons are a very heavy

crop. Cherry trees have been very clean of black-

fly all the season, and all other kinds of fruit trees

are clean and healthy. John Page, Monteviot Gardens,

Jedburgh.

6. SCOTLAND, W.
Ayrshire.—The frnit crops in this district pro-

mised, in the early spring, to be very abundant.

Trees and bushes were very clean and healthy, and
covered with blossom, and fruits of all kinds set

thickly ; but they received a severe check in conse-

quence of the long severe drought. Since the

showery weather set in, all fruit trees have
greatly benefited, the trees are getting clean and
healthy-looking again, and the fruits swelling fast.

A. Wilson, Auchincruive Gardens, Ayr.

On the whole the out-door fruit crops are

better than they have been for years. Plums espe-

cially are exceptionally good, and during my over

forty years' experience I have never seen a crop to

equal the one I have this year. Richard Kitchin,

Goodham, Kilmarnock.

Lanarkshire.—I have been six years here, and

have not previously seen such a heavy crop of small

fruit, especially of Strawberries, as is the case here

and in most parts of the county. Cherries are very

little grown hereabouts ; and Peaches, Nnctarines,

and Apricots are only grown out-of-doors in very

favoured localities and under special care and man-
agement, as the district suffers much from late

spring frosts. William Castle, Blantyrc Lodge Gar-

dens, Blantr/re.

Argyllshire.—The outdoor fruit crops in the

gardens here are over average. Strawberries were an

abundant crop, large and good. We commenced gather-

ing Keen's Seedling on June 22. Plums on walls

set so thickly that quite two-thirds had to be taken

off. Pears on walls carry sn average crop : Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Madame Trejve, Beurr6 d'Amanlis,

B. d'Aremberg, and General Todtleben are heavily
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laden. Apples on pyramids have good crops of fine

frnit, and on bashes over average. Cherries sweet,

and Morellos are laden; alto Gooseberries, Rasp-

berries, Brambles, red and white Currants, but

black Carrants are almost a failure. Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots, are not grown out-of-

doors. D. 8. Melville, Poltalloch Gardens, Lochgilphead.

Stiblingshibe.—Apple and Plnm trees were never

more severely attacked with grabs than this year, bat

these were got under by liberal applications of insecti-

cides. The young growth is now vigorous and healthy,

and most of the trees are well cropped. Small fruit-

bushes are heavily laden with fruit, and have all

along been vigorous and healthy; no insects have

been seen on them. The fruit is nnusnally largo,

which we attribute to liberal manuring. M. Temple,

Carron Souse Gardens. Falkirk.

Wigtonshibe.—Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries

are all good crops, the trees healthy, and almost

free from insect pests. Apricots and Figs are

below the average ; the latter suffered from the

effects of the severe frost, which killed much of the

fruiting wood. Gooseberries are heavy crops, but the

trees are badly infested with caterpillars. Currants

and Raspberries are good crops, and the fruit very

fine. Strawberries were abundant, bnt owing to the

hot weather were soon over. James Hay, Galloway

Bouse Gardens, Garliestovm.

(To be continued.)

American Notes.

ORCHIDS AT TRENTON, N.J.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

One of the most interesting collections of Orchids

at present in this country is that of C. G. Roebling,

Esq , of Trenton, N.J. It bids fair to excel the

position which it has already attained, and prepara-

tions are being made for extensive additions; four

new glasshouses are being erected, all of which will

be devoted to Orchids. Cypripediums, both species

and hybrids, form no inconsiderable portion of the

whole, but perhaps the chief feature is the large

collection of white Cattleyas, to the collection of

which Mr. Roebling has directed his full energies,

and it is his desire to make his collection of the

white Cattleyas as perfect as possible ; with such an

enthusiastic owner the time cannot be far distant

when the Trenton collection will contain specimens

of all the known " Albino " forms. It will no doubt

be of interest to many to see the list of those already

included.

Cattleya Triatsi alba, forty- five bulbs, ten leads,

and a grand variety ; C. Gaskelliana alba, twenty

bulbs, five leads, fifteen splendid blossoms; C. G.

alba Trentonensis, very deep orange throat, six

bulbs, two leads; C. Skinneri alba, ten bulbs, three

leads ; C. Mossia; alba, twenty bulbs, three leads ;

C. M. alba Trentonensis, eight bulbs, two leads, a

grand variety ; C. Aclandise alba, ten bulbs, one

lead ; C. Chocoensis alba, two plants, three leads

each; C. Percivalliana albB, six bulbs, one lead;

C. amethystoglossa alba, seven bulbs, one lead
; C.

Loddigesii albs, seven bulbs, two leads ; C. Bluntii,

five buibs, one lead, part of original; C. intermedia

alba, six bulbs, two leads ; C. Scbrodera; alba, four

plants, four leads to best one ; C. S. alba Trenton-

ensis, grand variety, ten bulos, three leads; C.

E dorado alba, ten bulbs, four leads.

Wry marked advances on all other white varieties

are C. Gnkelliana alba Trentonensis, C. Mosi'se alba

Trentonensis, and C. Scbrodera; alba Trentonensis.

Tne C Giskelliana hat extremely rich orange in

placeof lemon in the throat; the C. Motsise hat a nearly

green throat ; the C. Scbrodeise has almost an entire

orange lip, tave a tmall white margin. They are three

noble white forms, and are probably unique plants,

superb in shape, and exquisitely pure, well qualified

to bear the name of the home of this splendid col-

lection of white Cattleyas.

The white Lseliat include L. purporata Tar.,

purest white, except a few faint lines in the throat,

two plants ; L. majalis alba, sixty bulbs, nine leads,

true : a splendid healthy specimen ; L. anceps alba,
Bull's original variety, two fine plants, three and four
leads; L. autumnalis alba, twelve bulbs, four leads.

The climate of the district seems to be admirably
adapted for the growth of Cattleyas. C. Rex here
grows with an astonishing vigour, and in a short
time there will be a wealth of blossom; nothing
could be finer. One specimen has fifteen flowers
from three growths, and the new bnlbs and leaves are
as large as thoBe of the best grown Laslia pnrpurata.

C. gigaa is represented by some fifty magnificent
pieces, all in flower; one piece carrying twenty-
eight, and had had more. Among the more dis-
tinct species of this variety is one named Lageri in
honour of its discoverer, who introduced it and many
other excellent forms, through Messrs. Pitcher &
Manda. The lip in this variety is very broad, and of
the most intensely deep purple- crimson ; the remain-
ing portion of the lip is very finely veined, and has
no trace whatever of the characteristic yellow spots.
The sepals and petals are also exceedingly rich ; a
plant of C. gigaa Sanderiana was noticeable for the
fine expanse of itt lip. Alto in flower was a new
Cattleya hybrid, which is named Juno by request of
Mr. Roebling; it it described elsewhere (tee p. 118,
Gardeners' Chronicle, August 3),

C. Hardyana, a tplendid tpecimen with four leads,
attracts by its graceful form and delicate colouring.
Of hybrid Laalio-Cattleyas the one out of L. pnrpurata
and C. Motsise known as L.-C. Canhamiana is very
attractive. The finely frilled lip and the drooping
petals having the peculiar twist of L. pnrpurata give
it an air of distinction.

Laelia tenebrcsa Roeblingiana was past its best,
but it still stood a worthy reminder of what had
been. Its colour, dark rose madder, tepals and petals
with an almost black-purple lip, makes it quite free
from anything else.

Cypripediums embrace such a host of forms (over
250, all select too) that it is not possible to
enumerate the whole ; only a selection can be given.
Close attention is given the hybridizing in this collec-

tion, and hosts ofyoung seedlings are to be seen every-
where, the work in hybridizing being largely carried
on as checks on the operations of other hybridists. It it

thought, and wisely too, that it is better to reproduce
an acknowledged fine hybrid than to wander off into

a multiplication of " novelties " of mediocre rank.
However, at the tame time work is being done along
original lines, not only in this genus, but in Cattleyat,

Laelias, Epidendrums, &c, and thriving under the
skilful care given them by Mr. Henry T. Clinkaberry,
who was formerly well known to English orchidists,

some highly interesting results may be expected.
One of the moBt conspicuont of the Cypripedes it

C. Gowerianum, with its dorsal sepal 2± inches

across, and finely spotted. Others are, to take them
as they come, C. Rothschildianam, with four flowers;

C. macropterum (Lowii x Veitchii), very elegant,

with its clear rose-coloured sepals ; C. Sanderiannm,
having had four flowers, the piece with six new
growths ; C. Smithii (Lawrenceanum X ciliolare),

very rich in colour, well-balanced flower, with its

pretty flat dorsal sepal ; C. Chamberlainianum, in

fine vigour ; C. Curtisii ; C. caudatum Wallacei (the

albino form of the species) had five flowers ; C.
Brownii—a glorified leuchorhodum—and a whole
host of others. Other noticeable species are Ccelo-

gyne pandurata with fourteen leads. C. Dayana in

full flowi-r; Deodrobium Farmeri, Leelia Arnoldi-

aDa, with tour flowert ; Bratsav.ila acoulif, Epi-
Cattleyaguatemalensis, with fourteen strong growths;

Dendrobium Falconeri gigantenm, with its sbo»y
flower larger than that of the largeit nobile ; Epi-

dendrum Wattoni, not often to be teen in th-te col-

lections, because not sufficiently showy ; and Epi-
dendrum O'Brieni x, which had been in flower for

the lait eight months, and still blooming profusely !

Tbat is the sum of the moit noticeable forms at

present in the collection. White Lzelias, however,

are a feature in their season, and must be seen later.

Odontoglossums are grows to a limited extent, but

it it a struggle against the climate, which is too hot

and too dry. All sorts of schemes are had recourse

to to modify the conditions—linking the houtes,

putting them on the north side of the wall, &c, with

the result that in this particular case there are fair

signs of success. The same may be said concerning

Miltonias, but the very circumstances which are

detrimental to thete groups give to the Cattleyas,

&c, strength and vigour, which it is a rare treat to

tee.

The rapidity with which Cattleya and Lselia seed-

lings germinate here is very noticeable. Plants are

plainly visible to the naked eye five and six weeks

after sowing the seed ; and, indeed, numbers have

been pat into tiny baskets six months from sowing.

None but the finest varieties are being used in thete

crosses, of which over fifty have been sown already,

Leonard Barron.

L^LIA DIGBYANA.
Known from the time of its introduction from

Honduras in 1846 as Brassavola Digbyana, Lindley, a

name which it still bears in moat gardens even at the

present day, despite the fact that its botanical

features place it under Lselia and well separate it

from the terete-leaved Bratsavolas, the plant hat

always commanded a considerable amount of atten-

tion whenever its quaint fragrant greenish-white

flowers have appeared. Of late years, additional

interest has been taken in it on account of the

opportunities which it gave the hybridist of pro-

ducing novelties showy in appearance and striking

in form. The first of these, and one which has been

one of the most remarkable strides made by the

raisers of hybrid Orchids, was the Lselio- Cattleya X
Digbyana Mottias (fig. 31, p. 161), raised by Messrs.

Jas. Veitch & Son between Lselia Digbyana <J and
Cattleya Motsise ? , and first flowered by them in

May, 1889. The flowers are of a clear rose colour

with a few crimson blotches on the lip, the tube of

which is yellow with white veining and some small

purple dots at its base. In the beauty of its fringed

lip and the fragrance of its noble flowers it closely

follows Laslia Digbyana, while in their colour and
large size they resemble Cattleya Motsiae. It ii

certainly one of the beat of garden-raised Orchidt,

and it received a Pint-class Certificate at the Royal
Horticultural Society on May 14, 1889.

The Laslia Digbyana of our illustration (fig. 30,

p. 153), was flowered by Walter C. Walker, Esq.,

Percy Lodge, Winchmore Hill (gr., Mr. Geo. Cragg),

and it received a tardy acknowledgment of its

merits at the bands of the Orchid Committee at the

last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

when it received a Firtt-clats Certificate.

CHINA ASTEES.
The China Asters are amongst the best of all the

annual garden flowers. They are of the easiest

culture, most free of bloom, and comprise a multi-

tude of forms and colours. They are therefore

admirably adapted to profuse and generous effects in

schemes of planting.

The evolution of the China Aster suggests that of

the Chrysanthemum at almost every point, and it it,

therefore, a history of remarkable variations. The
plant is native to China. It was introduced into

Europe about 1731 by R. P. d'Incarville, a Jetuit

missionary in China, for ,' in honour or] whomthegenus
IncarvilleaoftheBignomafamily was named. At tbat

time it was a siHgle flower ; that it, the rays or ligu-

late florets were of only t»o to four rows. Tuese
rajs were b ue, violet, or white. Tne centre of the

flower (or head) was comprised of very numerous
tubular yellowish florets. Pnilip Miller, the .amous

gardener-botanist of Chelsea, England, received

teedt of the tingle white and red Alters in 1731,

evidentry from France ; and he received the tingle

blue in 1736. In 1752 he obtained teeds of the

double red and blue, and in 1753 of the double

white. At that time there appear to have been no

dwarf forms, for Miller says that the plants grew

18 inches to 2 feet high. Martyn, in 1807, says

that in addition to these varieties mentioned by

Miller, there had then appeared a " variegated blue
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and white " variety. The species was well known to

American gardeners at the opening of this century.

In 1806, M'Mahon, of Philadelphia, mentioned the
" China Aster (in sorts) " as one of the desirable

pardenjanmiala. Bridgeman, a New York seedsman,

offered the China and German Asters in 1837 " in

numerous and splendid varieties," specifying varie-

central florets of the head, and the production of

the " quilled " flower. This type of Aster was very

popular forty and fifty years ago. Breck, in the

first edition of his Flower Garden, in 1851, Bpeaks of

the great improvement of the Aster " within a few

years," "by the German florists aod others," and

adds that "the full- quilled varieties are the most

later days, and the many flat-rayed, loose, and
fluffy races are now most in demand, and their

popularity is usually greater the nearer they approach
the form of the uncombed Chrysanthemums.
The China Aster had long since varied into a

wide range of colours of the cyanic series—shades

of blue, red, pink, and purple. I do not know

Fig. 30.— l.elia digbyana, Bentham (18S0; : flgwebs Gutis, up whitish, (see f 112)

ties "alba, rubra, ccerulea, striata purpurea, &c."

In 1845, Eley said that " China and German Asters
"

*' are very numerous " in New England.

This name German Aster records the fact that

the first great advances in the evolution of the

plant were made in Germany, and the seed which we
row use comes largely from that country. The first

marked departure from the type appears to have

leen the prolongation or great development of the

highly esteemed, having a hemispherical shape,

either a pure white, clear blue, purple, rose, or deep

red ; or beautifully mottled, striped, or edged with

those colours, or having a red or blue centre."

About fifty years ago the habit of the plant had

begun to vary considerably, and the progenitors of

our modern dwarf races began to attract attention.

The quilled, high-centred flower of a generation or

more ago is too stiff to satisfy the tastes of these

what its original colour might have been. The
modem evolution of the plant is in the direction of

habit, and form of flower. Some type varies—gene-

rally rather suddenly and without apparent cause

—

into some novel form, still retaining its accustomed

colour. The florist fixes the variation by breeding

from the best and most stable plants, and soon

other colours appear, until he finally obtains the

entire range of colour in the Bpeciis. So it happens
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that there are various well marked races or types,

each of which hat its full and independent range of

colours. The Comet type, now the most deserving

of the China Asters, illustrates these statements

admirably. The Comet form—the loose open flower

with long strap-like rays — appeared upon the

market about 1S86 or 1887, with a flower of a dull

white overlaid with pink. The pink tended to fade

out after the flower opened, leaving the colour an

unwashed white. The rose-coloured Comet next

appeared, and the blue was introduced in 1890.

The first clear white was introduced in America in

1892, coming from Vilmorin, of Paris, and the China

Aster had reached its greatest artistic perfection.

The greatest desideratum yet to be attained in the

China Aster is a pure yellow flower. There seems

to be some general incompatibility between the

cyanic and the xanthic, or yellow, series of colours.

Yellow of a pure type has not yet been attained in

the annual Phloxes, and many other plants which

affect the blues and reds. Yet the Chrysanthemum

and various other plants combine the two, and I

confidently expect that the ChinajAster will event-

ually dj the same. We already have distinct

approaches to the yellow in the Lemon Gem, in

which the flowers are suffused with a lemon-yellow

tint, and in a yellow quilled variety introduced this

year by Burpee as the Yellow Aster. Tnis latter

Aster is one of the crowned type, having a good

yellow centre, and a border_of whitish rays.

In the immense range of colour, form, habit, and

season in the China Alter, the flower-lover can find

almost any ideal which an annual Composite

flower can be expected to satisfy. In earliness there

has been a distinct advance in recent years in the

introduction of the excellent French variety, Raine

des Halles, which is known in this country as Queen
of the Market. This variety blooms early in August

at Ithaca, even when the seed is sown ont-of-doors.

One of the earliest forms of this type of Aster is

Burpee's Qieen of Spring, which will bloom by the

middle of July if started in a frame by the middle

of April. Tnis Reine des Halles type of Aster was

introduced in 1885 or 1886 by Vilmorin, although

it had long been known in the Paris markets, but

the stock was controlled by a few perions. This

variety also has the freest and most wide spreading

habit of growth, and the stems are so long that the

variety is very useful for cut flowers. Tne Cande-

labra Asters are very like the Queen of the Market

in habit, but are later.

In such a range of type, it is impossible to recom-

mend any one of them as superior to all others. If

one wants deep and glowing colours, I should recom-

mend the Truffdut Asters, variously known as Per-

fection and Pse my- flowered, and this type has a

most beautiful pyramidal habit and a high-centred

incurvr d comely flower. The shades of red are espe-

cially good in this type of Aster. Closely allied to

this is the Semple strain, which has the distinction

of being the only well-marked type of American
origin. This type originated with James Semple,

of Bellevue, Pennsylvania, who, by continued selec-

tion, has brought it to a high degree of perfection

The plant is a tall and robust grower, reaching

'2h and even 3 feet high, with long and strong stems,

and very large flowers (often 3L inches across) with

incurved and often twisted rays. Two colours of

this fine Aster are now fixed, the pink introduced

in 1892 as Mary Sample, and the white, known as

Semple White.

For mjself. however, I should give the Comet
Asters the very first place amongst all the various

tribes. Toe habit is dwarf and compact, although

free. But the great merit lies in the fiat, soft,

spreading long rays, which give the flowers a
freedom and novelty of outline and substance which
cannot be found in any other Aster. I am parti-

cularly fond of the great white Comet, and of the

delicate shades of azore-blue. I should place the

Truffaut, Semple, and Jewell strains of Asters—all

of similar type—in the second place. The Jewell

Aster, known as Apple Blossom, has no superior

amongst the delicate shades of blush or pink. For

the third place, I should hesitate between the Wash-
ington and Chrysanthemum-flowered types. The
Victorias are generally given a very high rank, and

they are one of the most popular strains in England,

particularly for pot- culture, but they have not

behaved so well with me. They seem to be untrue

and mixed in type, and last year many of them gave

flat, open "eyes," or centres. Yet I should place

the Victorias fourth or fifth in my list. Beyond

these types, it would be difficult to single ont one

strain as superior to others for purposes of general

cultivation. All of them have particular merits.

The Queen of the Market is desirable for earliness,

long stems, and graceful habit, and it is popular with

florists. The Quilled Asters are now so far out-

numbered by the flat-rayed section, that they may
ba almost classed with the curiosities. They are

always useful for variety, and many persons admire

their prim form. Oae of the best of these is the

Victoria Needle, a variety which distinguished itself

on our ground t last year by giving the latest blooms

of any Aster. Tue Lilliput,—a slim-growing sort,

with small stiff-petalled flowers—is also one of the

favourites of the Qiilled section. Reading Beauty
is also an excellent Q tilled Aster.

Another type of Quilled Aster is represented by
the button-headed German Quilled, with its scant

fringe of short rays. The best form of this is the

Betteridge, an improved strain with large flowers.

Amongst the curious Asters are the Crown or

Cocardeau, with a rim of dark colour, and a centre
of white or light shades, the Harlequin or parti-

coloured, and the many miniature or tufted sorts,

some of which grow only 3 or 4 inches high, and
bear a close bunch of small dense flowers. The very
dwarf types are stiff and bunchy, but they are often
used for borders, and the plants can be lifted on the
approach of frost, and put in pots, where they will

continue to hold their flowers for three or four
weeks.

It is impossible to construct a satisfactory classi-

fication of the China Asters. It is no longer
practicable to classify the varieties by colour.
Neither is it feasible to classify them upon habit or
stature of plant, for several of the best marked types
run into both tall and dwarf forms. Vilmorin, how-
ever, still divides the varieties into two groupi, the
pyramidal growers, and the non-pyramidal growers.*
The most elaborate classification is that proposed by
Barron, from a study of extensive tests made at
Cuiswick, England.! Mr. Barron has seventeen
sections, but they are not co-ordinate, and they are
really little more than an enumeration of the various
types or classes. After considerable study of the
varieties in the field and herbarium, I find the
following scheme to be the most serviceable for my
purpose:

—

I. Flat-rayed Asters, in which all, or at least
more than five or six rows of rays, are more or less
prominently flat, and the florets open.
A. Incurved or ball-shaped Globe Asters.
B. Spreading or reflexed.

II. Tubular or Qiilled Asters, in which all, or
all but the two or three outer rows, of florets have
prominently tubular corollas.

A. Inner florets short, outer ones longer and flat.

Represented by the German Quilled.

B. All the florets elongated and quilled.—Con-
densed from an article by L. H. Bailey in the
Bulletin of the Cornell University Agricultural
Experiment Station,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
»

CATTLEYA SCHILLERIANA DTJLCOTENSIS.

A beautiful and distinct form of Cattleya Schil-

leriana is now in flower in the collection of W. Cobb,
E«q„ Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells. The flowers are

large, and have sepals and petals of a rose-tinted

* Les Flews de Pl-.ine Terre, 4th ed„ 856 (1891).

t Jmi'nal Boy. Hort. Soc., xi., part i. 15 (1889); xii.,

part ii. 101 (1890).

brown, with darker purplish-brown spots, and in

these particulars it resembles other forms ; but the

broad reniform front part of the lip is of a rich

crimson-purple, as clear and bright as that usually

observed in C. Warscewiczii, and destitute of the

whitish stripes or rays usually seen in the species.

The only break in the colour of the lip is an almost

imperceptible row of white dots inside of the fringed

margin. The lip has a resemblance to that of C.

Aclandiae, but it is of a darker colour. J. O'B.

Bletia Shepbeedi, Booker.

Of the fonr species of Bletia recorded by Grise-

bach, this is probably the prettiest and at the same
time the one most suitable for tropical cultivation

The Orchid is a purely terrestrial one, and thrives in

the ordinary soil of the garden, and responds freely

to the application of stable mannre. In the floral,

section of the Royal Botanic Gardens we have a large-

bed containing some hundreds of this plant, which is

now (April 18) in full flower.

It is probably a somewhat unique feature to see a

bed of Orchids in bloom in the open air, with over a-

thouiand well expanded flowers at one time. The
flowers are, however, not developed at one season

only, but are produced at intervals, though in smaller

quantities, at several periods of the year, and the

plant consequently serves as well for securing s>

supply of cut flowers as for flower garden decora-

tion. Bulletin, Trinidad Botanic Garden.

CoBYANTHES LEUCOCOETS.

A few years ago the members of the genus Cory-

anthes were thought to be difficult subjects under

cultivation, but latterly, however, they are to be seen

thriving and flowering very satisfactorily in some
gardens, the improvements in the ventilation of

Orchid-houses in recent times having probably some-

thing to do with the success attending the cultiva-

tion of these plants. Coryanthes lencocorys, 2

Peruvian species, is one of the handsomest and

richest coloured of the genns, the large white helmet

above the rich rosy-purple pouch of the lip being

very remarkable. The yellowish sepals and petals-

are tinted with purple, and cnriously folded. It has

flowered with John Moore, Esq., Chardwar, Bourton-

on-the-Water, who sends it for identification, and
several specimens of it have bloomed with Messrs.

F. Sander & Co., at St. Albans. J. O'B.

CyPBIPEDIUM KlMBALLIANUM.

A note under the above heading in the Orchid

Beview, Angust, p. 238, demands some notice.

It runs thus:—"A fine Cypripedium is figured under

the above name in a recent issue of the Gardeners?

Chronicle (June 29, pp. 800, 801, fig. 125), where the

note appears that it is ' supposed to be a hybrid

between C. Rothschildianum and C. Dayanum '—

a

natural hybrid being intended. It will therefore

be interesting to complete the history of the plant.

It is in reality C. prsestans, Rchb. f. (Gardeners?

Chronicle, 1886, ii., p. 776), a New Guinea species,

introduced by Messrs. Linden. It was afterwards

figured in Lindenia (vi., t. 249) is variety Eimballianum,

and ultimately became C. K imballianum, through the

omission of the specific name. When Cypripedium

Rothschildianum was introduced by Messrs. Sander

it was recorded as a native of New Guinea, and
Messrs. Linden immediately stated that it was
identical with C. Neoguineense, which they had
previously introduced. A flower from a plant pur-

chased as one of the latter was afterwards submitted'

to us, and was certainly C. praestans, as was also one
of C. Kimballianum from another source. It has also-

been re-described as C. Girdineri, of Guillemard, and
confused with C. glandulifernm, Blume, another New
Guinea species not in cultivation. The next thing

is that C. Rothschildianum is not from New-
Guinea at all, bnt from Borneo. It is not a little

curions that a New Guinea species should have to do
duty as a natural hybrid between two Bornean ones,

but after the above confusion one is prepared for

almost anything, and the least we can do is to thus

attempt to put matters straight."

The writer has failed in his laudable object,

and only succeeded in introducing further confusion
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into a subject complicated enough, but previously

having no bearing on the present subject, viz,

Cypripedium Kimballianum. The fact is, the writer

of the note has " discovered a mare's nest," and
seems to have jumped to conclusions and made
erroneous surmises and statements.

There is, comparatively, littleresemblance between
C. Kimballianum and C. prteitans, and it is therefore

not necessary to point out the differencer, but it may
be said that the leaves of C. prsestans are generally

obtuse, fleshy, and shining plain green, while those of

C Kimballianum are acute, thin, and pale green, with
a dark green reticulation, like those of some forms
of C. X Harrisianum. In the flowers the colours
are totally different, and in their structure they have
little in common which would give the veriest

novice an excuse for mistaking the one for the

other. The extraordinary large cushioned staminode
of C. praastaus is a feature which places it away
from any o'her species; its twisted angularly

-

•extended petals are totally unlike the flat downward
curved corresponding organs in C. Kimballianum,
and in C. proeitann the lower connate sepals are

invariably larger than the npper—a very peculiar

feature, while in C. Kimballianum the lower are not
much more than half as large. James O'Brien.

[Flowering specimens of C. Kimballianum before ns

are very considerably different from those of prsestans

as figured. Ed.]

Cattleya x Habdtana.
A great number of fine varieties of this

fine Cattleya are grown in the gardens at Tring
Park, three of the most remarkable of which
are C. x H. marmorata, whose petals are

prettily marbled with crimson on yellow; C. X
Hardyana Laversinensis, with petals of a rose-purple

colour, showing white patches between ; and C. X
Hardyana, Tring Park variety, with sepals and
petals wholly of a bright light tint of purple, the

labellums in each case being of a dark velvety-

crimson colour, veined with yellow, and velvety in

texture. Two other varieties are in flower there at

the present time, the flowers of each being distinct

improvements on the form ordinarily seen in gardens,

and they are fragrant. J. O'B.

Stanhopea Lowii vab. Amesiana.

This variety, which proves to be one of the most
beautiful, fragrant, and distinct of the new Stan-
hopeas, is now in flower in Major Joicey's gardens,

Sunningdale Park, Berks. It is of the hornless section

of Stanhopes, and its large, glossy, ivory-white label-

lum, and membranous white sepals and petals, con-
stitute it a remarkably attractive flower. It was
originally named S. Amesiana, but a comparison of

the flower with that of S. Lowii, given in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, December 2, 1893, p. 689, shows
that it is a white variety of that handsome species.

It flowers at intervals throughout the summer, and
it* flowers, which are fairly lasting, quickly succeed

each other. It requires to be grown in a basket like

all the other Stanhopeas. J. O'B.

HAMPTON COURT HOUSE.
As may be inferred by the readers of this note,

Hampton Court House is in close proximity to

Cardinal Wolsey's famous Palace, and it is in fact

only separated from it by Hampton Court Green,
both places the resorts of thousands of visitors. Very
few, however, of the great crowd that visit Hampton
Court ha7e any idea that another beautiful garden
is close at hand. Indeed, in the summer the

place is so hidden by trees, that only here and
there can a glimpse of the fine old residence be
obtained. Hampton Court House, with its gardens
and pleasure-grounds of some 9 acres in extent, is

the property of Aug. de Wette, Esq., C.C., J.P. The
main entrance is in a direct line with the London
Eoad from Kingston-on-Thames, with the Hampton
Court Green in its immediate front, and the wide
expanse of Bashey Park behind and around it, and
although in the very midst of life and gaiety, the

occupants enjoy the utmost seclusion and quiet.

Once within the boundary, the visitor will not be

long in recognising, firstly, that Mr. Da Wette
is fond of gardening, and secondly, that special

efforts are made to beautify the garden. It is by no
means an every-day garden, with its series of flower-

beds and borders, filled year by year with plants of a

stereotyped ord°r ; but a garden rendered beautiful

for the greater part of the year by grouping and
massing a variety of plants with a view to effect

;

with this object, it is not surprising to meet with

Rhododendrons in great numbers, also Roses, par-

ticularly the Tea varieties and hybrids from them.

Azalea mollis, again, is an especial favourite here,

great care being taken to select colours that will

harmonise with those already planted. This is

accomplished by periodical visits to nurseries in

which Azaleas form a leading feature when the

plants are in flower. This method is very generally

followed when making selections of Azaleas and
Rhododendrons. When a new bed is formed for

them, the soil has careful preparation, and it is

taken out to a good depth, a proceeding which

accounts for the exceptional vigour and freedom

of growth of the plants. Large banks of Rhododen-
drons form a very conspicuous feature, to say nothing

of the many fine standards also to be seen elsewhere.

For the most part the Azaleas occupy the lower

parts of the undulating lawn, receiving shade from

some distant Elms, and thus protected from direct

sunshine, they last long in flower, and are seen to

great advantage. Another charming feature is the

Italian garden, in which there are a variety of sub-

jects, mostly permanent in character. Being semi-

circular in outline, and upon ground somewhat raised

above the general level, views are obtainable, In a

central position is a life-size statue called Dew,
represented in the act of pouring dew on the verdure

beneath. This garden is encompassed by a Yew
hedge, with grassy steps here and there as approaches

to the lawn. A low hedge of Cupressus Liwsoniana

aurea constitute an inner circle, with handsome

green vases at intervals rilled with Hydrangeas in

full flower, and immediately inside this is a narrow

border, the chief occupants of which are Retino-

spora squarrosa, Eionjmus radicans variegata, and

green-leaved Box.

A series of beds in the centre on the lawn are

filled with Captain Christy Rose, and others with

Marie Baumann. Tae plants of the first-named are

less than 2 feet high, very clean and vigorous, and

teeming with buds and blooms. Oa either side of

the grassy steps above noted, and in other equally

suitable positions in this garden, may be seen some

noble examples of Golden Junipers. Every one of

these is a handsome specimen, about 10 feet high,

well matched and furnished with branches and

foliage, and well coloured. As an outer eircle to the

Italian garden, and approached from it, is the Rjse

garden proper, which contains a choice assortment

of Roses, of which hybrid Teas and Teas predomi-

nate. One variety may be singled out as a note-

worthy instance of a Rose for a very dry season on a

light soil, viz., Hon. Edith Gifford. It is regarded

by Mr. W. Neave, the gardener here, as the finest

Rose of the season. Quite small plants of it were

loaded with buds and blossoms, the latter opening

perfectly. Festooning throughout this garden is

Clematis montana, which early in the year is

smothered with its snow-white wreaths of starry

flowers. It is surprising this beautiful climber is

not put to more extensive use in gardens, it

flowers so freely, seeming to do best when left

alone, or nearly so. For ascending and covering

such things a9 Wellingtonias that have become

disfigured, it has scarce any equal. In the centre

of this Rose garden is a recess, from which the

golden figure in the Italian garden previously alluded

to may be viewed. Among the decorations here are

some Acer Negundo variegatum standards, with Cle-

matis Jackmanni rambling in the branches. In

another part of the garden this species of Acer is

used to form an arch over some circular beds of the

bedding Pelargonium, Henri Jacoby.

The glass department consists of the usual forcing-

houses, stoves, and plant-houses, in which a general

assortment of the useful plants for table decoration

and cut flowers are grown. Among those grown

for cutting are Carnations, represented by many
hundreds of plants, both border and tree varieties.

Indeed, Carnations are among the chief favourites

of both Mr. and Mrs. Di Wette, and apart from

quantities of the leading varieties of commerce, are

to be found numbers of varieties which have

originated in these gardens. Quantities of seedlings

are raised yearly, with the result that a strain of

considerable merit is now established. Many beds

are set apart for Carnations; appearances favoured

a good display this season.

At the time of m • visit, early in June, one house,

containing about 600 plants of Gloxinia, made

a beautiful display. Particularly noteworthy were

the self*, which can scarcely be equalled for size

or solidity of bloom. Some massive whites, rich

crimson-maroon, and crimson-lake selfs, were quite

remarkable in their way. The shades of blue and

mauve with the distinctive dottings and markings

were very carious. Elegans compacta has flowers of

a rich crimson-scarlet plush, with mottled tube
;

this is very free, carrying quite forty fully- expanded

blossoms—most of the varieties were raised in the

garden. Among the Orchids grown here are Cat-

tleyas, Cypripediums, Dendrobee, Oocidiums, and

others ; Oncidium Lanceanum being found a very

useful flower for button-holes and the like.

Outside is a large and well - filled kitchen

garden, every inch of space being occupied to

meet the demand. Here and there amoDg the

trained Apple tree? in the kitchen garden, the

Misleto, very abundant in the Limes in the adjoin-

ing Bushey Park, finds a congenial home, and quite

near to the ground. Quite a large border, between

200 and 300 feet loDg. is devoted to the bolder

kinds of herbaceous plants ; noteworthy among these

being some fine, well-established clumps of Pajonies

in variety, Delphiniums, O . iental Poppies, E ryngiums,

Pyrethrum uliginosum. and such like. Beds are also

devoted to some of the earlier flowering Gladiolus,

Blushing Bride, Prince Albert, and Colvillei.

Not the least fine feature of these gardens is the

conservatory, a fine building of considerable size,

attached to the mansion. Some fine specimen Palms

are to be seen here, notably Areca sapida, fully

20 feet high, and in splendid plumage ; Areci

Baueri, some 30 feet high. Toese, with many
others, together with some artificial rockwork, now
beautifully covered with a variety of subjects, trail-

ing and otherwise, all play their part in gracing this

handsome building.

A garden like that at Hampton Court House,

containing, as it does, so much that is beautiful

and interesting, is rarely met with. It is obviously

the outcome of much careful study on the part of

its owner, ably assisted by his gardener; and from

one end to the other the gardens are a pattern of

good order and neatness, while the many instances

of high-class culture that prevail testify to the ability

of Mr. Neave. E. Jenkins,

THE SEED CROPS IN THE
EASTERN MIDLANDS.

A visit to the seed-growing districts of Lincoln-

shire shows that taking one part of the country with

another and striking a balance, the seed Pea crops

promise to be better than in other parts of the

country ; the effects of the drought not having been

so severely felt, as welcome showers fell in May and

June, and during the early part of July. In the more

southerly parts the drought was more severely felt,

and the crops are in consequence less promising. It

is early yet to make anything like an approximate

forecast.

Beans,—In the seed-growing districts round Boston

a full average crop of Broad Beans is expected ; at

the time of our visit the pods were filling well, the

stalks green and healthy, with little appearance of

the smother-fly. Tne Harlington Windsor Bean is

the variety most grown about here, and especially

for market, the white variety being preferred to the

green. French Beans are a somewhat limited crop,
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and Scarlet Rinners also, bat what are being grown
look well. Caltivatioa for seed is more general in

the counties of B -dfordshire, Kent, and Essex.

Cabbage.—As a market Vegetable, Cabbages are

largely grown in the B >«ton and Spalding districts.

The plants were injured daring the winter, and there

was at one time a lack of nsable green stuff.

Spring Cabbages were cat for market earlier than
usual, and it being usual to sow large breadths of

K ipe in the autumn for sheep feed, the farmers took

advantage of the dearth of vegetables, and when
the Rape was in fall leaf, the leaves were cat and
sent to market, finding a ready sale. Plantations

for seed appear only in small breadths, but they are

healthy, though a good deal of the seed plant was
injured by the frost ; what remains is expected to

yield well. The two leading varieties of Cabbage
grown in the Eastern Midlands are the Eirly

Ri'.nham and the Offenham. Boston is famous for

the high quality of the stocks of each.

Swede and Tumip]cropa for seed were also much
damaged, and a large acreage destroyed. It was
late in the season when the plants commenced to

grow ; numbers were sickly, and made no progress

when the flowering time came. Swedes were found

to be much cankered, and the bloom was damaged
by the high winds which prevailed in April and
May ; at one time it appeared probable that a

very small quantity of seed would be saved. The
rains which fell early in Jane, however, were instru-

mental in freeing the plants of a good deal of insect

life, and those plants which made a later growth
promise now a fair yield of seed. Such samples of

seeds already gathered duly winnowed, which we saw,

were of an uneven character.

Multard.—Not very many breadths of brown and
white Mustard were sown, owing to tha low prices

prevailing for seed, the farmers fearing they may
produce an unremunerative crop, and so add to their

difficulties.

Potato*.—The early varieties are very extensively

planted in the Eastern Midlands, and up to moulding-
np time the plants made a strong and even growth.
Dry weather following proved prejudicial to the

production of ample crops, though samples have
proved fairly good, and prices are ruling somewhat
high. The sorts chiefly grown for market are

Myatt's Ashleaf, Eirly Paritan, Duke of Albany,
Beauty of Hebron, and Snowdrop. Myatt's Ashleaf
furnishes the first crop, growers depending entirely

upon this for an early supply, and enormous
quantities are sent to all parts of the country from
Boston and adjacent stations.

Peas for Market are largely grown in the fine

loams found in the Eastern Midlands. For earliest

crops the principal varieties are Eirliest of All,

Blue Alaska, and Harrison's Eclipse—practically

three names for the same variety ; and these are
being replaced by early wrinkled forms of the
William Harst type. To follow, come Telegraph,
Improved Prizetaker, Harrison's Glory, and Prince
of Wales, all dwarf in growth, as the fertile loam
causes a vigorous growth of haulm ; but the crops
are heavy. These are the main crop sorts ; for later

crops, Veitch's Perfection and Yorkshire Gem are
grown. The attention of growers is being turned
to the Early Wrinkled Marrows in course of
distribution by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading,
and it is expected some of the older sorts will be
displaced by these improved types. Pisum.

BOTANICAL GARDENS, EDG-
BASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

These gardens, so delightfully undulating, and so
rich in trees and shrubs, well repay a visit at the
present time. Since the welcome rains came, every-

thing has brightened up wonderfully—freshness and
beauty are on every hand, and the order observed
everywhere is admirable, and reflects credit on Mr.
W. G. Latham, the Curator. Oa the terrace the

flower beds are becoming gay, while on the sloping

bank the beds are not only elaborately planted, but
they are effective with varying tints of foliage and
flower. In the herbaceous department there is quite

a wealth of b'.con, and the Hagh NettlefefH alpine

garden is fast becoming furnished. A more delightful

lounge can hardly be met with so near that great

industrial centre—B.im : ngham.

Tne show-house is gay with Fuchsias, which

Mr. Latham employs with great effect. Sone of

the species are very striking, such as carymbiflora,

now in full bloom ; falgens, triphylla, &c. ; and of

the decorative varieties, Rise of Castille Improved,

Lye's Cuarming ; Albion, a fine dark ; Dr. Sankey,

very distinct ; and a few others are laden with

bloom. Tuere is a very fine example of Crinum

Macowani in fall bloom ; overhead Lapagerias rosea

and alba are in full bloom, and the huge doable-

white Camellia, as well as tha species reticulata, are

seen to be well set with buds.

In one of the greenhouses S igmaphyllum ciliatum

—the golden Vine of Brazil, is flowering abundantly

on the roof; a very showy climber seldom seen.

Francoa ramosa is represented by fine plants, the

white flowers thickly set on branched inflorescences ;

F. sonchifolia has an nnbranched spike of pink

flowers, with a darker blotch near the base, the petals

not quite so broad as those of F. ramosa. Strobi-

lanthes Dyerianus deserves to be noticed as a very

hand8ome-foliaged plant, its purple leaves glisten

with a bright metallic lustre. Crossandra undulse-

folia is a plant seldom seen, its reddish- orange

flowers produced in spikes, and both distinct and

attractive. A very carious plant is Ceropegia San-

dersoni, from Natal, the flowers pale green, mottled

and veined with darker green, with a peculiar trans-

lucid appearance, the five petals uniting to form an

umbrella-like cap, which is ciliated along the margin

with flat capillary processes. It is a vigorous-grow-

ing greenhouse climber, resembling an Allamanda.

What is grown here as Alonsoa acutifolia, probably

a form of incisifolia, is a somewhat dwarf-

growing and free-flowering greenhouse shrub,

with bright scarlet flowers, having dark centres.

There is a collection of Gloxinias that show fine

quality, and tuberous-rooted Begonias, of which there

it a large collection, are superb and very attrac-

tive. Passiflora Raddeana (kermesina) is flowering

freely on the roof; Impatiens H )okeri is blooming

finely on the stage, and plants of Fachsia triphylla

exceedingly gay.

In the stove- house, Odontadenia speciosa is still

flowering; its bright yellow, orange-shaded, Dipla-

denia-like blossoms, are very showy ; Gloriosa

auperba is very striking on the roof ; and a huge
blossom on a plant of Aristolochia gigas had a great

interest for visitors. PhaliEUopsis Esmeralda, from

Siam, had two spikes of flowers, though the plant is

small ; and the foliage of Acalypha tricolor is bold

and richly coloured.

In the aquatic-honBe the Nympbaeaa are flowering

freely, and in all departments the most painstaking

culture can be noted. At all seasons of the year, a

pleasurable visit can be made to the Birmingham
Botanical Gardens. E. D.

The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

Bl/ W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford. Dorking.

DENDROBIUM3.—Tne deciduous Dendrobiums
mast be frequently looked over, as many of them are

completing this season's growth, and have reached
the stage when possibly they may start afresh ; it is

therefore advisable to go carefully over the plants,

selecting those that have finished making their

growths, and have the terminal leaf at the extremity
of the bulbs expanded, to be placed on one side of the

house where more light and air can be admitted, and
less moisture given them. They should also be
gradually exposed to full sunshine, and until the
leaves commence to turn yellow the plants should

not be allowed to remain dry for long together. So
soon as the plants have become used to the extra

sunlight, and the new bulbs are fully developed, they
should be removed to a cooler and drier atmosphere.
They are perfectly safe if DUt in a vinery or any
other airy structure where at the present season the

night temperature is about 55° to 60°. When fully

exposed to the sun's rays, careful judgment should be

exercised in watering the plants, as the spbagnum-

moss on the surface appears to be quite dry, when

underneath it is not so, and if the roots are thus

kept in a constantly saturated condition they will

decay. Examine the plants day by day, and imme-

diately any signs of the bulbs shrivelling are-

detected give them a thorough watering. P.ants in

mall pots or shallow pans which have become pot-

bound should be taken down and dipped in a pail of

water to ensu re a thorough soaking, but they must

receive no more until the whole compost has become

dry.

THUNIA8 —The Thuuias which are now fully

exposed to the sun are freqnently attacked by red-

spider and black thrips. Taese insects mast be

kept down, or they will sooa establish themselves

amongst other plants, and, as sponging of the leaves

absorbs too much time, the best remedy is to lay

the plants down on their sides over a tub or bath,

and well syringe the folia»e with strong nicotine-

soap in the proportion of 3 or 4 tz. of soap to 1 gal.

of warm soft water. Allow the plants to remain

down for an hour, so that the insecticide may
dry on the leaves. A fterwards the plants may be

well syringed with clear water, and put back in their

places.

HABENARIA8.—Habenaria militaris.H. Sasannse..

H. carnea and its pure white variety, nivosa, are

now forming their bloom-spikes, and a sharp look-

out must be kept to prevent thrips from disfiguring

the buds. Nicotine-soap used at the rate of 2 oz.

to the gal. of warm water is an excellent and safe

cleansing mixture. Every care should be taken that

the solution be thoroughly washed off immediately

after dipping, and the plants protected from all

sunshine for a few days.

CATTLEYA8, ETC.—Such plants as Cattleya.

aurea, C. gigas, C. Rex, and C. Gaskelliana are now
commencing to root freely from the newly-made

growths. Now is the best time to repot or to surface-

dress those that require it. When repotted the

plants should be placed at the coolest end of the

Cattleya or intermediate-house, where they may
obtain sufficient light and air to thoroughly harden

their newly-made bulbs. Very careful watering is

necessary until the plants are re-established,

and only sufficient should be given to prevent

the roots perishing. Lselia purpurata, L. tene-

brosa and L cinnabarina are starting to grow

and may also be repotted now. The young breaks

quickly send out a number of new roots, which will

readily enter the fresh compost. Keep these Lse'.iae

well up to the light in the Cattleya-honse, and give

them liberal treatment in every way until growth is

completed. In the cooler part of this house Vandas
of the tricolor and suavis section are now in full

growth, and a decidedly moist atmosphere should be

maintained aro'md them, and the ventilators nearest

to them may be opened whenever the external air is

above 55°. They do not require to be saturated

with water at the root, only sufficient being neces-

sary to keep the sphagnum - moss fresh and

green. The rare Dandrobinm Falconeri giganteum

will grow well under similar treatment, but a little

extra sunlight is best for it. R^d-spider is its

greatest enemy, and must be kept down at any cost.

In the Odontoglossum-house such species as O.

grande, O. Schlieperianum, 0. Insleayii and its

several varieties are making growth, and should be

placed in the warmest corner. If they are not

already repotted, this should be done before the

flower-spikes show.

THE KITCHEN GASDEH.
By Johs Lambert, Gardener, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

SPINACH.— Prepare a piece of good ground in-

which to sow Sp'nach for early winter and also spring

supply. The second or third week of August will

be quite soon enough for early warm districts, bnt

I would recommend two sowings (at the least) to be

made at a week or so apart. The same date each

season will not always prove to be the right one.

Where this dish is very much appreciated, I would
make three sowings. Choose, if possible, a piece of

sweet, well-drained, mellow ground. If water is

stagnant in the soil in winter, the frost will affect

the crop greatly. The situation should be well

exposed to sun, bnt not where frost is known
to be extra severe. Sjw in rows 15 inches

apart, and directly the plants are 2 inches

above ground, thin them at first to about li

inch apart, and before they become crowded

again take out every other one, leaving them at

3 inches apart. The thinnings may be used for

table, and these sowings should provide plentiful

^
'
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picking daring October, November, and all through
the winter, if a mild season. Soot is a good manure
for Spinach. The Improved Victoria broad-leaved

is quite equal to the old prickly variety for standing
the winter, and produces a much better leaf.

BROCCOLI.—Look over beds previously planted
and fill up any gaps that have arisen, dust the plants

occasionally with soot or lime to keep vermin in

check, and slightly earth up any that require pro-

tecting from the wind. A batch of late varieties

may even yet be planted, and will prove of good
service next spring, if the plants are good when put
ont. As these are dwarf and of compact habit, do
not be tempted to plant them much closer than the
larger-growing varieties

;
plenty of room must be

given if they are to stand through a hard winter.

carrots.—If pits are not available for these,

a sowing should be made now outside. It will

furnish small roots for drawing young, and if a mild
winter ensues, they will also be of service in the
spring, but they must be sown in a warm sheltered

position on good land free from wireworm.

GENERAL WORK. — Do not by any means let

weeds ripen their seeds, but have them hoed up the
first hot sunny day available. Such crops as Runner
Beans, if bearing heavily, should be afforded liquid

manure occasionally. Onions, Beetroot, young
Cauliflower, Turnips, and almost all other root crops
should be given a dressing of soot when rain is

expected. Make liberal sowings of Orange Jelly

and Chirk Castle Blackatone Turnips for winter use.

The first wet dBy will afford an opportunity to string

or tie in small bunches Garlic or Shallots, The
Mushroom house too, should be cleaned of all refuse,

and the walls be freshly washed with lime. Walks
must be kept clean, and where box edging is used,
this must be done by hoeing or hand weeding.

THE PLOWBE GARDEN.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York,

LAWNS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS.—Since the
recent heavy rains the turf on grass lawns has im-
proved, and in places where it has been killed by
the drought and brown patches are seen, a sprink-
ling of lawn grass seed should be sown, and a Blight

top-dressing of fine soil given with a small quantity
of phosphate manure mixed with it, sweeping the
turf well over after, and rolling it well. Newly-
sown grass lawns should not be cat closely with the
machine, but if they are mown several times over
with the scythe the first season, the grass will be
tetter for it. Continue to mow weekly with the
lawn-mower old lawns that require to be kept in

good order. Where the grass has not been mown
during the dry weather it should be scythed over
twice to take off the long bents of grass that the
machine will not take. Tae present time is con-
venient to take out Plantain and other weeds and
brushing soil into the holes made ; keep grass
edgings well clipped. Gravel paths and carriage

drives should be kept free from weeds, and the
accumulation of silt and rubbish about the openings
of drains should be daily removed during stormy
weather.

SHRUB BED8 AND BORDER8 should be fre-

quently hoed and raked until the falling of the
leaves. During the next few weekB beds and borders
of shrubs should be looked over and notes taken
before the fall of the leaf in regard to the trans-
planting or pruning back of deciduous varieties that
are growing too thickly. The autumn growth of
Evergreen shrubs should be encouraged, and all the
light and air possible given them. Evergreens are
often injured by Lilacs and other qaick-growing
deciduous shrubs which shade them during the
autumn months. The budding of double-flowering
Thorns and other deciduous plants may now be done
where the bark of the stock is in good condition.
Evergreen hedges of trivet or Yew should be cut
into the required Bhape, and edgings of Box, Ivy,

and other evergreens trimmed. Ivy edgings of beds
recently planted should have the shoots pegged down
as they grow until they have formed a good edging, and
old edgings of Ivy Bhould be kept as free from weeds
as possible. Care should be taken not to cat plants
of Ivy growing as edgings or on walla at this season
with the garden-shears ; if the shoots require cutting
a knife or pruning scissors should be used. No large
foliage evergreen shrub should have the leaves cut,

at this time of the year especially. Make secure
strong Bhoots of Virginian C'eepers and Clematis
growing on walls.

PROPAGATING.—Cuttings of bedding Pelargo-

niums should be taken as soon as they can be obtained

and struck in boxes out-of-doors in the full sun. Cut-
tings of Verbenas, Coleu8,Iresines,and Alternantheras
will strike freely in acloaely-shaded pit or house, and
if there is a little bottom- heat for them so much the

better. Cuttings should afterwards be taken of

Pentstemons, Antirrhinums. double - flowering

Rocketa, Lychnia, Veronicaa, &c. These will strike

very well in a bed under a cold frame and in pots

under hand-glasses if shaded from the sun and given
a light rich fine soil, with a good covering of Band.

8EED8OWINQ.—During the present month seed
should be sown of annuals required for planting in

beds daring the autumn or early spring months, such
as Saponaria calabrica, Nemophila insignis, Col-
liusia bicolor, C. grandiflora, C. verna, Limnan-
thes Douglasii, and varieties sulphurea and odorata

;

Silene pendnla, Alyssum maritimurrj, Bartonia aarea,
Candytuft, and Virginia Stocks. Brompton Stocks
should also be sown on a sheltered border. Prick
out Wallflowers as soon aa they are ready, alao

Panaies, Violas, Anemonea, and other seedling plants

that are required for autumn planting.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Pope. Gardener, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

HEAVILY CROPPED TREES.—Fruit trees that may
be carrying very heavy crops, or that have perfected

their fruit and show signs of weakness, will be greatly

benefited by a good soaking of liquid manure, or fail-

ing that, a top-dressing of fish manure, guano, or

other good stimulant, which may be applied to the

surface and well watered in. Timely attention to

this matter will probably ensure a crop of fruit next
season, other conditions being favourable, on trees

that without such special assistance would require a
season of reat to recover from the exhaustion conae-

quent on heavy cropping.

RA8PBERRIE8.—As soon as fruit gathering is

finished on Raspberry plantations the bearing wood
should be cut clean away, and if more young
canes are still left than are needed for next year's

fruiting, these should alao be thinned by cutting out

the weakest. The remaining shoots should be
secured to the trellia or other aupport, ao that they
may be fully expoaed to light and air, and be aafe

from damage by high winde. Any loose manure
left from the mulchings may be raked off, and the

anrface-soil thoroughly loosened by hoeing. If

the surface-soil be left rough, it will be con-
siderably sweetened. Should the canes be making
only poor weak growth, they require to be aisisted by
good waterings of sewage or liquid-manure from the
farmyard.

GATHERING EARLY PEARS —Early Pears, such
as Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, &c, as they
approach maturity, may be gathered a few at a time
and laid on the shelves of a cool fruit- room for a
few days until required for use. By growing these

early sorts in different aspects, and gathering a few
fruits daily as they approach the ripening stage, the

early Pear season may be greatly prolonged.

PLUMS.—Plums now ripening must be afforded

some protection againat birds, and as far aa possible

from wasps, which are this year much too plentiful.

A few trees tf the choicest dessert kinds should be

covered with hexagon or other fine netting, fastened

closely at the sides so as to entirely exclude wasps.

Many may be trapped and destroyed by hanging wide-

necked bottles about the walls half filled with syrup,

or a capital trap maybe made with a couple of hand-
glasses, standing the lower glass on bricks, one at

each corner, and putting a few half-rotten Apples or

other fruit inside aa a bait; the other glass must be
placed on the top, taking care to fit it nicely round
the junction of the two glasses. Make a small hole

at tbe top of the underligbt ao that they may ascend
into the trap, from which they are not likely to

return. No effort should be spared, however, in

searching for and destroying every neat possible, as

during a fine warm autumn they increase at an
astonishing rate.

PLANT8 0NDER QI1A88.

By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

IXORA8.—These plants will require plenty of

water at the root, and a eprinkliDg of Clay 'a Fertiliser

on the soil. Ixora planti in flower should be placed

apart from others, tbe blooms being readily irjured

by the syringing afforded the flowerless section,

la the absence of syringing, mealy-bug is aure to

increase, and in the case of the flowering specimens,
tbe use of a small brush dipped in methylated spirits

in its destruction is to be recommended. Toe paths
and walls in houses where Ixoras are growing should
be kept nearly always in a moist stat».

CALADIUMS.—Plants of these started early in

spring will have begun to show signs of maturity by
the dying down of the leaves, and a little less

water should be afforded them. If they have
become shabby, place them beneath the stove-Btages

where drip will not reach them. When quite dried

off, carefully take the tubers out of tae soil and
place them in boxes filled with dry sand or cocoa-

nut fibre refuse, and store these in a place of not leas

warmth than 60° for the winter.

CYCLAMENS. — Sow at this season seed of

Cyclamen, using shallow well-drained seed-pan
filled with a mixture of loam, leaf-soil, peat ana
sand. Sow rather thinly, and not deeper than the
thickness of the seeds. Place the pans in a cold

frame, cover with a piece of glaaa, and keep them
shaded till germination has begun. Cy clam e c plants

for flowering this winter ought now to be growing
freely, and they will need to have water very care-

fully afforded, avoiding the extremes of too much
dryness or the reverse. la bright weather the plants

may be lightly syringed three or four times a day.

To keep the plants from getting one-sided turn them
round twice a week. If aphis or thrips appear on
them, vaporise the house with XI. All.

MIGNONETTE.—The main sowing for winter

flowering may now be made, putting three or four

seeds in large 60s. Place the pots in a cold frame

till the seeds are up, when a partly shaded position

outside will suit the plants best.

HUMEA ELEGAN8.—As the young plants fill their

pots with roots, continue to repot them, using good
rich loamy Boil, potting firmly, and do not afford

water for a few days after re-potting. A cold frame

is a suitable place for them until they are re-

established, afterwards placing them out-of-doors,

and keeping them there till it is no longer safe to

do so.

FRTJIT8 CXNDEB GLA88.
By Richard Paukkr, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

WINTER CUCUMBERS.—If not already done, no
time should be lost in sowing seeds of suitable

varieties of winter-bearing Cucumbers. I prefer to

raise the plants at this season in the plant- stove,

where there is a brisk heat, and less fear of the

young leaves being injured by red-spider. When
Cucumber plants are raised in pits and houses con-

taining old Melon and Cucumber plants, there is

always a danger of this occurring. Sow the seeds

in thumb-pots, and place these on a shelf near the

roof-glass aa soon as the seeds germinate. In the

meantime a house should be prepared for their

reception, so that they may be placed in their

winter quarters at an early date, to become well

established before the autumn commences. The
house should be cleared of all the old soil, the

woodwork scrubbed or painted, and the walla

lime-washed twice. A hot-bed should then be

made up of well-prepared fresh fermenting mate-

rial—leaves and stable-dung—and hillocks of new,

light soil prepared for the plant?, which may
be planted out when the heat of the bed haa declined

to 85°. After the plants have been pat oat on the

hillocks they must be encouraged to make strong

short-jointed shoots and leaves of firm texture,

which can only be done by close attention to the

ventilation, feeding, and affording enough warmth.

Sufficient seed should always be sown to enable the

gardener to have a few plants in reserve in case cf

accidents. For winter work I prefer the Cardiff

Castle variety, a small-fruited kind that is more

productive than many of the larger ones. Old

plants should be cleared out aa they become

exhausted, and the houses thoroughly cleaned to

receive other crops. This also applies to Melona

and Tomatos, so as to allow of the homes

being painted. Now also is a good time to have

the heating apparatus examined, as the fires may
be dispensed with if necessary for a few days, to

enable the workmen to make good all the bad joints.

The work in the different departments at this

season consists in freely ventilating all housea which

have borne crops, and protecting ripe frait from

waipa and flies. I have found it necessary to place

muslin over the ventilators, as wasps are very

troublesome this year.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

&c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
Should be WRITTEN ON ONE BIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

MEETING.
I Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

Aug. 13-j mitteeB, at Drill Hall, West-
f minster.

SHOWS.
TUESDAY, Are. 13 1

Horticultural Shows at Elagdon
and West Malvern.

/Bishop's Stortford Horticultural.
\ Cardiff Horticultural (two days).

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 14 < Eastbourne Horticultural.
i Wiltshire Horticultural, at Salis-
' bury.

THURSDAY, Aug. 15-Martock Horticultural.

TUESDAY,

FRIDAY,

SALES.
. ,

T -. o i Imported and Established Orchids,a u g. 10
-j at protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

liiir iff f Imported and Established Orchids,alg. lo-j
a(

. protheroe & Moris' Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CmSWICK.- 62°.5.

At the meeting at Ghent convened

^CertSr" to consider this question, M.
l'Echevin Bkuneel presided. He

briefly summarised the state of affairs since the

enactment of the Berne Convention. The Italian

Government has at length demanded the entire

abrogation of the rules that have proved so futile

and which have caused so much loss and incon-

venience. It suggests a meeting of the signa-

tories of the Convention to carry this into effect.

The Belgian Government solicited the opinion of

the Syndicate of Belgian nurserymen on the
subject. In reply the Committee of the Syndi-
cate expressed the opinion that nothing short of

the entire abolition of the Convention would be
satisfactory, and this opinion was received with
general acclamation by the meeting. What
steps the British nurserymen and those amateurs
who have occasion to send plants abroad will take

remains to be seen. Hitherto they have pre-

ferred to acquiesce in submission rather than en-

deavour to free themselves from the shackles.

They have an opportunity now of strengthening

the hands of those who desire the abolition of

the senseless prohibition, and it is to be hoped
they will avail themselves of it.

the earth, than by storing them in a oool dark

place that is fairly dry. The ordinary clamp

will not do at this season, the weather at this

season favouring sprouting in such store places.

In a season like the present, the advantages

of wide planting become more apparent than

usual ; for the soil, being but sparsely oovered

by the shoots and foliage of the Potatos, is more
rapidly dried by the sun. Moreover, should the

disease attack them, the spores would chiefly

fall on land under which no tubers are found.

With crowded rows, say, from 2 feet for Ash-

leafs, to 3 feet for the more robust of the earlies

and se?ond earlies, the tops cover the soil, and in

the case of an attack of disease, the spores of the

fungus actually fall on the ground beneath

which the tubers lay, readily affecting them

;

in fact this method of planting affords no sort

of protection against disease, but rather favours

its spread.

If gardeners, and cultivators generally, would

practise wide planting and the Jensenian mode
of moulding up the stems, a double benefit

would accrue in seasons like the present ; the

smooth, sloping sides of the ridges causing the

rain to find its way to the furrows instead of

soaking the former, the spores of the fungus, if

any, taking the same route. All of this has

been often repeated, but there are few who pay

any heed to the voice of one crying in the

wilderness. Our farmers will be found lamenting,

as usual, the loss of money involved in a

lessened crop of Potatos, a loss which in

most cases is the natu'al outcome of a lack of

precaution on their part. Of coarse it is, to

some extent, a question of expense. Does it pay

better to lose a large part of a crop, with some
problematical advantage in higher prices being

got for the remainder of it, or to follow Jensenian

methods ? That is a question for experts. The
consumer will get what potatos he wants and

that are lacking at home from the foreign

oultivator, and only our own growers will be

any the worse.

Where heavy rains have fallen,
The

of po£tof
g on land waraed by the late

tropical heat, most varieties of

the Potato will have commenced to push out a
second brood of tubers from those which are

already well developed in the case of earlies and
seoond earlies, and less so with late varieties. It

is the natnral oonsequence of a change from heat
and drought to continued rainy weather, and
nothing that the cultivator can do in garden
or field will be of any avail short of lifting such
varieties as are approaching maturity. These
will include all early and second early varieties,

which would be more injured by remaining in

fruiting season is passed, the old plants may
be shovelled off, and the land where they stood

double dug.

The varieties are the Royal Hautbois, one

white, the other purple-fruited, and larger than

any of the others, as well as being richer

flavoured. Prolifio Hautbois (Belle Bordelaise)

has small fruits, almost black on the sunny side,

and on the shady side purple. The fruit has the

peculiar flavour of the race.

Those about to plant should
T
„
h
^
Ha

.

utb0i9
not omit the Hautbois varieties.

Strawberry.
The species is more distinctly

delioious than cross-bred varieties ; and the buyer

should therefore ascertain from the nurseryman
or the friend who supplies the runners, if the

sexes are fairly well mixed in the plantation

from which they were taken. Failing to do this

he may get plants all of one sex, or but very few of

the other, with the result that the bed will produce

little or no fruit. This may be a reason for the

rarity of the species in gardens. The Hautbois
succeeds on partially shaded borders, or on one
at the back of a wall sloping to the north.

In good soil it is a strong grower, and the

rows should not be less than 3 feet apart.

Once planted on good ground, and top-dressed

annually with well-rotted stable-dung or leaf-

mould, a bed of Hautbois Strawberries will con-

tinue in bearing for a dozen years. Sometimes
the plants in old beds, if annually manured, run
too muA to leaf, and some discretion should

then be exercised in the matter of dunging.

There is nothing to be gained by frequently

making plantations of this species, the plant

seeming to succeed better when growing in

thickish rows, which afford a good deal of shade

to the fruits and the roots.

If a plantation appears to have seen its best

days, the runners, which are sure to consist of a

sufficient mixture of males and females, should

be allowed to occupy the alleys, rooting all over

them, but being thinned out where standing at a

less distance than 6 inches apart. When the

Angr/ecum PELLUCIDUM (see Supplementary

Illustration).—First introduced by Messrs. Loddiges

from Sierra Leone in 1842, and since that time occa-

sionally imported, but only in small quantities, this

beautiful species may be said to have never been gene-

rally cultivated. Although not having the large flowere

of A. sesquipedale and some of the other species, it

has always been regarded as a plant of sufficient

beauty to warrant its being more widely distributed

in gardens when the enterprise of the collector sees

fit to make a good importation of it. Our illustra-

tion, taken from a photograph of a specimen which

has been growing for some years in one of the warm

Orchid-houses in the gardens of Sir Tbevob Law-

bence, Bart., at Barford, Dorking, shows to what

beauty the plant may be made to attain by careful

cultivation, its long sprays of opaque cream-white

flowers depending from among the fleshy dark green

leaves being graceful in the extreme. Angrsecum

pellucidum may be grown in a pot, but if so culti-

vated means should be provided for suspending it

when in flower, or the spikes are apt to stop short

and not display their full beauty. Generally speaking,

it requires the same kind of treatment as the Pha-

lsenopsis—a warm moiBt atmosphere and protection

from bright sunlight in summer.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society will be

held on Tuesday, August 13, in the Drill Hall,

James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster. At
3 o'clock a paper by Mr. A. B. Fbeeman-Mitfobd on
" Hardy Bamboos" will be read.

Mr. Barron's Retirement.—In reply to

numerous enquiries, we are in a position to state that,

after the long vacation, steps will be taken to secure

that a public recognition of Mr. Babbon's long and

loyal services to horticulture be made by his

friends, and by those who value the conscientious

discharge of duty under very difficult and depressing

circumstances.

LEICESTER (AUGUST 6). — The great exhi-

bition of Flowers and Fruits in the fine grounds of

the Abbey Park commenced on August 6 amid sun-

shine and showers, and was a very successful

Bhow, likely to recoup the Corporation for its large

outlay, and the energetic organiser and super-

intendent, Mr. John Bobn, for the amount of labour

and anxiety which he must have had before he

succeeded in getting such a beautiful and harmonious

display in the six great marquees in which the

exhibits were arranged. At 1 o'clock the exhibition

was opened by the Mayor, who, in his speech, which

showed how truly he was a gardener in heart,

touched on some of the exhibits, and especially on

the praiseworthy display made by the cottagers and

allotment gardeners, which he said formed one of

the most satisfactory proofs of the beneficial results

of these shows, which had now been running at the

Abbey Park with increasing success for ten of the

thirteen years which had elapsed since the skill of

Mr. John Bubn had redeemed it from an unsightly

marsh. A great crowd of visitors flocked to see the

show, which embraced many very fine exhibits, two of

the best being a grand display of Begonias by Messrs.

Wabe, and of Caladiums by Messrs. John Pee» &
Son. In our next issue we hope to give a fuller

account of the show.

THE U8EFULNE88 OF GARDENING.—SpeaklDg
at the Hawarden Flower Show Mr. Gladstone

remarked :
—

" You may depend upon it there is an

/
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immense deal to be done in thia country by drawing
forth the bounty of old mother Earth in detail. It

is all very well to talk about machinery—and there

was a time when people uied to think that the steam
plough was going to drive hand labour out of

existence—and undoubtedly in manufacture the

advances of machinery have been astoniahing ; but

as regards cultivation of the earth, a a regards garden
cultivation, as regards all small cnltivation, depend
upon it there is more room than ever there was for

both adding to the store of the beautiful products

of Nature, with the capacity of producing which Pro-
vidence has bountifully endowed the soil, and
likewise of increasing, and largely increasing and
consolidating, the efforts and advantages of rural

life. The use of gardens, the universal provision of

gardens, is a matter of the greatest importance to

the country. It is of the greatest importance also,

and most desirable, that other small holdings, as

they are called, should be multiplied ; and I trust—

I

most earnestly trust—the day will come, and will

soon come, when these holdings will be made
universal."

The Royal Botanic Society.—The fifty-

sixth annual meeting of the Royal Botanic Society

will be held in the Gardens, Inner Circle, Regent's

Park, on Saturday afternoon, the 10th inst., at

1 o'clock. The meetings, writes Mr. J. S. Rubin-
stein, Hon. Auditor B.B.S., 56, West Cromwell
Road, S.W., have been held on the same date since

the Society was founded in 1839, but if they were to

take place at a more convenient period of the year,

a much larger attendance of the Fellows would
undoubtedly be secured, and it is thought by many
that in this and in other matters the charter might
now with advantage be revised. The business to be

transacted includes the election of eight members of

the Council, the presentation of the Council and
auditors' reports, and the consideration of a resolution

to be moved by Mr. J. S. Rubinstein, congratulating
the Society on the great success of th9 experimental
opening of the Gardens to the public on the Bank
Holidays and other days this year, and recom-
mending the Council to admit the public to musical
promenades to be given next season on the afternoon
and evening of every Monday and Saturday.

Torquay District Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.—The third annual outing of the above
Society took place on Tuesday, July 30, when about
forty members proceeded in brakes to Ashburton,
Buckland Drives, Widecombe-in-the-Moor, and
Heatree. By the kindness of Mr. B. J. Bastabd of

Buckland Court, the party were permitted, under
the guidance of Mr. W. Leach, the head gar-

dener, to pass through the most choice parts

of the grounds. The grandeur of the scenery

commanded from the middle drive at this

place is unsurpassed in Devonshire. Luncheon
was had at Widecombe, and by the permission of

Mr. J. Kitson, an inspection was made of a portion
of the plantations recently made at Heatree. It

was remarked that the Rhododendrons were exceed-
ingly thriving, as were also such Conifers as Cupres-
bus Lawsoniana, C. macrocarpa, ThuiopsiB dolabrata,

and many others. These did not appear to have
suffered at all from the severe winter, in spite of the
exposed moorland position. The party started on
the homeward journey via Manaton, Becky Falls, and
Bovey Tracey, an eDj'oyab le day having been spent.

Mr. F. C. Smale (Hon. Sec.) was responaible for the
arrangements.

Cotton, Coffee, and Vanilla Culture in

TAHITI.—Referring to the cultural industries of

Tahiti, the British consul states that Cotton has
always been the favourite culture of the native popu-
lation, but owing to the extremely low prices that
have latterly ruled, both locally and in Europe, its

cultivation is being gradually abandoned. Tahiti
Cotton no longer pays to produce, and it would be
an excellent thing for the island and for some of its

dependencies if the natives could be induced to under-

take in ita place the culture of Coffee, which grows
in the island under the most favourable circum-

stance!. The quality has been declared by European

and American experts in Liverpool and New York

respectively to equal Weat Central American in

aroma and in general quality. Coffee would be the

ideal culture for the nativea, but ao far only a few of

them have been induced to aet out small patchea, for

the reason that as they only live for to-day, they

cannot as yet be persuaded to undertake an enter-

prise from which a return can only be expected after

the first three years. The one attempt made by any

foreigner in this direction—a small plantation of

seven acres, planted some three years ago—shows

conclusively that this enterprise could be made to

pay. The annual production of Coffee is at present

3 to 4 tons only. The cultivation and curing of

Vanilla in Tahiti is being neglected in consequence

of the inferior quality as compared with that of

Mexico, Bourbon, and Seychelles, and the cor-

responding low price that it commanda. A hope,

however, is current in the island that the market

value may be increased by the adoption of a more

efficient method of curing the bean than that at

present in use. The annual export of Vanilla is

about 15 tons.

Isle of Wight Horticultural Improve-

ment ASSOCIATION. — At the recent monthly

meeting of the above Association, held at Shanklin,

there was a good attendance of members and friends

to hear a paper on the " Cultivation of Tuberous-

rooted Begonias," by Mr. W. W. Sheath, of Ventnor.

D.-. Gboves, B.A., J. P., presided. Tue paper con-

tained some valuable advice on raising seedlings,

and their general cultivation. Bagonia flowers

were contributed by Messrs. Cannell, Lainq, and

Box. The next meeting is to be held at Ventnor on

September 7, when a paper on " Hardy Trees and

Shrubs " will be read by Mr. C. Snook, late of Kew
GardenB.

Lilies at Twickenham.—Mr. H. A. Tbacy,

The Orchid and Lily Nurseries, Amyand Park Road,

Twickenham, grows Lilies extensively for cut bloom ;

he haa been cutting for a considerable time, and

there are still successions coming on that will lengthen

out the season some weeks longer. The principal

varieties grown in quantity are Lilium longiflorum

var. Harrisii, L. speciosum var. Melpomene, and L.

s. album novum, the last-named being considered the

purest white, while Melpomene is the richest crimson

variety of the fragrant L. speciosum. For forwarding

to a distance the flowers are cut in bud just before

they open, and at the end of the journey they open

fresh and clean, and last a long time, The last few

buds on the spikes are cut together with long stalks,

and are much sought for use in indoor decorations.

Forcing. Lettuces in Pots.—Iq a recent

Bulletin of the New York Agricultural Siatioo, we

find a paper on thia aubject, of which the following

is the summary :—The growing of Lettuce in pots is

believed to have several advantages over growing it

in benches, namely— 1, by inducing a compact

growth, and favouring early heading ; 2, the plants

are transplanted but once, that is, from the flats to

the pots, so that the growth is not checked by a

second transplanting; 3, plants may be marketed

without diaturbing their roots, and so they may be

kept perfectly fresh for a long time—an advantage

that is much appreciated by retail dealers; 4, as

soon as a plant is removed from the bench, its place

may be immediately filled with another potted plant,

so that the entire bench-room may be kept constantly

occupied. The method may be briefly outlined as

follows :—The bench, 6 inches deep, is half filled

with well-rotted manure, over which is spread

3 inches of soil. The soil is made of one part

by measure of manure to three parts of rotted

sod. Should the sod be from a heavy loam, it is

made lighter by adding one part by measure of sand

to three parts of sod. The plants are transplanted

but once, and that is from the seed flats to 2-inch

pots. The pots are plunged into the soil on the

benches, so that the tops are covered with nearly

half an inch of soil. The distance between the plants

on the bench varies with the variety, but is usually

10 inches each way. Before the pot is plunged in

the soil, it is turned upside down, and the under-

side of the leaves thoroughly dusted with Tobacco to

prevent attacks of aphis. The upper-side of the

leaves is then dusted with Tobacco, and about a

week later the plants are duated again, being espe-

cially careful to apply the Tobacco thoroughly in the

tender centrea of the growing plants. Aa to the

care of Lettuce under glaas, it may be said that the

house should be kept at a cool, even temperature,

running a few degrees above fifty in the day, and

remaining at fifty or a little below at night. Sudden

fluctuations from high to low temperature, or vice

versa, should be avoided. The planta should have

plenty of fresh air, especially on sunny days, when
the temperature is high outside. When the plants

are watered overhead, it is best to select a time when,

the foliage will dry quickly. Avoid watering so late

in the day that the plants will not dry before nijht.

VrtlESIA8.— M. A. Gbiessen is publishing, in

Le Jardin, some useful tables, giving the names of

hybrid Vriesias obtained elsewhere than in France.

The history of the discovery or production of each

variety is briefly given, and M. Gbiessen is doing

8ervice in thus publishing the origins of the plants

now, before, by cross-breeding, they have become too

intricate to be traced.

HENNA.—The Henna plant (Lawsonia alba),

which is a shrub found widely distribited throughout

India, Persia, Kurdistan, Syria, Egypt, and Northern

Africa, and which is so well known for the use of ita

powdered-leaves aa an orange-yellow dye by the

Egyptians from remote antiquity, seems to be

somewhat extensively grown in the gardens outside

the city of Tripoli, where it is said to be highly ap-

preciated by the people as a dye. Tne twigs and

leaves are gathered three times a year, the root,

which is allowed to remain in the soil, reproducing

the plant almost indefinitely. Tne Arab women use

it to stain their feet and finger-nails, and it is said to

be very efficacious in the^cure of chilblains. Last year

the value of the exports of Hruua from Tripoli,

chiefly to Tunis and Algiers, amounted to £3000;

The mode of preparing H<nna in the Eist is very

simple, and consists of reducing the leaves and young

twigs to a fiae powder, to which scnetimes is added

a little Catechu. To uie it—the powder is made
into a pasty mass with hot water, and spread on the

part to be dyed, where it is usually allowed to remain

for a night before being washed off.

VALONIA.—The growth of the Oak plantations

in the island of Zea, one of the Cyclades, is said to

have increased in a remarkable degree of late, and

a corresponding increase in the nex* crop of Valonia

is anticipated. The acorn-cup containa a large pro-

portion of tannin, and is considered in quality equal

to that which comes from Smyrna. The average

annual produce is from 20,000 to 30,000 quintals

(one quintal equals 1232 lb.), but on favourable

occasions even doable that amount is reached. Last

year'a produce was estimated at 25,000 quintals,

valued at £10 260. About 15,000 quintals were

sent to Trieste, 7500 quintals to Great Britain,

2500 quintals to Italy, and the rest to Syra.

The Exportation of Cut Flowers from
Holland.—As was announced in our issue for

July 27, a meeting took place at the Hummums
Hotel, Covent Garden, on July 26 for the purpose

of forming an association to oppose the exportation

from Holland to this country of cut flowers by those

who have Bold bulba for forcing to Engliah growers.

The meeting represented the horticultural trade, and

a committee pro tern, was appointed to draft rules,

&c , for the management of the asaociation. It is-

propoaed to call another meeting shortly, but in the

meantime the committee deaire that all who are

willing to join the association should communicate

with Mr. C. H M. A. Aldebson, Hilda Vale Road,

Farnborough, R.S.O , Ksnt.

Flowering Plants of New South Wales.
—The Government of New South Wales is publishing

a series of coloured plates illnatrative of plants of

economic value. The work ia edited by Mr. Maiden,

a aufficient guarantee of ita excellence. Mr
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Maiden is assisted by Mr. Campbell. The plates

are characteristic, and the letterpress popular bat

accurate, including descriptions of the plants and
indication of their uses. The Waratah, Telopea
speciosissima, Eucalyptus corymbose, the blood

wood, Actinotus Helianthi, the flannel flower, the

Acacia glaucescens, the coast Myall, are the plants

figured in the first part.

The Great Failure in Turnips and
W1ANGEL8.—To meet the above, Mr. Madbice
Mobiaety, of Mallow, Ireland, writes :

—" I have

many hundreds of millions [!] of Cabbage plants in

variety which I will give away to anyone who may
send for them. Scotch and English seed merchants
will not take them, being disappointed in not getting

a special traffic rate, and farmers and others may as

well have them as for me to plough them in."

Horticultural Club.— A very successful

excursion was made by some of the members of the

Clnb and their friends on Tuesday laBt ; the first

place visited was Clay mar, Finchley, one of those

extensive establishments which have of late years

sprung up in the neighbourhood of London and
other large towns for the purpose of growing Grapes
and Tomatos. It was a revelation to many of the

visitors to see houses 450 feet long filled with Grapes,

one house having seven tons of Grapes hanging in it.

When they are ripe it must be a wonderful sight ; at

present ihey are just beginning to colour. The
party, numbering forty-three, was hospitably enter-

tained by Mr. Petib Kat at luncheon, after which
they drove to Hatfield, where they were conducted
through the park and gardens by Mr. Nobjian, head
gardener to the Marquis of Salisbuby, who had kindly

given permission to visit this noble place. After-

wards the members adjourned to the Red Lion,

where dinner was served at 7 o'clock. There
was an unanimous opinion expressed as to its being

one of the most enjoyable excursions the Club had
ever made, and the members were deeply indebted to

Mr. Kay, who undertook all the arrangements, and
under whose able management everything went off

pleasantly.

PLANT PORTKAITS.
-Apple Jefferis, Garten Flora, August 1.

BroyO"Ea arhiza, 3entham, IlXust. HorticoU, July 30.

Carpintts cnRDATA. Japan, Garden and Forest, July 24.

Chrysanthemum Walter Seaman, yellow Japanese
incurved. Revue Horticole, August 1.

Eulophiella Elizabeth.e, Rtvue de VHorticulture Beige,
August.
K.EMPFER1A Gilbert?, Revue de VHorticulture Beige,

August.

Lamourouxia Prcnglei, Gardea and Forest, July 10.

SpH(EBalcea ABUTrLOLDES, Garden, July 20,

Home Correspondence.

THE LATE JOHN WILLS.—All your older readers
will endorse " E. D.'s " genial estimate of the cha-
racter and genius of our departed friend. Our first

friendship was formed over Viola cornuta and the
pure white variety, the latter being still one of the
most striking and useful. Though our paths lay in

opposite directions through most of our lives, our
friendship continued. It would be almost an imper-
tinence to add a word to his great work, so well
described by " K. D.," though only those who
knew what table and room decorations were when
Wills started can appreciate how much modern
bonquetists and decorators owe to Mr. and Mrs.
Wills. But there was one feature in his character
that I may be permitted to refer to in the Gardeners'
Chronicle. Few men had more power of discovering
ability, or were more desirous of pushing young men of

talent to the front than Mr. John Wills. And not
a few of those that he virtually made decorators hold
high positions to-day either in the firm or other
establishments of high standing in this new
industry which Mr. and Mrs. John Wills may be said
to havi- created on a broader basis and more artistic

lines. D. T. F.

8T. DUTHUS PEA.—I was pleased to see a note
in yonr paper of July 27 recording the excellence of
this little-known Pea. I have cultivated it this
season, and find it all that your correspondent

" A. H." says it is. It stands dry weather better

than any other Pea, and even now the haulm is

sound and green and pods fit for picking, although
the seed was sown on March 10, at the same time as

Sutton's Prolific. Since then I have sown Early
Champion, Dr. Maclean, Veitch's Perfection, and
other varieties

;
gathered their crops of pods, and

cleared the ground of them, in one or two
cases cropping it again. The dry season and
a heavy stiff soil have mainly contributed to

these Peas passing away so quickly. St. Duthus,
however, has stood well. I find it rather longer

in coming into use than some others, bat when once
the pods become fit for table it continues for a long
time in bearing. The pods are well filled, eight or

nine seeds in almost every one, of a deep green
colour, and the flavour capital. As a mid-seaion
variety it is, I think, very valuable. I have tried

this season Veitch's Runner French Bean, sowing it

at the same time as the ordinary Scarlet Runner,
and this is proving a useful Bean, running well and
producing a splendid crop of pode, tender and sweet-

flavoured. Sutton's Epicure and Tender and True
Bean are also very desirable varieties. The French
Runner Bean I obtained from R. Veitch and Sons of

Exeter. W, Swan, Bystock, Fxmouth.

A RED MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.— I noticed a
paragraph in jour issue for July 20, p. 64, an abstract

from one of the German horticultural papers, of a
red Maiechal Niel Rose, raised by Dr. Mii ler, and
the result of a cross between the above and General
Jacqueminot. What a lovely Rose this must be,

and what a great pity if Dr. Miiller does not send it

out for the use of the general public, and so put it

within the reach of all. What a charming flower it

must be if it have all the characteristics of the type !

W. Bowles, Adare Manor, near Limerick.

CATTLE POISONING BY THE COMMON YEW —
In an article in the Spectator on the materia
medica of animals about a fortnight ago, is a mis-

statement respecting animals and the leaves of

Tew, which it is worth while to correct, because

many people do not understand about the poisonous

quality of Yews. In that article it is stated that

animals which have constant access to Yew avoid

eating it, knowing it to be poisonous. This is quite

untrue. On the contrary, they habitually eat it and
are very fond of it, and no one ever heard of their

being tbe worse for it when they eat it in this

manner. I have no doubt that it is to them a
stomachic and promoter of appetite. Farm lads are

sometimes prosecuted for killing farm horses by
giving them powdered Yew leaves, and I find, on
inquiring what they do it for, that they give it to

make the animals eat their corn, when they are only

getting corn and are tired of it. Now dried Yew
leaves are undoubtedly more poisonous than green
leaves fresh from the tree, and if they give the least

bit too much of it, especially if the horses are not

accustomed to eating Yew leaves, it is liable to kill

them ; but the leaves of the growing tree are also

dangerous to animals which get access to them
suddenly, and when they are not accustomed to

them. All the cases of Yew poisoning that I have
ever known or heard of have arisen thus. I know
of many places where there are Yew trees in the

pasture-fields and in the adjoining hedges, and any
one who will take the trouble to lock at such ones

will see that they are habitually browsed by the

cattle. I believe that the best safeguard against

Yew poisoning is always to have Yew trees within

reach of tbe cattle, and I therefore constantly plant

Yew trees in the hedges of pasture- fields, or in the

fields themselves. C. W. Strickland.

GLOXINIAS AT TRINQ park.—Few plants are

more showy at this season than Gloxinias, when
well grown ; and the fine strain now obtainable from
the leading seedsmen give varieties of much beauty.

A houseful of them is one of the sights at the

present time in Lord Rothschild's gardens at Tring
Park. Mr. E. Hill, the gardener, has arranged the

plants together with Isolepis gracilis, the latter alio

forming an edging to the stage on which they are

placed. The strain is characterised by the brilliancy

of the scarlet and crimson forms, and the great

beauty of the spotted varieties, the spotting and
marbling being in all shades of rose, crimson, and
purple. The foliage is large and massive. Great
cultural skill is required to bring so many Gloxinia
plants to such perfection, but they are well worth the

trouble. J. OB.

RICHARDIA PENTLANDI.—As baaring on the re-

marks on yellow Richardias in their native habitat fur-

nished by Mr. Chas. Avresof Cape Town (Gardeners'

Chronicle, June 22, p. 761), it will interest him and
others to know that some of the tubers collected by
him are sending up their rich golden-yellow spathes

in Lord Rjthschild's garden at Tring Park. Both

the plain green-leaved and the spotted-leaved varie-

ties, representing R. Pentlandi and R. Elliottiana,

seem to have been collected together, for both

appear in the batch received from Cape Town. The
spathes, although seeming to differ slightly from

those of the forms previously in cultivation, are very

handsome, and in most of them a more or less dead

purple eye is at the base of the spathe. Mr. Hill, the

gardener at Tring Park, potB them in good rough

soil, such as is generally used for bulbs, and grows

them near the glass of the roof in an intermediate-

house. J. OB,

TABLE DECORATION8 AT THE NATIONAL CAR-
NATION SOCIETY'S SHOW.—It appears to me that

the committee of such a society as the above-named,

when offering prizes for the best arranged dinner-

table decoration, should certainly use more dis-

crimination in selecting the judges, and should also

word their schedule more explicitly, stating whether

the object to be attained is quality of the blooms

employed, or on the other hand the display of taste

and skill in their arrangement. To my mind the

judging in the decoration classes at the Crystal

Palace on July 24 was most unsatisfactory, the

verdict in almost every case being in favour of

quality of flower, no matter how heavy or clumsy

the arrangement. In class W., for the best arranged

dinner-table, the 1st prize was awarded to an exhibit

which, although containing some superb blooms, was

arranged in such a manner that no person of taste

would tolerate it on his dinner-table, the object

evidently being to crowd on as many blooms as the

table was capable of holding, totally regardless of

the space required for plates, &c. I am unacquainted

with the judges who were responsible for these deci-

sions, and do not even now know their names, but

am certain that however estimable they may be in

other respects, they were totally unfit to judge in

cases where taste and r< finement are the necessary

qualifications. I must apologise for taking up so

much of your valuable space with these remarks,

but it iB a subject in which I, in common with many
others, am deeply interested, and it is a cause of

much regret to notice that the best exhibitors

are being driven out of the competitions through

the incompetence of the judges selected for the

decision of the awards in these classes, as it is

obvious that the skill necessary for this purpose is

altogether different from that required in the growing

of flowers, and might we not expect to find far more

all-round satisfactory decisions coming from those

who have had years of experience in this modern

art of table decoration ? F. W. Scale, Vine Nurseries,

Sevenoaks.

8LUG8 DESCENDING BY A LINE OF 8LIME—
Some years ago I remember seeing in your columns

a remarkable statement from an eye-witness that

a slug let itself down from the glass by a rope made

by its own slime to a subjacent plant. No remark

was ever made by anyone upon it—perhaps no one

felt equal to capping such a statement ;
possibly it

was passed by as a fact, and need not be noticed

further. I did not doubt the statement, and hoped

some day to observe the same myself. To him (or

them in this case) who waits all things will come

(even what I am writing'on, readers may say). To-

day my gardener pointed out to me a slug he had

killed alter having so let himself down to a plant.

The slug was nearly 3 inches long ; he had crept up

the glass, and did not know how to get to an Odon-

toglossum cordatum that hung 7 inches below him.

He slimed all around himself on the glass, a patch

of 2 inches in diameter, and then let himself down

to the plant, touching the suspending wire in his

descent. After he had alighted, the rope of Blime

still hung from glais to plant. This remarkable

fact will now, on a second notice, perhaps elicit

further corroboration from other observers. Be B.

Crawshay.

THE SWEET LITTLE. DEAR LITTLF, SHAMROCK
OF IRELAND.—Mr. Baylor Hartland wrote to yoa

from Ireland in December last, saying that on some

newly broken ground in his garden a crop of Sham-

rock had suddenly sprung no. and that he had

harvested the seed for sale to Irishmen in America.

He kindly sent me some seed, which has come uo as

Trifolium minus. In my little work, Tonguesin Trees,

I stated that I had repeatedly planted so-called
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Shamrocks, procuring them from Ireland on St.

Patrick'^ Day, and that on arriving at maturity they
had turned ont to be different species of Trifolium or

Med ion en. My evidence was snnDorted shortly after-

wards by Mr. Colgan in the Irish Naturalist, who
records obtaining thirteen undoubted Shamrocks

of my own raising and crossing. The seed was sown

in the spring of last year, the seedlings were planted

out in a border in the open as soon as large enough,

where they remained ever since, and are now flower-

ing; the border received no special preparation,

neither have the plants received any special atten-

a very smoky and enld district, not at all favourable

to the Carnation J. Hughes. [^ rema'kably fine lot

of blossoms, large, the selfs of various »bades of pink,

rosy-crimson, white, palest flesh, primroie-jellow,

and the scarlet flakes very full, with retals having

great substance and purity of tiots. We do not re-

FlG, 31,— I^LIO-CATTLEYA X DIGBTANA MOSSIJE, ($EE P, 152.)

from various sources, eight of which proved to be
Trifolium minus, five T. repens. I am afraid Irish-
men must reconcile themselves to the belief that
S.-am rog, Little Trefoil, is a name common to all

triphyllate plants found growing on March 17, and
that the Irish Shamrock, like the Scotch Tuiscle, has
no independent existence. W. Tuckwell, Augw.t 3.

8EEDLING CARNATION8 — By to-daj's parcel
post I send you a box of Seedling Carnation blcoms

tion. They were all raised from self-coloured flowers,

and my object was to raise varieties with self-

coloured flowers. I do not care for flakes, &c. Many
of the flowers of the white varieties are very like each

other, but the plants are very differe.it in growth.

All the varieties are very free bloomers, strong

growers, and throw plenty of " grass." You will

notice that the petals on some of the flowers are

damaged, which is owing to the very rainy weather
we have been having for some weeks pasts. Ours is

member to have seen finer flowers from an outside

border. All of them are quite worth perpetuating.

Ed]

NU. A. F. BARRON.—Seldom has it been the lot

of the Gardeners' Chronicle to create a deeper or more
profound sensation amongst gardeners than was the

case last week. To how many did the announce-

ment respecting Mr. Barron's retirement from the

direction of Chiswick Gardens come as a surprise, as
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well as pain. Is the Fruit Committee therefore
to be also deprived of Mr. Barron's estimable services,

or may he continue to hold his post of secretary till

'the end of the year, and then become a member of
the body of which he has so long been the secretary ?

^To deprive that committee of advice and knowledge
which no other man can give or possesses, would
indeed be a misfortune. I am sure that any sugges-
tion to that effect would create amongst the members
grave regret. It has been Mr. Barron's fortune to
have earned far and wide a most distinguished repu-
tation, especially as a fruitist, but his knowledge of
vegetables is also unique, and this knowledge has
always been at everyone's service. Whosoever follows
.Mr. Barron at Chiswick will find he has to occupy a
difficult position. I am no believer in the idea that
the man for the place cannot be found, but the best
-of men must naturally feel modest in entering upon
•the superintendence of Chiswick, and the other
iaccessory duties—indeed, only one endowed with
more egotism than wisdom would feel otherwise.

Of coarse, in time courage and confidence will come,
especially if the successor has the needful knowledge
and other qualifications. Still, let the successor be
who he may, our regret at the loss of so able and so
worthy a superintendent and secretary will be very
great. How far the Royal Horticultural Society may
benefit or otherwise remains to be seen. A. B. [We
have other letters to the same effect, but it is

deemed better to defer publication till after the
holiday season. Ed.].

WEED- KILLER.— I can fully confirm the state-

ment in the note in last week's issue of Gardeners'
Chronicle, respecting the caution there given of the
poisonous nature of the weed-killer. Early in the
past spring I ordered two drums of weed-killer
from a well-known firm ; the drums duly arrived

at the station, where a cart was sent for them

;

but as the road where the mixture was to be
used lay ;on the way home, the drums were dropped
down, to be used the next day. There were
jseveral heifers in the enclosure, and my attention
was called to these beasts licking round the drums,
more especially on the top, where, with the jolting

of the railway and cart, together with the hot
weather, a little escape from the bung was observed.
I immediately had the top of the drums covered
with dry sand. Alas ! one heifer died. It is an
excellent mixture used for what it is prepared
.for. P. F., A.

New Invention,

THE PATENT STAMFORD HOE.
When hoeing the land amongst closely-ranked

kitchen-garden crops, bedding plants newly put out,

or the occupants of the herbaceous perennial border,
the value of a tool which will not readily injure the
stems and flower-stalks of the plants will be con-
-ceded by everyone having acquaintance with this

kind of operation. The old-fashioned Datch hoe,
with its rectangular corners, was liable, even when
used by careful men, to injure the plants, more
especially when the blade was hidden from the view
of the user by the leaves of the plants. With the
hoe illustrated in fig. 32, p. 163, no such injury can be
done, the free corners being done away with by the
manner of fixing the blade to the bow. Moreover,
this hoe can be used as a draw-hoe, by bringing the
Cutter at the back into play, which is done by the
workman slightly lowering the handle and drawing
'to instead of pushing it away from him. The blade,
being of steel, is very durable, and keeps a good
edge for a long time. The patentees and makers
are Messrs. Pick & Fountain, garden-tool makers,
•S:am ford.

large uncut leaves; Adiantum Bellum, useful in

winter ; A. tessellatum, one of the finest of Adiantum i

;

A. Kerchovei, resembling A. Birkenheadi ; A.

rhodophyllnm ; A. tenuissimom, differing but little

from formosum, and other varieties. A good plant

newly put into the market this year, and useful for

beds and borders, is Raellia Makoyana ; Begonia

Duchess of York is also a satisfactory introduction.

Among the Pandanus in MM. Jacob Makoy's

houses I noted P. javanicuB fol. var., prettily varie-

gated with white ; P. Biptisti, very elegant, foliage

velvety with a double yellow line along the mid-rib
;

P. graminifolins, and P. consedens. Much to be

recommended is Euiharis Lowi, which is always

valued for its useful qualities. Among the Marantas

was M. rosea picta and M. Louisas, Asparagus

Sprengeri, much used in Germany for decorating

purposes; Riopala corcovadense, also used as an

indoor plant ; All >phila Malzinei, an excellent

Mexican Fern, atd Asplenium laxum, deserve atten-

tion from plant lovers. Vriesia splendens major is

an excellent plant, as is also Nidularium rntilans

with its pretty rose tint ; and so is Rhodostacbys

andina. A number of DraCEua lentiginosa were

remarkable for the dark colour of the foliage. Anew
plant for out-door use which seems coming rapidly

into favour is Pyrethrum parthenifolium glaucum
;

with its whitish or glaucous foliage, it might be

likened to a Gymnogramma growing out-of-doors.

Ch. Be S.

A New Horticultural Establishment.

A new horticultural establishment has gradually

been established in East Brussels, and is now quite

completed, and already contains some thousand

plants of Cattleya and of Cypripedium. It is MM.
Linden who have started this enterprise, and we

think that when it is open to them, plant-lovers

will find much to interest therein. In this, a brief

preliminary notice, I will only say that, built on the

plan of '.'Horticulture Internationale, this place is of

larger extent, is admirably arranged, and fulfils all

rfquirements for the cultivation of Orchids. MM.
Linden will cultivate choicer species of Orchids, and

are preparing to raise some new varieties. For

this purpose they are collecting considerable quan-

tities of Cattleya, Cypripedium, &c , that they may
make careful selection. Erected in an open situa-

tion, where there is no lack of fresh air, this estab-

lishment starts with every chance of success, and is

sure to take a high place among Belgian nurseries.

Ch. de B.

Belgium.

M. JACOB MAKOY ET CIE.

This firm is noted for the cultivation of many
kinds of plants ; thus, in the Fern-house, I noted

some excellent little species and varieties, such as

Adiantum capillm-veneris tenue, specially valuable

in winter owing tc its hardiness; A. cuneatum
grande, a very pretty novelty, useful for floral deco-

rations ; Pteris cretica Wimsetti, very ornamental

3P. reginse, exceedingly pretty ; Adiantum tetraphyl-

lam acuminatum ; A. mundulum ; Pteris lndens, with

Care mast be taken not to have peat too earthy, or

moss too long, or the seeds will get covered by it.

This is fatal, especially to OdontogloBsum seed,

which seems to like a bard bare spot to germinate

upon. Water very carefully, so as not to flood the

seed up the pot, and treat it as a delicate plant, with

all the care and attention possible,

Some pods contain but very little good seed. I sowed

one to-day, L. anceps x L. Crawshayana, that had

but a few fertile seeds to thousands of chaff-scales.

Uader a strong lens it is very easy to see the good

and bad seed : one contains veritable moisture and is

transparent, the other is a silvery-looking skin. If

a few more growers would carefully prosecute hybri-

disation we should soon have good results, even in

O lontoglossum, hitherto the crux of the hybridist,

and where lies the greatest field for future results,

To raise hybrids when Nature cannot do it will be to

unite Colombia and Mexico, a triumph that is worth

trying for. Be B. Crawshay.

SEEDLING OECHIDS.
Being much interested in the hybridisation of

Orchids, it has always been a wonder to me why so

few seedlings ever came from the millions of seeds

sown. Years ago I sowed a pod of Cattleya Daw-
iana x C. Warscewiczii, and a glorious crop of seed-

lings in due time appeared on the basket containing

the mother-plant, for it was the surface of the basket

that I considered the best place for seed as well as

parent. They disappeared in a most extraordinary

way. Healthy little embryos went in a day or two, and

gradually all went. No one could imagine how they

went so fast, and left so little trace behind. At last

it dawned on me that the basket in which the plants

are dipped is the ocean-grave of the seedling embryo.

They have no root to hang on by, the plant when

dipped makes waves up the compost, and the back-

lash carries the drowned seedling away, never again

to be seen. The dipping rendered a disastrous death

to the future hopes of the hybridist ; it needs great

care not to dip plants too deep that have seedlings

on them. Seeds themselves float away by the million,

and are no doubt put down aB bad. To avoid all

this loss, sow seed on prepared pots or pans, and do

not let them ever get too dry, or the living seed will

shrivel. I have to-day examined about sixty sow-

ings, and I find invariably that the seed is germina-

ting far better, when the peat on which it is contains

a large proportion of earthy matter. Where it is very

fibrous indeed, it doea not hold enough water for the

keeping of the seed plump, and it soon shrivels.

Societies.
» ...—

.

COTTAGERS, ETC., HORTICUT-TTJ.RAI-,
ST. OSYTH'S.

July 25.—I have already Doted som^ of the finest

Roses in the two tine lota of forty-eight blooma
staged by the great growers, Messrs. Benjamin and
Frank Cant. Among these were many blooms
worthy of those great growers and of the district.

Bat though liberal prizes were offered in the ama-
teur classes, the display from these was not satis-

factory. The Priory Garden and its products, so

conspicuous alike in the show tents and in the
garden, prove that most things, including Roses,

may be well grown in this district, and it is hoped
that the fine object-lessons by the trade will result

in a vigorous effart next year to pull the Rosea of

amateurs up to something approaching high trade

standards.

Iq other sections the St. Osyth show was well arranged, and
richly famished with creditable productions. The first section

was devoted to cottagers, wh 3 had forty-seven classes devoted
to them. In this section, too it was pleasing lo find the

Royal Horticultural Society of London offering through Mr,
W. Watson the Bronze Banltsian Medal of the R. H. S to the

cottager who wins the largest amount of money in prizes on
the show day. Section 2 was devoted to children, who showed
in four classes. Section 3 (amateurs) contained twenty-two
classes devoted to fruit, vegetables, and fljwers. Section 4

contained classes for a collection of fruits, and a collection of

cut flowers, open to all comers. Section 5 was devoted to

home industries.

The!i there were many special prizes offered by the trade

and others. Altogether the schedule of the Society is excel-

lent and comprehensive, exactly suited to a village commu-
nity, and other societies could obtain many hints from same
were it before them. There seems abundant room in and
around St. Osyth for the improved culture of flowers and
window plants. Stocks seem almost the only flowers that

are well done outside the Priory Gardens in which good
culture, plenty and beauty everywhere prevails. D. T, /.

THE MIDLAND CARNATION AND
PICOTEE.

July 31 and August 1.— A. splendid Exhibition

was held in the Botanical Gardens, Birmingham, on
the above dates. All the available space was occu-

pied by exhibits of high merit, and if the Society

continues to grow as it has done during the past few
years, a larger place of exhibition will become
necessary. Mr. G. W. Latham's resources were
taxed to the utmost, but accommodation was found
for all.

Eleven stands of twelve Carnations competed, some very

fine blooms being staged, Mr. R. Sydenham, Birmingham,
taking the 1st prize with excellent blooms of C.B. J. S.

Hedderly, P.F. Gordon Lewis. C.B. Master Fred. K.F. Mrs.
Rowan, S.F. Guardsman, P.P.B. Sarah Payne, P.F. C. Hen-
wood, S.B. C. H. Herbert, P.P.B. Fred Philips, S.B. R. Lord,

P.P.B. Seedling, and R.F. Rcb Roy ; 2nd, Mr. TOM LORD, also

with some very good flowers.

There were ten stands of six Carnations, Mr. C. F. Thtje-

stan, Wolverhampton, takiog the 1st prize with S.B. R. Houl-

grave. P.P.B. Sarah Payne, and W. Skirving. S.F. ' Ivanhoe,

S.F. Miss C. limhame, and R.F. Cristagalli ; 2nd, Mr. C. Head,
Hebden Bridge.

The best twelve Picotees came from Mr. T. Lord, florist,

Todmorden, -who had refined blooms of H. Red E. Brunette,

H. Ro. E. Mrs. Rogers, H.P.E. Zerlina. H. Ro. E. Little Phil,

H.P.E. Mr. A. Chancellor, L.P.E. Esther, L. Ro. E. Blanche

Heard, H.P E. Muriel, S. Ro. E. Mrs. Sharp, and L. Ro. E.

Campanine, L. Ro. E. Mrs. Geggie, and L.P.E. Thomas Wil-

liam ; 2nd, Mr. A. R. BROWtf.
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With six Picotees, Mr. A. W. Junfs, Birmingham, took the

1st prize with the best stand out of nine, having H. Red E.

Brunette, H. Ro. E. Mr". Bu'g°ss, H.P.E. Amy Robsart,

L.P E. Elizabeth, L. Red E. Mrs. Gorton, H.P.E. Muriel ; 2nd,

Mr. C. Head.
Yellow grounds were a great feature, and the blooms very

fine, Mr. A. W. Jones taking the 1st prize with twelve superb

blooms, having Romulus, Stadtrath Bail, Annie Douglas,

Cardinal Wolsey, Almira, Mrs. R. Sydenham, Mrs. Whitbourn,
Mrs. Douglas, The Dey, Ladaa, Mrs. Dranfield, and Janira

;

2nd, Mr, R. Sydenham.
There were ten collections of six blooms. Mr. A. R. Brown

being 1st with fine examples of Mrs. R. Sydenham, Mrs.
Douglas, Ladas, Harlequin, Mrs. Gooden, and Mrs. Henwood ;

2nd, Mr, E. Hill, Buiwell, Florrie Henwood, President Carnot,

and Janira being very fine.

Selfs were very bright and effective, Mr. R. Sydenham
t iking the 1st prize with the best of eight stands, having Miss
Audrey Campbell, Mephisto, Eudoxia, Corunna, Ruby, Theo-
dore, The Pasha, Fire King, Uncle Tom, Annie Lakin, Rob
Roy, and Abigal; 2nd, Mr. T. Lord, who had very fine Mrs.
Gaskoin, Blushing Bride, and Gentle Jackie.

There were ten stands of C. Selfs, Mr. A. R. Brown taking

the 1st prize with Due d'Orleins, Waterwitch, Uncle Tom,
Miss A. Campbell, Mrs. Fred, and Hayes' Scarlet; 2nd, Mr.
C. F. Thurstan
There was a miiden class for six Carnations and Picotee3,

Mr. W. F. Goodfellow being 1st, and Mrs. Herbert
Smith 2nd.

Thei e were also classes for blooms dressed as little as possible,

though how to exactly hit upon the amouut allowed is not

stated. The blooms, which represented all the type?, were set

up with their own foliage, each in a specimen glass. Some
tine blooms were staged, and they certiinly had a more
natural appearance than the blooms in the previous classes,

some of which were over-dressed. Four classes were devoted

to these, mil they filled a good space of tabling.

Of single blooms there was an immense array. The leading

5 B.'s were R. Houlgrave, Arthur Midhurst, and Master
Stanley; C.B.'s, Edward Schofield, Rifleman, and J. S.

Hedderly ; P. andP.B.'s, Fred. Phillips and Wm. Skirving ;

S.F.'s. Sportsman andWja. Mellor ; P.F.'s George Melville.

Magpie, and Martin Rowan; R.F.'s, Mrs. Rowan ani Cristi-

galli. Of Picotees : H. red E., Brunette ani John Smith;
L. red E , Mm, Gorton and Thomas William ; H.P.E.,

Muriel and Mrs. Openshaw L.P.E , Summerhill, Pride of

Leyton and Elizabeth; H.Ro.E , Mrs. Rogers, Campanine
and Edith D'Ombra ; n; H.S.E , Mr.Saarpe; Lt Ro. orScar.E.,

Favourite and Nellie. The best white selfs, Mrs. Les and Mrs.
Fred. The best yellov, Germioia and Miss A. Campbell. The
best pink or rose sesdliDg Ruby and Rob Roy. The be-*t dark.

Monceiu. The be*t yellow grounds, Mrs. R. Sydenham and
Mrs. Goolea. The best fancies, Romulus, Cardinal Wolsey,
ani Duchess of Portland.

Border Carnations in bunches, shown in four classes, were
very (ffective, Messrs. Thomson & Co. and Mr. H. W.
Weguelin, Teignmouth, taking the leading prizes.

Carnations in pots were represented by admirably grown
and bloomed plants from Messrs. R. Sydenham and Thomson
6 Co. The best six plants of German origin competing for a
special prize given by Mr. Ernest Benary of Erfurt, came from
Mr. R, Sydenham, and well represented the celebrated

Erfurt strain.

Table Decorations in Carnations made a very fine feature.

For a dining table 6 feet by 3 feet, good prizes were offered.

Capt. Thewles, Kenilworth, was 1st, and Mr. W. F. Gunn,
2nd. Shower bouquets, Sprays, and Buttonholes were well

shown.

Premier Flowers.—The premier bizarre Carnation was C.B.

J. S. Hedderley, from Mr. R. Sydenham; premier flike,

P.F. Geo. Melville, from Mr. A. R. Brown. The premier

H. edged Picotee, P.E. Muriel; light-elged red E, Mrs.

Gorton, both from Mr. A. W. Jones ; Y.G. Mrs. R. Sydenham,
from Mr. A. R. Brown ; Belf, Germania, from Mr. A. W.
Jones ; faucy, Romulus, from Mr. R, Sydenham.
Miscellaneous Exkibits were numerous and very fine. Mr.

H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisbam, had a central

stand of Begonias, admirably arranged. Next in order of

merit came Mr. W. Birkenhead, Sale, with an exten-

sive collection of Ferns; and Messrs. Kelway & Son, Lang-
port, with Gladioli and hardy flowers. Collections of hardy
flowers came also from Mr. J. H. White, Worcester; Messrs.

Clibran & Son, Altrincham; Mr. W. F. Gunn, Olton, and
Mr, Axtell, Leamington, Mr. H, Eckford, Wem, had a

collection of Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Thomson & Co,, bunches

of Carnal ions of an attractive character; Mr. Jas. Douglas,
Ilford, new Carnations ; Mrs. W. Sydenham, Tamworth, a

table of floral decorations composed of ViolaB. with stands

of fancy Pansies ; and Mesars. Edwards & Son, Nuttall,

Edwardian arrangements in Ferns.

SOUTHAMPTON.
August 3 and 5.—The show held on the above

dates was quit- one of the best held by the

Southampton R>yal Hjrticnltnral Society. Not
only were the specimen plants of extra quality,

and the groups arranged for effect splendid
;

but the cut flowers, fruit and vegetables were all

i qaal to or beyond the average merit. The arrange-

ments, as usual here, were of perfect order, and
great credit is due to Mr. Fuidge, the Hod.
Secretary.

Plants.—For the best ten specimen plants, Mr, Cypher,
Cbelterjharr, was distinctly 1st ; Mb collection was good

throughout, and it was well staged. M-. J. Wilkins, gr. to

Lady TuEODOiti Guest, Iowood House, Henstridge, Bland-

ford, was a creditable 2nd.

Mr. Cypher w^ again 1st for six specimens with a collec-

tion similar in point of quality to the larger one ; Mr. Wills,
Florist, Winchester Road, Shirley, Southampton, was a close

2nd, his plants showing much cultural skill.

Prizes were offered to residents only in Hampshire for six

specimen plants, and Mr. N. EiandforJ. gr. to Mrs. HaSELFOOT,
Moor Hill, Bitterne, won 1st honours with a very satisfactory

collection.

Still another clase was provided, for gardeners only. This

class was for six specimens, and Mr. T. Hall, g-. to the Presi-

dent, Sir S. Montague. Barr., M.P., South Stoneham House,
Southampton, worthily won 1st prize.

Ferns, in six exotic varieties, were best shown by Mr. Peel,

gr, to Miss Todd, Sidthorpe Lodg", Shirley, Southampton.
Fuchsias, Begonias, Pelargoniums, and Coleus made a bright

display, the principal prize-winners being Messrs. J. Wilcox
(Blandford), Mitchell, gr. to J. Willis Fleming, E&q.
(Chilworth Manor), and Mr. J. Hall.

Groups.—Miscellaneous plants arranged for effect in a
space of 189 square feet made a good display, several excellent

groups being set up. Mr. Wills somewhat .easily won the
premier award with a light arrangement of suitable plants,

about which there was not a semblance of crowding. Mr.
E. Carr, gr. to IT. A. Glllett, Esq., Fair Oak Lodge,
Bishopstoke, was a good 2nd. In a smaller class Mr. Peel
won 1st prize, with a creditable collection of plants evenly

disposed.

Fig. 32.— the patent Stamford hoe.

(see p. 162.)

Cut flowers.—These formed a prominent section of the show.

Boses were staged very creditably. Messrs. Keynes, Wil-
liams & Co., Salisbury, won for both twenty-four and twelve

blooms, with even, fresh, and highly-coloured specimens.

Mr. Will Taylor, Hampton, Middlesex, was a good 2nd.

In the class for twelve blooms, restricted to gardeners, Mr. J.

West, gr. to J. Wygram, Esq., Northlands, Salisbury, won
1st place.

Stove and greenhouse flowers in a dozen trusses were best

shown by Mr. Herbert, gr. to Mrs. Marshall, Crawley
Court.

Herbaceous flowers were excellent.

For twsloe distinct varieties, Mr. B. Ladhams, florist,

Shirley, easily secured the leading award with massive
bunches of choice kinds. Mesars. Keynes, William* & Co.
won for both Show and Pompon Dahlias ; and Mr. Ladhams
wa^ similarly successful with Carnations and Picotees.

Table decorations, epergnes, and bouquets, were well repre-

sented. For the former. Miss Kate Goldikg won with a
creditably-arranged table ; Miss Hobby, Padaell Road,
Southampton, 2nd. The best-dressed epergne was one from
Miss Hobby ; and the best-arranged basket of flowers came
from Miss G. Harper, Blighmouot, Southampton.

Fruit and Vegetablss were thoroughly well represented. For

a collection of six varieties there were seven entries. Mr. H.
W. Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salis-

bury, was an easy 1st for a good all-round collection ; Mr.

Inglefield, gr. to Sir J. Kelk, Tedworth, Marlborough. 2nd.

For three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Mr. J. Sanders,

gr. to C. Sloane Stakley, Esq., Paultons, Komsey, was dis-

tinctly ahead of all others ; Mr. W. Mitchell, 2nd.

For three bunches of any other black variety, Mr. J.

Hall won with fine examples of Madresfield Court ; Mr.

SANDEE.S 2nd, with sime variety. Mr. MITCHELL had the

best Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. WARD occupying a similar

position with three bunches of Buekland Sweetwater, in a

class for any other white.

Mr. Pope, gr. to Earl o! Carnarvon, Highclere Castle.

Newbury, won for two buaches of any black Grapa. The

single bunch class was well contested. Mr. Ml xchfll win-
ning for black, and Mr. Ward for white. Hardy fruit was
well staged by Mr. WEST ; Melons by Mr. Ward, arid Mr. E.
L. Brown, Poriland House, Salisbury; Peaches by Mr. G.
Hall, gr. to Lady LOUISA Ashuurton, Mekhet Court,
Romsey ; and Nectarines by Mr. Inglefield.
For nine distinct varieties of vegetables, Mr. T. WlLKixs

wen premier award, closely followed by Mr. Pope.
In the classes set apart for Mesars. Sutton's and Webb's

prizes, Mr. Pope won both with good produce, Mr. Wilklnb
following. Other classes in this section were well rilled.

Misc*llm:ous.—Mr. B. Ladhams had a remarkably fine

group of herbaceous cut flowers. Messrs. E. Hillier Sc Son,
Winchester, had Bhrubs in pots, also Apples, Pears, and
Cherries, as well as a good collection of fruit in baskets.

Mr. W. H. Rogers, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton, hati

a haudsDme group of shrubs in pots.

Mr. Douglas, Bookham, Surrey, a choice collection of his

new Carnations.

Mr. J. Miles, gr. to F. Perkins, Esq., rjrtswood, Southamp-
ton, two dozen diehes of hardy fruit.

ST. NEOT'S HORTICULTURAL.
August 5.—The thirty- first exhibition of this

Sjciety was held on the above date, and while hor-
ticulture is pre-eminently to the fore, the schedule of

prizes includes other subjects interesting to country
people, such as honey, farm and market garden pro-

duce, poultry, &c
Plants.—In common with other societies there are fewer

plants staged than formerly, but a local grower, Mr. G. Red-
man, gr. to J. H. Goodgames, Esq , Eynesbury, grows soma
very good specimens, his six plants in flower being attractive

specimens of Statice profnsa, Bougainvillea glabra, Stephanotis

floribunda, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Clerodendron fallax,

and Hydrangea hortensis. Mr. Redman had the only group
arranged for effect—a very good one.

Some very good Balsams, much better than are usually seen,

were staged by Messrs. Redman and J. Johnson, St. Ives.

Tuberous Begonias were remarkably good, Mr. T. Lockie, gr.

to 1. J. Thornhill, Esq.. Diddington Hall, taking the 1st

prize, and there were two equal 2nd prizes awarded. The
best specimen floweriDg plant was Statice profusa, admirably
bloomed, from Mr. T. Lockie.

In the way of foliaged plants Mr. Redman had the best four

stove and greenhouse Ferns, staging fine specimens of Adian-

tums Williamsii and Collisii, a capital Platycerium alcicorne,

and Polypodium effusum, Coleus were represented by nicely-

grown bushes from Messrs. Last and Redman. The besi

ornamental foliaged plant was a fine piece of Yucca aloifolia,

from Mr, Redman ; the best specimen Fern, a grand piece of-

Nephrolepis exaltata, from Mr. Lockie Many plants of a
creditable character were shown by amateurs.

Cvt flowers.—Roses, usually a very good feature at thi#

exhibition, were few, mainly owing to a violent hailstorm on
Sunday evening. The best twelve blooms came from Mr. J.

Stone, gr. to Mr. R. A. Cochrane, St. Neot's. Mr. Red-
man had a fine stand of twenty-four bunches of stove

and greenhouse cat flowers ; and in the class for

twenty-four bunches of cut hardy herbaceous and bulbous

flowers the Rev. W. Crouch, Gamlingay, staged one of the

best collections we have seen for some time past, comprising
two or three very fine and distinct Phloxes, Heliauthus Soleil

d'Or, Lilium tigrinum, Eryngium amethystinum, Statice lati-

folia, a grand bunch of the white Everlasting Pea, AUtro?-
meria aurantiaca, Physostegia virginica, &c. Very good
Dahlias for the season were staged; also Stocks, Zinnias,

Marigolds, &c. The best twelve bunches of hardy herbaceous
flowers came from Mr. V7. Last.

Ft wit.—The best collection of eight dishes of fruit came from
Mr. J. Myers, The Gardens, Hinchingbrook House— Peaches,

Cherries, Figs, Melons, Apricot*, &c, all good , Captain
Duncombe being 2nd. Good Black Hamburgh Grapes came
from Messrs. Moore, St. Neot's. Dessert and culinary Apples,

dessert and kitchen Plums, Cherries, Currants, &o., were all

good.

Vegetables.—The best eight dishes came from Mr. T. Lockie :

.

Mr. Myers being 2nd, both excellent for the season. Mr. T.

Clark, Huntingdon, had six good dishes of Potatos; Mr.
Myers' six di-hes were only just inferior. Mr. Lockie had a
brace of perfect Royal Windsor Cucumbers. Vegetables

generally were good throughout. The hard-working Secretary.

Mr. W. Ratchelous, is unwearied in his exertions on behali

of the Society.

NORTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL.
August 5 and 6-—The annual exb.ibit.ion and ,'ii;&

was held on the above dates. That it la a popular
exhibition there can be no doubt, and thii was
clearly seen in the keen competition in the cot-

tagers' classes, in which the productions were of

the highest degree of excellence. Th» large plant

classes contained many excellent exhibits, the groups
being particularly fine; cat flowers w»re alio good

;

but fruit, on the whole, was a litt.» belnw the

average. The arrangements were ably and efficiently

managed by an enthusiastic commi.tt'e and a hard

working secretary.

Plants and Groups.—The largest plant clans is that for

twelve plants in an equal proportion of fljwering and foluge.

Mr. J. Cypher, Queen's Nurseries, Cheltenham, shewed very
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'-strongly, and won a creditable victor/. His best examples

were Erica obbata purpurea, a grand specimen nearly 5 feet

across, profusely flowered and well coloured; another of E.

Taomp-oni was even larger but a .little thin, still a fine plant.

4dora Pilgrimi was well flowered, and was a fine plant ;Bougain-

-villea glabra and Stephanotis fioribonda were .alike good;

whilst Statice profusa was well coloured and quite fresh.

Two magnificent Crotons were staged in C. Queen Victoria

and C. Sunset, both being 6 feet across and superbly coloured ;

whilst in the background was an immense plant of Cycas

circinalis, finely developed, this being flanked on either aide

by two capital Kentias. Mr. Finch, gr. to J. Marriott,
Esq , Coventry, came in a fairly good 2nd.

For a large group, a central arrangement to face every way
and covering a space o£ 249 square feet. Mr. Ctpheh was well

1st, the entire arrangement being most effective, and in good

~taste. The central plant was a graceful specimen of

Phcenix rupicola, with long arching leaves. This plant was

raised sufficiently to introduce a mound or undergrowth of

Orchids and other choice flowering and foliage plants, whilst

towards each corner, other and smaller mounds were grouped

with either an elegant Bamboo or a graceful Coeos as a centre

to each, these again being surrounded with Orchids, &c.

Between these and nearer the centre, were some well-

-flowered Humea elegans. No attempt was made to cover the

-entire space, the fresh green grass appearing here and there

with an occasional well-flowered Orchid or a richly-coloured

foliage plant, ilr. Yause, of Leamington, was 2nd, with a

p&OOd gr^up in which the best effect was concentrated in the

central part, the outer parts being somewhat weak.

In the smaller group class there was only one exhibit, but

it was deemed one that was worthy of the 1st prize.

For six stove and greenhouse plants, open to the county only,

the competition was good, but the exhibits on the whole were

not more than satisfactory in quality. Mr. Copson, gr. to Mrs.

Phipps, Collingtree Grange, was 1st, his best examples being

Achimenes longiflora major and AHamanca Hendersoni ; Mr,

J. C. Inns, gr. to W. K Fo=TER, Esq., Spratton Grange, 2nd.

Some well-grown Ferns of moderate size were staged, the

best coming irom Mr. J. B. Palsies, Cliftonville : and the

next best from ilr. Copsox. Zonal Pelargoniums were shown

well, the plantsof mediumbutuseful size. Coleusand Fuchsias

were very good, and the table plants also.

Cut Fotc^t.—A splendid tox of stove and greenhouse

flowers was exhibited by Mr. Vause, of Leamington, com-

prising several good bunches of Ericas, Ixoras. &c. ; the best

table decorations coming also Irom the same exhibitor.

For twenty-four single trusses of Roses in variety, Messrs.
" Th03. PKBS3HS & Soss, Kingsthorpe Nurseries, Northampton,

were 1st, the finest blooms in a very fresh and bright box

"'being HeinrichSchultheis, Her Majesty, Victor Hugo, and Duke

of Edinburgh. Messrs. Joss Perktxs & Sox, Market Square,

Northampton, were 2nd.

The Bev. Dr. King, Gayton Rectory, was 1st for twelve

varieties of Tea-scented Roses, with excellent blooms—Marie
Van Houtte and Innoceute Pirola being the best ; Messrs.

TH03. Perkixs & Sox followed. Rev. Dr. King was again 1st

for twelve varieties of any sections in the amateurs' class,

showiog an even box of fresh flowers.

For twelve bunches of hardy flowers, Mr. Cole, gr. to Earl
* Spzxcer, Altborpe, was a capital 1st, with a well set up box,

the best being Yucca gloriosa and Lilium chalcedonicam ; Mr.
"
: Ksightley, Courteen Hall, showed well for the 2nd prize.

Mr. Kxightley was 1st for twelve bunches of stove or

greenhouse flowers, Eucharis Mastersi and Begonia odorata

being noticeable.

The best bouquet came from Messrs. TardE & Co., North-

hampton, and Messrs. T. Perkixs & Sox, the competition

"being very keen.

Some capital Cockscombs were shown, and the best were

from Mr. J. T. Fosset.

Fruit.—The best collection of eight kinds was staged by Mr.
G'lmin, gr. to the Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre, the exhibit

b-ing of first-ctass quality. Black Hamburgh Grapes. Lord
Napier Nectarines, Hale's Early Peaches, and a good Queen
Pine, were his best dishes ; Mr. S. Cole, who^followed, had good
Mascat of Alexandria Grapes, the same kind of Nectarine, and
"Harrington Peaches.

In a class for Black Grapes. Mr. .T C. Ixxs won the 1st prize

with Black Hamburgh Grapes ; the bunches were well finished,

and the berries large ; Mr. Copsox followed with well-

sxiloured Madresfield Court, berries rather small.

For White Grapes, Mr. Jordan, gr. to Viscount Clcfdex,
Holrfeaby Hou*e, was 1st with Muscats, fine in bunch and
berry ; Mr. CoPiOX being again 2nd.

M:. S. Cole was 1st for a dish oE Nectarines, showiog very fine

fruits of Pine-apple; Mr. Copsox again following. For
Peahes Mr. Miller, gr. to Sir E. Loder, "Wnittlebur/ Lodge.

was 1st. Other kinds of fruit were not shown in great numbers.

Yegtt*\Us.—Mr. S. Cole had the best collection cf twelve

varieties, showing a remarkable selection ; his beat dishes were

those o! Autocrat Pea, Ailsa Craig Ooion, PragnelTs Exhibi-

tion Beet, and Perfection Tomatos, both Celery and Carrots

being also excellent. Mr. Copsox was a capital 2nd. Mr. S.

Cole won agiin for nioe kinds, in which the be^t of these

found io the larger class again predominated ; Mr. Kxightley
in this instance being 2nd.

Msce'Mmeou! fzhibUs^eie staged by Messrs. Thos. Pebkixs
& Sox?, who had tastefully male wreaths and an anchor, the

noest new kinds oE Sweet Peas (excellent], alss cut hardy
flower?, as well a.- a group of Yucca gloriosa in fljwer. with
Acers. &c. Messrs. Johx Perkixs 3c Sox had highly coloured
tiic lor Pelargoniums, a good selection of cut Roses, two
baskets of the beautiful variegated Saxifraga sarmentosa, aad
some good ; lants of Lili xm aura turn.

THE GARDENING IN HYDE
PARK.

Is some respects one notices improvements—or, at

least, pleasing changes—in the subjects used in the

beds in this park. It is not always the same, and it is

the changes made in this way that alone make toler-

able the tasteless arrangement of beds which skirt

Park Lane. How delightful all this might be ren-

dered if laid out in some less artificial manner,

and dwarf evergreen shrubs and deciduous flowering

ones were used amongst the beds. What a wealth

of material ready to hand is lying idle in nurseries

everywhere, which could be well employed ia giving

interest to the gardening here ! There is too lavish

a display of colour on the small area of turf—all

gems, and no setting.

Commencing at Stanhope Gate and going north, we
have a series of beds which were filled in early summer
with Pansies, Sweet Williams, Dielytra, Aquilegia,

Solomon's Seal, &c. Some of them are still in

flower, being continuous since April and May.
Aquilegia with a groundwork of E*rl Beaconsfield

Pansy made a very pretty bed, as did a bed of

Solomon's Seal, and a carpet of mixed Pansies.

A bed of crimson Stocks with a band of Pansies

has been flowering for the past two months, and is

still looking well.

Some of these early beds have been replaced by

Fuchsias and large plants of Pelargoniums, which
are now making a good show. These beds are

backed up with groups of Palms, Bamboos, and

Heliotropes, and have a picturesque look. At South

Street gate, to the right and left of it, we come to

nice groups of Fuchsias, the varieties used being

Mrs. Marshall, light, and Scarcity, dark.

Ia the next section of beds we have two planted

with some large standard Fuchsias, having a ground-

work of Palox decussata, which give promise of

looking well at a later date. A bed planted with

Roses has done well, but owing to the dry weather

its flowering period was cut short, and it has been

replaced with Erythrina Crista-galli, now coming
into flower. Some good beds of Carnations attract

notice, showing their adaptability to this form of

garden embellishment. Amongst the varieties doing

well were noted—Danger, a good crimson ; Eaby
Castle, pale pink ;

Qaeen of Be dders, a brighter pink

;

and the primrose-yellow Germania. Alice Ayres, a

white with crimson edge, is doing well, but is not so

telling as the varieties just mentioned. Next comes

a bed of Canterbury Bells, which have made a good
show, and bid fair to make another very soon, being

full of bud again ; a pleasing effect is produced here

by an undergrowth of Violas.

A bed of mixed Mimulus has been making a good

show, but has lately been removed and substituted

with large plants of the oak-leaved Pelargonium,

having the Canary Creeper and Campanula pvrami-

dalis mixed with them—a very effective association.

Four beds of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums having a

carpet of Viola Blue Bell, with a baud of white

Lobelia, were remarkable for the pleasing colouring.

Two beds of Humea elegans were novel and attrac-

tive. Humeas were once met with commonly, but

gardeners have lost the art of growing the plants

[owing to the disease which affects it. Ed.],

but th?y must learn it again. Plumbago capensis

with Solanum marginatum and Begonias as an
undergrowth make a graceful bed planted together.

Two small beds filled with crimson Stocks and
Mignonette, of course always find admirers. Four
round beds planted with tuberous-rooted Begonias

having crimson flowers, and stood about on a carpet

of Moneywort, were attractive.

Tne next series of beds are planted in pairs, con-

sisting of Fuchsias, Begonias, and Pelargcniums.

The Fuchsia beds consist of the varieties Mrs.

Marshall, Empress of Germany, Madame Cornelissen.

r-nd Scarcity, and some of them are carpeted with

Ten-week Stocks, Begonias, Violas, and other small-

growing plants. Some beds of Pelargoniums, having

mixtures of blue Cornflowers, Poppies, Golden
Privet, and Ssatice Sawarowii, &c, are very

effective arrangements. On the left, going from

Mount Street Gate to Grosvenor Gate, there are

some beds filled with French varieties of Canna,

which will make a good show later on. Two beds of

Heliotrope, intermixed with Nicotiana affinis, look

welL Here, again, we have a bed of Plumbago
capensis and Fuchsia Scarcity, with Begonia semper-

florens, and a carpet of Alternanthera, which looked

well.

From Grosvenor Gate to the Marble Arch some
of the beds were filled in early spring with Dielytra

and Pansies, and two beds of Doronicum planta-

gineum, having mixed Tulips interspersed with the

former, were excellent. Two beds of Saxifraga

umbrosa (London Pride), with Spanish Iris inter-

mixed, made a good early show ; the Spanish Iris

coming on later gave an additional floral display.

Tnese beds have since been filled with Fuchsias,

Dracaenas, Grevilleas, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, &c,
and are again making a fine show. One bed of

Petunias must not be passed over—it is flowering

splendidly—the hot weather is doubtless favourable

to Petunias flowering so well.

Passing across the park to the dell, we have the

usual imposing and tropical feature imparted by

Tree Ferns, Dracsenas, Musas, &c, overhanging the

pretty little stream of water at the east end of the

Serpentine. A mixed border planted with things

too numerous to mention looks well at the present

time. Coming on to the flower walk (Kensington

Gardens), where flowers have been continuous

since early spring, commencing with Snowdrops,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Chionodoxa, Scilla,

Phlox atrceia, Wallflowers, Paonies, Lilies, Del-

phiniums, Violas and Pansies, which latter are still

good, we have a walk presenting daily fresh

features of beauty, interest, and attractiveness. A
word of praise should certainly be given to Mr. W.
Browne (the Superintendent) for his admirable

arrangements this reason. J. B.

SCOTLAND.

AN EDINBURGH NURSERY.
To the lover of horticulture, who finds himself on

holiday in the queenly capital of Scotland, not the

least interesting of the many interesting features of

Edinburgh is its profusion of magnificent public

gardens and extensive private nurseries. AmoDg the

latter, Beechhill, owned by the well-known firm of

John Downie, and situated about a mile west of the

city, on the Corstorphine Road, amply repays the

trouble of a visit. The situation of the Nursery of itself

has a peculiar charm for the eye that can appreciate

the beauties of a delightful landscape in the environs

of a busy city. From the slopes of Beechhill you
might imagine yourself surveying the outlines of

some siqiestered scene, far from the turmoil of a

thousand busy Btreets, though the heights and spires

of the Northern Athens are almost within a stone's

throw. In front stretches one of the most fertile

plains in Scotland, affording a particularly rich

mosaic of cornfield and meadow, and backed by the

green slopes of the distant Pentlands. Oa the right

lies the village of Corstorphine, with its venerable

church-spire, and the wooded hill, whose summit,
" Rest and be thankful," is one of the favourite

haunts of the good folk of Edinburgh, To the left

a glimpse is caught of Arthur's Seat, which you
might mistake for the brow of some distant " Ben."

As I have said, you might be 100 miles removed from
the busy haunt of men, were it not that the 1 o'clock

gun booming from the Castle rock, scarcely half-an-

hour's walk away, reminds you that you are in the

near environs of " Edinboro' toun."

I have not come here to reflect or poetise, how-
ever, and after spending five minutes admiring the

prospect, I am conducted into the Begonia-house,

there to marvel at the effect produced by the skilful

cooperation of Nature and man. The house is

between SO and 00 feet long, and it may convey

some idea of the beauty of the interior when I say

that the long platforms on either side of a broad

passage are covered with a msz9 of magnificent

blooms of exquisite variety.
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The contenta of the next home into which I am
conducted are less dazzling. It contains a fine

collection of healthy Smilax and Hninea elegana.

Its neighbour, the Palm- stove, is filled with many
thousands of graceful specimens, ranging in size from

3 inches up to 12 feet ; Gloxinias of the finest strain,

Eucharis, Adiantum cuneatum, Araucaria excelsa,

Dracaenas, Asparagus plumoaus nanus, Caladiums,

Cannas, and other superior plants have each a house

devoted to their culture, in order to supply the large

demands of Downie'a floral establishment in Princes

Street.

The last house inspected is resplendent with a

blaze of double Begonias ; some of the blooms are

truly magnificent. I cannot refrain from mentioning
one from a seedling of Downie's own nurture. It

bears the appropriate name of Mrs. Downie, and
for size, compactness, and the purity of its white

colour, would be difficult to surpass. Other speci-

mens deserving special mention are Madame Cecil

Godfrey, Lamartine, and La Baronne de St. Didier.

One is not surprised to hear that these blooms are at

present the most popular of flowers with the

fashionables of Princes Street.

A stroll along the walks outside betrays at every

step some interesting feature. A patch of healthy

young Planes attracts attention from the fact that

they are the offspring of a venerable sire, which
is one of the sights of the village of Corstorphine.
This relic of a byegone age is the remnant of a
shady avenue that once led up to the old castle.

Both castle and avenue have disappeared, and left

this giant witness of the old world of a far-off genera-
tion. The feature about it is the remarkable colour
of the young leaves in early spring, their glittering

yellow is so singular as to strike the eye of the most
indifferent passer-by. The old folks tell a story of
a phantom woman dressed in white, with a bloody
sword in her hand, who affrights the belated traveller,
a tale which recalls a love tragedy preserved by
tradition.

Other bedsthat tell of floarishinggrowthandcareful
management, and that catch the eye in passing,
contain collections of Conifers, fruit trees, orna-
mental shrubs, East Lothian Stocks, Antirrhinums,
Pentstemons, Delphiniums, and other herbaceous
flowers. It is sufficient to say that the whole is a
model of what a plant-rearing garden should be, and
reflects credit on the general management of Mr.
William MacKinnon. Traveller.

Forestry.

FELLING AND PLANTING PARK TIMBER.
" Be aye stickin' in a tree " was the advice given

by the laird of Dumbiedykes to bis son, and it is
said these words of Sir Walter Scott led several
estate proprietors to go in extensively for tree
planting. However this may be, it is probable that
the taste for planting has existed, and will exist,
among all classes, independently of any ulterior
motives than those ingrained in most members of
the human race, from the inmate of a garret with
hii or her Pelargonium in a tea-pot, to the
wealthy proprietor of a large estate, with his woods
and deer-park. With this taste for planting is
usually associated the desire to preserve what has
already been planted by the owner or bis predeces-
sors, a sentiment which is constantly in evidence
wherever trees or shrubs are to be found. We all
know the ungainly Araucaria of the suburban villa,
which the occupier thereof regards either as a type
of arboreal beauty, or as a vegetable phenomenon,
according as his inclinations run in an artistic or
scientific groove. But while such incongruities are
apparent to the most casual critic, cases may be
constantly met with where the existence of a few
trees blocks up or obstructs a picturesque view
the possibility of which has never been sus-
pected. Such cases are more common in undu-
lating than very flat or hilly countries, but in
all parts of the country the functions of trees in

the composition of the landscape seldom receive a

due amount of attention, although their planting is

better attended to than their removal. Many of our

most picturesque parks have, no doubt, been touched

up by some able landscape gardener at one time or

another, and bear evidence of their skill to this day,

for the artistic creations of such men as Repton,
" Capability " Brown, Kent, &c.,^are little more than

fully developed even now. But while the art of the

landscape-gardener has not altered so far as its

principles go, nor has it advanced to any important

degree during the last century, the ideas and pro-

ductions of its followers are constantly in need of

revision and modification. This arises from the

simple fact that trees grow in size, while their

surroundings retain their original proportions. The
seedling of an inch grows in the course of a century

into a lofty tree, creating a new feature in a land-

scape which may or may not be the better for it. We
often find a site chosen for a mansion on account of

the extensive view of the surrounding country which

it commands, and where the immediate vicinity

is bleak and bare nothing is more natural than the

desire to remedy this defect by planting belts, clumps
and single trees in more or less close proximity to

the honse. The effect of this work is at first

scarcely perceptible, but later on, it is frequently

found that some interesting feature of the landscape

is shut out from the principal point of view. When
this occurs before the trees have reached their full

size, the removal of the obstruction is a simple

matter; but when, as frequently happens, many
years elapse before the view becomes obstructed, a

conflict often arises in the mind of the owner as to

whether a well-shaped tree or clump of trees, or the

view behind it or them, shall be sacrificed. To the

landscape gardener or impartial observer this ques-

tion resolves itself into simply deciding whether the

tree or the prospect behind is the greater feature in

view before him. " A Primrose by the river's brim,

a yellow Primrose is to him, and it is nothing more ;

"

but the owner sees things in a different light.

Familiarity does not always breed contempt, and
the chief attractions of a home lie in the familiar

objects by which it is surrounded. Every tree,

building, or hedgerow is necessary to complete a
picture which is always present to the native mind,

and the removal of one of them is like parting

with an old friend, or the snapping of a link which
connects the old with the new. To the stranger,

things appear as they are, devoid of all asso-

ciation, and every combination of lawn, trees,

water, and sky, forms a picture, good or bad, as

the case may be, and the landscape artist walks
through a park in much the same way as a painter

walks through a picture-gallery. These two inde-

pendent points of view are usually brought into

opposition when outside opinion is consulted respect-

ing the improvement or alteration of any old and

historic mansion or park which has been in the hands

of the owner's family for several generations. When
a property changes hands, the new owner invariably

sets about alterations and improvements, which the

old proprietor would regard as utterly spoiling the

place, but in most cases true taste will content itself

with as few radical changes as possible, and avoid

any alterations which tend to destroy the general

character of the spot. One of the most essential attri-

butes of those who plant or fell for effect is the power

of anticipating the result of their work when fully

completed. This is the more easy to do in the case

of truing than in planting as the function of the

former is to remove existing defects, while that of

the latter is rather to provide new features. The

removal of trees may be desirable for several reasons,

but apart from those cases in which they act as

obstructions to the view, from a definite standpoint,

the most monstrous instances are found in the case

of belts, margins of woods, and dense masses of trees

which give the landscape a heavy and somewhat

monotonous appearance.

The belt is an element of most park scenery, and

is usually provided with the intention of hiding the

boundary line
1

, or disguising the real limit of the

park. This it often fails to do, owing to its narrowness,

uniform width, or unbroken continuity. A narrow
bait is quite as effective in its early life as a broad

one, but as the trees grow up, their lower branches
die off or become thin in foliage, and we find a per-

forated and imperfect screen, the identity of which
is only too apparent. By varying the width, so that

some places are dense and impenetrable to the eye,

and leaving a few gaps in suitable places, it becomes
almost impossible to detect the boundary line at a

reasonable distance, and relief is furnished to an

otherwise long and unbroken surface of foliage. A
common fault in a belt is its straight or compa-

tively straight outline, often produced by following

too closely the fence it is intended to hide. This

can also be remedied by varying the width, so that

some parts project, and others recede from the

general line. The same treatment is necessary in

the case of margins of woods, but where this has

been neglected in planting, the axe must be employed

to break the outline where necessary. By cutting

sharply into the wood in one or two places, so that

the outline becomes prominently but not too fre-

quently broken, a variation in light and shade is

obtained which greatly improves its appearance.

A better effect is produced if the remaining

portions are thinned, so that individual trees stand

out here and there from the main mass, and thus

obscure the exact boundary line between wood and

grass. This, of course, must be done while the trees

are still young, otherwise the unfurnished condition

of the lower part of the trunks gives them an un-

sightly appearance when isolated, and the sudden

exposure may also affect their health. In breaking

a dense mass of trees such as a large clump, the

same principles apply as in the former case. Instead

of leaving single trees, however, it is better to leave

them in twos or threes if the lower branches have

been killed off by crowding, which is better for the

health of the trees, and also does away with a good

deal of the unsightly appearance which isolated trees

with bare stems present. As many of the marginal

trees should be retained as possible, as these will be

well furnished, and hide those standing behind to a

great extent.

The manner in which planting should be carried

out in a park depends greatly upon the conformation

of the ground. Where the latter is of an undu-

lating character, the differences of level may be

apparently increased by planting the tops of slopes

and hillocks, and leaving the low ground compara-

tively bare. On flat ground, recourse must be had

to groups and combinations in order to furnish

variety, and thick planting usually gives a better effect

than wide stretches of bare turf with nothing to attract

the attention or form a sufficient background to the

view. On such ground few finer effects are obtained

than by following the type of the natural forest, with

its alternating glade, thicket, and characteristic

group, and in which the scene is constantly changing.

Most of our finest parks are simply the remains of

primeval forests, which at first were reserved as

chases or sporting grounds, and later on enclosed

and stocked with deer. This style of scenery, how-

ever, can only be artificially obtained in parks of

large extent, or in which the head of deer or cattle

is kept within due limits. Close grazing improves

the pasturage, no doubt, but destroys the smaller

plants and bushes which constitute a characteristic

feature of forest scenery. This lack of small shrubs,

Ferns, &c, gives a prim and neat appearance to a

park which is not alt igetber displeasing, but is apt

to destroy the perfectly natural aspect which many
consider a park ought to possess. The judicious use

of the ba-ba or sunk fence, and the planting of

B acktborn, Holly, &c„ wdich are secure from the

attacks of cattle, might do much in brebking the

even planes of sward below and the browsing line

above.

Tne use of the clump in park scenery has often

results in producing a bad effect. This is usually

due to its being planted with a circular outline

;

and when, as is often the case, it is treated

throughout as a plantation, it is entirely out of keep-

ing with the surrounding ground. In our opinion,

where more than haU-a-dozen trees are wanted in
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one place the clamp should never possess an entirely

convex outline. Crescents, triangles, and oblongs,

&c, are all preferable to the circle, providing the

sides are not too straight and regular ; and aVT,
or star-shape, are all well adapted for providing a

broken, irregular outline, with alternating projec-

tions and recesses. Many of these objectionable

circular clumps were probably planted with the

intention of gaining the most ground with the least

length of fencing, and after the removal of the latter,

giving the clump its final shape. But as this would
naturally be out of the question until many years

after planting, it is not surprising to find this part

of the work neglected in many instances where the

planter has not survived the completion of his task,

and his successors have not entered into the spirit

of his ideas. At the same time, the disfigurement
of a picturesque park by these formal clumps of

young Fir or Larch seems hardly justifiable under
any circumstances. Where young trees must be
planted for after-effect, and to replace deaths, a
more appropriate way of doing it might surely be
found, and the principles of strict economy (so

seldom observed in bond-fide plantations) slightly

departed from when occasion requires. By giving
the clump its proper size and shape from the first,

the branches of marginal trees are allowed to
develop, and the effect at all stages of growth is

greatly improved.

Generally speaking, planting individual trees in the
park does not prove a success. A single tree may be
either an overgrown bush or an arboreal giant, but
it is only as the latter that it is much admired. On
poor soils, or where at all exposed, a really good
specimen tree is rarely seen, and the majority of
isolated deciduous trees are short boled with " mush-
room " heads. In such cases, a crown of foliage
formed from two or three stems is usually more
admired than the formal looking individual. Too
many double-stemmed crowns must, of course, be
avoided, and the existence of any well-shaped
tree, however small, is always welcome. Combina-
tions of different species, such as Scots Pine and
Oak, Beech, Elm, &c, often give a pleasing effect,

and a few Thorns, Hollies, &c, help to break the
browsing line on flat ground. The chief object aimed
at, whether in felling or planting, should be the pro-
viding of just that amount of variety which prevents
monotony but does not destroy character. Abrupt
changes, or a series of similar repetitions are always
undesirable, the one attracting attention to their

artificial nature, and the other proving far more
monotonous than a constant, but characteristic type
of scenery. A. C. Forbes.

VARIORUM.

The Advance of Plant Life.—When the
tremendous volcanic exolosion of August, 1883,
occurred in the Straits of Sunda, half of the island of

Krakatoa was blown away and every vestige of life

was destroyed on the remaining half. The ground
was buried under hot ashes and burning numice-
stone, varying in depth from 3 feet to nearly 200 feet.

No vegetable uerm could possibly have survived the

catastrophe. Tet when Dr. Treab explored Krakatoa,
only three years after the eruption, he found various

species of plants flourishing there. It was shown
that they could not have been carried there by
human agency, because men had not visited the

devastated island. The character of the new plants

was such as to prove that they could not have been
derived from the former vegetation of Krakatoa, even

if any living remains of that vegetation could have
existed in the burned and buried soil. The nearest

land on which any nlants grew was the island of

Sihesie. Sumatra is 20 miles and Java 21 miles from

Krakatoa. Tet a doz«n kinds of Ferns and several

species of flowering plants and grasses were discovered

by Dr. Treub flourishing on the shores and in the

mountainous interior. That some of these forms of

vegetation had been carried there by the ocean was
indicated by the fact that seeds of littoral plants

were found scattered on the shore. As to the other

plants, the history of their appearance upon the

island seems to have been as follows : First, a thin

film of a simple form of vegetable life, derived from

floating germs, in the atmosphere, covered the pumice-

stone, and, through chemical action, brought its sur-

face into a condition fitted for the nourishment of

Ferns and later of flowering plants. The seeds of

these were bronght by the winds and birds, and, as

soon as the soil was capable of supporting them, they

took root, and, bathed in the equatorial sunshine,

began the work of clothing the barren island anew.

Renewed attention has recently been called to the

reappearance of vegetation on Krakatoa in connection

with the general subject of the origin of the plants

that inhabit islands. Nature shows herself entirely

capable of conveying the germs of plant-life for long

distances by means of the ocean and the atmosphere,

aided by the birds. When man comes to her assistance

the work goes on apace. Of eighty species of plants

inhabiting the Laccadive Islands—which are simply

the tops of a group of submerged mountain peaks in

the Arabian Sea, half of whose inhabitants have at

times been swept off by storm waves—it is believed

that fifty-six have been introduced by man, eleven

by the sea, two by the winds, and two by birds.

Among the species not introduced by man is one of

the finest trees of the islands, the Coco- Palm. There

is nothing more impressive in modern science than

the story of what has been learned of the gradual

conquest of the earth by plants—for a real conquest

it has been. Christian Age, July 10.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
raiperature above or below 43° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Day- Day- Day- Day- lOths
deg. dog. deg. deg. Inch. Infl.

2 — 79 + 122 + 262 4 — 133 23-4 16 30

1 3 — 87 — 34 + 415 4 — 107 15-5 18 35

2 3 — 104 + 54 + 277 3 — 111 16-5 IS 33

3 4 — 108 + 18 + 283 3 -i- 96 12-8 28 39

4 3 — 108 + 45 + 373 2 — 88 184 17 36

6 3 — 121 — )4 + 333 2 + 85 11-9 20 38

6 2 — i>2 + 21 + 364 4 — 112 16 5 23 34

7 3 — 100 + 37 + 303 4 — 97 16'1 29 36

8 2 — 109 + 15 + 337 2 — 91 169 22 44

9 2 — 96 — 13 + 268 2 + 123 17 6 14 32

10 3 — 102 — 64 + 195 2 102 19-6 14 35

* 2 — 124 + 16 + 248 2 + 104 14 2 28 49

The distriots indicated by number in the first oolumn are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Dittrictt—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, Eogland, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including Loudon, S.

Principal Grazing, #c, District*—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

Englend, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 8, Ireland, N.;
10. Ireland, S. ; 'Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending August 3, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather was mostly fair and dry during the early

part of the week, the only exception being on July 28, when
heavy rain fell over the eastern and southern counties. After

the middle of the period, however, unsettled rainy conditions

spread gradually over the United Kingdom from the westward

,

and on August 2 smart thunderstorms occurred in many parts

of England.

" The temperature was below the mean in all districts, the

deficit amounting in most cases to between 2° and 3°, but in
* England, E.' to 4°. Highest readings, which occurred at

various times during the week, were below 70° in most of the

western and northern districts, and very little above that

point in any other parts of the kingdom. Lowest readings

were also registered on varying dates, and were low for the

time of year ; in ' England, E.' the thermometer fell to 39°,

and in 'Scotland, N. and W. and England, S.WV to 38°. In

the ' Channel Islands,' however, it did not go below 53°.

"The rainfall exceeded the mean in 'England, E. and S.

and the Channel Islands, as well as in Ireland, N.,' but showed
a deficiency in all other districts. In ' England, N.E. and
N.W.* the fall amounted to only half the normal.
"The bright sunshine was considerably less than the mean

over the United Kingdom generally, but was slightly in excess

of the normal in ' Scotland, E. and England, N.WV The per-

centage of the possible duration ranged from 29 in ' England,
N.W.,' and 28 in 'England, E. and the Channel Islands,' to

15 in * England, N.E.,' and 14 in ' Ireland.' "

Markets.
COVENT GARDEN. August 8.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preoeding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arams, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches ...

— French p. bn.

Bouvardias, per
bunch

Carnations, per 12
blooms

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Ruoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladioli, p. 12 sprya
Lapageria, per 12

blooms
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen bunches ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen bunches

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunohes ...

Marguerites, per
12 bunches

f. d. t.d.

2 0-40

3 0-60
6-10

6-10

10-30

4 0-90
1 6-- 2 6
3 0-40
6-16

10-20

2 0-40

2 0-40

4 0-60

10-30

Mignonette, per 12
bunches 2

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12blms. 9
Odon togiOBsnm
orispum,12 blm. 3

Pelargoniums, soar-

let, per 12 bunch 3
— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Rosea, Tea, per doz.— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),
doz bunches

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

d. s. d.

0-4

0-15

0-6

0-6
4-0 6
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0-16

0-9

.6-20

0-4
0-4
12-06

Orchid-bloom in variet

Plants nr Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4
Chrysanthmums, p

doz. pots
Cockscombs, p. doz

pots o
Coleus, per dozen... 2

Cyperua, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1
— various, doz. 12

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1

— various, doz. 5

d. t.d.

0-12
0-30
0-15

4 0-60

6 0-12

0-6
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
6-3
0-12

s.d.i.d.
Fious elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30
Fuchsias, per doz. .. 4 6-60
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24
Ivy Geraniums, doz. 4 0-60
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen pots ... 12 0-18

Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24
Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, doz. 8 0-12
Rhodanthe, per doz. 4 0-60

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples, per Bieve ...

Currants, black, per
half-sieve

Figs, per dozen ...

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats

f. d. I. d.

3 0-40

7 0-80
10-20

13-16
9-10

16-20

Grapes, Guernsey...
Melons, each
Pine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, each
Peaches, 1st size, doz
— 2nd size „— 3rd size ,,

t. d. id.
8-13

16-20

2 0-60
6 0-10
2 0-40
10-16

Vegetables.—Avehagk Wholesale Prices.

Beans, Runners ...

Cauliflowers, p. doz,

Cucumbers, per doz
Marrows, veg., doz.

Mushrooms, per lb.

t.d. t.d

20-2 t

3 0- 4 (

1 6- 2 C

1 0-
6-0

Peas, blue, p. bush. 4 0-5

Tomatos, Home-
grown

— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey ,,

4
3 0-36
30 -

Potatos.
No change to report. Best samples are scarce. /. B. Thomas,

SEEDS.
London : Aug 7.—Messrs. John Shaw i Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

write that to-day's market was scantily attended, with but
little business passing. New Trifolium, both English and
Foreign, is offering on reasonable terms. A few parcels of

winter Tares, of fair quality, are now coming to hand. New
Bye is cheap and good. There is an improved inquiry for-

Mustard and Rape seed. Haricots scarce. Peas unchanged.

Birdseeds continue slow. Buckwheat offers on tempting
terms. Other articles jast now attract but little attention.
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FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Aug, 6. — Quotations :—Peaa, 3*. per bushel

;

Koraeradiah, Is. to In. 3d. per bundle; Currants, Is. 6rf. to

$6. flrf. per half-sieve ; Gooseberries, Is. Qd. to 2s. do.

Stratford : August 6.—Quotations :—The supply to this

market during the past week has been good, and, with plenty

of buyers, a brisk trade was done as under :—Cabbages, 3s. to

5s. per tally; Turnips, lis, to 2s. 64. per dozen bunches;

Oarrots, household, 2s, to 3s. do.; Mangels, IBs. to 225. per

ton; Onions, Oporto, 5s. to 5s. 6d. per case; Apples, English,

2s. 6rf. to 5s. per bushel ; Plums, 3s. Id. to 3s. 9d. per half-

sieve ; Cherries, 2s. to 3s. do. ; Pears, Is. 6d. to 2s. Id. do.

;

Cucumbers, Is. 64. to 2s. 8d. per dozen ; Scarlet Runners, 4i. 6rf.

to 4s. per sieve ; do., Runners, 9s. to 10s. per bag.

Spitalfields: Aug, 6.— Quotations: — Scarlet Beans,

3s. 6d. to 4s. Qd. per bushel ; Peas, 2s. Qd. to 3s. do. ; Turnips,

2s. to 2s. Qd. per dozen bundles; Carrots, do ; Marrows, 4s.

to 5s. per tally ; Cabbages, 2s. to 3s. do. ; Apples, 3s, id. to

4s. per bushel ; Seconds, do., 2s. to 2s. Qd. do.

Fakringdon: Aug. 8.— Quotations :—Cabbages, Is. 3d.

per dozen; Carrots, 3s. Qd. per dozen bunches; Turnips, 4s.

do. ; Mint, 4s. do. ; Marrows, 2s. per dozen ; Scarlet Beans,

4s. to 4s. Qd. per bushel ; Tomatos, 4s. Qd. per box of 12 lb.

;

Green Gages, 4s. per pad ; Apples, 4s. per bushel ; Raspberries,

Id. per punnet; Plums, 5s. per half-bushel ; Cucumbers, 2s.

per dozen.

POTATOS.
Borough : Aug. 6. — Quotations ranged between 80s. and

120s. per ton.

Spitalfields: Aug. 6. — Quotations :—Hebrons, 60s. to

70s. ; Regents, 55s. to 70s. ; Snowdrops, 70s. to 90s. ; Puritans,

70s, to 85s. ; Reading Giants, 60s. to 70s. per ton.

Stratford : August 6.—Quotations :—Magnums, light soil,

60s. to 75s. ; dark soil do., 50s. to 55s. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 80s.

per ton.

Farringdon : August 8.— Quotations : Puritans, 80s. to 90s.

;

Monarchs, 80s. to 9i>s. ; Red Hebrons, 80s. to 90s. ; Imperators,

70s. to 80s. ; Magnums, 60s. to 70s. per ton.

London Averages : August 7.—Hebrons, 80s, to 90s.

;

Snowdrops, 80s. to 100s. ; Early Regents, 65s. to 75s.

;

Early Rose, 60s. to 70s. ; Puritans, 60s. to 70s. ; Kidneys, 60s.

to 65s. per ton.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
August 3, and for the corresponding period last year :—1895 :

Wheat, 24s. 2d. ; Barley, 18s. 2d, ; Oats, 15s. 9a\ 1894;

Wheat, 24f. Ad. ; Barley, 21s. 4d. ; Oats, 19s. 8rf.

Mr
Lormfiondenk

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :

—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 110*. ; do., inferior, 50s. to 80*. ; hay,

best, 60s. to 95s. ; do., inferior, 36*. to 60*. ; mixture, 70s. to

92s. Qd. ; and straw, 20*. to 38*. per load.

Vegetables.
»-

NEW KIDNEY BEAN DWARF PARISIEN.

This is a dwarf French variety distributed by
Messrs. Vilmorin & Co. of Paris last spring, and
it is said by them that it has sprung up among
the Paris market gardeners, and althongh it has

become known bnt recently, its culture is spreading

very rapidly in the vicinity of Paris. I have a few

lines of it at my seed grounds at Bedfont, where

it has done well and pleases me greatly. It is of

dwarf and compact growth, very early, and highly

productive, the pods long, soon maturing, dark

green in colour, streaked with black lines, and
baviog tested it for table, I can pronounce it all

that can be desired. The fact that the beans are

darkly Btriped need not prejudice any one against

it ; it is characteristic of some older varieties, and

the colour entirely disappears in the process of

cooking. I think it must prove a very excellent

forcing variety, as it commences to bear so early.

We are indebted to Messrs. Vilmorin & Co. for

several good things in the way of vegetables ; not

least among them being the Dwarf Parisien French

Bean. B. D.

E NQUIR Y.

" He that questioneth much shall learn much. '*—Baoon.

" D. W. C. M." would be glad if some of our

correspondents would inform him what would be the

best things to grow on land irrigated with sewage.

•.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
eowlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, wiU
kindly aid us by sending their communications ae tarty in the

week a* possible. Communications should reach ue not later than
Wednesday.
•.* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Namsd.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packsd and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Addbess of the Gabdenebs' Royal Benevolent
Institution : Inquirer. No. 50, Parliament Street,

Whitehall, W.C.

Books: Asparagus. A trustworthy manual is one
entitled Asparagus Culture, by Barnes and Robin-
son. Price Is. 8d„ post-free, of D. W. Morgan,
1, Little College St., Westminster, London, S.W.

—

Pbopagation and Management op Fbuit, Fobest
Tbees, Conifebs, &c. : W. H, B. The following

would be of use :

—

Fruit Farming for Profit, by
G. Bunyard, published by Frederick Bunyard,

29, Week Street, Maidstone; Cultivated Plants,

by F. W. Burbidge.to be bought of D. W. Morgan,
1 Little College Street, Westminster, S.W. ; and
The Art of Grafting and Budding, by Charles
Baltet, published by W. Robinson, 37, South-
ampton Street, Covent Garden. The Forester, by
J. Brown, 6th edition, by John Nisbet, published
by W. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London,
will tell you all about the management of forest

trees, &c, in the nursery.

Carnation Pbopagation : B. M. P. Ton will find

several methods described on p. 41, July 13. The
stems should be cut half through, just below a
joint at a point where the growth is fairly

matured, but not woody.

Cockscombs : B. M. P. The plant is an annual, and
should be thrown away after flowering, if seed be
not wanted.

Dbacjenas : B. M. P. The stem should be half cut
through just below a node, and then slit upwards
for an inch or two, the slit being kept slightly open
with a thin wedge. Moss may then be bound
round the stem at that place, or a flower- pot cut
in half vertically may be made to clasp the stem,
being fixed to some stakes stuck into the soil, and
fastened together with twine or wire. The pot may
be filled with peaty soil, or peat and sphagnum-
moss. The soil or moss should be kept moderately
moist. When sufficiently rooted, separate the rooted

portion and treat it as an independent plant.

Eabwigs on Nectabine Tbees and Dahlias :

E. B. G. and B. 1>. These insects (Forficula

auricularia) may be caught in small pots half-

filled with hay, &c. ; in lobster- claws, or, better

still, in tubes made out of brown paper, pieces of

the stems of Hemlock, Elder, and Broad Beans,
one end being plugged. These should be cut into

lengths of about 9 inches. In the case of Dahlias,

Carnations, &c, hang the tube on the stake that
supports the plant, the open end downwards. In
the morning, take down the tubes, remove the

plug, and blow the earwigs into a vessel of hot

water, replace the plug, and hang it again on
the stake. In the case of fruit trees on walls,

the tubes may be tucked under the shoots and
branches.

Fertilisation of Obchids : F. L. G, The Hague,
John Murray, Albemarle Street, London. A few
shillings.

Fungi : T. J. H, The fungi you send are true

Mushrooms.

Fungus Diseases of Tomatos : Solanum. But little

good would result from putting in your inquiry

concerning these two well-known maladies. As a

preventive means, use the Bordeaux Mixture —
a formula for making it was given in a recent

issue—not waiting till the disease has declared

itself. It will not harm either the fruit or the
leaves, and it will keep the plants healthy. Take
care not to use it after the fruits begin to colour.

Labv.e : W. Cann. None was found in the box.

Lilies : F. de L. The Lilies you mention might all

be left in the ground if sufficiently protected. Your
plants of L. auratum are probably attacked by the

fungus which is so destructive to Lilies.

MuSHEOOM GEOWING ON GlASS WITHOUT MaNUEB :

TV. H. P. See Gardeners' Chronicle, August 19,

1893, p. 214. We have no further information.

Names of Fhuit : J. W. S. Keswick Codlin.

—

A. F.
Pear Early Rousselet ; Apple next week.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this issue are requested to comult the nejet number.—B. P. We do not undeitake to name florists'

varieties. Send your Carnations to a large grower—A. F, 1, Cupressus, perhaps sempervirens; 2,

Libocedrus decurrens; 3, Liquidambar styracifiua;

4, Pinus Laricio var. ; 5 and 6, next week.

—

F. C. 8.

Spiraea Lindleyana, and one of the American Oaks.— W. T, Leicester. 1, Sedum ; 2 Anchusa italica ; 3,

4, and 5, Erinus lychnidea.

—

J. C. 1, Viola cornuta,
white variety ; 2, Geran um prateme ; 3, Melilotus

;

4, Sedum rupestre ; 5,LinariaCymbalaria; detached
leaves, without a number, Alchemilla vulgaris.

—

J. W. 3, Thuya plicata ; 4, Cupressus nutkaensis

;

5, Rhus Cotinus. It is too risky to attempt to
name the other scraps.

—

H, H. Ccelogyne speciosa,

Cattleya Eldorado. The little " Angraicum-like
plant" is Trichocentrum albo-pnrpureum.

—

J. S.,

Montrose. 1, Laitrea filix-mas ; 2, Cyrtomium
caryotideum ; 3, Platyloma rotundifolium ; 4, Poly-
stichum angulare depauperatum ; 2 and 3 are not
British.— W. J. B. The rose-coloured flower is

Lsalio- Cattleya X elegans, commonly known as
Leelia elegans Turneri. The light one, Lalio-
CaUleyaxSchilleriana. Both are natural hybrids,
occasionally imported with Lselia purpurata.

—

D. S. cf Son. Cupressus Lawsoniana var.— C.
Lincoln, Asclepias syriaca.

Small Feuits fbom Newland: T. Coombsr. Un-
commonly fine fruits of red-fruited Currants,
Cherry-red, and La Fertile ; Ogden's Black and
White Dutch Currants ; Industry Gooseberries,
and Superlative Raspberries. We have seldom
seen finer, and the more remarkable from the fact

that no artificial watering was performed.

Spotted Peaches : J, A, The spots are not caused
by any fungus growth. Cannot suggest the cause,

Tomato Feuits not Coloubinq Peopeblt : H. Lee,

There is no disease present in the fruit sent for

examination, which is not in any way the worse
for eating. G. if.

Tomatos : Challenger. The constituents of stable and
farmyard manure are, with the exception of the
urine, too slow in their action to suit the short-
lived Tomato plant ; something more concen-
trated and readily available is required, and your
plants are languishing for lack of it. Dung is par-
ticularly wanting in one important constituent cf

the plant, viz., potash. You must clear away the top-
dresBing of dung without much root-disturbance,
affording a slight top-dressing of rather adhesive
loam instead, and over this strew guano, or a
manure consisting of nitrate of soda or sulphate of

ammonia, together with potash and phosphoric
acid. If you use manures rich in nitrogen and
potash, but without the phosphoric acid, the
ripening of the crop will be retarded. The amount
of manure afforded need not exceed 2 oz. to the
square yard, whether afforded in a dry or liquid

state ; and it will not be required more frequently,

at least until the foliage and crop have increased,

than once a week. As against the mildew, use
the Bordeaux Mixture ; see answer in this

page under the heading " Fungus Diseases of
Tomatos."

Wobms on Lawns : W. E. E, Watering the turf

with clear lime-water will bring them to the
surface, when they can be gathered up. This pro-
ceeding will reduce their numbers, but we cannot
imagine a lawn in good condition without worms,
as they render it dryer by their burrowings, be-
sides being the means of bringing the subsoil to

the top, and thus helping to manure the turf.

Communications Received.— H. Noble.—A. C. F.—E. B.—
O. Thomas.—M. C.—T. Singleton, Curraghmore, next w eek ;

kindly send the promised note on Cabbages.—W. H. A.--
Harrison Weir.—A. D.—W. H. W., next week.—A. H.—
K. P. B.—T. L —H. N. R.. Singapore.—Garlies Mitchell.—
M. T—J. J. W—D. T. F.—R. L. H.—W. B. H.—E. B.—
A. O. F.—J. — G. M. Mc—H. M. — W. D.— C. J.—
Sir T. L.-.I. J. M., New York.—W. C—D. S. & Son.—R. B.

—W. H. P.—W. J. B.—H.W.—C.S. A- Son, Guernsey; many
thanks and much sympathy.—G. B. T. F.—N. M.—C. N.,

Antibes.—E. A.. Paris.—T. de M., Guernsey.—T. H.—T. B
—F. W. B.

Photographs, Specimens, &c. Received with Thanks.—
L. L.--J. B., Utrecht.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Ctiboniole Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Qardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHAKGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD Z,INJ5 CHAMGEJO A8 TWO.

4 Lines . £0 3 15 Lines ,.£086
6 » . 3 6 16 .090
« » . 4 17 .096
7 „ . 4 6 18 . 10
8 „ . 5 19 . 10 6
e „ . 5 6 20 . 11
10 „ . 6 21 . 11 6
11 ,, . 6 6 22 . 12
12 „ . 7 23 . 12 6
13 „ . 7 6 24 . 13
14 „ . 8 25 ii • . 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If Bet across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20s.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page, £8; Half Page, £4 10l.; Column, £3.

Gardenersand others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line {about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not
apply to annowncements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each
insertion.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed
for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-
ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C., to A. G. Martin, as, unless
the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertisements anemia be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements
41, Wbxlinston Street, Stband, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15s. ; 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Q-reat Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-
larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with
complaint).

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle elates in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The WORCESTER HERALD " is the moBt effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire

.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Price2d.
Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices : — 72, HIGH STREET. WORCESTER.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residenoe, or Purchasing an
Estate, oan have oopies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-

land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The

Midland Counties Herald always oontains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE:
THE BEST BOOK ON GRAPES

EVER PUBLISHED.
BY

ARCHIBALD F. BARRON,
Superintendent of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Secretary of the Fruit Committee, &c.

Chapter.
I.

n.
m.
rv.
v.
VI.
vn.
vm.
DC.
X.
XI.
xn.
Xffl.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
xvn.
xvin.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXJI.
xxm.
xxrv.
xxv.
XXVI.
xxvn.
xxvni.
Plates I.—

CONTENTS.
Historical Sketch.
Propagation of the Vine.
Hybridising and Raising Vines from Seed.
Vine Borders : their formation, soils, &c.
Structures for Grape Growing.
Heating of Vineries.

Planting Vines : when and how to do it.

The General Management of Vineries.

Pruning and Training the Vine.
Disbudding and Stopping the Shoots.
Setting the Fruit.
Thinning the Fruit.
Keeping the Fruit.
Packing Grapes.
Pot Culture of Vines.
Fruiting Vines in Pots.

Pot Vines as Decorative Table Plants.
Ground Vineries.

Tlu Great Grape Conservatory at Chiswick.
Vines on Open Walls.
Vineyard at Castle Coch, Cardiff.

Commercial Grape Culture.
Diseases and other Injuries.

Noxious Insects.

Selections of Grapes for Special Purposes.
The Classification of Grapes.
The Varieties of European Grapes.
The Varieties of American Grapes.

XXX. : Illustrations of the best kinds of Grapes.

"JOURNAL OF HORTI ULTURE " OFFICE,
171. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

To be had also of A. F. BARRON,
Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, London,

Demy Svo, Handsomely Bound in Cloth.

Price 5b\ ; Post-free, 6s. 6d.

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FORCING-HOUSES. PITS, FRAMES, &c.

IH
H
4
W
W

o

00

p

o
o

L*
o
H
S3 s

Elaborately Illmtraied Catalogue Pott Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

OS
PLAIN.

ARMOURED. t Prices.
Prices. 1—

Q.
Diam. s. d.

Diam. s. d. %.-ix . cheap ... .. 19 3
'Ain . best quality ... 36 3 '/, „ best quality .. 21 5
V- „ extra stout ... 43 7 3=

UJ
V, „ extra stout .. 27 5

H .. best quality ... 45 H .. best quality .. 28
V» „ extra stout ... 52 OS vB , extra stout .. 33

H .. best quality ... 52 v, ,. best quality .. 33

H „ extra stout ... 60 7 z y*

.

extra stout ,. 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
13 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,
Steam, Fire. Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to
all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c , at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

GLASS I

16-oz., per 100
21-oz.

nnff V, erf (12X10, 18X12, 18X14.24X1
in.' nrfl »K12, 20X12, 18X16. 24X1""•"* (16X12, 16X14. 20X16, 24X1

CHEAP GLASS I
In Stock Sizes.

14
16
18, Ao,

1£ x 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2x4, at §d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BtSHOPSttAT* ^TREKT WlTHIN. LONDON. E.O.

FLOWER POTS
and HOKTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries.

WESTON-SU^ER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gables

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.
Price l&tii free on Application,
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CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposes.

Sold in tins, 1*., 2*. 6d„ and 5*. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

( cwt. ? 6s. ; 1 owt. f
lOt. Full directions for use sent with each

tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, oash with
order. O. BKESON, Bone Mills, St. Neotrs. Hunts.

" 13, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on variouB garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,

Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

" A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.O.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,

Putney, S W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of $-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, 1*., 3*., and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTLNE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, id. and 1,., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

FU Ml GATOR
For Greenhouses. Cheap, Baie, and always effective for Green-

fly. Tbrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large establishments in

England,

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tins, 2s. 6d. Everyone should try them. Held under a

Gooseberry bush every oaterpillar will be on the floor in less

thsn a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of thee*

Celebrated and Extensive Pita, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost

promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun., P.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

EPPS'S --* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID FEAT, in

good condition ; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c, in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, jra.

Speoial cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk

at London Wharf. Immediatedespatch by any Rail or Steamer.

Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depdts, King wood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Z^mdnn^eni.Mr.H.SK.ELTOH.Seedsman,&c.,2,HollowayRd.,N.

1- light, 4 ft. by 6ft..

2 8 ft. by 6 ft..

3 12 ft. by 6 ft.

.

4 16 ft. by 6 ft.

.

5 20 ft. by 6 ft.

.

6 ft
24 ft. by 6ft..

£ s. d.

C2
3
4 2 6

5 5
6 7 6

I" 10

CO.,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

\V. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 Engravings,
2s. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. \Qd.

JO-NESr*mWOOD*#** Stourbridge:

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tba.de.

I FEEL
DEAD!
Nonsense, man ! If

you were dead you
wouldn't feel any-
thing about it ! Just
feel amongst your
loose change for 9d.,

send it in stamps to

NEWBALL & MASON Nottingham.
and you will receive per return a sample bottle of

MASONS
EXTRACT HERBS
FOR MAKING DCCD
NGN -INTOXICATING DL L lY

which will quench your thirst, cool your stomach
and refresh your system I

NEVER SAY DIE! SEND STRAIGHT ONI

Of all Chemists and Grocers, 6d. and la> per bottle.

A Sixpenny bottle makes 3 gallons.

STOCK SIZES -in Inches.

12X10 1 14X12 I 18X12 I 16x14 I 20X14 I 20X16124X16192x18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20X12 | 18x14 | 20X15 | 22Xl6|20xl8|24Xl8
21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 16-0Z. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, Blo.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, ft \
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of Ul-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthneld. London, E.c.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chroit.

WARE & SONS' «jgj3jj»

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY /y.

WORKS, / X^
UCKFIELD./^
Rotab.1770 V^ »>

*3S *or PriT»t»
Garden*.

Hundreds of
Testimonial!,

Lifts on application.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAY BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing,
Roofing, &c. Personal Surreys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the best and most economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Post.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Famborough, Hants,

Agricultural pemtmmat
An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponentof scientific and high farming; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,
and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of
pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,
per annum, 5s., inclusive of postage. Single copieB 6d. each,
through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street, Strand, London, W.O.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO P0RCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Managw.
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. M. Thobbtjrn & Co., IB, John Street, New York, TT.S.A.—

American and other Tree and Shrub Seeds, &e.

Watlee Burpee & Co.—Sweet Pea Cupid.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle—Bulbs.

David W. Thomson, 24, Frederick Street, Edinburgh—Bulbs.
Jas. Veitch & Sons. Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Boad,

Chelsea, S.W.—Bulbs.
Jno. DOWNIE, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh—Bulbs.
Haage & ScH>nr>T, Erfurt, Germany—Bulbs and roots.

Louis Van Houtte Pere, Ghent, Belgium—Bulbs, Azaleas,
Camellias, Rhododendrons, &c.

Dicesdns & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh—Bulbs, &j.
E. H. Krelage & Sox, Haarlem, Holland—Bulbs, &c.

W. Baxlob Habtland, Cork, Ireland—Daffodils and Tulips.

B. & G. Cuthbeet, Southgate, London, N.—Bulbs, &c.

Cooper, Taber, &. Co., Limd., 90, Southwark Street, London,
S.E.—Wholesale Bulb list.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Ma. F. Shenton, from Moor Court Gardens, as Head Gardener

to W. H. Rider, Esq., Basford Hurst, Cheadleton, Staf-

fordshire.

Mr, Robert Veitch, from The Gardens, King's Meadows,
Peebles, N.B.. as Gardener to G. W. Hartley, Esq.,
Hayfield, Cladick, Argyllshire.

Mr. K. Savage, late of Newbridge House Gardens, Co. Dublin,
as Gardener to General Saunders, Knot Gore, Belleek
Manor, Ballina, Co. Mayo. -

Mr. R. Waller, as Head Gardener to J. Ptemost, Esq. , The
Grove, Epsom, Surrey.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Leoturers and Students in the
above subjeot.

Price 3d.; pott-free, 3\d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
USD

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS.—
rSTTSRCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
KECOED of RACES and NOTES on the TUBF

.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraved especi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICTTLTUBK.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTBAUAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CTRCLB.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MALL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
& large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 6s. per *nnTnri

Single Copies, 6d. ; Stamped, Id,

Sfu-bliahing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale

ENGLAND,
Tire undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING TTPTRAT.n and SYDNEY MATT. .—

tV<»insojr Messrs. Geo. Street ft Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street. E.C.
Messrs. Gordon ft Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith ft Son, 188, Strand.
James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.
James and Henry Grace. 73, Market Street.
Robertson ft Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous ft Co., 16, Boyal Exchange
Place.

<y Copies of each Journal are filed at the

above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

BBI8T0X, — ...

Marchesfeb
Edixbums
Glasgow .„..

PARTNER, able to introduce small capital,

WANTED in profitable Market Nursery, near Bourne-
mouth.—Apply to S. OSBORN, Kinson Lodge, Parkstone,
Dorset.

WANTED, by Gentleman, PARTNERSHIP
with another, in a small Market Garden with some

Glass. ' Has some experience.—ABMITSTEAD, Winmarleigh,
Garstang, Lanes.

WANTED, an OUTDOOR MANAGER
Must have thorough knowledge of General Nursery

Work, and be well up in Fruit Trees, Boses, and Bhododen-
drons. Age not to exceed 45, and the highest references
required as regards character and capabilities.—Apply to
W. BABBON and SON, Elvaston Nurseries, Bonowash,
Derby.

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a
thoroughly trustworthy, efficient and skilful man for

Fruit and Flowers, where four are kept.—By letter only to
K. JOHNSTON, Esq., 1, Angel Court, London, E.C.

WANTED, a good Practical GARDENER,
good all-round man, help given. Married or single,

married preferred, with son to look after Poultry and help in
garden ; must understand rearing, fattening, and Eearson's
Incubator.—Apply to H. W. B08EBTS0N, Somerset Villa,
Woking.

WANTED, at end of month, near London, a
young MARRIED COUPLE, without children ; Man

as GARDENER (Single-handed), must know his work and
not be afraid of it ; Wife as Laundress. Cottage found.

—

Address, stating wages required, age, and references, J. B.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly good all - round
single MAN, as SECOND, in a Gentleman's Garden.

—Must understand Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Would have turn at Fires. Wages 18s.—
T. DAVIS, Bourne Gardens,;Widford, Ware.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER.—Mar-
ried preferred, with wife as laundress. Work could be

found for children over 10. State age, height, wages.—J. E.
SHAW, Esq., Brooklands, near Halifax.

WANTED, a strong, industrious, and trust-
worthy MAN, as UNDER GARDENER.—Experienced

in general routine. Wages £1.— Apply, by letter only, to
POLLARD, Gardener. Oaklands, Barrowford, Nelson, Lanes.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, not under 25,
who understands Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Vines,

and House Decoration. Must be well recommended, and of
good appearance. Wages, £1 per week, with bothy, milk,
Potatos. vegetables, ficc—Mr. CLINGING, The Gardens,
Sanderstead Court, Croydon.

HANDY-MAN REQUIRED in Gentleman's
Garden, used to Painting, Olaxing, &c—Apply, by

letter in first instance, stating age, and wages expected, to
E. BECKETT, The Gardens, Aldenham House. Elstree, Herts.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a SECOND COUNTERMAN,
well up in Flower Seeds.— N. J., 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN WANTED.'; must be able to
Make-up, and be a good Seedsman. — MATHEWS and

BROOKS, Lichfield.

WANTED, ORDER CLERK and SALES-
MAN, capable of Travelling. Particulars as to

experience in Nurseries (giving time in each situation, how
employed, and reason for leaving), age, wages, &c. ; also
copies of testimonials, to RICHARD SMITH & CO. , Worcester.

WANTED, a CLERK for Shipping Office.
—Must be steady, and have a knowledge of Railway

Work.—Apply, with full particulars, to HARRISON AND
SONS, Seed Merchants, Leicester.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
well up in Bulbs. Plants, and Seeds.—State full par-

ticulars of experience, &c., and salary required, to B., 12,
King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TNVOICE CLERK WANTED.—Must be goodX quick writer, and accustomed to the Bulb and Plant
Trade.—Write full particulars and salary required to B.,
12, King Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

WANTED, Young PERSON, with knowledge
of Floral Work

;
good references required.—Apply to

Mr. H. NEWMAN, Florist, Market Stieet, Yarmouth.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c
DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are

always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the
highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to Bupply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSA N D E R and CO. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDEB and CO., St. Albans.

W MARTIN, Head Gardener to the
• Right Hon. Lord Poltimore, owing to changes being

made, desires another situation. Eleven and a half years*

Bervice. Has had charge of about 8 acres of Fruit and Vege-
table Garden, extensive Pleasure Grounds, and a good amount
of Glass, which consists of 5 Vineries, 2 Peach-houses, Stove
and Greenhouses, Melon and Cucumber-houses, Vegetable-pits,
&c. Age 43, married, one child (a nephew). First-class

character.— Address The Gardens, Poltimore, Exeter.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no
family ; life experience in large establishments ; tho-

roughly practical in all branches. Highly recommended.—G.,
2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly practical in all branches. Life

experience. Wife Dairy, Poultry, if required. Good character.
—GARDENER, Pentland Lodge, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; married, no
family. Twenty one years' experience in large estab-

lishments ; last three years as Head. Excellent testimonials.

—W. LOWTHEB, Wood End, ChicheBter.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40. George
Nottage, fourteen years Head Gardener to J. Bonham

Carter, Esq., Ashuret S. Mary, is open to engage with any
Lady|or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practiculman in all

branches, and with the requirements of a large establishment.
Highest testimonial and reference.—College Street, Petersfield.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married,
no family. Scotchman desires situation. First-class

testimonials. — H. 18, Keith & Co., Advertising Agents,
Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept, or good Single-handed.—Age 34, married, no

family ; life experience in Flowers, Fruit, Kitchen Garden

;

four years' good character, leaving through place being sold.

—

G. P., 6, Poltimore Terrace, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head Working). — John
Bulteel, Esq., Pamflete, Ivybridge, will be pleased

to thoroughly recommend C. Warien, as above. Age 40

;

twenty years' practical experience.—WARREN, Fore Street,
Ivybridge.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Fourteen
years' experience, three and a half as Foreman in present

;

highest references. HEAD GARDENER, Cannon Hall, Barns-
ley, Yorkfl, would be pleased to recommend B. Mason as above.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 40,
married; understands Vines, Peaches, and Gardening

in general. Twenty-one years in last place. Left through
place being sold. First-class testimonials. For full particulars
apply to Messrs. W. BALCHIN and SONS, Hassocks Nurseries,
Hassocks, Sussex.

GARDENER (Bead Working).—Age 35;
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a practical,

energetic man, with twenty years' experience in all branches.
Thoroughly competent, economical, and trustworthy. Five
years' excellent character from present employer. Winner of
many Prizes for Growing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables.
Abstainer.—GABDENEB, 29, Kerrison Boad, Clapham Junc-
tion, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thirty years' praetical experience in every

branch ; alio Stock and Land. Wife understands Dairy. Good
references.—W., Anderson's Nurseries, Teddington, Middles**.

GARDENER (Head Working), wherethrei
or more are kept.—Age 30, married, one child. Thorough

all-round experience. Excellent testimonials,—GARDENER,
Bramshill Park, Winchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working), married
when suited.—G. Woodwabd, Barham Court Gardens,

Maidstone, can confidently recommend his late Foreman to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a persevering
and thoroughly practical man. Address as above.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30;
thoroughly practical. Early and Late Forcing, Flower

and Kitchen Garden. Highest references.—G. BENNETT,
Coughton Hill, Coughton, B.S.O., Warwickshire.

G~
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32
two children, youngest 6 years; experience in all

branches. Good references. Five years* character as Head.—
FISHENDEN, Pellipar Road. Woolwich. Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35>
married, no family. Thoroughly understands OrchidB,

Stove, Vine, Cucumber, Melons, Flower and Kitchen Garden,
Land, Stock. Good reference,—DONNHAM, Woodlands, Stoke
Poges.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—J. Cowabd,
Gardener to the Right Honourable the Earl of Win-

chelsea, can with every confidence recommend J. ROBSON as
above. He has given every satisfaction during the two years
he has been Foreman in the gardens here.—Address The Gar-
dens, Haverholme, Sleaford.
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GARDENER (Head "Working).—Married,
no family. Thoroughly conversant in every department.

Twenty-five years* practical experience in good gardens. Good
character.—T. R.,20, CheBtnut Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 37,
married. A Lady breaking up her establishment, re-

commends her Head Working Gardener, who haa been with

her ten years and four months, to anyone requiring a practical

man. Thoroughly experienced in the cultivation of Orchids,

Stove. Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, Vines. Peaches,

Cucumbers, and Melons, Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c.

—

H. JACQUES, The Almners, Chertsey, Surrey.

/ i ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
v3T handed).—Age 40, mariied, one child ; understands
Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Wife good Cook and Dairywoman if required. Three years'

good character. Twelve previous. Disengaged.—C. S., Lime
Cottage, St. John's, Woking.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 26; practical experience, Inaide and

Out. Five years' good character. Disengaged when suited.

—

A, E. BURGE, Barrow Court, Flax Rourton. Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Married,
no family; good in all branches. Disengaged begin-

ning of August. Good characters. — A. ARMSTRONG,
39, Balham Hill, London, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
— Age 23; four years' good character.— G. DIPLOCK,

Thornhill, East Grinstead, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 27, married, no family; good practical

experience. Good references. Abstainer. — MITCHELL,
Kirkby Mallory, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 27, married ; good all-round hand ; fourteen years'

practical experience ; understands Stock.—F. WELLS, 85,

Ridsdale Road, Anerley, London, S.E.

G_ARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
—Age 28 ; fourteen years' experience in all branches.

Good characters.—MILTON, 3, Kepple Cottages, Sudbury,
Harrow, Middlesex.

ARDENER.—Age 32, married, one ohild
aged 10 ; a steady active man seeks situation as above.

Thoroughly understands Cattle. Wife could manage Small
Dairy.—A. TAYLOR, Ashrideewood, WokiDgham.

GARDENER (Second).—Seven years' expe-
rience, Inside and Out. Good character.—J. WAKE,

Bedale,

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Age 27; experienced. Inside and Out. Two

years* good character.—H, S„ Arborfield, Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside, or Inside and Out.—Over seven years

in present situation. Can be well recommended.—F. WOOD,
Two Hales, Matlock, Derbyshire.

GARDENER, Second of four, or JOURNEY-
MAN (First), age 24. Good experience Inside and Out.

Good references from present and previous places.— J. TIDY,
Lockner Holt, Chilworth, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), or in a Small Place.
—Young Man (age 20). Good references. No objection

to Pony and Trap. Abstainer.—GARDENER, Rose Cottage,

Orofts, Fordbam, Cambs.

GARDENER (Under),—Age 30 (Sootoh-
man). Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds. Good

hand with Scythe. Seven years in present place; four and
a half years' previous. Highly recommended. — JAMES
McBREDE, Bowthorpe, Wisbech, Cambs.

GARDENER (Under).—Yonng man, age 21

;

five years* good character. Abstainer. Small premium
if required.—JAMES REYNOLDS, Westwood, near Guildford,

Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; seeks situa-
tion in a Gentleman's garden. Five years' good cha-

racter.—E. SAVERY. Harlaston, Tamworth.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 22, singe ; five years in present place. Good cha-

racter. Bothy preferred.— F. W., The Gardens, Chacombe
House, Chacombe, near Banbury.

GARDENER (Under), Inside, or Inside and
Out.—Age 22; good references from last and previous

employers.—G. SIMMONS, Burlington Road, New Maldon.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 19; good character. Abstainer. — G. RISELY,

Earning Street, Godmanchester, Hunts.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 22 ; three and a half years' good characteras above.

—E. SLEET, Burrow Hill, Chobham, WokiDg, Surrey.

GARDENER, Inside and Out. — Wanted
situation by a young man (age 19) as above. Six years'

experience. Good character.—T. MILLIAM, Lake Pilton,
Barnstaple, Devon.

ORCHID GROWER, oT GARDENER
(Head).—Age 28; good testimonials. Three years

with K. H. Measures, Esq., The Woodlands.—E. G. ^W„
Mr. Abrahams, Albion Road, St. Albans.

ROSE GROWER (Inside and Out).—Age 28;
good Budder and Grafter, well-up in producing bloom

for market, growing Clematis, &c. ; twelve years' experience.

—A. W., 15, Barend, Winchester.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 27;
thirteen years' experience. Stove (Ferns in quantity),

Softwood, general Market, Flowering and ,Pot stuff, Tomatos,
and Cucumbers. Good references.—C. B., 18, Spencer Road,
Common Side East, Mitcham.

TO MARKET GROWERS—GROWER, nine
years' experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and

General Pot Stuff. Age 24.—B. MILLER, Blackwater, Hants.

To Nurserymen.

\J[ANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
1.V-L —Seventeen years' experience with good Firms ; well-

up in all branches, Buying, Selling, Growing.—PRIMULA,
Plummers Plain, Horsham.

OREMAN (Inside).—Age 27; well up in
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Orchard-houses,

Vines, Peaches, &c, and Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.
Good references. Previously Foreman. — T. WALLER,
Laburnum Cottage, Beehive, Ilford, Essex.

FOREMAN, in good Private Establishment.
—Age 26 ; good experience in Plant and Fruit Houses.

Well recommended.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South
Beddington, WallingtoD, Surrey.

FOREMAN (General).—Mr. Geo.Woodgate,
Head Gardener to Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart., Rolleston

Hall, Burton-on-Trent, highly recommends his present Fruit
and Plant Foreman aB above. Age 26; five years' present, and
seven years' previous situations.

FOREMAN, Inside, or General.—Age 26

;

thoroughly experienced in the general routine of Gar-
dening. House and Table Decorations. First-class references.
—RYDING, Farnham Castle, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General).—Age 39 ; firet-olass

Grower and Propagator of Indoor and Outdoor Nursery
Stock. A good Salesman, and could Travel if required.
Highest references as to ability and character.—QTJERCUS,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; seven years' experience
in Private Gardens and Nurseries, Good knowledge of

the routine under Glass. Excellent references from present
and previous employers.—C. ROBERTS, 9, Tubb's Road,
Harlesden, N.W.

NURSERY FOREMAN (Working).—Age
28 ; life experience. Would like to meet engagement

with a view to Partnership.—D. W., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand. W.C.

OREMAN (Inside).—Age 23; ten years'
experience ia Fruit and Plant-houses, House and Table

Decorations. Highly recommended.—CHARLES PRATT,
The Gardens, Linton Park, Maidstone.

OREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; well up in the
general routine of a large establishment. Life expe-

rience in good places, both in England and Scotland. House
and Table Decorations.—G. FOXTON, Coneysthorpe, Malton,
Yorks.

FOREMAN (Under), in Houses. — Young
Man, age 19; five yeais* experience ; bothy preferred.

—

T. C. B., Head Gardener. Rusthall House, Tunbridge Wells.

FOREMAN, in a Market or good General
Nursery.—Twelve years' experience in all branches;

well acquainted with Fruit, Hardy FlowerB, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Cucumbers, Tomatos. Chrysanthemums, &c.
Good references.—H. PLTJMMER, Curdridge, Botley, Hants.

OREMAN (Market Grower's).—Age 25

;

ten years' experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, and Tomatos,
and general Pot Cultivation. Good references.—W. W., 70,
Bedford Hill, Balham. S.W.

SHOREMAN, in good Market Nursery ; well up
JL in all branches. Twenty-five years' experience; four
years Manager in present situation.—T. C, Keddington Road
Nursery, Louth, Lines.

JOURNEYMAN, under good Foreman, Inside.
—Age 22 ; fair experience. Over two years Inside and

Out in present situation. Good references.—GEORGE
POOK, Gardens, Wakehurst, Ardingly. Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out,
age 20.—Six years' experience ; good characters. Ab-

stainer and Churchman.—C. BINGLEY, Goddington, Chels-
field, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 22 ; situation wanted
in a good establishment, Inside, or Inside and Out.

Excellent references. Total abstainer. — R. WILLIAM*,
Llangernyw, Abergele, North Wales.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Age 24 ; seeks situation in Private Garden. Good re-

ferences. Abstainer,—E. WICKENS, Southborough Lodge,
Bickley, Kent. ____
OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; six years'
experience; three years' reference as above; bothy pre-

ferred.—J, WILLIAMS, Ardington, Wantage, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN.—Jas. Cookb (age 20)
requires situation as Journeyman.— For reference as to

character and ability, apply to Mr. WARD, Stoke Edith
Gardens. Hereford.

OURNEY"MAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; two and a half years in last place. Good

reference.—H. LYON, Spring House, Osgodby, Scarborough.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 22; eight
years' experience in Plants and Fruits, including three

years in Wyfold Court Gardens. Excellent references.

—

H. HAWKINS, Shiplake, Henley, Oxon.

JOURNEYMAN (First) in the Houses.—Age
23 ; seven years' experience ; can be well recommended.—W. CLIFFE, Malvern Common, Great Malvern, Worcester-

shire.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside.—Age 23;
eight years' experience. W. Wright will be pleased to

recommend as above.—Apply first to W. PETERS, Park Street,
near St. Albans, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 21 ; good character from present and previous

employers. — W. THURSTON, The Garden?, Caythorpe,
Grantham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 19;
£j five years' experience. Bothy or lodgings. Highly
recommended.—HEAD GARDENER, North Cray Place, Foots
Cray, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN under a Foreman in a good
Establishment.—Age 25 ; four years' character. Mr.

Millard, Head Gardener, The Cedars, Theobalds, Waltham
Cross, Herts, can highly recommend a young Man as above.

JOURNEYMAN (Pibst), Inside.—Age 24;
nine and a-half years' experience in three places. Good

references. Bothy preferred. — F. GIBBS, High House,
Campsea Ashe, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

1>9 WILL be GIVEN to anyone finding a°^^ situation for an industrious, studious young man,
where Orchids are grown. Highly recommended by present
employer.—BLADES, Fern Grove Nurseries, Grimsby.

EAD GARDENER can thoroughly recom-
mend strong youth (age 16). Has been two years in

the Houses under a Foreman.—J. GOLD, Moor Place Gardens,
Hadham, Herts.

MAN (age 22), seeks situation, to look after
Cows and help in Garden. Three years' good reference—H. WOODS, Spring Caner, HiUingdon, Uxbridge.

TO GARDENERS.—A Young Man (age 22)
seeks situation as IMPROVER in the Houses. Four

years' experience in Nursery and Private. Good reference —
PUXTED, 28. John Street, Tunbridge Wells.

IMPROVER.—Age 20; seeks situation, Inside,
or Inside and Out ; five years' experience ; good character

—J. WALTERS. Rediands Nursery, Emsworth.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out, in
good establishment,—Age 22 ; four years in present

place. Premium given. Good references.—S. JEANS, The
Vicarage, Walsall.

IMPROVER.—A youth, age 17, seeks situa^A tion in a good garden, Inside and Out, Four years' expe-
rience, and good character.—W. NOBLE, Wylye, Bath.

IMPROVER in the Houses.—Tonng Man, age
19, seeks situation as above ; two years' good character -

bothy preferred.—W. H. DOBSON, Springfield, Moorgate'
Rotherham, Yorkshire.

TO GARDENERS.— Wanted to place a
Youth in a Gentleman's Garden ; respectable, strong, o£

good appearance, height 5 feet 6 inches, age 15J. Premium
paid.—GARDENER, Holbrook Rectory. Ipswich.

TcTnURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
young man (age 26), good general knowledge of Market

Work. GvOd references.—Apply, J. OGRAM, 8, Gratton
Terrace, Cricklewood, N.W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A Young Man (age 18)
requires situation ; well up in Propagation Department

of a Market Nursery. -A. WILSHIN, Heath Cottage, Hilling-
don Heath.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A Man who under-
stands his work, want* a Job, not for a week only, but

rather for a long time ; a proper sort of Man.—H. NYBOE,
Pleasant Cottage, Shardlow, near Derby.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
young Man. Six years' experience in the general routine

of Nursery Work. Good references. — C. LOCKWOOD,
36, Buckingham Road, London, N.

TO NURSERYMEN. — Wanted a place as
GROWER. Well up in Clematis, Roses, and Soft-

wooded Stuff. Quick Potting and Tying. Good references.—
A. OLIVER. Welling, Kent.

A GENTLEMAN wishes to place his Son (23)
with a first-class Firm, in order to acquire practical

knowledge of Horticulture in all its branches, with a view to

his adopting it as a profession.—Apply, by letter, to VINE,
Mr. C. A. G. Browne, 145, Fleet Street, E.C,

GARDEN BOY, in Gentleman's Garden, to
live in Bothy, age 17. Strong, well educated. A Pro-

testant.—Apply by letter to Mrs. RVWLENCE, 12, Ovington
Square, London, S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, with seven-
teen years' experience in London and Provincial Nurseries,

seeks situation in Provincial Nursery. Good Propagator and
Grower of Soft-wooded stuff, grown in large quantities for

pot work and cut flowers ; also Tomatos, Cucumbers, and Chrys-
anthemums. Excellent character ; abstainer.—WILLIAMS,
Gladstone Cottages, St. Luke's Road, Maidenhead, Berks.
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J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

r Telegraph—" Hobtcxanus," London. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FEUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PUEPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS& CO., FRHs,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.W.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, %-c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HOUSES,

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Bditoriil communications should be addressed to the " Editor;'* Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. Loo ioa. W.C.
Printed far the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbuby, Agsew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City cf London, in the Courier of Middlesex, ani po blinked by

Aithcb ttBOMX jaABTZX, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, OoTsnt Garaen, in the said County.—Saturday, August 10, 1895. Agent for Manchester—Josh Hiywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINa
at the latest.

Strawberry-Royal Sovereign (100,000).

HCANNELL and SONS have nearly
• 3 acres of this grand kiod especially for runners and

plants in pots. We should like to send Price List and true
practical particulars of it, also Catalogue of all the best older
kinds in cultivation. No other district touches ours for either
plants or fruits.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Tne Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5*.; post free, 6*. Orf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Sooiety, Ohiswiok.

AURICULA SEED.—This season's orop from
one of the finest border strains in the country. Per

packet, Is. and 2s. t\d. ; Trade packets, 5s. and 10s.

HENRY BROWN HILL, Seed Stores, Sale. Cheshire:

GRAND MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000 ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR. 8s. per 1000. In

lots of 10,000, 7s. id. per 1000. AU good flowering bulbs.

T. QELL, Week Farm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

FOR SALE, abont 12 dozen of ASPI-
DISTRAS, green, in pots, good ; will make three times

the amount.—J. WEBB, The Vineries, Sonthgate, N.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING
CABBAGE.—The finest variety in cultivation for spring

use. Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of
excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, Gardener to the Most
Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, says :—'* Your Flower of

Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 28. The quality ii all

that could be desired. Price of seed, Is. per oz., post free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIEECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY—

The best all round variety in cultivation : very early,

large, and immensely productive ; flesh firm, and of first-class

flavour. Fine, strong, well-rooted plants, grown from original

stock, 2s. per dozen ; 12s. per 100 ; 65. for 50. Cash with order.

HURST and SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Meratham, Surrey.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoABTHUR, TheLondon Nursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RTJMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

Carnations I Carnations !

!

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1895, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties

now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Rookham, Surrey.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Noble, Latestof
All. Jubilee, 4*. per 100, carriage paid, cash with order, re-

duction for quantity.—W. CAVTLL, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

OR ORCHIDS of every description at

Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Sonthgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conserratory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
Raspail, West Brighton Gem, Mrs. Pollock, McMahon,

Vesuvius, and Jacoby ; price per 1000. — WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
Henri Jsooby, West Brighton Gem, John Gibbons,

Scarlet Vesuvius, Crystal Palace Gem, Mrs. Pollock, MacMahon.
—State quantity to offer, and price per 1000, to C. P. G.,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS—
Raspail, Thury, Jacoby, and Constance. Price per

100 or 1000, to R. COLEY. 4, Orlean, Villa, Crown Road,

Twickenham. Middlesex.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
MacMahon, Flower of Spring, Jacoby, and Vesuvius.

Also Humea elegans plants. Price per 100 to—
ALFRED LODGE, Elveden, Thetford, Norfolk.

w ANTED, strong CUTTINGS of

V V HilJnAiiUllA nuoimiiDAu, n"."^' *vuv.

WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath,

Uxbridge,

PEEDS' CALADIUMS. — Awarded a Gold
Medal at the Abbey Park Flower Show, Leicester, ou

August 6, 1895. See report in Gardeners' Chronicle.
CATALOGUE free.

JOHN PEED AND SONS, Boupell Park Nurseries, West
Norwood, S.E.

STRAWBERRIES.— Rooted Runners from
open ground. Sir J. Paxton, Noble, 101. per 1000; Ras-

pail Cuttings, 30s. per 1000.

J. BRADLEY, Tilehurst Nurseries, ReadiDg.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Splendid
Dwarf-trained Trees with Fruit, growing in cool orchard-

house. In thirty selected varieties, for succession. Can now
be inspected and marked for autumn planting.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington.

GRAPE VINES, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros
Colmar, Gros Maroc, 9 to 10 feet canes, extra strong,
3s. each.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 48's, good bushy plants, 5s. per
dozen ; 35s. per 100.

PTKRIS TREMULA, in thumbs, fit for 48's, 8s. per 100.
Packing free for caBh with order.

T. BAKER, Manager, Blandford Nursery. Upper Teddington.

Cabbage.WHEELE R'S IMPERIAL
— Earliest and Hardiest Cabbage known, having

stood the severe winter where all others have failed. Unless
had direct from the raiser you do not know what this variety
is like. In sealed packets only, Qd.. Is., and 2s. each, post-free.

Sole Proprietor, H. J. WHEELER, F.R.H.S., Seed Grower,
Warminster, Wilts.

STRAWBERRIES. — Well - rooted runners.
Royal Sovereign, 2s. 6d. per dozen ; Noble, 2s. 6d. per

100; President, 2s. tsd. per 100. Carriage free. Special prite
per 1000 on application. Kershaw's Perfection WHITE
CABBAGE, the best in the world, per packet, 6d. MY0S0TI8
ALPFSTRIS, strong seedling, 5s. per 10.'0.

WILLIAM KERSHAW, Airedale Nurseries, Biogley.

Cuthbert's Bulbs for Early Forcing.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, FREESIAS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, &c. Descriptive Priced Cata-

logue now ready. Free on application.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Bulb Importers and Growers,
Southgate, N.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, ice.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., LoDg Market, Covent
Garden, W.C, is open to reeeire Consignment* of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers' references.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.

BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

—BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYOLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,

BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

VfESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
IVl Trail, Caucasus, Russia.
PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 32 Rble.

LILIUM COLCHICUM (Scovita) per 100 roots 60 Rble.,

10 for 5J Rble.

IRIS RETICULATA per 100 roots, 18 Rble., 10 for 2 Rble.

FRtTILLARIA TULIPIFOLIA „ 28 Rble., 10 for 3 Rble.

P.EONIA CORALLIN'A „ 200 Rble.. 10 for 25 Rble.

Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and
Seeds gratis and post-free.

Petroleum t Petroleum 1 1 Petroleum ! 1

1

BRILLIANT ILLUMINANT.
In casks, carriage paid. Sd. per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.
Maker to the Queen and Prince of Wales.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builder*
• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanio Soe., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tnbular Boilers. King'sRoad, Ohelsea.S.W.
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SALES by AUCTION.
-*

Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 27 and 28.

The UNSOLD PORTION of the WILSON COLLECTION
of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 27 and 28. 1895,

without Reserve, the Unsold Portion of the WILSON COL-
LECTION of ORCHIDS.

WITHOUT RESERVE.
The Sale contains, among others :

Lselia elegans superba
Lycaste Skinneri alba superba

,, ,, armeniaca
Ccelogyne cristata alba

Lycaste Skinneri imperator
Dendrobium nobile Sanderia-
num

Odontoglossum deltoglossum
coronarium
Andersonianum vara.

Ruckerianum vara.

aspersum
mulus

Schomburgkialepidissima, &c.

Sobralia Kienastiana (several
plants)

Cattleya Sehroderse alba

,, Reineekiana
,, Wagneri

Odontoglossum Vuylstekea-
num

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba
Lselia elegans
„ Scottiana

Cypripedinm Morganiee Bur-
fordiense

Lselia elegans Blenheimensis

„ „ Bluntei

,, „ prasiata

Messrs. SANDER and CO. will offer in this Sale, Without
the Least Reserve, a large number of grand plants of the
very finest ORCHIDS, including the new white " bellatulum,"
C. BELLATULUM ALBUM, new hybrid Lslio-Cattleyas,

a white- flowered Cattleya labiata with crimson hibellum.

LELIAS, CATTLEYAS, new HYBRID SOBRALIAS.
NEW DENDROBES, CATTLEYA GIGAS SANDERiE, &c.

Friday Next. August 23.

By Order of Messrs. Sa>t>er & Co., St. Albans.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, at their

Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.,

fine Consignments of various

IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
Including :

—
A PHAIUS SPECIES (Assamicus?) ; CATTLEYA CITBINA,

golden fragrant blossom.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CSISPFM,
Saxder's gestjute Pacho Type. The Fetest Type.
From the same district which has yielded all the finest

known varieties. The plants are in exceptionally fine condi-

tion, and this Sale will be a grand opportunity to acquire this

fine form of O. crispum, which, for size, colouring, and beauty
of flower is unequalled.

DENDEOBIUM PHAL^XOPSIS SCHBODERIANTJSI,
The Elephant Moth Orchid.

CTPEIPEDIUM DATArfUM, beautiful Doth in foliage and
flower; ODONTOGLOSSTTJI CITBOSMtJM, plants in fine

order ; DESDBOBITJM HEDTOSMUM, Wallflower-scented ;

D. CUCTJLLATUM ; ONCIDITJM BUSSELLIANTJM; 0. TT-

GBINTJM. Tne plants are in fine condition. O. TTNGUICTJ-
LATUM, A TBICHOGLOTTIS species, and an AERIDES
or SACCOLABIUM species, supposed to be new ; DENDRO-
BIUM CLAVATUM and D. JKNK1NSII ; CTPBIPEDIUM
BOTHSDHILDIANUM, fine imported plants; ONCIDIUM
PKLICANTJM.

CTPBIPEDIUM IN8IGNE MONTANUM,
from the same district which yielded C. I. Sanderee and

C. I. Sanderianum.
T.3TTYM GLAUCA, L. TVENDLANDIANA, L. LUCASIANA,

and L. CDJNABARINA.

Upper Holloway.—UnreBervad Sale.

IMPOBTANT SALE of Valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE
EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE PLANTS,

Br Obdeb of Messss. B. S. Williams & Sos,

Who, with a view to removing their Nurseries to more com-
modious premises in the country, are about to dispose of a
portion of their Freehold Land for building purposes.
The following will be found in the Catalogue :—Splendid

SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PLANTS, and also a
large selection of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, including
Greenhouse Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Cliveias, Camellias,
Crotons, Tree Ferns, Palms, Kentias, 4c. ; also fine specimen
Lapageria alba and rosea, Allamandas, Bougainvilleas, Clero-

dendrons, Pandanns, &c, and a large assortment of Cannas,
Dracaenas, Crotons, Araucarias, Amaryllis, Pancratiums, An-
thuriums, Marantas, Orchids, <&o., which will be SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Holloway, N., by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY, September 16 and 17, at

12 o'Clock each day.
May be viewed any day prior fo the Sale. Catalogues may

be had at the Nurseries, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London- E.C, - - -

CREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALES.
"\JESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
JLVL to announce that the ANNUAL TRADE SALES of
WINTER - FLOWERING HEATHS and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, will take place as follows :

—

MONDAY, September 9.—At the DYSON'S LANE NUB-
SERIES, UPPER EDMONTON, by order of Mr. H. B. May.

TUESDAY. September 10.—At the BURNT ASH ROAD NUR-
SERIES, LEE, S.E., by order of Messrs. B. Mailer Sc Sons.

WEDNESDAY, September 11.—At the NURSERIES, SOUTH
WOODFORD, by order of Mr. John Fraser.

THUBSDAY, September 12.—At tie BBEVISDOWN NUB-
SERIES, ENFIELD HIGHWAY, by order of Mr. J. Mailer.

FRIDAY, September 13.—At the LONGLAND'S NURSERY,
SIDCUP, by order of Messrs, Gregory & Evans.

Catalogues^ the above Sales'may be had at the respective

Nurseries; and of the Auctioneers, 87 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C.

Monday and Thursday Next.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

YfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1»J- SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67
and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, on

MONDAY NEST. August 19 I MONDAY, August 26, and
THURSDAY NEST, August 22 | THUBSDAY, August 29

At 12 o'clock each day,

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CBOCUS, NARCISSUS, and other DUTCH BULBS, together
with white SOMAN HYACINTHS and paper-white NAR-
CISSUS received direct for Unreserved Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-

tending purchasers on their permanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of catalogues for these Sales.
Auction Rooms and Offices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

AUDENSHAW, NEAR. MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
OF THE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
or

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVE, BY OBDEE OF

TV. R. LEE, Esq.,

"Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence oE
having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past
12 o'Clock precisely each day.
The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a most healthy condition.

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts. FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames, Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Boiler,
Thanatophone, and other Sundries.
May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas. Billington, the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 63, Cheapside, London. E.C.
N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-

chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

Wednesday Next.—

A

SPLENDID COLLECTION ° DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 33, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 21,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,

An extensive

IMPORTATION of BULBS from HOLLAND,
comprising choice named selected HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS in great variety. SCILLAS, COL-
CHICUMS, SNOWDROPS, 4c, consigned direct by some of

the leading Growers and specially lotted to suit both the
Trade and Private Buyers.

Also

LILITJM HARRISIL, from Bermuda ; TUBEROSES, Winter
ACONITES, LENT LILIES, and various forcing BULBS,
LAWN MOWEBS and GABDEN BARROWS, PALM
SEEDS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

wANTED, to RENT, a FREEHOLD
NURSERY, with option of Purchase.

B. J. P., 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED to RenVfrom Michaelmas next,
a place suitable for MARKET GABDEN, within

10 miles of good Market Town. Farmhouse preferred. About
3 to 10 acres (arable or grass), Glass and Orchard. — S.
BLOW, Graffham, Petworth, Sussex.

WA N T E D, 1TMA L~L N U R S E R Y.—
Must be near populous and thriving town.

North of England preferred.

Address 47, Wheeloek Street, iliddlewich, Cheshire.

FLORISTS' and FRUITERERS' for SALE,
well-fitted Shop, in main road, out-door connection, long

lease, easily managed, no reasonable offer refused.—Apply on
the premises to G. TAPLIN, High Street, Wanstead, E. (No
Agents.)

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rxh

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

EXHIBITIONS.

KINGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

AJTNTaL SHOW, at Kingswood, on WEDNESDAY,
August 21, 1895. PRIZES, over £M0.

Application for Spaces for Sale of Implements, Articles, &c,
to be made to the Secretaries.

Schedules may be had on application to

—

i:w
J
CO™ ^Hon. Sees., Kingswood.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
OF MANCHESTER.

THE GREAT LILY SHOW.
The First Special Exhibition of this glorious flower ever

held in this country. Thousands of pots of flowers contributed
by Eom J of the most eminent growers in the country.

GRAND SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF GBAPES.
It is expected that this great display will, in a sense, be

unique in the annals of Horticultural demonstrations.
Open on THURSDAY the 22nd inst., at 12 at Noon, and

remain open till SATUBDAY EVENING the 24th.

Gardeners from any part of the country can purchase
admission tickets at 6d . each, by applying to the undersigned
on or before the 19th inst.

Botanical Gardens, Manchester.
BRUCE FINDLAY.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

SUMMER SHOW, August 27 and 28.

£200 in Prizes, and Two Silver Challenge Caps.
Last Day of Entry, August 22.

Schedules and particulars of

—

THE SECRETARY, 56. Queen's Road, Brighton.

BATH AUTUMN SHOW,
WEDNESDAY, and THUBSDAY", August 23 and 29.

Amongst the Prizes offered are for :

—

1st. 2nd. 3rd.
12 Foliage and 6 Stove or Greenhouse Plants £10 £7 £1
6 Stove or Greenhouse Plants £4 £2 10s. £1 10j.
6 Orchids £2 £1
Group of Plants, not less than 100 sq. feet... £5 £? 10s. £3
9 Fuchsias £5 £4 £2

Collection of Fruit, 12 dishes £3 £2 £1
8 Bunches of Grapes, 4 varieties £4 £3 £2
And 5 other Classes for Grapes in varieties. Prizes in proportion.
Entries close Aug. 23, Friday. For Schedules. &c, apply to—

2, Northumberland Buildings, B. B. F. PEARSON I „
W. JEFFEBY, 1

Sec3 "Bath.

CANDY (Bedfordshire) TWENTY-SEVENTHO ANNUAL OPEN SHOW, August 29. of Plants. Flowers,
Fruit and Vegetables, Dogs, Poultry. Pigeons, Babbits, Cats,
and Cage Birds. PRIZES, £350. For Ten Stove and Green-
house Plants : Prizes, £12, £8, £6, and £3. Live Stoci Entries
close August 14. All other Entries close August 21.

W. GREEN, Secretary, Sandy.

National Chrysanthemum Society.

EARLY EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
At the Rotai Aquarium, Westjcesster,

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
September 3, 4, and 5,

In connection with that of DAHLIAS and GLADIOLUS.

Schedules of Prizes on application to

—

RICHARD DEAN, Hon. Sec, Ealing. London, W.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
tural Market Gardes' and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, and at Leyton-
Btone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

TO BE SOLD, a good GARDEN, situated in
a very healthy spot. Good sale for produce. Within

short distance of three towns. For particulars apply to—
TUDOR, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

AN EXCELLENT CHANCE to Capitalists
requiring a Small High--elass FLORIST'S and NURSERY

BUSINESS near London. Under Royal Patronage, and good
connection generally. Furniture, Stock in Trade, &c., aU as

a going concern, oheap. Apply to

—

MYRTLE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FIRST-CLASS FLORIST, SEED, BULB,
and PLANT BUSINESS, JOBBING, &c, for SALE;

same hands nine years; on lease.—Apply by letter, W., Mr.
Huson, 17, Albion Street, Hyde Park, W.

O U T H P O R T—Gentleman's 13-roomed
Detached HOUSE, all modern conveniences, with Vine-

ries, 120 by 18, containing about 200 young Canes in full

bearing ; 6 other Glasshouses, Frames, &c. ; Top and Bottom-
heat; Gardens, and Stables. Sold cheap. Left owing to

ill-health. — Apply, HATCH, Southport ; or BATEMAN,
Woodlands, St. Mary Church.

TO LET, with Immediate Possession, an Old-
established SEED3MAN'S and FLORISTS' BUSINESS

in a thriving market town in the South of England.—Fall
particulars ot Mrs. BUDD, Dragon Street, Peterefield, Hants.

ALBION~NUESERY.—TO BE LET, nearly
half an acre, with 7 large Glasshouses, 60 feet long,

Good repair. Heated with Hotwater. Southerly aspect. Low
rent.—Apply, Mr. BATES. Nursery, Thatched House, 99,

DalliDg Road, Hammersmith, W.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession,
8 miles from Covent Garden, a good NURSERY, con-

sisting of 28 Houses, and a number of Frames, all heated

with not-water.—For further particulars apply to F. E. M.,
Pevenaey House, Windmill Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S , St. Albans. The finest

stookof Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

MONARCH PLU M.
The finest late Plum in cultivation; several thousands of

strong Maidens to offer. Also several thousands of Maiden
and 2-year BISMARCK APPLES.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

Special quotations to large Buyers, CATALOGUE on
application. Inspection invited.

S. SPOONER amp SONS, The Nurseries, HqudsIow.

PLANTS I SEASONABLE DECORATIONS.
Dor.

Caladium Argyrites ... 9/-

,, Baron de Marmora... 9/-

„ B. S. Williams ... 9/-

,, Candidum 9/-

,, Triomphe de la Ex-
position 9/-

Phrynium variegatum ... 9/-

Maranta Maboyii ... 9/-

The above are all well-grown plants in 60-pots, suitable for
immediate decorations.

Doz.
Adiantum Lathomii, the

very best for decora-
tions and cutting ... 12/-

,, Farleyense ...

Croton Amietumensis
„ Van Oerstedii

,, Warrenii

... 12/-

.. 12/-
... 18/-

Cyperus gracillimum
„ Laxus variegata

Carex japonica ...

variegata

Doz.
.18/-
.18/-
. »/-

.12/-

Doz.
Eulalia zebrina 18/-
Allamanda Williamsii, 3/6 each.

Gymnogramma schizophylla
gloriosa, 3/t3 each.

Above are all well-grown in 48-pots, suitable for immediate
decorations. PackiDg free for cash with order.

FREDK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, LEAMINGTON.

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONALS
Good plants, ready for shifting into 5 and

6-inch pots, 4s. per dozen.

SEEDLING PRIMULAS.
Extra quality. All colours, mixed.

Is. 6d. per dozen. Free for oash with order.

H. J. JONES,
EYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM-

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF EMCLAHD."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, In
little pots, and as Runners.

Send Obdebs and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

FERNS!—FERWS?!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2^-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 95. per 100.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at 2s. 6d. per doz.,
or 20s. per 100.

Above prices are for cash with order only.
All orders carefully itnd promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. - The best

Strawberry grown . Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

PEACHES and NECTARINES—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, best

varieties. Can now be inspected and marked for autumn
planting.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, ThaNurseries, Hillingdou

Heath, Uxbridge.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most produotive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AMD G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

"X^IOLA CUTTINGS.—We are now supplying
V excellent Cuttings from our unrivalled collection of

Named Varieties, at the following very moderate rates. The
cuttings will root readily in a cold frame, and make fine plants
for October or Spring planting :—1000 Cuttings in 100 very fine

varieties, for bedding or exhibition purposes, £2 10s. ; 500 Cut-
tings, 50 varieties. £l 10s. ; 100 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 6s. 6d.

;

50 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 4s. ; 25 Cuttings, 12 varieties, 2s, Gd.

All oarriage free. Each variety separately named.
DOBBIE & CO., Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best

Belling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large giants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Arllias, Grevilleaa, Geraniums, in 48's. 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Cockscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropaeolums, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms,
Dracaenas, Crotons, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, '12s. doz. Lists

free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, LondoD Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

BULBS FOR FORCING
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

SNOWFLAKE, PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

FREESIAS, &o. &c
First consignment to hand in excellent condition.

For particulars of these and all other Bulbs
see our CATALOGUE, No. 455, post free on
application.

DIGKSONS,
Seed & Bulb
Growers, GHESTER.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AND

LATE MAT-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HARTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland.

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.

Delivery from August to November.

9^0 (\OCl V0N SI0N DAFFODILS.—

A

wtJu^UVV true stock, in lots of 10,000, for cash, at
7s. 6d. per 1000. All large Double Snowdrop size, for

planting. Samples sent for six stamps.
HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

FORCING BULBS.

ti/llamef
Well Ripened and Heavy Bulbs of

ROMAN HYACINTHS, Early White.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, from 5 to
6 inches in circumference.

Large-Flowering Paper-white NARCISSUS.
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS, from

5 inches to 6£ inches in circumference.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, pure white, extra
strong, per 100, 15s. to 20*.

LILIUM HARRISI, very fine Bulbs, per
dozen, 7s. 6d. and 12s.

Orders now being Booked for Early Delivery.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Just Arriving,
Barge " CLEOPATRA,'' containing

100 TONS SHELL SHINGLE.
Will be unloading Next Week.

Truck Loads at 12s, 6d. per ton, F.O.R. London.

Single tons from Wood Green, as usual.

LARGE CONSIGNMENT

BAMBOO CANES—
4ft. Tonkins, at — per 1000. In original bales of 2000.

Also our CHRYSANTHEMUM CANES,
6ft. 6in., and all other Sizes from 3ft. to 20ft.

RAFFIA—
Very fine Sample. NEW IMPORTATION. Prices upon

application.

MATS
Arriving in a Fortnight. BEST HEAVY ARCHANGELS

full size.

TOBACCO PAPER—
FULL OF NICOTINE.

SULPHUR-
Superfine

No. 2 Quality
12s. 0d. per owt.
10s. 6d. „

WOOD - WOOL—
FOR FRUIT PACKING.

Continental, quite free from smell, at 40s. per OWt.
No. 2 Quality (tine) at 26s.

PEAT-
NOW IS THE TIME FOR STACKING.

ORCHID, in prime condition, all rich brown bracken
fibre. NO WASTE. Also—

For HARD-WOOD and STOVE PLANTS,
Selected square turves.

GOOD GENERAL PEAT, direct from grounds. Carriage
Paid to any part of the United Kingdom, per Road,
Rail, or Steamer.

(Send Name of Station, price per return.)

LOAM—
BEST RICH YELLOW SURREY, FULL OF FIBRE.
And other qualities, F.O.R. Grounds,

SAND
BEST COURSE CRYSTAL.

FINE
Off Colour, direct from Pits. CARRIAGE PAID to any

Station.

(Send Name of Station, price per return.)

LEAF - MOULD
BEST OAK AND BEECH.

Well-matured, at 5d. per bushel, in Truck Loads, F.O.R.
London Stations.

H^ Before you Buy, sent for Samples

and Prices, Carriage Paid to any part of

the United Kingdom, per Road, Bail, or

Steamer.

W. WOOD * SON, f.r.h.8.

(Established 1850),

Wood Green, London, N.
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CATTLEYA MENDELI.
I SEMI-ESTABLISHED (UNFLOWERED).

THE GRANDEST STOCK OF HEALTHY, CLEAN,
AXD WELL-GROWN PLANTS to select from, of all sizes.

Not to be equalled anywhere. Magnificent varieties have been flowered

from this importation, surpassing in beauty any previously seen.

APPLICATION.
MESSES. LINDEN specially invite an Inspection of this now very SCABCE and BEAUTIFUL CATTLEYA.

AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY for BUYERS of IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED PLANTS.
At Messrs. Linden's selection good value -will be sent for £6, £10, £20, £50, and upwards. Carriage Paid to London.

IMPORTATIONS.
FINE PLANTS JUST TO HAND IN MOST PERFECT
ORDER aDd grand condition, among them many superb speci-

mens of very large size. The plants are really fine, compact, and beautifully

leaved, with eyes dormant.

PEICES ON

MESSRS. LINDEN, L' HORTICULTURE INTERNATIONALE, PARC LEOPOLD, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.
English Correspondence.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Eirm of the
same name.

& Son's
CATALOGUE for 1895

OF

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CULTURAL DIRECTIONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free,

on application to themselves direct at

OVERVEEN, nearHAARLEM, HOLLAND,
OB. TO THEIR GEXEE1X AGEHTS,

Messrs. MERTENS & Co.,

3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.C.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

GHEAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2i inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, os. per 100;

40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NTJRSEBIES, HHJ.INQDON HEATH, UXBBIDGE.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Oar Collection 13 unrivalled. Over 1406 species and varieties

of Stove? Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

SUTTON'S
HYACINTHS.EARLY ROMAN

FINE, LARGE, MATURED BULBS.
THE BEST OF THE SEASON.

NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Customers are respectfully reminded that owing- to the yearly increasing demand, orders

should he sent early to prevent disappointment.

SUTTON'S BULBS,
Genuine only direct

from SUTTON & SONS, READING.

JOHNSON' S IMPROVED MUSHKOOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over ICO cows,
from which I obtain a largequantity
cl pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and la. per packet,

IS. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. W. J. CHASNEY, IJ est Hendrcd.
" I had the beat bed of Cabbage this year from Webbs'

Emperor Seed that I ever saw ; not one of the 5000 plants
which I put out went to seed." ¥a mmce _

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d!
ESFIELD MARKET do. 6(L
EARLY RADvHAM do. 86L
BED DUTCH ... do. 9tL

ONION.
WEBBS' BED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT BED TRIPOLI
GIANT BOCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. IS. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.

... 6(L ... lOd.
60.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Roval Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R'.H. the Prince of Wale?.

WORDSLEY. STOURBRIDGE.

LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES,

INCLUDING

THE TWO GRAND NEW and INDISPENSABLE
VARIETIES,

MONARCH & LEADER.
All the Best Older Varieties In strong, open-

ground Runners or Pot Plants.

STRAWBERRIES IN 60-POTS ARE COOD.
Send to Head-quarters for your Supplies.

PLANTS GROWN SPECIALLY FOR RUNNERS.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
Should be procured direct from the raisers. Price, open ground

Runners ... 20a. per 100 ... 4s. per dozen.
In Pots 27s. 6d. per 100 ... 6s. per dozen.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, GSATIS.

LAXTON BROS., BEDFORD.

CHEAP BULBS for FORCING.
HYACINTHS, White Roman, large size 9s. per 100

, extra largest 14s. per 100

,, Single White, Baron Van Thuyll .

„ Voltaiie j
2s. 3d.

,, Grandeur a Slerveille s perdoz
;

,, alba superbissima i 18s.

„ Grand Vedette I psr 100

Beds and Blues, leading sorts

TULIPS, Single Due Van Thol. scarlet ... 2s. 6i per 100

,, „ La Beine, or Queen Victoria, white ... 4s. per 100

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.

J NO. JEFFERIES & SON,
Bulb Merchants, CIRENCESTER.
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CATTLEYA
AUREA.

Odontoglossum

crispum.

CYPRIPEDIUM

SANDERIANA.

During the week large

quantities of Imported

Plants of the above-named

Orchids have arrived at the

Nursery, Upper Clapton,

where a visit of inspection

is cordially invited.

HUGH LOW & CO.,

CLAPTON NURSERY,

LONDON, N.E.

THE

(Sariotm' <j}tankk
SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1895.

BOTANY AND GARDENING AT
HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

T^ VERYONE interested in Botany and Horti-
*-* culture must have heard of the famous
room in the Botanical Museum at Harvard
University, where the glass flowers are pre-

served. These models, which have been manu-
factured in Germany by a man and his son,

named Blaschka, are composed almost entirely

of glass. The colour is very largely in the glass

itself, although some is placed on after the

flowers are made. Where possible, the entire

plant is reproduced life-size ; in other oases a

branoh or a leaf and the flower cluster. The
beauty and accuracy of these models are beyond
belief, and in some oases it is difficult to distin-

guish between the models and living specimens,

when they are placed side by side. Quite recently

an American contemporary gave a short review

of the botanical work at Harvard, from which it

may be interesting to extract a few details. In
1842 Asa Gray was chosen Professor of Botany
at Harvard University, and he soon set to work
to improve the Botanic Garden. Asa Gray, it

was said, did more than anyone else to introduce

the laboratory method in botanioal teaching.

With him the study of Nature meant contact

with Nature, and not what someone else had
written about that contact. In 1873 Dr. Gray
resigned his professorship, and one of his two
assistants, George Linooln Goodale, was appointed

in his stead. The other, William Gibson Farlow,

a few years later took charge of the work in

cryptogamio botany.

At the present time the herbarium of phane-

rogams is looated in the building at the

Botanic Garden. A curator and two assis-

tants are engaged upon the study of collec-

tions whioh are constantly being acquired.

The Botanic Garden consists of 7 acres of

ground tastefully laid out into beds. In these

beds there are plants of 1500 native species,

1300 foreign species, and 400 varieties. In the

greenhouses there are under cultivation about

2400 species and varieties. The arboretum is at

Jamaica Plain, about 7 miles from Cambridge.

It oovers about 230 aores. By an arrangement

with the city of Boston, this has been made a

part of the metropolitan park system. The plan

is to oultivate every species of tree and shrnb

whioh is oapable of withstanding the severity of

a New England winter. How well the Direotor

has suooeeded is attested by the fact that

the Harvard or Arnold Arboretum, as it is oalled,

is universally recognised as the finest in the

world. The Arnold Arboretum has become one

of the most charming places for certain studies

of a general nature within reach of the public of

Boston.

The Botanical Museum at Harvard consists

of a collection of economio plants containing

practically all the products used by man. It is

interesting to note that New York will soon be

in possession of a botanic garden of the first
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order. The subscription pre-requisite to the

issue of municipal bonds has now been com-
pleted, and it now only remains for the city to

carry out its part of the agreement, by raising

•500.000 dols. for building purposes, and by pro-

viding 250 acres of land in Bronx Park or other

suitable place. It is hoped that other cities will

soon follow the example of New York by enrich-

ing their park systems with an educational aid

of the greatest value. Mr. G. L. Goodale, of

Harvard University, in an article contributed the

other day to Science, put very clearly the uses

of botanic gardens. Formerly, they were largely

used for the cultivation of medicinal plants and

for the reception of species from distant lands.

Now new phases of plant relations are being

displayed in the larger botanic gardens. Geogra-

phical questions are asked and answered by skilful

groupings of species. The bearing of climate on

the structure, habit, and possibilities of plants is

made prominent in an interesting fashion.

In fact there are numerous stimulating sights

in a botanic garden if one only takes the trouble

to look for them. We so often regard our

American cousins as absorbed in the business of

making dollars, that it is refreshing to find that

they do not forget those higher pleasures which
appeal to the intellect. The effect of the

numerous Universities is beginning to be felt,

and many young men are throwing themselves

into some study instead of entering business and
bowing down before the almighty dollar. It has

been well said that as a means of mental
discipline, as a source of knowledge becoming
more useful each year, and as a study leading us

closer and oloser to the just appreciation of Nature
and her laws, Botany is unrivalled. H. C. F.

New or Noteworthy Plants.—•

—

CATTLEYA FOWLERI x *

This is a very beautiful hybrid out of Cattleya

Leopoldi, fertiliied by the pollen of Cattleya Hardy-
ana. The new plant ha« a rather slender habit.

The bulbs are slightly compressed, with only a trace

of ribi when young, the elder ones being somewhat,
but not even deeply furrowed. The raceme of the

two first flowering specimens bore two flowers, but
it is to be hoped the plants will become more
vigorous, and then the number of the flowers will

undoubtedly increase. The flowers are in size very

similar to those of Cattleya Hardyana, and from its

father the plant has received the splendid labellam.

The colour of the sepals and the larger and more
tender petals are deep mauve-purple, whilst the

middle lobe of it shows the most intense violet-

purple. This new hybrid was raised by Sir. Maynard
in the establishment of Messrs. Sander & Co., at

St. Albans. It is named in honour of G. Garaey
Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Woodford, Essex,

and waB shown at the Royal Horticultural Society

on Tuesday last.

VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES
AND NEW VARIETIES FOR FORCING.
Those who force the Strawberry in quantity and

early, are always on the lookout for new varieties

which have the property of setting well and are
naturally early fruiters. My readers will not «up-

* Cattleya Fowleri x , Sander and KrSozlin (Hardyana S x
Leopoldi 9 ).—BulbU 12 to 15 pollicea longis, internodiis 5,

supremo dimidiom totius plants sequante ; foliis 2 obloogo-
Ianceolatis obtusis, squama simplici ; ra:emo bifioro (in

utroque specimine obserrato) ; sepalis lineari-obloogis obtuse
acutia; petalis margine leriter undalatisoblongissubrhombeis
obtusis dnplo latioribas; labelli iobis lateralibus semiovatis
obtusis conniventibos, lobo intenneiio maximo quadrato in
transverse rectangolo antice sinuato margine utrinque et
antice creoulato ondolato. Flo.-es 5 poll, diametro extus et
intos purpureo-violacei ; lobi lateralea labelli eodem colore,
lobus intermedins puleherrime violaceus.

pose that I underrate the value of any variety not

noticed in this note, for the Strawberry varies so

much in different soils, and the variety that is a

favourite with some gardeners is of small value to

others. Take, for instance, Vicomtesse Hericart de

Thury, a popular forcing variety ; some persona object

to it as being too small, and prefer a larger- fruited

variety as having a better appearance, good flavour

in so many cases being reckoned only of secondary

value. The introduction of novelties and the favour-

ing of old varieties of poor quality have to some
extent caused the decline in public estimation of

good forcers, viz., Black Prince, King of the Earlies,

and others of small size noted for their good flavour.

To show the interest gardeners take in this matter,

it may be stated that three new varieties have been

certificated this season, all of which were noted for

heavy bearing, size, and general good appearance.

The raising of new early varieties does not seem
until recently to have kept pace with the demand,
and numbers of the standard varieties have been in

gardens for a long time. Mr, Laxton's variety

Noble, brought out in 1S87, was a great gain as an
early fruit out of doors and for forcing. It is one of

the most valuable varieties ever sent out, on account
of its habit, which is vigorous, heavy cropping, and
large fruit, I admit it has been condemned on
account of its lack of flavour, but still it is one of

the best early fruits ever raised, and we may, on that

account, overlook the defect. The well known
Keen's Seedling, a variety raised in this district as

long ago as 1S21, is a grand forcing Strawberry, but

there are spurious varieties of it about. The original

Keen's is a dwarf free-fruiting plant, and it may still

be classed as one of our best forcers, and I force

1000 plants of it every year, having, as I believe, the

true variety. The finest flavoured Strawberry is

Myatt's British Queen, raised in 1840, and it is even

now one of the best for late forcing, although I am
fain to admit that in Laxton's " Latest of All " we have
its Buperior as regards cropping, size, and quality

;

and though I cannot say that it is good for forcing

purposes, it is so as the latest cropper in the open.

I was very pleased with it when forced, the quality of

the fruit being all that one could wish, the only

drawback being that a few of its fruits failed to

ripen at the point, having therefore the same pecu-

liarity as British Queen, one of its parents.

To come to what may be termed the latest addi-

tion to the forcers, and one that has made rapid

advances in growers' estimation in a short time,

Royal Sovereign, which, I think, will be a standard

variety in gardens for a long time to come. In this

variety there are size, quality, and great cropping

capacity—three essential qualities of a forcing fruit.

As an earnest of my appreciation of it, I may state

that on July 29 we potted up a thousand plants.

There are Strawberries with larger fruits than this

one, viz., Augnate Nicaise, which has no equal in

cropping and flavour. Even when hard forced, it

does not lack flavour as others do. Out-of-doors

in our porous soil it was very fine this year, and only

three weeks later than Noble, which is one of its

parents. It has got the wonderful vigour of the

latter with the flavour of King of the Earlies—that

is, a brisk Pine-flavour. It is excellent for early

forcing, setting freely, the fruits well above the

foliage, not low down among the leaf-stalks. As a

fruit for sending long distances, it is one of the best,

the pulp being firm in texture, well covered with

seeds. Its colour is a bright scarlet, making a

choice fruit for early spring.

Another new variety, and one which should be

noted on account of its excellence as a forcer, is

Stevens' Wonder, a variety which has been figured

and described in these pages, noted for its wonderful

cropping qualities early in the season. This I am
only able to describe from seeing it in fruit, not

having grown it, but I am going to try it for very

early fruiting, and I have some plants well-rooted

in the fruiting pots.

For mid-season forcing, the new Gunton Park is

very good. It is one of the trio raised by Mr. Allan,

of Ganton Park, and noted for their fine flavour,

The fruits are large, dark crimson in colour, of a

brisk, pleasant flavour, and a good forcer for the

season named.
There are others, such as Competitor, a fine

fruit, with firm flesh, and though not recommended

generally for forcing, I have found it to be good

;

not, perhaps, suitable for hard forcing.

This year two others noted for their size have

come to the front, Leader and Monarch ; the first is

a grand fruit, of good quality, but the plant cannot

be recommended for hard forcing. Monarch is

equally fine, with Pine-flavour, and it promises well

;

and though I have not yet grown it, it should not be

left out of a list of new varieties.

With regard to the forcing qualities of any variety,

much depends on cultural treatment, and whether

the forcing is early or not, on the means for forc-

ing, reBults obtained being different with different

growers. I will admit that I have a partiality for

some of the old varieties, and bo far my beat early

has been Vicomtesae, which is excellent aa a first

early, being very productive, free-setting, and of the

beat flavour. But one cannot force both old and

new in quantity, and when the newer ones have been

teated, aome of the older kinda are allowed to drop,

Vicomtease H. de Thury (Garibaldi) has been nearly

fifty years in gardens, so it has stood the test of

time ; and after trying Royal Sovereign for three

years, we are growing less Vicomtesse, the new one

having size, in which the older variety is lacking.

My next selection ia La Groaae Sucree, a very fine

Strawberry of the Keen's Seedling type, not a good

traveller, but prolific, and of good quality ; indeed,

as regards crop, it may be classed as the best of the

older forcing varieties. It bears a quantity of even-

sized fruit, and soon turns in after setting. Many gar-

deners look upon this as being superior to all others.

It does well in moat soils, but I find it does not like

too much exposure in winter, the leaves soon getting

crippled. President and Sir C. Napier are too well

known to need anything being aaid about them. The
first ia liable to mildew, but it deaervea attention,

and this peat may readily be checked.

I am aware many gardeners are not in a poaition

to grow many varieties, neither do I advise it, ai

he new ones in any case will only be grown sparingly

at first, and one can readily have Strawberries from

February till June with a variety for each month,

and my selection would be VicomtesBe or Royal

Sovereign, followed by La Groise Suciee, or else the

true Keen's Seedling, President, and Sir Charles

Napier. It is not advisable to have great numbers

of late Strawberries in pots in a aeason like the one

we have just passed through, as fruit in the open can

be had early in June. Again, British Queen does

not thrive everywhere, and Keen's Seedling is apt to

come barren. Some varieties do not thrive in cer-

tain soils, and in such the novelties should be tried.

So far I have not known Noble to fail, and fraits

ripened in a well-ventilated houae are very superior.

Hard forcing is often aolely at fault. A few words

as to culture at this season. The plants should now
be in the fruiting-pots, and those who care to pur-

chase small-rooted, potted-up planta, will be in a

better poaition if they get them early. To obtain

runnera in quantity for next aeason, I am planting

now, at 24- feet apart between the rows, and half

that distance in the row, in deeply-worked, well-

manured land, a row of Lettuce or late Colewort

being planted between the Strawberries, ground

being scarce. These are cut by March. When growth

commences, the flower-spikes are kept pinched off as

they appear, and early runner-formation encouraged,

the runners being fit to pot up much earlier than

when the planta are allowed to fruit. A!ter the

runnera are taken, every other plant ia cut out with

a hoe, some more nutriment afforded, and forked in,

and the beds made neat for the autumn. These

plants fruit grandly the following season, then

being destroyed, as I am a great advocate for young

plants. In potting, avoid excess of manure, and

use good loam, a sprinkling of bone-meal, or spent

Mushroom manure. Firm potting, a hard coal-ash

bottom to stand the pota on, and plenty of sun, are

essential points. The crowns may be thinned when
growth is robust, and the roots should be protected
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in winter. The best winter protection ii afforded

by cold frames, the plants being bedded in cocoa-nut-

fibre or coal-ashes. G. Wythes.

DISA GKANDIFLORA, ETC., AT
" JOLDWYNDS."

A pleasantly situated garden is Joldwynds, the

residence of Lady Bowman, nestling on the south
side of a hill near the pretty village of Holmbury St.

Mary, about seven miles from Dorking. The visitor

on entering the grounds will not fail, if he be an
arboriculturist, to admire the fine specimen Bamboos

minently, were large beds of brilliant-coloured

Cannas. The white and pink Malope (Malva)
grandiflora is planted thickly on each side of a long

walk ; also vigorous plants of the dark-blue-flowered

Primula resembling Alice Wilson, which at the

present time is a scarce plant. Besides these there

were large masses of Crinum Moorei, whose large

pink and white corymbs of flowers have a stately

appearance.

The Obchids.

In the plant-stove a robust specimen of Dendro-
bium Dalhousieannm was noted remarkable for the

size and substance of its growths, which are many-

specimen of Maxillaria venuita, with over thirty

flower-spikes ; besides a strong plant of Mormodes
pardinum unicolor, with two strong spikes of its

lemon-yellow flowers. In a cooler house, some fine

specimens of Masdevallia Schlimii and Odontoglos-
sum cordatum were noted, also in bloom Crelogyne
occellata, Anguloa Clowesii, Dendrobium Jamesia-
num, Lycaste Skinneri, and Masdevallia peristeria.

The cool-growing Pleione humilis, planted in shallow
pans and hung close to the roof, appear to be suited

with their position. In a moist shady corner of the
house a healthy batch of Pinguicula caudata was
observed. Passing along into a Peach-house is a

Fig. 33.

—

abundinabia nitida in the bamboo gabden at kew. (see p. 186.)

(not the least affected by the severe frosts of last

winter), the massive Gunneras, several fine plants of

Veronica Andersoni, which at the time of my visit

were fall of flower, and the large beds and masses of

Rhododendron plants. Having secured the guidance

of Mr. F. Cornish, the head gardener, a stroll was
taken round the very beautiful flower garden, whence
a view is obtained over a lovely country, the view

extending almost to the English Channel, and only

divided from it by a range of the Sussex hills.

Of rare, or at least, uncommon plants, two fine

bushes of Desfontainia spinosa were noted ; the

gay and beautiful Tropsaolum speciosum, entwining

itself around Fir and Holly trees in great luxuriance.

Fine clumps of Iris grow thickly around a small

lake, and in full bloom amongst others was I.

Douglasii. Not far distant, and standing out pro-

some of them measuring more than 7 feet in length,

the young stems now growing freely, indicate that

they will eventually reach as far. A plant of D.

Pearei was in bloom, and growing well ; D. chry-

santhnm will be a pretty sight a few weeks hence
;

D. thyrsiflorum, D. densiflorum, D. superbiens, D.

formosum and D. heterocarpum are doing well.

These plants are hung from the roof, where they get

plenty of sunshine. The plants of Cce'ogyne cristata,

Phaius, Pleiones, and the decidnous Calanthes give

good promise of a fine display of bloom in their

season. Suspended from the roof in the intermediate-

house some well-bloomed plants of Epidendrum

vitellinum mejus, and a nice healthy specimen of

Epidendrum Parkinsonianum, with eleven of its

sweet-scented flowers were remarked. Standing

upon the stage in the same house was a compact

remarkable specimen of Iris Kobinsoniana in the

best of health, but Mr. Cornish has not yet suc-

ceeded in flowering the plant.

Another small house is almost entirely devoted

to the cultivation of Streptocarpus, of which at the

present time there is a large quantity of young
seedlings in bloom, many of them of sterling merit.

Seldom is that beautiful terrestrial Orchid, Disa

grandiflora, seen so near to perfection under cultiva-

tion as here. At the present time there are over

a hundred spikes in full bloom, a sight that

is, we dare to say, unique in this country. The
luxuriance of the growth, aud the large strong

flower-spikes, show that the conditions are very

favourable. It may be stated that Mr.' Cor-

nish s success with this plant is not temporary, it

being now many years since he received his first few.
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plants at the Joldwynds, and it has been rapidly

increased until at the present time the plants may
be counted by the hundred. I have seen the Disas

for several years past noted how well they are being

grown here, and I hope the success attending their

cultivation will long continue. Success may in great

measure be attributed to a cool evenly- balanced

atmosphere, shade from strong sunshine, a well-

ventilated house facing south, and the temperature

of which in the winter frequently falling to 45°.

The compost in which the Disas are grown consists

of good black fibrous peat, and chopped live

sphagnum-moss, with the addition of a small quan-

tity of coarse silver-sand.

A nice healthy specimen of the rare Gerbera

Jamesoni, also South African, grows and flowers

annually under similar treatment to that afforded to

the Disas. W. H. W.

PEESEEVING FEUIT.

I have read your article, p. 92, on this popular

subject with much interest, and as lecturer on

technical education I find few or no subjects more

fruitful of suggestive questions. Neither does the

British practice of fruit preserving as thus illus-

trated and elucidated differ very widely from

the American as set forth by Miss Parloe in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of August 3, and through

other sources. As many doubtful and even faulty

methods of fruit preserving, however, still prevail,

you have rendered an important service to our

rural industries by giving Miss Parloe'i lucid

lecture the wide publicity of your columns. The
prizes now so generally given for jams, jellies, pre-

serves, pickles, bottled and candied fruit, at cot-

tagers' and other shows, exhibit at once the virtues

and merits of onr present modes of preserving

fruit. The chief point wanting in many of these

exhibits is some sure and certain object-lesson or

standard of merit to which to appear or compare the

local exhibits. Not a few of the latter are dreary

failures in colour- quality keeping quantities. With
the exception of Raspberries, it would often be diffi-

cult or impossible to tell at sight what fmit the

preserves are made of; the whole are also as a rule

seriously over-sugared and over-cooked.

The pace of improvement might be greatly

quickened as well as improved were an object-lesson

exhibited at village or other shows in the form of

sample jars or bottles of preserves, pickled or canned

fruitB and vegetables from such makers as Cross &
Blackwell, Chivers & Sons, and others. Almost

every housewife prides herself on her jellies, her

jamr, pickles, green and preserved fruits. Neverthe-

less, it is comparatively rare that these come up to

trade standards of excellency ; and could this be

generally reached, the rural districts would be the

richer in consequence.

As I note the honoured name of Mr. J. J. Willis,

Harpenden, under Miss Parloe's lecture, I presume

that will be accepted as satisfactory authority of the

soundness of the chemistry involved in the theory

and practice of fruit preserving propounded by

Miss Parloe. One of the most prevalent notions is,

that fruit can hardly be over-cooked. The longer it

is boiled in the sugar, the longer and sounder it will

keep, has almost passed into an axiom among house-

wives and housekeepers. Boiling expels the watery

juices, makes jelly and jam more thick and dense.

The more dense the more sugar and solid matter,

and the longer the sweets will keep. Yes, but

pectine, which forms the basis of vegetable jellies,

and gives to the juices of the fruits the property of

gelatinising, may be boiled down into common gum
or starch by excess of cooking. Hence there is a

tide in the affairs of jelly-making which leads on to

fortune, that is, long, sound, and sweet-keeping,

and that is when the property of gelatinising is at

its strongest, which will probably be found to be

after a smart boil of a quarter-of-an-hour or twenty
minutes, Will Mr. Willis confer another favour to

the many he has already bestowed upon cultivators

by laying down a time measure for the development

of the maximum properties of the gelatinising of

fruit in the process of preserving them F Practically

most of us are familiar enough with the simple test

of setting our jams and jellies on plates to see if

they are done. Bat scientific time formulas, so as

to ensure sound keeping, withont any risk of boiling

fruit down towards decomposition, would be rery

valuable. Mr. Willis will excuse me for asking for

further information about the use of lemon-juice to

keep fruit white after paring.

In regard to snn-cooked Strawberries (p. 93), after

many years experience of growing and preserving

these fruits, my advice would be emphatically, do
not follow Miss Parloe in this. Of course, the

lecturer is writing on American sunshine. With
our watery suns, I can conceive of no more
likely process to fill Strawberry jam with fungoid

germs that would hasten it into wortblessness and
sheer rottenness, although it has been previously

fortified with a pound of sugar to a pound of berries,

and boiled for ten minutes. Unless Mr. Willis has

something to say in explanation of the following

paragraph, I hope no English jam makers will be

tempted to try Miss Parloe's sunbath on this side of

the Atlantic.

This, however, is almost the only paragraph in this

very useful lecture that may not be read, marked,
learned, and inwardly digested with pleasure and
profit on this side of the water :

" Sun-cooked Straw-
berries.—Use ripe and the finest fruits

;
put them in

the preserving kettle with a pound of sugar to

one pound of berries, first a layer of fruit, then a
layer of sugar, and so on. Do not have the mixture
more than 6 inches deep

; place on the fire, and
watch. When the preserve begins to boil, skim
carefully, and simmer for ten minutes. Now pour
the fruit into meat platters, and place in the sun.

After an exposure to the sun for twenty-four hours
put up in jars or tumblers, and cover. It may be
said the sun does not shine for twenty-four hours,

but the fruit may be placed on tables by the windows
in a sunny room, and let it remain there for several

days or until it has had its full sunbath." I repeat,

do not. D. T, Fish, Lecturer on Technical Education,

lower sepals have the inner halves of a pale green

hne, and the outer ones purple. The upper sepal is

purple with a greenish band up the centre, and the

petals have similar markings to the upper sepal,

with the addition of a margin of a yellowish tint.

The lip is yellow at the base, with a lilac blade

streaked with purple.

The other remarkable forms flowered with Messrs.

P. Sander & Co. at St. Albans, viz , C. granulosa

Dubuyssonii, with clear yellow inspotted sepals and
petals and richly-coloured lip ; C. g. princeps, which
in size most nearly approaches the C. g. gigantea,

with the sepals and petals almost wholly of a rich

vinons purple ; and C. g. Dijanceana, which a

botanist would regard as the most interesting of

them all, as its small flowers seem to indicate the

starting-point of the species. Placing it and C. g.

gigantea, they are difficult to reconcile as the same
species, but the other three supply every link in the

chain connecting them. J. O'B.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA VELUTINA.

This la one of the prettiest of its class, and still

uncommon in gardens. It was first flowered by
Joseph Broome, Esq., now of Sunny Hill, Llandudno,
who then cultivated his Orchids at Didsbury, Man-
chester. It was supposed by Reichenbach to be a

natural hybrid between C. bicolor and C guttata,

but there appears to be little to support that theory.

A very fine example of it comes from H. Brittan

Evans, Esq., Pembroke Road, Clifton. The sepals

and petals are Indian yellow, spotted with chestnut-

red. The base of the lip beneath the column is rich

yellow, with some purple lines running into the

white side lobes. The blade of the lip is white, with

delicate rose veining. All the segments curl back-

wards when the Sower is mature, which gives

it a striking appearance; they are also delicately

fragrant.

Cattleta granulosa.

Several remarkable varieties showing extraordi-

nary variation have been sent during the last few

days. The showier is C. granulosa gigantea, sent

forthe second time by Mr.F. W.Moore,Royal Botanio

Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin. The large wax-like

flowers have the sepals and petals of a lemon-yellow

colour, the former with many, and the latter with a

few bright purple spots. The front lobe of the lip

is amethyst-purple, with a white fimbriation at the

edge, and the side lobes are of a yellow colour on the

inside and white outside. The flower is more than

6 inches wide, measuring across the petals, which

have a width of 1
' inch. The second, named C.

granulosa Banneri, is from Mr. John Edwards, gr.

to G. Banner, Esq., Sherwood, Sefton Park, Liver-

pool. It is an extraordinary variety, with flowers

which, in a Carnation, would be called flaked. The

THE GLASNEVIN
GARDENS.

BOTANIC

On the occasion of a recent visit to Dublin I

found time to visit the Botanic Gardens of the Irish

metropolis. The aquatic-honse was alone worth a
visit, so well is it filled with Nympbsaas, many of

which were in flower, including the following species

and varieties, viz., N. Marliacea, N. n. rosea, N. n.

carnea, N. Laydekeri rosea, and N. odorata alba.

The Victoria Regia tank in another house con-

tained a specimen of this species with some leaves

3 to 4 feet across. In the same tank were plants of

Nelumbiums and Nympbajas in great variety and
perfect health. In the four semi-circular tanks here

were more of these plants, the following being in

bloom, viz , Nympbasa stellata, N. s. parvifolia, N. s.

Berlin variety, N. gigantea, N. gracilis, N. blanda,

N. flavs, N. dentata, N. Lotus rosea, N. L. Ortgie-

siana, and the large Tulip-like Nelumbium speciosum
roseum.

The Orchid-houses contained more than one
hundred species and varieties in bloom. All of

these plants were in splendid condition—not an
unhealthy one amongst them; and the general

cleanliness and the tasteful arrangement of the

plants bespoke the care paid to their cultivation by
the Curator, Mr. F. W. Moore.

FEUIT AT GLEWSTON COUET.
The cultivation of fruit is so thoroughly well done

at this place as to merit a few notes in the pages of

the Gardeners' Chronicle. Fruit is grown in great

quantities for market, and the whole concern is con-

ducted on strict commercial principles, based upon
and coupled with sound, practical experience ; in

short, it is one of those rare places where the enter-

prising capitalist has made the successful experiment

of fruit farming on suitable land very much more
satisfactory financially than the old played-out

system of corn growing and ordinary farming.

Mr. Lee Campbell, the proprietor, and Mr.
Wright, his gardener, are each as enthusiastic as

tbey are clever; moreover, they are just as ready

and eager to impart information to any interested

persons who choose to call. Such an object lesson,

and such a fund of useful knowledge available, is

invaluable. It should help to solve a portion of the

agricultural depression, give employment to workers,

supply better fruit to the consumer, as well as help

to check the quantity of foreign imports, which drain

the money from home industries.

Apple and Plum growing is a great success, but

Fears are a failure. The plantation consists of

about 10 acres, and contains about 6000 trees, and
they were planted about twelve years ago. Apple

trees stand at 9 feet, and Plums at 8 feet apart. The
trees are now about 9 to 10 feet in height, and

bushes occupy the whole ground between the trees.

Every tree is a perfect specimen, so well have they

been managed. There were about 600 Ecklinville

Seedling in one block, and the crop on them is an

enormous one, as every branch from the stem of the
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tree to the extremity is a cordon of healthy fruit,

and highly- coloured for the early part of the season.

The thinnings from the trees were sent to the jam-

makers, selling at 6s. per cwt. in the middle of

July, the best-placed fruits being allowed to remain.

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Golden Spire, Cox's Orange

Tippin, American Mother, and many other varieties

were evidently benefited by these operations. Other

orchards are found on the farm, but nothing that

can compare with this one in the quality of the frnit.

Grapes are largely grown under glass, and the

Vines are marvels of high cultivation. Three years

ago when I saw the huge crop of Muscat of Alex-

andria in one of the houses, and the enormous crop

-^"StSeJ^sfry X^
Fig. 34.
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arundinabia simoni. (see p. 186.)

are amongst those cultivated. Piobably a mistake

was made in planting too many varieties.

The soil—a very thin layer— is situated on the old

red sandstone, and gently slopes towards the valley

of the Wye with a S.S E. aspect. Piums, too, are

enormously cropped, Victoria beiog a great favourite,

giving profitable and remunerative crops. During

the late drought two steam- engines were employed

to distribute water, a good soaking of the land beirjg

afforded (about 1,000,000 gallons), besides a dressing

of muriate of potash and superphosphate ; the trees

of Black Alicante in another, I predicted that such

a crop would never again be seen on these Vines, as

it looked like killing the goose which laid the

golden egg.

Imagine my great astonishment the other day

when I called to find that the crop was much heavier

than before, decidedly better, the bunches long,

with heavy shoulder ; berries very large, and taking

on a bright amber colour, no signs of shanking, but

the foliage rich dark green, very luxuriant and

gross ; evidently there was plant-food of the right

character within reach of the roots. Doubtless,

some of these bunches will give a good account of

themselves on some exhibition boards at a later

date, and show what can be accomplished when
science and practice go band in baud. At all events,

the crops and results are worth going 100 miles

to see, and they would teach weightier lessons than

some of the technical education lectures that we are

expecting so much from in the future. It is the

capitalist with enterprise as well as the worker that

is wanted. William Crump, Madresfield.

Foreign Correspondence.

FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

The above subject was referred to by a correspon-

dent in these pages on June 23, and continued July 7,

14, and 21, 1894, but as it is of great interest to

cultivators, and as it has not been possible to get

experimental evidence much before thia time, it

may be just the proper time to return to it now.

Has anyone acted on the advice given, and with

what results ? I had expected to hear something

more about it during the Chrysanthemum season,

but so far, nothing has appeared. Can it be that

nobody has tried the artificial manures recom-

mended, or have trials in all cases ended in failures,

and are the results therefore withheld ?

Being myself a cultivator of some 1500 to 1600

plants, mostly for cut flowers, and having only a

light and poor natural soil for potting, I gave the

qnestion considerable attention, its appearance being

only a short time before the final potting. Now,
reliable and complete analyses of plants as that of

Chrysanthemums, quoted at p. 778, Gardeners'

Chronicle, vol. xv., are of the greatest interest and

value to cultivators, but, of course, they do not

give exact figures. We have got a complete
analysis of the soil we are going to use at the same
time, and as this is in most cases difficult to get,

always takes a long time, and moreover is rather

expensive, it will not often be at command, but

then the plant - analysis only gives approximate

figures, and serves as a basis for experiments. As
such I considered it, and having in my mind earlier

failures by using artificial manures in potting soil,

I was on my guard.

The soil used for the final potting consisted of

two-parts rather light and poor but fibry turf, two-

parts compost from a well-decomposed rubbish heap

derived mostly from the houses, cast-away plants,

old potting soil, weeds, a little ashes and charcoal

(I use firewood as fuel), &c, and one-part manure
(from horses and cows mixed). This compost, well

mixed and in good condition, I still considered

rather poor, more so as I do cot use very large pots

(6 to 8 inch), and decided to add some artificial

fertilisers.

Just at that time, Mr. Willis' paper appeared (vol,

xv., p. 778), but for the sake of convenience I used

my own mixture, having the following ingredients at

hind.

3 parts Kainit (12 per cent, potash).

3 ,. Basic slag (16 to 17 per cent, phosphoric acid).

1 ,, Sulphate of ammonia (20 per cent, nitrogen).

1 „ Phosphate of potash (26 per cent, potash, 36 per cent,

phosphoric acid).

This mixture gives the principal ingredients in

the following proportion :—
In Mixture. In Ash.

Potash 12 16

Phosphoric acid 17 19

Soda 12 10

Chlorine 3

Magnesia 15 10

Nitrogen i

besides this, there is sufficient lime and iron in the

basic slag and sulphuric acid in the kainit. Consider-

ing that I had a good supply of nitrogen in the stable

manure, and that my soil is rather rich in potash

(resting on and originating from rocks rich in potash ),

I thought the mixture should be a good one.

The rate in which I used it «as one part of the
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mixture to about 400 parts of soil, this being con-

siderable less than recommended by Mr, Willis, his

prescription being one part of a similar manure to

250 parts of soil (£ ounce to 4 lb.). Mr. W. Dyke
recommends (p. 74) ten times as much

I
75 ounces to

120 lb. ), and still wants to supplement it later on
with top-dressings. I should like to know with what
result such a quantity can be used. The manure
was well incorporated with the soil by turning it

several times during the fortnight it was lying before

being used.

Daring the first half of July, part of the plants

were shifted into this soil, the other part being

planted out in the open ground. During the next

two months, I was not satisfied with the look of

them at all. They made but little progress, the

leaves were small and of a rather yellowish-green

colour, still the plants were not really unhealthy,

and they filled the pots well with healthy roots, but

they lacked the dark-green colour and robustness

of leaf and branches which plants in the open

ground possessed. At the time they were housed
:'24 to 25 September), they were about 1 foot shorter

than usual, and did not look promising at all.

But from that moment to the present time,

October, 1S94, they have done much better than

expected. They commenced tc grow at once (for

this the warmer climate may in part account), showed

buds well, and they have been flowering the whole of

this month quite as well as any previous year, and I

think they are somewhat earlier than usual, though

I have only planted-out plants to compare with ;

these were lifted some days earlier with good balls,

and planted in an old Cucumber bed in front of the

same houBe in which the plants in pots occupy the

middle. These planted-out plants got a serioui

check somehow (they had a few degrees of frost

one night, but the plants in pots had the same and
one night more without any injury', causing the

first buds to remain undeveloped, and up to date,

we have not cut a single flower from these, having

cut about half the crop from the plants in pots,

sorts the same, but they promise a rich and welcome

late crop of small flowers.

The conclusions I draw from this experiment,

and from some earlier ones in the same direction

with other plants, is, that artificial manures (espe-

cially kainit and basic slag , are rather dangerous

substances to use in potting soil, that I only just

escaped failure when using the above mixture in

proportion of 1 to 400, that the compost suitB plants

much better after some months than at first, show-

ing that it is advisable to have such substances

mixed with and well incorporated in the soil at

least some months before using it for potting.

But the good crop of flowers from rather miserable

plants also shows that, at last, it was the right

thing. Farther, my experience confirms rather

than otherwise, the general statement that manure

rich in potash and phosphoric acid promotes fertility

rather than growth, and tends to make flowering

and fruiting earlier.

It is all very well to know that artificial manures,

as the above, cannot with advantage be mixed with

soil that is to be used at once, but it would be very

interesting to know why. It is not precisely in-

jurious to the roots, at least I could not, by frequent

and close examination, detect any trace of injury.

The only explanation I can suggest is, that by nsing

these concentrated mineral salts we are sterilizing

the soil, depriving it for a time of all that animal

or vegetable life which otherwise decomposes, pre-

paring and sweetening the soil, and making it more
fitted for plant growth. I wish some bacteriologist

could see bis way to solve this problem, for to

speculate, speak, or write about it is not of much
use. I believe that in regard to harmfulness, there

is a great difference between artificial manures of

animal and those of mineral origin, these last being

much the more dangerons. This would also account

for the many related and trustworthy cases in which

much greater quantities than the above have been

applied with the best results. As examples of safe

manures, I shall only mention bones for phosphoric

acid, natural guano for nitrogen, and ashes (vege-

table) for potash. But mineral manures may also

be safe if applied at the right time, and they are

generally much cheaper than the others.

This event is a good answer to the question about

theory and practice, and shortly put it is, that

theory has here, without any caution being used,

given a very dangerous advice, and your much
blamed non-theoretical, but very practical gardeners,

have one and all—at least it seems so to me

—

escaped a serious failure by not taking any notice of

the advice given, preferring to stick to old tried

methods until the new ideas have been put to the

test. This is always safe, and perhaps it is the best

way to go. We gardeners cannot all be masters of

chemistry or other sciences relating to horticulture,

but what we require are trustworthy middlemen, and
these you have got in every branch of science—in

this connection only to mention Sir John Lawes
and Sir Henry Gilbert. But I am again entering

on this intricate question, and it is not my theme
on this occasion.

I cannot close these remarks on Chrysanthemums
without mentioning that it is not with unmixed
pleasure I always closely follow every Chrysanthe-
mum event in England from beginning to end ; it is

interesting to search for new varieties, and very

gratifying to see almost all those procured one year

appearing again in most prize-winning stands the

following season. Bat the pleasure is mixed, I am
envious because I never saw a Chrysanthemum
exhibition or an exhibition flower; we have not got

exhibitions yet, and I do not think it would pay to

grow such flowers here for the cut flower trade.
" Don't speak about Chrysanthemums, then," I hear
my more fortunate English colleagues exclaim.

Still I, too, am glad to find many advocates of our
mode of culture in England, and I always find great

pleasure and profit in a house filled with hundreds
of 3 to 5 feet plants in 6 to S inch pots, carrying

some ten to twenty flowers, each measuring 3 to 5
inches in diameter, and in almost all the varieties

that are to be found at your exhibitions. If I am
surprised at anything concerning Chrysanthemum
culture in England, it is the small number of

varieties recommended for cutting purposes. I find

that the varieties C. Davies, M. G. G;uierwald,
Madame Ed. Key, Col. W. B. Smith, Candor,
Florence Davies, Gloire du Rocher, Jeanne Delaux,

Marie Hoste, Miss Watson, William Seward, Viviand
Morel, W. H. Lincoln, Bouquet des Dames, F.

Marrouch, Madame C. Audiguier, Mrs. J. Wright,
and other good exhibition sorts pay me as well as

those so much recommended, and much better than
do the incurved, pompon, and anemone classes.

M. P. Andersen, Jonkoping, Sweden.

OUR FEUIT TRADE.
The Colonial and foreign fruit trade is growing

into vast proportions, and in all fruiterers' shops, and
in those of most respectable greengrocers also, at any
time of the year may be found luscious fruits from
lands far removed from this busy corner of the globe.

No sooner is the Cape season over than in comes
fruit from the Antipoder, from the Pacific borders,

and sunny lands and islands.

To-day good Oranges are being retailed in London
streets at the rate of four a penny !—not dried-up

rubbish, but toothsome spheres of sweetness. As
to the Cape supplies, much has still to be learnt bv

those engaged in the trade. Some of the fruit

sent to market are fine specimens, and reward the

sender ; most of the remainder ought never to have

been placed here on sale. Good Grapes, Pears,

Apples, &c , are certain to find a ready and profitable

sale here, and just when they are wanted. The
Australasian fruits now helping us to bridge over the

term during which Eaglish Apples are pnctieally

non-existent, are in excellent condition, though they

have to go to the wall in face of the grand collection

of soft fruit now making beautiful the stands in

every market, and in all retailers' shops. Of
Tasmanian Apples, it is pleasant to be told by

the highest authority that, " taking the season as

a whole, the prices reached v/Bie very fair, and the

quality of the fruit was generally better than that of

the previous season. The general condition of the

fruit on landing was also better than usual.'' Tear

by year it may be noticed our friends at Hobart are

themselves learning the lessons which experience

teaches best. It is worth noting that the ship canal

from the Mersey to Manchester is having some in-

fluence on the fruit trade of the district, and it is con-

tended that the cost of distribution is lowered by carry-

ing fruit direct to the wharf in Manchester. Bat be

that as it may, all we have to notice is the fact that

competition between Liverpool and Manchester must

lead to enlarged supplies from all quarters of the

globe, to the benefit of the consumers generally. In

this connection it is interesting to observe that

during the season just closing the North of England
Fruit Brokers' Association has sold upwards of

220.000 packages, made up of fruits of all kinds, from

all fruit- producing countries—there not being any

kind of fruit imported into Liverpool which have not

been seen at market in Manchester.

Toe great bulk of the trade done at Manchester

has hitherto been in Valencia Oranges ; but new
fields of supply, we are told, are being formed in

Italy, Sicily, Smyrna, Lisbon, and Seville; and

efforts are now being made to procure trade in

Canadian Apples ; and so, after all, it may come to

pass that all the year round we shall have a supply

of fresh fruits from whence to draw comfort and

health. E, C.

Belgium.
—

CHAilBRE STXDICALE DES HOBTICDL-
TEURS BELGES.

Tee last, monthly meeting of this association was
remarkable for the number and excellence of the

exhibits. Certificates of Merit were awarded to

M. Em. de Cock for Anthurium Scherzerianum var.

Adriani, spathe sturdy, habit fine, colouring excel-

lent; to M. L. De Smet-Davivier (par acclamation)

for Nerine Fothergilli ; the plant bore seven floral

racemes, and was in a pot decorated with Adiantum.
The effect waB beautiful ; the trusses of bright

cinnamon -red flowers were very effective among a

mass of pale Odontoglossums. A certificate was
also awarded to M. Emile de Cock for Grisebachia

compacta nans, very dwarf, sturdy and vigorous,

very distinct ; to MM. Alsberghe and Van Oost for

twenty pots of tuberous Begonias, and 120 cut

flowers of an excellent strain ; the peduncles firm,

flowers erect, and of colours as varied as distinct

;

to M. Bedinghaus for Agave Troubetzkoyana, a fins

example of a species ' becoming very rare ; to M.
Fratcpois Desbois for Spirsa Anthony Waterer; to

the same exhibitor and also to M. Dalliere for

Phyealis Francheti, both well known in Eng-
land ; also to the same exhibitor for Aristolochia

tricandata, a sturdy free- flowering plant, with very

singular flowers and curious in colouring, especially

remarkable for their very long tails. M. Deabois

also obtained a certificate for Daphne Laureola
atro-purpurea, remarkable for the peculiar colouring

of the leaves, which are dark purple merging into

blsck; MM. Desbois and Pynaert obtained cer-

tificates for Eaphorbia Fournieri, a plant which looks

as if its pretty green leaves were growing on a
Cactus ; M. Szewezick with tuberous Begonias, cut

flowers, in every way admirable. Other certificates

were awarded to M. Jules Hye (par acclamation) for

a Cattleya Rex, a splendid flower of this fine plant,

and showing the value of the species ; to the same
exhibitor for Laslio-Cattleya Proserpine (L. pumila
X C. velutina) also par acclamation; this fine

Orchid resembles C. velutina in habit, ahd C. pumila
in colouring; to M. Joseph Alsberge (a Vunanimitt)

for tuberous Begonias, last year's seedlings, vigorous,

well- bloomed, the flowers erect and sturdy.

Certificates for good cultivation and flowering

were allotted to M. L. De Smet-Duvivier for

Adiantum macrophyllum albo- striatum, a charming
plant whereon the rosy-red of the young foliage is

very effective among the adult fronds, which are

streaked with white ; to the same exhibitor for
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Aralia monstruota, a fine specimen with twenty-

rive glossy and healthy leaves, certificate awarded
a Tunwnimiti ; to M. Kuyk (alio h Vunani„dt6) for

K irya latilolia variepata, a specimen of considerable

vigour, and very healthy. Cartificites were alio

awarded a» follows : to M. Ch. Spae for Kondeletia

speciosa, growing in a fine truss about 18 inches

across, and well covered with pretty flowers of

bright-red colour, with orange centres ; to 11.

Bedinghaus for Sollya heterophjlla, a pretty globe-

shaped plant covered with hundreds of small china-

bine, bell-shaped flowers ; to M. Wyckaert for

Ljcaate Deppei, a well-bloomed specimen ; and to

M. Szewezick for Gesnerias perfecta robusta alba

and lutea in pots, and bearing quantities of charming

flowers, and also for Selaginella Enmeliana, a plant

measuring more than 18 inches across, very well

grown, and very healthy. Ch. Be B.

Scotland.

DISA GRANDIFLORA.
Edinburgh.—Every year as the flowering season of

these plants come round, we are reminded of the great

beauty of these Cape Orchids, and the amount of

admiration expressed at the first sight by the visitors,

bears testimony to the popularity of this species when
well grown. In a large number of establishments

where collections of Orchids are grown this one is

omitted, oftentimes on account of failure in its cul-

tivation, the reason of failure being difficult to

account for—different degrees of humidity of the
atmosphere, water, and other causes being brought
forward as causes. But even in districts where it is

known to succeed well it is not by any means com-
monly seen, but restricted to a few establishments.
Here it grows with little more attention than that
given to ordinary greenhouse plants, among which
they are grown. The compost used is about three
parts of roughly-broken peat and one of good fibry

loam, with lumps of sandstone and charcoal about
the size of Walnuts to keep the soil from becoming
sonr, owing to the large quantities of water required.
Fans are used for potting, our largest specimen
being about 18 inches in diameter, and nearly
a foot deep, to allow of a large amount of

drainage. In this compost the growths are strong,
and the foliage firm and large, the stems bearing in

some cases five flowers, from 3.} to 4 inches across.

The plants require but little rest, the succeeding
year's growth generally appearing soon after they
have finished flowering. Just now for convenience
our specimens are occupying a place in the succulent-
house, where they are staged upona bed of sphagnum,
and enjoy full exposure to the sun and air, and
receive copious supplies of water. The colour of

the flowers is dark, and the snbstance good, R, L.
Harrow, Boyal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

The Week's Work.

Fig. 31—pnvLLOSTACHvs qtilioi. (see p. 186.)

THB HARDY PHUIT OABDEW.
Bv W. Pope, Gardener. Bighclere Castle, Xewbury.

PINCHING LATE QROWTH8 ON FRUIT TREE8.
—Toe heavy rains have generally resulted in an
abundance of lateral and snblateral growth on most
of the fruit tree*, especially on those which are
lightly cropped with fruit. Such growths should be
shortened back to one leaf, the exceptions being the
shoots of 2 or 3 inches in length, which show a
plump terminal bud, and theBe need not be shortened,
as the bud will probably prove to be a bloom-bud ;

but where such shoots on wall or espalier-trees stand
out farther from the base than is desirable, they
must be removed with the rest.

APRICOT8, STOPPING, ETC —Continue to stop
the foreright shoots, and remove overgrown spurs,

old and bare branches, where such can be spared,

training in young wood thinly, so that perffcl

ripening is ensured.

PEACHE8 AND NECTARINES, PINCHING AND
TRAINING.—Any gross foreright shoots on these

treeB should be removed, all sublateral growths
shortened back to one leaf, and any shoots which
are likely to make too vigorous and long a growth
may have the points removed. Train in the young
shoots thinly, and take care to allow the fruits full
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exposure to light and air by fastening back or
removing any of the obstructive leaves and shoots.
The best remedy for a too luxuriant growth is lifting
the trees in the early autumn months before the
leaves begin to fall ; this, if carefully carried out,
will not fail to hasten the ripeniDg of the wood, and
other conditions being favourable, ensure a crop of
fruit the following season. Where these kinds of fruit
trees are grown in dry situations or under broad glass
copings, good waterings at the root must be afforded
as required, frfqaently syringing the trees to keep
red-spider in check.

CHERRIES ON WALL8, AND PYRAMIDS.—Cherries
making a secondary growth must be kept closely
stopped, such foreright and surplus shoots as may
have been allowed to grow, beiDg now shortened to
three or four leaves. If the black aphis be remarked,
dress the trees with quassia solution or other good
insecticide without delay. See that all shoots for
extending the trees are fastened securely, using as
few ties for the purpose as are consistent with safety.
Trees on walls that are healthy and strong and yet
refuse to set a crop of fruit although flowering pro-
fusely, should have a good dressing of chalk or old
mortar rubbish worked into the surface soil and about
the roots early in the autumn, and in the spring
when in flower. Afford them a thorough watering
followed by a mulch. Pyramids and bashes that are
making a lot of strong wood should be lifted early
in September, and the check thus given them will be
almost sure to result in speedy fruitfulness.

BUSH OR PYRAMID APPLES.—Pyramid and bush
trees should be gone over, and surplus growth
shortened to three or four leaves, taking note of
varieties that fruit at the points of the shoots,
namely, Cornish Gilliflower, Irish Peach, &c, which
only need the removal of Ion?, gross, or crowded
shoots. Where summer pruning has been carried
ont, new growth will be again pushing, and this
should be pinched back to one leaf. Take advantage
of frnit on unnamed or wrongly-named trees to
determine the variety, and label such Becurely.

THE PLOWEE GAB.DEN.
By BAILEY Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens. York.

HUMEA ELEQAN8.—Plants from seed sown in

May or Jane will now be large enough to prick off

into small pots filled with light, rich, loamy soil.

After watering them, place them in a cool, shaded pit

or house till well established, and afterwards afford
them abundance of light and air, and a further shift

into 6-inch pots in late September.

THE FLOWER BEDS will need constant attention
in the matter of tidiness, and where the plants are
too much crowded it will do them good to thin out
the shoots somewhat, so as to admit the air amongst
them, favouring the ripening of the wood and pre-
venting loss of leaf. The flowers should be removed
from Cerastium tomentum : young edgings that are
to remain for the winter should be pegged down
closely.

VASES AND BASKETS.—Plants in vases and
baskets should have daily attention, so as to keep
the plants in a presentable- condition. Do not rely

on the rainfall for moistening the soil in these
receptacles, as it has very little effect, the dense
foliage throwing much of it off the soil. Afford the
vases one or two thorough waterings in a week,
according to the state of the weather. If the soil is

very firm and hard, it should be probed with a
pointed stick or piece of iron.

ANNUAL SUNFLOWERS should be staked before
they get blown over. A very effective bed of flowers
we have seen this season consisted of tall single and
double Sunflowers sown in rows about 2 feet apart,
then tall double and single annual Poppies sown
broadcast over the bed with Shirley Poppies and
various-coloured Nasturtiums round the edge.

VIOLET8.—In dry localities and light soils,

Violets have suffered much from the ravages of red-
spider, and it will be advisable to remove the leaves
that are the most infested, and to syringe the plants
frequently with clean water, top-dress the beds with
some rich soil, and afford weak liquid manure once a
week. Where Violets are planted on a border on
the north side of a wall they are healthy and strong,
and the varieties New York and Marie Louise are
flowering freely. Some gardeners cut off the runners
of Violets, but I let them remain, and ours are
pulled to pieces in the spring, and they are not
trimmed afterwards whether grown for flowering in

the winter in frames or outside.

P1NK8 AND CARNATIONS that were struck in

July will new be ready for potting or planting in

beds, and the sooner this is done after they are

rooted the better will be the results, there then
being ample time for them to get established before
the winter begins. For wintering Carnations and
Pinks, a 3-inch pot is large enough. In potting,

put a few crocks only in the bottom, and a bit of

fertilising moss at the bottom over them, and as a

potting soil use turfy loam. Place the plants in a
frame, and shade from bright sunshine for one week.
When planted out, Carnations should have deeply
dug well-manured ground. Pinks may be planted
at 12 inches apa't in beds of four rows each ; Car-
nations at 15 or 18 inches.

CHRY8ANTHEMUM8.— Beds of Madame D?s-
granges and other early autumn-flowering varieties

should have liquid manure liberally afforded, and if

the plants in the beds do not make a close mass,
the plants that are at the rides and therefore

exposed to the wind, should be secured to stakes.

Much staking is not rfqaired, as they look better

when growing unrestrained. Large-floweriogvarieties

planted against walls or fences, should have the

lateral stnot removed and the buds selected at soon
as it is possible to do so. The securing of these to

the fence, &c, should have careful attention, as the
shoots are readily broken by the wind. It is a
m'stake to tie the shoots close up to the point, it

being better to leave 6 or 8 inches from the end
loose.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEW
By John Lambert, Gardener, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

CELERY.—In most places the earliest and first

planted Celery will be fit for being earthed up. The
plants should first have all the shortest outside

leaves pulled off, and this operation will reveal the

hitherto concealed shoots round the stalk, which
should also be removed. Having done this, gather

up the leaf-stalks firmly and put a bast tie round
them; afford a light dressing of salt and dry soot,

and if the weather is dry a good watering, and wait

till the plants are quite dry outside before earthing
them up. A small eartbing-np will suffice on this

occasion.

POTATOS.—Early varieties generally will be the

better for being lifted, including those which have
been planted for furnishing planting sets. Change
of land is always good for the Potato ; and where
moderate quantities of sets are purchased, it is gene-
rally found necessary the first year to grow them
entirely for sets. Potatos intended for sets should be
carefully dug up, not bruised in any way, and tho-
roughly dried before they are stored. Before storing
lay them thinly in an open shed exposed to the
sun. The Potato store should be cool and dry, and
quite frost-proof.

TOMATOS.—The moist weather will have caused
much growth of shoots, which must be entirely

removed, and the leaders stopped, the time beiog
not any too long for the ripening of all the fruits

now set. It will be as well, in the case of a very
robust foliage, to cut it in half, so as to expose the

fruit to the sun. This kind of lightening of the
leaf-growth should be cautiously carried out, or the
plants will be injured and greatly checked. I do not
remember to have seen Tomatos looking more pro-

mising than this year. Water at the roots will not
be required unless it be by those which are growing
in pots plunged in the ground. Keep those well

secured to stakes that are growing in the open
quarter.

PAR8LEY.—Continue to transplant any young
seedlings that are large enough to handle, and make
another sowing. L?t the lines be well thinned out,

an operation that is often neglected. Where cold
pits can be spared, Parsley may be pricked out, or

Parsley-seed sown in them.

FBTJIT8 CITDEB GLASS.
By Bichard Paekeb. Gardener, Goodwood. Chichester.

THE POTTING OF STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Tne
potting of the plants rfqaired for forcing shculd be
done without delay, and the removal of those which
have been standing in a shady place Bince they were
potted should be attended to, standing them on a

coal-aBh bottom in a part of the garden that baa
exposure to the sun all day long. This is a matter
of importance, as by their remaining in the snade
the pots might become water-logged. If the space
at command is not sufficient to allow cf the pots

being stood on a floor of coal - ashes, they may
be arranged in a double or single row at the sides of

the garden paths, if precaution be taken to p'.ace

slates or boards for the poti to stand upon. Always
afford plenty of room between the plants, so

that the foliage may be properly developed.

Strawberry plants should not be potted directly

after heavy rain, as the soil in the pots is then in a

saturated condition, and the ramming which is neces-

sary would turn it into a kind of puddle, which when
once it is dry might prevent the water passing freely

through it afterwards. Neither Bhould the potting-

aoil be too moist, or the result will be the same. If,

when water is afforded, it does not pass quickly

through the soil of any of the recently-potted plants,

always turn the plants out of the pots, and replace

them leas firmly.

POT VINES —If the Vines have been gradually

hardened off by affording them plenty of air, they
will now be in a condition for standing out-of-

doors in a sunny and sheltered position, to thoroughly

mature. The pots containing the Vines Bhould be

elevated on other pots or on brickbats, &c, and only

enough water should be afforded them to keep

the soil fairly moist. Grape-vines that were planted

early in the year, and which bore fruit in May, should

have the shoots shortened to three or four of the

principal leaves, in order that the buds may be
matured by sunlight and heat. The border must
not be allowed to become dry, as the roots of these

Vinei are Btill in an active condition, and sustenance

is very necessary in the later stages of growth.

MID 8EASON VINES — When the crop is con-

sumed, all superfluous shoots should be removed
as with pot-vines, so as to give the principal leaves

full exposure. Outside borders that were heavily

mulched during the hot weather, will be benefited

ov removing some of the mulch, and lightly digging

the remainder into the border. Be careful not to

touch the job if the border is in a wet state from
recent rain.

PLAJJTS UHDEB GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

WINTER-FLOWERING BEGONIA8.—These various

species will require liberal watering at the roots, and
occasional applications of liquid manure, most of

them being benefited thereby whilst making growth.

If the late-struck Begonias are allowed to remain in

the large 60's they were potted into at first, they will

make plants of good size, very useful for furnishing

the dining-table or filling small vases. For the
decoration of rooms there is nothing which surpasses

B. Gloire de Sceaux and Gloire de Lorraine. I

have had them indoors for six weeks at a time, and
the plants flowered nearly as well in the rooms as in

the stove.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED BEQONIA8—These plants

are easily propagated at this season if short flower-

less shoots be selected. These should have the

bottom leaves cut off, the shoots being cut square

across at a joint. Insert them in numbers from
five to six in large 60-pota in light sandy soil

;
place

under hand-lights, and they will soon make tubers.

The tubers should be allowed to remain in the

pots till the spring. A light dewing should be

afforded the cuttings on sunny days.

CEL08IAS Bhould be potted on at once, affording

molerate shifts; stand the plants in a light position

in the stove, and syringe them frequently. When
the pots are filled with roots, remove them to a
cooler and drier place.

VIOLETS FOR GROWING IN FRAME8. — These
plants should be kept clean and the land stirred

regularly with the hoe, affording them a top-dressing

of dry fresh soot. Remove runners as soon as noticed,

and should the plants become infested with red-

spider, as they will in light land, thoroughly clean

them by syringing with soap-suds containing about
2 cz. of* flower«-of-sulphurto the gallon. This should
be done on two or three nights in succession,

taking care to get beneath the leaves with the syringe.

B0UVARDIA8.—Those which are planted out will

require but little attention except in the matter of

stopping the growth of the shoots and loosing the
ground occasionally. Bouvardias cultivated in pots

will require attention in regard to re-potting. Keep
this section close in cold frames after re-potting until

again well-rooted, when the lights may be withdrawn.
Bouvardias in pots Bhould be syringed twice a day,

and have the shoots regularly stopped until about

six weeks before they are required to flower.

BERRIED 80LANUMS IN POT8 will require a weak
stimulant to growth now that the berries are growing
apace, for this purpose Clay's Fertiliser sprinkled

over the surface of the soil is as good a manure as

can be uied,
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Fig. 37.—phyllostachys xigba. (see p. 186.)

Fig. 38.

—

abundinabia japonica=bambusa metake of gabdens. (see p. 1S6.)

THE OBCHID HOU8E8.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower. Bwrfori, Dorkxng.

MILTONIA VEXILLARIA.—Plants of thii charming
•peciea will now be found in a sufficiently advanced
state of growth to admit of their being repotted ; bat
before this operation is begun, it will be advisable to
make sure that the plants are free from the little

yellow thrips which conceal themselves right down
in the interior of the young growths. It is not easy
to eradicate them with a brush or sponge, and being
so minute many of them escape detection, and much
mischief is done before they are detected. The best
method of destroying these insects, and one that

takes up the least amount of time, is to dip or wash
the growths in some safe insecticide, and afterwards
rinse them in tepid soft water. For this purpose I

use nicotine-soap, at the rate of 2 cz. to 1 gall, of warm
water; or, in a mixture, the new XL All liquid in-

secticide, both of which are effective destroyers. Afcer
using either preparation I would advise careful shading
for a few dayB. M. vexillaria iB a plant that forms
numerous fibrous roots, which puah their way just
over and under the surface of the compost ; and the
plant should, therefore, have larger space afforded
for the roots to ramble in than is generally allowed.
The pots or pans should be filled to about three
quarters of their depth with clean crocks, upon
which should be placed a layer of sphagnum-moss :

the plantB shonld be well elevated above the rim of

the pots, &c, as by so doing a greater amount of

surface is afforded the roots to ramble in. Care-
fully spread the old living roots over the drainage,
and work in amongst them a compost consisting of

clean sphagnnm-moss with a small quantity of
fibrous peat, and a fair sprinkling of crocks broken
small. Unhealthy plants and those having but
few roots should have all the decayed parti

removed, and be thoroughly cleaned in every
part, and repotted iDto pots or pans much
smaller than those they have hitherto occupied.

After repotting the plantB, afford water very sparingly,

and nee a fine rose watering-can when applying it,

just enough being given to entice the sphagnum-
moss to grow. When the new growths commence
to freely make roots, and they lay hold of the sides

of the pot, water may be gradually increased in

quantity. The temperature of the cool-house will

suit them until the nights become chilly, when they
should be removed to the intermediate-house, choos-
ing a position in it whera air is freely admitted at

all times. The late summer-flowering varieties,

M. v. rubella and M. v. superba, are in some collec-

tions in full bloom, or they are just passing that

atage ; these will not require potting before the

beginning of September, and for the present they

should be kept with the older species in the Oionto-
glcssum-house. The beautiful and distinct hybrid

M. Bleuiana and its variety nobilior, which was
obtained by crossing M. vexillaria and II. Roezlii, is

now in full growth. It succeeds best throughout the

year in the intermediate-house, where abundant
light without sun can be afforded.

THE C00L-H0U8E.—There are several plants in

this division which will require to be repotted or

surfaced, the more important being the varieties of

Maxillarias, which are amongst the most easily cul-

tivated of Orchids, succeeding well with the Andean
Odontoglossums at all seasons. Such species as II.

Sanderiana, M. Amesiana, and M. venusta, should be

grown in teak-wood baskets, as the flowers frequently

appear in a downward direction. Maxillaria

Turneri, M. fnscata, M. grandiflora, M, Lehmannii,

M. lepidota, M. tenuifolia, M. luteo-alba, and M. picta

grow well in an ordinary flower-pot or shallow pan,

and they should be firmly potted in a compost con-

sisting of three parts of sphagnnm-moss to one of peat,

mixed with a moderate quantity of small crock-sherds.

Plants of the new Cochlioda Noetzlians, Mesospi-

nidium sangninenm, M. vulcanicum, and many small-

growing species of Oncidiume, may also be repotted

as soon as growth re-commences. A charming plant

now in bloom is the bright orange-scarlet Lcclia

monophylla. The plant does best when hung up to

the roof in a damp shaded part of the Intermediate-

house. After the flowers fade, place the plants in

the cool-houBe to remain there till cold weather

sets in, when they must be returned to their former

place. Unlike the majority of LaV.ias, this L. mono-

phylla should be kept fairly moist at the root at

all times. To those who are fortunate to have this

Lffilia in bloom I would advise them to ntilise. if

possible, the pollen of each flower for hybridising

purposes, as no doubt something distinct as regards

colour may be obtained from it, which would form a

welcome addition to our collections.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, treest

dc. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be written on one side only of the papeb,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOWS.
Aug 19 ! Felling Floral and Horticultura

t (two days).

(Shropshire Horticultural, Shrews-
\ bury (two days).

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 21< Kingiwood St. George aud West
i Gloucestershire Horticultural.
' TTOwbridge Horticultural.

p
( Aberdeen Royal Horticultura

'") (three days).

MONDAY,

THURSDAY, AUG. 22^

FRIDAY,

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Aug 23-f
Na-'onal _Co-°Peratlve,[ National

Crystal Palace.
at the

SALES.
i First Special Trade Sale of 2600

Aug. 19
-J

lots of Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe
( & Morris' Rooms.

( Second Special Trade Sale of 2500
Aug. 22

-j
lots of Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe

f & Morris' Rooms.

t Orchids, from Messrs. F. Sander &
Aug. 23-j Co., at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-61°.5.

In regard to this subject, we have

Cineraria
° Deen favoured with the following

communication from the Director

of the Royal Gardens, Kew :
—" I do not propose

to pursue this subject any further. My oonclu-

sioDS, and the grounds upon which they are

based, are sufficiently stated elsewhere, and those

who are interested in the subjeot may attach

what weight to them they think proper. It

was never, as far as I am concerned, more than
a detail in a general argument.

" There are, however, two points in the article

published in your columns for July 27, upon
which I should like to make some remark.

"1. It is stated that it was 'a matter of current
opinion,' [at that particular time], that the
Cineraria cruen'a cultivated at Kew ' was
the wild original of the garden Cineraria.'

1 do not think that this is the case. The
' ourrent opinion,' as far as I know, was that
of the late Mr. Thomas Moore, who regarded
the garden Cineraria as of hybrid origin,
a view which I myself communicated, on his

authority, to Mr. Darwin. I re-introduced the
wild plant from the Canaries, and it was the
observation of the fact that, flowers apart, there
was no material morphologioal difference between
the wild and the cultivated plant, whioh led the
Kew staff not to re-ventilate the ourrent opinion
but to revise it.

" 2. No practical horticulturist would deny the
possibility of raising hybrids between Cineraria

cruenta and other species. We know something
about hybrids at Kew, and do not engage in ex-

periments without a definite objeot in view. The
occurrence of actual hybrids of Cineraria has

nothing to do with the matter. If the garden
Cineraria is of hybrid origin, the problem to be
faced is how is the elimination of all trace of any

but Cineraria cruenta parentage from the vege-

tative organs to be acoounted for ? Our solution

has the merit of simplicity—there was no other

parent.

" It is stated in the article that ' seedling

plants of Cineraria cruenta differ markedly in

appearance from those of a garden Cineraria.'

It would be interesting to see a record of

accurate observations of this. W. T. Thiselton

Dyer?

Mr. Freeman Mitford's paper

Bamboos at the R°yal Horticultural Society

on Tuesday last proved one of the

best and most interesting lectures that have been

read before the Society. He had a grand sub-

ject and a novel one, and he handled it with the

ease and knowledge begotten of enthusiasm and

experience. It was by no means a compilation

or a paper " made to order " or to fit an ocoasion.

It is a matter for regret that it was not illus-

trated, either by specimens or by drawings. The
Society, as too frequently happens in such cases,

missed an opportunity. Nevertheless, when Mr.

Freeman Mitford's paper comes to be read in

full in the Journal of the Society, there is no

doubt it will give a great impetus to the culture

of these graoeful and singular plants, and the

Bamboo-garden at Kew already furnishes an

excellent object-lesson open to the community at

large.

We are apt to associate Bamboos with some-

thing [tropioal, and dimensions too gigantic

for an ordinary English garden. Mr. Mitford's

paper will do much to oorrect this imperfect

judgment. Big Bamboos there are, and many
of them far too gigantic and much too tender

ever to find a place in British gardens, but Mr.

Mitford gave a list of between forty and fifty

species and varieties, all of whioh are of suitable

size, some dwarf, and adapted for carpeting the

ground beneath trees, and all more or less hardy.

Indeed, after a winter which has in many parts

of our islands destroyed even the common
Gorse, Mr. Mitford is able to say that not one

of the speoies entirely failed. Nothing worse

than a severe check has occurred, a check re-

sulting in the formation of a sheaf of small

canes, but richly provided with luxuriant foliage.

Mr. Mitford gave some excellent advice as

to the necessity for not planting out the Bam-
boos till they have recovered from the effects of

their removal from their native countries or

gardens where they have been grown. When
received, the roots should be soaked in water for

twelve hours, and then potted. They should then

be placed in a cool-house, and but little water

given at first. In February the buds begin to

swell, in March the leaves appear. Water should

then be afforded freely. In May the pot-plants

may be hardened off, and at the end of the month
they may be planted out in their permanent
quarters, whioh should be duly sheltered from

their deadly enemy—wind. In handling the

plants the greatest care should be taken not to

injure the roots, nor the points of the shoots,

which are very brittle. They should not be

trodden in, but the roots well watered-in so as to

enable them to get firm hold of the soil without

risk of breakage. The soil should previously

have been well double-dug. By preference it

should be a rich loam, and the plants mulched

with cow-manure. Wire netting may be pro-

vided to ward off the attacks of rabbits or phea-

sants. A little fern or bracken thrown over the

stools in winter might be advisable. We need

not follow Mr. Mitford in his enumeration of the

species, but refer the reader to Mr. Bean's classi-

fication of hardy Bamboos, given in our volume

for 1894 (March), where the species cultivated at

Kew and elsewhere are enumerated and described,

with illustrative cuts, some of which we now

reproduce as opportune to the occasion. Arun-

dinaria nitida, fig. 33, one of the loveliest and

hardiest, to quote Mr. Mitford, was formerly

called A. khasyan a, under the erroneous impression

that it was a native of the Khasya mountains, a

hot steamy region not likely to afford many plants

hardy enough to withstand our climate. The

species, it appears, is really a native of the

Chinese province of Szchuen, a very different

climatal region.

This instance, among many more, shows the

great advantage that acorues from the associa-

tion of Botanical research and practioal cultiva-

tion. The culture of those plants, as in the oase

of Orchids, will lead to an immense advance in

our knowledge of the plants, and to the gradual

establishment of a correot nomenclature, and at

the same time the information gleaned as to the

native countries of the plants will afford most

useful hints to the cultivator.

Incidentally, we may mention a ourious co-

relation alluded to, with becoming caution, by

Mr. Mitford, and that is the circumstance that

all, or almost all, the species known to be hardy

have the smaller veins in the leaves arranged in

small but conspicuous squares, the venation

being, as it is called, tessellate. Mr. Mitford's

paper was instructive and suggestive to a high

degree, but as it will doubtless be printed in full

in the Journal of the Society, we need now only

counsel those of our readers interested in the

subjeot to look forward to a future issue of the

Journal. In the meanwhile we may refer them

to Mr. Bean's Monograph already alluded to,

and to Mr. Mitford's own communications to

the Garden, and to our own columns.

At the conclusion of the lecture, some remarks

were made by the chairman, Sir Alexander
Arbuthnot, and by Sir John Llewelyn. Dr.

Masters mentioned that A. japonioa, better

known as B. Metake, Hort., thrives well in one

of the densest and most insalubrious London
suburbs, and even under the shade of some old

Lime trees, where little or nothing can be induced

to grow.

Mr Barron's Retirement—Weare requested

to give publicity to the following communication :

—

" In connection with the retirement of Mr. A. F.

Bahhon from hit office of Superintendent of the

Royal Horticultural Society's gardem at Chiswick,

we understand that the Council have resolved to make
him an allowance which is practically a retiring

pension of £180 a year. J. W."

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—On Wednesday last, through the kindnesi of

A. Mordan, Esq., a garden party was held in the

grounds of Stone House, Reigate, for the benefit of

the Gardeners' 1 loyal Benevolent Institution. The
weather being exceedingly fine, the grounds were

visited by over 1000 persons. Amongst those

present were Lady Jennings and party, Mrs. Simpson

and family, the Misses Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Mordan,

Mrs. Lawder Eaton, Miss Mordan, Mr. R. E. West,

Mr. Davidson, &o. In the evening, the grounds

were beautifully lighted by fairy lamps and Chinese

lantern*, especially the verandah, which was very

effectively illuminated. The whole of the grounds

and greenhouses were thrown open for the inspection

of the visitors, many of whom were heard to remark

on the admirable way in which the grounds were

kept by the head gardener (Mr. G. Steer), who, it

should be mentioned, ably carried out the general

arrangements for the gathering. Dancing was

carried on in the evening with much vigour. By
this effort, the funds of the Institution will be bene-

fited by more than £12.
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Arundinaria Simoni.—Mr. Pbinwill, of Pro-

bus, obligingly tends us flowers of the variegated

form of this species. A. Fortunei is also in bloom
in his garden,

A NUR8ERYMAN AS J.P.—Mr. GaeliesMitchell,
nurseryman, Stranraer, has been appointed a J.P.

for the connty of Wigtownshire. He has acted as

chairman of the parochial board for twenty-five

years, chairman of the School Board of the Burgh,

chairman of the governors of the High School, and

chairman of the Parish Council. Por forty years he

has conducted an extensive wholesale and retail

nursery business, and may be said to be the father of

the nursery trade in Scotland. During a busy life

Mr. Mitchell has collected one of, if not quite the

largest, libraries in the south of Scotland. The
finest editions and copies of history, poetry, science,

politics, and general literature, ancient and modern,

many rare and curious works, numerous collections

of beautifully illustrated and rare works of the finest

specimens of the best artists, only to be found in a

few hands.

Missouri Botanical Garden —A copy of the

sixth Annual Report has reached us. The garden,

it will be remembered, was founded at St. Louis, in

accordance with the will of the late Mr. Shaw, a

merchant of English extraction, and the friend of

Engelmann, Asa Gbat, and other botanists of his

time. Prof. Teelease is now the Director. Among
other regulations is one for the tuition and training

of garden pupils. Two have completed their curri-

culum of four years, and received appointments as

Curators of Botanic Gardens. The subjects taught

have all direct reference to gardening, and are taught

practically. The whole of the first year is devoted

to manual labour, and half of each day through the

remainder of the course. The scientific papers in

the present volume include monographs or essays on
N. American Sagittarias by J. G. Smith ; on Leit-

neria floribunda, by Dr. Teelease ; on the dissemina-

tion of Yucca, by H. J. Webbee; on the Mound
flora of Atchison County, Missouri, &c.

Experimental Plant Physiology.—Mr. D.
T. Macdougal has translated the little manual
of Physiology prepared by Dr. Wallee Oels. It

consists of directions for the performance by the

pupil of more than a hundred experiments by means
of which the principal phenomena of nutrition,

geotropism, growth, movements, pollination, &c,
are illustrated. The pupil is not merely to sit and
take notes of a lecture, nor to read a book, but to

work ont for himself as far as circumstances permit
the details of physiology. Such a course of training

would be of immense value to young gardeners, and
in these days of county laboratories is not altogether

unattainable. Lecturers will find this little volume
very useful. It may be had from Moeeis & Wilson,
Minneapolis, or from Williams & Noegate, Hen-
rietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

" Petit Atlas de Poche des Champignons
COMESTIBLES ET VeneneuX" {Eatable and, Poi-

sonous Fungi), par Paul Dumee (Paris, Libraire des

Sciences Naturelles, Paul Klincksieck, 52, Rue des

E;oles). This little hand or pocket volume is the third

of a series devoted to natural history, and intended

to accompany a collector in his walks as well as to

be useful for reference in the study. The book before

us contains descriptions by which many of the com-
moner fungi may be recognised one from the other.

Some brief information concerning microbes and
microscopic fungi which are more or less intimately

connected with certain diseases, are also mentioned.
There are thirty-six coloured figures of fungi in-

cluded in this work, contributed by M. Henbi Gillet.
The section relating to the micro-fungi is too brief

to be of much service. The other portions of the

volume may be commended to the notice of begin-

ners. The figures are good, but contain no details

concerning the sporeB.

FLOWER8 IN SEA80N.—We have received from
the nursery of Messrs. Laing & Mathee numerous
flowers cf varieties of the Carnation, cut from plants

in the open ground, which are everything that those

who admire this fragrant flower could wish, although

that not easily pleased person, the Carnation fancier,

would, we imagine, not think they were all up to

show form. Of especial good quality were Dundas,

scarlet ; Mrs. Reynolds Hole, orange-fawn ; Uriah

Pike, dark carnation- red; William Wood, deep

rose ; Ketton Rose, and Duchess of Fife, old rose-

pink in both cases ; and Paul Engelheart.

Proposed Park for Hampstead. — We
learn from the Journal of Horticulture that a move-
ment has been started by a number of influential

residents in Hampstead to secnre the estate of the

late General Peases as a park and recreation

ground. The proposed park is situated by Finchley

Road and West End Lane, and has an area of 13

acres. The grounds are finely laid out, and abound
with flower-beds and winding paths.

THE TOMATO Trade.—According to the West

Kent Advertiser of July 27, Mr. John Wood, of

Crockenhill, has been sending away nightly to the

London and northern markets between 300 and
400 pecks of the finest kinds of Tomatos.

STOCKTAKING: July.—Tue holiday last week
interfered with the publication of the Trade and
Navigation Returns for the past month, so as to pre-

vent the issue of our summary until to-day. The
following is our usual excerpt from the " summary "

table of Imports for the month of July :

—

Imposts . 1894. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports
£

31,835,553

£
35,128,142

£
+3,292,539

(A.) Articles of food
and drink — duty
free 12.267.44S 13,050,25 2 +782,814

(B.) Articles of food
and drink—dutiable 2,022,190 1,965,093 —57,097

Riw materials for

textile manufac-
tures 2.772,042 3,530,191 +758,149

Eaw materials for
sundry industries
and manufactures ... 4,063,668 4,829,385 +765,717

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles 1,076.218 1,103,739 +27,521

(B.) Parcel Post 49.602 79,661 +30.062

This shows a satisfactory state of things, ae compared

with last year, though it should not be forgotten that

there was one more working day in the past month
than in the same term last year. Animals, food and

drink, textile materials, timber, ores of copper, &c,
all show an increase — Wheat being in excess

by over three - quarters of a million sterling.

Russia showing a heavy increase, and America a

heavy decrease, but sending an increased supply of

Cotton. " Manufactured articles " are an increased

quantity, chiefly in silk and cotton goods. Altoge-

ther, with a total import of £35,128,142 there is

shown a gain of £3.292,589—or rather better than

10 per cent. The annexed figures as to the imports

of fruits, &c, are, as usual, very interesting:

—

Imposts. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw :

—

Apples ...bush. 55,362 57,988 +2,606

Cherries ... „ 99,917 66,047 —33.870

Plums 165.134 59,040 —106,094

Pears ... „ 154,082 35.903 —117,176

Grapes ... ,, 6,500 45,238 +38,738

TJnenumerated 301,771 342,194 +40,423

Onions 283,285 367,942 +84,656

Potatos ... cwt. 570,773 593,882 +23,109

Vegetables, raw,
merated ...

unenu-
... value

£
156.172

£
204,059

£
+47,887

These figures and the record as to imports convince

us that time and circumstance are not inopportune

in which to recall attention to the matter of light

railways as eminently suited to the requirements of

market gardeners and others. When railway charges

were exciting so much attention in this column, we
drew attention to the advisability of making cheap

lines of communication between field, orchard, and

markets, extending the area over which the pro-

ducer could spread his wares—to his own profit as

well as to that of the consumer. It would appear

that our Consular and other officials on the Con-

tinent were solicited by the commercial directorate

of the Board of Trade to furnish such details as

they could lay hands on bearing upon the subject

;

this was done, and the resulting reports were

hand ed to the committee inquiring into the causes

of the depression in agriculture. Now that the com-

mittee have overhauled the supply of information, the

reportB have been published, and we now learn that

in the little kingd om of Belgium there are seventy-

five lines, extending over 836 miles, six belonging to

private companies, the remainder to the National

Society of Local Railways. It is interesting to learn

that their dividends have been steadily increasing.

Agricultural products have benefited by the estab-

lishment of these lines of communication, the most

remarkable feature being the culture of Beetroot,

which has received a very noticeable impetus ; and

has in its turn given rise to the establishment

of many sugar factories. In Prussia the light

railways are thirty-seven in number, extending

to some 480 miles ; the German Government says of

them that in general they appear to be well adapted

to the development and improvement of agriculture,

forestry, and their accessories, particularly to open-

ing up new markets, and facilitating the carriage to

and fro of manure and raw produce over a consider-

able area of country. Surely, enough has been given

here to prove the case for the subject under notice.

In the matter of

Expoets,

An excellent report has to be made ; not in any

article has a decrease to be noted—the column is a

blank ! In the month of July the exports footed up

£20,559,486, being an increase of £2,160,950 over

July, 1894. More than that, there is an increase to

note in the seven months' comparison of £1,394,991.

Nearly £800,000 of the month's increase is due to

American business alone ; and if the currency diffi-

culties over there can be settled, there is no reason

why a return of confidence all over the Union

should not still further swell the tide of trade enter-

prise. There is no necessity to specify increases

with an all-round rise, and there can be little doubt

that home trade generally will expand, and hundreds

of thousands be qualified to judge of the purchasing

powers of money !

"Journal of the Kew Guild."—We have

already alluded to the recent publication of the

number for May, 1895, and may now give some indi-

cation of its contents. It opens with a portrait and

brief memoir of Sir William Hooker, the first

Director. What he did, how great was his courtesy,

and how potent his aid to young gardeners and

students, is held in grateful remembrance by the

older generation, and it is well that the new comers

should be made acquainted with the facts also. The
main purpose of the guild, that of linking the Rew
gardeners of the past with those of the present, seems

to have been well accomplished, and no doubt the

circulation of the present number will still further

promote that co-operation and good fellowship which

are so desirable. The items of Kew news have

mostly been published already in the gardening

papers, but it is very useful to have them collected

in so convenient a form. The notes from far off

members in all quarters of the globe are most

interesting, and constitute a feature which we would

fain hope may be much extended. Some notices of

old Kewites who have passed away will be of interest

to many who still hold their memory dear. There

are some omissions which will probably be made
good in subsequent issues. The list of old Kew men
will prove very serviceable. We congratulate the

promoters on the progress of the guild, and most

heartily wish it all attainable success.

Cattleya Mo8Si>£, Linden's Champion.—
We owe to the kindness of M. Lucien Linden the

receipt of a fine illustration of a beautiful form of

C. labiata var. Mossise, called Linden's Champion.

The bold undulate petals, the lip with a crimson
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blotch edged with a white frill, and the throat

streaked with gold and purple, coDfer an air of great

distinction on thin plant. It is one of many varie-

ties, more than forty of which have been deemed
worthy of being separately named.

The BRITISH Pteridological Society.—The
•anrjual meeting of this Society took place at Kendal,

them a splendid confluent form of Lastrea mon-
tana found by Mr. Whitwell, which under successful

rulture had far surpassed the expectations of its dis-

coverer, since when found it wa« merely caudate. A
paper on " Fern Reproduction," by Mr. Chables T.
Dbueby, F.L.S , formed the basis of an animated dis-

cussion, dealing as it did with all the latest discoveries

in this direction, some of which were quite new to the

Fig. 40.— phyllcstachvs kbumasa^a. (see p. 186.)

Fig. 41.—bambusa tessexlata. (see p. 186.)

©ifMonday, August 5, Bank Holiday, and notwith-
standing the unpromising weather conditions, was
very well attended. A number of very interesting
new finds were exhibited by Mr. R. Lloyd Pbaegee,
ol Belfast, who read a most interesting paper relating

to them and to the Irish hunting-grounds from which
they had emanated, and in which so many close parallels
have been found by him, and Mr. W. H. Phillips of
aame city, to some of the rarest English forms. Mr.
Smithies also showed a number of finds, among

members generally. A number of new members
were enrolled, and the Society is in a flourishing

condition, and deservedly so, since, thanks to

the efforts of a coterie of true Fern lovers,

mainly resident in the locality, a centre has

been formed to which, once a year at least, the

sincere admirers of our British Ferns may gravitate,

exhibit their 6uds, exchange views, and in a prac-

tical fashion determine by the general experience of

the members, the vexed question of nomenclature.

On the Tuesday, as usual, a Fern-hunting expedi-
tion was organised to Clawthorpe Fells, where Mr.
Whitwell, the keen-eyed secretary, discovered a

batch of attenuate Lastrea montana on the lime-

stone formation, thus not merely bagging a good
thing, but at the same time exploding the generally

accepted theory that this species abhors lime, a

fallacy the writer also discovered last year on the
limestone at Carnforth, where the species grows
abundantly and rankly in the very pockets of the

OUfcurOj/.

Cornell University.—The following is the

programme of the course of Horticulture given at

this University :

—

I. Evolution of Cultivated Plants.—Fall, i.e., autumn.
Three days a week. A discussion of the current hypo-
theses of organic evolution as applied to the modifi-

cation of plants, particularly of those in cultivation.

Open to students in all courses who have taken

courses 1 and 2 in Botany. Lectures. Professor

Bailey.

[2. Landscape Gardening. — Fall. Two days a

week. A consideration of the principles of aesthetics

as applied to natural scenery, with a critique of

garden art. Given to students in agriculture, archi-

tecture, and others. Lectures. Professor Bailey.]

This course will not be given in 1895—6.

3. The Literature of Horticulture,—Fall. One day

a week. A seminary in the literature of the culti-

vation of plants in various parts of the world, with

reviews of periodical literature. Professor Bailey
and Mr. Lodeman.

4. Greenhouse Construction and Management. —
Fall. Two hourB ; one hour of lectures, and one of

laboratory work once a week, by appointment.

Professor Bailey and Mr. Lodeman.
5. The Botany of Cultivated Plants.— Winter.

Seminary course of one hour, by appointment.

Professor Bailey.

6. Pomology. — Winter. Three days a week.

Lectures and other class exercises upon the cultiva-

tion of fruits. Professor Bailey and Mr. Lodeman.
7. Propagation of Plants.—Winter. Two hours,

by appointment. A practical laboratory course in

the multiplication of plants — grafting, budding,

making cuttings, pollination, &c. Mr. Lodeman.
8. Olericulture, or Vegetable Gardening. Spring.

Two days a week. L'c;ures. Professor Bailey and

Mr. Lodeman.
9. Floricu'ture —Spring. Three hours. Lectures.

Two days a week. One hour of laboratory work by

appointment. Professor Bailey and Mr. Lodeman.
10. The Theory and Practice of Spraying Plants.

Spring. One hour course. Lectures and demonstra-

tions. By appointment. Mr. Lodeman.
II. Handicraft.— Practical work in the forcing

houses and gardens, with familiar talks. Throughout

the year. One to three hour?, by appointment.

Professor Bailey and Mr. Lodeman.
12. Investigation Incident to Previous Courses.—

For graduates and advanced students. Throughout
the year. Hours by appointment, Prof. Bailey.

APPLE CULTURE.—Professor Bailey sums up a

report on the orchards of Xew York State, by the

terse direction

—

"Till,

Feed,
Prune,

Spray."

PLANT POETEAITS.
Anthuritjm Scherzerlaxum, Bull, Sec. Toscan. di Orti-

cultura, July.

Cattleya Mossi-E iMCEKA, Lindtnia. t. cdlxx.
Cvi'RiPEDit'M "Felix Faire," a cross between C.

God ef rc-5 ie aDd C. callosum , Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S95

.

vol. xrii., p, 228 ; Lindenia, t. cdlxix.
Lychnis Haageaxa, L. chalcedontca.jEJkH. Soc. Toscan.

di Orticudura, July, 1895.

MASPEVALLiALUDiBUXDAandM. triangularis, £tnrfema,
t. ODLXXTX
OdohtoGLOSSTTM Edwardi. Echb. f., Lindenia. t. cpt xxvr.

ODONTOGLOSSUM pulchellum MAJTJ9. Lindenia, t.

CDLXX III.

Schomburgkia rosea. Linden, Lindenia, t. cdlxxy.
Stauropsisgigantea, Bentaam (Vandagigantea.Liudley),

Lindenia, t. cdlxxiy.
Zygopetalum VPendlandi, Echb, f,, Lindtnia, t. cdlxxi.
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GIANT CACTI AT KEW.
Some interesting additions hare recently been

made to the collection of Cacti cultivated at Eew,
a consignment of big specimens having been
obtained from Arizona with the assistance of Prof.

J. W. Tonmey, of the Uaiversity of that S;ate.

The illustration (fig. 39, p. 187), represents the most
striking of these specimems, which are arranged in

a gronp in the middle of home No. 5. The two tallest

terns are of Cereas gigantens, the most colossal of all

Cacti, as it sometimes attains a height of 60 ft. la

1890 a fine stem of this species vas obtained for

Eew from California, its height being 15 feet,

and its weight nearly half a ton. It flowered

in 1891, and a figure of it was published in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 7222. The new stems

of this Cerens are 9 feet higb, and each weighs

about 4 cwt. Tfje two large specimens arranged in

the corners of the group are fine examples of Echino-

cactus Wislizeni, each weighing 4 cwt., and measur-

ing 6 feet in height, and 3 by 2 feet in diameter.

The deep ridges are clothed with tufts of stout

spines, of which the central one is 3 inches long,

hooked at the tip, and hard and rigid as bone.

There are smaller specimens at Kew which,

although tbey have been in the collection ten years,

have not grown an inch in height, from which
it may be reasoned that these large examples are

probably hundreds of years old. Flowers are only

developed on large plants ; they are about 2 inches

long and wide, and are succeeded by cone-shaped
fruits 3 inches long, filled with small black Onion-
like seeds. Trie juice of the stems is said to serve

as a substitute for water when the latter is scarce,

and instances have been known among the white
trappers, where the lives of men have been saved by
this plant. The stems are also nsed by the Indians

as boilers, the fleshy inside being scooped out, and
the tough skin is filled with vegetables and water,
and placed on the fire. As there is a plentiful

supply of stems in the desert regions where this is

practised, the Indians do not trouble to carry this

"boiler "about with them, but make a fresh one at

each stage of their journeying!.

A still larger species than this is E. Visnaga, of

which a very fine example was obtained for Kew
years ago. Shortly after its arrival, it was described

and figured by Sir William Hooker in the Illmtrated

London News. It was 9 feet high, and a yard in

diameter, its weight being about a ton. It lived

only a year or two, very large stems of Cacti being
evidently bad to transport and re-establish, even in

gardens near where they grow wild.

Opuntia arborescens, the Elk- horn Cactus, is

represented in the group by two specimens, one on
each side of the elegant Sedge-like Restio subverti-

cillatus in the centre. This Cactus grows to a height
of about 30 feet, branches freely, the main branches
bearing numerous cylindrical branchlets, remarkable
for their oblong tubercles and tufts of long needle-
like spines, each enclosed in a loose thin straw-
coloured sheath. Tne skeletons of this Opuntia, as

seen in the desert places where it is wild, have a
singular and startling appearance, being quite de-
void of leaves, spines, and flesh, the white ligneous
layers forming a hollow cylinder perforated with
mesh-like holes. These skeletons are said to stand
many years. There are examples in the museum at
Kew, and also specimens of walking-sticks made
from the stems of this species. Opuntia fulgida,

another arborescent species with numerous branches
and drooping cylindrical red-tinged branchlets,

bearing short spines, is represented by two fine

specimens.

Other interesting species in«luded in this group
are small stems of the new Cere us Pringlei, a near
ally of C. gigantens, and Opuntia arbuscula, with
slender twiggy branches, not more than half an inch
in diameter, bearing thin sharp spines an inch long.

The large boulder-like object in front of the
picture is an exceptionally fine specimen of Hot-
tentot's Bread, Testudinaria elephantipes, which was
imported from Natal for the Colonial and Indian
ExMb ; tion, and aftfrwa-ds came to K*w. The col-

lection of Cacti now at Kew is richer in species than

it ever was, and considering the large size of t e

house in which they are grown tbey are in good

health. John Smith records that in 1839 a number

of plants of Cereus senilis were introdnced by a trader

and sold at six guineas each. What a different story

Mr. Sander of St. Albans can tell, for hesent twenty nice

plants of this same Cactus to the auction rooms last

week, and could not get a bid for one of them ; they

were afterwards bought to be distributed from Kew at

the absurd price of 2s. each. A dozen plants of the

recently-certificated Echinocactns aureus were bought

at the same price. The newly-formed Cactus Society

may in time work up an interest in Cacti among
English horticulturists—they are certainly out of

favour now. W. W.

KEW NOTES.
Deodar Struck by Lightning at Kew.—One of

tbe finest Deodars at Kew, between tbe Palm-house

and the temperate- house, was struck by lightning on

Saturday evening last. The trunk is riven into

large fragments, showing that the disruptive force

must have been enormous.

Begonias at Kew.

After the heavy storm of Saturday last, and the

drenching showers which have occurred since, it is

pleasing to notice that the beauty of the small beds

of Tuberous Begonias near the Show-honse, No. 4,

is not at all impaired. 'Me bed consists of

Tuberous Begonias of mixed colours, pink and white

predominating. Tnis is a very beautiful bed.

Equally good are the beds of B. semperflorens rosea,

B. Crimson Gem, and B. Woithiana.

Hunnemannia fumabiifolia.

This is one of the gayest plants in the Kew rockery

just now. It is an E<chscholzia-like plant, bnt

growing to 18 inches or 2 feet in height, with

glaucous very deeply divided leaves, and large cup-

shaped canary-yellow flowers. It is a native of

Mexico. In a sheltered situation it would form a

fine plant for a bed, but as we learn from Mr. Irvine,

it is not quite robust enough to stand full exposure

to wind and rain.

SOLANUM WENDLANDI.

It is very remarkable how slow is the diffusion in

gardens of fine plants when they do not happen to

be sent out by the trade. For several years now
the magnificent creeper above named has been

grown at Kew, both in the Succulent-home and in

the Water- Lily house. Thousands upon thousands

must have admired its ample panicles of large

bluish-violet flowers, which remain in beauty for

many weeks, and yet we cannot call to mind ever

having seen it in a private establishment. It was
figured in our columns, September 16, 1893, but the

flowers are often larger than those there shown.

Home Correspondence.

DUKE OF YORK TOMATO.—I grew a few plants

of this novelty last year, and have grown some this

year. It is a handsome, brilliant-coloured fruit, and
if it have a fault, it is that it grows too large. I do
not know another variety which produces such an
even lot of fruit. R. P. Brotherston.

TABLE DECORATION8 WITH CUT FLOWER8,
ETC —Mr. F. W. Seale's strictures in your last issue,

with reference to the floral arrangement of dinner
tables, seem to me very just. It often happens that

insufficient room is left for the dessert and cande-
labra ; these should be the first consideration—the

floral decorations ought to be qiite subordinate.

Most of the dinner-table arrangements I have seen

at shows would drive the lady of the house and the
butler to despair. The best judges of table floral

decorations are ladies, with a butler as assistant.

T. M. Bulkeley- Owen.

Mr. F. W. Seale's remarks on the judging
of table decorations at flower shows in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of August 10, p. 160, are to

the point, and I hope that the subject will be well

threshed out, as there is, to my miad, no part of

horticnltnral exhibitions so unsatisfactorily judged

as table decorations. Over and over again, I have

seen prizes awarded to clumsy overcrowded arrange-

ments which had nothing to recommend them but

tbe quality of the flowers nsed, while taste and

pleasing arrangements were passed over. I am quite

ready to believe that the judges in these cases wish-

to be just, but I agree with Mr. Seale when he says-

"they are totally unfit to judge where taste and
refinement are required," and I do think that in-

justice to all exhibitors, tbe greatest care should be

taken to select judges who have proved themselves

capable of judging of these qualifications. If we are

to attain a high standard of excellence in this

beautiful work, the skilful and artistie decorator

must not be driven out of the competition. F..

Potter, St. Clere Gardens, Kemsing, Sevenoaks.

TOMAT08. — Tomato-growing in the North
appears to be greatly on the increase, not in market-
gardens only, but in many private establishments.

Tne fruits are used as freely as any other culinary

vegetable, and many of the working- classes now
valne them as a useful and palatable food-adjunct.

The price of the fruit from this cause is well main-
tained, and is not likely to suffer much for some time

to come, the foreign supplies, in northern towns at

least, not having increased proportionately to the

demand. I have noticed that in the markets fine-

looking fruit command a very high price compared-

with irregular fruit of smaller size. A good bright

colour is readily noticed bj purchasers. In gardens

generally there are varieties which find favour, and
grown year after year, cultivators making their own
selections, and by such means the quality iB im-
proved. Austen's Eclipse and Toomton's Excelsior

have stood the test as well as most in Scottish

gardens, but among numerons trials given of varie-

ties, Frogmore Selected takes a prominent position.

It, did well in this garden for early supplies, that is.

from the end of April onward, and it is now in good
condition as a late fruiter. The earliest fruits were
obtained by me from Acquisition, a free-bearing

variety of sturdy habit, good for pot-culture. Pre-
sident Garfield is very large ; but it is coarse in the
flesh, and not of handsome shape. In cool- houses.,

where Peaches, Figs, &c, are grown, I obtain fine

crops of Tomatos from plants which are potted in

rich soil, and allowed to root through the pots into

fine loam. The pots are 7-inch, with holes in

bottoms made large enongh to allow the roots to

get outside, and half plunged. Few laterals are

formed, the clusters of fruit are close, and they

are large and firm. M. T., Carron, Stirlingshire.

8LUG3 DESCENDING (see Gardeners' Chronicle,

August 10, p. 160).—The following correspondence
will, I think, be interesting, especially as Darwin's
letter is characteristic of his modesty, courtesy, and
patient attention to details :

—

"Chas. Darwin, Esq , F.R S., &c.

•'Sir,—I have observed that the small white slug has

acquired the power of descending head foremost by means of

a thread of slime from branch or leaf of the Vines in a hot-

house here. One that I showed to a medical friend lowered

itself from the moist end of a stick to a depth of 1 foot, and
upon the leaf which was used to entice it being removed, the
slug turned in the air and climbed up the thread of slime. It

appears to have the power of exuding the slime and of twist-

ing it into a thread as it descends, I shall be happy to

forward one of these slugs if the subject be of sufficient interest

to you. lam, Sir, Yours, &c, W. E., Sept 6, 1881."

" Down, Beckenham, Sept. 7, 18£1.
" Dear Sir,—I thank you for your kindness in having

written to me. My memory is not so good as it was. but I

am nearly sure that I have read of slugs descending in the
man ner described, but not of their having ascended. I am so

much occupied with another subject that I will not accept
your oblig ing offer of sending me living specimens. It is just
possible that the slug may be a foreign species introduced-

with plants in your hot-house. I think thatit would be worth
while for you to repeat carefully your observations, with
measure ments of height of ascent and descent, and then send
an account (saying that you were not sure whether the fact
was known) to Nature, published by Macmillan & Co., Strand.
—With my thanks, I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

'' Ch. Darwin"

I found on further experiment and observation that
the small white slugs, measuring from 1 to li inch
in length, descended more than 3 feet from the
Vines in preference to crawling down their rough
stems, but that they could only ascend a few inches
in a moist and warm vinery, when by repeatedly
touching their heads they were compelled to climb
up their own bodies to the thread by which they had
been descending. The death of Mr. Darwin termi-
nated my interest in the matter for a time, and I
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have not hitherto published the result of my obser-

vations. The small white slug may be found in

many gardens, and is, I think, a native of this

country. W. R., Streatham Hill.

In reply to De B. Crawshay, Eiq. (see

Gardeners' Chronicle, August 10), I am aware that it

is an expedient slugs often adopt when circum-

stances require it. I have seen them in the act

many a time, especially amongst corn-stacks at

harvest-time. For instance, the last load of Wheat
taken up after the dew has settled on the straw

late in the evening may remain on the waggon all

night, and should the stubble be somewhat grassy,

and slugs abundant, many of them would be located

at the butt-end of the sheaves ; this end would be
placed ontward on the waggon or on the stack, and
in either case would soon get dry. The slugs which
happen to be there find the surroundings uncon-
genial, and at once descend to the ground by means
of a line made of slime. What a trouble these slimy

creatures cause to the growers of Orchids I well

know, for they can with their slime make a pathway
over almost any firm surface, as well as descend

through space, in search of a dainty morsel off an
Orchid, or a hiding-place. E. Blandford, Moor Hill,

Westend, Southampton.

In reference to Mr. De B. Crawshay's state-

ment in your last issne regarding slugs descending

on plants by a line of slime, may I be allowed to

mention the fact that I have seen slugs descend that

way on two different occasions, once at the Moat
Nurseries, East Grinstead, and once at Holmwood
Park, Dorking. At the first- mentioned place, the

slug descended on to a Primula, and in the other

on to a Cineraria. The slugs descended from 3 to 4
feet to get at these plants. Foremin, Holme Grange
Gardens, Wokingham, Berks.

SLUGS AND WORMS.—In your last issne I notice

Mr. Crawshay has an article on slugs descending by
their own slime. I believe that I was the first to draw
attention to this fact in your own paper, as Mr. Craw-
shay says no notice was taken at the time. I see

also a note on worms in lawns. I have no worm-
casts here. I have been conversant with gardens
for many years (I shall be on September 10
next, eighty years of age), both in England
and the Continent. At my last residence, Broom-
field, near Chelmsford, and apparently some-
what similar soil, the roller had to be frequently

cleaned. I attribute this to an earth slug which lives

underground. I saw one dug up out of a flower-bed

in the lawn with a small worm in its month. Dig
where my men will, it is very rare to find a worm
here. I should like to know if any one of your
numerous readers have ever seen an earth slug, or

have a garden lawn free from worm-casts. The slugs

are largish, white in colour, and have horns. Bobert

Warner.

CARNATIONS.—I was much interested in reading

the account at p. 138 of the Bookham Carnations,

where, if anywhere, they are certain to be seen in

good form. Readers in general will be pleased to

know that they are equally satisfactory when grown
along with the multitude of other things that every

day engross the attention of the ordinary gardener,

and that they are as well fitted for out-of-door

culture as for growing in pots. Though all the sorts

named in the report in question are meritorious in

a high degree, there are some of such outstanding

merit that one can hardly conceive of a garden in

which sweet Carnations find no honoured place, or

being long without some of them. In my opinion

the most charming of all is that named George
Cruiksbank. This variety has not one bad quality,

unless it be its too persistent habit of flowering. On
that account I had the greatest difficulty last year in

getting any stock of it, almost every growth spindling

and forming flowering stems, which yielded till late

in autumn flowers of the highest quality. No doubt
Mr. Douglas will remember examples I forwarded
him last October as being as fine as one conld
expect two months earlier. The Dey, which is not
mentioned in your report, is almost as attractive ; as

a show flower it is, perhaps, better. Mrs. Eric
Hambro, again, I should say, is the ideal white for

show purposes ; it is far superior to Niphetos, and
the plant of strong and vigorous growth. I like

Sadek very much, but when bloomed under glass, it

lacks the rich glowing tint that the flower assumes
when planted in the open garden. The plant is of

perfect upright habit, with the flowers standing
boldly np. Braw Lass I have not yet grown. With
regard to Cowslip I have not found it late in flower-

ing. I should term it a mid-season sort, not nearly

so late as Germania, nor yet so early as Harlequin.

It is a beautiful variety, and comes up fine in the

open. This, with Harlequin, is an indispensable

garden plant. The latter is wonderfully attractive,

and the plant vigorous though dwarf of habit, and

very floriferous. Henry Irving has also given much
satisfaction. It is the darkest of all crimson sorts,

and the blooms of exquisite shape and quite distinct in

form from all others. Of the new yellow Carnations,

the best of all for the open border is undoubtedly

Corunna ; it is by far the most free-blooming of all

Carnations. It also possesses the merit of being

one of the earliest to flower ; and though in some

respects inferior to Germania, it is of greater value

as a garden plant. Miss A. Campbell is also won-

derfully fine, and some will no doubt give it the pre-

ference. Duke of Orleans, with the distinct hint of

gold in its enormous blooms, is perhaps best suited

for indoor culture. R. P. Brotherston, Tyninghame.

SOCIETIES.
1 —

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
August 13.—The meeting of the Society at the

Drill Hall, Jamee Street, Westminster, on Tuesday

last, was the occasion of an interesting and beautiful

display of hardy flowers in season, including large

quantities of Dahlias, Lilies, Gladiolus, Gaillardias,

&c, and of Orchids. A variety of fruit made its

appearance ; and we were glad to notice an absence

of those enormous trade exhibits so common in

recent years, and which serve no useful public

purpose.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, Eiq , in the chair; and

Messrs. J. Fraser, J. Laing, C. T. Druery, H. B.

May, H. Herbst, R. Dean, G. Stevens, J. H. Fitt, R.

B. Lowe, C. J. Salter, W. Bain, C. Blick, H. J. Jones,

J. D. Pawle, C. E. Shea, J. Walker, J. T. Bennett-

Pee, H. Turner, and H, H. D'Ombrain.

From the famous Fern nursery in Dyson's Lane, Upper

Edmonton, Mr. H. B. MAY contributed a capital collection of

Ferns that was rich in varieties of Pteris, Aspleaium, Adian-

tum, Nephrolepia, Davallia, Platycenum, Acroatichum, &c.

Of Pteris we remarked P. cretica Wimsettii, P. serrulata

gloriosa, and P. Beaurita argentea. Of Adiantums, A.

cuneatum variegatum, A. plumosum, and many others,

the fine-looking Nephrolepis davallioides furcans, Asple-

nium Baptists, and another much resembling it, but

unnamed ; A. marginatum, with bold fronds of a light green

tint ; Onychium auratum, Platycerium stemmaria, P. grande.

aDd P. Willincki, Actiniopteris radiata, a singular-looking

dwarf Fern with horizontally poised fronds; Phlebodium

Sporodocarpum glauca, Adiantopaia radiata and A. _dolabri-

forme. Polypodium trioidea, &c. (Gold Flora Medal).

A few varieties of Gaillardias in considerable numbers were

shown by Messrs. Kelway & Sons, Langport, Somerset-

shire. These flowers had chiefly rays coloured crimson as

regards the basal part, with more or less of yellow at the tips.

The crimson and yellow varieties were Vivian Grey,Vauqueline

Gloire, and John Kelway ; Gold-dust was of a very bright tint of

yellow. They also showed fruiting sprays of Rubus phcenico-

lasius, on which were abundance o£ fruits.

Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells, showed Asparagm
Sprengeri, which the committee wished to see again ; and

Daphne laureola, with purple foliage. A Clove Carnation of

the true colour and acent, came from Mrs.TuDWAY, 17, Lower
Berkeley Street. The habit of the plant is good, but the

flower was, as seen, too small. A new Viola, W. Haig, a

beautiful royal blue-coloured variety, came from Mr. Cuth-
bertson, Rothesay, N.B.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., St. John's Street, Colchester,

exhibited a collection of bulbous flowers, including the follow-

ing : Tigridia grandiflora lilacea, a very handsome variety, of

a lilacy-rose colour ; T. g. aurea, quite aa pretty in ita way
as the other ; Montbretias aurea and Etoile de Feu

;

Hemerocallis aurantiaca major, a fine large flowered variety;

Lilium Henryii, L, Lowii, L. Batemanix, L. auratum platy-

phyllum ; some varieties of Gladiolus Lemoinei, much im-

proved in colour and size of flower and spikes. Altogether an

interesting as well as brilliant group of plants (Silver Banksian

Medal).

W. Robinson, Esq., East Grinatead, showed hardy Water
Lilies, and leavea of great vigour and size (Brome Banksian

Medal).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

exhibited Begonia acerifolia, a foliage variety, with velvety

leaves of a bronzy colour, speckled with a silvery colour, the

main ribs of the leaf being of a l
;ght tint of green. The leaf

is palmate, with deep rugged indentations on the edge. B.

Burkei is a vigorous grower, the leaf green, with deep indenta-

tions, and leaf-stalk splashed with red colour. B. decora is a

dwarf-habited variety, with dark-brownish leaves, and veins

and ribs of a light-green tint; a pretty variety, even should

the leaves exceed their present size.

Thos. Ware, Hale Farm, Tottenham, showed a collection

of flowers of bulbous and herbaceous perennial plants, ex-

tremely varied as regarded th<3 species and varieties (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Mr. R. B. Lowe, gr. to Earl Buownxov, Ashridge Park,

Berkhamsted, exhibited the seldom- flowered Brunan'gia

Josephine, a south African bulb, with a flower-Btalk 2 to 3 feet

high, and a corymb of small scarlet flowers, which as they
appear at the extremities of radiating pedicles 1 foot

long, and numbered in this example sixteen, are very wide
apart. The plant received a First-class Certificate. We
heard that Mr. Lowe's success was due to leaving the bulb
undisturbed for nine years, and affording it no water during

the season of rest, that is, for a period of six months.

The Sweet Pea, Cupid, was again shown by Mr. Burpee,
Philadelphia, U.S.A. Mr. Jas. Douglas, florist, Edenside,

Great Bookham, showed Carnation Britannia, a fairly full

pale-yflllow variety.

Mr. MoArthl'R, nurseryman, Maida Vale, showed Arisserna

fimbriatum and Eucharia Gortoni, the latter, a Btarry-flowered

form, had been grown and bloomed in an ordinary green-

house. From the same exhibitor there came a quantity of

dwarf Bamboos and Lilies, including L. auratum and varieties

of L. speciosum and L. elegans ; these were arranged together,

makingacool.pleasant-lookioggroup (Bronze Banksian Medal)
Several flowering plants of Ixora Dufni, to show Bize of

bloom and the capabilities of the variety whilst quite young
to produce good heads of flowers, were shown by Messrs. B. S.

Williams & Son, Holloway, N.
Messrs. P. Earr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden,

showed an extensive collection oE cut flowers of hardy plants,

including Phlox, Pentstemon, Lilium, Lobelia cardinalis and
L. Milleri (bright blue flowers); Chelone, Heliopsis, Tritoma,
Rudbeckia, CEnothera, Agapanthu3, and Bocconia cordata. The
collection bespoke the great resources of the firm in this direc-

tion (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Messrs. J. Laing &. Sons, Stanstead Park Nurseries, Forest

Hill, S.E., showed largely of Codiaeums (Croton), having
small, well-coloured examples of the more novel varieties

—

Madame A. Bleu, Golden Ring, Memphis, Gordoni, Flambeau,
Lady Hillingdon, and superbus. The S treptocarpus shown
consisted of the varieties Baron Chandon, with violet segments
and tbroat , with purple stripes running down the latter ; Oxonian
has a deep violet ground colour ; the others were less distinct,

although pretty enough. They showed also three virieties in

white, yellow and crimson, of bedding Antirrhinums (Silver

Banksian Medal).

B. Ricketts, Esq., Caen Wood Towera (gr., Mr. Burt),

showed Lilium auratum Burtii, a variety with a crimson band
on each segment, We doubt the propriety of attaching a
Latin name to a mere garden variety.

From Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, Burford Lodge (gr.,

Mr. Bain), came some stems and leaves of Setaria alopecu-

rioide3, furnished with greenish-brown plumes. The leaves

are of considerable length, and a width of lj inches. Mont-
bretia Soleil Couchant (Award of Merit), M. Eldorado, orange-

coloured flowers ; M. Etoile de Feu, Anchurium Mariee, with
a large white spathe, having a pink-coloured spadix and large
leaf; besides these was a quantity of different species and
varieties of Anthuriurns in a cut state, and bunched together
in one vessel. A Silver Flora Medal was awarded for the
above-named cut flowers, &c.
Mrs. Crawford, Gatton, Reigate (gr., Mr. Slogrove), showed

a fine large flowering variety of Lobelia cardinalis, named Craw-
fordiense, another example of an improper Latin varietal name.

A. B. Feeeman-Mitford, Batsford Park, Moreton-in-the-

Marsh, showed the graceful Bamboo, Dendrocalamua mem-
branaceus, receiving an Award of Merit.

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Old Nurseries, Maidstone,
showed Sorbus Aucuparia, with yellow and red fruita, and a

weeping variety of the laat-named (Award of Merit).

A Fuchsia with yellow variegated foliage and good natura
pyramidal habit, came from Mr. WlTTr, Nunhead Cemetery,
S.E.

Mr. W. H. BELCHAMBER.Rose Cottage, South Park, Reigate,
exhibited photographs of bouquets of various kinds, mostly
of artistic character, but some also showing what to avoid.

Dahlias.

Thia was the first occasion on which Dahlias put in appear-
ance, and already new forms of the Cactus type are chal-

lenging attention. Messrs, J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield
Nurseries, Crawley, had Arthur Cheal, vivid red, shaded with
darker tint towards 1be centre, a fine and showy variety, sin-

gularly bright in colour (Award of Merit) ; Mrs. Gordon Sloane,

brilliant orange-salmon, very pleaaing and promising ; Mrs.
Wilson Noble, crimson, bright in tint, and good Cactus type;
Mrs. Broughton-Stirliog, bright reddish ceriae, very promising;
and Mrs. Montefiore, bright scarlet. Evidently Messrs. Cheal &
Sons have a good strain of seedlings of this type. Mr. J.

Walker, nurseryman, Thame, had a large collection of highly-
developed show varieties, very fine indeed for so early in the
season, among them being excellent representatives of William
Bawlinga, Mrs. J. Greaves, a yellow self, Miss Browning, as a
pure yellow self, there leing an absence of the white tip usually

seen in this variety ; John Walker, the finest white self ; Miss

Cannell, J. C. Reid, Royal Queen. Joseph Green, R. J. Raw-
lings, also a fine yellow self, and Maud Fellowes. Also a

number of blooms of Cactus and decorative varieties, chief

among the formtr being Delicata, Mrs. Douglas, Kathleen

Pictor, Countess of Radnor, and Mrs. Peart. Mr. S. Mortimer,
Swiss Nursery, Farnham, Surrey, staged sixty blooms of

Cactus Dahlias chiefly, in almost every case a row of three

blooms of one variety ; and among tbem the following were seen

in very fine character, Lady Penzance, Apollo, Delicata,

Bertha Mawley, and May Pictor, but all were very good.

In a large group of cut hardy flowers, Mr. T. S. Ware
had bunches of Pompon and other Dahlias, and a new Cactus

variety bearing the name of Mrs. E. Beck, bright pale orange-

red, with tubular floiets, a fine form of the true Cactus

shape (i.ward of Merit).
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Glathqlas.

These flowers were represented by a very fine collection of ten
dozen spikes from Messrs. Kelway & Sox, The Nurseries,
Langport—to two of which, Earl of Cadogan (the individual
flowers very large, the co'our rose flaked with maroon on the
petal edges), and Don Joie (purple flaked with dark), Awards
of Merit were made. This last greatly resembles a variety named
Shahzada, which they recently exhibited at Taunton, and for

which they received a Certificate of Merit under this name.
It is a little curious that two spikes should have been shown
in London as at Taunton. Other fine new varieties were Lord
George Hamilton, Robert Morrow, Duke of Devonshire (pale
scarlet, with a white throat). Col. Welby, and C. T. Ritchie.
From Burford Lodge, D rking. the residence of Sir Tbevoe

Lawrexce, Mr.W. Bain brought a collection of new varieties,

English. French, and American novelties, and chief amoog them
Mrs. Beecher (American) , a large, rosy-scarlet variety, with a
white and purple throat (Award of Merit) ; and Dr. Sellen
(American), bright Ecarlet with white throat. These two
appeared to represent a strain of fine English varieties crossed

with the best of the Lemoine type.

CHBYSAJTrHESIUMS

.

The floral surprise of the day were the fine new forms of

hybrid annual Chrysanthemums, all single-flowered, exhibited
by Mr. Hexry Browxhill, seedsman. Sale, and obtained by
crossing C, coronarium on to C. carinatum. All the flowers

shown, and there were several bunches of each, were cut from
plants propagated by means of cuttings, in the same way that
the double varieties of C. coronarium are propagated by the
market growers for market purposes. Awards of Merit were
made to the four following varieties :—Sunshine, bright clear

yellow, with a golden disc, broad, flat florets, the flowers
large, and of fine shape; Princess May, white, with deep
yellow ring round an orange disc, florets broad, and of fine

shape; elegans, pure white, with a yellow ring round a dark
disc ; and Chieftain, large bright yellow, with dark disc—very
fine. Duke of York, a deep yellow self, also very fine, failed

to obtain an Award. These new forms promise to be invaluable

for cutting and decorative purposes.

Orchid Committee.

Present: F. W. Barbidge, Esq., M.A., in the
chair; and Mesin. Jag. O'Brien (b'esretary). A. H.
Smee, W. Cobb, J. Donglas, T. W. B}nd, E. Hill,

J. Gabriel, C. PUcber, W. H. White, H. Bailantine,

H. M. Pollett, De B. CrawBbav, T. B. Haywood, Dr.

M. T. Masters, F.B S. ; and Dr. F. K aazlin of Berlin.

The meeting was a most interesting one, and it was marked
by the presence of an unusual number of really good new
hybrid Orchids. Foremost amongst these stood the handsome
Cattleya x Fowleri (Leopoldi x Hardyaoa) shown by J.

Gvbxey Fowler, Esq.. Glebelanis, South Woodford, and
raised by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans. The plant bore

an inflorescence of two large flowers of firm texture, in colour

of a clear rosy-lilac, except the broadly-expanded, crimped

front lobe of tha labellum, which was of a rich crimson-

purple, I he tips of the side lobes, which were white, bearing

a blotch of the same colour. The plant received a Firstrclass

Certificate.

Equally good an! interesting in its way was Cattleya x Eros
(Walkerianao , Mosiias?) shown by Messrs. J. Vettch &
Soss, Chelsea, which also secured a First-class Certificate.

The plant had the short swollen pseudobulb* of C. Walker-
iana, and flowers equal in size to Cattleya Mos=iae, and of the

same warm rose hue ; the labellum. which had the open form
of C. Walkeriana, being crimson in colour and velvety in

texture.

Another fine hybrid was Cypripediam x Massaiannm
superbum (Rothschildianum x superbiens). shown by Thos.
Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (gr., Mr.

B. Johnson). In form it resembles C x Morganise. but the

flowers have broader segments than that variety. The upper

sepal was white with a greenish tinge and some purple lines;

the petals ivory-white spotted with purple, and the labellum

brownish-rose (First-class Certificate). The same cross was
shown by Messrs. F. Saxder&.Co., and Baron Sir H. Schroder.
J. T. Holmes. E«q., Eaechen Cliff, Bath, showed the first abso-

lutely pure white form of Dendrobium Phaleenopsis, which the

Committee decided to name D. Phalseoopsis var. hololeuca,

that already certificated as D. P. alba, having pink lines on
the lip. This charming variety received a First-clais

Certificate.

Sir Trevor Lawrence. Bart., Barford, Dorking
(grower, Mr. W. H- White), Et3ged a group of Orchids,

remarkable alike for their rarity and good culture.

One of the mo*t interesting was Polycycnis Lehmaoni,
with a spray of very remarkable and pretty flowers. The
sepals ant petals are reflexed, and in colour yellowish-white
spotted with purple. The side lobes of the lip. which has a re-

markable structure, are curled back beneath the slender graen,

purple-tipped column ; the broader front lobe being white,

spotted with purple, and covered with lone, slender hair-like

protuberances (Botanical Certificate). In the same group were
LEelia monophylla, with over forty of its charming oraDge-

scarlet flowers (Award of Merit) ; the pretty yellow-and-cboo
late coloured MaxiUaria fucata, with sixteen flowers (Award
oEMe-it); three fine form* of Pha'.senopsis Esmeralda, Lrelio-

Cattleya x Exoniensis, aerides Lawrencete var. Sanderiaua,

Deodrobiim longicornu (Botanical Certificate) ; Calanthe
nattleojis. Vanda Hookeri. Polystachya odorata (Botanical

Certificate i ; the very singular hybrid Cypripedium x Sanderi-

f*lligeram. and the noblest plant cf Saccolabiom cce'este yet

seeo, and which bore fifteen flower spikes (Ciltur.il Commen-
- grovp was awarded a Sike: Banksian Medal.

In the group staged by J. Gvrxev Fowler, Esq., Glebe-

lands, South Woodford (gr.. Mr. J. Davis), were also remarked
some fine specimens. A grand plant of a noble form of Vanda
cteru'.ea, named Fowleri, with four spikes, bearing together

about forty fine intensely blue flowers, secured a First-class

Certificate, the fine old plant not yet having previously been
so honoured. Lsslio-Cattleya x elegans was also shown with
ten flowers on a spike ; and Zygopetalum rostratum, Angrss-

cum Scottianum, Catasetum Bungerothii, Cattleya superba

splendens, Cypripedium superbum, Damidoff var., and others,

were also well represented, the group securing a Silver Bank-
sian Medal.
Remarkable for the fine quality of the plants and for

artistic arrangement, was a fine group of Odontoglossum
Harryanum and Miltonia vexillaria, staged by T. B. Haywood,
E.q., Woadhatch Lodge, Eeigate (gr., Mr. J. Salter). The
group was divided into three sections, each with a large and
graceful Coco3 Wedelliana in the centre. The middle and
extreme ends consisted of Miltonia vexillaria and Maiden-
hair Ferns, the two side sections of a large number of excellent

Odontoglossum Harryanum (Silver Flora Medal).

Baron Sir H. Schroder, The Dell, Egham (gr., Mr. H.
Ballantine), showed a group of cut blooms of choice Orchids,

including Cattleya Hardyaoa, Clark's variety ; Mormodes
luxatum eburneum, Sobralia Lowii, Vanda insignis, V. tri-

color insignis, V. Eoxburghii, RhyncDstylis guttata, Aerides

nobile, A. Sinderianum, Cypripedium Stouei platytasuium,

and a remarkable form of Odontoglossum ramosissimum, with
a densely branched spike of white flowers having purple

blotches at the bases of the segments only (Silver Banksian

Medal).

Messrs. F. Saxder & Co. staged an effective group, con-

sisting mainly of many forms of Dendrobium Phalsenopsis

Schroderianum. With them were the beautiful Odonto-

glossum Wattianum, with cream-white violet-spotted labellum

(First-class Certificate); Cattleya Leopoldi, Sander's var.,

one remarkable beauty (Award of Merit) ; Calanthe
Sanderiana, C. Laucheana, Cattleyax Kienastiana, C. X Prince

of Wales, Laelio-Cattleya x elegans praiiata; the handsome
Cypripedium x Frau Ida Brandt (Io grande x Youngianum);
C. x Massaianum superbum; C. X vexUlarium, C. x oenan-

thum superbum, Cattleya aurea, Catasetum fimbriatum,

R Jdriguezia secauda, Miltonia vexillaria rubescens, Cirro-

petilum picturatum (Silver Banksian Medal).

C. Ingram. Esq., Ehtead House, Godalming (gr., Mr. T. W.
Bond), showed Laelio-Cattleya X Elstead Gem (C. bicolorx

L. xanthum), a pretty hybrid, with yellow sepils and petals,

and lip of the rich crimson-purple seen in C. bicolor, whose
influence in its form was also distinctly traceable (Award of

Merit); Cypripedium x album (leucorrhodum x Schlimii), and
Laelia X striata, a supposed hybrid, but whose flowers were
not fully developed. E. H. Woodall, Esq., St. Nicholas

House, Scarborough (gr., Mr. Hughes), showed a fine form of

Vanda coerulea (First-Class Certificate). Messrs. Heatsi &
Sox, Cheltenham, sent Cypripedium X pendulum (Argus

Moensii X philippinense), an elegant and distinct hybrid.

Admiral E. P. Catob, Hazel wood. King's Langley (gr., Mr. G.
Day), showed Eria stellata, with fine spikes (Botanical

Certificate). Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sox, Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, staged a pretty

group of Cypripediums, the most striking being C. x G.
H. Eogers (insigne violaceo-punctatum x C. superbiens),

the ground colour of whose flowers was ivory-white, with
markings of rose and purple ; with it were C. X Morganiss,

C. x orphanum, C. X vexUlarium supertum, C. x Ashbur-
toniae expansum, C. x Harrisianum superbum, C. tonsum,

C. x cenanthum, C. X Wallaertianum, &c. T. Statter,
Esq., received a Cultural Commendation for Lsslia crispa

superbum with eight flowers on a spike. F. Hardy/, Esq.,

Tyntesfield, Ashtou-oo-Mersey (gr., Mr. T. Stifford), sent

Cattleya x Brymeriaoa and Laelia crispa. F. W. Moobe,
E-q , Glasnevin, Dablin, sent Cattleya glandulosa gigan-

teum. S. G. Lvtwyche, Esq., Beckenham (gr , Mr.
Paterson), showed varieties of Cypripedium Godefroyae and
Z/goaetalum stapelioides. Messrs. Hugh Low & Co. staged

an effective groap of Orchids, including Catasetum puram,
Cycnoche3 chlorochilon, Cypripedium Parisbii, C. Charles-

worthii, Cattleya Eldorado Wallisii, Saccolabium coe'este,

&c. B. Broomax-White, Esq. , Arddarroch, Garelochead

(gr., Mr. G. Roberts), sent a larga form of Odontoglossum
Pescatorei, and three singular varieties of O. crispum, one
with a broad line on each segment being very remarkable.

Fruit Committee.

Present: P. C. Crawlev, E<q , in the chair ; the

Rev. W. Wilks, Meisra. T. F. Rivera, G. Baojard,
J. Sdltmarth, J. Cheal, A. Dear, J. Willard, J. A.
Laing, J. Hudson, G Wythes, W. Balderson, G. H.
Siee, G. R^ynolda, G. Noiman, R Fife, A. F.

Pearson, and A. F. Barron, Secretary.

Earl Perct. Syon House, Brentford (gr., Mr. G. Wythes),
sent Melons Excelsior, which gave both white and scarlet-

fleshed fruits, James Ranking, and Middlesex Hero, green-flesh.

The latter was so good as to receive an Award of Merit unani-

mously. The parents are Hero of Isleworth and Sion

House. The Messrs. Rothschild, Gunnersbury House (gr.,

Mr. J. Hudson), sent Melons Scarlet Hero of Lockinge, and
Sutton Scarlet, both very handsome. Messrs. G. Ruxtard &.

So.\"5, Maidstone had Apple White Transparent, fruits

large, conical, white, and very handsome. This was tasted

and foand to be so excellent even for dessert purposes,

that an Award of Merit was made. Miss Henderson'.
Oatlands Park (gr., Mr. T. Taylor), sent very fine Princess of

Wales Peaches, richly coloured (Cultural Commendation). Mr.
E. J. Preston", Kelsey Park, Beckenham (gr., Mr. Webster),

had very fine samples of Bed Currant Versailles, and late
growths of Raspberries carrying a heavy crop of fruit (Vote of

Thanks). Messrs. Last-ox Brothers, Bedford, showed
Laxton's No. 1 Seedling Apple, from Early Julian and Mr.
Gladstone. Mr. F. Cleaver, Leamington Spa, sent a greenish
seedling A.pple Cleaver's Favourite. Mrs. Robe, Rutland Gate,
had bunches of Crataegus speciosa and of Pyru3 divaricata in
fruit, the latter having both yellow and red varieties.

From A. Waterhouse, Esq., Yattenden Court, Newbury,
c ime seedling Peach Epicure. Mr.Wayton", Hereford, had a box
of Victoria Plums, and one of Gladstone Apples, each holding
about 20 lb. of fruit, to show how much better it is to pack
fruit in this way, the boxe3 being cheap and non-returnable.
The Plums were first-rate, being neatly packed in layers, but
the Apples had been broken open in transit, and thus were
not seen as they should have been (Vote of Thanks).
Mr. J. Bargo, Highgate, sent a plant of Longpod Bean as a

new variety. It was regarded as Seville Longpod.
Four varieties of Dwarf French Beans, grown at Chiswick,

and awarded three marks there recently, viz., Longfellow,
Dwarf Golden Butter, Extra Dwarf Early, and Flageolet Roi des

Verts, had the Award of Merit confirmed, as also had Lettuces
not now exhibited, but each awarded three marks at the same
time, and mentioned in the Gardeners' ChronicU, p. 136.

A First-class Certificate, recommended by the committee
which met at Chiswick on July 26, was awarded to Rivers'

Early Favourite Plum, also referred to on the same page.

An Award of Merit was given to alpine Strawberry Rouge
ameliore, a long-pointed seedling variety of the Le Quatre
Sainson's section, shown by Mr. J. Hudson*, Gunnersbury House
Gardens.

A very interestiag exhibit, from Mr.l Cclverwell, sent
through Dr. Masters, was a hybrid Gooseberry, product
of a cross between that fruit and the black Currant.
The branches were spineless, the leaves Currant-like frag-

rant, and the fruits, small red Gooseberries, had quite a black

Currant flavour. A vote of thanks was accorded for this

interesting exhibit. No doubt more will be heard of it at

some future day.

A Cultural Commendation was awarded to a collection of ten

varieties of Plums from Chiswick Gardens, grown on the walls.

These consisted of reds, Sultan, Curlew, Bittern, Late Prolific,

and Heron; Early Transparent Gage, McLaughlin's Gage,

Golden Esperen, Reine Claude, Comte Althanns, and Cochet

Pere, rich yellow.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Soxs, Chelsea, showed a fine collection

of eighteen dishes chiefly early dessert Apples, numerous
Plums, Cherries, Pears, &c, to which a Silver Knightian

Medal was awarded. The Apples included Devonshire Qoar-

renden, Beauty of Bath, very handsome ; Mr. Gladstone,

Early Harvest, Paradise Pippin, Red Astrachan ; the Pears,

Renrre Giffard, and Jargonelle. Plums were Czar, Frogmore
Orleans, Old Orleans, Magnum Bonum, Strut, and Early Pro-

lific, red; and Early Golden Drop, July Greengage, Trans-

parent Gage, Mamelone, and the pretty St. EtieDne, also

some good alpine Strawberries,

Messrs. G. Btjxyard & Soxs, had a splendid lot of Apples,

some thirty-six varieties being wonderfully good so early in the

season, getting also an award of a Silver Knightian Medal.

Fine dishes of Gold Medal, Lord Surfield, Poet's Seedling,

Grenadier, White Transparent, Stirling Castle, Lord Grosvenor

Northern Dumpling, Old Hawthornden, Duchess of Oldenburg,

Sugar Loaf, and Frogmore Prolific. Kitchen sorts gave great

promise of what may be looked for at the Crystal Palace later,

especially if fine weather would but come. There were also

Beauty of Bath, Lady Suieley, Red Juneating, Worcester

Pearmain, Cardinal, Mr. Gladstone, Red Quarrenden, &c, and

dessert varieties.

Messrs. T. RIVERS & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, also received a

similar award for a good collection of fruit, including Apples,

Plums, Cherries, &c. Good Apples were Stirling Castle,

Ecklinville, Keswick Codling, Duchess of Oldenburg, Early

Rivers Codlin, Cardinal, &c. ; Plums, Grand Duke, Mallard,

Monarch, Oullin's Gage, from indoors and outside, to show

fitness for drying purposes ; and of Cherries, Bigarreau,

Mon3treuse de Mezel and Emperor Francois, white ; and

Bigarreau Noir de Guben, and Geant de Hedelfingen, the latter

obtaining a First-class Certificate for its rare and rich flavour.

Mr. Empson, gr. to Vere Wixgfield, Esq., Ampthill

House, had a nice collection of Grapes, including some fair

Muscat of Alexandria and hardy fruits : a small Silver Bank-

sian Medal was awarded. He also placed before the com-

mittee seedling Grapes from Madresfield Court and from

Gros Maxoc. but both seemed to be too like their seed-

parents to be regarded as distinct. It will be seen that the

committee had a busy as well as a very interesting meeting.

LEICESTER.
August 6.—Promoted by the Parks Committee of

the Leicester Corporation, who allotted the liberal

sum of £200 to be offered in prizes, the tenth annnal

show took place in the fine grounds of the Abbey
Park, on the above date. The attendance was very

good, and nearly 20,000 persons passed the tarnstile.

That many of them were attracted in a great mea-
sure by the Gala held in the grounds in connection

with the show, and by the choice music supplied

by the four excellent bands in attendance, there

can bj no doubt; but the crowded state of the tents

throughout the day amply proved that the fruits and

flowers were the chief attractions. The schedule

contained 136 classes, and as many of them were

devoted to the exhibits of amateurs and cottagers
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whoie interest! are the special object of the show
committee, and whose entries were very numerous,
it will readily be understood that an immense
amount of work mast have fallen on Mr. John
Burn, the Curator, and the acting members of the

committee. These gentlemen must be congratulated

on having brought off" such a successful show under
somewhat trying circumstances, the weather being

very changeable throughout; the day.

The principal classes were allotted a marquee apiece, that

devoted to Division A— plants being mainly occupied by the

groups arranged for effect—which took up the whole of the

middle of the tent. As at most large exhibitions, great in-

terest centred in the competition for these groups (to occupy
100 feet), the 1st prize for which was £7. The coveted

1st fell to Mr. C. J. Mee of Nottingham, whose arrangement
was perfect from an artistic point of view, and moreover, the

plants used in it were for the most part rare, and eminently
suitable. The centre was a noble Phoenix rupicola, and set up
on little mounds of velvety green moss were Alocasia San-

deriana, Coeos Wedelliana, and other handsome foliage plants,

and it was observable that the most was made of every plant

in the matter of producing effect. Some of the other groups

had ten times the number of plants than this one, but the

quantity smothered any artistio effect. The 2nd prize went
to Mr. Rogers, QipBy Lane Nursery; the 3rd to Mr. H.
Blakenet, Dunsmore, Kugby ; and the 4th to Mr. Geo.
Perkins, Belgrave Gate ; all these being fairly good arrange-

ments. Mr. 0. J. Mee'8 exhibit also secured the 1st prize of

£3 offered by Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sox, Chilwell Nurse-
ries, Notts, for the best exhibit of plants, fruits, or flowers,

grown with the aid of their chemical manure.
For six exotic Ferns,; Mr. Blakeney, Dunsmore, secured

1st prize, with very fine specimens ; Mr. C. J. Mee, Notting-

ham, 2nd; and Mr. Whait, Oadley, 3rd.

Id the class for six stove and greenhouse plants, the speci-

mens in competition were good and well grown, though not
large. Mr. W. S. Bolton, Barkley, secured 1st prize ; Mr.
C. J. Mee, Nottingham, 2nd; and Mr. G. Brown, Stoney-
gate, 3rd.

Both for six single and six double flowered Begonias, Mr.
Jas. Wright, Granby Street, Leicester, took 1st, with excel-

lent specimens in each class, and he performed the same feat

in both classes for single and double zonal Pelargoniums.
Cut Blooms.—-The National Rose Society was associated with

the Leicester show this yea^ and in the Rose tent there was a
very fine and fresh-looking display. Messrs. Harkness * Son,
Bedale, who showed grandly, carried off premier honours for the
prize for thirty-six Roses (open); Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons,
Aberdeen, being 2nd ; and Mr. W. H. Frettingham,
Beeston, 3rd.

For twenty-four Roses (open), Messrs. Harkness and
Messrs. Cocker also maintained the same position.

For twelve Teas or Noisettes, Mr. H. V. Machin, Gateford
Hill, was 1st; and for twelve Roses, of any one variety,

Messrs. Harkness &. Son were 1st, with fine blooms of Mrs.
John Laing

; Messrs. Cocker & Sons being 2nd.

In the bouquet tent, some very fine bouquets, wreaths,
epergnes, Arc, were shown, the Orchids, which were repre-

sented but very slightly in the plant classes, there being no
class for them, showing up well in the made-up decorations.

Messrs. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell, took 1st, both for hand
and for bridal bouquets.

Fruit.—Fruits were well shown, and the great prize for the
best eight distinct dishes of fruit, three varieties of Grapes
allowed, two bunches of each, one Pine and one Melon only,
fell to Mr. J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle Gardens ; 2nd
to Mr. W. Messenger, WoolverBtone Park Gardens, Ipswich

;

3rd, Mr. J. Read, Bretby Hall Gardens, Burton.

Miscellaneous. *- Carnations were well represented, and
hardy perennials were good, the fine exhibit ot Messrs. Hark-
ness being a representative one. The vegetables and cot-
tagers' classes were numerously competed in, and among the
fine groups not for competition, and which were perhaps the
most admired in the show, were the grand bank of single
and double flowered Begonias, staged by Mr. T. S. Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham ; and that of Caladiums
arranged by Messrs. Peed & Sons, Norwood.
The fact that some of the amateurs and cottagers entered

each in upwards of forty classes, proves the good work the
Abbey Park show is doing, and the interest taken in it by those
it is specially designed to benefit and instruct.

the supporting poles of the marquee were literally clothed

with Maidenhair Fern suspended in terra-cotta wall-pots.

Another fiae group deserving of mentioa came from the

gardens at Llanerclwyd, Captain Lovely being president for

the year.

Competing groups were numerous and likewise good,

Messrs. Jones & Son, Shrewsbury, taking 1st honours, fol-

lowed by the Misses Howell, Rhiewport, Welshpool (gr.,

Mr. Jones), and Mrs. Curling, Broofclands (gr., Mr. Mac-

farlane). The same exhibitors were succesrful in other plant

classes, and in RoBes, which were not numerously shown,

Messrs. Murrel, of Shrewsbury, came 1st, and Me-srs,

DlCKSONS 2nd. The small classes of cut flowers were well

filled, and the quality good, floral arrangements, too, being

in the open and amateurs' classes, decidedly good.

The frnit-ranks contained competitors as far off as Staf-

fordshire, who divided the honours with the local growers.

Mr. A. Johnson, Oulton Grange, Stone (gr., F. .Lambert), won
1st for eight dishes, with a highly-meritorious collection.

J. Tams, The Heyes, Stone, was 1st for Hamburghs and

Muscats, followed in each casa by Mr. F. Lambert ; other

successes in fruit being gained by Mrs. Curling, the Misses

Howell, Captain Pryce, Mr. A. C. Humphreys-Owen,
M.P., and others.

The same names were again conspicuous in the vegetable

classes, with the addition of Dr. Hawksworth, R. LI.

Kenton, Esq., Oswestry (gr., Mr. Durnall), Sir P. P. Jones,

Newtown (gr., J. Shute), and Captain Davidson -, and a word
of praise should be added for the excellence of the exhibits in

this department.
The amateur's and cottager's classes bore gratifying

testimony in the generally high quality of the exhibits,

to the value of such societies as this, in promoting the culture

of edible and ornamental vegetation to the undoubted advan-

tage of the public individually and collectively. Space will

not permit other than a general notice o£ the many note-

worthy exhibits, but mention must be made of a fine display

of herbaceous cut flowers and of tuberous Begonias (for whioh
special awards were granted) from Messrs. W. Clibran &
Son, Altrincham ; an exhibit of plants by Messrs. DlCKSONS,
Chester; and a similar exhibit from Messrs. Kerr & SON,

Liverpool ; a table of herbaceous blooms from Messrs. Cut-
bush, of Highgate ; a miscellaneous exhibit from Messrs.

Jones & Son, Shrewsbury; and a large collection of sweet
Peas from Mr. Eckeord's gardens at Wem.
A word of credit is due to Mr. Lambert, the indefatigable

gardener at Powis Castle, who has worked hard with Messrs.

Addie Jand Ward, the secretaries, for the success of the

show, and of congratulation to the society on having so

noble and public-spirited a patron as Lord Powis, who allowed

the free use of his home park, with the run of the famous
gardens, for their benefit. Visitor,

WELSHPOOL HORTICULTURAL.
August 8.—Thii iociety is to be congratulated

upon the great strides it has made since it was first

launched into existence three years ago, and it can
be safely predicted of it now that it has come to
stay, its management being in the hands of enthu-
siastic and old-experienced show-promoters.

The show itself, as regards exhibits, both competitive and
non-competitive, was emphatically a success ; among the
latter, most deserving of special mention, was an arrangement
of plants in a conspicuous position in the spacious tent from
the gardens at Powis Castle ; as an effect it was one of the
finest thing* we have seen for some time. The fine tree

Ferns, Crotuns, Caladiums, Amaryllis, &c, with well-

developed spikes of Humea elegans standing above the
arrangement, formed miniature mountains, and in the cor-

responding valley were the popular Caladium argyrites, some
nice plants of the new Dracaena Sanderiana, the exceedingly
pretty Saxifraga sarmentosa, tricolor, superba, &c., whilst

TAUNTON" HORTICULTURAL.
August 8.—This was the thirty-eighth annual

exhibition, and the society not only holds its own
as producing the largest exhibition held in the west of

England, but it every year attracts thousands to see

it. It was stated that it was nineteen years the show
had been held on a wet day ; and this occasion proved
no exception, the day was perfect up to 3 o'clock, then
a slow drizzling rain set in, which continued until

night. Despite this drawback, there was a very

large attendance. The exhibition took place as

usual in Vivary Park, which having now become
the property of the town, has been laid out as a
public garden, and very greatly improved, though
not yet completed. As is usual, there were four

very large tents quite filled with exhibits ; also one
for table decorations ; and others for honey and bee

appliances.

Plants (Open).

In the large plant-tent, which contained all the open classes,

plants and cut flowers first claim attention, the sum of £20,

offered as a 1st prize for twelve stove and greenhouse plants in

flower, always bringing a good competition. As is usual, Mr.
J. Cypher, nurseryman, Cheltenham, was 1st, with very fine

examples of Bougainvillea glabra and Sanderiana, the latter

smaller i a the bracts but very deep-ooloured ; Ericas

tricolor rosea, Thompsoni, and obbata purpurea ; AUamandas
nobilis and grandiflora,* Phoeaocoma prolifera Barnesii, Ixora

salicifolia, &c. 2nd, Mr. W. Rowland, gr. to W. Brock, Esq.,

Exeter, who had much the same subjects.

With six plants, Mr. Cypher was again 1st. having Ericas

Austiniana and Aitoniana, Stephanotis floribunda, Bougain-

villea glabra, Allamanda nobilis, and Statice profusa. Mr. W.
Rowund was again 2nd.

The best group of plants arranged for effect came from Mr.
Rowland, and had as a background Palms and the red-tinged

Humea elegans. Bamboos were present, also gay-coloured

Crotons and dwarfer plants, foliaged and flowering, forming

the foreground. Mr. W. Peel, gr. to Miss Todd, Shirley, was

2nd.

Here was the fineit display of large specimen Begonias we
have yet seen. With eight plants comprising some fine

double varieties, Mr. W. Thomae, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq.,

Norton Manor, Taunton, was 1st. and Mr. W. Bond, gr. to

P. V. A. Reed, Esq., Milverton, came 2nd ; he had admirably-

grown specimens of single varieties of high quality, compact

in habit, but the flowers had become damaged in course of

transit, which probably lost Mr. Bond the 1st prize.

Zjnal Pelargoniums, both double and siDgle, were well

grown and flowered. Fuchsias were decidedly below what we

are accustomed to see at Bath. The best newly-introduced
plant in bloom was Cypripsdium Charlesworthii from Mr, W.
Thomas, and Mr. Cypher was placed let with four Orchids ;

Mr. Murrell, gr. to A. H. Milton, Esq., CliftOD, wa^2nd.
Foiaged Plantt.—The best eight came from Mr. J. Cypher,

promiuent among them were very fine specimens of Keatias
australis and Forsteriana, Latania borbonica, Crotoni Sunset
and Queen Victoria, &c. Mr. Rowland was placed 2nd.

The latter had eight exotic Ferns, having in excellent con-

dition Microlepia hirta cristata, Alsophila excelsa, Lencos-

tegia immusa, Adiantum assimile, and others, which were
deservedly awarded the 1st prize, he being the only exhibitor.

Several classes for specimen store and greenhouse plants,

found a place here, but though well grown and bloomed they
do not require particularising.

Cut Flowers.

Those shown in the open to all divisions, fouad a place round
the sides of the tent. Roses were decidedly good, the dark-

coloured hybrid perpetuals largely preponderating. Messrs.

Harkness 8c Sons, nurserymen, Bedale, were 1st with
thirty-six and also with eighteen varieties; Messrs. Tjwnse>t>
& Son, nurserymen, Worcester, taking the 2ad prizes in each
class.

The best twelve bloom? of show Dahlia* cam? fro*n. Messrs.

Harkness & Sons ; Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.. nur-

serymen, Salisbury, taking the 1st prize with twelve fancies,

and also with nine pompons. Mr. A. A. Walters, nursery-

man, Bath, was 1st with nine bunches of single Dihlias ; and
Messrs. Townsend & Son with six bunches of C ictus and
decorative varieties.

Phloxes were good, and bunches ot P. Drummoadii very

pretty; the quilled and flat-petalled Asters showed traces of

bad weather. Collections of twenty-four spike* of Gladioli

were very fine; Mr. S.Bird, gr. to W.H. Fox, Esq., Wellington,

was 1st; and W. H. Fowler, Esq., 2nd. Carnations, Holly-

hocks, and stands of double and single Begonias were also

shown.

Hardy perennial and bulbous plants in e ;ghteen bunches,

were very fine. Messrs. Harkness & Son, as at Leicester,

staging fine exhibits, six varieties of Tigridias being especially

fine; Mr. A. A. Walters was 2nd.

Mr. Thomas had the best twelve bunches of stove and
greenhouse cut flowers, very handsome examples being staged.

Mr, Shelton, gr. to C. K. Wait, E*q., Clifton, was 2a<L

Amateurs' Division.

Mr. Rowland was again 1st with a prettily-arranged

group ; Mr. T. Essex, gr. to C. E. J. Esdaile, Esq., Bishops

Lydiard, was 2nd. Mr. Rowland was 1st withtwelvestove and
greenhouse plants, and Mr. Peel 2nd ; but in the class for six

the positions were exactly the reverse. In the olass for four

plants, Mr. Peel was 1st, and Mr. Brock 2nd ; and the

same with six foliaged plants.

Mr. Peel had the best six Exotic Ferns, staging good speci-

mens of a Gleichenia, Adiantum polyantha, A. cardiochloa,

Davallia Mooreana, &c.

Mr. R. Huxtable, gr. to F. W. Newton. Esq , Taunton,
was the only exhibitor of Hardy Ferns, and Mosses, taking

the let prize.

Some fine specimens of Lilium specio9um were staged, and
neat bushes of Fuohsias. Mr. Thomas had the best six plants

of single, and Mr. W. H. Fowler of double Begonias. Some
excellent specimens of Achimenes gained a 1st prize for Mr.
Essex, they were Mauve Queen, Mar*rarett3, Perfection, and
Ambrose Verschaffelt, four excellent exhibition varieties.

There were classes also for Coleus, Petunias, Gloxinias, Cocks-

combs, table plants, &c.

Cut flowers by amateurs were numerous and good, and Mr.

Thos. Hobbs, of Bristol, is to be congratulated on beating Dr.

Bltdd, of Bath, with twenty-four, and twelve Roses; Mr. A.

H. Gray, Bath, being 1st with twelve Teas. Mr. W. H.

Fowler was 1st with twelve fine spikes of Gladioli ; and Mr.

Thomas with six bunches of stove and greenhouse cut flowers.

Asters were in plenty, as were Drummond's Phlox ; there were

Dahlias also, Mr. Thos. Hobbs taking the 1st prize with

twelve blooms. Pelargonium blooms were very pretty, and
Hardy Annuals very gay.

Fruit.

Our record of the fruit'shown is brie', owing to rain having

driven the company to the tents and blocked the way to the

tables. The best collection of eight varieties came from Mr.

.T. Lloyd, gr. to V. Stuckey, Esq., Langport, who had a very

fine lot, consisting of Madresfield Court and white Muscat
Grapes, Bellegarde Peaches, Pineapple Nectarines, Moor
Park Apricots, Hero of Lockinge Melon, Bigarreau

Cherries, very fine indeed, and Jargonelle Pears. 2nd, Mr.

H. W. Ward, The Gardens, Longford Castle, Salisbury. Mr.
A. Crossman, gr. to J. Bruton, Esq., Yeovil, had the best

four diBhes ; Mr. Lloyd taking the 2nd prize. Mr. Ward
was the only exhibitor of two Pineapples. The best three

bunohes of Black Hamburgh Grapes, very fine, came from Mr.

A. Crossman*; any other black was well-finished Madresfield

Court, from Mr. Ward ; and he had the three best bunches

of white Muscats; any other white being Bu:kband Sweet-

water, from Mr. G. Webber, gr. to G. F. LuTTRELL, Esq.,

Dunster Castle.

Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, dessert Pears, light

and dark Plums, Apples (dessert and culinary), Cherries, and

bush fruits, all made a brave display, the quality very good

throughout.
Table Decorations

Were somewhat sparingly shown. There was but one

dinner-table, that from Mrs. Mac alistek. Mr. H. R. Carver
had the best centre-piece, filled with dessert fruit ; and Mr. J.

Cypher the best epergne. Bouquets and baskets of wild

flowers made an attractive feature.
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Vegetables.

These were so numerous that they oan only be briefly

referred to. Messrs. Suttox & SoKS, Webb & Sons, and

Jabma>-&Co., as -well as the Society, offered prizes for six

dishes in four classes, and the 1st in each case was won by Mr.

T. Wilkins, gr. to T. M. GUEST, Esq., Henstridge, Blandford.

All these 1st prize collections were very fine indeed, and set up

with admirable taste, and proved valuable object-lessons to

young gardeners. Potatos, in several classes, Onions, Cauli-

flowers, Carrots, Parsnips, Beans, Peas, Tomatos, &c., were

really superb. In addition, there was a large tent filled with

very fine cottagers' productions in great variety, also wild

flowers and honey.

MISCELLA2TE0US EXHIBITS.

Messrs. JarmAX & Co., Chard and Taunton, had two collec-

tions, one consisting of Lilies, foliaged plants, and flowering

also. Dahlias, Begonias, and other cut flowers ; and a

second one of cut flowers. Messrs. Beechet, Jexkixs & Co.,

Kingsterwell, had Begonias, zonal Pelargoniums, Stc Mr.

W. J", Godfrey, nurseryman, Eimouth, had his new Carna-

tion, Reginald, in the way of Miss Joliffe, and regarded

by market growers as an improvement upon it ; also Wilfred

Godfrey, a perpetual yellow-ground variety of decided prmise ;

also Sweet Peis, zonals, &c.
Messrs. B. Teitch & Soss, nurserymen, Exeter, had some

very fine seedling forms of Nemesia strumosa, showing a wide

raDge of new colours ; also examples of their climbing French

Beans, Dahlias, Carnations, Sec. Messrs. Kelwat & So>"S,

nurserymen, Langport, had five boxes of Gladioli, among them
some new varieties of great merit. Certificates of Merit being

awarded to the Shahzada, dark crimson-purple, very distinct

;

Daisy Vane, pale yellow, very chaste; and Bobert Morrow,
pale rose ; also Cannas, Gaillardias, and bunches of hardy
flowers.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL.
August 14 and 15.—This was the seventh annual

show, and it must be admitted, despite the change-
able season, the beat the Society has yet held. The
Sophia Gardens, in which the tents were pitched,

looked fresh in the extreme after the heavy rain*.

Eleven tents were required to take the whole of the

exhibits, including honey, and the show of vegetables

throughout was very fine. The morning opened
gUBty, but rain held off, and a brilliant afternoon
brought together a very large company.

Stove and gbeenhouss plants are always a leadiDg feature,
and Mr. J. Cypher took the 1st prize for an even collection

which comprised Bongainvillea glabra and Sanderiana, Ixora
Duffii, Statice profusa, Ericas exquisita and Aitoniana, Clero-

dendron Balfourianum, Allamanda Hendersoni, Antburiams
Scherzerianum and Andreanum, &c. The 2nd prize was
withheld.

la the amateur class for four specimens, Mr. J. Gu>">",

Llandaff (gr., B. McLeod), was 1st, hiving good examples of

Crinum giganteum, Bongainvillea glabra, and Cassia co-

rymbosa; Col. Sir E. S. Hill, M P. (gr., T. Clarke), was 2nd.

Fuchsias were represented by some very fine plants, large,

bushy, and well bloomed. Col. Sir E. S. Hill was 1st ; and
Mr. T. Hlllabd, Cardiff, a working-man exhibitor, was 2nd,
aho with exeelleat specimens. Col. Sir E. S. Hill also had
the best four in the amateur division ; Mr. E. Cashlman,
Cardiff, 2nd.

Very good specimens of zonal Pelargoniums were staged,

recalling something of the old days of the London Pelar-

gonium Society, bat there is a tendency to train them a little

too severely. In the class for six specimens, Mr. T. Hillard
came in 1st ; and Mr. J. OxENHiM, Cardiff, was 2nd.

In the class for four specimens, Mr. C. Waldros, Llandaff
(gr., H. Rex), was 1st with finely-grown and finely-bloomed

plants; Major Thorxley, Penarth (gr., E. Perall), was 2nd,
also with capital plants. Tuberous-rooted Begonias were good,

but not equal to those seen at Taunton ; the best dozen came
from Mr. J. L. Thoalas (gr.,T. Malpas) ; Mr. E. Lewis (gr., G.
Wale), was a good 2nd. With six plants, Col. Sir E. S. Hn.T,,

was 1st ; and Mr. A. W. Wbitefield, Cardiff, 2nd.
Groups of plaxts arranged for effect filled one tent. In that

filling a space of ICO feet superficial, Messrs. Case BROS., nur-
serymen, Cardiff, were 1st, the group arranged in the form of

a circle, but bright, light, and graceful, showing excellent

taste ; Mr. B. CrossIIXG, Penarth, was 2nd ; and CoL C. H.
Page, Llandaff (gr., Mr. J. Hockley), 3rd. The best group
occupying a space of 50 feet, came from Col. Hill, very nicely

arranged; M. Gcxx, Esq., Presiwylfa (gr., J. Styles), was
2od. The best group occupying a space of 25 feet, came froai

Mr. E. Lewis; Mr. C. Waxdrox, Llandaff. was 2nd. In
this tent were also arranged two fine groups of tuberous-rooted

Begonias competing for Che special prizes offered by Mr. T. S.

Ware. Col. Sir E. S. Hill was 1st with a collection

characterised by high quality ; and Mr. J. L. Thomas was
2nd, also very bright and effective. Some very good plants

for table decoration were 9hown. all well grown, clean, and
bright in appearance. Some very good Gloxinias took the 1st

prize for Mr. E. Lewis.
Fine foliaged plants came from Mr. Cypher and Mr. W. J.

Btckley, Llanelly (gr., W. Carpenter). The former was 1st

with eight. He had Kentias Forsteriana, auatralis. and

Belmoreana, and Ctcas uudulata ; and four charming Crotons

—Warreni, angustifoliua. Queen Victoria, and WiUiamsii, all

finely-coloured.

The best eight stove and greenhouse Ferns came from Col.

Sir E. 9. Hill, a very fine lot, chief among them being

Woodwardia radicans, Davallia Mooreana, Adiantum JFarley-

ense, A, tenerum, and Microlepia hirta ^cristata. Mr. Johs

Guxx was a very close 2nd; he had a splendid specimen of

Neotfopteris nidus, Davallia Mooreana, Gymnogramma chryfo-

phylla, Adiantnm Farleyense, &c.

With four fine-foliaged plants Mr. A. Pettigrew, Cardiff

Castle Gardens, was 1st, having very good examples of Cycai

revoluta, Davallia Mooreana, Phcenix compacta, and one

other. Mr. J. Gcxx was 2nd.

With four stove and greenhouse plants, Col. Page was 1st,

also with very good specimens ; Mr. 0. H. Ballet, Cardiff,

took the 2nd prize. The best collection of British Ferns came

from Mr. W. L. Blake, Cardiff.

Cut flowers, both'in the open andlamateurs' classes, made a

very fine display. Mr. S. Treskdeb, nurseryman, Cardiff,

was 1st, twelve varieties of trebles, having good blooms of

J. S. Mill, S.-M. Eodocanachi, Mrs. J. Laing, Caroline Testout,

Victor Hugo, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. B. Crosslesg, Penarth.

With twelve varieties of Teas, three blooms of each, Mr. S.

Treseder was also 1st ; and Mr. B, Cbossltxg 2nd. With
twenty-four H.P. Bases and eighteen Teas, the same exhi-

bitors were again 1st and 2nd. Some of the best Teas were

Catherine Mermet, S. d'un Ami, The Bride, Bridesmaid,

Medea, Marie Van Houtte, Francesca Kruger, and the Hod.

E. Gifford. The Silver Medal of the Boyal Horticultural

Societyjwas also awarded to Mr. S. Trbseder, for his twelve

trebles of Tea Roses.

In the amateur's clas3 for twelve Koses, Mr. E. G. Garea-
wat, Batb, was 1st ; and Mr. Thomas Hobbs, Bristol, 2nd.

With twelve Teas, Mr. T. Hobbs took the 1st prize ; and Mr.

A. Hill Gbat, Bath, was 2nd. Messrs. Keynes, Williams
* Co., Salisbury, had the best twenty-four Dahlias; and Mr.

Tbesstder was 2nd, both decidedly good for so early a time.

With twelve bunches of Cactus, Messrs. Ketxes, Williams
& Co., were 1st, with Harmony, Earl of Pembroke, Bertha

Mawley, Lady Penzance, Mrs. Barnes, &c. ; Mr. W. Trss-
sn>EBt 2nd. Dahlias were also sho wn by amateurs. Asters were

shown in twelves, the Comet varieties preponderating. The
only twelve bunches of hardy perennials came from Mr. G.

Garbawat, Bath.
Gladioli, shown in twenty-four spikes, were good, Mr. K.

Morrow, The Xurseries, Leominster, was 1st, and Mr. G.

Clabk:, Cardiff, 2nd.
Zonal Pelargoniums in bunches were finely shown by Mr.

S. Tbesetjer ; Mr. J. Moore, Cardiff, was 2nd.

The beat twelve bunches of stove and greenhouse cut flowers

came from Mr. L. Guebej, ChepBtow (gr., Mr. Chatfield)

;

Col Page was 2nd.

Annuals, shown in bunches of twelve, were very good
indeed, Mr. A. Pettisrew being 1st with some very fine

bunches indeed of Salpiglosses grandiflora, Malope grandiflora,

Sweet Peas, Eschssholzia crocea, Bartonia aurea, &c. ; 2nd,

Col. C. H. Page.
Herbaceous Phloxes were fairly good. The Silver Cup

offered for twelve Carnations and twelve Picotees brought no
competition.

Table decorations were a very fine feature, Messrs. Case
Brothers taking the 1st prize for a table arranged with
flowers and fruit; Messrs. Phelps & Co., Cardiff, were 2nd.

In another cla*s, Miss Evan Lewes, Llandaff, was 1st, and
Mr. A. Fike, Cardiff, 2nd. The 1st prize in this class was a

valuable sewing-machine, given by the Slsger Masufac-
tvbtxg Compact.
Bouquets were very good indeed. Mr. A. E. Price. Cardiff,

had the best for the hand ; Messrs. Case Be 36. was 2nd. Mr.

W. Tbe-slder had the best Bride's, a beautiful one, which
was also awarded the Bronze Medal of the Boyal Horticultural

Society ; Mr. A. E. Price was 2nd.

Wreaths and crosses were superb. It is doubtful if they are

done better anywhere than at Cardiff. Mr. A. E. Price wis
1st in both classes; Messrs. Case Bros, was 2nd with a

wreath ; and Mr. W. Tbesstder with a cross.

Buttonholes and lady's sprays were shown, and some pretty

baskets and bouquets of wild flowers.

Fbctts filled a commodious tent. The bast six bunches of

Grapes came from Mr. Vincent Stccket, Langport (gr.,

J. Lloyd), who had two of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria, and one each of Lady Downes and Madresfield

Court; Mr. P. A. Clite, Hereford (gr., B. Grindrod),was2nd,

having two bunches each of Black Ham burgh, Gros Maroc,

and Muscat of Alexandria.

Mr. L. Geeret had the best three bunches of Black Ham-
burgh ; Mrs. Pictor-Turbettlle, Swansea, was 2nd. Mr.

H. Pitt, Abergavenny, was the only exhibitor of three

bunches of White Muscat, taking the 1st prize. Mr. P. A.

Cltte had the best three black, any variety ; Mrs.Tubeeyille
2nd. Mr. Pitt had the three best bunches of any other white,

having Foster's Seedling ; Mr. L. GfEBET was 2nd, with the

game. Single bunches were also shown.

Melons were numerous, being shown in three classes.

The best six dishes of fruit cime from Mrs, Tubebvtlle,

-who had Black Hamburgh Grape*, Pineapple, Nectarine,

Golden Eagle Peach, Apricots, Figs, and Melons, Mr. C, Lee
Campbell, Glewston Court, was 2nd, also with a good collec-

tion.

Mr. H. Pitt was 1st with two Pineapples, having a Queen

and a Ripley Queen. Mr. W. J. Buckley was 2nd with two

fruits of Qaeen.
Dessert Apples were small, but nicely coloured. Mr. C. L.

Campbell had the best six dishes, staging Red Astrachan,

Worcester Pearmain, Lady Sudeley, Mr. Gladstone. Irish

Peach, and Quarrenden. Mr. V. Stcckey was 2nd ; he had

Ribston, Duchess of Oldenburg. Grand Richard, a very hand-

some conical-shaped Apple, conical in shape, pale yellow,

streaked with bright red ;
Qiiarrenden,

=_Early Margaret, and

Beauty of Bath.

Withjrix dishes of dessert Apples, Mr. G. Gabbawat had a

fine lot'from five-year-old bush trees on the English Paradise

stock, the varieties Queen, Ecklinville, Lord Suffield, Peas-

good's Nonsuch, Pott's Seedling, and Warner's King; 2nd,

Mr. J. Basham Bassalig, who had Prince Albert and Bis-

marck, differing from the foregoing. The best dessert Apple

was Beauty of Bath, very fine fruit of which took the leading

prizes. The best culinary, were Peasgood's Nonsuch and Lord

Suffield. Cherries, Currants, Peache3, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, &c., were also numerously shown in single dishes.

Vegetables were very fine. The 1st of Messrs. Suttox &
Sox's special prizes for six duhes went to M. S. Wllllams,

Esq., Glyn Neath (gr., C. Foster), a very fine lot. This young

gardener promises well to take high rank as a culti-

vator and exhibitor of vegetables. General Lee, Dinas

Powis, was 2nd. General Lee took the 1st of Messrs.

J. C. Wheeler & Soss special prizes for Bix dishes ; Mr. T.

Bicharxjs was 2nd. The 1st of Messrs. Webb & Sons* special

prizes for Bix kinds went to Mr. W, Moobe, Wenvoc ;
Mr. G.

Gaebaway was 2nd. Mr. E. Bees, Merthyr, took the 1st of

Messrs. James Carter & Co.'s prizes for the same number of

dishes ; Mr. A. Thomas, M.P., Cardiff, was 1st with their

Jubilee Bunner Bean. Messrs. Gaebaway & Co. also offered

prizes for six dishes of vegetables, Sir E. S. Hill was 1st, and

Mr. E. Lewis 2nd. Messrs. Wakd & Co. did the same; Mr.

G. Shewrixg took the 1st prize, and Mr. G. Clarke the 2nd.

But these are only a few leading features of a wonderful

display of vegetables, the cottagers showing very finely indeed.

Miscellaneous exhibits were plentiful, and greatly assisted

the show. A Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs. W. Cut-

bush & Soss, Highgate Nurseries, London, for a goodly group

of plants arranged in excellent taste. Silver-gilt Medals were

awarded to Messrs. Dicksoxs & Co., Chester, for cut flowers ;

to Mr. W. Birkexheatj, Sale, for a large collection of Ferns ;

to Messrs. Cllbrax & Sox, nurserymen, Altrincham, for a

representative and unique collection of succulents ; and to

Mr. Phelps, floral decorator, Cardiff , for various floral decora-

tions. A Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. A. E. Price for

Ferns; and a Bronze Medal to Messrs. Edwabds & Sox,

Nuttall, for Edwardian decorations in Ferns.

SHOW REPORTS, &c.

Owing to the great pressure on our space, several

reports of Flower Shows, as well as remarks on the

Fruit Crops, are unavoidably kepi overtill next week.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours. 1
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i + 99 ° + 139 + 26i] 1 + 137 24-4 26 30

1 i + 106 — 32 + 415, 3 + 112 16 5 26 35

2 i — 113 + 52 + 277. 6 + 116 177 28 33

3 2 — 120 + 14 + 283 8 + 102 141 39 39

i 2 — 110 + 33 + 373 3 + 94 14-3 34 36

6 2 — 123 — 26 + 333| 6 + 91 113-0 37 38

1 —
2 —

102

111

+ 21 + 361 10 +
5 +

117 18 4

102 17-4

26

31

S3

7 + 35 + 303 36

8 3 — 106 + 2 + 337) 8 + 97 18 5:» 13

9 2 — 96 — 22 + 268 2 + 129 186 23 32

10 3 — 99 — 79 + 195! 6 + 108 21-0 25 34

• 2 — 125 + 9 + 248' 8 + 111 156 39 48

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing District*—

!. Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England. E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Frincxpal Grazing, $c., Districtt—Q, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; », Ireland, V. ;

10. Ireland, S. ; 'Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending August 10, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather during this wcefe remained in a. ve-y un-

settled state, with frequent falls of rain in all parts of the
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Kingdom. Smart thunderstorms occurred from time to time,

and those experienced on Saturday were very severe in many
localities.

" The temperature slightly exceeded the mean in * Scotland,

N. and E.,' but was again below it in all other districts. The
highest of the maxima were registered on the 10th, and varied

from 75° in ' England, S.,' and 74° over our ' Eastern and
Midland Counties,' to tih° in 'Scotland, W.,' and to b"7° in

'Scotland, N.' Tne lowest of the minima occurred on the 8th,

when they ranged from 38° in 'England, S.W. and Ireland,

N.,' and 39° in the 'Midland Counties," to 44° in several of the

northern and eastern districts, and to 50° in the 'Channel
Islands.'

" The rainfall exceeded the normal amount in all districts,

the fall over England being about twice as much as the

mean.
"The bright sunshine was again less than the mean very

generally, but showed a slight excesB at some of the Scotch

stations. The percentage of the possible duration ranged from
39 in * England, E. and the Channel Islands,' to 26 in the

Scotland districts, 25 in ' Ireland, S.,' and 23 in ' Ireland, N.'
"

Markets,

CO VENT GARDEN, August 15.

[We oannot aooept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed. 1

Out Flowebs.—Ayebaqe Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches ...

— French p. bn.

Bouvardias, per
bunch

Carnations, per 12
blooms

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladioli, p. 12 sprys
Lapageria, per 12

blooms 1

Lilium Harriaii, per
dozen blooms ... 2

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunohes ... 4

Marguerites, per
12 bunches ... 1

d.

0-
t.d.

4

0-
6-

6
1

6-10

0- 3

0-9
6-2 6
0-4
6-16

0-2

0- 4

9- 1 6

0- 6
j

0- 3

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

Orchids ;

—

Oattleya, 12blms.
Odon toglossum
orispum,12blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunoh
— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),

doz. bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

.d.s.d.

I 0-15

{ 0- 6

0-6
4-0 6
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0-16

0-9

6-2

0-4
0-4
'2-06

ORCHID-BLOOM in variet

Plahts Df Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,each 5

Calceolaria, per doz. 4

Chrysanthmums, p.

doz. pots 6
Cockscombs, p. doz.

pots 3
Coleus, per dozen... 2

Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, email, doz.... 1

— various, doz. 5

d.s.d,
0-12
0-30
0-15
0-6

0-12

0-6
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
6-3
0-12

d. i.d.

Fious elastioa, eaoh 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30
Fuchsias, per doz.
Heliotrope, per doz.

Hydrangeas, p. doz.

Ivy Geraniums, doz.

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen pots

4 C- 6
4 0-60
9 0-24
4 0-60

12 0-18
Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24
Lobelia, per doz
Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Pelargoniums, doz.
Rhodanthe, per doz.

3 0-40
6 0-90
4 0-60
2 0-10
10 6-84
8 0-12
4 0-60

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples, per sieve ...

Figs, per dozen ...

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats
— Guernsey ...

s.d. $.d.

3 0-40
10-20

13-16
9-10

16-20
8-13

Melons, eaoh
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

ohael, eaoh ...

Peacnes, 1st size, doz
— 2nd size „
— 3rd size ,,

i. d. s.d.

10-16

2 0-60
4 0-80
2 0-40
10-16

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
i.d. s.d.

Tomatos, Home-
grown
— Smooth ,, 4— ordinary ,, 3 0-36— Guernsey ,, 3 —

t.d. t.d.

Beans, Runners ... 2 0-2 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 0-4
Cuoumbers, per duz. 16-2
Marrows, veg., doz, 1 0-

Mushrooms, per ib. 6- 9

Peas, blue, p. bush, 4 0-50
Potatos.

Demand slow at about last week's prices. Supplies fairly

good of all kinds. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : Awj. 14.—Messrs. John Shaw 8t Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond. Borough, London, S.E.,

write that, as regards new Trifolium, buyers find that they

can this season satisfy their requirements on extraordinarily

low terms. Sowing Mustard and Rape seed are also ex-

ceedingly cheap. For new English winter Tares and Rye

there is a good inquiry. White Clover seed, Trefoil, and

Italian Rye-grass are held at moderate rates. Bird seeds'are

for the moment neglected. There is no alteration in either

Peas or Haricots. The Board of Trade Returns give the

imports into the United Kingdom of Clover and Grass seeds

for the first seven months of this year as 246,489 cwt., value

£564,083, as againBt 198,867 cwt., value £502,417, for the

corresponding period of 1894.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
BOROUGH : Aug. 13.—Quotations :—Onious, 2s. tid. to 3s.

per bag ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle ; Apples, 2s. to

4s. per bushel ; Currants, 25. tid. to 5s. tid. ; Gooseberries, Is. tid.

to Is. Qd. per half-sieve.

Spitalfields: Aug. 13. — Quotations:— Carrots, 2s. to

2s. tid. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2». to 2s. tid. do. ; Marrows,

5s. to 6s. per tally ; Cabbages, 2s. tid. to 3s. do. ; Scarlet Beans,

3s. to 4s. per bushel ; Peas, 4s. to 4s. tid. do. ; Apples, Keswick

Codlin.best, 2s. to2s.6d. do. ; do. Quarrenden, 3s. tid. to 4s. do.

Stratford: August 13. —r The supply to this market
during the past week haa been good, and, with plenty of

buyers, a brisk trade was done as under :—Cabbages, Is. to 3s.

per tally ; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. per dozen; do., Bruce, 5s.

to 8s. per tally ; Turnips, Is. tid. to 2s. Qi. per dozen bunches

;

Carrots, household, 35s. to 40s. per ton ; do., Is. to 2s. tid.

per dozen bunches ; Mangels, 22s. to 25s. per ton ; Onions,

Oporto, 4s. 9d. to bs.'tid. per case ; Plums, 2s. to 3s. per half-sieve

;

do., 4*. to 5s. 6a*. per bushel; Green Gages, 4s. to 6s. per half-

feieve ; English Tomatos, 3s. to 4s. per dozen lb. ; Mushrooms,
field, 3s. to 4i. per dozen lb. ; Apples, 2s. to 6s. per bushel

,

Pears, 3s, tid. to 6s. per bushel ; Scarlet Beans, 3s. tid. to 4s. per

sieve ; French Beans, 2s. tid. to 3s. per sieve ; Vegetable

Marrows, Is. to 1*. tid. per dozen.

Fakringdon : Aug. 15.— Quotations :— Apples, Quarren-

den, 6s. per bushel ; seconds, 4s. do. ; Keswick Codlins, 4s. do.

;

Pears, 7s. tid. per barrel; Green Gages, tis. half-bushel; Vic-

toria Plums, 5*. per half-bushel ; Orleans do. 5s. do. ; Grapes,

English, Is. per lb. ; Tomatos, 4s. per box of 12 lb. ; Cucumbers,
2s. per dozen; red Currants, 2s. 9d. per peck; Raspberries,

<od, per puunet; Melons, 8s. per case (24); Cabbages, Is. 3d.

per dozen; Lettuces, Is. tid. per score ; Carrots, 3s. per dozen
bunches; Turnips, 3s. do.; Marrows, Is. tid. per dozen;
Spring Onions, 2s. tid. per dozen bunches; Mint, 4d. per large

bunch ; Parsley, 3d. do.

POTATOS.
Borough : Aug. 13.—Quotations ranged between 605. and

90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : Aug. 13.— Quotations :—Pink Hebrons, 55s.

to 80s. ; Puritans, 50s. to 805. ; Regents, 55s. to 70s. ; Kidneys,

55s. to 70s. ; Beading Giants, 60s. to 70s. per ton.

Stratford : August 13.—Quotations :—Magnums, dark soil,

57s. to 60s.; do.. Uplands, 60s. to 75s.; Snowdrops, 75s. to

90s. ; Jeannie Deans, 75s. to 85*. ; Beauty of Hebron, 80s. to

1005. ; Imperators, 70l. to 755. ; Kidneys, 75s. to 80s, per ton.

Farrlngdon : August 15.— Quotations; Puritans, 90s. to

100s. ; White Hebrons, 90s. to 100s. ; Red Hebrons, 80«. to

9.s. ; Reading Giants, 70s. to 80s. ; Magnums, 65s. to 70s. per

ton.

London Averages : August 14.—Snowdrops, 75s. to 95s. ;

Puritans, 80s. to 100*. ; Hebrons, 703, to 90s. ; Early Regents,

65s. to 75s, ; Kidneys, 60s. to 70s. ; Early Rose, 65s, to 75s.

per ton.

Brave Rescue on Oulton Broad.—a serious

boating accident happened on Saturday, August 10,

on Oulton Broad, in which Miss Lee Barber nearly

lost her life. Miss Barber and her brother were

having a sail np the Broad in their yacht, the

Talisman, when a sadden breeze caught the sail

and the yacht luffed over. Miss Barber over-balanced

herself, and in falling into the water caught hold of

her brother and dragged him overboard too. Mr.

B. J. Monro, son of Mr. G. Monro, of Covent Garden
Market, a visitor staying at 14, Wellington Esplanade,

Lowestoft, was passing in a rowing boat at the time,

and without hesitation, jumped into the water after

Miss Barber, and managed to grasp her clothing as

she about to sink for the third time. He then swam
with her to a steam launch which was lying near,

and also helped Mr. Barber on to his yacht.

Enquiries.—.

—

11 He that questioneth much shall learn much."—Bagoh.

Gardening in the Canaries.— Would some
reader kindly inform me in your correspondence

column as to the state of gardening in either

Madeira or the Canary Islands, and whether there

is any opportunities for emigrants ? Madeira.

Tenehiffb.—Wanted, the names of one or two
seed firms in the island of Teneriffe. F. Y.

LorrCcijiOTdcnU
mW

'.* Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, wUl
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.
•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

A Flue : A. B. Either glazed stone-ware pipes of

9 inches in diameter, or special tiles with rebated
edges, the bottom being laid with ordinary brick
on a solid foundation of concrete. Whichever
material is used, the flue for 6 feet distant from
the furnace should consist of ordinary bricks, lined

inside with fire-bricks of good quality. The cover-
ing of the flue, if made of tiles, may be covered
with tiles having dish-like depression in them for

holding water. In any case the flue should stand
free of the walls of the house, and it need not rest

in its entire surface on the foundation, but on
bricks loosely placed, say 6 inches asunder. There
should be a gradual rise all the way from the fire-

place to the chimney. We fear the concrete you
purpose making would not stand fire. Moreover,
3 inches in thickness is too great, 2 inches would
be the extreme thickness of the sides and top.

Books : J. G. B. requires a copy of Nev.ion's Land-
scape Gardener. He should apply to some second-
hand bookseller. We cannot help him.

Cracking of Peach- stone : A. M. M. Irregular or

disproportionate growth, caused probably by too
much or by too little water at a particular stage of

growth.

Eucharis : W, L. Union of two flowers is not
uncommon.

Insects : J. Hogan. The larvas of the Death's-head
Moth, Acherontia atropos. It feeds on various
plants, of which Jasmin and Potato are the
favourites, chiefly at night.

Kew : E J. H. Write to the Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew, who will send you a form of applica-
tion.

Mildew: G. F. G. The preparation inquired about
is very efficient, if used with due caution. The
formula is as follows:—In 2 quarts of cold water
put 1 lb. of flowers-of-sulphur and 1 lb. of quick-
lime ; stand on the fire, and let it come to the
boiling-point slowly, stirring the ingredients occa-
sionally, as they are sure to settle at the bottom.
Boil for ten minutes. Stand it aside to cool, and
then decant the clear liquid into a stone jar, and
cork it tightly. A large wine-glassful to 3 gallons
of water is a sufficiently strong mixture for plants
with leaves on them. It will make the water
resemble milk in colour. Wait half-an-hour after

applying it, then syringe the plants with clear

water.

Names of Fruit: J.Andrew. Red Astrachan Apple,
past its best.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.— X. 1, Sedum kamakatikum ; 3, Sedum,
which we do not recognise from the scrap sent.

—

J. W. 1, Retinospora tetragona aurea, a form of

obtnsa; 2, Cupressus Lawsoniana var. ; 3, Tbuia
plicata; 4, Cupressus nutkaensis ; 6, C. Law-
soniana.

—

T. W. 8. 2, Phalaris arundinacea
variegata; 3, Lilium bulbiferum.

—

N. C. 1,

Kerria japonica; 2, Saxifraga hypnoides ; 3, Tri-

folium minus; 4, Gnaphalium ultginosum; 5,

Galium verum, tine leaves, yellow flowers ; 6,

Lapsana communis ; 7, perhaps Aspidium
aculeatum ; all wretched scraps, shrivelled almost
beyond recognition ; names, therefore, more
or less doubtful.

—

J. B. Berkleya (Stobcei)

purpurea. — H. M. E. Inula dysenterica,

common Flea-bane. We do not know of an
" Indian " Plane. Probably it is Plr.tanus orien-

talis; but if you will kindly send us a leaf or two,

we will name it if possible.

—

C. B. S. Euphorbia
Lathyris, Caper Spurge, but leaves rounder than

usual.

—

J. W. should address the Editor. 1, Rao-
danthe Manglesi ; 2, Saponaria officinalis, double
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flowers.— W. J. J. 1, Spirsa; 2, Oanothus
azureus ; 3, Caljcantbus occidentalis ; 4, Halimo-
dendrum argenteum ; 5, Elffiagrms pungens ; 6,

Sniadopitya verticillata, the Umbrella Pine of

Japan.

—

R. J. H. 1, Impatiens fulya ; 2, Lysi-
machia vulgaris ; 3, Ballota nigra ; 4, Lapaana
communis.— W. E. 1, Agathea coelestis ; 2,

Aubrietia deltoidea ; 3, Veronica incana.

—

K. L.

Gentiana asclepiadea, white var.

—

A. M. Poly-
gonum orientale, Zelkova acuminata.

—

W. C.

1, Agrostis alba ; 2, Phalaris aruudinacea varie-

gata ; 3, Oxalis species ; 4, Oxalis species.

—

J. C.

should address the Editor. 1. Datura Stramonium,
purple var.; Rhus Cotinus (Wig-plant).

—

H, G. L.
Frankenia Isevis,

New Fbtjit : W. H,, Rochester. The next meeting
of the committees will take place on August 27.

Write to Mr. Barron, Chiswick Gardens, for

particulars.

NoBTHAitPTON Show : A. J. Nightingale, Will you
kindly state in what competition the error you
wish corrected was made.

Peach Fedits Defoemed : A. P. The fruits appear

to have been squeezed out of shape by the branches :

which might, in some instances, have been pre-

vented by loosening the latter from the shreds

or ties that secured them; and those which could

not be so freed, should have been taken off at the

first thinning.

Peas and Bunneb Beans: G. F. G. Gather the

young perfect Beans and Peas, shred the former,

and shell the latter, and put them into stone jars

or wooden tubs, in layers, with salt sprinkled over

each layer. French Beans should be put down
whole. The salt tends to harden these vegetables,

and they will require more cooking than fresh

ones. The contents of the vessels will make a

certain amount of liquor ; if it be not enough to

cover them, add boiled water. A floating top

should be placed over them, and a clean boulder

or piece of stone on that, to keep it under the

water. If scum rises, clear it off with a clean

cloth. Sauer Kraut is made in this nay, only it

is pressed more firmly into the vessel than is

necessary with Beans and Peas.

Spidebs in Vinebies : Captain. Vaporise the
vineries with Richards' XL All preparation. No
harm will be done to the fruit, but every insect

and spider will succumb.

The Flobicultubal Cabinbt : Enquirer. Was pub-
lished between 1833 and 1848. in ten volumes. A
second series was issued in 1846. The book has

an historic value.

The Heaviest Bunch of Gbapes grown in Geeat
Bbitain : H. B. The heaviest bunch of which we
have any record was one of White Nice, shown by
a Mr. Dickson at Edinburgh in 1875. It weighed
25 lb. 15 oz. See Gardeners' Chronicle for Sep-
tember 18 of that year.

Vines and Mildew : Vine. The cause is not always
discoverable, although certain conditions of tem-
perature and humidity will cause an attack, but
not always. In some districts it is more common
than in others. It may be communicated to plants

under glass by mildewed plants out-of-doors. The
cracking of the skin of the Grape is the in-

evitable result of mildew, which destroys the
elasticity of the skin ; and even when the fungus
is killed by artificial means, there is no difference.

You must cut out and bum every mildewed berry,

and such leaves as may be spared, and then apply
Borne of the advertised remedies, or the one we
give to G. F. G. in this column. Keep the hot-
water pipes warm, imear them with whitewash,
into which a pound of flowers-of-sulphur has been
mixed in a bucketful. Afford air by the upper
ventilators, excepting in fine dry weather.

Babbox Testimo:>"IAI. Fuxd.—Received £1 Is from D. T. F.

The sum will be handed orer to the committee when formel.

CoMinrsiCATioss Received.—D. T. F.—B. W.—C. T.—H. F.

—W. B.—B. B.—S. M—T. A. (next week).—J. B. B.
(next week).—W. E. (many thankg ; petals replaced by
leaves). — Dr. K. (next week). — Q. M. — J. W. W. —
W. S—C. W.— T. S.—W. J. B.—Q. H„ Eiling.— Q. S.—
P. F.— P. D.— G. T. C— Dr. F. K.—J. A.—H. C. P.

—E. F. W. H.—J.—G. W.—A. D.—B. D.—G. S. J—

J

.

Johnson.—H. W. W.—H. C. F.—A. L.—Amateur.—S. ».—
F. P.—Constant Beader.—J. D.—S. H.—H. B.—M. K. G.
(we caDnot undertake soil analysis). — J. Smith (too

scrappy).—B. B.—W. B.—F. E. T.—H. J. E.—E. W. C—
P. McO., Cape Town.-J. D., Cork.—W. H. W.—W. W.

Photographs, Specdteks, &c Received with Thinks.—
J. V. fc Sons.—W. C.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE EEFTJSE,

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30i. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50*.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID TEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5». 6d. per sack ; 5 sacks,

25*. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, Si. per sack ; 6 sacks, 22l. ; sacks,

id. each.
COABSE SLLVEB SAND, li. 9d. per bushel; 15l. per hall

ton; 26i. per ton, in 2-buahel bags, id. each.
TELLOW FIBBOUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, 1«. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. id. per saok.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, Sto. Write for Price LIST.—
H. Q. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street. Drury LaDe. W.C.

POTTER'S WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

Diam.
M-m.
X

H,.

ARMOURED.
Pbices.

s. d.
best quality ... 36 3
extra stout ... 43 7
best quality ... 45
extra stout ... 52
best quality ... 52
extra stout ... 60 7

PLAIN.
Pbices.

Diam. s. d.
}&-in. cheap 19 3

J? „ best quality ... 21 5

% „ extra stout ... 27 5

ys ,, best quality ... 28

fs" ,, extra stout ... 33

Yi „ best quality ... 83

Yi „ extra stout ... 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,
Steam, Fire. Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to
all the prioeipal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c .at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Beading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.B.H. The Prince of Wales.

BOULTON & PAUL,
NORWICH.HOBTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

PIT I 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.

LIGHTS') 6 ft. by 4 ft., unpainted & unglazed 51- „

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47A.—10 ft. by 7 ft ( Painted ) £8 10
No. 49a.—10 ft. by 8 ft 1 and Glazed, f 10 10

Carefully Packed and Carriage Paid.

Xo. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

4ft. by 6ft.
8 ft. by 6 ft.

No. 77.-VIOUET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet. I. Q He-
Similar to Ko. 75. with two lights. * uuo,

CARRIAGE PAID
on all Orders of 408. value to
any goods station in England

and Wales ; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh , and Glasgow.

On August 24. Price 2d.

WORSLEY HALL
(THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF ELLESMERE)

AND ITS GARDENS,
WILL BE FULLY ILLUSTRATED IN A SPECIAL SUP

PLEMENT TO THE

GARDENERS' MAGAZINE
OF AUGUST 24.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS will include:—

A DOUBLE PAGE PLATE OF THE
MANSION.

PORTRAIT of the EARL of ELLESMERE.
VIEWS of the OLD HALL.
THE LAKE, with ISLANDS and RUSTIC BRIDGES.
AVENUE of LIME TREES.
THE FLOWER GARDEN. THE TERRACE.
THE GARDENER'S HOUSE.

Offices:— 4, Ave Maria Lane, London, E.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,'

Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Engravings,
2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. I0d.

JONt^ATfwoODVr' S TOUR B R.I DGE.

WARE & SONS' »£Z%BU

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX

UCKFIELD

Estab

PriTats

Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonial!,
! on application.

STAND WIDE!
Don't allow yourself to be led into the notion that
any amount of beer you may swallow will restore
your jaded energy so quickly and completely as

the invigorating beverage made from

EXTftACTofHERBS
*or: MAKING

And if \ou wish to he a friend to yourself and
anyone should ask you to doubt the accuracy and
expediency of this advice, you will be consulting
your own interest by telling them to Stand Wide !

For every
RAILWAY MAN
and all workers
everywhere.

It it thefinest bzrrrane
obtainable.

One GcL bottle makes
8 gallons. Of all

Chemists and Stores.

SAMPLE BOT. FREE
9 STAMPS.

NEWBALU MASON
Nottingham.
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STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

12X10
|
14X12 I 18x12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X16124X16152X18

14X10
|
16X12

[ 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22X16|20X18|24X18
21-OZ. ForeigD, of above Bizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, Srds

and 4tha qualities, always in stock. 15-02 . Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and OUCUMBER GLASSES, &o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, 4c.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-0Z. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthneld, London, B.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

RICHARDSON'S

<k\.HORTICULTURAL
;?>^\ BUILDINGS,

MANY *\'*0'^Ss\ CunservutorieM, Greenhouses,
PRIZE Medals.^^^ "^"js^--. Vineries, Peach Houses,

^Sjfl te*^\ Stove and Orchid
Awarded the only ^\J C^\ Houses, &c. Also

Gold Medal for N^^^V boilers. Pipes,

Horticultural Building! at the^vv."4>^v. and allVOqX fittmg.Internitlonal Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

^i»
FLOWER POTS

and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists tree on Application.

MS SENDALL&Cj/^

NEW SPAN-ROOF HOUSES,
Suitable for Plants, Vines, Tomatop, Chrysanthemums,

50 ft. by 12 ft., £25 ; 60 ft. by 15 ft., £32 10s.
Made of tbe best materials, Woodwork and

Ironwork complete, 21 oz. English Glass
painted twice. Carriage Paid. Illustrated
Sheet, with full particulars, post-free.

PIT LIGHTS
The Best Stock in the Kingdom.

Strong, well-made 2-id. Lights, flat iron
cross- bar, screwed on, glazed or unglazed, in
useful sizes, to suit hard work. 40s.
Length. Width. Unglazed. Glazed. Orders
5 ft. 6 3 ft. d 4/6 ea. 10/6 ea. ( Carriage
6 ft. 4 ft. 5/~ ea. 13/- ea. ( Paid

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

Larger size

£ s. d.

2
2 5
4
ha 15
4 15
5 12 6

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide ( _ .._ \

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

at proportionate prices.

HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London JsVfin£,Mr.H.SKELTON,9eedsman,&o.,2.HollowavRd.,N.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough, Hants.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER has stood
many years' test as the only effectual protection for

Fruit Trees, &c, from Wasps and Flies. Price Is. 6d. and
2s. urf. per bottle. Sold by all Nurserymen and Florists.

Makers. COREY AND CO., Ltd , 13, 15, and 16, Finsbury
Street, London, E.C.

R. CO.,

t, LONDON^
UNSURPASSED

FOB

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
VINES, ROSES.

.<$&*

Sold by
the trade

in 6d. and la.

Packets, and
SEALKD BAGS :—

71b. 2s. 6d. 141b. 4*. 6d.

28 lb. 7a. M. 56 lb. 12s. 64.
1121b.20s. Or direct from the Works,

Carriage paid in the United KiDgdflm
for Cash with order (except 6d. Packets),

Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda,

and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only . Prices on Application.

Temple

CLAY & SPN,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c,

Lane, STRATFORD, LONDON,

THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH TO FINISH UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS
IS THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No smell).

One-pint bottle, Is. ; one quart. Is Gd. ; one-gallon tin, as. 9i ;

four-gallon drum, 12s.; twelve-gallon cask, 32s.; eighteen-
gallon cask, 45s. ; forty-gallon barrel, 95s.

ggj
11 Cheap, only 1 part of Manure required to 50 of water.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens, Trent Park, New Barnet.
the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum Blooms
during the season of 1891. This celebrated grower writes :—
'• I hare used your new Liquid Manure on many thiDgi this
season with highly satisfactory results—especially on Chrys-
anthemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I exhibited at ihe
Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to such perfec-
tion with this Fertiliser."
To be had (the tame as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere ;

or direct from the Sole Manufacturer, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth. London. S.E.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEOBGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Ialanda : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :-WM. THOMSON AKD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
CBEESON'S MANURE—Composed of

• Blood and Bone. The best Fertiliser for all purposed.
Sold in tins, Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. 64.; also in air-tight bags,
£ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above sent carriage paid, oash with
order. O. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neot's, Hunts.

" 12, Kuowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it iB an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

"A. B. GBIFFITHS, Ph.D.. F.E.S.E.. F.O.S."

B EESON'S MANUR
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

K,

Weil known as tbe cheapest, safest, and bestot ail Insecticides
for KUling Vermin on Plants, Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Gro wer of any note all over the World

.

A Pamphlet on its use, with full directions for Cleaning Plants,
&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints, Is. Gd. ; Pints, 2s. 6d. ; Quarts, 4s. &d. ; Half-
gallonB, 7s. 6d. ; Gallons, 12s. €d. ; Five Gallon Drums. 10j. 6«i.

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,
Victoria Street, Maochester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3r., and 10s. 6d,

GISHURSTINK keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

Thorpe'a Patent
f Glaring Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
runt. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, bent

sHonMe staphs as rum. post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co.. Ltd., 71, Queen Street. B.C
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15-or., per 100
21-oz., „

ft., T*.«.JJ?5i

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tbade.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

2X10, 18X12, 18X14, 24x14
' <12, 20X12, 18X16. 24X16
<12, 16X14, 20X16. 24X18, &0,

l\ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.
Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2X4, at id. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Ac.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BISHOP8GATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.G.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mb. F. Farwell, as Head Gardener to J. Vavassettr, Esq.,

Rothbury, Blackheath Park, Blackheath. Kent.
Mr. A. Parry, -as Gardener to Mrs. R. M. Carlisle,

Llanvapley Court, Abergavenny.
Mr. Luke Taylor, late Gardener at Warren Tower, New-

market, as Head Gardener to C. M. Kemeys Tynte, Esq.,
Cefn Mably, Cardiff, S. Wales.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Messrs. ViLMORiN-AjrrBrErjx & Cie. 4,QuaideIaMegisserie,

Paris—Bulbs and Strawberries, Violet Princesse de Galles
(new),

Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait, 43 and 45, Corporation
Street, Manchester—Flowering Bulbs.

Messrs. Baddeley & Reynold, 19 and 20, Old Bailey, London,
E.C.—Die Sinkers, Engravers, &c.

Messrs. E. P. Dixon & Sons, 57, Queen Street, Hull—
Flowering Bulbs, &c.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.— Bulbs, Roses,
Frait Tree3, 8cc.

J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham
—Bulbs, &c.

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, Herts—Bulbs and
Winter-flowera.

Messrs. Jas. Backhouse & Son, York—Flower Boots, Car-
- nations, Strawberries, &c.

Messrs. W. Smith & Son. Exchange Seed Warehouses, Aber-
deen, N.B.—Flower Roots, &c.

Messrs. W. Fromow & Sons, Chiswick, London, W.—
Bulbs, &,c.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE,

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Leoturers and Students in the
above subjeot.

Price 3d.; post-free, Sid.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

BJipmttltumt llcmtmmsf.
An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,
and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of
pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,
per annum, 5s., inclusive of postage. Single copies Qd. each,
through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street, Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER, at the Essex
Industrial School, to work with and teach Boys

Kitchen and Mirket Gardening.—Must be competent to control
boys, and keep in order 7 acres of ground. Wages 21j. per
week, with house, garden, fuel, and light free. State age, quali-
fications, previous employment, number and ages of children,
and enclose three testimonials (copiee only).—Apply, by letter,

i n own handwriting, to G . O. , Mr. J . Brittain Pash, Chelmsford.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. — WANTED,
early in October, a qualified person to give Practical

Lectures on Horticulture and Arboriculture in Mid Bucks.
State terms per lecture. &c—Apply to SECRETARY, Technical
Education Office, 8, Church Street, Aylesbury.

WANTED, a good all-round GARDENER,
for Glass and Kitchen Garden. Only industrious men

with good testimonials Deed apply personally to Head Gar-
dener, or by letter to C. B., Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill,
Kent. Preference to abstainers.

WANTED, as GARDENER (Single-
hjjtcjed), to live in.—Apply, stating -wages, age,

references, 4c, to OB03IKB, Sefton Lodge, Newmarket.

WANTED, thorough Trustworthy FORE-
MAN, must understand Chrysanthemums, Vines,

Peaches, Stove, and general in-doors work, 16s. per week.
Bothy and vegetables.— F, WARR, The Gardens, King's
Bromley Manor, Lichfield.

WANTED, as DEPUTY FOREMAN, a
steady, reliable man about 30 to 35 years of age for

Market Nursery, where Tomatos, Cucumbers, Forced Flowers
and Fruit, Ferns, &c., are grown for Market. Must be a
thorough practical Man in Fern growing in quantity, and be
well up in the general routine of Lily of Valley forcing. Only
a Man with a good character from one of the large Market
Nurseries need apply. Wages 30*.—H. HAYWARD, The
Gardens, Shirley, Southampton.

WANTED, a MAN, to Grow Cut Flowers
and General Market and Bedding Stuff.—Apply,

stating wages, to ROBERT GRAHAM, The Newmarket
Nursery, Newmarket.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a successful
KNTFESMAN, for two or three weeks' budd.ng.—

Satisfactory references and wages to LAXTON BROTHERS,
Bedford.

WANTED, at once, a young MAN, for Bud-
ding Hoses and Fruit Trees, and Training.—Apply to

GEO. CANNON, St. John's Nursery, Ealing.

To Nurserymen.
E WANT TWO young MEN for Houses,

and ONE Outside.—FAY, Florist, Cosham.w
WANTED, a young MAN, to live indoors.

One used to Cucumber, Tomato, and Chrysanthemum
Growing. — Apply to W. HAM, The Nurseries, Stanwick,
Higham Ferrers.

WANTED, at once, LABOURER for Lawns
and Kitchen Garden. Strong, active, and obliging.

Single. References required. Wages, 145. per week.—Apply
to F. H., The Gardens, Kingston Lisle Park, Wantage.

WANTED, Strong Industrious Young MAN,
about 18, for public Pleasure Grounds. Must be able

to use a scythe, and have had at least two years' experience in
similar capacity. Wages 18s.—Address J. O'C, Sayes Court,
Dartford.

WANTED, an intelligent YOUTH, with
Market Nursery experience. Well-up to Staking,

Tying, Planting, and Knife-work.—Apply, stating age, wages
required, with bothy, experience, and reference, to TURNER
BROS., Hale, near Liverpool.

SALESMAN, TRAVELLER, &o. —
WANTED, an energetic MAN, good address, and general

knowledge of Nursery Trade in all branches. Age about 25.
Character indispensable. Letters only, stating wageB, &c.
—Mr. BARNSHAW, Norbury Nurseries, Streatham, S.W.

WANTED, a SECOND ' COUNTERMAN,
well up in Flower Seeds.— N, J., 41. Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, ORDER CLERK and SALES-
MAN, capable of Travelling. Particulars as to

experience in Nurseries (giving time in each situation, how
employed, and reason for leaving), age, wages, &c; also

oopiea of testimonials, to RICHARD SMITH & CO., Worcester.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for a General
Retsil, Seed, Nursery, and FloriBt's Business, with a

knowledge of Floral Work.—Wages and full particulars to
OMEGA, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

FLORIST WANTED, aocustomed to making-
up.—Most be a good Salesman.—THOMSONS', Central

Avenue, Market Hall, Birmingham.

WANTED, a young LADY, as MANA-
GERESS, small suburban Florist's Business. Must

have excellent references as to capabilities and private cha-
racter.—Write, MisB S., Lime Tree House, Leyton.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initial* at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, ic.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSA N D ER and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters. &<x

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphio and Postal Address— " DICKSONS, Chester."

WILLIAM ALLEN, late Head Gardener to

Sir George Russell, Bt., M.P., Swallowtield Park,

Reading, and formerly Head Gardener to the late Lord Hather-

ton, Teddesley Park, Stafford, will be pleased to treat with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough prac-

tical man in all branches of gardening. Also well up in

Forestry. References forwarded.—WM. ALLEN, 22, Albert

Street, Stone, Staff.

GARDENER (Head), or ORCHID
GROWER; age 29.—B. Bowyer, Orchid Foreman at

Arddarroch, Garelochhead, Dumbartonshire, is desirous of

treating with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above.

Highly recommended by past and present employers.

GARDENER (Head), where part of the
products are grown for Market purposes.—Married, no

family. Good references. Surrey preferred.—D., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
kept, or good Single-haxded.—Three years' and eight

years' good characters.—F. SQUI8ES. Hayes Hill, Slinfold.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; has had
good practical experience in good Gardens. Well up

in Fruit, Plants, and Flowers, and Table Decorations. Over
three years in present place as Foreman. Good character.

—

F. JOHNSON, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, Hants. No circulars.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept, or good Single-handed.—Age 40; thoroughly

practical man in all branches ; wife understands Poultry.

—

S. PARNBLL, 4, Cavendish Street, Chiswick.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no
family ; life experience in large establishments ; tho-

roughly practical in all branches. Highly recommended.—G.,
2, Southwood Lane, Highgate.N.

ARDENER (Head).—Mr. Aug. de Wette,
J.P., of Hampton Court, wishes to recommend John

Parsons as above ; very successful at exhibiting ; twenty years'
first-class character.—J. PARSONS, Lodge, Perryn House,
Twickenham. --*,

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; understands Vines, Peaches, and Gardening

in general. Twenty-one years in last place. Left through
place being sold. First-class testimonials. For full particulars
apply to Messrs. W. BALCHIN and SONS, Hassocks Nurseries,
Hassocks, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—J. Coward,
Gardener to the Right Honourable the Earl of Win-

chelsea, can with every confidence recommend J. ROBSON as
above. He has given every satisfaction during the two years
he has been Foreman in the gardens here.—Address The Gar-
dens, Haverbolme, Sleaford.

GARDENER (Head Working), married
when suited.—G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,

Maidstone, can confidently recommend his late Foreman to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services oE a persevering
and thoroughly practical man. Address as above.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 28;
good practical experience Inside and Out; highly re-

commended ; married when suited. — H. CARRIER, The
Court, Worcester Park, Surrey.

GA ARDENER (Head Wobking.).—A
M Gentleman wishes to highly recommend an experienced

Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
practical, trustworthy man, married, age 40, well up in all

branches of the profession ; has also had Management oE Farm
of 124 Acres. Sixteen years' good character. Highest refer-

ences from previous employers. — A. HOARE, Wolvers,
Reigate, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Mr.
Osbobne, Grove Gardens. Teddington, Middlesex, will

be pleased to recommend W. Wheeler, age 27 ; well |up in
all branches of gardening, including Orchids. Six years
Foreman ; married when suited ; wife could manage Dairy if

required.

GARDENER (Head Working or Single-
handed).—Age 29, married, no family

;
practical in all

branches
;
good reference.—C., 24, Star Road, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working); middle
age, married, one daughter at home, age 13 years—

H. Finch, now leaving Callis Court, Broadstairs, is open for
another situation. Life experience in all branches. Leaving
of own accord.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married. A Lady breaking up her establishment, re-

commends her Gardener, Thoroughly experienced in Orchids,
Stove, Greenhouse, Herbaceous Plants, Ferns, Vines, Fruit,
Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c. Excellent references,
Eight years in present plaoe.—J. CLUTSOM, Tidenham,
Chepstow.

CGARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
A Middle-aged ; no objection to stock. Orchids if required

;

five and nine years' good characters.—T, WOOLFORD, 3, Bel-
size Crescent, Hampstead, N.W.

CGARDENER (Head or Second).—Age 27
;

a single. Twelve years' experience Inside and Out ; well
recommended by previous employers. Abstainer.—E. COLLINS

,

Sarratt, Rickmansworth, Herts.

ARDENER (Single-handed).—Wanted by
Head Gardener's Son, situation as above; single; life

experience ; eight years' highest character from present situa
tion.—C, The Gardens, Hinton Charterhouse, Bath, Somerset
(No Circulars.)

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 28, married, two children; twelve

years* expariencf. Abstainer.—W. H., 93, Gordon Road,
Ealing.
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GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
—Age 28 ; fourteen years' experience in all branches.

Good characters.—MILTON, J., Kepple Cottages, Sudbury,
Harrow, Middlesex.

G^
ARDENER (good Single-handed or

W Second), seeks situation, thoroughly experienced inside

and out, four and a-half years good character.—E. GOLDS-
WORTHY, 1, Laburnum Cottages, Sudbury, Harrow.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 30

;

can be well recommended; total abstainer.—J. BIRD,
High Street, Eyneford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 39,
married, one child ; can have the highest recom-

mendation. Three and a half years in last place; seven
and a half previous.— G. C, Woodbine Cottage, Corbet Stag,
Upminster, Essex.

GARDENER.—Engagement required about
Michaelmas, as Practical Working Gardener or Foreman,

age 34 ;
good general experience in noblemen's establishments,

also market trade.—VITIS, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

GARDENER.—Age 25, single; ten years'
experience in all branches of Gardening and Green-

house work. Willing to be generally useful. Highly recom-
mended.—J. SHAW, 23, Queen Street, Boston.

GARDENER.—Age 24; seeks situation in
Kitohen, Flower , or Plain Garden;' two years' good

charaoter.—W. WITHALL, Aldwick, near Bognor.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 22, single; four years' good character; willing

to make himself generally ueeful ; abstainer. — F. PRIOR,
Park Cottage, Broomfield, Chelmsford.

ARDENER (Second, of four or five), or
JOURNEYMAN (First).—Age .24. Good experience

Inside and Out. Good references from present and previous
employers.— J. TIDY, Lockner Holt, Chilworth, Surrey,

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside, or iDBide and Out.—Age 22 ; seven

years in present situation. Can be well recommended.—F.
WOOD, Darley, Matlock, Derbyshire.

GARDENER, BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and
GARDENER. — Brought up in Waldershare Park

Gardens. Has Managed a Farm nine years. Wife under-

stands Dairy and Poultry. Recommended by the Countess
of Guildford. -Address,W.MERRYFIELD.Eythorne, Dover.

i?0 BONUS given for a good situation as
<&£ GARDENER (UNDER) ; five J ears' experience Inside

and Out. Age 19. Excellent character.—ERNEST HITCH-
COCK, Ladock, Grampound Road, Cornwall.

GARDENER (Under), seeks situation Inside
and Out.—Good references.—C. TANNER, Horns Hill,

Nursling, near Southampton.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 25
;

good
knowledge of Gardening, Inside and Out. Good cha-

racter. Several years' experience.—E. GILL, 30, Oliphant

Street, Queen's Park.

GARDENER (Under), age 18, seeks situa-

tion in a Gentleman's Garden ; five yearB' good

character.—E. BAVERY, Harlaston, Tamworth.

GARDENER (Under), Inside or Inside and
Out.—Young Man, age 18 ; five years' good experience

and excellent character.—C. SMITH, Old Alresford, Hants.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; been in

large establishment. Good references. Not afraid of

work.—JACKSON, Claydon Park, Winslow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; seeks situa-

tion ; seven years' experience Inside and Out ; four

years in present place; good character.—H. HUCKLE, Ivy

Cottage, Kempston, Beds.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; oan be
well recommended.—GARDENER, Holly Bank, Stoney-

gate, Leicester. _^__

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; four years
in last place. Good character. — .1. SMITH, Rocks

Dairy, New Oxted, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Young man, age 21

;

five years' good character ; abstainer. Small Premium
if preferred.—JAMES REYNOLDS, Westwood, near Guildford,

Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; three and
a half years' experience, Good character. Inside and

Out. — W. R , Bon Marche Nursery, Gipsy Road, West
Norwood, S .E.

STANDISH and Co., Royal Nurseries,
• Ascot, can recommend to a Gardener requiring a

useful dependable young man, age 20, in the houses. Also a
Married Man, age 30, to a Gentleman requiring a good all-

round man of good character.—Apply, The Manager.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Finns

; well-

up in all branches, Buying, Selling, Growing.—PRIMULA,
Plummers Plain, Horsham.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Thirteen
years' experience. Stove (Ferns in quantity), Carnations

,

Softwood, general Market, Flowering and Pot stuff, Tomatos,

and Cucumbers. Good references.—C. B., 18, Spencer Road,

Common Side East, Mitcham.

PROPAGATOR, or GROWER of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.—Eight years' experience. Six years

with Dickson, Ld., Chester, and other large Nurseries.—
WILLIAM COOPER, 11, Home Villas, Swanley Junction, Kent.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER".
—Age 31. married ; life experience. Well up in Growing

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations, Roses, and all Soft-wooded
Plants. Good character.—J., 41, Cranworth Road, Worthing.

FOREMAN, in good Establishment.—Age 26
;

twelve years' experience. Good references from past
and present places.—T. GOULD, Terrace House, Southampton.

FOREMAN in good Private Establishment.

—

Age 26 ; good experience in Plant and Fruit Houses.
Well recommended.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South
Beddington, Wallington, Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside, or General, in good
Establishment.—Age 28; fifteen years of reliable ex-

perience in Fruits, Plants, and general Gardening. Over four
years in present place as Foreman. Highest recommenda-
tions, present and previous.—W. G., Darlinghood, Englefield
Green, StaineB.

FOREMAN (Inside or General).—Mr. Geo.
Woodgate, Head Gardener to Sir Oswald Moaley, Bart.,

RolleBton Hall, Burton-on-Trent, highly recommends his pre-

sent Fruit and Plant Foreman as above. Twelve years' ex-
perience. Age 26. Total abstainer.

FOREMAN.—Age 26 ; twelve years' experience
in large places ; three years' recommendation from last

situation ; well used to the work inside, Vines especially.

—

A. B., 4, Whitbread Terrace, Hatfield Road, St. Albans.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General).—Age 39 ; first class

Grower and Propagator of Indoor and Outdoor Nursery
Stock. Good salesman, and could travel if required. Highest
references as to ability and character.—QUERCUS, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; well up in the
general routine of a large establishment. Life expe-

rience in good places, both in England and Scotland. House
and Table Decorations.—G. FOXTON, ConeyBthorpe, Malton,
Yorks.

1FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 28 ; tho-
roughly experienced in Early and Late Forcing of

Fruits, Exotic and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Three years'
excellent character.— HORTUS, 7, Anerley Vale, Upper
Norwood, S.E.

FOREMAN in Houses, &c—Age 28, one
A. child; well up in Fruit Cultivation, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Abstainer. Wages 19s. Bothy* Excellent
testimonials from previous Gardeners for ability and sobriety.
House and Table Decorations.—WILLSHER, Newton Villa.
EBher, Surrey.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as
FOREMAN PROPAGATOR of Roses, Clematis, Rhodo-

dendrons, Conifers, and general Nursery Stuff indoors and out.

Age 30; life experience; total abstainer.—W-. Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

JOURNEYMAN (First) in the Houses.—Age
23; seven years' experience ; can be well recommended,

—W. CLIFFE, Malvern Common, Great. Malvern, Worcester-
shire.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 22

;

eight years' good character; used to the general routine
of Garden work.—H. CLARKE, Hilbro Gardens, Stokesby,
Great Yarmouth.

JOURNEYMAN.—Jas. Cooke (age 20) re-
quires situation as Journeyman. — For reference as to

character and ability, apply to Mr. WARD, Stoke Edith
Gardens, Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, under a Foreman).
—Age 21 ; seven years* experience.—S, DUNNINGS,

Manor Gardens, Minstead, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 22; good experience
InBide and Out ; eight years in present situation ; good

character.—G. DENNIS, Bury's Court Gardens, Reigate, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside.—Age 23;
eight years* experience. W. Wright will be pleased to

recommend as above.—Apply first to W. PETERS, Park Street,

near St. Albans, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 19;
five years' experience. Bothy or lodgings. Highly

recommended.—HEAD GARDENEB. North Cray Place, Foots
Cray, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside.—Age 24;
nine and a-half years' experience in three placea. Good

references. Bothy preferred. — F. OIBBS, High House,
Campsea Ashe, Wicfcham Market, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 20;
six and a half years' experience. Gentleman's Garden

preferred. Good refereDCe.—F. WESTRIP, 86, Norwich Road.
Ipswich.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good Establish-
ment.—Aee 21 ; good character from present and prertous

employers. — W. THURSTON, The Gardens, Caythorpe
Hall, Grantham.

TWO JOURNEYMEN (Second and Third),
seek situation. Five years' experience in Fruit Grow-

ing. Good references. Bothy preferred. Ages 26 and 18J.
State wages.—G., 6, Wallace Cottages, W. Worthing

JOURNEYMAN (Third), or IMPROVER,
Inside, or Inside and Out. Five years' experience in

first-class Nurseries, with good references.—WITT, Warwick
Road, Sutton, Surrey.

OURNEYMAN (First).—Age 22; seven
years' experience; two and a half years' good character.

Bothy proferred.—A. BARNARD, 1, Sydney Road, Woodford
Green. Essex.

X'O GIVEN to anyone finding Situation for«* industrious young man as JOURNEYMAN in private
Establishment. Well recommended by present employer.

—

BLADES, Fern Grove, Grimsby.

i>0 BONUS to Head Gardener finding situa-
owr_J tion for Young Man.—Age 20 ; good character and
experience.—T. W., Gardeners' Chronicle, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

IMPROVER—Young man (age 181), seeks
situation as above. Three and a half years' good cha-

racter from present place. Total abstiiner.—J. ROBINSON.
Leigh Holme, Leigham Avenue, Streatham, S.W.

IMPROVER.—A young man (age 21), seeks
situation as above, Nursery preferred. Well educated,

and excellent character. — T. G. WARREN, 32, Westgate
Street, Taunton.

JMPROVER.—Age 19 ; seeks situation Inside,
or Inside and Out ; four years' experience ; good character.—A. BARNES, Queen's Road, Legbourne, Louth, Lincolnshire,

IMPROVER.—Age 21 ; seeks a good general
training in SEED AND BULB line. Has gained with

leading London and Provincial Firms, excellent Nursery and
Shop experience, including the making up of Floral Designs.
Fullest information and references.— Address H. W., 31,
Gieaback Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 17.—E. DAWES, King's Acre, Hereford.

IMPROVER in the Houses.—Young Man, age
19, seeks situation as above ; two years' good character

;

bothy preferred.—W. H. DOBSON, Springfield, Moorgate,
Rotherham, Yorkehire.

A~
PPRENTICE.—A youth, aged 15, wishes to"

be Apprenticed in a Gentleman's Garden. Premium
paid.—VXCAR, Stretton Grandison, Ledbury.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — Advertiser,
age 20, requires situation where he could learn Garden-

ing. Strong and willing ; life abstainer.—B., 14, Kelsey Park
Road, Beckenham, Kent.

HEAD GARDENER oan thoroughly recom-
mend strong youth (age 16). Has been two year3 in

the Houses under a Foreman.—J. GOLD, Moor Place Gardens,
Hadham, Herts.

TO GARDENERS, &c—Young man, aged 27,
experienced in propagating, growing, budding, grafting

and forcing general run of plants and fruits
;
good testimo-

nials.—HOLMES, 29, Kemble Street, Present, Lancashire.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted, under
Head Gardener, to milk, take charge of Jerseys, fill time

in Garden, Over three years' good reference ; age 21
WHITE, Freefolk, Whitchurch. Hants.

TO GARDENERS.— Wanted to place a
Youth in a Gentleman's Garden ; respectable, stroDg, of

good appearance, height 5 feet 6 inches, age 15*. Premium
paid.—GARDENER, Holbrook Rectory, Ipswich.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, seventeen
years' experience in London and P/ovincial Nurseries,

seeks situation, good propagator and grower for market.
Excellent character.— WILLIAMS, Working Men's Club,
Maidenhead.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c—Situation wanted
in a Nursery or Private Garden, by a young Man, age 22.

Good character.—H. R,, 6, Topsfield Cottage, Back Lane,
Crouch Eod.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in
large Trade or Market Nursery. Quick at Potting, Tying.

Watering, &c. Age 20.—H., S9, Bricklade Street, Cirencester.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
a young Man, Six years' experience in the general

routine of Nursery Work. Good referenoes.— C. LOCKWOOD,
36, Buckingham Road, London, N.

HOUSE and ESTATE CARPENTER, &c—
£5 offered to Bailiff, &c., who can assist in procuring

situation for a first-rate man in all Branches of work in every
detail in and outside of Gentleman's Mansion and Estate.
Recommendations.—J. C 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

CLERK or BOOK-KEEPER.—l'oung Man
(age 23) seeks engagement as above. Well up in the

Trade. Good references.—C, 93, Hereford Rd., Bayswater.W.

COMMERCE, WITH ITS SPREADING
WINGS, has traversed the globe many times, and binds

nations together with the strong ties of mutual self-interest.

Through its influence London has become the metropolis of the
world, and her merchants have amassed wealth sufficient to

make them the envy of princes. HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and
OINTMENT have now become essential articles of commerce
with all parts of the world. They have effected cures which
have seemed miraculous, and given relief in complaints when
all hope had been lost. In all known diseases their success

has at all times been wonderful. In cases of disorders of the

stomach, bile, liver complaint, indigestion, fevers, ague, &c,
they act like a charm, as the cure is speedy and certain.
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HILL & SMITH'S

BLACK VARNISH,
For Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

An Excellent Substitute for Oil Paint,
at one-third the cost.

This unrivalled varnish has for forty years given un-
bounded satisfaction, obtained a large consumption, and
earned a high reputation throughout the kingdom. It

requires no mixing, can be applied cold by any ordinary
labourer, and dries in ten minutes with a perfect gloss.

Fences periodically coated with it are effectually preserved
from deterioration for an indefinite period.

Price, Is. Qd. per gallon at the manufactory, or li. Sd.

per gallon, carriage paid to any railway station, in casks
of 36, 18, or 9 gallons.
Testimonial from Chas. Patrick, Esq., Cloughfold,

Manchester (Numerous others) :
—" I have used your Black

Varnuh for upwards of twenty years, and find none to
equal it in economy and quality."

** a -r-rrrT-rs\ ht i Every Cask bears the above
CA U 1 10ISA REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

I Beware of Cheap Imitations.

HILL& SMITH
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON FENCING, STRAINED WIRE
FENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Illustrated CATALOGUE and Price LIST on application.

Brlerley Ironworks, Dudley ;

Queen Victoria Street, London, B.C.;

47, Dawson street, Dublin.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality OROHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Khododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in hulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Bail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. BICHABDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'Sm PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition ; also for Stove. Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

Established 1851,

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTON BULLDIrTGS, CHANCERY LANE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
I SHILLINGS PER MONTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-
free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class
of work, and that the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from tbe smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and. Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST MATERIALS.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete ereotion of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL A INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, «* HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \t. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STRE E T, B LACKFRIA RS, LONDON, S. E.
Telegraphic Address—"HOT-WATER, London." Telephone. No. 4763.

W. COOPER, Ltd
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,
c The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries- Hanworth tt Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

thla Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound In cloth, la Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
Llat Is the most complete In the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, from £2 165.

Cucnmber Frames.
One Light. Two Light.

4 ft. by 3 ft., 17s. 6 ft. by 4 ft,, 301.

6 ft. by 4 ft., 28l. | 8 ft. by 6 ft., 80s.
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CONTENTS OF SECTION3.
SECTION. PAGES.

1.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,

17— 64

65— 98
99—134

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits.Hand-Lights.&c.

LT.—Poultry, Kennel, Babbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

m.—Kustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing. Church

Furniture, &c 135—178
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c. 179—228
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-

secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &c 229—246

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Boilers, &c. ... 217—268

VOT.—Horticultural Timber 269—280
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases. Statuary, &c. ... 281— 342
X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, &c. 343—383

Hot-water Apparatus : Cheapest and most efficient. Cost of Complete Apparatus for
Greenhouses, with 4-in. flow and return pipes along one side :—7ft. by 5ft., £2 lbs. ; 9ft. by
6ft., £3; 12ft. by 8ft., £3 fu. ; 15ft. by 10ft ,£4 10s. ; 20ft. by 10ft, £5 bs ; 25ft. by 10ft., £6 5».
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Streptocarpus Laing's

multiflorus 211

Trees and shrubs

—

Clerodendrou trichoto-
mum

Magnolia glauca
Rubus lasiostyius

Sambucus varieties of ..

.

Watering
Weather
Week's work, the

—

Flower garden, the ...

Fruits under glass

Hardy fruit garden ...

Kitchen garden, the...

Orchid-houses, the ...

Plants under glass ...

Woburn fruit farm

ILLU8TRATION8.
Carpet bed at Ravensoourt Park, Hammersmith
Lilium Parryi
Low's grouod-com passes
Streptocarpus, Laing's multiflorus

View in the girdena of Pendaxvea Vivian, Eeq,, Bosahan.
(Supplementary Illustration).

210
210
210
210
214
223

213
213
212
212
212
213
215

217

209
219
211

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

R I M U L A. THE LADY.
If there is one variety that stands far and away from all

others for real use, beauty, and general admiration, it is

certainly this. No Floral Establishment can be complete
without it. Fine plants, 3s. 6d, per dozen ; in pots, 6s. and
6s. per dozen.

H. CANNELL and SONS. Swanley.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots.—Fine,
well-established plants, in pots, of all the leading varieties,

12». id. per 100.

H. LANE AND SON, Nurseries. Berkhamsted, Herts,

AIDENHAIR FERNS, strong, in 60's, 16s.
per 100 ; smaller, 14s. Free on rail.

FIELD, Florist. Fleet, Hants.

URICULA SEED—This season's orop from
ore of the finest border strains in the country. Per

packet. Is. and 2s. 6d. ; Trade packets, 5s. and 10s.

HENRY BEOWNHTLL, Seed Stores, Sale, Cheshire.

Now Ready.
1UTTONS' BULB CATALOGUE for 1895.

Beautifully illustrated by original photographs, and con-
taining accurate descriptions of the Choicest Varieties of
Bulbous-flowering Roots, with clear hints on their successful
cultivation, the whole being bound in exquisitely illuminated
covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING.s
ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY —

The best all round variety in cultivation. Fine, well-
rooted plants, 2s. per doz. ; 12s. per 100 ; 6s. for 50. Cash price.

HURST and SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAl and SON, Langport, Somerset.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons* Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Oovent
Garden, W.C., is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers' references.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

QUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
k3 to select from. "Write for LIST, free.

P.MoA.RTHU8,TheLondonNursery,4, Maida Vale, London,W.

CTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Noble, Latest of
lO All, Jubilee, 4s. per 100, carriage paid, cash with order, re-

duction for quantity.—W. CAVTLL, Penally, Pembrokeshire.

GRAND MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.

per 1000; CAMPERNELLE MAJOB, 8s. per 1000. In
lots of 10,000. 7s. 6<2. per 1000. All good flowerinc bulbs.

T. GELL, Week farm, Ventnor. Isle of Wight.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
Henri Jacoby, West Brighton Gem, John G'bbons,

Scarlet Vesuvius, Crystal Palace Gem, Mrs. Pollock. MacMahon.
—State quantity to offer, and price per 1000, to C. P. G.,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of Raspail, Black
Douglas. Mrs. Pollock, McMahon, H. Jacoby, Vesuvius,

Mrs. Turner, Queen of Belgians, Crystal Palace Gem, King of

the Beddera, Vv est Brighton Gem, Master Christine, and Queen
of the Whies Geraniums. Price per 1000, to—

H. ENGLISH AMD CO., Clapton Nurseries, Clevedon.

Grapes and Peaches.

WANTED, for Cash, about Ten Dozen
PEACHES per week for the next five weeks, and

TWO HOUSES of good BLACK GRAPES, delivered as
required.
Quote lowest cash prices, carriage paid, to Buxton, and

send samples to H. ORAM and SONS, Buxton.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS. —
H. Jacoby, and other good bedding sorts. Send quantity

and price per 1000 to

—

J. W. CHAPMAN, Florist, H ;gh Street. Ramsgate.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS. —
MacMahon, Flower of Spring, Jacuby. and VesuHm.

Also good plants of Humea elegane and Cabbage Lettuce.

Price per 100 to—
ALFR&D LODGE, Elveden, Thetford, Norfolk.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS, West
Brighton, Jacoby, White Queen, Constance, Vesuvius,

Pollock, MacMahon, and any other good varieties. Lowest
price, for cash, per 1000, to

—

E. PHIPPEN and SON, Nurserymen, Highgate, N.

WANTED at onoe GERANIUM CUT-
TINGS, Jacoby, bronze leaf, and others; will ex-

change good value in Begonia Tubers later on.

JOHN R. BOX, Nurseryman, Croydon,

%
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WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, con-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Liliums, Daffodils, Snowdropj, Iris, Pseooies,

&c. free on appl-cation. Please compare our prices before
bending vour orders abroad.
WATKINS and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, test

varieties. Can now be inspected and marked for autumn
planting.—WILLIAM WHITELEY.The Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge,

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample pacfiet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Dnffield.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Splendid
Dwarf-trained Trees with Fruit, growing in cool orchard-

house. In thirty selected varieties, for succession. Can now
be inspected and marked for autumn planting.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamingtoa.

GRAPE VINES, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros
Colmar, Gros Maroc, 9 to 10 feet canes, extra strong,
3s. each.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 48*s, good bushy plants, 5s. per
dozen ; 35s. per 100.

PTERIS TREMULA, in thumbs, fit for 48's, 8s. per 100.
Packing free for cash with order.

T. BAKER, Manager, Blandford Nursery, Upptr Teddington.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them

,

apply to—
W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.

PRICE LIST free.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense Collec-

tions of New, Rare, and Fme BULBS and PLANTS (101 page*
in English), and will, as usual, be sent posMree on application
to their Agents, Messrs. Mebtens & Co., 3, Cross Lane,
St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. ; or themselves direct at OVertken,
near Haarlem, Holland.
N.B.—Wo connection with any other firm of the same name.

USE JADOO FIBRE for BULBS and
AUTUMN POTTISS, Ss. per 3-bushel sack. Special

rates per ton. Obtainable through any Nurseryman.
For further particulars apply to JADOO UMITED, 54,

High Street, Eieter.

Chrysanthemum Culture.

STANDEN'S MANURE has produced the most
satisfactory results, fully borne out by reports from tte

leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Prices, iu
tins, Is., 2s. &d. t 5s. <od., and 8s. each; in begs, ^- cwt.. 10s. tjd.,

£ cwt., 18s., 1 owt., 32s. each.

CORRY & CO., Ld., London ; and all Seedsmen and Florist?.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and otner

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of sou water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., St., and 10s 6d.

G1SHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc..

Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. King'sRoad, Cheleea.S.W.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOB ALL AUCTIONS SEXT FBEE BT POST ON APPLICATION.

Monday and Tnursday Next.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

"\fESSR3. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1Y1_ SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Roam, 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, on

MONDAY NEXT, Aug. 26. and THURSDAY NEST, Aug. 29.

At 12 o'clock each day,

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CBOCUS, NARCISSUS, and other DUICH BULBS, together

-with white SOMAN HYACTNTHS and paper-white NAR-
CISSUS received direct for Unreserved Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-

tending purchasers on their permanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of catalogues for these Sales.

Auction Booms and Offices, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Friday Next.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS. BY ORDER OF MESSRS. W. L.
LEWIS AJT> CO.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL as above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY
NEXT, August 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries. Upper Edmonton,
TENTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE

of POT PLANTS.

\ JESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
iVJ. instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION on
the Premises as above, on MONDAY. September 9. 1S95, at
Eleven o'clock punctually, there being upwards of 16o0 Lots
of unusually well-grown stock, including :

—

TEA-BOSES, Climbing and Bush Varieties, also a Grand Lot
of TURNERS CRIMSON RAMBLER, with growths 12 to
15 feet long, and well ripened.

TREE CARNATIONS, the BOUVARDIAS
newest and best sorts CROTONS

FERNS, thousands in various PALMS
sizes GENISTAS

SOLANUMS HYDRANGEAS
ERICA HYEMALIS DBiOESAS, ABALIAS
FICUS ELASTICA PBMULAS. POINSETTIAS
CYCLAMEN, Double LAPAGEBIAS
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS AMPELOPSIS
CLEMATIS, IVIES GARDENIAS
And a Great Variety of other useful Flowering and Foliage

Plants; also small Genistas, &c. for growing on.
May be viewed ; catalogues had on the premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and £S, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent, S.E.

GREAT A'SNUAL TRADE SALE to commence punctually at
1 1 o'clock, there being upwards of 1400 lots to sell in one
day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises. The Burnt Ash Road Nurseries,

Lee, Kent, S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, S.E. Bailway,
on TUESDAY, September 10, at 11 o'clock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of WTNTER-BLOOM-
ING HEATHS and other—

STOTE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of

15.000 Erica hyemalis
2,000 ,, gracilis

1,000 ,, Cavendishii
500 „ Ventricosa

(of sorts)

600 „ Caffra
All well set with Bloom Bads.
2,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii

1,500 Epacris (to name)
1,000 Boronia megastigma,

and others
500 Grevillea robusta

4,000 Genistas

5,000 Solanurn capsicastrum,
well-berried

1,000 Adiantum coneatuxn
1,000 Lomaria gibba
800 Tea Rases (in pots)

2.000 Bonvardias (of sorts)

,
1,000 Palms (of sorts)

1,000 Cyclamen persicum
500 Crotons, beautifully

coloured
1,0C0 Tree Carnations
503 Asparagus tenuissima

and plumosa rigna

A fine lot of Stephanotis floribunda, Gardenia intermedia,
Abutilons, choice sorts to name, Dipladenias of sorts, &c„, with
a large quantity of young Ericas, Hyemalis, gracilis, and other
varieties ; also Genistas and Ferns of sorts, all in 60-pots, for
growing on.
The stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises, at the Seed Warehouse" 61, High Street.
Lewisham, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—Intending purchasers are invited to inspect the

stock, which is unusually well-grown, the Heaths being par-
ticularly well set for flower.

The Nurseries, Soutn Woodford-
BT ORDER Of MR. JOHN FRASER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to notify that this ANNUAL TRADE SALE will

be held on the Premises as above, on WEDNESDAY,
September 11.

The Longland's Nurseries, Sldcup.
BT ORDER OF MESSRS. GREGORY axd EVANS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to notify that this ANNUAL SALE will take

place on the Premises as above, on FRIDAY, September 13.

Avenue Nursery, Bexley, Kent.
Close to Bexley Heath Station.

FIRST ANNUAL TRADE SALE of beautifully-grown PLANTS.
Ev order of Messrs. P. H. and J. CoDper. Without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as

above, on WEDNESDAY, September 18.

SOOO ROSES, including Sunset, Niphetos, Marechal Niel,
Gloire de Dijon, L'ldeal, Climbing Devoniensis, Safrano, C.
Mennet, Bride, Chsshunt Hybrid, Turner'sCrim3onRambler,&c,

2000 CARNATIONS, including Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Reynolds
Hole, Malmaison, Germania, Dorothv, Alice Ayers, Duke of

Fife, Uriah Pike, &c.
10.0J0 Her Majesty Pink
1,500 Erica hyemalis, in 4S's

1,000 „ gracilis, in 60's

1,500 i, W"ilmoreana, in
4S's

S300 Erica Wilmoreana, in
60's

1C00 Ampelopsis Veitchii
1000 Clematis, in 4S"s

|
2000 Genistas, in 4S's

Ficus, Ferns, Crotons, &c.
Maybe viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises ; and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Enfield Highway, N.

TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL TRADE SAXE of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

at the Brimsdown Nurseries, Green Street, Enfield High-
way, N., on THURSDAY, September 12, at 11 o'Clock
punctually, in consequence of the unusually large number of

1500 Iota, without reserve,

About 60,000 Remarkably Well-grown

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit for immediate Sale.

Consisting of 20,000

WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Wilmoreana, Hybrida, &c.

2,000 TREE and OTHER CARNATIONS,
including Winter Cheer, Mrs, Moore, Joliffe. La Neige, &c.

Also a fine lot of Mdlle. Therese Franco, Uriah Pike, &c.

2500 TEA ROSES IN POTS.
including 150 Paul's new Climbers, Alister, Stella Gray, and

Carmine Pillar ; Crimson Rambler, Bridesmaid. Bride,

Niphetos, C. Mermet, Marechal Niel, Climbing Niphetos,
Gloire de Dijon, Madamede Watteville, Perle des Jardins,
W. A. Richardson, LTdeile, Madame C. Testout, Slc.

1,000 Ferns, Adiantums. Poly- , 1,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii and
podiums, &c. purpurea

3,000 Bouvardias, leadiog sorts ; 100 Deutzia parviflora

5,000 Genista fragrans
|

bOO Crotons, beautifully

1.000 Zonal Geraniums, new
,

coloured
and leading varieties 1,000 Palms, in variety

1.001 Grevillea robnsta \ 200 Bougainvillea glabra and
5,000 Solanums, exceptionally Sanderiana

well berried 600 Epacris. to name
300 Aspidistras 500 Veronica Reine des

Blanches

1,000 Passifloras, large quantities of Ficus, Begonias, Poin-
settias. Euphorbia jacquinseflora, Callas, Aralias, Abutilons,
Hybrid Crassulas, &c. ; also Stove Climbers, including
Taxonias, ^Stephanotis, Allamandas, Dipladenia Boliviensis,

and others.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot

offered at this Nursery for many years ; the lormer being very
well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually well berried.

AUDENSHA.W, NEAR MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE
OF THE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST EE3EKVE, BY OEDEE OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,

Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of

having Sold the Freehold Estate.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
A.VL favoured with instructions to SELL the ab3ve re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-

tembsr 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past

12 o'Clock precisely each day.
The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a most healthy condition.

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts. FERNS, the

erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames. Barrows. Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Roller,

Thanatophone. and other Sundries.
May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas Billington. the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,

and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapiide, London. E.C.

N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-
chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of

Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

Two Days' Sale.

GREAT SALE of ORCHIDS, by Order of Messrs. F. Sander
& Co., St. Albans.

The REMAINING PORTION of the

"WILSON" COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS
Will be offered for SALE by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE ato MORRIS, at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, CheaDside, London,

E.C, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 27
and 28, at hilf-past 12 o'Clock each day.

The late Mr. A. Wilson, of Westbrook, Sheffield, was a col-
lector of all that was good in each and every class of Orchids,
and many fine gems will be offered, full descriptions of which
will be given in Catalogues of the Sale, which will contain the
whole remaining lota of this famous Collection, which, together
with a grand variety of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including
some of the rarest and most beautiful hybrids known, from the
nurseries of Messrs. F. Sander & Co. , will be offered

WITHOUT THE LEAST RESERVE.

Among the Wilson Collection will be found :

—

Sobralia Kienastiana
Cattleya Reineckiana

,, Schroderge alb a

,, Wagneri
Odontoglossum Vuylstekea-

num
Cattleya Gaskelliana alta
La?lia elegans

,, Scottiana
Cypripedium Morganiae Bur-

fordiense
Odontoglossum delotoglossum

,, coronarium
,. aspersum

Lselia elegans Blenheimensis

Lselia elegans Bluntei

„ „ prasiata

„ ,. superba
Lycaste Skinneri alba Euperba

,, „ armeniaca
Ccelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri imperator
Dendrobium nobile Sanderia-

num
Odontoglossum Andersonia-

num vara.

,, Ruckerianum vars.

„ muliis
Schomburgkia lepidisaima,

&c, &c.

The plants offered by Messrs Sander & Co. are exceptionally
fine. Every plant offered is in robust health, and some of the
rarest known hybrids will be offered, including—

Phaius Owenianus
,, Marthse
,, Cooksonii

Phaio-Calanthe Arnoldiae
Lselio-Cattleya The Hon. Mrs.

Astor
Cattleya Miss Measures
Cypripedium bellatulum

album
Bjllea Sehroderiana
Cattleva Corbiellana
Laelio-Cattleya albanense
Lielia Oweniana
Cymbidium Winnianum
Dendrobium Johnsonian
Cattleya Rex

,. gigas vara.

Calanthe Bryan
,, Sandhurstiana
,, William Murray

Dendrobium splendidissimum
grandiflorum

New Dendrobiums
Sobralia xantholenca

,, „ superba
Masdevallia Rebecca

,. McVittse
,, Courtauldiana

Augrsecum Eichlerianum
Cattleya exoniensis inversa

Ccelogyne Dayana
Angrascum sesqoipedale
Cypripedium grande

,, Maynardii
,, Youngianum

Sobralia Amesias
,, Wilsonii

Lselia anceps SchroJeriana
,, „ Sanderiana
,, ,, Hollidayana

Lycaste Skinneri vara.
Cattleya labiata vara.
Cypripediuai Cahuzac
Phaius Sanderianus
Epidendrum Randii

,, macrochilum roseum
Lselia Gouldiana
Miltonia vexillaria perfection
„ ,, rubellum

Cypripedium nitidissimam
,. Albert Tmffaut

Dendrobium bracteosumalbum
,, ,. roseum

Eulophiella Elizabethan
Lselia anceps Dawsonii
Phaius Humblotii
Odontoglossum cbiriqniense

,, gloriosum album
Dendrobium Owenianum mng-

nincum, &c.

Many other choice plants and varieties are enumerated in (he
Catalogue, and about 100 lots of IMPORTED ORCHIDS will
be included in the SECOND DAY'S SALE, consisting of a
distinct-looking Cattleya Species; Cypripedium Roth:childia-
num, specially selected imported masses; a Phaius Speciej,
supposed to be Sanderianos ; Dendrobium formosum gigan-
teum, Haemanthus Kalbreyerii, &c.

The whole to be SOLD, without any Reserve, on TUESDAY
August 27, and WEDNESDAY, August 23, 1895.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Upper Holloway.—Unreserved Sale.

IMPORTANT SALE of Valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE
EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE PLANTS,

Bt Order of Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sox,
Who, with a view to removing their Nurseries to more com-
modious premises in the country, are atout to dispose of a
portion of their Freehold Land for building purposes.

The following will be found in the Catalogue :—Splendid
SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIiIEN PLANTS, and also a
large selection of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, including
Greenhouse RhoJodendrons, Azaleas, Cliveias, Camellias,
Crotons, Tree Ferns, Palms, Eentias, Ac. ; also tine specimen
Lapageria alba and rosea, Allamaodas, Bougainvilleas, Clero-
deadrons, Pandanus, &c., and a large assortment c f Cannas,
Dracaenas, Crotons, Araucarias, Amiryllis, Pancratiums, An-
thuriums, Marantas, Orchids, Sea., which wiJ bs SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Holloway, N., by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY, September 16 and 17, at

12 o'Clock each day.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had at the Nurseries, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
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SALES by AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY NEXT.

GEEAT TEADESALE ofB ULBS
A SPLENDID IMPORTATION OF

DUTCH BULBS,
comprising choice Darned Double and Single HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, a fine collection of NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS, SPANISH IRIS, &c, consigned
direct by well-known Nurserymen, and specially lotted for

the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also

Thirty-six Cases of Early Forcing Bulbs from France,
CONSISTING OF

Early White ROMAN HYACINTHS, Blue and Pink ITALIAN
HYACINTHS. Paper-White and Yellow NARCISSUS, LIHUM
CANDIDUM. &c. To be Sold in Cases, as received.
LILIUM HAKRtSI, from Bermuda; TUBEROSES, FREE-
SIAS. LENT LILIES, GARDEN BARROWS, and LAWN
MOWERS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
August 28, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Vale of Clwyd, near Denbigh, North Wales.
SALE OF FREEHOLD NURSERY GROUND.

MESSRS. DAVID ROBERTS and SON
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Bull Hotel, Denbigh,

on WEDNESDAY, August 28, 1895, at 3 o'clock in the after-

noon, subject to conditions, all that FREEHOLD FERTILE
LAND, known as the " BROOK-HOUSE NURSERY." 1 mile
from Denbigh, containing about 8J acres, with Greenhouse,
Stovehouse, Fruit and other Trees and Shrubs.
The Property will be offered first in One Lot, as a going

concern, and if not so Sold, will be offered in Seven Lots, as
shown on Sale Plan.
Denbigh has a fiist>class station on the L. & N. W. Railway,

25 minutes ride from Rhyl, 1 hour 15 minutes from Chester,
and 2 hours 10 minutes from Liverpool.
Plans and Particulars from the Auctioneers, Corwen,

Denbigh, and Llangollen ; Messrs. LOCKWOOD and CO.,
Wrexham; or Messrs. POYSER and SHUTER, Solicitors,

Wrexham.

WANTED, a small MARKET GARDEN
or NURSERY", in the Midland Counties. — W.,

Bondend House. Upton-St.-Leonards. Gloucester.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of a NURSERY.
—Two Houses, 160 feet long each, 2J acres of Ground,

fully stocked, and in the best part of the North of London, and
doing a good trade.—R. M., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

TO BE LET or SOLD, a FREEHOLD
NURSERY, 15 miles from London, J of an Acre, 150 feet

Frontage, 6 Glasshouses, 100 feet ,by 12, exceptionally well
heated, in good working order.—For further particulars,

apply to W. A. SHAW, Hextable, Swanley, Kent.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r ; ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites
for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

SOUTHPOR T.—Gentleman's 13-roomed
Detached HOUSE, all modern conveniences, with Vine-

ries, 120 by 18, containing about 200 young Canes in full
bearing ; 6 other Glasshouses, Frames, &c. ; Top and Bottom-
heat ; Gardens, and Stables. Sold cheap. Left owing to
ill-health. — Apply, HATCH, Southport ; or BATEMAN,
Woodlands, St. Mary Church.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, in
provincial town, a SMALL NURSERY (going concern).

—Six Houses heated with Hot-water ; also Cold Frames ; One
House of Grapes, in good oondition ; Three Tomatos ; good
Bale for either. For further particulars, apply to—

FLORIST, 49, London Road, Grantham.

TO LET, on Lease, on Main Line, \ mile from
station, a DETACHED HOUSE, with Stabling, and

about 16 acres of LAND (1£ acres planted with Fruit Trees)
;

Glass-house, 40 feet by 12 feet. Possession at Michaelmas.
JOHN CHURCHMAN amd SONS, Horsham, Sussex.

Kent.—12 Miles from Covent Garden.

TO LET.—A NURSERY of an aore, with
6 large Greenhouses ; well heated. Convenient Dwelling

House and Outbuildings. Good Local and Market Trade done.
Immediate possession. Rent, £80. On Lease. Full par-
ticulars of PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side. E.G. (Fo. 8,605.)

To Fruit Growers and Market Gardeners.

TO LET, in the neighbourhood of Enfield,
Middlesex, a large ORCHARD, planted with Apple,

Pear, and Plum Trees, and Gooseberry and Currant Bushes

;

and Market Garden Ground, containing altogether 50 Acres]
or thereabouts, with House and necessary outbuildings. Pos-
session Michaelmas. Apply, for rent and other particulars to
Messrs. WITHERS and WITHERS, Maltravers House,
Arundel Street, Strand, London, Solicitors ; and W. C. ELMS,'
Esq., 18, Loner Phillimore Place, Surveyor.

WANTED, a good BOOK on LANDSCAPE
GARDENING.—Apply to HOLLY, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

EXHIBITION.
National Chrysanthemum Society.

EARLY EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
At the Royal Aquarium, "Westminster,

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,
September 3, 4, and 5,

In connection with that of DAHLIAS and GLADIOLUS.

Schedules of Prizes on application to

—

RICHARD DEAN, Hon. Sec, Ealing, London, W.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, applyto SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stork of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. PancraB.

TVTESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
-1"'-*- Tim!, Caucasus, Russia.
PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 22 Rble.
LILIUM COLCHICUM (Scovits) per 1000 bulbs 50 Rble.,

100 for 5£ Rble.
IRIS RETICULATA per 1000 bulbs, 18 Rble. , 100 for 2 Rble.
FRITILLARIA tulipifolia 1000 „ 28 Rble., 100 for 3 Rble.
P/EONIA CORALLINA 1000 ,, 200 Rble., 100 for 25 Rble.
Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and

Seeds gratis and post-free-

MON ARCH PLUM.
The finest late Plum in cultivation ; several thousands of

strong Maidens to offer. Also several thousands of Maiden
and 2-year BISMARCK APPLES.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

Special quotations to large Buyers, CATALOGUE on
application. Inspection invited.

S. SPOONER and SONS, The Nurseries, Hounslow.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD akd SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

^TIOLA CUTTINGS.—We are now supplying
V excellent Cuttings from our unrivalled collection of

Named Varieties, at the following very moderate rates. The
cuttings will root readily in a cold frame, and make fine plants
for October or Spring planting :—1000 Cuttings in 100 very fine
varieties, for bedding or exhibition purposes, £2 10s. ; 600 Cut-
tings, 50 varieties, £1 10s. ; 100 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 6s. 6d.

;

50 Cuttings, 25 varieties, 4s. ; 25 Cuttings, 12 varieties, 2s. 6d.
All carriage free. Each variety separately named.

DOBBIE & CO.. Florists to the Queen. Rothesay.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. - Grand
plants, in 60's, fit for immediate potting.

GERANIUM CUTTINGS. — M. Crousse, Ivy-leaf. Seedling
White, our own raising, splendid free bloomer : also
F. V. Raspail.

PELARGONIUM CUTTINGS.—Dr. Andre. Large quantities
of all the above to offer. Prices and particulars of—

HAWKINS AND BENNETT, Florists, Twickenham, S.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.
T HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTHEMUMX GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 2s. Qd. each.

The N.C.S. YEAR BOOK, Is, 2d. each, oontains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only), 5s. each.

All Post Free for Cash with Order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY. HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

Cuthbert's Bulbs for Early Forcing.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, FREES1AS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, &c. Descriptive Priced Cata-

logue now ready. Free on application.
R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Bulb Importers and Growers,

Southgate, N.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

ALPINES, HERBACEOUS BULBS, and
all other HARDY PERENNIAL GARDEN PLANTS.

—For CATALOGUES, including current Special Offers of
Japanese Lilies and Species of Tulips, address MANAGER,
Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery, Milimead, Guildford.

GLASS

I

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

16-oe., per 100
21-or.,

mff 7< Rd (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
\nv£3X 14x12.20x12, 18x16. 24x16
AUS. UO.

f 16xl2> 16x14. 20X16, 24x18, kc t

1£ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 6s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2 X 4, at ±d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, *c.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, H.O.

CBEESON'S MANURE.—Composed of
• Blood and Bone. The beat Fertiliser lor all purposes.

Sold in tins, 1*., 2s, 8d., and 5*. Qd, ; also in air-tight bags.

£ cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10*. Full directions for use sent with each
tin and bag. 1 cwt. and above Bent carriage paid, cash with
order. O. BEESON, Bone Mills, St. Neotrs, Hunts.

" 12, Knowle Road, Brixton, London.
" I have tried this fertiliser on various garden crops, and I

am able to say that it is an excellent Manure for Vegetables,
Flowers, Vines, and Fruit Trees.

11 A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.B.S.E., F.O.S."

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London: — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Plaoe, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH TO FINISH UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS
IS THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No smell).

One-pint bottle, Is. ; one-quart, Is. Qd. ; one-gallon tin, 3s. 9d.

;

four-gallon drum, 12s.; twelve-gallon cask, 32s.; eighteen-
gallon cask, 45s, ; forty-gallon barrel, 95s.

Jgp Cheap, only 1 part of Manure required to 50 of water.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens, Trent Park, New Barnet,
the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum Blooms
during the season of 1894. This celebrated grower writes:

—

" I have used your new Liquid Manure on many thing* this

season with highly satisfactory results—especially on Chrys-
anthemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I exhibited at the
Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to such perfec-
tion with this Fertiliser."
To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere ;

or direct from the Sole Manufacturer, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth, London, S.E.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

FU Ml GATOR
For Greenhouses. Cheap, safe, and always effective for Green-
fly, Thrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large establishments in

England.

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tins, 2s. &d. Everyone should try them. Held under a
Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER has stood
many years* test as the only effectual protection for

Fruit Trees, &c, from Wasps and Flies. Prioe Is. &d. and
2s. 6d. per bottle. Sold by all Nurserymen and Florist*.

Makers. CORRY and CO., Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Finsbury
Street, London, E.C.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.
Speoiai. Terms to the Ieuu.

EPPS'S *-» PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of OK-CBID PEAT, in

good condition; al-o for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c. in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LE*F
MOULD, C. X. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL. &c.

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Ringwood.
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BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BABR'S SPEnSG-PLOY»'ERrNTG BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.
BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERrNG CROCCSES, 1TEADOW-

SAFFROXS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SXOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application.
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue ou appli-

cation.
BA.RR AHD SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-incb pots. Store and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 best

Balling sorts, 65. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100. 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20x, 100 ; Axalias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, GreviUeas. Geraniums, in 4S's, 6s. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Ccckscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropaolums, in bloom, in 48's, Ss. doz. ; Ficus, Palms,
Dracaenas, Crotone, Hydrangeas, PelargODiurns,"12s. doz. Lists

free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S,W.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AND

LA.TE MAT-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HABTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland.

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.
Delivery from August to November.

9^0 000 T0N SI0N DAFFODILS, foriJU^uVU Stock or Orchard Planting.—A true stock,
in lota of 10.COO, for cash, at 7s. id. per 1000. All large
Double Snowdrop size. Samples sent for six stamps.

HABTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Out Collection is unrivalled. Over 1406 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W, & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

NEW BULB CATALOGUE (SO for 1895
NOW READY. POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON
Have received their importations of specially selected bulbs of

—

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

And other Bulbs for Early Forcing, in splendid condition, and solicit immediate orders.

IP & 12, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER; also at Altrincliam, IMMno Junction, h .

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOYES, & HEATING APPARATUS,

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
p E. CARTER & SOX supply their LARGE, NUT, or^ • COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the eize of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross ; or in trackloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other descriptioa of fuel, burning for t"welve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Cote. Quotations on application to

—

C. B. CARTER & SON. 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C .

THE OOTTAGERS CALENDAR OE GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3±d. ; 25 Copies, 5s. ; 60, 10s. ; and 100, 20s.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WEXXINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.O.

Qrompton an<^FawKe^,eMm^ibrcL

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Eanges, Conservatories, Vineries, Forcing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest
Prices. Every modern appliance. Survevs made in anv part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large Xew Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

hORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Origixax Investors of Cheap Green-houses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works ts the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stocfcto Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries—Hanworth & Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth E<lltlon

(100 000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound In cloth. Is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In
forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, from £2 16s.

Cucumber Frames-
One Licht. Two Light.

4 ft. by 3 ft., 17s. 6 ft. by 4 ft,, 30s.

6 ft. by 4 ft., 28s. | 8 ft. by 6 ft., 50s.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION.

I.—Conservatories
PAGES.

17— 64

65-
99- 134

17S
228

Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames. Pits.Hand-Lighta, 4c.

LX.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

ITI.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, *tc 135
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c. 179
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-

secticides, Wormand Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &c £29—246

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c. ... 247—£63

Vm.—Horticultural Timber 269—igo
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains. Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 2S1— 342
X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, &c. 343—383

g Hot-water Apparatus : Cheapest and most efficient. Cost of Complete Apparatus for

t* Greenhouses, with 4-in. flow and return pipes along one side :—7ft. by 5ft., £2 15s.; 9ft. by
6ft., £3; 12ft. by 8ft., £3 5s.; loft, by 10ft., £4 10s.; 20ft. by 10ft., £5 5s.; 25ft. by 10ft., £6 5l.
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FERNS!—FER NS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2i-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMUXA, and other

Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 1U0.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's at 4s. 6d.
per dozeu.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at '2s. 6d. per doz.,

or 20s. per 100.

Above prices are for cash with order only.
All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

"KENT, THE CARDEH OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will be grand, botn for Forcing, in

little pots, and as Runners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM:
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1C0 cowa,
from which I obtain a large quantity
ot pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.

£ Special Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL, EALING.

PLANTS a SEASONABLE DECORATIONS.
Dor.

, 9/-

, 9/-

, 9/-

9/-

Caladium Argyrites

,
, Baron d e Marmora . .

.

„ B. S. Williams ...

,, Oandidum
,, Triomphe de la Ex-
position fl/-

Pb-rynium variegatum ... 9/-

Maranta Makoyii ... 9/-

The above are all well- grown plants in
immediate decorations.

Adiantum Lathomii, the
very best for decora-
tions and cutting

,, Farleyense ...

Croton Amietumensis
,, Van Oerstedii

,, Warrenii

12/-

.. 9/-

.. 12/-
.. 12/-

.. 18/-

0-pots, suitable for

Cyperus gracillimum
„ Laxus variegata

Carex japonica ...

variegata

Doz.
.. 18/-

,. 18/-

. »/-

.12/-

Doz.
Eulalia zebrina 18/-
AllamandaWilliamsii.n/Geach
Gvmnogramma schizophylla

gloriosa, 3/6 each.
Above are all well-grown in 48-pots, suitable for immediate

decorations. Packing free for cash with order.

FREDK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, LEAMINGTON.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
AIbo all the best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

CHEAP BULBS for FORCING.
HYACINTHS, White Roman, large size 9s. per 100
„ ., ,, extra largest 14s. per 100
„ Single White, Baron Van Thuyll \

,, ,, ,, Voltaite 2s. 3d.

,, ,, ,, Grandeur a Merveille '. per doz;
,, „ „ alba superbissima f Itjs.

,, ,, „ Grand Vedette
)

per 100
,, ,. Keda and Blues, leading sorts

,

TULIPS, Single Due Van Thol. scarlet ... 2s. 6rf. per 100

,, ,, La Reine, or Queen Victoria, white ... 3s. per 100

CAIALOGUES FUSE ON APPLICATION.
•UNO. JEFPERIES & SON,

Bulb Merchants, CIRENCESTER,

WITHOUT THE LEAST RESERVE.

GREAT TWO DAYS' SALE
OF

ORCHIDS,
BY ORDER OF

Messrs, F. SANDER & CO., ST. ALBANS.

THE REMAINING PORTION O.' THE

WILSON COLLECTION
OF ORCHIDS,

Together with a GRAND VARIETY of the

RAREST and MOST BEAUTIFUL
HYBRIDS KNOWN,

From the St. Albans Nurseries,

ON

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
August 27 and 28, 1885.

TO BE HELD IN THE

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS of

MESSRS.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON", E.C.,

AT

Half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day.

AMONG THE PLANTS FROM THE WILSON COLLECTION
WILL BE INCLUDED

Sobralia Kienastiana
Cattleya ReineckiaDa

,, Schroderae alba

,, Gaskelliana alba
OdontoglossumVuylstekianum
Cypripedium Morganisa Bur-

fordiense
Schomburgkia lepidissima

Leelia elegans Blenheimensis
,, „ Bluntii

,, „ superba
Lycaste Skinneri alba superba

,, ,, armeniaci
Dendrobium nobile Sander-
ianum

Cypripedium hybrids, &c.

The Plants offered by Messrs. F. Sander
& Co. are exceptionally fine.

Every Plant is in fine condition, and has been

specially selected for this Sale.

EACH PLANT IS FULLY DESCBIBED IN THE
CATAXOGUE. AMONG OTHEES,

Phaius Owenianus (P. bicolor Owenite x P. HumblotiiJ.
,» Marthas (P. Blumei x P. tuberculosis).

Phaio-CalaDthe Arnoldise (Calanthe Regnierii x Phaius gran-
difolius)

Leelio-Cattleya The Hon. Mrs. Astor (Cattleya Gaskelliana x
Lffilia santhina.

Cattleya Miss Measures (C. speciosissima x C. velutina).

„ Corbeillana (C. Loddigesii x C. marginata).
Lselio-Cattleya Albanense (Cattleya Warnerii x Ltelia grandis

tenebrosa).
Lselia Oweniana (L. pumilaDayaDa X L. xanthina).
Cymbidium Winnianum (C. giganteum x C, eburneum).
Maadevallia hybrids.

Sobralia Amesiee (S. Wilsonii x S. xantholeuca.
Cypripedium Albert Truffaut (C. Harrisianum vivicans x C.

Spicerianum).
Cattleya labiata var. with pure white sepals and petals, and

crim60n.
ALSO,

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM ALBUM, BOLLKASCHRO-
DERIANA, New DENDROBIUMS. ANURJECCM EICH-
LERIANUM, CYPRIPEDIUM A. DE LAlREaSE, and many
other fine Orchids, in great variety.

About 100 lots of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, including—

A DISTINCT-LOOKING CATTLEYA

SPECIES, ETC., ETC.

To be Sold without reserve,

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
August 27 and 28, 1895.

TILE

<$antawrs' djltnntklt
SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1895.

THE ROSE GARDEN IN AUTUMN.
T7"ARIOUS are the Rose gardens of England,

* in their characters and contents ; and
seldom do we come across what may be called

an ideal one. Some are cramped by want of

space, and, although their ambition may be great,

they are unable to gratify it ; others are formed
to meet the wants of an exhibitor, and, while it

is perfeotly true that, if you want to grow Roses

of first-rate character, you must be guided by
the principles, and follow the methods adopted

by that olass of growers, we are fain to confess

that they do not conform to any aesthetic ideas

of garden beauty. There are others, again, in

which no respect is paid to regularity ; their

owner does not know much about them, and
tells you that he only wants a quantity of

blooms, and it is in suoh gardens as these

you are apt to come across flourishing

bushes of Manetti. The grouping of Roses,

that is, the employing a good number of the

same variety, is one of the points on which, if

there were space and means, one would very

strongly insist. Sometimes one does come aoross

beds of Mrs. John Laing and other well-

known flowers, and the effect is very charming
;

but as it was not given to everyone in old times

to get to Corinth, so there are heights in Rose-

growing to which humble mortals cannot aspire.

But there are some things whioh are common to

all kinds of Rose-gardens, and suggestions which

are applicable to all ; and the Rose-grower as he

looks round upon his garden may be thankful

that such things as Roses in autumn can be

written about — there was a time when we
had nothing of the kind. Hybrid perpetuals (a

very misleading name to be given to them) were

unknown ; there are many of them whioh, while

they have a good bit of the hybrid, they have

very little of the perpetual in them—but, never-

theless, there are many whioh give us blooms

after the first flush of the summer flowering is

over, leading us to pleasant reminiscences of the

triumphs of the past, and cheering us with hopes

of the future.

Then we were without those lovely Roses

which Philip Noisette and the Frenoh raisers

generally have added to our gardens in the

beautiful Noisette and Tea seotions ; then a few

of the Bourbon Roses were hailed with gratitude

when such varieties as Souvenir de la Mal-

maison, Mrs. Bosanquet, and Sir Joseph

Paxton favoured us with flowers. But now
when we go out in autumn into our Rose gardens

we are surrounded with lovely blooms of the

many varieties of these classes which the last

thirty years have added to our collections.

Shoot succeeds shoot, and flower after flower

opens, and until the oold grip of frost lays hold

udou the bushes they never cease to enliven our

wardens ; it is true they are not brilliant in

their colours, and so there ia not the blaze

amongst them that proceeds from a bed of

hybrid perpetual* (indeed, we do not want that),
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but it is the exquisite and delicate oolouring into

which no crudity or coarseness enters that con-

stitutes one. of their chiefest charms.

The extraordinary character of this season seems

to be maintained throughout, and now a spell of hot

autumnal weather has set in after the heavy rains

which we experienced in the latter part of July and

the earlier part of August, we seem to be assured of

a plentiful supply of flowers. For the past few years

I have adopted a plan which seems to me to thoroughly

suit the Rose, namely, that of cutting out the old wood
which has flowered and thus done its duty, for if the

plants (of course, I am speaking of dwarfs), have done

well, they will have sent up strong shoots, which will

form the staple of blooms for next year. In

fact, it is very much the same sort of treat-

ment to which we subject our Raspberries, and for

the same reason the old wood is useless, and

its removal admits free circulation of air to

the plants, and thus tends to the ripening of the

wood. When these new shoots are very long, it will

be necessary to stake them ; but as ona very much
objects to such aids when they can be dispensed

with, it may be sufficient, unless in very exposed

situations, to top these long shoots, and thus not give

so much play to the wind. In these suggestions I

have had in view those dwarf plants which are culti-

vated in the orthodox style. Where it is intended to

form large bushes, and get a quantity of flowers

irrespective of quality, the plants may be left to

grow more naturally, although the pruning-knife

will be required to keep them, to a certain extent, in

shape. Where mulching has been adopted in the

summer months—a practice pursued by some,

especially by those who have exhibitions in view—it

it will now be time toremove that unsightly addition to

Rose garden. I have been into some Rose gardens

from which all appearance of beauty was taken

away, and the whole thing was suggestive of a farm-

yard with Roses planted in it ; if there be any of

this mulching now remaining it ought to be removed.

Roses on walls will now require some attention

—

long shoots will make their appearance ; these ought

to be nailed-in, and provision made for removing

the old wood. Most of these wall Roses will pro-

bably be of the Noisette or Tea sections, and with

which of these the Gloire de Dijon race is to be

classed it would be difficult to say, for the origin of

the illustrious mother of this family is obscure, it

having come up accidentally in a walk of the garden

of Mons. Jacotot at Dijon ; but in all probability it

and some of its progeny such as Madame Berard,

Bouquet d'Or, Belle Lyonnaise, Madame Trifle,

and Beaute) de l'Europe will be found amongst
these wall Roses, for I can hardly call them
climbers, because tbey do not climb. I never can
speak of Marechal Niel as a satisfactory Rose for a
wall, the pendent habit of its blooms exposing simply

the discoloured outside petals ; in the same way, I

think, objection must be taken to W. A. Richardson,

not for the same reason, but because as far as my
experience goes, it is apt to lose its brilliant colour

and become simply a white Rose. Why it should do

so I cannot understand, because I have seen it most
beautifully coloured under glass, notably at Lord
Brassej's at Normanhurst, where the heat would, of

course, be much more intense than that on a wall.

Some people, however, say that there are different

strains of it, and that there are some which always

will go white ; if so, the sooner they are discarded

the better, for it is useless in that form, while in its

normal condition there is no greater favourite,

especially with the ladies.

This month is that in which Rose growers take

stock and consider what alterations they shall make,
and what new varieties they shall obtain ; a great

tasto for what are called garden Roses, and more
especially the single or semi-double varieties, has

been developed of late years. It would be a

great pity if this taste were checked, but I

think those who are contemplating an increase

in their stock of these should in planting

recollect that they are of a very fleeting character.

The single Roses, with the exception of Macrantha,

which now and then gives a late bloom, are truly

summer Roses; while Lord Penzance's hybrids of

the Sweet Briar partake very much of the same
character, and as yet, so far as I have seen, develop

nothing of a tendency to second blooming, although

I am informed that some of the newer varieties

have more of this character. My own striped

Briar, " Janet's Pride," which seems to be

increasing in popularity, gave me last year a con-

siderable number of second blooms, but it cannot be

depended upon to do this ; therefore I would say, to

all who intend to increase their collection of these

varieties, make up your mind beforehand as to how
you are going to use them, and consider when you
are planting out in your mind a Rose-garden for

next year whether you are going in for effect, or

simply for the enjoyment of the individual flowers.

I do not here enter on the subject of new Roses,

which I think it would be well for our growers to

add to their collections, because, until the announce-
ments are made, we do not know what they may be.

I speak, of course, of those raised by our home
growers, for we have long ceased to feel much interest

in the long, wordy and flattering descriptions of the

foreigners, few of which now seem to find a footing on
our shores, nurserymen and amateurs alike seeming
to think they are not worth all the trouble of grow-
ing, propagating, and then perhaps throwing away

;

whereas in the case of our own raised flowers, we
have many opportunities of seeing them, and are

guided in our selections not by what we have been
told, but by our own knowledge of them, either in

their growing state or when staged for exhibition.

Wild Rose.

New or Noteworthy Plants.—

—

DENDROBIUM (PEDILONUM) GLOMERI-
FLORUM, Krzl., n. sp*

The habit of the plant is promising, but the pale

rosy flowers are comparatively small and insignifi-

cant. As they appear in dense clusters of 1 to 5 on
each stem, the effect is rather agreeable, nevertheless
the plant cannot be ranged among our garden
beauties. It flowered at Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans, July last. Dr. F. Krdndin.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

AERIDES SANDERIANUM.
Fashion has as strong a hold upon gardeners and

their employers as upon ladies and their dresses.

Even in the cultivation of Orchids, Fashion asserts her

sway, and the beautiful and graceful genera, Vanda,
Aerides, and Saccolabium, are now-a-days neglected.

I send you a raceme of the lovely Aerides Sanderia-

num to prove, were it needed, that this genus is

well worth taking pains with. Not only are the

racemes, and individual flowers beautiful, but the

habit of the genus is very graceful, and the numerous
species present marked distinctions. I may remark
that Williams' Manual devotes only thirteen of its

800 pages for Aerides, while it allots ninety to

Cypripedia ! T. L.

Cypkipedium seixigebum,

Mr. W. Bull kindly sends a flower of this species

with two lateral sepals, one petal median and oppo-

site the lip. This reversion to a two-membered
flower is not uncommon in Orchids. Was the

ancestral Orchid of this nature ?

* Dendro\ium (Pedilonvm) gloTnerifl-orum, Krzl., n. sp.

—

Cautibus maximis crassis3imi9 multiaiticulatis ad 70 cm. altis,
1—2 cm. diametro; foliis oblcngo-Ianceolatis, acutis; spicis
glomeratis multi v. plurifloris. floribus inter minores generis;
sepalo doraaii oblongo obtuso. lateralibus malto majoribus semi-
oblongis obtusis antice omDino liberis pseudocaicar obtusissi-
mum globosum quam ovarinm semilongum brevius forman-
tibas ; petalis quam sepalum doreale paullum minoritus mar-
ginemiauteciliatis ; laDello Dasi lineari oblongo ma^gine ciliato
ceterum integroexcavato obtuso; gynostemio brevi valdecamoso
ntrinque joxtaandrocliniumemargioato obtuso ; anthera plana
antice retusa fere quadrata postice bilobala ; polliniis generis ;

rostello antice rectdineo, fovea stigmatica satis plana. Flores
pallide rosei v. carnei, 8 mm. diametro. Habitat ?

Cattleya Gaskelliana.

To the courtesy of Mr. W. Macdonald, Pitlochry,

we are indebted for some curious specimens of this

plant. There were three flowers on the raceme, each

one normal except that the inner half of each sepal

was lip-like, thus affording an instance of partial

petalody of the sepals. We understand the plant

flowered in a similar manner last year.

THE DAISY, BELLIS PERENNIS;
Youe illustration of Daisy The Bride recalls to

my mind the once prominent part Daisies used to

form in our spring bedding. The lovers of this

flower will not have forgotten the great display of

spring flowers at the late Mr. Quilter'i grounds,

Lower Aston, during the year 1873, in which the

modest Daisy played so prominent a part. I have as

vivid a recollection of it now as I have of the boiler

trials, and the ladies falling over the muddy planks,

scrambling to get a view of the Sultan of Zanzibar.

Here the Daisy and Viola tried to outvie each other

in quantity and attractiveness, but the Daisy took

the lead. Nowhere was the Daisy to be seen in such

quantities and perfection as at Aston ; it not only

formed long vandyked lines, zigzag and diamond

beds, various other designs, but filled up in masses

some of the most prominent places in the grounds.

Now in some of our prominent public gardens where

flowers are planted in the beds to make a spring

display, the Daisy is not to be found, as, for instance, at

Hampton Court, where nearly the only spring flowers

are about three colours of Polyanthus, or bunch Prim-

rose, more properly called ; these are very well done,

and make a good display, but every one gets tired of

the same thing year after year. Now, if some of

these beds were edged with Daisies, Violas, Aubrietias,

&c, they would certainly prove more interesting and

attractive. Even carpet-beds could be made of the

different varieties of Daisies, which, I venture to say,

would prove more interestingand be better appreciated

than this one solid mass of bunch Primroses, as variety

is charming at all times, and we have plenty of mate-

rials wherewith to make spring bedding charming.

One would think that spring bedding is losing

ground, for we hear very little of it now—even the

three champion places, Aston, Cliveden, and Belvoir,

are silent. Now the Daisy is a very important little

thing in spring bedding, easy of culture, a general

favourite, and can be adapted for almost any sort of

artistic work ; it is true we have not much variety in

colour, but enough for most purposes required for

so sturdy a little grower, and I would much like to

see it more brought into cultivation again. I had a

fine collection at both Osberton and Enville just

formed when I left, and spring bedding was given up.

I had, at the latter place, all the varieties I could pro-

cure, variegated and otherwise, and found ample

colour and variegation with the aid of other things

for all my requirements. It seems quite unnecessary

to give any instructions as to its culture, being only

a Daisy—-but still a few remarks respecting it may
not be out of place. The best soil suitable for the

Daisy would seem to be a good alluvial loam, well

drained — a too light soil is soon penetrated by

drought. Propagation is best done in the spring by

dividing the roots as soon as they have done flowering

selecting a rather shady spot for their summer
quarters. Numbers of Daisies are lost annually

through not sufficient care being taken of them after

their removal from the flower-beds to the reserve.

Daisies are apt to degenerate if they are permitted to

remaiH long unremored ; it is best to have them taken

up every second year, planting them in fresh earth.

For seedlings with n chance of variety, sow in spring,

in a pan or box, prick off the seedlings into a bed in

summer, attend to watering and weeding the plants,

and by the autumn many of them will flower and

continue doing so until stopped by frost, but will

start again as soon as the milder weather will

permit. From these plants the best should be

selected and the remainder thrown away. E. Bennett,

Lyne, Chertsey.
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THE FEUIT CROPS.
[For Tabulated Summary, seep. 119.]

(Continued from p. 15a.)

2. ENGLAND, N.E.

Nokthumbebland.—The Apple crop ia quite

extraordinary, with the trees ia splendid health.

Pears on walls irregular. Plums on walls and in the

open are very fine, especially Denyer's Victoria.

Of Gooseberries, red Currants and Strawberries

the crop is quite exceptional, finer than we have
had for many years. Qeorge Harris, The Castle

Gardens, Alnwick.

Apples an average good crop. Stirling

Castle, Ecklinville, Hunthouse, Domino, and a few
other varieties are bearing heavy crops. Pears not
so good. All small fruits are good. Strawberries
and Raspberries are excellent ; Raspberry Super-
lative is a first-class variety, it is the heaviest

cropper of any I have tried, and it seems to with-

stand dry weather better than any other. Goose-
berries and red Currants enormous crops. All trees

and bushes are very healthy. David Inglis, Howick
Hall, Lesbury, B.S.O.

Durham.—Apples and Pears are about the average,
on some trees none at all. This applies to the early

flowering sorts, the cold east winds having cut off

the blossoms. Strawberries were a bad crop, owing
to the dry weather, and Raspberries are few, the
severe winter having killed most of the canes. The
greenfly and smut was very bad, but of late the
thunderstorms have washed the fruit. B. Draper,
Seaham Hall.

Yorkshire.—Strawberries in this district were a
heavy crop, excellent in quality, and at this place
they were ripe in abundance by the middle of June,
which is very early for this district. Laxton's Noble
was the first to ripen, and the crop of it was a heavy
one, the fruits large, and owing to the dry weather
the flavour was good. It is an excellent variety and
stands the drought well. Next in the order of
ripeniDg was J. Ruskin, the crop heavy, but quality
poor; Black Prince came next, a heavy crop, and
excellent in quality ; President and Sir J. Paxton
were large and good, and the latter kept in bearing
very well ; Elton Pine, British Queen, and Aberdeen
Favourite, were fine crops, of good quality, Morelloa
and sweet Cherries carry heavy crops ; Apricots
are a thin crop outside, but there is an abundant
crop in our open shed. Of Pear-trees on walls,
Easter Beune and Beurre Diel have nice crops.
Lord Suffield and Keswick Codlin Apples have good
crops of fruit. B. Wadds, Birdsal',, York.

Strawberries have been an exceptionally
heavy crop, the individual fruits large, and of excel-
lent flavour. Apples will be plentiful with us, the
younger trees bearing very heavy crops of fruit

where they had shelter from the cold cutting winds
which prevailed during the flowering time. Damsons
are abundant, but the fruit is likely to be small
owing to their great abundance. J. Biddell, Castle

Howard Gardens, York,

Apples showed remarkably good blossom, but

were seriously affected by the cold winds and storms

from the north and north-east about the middle of

the month of May. In favoured spots Apples are,

perhaps, above the average. Pears and Plums
showed only moderate blossom in this district.

Cherries showed plenty of blossom, but the cold

clayey nature of the soil is not adapted to their

successful cultivation ; only Morellos do well.

Apricots, the heavy crops of which so exhausted the

trees during 1894, and the growth being made late,

did not get ripened. Small fruits are excellent,

except black Currants, which are almost a failure.

J. P. Leadbetter, Tranby Croft Gardens.

The cold, wet, sunless autumn of 1894 has

left its mark on the fruit crops of 1895. In spring

the first surprise was the almost total absence of

Apricot bloom. Pears and Plums did not carry

nearly their usual amount of bloom, and it was small

and weak, not setting well; a few trees on walls

with a south aspect are beariDg heavy crops.

Apples bloomed fairly well, but the crop is not in

proportion ; the earlier varieties appear to be carry-

ing the best crops. Strawberries most abundant

and good. Gooseberries, Raspberries, red and white

Currants extra good. Black Currants not so plen-

tiful, but clean and good. William Higgie, Stanwick

Gardens. Darlington,

The very hot and dry spring weather has

much benefited all outdoor crops of fruit. Apples

are looking uncommonly well, especially free-growing

culinary varieties, which ia rather remarkable after

the plague of caterpillar we had ; but thanks to the

use we made of the garden hose, we cleared this

plague off. Fears, too, are promising well, also

Plums, Cherries and Strawberries. I never saw
more or better fruits, but the latter, through con-

tinued heavy rain, rotted ere they ripened. J. Bobert

Dawes, Temple Ncwsam.
Apples in this district are a good average

crop. A few kinds, viz., Lord Suffield, Keswick
Codlin, Prince Albert, Nonsuch, Yorkshire Greening,

Easter Pippin, Greenup's Pippin, and Tower of

Glamia for instance, are carrying heavy crops.

Pears are a fair average crop, both on walls and
standards. Plums have fair crops, and a few have
full crops. The Gooseberry bushes were dreadfully

infested with caterpillars of the sawfly ; I never saw
them so bad before. Of Strawberries, President and
Vicomtesse H. de Thury were by far the best out of

many varieties. J. Hughes, Wentworth Woodhouse

Gardens,

Cambridgeshire.—The fruit crops here are, with
the exception of Plums and Apricots, very good.

Apples are the best crop that has been for some
time. Pears were sadly thinned by the cold winds,

and are nothing near a crop. Plums also suffered

from same cause and through the drought. Goose-
berries and late Strawberries are very Bmall. Peaches

and Nectarinea are, as usual, very good, although a

lit of the unripened shoots were killed by the frost.

Apricots were spoilt from the same cause. Qiinces

are a crop. Taken on the whole, it is the best fruit

crop that has been for aome years. ./. Hill, Babraham,
Cambridge.

The fruit crop in this district is good on the

whole, with the exception of Pears ; Lane's Prince

Albert being by far our best cropping Apple, Ecklin-

ville Seedling coming next. The red- spider is a

very bad plague in most gardens hereabouts on
Gooseberries, the result of neglect, there being

plenty of water in this district, and any ordinary

force-pump on wheels, with a email pipe and a tap

to regulate the quantity of insecticide, would anawer.

I find petroleum the beat thing to dress the trees

with, and in its passage through the pump and a few

lengths of the hose it becomes well mixed with the

water. It ia fatal to the black Currant-bud mite.

Wilson C. Smythe, XJpwell House Gardens, Wisbech.

Essex.—Applea are remarkably good, the trees

clean and healthy. The great drought stopped the

growth of these and all other large and small fruits,

but all are now going on healthily. The Strawberry

crop was exceptionally good, and all amall fruita

abundant, but they suffered greatly from drought,

and on that account Gooseberries lacked flavour. Jas.

Douglas, Great Gearics, Ilford,

Lincolnshire.—Apples upon the whole are a good

average crop, although in some cases it is a very

partial one, the severe storms of May 17 and 18

having greatly damaged the blossoms and foliaee

where expoaed to the full force of the wind. Pears

are a very light crop ; Apricots, scarcely any of the

trees suffered much during the winter ; and Peach

and Nectarine trees on a south-east wall are bearing

abundantly. All trees are now making good and

healthy growth, not having suffered so much from

the drought here as in some localities. The rain-

fall for June was 2 70 inches. The Gooseberry-

caterpillar is very troublesome. E, F. Hacelton,

Brocklesby Park Gardens.

Suffolk.—The Apple crop in tbia district is not

only under the average, but ia very partial. Here

and there a tree carries a fairly good crop, while on

others not a fruit ia to be seen. I consider the

failure is entirely owing to the continued frosts and
cutting winds that prevailed during the flowering

period, as all the trees were masses of bloom. Pears
are thin, but the fruit promises to be good. Apricots

are a failure. Peaches and Nectarines are very

good. Plums thin, but Cherriea are a good crop,

both dessert kinds and Morelloa. Strawberries were
excellent. All small fruits are very abundant. H,
Fisher, Flipton Hall Gardens, Bungay.

Apples variable; moat old trees well clothed

after months of dropping, which pulls the crop up to

an average. Pears much whipped by winds, as well

as checked by drought. Plums decidedly scarce ; few

blooma, which aet fairly well. The only full crops

of the Plum family are Bullaces, the black, where

grown, being as heavily laden as the common
Bullae?. Peaches and Nectarines are a full average,

but Apricots are thin. Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, extra crops, smaller than usual from lack

of rain. Walnut trees much injured by the February

frosts ; very few Nuts. D, T.Fish, Bury St. Edmunds.

The severity of the winter months, coupled

with the low night temperatures which continued up

to the end of April, had a disastrous effect on fruit

crops ; the growth of fruit trees was slow and weak,

on Apple trees there was a prevalence of insects

which riddled the young leaves, Peara alao Buffered,

then drought set in, and during the months of May
and June only nine-tenths of an inch of rain fell.

In some caaea Applea that appeared to have aet

freely in apite of unfavourable conditiona now
dropped off, strewing the ground, and those left

refused to grow larger. Pears alao fell off, but at

an earlier stage. Strawberriea suffered greatly on

light soil, the fruit was small, and almost cooked

on the plants when ripe. Cherries have been clean

and good. Plums are a short crop, and April ots

almost a complete failure. John Wallis, Oiwell Park
Gardens.

The fruit crop of 1S95 promised to be an

exceptionally good one, but the long continued

drought was disastrous to early Pears, and most of

the fruits dropped. Marie Louise, DoyenDe du

Cornice, Beurr6 Diel, and later varietiea of Peara are

likely to be very good. Applea, especially the

culinary varietiea, are a fair crop and very good.

H. Bogers, Eendlesham Gardens, Woodbridge,

4. MIDLAND COUNTIES.

Buckinghamshire.— Although the drought in-

terfered in some degree with the Strawberry crop,

in other respects it did but little mischief. Among
notable subjects in this department, the early varieties

of the Peach demand a remark. Early Beatrice,

Early Amsden, Waterloo, and Alexander have

produced excellent crops of fruit of good sizerjd

quality— in fact, they ripen outside even before tnr

good old early varieties with the assistance of glass
;

these are, therefore, an acquisition sufficiently great

to be appreciated. 6r. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Generally speaking, the fruit crops of South

Bucks are well up to the average. Applea in aome

districts are over average; here we have a fair crop.

Of orchard trees Quarrenden, King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Dutch Mignonne, Wellington,

Fearn's Pippin, and Sturmer Pippin are heavily

laden, while Blenheims and Ribstoas and some

others are very thin. Of a number of bush-trees on

the Paradise stock, Lord Grosvenor and Grenadier,

two early cooking Apples, invariably crop heavily,

and this year look remarkably well. Other kinds

also bearing good crops are Eelinville, Pott's Seed-

ling, Lord Derby, Warner's King, Cox's Pomone,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, Prince

Albert, Stone's Apple, Ribston, and Bramley's

Seedling. Pears on walls and bush-trees a*-e scarce,

while a few orchard-trees, Beunfi C.airg^au, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, and Autumn Bergamot are

cropping heavily. All varieties of Peachee and

Nectarines have required a considerable thinning of

fruits, but notwithstanding the long spMl of drought

look remarkably well ; this la't°r remark applies to

all fruit trees. Apricots are rather under average

crop. Plums aud Cherries good. Small fruits and

Strawberriea very good, although the latter suffered
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somewhat from the dry weather. Nuta are very

plentiful throughout this district. Chas, Herrin,

Dropmore, Taplow,

— Plums and Apples a very heavy crop, trees

clean and healthy. Among early Apples bearing

freely are Irish Peach, Mr. Gladstone, Lord Siiffield,

and Seaton House. Among Strawberries, Royal
Sovereign, British Qaeen, Laxton's LateBt of All,

and Waterloo have been very fine. J. Smith,

Mentmore, Leighton Buzzard.

Apples Lord Suffield, Lord Derby, King
of the Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Blenheim

Orange are very good here ; in fact, the Apple

crop is decidedly a good one. The following

varieties of Pears are carrying good crops, viz.,

Comte de Lamey, Pitmaston Duchess, Benne
1

Clairgeau, Vicar of Winkfield, Black Worcester,

Marie Louise, Easter Beune\ Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Glon Morceau, and Doyenne
1

de Cornice,

F. Capp, Wexham Park Gardens, Slough.

Cheshire.—Apples are very good crops, more

especially the following useful varieties:—Lord

Suffield, Lord Grosvenor, Grenadier, Hawthornden,

Cellini, &c, which are overloaded with fruit. Pears

are very good crops, too, Marie Louise, both on the

walls and in the open, being full of fruit. Victoria

Plums are so heavily loaded with fruit that the

branches require support, other kinds fair. Bobt.

MacKellar, Abney Hall Gardens, Cheadle.

With the exception of Apricots, which are

almost a failure here, the fruit crop is a most satis-

factory one. Apples are a very full crop, the fruit

remarkably clean, and the trees free from blight.

Flams and Damsons are also a fall crop, in some

cases, trees of the latter have suffered a great deal

from spider. Pears are much below an average

crop. There was very little bloom in the early

spring, doubtless accounted for by the heavy crops

carried last year, and this remark applies to Apricots

as well. Strawberries have been a very heavy crop,

and of excellent quality. With me, Royal Sovereign

has established its claim as a first-class second early

variety for pots, as well as outside. Cherries and

small bush fruits are an abundant crop. Old brakes

of Raspberries suffered somewhat severely from the

frost, but younger brakes have carried enormous

crops ; and out of a number of varieties, I find

Superlative the best. N. F. Barnes, Eaton Hall

Gardens.

Deebtshiee.—Apples and Pears, favoured with

magnificent weather whilst in bloaiom, set a prodi-

gious crop, but the long-continued drought thinned

them considerably, and advantageously. Pears, how-

ever, are still a very heavy crop, particularly such

varieties as Jargonelle, 15 j urre de Capiaumont, Easter

Beune, Vicar of Winkfield, Williams' Bon Chretien,

&c. Our heaviest crop of Apples are Gravenstein,

Keswick Codlin, Emperor Alexander, Cellini, and
Northern Greening. Our newly-made Strawberry

beds suffered terribly through the exceptional severity

of the winter, hundreds of plants being killed out-

right. Ben Ashton, Glossop Hall Gardens.

The present season is one of the most
fruitful we have had for many years, both in gardens

and orchards ; the trees are literally loaded with

fruit, and considering the long spell of dry weather

we have experienced, the trees are wonderfully free

from insect pests. J. Bottrell, Sudbury Hall, Derby.

Leicestershire.—The Apple crop on standard

trees is heavy in this district, especially of the

varieties Bienheim Orange Pippin, Wellington,

Qieen Caroline, Dachess of Oldenburgh, Kentish
Fillbaeket, Lord Suffield, and Pike's Pearmain.
Pyramidal trees have fair average crops of Duchess
of Oldenburgh, Domino. Pott's and Bramlej's Seed-

ling, Prince Albert, Frogmore Prolific, Newton
Pippin. Braddick's Nonpareil, Lord Lennox, Water-
loo. Fearn's Pippin. Golden Russet, and Irish Peach.

Alfred Hamshere, Beau Manor Park Gardens, Lough-

borough.

Apple trees are remarkably healthy this

year, and the fruit is swelling well. Some of the

tr«i «r» without fruit, owing to Inclement weather,

and severe attacks of insects last season, which

weakened them considerably. Pears set well, but

have fallen much since from maggot and other

causes. All bushes are clean and healthy, but

Gooseberries were severely attacked by caterpillars

during the late dry hot weather. W. H. Divers,

Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

The crop of Apples this year is particularly

good, pyramid trees on Paradise stocks being heavily

laden, and require severe thinning. Bismarck, Seaton

House, Lord Grosvenor, Stirling Castle, Frogmore
Prolific, Prince Albert, Cox's Pomona, Potts' Seed-

ling, Warner's King, Tyler's Kernel, and The Queen
(Saltmarsh) are amongst the most noticeable. Of
orchard standards, Keswick and Manx Codlins,

Ecklinville Seedling, Queen Caroline, Winter Haw-
thornden, and Bramley's Seedling are the best.

Amongst Pears on the walls, Marie Louise, Passe

Colmar, Beune Sterckman, Winter Nelis, and
Louise Bonne are the most productive. Raspberries,

Gooseberries, and Red Currants are abundant.

Strawberries have been a phenomenal crop, but the

bulk were soon over, owing to the drought. All

fruit trees are clean and in good condition. Danl.

Roberts, Prestwold Gardens, Loughboro'.

Oxfordshire.— The unripened shoots on the

lower parts of Peach trees were killed by frost, but

the crop nevertheless is a good one. Amsden's
Jane, Alexander, and Waterloo Peaches were ripe

on July 24. Strawberry President was particularly

abundant and fine. Fruit trees of all kinds have kept

remarkably clean this year. G. Stenton, Park Plact

Gardens, Henley-on-Thames.

Fruit trees this year are, on the whole,

almost free from green - fly, the severe winter

probably having destroyed their eggs. Considering

how scarce Apples were last year, it is remarkable
that we should have another bad year following, for

although early vareties are plentiful enough, the

later and main croppers are very deficient. The
trees had scarcely any blossom

;
perhaps the cold

wet summer had most to do with this failure A. J.

Long, Wyfold Court.

Shropshibe.—Apples full crops, though partial in

places, some trees loaded and others bare, many fall-

ing through drought. Pears are thin and small.

Plums especially plentiful on walls. Damson trees

are breaking down with the weight of their crops.

This year's rainfall for May was 60, for June, 1 0.

Last year it was for May, 3 04, and for June, 2 4,

these figures speak conclusively as to the drought.
A. 8. Kemp, Broadway, Shifnal.

In this district Apricots are the only fruits

that are a partial failure, which considering the crops

of the past two years is not surprising. Apples are a
heavy crop, and the trees very healthy. Many
varieties are grown, and all are good. Unfortunately

a hailstorm of unusual severity passed over this

neighbourhood on July 21, damaging the Apple crop

badly, cutting and bruising the fruit. Pears are a
good crop, Marie Lonise better than last season.

Peach and Nectarine trees are bearing good crops.

Plums have not required so much thinning, but the
trees have a full crop. Small fruits have been abun-
dant and good, but caterpillars have been bad on
Gooseberries and Currants on north walls. Straw-
berries have been very plentiful, and Laxton's Noble,

President, and Waterloo, are the varieties that do
best and keep up a long succession. This season

we are discarding Sir Harry, Lord Napier, Vicom-
tesse He'icart de Thury, Elton Pine, and Serling.

S. Backhouse, Onslow Gardens, Shrewsbury,

Staffordshire.—The Apple crop in this district

is the best we have had for some years, such varieties

as Keswick, Lord Suffield, Manx Codlin, Cellini

Pippin, Small's Admirable, and Stirling Castle, beiDg

so loaded with fruit, it would almost pay to thin them.
Pears are a good average crop, and promise to be

good in quality ; the same may be said of Plums.
Cherries have also been very good ; and Strawberries

excellent both in crop and quantity. Noble, that has

the character of being deficient in flavour, hu been
very good this year, could not wish for better Saveared

fruit. Gooseberries and all kinds of Currants have

been plentiful and good. John Wallis, Keele Gardens.

It is the first time I have been able to give

yon such a good report of the frnit crop generally

from this district. Almost every Apple tree is loaded

with fruit, free from blight, and where proper thinning

has been done a good harvest may be looked for

;

in many cases old dwarfed, moss-covered, and Ivy-

bound Apple trees, that have been struggling for

existence for years past, are wreathed with small

fruit this year. Pears on wall are good average crop

and quality, standards are remarkably healthy and
good. Cherries, small fruits, and Strawberries (under

good cultivation), have been all that could be desired.

Some of the causes of part failure other yean have
been caused by late spring frost. I must also add
that birds have been responsible for a great deal by
taking the buds in winter and spring, the frost since

winter has greatly reduced their number—less buds
were taken this year than usual. H. G. Wilis, Sandon
Hall Gardens, near Stone.

Warwickshire.—The wealth of blossom on all

fruit trees and bushes, except Apricots, has more
than fulfilled expectations, for the abundance of frnit

matured and maturing has not been equalled for many
years. Apples of most varieties usually grown are

almost breaking the trees, Plums also requiring to be

propped up. The drought of May and June told on
the size of Strawberries, but the quantity and quality

quite compensated for that. A. D. Christie, Bayley

Gardens.
(To be continued.)

ROOT PROPAGATION OF SHOW
AND FANCY PELAKGONIUMS.

A capital method of propagation, but one that is

not much known, is by means of root-cuttings. As
soon as the flowering season is past—say, in July or

August, the plants are turned out of their pots, the

stronger roots cut off, the whole of the soil shaken
clean off, and the root-mass washed in water to

make them clean. After this is done the plants

should be repotted in fresh soil. By this repotting,

the gardener is rewarded by a number of fine large

roots, which can be removed without inflicting the

least injury to the plants. The stronger roots should

be placed in cutting-pots, the thicker end just

appearing above the surface of the soil. The beat

kind of soil for the cuttings consists of peat and de-

cayed hot-bed manure. The cuttings should be lightly

watered-in, and afterwards occasionally sprinkled.

Of course, they must at first be put into a frame, and
kept close, and shaded, but as soon as growth appears,

ample ventilation must be afforded. Shoots begin to

appear in fourteen days, and as a rule several nf them
appear on each piece of root. When these shoots

have reached a desirable length, the point may be

taken off and treated as a cutting, if further increase

be required. The rooted plants should be repotted

when the cutting pots get full of roots, and at snch a

depth that the point of origin of the shoot or shoots

comes below the surface of the soil.

LILIUM PARRYL*
At one of the recent meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, flowerirjg specimens of the above-

named citron-yellow, fragrant Lily (fig. 42, p. 209)

were shown by Messrs. Wallace of Colchester. As the

# Lilium Parryi, Watson, Botmieal CaUndir, vol. ii.

(1880), p. 165. Elwes* Monogr. genus Lilium (1880), tab. 49.

" Bulb small, somewhat rhizomatous, of numerous thick-

jointed scales about an inch long ; stem slender, glabrous,

2—5 feet high, 2—10 flowered ; leaves usually scattered, some-

times the lower iu a whorl, linear ob anceolate, 4—6 inches

long by about half an inch wide, mostly acuminate; flowers

pale yellow, sparingly and minutely dotted on stout pedicles

about an inch loDg ; segments 3 inches long or more, 5—6 lines

wide, somewhat spreading above, or the lips at length

recurved i
stamens and styles a little shorter; anthers oblong,

brownish, 3 lines long; capsule nirrowly oblong, acutish,

nearly 2 inches long, by 6 lines in breadth.—Proc. Davenport

Aoadami/i ii. 188, t. 6, 6, and in a marsh in. San Otorgonio Fate

In tba Coast raogei of San Bernardino count-/; fl rut collMt^d

by Dr. O. O. Parry in July, 1878, in flowir."
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plant is aa jet little known, we append the following

particular! taken from Elwes' noble monograph :

—

"Extract from Dr. Parry 'a account of the plant :
—

'"In one of my laBt botanical excursions in the

vicinity of San Bernardino in July, 1S76, I accepted

an oft-repeated invitation (o visit the intelligent

brother! J. P. and F. M. Ring in their mountain

•ion of the Sauth Pacific Railroad. In one of these

mountain nooks the Meaara. Ring have located a
Potato ranch, the elevation of over 4000 feet giviDg

a sufficiently cool, moist climate, while the adjoining

mountain-slopes afford an extensive summer cattle-

range long after the herbage of the lowlanda has

dried np.

np with rank Willow and Alder growths, and occa-
sionally expand into small meadows of coarse grass
and aedgea.

" 'On all the ateep gravelly slope sadjoining, there
was the usual display of Californian evergreen
shrubbery, including the Heath-like Adenoatoma
(which, under the name of ' chamieal,' ia largely

FlO. 42.— LILICM PABBTI: FLOWEBS C1TBON YLLLOW, FBAGEANT. (SEE P. 208.)

retreat near San Gorgonio Pass. Leaving the broad
and picturesque baain of the Santa-Anna Valley
near the emergence of the stream from the rugged
mountain-wall of the San Bernardino range, our route,

after crossing Mill Creek, hugged the foothills bor-
dering the Upper Tucaipa valley ; thence, by a more
rapid ascent in a nearly direct easterly course, we
reached an elevated bench scattered with Pine and
Oak groves, overlooking the broad sweep of the San
Gorgonio Pass, tow tiaversed by the eastern exten-

"
' In scattered groves of Pinus Coulteri, the ground

was Btrewn with the massive cones of thia peculiar

species, its dense acalea armed with formidable

hooked spines. Many of the cones were fully

6 inches in diameter, with a length of 9 inches.

'"The few perennial watercourses here met with

are mostly confined within deep and inaccessible

ravines ; but more frequently scanty springs ooze

out from beneath deep layers of porous strata, and
spread out into boggy marshes, generally choked

used for fuel), the Holly-leaved Cherry (Prunus
ilicifolia) exhaling a strong odour of bitter almonds,
the Heteromeles arbutifolia, with glossy varnished

leaves, and a prevalent form of ' California Lilac
'

(Ceanothus crassifoliua), with thick leathery foliage.

The dull green hue which everywhere characterises

the moorish growth, is at this time of year partly

relieved by brilliant scarlet festoons of Pentstemon
cordifolius trailing over adjoining bushes, or the less

showy blossoms of P. ternatns.
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"
' But what soon attracted more exclusive atten-

tion was a conspicuous yellow Lily growing abun-

dantly on the boggy ground adjoining Messrs. Kings'

house, and sharing with the .Potato- patch the care and

attention of the undisputed possessors of the soil.

Though not so showy as some other members of the

Lily family in this region, there is a grace displayed

in its large drooping flowers, surmounting a slender

stem beset with narrow scattered leaves, which are

occasionally crowded at the base into a distinct

whorl.'"

Trees and Shrubs.

SAMBUCUS RACEMOSA, RED-BERRIED
ELDER.

This plant stands out well at the present season

as an object of beauty, with its clusters of coral-red

berries ; and bo fond are the birds of the ripe seeds,

that plants from the voided seeds are found all over

the garden, and in some instances in exactly ideal

positions. For instance, we ha7e several large speci-

mens growing among trees, Box towering well

above them, and I think that a better groundwork

could not be found for the Elder than the Box. Oar

stock of plants is also increased by cuttings put in

during the antnmn.

Sameucus nigsa foliis aubeis.

This is another capital garden shrub, and well

adapted also for planting near the margins of woods

and at the sides of the approaches to the mansion.

It should be severely cut back in the spring if it is

to look its best. The plants at this place grow in

peat beds among the Ghent Azaleas, and the foliage

of these colours well.

Sambucus nigea vae. foliis luteo mabqinatis.

This is a variety of the common Elder, which I can

recommend for planting in a shrubbery or on the

edge of woods. It retains its variegation when
planted in partial shade, in fact it grows satisfac-

torily under the shade of trees. [As does the type. Ed]
Herbert May, Markree Castle, Sligo.

RUEUS LASIOSTYLUS.

The number of Rubi known to botanists has been

very considerably increased by the explorations of

Dr. A. Henry in China, but our knowledge of most

of these new species is at present dependent on

herbarium specimens. R. lasiostylus, however, a

species discovered by Dr. Henry in 1888, in the pro-

vince of Hapeh, China, is now in the living collec-

tion at Kew, having been raised from seed. It

flowered for the first time in Jane, 1891, and has

recently been figured in the Botanical Magazine

(t. 7426). The flowers are small, and the petals of

a bright reddish-purple. They are, however, very

fugacious, and whatever value the species may pos-

sess from the horticultural standpoint, lies in its

being an addition to the white-stemmed kinds, of

which we have already three or four in cultivation

—

leucodermis, bifiorus, &c. The stems of this new
species are at present 4 feet high, thickly armed
with prickles, and covered with a bluish-white bloom
which robs off at the touch. The leaves are pin-

nate, the leaflets sharply and irregularly Berrated,

and the mid-rid and petiole armed with short spines.

Having stood the winter of 1891-5 with no protection

of any kind, and quite unirjjared, it may definitely

be included among perfectly hardy shrubs. W, J. B,

ClEBODESTDBON TBICaOTOMUM.

The only species of Clerodendron of truly Bhrubby
habit that is hardy in England is C. trichotomum.
It is a native of Japan, and is found in various parts

of that country. Although it is said to have been
first introduced in 1800, it is far from being as

extensively cultivated as its beauty and distinctness

from all other hardy shrubs entitle it to be. It

grows to a height of 10 to 15 feet, the wood being
soft, and the branches largely composed of pith.

The large, broadly ovate leaves are soft and of a
flaccid texture, entire or slightly toothed, and, like

many of the ClerodendronB, emit a disagreeable

odour when bruised. The flowers appear during the

months of August and September, and are produced

in loose terminal cymes. The corolla is white, the

lower part being tabular, but the upper part divides

into five spreading, oblong segments, and measures

1.', inches across. Surrounding the corolla, and

making an effective contrast to it, is the purple-

red calyx, which is inflated, and traversed by five

ridges. The species is easily increased by means

of suckers and root cuttings. W. J. B.

Magnolia glauca.

Whilst the American representatives of the genus

Magnolia never display that magnificent wealth of

blossom which renders the Asiatic species and
hybrids the most lovely of spring-flowering trees,

they possess sufficiently good qualities to make them
indispensable to every garden with space enough for

their development. They flower, too, when their

allies from China and Japan are long past. Just

now M. grandiflora and M. glauca claim moat atten-

tion. The latter is somewhat hardier than M.
grandiflora and its flowers, although much smaller,

have a more exquisite, if less powerful, fragrance,

suggesting at once a delicious fruit, and a bunch of

Tea Roses. The flowers are never seen in great

numbers at one time, but a single shrub will keep up

a succession of them for ten or twelve weeks. Each
flower is from 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and cup-

shaped, the colour a soft creamy-white. In some

localities in the United States this Magnolia attains

the dimensions of a small tree, with a well-formed

slender trunk, but in Britain it rarely gets

beyond the shrubby state. It usually retains a large

proportion of its foliage throughont the winter, but

different plants vary a good deal in regard to the

persistence of the leaves, some, even in mild seasons,

becoming almost bare. The leaves are oblong,

smooth, and glossy-green above, but vividly glaucous

beneath. The species has been in cultivation in

England over 200 years. There is a fine variety of

it known both as major and as Thompsoniana. It has

larger leaves and flowers than the type, and is

equally fragrant. W. J. B.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CARNATION.

By the merest accidental circumstance a visit

was paid recently to the gardens of Mr. John
Garnett, nurseryman and florist, at Bowness-on-

Windermere. Here we fortunately encountered

the urbane and genial proprietor, whose exten-

sive stock of every description of flowering plants

is a rare sight to be seen, cultivated on what
appears to be little better than rocky barren

ground ; but the reverse is the case, though

the blue, ragged limestone of the district projects

above ground in every direction, and thus forms a

grand nestling place for an immense collection of

rare and other Earns. But Mr. Garnett figures

most prominently as a breeder and raiser of Carna-
tions, of which there are many hundreds of different

varieties growing in the open in a light soil, which
evidently overlies a rocky foundation. The richness

and purity of the productions prove that the ground

is well adapted for the purpose, many of the blooms
measuring 4 L inches in diameter, and showing good
sound calyces and brilliancy of colour, in which many
of the tints of the rainbow can be discerned. Mr.
Garnett's great aim for some years past has been

to produce a blue Carnation, and he considers

that he is now on the brink of success. Many
scores of blooms were pointed to as possessing

the skyblue tint on the fringe of the petals, but it

is inside one of the glasshouses that the coming
flower is carefully tended.

The great difficulty, as Mr. Garnett explains, was
to obtain the proper combination of opposite colours

for a foundation to work upon, which is an entirely

different process to that adopted by the artist ; but

after continued perseverance his efforts have been
rewarded by a single bloom of pure indigo-blue,

showing only the faintest shade of violet on the

calyx.

This plant differs considerably from the rest of

the stock, and has bnt a weak and rather sickly

appearance ; but Mr. Garnett is firmly convinced

that if he can retain it and indnce it to produce

prolific seed, that by a cross with another variety

upon which he has already fixed, but of which he

did not reveal the name, he will meet with the

result which he seeks, and in the course of another

remove or two will be able to produce a bright

blue Carnation.

Many other experiments which he has madein hybri-

dising have produced remarkableandbeautiful effects;

and a short time previously be had despatched two or

three single flowers to the Carnation and Ficotee

Union for inspection, though not with a view to

competition. A letter jast received from the secretary

and treasurer, Mr. Arthur Medhurst, showed that

these had attracted the attention of the judges, as in

reference to them the following was embodied in the

judges' general report:—"The seedlings show good

blood, and are decidedly promising ; but as it is a

rule to give certificates only in cases of two or more
blooms of one variety being shown, no award of

certificate could be made on this occasion without

infringing the rules." J. W..

KNIPHOF'S BOTANICA IN
OEIQINALI, 1758—1764.

The name Kniphof, as commemorated in the genus

Kaiphofia, is not nnfamiliar, but comparatively few

persons will know anything of the history of the

man who was the author of the work of which the

above is the abbreviated title. An uncut copy of

this rare and curious botanical book has lately been
added to the Kew library. It is interesting histori-

cally, both on account of its being a record of plants

cultivated at that date in Germany, and chiefly, in

all probability, at Erfurt, as it was there the author
resided, and also on account of its being one of the

earliest, if not actually the first, work of considerable

extent, in which the process of nature-printing was
employed to illustrate plants. It would appear that

D. Biiikmann, a contemporary of Kniphof, was really

the inventor, if it may be so termed, of this method
of representing plants, as there is a published letter

by him on the subject addressed to Kniphof, dated

1733 ; but this is not in the Kew library. The title

is, Sendschreiben an J. H. Kniphof, die Art die Krauter

nach dem Leben abzudrucken und also compmdibse Her-'

baria picta zu mzchen, vorstellend. The full title of

the work in question is, Botanica in Originali seu

Herbarium Vivum in quo Plantarum tarn Indigenarum

quam Exoticarum peculiari quadam operosaque enchiresi

atramento impressorio obductarum Nominibusque mis
ad Methodum Illustrium nostri aevi Botanicorum IAn-

naei et Ludwigii Insignitarum elegantissimn ectypa

cxhibentur. Opera et Studio Johannis Godofredi

Tranipe.

There are two foolscap folio volumes containing

1202 figures, one on each leaf, besides a number
introduced on the title pages of the twelve parts in

which it was issued, for the purposes of embellish-

ment, making a total of 1250 species represented.

Figure 545 is missing. The Kew copy is probably

unique in being coloured, the colouring being most
likely the work of a private person, for there is no
mention of colonred copies by any of the bibliogra-

phers. The colouring is generally well and effec-

tively done, though in some instances it is to some
extent neutralised by the too intense blackness of

the print. This copy first belonged to J. G. Menn,
M.D., Professor Fublicns Frimarins at Cologne, who
seems to have acquired it in 1764, the date of the

publication of the last part. Subsequently it must
have passed into English hands, as some person has

written, in a very neat hand, the English names of

many of the plants.

The arrangement is alphabetical, with the Linnean
names of the first edition of the Species Plantarum,

and references to the pages of that work, as well as

the Systerna, and Lud wig's Definitiones Generum
Plantarum. The "specific phrases" of the Species

Plantarum are also reproduced.
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STREPT[OCARPUS LAING'S
MULT1FL0RA.

Improvements are taking place with rapidity in

the size of the flowers, and in the colouring of

Streptocarpus. The plants now vie in beauty with
Gloxinias, and in general usefulness and length of

A MOTH-CATCHING PLANT.
The followirjg curious story of a well-known

plant appeared a short time since in the Detroit free
Press, under the title of "A Moth- catching Plant."
The plant in question, the Araojia albens, or as it

is now known as A'aojia sericifera, is described by

FlG. 43.— STEEPTOCAEPUS MULTIFLOEA.

time that a plant will remain in flower greatly excel

those plants. The variety depicted in our illustra-

tion (, tig. -13), was exhibited by Messrs. John Lai jg
& Sons, Forest Hill, at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting on Tuesday, July 9, of the present

year. The flowers are of a bluish- purple ground
colour, with purple lines in the throat. Tnere were
thirty open flowers borne by the plant, which was
growing in a 5-inch pot.

our contemporary as a native of South Africa, when
it is, in fact, a native of Peru. It is, however,

stated to have been introduced to New Zealand quite

accidentally about seven years ego, and since then

to have been extensively propagated there on

account of its effective service as a killer of

destructive moths. Wherever the climate is mild

the plant is an exceediogly free grower. I: twines

and climbs with great luxuriance, and produces

immense'numbers of white or pinkish flowers, which
have a very agreeable scent. These flowers attract
innumerable moths. On a summer evening a hedge
of Araujias will be covered by a perfect cloud of
moths, and in the morning there will not be a single
flower that does not imprison one or two, and some-
times as many as four, insects, of various sizes and
genera. The action of the Araojia is purely
mechanical. The calyx of the flower is rather deep,
and the receptacle for its sweet juices is placed
at its base. Attracted by the powerful scent,

and the prospect of honey, the moth dives

down the calyx and protrudes its proboscis to

reach the tempting food, but before it can do so, the
proboscis is nipped between two strong, hard, black
pincers, which guard the passage, and once nipped,
there is no escape for the moth, which is held as in

a vice by the extreme end of the proboscis, and dies

miserably. The rationale of the process is not yet

explained. A plant of Araujia, covering a space of

10 yards in length, will destroy many hundreds of

moths every night, and consequently prevent the

ravages of fifty times as many larvse. It is how-
ever a singular fact that in New Zealand, where the

plant has often been cultivated for the express

purpose of destroying the detested Codlin-moth
(Carpocapsa pomonella), that wily insect declines to

enter the trap.

APOGAMIC FERNS.
Although the discovery of apogamy, or the power

of the Fern prothallus to produce the spore-bearing

generation by simple budding, instead of through

the interaction of the antherozoids and arche-

gonia, dates back some twenty years, a prac-

tical application of the kaowledge then gained and

published by its discoverer, Professor Farlow,

and subsequently by Professor A. de Bary, appears

only now to come into question when the hybridising

and crossing of species and varieties is being con-

ducted on a systematic basis. We have been led to

this coaclusion by the fact, that for the purpose of

obtaining a crested Cyrtomium, we made not long

since several sowings of spores of C- falcatum and

C. caryotideam mixed with spores of Lastrea

pseudo-mas cristata, thinking that, as these two

species were very closely allied, the chances of a

cross were great. Pending, however, the appear-

ance i if the young plants, a study of the literature of

apoga my in connection with the carious prothallus

illast ated in your columns (November 10, 1894), of

w.nic'i more anon, led us to Dj Birj's discovery,

?et forth in the Botanische Zcitunq, July 19,

1873, and the following numbers, of the fact that

precisely L. f.-rr. cristata and C. falcatum

are invariably produced apogamously, that the first

curiously enough justifies its commoa name of male

Fern by never bearing archegonia, while the second

only produces these sparingly and never perfects

them—bnds, and buds only, being produced in both

caies. Obviously, therefore, a cross is impossible.

Unfortunately for the ordinary Fern cultivator, the

development of Ferns in this asexual way, demands

the utmost skill of the microscopist for its deter-

mination, since the Ferns ao produced usually spring

from precisely the same parts of the prothallus

as those yielded sexually, and being of exactly

similar appearance cannot be discriminated from

them by ordinary observation. Hence if such pit-

falls are to be avoided as the one we have described

above, the would-be hybridist must look to the

specialist in microscopic dissection to help him, and

we think renewed research in the line of T>i Bary's

investigations would well repay the trouble. In the

first place, although De Biry tested a considerable

number of Ferns, and found the large majority

capable of normal, i.e., of sexual reproduction, thirty-

six indeed as against three (Pteris cretica, Lastrea filix-

mas cristata, and C. falcatum), yet in those days the

possible discoveries in connection with abnormal

varieties were almost entirely ignored, and ofthe thirty-

nine Ferns named by D ' B jry, only three are abnormal,

of which, bs it noted, one, Listrea filix-mas cristata,
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U constantly apogamona, though the normal un-

created form ia not «o, the apogamy being thus corre-

lated with the taBselling, a point to oar mind of

great importance. The folly of applying the term

of "garden varietiea" to many of our abnormal

forma ia aeen in this connection, since Da Biry

alludes to L. filix-mas cristata ae Buch, and sesame*,

therefore, that the date of origin can be ascertained,

while, in point of fact, it was found wild, and is as

purely a natural product, i.e., aa independent of

human cultural influences as the common normal

form.

Another point is, that the crested male Fern

has been found as widely differing and altogether

independent sporte in varions parte of the British

Iales, the whole of the threo sub-species, L. pro-

pinqua, L. filix-mas, and L. paendo-maa, having

afforded examples. We ourselves found a splendid

form of L f.-m. polydactyla near Kilmarnock, and a

thorough L. f.-m. cristata at Kilruah in Ireland.

Mr. Dadda found examples at Ilfracombe, Dr. Wills

near Cbard, and extreme forma have been found

elsewhere. Now it ia here that the Fern apecialiat

honld go hand in hand with such inveatigators as

Da Bary, in which caee we should probably know, as

we now do not, whether apogamy is always corre-

lated in this species, i.e., in all three sub-divisions

with cristatua, or in a relatively varying degree,

or not at all. A point alio would have been that

varions sub - varietiea exiat, and did then exiBt,

which are the reputed offspring, and in themaelves

bear evidence of being so of the identical L. f.-m.

criitata, which ia in question. L. f.-m. cristata

angnatata is one of these, and more recently, that

lovely silken form, L. f.-m. cristata fimbriata has

been raised, while a dense narrow- crested form

raised by Messrs. Lang of Kirkcaldy, bears every

evidence of being a cross between L. f.-m. c. angna-

tata, and one of the dwarf forma of the same species.

From these facta, it is clear that within this single

section of the varions crested male Ferns, there are

ample possibilities of farther light being thrown

npon apogamic reproduction, since though we have

no reason to assume apogamy is a bar to variation

any more than other bud-forming phenomena, yet

the reputed crosses point distinctly to exceptions

which Dj Bary failed to find.

Our British Fern varieties, we are convinced, are

replete with possibilities, their diversity of form

being, aa we know, attended occasionally by snch

modifications of reproductive energy as were quite

undreamt of. Externally, they form a chapter of

wonders to any one who cares to study them, and

it would be strange indeed were this diversity all

skin-deep only, leaving nothing (or that deeper re-

search which we suggest.

Reverting to the cnrious prothallus mentioned

above, the two horns developed therefrom bear at

present two similar Athjria, thus, at any rate,

affording an instance of trae apogamy in that

family, the normal form of which, as well aa A. f.-f.

Frizellia; were found by De Bary to be normally

fertile. In thie case the phenomenon appears in a

different form altogether from any noticed by him,

the seatB of the bulbils being far removed from the

arcbegonial sites, or from any projection such as he

observed in the indentation of the prothallus. Each
Fern shows three fronds, one developed, and bearirg

no leaa than ten paira of pinnate pinnse, inatpad of

the uaual much simpler primary frond. Roots,

however, are only now forming, and the plants are

consequently of very slow growth. One very curiors

feature is that the horns bearing these plants, and
which were at first sharply pointed, are now in

both cases dilating at the tips, the stronger of the

two forming a distinct fleshy prothallus. A second
prothallus in the same batch developed a similar

but smaller horn direct from the upper surface ; a

bnd appeared on this in precisely the same fashion

aa the others, but the resulting plant, also an
Atbyrium, is of very different form, promising to

be well crested, while the others are plain. Nothing
at all akin to this case has, we believe, been noted
or recorded hitherto. Cha.s. T. Druery, F.L S.

Plant Notes,

STOCK PRINCESS ALICE AS A BEDDING
PLANT.

This comparatively new variety of Stock is a

decided advance and improvement on older varieties,

and forms a very beautiful subject for bedding pur-

poses. It ia of anowy whiteness, perfect habit, and

a coatinnou8 bloomer. RaiBed in heat in March,

and planted out early in May, it blooma from June

until cut down by frost. Large beds have been

planted in the grounds under my charge this season,

having a broad edging of " Croton-leaved " Beet or

scarlet Verbena, and the effect is charming. It also

seems to me to b» more powerfully fragrant than

other Stocks. W. R. Aggett. Bermondsey, S.E.

The Apiary.

THE TREATMENT OF ROBBER BEES.

It is easy to prevent bees robbing each other's

hives, if the hive of the robbers can be ascertained.

Search should be made for it, and when found fumi-

gated with musk or camphor, so as to give the bees

living in it a strong smell, by which the bees in

other hives will know, and be warned against them.

It iB also good to give the robber bees some work

to do in their own hive by strewing the floor with

chaff, sawdust, &c; and to turn the robbed stocks

to face in another direction, or place them elsewhere.

Placing the hive of the robbers in a cool, dark

cellar may also be recommended. If the bees then

acquire better behaviour, they will have forgotten

their robber habits. If the robbers are the property

of a neighbour, he should De requested to put these

regulations in force.

The Week's Work.
THE HABDY FKDIT OARSBS.
By W. POPE. Gardiner. HiokcUr' Castle. Newbury.

THINNING THE CROWNS OF ORCHARD TREES,
ETC.—Now is an excellent time to operate on the
tops of orchard or other standard trees that may have
failed to fruit, or on early kinds that need it after the
fruit has b-en gathered, in taking out superfluous

wood, and so admitting a little snnlight and air to

the interior. It is necessary to proceed cantiouily

with old and hitherto neglected trees, as thinning in

their case may easily be over done, and the remedy
is then sometimes worse than neglect. While the
foliage is on the trees, it is easy to see where to tbin

out branches with advantage to the tree, and by
taking out a few Bmall ones here and there,

or a larger branch occasionally when deemed
necessary, in a few yea rs many trees now prac-

tically worthless might be annually bearing fairly

remunerative crops of fruit. It ia a good plan

the first year to take out all crossing and interlacing

branches ; this, with shortening a few overgrown
apurs here and there, will often be sufficient for one
season, and it should be followed by a good duBting
with quicklime as Boon as the leaves have fallen.

This, if applied whilst the trees are damp, will

destroy lichens and mossy growths, and conduce to

the health and well-being of the trees.

PREPARATIONS FOR PLANTINQ.—Those who
contemplate planting to any extent should make a
point of visiting some good frnit nursery at this

season, and select the trees required to be sent aa

soon as the leaves fall. It is always more satisfac-

tory to the purchaser if he can select bis trees, as he
then knows exactly what to expect from the nursery-
man when the time comes to plant. It will be well,

too, to prepare the ground at once, if it can be so

managed. When a border or quarter is to be planted,
the ground should be trenched at leaBt two apita

deep, making 8ure that th9 drainage is good; and if

not, the land must be thoroughly drained. If some
good turfy loam can be obtained, for placing round
about the roota when planting, all the better; if not,
a heap of compost should now be got in readiness,

which may consist of road-scrapings, decayed and
charred vegetable re fuse, wood -ashes, or the like, which
should be put into a heap and turned two or three
times. If wall fruit-trees are to be planted, the

stationa may be prepared by trenching and draining,

but the holea ehould not be left open. It ia well to

preaerve all old mortar, plaster, &c , for mixing with

the aoil in which stone fruits are to be planted, as

well ae for working-in round the roota of existing

trees which may require it.

THE ORCHID SOUSES
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower. Burford, Dorking.

REPAIR8 AND MAINTENANCE.—At this season

the heating-apparatus should be overhauled, and put

into order for the winter season. The boilera should

at least be cleared of sediment, if nothing else be

done, and the doing of this will empty the pipes of

water, but they should not be left empty. If the

boilera have manholes or openings that are large

enough for a scraper or iron chisel to be used, the

incrustation which is sure to take place with ordi-

nary water at points where the fire is hottest, can
perhaps be removed. This will enable the boiler to

doits work more efficiently, and save the material

of the boiler from being destroyed by the action of

the fire. Loose joints in the hot-water pipes must
be made good ; valves oiled, and overflow and feed

pipes put in good order. The fire-bars, fire-lnmps,

flues round and ov*r the boilers, and ash-pit doors

should receive attention. The hard frosts of last winter

mu't have severely tested the heating capacity of many
a toiler, and proved the inefficiency of others, and now
ia the time to make provision for another winter.

1'uleBS an Orchid grower has an apparatus that

will maintain the right degree of warmth in his

houses, the plants muat suffer in health. Some
persons are under the impression that so long as the

pipes are as hot as they can be that is sufficient, but it is

a mistake, for the plants quickly deteriorate when
pipes have to be kept fiercely hot en purpose to warm
the air of the house. It is better to furnish more
and keep them moderately warm. When tbia kind
of work is to be carried out the plants should be

allowed gradually to become dry. I allude to those

species which occupy the hottest houses. If during

the performance of the work any of the plants appear
to suffer trom dryness, water may be afforded in

about one-half the usual quantity.

CATA8ETUMS, MORMODES, ETC.— Particular

attention should be given to plants of Cataaetums,
Mormodes, and Cycnoches, which having bloomed,
have finished growth for the season, in the matter of

maturing that growth by sun-heat. Such plants

should be placed where they may obtain uninter-

rupted sunshine, and the atmosphere is drier

and less close than the houses they have
hitherto occupied. Whilst the leaves remain fresh

keep them supplied with water at the root.

When the growth ia properly matured the plants

will go for a very long period uninjured, without
receiving any moisture at the root. So soon as the
leavee turn of a yellow colour, the water supply must
be gradually reduced, and when they drop, discon-

tinued entirely. If the pseudo-bulbs keep plump-
looking no more water will be required before the
plants begin again to break. Cyrtopodium, Lis-
sochilus, Cyrtopera, Thunia, Bletia, and the deciduous
Eulophias may be similarly treated. As regards all

of these species, it is certain that the treatment
afforded daring rest is as important aa that during
their growth.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
By John Lambebt. Gardener. Powit Cattle. Welshpool.

BOX EDQINGS. — From now onwards, these
edgings may be trimmed ; and in' order to give slugs

and other creatures but little covert, the edgings of

Box shonld be kept to about 2 inches in height, and
the same in width at the bottom, and 1 inch at the
top. When Box is cut at this season, new leaf

growth has time to mature, and is, therefore, not
browned by frost, which is the case with late trim-
ming. Repairs may now be made, although the
spring is a better time for lifting and dividing the
plants. Box, to look nice, should be kept true to

line whether curved or straight, and cut very evenly
at the top and sides.

THE COLLECTING OF 8EED8—Seeds of Spinach,
Borecole, Turnip, Broccoli, and Cabbage may be

gathered as fast as they become ripe, or the entire

plant pulled up by the root. Lay the seed out in the

sun on cloths or trays. Do not collect seeds when
damp with rain or dew. Turn the seed-heads over
occasionally, and in about a fortnight they should
be quite ready to be threshed or rubbed out. In
rainy weather, and daring the night, the seeds ought
to be placed under cover. Open sheds and early

vineries are good places for drying aeeds of all kinds.
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CARDOON8.—-The earliest plant! are now ready
for blanching. For this purpose procure hay- bands
—not musty ones ; and when commencing the job,

put a strip of wide bast around the leaf-stalks, to

keep them better together, and then wrap them in

hay-bands, being careful to place each coil close to

the next one, so as to shut out the light.

FENNEL ANO ANGELICA.—Fennel and Angelica
may be sown at this date, instead of in the spring,
some gardeners fancying that autumn-sowing gives
stronger plants. Sow the seeds thinly on a piece of
ground, in an open place.

onions. — In some parts of the country the
Onion crop is still in full growth, but as soon as the
majority of the bulbs show Bigns of the tops falling

over, a man should go with a wooden rake and press
over the tops generally, and in ten days afterwards,

if the weather is sunny, the crop should be lifted,

and the bulbs laid out in a dry shed or on sheep-
hurdles, See., in the open. When dry, twist off the
leafy part and the outermost skin, and store in a
cold, dry room. Keep the spring and autumn sown
produce apart; in fact, the different varieties should
be stored in according to their use at different

seasons. If the bulbs are roped, that job can be
done at leisure.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Kichard Parkeb, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

PRUNING.—The advantage of pruning the dif-

ferent kinds of fruit trees soon after the crop is

gathered, and before the foliage falls, is not so generally
known as it should be. The gardener who prunes
then, is in a better position to see what quantity of

wood is required to properly furnish a given space,

and the removal of superfluous growth gives that of

the current season a good chance of thoroughly
maturing, a very essential condition for good fruit-

ing. Peach and Nectarine trees should have all

of the weakly or unfruitful wood cut out; and it may
be necessary to cut back Borne of the stronger growth
where crowded, as in all cases sufficient space must
be allowed for the full development of the leaves.

Care must be taken to retain young fruitful wood
in sufficient quantity at the base of the tree. Some of
the stronger shoots on these fruit trees in the earlier

houses may also be shortened back, and any growths
that were tied across others, so as to enable the sun
to reach the fruit, may be loosened, thus exposing all

parts to the action of direct sunshine. In the case
of the Cherry, Pear, and Apple, whose shoots were
pinched, so as to compel the fruit-spurs to form on
them, these will in the course of a few years become
crowded, and the foliage very dense, by pruning
these trees at this season it will be an easier matter
to see which fruit-spurs ought to be removed to
enab.e light to penetrate the crown.

FIG-TREES.—These will require but little pruning
at this season if they were properly managed during
growth, still, it may be desirable to cut back weak
shoots, but not the extremities of the main ones, as
it is on these that the earliest fruits form.

watering.—Water should be copiously afforded
to Peach and Nectarine trees, dryness at the roots
at this season olten causing bud-dropping at a later
date.

SYRINGING.—Continue the syringing of fruit trees
and Vines twice daily during hot weather, and
where possible, the roof-light may be taken off the
houses.

TOMATOS.—Plants that have been placed in
thtir fruitiog-pots should not receive much water at
the root ; the stem should be secured to a stout
s'uk.-. and the Bide growth removed— pulled out.
Utilise any spare lights during rainy weather, to keep
the plants dry.

THE .FLOWER GARDEN.
By Bailrt Wadds. Gardener, Birdmll Gardens, York.

FLOWER GARDEN ARRANGEMENTS FOR NEXT
SEASON —The present is a good time to decide upon
any alterations that may be required to be made in
the bedding-out next season, and the number of the
plants needed to fill the beds. It is always a good
thiog to make some alteration in the arrangements
of the colours, so as to impart freshness to the
scene. The fashion of using plants so aB to give
masses of colour is disappearing in favour of less

vividness, by the use of plants of varied habit,

foliage, &c.

DAHLIAS.—The various show, fancy, pompon,
Cactus, and the varieties uf single and decorative

Dahlias, might be more employed than at present in

the beds in the flower garden proper. We possess

in these plants beautiful colours which are not
to be found in any other summer-flowering plants.

Dahlias, moreover, are plants easily propagated, and
stored when out of bloom. Tue double and single

varieties of Cactus Dahlias being particularly attrac-

tive, should be largely used in beds and borders, or
in the kitchen garden for cutting purposes. Good
varieties are H. Cannell, Dr. Masters, Lady Mar-
sham, Mr. A. W. Tait. Marchioness of Bute, Rayon
d'Or, Harry Freeman, Claxton Harlequin, Mrs. John
Arnold, MatchleBs, MrB. A. Peart (grand), and Duke
Alexis.

PROPAGATION.—For some few weeks to come,
the propagation of hardy and half-hardy subjects
will require unremitting attention. Pelargoniums
struck in the early autumn flower more satisfactorily

than those raised in the spring, and the cuttings
strike freely out-of-doors up to the middle of the
month of September.

CENTAUREA CANDIDIS8IMA —If side shoots be
taken oflf old plants, they will strike freely when
inserted in pots filled with sandy soil, placed in a
warm house and shaded for a fortnight. For afford-

ing cuttings, it is necessary to keep some plants in

pots, and if the plants are kept somewhat dry, they
make numbers of side shoots suitable for cuttingr.

When the Centaureais required to make a specimen
plant, several years elapse; but for an even batch
of Bmall plants for making panelling or edgings,

seedlings raised in February are the more suitable.

FUCHSIAS. — Cuttings of the varieties which
stand an ordinary out-of-doors winter, viz., Riccar-
toni, Meteor, Corallina, and Blegans, should now be
struck in slight bottom-heat under a hand-glass or

in pots. Fuchsia Riccartoni is a very useful plant
in shrubberies and as solitary plants on the turf, and
in some districts it will stand our winters well and
grow to a great height. It can be increased by
offsets and division early in the spring.

8ALVIA FULGEN8 AND 3. PATENS.—Cuttings
will strike in a moist, warm frame if carefully shaded
at this season. Salvia pateUB being tuberous-rooted
may be lifted and stored away for the winter after it

is cut down by frost.

8UCCULENT8.— The propagation of Semper-
vivum, Mesembryauthemum, Sadum, Kleinia repens,

&c, should be now pushed on. These cuttings

should not be inserted as soon as made, but the cut

surface allowed to become dry. Place cuttings in a

pit or frame in moist soil, but afford no water for a
time, and no shading.

TUBEROUS - ROOTED BEGONIAS. — Cuttings

strike freely in boxes or pots in an airy frame,

affording them but little water, and not depriving

them of light and air, their treatment generally

being that of the zonal Pelargonium.

MISCELLANEOUS. — Heliotrope, sweet-scented

Verbena and Cape Pelargoniums need in bedding,

Ageratum, Lsntana, Hydrangea. Verbena, bedding

Tropaeolums Mibb Clibran and Scarlet Bedder, are

plants which may now be struck from cuttings.

Kceniga variegata is a useful plant for edgings, and
variegated Alyssuru saxatile deserves to be used

more than it is. It strikes and grows well, and is

most useful for summer edgings ; also Nierembergia
gracilis and rivularis, beautilul for edgingB of small

beds, and for filling baskets, but seldom seen now.
Besides these, Gazmia splendens, and Agathea
ccelestia, a pretty blue Marguerite, and Mangle's
variegated Pelargonium, and the varieties of Aoa-
gallis, crimson, blue, and white; Lobelia speciosa in

variety, are plants required to be kept as stock, cut-

tings of which Bhould now be rooted. All of them
strike readily on a slight bottom- heat, carefullv shading

them whilst the sun shiner, and keeping the light

close, except for an hour in the morning to ditsipate

moisture and dry the leaves. To keep the young

plants stocky, the cutting-pots must be not more
than 6 or 9 iuches distant from the glass. When it

is seen that any potful of cuttiogs is rooted, remove

it to a more dry frame.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.—Seedling perennials

and biennials raised last month should be trans-

planted from the seed-beds to the borders in places

r..g, >rved for them. Dig in some rotten nmr.ure

before planting them, place a smail stake sgainst

each to save them from being trampled upon, and
afford a watering. The present is a good time to
plant permanently prepared offsets of various hardy
herbaceous and perennial plants, as they will be
enabled to get established before the season of
growth comes to an end.

80WINQ 8EED3—The seeds of Sweet Peas,
Digitalis, Delphinium, Antirrhinum, Pentstemon,
Poppy, Mignonette, &c, should now be gathered,
and dried in the shade. Our Sweet Peas, that were
sown in pots and transplanted, have been very beau-
tiful objects, the varieties being Countess of Radnor,
Princess Beatrice, Mrs. Gladstone, Captain of the
Blues, and others.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

NERINE8 (GUERN8EY LILIE8) will require
watering in every case, and those which have not
exhibited signs of flowering will scarcely do so now.
Nerines do not flower satisfactorily if disturbed at

the root ; but if it is a necessity to increase the

stock of the plants, any potfuls that are much
crowded with bulbs may be shaken out, divided, and
the bulbs re-potted separately in flower-pots of 3 to

4£ inches in diameter. The compost employed in

potting should consist of turfy loam, leaf-mould, and
sand, and a small quantity of finely-broken charcoal.

The pots should be thoroughly well crocked. Very
little water will suffice for these newly-potted bulbs,

and a light syringing overhead will be beneficial.

Bulbs that need no re-potting should be top-dressed

with the above compost, or afforded a little of Clay's

Fertiliser in the proportion of a teaspoonful to each
32-sized flower-pot.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS—Old plants will now
be ready for being pruned hard-baci to well-ripened

wood of the current year. After pruning, place

them in a common frame close to the glass, and when
they commence to break, shake the soil from the

roots, turn the latter slightly, and repot them in

pots of the same or smaller size, pressing the soil

with moderate firmness. Replace in the frame, syringe

regularly, and afford air at the top and bottom of

the lights. Cuttings of these variaties which were
put in at the beginning of last month, being rooted,

will be ready for potting into 3-inch pots. A suit-

able soil will consist of turfy loam and leaf soil, with

a small quantity of sharp sand if the loam be heavy.

COLEU8.—The present is a good time to strike

a quantity of cuttings for stock purposes, as these

keep better through the winter in small pots, than
older and larger plants. Moreover, they do not

occupy so much space. Coleus cuttings strike

almost anywhere now in a little bottom - heat.

They keep perfectly throughout the winter, if placed

on a shell close to the glass in the stove.

PINK8.—In case the quantity of Carnations for

winter and spring flowering is limited, some of the

older plants of the Pink should be potted up, plant-

ing them in a cold frame and keeping close for a few

days. The plants soon make fresh roots, and may
then be stood outside. Before hard frosts set in

place them <n cold frames. They may be gently

forced into bloom, commencing in January. Suitable

varieties are Mrs. Sinkins, Ernest Ladhams, Her
Mejesty, Mrs. Lakin, and Mr. J. M. Welsb.

A NEW Pencil.—The Blaisdell Paper Pencil

Company, Philadelphia, U.S.A., has introduced a

kind of pencil, the lead of which is seen, on examina-

tion, to be covered with many very narrow strips

of paper. The pencil never needs cutting in the

ordinary sense of the word, but, to expose more

lead, all that is necessary is to make a small slit in

the paper near the lead, thus raising a tiny flap.

By gently pulling and unwinding this, working

towards the point, a spiral of paper is twisted off,

and a length of the lead is laid bare. This process

can be repeated as required, till the pencil is too

short to be uied at all, and is less laborious, and

is more certain in results than is cutting with a

knife. The lead is excellent in quality, and keeps

a good point. In appearance this pencil always

resembles an ordinary cedar pencil, the " uncut
"

end of it being covered with red glszed paper, which

increases the likeness, and is pleasant to handle.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige 1

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

oj interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—The Editor wiU thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

&c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETING.
TTTirsmAV liri- 07 5 Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit1UH3DAY, AUG. 27 1 and Floral Committees.

SHOWS.
TUESDAY, Aug. 27—Brighton New (two days).

WEDNESDAY, AUG
( Reading.

28 < Bath Floral FSte (two days).

( Earpenden.

8 A L E 8.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

i

Special Trade Sile of Dutch
Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

( Sale of the Wilson Collection of

Aug. 27 < Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris*

( Rooms (two days).

( Special Trade Sale of Dutch
Aug.

29-J
Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

,_ m \ Imported Orchids, at Protheroe &AUG. Mj
Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.-60°.7.

There is probably no one opera-

Watering, tion in the whole routine of

gardening that is more thought-
lessly carried on than that of watering. The
individual requirements of particular plants are

little thought of, and " watering" is administered

indiscriminately to each and all alike. Where
there is a mixed oolleotion to be dealt with, the

difficulties in adjasting the supply to the needs
of the individual are, no doubt, great, but in

market establishments, where large quantities of

one plant are grown, and where a house or houses

are set apart for the exclusive cultivation of

some particular subjects, the difficulties are

materially lessened, though not overcome. In
any oase it is most important to gain a know-
ledge of the principles which govern the relations

between the growing plant, the amount of water

it receives, and the period at which it receives

the supply.

That a plant needs water, suffers if it gets too

little or too much, that it requires more at one
time than at another, and that different plants

vary ia their requirements according to their

conformation and structure, and the circum-
stances under which they are growing—all this,

of course, is well known, though in practice it is

often not remembered or acted on.

Again, the influence of excess or deficiency of
water may affect not only the individual plant,

but may determine variations in the productive-

ness of the plant, and indace variations in the
number, size and vigour of the seed and its con-
tained embryo. In reference to these matters,

the Revue Scientifijue for July 6 publishes a

report of a thesis prepared by M. Edmomd
Gain, and presented to the Paris Faculty of

Science. The general character of this thesis

may be gleaned from what has already

been said, but it may be of interest to

add a brief summary of the conclusions

at which M. Gain, a wel -known author
on agricultural chemistry, has arrived, as they

are of great practical importance. There is, says

M. Gain, an alternation in the requirements of

plants for water. Continuous deprivation or

continuous supply of water are alike contrary to

the physiological requirements of plants. In

all M. Gain's experiments those plants whioh

were supplied with water at the two oritical

periods—the commencement of the unfolding of

the leaves, and the beginning of the flowering

period—and at no other time, did as well as

those provided with a continuous supply of

water during the whole period of vegetation.

Further, the experiments of M. Gain showed

that this influence of moisture is not felt equally

by all the organs : it has a greater effect on the

aerial than on the subterranean organs. The
result of this differing influence is shown in the

fact that plants grown in dry soil have thicker

roots than plants in damp soil, though the stems

may be equal in weight. This is in accordance

with the well-known fact that plants of very dry

countries have frequently roots which are very

large in comparison with the weight and height

of their aerial parts.

With regard to the influence exercised by the

greater or lesser quantity of water on the propa-

gation of the species, the researches of M. Gain
have established the two following facts, relating,

the former to seeds, the latter to the tubers:—
1st. The humidity of the soil favours and

greatly augments the number of fruit and seeds,

but drought induces the formation of larger and
heavier seeds. On damp soil a plant yields

smaller seeds, which, consequently, tend to bring

about the degeneration of the species.

2nd. The number of the tubers is but little

influenced by the variation in the retentive

powers of the soil for water, but on damp soil

the plant yields larger tubers. There is then an
inorease in weight ; the polarity of these tubers

is, however, not muoh marked, and they are

consequently less perfect than those which have
been submitted, in the earth, to relative dryness.

It may be repeated that moisture perceptibly

inoreases the immediate yield, but tends to the

formation of imperfect reprodactive organs,

which produce less vigorous plants. This is to

the advantage of the individual, but to the detri-

ment of the conservation of the species. The
practical inferences are obvious.

View in the Gardens at Bssahan (see

Supplementary Illustration i — The accompanying
illuitration rep-esents one of the miny charming
bits of «cenery to be found round Bjsahan, the

Cornish seat of Mr. Pendabves Vivian, situated

about 6 miles from Falmouth, on th"< H-dfjrd Rv»r,
and commanding lovely and expensive sea and land

views. The mansion was completed, and the grounds
and gardens laid out in 1837. Tne Gmnera mani-
cata here depicted was a small nursery plan! five

years ago; it now measures 21 feet through, 12 feet

high, and averages about 8 feet across the leaves.

It is planted adjacent to a pond, and seems to

be quite at home, retaining its handsome appearance

until quite late into the autumn, and is simply

covered over with its own leaves as a protection

from frost when winter sets in. Amongst the many
half-tender plants found here may be mentioned

Eucalyptus globulus (as note th j large one to the

left of the illustration). Cordyline australis and C.

indivisa, Embothrium coccinenm, and Palms, in-

cluding Chamserops Fortunei, C. excelia, and C.

humilis, some of which have attained a height of

10 feet; also Raphis flabellif jrmis, Sibal Black-

burniana, and Phoe lix rupiola ; these exist out-of-

doors all the year round, and so far with marked
success. In one of the little glens may bB seen a

clump of some twenty-seven Tree Ferns (Dicksonia

antarctica), varying from 2 to 10 feet high, which
were imported direct from New Z 'aland about six

years ago, which are now looking as iresh and green

as if they were under glass. As showing the mild-

ness of the climate, it may be mentioaed that 10°

of frost was the maximum we had during last winter,

which was elsewhere considered quite an exception-

ally hard one. Thomzs Crawford.

Mr. BARRON'S DISMISSAL.—As the circum-

stances connected with the dismissal of Mr, Barron
have become known, a feeling has arisen that the

Ooancil has committed a blunder by appointing, un-

known to their own garden committee, a number of

private gardeners to visit and report on the condition

of a garden, the orj sets of which are so different from
those of which they have cognizance. That the

Council should have taken such a step, and further

that they should have dismissed their Saperintendent

also without consulting the Chiswick Board, shows
something more than a want of courtesy. The treat-

ment accorded to Mr. Barron is also felt as a slur on
the community of which he is so distingnished a
representative. That such a result should have been,

as we believe it was, unintentional, only shows the

gravity of the blunder. In the meantime the warmest
sympathy is felt for Mr. Barron.

We learn that at a meeting of the Fruit

Committee held at Chiswick laBt week, it was
resolved, after discussion, to invite the members
of the committee to attend a special meeting of

the body to be held at Chiswick on September 10,

to consider the desirability of this body pro-

moting a special testimonial to Mr. Barron from
the members in recognition of his long and valued

services to the committee as its secretary. It

is proposed that contributions be restricted to past

and present members of the committee, and that

under no circumstances should the proposed testi-

monial conflict with any other originated from the

general body of fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society. A meeting for a similar purpose will be
held at the "Windsor Hotel," on Tuesday next, at

3 pm.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society will be

held on Tuesday, August 27, in the Drill Hall,

James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster. At
3 o'clock a paper by Mr. C. F. Bause, on " Codisenms

and Dracaenas," will be read.

Great Grimsby Flower Show—The first

horticultural show at this town was held under the

auipices of the Great Grimsby Gardeners' and
Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Society, and took

place on Thursday, August 8, in the Vicarage

grounds. The opening ceremony was performed at

2 p m by Mrs. G. Marshall, who was supported by
Mr. G. Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Satcliffe,

Councillors H. J. Curry, W. Goodwin, and others.

Much of the success of the undertaking was due to

the untiiiDg exertions of the secretaries, Messrs.

J. L. Robinson and F. Isle. The treasurers are

Messrs. J. Noiton and W. Williamsmith. Special

features of the show were the groups of miscellaneous

plants. Cut flowers were excellent, especially the

Roses sent by Messrs. Pennell & Son, nurserymen,

of Lincoln. Fruit was well, if not very abundantly,

shown. There was an open division, which included

groups, stove and greenhouse plants, table plants,

Ferns, TuberouB Begonias, Dahlias, Coleus, Glox-

inias, and Fuchsias ; cut flowers, under various

headings of the flowers in season, as Asters,

Gladiolus, Marigolds (dearly lcved in the North),

Carnations, and Ficotees ; bouquets of various

kinds ; fruit of almost all kinds ; also vegetables.

An amateurs' division, in which the more limited

means and appliances of the grower, who is Dot a
" gardener," are taken into account. This division

included plants, cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables;

and, finally, there was the division in which cot-

tagers (and, we suppose, allotment-holders) com-
peted, and which was open to residents in the

borough only. This is a division, the items of

which require considerable extension, so as to admit

of greater variety of produce being grown, the

provision for fruit being very meagre.
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CHISWICK —Tne garden is now looking par-

ticularly well. Tne collection of Phloxes is a sight

to be «een, wbilet the beds of Zinnias, Tea Rises,

Begonias, and other plants are remarkably good.

The frnit crops are generally satisfactory. Same of

the honses are full ol Fuchsias and Cannas, so that

a visit just now will well repay the gardener.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly
meeting of this society was held at their room,

25, Westgate Road, on Tuesday, August 13, Mr.
Larke, North Dene, Gateshead, presiding over a

good attendance of members. The secretary, Mr. J.

Elliot, Jan., read a paper on the Cyclamen, in

which he recommended sowing the seed in July

and August, or as soon as it was ripe, in preference

to the spring. A discussion followed, in which
many took part.

MR. SOWERBY.—Coincident with the retire-

ment of Mr. Bahhon from Chiswick comes news of

the withdrawal of Mr. Soweebt from the manage-
ment of the garden at the Regent's Park, with

which he has so long been connected. Mr. J. B.

Soweebt succeeds to the post vacated by his father.

Woburn Experimental Fruit Farm —A
party of forty agricultural students attached to the

summer college of the Bedfordshire County Counci',

visited the above farm on Tuesday, August 20, by

permission of his grace the Duke of Bedford and
Spencer Pickering, Esq. They were conducted
over the grounds by the manager, Mr. Castle, and
the general scope of the experiments already com-
menced was explained. Much interest in the

work was evinced by the visitors, who were chiefly

schoolmasters engaged in the county, and who are

qualifying for teaching classes under the technical

education department.

Hardy Plant Collecting.—In the columns
of the Garden, Mr. Burbidge advocates the forma-
tion of a club or co-operative society for the

purpose of defraying the expenses of resident

collectors in various countries. In this way the

services of consuls, missionaries, and traders could

be utilised. An organising secretary is needed, and
the services of a competent botanist to indicate

likely countries and desirable plants, and to identify

them when received are alio desirable.

Addition to the Lincoln Arboretum.—The
formal ceremony of opening the new portion recently

added to the Lincoln Arboretum took place on Wed-
nesday afternoon, August 14. The piece of land,

about an acre in extent, was purchased by the late

Mr. Nathaniel Clayton, to prevent the building of

houses overlooking the mansion and grounds known
as EaBtcliffe, and last year was presented to the
Corporation by Mr. N. C. Cockburn, his grandson, on
the understanding that no building, unless it be a
lodge, should be erected thereon. The land has been
handsomely laid out with flower-beds and trees.

Inside the entrance-gate is a granite slab setting

forth that the land was the gift of Mr. N. C. Cockburn.
The cost of the work is about £1000. At the open-
ing ceremony, Mr. G. H. Pact, chairman of the
Arboretum Committee, presented the Mayoress, Mrs.
A. W. Hall, with a silver- gilt key, which fits the
lock to the entrance gate. She then declared the
new portion open, and votes of thanks to the donor
of the land, to the Mayoress for her services, and to
Mr. H. E. Milner, of Westminster (who furnished
the design), were passed. The Yorkshire Daily Post.

APONOGETON DI8TACHYON VAR. L4GRANGEI,
ANDRE —This is a seedling variety, raised at

Oullins (Rhone) by M. Lagrange, It differs from
the type in its larger leaves, purple on the under-
surface, and in the floral bracts being of a dull rose-

colour. A coloured figure is given in the Revue
Horiicole for August 16.

RUBUS CAPEN8I8 —In the Garden for Aug. 17
is an illustration of this interesting species from

a photograph received from Mr. Burbank, Santa

Rosa, California. The leaf is palmately 5-lobed and

rugose, like a Mulberry-leaf. The fruit is purplish

and of excellent quality. It is supposed it may be

the Rubus of which Stanley speaks as growing in

places in tropical Africa.

Winter in New South Wales—Britons are

apt to think that the right to a peculiar and change-

able climate, and the habit of miking it the topic of

everyday conversation, is exclusively their own.

Our correspondence with all parts of the world often

puts us in possession of information proving that,

in neither particular, are they different from their

brethren in what are considered more favoured

climes, for everywhere peculiar weather looks in at

times, and those experiencing it think it is fair

game to talk or write about. Writing from New
South Wales under date July 8, 1895, our corre-

spondent, "J. H. K ," says:—"I think this is the

most severe winter I have experienced in this country

during the long time I have been here. Every

morning during the past week there have been 8° to

9° of frost, and consequently some of our shrubs

have suffered, Allamanda neriifolia and the Melas-

tomas in particular. The Bougainvilleas are un-

injured. I am surprised to find what a hardy old

thing B. speciosa is. Several large pieces growing

in my garden have been repeatedly frozen, not only

this season, but previously, and come out quite un-

harmed. My experience is, that the more exposure

it gets the freer it blooms.

Peter Lawson & Son, Limited—At the

ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of this

company, held on Thursday, August 15, within the

registered office, No. la, George IV. Bridge, Edin-

burgh, the report as issued to the shareholders was

unanimously adopted, recommending a dividend of

five per cent, per annum on the paid-up capital, free

of income tax, should be paid on September 2. and
that the balance of £46S3 0s. 3d. be carried forward

to next year's account. The retiring directors,

James S Eastes, Esq., Ashford, Kent, and Andrew
Paterson, Eiq , C.A., Edinburgh, were re-elected.

Dl8A QRANDIFLORA.—We have had sent for

our inspection by Mr. H. Bailey, the gardener at

The Briars, Reigate, some flowers of Disa grandi-

flora which are of an astonishingly large eiz -, most
of them measuring on arrival 5 inches from the tips

of the sepals to that of the lip. As cut flowers, these

Disas are admirable, lasting in water for quite one

week. Mr. Bailey has been successful in flowering

these plants for the past twelve years.

"Botanical Magazine."—The August number
contains coloured figures and descriptions of the

following plants :—

Prochynanthes Bulliana, Biker, t. 7427.—This is

the plant described by Mr. Baker in our columns in

1831, ii., 328, as Bravoa Bulliana. As a genus, it is

intermediate between Polianthes and Bravoa, having

bell-shaped purplish flowers, curiously bent down-
wards in the middle. It is a native of Mexico, and
flowered at Kew in 1894.

Saccolabium Mooreanum, Rolfe, t. 7428.

Spircsi bracteata, Sibel, t. 7429.—A Japanese

species, which has been called in gardens S. media
or S. rotundifolia, or S. rotundifolia var. media. We
hope the nomenclature may now be considered

settled.

Pyrus sikJcimemis. Hook. f.—A Himalayan Crab-

apple flowering at Kew, and presumably introduced

from Sikkim by Sir Jcseph Hooker.

Pleurothallin Scxpha, Rchb. f., in Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1874, vol. ii., 162.

Melon Growing and Artificial Manure —
The gardener at Minstead Manor forwards a photo-

graph of a Melon-house under his care, to show the

i ff ct of the Chelsea Manure. The manure, he says,

soon takes effect, and he was enabled to cut 175 fruits

from fifteen plants on which it w a« used, the total

weight of which was 4 cwt. 1 qr. 2 lb.

M. J VfiBQ'JE.—We hear with great concern of

the death of Al. Julien Vesque, one of the most
accomplished botanists of France. M. Vesque paid

great attention to physiological botany iu its applica-

tion to agriculture and gardening. Tne relation of

minute structure to function and the adaptations to

altered conditions were studied by him with success.

One of his latest works was a volume of the Suites au
Prodromus, devoted to a Monograph of tbeGuttifrrae, in

which the anatomical structure of the leaves is made
use of as a " character " to be utilised with others in

the discrimination and delimitation of species. We
have no doubt that similar monographs will iu luture

be compiled.

The Supplying of Bulbs to the London
PARKS.— Messrs. Jambs Carter & Co , seed mer-
chants, 237, 238, 216, and 97, High Holborn,
London, W.C., have again been honoured with the
commands of Her Majesty's Commissioner of Works
to Bupply the bulbs for the Royal Parks of London

;

and they have also received a similar favour from

the London County Council for the parks, gardens,

and open spaces under their control.

Book Notice.
'»

A Garden of Pleasure. By E. V. B.

(Elliot Stock.)

The pleasant articles in our columns descriptive of

a Buckinghamshire garden, and reprinted nnder the

title Days and Boies in a Garden are Btill held in

fresh remembrance. The present volume is of a

similar character. Its records pertain mostly, if not

entirely, to the same garden, and they are framed in

the same refined, sympathetic, and original way.

They are not meant to be criticised, but merely to

be read and enpyed. Oie or two points we may be

permitted to allude to, and first as to the gracious

remembrance of the gardener.

" And now, departing not from the custom which holds with
letters as with prefaces, and by which the last word is woat to

be the most important, a word must b* said for the Chief
Toiler oE the garden, in whose hands lies the responsibility of

success or failure. Perhaps there may not be many who
would choose a gardener on sueh lines as th:se; not
many would, so to speak, taks the candidate into

the garden, and pointing to a Cibbage or a Currant-bush,
give the order thus :— Dig a hole and plant that Currant
head downwards, and if forthwith the man did as he was
told without a word, eDgige him on the spot ! Yet I believe

such imperiousness does exist, and then—is fatal to the
girden. We may love d:arly our flowers; we may know
(or think we know) everything about them, and call them
all by their names. We miy believe we are Master, and that

things being done entirely under our directioas, everything
will grow, and all will be well. Yet nevertheless nothiDg
will grow, nothing will be well unless the girdeaer is also in

a sense, on his side, master. Waen hi * worcn is ascertained,

give him a freehand o?er all affiirs which ome specially

under his control. Give him a living interest in the garden
by letting him exercise his tiste (subject always to yours) in

planting and in arrangement of c >lo irs, &;., and by showing
your own constant interest in it ; and if the m in be possessed

of LTioi Intelligence and Ecperieace, if his heart is in his

work, if he has it in him to Suuesd, suceeed he will. The
girden and the girdener will grow, as it were, to understand

one another, and you to trust and understanl them both,

while your content an 1 g'adaess in the garden will increase

and grow with the years' increase. . . .

" And here a grateful tribute nimt had place, for the gar-

dener, Jesse Foulk by whose rare skill this plot grew into a

Garden of Pleasure, whose ceaseless care has maintained its

charm for three and twenty summers, and who completes the

Thirtieth year of his devoted service o i the 22nd of May (IS95),

with which well-omened date I close my Preface.*'

With such reciprocal gooi feeling all ought to go

well, and generally does go well, in spite of the con-

trarieties that always will arise in the best regulated

of gardens, from causes beyond the control of master

or man. To one other subject we may refer, in the

hop* that the authoress may clear the matter up

With reference to the introduction of the Pine-

apple to this country, there are tome discrepancies.

" E V. B." here tella us that John Traiescint lived

once at D>rney Court, near Maidenhead :
—

"There is some tradition that there he presented his Pine-

apple to Charles It, and it is not many years since a little

wavside public-house near retiinei still the sign of a Pine-

apple. The [Pine-apple] was the first grown in Eogland.

At Dorney Court there is an old engraving which represents

Tradescint kneeling before the KiDg in a garden presenting

his Pine-apple."
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So far " E V. B." Bat according to Johnson's

History of English Gardening, it was John Rose, gar-

dener to Chides IT., at St. James's Palace, who
presented his Majesty with the first Pine. "There
is a portrait of Rise in oils at Kensington Palace,

representing him giving the first Pine-apple culti-

vated in England to Charles II., whilst that monarch
was on a visit to Rise's mistress, the Daehesa of

Cleveland, at Downey (sic) Court, Buckingham-
shire." John Evelyn savs he saw the first Pine-
apple presented to the King in 1661, and twenty-

seven years later he was privileged at the Baoqueting-

honse to taste a piece from His Mejesty 's own plate
;

but apparently he was not courtier enough to fall

into ecstacies over it.

A copy in water-colours of the picture in

Kensington Palace above referred to, was in the

library of the Rival Horticultural Society even so

lately as the time when the Lindley Library was
housed in the nearly inaccessible shed at South
Kensington, but, unfortunately, it has disappeared,

and we believe it has not been seen since the trans-

fer of the books from S?uth Kensington to Victoria

Street. It may be that this Pine was not grown here,

bat in Holland.

In any case, we have Tradescant and Ro3e, St.

James's Palace, Kensington Palace, Darney Court,
and the Binqueting-houae, all mentioned in con-
nection with the first Pine grown in this country.

It is not likely that both the gardeners and all the
localities mentioned were concerned in the matter.
What, then, is the true version ?

It is probable that tbere ii some confusion
between the Pine imported from Barbados and
elsewhere, and that which was really ripened under
an English sun. It is also on record that another
CharleB, that is Charles V., was offered a Pine-apple,

but refused it, and declined to taste it. Better
authenticated cases of Pines presented for Royal
acceptance are that weighing 9 lb. 4 oz., and pre-

sented in Jane, 1820, to his Majesty George IV. by
John Eiwards, Esq., of Rheola, Glamorganshire.
In 1S21 another fruit of the same variety, and
weighing 10 lb. 8 oz., was grown at Siackpool" Court
Gardens by Mr. Bachan, gr. to Li. Cawdor, and for-

warded by the Rayal Horticultural Society to his

Majesty. Tnis fruit was served up at dessert at the
coronation banquet.

Our author's book has rendered us discursive. It
is permissible to be so in due season. Let those
interested in gardens who want a pleasant book to
stow away in their portmanteau for perusal during
vacation hours not forget this Garden of Pleasure.

RAVENSCOURT PARK, HAM-
MERSMITH.

Amosgst the smaller suburban parks under the
control ot the London County Council, this (aboot
35 acres in extent) certainly ranks as one of the
prettiest and best kept. The grounds here, when in
the possession of the late George Scott, Esq., were
laid-out by the famous landscape-gardener, Repton,
who made great improvements. A very fine avenue
of Elms leading to the house (now converted into a
Free Public Library) is a feature of the place. This
was formerly the Manor-house, and was called
Ravenscaurt, a capital mansion, built in the style of
the French architect, Maniart.
The place, has interesting horticultural asso-

ciations, for opposite to one of the main entrances to
the Park once lived Louis Weltjie.Eiq., at that time a
famous grower of Auriculas ; his name is still per-
petuated in Welrjie Rjad. Nat a stones-throw
from here lived, too, one who in his day made him-
self famous by his culture of Dahlias and Celery—
to wit, the late Charles Lidgard, of the C\d Thatched
House. Hammersmith will always be noteworthy
from a horticultural point of view in connection with
the very old firm of Lee.

Returning to the Park, it is a great boon as an
open space to the inhabitants of Hammersmith, with
its beautiful flower beds, stately trees, winding
walks, and sequestered seats, and lake. Several

improvements have recently been carried out. An
addition to the lake has been made by carrying the

water round some large trees, forming an island

which has greatly improved its appearance, and will

give increased facilities for skating.

The rough piece of ground adjoining the main
road has been laid out in beds and shrubberies, the

bare places between the newly-planted shrubs being

filled up with a good selection of Canterbury Bells,

Carnations, and various bedding plants, edged with

Violas, making quite a bright and pleasing display.

One long border was very gay with an edging of

Viola picturata, a profuse bloomer. The effect pro-

duced by these mixed borders is far preferable to the

formal lines so often seen. A great advantage

possessed by the mixed system is, that as the plants

go out of flower they can be replenished without

much trouble from the reserve-ground, not neces-

sitating the taking up whole lines of plants.

Pelargoniums are not used in any of the beds, but

in the mixed borders Fuchsias were largely used for

beds, and dotted on the grass; how effecti7e and
graceful they are used in the latter way ! A very

large scroll-bed (of which we give a sketch, fig. 44)

was an effective feature, being done in a free-hand

design, representing a trailing stem with leaves. The
main stem or scroll was composed of Alternanthera

versicolor, the large leaves were done with A,
magnifica, small leaves with A. aurea, the groundwork
being Sedum glaucum.

Several beds were edged with a very profuse

blooming dwarf white Alyssum, which I hare not

seen before. The rcckery here is getting established,

and is a source of interest when its various occupants

are in flower. It should be mentioned that the park

is well managed by Mr. W. B. Gingell, who has

effected several much - appreciated improvements

since he took charge some five years since.

Other plants used inthe design are Kleinia repens

for the larger leaf-veins, Alternanthera aurea for the

smaller ones, Echeveria secunda glauca for the

edging; whilst Herniaria glabra, green Sempervivum
and Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum are

also used in places which the limited size of our illus-

tration does not permit us to indicate specially. /. B.

Home Correspondence.

A NEW VARIETY OF GO08EBERRY.—I have sent
you a few Gooseberries for your inspection, which I

have named White Warrington, the result of a sport.

Never having seen any myself before, nor anyone
aDont here, I think they will be a great acquisition,
as every gaidener knows the good qualities of the
Red Warrington. I have two nice bushes, and have
had them for six years, and they always keep the
same. Please let me know if you have ever seen or
heard of any before. L Dm, yewhyth, Prestonkirk,
y.B, [It is identical in shape of berry, hairyness,
and flavour to the Red Warrington, and is likely to

become as great a favourite as a dessert varietv as
that one. The skin is fairly tough, as in the red
varietv, and the berry should be as good a keeper.
Ed]

PRESERVING FRUIT.—In reply to the various
queries of Mr. D. T. Fish in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of August 17, p. 180. upon the subject of preserving
fruit, I beg to submit the following replies :— 1. The
time for the development of the maximum properties

of the gelatinising of fruit in the process of preserv-

ing them should not exceed one hour. The time
must of necessity vary according to the juicyness of

the fruit. 2. Tne maximum time for the develop-
ment of fruit jelly should not exceed twenty minutes.
In a discussion which followed the delivery of Miss
Parloa's lecture, she repeated her remarks about
pectine, to impress upon the minds of the audience
the fact that much cooking of fruit in making jelly

tends to impair the quality of the jelly ; and that in

many cases the product is not jelly, because that
principle in the fruit had been expelled by the cook-
ing, leaving a thick syrupy fluid. 3. With regard to
the use of Lemon juice to keep fruit white after
paring, it would appear that the acid forms an
organic compound on the outsides of the frnit which
prevents the discolouring. 4. It is most probable
that sun-dried Strawberries are a luxury denied to
English housewives, J, J. Willis, Harpenden,

SLUG8 AND WORMS.—The animal which Mr.
Robert Warner mentions in your issue of the 17th
inst, under the name cf the " earth- slug " is evidently
a Testacella, which is the only British genus of

slugs which have an external shell (which is situated

at the end of the tail), and which feeds on live

worms. The large black slug, Arion ater, is re-

ported to eat worms, but my observations during
more than fifty years incline me to the belief that
Arion ater wants somebody to catch and kill a
worm before he could make a meal of it. W. T.,

Bishopsteignton.

SLUGS DESCENDING BY A LINE OF SLIME.—The
several communications in your last two numbers
are very interesting, but only confirm what has long
been known to students of British mollusca. If Mr.
Da B. Crawshay will kindly send me the next speci-

men he may find alive, I shall be pleased to identify

it for him. I suspect it may prove to be Limax
arborum, as I have caught this species coming down
from a tree in Kaole Park, Sevenoaks, within a mile
of Mr. Crawshay's house. 0;her sings known to

descend and climb, are L. agrestis, which is creamy
or pale grey, and about 1 inch long; and L. Sowerbii
(formerly known as L. carinatus), which is chocolate-
coloured, has an orange keel down the middle of the
back, and is 2 inches long. Both these species are

common at Sevenoaks. W. Thomson, Bishopsteignton,

South Devon,

FAILURE OF PLANTS OF SUMMER-FLOWERING
ASTER3. — I send herewith two or three Asters
which have gone to the bad. Can you tell me in

your next issue the cause, and, if possible, the

remedy ? I have only lost about a dozen plants in

this way. They are perfectly healthy one day, and
next morning they look as if the leather-grub had
been doing his worst, but I have not been able to

find the culprit. I am told that a gentleman in

Soalding, whom I know very well, paid no less than
£S this year for Aster seed and plants. He has a
very extensive garden, and I have bat a small one ;

notwithstanding this, however, I have at the present
moment perhaps the finest show of Asters in the

district. It is very annoying to have your plants go
off just as they are coming into bloom, and I hear
that his plants have aerved him the same trick.

Any information or advice will be thankfully received
by Robert King. [An expert to whom we sent the
plants writes:—' The plants are perfectly free from
all forms of fungoid disease, and I cannot Buggest

any cause for their peculiar behaviour. G. M." Ed.]

BEDDING ARRANGEMENTS IN 8T. JAMES'S
PARK.—On entering th» park from the entrance on
the western side of the Horse Guards Parade-ground,
on the left will be seen soaie groups of plants on
tbe grass, consisting of Dracaenas, mixed Fuchsias,

and Heliotropes, which now look very well. Going
farther west, we come to a mixed border of Fuchsias,
Heliotropes, Caunas, Marguerites, Xfcotiana afinnis,

Pentstemons, &c, tarnishing a grand appearance.
Here are also five beds (three circles and two
oblongs) ; the oblong btdi are planted with Ivy-
leaved Pelargoniums Ryecroft Surprise, with a carpet
of mixed Viola?. Three circlet:—The centre bed
is Fuchsia Mariuka, having a carpet of Alternan-
thera major; the two end beds looking very good,
being planted with Fachsia Mrs. Rindell, having a
carpet of Alternanthera major, and some dot plants

of Abntilon Boule de Neige. At the rear of these

beds is a large circular bed, planted with mixed
sub-tropical plants, which are doing well. Still

farther west is a dell having plants of Musa Easete
and Palms, plunged in the grass, and presenting
quite a tropical appearance Moat of the borders

in the park have their margins planted with the
usual summer bedding plants. Bold massive groups
of Iris, Polygonum, and other plants at the edge of

the ornamental water give the park quite a unique
and tffective finish. In the square near the Houses
of Parliament there are some beds which at the
present time are doing well ; they are planted with
Fuchsias, Pelargonium?, Cannas, and Eucalyptus.
Considering that they are surrounded by dusty roads

and other unfavourable conditions, it amply demon-
strates what can be done in a girdening way in what
may be called the heart of London. J, B.

THE DOUBLE ROCKET.—Of this old inhabitant

of our gardens there are three varieties, as far as my
own knowledge goes—viz., the true double white,

which one finds in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and the

north, which does not appear to do well in the

southern counties; tbe taller and more robust-grow-

ing French white, the flowers of which when they

I
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age become tinted with pale lilac ; and the doable
purple, which ia inferior af a decorative plant to

either of the foregoing. A fourth might be added

—

the doable yellow-flowered Birbarea vulgaris, which
ia known in soma localities aa the doable yellow
Rocket. The first three appear to be getting scarce
plants, they were scarce fifty years ago, and it some-
times does badly, and hence it appears to be worn
oat. I do not believe that the plant is worn oat

;

any loss of vigour may, I think, be owing to im-
proper culture or neglect. Tbe double Rocket is a
plant that declines in health as soon as it is

neglected, and there is no doubt but that the
fine specimens sometimes met with in cottage
gardens are petted plants, and therefore well
looked after. Of methods of propagation, that
by means of cuttings is preferable to division
of the roots in September. The advantage
of propagating by cuttings is that the plants
have more time to establish themselves before in-

clement weather sets in. Cuttings should be taken
when the shoots are 10 to 12 inches in length,
dividing them into three joints in leagtb, the

•ome flattering notes I made last year of the fine

trees seen in the Bournemouth Cemetery. These
were pictures of health, verdure, and beauty, with no
trace of the mating or dying off the lower branches

that so often mars the symmetry and beauty of

Arancarias. The lines along each side of the main
walks were in robust health, and specially green and
flourishing. It seems a mistake to call any number
of lines of Chili Pines avenues, as most of us asso-

ciate the name with lines of overarching verdure and
beauty, and it would be impossible for Araucariae to

form such avenues, however high or wide they might
grow. Nevertheless, regular lines or ranks of

stately Araucarias, or groups or masses of them,
where they do as well as around Bournemouth,
Bicton, and a few other places, have a striking and a

very original appearance. Possibly, Mr. Ward is

right about the soil being somewhat light sandy peat
about Bournemouth. The common Scotch and other
Firs thrive well in it, and so does the Arancaria.
And yet I have seen the Chili Pine do well on loams
of various texture. Provided the latter is well

drained, fairly dry, a moist genial atmosphere has

that were in water on ths counter, viz.. Lottie Eck-
ford, Emily Henderson, and Princess Beatrice. The
first being white tipped with blue, the second
a well-known white, and the third a deep pink.

[Hi did what he undertook to do, although the
dowers weri changed into other glasses, and cor-

rectly naming each of tbe three varieties by its

fragrance only. The manner in which the testiog

was done is given in the words of an onlooker,

and is too long for us to insert. Ed ] I do not give

thia through egotism to the readera or the Gardeners'

Chronicle as being anything wonderful, but venture

to suggest that colour in flowers may have some-
thing to do with perfume. In Roses, for instance,

the rich crimsons are always the richest in odour.

[How about Marechal Niel ? Ed.]; and I thiik Rose-
growers may, blindfolded, be able to do with Roses
what I did with Sweet Peas. Certainly the one called

Cardinal, in scarlet, is to my mind, almost the finest

in perfume, excepting Princess Beatrice, a rich pink.

The variety Emily Henderson is the weakest, but

the best of whites. What say your readers? Wm.
Baylor Hartland, Aral Cairn, Cork.

Fig. 44.

—

carpet-bed, bavenswobth park, hammersmith, (see p. 216.)

terminal bad being taken out, otherwise it may
become a blooming shoot. A bed for the reception

of the cuttings should be prepared under a wall, or

better still, in a small frame; and a compost for

them to be inserted in, made up by mixing three-

parts of good mellow loam with one of sharp sand,
taking care the latter is in quantity near the surface.

The cuttings should be inserted with two eyes or

buds below the surface ; a good sprinkling is then
given, the light placed on the frame, and the
cuttings shaded from the sun, water being afforded

as may be required. When treated in this

way, cuttings rarely fail to root. An old
gardener, who was very successful with the
culture of the double Rocket, states:—"Where it

is wished to grow thia plant in a high state of per-
fection, care should be taken that no manure what-
ever forms a part of the soil in which they are
planted, aa it will cau3e a strong exuberant growth,
and materially diminish the chancea of propagation,
either by cattiogs or division." The double
Rocket does well in a good fresh loam, with which
a little leaf-soil may be mixed if thought to be too
heavy ; ia such the plants will grow stocky, they will
throw up many stems, and bloom in thick dense
spikes 1 foot or so in length. Some of the old
growers who made a pet of this plant would allow
their plants to bloom but twice only, considering
they bad reached their highest stage of perfection
when they flowered the second time. A few cuttings
should therefore be struck every year, so that a
succession of plants may be assured. E. D.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA AT BOURNEMOUTH —
Mr. H. W. Ward's remarks about t he fine Chili Pinea
at B-ankaome Evan Park. Atderbury Vicarage, in

the Gardeners' Chronicle for July 20, reminds me of

probably more to do with its verdure and health than
any particular soil. At Castle Kenoedy in Scotland,
as well aa in other genial places throughout the
United Kingdom, fine Araucarias may be met with.

But in Eaat Anglia, the climate seems too dry for it. I

had, however, a fine specimen under my care for some
years at Glevering Hall near Woodbridge; this was
said to be one of the earliest imported. For many
years it coatiuued a picture of health and beauty.

No surface care, however, nor top-dreaaing could

stop the bottom branches from rusting off.

This fine specimen, however, was on heavy
loam. Oihers on lighter soils, however, followed

its example after a time, and the mBJ >rity of

the Coili Pines in many moist localities.

Even at Bicton in Dsvon, under the skilful culture

and planting of the late Mr. James Barnes, so dis-

tinguished for his cultivation of this and other hardy
and semi-hardy treea and shrubs, and where the

Arancaria grew so freely, and coned so well, that

not a few began to see in it a future source of food

grown in these islands, not a few of the fine stately

treea became more or leaa ragged. And Mr. Barnes'

bold venture of growing and ripening Pine-apples in

the open air i8 about as likely to be realised as the

successful culture of the Ctiili Pine to the highest

perfection of symmetry and verdure. D. T. F.

COLOUR AND PERFUME IN SWEET PEA8—Have
any of your readers observed how different are the

perfumes of Sweet Peas? Some of them have that

of the Rose, all more or lesi quite distinct from each

other. Tbe white varieties are particularly weak in

odour, while the acarlets and pinks are very strong.

To-day I ventured to suggest to a few friends, and my
warehouse assistants, that I could blind-folded tell

the names and colours of three very distinct varieties

Law Notes.

THE NATIVE GUANO CO. v. HIBBERD.

In the City of London Court, before Mr. Com-
missioner Kerr, the case of the Native Guano Co.

Ltd. u. Hibberd was beard, in which the plaintiff

company, of 1:9, New Bridge Street, E.C.. sought to

recover from the defendant, Mr. Henry Hibberd, gar-

dener, Grange View, Batley, Hants, the sum of £3
for guano supplied. Mr. James Welfare appeared for

the plaintiff company. The defendant said the reason

he declined to pay for the guano was because the

material which waa ssnt to him turned out to be

different to what it was represented he should have.

He had to give it a trial before he knew what it waa

like, and so he had broken into it. As soon as he

found out what it was really like he wrote to the

plaintiff company and disputed bis liability. Mr.

Commissioner Kerr said it might be useful to the

defendant and others to know that when he received

goods which were not according to the representation

he should at once return them, and on no account

keep them on his premises. He had been telling

people so for a long time, but they did not seem to

pay attention to what he told them. Trie defendant

might bring an action for damages if he liked, but in

future he must see that he received the right stuff.

For thirty years be had been warning people against

the advertised stuffs which were continually sold. Tbe
only thing he could do was to find for the plaintiffs

for the amount claimed, and give them the costs of

the litigation.

r
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A Question in the Seed Trade.

Mesara. Toogood & Sons, teedimen, were sum-

moned before the Southampton magistrates on Tues-

day for eelling seeds improperly described. Mr. E. J.

Trustraru prosecuted, and Mr. Page defended. The
question raised was whether the seed trade generally

was allowed to sell a particular kind of seed which

has been named after the original producer, or

whether the inference should be gathered that in

consequence of that seed having a particular pro-

ducer's name, it must necessarily have been pro-

duced by him. Mr. Shephard, aeedaman, of Stock-

bridge stated that after many years' trial he had

produced Sbephard's Kale, which was registered as

a trade-mark, and which he supplied to farmers only,

and not wholesale. He had never supplied any to

Mesirs. Toogood, and the seed sold by them was

inferior to his. He claimed that there had been an

infringement of his trade-mark, and that when a

personal name was put to a seed it was supposed to

be grown by that person. He would not swear as

to the custom of the trade, but only as to Kale.

After formal evidence of purchase, it was agreed to

adjourn the case nntil September 11, counsel stating

that the case was so important that it might go to

the House of Lords. It was intimated there was a

perfect defence, and that the defendants had only

followed the custom of the trade. Times.

LOW'S GEOUND-COMPASSES.
As the ground Beason will soon be upon us, when

many will be busy renovating old and laying out

new gardens, permit me to direct the attention of

your readers to this useful patent of Mr. Low, for

many years the Rardener to the Duke of Grafton at

Euston JPark. In this position Mr. Low has had

much experience, not only in the furnishing of the

flower-gardens, but has likewise had much practice

in remodelling and making the major portion of

them on new and more graceful lines. The character

of the garden, as well as of the mansion, almost

necessitated formal or geometrical treatment, and

all who have had any experience in such work know
what material help may be derived in the laying-out

of flower-beds and borders from reliable compasses

4 feet long with a radius of 6 feet to 6 inches or less.

Thus necessity as usual became the mother of

this most useful invention, which X have found to do

readily and well all the work promised for it, and

more than is promised in Mr. Low's proBpectua.

They are superior to any others I have used lor

landscape-work, in their neatness, fixity, certainty,

and durability. As seen at a glance by the woodcut

(fig. 45, p. 219), the staff shows the patent compasses

at rest, posing or reposing. A sight-staff for the form-

ing of perpendiculars, b, shows them at work with

the left leg resting on a solid base, and the right

fixed to any given radius by the slender connecting-

rail, secured in position through the small thumb-
screw on the opposite or describing leg ; the com-
passes also secure fixity of depth and certainty of

radius. The iquare block, pushed into the ground,

with its brass- furnished hole, for the stable leg,

securing the first, and the connecting-spline and
thumb-screw the second. What these two conditions

are, and how much they mean, can only be thoroughly

understood by those who have had to layout difficult

and delicate designs with common compasses.

As to durability, both legs are shod with brasv,

and the wood is of the best, and thoroughly seasoned.

For setting out small holdings, allotments of fruit,

flower, or vegetable gardens, walk?, measuring the

distances between fruit trees and bushes, or other

crops, setting out smalls, these compasses form the

handiest of all measuring-rods. I). T. F.

Black Currant x Gooseberry.—A fruiting speoimen of this

hybrid was sent by Mr. Culverwell. It was previously

received and described in the minutes of the Scientific Com-

mittee for June, 1890. The fruits are small, and have a very

slight ta&te of the Black Currant. The bark reveals the scent

more distinctly, while the Bkin of the fruit has the glandular

hairs of the latter mixed with the ordinary hairs of the

Gooseberry.

Lilies Diseased.—Speoimens of the foliage of L. Lowi and

L. nepalense were received from Messrs. Wallace, of Col-

chester, attacked by apparently the too common " Lily disease
"

fuogus. Bordeaux Mixture is suggested as the best remedy.

He observed that the disease in his garden only attacks the

Lilies received from Burmah. It was formerly thought that

burning was the only means of exterminat'on ; but experience

has shown that the bulbs may not be at all injured, and that

as the disease may be very prevalent one year and very scarce

the next, it will be better in future to leave the bulbs, only

destroying the serial portions attacked.

Lime and Bees.—A spray of a Lime tree was received from
Mr. F, Enock of 21, Manor Gardens, Holloway, to be named.
It proved to be Tilia petiolaris, D.C. He also observed that

numerous dead bees were found under the tree, suggesting

that the honey might be of a poisonous nature. In a com-
munication from Kew, whither the specimen had been sent,

it is observed :
—" We have long noticed at Kew that bees are

killed after visiting the flowers, and quite a circle of dead
bodies are found under the branches every summer.'' Mr.
McLacalan remarked that this occurrence has been long

known to entomologists, and by the watching of the trees by
Mr. E. Saunders he found that the death oE the bees was
caused by the attacks of tomtits, apparently by extracting their

honey-bag*.

Lettuces attache i by Aphides.—Plants received from the

Chiswick Gardens showed the roots to be badly infested by
these insects. They were forwarded to Mr. G. B. Buckton
for further examination.

Potatos Diseased.—A communication was received from
Mr. Ashley, Elmcroft, Staines, stating that " the leaves

appear to be spotted with brown, where holes appear ; the
leaves subsequently curl up. The disease occurs in patches,

and gradually spreads. It. is not confined to one Bort of

Potato alone. I noticed the same disease on same early

Potatos about two months ago, and washed the leaves with
very weak paraffin and water. (This seemed to stop it."

Having been forwarded to Kew for examination, the report

is as follows :—" The young leaves are in the first instance

punctured by an insect; the wounds made are the points

afterwards attacked by a microscopic faogus—Macrosporium
Solani—which completely destroys the tissue, hence the holes

in the leaves. Spraying with Bordeaux Mixture will destroy
both insect and fungus ; but if a solution of very weak paraffin

has proved effectual it woul 1 be wise to continue its use

The great point in spraying, whatever solution is used, is to

thoroughly wet tbe leaves. A little soft-soap mixed with the

liquid assists in doing this."

Photo of Cedru: Deodara Struck by Lightning. — Mr.
Weathers exhibited a photograph, taken at Kew at 7 a.m.,

August 12. It represented a Deodara which was shattered by
lightning on the night of August 10. The main trunk is

cleft in twain almost to the base, while large splinters and
branches are scattered about. The wood is perfectly sound,
and shows no signs of charring. The tree was about 30 feet in

height.

Castnnea vesca, Femile replacing Male Flowsrs. — Mr.
Henslow exhibited specimens of this exchange of Bex, as

being particularly abundant on a Cnesfcuut-tree this season ;

a probable result of the climate, as it is well known that
external conditions often decide which sex shall p*edominate
when a plant is naturally bi-sexual. He alluded to experi-

ments by Mr. Meehan, Hoffman, and his own, in which seeds

of bi-sexual plant* gave rise to various proportions of males
and fern lies, according as they are sown very thickly or thinly.

Societies.
• -

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

August 13

—

Present: Dr. M. T. Maseru, in the
chair; with M *. McL*chlan, Mr. Bu-b.dge, Mr.
Weatnerr, and Its v. G. il-n»luw, Hon. Sec.

Fruit Committee.

August 16.

—

Present, at Chiswick, were H. Bil-
dersoo, Eiq., in the chair; and Messrs. J, Willard,

G. Wythes, J. Hudson, Mr. Fife, A. Dean, W. Farr,

J. Cheal, and J. Smith. The committee's attention

was first drawn to the Tomatos in pots, of which
there is in various houses a very large and well-grown
collection ; very few, however, are really new, and
none seemed to show anything specially meritorious

beyond what can be seen on established varieties.

Tbe following had previous awards of three marks or

of certificates, granted at the Drill Hall, confirmed :

—

Golden Princess, fine deep golden fruits, very handsome and

prolific; TenDis Bill, fruits freely produced in good clusters,

medium-size, round, rich colour, and pretty; Comet, large,

handsome, smooth, round red fruits; Sutton's Dessert, smallish

fruits, borne in clusters, scarlet ; and Sutton's Golden Nugget,

a counterpart tf the previous one, fruits rich yellow, bjth

abundant fruiters as dessert varieties; Frogmore selected, a

large handsome free-fruiting variety, eoarlet colour; Duke of

York, recently certificated at the Drill Hall, also having fine

scarlet fruits; Chemin, a well-known scarlet-fruitel variety,

and the better known Conference. Two sorts not previously

noted, were Sutton's Early July, an improved open-air. and

the cherry-&hap°d, a very old sort, fruit small, round, scarlet,

and borne in rasemes, specially mentioned for its high flavour

as a dessert variety. Each had three marks awarded.

Runner Beans next Ctime under notice, those of British

stocks being generally excellent; whilst Continental varie-

ties seem to have suffered from the cold rains. Of the

Scarlet or rough Runner types, Sutton's Prize-winner, a

splendid long green Bean ; Sutton's Al, also good ; Leviathan

a splendid cropper and handsome sample, all scarlets ; and

Capp's White Runner, a fine and very prolific white- flowered

variety, had each three marks awarded. Of smooth runners

the only ones regarded as worthy of special notice were

Sutton's Tender-and-True, and Veitch's Climbing French Beans,

previous awards being confirmed ; tbe committee, however,

seeing these two Beans growing here together under precisely

similar conditions, came to ihe important conclusion that they

are absolutely identical, they all the same leave to others to

determine under which o£ tha above name* the variety ah ill

henceforth be recognised.

The adjoining trial oE Cabbages wa? then inspected, there

being a first-rate growth on all. Or the dwarf early varieties,

the bast stocks were Improved Nonpareil, from Messrs.

Nutting- St S0N3, and Messrs. J, Veitch & Sons, both of

which received three marks. A better dwarf Cabbage could

hardly be found anywhere. Of succession varieties, the best

were Sutton's Earliest, Barr's Bist of All, Vilmorin's Express,

and Les Etampes, all of which the committee regarded as of

the same stock, and a first-rate one. This is probably the best

mid-season Cabbage in cultivation.

Red Cabbages were also noted, the stocks of Benary,

Vilmorin, and Sutton's Dwarf being the best, also very dwarf,

early, and compact. A final deoision as to the merits of these

will be given at a later meeting, when the Potatos will have

to be examined. Of these there is a large trial, but, like

Potato3 everywhere, the growth is excessively strong. A few

early Turnips were also examined, but were regarded as of no
special merit.

CHAULWOOD AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

August 7.—Charlwood is a village lying near to

Crawley, on the verga of the boundary of Surrey
and Sussex, and near to the fruit nurseries of Messrr.

Cheal & Sons. For several years past a small cotta-

gers' show has been held, this year it took the form
of a district show, extending its operations over a

wider range, and prizM were offered for the first

time for gentlemen's gardeners' competition. So good
was the exhibition that it promises well for the

future, and with Mr. Joseph Cheal as general director,

there is a useful future opnniog bafore the Society.

A large number of country people came to see it,

despite the threatening weather.

Tables of plant", occupyiog a space of 12 feet superficial

—

a feature obviously copied from the Brighton shows— were an
excellent feature. Mr. Thos. Sparkes, gr. to A. A. Dorotv,
Esq.. taking the 1st prize ; the 2nd going to Mr. Dancy, gr. to

C. Gordon Sloane, Esq. This is a very useful class, as it is a
means ofeducationforyouoggardeners. Someusefultable plants

were shown. Mr.Davis.gr. to J. Covell, Esq., taking the
let prize, though all shown were rather too large ; he also had
the leading prize for six quarter-specimen Ferns, well-grown,

and very healthy. One often sees in coantry districts some-
thing of exceptional quality, and it was the case in the class

for six Coleus in which special prizes were offered by the Hon.
H. Cobitt, M.P., as Mr. Dane/ had six plants, admirably
grown and coloured bushes of distinct varieties that were a
great deal better than anything we saw at Leicester oa the

previous day ; Borne rather larger plants, also well grown, took

the 2nd prize, but the exhibitor's name did not transpire.

Mr. N. Tanner, gr. to Mrs. Brougkton Stirling. Lovell

Heath Lodge, had six very good double flowered Begonias,

which took the 1st prize. Plants were also thown by amateurs.
Cut flowers formed a strong point. With twelve varieties,

Mr. E. Brown, gr. to M. W. Morris, Esq , a young gardener

who promises well as an exhibitor, had African Marigolds,

Chrysanthemums, Coreopsis coronata, Picotees, Begonias, &c,
all in good character; Mr. Davis wa9 placed 2ad.

The special prizes offered by C. G. Sloane, Esq , for twelve
bunches of Cactus and decorative Dahlias brought a good com-
petition, and Mr. E. Brown, who has already made his mark
at the Crystal Palace Dahlia show, was placed 1st with excel-

lent blooms of Delicata, Gloriosa, Mrs. Peart, Lady Penzance,

R. Cannell, Matchless, Bertha Mawley, Juarezii, St?, ; Mr. G.
Dancv. came and, having rather more of the decorative

varieties. With six bunches Mr. Brown wasagaia 1st, having
in good character Mrs. Douglas, Matchless, R. Cannell, Lady
Penzance, Delicata, and Beauty of Wilts; Mr. Dancy; was
2nd, his best bunches being R. Cannell, Bertha Mawley, Mrs.

Peart, and Keynerith.

Asters were somewhat sparingly represented, the weather
having told upon the blooms.

Fruit was invited by special prizes from M^s. Broughton-
Stirling ; for hix dishes, Mr. Davis taking the 1st prizes

with Black Grape?, Peaches, Plums, Melons, fifcc, Mr. Davis
ha 1 the best two bunches of Black Grapes; Mr. Sparks was
2nd. Mr, Danct had a very fine lot ol twelve Tomatos, Mr.
Davis was placed 2nd.

That vegetables are well grown hereabouts was conclusively

fehown in the high quality of not a few which were staged.

Mr. Brown took the 1st in Messrs. Cheal St Son's special

prizes for six dishes of vegetables oE their own stocks, and he
had very fine Cauliflowers, Carrots, Potatos, Peas, Onions, and
Scarlet Runners; Mr. Sparks was 2nd.

G. O. M. Hebron, Esq , also offered special prizes for

dishes, shown by amateurs. Mr. Peters was 1st, and Mr.
Greenfield 2nd.

In the amateurs' division, Mr. W. Greenfield was 1st with
a plate of Potatos, and also with six varieties of fiuit.
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In the way of miscellaneous exhibits, Messrs. J. Cheal &
Son pat up a large collection of hardy cut flowers, pretty

Violas in bunches, Cactus, Pompon and single Dahlias,

Gladioli, &.; , with Bpgonitis in pots, Palms and Ferns at the

back, a very fine feature. Mr. F. Frank Hudson, Gun-
nerabury House, set up three charming Epergues, arranged

with fine good taste, some of the new hardy water LilieB

from America being specially attractive; and Mr. Spinks,
florist, Horley, had a collection of cut blooms of various types

of cut Dahlias, all of which were highly commended.

STOKE POGE3 FLOWER SHOW.
August 7.—This flhow was held in the grounds of

H. Howard-Vjse, Esq., Stoke Place, near Slough, on
the above date. Toe horticultural society of this

place was started in quite a small way, but it has

now attained considerable importance. On this

occasion the groups of plants arranged for effect were
very good, and with a few other exhibits, filled a

large tent.

The groups were of semi circular form, to cover 10 feet

square, and tbe 1st prize was well won by Mr. Page, gr. to

H. Howard-Vyse, Es}. ; he had a centre Palm, a Kentia, with
beautifully-coloured Crotons and Eulalias, Francoa ramosa,

Oncidium flexuosum, and Lilies, with a groundwork of Adian-

tum and Caladium argyrites. Mr. E. Johnson, gr. to

A. Gilliat, Esq., was a good 2nd; and he had some very fine

white Campanulas, in' his group, good Gloxinias and Lilies,

and Francoa ramosa, with a groundwork of Miidenhair, edged

with Panicum variegatum. 3rd, Mr. Capp, gr, to Sir C.

Piggott, Wexham Park, whose plants were good, but the

arrangement rather heavy.

For six kinds of fruit, Mr. Johnson was 1st ; and in the

vegetable classes this exhibitor held the same position both for

eight and six kinds, with splendid produce,

Mr. Kemp, gr. to W. Bryant, Esq., Stoke Park, arranged

a fine group of plants, not for competition, his Pancratiums

being especially fine; and Mr. Turner, Slough, had a good

display of cut Roses and herbaceous flowers.

SEVENOAKS HORTICULTURAL.
August 7. — The twenty-eighth show of this

society was held in favourable weather on the above
date in Koole Park, and was of the usual character,

nothing apparently being of especial merit or out of

the ordinary run.

There were plant-groups in which Mr. Gibson, gardener at

Halatead Place, was the winner of the 1st prize ; a specimen-

plant class with Mr. Sutton, gardener at Chevening Park, as

the best man ; Mr. Hatton took the lead in a miscellaneous

collection of plants, and one of Ferns.

Roses, Asters, cut flowers of the stove, greenhouse, and open

border were shown. Mr. Snow was the lucky exhibitor of the

best six dishes of fiuit in as many kinds ; and Mr. Tayler, of

Forest Hill, S.E., had the finest Black Grapes ; and Mr. OsaiAN,

Chertsey, the best white ones.

Vegetables, table decorations, &c, and special prizes, in-

cluding Messrs. H. Cannell 4 Sons' "Star of Honour" for the

beat twelve distinct dishes of Vegetables, and a box of cut

flowers, was won by Mr. R. Edwards ; and a Cottagers' side

complete the more important exhibits.

taken 1st prize at the Wilts Horticultural Society's Show.
These plants consisted of well-grown and finely- flowered

double and single-flowered varieties, the foliage being ample,

and the flowers large and fine in every respect. Mr. BEDFORD,
Harnham Nurseries, Salisbury, came into the 2nd place with
fairly good plants. The last-mentioned exhibitor was far in

advance of other competitors in the class for six Fuchsias,

staging sized pyramidally-trained plants, fresh-looking, in

regard to the foliage, and well-flowered.

Groups of miscellaneous joints, arranged fjr effect, form
an important feature in most ehowj of any standing.

The groups arranged this year at Salisbury fairly eclipsed all

previous endeavours in this direction ; they were light, and
quite devoid of formality in most cases. Of the groups

arranged in the open and gentlemen's gardeners' classes,

central plants consisted of Palms, backed up with smaller

ones—Codieeums, Draceenas, Tuberose?, Bridal Wreath,
Francoa ramosa, Caladium argyrites, Cattleyas, Oncidium
incurvum, &c, being advantegeously employed in most of the

winning groups, on a groundwork of Maidenhair Fern, the

whole being, as a rule, edged with Panicum variegatum, and
small plants of Maidenhair Ferns

;
plants of irregular heights

and diversified habit and colour of foliage and flower being

arranged with telling effect by Mr, Wills ; Mr. Carr, gr. to

W. A. Gillett, Esq., Bishopstoke; and Mr. A. Robey, in

the open class, and by Mr, Carr. Mr. Peel, and Mr. Robey,
in the gentlemen's gardeners' class, and .who took theorizes

^

wilts horticultural-
August 14—With fine weather, and in the place

for holding the show, the Wilts Horticultural

Society's annual exhibition was especially favoured

this year. The site of the show was located in the

grounds of the Bishop's Palace at Salisbury ; and the

Committee and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. G. Wyatt,

are to be congratulated upon the well-merited

success attending the show.

As usual. Mr. Cypher secured the higher awards, including

that for twelve stove and greenhouse plants. His very fine

plants consisted oE Stephanotia floribunda, Ixora Williamsii,

Erica Austiniana, Clerodendron Thomsonianum var. Balfourii,

Statice profusa, Phoonocoma prolifera Barneaii, two grandly-

flowered plants ; Codieeums Sunset and anguatifolium, beauti-

fully coloured ; Kentiaa Foateriana and auatralis, Cycas

circinalia, and Latania borbonica. Mr. Thomas Wilkins, gr.

to Lady Theodora Guest, Inwood House, Henstridge, and
Mr. Wills, Shirley, securing 2nd and 3rd prizes respectively.

The 1st and 2nd prize3 for nine stove and greenhouse plants,

five to be foliage and four in bloom, went to Mr. W. Peel, gr.,

to Miss Todd, Shirley, and Mr. Wills ; Codiceum Queen
Victoria and C. Johannia, Kentia Foateriana, and Ixora

Williamaii bsing the more noteworthy exhibits.

The competition between Mr. WiLKtss and Mr. Hall, gr.

to Loulsa Lady Ashburton, Melchet Court, Romsey, in the

class for six distinct exotic Ferns, was severe, the prizea,

after a considerable amount of time had been spent con-

sidering the plants and the awards to be made, were at last

given in the order in which wa place the names. Divallia

fijiensis plumo3a, D. Mooreana, and Adiantum cuaeatum
were the best in Mr. Wilcins' lot.

Six Tub irons-rooted Begonias, shown by Mr. A. Robey, gr. to

Captain H. Greenwood, Harnham Cliff, Salisbury, were a

long way in advance of those staged in that class, this being

the sixth year in succession that Mr. Bobey's Begonias have

Read, Esq., Westwood, Salisbury, and he was closely followed
by Mr. Mitchell, Chilwell Manor, Romsey, who had bunches
slightly smaller, but more compact, otherwise fine in all

respects.

Midreafield Court Grapes were excellently shown by Mr.
Smith, gr., The Palace, Salisbury; by Mr. Ward, and Mr.
Warden, gr. to Sir F. H. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park,
Saliabuiy. Three bunches of Mrs. Pearson, of fine eizc and
handsome outline, but requiring a month or six weeks to
make perfect, secured the 1st place for Mr. Gardener, gr. to
Col. H. S. Bates, Twyford, Winchester, in the class for any
other white Grape than Buckland Sweetwater and Foster's
Seedling.

Plums made a good clas9. A dozen fine fruits of Guthrie's
Late Gage, perfectly ripe, shown by Mr. Ward, took 1st prize,

while grand fruits of Late Admirable Peach gained a like

distinction for Mr. Inglefield ; and a dish of Elruge Nec-
tarines, staged by Mr. Solman, Pyt House, Lisbury, gained a
similar award.
Apples were well represented. W. Falford, gr. to Earl

Nelson, Trafalgar Park, Salisbury, who was 1st for three
dishes of dessert varieties, staging grandly coloured fruits of
Beauty of Bath. Early Harvest, and Red Astrachan ; while
fine fruits of The Queen, Todlington Seedling, and Lord
Suffield gained chief honours for Mr. Smith.

Collections of Vegetables, consisting uf twelve kinds, made
a good show. Mr. Wilkins was 1st for an admirable collec-

tion. Mr. R. West, Northlands, Salisbury, was the most
successful exhibitor in the cut flower classes, which for the

most part were well filled with generally first-rate exhibits.

Non-competitive Exhibits were contributed by Messrs.

Keynes & Co., who arranged a grand lot ef Dahlias, &c.

;

Mr. Ladhams, Shirley, had a collection of herbaceous flowers;

Mr. Bedford had miscellaneous plants.

®

jj

c
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in the order in which their names appear in both of the
classes. Mr. Bedford had also creditable groups, which in
both classes covered a semicircle of 12 feet radius. A nice

flowering plant of Dendrobium formosum giganteuin showed
off to advantage in Mr. Robay'a group.

In the principal class confined to amateurs, Mr. Pearoe,
High Street, Salisbury, won the Five-guinea Cup given by the
Mayor of Salisbury, in a f Airly g>od competition ; the plants
arranged in a semicircle of 10 feet radius, had been carefully
selected and judiciously arranged. Mr. Scammell, gr. to G. R.
Kendal, Esq , Wilton, took lBt place in a^smaller group class.

Fruit.

On the whole, fruit made a good show. Mr. H. W. Ward,
Longford Castle, Salisbury, secured the 1st place for a collec-

tion of eight kinds, with good full bunches of Madresfield

Court and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, good in berry, and of

excellent colour ; Hero of Lockinge Melon, Prince of Wales
Peach, fine in size and colour; Brunswick Figs, Apricots,

Clapp'a Favourite Pear, and medium-sized Pitmoaton Orange
Nectarine. Mr. Inglefield, gr. to Sir John Kelk, Bart., Ted-
worth, Marlborough, 2nd, had very fine Late Admirable P««che<s (

Pineapple Nectarines, and medium-sized bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, fine in berry and colour, in his collection.

Pine apples were not extensively shown, Messrs. Ward and
Hall taking 1st and 2nd przes in the order of their names,
the former showing a good-sized fruit of Smooth-leaved
Cayenne, and the latter a medium-sized fruit of the Queen.

Grapes, especially Black Hamburgh?, wore well represented.

Three large solid bunches of Muscat of Alexandria from
Longford, fine in berry and colour, easily secured the 1st place.

Black Hamburgh Grape* that were good in bunch, berry,

and finish, gained 1st position for Mr. J. Chalk, gr. to G.

BISH OP'S STORTFORB HORTIC UL-
TTTRAti.

August 14.—The annual exhibition of this Society
was held in the grounds of the Grange, Bishop's

Ssortford, by permission of J. Barker, Esq. The
schedule is a very comprehensive one, the classes

were well filled, and the groups of plants here, as

elsewhere, formed an interesting feature. Altogether
it was an excellent show.

There were five groups, and the best wis from the gardens
of Sir Jas. Bltth, Bart., Wood House. Stansted (g-,, Mr.
W. J. Richardson); conspicuoui as a background to tbe group
were tall Campinulas, Lilies, Cilidtums &c, upon a carcet
of Adiantums. Groups of siagle and double-notvered Begonias
are always a nice feiture at this show, and one tent was set

apart for them.
C. Gold, Esq. Jun. (gr., Mr. D. Patmore). wis 1st ; and W.

Smith, Esq. (gr., Mr. R. W. K;nt), 2nd. Other classes were
set apart for Bigonias in bloom, Mr. D. Patmore winning
most^of the prizes. Of the four groups of six foliage plants,

the best one cam? from Sir James Blyth's garden. The
best group of six Ferns were from the girdens of Colonel G. B.
Archei Houblon, J.P. (gr., Mr. B. Calvert). The best

Gloxinia?, fine in size of bloom were from W. Hollaxd, Esq.,

Plantation Houae (gr., Mr. W. A. Dunnage).
The beat single and double zonal Pelargoniums were from

U. Taylor, Esq., and were handsome, well-grown specimens.
Mr. D. Patmore exhibited well-grown Fuchsias. The

group3 of autumn-flowering Chryaanthemum * deserved a
special notice. Tfie winning collection consisted of fine dwarf
plants, with large and handsome flowers. Mr. B. Calvert
was 2nd, with a very commendable lot. In the Rev. J.

Menet's collection (gr., Mr. T. Lodge), the varieties were
Madame Desgranges and its yellow and primrose sport.

Table decorations were of the usual standard of excellence.

No fewer than twenty-six tables were set out in competition for

one set of prizes. Miss Jessie Canxixg won the 1st prize

with an arrangement of Poppies, a few spikes of Gladiolus

The Bride, with -:mall flowers of a single variety of Helian-
thu? ; 2 id, Miss Bailey, with an arrangement consisting

entirely of monthly Roses ; 3rd, Mrs. RoUTLEDGE, with a
table of Sweet Peaa.

Fruit, etc.

The beat black GrapBs were from the garden of Colonel

Archer Houblon ; and the bes: white from those of Sir

James Blyth, Bart. Colonel Archer Houblox's er. had
also the bist collection of fruit; and Sir James Blyth's
gr. the best Peaches. Tne best Nectarines were from Sir

James Blyth*s garden. Apples, Pears, Plums. Cherries,

and small fruits were generally fine fruits in every point,
though some were not ripe.

Quantities of cut /lowers were exhibited. e»p?ciallyfiae being
Phlox Drummondii. from E. H, Watts. Esq.'s girden ; single

and double Zonal Pelargonium trusses were very creditible,

the beat were from C. Gold, Esq., who also had splendid
French Marigolds, but even these were surpassed by wonderful
African Marigolds. Phloxes, Asters, Hollyhocks, Violas, Koses,

and other flowers were very attractive.

Collections of vegetables.—Salads. Tomato?, &c, were very
fine, showing that the gardens at Bishop's Stortford are not
one whit behind their brethren in the county of Kent.
The cottagers' produce filled a good-sized tent, and was well

worth close inspection. Potatos, CarroU, Peas, Beans, &c,,

were abundantly and well exhibited,

Messrs. Veitch of Chelsea exhibited a group of choice
plants, in which D;ndrobium Dearei, and the distinct-coloured

D. glomeratum were conspicuous ; Mr. Rvmsey of Wdltham
Cross had fine Roses ; and Messrs. Paul St Sox of the Old
Nurseries, choice herbaC3;us plants.
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WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
August 15.—The Weaton- super- Mare and EiBfc

Somerset Horticultural Society held its eighteenth

annual show of plants, fruits, flowers, and vegetables,

in the Grove Park and Glebe Field, on the above-

mentioned date. The exhibition was, on the whole,

a good representative odp, and redounded to the credit

of the Honorary Secretaries, Messrs. Thomas & Webb,
and the inhabitants of this pretty sea-side resort.

Plots.

In this section Mr. J. Cypher's plants formed the chief

attraction, and secured for the veteran cultivator six 1st

prizes in the respective classes for twelve stove and greenhouse

plants, in as many varieties, six flowering plants, and six

foliage plants, distinct varieties to be shown in each case.

Specimen foliage (stove), and specimen flowering (greenhouse),

and for the be^t spe ;imen of new and rare plants in the show,

represented in a well-grown and finely-coloured plant of

Codiseum Reidii. The more or less prominent plants in Mr.

Cypher's exhibits were Kentias Fosteriana and Belmoreana
;

Latania borbonica, Codiaeums Q leen Victoria and Sim-

Bet ; Stephanotis floribunda, Bougainvillea Sanderi, and
Ixora Pilgrimii (included in the twelve store and greenhouse

exhibit), Erica oblata purpurea, E. Marnockiana, Rondeletia

speciosa. and Clerodendron Thornpsonianum var. Balfouri,

being the mo=t conspicuous among his six flowering plants;

while the moit prominent in the half-dozen foliage plants

were repressnted by good specimens of Codiaeum Jobannis, of

fine size and good colour ; C. Baron Rothschild, Cycas revoluta,

and Litanii borboaica. Next to Mr. Cypher came Mr. W.
Rowland, gi. to W. Brock, E=q.. Parker's Well Hou*e,
Exetr-r. a successful exhibitor in tne plant classes, who beat

Mr. Cypher in the class for a specimen (stove) flowering

plant, with Stephanot'S floribunda.

Fruit forme i an important fea' ure in the show, the twenty
classes devoted to it teiDg pretty well contested, and the

exhibits generally were of great merit. Air. H. W. Ward, gr.

to the Eirl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, being the

most successful exhibitor, he taking six 1st* (for collection of

eight kind?, viz., a Pineapple, Madresfield Court Grapes,

Peaches. Figs, and Pears, CUpp's Favourite), and two 2nds,

with excellent all-round produce. Mr. Lloyd, Langport,
and Mr. Crossmav, Yeovil, were also successful competitors,

and b)th showed well. The award* were not quite so satis-

factory in the classes for Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria Grapes as they were in other eighteen classes.

The cut fljwers and vegetables were fairly well represented,

but the individual exhibits call for no special notice here,

further tnan to say, lhat Mr. Gar a.way, Bath, took two lsts,

including one for a collection of eight kinds, and Mr. CROSS-
man, four lsts for vegetables. The Onion3 of the latter were
the finest iu the &how, but they were, unfortunately, over-

looked by the judge?.

MAIDENHEAD.
August 15.—The annual exhibition, held on the

above date, was in every sense an unqualified success.

Although in a manner it is a local show, a much
larger area is embraced than obtains in most in-

stances. The competition throughout was very
keen, no fewer than twelve competitors entering for

the Messrs. Sutton's prizes for collections of vege-
tables, and nine or ten for the lark e collection of

fruit, other classes beiDg particularly well filled

under these heads ; whilst for grouDs, there were ten
entries in the two classes, and five for Tuberous Be-
gonias. This speaks well for the enthusiasm dis-

played in horticulture around Maidenhead, the
Society being evidently a popular one with exhi-
bitors. The executive deserve every Bnpport for the
admirable manner in which the varied details are
carried out.

F LASTS, &C.

In the large group class the competition was exceed-
ingly keen between Mr. Aitken. gr. to Col. Meeking, and
Mr. Phillips, gr. to H. Gold, Esq., resulting in an equal
1st Wine awarded to each ; two closer or more similar
exhibit* are rarely ever seen, this being largely accounted for

by the fact that the last-named gardener was for some time
foreman to the former. Oncidium flexuosum, Francoa
ramosa, Lilium lancifolium vars., and Campanula pyramidalis
alba were to be seen in each, whilst in ihe first-named there
were Pancratiums in addition, and in the latter Celsia cretica.

bath being employed to gocd effect ; well-coloured Crotons
were very telling in each case. Mr. Wood gr. to Lord
Boston, Hedsor, followed in this class with a bright group.
In the smaller group-class the competitioa wai also keen,

Mr. Oreswell, gr. to A. Gold, Esq , being placed 1st with a
light and well-balanced exhibit ; Mr. Richardson, gr. to G.
Herring, E*q , who followed, had also a good group, very
near to the first, the colours being well blended.

For twelve fine foliage plants in 8-inch pots (a most seosible

and useful class) the competition was again keen, Mr. An ken
winning with well - grown bushy plants in gjod colour and
variety, Acalypha Micafeeanus told well, as did Codieeum
Johannis, Ficus elastica variegata. and Dieffenbachia Bauset.

Mr, Gillies, gr. to Sir R. G. HARVEr, was a near 2od, his beat

being Codieeum Prince of Wales, very bright, Dractena Bap-
tist!, and Cocos Wedelliana.

For six itove and greenhouse plants.—M*. Aitken was

eas'ly 1st, his best being Allamanda Hendersoni, Clerodendron

Balfouriauum, and Codiaeum Queen Victoria. The last-named

was also 1st for a specimea-plant in flower, with a beautiful

example of Euchaiis amazonici, and also for a foliage speci-

men with Codieeum Queen Victoria, an immense bush. Mr.

J. Smith, Clewer Nurseries, beiog a good 2nd in the former

instance with Stephanotis floribunda, very fresh; and Mr.

Gillies in the latter, with an enormous example of Aiocasia

gigantea.

Mr. Goodman, gr. to Miss Hammersley, was 1st with
large, healthy, and well-flowered tuberous Begonias ; and Mr.

Richardson 2nd, with plants nearly as goad. Another good
exhibit in this clats of the choicest kinds, with large blooms,

but the plants much smaller, came from Mr. Fulford, gr. to

F. D. Lambert, Etq.

Mr. Hopkins, gr. to Majjr RlCARDO, had an excellent

exhibit of six Fuchsias, and was awarded the 1st prize, Mrs.

Rundle and Charming being two of the best.

From Mr. Phillips came a grand hill-dozen zonal Pelar-

goniums, the plants quite a counterpart of each other ia size

nod profusion of bloom, with the individual trusses of unusual

s ze. The varieties were White Perfection, double ; Mrs.
Gordon, deep scarlet with white eye ; Neils, deep pink

;

Hermia, deep cerise ; Lady Chesterfield, bright salmon ; and
Olivia, dark cerise. The plants measured fully 4^- feet through.

The best set of table plants were from Mr. aitken, dwarf,

and in good character ; Mr. J. W. Richardson following.

Cockscombs, from Mr. Hopkins, were very fresh and fully

developed. The Gloxinias ahown by Mr. J. Fulford were
well-flowered and fresh, the plants cf medium size. A class

was provided lor Streptocarpus, the first occasion on which we
have noted this introduction ; one collection only, and these

Dut of medium merit, was sent oy Mr. C. YoumS-.

The class for another favourite one, and some exceedingly

bright and well-grown plants were staged, these being chiefly

tali pyramids, the best came from Mr. T. Greswell, who had
capital varieties.

Cut Flowers.—This section is divided into two distinct divi-

sions, one for the trade only, and the other for private growers.

In the former of these the best box of Roses, bright and fresh,

waj sent by Mr. F. J. Fleicher, Lowbrook, Bray ; Mr. J.

Walker, Thame, following a good 2nd.

With Dahlias, Mr. Walker was 1st, showing blooms quite

up to exhibition standard, fresh and bright; in this instance

Mr. J. R. Tranter was 2nd, he, too, showing well.

Zinnias are always ihowa well at this exhibition. Mr.
Walker again winning, with Mr. Tranter 2nd ; the positions

being reversed for Asters, which were extra good.

In the latter or amateur's division, the best box of Roses

came from Miss B. Denton, Winkfield ; two other good stands

being present from Mr. Paxton and Mr. Fulford. Dahlias

were scarcely enough advanced. Mr. Must, of Slough, had
the best twelve show kinds, and Mr. H. Diddams, gr. to J. C.

Wootton, Esq., the best dozen Cactus varieties. The Asters

on the other band in this division were remarkably good,

several stands being put up. Mr. C. Young was 1st and Mr.
J. Hanch, gr. to J. B. Weather, Esq., 2nd. Zinnias were
specially fine here, better than in the trade class, the two best

stands being very close in point of merit. Mr. C. Mills,

Windsor, was 1st; and Mr. C. Young, 2nd.

Fruit.

There was an abundant competition in this division, and
the standard of excellence ruled very high. Mr. Aiik&n was
let for six dishes, showing first rate Muscat Grapes, fine Royal

George Peaches, Counteas Melon, and Lord Napier Nectarines.

Mr. Goodman came a close 2nd, but was weaker in Grapes,

having, however, very fine Souvenir du Congi&i Pear?, Brown
Turkey Figs, and Dagmar Peaches. Mr. Mowbray, gr. to

Hon. H. C. Legge, also staged well for the 3rd prize.

For four dishes, there was also an abundant competition,

Mr. D. Paxton beiDg 1st, Peaches, Nectarine*, and a good

Melon being the best dishes. Mr. F. Cole, gr. to Sir G.

Russell, was well up for 2nd place.

With four dishea grown in the open air, Mr. D. Paxton
a jiin won, showing fruit well ripened and of high colour,

Brown Turkey Figs, Jefferson Plums, Strawberry Pippin

Apple, and Moor Park Apricot being his choice. Mr. Good-
man, who followed closely again, had very fine Old Windsor
Pears, and Red Astrachan Apples.

Black Hamburgh Grapes were a strong clas?, Mr. F. Cole
winnirjg with large, well-coloured bunches, carrying a dense

bloom ; Mr. G. Hopkins was 2nd, with smaller, but well-

finished bunches.

Mr. F. Cole won again with any other black, Alicante being

h.s cho'ce, the bunches again of extra size, with a dense

bloom (Madresfield Court at this season is a decidedly better

Grape in such a class) ; Mr. Oeman, gr. to S. J. Baker, Esq.,

was 2nd, he also showing a late Grape.

With Muscatof Alexandria, Mr. Mowbray won handsomely
with very fine large tapering bunches, well ripened ; Mr. F.

Cole in this instance having to be content with fcnd place.

For any other white, Mr. Mowbray was again to the front

with Fosters Seedling; the same kind from Mr. Goodman
being 2nd. An exhibit of Mr. Pearson in this class was
staged too late, otherwise it would have been a formidable one.

With six Peaches, Mr. Johnston, gr. to A. Gilliat, Esq.,

was ltt, the variety being Bellegarde, highly coloured; Mr.

Aitken taking 2nd with Royal George.

The best Nectarines were Humboldt, shown by Mr. R.

Cawte, gr. at Oakley Court, handsome fruit; and the 2nd
best. Lord Napier, from Mr. AITKEN.
A strong competition in the class for one Melon, resulted in

Mr. Goodman being placed 1st with Pine-apple ; Mr. Jas.

Wood was 2nd, having Beauty of Sion.

The finest Plums were a dish of Jefferson, from Mr. Good-

man ; whilst one of Kirke's. by Mr. Hopkins, was 2nd ; both

of these exhibits combined gaod appearance with quality.

Dessert Apples were shown best by Mr. Goodman, who hal
Red Astrachan, fully ripeDed ; Mr. Johnson was 2nd, with
that popular and rising variety, Beauty of Kent.

Culinary Apples were well advanced, the best being Peas-

good's Nonsuch, from Mr. Davis, gr. to H. Adams, Esq. ; Lord

Suffield, very good, was placed next in point of merit, from
Mr. E. Johnstone.

Cherries (Morellos) were well shown, the 1st prize going to

Mr. Osman ; and the 2nd to Mr. Cawte.

Vegetables.
Amongst several exhibits of Cucumbers, the best brace was

found in Royal Windsor from Mr. J. Wood ; and the best

Onions in Ailsa Craig, from Mr. Goodman, whilst Perfection,

as an exhibition variety, was invincible, Mr. W. H. AUSTIN
having the finest dish.

It was, however, in the special class for a collection of

vegetables where the greatesc feature in this division was to

be seen, the prizes being offered by Messrs, Sutton & Sons.
Mr. G. Goodman won the 1st place in an highly creditable
manner with good produce, staged effectively, his cooice
being Autumn Mammoth Cauliflowers, large, but firm ; Per-
fection Tomatos, good

; new large Intermediate Carrots, very
clean ; Satisfaction Potatos, excellent samples ; Lemon Rocci
Onions, large ; and Autocrat Peas, a fine sample. Mr. G.
Lane, gr, to Miss Ridge, was very close for 2nd place, with a
similarly good choice ; and Mr. G. Worsfold, an excellent
3rd.

For the special prizes for six distinct kinds offered by
Messrs. Webb & Sons in the next class. Mr. G. Stonell,
Bourne End, was 1st, Duke of Albany Peas and Ailsa Craig
Onions being his two best dishes; the bad staging of this

exhibit detracted in a measure from its good appearance.
Mr. D. Paxton was 2nd in this class with good dishes.

Messrs. J. Carter & Sons also offered special prizes for six

dishes; here Mr. C. Young, gr. to Rev. J. Coney, was 1st in
another close competition (a few marks only separating the
lbt and 2nd exhibits) ; his best dishes were Perfection
Tomatos, Ailsa Craig Onions, extra fine ; Autumn Mammoth
Cauliflower, Autocrat Peas, and Satisfaction Potatjs ; Mr. R.
Cawte, who came 2nd, had a very even exhibit.

In other special vegetable classes, wherein the prizes were
offered respectively by Mr. Broughton and Mr. W. H. Titt,
the two best lots were shown by Mr. B. Herbert and Mr. J,

Kmght.
In a special class for tuberous Begonias, wherein the award

was a Medal offered by Mr. R. Owen, the best exhibit cime
from Mr. J. W. Richardson, the plants dwarf and stocky.

Table Decorations, ..ye.—The best set of decorations was put
up by Mrs. Herein, Dropmore Gardens, very light and
artistic; the 2nd best by Mrs. Beckett, in which hardly
enough material had been employed.
Mrs. Bkougton was 1st with a bouquet, the arrangement

excellent. The best single epergne was that arranged by
Mrs. Thompson.
Miscellaneous exhibits came from Messrs. J. Laing & Sons,

Begonias and plants; Mr. Fletcher, fruit and flowers ; Mr.
Such, cut flowers ; Mr. Phippen, wreaths, &c, very tasteful
arrangements ; Mr. Brouchton. plants and flowers ; and
Mr. Chas. Turner, Dahlias and Roses, a First-class Certifi-

cate being awarded to Cactus Dahlia Beatrice, of very distinct
colour, a deep pink. /. H.

TROWBRIDGE HORTICULTURAL AND
FLORAL.

August 21.—This was the forty-sixth annual
exhibition of what ia probably the oldeat horticul-

tural aociety in the west of England—one which for

nearly half a century has held an annual exhibition
at Trowbridge. It waa, aa uaual, held in the town's
field adjoining the railway atation. Owing to the
aeaaon, the ahow displayed a little falling-c£f in a
few respects ; the Fuchsias were neither so numerous
nor fine as possible, bat any deficit in this respect
was compensated for in the classes for stove and
greenhouae plants, which were very fine ; the
Begonias alio, the collections of Ferns, and the
fruit and vegetables were very good indeed.

Plants, &c.

In the open-to-all division, the best nine store and green-
house plants in flower came from Mr. H. Matthews, gr. to
Sir W. R. Brown, Bart., Trowbridge, who had very fine

examples of Ixora coccinea and Pilgrimii, Allamandas Hen-
dersoni and nobilis, Ericas Austimana, Eweriana, elegans,

and retorta major ; Dipladenia amabilis, and Rondeletia
speciosa major. 2nd, Mr. G. Tucker, gr. to Major W. P.
Clark, Trowbridge, whose bast plants were Allamanda Hen-
dersoni, A. nobilis, Bougainvillea glabra, Lapageria alba,

Stephanotis floribunda, and Erica Turnbulli.

In the amateurs' cla*s for six specimens, Mr. H. Matthews
was again 1st, having very good examples of Dipladenias

Brearleyana and amoena, Stephanotis floribunda, Allamanda
nobilis, Ixora amabilis, and Erica Turnbulli; 2nd. Mr. G.
Tucker, his leading plants being Bougainvillea glabra, Alla-

manda nobilis, and Statice profusa.

With three plants, Mr. Tucker came 1st, having Lapageria
rosea, a fine pieee of Eucbaris amazonica. and Rondeletia
speciosa major; Mr. Pocock, gr. to J. P. Haden, Esq.,

Trowbridge, was 2nd.

We have said there was a falling off in Fuchsias, still

some very good plants were staged. Mr, G. Tucker had the
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best six specimens; they were dark varieties. Doge's Favou-
rite, very fioe—a grand old variety, Final, and Charming ;

light, Arabella, Marginata, and Harriet Lyo. Mr. H.
Pocock was 2nd.

With four plants, Mr. Tucker was again 1st, having Final,

Bountiful, and Charming, dark; and Arabella, light. Mr.
H. Pocock was again 2nd.

The best specimen plant was a finely-grown and bloomed
Allamanda tienderaoni, from Mr. S. Bishop, gr. to F. Apple-
(Iate, Eeq., Bradford-on-Avon ; Mr, H. Matthews coming
2nd. with a piece of Vanda ccerulea, having eight or so

fine flowers.

The best six Achimenes, nicely grown and bloomed, came
from Mr. G. Pymm, gr. to Mrs. Gouldsmith, Trowbridge

;

Mr. Tucker was 2nd. With six Gloxinias, Mr. Tucker was
1st ; and Mr, O. Richman, gr. to G. L. Palmer, Esq., Trow-
bridge, 2nd. Begonias made a fine feature, with six plants of

single. Mr. G. Tucker was 1st ; and Mr. G. Pymm, 2nd. With
six double-flowered varieties, Mr. C. Richman waB placed 1st,

having really euperb specimens, finely grown and bloomed.

The best gioup of plants to fill a space of 50 superficial feet,

came from Mr. G. Pymm, arranged'with remarkably'good taste;

Crotons, Lilies, Orchids, and other flowering plants made up
a charming arrangement, with a mixture of foliaged subjects

;

Mr. A. Strugnell, gr. to W. H. Long, Esq., M.P., Rood
Ashton, was 2nd.

Some excellent specimens of zonal Pelargoniums were staged

by Mr. G. Tucker, and others ; they and Fuchsias were also

remarkably well shown by cottagers.

Mr. G. Pymm had the best four Orchids; the genus PhaJea-

nopsis was well represented.

The best new plant was Cypripelium. Cbamberlainianum,
from Mr. H. Matthews ; Mr. O. Richman being 2nd with
C. Charlesworthii ; a nice plant of Browallia speciosa major
was also shown.
Of foliaged plants, the best nine came from Mr. H. Mat-

thews, who had very good specimens of Crotons Weismanni,
Reidii, and Baron James de Rothschild, Pandanus Veitohii,

Asparagus plumosus, Dracaena Cowperi, and others ; Mr. G.
Pymm came 2nd, his leading plants being Croton mirabilis,

Acalypha tricolor, and Cissus discolor.

The best fifteen specimens of Ferns and mosses came from
Mr. Geo. Tucker, who had excellent examples of Gymno-
gramma sulphurea and G. peruviana argyrophylla, Adian-
tums concinnum, peruvianum and gracillimum. Dicksoaia
amarctica, Gleichenia rupestris, Davallia Mooreana, and Sela-

ginella Wildenovi. 2ad, Mr. H. Pocock, whose best specimens
were Aleophila excelia, Gymnogramma chryaophylla, Adian-

tums Farleyense, cuneatum, grandiceps, and gracillimum.

ColeuB are always well grown at Trowbridge, the best six came
from Mr. H. Matthews, who had in very fine character, Mrs.
C. Hart, Lady Dacre, Beckwith's Gem, and Mrs. Sheriff. 2nd,

Mr. Jas. Hiscox, gr. to E. B. Rodway, Esq., Trowbridge.

Cut Flowers were, as usual, a strong point, Roses taking the

lead. With twelve trebles Mr. J. Mattock, nurseryman,
Oxford, was 1st, haviog excellent blooms of Ernest Metz,

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Mrs. J. Laing, Hon. EJith Gifford,

Catherine Mermet, The Bride, and Charlts Lefebvre, with
others. 2nd, Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Sons, nurserymen,

Bath, also with good blooms.

With twenty-four varietiep, Messrs. J. Townsend & Sons,

nurserymen, Worcester, were 1st, haviDg capital examples of

Ulrich Brunner, Fisher Holmes, Devoniensis, Mrs. J. Laing,

Madame de Watterille, Francais Kruger, Lady Sheffield, and
Duke of Edinburgh ; Dr. Budd, Bath, was 2nd.

With twelve trebles in the Amateur division Dr. Budd wa9
1st ; and Mr. A. H. Gray, Bath, 2nd. With twelve blooms
the positions were reversed, Mr. Gray was 1st, and Dr. Budd
2nd. Mr. H. Matthews had the best twenty-four bunches of

cut flowers, chief among them were Valotta purpurea, Alla-

manda Henderssni, Bougainvillea glabra, Poinciana pulcher-

rima. Aristolochia elegans, &c, ; 2nd, Mr. G. Shelton, gr, to

W. K. Wait, Esq., Clifton.

Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbury, had the best

twenty-four Dahlias, and Mr. Geo. Humphries. Chippenham,
was 2nd. both having very good blooms indeed ; and the same
exhibitors were severally 1st and 2nd with twelve fancies.

With twelve blooms, Mr. Geo. Cooper, Chippenham, was
1st, and Messrs. J. Cray & Co.. nurserymen, Frome, 2nd.

The only exhibitor of twelve bunches of single Dahlias was
Mr. T. Smith, gr. to Thos. Carr, Esq., Tiverton, who was
placed 1st with excellent varieties well-staged. With twelve
Pompons in bunches there was a capital competition ; Messrs.
J. Cray & Co. were 1st, and Messrs. Keynes & Co., 2nd.

With twelve bunches of Cactus varieties, Messrs. Cray &
Co. were agaiu 1st ; they had Mrs. Peart, Delicata, and Lady
Penzance, very good ; Mr. T. Carr was 2nd also with a good
selection.

Quilled and flat-petalled Asters were very good, the fine

Comet varieties taking a prominent position. Gladiolus spikes
were shown in twelves ; Mr. F. Hopkins, Bath, was 1st, and
Mr. J. J. YOUNG, Wilton, 2nd. Pansies, Carnations, and
Picotees were very creditable for the season ; Hollyhocks
better than we have been accustomed to Bee them.
Bunches of hardy annuals made a fine feature. Salpiglossis,

white Sweet Pea, purple Jacobcea, Malope grandiflora, and a
few others being very fine. Mr. Geo. GarbaWay took the
1st prize. Epergnes, Bouquets, those of wild flowers, espe-

cially wreaths, &c, were a very pleasing feature.

Fruit.

The boat twelve dishes came from Mr. G. PYMM, Who
had Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes >

Royal Grcorff* and Exquifite Peacbeo
, Lord Napier and

Humboldt tfaotuineB ; Apricots, Boa Chretien ; Peon tad
Velrfne, all vary good ; Mr. Strugnell was Sod alio with

Black and White Grapes, Diamond and Bellegarde Peaches,

Humboldt and Downton Nectarines, Figs, &c.

With six dit-hes, Mr. H. W. Ward, The Gardens, Longford

Cattle, Salisbury, was 1st, having Black Hambu'ghand Foster 'a

Seedling Grapes. Sea Eagle Peach, Moor Park Apricot, Figs,

and Melons ; 2nd, Mr. T. Evry, gr. to Captain Spen,
Chippenham.
The best two bunches of Black Grapes were Hamburghs,

from Mr. J. Gibson, gr, to Earl Cowley, Chippenham ; Mr.
J. Wright, gr. to H. O. Wills. Esq., Bath, was 2nd.

The best two bunches of white Grapes other than Muscats
were Buckland Sweetwater, from Mr. Atwell ; and Mr.
Ward was 2nd with the same. The beet two bunches of

black Muscats were well-finished Madresfield Court, from Mr.
Gibson ; Mr, Atwell was 2nd with the same.
Mr. W. Carpenter, gr. to A, R. Bailey, Esq., Frome, had

the best two bunches of white Muscats ; Mr. T. Hodges, gr.

to J. Forth, Esq., Bath, was 2nd. There were plenty of

Melons. Apricots were represented by fine Moor Park.

Plums, green and red. were very good. The best two dishes

of dessert Apples were Beauty of Bath and one unnamed, from
Mr. G. Gaeraway ; Mr. R. O. Hall was 2nd, with Beauty
of Bath and Kerry Pippin.

The best two dishes of culinary Apples were Peasgood's

Nonsuch and Warner's King, from Mr. Strugnell ; Mr. A. H.
Newman was 2nd, with Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Lord
Suffield. There was a very large competition with Apples,

bearing testimony to the fact that there are some very fine

fruit in this district.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, had a large

collection of culinary and dessert Apples, chief among them
Pott's Seedling, Frogmore Prolific, New Hawthornden,
Warner's King, The Queen, Northern Dumpling, Yorkshire

Beauty, Transparent, Stirling Castle, Domino, Lady Sudeley,

Red Quarrenden, Cardinal, Irish Peach, Williams' Favourite,

Duchess of Gloucester, Worcester Pearmain, Beauty of Bath,

Early Julien, Kerry Pippin ; a special Certificate being given

in recognition of their high quality.

Mr. W. Newman, Bath, had the best centre-piece of flowers

and fruit ; Mr. J. AtweD, gr. to J. B. Brain, Esq., Clifton,

was 2nd.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
August 21.—This Society held its annual great

show in the Qaarry, on the above date, in semi-
tropical weather, and once more it is our plead-

ing dnty to congratulate the committee and the
able Hon. Sees,, Messrs. Adnitt and Naunton,
upon the result of their combined efforts to make
the twenty-first annual show superior to all shows
of the kind hitherto held by the Society. The show
was one of such magnitude and the individual

exhibits so uniformly good, that with the apace at

our command we cannot do more than mention the

more important exhibits, with the result that many
deserving exhibits cannot herein be referred to.

Plants.

We may here remark that the twenty-eight scented-leaved

Pelargoniums exhibited by our clever correspondent, Mr.
James Hudson, gr. to Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, Gunners-

bury House, Acton, London, excited a good deal of atten-

tion from visitors, all tbe more so owing to the fact

that the plants were staged with admirable effect in

the open, having one of the largest tents for a back-

ground. Bearing in mind the attention the exhibits com-
manded, it may be of interest to the readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle to give tbe names:—Radula major, flat-trained, and
aboutj9 feet in width; filicifolium odoratum, a fine plant;

Quercifolium Mrs. Douglas, Q. minor, Lady Plymouth, Fuma-
niolia, a variety not often met with ; Pheasant's-foot, a fine

plant; Mrs. Kinghbury, Rollison's Unique, extra-fine; cris-

pum. Fair Ellen, Aurora, Pretty Polly, extra good ; Lothario,

Prince of Orange, Attar of Ro3es, a rare variety ; Countess of

Devon, denticulatum minor, a variety that deserves to be

more extensively grown ; denticulatum, a fine plant; Bland-

fordiense, Lady Mary, Little Gem, a good plant; Fragrance,

of fine size; Scarlet Unique, extra large; Major Clarke,

Shottesham Pet, and tomentosum, a really fine lot, which
richly merited the Gold Medal which was awarded to the

collection.

Prizes amounting to £25 and £20 were offered for twenty
stove and greenhouse plants in bloom or foliage. Mr. Cypher,
Cheltenham, was 1st for a good all-round lot of large, well-

grown plants, the most prominent being Statice profusa, Ixora

Williamsii, Rondeletia speciosa major, Erica obbata purpurea,

Bougainvillea Sanderi, Crotons Sunset and Qaeen Victoria,

&c. ; Mr. Finch, gr. to Jas. Marriott, Esq., Coventry, was
a creditable 2nd.

Mr. Cypher was also 1st for four Crotons, showing fine

plants of Thompsoni, Sunset, Queen Victoria, and Chelsoni
;

Mr. Finch being 2nd. The last-mentioned exhibitor was 1st

for six flowering plants, showing good plants of Erioa Mar-

nockiana, E. itoniana turgida, and Ixora Williamsii, good;

Mr. Cypher was 2nd.

Messrs. James Veitch * Sons, Chelsea, showed a grand

lot of Caladiums and Pitcher-plants, and a Gold Medal was
awarded to them.

Groups.

As u^ual, these formed a feature in this show, several

good arrangements being put up for th* liberal priiss offered,

SiO, £16. £14, &nd filS. Mr. CYPHER ^ai i decided 1st, hie

sshlbit c wisiatci of a tunes ot monads bivlBg ecntrtl pl*nts of

Palms, Rumei •legani, Bambooa, Dnosoaf, baektd up with

brightly-coloured Crotons, Caladiums, and Orchids, including
several nice pieces of Dendrobiuma. Phaltcaopsis Schroderiana,
and Cattleyas

; the central middle arrangement partaking
of an effectively-constructed arch. Mr. Edwards. Bestwood
Lodge, Notts, was 2nd ; and Mr. Finch was a creditible 3rd.

Mr. John Cowen, Liverpool, had a fine group of dwarf
Roses in pots, mostly Teas, which attracted a good deal of

attention, and well deserved the Silver Medal which was
awarded to it. Messrs. Pritchard at Sons had an extensive
collection of miscellaneous plants, well-grown stuff, to which
a Gold Medal was properly enough awarded.
Mr. Edwin Murrell. Portland Nursery, Shrewsbury, was

awarded a Stiver Medal for Begonias ; as also wis Mr. Davis,
of Yeovil, who as usual had a fine array of cut blooms of the

newer double and single-flowered tuberous-rooted Begonias.

Mr. Birkenhead was awarded a Gold Medal for an exten-
sive collection of Ferns of decorative size and height ; Messrs.

Smith. Worcester, obtained a Silver Medal in recognition of

their exhibit, as also did Messrs. Myers, Shrewsbury ; Messrs.

Biddle & Co. receiving a similar award ; as also did Messrs.

Hewitt, Solihull, Edgbaston. Mr. Eckford. Wem, gained

a like distinction for a grand collection of Sweet Pea°, of varied
and beautiful shades of colours.

Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate, had a grand and varied

lot of plants arranged for effect. And Messrs. Clibran at

Sons, of Altrincham, had a good assortment of herbaceous

flowers, and an extensive display of Cactuses, including good
Gasteria Crouchri and Echinocactus Leeandi ; the Messrs.

Dicksons also contributed good collections of decorative plants

and cut blooms, and herbaceous flowers. Mr. JAKES Cypher
secured premier position for six OrchidB in flower, distinct,

well-flowered species.

Cut Flowers.

These made a grand display in themselves. Mr. Edwin
Murrell, Portland Nursery, Shrewsbury, had a grand exhibi-

tion of Roses arranged in various ways—standards, arches. &c,
to which a 2nd prize was awarded ; Mr. Ralf Crossling
taking 1st for a good arrangement in this claes.

Dahlias were staged in large quantities, the quality being

also of a high order. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.,

Salisbury, were easily 1st for a grand lot of blooms, including

all the leading varieties.

Ball bouquets and bridal bouquets, Means. Jones & Sons,
Shrewsbury, were 1st for grand exhibits, composed mostly of

Orchids, and well arranged ; Messrs. Perkins, Coventry,

taking 2nd in a good class. The last-mentioned firm secured

premier position in the class for a display of floral arrange-

ment on a space 12 feet by 5 feet. This exhibit contained a
variety of good designs, and choice Orchids were employed in

the several arrangements. Messrs, Jones & Son and Mr.
J. R. Chard taking 2nd and 3rd.

Fruit.

The Society having attained its majority this year, special

prizes were offered in the schedule for a collection of twenty-
four varieties, to be staged in a space of 10 feet by 4 feet;

Lycopodiums, and other trailing plants ; Ferns and foliage

being permitted to be used for effect : 1st prize, £20 ; 2nd,

£L5; 3rd. £L0; 4th, £6. Four good lots were staged, each
exhibitor taking a prize. Mr. Goodacre, gr, to the Earl of

Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby, was a good 1st, staging

good full bunches oE Gros Maroc, Muscat of Alexandria, solid,

well-coloured bunches ; Barbarossa, good in size, and beauti-

fully coloured ; and Foster's Seedling Grapes, Royal George,
Princess of Wales, and Barrington Peaches, large, even, well-

coloured fruits of each variety being shown ; Moorpark and
Hemskirk Apricots, Victoria Pine-apple and Elruge Nec-
tarines, of grand size and colour ; Washington and Kirk's

Plums, Jargonelle Pears, Lady Sudeley Apples, two fine fruits

of Hero oE Lockinge and Countess Melone, medium-sized Queen
and Cayenne Pines, and Bon Chretien Pears, all being

arranged to the beat advantage in a groundwork of moss,
backed up with small Palms, Ferns, variegated grasses,

and fringed with variegated Euonymus and Smilax.

Mr. McIndoe was a creditable 2nd, his collection including

fine dishes of Clapp's Favourite, and Souvenir du Congr&s

Pears, Magnum Booum Plums, Brunswick aod Negro Largo
Figs, Stirling Castle (highly coloured), and Violette Hative

Peaches, and grandly- coloured Spenser Nectarines. W.
Edwards, gr. to the Duke of St. Albans, Bestwood Lodge,

was a good 3rd; and Mr. H. Pitt, Abergavenny, was a fair

4th. It is to be hoped that the society may see its way to offer

these liberal prizes annually, and to insist upon fewer plants

being employed in the arrangement, so as no. to detract from

the appearance of good fruit.

In the class for eight dishes, Mr. McIndoe secured premier

position with a good all-round lot of fruit His lot included

good Gros Maroc and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, and a

grand fruit of Melon, Mammoth Elruge Nectarines, and
Stirling Castle Peach, grand Negro Largo Figs, and Souvenir

du Congres Pears ; and Mr. Goodacre was a good 2nd—seven

lots were staged.

Iu the class confined to Salop, five good lots were staged,

nine dishes. Sir C. H. Roux, Boughton, Ludlow, taking 1st,

his collection containing good Black Hamburgh and Buckland

Sweetwater Grapes, and Pine-apple Nectarines.

Grapes.—Three hundred and nineteen bunches of high

quality were staged in the various classes. In the class for six

bunches of black Grapes, in three varieties, seven good lots

were put up. Mr. Craven, gr. to J. Grant Morris. Esj.,

Liverpool, was placed 1st for Madresfield Court, Black Ham-
burgh, and Black Alicante; Mr. J. W.Raines, Rock Ferry,

was 2nd, his half-dozen bunches including fine specimens of

Mr;, Pince, large in banoh and berry, and flo« In colour for the

rariftty ;
Mr. Lambert, gr. to Lord HjJtLtOK. wm rl»-«1

fad for really fine exhibit*,
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Mr. McIndoe secured Messrs, Pearson's prize, offered for
the most meritorious exhibit grown with the aid of their
manure, showing good examples of Gros Maroc.
Eight lots of Black Hamburgh, three bunches of each, -were

shown, chief honours going to Mr. F. M. Franklin, Cam-
bridge, with large full bunches, fine in berry and finish. This
was a fine class, all the exhibits being of a high order.

In the class for any other black, six good stands were staged,
the 1st going to Mr. Raines, for good specimens of Madres-
field Court. Eight boards of four bunches, two varieties, of

white Grapes, were staged. Mr. Craven taking 1st, with
good bunches of Muscat of Alexandria and Buckland Sweet-
water, fine in every respect ; the last-named exhibitor also had
the best three bunches of MuBcat of Alexandria, in a good class,
showing good solid bunches, large in berry, and well-coloured.
In the any other white Grape class, Mr. Franklin was a
good 1st, with fine bunches of Mrs. Pearson.
In the classes confined to the county of Salop, Mr. Alderson,

Oswestry, was a good 1st, for two fine bunches of Black
Hamburgh. Several good lots were shown in this class.
Mr. Lambert was a capital 1st in the any other black

Grape class, with grand bunches of Madresfield. The same
exhibitor was also well ahead for two bunches of Muscats.
Melons were well shown. Carter's Blenheim Orange, shown

by Mr. Craven, was the best scarlet-fleshed variety ; and the
Countess, shown by Mr. GoorACRE, was 1st in the class for
green-fleshed.

Peaches made a good show, Mr. Harris, gr. to Lady Henry
Somerset, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, was a good 1st with
Barrington,

Eighteen dishes of Nectarines were pnt up. Mr. Ingwood,
gr. to T. F. Kinerley, Esq., Tronbridge, was a capital 1st'
with grand fruits of Pineapple, beautifully coloured.

Vegetables.
The classes devoted to produce from the kitchen garden,

though of the usual character and possessing no novel charac-
teristics, were very representative, and the exhibits usually
were of the highest quality. Judging from the produce on
the tables, little injury has resulted to garden crops from the
drought experienced during the early part of the season.

Collections.
There were five competitors for the principal collection in

which twelve kinds were to be included. A capital exhibit
from Lady Theodora Guest, Henstridge (gr., Mr T Wilkin«)
won, and was closely followed by one from the Earl ofCarnarvon, Highclere, Newbury (gr., Mr. W. Pope).
In the first collection the Carrots, Cauliflowers, Onions

Beans, Peas, Celery, Potatos, Leeks, and Beans, were of the
highest quality; and the various dishes from the Earl ofCarnarvon can only be described in similar

J terms ; Mm,Talbot, Pennce Castle, Swansea (gr., Mr. Milner), was 3rd.

'

A similar class, open only to the county of Salop was won
by Mrs. Watkins, Shotton Hall (gr., J. Birch), and this
exhibit, together with several others, was evidence that
vegetable growing in Salop is not in the least neglected.
Potatos were good in quality and clean. In the class for six

dishes, there were a very great number of exhibitors, and the
winner of the 1st prize was the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere
Castle (gr., Mr. W. Pope). His varieties were Supreme,
Beading Busset, Prizetaker, Windsor Castle, Satisfaction,
White Kidney; 2nd, Earl Lathom, Ormskirk (gr., Mr. j'.

Hathaway); and 3rd, Mr. F. Dobson, Keele, Staffordshire,'
exhibits weie again very numerous. In the class for three
dishes, the Earl of Carnarvon again being 1st ; and the Earl
of Lathom, 2nd.
Lady Theodora Gdest was 1st for one dish, with Gold-

finder
; and the Earl of Lathom was 2nd.

Tomatot.—The besh dish of Tomatos was one of six medium-
sized good fruits of Webb's Sensation, exhibited by J
Grant Morris, Esq., Liverpool (gr., Mr. J. J. Craven) ; Lady
Theodora Guest was 2nd.

md,
1" WSre n0t 9PeoiaUy S00"1

'
ma°y °£ the pods being badly

rdled. There were many dishes shown, however, and G H. C
Shorting, Esq., Broseley (gr„ J. Jones), was 1st ; andWE. Oakley, Esq., Tanybwlch (gr., Mr. J. Robertson). 2nd.
Beans.—The best French Beans were shown by Mr C J

Waite, gr. to the Hon. W. P. Talbot. Esher, Surrey and
Lady Theodora Guest was 2nd. Though not of extra
quality, the exhibits were satisfactory. Excellent Runner
Beans were shown by Sir W. Honyman. Whitchurch (gr.,
Mr. E. Walker)

; Lord Trevor, Chirk (gr , Mr. F. Bible), was
2nd. There were nearly fifty exhibits in this class.
Cucumbers.—Mrs. R. Darley, Baschurch (gr., Mr. B.

Lawley), had two very pretty Cucumbers; and CoL B. T
Lloyd. Oswestry (gr., Mr. R. C. Towosend), was 2nd.

Cauliflowers were well shown, and the three heads from Mr
Watkins, Shotton Hill (gr., Mr. J. Bircb), were of large size
and good quality, 1st: A. M. Biddulph, Esq., Chirk Castle
(gr., Mr. W. F. Roderick), was 2nd.

Celery, on the whole, was not of exceptional quality, but
there were three very good sticks of a white variety from Mr.
C. Gdtss, HadnaU (gr., Mr. J. Abbott).
Parsnips, Carrots, Turnips, ^c—The best Parsnips, among

a very good collection, were some from St. J. Hazeldlne,
Esq., Woodlands, Shrewsbury (gr., Mr. Edwards); and
Mrs. Watkins, Shottoa Hall, was 2nd. Mrs. Watkins had
capital Carrots, and won amoDg many good exhibits ; the
Earl of Lathom being 2nd.
The best six Turnips were shown by Col. R. T. Lloyd,

Oswestry ; and Lady Theodora Guest was 1st for autumn-
sown Unions, among some very satisfactory exhibits. J. R.
Greatorei, Esq., Mytton Hall (gr.. Mr. W. Leith), was the
most successful in the class for spring-sown Onions. There
were several classes for Cauliflowers, Celery, Onions. Carrots,
and Peas, open only to amateurs.

Special Prizes.

Numerous exhibits were staged in competition for prizes

offered by Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge ; Sutton &
Sons, Reading ; Pritchard & Sons, Shrewsbury ; Mr. Crews,
Banbury ; Mr. H. Deverill, Banbury ; Messrs. W. Clibran
& Sons, Altrineham ; Mr. R. Sydenham, Birmingham; and
Mr. E. Murrell. Shrewsbury.

la Messrs. Wsbb's class for a collection of vegetables, inclu-

ding eight kinds, the 1st prize was taken by Lady Theodora
Guest, and the Earl of Carnarvon wis 2nd ; whilst Messrs.

Sutton & Son's principal class was won by the Eirl of

Lathom, who was followed by the Earl of Carnarvon.
Messrs. Carter's class for four dishes of siladings was well

contested, the 1st prize going to Mr. W. J. Empson, gr. to

Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill. The other seedsmen's classes

brought together some satisfactory exhibits, including ex-

cellent Onions.

Cottagers had a considerable number of classes devoted to

themselves, and the produce from these lesser exhibitors was
by no means of inferior merit or quality.

Out Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

A CHILDREN'S FLOWER SHOW AX
ST. MARY'S, WHIXEOHAPEL.

Flobicultube is representative of several useful

societies of the kind now in operation in the east of

London. They are formed in connection with the
Day and Sunday Schools, the object being to interest

the children in the culture of flowers in their homes.

St. Mary's is a red-brick built chnroh on the right hand side

of the Mile End Road, a half mile or so east of Aldgate, and
early in the year a number of plants are bought—a selection

being made of those which it is thought probable the children

can cultivate with something like sucoess, and they are sold to

the children at a merely nominal cost ; a reaord is kept of

each plant so supplied, and two or three months afterwards
the children are required to exhibit them at a flower show
held in the evening, when the parents of the children can
attend. Some small money prizes are aw arded, the disused

churchyard in which the show is held is dressed out with flags,

a band composed of some of the young men connected with the

church performs, and quite a fete is thus held. But this is not all,

the hon. sec., Mr. F. A. Peaty, who is a post-office official, and
an indefatigable worker, as well as an enthusiastic amateur
gardener in Stepney, provides soil, leaf-mould, sand, cocoa-

fibre, &c., and gives the children object lessons as to how to

pot plants, and also elementary addresses dealing with the

management of plants in windows and homes, all the more
necessary, because many of the children reside in courts and
alleys, where the atmospheric conditions are by no means
favourable to satisfactory culture. The children are encou-

raged to cultivate bulbous plants, such as the Hyacinth, Tulip,

Crocus, Snowdrop, Scilla, Narcissus. &c, and these are sup-

plied at a rate that may be said to place bulbs in the reach of

all. On the occasion of the summer show on July 19, some
132 children entered for competition, and out of 315 plants

supplied, more than 20} were brought to the show. The best-

managed plants are Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Creeping

Jennies, Lobelias, Calceolaria, Aspidistra, Campanula, &c.
and not a few of them show that gr.at attention has been
bestowed upon their culture. The income of the Society is

derived from the sale of plants and flowers to visitors, by gate-

money, and it is satisfactory to know the sum of £1 Is. 6rf.

was taken in the form of admissions ; the sale of refreshments

brings in something, and a few donations, make up an income
of between six and seven pounds, and the expenditure being
something less. A satisfactory balance is carried forward.

Surely much good is gained by interesting the children in

the culture of plants.

Markets.

COVENT GABDEN, August 22.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are famished to ns regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the Bamples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

PLANTS IH POTS.—AVERAGE WHOLESALE PbICES

*. d. $. d.

0-13
0-30
0-15

Adiantum, per dor. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen.each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots 3

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Cockscombs, p. doz.

pots 3
Coleus, per dozen... 2
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

0-6
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
0-24

Ferns, small, dor.,.,

— various, doz.
Ficus elastica. each
Foliage plants, doz.
Fuchsias, per doz. ..

Heliotrope, per doz.

Hydrangeas, p. doz.

Lilium Harrisii.per
dozen pots

Lilium lancifolium
Lobelia, per doz ...

Marguerites, p. doz.

Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Pelargoniums, doz.

s. d. i.d.
16-30
5 0-12
10-76

12 0-30
4 e- 6
4 0-60
9 0-24

12 0-18
12 0-24
3 0-40
6 0-90
4 0-60
2 0-10
10 6-84
8 0-12

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches ...— French p. bn.
Bouvardias.per bun.
Carnations, per 12
blooms

C h r y s anthemums,
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Euoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladioli, p. 12 sprya
Lapageria, 12 bims.
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen blooms ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per
12 bunches

t. d. t.d.

2 0-40

3 0-60
6-10
6-10

10-30

10-20

4 0-90
16-26
3 0-40
6-16

10-20

2 0-40

9-16

4 0-60

10-30

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12blms.
Odon toglossum

crispurn, 12 blm.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays

Pyretbrums, 12bun.
Hoses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),

doz. bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

t.d.s.d.

2 0-40

9 0-15

3 0-60

3 0-60
4-06

2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

3 0-60
10-16

4 0-90

16-20

2 0-40
2 0-40
2-06

j. d. t.d.t. d.

Apples, per bush..., 1 6-

OBCHTD-BLOOM in variety.

Feuit.—Average Wholesale Pbices.
t.d, t.d.

Pine-apples, St.Mi-
ohael. each ... 2 0-60

Peaches, lstsize, doz 3 0-60
— 2nd size ,, 16-20
— 3rd size „ 9-10

Pears. Williams,
half sieve 4 0-50

Plums, half sieve ... 2 6-30

Figs, per dozen
Gages, half sieve ...

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb,

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats
— Guernsey ...

Melons, each 10-16

1

4 Q- 5

13-16
9-10

16-20
6-09

VEGETABLES.—AVERAGE WHOLESALE PRICES.

i.d. t.d.

Beans, Runners, per
bushel 10-1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6
Cucumbers, per doz. 9-1 6
Marrows, veg., per

tally of 5 doz. ... 1 C- 1 6

t.d. t.d.

Mushrooms, per lb. 6- 9
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.

:

— Smooth „ 3
— ordinary ,, 2 0-30
— Guernsey ,, 2 0-26

Potatos.

Trade very dull. Supplies heavy. Prices lower, £2 to £J
being fair average prices. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : Aug. 21.—Messrs. John Shaw 9c Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

write that, as the present favourable weather allows the land

to be rapidly cleared, there is, in consequence, a daily increas-

ing demand for Trifolium, choice samples of which are now
obtainable on very tempting terms. Mustard and Rape seed

also continue exceedingly cheap. Winter Tares come forward
slowly. There is no change in the value of Rye seed. For
Canary, Hemp, and Millet seeds, as is usual during the holiday

season, the sale is now small. New blue Peas have arrived at

market. Linseed and Buckwheat show no alteration.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Bobough : Aug. 20.—Quotations:—Carrots, Is. 6 d. to 2s.

per bag ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle ; Apples, 2s. to

4s. per bushel ; Currants, 3s. to 5s.; Gooseberries, Is. 6d. to 2s.

per half-sieve.

Spitalfielps: August 20.— Quotations ; Beets, Is. Gd. to

2s. per dozen ; Turoips, 2s. per dozen bunches; Carrots, 2s. 6d.

do. ; Scarlet RunneTs, Is. per bushel ; Onions, Egyptian, 4s

per bag; Apples, Keswick Codlins, Is. to Is. 9d. per bushel

;

Quarrendens, 3s. to 3s. 3d. do. ; Marrows, 2s. per tally.

Stratford, August 21.—The supply to above market during

the past week has been good, and, with plenty of buyers,

a brisk trade was done as under :—Cabbages, Is. to 3s. per

tally ; Cauliflowers, Is. 6d. to 2s. Qd. per dozen; do., 7s. to

to 10s. per tally; Turnips, Is. 9d. .to 2s. Qd. per dozen

bunches ; Carrots, household, 23s. to 30s. per ton ; Mangels,

22s. to 25s. per ton; Onions, Porteaux, 4s. 9d. to os. Qd. per

case ; Filberts, Kent, 4s. to 5s. per half-sieve ; Plums, 3s. to

5s. per sieve; do.. Is. Qd. to 3s. per half-sieve; Greengages,

3s. Qd. to 4s. Qd. do.; do., 7s. to Ss. per sieve; Apples,

Is. Qd. to 5s. per sieve ; Pears, 2s. Qd. to 6s. do. ; Cucum-
bers, Is. to 2*. Qd. per dozen ; Celery, lOrf. to Is. 3d. per roll

;

English Tomatos, 3s. to 4s. per dozen lb. ; Scarlet Beans, Is.

to 3s. per bushel ; do., 2s. Qd. to 5s. per bag ; French Beans, Is.

to Is. Qd. per bushel ; Peas, 2s. 3d. to 3s. per bushel ; Vegetable

Marrows, Qd. to Is. 3d. per dozen.

Farringdon : Aug. 22.— Quotations : — Apples, Quan-en-

den, 5s. Qd. per bushel ; Yellow Ingestre, 5s. Qd. do. ; Pears,

2s. Qd. per basket (bushel); Grapes, English, Is. per lb.;

Melons, 7s. per case of 24 ; Plums, Orleans, 4«. per half-

bushel ; Green Gages, 4s. 9d. do. ; Tomatos, 3s. Qd. per 12 lb.

;

Cucumbers, 2s. per dozen; Beans, Scarlet, 3s. per bushel;

Marrows, Is. Qd. per dozen ; Mint, Parsley, Carrots, Turnips,

3d. per bunch; Cabbages, Is. per dozen; Horseradish, Qd. to

9d. per bundle ; Spring Onions, 3d. per bunch.

POTATOS.
BOROUGH : Aug. 20.™ Quotations ranged from 60s. to 90s.

per ton.

Stratford : August 20.— Quotations :—Bruce, dark soil, 55s.

to 60s. ; do., upland, 55s. to 60s. ; Snowdrop?, 65s. to 75*.

Jeannie Deans, 70s. to 80s. ; Imperators, 55s. to 70i. per ton.
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Farringdon : August 22.—Quotations : White Hebrons, 76*.

to 855. ; Red Hebron a, 75* . to 85s. ; Puritans, 70s. to 80s.

;

Bruces, 60s. to 70s. ; Magnums, 55s. to 65s. per ton.

London Averages: August 21.—Snowdrops, 70s. to 80s.

;

Hebrons, 6.5s. to 75s. ; Early Regents, 55#. to 65s. ; Puritans,

70s. to 80s. ; Kidneys, 55s. to 65s. ; Early Rose, 55s. to 65s.

per ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the prinoipal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, 90s. to 115*. ; do., inferior, 50f. to 80*. ; hay,

beat, 60s. to 95s. ; do., inferior, 86*. to 60*. ; mixture, 70s. to

92s. 6rf. ; and straw, 20*. to 38*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prioea of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
August 17, and for the corresponding week last year: —
1895: Wheat, 24s. 6<*. ; Barley, 19s. 3d. ; Oats, 16s. Id.

1894 : Wheat, 24*. od. ; Barley, 16s. 5rf. ; Oats, 18*. 9d.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined; result in expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours. 1

Tkupkraturk. Rainfall. Bright
Sun.
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Day- Day- Day- Day- lOths
deg. deg. deg. deg. Inch. Ins.

3 + 112 + 170 + 263 1 + 141 25-4 16 30

1 2 + 114 — 21 + 415 3 + 117 175 23 35

3 2 + 130 + 73 + 277 2 — 120 18-1 23 33

3 aver 131 + 23 + 283 7 + 105 15-4 39 39

4 1 + 128 + 45 + 373 1 — 98 149 36 36

6 aver 135 — 21 + 333 1 + 94 13-6 55 39

8 2 + 117 + 41 + 364 3 + 122 197 26 33

7 1 + 128 + 54 + 303 2 — 107 17-7 28 36

8 aver 122 + 8 + 337 2 — 100 19-1 58 43

9 2 + 119 — 8 + 268 2 + 135 19'6 18 32

in 1 + 121 — 70 + 195 4 — 113 21'4 24 34

» aver 140 + 17 + 248 2 — 114 159 69 49

The distriota indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England. E.;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, #c, Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.

;

10, Ireland. S. : "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending August 17, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

11 The weather continued unsettled and rainy in all parts of

the Kingdom during the earlier half oE the period, with
occasional thunderstorms over England. Toward* the middle
of the period, however, a gradual improvement set in, and
at its close the weather was fine and bright in nearly all

places.
" The temperature was slightly above the mean in most dis-

tricts, but only just equalled it in ' England, E., S., and S.W.,'

as well as in the ' Channel Islands.* During the greater part

of the week the daily maxima were considerably below the

normal for the time of year, but on the 17th the thermometer
rose to between 77° and 79° over ' England,' 7^° and 78° in

Scotland,' and 71° and 74° in 'Ireland.' The lowest of the
.minima were recorded about the middle of the week, and

±
anged from 86° in 'Scotland, E..' and 38° in the 'Midland

Counties,' to 50° in ' England, N.W.,' and 53° in the ' Channel
Ian ds.'

" The rainfall varied a good deal in different parts of the

Kingdom, the amounts exceeding the mean in 'Scotland

England, E. and S., and Ireland, N.,' and being somewhat
below it in the other districts.

"The bright sunshine was deficient over the Kingdom as a

whole, but exceeded tho mean in ' England, S. and S.W., and
in the Channel Islands." The percentage of the possible dura-

tion ranged from 69 in the 'Channel Inlands,' and 58 in

England, S.W.,' to between 18 and 24 in 'Ireland,' and to

between 16 and 26 in ' Scotland.' "

•.* Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid. us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.
*.* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
FlorUts varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

A Month's Waening : G. S. Domestic and Menial
Servants, with regard to these, there is a well-

known ruie, founded on custom, that their contract
of service may be determined at any time by giving

a month's warning, or paying a month's wages,
and this, although they be hired at so much a
year, A head gardener at £100 a year wages, who
resided in a detached house belonging to his

master, has been held to be a menial servant, and
entitled to a month's warning only. Nolan v.

Ablett, 1835. This case was argued before four

judges in Banco, and is reported as a leading case.

They decided that as the gardener resided in a
detached house intra mania he was a menial or

domestic.

A New Vine-Bobdeh : Gardener. The chief con-
stituent is good turfy loam freshly cut, and any
of the ingredients you name in moderate pro-

portions may be mixed with it. The bones
should be broken finely — say, half-incb, and
may be employed at the rate of one-ninth
of the whole of the loam, that is, 3 cubic
feet out of the 27 cubic feet constituting a
cubic yard (one-horse cartload). Charcoal and
lime-rubbish should be used in smaller pro-
portions. The border should be afforded ample
drainage, and the outlet drains given a rapid fall,

so as to clear themselves rapidly. The border
should not be more than 2.! feet deep, and at the
first not more that 6 feet wide.

Bulbs Left in the Ground : D. T. H. They ought
to have been lifted when ripe, say June and July.

They have now made growth, and would be in-

jured, but not killed, by removal.

Carnations : J. Cobban S; Son. The colours are as

good and clear as any that we have noticed this

year, but in size the blooms have often been ex-
ceeded by others sent for our inspection.

Cork for Cattleyas, L.elias, and Dendhobiums :

Amateur, Not so suitable as pots or pans for the
first or second ; but they would grow fairly well
if you can secure some lumps of a proper kind of

Orchid peat and Sphagnum-moss about them, so

that their roots do not suffer from rapid fluctua-

tions of moisture and aridity. The Dendrobinms
if properly secured with Sphagnum-moss should
grow satisfactorily.

Correction.—Northampton HorticulturalShow Report,

August 10. Instead of par. beginning " Some
well-grown Ferns," p. 164, read " The best six

Ferns were staged by Mr. W. Pearce, gr. to Sydney
Loder, Esq., Floore House, Weedon, who was
awarded 1 ; Mr. Copson, gr. to Mrs. Phippis,

Collingtree Grange, 2 ; Mr. J. B. Palmer, gr. to

R. Turner, Esq.. Cliftonville, Northampton, 3."

—

Be" Fruit at Glewston," p. 180, fifth and sixth

lines from bottom, it should read " The trees are

9 to 10 feet high, and being the same in diameter,

they occupy the whole of the ground."

Cypeipeditjm Unhealthy : A Subscriber. It is diffi-

cult to say what causes the brown and unhealthy

appearance seen on the leaf of Cypripedium sent. It

appears to be of stunted growth, and it may pro-

bably have been kept in a too dry and sunny situa-

tion. To better its condition you must arrange

for a freer growth in future. Plants in such con-

dition may often be brought round by being turned

out of their pots, washed top and root, the

latter free from all the old potting material. Then
re-pot in small pots, using equal parts of loam-
fibre, peat, and sphagnum. Place in a healthy
growing house, and water reasonably with rain-

water.

Dbndbobium Leaf Turning Bhown : Amateur, The
effect of too much heat and moisture and a close

airless house. Under these conditions most
Orchids grow weak and delicate, and fall a prey
to both animal and vegetable parasites. Afford
more air, less shade, and let the house get dry at

least once a day for a few hours.

Gas Lime : Constant Reader. Use about as much as

will cover the land from sight. You may use more
of it if the land is going to remain uncropped till

the spring.

Hardy Annuals : D. T. H. Sow now seeds of all

those you mention excepting the Canary Creeper,
the hardiness of which, even in your county, is

doubtful, and Sweet William, which is best sown
in early summer to flower the next year. Sweet
Williams raised from seed sown at this date would
flower in the height of summer, and would last

but a short time.

Horticultural Examination Syllabus : •/. W. W.
Apply to the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society, 117, Victoria Street, Westminster.

Insects on Rose-bush: T. A, The caterpillar is

that of Amphidacys betularia, commonly known
as the " Pepper-moth," It feeds on a variety of

trees and shrubs, but is seldom so abundant
as to be considered an "injurious insect."

—

Jones. The mass consists of the cocoons of a
minute Hymenopterous insect, the larvo- of which
to the number of several hundreds, had fed in the
interior of the body of a caterpillar of some kind,

which it is impossible now to recognise, if. McL.

Ivy Cuttings : Constant Reader. The cuttings, half

ripened shoots, may now and later, be put into

moist, sandy, manured soil, in partial shade. The
variegated varieties strike best under hand-glasses.

" Kew Bulletin "
: J, M. T. Any bookseller, or from

Eyre & Spottiswoode, Eist Harding Street, Fleet
Street, at id. a part. The post- office nearest the
main entrance is that on Kew Green ; but there are

others

!

Lilies : L. C. L. Humboldtii, L. Parryi, and in

warm situations, L. longiflornm, are hardy with
slight protection. L. Harrisi is a greenhouse plant
reverting to L. longiflorum, L. Krameri is rarely

kept long under any system. H, J. E.

Lobelia bbinus Cuttings : D, T. H. They will

strike at this season in a close frame, either

planted in pots or on a bed of loamy soil covered
with a layer of sand. If a slight bottom-heat can
be afforded, the striking would be quick. The
length of a cntting 2 to 3 inches.

Mignonette : JO. T. H. Gather any of the capsules

when the seed is seen to be either dark brown or

black. Do not pluck the entire risp of seed-
vessels, as there are sure to be many unripe seeds

therein. Look over the plants every third day for

ripe seeds. Dry in the shade.

Names of Fruits : W. J. Holmes, Pear : Rousselet

de Stuttgart.

—

F, Hughes. 1 and 5, Duchess of

Oldenburgh ; 3 and 6. Red Astrachan ; 2 and 4,

not recognised.

—

R. McDougall. Specimens sent

not yet developed, so cannot determine with
safety. Nos. 1 and 2 may be Cellini ; others not
recognised.— tr. Albert James. 20, not sufficiently

developed ; 21, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 22, Lord
Grosvenor.

—

Carlton. 1 and 3, not recognised ; 2,

Waltham Abbey Seedling ; 4 and 5, Dachess of

Oldenburgh ; 6, Rosemary Russet.

—

Biddies, Small
Pear, not recognised ; worthless.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this issue are requested to comult the ne.vt nuiyiber.—
C. Pyrus floribunda, Nicholson (Mains floribunda,

Sieb.), Japan.— G. H.S. 1, Alstrccmeriapsittacioa,;

2, Lythrum salicaria ; 3, Lysimacbia vulgaris; 4,

Asclepias sp. ; 5, Linana purpurea ; 6. Hyoscyamus
niger ; 7. Calceolaria.

—

R. T. H. 1, Stuartia pen-
tagyna; 2, Laurus Sassafras ; 3. Acer creticum.

—

Alpha,, i, Catalpa syringrefolia ; 2, Oncidium Gard-
ner!, Lindl., Gardeners ' Chronicle, xvi., p. SB ; 3,

Eupatorium (Conoclinium) ianthinum.— B. if.

I, Zebrina pendula, greenhouse ; 2, 3, Zebrina

pendula var. tricolor, stove ; 4, Panicum varie-

gatum ; 5, leaf only ; 7, Centaurea moschata.

hardy annual ; 8, Scabiosa atropurpurea, hardy,

Why send wretched scraps, badly packed and num-
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bered?

—

H. May, We should refer both to laala
Hookeri.

—

M. M. E. Mentha aquatica. The Secre-
tary to the Gardenen'OrphanFund ia Mr. Archibald
F. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society's Garden,
Chiswick, W.

—

J. C. Linaria reticulata var. anreo-

purpurea.

—

G. S. Enchea falcata.

—

A. Brothers.

Statice latifolia.

—

A. L. Amorphophallus bulbifer.— W. K. L. 1, Rudbeckia lacim'ata. L ; 2,

Radbeckia californica, A. Gray. — F. P. Den-
drcbinm chryeanthum. — Constant Header. 1

and 2, Not found ; 3, Dendrobium chryian-

thum ; 4, Dendrobium formosum, very good

;

5, Dendrobium Fmdlayanum ; 6, Pholidota

imbricata ; 7. Polypodium vulgare var. cam-
bricnm ; 8, Poljatichum angulare proliferum.

L. B. G. Stanhopea tricornie, Masillaria Mackaji
var.

Obchies : iS. H, 1. The cause of black spots on the

leaves of Epidendrum vitellinumis probably owing
to its being grown in a too airy and sunny house.

Although not wanting a high temperature, it likes

a genial warmth, tolerable shade, and plenty of

water when growing. Afterwards, any greenhouse
will do until the next growths begin. 2. The
Peristeria aspersa (fresh imported) may bloom at

any time. We saw it in flower about fivn weeks
ago. 3. The appearance you mention in Dendro-
bium thyrsiflorum seems to indicate weak growth,

not grown rapidly enough at the proper time, and
then rested. Hence the new growth pushes forth

before the previona one is fully made,

Peat : Amateur. It is not the right kind for Orchid
culture, but would suit Heaths. Get Peat for

your Orchids that has a silky pleasant feel, and
little or no sand in it, but which has plenty of

decaying roots of Ferns, &c. It should be in a

partially decayed state when used.

Rating: Montana. Glasshouses in which fruit'

flowers, and vegetables are grown for sale, are to

be rated at only one-fourth value. See Parser v.

The Worthing Local Board, in Gardeners' Chronicle,

vol. i„ 1887, p. 422.

Rhubarb : H. L. Certainly Rhubarb is not a culti-

vated form of the common Dock.

To Drive away Ants: G. T. C. and G. A. Find
their nests, and pour carbolic acid dilated with
twelve times its balk of water into them. Petro-
leum, sulphur, guauo, gas-tar, lime-water, are all

effectual in driving them out of their haunts.

More thau one application may be necessary.

Tbop^olum Seed : D, T, H. The fleshy covering is

always fresh and green when the seed falls, but it

soon dries up, and may then be rubbed off and the

seed stored in paper-bags in a cool, dry place.

Tomatos Diseased : W.W. The spores of the fuDgus

were floating in the air, and conditions of warmth
and moisture being favourable, they attached them-
selves to your plants. These sorts of enemies of

plant- life abound everywhere, and the gardener
cannot do better than apply preventive remedies
before an attack occurs. S-e our issue for August
10, and many others this year.

Wise Beret: W. T. T. Ribus pbceaicolasius.

a

C05IMUSICATI053 Received.— Adnitt Sl Naunton.—A. J. N.
—T. Lewes. Jan.— J. O'B —J. J. W.—IV. Badger.—
W. Broomhall.—L B. G. (next week).—A. A, (next week).
—H. F. (next weel).—A. 1. (next week).—J. S. & Son.—
C. E. P.-E. W. C—H. H. D'O—J. McT.—G. H.
—B. JI., Boston. TT.S.A.—W. J. T.. Hong Kong.—
U. D., Berlin.—A. L , Cappoquio, next week.—J as. Johnson,
Grimsby.—F. B., Berlin.—G .T.. British Guiana.—J. M., Daj -

lington.— F. B —C. H. J, (next week).—M. (next week,'.—
W. B —H. W. W.—G. H. S.—B. H. P.—M.—A. H.—Acers.
—T. H.—H. Fleet.- J. C. B.—P. Fay.—R. Edwards.—
B. D —J. Mackinnon.—J. B. S.—W. D.— J. T.—J. J. W —
T. W.—W. Suthrie.— J. B., Menabilly (We will endeavour
to accede to your request).—C. W. D. (We will examine
and report).—W. M.—Ubique, and others (next week).

Phoiogbaphs, Specimens, Sex:.. Received with THiyRS.—
A. L.. Amorphophallus bulbifer.—F. B.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

"GARDENERS CHRONICLE.-

Ihpobtast TO Advertisebs.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the " Gardeners

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent ot more thin 80 per cent.,
and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle" circulates am:r.j

COU5TBV SE-MLEjiKS, AXD ALL CLASSES OF GABDEXEai
aid 9APDE.T.L jtebj at homt, that U hat a tpvUally iar}:

IO»XI»» A2TD COLOITUL CLBOtTLATIO*, fttd MSl (I <»

prtHKS*i hr ri/trmot (n al) As principal L(br crritt.

PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

r" :

:V---;Hy| In casks, Carriajre Paid, Sd.

per gallon. Casks free.

f ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince ot Wales.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A Urge stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cnbic yard, ton, or tmck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringrvood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER a^d CO., Farnborouph, Hanta.

From

HEWCASTLE-ON-

TYNE.

"Xot to-day,
thanks! I feel i

thirstyand fagged
oat. but I beg to
decline beer or '

spirits. Do you -wash to know -why .' I'll
tell you with pleasure. I lately " sent
stamps to XEWBALL & MASOX, c

.Nottingham, for a sample bottle of

MASONS
teRACTorHERBS
-: FOR MAKING Bt CO
NON-INTOXICATINC DC L l\

and I found the result so permanently satis-
factory that I mean to act on the very sensi-
bleadrice of the party who said, 'Wnen you
have gut a good thing, old b©y, sticktoit ! '"

Hold by all Chemist's amistores. 6d- Slf-peftioUU.
A Sixpenny bottle makes 8 gallons.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE,

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price Sd.; post-free, Z^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND, W.C.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAitPIOX BnLDISGS, Chakoebv Laxe, W.C.

TWO-ASD-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable 6n demand.
TWO per Cent, on CtTREEXT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £ 100.
STOCKS and SHABES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HAXF PER CENT, per anntun on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

FEB MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB *TVE
SBtLLINOi PER MONTH.
lbs BIRKBECK ALMANACK, wUb lull narticuUri), BOet-

im. fRANCTS RAVSKBCZOrT, UuufSf.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The

Registered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams U " Qardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES for ADVERTISING

MEAD ZIXE CSAMOED AS TWO.

4 Lines , . £0 3 15 Lines , . £0 8 6

5 . 3 6 16 . 9

6 . 4 17 9 6

7 . 4 6 18 10
8 . 5 19 10 6

9 . 5 6 20 . 11

10 . 6 21 11 6

11 . 6 6 22 12

12 . 7 23 . 12 6

13 . 7 6 24 . 13

14 it • . 8 25 it • . 13 6

ABD 8IIPESCE FOB ETEBY APDITIONAX LTETE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20«.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30f.

Page, £8 ; Half Page, £i 10s.; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line {about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 08. each

insertion.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they
ivish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed
for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,
and Others.—It is very important in remit-
ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C, to A. G. Marten, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

AU Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office (or Advertisements
41, Wexlington Strrkt, Stbakd, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptions payable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, los.j 6 months, 7s. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate vjith the

Publisher (in oases of delay in the delivery

by p&lii the cover thould be forwarded u»<M
complaint).
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 91 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOrf.

Stourbridge.

GREAT REDUCTION ih FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Be9t Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one,

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ s.

Wight,
2
3
4
5
6

4 ft. by 6 ft..

8 ft. by 6 ft..

12 ft. by 6 ft..

16 ft. by 6 ft.

.

20 ft. by 6 ft.

.

24 ft. by 6 ft.

.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger i izes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
£o7uinn J4(7en£.Mr.H.SKi'^TON.S6ed8man.&o.,2.HollowayRd..N.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 | 18X12 I 16X14 I 20x14 I 20X 16 134X16192X18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20X12 | 18x14 | 20X15 |

22x 16 \>0X 18J24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

ami 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered

free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, &.O.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS. BRUSHES, Ac.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfleld. London, E.C.

Stock Listaand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Rotax Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.
Price Lists free on Application.

On August 24. Price 2d.

WORSLEY HALL
(THE SEAT OF THE KARL OF ELLESMERE)

AND ITS GARDENS,
WILL BE FULLY ILLUSTRATED IK A SPECIAL SUP-

PLEMENT TO THE

GARDENERS' MAGAZINE
OF AUGUST 24.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS will include :
—

A DOUBLE PAGE PLATE OF THE
MANSION.

PORTRAIT of the EARL of ELLESMERE.
VIEWS of the OLD HALL.
THE LAKE, with ISLANDS and RUSTIC BRIDGES.
AVENUE of LIME TREES.
THE FLOWER GARDEN. THE TERRACE.
THE GARDENER'S HOUSE.

Offices :— 4, Ave Mabia Lane, London, E.C.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £17, including Pump and Timber Supports.
May ±1, 1893, The Dell, Englefield G.een, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co , Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It sffordt* me mueti pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail ceared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. X 9 iu. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed

here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the \vh<>le of tne work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schroder.
R. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

net of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimonials on application to

27, JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works. Walton-on-thk-Naze, Essex.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

Kjy ~ .riser 4m

f5£" The Pimeet of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhoitset.

The immense sale of this Boiler, and the numerous imitations
of it sent out iu recent years, afford abundant testimony to its

undoubted success.

Secure the Original Pattern only from the inventors.

No. I, £2 15.'. ; No. 2, £1 5s. ; No. 3, £5 lbs. ; also larger sizes.

Estimates for complete apparatus. Also illustrated lists and
copies of testimonials on application.

MESSENGER & CO.; Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad St., E.C.

POTTER'S "WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

ARMOURED.
Prices.

Diana. s, d.
14-ia. best quality ... 36 3
*4 m extra stout ... 43 7

fa ii best quality ... 45

^8 n extra stout ... 52

yA „ best quality ... 52

% „ extra stout ... 60 7

PLAIN.

Diam.
J^-in, cheap ...

5^ „ best quality

i
extra stout

i

best quality
, extra stout
, best quality
, extra stout

X .

H .

H
8:

Prices.
«. d.

... 19 3

... 21 5

... 27 5
... 28
... 33
... 33

40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also maker of Hose for Delivery,
Steam, Fire, Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to
all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c, at home and
abroad. Over 3,000.000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOd. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C,

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
ESPALIERS and TREE GUARDS.

1^3f N&

Or

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing.
Roofing, &c. Personal Surveys of Estates made, and practical
advice given as to the be9t and m09t economical Fences to put
down. Illustrated Catalogues Free by Past.

WARE & SONS' pjSgav

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS,
UCKFIELB.

Kstab.1770 Hundreds of
Testimonials,

Lifts on application.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mrnm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obta inable

in tbe Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to tbe Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the tttmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jutjl, F.R.H.S. , Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.
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OAHDENINGr APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. J. Dancer, late Foreman in the Gardens of C. S.

Gilbert, Esq.. Grim's Dyke, Harrow Weald, as Head
Gardener to Col. Bakdts, Eotherfield Court, Henley-on-
Thames.

Mr. Joss HtTHTEB, Foreman for the last two years with
Mr. Oli>~gi*g, Sanderstead Court, Croydon, as Gardener to
E, P. Presto>', Esq., Hayes Court, Hayes, Kent.

Mr. J. Williams, formerly Gardener at Nynehead Court,
Wellington, Somersetshire, as Head Gardener to C. D.
Harrod, Esq., Manor House, Morebath, Devonshire.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Messrs. F. Miller & Co., 267, Fulham Road, S.W.—

Flowering Boots and Bulbs.

Messrs- Browx & Wilson, 10, Market Place, Manchester-
Bulbs, &c.

Messrs. J>~o. Laccg & Soss, Forest Hill, S.E.—Bulbous Boots,
Seeds, Fruit Trees, Roses, Begonias, &c.

Messrs. Armjtage Bros., High Street, Nottingham—Bulbs,
Roses, &c.

Messrs. Bonxett & RosBr, Heathfield, Sussex—Balbs and
Flower Roots, Spirseis.

M. Jules de Cock, Ledeberg, near Ghent—Selection of

Plants now Ready for Sale.

Messrs. Hurst & Sox's, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley—
Strawberries.

Messrs. Dickson- & Robes'SOS", 12, Old Millgate, Manchester-
Bulbs and Roses.

Messrs. Fisher, Sox, and Sibray, Handsworth, Sheffield

—

Bulb3, Flower Soots, and Decorative Winter Plants.

Mr. Frank Scott, Knaresborough—Dog and Poultry Biscuits
and Food.

PARTNER, vould join one in introdncing
small capital in a Profitable Market Nursery.—All par-

ticulars to G. PERKINS, 9, Althorpe Street, Far Cotton,
Northampton.

Allotment Gardens.

WANTED, PARTNER, with knowledge of
Seed Trade and Office Work, to join advertiser in a

scheme (already started) for providing small Allotment
Gardens in various parts of England. Capital required not
less than £30 J, or would treat with a firm in the trade willing
to take it up as a special branch of their Business.—Address,
ALLOTMENTS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

R. CLINGING wishes to THANK his
numerous APPLICANTS, and begs to say he is SUITED

with a FOREMAN.
M
STAFFORDSHIRE.—A Gentleman, often

from home, REQUIRES an experienced HEAD GAR-
DENER to undertake Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and a small
range of Glass, finding all labour, seeds, and tools for the same.
A Cottage would be found him, and after supplying house,
would be allowed to sell all surplus for his own profit. Within
a mile of railway, and not far from several market towns.
Good character and references indispensable. — Apply,
B. YOUNG, Alton. Staff*.

CAN any Lady or Gentleman conscientionsly
recommend a first - class JOBBING GARDENER?—

Married; one or two children only. He must be thoroughly
experienced in Stove Plants and Orchids, Greenhouse and
Peach-house, the forcing cf Vegetables and Flowers ; good
House and Table Decorator. Only replies from Gentlemen
will be noticed.— X. T., 439, Oxford Street. LondoD, W.

WANTED, good WORKING GARDENER,
with knowledge of Grass Laud and Stock. Wife to

do a Dairy of Twelve Cows and Poultry.—Apply to M.-GEN.
FITZHUGH, Streat Place. Hassocks.

WANTED, for Yorkshire, an UNDER GAR-
DENER. Must be experienced both Inside and Out.

Wages, 18s. per week. Preference will be given for a young
man that would play the Organ in a Congregational Church.

—

ACRE, Gardener*' Chronice Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W-C.

FERN RAISER and GROWER.—
REQUIRED, an experienced and energetic Man, tho-

roughly competent to raise and grow Ferns in very large

quantities.—Particulars of age, experience, and wages re-

quired, to W, W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, young MAN as GROWER and
PROPAGATOR, under manager, for Nursery where

geceral trade is done.—Mu3t ba a good Salesman, active, and
attentive to duties.—Apply, stating wage3 expected, to KENT
AXD BRYDON, Darlington.

WANTED, a MAN, to Grow Cut Flowers
and General Market and Bedding Stuff.—Apply,

stating wages, to BOBERT GRAHAM, The Newmarket
Nursery, Newmarket.

WASTED.—MAN and "WIFE (age over 30),
a3 Under Gardener and Laundress.—Apply to F. S.

HcKENZEE, The Warren, Longhton, Essex.

T\TANTED, a WOODMAN, or WORKING
\ V FORESTER, to attend to about 120 acres of Woods

(ornamental) and Fox Covert, on a Midland Estate, to reside

part of the year. An expert, therefore, having work under a
firm or otherwise elsewhere for some months, might apply.

—

Write to J. M.. WiUing's Advertisement OrEces, 162, Picca-

dilly, London, W.

ANTED at ONCE, a thoroughly good
KITCHEN GARDENER ; also an'IJIPROVEB, inside

and Out. Wages £1 and 16s.—GEO. A. RTJFFLES, Gardener,
Wood borough Hall, Nottingham.

WANTED, for a Market Nursery, an aotive

young MAN, quick at Potting and Watering. One
with a knowledge of Fern Growing preferred. Wages 18s.

State abilities, age, with reference, to TURNER BROS.,
Nurserymen, Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, ACTIVE YOUNG MAN, used
to Growing Ferns and General Nursery Stock.—Apply

Cumberland Park Nurseries, WlUesden Junction, London.

WANTED, an active young MAN, used to

growing Ferns and general Nursery Stuff. Apply

—

Cumberland Park Nurseries, Willesden Junction, London.

ANTED, HANDY MAN, used to Painting,
Carpentering, &c, for Gentleman's Garden, in Kent.

Wages, £1 weekly.—Apply, in first instance, to WILLIAM
H. MOBTEE, Hillboro' Gardens, Stokesby, Great Yarmouth.

WANTED, MANAGERESS for Suburban
Florist Shop ; pleasant manners ; obliging ; young ;

good at Making-up. Good references as to character and
capability.—Write particulars to Miss S., Lime Tree House,
Leyton.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened oy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FSANDEE and CO. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic rTRA T) and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved

ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of WEAT1 GARDENER, BATT.TFE, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any ot

the above will please send full particulars, -when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

higheit respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, CHESTER,"

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

F SMALL, Head Gardener to the late Mr.
• Bouverie, Delapre Abbey, also to the late Lord CotteVloe,

will be pleased to treat with any Lady or Gentleman requiring

the services of a thorough practical Man in all branches of

Gardening ;
good references.—55,JAlthorpe Street, Far Cotton,

Northampton.

GARDENER (Head), or ORCHID
GROWER; age 29.—B. Bowi'EB, Orchid Foreman at

Arddarroch, Garelochhead, Dumbartonshire, is desirous of

treating with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above.

Highly recommended by past and present employers.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
kept, or good Sixgle-handed.—Three years' and eight

years' good characters.—F. SQUIRES. Hayes Hill, Slinfold.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; has had
good practical experience in good Gardens. Well up

in Fruit, Plants, Flowers, and Table Decorations. Over
three years in present place as Foreman. Good character.

—

F.JOHNSON, The Gardens, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, Hants.
No circulars.

GARDENER (Head).—Advertiser will be
pleased to treat with any Lady or Gentleman requiring

a thoroughly practical man. First-class in Orchids, and good
all-round Gardener. Excellent testimonials.—M. W., 364,

High Bead, Tottenham, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; Married.
Highly recommended by late Employer. Personal, if

required. First-class practical man in all branches. Excel-
lent House and Table Decorator. Good Manager of Men.
Disengaged. Abstainer.—N.B., 11, Leythe Road, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married.—
James Cypher can witi every confidence recommend

an exceptionally good Man as above, thoroughly understands

the culture of Fruits, Plants, Orchids, Cut Flowers, Pleasure

and Kitchen Gardens, all kinds of Early and Late Forcing
;

ten years as Head in last place.—JAMES CYPHER, Queen's
Road Nurseries, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.— J. Fulton,
for the past three years General Foreman at Lord

Aroilaun's, St. Anne's, Dublin, and previously at Swinton Park,
Dalkeith, and other leading gardens, is open to an engage-
ment, where a first-class man is required. Fourteen years'

experience in all branches of gardening.—Glenstal Castle

Gardens, Limerick.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Aug. de Wette,
J.P., of Hampton Court, wishes to recommend John

Parsons as above ; very successful at exhibiting ; twenty years'

first-class character.—J. PARSONS, Lodge, Perryn House,
Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Mr. Allen,
Gardener to Lady Sheffield, Normanby, Doncaster, will

be pleased to recommend his Foreman, H. Jones, to any Lady,
Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a first-class man as above.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept, or good Sihgle-hasded.—Age 40; thoroughly

practical man in all branches ; wife understands Poultry.

—

S. PARNELL, 4, Cavendish Street, Chiswick.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no
family ; life experience in large establishments ; tho-

roughly practical in all branches. Highly recommended.—G.,
2, Sonthwood Lane, Highgate.N.

ARDENER (Head).—Married, no family
j

disengaged. First-class Grower of Orchids. Grapes,
Pines, Peaches, &c. Skilful in Laying-out Pleasure Grounds.
Thirteen and four and a half years' characters. Wages 23s, ,

cottage, &c—WiXLlAM RAINER, Whitehall Lane, Buck-
hurst Hill, Essex.

GARDENER (Head). — Married ; twenty-
five years' practical experience in all branches of gar-

dening, both Inside and Out. Good references.—For full par-
ticulars, apply to Mr. G. MOODY, High Holm Nurseries, South,
Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head); age 40.—George
Nottage, fourteen years Head Gardener to J. Bonham

Carter, Esq., Adnurst St. Mary, is open to engage with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical man in

all branches, and with the requirements of a large establish-

ment. Highest testimonial and reference.—College Street,

Petersfield,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42
married ; life experience in all branches of Gardening

in good establishments. Fifteen years Head. Good references.

E., 5, Muriel Road, Danes Hill, Leicester.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Mr.
OSBOHXE, The Grove Gardens. Teddington, Middlesex,

will be pleased to recommend W. Wheeler, age 27 ; well up in
all branches of gardening, including Orchids. Six years
Foreman ; married when suited ; wife could manage Dairy if

required.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
are kept.—Age 32 ; two children, youngest six years

;

good references ; five yearh* character as Head.—FI3HENDEN,
7, Pellipar Road, Woolwich.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; understands Vines, Peaches, and Gardening

in general. Twenty-one years in last place. Left through
place being sold. First-class testimonials. For full particulars
apply to Messrs. W. BALCHLN and SONS, Hassocks Nurseries,
Hassocks, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working), married
when suited.—G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,

Maidstone, can confidently recommend his late Foreman to

any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a persevering
and thoroughly practical man. Address as above.

ARDENER (Head Working), to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical

Man.—Experienced in Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Orchids,
Decorations, &c Won many prizes for Growing FruitB,

Flowers, and Vegetables. Abstainer.—H. D , 24, Lower
Park fields. Putney.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 34,
married, one child, seeks situation where two or three

are kept; seventeen years' experience indoors and out; eight

years' good character from present employer. — J. SMITH,
The Gardens, Oakland, Kidderminster.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30
married, one child; life experience in the genera,

routine of Gardening in large establishments. Three years as

Head. Highly recommended by late employer.—D. SPINKl
25, Bishop's Road, North Brixton, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40;
thoroughly experienced in all branches. Dairy, Land,

and Stock ; Wife Dairy and Poultry, if required, or charge of

House during family's absence. Highest references.

—

W. CORNWELL, Woodfield Gardens, Cheriton, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working)—Age 40

;

one child. Good Fruit and Plant Grower, and good all-

round Gardener. Excellent character from present and
previous places.—JAMES SKILLING. Wanlip Hall, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married ; skilful Grower of Fruits, Plants, Flowers, and

Vegetables. Seventeen years' experience ; good character.

—

DEBNAM, Haliburton Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Slsgle-handed).—Age 40, married, one child ; under-

stands Vines, Peaches. Cucumbers, Melons, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Wife good Cook and Dairywoman if

required. Twelve years' good character.—C. S., Lime
Cottage, St. John's, Woking.

0> ARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
X Age 32, married, small family ; fifteen years' experience

in all branches. Five and a half years' highest testimonials

and character. Abstainer.—JAMES. Gardener, Alltygog,

Nantgaredig, Carmarthen, South Wales.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help iB given).—Age 27 ; experienced in all branches ; five

years in present situation where four are kept. Abstainer.- A
E. S., Langton Gardens, Blandford, Dorset.
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GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 22, married

;
good practical experience

;
good

character.- J. V.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or g( o3
Second).—Age i;8, single. Situation required as abive,'

Fourteen years' all-round practical experience. Excellent,

references. — OWEN, Mr. Glaze, 3, EaBt Cottages, Queen's
Road, Notting Hill, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 30
;

can be well reoommended ; total abstainer.—J. BIRD,
High Street, Eynsford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Age 26 ; thoroughly experienced in all branches. Can

be well recommended.—RAYNER, Hope Terrace, Alpha Road,
Surbiton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 30;
married when suited. Good all-round man; oan be

highly recommended.—HEAD GARDENER, Manor House,
EffiDgham, Leatherhead.

GARDENER.—Age 21, German; expe-
rienced ia all kinds of Market Plants, Seed and Plant

Trade (Correspondence and Expedition). Present situation in

a Nursery near London.—W. K., 38, Finsbury Square, E.C.

GARDENER (Second, or Journeyman), In-
side, or Inside and Out. Age 22. Has been seven years

at Lady Whitworth's. Has had good experience.—F. WOOD,
Darley, Matlock, Derbyshire.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 28, single

;

about twelve years* experience in first-cla39 establish-

ments. Well up to his duties, Early and Late Forcing, Vines,

Peaches, &c. Highly recommended.—GARDENER, 77, Bridge
Road West, Battersea, S.W.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN,
Inside, or Inside aod Out.—Age 23; nine years' expe-

rience. Good reference. Disengaged.—E. GOULD, 21, Broad-
water, Worthing, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under.) ; age 22.—A Gen-
ileman wishes to recommend above. Has good

knowledge of Kitchen and Flower Gardening.—G. GRINLING,
Esq., Orme Lodge, Stanmore, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; strong and
willing; can be well recommeuded.—SMITH, Gravelly

Hill, Aston, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ;
good per-

sonal references.— F. DACK. Colville Road, Wisbech.

GARDENER (Under), Inside or Inside and
Out.—Young Man, age 18 ; rive years' good experience

and excellent character.—C. SMITH, Old Alresford, Hants.

f^\
ARDENER (Undek).—Age 18 ; three and

\JT a half years' experience. Good character. Inside and
Out. — W. R., Bon Marche Nursery, Gipsy Road, West
Norwood, S.E.

ARDENER (Under), age 22, requires
situation Inside and Out. Seven years' experience

;

good character.—T. MATTHEWS, Thorley, Bishop's Stortford,

Herts.

GARDENER (Under). — Young Man
(age 19), seeks a situation as above. Inside and Out.

Can be well recommended.—FRANK BEASLE1', Taylor's

Lane, Hadley, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; Indoors or
Out. Seven years' experience. Can be highly recom-

mended.—A. S., The Gardens, Carshalton House, Carshalton,

Surrey.

GARDENER, BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and
GARDENER. — Brought up in Waldersharo Park

Gardens. Has Managed a Farm nine years. Wife under-
stands Dairy and Poultry. Recommended by the Countess
of GUILFOHD. -Address.W. MERRYFIELD, Eythorne, Dover.

GROOM-GARDENER to Lady or Gentle-
man,—Age 27; three years' experience. Abstainer;

references from present employer.—L. H., 10, Marsh Walk,
Walsoken, Wisbech.

.£*£ will be paid by advertiser, aged 23, for^v situation abroad, as OVERSEER.—Can be well recom-
mended.—HERUERT, 63, Moor Lane, E.C.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good Firms; well-

lup in all branches, Buying, Selling, Growing.—PRIMULA,
|Plummers Plain, Horsham.

MANAGER of large Market Garden, where
Fruits, Vegetables, and Cut Flowers, are grown exten-

sively for Market. A thoroughly well-experienced hand,
(
in

all modern improvements, desires an engagement as above.

—

B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

3trand, W.C.

LfANAGER or FOREMAN in Market Nur-
*JL sery.—Experienced in Early and Late Forcing ; Sales-

nan if required. Good references.—W., The Laurels, Galton
Park Road, Redhill.

•UDDER wishes situation for the Season, or
a permanent one.—Well up in Budding, Grafting, &c.

-M. X., South View, Fairseat, Wrotham, Kent.

"'O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, as
PROPAGATOR. Seven years' experience in Roses,

Rhododendrons, Soft-wooded Stuff, Ac. Age 23. — W. R.,

[Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St. Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, or Manage-
ment of small Market Nursery. Thirteen yeirs' expe-

rience in the general routine. Good references.—H. C.Vine
Cottage. North Cray Road, Bexley, Kent.

To Nurserymen. . „
FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR and

GROWER, Age 27. — Forcing. Grafting, &c. Good
testimonials. Similar position previously. — HOLMES, 29,

Kemble Street, Prescot, Lancashire.

FOREMAN~PROPAGATOR and GROWER.
—Age 31, married ; life experience. Well up in Growing

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations, Roses, and all Soft-wooded

Plants. Good character.—J., 11, Cranworth Road, Worthing .

TO MARKET GARDENERS and OTHERS.
—A thoroughly practical GROWER of Grapes, Peaches,

Tomatos, and Cucumbers for Market will be disengaged on

September 1. Character will bear the strictest investigation.

—Please state particulars to HORTUS, 11, Chapel Road,

Crayford, Kent.

To Nurserymen.

FERN RAISER and GROWER is open to

engagement. Fifteen years' experience in Ferns, last

with Mr. W. Cooper, Feltham, two years with Mr. H. B.

May, Edmonton. Good references. For farther particulars

address, J. E. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough
Junction, S.W.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR of Roses, Clematis, Rhodo-

dendrons, Conifers, and general Nursery Stuff indoors and out.

Age 30; life experience; total abstainer.—W.. Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as

FOREMAN. Age 28. Twelve years' practical ex-

perience inside and out. Fruit. Hardy Flowers. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums,
&c. Good References.—W. P.. 41, Wellington.St.. Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 27; twelve years' experi-
ence ; Private Gardens ; two years present situation

;

excellent references from past and present employers.

—

T. GOULD, The Gardens. Terrace House, Southampton.

FOREMAN (Inside, or General).—Age 28;
twelve years' experience in first-class establishments;

good character.—A. C, Hooton Hall, near Chester.

OREMAN in Houses, &c—Age 28 ; well up
in Fruit Cultivation, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Abstainer. Wages 19s. to£t. Bothy. Excellent testimonials

from previous Gardeners for ability and sobriety. House
and Table Decorations.—WILLSHER, Newton Villa. Esher,

Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside, or General, in good
Establishment.—Age 28; fifteen years of reliable ex-

perience in Fruits, Plants, and general Gardening. Over four

years in present place as Foreman. Highest recommenda-
tions, present and previous.—W. G., Darlinghood, Englefield

GreeD, Staines.

FOREMAN, in good establishment ; age 30.

—

S. Lyon, Gardener to Viscount Bridport, highly recom-
mends Walter Gougb as above. Has lived with him two years

in same capacity. Formerly at Powis Castle, Tatton Park,
Wentworth, and other good Gardens. First- class Decorator,

&c—The Gardens, Cricket St. Thomas, Chard.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First).—
Age 24; eleven years' experience in Plants, Fruit,

Chrysanthemums, and House and Table Dtcoration. —
F. SNELL, Burnt Mill Corner, Harlow, Essex.

JSTANDISH and Co., Royal Nurseries,
• Ascot, can recommend to a Gardener requiriug a

useful dependable young man, age 20, in the houBes. Also a
Markikd Man, age 30, to a Gentleman requiring a good all-

round man of good character.—Apply, The Manager.

JOURNEYMAN XUndeb), Inside and Out.
—Age 18 ;

private garden ; bothy preferred ; twelve
months at present situation.—A. WARREN, Aston Hall
Gardens, Sutton Coldfield,

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 21 ; good character from present and previous

employers. — W. THURSTON, The Gardens, Caythorpe
Hall, Grantham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, where Foreman is

kept.—Three and a half years' excellent character,

—

SHALLCRASS, Laburnum Cottage, Banstead, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 22;
eight years' good character; used to the general routine

of Garden work.—H. CLARKE, Hilbro Gardens, Stokesby,
Great Yarmouth.

JOURNEYMAN. — Mr. Girle (Gardener,
Ampfield House), wishes to recommend a youog man

(age 19), as above. Four yeara' good experience —W. BURN,
Tne Gardens, Ampfield, Romsey.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, in Private
Establishment.—Age 24 ; nine years' experience ; highest

references.—G. R. S., 44, Southwood Lane, Higbgate, N.

£.*£) to any person finding Situation for an
ct'W industrious, Btudious young man in Private Estab-
lishment. Good character and experience. Northern counties

preferred.—Apply present employer, BLADES, Fern Grove,
Hainton Street, Grimsby.

JOURNEYMAN, under good Gardener; or
Improver.—Three years Inside. Age 19 ; good reference.

—H. REED, Wandle Road, Woking.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in a
Gentleman's establishment.—Age 21 ; seven years' expe-

rience. Good character from present and previous employers.
Bothy preferred.—C. OaKFORD, The Gardens, Northwood
Hall, Rickmansworth, Herts.

TMPROVER.—C. H. Perkins, The Gardens,
JL Milton Abbey, Blandford, would be pleased to hear from
any Gardener requiring an Improver, inside and out. Bothy
preferred.

TMPROVER, in the Houses.—A young Man
-1- seeks a situation as above; two years' experience Inside
and Out; good references ; bothy preferred.—0. FRANKLIN,
52, Kilburn Park Road, Kilburn, N.W.

IMPROVER.—Age 21 ; seeks a good general
training in SEED AND BULB line. Has gained with

leading London and Provincial Finos, excellent Nursery and
Shop experience, including the making up of Floral Designs.
Fullest information and references.— Address H. W., 31
Gieaback Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

IMPROVER.—30s. Bonus to anyone securing
Advertiser situation as IMPROVER in Private Establish-

ment. Bothy preferred. Age 21; two and a half years in
Nursery.—CLEMATIS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.—A Gardener
wishes to recommend a Young Man as above, been with

him four years ; total abstainer.—GARDENEB, Souldem
Manor, Banbury, Oxon.

TO GARDENERS.— Young Man requires
situation. Used to Kitchen and Pleasure Garden, Scythe

and Machine. Three and a half years' good character. High-
gate preferred.— J., 34, Lulot Street, Higbgate.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser (age 26)
seeks permanent situation. Eleven years' experience in

Palms, Ferns, and Soft-wooded Stuff generally.—W. DOLAN,
15, Willow Walk, West Green, Tottenham.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in
Market Nursery, Doside and Out. Good budder of Fruit

and Roses. Life experience. Age 32, married.—F. W., 47,
South Ranceby. near Grantham.

TO NURSERYMEN—Situation wanted, by
a young Man, age 26, in Ferns and Soft-wooded Stuff

;

ten years' experience in London Nurseries,—E. HOW LETT,
32, Main Avenue, Bush Hill Park, Enfield.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Wanted by a young
Man (age 26), situation in a Market Nursery. Good

general knowledge. Good references.— J. OGRAM, S, Gratton
Terrace, Cricklewood, N.W.

TO NURSERYMEN—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Peaches,

Grapes, &c. Pot Stuff, and the general routine of a Market
Nursery.—F. SMITH, 29, Bonchurch Road, Hassocks , Sussex.

T~~0
NURSERYMEN and OTHERS. —

Wanted, by a young Man (age 21}, situation as
IMPROVER, or JOURNEYMAN (Second) in Houses. Has
had experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and general
Pot Work.— E. HEARN, Harefield Grove Gardens, near
Uxbridge, Middlesex.

TO SEEDSMEN, &c—Ayoung Man, aged 22,
is desirous of entering a Seed and Florist's Shop. Total

abstainer. Has a knowledge of making Wreath and Bouquets.
Until recently engaged in Nurseries. WilliDg and obliging.—
State wages and particulars to A. LAWRENCE, Pose Ottice,

Esher, Surrey.

O SEEDSMEN, &c. — Situation wanted

;

fifteen years' experience in Seed and Corn trade. —
J. G. C, Rosemount, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, N.B.

MESSRS. CLUER BROTHERS, Seedsmen,
Florists, and Dutch Bulb Importers, 23, Market Street,

York, can recommend a young man, age 2i>, who has beeu live

years with them, in the Trade, in the aifferent branches, viz.

:

Vegetable and Flower Seeds ; also Farm Seeds and Bulbs, and
has made himself generally useful. Very honest, steady, and
very respectable in appearance.

SHOPMAN, or Second.— Eleven years' ex-
perience in all departments of the Trade, including

Nursery. First-class references.—CARNATION, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Advertiser seeks engagement as
SHOPMAN. Well up in all branches. First-class

references from leading firms.—BEGONIA, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

CLERK requires a Situation.—Many years'
experience in Book-keeping and general office work in

the Nurtery and Seed trade; good references.—Particulars to

F., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand,W.C.

WONDERS WILL NEVER CEASE, we
are told ; but it cannot be denied that HOLLOWAY'S

PILLS are the greatest wonder of modern times. They cor-

rect bile, prevent flatulency, cleanse the liver, and purify the

system, strengthen the stomach, increase the appetite, invigo-

rate the nerves, promote health, and reinstate the weak to an
ardour of feeling never before experienced. The sale of these

Pills throughout the globe astonishes everybody, convincing

the most sceptical that there is no medicine equal to HOLLO-
WAY'S PILLS for removing the complaints incidental to the

human race. They are indeed a blessing to the afflioted, and
a boon to those who suffer from disorders, internal or external.

Thousands of persons have testified that by their use alone

they have been restored to health, after other remedies had
proved unsuccessful.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. TEE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON"—50, Camden Road, N.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Eoad.

TJ S\ T3 rp T /"^ TTT FT1 T T T5 A T T^ T T T T T\ T ^T /** G. of every description erected, either in WoodnUfV 1 IbUii 1 \J L\r\Lu 15O 1 Lu LJ 1 1\\_I l3 or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

Imperishable Teak -Wood Houses a Specialty.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOOD BUILDINGS.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS BEING EXECUTED BY US AT PRESENT ARE THE FOLLOWING:—

For HEE MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Eose House, &c, at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.B.H. THE PBINCE OF WAXES—Eange of Fruit Houses, 300 feet long, at Sandringham.

„ LOED IYEAGH—Extensive Eanges of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, and Eange of Offices, at

Eange of Yineries in Teakwood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent. j_Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite and Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Eenewal of Eange of 22 Plant Houses, in Teakwood, at Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Eange of Hothouses, in Teakwood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERT DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfe

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
[ "—

'

—^——"^—

—

—-^-r———^^—^^——^^—^—^—^^—
ORCHID

HOUSES

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at ths Oflijs, 41, Wellington 9:reat, Coven t Grirlen. Lu to i. W. '.

Printed (or the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agxew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct oE Whitefriars. City of London, in the County oE Middlesex, ani puolishsi by
ARTHUR GE0B6E Mabtin, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 21, 1895. Agent for Minchsster—JoH.f Heywodd.
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

RIMULA,- THE LADY.
If there is one variety that standi far and away from all

others for real use, beauty, and general admiration, it ia

certainly this. No Floral Establishment can be complete
without it. Fine plants, Zs. 6d. per dozen ; in pots, 5s. and
6s. per dozen.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley,

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

ROUND COMPASSES, LOW'S PATENT.
Particulars on application to—

W. LOW, Euston Gardens. Thetford.
G
MUSHROOM SPAWN.—Bay of the makers.

Upon receipt of Postal Order for 2s., we will forward
1 buehel(16 cakes), of our celebrated Mushroom 8pawn ; with
full instructions for making-up beds. &c. Established, 1836.

Messrs. ELPHICK and ALLEN. Mushroom Spawn Makers,
7, Beaconsfleld Road, Willesden, N.W.

Now Ready.
'UTTONS' BULB CATALOGUE for 1895.

Beautifully illustrated by original photographs, and con-
taining accurate descriptions of the Choicest Varieties of

Bulbous-flowering Roots, with clear hints on their successful
cultivation, the whole being bound in exquisitely illuminated
covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FBOM
UTTON and SONS, THE KOYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
Carnations ! Carnations ! 1

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1895, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties
now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATAL09UES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservatory, House,' or Garden at The lowest price,

send for POPE and SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen,
Birmingham.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
The best all round variety in cultivation. Fine, well-

rooted plants, 2s. per doz. ; 12s. per 100; 6s. for 50. Cash price.

HURST and SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset.

HOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, con-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Liliums, Daffodils, Snowdrops, Iris, pEeonies,

&c. free on application. Please compare our prices before
sending your orders abroad.
WATKIN3 and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—A large quantity of
Early Leading Market Sort, to be Sold Cheap. Apply—

Pine House, Isleworth.

ARUM LILIES.—100 strong-flowering Bulbs,
out of 32's. Free on Rail. £2 10s. cash.

BARNARD. Florist, Southgate, Middlesex.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
True, fineBt-rooted plants specially grown. Per dozen,

Is. id- ; 50, 5*. &d. ; 10O, 10s. ; fr*>e for cash.

W. M. BEALE, Woodthorpe Nursery, Loughborough.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots.—Fine,
well-established plants, in pots, of all the leading varieties,

12j. Set. per 100.

H. LANE and SON, Nurseries. Berkhamsted, Herts.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, &c.

JOHN NATHAN, Jun , Long Market, Oovent
Garden, W.C, is open to receive Consignments of above.

Best price guaranteed ; 5 °/ Commission. Bankers' references.

PEACHES and NECTARINES—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, best

Tarieties. Can now be inspeoted and marked for autumn
planting.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, HilliDgdon

Heath, Uxbridge.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
O to select from. Writs for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR, TheLondon Nursery, 4, Maida Vale. London,W.

WANTED, COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS that have been grown for Exhibition

purposes. Beat varieties. Send number, namep, and price, to—
JOHN PEED AND SONS, Boupell Park Nurferies, West

Norwood, London, S.E,

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS :—
Jacoby, MacMahon, and W. B. Gem.

Price, per 100 or 1000 to JAS. KEELING. Nurseryman and

Florist, Mount View, Glossop Road, Sheffield.

H

Strawberry Plants.

LALTON'S NOBLE, good strong plants in
pots. 8s. per 100 ; also strong rooted runners, 2s. per 103.

H. TULL, Cbalvey Boaa Nursery. Slough.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Caah or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. BOSS & CO., Merstham. Surrey.

ENRf RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

FOR THE BEST PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
BANUNCULUS, LEMOINE'S NEW GLADIOLUS,

MONTBBETIAS, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sorts.

All personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

Important to Mushroom Qrowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 55.

K. and G. CUTHBEBT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense Collec-

tions of New, Bare, and Fine BULBS and PLANTS (104 pages
in English), and will, as usual, be sent post-free on application

to their Agents. Messrs. Mebtens & Co., 3, Cjtoss Laxe,
St. Makt-at-Hill, E.C. ; or themselves direct at Ovebyken,
near Haarlem, Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

GRAPE VINES, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros
Colmar, Gros Maroc. 9 to 10 feet canes, extra strong,

35. each.
MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 48's, good bushy plants, 55. per

doeen ; 355. per 100.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 32's, 7s. per doz.

Packing free for cash with order.

T. BAKER, Manager, Biandford Nursery, Upper Teddingtoo.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS.— Grand
plants, in 60':?, tit for immediate potting.

GERANIUM CUTTINGS. — M. Crousse, Ivy-leaf. Seedling
White, our own raising, splendid free bloomer ; also

F. V. Raspail.
PELARGONIUM CUTTINGS.—Dr. Andre. Large quantities

of all the above to offer. Prices and particulars of

—

HAWKINS AND BENNETT, Floritts, Twickenham, S.W.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Orutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. —Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS. SN'OWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,

RARR'S SEEDS for Present Solving.— Catalogue on appli-
cation.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Chrysanthemum Culture.

STAJNTDEN't- MANURE has produced the most
satisfactory results, fully borne out by reports from the

leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Prices, in

tins, Is., 2s. &d., fa. 6rf , and Ss. each ; iu keg?,
J-
cwt., 10s. 6d.,

a cwt., ISs., 1 cwt., 32s. each.

CORRY & CO., Ld., Loudon : and all Seedsmen and Florists.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admbalty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.,

Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the DuplexUpright Tubular Boilers. Kins'sRoad, CheUea,S.W ,

Jc^
1
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAX AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 88, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR AIL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Tuesday, September 10.

By Order of MESSRS. LINDEN, l'Horticulture Interna-

tionale, Pare Leopold, Brussels, a fine Importation o!

CATTLEYA. MENDELI
Just arrived in moat perfect Order and fine condition.

It being well known that this grand Cattleya has become
very scarce in its native habitat, we have only succeeded after

considerable trouble and great expense, in getting home this

consignment. We specially recommend amateurs to avail

themselves of this excellent opportunity, being the finest

strain ever introduced. We have flowered this season, from
a previous Importation received from the same locality, such
magnificent forms, surpassing in grandeur, richness, and size,

any known and named varieties.

CATTLEYA MENDELI
Including a number of selected Established undowered

plants, of the same strain as the above. Superb, healthy,

clean, and well-grown, with extra strong flowering heads,

they cannot fail to give satisfaction.

Also a number of SELECTED ESTABLISHED SPECIMEN
PLANTS, with strong flowering spikes of

CATASETUMS—All Unflowebbd
from the same Importation, out of which we have flowered
those grand new species and varieties, as C. Imperiale, C.

Lindeni, C. Luciani, C. O'Brienianum, C. quadricolor, C.

splendens, and its magnificent varieties, C. splendens aureum,
C. splendens Hollingtonii. C. splendens regale, &c., C. Bun-
gerothi aureum, and many others. Several of these were
exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society on November 17

last, when several of them received an Award of Merit. The
variation seems endless, other quite New and Magnificent
Forms are certain to be found among the Plants offered.

For Sale by Auction, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,

E.C, on TUESDAY, September 10, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Enfield Highway, N.

TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL TRADE SALE of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John MaUer to SELL by AUCTION,

at the Brimsdown Nurseries, Green Street, Enfield High-
way, N., on THURSDAY, September 12. at 11 o'Clock
punctually, in consequence of the unusually large number of
1500 lots, without reserve.

About 60,000 Remarkably Well-grown

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit for immediate Sale.

Consisting of 20,000

WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Wilmoreana, Hybrida, &c,

2,000 TREE and OTHER CARNATIONS,
including Winter Cheer, Mrs, Moore, Joliffe. La Neige, &c.

Also a fine lot of Mdlle. Therese Franco, Uriah Pike. &c.

2500 TEA ROSES IN POTS,
including 150 Paul's new Climbers, Alister, Stella Gray, and

Carmine Pillar ; Crimson Rambler, Bridesmaid, Bride,
Niphetos, C. Mermet, Marechal Niel, Climbing Niphetos,
Gloire de Dijon, Madame;de Watteville, Perle des Jardins,

W. A. Richardson, L'Ideale, Madame C. Testout, &c.

1,000 Ferns, Adiantums. Poly-
podiums, &c.

3,000 Bouvardias, leading sorts

5,000 GeniBta fragrans
1,000 Zonal Geraniums, new

and leading varieties

1,000 Grevillea robusta
5,000 Solanums, exceptionally

well berried

300 Aspidistras

1,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii and
purpurea

100 Dentzia parviflora

500 Crotons, beautifully
coloured

1,000 Palms, in variety
200 Bougainvillea glabra and

Sanderiana
600 Epaoris, to name
500 Veronica Reine dea

Blanches

1,000 Passifloras, large quantities of Ficus, Begonias, Poin-
settias, Euphorbia jacquinaeflora, Callas, Aralias, Abutilons,
Hybrid Crassulas, &c, ; also Stove Climbers, including
Taxonias, Stephanotis, Allamandas, Dipladenia Boliviensis,

and others.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot
offered at this Nursery for many years; the former being very
well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually weLl berried.

Avenue Nursery. Bexley, Kent.
Close to Bexley Heath Station.

FIRST ANNUAL TRADE SALE of beautifully-grown PLANTS.
By order of Messrs. P. H. and J. Cooper. Without reserve.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as

above, on WEDNESDAY, September 18.

8000 ROSES, including Sunset, Niphetos, Marechal Niel,
Gloire de Dijon, L* Ideal, Climbing Devoniensis, Safrano, C.
Mermet, Bride, Cheshunt Hybrid, Turner sCrimsonRambler.&o.
2000 CARNATIONS, including Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Reynolds

Hole, Malmaison, Germania, Dorothy, Alice Ayers, Duke of
Fife, Uriah Pike, &c.

10.000 Her Majesty Pink
1,500 Erica hyemalis, in 48's

1,000 ,, gracilis, in 60's

1,500 ,, Wilmoreana, in
48's

Ficus, Ferns, Crotons, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

8000 Erica Wilmoreana,
60's

1000 Ampelopsis Veitchii
1000 Clematis, in 48's

2000 Genistas, in 48's

EVERY DAY.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale RoonH. 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY. at 12 o'clock,

large consignments of NAMED HTACINTH8, TULIPS,
OKOCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &c.
On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Friday, September 13.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS areM instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq,, of Eden Park, to
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY, September 13, at half-

past 12 o'Clock, 100 lots of choice, clean, well-grown Orchids
in vigorous and robust health, mostly without reserve.

Amongst them will be found :—

Odontoglossum hybrid Dicran-
opterum, very rare

Dendrobium hybrid Lut-
wycheanum

Wardianum Louri X splendi-
dissimum superbum,
the original plant

Dendrobium hybrid Aspasia

,, ,, Roebiingianum, very
rare

,, „ chrysadiscuB

„ nobile, with pure white
sepals and petals

, , album
Cattleya eldorado crocata, true

„ „ roseum
„ Mossise
„ Bowringiana

Lselia elegans alba

Lselia purpurata Brysiana
„ autumnalis alba

,, anceps flilli, true
Ccelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri alba magni-

fica

Miltonia festiva
Cypripedium inBigne Lut-

wycheanum, a yellow
insigne in the way of

C. i. Ernestii, the
original plant

,, Brownii
„ orphanurn
„ Drnryii

,
, Eyermannianum v a r.

Diana
,, media
„ seedlings, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Upper Holloway.—Unreserved Sale.

IMPORTANT SALE of Valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE
EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE PLANTS,

By Order of Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son,

Who, with a view to removing their Nurseries to more com-
modious premises in the country, are about to dispose of a
portion of their Freehold Laud for building purposes.

The following will be found in the Catalogue :—Splendid
SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PLANTS, and also a
large selection of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, including
Greenhouse Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Cliveias, Camellias,
Crotons, Tree Ferns, Palms, Kentias, *c. ; also fine specimen
Lapageria alba and rosea, Allamandas, Bougainvilleas, Clero-

dendrons, Pandanus, &c, and a large assortment of Cannas,
Dracssnas, Crotons, Araucarias, Amaryllis, Pancratiums, An-
thuriums, Marantas, Orchids, &o„ which will be SOLD by
AUCTION, on the Premises, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, N., by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY, September 16 and 17, at

12 o'Clock each day.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had at the Nurseries, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and
63, Cheapside, London, E.C.

ATJDENSHAW, NEAR MANCHESTER.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE 8LIGHTEST RESERVE, BY ORDER OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,

Whs ii relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of

having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 34, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past

12 o'Oloek precisely each day.
The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a most healthy condition.

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts, FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames, Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Roller,

Thanatophone, and other Sundries.

May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas Billington, the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,

and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-
ehester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of

Merit, F.-C. C.'a, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
TENTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE

of POT PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premises aB above, on MONDAY, September 9, 1895, at

Eleven o'Clock punctually, there being upwards of 1600 Lots
of unusually well-grown stock, including :

—

TEA-ROSES, Climbing and Bush Varieties, also a Grand Lot
of TURNER'S CRIMSON RAMBLER, with growths 12 to

15 feet long, and well ripened.

TREE CARNATION3, the
newest and best eorts

FERNS, thousands in various
sizes

SOLANUMS
ERICA HYEMALIS
FICUS ELASTICA
CYCLAMEN
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS
CLEMATIS, IVIES

BOUVARDIAS
CROTONS
PALMS
GENISTAS
HYDRANGEAS
DRACHMAS, ARALIAS
DOUBLE PREtfULAS, POIN-
LAPAGERIAS [SETTIAS
AMPELOPSIS
GARDENIAS

And a Great Variety of other useful Flowering and Foliage
Plants; also small Genistas, &c, for growing on.

May be viewed ; catalogues had on the premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Lee, Kent, S,E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE to commence punctually at
11 o'Clock, there being upwards of 1400 lots to sell in one
day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Burnt Ash Road Nurseries,
Lee, Kent, S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, S.E. Railway,
on TUESDAY, September 10, at 11 o'Clock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of WINTER-BLOOM-
ING HEATHS and other—

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of

15,000 Erica hyemalis
2,000 „ gracilis

1,000 ,, Cavendishii
500 „ Ventricosa

(of sorts)

600 „ Caffra
All well set with B'oom Buds.
2,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii
1,503 Epacris (to name)
1,000 Boronia megastigma,

and others
500 Grevillea robusta

4,000 Genistas

5,000 Solatium capsicastrum,
well-berried

1,000 Adiantum cuneatum
1,000 Lomaria gibba
800 Tea Roses (in pots)

2,000 Bouvardias (of sorts)

1,000 Palms (of sorts)

1,000 Cyclamen persioum
500 Crotons, beautifully

coloured
1,000 Tree Carnations
500 Asparagus tenuissimus

and plumosa nana
A fine lot of Stephanotis floribunda. Gardenia intermedia,
Abutilons, choice sorts to name, Dipladenias of sorts, &c, with
a large quantity of young Ericas, Hyemalis, graoilis, and other
varieties ; also Genistas and Ferns of sorts, all in 60-pots, for
growing on.
The Brock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises, at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street.
Lewisham. and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—Intending purchasers are invited to inspect the

stock, which is unusually well-grown, the Heaths being par-
ticularly well set for flower.

South Woodford, George Lane Station, G. E. By.
UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE.

The Plants offered in this sale are of superior quality. They
have been grown in New Greenhouses, in the pure air of
Epping Forest, and cannot fail to give purchasers entire
satisfaction.

"ly/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are
A.T-JL instructed by Mr. John Fraser, to SELL by AUCTION on
the premises, The Nurseries, South Woodford, Essex, on
WEDNESDAY, September 11th, at 10 for 11 o'clock precisely,
in consequence of the number of lots.

Many thousands of

WINTER-FLOWERING & OTHER PLANTS
including-

15,000 Erica hyemalis
3,000 Erica hyemalis alba
2,000 Erica caffra

1,000 Tree Carnations
4,000 Erica gracilis

5,000 Genista fragrans
10,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii,

4 to 5 feet

1.000 Lapageria rosea superba
5,000 Cyclamen persicum

(Eraser's superb strain)

2,000 Passiflora, Constance
Elliott and Ccerulea

5,000 Clematis Jackmanii
and other best named
sorts.

6,000 Variegated and other
Ivies

200 Marechal Niel Roses,
10 to 12 feet

1,000 Tea Scented Roses, in

1,000 Climbing Roses, in pots
1,000 Deutzia gracilis, estab-

lished in pots for
earliest forcing

10,000 Bouvardias, including
a lot of " President
Cleveland "

5,000 Solanums, beautifully
berried

1,000 Ceanothus, in variety

Together with considerable quantities of ARAUCARIA
EXCELSA, LONICERAS of sorts. Scarlet Trumpet HONEY-
SUCKXES, Hardy FUCHSIAS, *\ hite JASMINES of sorts.

Turner's new sensational ROSE, "CRIMSON RAMBLER."
Also a large number of small ERICAS for growing on; and
severallots of strong flowering tlllbs of NARCISSUS HORS-
FIELDII, and other fine varieties for cutting.
May be viewed the day prior t i the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and c i the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.C, and Leytonstone, E,

Extract from the Great Eastern Time Table.

FenchurchSt 8 50
Liverpool St. 8*41

George Lane 9 22

... 9 51
9 21 ...

9 52 1023
loll

1037

1013

L046

1115 ... 1225

... 1148 12*6

1149 1219 1258
1 3
1 26

1 43
2 13

* Change at Stratford.
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Sldcup, Kent, 8.E.

About Ten Minutes walk from the New Eltham (late Pope
Street) Station, S.E.R.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING
HEATHS, particularly well-grown and beautifully set

with Flower ; also ROSES and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Longlands

Nursery, Sidcup, S.E., on FRIDAY, Sept. 13. at Eleven o'clock,

by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enormous quantity of

unusually well-grown Plants, comprising

—

15,000 WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS,
in excellent condition, and particularly well set with Flower-

buds, including,

2C00 Erica gracilis

1000 ,, Wilmoreana
1000 ,, coccinea minor

6T00 Erica Hyemalis
2000 ,, ,, alba
1000 ,, Cavendishii
1000 ,, magnifica

50,000 Heaths in 60's for growing on, 5000 Genistas in 60's.

An unusually Grand Lot of

10,000 Climbing and other ROSES in 24's, 12 to 15 feet,

Also about 5000 Extra Good Plants in 48's, exceptionally well
grown, and no doubt the finest lot ever offered at this nursery,
consisting of the following .

Climbing Cheehunt HybridClimbing Perle des Jardins
Niphetos
Queen of Queens
Crimson Rambler
Devoniensis

Marechal Niel

Bouquet d'Or
I/Ideal
Madame Berand
Pierre Cochet
W. A. Richardson

Also Niphetos, White La France, and many other good
yarieties of Teas.

1000 Araucaria excelsa
5000 Bouvardiaa, best varieties.

5000 Solanums
together with a Splendid Collection of Ferns, Ficus elastica,

and Latania borbonica.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises and

of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapaide, Loadon, E.C.
N.B.—The ^tock of plants this season will be found well up

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to the
Heaths and Genistas, also the Solanums and Roses, which are

probably the best ever offered at this Nursery.

Isleworth—Special Trade Sale.
ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully-grown young

CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS, for immediate
Potting, Window-boxes, or for Growing-on. By order of
Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises,

the Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth, 5 minutes' walk from
the Isleworth Station, L. & S.W.R., and 20 minutes' walk
from Osterley Park Station, District Railway, on THURSDAY,
September 19.

Fuller particulars will appear,

SALE of ORCHIDS and BULBS,
on FRIDAY NEXT, September 6.

By order of Messrs F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co. to

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Auction Rooms, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, September 6,

at half-past 12 o'clock,

A VARIETY of IMPORTED ORCHIDS and BULBS.
A fine Consignment of

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE MONTANUM,
from the same locality which yielded O. i. Sanderte, &c, will

be offered. The plants are in fine order ; many fine masses are

included. Also

DENDROBIUM NOBILE, LiNG TAHG Type,

from the Lang Tang Mountains, which have yielded all the

most beautiful varieties. The plants are in fine condition,

and new varieties may be looked for.

DENDROBIUM DALHOUSIEANUM.
LJELIA FLAVA, a beautiful, compact-growing Orchid.

CATTLEYA CITRINA.
L.ELIA LUCASIANA, a dwarf, bright-flowered Lselia.

DENDROBIUM CUCULLATUM.
DENDROBIUM S T A T T ER I A N U M

,

a gem among Dendrobes, easily grown, and very beautiful.

ONCIDIUM PELICANUM.
CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM,

a fine consignment, many fine clumps are included. A
Chysis species.

LJELIA AUTUMNALIS ATRO-RUBENS (true), the finest

and darkest form. DENDROBIUM MOOREANA, boxes of

Miscellaneous ORCHIDS, &c.

Also EURYCLES CUNNINGHAMII (the Brisbane Lily),

white flowers, easily grown. BESSERA ELEGANS, scarlet,

or scarlet and white flowers, very effective. HiEMANTHUS
KALBREYERII, AMARYLLIS SPLENDENS, together with
many ORCHIDS in Flower or Bud.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SALES by AUCTION.
_+

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS - DUTCH BULBS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY NEXT,
September 2, 4. and 5, at half-past 12 precisely.

GRAND IMPORTATIONS of BULBS from HOLLAND
FOR WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING,

IN THE FINEST POSSIBLE CONDITION
for present planting, comprising :

—

A splendid selection of HYACINTHS, including many of the
newest and best sorts, a great variety of TULIPS, new and
rare NARCISSUS, SCILLAS, CROCUSES, SNOWDROPS,
COLCHIOUMS, &c. Also

Forcing Bulbs from France,
LILIUM CANDIDUM and L. HARRISI, IRIS, &c,

and all specially lotted to suit both the Trade and Private
Buyers.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of High-class Orchids and other
EXOTIO PLANTS, at East Fergus Place, Kirkcaldy, N.B.,
on FRIDAY, September 13.

MR. CHARLES S. NEILSON, Auctioneer,
Falkirk, has been favoured with instructions to SELL

by PUBLIC ROUP, at East Fergus Place, Kirkcaldy, on
FRIDAY, September 13, 1895. without reserve, this very choice
and rare Collection of ORCHIDS, &c, formed by the late
James Jamieson, Esq.
The ORCHIDS comprise the following genera in many fine

species and varieties deservedly worthy the attention of
Floriculturists :— Cattleya, Ccelogyne, Cypripedium, Den-
drobium, Lselia, Lycaste, Od^ntoglosaum, Oncidium, Phaius,
Thunia. Vanda, and Zygopetalum.
The Greenhouse contains excellent assortments of well-

grown Plants, embracing Agapanthus, Agaves, Aralias,
Azaleas, Begonias, Camellias, Cyclamens, OytiBus, Deutzias,
Epacris, Ferns, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Hydrangeas, Lapageriaa,
Primulas, &c.

Sale to begin at 12 o'Clock.
Catalogues to be had from the Auctioneer, or GIBSON and

SPEARS, Solicitors. Kirkcaldy.

Southwick, Sussex.
Near Brighton. Close to Railway Station.

Several very valuable Plots of FREEHOLD LAND, well
adapted for Market Garden and Horticultural Purposes,
for SALE by AUCTION, by

MESSRS. WM. WOOD, SON, and
GARDNER, in a Marquee on the Estate, on WEDNES-

DAY, September 11, 1895, at half-past 2 o'clock precisely
(after the Luncheon),

Particulars, Plans, and Conditions of Sale, may be had of

W. F. VERRALL, Esq., Solicitor, Worthing; or of Messrs.
WM. WOOD, SON, and GARDNER, Land Agents and Sur-
veyors, Ifield Court, Crawley, Sussex.

wANTED, to Rent, SMALL NURSERY,
—North of England preferred.

Address, 47, Wheelook Street, Middlewich, Cheshire.

FLORIST'S BUSINESS, City of London ; es-
tablished three years; first-class trade ; rent £120; price

£700.—Messrs. KNOPP & CO., 3, Lawrence Lane, Cheapside.

O BE SOLD, a good GARDEN, situated in
a very healthy spot. Good sale for produce. Within

short distance of three towns. For particulars apply to—
TUDOR, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FIRST-CLASS FLORIST, SEED, BULB, and
PLANT BUSINESS FOR SALE; same hands nine

years; on lease. No reasonable offer refused.

W , 17, Albion Street, Hyde Park, W.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Pakk Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

SOUTHP O RT.—Gentleman's 13-roomed
Detached HOUSE, all modern conveniences, with Vine-

ries, 120 by 18, containing about 200 young Canea in full

bearing ; 6 other Glasshouses, Frames, &c. ; Top and Bottom-
heat ; Gardens, and Stables. Sold cheap. Left owing to
ill-health. — Apply, HATCH, Southport ; or BATEMAN,
Woodlands, St. Mary Church.

EXHIBITIONS.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION, DRESDEN.

From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under the high protection of Hia Majesty the King of Saxony.
For particulars, Schedules, Sec, write to the Secretariat der

Zweiten Internationalen Gartenbau-Auaetellung zu Dresden.

O. LAMMERHIRT, 7, Glacisstraese. Dresden, N,
Die Commission : G. Krause, I. Vors. ; T. J. Seldkl, n. Vors.

Royal Horticultural Society, 117, Victoria Street.

GREAT SHOW OF VEGETABLES AT
CHISWICK GARDENS.

TUESDAY, September 10, 1895. Schedule! of Prizes may be
obtained from the Secretary. K. U.S.. 117, Victoria Street,
S.W. There will be A VEGETARIAN LUNCHEON at
1.30 P.M. Tickets (not including wine, &c), 2f. 6rf., to be
obtained from the Secretary of the Society.

A Lectures on " Garden Manures," by W.' G. Watson, Esq.,
will be given at 3 o'Clock.

FOR DISPOSAL, established NURSERY.—
In same hands twenty years ; age the cause of parting

with it. Long lease if required. About 5000 feet of Glass, and
Pipes and Boilers complete. Shrubs, Fruit, and Forest Trees
in Stock. Any reasonable offer accepted.—J. BENT, Forest
Lane Nursery, near Maryland Point Station, Stratford, E.

/ ^ UERNSEY. — Gentleman's RESIDENCE,
V^~ with Fruit-growing establishment ; efficiently watered,
and pleasantly situated. Also FRUIT-GROWING FARM,
without residence ;

glass. 10 to 15 per cent, returns.

COWPER, Gibauderie, Guernsey.

To Market Gardeners.

FOR SALE, 12 miles from London, TWO
FREEHOLD MARKET GARDENS, consisting of 750 and

600 feet run of Glass, both in full crop of Tomatos and Cucum-
bers, to be Sold together or separately. Full particulars on
application.—Apply, G. YOUNG, 33, Victoria Street, Bel-
vedere, Kent.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
toGrow them, apply toSANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stookof Orchidsin the World.—30 minutee from St. Panoras.

NARCISSUS. — Emperor, 7\ inches circum-
ference, 6s. per doz., 45s. per 100; Horsfieldii, 3s. 6d.

per doz., 20s. per 100.
POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

DENDROBIUM PHAL^ENQPSIS
SCHRODERIANA.

MESSRS. HEATH and SON'S Collection
are now in full flower. Specimen blooms on application.

Strong plants from 42s. per dozen.

Eoyal Exotic Nurseries, Cheltenham.

POETICUS ORNATUS.—10,000 first size for
forcing, true to name, direct from the grower at 16s.

per 1,000; and 10.000 Double Yellow Daffodils at 27s. per 1,000,

large sire.—THOMAS HODSON, Bulb Grower, Wainfleet, St.
Mary, Lincolnshire.

BULBS.—If you want the finest procurable,
sorts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, and grown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE and
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

SPECIAL BARGAIN in BULBS, for one
week only.—Amaryllis Johnsoni, 7 inch, 50s. per 100,

6s. 3d. per dozen ; Chinese Sacred Lilies, 13s. Qd. per 100

;

Freesia r.a, 9s,. per 1000. The above guaranteed new Bulbs.
Cash with order.

W. H. HENDERSON, Threefield Lane, Southampton.

LAXTON'S "ROYAL SOVEREIGN

"

STRAWBERRY.—Large well-rooted Runners, warranted
true, 10s. per 100, 25 for 3s. 6d. Cash with order.

GEORGE PYNE, Denver Nurseries, Topsham, Devon;

MESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
Ttflis, Caucasus, Russia.

PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 22 Rble.

LILIUM COLCHICUM (Scovits) per 1000 bulb, 50 Rble.,

100 for Si Rble.
IRIS RETICULATA per 1000 bulbs, 18 Rble., 100 for 2 Rble.

FRITILLARIA tulipifolia 1000 „ 28 Rble., 100 for 3 Rble.

PJSONIA CORALLINA 1000 „ 200 Rble., 100 for 25 Rble.

Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and
Seeds gratis and post-free.

C*>
e> NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES

SPINELESS, ROBUST GROWTH, LARGE RED FRUIT, EXTREMELY FERTILE, BEST QUALITY.

See "Gardeners' Chronicle" of July 27, 1895 {No. 448), pages 100 and 101.

COLOURED PLATE, COMPLETE HISTORY, PRICES, and every information, from WM. RUSHFORTH, HUNSLET, LEEDS
AND FROM THE ONLY PROPRIETORS,

LETELLIER & SON, CAEN, FRANCE.
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BOLD, BRIGHT, BEDDING

BEGONIAS
BLOOMING BEAUTIFULLY AT
BEXLEY HEATH.

Awarded Three Gold Medals and upwards of
Fifty other Highest Honours.

CO

CO
<*
UJ
CO

CO

CALL and SEE
THIS MAGNIFICENTSIGHT
Trains run from London Bridge and Cannon
Street Stations to Bexley Heath (New Line).

Or Omnibus from Voolwich.

THOMAS S. WARE,
HALE FARM NURSERIES,

TOTTENHAM, LONDON.

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Beady.

Their Plants will be grand, both for Forcing, in
little pots, and as Runners.

Send Ordebs akd Enquiwes direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THEY HATE RECEIVED THEIR ANNUAL SUPPLY OF

HYACINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS
AND OTHER BULBS,

And are pleased to say that they are in EXCEPTIONALLY FINE CONDITION.

BULB CATALOGUE FOR 1895
Has been Posted to all their Customers ; anyone not having received the same, a Duplicate

Copy will be forioarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

A POPULAR ILLUSION DISPELLED

!

Buyers hare habitually paid 6d., 9d., and Is. each for

HYACINTHS, whereas our only price for BEST - NAMED
VARIETIES, of equal quality, is

per

root.

Why is this ? .Because we are ourselves

GROWERS, supplying CUSTOMERS
at WHOLESALE PRICES, thereby

saving them all MIDDLEMEN'S
PROFITS,

The Only House supplying

at these terms.

ALL OUR BULBS
ARE

RELIABLE.

THE
CHEAPEST
HOUSE for

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
SNOWDROPS. CROCUS,

LILIUMS, GLADIOLUS, SPIE^EAS,
DIELYTRAS, LILY of THE VALLEY,

ETC , AND ALL

GARDEN SUNDRIES.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, Guaranteed
First Size, 9s. per 100; 85s. per 1000.

Michael RAINS &CO.,
BULB ASD SEED MERCHANTS,

34, MANSELL ST., ALDGATE, CITY, LONDON.
And Tie nurseries, Haarlem, Holland.

CATALOGUES FREE UPON APPLICATION

Established 1S56.

WHITE AT ONCE.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES. PEACH. PLAUT. ORCHID. TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

GARDEN FRAMES in Every Variety.

3. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

PIT j « ft. by 4 fc, painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.
1IGHTS) 6 ft. bv 4 ft . onpainted & unglazed 5/- „

»W IX COfB-gE OF ERV CTIOX ftr the BISHOP of THETFOBD.

.Sun' vs made. Ladies and Gtntlemen waited uj.on.

CATALOGTJ ES FREE.
on ail Orders of 40B. value to
any goods station in England

and Wale8 ; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

CARRIAGE PAID

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47a.—10 ft. by 7 ft.

No. 49a.—10 ft. by 8 ft.

Carefully Pacfced and Carriage Paid.

... j Painted ) £8 10

...land Glazed, j" 10 10

BOILERS, TANKS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet. I QA
Similar to No. 75. with two lights. j O \J D .
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Miller's Bulbs
ABE THE LARGEST,

BEST MA.1URED,

SPECIALLY HAND - PICKED BULBS,

From the Finest Stocks grown In Holland.

F. MILLER &00.,
a6£.^gwa '

MILLER'S BULBS GIVE THE LARGEST
AND BEST FLOWERS.

FOR BULBS of FINEST QUALITY, at
BeaiODable Prices you MUST go to

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Koiid, London, S.W.

MILLER'S BULBS are in largely inoreaaed
demand each successive season.

MILLER'S CUSTOMERS send larger orders,
and confidently recommend MILLER'S BULBS to their

Friends.

BEFORE PURCHASING BULBS see
MILLER'S BULB CATALOGUE, sent post-free on

application.

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Boad, London, S.W.

GARDENERS WILL OBTAIN THE BEST
RESULTS and GIVE their EMPLOYERS GREATEST

SATISFACTION by BUYING MILLER'S BULBS.

MILLER'S BULBSforFORCINC.

EABLY WHITE KOMAN HYACINTHS.
Strong flowering bulbs. 10s 6d. per 100; Is. Qd. per dor.
Extra large bulbs, 14s. per 100 ; 2s. per doz.

EXHIBITION HYACINTHS.
Miller's selection of the grandest varieties.

Specially picked bulbs, 5s. 6d. per doz.

LILIUM HARRISII.
We import only the true early-flowering Bermuda
Easter Lily.

Strong flowering bulbs, 3s. Od. per doz.
Extra Btrong bulbs, 5s. 6d. per doz.

LILIUM CANDIDUM.
Gigantic, solid, heavy bulbs, for forcing; twice the

size of those often sold.

15s. per 100 ; 2s. 3d. per doz.

FREESIA BEFRACTA ALBA.
Our bulbs always flower most freely.

Strong cultivated bulbs, 3s. 6d. per 100.
Extra large bulbs, 4s. 6d. per 100.

FORCING SINGLE TULIP,
SCARLET DTJC VAN THOL.

Brilliant colour, indispensable for early flowering.
Very large bulbs, 2s, <6d. per 100 ; 21s. per 1000.

FORCING POLY. NARCISSUS.
The three following are the best :

—

EARLY PAPER WHITE, 5s. per 100.

LARGE-FLOWERED PAPER WHITE ) .. „ . _ ,„.
(Early Snowflake or Purity). i

6*- 6i - Per «»•

EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN, 5s. per 100.

FORCING DOUBLE DAFFODIL.
The true large Double Yellow variety.

Extra large bulbs, 5s. 6d. per 100.

All Orders above 10s. sent Carriage Paid and
Packing Free.

Other Bulbs equally good and cheap.

BULB CATALOGUE post free on application.

ORCHIDS,
AN IMPORTATION OF THE BE3T

EAST INDIAN SPECIES
Mas just reached me in Fine Condition, amongst

which are the following fine Orchids—

AERIDES LAWRENGE/E.
This species and A. Sanderianum rank as the two most lovely

of the family, the long droopiDg racemes are noted for their
brightness of colour, the size of flowers and delicious odour,
Beceived First-class Certificate, September 9, 1884.

AERIDES SANDERIANUM.
" T. L." in the Gardeners' Chronicle (August 24, 1895), says :— *' I send you a raceme of the lovely Aerides Sanderianum to

prove, were it needed, that this genus is well worth taking
pains with."

The plants offered are in grand condition.

VANDA SANDERIANA.
A very limited importation of this NOBLE ORCHID, which

is admitted to be one of the finest in cultivation. Nearly all

the plants were established before being shipped ; consequently,
there will be a minimum of uncertain plants. Many of the
plants are in pots, and root-action is evident in many cases.
All the plants are well furnished with foliage.

A GIGANTIC SPECIMEN,
THE LARGEST IN EUROPE,

is among the importation of this Vanda. It is in fine health,
and WILL BE ON SHOW at the Nursery during the coming

VANDA LOWII.
A few plants of this lovely Vanda.

PHAUENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA.
Some fine sound plants, practically established, and Bure to

make good specimens in a shoit time.

CYPRIPEDIUM STONEII.
Collected by an experienced man, who saw many fine forms

in flower.

CRAMMATOPHYLLUM
MEASURESIANUM.

In fine masses. This handsome Orchid should be extensively

grown. It received a First-class Certificate in May, 1891,

DENDROBIUM DEAREII.
A fine importation of this beautiful whits winter-flowering

Dendrobe.

DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM.
Many of these plants were seen in flower by the Collector,

who writes that there are exceptionally good varieties.

AERIDES QUINQUEVOLNERUM.
In good plants.

DENDROBIUM UNDULATUM.
With tremendous pseudobulbs.

F. MILLER & CO.,
267, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

A FINE NEW PALM,

CYRTOSTACHYS LACCA.
A Plant of graceful hatit, with stems and leaf petioles of

bright red colour ; it is known by the natives as

" THE SEALING-WAX PALM."
Six of these Plants have arrived, and are, of course, well

established healthy Plants
This is entirely NEW TO COMMERCE, and is RARE.

Fuller particular8 and quotations from—

P. WEATHERS,
SILVERHALL NURSERY,

ISLEWORTH.
(35 minutesfrom Waterloo )

THE

(Swdeaatf d{!tnmkk
SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1895.

CHISWICK.

A VISIT to the Garden after the recent
storms enabled ns to judge of its condi-

tion—and what did we find? Cleanliness in

every part, walks firm and well rolled, although
the marks of the storm of Thursday evening,

Aug. 22, showed themselves in a saturated

soil, and a little silt accumulated at the margin
of the turf ; the lawns vividly green, showing
plainly that if the mown grass was taken away,
something was added in winter or spring to

maintain the fertility of the soil. That was
quite as it should be. In the glasshouses also

were found capital crops of Grapes, and Fig-trees

whioh had borne good crops, but were now going
out of fruit for the season.

But perhaps it will be better to take the

glasshouses seriatim, beginning with the more
modern one near the entrance to what may be
oalled the reserve-garden. Last year, and for

several previous years, we believe, this house,
originally planted with Vines, ohiefly Muscat of

Alexandria, has accommodated during the
summer months trials of Tomatos, and enor-
mous orops have been gathered eaoh year, and
sold to defray in part the expense of up-keep.
Now, the Vines demand the whole of the space,

and no more Tomatos are grown therein. This
is the first year in which the Vines have carried

a full crop. The number of the bunches is

about 600, and the weight 900 lb. ; and those

who know the market prices for fine Mus-
cats, oan caloulate their value when fully ripe,

say in about a fortnight from the present time.

The Vines, from reasons of economy, were trained

on wires under the central part of the vinery,

and a oane is being oarried from each Vine down
the two slopes of the roof, so that every part of

the roof will be utilised. Nothing could be

better devised in oulture than the Vines in

this house. The older corridor vinery held

equally well-cropped Vines, but osving to the

Vines being trained against the back wall, and
upright glass front, one could not take in the

whole crop at a glanoe. The oolour and finish

of the Grapes in this oase will be oapital.

In what some consider the white elephant of

the Society—the big vinery—there is a well-

distributed crop on the forty-four-year-old

Vines, not in any point differing in appearance
from former years. To aooount for the good
condition of these Vines, the border must have
been made with great judgment and a oareful

seleotion of materials, or else the roots must
have wandered into the adjacent well-manured

ground. Some of the gardeners, it being a

showery day with dull skies, were employed in

searching for decaying berries, and easing

the berries where orowded. It was all right

here, but it is a matter for regret that

the resources of an experimental garden

should be devoted to the cultivation of

Grapes to be sold as in a oommeroial under-

taking ; but having the vinery, perhaps no
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better use oan be found for it than to produce

Grapes. At any rate, it is money-producing,

and that may be a sufficient excuse, although

experimentally it has now little value.

Having inspected the state of the Vineries,

always considered the cruoial point in a gar-

dener's management, and a test of his

abilities, we found everything looking as well

if not better than in some former years ; other

houses were visited, viz , the Peaoh-house in the

inner quadrangle. Here the trees had fur-

nished an early crop of fruit, and we saw

nothing but healthy vigorous plants which were

being gradually matured by sun and air. Standing

outside was a lot of young Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, &c, whioh having done t*:eir work for

the season, were being ripened off, the house

they had stood in being furnished with Tomato

plants with fruit approaching ripeness. Most

accommodating plant this—if you do not know

what to do to fill the house, put some Tomato

plants in it ; and if you cannot consume the

fruits, you can always find purchasers for

them. There is no waste of gard°n appliances

and conveniences at Chiswick, but every house

is put to some kind of useful purpose.

In one house only American varieties of the

Tomato are growing, and but few differences were

noted between these and those usually grown in

English gardens. The house in which these varieties

are placed is a Messrs. Skinner, Board & Co.'i

patent, with a curvilinear roof of small span, gal-

vanised iron ribs fixed at very wide distances apart,

the glass panes resting on strained wires, and sf cured

by metal clips. It seemed to need fuller ventilation

when the doors were closed ; but it suits the Tomato,

which is a heat and sun-loving plant.

The houses set apart for flowering plants were the

Canna-honse—well furnished with these beautiful,

combined flower-foliage subjects. They were quite

small stuff when received in the spring, and have

had to spend their energies in making leaves and

roots, and, as a consequence, there is not quite so

much flower on them as older roots would have

thrown. The selection is a choice one, and well

worth an inspection. The side benches are fur-

nished with varieties of Pelargonium peltatum (Ivy-

leaf), now past their best, but which have been

particularly beautiful this season.

In another house was found a collection of pro-

fusely-bloomed Fuchsias, including good newvarieties

and old fayourites. Another house contains Balsams,

Celosias, Cockscombs, and Bouvardias ; some pits

are filled with zonal Pelargoniums for flowering in

the winter, besides a quantity of miscellaneous plants

of small value, for distribution amongst the fellows

—much of it dear as a gift. Its propagation and

culture seems to take up a good deal of time and

labour which might be more usefully employed.

It is the fly in the amber.

Let us now turn to the fruit trees on the walls.

To us, these have always seemed to be the weak

point at Chiswick, and especially was this the case

during the years of misery, when the resources of

the Society were expended in that children's play-

ground at Kensington Gore. The trees were then

starved of the needful manure and loam, although

the superintendent was too good a gardener to

neglect the customary winter and summer pruning.

Since better times have set in, in the Society's affairs,

the trees have improved, and excellent crops of

Plums, Peaches, and Nectarines ; a fair one in the

majority of cases of Pears, and some very heavy

crops on certain varieties that usually can be

depended upon to crop well, viz., Williams' Bon
Chretien, Souvenir du Congies, Louise Bonne,

Madame Treyve, and Bellissime d'Hiver.

The Apple erop generally is a heavy one, especially

on the lesser pruned standard and half-standard

trees, and on the restricted bushes *>n Doucin and

Paradise stocks. It is needless to specify varieties

where nearly all have cropped well—still, mention

must be made of a row of trees of Blenheim Orange

Pippin, planted twenty years ago, and worked on

every known kind of stock, which have a full crop

for the first time. There is a fact worth knowing in

regard to this variety, viz., that no kind of stock will

hasten its coming into bearing. The cither grand crop

is that of Cox's Orange Pippin, which was never

finer than this year. The aged pyramidal Pears

are, in numerous instances, bearing very well ; and

of Plums, capital crops of Pond's Seedling were

remarked on standard trees. In fact, it is a record

year for hardy fruit at Chiswick.

There are extensive trials of Cabbages, Let-

tuces, Turnips, Bunner and dwarf Kidney Beans,

Potatos, Endives, Spinaches, Sweet Peas, Asters,

Phloxes, bedding Begonias, including the small-

flowered effective elegans type ; of Dahlias of the

so-called " Cactus " forms supplied by the larger

growers.

To give the reader an idea of the extensive

character of these trials, it may be mentioned that

about 500 varieties of Phlox were planted from
English, French, and German gTowers, the height,

colours, time of beginning to bloom, being duly

noted. Of Turnips there are 37 varieties ; Spinach,

20; Cabbage, 76; Lettuces, 39; Beans, 74; Peas,

new and old, 59 ; Potatos, 70. The amount of

clerical labour entailed in recording all the more
essential points in connection with these trials is

very great, especially as every report has to be
written out three times. One rubs one's eyes on
hearing this, and asks whether copying-presses

have been invented. The writing of labels for

seed-beds and plantings takes up a great amount of

time. These trials, so far as they go, benefit the

purchaser, or at least they are instituted with that

intent ; but instead of being published in a form
easily accessible to the owners or cultivators of

gardens, they are published long after date in the

Society's Journal, which appears at uncertain

intervals ; hence they lose the merit of opportune-
ness, and become, as a consequence, of relatively

small value.

The out-of-doors floral decorations are well worthy
of notice at the present time. They consist chiefly

of a series of bedB, circles, and parallelograms, of

various dimensions, arranged on each side of the
long walk which leads to the great vinery. There
were beds planted with old stock-plants of Fuchsias,

flowering abundantly; beds of Fuchsia fulgens, an
old inhabitant of our greenhouse, but seldom em-
ployed out of doors, although in the warmer parts of

the country it grows well and flowers charmingly.

Begonias, both tuberous and other, are planted in

numbers, sometimes one variety being used in a bed,

and in other cases several of them are grown to-

gether for the sake of readily estimating their effects

as bedders, testing the comparative height of the
plants, and various other points which it may be
desirable to ascertain. There are beds of the
glowing reds, crimsons, &c, of the large-flowered

tuberous-rooted section obtained from the best
sources. Beds of Begonia semperflorens in red,

pink, and white, and very clearly these varieties

showed their value as bedders ; the varieties, Duchess
of Edinburgh, pink, and Beading Snowflake, white,

were admirable. In the case of these semperflorens

varieties, the blossoms are small, very numerous,
and obtained from all parts of the plant, and being of

a uniform colour there is no dull side of the petals

to be seen in dull weather, as is the case with the

large-flowered Begonias. Old plants of Bouvardia in

variety are turned to good account, being planted out

in mixtures of other plants. They were masses of

flower. Cassia corymboia planted in circular beds

has a pretty effect, the amount of bloom on them
being considerable. The same may be said of Plum-
bago capensis, the plants of which are covered with

their light blue flowers, so different in tint from the

other occupants of flower-beds.

It was remarked what a pretty edging plant is

Sedutn Ewersii, when covered with its numerous
dull pink-coloured flowers. Canna indica, in the

newer varieties, was noted in flower ; but, like those

in pots, the plants are no', of sufficient'sge to flower

well this season. A bed or two of Zinnia elegans

pumila, consisting of a few distinct-coloured varieties

about \h foot in height were noted. This strain is

decidedly better than the usual lanky one Been in

gardens, yet not so dwarf as Zinnia Haageana.
Other beds consisted of Asters in variety, single-

flowered Petunias, and yellow Marguerites.

The beds of Tea and Noisette Roses were afford-

ing a quantity of bloom, although these were but

very small plants when put out at a late part of the

spring. It was easy to see what the plants were like

before the storm of Thursday had dashed their

flowers, for a time at least.

It is said, we believe, that the cost of keeping up
Chiswick is out of proportion to the results obtained,

but that is a point very difficult to gauge, seeing

the multitude of plants dealt with, and the far-

reaching nature of the results of the trials and
methods of culture, when at length these have been
dribbled out to the horticultural public.

No comparison instituted with a private garden

is possible, except perhaps in such elementary

matters as digging, mowing, tree-nailing, and
pruning, and the like matters, which are the same in

all gardens. At Chiswick, the cost, time and labour

involved in the distribution of plants to the Fellows

is very considerable, all manure must be purchased,

coals and coke bought at town prices, water specially

paid for, rates and taxes are heavy, and labour more
highly paid than in country places.

In making comparison between the cost of con-

ducting Chiswick and a country establishment,

these are points which ought to receive due con-

sideration. Who but the Superintendent himself and

his coadj utors have any notion of the labour of record-

ing the trials above-mentioned ? moreover,there is the

loss of labour from the garden which every meeting

at the Drill Hall entails ; the gathering and packing

up of fruit, flowers, and plants, for which there is

nothing to show. The Superintendent has also to act

as cicerone to visitors, foreign and native, and every-

one is courteously received, as Bhould be the case,

and shown round. Every time an individual is

taken away from gardening operations proper, there

is a distinct loss to the garden in money and time,

and this cannot but add to the expenses at the

present juncture.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CHLOROCODON WHITEI.*

To M. Naudin of AntibeB we are indebted for speci-

mens of this greenhouse climber (see fig. 48, p. 243).

It is an Asclepiad with slender, twining, cylindrical

branches. Leaves petiolate, opposite at distant inter-

vals. Petioles about 3 cent. (1 inch) long, slightly

puberulous, channelled on the upper surface. Stinules

forming a band connecting the base of the two

petioles, and dividing into several unequal linear

blunt lobes. Leaf-blades about 15 to 18 cent., by

10 to 12 cent, (say 6 + 7 + 3-4 inches), nearly

glabrous, rounded at the base, oblong entire, shortly

and abruptly acuminate, venation arcuate reticulate,

areolse broadish, irregular, squarish, or oblong.

Upper surface of the mid-rib provided near the

base with a few linear, lanceolate, membranous,

deciduous scales. Inflorescence axillary, shorter than

the leaves, cymosely branched, many-flowered,

pedicels spreading dichotomously, branched with

minute bracteoles, ultimate pedicels 15 mill, long,

rather shorter than the expanded flower. Calyx

of five spreading, ovate acute, shortly acuminate

green segments about 5 mill. long. Corolla 20 to

25 mill, diameter of five ovate oblong, fleshy im-

bricate segments free nearly to the base, greenish,

externally rich violet within, becoming black.

Corona of five fleshy scales alternating with the

petale, each three-lobed, lateral lobes short oblong

obtuse, median lobe prolonged, nearly as long as the

* Chlorocodon Whitei, J. D. Hook., Botanical Mogarine,
t. 5S98.
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petals, deltoid acuminate. Filament) broad, wnite,

membranous, infolded over the ovary, and adhering

to the pentagonal disc-like stigma. Pollen-masses
linear, club-shaped, glandular at the end. Pollen

granular. Ovary two-lobed, with a short style and
large disc-shaped stigma.

We append a translation of Mr. Naudin's letter :

—

" It is now some years ago that you sent me some
seeds of Chlorocodon Whitei. I duly raised them,
one plant, growing on a wall, has become very tall,

is many feet in height, and at the present time is

covered with flowers and will probably produce seed.

The heat just now is torrid, and the sunshine of
Antibes rivals that of Natal or the Cape of Good
Hope. I thought that you would be interested in

seeing a specimen of my plant, and send you a piece
of it, which I hope will arrive in a fresh condition.

In the Botanical Magazine, t. 5898, Chlorocodon is

figured. The flowers there are rather different in

coloration to those on our plant, which is atropur-
pureous, but without the yellow at the tip of the petals.

Chlorocodon Whitei is a fine decorative plant, is

worth cultivating as a climber in any Orange-growing
district such as France and North Africa. Thus, it

grows perfectly at Oran, whither I some time ago sent
some seeds to a plant-lover fond of acclimatising
plants. Ch. Naudin."

Poltpodium (Pheqopteris) Tbinidadensis,

Jenm . n sp.

Stipites, 6 to 9 inches long, void of vesture, slightly
channelled, brownish-green ; rachis similar ; fronds
pinnate, chartaceous, pale green, naked, 1 to 2 feet
long, 1 foot or over wide, not reduced at the base
and very slightly at the apex, terminating in a simple
linear-ligulate unlobed pinna, conform to the lateral
ones

;
pinnse spreading horizontally, almost sessile

linear-ligulate, 5 to 6 lines, width 9 inches long,
finely serrato-acuminate, the base truncate, not
widened, slightly contracted in the lower ones, the
margins uniformly throughout sharply dentate (or
bi-tridentate) ; veins copious, simple, close, grouped,
running to the margin, terminating in the serrations

;

sori copious, medial on the veins, forming two or
three rows, no involucre observable.—Trinidad; com-
municated by Mr. Hart.

At first sight this might be mistaken for Poly-
podium flavo-punctatum, Kaulf. (Aspidium rotun-
datum, Willd.), a plant very common in Trinidad, but
which on comparison is seen to be very distinct. The
pinnsa are narrower in this, they are uniformly free
at the base, slightly narrowed there, with a terminal
one to the frond, simple, only serrated, just like the
lateral ones, and the translucent spots are quite
absent

; whereas P. flavo-punctatum has pinnse
twice or thrice as broad, with copious translucent
spots, the upper pinna? roundly lobed along the
margins, freely translucently spotted, the upper two-
thirds broadly adnate and decurrent on the rachis,
passing gradually into the lobed apex of the frond,
there being no distinct terminal pinna. Plunder's
figure, Fil. t. 33, is a very good figure of P. flavo-

punciatum, and shows clearly how distinct these two
species are. G. S. Jenmin, Demerara, July 30.

yield, and [calculating on the basis of the figures

just given, a Tomato crop takes from the soil, in

pounds per acre :

—

FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE
TOMATO CROP.

The Tomatos of present cultivation are all re-

ferred to two species—Lycopersicum esculentum,
embracing the great mass of varieties; and L. pim-
pinellifolium, the Currant Tomato. The former has

two main types, var. cerasiformis, the Cherry
Tomato, and var. vulgare, embracing the ordinary

market Tomato.

A moderate estimate of the yield of ripe market
TomatoB per acre when grown out-of-doors in the

United States is 10 tons ; with proper management.

15 tons per acre are often secured. If planted

4 feet apart each way, there will be about 2700 vines

to the acre, weighing, after the last picking,

somewhere about 8700 lb.

The roots, according to a single observation, will

I weigh abont 1350 !b. Taking 10 tons as an average

In Fruit. In Vines. In Roots. Total.

Nitrogen
lb.

28
lb.

28
lb.

3
lb.

59

Phosphorio acid 11 6 1 18

Potash 53 •11 4 101

Dr. E. H. Jenkins, of the Connecticut Experi-

mental Station in the American Agriculturist of May
last, reckons that one-balf of what is taken up by
the plants from the soil is returned to it again in the

vines and roots. That is, taking it for granted that

these are returned to the land as manure. These
facts furnish a general guide to the proper fertilisa-

tion of Tomatos, On the one hand, the soil must
be expected to supply a part of the crop's require-

ments from its inherent fertility ; on the other hand,

by no means all of the soluble fertilisers applied will

be available to the crop for which it is directly need.

It is quite doubtful if more than a half or two-thirds

of the applied fertiliser is taken up by the crop for

which it is immediately employed. Lawes and
Gilbert in their experiments at Hothamsted, reckon

only about 40 per cent, of the manure applied as

being recovered in the increase of crop the first year

of its application.

Owing to the immense demand during recent

years for the Tomato as a market vegetable, the

chemical composition of the plant has been

thoroughly investigated. It appears that the

Tomato is not an exhausting crop as compared

with several other garden products, always provided

the haulm or its equivalent in manure is returned

to the soil.

The percentage composition of ripe Tomatos, and
of the vines after picking, calculated from all

American analyses, according to Dr. E. H. Jenkins,

is given below :

—

Ripe Tomatos. Tomato Vines.

Per cent. Per cent.

Water 9475 83 6)

Organic matter 4
-

S0 13 40

Mineral matter 0'45 3-00

Nitrogen 0-139 0-331

Phosphoric acid 0-057 066

Potash 263 0-499

A safe rule is in the first place to make sure of an

excess of available potash in the soil by applying a

potash manure liberally, and this for two reasons.

First, because the crop requires almost twice as

much potash as any other ingredient ; and, secondly,

because nitrogen, the most expensive element of

plant- food, can only have its full effect when avail-

able potash and phosphates are present in excess in

the soil. Moreover, any excess of potash over the

crop requirement will not waste from the soil by

drainage, but will be retained in combination by the

soil for use in future crops. The Rothamsted expe-

riments show that when potash is deficient in the

soil, the growing plant, of whatever description it

may be, becomes much more sensitive to adverse

conditions of soil or season, and is more readily

attacked by disease, especially mildew and other

fungoid growths.

Wood-ashes contain a large percentage of potash,

and where obtainable will be found an excellent

manure for Tomatos, because not only do they cor-

rect any acidity in the soil, but they favour nitrifica-

tion, and they supply carbonate of lime, of which a

Tomato crop requires at least 50 lb. per acre.

A small amount of available phosphate will in most

cases be sufficient for a successful Tomato crop.

Having made sure of an excess ol lime, phosphates,

and potash salts in the soil, nitrogen should be used

freely, but economically ; a small quantity given

frequently is much better than a large dose applied

all at once. Whether Tomatos are grown for retail

market or otherwise, it is very desirable to get as

early maturity as possible. Applications of soluble

forms of nitrogen, and particularly of nitrates, seem
to increase the yield of fruit without retarding
maturation, and even hasten it provided there is

sufficient heat at command. In various trials it has
been found that the use of some quickly acting form
of organic nitrogen with the more soluble ammonia
or nitrate is safest.

The New Jersey Horticultural Station, as the

result of five years' exact experiments, proposes the

following general method of manuring for the

Tomato. 1. Where land has been heavily fertilised

or manured for the previous crop, apply evenly over

the soil from 200 to 300 lb. of nitrate of soda per

acre, one-half at time of setting the plants,

and the remainder from three to four weeks
later. 2. Where the land is light and sandy,
and has not been heavily manured, apply broadcast,

and harrow into the soil before setting the plants

500 lb. per acre of a mixture made up of two parts

of superphosphate, and one part of muriate of potash,

and 150 lb. of nitrate of soda.

It must be remembered that the foregoing sugges-

tions are for Tomato crops grown out-of-doors, in a
much warmer and more sunny clime than our own ;

they are given, therefore, not by any means as rules

for English gardeners to follow, but as a possible help

to the grower who ought to know better than any
one else what his soil needs, and in what it is

relatively deficient. J. J. Willis, Harpendcn,

The Herbaceous Border.

PENTSTEMON BARBA.TUS.
In point of beauty this plant and its varieties are

some of the best hardy perennials. The tall spikes

of flowers of a rich shade of Bcarlet are very effective

when the plants are grouped together in a bed or

border, and they continue flowering profusely for a
long time. Indeed, it not infrequently blooms in
early summer and in the autumn, and is therefore a
good subject for the flower garden. This remark
applies to the best forms of the plant, and not to

the variously dingy-coloured varieties sometimes seen
in gardens. Oae of the handsomest forms is P.

barbatus Torreyi, a North American plant, with
spikes of scarlet flowers, 4 feet high. Another fine

form is P. b. antwerpensis, somewhat taller than the

former, also possessing scarlet-coloured blossoms.

A charming bed can be made of these plants and the

white-flowered Tigridia grandiflora, with a band of

golden Viola for an edging, planting the latter

amongst the Pentstemons in February or March.
These Pentstemons are readily increased by division

early in the year, or by cuttings in the autumn ; the

former will generally be sufficient for all ordinary

uses, and the divisions soon make strong plants.

Where a large number of plants is needed, the

young shoots at the base may be partly covered with

soil, into which roots will quickly push. By doing

this in the early autumn the plants will be well

rooted for division the ensuing February ; these

would flower in the summer following.

SpIEJEA FILIPEXDULA, FJD.- PL.

In this plant we have a perennial of easy culture,

dwarf habit, combined with freedom in flower-

ing, and neatness of growth. From a compact

cushion of Fern-like foliage issue a number of pure

white flowers, arranged in corymbs, and they con-

tinue to push up for several weeks in succession.

The plant is well suited for growing in masses

where an early summer display is the aim. Though

not usually employed as a pot-plant, it is neverthe-

less a very suitable subject, and it may be partly

forced into bloom if necessary. Plants required for

the latter purpose Bhould, however, be potted-up in

August or September of the preceding year. In

common with other species of Spircea, it should be

planted in a moisture-holding soil, and though suc-

ceeding fairly well in light soils in sunny spots, it is

never quite satisfactory in them. The plant is in-

creased by division performed in the autumn or spring
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Plant it firmly in not over-large pieces, and unless

in a moist spot, divide every two yean, to maintain

the stock of plants in full vigour.

Spib^a venusta,

This is a beautiful plant for a moist soil, in which

it alone will grow satisfactorily. If the soil of the

garden is not naturally moist, this Spiraea should be

planted in rather heavy soil in a shady spot. In a

boggy situation it grows from 4 to 5 feet high, and

produces very large cymes of bright-coloured flowers,

but is of slower growth than moBt Spiraeas. Propa-

gation is by division and seed, but for the former a

large specimen is required, and by the latter method

some of the seedlings may be of little value, still

some bright forms may perchance be obtained.

These seedlings should be planted, if possible, at

the side of a stream or lake, where they would make

quick progress, and at the same time economise

labour. In such a position even the inferior varieties

would be desirable plants. J.

from cracking'and[rending, and fresh supplies of food

and moiBture brought up from lower depths through

sustaining the potent force of capillary attraction.

At Colchester and other places the practical result

of keeping a loose surface may be seen in tens of

thousands of Eoses that have withstood the drought

without any other help from the cultivator, which

look so vigorous and beautiful, as if they had all that

the most ambitious Eose could desire.

Strawberries in many districts where the produce

is a record one this year teach the same lesson.

Not a few of the very finest crops have had no water.

But as a penny saved is a penny got—or more, so is

every drop saved, conserved through surface mulches,

a drop or'more saved. Fortunately for the Strawberry

crops and plants it is not at all hard to mulch to keep

the fruit clean, and such mulches, whether of litter,

fibre, moss, straw, chaff, tell later, and keep the

roots cool and moist as well as the fruits clean—thus

paying the cultivator compound interest on the

labour and money expended on mulches. D. T. Fish.

The Rosary,

TWO MODES OF MULCHING EOSES.

Thehe are those who would object to apply the

term ,; mulch " to any wet substance, such as sewage,

manure-water, pond-mud, &c. ; the word usually

carrying the meaning of a coat of some loose, light,

porous material placed on the surface to arrest loss

of moisture by evaporation, and heat by radiation as

well. But in a larger sense we may mulch with

manure-water as well as litter. Even the residuum

of the liquid manures or sewage may form in them-

selves, or be made to acquire, most of the physical

properties of mulches through allowing them to

accumulate on the surface, or much better still,

loosening them up and mixing them with the earth

beneath through frequent hoeing. In its modest

meaning, anything applied or done to the surface with

a view of adding to or holding more fast the moisture

and food in, and keeping the heat or drought out, is

a mulch, the more porous the more potent the mulch.

And the efficacy of the liquid mulehes is doubled by

stirring the surface with the hoe or scarifier, as soon

as the surface is sufficiently dry to allow treadiDg

upon it. I have been bo fortunate as to have seen

both these methods of mulching in active operation

in this centre of the Eose industry in the course of

the past few weeks. If asked to say which was best,

I Bhould prefer to answer, both. Few have nsed

manure-water of all aorta—house and yard slops

sewage— more for Roses, than I have done, for

many years io different counties with various Boils,

and such prompt- acting surface-mulches have been

my chief stimulant for Eoses. There has been, I

trust, not a little sound Bcience, assuredly much
useful sentiment, as well as success in thus con-

verting and transferring such dangerous substances

into lovely Eoses. Hence, on looking in at

MesBrs. Prior & Sons' a few weeks ago,

and finding them at the sewage again, I felt

something like an old hunter on which I was

mounted by the stud-groom in my younger days by

mistake, and which compelled me to follow the

hounds for my first and last ride almost at the head

of the hounds, I sniffed the sewage from afar, and

have seen and felt—smelt—its results in the quality

—odonrr, and prizes received for these sewaged

Eoses since I aaw them get their last feast of

savouries for the season a few weeks since.

The cheapest and perhaps the best of all dry

mulches is also in fall swing at Colchester, gangs of

men are employed to maintain it in full efficiency.

Eosarians have no faith in the robber mulchea of

weeds, so popular among distressed cultivators of

various sorts. Such mulches live for themselves

alone, making poor sorts poorer, dry soils drier, re-

redacing the diet which should go to feed useful

crops into smaller and yet smaller returns. Whereas
hy keeping the boe and the scarifier in active motion

r jbber- weeds disappear. The strength, moisture and

food in the toil are hn»banded, the surface protected

ALEXANDEA PARK,
MANCHESTER.

This park is situated on the south side of Man-
chester, and is much freer from smoke and the

noxious vapours which the smoke causes, than any
of the other parks surrounded by the city. It U
much more extensive, too, covering an area of

60 acres, which opens up scope for landscape gar-

dening design. In this respect it seems to vie with

most others in having spacious promenades and
drives, cricket, football, and lawn-tennis compart-

ments, surrounded on the margins with plantations

of trees and shrubs, which, when clothed with foliage,

completely'shut out the rather handsome villa tene-

ments to be seen on two sides of the square. There
are, in addition, avenues of trees, with alternate

green Hollies between, to brighten up a little the

winter aspect ; and then the crowds of flowering

shrubs, commingled with, and confronting the

deciduous trees, together with the patches of annuals

that give forth their flowers in summer and autumn,
make altogether a very pretty picture.

A spacious entrance gate, with suitable lodges,

has been erected, and to the right you face an avenue
of Limes, something about 700 yards long, verging

upon a spacious artificial lake, and right in front of

you is a raised terrace in which there is ample scope

to practice in no end of designs of summer and carpet

bedding. The promenade between this is a spacious

one, asphalted, dressed and surfaced to please the

eye, and is of considerable breadth, so that treading

on the grass is seldom, if ever, resorted to. What
struck me particularly was the capital order main-
tained, showing no stint of want of keeping, and the

eye lines, whether straight or on the terrace pro-

menade, or of sweeping curvature, as alongside the

walks and drives, were nnexceptionally pleasing.

The principal trees doing best here were the Limes,

a tree which you will hardly see in a decent state of

health in any of the other parks
; the Ash, of which

there is a fine avenue here, but being planted too

near the Limes, they are sadly encroaching one on the

other, and thus spoiling both. The Sycamore is

doing fairly well, but is subject to rust in its early

stages of growth. Other trees, such as the Thorns
of sorts, particularly the plain-leaved Thorn, is as

good as can be. The Eowans make capital com-
panion low-growing trees, and are now covered with

multitudes of their scarlet ben-ies—a great tempta-

tion to youngsters, as well as blackbirds and thrushes
;

meantime they are loaded, and give a brilliancy most
desirable indeed to the mixed border.

Another capital fellow-tree to the two previously-

named families is the Service-tree, only in summer
its leaves get blackened with smoke ; in spring,

there is no better wind tree, in respect of showing

its hoary underneath surface. Young's Weeping
Silver Lime is in quantity, and a most beautiful tree

it is for individualisiDg in a park ; its great leaves,

twice the dimensions of tboee of the type, are

alto white underneath, and look nicely in the distance

under the influence of a breeze. Weeping ABh also

do splendidly—indeed, all these pinnated-leaved trees

and shrubs help to cast & daBh in a sombre landscape.

Foremoat among trees of a suffruticose character,

not often seen about towns, is the Sumach (Ehus

Coriaria). Its grand pinnated leaves, like great

Fern fronds, stand out in relief, and how splendidly

it does here planted out among ash-gray rocks !. It

shoots out in all directions, coming up from the

running roots as they meander among the stones. It

is much used, commercially-speaking, in the dyeing

industry ; its leaves are collected when growing, then

dried and ground. The Sicilian Sumach is the best for

dyeing, containing about 20 per cent, of tanner's matter.

It shoots far freer even than Berberis aquifolium, and

a most beautiful patch it makes allowed to take its

natural course from the main stem. The S uper-

intendent deposits lots of plants, and sets them down

throughout the mixed tree borders. Eobinia pseud-

Acacia is also doing well in standards. Ehamnus

Frangula, although it requiret support, makes a good

subject, because of the yellowish-green of its leaves

contrasting well with other deciduous trees. The

Catalpa is doing in sheltered positions, and so is the

Salisbnria adiantifolia, with its deeply-cut, irregular-

outlined leaves. Those purple-leaved trees, such as

the Beech and the Plum, do not stand out orna-

mental throughout the year, and have in early

autumn a sombre, dying aspect.

The shrubs that do best are the Rhododendron,

first and foremost among them for border work is

Cunningham's White. It it as hardy as Couch, and is

bristling with bnds. All the Ponticumt, and many

of the earlier pushing hybrids have suffered from the

sharp frosts of mid June. The leaves are as if bronzed

in the middle, green round the margin—it is just

possible many of them may die off at the season

ripens growtht up. Wherever they have been

planted in exposed positions, the wind and the frost

together have played sad havoc, always barring Cun-

ningham's White. Andromeda floribunda is an

indispensable town plant, and so is Skimmia oblata.

Eeally these two plants seem to defy smoke and frost

down towards zero—the lowest reading here was 2°

and 3° of frost ; of course, those Azaleas which

brighten borders with their flowers in spring and

their leaves in autumn, are largely grown, and well

they do. Berberis japonica it worth making a

special note of, it is good looking to begin with,

and is much hardier than the common Aquifolium.

These mixed borders are composed largely with

such ornamental plants as Snapdragons, Centaureas,

Sweet Sultan, the Summer-flowering Chrysanthe-

mum, the Shirley and Iceland Poppies. The latter

are by far the mott uteful, as they are not so fuga-

cious as the Shirley, and they keep longer when cut.

The Helianthus in several varieties are useful, stal-

wart plants, the newer forms of them bursting out,

and flowering freely, although their flowers are not

so large. The largest one is a capital fellow for the

Japanese Auratum Lily. Tobacco-plants, too, make
splendid furnishing for mixed borders, because of

their elegant habit, and large light-green leaves. One
of the most striking beds in a detached position on

the grassy parterre was one of seedling Antirrhi-

nums. Nothing was more captivating in the park,

because of the great variety of colours, challenging

the rainbow in fact, and the dwarfness and com-
pactness of the strain. Pentstemons, too, dealt in

this way were effective. Carnations, singular to

Bay, were nearly all killed off latt winter ; freth

relays have been planted. Clematis Jackmanni,

too, is very prolific of flowers, and makes fine con-

trasting plants to others ; it is always beautiful near

the green grass, and it is green and lovely in this

park, too, so closely is it clipped with the mowing-

machine. The Rosary has been a success this

season ; the plants do well in the preserved

enclosure.

The summer bedding is one blaze. One might

condemn it as too formal, but when you see all the

variety which we have detcribed above, there is room

for this clatt of ornamental gardening. It will not

do to abandon it altogether ; the people about towns

delight in a mass of gaudy colours, and the least
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informed of them look upon gardeners who do not

make a show of this kind in the parks for which

they are practically paying the np-keep, as unfit for

their work. The great breadth of beantifnl greenery

as a groundwork here shows np the designs to great

advantage. It might be as well to give the names of

a few plants and varieties that were doing superbly :

—Crystal Palace Gem Pelargonium was particularly

effective and free in habit ; Vesuvius still ranks high

among bedding icarlets; Mrs. Fenu is of a fine

is telling among other subjects. Lobelias in wet
sunless seasons, are apt to run to growth without

producing flowers. The selected one here, named
Royal Blue, is a gem for its indigo tints and for its pro-

fusion of flowers, this mixed with and surrounded by

Centaurea ragusina, kept the eye on it—the softness

of the grey and the brilliancy of the blue being quite

eye- pleasing. A most effective combination here is

the usual Calceolaria and Pelargonium, then a great

broad band in front of Gageana splendens variegata

Fl3. 46.—PANDANUS VANDEEMBEESCail

roseate hue ; and Henri Jacoby is a large bril-

liant truis; Master Cnristine, a telling pitk ; Violet

Hill, also, is a fine nosegay Geranium. Among
Golden Bronz' there was nothing more— if, indeed,

so effective as Mrs. Q lilter ; the habit is dense, and
the leaf is the perfection of form, whilst the

colouring beats most of the older ones. Marshal

MacMahon is an effective bronze. There were many
others, but these were the cream of the group.

Among Violas, the best standing of the violet

colour is undoubtedly Blue Perfection. Most
Violas in dry weather curl up their flowers

;

this one is least aff.cted in that way, and its colcur

mix=dwith the prolific-flowered blue Lobelia and

edged with Ecsbeveria, The orange flowers in

day time resting in the green and white leaves of the

plant, and the blue and the other primary colours

told exceedingly well without being out of colcur

and in bad taste. Yellow is an everpleasing colour,

and should be sparingly used in all flower garden

combinations, the designer here had evidently his

eye upon that point in planning his arrangements. A
few beds of Harrison's Musk set among purple leaf-

age was highly effective—it would have been more so

but the Ireslne was not up in colour
, neither were the

Alternantheras, which are less even than when

planted out. This shows what a labour proper Bower-
gardening requires.

Bat carpet bedding, to do it well, requires ten
times more work, although the material may not
generally require the same winter " coddling." There
are some pretty bits, chiefly ranged along the pro-

menade, of this sort of work, and the weaving of it

together involves skill to begin with, and time to

finish. It does not do to make it too squat. The
prettiest bit of bedding was where the thistle-looking

Chamajpeuce diacantha was dotted down on a
groundwork of golden Lysimachia, and varied

Sedums, with dot plants of Echeveria Peacockii.

The Gnaphalinm lanatum, the deep olive-green Her-
niaria glabra, various Mesembryanthemums, Stachys
lanata, and the Golden Thyme, were all in use in

more or less designs, and these things arrest the
attention of the visitors. If anything, the beds were
t jo squat

; some relief would have been desirable,

pirticularly in the centre of the various designs,

with Agaris, Aralias, Centaureas, or sach-like indi-

viduals. As it was, it was one sheet of colour from
end to end of a parterre quite 500 yards long, but

fortunately the beds were broken in their outline,

relieving geometrical- outline formality.

Tne bowling-green is largely taken advantage of,

and is nicely adorned with sloping banks, their tips

filled with miscellaneous flowering plants, and there

are suitable band-stands and shelters, and gymnastic-
grounds for boys and girls apart, the whole under
the superintendence of Mr. Henry Cross, and in first-

rate order of keep. Viator.

PANDANUS VANDEEMEERSCHII.
The accompanying illustration (fig. 4G) represents

a plant of the Screw Pine, Pandanus Vander-
meerschii, in fruit, growing in the Palm stove
here. It is 13 feet high, with two side-branches,

each extending to about S feet from the main
stem. The fruits are borne on the side-branches,

and are of a trigono - globose shape, 9 inches

loDg and 8 inches in diameter at the base. The
fruit first made its appearance in July, 1894, and
as yet shows no signs of ripening. As I am led to

believe that the fruiting of the Pandanus in this

country is very rare, perhaps this note may prove of

interest to your readers. T/ios. Wilson, Glamis Cattle

Gardens.

WISTARIAS.
The genus Wistaria is one of a great number

showing the close relationship that exists between
the flora of North America and that of Northern
Asia. Of the species known, one comes from the

Uoited States, and the rest from China and Japan.
The generic name (sometimes erroneously spelt

Wisteria) was given in honour of Caspar Wistar, an
American scientist, who flourished about one hundred
years ago. The species vary in habit, from shrubs

of comparatively divarf stature, to strong-growing

climbers large enough to envelop big trees. No
climber ever introduced has served its purpose

better than the common Wistaria, the flowers being

unsurpassed either in beauty or abundance, and the

plant itself being of exceptionally vigorous growth,

and quite hardy. It is undoubtedly the finest of all

the Wistarias; but the other species flower at a

different season, and they have sufficient merit to

make it worth while to pass the genus in review,

especially as they are but little known in gardens.

Botanists differ in their estimates of the number of

species in the genu*, but there are at least three

—

chioensis, multijaga, and frutescens—whose identity

is well established, although Mr. Hemsley places

multtjiga under chinensis. T»o others—brachy-

botrys and japonica—are figured by Siebold in his

Flora of Japan, but they are scarcely known in

gardens, and the latter is now looked opon as a

Milletia.

W. chinensis.—This fine species was introduced

from China about the year 1816. There is no hardy

climber in English gardens that attains to so large

a size as this, specimens beiDg not uncommon whose
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branchea have a spread of 200 feet to 300 feet. Its

vigour is equalled by its floriferonsness, and a fine

specimen in flower is one of the most beautiful floral

pictures an English garden can show in early

summer. The leaves are of a pale green colour, and

consist of nine or more leaflets, which have a few

flattened hairs scattered over the upper surface, but

confined on the lower side to the veins. The flowers

are borne in racemes, sometimes considerably over

1 foot long ; they are large, papilionaceous, and of a

pale bluish-purple, fading off to almost white in

parts of the flower. Grown in tubs as a standard,

this Wistaria may be used for spring-forcing in the

greenhouse, pruning back each year after flowering.

Out-of-doors it may be used in a variety of ways.

It is admirably adapted for covering walls, pergolas,

arbours, &c> and may also be planted so as to climb

over trees that can be spared for the purpose.

There are now several varieties of this plant in

cultivation. Var. flore-pleno has double flowers;

alba is white, and is also represented by a double-

flowered form ; var. macrobotrys has flowers of a

paler shade than the typical form, but its chief

distinction ia in the long racemes. There is also a

form with variegated leaves ; but, with the exception

of the double - flowered variety, which remains

longer in bloom, the typical old plant is the best.

The white-flowered varieties are beautiful, but do

not flower so freely.

W. multijuga.—In the Index Kewensis, this plant

is referred to as W. sinensis, but from the point of

view of horticulture, there can be no doubt as to the

desirability of keeping up the present name—indeed,

this is done in the recently-published List of Hardy
Trees and Shrubs at Kew. It is not of the same

value as W. sinensis, but it does not come into

competition with that species, as it flowers two

or three weeks later. It was introduced from Japan

about twenty years ago, and being frequently met

with there in a cultivated state, was for long

considered indigenous to that country. It is now
thought to be most probably a native of China or

Corea. The character which, besides its later

flowering, distinguishes it from W. sinensis, is the

extreme length of its racemes. Ordinarily, these are

at least 2 feet long, and the Hon. W. F. D. Smith, at

the Temple Show of 1894. showed racemes a yard in

length, grown in his garden at Henley-on-Thames.

The flowers differ also in being more sparsely

arranged, in having shorter pedicels, and in being

smaller. In colour they are most frequently a blend

of blue and white, the proportions of each colour

varying in different plants ; there is one variety,

known as alba, with flowers wholly white. The
leaves are more numerously divided than in

W. chinensis, and the leaflet?, which are smaller,

are bright green, and glabrous on both surfaces.

In this country, at any rate, it does not Sower so

freely as the better- known species, and where space

can only be afforded for one of them, it should not

have the preference.

W, brachybotrys.—It is doubtful whether this plant

can be admitted as a distinct Bpecies. I have not

seen it under cultivation, but judging from the

various figures that hare been published, it is, most
probably, a form of W. chineneis, which is now
known to be a native of Japan as well as China.

Siebold discovered it in Nagasaki, and figured it in

the Flora of Japan, t. 45. It was introduced by him
to the continent about 1830, and flowering subse-

quently in the Botanic Garden of the University of

Ghent, was figured in the Flore des Serres, t. 880.

Although met with occasionally under cultivation in

Japar, Siebold observes that he saw it once only in

a wild state, and then in a spot where it covered

the whole aide of a hill. The flowers are produced

in April in racemes that are much shorter than

those o! W. chineneis; they are of a deep purplish-

bine, and mingled with the tender green of the

foliage, are very tffective. The foliage is like that

of W. chinensis, but the plant is dwarfer.

W japonica, eyn, Milletia.—This species is scarcely

known in this country outside botanic gardens. It

was found by the Kew collector, Richard Oldham, in

Nagaiaki, Japan, in 1862, but had previously been

known to Siebold, who figured it in the Flora of

Japan, t. 43. In the accompanying text, he saya

" the clusters of white flowers hanging frcm the

tops of the bushes and treea form a magnificent

sight, giving to the vegetation an aspect of wild

beauty." In spite of this, however, it can only be

described as one of the least ornamental of Wistarias,

The racemes are small, as are also the individual

flowers compared with those of W. chinensis. It

flowers in July and August.

W. frutescens.—This, as before stated, is the one

species found out of Asia, being a native of Florida

and other southern United States. It ia a climber

like W. chinensis, but is not so strong a grower.

The leaves are of a rich bright green, with the leaf-

lets not so numerous as in W. multijuga. The

under- surface and the midrib of the leaf, as well as

the young branches, are covered with down. The
racemes vary in size from 3 inches to 6 or 8 inches

in length, the flowers being a pale bluish-purple.

There is, however, a white- flowered variety, and also

one named magnifica. The latter has racemea

sometimes more than 1 foot long, and as described

by American horticulturists, is a much superior

plant to the typical form. It flowers later, and is,

on the whole, well worth cultivation as an orna-

mental climber. In the racemeB of W. frutescens

the flowers are much more closely packed than in

the Asiatic apeciea.

Little need be said in regard to cultivation.

Wistarias are amongst the most amenable of

hardy plants, thriving in any soil that ia of

fairly good substance, and moist. In the early

stages they may be helped by top- dressings of

manure applied in spring. When planted near trees

over which they are intended to climb, a large

pocket of good loam should be provided, and they

ahoulJ be planted in such positions that light and

rain can reach them. Some fine effects are pro-

duced in Mr. Anthony Waterer's nursery at Knap
Hill, where Wistaria chinensis has been allowed to

clamber over Pine-trees and Laburnums. In the

latter cese especially, the simultaneous flowering of

the two things, and the intermingling of the yellow

and purple racemes, makes a beautiful picture. All

the species may mOBt readily be propagated by

layering—seeds being only produced in years of

exceptional brightness. In 1893, for instance, W.
chinensis ripened a fair quantity of seed. W. J. B,

Book Notice.

MANURE8 AND THEIR APPLICATION.

In no department is the average gardener more

deficient than in the knowledge of manures and

their proper application ; we, therefore, welcome a

useful and cheap little treatise upon this important

sulject by Mr. W. Dyke,* which is, in fact, the

substance of a lecture delivered to the Cheshunt,

Wormley, and District Horticultural Society, May 9,

1895, but revised and given in fuller detail.

The author does not claim that there is anything

new in his little work, his idea being to give to those

whose duty or pleasure it is to cultivate the soil

some idea of the different kinds of manure in use,

their action when applied to the soi', and the quan-

tity likely to produce the best results generally.

It is wonderful and instructive to see to what nice

shadings of adaptation this preparation of food for

plants has during recent years been carried. Here

is a soil, rich in organic matter, on which we wish

to raise a crop of flowers or fruit, but because of

the very abundance of organic matter, there will be

an overgrowth of wood and foliage—a splendid show

of greenery, but little blossom or fruit. We ask,

through the agricultural chemist, what the trouble

is? He shows us that potash enters largely into

the fabric of the wood, and phosphoric acid largely

into the formation of the fruit, and it is maturation

we are after. So we give the plant a food containing

10 or 12 per cent, of soluble phosphate, with a

* Published by William Cate, Bouverie Street, E.C., price

6rf. post free.

liberal amount of potash, and the tree or flowering

plant gratefully responds to our thoughtful kindneBS

in asking it what food it needed or preferred.

The pamphlet before us will assist the practical

gardener in his study of manures, as to what they

are and what they do. It is divided into two sec-

tions, under the heading of " General Manures,"

those which contain all the ingredients required

by plants for their nutrition ; and 'Special Manures,"

those containing one or more (but not all) of the

necessary constituents of plant-food.

A few corrections in the work are neceaaary, to

which we ahould like to call attention. The
poisonous element in sulphate ammonia is snlpho-

cyanate.

The quantity of nitrate of soda recommended to be

applied is from \h to 3 cwt. per acre. This we
consider is too much for most garden products.

From h to f cwt. per acre is as much as the majority

of garden plants can take ; otherwise quality is sacri-

ficed for quantity. The keeping quality of Oniona

ia greatly deteriorated by large dressings of nitrate

soda. Soot is a very variable manure ; it contains

but little nitrogeD, and from 1 to 4 per cent, of

ammonia.
Blood, after being dried, is a valuable manure ; it

contains from 78 to 79 per cent, of organic matter

;

7 to 9 per cent, of ash ingredients ; about 12 per

cent, of nitrogen ; from 1 to 1^ per cent, of phos-

phoric acid ; and about | or 1 per cent, each of

potash and lime. From some carefully-conducted

experiments in Belgium by Professor Petermann, it

was found that the fertilising power of nitrate of soda

was greater than that of dried blood, and especially

so on light land. According to Petermann's results,

by far the best results with dried blood were
obtained on clayey soils, whether the manure was
used alone or in combination with phosphates and
potash.

The quantity of nitrate of soda recommended for

lawns, 25 per cent, of the mixture, is certainly an
excess; if more than 5 to 10 per cent, of nitrate

soda ia used in a lawn mixture, the coarser quality

of herbage will be found to come too prominently
forward ; and as the lawn will require under stimu-

lating dreasings of manure more frequent cutting,

deterioration and exhaustion will the more quickly

follow.

OUE POULTRY.
By Habeison Weib.

(Copyright.)

(Continued, from p. 46 J

In my last I note an omission. Speaking of the

Langshan, three words have in some way been
omitted. The sentence should read " they are

excellent layers, the eggs being of fair s ; z"," &c.

As stated, ihe black variety ia the most common,
though there is no reason whatever why other

colours should not be produced, though tbeLangshan
Club has, I think, very unwisely given its opinion

that any other colour is not desirable, nor can such

be of the true breed. I remember years ago seeing

among a flock of Rooks two pure white birds ; would
the committee of the Langshan Club have the

hardihood to say that these were not true bred

Rooks or white Blackbirds, which are not very un-

common, were not true bred ousels. In breeding

animals or birds, especially those entirely domestic,

white or blue is by no means an unnatural substitute

for black, and therefore to my thinking, it betrays a

very narrow-minded conception of the breed or

variety of fowls called the " Langshan," when it is

asserted that only the black variety are the true,

while the white or blue are decided by the club to be

cross-bred. In this matter, I entirely differ with

the committee of the Langshan Club, of which I am
an honorary member.

Again, I most aeriously differ with them when they

Btate in their "points of excellence," that the plumage

should be " tight." I have paid great attention to

the peculiar style of theae birda ever aince they were

first imported by Major Croad in 1872, and byothera

afterwarda, and I am bound to aay that I have never
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•een an imported bird " tight-feathered." Soae have

been what is termed close-feathered, which is a yery

different thing. The Langshan Clnb also insist on

1 ug legs ; this is also contrary to my experience of

the imported birds, as is also that of being long in the

back. la fact, the Clnb bas materially altered the

shape of the Langshan for the worse, both in appear-

ance and ntility, the long-legged birds being

much later in comiDg to maturity than the short,

square, compact, or even medium-legged breed, of

which I have kept many, bred direct from imported

birds ; therefore, if any of my readers feel any
inclination to keep Langshans, I wonld most
strongly advise them not by any means to pur-

chase any of the stork-built sort ; select the short,

They are most excellent foragers when they have

the opportunity, and range far and wide, " keeping

about" until long after sundown. The principal

fault is, I think, their being feather-legged, which is

rather pn-jadicial when the grass is long and wet,

though they are less iDJured in this way than some

of our English breeds. I am most decidedly of

opinion that this breed would have taken a very

much higher position and hold on the public esti-

mation if it had not been for the course taken by the

Langshan Clnb insisting on the long leg, the long

back, and the tight feathering worn, of which points

the best imported birds possessed ; nor can the

majority of poultry-keepers be persuaded that very

long-legged birds are either profitable, useful, beau-

flg 47 — l;£lic-cattleya fowlebi : bosy- lilac; lip kich crimson pubple.

(see p. 192.)

sqnare-bnilt forms, which not only are better table

fowls, being finer in the fibre of the breast-meat, but

they are also better layers, and the eggs are generally

more fertile. I have taken much pains for many
years in inspecting the stock of imported and
imported-bred birds belonging to Miss Croad, of

Poling, near Arundel, and have found these the most
desirable, in comparison to those recommended as

the proper size and form by the Langshan Club. I

have noted also those Langshans imported by Mr.
Thompson, and of late have seen the stock of Mr.
Lambert, also bred from imported birds.

The Langshan, coming as it does from a some-
what cold country, is naturally very hardy, and is

a most excellent winter layer, so that the chicks

with proper attention can ba easily raised in the

early part of the year ; or, if necessary, in the latter

part, so as to have early or spring chickens of good
size and quality.

tiful, or elegant. As I have said before, do not have
the long-legged, stork-like "selection."

There is another Asiatic breed, erroneously called

the Cochin, instead of Shanghae, which is its proper

name, the breed being unknown in Cochin-China.
This is a large, coarse bird, and now far too much
bred for feathering, without any reference to useful-

ness ; and though such is the case, it mnst be admired

as almost " a work of art,"so wondrous is the fluffiness,

length and lightness of the plumage, the beautiful

buff colour that have been obtained by careful

matching, and for their beauty unsurpassed, while

the leg feathering is produced in such quantity as

to almost hide the shape of the lower parts of the

body ; but this has not been obtained without sacri-

ficing some of the most valuable qualities it pre-

viously possessed, not the least of which is its excel-

lence as a winter layer of highly- coloured eggs in

quantity, it having been not infrequently alleged

that some of the hens would lay two eggs in one
day, or rather three eggs in two days. Now after

b-ing made a bird of " mostly feathers," the produc-

tion of eggs is by no means equal to that of many
other fowls.

Though so beautiful in colour as the "pupus fawn
"

now is, the flesh is but of poor quality, and long in

fibre, bntjnicy; the skin coarse, thick, and yellow, the

fat of a golden yellow and somewhat oily, which ib

generally found in abundance in the abdomen, some-

times to the weight of three to four pounds in very

large fowls; the heart is long and thin, and by no
means fleshy; the wings also are small, while the

thigh and legs are of extraordinary size, and full of

muscle, but by no means dry or sinewy ; with some
the Shanghaes are in favour as large- sized table

fowls, while with others they are held in little or no
esteem. But this has not been always the case, for

on their first importation about 1847, columns were

written in their favour, not only as egg producers,

but as large rich- flavoured juicy table fowls, though

the genuine epicure never could discover in them
anything meritorious in this respect, but predicted

that the crossing of these with our English birds

would result in much deterioration, which prophecy

has, unfortunately, proved correct.

(To be continued.}

PRESTON MANOR, BRIGHTON.
Within the memory of the present owner,

the time was when scarcely a carriage came within

s'ght but which was bound either for the manor or a

neighbouring estate; now a frequent bus-Bervice

passes the gates. At that time, strangers in the

neighbourhood were objects of curiosity—now the

thousands of visitors and excursionists who flock

to the fine grounds of Preston Park and gardens

(once part of Preston Manor), make strangers a part

of the surroundings, at times perhaps too evident,

but the £50,C0O or so which the owners of the Manor
House had for the portion forming the beautiful

public park should afford, at least, some solace for

their invaded privacy.

Approached by a short drive beneath stately

old trees, the mansion, standing on riling ground,

presents its old-fashioned front, which is not remark-

able for architectural beauty. The other face of the

building, to which a tower has been added, and which is

clad with Ivy, is very quaint and pretty, and stand-

ing on the terrace a very charming garden- scene pre-

sents itself. The whole of the centre of the view is

of verdant green lawn, to the left is a terrace with

bees of scarlet Pelargoniums edged with blue Lobelias

aid of other bright flowers, the background being

an Ivy-clad wall above which rears the quaint old

tower of Preston Church, which is also covered with

Ivy, and flanked by ornamental trees, a bank of Tews
and Eaonjmns forming a base to the tower

ii harmony with it and the other orjects

around. At the end of the green - sward

runs beds of flowers, and on the right the pretty

walled-in gardens, in which are mingled fruits and

hardy flowers, after the manner of gardens in the

olden time, and which it is the delight of Mrs. Mac-

donald to maintain. Here are Apple, Pear, and

other frnit trees, some of them perhaps a good deal

behind the times in quality, but beautiful neverthe-

less. Beside the grassy or gravel walks which here

and there intersect the gardens are numerous clumps

of Roses, " ancient and modern "—single and double ;

masses of perennial Sunflowers, single and double

;

Phloxes which must date from the very earliest

crosses of the species ; long stretches of Lily of the

Valley, beautiful and fragrant in their season ; and

of Violets and other fragrant flowers, and among
them patches of annuals, which help to make a

brilliant display. Among the shrubs, Calycanthus

pracox is in bloom, and the Weigelas, &c, very

pretty and effective.

In one of the sheltered gardens a large quantity

of grand plants of Richardia sethiopica (Arum Lily),

some of which have ten or twelve crowns, is planted

ont, and a fine lot of neat plants of Azalea indica

are well set with buds.
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The glass-houses are in keeping with the rest of

the garden, but of them it may be said that more
modern structures would be an advantage. As it is,

in the hands of Mr. E. Naylor, the gardener at

Preston Manor (formerly with Mr. Beckett, at Alden-

ham, and Mr. Hill, at Lord Rothschild'*), the best

that it is possible to make of them is assured. In

one of the vineries is a good show of tuberous

Begonias ; in another house a fine display of zonal

Pelargoniums, the great bushes of P. Raspail having

bloomed from last autumn until now, and are still

good.

A little house of Maidenhair Ferns has the walls

covered with Fern3, and is a very pretty object ; and

in other houses and frames are a fine batch of

Tuberoses just coming into bloom, and various other

things for autumn and winter flowering.

Somehow, there is a charm abont theBe old-

fashioned garden?, and an interest in the plants in

them, which is lacking in modern, and what are

called well-kept gardens.

CLIMBING PLANTS AT THE
ABBEY PARK, LEICESTER.

The cultivation of a general collection of plants

under glass is not an orject at these fine public

gardens ; but the winter garden, in which are some
splendid specimens of Dracreaa australis, has a good

selection of greenhouse climbers on its roof, some
or other of which are in bloom all the year round,

and are specially useful in assisting in making an
effective display when the house is arranged with the

2000 or so specimens of Chrysanthemums which
Mr. Barn grows for the purpose every year, and
which, with the setting of drooping climbers over-

head, and the graceful heads of the Dracsenas among
them, present a far more beautiful appearance than

do most other arrangements of Chrysanthemums.
At the time of the great flower show (August 6),

more or less in bloom on the roof and piilars were

several kinds of Passiflora; Lonicera sempervirens,

Clematis indivisa lobata, Trachelospermum jaa-

minoides, Swainsonia galegifolia, and S. g. alba,

Tecoma jasminoides, the charming Bky-blue Plum-
bago capensis, and the white P. capensis alba, with

large bouqnet-like heads of bloom ; Coloea scandens

variegata, and the bright-blue Sollya Drummendi,
a very pretty old plant, but rarely met with now.

ABNEY HOUSE, BOURNE END.
The pretty river-side residence of Miss Ham-

rnereley, on the banks of the River Thames, about

midway between Maidenhead and Great Marlow, is

wall known to frequenters of the district, and the

well-kept grounds form a noticeable feature to

pleasnre-seekers. The house itself, or, at least, the

whole of the south front and roof, has beer, until

quite recently, covered by a fine specimen of Aristo-

lochia Sipho, the handsome foliage in the summer
making it an object of great beauty. Alas ! it is

now dead— from what cause seems uncertain ; but

the floods of November last, which almost reached

the plant, and must have saturated the soil about

the roots, followed by the severe winter, seems to be
the probable cause of the loss of this fine specimen.

The pleasure-grounds are not very extensive, and
Conifers generally do not flourish, although there

are some healthy Sequoia gigantea which seem to like

the moist situation, and are fast growing into good
specimens. Begonias were the most attractive

feature of the bedding, several beds being filled with
distinct colours, flowers erect, and one mass of bloom.

The strain is Owen's Imperial, and it is one that is

well adapted for bedding- out purposes.

The glass-houses are numerous, the most con-

spicuous being a fine orchard- bouse, which really

prompted the writing of these notes. Having seen

the excellent duhes of fruit staged by Mr. Good-
man, the gardener, both at the Maidenhead and
Reading show, in past years, I called recently

to see it at heme, the above-named orchard-

house being quite in the locality. It is a span-

roofed structure about 120 feet long and i.0 feet

wide, running north and south. Inside there are

three beds, one on either side and a central one,

with a path running round about 6 feet from the

sides. The trees on the east border are planted out

and trained abont 12 feet up that side ; the remainder

in central and west borders are bush trees of Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums, and a few Pears growing in

pots plunged in the soil of the borders. From these

trees abundant crops of fine fruits are annually

taken. The pots are perforated ones, mostly of 14

inches in diameter, and the roots are allowed to work

through the holes in the side into the soil. For some
years past they have been annually lifted bodily (at

pruning time), nearly all the roots cut away that

have passed through the sides and bottom, and re-

plunged, adding a small quantity of newly- prepared

soil around the sides to encourage fresh root-action.

They are not taken out of the pots. Great care is

also taken to keep the soil moist at all times, a

most efficient water-supply being laid on, and water

is easily and quick'y applied by means of a hose.

Frost is not excluded, and although the house is

fitted with two rows of 4-inch hot-water pipes, the

water is run off, and fire-heat is not applied until

after the trees begin to move in early spring. While

the fruits are swelling, the trees are occasionally fed

with diluted sewage, used in a perfectly clear state.

Many varieties of the Peach are grown, the

earliest to ripen being Alexander and Waterloo,

which are followed by Amsden Jane and Hales'

Early. Some very heavily-cropped trees were Dag-
mar, Condor, Crimson Galande, Dymond, Sea Eagle,

Nectarine, Princess of Wales, aud Osprey Peaches,

and of Nectarine?, Lord Napier, Humboldt, and
several of Rivers' Seedlings ; Humboldt is an
especial favourite, and puts on a beautiful colour.

Some splendid samples of Plums were ripe : Oallin's

Golden Gage was superb, also Kirke's Belle de

Louvain, Jefferson, and Belgian Purple. Some
600 dczens of good dessert Peaches and Nectarines

have most years been gathered, besides abundance of

Plums, and the whole forms one of the most suc-

cessful examples of orchard-house culture to be

found in the country, of which Mr. Goodman may
well feel proud.

In a greenhouse I noted a fine plant of Bongain-

villea glabra trained under the roof and flowering

most profnsely. It was planted in a box in a small

house adjoining (in which Encharis plants are grown ),

and the rods taken through the brick wall into the

cool greenhouse, where it annually produces an
abundance of its bright floral bracts.

The kitchen garden was looking remarkably well,

and vegetables generally are well grown. I noticed

some wonderfnl samples of Ailsa Craig Onion, which
should find a high place on the exhibition table later

on ; while Peas, Beans, and Cauliflowers, were well

represented, notwithstanding the drought, an un-

limited water supply at high pressure being within

reach of all parts of the garden from stand-pipes

fixed at regular intervals. C. H.

about 350 plantations, containing over a million trees.

It is a very lucrative industry, and is conducted with

a very small outlay in the way of working expenses,

a damp soil and plenty of irrigation being the two

principal requirements. Nine months after planting

the young trees begin to bear, and from that time

forward a certain number of bunches may be

gathered almost every week, the reproduction of

fresh trees going on continually in the meantime by

means of numerous shoots and eff-sets. The crops

are very abundant, and a grove covering, say, an
area of 1500 fqaare yards, will yield from 6000 to

8000 bunches in one year, some individual bunches
being worth from 2s. to 2s. 6d. a piece. The fruit

when gathered is carried on rails to the nearest port

of shipment, and taken on board steamers of about

1000 tons capacity, and each one capable of contain-

ing some 20.000 bunches. Besides beiDg consumed
in its natural state, however, a very excellent flour

is also made from the Banana in many places, by

desiccating the fruits after depriving them of their

sheath, and then reducing them to powder. This

delicious little comestible, indeed, is the object of a

much more extensive trade than is, perhaps, con-

ceived by occasional consumers of it in this country.

Western Morning Sews.

VARIORUM,

The Cultivation of Bananas. — The
Banana is becoming a regular article of con-
sumption in Europe, and large quantities are now
shipped hither, principally from the Antilles, where
this fruit is cultivated on a large scale. It has
always been in great request in the United States,

and, judging from the quantities now to be seen in

English fruit shops, it will soon win its way to

public favour here in the same way that the Tomato
has already done. There is an immense Banana
plantation in Cuba, covering an area of 50 square

miles, and in it 3,500 persons are employed in

cultivating and gathering the bunches of fruit pro-

duced by 2.V millions of treee, the transport of which
has necessitated the creation of a fleet of twenty-six
steamboats. From Jamaica, where the Banana tree

has almost entirely taken the place of the sugar-

can", Bananas are now exported to the annual value
of about £400,000; and at Honduras, Costa Rica, and
the Hawaiian Islands, their cultivation is extending
more and more. At Costa Ricaalone, there are already

Ths Wbsk's Work.
FaUTPS UNDER aLASS.

.BvBichabd Paekeh, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

PINES.— Suckers that were reeently potted will be

making roots, and care will be required in order to

maintain the soil in a fairly moist condition. More
water than is necessary is dangerous, as it may cause

the base of the sucker to decay. Syringing over-

head must also be done sparingly, to prevent moil-

tare collecting in the centre of the plants. Should
bottom-heat decline below S0°, the plunging material

should be rammed together firmly, and fresh tan or

leaves added to raise the temperature to 85°. Only
sufficient shade should be afforded at mid-day to

prevent the leaves being scorched, reducing it

gradually, so that by the middle of next month,
when the plants are well rooted, it may be dispensed

with altogether. It is not too late to put in suckers

if sufficient were not forthcoming previously ; in-

deed, if more are now put in, it may cause a better

succession of ripe fruit.

CUCUMBERS.—Plants that were recently planted

out to produce a winter supply must be kept grow-
ing freely, stopping the shoots at every other leaf, so

as to have the base of the trellis evenly covered with

healthy shootB, at the same time removing all the fruit

and male blooms as soon as seen, by which means
strong plants will be produced before the autnmn.
Additional rich porous soil should be given at

intervals of a week in small quantities, adding
with it charcoal, lime rubble, or burnt-earth to

keep the whole from becoming sour. The plants

should be syringed regularly with tepid rain-

water, and plenty of water used about the floors, &c,
so as to ensure a growing atmosphere. Ventilate

carefully during bright days, and avoid an inrush of

cold air, or a sudden change of temperature. Weak
stimulants may be afforded, but in the case of plants

that have to stand the winter, it is not desirable to

promote a very gross growth at this season. Keep a

night temperature of from 70° to 75° ; and during

the day of from 8° to 10° higher ; and if the tem-
perature of the house is dependent as much as

possible upon solar heat, so much the better.

SOILS.—Now is a good time to get under cover a

good supply of the different kinds of soils for winter

use, and a good heap of compost, which will be

required next month for different kinds of fruit-trees

in pots, and for the renewal of Vine or Peach
borders, should be prepared, and protected from
rain.

THE KITCHEW QABDEK.
By Joh>- Lahbebt, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.—Plantations consisting of

the oldest stools may now be cleared of the old

fruiting stems, carefully detaching all decaying

leaves at the same time. Afterwards give a goofl

dressing of rotten manure. Young plantations mad-3

in the spring as advised, should now provide plenty

of heads of a deep green colour. Always cut them
before the colour loses itB freahnesp. Heads may be

kept fresh and fit for use for several days, if the
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stems are planned in damp moss or water, in a cool,

moist room. For late autumn catting, the plants

should receive occasional soakings of manure-water,
and be syringed after hot days with tepid soot-

water.

CABB4GE AND CAULIFLOWER.—Make another
owing of each of these for standing through the

winter ; those of the first sowing will now be ready
for pricking out, and this should be attended to at

once. A planting of Coleworts may still be made,
if necessary.

ENDIVE AND LETTUCE.—Make frequent plant-

ings of each of these, and be prepared to protect

the former if a severe winter ensue. Frequent
plantingB of Lettuce should be made for winter use,

and a border facing west, sheltered by a hedge or

wall, ie one of the best sites for these plants. Good
batches of strong plants should also be pnt ont
weekly on a piece of good land, well exposed to sun
and air, for cutting from until Christmas. Some of

the plants should also be put into frames.

MUSHROOM BED8.—la order to have a winter
anpply of Mushrooms, materials for making the beds
must now be gathered without delay. After trying

various ingredients for mixing with the manure in

order to make it go further, such as tan, leaves, loam,
&2., I find the latter to be the best ; but if plenty

of good droppings can be procured for the trouble
of collecting them, these are all that is required.

Leave in all the short litter to mix with the droppings,

and let them be spread out in a dry, open shed,

turning them every third day or so. In about ten
days they may be thrown together in a heap, and
turned every third day, so that they may gradually
become sweetened. The materials may then be placed
in the Mushroom- house, well treading them down, and
making them very firm when of the required thickness,

which should not be less than 1 foot. When the heat
declines' to 80°, it may be safely spawned. The
bricks of spawn may be laid on the beds to soften

one day before it ia used, and great care should be
taken in spawning the bed to be sure that the
pieces inserted do not lie hollow. The covering
of the bed should consist of good loam, of

about 1} inch in thickness, and if this is from a
meadow known to produce good Mushrooms, so

much the better ; it should be beaten tolerably firm,

and in winter the loam should be warmed before it

is used.

THE OBCHT.D HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

DENDROBIUM3.—By this time a few plants of

the evergreen section of Dendrobium, including D.
suavissimum, D. chrysotoxam, D. Farmerii, D.
thyrsiflorum, D. densiflorum, &c, will be finishing

their growths ; but as these species continue to root

for some time after this, do not allow a lower tempera-
ture than that of the Cattleya- house. To plants that

have completed their growth, the supply of water at

the root must be gradually lessened, so that the
bulbs may become hardened, but they should not be

kept too dry whilst the roots are active, or they will

probably start a second growth, which generally is

weak, and the new growth made in the spring
will also be weak and poor. The hot summer
has benefited such Dendrobiums as D. Phalse-

nopsis, D. superbiens. D. Goldieana, D. bigib-

bum, D. Bensonite, D. taarinum, D. undulatum,
D. secundum, &c. These plants should now
be in the hottest house, and if grown as they should
be in small pots, and these have become filled

with roots, they will take almost unlimited supplies

of water. In cases where the plants can be allowed
a corner of the house to themselves, they should be
allowed all the light and snnheat possible. If it be
possible to afford the plants full sunshine, let them
have a liberal supply of fresh air during the middle
hours of the day, and about 2 p.m. close the honse and
syringe the plants well amongst the leaves, which
will cause the growths to come on freely and make
strong vigorous bulbs. Some plants of D. Phaltenop-
sis have already completed their growths, and are
sending out bloom spikes. When the flowers are
fully open, arrange the plants in that part of the
house where the ventilators are more or less always
open, or if convenient in the Cattleya-house, the
drier atmosphere of which would suit them better.

BARKERIA8 —The species of Barkeria. as B.
Lindleyana, B elegans, B. Skinneri, and B. cyclo-
tella are worthy of attention, their pretty and large

flower-spikes in proportion to the size of the plant,

presenting a gay appearance daring the dull season.

They succeed well under treatment similar to that

given to Dendrobium Phalasnopsis.

CALANTHE8 —In order to obtain strong flower-

spikes, and to secure clear and bright flowers, we
fill up the room on the south side of the East Indian-

house, recently occupied by the deciduous Dendro-
biums, with the most forward plants of the deciduous

CalantheB. The plants should be elevated well up to

the roof-glass, and so arranged that each obtains its

share of sunlight. Daring the middle hours of the

day when the sun is bright, only a very thin shading
is needed, but if exposed to the sun in the early

morning, and again in the afternoon, the bulbs will

finish up strongly. In the extra light the plants will

dry quicker, and will require plenty of water at the
roots, and an alternate waterings with liquid manure-
water will be beneficial. The R'gnierii section of

Calanthes are only about half-way through their

growing season, and should therefore be treated the

same as the others were when in full growth.

THE FLOWES GrABDEH.
By Ballet Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York.

ROSES.—Attention should be given to the
ligatures of budded stocks, loosening these if

they are causing any ribbing of the rind. Buds may
still be inserted in stocks that were not in a
fit state for budding at an earlier date. The recent
rains will have rendered the bark easy to raise.

The present is a good time to thin out the blind,

weak, and flowerless wood of such varieies as give

late bloom ; and those growing strongly and making
a good deal of wood will also be benefited, as it will

enable the strong shoots to become well ripened.

Some of the best of the shoots that are removed
will make cuttings, and such should, whenever
possible, be taken off with a heel ; and they should
be straight, and from 7 to 9 inches long. Insert

them in well-drained, sandy loam, in rows at 12
inches apart, and 6 inches between the cuttings,

making them firm in the ground, which should be

dug over as the cuttings are put in. If there are

many cuttings it is an expeditious method to dig a
space, trample it firmly, then cut down a trench with
a perpendicular face, and lay the cuttings against it

with their tops about three buds above the ground-
level, and proceed as before, and so on till all

of the cuttings are put out. A border facing

west is a suitable one for a cutting bed.

Cuttings of Teas, Chinas, and Bourbon Rises
should be placed in pits or frames where they can
be protected from frost. Wuere frames and a mild
bottom-heat can be commanded, the propagation of

Roses is rendered more certain. The cuttings for

this method of propagation may be 4 or 5 inches

long, and they may be dibbled into 6 or 8 inch pots

filled with sandy loam. These potfuls of cuttings

should be placed in a cool, shaded house for a time,

that is, till the wounded ends are calloused, and
then plunged in gentle bottom-heat. When rooted,

pot them off in small pots, and keep under glass

till the spring. If a new rosery or new rose-beds

have to be made, the work of getting the ground in

readiness 'or them should be soon taken in hand.

The beat kind of soil is a strongish loam, and if the

staple is not of this nature, some heavy loam should

be mixed with it. A rose-bed should have a depth
of at least 18 inches, be well drained into a dry well,

if the land is not naturally or artificially drained.

If the subsoil be clayey, it may be burned, or

wheeled away; stable-dung, crushed bones, and
light loam should be added to loams that are very

tenacious, and strong loam and cow-dung to that

which is sandy and light. Hybrid perpetual Rises
should be planted early in the autumn, not waiting
till every leaf has fallen, if the shoots are well matured.
When the planting is finished, mulch the plants with
half-rotten stable manure. Notes may now be taken
of alterations to be made in the rose-beds. Old
rose-beds should be replanted during the autumn,
the ground having been heavily manured and deeply

trenched. If any fresh plants are introduced, they

should be kept by themselves. Make secure any long

trailing shoots of roses before the usual autumn gales

come ; and apply sulphar or other mildew antidotes

if mildew be present on any of the roses.

advance, the tables and shelves thoroughly washed
with hot soapsuds, and the walls lime-wasbed, using
freshly-slaked lime, to which a handful of flowers-
of-sulphur is added, and it is best applied whilst in

a hot state. This lime-wash will effect a speedy
clearance of insects and their eggs, and free the
rooms of fungus-germs. Before the fruit is taken
into the room, the latter should be thoroughly dry.

Eyery description of fruit should be handled with
care, for however hird an Apple or Pear, for instance,

may be, they are r ;adily bruised, and braises always
tend to early deoiy. A little soft hay should be

put into the bottom of the gathering-basket. A
mistake often made is to gather fruits when they
are supposed to be large enough, without taking
fitness into account. As a guide, a fruit may be

cut in half— if the pips are brown, the crop may
safely be gathered ; or those which on being raised,

part readily from the spur, may be taken first, others

being left for future gathering, it being seldom that
all the fruits are ripe at one and the same time.
Early varieties of Pears should be placed on different

aspects, and some of them on pyramids or standards

in parts of the country where these succeed, so as

to lengthen thi season as much as possible. Gather-
ing a crop from a tree at various times, as advised,

has also the same effect.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—The Peach and
Nectarine trees should be examined daily, and all

fruits gathered which part easily from the shoots,

laying them on clean soft paper or cotton-wool in a
cool room till required for the dessert. Continue
to expose all fruits to full sunlight by tying back or

taking away overshadowing leaves. As soon as a

tree is bare of fruit, afford it a washing with the

garden-tngine, so as to clear off red-spider and other

insects, and at the same time remove copings of

glass where these are employed. Choice varieties

of dessert Plums may be gathered and placed in a

dry airy room till wanted, as these fruits will keep in

good condition for some days, and they improve in

flavour by being kept a day or two after being

gathered. Bees, wasps, and flies are very partial to

ripe Plums, and storing them in a room, the windows
of which are covered with fine netting, is a better

way of preserving the fruit than leaving it on the

trees till required for use. Of course the trees can
be covered with netting, but everyone does not possess

this rather expensive stuff.

THE HAEDT FBUIT CrABDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Hiqhclerc Cattle, Newbury.

GATHERING AND 8TORINQ OF FRUIT.—Fruit-
storing will soon become general all over the

southern parts of the country. The fruit-rooms

should be thoroughly cleaned and sweetened in

PLATTTS TJJSTDEB GLASS.
By W, H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

STOVE.—Plants of Pancratium fragrans that

need fresh soil may be potted on, or divided as

soon as they have finished flowering. Use a com-
post of turfy-loam, leaf-soil, cow-manure, and sand,

and include a good quantity of charcoal, which will

help to keep the soil sweet under the abundance of

water the plants reqaire during their growing season.

Plants which do not require re-potting should receive

frequent dressings with some well-tried fertiliser or

farmyard manure-water while making their growth.

Ipomceas should now be placed in their flowering-

pots, and they are very bright and pretty-looking

during the late autumn if trained on wires where
they will obtain plenty of light. Put in a batch of

Tradescantia cuttings for furnishing purposes during

winter, and as they root very freely the old stock

may be thrown away. Pot on young plants of

Draccenas, Palms, Codiosums, Fandanus, &c,
that are pot-bound. Take cuttings of Strobi-

lanthes Dyerianus frequently, as this plant has

far better colour in a young state. Winter-
flowering Gesneras should be afforded a small

quantity of weak manure-water if the pots are

filled with roots, and they should be placed in a

rather dry position near the glasB where the syringe

is not likely to reach them, for should the leaves get

damped, disfigurement will soon follow. Achimenes
which have gone out of flower should be allowed to

become a little drier at the roots, and when the

growth has died down, placed underneath a green-

house stage or in the potting-shed, where frost can

be excluded.

PLANTS IN FRAMES.—Continue to repot Chinese

Primulas, Cinerarias, and herbaceous Calceolarias

as they become ready, and if infested with fly, they

should be taken into the greenhouse, and there fumi-

gated. It is a dangerous practice to fumigate any

tender plants standing in low frames, the leaves

being very liable to get scorched or otherwise

injured. If the weather should become cool or the

air very moist, mild warmth should be afforded such

plants as the double-flowered Primulas, Poinsettia

pulcherrima, Libonias, Epiphyllums, Scutellarias, &c.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
• —

Advertisements snonld be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Letters for Publication. — AU communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
Should be WBITTEK ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPEB,
sent as early in the week as possible., and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER.

SHOWS.
TUESDAY, Sept.

THURSDAY, Sept.

FRIDAY,

r, ( National Chrysanthemum Society's

\ Early Show at Aquarium.

TUESDAY'.

SATURDAY,

THURSDAY,

MONDAY.

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Sept. 6 !

Sept. 10 1

. ( Paisley Horticultural Society (two
8

( days).

National Dahlia Society, at the
Crystal Palace (two days).

Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition of Vegetables, at Chiswick.

Sept. 14—Galashiels Horticultural.

{ Royal Horticultural Society's Great
SEPT. 26-< Show of British grown Fruits, at

( the Crystal Palace.

SALE 8.

c™™ o / Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Moms'SEPT
'
2
\ Rooms.

Sept 3 i
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

\ Rooms.

0puT ,( Dutch B albs, at Protheroe & Morr is'
SEPT. i^ Booms.

Sept 5 -!
D

^_
tcl1 P'Jibs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

SATURDAY, SEPT.

/"Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
- ) Rooms.

)
Orchids, from Messrs. F. Sander &

(. Co., at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

- j Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.- 59\5.

The National The eighth National Co-operative

Co-operative Festival took place at the Crystal
Festival. Palace on Friday and Saturday

last, the preliminary meetings dealing with the

economio and international aspects of the subject

having been held in London on the preceding

days. One of the chief of many characteristic

features of the annual gathering at the Crystal

Palace is a gigantic flower show, held under the

auspices of the Agricultural and Horticultural

Association—a large trading concern oonduoted

upon co-operative principles. That the subject

of co-operation is a powerfully attractive force

is seen from the faot that some 70,000 persons

visited the Crystal Palaoe on Saturday last.

From a horticultural point of view, the flower

show must be considered to have been a distinct

success. The time has well nigh passed for con-

trasting the enormous extent of the display of last

week with the two early exhibitions held in the

conservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society's

gardens at South Kensington ; but the growth
in a few years has been surprisingly great. The
display on this occasion had to be confined to the

eastern portion of the nave of the building

owing to the other half being occupied, but it

overflowed into the aisles and courts on either

side. Owing to the restricted space the exhi-

bition appeared smaller than in previous years,

but the tables were most inconveniently crowded,

classes unavoidably overlapping eaoh other, and
creating some confusion. There was a marked
inorease of entries in all the leading classes,

and some idea of the enormous amount of

detail connected with such an exhibition is

shown by the fact that there were 1823

entries of vegetable? ; 12^9 of cut flowers
;

upwards of oOO of plants in pots ; a con-

siderable number of fruit ; in addition to

those of table decorations, ladies' and childrens'

exhibits, farm-produce—for there are farms
conduoted upon co-operative principles, &c.

What all this means in the way of olerical

work and close attention to details, can be

grasped only by those who undertake such

work, and can thus know something of the

burden of labour imposed upon Mr. George
Waugh, the Direotor of the Flower-show, and
his staff of assistants.

Looking along the tables, here and thore

could be noticed an apparent diminution in the
numbers of exhibits, but these related to subjects

influenced more particularly by the long period of

drought so generally felt, and which preceded the
grateful July rains. In other classes there were
marked additions ; and 1st it be recorded, the
average quality was deoidedly high. If any exhi-

bits fell below it, it may be safely assumed that

they were the productions of new exhibitors who
had not mastered the knowledge of the qualities

in vegetables which gain prizes, or who were led

to think that mere bulk without corresponding

symmetry would find recognition by the judges.

Plants showed a noticeable advance in size and
finish, the largest of course coming from places

within a reasonable distance from the Palace.

Many of the specimens are becoming too large to

be placed upon tables where they are above the
line of sight, and should hereafter find places on
the gTound floor, so as to be seen to advantage.
Fuohsias, zonal Pelargoniums, Begonias (flower-

ing), Petunias, Musk, Lilies, Coleus, Ferns, and
others, were in many oases satisfactory examples
of oultural skill, and annuals in pots were spe-

cially attractive, though there appeared a doubt
whether some Stocks, and Asters especially, had
not been grown in pots and lifted from the open
ground for the oocasion. There were fine exam-
ples of Mignonette, Coreopsis, Godetia, Shirley

Poppies, Canarybird-plant, Convolvulus minor,
Phlox Dmmmondi, &c, well-proportioned, and
well-bloomed. Bunohes of flowers, and espe-

cially of annuals, were pleasing features, and it

was seen that the small posies of a few years

since had given place to bouquets of finely-grown

and tastefully-arranged blooms. Sweet Peas
were much in evidence, the beautiful new varie-

ties of Eckford's raising especially ; Afrioan and
French Marigolds, the varieties of Malope
grandiflora, Linum grandiflorum rubrum, Zin-

nias, annual Chrysanthemums, blue and yellow

Cornflowers, were all most attractive. Some
features introduced to the schedule this year
for the first time, in the form of bunches
of blue, crimson, and yellow annuals, were
decidedly instructive, having a oertain educa-

tional value, as only one variety of flower could
be placed in a bunoh. Some exhibitors place

several varieties of one speoies in a bunoh, im-
parting to it a confused appearanoe ; whereas,
where only one variety is used, as was observed

in the case of the Sweet Peas, their attractiveness

is enhanced.

Fruit, largely exhibited by the gardeners of

members of the Association, was in many cases

of excellent quality ; Grapes, Melons, Peaches,

Nectarines, and Figs—worthy of any exhibition.

Culinary Apples were very fine ; the dessert

varieties in not a few instanoes brilliantly

coloured ; Plums in many sorts, and bush fruits

were well represented. Objeot-lessons in staging

are always instructive at an exhibition of this

kind, and it U creditable to the exhibitors of

fruit that they were plentifully supplied, and
instruction drawn from them.

Of Vegetables there was no lack, as the

number of entries showed. Potatos showed in

some instanoes the usual finish seen at a co-opera-

tive exhibition ; but Beet was here and there

coarse. Of other leading vegetables there

were excellent illustrations; Runner Beans were

very good, and Peas in good character. It is

matter for regret that distriot collections

—

North, North-western, Midland, &c.—were absent

almost entirely, except in the metropolitan dis-

trict, and thus prevented the institution of

comparisons. Some of the exhibitors on Satur-

day are leading growers of vegetables for show,

and so high quality was represented ; while the

staging of the exhibits was perfect. Herbs were

largely shown, and formed an instructive

feature, though they were much crowded.

So large has the show become, and so keen the

competition, that it is now found neoessary that

the judging of the exhibits be extended over two

days, and so the competitive contributions in

certain seotions are staged on the first day, and

the remainder on the second. This is advan-

tageous in many ways, and particularly so in

this—that something fresh and bright is seoured

to gladden the eyes of the concourse of people

who attend on the second day ; while it

materially relieves the pressure associated with

a one-day show. Let it be recorded, to the

credit of the oo-operators, that, despite the

enormous throng, there was an entire absence

of confusion, or of anything approaching

disorder. Great credit is due to Mr. Edwabd
Owen Greening, the chairman of the Festival,

for the smoothness and regularity observed in

every department. An important leader in the

co-operative movement, a man of business

resource and principle—he has led on this great

annual gathering from small to huge propor-

tions ; seeing in it a force making for the public

weal, and the bettering of the condition of

masses of people.

Greater sucoess even than for-

SlESZZl merly attendedthe exhibition of

the Shropshire Horticultural So-

ciety on the 21st and 22nd inst. at Shrewsbury.

For many years past this large gathering has

been reoognised as one of the most imposing

displays of the year, and its capaoity for growth
and extension has been apparent from season to

season. Whilst many horticultural societies

have been subject to temporary, and, in some
instances, perpetual finanoial embarrassment, the

one in question has not only been free from such

experience, but, on the other hand, it has, after

duly discharging its own liabilities, been

able to benefit various institutions in the

town to the extent of many thousands of pounds.

There can be little doubt but that much of the

Sooiety's financial success has resulted from the

inclusion by the oommittee of various attractions

in connection with this floral fete, whioh have

nothing whatever to do with horticulture, but

whioh, by appealing to a very different seotion

of the oommunity have increased the attendance

and therefore the reoeipts to a very important

extent. But apart from the help that has been

gained from variety entertainments (whioh we,

as horticulturists, would be pleased to see the

Sooiety strong enough to abandon), there has

been no limit to the interest and help extended

to the Society by the whole community in whose

midst the exhibition is held. The work of

the committee also, with the help of two

indefatigable secretaries, Messrs. Adnitt and

Naunton, has been conducted without frio-

tion, and on exoellent business principles. These

facts help to explain the sucoess of the twenty-

first exhibition, when a sum of about £800 was

offered for competition, and there were as many
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as 2800 entries, being, it is said, 400 more than
on previous occasions.

If we oompare the exhibition for a moment
with the important one annually held by the

Royal Horticultural Sooiety in the Temple
Gardens, there are features in either oase that

sented there, and therefore the two exhibitions

have little in oommon with eaoh other.

One of the most prominent and at the same
time one of the most pleasing features at

Shrewsbury, is the colleotion of groups of mis-

cellaneous plants arranged for effect. Indeed,

around the foot, grasses and Ferns and flowering

plants were intermingled in a charming manner.
The cones towards the front of the group, like

small mounds, each furnished in the best pos-
sible taste, and other features of the arrange-
ment that we cannot now notioe, were beyond

FlO. 48.—CHLOBOCODON WHITEI. (sEB P. 234.)

A, Calyx ; B, base of flower ; C, flower bad ; F, Lobe of corona, 2 central, 1 and 3 lateral

;

D, Stamens incurved and adhering to stigma

;

G, Stamens inflexed, one reflexed to show the pollen mass ;

E, Plan of transverse section of flower ; H, Vertical section through centre of flower ; ST, stigma.

are wanting in the other. In extent, we think
the display at Shrewsbury is larger ; the tents

are enormous, and they are filled. It would be
impossible during August to obtain suoh an
exhibition of Orchids as is seen eaoh season at

the Temple, even if Shrewsbury was a con-
venient place to send them to, which it is not.

As a matter of faot, Orohids are barely repre-

we have never seen a more tastefully-arranged

and attractive display of this kind than that for

whioh the first prize of £20 was awarded to Mr.

J. Cypher, of Cheltenham. In the plaoe of a

oentral cone, suoh as appeared in all the other

exhibits in this olass, Mr. Cypher had placed

a rustic aroh, from the top of which sprang a

graceful Palm, whilst in suitable pockets and

oriticism, and if the baok of the group had been

more bold, the whole would have been perfect.

Mr. Edmonds, the gardener to the Duke of

St. Albans, Bestwood, Nottingham, and other

exhibitors in this olass, were well worthy of

praise also.

The collection of twenty stove and green-

house plants from Mr. Cypher represented in
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almost every instance the highest cultivation

possible, and could hardly be over-praised ; and

other classes for specimen plants were equally

well filled. Coleus in the form of pyramids were

very good, and Dracjenas, Caladiums, Fuchsias,

Begonias, and Pelargoniums were all exhibited

satisfactorily.

Fruit is usually shown well at Shrewsbury,

and it was good on this occasion, but we are

likely to see fruit of equal or superior quality

at the Royal Horticultural Society's exhibition

at the Crystal Palace in September. It may be

useful, however, to draw attention to the im-

portant class in which prizes amounting to £50
were offered for a collection of twenty kinds of

fruit, arranged to produce the best effect, by the

addition of Ferns and other plants of an orna-

mental character. Several of the exhibits,

and especially that from the Earl of Har-
rington's garden, possessed very much more
attraction to visitors than the collections

would have done had they been staged in the

usual manner. Pine-apples were exhibited as

growing, Melons were suspended on invisible

supports, and interspersed with trailing plants,

whilst hard fruits were on moss, and the softer

ones on suitable foliage—the whole forming a

beautiful picture. flight not this idea be

adopted and extended in connection with the

Crystal Palace exhibition on a future occasion ?

It may be objected that fruits so arranged are

not so easily compared with other samples, and

the judging is rendered difficult. But this

obstaole will have to be overcome in the case of

fruits and flowers alike if we are to make our

exhibitions more attractive and less monotonous
than they are. If horticultural shows are to

become self-supporting, and independent of

extraneous enticement, which is very desirable,

they must be arranged so that they will appeal

to the persons who enjoy striking effects as well

as to specialists who study the exhibits in

detail.

Cut flowers, artistic floral arrangements, ex-

hibits from prominent members of the horticul-

tural trade in the North and in the South, and
vegetables also, furnished ample occasion for

remark ; but in regard to these, we must refer

our readers to the hastily • prepared report

published in our last issue.

the committee and the details of their rep art are

made known, we are naturally loath to " apply

the torch to the heather," as one of our corre-

spondents puts it. He, like some others, urges

that there should be no delay in doing this, and

that he is ready to do it ! Such a step, however,

would be manifestly unjust to the Council, whose

explanation is not before us ; and injurious to the

Society, on which account we would counsel a

more prudent course. We believe that a Council

meeting is called for Monday next, for the

purpose of considering the question, and till

then it is well to reserve further expression of

opinion.

In the meantime, we may add that a protest

has been entered by the Chiswick Board, and

that a preliminary meeting of horticulturists,

presided over by Dr. Masters, has been held

for the purpose of devising the most appropriate

means of expressing sympathy with Mr.

Babbon, and of testifying tbe admiration felt

for his loyalty and faithfulness in the discharge

of his duties, respect for his abilities as a horti-

culturist, and esteem for his qualities as a man.
The circumstances attendant upon Mr. Babbon's
retirement were designedly not discussed on
this occasion, the business of the meeting being

confined to the objects above-mentioned. At
this preliminary meeting a Committee was

formed, " with power to add," and a further

meeting was convened for September 10. Among
those present on this occasion were—Messrs.

Baker, Barr, Cumming, Gilbert Bsale (Carter

& Co.), Gordon, Herbst, Laing, May, Miles,

Masters, Marshall, Pollett, Smee, Spioer, Turner,

Weeks, Wynne. Messrs. Sutton & Co., Messrs.

James Veitoh & Sons, Mr. Burbidge, Mr.

Malcolm Dunn, Mr. D. T. Fish, Mr. W. Robinson,

and others wrote expressing their sympathy with

the objects of the meeting. Mr. Marshall and
Mr. B. Wynne consented to act as secretaries,

and a sum of about £100 was at once promised

by those present, it being understood that the

amounts subscribed should not be made public,

but only the names of the donors. When the

permanent committee is f ally formed we shall

revert to the subject.

The retirement of Mr. Baeeon

Retirement
° from the direction of the gardens

at Chiswick continues to excite

keen interest. The more that is known of

the circumstances, the stronger becomes the

feeling that the Council has, we doubt not, quite

unwittingly, and without the least desire to act

otherwise than considerately and honourably,

committed a very serious error in judgment, in

the way in which it has carried out what it

deemed to be expedient. It is felt that an
outside irresponsible committee, appointed by the

Council, should never have consented to act as

it did, and probably the members would not

have done so had they been in the least aware
of the consequences of their action.

Granted that Chiswick does not fulfil all the

duties of a modern experimental garden such

as the requirements of the times demand, and
admitting that much that is done there is incon-

sistent with the more legitimate objects of the

Society, the fault surely lies with the Council,

and not with their executive officer.

The letters that we have received bear emphatic
testimony to the intensity of the feeling aroused,

and show that an explanation on the part of the

Council is an absolute necessity. Till suoh an
explanation is forthcoming, and till the names of

" L.E8 PLANTE8 ALPINE8 ET DE8 ROCAILLE8 "

(Alpine Plants), par M. H. Cobbevon, Directeur da

Jardiu Alpin de Gene?e. (Paris: Octave Doin,

8, Place de l'Odeon.) This is a small book, the

purport of which is threefold, viz., to supply descrip-

tions, cultural directions, and hints on the acclima-

tisation of alpine plants. It is bat natural that the

cultivation of alpines in any one situation must, if it

is to be successful, be guided by knowledge of the

varying localities and circumstances under which the

plants grow naturally. By studying the altitude, soil,

aspect, and climatic conditions of their original

habitats, some alpine plants can be acclimatised, but

in no other way. M. Cobeevon appends to his book

a list of the most important alpine plants which

succeed under cultivation, giving also brief descrip-

tions of each, and hints for cultivating in accordance

with the rules above-mentioned, and with his own
experience in acclimatising. Various illustrations

supplement the cultural directions.

SHORTIA SCHOOL—Some of our readers will

remember the history of the Shortia, how it was

discovered by Michacx, and not found again till

within the last few years, how by some the plant was

looked on as mythical, how it furnished one of many
proofs of Asa Gbat's sagacity. All this is told in

the Chronicle. And now we find from Meehans'

Monthly that a school called the Shortia School

has been established in North Carolina ont of the

proceeds of sales of the plant. Very well—but let

the scholars be taught not to exterminate the plant,

bat rather how to cultivate it.

The "Tropical Agriculturist." — The

fourteenth volume of this periodical (published at

Colombo, Ceylon, by Messrs. A. M. & J. Ferguson)

is now completed. The periodical furnishes monthly

a valuable summary of information essential to

planters in all tropical countries. Accuracy and

straightforwardness are conspicuous features in itt

management, so that the fourteen volumes constitute

a veritable encyclopedia on the subjects of tropical

agriculture.

CHE8HUNT, WARMLEY, AND DI8TRICT HORTI-

CULTURAL Mutual improvement Society.—
The fortnightly meeting of this flourishing society

was held on Thursday last. Mr. Wm. Habbison

presided, and there was a good attendance of

members. After the minutes had been read, Mr.

W. L. Yates delivered a lecture on the cultivation

of the Peach and Nectarine. At the close, an

interesting discussion ensued, relating to diseased

branches caused by gamming ; on manuring, and

on blistered foliage. Mr. H. Rashussen gave details

of the culture of Peaches in Prance, together with

the names of varieties. A hearty vote of thanks

was accorded Mr. W. L. Yates for his lecture.

The next meeting will be held in St. Mary's Hall,

Cheshunt, on September 5, when Mr. James Douglas,

F.R.H.S., will read a paper on the Carnation. Mr.

Geobge Paul will preside, and will be supported by

the leading gardeners of the district.

Dahlia Show at the Royal Aquarium.—

The Annual Dahlia Show is to be opened on Taesday

next, and continued on Wednesday and Thursday,

at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster. The entries are

very promising, and the show will include Gladiolus

and early-flowering varieties of the Carysanthemam.

All types of the Dahlia will be on view, but special

interest is attached to the " Cactus " varieties, of

which there will be a special exhibit. The Gladiolus

will be more than equal to last year's display, and

the National Chrysanthemum Society have arranged

for an extensive exhibition of the early varieties.

HAILSTORM AT Harpenden.—A terrific hail-

storm occurred at Harpenden, Herts, about 4 o'clock

on Thursday morning, August 22, doing an immense

amount of damage to property ; some of the hail-

stones being 2 inches across. Mr. Phillips, owner

of a number of glasshouses, had one side of all of

them completely riddled, hardly a sound pane of

glass remaining ; while Mr. Pubbott, who owns

about 104.562 sq. feet of glass, had also a great

amount of it broken, and much damage done to

Grapes, Cacambers, and other stock. All the glass

broken was 21 oz. Bjth nurserymen had wisely

insured in the Nurserymen's Hailstorm Insurance Cor-

poration, 1 & 2, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

The Royal Parks at Stockholm.—Mr,
Milneb is entrusted by H.M. the King oe Sweden,

with the laying out of a park of 1100 acres. The
plans have been approved, and work has been com-

menced, with an English foreman to superintend the

workmen.

AGAVE A ERICANA.—Mr. TJsheb, of Woodstock

Hjuse, Golder'a Green, Hendon, obligingly sends us

a photograph of a fine Agave, 25 feet high, now
coming into full bloom, and, placed against a back-

ground of trees, is singularly effective.

"THE LADIES' Ga ETTE."—This little paper is,

as its name suggests, chiefly devoted to topics in-

teresting to ladies. Gardening notes are included,

and in the issue for Aug. 24, we notice paragraphs

upon bulbs for winter flowering, and upon decorated

house- fronts. The price of the journal is now only

a penny weekly, and Messrs. Collisgbidge are to be

congratulated upon the general appearance of it in

this smaller size, and upon its success among many
competitors.

Botanic Garden, Manchester. — The
bedded-out plants at Manchester Royal Botanic

is now brilliant in the extreme. The few fine sunny

days have forced the flowers into a mass of floral
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beauty. One is pleased to see that the powerful

contrasting or, we ought to say, killing colours of

yellow and scarlet, yellow particularly, is toned down.
Most of the arrangements we came across, and the

yellow overpowers all other combinations. How pleas-

ing it is to see here the old soft lemon-coloured Cal-

ceolaria amplexicaulis in some of the groups ! indeed,

we have not one among the novelties to compare
with it. It is a bit rambling in growth, certainly ;

but resting in Centaurea ragusina, or some other

proper thing to act as a frill, it is more than capti-

vating—only we must not have too much of it. The
Antirrhinums here, too, are most striking, as they
are fioriferons, and how easy to get ! a shilling

under the presidency of Mr. B. Ladhams, F.R.H.S.,

the lecturer od this occasion being Mr. J. Miles,

gardener to Mr. W. Pebkin, J.P., Portswood House.
Practical hints were given by Mr. Miles on the time
to gather fruits, and the most convenient methods of

doing so. He gave a description of his especially-

built fruit-room, in size 40 by 12 feet ; and drew
attention to the necessity of good ventilation and the

maintenance of a temperature of about 40°, He
touched lightly on the colouring of Apples. A lively

discussion on packing fruit for transit followed

the lecture ; and at the close a hearty vote of thanks
was accorded the lecturer. A good display of fruit

and flowers was made by the members.

-POLTCTCKJ3 LEHMABNI.Fig. 49.-

(From a photograph by Mr. Lawrence. For description, see p. 192
; general colour yellowish-white

;

spotted purple; lip, white fringed.)

packet of seed will furnish a good bed ; and now that

we have such as is seen here, a dwarfness obtained
from proper selection, the colours are quite like the

rainbow, and although there is a little formality, it

is not nearly so pronounced as in any of the Pelar-

gonium, Calceolaria, or Lobelia groups. There is

an easiness of contour that pleases the practised eye.

The Pentstemons, too, are in evidence here, and
what a glorious display they make ! True, Mr.
Findlat does not introduce these into his formal
bedding groups ; he has them in detached beds in
the grass, but acting as foils to the formality of these
serpentine designs, which show off to advantage the
low-growing hero of bedders. These old-fashioned
flowers catch the eye, and even are useful because
they can be knifed away for bouquet work without
affecting congruity.

Shirley and Surrounding Districts Gar-
deners' AND AMATEUR8' MUTUAL IMPROVE-
MENT A880CIATION.—The monthly meeting was
held at the Parish Room, Shirley, Southampton,

Home Co rresp ondence.
SLUQ8 DESCENDING BY A LINE OF 8LIME —

It is now some fifteen years since Mr. Warner called

attention in the Gardeners' Chronicle to the fact that
slugs have the power of letting themselves down from
a plant or rafter by means of a glutinous matter
which they exude from their tails. I remember at

the time some were inclined to smile at this assertion.

I had seen the same kind of thing myself, and I well

remember calling my employer's attention to the
fact when at Downside, as a slug was descending
over a Masdevallia ; and it is quite clear, in my
mind, that while at Highbury, Birmingham, I saw a
slug on the flower- spike of an Odontoglossum, and
in order to prove if tobacco would prevent them
crawling up the spikes, I placed a piece of " shag "

tobacco on each side of the slug, and after going to

and fro a few timeo, it let itself off very slowly by the

slime from its tail. Your correspondent mentions
that no one made any remark upon this question

when first it was mentioned ; my excuse is, that I

accepted it as a well-known fact, and believe that

slugs (some kinds, at leaBt) have the power and

instinct to make use of the slime from their body
either as a means of escape or for the purpose of

obtaining food. C. Woolford, The Priory, LW.

DORYPHORA 8AS8AFRA8.—The interesting note
on the above over the signature " M. T. M." in your
issue of July 13, invites an additional word or two.
The plant will be found in Messrs. Jas. Veitch &
Son's Catalogue of Greenhouse Plants, indicated as
having ornamental foliage. I procured a plant from
that source three years since, and from its not being
listed in the stove section, placed it in a conserva-
tory. It haB made but little growth, and is found to

need repotting. I am glad to adopt "M. T. M.'s"
advice, and have removed it to the intermediate-
house. Doryphora saisafras is mentioned in Lindley'i

Vegetable Kingdom (1847; as follows: "The wood of

D. sassafras, called Sassafras in New Holland, is said

to smell like Fennel." I must point out an error

into which Messrs. Veitch have fallen in giving
'Sassafras officinalis" as a synonym of D. sassafras.

The SiBsafras wood of medicine is derived from
Sassafras i fficinale, Nees (Laurus Sassafras, Linn.),
growing over extensive districts of the United StateB.

Baltimore is the chief mart for its distribution.

E. Reynolds, Leeds,

KNIPHOFIA8.— I havB now some most distinct

aid beautiful hybrid Kniphofia? in good bloom,
l.tchesis, clear apricot-yellow; Sirius, deep orange

;

Pi' Bident Cleveland, very fine spike, and a free

bloirxer; Aurantiaca, one of the largest heads and
freest bloomers of all my plants, producing nineteen
heads this year. I hope also to bloom shortly for

the first time the Leichtlinian hybrid Triumph, said

to be the handsomest of them ail ; and also the
pretty little species Nelsoni, which bloomed with me
last year in the second year from seed. I have also

noticed a curious fixed difference in the order of

opening of the different hybrid Kniphofise; those in

which the blood of K. Aloides predominates, all

commence to open at the bottom of the spike, and
so on upwards. Those in which the b'.ood of K.
Leichtlini is strongest reverse this order, and com-
mence to open at the top of the spike as Leichtlini

always does, while the hybrids of K. comosa com-
mence to open in the middle of the spike and go on
up and downwards. TV, E, G., Queenstown,

GIANT LETTUCE8. — I saw recently such very
fine Paris White Cos Lettuces, of what is known
as Milton's Superb White strain, growing in the
gardens at Maiden Erlegh, Reading, that I asked
Mr. Turton to weigh one. A good example was,
therefore, twisted out of the ground and put on to

scales, when it was found to be 4J lb. in weight.

The stock was very true and even throughout, and
presented unquestionably some of the finest and
most solid Lettuces I have seen. The same firm's

Favourite Cabbage Lettuce also showed rot merely
remarkable size, but surprising solidity; the hearts

were of the size, roundness, and almost hardness of

a good Drumhead Cabbage. Those who want bulk
in salading will find these varieties to give them all

they may desire. A. D,

CYPRIPEDIUM X LORD DERBY.—Owing to an
error of mine, this plant was certificated (F.C.C.) on
August 13, 1S95, by the Royal Horticultural Society's

Orchid Committee as Cyp. X Massaianumsuperbum.
To-day (August 27) I was able to correct the error,

and the plant was named as above, the name given

it by its owner, T. Statter, Esq., being now restored

to it. It came about in this way. A cut spike of

two grand blooms came before the committee, named
" Cyp. X Lord Derby " = C. Rothschildianum X C.

superbiens. I consulted my records, and saw the

entry of this parentage, only reversed, against

C. X Massaianum. I informed the committee, and
we then had a plant and a cut spike of C. X Mas-
saianum brought for comparison from groups in the

hall. Mr. Statter's hybrid was infinitely the finest,

and " superbum " was added to its proper name
(according to my entry) of Massaianum. Some dis-

cussion as to the parentage of Cyp. X Massaianum
ensued, but not sufficient to prove I had made an
error. The plant was booked. On returning home,
I consulted more records, and found the error. I

had written " superbiens" instead of "auperciliare."

This materially altered the case ; and now opened
another complication. Cyp. X W. R. Lee (A.M.,

August 14, 1894), was the result of Cyp. superbiens

X C. Elliottianum (which is synonymous with

Rothschildianum). I at once wrote to Mr.
Statter, explaining the case, and stating that now
the name again must be altered, for reverse

crosses were regarded the same one as the other. Mr.

s
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Statter's reply wai good-natured in the utmost, he
being very diiappointed that his proffered compli-
ment to Lord Derby had been upset. We decided
together to try and correct it at to-day's meeting, at
which I explained the whole matter, and for com-
parison we had the spike of Lord Derby, and Mr.
Macfarlane's admirably executed painting of it, and
Cyp. X W. E. Lee. This latter plant Mr. Statter
told us was dead. Therefore there was not another
plant of the same parentage that had bloomed which
was alive. The committee appreciated this fact, and
it was carried unanimously that "Cyp. X Lord
Derby " be Mr. Statter'i hybrid's name. This action
of the committee enabled me to escape from a posi-
tion assumed by taking a false entry to be correct,

when it waB the reverse. (Moral. The whole of

the members of the committee ought to keep records
and check one another. Perhaps say my readers,
" If they were all like Crawsbay, it is a providen-
tial thing they do not "

—

vide "this case in point.)

De B. Crawshay, Eosefi-ld, Sevenoais Kent, Aug. 27,
1895.

CHISWICK—May I ask if it is a fact, as stated

by Mr. Peter Barr in a contemporary this week,
that what he calls a "starvation allowance" of

£1624 15s. \d. is the amount spent on Chiswick
gardens (some 12 acres in extent) annually ? I offer

no comment on the disposal of this sum, but would
like to say that I have known, and know now, the
annual expenditure of some of the best kept and
most expensive private gardens in the country, and
the above figure is from two to three times more
than what is usually allowed to pay all expenses, in

proportion to extent ; while most gardens at the
present time cost probably much lesB even than that,

while much is expected, considerable reductions
made on such reduced allowance by stuff sold, and
no " assistant students " thrown in to help for which
nothing is charged. Few of our big gardener's real
friends would think of goine into hysterical lamen-
tations over a pension of £180 a year under these
circumstances. Head. [Our correspondent is evidently
not aware of the circumstances of the case, and in

particular of the large amounts spent in repairs and
renovations necessitated by previous neglect. Ed.]

WHY ARAUJIA ALBENS D0E8 NOT CATCH
THE CODLIN MOTH.—In the number of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for August 24 is an article on the
moth-catchinghabits of A. albens, which I presume is

the same plant as Physianthns albens, [yes] often
alluded to, and probably more than once figured in

these columns. The article concludes as follows :—" It

is, however, a singular fact that, in New Zealand,
where the plant has often been cultivated for the ex-
press purpose of destroying the detested codlin-moth
(Carpocapsa pomonella), that wily insect declines to
enter the trap." The colonists seem to have argued
somewhat in this fashion :—Here is a plant, the
flowers of which catch moths by grasping them by
the tip of the proboscis, and holding them till they
die. C. pomonella is a moth ; therefore, the flowers
should catch it. It does not appear to have occurred
to them that there are moths and moths. And if

they had compared the mechanism in the tube of

the flower with the mouth- parts of the insect, they
would have seen at once how utterly impossible it is

for the Araujia to catch the carpocapsa, inasmuch
as the latter has no proboscis capable of penetrating
even the shortest distances down the long tube of

the former. Possibly, however, as the storyjis given
at s»cond-hand, it may be intended for a joke.
R. McLachlan.

WHITE WARRINGTON GOOSEBERRY.— It may
interest Mr. Dow to know that his discovery of a
white-fruited sport on the Bed Warrington is not the
first that has been observed and perpetuated. In the
horticultural department of the North British Agricul-
turist for 1850, p. 554, is found a very interesting
article from the pen of the late Mr. William Gorrie,
relating his discovery of a similar sport in a Perth-
shire garden, as also an editorial note from the late
Mr. Charles Mcintosh, of Dalkeith, detailing the
excellent quality of the fruit. I may also state that
an annual supply of cuttings was forwarded to the
Messrs. Lawson, Edinburgh, by Mr. Gorrie, and the
writer being one who assisted in stocktaking for

some years in the fruit department there, in 1856
some hundreds of fine saleable plants then existed;
on enquiry some years afterwards, I ascertained
that the variety had degenerated in growth as to be
incapable of propagation, and for nearly forty years
I have not known of it beinir either in commerce or
cultivation. I hope Mr. Dow's sport will have a
more permanent existence. Scotland. East.

THE RECENT SHREWSBURY SHOW—The com-
mittee which controls the fortunes of this really

wonderful horticultural exhibition recently published

a list of all the numerous gifts they had locally

made from their surplus funds, amounting in value

to several thousands of pounds. All honour to them.
Bat looking over this list, I failed to notice any
donation being made to either of the great Gardening
Charities. I trust there can be no harm in respect-

fully inviting attention to the needs of these

charities, and to point out how valuable and helpful

they are to gardeners who so largely help to create

those magnificent shows for which Shrewsbury is so

famous. Possibly it is but needful to invite the
committee's attention to the Gardeners' Benevolent
and Gardeners' Orphan Funds to secure as a
memento of the brilliant success in every way
which attended their recent show, of handsome
donations to each fnnd, and thus identify the
Shrewsbury society more closely with horticulture. D.

POTATO DIQQINQ IN IRELAND.—Tour artist cor-

respondent on p. 133, of August 3, gives a very hope-
less looking sketch of poor Pat digging his Potat03.

I have been through Tipperary as well as a good
many places in the south of Ireland, and have come
across a few such cases, but your readers must not be

misled and think that all Potato patches or the people

who till them are all alike. A friend of mine living

near Tipperary, told me that the land in that county
is some of the best he has ever tilled and pastured in

Ireland, and his crops and cattle showed it. Potatos,

as we know, are the chief food of the working classes

in England, Scotland, and Ireland ; every cottager

and peasant who rents or owns some land, grows
them. The varieties grown are Flounders and
Champions, and no one can persuade them to grow
any other varieties. The Potato disease is not known
to them by any scientific name, and all they know is

that the tubers are bad, and they never try a remedy
against the disease, although a few that I know have
tried the sprayer, but they said that it broke down
the tops too much, and would not try it again. I have
found in Ireland that the poorer the land the better the
Potato crop. I have the finest crop this year I ever

had, the land having had no manure for three years,

and I have seen no trace of disease up to the present
date, but rotation in cropping has, I think, a great
deal to with this. T. S.

bud-growth.—On some of my Rhododendrons
I notice that at the ends of the shoots both flower-

buds and leaf-buds have been [formed during the
summer, the flower-buds being terminal, the leaf-

buds lateral. Nothing uncommon in this, one may
say ; but what is interesting is, that the leaf-buds

have lengthened into shoots, whilst the flower-buds
remain buds. Why should growth go on in the one
and be arrested in the other, the period of formation
and the conditions being the same in each case ? X.

THE WEATHER AND FRUIT TREE8.—The past
dry summer and recent abundant rains have pro-
duced a curious effect on an Apple bush (Stone's
Pippin) growing in the orchard at this place. About
one-half of the number of branches are loaded with
fruit, and in consequence have made little growth,
except extension. The branches carrying no fruit

made short growths, studded with flower-buds,

which matured during the dry weather. Since the
rains came theBe have developed, and the tree now
presents a picture of flora and pomona such as I have
never seen before, every branch b;ing either loaded
with fruit, or wreathed with bloom and tender leaves,

being in about equal proportions, thetree has a charm-
ing effect. The fruit-buds on other trees in the same
orchard show no sign of moving. M. Web&ter, Kelsey
Pari, Becienham. [A. similar condition of things is

to be witnessed at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens at Chiswick, where a quarter of Apple
bashes, transplanted late in the spring, were, as a
consequence, at a standstill during the warmest part

of the summer, and they are now full of blossom, and
making a little new foliage. Ed.]

VEITCH'S CLIMBING FRENCH AND 8UTTON'8
TENDERAND-TRUE BEAN8.—In the report of the
Fruit Committee meeting held at Chiswick on the
16th inst., it is stated in the second paragraph

(p. 218), that the committee having seen the above-
mentioned "two Beans growing here (Chiswick)

together under precisely similar conditions, came to

the important conclusion that they are absolutely

identical, but that they all the same leave to others

to determine under which of the above names the
variety shall henceforth be recognised." As the

raiser of " Veitch's Climbing French Bean," I should

like to mention that the decision of the Fruit Com-
mittee (the correctness of which I do not for a

moment question) raises a very delicate, but all the

same, a just and important, question ; in fact, a series

of—shall I say— serious questions, inasmuch as the

Bean which the Fruit Committee decided on the

16 sh inst. to be identical with " Tender-and-True
"

was, as a matter of fact, sent to Chiswick for trial,

together with a full description of its habit, &c, in

April, 1885 (six years before "Tender-and-True"
was submitted to the Royal Horticultural Society for

trial at Chiswick), and for which I received the

official receipt, signed by the chairman, and dated, I

believe, April 9, 1885. And this being the only

communication received by me from the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society in reference to my then Climbing
Canadian Wonder Bean (now Veitch's Climbing
French Bean), and seeing that no mention was made
of it in the autumn report of novelties tried at Chis-

wick in 1885, the question very naturally, and j astly,

arises as to what became of the " Climbing French
Bean" sent to Chiswick for trial in April, 1885, and
which, ten years later (1895) is pronounced by the

Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

to be identical with one (Tender-and-True) to which
that body had granted a First-Class Certificate at

Chiswick on Sept. 3, 1891 ? And now it seems that

the name under which the variety is henceforth to be

recognised is left to others than the Fruit Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society to determine

—

that is to say, the question as to which name the

commercial right of priority belongs has to be deter-

mined. The answer must be obvions enough to all

who take the trouble to read the above facts. A
reference to the counterfoil of the Chiswick "Record"
of seeds, &c , received for trial in April, 1885, will

conclusively settle the question of " commercial right

of priority." As registered in the book referred to

will be found " Climbing Canadian Wonder Bean."
Ten years have I kept the above-mentioned facts

from the horticultural press, and had it not been for

the turn which events have recently taken, probably

I should never have referred to the matter in print.

B, W. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury.

MR. Ba.RRON'8 RETIREMENT.—Had Mr. Barron's

resignation been voluntary, the mere authoritative

announcement that he bad resigned, and that his

services were to be rewarded by the Council with a
liberal pension for life, might have fitly closed what
to very many must have proved a painful incident.

But if he has virtually been hunted out of the office

he has for so long enriched, then the gardeners of

the country are entitled to the fullest explanation
from the Council. In your first notice (Augusts,

p. 138), after referring to the innumerable difficulties

and precariousness of Mr. Barron's position for many
years, yon state in true and forcible words, which all

loyal horticulturists will heartily endorse, " this

state of (things has happily passed away. Chiswick
has been put into good order, and horticulturists

long to see it the exponent of progressive horticul-

ture, and the trial-ground for all that is promising
and instructive. They do not care to see it com-
peting with market growers in the sale of Grapes,

and they think that the services of the staff might be

more profitably employed than in giving for distri-

bution among the Fellows plants which are readily

to be purchased for a few peHce at the nearest

florist's." These words are true, and in them some
of ns read a probable cue to the resignation of Mr.
Barron. Bat a writer in the Garden dispels such
illusions, and makes matters so bad, that the con-
tinned silence of the Council would prove a serious

blunder. It seems impossible that such a society

should have acted in the manner here described, and
should any such report so obtained and signed have
reached the hands of the Council, one might have
expected that they, of all men, would have felt that

the proper place for it was the fire. I fear the Fellows,

and especially the fraternity of private gardeners, will

not now be satisfied until they know who appointed
this special committee of espionage—and without the

knowledge of the Garden Committee, the names
and addresses of this private committee of private

gardeners, and whether or not the Garden Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society has also

retired in consequence of this indignity heaped upon
it ? J). T. Fish, August 19.

The dismissal of Mr. Barron, forsooth ! The
gardeners of the country would as soon have expected
to have heard of the dismissal of the Council of the
Society ! I am always loth to condemn either side

before I am fully informed of the whole details on
both sides, but the question has now assumed such
an aspect that it cannot possibly be set at rest
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without the lulled discloaurp of the reaioni for the
procednrea taken by the Council, and the namej
of the per.ons who prompted that body to act as it

has done. J.

Havine read the comments which have
recently appealed in the horticultural press on Mr.
Barron, the superintendent of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's garden at Chiswick, to-day I visited

and criticised the work which was being carried on
in the experimental gardens of the society. 1 was
much struck with the great improvement in the
condition of the place and in the cultivation of the
plants, the success of which is due to Mr. Barron.
A few years ago, when I was on the council with
Mr. Veitch, just after the society's fortunate expul-
sion from South Kensington, and when we all hoped
that its pernicious influences had been buried for

ever, the council was compelled from lack of funds to
starve the garden, the houses were dilapidated, and
the place was very much under-manned. To-day I
found the houses for the most part in good working
order, although two or three would be better if

replaced by more modern structures. The collection

of Apple and Pear-trees I have never seen in better
condition, and it contrasts favourably with my own.
I saw no evidence of blight. Of course, in such a
large collection there always must be some trees
which are out of health, and which require to be
renewed. The collection of Figs looked well; I
know of no place where such a, collection can be
found. Those interested in Grape cultivation should
make a study of the collection. The hardy annnals
and herbaceous stuff looked grand, and so did the
plots allotted to the seed trials. I cannot conceive
the reason why the council should have called npon
Mr. Barron to resign. He is a man who is known
to every horticulturist whose opinion is worth
having, to be straight and unbuyable, a quality
absolutely necessary to give confidence to the trader
and amateur. Those who are intimately acquainted
with the idiosyncrasies of gardeners, know the value
and the rarity of these qualities. If it is true that the
Chiswick, the Fruit, and the Vegetable Committees
who visit many times in the year the gardens, and
who are responsible for its management, have not
been consulted by the Council on this matter, and
that outsiders have been called in to report, the
council have passed such a vote of censure upon the
members of these committees that no man with a
spark of self-respect could continue to serve upon
them, and it is for them to resign en bloc. If it,

however, means a new departure in the management
of the gardens, the fellows should have been con-
sulted and made acquainted with the proposed new
scheme. If it is intended to attempt to make the
gardens a profitable undertaking, a sort of bastard
market-garden, the Mixens and the Pouparts would
very soon knock the bottom out of such a com-
petitor. If, however, it is intended to convert the
gardens into a third-rate nursery for the sale of
cheap plants, the Bunyards and the Pearsons can
tell the Fellows that such a scheme must result in

failure and bankruptcy. But should the council
desire to make the gardens into a public resort for

nurse- maids and their followers, such as is to be
found in London squares, the sooner the society
gives up these gardens the better, for to apply the
subscriptions of the fellows to either of these pur-
poses would be little better than obtaining money
by false pretences. It is my intention, as an owner
of an experimental garden, and one who for over
twenty- fi?e years has some slight acquaintance with
the work which can be successfully carried on in

such a garden, and one who loves horticulture for

horticulture's sake, at the first opportunity I have
determined to ask for definite information as to the
cound'a remarkable and unintelligible action.
Should the answers which I receive be not satisfac-

tory, I shall feel it my duty to submit such resolu-
tions for the consideration of my brother horticul-
turists as the answers may seem to necessitate. I
feel that for the society to lose the services of Mr.
Barron, who has still many years of useful work left

in him. would be nothing less than a disgraceful job,
and would be prejudicial to the best interests for the
advancement of horticulture in this country. A. H.
Smee, The Grange, Carshalton.

APRICOTS FROM STANDARD trees —lam send-
ing you some specimens of Apricot grown on a
standard tree in the middle of my garden less than
six miles from Charing Cross. In the exceptional
year, 1893, the tree bore over 600 fruits, and this
year it has done very well ; and even last year, in

unsatisfactory weather, there was a fair crop, for

although the fruit did not mature to the extent one

could have wished, it made excellent preserve.

Possibly, if the attention of fruit-farmers is called

to the subject, the thousands of pounds which are
paid annually to the foreigner for this fruit may be
kept in the country. My tree, which was brought
from France, thrives well in the London clay, is and
always has been very healthy, and has never had an
ounce of manure or a particle of attention. What
more could the farmer want ? B. G, Jenkins, West
Dulwich, August i6. [The variety sent by our
correspondent was that capital early one, the
Breda. Ed.]

KOLREUTERIA PANICULATA. — This Chinese
tree is well adapted for pleasure-grounds, owing to
its pretty Acacia-like foliage and yellow- coloured
inflorescence. I recently saw the tree in perfection

in the grounds of Mr. H. J. Selwyn, Eastwood House,
near March. The tree stands on the lawn near the
residence, and is about 30 feet high, with a head of
about the same width, and on every shoot (and there
are thousands), there is a beautiful panicle of flowers,

1 foot long. A close examination of the flower re-

veals a tinge of red in the centre. It is not a tree

of rapid growth like the Ailanthus, bnt the stem of

this specimen is quite 5 feet in circumference at

3 feet from the ground ; and I have lately measured
the stem of a Kolreuteria growing here, which
was planted fifty years ago, and find it to be 3£ feet

at 3 feet from the ground ; the specimen seen at

March will therefore be of considerable greater age.

A. Harding, Orion Gardens, Peterborough.

R08E MR8. W. J. GRANT (8YN. BELLE 8IE-

BRECHT).—Herewith we encloseyouMessrs. Siebrecht

& Wadley's letter, correcting the statement made by
them in your issue of June 15, which we will be glad

if you will insert in your next issue. On February 24,

1893, this firm wrote to us saying that they wished to

change the name of the Rose from Mrs. Grant to

Mrs. Cleveland, and that they hoped we would not
oppose them. We replied on March 8 as follow:

—

" With regard to your desire to change the name
from Mrs. Grant to Mrs. Cleveland, we cannot offer

any serious objection, although we would feel sorry

that such should be done." Alex. Dickson Sr Sons.— " As per request of Messrs. Alexander Dickson &
Sons of Newcownards, Ireland, and in justice to

them, we wish to correct our statement in our letter

of June 15 as to the re-naming of Rose Mrs. W. J.

Grant. We said at tbe time of purchasing the Rose
we bad Messrs. Dicksons' consent to change tbe
name. In this we regret we were in error. It was
in the month of March following (1893) that we
received written permission from Messrs. Dicksons.
Siebrecht S; Wadley."

Societies.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
August 27.— An ordinary meeting of the com-

mittees of the Royal Horticultural Society was held

on Tuesday last in the Drill Hall, at Westminster.
Hardy and half-bardy flowers and annuals were
exhibited largely, and included first-rate collections

of Asters and Gladioli, and some novelties in

Dahlias. Orchids were not very numerous, but an
interesting display was present. Before tbe Fruit

Committee were exhibited large collections of

Apples, Pears, and Plums, but there were few first-

class novelties, the only awards being for a new
dessert Apple, and an ornamental Crab.

Floral Committee.
"Present : W. Marshall, Eeq , chairman ; and

Messrs. O. Thomas, J. Fraser, C. T. Druery. H.
Herbst. J. Laing, R. Owen, G. Stevens, J. H. Barr,

Geo. Nicholson, C. E. Pearson, G. Gordon, H. S.

Leonard, H. Cannell, J. D. Pawle, J. T, Bennett-

Pee, H. Turner, G. Paul, C. Blick, and H. B. May.

Mr, M. Pritchard, nurseryman, Christchurch, had a

pretty group of hardy flowers, in which were very tine blooms

of Gaillardias, large sprays of Lobelia cardinalis variety,

Kobert Parker, of excellent colour ; Kniphofia (Tritoma)

Pfitzeri, a large bold variety, recommended an Award of

Merit. Lilium tigriuum splendens and L. t. plenum were well

shown ; the pretty but seldom seen Astrantia Biebersteini was
noticed ; and Eupatorium purpureum, varieties of Helianthus,

aiid mmy other good things were included in this exhibit.

Scabiosa caucasica alba was recommended an award of merit

(Silver Banksian Medal}.

Messrs. Paul 8l Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. had a

collection of herbaceous Phlox in variety, most of them with
large flowers, exhibiting considerable variety in colour.

A variety named African was rather distinct, by

reason of its suffused rose-and- white flower?. Messrs.
Paul & So.v had many other interesting things,
inc'uaing several varieties of Hibiscus syriacus or Althaea
frutex. A paijful of the very dwarf-growing Crassula rubi-
cunda, was shown ; the flowers are very email and red, and
the underside of most of the leaves are of a similar colour.
Crassula Cooperi also shown, has white flowers, and is ex-
tremely dwarf. Varieties of Crata-gus and Rose in fruit, a
good variety of Kerria japonica in sprays, and other plants
were included. Messrs. Paul &. Sons were also reommended
an Award of Merit for Robinianeo Mexicana, a spray of which
was shown with short rather dense spikes of rosy-lilac coloured
flowers (Silver Flora Medal).
An excellent collection of Phrynium variegatum plants were

shown by Mr. J. Outrard, Child's Hill, Kilburn. The plants
were in 7-inch pots, large, bushy, and capital in colour ; also

some fine plants of Maranta major, with green leaves, and
about 2 feet high (Bronze Banksian Melal).

From Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, were exhibited
some nice pla nts of Erica mammosa, E. elata, a variety that
keeps on flowering for three months if the shoots be not
stopped, as is usual with Ericas; E. verticillata major; E,
cerinthoides coronata, &c, in flower, and were very pretty.

The last-named deserves special mention, by reason of its

large, highly- coloured blooms, and its distinct and dark-
coloured foliage. An improved form of Alccasia Lowi was
likewise shown, in which the large veins are whiter, the
under-side of the leaf deeper purple colour, and the leaf

broader than in the ordinary form.

There were a few exhibits of new Dahlias staged, and these

included a stand from Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries,

Slough. Varieties in this exhibit to which an Award of

Merit was recommended were Douglas, a neat, fair-sized

Pompon of very dark crimson ; Purity, also a Pompon, white,
with a little cream about the centre; Nerissa, a eharmiDg
little Pompon, o: very delicate rose colour; and Fabio,
scarlet petals, and yellow at the base. Large ehow
varieties similarly honoured were Mabel Stanton, clear full

yellow, good form, a little flat in centre as thown ; and Dante,
a large and distinct variety, dark crimson with purple reverse,

which is very apparent. Among Cactus-flowered varieties

which received Awards, were Beatrice, rose-coloured, a com-
paratively flat bloom ; and Leonora, of warmer colour, and
the petals recurved towards the centre—a very pretty and
attractive flower. Many other good varieties in each section

were incl uded in Mr. Turner's collection.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, exhibited a
dozen fine blooms in three varieties. These were all large-

flowered blooms. Le Colosse, red ; Siam, a flaked variety,

crimson, purple, and white ; and Grand Due Alexis, handsome
white, with slight light purple on the young petals, which in

this varit-ty remain tubular.

Another collection was from Mr. G. Harris, Scad's Hill

House, Orpington, Kent, who had a dozen very nice blooms,
in four varieties.

Messrs. J. Peed & Sons, Norwood Road Nurseries, S.E.,

staged sprays of a Pompon variety, named Tom Peed, a rosette

of pale red with buff reverse.

A box with a dozen and a half plants of Saxifraga sarmen-
tosa tricolor superba was exhibited from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Gardens at Chiswick.
Hybrid Fuchsias in sprays of considerable variety were shown

by Mr. Philip Fry, Aldington Green, West Mailing, and were
of some interest.

There were very large exhibits of Asters from Messrs. Veitch
& Sons Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, and from
M«ssrs. Dobbie & Co. The large and splendid collection from
Messrs. Veitch & Sons had been lifted from the ground, and
put into pote. The different sections were fully represented,
German Emperor, in white, blue, red, and other colour.-,

various coloured varieties of the Pseony-flowered Perfection
t) pe, crown or Cocardeau Asters, with while centre ; Pompon
imbricated, dwatf Chrysanthemum-flowered, rose-flowered.

Jewel Asters ; Pseony flowered globe Asters, &c. A few plants
of the Diadem Aster had a number of tmall blcoms, somethirg
like large Daisies, white and red florets mixed ; and a go^u
batch of a rose bedding Aster wss good (Si:ver Flora Medal).
Messrs. Dobbie s collection from the nursery at Orpington,

Kent, contained very good blooms in quality, aDd there were
sprays of most of the sections above noticed. A pretty show
of Comet Asters was made a!-o, and the colours generally were
commendable (Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport, Somersetshire, staged

one of their remarkable exhibits of Gladiolus sprays in

great variety, the spikes excellent, and the flowers
large, and finely coloured. From a number of attrac-

tive novelties, the following were recommended Awards
of Merit : Kate Rose, a bloom of the largest s'ze, open, white
with redcish-purple base, the same colour extending along
centre of bottom petal ; Brautford, an exceeding rich crimson,
very glossy ; and Dolops, very large, richly-coloured flower,

and prettily-marked throat (Silver-gilt Flora Medal),
Mr. J. F. McLeod, gr. to J. P. Morgan, Esq , Dover House.

Roehamptoo, Surrey, staged a magnificent group of Crotons,

remarkable alike from the exceptional cultivation the plants

exhibited, and the representative character of the varieties,

many of which are recent oues. Broad, medium, and narrow-
leaved varieties were arranged with a view to obtaining the

best effect, and were liberally interspersed with Aoiantum
cuneatum. Among the most telling broad-leaved varieties

were Reidii, Mortii, Andreanus, and albicans. The narrow
and medium-leaved varieties were more largely shown, and
we noticed very pretty plants of Aigburthiensie, Golden Ring,

picturatus, Lord Chelmsford, Lairgii, Nestor, angustifolius,

Mrs. Dorman, and many others (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. T. S. VTare, Hale Farm Nurseries, sent a large number
of varieties of Lilium aura'um, including flowers of the old
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type, and others with blood red stripes along the petals in

(rreater or less degree. Also a spray of L. nepalense, and a

few good varieties of Dahlia?.

From Messrs. H. Cansell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, was
exhibited a collection of Cockscombs, and a g>od number of

sprays of varieties of Cactus D-ihlias. A rare lo
1

: of Cannas in

pots of some of the best varieties, and some excellent plants of

seedling double Begonias were also shown by Messrs. Cannell
(Silver Flora Medal).

A very extensile group of hardy flowers came from Messrs.

P. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London. We
noticed many excellent varieties of herbaceous Phlox, Gladioli,

Marigolds, Pyrethrums, Helianthus, Gaillardias, and other

seasonable plants (Silver Flora Medal).

An Award of Merit was recommended to the ornamental

Crab, Jno. Downie, shown by Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co.

and Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons. The fruit is conical in

shape, and highly coloured.

For Messrs. Kelway & Son's prize, offered for the best col-

lection of twelve British-raised Gladiolus gandavensis vars.,

there was only one competitor, namely, C. F. Thompson,
Esq., Llandaff, Cardiff (gr., Mr. Mann), who was awarded the

Medal offered.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Dr. M. T. Masters, in the chair ; and
Messrs. Da B. Crawshay, T. Scatter, J. Jacques, E.

Hill, H. M. Pollett, W. H. White, J. T. Gabriel,

H. J. Chapman, T. W. Bjnd, W. Cobb, A. H. Smee,
and H. Ballantine.

An interesting if not a great number of exhibits occupied

the labours of the committee on this occasion, although

there were not many of extraordinary merit amongst them.
From Messrs. J. Veitch Sc Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, came the following : Cattleya Eldorado alba, an
entirely white-flowered variety, excepting the throat, which
is yellow on the inside ; several pieces of C. Dowiana, nicely

bloomed ; Miltonia vexillaria superba, in colour a rosy-lilac,

therefore novel as regards its shade of colour ; Lselio-Cattleya

Proserpine, out of Cattleya velutina X Lffilia pumila var.

Dayana. It has sepals and petals of lurid purple, a rich

purple lip, passing to a light tint at the apex, and furnished

with white lines at the base. The following Cypripediums
were shown, Chas. Canham = C. villosum X C. superbum,

C. tonsum superbum, a flower mainly green in colour, save for

a buff suffusion, and the dorsal sepil is tipped with white,

and lined with light brown—it is a striking variety; C.

Warnhamiense = Phillipense X C. Curtisii, chiefly dis-

tinguished by having the sepals of the latter ; C. cenanthum
superbum = C. insigne Maulei X C. Harrisianum, a flower of

rich Bhades of brown, as seen in the lips and petals, greenish-

purple in colour as regards the dorsal sepal, which has purple

lines, and an edge of white ; the lower sepal is green, with
purple stripes running through it perpendicularly, a dis-

tinct and pleasing variety. In this collection, a plant of

Vanda Sanderiana with extra large-sized flowers, was re-

marked ; the rare Grammatophyllum Eumphianum, bearing

a drooping spike a yard in length with greenish flowers

sparsely arranged on it—the latter are two inches in width,

greenish-yellow, with irregular brown blotches. A plant of

Ccelogyne Yeitchi, having white flowers with buff-coloured

remaius of the envelope remaining attached to the footstalks

(An Award of Merit). For the entire exhibit, a Silver Flora

Medal was awarded.

Messrs. H. Low & Co.. Clapton, showed Dendrobium specie-

sum. described in these pages (March 9 last), a small plant,

with two or three flowers ; Cycnoches chlorochilon, in male
and female forms, interesting but not beautiful ; Bolbo-

phyllum Dearei ; Cypripedium Charlesworthi unicolor, the

colour of the lip being the same as that of the sepals and petals,

instead of brown ; a good form of Lselia elegana ; a beautiful

flowered spray of Odontoglossum Harryanum, the best variety

of it, with the white lip which turns jellow with age.

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Southgate, had small groups of

Orchids, amongst which were noticed Cypripedium Charles-

worthi, C. Evenor superbum, a flower with a fawn-coloured

ground colour; petals thickly spotted with purple, and the lip

near the orifice furnished with brown striation. They showed
Miltonia spectabilis virginalis, all parts of which ibwr are

white, excepting the base of the lip which is purple. It may
improve with age, but at present it is not apparently of much
merit. Cattleya gigas, C. Harrisonice, Habenaria Suz.annae.and

Odontoglossum Lindleyanum, were among tie other objects

shown by this firm.

Edward Woodall, Esq., Scarborough (gr.. Mr. Hughes),
showed a grand piece of Odontoglossum coronarium. Salt's

var., receiving for it a Cultural Commendation. The same
exhibitor had a magnificent panful of Vanda ccerulea of the

best type of the species, the flowers measuring 4 inches across,

and there were seven well-furnished flower-spikes. Some
Cypripediums were likewise shown.

A splendid dark-coloured form of Lselia elegans Owenise,
with a lip of the richest purple, was shown by Thos. Statter,
H$q., Manchester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson). His other plants

consisted of Cattleya guttata Leopoldi, C. Rex, Lcelia elegans

prasiata, L. e. excellens, each differing from the type ; Lselio-

Cattleya Nyea = L. crispa x C. gigas ; C. Gaskelliana alba,

C. aurea, Dendrobium Phalteoopsis Schroderiaeum, flowers of

fair size, the colour light, approaching white ; Laelio- Cattleya

callistoglossa = L. purpurea x C. gigas, and L. elegans Chel-

peeoensls, the last-named receiving an Award of Merit; and the

group was awarded a Silver Flora Medal. Another plant

of Ltelia elegans oame from F. Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield,

Ashton-on-Mersey (gr., T. Stafford), viz., L. e. Turneri. From
the same amateur came Leelio-Cattleya Hardyana, the reverse

cross of L.-C, calliswglossa, C. gigas Sanderiana having been

used instead of C. gigas. The flower is of rosy-lilac in the

sepals and petals and tube, with a lip of an intensely rich

shade of purple and of velvety texture.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Alb ins, bhowed a group of

Orchids. There were Habenaria cainea var. nivosa ; F.

Hardy's variety of Cattleya aurea, paler than the type, for

which a First-class Certificate was given; C. a. Statteriana,

Miltonia vexillaria var. rubella, Burlingtonia pubescens, the

white and the rose-coloured varietiesof Dendrobium bractescens,

D. cruentum, D. Phalffinopsis Schroderianum in variety, and
Lselio-Cattleya Fowleri. For an illustration of this beautiful

cross between C. Leopoldi and C. Hardyana, see fig. 47,

p. 239. A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded the exhibitor.

D. B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks (gr., Mr.
Cooke), received a Cultural Commen dation for a plant of

Odoutoglossum Hro-SkiDneri. with two fin2 flower-spikes.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Paradise and Victoria Nur-
series, London, N., showed a small group, consisting of

Pachystoma Thomsonianum, white, with a narrow, elongated
lip of a purple tint ; Odontoglossum Krameri, a flower of pale

lilac, &c.

From the gardens of Sir Trevor Lawrence. Bart, (grower,

Mr. White), came Dendrobium Hookerianum, a plant with a
pleasing inflorescence of lemon yellow-coloured flowers, having
a dark purple blotch at the base of the fringed lip

(Award of Merit). Other plants consisted of Stauropsis

Phillipinenae, a plant with buff-colour blossoms of starry shape
springing from the leafy nodes of the stem, the lip narrow, and
strap-like, and pale lilac in hue ; Oncidium hiematochilum,
Catasetum Bungerothi, with unusually large flowers, for

which last a Vote of Thanks was accorded.

A. H. Smee, Esq., The Grange, Wallington (gr., Mr. Cum-
mins). Bhowed a form of Catasetum fimbriatum, iBranthus
grandifolius—a remarkable bloom of a creamy-white tint,

whose petals, sepals, and lip at the extremities turn of a prim-

rose-yellow hue as the flower ages (Botanical Certificate).

Chas. Ingram, Esq., Elstead, Godalming (gr., Mr. Bond),
showed Lselio-Cattleya Charles Darwin = Leelia Turneri
Elsteadensis x Catt. maxima (an Award of Merit). The
bloom has light purple-tinted sepals and petals, and an intense

purple coloured lip, which i« spread out fanwise, and is frilled

at the edges ; at the sides of the throat are bands of a yellow
hue. The parent plants were shown, and the child is a decided

improvement on them. From the same exhibitor came Lsslio-

Cattleya Elstead Gem, sepals and petals orange-coloured, tube

white exteriorly, and lips a rich purple colour (an Award of

Merit for this last).

Fruit Committee.
Present: P. Crowley, Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. W. Wilks, T. F. Rivers, G. Banyard, H.
Pearson, G. W. Cammins, T. J. Saltmarsh, J.

Veitch, A. D^an, J. Wright, J. T. Miles, J Willard,
W. Farr. C. Herrin, H. Balderson, F. Q Lane, and
G. Norman.

Mr. J. W. Miller, gr. to Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Esher,

stsged a collection of fruit, including several commendable
Melons, a nice lot of Brown Turkey Figs, some Yorkshire

Beauty Apples, and a large dish of excellent HemBkirk
Apricots (Vote of Thanks).

Mr. Owen Thomas, gr. to H.M. the Queen, Koyal Gardens,

Frogmore, exhibited a meritorious collection of Plums in

thirty-eight varieties. Of large red fruits, we noticed Victoria,

Autumn Compote, and Pond's Seedling; of purple kinds,

there were Archduke, Fellenburg. Prince Engleheart, Kirke's,

Large Black Imperial, Diamond, and others; also Jefferson's,

Belle de Septembre, Coe's Golden Drop. Magnum Bonum,
Lawson's Golden Gage, Damsons, Bullaces, &c. Mr. Thomas
also showed a pair of nice-looking short Cucumbers, named
Frogmore Prolific (Silver Knightian Medal).

An extensive collection of first-class fruit was exhibited by
Messrs. Jas Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Boad, Chelsea, which included Apples, Pears, Plums, &c, in

variety. Among two dozen dishes of culinary Apples, we
noticed Stirling Castle, Lord Derby, Lord Suffield, and
Ecklinville Seedling as commendable. Dessert kinds were
represented by Duchess' Favourite, of very high colour

;

Devonshire Quarrenden, Lady Sudeley, Early Strawberry, Early

Joe, Kerry Pippin, Yellow Ingestre, and Worcester Pearmain.

There were several dishes of Pears, including Fondante de

Cuerne, Beurre d'Amanlie, Fondante d'Automne, Souvenir du
Congre*, &c. Plums were shown in a large number of varie-

ties, generally of excellent quality. Several dishes of Peaches

from trees in pots were good, and included Barrington, Craw-
ford's Early Violette, and others. An Award of Merit was
recommended to an ornamental Crab Transcendent, some very

attractive fruits of which were exhibited together with sprays.

The fruits are uncommonly highly-coloured, and are much less

conical in shape than the variety John Downie, also Certificated.

Two new Apples were also shown, Beauty of Moray, a

green culinary variety ; and Temple's No. 1, a high-coloured

dessert variety. Neither of these were certificated. Messrs.

VeiTCH*s excellent collection was awarded a Silver- gilt

Knightian Medal.

Messrs. S. Spooner & Sons, Hounslow, contributed a collec-

tion of fruit in fifty dishes, including an excellent lot of Apples

and Pears ; also a few dishes of Plums, &c. (Silver Banksian

Medal).

A golden-coloured Tomato and plant named Edmonscote
Favourite, was shown by R. Davies, Esq , EdmonBcote House,

Castle Hill, Ealing, W. (gr., Mr. Wickenden) ; and a free-

bearing French Bean named Syon House Prolific, was shown
by Mr. G. Wythes, gr. to Earl Percy, Syjn House, Brentford.

Mr. A. G. Hookings, gr. to W. H. HARFORD, Esq., Almonds-
bury, also showed a very free-bearing Bean, with large coloured

pods, and =ome of Ne plus Ultra for comparison.

A brace of Cucumbers named Eames' Hybrid was shown by

Mr. F. K Eames, Twickenham. New Melons were exi-

hibited by Earl Percy (gr.. Mr. Wythes), and Earl Derby,
Knowaley (gr., Mr. Robt. Doe), but no awards were made.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, sent two
dishes of a good Perfection type Tomato named Cannell's

King; and Mr. W. Rapley, gr. to H. Grimllng, Esq., Harrow
Weald House, Stanmore, showed a dish of Sutton's Perfection

Tomato grown out-of-doors ; the quality was very good. A
medium -sized Pea called Selected was exhibited by Mr. Thos.
McOlxjre, Hartley Grange, Winchfield ; and from Mr. W.
Potten, Camden Nurseries, Cranbrook, were some fruits of

Malus baccata fructu maximo, a large form of the Siberian

Crab.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co , Maidstone, were recom-

mended an Award of Merit for a rather large dessert Apple

named Williams* Favourite. The fruit as shown is conical,

very highly coloured, the colour extending almost over the

entire surface, flesh tender and sweet.

Fruits of a seedling Peach came from the gardens of Sir

T. D. ACLAND. Killerton, Devon. In appearance the fruits-

resembled Royal George, but it was a clingstone.

Lecture on Codieeums and Dracaenas.

In the afternoon a paper by Mr. C. F. Bause on
the " Culture of Crotons and Dracaenas " wai read

by Mr. Geo. Bunyard.
The writer first dealt with Crotons, and recommended a

night temperature during winter of 60°, and in spring about
5° or 10° higher. Many of the varieties may be grown without

shading, but during the summer most of them would require

a slight and removable shade at mid-day. Syringing during

the summer months was a very important operation, and
should be done in a thorough manner in order to keep red-

spider at bay. Drought at all seasons is highly injurious.

A good potting compost for the plants would consist of two
parts good rich loam, one part leaf-soil, and some sand. The
plants Bhould never want in the least for water, and they
should always be given a very light position. The usual

method of propagation was by cuttings, which should be made
with a clean cut by a sharp knife directly under a node.

The pots should be plunged in Cocoa-nut fibre or other suitable

material in the propagating-case, and the material kept damp
at a temperature of from 75° to 80°. When potting the

cuttings off, a lighter soil should be used than that recom-

mended for established plants. The ringing process also

might be used with advantage. Seeds of Crotons should be

sown as soon as ripe.

Dracanas,—The different types were alluded to briefly, and
the particular uses to which they would be advantageously

put. Thrips and red-spider were enemies which have to be
fought, and it was necessary to syringe the plants very

thoroughly once each day. The roots should be kept
in a regular state of moisture, and the plants watered
whilst moderately moist. For potting, a compost might
be used of two parts fibrous loam, one part Ieif-

soil, and one part peat. The Dracaenas were propagated by
roots, cuttings, stems, and seeds. Varieties of the Goldieana

type should have the top cut off and grown, and the stem
would continue to break, when each growth might be taken

off and struck. Indivisa and australis varieties were usually

raised from seed.

SHIRLEY.
August 21,—The present was the thirtieth summer

show held by this society, and was in every way a
success. Groups of miscellaneous plants arranged

for effect were a feature, so well were they done.

Mr. Wills, nurseryman, Shirley, gained the premier award ;

Mr. Peel, gr. to Miss Todd, Shirley, 2nd. Specimen stove and
greenhouse plants were numerous and good. For six, Mr.

Amys, gr. to Hon. Mrs. Elliott Torke, Hamble Cliff,

Southampton, won easily ; Mr. Wills 2nd. The best Ferns

came from Mr. G. Hall, gr. to Lady Louisa Ashburton,
Melchet Court, Komsey. Mr. Mitchell, gr. to J. Willis
Fleming, Esq., Chilworth Manor, won for tuberous Begonias.

Mr. Wilcox, gr. to Col. W. Sinkins, Aldermoor House, Shirley,

had the finest Fuchsias, really good examples.

Cut flowers were bright and varied. For twelve Roses,

twelve show, six Cactus, and six Pompon Dahlias, and twenty-

four Asters, Mr. West, gr. to J. Wigram, Esq., Northlands,

Salisbury, won in all the classes referred to. Mr. LADHAMS
won for twelve spikes of Gladiolus—really good examples they

were.

Fruit was an important feature of the show,"~For six dishes

Mr. Mitchell won with an even and good collection. Mr.

Wilcox had the best Black Grapes, Mr. Mitchell the finest

White, both representative oE the kinds staged. Mr. Hall,
Peaches and dessert Apples. Mr. Amys had a good Melon,

and secured 1st prize.

Vegetables were especially numerous. For a collection'of

six varieties. Mr. Russell, Nursling, was easily 1st; and for

the prizes offered by Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Mr. Holloway,

gr. to A. Brown, Esq., Shirley, secured the leading award.

BASINGSTOKE.
August 22.— In the grounds at Eastland, belong-

ing to Mr8. Millar, the annual summer exhibition

was held, and was in every way a success. Plants

formed an important feature of the show.

For twelve specimens, Mr. Bowennan, gr. to C Hoare,

Esq., Hack-wood Park, BisiDgstoke, -was an easy 1st, hi9
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flowering plants exhibited much merit. Mr. T. Weaver, gr.

to W. O. Gilchrist, Esq., Oakley Park, Basingstoke,

was 2nd.

Groups of miscellaneous plants arranged for effect were

meritorious, Mr. Bowerman taking the lead in this clasa.

Mr. Best, gr, to F. D. Letland, Esq., The Vyne, Basing-

stoke, 2nd.

Mr. Weaver won the premier award for exotic Ferns with
healthy examples. Mr. Best had the beBt table plants and
tuberous Begonias.

Mr. Russell, gr. to W. Bradshaw, Esq., Audley's Wood,
Basingstoke, was 1st for Coleus and Fuchsias, both meritorious

exhibits.

Cut flowers were shown in quantity, and made a bright

display. Mr. Ntville, gr. to F. W. Flight, Esq., Twyford,
Winchester, won the premier award for twenty-four and for

twelve blooms of Roses, with particularly bright and fresh

blooms. This exhibitor also woo for twelve show Dahlias.

For twelve bunches of any kind of flower, Mr. Weaver was
distinctly 1st; and Mr. Russell won in the herbaceous class.

Ladies made a creditable display of flowers in a separate

tent.

Fruit vras shown in good quantity. For a collection of six

varieties, Mr. F. Cole, gr. to Sir G. Russell, Swallow-
field Park, Reading, won with a good all-round collection

;

Mr. Bowerman following. Mr. Cole also won for three

bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes ; Mr. Osman, gr. to J. G.
Baker, Esq., Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, was 2nd. In the class

for any other black Grape, Mr. Osman staged well-finished

Alicante ; and Mr. Cole was 2nd. In the white Grape class,

Mr. Bowerman won with Muscats.
Barrington Peaches won for Mr. Bowerman premier award

for one dish ; he was also 1st for a green-fleshed Melon, The
finest Nectarinea were staged bv Mr. Holdaway, gr. to Lieut.

-

Col. May, Hawkfield, Basingstoke.

Apples made a large display. For three dishes, dessert

varieties, Mr. Best won ; and for a like number of kitchen
varieties, Mr. Dauncet, nurseryman, Hoak, was easily 1st.

For three dishes of Plums, Mr. Fulford, gr. to the Earl of

Nelson, Trafalgar House, Dorset, won with choice kinds.

Vegetables are always well staged here. Mr. Bowerman
won 1st prize in each of the three collections of six varieties,

with superior produce; Mr. Best, and Mr. Kneller, gr. to

Wyndham Portal, Esq., Malshanger Park, coming next in

their respective classes.

Mrs. Ladhams, Shirley, made a grand display with a large
bank of herbaceous flowers, arranged in an effective manner ;

a smaller yet choice collection also coming from Mr. G.
JAOKMAN, Woking.

MANCHESTER
LILT AND

ROYAL BOTANIC
FRUIT SHOW.

August 22 to 26.—An exhibition where Lilies

form the chief feature is altogether a novel
one. To Mr. Brnce Findlay must be voted the
credit of bringing together euch a variety of Lilies

in flower, that it is not the lot of the general public,

and even of many gardeners, to have seen. Moreover,
nearly the whole of them were shown in pots, a
matter of cultural importance, and an object-lesson

to all who inspected them, presenting an imposing
array, set in the sloping, undulating banks of the
annexe, a building eminently fitted for displaying to
the best advantage pot-plants of every description.

The floral scene was amplified by splendid assort-

ments of Gladioli, and border cut flowers in posies of

every hue. The fruit was not a large exhibition,

and was not particularly notable, with the exception
of some well-coloured bunches of Muscat Grapes.
The opening-day was a propitious one, but the
attendance was not such as a charming exhibition
of this kind ought to have commanded.

Lilies.

By far the finest lot of Lilies came from Messrs. R. Wallace
& Co., Colchester. The auratum section comprised some
beautiful forms, among which we noted the magnificent ruby-
banded variety, rubro-vittatum in several lots, the gorgeous
broad-segmente 1 platypbyllum, so prominently banded and
spotted, and the plants bearing short stems carrying good-
sized flowers, the white form of this under the name of Vir-
ginale, is an imported gem, with its minutely spotted flowers

and prominent golden band down centre of each segment •

then Wittei, as white as speciosum album itself, only having
a faint yellow band down centre of segments. Batemaniaa is

one of the most atrikingof the Iaolirion type, bearing glowing
apricot flowers, almost unspotted. Among the speciosum
group Melpomene is a superb variety, making a splendid exhi-
bition plant, the vivid crimson-purple blotches and the white
margins renders this form one of singular attraction. Spe-
cionum album was in several varieties, the Krtctzeri form
being pure white, and the album having prominent golden
anthers. This group is always a telling one, and although
the numbers generally were limited because of the season,

they still take front rank in Lily mixtures. Longi-
ilorum giganteum was very prominent, even beating for

quality the ubiquitous Harrisii. The chief uovelties and
varieties were L. Henryi, called the orauge - yellow
specioium. This seems to be a gigantic grower, and a
very free flowerer, some of the spikes bearing twenty flowers,

and carrying good foliage ; the flowers wererepresented grown
under glass, slid out in the open, the latter mode emphasizing
the orange colour. The groups of this species hers commanded

general attention and observation. L. Leichtlinii is a very

charming Lily of the Martagon group ; colour, yellow ground,

covered with purple spots. L. nepalense is a pretty combi-

nation of brownish-crimson and citron. Another of the funnel-

shaped section, named Lowii, is striking in having its interior

covered with purplish spotB. L. tigrinum Fortunei giganteum

is a gigantic form of the type, bearing larger flowers, and in

greater number than the type. The old double Tiger Lily

always tells well in a group. This firm also showed a new
form of Hemerocallis, under the name of Aurantiaca major,

which received a First-class Certificate. The collection, as a

whole, obtained the Society's Gold Medal, and it richly

deserved it.

Mr. Hudson, fr^m Kilburn, showed over a hundred pots,

comprising chiefly forms of auratum and speciosum, the white

ones being less numerou* than the coloured-spotted ones. It

was an effective group, however. Mr. Findlay put up a

large group, mostly of the auratum and speciosum breed, and
in the course of a few remarks he made at the luncheon,

he advised all gardeners not to try and force speciosum Lilies,

because they would refuse to be conjured into flower under the
influence of the pressure of artificial heat. As an instance of

the wisdom of his observations, we saw a houae in the garden
range completely filled with Lilies which in another fortnight
would be a blaze of beauty, but nothing short of sunshine and
time would effect the evolution of the flowers. Messrs. J. &
R. Thyne, Glasgow, sent a very good lot of L. auratum, in

which the large platyphyllum were represented, also some
good rubro-vittatum.

Gladioli, etc,

Next in importance to the Lilies were the Gladioli, par-

ticularly those from Kelway 8l Son, Langport. There were
hundreds of them, and all clean and beautiful. Among the
very best were Mr. J. Eyton, white, shaded rose ; Lord Roths-
child, scarlet, crimson shaded : Empress of Germany, white,
with rose venation ; Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain, cerise aad white
throat, splendid substance ; Mr. Fowler, carnation, with
yellow citron, carnation, good form ; Fiducius, crimson,
deeply Bhaded centre; Maori Chief, mulberry, crimson
blotch ; Duke of Edinburgh, rose and purple-white throat.

Among new ones we noted as best—Acis, marbled
scarlet and purple, very stylish ; Mus, deep velvety, crimson
shaded, fine substance ; Milus, beautiful shining heliotrope,

with whitish base; Mano, maroon- crimson, tender, of grand
form and substance ; Pine, orange-scarlet, purple lines ; and
Madame Calve, shaded orange and ruby blended. This firm

also exhibited a splendid lot of Gaillardias. of which Vampire
may be said to be the chief; and the free-fiuiting Japanese
Wineberry, Ru bus phoenicolasiuB. This makes a handsome
plant, with fine ovate acuminate leaves with a profusion of

rich scarlet berries crowded together, of prominent vinous
flavour. Along with this among others were the showy
yellow-flowered Rudbeckia laciniata, and the intense blue in

long spikes of Veronica longifolia tubsessilis.

Messrs. Barr & Son had several Lilies in their collection, the
double-flowering Tiger Lily not being the least effective of

them; and the fine orange-scarlet Montbretia crocosmee flora,

along with Lobelia Queen Victoria, a brilliant form of the
fulgens type.

Mr. Anthony Waterer sent cut sprays of the new Spiraea

Anthony Waterer in rather pretty ruby-coloured thyrses. Messrs.

Dickson, Bbown & Tait sent a lot of cut Gladioli, set among
nice dwarf greenery. Messrs. Dickson & Robinson had a
very good assortment of H. P. and Tea Rosea; among the
latter, Madame Hoste, a yellow, was very prominent. Mr.
John Kitson, Altrincham, had a miscellaneous lot of hardy
border flowers, nothing so fine as the varied Snapdragons
which are again coming to the fore.

Mr. Frank Law, Sale, put up a grand assortment of cut
flowers, such as he supplies daily to the Manchester bazaar
trade. They were arranged on a central bed, in which Kentia
Fosteriana was the fountain-like apex— and beautiful they
looked. They comprised Gladioli, the best market flower in

that way being the scarlet Brenchleyensis, then Phloxes, par-
ticularly the late white ; various kinds of border Chrysanthe-
mums, the charming white Mignon Aster, than which it has
no rival for purity and form; fine posies of varied Zinnias,
yellow Papaver, and also the deep pink variety, more beau-
tiful when cut than to look at them in the plants ; Germania
Carnations, of fine sulphur colour ; also a new border one,
very double, and of good form—cerise, called Mrs. Frank
Law ; Mrs. Sinkins Pink is also a favourite, and the Sweet
Sultans and Coreopsis, and Gaillardias; and Centaureas forming
a group for brilliancy of theie s ;mple border flowers that may
be equalled in the other departments of Flora, but could not
be excelled.

Fruit

Comprised collections of ten sorts, Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the
Earl of Harrington, had good Muscat and Black Hamburgh
Grapes, a Queen Pine, Bellegarde Peaches, Elruge Nectarines,

a good Victory of Bath Melon, Downton Plums, and Jargonelle

Pears. Mr. W. Wallis, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq.. Keele Hall, was
2nd with, amoug others, Pearson's Golden Queen and Black

Hamburgh Grapes, Walburtou Peaches, Golden Drop Plums
and Negro Largo Figs. Mr. Slade, gr. to the Duke of NEW-
CASTLE, was 3rd, having Muscat and Hamburgh Grapes, a

small Pine, and several other dishes, of which the Hero o£

Lookinge Melou was the best.

For the best twelve bunches of Grapes, Mr. Goodacre was
1st, with a showy lot, beautifully finished, but the bulk of

them having smallish berries. The Muscats here were good,

considering the time of year, being of fair Bize, good colour,

and proper form ; there were five bunches of them in the col-

lection ; then good-berried bunches of Gros Maroc; fair-sized

buuches, finely-finished, of Barbarossa, but berriesjsmall • and
a piir of Aluwick Seedling.

Mr. Elphinstone, gr. to S. M. Munday, Esq.,'.ShipleyjHall,

had also a re markably good lot, many thinking that the prizes

shou d have been reversed ; but on close examination the

judgment appeared to be perfectly sound. This lot also com-
prised four good bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, two of

Alnwick Seedling, two of Madresfield Court, and two of Black

Hamburgh. The bunches were pmallish and so were the

berr es, b it the finish and the staging were without blemish.

Mr. Tillett, gr. to Lord Barnard, Baby Castle, had very

gooi Muscat of Alexandria. For six bunches of Grapes,

Mr. Elphinstone and Mr. Goodacre exchanged portions,

the former grower having 1st, with three good buaches

of Mmoit of Alexandria and three Madresfield Court,

the latte' ex bibitor having also prime Muscats, fairly good

Foster's Seedling, and Madresfield Court. Mr. Richardson,

gr. to J. E. Platt, Esq , Cheadle, had fairly good Muscats
and Gros Maroc An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Wallis,
Keele Hall, for his six bunches.

©bttuarg*
Monsieur Lievin Spae-Van der Meulen.—

We reeret to hear of the death of Monsieur Lievin

Spae Van dee Meulen, Treasurer of the Syndicate

dea Horticulture Beiges, who died at Ghent on

August 23, 1895.

The Weather.
— •

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

Temperature.
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1 4 + 123
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6 3 + 123

7 3 + 136

8 2 + 134

9 2 + 119
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+ 1 + 333
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2 —
2 +
4 —
1 +
4 —
4 —
2 —
5 —
6 —
2 +
3 +
5 —
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Ida

146 260

121 18'4

183

16-0

161

13-7

20 i

110 17'9

102 193

140 120 6

118 22-5

118
1
16

Bright
Sun.
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The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—

1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, inoluding London, S.

Principal Grazing, tyc, Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W. : 9. Ireland, N.

;

10. Ireland. S. : *Ohann»l fnlanHtt

Markets.
CO VENT GARDEN, August 29.

Out Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t. d. i. d.

Mignonette, per 12
bunches 2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya. 12blms. 9 0-15
Odon toglossum
crispum,12blm. 3 0-60

10-30 Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, EngliBh, per

12 bunches ...

— French p. bn.

Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations, per 12

blooms
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lavender, doz. bun.
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen blooms

Lilium lancifolium,

per dozen blooms
Maidenhair Fern,

per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn

d. s.d.

2 0-40

3 0-60
6-10
6-10

10-30;

40-fl0
16-26
2 0-40
6-16

10-20
6 0-9

— yellow (Mare-
chals), per doz.

— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

2 0-40 Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

9-16 Sunflower (small),

doz bunches
4 0-60 Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
P-3 Tuberoses, 12 blms.

3 0-60
4-06

2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

.^0-6
10-16

2 0-40
2 0-40
2-06

OBCHH>BL00M in variety.
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Plants ec Pots.—Average: Wholesale Pbioes.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots 3

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Coleus, per dozen... 2
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1— various, doz. 6

d. l. d.
0-12
0-30
0-15

0-60

0-12
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
U21

0-21
6-3
0-12

1. d. t.d.

Fious elautica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30
Fuohsias. per doz. .. 4 e- 6
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24
Lilium Harrisii,per
dozen pots ... 12 0-18

Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24
Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea, 2 O-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, (soar-

lets), doz 2 6-40

Fbutt.—Average Wholesale Prices.
i. d.M.d.

Apples, per bush..., 16-20
Coba, per 100 lb. ... 40 0-45
Damsons, half sieve 19-20
Figs, per dozen ... 6-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 35 40
Gages, half sieve ...

Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb.

— 2nd quality...
— Muscats

3 6-40

13-16
9-10

16-20

Grapes, Guernsey...
Melons, each
Pine-apples, St. Mi*

chael, each
Peaches, 1st size , doz
— 2nd size f ,— 3rd size ,,

Pears
Plums, half sieve ...

d. t.d

6-0 9
0-16

0-6
0-6
6-2
9-10
6-4
6-3

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
.. d. t.d.

Beans, Runners, per
bushel 10-1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6
Cucumbers, per doz. 9-1
Marrows, veg,, per

tally of 5 doz. ... 10-16

t.d. i.d.
Mushrooms, per lb, 16- —
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb. :

— Smooth ,, 2 6 3— ordinary ,, 2 0-26— Guernsey ,, 16-20
Potatos.

Trade very dull. Supplies heavy. Prices lower, £i to £1
being fair average prices. J. S. Thomas.

SHOW REPORTS, &c, DELAYED.
An unexpected demand upon oar space unfortu-

nately compels us to keep over until our next issue
reports already in type of exhibitions held at Bath,
Brighton, and other matter.

to
Lorr&foordenU

•.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, toe are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the
week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.
*.• Plants, Fkoits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Ants : G. T. C. The meant of detraction may be
applied at the present time. When it is seen by
digging into the nests that the ants are dead, the
foimer should be dng into, and the earth contain-
ing the eggs scattered on the surface of the
ground. Domestic fowls, pheasants, &c, wonld
coon then make a clearance of these.

Astebs : Will your correspondent R. King (p. 216)
be good enough to send me one of his diseased
Asters with roots and soil adhering, also name
and address, as I am deeply interested in the
matter, and may possibly be able to give him
information. L Dawes, Sosecroft , Hamiledon, Hants,

Bamboos : J. B. Bambusa has the ipikelets arranged
in fascicles, and the flowers have six stamens.
Arnndinaria has many flowered spikelets arranged
in branched spikes, without any enveloping leaf,

and the stamens are three. The canes are
cylindrical, with numerous buds at the joints, as
pointed out to ns by Mr. Bean. Phyllostachys
has loosely panicled one-flowered spikelets, sur-
rounded at the base by a large leaf, stamens three.
The canes are flattened or grooved on one side,

and only two shoots proceed from each node.
Thamnocalamus is not essentially distinct from
Arnndinaria.

Books : E. Tremelkr. Handy- hook of the Flower-
garden, by D. Thomson (W. Blackwood & Sons,
London & Edinburgh) will afford the information
needed. The later edition costs os.—Market
Gardening, &c. : J. N. C. Tillage and Imple-
ments, by W. J. Maiden, publinhed by G. Bell &
Sons, York Street. Covent Garden. The New
Potato Culture, by E. S. Carman, Eural Publishing
Co., New York, or through a foreign bookseller.
Kitchen and Market Garden, by various w/iters,

published by Macmillan & Co., Bedford Street,

Covent Garden. Market Garden Husbandry, by
W. H. Ablett, published by Chapman & Hall, 11,
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

Ceps or Cepes : Inquirer. The edible species or
cep blanc is Boletus edulis ; the poisonous specie!
are the cepe noir, B. sereus ; and the cepe faux,
B. luridus. There is no known method of culti-
vating them.

Cobbection.—In the report of the proceedings of
the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Com-
mittee, at p. 218 last week, Tomato Early July
should have been credited to Laxton Brothers,
instead of to Sutton & Sons.—Hammersmith Hor-
ticultural Show, Gardeners 1

Chronicle, August 3,

p. 137. Mr. A. Salter writes to say that his father
did not escape with a fine China dinner-service,
as there stated, and which the King Louis Philippe
presented to him. We had no desire to impute
dishonesty to the late Mr. Salter, or that he
performed anything more than a friendly action
towards the King.

"Flora of Tasmania": The widow of the late
eminent botanical artist, Mr. W. H. Fitch, desires
to dispose of this valuable work. It is in parts,
but the first one is missing.

Fungus on Pink : A. L. Didymium spumarioides
;

one of the slime-fungi has overrun the Pinks, but
it is not a parasite, and will do no harm, and will
soon entirely disappear. G. M,

Gabdenebs' Orphan Fund, A subscriber to the
Gardeners' Chronicle begs to enclose a post- office

order for £1 for the orphans of gardeners, in
consideration of the Editor's kindness in naming
her wild flowers. H. M. E. The amount has been
received with very many thanks, and is in the
hands of the secretary.

Handling a Spade or other Two handed Tool :

Spadesman, When the left band is used lower
down the handle than the right, the user is said

to be "left-handed," notwithstanding that he is,

where one hand only is brought into use, a right-
handed man.

Judging at Floweb Shows: B. C. W. 1. The
group contest being for plants in pots, the cutting-
eff of the Bamboos and using the stems, &c, as
decorative material should have disqualified the
exhibit. 2. Distinct species were doubtless meant
by the framers of the schedule, and he who showed
two A 1 alia? was rightly put out of competi-
tion. 3 Cycads are not Palms.

Lettuces fob Fobcing : W. D. The black-seeded
Crisped Tennis Ball, white ; Golden Tennis Ball,

but this variety soon bolts; and Tom Thumb.
Sow in October on hotbeds, and grow entirely in

frames or hand-glaises. We cannot give you any
information about prices; consult our market re-

ports of last winter.

Manure : C. H. W. If your land is light, let the
manure be fairly decayed before using it, but
if it be heavy, you may dig it in when half-

decayed. In any case, do not let it lie about in

heaps, but cover it with soil, banking it up as jou
would Celery. Pour sewage or house-slops into
these, which will aid the rotting.

Mealy Bug in Vineries : N. Z. We should be in-

clined to depend on Richards' XL All Vaporiser
for the destruction of " bug." Ic is cheaper than
hand-labour, and much more efficient, doing no
harm to the fruit, although we might hesitate,

for obvious reasons, to its use in vineries where
ripe fruit is hanging ; more than one application

would be required. Could you not wait till the

crop is consumed or put into bottles, when you
could perhaps find a way to make the house air-

tight before using the vaporiser ; in the meantime,
using methylated spirits and a camel-hair pencil

to kill " bug " wherever seen, especially about the
bunches.

Measobement of Hubic Contents of Glasshousb—a
Lean-to: F. W. W. First find the area of a
cross-section of the house up to the angle which
the roof forms with the uptight front wall or

lights, and then that of the angle formed by the

roof, and a line drawn from the wall-plate

horizontally towards the back wall of the bouse.

Hiving found these measurements, add them
together, and multiply the total by the number of

lineal feet in the length of the house, and you will

bave the contents in cubic feet.

Names of Fruits : J. C. B. 1, not known ; 2,

Duchess of Oldenburg; 3, Ravelston Pippin,

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this issue are requested to contult the next number.—
W. M. Prunus Pissardi. There is no fuogus or

insect on the Begonia, so far as we see. Is there

not some defect in the method of cultivation?

—

N. C. 1, Linaria Cymbalaria ; 2, Senecio viscosus;

3, Chenopodium polyspermum ; 4, may be leaf of

Spiraea Ulmaria ; 5, Nicotiana rus&ica. Specimens
withered, numbers detached mostly, figures nearly
obliterated by damp. We do the best we can under
the circumstances.— Correspondent, Both Acers
are forms of the Norway Maple, Acer platanoides, L.—H. M. E. Platanus orientalis, variety aceri-

folia—often called the London Plane, as it is to
commonly planted in London. We never heard
it called Indian Plane. — W. T. H. Gypsophila
elegans.

—

A.H. Dasylirion acrotrichum.

—

G.H.S.
7, not recognised, flowers perished; 8, Leptos-
permum bullatum.— T. H., Ilkley. The flower
represents a very fine variety of Odontoglossum
coronarium. It is much to your credit that you
have been successful in growing it for so long a
time, and flowering it.

—

M, 1, Lastrea rigida; 2,

Lastrea recurva ; 3, Nephrodium molle ; 4, Ne-
phrodium molle corymbiferum; 5, Pteris longifolia;

6, Blechnum polypodioides.— H. F., Leeds. 1, Ca-
tasetum Gnomus ; 2. Brassia caudata ; 3, Rodri-
pufzia pubescens.

—

Lymington. Amaryllis reti-

culata, an almost evergreen Btove species.

—

J. M,,
Peebles. Cattleya Harrisoniana.

—

C. T. 1, Poly-
gonum Persicaria ; 2, iEthusa cynapium ; 3, Poly-
gonum aviculare ; 4, Polygonum Convolvulus.
The shells were utterly crushed.— W. P. Rhamnus
Frangula.

—

X. Y. 1, Pbyllanthus nivosus (Euphor-
bidceae,) ; 2, Myrsiphyllum asparagoides (Liliacese).

We have no idea why it should be called Smilax,
beyond the fact that there is a remote resem-
blance.

—

Munches. 1, Cornus mas variegata ; 2,

Echium vulgare ; 3, Phacelia tanacstifolia.

Packing Grapes fob Transit : G. H. C. For best
manner of packing Grapes, either for market or
private consumption, we would refer you to Gar-
deners' Chronicle for Sspt. 27, 1890, p. 363, where
various methods are fully described, and a few
illustrated.

Phyllanthus nivosus : X. Y, Stove treatment at
all times. Soil for potting, sandy loam of a fibrous
nature, and similar peat, nodules of sandstone or
porous red brick, dried cowdung or other mild
manure, and well drained pots. During the
summer season it does well in a house which is

kept rather moister than dry, doing well with
Aroids. such as Philodendrons, and the like. To
get the white mottling of the leaves as good
as possible it should not be densely shaded or
overpotted, and it should not be placed far from
the glass. In the winter it usually loses some of

its leaves. Prune it if you like before active
growth begins.

Tomato : W. B. One of the diseases caused by fungi,
repeatedly figured and described in these columns.
You can do nothing now, but next season apply
Bordeaux spray early to the foliage and very
young fruit. Bi careful not to use it too strong

;

refer to recent back numbers for further detail.

—

JJbique. The appearances are consistent with
some check to growth at a certain stage of
development. There is no insect or fungus
visible. The conditions too common, but the
cause is not clear.

Worms in the Garden : C. H. W. Use clear lime-
water ; keep ducks, or, better still, bantam
chickens.

Worms on Lawns : W. E. Ii. The answer appeared
on August 10, see p. 167.

Communications Received.—P. W., Russia.—E. H R.,
Haarlem.—G. B., Maidstone.—W. G. S.— H. B.—T. S. W.—
J. 8.—Q. C.—J. O'B.—S. il.—W. L A. Y., with thanks.—
B. Calvert.—Subscriber, Worksop—R. M.— J. H.—W R.—
H. W. W.—W. Kelly.—R. J. L.—A. C. F.—W. Turrey.—
J. F. S.—W. M.—J. W. Ot.—F. C. S. (next week).

Specimens Received.—B. L., Southampton
; many thanks,

next week.—J. V. & Sons ; best tbauks.—E. F.

Photosbaphs Received.— Sutton & Sons, with thanks.

DIED.—On the 16ih inst., at Shogi, Yokohama,
Japan, Herbert William, eldest son of William
Bbockbank, of Brockhuisr, Didsbnry, aged thirty-

three years.

Oo. the 23rd inst., at Bienne, Switzerland,

suddenly. Mary Anne Frances, widow of John
Lloyd-Wynne, Esq.. of Coed-Coch, Denbighshire,
and 7, Eaton Place, S.W., aged eighty-four. Extracts

from Tim's.
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MONARCH PLUM.
The finest late Plum in cultivation ; several thousands of

strong Maidann to offer. Also several thousands of Maiden
and 2-year BISMARCK APPLES. -

FRUIT TREES of every description.

Special quotations to large Buyers, CATALOGUE on
application. Inspection invited.

S. SPOONER and SONS. The Nurseries. Hounelow.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AND

LA.TE MAY-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HARTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland,

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.
Delivery from August to November.

9^0 OC\C\ V0N SI0N DAFFODILS, for
*J0\J) \J\J\J stock or Orchard Planting—A true stock,
in lota of 10,000, for cash, at 7s. id. per 1000. All large
Donble Snowdrop size. Samples sent for six stamps.

HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Oui Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

CHEAP BULBS for FORCING
HYACINTHS, White Roman, large size 9s. per 100

,, ,, „ extra largest 14s. per 100
,, Single White, Baron Van Thuyll \

„ Voltaire 3s. 3d.

,, Grandeur a Merveille \ perdoz.;
,, alba superbissima ( 16«.

„ Grand Vedette
|

per 100
Reds and Blues, leading sorts }

TULIPS, Single Due Van Thol. scarlet ... 3s. id. per 100
,, ,, La Reine, or Queen Victoria, white ... 3s. per 100

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.
JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,

Bulb Merchants, CIRENCESTER.

PLANTS I SEASONABLE DECORATIONS.

Caladium Argyrites

„ Baron de Marmora...
„ B. S. Williams ...

,, Candidum
„ Triomphe de la Ex-
position

Phrynium variegatum ...

Maranta Makoyii

Doz.
9/-

9/-
9/-

»/-

Adiantum Lathomii, the
very best for decora-
tions and outting ... 12/-

,, Farleyense „. ... 9/-

Croton Amietumensis ... 12/-

„ Van Oerstedii ... 19/-

,, Warrenii 18/-

The above are all well-grown plants in 60-pots, suitable for

immediate decorations.

Cyperus gracillimum
,, Laxus variegata

Carex japonica ...

variegata

Doz.
, 18/-

.. 18/-

. »/-

.12/-

Doz.
Eulalia aebrina 18/-
AUa*nandaWilliamsii,^/6each
Gymnogramma schizophylla

gloriosa, 3/6 each.

Above are all well-grown in 48-pots, suitable for immediate
decorations. Packing free for cash with order.

FREDE. PERKINS, Nurseryman, LEAMINGTON.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.
T HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTHEMUM
JL GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 2s. $d. each.

The N.C.S. YEAR BOOK, Is. 2d. each, oontains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only), 5s. each.

All Post Free for Cash with Order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

FERMS!—FERNS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2i-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at 2s. 6d. per doz.,
or 20s. per 100.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

LAXTON'S
STRAWBERRIES,

INCLUDING

THE TWO GRAND NEW and INDISPENSABLE
VARIETIES,

MONARCH & LEADER.
All the Best Older Varieties In strong, open-

ground Runners or Pot Plants.

STRAWBERRIES IN 60-POTS ARE GOOD.
Send to Head-quarters for your Supplies.

PLANTS GROWN SPECIALLY FOR RUNNERS.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
Should be procured direct from the raisers. Price, open ground

Runners ... 20s. per 100 ... is. per dozen.
In Pots 27s. 6d. per 100 ... 6s. per dozen.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, GRATIS.

LAXTON BROS., BEDFORD.

NOW READY.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

CHAELES SHAEPE & CO., Ltd.,
Seed Farmers and Merchants, SLEAFORD.

FORCING BULBS.

Well Ripened and Heavy Bulbs of

ROMAN HYACINTHS, Early White.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, from 5 to
6 inches in circumference.

Large-Flowering Paper-white NARCISSUS.
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS, from

5 inches to 6£ inches in circumference.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, pare white, extra
strong, per 100, 15.*. to 20s.

LILIUM HARRISI, very fine Bulbs, per
dozen. 7s. 6d. and 12s.

Orders now being Booked for Early Delivery,

B. S. WILUAMS & SON,
Seedsmen by Royal Warrant to Her Majesty ihe Queen,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER. HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ODONTOCLOSSUM ORISPUM.
MAGNIFICENT IMPORTATION OF

9000 PLANTS.

OUR Me. HUGH COLLINS, who is col-

lecting for our Firm, finding that nearly all the best

varieties had been gathered in the old grounds round Pacho,

which have been picked over for eo many years to supply

the ever-increasing demand for this most lovely Orchid, hag,

with a staff of men. penetrated further into the woods, where
it is believed no collector has ever been, and has despatched

this grand lot of plants. He says there are numerous natural

hybrids amongst them. He saw large numbers of these

plants in flower. There are a number of wonderful large and
distinct-looking pieces amongst them. Private buyers and the

trade are cordially invited to inspect and choose their own
purchases, or we will dispatch splendid value for £o, £10, £20,

£30, £50 orders. Plants from 2s. to 20s. each. This is a cool-

house Orchid. Instructions for growing will be eent with
each order.

COLLINS Sc COLLINS. Orchid Importers, Cumberland
Park Nurseries, Willesden Junction, London.

j

SPIRyEA JAPONICA aDd GLADIOLUS
BRENOHLEYENSIS.—Extra strong clumps, per 1000,

50s.
;
per 10,000, 450s.

( 1st size, Z">8. per 1C00.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS-J 2nd „ 25s.

(.3rd ,, 20s.
Of the above we book now orders. No chirges for packing

and f.o.b. Rotterdam. Apply to P. V.T., 41, Wellington Street,
Covent GardeD, London, W.G.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

G Jt EAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2\ inch pots, Vis. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, os, per 100;
40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NURSERIES, HILLINQDON HEATH, UXBRIDGE.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.

Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NUBSEBIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

™ YOKOHAMA NURSERY CO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21-35,

NANKAMUEA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Exporters of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

Dried Eulalia Panicles, Bleached Luffa,

SEEDS, TREES, & SHRUBS, &c, produced In Japan.

Wholesale CATALOGUES sent on application.

Note. -Our representative is now in London to

take Orders of the Customers.

B 1

JOHNSONS IMPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

EING orje of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and ieeping over 100 cows,
from which I obtain a large quantity
a pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer ihe be6t obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

^»»»»»» * **»»»*«»» *»***»****K

ULBS
Hyacinth s, Tulips,
Narcissi, Lillies,

Crocuses, Sciilas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Rail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE OX APPLICATION.

'ICKSONS ]

& Importers,

CHESTER.
gy*»*» ***»»»* -turn-* »*ac»»»! x -turnSB
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GRANDE 1I0NARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000, 3s. id. per 100 ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, is.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All good flowering bulbs.

T. GELL, Week Farm, Yentnor. Isle of Wight.

FORCE your STRAWBERRIES in JADOO
FIBRE. Brings out flavour and increases the yield.

&s. per 3-bnshel saek. Sptcial rates per ton. Obtainable
through any Nurservman.—For further particulars apply to

JADOO LIMITED, 54. High Street. Exeter.

T^EPlXS from Stores. — Pteris, Cristata,
JL idiftntum cuneatum, and Cyrtomitiin falcatum. Strong,
clean stuff, fit for single pots. 3s. ed. per 100, 30s. per 10O0.
Ca«h with order.—G. ADCOCK, Bokeby Road, Brockley, S.E.

OR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient "men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS jjtd CO.. Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

DAFFODILS.—Large double Yellow-flowering
Eolb3. 3*. 6d. per 100. Purchases of £1 carriage paid,.

Planting Bulbs in a large quantity. Apply

—

Daffodil Farm, " Hartnoll's," Morchard Bishop.

SPECIAL LINES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in England. Send for Special List. 500 for 10*.

;

2500 for 405., free.

POPE .ajtd SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

T^ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
X? (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 3^-inch pots. Stove and Green-
house, 30 beat selling wrta, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S'a, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antnm cuneatum, in 48'a, for cutting, 6s. and 8*. dor. ; ditto,

for making large plants quiekly, 16s. and 2.x. 100 ; Arallas, 10*.

100 ; Cyperus, Axalias, Grevilleaa. Geraniums, in 48's. 6s. eoz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Cockscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropsftolums, in bloom, in 4S's, Ss. doz. ; Fieus. Palms,
Dracsanaa, Crotons, Hydraneeas, Pelargoniums, 12.'. doz. Lists
free. Packed free. Cash -with order.—J. SMITH, Louden Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

FOR SALE, A

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN IXORA DUFFII
"With 30 trusses : 15 open and 15 in bud.

HEATH & SON, CHELTENHAM.

THE NURSERYMEN,
MARKET GARDENERS, & GENERAL

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORATION
(LUirrED).

Chairman—TTAKRY J. VEITCH, Esq.

Haiisiobm at HiBPisDES, Hehts,
August 22, 1895.

Clams fob Damage to 21 oz. Glass,

£283 17*. 4d.

Claims Settled in Cash,

August 2", 1895.

Manager—ALEX. JAMES MONSO,
1 & 2, KING ST., COVEXT GARDEN, W.C.

POtt 8VO, 18.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW PLANTS.
A Primer for Amateurs. By CHARLES COLLINS.

Edited by J. WEIGHT, F.E.H.S. With 3S Illustrations.

MACMILLAN a>t> CO., London.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOtTTHA5£PTO>- BCTLDISGS, CHAKCEBT LaXE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable Go demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPABTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Boms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AKD-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PEE MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

POTTER'S 'WTRE-AltMO-lTRED HOSE.
Quality Guaranteed.

Prices of 60-feet lengths (including Fittings).

ABMOUBED.
Pbices.

Diam. s. d.

%-in. best quality ... 36 3

J4 „ extra stout ... 43 7

f's ,, beat quality ... 45

f£ ,, extra stout ... 52

% „ beet quality ... 52

X ,, extra stout ... 60 7

PLAIN.
Pbices.

Diam. s. d.

K-in. cheap 19 3

}4 „ best quality ... 21 5

% ,, extra stout ... 27 5

fg .. best quality ... 28

$i ,, extra stout ... 33

fi ,, best quality ... 33

jj ,, extra stout ... 40 10

Carriage paid, and dispatched on receipt of order. Awarded
12 Gold and Silver Medals. Also mater of Hose for Delivery,
Steam, Fire, Suction, and Liquid Manures, &c. Supplied to
all the principal Corporations, Parks, Estates, &c, at home and
abroad. Over 3,000,000 feet in use. Rot-proof Green Shading,
lOrf. per square yard. Catalogues post-free.—Melbourne Works,
Wolverhampton ; and London Works, Reading. Maker to Her
Majesty the Queen, and H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

BOULTOIU PAUL
MANUFACTURERS.

NORWICH
PUMPS. PUMPS. PUMPS.
No 1. IV 3 No 4 No 6.

SEWD fOH ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREa cm «*PLJCATIOK.

WHATTIMEISIT?
It's time to give over thinking that there is any
permanent energy to be derived from Alcohol.
It's time von were turning your attention to a
more profitable investment by sending 9 stamps to

NEWBALL & MASON, of Nottingham,
for a sample bottle of

MASONS
EXTRACT ofHERBS
FOR MAKING
NON-INTOXICATING

And thus obtaining
for yourself the
services of a perman-
ent and rational

invigorat.r.

That's what o'ctock
it is!

Of all Chemists and
Grocers, 6d. and Is,

per bottle.

6d_ bottle mate
eight gallons.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine onlyjrom

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH: TO FINISH UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS
IS THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No smell).

One-pint bottle, 1*. ; one- quart. Is. &d. ; one-gallon tin, 3s. 9d. ;

four-gallon drum, 12s.; twelve-gallon cask, 32s.; eighteen-

gallon cask, 45*. ; forty-gallon barrel, 85s.

£g° Cheap, only 1 part of Manure required to 50 of water.

Mr. W. H. LEBS, The Gardens, Trent Park, New Barnet,

the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum Blooms
during the season of 1S94. This celebrated grower writes :

—

' I have used your new Liquid Manure on many thing* this

season with highly satisfactory results—especially on Chrys-

anthemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I exhibited at the

Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to such perfec-

tion with this Fertiliser."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen. Seedsmen, Florists, andSundriesmen everywhere

;

or direct from the Sole Manufacturer, G. H. BICHARDS, Old

Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth. London. S.E.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Bedgrave Boad,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON A!T> SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price lists and Testimonials on application.

Analysis sent with orders of |-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
SCOTT'S "WASP DESTROYER has stood

many years' test as the only effectual protection for

Fruit Trees. &c., from Wasps and Flies. Price 1*. 6d. and
2s. 6d. per bottle. Sold by all Nurserymen and Florists.

Makers. CORBY axd CO., Ltd., 13, 15, and 16, Finsbnry
Street, London, E.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PBICE*S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and best of all Insecticides

for K'lling Vermin on Plants, Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.
A Pamphlet on its use, with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c., sent free on application.

Hilf-pints, Is. 6d. ; Pints, 2s. 6d.
;

Quarts, 4s. 6d. ; Half-

gallons, 7s. 6d. ; Gallons, 12s. 6d. ; Five Gallon Drums, 10s. 6d,

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,
Victoria Street, Manchester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMEBON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Maacal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Tiffins to the Teide.

EPPS'S --* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition ; also for Store, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c. i n large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOULD, C. X. FIBRE. SPHAGNTM MOSS, CHARCOAL, sro.

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Kingwood.
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PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, 8d.

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince of Wales.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16x14 | 20x14 I 20X16124X16)32x18
14X10 | 16X12 J 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 [ 22X16 |20X18|24X18
21-02. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and Iths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ- Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, &o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, Ac.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfleld, London, B.C.

Stock ListsandPriceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

weston-super-mabk.
The Lakgest Manitfaoturebs of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.
Price Listi free on Application.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKEB and CO. , Famborougb, Hants.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 9S Engravings,
2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONESe
& ATTWOOD

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one claaa

of work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-V/ater Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in Stock.
Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 30». ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60J.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED OBCBID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBBOUS PEAT, 6i. W. per sack ; 6 sacks,

25s. ; sacks, 4d. each.
BLACK FIBBOUS FEAT, Si. per sack ; 5 sacks, 23i. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, ll. 9d. per bushel; 16l. per hall

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBBOUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAJ-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, St. 6<J. per saok.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN COBK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, Ac Wribe for Price LIST —
H. O. SMYTH, 21. Goldsmith 8treet. Drury Lane. W.O.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms),

A large stock of the finest quality OBCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, fcc. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be Been in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Bail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RIOHABDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Bingwood ana
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

HILL & SMITH'S

BLACK VARNISH,
For Preserving Ironwortc Wood, or Stone.

An Excellent Substitute for Oil Paint,
at one-third the cost.

This unrivalled varnish has for forty years given un-
bounded satisfaction, obtained a large consumption, and
earned a high refutation throughout the kingdom. It
requires no mixing, can be applied cold by nay ordinary
labourer, and dries in Un minutes with a perfect gloss.

Fences periodically coated with it are effectually preserved
from deterioration for an indefinite period.

Price, Is. 6d. per gallon at the manufactory, or 1*. 8d.

per gallon, carriage paid to any railway station, in casks

of 36, 18, or 9 gallons.

Testimonial from Chas. Patrick, Esq., Cloughfold,
Manchester (Numerous others) :—" I have used your Black
Varnish for upwards of twenty years, and find none to

equal it in economy and quality."

s* A T-rm-r s\ it I
EVERY CASK BEARS THE ABOVE

CA Ull OJy. < REGISTERED TRADE MARK.
\ Beware of Cheap Imitations.

HILL& SMITH
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRON FENCING, STRAINED WIRE
IENCING, HURDLES, GATES, &c.

Illustrated CATALOGUE and Price LIST on application.

Brlarley lronworEs, Dudley ;

Queen Victoria Street, London, £ C.

;

47, Dawson Street, Dublin.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

hORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

Nurseries Hanwortli & Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We heg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

hound In cloth, Is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, from £2 16s.

Cucumber Frames.
One Light. Two Light.

4 ft. by 3 ft., 17s. 6 ft. by 4 ft,, 30s.

6 ft. by 4 ft., 28s. 8 ft. by 6 ft., 60s.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
8EOTION.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
17— 64

65- 98
99—134

Houses, Frames, Pi ts, Hand-Lights. &c.
II.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon

Appliances, &o
III.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture. &0. ... _ 135—178
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c. 179—223
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-

secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils. &c 229—246
VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters. Tennis

Markers, Garden Rollers, &c. ... 247—268
Vm.—Horticultural Timber 269—2e0
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c.
X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants

Dutch Bulbs, Ac.

281-343

343—3*3

Hot-Water Apparatus : Cheapest and most efficient. Cost of Complete Apparatus for

Greenhouses, with 4-in. flow and return pipes along one side :—7ft. by 5ft .
£-' 15s.; 9ft. by

6ft., £3; 12ft. by 8ft., £3 5s.; 15ft. by 10ft., £4 10s.; 20ft. by 10ft., £5 5s.; 25ft. by 10ft., £6 5s.
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RICHARDSON'S

^^HORTICULTURAL
\^$>\ BUILDINGS,

MiNT ^\z^r>"\ Conservatories, Greenlious*

Prize Medals. -

Awarded the only ^"\ A
Gold Medal for

Horticultural Buildings at thi

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

Vineries, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &c. Also
Boilers, Pipes,

and all
Fittings.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

,m ,™«. *. cj (12x10,18X12,18X14,24x14
15-01., per 100 ft., 7s. 6tt. ) Uxl2 , 20X12, 18x16. 24X16
21-oz., „ 10s. OA (18x12,16x14, 20X16, 24X18, &0,

1} X 8 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 6/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2x4, at id. per

foot run. Garden Utenaila, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Jto.

Catalogues free.

THB CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BISH0P8OATE STBEET WITHIN, LoKDOIT, K.O.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Leoturers and Students in the

above subjeot.

Price 3d.; post-free, 3\d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Fotherinoham & Kins, Com Exchange, Whitesands,

Dumfries—Bulbs.

Laing & Mather, Kelso-oo-Tweed—Bulbs.

W. Shand, New Street. Lancaster—Bulbs.

TH09. Daties & Co.. Wavertree. near Liverpool—Bulbs.

B. Neal, 319, Trinity Road, Wandsworth. S.W.—Bulbs,
Seeds. &c.

Jno. Perkins & Son, 52, Market Square, Northampton-
Bulb?.

Kest & Brtdon, Darlington—Bulbs.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. William Bean, late Foreman at Thome's House Gardens,

Waketleld, and formerly at Nostell Priory Gardens, has
been appointed Head Gardener to Sir A. HARRIS, at The

ElmT St Toho'

9 Wood, N.W.

Mr. ARTHUR BEEclTToT^dZQardener at ^by-St.-Ledgers

Lodge, Bugby. as Head G»rdenef42 D - c -
GUTHRIE, Usq.,

East Haddon Hall, Northampton. _

Mr. Charles Ford, late Head Gardener at HaaOP Grange,

Runcorn, to a similar situation with Col. Rigby, bro.*.-

borough Hall, Bromborough, Birkenhead.

WANTED a PARTNER, sleeping or other-

wise, with capital to develop Market Gardens and

Florist's Business, about six acres on South Coast ; could pur,

chase freehold ;
good investment.—Apply first, PARTKEE 116;

41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

PARTNER, would join one in introducing
small capital in a Profitable Market Nursery.—All par-

ticulars to G. PERKINS, 9, Althorpe Street, Far Cotton,

Northampton.

WANTED, a GARDENER, thorough, 'with

experience of Hardy Herbaceous Garden. Answer on

this point essential. Second Mao kept. No Glass. House

not provided. Wages from 2ls.. according to capabilities.

Age not under Z).—Address, CANON BERNARD. Cl09e,

Salisbury.

CAN any Lady or Gentleman conscientiously
recommend a first-class WORKING GARDENER?—

Married ; one or two children only. He must be thoroughly
experienced in Stove Plants and Orchids, Greenhouse and
Peach-house, the forcing of Vegetables and Flowers ; good
House and Table Decorator. Only replies from Gentlemen
will be noticed.- X. Y., 439, Oxford Street, London, W.

WANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a
married man, for the suburbs, where four are kept, a

thoroughly practical and industrious man. Age about 30.

House and milk found. State wages. Good character indis-

pensable.—Apply by letter to S. G., Messrs. BATES, HENDY
and CO., 37, Walbrook, London, E.C.

WANTED, immediately, a strong, active,
youDg MAN, for the Houses, and to look after the

Fires; not under 21 years of age. Wages, 18s. per week ; no
bothy.—PRATT, Whatton House, Loughborough.

REQUIRED, a MAN for Nursery, who under-
stands Grape, Cucumber, Tomato, Flower, and Mush-

room culture. Forcing a specialty. Good references indis-

pensable.—Apply to SARGEANT & CO., Brougham Road,
Worthing.

WANTED, a young MAN as General Outside
GARDENER.—Some knowledge of Hardy Plants in-

dispensable. From a Nursery preferred. Wages 18s. per
week.—B. X. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, YOUNG MAN as GROWER
under foreman for Solanums, Gloxinias, Primulas. &c.

State age, wages, and references.— S. G. P., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, for a Market Nursery in the
North, smart young MAN to grow Eucharis, Azaleas,

Liliums, and willing to fill up time at general Nur=ery work ;

wages 20s. State age, reference, &c, to A. B., Mr. W. Den-
man, 7, Catherine Street, Covent Garden.

WANTED a YOUTH as IMPROVER to
help in the houses.—Apply, stating age, experience,

and wages expected—to Mr. HALL, Shiplake, Henley-on-
Thames.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened oy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved

ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DIOKSONS, Chesteb."

CO.RICHARD SMITH and
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, ic.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

ARDENER (Head), age 30.— J. Fulton,
for the past three years General Foreman at Lord

Arailaun's, St. Anne's, Dublin, and previously at Swinton Park,
Dalkeith, and other leading gardens, is open to an engage-
ment, where a first-class man is required. Fourteen years'

experience in all branches of gardening.—Glenstal Castle

Gardens, Limerick.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Aug. de Wbtte,
J.P., of Hampton Court, wishes to recommend John

Parsons as above ; very successful at exhibiting ; twenty years*

firstrchiss character.—J. PARSONS, Lodge, Perryn House,
Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head). — Married; twenty-
five years' practical experience in all branches of gar-

dening, both Inside and Out. Good references.—For full par-

ticulars, apply to Mr. G. MOODY, High Holm Nurseries, Louth,
Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Mr. Allen,
Gardener to Lady Sheffield, Normanby, Doncaater, will

be pleased to recommend his foreman, H. Jones, to any Lady,

Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a J!-
' ''ass man as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; Married.
Highly recommended by late Employer. Personal, if

required. First-class practical man in all branches. Excel-

lent House and Table Decorator. Good Manager of Men.
Disengaged. Abstainer.—N. B., 11, Leythe Road, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 40.—George
Nottage. fourteen years Head Gardener to J. Bonham

Carter. Esq., Adhurst St. Mary, is open to engage with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical man in

all branches, and with the requirements of a large establish-

ment. Highest testimonial and reference.—College Street,

Petersfield.

GARDENER (Head).—J. Moffatt, Head
Gardener, Nutfield Priory, can with the greatest con-

fidence recommend Henry Green to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a good all-round man, has been Foreman here for

over four years ; reference permitted to — Mrs. JOSHUA
FIELDEN, Nutfield Priory, Red Hill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Advertiser, who has
been Head Gardener to three Noblemen, is open to an

engagement. First-class testimonials.—ALPHA., Mr. Barn-
ham's, North Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 40, married, no family. Wife good cook,

dairy, or poultry. Highly recommended by last master.

—

A. ADAMS, 11, Kingswood Place, Dacre Park, Lee. Kent.

GARDENER (Head), or Nurseryman forPlant
Growing in various departments as Gardener. Under-

stands his profession in all its branches.—JAMES MAY, o,

Sandford Teirac*, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; married,
no family ; life experience in large establishment

;

thoroughly practical in all branches ; highly recommended.

—

G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Small family ; thirty
years' experience in all departments ; thoroughly com-

petent and reliable. Successful Exhibitor. Very highly re-
commended by present employer.— GARDENER, Newlands,
Alvechurch.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—G. Fulfobd,
Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Nelson, Trafalgar,

Salisbury, is open for re-engagement with any lady or gentle-
man requiring thorough practical man; well versed with the
requirements uf larga establishments.

GARDENER (Head), where help is given.

—

Thoroughly experienced ; wife excellent laundress ; two
in family, aged 12 and 14 —B. t 13, Trevor Road, South
Wimbledon.

GARDENER (Head) and to TAKE
CHARGE of an ESTATE where three or four men are

employed.—Age 29. Thoroughly experienced in the growth of

Btove and greenhouse plants, Grapes. Peaches, Melons, &c,
kitchen garden, and pleasure grounds ; highest testimonials
from present and previous situations.—WM. WILLIAMS, The
Gardens, Sulby Hall, near Rugby.

To Noblemen, Ladles, or Gentlemen.

ROBERT STANLEY, for the last fourteen
years Head Gardener and Forester to General PlTT-

Riveks, D.C.L., &c, at Rushmore, Wilts, previously seven
years at Syon House, Brentford, Middlesex, will be pleased to
treat with either requiring the services of a thorough practical
Man. Has had exceptional experience in everything belong-
ing to a large estate, especially in Planting, Road-making,
Laying out Grounds, and the superintendence of a large Btaff

of men.—ROBERT STANLEY, Woodcutta, Salisbury.

GARDENER (Head Working), married, age
40.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend his

Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches, has also

had the management of Farm and Stock. Sixteen years' good
character, and highest references from previous employers.
Leaving through sale of property. Wife experienced in dairy
and poultry.—A. HOAKE, Wolver's, Reigate, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good all-round man ; excel-
lent characters from present and previous places ; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SHILLING, Wanlip Hall, Leicester.

G~
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 42,
married ; life experience in aU branches of Gardening

in good establishments. Fifteen years Head. Good references.

E., 5, Muriel Road, Danes Hill, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,
married ; thoroughly energetic, trustworthy, efficient.

All-round life experience; excellent character.—J. B., 49,
Eleanor Road, Bowes Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married

;

Advertiser is practically experienced in all kinds of

Fruit, Plants, Flowers, including Orchids, decorating, &c.
Good all-round gardener and manager of men. Excellent
references.— F. S., Vine Cottage, Gew's Corner, Turner's Hill,

Waltham Cross, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married ; twenty years' experience in good gardens.

Well up in culture of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-
tables. Good references. Six years in last situation.

—

ATKXN, Bardney, Lincoln.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married, one child ; sixteen years' experience ; tho-

roughly qualified in all branches. Two years' good character.

—H H CLONARD, Harrow Weald, Stanmore.

GARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Age 49 ; life experience. Thoroughly competent in all

branches. Wife good laundress or poultry. One girl, aged 9.

Good references.—S., Hope Cottages, Wembly, near Harrow.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 40, married; twenty-five years' experience with

Glass, Fruit, Flowers and Vegetables. Good character.

—

W. GREEN, Hatfield Peveral Green, near Witham, Essex.

ARDENER (Head, ~or good Single-
HAMDED.—Age 29; married.no family; fifteen years'

experience in all branches ; three years' good character from
late employer; abstainer.—G. ELLIS, 18, Worsley Street,

Eastney, Portsmouth.
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GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—30 years' experience in all branches. First-

class character from last place. Land and stock if required.
J. L., Philbricks Nursery, Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Age 27 ; twelve years' experience in all branches. Good

character.—E. GOLDSWORTHY. 1, Laburnam Cottages, Sud-
bury, Harrow.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 27, married, no encumbrance ; well up in Orchids,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen Garden, &c. Good
testimonials.—A. B.C., General Post Office, High St., Putney.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Age 26 ; thoroughly experienced in all branches. Can

be well recommended. — RAYNER, 5, Hope Terrace, Alpha
Road, mirbiton, Surrey.

OARDENER (Single-handed, or where
VJ help is given).—Age 37 ; experienced in all branches ; five
years in present situation where four are kept. Abstainer.

—

E. 8., Langton Gardens, Blandford, Dorset.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or goo 1

Second, where two or three others are kept).—Age 25,
single. Good character from last and previous situation*;
leaving through giving up —G. E. RAYNER, A. E. Keyes,
Esq., southern House, Boxley Road, Maidstone, Kent.

GAJtDENER (good Single-handed, or
with help).—Age 38, married when^suited ; well up in

all Plain Gardening. Eight years in present place. Good
references.—A. E., Park Street, near St. Alban's, Herts.

ARDENER (Working).—Private or Land-
scape. Jobbing, &c. Age 35, married, one child adopted.

Twenty-two year-' experience.—Full particulars, ALFRED,
29, Parolles Road, Highgate Hill, N.

GARDENER, where one or more is kept, or
good Single-HAXDED.—Single ;'age 33 ;^five years with

present employer ; eighteen years' practical experience.

—

R. G., Kemsing, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER. — Thoroughly understands
Flowers, and Kitchen Gardening in all its branches.

Willing to be useful. Good reference.—F. SEABROOK, White-
man's Green, Cuckfield, Sussex.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 28, single

;

twelve years' experience in firatrcla3a establishments

.

Well up to his duties, Early and Late Forcing, Vines,
Peaches, &c. Highly recommended.—GARDENER, 77, Bridge
Road West, Battersea, S.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 18 ; three and
a half years* experience. Gool character. Inside and

Out. — W. R., Bon Marche Nursery, Gipsy Road, West
Norwood, S.E.

ARDENER (Under).—Seven years' expe-
rience, Inside and Out. Good character.—J. WAKE,

Bedale.

ARDENER (Under).—Mr. G. Lawrence
recommends George Garland (about 22, single), who

has been some three years nnder a good Head Gardener. He
knows his work well, and wishes a place where he would be
the Second under a good Head, and be employed in the Houses,
of which he has had experience.—Foxhills, Chertsey.

GARDENER (Undeh).—Ags 23. Mr. O.
W. Gut, Head Gardener to F. Townsend, Esq , Hon-

ington Hall, Shipston-on-Stour, would be pleaded to recom-
mend H. W. Matthews to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
above. Two years' excellent character given. Nine years*
experience Inside and Out. Abstainer.—The Gardens, above.

GARDENER (Under,) ; inside or out.—Age
22 ; seven years' experience. Can be highly recom-

mended.—A. S., The Gardens, Carshalton Housj, Carshalton,
Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), age 22, requires
situation Inside and Out; seven years' experience;

good character.—T. MATTHEWS, Tharley.Bisfcop sStortford,
Herts.

To Nurserymen.
"VTANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
A.TJL —Seventeen years' experience with good Firms; well-
up in all branches, Buying, Selling, Growing.—PRIMULA,
Plummers Plain, Horshsm.

To Florists.

MANAGER, BUYER, or SALESMAN

;

age 32 ; ta take charge of business. Well up in Floral
work, and all branches ; life experience ; good references

;

London preferred.—J. F., 6, St. Ann's Gardens, Haverstock
Hill, N.W.

MANAGER of large Market Garden, where
Fruits, Vegetables, and Cut Flowers, are grown exten-

sively for Market.—A thoroughly well-experienced hand, in
all modern improvements, desires an engagement as above.
A. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.

FERN RAISER and GROWER is open to
engagement.—Fifteen years' experience in Ferns, last

•with Mr. W. Cooper, Feltham, two years with Mr. H. B.
May, Edmonton. Good references.—For farther particulars
address, J. E. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough
Junction, S.W.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER ; Stove, Soft-
wood, Ferns, Carnations, General Market FloweriDgand

Pot Stuff; fourteen years' experience; good references.

—

H. C, Pine Cottage, North Cray Eoad, Bexley, Kent.

FOREMAN PROPAGATOR and GROWER.
—Age 31. married ; life experience. Well up in Growing

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations. Ko'e-, and all Soft-woodea
Plant*. Good character.—JOHNSON, 41, Cranvrortb Boad,
Worthing.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN PROPAGATOR of Roses, Cle-

matia, Rhododendrons, Conifers, and general Nursery
Stuff, Indoors and Out.—Age 30; life experience; total ab-
stainer; well recommended.—TOWNSEND & SONS, Nursery-
men, Broadheath, Worcester.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR.—Age 25;
ten and a half years' practical experience in all branches.

Three years as Foreman in last situation. Can be well recom-
mended.—W. METCALFE, 10, Laura Eoad, South Totten-
ham, N.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; has had experience both
Inside and Out, including Orchids. Please state wages.

—J. W. CARLINE, 1 7, ShaftBbury Eoad. Gt. Crosby, Liverpool.

OREMAN.—Age 26; well up in Plant and
Fruit-houses, and General Garden work ; well recom-

mended.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Eoad, South Beddington,
Wallington, Surrey.

FOREMAN (Market Geoweb's) ; age 25.

—

ten year's experience in Grapes, Cucumbers. Tomato?,
and general Pot Cultivation ; good references.—W. W., 70,
Bedford Hill, Balaam, S.W.

FOREMAN, Inside, or General, in good
Establishment.—Age 28 ; fifteen years of reliable ex-

perience in Fruits, Plants, and general Gardening. Over four
years in present place as Foreman. Highest recommenda-
tions, present and previous.—W. G., Darliughood, Englefield
Green, Staines.

FOREMAN in Houses.—Age 29; thirteen years'
experience. Well up in Fruit and Plant Cultivation.

Excellent references.—W. V., 8, Anglesea Eoad, St. Mary
Cray, Kent.

FOREMLAN (General), with fourteen years'
experience in large establishments.—Mr. Bond, The

Gardens, Elstead House, Gcdalming. would be pleased to
recommend A. Shbcbb as above.—ARTHUR SHRUBB, Put-
tenham, Guildford, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, under good Gardener; or
Improver.—Age 19 ; three years Inside. Good reference.

—H. REED, Wandle Road, Woking.

JOURNEYMAN; age 19.—Mr. Tull,
ChUvey Road Nursery, Slough, will be pleased to recom-

mend strong active young Man as above. Three ani a half
years' good character.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 20 ; six
years* experience, with a good general knowledge of

Plant and Fruit Culture. Good character from present
employer.—F. WILLIAMS, The Gardens, Croome Court,
Worcester.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses.—
Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Three years and eight

months' good character.—W. OLIFFE, Malvern Common,
Great Malvern, Worcestershire.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Age 18; a Young
Manrequires situation under good Foreman aa above; tall,

strong, and willing; good references. — J. E. DOLBY, The
Gardens, West Skirbeck, Boston, Lines.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Honses, in a good
private place, near London prefrrred.—Nine years' ex-

perience ; age 22. Good references ; bothy preferred. —
HERBERT CURRELL, Nursery Road, Southgate.

JOURNEYMAN '(Under), Inside, or Inside
and Out.—Age 24 ; eight and a half-years' experience.

Good character.—C. COPE, Millstone Green, near Newcastle,
Staffs.

JOURNEYMAN, under a Foreman, inside
and out.—Age 26. single; two years present situation ;

good recommendations.—H, SLOCOMBE, Stanton Wick,
Fensford, near Bristol.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in a
Gentleman's establishment.—Age 21 ; seven years* expe-

rience. Good character from present and previous employers.
Bothy preferred.—C. OaKFORD, The Gardens, Northwood
Hall, Rickmansworth, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, age 20.—Has been in large
Establishment ; good references ; not afraid of work.

—

JAOKSON. Claydon Park. Winslow, Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 21 ; good character from present and previous

employers. — W. THURSTON, The Gardens, Oaythorpe
Hall, Grantham.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Aged 22; seven
years' experience ; two and a-half years good character.

Bothy preferred.—A. BAR.N'ARD, 1, Sydney Road, Woodford
Green, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 20 ; six years' expe-
rience; good character.—S. DUNNING, The Gardens,

Minstead Manor, Lyndhurst.

JOURNEYMAN (First), aged 21. — Mr.
Knights, Gardener to D. Bromilow, Esq., Bitteswell

Hall, Lutterworth, wishes to recommend as above, J.

WILLIAMS, 21, Aldington. Wantage,

•

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Inside and Out,
in a good establishment.—Age 23; gx>i reference; dis-

engaged.—JOHN30N. jun.. ShiptOD, Market Weighton.

APPRENTICE, or otherwise.— Wanted, a
situation for a Youth (16) aa above, in Gentleman's

Gardens. Premium paid.— R. DERBY, Tne Wharf, A>hperton,
Ledbury.

To Nurserymen and Others.

IMPROVER.—Age 13, seeks a situation in the
Propagating Department, Four years' experience in

Hard and Soft-wooded Departments; also General Nursery
work. Good character.—H. MAR3LEN, Wood Lane, lale-

worth.

I"
MPROVER, Inside and Outside.—A young
man seeks a situation as above, three and a half years in

present situation ; both preferred.—ALMOND. 22, Adelaide
Street, York.

IMPROVER in the Houses.—A young man
seek situation as above; experienced Inside and Out;

good references.—C, FRiNKLIM, 52, Kilburn Park Road,
Kilburn, London, N.W.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.—A young man
seeks situation as above, age 20 ; two and half years* ex-

perience. Bothy preferred.—A. HITCHMAN, Souldern, near
Banbury, Oxon.

IMPROVER in a Private Establishment.—
Young man, aged 20 ; bothy preferred ; six years'

experience.—BAKER, 2, Winterboume Road, Thornton Heath,
Surrey.

IMPROVER in Garden.—Age 17, seeks a
Situation as above

; good references.—F. CORBETr, 11,

Moorend Street, Lachhampton, Cheltenham.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—S. Pbagnell,
The Gardens, Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford, Essex, can

recommend a steady, industrious young Man, age 27, aa
ASSISTANT under Glass. Eight years in present situation.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by a
youth (age 18), under a good Gardener, Steady, and in-

dustrious. Willing to be useful. Good character.—P. L.,

43, Albany Road, Ealing Dean.

TO GARDENERS, &c.— Young Man wants
situation, age 22. Life experience, well up in Tomatos,

Vines, aud Cucumbers, and general pot stuff.—R. H., 11, St.

John's Row, Whetstone, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A Young Man, age 27,
is anxious to get a place as PROPAGATOR IMPROVER;

has been a little over three years at Messrs. Kelway's, Lang-
port.—FOWLE, Langport, Somerset.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Sitna-
tion wanted by young Man ; experienced in Retail and

Wholesale Growing Inside and Oat. Trade preferred.

—

CARTER, Cemetery, Littlehampton.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man (age 21),
accustomed to the general routine of indoor nursery

work. Five years in present place—W. JEBB. 49. Coton Hill.

Shrewsbury.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted a place in a
Nursery; age 22 ;:sir years' experience. Good character.

—6, Topsfield Cottage, Back'Lane, Crouch End, N.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
young man, age 23 ; seven years' experience in London

Nurseries. Well-up in Growing Cucumbers, Tomatos, Cot
Flowers, Ferns. Chrysanthemums, &c, for Market.—K.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN or TRAVELLER. — Situation
wanted ; eleven years' experience, both wholesale and

retail; knowledge of corn trade; good references.—W. C,
Bengeo Villa, Liverpool Road, St. Albans, Herts.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted by young
man (age 20), energetic Wholesale or retail. Five

years' experience. Agricultural Seeds. Good references.

—

J. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMA-N.—Young Man, age 22 ; over six
yeirs' experience. Good Wreath and Bouquet-maker.

Used to Covent Garden.—Good references.—B. B., E. Bellimor,
Eagle Nursery, Park Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

^HOPMLAN.—Advertiser, with first class es-O perienoe in all departments, seeks re-engagement.

—

GLADIOLI, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

PAINTER and GLAZIER.—A young Man
seeks re-engagement in a Gentleman's Garden as above.

Can be well recommended.—S. WILKINSON. Hall Works,
Henham Hall, Wangford, Suffolk. -

THE END OF THE CENTURY draws near,
and somehow the fact impresses one and makes one

think. On the threshold, as it were, of the twentieth century,
we pause and take a glance back over the years that are gone.
How much has happened during this now dying century !

What wonders have been given to the world ! The power and
use of steam, the electric telegraph—these and many others
are the discoveries of the nineteenth century. But that which
will cause the closing century to stand out above all that have
gone before and all tnat are to come, is the fact that in its

earlier half was discovered a priceless blessing to mankind

—

those universal remedies—HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINT-
MENT.
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GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ s. d.

\2
2 5
4
f2 15
4 15
5 12 6

6 feet long, 3 feet wide /

6 feet „ 4 feet „
4 feet „
5 feet „
6 feet „

6 feet „

12 feet

6 feet

12 feet

12 feet

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
LondonAgent,Mr.H.Skelton ,Seedsman , 8lo . .2,HollowayRd , ,N.

WARE & SONSJwgggU

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY/^

WORKS, / *4/^

VCKFIELD. /x*
Ertab.mo./' Vy

"JJ/ForPrivat.
Gardens.

Hundreds of
Testimonlali,

Lists on application.

NEW BULB CATALOGUE®) for 1895
NOW READY. POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON
Have reoeived their importations of specially selected bulbs of

—

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

And other Bulbs for Early Forcing, in splendid condition, and solicit immediate orders,

10 & 12, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER; also at Altrincnam, Llandudno Junction, Ac.

•nLONDONig

WADE MARK.
They are used by
Leading Growers,
Royal Botanic So-
ciety, Royal Horti-
cultural Society,
Royal Parka, Lon-
don County Coun-
cil, throughout the
United Kingdom,
and in every quar-
ter of the globe.

UNSURPASSED
FOR

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
VINES, ROSES.

. HORTICULTURAL
PURPOSES.

*** _
Sold by

the trade
in 64. and la.

P aokets, and
SEALED BAGS :—

71b. 2s. 64. 141b. 4f. 64.
28 lb. 7*. 64. 66 lb. 13s. 64.

112 1b. 20s. Or direct from the Works,
Carriage paid in the United Kingdom

for Cash with order (except 64. Packets),

a o^ i (J*
V« -flV ^^^ Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano,

Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda,
and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and

Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application,

CLAY & SPN,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c,

Temple SOU Lane, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.
YKMSE MARK.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket
expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER |

ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;!

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Editoriil communications should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London wol
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agjtew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published 'bill

B.THVB George Martih, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 31, 1895. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood fl
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation., it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HCANNELL and SONS' Complete
• AUTUMN CATAL03UE, now ready, containing

particular of the best kind* of everything to keep the Conser-
vatory and tfardrn in the highest state of perfection during
the Winter and Spring at the least expanse ; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amaieurs. Post fre,*. We cordially incite all to come and Bee

our establishments. Foreign orders a specialty.
SWANLEY, KEOT.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillareias, Delphiniums, and Herbaceous Plants.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The moat complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Qrapesand their Culture ever published.
Third Edition ]'ust out.

Price 5i.
;

post free, or. 6d.

A. F. BARROX, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

GRANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30*.
per 1000, 3s. 6d. per ICO ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, 8j.

per 1000, IS. p<*r 100. All goo.l flowering bulbs.

T. OELL, Week "'arm. Ventnor Isle of Wight.

SUTTONS' EARLY HYACINTHS and
NARCISSI, for flowering at Christmas.

COTTONS' EARLY ROMAN HYACINTHS.^ Single White, from Is. Qd, per dozen.
Single Blue, at Is. $d, per dozen.

SUTTONS' EARLY NARCISSI.
Paper White, at 1*. per dozen.
Double Roman, at Is. per dozen.

SUTTONS' ROMAN HYACINTHS and
NARCISSI—Mr. W. Ward, Gardener to H. James, E>q.,

says :
" The Roman Hyacinths and the Double Roman Narcissus

from you are the best I ever had, and are very much admired.'

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel. 6r.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, con-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Liliums. Daffodils, Snowdrop*. Iris, Peeonies,

&c free on appl : cation. Please compare our prices before
bending vour orders abroad.
WATKINS and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

BULBS.—If you want the finest procurable,
sorts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, and grown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE and
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

OR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to—
W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.

PRICE LIST free.

LAXTON'S "ROYAL SOVEREIGN

"

STRAWBERRY.—Large well-rooted Runners, warranted
true, 10s. per 100, 25 for 3s. 6d. Cash with order.

GEORGE PYNE. Denvei Nurseries, Topsham, Devon.

H ENKY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Oovent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

WANTED at onoe, GERANIUM CUT-
TINGS, Jacoby, bronze leaf, and others; will ex-

change good value in Befiooia Tubeis later on.
JOHN R. BOX. Nurseryman. Croydon.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
Jacoby, Vesuvius and other good bedding sorts. Send

quantity and pre per l.i 00, to
L. O. HOUaTON, Florist, 110, South Street, St. Andrews.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
H. Jacoby principally, also other good Beddere. Name

sort. &c, per 100. to E. BURTON, Head Gardener, Kyre Park,
Teubury, Worcestershire.

WANTED, quantity of GERANIUM " RAS-
PAIL " CU WINGS. Price per 1,000 to

TODDINGTON ORCHARD CO., Winchcombe, Glos.

wANTED, CUTTINGS of Henri Jaooby
GERANIUMS. State quantity and price.

ARMTTaGE BROS , Nottingham.

WANTED (1C0), good CINERARIAS, in
60- pots. Price per 100 to

If. EDWARDS, Florist, Norwood, Surrey.

/CABBAGE PLANTS.—A large quantity of I \\TANTED, about 150 feet of 4-inch PIPING
Apply— ' VV and four right^angle Bends. Price and particulars\J Early Leading Market Sort, to be Sold Cttup

Pine House. Jsleworth. P., 17, Havelock Terrace, Chalk Hill, Bushey, Her

NARCISSUS. — Emperor, "t\ inches circum-
ference, 6.5 per doz., 45*. per 100; Horsfieldii, 3j.

per doz., 2<is. per 100.

POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, beat

varieties. Can now be inspected and marked for autumn
planting.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, HOlingdon
Heath, TJxbridge.

^REPTOCARPUS Hybrids.—Thousands ofO Splendid Seedling Plants in Bloom, from boxes, 13*. tirf. per
100 ; do. or in pots,£l per 100, packed free for cash with order.
J. HUBERT GROGAN and CO.. Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY^—
The beat all round variety in cultivation. Eitra strong,

well-rooted plants, grown from the original slock, 23. per doz.

;

12s. per 100; es. for 50. Cash.
HURST AND SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for UST, free.

P.MoARTHUR.TheLondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale. London, W.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD and SON, SB, Savage Gardens.

Orutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

A1ST. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full Cescriptive details of their immense Collec-
tions of Naw, Rare, and Fine BULBS and PLANTS (104 pages
in English), and will, as usual, be sent post-free on application
to their Agents, Messrs. Mebtens & Co., 3, Cross Lane,
St. Mart-at-Hill, E,C. ; or themselves direct at Overyken,
near Haarlem, Holland.
N,B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

GRAPE VINES, Musoat of Alexandria, Gros
Colmar, Gros Maroc, 9 to 10 feet canes, extra strong,
3s. each.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 48's, good bushy plants, St, per
dozen ; 35*. p«r 100.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 32's, 7s. per doz.
Packing free for cash with ordar.

T. BAKER, Manager, Blandford Nursery, Upper Teddington.

Chrysanthemum Culture.

STANDEN'S MANURE hss produoed the most
satisfactory result*, fully borne out by reports from the

leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Prices, in
tins. Is.. 2s. 6d., 5s. 6rf , and 8s. each ; in keg-*, * cwt., 10s. 6a\,

£ cwt., 18s., 1 cwt., 3i*. each.

OORRY 5t CO., Ld., London ; and all Seedsmen and Florist*.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and otner

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dre»siDg for Viuea and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emul*ion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prince of Wilis.

MACKENZIE and MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders * Heating E-xgiiteers, Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow, Plans and Estimates for all
kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer Houses
and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

*

LoXPOH Ornci:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admualty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc.,
Roya l Botanio Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
~SeTTnrJteT-4!.on»rhtTurMi)aT Boilers Kinff'iRond. Cbelwa.S. W.
oltirtphAd

v
dra99v, 'Hortulanus. London," Telephone, h'o.8728.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

OENTBAI AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOE ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
TEN'TH GKEAT ANNUA UNRESERVED TiSADE SALE

of POT PLANTS.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. B. llsy to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premises as- above, on MONb^Y NEXT. September 9, at
Eleven o'clock punctually, there being upwards of 1600 Lots
of unusually well-grown stock, including:

—

TEA-BOSE8. Climbing and Bush Varieties, also a Grand Lot
of TURNER'S CRIMSON RAMBLER, with growths 12 to
15 feet lODg, and well ripened.

TREE CARNATIONS, the'! BOUVARDIAS
newsstand Best tort*

j
CROTONS

FERNS, thousands in various PALM-J
sizes. _ GENISTAS

SOLANUMS i HYDRANGEAS
ERICA KYEMALIS DBiC^NAS, ABALTAS
FICU8 ELASTICA DOUBLE PRIMULAS. POIN-
CYCLAMEN LAPAGEBIAS [SETTIAS
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS AMPELOPSIS
CLEMATIS, IVIES GARDENIAS
AndaGraat-'Vaxietyof other useful Flowering and Foliage

Plants; also small Genistas,- &c, for growing on, .. . ":*

May be viewed. Cata'ogues had on the premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent. s,E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE to commence punctually at
11 o'clock, there being upwards of 1400 lots to sell in one
day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs, B. Mailer & Sons to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Tha Burnt Ash Road Nurseries,

Lee, Xent, S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, S.E. Railway,
on TUESDAY NEXT, Sept. 10, at 11 o'clock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of WTNTEB-BLOOM-
LNG HEATHS and other—

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLA.NT8,
consisting of

15.000 Erica hyemalis 5,000 Solanum eapsicasferum,

2,000 „ gracilis well-berried

1,000 ,» Cavendishii
j

1,000 Adiantum cuneatum
500 „ Ventricosa

.
1,000 Lomaria gibba

(of sorts) ; 800 Tea Roses (in pots)

600 ,, Caffra
,

2.000 Bouvardias (of sorts)

All well set with B'oom Buds. ,
1.000 Palms (of sorts)

2,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii
\
1,000 Cyclamen persicum

1.50 ) Epacris (to name) 500 Orotons, beautifully

1,000 Boronia megastigma, coloured
and others l,0r Tree Carnations

500 Grevillea robusta 503 Asparagus tennissimua
4,000 Genistas and plumosa nana
A fine lot of Stephanotis floribunda. Gardenia intermedia,
Abutilons, choice sorts to name, Dipladenias of aorta, &e., with
a laige quantity of young Ericas, Hyemalis, gracilis, and other
varieties ; also Genistas and Ferns of sorts, all in 60-pots, for

growing on.

The stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on
the Premises, at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street,

Lewisham, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E.G.
N.B.—Intending purchasers are invited to inspect the

stock, which is unusually well-grown, the Heaths being par-

ticularly well set for flower.

South Woodford, George Lane Station, G. E. Ry.
j

UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE.

The Plants offered in this sale are of superior quality. They
have been grown in New Greenhouses, in the pure air of

Epping Forest, and cannot fail to give purchasers entire

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, are
instructed byMr. John Fraser, to SELL by AUCTION on

the premises. The Nurseries, South Woodford, Essex, on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, Sept. 11, at 10 for 11 o'clock precisely,

in consequence of the number of lots.

Many thousands of

WINTER-FLOWERING & OTHER PLANTS
including

—

15,000 Erica hyemalis
3,000 Erica hyemalis alba

2,000 Erica caffra

1,000 Tree Carnations
4,000 Erica gracilis

5,000 Genista fragrans
10,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii,

4 to 5 feet

1.000 Lapageria rosea superba
5,000 Cyclamen persicum

(Fraser*s superb strain)

2,000 Passiflora, Constaoce
Elliott and Coerulea

5,000 Clematis Jackmanii
and other best named
sorta.

6,000 "Variegated and other
Ivies

200 Marechal Kiel Roses,
10 to 13 feet

1,000 Tea Scented Roses, in
pots

1,000 Climbing Roses, in pots
1,000 Deutzia gracilis, estab-

lished in pots for
earliest forcing

10,000 Bouvardias, including
a lot of " President
Cleveland "

5,000 Solanums, beautifully
berried

1,000 Ceanothiis, in variety

Together with considerable quantities of ARAUCARIA
EXCELSA, LONICERAS of sorts. Scarlet Trumpet HONEY-
SUCKLES, Hardy FUCHSIAS, White JASMINES of sorts.

Turner's new Eensational ROSE, "CRIMSON RAMBLER."
Also a large number of small ERICAS for growing on; and
several lots of strong flowering tulbs of NARCISSUS HORS-
FIELDII, and other fine varieties for cutting.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63,

Cheapside, E.C, and Leytonstone, E,

Extract from, the Great Eastern Time Table.

FenchurchSt 18 50| ...

Liverpool St. ,6*41. 9 21

George Lane 9 22 9 5a

9 51 ... 1013 Uloi ...

...
i

1011 ... ... 1148
1023 | 1037 I 1046 1149'1219

1225
12*6 1 3 1 43
1258 1 26 2 IS

* Change at Stratford.

EVERY DAY.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

YfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
1»-L SELL by AUCTIOK at their Central Sale Booms. 67
and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C, EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTH9, TULIPS,
OEOCITS, NARCISSUS, and other BOXB3 from Holland, lotted
to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &c.
On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Enfield Highway, N.

TWENTY-SEVENTH .ANNUAL TRADE SALE pf STOVE
' and GREENHOUSE PLANT3. ;

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

at the Brimsdown Nurseries. Green Street, Enfield High-
way, N., on THURSDAY NEXT, September 12. at 11 o'clock
punctually, in consequence of the unusually large number of
1500 lots, without reserve.

About 60,000 Remarkably Well-grown

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit for immediate Sale.

Consisting of 20,000

WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Wilmoreana, Hybrida, &c.

2,000 TREE and OTHER CARNATIONS,
including Winter Cheer, Sirs. Moore, Joliffe. La Neige, &c.

Also a fine lot of Mdlle. Therese Franco, Uriah Pike, &c.

2500 TEA ROSES IN POTS,
including 150 Paul's new Climbers. Alister, Stella Gray, and

Carmine Pillar ; Crimson Rambler, Bridesmaid. Bride,
Niphetos, C. Mermet, Marechal Niel, Climbing Niphetos,
Gloire de Dijon, Madame de Watteville, Perle des Jardins,
W. A. Richardson, L'ldeale, Madame C. Testout, Ac.

1,000 Ferns. Adiantums. Poly-
pod iurns, &c.

3,000 Bouvardias, leadiog sorts

5.000 Genista fragrans
1.000 Zonal Geraniums, new

and leading varieties

1.001 Grevillea roousta
5,000 Solanums, exceptionally

well berried
300 Aspidistras

1,000 AmpelopsiH Veitchii and
purpurea

100 Deutzia parviflora
500 Crotons, beautifully

coloured
1,000 Palms, in variety
200 Bougainvillea glabra and

Sand eriana
600 Epacris, to n-.me
500 Veronica Reine des

Blanches

1,000 Passifloras, large quantities of Ficus, Begonias, Poin-
settias. Euphorbia jacquineeflora, Callas, Aralias, Abutilons,
Hybrid Crassulas, &e. ; also Stove Climbers, including
Taxonias, Stephanotis, Allamandas, Dipladenia Boliviensis,
and others.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 63, Cheapside, London, E.G.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot
offered at this Nursery for many years ; the former being very
well set for flower, and the Solanums unusually well berried.

Sldcup, Kent, S.E,

About Ten Minutes walk from the New Eltham (late Pope
Street) Station, S.E.R.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING
HEATHS, particularly well-grown and beautifully set
with Flower; also ROSES and other Stock.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
lvJ. SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Longhands
Nursery, Sidcup.S.E., on FRIDAY NEXT, Sept. 13 atllo'Clock,
by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enormous quantity of
unusually well-grown Plants, comprising—

15.000 WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS,
in excellent condition, and particularly well set with Flower-

buds, including,

2 -,» > Erica gracilis

1000 „ Wilmoreana
1000 „ coccinea minor

&T0O Erica Hyemalis
2000 „ „ alba
1000 M Cavendishii
1000 ,, magnifica

50,000 Heaths in 60's for growing on, 5000 Genistas in 60's.

An unusually Grand Lot of •

10,000 ClimbiDg and other ROSES in24's,12 to 15 feet,

Al -n about 5000 Extra Good Plants in 48's, exceptionally well
grown, and no doubt the finest lot ever offerel at this nursery,
consisting of the following .

Climbing Perle des Jardins
Niphetos
Queen of Qneens
Crimson Rambler
Devoniensia
Marechal Niel

Climbing Cheshunt Hybrid
,, Bouquet d'Or
„ L'Ideal

„ Madame Berand
,, Pierre Cochet
,, W. A. Richardson

Also Niphetos, White La France, and many other good
varieties of Teas.

1000 Araucaria excelsa
5000 Bouvardias, best varieties

5000 Solanums
together with a Splendid Collection of Ferns, Ficus elastica,

and Latania borbonica.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The Stock of plants this season will be found well np

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to the
Heaths and Genistas, also the Solanums and Roses, which are
probably the best ever offered at this Nursery.

Tuesday Next.

By Order of ME39RS. LINDEN, 1' Horticulture Interna-
tionale, Pare Leopold, Brussels, a fine Importation of

CATTLEYA MENDELI
Just arrived in most perfect Order and fine condition.

It being well known that this grand Cattleya has become
very Bcarce in its native habitat, we have only succeeded after
considerable troable and great expense, in getting home this
consignment. We specially recommeni amateurs to avail
themselves of this excellent opportunity, being the finest
strain ever introduced. We have flawered this season, from
a previous Importation received from the same locality, such
magnificent forms, surpassing in grandeur, richness, and size,

any known and named varieties.

CATTLEYA MENDELI
Including a number of selected Established unflowered

plants, of the same strain as the above. Superb, healthy,
clean, and well-grown, with extra stroDg flowering heads,
they cannot fail to give satisfaction.

Also a number of SELECTED ESTABLISHED SPECIMEN
PLANTS, with strong flowering spikes of

CATASETUMS—All Unflowebed
from the same Importation, out of which we have flowered
those grand new species and varieties, as C. Imperiale, C.
Lindeni, C. Luciani, C. O'Brienianum, C. quadricolor, C.
splendens, and its magnificent varieties, C. splendens aureum,
C. splendens Hollingtonii, C. splendens regale, &c., C. Bun
gerothi aureum, and many others. Several of these were
exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society on November 17
last, when several of them received an Award of Merit. The
variation seems endless, other quite New and Magnificent
Forms are certain to be found among the Plants offered.

For Sale by Auction, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS at
their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,

E.C, on TUESDAY NEXT, Sept. 10. at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by S. G. Lutwyche, Esq., of Eden Park, to

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, Sept. 13, at half-
past 12 o'clock, 100 lot3 of choice, clean, well-grown Orchids
in vigorous and robust health, mostly without reserve.
Amongst them wiU be found :

—

Odontoglossum hybrid Dicran-
opterum, very rare

Dendrobium hybrid Lut-
wycheanum

Wardianum Louri x splendi-
did-imum superbum,
the original plant

Dendrobium hybrid Aspasia

,, „ Roeblingianum, very
rare

,, ,, chrysadiscus
„ nobile, with pure white

sepals and petals

,, album
Cattleya eldorado crocata, true

„ „ roseum
,, Mossiee

„ Bowringiana
Lselia elegans alba

Lffilia purpurata Brysiana
,, autumualis alba
,, anceps Hilli, true

Coslogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Sbinneri alba magni-

fica

Miltonia festiva
Cypripedium insigne Lut-

wycheanum, a yellow
insigne in the way of
C. i. Ernestii, the
original plant

,, Brownii
,, orphanum
„ Druryii

,, Eyermannianum var.
Diana

,, media
,, seedlings, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUDENSHAW, NEAR MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVE, BY ORDER OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,

Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of
having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past
12 o'Clock precisely each day.
The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains.of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a most healthy condition.

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts. FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames, Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Roller,
Thanatophoric, and other Sundries.

May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.
Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas BiUington. the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-
chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C C.'a, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.
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Friday Next.
A small lot of healthy, growing, fresh imported tubers of the

LARGE GOLDEN YELLOW CALLA
(Richardia Pentlandii and R. Elliottiana type).

The tubers come from new ground, and tha collector asserts

that they will be of the finest large spotted type ever imported,
in growth and size of spikes resembling the common white
Calla, but differing in the rich golden hue of the flowers,
many of them having also a glowing purple blotch in the
cpntre. The small lot offered are the sole survivors of the
collection.

Also a fine lot of rare EASTERN AUSTRALIAN DENDRO-
BXT7M3, just arrived in fine condition, and including DEN-
DROBITTM LENGCJEFORME, a charming species with elegant
spravs of white fragrant flowers; DENDROBIUM TETRAGO-
NUM. D. TERETIFOLIUM, and three plants of GIANT
CYCNOCHES.
Also IMPORTED ORCHIDS consisting of Angrrecum super-

bum. A. species, grammitophyllum species, G. EUisii, and
Phajus species (another property).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT, September 13. at half-past 12 o'Olook.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Islewortn.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully-

grown young CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
for immediate Potting, Window-boxes, or for Growing-on.
By order of Messrs Chas. Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SKLL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth, 5 minutes' walk from
the Isleworth Station. L. & S W. R , and 20 minutes' walk
from Osterley Par* Station, District Railway, on THURSDAY,
September 19, at 12 o'clock to the minute, in consequence of

the large number of lots :

—

. 5000 BEST GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
In splendid condition and colour, from 9 to 15 inches,
undoubtedly the finest lot ever offered at this Nursery

;

THOUSANDS OF SMALL SHRUBS,
For boxes, including Golden Privet, Aucubas, Yellow-berried

Tree Ivies, Osmanthus, Gold and Silver Box.

4,000 CONIFERS,
From 9 to 24 inches, including Retinosporas'of sorts,IThujopsis,
Cupresaus, Thuias. 300 EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA,
from 9 to 18 in. ; Genista Andreana in pots, Arauoaria excelsa
in pots, Irish Ivies in pota. Clematis Jackmanii. 500 AMPE-
LOPSIS VEITCHI, in pots; Specimen Palms. 1000 KENTIAS,
in pots, from 9 in. to 2 ft., Standard variegated, and green
Tree Ivies, Standard Gold Euonymus, and Silver Euonymus.
A quantity of Climbing TEA ROSES, in pots, 6 to 8 ft. high,
Marechal Niel, Wm. Allen Richardson, Devoniensis, Gloire de
Dijon, &c.
May be viewed one weekprior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; at 36, Hammersmith Road, W..; and
of the Auctioneers. Estate Agents, and Valuer?, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

PBELIMINARY NOTICE OF

FORTHCOMING SALES=NURSERY STOCK

Important to Gentlemen, and the Trade,

Engaged in Planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce the following fixtures:

—

October 10.—At the CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS, by
order of Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons.

October 16.—At the NUKSERY, PUTNEY, by order of Messrs.
Malwood & Son.

October 23.—At the PERRY HILL NURSERIES, CLIFFE.
near ROCHESTER, Ninth Annual Unreserved Sale of

Fruit Trees, by order of Mr. W. Home.
Ootober 29 and 30.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOT-

TENHAM, Great Annual Sale, by order of Mr. T. S. Ware
(two days).

Dates notfixed.

At the SAXE WEIMER NURSERIES, SOUTHSEA, by order

of Mr. T. J. Short (one day).

At the HORSELL NURSERIES. WOKING STATION, by order
of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett (three days).

At the NURSERIES, LINCOLN, by order of Messrs. Pennell &
Sons (one day).

At the GOLDSMITH'S PARK NURSERIES, GROOMBRIDGE.
near TUNBRIDGE WELLS, by order of the Exors. of the
late Mr. E Hollamby (two days).

At th« NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, by order of Mr. Cbas. Noble
(six days).

At the BRANCH NURSERIES, FRAMFLELD, by order of

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son.

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris will be pleased to forward
Catalogues of any of the above Sales od application.

Auction and Estate Offices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C:

The Melbourne Nurseries, Bexley Heath, Kent.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE, by order of Mr. R. Giilzow,
comprising

16,000 ASPARAGUS PLUMOSA NANA (true).

200 COCOS WEDELLIANA.
200 DRAOSINAS, of sorts, in colour.

600 CARNATIONS " Lizzie MacGower."
500 CUPHEA LEAV.E.
150 STATICE PROFUSA.
150 AZALEA MOLLIS.
120 CALLA " Little Gem," &c.

Important to the Trade.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on FRIDAY', Sept. 20, at 12 o'clock. -

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

UPPER HOLLOWAY. — WITHOUT RESERVE.

A GRAND OPPORTUNITY for PURCHASING SPECIMEN PALMS,
TREE FERNS, &c, for Furnishing Large Winter Gardens or

Conservatories.

IMPORTANT SALE OF VALUABLE

STOVE and GREENHOUSE EXHIBITION
AND

DECORATIVE PLANTS.
By Order of Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son,

Who, with a view to removing their Nurseries to more oommodious premises in the country, are

about to dispose of a portion of their Freehold Land for building purposes.

THE FOLLOWING WILL BE FOUND IN THE CATALOGUE:—
Splendid SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PLANTS, and also a large seleotion of

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, including GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS,
CLIVEIAS, CAMELLIAS, CROTONS, TREE FERNS, PALMS, KENTIAS, &c. ; also fine

SPECIMEN LAPAGERIA ALBA and ROSEA, ALLAMANDAS, BOUGAINVILLEAS,
CLERODENDRONS, PANDANUS, &c, and a large assortment of CANNAS, DRACAENAS,
CROTONS, ARAUCARIAS, AMARYLLIS, PANCRATIUMS, ANTHURIUMS, MARANTAS,
ORCHIDS, &c, which will be

Sold by Auction, on the Premises,

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, K,
BY MESSRS.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
On MONDAY and TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16 and 17, at 12 o'Clock each day.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale, Catalogues viay be had at the Nurseries, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 Sf 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—Messrs. Williams will undertake the paoking of any plants, and their dispatch.

Friday Next.
THE COLLECTION OK ORCHIDd formed by A. Eastty, Enj..

of •'Glencourt. 1 ' Addiscombe Road, Croydon, who in giving
up their cultivation, comprising U50 lots of well-grown
Plant*, amorjgat which may be mentioned:—

Cypripedium insigne
tanum

,, Boxalli

Cattle;a anrea
,, HarrifiODisc

„ labiata

,, Oaskelliaoa
Ltelia purpurata

,, grants t^nebrosa
,, anceps Morada, specially

fine

,, Rothschildianum
,, Spiceriacum
,, Stonei

Cattleya Mendeli
,, Mosaiae

,, Trianasi

Brassavola Digbyana, Coelogyne cristata, Dendrobmms, Sec.*

in variety, together with 300 Cool-house Orchids, including
Odontoglojsum Alexandra;. O. Pesuatorei, O. Bo*si, O. Cer-
vantesii, O. Halli, Oncidiuma in variety, and others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION" at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and ti, Cheapside, London, B.C.. on FRIDAY
NEXT. September 13, at hall past 12 o'Clock.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Avenue Nursery, Bexley Heath, Kent.
Close to Bexley Heath Station, S. E. B.

FIRST ANNUAL TRADE SALE of beautifully-grown PLANTS.
By order of Messrs. P. H. and J. Copper.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Avenue Nur-

sery, Bexley Heath. Kent, on WEDNESDAY. September 18,

at 12 o'Clouk. without Reserve, 8000 ROSES, including
Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, W. A. Richardson, Sunset.
L'<.a6al, Climbing Devoniensis, C. Mermet, Bride, Cheshunt
Hybrid, Niphetos, Turner's Crimson Rambler, Climbing
Niphetos, Perle des Jardins, Climbing Perle des Jardins

;

3500 TREE and other CASSATIONS,
consisting of Germania, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Mrs. Moore,
Joliffe, Dorothy, Alice Ayers, Uriah Pike, Duke of Fife,

Danger, Annie Douglas, and Light and Dark Malmaison.

1100 CLEMATIS,
including Belle of Woking, Beauty of Worcester, Jackmanii,
Jackmannii alba, Jackmanii superba. Mrs. George Jackman,
Alba Magna, Miss Bateman, Lady Boville, Rubella, Duke of

Edinburgh, Duchess of Edinburgh, Anderson Henryi, Lady
Londesborough, John Gould Veitch, Lady Caroline Neville, 8tc.

1.000 Ampelopais Veitchii

2,500 Genistas, in 48-pots
120 Large Specimen Gar-

denia intermedia, in

lS-pots
100 Eucharis amazonica, in

8. 12. and 16-pots
l,500_Erica hyemalis, in 48-

pot3
1,500 Erica Wilmoreana, in

48-pota

10.000 Her Majesty Pinks
8,000 Erica "Wilmoreana, in

60-pota
1,000 ,, assurans.in 60-pota
1,000 ,, gracilis, in 60-poU
500 ,, hyemalis, in 60-

pots

And a large quantity of Asparagus tenuissima, in 32-pots ;

Ficus elastica, Ficus elastica variegata, Pandanus Veitchii,
Aspleniums, Pteris cristata, Polypodiums, Adiantum
cuneatum, &c.
Maybe viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, K.C.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

AN IMPORTANT TRADE SALE OF

DUTCH BULBS.
A SPECIAL COLLECTION of FINE HYACINTHS, including

many of the newest and best sorts, in splendid order, from
a trustworthy grower; an exceptional opportunity of

obtaining first-class Bulbs.

A large and varied assortment of

CHOICE TULIPS. Bare and Beautiful NABCISSUS,
CEOCUS in variety. Also—

SNOWDBOPS, IBIS. COLCHICtTMS, SCILLAS, several

thousand EARLY WHITE SOMAN HYACINTHS.
LILIUM CANDIDUM, L. HARRISI, and NABCISSUS
for Early Forcing, from France.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Booms. SS. King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 11, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-past 13 o'clock, first-class

cons gnments of Choice HY"ACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-

known farms in Holland, in the finest passible condition.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

Southwlck, Sussex.
Near Brighton. Close to Railway Station.

Several very valuable Plots of FREEHOLD LAND, well

adapted for Market Garden and Horticultural Purposes,

for SALE by AUCTION, by

MESSRS. WM. WOOD, SON, and
GARDNER, in a Marquee on the Estate, on WEDNES-

DAY", September 11, 1895, at hall-past 2 o'Clock precisely

(aftar the Luncheon).
Particulars, Plans, and Conditions of Sale, may be had of

W. F. VSRRALL, Esq , Solicitor, Worthing; or of Messrs.

WM. WOOD. SON. asd GARDNER. Land Agents and Sur-

veyors, Ifield Court, Crawley, Sussex.
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SALES by AUCTION.
•

By Order of the Proprietor, Mr. Jas. Puttlck,
No. 4f', Hark Koad Ea*t Acton, W.

To NURSERYMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. WM. EYDMAIO and SOX will
cffer for SALE by PUBLIC AUCTION, on the above

Premises, on TUESDAY, September 17, 1895, at 2 o'Clock
precisaly. 16,00 i STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS con-
sisting of about 800 Myrtles, 600 Gardenias, 100 Choisya
ternata, 400 Aspidistras, 30 large "White Azaleas, and .53

smaller ditto; 10,000 FERNS, in variety; 2000 ARALIAS,
1C00 SELA.GINELLA EMELTNA, 5o0 VALLOTA PUR-
PUREA, 150 CACTI. Specimen Plants of LPMARIA CYCATI-
FOLIA, and a quantity of Garden Lights.

N.B.—Immediately on conclusion of rhe Sale of the Stock,

the following will be offered for SALE by AUCTION: a
FREEHOLD>LOT of LAND, being part of the Nursery with
a frontage of 70 feet, and a depth of 165 feet, or thereabouts.

It is well adapted for the ejection of two large Laundries.
Tithe free, and Land-tax redeemed.
May be viewed day previous and morning of Sale. Cata-

logues oa the Premises ; and at the Auctioneers' Offices,

225, High Street, Aeton, W.

Manchester.- Importat t Sale of SOO Orchids, includ-
ing many rare aud choice sorts, such as Cattleya Biunii,

C. Reineckiana, C. Mendelli Fiithii, C. aurea (Young's
ar), C. Gastelliana alba true, C. Wagnerii, best form;
C. Skinneni, Lselia elegans Pumerii, dark form, Stand
Hall va-. ; L. elegans alba true, L. purpurata. L. Gould-
iana true, L. aibida sulphurea, L. anceps Sanderiana,

Pleione preecox tenera, P. Wallichii and lagenaria. Cce-

logyne cristata, Chatswurth var. ; C. maxima, Den-
drobium nobile nobilius, Wrigley's var. ; D. Cooksoni,
Hardv's var. ; Odontoglo=sum crispum, Stamford House
var., award of merit Temple Show, 1S94 ; Cypripedium
Schottianum, C. Leeanum superbum. and undowered
seedlings, Vanda ccerulea, Mormodes, &c.

MESSRS. ARTIXG-STALL and HIND re-
sp.ctfully notify the receipt of instructions from H.

Shaw, Esq., J. P., Stamford House. Ashton-under-Lyne, who is

changing his residence, to SELL by AUCTION, at 12 o'Clock.

on THURSDAY, September 19, 1S95, at their Horticultural

Sale Rooms. No. 45, Princess Street, Manchester, a Valuable

Collection of ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. On view day prior.

For further particulars apply to ihe Auctioneers, Manchester.

TO BE SOLD, pursuant to an Order of the
High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, made in an

action, Bennett & Another v. Corbidge (trustee of the property

Of John Burchell, a Bankrupt), 1S95, B. 181, with the approba-
tion of Mr. Justice North, the Judge to whom the action is

attached by Mr. Walter William Read, the person appointed
by the said Judge, at The Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, in the City
of London, on Tuesday. September 24, 1895, at 2 o'Clock in the
afternoon precisely, in One Lot, the Valuable and Very Compact
FREEHOLD ESTATE, known as ' LITTLE CaNuNS," situate

in the Parish of Great Parndon, Epping. in the county of Essex,

consisting of a capital Residence, Farm Buildings, and Stabling;

8 Greenhouses, heated by Hot-water Piping and Boilers; Bailiff's

Cottage, Packing hon-.e, and Outbuildings; Gardens, three

Productive Orchar ;s. together with 51 acres 1 rood and 4 poles

(or thereabouts) of Park- like Pasture, Market Garden, Orchard,

and Woodlands.
Particulars, with Plan, and Conditions of Sale, may be

obtained of Messrs. SAUNDERS, HAWKSFORD, asd
BENNETT, Solicitors. 68, Coleman Street, Bank. E.C. ; at The
Mart, E C. ; and of Messrs. W. W. READa>tjCO .Auctioneers
and Land Agents, 1, Qaeen Street, Cheapside, E.C.

Dated this August 12, 1895.

'

ALFRED RAWLLNSON, Chief Clerk.

^URSERY, FLORIST'S, and FRUITERER'S
1A BUSINESS for DISPOSAL; South coast; shops; Acre
ef Ground; central position; Rent £100. Stock, Plant, Six
Greenhouses. &c, at Valuation. Stabling, Four Horse?, and
Six Carts.—HOBS BROS., Auctioneers, Eastbourne.

I70R SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
JO NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Cacumber-hou^e,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road.
Tooting, Surrey.

FOR SALE. — FREEHOLD NURSERY.
13 Greenhouses, nearly new, well heated with Hot-

water-pipes; Water laid on. One mile and a half from
Station.— Particulars, apply to Owner, J. HOWELL, Hextable,
Swanley, Kent.

SO U T H P O R T—Gentleman's 13-roomed
Detached HOUSE, all modern conveniences, with Vine-

ries, 120 by 18, containing about 200 young Caues in full

bearing ; 6 other Glasshouses, Frames, 4c. ; Top and Bottom-
heat ; Gardens, and Stables. Sold cheap. Left owing to

ill-health. — Apply, HATCH, Southport ; or BATEMaN,
Woodlands, St. Mary Church.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTOX-ON-THAMES, on The Mabxing
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences,—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Ertate Office. Hampton-on-Thames.

TO BE LET or SOLD, a FREEHOLD
NTJ R -ERY. 15 miles from London, £ of an A ere. 150.feet

Frontage. 6 Glasshouses, 100 feet by 12, exceptionally welt
heated, in good working order.

For further particulars, apply to W. A. SHAW, Hextable,
Swanley. Kent.

T~~O BE LET or SOLD, FREEHOLD
NT7RSBRY. four Glass-houses, 6 feet loDg, suitable

for any purpose. Convenient modern detached Dwelling-
bouse. Pa'tnership might be arranged.

J. CHAMBERS, 126, Catford Hill, S.K.

To Fruit Growers and Market Gardeners.

TO LET, in the neighbourhood of Enfield,
Middlesex, a large ORCHARD, planUd with Apple,

Pear, and Plain Trees, and Gooseberry and Currant Bushes

;

and Market Garden Ground, containing altogether 59 Acres,
or thereabouts, with House and necessary outouildiogs. Pos-
session Michaelmas. Apply, for rent and other particulars, to
Messrs. "WITHERS Ai"D WITHERS, Maltravers House,
Arundel Street, Strand. London, Solicitors ; and W. C. ELMS,
Esq., 18, Low er Pbillimore Place, Surveyor.

GREENHOUSE, old, to clear, 26 by 13.
Twelve sliding Lights; six front- hinged Frames, Ho

reasonable offer refused.—56, Bridge Road, Hammersmith.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSDTESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

"VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
1.VL H0RTICTJLTTJRA1 REGISTER contains full parti-
culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at

67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

0D0NT0CL0SSUM CRISPUM.
MAGNIFICENT IMFOBTATION OF

9000 PLANTS.

OUR Mb. HUGH COLLINS, who is col-
lecting for our Firm, finding that nearly all the best

varieties had been gathered in the old grounds round Pacho,
which have been picked over for so many years to supply
the ever-increasing demand for this most lovely Orchid, has,
with a staff of men. penetrated further into the woods, where
it is believed no colle?tor has ever been, and has despatched
this grand lot of plants. He says there are numerous natural
hybrids amongst them. He saw large numbers of these
plants in flower. There are a number of wonderful large and
distinct-looking pieces amongst them. Private buyers and the
trade are cordially invited to inspect and choose their own
purchases, or we will dispatch splendid value for £h, £10, £20,
£30, £:0 orders. Plants from 2s to 20s. each. This is a cool-

house Orchid. Instructions for growing will be sent with
each order.

COLLIN'S & COLLINS, Orchid Importers, Cumberland
Park Nurseries*, Wiliesden Junction, London.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AKD

LATE MAY-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HA.KTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland,

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.
Delivery from August to November.

0~A AAA VON SION DAFFODILS, for
*(JU^UUU Stock or Orchard Planting.—A true stock,

in lots of 10.COO, for cash, at 7s. 6d. per 1000. All large
Double Snowdrop size. Samples sent for six stamps.

HABTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /Ch*
The BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PBOIUCES AT

Ik each -

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap.

'<a

K>
V/

<6

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOB
OUB

CATALOGUE
(FBEE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

MAN SEXL STREET, ALE GATE,
LONDON, E.

ast) The Nurseries. Haarlem. Holland.

xO.
34.

DICKSQNS NEW FERN,
ADIANTTJM CAPLLLTJS VENERIS

IMBRICATTTM.
"We hold a large stook of this splendid Fern (Cer-

tificated Royal Hort. Society) in various sizes.

All healthy, vigorous, and in fine condition.

Prices and full particulars, with sample frond

if desired, by post.

DICKSONS nurseries CHESTER.

WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large bulbs

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
fine bulbs

ditto
smaller bulbs

ditto

2s. 0d. per dor.

15s. 0d. per 100.

Is. 9d. per doz.

128. 0(L per 100.

IS 60. per doz.

. 103. 0d. per 100

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS :

Double Roman 3d. each. Is. 6d. per doz-
Paper White 3d. each, Is. 6d. per doz

DUC VAN THOL TULIPS:
SISGLF, scarlet ... 8d. per doz., 4s. 6d. per 100.

DOUBLE, scarlet and yellow. 9d. per doz., Ss. per 100.

I

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,)
j

Beautifully Illustrated, Gratis and Post-free.
|

Seedsmen bv Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and'H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown . S pecial quotations for large quantities.

Also all tbe best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A. 1, Allans New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forma.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM hTJRSERIES, WITHISGTON, HEREFORD.

BOLD, BRIGHT, BEDDING

BEGONIAS
BLOOMING BEAUTIFULLY AT
BBXLEY HEATH.

Awarded Three Gold Medals and upwards of
Fifty other Highest Honours.

CO

CO

CO
-a
CO

GOLD MEDAL.

CALL and SEE
THIS MAGNIFICENTSIGHT
Trains run from London Bridge and Cannon
Street Stations to Bexley Heath (New Line).

Or Omnibus from Woolwioh,

THOMAS S. WARE,
BALE FARM NURSERIES,

TOTTENHAM, LONDON.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

CATTLEYA

HUGH LOW & CO.
EXPECT TO EECEIVE A

VEKY LAKGE IMPORTATION

OF

CATTLEYA

I.

Per R.M.S. "PARA,"

Which they will offer through

MESSRS.

PROTHEROE
AND

MORRIS,
AT THEIR

CENTRAL SALE ROOMS,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.,

ON

TUESDAY, SEPT. 17.

Full particulars will appear in

next week's issue.

CLAPTON NURSERY,

LONDON, N.E.

IMPORTANT SALE.

Tuesday Next, Sept, 10.

T ~"=
;[i BY40RDER,0F &&'MgM

MESSRS. LINDEN, i
^HORTICULTURE INTERNATIONALE,

PARC LEOPOLD,

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

CATTLEYA

MENDELI.
A fine lot of Imported Plants of this

magnificent Cattleya.

Guaranteed to be the finest strain ever

imported of this lovely Cattleya.

CATTLEYA MENDELI.
Selected, established, unflowered

plants.

Superb, healthy, clean, & well-grown.

Cannot fail to give satisfaction.

The Grandest Strain ever Imported.

GATASETUM BUNGEROTHI,

GATASETUM SPLENDENS,
AND ITi MAGNIFICENT VARIETIES.

Specially selected established un-

dowered plants, with strong spikes.

From the same importation out of

which we have flowered those grand

new species as Catasetum imperiale,

C. Lindeni, C. Luciani, C. mirabile,

C. O'Brienianum, and other magnifi-

cent new forms.

BY MESSRS.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
At their CENTRAL SALE ROOMS,

67 <fe 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E,C.

THE

Partem' (pnmick
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1895.

THE NATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL SCHOOL AT VERSAILLES.

TN the year 1874 a National School of Hortioul-
*- tare was established at Versailles, on the site

of the old kitohen-garden. The creator of thi3

kitchen-garden was the famous John de la Quin-

tinie, about whom it may be interesting to give a

few details. Born at Poictiers in 1626. Qain-

tinie early showed that he had a strong inclination

for the study of agriculture and horticulture. He
began his gardening career as manager of the

gardens belonging to Tamboneau, the then Presi-

dent of the Chamber of Accounts. He is said to

have applied himself to so intense a study of the

operations of nature that he soon became famous

all over France. He made many ourious and

useful experiments. He was the first who proved

it useless to join fibres to the roots of trees when
transplanted, and he discovered a sure and in-

fallible method of pruning trees, " so as to make
them not only bear fruit, but bear it in whatever

part the owner chooses, and even produce it

equally throughout all the branches, which had
never before been tried, nor even believed to

be possible" {vide Chahmrs' Biographical Dic-

tionary, vol. xxv.).

Quintinie oame to England in 1673, and during

his stay here paid a visit, at Wotton, to Mr.

Evelyn, who prevailed on him to oommunicate

some directions concerning Melons, for the cul-

tivation of which Quintinie was remarkably

famous. These directions may be consulted by

those who are interested in the history of gar-

dening in the Pkilosoohical Transactions of tbe

Royal Sooiety for 1693. It is said that either

Charles II. or James II. made Quintinie an offer

of a considerable pension if he would stay and

take upon him the direction of the Royal Gar-

dens, but he preferred to serve his own King,

Louis XIV., who made bim " Director-General of

all His Majesty's fruit and kitchen gardens."

The architect Mansart it was who designed the

kitchen-garden, the " Potager," as it is termed in

French, but unfortunately, although he chose a

9pot that was in harmony with the general

appearance of the gardens and pirk, he made the

mistake of not thinking a'lout the effect the site

and the nature of the soil would have on the

vegetables and fruits. He had constructed the

orangery at the south of the palaoe, and in front

of this astonishing edifice a Swiss regiment had

du? the lake whioh still bears the name of the

' Piece d'eau des Suisses." Muoh of the soil of

the kitohen-garden was formed from the earth

thrown up by these' works, and it was not as good

as La Quintinie would have liked to have seen.

Moreover, the kitohen-gErden was in a plaoe

where had been formerly a deep pond, and it was

necessary to fill up tbe place of this pond.

In Quintinie's book entitled Instruction pour

Jes jardins fru'ti(rs et potagert, one can read of

the difiloulties be bad to contend with in bringing-
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the Versailles kitohen-garden to that state

perfection for which it was renowned. The
garden was begun in 1678, and was not completed

till 1683.

The enolosure placed under Quintinie's direc-

tion contained twenty-nine gardens, separated by

walls running in different directions, thus giving

opportunities for different treatment of the

various plots. One is struck while going over

the gardens by the happy idea of the organiser,

which was to surround the large squares in the

middle by terraces, so as to protect the plants

against the wind, to reflect the heat of the sun,

and to afford large surfaces for fruit-walls.

Quintinie was a great authority on all kinds

of fruit-trees, but the Pear was evidently his

favourite. In the east of the Potager may be

seen two magnificent Pear trees planted by

Quintinie himself in 1685—one of these trees,

more than 200 years old, is nearly 30 feet high.

Louis XIV. was very proud of his " Potager

de Versailles." He liked to take walks in it, and

would interest himself in the cultures. He was

a very heavy feeder, and, as the chronicle tells

us, he liked to have Asparagus in December,

Radishes and Lettuces in January, Cauliflowers

in March, Strawberries in April, fresh Peas in

May, and Melons in June. Quintinie exerted

himself to satisfy his royal master, but it will

easily be imagined that it was not always easy to

do so. When the great gardener died in 1688,

the king is reported to have said that he had
experienced a great loss which he never expected

to have repaired. A statue of Quintinie now
stands in the gardens which he created.

The £cole Nationale d'Horticulture occu-

pies the buildings, gardens, and other places

where were onoe the kitchen gardens of the

kings of France. The establishment is split up
into different sections, the whole occupying a

spaoe of some 24 acres. Part of this space is

taken up with kitohen gardens ; besides these

there are the plots for fruit trees, experimental

culture beds, greenhouses, an orangery, a winter

garden, a school for the botanioal students, &c.

There is also a little model nursery.

The object of the school is to train gardeners,

and to instruct them in the theory and practioe

of horticulture ; to provide teachers of horticul-

ture for the praotioal and normal sohools of

agriculture, to train professors of horticulture

and lbndcape gardeners, to turn out well-educated

agents for public or private oflioes—in a word to

provide for all those who may need it an efficient

education in all branches of horticulture.

The students who have satisfied the Minister

of Agrioulture as to the conditions of admis-

sion, and who have passed the preliminary

examinations, receive a three years' training

at the school. The theoretical teaohing includes

the following courses : — the laying out of

gardens and the construction of greenhouses,

instruction in physics, meteorology, chemistry,

geology, mineralogy, the culture of early

vegetables, horticultural zoology and entomo-

logy, ornamental arboriculture and the repro-

duction of vegetables, pomology, floriculture,

botanical work, the oare of fruit trees and
methods for getting early fruit. Besides these

special studies, the pupils are instructed in

English, mathematics, topography, drawing, &c.

The pupils are not simply gentlemen-gar-

deners, engaged in book-work and in looking at

results and practical work, but they are expected

to work with their own hands, and thus acquire

considerable dexterity of manipulation.

The School of Horticulture is provided with

excellent materials for instruction, including a

library, a laboratory for horticultural research,

a meteorologioal station and fine collections,

whioh include plant-albums, herbaria, speoimens

of seeds and woods, a little museum of useful

and noxious animals, models of implements, casts

of fruits, &o.

The oreation of this school was due to the

initiative of the late P. Joigneaux, an eminent

agriculturist and a deputy, and its organisation

to the late Auguste Hardy, who was one of the

first horticulturists in France. To-day it is

under the direction of M. Nanot.

For many facts in the above sketch we are

indebted to an article that recently appeared in

La Nature over the signature of E. Hennebert.

S. C. F.

in being unisexual, the male and female floweri

being on different ipadices, The fruit it oblong,

about half an inch long, bright red, the albumen of

the teed white, and very hard. The plant inbabita

the wet ravinei of the higher slopes of the

mountain!.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATASETTJM FEROX, Kranzlin, n. sp*

If not beautiful, this is certainly a very striking

plant, in habit rather like the other Cataseta we have

in our stoves. The spike bears about twenty floweri

of dirty-green colour outside, and pea-green inside,

more or less spotted with small purplish apoti.

Trie sepals and petals are of about the same size and
form, growing iu a sort of helmet as in some other

Cataaeta, Catasetum purum, Neea, for iuatance

(= Catasetum iuapertum, Hook.). The most
peculiar part of these flowers, and the one by which

they can easily be diatinguiahed from other species, ia

the lip. This part is rather email for a Cataaetum,

and looka very like a lower-jaw with a prominent

chin and teeth ; on both sides there are two rows of

molar teeth, not very long and prominent, but broad

and atout ; a little behind the top ia a row of

six] very prominent incisora, the middle onea co-

herent except at the apex. The plant waa intro-

duced by Mesera. F. Sander & Co., St, Albana, and
flowered in midsummer. F. Kranzlin.

Linospadix Michohtzii, Ridley, n. sp.i

I have received, through the kindnese of Mr.
Micholitz, epecimena of a very remarkable new Palm,
a apeciea of the amall genua, Linospadix, from the

mountains of New Guinea. Seeds of the plant have
been sent to Mr. Sander's eatabliahment at St.

Albana. The genua Linospadix ia typically Papuan,
though the original and beat-known apeciea, L.
monoatachya, Wendl., ia a native of Northern
Australia. The present species is unique in ita

genua in being quite atemlesa, the wedge-shaped
leavea riling erect from the ground in a large tuft

;

they are upwarda of 4 feet in height, narrowed into

a petiole at]'.che base, and broadening upwardi, and
end in a pair of long acute pointa. The ipadices are

extremely alender and elegant, and are remarkable

* Catisetum feroz, Krzl.,n. sp.—Habituomnino Catasetorum
minorum, racemo eloogato plorifloro ; bracteis triangulis

quam ovaria multc brevioribua ; sepalis lanceolatis acuminata
cum petalis paullam latioribus galeatia, labello craaso postice

margineserratoanticesaocatomentumformantelevifcer aulcato,

lobis lateralibua nollis margine utrinque incrassato infra

multituberculoso (quasi dentea molares referente), lobo inter-

medio nullo, dentibu3 6 quorum mediani quique majorea
mediani 2 ooaliti infra ante limbum anteriorem sacci

; gynos-
temio alto sepala fere pequante authera longe mitrata,
oirrhia lorjgissimis ad marginem anteriorem sacci deourren-
tibus ; pollinia generis. Flores inter minores generis 2'5 on.
—3 cm. alti, sepala sordide viridia ; petala Ieete viridia pur-
pureo - punctata, labellum laete viride albo - marginatum.
F. Kranzlin.

t Linospadix Micholitzii, n. sp.—Acaulis cseapitosa. Folia

elongata erecta cuneata basibus in petiolis attenuatis, apicibus

profunde. bifidis. laciniis 10 pollices longis acuminatis, glabra,

carina crassiuscula et nervis elevatia (ad 22) subtus brunneo-
furfuraceis exceptia, 3$ pedes longa, 6 pollices lata. Spadicea

erecto-nutantea, gracillimi ; pedunculia 1£—2J pedes longis,

spicis singulis ad 10 pollices longis vix iscrassatis brunneo-

furfuraceis. unisexualibus. Florea spiraliter dispositi minuti,

masculi bini in foveis £ pollicis longi ; bracteis minutis. Sepala
ovata insequalia obtusa imbricata. Petala 3 lanceolata

obtusa. Stamina 6. Flores feminei singuli in foveis. Sepala

ovata obtusa cucullata. Petala paullo lOQgiora late ovata

obtusa. Stigmata breviuscula lata crasaa recurva, Drupa
obloagd £ pollicis longa, * pollicis lata, etigmite torgrnali,

rubro, pericarpio teaui extus carnoso, intos cbroso ; albumine
SBquabiU. duro . embryooe basilari.—Mountains of Kew Quinea,

Coll. Micholitz. H. N. Ridley, Singapore.

THE FRUIT CROPS.
[For Tabulated Summary, see p. 119.]

(Concluded from p. 2080

5, SOUTHERN COUNTIES.
Beekshibe.—Notwithstanding the drought, which

prevailed more or leaa up to July 18. I am able to

report in this district one of the best all-round cropa

ever Been ; and having had copioua rains (since above

date to July 31, 4 60 inches), I have every confidence

that a good crop ia now assured, although smaller

in aize than usual, through drought. Applea are a

very heavy crop ; namea need not be given, aa

nearly all here are carrying heavy crops, in a collec-

tion which includea over 200 varieties. Peara a fair

crop, rather under average, but will, I anticipate, be

of fine quality, aa the fruit is clean, free from rust,

and now swelling rapidly. Cherries were an extra-

ordinarily heavy crop, and fruit large ; trees making
good growth, and free from black-fly, which ia

usually very troublesome here on walls. Peachea

and Nectarines, good crops, and treea looking well.

I have been gathering good-sized Peachea, of fine

colour, from south walls, since July 16, variety

Alexander. Apricots, average crop, of nice clean

fruit. Plums, medium crop, of good quality. Dam-
eona, heavy crops. Strawberries were a good crop,

but only by peraevering with thorough watering for

aeveral weeks ; fruit firm, and of good size ; James

Veitch proved a good variety here this aeaaon, and

of better flavour than usual, The appearance of

the beda, after severe frost in spring waa deplorable

—not a leaf left, and I had doubta whether many of

the crowns were not killed outright; however, when
growth commenced, they soon recovered, and showed
strong bloom. Unfortunately, May was very dry

and hot when fruits were aet and awelliog and thia

checked the crop coneiderably. Only '36 inch of

rain fell here during May. Small fruita are abun-

dant. Gooseberriea formed a remarkably heavy

crop. Raspberriea were plentiful, but the fruita

rather amall. Nuts : Filberta average crop ; Wal-
nute the heavieat crop I ever aaw, and the branchea

are already banding with the weight. Owen Thomas,

Royal Gardens, Windsor.

Dobsetshiee.—The Apple trees and buehea give

promise of a very fine crop, and the best of them are

Annie Elizabeth, Beauty of Kent, Bismarck, Brown-
lees' Russet, Devonshire Qaarrenden, Dutch Mig-

nonne, Irish Peach (very fine), Kerry Pippin, Kes-

wick Codlin, Lord Suffield, Margil, Northern Spy,

Reinette du Canada, Ribaton Pippin, and Warner'i

King. The beat Peara are Beurre^ Ranee, Beuri 6 Diel,

Glou Morceau, Marie Louiae, Williama' Bon Chretien,

Thompaon'a Seckle, and Catillac. Raspberry Super-

lative should be more known, as itiaa very fine variety,

and a heavy cropper. Strawberry Royal Sovereign,

fruits of which were ripe here on May 29 on a south

border, in point of earlinesa ia equal to Noble, and

much auperior in quality. Thos. Benny, Down House

Garden, Blandford.

Hampshiee —Apples are an average crop on the

whole, aome varietiea, aa for inatance, Lord Suffield,

Lord Grosvenor, Warner'a King, Blenheim Orange,

Cox's Orange Pippin, and Stirling Castle ; Mere de

Menage, Irish Peach, King of the Pippins, and

Devonshire Quarrenden, are bearing heavily ; others,

auch aa Ecklinville, Lady Sudeley, Bismarck, Lady

Henniker, and Golden Pippin have a very thin

crop. The trees are very healthy, and free from in-

sect peats of any description. Cherries were re-

markably good, May Duke, Governor Wood, Elton,

and Bigarreau Napoleon were the most satisfactory

varietiea. Strawberries have borne immense cropa

of fine fruit, Rojal Sovereign and Sir Joseph Paxton

especially. Raspberries suffered from the frost

E. Molyneux, Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham,
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Applea are large and early, bat many of

the fruiti dropped, I think for the want of rain

;

good crops on Keswick Codlin, Lord Soffield, Blen-

heim Pippin, Hawthornden, Cellini, and Irish Peach.

Pears, good on the walls, but the fruits have dropped

badly from the cold nights and want of rain. Plums

good on walls, and very early. Peaches, a fair crop,

the trees clean, and look well. Damsons, splendid

crop. Strawberries were a bad crop. Raspberries,

on the contrary, were a good crop, but suffered from

drought. Wm, Smythe, Baaing Park Gardens, Alton.

Kent.—Apples aud Nats are the crops of the

season, and the rains we have had will assist them
greatly in swelling out. Pears are rather thin in this

district. W. Craik, Hothfield Place, Ashford.

Apples, especially early kinds, are very

plentiful, later kinds more scarce ; the fruits promise
well, although many have fallen through drought.

Blenheims are very good indeed ; Lord Derby,
Warner's King, and many others well laden. Pears
short, bat promise to be of good size and quality.

Plums scarce. The dry weather has been all in

favour of Cherri»s, and fine fruits have been
marketed. Peaches and Nectarines plentiful, but
will be rather smaller than usual through drought.
There have been heavy crops of Strawberries, but the

season short ; late kinds did not grow so large,

though good-flavoured. Currants good. H. Markham,
Mcreworth.

Apples form a splendid crop around here,

almost all the well-known varieties are cropping
remarkably well. It is really surprising how well
the fruits have developed duriug the drought. Blen-
heim Orange on large trees are carrying very heavy
crops. Worcester Pearmain, Irish Peach, and
Qaarrenden are found to be amongst the very best
for marketing, being sold at the foot of the ladder,
and generally realise good prices. Cox's Orange Pip-
pin is cropping heavily, and necessitates a great deal
of thinning to encourage fair size and quality. The
old Ribston Pippin is bearing well. In reference to
this Apple, I find it necessary to thin to a single

fruit, on account of the stalks being so short that
they push one another off before they have finished

growing. Amongst some of the newer varieties I
am fruiting this year, and which strike me as being
good croppers are—Swedish Reinette, with a beau-
tiful bloom; Barnack Beauty, colours well, an
immense cropper

; and Bramley's Seedling. This
latter is fruiting well on the Paradise. Where
it can be done, the fruits should be thinned,
as poor samples this year are not likely to be of

much use for marketing purposes. Damsons are a
very good crop, but Plums varying. Peaches
and Nectarines are a grand crop. I am calculating

to grow about 12,000 this year. I gathered my first

fruits on July 22 from a west wall—the variety was
Alexander. G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,
Maidstone.

Middlesex.— Apples are most abundant, almost

every tree bearing a full crop. Fruit rather Bmall,

but the late heavy rains will benefit them much.
Plums on walls were quite a sight. Early Favourite

is a variety that was ripe on July 20, and is spe-

cially to be recommended as a first- class fruit for

dessert. A. F. B., Chiswick.

Fruit crops on the whole are a fair crop in

this neighbourhood, but the dry weather told heavily

upon the bush- fruits and Strawberries, and where
water was not supplied the crops of these are light

and small. Plums in many places are a failure

Victoria seems to be the principal sort bearing well

this season ; the trees are very free from blight, so are

the Cherries. Cherries aDd Peaches have ripened

very early this season. Good Waterloo Peaches

were gathered out-of-doors on July 14. W. Watson,

Harefield Place. Uxbridgc.

The prolonged frost caused a late bloom,

with the result that most fruits are plentiful.

Apples and Pears at one time promised a very

heavy ciop, but the great beat and the drought

have caused many fruits to drop. Apricots are

thin, but good. I never saw PeacbVs and Nec-

tarines more healthy, or bearing better crops, but such

trees have, during the drought, required much

attention. Cherries were all one could desire.

Plums a small crop, but the trees look well. Straw-

berries were very good, and very early ; Royal

Sovereign and British Queen are varieties that have

given splendid crops. Currants and Gooseberries

good and plentiful ; but most small fruits in this

district suffered much from drought. Cr. Wythee,

Sion House Gardens.

Surrey—With the exception of Pears, all the

fruit crops here are most satisfactory. Apples

(especially on young trees) have required severe

thinning. Damsons are heavily laden. Straw-

berries were of large size and good flavour. We
commenced picking Noble on June 14, and finished

with Latest of AH on July 16. Caterpillars have

been more than usually troublesome on the Goose-

berry bushes ; and owing to the continued drought,

red-spider has made its appearance on many of the

fruit trees. G. W. Cummins, The Grange, Wallington.

Apples are looking well, and promise to be

a heavy crop, especially Grenadier, Stone's, Peas-

good's Nonsuch, Lord Suffield, Lord Grosvenor,

Wellington, Allen's Everlasting, Prince Albert,

Lord Derby, and Oldenburgh, kitchen ; Cox's

Orange Pippin, Brownlee's Russet, Blenheim Orange,

Kerry Pippin, and Mother, dessert. Red Currants

and Gooseberries were very fine in quality. Rasp-

berries suffered much from frost, but the fruit was

very large. C. J. Salter, Woodhatch Lodge Gardens,

Reigate.

On some trees there are very heavy crops of

Apples, on both old and young trees ; others have few

and some none, in the same locality. Pears not so

good. Plums very thin. Young orchards in high

cultivation, making splendid growth. I never saw

Peaches on walls looking better, both in fruit and

foliage ; small fruit of all sorts plentiful and good,

with the exception of Raspberries, which are very

small, W. Miller, Ruxley Lodge, Esher.

Sossex.—Plums in this district suffered much
through the severity of the frost during last winter,

particularly those in exposed places, the consequence

being a short crop. Many of the Dimson trees

were almost killed by the frost, Frogmore Prolific

suffering the most. Apples are an abundant crop,

but the fruit is small for the time of year. Pears

on trees in the open are a very partial crop, and

Cherries were never more abundant, or of finer

quality. Peaches are small, owing to the dry

weather ; and the same may be said of Apricots and

Nectarines. Strawberries have been very abundant.

Black Currants were the heaviest crop we have ever

grown. H. C. Prinsep, Buxted Park.

Wilts.— Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, on

which the blooms were protected from frosts, set

immense crops of fruit, thereby necessitating severe

thinning of the latter. Apple trees in orchards are

heavily laden with fruit of good quality, as also are

espaliers in kitchen gardens, including trees of Annie

Elizabeth, Red Astrachan, Beauty of Bith, Juneating,

Irish Peaoh, Stirling Castle, Keswick Codlin (a

never-failing cropper), Emperor Alexander, Duchess

of Oldenburg, Ecklinville Seedling, &c. ; the trees,

too, are in good condition. Plums and Pears gene-

rally are under average. Gooseberries, heavy crop.

Currants and Raspberries average. Walnuts are a

heavy crop, and the same may be said of Filberts

and Cob nuts. Altogether, the fruit crops of 1S05

may be stated as being highly satisfactory.

H. W. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury.

7, ENGLAND, N.W.

Lancashire—Fruit trees are clean and healthy.

Apples and Pears are a good crop, although many of

the fruit dropped in consequence of the drought.

Damsons are very plentiful, and other kinds of

Plums are as good as I have seen them. Goose-

berries and Raspberries had heavy crops, and the

fruit of the latter sold at os. per dozen quarts.

Strawberries abundant, and secured without much

loss from wet. Growers for market in this part

confine themselves to Barnes' Prolific, presumably a

local variety. W.\P. Roberts, Cuerdon Hall Gardens,

Preston.

Apples small through drought. Pears plen-

tiful on walls and trained trees. Damsons are a very

heavy crop, a circumstance that occurs about once in

seven years. B. Barham, Croxteth, Liverpool.

Westmoreland.—Apple and Pear trees are very

clean, and the good bearing varieties have excellent

crops considering the sunless summer we experienced

last year, and the unusual amount of east winds and

frosts this season. W. A. Miller, Underley Gardens,

Kirkby Lonsdale.

8, ENGLAND, S.W.

Cornwall.— Fruit crops are very good on the

whole, the only deficiency being in Raspberries and
Gooseberries; Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and

Currants especially being good. Strawberries were an

immense crop, and very fine, Sir Joseph Paxton and

Laxton's Latest of All being the best. Alfred Read,

The Gardens, Port Eliot, St. Germans. R.S.O.

The Apple crop in East Cornwall is under

average, but many varieties are carrying a good

crop, and the fruits are large and clean ; Blenheims,

Cox's Orange and King of Pippins being the best.

Pears are good, and, at present, show no signs of

cracking. Strawberries have been splendid; in

spite of the heavy crop, the late fruits swelled up

well, Latest of All on a north border giving us some
grand fruits. Cherries also have been very fine, the

dry season suiting them on our heavy soil. Bush
fruits abundant and good. Charles Page, Boconnoc

Gardens, Lostwithiel.

Apple-trees gave promise of abundant crops

early in the season, but fully two-thirds have fallen,

many of the trees being left without a single fruit,

the result, I think, of the severe and prolonged

easterly gales. Cox's Orange, Stunner, King of

Pippins, Mere de Menage, and Stirling Castle,

appear to have stood best. Pears are numerous
enough, but promise to be very small. This is not a

good Cherry district, but they have been exception-

ally good with me this year. Peaches and Nectarines

are a grand crop. Plums are a complete failure.

Medlars and Quinces are very good. Bush-fruits are

all good, and grown nnder permanent wire-net,

which is much less trouble than old fish-net, and
less expensive in the long ran. When I first adopted

it ten years ago, I was told that caterpillars would

never allow me to have a fruit, but a little helibore

powder soon destroys them, and they have given less

trouble than under the old plan, though the birds

are not allowed inside the wire, winter or summer.
Wm. Sangwin, Trelissick Gardens, Truro.

Devonshire.—The fruit crops are all alike good,

and up to or beyond a full average. All stone

fruits, especially Victoria Plums and Damsons, are

a full crop. The same of Peaches, Apricots, &c,
and an almost entire absence of aphis and other

insect life, and blotehed leaves. The result is a
very satisfactory promise for another year. Walnuts
and Filberts most abundant, and far in excess of

what is ordinarily seen. James Enstone, 3S, Temple

Road, Exeter.

Gloucestershire.—The fruit crop generally in

this district is the best I can call to mind for some
years. The trees are particularly free from all kinds

of insects, aud have made good, clean growth. We
escaped the frost of Jane 15 which proved so disas-

trous in some parts of the country. Thus. Arnold,

. Cirencester House, Cirencester.

Herefordshire.—The fruit crops in this district

are generally very good, and, considering the very

dry weather during early summer, is of good

quality. The blossom was very abundant, but the

grub has been very bad in some parts, Frank Harrit,

Eastnor Gardens.

Fruit crops generally are good, and the fruit

clean, excepting Apricots, which are very much
spotted and unkind. Strawberries have been a

heavy crop, and the dry weather was favourable for

keeping the fruit when ripe. Thos. Spencer, Goodrich

Court Gardens, Ross.
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Monmouthshibe.—Strawberries were a pood crop

and of good quality. Bath fruits of all kinds were

remarkably good in every way. Plums are a good

averaee crop, Victoria. Early Tran«oarent Gage,

Kirke's, Jefferson's, and Coe's Golden Drop are heavy

bearers. Pears are partial, the best crops being

upon west and south walls, those on east walls,

excepting Marie Louise, are thin ; the crops on

pyramid trees ar e alio partial. Cherries are good,

particularly May Duke and Morellos. Apples

generally have suffered from caterpillars where no

means have been adopted against them. Amongst
the best croppers are the following :—The Qieen,

Gaseoigne's Seedling, Grenadier, Lane's Prince

Albert, Sandringham, Schoolmaster, Tyler's Kernel,

Warner's King. Cellini, Brnwnlee't Russet, Cox's

Orange Pippin, King o' the Pinnint, and Worcester

Pearma'n. Thomas Coomber, The Hendre Gardens,

Monmouth.

I do not remember observing such an absence

of blight among the fruit crops generally. Apples

and Pears are good in varioni localities, whilst in

others there are scarcely any, but on the whole an

average crop will be secured. Small fruits are very

plentiful and clean. John Lockyer, Pontypool Park
Gardens.

Somebsetshibe.—I never have seen a better crop

of fruit all round than this year. The spring was

most favourable, not having any late spring frost,

and we had glorious summer weather, which has had

a good effect on all kinds of fruit. I never remarked

Apples getting high colour as early as they did this

seaion. Aoricots are grand, James Crook, Forde

Abbey, Chard.

Wobcbstebshi.be. — A very satisfactory hardy

fruit season, taken collectively, the trees being both

clean and healthy, aphis and winter-moth larva

having given very little trouble. Apples of all

kinds are heavy, clean crops, already highly-coloured.

Apricots bloomed sparsely, but the quality is very

good. Raspberry canes were injured by the severity

of the frost in January. Pears are a very thin crop,

although the trees gave an abundance of strong,

perfect flowers. The fruit apparently set well, but

the blossoms must have been unobaervedly attacked

about the flowering period by the insidious Pear-

midge, Diplosis pyrivors, as the young fruit dropped

off in shoals when about the size of a cob-nut, and

when opened they were found to contain scores of

the midge larva. How to prevent future attacks is

a problem yet unsolved, and is a question of the very

greatest importance to fruit growers as well as

to ourselves, William Crump, Madresfield Court,

Malvern.

The Apple crop is a good one, and the trees

are healthy, and clearer of caterpillars than hat

been the case for several years past. The Pear
crop in orchards and in the open, at might be

expected, is light, after the enormous one of last

year ; but on the walls there are large cropt of fine

fruit. Plums and Damsons, as a rule, are average

crops. Cherries have been most abundant and good.

Apricots are very partial, and in my own cate a

complete failure. Thit I attribute to the wet, tun-

less autumn, and to the subsequent severe frost, and

also to the fact of their being in a somewhat low
and damp situation. I began gathering good-

coloured examples of Early Alexander Peach on
July 13. Strawberries, Currants, and all buth
fruitt, with the exception perhaps of Raspberries

were abundant. Walnuts, and the common Hazel-

nuts are plentiful. Emit trees of all kinds

are thit year remarkably free from aohii or

any other insect pests. John Austen, Wiiley Court

Gardens, Stourport.

WALES.
CABBiaAssHiBi—Small fruits have been very good

;

in fact, we have never had better crops. Apples are

a very heavy crop, the branches have to be supported

on many trees. Pears are about average crop, and
very prtfmiting. Strawberriet were very good,

although the season was a sh'ort O'fl'e. i?. Q, Williams,

:jod Pari. .

:

Denbighshire.—Apples had an excellent appear-

ance until the terrific thunderstorm of July 26,

when they were severely peppered with ice- hail,

much of it measuring 1 inch in diameter, after

which half the crop fell, but plenty still remain,

though much marked bv the bruising of the storm.

We registered 3 06 in 45 minutes ; nothing like it has

occurred here within memory. Bath fruits of all

sorts were excellent, and their season was prolonged by
the late rains. Cherries were good crops, and of good
flavour. Apricots are extremely thin. Strawberries
were very abundant ; Noble has done splendidly,

being early and large ; Sir Joseph, very fine

;

Dr. Morere, a French Strawberry, of excellent

merit for packing, large, flavour good ; John
Ruskin was very good—in fact, all sorts, ex-

cepting President, which we shall now discard.

Victoria class of Plums are heavy crops, but Gages
are thin ; Damsons excellent. Birds have been
less troublesome than for years. The long frost has

done good service in clearing away much of the

American blight. Frost cleared off all weak fruit

trees and bushes. P. Middleton, Wynnstay Gardens,

Suabon.

Glamobganshibe.— Applet and Pears are an
abundant crop in this district. In the gardens here
the trees have had to be propped up to keep the

branches from being broken by the great weight of

fruit. Plums are an average crop, and the trees

are freer from aphis than usual, notwithstanding

the long-continued drought we experienced during

early summer in this locality. Strawberries were
very good considering the dryness of the season.

A. Pettigrew, Castle Gardens, Cardiff.

Apples are an exceptionally heavy crop, and
very clean. Pears, average, but such varieties at

Winter Nelit, Glou Morceau, Louit Bonne, Cnau-
montel, Thompton't, and Doyenne

1

du Cornice, are

carrying heavy crops. Strawberries have been most
prolific, and very fine, and the flavour all that could

be wished. Plums are quite an average crop, and
very clean. Cherries I never remember being so

plentiful. All small-fruits have been very plentiful,

with the exception of Gooseberries, these have been

quite a failure in some gardens. R. Milner, Penrice

Castle, Swansea.

Montgombbyshire.—Very heavy crop of Plums
Gooseberries, and Applet. All fruitt are clean and
healthy and abundant, with the exception of.

Apricoti. John Lambert, Powis Castle,

Pembrokeshire.—Applet are a very heavy crop

the weather being fine and dry when the treet were

in bloom. Peart are a very light crop, the treet

having been fruiting freely this past two seasons,

they appear to be exhausted to some extent,

Plumt, etpecially Victoria, Jefferson'!, Prince Eogle-

bert, and Daemons are a good crop. Small fruitt

were all good, with, ttrange to tay, the exception of

Gooteberriet, which were rather a light crop. Ratp-
berriet were very good, where the cane« were not

irjured by the winter't frott. Geo. Griffin, Slebeck

Park, Haverfordwest.

IRELAND.
Co, Dctblin.—Applet and Peart are a light crop,

but of good quality. Peachet and Nectarines are a

good crop. Apricots better than they have been for

tome yean. Cherriet very good. Small-fruit of all

tortt heavy and good, except Black Currantt, which

. were a tmall crop, and poor in quality. G. Smith,

Vice -Regal Gardens, Dublin.

Galway.—Notwithstanding the exceedingly dry

monthi of April, May, and June, we never had a
more plenteout crop of all kindt of fruit, the quality

hat alto been all that could be detired, and with a

moderately fine autumn, Applet and Peart are sure

to finith off well. John Cobban, GarbaUy, BaUinasloe.

Kbbet.—Applet promise an abundant crop. Peart

are rather thin ; there wat plenty of bloom, but a cold

eatt wind blew mott of the time they were in flower.

p)nmi are gtioa'. Qooteb'em, Currant, and Rwp-
ber'rV crVjJi we're eVcette'nfc, and we b&ve had a\i aonn-

dant crop of Strawberriet. Geo. M, Breezs, Ken?nare

Gardens, Killarney.

Kildabe.—The fruit crops, excepting small fruitt,

are much below average. The blossom was abundant,

and appeared strong, and apparently the light crop is

the effect of imperfectly-ripened wood. I am inclined

to think that the Apple trees have not recovered from
the effects of the heavy crops they carried two years

ago. The fruit of Apples and Pears are small, and
require more heat. J. Wyke, Bishop's Court, Strajfan,

With the exception of Apricots, all fruits are

plentiful and of extra good quality, and, owing to

our strong-holding soil, we had no necessity to water,

which, as a rule, does more harm than good. Fears

are a very heavy crop. Raspberries are the finest

crop I have ever seen. Strawberries alto were extra

good, and latted over a long period in tpite of the

dry teaton. Fruit trees of all kiodi are very healthy

and clean. Frederick Bedford, Straffan Souse.

King's County.—The fruit crops collectively are

good in thit district. Owing to the severe winter the

treet were a month later than usual in expanding

their blossoms, consequently they escaped the spring

frosts which to often deitroy our fruit cropt, and a

good tet wat the result. Fears are the only excep-

tion here, they being but a very indifferent crop, and
tmall and late. T. L. Hart, Birr Castle Gardens,

Parsonstown.

Lonqfobd.—The fruit crop hat been on the whole
very good ; not for many years have I teen the

Strawberries so good in quantity, size, and flavou'.

Small fruitt alto very fine. J, Rafferty, Castle Forbes,

Longford.

Co. Watebfobd.—Applet are very good thit year,

both early and late varietiet. Annie Elizabeth it

loaded with fruit ; thit variety never failt here.

Hollandbury alto bean well, and it a noble-looking

fruit. Strawberriet never did so well with me at

this year. Thos. Singleton, Curraghmore, Porteau,

Ireland.

Wickxow.—I have visited a good many of the

leading gardens in thit county, and in almott every

place I taw a capital crop of bush-fruit, Applet,

Peart, and Strawberries ; but Apricots are very

scarce. Levi Childs, Kilruddery Gardens, Bray.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Jebsey,—Plumt, which promited well, have been

affected by the drought, and are a light crop. The
yield of Strawberries was poor on light soils, bat

abundant on the heavy land. Many Fig trees were

dettroyed by last winter's frost, but those that sur-

viv-d have generally an abundant crop. Correspondent.

Guebnsey.—Applet have no doubt benefited by

the abnormally light crops the trees carried last

year. Peart alto are good. Stone fruitt, however,

are far from a success, probably from want of real

maturity in last season's wood-growtb. Straw-

berriet were a great success, and stood better

than could have been expected with such dry

weather. The yoanger beds, however, did much the

best, and scarcely felt the drought. Ratpberry-

canet were much damaged by the severe and extra-

ordinary long frost we had latt February. Chas.

Smithson, Caledonia Nursery, Guernsey.

Isle of Man.—With a few exceptioni, the Apple
and Pear crops in this district are very poor. Goose-

berries, Raspberries, and Currants were very plentiful,

and of fine quality. Strawberries very good, but

toon over, owing to the long tpell of dry weather

James Murphy. Cronibourne Gardens, Isle of Man,

The Carob Bean (Ckratonia siliqua).—
This is exported in very large quantities from

Naples, being tent in balk to Ruttia and Germany,
but the pods are paoked inbarrelt for the American
market. They are uted a good deal in Italy, and

are laid to be an excellent horte-food. The trees

are described at being of two kinds, called respec-

tively the " H^oaey CaTpb ? arid tlje * HflVte CaVob,"

the former being the it&rfef brth*6 {Wfe,
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[EUPATORIUM SERRULATUM.* ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

We are indebted to Mr. W. E. Gumbleton for

the specimen from which oar illustration (6g. 50)

wai taken. The plant ia a native of Urngnay
and Rio Grande do Sal, Brazil. It was deacribed

long ago by De Candolle, and afterwards by

Baker in the Flora Brasiliensia. It wai intro-

duced into cultivation by M. Ed. Andre
1

from

Uruguay. It is a shrubby plant, 5 to 6 feet high,

and the flowers are a rosy-lilac. Our illustration and

NATURAL HYBRID MILTONIAS.
Flowees of two very aingular, diatinct, and pretty

Miltoniaa come from Mr. John Cowan, Managing
Director of the Vineyard and Nuraeries, Garston,

Liverpool, accompanied by the following note

:

" Herewith are two flowera labelled A. and B. of

plants received from our collector in Brazil as

natural hybrids of Miltonia Candida grandiflora and

folding over the column ; white with a purple disc, and
with traces of the fine slight ridges seen in M. Candida

at the base of the lip, but with the bi-lamellate creit

ofM. cnneata still more pronounced. The column
is hooded and tinged with lilac. The dowers are

much firmer in texture than those of M. Candida,

and traces of the two reputed parents are evident.

Variety B. is essentially the same in the main
points, but the sepals and petals have the chestnut-

brown barred with the yellow markings of M. Candida,

and more distinct traces of that apeciea appear in the

Fig. 50.—ecpatobicm seeeulatcm, dc : flowebs bost-lilac. fbom the gabden of w. e. gumbleton, esq.

the deacription and figure in the worka cited below

preclude the neceaaity for giving fuller details now.

In this country it must probably be grown aa a

greenhouee plant, but we are informed by Mr. Gum-
bleton that after keeping it under glaaa throughout

the winter he placed the plant in the open ground,

where it haa foimed a good-aized buah, too large to

be conveniently moved. It will be interesting to

aacertain if it will survive the winter under such

conditions.

* Eupato ium serfulalum, D. C. Plod., v. 147; Baker in

Martha Flora B'asiliensis, Compositx, p. 316. Ed. Andre in

Revue Hortieole, July 1, 1891, c. ic. color.

M. cuneata. The planta in appearance certainly

bear out the auggeation. We ahall be glad of your

opinion of the dowers."

The flowers seem to point conclusively to the

correctness of the collector's suggestion. The
variety marked A. haa the sepals and petals as in

M. cuneata, but elighly broader, and exhibiting in a

marked degree the peculiarity cf that epeciea, in the

flatly diaplayed sepals and petals beiDg abruptly turned

backward and upward at the tips. Colour wholly

light cheetnut-brown with a slight purple shade, and

with yellow tips and narrow yellow margin. Lip

irregularly ovate, flat, with up-turned sides, but not

irregular margin of the lip, which is rather more
turned over the column at the base than is the

variety A. Both are very pretty and highly interesting

varieties. J. O'B.

CyPBIPEDIOI KlSIBALLIiXClI.

The September number of the Orchid E(v;cw

(p. 271) contains the following further note respect-

ing Cypripedium Kimballiannm, written in reply to

Mr. O'Brien's remarks at p. 154 of our issue of

August 10, which teems to clear the matter up:

"At p. 23S of our last issue some rerrarts were
made respecting Cypripedium K iballiacua?, and
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the circumstances under which C. pracstans has

received four additional names were pointed out.

We have since discovered that there are two Cypri-

pediums bearing the name of C. Kimballianum, and
that both are included in the above-mentioned note.

We therefore hasten to say that the reference to the

Gardeners' Clironicle figure— the supposed hybrid

between C. Rothschildianum and C. Dayanum,
which may be termed C. Kimballianum No. 2—must
be excluded from our note, which will then only

apply to the original C. Kimballianum, otherwise C.

preestans. Of this second C. Kimballianum we have

now seen a leaf and flower, through the kindness of

the editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and it cer-

tainly does appear to combine the characters of C.

Rothschildianum and C. Dayanum, and as both are

Bjrnean, it may be a natural hybrid between them.

Mr. J. O'Brien comments on our note to the effect

that the writer has 'only (the italics are ours) suc-

ceeded in introducing further confusion'—in short,

has 'discovered a mare's nest' (Gard. Chron. for

August 10, p. 154). It is true we did not discover

that there were two C. Kimballianums, but we
certainly cleared up the complex history of

the original one. And what of the other? A
figure was given, with the solitary statement that it

was supposed to be a natural hybrid between C. Roths-

childianum and C. Dayanum. There is no description,

and nothing to warn one that it is not the plant

hitherto known as C. Kimballianum. As a matter

of fact, it is not permissible to call a second plant

C. Kimballianum before the first is disposed of.

However, we have now disposed of the first and

cleared the way for the second, but it must be

written with the sign of hybridity added, thus: C.

X Kimballianum. We regret the error, but our

readers will now be able to see how we 'jumped to

conclusions,' and apportion the blame. It now
remains to add a brief description of C. X Kimballi-

anum : the dorsal sepal is 2f inches long by 1J
broad, whitish-yellow, with seventeen to nineteen

purple-brown lines. Petals nearly flat, 4 inches

long by eight lines broad at baie, narrowed to

an acute apex above ; strongly ciliate ; whitish-

yellow, lined with purple-brown towards apex,

but the nerves only spotted near the base. Lip

2£ inches long, purplish. Staminode obcordate,

with a tooth in the sinus, purple-brown, pubescent

all over Leaves strongly tesselated. In most re-

spects the plant approaches C. Rothschildianum, but

the marbling of the leaf, the hairs of the petals,

some of which are 2i lines long, and the shape of the

staminode, all show the influence of the other species.

The hairs of the staminode must have come from

C. Rothschildianum, but those of the petals can only

have come from C. Dayanum. If it is a wild plant,

it is a most interesting one, for there can be little

doubt as to its parentage."

The Rosary.

THE MULCHED ROSE-GARDEN.
It was a real pleasure to read a word of protest

from so capable a rosarian as " Wild Rose " in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for August 24, against the pre-

va'ent but nasty practice of applying malodorous

mulches to R>ses. Many who are not exhibitors do

it. end thus render the Rose-garden, if not the whole

of their garden, untenable during ths months of May
and June—the most lovely season of the year in any

garden.

Nearly all of this objectionable feature of champion
Hose culture can be easily got rid of by well manur-

ing the land with pig, cow, or horse-dung in a rotten

condition, and in no other way should manure ever be

applied, unless the soil be of a close retentive nature,

when half-decayed manure may be applied. This

should b' dug in after the spring- pruning is finished,

and not j ast round about the plants, but all over the

beds, so that the roots are compelled (as they do

readily) to search for it away from the immediate

vicinity of the root-stock, Tne extra degree of

moisture which is always present in the soil where

rich moist manure lays, is what lures the roots from

horn;, and this search for moisture is moit active

during a period of hot dry weather. If the plants

require further nutriment during the months of June
or July, when perhaps from excessive waterings the

dug-in manure may have lost some of its active

principles, the ground should be drawn together

in ridges or heaps, and some more manure

spread over the roots, but not in contact

with them, the soil being immediately returned over

it, and made lev;! and neat-looking with a rake.

The manure may be ever so offensive when thus

applied, it is soon deodorised when brought into

contact with the Boil, and especially if the latter be

dry. Moreover, there is no Etraw and litter to

offend the eye, or blew about the garden. The
usual advice given, to lay on a mulch, and sprinkle

some earth over it, ostensibly to keep it in place,

will not do ; observant eyes see through the trick, if

the odour does not reveal its presence. The same
when applying strong liquid manure ; it is better to

draw drills with the hoe, pour the liquid into these,

and close them in again. This is a method which

the Chinese gardeners adopt, not from any ideas of

the cleanliness of the practice, which is far from

them, but because they have found out the utility of

shutting np the fertiliser in the earth, instead of

letting it lose its virtue, as it would do, by expo-

sure. Voidings of animals of nearly all kinds and

house-slops can be so buried in little drills, and

rendered innocuous, as well as useful, as plant-

foods. The method is applicable to any kind of

gardening in petto: as, for instance, to Dahlias,

Hollyhocks, Carnations, Pansies, herbaceous peren-

nials, vegetables of all kinds, fruit-trees, Tomatos,

and Strawberry-plants. In regard to salads and

Strawberries, it is a method of application that

seems eminently desirable, as, by careful use, the

manure, whether liquid or solid, need not touch any

part of the plants.

Whatever be done in the way of manuring Rose-

beds, it will not do for the cultivator to neglect the

stirring of the soil with the Dutch-hoe. The hoe

should always be run through the beds after rain,

which cake the surface, and in a general way, once

in a fortnight or three weeks.

FUNGUS ON FLIES, AND
PLANT-LICE.

A special interest attaches to those species of

fungi which attack living insects, on account of the

experiments which have been made in inoculating

some of the most pernicious of garden pests, and

producing artificially a destructive epidemic. When
these experiments have been sufficiently repeated

and confirmed, the result will be that the destinies

of the plant-lice will be in the hands of the horticul-

turist, and this would in itself be sufficient to invest

all the details of this phase of parasitic life with

abiding interest. Toe email group of fungi to which

these particular species belong has been called the

Eutomophthoracese, and they have an affinity with

the fish-mouldi, or Saprolegniie, by reason of a

form of corj igation and the production of zygo-

spores. In lormer times, and for a long while,

the only representative known in this country was the

mould which attacked house-flies in the autumn, and

fixed them in death to the window-pane. Oa the

Continent a few other species soon came to be known,

but at the present time not fewer than forty or fifty

species have been described, of which one has this

summer been detected at work upon myriads of flies,

in the Midland counties.

The character of these fly-moalds has been very

fairly made out by a series of carefully-conducted

examinations, which are embodied in a Monograph,

published by Professor Tnaxter, in the United States.

At first they attack and absorb the whole internal

economy of the insects, p.nd then the couidia appear

like a mouldy or powdery mass on the surface of the

insects, varying a little in mode according to the

different species.

The Eatomophthoracete are distinguished by the

production of internal bypha? of considerable

diameter, and with fatty contents, which at length

emerge from the host and produce whitish masses,

bearing at their extremities large conidial spores,

which are violently discharged into the air, and propa-

gate the disease. In addition to this method of

asexual reproduction, there is another which termi-

nates in the development of thick-walled resting

spores, which may be either sexually produced or

zygospores, or asexual and azygospores. These
finally germinate and produce conidia, which infect

new hosts. Infection takes place from contact
of one of the conidia, which adheres to the
surface of a healthy insect, and germinates
there, whilst the germinating thread enters the
body. Conidia absorbed with the food do not
appear to produce infection. After the germinating
thread enters the body of the insect, it grows rapidly,
and produces " hyphal bodies " of variable aizs and
shape, which are constantly reproduced by germina-
tion, until the body of the host insect is more or
less completely filled with them, and the natural
contents of the body absorbed. Each of these
hyphal bodies is capable of developing one or more
threads, which are simple or branched, and proceed
directly into the outer air, where they become
conidia-bearers, producing conidia at their extremi-
ties. These conidia are formed by constriction, and
are at first contained within a mother cell, which
when mature, is ruptured, and the conidium is

ejected to a considerable distance. The conidia
themselves vary in form and siza in the different

species, but are mostly hyaline, and their contents
contain fatty globules. The discharged spore adheres
to any object with which it comes into contact, and
if it chances to find a suitable host, proceeds to
germinate at once ; but if it fails to find a suitable
host, it then forms a secondary conidium, and makes
another effort at dispersion. If the second conidium
fails, a third may be formed from the second in a
similar manner to that in which the second was
produced from the first.

The " hyphal bodies " already referred to as pro-
ducing conidia-bearers, may also be concerned in
the production of resting-spores, either with or with-
out conjugation in the body of the host. Asexual
resting-spores are either formed by the conversion
of a hyphal body directly, or by budding from the
hyphal body. Toey are usually spherical, with thick
cell walls of three layers. Sexual resting spores or
zygospores,* are produced as a result of the conjuga-
tion of opposite threads, by a method which reminds
one of the conjugation of the filamentary freshwater
algs

! The mature resting spores are spherical,

mostly smooth, and scarcely coloured.

The original and most ancient species of this

family is Empusa muscac on house-flies, to which
was subsequently added, as an inhabitant of this

country, Empusa culicis on gnats, &c. ; and this

was followed lately by the identification of Euto-
mophthora aphidis on various species of plant
lice. Last of all has now to be added Empusa
conglomerate on a dipterous fly (Melanostoma
scalaris), which have been found attached to
the fljwer-spikes of a grass in myriads near
Birmingham. The species which is of most in-

terest to our readers is that which attacks aphides,

and it is in that connection that these observations

are made. D.\ Tnaxter says that his first acquaint-
ance with Eatomophthora aphides was in a green-

house during 1886. In this situation it acted as a
decided check to the multiplication of the aphides,

yet did not spread with sufficient rapidity to render
'smoking" unnecessary. H< further states that
' in one case he observed a large Hop-vine, some
20 feet high, completely covered with aphides, which
were killed off by this fungus in about two weeks.

the affected hosts being fastened to the under sides

of the leaves, and to the younger shoots in vast

numbers. The destruction of colonies of aphis by
this species or by Enpusa Eresenii seems to be the

rule rather than the exception, and is at least of

very common occurrence."

It becomes a practical question whether th8

encouragement, and even the artificial spread of this

fungus amongst colonies of aphides may not be a

powerful agent in the future for the destruction of

plant-lice. The difficulty at the present time is the

rare appearance of the parasite in this country, and
consequently the rare possibility of obtaining the

diseased iusect9, in order to place them in the

* See also Veg-table TPatps ani PluU Worms, by M. C.

Cooke, for farther details. Ss-o. London, li92, pp. 10 to 12.
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healthy colonies; but there is the consolation that

every extension and distribution of the fungus will

help to spread the epidemic, and carry destrnction

into the haunts of the plant-lice, as a retribution for

their past history. M. C. C.

DROSERAS AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

That these plants do not receive a more popular

hare of the attention of horticulturists is much to be

regretted; and to account for this neglect is diffi-

cult, the plants being of easy culture, and taking up

but little space. Not only is the genus of interest on

account of the insectivorous nature of the foliage,

but when well grown the plants are pretty and

attractive. The members of the genus in cultiva-

tion are few, and greenhouse treatment suits them,

if frost be excluded. They are mostly natives of the

Cape of Good Hope, Australia, and New Zealand ;

while those species found in Britain are easily pro-

cured. The plants should occupy a stage where

they may be fully exposed to the sun, and where the

air circulates freely around them. But although

they succeed in an exposed situation, they must

be kept damp about the roots, and perhaps

the best material upon which to stand them is

a shallow bed of sphagnum moss, this retaining

moisture for a long time. Water should be copiously

afforded, never allowing the compost round about

their roots to become dry, and then the secretions

from the glands which give the plants their charac-

teristic beanty will be copious. If large masses are

desired, it will be found advisable not to disturb them
every year, but simply to top-dress them with peat

and spbagnnm-moss, which, with the addition of sand

and broken charcoal, forms the potting material. If

single crowns are taken and potted singly, and if of the

larger growing species, shifted into larger pots during

the summer, laiger leaves will result, but when seen

growing together in clumps they look at their best

;

and in the case of D. binata and D. dichotoma, this

is particularly the case. Propagation of the two

above mentioned species and D. capensis may be

effected by division of roots. If the roots of

these are cut into lengths of about an inch,

placed upon sand, and covered slightly with

sphagnum-mon, young plants are soon pro-

duced. In raising from seed, finely-chopped peat

and sphagnum, with a good addition of sand, shonld

be used. The seeds should not be covered or allowed

ever to become dry, and when large enough to handle

the seedlings should be pricked-out in pans. As
growth towards the autumn ceases, they require a

little less water, but sufficient must always be afforded

to keep the compost moist, and the roots and buds

plnmp, or shrivelling will take place, and a weakened

growth will result the following year.

The following are amongst those most generally

cultivated :—Drosera binata, a native of Australia

and New Zealand, leaves seldom more than 1 foot

in height, which are once dichotomously branched,

the numerous tentacles being of a dark red colour,

the glands secreting very copiously ; this is one of

the best in cultivation, and when seen in the sun it

is a very attractive plant, and usually captures a fair

number of insects. D. dichotoma is said to be

synonymous with the above, but is always a distinct-

looking plant with its stronger twice-forked leaves,

and lighter-coloured tentacles. It is the largest

species in cultivation and makes a good panfnl, or

single specimen
;

pinching off the flowers imparts

great vigour to the foliage. D. capensis, as its

name implies, is a Cape plant, with a short

erect stem, and leaves about 3 inches in length,

and a quarter of an inch in width ; the ten-

tacles are light t.il. and longest at the margins.

D. filiformis, a North-American species, has long

leaves, and flowers of a purple colour ; the leaves

spring from a small bulb- like bud. D. spathulata

has a rosette of leaves with light-red tentacles and

purple flower*, and is a native of Australia and New
Zealand. D. Burkeana and D. ramentacca are

South-African species, and are like miniature forms

of D spathulata, but of a much deeper red colour.

D. anriculata possesses a slender stem with small

leaves, carrying long, lightish-coloured tentacles.

Others which should be included are D. peltata,

D. anglica, D. intermedia, and D. rotundifolia,

the three latter natives of Britain. Drosophyllum

lusitanicum, although included generally with

these plants, will be found to thrive in a compost of

fibry loam and broken crocks. Until thoroughly

established, they will need more care in watering.

As soon as possible after germination, the small

seedlings should be placed in thumb- pots, as if

allowed to stand in the seed-pots, less snecess will

be made in their transference. Roridulas, which

are the giants of the genus, were growing here some

few years since, when plants attained the height of

between 5 and 6 feet. Lately seeds of R. Gorgonias,

received through the Royal Gardens, Kew, have

germinated, and although only about 1 inch high,

already show the glands npon their leaves. This,

so far as is at present known, under cultivation

enjoys a rather higher temperature than many of

the Droseras, but with a better knowledge of the

genus and its requirements, it may perhaps be fonnd

to grow as an associate of these plants. The well-

known North American Venus Fiy-trap, Dionam

Muscipnla, is very abundant, and succeeds well

under the same conditions as afforded the other

genera of this order, and is now forming its remark-

able leaves. R, L. H„ Edinburgh Botanical Garden.

THE TUBEROUS BEGONIA.
The following extracts are taken from a paper

read at the Sbanklin Literary Institution on August 3

by Mr. W. W. Sheath. After giving a brief history

of the origin of the tnberous Begonia and its gradual

evolution, Mr. Sheath detailed bis methods of cross-

breeding and seed-saving, and then went on to

consider the method of

Pbopagation.

The Begonia may be propagated by cuttings as

well as from seeds, and this process is usually fol-

lowed in the case of named varieties (single or

double). The cuttings can be taken when the plants

start in spring, as in the case of Dahlia cuttings,

about 3 inches in length, or when the plants throw

side-shoots later in the season, but where possible,

they should be taken with a heel. Insert the cut-

tings round the sides of small pots in light sandy

soil. I have fonnd a half- spent hotbed a good place

in which to strike them, where the bottom- heat would

be in excess of the top- heat, and not too moist, as

they frequently damp in too moist an atmosphere, or on

shaded shelves in warm houses. They soon form roots

in a suitable position, and also a bulb at the base of

the cutting. If cuttings were taken in spring, they

would make flowering plants at the end of the summer,

but later-struck cuttings would not need repotting,

but should be left in the pots they were struck in

until the following spring. In any case, plants from

cuttings are not so vigorous as healthy seedlings.

Sow the seed from the middle of January to the

middle of March, to obtain flowering plants the

same year, or they may be sown in the summer and

allowed to remain in the seed-pans or boxes nntil

started the ensuing spring. The following method

is that to be recommended :

—

The soil in which to sow the seed should consist

of two parts loam to one each of leaf- mould and sand,

and heat it sufficiently to destroy roots and seeds,

or insects the soil may contain.

Drain the pans thoroughly, and fill to within an inch

of the top with thecompost.andmakeperfectlysmooth

and level, then give a good watering, and allow the soil

to drain well before sowing the seed. Sprinkle the

seeds evenly and thinly over the surface, and then

crumble enough dry sand to keep the seeds from

blowing away, but do not cover them entirely.

Place sheets of glass over the pans, and also cover

with paper for nine or ten days, so that the seeds

be in semi- darkness ;
put in gentle hot - bed, or

in a temperature of 60° to 70°, turning the glass daily

to prevent the evaporated moisture from dropping

on the seed. Examine the seed-pans, and if they

show any signs of dryness, immerse the pans in water

untij the moisture is seen Rently to percolate the

surface, not allowing it to float over the top, or the

seed would be displaced.

In about three weeks the seed should have germi-

nated and be showing above the soil, but be careful

not to allow the sun to shine fully on it at this

stage, or a few minutes would suffice to ruin them.

As soon as the young seedlings show the first leaf,

they must be pricked off. Prepare pans or boxes

similar to the seed-pans, making the surface smooth

and moist, and with a notched stick or label

make a small hole in the soil, and lift the seed-

lings carefully and drop in holes about an inch apart,

gently pressing the soil to them. It ie quite

necessary to do this, as sometimes they damp off

rapidly, especially if the surface of the soil is at all

green. It is a tediouB affair, but will repay all the

trouble bestowed on them in such a small state, and

can be done in evenings with advantage. Water

gently with a fine rose to settle them, and place in a

warm, moist temperature, and shade from the sun,

as near the glass as possible. As soon aB they

touch each other they should be again pricked out

or potted in small pots, and kept warm until they

make a fair growth, when they will bear more air

and light, and gradually harden off to the greenhouse

or frame If required for pots, shift on into larger

ones as required ; but if for planting out, keep in the

boxes and plant out the first week in June.

Pot Cultube.

The soil for pot culture should consist ot the fol-

lowing ingredients (for the first potting) : 2 parts

friable loam, 1 each of leaf-mould, sand, and well-

rotted manure ; for the larger pots, use 3 parts

loam in a rougher state, 2 parts leaf-mould, 1 part

of thoroughly decayed cow-manure, if obtainable,

or other well-rotted manure, powdered charcoal, and

enough sand to keep the whole porous.

If required to flower in May, they should be started

in January, in a temperature of 60°
; but for ordi-

nary summer display, March would be soon enough.

Drain the pots in the ordinary way, using sizes accord-

ing to the size of the bulbs, allowing an inch or

more ontiide the bulb to the sides of the pot, press-

ing the soil gently for the first potting, keeping the

crown of the bulb level with the soil, not much

water being required before they start into growth.

The top of the bulbs is sometimes hollow ; where

this is the case, water must not be allowed to lodge

there, or they will soon decay.

As soon as the roots begin to run round the sides

of the ball of soil, they will require a shift into a pot

one or two sizes larger, bury them an inch deeper

than in the previous potting, and press the soil more

firmly.

Unless plants of large size are required, this

potting would be sufficient, and plants can be kept

growing late in the season, when the pots are full

of roots, by the application of liquid manure in a

weak state, such as soot and cow manure, immersed

in bags in a tub of water, and used in a clear state.

Avoid artificial or strong manures either mixed in

the soil, or as a top-dressing, as, unless used by

experienced hands, they will soon do harm to the

plants.

A good light airy greenhouse, shaded from strong

sunlight, will suit the plants when in bloom, or they

will accommodate themselves to almost any light airy

position, whether in the conservatory, cold frames,

or the cottage windows, and may be termed air-loving,

light-loving, and moisture-loving plants.

After the flowering season is over, ripen the bulbs

by withholding water gradually, and after the tops

are died down, they may be laid on their sides, under

greenhouse stages, in the pots they have been grown

in, covering over with slates or something to keep

the drip from the pots, or in a dry frost-prool cellar

or room.
Bedding.

The Begonia has a great future before it as a bed-

ding plant, as it can be used in so many ways with

such good effect. Oaly a small space is required to
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store a igreat quantity through the winter season, and
thus heated glas3 structures are not required to pre-

serve them as they are for most bedding plants.

Seedlings are beet for bedding, making robust and
free-growiug plants, and these can be raised easily

and in great cumbers. Frick out into boxes and
transplant ia frames, or in sheltered places outdoors.

I generally plant out in frames, and after the plants

are well into growth, throw off the lights entirely,

when they will flower freely in the autumn.
If certain colours are required, now is the time to

select them, and if any choice varieties present them-
•e),veB, they can be marked for pot culture the follow-

ing season, or taken up and carefully potted whilst in

flower.

In autumn, previous to the occurrence of cold

nights or heavy rains, the lights can be put on to

hasten the ripening of the bulbs, and should be taken

up when turning yellow at the top, or before frosts

appear.

. I like to dry the bulbs thoroughly after taking

them up, and then to store them thickly in

cutting-boxes, crowns uppermost, with some flue dry

soil under and ovar the bulbs. Keep in a dry place,

which does not fall below 40° in winter. A great

quantity can be stored in this way, as the boxes, if

of the same size, can be piled one on the other.

,
In March, look over the tubers, and discard any

that may be decayed, and lay the rest in boxes on
several inches of See soil, such as two parts fine

loam, one part each of leaf mould and sand, giving

the bulbs room enough to transplant, with a ball of

earth at bedding-time, and just covering the bulbs

with soil,

I find here in the south on the undercliff those for

bedding do not require to be started in heat ; and if

put into pits or house where heat can be turned on
in cold, and frosty weather, they will be quite for-

ward enough by the end of May. Care is required

in the watering of these, as in the case of potted

plants, to avoid water settling in the crowns.

In preparing the beds, f jrk in light and gritty

soil, such as leal-mould, road-grit (if the staple is

heavy), and well-decayed manure (cow-manure if the

soil is of a sandy nature). In the last week of May,
if the weather is fine, they can be safely bedded ont
from the boxes, which are preferable to potted plants,

a» they lift from the boxes, with a mat of fibrous

roots, and if carefully handled receive no check.

Never let them suffer for want of water. When in

full growth they revel in a good drenching, as last

year, 1894, being a wet season, Begonias stood out

in their glory, whilst the zonal Pelargoniums made
but a poor show. They continue to flower until the

autumn winds and frost put an end to further

growth, when they must be taken up and dried off,

as directed with the frame seedlings,

I may here mention that Begonias make a good
effect when used other ways than in the mass, such

as an oblong, oval, or round bed, dotted with Cannas,
or as a groundwork to subtropical beds, when these are

planted thinly and edged with bicolor and tricolor

Pelargoniums, edged with Lobelia or Pyrethrum, or

both; also in larger beds, where pyramid Fuchsias

are planted some distance apart, leaving room for

Begonias all round, edging with Golden Feather, and
Lobelia ac an outside finish.

Insects.

The Begonias are not much subject to insect pests,

but greenfly is sometimes troublesome if grown in

too much heat, or in too close an atmosphere. Pot-
plants are sometimes infested with a kind of rnst on
the stems and leaves, which some growers say is a

fungus, but I have found it more prevalent when in

too much heat in opring, also by sudden changes of

temperature, or draughts, by imperfect drainage—in
fact, by anything that would cause a check in their

growth, this rust causing the blooms and foliage to

curl, and to be very brittle, snapping off at the least

touch. When such is the case, stand them out in

the open air, and if not too far gone they will partly

recover themselves.

A small maggot or grub sometimes does much
mischief by eating the bulbs underneath, and if not

detected or destroyed will soon ruin them. It is

the same grub often found eating double Primulas,

Cyclamen, and Eeheveria retusa. It is the larva of

the Otiorhynchus aulcatus, a brownish, hard weevil,

about half an inch in length, and when disturbed,

closes itself somewhat, and appears inactive. It can

be caught at night when feeding. It will also eat the

shoots and bunches of the Vine, &2. ; and if in any

quantity they do a great deal of mischief. The grub

also gets into the Vine and Peach borders, and eats

the root?,

F rue t Register.—

<

THE SPITZENBERG APPLE.
The Spitzenberg Apple always brings a better

price per barrel than others, and the question was
recently asked of the conductors why it was that, as

this Apple brought a higher price, more of them were

not grown, and by thus well stocking the market

with them, bring the price down. This is a question

which could be answered only by those who grow

this Apple. Some say that the reason why it is

grown at all is that it comes into market at a time

when other varieties are scarce ; while others con-

tend that the peculiar flavour, so grateful to most

tastes, is what gives it more appreciation. It does

seem that only orchardists can answer this question.

Meehans' Monthly for August.

BeUBBE CtAIBGEAtJ Peab.

Among the higher classes of frnits, as well as

among Strawberries and other small fruits, there are

changes in popularity from one variety to another,

often without any apparent reason ; while there are

some that continue in popular favour for a long

time. Among Peara, one of the comparatively old

varieties, known as Beurre Clairgeau, is still in as

much demand to-day as it ever was, and is one of the

standard winter Pears. lis large size has recom-

mended it, as well as good colour and comparatively

high flavour. Meehans' Monthly for August,

The Week's Work.
THE OaCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

L/ELIA PUMILA. — The dwarf-growing Laelia

pumila and its varieties Dayana and prtustans are

very charming little plants when in flower. All of

them are best cultivated in small shallow pans, and
suspended close to the roof-glass. A small quantity

only of peat and sphagnum-moss is requisite for them
to root in, and this should always be kept fairly

moist, but now that the plants have commenced to

grow, and nntil this is completed, increased supplies

shonld be afforded. Through the summer the plants

have been in the cool-house, but it is now advisable

to remove them tc a light position in the inter-

mediate-house. The white scale is very hurtful to

them, and whenever it appears the pest must be

immediately eradicated,

MA8DEVALLIA8 —The majority of Masdevallias

are amongst the most easily cultivated of Orchids,
and if well grown they form a very prominent
feature in the cool-house. Such showy and brilliant-

coloured varieties as M. ignea, M. Yeitchiana, M.
amabilii, M. Mundyana, M. coccinea, and others,

have a splendid effect when arranged with the

lighter shades of colour in Odontoglossnms of the

critpum type. The dwarfer species, as M. Estradae,

M. Wageneriana, M. Wendlandiana, M. Armini, M.
racemosa, M. caudata Shuttle worthii, M. hiero-

glyphica, M. ionocharis, and the handsome hybrids,

M. Courtauldiana, &c, form lovely objects when
covered with their small but pretty flowers. These
dwarf-growing plants should be grown with their leaves

close to the roof-glass, and must never be allowed to

become very dry at the root. Instead of suspending

them we find that they succeed better when placed

npon a raised staging in a light position, where the

atmosphere can more easily be kept moist. Con-
trasting greatly in growth with these dwarf varieties,

is M. macrura, which has large thick fleshy leaves,

and is a veritable giant of the genus. This beautilul

species should at all seasons be kept at the warmest
part of the house, but if the temperature fall much

below 50° during winter this plant, and M. tovarensis,

M. ephippium. M. Trochilus, M. gargantua, M.
Schlimii, and M. elephanticeps, shonld be placed at

the coolest end of the intermediate division. Seldom
do we see a collection of Masdevallias free from

black marks and spotted leaves. The principal

cause of this is that the plants have had too much
moisture at the roots or in the atmosphere during

autumn and winter. Even in the snmmer they should

not be kept in a saturated condition, but be allowed

to become nearly dry each time before they are again

watered. This practice should be specially observed

during the next six months. Another canse of "spot"
is a low and uneven temperature daring the same
period, perhaps at a time when the atmosphere of the

house is at saturation point. The nearer the night

temperature during winter is kept to 50° the better,

but during exceptionally cold weather, when much
fire-beat becomes necessary, it may be allowed to drop

to 45°. Should the external air be above 45°, the

ventilators ought always to be freely used, and at

other times also a little air should be admitted.

TIME TO RE- POT.—Repotting is beat done at this

season, but it may be done in February if prefer-

able. Previous to this operation it is important that

water should be withheld from the plants for a few

days, that the roots being drier may be less injured.

It is not necessary to re-pot large healthy speci-

mens annually, unless there is insufficient pot-

room ; but if the compost has become decomposed,
this may be carefully picked out, and fresh material

substituted. Overgrown masses that are bad in the

centre must be divided and potted-up afresh, or they

may be carefully separated, and put into small pots

for propagating purposes. All the strong-growing

Masdevallias make many roots, and require propor-

tionate space for their development. The pots

should be two-thirds filled with drainage, and for

placing round the plants use good fibry peat

and living sphagnum in equal proportions, inter-

mixing it with a handful of crocks. Keep the base of

the plants about level with the rim of the pots, and
carefully work the compost between the roots. Pot
moderately firm, but not so hard that the water

cannot pass rapidly through the whole mass, The
critical time with Masdevallias is just after repotting,

it being an easy matter to over-water them. For a

few weeks water very sparingly, and as each plant

becomes re-established, gradually increase the supply.

The dwarf-tufted varieties already mentioned, and
the small but botanically-interesting species, as M.
gemmata, M. muecosa, and others, succeed in com-
paratively small pots or shallow pans : and such
species as M. leontoglossa, M. platyglossa, and M.
swertise folia, which produce their quaint flowers in a

downward direction, require baskets. The yellow-

flowered M. Davisii, M. Veitchiana, and M. Chel-

soni x frequently send up stray blooms during

autumn, which, if not required by the hybridist,

should be removed, so that the plants will give more
flowers in their proper seasons.

THE HARDY FKTJIT OABDEH.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Righclere Castle, Newbury.

SELECTION OF PLUMS FOR PLANTING —
When making a selection of Plums, intending

planters should not fail to include Rivers' Early

Favourite. As an early dessert Plum it is a grand
acquisition, ripening early in July, and being more-
over excellent in flavour. A few other good dessert

Plums I will mention in the order in which they

ripen:—Eirly Green Gage, The Czar, Oullin's

Golden, Djnniton's Superb, Huling's Superb,

Green Gage, Bryanston's Gage, Purple Gage,
Transparent Gage, Jefferson's, Kirke's, Wash-
ington, Coe's Golden Drop, Late Green Gage,
Monarch, Reine Claude de Brahy, Blue Imperatrice,

Ickworth Imperatrice, Late Rivers, Grand Duke.
A selection of good cooking varieties should include

the following :—Early Rivers or Early Prolific, Early

Orleans, Gisbornes, Victoria, Diamond, Prince of

Wales, Pond's Seedling, and Belle de Septembre.

STRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS—All Strawberry

planting should now be completed for the season.

If this has not been done, it will be best to put the

plants into nursery rows, and put them into per-

manent quarters early in the spring. YouDg plan-

tations now becoming established should be well

watered till they have a firm hold of the soil, and
are growing freely, then keep the surface well

stirred with the hoe, which, besides checking weeds,

will tend to render the young plants more robust and
healthy by the admission of warmth and air to the

soil. Do not neglecl to cut away runners from these

young plants, and the old plantations should be
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thoroughly cleaned, and all partially-decayed leaves

removed. This will give a neat appearance, and be

beneficial to the plants, by exposing the younger
leaves and crowns to the hardening influence of

nnlight and air.

WATERING FRUIT BORDER8.—If there be a con-

tinuance of the dry weather all fruit borders will re-

quire a thorough Boating of weak manure-water, or

sewage, as soon as the fruit is gathered, more especi-

ally under walls and in dry warm localities. This
will greatly assist trees that may be partially ex-
hausted by heavy cropping, and do much towards
restoring their vigour. In some instances also trees

perfecting their crops may be much benefited by
good waterings of liquid-manure, this being especi-

ally needful in the case of late Peaches and Pears.

Grape-vines, too, where the roots may be on dry
borders or under warm walls, should be encouraged
by waterings during the early part of September,
should dry weather prevail.

PLANTS CTWDBB GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park. Chichester.

THE CONSERVATORY. — Should this structure
require painting, the work should be undertaken as

soon as is possible, that the smell of the paint may
have time to depart before it is necessary to keep
the house closed. If, however, repainting is not
needed, the house should be overhauled and tho-
roughly cleansed. Remove and gradually dry off

Actiimenes and Gloxinias that have flowered. Thin
out the shoots of any climbers that have finished

flowering, to obtain as much light at possible. Of
course, Bignonias, Lapagerias, Bougainvilleas, Las-
iandras, &c, must be left until later. Wash all the
stages and pots, and see that every plant is perfectly

clean before being brought into the house. Azaleas
should be laid on their side and thoroughly syringed
with tobacco water or some good insecticide in case
of any thrip. Large Palms, Oranges, Mutas, Camellias,
Azaleas, &e. in large pots or tubs that have been
•tending outside, may then be brought in, the soil

loosened, and a top-dressing of Clay's fertiliser given
them. A few of the early Chrysanthemums of the
Madame Desgranges type, which are showing their

buds, should be brought in before the flowers open

;

also Lilium lancifolium, late Fuchsias, Vallotas,
Celosias, &c, to make the house look as bright as

possible through the autumn.

MIGNONETTE.—Put late plants of Mignonette
into their flowering pots, and pinch out all flowers to
encourage the planes to emit side shoots. Keep them
constantly tied, and place them in a little lighter

position to harden the wood. Syringe two or three
times daily. Plants intended for earlier use, and
which are now fall of roots, should receive plenty of

manure-water. A sprinkling of soot and Clay's
Fertiliser mixed together, will keep them green
and healthy. These should still have the flowers

picked off until about a month before they are
required.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS must be kept regularly

tied, and will now need disbudding, which must be
done carefully. All suckers Bhould be removed, and
the soil pricked over, and the plants given a top-
dressing of good loam, leaf-soil, and sand, with the
addition of a quantity of bone-meal and soot. Syringe
every few days with clear weak soot-water, which
will keep the foliage a good colour and help to pre-

vent irjury by earwigs, which are very abundant this

year. Plants affected with mildew should be placed
by themselves, and be dusted with flowers- of- sulphur.

TREE OR WINTER- FLOWERING CARNATION8.—
Carnations will need to be kept regularly tied, but
stopping should now be discontinued. If green- fly

has made its appearance, the pest should be checked
at once, or the plants will be disfigured and will not
flower satisfactorily. Syringe the plants at night,

and dust a little tobacco powder in the points of the
shoots, syringiDg this off the following morning.
When tying the plants, a sharp look-out should be
kept for disease, as this generally appears on the old
grast, and can be kept in check by cuttiDg it clean
ont and burning the affected parts. The Carnation-
house should be thoroughly cleaned, and the stages
and shingle washed, and it is a good plan to give the
house a thorough syringing with paraffio-and-watera
week or so before the plants are brought in.

the production of early crops, the repotting of these

plants must be done at once. The sooner this is

done when growth is completed, and before the foliage

falls, the better, as new roots form quickly during

the present month, and the trees will be thoroughly
established before they aro again placed in the

forcing-house. It may not be necessary in some
cases, when the trees are in a healthy and fruitful con-
dition, to repot the plants, a surface dressing of freBh

material being all that is required. In such cases, as

much of the old soil should be removed with a sharp-

pointed stick as possible without damaging the roots,

replacing this with good fresh loam, to which has been
added a dusting of crushed bones, some mortar-rubble,
and wood-ashes. Ham the compost quite firm with a
potting-stick, and make sure the drainage is quite

perfect, at the same time dislodge any worms by
watering with lime-water. Trees in an unhealthy
state should be turned out of their potr, and the
roots carefully examined, cutting away any portions

that are decayed,and removing all soil that has become
sour. After doing this, it may be better to repot
the trees into smaller pota for a season, and water
carefully until newroots are formed. Good drainage

and firm potting are two essential points to be

observed. After potting, the plants should be placed

on bricks or coal-ashes, watered carefully, and
syringed overhead during bright weather. Some
protection will be required during wet weather to

prevent the soil becoming saturated with water before

the roots are active. Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries will require similar treatment, but as these

are not forced so early as the former, these may be

left until later in the month.

VINE AND PEACH BORDERS.—Much of the old

soil may be removed from the borders in early houses,

and the borders extended or top-dressed, as the case

may require. The compost used should be in a fairly

moist condition, and consist of the same material as

recommended for trees in pote, but in a rougher

state. Avoid farm-yard manure, which is more
valuable as a top-dressing during the growing season

than as an ingredient in the compost. The border

should be beaten with the back of a fork to make it

quite firm. Continue to keep the foliage healthy by
syringing frequently.

good loam four parts, leaf-soil one part, burnt refuse

and mortar-rubble one part, and spent Mutbroom-
bed manure one part, with a little soot and bone-
meal added. Well mix this together, and put it in

the pits to warm before sowiDg the Beans, which
may be put in rows not nearer to each other than
2 feet. Choose varieties having dwarf, compact tops.

If Beans are to be grown in pots inside during the

winter, preparations for them should now be made.

Provide good drainage, and leave space for a top-dress-

ing. Afterwards when thinning the plants, put five in

an 8-inch pot, which is a very convenient size for use.

Cool frames or pits will be a suitable place for them
to be placed in at present. Grow them as hardy as

possible, but as the cool nights and damp weather

approach, afford a little covering at night, and a little

fire- heat also.

TOMAT08 on walls or trained to sticks should have

all side-shoots removed and some of the leaf's

shortened back, to expose the fruits to the sun and air

as much as possible. Look over the plants fre-

quently and remove all fruits that are colouring, and

place them in a light airy house to ripen.

FRUITS UlfDBa QLiASa.
.By Richard Parker, Gardentr, Goodwood. Chichester.

POTTING FRUIT TREES.—Where such fruits as

PeacheB, Nectarines, and Figs are grown in pots for

THE KITCHEN C3AHDEN.
By John Lambert, Gardiner, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

CELERY.—The Celery crop has advanced rapidly

of late, and that portion Intended for use until

Christmas, is quite ready for a preliminary earthing-

up. When it has been well cleaned and tied, apply

to the soil, along each side, a sprinkling of salt to

kill slugs and other pests. Sindringham Dwarf
White, and white varieties generally, are preferable

for early work, but red ones appear to me the better

able to withstand the winter. ' Provided strong

sturdy plants are at hand, a .late batch may still

be put out, and will be likely to be of use in the

spring.

GHERKIN8 FOR PICKLING should be gathered in

dry weather as they become fit. Do not allow them to

get too big, but try to obtain a large quantity ready

to cut at the same time. When the plants are

exhausted, have the heaps of manure well mixed by

turning, that it may be ready for garden purposes.

CHILLIES AND CAPSICUMS rf quired for pickling

purposes, if planted out in cool frames, may have the

lights placed over them to assiBtthe ripening process.

If they are outside in a favourable border, they may
ba carefully lifted and potted, and put in heat under

glass. Plants growing through the summer in pots

will produce an abundance cf fruit, without any

trouble in regard to ripening.

8PINACH.—Another sowing may be made of the

improved round-leaf variety for winter use. Allow

plenty of room between the rows, and do not tow

too thickly. Spinach is frequently ruined during

its early stage, owing to the crop being insufficiently

thinned. Use plenty of soot as a dretsiog for this

crop.

FRENCH BEANS.—Make another sowing of these

in heated pits or frames. Beans like a slight bottom-

heat from leaves and litter, but the material must be

well prepared first, to that the heat will last until

the crops are finished. If the pits have not already

been washed with hot lime, and the woodwork newly

painted or well scrubbed with soft-soap and water,

this work should be first performed. Let the manure

settle well down before addiDg the soil for the

Beans to grow in. The compost may consist of

THE PLOWEB GABBEN,
By Bailey Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Garden*. York.

PLEA8URE - GROUND8 AND FLOWER BED8.—
Grass lawns should be given close attention in

regard to mowing, sweeping, and rolling frequently.

If a heavy lawn-mower is used, there may be no

occasion to roll, but otherwise the appearance of a

lawn is very much improved by a heavy roller. For

large lawns there is none better than a good-tized

water- roll, the weight of which can be regulated as

desired. Takeout Plantain and other weeds from

the grass, either by digging with a knife, or a boy

may take a bottle of sulphuric acid and a thin iron

prod, which should be dipped into the acid and then

thrust into the centre of the weed. The opera-

tion requires care, however, that spota of the

acid are not dropped about. The iron should

only be wet ; it does not want a drop of

liquid on the end of it. Flower-beds are now lock-

ing well, and every endeavour should be made to

maintain this department as attractive as possible by

weeding beds and borders, trimming edgings and by the

removal of decayed flower-stems and leaves. When
cuttings are taken from Pelargonium- beds, it should

be carefully done, bo that the beds are not left untidy.

Small beds of Pelargoniums ought to be cut little or

none, and if a quantity of plants are put out in a

reserve garden to furnish cuttings, so much the better.

Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, and other Ameri-

can plants which have suffered from the drought,

will be greatly helped by thorough soakings of water.

Old flower trusses should be taken off, and everything

done to help them to complete their growth. Gravel

walks and roads require frequent hand-weeding, for

the use of the hoe and rake on gravel should be

avoided as much as possible. Notice should be

taken, while the leaves are still on the trees, of

deciduous trees or shrubs that require thinning.

The arrangement of trees and shrubs around a

mansion or villa residence requires much taste and

forethought ; overcrowding Bhould at all times be

avoided, and deciduous trees and shrubs are better

planted at a little distance, the preference being

given to bright- foliaged evergreen shrubs and conifer-

ous plants, which will give warmth and colour during

the winter months.

FORMATION OF NEW PLEASURE-GROUNDS. —
The formation of new pleasure-grounds, or con-

templated additions to old ones, should be arranged

for now, staking out the approach roads, paths, and

shrubbery sitet as soon as possible, that the work

may be taken in hand during the autumn. The

making of new paths is an expensive operation,

and their courses through parks and woodlands

should be well considered before commencing on

the work. The width of carriage - drives should

be so Si cient to allow carriagei to pass each other and

turn without difficulty. Regarding their formation,

the bottom should be well drained, and the

depth of road material not fewer than 12 inches.

The bottom may be made of chalk, free-stone, or

ballast, with 6 inchet of granite above it, and about

3 inches of fine gravel at the top. The surface matt

be made so that water will get quickly away. Foot-

paths do not require to be made so deep, but the

same material thould be used, and good drainage

given. The cleaning oat of ornamental water-

courses and ponds must be completed before the fine

weather is over.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication- — AU communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,
should "be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
should be written ox ose side okt/t of the papeb,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the urriter. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-
take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY.

Sept. 9

Sept. 10

MEETING.
i Royal Horticultural Society, in the

TUESDAY, Sept. 10-J Gardens at Chi-jwick. in connee-
f tion with the show of vegetables.

WEDNESDAY Sept h/^ ?^ Caledonian Horticnitnral
* \ (two days).

SALES.
/Tenth Great Annual Unreserved

Sale of Pot Plants at the Dyson's
Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmon-
ton, by order of Mr. H. E. May,
by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

^Great Annual Unreserved Sale of
Winter - blooming Heaths and
other plants at the Burnt Ash
Boad Nurseries, Lee, Kent, by
order of Mesirs. B. Mailer &, Sons,
by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

/Great Annual Unreserved Sale of
Winter - flowering and other
plants at the Nurserie?, South
Woodford, by order of Mr. John
Fraser, by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

/ Great Annual Unreserved Sale of

I

Heaths, Stove and Greenhouse
|

Plants, at the Brimsdown Nur-
series, Enfield Highway, by order
of Mr. John Mailer, by Protheroe
& Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

/Great Annual Unreserved Sale of
winter-blooming Heaths, at the
Longlands Nurseries, Sidcnp, by
order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans,

13\. by Protheroe & Moiris.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris"
Booms,

Orchids at Protheroe & Morris.*

V Booms.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. II

THURSDAY, Sept. 12

FBIDAY, Sept.

SATURDAY. Sept »*
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EJfSTT-

LNG WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHEWICK.-58\i

Apple trees
A correspondent, writing from

trained on a Scotland recently, remarks on
rcof. and other some Apple trees which he had

seen trained over the roof of a

cottage in that country, and on the rarity of snch
an occurrence in these islands. It is perhaps
one proof the more of the manner in which
we neglect our opportunities, and let in the out-

sider, with his well-ripened, high-coloured, nioe-

looking fruits. There are only two reasons why
our oountry cousins should not utilise the walls

of briok, wood, &o., of their barns, stables, and
dwellings, in growing, not only the tenderer
varieties of Apples and Pears, but Grapes, Figs,

Peaches, Apricots, the finer dessert Plums, the
Lawton, and other American Blackberries, and
those reasons are the lack of secure tenancy in the
case of those who rent houses and land, and the
want of compensation for improvements. It may
be alleged that the average farmer, and cottagers

and villagers generally, lack the requisite know-
ledge ; but that will, we hope, soon be altered by
the peripatetic lecturers of the various County
Councils. And we ought soon to have a body of

young folk in all parts of the country, who having

attended these horticultural courses, will be quite

competent to afford advice on the management
of fruit trees to those who need it, and also per-

form the neeessary operations wherever it may
be desired. Indeed, there seem to be openings in

this line which would, in a short time, give em-
ployment to many a man and woman too, who
now hardly knows, in the crowded state of nearly

all'industries, what to turn his or her hand to, to

earn the wherewithal to exist in comfort. We
have the jobbing gardener, but he is too often a

"puir silly body," with a very small amount of

the necessary knowledge. In the matter of fruit

trees and bushes he is either a ruthless primer,

pruning without knowledge, or he sniggles here

and there, and makes thickets of them. Eoughly
speaking, all the kinds of fruits we have named,

can be readily grown in soil that is well-drained,

and fairly fertile by Nature or art, in the

country south of a line drawn from King's

Lynn to Chester, the Grapes, Figs, and Peaches,

having south or east walls ; and Pears and

Apples, and perhaps, Figs and Apricots north of

that line, with protection during the winter for

the Figs, and in the spring for the last-named

when in blossom.

We have received the following

Retirement ' communication from the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society

relating to the circumstances connected with the

retirement of Mr. Barrox from the manage-
ment of the gardens at Chiswick :

—
"Royal Horticultural Society,

"117, Victoria Street, S.W., Sept. 2, 1895.

"The Council of the Royal Horticultual Society

haye read with surprise and regret the remarks
which haye lately appeared in some of the horticul-

tural newspapers with regard to Mr. Babbon's

retirement. The Council have for some time had
before them the desirability of making considerable

changes in the gardens at Chiswick, and in the early

part of this year they determined to initiate these

changes in the near future.

"Folly aware of the value of Mr. Babbox's

services for upwards of thirty years, recognising

that he had well earned and thoroughly deseryed a

retiring pension, and anxious to show him every

consideration, the Council felt that at his age they

could not fairly place upon him the burden of such

a re-organisation as they contemplated ; and they

considered that they were consulting his best in-

terests as well as those of the Gardens in offering

him retirement on an allowance of £180 a-year.

" In replying to the council's communications, Mr.
Babbon thanked them for their generous recognition

of his claims, accepted their proposal, and tendered

hu resignation from Jan. 1, 1896. The Council are

glad to know and to be able to assure the Fellows of

the Society that he is perfectly satisfied.

"Haying acted justly and generously towards Mr.
Babbon, as they believe and to his satisfaction, the

Council deemed the matter settled, and were them-
selves intending to promote a testimonial to him on
his retirement, when they found that steps in that

direction had already been taken.
" The Council regret to find that they are charged

with discourtesy towards the Chiswick Board. The
charge rests on their appointment of a special com-

mittee to advise them as to the future of the Gardens
without communication with the board. They freely

admit that it would have been advisable to have

conferred with the board on the appointment of this

committee. To any members of the board who may
have felt themselves slighted at their omission to do

so, they offer a frank expression of regret. They
need scarcely say that the omission was due to an
oversight, and not to any intentional discourtesy.

" By order of the Council,

" W. Wiles, Secretary."

The Testimonial to Mr. Barron.—We
have received the following from Sir Tbeyob Law-

bence, Bart. :— ,: While I cannot but think it unfor-

tunate that the proposal to present a testimonial to

Air. Babeon on his retirement from the service of

the Royal Horticultural Society should be mixed up

with an attack on the Council, I should be sorry

were this to prevent anyone from subscribing to a

well-deserved recognition of the work of an old and

valued eervant of the Society. I have pleasure in

enclosing my own subscription, and tmBt that all

will unite in promoting an object which cannot fail

to secure complete and general sympathy.

—

Tbeyob

Lawhence."

We have been requested to state that in

consequence of several members of the Fruit Com-
mittee having expressed a desire to be associated

by their contributions with the general testimonial

that has been inaugurated, the proposal to present

a special one from the Fruit Committee to Mr.

Babbon as Secretary will not now be proceeded with,

as it could only have merit if shared in unanimously.

It is, however, the earnest wish of the promoters, that

on his retirement from office the Council Bhonld still

seek to preserve Mr. Baehon's unique knowledge to

the committee by offering him the position of a life

membership of that body, with which he has been so

long and so honourably connected.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society will be

at Chiswick Gardens on Tuesday, Sept. 10. Prizes

are offered in forty different classes for vegetables,

and a good show is anticipated. In addition to the

vegetables, however, the usual collections of hardy

plants, Orchids, cut flowers, fruit, &c, will be

received at Chiswick, and any new or rare specimens

will be examined by the various committees, which

meet there at twelve o'clock noon. At half-past one

there will be a vegetarian luncheon arranged by A.

Hills, Esq., President of the Vegetarian Federal

Union ; and at three o'clock a lecture on " Garden

Manures," by Mr. W. G. Watson, will be read. Ex-

hibits may be removed at six o^lock.

Sydney Botanic Garden (tee Supplementary

Illustration).—We are indebted to the veteran curator

of the Sydney Botanic Garden for the accompanying

illustration of a group of Palms, with a mass of the

blue Nymphsea etellata in the lake in the foreground.

The Water-Lily had forty-one flowers open at the

same time within a space of 4 feet in diameter.

Nymphsa stellata is a tropical species, but M.

Latoub Maeliac has enriched our gardens with a

whole series of lovely varieties quite hardy in this

country.

The "Journal of the Royal Horticul-
tural SOCIETY."—The last number of the Journal

completes the nineteenth volume, and is a worthy

successor to those that have preceded it. It contains

most of the papers read at the Drill Hall meetings in

the spring, including Mr. Bakeb's revision of recent

work in the genus Primula, and Dr. Mobeis' excellent

account of the plants and gardens of the Canary

Islands, a substantial addition to our knowledge.

The Journal reflects credit on the Society, and

secures for the country Fellows a return for their

subscription that they would not otherwise obtain.

Devonshire Technical Instruction Com-
mittee.—Mr. Chas. Bebby, horticultural lecturer to

the East Suffolk County Council Technical Instruc-

tion Committee, has been appointed instructor of

horticulture by the Devonshire County Counci', and

will enter upon his duties at the end of the month.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
meeting of the general committee took place on

the 26th ult., Mr. B. Wynne in the chair. The
Secretary, having announced the death of Mr.

Aethdb Wobtley, who in the early days of the old

Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum Society had filled

the office of Secretary, the following resolution was

unanimously passed:
—

" That this committee places

on record an expression of the sorrow with which it

has heard of the recent death of Mr. Abthcb
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Wohtlet, formerly Secretary of the Stoke Newirjg-

ton Chrysanthemum Society, to which office he waa
elected in 1851, and bears in grateful remembrance
his services to the Society, and to the Chrysanthe-
mum in that capacity, and bIbo as an old cultivator

and exhibitor of the 'golden flower.'" It was
further resolved that a copy of this resolution be sent
to the relatives of Mr. Abthob Woetlet. Mr. Geo.
Walkeb, Paddington, and Mr. W. A. Holmes,
son of the late Secretary to the Society, were
eltcted to vacancies on the general committee ; and
Mr. J. McHattie, The Gardens, Strathfieldsaye, to
a vacancy on the Floral Committee. A schedule
revision sub-committee was appointed to revise the
schedules of prizes for September, October, and
December. The Jubilee celebration sub-committee,
appointed to prepare a scheme for the proper cele-

bration of the Jubilee of the Society in 1896, made
a report, and the same was accepted, a committee
being appointed to carry out the same. Twenty-
three ordinary members and two Fellows were
elected.

The Effects of Lightning.—Daring one of

the recent severe thunderstorms, three Scotch Firs
on the outskirts of the wood, about 50 yards from
my cottage, were struck by lightning. Ai I have
never before heard of several trees being thus struck
at once, I send a few particulars, which may be of
interest to your readers. The trees, measured from
centre to centre, form an obtuse-angled triangle,
whose sides are 17 feet 6 inches, 12 feet, and 10 feet

respectively. The largest of the trees is 50 inches
in girth at 3 feet from the ground, and the smallest
28 inches. The trees vary very considerably (more
than 10 feet) in height, and they are surrounded by
other Fir trees, many of which are more lofty than
these. The irjared trees are marked in the usual
way by vertical lines, from which both the outer and
the inner bark has been stripped. There are no
signs that the lightning has passed from tree to tree,

and I presume that one discharge has become sepa-
rated over this considerable area. It would be inter-

esting to learn whether similar instances of the
effects of lightning have been recorded in this

country. Gilbebt E. Redgbave, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,
Grove Dale, Abinger, August 26. The Times.

THE WORLD'S Wheat CROPS.—The Hun-
garian Minister of Agriculture at Buda-Pesth, on
Friday evening published the aggregate results of,

the data obtained from the reports of the various
consuls, agricultural specialists, and other corre-

spondents, concerning the world's Wheat crops for

the season 1895. The total production of Wheat
in the import countries (that is, the countries which
have to supplement their home productions of
cereals by imports from abroad) is estimated at

264,160.000 hectolitres, or 749,422,000 bushelo, and
the production in the export countries is estimated
at a total of 582,200,000 hectolitres, or 1.651,701.000
bushels, making the total Wheat crop of the world
this year 846 360 000 hectolitres, or 2 401123.000
bushels. The Minister has also amended the esti-

mate published at the end of August last year of
the 1894 crops, by increasing his then estimate of
the total yield of 872,780 000 hectolitres, or
2 476 000 000 bushels, by 55,000,000 hectolitres to
928.COO.000 hectolitres, or 2.632.736.C0O bushels
thus making this year's world's crop of Wheat
82.000.000 hectolitres, or 232,000,000 bushels,
smaller than that of last year. Agricultural Gazette,
Auguit 26.

THE NELUMBIUM IN EGYPT.—Readers who recall

the interesting notes on this subject published in these
columns in the spring from the pens of Dr. Bonavia
and Mr. Fljndebs Feteie, will be interested in the
following extract from Garden and Forest of Aug. 21

:

—" The purpose of this note is simply to call

attention to the fact that in the Abbot Collection
n( Egyptian Antiquities, now the property of the
New York Historical Society, and on exhibition in
the rooms of the Society in the City of New York,
there are specimens of the leaves of Nelnmbiuin
speciosum, obtained from Egyptiam tombs, wonder-

fully well preserved after the lapse of twenty or

thirty centuries."

Introduction of the Bermuda Lily.—
The Bermuda Lily wa« first brought to America from

the Island of Bjrmuda in 1876, by Mrs. Thomas P.

Saeqent, Assistant Purchasing A»ent of the Penn-
sylvania Railroid. When she was leaving the

island, in the spring of that year, two friends residing

there gave her a few of the Lily bulbs. Upon her

arrival at her home she presented some of them to

Mr. Robebt Ceawfoed, a near- by florist, who about

a year later sold the increase to Mr. William Habkis,
of Philadelphia. He began growing the bulbs, and
offered them to the public, with the addition of his

name, as Lilium Harrisii. Mrs. Sabgent was an
invalid for many years. Her honn in the suburbs of

Philadelphia was a centre for all that is lovely in

plant growth, and her life was a9 beautiful and bene-

ficent as the choice Sowers with'whicb she surrounded

herself. Tick's Magazine. [We want to know now
how the Japanese Lily came to be cultivated in

Bermuda ?]

Bicolor Pi.UM.—Through Mr. Ladhams, of

Shirley, near Southampton, we have received purple

and yellow Plums taken from the same tree. It

appears that the occurrence has happened t vo years

in succession. The case is similar to the occurrence

of black and white Grapes on the same Vine, and of

reaches and Nectarines on the same shoot, and is

probably due to a separation of previously mixed
characteristics, but what causes the sadden change

is quite unknown.

The Cedar of Goa —The last part of the

Boletim da Sociedade Broteriana contains a Portuguese

translation of Dr. Mastees' paper on the Cedar of

Goa by Professor Henbiqces. The Professor adds

a note that the structure of the slab of wood found

beneath the surface of the soil in the Azores island

is identical with that of Janiperus brevifolia ; and
microscopical specimens which he has been kind

enough to submit to us amply bear oat his opinions.

Janiperas brevifolia in the island of S. Jorge attains

a height of over 3 me'.res, and the trunk a circum-

ference of 1 m. 30 c.

Publications Received.— The Amateur Orchid

Cultivators* Guide Book. 2nd edit., by H. A. Bub-
bebey. Published by Blake & Mackenzie, Liver-

pool.

—

Analytical Key to the Natural Orders of
Flowering Plants! by Fbanz Thoknee. Published

by Messrs. Swan, Sonnenschein & Co., London.

Home Correspondence.

APOGAMIC FERN8—It is with surprise that I

learn from Mr. Druery's paper on apogamic Ferns
(Gardeners' Chronicle, August 24), that Nephrodium
i. Last real paleaceum var. cristatnm (Created Male
Fern), is according to De Bary, destitute of arche-

gonia, and therefore that varieties cannot be raised

from its spores. The original plant was found at

Charleston, in Cornwall, and as far back as 1857 the
late Mr. James, of Vauvert, gave me fertile pinnae,

and from these some hundreds of plants were raised.

I gave a pinna to Mr. Clift, of Balsall Heath, and
from these there must have been nearly a thousand
seedlings. Between 1862 and 1863 a large number
of seedlings were raised at Highfield House, and
amongst them were varieties Belferi and Winstanlvi,
the latter described in Our Native Ferns, in 1869.
Other crosses were made subsequently, notably with
variegatum (a normal but variegated variety of N.
Filix mas) ; in this batch of several hundred plants

every seedling was created, and had more or less the

characters of criBtatutrj. Mr. Wollaaton of Chiael-

hurst. Mr. Sim of Foot's Cray, Mr. Clapham and
Mr. Glass of Scarborough. Mr. Willson of Whitby,
Mr. Fox of Bristol, and D\ Lyell of Newbury, all

raised plants of this Fern. Mr. Sim raised one known
as cristatum-angustatum, and Mr. Lyell several

distinct congested forms; although apogamic, never-
theless archegonia must have been present, or no varie-

ties could have resulted. In 1890 I bad a pan of

Scolopendrium prothalli in which the whole of

them merely developed into thorns, eventually

forming a bunch of thorns, and afterwards producing
several curious fronds, but they reverted to thorns,

and are now all dead. Qaite recently botanists told

us that it was impossible to cross Ferns, and also that
onlv one plant spruDg up from each prothallns. From
1867, year after year, this was pointed rut to be in-

correct, but it was nearly twenty years before Fern
crossingwasacknowledged;and,aB regards plants from
a single protballus, two, three, four, and five have
resulted, and further by dividing and sub dividing a
prothalluB nearly 100 plants can be produced, and
moreover, these divisions can be continued until some
of them have none of the original prothallus ; after

this, new generative organs are formed, and much
more prolific in offspring. E. J. Lowe, FM S. PS.

—

Additional information on the varieties ot Nephro-
dium paleaceum can be found on p. 90 of Fern Growing,

and p. 138 of British Ferns and where found. E. J. L.

CYPRIPEDIUM X LORD DERBY.— Referring to the

paragraph in Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 245, on Cypri-
pedium X Lord Derby, in which Mr. Statter is Baid

to have written that the plant " W. R. Lee" being

dead, there was not another plant of the same
parentage that had bloomed which waa alive. I beg

to say that I have such a plant, its parentage being

C. auperbiena x C. Elliotianum. The plant bloomed
and was shown at the same Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting at which " W. R. Lse " received an
Award of Merit. I showed my plant under the

name of " C. Mabellianum." I obtained it from
MesarB. Sander as a seedling, it is still alive and
doing well, although I do not think it will flower again

this year. Walter C. Clark, Orleans House, Sefton Park,

Liverpool,

WASPS.—These pests have only juit made their

appearance in force in my garden in the Fen district

of Lincolnshire. Last year they took the whole of

my early Peara fully six weeks before the present

date. It often happens that they make their nest in a

thatched roof or stack, in which case fire is out of the

question ; under these circumstances, and indeed in

most others, my plan is as follows :—Take a wide-

mouthed bottle, with a closely- fitting cork, through

which pass a short piece of glass tube ; to the top

end of this tubs an india-rubber tube about

2 feet in length is attached. Sulphide of iron is

placed in the bottle, and just covered with water,

the end of the india-rubber tube is inserted into the

hole, which leads to the neBt, and packed round
with damp clay or earth to prevent the escape

of gas, strong hydrochloric acid is then ponred
into the bottle, and the cork at once inserted.

Sulphuretted hydrogen is generated, and not a wasp
will be left alive in ten minutes. Sulphuretted

hydrogen is the gas which give] the smell to a rotten

egg, and in its concentrated form, as thus applied,

is a deadly poison to all organic life. I took four

nests laBt year by this means in a little more than

half an hour, and one was in a thatched roof covered

with Ivy. Of course, the operation should be con-

ducted at night, when the wasps are all at home. B. K,

CHI8WICK VEGETABLE SHOW.—Kindly permit

me to suggest to all who may be engaged in the

work of judging the vegetables at Chiswick on
Tuesday next, that «ome effort be made, not merely

to have all the judgments in harmony, but also that

standards of excellence be also, so far as the respective

exhibits will allow, be set up. The propoaed code

of judging, which includea instructions as to the

standards of excellence in vegetables, is unfortunately

not yet ready. Were it available, much help

towards securing the desired result might have been
furnished. Failing that, and knowing how severely

judgments by the Rjyal Horticultural Society are

criticised and utilised as standards elsewhere, the

preaent opportunity to exhibit higher and con-

aiatent ideals in relation to liza, form, quality, &c,
is so important that it can hardly be too fully

utilised. In no description of produce at exhibitions

does there aeem to be found in making awarda more
diveraity than in connection with vegetables. At
Chiawick, apart from theae collections, there are

separate classes for twenty-eight kinds, affording

ample scope for the selection of the best forms and
highest quality. The opportunity is so good a one

that it cannot be more worthily utilised. A. D.

TOMAT08 AT MR. W. LAWRENSON'8 NURSERY,
EAGLE6CLIFFE FARM —I had the pleasure to look

over these nurseries recently, and aome of the

Tomatoa which I saw growiDg there were to my
mind perfect. Mr. Lawrenson, who believes in

doing things well, baa now obtained, through

years of careful selection, three distinct varieties of

Tomatos, which are grown under exactly similar

treatment as some other crack varieties, and which

have outdistanced the latter by far. All are very
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free setters, bearing large clusters of even, good-
sized, handsome deep fleshy scarlet fruit, the lowest
bunches lying almost on the rims of the pots. The
clusters are borne on sturdy short-jointed single

rods 7 to 8 inches apart—the height of the
rods is about 8 feet. Mr. Lawrenson informs me
that the yield per plant, when all are ripened off,

is 12 to 14 lb. This is a good performance for

spring-sown plants, gro>vn in 9-inch pots, and
merely set on a thick sod 1.5 inches square. Of
course, the plants are well supplied with manurial
aids to growth. I have never, during many years of

experience in Tomato culture, seen anything to

equal these Tomatos at Eaglescliffe, and I am glad

to hear that Mr. Lawrenson intends to send seed of

them out next spring. Tomato growers who have
now to compete with foreign cultivators of Tomatos
sending over very large quantities, will welcome
varieties which can be thoroughly depended upon
for sure cropping, as a good many of my friends

will have found out by now that Tomato growing
is not all profit. Expcrien'.ia docet.

THE LARGE CEDAR TREE AT BEECHWOOD PARK,
HERTFORDSHIRE. — Seeing the account of large

Cedars in your issue of August 3. 1 am reminded of a
fine specimen which now stands in Beechwood Park,
Herts, the seat of Sir Egbert Sebright, Bart. The
height of it is close upon 100 feet, and the circum-
ference of the stem, .5 feet from the ground, is

29 feet. I feel sure Mr. Freeman, the gardener
there, would be pleased to corroborate my statement.
67. Shepherd, The Lilies, Aylesbury.

"THE SWEET LITTLE, DEAR LITTLE, SHAMROCK
OF IRELAND."— Referring to Mr. Tuckwell's note on
the above in your issue of August 10, I must, as an
Irishman, express the opinion that he is mistaken in

his idea that " Shamrock is a name common to all

triphyllate plants found growing on March 17." Any-
body who has seen the careiul searching in the
fields a few days prior to March 17, will have noticed
that in gathering specimens of the national badge,
the Irishman does not always pick up the first

trifoliolate plant he meets, but that with the greatest
care he proceeds to select what he regards as the
true species, which, he will tell you, is known by its

small, perfectly green leaves, and wiry much- branched
stems, characteristics which are certainly more
marked in Trifolium minus than in any other
species. Living, as I have always done, in the
south of Ireland, I have many times watched my
neighbours Shamrock-gathering. I have had Sham-
rocks brought to me by people who professed to
know the real plant, and have often examined the
sprays sold in the streets and shops for sending to
friends abroad as well as those worn on St. Patrick's
Day, and as a result, am convinced that for Irishmen,
in the south at any rate, there is but one true Sham-
rock, and that is, without doubt, Trifolium minus.
T. repens and Medicago, I believe, are used only in
mistake by those who are not observant enongh to
notice that there are more kinds ot Trefoil than one,
and I have seen such an individual wearing T. repens,
laughed at for bis ignorance in decorating himself
with" Clover. ' That T. minus is regarded through-
out Ireland as the Shamrock by those whose interest
it is to know it, is, I think, fairly demonstrated by
the fact that flowering specimens of it are offered for

sale during the summer months to tourists by the
guides and peasants at Killarney ; and also by the
fact that in Dublin, Belfast, and Cork, the manu-
facturers of Christmas and St. Patrick's Day cards
on which sprays of natural shamrock are mounted,
so far as I have observed, invariably use this species.
While Irishmen are patriotic enough to seek for and
wear the Shamrock, Mr. Tuckwell need not fear that
they will share his belief that any other plant will do
as well as the pretty little one known botanically as
Trifolium minus. While on the subject of national
emblems, perhaps Mr. Tuckwell or some other cor-
respondent would kindly inform us which of the
native thistles is the typical Scotch plant, or which
of the twenty species and eighty-three varieties of
British wild Rose enumerated in the London Catalogue
of British Plants (9;h ed,), we are to regard as the
floral emblem of old England. R. A. Phillips, Cork.
August 22, 1895.

FOOD REQUIREMENT OF THE CHRYSANTHE-
MUM.—I have read Mr. M. P. Andersen's remarks
on the above subject, which appeared on p. 181 in
your recent issue. Your correspondent, in telling us
of his experiment with Chrysanthemums, exhibits
some lack of knowledge of the subject. He tells

us:—"I have got a complete analysis of the soil,"

which he calls light and poor, and yet, further on,

he says :—" My soil is rather rich in potash," and
this, together with the remark that it is a fibry turf,

naturally leads one to suppose the soil is not so poor
after all. Be this as it may, I for one should like

to have seen its analysis. Another point I noticed
in connection with the soil was the quantity of

rubbish he mixed with it (two parts out of five)

;

surely this substance would not improve it very
much, for although this is a good thing to put on
land or mix with border soil, it cannot be recom-
mended for pot plants, especially such vigorous
growers as Chrysanthemums. But to return to the
question which concerns us most, i.e., the use of
artificial manures. I noticed yonr correspondent
used an entirely different manure to that recom-
mended either by Mr. Willis or myself—with what
result? He says:—"The plants made but little

progress, the leaves were small and of a yellowish-
green colour." And why ? Because they were
lacking one of their most essential food constituents,

viz., nitrogen. " If the plants have not a sufficient

supply of nitrogen in the soil, it can be detected by
a lack of vigour in their growth ; the plants look
hard and stunted, the leaves are of a pale yellowish
colour, and the growing point is weak" (p. 6 of
Manures and their Application, by W. Dyke). But
then your correspondent will perhaps say, did

I not give them 4 per cent, of nitrogen
in the mixture I used ? Yes, that is quite
true, but who, with the most elementary knowledge
of manures, would mix two substances like basic slag

and sulphate of ammonia together ? The caustic

lime contained in the slag (about 50 per cent.) would
at once combine with the sulphuric acid which is united
with—and holds—the ammonia, liberating the latter

as a gat, which would then escape into the atmo-
sphere and be lost. Mr. Andersen says he " has a
good supply of nitrogen in the stable-manure." He
evidently does not know that 1 ton of farmyard-
manure only contains 12 lb. of nitrogen, and this

chiefly as organic nitrogen. The nitrogen in the
stable-manure and fibres of the turf could only
become very slowly available for the use of the plant,
and in my experiments with Chrysanthemums I have
found there is nothing which stimulates their growth
like nitrate of soda and potash. A nitrate I have
recently used for experiment changed the colour of
the foliage from a pale yellowish- green colour to a
very dark olive-green in three days. The nitrate in

question is ammonium-nitrate, which contains twice
as much nitrogen as nitrate of soda. Care must be
taken when using this substance, or the plants may
be injured. If plants be overfed with artificial

manures, they would not have the appearance as
described by Mr. Andersen, as their foliage would
look very dark green; this can soon be remedied by
keeping the soil rather dry for a time. Your cor-
respondent thought his mixture was in accordance
with the requirements of the Chrysanthemum. But
why, when giving us the analysis, did he omit to
say that the mixture also contained 29 per cent, of
sulphuric acid and 19 per cent, of chlorine ? The
plants only rfquire 4.} per cent, of the former and
3 per cent, of the latter ingredients. The chlorine
would most probably unite with lime, forming chloride
of lime, a substance very injurious to vegetation.
Your correspondent asks, " What result such a
quantity of artificial manure as I recommended
would have ? " Why did he not try its effect as
recommended, and report the results ? and not try
something entirely different, and then Bay "theory
has here without any caution being used, given very
dangerous advice." It would have been so had he
proved the quantity was too strong for the plants,
but from experiments I have carried out with Chrys-
anthemums I can say that the quantity can be used
with safety, although it might be advisable to use
lesser quantities with very fertile soils. In conclusion,
I think, the past thirteen years of practical experience
has taught me not to recommend anything I have
not tried myself and found beneficial. There are

very few plants which will stand with advantage so

mnch feeding as Chrysanthemums, providing the
mechanical condition of soil be well looked after.

W. Dyke, Turnford, Herts.

VEITCH'S CLIMBING FRENCH AND SUTTON'8
TENDER-ANDTRUE BEANS—It seems a great pity

that the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society should have raised the question as to whether
Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son or Messrs. Sutton &
Sons have the prior claim to the name of this Bean,
and then left it to others to decide. However, there
need be no difficulty in the matter, for the official

receipt of the Royal Horticultural Society granted
to Mr. Ward in 1885 establishes, beyond ques-

tion, precedence in favour of his Bean — now
in the hands of Messrs. Veitch. As Messrs.
Sutton's Bean was not mentioned in the Chis-
wick Report until 1891, there is a priority

in favour of the Exeter Bean of six years. It can-
not matter one jot to the committee, as a whole, to
whom shall be awarded the right of naming by virtue

of priority, but it does matter in the interests of

horticulture that fair play shall obtain in all its

transactions. As there is to be a large gathering of

vegetable growers at Chiswick on September 10,

perhaps that would be a suitable occasion on which
to set at rest the question at issue, for then, pro-
bably, there may be a fuller meeting of the com-
mittee. H. E.

PRIVATE GARDENS AND GARDENERS versus

CHISWICK.—With the temperate remarks of your
leader, p. 244, on Mr. Barron's retirement, no one
can find fault, for if a wrong has been done, it should

be righted ; but as much cannot be said of the
closing paragraphs of the leader on p. 234, where
comparisons are instituted betweea Chiswick and
private gardens that cannot tend to promote that
sympathy from the craft that the writer claims for

the cause he pleads ; while his ignorance of the
duties of gardeners in private places shows that he,

at least, is no judge. I gather from his remarks
that the only things about which gardeners in private

places are able to form an intelligent opinion about,

are " such elementary matters as digging, mowing,
tree-nailing, and pruning, and the like matters ;

"

while the things they know nothing about,

but which it appears handicaps Chiswick, are

the Iobs of time attending meetings, the labour

of noting trials, gathering and packing fruits, flowers,

and plants, conducting visitors round, &c, for all of

which the superintendent has " nothing to show."
This will amuse gardeners in places of any preten-

sions, where a large establishment is never off their

shoulders from January to December, who have to

grow and pack fruits, flowers, and vegetables almost
daily with scrupulous care (having cooks and con-

fectioners as well as employers to study instead of

only '' Fellows "), and send to London and to shooting-

lodges or wherever their employers happen to go—who
at home have daily to set aside men to serve the house
with the same, not to mention the laborious ice

supply by half-tons at a time, nor the large portion

of each day the men are taken off to fill vases and
dining-rooms with cut flowers and plants, watering

them, &c, before a stroke can be done in the garden
proper in work involving foresight, skill, taste, and
judgment. In addition to these, throw in a
school, and a church or two, an agent's garden
and vinery, half - a - dozen lodge gardens, and
several gardens of employer's friends, absorbing
annually some thousands of plants, involving lists and
correspondence on almost every horticultural top

:
c,

and you have some idea, and no exaggerated one, of

work in private gardens for which there is nothing

to Bhow. We expect, as a matter of course, visitors

by the hundred, and often at a time rend« zvousing

in the grounds, bazaars for charitable objects mono-
polising the staffs time, cricket grounds, tennis

courts, and the fire-brigade drilled half a day every

two weeks, which are nothing. No! the plea on this

head for any society's garden had better be abandoned,

because it is trash, and it is a pertinent question,

if the plea even had any force, why gardeners

from private places have usually been appointed

to Chiswick, and why men like Thompson;,

McEwan, and others succeeded so well ? I say

nothing about the work most gardeners perform

outside, " digging and mowing," &c, the experiments

they carry on without fee or reward, the facts they

are continually recording in the Gard. Chron. and
elsewhere, and their record in the annals of

horticulture generally, where comparisons would
be dangerous. Some of your correspondents

are inconsistent, I say nothing about the wisdom
of employing private gardeners under present circum-

stances to inspect Chiswick, but as it is admitted that

Chiswick is chiefly devoted to growing fruit, &c, for

market, and to testing vegetables, fruits, and flowers,

for private gardens, the choice in such a case would
certainly be limited to gardeners or market gar-

deners, or both. You are right in Btating in

your note appended to my letter last week,

that I am, perhaps, not aware how the money
has been spent at Chiswick, but I know how far

a pound will go in a garden, and I will throw in

say, one-third of the £1324 for the renovations and

repairs mentioned—a very liberal annual allowance

—and which would leave about £90 per acre for

management, fuel, and sundries, &c.—an allowance
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which I have never known to be granted in the best which at present centres in this part of the Arctic
gardens, except, perhaps, where the hot-houses and regions, the results, especially as to the movements
early forcing werOnnch greater than usual, and the of the ice, are of much importance. From the
fuel bill high

;
and;enquiry>ill, I feel lore, prove as account which has been . forwarded to the Royal

Fig. 51.

—

disa kewensis x : colour rosy-cbimsok, purple spotted,

from the royal gardens, kew.

much. Experimental work is neither more expen-
sive nor more harassing than private gardening, to
say the least. Head.

NOVAYA ZEMLYA.
An expedition, organised by Mr. H. J. Pearson,

left England in the end of May with the intention of

visiting Novaya Zemlya. In view of the interest

Geographical Society, we learn that the members of

the party were Mr. H. J.Pearson, Mr. C. E. Pearson,

the Rav. H. H. Slater, and Colonel Feilden. Leaving
Vardo in the steam yacht Saxon on June 14, a

course was laid for Nameless Bay, in the north-west

of Novaya Zemlya. The ice conditions in Barents Sea

were found to be extremely unfavourable. Impene-
trable pack was met with about SO miles from the

west coast of Novaya Zemlja, trending towards the
north-west, and several days were spent in cruis-

ing along the edge of the heavy ice to the south-
east. Erery likely bight in the pack was entered,
and in some cases these indentations were followed
for 20 to 30 miles, but invariably heavy polar ice

barred the way, and the yacht had to leturn to open
water. Coal running short, the vessel bore up for

Vardo to refill. The members of the expedition
were landed on the Marman coast of Russian Lap-
land, near Sviatoi Nos, where they went into camp.
A week was spent there profitably in ornithological,

botanical, and geological investigations. Ou the

return of the yacht from VardtJ, a second attempt
was made to reach Novaya Zemlya. The pack was
again met with in about the same meridian as

before, but, a fortunate lead showing, the vessel ran
some 40 miles through the pack, and found a space

of open water about the centre of Goose Land.
Unfortunately, a dense, impenetrable pack of 8 to 10
miles in width was jammed against the shore, and
this formed a connection with the main pack offNorth

and South Goose Capes ; in fact, the vessel lay in a large

water-hole. An attempt was made to press the

yacht towards North Goose Cape, in the hope of

open water being found in the direction of Miller

Bay, which resulted in the little vessel being nearly

beset in the pack ; but eventually the large pool of

open water off Goose Land was regained. The
wind now shifted to the south-east, and the lead by
which the yacht had entered closed entirely. The
pack came up from the direction of Mezbdusharsky
Island, and hour by hour the water-pool contracted.

Again coal had begun to run short, when, fortunately,

a gocd lead opened to the south-west; a run was

made for it, and, after passing through forty miles of

dense pack on either side, open water was reached,

the yacht running down to the island of Kolguev,

with the ice in sight all the way on her port side.

A landing was effected on Kolguev on July 5, and
the members of the expedition went into camp near

the mouth of the Kriva river, on the south-west side

of Kolguev. The Saxon returned from Vardo and took

the party off on July 16. Good results were obtained

in Kolguev in various branches of natural history,

and a series of interesting photographs were taken.

During the stay of the party in Kolguev the weather

was very bad, the temperature seldom rising above
35° Fahr., with fogs and bitter cold winds from

north and north-west; part of the time the pack

came down and girdled the west side of the island.

Kolguev was left on July 16, and a third attempt

was made to reach Novaya Zrmlya. A marvellous

change had occurred in the conditions of the ice.

The impenetrable pack which a fortnight previously

stretched from Kolguev to Novaya Zemlya had

altogether disappeared, and the Saxon reached

Kostin Shar on the evening of July 17, without

encountering a piece of ice worth mentioning.

Stoppages of some days were made at several

anchorages in Kostin Shar, notably in Nekhvatova

Bay, the final anchorage being at the head of

Bielusha Bay, near South Goose Cape. The
Samoyed settlement in that locality was visited. A
considerable river which enters the north-east of

Bielusha Bay, was explored. The Saxon returned

to Vardo on July 30, and to England on August 12,

after an interesting and adventurous voyage. Times.

DISA KEWENSIS X
(UKIFLORA x TKIPETALOLDES).

Our illustration (3g. 51) represents Lisa Kew-
ensis X, the first of the pretty hybrid Piaas raised

in the Royal Gardens, Kew, and which annually

make there one of the moat beautiful displays

made by any of the members of the Orchid family.

The culture of these plants appears to have attained

perfection at Kew, and the fact that the plant here

represented flowered there in eighteen months after

the seeds were sown, is ample proof of it. As will

be seen, the plant is most floriferous. The flowers

are bright rosy-crimson, with small purple spots on

the galea ; and also, especially in the mature flower,

often similar spotting on the other sepals.
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SOCIETIES.
BOYAL OFHOBTICULTTTRAL

ABERDEEN.
August 22, 23 24.—Taanks to th« generosity of

the Aberdeen Town Council, the Royal Horticul-
tural Society of Aberdeen were able this year to give

a very fine display in Duthie Park. In point of

numbers the exhibits were superior to anything pre-

viously got together. The total entries amounted to

2021 as compared with 1375—in fact, 650 more
entries than at any previous show. The various

sectional displays were laid out in large marquees.

Fruit axd Vegetables.

The number of exhibits in these clashes was far greater

than entered last year. The entries in the fruit section were
more than tripled—392 as against 129. The exhibits were
very meritorious, especially in the sections devoted to

Grapes and Gooseberries. Owing to the time of year, that

favourite berry in Aberdeenshire—the Strawberry—did not

occupy the prominent place it usua ly fills in local shows.

The Grapes were very fine, and Mr. W. Hutchinson,
Balmedie, Mr. G. Duncan, Arbroath, and Mr. A. Reld
Dorris, are to be congratulated on the excellent specimens
they sent forward. Currants and Apples were good, but there

was nothing remarked of exceeding merit. Vegetables were
excellent in all elasses. Mr. George Milne, gr. to Lady
Gordon Cathcaet, Cluny Castle, took the blue riband in

this division "with a magnificent basket of vegetables; Mr.
John Daxgae.no, Pitgaveny, Ellon ; and Mr. Thomas Mid-
dleton, gr., Monymask House, being 2nd and 3rd respec-

tively. In the same competition for market gardeners, Mr.
A. Patebson, Ruthries'on, Aberdeen, was 1st. In the other

sections of this division, Mr. Reid, TJrie House, Stonehaven ;

Mr. John Dalgarno, Elgin; Mr. John Davidson, Outseat?,

Pitmuxton; and Mr. Alex. Grigoe, Fairfield, gave a good
account of themselves. The amateurs and working-classes

showed very fair products in this division.

Pot Plants and Cri- Flowees.

These divisioos constituted the prettiest items, and con-
sidering the backwardness of the season, were splendid. The
sections for stove or greenhouse plants were well filled, the
entries being 282 against 156 last year; cut flowers 620 against
533. Among professionals, Mr. John Proctor, gr. to Sir

William Henderson, Devauha House, Aberdeen, took the
premier place for a group of plants (Orchids excluded),
arranged for effect on the ground in a circle of 10 feet

diameter, defeating many competitors. Mr. Reed, Durris

;

Mr. John Duthie, Trinity Cemetery; and Mr. Kennedy,
Wallfield, followed in same order.

Orchids were well represented, Mr. John Proctor,
Devinha, and Mr. Gbigob. Fairfield, taking the chief prizes.

Such a display of Ferns has not been seen for a long time,
those specimens sent by Mr. A. Gbigor, Mr. Peoctor, and
Mr. Gillespie, Aberdeen, being much admired. Mr.
Proctor, it may also be mentioned, carried chief honours
for the best eight stove or greenhouse plants, for the best

group of plants, for Orchids, and for four Ferns from the
stove or greenhouse, dissimilar. Mr. Robb, gr. to Mr.
Murray/, Glenburnie Park, Aberdeen, was 1st for Pelar-

goniums and Begonias; and Mr. Strachan, gr. to Mr. JOHN
Fyfe, Beechgrove, Aberdeen, received similar honours for

his display of Fuchsias. The amateurs and working classes

also showed well here. The cut flowers were a capital

show.

Among the prize-takers were Mr. A. Grigor, for Orchids
;

Mr. Beid, Urie House, for ladies' sprays ; Messrs. T. Mayer
& Son, Aberdeen, for wreaths and crosses Mr. John
Fiaser, gr. to Mr. Couper, Craigiebuckler, for the best
twanty-four H.P. Roses, and Tea Roses Mr. Retd, Uric
House, for twelve H.P. Rose?, dissimilar ; and Mr. John
Wilson, Montrose, for the best twelve Dahlia?.

Among nurserymen, the Roses, as usual, gave rise to keen
rivalry between those two eminent firms, the Messrs. Cocker,
Aberdeen, and the Messrs. Choll, Dundee. For Tree Roses,
the Dundee men sent the local firm to the right-about ; but for

H.P.'s, the positions were reversed, the Messrs. Cocker's dis-

play in this section being very beautiful. Among the other
nurserymen who were very successful may be mentioned the
names of A. Westlastj. Banchory; Mayer & Son, Aber-
deen ; Alex. Giles, Aberdeen ; and Mr. Robert Burns,
Aberdeen.

A feature of the show was the displays sent for exhi-
bition by Messrs. Ben. Reid & Co., Aberdeen ; Messrs. W.
Smith & Son, Aberdeen ; and Mr. John Forbes, Hawick.
The Messrs. Reld & Co. had a magnificent display, and one
which was much admired by the visitors; while Messrs.
Smith & Son and Mr. Forbes in their display did equally
well.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICUL-
TURAL.

August 17 and 28.—A very fine exhibition
rewarded the effort! of the committee of the Brighton
and Suuex Horticultural and Mutual Improvement
Aaiociation, on the occasion of the fourth annual
exhibition, under the new management. The huge
dome, and the epacioua Corn Exchange adjoining,

were filled with exhibit*, and, in addition, two
spacious marquees were erected on tha lawn, and

they were quite full. Mr. Rapert Miller, the

Assistant Secretary, was, as usual, very active, and

the staging committee got through their work in

good time, and the judging commenced at an early

hour.

Groups.—There were three exhibitors i n the class for a

group of plants arranged for effect, to fill a ppice not exceed-

ing 150 square feet. The best was from Mr. Gfo. Miles,
Victoria Nursery, Brighton ; it was singularly light and

graceful. Mr. H. J. Johes, Ryecroft Nursery. Lewisham, was
2nd, with a very imposing group, composed of Begonias of

excellent quality, admirably arranged with Ferns and foliage

of Asparagus plumosus.
Ths Dext class was for a miscellaneous group, occupying 80

feet. This was won by Mr. E. Meachen, gr. to Mrs. Armstrong,
Woodgrove, Withdeane ; prominent was a mass of Bougait-

villea, surrounded by plants usually found in groups of this

character. Mr. G. Sims, gr. to C. J. Inwood, Esq., Dyke
Road, Brighton, was a very good 2nd.

Groups of Ferns were delightful, the best came from Mr. J.

Adams, gr. to the Rev. Sir C. Shiff*rn, Bt., Combe Place,

Lewes, a masterpiece of effective grouping ; some finely

coloured examples of Adiantum, A. Farleyense being used with
minor Ferns. Mr. G. Miles, Victoria Nurtsry, was 2nd.

Tkis is a class other societies might copy with advantage.

Plants.

Mr. A. Offer, gr. to J. Warr-n, Esq, Handcross Park,

Crawley, was 1st for six stove and greenhouse Ferns, with fine

examples of Davallia polyantha, D. Mooreana, Cibotium

Schiedei, Dieksonia antarctica, Adiantum cardiocbleena, and a

gra id piece of Mi'crolepia hirta cristata. Messrs. W. Miles
& Co., West Brighton Nursery, were 2nd.

The best specimen flowering plant was Stephanotis flori-

bunda frcm Mr. G. Fennell, gr. to E. Cazalet, Esq , Fairlawn,

Tunbridge Wells.

Tables of flowering and foliage plants, 8 feet by 4 feet, were
very effective, eight of them being placed under the dome.
Mr. J. Turner, gr. to Sir Greville Smyth, Wick Hall, was
1st with a very graceful arrangement; and Mr. G. Miles,
2nd,

Tables of Begonias, 4 feet square, were also very effective,

several of them finding a place in the Corn Exchange. The
let prize went to Mr. F. Fairs, gr. to R. Clowes, Esq., Clayton

Wickham, Hassocks; Mr. W. Head, The Dive Nursery,

Horsham, was 2nd.

Here were the collections of eight stove and greenhouse

plants. Mr. E. Meachen was placed 1st with a fine piece of

Latania borbonica, grand examples of CrotODs Queen Victoria

and Prince Waldeck, Anthurium crystallinum, Bougainvillea

glabra, Allamanda Hendersoni, Stance fimbriata GUberti, and
Ixora javanicum. Mr. Offer was 2nd.

Groups of six Crotons were represented by small but finely-

grown and brilliant-coloured specimens; Fuchsias and zonal

Pelargoniums by nice examples of moderate size.

The best six Orchids came from Mr. G. Duncan, gr. to C. J.

Lvcas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horshim, who had Dendrobium
formosum giganteum, Cattleya Dowiana, C. Mossiae, Odonto-

glossoms Wilckeanum and Alexandra?, and Oncidium Fabea.

Mr. R. Garnet, gr. to R. G. Fletcher, Esq , Mount Harry,

Preston Park, was 2nd. Such foliage plants as Palms, Coleu*

in the form of well-grown and coloured specimens, exotic and
British Ferns, the former small but admirably grown ; and
table plants were all well shown.

Cut I lowers were a great feature, the Cactu9 Dahlias in par-

ticular commanding general praite. The leading classes

occupied a commanding position on the platform under the

dome, but the light was bad and the judging difficult. Boxes
of cut st ve and greenhouse flowers were very attractive ; the

winner of the 1st prize for twenty-four bunches had large and
imposing bunches, though set up in a somewhat formal

manner. Boxes of twelve varieties were also good. Messrs.

Pfjrkins & Sox, nurserymen, Coventry, had the best twenty-

four Ro*es, amoDg them a magnificent bloom of Black Prince,

which they appear to grow in the finest condition ; but though
it was sent out some twelve years ago, it is rarely seen. Mr.
T. W. Yol'NG, Rose-grower, Eastbourne, was 2nd ; some good

blooms being shown by both exhibitors.

With twelve Roses, Mr. H. Harry, gr. to Mrs. Etersfteld,
Denne Park, Hortham, was 1st ; and Mr. Lawrence, gr. to

T. West, Esq., Tanbridge, Horsham, 2nd.

With twelve Teas, Mr. G. W. Piper, nurseryman, tTckfield,

was 1st; and Mr. H. Harry 2nd, some very good blooms

being staged.

Spikes of Gladioli were in good condition, the individuals

in the 1st prize twelve of good length, clean, fresh, and the

quality excellent.

The best forty-eight Dahlias came from Mr. S. Mortimer,
Swiss Nursery, Farnham ; Mr. F. W. Seale, nurseryman,

Sevenoaks, was 2nd.

With twenty-four Dahlias, Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Low-

field Nurseries, Crawley, were 1st; and Messrs. Perkins
Sc Soxs, 2nd.

For twelve blooms, the 1st prize went to Mr. J. Stredwick,
Silver HiD, St. Leonards ; Mr. J. Dawsox. of the same address,

being 2nd. Pompon Dahlias in twelve bunches, each of ten

blooms, were very fine, and the same with six bunches.

Bunches of sirjgle Dahlias in 24's, ten blooms in a bunch,

were very striking. Mr. F. W. Seale was 1st, and Messrs.

T. Cheal & Sons, 2nd, with very little to choose between
them, but we thought the latter had erred somewhat on the

side of size. In the cla:s for six bunches, there was no
competition.

Cactus Dahlias were very numerous. Mr. Seale was 1st

with twelve bunches, Delicata, Matchless. Lady Penzance,

and other popular varieties being in their best form. Mr, S.

Mortimer was 2nd. For six varieties aleo, there was a keen,

competition ; and Messrs. J. Cheal * fox's special prizes for

nine bunches, three of each, was numerously contested.

Collections of herbaceous or bulbous flowers brought some

fine contributions. Mr. W. Mantoj, gr. to Mrs. Clifford

Borer, Pickwell, Boling, was 1st with fre?h example* in

gooi condition ; Mr. G. H.. Sage, The Gardens, Ham House,

Surrey, being 2nd. With twelve bunches, Mr. F. W. Seale

was 1st; and Mr. W. E. Anderson, gr. to S. CowtLL, E=q.

Preston Park, 2nd. Collections of twelve buncbesoi bunual*

Zinnias, Asters, quilled and flat-petalled, were also shown.

In the way of floral decorations, Messrs. S. Perkins & Son-

took the 1st prize with one bride's and one ball-room bouquet,

done in their usual excellent style ; Messrs. Scrlvenek & Co..

Floral HaU, Watford, came 2nd. Wreaths or a device were

also shown.
There was a onsiderable number of centre-pieces, with

natural flowers and foliage. Mrs. Johnson, Seldenville

Worthing, set up a charming light arrangement composed of

light grasses and Ferns, and pink and heliotrope-tinted Sweet

Peas; Miss L. Hudson, Gunnersbury House, Acton, came 2ad.

Fruit.

Of fruit there was a remarkable display, perhaps oae of the

best seen in Brighton in late years. There were several col-

lections of eight dishes. Mr. Gore, florist, Polegate, was 1st

with finely finished Gros Maroc and Muscat of Alexandria

Grapes, Barrington Peaches, an unamed Nectarine, and Bou
Chretien Pears, Moor Park Figs, and one other ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Taylor, gr. to C. Bator, Esq., Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest

Hill.

The best three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes came
from Mr. T. M. Le Pellet, Valley Vineries, Rusper, very fine

indeed. The best three bunches of any other black Grape
were Gros Maroc, very finely fiaithed, frum Mr. T. Ambrose,,

gr. to E. BLENKIRON, Esq., The Farm, Broadheath. The best

three bunches of white Grapes were superbly-finished Muscat
of Alexandria from Mr. W. Tidy. Grapes were also shown as

:ingle buDohes.

Melons were plentifully shown, and the tasting process must
have been a tedious one. The two best dishes of Peaches were

Dymond and Bellegarde, from Mr. G. Goldsmith, gr. to W. E.

HtJBBARD, Esq., Leonardslee, Horsham ; Mr. H. Harris, gr. to

Mrs. Etersfield, beingjmd. Mr. Goldsmith had the best

two dishes of Nectarines in Elruge Bnd Pine-apple. Mr. Coles,

gr. to H. F. Waxker, Esq., Balcombe, was 2nd with Prince

of Wales and Downton. Pears, both dessert and stewing, were
very good.

Apples were in grand form, there were many entries for four

dishes of culinary varieties, Mr. Will Taylor, was 1st with
superb fruits of Ecklinville, Lord Nuffield, The Queen, and
Warner's King.

Mr. Martin had the best four dishes of dessert Apples

staging Astrachan, Worcester Pearmain, Queen, and Irish

Peach.

Single dishes were also shown in plenty; also Plums,

Cherries, FigB, &c.
Among vegetables, Potatos were numerous, and ctllection

decidedly good.

Afisctllar.eous Collections.—Avery fine group of Lilies and
other plants, also a superb collection of Apples, were from
Messrs. Balchln & Sons, Hassocks Nurseries.

From Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, came one of the
features of the show—a very fine group of Pitcher Plants, &c,
and some beautiful Streptocarpus from seed sown in January
list. A Gold Medal was awarded.
Mr. J. Charlton, Tunbridge Wells, had a collection o*

Ddh 1 ias, &c. ; and Mr. Will Taylor some cut Roses.

BATH.
August 28.—The Bath Floral Fete and Band

Committee were fortunate in having fine weather for

tbe holding of their annual show in the Sydney
Gardena on Wednesday. The ahow, on the whole,

compared favourably with its predeceasora. and much
credit ia due to the Hon, Seca., Hesera. R. F. Pearson
and W. JerTery, for the excellent arrangementa made
under their supervision in the various aections of

the ehow for the staging of exhibits.

PLANTS.

Fuchsias are always given precedence at this show. In the
class for nine plants in as many varieties, there were only two
lots put up, these being really grand plants in every sense

they were about 9£ feet high, 4^ feet through at the base, and
well furnished from bottom to top with healthy foliage, and
grandly flowered, the varieties represented being Charming,
Bountiful, Doel's Favourite, Final (darks) ; Arabella, Lustre
Improved, Margareta, Harriett Lye, and Mrs. Rundel (lights).

Mr. George Tucker, gr. to Major Clark, Trowbridge, was 1st

with ihe abave ; Mr. Ma K-SH was 2nd.

In the class for Bii plants in six varieties, two lots were put
up. Mr. James Lye. gr. to Hon. Mrs. Hay, Market Livings-

ton, Wilts, was a good 1st; Mr. Snell, gr. to Mrs. Counsell,
Weston, was a good 2nd.

In the class for twelve ornamental foliage plants, sis stove

and six greenhouse, Mr. Cypher was easily 1st, and showed
well. Mr. Cypher was also 1st in the class for one specimen
foliage plant, with a fine Croton Chelsoni. Messrs. Geo.
Cooling & Sons had the best specimen of Lilium auratum.

Mr. Cypher had the besteight plants of ornamental foliage,

showing plants of Cycas revoluta, Crotons angust'folium.
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Queen Victoria, Mortfontaineniis, &o. The same akilful

grower took chief honours for six Heaths; Mr. Tucker being

a creditable 2nd. The last-mentioned exhibitor secured 1st

for a specimen floweriDg greenhouse plant, with a good

Statice profuea ; Mr. Cvpher taking a like honour for

a specimen stove flowering-plant, with Ixora Duffii.

Mr. H. Pocock, Trowbridge, was 1st for three stove

plants, distinct, showing a very finely-flowered Ixora Wil-

liamsii, I. coccinea, and Lapageria alba. Mr. Cypher had

the best six stove and greenhouse flowering plants, showing,

among others, Bougainvillea Sanderi, Clerodendron Bal-

fouriana, and Erica Turnbulli ; Mr. W. Tucker being a very-

good 2nd.

Coleus were well shown by Mr. Denton and Mr. 0. Grib-

LOw", the plants, flat-trained, being highly coloured.

For twelve exotic Ferns. Mr. Tucker was 1st, with an even

fresh lot of plants, including excellent plants of Davallia hemi-

ptera, Adiantum gracillimum, ani Dicksonia antarctica ; Mr.

Pocock, was 2nd. Mr. Bailv, Frome, had the best six plants

including good-sized Davallia Mooreana, and Adiantum Farley-

ense. Mr. 3. H. Holmes had the best specimen Fern in a fine

plant of Davallia polyantha (D. divaricata).

Groups arranged for effect, on a apace not less than 103

square feet, were shown by four competitors. The con-

test lay between Mr. Cypher, Cheltenham, and Mr.

Cater, Bath, both having very good and effeotive groups.

Choice Orchids of suitable varieties and size told well in Mr.

Cypher's arrangement, which was placed 1st.

Cut Flowers.

The classes devoted to cut flowers were were filled. Mr.

Baird, gr. to F. H. Fox, Esq., "Wellington, was 1st for thirty-

six spikes of Gladiolus, showing a fine lot; Mr. Hall was

2nd. Mr. Samuel Tottle, Taunton St. James, was 1st for

twelve spikes with good well-grown specimens.

Mr. George Humphries, Chippenham, had the best twenty-

four show varieties of Dahlias with a solid, fresh-looking lot of

blooms.

Mr. Thomas Hawkins, Soundwell, was 1st for twelve

blooms ; Messrs. J. Gray & Sons, Frome, being 2nd. The

last-named exhibitors took 1st for nine blooms, and Messrs.

Keynes, Williams % Co., Salisbury, were placed 2nd.

In the class for single Dahlias, shown in bunches, Mr.

Thoe. Truckle, gr. to Thomas Carr, Esq., Tiverton, was 1st,

with a good exhibit.

Roses made a fine show, Mr. George Prince, Oxford, was

1st for twenty-four single blooms, distinct, showing a grand

lot for the time of year, including Louis Van Houtte,

Reynolds Hole, Hon. Edith Giffjrd, and Duke of Edinburgh;

Mr. Stephen Treseder, Cardiff, was a creditable 2nd. Mr.

HOBBS, Bristol, had the best twelve blooms, in Bingle trusses

;

and Dr. Budd, Bath, was 1st for twelve Teas, with excellent

blooms.

Cactus Dahlias were well exhibited by Messrs. Keynes,
Williams & Co., Salisbury, and were much admired.

Fruit.

On the whole this made a good display, though in the class

for a collection of twelve dishes only one lot was staged, viz.,

that from Mr. Nash, gr. to the Duke of Beaufort, Badminton,

Chippenham, who was justly awarded tftjp 1st prize.

The chief class for Grapes was one for eight bunches in four

varieties, and only three lots were put up in competition.

Mr. Gibson, gr. to Earl Cowley, Draycote House, Chippenham,

was 1st; and Mr. S. Hodges, gr. to James Forth, Esq. Bath,

2nd. The 1st prize collection contained grand bunches of Gros

Maroc, Black Hamburgh, fine in berry and colour Buckland

Sweetwater (one bunch), and three fine examples of Madres-

field Court.

There were twelve stands of three bunches of Black Ham-

burgh. Miss Marriott, Bath, was an easy 1st, showing speci-

mens large in bunch, berry, and splendidly finished; Mr.

Gibson was 2nd.

Three stands of two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria were

staged, and Mr. W. Carpenter, gr. to A. R. Bailey, Esq
,

Frome, was well 1st, as he also was for any other white.

Mr. Nash was a good 1st in any other black class, with

weighty, well-finished bunches of Black Alicante, fine in

shape and berry.

Melons were fairly well represente 1. Twenty-one fruits of red

and green kinds were shown. Mr. Jones was 1st for a green-

flesh, with Hero of Lockinge. Mr. W. Strugaell, gr. to the

Right Hon. W. H. Long, Rood Ashton, Trowbridge, had the

beat scarlet- flesh in Carter's Blenheim Orange.

Peaches were not extensively shown. Mr. Pymme, gr. to

Mrs. Golhsmith. Trowbridge, had the best dish of nine, with

good even fruits ; and Mr. Carpenter had the beet six.

Nectarines were well represented. Mr. John Wright, gr.

to H. C. Wills, Esq , Kelstons Knoll, Bath, had the best

nine, showing extra fine fruits of Stanwick Elruge ; Mr.

Coombs, gr. to J. W. Langdox, Esq. Frenhiy, was 2nd.

Plums were largely shown, and on the whole the quality

and size of the fruits weie good.

Of Cherries, there were nine good dishes put up, Mr. Jones
taking the premier position with very fine Morellos.

Pears were plentifully shown. Mr. J. Giesox was a good

1st ; and Mr. Wilkim, gr. to Lady Theodora. Guest, In-

wood, Henstridge, was 2nd.

Apples made a fine display, a good length of stag ;ng being

devoted to them. Mr. E. D. Bourdillion, Wells, bad the best

three dishes of dessert varieties; Mr. G. Gariway, Bath,

taking 2nd place.

Vegetables were well represented. Mr. Copp, Sherborn,

was 1st for Messrs. Webb's special prize for six kinds, and

fo' Messrs. Sucton & Son's priz* for a similar collection. Mr.

Wilkins was 1st for the Society's class for twelve kinds, and

the quality of his produce was very good.

Noncompetitive Exhibits,— Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co.,
Maidstone, had a collection of fifty varieties of Apples, the
fruits being of fine size, clean, even, and many of them
beautifully coloured. Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Sons also had
a good collection of Apples and Pears.

SANDY HORTICULTURAL.
August 29.—The Sandy ahow was held on

the above date, and financially, ai well as in other
respects, the reaalt was a very favourable one. Hor-
ticulture forms but a section of this exhibition,
where there are classes for doge, cats, poultry, cage
birds, pigeons, and other specialties. However, the
horticultural part of the schedule included classes

for plants, fruit, vegetables, and market garden
produce, and a good exhibition was made of these.

In the open classes for plants, Mr. J. Cypher, Chelten-
ham, well won 1st place for ten stove and greenhouse plants
in flower; and Mr. W. Finch, Coventry, also showed credit-

ably. The best group of plants arranged for effect was the
exhibit from Mr. "W. Vause, Leamington ; and he was followed
by Mrs. Astell, Woodbury Hall. Mr. W. J. Empson had the
best six plants suitable for table decoration.

In classes excluded from the competition of nurserymen,
Mr. W. J. Empson took 1st place for four foliage plants,

distinct ; and Mrs. Astell was 1st for six stove and green-
house plants in bloom, and for six stove and greenhouse
Ferns.

Other classes for plants in the open section, also for

amateurs and cottagers, were very numerous, and a good
display of commendable quality was made.
The competition for the best collection of eight distinct

kinds of fruit, Pines excluded, was won by Mr. G. R. Allis,

gr. to Major Shuttlewokth, Old Warden Park, Biggleswade,

and the collection of tix kinds by Mr. W. J. Empson. Both
these exhibitors also .figured largely among the winners in

other fruit classes.

Vegetables and cut flowers were considerable features, and
altogether the exhibition was large.

©fcttuarg*
MR8. R. I. MEA8URE8.—We ragret to have to

announce the death, on the 2nd inat., after a long

illneas, of Mra. Meaaurea, the wife of K I. Meaaarea,

Esq., of Cambridge Lodge, Flodden Road, S E.

Mias Jane Saul.—Oa the 2nd inat., at her

reaidence, Bow Lodge, Bow Road, Mias Jane Saul, in

her eighty-eighth jear.

MARKET8.

COVENT GARDEN, September 5.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They aro furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

cay, but often several times in one dav. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

f. d. s.d.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches ...

— French p. bn.

Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations, per 12

blooms
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Euoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lavender, doz. bun.
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen blooms ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen bloom 3

Maideahair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

3 0-60
6-10
6-10

10-30

10-20

4 0-90
16-26
2 0-40
6-16

1 0- 2
6 0-90

0-4

J 9- 1 6

6

3

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odon toglossum
orispum,12blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),

doz bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, I'd blms.

.d.s.d.

2 0-40

» 0-15

J 0- 6

J 0- 6
) 4- 6
! 0- 4

.0-20
10-40

J 0- 6
: o- l 6

i 0- 8

[6-20

10-40
(0-40
12-06

Obohid-bloom in variety.

Fbutt.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d.s.d.

Apples, per bush..., 10-20
Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 40 45

Damsons, half sieve 19-20
Figs, per dozen ... 6-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 25 2S

Gages, half sieve ... 3 6-40
Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 13-16
— .2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20

Grapes, Guernsey...
Melons, each
Pine-apples, St. Mi

ohael. each
Peaches, lstsize, doz
— 2nd size „
— 3rd size ,,

Pears, per bush. ...

Plums, half sieve ...

s.d. s.d

6-09
10-16

a o- « o
4 0-60
2 0-30
9-10

2 0-40
2 6-30

Plamts Ef Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbices.
i. d.g.d
4 0-12
12 0-30
5 0-15

Adiantum, per doz.
Aspidistra, per doz.— specimen,each
Asters, per dozen

pots 3 0-60
Chrysanthmums, p.

doz. pots 6 0-12
Coleus, per dozen... 2 6-40
Cyperus, per dozen 4 0-10
Dracaena, each ... l q_ 7 6

•— various, doz. 12 24
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
down 6 0-24

Ferns, small, doz.... 16-30— various, doz. 5 0-12

*. a. $.d.
Ficus elastic3, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doe. 12 0-30 u
Fuchsias, per doz. .. 4 C- 6
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24 (j

Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen pots ... 12 0-18

Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24
Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10— specimens, ea. 10 6-84
Pelargoniums, (scar-

lets), doz 2 6-40

Vegetables.—AvEBAQE Wholssalz Pbices.
s.d. s.d.

Beans, Banners, per
bushel 10-1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6
Cucumbers, per doz. 9-1
Marrows, veg., per

tally of 5 doz. ... 10-16

Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.

:

— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey ,,

s.d. s.d.

2 2 &
2
10-16

POTATOS.
Trade very dull. Supplies heavy. Prices lower, £> to £i

being fair average prices. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London: Sept. 4. —Messrs. John Shaw 4 Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough. London, S.E.,
write that there is now a moderate steady sale for Trifolium
incarnatum

;
prices continue at the abnormally low level pre-

viouly noted. Winter Tares are still limited, alike in supply
and demand; quotations show no noteworthy change. Seed
Rye continues exceedingly cheap. Clover and Grass seeds
meet at present with no speculative attention. New sowing
Rape seed is now unusually low-priced. There is nothing
doing in Mustard. Smyrna telegrams describe the market
there for Turkish Canary as hardening. Peas and Haricots
are without alteration.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borodgh: Sept. 3.—Quotations :—Carrots, Is. 9<f. to 3s.

per dozen bunches; Horseradish. Is. 3d. per bundle; Onions.
3s. Qd. to 4s. Qd. par cwt. ; Apples, 2s. to 4s. per bushel ; Pears,
35. to 4s. per case ; Plums, 2s. to 3s. per sieve.

Spitalfields: Sept. 3.—Quotations : Cabbages, 3s. to 4s.
per tally ; Collards, 2s. to 3s. per tally ; Carrots, Is. Qd. to 2s
per dozen bunches ; Marrows, Is. 6d. to 2s. per tally ; Turoips,
2s. Qd. to 3s. per dozen bunches; Apples, Keswick CodUns.
2s. to 2s. Qi. per bushel ; do., Councillors, 2s. Qd. to 3s. do.

Stratford, Sept. 3.—Fair supplies of all kinds of fruit and
vegetables, and trade a bit firmer, as under :—Cabbjges, Is. Qd.
to 3s. per tally ; Cauliflowers. Is. to 2s. per dozen ; do.. 5s.

to 8.. per tally; Turnips, Is. 3d. to 2s. per dozen bunches
;

Carrots, household, Is. Qd. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; do., bag,
26s. to 40s. per ton; Mangels, 15s. to 19s. do; Swedes, 17s.

to 20s, do.; Onions, Engl; ; h, 70s. to 80s: do.; do., Dutch,
2s. 9d. to 3s. per bag ; do., Ghent, 2s. to 2s. Qd. : do.. Pom.
4s. 6rf. to os. per case ; Apples. English, cookers. Is. Qd.
to 3s. per bu hel ; do., dessert, 2s. to 4s. Qd. per bushel

:

Watercress, Qd. per dozen; do., 5s. per pad; Plums.
Ordinary, Is. Qd. to 2s. 3d. per half-sieve ; do., Vic-
torias, 2s. Qd. per half-sieve; Damsoos, Is. 9<f. to 2s. 3d. per
half-aieve; Greengages. 3s. Qd. to 4s. 6<z\ per half-sieve:
Tomatos, English, 2s. to 3s. per peck; foreign, 3d. to Is. 3a.

per case ; Cucumbers. French, Is. Qd. to 2s. Qd. per dozen
;

do., field, 3s. to Qs. per dozen ; Beans, Scarlet, Is. 3d. to Is. 3d.

per bushel; do., 2i. Qd. to 3s. Qd. per bag; Beetroot, 2s. to

2s. Qd. per dozen bunches : Celery, 10s. to 12s. per dozen
bunches; Parsley, Is. 3d, to Is. Qd. per dozen bunches,

FarringdoN: Sept. 5.— Quotations :—Cabbages. 4s. per
tally ; Cauliflower?, 2s. per dozen ; Marrows, Is. per dozen ;

Turnips, 2s. per dozen lunches ; Carrots, 3s. per dozen bunches
;

Onions. Egyptian, 4s. per bag; Cucumbers, 2s. per dozen;
Lettuces, Is. 6a*. per score; Sage, 2*. per dozen bunches;
Parsley, 3i. per bunch

;
Mint. do. ; Tomatos, 3s. per bjsket of

12 lb. ; Apples, cooking, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per bushel ; lagestres,

6s. per bushel ; Plums, Victorias, 3*. Qd. per half-bushel
;

do., Orleans, Vs. Qd. per bushel; Damsons, 2s. Qd. per bushel;

Green Gages, 6j. per haJf-bushel ; Mushrooms, Qd. per pound.

POTATOS.
Borough : September 3.—Quotations ranged from 55s. to

90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : September 3.—Quotations :—Puritans, best.

60s to 70s. ; Bruces, 50s. to 60s. ; Reading Giants, 45s. to 60s. ;

Snowdrops, 60s. to 70s. ; Suttons' Regents, 50s. to 60s. per ton.

Stratford : Sept . 3.— Quotations : — Magnums, dark soil,

35s. to 45s. ; do., light soil, 58s. to 65s. ; Reading Giants, 55s.

to 70s.; Snowdrops. 5":s. to 75s.; Hebrons, 65*. to 75*.;

Regents, 60s. to 7**s. per ton.

Fakringpon : Sep 1
.. 5—Quotations: Snowdrops, 70s. to 90s.

;

Hebrons, 60*. to 80s. ; Puritans. 70s. to 90s. ; Early Begents,

55s. to 65 . ; Early Rose, 60s. to 70s. ; Imperators, 55s. to 63s.

per ton.
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The Weather.
;Th> term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

Tempkratuee. Rainfall. Bright
Sun.
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Day- Day- Day- Day- lOths

deg. deg. deg. deg. Ljoh. Ins.

aver 180 + 207 + 263 21 + 153 29 13 30

1 2 + 100 + 7 + 415 5 + 127 19 6 23 35

a 3 + 122 + 135 + 277 1 + 126 18-9 33 33

3 2 + 130 + 79 + 283 4 — 109 162 60 40

4 1 + 120 + 88 + 372 3 — 103 15'5 47 37

6 1 + 131 + 18 + 333 3 — 98 13 9 58 40

6 2 + 106 + 78 + 364 12 -f 133 22 5 23 33

7 1 + 120 + 98 + 303 4 + 114 191 28 36

8 avar 121 + 32 + 337 1 + 105 20 1 44 43

9 1 + 107 + 14 + 268 8 + 146 22 2 16 31

10 1 + 118 — 45 + 195 *- 122 23-4 21 33

*
1 + 141 + 55 + 248' 3 - 121 16 4 55 50

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, ScDtland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, $fc. Districts—

Q

t Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W, ; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.

;

10, Ireland, S. : "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending August 31, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather was unsettled and showery in nearly all parts

of our Islands during the first two or three days of the period
;

it subsequently became very fine and dry over England, but
continued very unsettled in the extreme north-western and
northern parts of the kingdom, with frequent and heavy rain.

"The temperature just equalled the mean in 'Scotland, N,'

and ' England, S.W./ but slightly exceeded it in all other dis-

tricts. The highest of the maxima were recorded during the

middle or latter part of the week, when the thermometer rose

to 7*° in ' England, S.,' 76° in ' England. E.,' and to between
70° and 73° in most other districts. The lowest of the minima
were registered on the 25th, when they ranged from 35° in

'England, 9.W.* (at Llandovery), 38° in 'Scotland, N.,' and
39° in the 'Midland Counties,' to 43° in 'England, N.E. and
N.W.' In the ' Channel Islands,* however, the lowest reading

was 51°.

" The rainfall was lees than the mean over southern, central,

and eastern England, as well as in the ' Channel Inlands ' and
* Ireland, S.,' but exceeded the normal amount elsewhere. In
'Scotland, N. andW./ and in 'Ireland, N.,' the excess was
very large, the fall in 'Scotland, N.* being more than three

times as much as the mean.
"The bright sunshine was leps prevalent than durirg the

preceding week, but again exceeded the mean over the greater
part of England. The percentage of the possible duration
ranged from 60 in * England, E / 58 in ' England, S.,' and 55 in

the * Channel Islands,' to between 16 and 21 over Ireland, and
to only 13 in * Scotland, N.'

"

Notices to Correspondents.

•.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to -press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies. wiH
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in. the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.

%• Plants, Fruits, etc., to ue Named.—Correspondents
tending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Books: F. T. C. 1, Practical Forestry, by A. D.
Webster, ia published by Wm. Rider & Son, Ltd..

14 Birtbolomew Close, London, E C. 2, Johnson's
Gardeners' Dictionary, published by G o, B;ll &

Soni, York Street, Covent G»rden, London.

—

Urgent. We know of no inch list, bat probably

yon will obtain the information yon require from
The Garden Annual, published at 37, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C. ; or from The Horticultural

Directory published at the Journal of Horticulture

Office, 171, Fieet Street, E.C.

Carnations : J. F, S. The plants are affected with
eel-worms. Burn the plants, char the soil, and
make a new plantation elsewhere in the garden.
Be careful about any new loam that you may
introduce from pastures, as it is sometimes swarm-
ing with eel-worms.

Cczlogtne ceistata : Constant Header. If the plants
of Ccelogyne cristata are quite satisfactory where
they are, you had better let them remain there.

When the flower-spikes appear, they should be
removed to the most airy part of the house.— W. W.
Hard water will sometimes cause the tips of the
leaves to turn brown, and present the appearance
shown on the foliage sent. But your leaves are
small and narrow, and point more to degeneration
of the plant 8 than any other cause. Pi ob ably yours
have small crowded pseudo-bulbs. In time they
would improve if broken up and repotted, and a
liberal allowance of rain-water given them when
growing. Tolerable shade and a free but not
draughty ventilation is necessary.

Flavoub in Peaches : A. if. Tour fruits of Peaches and
Nectarines are but poor specimens, and they arrived
somewhat bruised. If liberal culture is given and
the fruits are of fair size, there need be no difficulty

in regard to flavour. Keep the fruits well exposed
to the sun, and give an abundance of air.

Flowering Habit of Ljelia anceps : Amateur. In
the usual course the flower-spikes proceed from the
tops of the pseudo-bulbs of Laelia anceps. Even
when an abnormal growth appears to indicate that
the plant is flowering from the base of the pseudo-
bulb, examination invariably shows an incipient
pseudo-bulb at the base of the Sower-spike. The
flower-spikes often show on the growing pieudo-
bulb, bat they take long to grow and expand their
flowers, and by that time the pseudo-bulbs have
reached their full size. The production of a good
quantity of healthy roots, if the plant also looks
well in other respects, is evidence that the situa-

tion in which it is placed is suitable. Ton cannot
be sure that the plant will flower until yon have
seen the spike, and even then it may not come to
maturity.

Fkeesia Coems : Constant Reader. If the Freesia
corms are thoroughly dried-off and ripened after

flowering, the largest of them should be re- potted
for flowering. Put the smaller ones in pans by
themselves to increase in size.

Handling a Spade or other two-handed Tool :

W. H. W. Sae answer to same question in our
last issue.

Hebbaceous Plants : W. Price. We are not pre-
pired to say which nurseryman has the largest
collection of these plants. Each of those you
mention keeps excellent collections, though per-
haps neither may have just the plant you require.
If they have not, however, most likely they would
procure it for you.

Muscat Grapes : Comtant Header. The dreaded
"soot," G seosporium Iseticolor. Collect all

affected berries, and burn them.

Names of Fruits (see notice under Names of Plants) :

A. B. Nectarine Pine-apple.

—

F. W. G. 1, de-
cayed ; 2, Green Gage; 3, not known; 4,
Kirk<r'» ; 5, Jefferson ; 6, Duchesse d'An-
gou'etne Pear.— T. B. 1, not known ; 2, New
Hawthornden ; 3. Crimson Qaeening ; 4, Rosemary
Russet. — W. Cann. Pear Jargonelle ; Apple
Benoui—B. W. W. Pear Ballissime d'Hiver; 1,

Ribiton Pi opin ; 2,Tower o' Glamis ; 4 Gloria Mundi

;

ft N-w Hawthornden ; 6 King of the Pippins
;

W. Parker. Pear Williams' Bon Chi e'tien ; Apple
Golden Spire.— T. G. F. 1, Belle de Louvain ; 2,

Kuke's ; 3 Washington; 4, Belle de Septembre.
—D. C. Foreman. Apples : 1, Hawthornden ; 3,

Damelow's Seedling. Pears: 1, Uvedale's S*.

Germain; 2, Beurie d'Aremberg; 3, Josephine de
Malines ; 4, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 6, Beune
Ranee.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
fas. Hamilton. Calystegia pubescens (Convolvu-
lacioe).

—

J. F. S. Dioscorea argyrea.— A sub-

icriber. 1, S;dum glaucum ; 2. Sedum rupestre

;

3, Sedum Sieboldi ; 4, Sedom spurium ; 5, Rho-
diola rosea.

—

E. J. W. 1. Haemanthus albiflos.

—

W. T. 1, Vanda Roxburghii ; 2, Woodwardia
radicans ; 3. Polypodium aureum ; 4, Polystichum

angulare : 5 Doodia blechnoides ; 6, Pteris longi-

folia.— IV. W., Aberfeldy. E ia bracteata.

—

J. J. J.

Browallia elata.

—

L. C. H. Lilium tie;rinum.

—

W. Smith. Colutea arborescens. — H. B. 1, An-
thericum lineare variegatum ; 2, Davallia bellata ;

3, Carex variegata; 4, Adiantum elegans ; 5,

Erigeron speciosus ; 6, Muhlenbeckia complexa.

—

C. L. 1, Cyrtomium caryotideum ; 2, Adiantum
decorum; 3, Adiantum Waltoni; 4, Adiantum
tenerum ; 5, Adiantum Williamsii ; 6. Lastrea
tenericaulis cristata.— E. H. Epipactis latifolia.

W. M. Hasmanthus coccineus.

—

A. G. 1, Cyperus
longus ; 2, Dracaena congesta ; 3, Fanicnm pli-

catum ; 4, B.'gonia ricinifolia ; 5, Dracaena fra-

grans ; 6, probably Browallia sp. : send Sowers.

Phaljinopsh Leaves Damaged: A. H. M. The
yellow and spotted leaf sent is not eaten by any
insects. Tbe indented appearance is caused by
degeneration, decay and collapse of the cellular

tissue between the outer cuticles of tbe leaf. It is

not an uncommon occurrence for Paalseuopsis

which have been previously healthy to go like yours

after a severe and protracted winter like the last, and
during which much artificial heat had to be

maintained. A check to root-action through

being cold and wet sometimes produces similar

results. If the crowns of the plants are sound,

and the roots good, you will doubtless bring them
to health again.

Preserving Ammobium, Xebanthemum and other
Everlastings : F. C. S. Tbe first-named is best

treated as an annual, raised on a hotbed in March
or April, and pricked out in the open air in May.
If pure white blossoms are desired, cut the flowers

with short or long stalks before the yellow disc

becomes visible. The long-stalked flowers are

hung up in the sulphuring chest, and the short ones

are laid on a lath framework for the same purpose.

The acid used is sulphurous acid. The sulphur-

ing chest is a stoutly-made, air-tight, quadrangular
wooden cupboard of any desired dimensions, pro-

vided with a very close-fitting fall-door in the
front, furnished with an indiarubber cushion all

round the edges, so as to keep in the fumes.
There should be an air-hole or holes provided

in the top and near tbe b ittom, which can be

closed with a kind of damper. It is furnished

with narrow wooden ledges on which to rest

the drying-frames of bars from which the grasses,

flowers, &c, hang in smal bundles, or upon
which short ones are laid. Only wooden nails

should be used in its construction, or if screws
be used the heads must be deeply counter-

sunk and protected by a close- filling wooden plug.

Any flowers or grasses bleached in the sun should
be finished by placing them in the sulphuring

chest, first dipping them in river or rain-water to

increase the effect of the sulphur by greater

absorption. For a chest 1 yard high by 30 inches

broad and 18 inches deep, about 100 grammes of

sulphur is required. It should be ordinary
brimstone, finely broken or powdered, and it must
be pnt into a metal or earthen vessel and lighted

with a fusee made from a strip of canvas or cotton
cloth dipped in melted sulphur. So long as the
air is admitted by tbe air-holes the sulphur will

burn and the fumes spread all through the chest,

and when the latter is filled, as will be evident by
the issue of the fumes from the air-holes, the
damper should be closed, and tbe burning sulphur
removed and extinguished by covering with a bit

of cloth. The flowers must remain in the chest
twenty-four hours, and then air should be admitted
by opening first the upper air-holes and then the
lower. Blue and red flowers will appear, on open-
ing the chest, a snow-white, and white flowers

should have the stalks and calyces of a grey tint.

The bleaching by sulphur injures flowers much
less than bleaching by chlorine. In the case of

bundles of flowers not losing their red or blue

colours entirely in the middle part of the bundles,

the bundles must be opened out, and the operation

done again till the desired result is attained.

Communications Received.—E. J. B. — N, E. B.—Dr.

KiaDzlin— Frankfurter Ga'ten Zeitung— Mertens & Co.

—

A. D.—W. D.—E. F. B.—R. S. & J., Ltd.—R. D.—R. W.—
R. K.—W. E. B., Grenada.—J. V.—W. M. B.—A. P.—
H. W. W.—J. B.—A. H.-M. T.—W. C, Jamaica.—A. 8.—
C. E.—W. R —J. F., and others.

Photographs Received, with Thanks.— J. "Burt Davy.
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,
And MAIDSTONE for MODERN FRUIT CULTURE.

60 ACRES
OF

CONIFERS,
EVERGREENS,

ROSES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES

AND

SHRUBS,

BESIDES THE
FRUITS.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.

Invite Inspection of this

unique stock.

Frequent trains from London by Chatham and

Dover (book to Barming Station), and South-Eastern

Railways (book to Maidstone). Local Time Tables on

application. Return fare, 6s. 9d., third; 8s. Qd.

second class available by either Company.

THE FRUIT TREES

are unequalled

for extent, vigour,

and modern

scientific culture.

FREE FROM BLICHT.

From N., S., E., & W. express entire

satisfaction with the examples sent

them, and continue to buy.

ILLUSTRATED
FRUIT

CATALOGUE,
50 page*, &Z

,
pott free.

GRATIS TO GARDENERS AND CUSTOMERS.

FRUIT TREES
(our speciality).

WELL CULTIVATED

!

WELL SELECTED !

WELL PACKED !

WELL "DONE"!
WELL TRAINED

!

WELL and TRULY NAMED!

WELL RIPENED

!

WELL LIFTED!
WELL SHIFTED !

For Liberal Terms, Discounts, and

Free Carriage, consult above List.

Every Gardener and all interested in Fruit

Culture, should come and see the Nurseries,

which astonish every visitor.

Eepeat their Orders, and enlarge

them, because our well - ripened

Trees suit their soil and climate,

and produce marvellous Fruit.

USTOmERS.

Express surprise at our careful

Packing, and are

astonished at the fibrous roots the

Maidstone Trees carry.

MODERN

FRUIT CULTURE,
FOR AMATEURS.

ENLARGED, Is., Post-fkee.

GEO. BUNYARD'S

FRUIT FARMING FOR PROFIT.
2a. 9d., post-free.

THE FOLLOWING LISTS IEEE—

MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT LIST,

GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE,
HERBACEOUS and SPRING LIST, aud

ROSE and BULB CATALOGUE.

GEORGE BUNYARD and COMPANY,
P&AGTIQAL POMOLOGISTS, <fcc, MAIDSTONE.
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EDINBURGH SCHOOL of RURAL
ECONOMY.—SE3SIOX 1895 96.

BOASD OF M tNASEUENT appointed by the University

Court, the Highland and Agricultural Society, the Town
Council of Fdinburgh, and Contributing County Councils.

Chainnan—The Bight Hon. J. P. B. Bobertson, Lord Justice-

General,
COUBSES OF INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY

and EVENING CLASSES for FABMEB3. GABDE.VEBS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Sural Economy.
The SESSION begins in October and ends in Mabch.

Fees Specially Moderate.
Copies of the Syllabus may be had from The Secretary

of the University Court, Edinburgh.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

Bt-ockof Orchids in (he World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

CROTON CUTTINGS for Sale, or Exohange
for Cattleyas. Apply—

E. WILLS, Winchester Boad Nursery, Shirley, Southampton

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots.—Fine,
well-established plants, in pots, of all the leading varieties

12s. 6d. per 100.

H. LANE A2CD SON, Nurser ies. Berkhamrted, Herts.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 180. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. BOSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

Special Offer.

YVHITE ROMAN and BLUE ITALIAN
» » HYACINTHS, sound flowering bulbs. Is. dozen

;

7s. 6d. per 1 00 ; Ss. worth carriage free.

J. B. REYNOLDS, Beaminster. Dorset.

CARNATIONS, now ready, in extra strong
layers. Germania _and pink Malmaisons, 3'?s. and 40s.

per 100. Lothian Lassie, new white Clove, with perfectly
upright habit, 10s. per dozen.—List from BROTHERSTON,
Preston Kirk.

SPECIAL LINES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in England. Send for Special List. 500 for 10s.

;

2500 for 40s., free.

POPE A>T> SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

USE JADOO FIBRE for BULBS and
AUTUMN POTTING. Ss. per 3-bushel sack. Special

rates per ton. Obtainable through any Nurseryman.
For further particulars apply to JADOO LIMITED, 54,

High Street, Exeter.

VfESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
i-T-1 Trpxis. Caucasus. Bussta.
PINU8 NOBOMANNIANA. per pud (16 kilos.), 22 Bble.
LILIUM COLCHICUM (Scovits) per 1000 bdlbs 50 Bble.,

100 for 5J Bble.
IBIS BETICULATA per 1000 bulbs, IS Bble., 100 for 2 Bble.
FBITILLABIA tulio'folia 1000 „ 28 Bble., 100 for 3 Bble.
PJEOVIA COBALLINA 1000 „ 200 Bble., 100 for 25 Bble.
Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and

Seeds gratis and post-free.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New-

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERrNG BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BABR asd SON, 13, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

MILLER'S HYACINTHS, Best and Cheapest.
—Grand Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick of Holland,

5*. 6d. per dozen ; choice Hyacinths, named sorts, for pots or
glasses, 3s. $d. per do2en ; splendid Bedding Hyacinths, in
istinct colours. e*ch colour, 15*. Sd. per 100, 2s. 3d. per

dozen ; mixed Hyacinths, all beautiful colours, lis. $d. per
100. Is. 8d. per dozen; mixed red Hyacinths, mixed white
Hyacinths, mixed blue Hyacinths, each 12s. 6d. per 100. Is. 9<Z.

perdoz. Orders above 10s. carriage paid. Bulb Catalogue free.
F. MILLER ant> CO., 267. Fmham Road. London. S.W.

».f***************************

BULBS
Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Lillies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Rail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE OX APPLICATION".

DlCKSONS r.^o?t
W
ersf

CHESTER.
*V* *l«itt**|i • *14 4*V

THE MARKET GROWERS and BULB
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION.

Affiliated with the DUTCH BOND for Suppressing the Ex-

portation to British Markets of Cut Flowers from Bulbs

Grown in Holland.

A GENERAL MEETING of the above Asso-
x\_ ciation will be held at " Hummum's Hotel," Covent

Garden, on FRIDAY, Sept. 13, at 7 P St.. for the purpose of—
Receiving the Report of the Temporary Committee elected

at last General Meeting. July 26.

Drafting Rules, Election of Committee for future manage-
ment, &c.

All interested in above are requested to attend or forward

an expression of their opinions. Any further particulars from

—

C. H. M. A. ALDER30N, Hon. Sec., pro tern.

Farnboro', R.S.O. Kent.

TO GROWERS.—SLEEPING ACCOMMO-
DATION, first-class, three minutes' from Grand Row.

—

20, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

AS-COKE delivered to any Station.—For
prices, apply to G. J. EVESON, Birmingham.G

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
True, finest-rooted plants specially grown. Per dozen,

Is. 6d. ; 50, 5s. 6d. ; 100, 10s. ; free for cash.
W. M. BE ALE, Woodthorpe Nursery, Loughborough.

TEA ROSES.—Splendid trashy Stuff; Mphe-
tos, Marechal >~iel, Catherine Mermet, &c, in 16 sized

pots. l&s. doz., or £6 6s. per 100; in 32-sized pots, 95. doz., or
£J 35. per 100, free on rail for cash with order.
J. HUBERT GROGAN & CO., Railway Nurseries. Worthing.

GROUND COMPASSES, LOW'S PATENT.
Particulars on application to

—

W. LOW, Euston Gardens, Thetford.

FOR SALE, NARCISSUS (Sir Watkin),
true, first size bulbs, 3s. per dozen, 22s. 6d. per 100;

second size, Is. 6d. per dozen, 10s. 6d. per 100.—Apply to
GARDENER, Has Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, Merioneths.

OLD CRIMSON CLOVE CARNATION.—
Strong rooted layers, 20s. per ICO ; 5s. per doz. ; Uriah

Pike, 10*. per doz., carriage paid. Cash with order.
W. WILSON, Lamorbey Cottage, Sidcup. Kent.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Splendid
Dwarf-trained Trees with Fruit, growing in cool orchard-

house. In thirty selected varieties, for succession. Can now
be inspected and marked for autumn planting.

FREDERICK; PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington.

SPIR.EA JAPONICA and GLADIOLUS
BKE.SuHLEYENSIS.—Extra strong clumps, per 1000.

50s. ;
per 10,000, 450s.

1 1st size, 3^s. per 1C00.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS-? 2nd „ 25s.

_ (3rd ,, 20s. [',

we are now booking orders for the above. No charges for
packing andf.o.b. Rotterdam. Apply to P. V. T., -41, Wellington
street. Covent GardeD, London, W.C.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.
B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries Somerset.

Peaches, Nectarines, Melons. Strawberries, &c
TOHN NATHAN, Jun., Long Market, Corent
tj Garden, W.C. is open to receive Consignments of above.
Best price guaranteed; 5 °/a Commission. Bankers' references.

MUSHROOM S P A W N.
BUY OF THE MAKERS.

Upon receipt of Postal Order for 2s., we will forward
1 bushel (16 cakes), of our celebrated Mushroom Spawn ; with
ferll instructions for making-up beds. &c. Established, 1835.

Messrs. ELPHICK AM) ALLEN. Mushroom Spawn Makers,
7, Beaconsfield Boad, Willesden. N.W.

FERNS A_ND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2£-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorta, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6*. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6x. 100, 50*. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 65. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 165. and 20*. 100; Aralias, 10s.
100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleaa. Geraniums, in 48's, 65. doz.

;

Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Ccckscombs, Marguerites,
Double Tropaeolums, in bloom, in 48's, S5. doz, ; Ficus, Palms,
Dracaenas, Crotons, Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, 125. doz. Lists
free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

FERNS!—FERWSM
50.C00 Prime Stufi, in 2A-inch pots—PTERIS

CBISTATA, NOBLLIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and bushy staff, in 48's at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Also a quantity in large 60's, at 2s. 6d. per doz.,

or 20s. per 100.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BIACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

FOR THE BEST PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
RANUNCULUS. LEMOINE-3 NEW GLADIOLUS,

MONTBRETIAS, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sorts.

All personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

DENDKOBITJM PHALiENOPSIS
SCHRODEEIANA.

MESSRS. HEATH and SON'S Colleotion

are now in full flower. Specimen blooms on application.

Strong plants from 42s. per dozen.

Royal Exotic Nurseries, Cheltenham.

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF EKCLAMD."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will De grand, both for Forcing, In

little pots, and as Runners.

SEST) ORDEBS A5D ENQUIRIES DIRECT TO

—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

NOW READY.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

CHARLES SHARPB & CO., Ltd.,
Seed Farmers and Merchants, SLEAF0RD.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

GREAT VARIETY.
Bnshy plants in 2J inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, 5s. per 100

;

40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NURSERIES, HILLINGDON HEATH, UXBRTDGE

JOHNSON'S IMPHOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING ODe of the largest
Manufactuters of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1C0 cows,
from which I obtain alargequantity
ot pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the beat obtainable

at Ss. per bushel.

Special Prices for Large Quantities
and the Trad«.

HANGER HILL, EALING.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.
T HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTHEMUM
A GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 25. Qd. each.

The jS.C.S. TEAR BOOK, Is. 2d. each, contains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only"), 5s. each.

All Post Free for Cash with Order.

H. J, JONES,
RYECR0FT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Oujr Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Swve, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns,

For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-

tiful v£jiet7, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
FBRS KVRSP.RIES. SALB. near HAS CHESTER.
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NEW BULB CATALOGUE®) for 1895
NOW READY. POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON
Have reoeived their importations of specially selected bulbs of—

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

And other Bulbs for Early Foroing, in splendid condition, and solicit immediate orders.

IP & 12, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER ; also at Altrinctiam, Llanludno JnnctioD, <k

WRINCH & SONS, H-r-fTfl^EEN,
St. L,awrence 'Works, IPSWICH; & 57, Holborn Viaduct. LONDON, E C.

GLASSHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Desi*ned t0 *?* "*y^w^

As erected for Sir Francis Tmocott. Fnsf. Rrinct^nH Ah erected for Sir Jno. Thursby. Christchurch.

PRICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

2 No. 161. f-SPAN GAEDEN FRAME.

Cash Prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ..,

8 ft. by 6 ft. ...

12 ft. by 6 ft. ...

lti ft. by 6 ft. ...

£2 10
4
5 10

7 2

CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork.

OARDEN FRAMES in every variety

No. 150. MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME.
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15
8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 2 15
12 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 15
16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 15

Pit lights only, 4 ft. by 6 ft.

,

13s. 6rf. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free
CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in EDgland. and to Dublin or Cork.

PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHTS, &c.
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

WRINCH & SONS, \

HCi"iIPSWICH & LONDON.

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservatory, House, or Garden at the lowest price,

send for POPE and SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen,
Birmingham.

ulmmet
WORLD-RENOWNED

BULBS
Well Ripened, and in Splendid

Condition.

HYACINTHS,
GoldMedal Exhibition varieties, p. doz.,10«.6</.

Choice named varieties, p. doz.,6s.,7s.6d.,

and 9s.

TULIPS,
Fine mixed, per 100 .

.

. . . .

L

2s, 6d.

NARCISSI,
Double Daffodils, per 1000 . . . . 40s. Od.

Single Daffodils, per 1000 .

.

. . 15 6

CROCUS,
All oolours mixed, per 1000 . . . . 10s, dd.

SNOWDROPS.
Single and Double, per 1000 . . 21s. Od.

For particulars see Illustrated Catalogue,

forwarded Gratis and Post Free to all

applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
Seedsmen by R^yal War.ant to Her Mnje-ty the Queen,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

c*>
e> NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES

SPINELESS, ROBUST CROWTH, LARGE RED FRUIT, EXTREMELY FERTILE, BEST QUALITY.

See " Gardeners' Chronicle " of July 27, 1895 (No. 448), pages 100 and 101.

COLOURED PLATE, COMPLETE HISTORY, PRICES, and every information, from WM. RUSHFORTH, HUNSLET, LEEDS;
AND FROM THE ONLY PROPRIETORS,

LETELLIER & SON, CAEN, FRANCE.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works oover 5 aores.

Nurseries—Hanworth tc Feltham.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100,000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound In cloth, Is Now Ready.

We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This

List is the most complete In the
Trade, and has cost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

Amateur Span-roof Greenhouse.
Complete, front £3 16s.

Cucumber Frames.
One Light. I Two Ligtlt.

4 ft. by 3 ft.. 17s. 6 ft. by 4 it,, 30s.

6 ft. by 4 ft.. 2Ss. 8 ft. by 6 ft., 50s.

° i) ~r

.o ^ *?s

§ J §

1

1

^ -I

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION. P.

I.—Conservatories

n.-

Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits. Hand-Lights. Ac.

Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

m.—RuBtic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, Stc. ...

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c.
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-

secticides, Wonnand Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &c

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters. Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c. ...

Vm.—Horticultural Timber ...

IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,
Fountains, Vases, Statuary, Ac.

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulbs, Ac.

65— 98
99—184

135—178
179—228

217—268
269—280

231- 343

818—883

Hot-Water-apparatus : Cheapest and uio&t efficient. Cc*r of Complete Apparatus for
Greenhouses, with 4-in. flow and return pipes along one side :—7ft. by oft., £3 16s. : 9ft. by
6ft., £3; 12it. by Sft., £3 5s. ; loft, by 10ft. . £4 10s. ; 20ft. by 10ft , £5 5s. ; 25ft. by 10ft., £6 5s.
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STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

IFAND-LALD RUNNERS
and PLANTS in Pot8 of the

beet varieties, including Royal Sove-
reign, President, Sir J. Paxton, British
Queen, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse
H de Thury, Dr. Hogg, Noble, and
others.

DscHptive Catalogue on Application.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufaoturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C,

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10
| 14X12 I 18X12 | 16X14 | 20X14 |

20X16 124X16] '2x18
14X10

I 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22X16 Ii0xl8]24xl8
21-02. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, &c.

PUT.Y, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, ftc.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Sniithfield, London, B.C.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

W&gi.ig

gP Tfo Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Grtennouse<.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
P" OwiDg to improved facilities for the manufacture of the=e
Boilers, and a cons°quent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12«. ; No. 2. £3 15s ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.

Complete Apparatus ftom £i 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application..

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 163, Palmerston .Buildings, Old Broad St., E.G.

(v =^¥4 PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, Sd.

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON,
Mak»r to the Queen and

Prince ot wale's.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

2 8 ft. by 6 ft..

3 12 ft. by 6 ft..

4 16 ft. by 6 ft.

.

5 20 ft. by 6 ft.

.

6
JI

24 ft. by 6ft..

£ S. d.

(
2
•6

4 2 6
5 6
6 7 6

\7 10

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Material?, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

l-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft...
^ CASH

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London Agent.Mi.H.Skkltoh.Seedsman.&c, 2.HollowayRd.,N.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

E.

Prices from £17, including Pump and Timber Supports.
May ,7, 1893, The Dell, Englefield G<een, Suriey.

BOBEET Wabneb & Co . Engineers. 27. JewLn Crescent. E.C.
Dear Sirs.—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail ceared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in, x 9 iii. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed

here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about SO feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the while of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully.

H. BALCANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schroder.
B. Warneb & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

tet of Pumps for Lord Northboume.
Numerous otheb Testimonials on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.

Engineering Works, Walton-on-the-Naze, 1*ssex.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIEELEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

And at 118. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, GATES,
IRON ROOFING and HAT BARNS.

Special Estimates given for Large Contracts in Fencing.
Roofing, &o. Personal Surveys of Estates made, andIpractioai
advice yiv%n as to the beet and most economical F@bX$G txi pat
down. IdusffiUd OSCabgtUi Writ by fVtt.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London
Putney, S W.
Agent for Channel Islands :

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd.

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,

J. H. PARSONS, Market

Tweed

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of £-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD S Y ALL SEEDSMEN.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only.from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield,

H U OH

YAPOURROLL
FU Ml GATOR

For Ureeuhouses. Cheap, safe, and always effeotive for Green-

fly, Tbrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large establishments in

England.

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Eefilla

for 3 tins, 2s. Qd. Everyone should try them. Held under a

Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer-E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

THERE IS NOW
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
J5|p Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time.

ggT Does not Mark or Stain Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage.

Price:—
1 gallon, 12s. 6d.

; £ gallon. 6s. Qd. ; 1 quart, 's,; 1 pint, 2s. 6^.

A Report selected from many:—
From Mr. John Maddox, Bryn Glas Gardens. Newport. Mon.
" I have now given your Mildew Wash a good trial, and find

it the ve*y best remeJy yet introduced, being most effective

in billing the Mildew Jind Green-fly a the same time, and
without the slightest injury to the foliage of the Ro^es. It is

clean and most simple to n-*\ and the smell is not objectionable,
'•Like ail your other XL ALL's, it is just what is wanted,

and one feels thankful that t*ey are all come at last,
" P-N.—One application is sufficient."

To be had (the tame as all the other XL ALL*S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florist?, and Sundriesnoen everywhere;
or direct from the Sole Proprietor, G. H. BICHABDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth. London. S.E.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best I

Qualityobtainable
in the Trade. I

Consumers should Bay Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Kail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices, Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

PEAT-PE AT.
Fine upland brown Peat, full of leaf and fibre, suitable for

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse, and American Plants, 25s. per
ton. Hand-picked and sieved for Orchids, 8s. per sack on rail

at Harrogate —Apply to S. MARSHALL. Holgate, York.

EPPS'S «** PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of OR0BID PEAT, ia

good condition; also for Stove. Greenhouse, ana Hajdwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &Q . in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
UOVWi Ol N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOS8, CHARCOAL, &o.

'p^O'fll oUe-tp Through rate* to all parte.

£P?ft & (& 9 I'fep $*at m$ot, Kingwood.

i
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THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOYES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
O E. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or^ * COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, aod

the Cobbles about the t>ize of a man's fiat),.delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Croa* ; or in truckloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and ghing from five to ten degrees more heat than

pj Coke. Quotations on application to

—

C. R. C4RTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock p j I QQ
always on Hand . VjTLf\.OOi

Special quotation* for quantities.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

WATER SUPPLY
for

Gardens and Greenhouses.
NO SKILLED SUPERINTENDENCE, OR SANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENCINE
Raises 1000 gallons 80 feet high, for an expendi-

ture of ONE PENNYWORTH of Fuel. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

Cranston's Nurseries say :
— " We should be very w, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

sorry to be without it now." . Second Edition, 216 pages and 9( Engravings.
2s. tid. nett. per post, 2s. lOif.

SOLE MAKERS :
—

HAYWAED TYLER & CO.,
Address : 39, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

JONE^^twGoo
%/ Tf "

. . V StOURB R I DGE

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENCINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, $c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
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RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk

at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.

Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—

WALKER asd CO., Farnborough, Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—

-

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tbaj>e.

WARE & SONS' *J2ZSS&*.

FLOWER POTS

NEW

Hstab. Hundreds of
Testimonial*,
on application.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

mm .«*«. »?. w (13X10, 18X12, 18X14, 24XH
10-or., per 100 ft.,

J*.
6*. 1 14xl2( 20Xl2, 18xlB. 24x16

21-oz., „ 10s. Qa\
1 16x i2, 16x14, 20X16. 24x18, 4c,

1J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2 X 4, at W. per

foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, 4o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BlBHOPSQATK STREET WITHIN, LOST>01f. E.G.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
;
Thorpe's Patent

' Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, tent

GMormc staples as fixed. post-tree, lfv.

The Marriott cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C

,

Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bic? cles and Tricycles.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Labqest MAXTJTACTTJBEBa oy Gardes

Pottery in the world.
Millions rx Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.
Price Lists free on Application.

Pott 8VO. 18.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW PLANTS.
A Primer for Amateurs. By CHARLES COLLINS.

Edited by J. WRIGHT, F.R.H.S. With 33 Illustrations.

MACMILLAN AND CO., London.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed oa
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PDRCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR TTVB
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars. post>

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Years' time.

IN THE Income FirBt Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUNSHINE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,

AMERICA. 34, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Robt. Veitch & Sons, 54, High Street, Exeter—Bulbs.

W. Tait & Co., 119 and 120, Capel Street, Dublin—Bulbs and
Flower Boots.

Dobie & Mason, 22, Oak Street, Manchester—Bulbs, &c.

Amos Pebry. Winchmore Hill, London, N.—Bulbs, Florists'

Flowers, &c.

Geo. Bruce & Co., 35. Market Street, Aberdeen—Bulbs. &c.

William Bull, 536, King's Road, Chelsea, London—Bulbs
and Tuberous-rooted Plants.

W. J. Watson, Town Hall Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne—
—Bulbs.

W. P. Laird & Sinclair. Dundee—Bulbs.

Jas. Yates, Underbank and Royal Oak Mills, Stockport,

Bulbs.

W. H. Tixr, 24, Thames Street, Windsor—Bulbs.

Dobie & Dicks, 66, Deansgite, Manchester— Bulbs.

Babr & Son. 12. King Street, Cogent Garden. London, (1),

English Daffodils, Tulips, Lilies, Pasonies; (2), General
Bulbs, &c.

GABDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mb. Thomas Weadle, late Foreman at Boultham Hall,

Lincoln, has been appointed Gardener to W. Baird, Esq.,

The Gardens, Deanscroft, Oakham.

Mr. Jno. Julian as Gardener to J. C. Jackson, Esq., Birch-
wood Grange, Pen-y-lan, Cardiff.

PARTNERSHIP.—Gentleman required, with
£300 capital, to join a thorough practical man in old-

established and lucrative Market Nursery Business. No
previous knowledge requisite. Thoroughly genuine. —
Address, GLASS, S. B. Wheeler. 13, Bread Street, E.C.

ARTNERSHIP.—A young Man, with some
experience, would be glad to meet with someone in the

Florist Business with a view to Partnership.—Address, X.,

64, Bulwer Road, Leytonstone, Essex.

PARTNER.—To replace one retiring. There
is an opening for a good man, in the Seed. Bulb, and

Plant Trade, and Florists' Business. In West of London.—For
particulars. B. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

PARTNER, would join one in introducing
email capital in a Profitable Market Nursery.—All par-

ticulars to G. PERKINS, 9, Althorpe Street, Far Cotton,
Northampton.

THE COUNCIL of the ROYAL HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY are prepared to receive applica-

tions for the post of SUPERINTENDENT of the Society's
Gardens at Chiswick. Salary £2C0 a year. Applicants most
have both practical and scientific knowledge of all depart-
ments of Horticulture.—Address. SECRETARY, R.H.S., 117.
Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, at the
Holloway Sanatorium, Virginia Water. None but

Gardeners thoroughly experienced in the Growing of large
crops of Fruit and Vegetables, and in the Management of
Pleasure-gTounds, need apply. Applications must be received
on or before Saturday, September 14. Particulars of appoint-
ment, with form of application, can be obtained by euclosing
stamped addressed envelope to Dr. P HILIP PS, Virginia Water,

WANTED in Worcestershire, GARDENER
for Single-handed place ; middle-aged, married, and

without family. Mus'. thoroughly understand his busines-i,

and particularly Flowers and Fruit. Will have to live in house
when family are away. Wages, £i a week (which will be
increased if satisfaction is given) and good Lodge. State full

particulars in reply, to—W. P , Gardeners' Chronic e Office,

41, Wellington Street. Strand. London.

WANTED, a young MAN, as general
OUTSIDE GARDENER.—Some knowledge of Green-

house, and variety of wall Fruit Trees. State wages and
qualifications.—Apply by letter, H. SMITH, 1, Pembroke
Mews. Grosvenor Place, London. S.W.

WANTED, useful Man (married) as SINGLE-
HANDED GARDENER for small countrv place. Must

thoroughly understand management of Kitchen and Flower
Gardens. No Glass. Wages 145. weekly, with cottage and
vegetables.—B. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand.

WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER.—
Must have had good experience in General Plant and

Fruit-growing under Glass. Good references required. Wages
ISj. per week and bothy.— THOS. OLDHAM, Stoughton
Grange. Leicester.

WANTED, a married MAN, as FOREMAN,
competent to take Charge of Carmen, Labourers, and

general Outdoor-work of Large Nursery.—Apply, stating
experience and wages required, to FOREMAN, Turnford Hall
Nurseries, near Broxbourne,

FERN RAISER and GROWER.—
REQUIRED, an experienced and energetic MaD, tho-

roughly competent to raise and grow Ferns in very large

quantities.— Particulars of age, experience, and wages re-

quired, to A. K , Gardeners' chronicle Office, 41, Wellington

Street. Strand. W.C.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, TWO or
THREE young MEN, quick at Potting. Wages, 20s.

per week.—State abilities, age, with copies of references, to

WILLIAM WHITELEY, Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath,
TTxbridge.

WANTED, a competent SEEDSMAN, to go
abroad.—Good chance for a man well up in retailing

Flower and Vegetable Seeds. &c— Write all particulars to

No. 6, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, for City Shop, ASSISTANT, well
up in Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants; write, giving full

particulars, to WM. CUTBUSH and SON, The Nurseries,

Barnet, Herts. _.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, of good address
and thorough knowledge of the Seed and Bulb Trade.

State full particulars, age, and salary required to L. C,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office. Preference given to one who can
invest a moderate sum in the Company's shares.

WANTED, in the Bulb and Plant Trade,
CLEBK, accustomed to Invoicing. Must be neat,

quick writer.—Apply, by letter, B., 12, King Street, Covent
Garden, London. W.C.

ANTED SHOPMAN to take oharge, must
be well up in all branches of a country Seed Business,

and have good references.— PHLOX, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a middle-aged Couple, without
family. Man as COWMAN and odd man ; Wife to

Manage small Dairy.—C. KNOWLES, The Gardens, Soina,

Roehampton, London, S.W.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. AH particulars on application.

Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chestbb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to annonnoe that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. &c.—St. John'B Nurseries, Worcester.

FSANDER and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

ARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 30; experience i. Well recommended

by late and present employers.—W. AUSTIN, Rushton Hall
Gardens, Kettering, Northants.

GAKDENER (Head).—Age 49; a skilful
Grower of Hothouse Fruit, Plants, Vegetables, &c. Ten

years' excellent character.—J. M., 24, Lordship Lane, Bruce
Grove, Tottenham, N.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Mr. Allen,
Gardener to Lady Sheffield, Normanby, Doncaster, will

be pleased to recommend his Foreman, H. Jones, to any Lady,
Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring a first-class man as above.

ARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman, giving
up his [gardens, wishes to very highly recommend

his Head Garaener, who is a thoroughly good man in every
respect. Efficient and trustworthy. In charge now of large
Gardens. Age 35, married, one child.—Apply, first instance,

SCOTCH, 3, City Road, Chester.

GARDENER (Head), and to take charge of
an Estate, where three or four men are employed.

—

Age 29. Thoroughly experienced in the growth of Stove and
Greeohouse Plants, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c.» Kitchen
Garden and Pleasure Grounds. Highest testimonials from
present and previous situations.—Address, WM. WILLIAMS,
The Gardens, Sulby Hall, near Rugby.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; married,
no family; life experience in large establishments;

thoroughly practical in all branches ; highly recommended.

—

G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head), Scotch, age 31. —
Thoroughly practical ; Early and Late Forcing ; Flower

and Kitchen Garden. Highest references. — GARDENER,
Flosh House Gardens, Keighley, Yorks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; Married.
Highly recommended by late Employer. Personal, if

required. First-class practical man in all branches. Excel-
lent House and Table Decorator. Good Manager of Men.
Disengaged. Abstainer.—N. B., 11, Leythe Road, Acton, W.
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WILLIAM ALLEN, late Head Gardener to
Sir George Ruesell, Bart., M.P., Swallowfield Park,

Raiding, and -formerly Head Gardener to the late Lord
Hatherton. Teddesley Park. Stafford, will be pleased to tre»t

with any Lady or Genileman requirmg the services of a
thorough practical man in all branches of Gardening. Also
well up in Forestry. — W. ALLEN, 22, Albert Street, Stone,
Staffordshire.

GARDENER (Head), and ORCHID
GROWER.—Advertiser, who is 39 years of age, married,

witn family, is open for engagement as above. Thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Has raised many thousanos of

Oxchid seedlings, and made a great specialty of Herbaceous
and Alpine Plants Excellent testimonials. Nine years in

last place.—ALPINE, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, strand, W.t;.

G>
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,

A married ; thoroughly energetic, trustworthy, efficient.

All-round life experience; excellent character.—J. B., 49,
Eleanor Road, Bowes Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—The Head
to S. G. Sheppard, Esq., Leggaits, Potter's Bar, would

be pleased to recommend a thorough good practical Man who
has had life experience in large establishments. Five and a
half years in present as Second.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
married, two children; twenty-four years' experience

in genuine routine of Gardening. Nine years in laBt place;
left through death of employer. Good character.—E. W0RS-
FOLD, Humphrey's Cottages, Kingston Road, Leatherhead.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good all-round man ; excel-

lent characters from present and previous plaoes ; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SKILLING, 9, Park Mews, Kilburn, London.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Good all-

round man; very trustworthy, and thoroughly expe-
rienced in all branches; four years' excellent character, ten
previous with the late Bishop of Winchester.—SMITH, Hydra
House, John's Road, Woolston, Southampton.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40;
married. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Twenty-

five years' experience, the last fourteen as Head. First-claaa

references as to character and ability.—D. ROWLAND, Coney
Weston, Taworth, Suffolk.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches; been
awarded several MedalB and high-class prizes for Orchids.
Excellent testimonials.— DUNCAN TUCKER, Esq., Mount
Pleasant, Tottenham, London, N. _

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
two children. >oungest 6 years; experience in all

branches. References. Five years' good character as Head.
—E. FISHENDES, 7, Pellipar Road, Woolwich.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 39,
do family ; life experience in all branches. Well up

in Laying-out and Planting New Grounds. Five years in last

place.—J. T., 21, Cuthbert Road, West Croydon.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Married;
Advertiser is practically experienced in all kinds of

Fruit, Plants, Flowers, including Orchids, decorating. &c.
Good all-round gardener and manager of men. Excellent
references.— F. S., Vine Cottage, Gew's Corner, Turner's Hill,

Waltham Cross, Herts.

ARDENER (Head, or good SINGLE-
HANDED).—Age 30, no family ; fourteen years' experi-

ence in all branches. Gentleman giving up. Excellent char-

acter.—T. WINSLADE, Woolpit, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 29, married, no family ; fifteen years'

experience in all branches. Three years' good character from
lust employer. Abstainer.— G. ELLIS, 18, Worsley Street,

Eastney, Portsmouth.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Under).—
Age 23; single. Five years' experience Inside and Out.

Good character. No objection to cow or pony.—C. HUNT,
Ivy Cottage, Tarrant Keyneston, Blandford.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 27, married, no encumbrance ; well up in Orchids,

Stove and Ureenhoune Plants, Kitchen Garden, &c. Good
testimonials. -A, B. C, General Post Office, High St., Putney.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Age 24, single; eleven years' all-round experience in

good Gardens, including Nobleman's, and two years in the
Royal Gardens, Kew. tiood testimonials,— S., 19, Lordship
Road, Cburch Street, Stoke Newington, N.

I / > ARDENER (Single-handed, or where
I

VJ help is given).—Age 22; over ten years' experience in

good Gardens. Well recommended.—E. HENEAGE, Algar-
I kirk Hall Gardens, Boston, Lines.

GARDENER.—Praotioal and energetio; mar-
ried. W. Withey, Esq., wishes to recommend

I

H. Finch, who has been with him as Gardener at Woodberry
1 Lake over eight years. Thoroughly understands his work
in all branches. Life experience. Cause of leaving, the
.place been Bold.—353, Seven Sisters Road, South Tottenham,
: London, N.

GARDENER.—Situation wanted by a re-
spectable single young Man (age 27), as good Sinqle-

t banded ; thoroughly experienced in Glass and Kitchen
|

9arden. Abstainer. Good oharacter.— H. W., Mrs. Field,

Weston Green, Thames Ditton.

GARDENER.—Age 24; seeks situation in

Kitchen, Flower, or Plain Garden. Two years' good
character.—W. WITHALL, Aldwick, near Bognor.

GARDENER (Second of four or five), in

good establishment.— Age 24 ;
good experience Inside

and Out. Good references from present and previous
employers.—J, TIDY, The Gardens, Lockner Holt, Chilworth,
Surrey.

G~
ARDENER (Under).—Young Man (age 19)

seeks situaton as above loBide and Out ; can be well

recommended.—FRANK BEASLEY, Taylor's Lane, Hadley,

Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23; Pleasure
Ground and Kitchen Garden. Used to Scythe and

Machine. Eight years' experience. Good character.—W.
TKIBE. Fairfield, Leatherhead. Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Young Man seeks
situation as such; good character; five years' experi-

ence; abstainer—A. WOODS, 5, South Place, Surbiton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; strong and
willing, with good character.—SMITH, Gravelly Hill,

Aston, Birmingham.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER—Age 27;
good references. Ferns a specialty ; Carnations, Stove,

Soft-wood, general Market Flowering and Pot Stuff, Tomato?,
Cucumbers.—G. G , 41, Wellington street. Strand, W.C.

NURSERY FOREMAN, Outside.— Twenty-
eight years' experience, fourteen years Foreman.

Fruits, Roses, Ornamental or General. — G. DAVIES,
29, Norfolk Street, King's Lynn.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR—Age 25;
ten and a half years' practical experience in all branches.

Three years aa Foreman in last situation. Can be well recom-
mended.—W. METCALFE, 10, Laura Road, South Totten-
ham, N.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfteld, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; has had experienoe both
Inside and Out, including Orchids. Please state wages.

—J. W. CARLINE, 17, Shaftabury Road, Gt. Crosby, Liverpool.

FOREMAN, Inside and Out.—Gardener will
tnoroughly recommend in all branches. Four and a-ha'f

years' reference.—W., 7, Martindale Road, Balham, S.W.

fjDREMAN, in good establishment; age 30.

—

JL S. Lyon, Gardener to Viscuunt Eridport, highly recom-
mends Waiter Gough as above. Has lived with him two years
in same capacity. Formerly at Powis Castle, Tatton Park,
Wentworth, and other good Gardens. First-class Decorator,
&c—The Gardens, Cricket St. Thomas, Chard.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; life experienoe in the
general routine of Gardening, including Orchids and

House Decorating. Good references as toabilities.—FOREMAN,
Gardens, Albury Houoe, Surbiton Hill, Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside or General.—Age 29;
fourteen jears' experience in good establishments; House

and Table Decorations. — DUNCAN FLEMING, c o. Irvine,
8, Bay ton Terrace, Granton Road, Edinburgh.

FOREMAN.—Age 26 ; well up in Fruit and
Plant Houses, and General Garden Work. Good

references.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South Bedding-
ton, Wallington, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst).—Aged 22; seven
years' experience ; two and a-half years good character.

Bothy preferred,—A. BARNARD, 1, Sydney Road, Woodford
Green, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), Inside, or Inside
and Out.—Age 24 ; eight and a half-years' experience.

Good character.— C. COPE, MillBtone Green, near Newcastle,

Staffa.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses.—
Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Three years and eight

months' good character.—W. OLIFFE, Malvern Common,
Great Malvern, Worcestershire.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Age 18; a Yonng
Man requires situation under good Foreman as above; tall,

strong, and willing; good references. - J. E. DOLBY, The
Gardens, West Skirbeck, Boston, Lines.

JOURNEYMAN, under a Foreman, inside
and out.—Age 26, single ; two years present situation ;

good recommendations.—H, SLOCOM.BE, Stanton Wick,
Pensford, near Bristol.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Inside and Out.
—Age 21; gool character. Bothy preferred.—HEAD

GARDENER. JacKwood Gardens, Shooter's Hill, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), age 19.—W.
MOORE requires situation as above. For reference as to

character and ability, apply to—W. SUTTON, Hawkstone,
Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 18 ; Private Garden. Bothy preferred. Twelve

months in present situation.— A. WARREN, Stretton-on-

Dunsmore, near Rugby.

JOURNEYMAN, in good establishment.—
Situation wanted by young Man, age 22, as above. Five

years* experience. Can be well recommended. — HEAD
GARDENER, Newlands, Teynham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside. — Age 21, eight
years' experience

;
good references. — HEAD GAR-

DENER, Witton Park. North Walsham, Norfolk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Uut.—Age 24;
very highly recommended. Over two years in last place.

—J. HAYWARD, Stowon the-Wold, Glos.

OURNEYMAN in the Houses under a
Foreman.—Age 21 ; seven years' experience ; three and

a half years in present place
; good references. — M AC-

DOUGALL, Gardener, Sotterley Hall, WaDgford, Suffolk.

JUURNEYMA.N, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 23; nine years' experience. Good reference.

Dieeugnged.—E GOULD, 21, Broadwater, Worthing, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, age 21, seven year*'
experience, can be well recommended by present em-

ployer.-N. A., 2, Unity Cottages, Eleanor Road, Waltham
Cross.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, in good Gentleman's
; establishment.—Age 19; six years' experience. Excel-

lent testimonials from receot employers. Total abstainer.

—

J. F., Holly Cottages, Bawdeiwell, East Dereham.

JOURNEYMAN, age 20.—Has been in large
Establishment ; good references ; not afraid of work.

—

JACKSON, Claydon Parte. Winslow, Bucks.

GIVEN to anyone finding Situation for
Young Man in Gentleman's Gardens; good character

and experience
; Midland counties preferred.—S. H., Gardeneri'

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London.

IMPROVER.—Age 21 ; seeks a good general
training in SEED and BULB line. Has gained witii

leading London and Provincial Firms, excelleot Nursery and
Shop experience, including the making-up of Floral Designs.
Fullest information and references. — Address, H. W., 31,
Giesbaok Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

TMPROVER; age 19.—H. Cubtis, Gardener,
JL Spring Hill, Southampton, would be pleased to recom-
mend a strong Youth as above ; three years* experience.

TMPROVER (Inside).—J. Trigger, Melton
JL Park Gardens, Peterboro", would be pleased to recommend
a young fellow as above.

APPRENTICE, or otherwise.— Wanted, a
situation for a Youth (16) as above, in Gentleman's

Gardens. Premium paid.— R. DERBY, The Wharf, Aahperton,
Ledbury.

To Nurserymen.
jl/TANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
iTA —Seventeen years' experience with good Firms; well-
up in all branches, Buying, Selling, and Growing.—JOHN
WINSER. Plummers Plain, Horahem, Sussex.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — J. Standish
& Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, wish to recommend a

thoroughly dependable young man, age 21, in the Houses;
well up in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.—Apply to The
MANAGER.

rO GARDENERS, &o.— Situation wanted
by a young Man (age 24), to Milk a Cow and fill up

time in Gardens. Willing to be useful. Good refereu es from
last place.—H. RALPH, 4, Elm Terrace, Brookddle Road,
Catford, Kent.

TO GARDENERS.—Young Man (age 26)
requires situation, Inside and Out. Can use Scythe.

Three and a half years' g »od character. Highgate district

preferred.—J., 34, Lulot Street. Highgate, N.

TO GARDENERS. — Wanted, to place a
Youth in a Gentleman's Garden. Age 151/, tall, Btrong,

and good appearance. Premium paid.— GARDENER, Hol-
brook Rectory, Ipswich.

TO GARDENERS.—Wanted, a situation for
a Lad, age 17, under a Gardener. Has been in a Gentle-

man's Garden two and a half years. Good character. Would
give a premium of'£5 to learn Glass.—HERBE Br KEYWOOD,
Bramber Beeding, Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser (age 26)
seeks situation as SOFT-WOODED GROWEK, under a

Foreman. Eleven years' experience in London Nurseries.

Good character.—W. DOLAN, IS, Willow Walk, West Green,
Tottenham.

ROCKWORKER, FERNERY FITTER, &c,
knowledge of Ferns, Aquatics, Fish. &c. Good testi-

monials for recent -work.—W. J. C, 125, Portobeilo Road,
Bayswatei, W.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN. — Advertiser is open for
Engagement. Excellent experience and references.

—

HELIANTtlUS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Four years' counter
and warehouse experience; quick writer; desires change.

—ALPHA, W. Drummond & Sjna, Stirling.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN or TRAVELLER. — Situation
wanted ; eleven years' experience, both wholesale and

retail; knowledge of corn trade; good references.—W. C,
Bengeo Villa, Liverpool Road, St. Albans, Herts.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted by young
man in Retail Shop, country preferred. Age 21. Ener-

getio. Four and half years' experience in London and Pro-

vincial Towns. Good reference.—HYACINTH, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.
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BARR'S CATALOGUES
( Are all Ml of 1
J Valuable Information, I

. and can be bad free f
'. on application. J

BARR'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, &c,
ARE Or EXTRA *INE OUAlilTY.

(Reduced in size by Photography.)

CONTENTS
OF

BARR'S
GENERAL

BULB

CATALOGUE.

Novelties.
Bulbs of special in-

terest.

B .lbs to naturalize.

Collections of Bu'bs.
Bedding Hyacinths.
Hyacinths for Chil-

dren's Gardens.
Soman Hyacinths to

cut from October.
Sweet - scented Nar-

cissus to cut from
October.

Bulbs for Early Forc-
ing.

Hyacinths for Pots
and Glat-ses.

Narcis-u^ for Pots.
Good Luck Lily.

Sweet-smelling Jon-
quils.

Tulipa for Pots and
. Beds.
Tulips for Hanging

BasbetB.
Tulip9 for Amateurs.
Crocuses for Autumn
and Spring Flower-
tog.

Snowdrops.
Glory of the Snow.
Wiuter Aconite.
Snowflakes.
Scillae, Flowering
from February to

May.
Striped Squill.

Grape Hyacinths,
Starcn Hyacinths.
Lily of the Valley.
Lyie Flower.
Japanese Meadow
Sweet, for Forcing.

Iris, English.

,, Spanish.
., Bare Species.

African Corn Lily.

Harlequin Flower.
Ranunculus.
Windflower.
Cyclamen.
White Cape

cinth.
G'adioti.

Guernsey Lily.
Belladonna Lily.
Amaryllis.
Liliums.
Tiger spot ted Flower
Tuber -.--.

Hya-

IN TOADDITION
ABOVE,

Are enumerated and
described, nearly 300

Rare. Beautiful
Hard 7 and

Greenhouse Bulbs

and Tubers.

Fr.>it Trees.
Strawberries.
Lawn Gra-ses to Sow

in September.

BARR'S
Grasses, for Renova-
ting Lawns, if sown
in September, en-
sure* a good Lawn
for Tennis the follow-

ing season.

BARR'S
Gra-ses, for Benova-
ting Cricket Ground?,
shoul I be sown in

September.

BARR'S
Graces, for Renova-
ting Public Parke,
Pleasure Grounds,
4c , should be ?own
il September.

BARR'S
Autumn, 189 j.

run nin

HVACINTHS, f r-

NARCISSI. A » i

JONQUILS, a '»
\

TILIP8, a ». \
CROCCSES, a i.

SNOWDROPS, f 't

CIIIONODOXAS, A <5

WINTER ACONITES, a •«

SNOWFLAKES, a "
SCILLAS, a "

Pl'SCHKIXM, A >7

HUSCARIS, A 17.

LILIES OF THE VALLEV. t r

DIELyTRAS, t .7

SPIRAEAS, a ••

IRISES, A 'i

IXIAS.A

RANUNCULUS, a "

ANEMONES, t »

CYCLAHEV.A <\

IITAC1NTHTS CANDICANS, a <

GLADIOLI, a "

AMARYLLIS, a •«

LILnjHS, a *>

TICRIDIAS. a '7

TUBEROSES, a "

CAPE, CAUi'OOMA* BULBS, Ac. Ac, Ac

rrunum rum. lu Mios. CUUU •nounok u«cnaii«». un» t

BABB & SON.
12 £ ij Kinv Street, Covent Garden. London,

XCRSEMIES, Lt>»0 Otttttr^ Surrey **"" « " -^ '

BARR'S
Gold Medal

Daffodils,

1835.

CONTENTS
or

BAKU'S
ENGLISH

DAFFODIL
AND

ENGLISH

TULIP

CATALOGUE.

Newspaper Notices.

AUTUMN, 1895.

BARR'S
DAFFODILS

AND BEAUTIFUL 'ENGLISH AMATEUR" TULIPS.

BARR'S DAFFODILS mere Aaiardcd the only COLD WEDAl, at the Second

Great Daffodil Conference, 1890.

«. Pr, U Iba Is.

ntmrt OlM IK*. H. Ewlana. Id* if w (W.rfr
!««

JTT IHH
. rwn,

• -!•• Mr Om«< M "*

BilRR *$Z SON,
KL\t. srufrr coyest unnF.v loxooy

NuneriM—LONO OITTON, SURREY. a w t^u»f~» wu™ Suik» iS.w JU

BARR'S SILVER DAFFODIL CUPS.
fOR LONDON, niRMlNGIIAM I^DINIIUKC I E, .'it .

Thi»
dcilgr. of our DafTodil Cup i|

the work of Mr H. G. Moon
Four of thaie Cups will bi

awarded to tnc Finest Codec
tionof Daffodil! [iuf PtfjaiHAu.

ttarti,..-). Spring,

follows:—

12 and 13 King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Ban's Daffodil
Prize Silver Cupa
will be awarded in

Spring, ]896. in
London, Birming-
ham, Edinburgh, and

Dub in.

Particulars on
application.

DAFFODILS.
Hoop-Petticoats.
Trumpets, yellow.

,, white&yellow.
,, white.

,, double.

„ Queen Anne's.

HYBRID
DAFFODILS.

Incomparabilis
yellow.

„ Sulphur.

„ Peerless.

, , double.
Barrii, yellow.

„ Peerless.

Leedsii, or Eucharii-
flowered.

Montanus.
Humei.
Backhousei.
Nelsoni.
Macieaii.
Bernardi.
Tridymus.
Odorus.

,, double.
Burbidgei.
Intermedins.
Biflorus.

Schizanthes.
Orientalis.

DAFFODIL
SPECIES.

Angel's Tears.
Juncifolius.
Narcissus of the
Jor.quilla. [Poets.
Small- flowered Daf-

fodils.

Daffodils to
Natur alize

Beautiful
ENGLISH

AMATEUR
TULIPS.

Bizarres, Rectified

,. Breeders.
Bybloemen, Rectified

,, Breeders.
Roses, Rectified

„ Breeders.
Darwin Tulips.

Hepaticas.
Violas.
Lilies.

Pueoniea, European
single & double.

,, Chinese single.

„ ChineBe double.
Flag Irises, Bearded.

„ „ Beardless.

„ ,, Japanese.
Christmas Roses.
Lenten Roses.

BARR'S
Winter, Spring, and
Summer Flowering
Bulbs are sent Car-
riage Paid when a
remittance accom-
panies order.

BARR & SON, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LuNDON.
BARRS NURSERIES, LONG DITTON, SURBITON STATION (S. W. Rail.).

Editorinl communicationa should be addressed to the •• Editor ;" Adverti.ementa and Bnsine&s Letters to " The Publisher." at the Cffice, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.O.

Printed tor the Proprietors by Meson. Bradbuby, Agbew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefrisre. City of London in the County of Middlesei, and published b)l

THUB GEOBOE Mjjm*, at the Office, 41, Wellington Straet, Pariah of 8t. Paul.. Covent Garden, in the aaid County.—8a TDBDAT. September 7, 1666. Agent for Mancbebter- JOHN HBTWOOP.fi

1
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Apogamic FernB
Australian Lemons
Barron testimonial fundi.

the
Barron's retirement, Mr.
Begonias, rust in
Belgium, notes from ...

Botanical section of the
British Association ...

Browallia speciosa major
Buteshire...
Cardiff comingezhibition
Chiswick and Mr. Barron
Chiswick vegetable show,
the

Chrysanthemum, food re-

quirements of the
Chrysanthemum X Prin-

cess May
City Corporation Markets
Clematia Davidiana
Clematis montana and C.

indivisa lobata ...

Colonial notes
Cucumber, Lockie's Per-

fection
France, notes from
Fuchsia coccinea
Gooseberry, the White
Warrington

Grouping for effect in
conservatories

Heuchera sanguinea and
hybrid

Judging at flower shows
Lilium speciosum, a fas-

ciated
Lily, the Bermuda ...

Morello Cherry culture
Nomenclature of garden
plants

305
305

301
304
293

301

New inventions-
Knife, a new budding
Orchid basket, West's
Improved Patent ...

Orchid notes and glean-
ings—

Cypripedium Kimbal-
lianumx

Odontoglossum Uro
Skinneri, Crawshay's
variety

Pancratium canariense .

Plant notes
Plants, new or note-

worthy

—

Dendrobium sangui-
neum

Raspberry, the Black ...

Societies

—

Chesbunt, Wormley
and Distric t

Ghent Horticultural...

Glasgow Horticultural
National Chrysanthe-
mum...

National Dahlia
Royal Horticultural...
Stirling Horticultural

Stock-taking
Vegetables at Highclere
Vegetables at Reading ...

Vegetarian luncheon, a .

Vine, a fine

Week's work, the

—

Flower garden, the ...

Fruits under glass
Hardy fruit garden ...

Kitchen garden, the ...

Orchid-houses, the ...

Plants under glass ...

Wistaria sinensis ...

ILLU8TRATION8.
Chrysanthemum X Princess May
Clematis indivisa lobata
Clematis montana at theresidence of G. Ratcliff Steel, E&q.
Knife, a new budding ••* ...

Orehid-basket, a new
Vine at Hackthorn Hall, Lincoln
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINQ
at the latest.

SONS' Complete
now ready, containing

HCANNELL and
• AUTUMN CATALOGUE,

partioularB of the beat kinds of everything to keep the Conner
vatory and Garden in the highest state of perfection during
the Winter and Spring at the least expense'; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amateurs. Post-free. We cordially invite all to oome and see
our establishments. Foreign orders a specialty.

SWANLEY. KENT.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

,

Third Edition juBt out.

Price 5*.; post free, 5*. 64.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Ohiswiok.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman,
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

Central

NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS requiring
CUT FLOWERS and PLANTS at wholesale prices would

do well to write to G. M. C, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

sUTTONS' EARLY HYACINTHS
NARCISSI, for (lowering at Christmas.

and

SUTTONS' EARLY ROMAN HYACINTHS.
Single White, from Is. Qd. per dozen.
Single Blue, at 1b. 6d. per dozen.

BUTTONS' EARLY NARCISSI.
KJ Paper White, at 1*. per dozen.

Double Roman, at Is.'per dozen.

SUTTONS' ROMAN HYACINTHS and
NARCISSI.—Mr. W. Ward, Gardener to H. James, Esq.,

says :
" The Roman Hyacinths and the Double Roman Nareissus

from you are the best I ever had, and are very much admired."

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
T OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
M-J Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL AND SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield,

WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, oon-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Liliums, Daffodils, Snowdrops, Iris, Peeonies,
&c, free on application. Please compare our prioes before
sending your orders abroad.
WATKINS and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, best

varieties. Can now be inspected and marked for autumn
planting.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge,

FOR THE BEST PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
RANUNCULUS, LEMOLNE'S NEW GLADIOLUS,

MONTBRETIAS, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sorts.
All personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE AND SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

Carnations ! Carnations ! I

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1896, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties
now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

CARNATIONS, now ready, in extra strong
layers. Germania and pink Malmaisons, 30s. and 405.

per 100. Lothian Lassie, new white Clove, with perfectly
upright habit, 10s. per dozen.—LiBt from BROTHERSTON,
Preston Kirk.

FOR SALE, NARCISSUS (Sir Watkin),
true, first size bulbs, 3s. per dozen, 22s. 6<2. per 100

;

second size. Is. M. per dozen, 10s. 6d. per 100.—Apply to
GARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, Merioneths.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Desoriptive CATALOGUE free.
B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

WANTED AT ONCE, good Bushy and
Established ROSES in Pots, viz. :—2000 Perle des Jar-

dins, 1000 Catherine Mermet, 3000 Niphetos (not climbing
variety), eaoh plant capable of producing 3 to 4 dozen Roses
during the winter months. Lowest price for cash to
C. H. RATSCH, Ltd., Nurseryman & Florist, Bournemouth.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
McMahon, Cauderdale, Jacoby, Tricolors, Constance,

&c. Price per 1000 ; or would exchange Carnations.
J. STANDISH and CO., Ascot.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of Jaooby, Gibbons,
and West Brighton Gem.

F. HOLLIOK, South Streatham, S.W.

WANTED, to EXCHANGE for PALMS,
one Peach Tree (Waterloo), one Nectarine (Albert

Victor), in 16-inch pots.
HEAD GARDENER, Harestone, Caterham Valley,. Surrey.

"

S SEP^

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page, Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

"C^YCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."
\~y —Second edition, giving valuable information for

their entire Culture. Post-free, Is. 2d.
F. C. EDWARDS, Sholebroke View, Leeds.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STKAWBERRY.—
The best all round variety in cultivation. Extra strong,

well-rooted plants, grown from the original stock, 2s. per doz.

;

12s. per 100 ; 6s. for 50. Cash.
HURST AMD SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

GRANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30*.
per 1000, 3s. 6U per 100 ; CAMPEBNELLE MAJOR, 8s.

per 1000, Is. per 100. AH good flowering bulbs.
T. QELL, Week Farm, Ventnor. Isle of Wight.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or"Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO ., Merstham, Surrey.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—A large quantity of
Early Leading Market Sort, to be Sold Cheap. Apply—

Pine House. Isleworth.

(^UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—ThousandsO to select from. Write for LIST, free.
P.MoARTHUB.TheLondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale, London, W.

Important to Musnroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5x.

R. and G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Pseonies.

Catalogue oE KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

Cucumber Seed, Covent Garden Favourite, true stocfc

JANCRUM MARSHALL is now prepared
• to book orders for large or small parcels. Terms on

application.—Holly Bank Nurseries, Potter's Bar, N.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, good strong
stuff, in large 60's, 25s. per 100.

HARWOOD BROTHERS. Balham Nursery, Balham, S.W.

MUSHROOM SPAWN,
2s. per bushel (16 cakes).

ELPHICK AND ALLEN. 7, Beaconsfield Road, WiUesden.
Middlesex. Established 1835,

MAURICE PRICHARD'S PERENNIAL
PLANT CATALOGUE now ready, for Autumn, 1895,

and Spring, 1896, post-free on application.
Riverslea Nursery, Christchurch, Hants.

SPECIAL LINES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in England. Send for Special List. 500 for 10s -

2500 for 40s., free.

POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

Chrysanthemum Culture.
.TANDEN'S MANURE has produced the most

k_J satisfactory results, fully borne out by reports from the
leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Prices, in
tins, Is., 2*. Qd., 5*. 6rf., and 8s. each; in kegs, £ cwt.,10s. od.
j- owt., 18s., 1 owt. , 32s. each.

CORRT & CO., Ld., London ; and all Seedsmen and Florists.

E E S O N ' S MANURE.
Cruahed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine onlyjrom

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept. , Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanic Soo.. Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of
ttje Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. Kine's Road, Chelsea.S.W.
TelegraphAddress, "Hortulanus, London.*' Telephone,No 8728*

S1
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

OENTRAX AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOB ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BT POST ON APPLICATION.

EVERY DAY.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION' at their Central Sale Booms. 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'Clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &c.
On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Avenue Nursery, Bexley Heath, Kent.
Close to Bexley Heath Station, S. E. R.

FIRST ANNUALTRADE SALE of beautifully-grown PLANTS.
By order of Messrs. P. H. and J. Cooper.

VTESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
111 SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Avenue Nur-
sery, Bexley Heath. Kent, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Sept. 18,
at 13 o'Clook, without Reserve, 8000 ROSES, including
Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, W. A. Richardson, Sunset,
L' Ideal, Climbing Devoniensis, C Mermet, Bride, Cheshunt
Hybrid, Niphetos, Turner's Crimson Rambler, Climbing
Niphetos, Perle des Jardins, Climbing Perle des Jardins

;

3500 TREE and other CARNATIONS,
consisting of Germania, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Mrs. Moore,
Joliffe, Dorothy, Alice Ayers, Uriah Pike, Duke of Fife,
Danger, Annie Douglas, and Light and Dark Malmaison.

1100 CLEMATIS,
including Belle of Woking, Beauty of Worcester, Jackmanii,
Jackmannii aiba, Jackmanii superba, Mrs. George Jackman,
Alba Magna, Miss Bateman, Lady Boville, Rubella, Duke of
Edinburgh, Duchess of Edinburgh, Anderson Henryi, Lidy
Londesborough, John Gould Veitch, Lady Caroline Neville, &c.

120 Large Specimen Gar-
denia intermedia, ii

16-pots
100 Eucharis amazonica, in

8. 12, and 16-pots
1,500 Erica hyemalis, in 48-

pots
1,690 Erica Wilmoreana, in

48-pots

1.C00 Ampelopsis Veitchii
2,500 Genistas, in 48-pots

10,000 Her Majesty Pinks
8,000 Erica Wilmoreana, in

60-pots
1,000 ,, assurans.in 60-pots
1,000 „ gracilis, in 60-pots
500 „ nyemalie, in 60-

pots

And a large quantity of Asparagus tenuissima, in 32-pots

;

Ficus elastica, Ficus elaatica variegata, Pandanus Veitchii,
Aspleniums, Pteris oristata, Polypodiuma, Adiantum
euneatum, &c.
Miy be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises; and of

tne Auctioneers, 67 and 65, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—Trains leave Charing Cross Station for Bexley Heath

at 9.10 and 11.30 A.M., and 12.50 P.M.

Isleworth.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully-

grown young CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
for immediate Potting, Window-boxes, or for Growing-on.
By order of Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

TVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
JJX will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth, 5 minutes' walk from
the Isleworth Station, L. & S. W. R., and 20 minutes' walk
from Osterley Park Station, District Railway, on THURSDAY
NEXT, September 19, at 12 o'Clock to the minute, in conse-
quence of the large number of lots :

—

5000 BEST GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
In splendid condition and colour, from 9 to 15 inches,
undoubtedly the finest lot ever offered at this Nursery;

THOUSANDS OF SMALL SHRUBS,
For boxes, including Golden Privet, Aucubaa, Yellow-berried

Tree Ivies, Osmanthus, Gold and Silver Box.
4,000 CONIFERS,

From 9 to 24 inches, including Retinosporasof sorts, Thujopsis,
CupreatUB, Thuias. 300 EURYA LATIFOUA VARIEGATA,
from 9 to 18 in. ; Genista Andreana in pots, Arauoaria excelsa
in pots, Irish Ivies in pots. Clematis Jackmanii. 500 AMPE-
LOPSIS VEITCHI, in pots; Specimen Palms. 1000 KENTIAS,
in pots, from 9 in. to 2 ft., Standard variegated, and green
Tree Ivies, Standard Gold Euonymus. and Silver Eoonymus.
A quantity of Climbing TEA ROSES, in pots, 6 to 8 ft. high,
Marechal Niel, Win. Allen Richardson, Devoniensis, Gloire de
Dijon, &c.
Maybe viewed. Catalogues maybe had on the Premises

;

at 36, Hammersmith Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers. Estate
Agents, and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

The Melbourne Nurseries, Bexley Heath, Kent.
ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE, by order of Mr. R. Giilzow,

comprising
16,000 ASPARAGUS PLUMOSA NANA (true).

200 COCOS WEDELLIANA.
200 DRAOENAS. of sorts, in colour.
600 CARNATIONS "Lizzie MacGower."
500 CUPHEA LEAV.E.
150 STATICE PROFUSA.
150 AZALEA MOLLIS.
120 CALLA "Little Gem." &c.

Important to the Trade.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on FRIDAY NEXT, September 20, at 12 o'Clock.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises

;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

ATJDENSHAW, NEAR EEANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVE, BY OBDEB OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,

Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of

having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premises, on TUESDAY, Sep-
tember 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-past

12 o'Clock precisely each day.

The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a most healthy condition.

Among the principal plants, the following may be specially
mentioned :

—

Cattleya Mendeli, extra fine Cypripedium South-
,, Trianee, extra fine gatense
,, Skinneri alba < 15 Dendrobium splendidissi-

2 „ Hardyana mum Leeanum
2 ,, Wagneri 4 , Wardianum album,

., Trianse, Backhouseana F.C.C.
t,pe 4 , Phalasnopsis Schroderee,

2 „ „ W. R. Lee i Lee's var., A.M.
,, labiata alba 6 , Hlustre, A.M.
,, „ Lee's variety 5 , Falconeri giganteum
,, Speciosissima San- 4 , Venus

deriana, F. C. C, rare nobile Sanderianum
2 ,, Reineckiana 5 , Owenianum
2 ,, Gaskelliana alba Leeanum, F.C.C.
2 ,, Chocoensis alba

,
Wardianum caodidum

,, Triause alba 2 : nobile. Hardy's variety

,, Exoniensis 2 , ,, Ballianum
,, Massaiana 2 , rnbens

3 Ccelogyne cristata alba 3 stratiotes

2 jypripedium Leeanum su- f Goldei
perbum 5 „ nobile nobilius

3 ,, G. D. Owen Phalasnopsis Schroderee
2 ,, Schroderee superba alba

,, Charles Richman Edith ae

2 ,, Statterianum 5 „ Huttonii superbum
,, Antigone 2 ., Deademona

5 ,. Arthurianum 2 ,. Juno
,, Lathomianum „ atro-violaceum

3 ,, grande 9 „ nobile Cooksonii
4 „ Wendlianum ,, Muirhinianum

,, Morganiee Burfordense Euosmum leacopterum
2 ,, vexillarium superbnm §| Rolfei

,, Winifred Hollington, 2 „ Schneiderianum
F.C.C. 2 „ nobile giganteom, Lee's

2 ,, insigne, Sanderse type var.

4 ,, argus Moensi 2 ,. cheltenhamense
,, non plus ultra Aspasia

2 ,, Weidlichianum 2 ., nobile Amesiee
2 ,, Morganiae ,, Cassiope
3 ,, Hardyanum 2 „ nobile Backhouseanum
2 „ Niobe t . crassinode album
2 ,, cenanthum superbum ft Statterianum
2 „ Schroderee nobile album

,, Leo f . splendidissimum grandi-
2 ,, Aylingii florum
2 ,, Leeanum giganteum Lselio-Cattleya Aphrodite,
3 „ Calypso varieties received 1st prize,
2 . , Masreeiiannm Manchester, 1895, for

,, Patereonii the best hybrid
,, Cahuzae 3 ., Euterpe
,, Laucheanum 3 „ Arnoldiana
„ Barteli Phcebe
, , Eyermannianum 12 „ seedlings unflowered

2
, , Youngianum 2 LseUa elegans Turneri
,, Alice lf amanda
,, grande atratum
„ Owenianum

„ autumnalis alba
,. anceps Daw.-onii

,, Malyanum ,, Gould iana
,, Barberyanum superbum 2 „ grandes tenebrosa

2 ,, Aahburtonii expansum ,, Tressideriana

,, Godseffianum ,, ancep3 Williamsii
,, Mary Lee 2 Lycaste Skinneri alba

200 ODOSTOGL033UM ALEXANDRA-nearly the whole
have been bought in flower, and only the very best selected ;

Odontoglossum crispum Mandiana, O. Wilckeanum.
Phaius Oweniana I Pachystoma Thomsoniana,

2 Phaius Cooksonii rare
Phaleeoopsis casta | Vanda Sanderana

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts, FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames. Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller, Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Garden Roller,
Thanatophone, and other Sundries.

May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.
Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas Billington. the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in London and Man-

chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

Upper Holloway.—Without Reserve.
A GRAND OPPORTUNITY for PURCHASING SPECIMEN

PALMS, TREE FERNS, &c, for Furnishing Large
Winter Gardens or Conservatories.

IMPORTANT SALE of valuable STOVE 'and GREENHOUSE
EXHIBITION and DECORATIVE PLANTS.

Br Order of Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son,
Who, with a view to removing their Nurseries to more com-
modious premises in the country, are about to dispose of a
portion of their Freehold Land for building purposes.

The following will be found in the Catalogue :—Splendid
SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PLANTS, and also a large
selection of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, including Green-
house Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Cliveias, Camellias, Crotons,
Tree Ferns. Palms, Kentias, Sec. ; also fine specimen Lapageria
alba and rosea, Allamandas, Bougainvilleas, ! Clerodendrons,
Pandanus, &c. ; and a large assortment of Cannas, Dracaenas,
Crotons, Araucarias, Amaryllis, Pancratiums, Anthuriums,
Marantas, Orchids, which will be SOLD by AUCTION on the
Premises, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollo-
way, N., by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY NEXT, Sept. 16 and 17, at

12 o'Clock each day.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had at the Nurseries ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.
N.B.—Messrs. Williams will undertake the packing of any

plants, and their despatch.

Isleworth.—One acre of Cabbage Plants.

IMPORTANT TO MARKET GARDENERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. John Wilmot, Limited, to SELL

by AUCTION, by permission of Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son. at
the Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth, on THURSDAY NEXT,
September 19, at half-past 11 o'Clock precisely, preceding the
sale of Messrs. Lee's stock,

1,000,000 CABBAGE PLANTS,
of the celebrated strain, Wilmot's Selected, in lots to suit large
buyers. The plants are now growing in the field in White
Lane or Syon Lane, Isleworth. They will be offered at per
thousand, and a sample will be on view at the time of Sale.

The vendors will take up the plants and put them in bundles
of 1000, and delivery can be taken at Pine House Gardens.
London Road, Isleworth, or the vendors will put them on rail

at Kew Station. Also 5 strongly built MARKET VANS.
These Cabbage Plants are being sold as Messrs. Wilmot have

this quantity in excess of their requirements.

Maidenhead.—Annual Unreserved Clearance Sale of
Well- grown GREENHOUSE PLANTS, BULBS, and
OTHER STOCK, by order of Mr. R. Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Floral Nur-

series, Castle Hill, Maidenhead, one mile from Maidenhead
Station, G.W.R.. on WEDNESDAY September 25, at Two
o'Clock, 3000 GREENHOUSE PALMS and Feros, Dracaenas,
Begonias, Cannas, 500 Cyclamens, 500 Primulas and other
Plants, 1500 Cupressus. Laurels and other Shrubs, Hardy
Climbere. Herbaceous Plants. 500 German Iris, 20,000 Bulbs,
including 50C0 Tulips, 3000 Narcissns, Crocus, Scillas, Spanish
Iris, Chinese Sacred Lilies, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C

Tuesday Next, September 17.

CATTLEYA LUDDEMANNIANA ALBA.
Only one plant of this rare variety is known to us to exist

in this country. Cattleya Luddemanniana must not be
mistaken for its ally, C. speciosissimum, it is a much easier
and more free-flowering Cattleya than the latter. The white
type (C. L. alba) of this form is more scarce than in any other
Orchid known. The few plants offered for sale, were all

collected in flower, and every one is guaranteed true.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
lTX include the above in their ORCHID SALE on TUESDAY
NEXT, September 17.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Nest, Sept. 17.

CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA.
CATTLEYA MENDELI.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on TUESDAY NEST,
September 17, at half-past 12 o'clock, a fine importation of

CATTLEYA MENDELI,
Just received, Ex. S, " Para." The plants which will be
offered have been collected from entirely hitherto unexplored
localities, and therefore new and distinct forms may most
reasonably be anticipated. At the same time will be offered

fine Imported Plants of

CATTLEYA- GASKELLIANA,
Also CYCNOCHES CHLOROCHILON, in flower or bud;
CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHI, selected varieties in

flower ; DENDKOBTUM PHALJENOP3IS SCHBODERIANA,
the new Kina-Balu D. SPECIOSISSIMUM (Award of Merit,

July 23), and the rare Xaelia-like SCHOMBUEGKIA HUM-
BOLDTI. Also will be included, ten fine-growing plants of

the new and beautiful

ALOCASIA LOWI " GRANDIS,"
which gained an Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society,

August 27, laat.

By Order of Hugh Low & Co., ClaptOB, London, N.E.
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Friday, September 20, 1895.

SALE OF ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 20, at half-past 12 o'clock, at their Central Auction
Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C., a quantity of
IMPORTED ORCHIDS. including fine Consignments of
CATTLEYA ELDORADO SPLENDENS in fine condition.
The rose, orange, and purple blossoms of this splendid species
render it very attractive and effective. There can be but
little doubt but that the varieties VIRGINALIS, CARNEA,
CONSPICUA ORNATA, &c, will flower from among these
plants.

GRAMMATOPHYLLUM MULTIFLORUM TIGRINUM
in fine order. This grand Orchid produces its beautiful showy
flowers in large racemes, often to the number of sixty or
seventy. Also L.ELTA MAJALI3, the "Flor de Mayo" of
the Mexicans. This noble Orchid ranks amoDg the finest of
all. Its large and lovely flowers are always attnctive. Also
CATTLEYA CITRINA. L.ELIA LUCASIANA, DENDRO-
BIUM STATTERIANUM. an easily-grown beautiful Dendrobe,
most useful for Cut Flower work, &o.

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM,
A fine batch. Many very fine plants are included. Also
CATTLEYA SUPERBA, a really superb Orchid, with large

deep rose and rich maeenta-crimson blossoms. ODONTO-
GLOSSUM LJEVE, ONCIDIUM UNGUICULATUM. DEN-
DROBIUM PHALiENOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM. CYPRIPE-
DIUM DAYANUM. DENDROBIUM NOBILE. Lang Tang
var. In addition fine bulbs of EURYCLES CUNNING-
HAMII (the Brisbane Lily), BESSERA ELEGANS, and
HJEMANTHUS KALBREYERII will be offered. The bulbs
are in fine order.

Full descriptions, &c. are given in the Catalogue.

Tuesday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their ORCHID SALE on TUESDAY NEXT,
September 17, a good Collection of NEWLY-IMPORTED
ORCHIDS, comprising a email but good lot of Vanda Sander-
iana, among which is the Grandest Specimen in Europe

;

Aerides Sanderianum, Phaleenopsis Schilleriana, Cypri-
pedium Stonei, among which are some good forms and distinct

plants ; Aerides Lawrencese, AncectothilumDaw^onianum, Den-
drobium Deareii, specially good sound stuff ; Dendiobium
bigibbum, Grammotophyllum Measuresianum and speciosum,
Aerides, probably new, from new district.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

SALES by AUCTION.

AN IMPORTANT TRADE SALE OF

DUTCH BULBS,
A SPECIAL COLLECTION of FINE HTACINTHS, including

many of the newest and best sorts, in splendid order, from
a trustworthy grower ; an exceptional opportunity to
obtain first-class Bulbs.

A large and varied assortment of

CHOICE TULIPS, Rare and Beautiful NARCISSUS,
CROCUS in variety. Also—

SNOWDROPS, IRIS, COLCHICUMS, SCILLAS, several
thousand EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILIUM CANDIDUM, L. HARRISI, and NARCISSUS
for Early Forcing, from France.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 18, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

ABSOLUTELY

WITHOUTRESERVE

MONARCH PLUM.'

MESSRS.

PROTHEROE
AND

MORRIS
Have received instructions

from

Kr. W. HOR.NE,
FERRY CLIFFE,

Near Rochester, Kent,

To hold the

NINTH ANNUAL
GBEAT

FBDIT TREE SALE
On the Premises, on

Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1895,

At 11 c'Clock.

100,000 FRTJIT TBEES, 2,500 of the new late Plum, Monarch, are included, 1 to 3 years ;

several thousands of the first early dessert Apple, Beauty of Bath ; about 30,000 Apples, Pears, Plums,

and Cherries; 25.000 Baldwin Black Currant, 15,000 Gooseberries and Red Currants, 25,000 2-year

Connover's Colossal Asparagus, 25,000 of NEW EARLY STRAWBEBRY, LAXTON'S
ROYAL SOVEREIGN ; 20,000 Hop Sets, 50,000 spring Cabbage plants, 50,000 Cos Lettuce plants,

50,000 Drumhead and Thousand-Head Cabbage, &o.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, 67, Cheapside, London.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day. at half-past 12 o'Clock, first-class

consgnmentsof Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

Manchester.-ImportaLt Sale of 800 Orchids, Includ-
ing many rare and choice sorts, suchasCattleya M. Blnnti,
C. M. Keineckiana, C. M. Frithii, C. aurea (Young's
var.), C. Gaskelliana alba true, C. Wagnerii, beat form;
C. Skinnerii, Laelia elegana Fumerii, dark form, Stand
HaLl va*-. ; L. elegans alba true. L. purpurata, L. Gould-
iana true, L. albida sulphurea, L. anceps Sanderiana,
Pleione prsscox tenera, P. Wallichii and lagenaria. Coe-
logyne cristata, Chatsworth var. ; C. maxima, Den-
drobium nobile nobilius, Wrigley's var.; D. Cooksoni,
Hardy's var. ; Odontoglossum crispum, Stamford House
var., award of merit Temple Show, 1&94 ; Cypripedium
Schottianum, C. Leeanum superbum, and unflowered
seedlings. Vanda ccerulea, Mormodes, &c.

MESSRS. ARTINGSTALL and HIND re-
spectfully notify the receipt of instructions from H.

Shaw, Esq., J.P,, Stamford House, Ashton-under-Lyne, who is

changing his residence, to SELL by AUCTION, at 12 o'clock,

on TSUBSDAY, September 19, 1895, at their Horticultural
Sale Rooms. No. 45, Princess Street, Manchester, a Valuable
Collection of ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. On view day prior.

For further particulars apply to the Auctioneers, Manchester.

West End Auction Mart, Bath.
DUTCH BULBS, lotted to suit Trade and other large Buyers ;

GREENHOUSE FERNS, &c.

MR. W. T. D. SUTTON will SELL the above
by AUCTION, on FRIDAY NEXT, September 20, 1895,

at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION SALE OF NURSERY STOCK,
At Kittybrewster Nursery, Aberdeen,

On THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, at 11 o'clock.

The following, amongst other lots, will be exposed for Sale :

2,000.000 1-year SEEDLING LARCH.
1,500.000 2-year SEEDLING LARCH.
700.0CO 1-year 1-year LARCH.
400,000 2-year 2-year SCOTS FIR.
350.000 2-year 1-year SCOTS FIR.

And a large assortment of GOOSEBERRY BUSHES. HARD-
WOOD. CONIFERS, &c. Catalogues in preparation.

CARDNO & DARLING,
NURSERYMEN, ABERDEEN.

TO BE SOLD, pursuant to an Order of the
High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, made in an

action, Bennett & Another v. Corbidge (trustee of the property
of John Burchell, a Bankrupt). 1893, B. 181, with the approba-
tion of Mr. Justice North, the Judge to whom the action is

attached by Mr. Walter William Reid. the person appointed
by the said Judge, at The Mart, Tokerjhouse Yard, in the City
of London, on Tuesday. September 24, 1895, at 2 o'Clock in the
afternoon precisely, in One Lot, the Valuableand Very Compact
FREEHOLD ESTATE, known as " LITTLE CANONS," situate
in the Parish of Great Farndon, Epping. in the county of Essex,
consisting of a capital Residence, Farm Buildings, and Stabling;
8 Greenhouse?, heated by Hot-water Pipingand Boilers; Bailiff's

Cottage, Packinghouse, and Outbuildings; Gardens, three
Productive Orchards, together with 51 acres 1 rood and 4 poles
(or thereabouts) of Park- like Pasture, Market GardeD, Orchard,
and Woodlands.

Particulars, with Plan, and Conditions of Sale, may be
obtained of Messrs. SAUNDERS. HAWKSFOKD, AXT>
BENNETT. Solicitors. 63, Coleman Street, Bank, E.C. ; at The
Mart, E.C. ; andqf_Messrs. W. W. READ and CO, , Auctioneers
and Land Agents,!. Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C.

Dated this August 12, 1S95.
ALFRED RAWLINSON, Chief Cierk.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE.
By order of Mr. B. GULZOW,

Who is obliged to dispose of a portion of his Stock for want of space, as every season several houses are devoted entirely to the forcing of

Lily of the Valley in enormous quantities.

16,000 ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS. 5°°
This is the true stock, which differs from the original type in not

being of such a climbing habit of growth. It is very useful for all kinds QArt
of decoration, and particularly well adapted for cutting purposes, and is ^\J\J
always in great demand.

Also STATICE PROFUSA, CUPHEA LLAVEA, CARNATION LIZZIE MACGOWAN, EURY'A
FICUS ELASTICA VARIEGATA, &o, &o.

DRACAENAS (COLOURED).
Fine healthy plants, to 4 feet high.

COCOS WEDELLIANA.
In the best possible condition.

LATIFOLIA, BELLA, LITTLE GEM .

MESSES. PEOTHEROE and MOEEIS will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Melbourne
Nurseries, Bexley Heath, Kent, close to Bexley Heath Station, and Bexley Station, S.E.R., on FRIDAY NEXT, September 20, at half-past

12 o'Clock. May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Nurseries, and of the Auctioneers, 6" and 6?, Cheapside, E.C.

N.B.—A conveyance will meet the trains at Bexley Heath Station, to take up intending Purchasers to the Nurseries.
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FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked; two Vineries, Cucumber-house,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty- six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforae Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

EALING. — To FLORISTS, GROWERS,
JOBBING GARDENERS. Excellent Premises. About

f of an acre of good garden ground (formerly Castle Bar
Nursery}, filled with valuable fruit trees; new, spacious six-
roomed house attached, repairing lease. First-class neighbour-
hood. Rent, £40 per annum.—Apply

4, Ripley Villas, Castle Bar Road, Ealing.

SOUTHPOR T.—Gentleman's 13-roomed
Detached HOUSE, all modern conveniences, with Vine-

ries, 120 by 18, containing about 200 younst Canes in full
bearing; 6 other Glasshouses, Frames, &c. ; Top and Bottom-
heat; Gardens, and Stables. Sold cheap. Left owing to
ill-health. — Apply, HATCH, Southport; or BATEMAN,
Woodlands, St. Mary Church.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing businass.

HAMPTON-ON-THA^IES, on The Masling
Pabk Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars applv to Sir. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thame3.

AKDEX TO LET, south aspect, 2 acres, on
elope, 2 miles from Bath.—3 Hotrhouse3 and 19 Vines;

10 Frames, celebrated for Strawberries, from which £2S was
realized this year; good water-supply; sleeping accommoda-
tion for single man. Rent £35 yearly; if taken at once one
quarter's rent remitted.

Address, L., Mr. Scott, Seymour Street. Bath.

GOOD GARDEN TO LET, situated in Wales,
very warm and healthy climate, good sale for produce,

within short distance to three fashionable watering-places,

—

J. T. B-, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SPECIAL OFEER TO CLEAR.—Strawberry
Royal Sovereign, Strong Ground Runners, 70s per 1000 ;

Extra Strong Plants, knocked out of 3-inch pots, 12s. &d. per
100. Cash with order.
GREEN" a^td LAYCOCK, Catchpit Nurseries, X. Walsham.

DENDROBITJM PHAL^NOPSIS
SCHRODEBIANA.

MESSRS. HEATH and SON'S Colleotion
are now in full flower. Specimen blooms on application.

Strong plants from 425. per dozen.

Royal Exotic Nurseries, Cheltenham.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARR'S SPRLSG-FLOV.'ERISTG BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application.

BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue on appli-
cation.
BARR a>t> SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE") :—Ferns, in 2|-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 best
selling aorta, 65. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 10O. 50*. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, iu 4S's, for cutting, 6*. and S*. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100; Aralias, 10*.

100; Cyperus, Araiias, Grevilieas, Geraniums. Solanums, in
48*9. 6*. doz. ; Heliotrope,-Fuchsias. Campanulas, Marguerites,
Solanunr s. Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 43's, S*. doz. ; Ficus,
Palms, DracEenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, 12s. doz. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, LondoD Fern
Nurseries. Loughborough Junction. London, S.W.

HAND-LAID RUNNERS
and PLANTS in Pots of the

best varieties, including Royal Sove-
reign. Pre*idei.t, Sir J. Paxton, British
Queen, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse
H. de Thnry, Dr. Hogg, Noble, and

1 others.

D scriptive Catalogue on Application.

DICKSONS NUESERIES, CHESTER,

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

FERNS?—FER NS!!
50,C00 Prime Stuff, in 2^-inch pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR. TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9j. p-r 100.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4*. 6d,
per dczen.

Above prices are for cish with order only.

All orders carefully end promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large balbs

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
fine balbs

ditto
smaller bulbs

ditto

29.

158,
13.

12a.
is.

10a,

POLYANTHUS NABCISSUS :

Double Roman 3d. each, Is.
Paper White 3d. each, 18.

DUG VAN THOI* TULIPS:
SINGLE, scarlet ... 8d. per doz., 4s.
DOUBLE, scarlet and yellow, 9d. perdoz.

0d. per dor.

0d. per 100.

9d. per doz.

Od. per 100.

6d. per doz.

0d. per 100.

6d. per doz

6d. per doz'

6d. per 100.

5s. per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated, Post-free, 6d.

Gratis to Customers.

Seedsmen bv Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and'H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. AlbaDB. The finest

stockof Orcbidsin the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa.

BULBS.—If you want the finest procurable,
sorts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, and Rrown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE ahd
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

Hyacinths, Tullpa, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SLLBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

VfESSRS. KVEES and LARCHE,
-ItA Tiflis, Caucasus, Russia.
PINUS NORDMANNIANA. per pud (16 iiioa.), 23 Rble.
LILHTM COLCHICUM (Scovits) per 1000 bulbs 50 Rble.,

100 for 5J Rble.
IRIS RETICULATA per 1000 bulbs, 18 Rble., 100 for 2 Rble.
FRITILLARIA tulipifolia 1000 „ 28 Bble., 100 for 3 Rble.
P.E0NIA CORALLINA 1000 ,, 200 Rble.. 100 for 25 Rble.
Wholesale Trade CATALOGUE of Caucasian Plants and

Seeds gratis and post-free-

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Splendid
Dwarf-trained Treea with Fruit, growing in cool orchard-

house. In thirty selected varieties, for succession. Can now
be inspected and marked for autumn planting.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington.

VflLLER'S BULBS for FORCING, flower
ATA. quickly, and produce the largest and best Blooms.

EXHIBITIONS.

100 SCARLET DUC VAN THOL TULIPS,
splendid large Bulbs, 2j. 6d. ; 1000 Bulbs for 21i.

F. MILLER AXD CO.. 267. Fulham Road. London, S.W.

Ifjfk FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, strong
i-VV/ cultivated Bulbs, 3j. 6d. ; extra la-ge Bulbs. 4s. 6i.
per 100.

F. MILLER AND CO.. 267. Fulham Road, London, S.W.

1AA Early White ROMAN HYACINTHS,
-L V/V/ grand Bulbs. 10s. 6i. ; extra large Bulbs, 14s. per 100.
Orders above 10s. carriage paid. Bulb CATALOGUE free.

F. MILLER ASD CO., 2;7, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

"VTARCISSUS. — Emperor, 7§ inches cireum-
X* ference, 6s. per doz., 45s. per 100; Horsfieldii, 3s.

per doz., 20s. per 100.

POPE AKB SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Ready.

Their Plants will tie grand, tooth for Forcing, in
little pots, and aa Runners,

SE>"D ORDEBS AKT> ENQUIRIES DIRECT TO

—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

C R Y S T A L PALACE.
GRAND EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

N.B.—One day only, not Friday and Saturday, as originally
announced.

Schedules and entry forms post-free on application to Mr.
W. G. HEAD, Superintendent, Gardens Department, Crystal
Palace, S.E.

THE BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY S

32ND ANNUAL SHOW
Will be held in the

COLSTON HALL, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
the 13th and 14th November Next.

And in addition to the many Valuable Prizes usually given,
they are offering a TWELVE GUINEA CHALLENGE VASE,
and make SPECIAL PRIZES and Classes for AMATEURS.—
Schedules free of the Secretary,

EDWIN G. COOPER, Mervyn Road. Bishopston, Bristol.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QUEEN, and the

Presidency of tie Bight Honourable Lord WINDSOR, Lord-

Lieutenant of the County of Glamorgan.

THE CARDIFF FINE ART,
INDUSTRIAL, AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1896,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAY, 1896,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months.

The Exhibition will comprise the following (amongst other)

Sections :

—

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES AND AMATEUR EXHIBITS.
MACHINERY, ELECTRICITY, AND LOCAL AND GENERAL
INDUSTRIES.

MARITIME.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIMENS AND INVEN-
TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Regulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, may be obtained of the Hon.
Secretary,

Mr. WALTER COOK,
98, St. Mary Street, Cardiff.

^00 (\C\C\ LILY OT THE VALLEY
'fyjyj^yjyjyj CROWNS for Forcing, of the finest

quality, for Sale from the beginning of November next.

A. ROSSHEL. 143, Friedrich Strasse, Berlin, N.W.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose. Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Comte de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens. Stsmford.

MOW BEADY.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE
Po:-t-free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Ltd.,
Seed Farmers and Merchants. SLEAFORD.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /igv
Y<$'The BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

21id. each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size

9s. per 100 «b
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap,

<5
xo.

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOB
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34 MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE,
LONDON, E.

asd The Ntjbsebies. Haarlem, Holland.
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W A R E'S
BEGONIAS

BLOOMING BEAUTIFULLY AT
BEXLEY HEATH.

Awarded Three Gold Medals and upwards of
Fifty other Highest Honours.

>-

CO

CO
«*
LU
CO

CO

CALL and SEE
THISMAGNIFICENTSIGHT
Trains run from London Bridge and Cannon
Street Stations to Bexley Heath (New Line).

Or Omnibus from Woolwioh.

THOMAS S. WARE,
HALE FARM NURSERIES,

TOTTENHAM, LONDON.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

GUEAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2\ inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, 5s. per 100

;

40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NURSERIES, HILLINGDON HEiTH, UXBRIJOGE.

CARNATIONS 1 PINKS
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Catalogues on Application.

LAING & MATHER,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

By Special J _.
Appointment. KELBO-ON-TWEED.

»*********** ******* **»*»*»*

BULBS
Hyacinths, Tulips,

Narcissi, Li Hies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bailor Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FItEE ON APPLICATION.

DlCKSONS "
& Importers,

CHESTER.

1*7

Yeitcli's Bulbs
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

VEITCH'S BULBS
FOR

EARLY FORCIN G.

VEITCH'S BULBS
FOR

POT CULTURE.

VEITCWlULBS
FOR

OUTDOOR PLANTING.

AT LOWEST PRICES.
Bulbs carriage free when amounting to 10s. and upwards

in value.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded Gratis and
Post-free on application.

JAMES VEITGH& SONS
ROTAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

jy***»***»**»**»*» *•**»**»*** * |Kj

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservatory, House, or Garden at the lowest price,

send for POPE and SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen,
Birmingham.

AZALEAS, Madame Vander Cruysten, the best
for forcing, all good plants, now ready, £1 and £5 per 100.

DRACJEtfA INDIVISA, 3 and 4 feet high, very fine plants, £1
and £5 per 100. Special trade offer on application.
JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ledeberg, Ghent, Belgium.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

FOR SALE, in consequence of giving up ex-
hibiting.—a choice collection of specimen, table, and

decorative Stove Plants ; consisting of Cycas revoluta, Keo-
t in-, Arecas, Latanias, Crotons, Pandanus, Aralias, Dracaenas,
Dieffenbachia, Allamanda, Bougainvilla. Stephanotis, Hoya,
and many others. On view. — G. T. WOODS, Moat House
Gardens. Brentwood.

Plants Snipped to all Parts.

WrATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &c.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS & PICOTEES
(Strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12*. per dor. Special termsfor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE, 3, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown . Special quotations for large quantities.

Also all the beet of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NUBSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400speciee and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially eheap collections In beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of £-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSM EN.

THERE IS NOW
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
(^jf Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time.

(SP Does not Mark or Stain Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage.

Price:—
1 gallon, 125. Qd.

; £ gallon, 6s. 6d. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; 1 pint, 25. 6i.

A Report selected from many :—
From Mr. John Maddox, Bryn Glas Gardens, Newport, Mon.

" I have now given your Mildew Wash a good trial, and find

it the very best remedy yet introduced, being most effective

in killing the Mildew and Green-fly a: the same time, and
without the slightest injury to the foliage of the Roses. It is

clean and most simple to use, and the smell is not objectionable,
"Like all your other XL ALL'S, it is just what is wanted,

and one feels thankful that they are all come at last.
" P.S.—One application is sufficient."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurnerymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere

;

or direct from the Sole Proprietor, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth, London, S.E.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emuUion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s. , and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and It., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and best of all Insecticides

for Killing Vermin on Plants, Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.
A Pamphlet on its use. with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints, Is. Qd. ; Pints, 2s. 6rf. ; Quarts, 4s. Qd. ; Half-

gallons, 7s. <id. ; Gallons, 12s. Qd. ; Five Gallon Drums, 10s. Qd.

per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer:—E. G. HUGHES,
Victoria StTeet, Manchester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 30*. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 501.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BRdWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6l. id. per sack ; 5 sacks,

25l. ; sacks. Id' each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 8i. per saok ; 5 sacks, 22,. j sacks.

4d. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bnshel; lSl. per hall

ton ; 26i. per ton, in 2-buahel bags, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM. PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, U. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8j. id. per saok.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Price LIST.—
H. O. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Dmry Lane, W.C.
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JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 100 cowa,
from which I obtain alargequantity
ot pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

DICKSONS NEW FERN,
ADIANTUM CAPIXLUS VENERIS

IMBRICATUM.
We hold a large stock of this splendid Fern (Cer-

tificated Eoyal Hort. Sooiety) in various sizes.

All healthy, vigorous, and in fine condition.

Prices and full particulars, with sample frond
if desired, by post.

DICKSONS nurseries CHESTER.

DAFFODILS, DAFFODILS,
AND

LATE MAY-FLOWERING SELF-COLOURED
SINGLE TULIPS.

A rare collection from HAKTLAND, Bulb Grower, Cork,
Ireland.

Write for Prices and Catalogue for 1895.

Delivery from August to November.

OC:A AAA VON SION DAFFODILS, for
AOVjt) \J\J\J stock or Orchard Planting.—A true stock,
in lots of 10,000, for cash, at 7s. 6d. per 1000. All large
Double Snowdrop size. Samples sent for six stamps.

HAKTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower, Cork, Ireland.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.
T HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTHEMUM
J- GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 2s. 6d. each.

The N.C.S. YEAR BOOK, Is. 2d. each, contains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only), 5s. each.

All Post Free tor Cash with Order.

H. J. JONES,
KYECROFT NUESEEY, HITHER GEEEN, LEWISHAM.

NEW BULB CATALOGUE©) for 1895
NOW READY. POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

WM. CLIBRAN & SON f
Have received their importations of specially selected bulbs of

—

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS,

And other Bulbs for Early Forcing, in splendid condition, and solicit immediate obdbks.

I0&12, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER ; also at Altrinckm, Llandudno Junction, <k

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

SOILERS,
with "Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

i£2T OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

., LONDON, SI.
Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6 GROVE SOUTHWARE, S.E.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES. PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID. TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES.

GARDEN FRAMES in Every Variety.

No. 7.3. SPAN-POOF G&BDEN FRAME.

~^'--s
Nr5-

^^yr5^ P^jjl v. .

^-"--•iifjj!^P-jS^
4fr,

8 f t. hv 6 fr,

l.'fl. by 6ft.
16 ft. bvrtft.

£b 7

6 IS

PIT \ 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.
UGHIS'l 6 ft. b. 4 ft., unpainttd & unglazed 5/- ,,

NOW IX COURSE OF ERECTION' for the Bl>Hu

Surveys made. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

CATALOGUES FREE.
~

on all Orders of 40S, value to
any goods station in England

and Wales ; aUo to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, aud Glasgow.

CARRIAGE PAID

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47a.—10 ft. by 7 ft j Painted |_ £8 10
No. 49a.—10 ft. by 8 ft 1 and Glazed, f 10 10

Carefully Packed and Carriage Paid.

BOILEKS, TANKS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME, 6 feet by 4 feet. ) On e
Similar to No. 75, with two lights. 5 wwbi
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TUESDAY NEXT, SEPT. 17.

CATTLEYA

GASKELLIANA.

CATTLEYA

MENDELI.

MESSES.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
WILL SELL BY AUCTION,

At their CENTRAL SALE ROOMS,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,
ON

TUESDAY NEXT, SEPT. 17,

At half-past 12 o'CIook, a fine importation of

CATTLEYA MENDELI,
Just reoeived, ex R.M.S. " Para."

The plants which will be offered have been

collected from entirely hitherto unexplored

localities, and therefore new and distinct forms

may most reasonably be anticipated.

At the same time will be offered fine

Imported Plants of

—

CATTLEYA

GASKELLIANA.
Also CYCNOCHES CHLOROCHILON, In

Flower or Bud ;
CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLES-

WORTHI, selected varieties in Flower; DEN-
DROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS SCHRODER-
IANA, the new Kina-Balu D. SPECIOSISSI-

MUM (Award of Merit, July 23), and the rare

Ln-lia-like SCHOMBURGKIA HUMBOLDTI.
Also will be included, 10 fine growing plants

of the new and beautiful

ALOGASIA LOWI " GRANDIS,"
Which gained an Award of Merit, Royal

Horticultural Sooiety, August 27, last.

By Order of—

HUGH LOW & GO.
CLAPTON,

LONDON, N.E.

Wm. Paul& Son
Beg to call attention to their unrivalled

Stock of

ROSES IN POTS
For Forcing and Greenhouse Culture.

All leading Tea-scented and H.P. varieties can
be supplied in 5 and 8-inoh pots, from 18s. to

42s. per dozen. Climbing kinds at same prices.

Extra fine plants, 60s. per dozen.

BULBS-BULBS
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS,

for pots and borders.

LILIES, CROCUS, and all other Bulbs oan be
supplied, of the best quality, at very reason-

able prices.

Descriptive Catalogue Post-free on Application.

"LECTUBE ON THE HYACINTH."
Delivered by Mr. Wm. Paul before the Royal

Horticultural Society, price 6d., post-free.

PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection -with any other Firm of
the same name.

&S0NS
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.

Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Fuil Cultural Directions, and particulars as to Free

Delivery, will be sent post-free, on application to cur

offices, at OVEKVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND ; or

to our General Agents

—

Messrs. MEKTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1895.

BUTESHIRE.
BUTESHIRE, with its ancient oapital of

Rothesay, " the acknowledged Queen of

Scottish Watering and Wintering places,''

oontains muoh to interest the horticulturist.

Rothesay, with its beautiful bay, forming a semi-

ellipse 1| mile across the mouth, is undoubtedly
one of the finest and best sheltered bays on
the west coast of Scotland. Five centuries ago
its palace was built in front of its even then old

oastle, and it had for its first visitors the Kings
of Scotland, who, during the summer months,
and also sometimes during the winter season,

resorted to it for the purpose of enjoying its

delightful climate, its translucent waters, and
its beautiful soenery. There is no reoord of

the building of the oastle, whioa still survives

in the square in the centre of the town. The first

mention of it in history is in 1228. It must
have passed through many vioissitudes in

troublous times ; it was seized by Cromwell's

troops when they invaded Sootland, and on
leaving it they destroyed a portion of the walls.

It was subsequently taken by the Earl of Argyll
in 1685, and afterwards burned by one of the

Earl's brothers. For some time previous to that

the oastle had been occupied by the Marquis of

Bute's ancestors, who, after the burning, and till

the erection of Mount Stuart, his lordship's

Buteshire residence, five miles away, resided in

a house in the High Street.

The meteorologist records that the range of the

thermometer in Rothesay is about 18° fewer

than the average of Sootland, being 15 ; warmer
in winter, and 5° cooler in summer. This is

principally caused by the faot that Bute oonsists

of comparative low land, surrounded with sea-

water, which latter is a great deal warmer than

the atmosphere in winter, and somewhat cooler

in summer. The influence of the warm Gulf

Stream in winter is remarkably exemplified by
the infrequency and mildness of frosts, the rarity

of snowstorms, and the quickness with which
snow melts when it does fall. Owing to the

land being so little elevated, muoh less rain falls

here than in the surrounding parts of Sootland.

The high hills of Cowal, Ayrshire, and of Arran
on every side break the rain clouds, the oontents

of which, in many cases, are discharged on them
whilst scarcely a drop falls in Bute. For the

same reason, this favoured island has a singular

immunity from thunderstorms—the thunder-

clouds being attracted or broken by the high

hills surrounding it. The absence of fogs is

remarkable—attributable, it is thought, to the

Buteshire farms being well drained, and that

there is no tendency for an excess of damp to

remain in the land or in the atmosphere.

Pleasant walks abound about Rothesay, and

throughout the island they form some of the

chief attractions of the place. The Marquis of

Bute has most liberally constructed paths

I
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through the woods on the heights above the

town, which form delightfully shaded and shel-

tered walks, affording oharming glimpses of the

bay and surrounding hills. Here come the

townspeople in the evenings of week-days during

summer, and it is a favourite walk on the Sab-

bath evening after kirk. The English visitor

is struck with the quiet peacefulness of the

Sunday in Rothesay, no vehiole plying for hire

on land, and no boat upon the sea. Every

public-house is closed, and no element of disoord

is heard in the public streets. What would

inoite to a revolution in London, is here

acquiesced in, and more—appreciated.

The horticultural featurei of Rothesay are many

and interesting. Various shrubs and plants, regarded

as tender in colder parts, are hardy during the

winter, though violent storms in November last,

accompanied by scathing winds, and followed by the

keen frost in February, left their mark on many
things, the Euonymus, in particular, having become

very brown. Many fine trees are to be found here,

but near the coast, they show the effects of rough

winds. Evergreens are plentiful, and they give the

line of the shore a furnished appearance at mid-

winter. The neighbourhood of Rothesay is famous

for the fine quality of the Strawberries and Goose-

berries grown there ; considerably over 100 acres of

land being devoted to the growth of the former fruit.

The overflow after supplying the wants of Rothesay,

finds a sale at Glasgow and elsewhere. Flowers

are grown extensively in the gardens abutting upon

the Meadow Walk. The road between the gardens

has on either side lofty and wide- spreading trees.

Two magnificent Aih trees of great age, which from

time immemorial adorned this walk, were known as

" Adam " and " Eve." " Adam " has succumbed to

old age, but his consort, "Eve," is still quite vigorous.

There are some very fine examples of Ash in the

neighbourhood of Rothesay.

At Southbank, about 3 miles from the town,

resides William Spencer, Eiq, who possesses an

admirably-furnished place, where there are several

glass erections, a select collection of Orchids, Ferns,

and other foliaged plants; indeed, all that one could

desire to see associated with such a charming resi-

dence. In the grounds are attractive beds of Begonias

and other flowering plants. Everything is in excel-

lent order. The gardener is Mr. James Lornie, whose

work commands our praise. A few miles farther

the visitor leaves the shore, and on the higher

ground comes to the entrance to Mount Stuart, the

seat of the Marquis of Bute, the owner of most of

the land in Buteshire. The mansion stands in the

centre of a richly-wooded spot; it is a new erection,

a handsome Gothic structure occupying the site of

the old mansion which, with all its art treasures and

beautiful and costly decorations, was destroyed by a

fire which took place in 1S76, but fortunately, many
valuable pictures—most of them family portraits

—

were saved.

The grounds about the mansion are very extensive

and of great beauty ; at their lower portion, they
terminate in a bank or cliff near the sea. Two
avenues, one of Limes and the other of Beech, are

wonderful arboreal features. At certain points, lovely

and pictureique walkB and drives radiate from a

centre, opening up charming vistas. There must be

miles of roadway and pathway under the trees, and
at every point some wealth of natural beauty is

perceived. The skill of the landscape gardener has

assisted Nature in shaping the lines of woody grounds

of indescribable charm. The visitor feels that in

the hands of Mr. Michael Heron, the gardener at

Mount Stuart, the grounds and gardens are in safe

keeping. Kitchen and fruit gardens, with plant-

bouse?, attest to his devotion to his duties.

Not far from Rothesay, indeed on the outskirts of

the towD, resides Mr. James Dobbie, now in bis

seventy-eighth year, hale and hearty, and still devoted

to his garden, spending the evening of his life in

comfort and happiness. He lifted many vegetables,

B-et, Turnips, and Leeks in particular, and many

flowers from low to high levels of quality ; and he

considers his work is not yet completed. While

filling municipal office, he was an enthusiastic florist,

growing Pansies, Hollyhocks, &c, and joining in the

fray on the exhibition stage. His enthusiasm led

him to resign his ordinary avocation and Btart a florist

and seed business in Rothesay,now finding rapid expan-

sion in the hands of his successors Messrs. Cuthbertson,

Birnie, and Fyfe. The business of Dobbie & Co.

has become an important industry in Rothesay, and

they are among the largest employers of labour.

Mr. Alex. Lister, a famous Pansy grower and ex-

hibitor, has a nursery here ; he is a raiser of very fine

fancy varieties, a grower and exhibitor of Dahlias,

Carnations, &c. Near him is Mr. Michael Cuthbert-

son, who has an extensive collection of hardy plants,

and like his neighbours, makes a specialty of Pansiei

and Violas. And when the visitor is at Rothesay,

it is impossible he should forego a steamboat trip

through the renowned Kyles of Bute. On his way,

he calls at Tigh-na-bruaich, a Gaelic word signifying
" the house of the brae," and here, near the shore,

Mr. Andrew Irvine, another famous Pansy grower,

has a nursery. B. D.

New or Noteworthy Plants.—*

—

DENDROBIUM SANGTHNEUM, Bolfe, n. sp*

A cbimson - flowered Dendrobium is certainly

something novel. No such species has before appeared
in cultivation, so far as I have been able to discover,

and if such an one has ever been described, I have
failed to find it. Its existence, however, is now
proved, and the merit of its discovery belongs to

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., of the Clapton Nursery,
where the first flower expanded a few days ago.

The plant has been submitted to Kew for determi-
nation, and has received the above name, in allusion

to its unusual and brilliant colour. It belongs to
the section Clavipes, and has slender stems about
3 feet long, with a fusiform thickened part, some 3 to

4 inches long, and with eight ridges near the base,

in which respect it resembles D. crumenatum,
Swartz. The flowers are solitary in the upper axils,

and about an inch long, both the sepals and the
broader obovate petals being crimson, except at

the base in front, where they are marbled and
spotted with the same colour on a whitish ground.
The lip is small, much undulate in front, and whitish,

with some purple lines and spots. It was intro-

duced from Labuan, North Borneo, and will probably
require similar treatment to other Malayan species.

Unfortunately, the flowers do not last very long, a
peculiarity common to several species of the group

;

but if the plant should prove easy to cultivate, and
as floriferous as D. crumenatum, a good plant would
be a very striking object. The flower produced is

the first one after importation. In any case, it is a
very interesting'discovery, on account of its unique
colour. B. A. Bolfe.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONTOGLOSSUM URO - SKT.NNERI,
CRAWSHAY'S VAR,

Although imported many years ago, Odonto-
glossum Uro-Skinneri is a rare plant, and fine

varieties of it are always noteworthy. One of the

* Dendrobium sanguineum, Rolfe.— Stems slender, 3 feet
high, with a thickened fusiform part near the base, 3 to 4 inches
long, and with eight ridges. Leaves (very young) linear-

oblong. Flowers solitary in the upper axils. Pedicels 5 lines

long. Sepals lanceolate-oblong, subobtuse, 3 lines broad

;

dorsal one 11 lines long, lateral ones 14 lines long. Petals
spatulate-obovate, subobtuse, 11 lines long, 5 lines broad.
Lip 3-lobed, 8 lines long,

1 J lines broad ; side-lobes small,
erect ; front-lobe oblong, obtuse, undulate ; disc with thickened
median line. Mentum saccate-oblong, 3 lines long. Column
Btont, 1 line long. Sepals and petals crimson in front, pass-

ing towards the base to whitish, spotted and marbled with
crimson ; wholly crimson behind. Lip whitish, with the front

lined with purple, and the lines terminating in purple-brown
spots at the margin ; callus yellow. Native of Labuan, N.
Borneo. R. A. Bolfe.

largest and best is in the possession o ( De B.

Crawshay, Esq., at Rosefield, Sevenoaks. From the

tip of the upper sepal to the apex of the lip the flower

measures 2.1 inches ; the petals are f inch wide,

and the lip If inches across. The sepals and

petals are pale greenish-white, evenly spotted with

purplish-brown, the lower sepals being also flushed

with purple. The lip is white, densely spotted with

light rosy-lilac. Striking features in the flower

beyond its size are the breadth and even arrange-
ment of the segments, and the uniformity of their

spotting.

Ctpbipedium KiMBALLiANTrM, Hort. Sander, Grey, in

American Gardening.

With reference to the statement made by the writer

in the Orchid Review {Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 7,

p. 266), in explanation of his error respecting this

plant, to the effect that there are two plants named

Cypripedium Kimballianum, it would be well if he

gave reference to the work in which the first one, which

he calls C. prasstans, was published. In his original

note, he refers to C. prasstans Kimballianum, which

is properly figured and noted in the Lindenia,

vol. vi., and it appears to be straining matters to

drop the specific name, and thus set up a bogey in

order to have the honour of knocking it down.

Cypripedium Kimballianum, as illustrated in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, formed the text of the note in

the Orchid Beview, and there was no excuse for

bringing in the other species mentioned, the state-

ments about which are ancient history to Orchid

growers.

The voluntary description of C. Kimballianum,

too, given (Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 7, 1895), was

equally unnecessary. The plant was properly

described by Mr. Grey in American Gardening, and

courtesy demands that the work of our American

cousin should be recognised. J. O'B.

FRANCE.
M. Gaston Chandon de Bbiailles is well-known

as a lover of plants, especially of Orchids and Cila-

diums. His fine garden is well cultivated by his

gardener, M. Dauvinat. Going through the houses,

we noticed a new seedling Caladium named Triomphe

d'Epernay. This variety is of dwarf and compact

habit, with stout petioles, and leaves of a fine dull rose

colour ; it will soon become popular, and be used for

the same purposes as are C. minus erubescens and C.

argyrites. We were surprised to see two plants of

Agave americana in full bloom, in tubs 5 feet square.

The flower-spikes measure a foot in diameter at the

base, and are nearly 8 yards in height, bearing

numerous branches, with heavy umbels of yellow

flowers, the whole plant suggesting an immense
chandelier, was an unusual sight.

At Lemoine's Nursery, at Nancy, which estab-

lishment is as well known in England as on the

continent, we admired a good collection of Cannas in

bloom, and a splendid lot of Phlox, carefully selected

for seed, the collection of dwarf white and rose varie-

ties were excellent. We cannot say too much about the

Gladiolus. The plants are only beginning to flower

;

thousands of spikes will soon be open, nearly all the

blooms are extremely large, covering the spike, and

the colours are brilliant and clear. Some blue and

light purple varieties deserve special mention.

Enormous quantities of Montbretia are here to be

seen, amongst them many good sew seedlings.

Another successful horticulturist is M. Chousse of

Nancy. His tuberous Begonias have for some time

proved their superiority at many exhibitions, and

their cultivation is successful owing to the care

taken in selecting and saving good varieties only.

Flowers, single and double, measuring 5 or 6 inches

across are not uncommon, and the erect habit of the

plants double their value. One interesting plant

was noticed in this nursery, a hybrid Streptocarpus,

S. Wendlandii x S. controversus, the plant is not

yet named, but will soon be described, it seems to be

free- flowering and quick growing. We hope, when
describing this hybrid, to give also a photographic

reproduction of it.

.
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A well-known firm is that of Baltet frbres, at

Troyes. There we admired a splendid collection of

Pear and Apple treei, aad were particularly inter-

ested with the new process used for the cultivation

of Fear trees in the chalky soil of Champagne.
Young plants of Crataegus Oxyacantha are obtained

from seed ; this species will thrive in any calcareous

soil even, if this is not deep. When these plants

are established, Crataegus Carriorei is grafted upon
them, and the next year grafts of good varieties of

Pears are inserted on the Cratcagus Carrierei. We
saw the trees ; some Pears were on them, though
growing in such soil as Pear trees would never thrive

upon. Polygonum sachalinense is here extensively

grown ; it has even been utilised for human food,

and M. Baltet told me that the flavour of boiled

Polygonum was much like that of Spinach.

Oar visit to Troyes took place on July 28 last, and
we were astonished to see on the walls some beautiful

Clapton, had Dendrobium speciosiisimum, but the

flowers were not in sufficiently good order to be

appreciated.

At the Vegetable Committee a fine batch of

twenty-five distinct varieties of Cucumber was staged

by M. Vilmorin, and the floral committee voted a

First-class Certificate to Tillandsia Sieboldiana, a

beautiful and rare Mexican plant, little known in

cultivation, and characterised by vermilion - red

floral bracts, perpendicular to the spike, staged by
M. Truffaut of Versailles. George Iruffaui.

A FINE VINE.
The following details respecting a Black Ham-

burgh Vine in these gardens may be of interest to

some of your readers (fig. 62). The Vine is twenty-five

years old, and stands in the centre of a house 54 feet

long by 13 feet wide, which it completely covers

Castle Gardens), who wrote of them, testifying to

their excellence when cultivated under glass. I
have grown them only to a limited extent in pots in

orchard-houses, but could easily appreciate the fine

flavour which the fruit would attain when grown in

warmth and given abundance of air. Even on a
south wall, the improvement of flavour is great

compared with that of fruit from a northerly aspect.

In size the Morello Cherries I have seen in Wiltshire
and around Bath were finer than I have seen any-
where. In a Scottish town Morello Cherries have
been produced in quantity on an old tree whose
roots were firmly embedded in soil under the pave-

ment, and where moisture must have reached the

roots with difficulty. These Cherry trees never

required prnniDg, though in hot, dry quarters, during

the summer months, the foliage always remained
healthy, and the fruit was very dark in colour.

On a south-east wall, where the soil about the

roots of Morello Cherries is composed of strong loam
and lime-rubbish, crammed as tightly together as

possible, and where a road with much traffic passes

over the border, there are heavy crops of Morello

Cherries every year, and during the present season

the crop required to be thinned. It is of great

moment to cultivate the trees so that little pruning

is necessary, and the natural spurs and short growths

then formed render the trees safe from canker. On
a north wall, and one due east, we do not always get

heavy crops, and the fruit is more acid than on the

trees facing south-east. This year many of the trees,

for want of time (by reason of the continuous late

frost), were left untied, and with little pruning.

These mostly set heavy crops of fruit ; but we never

at any time bad to contend so much with grubs,

hand-picking was done, and this was followed up

by applications of soft soapy-water, in which was

mixed hellebore-powder. While in north aspects in

Scotland I should be inclined to train Morello

Cherries close to walls, in positions where sun had

full power, I should prefer allowing the wood to

grow outward somewhat, and by attention to

keeping the roots in very firm soil, with plenty of

lime in it, the growths would be short and fruitful.

£.' An object-lesson on the good culture of Morello

Cherries I once had at the Royal Gardens, Windsor,

many years ago, when on a visit to the late Mr. Rose.

The young- bearing wood was short, and allowed to

haDg from main branches untouched. The crop of

fruit was immente. Though good Morello Cherries

can be grown in quantity on standard bush-trtes in

some places, those fruited on such in Scotland are

very poor. M. Temple, Carron, If.B.

Fl8 52,— VINE AT HACETHORN HALL, LINCOLN, Plant Notes.

ripe Nectarines. We soon learned that the fruit was

a quite new variety raised from seed by Mr. Lncien

Baltet, who has given it his own name. This Nec-

tarine, which is of a fine deep colour, is a seedling of

the Pi a'coce of Croncels, which directly resulted from

a seedling of Amsden Peach. The curious fact so

often commented upon of a Nectarine being raised

from a Peach stone was, in this case, absolutely

borne out. We found the new Nectarine, L. Baltet,

of delicious flavour, and so also thought the members
of the Fruit Committee at the last meeting of the

Society in Paris.

L.blio- Cattleya Andreana, &c.—A very good
plant, shown to the Ohchid Committee (Paris)

lately, was a hybrid between Cattleya bicolor and
Lcelia elegans. This Liclio- Cattleya, named L.-C.

Andreana by the raiser, M. Maron, gardener at

M. L. Farnier's, Marseilles, is quite a distinct variety.

The flower is rather larger than that of C. bicolor

;

the divisions are of a creamy-rose colour, the lip

presenting an unusually long middle lobe of a dull

magenta colour. The upright pseudo-bulb is cylin-

drical, with two leaves ; the variety seems free-

growing; it was first town in 1890. Mr. Low, of

It springs from a single upright stem, the girth of

which is 1 foot, and which sends out two horizontal

branches in opposite directions. From these descend

ten smaller branches, which follow the slope of the

roof. The Vine is always very clean and healthy,

and is now bearing 390 bunches of well-coloured

Grapes. I should be interested to know if there are

many larger Vines in private gardens. E. W. Cracroft,

Hackthorn Hall, Lincoln.

NOTES ON MOKELLO CHEREY
CULTURE.

Seldom is the crop of Morello Cherries in a

private garden larger than necessary, there being so

many ways in which the fruit can be used. We do

not use the fruit for dessert much in this country,

but I believe it is so used in southern Europe, and

also in Britain if the fruit has been grown under

glass. The trees are, however, more often planted

at the foot of walls with northern aspect than else-

where, yet when they are grown under clear glass,

exposed to fnll sun, the fruit is much changed in

flavour. I think it was Mr, Knight (when at Floor*

IMPROVED VARIETIES OF CANNA.

Two houses full of these plants at the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, are now look-

ing remarkably well. They combine fine ornamental

foliage with blossoms, which rival Gladioli in their

beauty, and they last in good condition much longer

than the latter. These plants require liberal treat-

ment, and a certain amount of protection in order

to flower them perfectly in this country. If nothing

else was to be seen at these gardens, the Cannai

alone would be worth a visit; but I noted many

other interesting and instructive things in the brief

time at my disposal.

Clematis Davidiasa.

This plant is at present flowering well in J^he

borders"at the'RoyalHoiticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick, and its sweet-scented lavender-coloured

flowers compel one's attention. It appears to require

a warm climate, as it does not aucceed half so well

with me at Belvoir, although it is growing in a shel-

tered position. Such a beautiful plant is well worthy

of a place under glass, where space admits of it, and

if specimen plants were in fashion, it would prove a

good thing for exhibition purposes. W. B. Divers,

Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.
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Paxcbatiuoi canariense.

Those who have before them the recently-issued

part of the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society,

in which is an extremely interesting and important

account of "the Plants and Gardens of the Canary

Islands," by Dr. Morris, the Assistant-Director at

Kew, may be interested to know that Pancratium

canariense is now flowering in the Botanic Gardens

at Cambridge. It is one of the three species of

bulbous plants said to be specially noteworthy, the

other two being kinds of Romulea. As a garden

plant it is decidedly pretty, but without much
showiness. It is quite a distinct plant, most nearly

allied, perhaps, to P. maritimum, though smaller

in all its parts, except for the longer scape, and in

common with all the other Bpecies that has white

flowers. In a 6-inch pot we have one flowering bulb

with several others, which bear ensiform glaucous

leaves about 14 inches long. The scape, exceeds

2 feet, and supports an umbel of a dozen flowers,

two or three of which open at the same time. The
perianth segments are narrow, and spread about 2\
inches; the staminal cup is broadly campanulate,

with a diameter of l.J inches. This specimen
is placed in an inteimediate-house, and flourishes

with usual treatment. E. J. L.

Beowallia speciosa otajob.

This charming greenhouse plant wbb seen in ex-

cellent character at the recent exhibition of the

Trowbridge Horticultural Society. The foliage and
flowers alike are much larger, bolder, and more
striking in appearance than those of the well-known
form of B. elata. It appears to be very free, and the

deep hue of b!ue in the flowers makes it valuable for

associating with other plants in the decoration of the

greenhouse. It is one of the novelties introduced

by Messrs. F. Sander & Co , and it gained an Award
of Merit from the Bojal Horticultural Society in

1894. It only requires to be known in order to be
widely grown.

Pelabgoxiuji (Decorative) Madame Chables
KoEXIG.

The value of this variety for cutting purpose!

is shown by the fact that Mr. W. Richardson, the
manager at Messrs. Balchin & Sons' nurseries at

Hassocks, has cut during the space of twenty weeks
as many as 12, 050 trusses from 230 plants, and they
are still full of buds. Mr. Richardson considers it

to be the finest of the white-flowered decorative

varieties, and in his experience there is none other
so free-flowering. That is one reason why it it

grown so largely at the Haiaocks nursery ; another
is. that it is in great demand.

Fuchsia coccixea.

Whether or no this represents the original species

which Mr. James Lee purchased at Wapping so

many years ago I cannot say with certainty, bnt I
call attention to it for the purpose of saying what a
pretty shrub it makes in the open border. I saw
little bushes of it at Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons' Low-
field Nurseries, Crawley, a few days ago, forming a
part of the second line of a mixed border, and very
pretty it was, and aingnlarly free. I think this

specie*, miDgled with Agathea ccelestis and a white
Viola like Sjlvia, or the tinted 'William Niel, would
make a charming combination for a summer bed.
I presnme the plants at the Lowfield nurseries had
passed through the rigours of last winter without
any harm to the root stock. S. D.

CHRYSANTHEMUM x PRINCESS
MAY.

Is our issue for August 17, special mention was
made of a very fine collection of new single-flowered

hybrid annual Chrysanthemums, which were exhi-
bited by Mr. Henry Brownhill, seedsman, Sale. We
now give an illustration of one of the best of these
(fig. 53, p. 295), known as Princess May. The
flower is white, with a deep yellow ring round an
orange disc, the florets are broad, and the flower of
excellent shape and decorative value. These hybrids,
obtained by crossing C. coronarium with C. cari-
natum, may be propagated by means of cuttings.

BOTANICAL SECTION OF THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the association is in pro-

gress at Ipswich. The public business was opened

oa Wednesday by an address from the President, Sir

Douglas Galton, who gave an account of the progress

of science generally during the last sixty-five years,

prefacing it with a few remarks on the career and

personality of the late Prof. Huxley. On Thursday

the business of the several sections began. The
Botanical Section was opened by an address from

Mr. W. T Thiselton Dyer, C.M.G., the Director of

the Royal GardenB, Kew, the substance of which we

give in part in the following columns.

Retbospect.—I confess I found it a great tempta-

tion to review, however imperfectly, the history and

fortunes of oursutject while it belonged to section D.

But to have done so would have been practically to

have written the history of botany in this country

since the first third of the century. Yet I cannot

pass over some few striking events.

BAUEE AST) ROEEET BfiOWX.

I think that the earliest of these must undoubtedly

be regarded as the most epoch-making. I mean the

formal publication by the Linnean Society, in 1833,

of the first description of "the nucleus of the cell,"

by Robert Brown.* It seems difficult to realise that

this may be within the recollection of some who are

now living amongst us. It is, however, of peculiar

interest to me that the first person who actually dis-

tinguished this all-important body, and indicated it

in a figure, waB Francis Bauer, thirty years earlier,

in 1802. This remarkable man, whose skill in

applying the resources of art to the illustration of

plant anatomy has never, I suppose, been surpassed,

was "resident draughtsman for fifty years to the

Royal Botanic Garden at Kew." And it was at Kew,
and in a tropical Orchid, Phaius grandifolius, no
doubt grown there, that the discovery was made.

It was, I confess, with no little admiration that, on
refreshing my memory by a reference to Robert
Brown's paper, I read again the vivid account which

he gives in a footnote of the phenomena, so painfully

familiar to many of us who have been teachers, exhi-

bited in the staminal hair of Tradescantia. Sir

Joseph Hooker t has well remarked that "the
supreme importance of this observation, . . . leading

to undreamt-of corceptions of the fundamental
phenomena of organic life, is acknowledged by all

investigators." It is singular that so profound an
observer as Robert Brown should have himself missed

the significance of what he saw. The world had to

wait for the discovery of protoplasm by Von Mohl
till 1816, and till 1850 for its identification with the

sarcode of zoologists by Cohn, who is still, I am
happy to say, living and at work, and to whom last

year the Linnean Society did itself the honour of

presenting its medal.

The Edinburgh meeting of the Association, in

1834, was the cccasion of the announcement of

another memorable discovery of Robert Brown's. I

will content myself with quoting Hofmeister's \

account of it. "Robert Brown was the discoverer

of the polyernbrony of the Coniferse. In a later

treatise he pointed out the origin of the pro-embryo
in large cells of the endosperm, to which he gave the

name of corpuscula," The period of the forties, just

half a century ago, looks in the retrospect as one of

almost dazzling discovery. To eay nothing of the

formal appearance of protoplasm on the scene, the
foundations were being laid in all directions of our
modern botanical morphology, Tet its contempo-
raries viewed it with a very philosophical calm.
Thwaites, who regarded Carpenter as his master,

described at the Oxford meeting in 1847 the conju-

gation of the DiatomaceEe, and " distinctly indicated,"

as Carpenter § says, "that conjugation is the primitive

phase of sexual reproduction." Berkeley informed
me that the announcement fell perfectly flat. A
year or two later Snminiki came to London with his

splendid discovery (1848) of the arcbegonia of the

* Misc. Bo'.. Workl, i. 512. I Higher Crt/ftoaamia, 432,

t Proc.Linn.Sx., 1837—88,65. $ Memorial Sketch, 140.

Fern, the antheridia having been first seen by

Nareli in 1814. Carpenter" gave me, many years

after, a curious account of its reception. "At the

Council of the Rjy Society, at which," he said, "I
advocated the reproduction of Sumineki's book on

the Ferns, I was assured that the close resemblance

of the antherozoida to spermatozoa was quite suffi-

cient proof that they could have nothing to do with

vegetable reproduction, " I do not think," he added

—and the complaint is pathetic—" that the mea of

the present generation, who have been brought up in

the light, quite apprehend (in this as in other

matters) the utter darkness in which we were then

groping, or fully recognise the deserts of those who
helped them to what they now erjoy." This was in

1875, and I suppose is not likely to be less true now.

Dabwix, Huxley, Hookee,

The Oxford Meeting in I860 was the scene of the

memorable debate on the origin of species, at which

it is interesting to remember that Henslow presided.

On that Decision Section D reached its meridian,

The battle was Homeric. However little to the

taste of its author, the launching of his great theory

was, at any rate, dignified with a not inconsiderable

explosion. It may be that it is not given to the

men of our day to reffle the dull level of public

placidity with disturbing and far-reaching ideas

But if it were, I doubt whether we have, or need

now, the fierce energy which inspired then either

the attack or the defence. When we met again in

Oxford last year the champion of the old conflict

stood in the place of honour, acclaimed of all men,

a beautiful and venerable figure. We did not know
then that that was to be his farewell,

The battle was not in vain. Six years afterwards,

at Nottingham, Sir Joseph Hooker delivered his

classical lecture on Insular Floras. It implicitly

accepted the new doctrine, and applied it with

admirable effect to a field which had long waited for

an illuminating principle, Tne lecture itself has

since remained one of the corner-stones of that

rational theory of the geographical distribution of

plants which may, I think, be claimed fairly as of

purely Eoglish origin.

Henslow.

Addressing you as I do at Ipswich, there is one

name written in the annals of our old Section which
I cannot pass over—that of Henslow. Ha was the

Secretary of the Biological Section at its first meet-

ing in 1S32, and its President at Bristol in 1836. I

suppose there are few men of this century who have
indirectly more influenced the current of human
thought. For in great measure I think it will not

be contested that we owe Darwin to him. As
Romanes has told us'l": "His letters written to

Professor Henslow during his voyage round the

world overflow with feelings of affection, veneration,

and obligation to his accomplished master and
dearest friend—feelings which throughout his life he

retained with no diminished intensity. As he used

himself to say, before he knew Professor HenBlow
the only objects he cared for were foxes and par-

tridges." I do not wish to overstate the facts. The
possession of " the collector's instinct, strong in

Darwin from his childhood, as is usually the case in

great naturalists," to use Huxley '>} words, would
have borne its usual fruit in afterlife, in some shape

or other, even if Darwin had not fallen into Hen-
slow's hands. But then the particular train of

events which culminated in the great work of his

life would never have been started. It appeared to

me, then, that it would not be an altogether unin-

teresting investigation to ascertain something about

Henslow himself. The result has been to provide

me with several texts, which I think it may be not

unprofitable to dwell upon on the present occasion.

In the first place, what was the secret ol his influ-

ence over Darwin ? "My dear old master in Natural

History" (Life, ii. 317), he calls him; and to have

stood in this relation to Darwii § is no small matter.

* Zoc.cit. 141. t Memorial Notices, 13,

I Proc. S.S., iliv., vi.

§ As I shall have frequent occasion to quote the Lfe and
Letters, I shall irsert the references in the text.
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AgaiD, he Bpeaks of his friendship with him at " a

circumstance which influenced my whole career

more than any other " (i. 52). The singular beauty

of Henslow's character, to which Darwin himself

bore noble testimony, would count for something,

but it would not in itself be a sufficient explanation.

Nor was it that intellectual fascination which often

binds pupils to the master's feet; for, as Darwin tells

us, " I do not suppose that anyone would say that he

possessed much original genius " (i. 52). The real

attraction seemB to me to be found in Henslow's

possession, in an extraordinary degree, of what may
be called the Natural History spirit. This resolves

itself into keen observation and a lively interest in

to be looked at again ; or psrhapi writes a paper on

some obvious phenomena which he could have

studied with less fatigue in the Palm-house at

Kew.
The secret of the right use of travel is the posses-

sion of the natural history instinct, and to those

who contemplate it I can only recommend a careful

study of Darwin's Naturalist's Voyage. Nothing

that came in his way seems to have evaded him, or

to have seemed too inconsiderable for attention. No
doubt some respectable travellers have lost them-

selves in a maze of observations that have led to

nothing. But the example of Darwin, and I might

add of Wallace, of Huxley, and of Moaeley, show

Fig-. 53.- -NEW MABGOEBITE CHaYSANrHEMUM X PRINCESS MAT [ WHITE, WITH A YELLOW BING.

(SEE P, 294.)

the facts observed. "His strongest taste was to

draw conclusions from long-continued minute ob-

servations" (i. 52). The old natural history

method, of which it seems to me that HchbIow was

so striking an embodiment, is now, and I think

unhappily, almost a thing of the past. The modern
university student of botany puts his elders to blush

by his minute knowledge of some small point in

vegetable histology. But he can tell you little of

the contents of a country hedgerow ; and if you put

an unfamiliar plant in his hands he is pretty much
at a loss how to set about recognising its affinities.

Disdaining the field of Nature spread at his feet in

his own country, he either seeks salvation in a

German laboratory or hurries off to the Tropics,

convinced that he will at once immortalise himself.

But " cceluni non animum mutat ;" he puts into

" pickle " the same objects as his predecessors, never

that the result is the fault of the man and not of the

method. The right moment comes when the fruitful

opportunity arrives to him who can seize it. The
first strain of the prelude with which the Origin

commences are these words: "When on board

H.M.S, ' Beagle ' as naturalist, I was much struck

with certain facts in the distribution of the organic

beings inhabiting South America." But this sort of

vein is not struck at hazard or by him who has not

served a tolerably long apprenticeship to the work.

When one reads and re-reads the Voyage, it i>

simply amazing to see how much could be achieved

with a previous training which we now should think

ludicrously inadequate. Before Henslow's time the

state of the natural sciences at Cambridge was in-

credible. In fact, Leonard Jenyns,* his biographer,

speaks of the " utter disregard paid to natural

* Memoir, 175.

history in the University previous to his taking up

his residence there." The Professor of Botany had

delivered no lectures for thirty years, and though

Sir James Smith, the founder of the Lionean Scciety.

had offered his services, they were declined on the

ground of his being a Nonconformist.*

As to Henslow's own scientific work, I can but

rely on the judgment of those who could appreciate

it in relation to its time. According to Berkeley,!
" he was certainly one of the first, if not the very

first, to see that two forms of fruit might exist in

the same fungus." And this, as we now know, was

a fundamental advance in this branch of morphology,

Sir Joseph Hooker tells me that his papers were all

distinctly in advance of his day. Before occupying

the chair of botany, he held for some years that of

mineralogy. Probably he owed this to his paper on

the Isle of Anglesey, published when he was only

twenty-six. I learn from the same authority that

this to some extent anticipated, but at any rate

strongly influenced, Sedgwick's subsequent work in

the same region.

Botanical Teaching.

Henslow's method of teaching deserves Btudy

Darwin say« of his lectures " that he liked them
much for their extreme clearness." "But," he adds,

" I did not study botany " (i. 48). Tet we must not

take this too seriously. Darwin,} when at the Gala-

pagos, " indiscriminately collected everything in

flower on the different islands, and fortunately kept

my collections separate." Fortunately indeed ; for

it was the results extracted from these collections,

when worked up subsequently by Sir Joseph Hooker,

which determined the main work of his life. "It

was such cases as that of the Galapagos Archipelago

which chiefly led me to study the origin of species"

(iii. 159).

Henslow's actual method of teaching went some

way to anticipate the practical methods of which we
are all so proud. " He was the first to introduce

into the botanical examination for degrees in London
the system of practical examination. "§ Bat there

was a direct simplicity about his class arrangements

characteristeric of the man. 'A large number of

specimens . , . were placed in baskets on a side-

table in the lecture-room, with a number of wooden
plates and other requisites for dissecting them after

a rough fashion, each student providing himself with

what he wanted before taking his seat.'
jj

I do not

doubt that the results were, in their way, as efficient

as we obtain now in more stately laboratories.

The most interesting feature about his teaching

was not, however, its academic aspect, but the use

he made of botany as a general educational instru-

ment. " He always held that a man of no powers of

observation was quite an exception.'*" He thought

(and I think he proved) that botany might be used
" for strengthening the observant faculties and ex-

panding the reasoning powers of children in all classes

of society."** The difficulty with which those who
undertake now to teach our subject have to deal is that

most people ask the question, What is the use of

learning botany unless one means to be a botanist ?

It might indeed be replied that as the vast majority

of people never learn anything effectively, they might

as well try botany as anything else. But Henslow
looked only to the mental discipline ; and it was
characteristic of the man and of his belief in his

methods that when he was summoned to Court to

lecture to the Royal family, his lectures " were in all

respects, identical with those he was in the habit of

givingto his little Hitcham scholars ";+t and it must

be added that they were not less successful.

This success naturally attracted attention. Bota-

nical teaching in schools was taken up by the

Government, and continues to receive support to the

present day. But the primitive spirit has, I am
afraid, evaporated. The measurement of results by

means of examination has been fatal to its survival.

The teacher has to keep steadily before his eyes the

* Memoir, 37.

1 Ibid.. 66.

I Voyage, 421.

$ Memoir, 161.

{, Memoir, 39.

«T Hid., 163.
*» Ibid., 99.

tt Memoir, 119.
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necessity of earning his grant. Tne edacational

problem retires into the background. " The
strengthening of the observant faculties," and the

rest of the Henslowian programme must give way to

the imperious necessity of presenting to the examiner

candidates equipped with at least the minimum of

test-book formulas reproducible on paper. I do not

speak in this matter without painful experience.

The most astute examiner is defeated by the still

more astute crammer. The objective basis of the

study oa which its whole usefulness is built np is

promptly thrown aside. If you supply the Apple-

blosiom for actual description, you are as likely as

not to be furnished with a detailed account of a

Buttercup. The training of observation has gone by

the board, and the exercise of mere memory has

taken its place. But a table of logarithms or a

Hebrew grammar would serve this purpose equallv

well. Yet I do not despair of Henslow's work still

beaiing fruit. The examination system will collapse

from the sheer impossibility of carrying it on beyond

a certain point. Freed from its trammels, the

teacher will have greater scope for individuality,

and the result of his labours will be rewarded after

some intelligent system of inspection. And here I

may claim support from an unexpected quarter. Mr.

Gladstone has recently written to a correspondent

:

—
' I think that the neglect of natural history, in all

its multitude of branches, was the grossest defect of

cur old system of training for the young; and, further,

that little or nothing has been done by way of

remedy for that defect in the attempts made to alter

or reform that system." I am sure that the impor-

tance and weight of this testimony, coming as it

does from one whose training and sympathies have

always been literary, cannot be denied. That there

is already some revival of Henslow's methods, Ijudge

from the fact that I have received applications from
Board schools, amounting to some hundreds, for

surplus specimens from the Kew museums. With-
out a special machinery for the purpose I cannot do
much, and perhaps it is well. But my staff have
willingly done what was possible, and from the letters

I have received I gather that the labour has not been

wholly misspent.

Musecm Arraxoemext.

This leads me to the last branch of Henslow's
scientific work on which I am able to touch, that of

the arrangement of museums, especially those which
being local have little meaning unless their purpose

is strictly educational. I think it is now generally

admitted that, both in the larger and narrower
aspects of the question, his ideas, which were shared
in some measure by Edward Forbes, were not merely
far in advance of his times, but were essentialy sound.

And here I cannot help remarking that the zoolo-

gists have perhaps profited more by his teaching than
tbe botanists. I do not know how far Sir William
Flower and Professor Lankester would admit the in-

fluence of Henslow's ideas. But, so far as my
knowledge goes, I am not aware that, at any rate in

Europe, there is anything to be seen in public mu-
seums comparable to the educational work accom-
plished by the one at the College of Surgeons and the
Natural History Museum, and by the other at
Oxford.

I have often thought it singular that in botany we
have not kept pace in this matter with our brother
naturalists. I do not doubt that vegetable morpho-
logy and a vast number of important facts in evolu-
tion, as illustrated from the vegetable kingdom,
might be presented to the eye in a fascinating way in
a carefully- arranged museum. The most successful
and, indeed, almost the only attempt which has been
made in this direction is that at Cambridge, which,
I believe, is due to Mr. Gardiner. But our technical
methods for preserving specimens still leave much to
desire. Something more satisfactory will, it may be
hoped, some day be devised, and the whole subject is

one which is well worth the careful consideration of
our Section. Henslow at least effected a vast im-
provement in the mode of displaying botanical
objecti

; and a collection prepared by hia own hands,
which was exhibited at one of the Paris exhibitions,

excited the warm admiration of the French bota-

nists, who always appreciate the clear illustration of

morphological facts.

Old School of Natural History.

If the old school of natural history of which Hen-
slow in his day was a living spirit is at present, as

seems to be the case, continually losing its hold

upon us, this has certainly not been due to its want
of value as an educational discipline, or to its sterility

in contributing new ideas to human knowledge.

Darwin's Origin of Specks may certainly be re-

garded as its cff spring, and of this Huxley * says

with justice: "It is doubtful if any single book,

except the Principia, ever worked so great and
rapid a revolution in science, or made so deep an
impression on the general mind." Tet Darwin's

biographer, in that admirable Life which ranks with

the few really great biographies in our language,

remarks (i. 155): "In reading his books one is re-

minded of the older naturalists rather than of the

modern school of writers. He was a naturalist in

the old sense of the word, that is, a man who works
at many branches of science, not merely a specialist

in one." This is no doubt true, but does not exactly

hit off the distinction between the kind of study

which has gone out of fashion and that which has

come in. The older workers in biology were occu-

pied mainly with the external or, at any rate, grosser

features of organisms and their relation to surround-

ing conditions ; the modern, on the other hand, are

engaged on the study of internal and intimate struc-

ture. Work in the laboratory, with its necessary

limitations, takes the place of research in the field.

One may almost, in fact, say that the use of the com-
pound microscope divides the two classes. Asa
Gray has compared Robert Brown with Darwin as

the " two British naturalists " who have, " more than

any others, impressed their influence upon science in

the nineteenth century." t Now it is noteworthy
that Robert Brown did all his work with a simple

microscope. And Francis Dart?in writes of his

father: ''It strikes ui nowadays as extraordinary

that he should bave no compound microscope when
he went hia ' Beagle ' voyage ; but in this he followed

the advice of Robert Brown, who was an authority

on snch matters " (i. 145). One often meets with

persons, and sometimes of no small eminence, who
speak as if there were some necessary antagonism
between the old and the new studies. Thus I have
heard a distinguished systematist describe the micro-
scope as a curse, and a no less distinguished mor-
phologist speak of a herbarium having its proper

place on a bonfire. To me I confess this anathema-
tisation of the instruments of research proper to any
branch of our subject is not easily intelligible. Yet
in the case of Darwin himself it is certain that if his

earlier work may be said to rest solely on the older

methods, hia later researches take their place with
the work of the new school. At our last meeting
Pfefter vindicated one of his latest and most impor-
tant observations.

The case of Robert Brown is even more striking.

He ia equally great whether we class him with the
older or the modern school. In fact, so far aa botany
in thia country ia concerned, he may be regarded as

the founder of the latter. It is to him that we owe
the establishment of the structure of the ovule and
its development into the seed. Even more impor-
tant were the discoveries to which I have already

referred, which ultimately led to the establishment of

the group of Gymnosperms. "No more important
discovery," says Sachs, £ "was ever made in the

domain of comparative morphology and systematic

botany. The first steps towards this result, which
was clearly brought out by Hofmeister twenty-five

years later, were aecured by Robert Brown's re-

aearcheB, and he was incidentally led to these re-

searches by seme difficulties in the construction of

the seed of an Australian genua." Tet it may be
remembered that he began hia career as naturalist

to Flinders' expedition for the exploration of Aus-

* Proc. B. S., xliv , xvii.

t Mature, x. 80.

History, 142.

tralia. He returned to England with 4.000 "for the
most part new species of plants." And these have
formed the foundation of our knowledge of the
flora of that continent. Brown's chief work was
done between 1820 and 1840, and, as Sachs * tells us,
" was better appreciated during that time in Germany
than in any other country."

Modern School.
The real founder of the modern teaching in this

country in both branches of biology I cannot doubt
was Carpenter. The first edition of his admirable
Principles of Comparative Phynology was published
in 1S38, the last in 1854. All who owe, as I do, a
deep debt of gratitude to that book will agree with
Huxley t in regarding it aa " by far the best general
survey of the whole field of life and of the broad
principles of biology which had been produced up
to the time of its publication. Indeed," he adds,

1 although the fourth edition is now in many respects
out of date, I do not know its equal for breadth
of view, sobriety of speculation, and accuracy of
detail."

The charm of a wide and philosophic survey of
the different forms under which life presents itself
could not but attract the attention of teachers.
Rolleston elaborated a course of instruction in
zoology at Ox'ord in which the structures described
in the lecture-room were subsequently worked out
in the laboratory. In 1872 Huxley organised the
memorable course in elementary biology at South
Kensington which has since, in its essential features,
been adopted throughout the country. In the follow-
ing year, during Huxley 'a absence abroad through
ill-healtb, I arranged, at his request, a course of
instruction on the same lines for the vegetab'e
kingdom.

That the development of the new teaching was
inevitable can hardly be doubted, and I for my part
am not disposed to regret the share I took in it.

But it was not obvious, and certainly it was not
expected, that it would to so large an extent cut the
ground from under the feet of the old natural
history studies. The consequences are rather
aerioua, and I think it ia worth while pointing
them out.

In a vaat empire like our own there is a good deal
of work to be done and a good many posta to be
filled, for which the old natural history training
was not merely a useful but even a necessary pre-
paration. But at the present time the universities
almost entirely fail to supply men suited to the
work. They neither care to collect, nor have they
the skilled aptitude for observation. Then, though
this country is possessed at home of incomparable
stores of accumulated material, the class of com-
petent amateurs who were mostly trained at our
universities and who did such good aervice in work-
ing that material out is fast disappearing. It may
not be easy indeed in the future to fill important
posts even in this country with men possessing the
necessary qualifications. But there was still another
source of naturalists, even more useful, which has
practically dried up. It is an interesting fact that
the Large majority of men of the last generation who
have won distinction in this field have begun their
career with the study of medicine. That the kind
of training that natural history studies give ia of
advantage to atudents of medicine which, rightly
regarded, is itself a natural history study, can
hardly be denied. But the exigencies of the medical
curriculum have crowded them out ; and this, I am
afraid, must be accepted as irremediable. I cannot
refrain from reading yon, on this point, an extract
from a letter which I have received from a distin-

guished official lately entrusted with an impottant
foreign mission. I should add that he had himself
been trained in the old way :

—

" I have had my time, and must leave to younger
men the delight of working these interesting fields.

Such chances never will occur again, for roads are
now being made end waya cut in the jungle and
forest, and you have at hand all aorts of trees level

* Loc. cit.. 139, 140.

Memorial HJietch, 67.
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on the ground ready for itndy. Theie bring down
with them Orchids, Fern«, and climbers of many
kinds, including Kattan Palms, &c But, excellent
as are the officers who devote their energy to thus
opening up this country, there is not one man
who knows a Palm from a Dragon-tree, so the
chance is lost. Strange to say, the medical men of
the Government service know less and care less for

natural history than the military men, who at
least regret they have no training or study to enable
them to take an intelligent interest in what they see
around them. A doctor nowa-days cares for no
living thing larger or more complicated than a
bacterium or a bacillus."

But there are other and even more serious
grounds why the present dominance of one aspect
of our subject is a matter for regret. In the con-
cluding chapter of the Origin, Darwin wrote: "I
look with confidence to the futnre—to young and
rising naturalists." But I observe that most of the
new writers on the Darwinian theory, and, oddly
enough, especially when they have been trained at
Cambridge, generally begin by more or less rejecting
it as a theory of the origin of species, and then pro-
ceed unhesitatingly to reconstruct it. The attempt
rarely seems to me successful, perhaps because the
limits of the laboratory are unfavourable to the
accumulation of the class of observations which are
suitable for the purpose. The laboratory, in fact,

has not contributed much to the Darwinian theory,
except the Law of Recapitulation, and that, I am
told, is going out of fashion.

The Darwinian theory, being, as I have attempted
to show, the outcome of the natural history method,
rested at every point on a copious basis of fact and
observation. ThiB more modern speculation lacks.
The result is a revival of transcendentalism. Of
this we have had a copious crop in this country, but
it is quite put in the shade by that with which we
have been supplied from America. Perhaps the
most remarkable feature is the persistent vitality
of Lamarckism. As Darwin remarks : " Lamarck's
one suggestion as to the cause of the gradual modi-
fication of species—effort excited by change of con-
ditions—was, on the face of it, inapplicable to the
whole vegetable world " (ii. 189). And if we fall

back on the inherited direct effect of change of con-
ditions, though Darwin admits that " physical con-
ditions have a more direct effect on plants than on
animals" (ii. 319), I have never been able to con-
vince myself that that effect was inherited. I will
give one illustration. The difference in habit of
even the same species of plant when grown under
mountain and lowland conditions is a matter of
general observation. It would be difficult to imagine
a case of " acquired characters " more likely to be
" inherited." But this does not seem to be the case.
The recent careful research of Gaston Bonnier only
confirms the experience of cultivators. ' The modi-
fications acquired by the plant when transported for
a definite time from the plains to the Alps, or vice

versa, disappear at the end of the same period when
the plant is restored to its original conditions."*

Darwin, in an eloquent passage, which is too long
for me to quote,t has shown how enormously the
interest of natural history is enhanced " when we
regard every production of Nature as one which has
had a long history." and " when we contemplate
every complex structure ... as the summing up of
many contrivances." But this can only be done
or at any rate begun, in the field and not in the'

laboratory.

A more serious peril is the dying out amongst us

of two branches of botanical study in which we have
hitherto occupied a position of no small distinction.

Apart from the staffs of our official institutions

there seems to be no one who either takes any
interest in, or appreciates in the smallest degree,

the importance of systematic and descriptive botany.
And geographical distribution is almost in a worse
plight, yet Darwin calls it, "that grand subject, that

almost keystone of the laws of creation "
(i. 356).

* jinn. d. Sc. nat., 7th series, u, 355.

t Origin, 428.

I am aware that it is far easier to point out an
evil than to remedy it. The teaching of botany at

the present day has reached a pitch of excellence

and earnestness which it has never reached before.

That it is somewhat one- sided cannot probably be

remedied without a subdivision of the subject and
an increase in the number of teachers. If it has a

positive fault, it is that it is sometimes inclined to

be too dogmatic and deductive. Like Darwin, at

any rate in a biological matter, "I never feel con-
vinced by deduction, even in the case of H.Spencer's

writings " (Hi. 168). The intellectual indolence of

the student inclines him only too gladly to explain

phenomena by referring them to " isms," instead of

makiDg them tell their own story.

(To be continued.)

Vegetables.
*

VEGETABLES AT HIGHCLERE.
Although Mr. Pope, the gardener at Highclere,

is noted for his success in exhibiting vegetables, it

should not be assumed that the growth of produce

for exhibition absorbs his whole interest. To a gar-

dener of such experience and personal knowledge of

vegetables, the testing of new varieties is an agree-

able and interesting employment. To visitors this

is an important item, as one is sure to see much that

is new and interesting. When visiting Highclere

just previous to the great Shropshire show, I had an
opportunity of seeing some of the specimens in course

of preparation for that meeting. The kitchen garden
appears especially well adapted to vegetable culture,

particularly in such a season as the present ; the

aspeet is a westerly one, having a sharp slope in that

direction. A dry summer exactly suits such a garden,

for owing to the great depth of soil, and the cooler

condition of the garden itself, consequent upon its

aspect, the vegetable crops have positively revelled,

even during the fierce heat. A tablet over one of

the entrances to the garden discloses tbe fact that

the garden has been in existence over 100 years.

Potatos are made a strong point in collections of

vegetables shown by Mr. Pope, for he rightly con-
siders this vegetable the most important of all.

Satisfaction is a favourite variety for exhibition, as

it combines good form with a clean skin, and, what
is more, its cooking qualities are of the highest.

Sutton's Seedling is also a favourite, and it too com-
bines all the qualities that make Potato* valuable.

Windsor Castle is esteemed highly, and so is Reading
Russet and Prizetaker ; the latter has excellent

quality here. Mr. Pope does not believe in the

crowding method of Potato culture. Abundant space

is allowed them here, that they may make a full

development of haulm and foliage.

Onions are remarkably well grown, not only for

exhibition but as a crop for home use. For the
former purpose, some magnificent bulbs were seen

;

many samples of Excelsior—a variety raised by
Cranston— I noted that measured 18 inches in cir-

cumference, and it is regarded the finest Onion for

exhibition in cultivation. It is sometimes thought
that such Onions as these are useless for any other
purpose ; but this is an error—they will and do
keep sound until April. The seed is sown in a
gentle heat in January, and the plants are pricked

off into boxes of rich soil, grown on gradually, and
thoroughly hardened off before finally planting out.

Although the weather has been both hot and dry,

no watering has been done, but heavy mulchings of

Mushroom-bed manure were employed. Anglo-

Spanish and Lord- Keeper, too, are prized for

exhibition.

The Main Crop varieties, which are grown in large

quantity, are thinned but little, and the bulbs

thoroughly wedged each other in the rows. Mr.

Pope thinks highly of the Southport Bsd and Yellow

Globe varieties, as they are deeply-formed bulbs,

strong objection being taken to those that are

remarkable only for width. Walker's Exhibition is

an excellent cropper ; Veitch's Main Crop is an

established favourite, and so is Bedfordshire Cham-

pion, and the Wroxton; the latter has especially

long bulbs. Giant Zittau is promising, and bo is

Sandringham. Messrs, Sutton's recent addition.

Magnum Bonum, is flatter, but nevertheless pro-

mising. Celery culture here is remarkably good.
The old-fashioned plan of blanching it with soil is

not followed, but sheets of brown-paper are used.

The latter is much better for exhibition purposes,

inasmuch as it prevents slugs injuring the outer

leaves. Abundance of rich food is required to grow
really good succulent Celery in August and Sep-
tember. S;andard-bearer, Laing's Mammoth, red

and white, along with a dwarf-growing red variety,

resembling Sutton's Al, are the varieties grown.

At Highclere, extra-large heads of Cauliflowers

are not favoured, medium-sized closely grown, pure
white heads are those selected ; Magnum Bonum,
Eclipse, and Autumn Giant, are the kinds preferred.

Deep stirringof the soil, combined with heavy manur-
ing, are the points to observe in growing Cauliflowers.

Bruisels Sprouts at the time of my visit were quite

a yard high, the stems already packed with close

fine heads. It is useless to expect a full crop of

buttons if they are not formed before September is

in. For the October and November shows, early

sowings and liberal cultivation are the chief points

to observe. Especially good are the Carrots ; they

are not over-large, but perfect in form and colour.

The soil here is just suitable for this crop. New
Intermediate is the variety depended upon. So well

do they grow here, that Mr. Pope drew out of the

ground but nineteen roots from which to select the

eighteen he staged at the Southampton show in

three collections. Mr. Pope grows the bulk of his

Tomatos in a low pit in shallow boxes, training

them like Cucumbers under the glass, and smooth
fruits of the Perfection type are those grown. Pole-

gate he regards very favourably as being large

enough and perfect in form, without the ugly dimple

in the centre so objectionable in many varieties.

Plants growing against a wall out-of-doors and at

the foot of a Yew hedge were carrying very fine

crops. I counted as many as two dozen fruits of

Polegate upon one plant. The plants were

strong, and a good size before planting; it

is useless to have them otherwise for plant-

ing out-of-doors. Scarlet Runner Beans are

much preferred to Kidney Beans. To get them
early, Mr. Pope sows in good time, and grows the

plants on under glass until they are 2 feet high and

in bloom ; they are then carefully planted in a

warm site. From these plants good Beans are

obtainable at the end o'. July. Ne Plus Ultra is the

variety preferred.

Among Beet no variety finds favour for exhibition

for the early shows like Pragnell's ; and Cheltenham

Green Top, or some one of the many dark-leaved

varieties for later shows. Very many persons make
the same mistake in growing Beet by sowing too

early ; the roots then grow coarse ; medium-sized,

richly-coloured examples are preferred. Amongst
Cucumbers, Progress is esteemed, being a dark-

skinned, straight-growing variety. For packing the

vegetables to travel long distances, wood-wool is

considered excellent, but dried sphagnum moss, too,

is much used. E. M,

Vegetables at Reading.

At the autumn exhibition of the local society,

vegetables are always shown in first-class form. At
the recent exhibition, Messrs. Sutton & Sons offered

valuable prizes for a collection of unlimited

numbers. There were four specially meritorious
collections in competition, each comprising about
forty varieties, and a total of 160 dishes. The work
of judging these collections was singularly difficult

and lengthy, so comparatively e»en and so fine the

average. Coarseness is rarely seen at Reading,
quality dominates. The ultimate result was that

Mr. Bowerman, gr. to C. Hoare, Eiq., Hackwood
Park, BasingBtoke, was placed 1st; Mr. R. Lye.gr.

to Mrs. Kingsmill, Sydmonton Court, was 2nd ; Mr.

W. Pope, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere

Castle, 3rd ; and Mr. C. Waite, gr. to the Hon. Col.

Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher, 4th. Literally, it was a

battle of the best vegetable exhibitors in the king-

dom, and one of which Reading might well be proud.
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Belgium.

PLANTS AT THE ROYAL CHATEAU AT
LAEKEN.

During a visit paid to Laeken lately, I noticed

some fine seedling tuberous Begonias, very good and

rich in colouring ; some of the double varieties were

very remarkable. There was a charming collection

of Nae-gelia, as well at large and fine specimens of

Sonerila, new this season. Some Streptoearpus filled

two stages of a house, where they were intermixed

with some fine tuberous Begonias in full bloom.

There were some pretty new varieties of Strepto-

earpus from Messrs. Veitch, and those raised at

Laeken are numerous and good.

An unusual and admirable variety, which we com-

pared to a fine Pentstemon, deserves mention. The
ground-colouring was purple, the throat had a white

ground with very dark and effective veininga; there

was one white spot at the base of the lower mid-rib,

just at the spot whence springs the lateral lobe—in

fact, the whole flower is most effective. There were

many seedlings of Anthurium Andreanum with

large spathes ; in some the spathes were very dark,

in others the veinings were very distinctly marked.

In the Orchid-house, in spite of the unfavourable

season, I noted Odontoglossum Harryanum with

six flower-stems ; Oncidium incurvum with fourteen

floral trusses and quite 2000 buds ; these branches

are trained along iron wires, which trace out a

royal crown ; this will be very fine when in full

bloom. One LEelia criipa with a fine well-spread

and waved lip, with a dark ground, bore six flower-

stems and thirty-eight flowers and buds. Six speci-

mens of Cattleya Rex bore altogether forty blooms

—

one plant alone bore ten; Dendrobium suavissimnm

with many trusses ; and Epidendrum vitellinum

with Beven racemes. I noted, besides some fine

Cattleya gigas, Gaskelliana and Schilleriana. I

noticed one specimen of C. MossisB with 127 flowers,

and a plant of Odontoglossum Bictonenge with

fourteen trusses each with fifteen flswerg.

Orchids at Brussels.

In spite of the unfavourable seasoD,I recently found

in bloom at l'Horticulture Internationale numerous

Sue specimens of Phaius Hambloti and Lielio-

Cattleyas, a good Cypripedium Morganiae x , Cattleya

gigas, numerous plants of Catasetum Bungerothi,

and good varieties of Cattleya Rex.

M. Peeters has some fine dark varieties of Mil-

tonia Moreliana and of II. spectabilis ; the very

beautiful M.Peetersi, Rchb., the M. Blunti, Peeters-

iana of Rolfe ; the rare Dendrobium Guiberti, and a

Cypripedium Harrisonianum, all greenish-yellow,

very curious, but less pretty than the type. Ch. de B.

GROUPING- FOR EFFECT IN
CONSERVATORIES.

In many good gardens I have inwardly lamented the

lack of taste exhibited in arranging subjects, indoors

and out, frequently involving a waste of good material.

When the opposite of this is seen, and good taste is

evident, it is a pleasure to record the fact. A few

weeks ago I visited the gardens of Oamaaton Manor,

near " romantic Ashbourne," in Derbyshire, and I

was charmed with the beautiful effects which were

to be seen in every department. The conservatory

struck me as being an admirable exposition of tasteful

arrangement. The structure was about 40 feet square,

and the effect was made in the. centre. There was no

staging, but, on the otherhand, there weresmall knolls

of rockwork, so arranged over the surface as to

form undulating slopes and miniature valleys. Sela-

ginellas and Lycopodiums covered the stones, while

here and there arose from this moss-like carpeting,

Dracxnas, Coleus, Begonias, Crotons, Catalpas, and

other richly-coloured foliage plants ; while resting

on the slopes were Pittonias, Bertoloniat, Pep-

peromias, with Tradescantia trailing in and around

them. Standing up boldly at irregular distances

were Palms of various kinds, and Ficua repens and

similar climbers covered the walls. The effect was

most pleasing, and quite apart from the usual style

of conservatory arrangement. Oat-of-doors the

same good taste was evident. Flower-beds gay with

Pelargoniums had an ample setting of well-kept lawn,

giving a soft, pleasing effect, instead of the too

frequent garish display. Around the noble mansion

runs an open corridor, facing the lawn, with a long

series of arched pillars. In the centre of each, and

hanging from the arches, were baskets of Pelargo-

niums flowering profusely.

In the vineries and other houses, the abundance

and quality of the fruit and the condition of the

trees spoke plainly to the skilful culture which
obtained at this beautiful place—the out-of-door

fruit, the vegetable garden, and the herbaceous

border being worthy of equal note. Mr. Bardney,
the gardener there, had some very good new Carna-
tions in fine condition, and, indeed, the whole place

is a credit to him. Samblsr.

The Week's Work.
THE FLOWEK GABDEH".

By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Turk.

BEDDINQ PLANTS.—Complete arrangements for

the filling of beds next summer, and then propagate
the plants in the proportion required. The past
summer has not been a favourable one for the flower-
ing of Pelargoniums, the heavy storms of the last

few weeks have dashed the flowers Beverely as soon
as they have appeared ; but, on the other hand, single

flowering tuberous-rooted Begonias, Dahlias, and
Pentstemons, have done exceedingly well, withstand-
ing the rainstorms and Budden changes of weather.
If Begonias planted in beds in the East Riding of
Yorkshire during a season like the present one give
satisfaction— as they have done in many cases—they
may be safely planted in any other part of the kingdom.
Begonias damaged by rain or winds quickly recover,
and their bright green foliage accentuates every par-
ticle of flower. Cuttings of Begonias may still be
put in boxes or pots of sandy soil, and placed in a
warm-house or pit, and kept growing as long as
possible.

PELARQONIUM8.—Cuttings which may be taken
after this date and put in boxes or pots should be
placed in frames or pits, from which the glass-lights

are removed. Keep them in the open air as long as
possible ; but if the weather becomes wet and cold,

the lights should be placed over them, at the sametime
tilting them up to allow abundance of air. The old
varieties, John Gibbons and Amy Hogg, are still

valuable as bedders ; H. Jacoby has not done so well
this season ; Vesuvius and West Brighton Gem are
good. The toning of colours in flower-beds is occa-
sionally very well done. One arrangement of a long
scroll bed planted with the following, and seen at its

best, was excellent :—The edging was of seedling

plants of Centaurea candidissima, the next broad
band was planted with Lobelia speciosa, with Henri
Jacoby Pelargoniums in the centre, dotted through
with white Cactus Dahlia Constance.

BEDDINQ DAHLIA8 have given much satisfaction
;

they are easy to cultivate, and they stand changes of

weather better than most plants. Cuttings of the
weak side-shoots may be struck in potB or boxes, and
if kept growing for a time they will form small bulbs,

that will be useful in the spring, if the variety is

scarce. The show, Pompon, and Cactus varieties are

now in full bloom, and are the most satisfactory of

autumn flowers for the garden or for cutting purposes.

PENT8TEMON8 for simmer and autumn beds or

for cutting purposes are invaluable ; they stand
climatic changes well, and their tall, free-flowering

BD'kes of bloom are very effective. Cuttings of the
side shoots should be struck in frames or hand-lights,

that they may be protected during the winter.

Excellent named varieties are George Snith,
Conntess of Hopetoun, The Lady, Miss Arnot, A.
Fowler, President Carnot, and Fairy.

CALCEOLARIA8.—Cuttings should be taken from
the green soft growth, and pricked out about 3 inches

apart into frames, nsing well-drained sandy soil.

Shade the glass with a little thin whitewash for a
time. The frames should be kept rather close and
moist, in order to keep the cuttings plump and
fresh. With the exception of the variety amplexi-
caulis, Calceolarias have not done very well this

season, and many people lost their plants in the

frames during the severe frost, through insufficient

attention in regard to protection. They should be
kept as cool as possible, excepting that frost should
not touch them ; a good thick turf-pit is the best
place for them.

ANTIRRHINUMS for keeping through the winter
should be struck from cuttings and kept in frames, in
the same way as Calceolarias. In some districts

during mild winters they stand very well in the open,
but they must not be depended on in this way. Some
fine beds of these have been seen this season of the
named varieties.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Bvrford, Dorking,

ODONTOQL088UM8.—No Orchids are more worthy
of general cultivation than the New Grenadan
OdontoglossumB. Most of them are easily managed,
and yet sometimes they give more trouble than any
other class ; for when they once lapse into bad con-
dition, it requires extra care and considerable time to
restore them to health. One of the principal causes
of failure is over-liberality in regard to water at the
root ; other bad cases are brought about by keeping
the atmosphere of the house always in a saturated
condition. The atmosphere ahould be allowed to
become comparatively dry for a few hours during the
middle of each day, eo as to enable the plants to
throw off any excessive moisture that may have
accumulated about them, which otherwise will pre-
vent sound growth. OdontoglossumB, if watered
like so many semi-aquatic plants, will assuredly lose

many roots, and generally deteriorate. When water-
ing, go carefully over the plants, and thoroughly
water those only which are dry. Especially must
this treatment be insisted upon during the autumn
and winter months in the caseof such Guatemalan and
Mexican varieties as 0. nebulosnm, O. Uro-Skinneri,
0. Bictonense, 0. grande, 0. Insleayii, 0. haati-

labium, 0. pulchellum, 0. Rjssii, O. Cervantesii, O.
maculatuo, O. cordatum, 0. Krameri, O. Oerstedi,

0. Humeanum, 0. aspersum, Reichenheimii, 0.
Galeottianum, &c. Every amateur should make
himself acquainted with the natural conditions and
the different elevations under which the many species

of OdontoglossumB grow, as this information will

greatly assist him in fulfilling their requirements
under artificial caltivation. Where a representative
collection of Odontoglossums is grown, there will be
some that require potting at different seasons of the
year; but there is no better time than the present
for repotting the msjority of the plants, especially

varieties of 0. crispum, 0. Pescatorei, 0. triumphans,
0. Hallii, 0. Harryanum, 0. luteo-purpureum, 0.
nsevium, 0. polyxanthum, O. nevadense, 0. excel-

len8, and 0. gloriosum. Plants which flowered early

in the year are now growing freely, and the new
breaks will be making a number of young roots,

which, having fresh material to grow in, will

become well-established before winter commences.
A suitable compost for these plants consists of

freshly- gathered sphagnum-moss and good fibry

peat in equal proportions, to which may be added a
moderate quantity of email broken crocks and char-
coal. Too much trouble cannot be taken in pre-

paring the moss, carefully picking out all the rubbish,

and examining every particle for small slugs ; if

this be not done, much injury will result to roots

and young flower-spikes. The pots uaed should be
in proportion to the size of the plants, and over-

potting must be Btudiously guarded against. The
pots should be quite clean, and be three parts filled

with clean crocks, over which a thin layer of moss
should be spread to make the drainage secure.

Pot the plants moderately firm, keeping the
base of the bulbs just above the rim of the
pot, and when the operation is completed,
prick - in a few heads of living sphagnum
over the surface. In going through the collection

no doubt some plants will be found in bad health.

These should be turned out of their pots, the roots

well washed, and all decayed parts cut away. Then
put the plants into pots just large enough to contain
their roots. For a few weeks after repotting, it is

advisable to afford water sparingly, giving just suffi-

cient to induce the sphagnnm to grow. Syringe well
between the pots morning and evening, and admit as

much fresh air as possible, especially when the out-
side temperature is about 50°. Freshly-imported
Odontogloasums are, generally speaking, easy to

establish, which is partly due to the care taken by
the collectors to gather them in the proper season,

and to their careful packing of the plants, Each piece

should be potted separately in as small a pot as can
conveniently be used, filling up the pot almost
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entirely with crocks, and using a thin layer of peat

and moss on the surface, packed tight enough to

steady the plant. After the first growth is formed,

and new growth commences, they should be trans-

ferred to larger poto.

FRUITS UNDER GLA8B.
Bj Richard Parker, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester,

LATE GRAPE8.—The fine weather of the past

three weeks has proved very beneficial to late

Grapes, permitting plenty of ventilation to be put on
daily, and rendering but little fire- heat necessary.

It is not wise, however, to dispense with fire- heat
altogether, or the temperature of the house may
fall too low towards morning, which will cause
moisture to settle on the berries. Until the fruit is

thoroughly matured, and the atmosphere of the
vinery can be. kept quite dry, a slight circulation

of ho'.-water should be turned on the last thing

at nighr, and at the same time, a little air mav
be left on at the top of the house. By this means
a more even temperature will be maintained,
and this will greatly help to finish the berries per-

fectly. The bunches should be looked over at short
intervals, and any crowded or bad berries removed,
doing the work with care, so as not to destroy the
appearance of the bnnch. K>ep lateral growth in

check, that a free circulation of air between the
main leaves and bunches may be obtained. Any
watering that is necessary, should be done in the
morning and during bright weather, so that the
house may become dry again before evening. If the
present hot weather continue, it will be necessary
to damp the house down several times during the
day; but in cases where the bunches are nearly
ripe, the last damping should be done quite

an hour before the house is closed, to avoid any
steam collecting.

MID SEASON VINE8 —Plenty of ventilation and
a dry atmosphere must b3 maintained in vineries

where ripe fruit is still hanging, and a watchful eye
must be. kept for mice and wasps. Should any of the
bunches Bhow signs of shanking, cut the crop at
once, and take steps to examine the roots, and
if necessary, renew the borders without delay. Such
work oan be done much better at this season than
in the spring, when so many other matters claim
attention, and it is a great advantage to the Vines,
as fresh roots form again quickly and no check is

given to next season's crop of fruit. Young rods that
have been trained between old Vines with a view to
replacing the latter, should be exposed as much as
possible to the sun, to ensure the wood being
thoroughly ripened, particularly so if the growth
made is very strong, or some difficulty will

be experienced to induce the eyes to " break

"

evenly next spring. It is not necessary to
cut out the old Vines altogether the first

season, but so many of the spurs can be sawn
off at the bottom of the Vines as will allow room for

the young ones to carry four or six bunches of fruit

next year. After the second or third years, the old
Vines can be cut right out, and the young ones being
well established, a season's crop will not be lost.

YOUNQ VINES in pots, grown from eyes inserted
in February, have made good growth, and may be
now turned outside to rest as advised recently for
fruiting canes. Water must not be withheld
suddenly, but less moisture may be afforded as the
foliage becomes yellow. Any lateral growth that may
show should bo pinched out.

STRAWBERRIES IN POT8—Where these were
placed closely together for convenience after potting,
it is now neoessary to afford them more room.
Look over the plants at least once a fortnight, and
pinch out runners and remove side-growths, so that
only one crown may form. Keep the plants free
from weeds, and water regularly. If the pots do not
stand on slates or boards, they must be twisted
round at least once a week to prevent roots forming
in the ashes,

THE KITCHEN' GARDEN.
Bj Joh.i Lambert, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool.

ONIONS —Tripoli Onions sown as advised, being
now nicely up, will be benefited by a careful
hoeing and cleaning of any weeds that may have
appeared since sowing, and a dusting of soot should
be given them on the approach of rain. In late
districts, Tripoli Oaions may yet be growing, but
they Bhould now be taken up, dried, cleaned, and
put away for present use. In early districts,

they are probably all used up. Where Onions

are grown especially for pickling purposes, these

may be pulled at once, carefully cleaned, dried, and
sent in for use, Sach Onions do not improve by

keeping for any length of time, and should be pickled

as soon at they are properly harvested. The general

crop of spring-sown Onions will be nearing the

ripening period. Very large Onions grown for

show purposes may not be quite so fine in the
neck as deeired, but a sharp twist close down
to the bulb may be given without disturbing the
bulb; or better still, if time is not important, tie

them tightly round the neck with a piece of matting.
In regard to large breadths, the old method of beating
them down with a besom is the quickest way, and is

fairly effective. Ooious for general keeping purposes
Bhould not be so thick in the neck as to require
this operation. If they are left rather thickly

in the lines as advised, they will have smaller necks
and smaller bulbs, and among them will be any
quantity of picklers that should be harvested by
themrelves. If the weather appears settled for hot,

fine days, the crops of Onions will take no harm if

pulled and laid out on the ground for a few days,

placing them with the roots towards the sun to ripen.

Afterwards dry them in a cool vinery where thefoliage
isfalling, and where the ventilators are open night and
day. When they are sorted and stored for winter, it

should be in a cool dry store-room or shed, from which
frost can be excluded. Roping Onions in long strings

I regard as time wasted; but if sufficient tops still

adhere to them they may be gathered up quickly
into a bundle of a size, which can be readily gripped
with the hands and given a tie ready for hanging up.
Where O aions are required largely late in the spring,

all the smaller-sized, fully-ripened bulbs should be
reserved for ths purpose, as these will be found
sound and not inclined to grow like the larger and
more fleshy bulbs.

PARSLEY.—The first sowing of Parsley will be
getting very crowded in the beds, and should be stripped

of all the large outside growths or any yellow leaves

from the underside, so that the fresh growths
may have plenty of light and air. Piants
that stood through last winter here, and did

not bolt to seed in the spring, are looking re-

markably well. Make succ;ssional plantings from
the several sowings made through the summer.
Look well to that sown or pricked out in frames or

pits, as recommended, and see that it does not suffer

for want of water or thinning out. Parsley may also be
sown or transplanted into deep, narrow boxes, and
stood outside. If well established before winter,

those will be found of use to plac? in any house at

disposal, and will produce a good grovth inside.

PLANT8 UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

EUCHARIS if required for flowering at Christmas,

should now he rested for a time, and if the plants are

plunged, they should be lifted and placed on slates

or bricks. Leas water will be rfqoired at the

roots, but they should not be allowed to droop.

If the plants are syringed twice a day, this will be

almost all the water necessary. Give the plants a
good cleaning, remove mealy-bug by sponging with

soft-soap and water, at the rate of two ounces of

soap to one gallon of water. A cooler temperature
should be given, and toward the end of October,

they may be started into fresh growth by replunging

into a bottom heat of about 70°.

B0UVARDIA8 that were planted-out, should now
be taken np and potted into good rich soil. Place

them in a cold frame, and keep it rather close and
shaded until the roots have entered the fresh soil.

Plants that have been grown in pots during the

summer, and are full of roots, will require applica-

tions of weak manure water two or three times a

week. These plants must be taken into the green-

house or frame before the nights get too cold.

80LANUM8 should be potted up into pots as small

as will conveniently contain the roots. Place them

in a cold frame and keep close and lightly shaded

for a time; when root action has again commenced,

admit plenty of air. Plants that were grown in pots

will be safe outside until the end of the month.

CALLA8 (Richardia sethiopica) —These should

now be lifted and placed in good-sized pots contain-

ing turfy loam, leaf-soil, and plenty of well- decayed

cow-manure. When they are potted place them
outside a?ain in the shade until towards the end of

the month, when they should be taken to the green-

house. If the flowers are required early, a few must
be taken to the greenhouse or conservatory at once

and placed in a position where they will receive

plenty of light,

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS—These plantsshonld
be potted on into G inch pots, which are generally
large enough for them to flower in. For potting
compost use good turfy loam, leaf-soil, and a few half-

inch bones. Place them on ashes outside, and syringe
the plants frequently. They may be wintered in

cold frames, as a little frost will not harm them.

FREESIA8 having now commenced their growth
should receive a good soaking with water, and as soon
as the nots are full of roots they must be liberally

supplied with mannre-water. Pot the next batch
of bulbs into 48-sized (5 inch) pots, and cover them
with a little cocoa-nut fibre. Do not water until

growth has commenced. Pot np batches of named
Hyacinths, Jonquils, Narcissus, and Tulips as soon
as possible after they come to hand, especially if the
flowers are required early. A good quantity of
Scilla sibirica may be placed in large 60's, and they
will make a very pretty edging for the conservatory
stage. Lilium Harrisii and L. candidum must also
be potted up without delay, or the bulbs will soon
shrivel.

THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardiner, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

GATHERING FRUIT.—That care and judgment
be exercised in the harvesting of fruit is all im-
portant, or the labour of months to obtain fruit in

the best possible condition as to appearance and
quality may be to a great extent thrown away. To
secure Buch results, trees of choice Piumt, Peaches,
Pears, See., should be looked over daily at this season,

especially in the afternoons of hot days, such as we
have experienced lately. It will not be difficult to

determine which fruits are really mature and fit

either for storing or for use, as the case may be.

Taking Plums, for instance : for culinary purposes
these need not be quite ripe, and colour is,

of course, immaterial ; but for dessert, not a fruit

Bhould be gathered that is not in the highest degree
perfect in ripeness, bloom, and colour. Sach fruit

will be proportionately appreciated when sent to

table. If fruit be left too long on the trees, it is

frequently insipid, and almost tasteless. Peaches
are never in the best condition when allowed to

remain on the trees after they are ripe, or if allowed

to fall into nets underneath instead of being gathered.
If these are to be packed for a jjnrney, they are
best gathered a day or so before tuey are fully ripe,

because they are less liable to damage durind
travelling. Eich fruit should be carefully wrappeg
in tissue-paper, and firmly embedded in soft, white
wood-woo 1

,
placing them in single layers in shallow

boxes. They may thas be sent long distances in

good condition. Nectarines should never be
gathered until quite rip? and fit for table,

ROOT PRUNING BARREN FRUIT-TREES.—
Apples, Pears, or Plums, trained as pyramids, that

may be growing vigorously, but are practically

barren, should now bo root-pruned, in order to check
such exuberant growth, and induce the formation of
fruit-buds. Youug trees may have a trench opened
all round at a distance of from 2| to 5 or 6 fest,

according to the Bize of the tree, worsing well under-
neath, so as to sever all tap or other large roots. If

fresh soil is available, some may be put into the
trench, to encourage the growth of fresh fibry roots,

finishing off with the old soil, and treading and
making all firm. Make each tree at once secure
arainst high winds by three or four lengths of wire,

or stout tarred string fattened to strong pegs, or

stakes driven securely into the ground at equal dis-

tances round the base, a band of some soft substance,

such as old sacking or hay, being attached to the tree

to prevent injiry by wire or string. In the case of

large or older trees, this root-pruning Bhould be only
partially done at one time, the trench being only
taken half-round, the remaining half being done the
following season if necessary. Where the subsoil is

cold and wet means should be taken to induce roots

to the surface, by preserving as many as potsible and
laying them in fresh compost.

Australian Lemons.—a Covent Garden sab
of L»mons, just received from Australia, has attracted

attention to the scarcity of this fruit, and the capa-

bilities of the Irrigation Colonies of Mildura and

K'nmarkas Lemon-growing districts. Five hundred

cases were disposed of at prices ranging from 9s. Gd.

to 14s. 6d. per case, which it regarded as an excep-

tionally good price at auction, but not fully repre-

senting the value of the fruit, and higher prices are

confidently expected when the quality becomes

known.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER,

Newspapers.— Co-r-vT-:-r-.,i/^fi <*-i>,-; ~.r^r:z-:'-i r.'-.'.d bi

jG~r~J. :: ~,z-'-'. :':= :---;--; \- :'::_. i.-i-\ :':: Editor :: tu.

Local Newi,—Corre^rcndenis \riZl greasy cilice by sending

to the Editor tarly vn-fATIi^fncs of Toocd events 7t£*Iy to be

cj irJerzsi to our readers^ or of any matters which it i*

dtzira'de to brir^g "urAer the Tiotioe cfhoriiciuixrists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

S AjL e b.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

Sept. 16'

Sale of Store and Greenhouse Ex-
hibition and Decorative Plant?,
at the Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper Holloway, by
order of Messrs. B. S. Williams
& Son, by Protheioe & Morris
(two days).

Dntch Bulbs, at Protheroe k
Morris' Booms.

/"Dntch Bnlbs, at Protheroe &
c-,,. ,-) Morris' Booms.K5PT

'
1,<

t Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

(. Booms,

^Dutch Bnlbs, at Protheroe &
i Morris' Booms.
I Trade Sale of Boses and Plants at

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 15 the Avenue Nursery, Beiley
Heath, Kent, by order of Messrs.
P.EiJ. Cooper, by Protheroe

L & Morris.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
I Morris' Booms.
' Important Annna] Sale of Coni-

THUBSDAX, Sept. u* fers, Euonymus, &c.. at the
I Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth,
I by order o: Messrs, C. Lee 5: Son,

V by Protheroe & Morris.
r
Ciearanc-e Sale of Palms and Plantj
at the Melbourne Nurseries,
Bexley Heath, by order of Mr.
B. 6u!zow, by Protheroe &
Morris,

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris" Booms.

Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

„. ( Dntch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
•
J1 ) Morris' Booms,

FBIDAY, Sept. 20 !

SATURDAY, Sept.

COBBECTED AVERAGE TEMPEBATURE FOB THE ENSU-

ING WEEK, DEDUCED FBOM THE OBSERVATIONS

OF FOBXY-THBEE YEABS. AT CHLSWICK.- B7*.l.

As compared with previous eon-

Ve^Selhot ferenoes and exhibitions at Chis-

wick, notably those connected

with Apples, Eoses, Ferns, Conifers, Pinks,

Chrysanthemmns, and Dahlias, the exhibition of

vegetables was considerably inferior, and the

information elicited as to vegetables and their

culture conspicuous by its absence. The weather

this time was all that could be desired, but the

attendance was not large.

It must be remembered that this was the first

occasion for some years when efforts have really

been made by the Royal Horticultural Society to

obtain a first-olass and thoroughly representa-

tive vegetable exhibition. That the number of

exhibitors in many of the competitive classes

was not equal to the anticipations of many
interested in the exhibition was freely admitted,

and in this matter there was considerable

disappointment. In the matter of originality

too, with the exception of a very interesting

exhibition from Sir Tbbvob Lawrence, there

was far too meagre enterprise, and one looked
in vain to the exhibits from the largest and best

firms for anything new among vegetables, for

something that would make an additional

variety in our present collections. On the other

hand, most of the vegetables exhibited in the
competitive classes were of first-class quality

;

indeed, there was but little produce in the exhi-

bition-tent that could be fairly classed as

inferior. Mr. T. "Wrxsixs, gardener to Lady
Theodora Guest, obtained the first place
in the competition for twelve distinct kinds
with a collection worthy of the class ; and

Mr, Watte, gr. to Colonel TV. P. Talbot,
may also be congratulated on the collection he
exhibited in the class for nine distinct kinds.

Potatos were exhibited in moderately good
quantity, the quality of the tubers in very many
cases being quite satisfactory. The Peronos-
pora pest has made itself visible in most gardens
since the drought of the early summer was
followed by showers. In the gardens at Chis-

wick this unpleasant fact could hardly fail

to be noticed in the Potato haulms ; and
in gardens where a skilful and intelligent

system of culture has not been adopted
against the progress of disease, we fear

considerable loss will be experienced among
the tubers of late varieties. Naturally, how-
ever, there was no evidence of any untoward
circumstances affecting the Potato, in the speci-

mens upon the exhibition tables, and in this

particular, exhibition produce frequently illus-

trates in no sense the bulk of the crop outside.

The Brassica section of vegetables was by no
means lacking in size or quality ; and this re-

mark might be equally applied to roots, which we
regard as remarkable, bearing in mind the

climatic conditions of the greater part of the

season. In another place are given full par-

ticulars of the produce in each of the classes, and
we need not refer to them more in this place.

It is only fair to add, however, that the great

seed-growers, though failing in the particular

already mentioned, nevertheless made a capital

display of vegetables of all known sorts,

and though the various collections con-

tained no really new vegetable, they illus-

trated practically the very best varieties

and latest improvements in each type ; more-
over, each was an object-lesson in good culti-

vation. Should a Vegetable Exhibition by the

Eoyal Horticultural Society become an annual
event, and we are strongly of opinion that it

should do so, there must be some readjustment

and revision of the schedule, in the endeavour
to make it more popular with exhibitors, and
likely, also, to produce an exhibition that shall

present more educational features than did the

one under notice. "When this has been done,

and the event has become recognised as an
important one, there is no reason we know of

why this exhibition should not become the best

illustration of vegetables ever seen in the

country.

The Chiswick Inspecting Committee.—
We understand that the following gentlemen formed

the committee appointed by the Council, without the

knowledge of the Garden Committee, to report on

the gardens at Chiswick:—C. E. Shea (cbairman\
W. Wiles (Secretary), J. Douglas, H. Williams,

H. Selfe-Leoxabd, J. Willabd, E. Hill, J. JAqcEs,

and X. A. Basses. The Chairman, Secretary, and
Menu. J. Douglas and H. William?, are member!
of the Council, and two are also members of the

Chiswick Board.

Horticultural Meeting at Ghent.—

a

certificate for cultivation and flowering (a Funani-

.Tii'-Tc"', was awarded to M. F. Vas Dbiessche-Lets,

for Justicia coccinea, an unusual specimen, having

fifty fine racemes of expanded flowers. Certificates

of Merit were allotted to M. Ptxaebt Vas Geeet
for Dieffenbachia Foumieri, with very erect foliage,

firm in texture, of a beautiful dark-green hue, all

marbled with white ; to M. L. Poelmas Maeshout
for Yriesia Henrici, from V. piittacina x V. splen-

deni, a plant not fully in bloom, but already notice-

able for its very loDg floral raceme garnished with

fiery-red bracts— this Bromeliad, by reason of the

unusual length of its flower-stem, should prove very

useful for floral decorations; to M. PrsAEET Vas
Geebt for T/adetcantia Reginse, a species introduced

from Peru by l'Horticulture Internationale ; the

habit and colour are magnificent, leaves lanceolate,

pointed, dark green, streaked and lined with white
;

to M, Aleebt Toeffaebt for Lslio-Cattleya An-
dreana, a new hybrid of C, bicolor X L. elegant,

obtained by M. Ch. Mabos, who has described it in

the Eevut Horiieoh for September 1 ; the flower is

well expanded, measuring 7 inches across, the sepals

are from 2+ to 3j inches long, in width from J to

f of an inch, of a delicate violet-rose tint; the

petals, of the same colouring as the sepals, and
a little broader, are waved along the edges. The
lip is of a shape quite new among Cattleyas. It is

recurved to the tip of the column, and shows a plane

surface slightly curved back and wavy all round, of a

deep lilac colour with a white border at the tip ; the

length is 1* inches, and the breadth from 1 to If.

inch, the gynosteme is white, and the edges of the lip

which it ;envelops are also white and open to a

breadth of | inch. A Certificate was granted to M,
L. De Smet-Dltiteb, for Anisogonia decussata, a

most distinct and still rare Pern ; foliage thick, in-

dented, the dark green colour gives it a resemblance

to a dwarf Zamia ; it is a viviparous variety, of much
beauty, the petioles of the fronds are covered with

buds ; a very ornamental species. Mdlle. Eugenie
Guequtes obtained an award for a collection of cut

Csctus Cihlias, among them were the following fine

varieties, Charming Bride, Empress of India, Lady
Montague, Joarezi or Etoile de Diable, Stanley,

Silmon Queen, Asia, Madame Burel, and Sir Trevor

Liwrence. Certificates for flowering were allotted to

M. F. Van Dbiessche, for Gesnera Donkelaeri, from

G. discolor x Gloxinia rubra, exhibited with about

twenty fine flowers ; to M, G. de Saegheb, for Gre-

villea Preissii, a new plant from Holland, remarkable

for flowering almost continuously through the year
;

the very curious flowers have narrow crooked petals,

whose red and yellow colours, they being borne in

large quantities, produce a very pretty effect ; to M,
PrsAEBT, for Eottlera hamosa, a new Gesneriad [?]

with delicate blue flowers with a large yellow spot,

this plant, by hybridisation, would probably produce

some interesting new varieties. Ch. D. B.

The Barron Testimonial Fund.—A meet-

ing of the General Committee of the above fund

was held at the Hotel Windsor on Tuesday after-

noon, when there were present Dr. Masters (Chair-

man), and Messrs. J. H Veitch, P. Veitch, H.

Turner, P. Birr, G. Gordon, B. Dean, J. Laing,

H. B. May, W. T. Baker, H. Herbst, A. W. G.

Weeks, G. W. Cummins, J. Cheal, Ringer Johnson,

and the Hon. Secretaries, Messrs, W. Marshall and

B. Wynne. Mr. H, J. Veitch accepted the post of

Treasurer to the fund. Several letters were read

from Messrs. Sutton & Sons and other persons will-

ing to serve on the committee, and promising sup-

port. It was resolved to publish the list of

subscribers. The amount already promised is

£116 15\s. A sub-committee was appointed to

arrange details,

Stirling Horticultural Society.— The
annual exhibition of this Society was held in the

Public Hall on the 5th inst. There were over 1000

entries, the increase in the entries over last year

being chiefly in the fruit section. The various

exhibits of Grapes, Peaches, Apricots, Piums, &c,
were of high cultural merit. Pot plants made a fine

display. The best collection of plants arranged on
tables for effect was from Mr. Lunr, Keir Gardens

;

and the 2nd prize was taken by Mr. D. Airdrie,

Larbert House. The winners of the extra prize for

four bunches of Grapes and the Clovenfords prize for

cur bunches of Grapes, were Mr. W. Ritherford,

Airthrey Castle, and Mr. T, Lint, Keir, respectively.

Cut flowers and vegetables, notwithstanding the

season, made a good display, the lit place for an

extra prize for the best basket of vegetables falling

to Mr. McNeill, Gargunnock House. 0:her principal

prize-takers were Mr. J. Carmichael, Touch ; Mr, J.

Waldie, Dollarbeg; Mr. W. W. Ritchie, Polmaiie

;

Mr. A. Ferguson, Woodville; and Mr, J. King,

Biairdrummond.
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Australian Flowers.—The Orient ».-». Ophir

has brought from Sydney a bouquet of Australian

Lilies encloied within a block of ice. They have

been sent to the Agent-General for New South

Wales, with the request that he will aak her Majesty's

gracious acceptance of them.

Cardiff Exhibition, 1896 —Cardiff is laying

itself out for an exhibition on a large scale in 1896.

As might be expected in a district so intimately con-

nected with the coal and iron industries, the mining

a fasciated stem bearing fifty-fonr normal flowers,

exhibiting the bright red usually seen in the variety,

and one pure white flower in which no trace of colour

is to be seen. In fact, it is a flower of L. speciosum

album among a number of the red variety.

Nomenclature of Garden Plants—The
following are the recommendations made by a com-

mittee of the society of American florists at the

annual meeting held at Pittsburg, Pa., from Aug. 20

to 23. 1. the priority of name shall be recognised as

author for the same ; 7, the nomenclature committee
shall, in all cases, before passing judgment finally on
alleged synonymous plants, correspond with all the

parties directly interested so as toget all the testimony

possible bearing on the same ; 8, exceptions to the

report of the nomenclature committee ahall be made
to the secretary within sixty days after the reading

of the report. Such appeals shall be indicated in

the report of the society by an asterisk, and be

referred to the committee for reconsideration the

following day,

FlG. 54.—CLEMATIS INDIVI'A LOBATA IN THE CONSEBVATOEY COBBIDOE AT FALKLAND PABE. (SEE r. 303.)

and engineering sections will be very prominent.

Maritime interests will be well represented, as would
be natural at a port where shipments of coal, coke,

and patent fuel in 1894 amounted to 15,316,165 tons.

Other sections of the exhibition will embrace the

latest developments in electricity, in scientific in-

struments, &c ; while agriculture, horticulture,

sports and pastimes will not be overlooked, the latter

probably including a water show on a big scale.

Representative men of all classes have the affair in

hand, but Lord Windsob is president. Her Majesty

the Qoeen, patron, and the Prince of Wales will be

aBked to open the exhibition.

A FA8CIATED LlLIUM 8PECI08UM.— In Mr.
McAbtbub's nursery, Maida Vale, W., there is,

at present, a plant of Lilium speciosum rubrum, with

belonging to the originator or introducer of a variety ;

2, the names from foreign countries shall be re-

cognised and used except those in Japanese, and to

be translated ; 3, the purchaser of a new variety

from an originator can by mutual consent between

them, change the name, provided the variety has

never been disseminated; 4, when the originator has

sold, or consented to such change of name, he has

the privilege of using such name again ; 5, in regis-

tering a name, it must be accompanied, wherever

possible, by a specimen of the plant or flower, or a

complete description of the same ; 6, the finding of

the secretary of the Chrysanthemum, Rose, and

kindred societies shall be considered as authority in

cases of complaint or appeal, and in reported cases

of plants wrongly named, not coming under the head

of the above societies, this committee shall give the

A MANURE Heap Burnt.—Considerable excite-

ment was caused at South Eiling on Sunday after-

noon the 1st init , by the suiden breaking out of fire

in a large heap of manure of about seventy loads ia

the market grounds of Mr. Robins, in Gunnersbury

Lane. The llounslow branch of the District Rail-

way runs through the grounds, the railway being

crossed by an archway. It was on this arch, but at a

distance of 20 yards from the railway, that the heap,

consisting of ordinary stable-dung carted from

London, had been placed, and it is believed the fire

originated from spontaneous combustion. The heap

was about 7 yards in length, 4 yards high, and cor-

respondingly broad, and when the fire was at its

fiercest the heat was intense. Erentually the fire-

engines were brought to play upon it, and the flames

were subdued, though by the frequent breakings into
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flame, there was no donbt a large body of fire within,

and water was poured on to it throughout Sunday
night. It is understood Mr. Robins' loss is covered

by insurance.

The Society of American Florists has

just held its annual meeting at Pittsburg with great

success. We have nothing like thiB great society in

this country, although such a one might be inaugu-

rated without much difficulty. Next year the

meeting is to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, under the

presidency of William Scott, a florist in Buffalo.

Mr. Scott is a son of Alexander Scott, gardener to

Sir George Staunton, at Leigh Park.

STOCK TAKING: AUGUST.—The fignres repre-

senting the trade of England during the past

month—imports and exports—are of a satisfactory

character. With two exceptions, imports are all

in favour of " our Bide "—the excess in value over

the same month laBt year being £2 972,784—the
deficit for the eight months past, compared with the

»ame period last year being represented by £1 030,524.

Oar export trade shows a ready response to this, and
it is worthy of remark—if it be only repetition—that

those whose trade with us helps to increase our
balance, themselves find their home trade and trade
prospects all the better for the improved figures.

Taking into account the social condition of nations,

our Trade and Navigation R "turns, say, for the past

month and eight months, offer a problem, the
solution of which cannot but prove of value to such
as can demonstrate the values submitted by the
officials of the Board of Trade. Take the following
excerpts from the " summary " table of imports for

the month of August :

—

Imports. 1891. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports
£

31,638,521 31,611,305
£

+2.972,781

(A.) Articles of food
and drink — duty
free 11,903,126 12,511,361 +605.938

(B.) Articles of food
and drink—dutiable 1,801.6)2 2,306,181 + 501.882

Raw materials for
textile manufac-
tures 2.118,420 2,831.508 +336.088

Raw materials for

sundry industries
and manufactures ... 1,512,360 5.030,190 +557,830

CA.) Miscellaneous
articles 1,133,003 1,215,753 +83.755

(B.) Parcel Post 71,779 73,130 +1.351

It is worthy of notice that some journals are now
lakingstock of what the foreigner supplies us with
in the shape of " food "—almost as if the figures

constituted the record of a new discovery ; and so we
here reproduce our usual excerpts from the general
figures relating to the imports of fruits, roots, and
vegetables :

—

Imports. 1891. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw ;

—

Apples ...bush. 338,310 192,520 —145.790
Cherries ... ,, 522 2,128 +1.608
Plums ... ,. 122.866 187,389 —235.177

Pears 167, 1C0 195 552 —271.51S

Grapes ... ,. 117,213 151,183 +33.973
tfnenumerated ... „ 211,676 224,3:8 —20,308

Onions ... ,, 389,108 531,712 +145,301
Potatos ... cwt. 51.163 97.311 +45,851
Vegetables, raw, unenu- £ £ £
merated ... .. value 116.806 170,860 +21,051

The lessons conveyed by these figures have so often
been stated or "black-boarded," that further notice
would be surplusage. Just here, it may not be un-
interesting to give a few items concerning our imports
from " little Guernsey "—an island possessing many
features of interest for our home growers of fruit,

flowers, vegetables, &c. It appears that with about
36,000 inhabitants, there are not fewer than 1,500
persons who grow crops for exportation—sending

away hundreds of thousands of packages yearly, and
returning a gross income of more than £500.000.

The chief cropa are indoor crops of Tomatos, Grapes,

Prench Beans, Melons, and flowers ; of outdoor

crops, there are early Potatos, Broccoli, and flowers.

Of these productions, Tomatos are the most im-
portant. In our last Stock-taking, deserved pro-

minence was given to light railways as one

of the remedies for the relief of agricultural

depression; it is interesting to notice now
that there is some prospect of the commence-
ment of the proposed Chipatead Valley line, the
" bill to enable " having been passed, and the Baard
of Trade having been communicated with for power
to construct the line, with certain modifications.

The cost of the line is about £60.000, or £10.000 per

mile—we heartily wish the scheme success. Road
locomotion is also interesting "the Institute of

Engineers, who invite papers in competition for prizes

on the subj ect of motors, electricity, mineral oils, com-
pressed gas, &c. ; and it may not be inopportune to

draw attention to the experiments made some
thirty years since in the manufacture of gas from
all sorts of vegetable refuse. These are carried on
in London, and may still be remembered by some of

our interested readers ; the Great Eastern Railway
Company are now uBing a modification of this

system. On the whole, the subject of light railways

and road locomotion as adapted to the wants of

tillers of the soil seems to have taken good hold.

The subject of

Exports

for the past month is a very interesting one. Here
the fignres show an increase of £1,900 255, the
figures being for August, 1894. £18 581,210, as

against £20 481,495 for the month jast closed. All
items show an increase with the exception of animals
(living) £10813. and of £10,694 in machinery
and mill-work. The excess in value of exports for

the past eight months of the year is £3,295 246—
that is, £147,158.497, against £143,863,251 in the
corresponding eight months of 1894. In all this we
see an incentive to activity in the home trade, which
means an increase of employment and prosperity
among the workers.

"The Botanical Magazine."—The plants

figured in the September number are the fol-

lowing :
—

Hdianthus debilis, Nuttall.—This is the same plant
as figured by us, 1895, i., p. 167, f. 24, as H. debilis

var. cucumerifolius. Sir Joseph Hooker unites
H. prffiiox also with this species. It is an annual
plant, which does well in beds in the summer;
t. 7432.

Rumex hytnenosepalus, Torrey. — This is the
Canaigre plant, which is used for tanning purposes,

the root being the part nsed. It is a native of New
Mexico and Arizona ; t. 7433.

Cleyera Fortunei Hook. f„ in Gard. Chron., 1895,
i„ p. 10; t 7434.

Atraphdxls Miuchietowi, Krassnov. — A hardy
Polygonaceous Bhrub, with glabrous, lanceolate
leaves, and terminal many-flowered racemes of
small pinkish flowers. It is a native of the Alatau
Mountains, t. 7435.

Richardia Rehmanni, N. E. Br. See Gard. Chron.,

1893, ii., 564, sub nom. R, Lehmanni ; t. 7436.

Edinburgh.—A splendid show was held in the
Waverley Market on September 11. There were
over 2,100 entries, about half of them in the fruit

classes, but we are unable to give a detailed report
n our present issue.

CHE8HUNT, WORMLEY, AND DI8TRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL Mutual Improvement Society.—
The fortnightly meetiog was held on Thursday,
in St. Mary's Hall, Cheshunt, Mr. George Paul pre-

sided. Over 300 members were present to hear Mr.
James Douglas, of Great G?ariei, Ilford, give an
excellent lecture on "The Carnation." Mr. Douglas
gave a thorough description of the Carnation, of its

origin, and of the progress the plant has made up to
the present time. He then dealt with its propa-

gation by seeds, layering and cutting, the most suit-

able soil, the flowering period, and closed with

some remarks upon the classification of Carnations

and Picotees. Daring a short discussion, Mr. George
Paul alluded to the practice of dressing the blooms.

Mr. W. L. Yates referred to the gout disease

attacking "Mrs. Reynolds Hole," and the fungoid

disease upon the Malmaison section, two diseases for

which there is no remedy known. Mr. Douglas,

having replied to questions put to him, Mr. Joseph

Rochford proposed a hearty vote of thanks to him
for his interesting and instructive paper, which was

carried unanimously. Mr. Thomas Rochford was
thanked for sending decorative plants to adorn the

hall. The next meeting will be held on Thursday,

September 19, in the Turnford Coffee Room, when
Mr. J. Feahs, of Hertford, will deliver a lecture on
Dahlias.

City Corporation Markets.—It has been
thought for some time past that " something was
about to be done " with the vegetable and fish

markets attached to the Central Market in West
Smithfield, and the other day it was announced by
the daily Press that both of these were to be
abolished. Some outsiders had come to the con-

clusion that the Corporation had been offered a price

for both sites and the buildings thereupon sufficient

to recoup the capital expended. One market re-

port says:—" F.om the City head-quarters I have

received information that no decision whatever has

been com" to respecting the two markets, though

the matter has been under discussion by the com-
mittee—probably no', for the first time in the past

two years." It would be a pity, in the interest of

the public, that anything save " improvement

"

should interfere with the markets in question.

A Vegetarian Luncheon.—At the Vegetable

Show on Tuesday last, at Chiswick, a novel and
interesting, we can scarcely say satisfactory, feature

was the luncheon. We append the menu, which
may be of interest :

—
MENU.

2s. 6d. a head.

Entrees.
Vienna Pie and Beetroot.

Mushroom aod Potato Patty, Green Peas and Mint Sauce.

Haricot and Egg Pie with Salad.

Lentil Sausage Roll.

Melton Mowbray Pie and Pickled Walnuts.
Savoury Patty and Mixed Pickles.

Salads.

Tomato Salad and Mayonnaise Sauce.

Mixed Salad and K.'tr.

Cucumber, Beetroot, Lettu:e, Watercress, Radishes,

Celery and Tomatos.

Cheese.

Cheddar, Gorgonzola, and Stilton.

Sweets.

Red Currant and Apple Pie.

Apricot Tartlet and Cream.
Damson Tart.

Custard Tartlets.

Blanc Mange and Fruit.

Jellies.

Boiled Cup Custards.
FBUIT3.

Stewed Apricots.

,, Pineapple.

.. Rums. . With Cream.
„ Bartlett Pears.

,, Black Currants and Raspberries.
Fresh Fruits, various.

Sundries.
Egg and Tomato Sandwiches.
Cheese Sandwiches.
Rolls. Biscuits, Butter, Cherry Cake, Sultana Cake, and

Seed Cake.
BEVEP.AGES.

Tea, Coffee, Chocolate, Lime Juice, and Sola. Home-made
Lemonade, Egg and Milk, Milk, and Kops Ale.

Ices.
Neapolitan.

The Kent Champion Belt Competition.—
The Challenge Belt offered by Messrs. H. Cansell &
Sons, of Swanley, to the Amateur or Cottage Garden
Association in Kent, who can show the best exhibit
of vegetables, has this season been won by the Milton
Society from the Society at Rodmersham.who have
held it during the past year.
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CLEMATIS.
Among climbers, none are more rueful or more beau-

tifnl than the species of Clematis. This week we give

figures of two of the most useful. The one, C. indivisa

var. lobata, is a New Zealand species with evergreen

foliage (see fig. 54, p. 301). It is admirably adapted for

conservatory decoration or for cut flowers. It makes

an excellent plant for covering pillars, or for any

other purpose for which greenhouse climbers are

required. Bat the uses of this charming silvery-

white flowered plant do not end with its utility

C. montana ia hardy, and has deciduous foliage.

Nothing can be more beautiful as a trailer to cover

the fronts of houses (see fig. 55). A country village we
passed through last spring had almost every house

completely draped with this plant, and the profusion

of white starry blooms formed a floral picture, the

magnificence of which it would be hard to excel.

It does much better when allowed to ramble at its

own discretion than when cut back or formally

trained. The illustration we give is of a plant

covering the porch of the residence of G. Ratcliff

Steel, Esq., at Bexley.

Fl<3. 55.—CLEMATIS MONTANA, HARDY CKEEPEB, ON TILE RESIDENCE OF G. RATCL'FF STEEL, ESQ.

as a climber, beautiful though it be when so

employed, as will be seen by reference to our illus-

trations. Oae of the best uses to which we have

seen the plant put was as a decorative subject for

the table. They were grown in 6 or 8-inch pots,

and were kept well cut back to hard wood, which

was trained round sticks to form a bushy head.

When so grown, they are beautiful objects for the

table, or for indoor and conservatory decoration, the

profusion of white flowers carried well out from the

bright green foliage having a charming effect. Then
they may be used for growing in baskets for

hanging in lofty conservatories. For this purpose it

requires to be treated the same as if grown in pots, the

length of the stems being restricted, but as many of

them as possible encouraged to droop over the basket.

Home Co rresp ondence.

THE BLACK RASPBERRY. — In your issue of

July 20 you allude to the Black Raspberry, or Black
CapB, as we call them here. The improved varieties

are grown by hundreds of acres all over the northern
United States. The fruit is dried in vast quantities

when the price runs low, and in its dried state it

meets with a great demand in sections of this

country, such as miningor mountainous districts, where
ordinary fruits cannot be grown. Every housekeeper

here appreciates them for canning, and uses from
1 to 3 bushels for this purpose, and he must be an
epicure indeed, who could not enjoy its rich, full

flavour in pies, or as canned fruit at the tea-table.

I enclose you particulars of a newly-introduced

variety. The cut was made from a photograph, the

accuracy of which I can vouch for. The cut shows
the original bush, which is nine years old from seed.
The plant is over 9 feet high, but was much higher be-
fore the fruiting-canes were cut back. Its fruits are
large, and of a dull purple colour. Mr. T.-T. Thompson,
the owner of the plant, commenced gathering the
fruit this season on July 8, and gathered con-
tinuously (Sundays excepted) until August 12, a
period of five weeks. Mr. Thompson, who re-

sides at the village of Oneida, N.Y., sold his

fruit as fast as picked to a gentleman, who dis-

tributed it to the neighbouring towns and villages,

receiving as commission 1 cent = one half-penny per

quart for handling. Think of this percentage, you
fruit growers of Kent ; do you get such conscientious

middle-men as this one? The fruit has netted the
grower nine and ten cents per quart (4.|<Z. and 5d ),

and something like 40,000 quarts have been sold this

season. The original plant in 1893 bore twenty-
eight quarts of fruit, certainlv a large crop for one
plant, however large, John Charlton, Roohcster,2?.Y.,

U.S.A.

WHITE WARRINGTON GOOSEBERRY.— Not un-
common in private gardens near Aberdeen; and at

least two of the leading nurserymen there have it in

itock. Sell.

THE BE8T SUMMER DRINK.—It is not suffi-

ciently known, that of all the varieties of beverages,

which include ginger-beer, lemonade, Nettle-beer,

&c, there is none equal to that made from the

poorest and worst of the windfall Apples, and it can
be made at a cost of about one half-penny per quart.

Boil the Apples in water to a pulp, any quantity,

from 1 to 2 lb. per gallon ; add sugar to taste, fer-

ment with yeast in the usual way, and bottle. It is

ready the day after bottling, but does not remain at

i's best for many days, and for this reason small

brewings are preferable. Uie the Apples which are

worthless for any other purpose ; the experiment
may be made at a cost of twopence, and once tried,

it will become a permanent practice. Where honey is

plentiful, it is preferable to sugar ; but the fermen-
tation with this is very active, and strong bottles

must be need. Thos. Fletcher, Grappenhall, Cheshire.

WISTARIA CHINENSI8. — I cannot write with
authority of any other species or variety. But
haviog seen and handled some fine specimens of the

above, I desire to thank "W. J. B." for his very

informing article (pp. 237, 238). We have no hardy
climber of equal usefulness and merit, and it is so

perfectly hardy as seldom to be irijured by such frosts

as we had in February of this year. In fact, it

Beems rather to like frost than otherwise. I have
never seen the Wistaria more heavily laden with
blossom than this year. During the season I have
seen some plants clothing an area of 400 iquare feet

or more, one mass of bloom, the only trace of the
bitter cold of February being that the foliage was
lighter and more scant than usual. These symptoms
of punishment, however, passed away as the summer
advanced, and now, early in September, the plants

generally as veidant as usual, and even more thickly

furnished with autumn bloom, which has been
abnormally plentiful on most of the larger plants

all through August. In not a few gardens the
second bloom is more valued than the first. It

lasts longer, the racemes are shorter, more
slender, and frequently intermixed with leaves

and graceful branchlets, choice admirable ma-
terial for indoor furnishing, as well as for chaste
efftct over houses or in landscape. Neither does
the second blooming which seems quite natural

to all the finer specimens in the open air appear to

iDJure or weaken the stamina of Wistarias, or sensibly

diminish the profusion of the first bloom. If it did

the latter, the second harvest of beauty should still be
welcomed. For if the Wistaria has a fault it is that
the first blooms cannot be fully seen for the crush.

For telling points on walls and arches the length and
beauty of the racemes have been much enhanced by
a timely thinniDg of the crowded flower-buds. In
addition to the normal type, W. sinensis, I have tried

the white, the double, and the variegated-leaved
varieties of the same. The latter is what gardeners

call miffy, and seldom grows well. Following the
rule of so many variegated plants, the more variega-

tion the less growth, the more green the more.
There is such a pleasing variety and play of colour

in the normal leaves and branchlets of the Wistaria
sinensis, that the plant could hardly be improved by
the assumption of silver or golden variations

or variegations. Possibly the plant thinks so also.

and for this or other less simple reasons, calls

a halt to growth when arrayed in new livery,
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The white variety seldom or never growi, like the

so-called bine or purple. This seems singular, bat
so it is. Had the learei been white, or always paler

than the common form, we might naturally hare
expected a more weakly growth, and fewer flowers,

from the redaction of the tupp'.y of chlorophyll. Bat
we hardly look to the flowers as greatly adding to or

deducting from the vital scarce of vigour and life.

Then, again, where the leaves of white Wistariat are

paler than the rarple, it mast not always be
ei—inn a that they are so in virtne of their white

fioweri ; for, as already stated, there is a wide play

of coloar on the leaves of pnrple-eolonred Wistarias,

The weaker tae plants, from whatever caase, the
paler their leaves. Hence, it appears as if lack of

strength were as potent a bleacher as lack of colonr

in the blooms. Erom whatever caase, the white
varietvof Wistaria sinensis never, so far as my expe-
rience gees, covers anvthing approaching the tame
area as the common coloured tort. Hat any reader

of the Gardeners' Chronicle ever seen a white Wis-
taria in England covering an area of 203 feet, or

doable Wistarias of any colour rivalling the single

one in vigour or amount of growth ? With the single

advantage of preserving the bloom longer, the donbling
of the blooms of Wistaria is a doubtful benefit, and robi

them not a little of their grace and beauty. Permitme
:: £.- ii c:r.c".r;sion, that the Scrtch li:-.n:i is the

best pair and prop for the Wistaria sinensis ; these

two plante d in good soils giving a most artistic account
of themselves on lawns or in landscapes. The only
objection to sach matching! for effect is the disparity

of life between the two. Tor while in oar climate
the common Wistaria will live for centuries, the
Laburnum ij comparatively short-lived. It will lire

much longer, however, and bear up the additional

burden of its beaati'ul companion all the better if

the seed-pods of the Laburnum are picked off soon
i

J

':;r the £;-?: faie. L. 7, Fiii.

THE FRENCH CLIMBING BEAN.—" H. E ," at
r. 272 states:

—'Tt is a pity tbe Emit Committee,
&c, should have raised the question as to whether
Messrs. Teitch & Sons or Messrs. Sutton & Sous
have the prior claim to the name of this Bean." I
beg to state the committee have done nothing of
the sort; the committee decided that both were
identical—that much was within its powers to deter-
mine. Aa to the rightful name, the committee have
nothing to do. That may be or may not be a matter
for the Council to determine ; bat the Eruit Com-
mittee neither raised, nor considered it bad claim to
raise, sach a qaestion. A. Bean.

THE R. H. 8. AND M^. BARRON.—The treatment
(good or bid) which Mr. Barron has received from
the Council of the B, H. S. is the leading topic of
discussion jot now at every flower show, or other
place where horticulturists meet, and the expressions
of ditjrust at the way in which the " retirement " of
Mr. Barron has been initiated, and is apparently to
be accomplished, are neither fewnor complimentary.
As a Eellow of the Society of some years stand-
ing, and a steady supporter of the good work
it bas done in recent years since Chiswick
began to be renovated, and the valuable experimental
and "testing" work carried on there with such
remarkable diligence, skill, and success, I regret
exceedingly that the fair name of the Societv should
be mixed up with sach an unpopular deed as the
Council has committed. The plausible letter issued
by the Council last week, and now going the round
of the papers, has only made matters worse, if

that is possible ' It explains none of the points
which Bellows, and the gardening fraternity, are
most particularly anxious to know, and for all the
good it is likely to do, it might as well been left un-
written, or at least imprinted. What we want to
know, without any ambiguity, is (1.) Who initiated
the retirement of Mr. Barron, and for what reason ?

[2 Who were the "committee" of experts
who inspected Chiswick Garden and the work
carried on there, and what was the nature of
their report ? and (3.) What benefit the Council
think the society will derive from the transaction
should their ends be accomplished ? A plain answer
to these questions, without further beating about the
bush, will prove far more valuable to the Fellows
and supporters of the society than any such suave
epistle as we have been treated to by the Council.
Scotland, September 11, 1- ".

The correspondence in connection with this
circumstance in recent issues has drifted into an
attempt to draw comparisons of the work done at
Chiswick and that of private gardens, and, according
to jour correspondent, "Head," with respect to

magnitude, importance, and the necessary qualifi-

cations for control and direction, the private

garden comes oat an easy first. There are bat

few gardeners, now-a-dayB, so ill-informed as not

to know that the great dissimilarity of the work,

both in subject and detail, at once prevents any
fair comparison being made, and the attempt to

do so, fairly or unfairly, only shows ignorance

;

indeed, to me the whole tenor of " Head's

"

letter is so obvioasly one-sided as to give one
the impression that he it a man with an "'axe

to grind." What is the regalar roatine work of a

private garden, to a gardener any way, in comparison
with the everv-varying, ever-widening, systematic

and scientific operations—I nearly said fads—of an
experimental garden, at Chiswick is now recognised

to be ? Hundreds of these experimental trialt, &c,
are yearly made and carried oat with the greatest

exactitude, and the whole recorded and tabulated for

fatare reference. Irrespective of allthit.thereisalso.I

am sorry to admit, an immense amoantof roatine work
to be done, sufficient to tax the abilities of many of

oar best gardeners. Lnder the system upon which
Chiswick was ttatted and is carried on, this routine

work could not be dispensed with, but we are now
within a measured distance when at least one-half

can well be avoided for the future, to the advantage
of the gardens and to all those interested in their

welfare. The Council has now determined to intro-

duce radical changes in the administration and
organisation of Chiswick Gardens and its work, and
this announcement will surely be hailed with the

keenest tatisfaction by every true horticulturitt in the

country—this much we gather from the letter from the
council, see p. 270. But why, may I ask, was this letter

to long delayed ? Had they ' in the early part of this

year," when these changet were determined upon,
published the fact of their intended introduction,

much discussion and no little harsh feeling would
have been avoided, and one almost feels that their

tardy recognition and admission of Mr. Barron's
devoted services was only made in consequence.
However, all's well that ends well, and so long
as the gardening public know that the new arrange-
ments have been carried out in a tpirit of friendship,

and of this we have the assurance both of the
Council and Mr. Barron, all will be satisfied. In
conclusion, then, let ut hope that the reorganisation

of Chiswick may be on the very broadest lines for

the advancement of horticulture. In its adminis-
tration heretofore Chiswick bas been too contervative

—too seclnsive. There are some countries from
whose book we should not hesitate to take a leaf,

and that of France furnishes us with a model for

what Chiswick should become—a national school of

horticulture, with a curriculum equal, at least, to

that of Versailles. The nucleus of such a school
already exists, although admittedly of small extent

;

but in these days of cheap land this should prove
but a minor obstacle, to be overcome at will, with
many possible future advantages. Such a school
should be recognised and subsidized by the State,

for in no other country are there to many outlets for

really clever tcientific men, in petitions which at

present are mostly filled by foreigners. One more
word, and this with respect to the salary the Council
it offering to Mr. Barron t successor. As the possi-
bilities of Chiswick for good are almost infinite,

£200 per annum without a house is an insufficient

salary for a thoroughly qualified man, and as the days
of mediocrity are past in men, so they should be in

salaries. They will therefore do well to increase
this to £300 per annum, or £250 and a house.
Introtpector, England.

As a Eellow of the Boyal Horticultural
Society of London, I have read " with surprise and
regret" the half- hearted and ambiguous apology
published bv the Secretary by order of the Council.
As an explanation it is lamentably weak, and
obecuret the main point by introducing questions of
detail, about which mott of ut are agreed. The
Council were perfectly within their rights in desiring

to remove Mr. Barron or any other of the paid
officials of the Society; bnt the methods adopted
were so undignified, and so unconstitutional, as

to have excited much distrust, and to have caused
serions apprehensions to arise as to the future
proper conduct of the Society's business. Not
only has the Chiswick Board been ignored, and so
far insulted, but all true British gardeners and
business men believe that some amount of injustice

has been meted out to Mr. Barron himtelf, after

his long and honourable services on behalf of
the Society. Something very much of the nature
of a secret conspiracy appears to have been
adopted, and as one result, an adverse report seems

to have been drawn np and signed by the following

members of Council and others, viz. :—C. E. Shea
(Chairman), W. Wilks (paid Secretary), H. Selfe

Leonard, James Douglas, Harrv Williams, J. Wil-
lard, E. Hill, J. Jaques, and N. A, Barnes. The
Council, in tendering " a frank expression of regret

"

to the Garden Board for having ignored their very

existence, seem to forget that tomething more
is due to Eellows of the Society, and to gardeners
generally, who are now asking all sorts of ques-
tions about these unbusiness - like proceedings.
The Council have really done one of two things
—they have either been honest, and courteons,

and above - board in retiring Mr. Barron, or
they have been underhanded and indiscreet, even if

not actually discourteous, to an old and loyal

official, and also, throagh him, to gardeners
generally. We wish to know the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth of this miserable

affair. It is a principle that is involved, and
not in any way a merely personal matter. Where is

the report that was drawn up and signed by those,

whose names we have given above ? If it is not
forthcoming, confidence in the society, and its courcil

and secretary will be most seriously shaken. Let
the council direct the secretary to lay the whole
thing bare ; if they have done the right thing in the

best manner, they have nothing to fear, but if there
has been anything discourteous, or of the nature of

private intrigue, then let us judge on the direct

evidence—not to produce or publish the report and
correspondence—at once, will only defer the trouble

until the society's annual meeting. Surely the
Boyal Horticultural Society of England has no need
of a hugger-mugger policy—the society matt be like

Cssar's wife—and to risk its power for good, by not
allaying the discontent now raised, would be suicidal

in the extreme. F. R. E. S, Irc'and.

•'RUST" IN BEGONIA8—Having charge of an
extensive collection of Begonias, I have found con-
siderable iojury caused by the so-called "rust"
mentioned in your last issue by Mr. W. W. Sheath
at p. 2'3S. Like him, I have heard it attributed to

a fungus and to excessive moisture in the houses.

Neither of these reasons appeared to me to be satis-

factory, and a close examination of irjared plants

has revealed the presence of large numbers of white
insects, barely visible to the naked eye. I believe

these to be the canse of the mitcbief, and have found
frequent famigationt to be the only effectual remedy.
I agree with Mr. Sheath that too high a temperatu e

in spring it favourable to the rapid spread of tbit

terrible pest. Cnfortunatelv, it is not confined to

Begonias, as Achimenea, Erantbemams, and other

plant! frequently suffer in the same manner. W, K.

THE BERMUDA LILY.—Between 1S7S and 1SS3
the enquiry for bulbt of Lilium longiflorum from
merchanti who trade with Bermuda, was so great,

that it taxed the resource! of both Holland and
Japan to supply the needs of the Island. Can some-
one tell ue if the produce of theae heavy annual
contignmenta ever left its ahoret bearing the tame
name? Mr. Ball, of Cnelsea, was, I believe, the

first London house to make Lilium Harritii known
here, and directly our large market growers took to

it, several bulb firma obtained it extenaively, and
the demand has been maintained until tbe present

time. Thia year, however, a emart American
plantaman haa initiated a ayndicate in Bermuda, and
the combination ia strong enough to control abont
ninety per cent, of the past season's crop. If they
are aucceaaful, a nice haul will be landed in dollare,

moatly from thia country. When it ia borne in mind
that Bermuda ia a British poaaeaaion, it aeema
remarkable that such things should be. Seedsman.

THE CHI8WICK TRIAL8 —In reading an account
at p. 234 of the amount of time and space
devoted to the trials of flowers and vegetables

at Chiswick, one is tempted to ask if it is

at all needful for such a garden to engage
in such work, especislly seeing that the trials

are practically of no use to gardeners generally,

or to the trade. It is a well-known fact that
gardeners stick to a few well-known varieties, proved
by themselves or their neighbours ; and if you pick
up promiscuonaly any nuraeryman'a catalogue—say,

Sattona—yen will aee that it is not the Chiswick
trials they rely npon, but the trials in private

gardena and prest notices, as proved on nearly
every page. Many gardeners receive far more
applications to test garden novelties, manures,
insecticide!, &c, than they can entertain. What
tense or reason ia there in encumbering Chiswick
with the labour of proving the heights, colours, time
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of flowering, &c, of 500 Phloxe», and a propor-

tionate number of common garden vegetables and

plants that are hardly ever heard of afterwards ?

There only two varieties of Phloxes in cultivation,

and about two dozen of these embrace the best. I saw
them all set out in a small patch in Dobbie's nursery

at Rothesay the other day. Are there not plenty of

subjects of far more permanent interest and import-

ance in gardening to prove than seedmen's novelties,

and which would cost about as much time as it would

do to write the labels for 500 Phloxes alone ? It has

often occurred to me that there are many long-dis-

puted matters of culture, &c , in horticulture that

an experimental garden might set at rest by a very

little patient experiment carried out conscientiously,

in a philosophic and scientific spirit. For example,

the kind of soil, texture, and depth, &c, for a Vine
border is a question still unsettled and wrangled

over, notwithstanding Chiswick opportunities. The
*' turfy fibre " theory is the most popular still, but it

has never been demonstrated that such a border is

any better (if as good) than one made of good garden

soil judiciously enriched. Yet the turf border has

cost, in hundreds, if not thousands of gardens, pro-

bably 70 per cent, more in cash than as good a border

of common soil would have cost, and I am strongly

of opinion that a large portion of that 70 per cent,

has been lost—sacrificed to "rule of thumb,"—and

that Lindley was right forty years ago, if not more,

when he said that a " finely divided soil " was the

best for Vines, so long as it was permeable. Numbers
of other problems, involving much time and expense,

might be suggested that an experimental garden

might concern itself with, leaving the least important,

not to say frivolous, matters alone. But to carry out

such experiments successfully it requires a mind open

to conviction, and with a Darwinian bent of investi-

gation. I would further suggest that if, as is said,

some of the glass-houses are " white elephants " on

the Society's hands, and Grapes hardly do more than

pay expenses, it is not necessary to waste fuel at a

high price on them. There is work which they

could be devoted to in the culture of other kinds of

fruits and trees that prefer a cool structure all the

year round, and with these numbers of useful tests

could be made that require little trouble. Bead.

PRIZES AND POINT VALUES.—It is so generally

held that the award of priz°s at flower shows

to exhibits according to their respective values

is the right and proper thing to do, that it seems odd

the principle is not generally adopted. Two things,

however, will tell against the adoption : first, ordi-

nary practice which regulates prizes arbitrarily and

without real regard to the relative merits of the

exhibits to each other ; and second, the laissez faire

principle which so strongly dominates flower show

management, and sanctions the continuance of an old

system as the best, simply because it is an old and

stereotyped practice. At the annual bank holiday

show, held at CarahaUorj, Surrey. Mr. A. H. Smee
very kindly originated, and there is now continued,

a

special class for nine vegetables, open to all sub-

scribers in the district, the prizes being a lump sum
of five pounds, which, if the competition be large

enough, is divided into six. The collections are all

strictly pointed, numbers of marks given being

rigidly in accordance with quality. At the recent show

there were eight entries in the class, and when all

were judged, it was found that the first six stood as

follows, 61, 57, 55, -10, 49, and 46 points, the grada-

tions in quality being in no case very wide. As a

result.the five pounds was apportioned into six prizes,

thus. 19s. id., 17s. lid., lis. U., 15s. 6d, 15s. 6d.,

and 14s. 5d., these sums bearing an exact relation to

the point-value of the exhibits. Had the money
been apportioned under the ordinary rule, £2, £1 5s.,

15s., 10s., 6s., 4s., the first collection would have been

awarded 20s. more, and the sixth lis. 6ti. less. A. D.

JUDGING AT FLOWER SHOWS —I notice in your

answers to correspondents in your last issue an

answer to a question on " Judging at Flower-

shows." Kindly allow me to say, I imagine you

have been misled on the subject. Instead of a group

of plants in pots, the schedule provided for a group

of plants for effect, which I contend alters the case

altogether. Each group was given a space of 10 feet

by 6 feet, or its equivalent (a circle), the centre of

which was the tent-pole, which, of course, had

nothing to do really with the group, but in two cases

the poles were furnished so as to give the groups a

more rinished appearance. I think the pole could

have been furnished with anything—say, cut Bam-
boos, Ivy, moss, &c.—or left entirely bare, without

disqualifying the exhibit. Judge,

CUCUMBER LOCKIE'8 PERFECTION.—There are

two houses of this Cucumber in the St. Neot's

branch nursery of Messrs. Wood & Ingram, of

Huntingdon, the plants having been put out in the
end of May. One house is 100 feet by 15 feet, the

smaller 20 feet by 15 feet, and the plants are in

boxes formed of planks 1 foot in depth by some
2 feet in width. The plants stand 4 feet apart in

the boxeB, and both houses being span-roofed, they

are trained up the inside ; the depth of soil in which
they are growing is about 9 inches. What strikes

the visitor is the admirable condition of the plants,

and the wonderful crop of fruit they have produced.
It is not too much to say that a record for produc-
tiveness is established ; the crop is enormous, and
every fruit is true to shape, showing the fine quality

seen in those, the raiser, Mr. Thomas Lockie, has
been in the habit of exhibiting. Mr. W. Rjtchelons,

the foreman at the St. Neot's nursery, stated the
plants were in good yellow loam enriched with

manure, that a little of Beeson's plant-manure was
placed in the soil, and some of the manure with a

little soot laid on the surface once a week and
watered-in. It does seem as if no variety of

Cucumber could be more productive, and no
Cucumber be better adapted for market and ex-

hibition purposes. R. D.

VENIDIUM CALSNDULACEUM.—I have bison look-

ing in vain for the year in which this charming sub-

ject Wis introduced. Ii flower-seed lists it is

generally classed as an annual, and treated in that

way it is a delightful garden plant during the summer
months. S ime seeds sown in March in a cold frame,

or better still in a gentle bottom heat, will give plants

which, i( they have ordinary care, will flower in July,

and if not allowed to seed will bloom for a consider-

able time. Then a sowing should be made in Mjy
for late summer and autumn-blooming ; and like the

Gazania it is seen at its best late. The flowers are

golden-yellow, with a dark brown disc, and it may
be appropriately likened to a glorified pot Marigold.

One of its chief feature; is its freedom of bloom. I

find it does beet when planted out in a sunny spot,

but it should not want for wat j r. In the somewhat
firm saady loam of the Bedfont seed grounds it roots

freely, and the plants grow into large size. A few

years ago aa enterprising aeedamia re-introduced it,

and offered it at a high price per picket, and I hive

often wondered if he realised a fortune by doing so.

It well deserves to be more generally growa. iJ. D.

HEUCHERA SANQUINEA ANO HYBRID.—Com-
plaints are frequently made that this plant does not

flower freely, but nothing could be more satisfactory

than its conduct in my garden. It must, however,

be renewed frequently from cuttings or seed, which

ripens plentifully; and exposed situations, swept by

cold winds in winter, must be avoided. Whilst giving

it the full advantage of the mid-day sun, it should

be screened by a wall or hedge on the north side. In

Buch situations it flowers abundantly, and never

more abundantly than last spring, in spite of the

severe winter. I have a variety of a deeper and

brighter red than the type, but it is difficult; to im-

prove the pure and distinct colour of the flower as

first distributed. List year a hybrid seedling

appeared spontaneously in my garden, more robust

than the seed-parent, with flesh-coloured flowers,

of which a second crop is now out in abundance. I

take it to have resulted from H. sanguinea X H.

cylindrica. I think I saw the same in flower last

June at Kew. C. Wolley Bod,

Larqe PEACHES.—Some Sea Eagle Peaches, of

unusual size and finish, have been lately gathered in

the gardens at Ketton Hall, Stamford. Tne crop

was a medium one, and the fruits averaged about

1 lb. each. The largest weighed 17, 18, and 19.V cz.

respectively. The tree is planted in a cool-house in

the natural soil. The crops of Peaches and Nec-

tarines in the earlier houses were also very good,

being heavy and well finished, and averaging from

14 to 16 oz. in weight. O wing to recent changes at

Ketton, Mr. Drabble is debarred from bringing these

splendid fruit to any exhibition. A Grower.

GLADIOLUS 8HAHZADA.—This is one of Messrs.

Kelway & Son's new introductions, and it is remark-

able for its deep dark crimson colour flushed with

purple, and its rich purple markings in the throat,

and for the stoutnesa and fine form of the individual

flowers. Two very fine spikes of it were exhibited

at the recent flower show at Taunton, and its

marked individuality of colour caused it to stand

out from the rest of the flowers in the stand.

Extreme caution is now necessary in awarding

Certificates of Merit to new varieties of Gladioli,

but of the excellence of this one there conld be
no doubt. It. D.

FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE CHRYSANTHE-
MUM.— Referring to the article upon the above
subject of jour correspondent, M. P. Anderson,
which appeared in the iaBue of August 17, p. 181,
and the reply of W. Dykes in September 7, p. 272,
I beg to state that I agree with Mr. Djkes that the
compost and manurial mixture o! Mr. Andersen was
decidedly deficient in nitrogen. The rate at which
the mixture was used is stated to be one part in

400 of soil, whereas the quantity recommended by
me, and of a more concentrated manure, was one
part to 250 parts of soil, while that suggested by
Mr. D^kes was still larger. Your correspondent
will also find that I recommended after the potting
that the Chrysanthemum plants be watered every
three weeks up to the time of flowering with a
manurial solution J oz. of the mixture to each gallon

of water. Mr. Andersen made the mistake of mix-
ing basic slag and sulphate of ammonia together;
hence, not only was the nitrogen of the manure
lost as a gas, but the evolution of free ammonia
doubtless had a tendency to it.jure the growing
plants. Starvation and injury thus went hand
in hand during the early part of the experi-
ment. Again, the mixture need was lacking

in soluble phosphate, owing to the fact that the

phosphate in basic Blag becomes available only very
slowly, therefore, when this substacce takes the

place of superphosphate, twice as much must be
employed. Mr. Andersen tells us that his compost
appeared to suit the plants much better after sone
months than at first, showing pretty clearly that the

evolution of free ammonia from the soil was injurious

to the plants, and also that the phosphate only began
to act after the main growth of the Chrysanthemums
had been made. Two very interesting facts have
become clear in the experiments at Kothamster1 ,

which have an important bearing upon the relative

value of soluble and insoluble phoiphate of lime;
one is, that phosphate of lime, if not taken up at

once by the growing plant, bscomes fixed in the soil,

and is only recovered by growing plants over long

periods of time. The other is, Liiat the capacity of

cultivated plants to take up phosphate of lime exist-

ing in the soil, differs in a very remarkable
degree. As one illustration, we may select an
experiment with Svedish Turnips. There were two
plots of land, one receiving 3 cwt». superphosphate
of lime per acre, and the other 6 cwts. per acre

of basic slag (ground fine). The roots receiving the

superphosphate grew much faster at the beginning

than those which had the basic slag. Bat the roots

with the basic slag continued to grow later into the

season, and eventually gave about equal weight of

crop with those receiving superphosphate. It is

evident, therefore, that 1 part of phosphate of lime

in the form of superphosphate is equal to 2 parts of

the phosphate in the form of basic Blag. Also that

the Swedish Turnips were not able to take up the

phosphoric acid of the basic slag until towards the

end of the season. It is quite clear that the absence

of a soluble phosphate of lime in the early stages of

plant growth and insufficient nitrogen was the cause

of failure in Mr. Andersen's Chrysanthemum expe-

riments. J. J. Willis, Harpenden.

APOGAMIC FERNS. — Mr. E J. Lowe, in his

reference to my article on the above Bubject, assumes

that apogainic Ferns being destitute of archegonia,

cannot yield varieties through their spores, a con-

clusion he deduces from my quotations from Da
Bary's papers on apogamy in the Botanische Zeitung,

and my own remarks thereanent. De Bary, how-
ever, makes no such assertion, and my remarks were

directed solely to the impossibility of effecting

crosses, and in that way combining varietal forms in

the fashion for which Mr. E. J. Lowe has rendered

himself famous among British Fern-cultivators.

Within the last few days he has sent me a number
of fronds of the crested male Fern to demonstrate

variation in its progeny, a fact to which I had

already alluded in my paper as indicating exceptions

which De Biry failed to find. I also said " we have

no reason to assume apogamy is a bar to variation

any more than other bud-forming phenomena,"

which to my mind covers the whole ground of Mr.

Lowe's contention. Assuming, as we must do, that

the spore when shed contains the varietal potency

which is eventually seen in its own (.i.e., not crossed)

progeny, we are justified in expecting as much varia-

tion from apogamic buds as from normal sexual ones

fertilised by antheridia on same prothallus ; and to
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what an extent this aelf- variation may be carried,

I demonstrated some years since at Chiawick
by exhibiting a number of most diverse plumose
Athyria, passing through all grades from plain to

grandiceps cristate forms, and yet the result of a
sowing from one and the same plant. These for

reasons then given at length and generally accepted,

certainly owed none of their diversity to crossing,

although it was little inferior in range to Mr. Lowe's
exhibits, shown to demonstrate the complex effects

of multiple parentage. In my plants, however, the

variety ran only in three directions, viz., delicacy of

dissection, development of folioseneas, and extent of

terminal crissation, while his, as might be expected
from their hybrid origin, showed diversity of all

sorts. It is a very curious biological fact, that the
created male Fern is exceptionally easy to raiae from
spores, and comes up as a stray in profusion among
other eowinge, demonatrating, in conjunction with its

robust habit of growth, that its non-sexual mode of

reproduction is in ita favour, and seemingly might
be a perpetual factor without any detriment to tha

continuance of that apecial branch of the species.

Chas. T, Druery, F.L.S.

New Inventions.

A NEW BUDDING-KNIFE.
This new knife differs from all others in make.

It ia well known to all who practise budding that

the hand of the workman has to execute various

manoeuvres before the bud can be inaerted in the

Tcut. The chief difficulty lies in railing the bark. For

this operation it waa formerly neceaeary to turn the

knife in the hand. The new budding-knife, invented

by the head-gardener of one of the largeat nuraeriea

in Germany, Mr. Kaehler, and by Mr. Grunewald, of

Tempelhof, near Berlin, enables all the operations

to be made without turning the knife. The proce8s

now ia as followa : the bud ia cut by the long atraight

part of the knife. By the same part the obverse cut

ia made. Then the lower point of the triangular

apex ia laid against this obverse cut, and the length-

wise cut is made by a waving motion. By turning

the knife to right and left the bark is separated.

Care should be taken that during this action the

upper point of the apex remains in the same posi-

tion. The bud may be inserted while the knife in

raiaing the bark. By this knife (fig. 56) during ten

minutea, aeventy-five good buda of Acer, Syringa,

Plums, Cherries, Cydonia, &c, were made before

a committee of gardeners. U. D.

West's Improved Patent Oechid Basket.

In the new Orchid-baaket (aee fig. 57), the in-

ventor has made an effort to secure a more thorough

watering of the contents than is possible by the

same means in the case of the ordinary basket made
of aquare teak rods. The upper inside edges of the

otherwiee aquare roda are bevelled off with a view

to throwing the water towarda the centre of the

basket. There are aleo two extra bevelled roda with

flangea inaerted between the two top bars, and these

make the four sides comparatively level with each

other, and therefore a better receptacle for water,

It is claimed that following the adoption of this new
basket, the rather tedious process of dipping baskets

containing Orchids will be quite unnecessary, as

each plant can be equally well saturated by means of

a syrioge or watering-can.

Colonial Notes.

HONG KONG.
Bakthea chinensis is an erect-growing little Melas-

tomaceous shrub, attaining aheight of about 3 ft, and
the only representative of the genus. It makea its home
on the north side of the island at an elevation of about

1,400 feet, and in the immediate vicinity of Ariato-

lochia longifolia, Gordonia anomala, Rhododendron
squamatum, Woodwardia Harlandi, and many other

plants. It is an exceedingly pretty thing when in

flower, and on account of this, there is every

probability that it will be exterminated in Hong
Kong in a very few years. Another thing which

militates against its chance of existence, ia that it

grows just outside a European's private residence.

The Chinese servants are aent ont to gather flowern,

and, of courae, they cut the firat they come across,

which meane Barthea chinenaia, when in flower. If

they were to cut flowers in a proper manner, there

would be no harm done.but these vandals cutthe whole

shrub down when they get the chance. The flowers

are over 2 inches across, white suffused with pink in

colour, and are borne on the ends of the branches

long, and abont ':'; inch broad, plicated, and some-

what grass-like in appearance. The rhizomes vary

in size from that of a goose-quill to a man'a little

finger. The planta which I found were growing on
the south side of the island in a comparatively dry

situation, not many feet above sea level, whilst

other collectors have found it in marshy spots on

the top of one of our high hills.

Aristolochia longifolia is a rare Hong Kong plant,

and is found growing in the clefts of rocks in rather

shady situations. The leaves are 6 to 8 inches

long, 1 to !.$ inches wide, and lanceolate in shape.

FlO. 56.—A NEW BUDDING-KNIFE.

generally in threes. The leaves are lanceolate in

shape, 2£ to 3i inches long, three-nerved, and on
petioles i inch in length. The calyx tube is sharply

four-angled and .} inch long, having subulate lobes

2 lines long. The corolla consists of four petals

nearly 1 inch in length, and over J inch in breadth.

The plant flowers in March.

Lagerstrccmia Fordii waa fir8t found by Mr. Ford
a few years ago on Lantao Island. In August last,

I found it for the first time in Hong Kong, on the

south side of the island, growing near the sea.

There was only one plant of it, and this was about

10 feet higb, thriving in very little soil on the top of

a rock. It is not such a showy species as aome of

the other Lagerstroemias, but nevertheless, is a

plant well worth cultivating. The flowers are pro-

duced in panicles 3 or 4 inchee long, at the end of

the branchea. The calyx is about 3 linea long,

FlQ. 57.—A NEW STYLE OKCHLD-BiSKET.

downy white on the cuteide, and the tube furrowed.

The petals are white, the limba being about 2 lines

acroei, orbicular in ahape, and crimpled on long

thin claws. The leaves are lanceolate, 3 to 4 inches

long, and 1 to 1J inches wide, on petioles of a

quarter of an inch. When ripe, the capaulea are

dark brown in colour, oval in ahape, and about

§ inch in length.

Pachysto'ma chincnse, when aeen growing amongat
long graaa, ia a pretty little Orchid when in flower,

although it is destitute of leaves at the time. It

produces its scapes ranging from 9 inches to 2 feet

high, and bearing from six to twelve flowers in April.

Each flower is subtended by a light brown lanceolate

bract, | inch long. The eepals are nearly 1 inch

long, and J inch wide, narrow oblong in shape, and
of a light lilac colour. The petals are the aame
length and colour as the sepals, but only ^ inch

in width. The lip is three-lobed, saccate at the

base, and crested in the centre. The middle lobe is

either light green or yellow, the lateral lobes being

of the same colour as the sepals and petals. The
scapes are sheathed in light brown-coloured bracta

their whole length. After the flowers have died

away, the leaves appear. These are about 2 feet

The veins are very conapicuoua on the under surface,

but leas so on the upper. The stems and leaves are

rusty tomentose when young, but the upper side of

the leaves becomes glabrous when old. The flowers

are produced in April on the old wood near the

roots. The inner or upper aide of the perianth is

dark purple, the throat being creamy-yellow with a

few purple spots on it. The month of the perianth

is fully 2 inches across, and the tube 3.| inches long,

bent in the shape of a hook. The outside of the

flower is marked with purple veins and articulations,

and densely covered with hairs, the general colour

of the outside being greeniah. When the flowers

are fully developed, a very disagreeable odour is

emitted from them, similar to that of other species

of the genus. A plant which I found had upwards

of a dozen flowers on it, and its growths were about

10 feet long. W. J, Tutcher,

FlO. 58.—AN OLD STYLE OBCHID-BASKET.

Hong Kong Botanic Gabbers.

The annual report on the Botanical and Affores-

tation Department of Hong Kong (by the Super-

intendent, Charles Ford, F.L.S.) for the year 1894

is now before us. The climatic and other difficulties

of the season under review, not merely proved exces-

sively difficult to cope with, but, in spite of all the

efforts of the staff, caused serious and lasting injuries

to the gardens. Immunity from storms for many years

past had been evident in the beauty of the plants

;

in 1894 a series of typhoons, and a sudden and
prolonged drought, did mischief, which all the

precautions tiken were powerless to completely

counteract.

A still more serious evil was the plague of cater-

pillars which was prevalent during May and Jane.

The species (Batricha punctata) multiplied so

numerously, that an organised and very extensive

raid was made against it, over a thousand people

being at one time employed in collecting the cater-

pillars, and bringing them to certain police-stations,

the authorities at which were empowered to pay for

them by weight. Over 36 tons of caterpillars in all

were collected, and the price paid for them was

4,889,95 dols.
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This expense was not the only loaa auffered, since,

in ipite of all pains taken to collect and destroy the

pest, considerable damage was done before it was
completely eradicated, since, while affecting nearly

all the Fines in the colony, it was especially

numerous in certain localities, where many plants

were made leaflets, and (growing on poor soil)

eventually died from it.

Although less satisfactory than those of former
years, this report is so far encouraging in that the

difficulties mentioned in it are now surmounted, so

that, granted a few favourable seasons, the gardens

will, in condition and financial position, soon regain

their former standpoint.

Societies.
*

ROYAL HOBTICCTIiTTTRAL.
September 5.—A meeting of the Fruit and

Vegetable Committee was held at Chiawick on the

above date.

Present : Mr. J. Wright, in the chair ; and Messrs.

G. Norman, J. A. Laing, G. Wythes, W. Fair, W.
Cummins, A. Dean, and A. F. Barron, Secretary.

The subjects to be examined were a large collection of £ome
73 varieties of Potatos, chiefly new, 76 diverse varieties of

Brassica, and some American Tomatos. The Pofcitos were
found to be of very diverse character—some early and ripe,

others very late and robust. Disease was found rapidly deci-

mating the leafage in all varieties, and in some others, owing,

no doubt, largely to the excessively parous nature of the soil,

to be much affected with disease. Some, again, especially

those of the Magnum Bonum type, of which there still seem
to be so many seedlings raised, had become, through super-

tuberation, very ungainly, whilst some others were very large.

It was noticeable that round- tubered varieties generally had
grown out less than kidney forms. Ten sorts of great cropping

capacity, and of excellent appearance, were selected for took-

ing, and later these, very admirably served in their coats,

were tasted, and the following received three marks :

—

Cockereli's Seedling, pebble-shaped, white, medium grower,
tubers having a mealy Regent-like quality ; Syon House Pro-

lific, late, strong grower, oval, capital quality; Birmingham,
late, tubers round, white, handsome— excellent ; Sutton's

Triumph, now pretty well known, round, strong grower—very

good ; and Pride of Tonbridge (Webber), flattish-round, rough
skin, white—also good.

Cabbages.—The whole of the large trial of Brassica is from
asawiogof seed made May 19. Two of the earlier varieties

were dealt with at a previous visit. On this occasion, after

inspecting the entire group carefully, the committee resolved

to select the best from type3, and the old Dwarf Early York,

asa summer Cabb?ga; Sutton's Little Gem, a capital stock,

greener and better than Little Pixie ; Leeds Market, the best

of the larger section, specially good for market field culture ;

Winnigstadt, a very green pointed-heart variety, that always
stands drought wonderfully well ; and St. John's Day, the

tenderest eating, for it eats like a Co!ewort, are the best. Of

all the dwarter forms of flat or Drumhead Cabbages, each had

three marks. This latter is a specially valuable Cabbage from

summer-sowings to turn-in during autumn and winter. Of the

two forms of Red Cabbage, the old large and the newer Dwarf
Early Blood-red, the committee regarded the latter as far the

best, and gave three marks to the Erfurt Blood-red (Benary)

and Sutton's Blood-red, as the best stock. A capital stock of

the Dwarf Green Curled Savoy Cabbage also had three marks.

The comparative absence of uniformity in many of the stocks

waa noticed, showing that the greatest care is needed in seed-

growing to keep Cabbage stocks perfeotly true.

The Tomato plants in pots, chiefly of American strains, did

not exhibit any advance over varieties previously certificated,

and well known in commerce. It is worthy of note, too, in

relation to home-raised varieties, that many highly lauded

elsewhere, when tried at Chiswick seem to be very much of a

muchness indeed with other varieties.

September. 10.—On Tuesday last a vegetable exhi-

bition by the Royal Horticultural Society, which was
arranged to take place at Chiawick, was held after

efforts to promote such an exhibition under other

auspices bad failed. The weather was decidedly

more pleasant than on other occasions at Chiswick,

and the show of vegetables from the point of view
of quality was satisfactory, even if the number of

competitors was rather smaller than looked for. As
the gardens themselves were looking well, and there

were excellent collections of Dahlias, fruit, and
other thiDgs, the visit to Chiswick waa an enjoyable

one. For further remarks on this exhibition, see

p. 300.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair; and

Messrs. Chas. E. Pearson, Chas. Jeffries, J. H. Fitt,

R. Dean, W. Bain, Geo. Stevens, George Gordon,
Jno. Laing, Jas. Walker, Robt. Owen, Harry Turner,

J. Jennings, Geo. Paul, Jno. Fraser, H. Herbst,

J. T. Bennett Poe, Ed, Mawley, and J. D. Pawle.

Messrs. Barr & Son, King Street, Coveot Garden, exhibited

a miscellaneous collection of hardy flowers, containing the

very best of the species now in flower, perennial and annual

Asters, Violas, Tigridias, Liliums in variety, perennial Sun-

flowers, Pyrethrums, and a collection of varieties of Phloxes

were conspicuous. Amongst the varieties of Phloxes, an
Award of Merit was recommended to Leonardo da Viuci, a

capital variety, with large white flowers, having rose centre,

bright-looking and very pretty. Messrs. Barr & Sox had

also a collection of plants of bedding Antirrhinums in many
colours, and plants of a dwarf strain, growing about 10 inches

high, very compact and free-flowering. A pretty white
variety, about 15 inches high, extremely floriferous, should

also be mentioned, it is called Queen of the North (Silver

Flora Medal).

Some garden Roses in miscellaneous variety were from

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Sons, Waltham Cross Nurseries, Herts.

The blooms, cut with long stems and foliage, and tied in

bunches, were exhibited in an attractive manner. The Duke
of York, winter-flowering China Rose, was well exhibited, and
with W. A. Richardson and Marie Van Houtte, form a very

excellent trio in this section of Roses, Queen Mab is a n?w
China variety for next season, in colour very distinct, of

different shades of Apricot, very pretty in the bud, and likely

to become popular (Silver Flora Medal).

A new perennial Sunflower called Stoke Park Favourite,

was exhibited by Mr. J. Htjghes, Stoke Park Gardens,

Guildfoid. The plants are said to grow 5 to 6 feet high,

of good branching habit. The blooms are produced on long

Btems, and are suitable for furnishing vases, &c. Tho flower

is an extra bright one, of medium size (Award of Merit).

Messrs. Robt. Veitch & Son. Exeter, had a few bunches

of Nemesia strumosa. Mr. Walter Salmon, Ivy Cot-

tages, Elder Road, West Norwood, exhibited a collection of

tall French Marigolds and Eome double flowers of Zinnia

elegans, beside a general collection of hardy flowers, including

Asters in variety, Violas, Salpiglcssis, Dianthus, Dahlias

Phloxes, and other things (Silver Banksian Medal).

Miss Hudson, Gunnersbury House Gardens, was awarded a

Silver Banksian Medal for a decorative exhibit of Dahlias, and
a similar medal was obtained by Mr. A. Waterer, Knap Hill

Nursery, near Woking, who exhibited seme specimens of the

effective blue Spruce, Picea pnngens argentea.

Dahlias.

The collections of Dahlias filled a considerable portion

oc one of the tents with their brilliance. Mr. T, S, Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, had a large bank, having a
raised background of panels of Cactus and decorative varieties,

fronted viilh bunches of bright Pompons. Of true Cactus
varieties, there were excellent examples of Delicata, Cannell's

Gem, Mrs. A. Beck, new, pile orange-scarlet, fine Cactus
shape ; Gloriosa, Miss V. Morgan, Bertha Mawley, Matchless,

Mrs. Francis Fell, white, with slight pale yellowish-green

centre—a decided acquisition to the white forms if it will

maintain thischaracter; Lady Penzance, Robt Cannell, Countess

of Gosford, and Earl of Pembroke. Of decorative varieties, the

best were Harry Freeman, Join H. Roach. Empress of India,

Viecountess Folkestone, Lady Montague, Oban, Maid of Kent,

a very pretty fancy variety ; Kynerith.R. Maher, and Countess

of Pembroke. Of Pompon varieties, there were charming
bunches of Emily Hopper, yellow; Arthur West. Tommy
Keith, Virginale, Stanley Ford, Sunshine, Mary Kirk, Hector,

Winifred, and Florence Woodland, &c. (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal).

A very excellent collection of 144 blooms of show and fancy

Dahlias came from Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Farn-

ham. Some leading flowers, characterised by high quality,

were seen in Mr. Gladstone, Mrs. Morgan, Buttercup. Colo-

nist—one of the most distinct and constant, Duchess of Albany,

Sunset (fanoy), George Barnes (fancy), Jno. Walker, Novelty,

Mrs. J. Downie (self, very fine), and Henry Eckford, as a fine

crimson self. Mr. Mortimer also had a dozen bunches of

Cactus and decorative varieties, chief among them being

Delicata, Lady Penzance, Bertha Mawley, Mayor Haskins, &c.

(Silver Flora Medal). Then there waa a good collection of show
Cactus, Pompon, and single Dahlias, from Messrs. J. Cheal &
Sons, Crawley, about four dozen blooms of the show types,

and charming bunches of the following singles, Victoria,

Phyllis, May Sharpe, Miss C. Morland, small, bright orange-

ecarlet, very good; Evelyn, Dearest, very chaste; Lowfield

Beauty, Miss Roberts, a charming soft yellow ; Mi-s Ashley,

amber shaded with delicate rose, and having a crimson ring

round the eye; and Miss Glasscock, a very good selection of

single varieties for exhibition purposes. There were twenty-
four bunches of Pompons also, the choicest were Rosebud,
pale ground, broadly tipped with rosy-purple (Award of

Merit) ; Arthur West, Ceres, Phcebe, George Briuckman,
Sunshine, Lilian, Lorna Doono, Emily Hopper, Martial, Mabel,

Grace, Revenge, Tommy Keith, and Darkness. Of Cactas

varieties, Mrs. Wilson Noble, salmon red, an excellent Cactus

type, very bright and fine (Award of Merit) ; Mrs. Gordon

Sloane, dark salmon-red. good Cactus; Earl of Pembroke,

Lady Penzance, Mayor Haskins, Harmony, Delicata, Ernest

Glass, and Gloriosa (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr, C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, had a handsome
bunch of his large, bright, pale-yellow decorative Mrs. Turner

Endymion, bright scarlet, a good Cactus; and fifteen blooms

of Beatrice, bright rosy-pink with a slight flushing of mauve,

very distinct, constant and attractive; and some bunches of

charming Pompons, mainly new, viz., Ganymede, already

described (Award of Merit) ; Claribel, pale ground, suffused

with purple and tipped with white, very distinct (Award of

Merit); Madeline, yellow ground, tipped with dark cerise

(Award of Merit); Zoe, yellow, tipped with white, very

pretty (Award of Merit); Pearl, white; Ruy Bias, Jason,

maroon ; and Veitohii, crimson, very bright and finely formed.

Mr. J. T. WEfer, Cornwall, Brentwood, had Borne fine new
Cactus varieties, Buch as Miss Annie Jones, brilliant Bcarlet,
one of the brightest of the true Cactus type (Award of Merit;

;

Miss Nightingale, bright deep orangetcarlet, very effective,
true Cactus (Award of Merit); Minnie, delicate pink lower
petals, the centre white, a decorative variety ; Barnett
Tabrum, bright red with slight dark shading, fine Cactus
shape

; Emily French, pale salmon-red, a very good type
Mabel, delicate salmon basal petals, flushed with roue, yellow
centre, true Cactus, a model in point of thape; and Mis*
Ethel, bright reddiflh-ceriBe, very attractive, but not a good
Cactus type.

Mr. W. Batcfelor, Harefield Park, Uxbridge, had deco-
rative Willie Batchelor, bright pale scarlet, with white flame
and tip, small and very pretty (Award of Merit) ; and single,
Mrs. Gore Langton, rather large, but very distinct, ceiise-

crimson, with a maroon ring round the eye (Award of Merit;.
Mr. C. Turner also had new thow Dahlia Marjorie. amber

ground, suffused with ealnion, the reverae of the petals slight.'

y

purple, very prcmisirg
; Barbara, a deep crimson self; Shotee-

ham Hero, tipped with bright purple ; Rosamond, pale ground
with bright rosy-purple tip; and Dante, a small maroon-
crimton Belf, good shape.

Mr. G. St. Pierre Harris, Orpicgton, had Yellow Globe,
a very promising yellow self , of fine petal and great depth;
Hero, an orange-red self ; and Mabel, fancy, pale ground,
flaked, splashed and striped with crimson.

Orchid Committee*
Present: Harry J. Veitch, Esq,, in the Chair

;

and Meme. Jaa. O'Brien (Secietarj), Jaa. Douglas,
H. J. ChapmaD, and H. M. Pollett.

Chiswick seems to have but little attraction for Orchid
growers. On the present occasion there were but few entries.
The small group of hybrid Orchids staged by Messrs. Jas.
Veitch & Sons, Boyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, was the only
important exhibit, but it contained some remarkably fine
things. Of these, the magnificent Leelio-Cattleya x Clonia
superba (L.-C. x elegans Turneri <S , C. Warscewiczti o

) p mav
be ranked among the best results of the hybridist's
skill, its flowers being large, finely formed, and of a rich
and glowing colour. In form it resembled C. Warscewiczii,
but the lip was more openly displayed at the base. The
petals were very broad, and, like the whole flower, of good
firm substance ; the sepals and petals soft rosy-lilac, with an
indescribably beautiful closely-set veiDing of crimson-purple

;

the broad labellum is of a glowing magenta-purple hue, the
outside of the side-lobes lilac, with purple veining—a most
beautiful flower, viewed from any aspect, and well worthy of

the First-olass Certificate awarded. Another fine novelty waa
Leelio-Cattleya x Eunomia (C. Gaekelliana 6", L. pumila
Dayana $ ), a plant of neat dwarf habit and large flowers of
the C. labiata type ; sepals and petals of a delicate light rose
colour; the base of the lip orange, the front kbe light velvety-
purple with tlight lilac margin (Award of Merit). In the same
group were.Leelio-Cdttleya xParysatie(L.pumilacJ,C.Bowring-
iana?), a pretty plane, with the habit of L, pumila, but
much stouter, and flowers equal in size, and resembling in
form those of L. pumila picestans, flowers rosy-lilac, with
light purple front to the lip (Award of Merit); Cjpripediura
X Carnusianum, Veitch's variety (Haynaldianum <J , Spicer-
ianum ? ), a very singular and beautiful variety, with as dis-

tinguishing features, so far as they have been tested, a much
dwarfer inflorescence, and darker and more richly-coloured

flowers than the type, and having the lower sepals dbjoined
and divergent right and left, a feature which has so far

proved constant, and which gives the flower a very striking

appearance. The upper sepal is white, suffuied with purple
the base green, with chocolate spots ; lower sepals yellowish,

with emerald-gre en lines; the rest of the flower greenish
yellow, with purple-brown tinge (Award of Merit). Cypripedium
X Metis (philippinense£. villosum .Boxalli ?), Jwith shining
yellow flowers flushed with chocolate, the large yellow hairy
staminode being very singular; and Lselio-Cattleya X Nysa
purpurea, a worthy hybrid of the L.-C. X exoniensis elass, and
which was so finely shown in several varieties by Messrs.
Veitch at the corresponding show at Chiswick last year,

Cypripedium Charlesworthii, with double labellum, was also

shown. Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son were the first introducers
of C Charlesworthii, but their planta being small, they were
not the first to flower it.

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin,
Dublin, sent the pretty Maxillaria striata, with flowers of
good size. The sepals yellow, striped with purple, the lower
ones reflexed

; petals similarly coloured, but narrower and
curved back at the tips ; lip cream-white with purple veining,
and white apex (Botanical Certificate).

Hy. Shaw, Esq., Stamford House, Ashton-under-Lyne (gr.,

Mr. J. CliCfe), sent Cypripedium X Whitelyanum (Boxalli

atratum x Lawrenceanum), whose flowers much resemble a
dark form of C. Boxalli, but the leaves are tesselated, and
indicate that a cross has been effected.

A. H. Smee, Esq., The Gracge, Wallington (gr., Mr.
Oummios), showed a three-flowered inflorescence of a pretty

light form of Cattleya X Hjrdyana ; and A. H. Milton, Esq
,

Castleton House, White Ladies Road, Cliftcn (gr., Mr. A.
Murrell), showed Odontoglossum In-leayii splendens and
Oocidium Jonesianum.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, Esq, in the chair; and

Meiars. W. Wilka, Geo. Banjard, G. W. Cummin§,
H. BalderaoD, J. Wright, J. W. Bates, I\ C. M.
Veitch, W. Fair, G. H. Sage, Kobt. Fife, J&t. H.
Veitch, Wm, Pope, Ja>. Cheal, T. Francis Rivers,

Geo. Wythes, Geo. Reynolds, and Alex, Dean.
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THE COitPETITTVE VEGETABLES.

These were all found in a large tent, ample room being thus

provided. Generally, the quality was excellent, that of the

be=t collections first-rate. More competition might have been

looked for, but the prizes were perhaps none too attractive.

Still, with the present year's experience, if the show be fol-

lowed np yearly, there can be no doubt, with a revised

schedule, it will grow into exceeding popularity, and become

the great vegetable exhibition of the kingdom.

Collections.—Those in the class for twelve kinds naturally

included the best samples, and brought the leading exhibitors.

The 1st prize was taken by Mr. T. Wilkins, gr. to Lady

Theodora Gxtesx, Inwood Gardens, Henstridge, with

generally very fine samples. They comprised Autumn Giant

Cauliflower, superb Leeks, gigantic white Celery, rather large

Intermediate Carrots, good Perfection Tomatos, Autocrat Peas,

Ne Plus Ultra Kunner Beans, fine Goldfinder Potatos, large

but rather spotted Ailsa Craig Onions, beautiful Snowball

Turnips, and Globe Artichokes, Mr. Bowerman, gr. to C.

Hoahe. Esq., Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, was a very closa

2nd, having also good Cauliflowers, grand Ailsa Craig Onions,

splendid Perfection Tomatos, good Celery, Satisfaction Potatos,

rather too large ; good Beet, Prizewinner Bonner Beans, good

Carrots, Peas, &c.~ Mr. Mairs.^gr. to Mr. J. Shtt.LET, Credi-

ton, was 3rd. The whole of the prizes in this class were given

by Messrs. SunOS & Soss, Beading, and were the only special

ones offered.

Exhibitors in the class for nine kinds were excluded from

the larger one. Here Mr. C. J. Waite. gr. to the Hon. Col.

Talbot, Glenhurst. Esher, [was a good 1st, having excellent

Cauliflowers, good Carrot?, Perfection Tomatos, Prize-winner

Bonner Beans, Snowball Turnips, Exhibition Onions, Satis-

faction Potatos, &c; Mr. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Wixgiteld,
Amptuill, Beds, was 2nd ; and Mr. Basile. gr. to the Rev. O.

L. Powell, Weybridge, 3rd.

In the class for six kinds, a fresh lot of exhibitors com-

peted, the best being Mr. Kneller, gr. to G. Poetal, Esq.,

Malshanger, Basingstoke ; Mr. Lloyd, Merton Lodge, Chis-

wick, coming 2nd ; and Mr. G. North. Bu ;kingham. was 3rd.

Taking the classes now in schedule order, there were eight

lots of three Cauliflowers. Mr. EitPSOS coming 1st with per-

fect heads; Mr. W. Pope, gr. to the Earl of Cabsabvox,
Highclere Castle. Xewbuxy, 2nd, with very solid ones; and

Mr. Maibs was 3rd;

Only two competed for Kale heads. Mr. Wjthes, gr. to Earl

Pebcy, Syon House, Brentford ; and Mr. Pkm.vet, Islewnrth,

taking the prizes.

There was good competition with dishes of Brussels Sprouts,

Mr. Bowerma2T coming 1st with Sutton's Dwarf Gem ; Mr.

Pope 2nd with Exhibition, larger.

Mr. Empsos had the only diah of Spinach, gojd round

Flanders. There were thirteen pairs of Marrows; with one

exception all good. Mr. Maies was 1st, with very

pretty smallish long white ; Mr. B. Lye. gr. to Ms. El>"gs-

mtxl, Sydmonton Court, Xewbury, being 2nd, with others,

very handsome, and a trifle larger. Cucumbers were fairly

good. Mr. Lye having the best pair with Matchle=3 ; Mr.

Waite coming 2od with Progress, and Mr. Empsox 3rd with

Model. Scorzoaera in bundles was not an attractive class,

Mr. Pestsly had the best roots and Mr. Watte had the best

sorts of Salsafy.

Of Bunner Beans nearly all were of the scarlet type, Mr.

Lte being 1st with beautiful Prizewinner; Mr. Bo^ESifAK
coming 2nd with the same variety. With dwarf French Beans

Mr. BowEEilAS was 1st, having handsome Canadian Wonder ;

Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to the Earl of Raj»"OB, Longford Castle,

Salisbury, being 2nd with the same. Broad Beans weie too

much out of season, bat there was a capital di=h of Mammoth
Long Pod from Mr. Lye ; and Mr. Boweemas was 2nd with

the same ; Mr. Waite coming 3rd,

Peas were fairly good for the time of year. Mr. W. Palmes,
Andorex, being 1st with Dake of Albany : Mr. Ward coming

next with good Anticipation ; and Mr. Wythe3 was 3rd with

Autocrat. Messrs. WLLKIX5 and Coossos bad the best of the

Artichokes in that order. Mr. Wythes was the only exhibitor

of Cardoons. Something like the old show form was seen in

the superb samples of Potatos shown by Mr. Pope, who had

three beautiful dishes of Kidneys in Magnet, Matchless, and
White Kidney; Mr. Bowermax was 2nd with Snowdrop,

Cole's Favourite, and Prizetaker ; Mr. White coming 3rd.

The best single dish of Kidneys came from Mr. Lye, who
had fine Chancellor; Mr. Koeth coming 2nd with Breese.

The best three dishes of Bounds were from Mr. Pope, also

beautiful samples of Satisfaction, Perfection, and Nonsuch,

medium and perfect ; Mr. Males came next with The Dean,

Pink's Perfection, and Windsor Castle ; Mr. North was 3rd.

With one dish of Bounds Mr. North was a good 1st with

handsome Windsor Castle ; Mr. Lye coming 2nd with Satis-

faction. This latter exhibitor had the best six Leeks, clear,

white and good ; Mr. Mates coming 2nd ; and Mr. Pope 3rd.

Mr. Watte was well 1st with three dishes of Onions, having

fine Ailsa Craig, Exhibition, and Cocoa Nut ; Mr. Males
coming 2nd, and Mr. Ward 3rd. The best taree buoches of

Turnipswere from Mr. North, Mr.OsiiAS SrTT0NComing2nd;
whilst with a single bunch Mr. Waite was 1st, and Mr. Lye
2nd, both with ?ery handsome Snowball. Mr. Wyth.es was

the only exhibitor of Celeriac, but the sample was excellent.

With three varieties of Carrots. Mr. North was 1st, having

very long.[thin, tapering Long Surrey, good Intermediate, and

Model ; Mr. Popp was 2nd, with good samples ; and Mr.

Ksfpsos 3rd With single variety, Mr. Mates was 1st,

having very handsome Intermediate ; Mr. Wllktss coming
in 2nd, and Mr. Boweemis 3rd, with the same variety.

Mr. Lye had the best six Parsnips, Mr. Waite coming 2nd,

both very han:'some lots. The latter had good Horseradish.

Mr. Wtthes coming 2nd. Mr. Webster, gr. to E. J.

PBESTOy, Esq., Beckeaham, had the best and very handsome
Beet in Veitch's Blood Bed. a perfect stock ; Mr. Waite coming
2nd. This exhibitor was 1st with two varieties of Endive,

and Mr. Pextxet was 2nd, both having Batavian and Green
Curled. Mr. Lye came 1st with two varieties of Lettuces,

both Cos; Mr. Waite coming 2nd. Celery was good, Mr.
Wtlktxs having the best with Solid White and Sulham Prize,

Mr. Watte being 2nd.

A coUection of salads enabled Mr. Wythes to win 1st place

easily, as his capital collection was set up artistically in a

large plot, having plants of ripe fruit of Tomatos bent over the

top. Lettuces, Endives, Cucumbers, Celery, Beet, &c. made
up the collection. Mr. Watte was 2nd, and Mr. Salmos,
West Norwood, 3rd. Mr. Salmon was 1st with a collection

of eighteen bunches of Herbs in variety ; Mr. Waete being

2nd. The consolation class for any other vegetable, still

brought Mr. Waite to the front with a superb dish of Perfec-

tion Tomatcs ; Mr. Bashe came 2nd with huge firm Bed
Cabbages ; and Mr. ALEEBT, of Chiswick, was 3rd with
Tomato^, Corncobs, Kohl Kabi, huge Pumpkins, &c, made up
other variety here,

MlSCELLAi'EOtTS

.

There were numerous honorary exhibits. Foremost was
a very large, varied, and interesting collection of vege-

tables, sent by Mr. O. Thomas, from the Queen's Gardens,

Frcgmore. It would be idle to say that these samples com-
pared favourably with what were in the competitions ; but
the collection was a remarkably varied one, and comprised

every description of vegetables in season, as also Salads. The
whole was artistically grouped and represented in the collect-

ing and arranging a great amount of labour. A Silver-gilt

Knightian Medal was awarded.

A not less meritorious collection came from Burford Lodge,

Dorking, set up by Mr. Bain, gr. to Sir Teevoe Lawre>~ce_,

president of the society. This comprised Herbs and Salads,

Gourds and Tomatos, Beans and Capsicums. Potatos and
Carrots, huge Aubergines, tiny Kchl Kabi, growing Mustard
and Cress, &c. A Silver-gilt Knightian Medal was awarded.

This exhibit, to which we must refer again, was the most
original and instructive in the whole show.

Mr. Eilpsox had a large and excellent collection of Carrots

(Vote of Thanks). Mr. Woodhead, Isleworthj had nice red

and white Cabbsges, Turnips, and Brussels Sprouts. Mr, W.
Palmes showed Tomato Palmer's Triumph, like Conference.

Mr. H. W. Ward had Carter's Heartwell Cabbage, Model
Curled Lettuce, and Giant Cos do. Messrs. Fellows &
Bydeb, Orpington, showed twenty-one dishes of their hand-

some Tomato Duke of York, the fruits of medium size and
perfect form (iilver Banksian Medal) ; and from the Soc :ety's

gardens came examples of the varieties of Cabbages and
Potatos, mentioned in our report of the meeting of the Fruit
Committee at Chiswick on Thursday last, and all of which
received three marks for general excellence. Awards of

Merit were recommended to these,

A collection of seven varieties of Peas io so many dishes was
shown by Messrs. de Bothschcld, Guunersbury House,
Acton (gr., Mr. Jas. Hulson), Sutton's Proli 6c, Sutton's Al,
William L, Veitch's Chel oaian, Sutton's Bealiog Giant,

Sutton's Exonian, ani Veitch's Autocrat. Toe last-named
was sown on May 13, Beading Giant and Chelsoniaa on
June 5. and the others on July 11. All the latter were ready
to pick, but Dot very full.

Two Cucumbers, called Frogmora Prolific, were shown by
Her Majesty the QC£E>~ (gr., Mr. O. Thomas). These are

medium-sized, dark green fruits, obtained from Lockie's Per-

fection x Bochford.

Mr. T. Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodora Guest, Iuwood
House, Henstridge, sent a few fruits of Mango for exhibition,

Adish of Swedish Apples [akera" was shown by Messrs. Geo.
Br.vYARD & Co., Maidstone. The fruits are very solid, the
colour similar to a Peach, but faintly streaked. Messrs. Bcx-
YAED & Co. also had a dish ofjfine fruits of Lady Sudeley
Apples.

A seedling Plum, named Gordon Castle, was exhibited by
Mr. Chas. Webster, Gordon Castle Gardens, Banff.

Fruits of the Alpine Strawbary Quatre-saisons, Eouge
Amelioree that obtained an Awardof Merit on August J3 last,

were exhibited by Mr. Hudsos", Gunnersbury House Gardens,
Acton, W.
A capital Melon wa3 exhibited by Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to

the Earl of Badsor, Longford Castle, Salisbury. The variety-

is known as the Earl's Favourite, is a good size, straw-coloured,

prominently netted, green-flesh of very good flavour (First-

class Certificate). Two Melons were also staged by Mr. J. W.
Miller, gr. to Lord Foley. Buxley Lodge. Esher. One of

these was named Archie Henderson, a large fruit, thickly and
coarsely netted, and green-fleshed. The other was La
Favourite, also green-flesh.

From the Boyal Gardens, Windsor, Mr. O. Thomas ex-

hibited stem of Tomato, Frogmore Golden, with fruits, a large

good-looking variety ; and Mr. A. J. Ward, Bichmond, showed
a lot of first-class Tomatos, Chemin Eouge. which had been
grown upon a Richmond allotment (Bronze Banksian Medal).
A pleasant-looking Apple named Marshall's Seedling, was

exhibited by Messrs. TH03. Biters &, Sox, Sawbridgeworth ;

and A. H. SiCEE. Esq., The Grange, Wallingford. showed two
fruits of an exceptionally solid culinary Apple named Rem-
borough, large size, green, but slightly coloured with deep
eye (Award of Merit).

Mr. Wythea, gardener to Earl Percy, Syon House, Brent-
ford, exhibited haulm of a dwarf very prolific French bean,

named Northumberland Prolific (Award of Merit). Two nice-

looking red-fleshed Melons were shown by Mr. J. Corbett,

gardener to the Marquis of N" : ema>~et. A dozen plants of

the Cabbage Lettuce, named Sutton "a Favourite, exhibited by
Mr. Hrusoy from Gunnersbury House Garden, were culturally

Commended by the committee. Some fro its of a Tomato
named Burt's Surprise, from Mr. F. M. Bcrt, Bed House,

Worthing, were rather small long fruits of little solidity. A
dish of very well-grown fruits of Pear Souvenir du Congrea,

exhibited from the Boyal Horticultural Gardens, were
culturally Commended.
Messrs. S. Spooxee & Soss, Hounslow, Middlesex, contri-

buted a very commendable collection of fruit, none of which
was other than good in quality. We noticed a nice lot oE

Duchess Favourite, a good, well-known September Apple
something like Qoarrenden in appearance, but higher-coloured,

even, and rather larger ; Lord Sufiield, Stone's Apple, Wor-
cester Fearmain, Yellow Ingestre, Councillor, and many
others; also a dish of Hessle Pears, and a few sorts of Plums
(Silver Knightian Medal).

Messrs. J. Cheal & S0X3, Lowfield Nursery, Crawley,
showed excellent specimens o£ a very ornamental scarlet Crab,
as well as fruits of Transcendent, Golden Siberian, and Dart-
mouth Crab3. A rare lot of Tomato stems in many varieties

laden with heavy crops from the open air were the means of

obtaining for the Earl of Carnarvon" the committee's thanks.
As is usual on such occasions as this, Messrs. Stjttos &

So>_s, Beading, stageda representative collection of vegetables
illustrative of high culture and careful selection, and a Silver-

gilt Knightian Medal was awarded ths exhibit. Ailsa Craig
Onions, 70 of which were said to weigh 2 cwt,, and several
varieties of Carrots also were very fine ; but vshy it is necessary
to show that the Carrots have penetrated to a depth of 3 feet

10 inches is not evident. However, that is the leDgch of one
of the roots shown, though of course -for practical purposes
only about 12 inches was of any use. The Exhibition variety,

which is a cross between Long Surrey and Intermediate
Carrots, was very noteworthy. Windsor Cistle Potato and
Little Gem Cabbage were also deserving all prai e. Tomatos
aud other vegetables ware w^ll represented.

A collection of vegetables remarkable for h/gh cultural
merit was the exhibit from Messrs. B. Veitch & Sox, Exeter.
Their Monarch Leeks, Model Carrots, Flying Dutchman
Tomato, and the different varieties of Onions, Carrots, Cauli-
flowers, Badishes, and other things, reflected very great credit
on the Exeter firm, and a Silver Knightian Medal was
awarded.

Messrs. H. Caxxell & So.vs, Swanley, Kent, were not
behind, but exhibited a large collection of vegetables from
their farm near Swanley. A Silver Knightian Medal was
awarded this collection, in which there were excellent samples
o£ Onions, Leeks, Beet, Carrots, Brussels Sprouts, Artichokes,
Marrows. &c
Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Soxs, Boyal Exotic Xursery, Chelsea,

in their remarkable collection, had splendid specimens of their

Green Curled Endive, Broad-leaved Bitavian Endive, and
White Curbed Endive. Their Savoys, Cabbage', Seakale,
Beet and Carrots, too, were of capital quality; Kohl Babi.
both green and purple kinds ; Salsaiy, Turnips, Radishes,
Bonner Beans, and Tomato^, were all of good character and
choice selection. Messrs. Veitch were de-ervedly awarded a
Silver-gilt Knightian Medal.
Mr. Geo. Wythes. gr. to Eirl Percy. Syon House, received

a similar Medal for a very large collection of v-getables to b»
shown from a private garden, and representative of almost
all kinds now in season.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co.. Bothesay, Scotland, had a commend-
able collection of vegetables, aud their Parsley, Dobble's
Selected, deserves mention ; it is one of the very finest curled
selections we have seen. Parsnips, Celery, and other things
were included in this exhibit (Bronze Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Babe & Sox, King Street, Covent Garden, exhibited

a number of varieties of Tomatos cultivated in the open,
most of them cf the Perfection type ; also a nice lot of dwarf
Kale, both green and purple (Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Suttox & Soxs, Beading, exhibited a Scarlet-

runner Bean called Al, apparently a wonderful bearer, with
good fleshy pods of rich green colour (Award of Merit).

Lecture on Garden Manures.
There was considerable interest manifested in the

lecture given by Mr. W, G. "Watson, the subject of

which wa* " Garden Manures." In the absence of
the author, the paper was read by the Assistant-
Secretary (Mr. J. Weathers), and the chairman-
ship was undertaken by A. W. Satton, E=q.

In commencing the subject, Mr. Watson very properly
dealt first with the most common form of manure and also the
most easily procurable, viz., that furnished by tables or farm-
yards. It was remarked that stable or farm-yard manure
was exceedingly variable in its quality. It would vary in this

pirticular, according to the age and condition of the animals,
upon wnat kind of straw was U3ed, and, further, upon the
quantity of Btraw that was mixed with the real manure.
Manure from young growing animals wag less strong than
older ones, and animals that were worked very hard would
also give manure o£ medium strength only. In either case
there would be more nutrition abstracted from the food by
the animals than in the case of fully-grown animals only par-
tially worked. Medicine given to animals would be sure to
affect the quality of the manure. All the straw over and
above the quantity requisite to absorb the urine would, in the
same proportion, weaken its character. Stable-manure con-
tained almost all the elements required by crops, organic and
inorganic. As a general manure, it was a most perfect one. If,

however, nothing be supplied to the land other than this manure,
the same land will in time be lacking in lime and nitrogen,
two elementa which in large degree become absorbed from the
food by the animals for the formation of bone and flesh.
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Valuable hints were given as to the treatment of this kind
of manure, and the heap-method explained. It was insisted
that in order to keep off the rain, manure should be stacked in
covered places. Urine being the very beat part of the manure
should not be allowed to trickle away, but should run into an
underground tank, from which occasionally it could be pumped
and thrown over the mass of decaying manure, which would
prevent excessive fermentation, and the consequent loss of
ammonia. The temperature and the centre of the heap should
never rise beyond 150°, nor be allowed at any time to steam.
In eil her cases there will be a loss of ammonia. A strong odour
would likewise indicate loss from this cause. The degree of
usefulness possessed by the excrement from different animals
was explained Ihus : the manure from cows contained a small
amount of nitrogen, and large percentage of water. Horses'
excrement was richer in nitrogen, and contained less water;
it had also the advantage of being easily distributed, and was
(oon available as plant food. Sheep-dung had a still higher
percentage of nitrogen, and a less degree of water, being also
easily soluble. Pig- manure varied considerably, according to
the food they consumed, &c. The reasons for applying fresh
dung to stiff soils, and thoroughly decomposed manure to
light snd dry soils, was next explained, aod the necessity of
giving soil of the latter nature manure which was at once
soluble and available to the plants was emphasised. Unless
this was done, the manure was wasted through the soil, before
the crops had bens fited from its application.
Bnits were now employed in very much finer condition than

formerly. It had been found that the finer the bones were
ground, the sooner were they available to plant-life, and the
more valuable were they as manure. Bone-meal is now very
much used.

Superphosphate of Lime.—Mr. Watson then explained the
character of this valuable manure, by saying that were bones
treated with sulphuric acid, certain gases would become
volatile, and the remaining compound would be that known
as superphosphate of lime. This superphosphate was now
manufactured by other means, and a considerable amount is
used. Bone-meal was better for dry and hot soils than the
superphosphate.

Nitrate of Soda: Phosphate Slog.—The phosphatic slag, a
mineral manure, was good for peaty soils, and considerable
benefit might be expected to follow its application on land in
the Fen district. Nitrate of soda was obtained in large quan-
tities from South America. Its action was quicker than that
of any other nitrogenous manure. The quality of this manure
is very variable. It is more easily washed from the soil than
any other, and it is therefore not a complete manure, but
should be used only as an immediate stimulant.
Guano —This was described as the dried excrement of birds.

It U6ed to contain about 16 to 18 per cent, of emmonia, but
through the excessive adulteration now practised, it falls
frequently to 11 per cent., and sometimes 9 to 10 per cent.
The Texas Guano is the excrement of the native bats, and
realises high prices. Guano is adulterated with sand, clay,
powdered brick, gypsum, &c.
Lime was next alluded to, and its well-known action upon

soils explained. The application of lime hastens nitrification,
and is very useful in old gardens where a quantity of vegetable
humus is present.

Potash is absolutely indispensable to plants, and without it
no chlorophyll can be formed. It is applied frequently as
Kainit, but has the reputation of creating a tendency to
parasitic fungi when used in laige quantities.
Sea-weed was used in lands near the shore, and in preparing

it, the weed was frequently mixed with coarse manure or
gas lime. About 10 to 15 tons per acre was the quantity
recommended.
Fish, salt, and woollen rags, are all used as garden and

agricultural manures under certain circumstances. The fish
is carted together and covered with earth. When decom-
posed, it is used at about the rate of 1 J tons to the acre. Salt
acts organically upon the soil, in addition to being a manure.
Its application is useful in ridding the soil of certain insect
pests. Woollen rags are much used in Kent as manure for
Hops.
B<ood and Soot were also alluded to, and their uses ex-

plained. If economy be practised in regard to manures, it was
necessary to first find by analysis what was deficient in the
soil, and then supply that only. Some soils were deficient
ooly in one element, and did not require a general or perfect
manure. Thestorage of manure isan important item economi-
cally. The gardener who allows the urine to escape from his
stab'e manure, and afterwards buys cbemical preparations,
may be said to buy what he throws away.
A few hints were then given by Mr. Watson on the subject

of making experiments in regard to land manure and crops.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Septembeb 3, 4, and 5.—On Tuesday latt wan

opened, under the auspices of the National Society, an
early exhibition of Chrysanthemums in the Koyal
Aquarium. Fortunately, perhaps, from the visitors'
point of view, the early shows are held in con-
junction with exhibitions of Dahlias and Gladioli
under the same management. At the September
show there is usually but a small collection of
Chrysanthemums to be seen, and the occasion under
notice was certainlynoexceptiontotherule. But little

success appears to reward the attempt to prolong
the season of the large-flowering Chrysanthemum,
by obtaining varieties that will bloom well before
autumn is commenced. Probably most people will

not see any cause for regret in this circumstance,
being of opinion that the Chrysanthemum is essen-
tially an autumn flower, that it is best appreciated
at that period, and that if it be desirable that the
flowering period be prolonged, it should be by the
means of late varieties rather than early ones.

Chrysanthemums.
The class for twenty-four bunches of Chrysanthemums, in

not fewer than eighteen varieties, was won by Mr. Eric F.
Such, The Nurseries, Maidenhead. The " bunches " consisted
of a number of sprays in each variety, dibbled into pots filled

with oocoa-nut fibre, in a similar manner to that in which
cuttings are put in—an arrangement not quite as pleasing as
the ordinary tied bunches.
The twelve blooms of Madame C. Desgranges, from Mr. J.

Weight, 87, Denmark Road, Camberwell, were of good
quality, and it was remarked that the 2nd prize collection
came from almost the same locality—Clapham.

In the stand of twelve blooms of any large-flowering
varieties, excepting M. C. Desgranges, we 'noticed that E.
Molyneux, R. Dean, and Louise were prominent. The last-

named new variety is a very uBeful one for early work. The
exhibitor of the best lot was
Miss Debenham, St. Peter's, St. Albans, won 1st place for

twelve Pompons, but the class was not remarkable. The best
six bucches of any yellow varieties.excepting M. C. Desgranges,
included Mrs. Burrell, G. Wermig, and Mrs. Hartshorn. The
collection was shown by Mr. W. C. Pagram, gr. to J.

Courtenay, Esq., The Whim, Weybridge.
For early work the following six varieties should be useful,

as they were shown in the successful stand for that number of
distinct varieties, excluding M. C. Desgranges—Miss Anna
Hartshorn, K. Dean, Louise, E. Molyneux, W. H. Lincoln, and
Madame Edward Eey. The exhibitor was Mr. Chas. Cox, gr.

to J. Trotter, Esq , Brickendon Grange, Hertford.
There were few groups of Chrysanthemum plants staged.

We noticed one from Mr. Norman Davis, Camberwell, com-
posed chiefly of plants of the white- flowered Lady Fitzwigram,
and some Ferns.
Mr. H.J.Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, had a fair-

sized group of tuberous-rooted Begonias, Ferns, Lilium lanci-
folium album, and a few Chrysanthemums, the whole being
very attractive.

Dahlias.

These were plentiful, and the quality good. Amongst the
principal exhibitors were Mr. Chas. Turner. Royal Nurseries,
Slough, who waB 1st for forty-eight blooms ; Mr. Jno. Walker,
Thame, Oxon, 1st for thirty-six blooms; Mr. Geo. Hum-
phries, The Nurseries, Chippenham, won for twenty-four
blooms; J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, 1st
for eighteen distinct bunches, &c. ; and J. Burrell & Co.,
Cambridge, 1st for twelve bunches of Pompons and others.

Collections of blooms were also shown by the trade, including
a very large one from Mr. Thos S. Ware, Hale Farm Nur-
series, near Tottenham ; others from Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons,
Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, &c.

Gladioli.

The collection of these that won 1st place, waB one from
Messrs. J. Burrell & Co., who staged a good display, but
arranged them in too stiff a manner.

Mi.cellaneous Exhibits included nice collections of fruit from
S. Spooneb & Sons, Hounslow, and J. Cheal & Sons ; hardy
flowers, fruit, .yc„ from Messrs. J. Laing &SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries; Sweet Peas, from the Brockhampton Nurseries
(W. E. Tidy, manager), &c.

Septembeb 3 —There were a few Chrysanthemums
submitted before the Floral Committee on the above
date.

Mr. John Roberts, nurseryman. Shepperton, brought a
small white - flowered sport from Madame Desgranges, of

Pompon size and shape, very free and useful for cutting from,
which the committee wished to see again. It is named
Amanda, and Mr. Roberts stated the flowers find a ready
sate in the market. From Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery,
Lewisham, came two early-flowering varieties, viz., Madame
Carmviariee, blush ; and yellow Pompon Amie Conderchet,
which the committee commended in each case.

A First-class Certificate was awarded to the white semi-
double form of Anemone japonica named Whirlwind, the
blossoms pure and semi-double, from Mr. Pritchard, nursery-
man, Christchurch. The same award was made to Messrs. J.
Laing & Son, Stanstead Nurseries, Forest Hill, for Linaria
italica, a charming frje- flowering white species; and to Apple
Red Bictingheimer, a fine fruit much tinted with red, and
partaking of the form and size of Warner's King. From Mr.
R. Owen, nurseryman, Maidenhead, came four varieties of

early-flowering Japanese Chrysanthemums, and a Vote of

Thanks was awarded. Improved cups and tubes for Chrysan-
themum blooms were shown by Dr. Walker, Wimbledon, and
Mr. Thos. Jenner, Rochester.

A committee of Dahlia experts made the following awards :

To Cactus Dahlia Mrs. A. Beok. bright salmon-red, a true

Cactus variety, with some novelty of colour. Single Dahlias

Hetty Dean and Pompon Flora, deep yellow, were very

attractive. These were from Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale
Farm Nursery, Tottenham. A First-class Certificate of

Merit was awarded to Mr. J. T. West, Comwalls, Brentwood,

for Cactus Dahlia Valkyrie, crimsjn centre, shading to rosy-

mauve and blush, very distinct, a fine Cactus type; also to

Cactus Dahlia Fusilier, pale bright Bcarlet, very distinot and
attractive, from Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., nur-

serymen, Salisbury ; also to Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, nur-

seryman, Crawley, for Cactus Dahlia Mrs. Wilson Noble,
salmon-roee, a very distinct and pleasing flower. Also to
the following varieties of Pompon Dahlias from Mr. Charles
Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, viz., Douglas, very dark
maroon, of fine shape; Fabio, yellow, heavily tipped with
bright red ; Nerisaa, soft rosy pink, very pleasing ; and
Ganymede, salmon, flushed with delicate mauve on the petal
edges.

Some attractive varieties cf the single Cactus Dahlia were
shown by Messrs. Bobbie & Co., nurserjmen, Rothesay, but
they failed to find favour with the committee.

Three very fine forms of Hybrid Gladioli were submitted for

approval by Messrs. J. Bubbell & Co., nurserymen, Cam-
bridge, and First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to
each, viz., Teres, a pale pink, flaked slightly with dark red-

dish-purple; Sunray, delicate pink, with slight flakes of

crimson
; and Blmhing Morn, delicate flesh, with a tinting of

pink—a charming variety.

NATIONAL DAHLIA.
Septembeb 6, 7.—What with the Koyal Aqua-

rium show on the 3rd, and the above exhibition of
the National Society at the Crystal Palace three
days later, the Dahlia growers bad a busy week.
The show and fancy varieties were finer at West-
minster, for the heat and closeness of the atmosphere
appeared to have told upon them towards the end of

the week, and the flowers were smaller, and less

finished. The Cactus and decorative varieties were
superb, however, and the singles and Pompon
varieties very fine.

Show Dahlias.—At the Crystal Palace, Mr. C. TrEXEB,
Royal Nursery, Slough, was an easy winner for sixty bloome,
distinct, the following being in fine character :—John Hick-
ling, a very fine yellow self ; George Rawlings, John^Standish,
an old flower, yet still a fine exhibition variety ; Gloire de
Lyon, Warrior, W. Powell, another fine yellow sell ; Harry
Turner, Willie Garratt. Mrs. Gladstone, the best bloom of his

variety in the show; Arthur Rawlings, Florence, Duchess of

York, a charming tipped flower ; Grand Sultan, Alice Emily,
Burgundy, Mabel Tranter, a very pleasing soft primrose- yellow
self; Mrs. Saunders, one of the best fancies, yellow, tipped
with white ; Diadem. John Walker, the finest white sell

;

Maud Fellows, a charming light flower ; R. T. Bawlings, and
Shottesham Hero, heavily tipped with rosy-purple, very good.

Mr. John Walkeb, nurseryman, Thame, Oxon, was a good
2nd ; and Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., Salisbtfry, 3rd.

With forty-eight blooms, Mr. Turner was again placed 1st,

a few of the finest flowers in the stand being Warrior, Alice

Emily, Hope, George Rawlings, R. T. Rawlings, James Vick,
Shottesham Hero, John Bennett, Mathew Campbell. Plea-

saunce, very bright; and Mrs. Gladstone, Mr. J. Walkeb
was again 2nd ; and Messrs. Keynes & Co., 3rd.
With thirty-Bix blooms, Mr. George HUMPHRIES, nursery-

man, Cheltenham, came to the fore, having well-developed

bloomsof Comedian, Self, Duke of File, Willie Keith, Miss
Cannell, William Powell, Harry Turner, Duchess of Albany.

John Walker, R. T. Rawlings, Mrs. Mortimer, and Queen of

the Belgians ; Mr. J. T. West. Cornwalls, Brentwood, was
2nd; and Messrs. J. Saltmarsh & SONS, nurserymen,

Chelmsford, 3rd.

With twenty-four varieties, Messrs. Saltmarsh & Sosa
were 1st, with a very good stand, their leading flowers being

Colonist, J. Hickling, A. Rawlings, R. T. Rawlings, John
Walker, Prince of Denmark, William Rawlings. and Alice

Emily ; Mr. J. T. West, who was 2nd, had the following very

good, W. Powell, John Walker, Harry Turner, Queen of the

Belgians, Shirley Hibberd, Miss Cannell, John Hickling, and

Mrs. Gladstone ; Mr. G. Humphries was 3rd.

With twelve blooms, Messrs. J. Cheal Sl Sons. Lowfield

Nursery, was 1st, the stand containing good examples of Mrs.

Gladstone, W. Rawlings, Arthur Ocock, George Rawlings,

R. T. Rawlings, and John Walker; Mr. Arthur, Florist,

Romford, was 2nd.
In the amateurs' division for twenty-four blooms, Mr.

Thomas Hobbj, Lower Easton, Bristol, who has been showing

remarkably well this season, was 1st, with capital blcoms of

Henry Glasscock, Duchess of Albany, John Henahaw, Alice

Emily, Hartie King, Prince of Denmark, Harry Turner, T. W.
Girdleatone, Geo. Rawlings, Mrs. Gladstone, and Willie

Keith; Mr. L. Fewkes, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, was

2nd ; and Mr. T. Anstiss, Brill, 3rd.

With twelve blooms, exclusive of fancies, Mr. A. Starling,

gr. to H. H. Raphael, Esq., Havering, was 1st, his leading

flowers being John Walker, Wm. Rawlings, J. T. West,

James Vick, R. T. Rawlings, Colonist, and T. W. Girdlestone ;

Mr. J. GURNEY Fowler. South Woodford, was 2nd. With

six blooms the 1st prize fell to Mr. E. JEFFEBIES, Langley.

Chippenham ; Mr. J. Gilbert, Freshwater, Isle of W ght.

was 2nd.

Fancy Dahlias.—Ml. T. Anstiss, Brill, had the best twelve

blooms, Dandy, Prince Henry, Mrs. Saunders, and Matthew

Campbell being very good ; Mr. S. Cooper, Chippenham, was

2nd. For six blooms, Mr. A. Starling was 1st, and Mr. E.

Jffferies 2nd.

In the open classes for Dahlias in colours, the best six blooms

of any dark variety was Willie Keith, from Mr. C. Turner ;

Mr. S. Mortimer. Farnbam, was 2nd with James Cocker.

Several other varieties were shown. The best light, not

yellow, were those of John Walker from Mr. Walker ; Mr.

S. MoRTLMER was 2nd with Mrs. Gladstone. There were

other exhibitors, but these two varieties only were shown.

The best six blooms of a yellow came from Mr. Walker, who

bad W. Powell ; Mr. Mostimek was 2nd with John Hickling.
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S. T. Bawlings and Buttercup were also shown. The best-

tipped Dahlia was Mrs. Saunders, six excellent blooms being

shown by Mr. M. V. Ssaiz, Sevenoaks; Mr. MoBXQtHB came
2nd with Mrs. X. Hall?. Mr. G. Htjjipjteizs had the best six

blooms of a striped Dahlia, showing Frank Pearee in very fine

character ; Mr. J. Walker was 2nd with Matthew Campbell.

The best-edged Dahlia was Miss Cannell, from Mr. J. Walker
;

Mr. J. T. West coming 2nd with his namesake.

Cactus Dahlias. — In order that only true forms oi the

Cactus type should be shown in this class, a list is published in

the schedule of prizes of those eligible for exhibition in this

class. With eighteen varieties in bunches of six blooms. Messrs.

J. Cheat, & Soys were 1st, having superb examples of Mrs.

Wilson Jfoble (new), very fine ; Harmony, Earl of Pembroke,
Delicata, Lady Penzance, Matchless, May Pi?tor, Bertha Maw-
ley, Countess of Gosford. Mrs, Gordon Slcane (new), and Purple
Prince. Messrs. Kzvyss & Co. were 2nd, having different

from the foregoing :—Fusilier (newj, very fine ; Mrs. Barres,

very pretty; Grenadier, and Boyal George, 3rd, Mr. C
TrsyES. With twelve bunches, Messrs. J. BrsREXi & Co,,

nurserymen, Cambridge, were 1st, having Gloriosa, Countess
of Gosford, Earl of Pembroke, Mrs. Peart, Delicata, Lady
Penzance, Mayor TT^qki^ Bobert Cannell, and Mary Hillier.

Mr. J. T. West, was 2nd, having fine bnnches of Miss A.
Kightingale (new), Miss Annie Jones (new), Mary Hillier,

Gloriosa, Matchless, and Delicata.

Decorative Dahlias.—In the <*1ft=« for twelve bunches, no
Cactus variety could be shown, but Mr. C. TrsyEB had to be
disqualified through inadvertently staging a Cactus form.
Messrs. J. Cheat, & Soys had the best twelve bnnches, the
most striking varieties being Arthur Cheal, Chancellor Swayne,
Mrs. Hawkins, Harry Freeman, Maid of Kent, Amebian, and
Lady Primrose. Mr. M. V. Seals was 2nd, having, of good
varieties distinct from the foregoing, Baron Schroder, Mar-
chioness of Bute, and Sir Boger.
Pomj.cn Dahlias.— There were very few shown, Mr. C.

Ttrxer taking the 1st prize far a collection of small-sized
flowers, beautifully fresh and bright, including Xerissa, Fabio,
Bacchus, Ganymede, Douglas, Purity, Geo. Brinckman, Buy
Bias, Jessica, Crystabella, Eric, Amber, and Iola. edged with
bright purple ; 2nd, Messrs. Ketses &. Co. .their best varieties
being Madge. Tommy Keith, Irene. Arthur West, Lilian,
Janet, and ModeL
With twelve bunches, Messrs. J. Brasrxi, k. Co. were 1st;

and Mr. J. T. West 2nd.
Single Dahlias,—These still hold their own, and they were

shown in very fine condition in twenty-four bunches, Messrs.
J. Cheal & Soys were placed 1st, the most distinct being
Miss Henshaw, GuEelma. M. C. C, Formosa, Mi« Glasscock,
MssKoberts, Victoria, Phyllis. Marion Hood, and Northern
Star; 2nd, Mr. Seale, who had in good character, distinct
from the foregoing, Mrs, Parrot, Miss Jeffries. Duchess of
Albany, W. C. Harvey, Eclipse, and Evelyn. There was no
entry in the class for twelve bunches.
Cactus and Decorative Dahlias.—With twelve bunches, Mr.

J. Stredwtce:, St. Leonards, was 1st, having very good
bunches of Gloriosa, Delicata, Countess of Gosford, Bertha
Mawley. Harmony. Juarezi, and Lady Penzance ; Mr. E.
Brown, gr. to M. W. MoBRTS. Esq., Hokey, was 2nd. With
sax bunches, three blooms of each, Mr. E, Mawxey, Berk-
hamsted, was 1st; and Mr. S. Cooper 2nd. With six
varieties of Cactus only, Mr. J. Stredwice was 1st ; and Mr.
E. Bsowy 2nd.

Messrs. H. Cayy-Eii, & So>"3 offered prizes far four bunches of
Cactus Dahlias sent out by themselves, Mr. W. Mist being the
only exhibitor, and took the 1st prize.

^
ft pom Dahlias, Amateurs.—With six varieties in bunches,

Mr. J. T. Hrosoy, Gmmersbury, was 1st with some excellent
flowers

; Mr. J. Stszdwice taking the 2nd prize. With six
bunches, six blooms in each. Mr. S. Cooper came 1st, and Mr.
G. Wtatt. Twickenham, 2nd.
Single Dahlias. Amateurs.—la the class for six bunches, ten

blooms of each. Mr. T. W. GrsuLESToyE, Sunningdale. was
- Kitty, Soubrette. Golden Locks, Dearest, Prince 0*

Wales, and a seedling; Mr. C. Ossny, Sutton, was 2nd.
With six bunches, six blooms in each, Mr. E. Mawley was
1st, and Mr. W. Parrott. Sevenoaks, 2nd. With twelve
varieties of single fancy Dahlias, Messrs. J. Cheal &. Soys
were the only exhibitors, and they had Phyllis, Mrs. Harris,
Fred Leslie, Alice Searle, Mrs. Wythes, Miss Glasscock, May
Sharpe, Dearest, and James Scobie in excellent form.

Seedling Dahlias.—Certificates of Merit were awarded to the
following : Show Dahlia Yellow Globe, bright yellow, -«ith
amber centre, six fine blooms of excellent quality "being shown
(G. Harris, Orpington); Cactus, Beatrice, bright pinkish-
lilac, true Cactus, very distinct and attractive (C. TCRyER,
Slough) ; Cactus, Henry Stredwick, dull crimson, flushed with
maroon, becoming brighter with age, true Cactus (J. Stred-
wich. St. Leonards); Cactus, Mrs. Mount, brilliant scarlet, with
slight dark shading, true Cactus ; Mrs, Wilson Xoble, salmon-
rose, very distinct, and extra fine, a true Cactus (J. Chtlt) &
Soys) ; Cactus,Miss Annie Jones, bright pale scarlet, a trueform;

- ; A. >"ightingale, salmon-red, deepening in colour,
very distinct, true Cactus (J. T. West. Brentwood) ; Mrs. A.
Beck, bright pale orange-red, a fine true type (T. S. Ware) ;

Fusilier, soft salmon-red, distinct and true ; Grenadier, pale
scarlet, very fine, ani eff=:t:ve ; and Boyal George, lively
salmon-lilac and rose, true Cactus, very distinct (KEyyES,
Williaxs Jr. Co., Salisbury). To Pompons, Douglas, bright
deep maroon, small, fine shape ; Kerissa, s-aft rosy-pink, very

g, =mall ; and Ganymede, salmon, flushed on the edge
of the petals with delicate miuve (C. Ttzsteb). Pompons,
Baseball, pale ground, heavily tipped with crinason-purj;:-,

one shape, tery pretty (J. Cheal Sl Sosj. Sing'.r Soft rette,

-
.-: and pencilled with crimson and maroon.

- Bttaet, fine form T. W. GTRDt^SToys); and single.

Beauty's Eye, soft pink, -with a ring of orange-crimson round
a golden centre (E. Mawxet). The foregoing awards were
made by a large committee of Dahlia experts.

Of m iszt-Laneous exfttous there were a large number, Messrs.

J. Laisg & Soys, Forest Hill leading the way with a group

of Camellias and one of Gloxinia?, the latter from seeds sown
in spring, all showing high quality. Mr. M. Prltcharb,
nurseryman, Christchureh, had a collection of hardy cut

fiowers; Messrs. Dobbie & Co., seedsmen, Bothesay and
Orpington, had cat Dahlias of various types, including a
coilection of the single Cactus types; Messrs, H. Caxstt.t, &
Soys, Swanley, a collection of bunches of Cactu: and decorative

Dahlias; Messrs. Cheat. & Soys, several stands of the same ;

Mr. T. S, Ware, Tottenham, a large collection of Dahlias,

forming an important feature ; and Messrs. J. Peed & Soys,
Lower Xorwood, Dahlias and cut hardv fiowers.

GLASGOW HORTICULTURAL.
It was admitted on ail hands that the excellence

of the exhibits generally at the recent enow vr&i

equal to anything that has been seen in the West of

Scotland previously ; the enthusiasm of the citizenB

hag been aroused somewhat by the attention now
given to horticulture in the case of parks and
botanic gardens. The nurserymen and florists did

much to make the display a good one.

Enclosing the orchestra was a great display of fine-foliage

and fiowering-plants, staged by Messrs.lArsTiy & McArsTXix,
who also had two tables with choice selections on each.

Messrs. Thyse made their usual exhibits of Crotons,

Draesnas, and Palms, and other suitable plants, including
numerous Lilies interspersed in the exhibit, which enhanced
its appearance.

A table of choice plants came from Mr. Dewas, the Curator
of the Botanic Garden, who throws great energy into the work
of the exhibitions. His table was rich with Marantas, Bego-
nias, Alocasias, AUoplectus Lynchii. Zingibers, and other
species.

The tables furnished by gardeners in competition were all

arranged with taste, but variety was to some extent wanting,
Crotons, though of the finest colour, should not be included in
a group without any regard to proportion. Mr. Hrsn
McGutlet, gardener, Langside, was 1st.

Orchids were few in number, but the plants were good and
well-flowered. Mr. D. Wrxsoy, gr., Westmount, was 1st for
three plants. Odontcglossum Pescatorei had one spike of
large size, with fiowers finely developed. Mr. Geo. WEsroy,
?::.:;::-;;, ^ii :;:. Tie ecm; etition far due OrchiSirBS
only engaged in by three exhibitors. Ferns were not so
numerous as at some former exhibitions, but the excellence
of the plants was remarkable. The Gleichenias oE Mr. Johs
Mitchell were excellent.

Cct Flowees.
Passing to the adjoining hall, a grand display of cut fiowers

was seen. Much labour had been expended by the exhibitors
in protecting their flowers from the drenching rains. Mr.
Forbes, nurseryman, Hawick, had a display of spikes of
Hollyhocks, Antirrhinums, Jtc., and Carnations in quantity.

Gladiolus were as fine as we have seen them in Scotland.
Mr. Sxtth's Is: prize stand was remarkable for cleanness,

size, and fine form. Mr-M-CAiLPBELL. nurseryman. Blantyre,
had a large and choice selection of Carnations, Cannas, &-.
His bunthes of Carnation Valkyrie were much admired.
Cannas rich in colour were Madame Soubeyrand, Lutea
splendens, Exploratur Crampel, an! Madame Crozy. Mr.
Campbell had also a capital collection of Dahlias.

In another hill Mr. CtTHBESTSoy had a display of

herbaceous plants, Liliums. Phloxes, Helianthus in variety,

Tritomss, Coreopsis lanceolata (one of the bast fiowers on this

gorgeous table, 26 feet long), Pansies in quantity, and their
new Violas, Mrs. B, K. MitchsU, William Haig," and Sweet-
ness, were well exhibited. Mr. Smellte's Pansies, in such
variety, made a great show; Viola sprays filled long tables.

Messrs. Doebte & Co., of Bothesay, staged a large exhibit,

embracing great variety. Cannas were very attractive ; Qaeen
Charlotte. Midame Crozy. and Premier de Neice are very
zze'-'j varieties; Cactns Dahlias, including su:h attractive

varienes as Sir Walter Scott. Daody Dinmont, and Pirate,

were beautiful an! distinct. This exhibit was backed with a
selection of Fuchsias in pots. A selection of Celery, red and
white Leeks, and Onions was also shown by Messrs. Doeble.

Asters, Sweet Peas. Marigolds were passed, and then we
paused to see'the fine exhibits oi Bcses. Messrs, Cocseb &
Soys. Aberdeen, had a 1st prize lot, which at any season

would be considered first-rate; Captain Hayward, Caroline

Testout, Mrs, J. Laing, Gustave Piganneau, Alice Brunner,

Louis van Houtte, and Prince Arthur were amongst the finest

blooms. Mr. Ceoix. Dundee, had a good collection, being 2nd.

FBrrr.

There was the usual excitement over the exhibits of fruit.

The display of Grapes was equal to that cf former years.

Black Hamburghs were remarkably fine in colour and size of

berry, as well as in bunch. Mr. MEyziES, Dunipace Gardens,
was again 1st, a position which he has held for three seasons

past ; Mr. "Weite, the CasUe, Largs, was a good 2nd.

In a class for any Grape other than Black Hamburgh, Mr.
THOSCSOy, gr. at Wheatlands, had a pair of grand bunches of

Muscat Hamburgh, which excelled the Alicantes, Madresr.eli

Court, and others; Muscat of Alexandria was largely repre-

sented. Mr. Kipp was 1st with fine examples from Carbery
Towers; Mr. McCoyDCHLE. Cameron House, was a good 2nd.
In the class of torn bunches Mr. Leslie, Pitcullen, Perth, was

1st, his Madresfield Court, Muscats, Alicantes, and Gro= Moroc
being of great merit; Mr. McCoxochie was a close 2nd.

The callectioris of fruit were good. Mr. D. Muebat, Cul-

zean, was 1st for thirteen dishes, all of much excellence, a

good smooth Cayenne Pintapple, capital Noblesse Peaches,

Elruge and Pineapple Nectarines, were amang the be3t fruits

which this exhibitor ever tabled ; we have seen finer Grapes

from Culzean, Mr. McBeax, Craigends, was 2nd, his Grapes
being his best dishes.

In the class for six sorts. Mr. Leslie, Perth, was 1st, hii

Peaches were remarkably fine ; Muscat and Black Hamburgh
Grapes good ; Mr. Halixday was 2nd. Melons were nume-
rous and were judged uncut. Peaches were finely coloured,

and Mr. McBea>-*s six fruits were large, and had 1st prize.

Plums aadoutside fruit generally was sot of more than average
in quality. Apples of the larger kitchen sirts were very fine

and more highly coloured than we should have expected. Mr.
Sunn, Boselea, had two dozen splendid Apples.

Vegetables were excellent. Mr. MoBeas had 1st prize for

thirteen sorts, which were of the highest merit, and the Veitch
Memorial Prize was also awarded him. The 2nd prize went to

Mr. Bsowy, gr., Houston, for a collection little inferior to

MeBeak's. In the class for six sorts, Mr. McBeas was 1st,

ana Mr. Bsowy, 2nd, for Messrs. SrrToy's prizes. Celery,

Onions, Leeks, Carrots, and the fifty pots of Parsley, were of

finest quality. Altogether, the exhibition was satisfactory

to all.

The judging of baskets of flower bouquets, sprays, crosses,

&c , which was done by ladies, require much patience and
knowledge, as the numbers and variety were bewildering.

A novelty in economics was the exhibit of teakwood pots,

Orchid stakes, &c.,from Mr. JosySToy, Paisley. The dark-

ness of the Standrey Halls is much against the appearance o
such a grand display.

[The term "accumulated temperatore " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fair, for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree*' signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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1
4 - 158 - ^ + 24S 7 - 122 116 4 63 51

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, X. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England. E-;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S,

Princxoal Grazing, $e.. Districts—6. Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, If.W. ; S, England, S.W.; 9. L-eland, N.;
10. Ireland. S. ; *Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending September 7, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

" Tbe weather continued very fine and dry generally over
the great- r part of England until the night of the 6th, when
severe thunderstorms, accompanied by heavy rain and hail,

were experienced over our southern and eastern counties. In
most parts of Ireland, Scotland, and the north-west of England
the conditions were again unsettled, frequent rain alternating

with fine, bright inter*"il=.

" The temperature exceeded the mean in all districts, the
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excess being as much as 4° or 5° over eastern, southern, and
central England. The highest of the maxima, which were
recorded on rather irregular dates, varied from 85° in ' Eng-
land, E.,' 84° in the * Midland Counties/ and 83° in ' England,
8.,' to 72° in 'Ireland, S.,' aad 71° in 'Scotland, N. and WV
The lowest of the minima were registered at the beginning of
the week over England, but towards its close over Ireland and
Scotland ; they raDged from .14° to 38° in Scotland, from 40°
to 42° in Ireland, and from 38° to 46° over England; in the
1 Channel Islands' the lowest reading waa 61°.
" The rainfall waa less than the mean in most districts, but

just equalled it in 'England, E. and S.,' and exceeded it in
' Scotland, N. : and ' England, N.WV At all our most southern
and south-eastern stations, the only rain occurred during the
thunderstorm noted above, when large amounts were reported
in ninny place".

"The bright sunshine exceeded the mean in all districts
excepting ' Scotland, N.' The percentage of the possible dura-
tion ranged fiom 63 in ' England, S.' and the ' Channel Islands,'

and 62 in ' England, E.,' to 40 in 'England, N.E.' and over
Ireland, 35 in ' England, N.W.,' and 28 in ' Scotland, N.'

"

Markets.

CO VENT GARDEN, September 12.

[We oannot aocept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preoeding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluotuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed. 1

Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arams, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches ...

— French p. bn.

Bouvardias.per bun

.

Carnations, per 12

blooms
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Euoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lavender, doz. bun.
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen blooms ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

s. d. s.d.

2 0-40

3 0-60
6-10
6-10

10-30

10-20

4 0-90
16-26
2 0-40
6-16
6-16

6 0-90

0-4

9-16

0-6
10-30

Mignonette, per 12
bunches

Orohids :—
Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo n toglossum

crispum.,12 blm.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunoh
— 12 sprays

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz.— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),
doz bunches

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

. d, s. d.

10-40

I 0-15

10-60

0-8

6-2 6

0-4
0-4
2-0 6

Orohid-BLOOM in variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

Apples, per bush.... 10-20
— dessert, in va-
riety, per half

sieve 2 0-30
Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 40 0-45
Damsons, half sieve 16-19
Figs, per dozen ... 6-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 25 28
Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 13-16
— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Museata ... 10-20

Grapes, Guernsey...
Melons, each
Pine-apples, St. Mi-

ehael, each
Peaches, 1st size, doz
— 2nd size ,,

— 3rd size ,,

Pears, per bush. ...

Plums, half sieve ...

Plums. Pott's seed-

ling, half sieve ...

d. s.d.

6-0 9
0-16

0-6
0-6
0-3
9- 1

0-4
6-3

Plabts in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz.

Aspidistra, per doz.
— specimen,each

Asters, per dozen
pots

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Coleus, per dozen... 2
Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracfena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1— various, doz. 5

d. s. d.

0-13
0-30
0-15

3 0-60

0-12
6-4
0-10
0-7 6

24

0-24
6-3
0-12

I. a. s.d.

Fious elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30
Fuchsias, per doz. .. 11-60
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24
Lilium Harrisii, per
dozen pate ... 12 0-18

Lilium lancifolium 12 0-21
Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, (scar-

lets), doz 2 6-40

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. M.d.

Beans, Runners, per
bushel 10-1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6
Cucumbers, per doz. 1 C- 1 6

Marrows, veg., per
tally of 5 doz. ... 10-1 6

s.d. s.d.
Mushrooms, per lb. 10-13
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey ,,

3 0-36
2 0-26
16-20

POTATOS.

Best simples, good demand at £t to £4 10s. ; ordinary, £ ) 10s,

to £3. Supplies heavy. /. B. Thomas,

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Boroug-h : Sept. 10.—Quotations:—Carrots, Is. 9i. to 3s; 6d.

per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. Qd. to is. per tag ; Onions,

2s. Qd. to 4s. Qd. p=r big; Horaeradith, la. t) V. 5d. t e

bundle; Apples, Is. Qd. to 4s. per bushel; Pears, Is. 9cf. to

2s. Qd. per bushel ; Plums, 2s. to 2s. Qd. per half-sieve.

Spitalfields: Sept. 10. — Quotations : Scarlet Beans,
Is. Qd. to 2s. per bushel ; Vegetable Marrows, 2s. to 2s. Qd. per
tally ; Cabbages, 4s. to 5s. per tally ; Onions, 3s. to 3s. Qd. per
bag; Carrots, 3s. to 2s. Qd. per dozen bunches; Turnips,
2s. Qd. to 3s. per dozen bunches ; Horseradish, Is. per bundle ;

Apples, Keswick Codlins, Is. Qi. to 2s. per bushel; do., Coun-
cillors, 2s. to 2s. Qd. do. ; Luffingtons, 2s. to 2s. Qd. do.

Stratford, Sept. J 1.—There has been a fair supply of all

kinds of fruit and vegetables, but trade has been rather slow :

—Cabbages, 2s. to 5s. per tally ; Cauliflowers, Is. to Is. Qd.

per dozen; do., 5s. to It. per tally; Turnips, 2s. Qd. to 3s.

per dozen bunches; Carrots, household, 25s. to 30s. per ton;
Is. to Is. Qd. per dozen bunches; Mangels, 15s. to 18s. per
ton ; Swedes, 17s. to 20s. do. ; Onions, English, Is. to Is.Gd. per
dozen bunches ; do., Dutch, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per bag ; do., Ghent,
2s. Qd. to 2s. 9d. per case; do., Port, 4s. Qd. to os. Qd. do ;

Apples, English, cookers, Is. to 2s. Qd. per bushel; do,
dessert, 2s. to 4*. per bushel ; Watercresses, 5s. to 6s. per
hamper; Plums, ordinary. Is. 3d. to 2s. Qd. per half-sieve;
do., Victorias, 2s. to 2s, 9rf. per half-sieve; Greengages, 4s,

to 4s. Qd. per half-sieve ; Damsons, Is. 9d, to 2s. 3d. per half-

sieve ; Tomatos, English, 2s. to 3s. per peck; foreign, Is. 9d.

to 2s. per box ; Cucumbers, frame, Is. to 2s. Qd. per dozen

;

do., field, 4d. to Qd. per dozen; Beans, Scarlet, Is. 3d. to 2s.

per bushel; do., 2s. Qd. to 3s. Qd. per bag; Beetroot, 2s. to
3s. per dozen bunches ; Celery, Is. to Is. 3d. per roll ; Parsley,

Is. to Is. Qd. per dozen bunches.

Fakringdon : Sept. 12.—Quotations :— Apples, Manx
Codlin, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per bushel ; Golden Knobs, 3s. per
half-bushel; Pears, Williams, 3s. Qd. to 4s. per half-bushel;
Hazel do., 3s. per bushel ; Peaches, 6s. per case

;

Grapes, Spanish, 7s. per barrel, white ; 9s. Qd. do.
black ; Plums, blue, 2s. Qd. per half-bushel ; best, 4s. Qd. per
half-bushel; Tomatos, 3s. per basket of 12 lb. ; Cucumbers,
2s. per dozen ; Cauliflowers, Is. Qd. to 2s. per dozen ; Cabbages,
Is. Qd. per dozen ; Beans, 3s. per bushel ; Marrows, Is. per
dozen; Turnips, 3s. per dozen bunches; Carrots, 3s. per dozen
bunches; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 3ti.perbundle; Beetroot, 3s. Qd.

per doz. bunches ; Onions, 2s. per bag ; Mint, Thyme, 3s. per
dozen bunches ; Sage, 2s. per dozen ; Parsley, 3s. do.

3 0-60
4-06

2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

3 0-60
10-16

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week :—
Clover, prime, 90s. to 110*. ; do., inferior, 50s. to 80s. ; hay,

beat, 60s. to 90s. ; do., inferior, 36*. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to

92s. Qd. ; and Straw, 20s. to 38s. per load.

Mr
rmpondenk

•.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.
.* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions

demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect

to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.

Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or

Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Apples: R.N. Apples are frequently preserved by
drying for future use in this country. The methods
of doing this have been repeatedly written upon in

these pages, and we may refer you to our issue for

Dec. 5, 1891, p. 680 and p. 53 of same volume. In
the latter page is also figured a very convenient

machine for evaporating fresh fruit. It is manu-
factured by Ph. Mayfarth & Co., Frankfurt, and
may be had in suitable sizes for treating small or

large quantities. One of these machines was at

Chiswick for some time, and the result was very

satisfactory. Further references in Gardeners'

Chronicle are Sept. 10, 1893, p. 30S, and Oct. 22,

1892, p. 497. You might obtain all information

in regard to fruit evaporation by writing to Mr.

A. Ludwig, F.K.H.S., 16, Mincing Lane, LondoD,

B.C.

Astees : G. S. Your Aster roots are attacked by

grubs allied to these of the Cockchafer, probably

those of the Cockchafer itself. R. McL.

Bebbebis: Dummy. Please catch the insect, and we

will endeavour to name it for you.

Books : E. F. B. 1, The London Market Gardens,

by C. W. Shaw, published at 37, Southampton

S'.reet, Covent Garden, W.C. This book may not

give you all the information you require, but it is

the best we can recommend you. 2, Handy Book

of Bees, by A. Pettigrew, published by Wm. Black-

wood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Cabnations : A. J. H. Impossible to form an
opinion ; the flowers were dried to tinder.

Employment in Amebica oa the Colonies : Gar-
dener. We possess no convenient means by which
to transfer young gardeners from situations in
England to similar employment in America or the
colonies. There are vacancies frequently arising
for suitable men in such places, as evidenced by
advertisements which appear in this and other
Journals. You would do well to advertise, or
write to some of the leading nurserymen in the
country you wish to remove to.

Ficos elastica : J. E. P., Altrincham. The plants of

Ficus elastica were probably grown on bottom-
heat or in a very warm house before you got
them, and the change has caused the damage to

the young growths. When the plants get estab-
lished with you they will no doubt thrive.

Fuchsias : W. R. Flowers quite withered ; send
them to some grower of these plants.

Haw's Patent Watbeinq-can : W. C, Jamaica.
These cans may be obtained through most of the
horticultural sundriesmen.

Mulbebby Leaves : E, C. C. D, Not at all un-
common, especially on the stronger growing
shoots.

Mommy Pea : H. Stark nonsense, often exposed in

these columns. The Peas are " fasciated," as often
happens when plants are grown vigorously. The
condition has become hereditary. The plant has
been figured in our columns as the Crown IVa.

Names of Fboits : (see notice under Names of Plants).

Croft. 1, Blenheim Orange; 2. Court of Wick;
3, Cellini; 4, Manx Codlin; 5, Golden Noble;
6, Fearn's Pippin ; 7, Dumelow's Seedline.

—

J. P.
1, Hawthornden ; 2, Ribston Pippin; 3. Emperor
Alexander ; 4, Cellini ; 5. Gloria Mundi ; 6,

Small's Admirable.

—

J. A, F. 1, New Hawthorn-
den; 2. Tower of Glamis ; 3, Lord Grosvenor ; 5,

Lord Derby; 6, Dimelow's Seedling.

—

C. E. 1,

Graveastein ; 2, 3, not recognised
; you should

send better specimens.— T. K, Apple Yellow
Ingestre. Pears small, and partly decayed. We
cannot name such fruit.

—

H. Humphreys. Pear
Beurre Clairgeau.

—

A. J. B. Peaches all bruised

beyond recognition during transit.

—

F. Y. The
Grapes sent are undoubtedly Black Hamburghs,
but not yet quite ripe ; other fruit next week.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
Bloomfield. 1, Chrysanthemum lacustre ; 3, Tra-
descantia virginica ; 4, Agathea ccelestis ; 5, Mont-
bretis crocosmiflora ; 7, Kerria japonica ; 8, Ley-
cesteria formosa ; 9, Asphodelus luteus. Two had no
labels, one Solidago canadensis, the other Alstro-

meria psittacina.— 5. W. O. H. Clethra arborea.—Northleigh. Cseialpinia pulcherrima.

—

S. R. 1,

Spiral Douglasi ; 2, Asclepias incarnata ; 3,

Dracocepbalum virginianum ; 4, Centaurea ma-
crocephala; 5, Kerria J3ponica variegata ; 6,

Periploca graeca.— C. A. Datura Stramonium,
Thorn Apple.— C. W. 1, Spinea Thunbergi

;

2, Euonymus radicans ; 3, Retinospora squarrosa
;

4, E'aeagnus pungens var. ; 5, Olearia Haaiti ;

6, Skimmia japonica. — Mrs. H. Hieracium
aurantiacum.

—

G. H. S, 1, Codonopsis ovata (see

fig. .09) ; 2, Scutellaria, probably S. columnse; 3

Flu. 59.—CODONOI'SIS OVATA : FLOWERS PALE BLUE, FETID.

Hieracium tunutUcum ; 4, probably Psammiiia

Hookeriaaa, allied to Vaccinium ; 5, Genista

tinctoria ; 6, A«trantia major , 7. Durauu Piu-

mierii.

—

H. F.. L»-it. Zygopetalum Mackayil,
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Nectabdte on Peach-tree": James Vert. Such a
circumstance does not commonly occur, but in-

stances have again and again been recorded. We
have observed one case this season ourselves in

the nursery of Mr. Walker at Ham Common,
where both fruits were to be seen on the same
shoot. We were afterwards informed by Mr.
Walker that the fruit had fallen during Btoning.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle for July 13 last, we
figured a composite fruit with well-defined sec-

tions of Peach and Nectarine, and this we think
is even more remarkable than the other case. It

goes to prove that there is no real or botanical

difference between the fruits, and the one may
revert to the other upon occasion, but at present
we have no knowledge as to the precise circum-
stances that tend to this reversion.

" Nicholson's Dictionary "
: X. C. It would be a

very large book indeed that contained the name
of every plant. Mr. Nicholson's Dictionary pro-

fesses only to include the names of plants that are

worth cultivating in gardens, and a very liberal

idea has been followed in regard to such. Senecio
viscoses and Chenopodium polyspermum are

British plants—weeds, if we may use the term,

and descriptions of them may be found in Bentham
and Hooker's British Flora. Nicotiana rustica is a
pood name, and is mentioned in the Treasury of
Botany, and later in Index Kewensis, the standard
work on horticultural nomenclature.

Packing Gbapes : Old Packer. In our opinion the

method you describe is not a good one. There
should be much less material about the fruit, no
tjing at the ends, and the bunches should not
be laid on top of each other, as it would appear
from your description they are placed, in the case

you speak of. Many excellent systems of packing
Grapes for railway transit have been described

and figured in these columns. See reference given
to a correspondent in our last isiue.

Plums: B. X. H. The Silver-leaf disease— the
cause is not known. There is no fungus.

Boots : J. McL., Ireland, Dynamite, or gunpowder,
but preferablythe former, is frequently used in order
to blow up the roots of large trees, which have
been felled, and by such means a great saving in

labour is made. If you have had no previous
experience in such an operation, however, we
cannot advise you to employ these explosives,

unless you obtain the assistance of some one who
thoroughly understands their use.

Soixs : K. M. G. We do not undertake to analyse
soils, but you would probably obtain the analysis
of a sample by sending it to Dr. Dyer, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C. The fee will be from
one to two guineas.

Vinebt Infested With Insict Pests : T. 0. Prom
the description you give of the leaves it is likely

that most of the injury results from red-spider,
but if thrips and scale are very numerous also,

there will be considerable difficulty experienced in
saving the appearance of the Gros Colmar Grapes.
Ton might try the sulphur cure in order to get rid

of the spider, adopting the usual method of heat-
ing the hot-water pipes very hot at night, and
daubing them over with sulphur, at the same time
keeping the house closed during the operation.
As the Grapes are colouring, you must be careful
in any process that it be not overdone. Sponge
the foliage frequently, and if time is not available
to go over all the foliage, spoDge around each
bunch of fruit, and when the crop has been
gathered, more drastic methods can be adopted.

CoMMT^MCATIoys Received.—National Nurseryman Publish-
ing Company.—C. de B.—J. H. V.—B. P.—Osman & Co.—
M. D.—A. V— G. A. T.—C. H. A.—Bovelli freres.— G. SI.
Ponici.—E. B.—H. J. C—A. B.—Harrison Weir.—J. B. D.,
California.—Messrs. Backhouse.—B. S. & J., Ld —C. C—
G. H.—B. W.—J. P. & Sons—T. F.—W. E. G.—G. V. C—
P. F.—Le S.—H. M. (with thanks).—J. D—P. 1L—B. D.—
B. J. L.—Sidney Burton.—J. M.—L. L.—H. P.—A. H.—
H. W. W.—3. OB.—N. E. B.—W. E. B.—W.E. Gumbleton.
—C. C. (section of wood received with thanks)., and others.

CONTINUED INCREASE in (he CIRCULATWN OF THE
••gardeners: chronicle/'

Impobtajtt to Advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-
faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the •• Gardeners
Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased, to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.
Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

COBNTBY GE-MLEMEy. AHD ALL CLASSES OF eARDEXEEU
and eARDEH-LOVEBS at home, that it has a specially large
rOREIeH ASTD COLOSIAL CIBCTJLATIOH, and that it is

preserved lor rejertnee in all the principal Libraries.

PETBOLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, Sem-

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Worts,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince ot Wales.

WARE & SONS' »«££5£lu.

FLOWER POTS

Est&b. Hundreds of
jtimoniaj.s,

application.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on beBt terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

GREAT REDUCTION ih FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. G
6 feet long, 3 feet wide (

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

azed and Paioted. £ s. d.

CASH '
2
2 5

PRICES, 4

CARRIAGE -2 15
4 15

PAID.
, 5 12 6

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
£«>nii^^CT!,Mr.H.SKELTOiT

1
See4ainan,*cM2,HollowayBd.,N.

G
H

BOUND COMPASSES, LOW'S PATENT.
Particulars on application to

—

W. LOW, Kuston Gardens, Thetford.

ORTICULTU RAL COKE
Delivered to any Station.

For prices, apply to G. J. EVESON, Birmingham.

FORCE your STRAWBERRIES in JADOO
FIBRE. Brings oat flavour and increases the yield.

8s. per 3-busbel sack. Special rates per ton. Obtainable
through any Nurservman.—For further particulars apply to

JADOO LIMITED, 54. High Street. Exeter.

THE "PICK-QUICK" FRUIT CATHERER
(PATENT).

Undoubtedly the simplest and most efficient implement yet
introduced, "indispensable to all who prefer their Apples
and Pears unblemished.
Of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen. Wholesale of the

Manufacturers,

OSMAN & CO, 132 & 134, Commercial Street,
London, £.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically

everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, tent

GHomic staples as fixed. post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, F.C.,

Manufacturers of the "' Marriott " Bicj cles and Tricycles.

CATALOGUE on application.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

»«_ ~, innt* i. cj (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
15-or... per 100 ft., 7s. 6d.\ Ux 12 _ 20xl2p 18xl6 ', 24x16
.Sl-oz., ,, J-Us -l>a

- j 16x12, 16x14, 20X16, 24x18, *c,

1£ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 6s. per 1O0 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2x4, at id. per

foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, ic.
Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BlSHOPSSATE STBEET WlTHIK, LoiJDOlt. B.C.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Tekms to the Tbade.

EPPS'S -"* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; aleo for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c, in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

NEW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.

Land on Ten Years' time,

IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUNSHINE Splendid Shooticg.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,

STATE, And Fall Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony.

AMERICA. 34, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Pott 8vo, is.

GREENHOUSE AND WINDOW PLANTS.
A Primer for Amateurs By CHARLES COLLINS.

Edited by J. WEIGHT, F.B.H.S. With 33 Illustrations.

1IACMILLAN AND CO., London.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTON' BUILDINGS, CHAKCEBT LANE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £ 1 00.

STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIBTY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
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Cromplon andFawK&>,
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,
HEATING ENGINEERS,
BOILER MAKERS.

Designers and Manufacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality. Lotvest Prices

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free on application.

CROMPTON®FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

WRINCH & SONS, H
St. Lawrence "Works, IPSWICH:

Horticultural Builders to

M. THE QUEEN,
& 57, Holboiri Viaduct. LONDON, E C.

DESCRIPTION Desi9ned to Suit any Situation.

preeled for Sir Jno. Thursbv. Chrifitchureh.

PRICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

NO. 151. J-SFAN GARDEN FRAME.

CAEH PKIOES.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

S.1 10
4
5 10
7 2

No. 168.

CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork.

GARDEN FRAME3 in every variety ;

tt. ii TTTTrnmn.rnPTl r\ a T A f I II

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15

8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 2 15
12 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 15

IB ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 15

Pit lights only, 4 ft. by 6 ft

,

13s. id. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free

CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £1 value to stations

in Eoglano, and to Dublin or Cork.

PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHXS, &c.
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Po-.t Free on ap

r
lication_

WRINCH & SONS,! Hfflr'!'IPSWICH & LONDON.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, SaBhes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in stock.
K

pita.,, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part ol the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and alwayB has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST M A T E R I A L3_

MANURES and THEIR APPLICATION,"
a Lecture delivered to the Cheshunt, Wormley, &c,

Horticultural Society by W. Dyke. id. each, 3 for Is. 3d.,

post-free. W. DYKE, Turnford, Herts.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Pnoes of-

WALKER AND CO., Farnborongh, Hants,

STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

12X10
|
14X12 I 18X12 I 16x14 I 20X14 I 20x16 124X16 32X18

14X10
| 16X12 I

20X12
| 18X14 | 20X15 | 22X16120X18,24X18

21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds
and 4ths qualities, always in Btock. 16-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. *c.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, »c.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthneld, London, E.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

RICHARDSON'S

Many
Prize Medals.

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Green houi-e.-,

V i neri es, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

q "^w Houses, &c. A 1k>

"""r^^-^ Boilers, Pipe*,

^/ Nv and all

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for

Horticultural Huildiogs at thi

International Horticultural
Exhibition, London.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 9i Engravings.
2s. 6d. nett. per post, 2s. lOd.

\jwi^ Stourbridge

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gardes

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

30 Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.
Price Lists free on Application.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chboniolb Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES for ADVERTISING

BEAD IiINM CSAJtGED AS TWO.
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15 Lines
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17 „
18 „
19 „
20 „
21 „
22 „
23 „
24 „
25 „

£0 8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
IS

XPENOE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across two Columns, the loweat charge will be 20i.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30f.

Page, £8 ; Half Page, £4 10s. ; Column, £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 6s. each

insertion.

Notice TO Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested ivhen Remitting

to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.O., to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mating is by POST-OFFICE MONEY
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

ill Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisement?,

41, Wellington Stbeet, Stband, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

All Sttbscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15s. ; 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,

W.C, to A. G. Martin.
Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with

complaint).

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the *' HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.
The " WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this olass. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
euch notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Price2d.
Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices : — 72, HIGH STREET, WORCESTER.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Alex. Finxayson, 42, Above Bar, Southampton—Bulbs.
H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent—General Autumn

Catalogue.

A. W. P. Pike, Windsor Place, Cardiff —Carnations and
Picotees.

J. Cheal & Soys, Lowfield Nur: ery, Crawley, Su s^x—Trees
and Shrubs, Fruit-trees, &c.

Wm. Sampson & Co., 8 and 10, Portland Street, Kilmarnock
—Bulbs, Trees and Shrubs. Roses, &c.

Tom B. Dobbs & Co., 32, Queen Square, Wolverhampton—
Bulb', &;.

Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham, (1),

Lilies, Iris, and Narcissus ; (2), Carnations, Picotees,
Preonies, and other Out-of-door Plants; (3), General
Bulbs.

Hogg & Robertson, 22, Mary Street. Dublin—Bulbs, &c
W. Little, Greengate Street, Stafford— Bulbs. &c.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, a PARTNER
in a well-established business in Midland Counties.

Sleeping or active.—S. J , 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced HEAD
WORKING GARDENER; also, TWO UNDER GAR-

DENERS.—Apply by letter, stating full particulars, to D. H.
EVANS, Esq., Shooter's Hill, Pangbourne. Berks.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER, help when required. Must hi thoroughly

experienced, and bear unquestionable character. Wages '60s,,

no cottage or extras.—Apply by letter only, atating age,
experience, leDgth of character, &c, to BRANKbOME,
Blachheath Park. Kent.

V\7 ANTED, a SECOND GARDENER, single,
V t not under 28. Must have bad good experience in

general Plant and Fruit Growing under Glass. Wages £l per
week, with furnished room and milk.—Write full particulars

to T., Messrs. Bates, Hendy & Co., 37. Walbrook, E.G.

WANTED, a GOOD HAND, for general
Nursery Work, Forcing, &c. State qualifications.—

W. A. HERRING, Newark Road Nurseries, Lincoln.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, to go to
Western Australia, either for a term of years, or with

a view to eventually settling out there. The man to be com-
petent to manage cows, and good at Market Gardening and
Orchard Cultivation ; the wife good at dairying and poultry.
To start towards the end of October.—For further information
apply to KELWAY and SON, Lacgport.

\\fANTED, at ONCE, strong, steady, willing
V T young MAN, for Kitchen and Flower Garden. Bothy

and Potatos. Particulars, with wages expected, to JAMES
HORNER, Myton. Helperby. York.

ANTED a young MAN, quick at Potting
aid tying, and willing to make himself generally

useful. State age, &c. and wages required to—J. J. CAM-
FFERMAN, Swan Lane Nursery, Whetstone.

WANTED, a young man as IMPROVER.—
Used to Inside work. Wages to commence 15s. per

week.—Apply, W. and J. BROWN, The Nurseries. Peterboro'.

C
"^ASHIER.—WANTED, in a large Provincial

J Nursery and Seed Establishment. He must be a oareful,

reliable, and sober man. Accustomed to charge of office work.
Give security for faithful performance of duties.—State salary
expected, references, and experience, to TJ. O., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

TRAVELLER REQUIRED for Horticul-
tur.il Sundries. Must be well known to Seed and

Nursery Trade. Good references indispensable. — Address,
SUNDRIES, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.O.

WANTED a smart COUNTER-HAND for
Seed, Nursery, and Florist business. State age

and salary required with references.—HENDERSON & SONS,
3, Lincoln Place, Dublin.

WANTED, a competent SEEDSMAN, to go
abroad.—Good chance for a man well up in retailing

Flower and Vegetable Seeds, &c.— Wrile all particulars to
No. 6, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT as SHOPMAN,
where Seed, Bulb, Floral, &c. business is done. Age

about 23. State wages and full particulars to LAXTON
BROTHERS, Bedford.

WANT PLACES.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to nil

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St, Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—'* DICKSONS, CHESTER."

GARDENERS.— JAMES CARTER & CO~
will be pleased to furnish particulars of competent Men

whose names are on their books requiring situations.—The
Queen's Seedsmen, 237, 238 and 97, High Hoiborn, London.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 30; experience!. Well recommended

by late aod present employers.—W. AUSTIN, Ru ahton Hall
Gardens, Kettering, Northants.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman, giving
up his gardens, wishes to very highly recommend,

his Head Garuener, who is a thoroughly good man in every
respect. Efficient and trustworthy. In charge now of large

Gardens. Age 35, married, one child,—Apply, fir&t instance,

SCOTCH. 3, City Road, Chester.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 47, married,
family grown up ; thoroughly practical in all branches,

and the Management oE a large Garden, Plantations, Planting
and Road Making, &c. Twenty years in list situation.

Highest references.—H, PORTER. Studley, R.S.O.

/ ^ ARDENER (Head); age 30.—G. Eulford,
VJT Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Nelson, Trafalgar,

Salisbury, is open for re-engagement with any Lady or Gentle-
man requiring thorough practical man. Weil versed with the
requirements of large establishments. Liud and Stjck if

required.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; married,
no family ; life experience in large establishments

;

thoroughly practical in all branches; highly recommended.—
G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head)., where several are
kept.—Thoroughly experienced in all branches. Fourteen

years' excellent recommendation from last employer. —
G. NOTrAGE, Shen, Petersfield.

t ^ ARDENER (Head), or NURSERYMAN,
\JC as Plant Grower in various departments, as Gardener.
—Understands his profession in all its branches. — JAMES
MAY, 5, Sandford Terrace, Cheltenham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—A Lady
in the Isle of Wight, wishes to recommend her Head

Gardener to any one requiring a thoroughly practical good all-

round Man, honest, sober, and obliging; life experience.
Age 41, married, no family. Wife, poultry. Apply with full

particulars to—GARDENER, Captain Scott, Pentland Lodge,
Ryde, LW.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches ; been
awarded several Medals and high-class prizes for Orchids,
Excellent testimonials.— DUNCAN TUCKER, Esq., Mount
Pleasant, Tottenham, London, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—The Right
Hon. Sir N. Lindley can recommend Fredk. Sewell as

a thoroughly trustworthy man, and a good all-round Head *,

Working Gardener. Norfolk preferred.—FREDK- SEWELL,
The Lodge, East Carleton, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head Working).—J. Corn-
FORD, Quex Park Gardens, Birchington, Kent, can

with confidence recommend a thoroughly practical man where
four or more are kept. Seven years in last situation as Head.
Age -ll . married, no family. Excellent references from last

nd previous employers.
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,
married ; practical all-round life experience. Thoroughly

energetic, efficient, and trustworthy character. — J. B., 49,

Eleanor Road, Bowea Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good all-round man ; excel-

lent characters from present and previous places; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SHILLING, 9, Park Mews, Kilburn, London.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31,
married. Thorough all-round life experience. Ex-

cellent testimonials from all places.—GARDENER, Hill Farm,
Chorley Wood, Rickmansworth, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Good all-

round, middle-aged man ; very trustworthy, and
thoroughly experienced in all branches; four years' excellent
character, ten previous with the late Bishop of Winchester.

—

SMITH, Hydra House, John's Road, Woolston, Southampton.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family; middle-age; Wife good Laundress if

required. Highest recommendations.—T, W., The Lodge,
Harwood Hall, Upminster, Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 37, married ; thoroughly ex-

perienced in all branches. Six and a half years' good cha-

racter.—B. SMITH, Feltham House Gardens, Feltbam,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 35,
married, one child.—A Gentleman strongly recom-

mends his Gardener, who has been in his employ lour years,

as a steady first-class man in Fruit, Vegetable, Orchid, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Stock, and Poultry — RAFFEY,
Middle Lane, Teddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head, or good SINGLE-
HANDED). — Age 39, married, one child (11) ; life

experience in all branches. Nine years' excellent personal
character from last place. Wife good laundress, if required.

—

G. JOHNSON, Netherbyree, Brunswick Road, Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).—
Age 24 ; life experience Inside and Out. liood refer-

ences from previous and present employer.— E. DUDLEY,
Station Road, Quainton, Bucks.

GARDENER.—Practical and energetio j mar-
ried. W. Withet, Esq., Glanmor, wishes to recom-

mend his Gardener, who thoroughly understands his work.
Life experience in all branches ; one girl at home. Cause of

leaving, the place been sold. Eight years good personal
character.—B. FINCH, 353, Seven Sisters Road, South Tot-
tenham, London, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Age 26; thoroughly experienced in all branches. Can

be well recommended.—RAYNER, 5, Hope Terrace, Alpha
Road, Surbiton. Surrey,

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Age 25, married ; nine years Inside and Out. Well

jecommended by previous and present employers. — W.
NEVARD, 9. Queea Street, Meltoa Mowbray.

GARDENER (Single-Handed, or otherwise).
—Age 27; married, no incumbnnce; good testimonials,

well up in Orchids, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen

Garden, &c—Apply to A. C, 23, Putney Bridge Road, Wands-
worth.

CGARDENER (Single-handed, or where
T help is given).—Age 29; over ten years' experience in

good Gardens. Well recommended.—E. HENEAGE, Algar-

kirk Hall Gardens, Boston, Lines.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 24;
six years' experience in good places, in Flowers, Fruit,

Kitchen Garden, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Four years' good
character.—F. N., 2, Morton Villas, Enfield Highway, Middx.

GARDENER (good Single - handed).—
Age 29, married. Good character.— F. RUSH, 19,

Garden Co'tages, East Street, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER seeks situation; in Kitchen,
Flower, or Plain Gardens ; two years' good character.—

W. WITHALL, Aldwick, near Bognor.

GARDENER, In or Out of Doors.—Age 19

;

good references.—F. SUTTON, Orsett, Grays, Essex.

ARDENER (Second), Inside and Out.—
Age 21, single. Firstrdass testimonials ; good cha-

racter. Total abstainer. — BATTIN, Woodside Lodge,
Plymouth.

GARDENER (Second of four or five), in
good establishment.—Age 24

;
good experience Inside

and Out. Good references from present and previous
employers.—J. TIDY, The Gardens, Lockner Holt, Chilworth,
Surrey.

f^\
ARDENER (Second or Under).—Age 24;

VUT experienced in Indoor and OutdoorWork.—W.CAWLEY,
The Gardens, Bryn Glas, Newport, Mon.

GARDENER (Second).—Young man
(age 26), seeks situation as Second. Well recom-

mended.—For particulars, apply to WHEELER, Blackmore
End, Welwyn, Herts.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; five years*
good character.—G. H., 13. Archway St., Barnes. S.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; Inside or
Out. Seven years' experience. Can be highly recom-

mended.—A. S., The Gardens, Carshalton House, Oarshalton,

I Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; Inside and
Out, where two or three are kept ; seven years' expe-

rience
;
good references from previous employers.—E. S., 68,

Broadway, Ealing.

GARDENER (Under), in good private estab-
lishment.—Age 21 ; has had seven years' experience

Inside and Out.—J. GODDARD, Bishopsgate, Englefield Green,
Egham, Surrey.

a A R D E N E R (Under). — Inside and
Out ; seven years' experience ; good character.

—

T. MATTHEWS, Thorley, Bishops Stortford, Htrts.

FERN GROWER.—Age 21; seeks a situa-
tion in a Nursery. Nine years' experience in Ferns and

General Market Stuff. Good references.—C PHILLPOTT,
2, Albert Buildings, Farnboro', Kent.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.— Age 27;
life-experience in Growing all classes of Pot and

Flowering Stuff for Covent Garden ; Tomatos and Cucumbers.
Good references.—F. R., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

TO MARKET NURSERYMEN.—Situation
wanted, as GROWER, or otherwise. Nine years' expe-

rience in all branches of profession under Glass. Quick at
Potting, Tying, &c. Well up in Wreaths and Cross Work.
Good Salesman. Been in some leading firms of the South.
Good testimonials.—A. B.

(
Mr. C. Baggs, Rotnsay Villa, Upper

Parkstone, Dorset.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (General or Ground), open to
re-engagement. Fifteen years Ground Foreman to Mr.

Charles Turner of the Royal Nurseries, Slough. State terms,
&c—THOS. HARRIS, Buccleuch Place, Wellington Street,
Slough.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Situation required as FOREMAN. Age 28; fifteen

years' experience. Thoroughly understands all branches of

the trade, both Inside and Out. Highest references.—E.
THATCHER, Barton Nursery, St. Mary Church, Torquay.

FOREMAN.—Age 26
;

good experience in
plant and fruit houses, and general garden work

;
good

references.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South Bedding-
ton, Wallington, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in good establishment ; age 30.—
S. Lton, Gardener to Viscount Bridport, highly recom-

mends Walter Gough as above. Has lived with him two years
in same capacity. Formerly at Powis Castle, Tatton Park,
Wentworth, and other good Gardens. First-class Decorator,
&c—The Gardens, Cricket St. Thomas, Chard.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; has had experience both
Inside and Out, including Orchids. Please state wages.

—J. W. CARLINE, 17, Shaftsbury Road, Gt. Crosby, Liverpool.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield, Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside or General.—Age 29;
fourteen years' experience in good establishments ; House

and Table Decorations. — DUNCAN FLEMING, c o. Irvine,

8, Bayton Terrace, Granton Road, Edinburgh.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; life experienoe in the
general routine of Gardening, including Orchids and

House Decorating. Good references as toabilities.—FOREMAN,
Gardens, Albury House, Surbiton Hill, Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside or General, age 25.

—

Twelve years* experience in the General Routine of good
establishments. Good testimonials.—PRITCHARD, Humber-
stone Hall Gardens, Leicester.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; life experienoe in all

branches. Three years as Foreman in last situation at

Chilham Castle. Can be well recommended.—W. METCALFE,
18, Salisbury Road, Highgate Hill, N.

JOURNEYMAN, under a Foreman, inside
and out.—Age 26, single; two years present situation;

good recommendations.—H, SLOCOMBE, Stanton Wick,
Pensford, near Bristol.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 18; Private Garden. Bothy preferred. Twelve

months in present situation.— A. WARREN, Stretton-on-

Dunsmore, near Rugby.

JOURNEYMAN (Fihst), in the Houses.—
Age 22 ; seven years' experience. \iTwo and a half years'

good character.—A. BABSARD, 1, Sydney Road, Woodford
Green, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Inside and Out.
—Age 21 ; good character. Bothy preferred.—HEAD

GARDENER. Jacuwood Gardens, Shooter's Hill. Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — H. Fennbll,
Gardener to Lord St. Oswald, Appleby Hall, Doncaster,

can with confidence recommend E. Dodson (age 22), who has

been with me eighteen month s, to anyone requiring the above,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Has had
experience Inside and Out. Age 18 ; strong and willing.

H. Hatch, Gardener, DeanwooJ, Newbury, can highly recom-

mend the above.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).—Age 22; eight

years' experience. Two years in present situation. Good

references.— P. WAPSHOTT, The Gardens, Taplow Court,

Maidenhead, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 21. — Mr.
Knights. Gardener to D. Bromilow, Esq., Bitteswell

Hall, Lutterworth, wishes to recommend as above. —J.
WILLIAMS, 29, Ardington, Wantage.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Good character.

—C. J. D., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

IMPROVER .in Fruit Culture.—Young Man,
age 22, Beeks situation as above; four years' experience ;

good references.—J. MAXTON', Homme House, Mncb March,
Gloucester.

IMPROVER in Gentleman's Garden.—F. H.
Kettle, King's Ford, Colchester, Essex, would like to

meet with a Gentleman's Gardener with a view to placiog his
eon out ; age 17 ; has been in Garden one year.

IMPROVER.—Age 20 ; a young man seeks a
situation as above. Two and a half years' experience.

Total abstainer.—A. HITCHMAN, Souldern. near Banbury,
Oxon.

TMPROVER.—The Countess Dowager of
JL wishes to recommend a young Man anxious to improve
himself under Foreman in a Garden where there is glass, can
have the highest recommendations in every way for conduct,
intelligence, and industry.—" SADLER " TOWN'SEN'D, Over
Wallop, Stockbridge, Hants.

TMPROVER.—W. Quarry, ^ Gardener, Mears
JL Ashby Hail, can with confidence recommend Andrew
Jolley, age 18, as above ; three years' experience ; bothy pre-
ferred.—AMDREW JOLLET, Mears Ashby, Northampton.

IMPROVER.—A young Man requires situa-
tion in Gentleman's Garden ; Inside, or Inside and Oat.

Good references.—C. FRANKLIN, 52, Kilburn Park Road,
Kilburn, London, N.W.

IMPROVER.—Youth (age 17) seeks situation
in a Gentleman's Girden as above. Has had five months'

experience in Garden.— DOUGLAS BUTLER, Yew Tree
Cottage, Crookham Common, Newbury,

To Nurserymen.

]ITANAGER, SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.
X*JL —Seventeen years' experience with good Firms; well-
up in all branches, Buying, Selling, and Growing.—JOHN
WINSER, Plummers Plain, Horsham.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.— J. Standish
& Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, wish to recommend a

thoroughly dependable young man. age 21, in the Houses;
well up in Stove^and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—I can thoroughly
recommend a strong, active, willing young man (age 20),

inside and out.—McKINNON, Ruperra Castle, Newpart, Mon.

TO GARDENERS. — Situation wanted by a
Youth (age 18) under a good Gardener. Steady and

industrious. Willing to be useful. Good character.—P. L ,

43, Albany Road, Ealing Dean.

TO GARDENERS and NURSERYMEN.—
Situation wanted by a Young Man. Inside or Out, has

been used to market work.—GARDENER, Cobnor House,
Chidham, near Emsworth.

''TO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted employment
-L by a quick and intelligent Young Man, as an Improver.
Little over two years in last Nursery. With excellent character.
Wages not so much a consideration as being in a good Nursery.
—ARTHUR GUDGEON, The Arcade. Winchester.

TO NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS.—
Respectable Youth wishing to learn Gardening in all

branches would pay premium to the above.—W. BLAKE,
Portland Stores, Portland Square, Cheltenham.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Young Man, age 22, wants situation as Buncher and

Packer. Seven years experience, and good references.—H.,
157, Angel Road, Edmonton.

TO CORN and SEED MERCHANTS. —
Situation wanted ; fifteen years' experience ; thorough

knowledge of the trade.—J. G. C , Rosemount, Broomieknowe,
Lasswade, N.B.

HANDY MAN on Gentleman's Estate.—
Age 25 ; good character from present situation. —

W. PARIS, 17, Sidney Road, New Southgate, London, N.

"\TAN (age 21) seeks situation in Gentleman's
XVL Garden or Nursery, some experience ; or under Coach-
man. Well recommended. — E. READ, Pilton, Shepton
Mallet, Somerset.

SHOPMAN.—Situation required by Adver-
tiser. Well up in all departments.—SNOWDROP

,

41, Wellington Strest, Strand. W.C.

FLORIST'S ASSISTANT, or to Fruiterers
and Florists.—Young Lady, of good appearance, seeks

situation as above.—G., 41, Ronalds Road, Highbury, N.

OVERHEARD IN A' BUS.—'* Sir, you are a
clumsy fellow—you trod on my foot.'

1 " I am extremely
sorry—I hope I did not hurt you very much." The soft answer
turned away the other's wrath, and even produced an apology.
" Oh, no, not very much—you must excuse me, I am a little

irritable—fact is, out of sorts, liver, biliousness, and that sort

of thing, you know—thoroughly wretched." "My dear sir, of

course I excuse you. But why don't you take something?"
" Tried everything—no good." " Nonsense, you haven't tried

Holloway's Pills, I know—they never fail in cases like yours."
" Gad ! I never thought of 'em. By Jove, 1*1! try 'em at once.

Hi 1 conductor, stop the 'bus."
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J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S..
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

+ Telegraph—" Hobtulajjts," London. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESICNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES "WTTH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed foe Ten Teaes.

J. WEEKST& CO., FRHs,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.W.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.W. COOPER, Ltd

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Origdtai Ixtottobs of Cheap Greexhovses,

j
The Largest Steam Horticttlttrax Works is the World IySPECTION IyTTTED.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100 000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound In cloth. Is Now Ready.
We shall bave much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete In the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

17- 51

65— 98

99-131

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries.
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits. Hand-Lights,Ac.

LT.—Poultry, Kennel, Babbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, Ac

m.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Booting, Church

Furniture, Ac. ... „ 135—178
v-—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, Ac. 179—238
VT.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers, In-

secticides. Wormand Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils, Ac 229—248

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Boilers, Ac. ... 217—268

VUL—Horticultural Timber 269—280
LX-—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, Ac. ... 231—343
X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds. Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, Ac. 343—383

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, <&c.

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Have the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.

;

VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.
AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL & INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, - HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \$. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address—"HOT-WATER, London." Telephone. No. 4763.

Editorial commnnicatiOBM should be addressed to the "Editor;** Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Coreat Garden, London, W.C.
Printed tor the Proprietor! by Mean*. Brapbcht, Aqwbvt, 8l Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiteiriara. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Aathus Oxoms MjlRTU*. at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul'*, Cerent Garden, in the said County.

—

Sattrdat, September 14, 1895. Agent for Manchester—

J

oks Hetwood,
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should, be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest,

HCANNELL and SONS' Complete
• AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now ready, containing

particulars of the best kinds of everything to keep the Conser-

vatory and Garden in the highest state of perfection during

the Winter and Spring at the least expense ; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amateurs. Post free. We cordially invite all to come and see

our establishments. Foreign orders a specialty.

SWANLEY, KENT.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

\TINES AND VINE CULTURE.
Y The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s.; post free, bt. 6d,

A. F. BARRON, Boyal Horticultural Society, Ohiswiok.

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservatory, House, or Garden at the lowest price,

send for POPE and SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen,
Birmingham.

MAURICE PRICHARD'S PERENNIAL
PLANT CATALOGUE now ready, for Autumn, 1895,

and Spring, 1896, post-free on application.

Kiverslea Nursery, Christchurch, Hants.

UTTONS' HYACINTHS for Pota
and Glasses.

BUTTONS' COLLECTION of 25 NAMEDO HYACINTHS. 25 best varieties. 21s.—Mr. J. Young,
Gardener to Mrs. "Wall, says :—'The Hyacinths were beauties
last year. I had them 8 inches in the spike."

s
SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, con-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Liliums, Daffodils, Snowdrop*. Iris, PffiOnies,

&c free on appl ; cation. Please compare our prices before
sending vour orders abroad.
WATKINS and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand. London, W.C.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
The best all round variety in cultivation. Extra strong,

well-rooted plants, grown from the original stock, 2s. per doz,

;

12s. per 100; 6s. for 50. Cash.
HURST and SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

NARCISSUS. — Emperor, 7£ inohes ciroum-
fereDce, 6s. per doz., 45s. per 100; Horsfieldii, 3s.

per doz., 20s. per 100.
POPE and SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

"pVCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."
V_y —Second edition, giving valuable information for

their entire Culture. Post-free, Is. 2d.
F. C. EDWARDS, Sholebroke View, Leeds.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample paefcet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Ckron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATAL09UE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

TEA ROSES, splendid Bushy Stuff.—
Niphetos. Maiechal Niel, Catherine Mermet, &c, in

ln-size pots, 18s. per doz., or dE6 6s. per 100; in 32-size' pots,
9s. per doz., or £3 5s. per It 0. Free on rail for cash with order,

J. HUBERT GROGAN & CO., Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Early- flowering NARCISSI, FREESIAS, and all other

BULBS for Forcing, and also for Outdoor Culture. See our
BULB CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application. Prices most
mooerate.—DICKSONS, Bulb Growers. CHESTER.

MR. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
eent to nearly every town in the United Kingdom, and

are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdcm. Emperor Narcissus, 5s. Qd. per dozen, 40s. per 100 ;

Horsfieldii, 2s. 9d. per dozen, 20s. per 100 ; Sir Watkin, 5s. tirf.

per dozen, 40s. per 100; Golden Spur, 2s. 6d. per dozen,
18s. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £5. Full List on application.

Tenby Street North, Birmingham.

WANTED, GOLDEN TRICOLOR
GERAMUMS, best coloured sorts.—A quantity of

Stools or Cuttings.—State price and quantity, with sample, to

HOLLANDS, Lee Park Nuisery, Lee, S E.

WANTED AZA.LEA INDICA ALBA, large
plants.—Stale size, and quote lowest cash price, to

E. J. SAKJEANT, Stratton VinerieB, Brougham Rd., Worthing.

WANTED, GERANIUM STOOLS from beds
when cleared, or CUTTINGS now, of H. Jicoby and

Vesuvius.—H. CANNELL & SONS, Swanley.

WANTED AT ONCE, good Bushy and
Established ROSES in Pots, viz. :—2000 Perle des Jar-

dins, 1000 Catherine Mermet, 3000 Niphetos (not climbier*

variety), each plant capable of producing 3 to 4 dorejyRoft*

during the winter months. Lowest price for catWittl u
C. H. RATSCH, Ltd., Nurseryman & Florist./lQfBemouth

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from "W. RU3HFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LKTELLIER & JsON, Caen. France.

ITR. JOHN CARDER, before returning to
XtJ- tropical America, will be glad to make arrangements
to SHIP COLLECTIONS of ORCHIDS, especially Colombian
varieties, including the Carderian type of Odonto. crispum.

—

34, Park Avenue. Wood Green. Telegram, Epidendrum, London.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Pasonies.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free,

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

H ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, good strong
stuff, in large 60's, 25s per 100.

HARWOOD BROTHERS. Balham Nursery, Bilham, S.W.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &o.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD asd SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.G.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

GRANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000, 3s. 6i per 100 ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, 8s.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All good flowering bulbs.

T. GELL. Week farm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

IfOR ORCHIDS of every description at
A Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense Collec-

tions of New, Rare, and Fine BULBS and PLANTS (104 pages
in English), and will, as usual, be sent post-free on application
to their Agents, Messrs. Mertens & Co., 3, Cross Lane,
St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. ; or themselves direct at Oyeryken,
near Haarlem, Holland.
. N.B.—No connection with any other firm cf the same name.

Chrysanthemum Culture.

STANTDEN'S MAN UKE has produced the most
satisfactory results, fully borne out by reports from the

leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Prices, in
tins. Is., 25. 6d.', 5s. 6d , and 8s. each ; in keg=", |- cwt., 10s. tid.,

* cwt., 18s., 1 cwt., 32s. each.

CORRY & CO., Ld„ London ; and all Seedsmen and Florists.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 18 ounces as
a winterdressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s., and 10s. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,
in £, J, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.—Ghyverament, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc.,

*j Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers Kine'sRoad, Chelsea.S.W.
TelegraphAddresV'Hortulanus, London." Telephone, No. 8728.
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SALES by AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY NEXT.

AN IMPORTANT TRADE SALE OF

DUTCH BULBS.
A SPECIAL COLLECTION of FINE HYACINTHS, including

many of the newest and beat sorts, in splendid order, from
a trustworthy grower.

A large and varied assortment of
CHOICE TULIPS. Rare and Beautiful NARCIS3US,

CROCUS in variety. Also—
SNOWDROPS, IRIS. COLCHICUMS, SCILLAS, several

thousand EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
LILICM CANDIDUM, L. HARRISI, and NARCISSUS
for Early Forcing, from France.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 28, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.
Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small

Lota, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Oovent

Garden, nearly every day. at half-past 12 o'clock, first-class
cons gnmenta of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES.
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

PBELIMINARY NOTICE OF

FORTHCOMING SALESsNURSERY STOCK

Important to Gentlemen, and the Trade,
Engaged in Planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
-I-*-*- to announce the following fixtures :

—

October 10.— \.t the CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS, by
order of Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons.

October 15.—At the BRANCH NURSERIES, FRAMFIELD,
by order of Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son.

October 16.—At the NURSERY. PUTNEY, by order of Messrs.
Mahood & Son.

Octoberl8.—At the LOUGHBOROUGH PARK NURSERIES,
Brixton, by order of Messrs. Ponsford & Sons (one day).

October 21, 22, S3, 24, 25, 26.—At the NURSERIES, BAG-
SHOT, by order of Mr. Chas. Noble (six days).

Ootober 23.—At the PERRY HILL NURSERIES, CLIFFE.
near ROCHESTER, Ninth Annual Unreserved Sale of
Fruit Trees, by order of Mr. W. Home.

©otober 24 and 25.—At the GOLDSMITH'S PARK NUB-
SERIES, GROOMBRIDGE, near TUNBRIDGE WELLS,
by order of the Exors. of the late Mr. E. Hollamby (two
days).

October 29 and 30.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES, TOT-
TENHAM. Great Annual Sale, by order of Mr. T. 8. Ware
(two days).

October 29, 30, and 31.—At the HORSELL NURSERIES.WOKING STATION, by order of Messrs. H. & 0. Cobbett
(three days).

Dates not fixed..

At the SAXE WEMER NURSERIES, SOUTHSEA, by order
of Mr. T. J. Short (one day).

At the CART HOUSE LANE NURSERIES. WOKING
STATION, by order of Mr. R. Collyer.

At the NURSERIES, LINCOLN, by order of Messrs. Pennell 4
Sons (one day).

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris will be pleased to forward
Catalogues of any of the above Sales on application.

Auction and Estate Offiaea, 6 7 and 68. Cheapside, E.C.

dutcpTbulbs.
GREAT TJNBESERVED SAl^ES,

]\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

r;D
S^LL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67and 68, Cheapside. London. E.G.. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'clock,

J?o??™o
n5gDmenta of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS.OBOCUS NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.

™™oR(
.'
MAN hyACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

.UKLlrS, ace.

On view moming of Sale and Catalogues had.

Maidenhead-Annual Unreserved Clearance Sale of
Wellgrown GREENHOUSE PLANTS, BULBS, andOTHER STOCK, by order of Mr. R. Owen

1\XESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
U-M- SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Floral Nur-
series. Castle Hill, Maidenhead, one mile from Maidenhead
Station G.W.R.. on WEDNESDAY NEXT. September 25. at
2 Clock, 3000 GREENHOUSE PALMS and Ferns, Dracaenas.
Begonias. Cannas, 500 Cyclamens. 500 Primulas and other
Plants, 1500 Cupressus. Laurels and other Shrubs, Hardy
Uimbera, Herbaceous Plants. 500 German Iris, 20.000 Bulbs,
including 50C0 Tulips. 3000 Narcissus, Crocus, Soillas, Spanish
Ins. Chinese Sacred Lilies. &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.O

AUDENSHAW, NEAR MANCHESTER.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE

CELEBRATED BEECH LAWN COLLECTION
OF

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVE, BY ORDER OF

W. R. LEE, Esq.,

Who is relinquishing their cultivation, in consequence of
having Sold the Freehold Estate.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL the above re-

nowned Collection on the Premiaes,?on TUESDAY NEXT,
September 24, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 for half-
past 12 o'Clock precisely each day.

The Collection is justly celebrated for the large number it

contains of plants of exceptional merit and rarity, the whole
being in a moat healthy condition.

Among the principal plants, the following may be specially
mentioned :

—

Cattleya Mendeli, extra fine ' Cypripedium South
,, Trianee, extra fine gatense
,, Skinneri alba lo Dendrobium splendid issi-

3 ,, Hardyana mum Leeanum
2 ,, wagnen 4 i, Wardianum album

,, Trianro, Backhouseana F.C.C.
t.pe 4 ,, Phaleenopsis Schroderee,

2 „ „ W. R. Lee Lee's var., A.M.
,, labiataalba ft „ Hlustre, A.M.
,, „ Lee's variety 5 ,, Falconeri giganteum
,, Speciosissima San- 4 .. Venus

deriana, F. C. 0., rare ,, nobile Sanderianum
2 ,, Relneckiana 5 ,, Owenianum
2 ,, Gaskelliana alba ,, Leeanum, F.C.C.
2 ,, Chocoensis Alba ,, Wardianum candidum

„ Trianee alba 2 ,, nobile. Hardy's variety

,, Exoniensis 2 ,, ,, Ballianum
,, Massaiana 2 ,, rubens

3 Celogyne cristata alba ,, stratiotes

2 Dvpripedium I.eeanum su- ,, Goldei
perbum 5 „ nobile nobilius

3 ,, G. D. Owen ,, Phaleenopsis Schroderee
2 ,, Schroderee superba alba

,, Cbarles Richmao „ Editbee
2 ,, Statterianum 5 ,, Huttonii superbum

„ Antigone 2 ,, Desdemona
6 ,. Arthurianum 2 ,, Juno

„ Lathomianum ,, atro-violaceum
3 ,, grande 9 „ nobile Cooksonii
4 „ Wendlianum „ Muirhinianum

,, Morganiee Burfordense „ Euodmum leucopterum
2 i, vexillarium superbum „ Rolfei

,, Winifred Hollington, 2 „ Schneiderianum
F.C.C. 2 „ nobile giganteum, Lee's

2 „ insigne, Sanderae type var.

4 ,, argus Moensi 2 ,, cheltenhamense
,, non plus ultra , Aspaaia

, nobile Ameaiee2 ,, Weidlichianum 2
2 ,, Morgan ice , Caasiope
3 ,, Hardjanum 2 , nobile Backhouseanum
2 „ Niobe , crassinode album
2 ,, cenanthum superbum , Statterianum
2 „ Schroderee , nobile album

,, Leo , splendidissimum grand.-
2 „ Aylingn florum
2 ,, Leeanum giganteum Leelio-Cattleya Aphrodite,
3 ,, Calypso varieties received 1st prize.

2 ,, Masreelianum Manchester, 1895, for

„ Patersonii the best hybrid
,, Cahtizac 3 , Euterpe
,, Laucheanum 3 , Arnoldiana
„ Bart el i , Phoebe
,, Eyermannianum 12 , seedlings undowered

2 ,, Youngianum 2 Laelia elegans Turneri
,, Alice , amanda
,, grande atratum , autumnalis alba

„ Otvenianum . anceps Daw<onii
,, Malyanum , Gould iana
,, Burberyanum superbum 2

,
grandee tenebrosa

, Treaaideriana2 ,, Ashburtonii expansum
,, Godseffianum , anceps Williamsii
,, Mary Lee 2 Lycaste Skinneri alba

200 ODOSTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR-E-nearly the whole
hare been bought in flower, and only the very beat selected ;

Odontogloasum crispum Maudiana, O. Wilckeanum.
Phaiua Oweniana I Pachystoma Thomsoniana,

2 Phaiua Cooksonii rare
Phaltenopsia casta |

Vanda Sanderana

Also the GREENHOUSE PLANTS of Sorts. FERNS, the
erections of Six Greenhouses, Saddle Boiler, 1400 feet of Hot-
water Piping, chiefly 4-inch, Frames. Barrows, Lawn Mower,
Garden Roller. Flower Pots, Garden Seat, Thanatophone,
and other Sundries.

May be viewed by appointment any day prior to the Sales.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. Thomas Billington, the Head
Gardener, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Valuers,
and Estate Agents, 67 & 68, Cheapiide, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Orchids have been exhibited in Loodoa and Man-
chester, and have obtained many First Prizes, Awards of
Merit, F.-C. C.'s, Gold Medals, and extra prizes wherever
shown.

Friday Next.-By order of Measra. F. Horsman & Co.
GRAND IMPORTATIONS of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXAN-

DRA (Carderian strain), and ONCIDIUM ROGERSII.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rcoms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 27, at Half-past Twelve o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.
The SECOND and MAIN PORTION of the well-known

COLLECTION of ORCHIDS of The Fira, Laurie Park,
Sydenham, to be SOLD by AUCTION, without the least

Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from C. Darman, Esq., who is

giving up the cultivation of Orchids, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, The Firs, Laurie Park, Sydenham, on WED-
NESDAY and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17. without the
least Reserve, the SECOND and MAIN PORTION of his
well-known COLLECTION, comprising, among other species,
the very beBt varieties of Odontogloasum Alexandras (white
and Bpotted forms), O. Pescatorei, and many hybrids of excep-
tional beauty, that have received First-class Certificates ; also
selected varieties of Cattleya Trianaei, C. Mossiae, C. Mendeli,
&c. ; grand specimens and many new hybrids of Cypripediums,
Dendrobiums, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent.
To FLORISTS, FRUIT GROWERS. NURSERYMEN, and

OTHERS—The valuable long Leasehold Property known
as WRIGHT'S NURSERIES, Turner Road, Lee. The
Premised are conveniently situate near the Market, and
comprise thirty-three Glasshouses, a five-roomed Cottage,
stabling, coach-house, &c. Also the Leasehold DWE tiLING-
HOUSE, No. 17, Turner Road, the whole forming a choice
property for Fruit'and Flower Cultivation.

MR. DOUGLAS YOUNG will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at the Mart, E.G., on WEDNESDAY,

September 25, 1895, at 2 o'Clock precisely.
May be viewed. Particulars and conditions of sale may be

obtained at the Mart, E.O. ; of the Solicitors, Messrs. PORT-
LAND, BOARD, AKERMAN and CO.. Temple Chambers,
Temple Avenue, E.C; or. of the Auctioneer, 51, Coleman
Street, E.C. and 213, Olapham Road. S.W.

The Begonia Nurseries, Saffron Walden, G.E.R.

MESSRS. THURGOOD and SON have re-
ceived instructions from C G. Payne. Esq., to SELL by

AUCTION, upon the Premises, on FRIDAY, September 27,
commencing at 11 for 12 o'clock, in convenient lots, to suit the
Trade and Private Buyers, a very choice collection of some
50,000 BEGONIAS, in Pots, Boxen, Lights, and Beds. Nearly
all of this extensive and grand selection have been purchased
regardless of expense, .and with great care and good judgment,
from the finest and most celebrated specimens sold by Monsieur
Felix Orousse, Nancy; Messrs. Laing & Son, Forest Hill;
Messrs, Cannell & Sons, Swanley. They embrace magnificent
Doubles and Singles, including large and well-established
Tubers, and 1895 Seedlings of the richest colours, many of
which have not been proved, and are confidently expected to
turn out exceptionally fine. It is considered that this Auction
affords the very best opportunity ever offered to' the public in
England for securing these favourite " Begonias of the First
Water." A few FUCHSIAS. HYDRANGEAS, GERANIUMS,
LILIES, ZONALS. PEACH TREES, and a quantity of various
PLANTS ; 4 GREENHOUSES, 27 FRAMES, and 70 OASTS of
POTS.
Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Saffron Walden.

Hall's Nurseries, Truro.
IN BANKRUPTCY. Re SAMUEL HALL.

MR. THOMAS GILL has received instructions
from the Official Receiver to SELL by PUBLIC AUC-

TION, on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, October
14, 15, and 16, at 10 o'Clock each day, the whole of the

EXTENSIVE STOCK
of Evergreen Trees, Hardy Conifera, Hardy Ornamental Flower-
ing Shrubs, Trees, Climbers. &c. A large quantity of Fruit
Trees, consisting of Peach, Pear, Apple, Cherry, Gooseberry,
and Currants, &c. A quantity of Perennials, Chrysanthemums,
Pinks, Arum Lilies in pots. Fuchsias, Ampelopsis Veitchii,
Ferns, Marguerites, Phloxes. Clematises, Begonias, Box edging,
Narcissus bulbs, &c. ; together with six Greenhouses.
Catalogues now ready. The Nurseries will be on view from

September 23 until the time of Sale, from 10 A.M. till 4 p.m.
For further particulars apply at the offices of the Official

Receiver in Bankruptcy. Truro ; or, to the Auctioneer, Market
Street, Penryn.—Dated September 11, 1895.

FIRST-CLASS FLORIST, SEED, BULB,
and PLANT BUSINESS for SALE.—Same hands nine

years ; on Lease. No reasonable offer refused.
W., 17, Albion Street, Hyde Park, W.

FOR SALE. — FREEHOLD NURSERY,
13 Greenhouses, nearly new, well heated with Hotwater-

pipes ; Water laid on. l£ mile from Station.
Particulars, apply to Owner, J. HOWELL, Hextable, Kent.

SMALL NURSERY BUSINESS for DIS-
POSAL.— j-acre of Land. 4 Glasshouses, with Stock, Tools,

Jobbing Work, and Poultry included. First reasonable offer.

—O. EVANS, South Crescent Nursery, Coldbath, Lewisham
Road, S E.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London foga, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

A MARKET GROWER'S NURSERY to be
XA. DISPOSED OF. containing about 1£ acres. Nearly an
acre is rich Pasture Land, and £ acre of Garden, with 6050
square feet of Glass, in five houses, built within the past three
years, on improved modern system. Everything in first-class

condition, and situated in one of the best growing districts.

One of the most genuine Nurseries ever offered for Sale. Giving
up through illness.—W. J., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO BE SOLD, an old-established NURSERY
and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with good Seed Trade,

Jobbing, &c, in main thoroughfare in S.E. suburb. Apply to—
H. DEAL, 49, Queen's Road, Peckham, S.K.
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GOOD MARKET -GARDEN FARM TO
LET, as a Gkring CoDcera, 13 miles South of London.—

About 260 acres in a high state of Cultivation, inoludlng
30 acres of flourishing FruitTrees; Genteel Residence, suitable
Outbuildings, plentiful Supply of Water, Modern and Econo-
mical System of Forcing-Beds. &o. Apply to—
EOBT. W. FULLER, Moon & FuUer, Estate Agents. Croydon.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Ououmber-house,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY.
HPHE EDITOK will be glad to receive Corrections and Additions from

Gardeners, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and others in the Trade,

for the 1896 Edition.

Address : 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent
Wrooght-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FRONT ELEVATION— — LONCITDDINAL. SgCTIOH- —SgCTTCrJAL PLAN—

•

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, ate. The oross seotion gives a view of the fire-box

water spaoe and V-shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

EXHIBITION.
Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QUEEN, and the
Presidency of the Eight Honourable Lord WINDSOR, Lord-
Lieutenant of the County of Glamorgan.

THE CARDIFF FINE ART.
INDUSTRIAL, AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1896,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAY, 1806,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months.

The Exhibition will comprise the following (amongst other;
Sections :

—

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES AND AMATEUR EXHIBITS.
MACHINERY, ELECTRICITY. AND LOCAL AND GENERAL

INDUSTRIES.
MARITIME.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIMENS AND INVEN.

TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Regulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, may be obtained of the Hon.
Secretary,

Mr. WALTER COOK,
98, St. Mary Street. Cardiff.

NURSERY, PLANT, FRUIT GROWING,
and CUT FLOWER BUSINESS for DISPOSAL. In

favourite neighbourhood, in Devonshire. Snng House, ample
Glass and Premises ; 24 acres rich Land. Fine connection,
lucrative trade. A fortune in energetic hands. Proprietor
retiring. Incoming valuation.

Full particulars from THOMPSON, RIPPON axd CO.,
Estate Agents, Exeter.

CONSERVATORIES, large blook STABLING,
RESIDENCE, and other Premises TO BE LET or SOLD,

a bargain. Almost adjoins railway station. Fine opening for
business man for Florist and Livery Stables. Apply—

Mr. KING, 240, Lewisham High Road, S.E.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stook of Orohids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Panoras.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400speciea and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic . and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NITRSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBERRIES.

PEICES MUCH REDUCED.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.,

EOYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE

ORCHIDS.—ORCHIDS.— ORCHIDS,
IMPORTED—SEMI - ESTABLISHED-ESTABLISHED.

ssr SALES BY AUCTION - SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. "«i

MESSRS. LINDEN, of " L'Horticulture Internationale," Pare Leopold, Brussels,

beg to announce that they have made arrangements with Mr. J. C. STEVENS, of 38, KING STEEET,

COVENT GAEDEN, W.C., to hold ALL THEIR SALES EOE THE FUTUEE at his Eooms. These Sales

will take place the FIEST and THIED THTJESDAY in the Month throughout the year, weather permitting.
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Royal Parka, &c—GrasB Seeds.

THE COMMISSIONERS of H.M. WORKS,
Sic, are prepare! to receive TENDERS for the SUPPLY

of GB4-S SEEDS for use in the Ro;al Parks, &c. during the
year 1896. onus of Tender, containing full particulars, may
be obtained at this Office any day except Saturday, between
the hoars of 12 ani 3.

Tenders are to be delivered before 12 o'clock roon on Thurs-
day. October .3, addressed to " The Secretary, H.M. Office of
Works, 12, Whitehall PUu e, London, 3 W ," and mar&ed on
the outaide, " Tender fir Grass Seeds, Boyal Parks, Ac."
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or tny Tender.
BEGIVALD B. BRETT, Secretary,

HIT. Office of Works, 12, WhitehaU Place, S. W.,
September 21, 1895

MAGNIFICENT IMPORTATIONS OF

ODONTOCLOSSUM GRISPUM
(PACHO TYPEj.

PLANTS TO GROW ON 12s. to 24s. per doz.

LARGER PLANTS, TO FLOWER ... 30s. to 60s. per doz.

SPLENDID PLANTS, FINE BULBS... 60s. to 100s. per doz.

FINE MASSES, SEVERAL LEADS ... 10s. to 20s. each.

These Plants have been collected by a Member of our Firm,
and are the best species obtainable in the Pacho district. He
says, "The Plants contain amongst them many natural hybrids,
and are sure to give satisfaction." Inspection cordially invited.

COLLINS & COLLINS,
ORCHID IMPORTERS, CUMBERLAND PARK NURSERIES,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, LONDON.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FABM NURSERIES, WTTHINGTON, HEREFORD.

WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Ripened, and Id Splendid Condition.

HYACINTHS. — Gold Medal Exhibition
Varieties, per dozen. 10j. 6d. ; Choice Named Varieties,

per doien, 6s., 7*. 6d.. and 9s.

TULIPS.—Fine mixed, per 100, 2s. 6d.

NAKCrSSI.—Double Daffodils.per 1000, 40s.

;

Single Daffodils, per 1000, lbs. ed.

CROCUS.—All oolours, mixed, per 1000, 10 6.

SNOWDROPS.—Single and Double, per 1000,
21s. —

For particulars see Illustrated CATALOGCE, forwarded
Gratis and Post Free to all applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
Seedsmen by Royal Warrant to Her Majesty the Queen,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOIXOWAY, LONDON, N.

HAND-LAID RUNNERS
and PLANTS in Pots of the

U 1 I1H 11 ULIU1 1 best varieties, including Royal Sove-
,
reign. President. Sir J. Paxton, Rritish
Qneen, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse

|

H. de Thnry, Dr. Hogg, Noble, and
others.

PLANTS.

Descriptive Catalogue on Application,

DICKSONS NURSERIES CHESTER.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

GREAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2^ inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, 5s. per 100;
40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NURSERIES, HILLINGDON HEATH, DXBRTDGE.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hoeticul-
tttrax Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

SPECIAL LINES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in England. Send for Special List. 500 for 10s.

;

25O0for40s., free

POKE A>"D SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

Cucumber Seed, Covent Garden Favourite, true stock.

JANCRUM MARSHALL is now prepared
• to book orders for large or small parcels. Terms on

application.— Holly Bank Nurseries, Potter's Bar, N.

Important to Musnroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

E. and G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

CARNATIONS, now ready, in extra strong
layers. Germania and pink Malmaisons, 3vs. and 405.

per 100. Lothian Lassie, new white Clove, with perfectly

upright habit, 10s. per dozen.—List from BROTHERSTON,
Preston Kirk.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR,TheLondonNureery,4, Maida Vale, London,W.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs, Muir, and many other leading Tarieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Comte de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANTAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

E G O N I A S. — Single large - flowering
Begonias, first-size, mixed, per 100, 95. ; per 1000, 83s.

Carriage paid to Rotterdam. Term 1
, Cash with Order.

Apply to Mr. VAN TIL, Begonia Grower, Warmond, Holland.

QTANDARD-TRALNED PEACH and NEC-O TARINE TREES of Royal George and Lord Napier for

Sale. For particulars, apply

—

TODDINGTON ORCHARD CO.. Winchcombe, Gloucester.

F'OR SALE, five beautiful PALMS, in variety,
three of them 4 feet 6 inches high, and two smaller.

Two very fine ORANGE TREES, 6 feet high in good boxes.
For price. &c.. apply

—

GEO COOPER, Brandeston Hall, Wiciham Market, Suffolk.

HITE WATER-LILY ROOTS.—
A quantity of the atove to dispose of. What Offer?

GARDENER, Albury Hall, Little Hadham, Herts.

To the Trade.

URIAH PIKE CARNATION.—Extra strong
healthy plants now ready. Price on application to

—

THE ORCHARD CO., Scotby, Carlisle.

MUSHROOM SPAWN,
2s. per bushel (16 cakes).—ELPHICK and ALLEN.

7, Beaconsfield Road, Willesden, Middlesex. Established 1835.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
True, finest-rooted plants, specially grown. Per dozen,

Is. W. ; 50, 5s. 6d ; 100, 10j. ; free for cash.

W. M. BEALE, Woodthorpe Nursery, Loughborough.

BULBS.—If you want the finest procurable,
sorts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, and grown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE and
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen. Birmingham.

TREE CARNATION, Duke of York, finest
rich glowing Crimson, fine bushy plants, in 5-inch pots,

lis. per doz. BORDER CARNATION, Pride of Great Britain,
immense yellow, good grower, out of 60's, 12s. per do^., £i per
100. Packed free for cash with order.

CRANE and CLARKE, The Nurseries, March, Cambs.

White Romans and Lillum Harris 11.

WICETON has just received a very large
• consignment of WHITE ROMANS, in excellent

condition, 13 to 15 centimetres in circumference, which he
begs to offer at 120s. per 1000.
LILIUM HARRIS!!, 7 to 9 inches in circumference, at 45j.

per 100. ICETON, Putney. S.W.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARB'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS. CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

DAFFODILS IHT GRASS ! ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS I I !

DAFFODILS and SQTJILLS in WOODS: !!

DAFFODILS FOB FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Rare Collection at

—

HARTLAND'S Seed Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Bulb Lists.

w

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES, nice vonng Stuff in thumb pots ready to pot on,

20s. per 100, free "on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

CARNATIONS, Strong-rooted Layers from
the Open Border, Baby Castle and Gloire de Nancy, 20s.
per 100.

RED and WHITE CLOVE, 16s. per 103.
A. M'CUr.LOCH, Newstead Abbey Gardens. Notts.

MILLER'S HYACINTH BULBS are of the
finest quality, and produce the largest and best flowers.

Grand Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick of Holland, bs. Qd. per
doz. ; Named Choice Hyacinths, for pots or glasses, all large,
first-class bulbs, 3s. Gd. per doz.; Hyacinths lor pots or beds,
in separate colours, splendid-flowering bulbs. 2s 3d per doz.,
15s. 6d. per 1CK) ; Mixed Hyacinths, all beautiful colours,
really good bulbs, Is. Sd. per doz., ila. &d. per 103. Orders
10s. and upwards carriage paid. Bulb catalogue free.

F. MILLER & CO., 2o7, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

DICKSONS NEW FERN,
ADIANTUM CAPILLTJS VENERIS

IMBRICATUM.
We hold a large stock of this splendid Fern (Cer-

tificated Royal Hort. Society) in various sizes.

All healthy, vigorous, and in fine condition.

Prices and full particulars, iirith sample frond
if desired, by post.

DICKSONS nurseries CHESTER.

CARNATIONS! PINKS
IN GREiT VARIETY.

Catalogues on Application.

LAING & MATHER,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Kelso-on-Tweed.

FERN S!—FER NS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2i-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other

Best Market Sorts, at 9*. per 100.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s. 6d.

per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NUBSEBIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS & PIGOTEES
(Strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12*. per dor. Special termsfor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE, 3, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

JOHNSON'S IlilPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING oEe of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1C0 cows,
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantitiea

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.
T HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTHEMUM
JL GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 2s. Qd. each.

The N.C.S. YEAR BOOK, Is. 2d. each, oontains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only), 5s. each.

All Post Free fob Cash with Order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY. HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM
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SPECIAL OFFER TO CLEAR.—Strawberry
Royal SovereigD, StrODg Ground Runners, 70s per 1000 ;

Extra Strong PlaDts, knocked out of 3-inch pots. 12s. id. per
100. Cash with order.
GREEV and LAYCOCK, Catchpit Nurseries, N. Walsham.

STREPTOCARPUS.—Hybrids, thousands of
splendid seedling plants in bloom, from boxes, 12s. id.

per 100 ; in pots, £1 per 100.
GERANIUM-*, Raspail. splendid stuff, in large 60's, 18s. per

100. Packed free for cash with order.
J. HUBERT GBOGAN & CO., Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 24-inch pota, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorto, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
Belling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8j. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 1 00 ; Aralias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilieas, Geraniums, Solanums, in

48*3,6$. doz. ; Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Marguerites,
Solanutrs, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz.; Ficus,
Palms, DraCEenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, 12s. doz. Lists free.

Paekefl free. Ca9h with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, 8.W.

AZALEAS, Madame Van der Crnyssen,the best
for forcing, all good plants, now ready, £1 and £5 per 100.

DRACEVA INDIVI8A, 3 and 4 feet high, very fine plant*, £1
and £5 per 100. Special trade offer on application.
JULES D!£ COCK, Nurseryman, Ledeberg, Ghent, Belgium.

FOR THE BEST PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
RANUNCULUS. LEUCINE'S NEW GLADIOLUS,

MONTBRETIA8, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sort*.
AH personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE AKD SONS. Nurserymen, Birmingham.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with "Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBULARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

igT OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS-

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6. GROVE. SOUTHWARK, S.E.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys

made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

,
LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C.
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,
And MAIDSTONE for MODERN ERUIT CULTURE.

60 ACRES
OF

CONIFERS,
EVERGREENS,

ROSES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES

AND

SHRUBS,

BESIDES THE
FRUITS.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.

Invite Inspection of this

unique stock.

Frequent trains from London by Chatham and

Dover {book to Banning Station), and South-Eastern

Railways (book to Maidstone). Local Time Tables on

application. Return fare, 6-s. 9d., third; 8s. Qd.

second class available by either Company.

THE FRUIT TREES

are unequalled

for extent, vigour,

and modern

scientific culture.

FREE FROM BLIGHT.

From N., S., E-, & W. express entire

satisfaction -«-ith the examples sent

them, and continue to buy.

ILLUSTRATED
FRUIT

CATALOGUE,
50 PV. 6*2, poitfree.

GRATIS TO GARDENERS AND CUSTOMERS.

FRUIT TREES
(ora speciality).

WELL CULTIVATED

!

WELL SELECTED

!

WELL PACKED

!

WELL "DONE"!
WELL TRAINED

!

WELL and TRULY NAMED !

WELL RIPENED !

WELL LIETED '.

WELL SHIFTED !

For Liberal Terms, Discounts, and

Free Carriage, consult above List.

Every Gardener and all interested in Fruit

Culture, should come and see the Xurseries,

which astonish erery visitor.

Repeat their Orders, and enlarge

them, because our well - ripened

Trees suit their soil and climate,

and produce marvellous Fruit.

Express surprise at our careful

Packing, and are

astonished at the fibrous roots the

Maidstone Trees carry.

MODERN

FRUIT CULTURE,
FOE AMATEURS.

ENLARGED, Is., Post-free.

GEO. BUNYARD'S

FRUIT FARMING FOR PROFIT.
2s. 9d., post-free.

THE FOLLOWING LISTS EBEE—

MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT LIST,

GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE,
HERBACEOUS and SPRING LIST, and

ROSE and BULB CATALOGUE.

GEORGE BUNYARD and COMPANY,
PRACTICAL POMOLOGISTS, &c, MAIDSTONE.
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Yeitch's Bulbs
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Veitch's Hyacinths
For EXHIBITION.

Veitch's Hyacinths
For POTS and GLASSES.

VEITCH'S TULIPS,
FINEST NAMED VARIETIES.

Bulbs Carriage Free when amounting
to 10s. and upwards in value.

For details see CATALOGUE forwarded Gratis

and Post-free on application.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
EOTAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,

Wm. Paul& Son
Beg to call attention to their unrivalled

Stock of

ROSES IN POTS
For Forcing and Greenhouse Culture.

All leading Tea-scented aDd H.P. varieties oan
be supplied in 5 and 8-inch pots, from 18s. to

42s. per dozen. Climbing kinds at same prioes.

Extra fine plants, 60s. per dozen.

BULBS-BULBS
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS,

for pots and borders.

LILIES, CROCUS, and all other Bulbs oan be
supplied, of the best quality, at very reason-
able prices.

Descriptive Catalogue Post-free on Application.

"LECTURE ON THE HYACINTH."
Delivered by Mr. Wm. Pact, before the Royal

Horticultural Society, price 6d.
t
post-free.

PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 6s., 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 42s., 63s.,

and 105s. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For fall particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOCUE,
Beautifully Illustrated",

Post Free, td. Gratis to Customers.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.B.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDCE.

25 PEB CEHT. SAVED! /&)'
The BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

2kTir/ each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap.

«fe
®V/

<5

BEFORE
BUYrNG ELSE-

WHERE, SEND FOR
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchant?,

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE,
LONDON, E.

and The Nurseries. Haarllm, Holland.

K
*£ t»**»*»»*-»*»tttt-»»:HK»tt»** >

l;

Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Li I lies,

Crocuses, Scil las,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Tost.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FP.EE ON APPLICATION.

DSCKSONS Bulb Growers
& Importers,

CHESTER.

THE

(Barters' Gjtarmck
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1895.

! ^**»***»*»*«-*«*******»»«»»* frij

THE ROSE SEASON OF 1895.

A FTER all, we can say with Bome degree of
*•* confidence, that the past summer has been

far from a bad one for Roses. The prospects

after the frost broke np were not reassuring

;

oomplaints came from all quarters of the heavy
loss and damage which had resulted. Some of

these were ourious, for results were very dif-

ferent in the same districts, and the difference

oould hardly be traoed to soil or position. A
warm and dry spring without an exceptionally

sharp late frost, furnished the best possible result

from the little wood that was spared, and one of

the features of the season has been the beauty of

the garden or decorative Roses. Many of these

are not only less hardy of themselves than others,

but their long growths are more fully exposed
to the weather, Muoh of the injury during the

frost was oaused by the sudden and extreme
ohanges in temperature. At night a frost of

about 20° or more frequently occurred, and day
by day during a few hours at mid-day the wood
was thawed, and upon walls a warm temperature
produced by the brightness of the sun. This
alternate freezing and thawing was most harmful,

and as we chiefly grow our climbers and gar-

den Boses upon walls or in sheltered places,

they naturally suffered severely. Under such

ciroumstances, it was surprising to see garden
Roses so good as they have been. At the earliest

and latest shows they were as good as in any

previous season. Some of this may be the result

of their more extended culture ; still, there is

the faot, that at Gloucester and at Derby we saw

some truly splendid stands of garden Boses.

Teas and Noisettes, too, notwithstanding the

idea (still more prevalent than I oould have

oredited) of their extreme tenderness, have been

very good. Undoubtedly, the best of these were

seen at Gloucester, although some good blooms

were exhibited at the National Rose Society's

meeting at Derby. I think the competition at

Gloucester, the Crystal Palace, and Derby, as well

as the many other Rose exhibitions held in the

country, was greater even than usual, while in

many oases there were more exhibitors than I

expected. But here, in mid-Sussex, we had a

worse time than many of my rosarian friends.

Upon all of my maiden beds the effects are still

seen. Even now many buds and breaks upon
standards and half-standards are disappointiogly

puny. It seems as though the cold had pinched

or bound the bark in suoh a way, that it was

unable to swell and allow of a healthy junction

and growth of Rose and stock, while in a large

number of cases, the dormant bud was killed

outright. At pruning-time I did not expect to

see so good a Rose season : indeed, it seemed

quite impos>ible under the most favourable con-

ditions of spring and summer. But we have

few flowering shrubs that recover so quickly as the

Rose. This more especially applies to the Teas
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and Noisettes. No doubt many of us, too, were

led to give a little extra care and attention to

our Roses after the severe ordeal they had gone

through.

Growth, especially that of the later breaks, wai

healthy and clean, there being less maggot and fly

than usual ; bat as the season advanced, I was much
troubled with the stem-boring saw-fly and small

Rose-chafers. Later still, we had a swarm of small

hard bugs, a miniature beetle in appearance, which

irjjnred the blooms badly. They were even worse

than the large and dark brown thrips sometimes

experienced, which are inch a nuisance among our

lighter-coloured varieties late in the season. A
rather prolonged drought then checked growth

Beriously, just as our first crop of bloom was being

realised ; but the rain which followed upon the

warm ground caused a very speedy change for the

better. Daring this change, mildew, as usual,

appeared. I have had many enquiries of late for a

recipe for mildew outdoors. Many remedies have

been tried, but none seems to me to be effective

unless under glass. Nor can we expect to succeed so

long as the main causes are beyond our control. We
can do something, however, by choosing sites that

are not naturally draughty; and by avoiding the

other extreme, namely, a close and sultry atmosphere

at midday, with a great change at night, as is expe-

rienced in Rose gardens that are much enclosed.

More especially is this extreme noticeable in the

late summer and autumn, when we are always more

affected with mildew than at other times. Then,

again, we should not plant that victim of mildew

—

Her Majesty—among other Roses. Innocente Pirola

and Souvenir de Paul Neyron are also very subject

to attacks, and it seems a mistake to place them

among a general collection, which in many cases

would have got the better of a slight attack if such

contagions company were not present.

Writing of Her Majesty reminds me that this variety

was the Rose of 1895. We generally find one or more

Roses standing out conspicuously among the rest, and

Her Majesty has done so during the past summer.

It won the medal as being the best Hybrid Perpetual

in the whole exhibition at the Crystal Palace, taking

this honour both in the nurserymen's and amateurs'

divisions. We had one more Rose take two of these

silver medals during 1895, once at the Palace and

again at Derby. This was Comtesse de Nadaillac,

but upon neither occasion was there that depth

of colour so remarkable in the Comtesse as

grown at Oxford. Rarely is there a season

when this grand Tea does not carry off one

or more silver medals. While we have a few

most persistent winners of this honour, such as

the Comtesse, Horace Vernet, The Bride, Catherine

Mermet, A. K. Williams, and Souvenir d'Elise

Vardou, there is frequently some very little-known

variety which is capital for a season, and then drops

almost ont of knowledge in the course of a few

seasons. Last year we had Marguerite Boudet, this

season it was Comtesse de Ludre. While there are

many grand Roses that one might expect to appear

year after year, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Xavier Olibo,

and A. K, Williams are the only three that figure

among this and last season's twelve Silver Medal

Roses of the National Rose Society.

A new feature deserving mention is the giving of

a gold medal to be held permanently as a memento
of winning the champion challenge trophies in

either nurserymen's or amateurs' divisions. A year's

possession of the trophy alone, certainly seemed

inadequate, and I am glad to see this change. But
what are we to do in the case of past winners ? For
example, Mr. B. R. Cant, who won the trophy this

season, and secured the Gold Medal first offered, also

won in 1881—82—83—85—86. and '91. It might

have been an entirely fresh w inner, and in such case he

would have held an equally valuable proof of success.

If the funds should allow, it would be a graceful act

to present a Gold Medal for each past success, or

else one to each winner, inscribed with the dates of

previous successes ! Messrs. Harkness & Sons have

won challenge trophies upon nine ; Mr. B. R, Cant,

nine ; Rev. J. H. Pembertou, five ; and Mr, E. B.

Lindsell six occasions. These are the most frequent

winners, but quite half-a-dozen other growers have

held this trophy for more than one season.

The Gold Medal for a new Rose was awarded to

Helen Keller at the Derby meeting, and here we
certainly saw this variety in better form than at the

Crystal Palace. It ia a splendid Rose, and good in

growth ; and some wood which has reached me is

ample proof of this. New Roses were an exceptional

feature at the metropolitan meeting, and probably

the best twelve that have been seen were staged then.

No fewer than ten out of the dozen were raised by

the exhibitors—a record among new Roses, for we
must remember that Ethel Brownlow (one of the

Silver Medal Teas of 1895), Margaret Dickson, Earl

of Dufferin, and several more grand varieties raised

by the same firm were not elegible in this stand.

Of the new Roses, I like Helen Keller, MarchioneeB

of Downshire, Marchioness of Londonderry, Avoca,

Marquise Lita, and Mrs. R. G. Sbarman Crawford,

with a decided preference to the last-named Rose.

A sport from Catherine Mermet, called Muriel

Grahame, is not yet in commerce, but it will make a

capital Rose if we are to judge from the blooms

exhibited.

I cannot leave the new Roses without once more
directing attention to a new Hybrid Sweet Briar,

called Jeannie Deans. There is, perhaps, too close

a similarity between some of the lighter shades in

this new class of Roses, but no complaint of that

kind can be attached to this very bright and semi-

double variety.

Returning to the garden, I would like to call

attention to the freedom from red-rust among our

Hybrid Perpetuals, The true Teas and Noisettes

are not troubled with this enemy, nor are several of

the Hybrid Teas and the Rugosa varieties. By the

way, Rosa rugosa calocarpa is most distinct, and I

believe will be very popular. Perhaps no Roses are

more generally liked than these, when once they have
been grown. Always gay from the time leaves are

put forth until winter is with us, in bloom, berry,

and foliage ; thoroughly hardy, good in town or coun-

try, and never attacked by mildew or red rust. I

should find it a difficult matter to choose a flowering

shrub of more reliable and lasting decorative value

than these Japanese Roses.

Although I have headed this article the past Rose
season, a plentiful supply of bloom is still with us, and
as time goes on and we get improved varieties, our

seasons get considerably extended. Still, the Rose
season proper is undoubtedly past. Teas and Noi-
settes chiefly figure among our late summer and
autumnal Roses—indeed, I have the fourth distinct

crop of William Allen Richardson upon an outside

wall ; and it is the same with many varieties in

these classes, and among the best of the hybrid

Teas, such as Viscountess Folkestone, Caroline

Testout, Gustave Regis, and Marquis of Salisbury.

There is a great improvement in the appearance

of Rose-stocks, and our forebodings of spring, when
the dry weather threatened little growth, and there-

fore the risk of a small percentage taking the bud,

have now happily been dispelled. Nor have I seen

the buds in better condition than at present. Late-

planted standard Briars did badly; but those set- in

during early winter are fairly good. A. P.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

time, as in M. tovarensis ; and an examination

shows that the resemblance is merely superficial.

The tube of the flower is covered inside with

numerous and beautiful spottings, but with a lens of

some power these spottings prove to be little warts,

with a serrated surface ; the lateral sepals are widely

separated, and the dorsal one is united with the two
others for nearly its whole length. The petals and
the lip are rather thick and fleshy, the latter

thickened and serrated at the apex. I believe this

is the plant which Mr. Rolfe named Masdevallia

guttulata in Gard. Chron. Sept. 6, 1890, ii
, p. 267.

Tq6 name has to be changed because another species,

under the name of M. guttulata, was published by
Professor Raichenbach in 1877 ; the latter is quite

a different plant, and more in the way of M. iono-

charis, Rohb. f. The only resemblance consists in

the small spotting on a white ground. I am indebted

to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., for fresh material of

this interesting species. F. Krdnzlin.

Stafblia lokgidbks, N. E. Br. (n. sp.).

This species is a native of Delagoa Bay in South-

east Africa, where it was originally discovered by
Mrs. Monteiro, who sent flowers of it to Kew in

1883
;
since then it has been introduced into culti-

vation by W. H. Tillett, Esq., of Norwich, with

whom it first flowered ia October, 1892. So far as

the appearance of the stems is concerned, it is one

of the most remarkable species of the genus known
to me, on account of the very long teeth of the

stem ; the only other species that approaches it in

this character is S. Woodii, to which it is the most

nearly allied, but the teeth are much longer than in

that species, and the flowers quite distinct. The
following are its characteristics : Stems glabrous,

green mottled with purple, 2£ to 6 inches long,

4 to 5 lines thick, obtusely four-angled, the angles

with long, ascending, stout teeth, £ to 1 inch long,

and about | inch thick at the base, terete, gradually

tapering to a fine soft point. Cymes sessile,

several-flowered. Pedicels f inch long, 1 line

thick, glabrous. Sepals 4 lines long, \\ line

broad, lanceolate acuminate ; corolla l.V inch in

diameter, quite glabrous, with a campanulate tube

2^- lines deep (the bottom of it raised up so as to

form a convex cushion supporting the corona), and

horizontally spreading lobes 7—8 lines long, 4^—

5

lines broad, ovate-lanceolate acute, flat; the colour

is pale greenish-yellow, spotted all over with dark

purple-brown (cream colour spotted with crimson,

according to Mrs. Monteiro), the spots very small

within the tube, increasing in size towards the tips

of the lobes, where they are more or less confluent.

Oater corona of 5 short, quadrate, emargiuate lobes,

deflexed on the basal cushion of the corolla, purple-

brown with yellowish side margins ; inner corona of

5 simple, lanceolate, acute lobes, inflexed over the

apex of the anthers, scarcely gibbous behind, dull

yellowish, dusted with purple-brown. Follicles

7 inches long, i an inch thick, gradually tapering to

a beak, glabrous, streaked with purple on a pale

ground ; seeds 5 lines long, 3 lines broad, ovate or

elliptic-ovate, crowned with a tuft of hairs, flit with

broadly-winged margins, pale brown. Delagoa Bay.

N. E. Brown.

MASDEVALLIA LAWRENCEI, Kranzlin*

This plant is in foliage and size like a small

specimen of Masdevallia tovarensis, and the flowers,

which are $ to j smaller, have also a slight resem-

blance to this species. They arise from the top

of the flower- stalk successively, and not at one

* Masdevallia Lawrencei. Krzl.—Scapo triqietro ad 15 cm.
alto alato, squamis bracteiformibua acariosis 3

—

4 acutia cari-

natis ovaria longe non aequantibua; cupula floris brevi, fepali

dorsalia parte libera triaogula in caudam quater longiorem

producta, sepalia lateralibua obloogo-lanceolatia acuminata
basi tantum ooalitis caudiculia brevibus, cupula alba inatu

^SCHYNANTHUS HILDE-
BRANDII (see fig. 62, p. 333).

Plants and seeds of this new species of .<Eichy-

nanthus were received at Kew in January, 1894,

from Mr. H. H. Hildebrand of Fort Stedman,

Shan States, Upper Burma, who found it growing at

a high altitude in the forests, its short stems forming

dense tufts upon the trunks of trees, to which it

clings by means of its roots, which creep into the

crevices of the bark, finding nourishment there.

When in flower it had the appearance of a compact

luteola tota iuperficie interna puatulia crebria purpurei9 supra

aerratia decora ; petalia brevibua Unearibua supra bilobia fere

triquetris carnoais albidia ; labeUo oblODgo lineari caruoao

antice minute serrulate ibi incraasata albido minutaasime pur-

pureo-asperso. Totua floa 2 cm. longua. Masdevallia guttulata,

Rolfe ?
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cushion of orange-scarlet. The plants at Kew are

grown in a cool, moitt home, inch as suits Masde-
vallias, and they have been in flower since the

spring. The longest items are 9 inches long, bnt

usually they are only 6 inches or lets, with a few

whorls of fleshy tomentose leaves near the top, from

which spring the flowers in clusters of from two to

six. They are of a rich flame-icarlet colonr, with a

margin of crimson. Si far as is known, this is the

only species of . Etchynanthus that can be cultivated

in a cool-honse, all the others, of which there are

abont fifty known, being tropical. It is a suitable

companion for Sarmienta repens, the pretty little

Chilian representative of the order, but it is prefer-

able to that plant—from a cultivator's point of view,

The Tomato Re Umberto, known in Naples under the

name of Fiaseone, and in France as Merveille d'ltalie,

furnishes the largest quantity of preserve, which,

however, is not of so fine a flavonr as that made of

other kinds. It is cultivated in gardens near the town.

The variety known under the name of Fiascon-

cello, corresponding to the Spanish Tomate
cirulla, is distinguished by its Flum-shaped deep

scarlet fruit. It is a better cropper than the former,

its flavour is finer, and its cultivation is constantly

increasing, to the detriment of the other kind,

although it gives less preserve in proportion to its siz ».

These are the varieties of Tomatos grown largely under

irrigation. There is, however, another kind, very

va'uable, because it can be grown without watering

—

Fig. 60.— micbosiylis m;cbchiia.

The Hobticultobal Snow m Naples.

In connection with an exhibition of birds, there
was the other day a plant and flower-show in Naples.
Owing to the short notice, the plaits exhibited were
rather few in number, but cut flowers and floral

arrangements were more numerous. Amongst the

exhibits, there were some specialties which to

English readers may be of interest. Dr. G. Motta-
reale, Portici, Augutt, 1895.

(To bt oontmiud.)

at any rate—it being much more easily kept in

health. The p'ant was 6gured in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 7365. W. Watson.

ITALY.
Tomatos. — This year Tomatos have, in the

province of Naples, flowered rather late, owing to

unfavourable weather, and at the end of June there

was but a scanty supply of the variety called Sicily,

known in England under the name of Early Red

Tomato, or Powell's Early, a variety which holds

the first place, for its precocity. The most impor-

tant Neapolitan varieties are the common of Naples,

or Padula, grown in certain well-watered grounds

cIobb to the towD, and much appreciated for its

flavour and productiveness. This variety produces

large, fleshy, scarlet fruits, generally of a round Bhape,

somewhat depressed in the upper part, and crossed

by a deep furrow almost to half of the fruit. It is

much made use of for sauces and for preserving,

as well as for eating in salad when not quite ripe.

for instance, in the Vesuvian sandy grounds, where no

other herbaceous kind could be grown during summer.

It is the so-called " Ciento a schiocca," which is a

sub-variety of the pjriform variety, known in Eng-

land under the name of Pear-shaped Tomato. It

is cultivated extensively in Torre-del- Greco. The

plant is nipped at the point when i inches high, it

then ramifies, producing almost erect stems, which

grow without supput. Its racemes produce from

ten to fifty fruits of a pale red, approaching to orange

colour ; it is pear-shaped, and has a transverse

diameter of about J inch, and its flavour is sensibly

acid. This fruit may be kept a very long time, and

even in June clusters of fruits produced in the

previous October may be seen. The farmers take them

off before their perfect maturity, i.e., when the first

fruit begin to turn into red, and fasten them with a

string which they unite at the extremities, giving

the whole an appearance of enormous bunches of

Grapes, which vary in weight from 12 to 16 lb. If,

however, there is wet weather during growth, the

fruit loses in proportion its long-keeping property.

MICROSTYLIS MACROCHILA.
The genus Microstylis is not a favourite one

with Orchid-growers, but that many of the species

are possessed of sufficient beauty, both of leaf and
flower, was well exemplified in the pretty group of

them staged in the centre of the fine collection of

Orchids in flower exhibited by Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., of St. Albans, at the last Temple Show of

the Royal Horticultural Society. Two of the

prettiest were Microstylis Scotti and M. macrochila
(dg. 60), both of which had their pale-green and
cream-coloured leaves beautifully mottled with light

brown. The flowers of M. macrochila are dark
purple, and it appears to be very free in growth and
bloom if grown in a moist, warm, and tolerably

shady house. After the growths have flowered and
matured the leaves fade, and from that time until

the next growing-season, water should be withheld

or very sparingly afforded. It is the neglect of this

resting season, and the habit of watering plants all

the year round, which has probably caused the

scarcity of Microstylis in collections.

Florists' Flowers.
«

THE SHRUBBY PHLOXES.
MejSbs Paol & Sons grow a fine collection of

Pnloxea in their interesting hardy plant nursery at

B.-oxbourne, Herts. All the best named varieties

are here, such as Etna (Lemoine), salmon-scarlet,

dark eye; Kossuth, cherry-rose, with a purplish tint

in the centre ; Carillion, rosy-lake, fine form ; Eclair-

reu-, purplish-crimson, with light eye; Emmanuel
Ilerve, clear lilac, Urge, fine form ; and many others

of the newest and b.^st. At the O.d Nurseries,

Cae<hint, there is a fine collection of seedlings in

fljwer at the present time. There miy be some
difference of opinion as to wh :ch of the two collec-

tions is the more beautiful. For my part, I d>cide

for the seedlings. Njt only do \v<-l!-growu seed-

lings make a beautiful show in the garden, but

they a^e much more interesting. I am not one of

those, who fancy that the dwarfer you can get plants

the more ihould they be prized ; but the varieties of

Pnlox decussata of gardens twenty- five years ago,

were from 1 to lj foot too tall, and in dry seasons

the stilus becoming devoid of leaves to a great

extent, become decidedly unsightly if not masked by

other plants. Toe height of the newer varieties is

much reduced, and the seedlings now in flower at

Caeshnnt are sturdy specimens, averaging 1} foot

high. Very few of these seedlings can be selected

which are not as good aa the named varieties ; and
the great variety of colour amongst them is a note-

worthy feature. Some with pure white flowers of

exquisite form were very fine; others exhibited

purple-lilac, ro«e and scarlet tints—and all of them
were of good form, very few indeed harkiog back to

the primitive type.

Sjine amateurs may say, " It is all very well for

you to recommend seedlings, bat how are we to get

them?" My reply to this is, save yonr own seed

from the best named varieties. Tae latter can be

obtained direct from any good florist, and in a

season like this it is not difficult to obtain seed ; but

in order to have anythiag like success in seedlin;

raising, the flowers should be cross- fertilised by

hand, and some care and judgment exercised in

the blending of the colours. I have found that if

the flowers are not cross-fertilised, an immense

number of plants may be grown, and the varieties

will be good, but they will vary in colour but little
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or not at all from the parents. The seed should be

lotrn on a hot-bed about February 1 : it very loon

vegetates, and when the plants haTe grown 1 inch

high, prick them oat in boxes, and grow them on near

the glass in a warm greenhouse. Br proceeding in

this manner, sturdy plants may be had ready to

plant out in the open borders about the first week in

the month of May—a little earlier will be all the

better. If they are planted at about 1-1 inchea

asunder, each plant will throw up one strong spike

in the autumn. Although the Pnlox is classed with

perennials, the plants may be had finely in flower

in seven or eight months from the time of sowing

the seeds. The soil for seedling Phloxes, as for

named varieties, should be worked to a good depth,

and I never knew them to surfer from over-manuring.

If the soil is deep and well manured, the plants are

well sustained through the heat and drought of

the summer. The first year there is only one

stem flovrer to each plant; and if it is intended to

flower them a second year, they should be replanted

about 2 feet asunder, on fresh deeply worked, and

well manured ground.

Tne same treatment is ne2essary for the named
varieties, but a good system of propagation must be

carried oat. It is easy enough to chop an old Phlox

plant into pieces with a spade, and plant them
separately, but this clumsy procedure does not

give satisfactory results. The best spikes are

obtained from plants that have been propagated

from cuttings in gentle bottom- heat, and the best

cuttiDgs are found on old stools when the plants

start to grow in the tpring. Iftaken off with a heel,

and inserted sirgly in small pots, the roots soon

form. Early-propagated plants, grown on till they

come into 6-inch pots, produce handsome spike?,

and form very useful stuff for greenhouse decoration.

After flowering, turn them out of the pots into the

open ground, as recommended above for seedlings

—

24 inches asunder. Such plants produce the finest

flower- spikes the following season, and three only

should be allowed to each plant. J. Douglas.

ORCHIDS AT BTJEFORD,
DORKIXG.

Sib Trevob Lawrence, Bart., the President of

the Royal Horticultural Society, is justly known
as one of the most liberal of the amateurs

of gardening, who have throughout maintained a

fins collection of Orchids, and he is as keen a col-

lector of good and rare Orchids at the present day

as he has ever been, although the varied collection

which he has succeeded in getting together renders

it increasingly more difficult to find good things

already not sufficiently well represented there. As
the number of species, too, ixcrease, the difficulty

of keeping in health unique plants about which little

or nothing can be gleaned to serve as a guide to

their culture has to be met. In this particular,

and in most other matters relating to Orchid

culture, the remarkable success attained at Burford,

and the splendid condition in which the plants there

now are, give ample proof of the interest taken in

them by their owner, and the care and ski'l of his

attentive Orchid- grower, Mr. W. H, White.

Prom time to time we have given illustrations of

seme of the marvellous plants in the Burford collec-

tion, and it greatly enhances the pleasure of a visit

to look up the specimens illustrated. Invariably we
find them in better condition than ever, and on the

present occasion the noble specimen of Sophronitis

grandiflora illustrated in Gard. C&ron, April 20, 1595,

and the others which we have depicted, were found

in splendid condition, and premising a still greater

show of bloom in the coming season. Especially is

this the case wi'.h the great mass of Cattleya Law-
renceana, fxhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence recently

before the Royal Horticultural Society, with fifty-

eight flowers, one of the spikes bearing no fewer than

thirteen blooms. In the coming season it will pro-

bably exceed that number, in the aggregate at least,

if not on the single inflorescence.

Commencing with the lean-to warm houses in

which the Vanda teres and V. Hookeriana thrive so

well, and in which the tall soeeimen of Vanda X
Miss Joeqaim 'Hookeriana X teres), is thriving and

approaching the flowering stage, we found the rich

collection of varieties of Lslia anceps throwing up

spikes profusely, and the singular Luisia volume,

Lslia Lawrenceana, and the curious greenieh-

white Epidendrum Imschootianurn in bloom. In the

next division, on the front of which the scarlet

Habecaria militarif, the allied H. rhodocheila, and

the white and pink forms of Habenaria carsea,

thrive so well, and make such a fine show, in bloom

were the pretty Burford hybrid, Cypripedium X pic-

turatum (Spicerianurn X superbiens), C. X Mor-
ganis Bur:ordiense, still the best of its class, and

one that it is difficult to conceive finer in its way
;

C. X Euryale ; various other CypripEdiums, and a

pretty variety of Cattleya Luddemanniana.
These houses, like the other warm houses at Bar-

ford, have all the available space under the staging

planted with Ctrtodeiras, Pittonias, Pilea, and
other pretty compact-growing foliage-plants, Such.

a method fills up vacant spaces, is effective, and very

favourable for the plants. In one corner of the

house, just passing out of bloom, is a large specimen

of Ccelogyne Cnmicgii.

The next house, a cool intermediate one, has a

full collection of the larje- flowered Maxillarias in

excellent condition. M. H'ioschii, M. fecata, and a

few others being in bloom, as well as OEcidinni

incnrvnrn and 0. i. album. Oiontoglossnm B c*.o-

niense and 0. B. album, Miltonia Cloweiii and other

Miltonias, and some pretty tuftB of the orange-

scarlet Lrelia monophylla, which here thrives so well

that the plants bear from twenty to thirty or more
flowers on each.

In the large intermediate-house, filled principally

with a splendid collection of Laelias and Ca'.tleyas,

the bank of varieties of Vanda tricolor and V. snavis

is in undiminished vigour and beauty. Tneie plants

sorely trouble most growers, and we wonder how
many have completely failed with them during the

long time those in the Burford collection have been

growing in the most satisfactory manner. In this

house ii an immense mass of Oacidium lanceannm,

some 4 feet across, and in the most perfect health
;

on the front stage is a large quantity of hybrid

Cattleyas and Lseiias, and of equally-prized rare

importel kind», which are being carefully tended

nntil their flowering stage is reached. Among the

plants in flower are a fine example of the singular

Ccelogyne fuliginosa and Cattleya x Biesensis.

In the large span stove-house, amid the fresh-

looking foliage and brightly- coloured spathes of

the plants of Anlhuriam Andreanam and its

hybrids, are many fine and rare Dendrobiums,

amoDg which were in flower D. Lowii, D. cruentum,

&c, and Vanda Hookeriana. On one side is a col-

lection of the handsome-leaved Bertolonias, and in

a corner the giant specimen of Grammatophyllum
specioium, which regularly sends forth its tall, stout

pseudo-bulbs and graceful Palm-like foliage, but as

yet has not produced flowerB. Some day the reward

of patience and skill will come, and the flowering

of the plant add another triumph to the many which
have been won at Burford.

The large Odontoglossum-house has its occupants

in very fine condition, a noteworthy fact when it is

remembered that many of the specimens have been

on the place for a number of years. These plants

at one time, although keeping perfectly healthy, did

not make the progress desired nntil they were shifted

into their present quarters, and since that time they

have increased in vigour and in Bize in a remarkable

degree, and another house on the same plan will

probably be bnilt for new-comers. A few 0. Pes-

catorei, 0. cristatellnm, and a good lot o' 0. grande,

the pretty yellow Oncidium cristatum, Trichocen-

trurn albo-pnrpureum, and others also were in

flower.

In the next intermediate-house, the large table

in the centre is filled with the specimens of Sobra-

lias, which a little earlier in the year are one of

the sights of Burford, ten or a dozen different species

and varieties, each giving a profusion of bloom at one

and the same time. At present the species chiefly

represented are S. macrantha, of which there are

some grand plants and varieties ; and S. xantholenca.

Here in b'.oom, too, are some large specimens of

Cypripedium X Ashburtonis, C. X CrosBianum, and

other of the older varieties ; and in a shady corner

a large specimen of Cypripedium Sehlimii, which
seems to flower continually. Oa one side is a bank
of the Burford variety of Cypripedium X Leeanum
superbum

; on another, a splendid lot of Miltonia

vexillaria, with a few good M. X B.euiane,

and abont the house in flower were C.

Charlesworthii, C. Spicerianurn, Vanda cce-ulea,

a plant of a very large form of Stenia pallida, and
another of the pretty fringed-lipped Chondrorhjncha
Chestertonii ; two fine plants, one with four spikes,

each IS inches long, of the rare and pretty Epiden-

drum sceptrum ; several of the true Cypripedium

purpuraiurn ; Oacidium aurosum, 0. cheirophorum,

0. cornigernm, Pholidota obovata, and some other

singular botanical species. The rare Heliamphora
nutans is also thriving here. In the adjoining house

are some good Miltonia Eoezli in b'.oom, Oncidium
Jonesianum, Lielio-Cattleya X elegans, L. x Amanda,
the pretty Aganiiia ionoptera, Epidendrum ottonis,

E. Godseffianum, &c.

The large tpan-roofed warm-house, in which the

Pna'acnopsis occupy the staging on one side, is always

interesting from the flcor to the roof, for underneath

the staging, and in front of the hotwater-pipes,

Eucharis grandiflora is planted, and it grows in a

marvellous manner and prodnces a great quantity of

its large pure white flowers ; while the roof is thickly

set with hanging-baskets of Cirrhopetalumi, Balbo-

phyllums, Catasetums, &?., which are here in greater

variety than in any other collection, and they are

constantly producing their quaint flowers, ranging

from the immense hooded Balbophyllum grandi-

flornm (illnatratFd in the Gardeners' Chronich from

the unique specimen at Burford, April 6, p. 429), to

the little Cirrhopetalum Camingii, with its profusion

of flowers arranged like tiny pink parasols. The
coppery-orange Cirrhopstalum Mastersiannm, and
a few other carious botanical species are in

flower ; and among the Catasetams, a great mass
of the pretty green and white C. Rnsiellianam,

which in the structure of its pretty flowers seems to

stand alone in the genus. At the end of the houBe

is a number of specimens of marvellously pretty

Anactochili, and in bloom are Pna'anopais violacea,

P. Esmeralda Regnierians, a number of rare hybrid

Cypripediums, and a good show of varieties of Den-
drobium Pha'tenopsis Schroderiana. Oa one side

the Burford hybrid Calanthes are making up immense
bulbs, and on the potB of some o'. them, seedlings of

a new race are coming up in great profusion. In

the adjoining sunny lobby the hybrid, deciduous

Dendrobiums are ripening the fine growths they

have made, and some quite new crosses are expected

to flower next year.

In the Ae-ides-house the specimen of Oavirandra

fenestralis (Lattice plant), always an otjci of

interest, is still in fine condition; and in flower are

Stauropsis philippinensis, a real gem, with slender

stem, clad w.th distichous leaves, from the base of

each of which proceed a pretty red-brown flower,

with a yellow margin, and with curiously-ridged lilac

lip, the whole plant forming srpretty sprav of flowers

with foliage. Oacidium Krameriauum. Ae.ides Law-
rencise. Dendrobium bracteosnm album, Polystachya

odorata, and ether fine things are also in bloom ; and
in the Matdevallia-house many Masdevallias, Pieuro-

thallis, &c, chiefly of botanical interest, are still

flowering—while the new seedling-honse seems to

contain material for novelties for many years yet to

come.

In the general garden, so ably tended by Mr. W.
Bain, the show in the greenhouses and Btovea is well

worthy of the Orchid department; indeed, the bril-

liant fffect, the splendid tuberous Begonias, pretty

Streptocarpus, and fragrant Lilies, make in the con-

servatory whose roof is laden with the mingled

flowers of the white and the crimson varieties of

Lapageria rosea, would be difficult to excel.

In the open ground there are flowers everywhere
;
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the bed« of brilliant Cannas ; of graceful and bright

Montbretia« ; fragrant and richly- coloured Ro«e«,

Gladioli, Crinnm Powelli (which it here one of the

finest bard; bulb" ), and other flowers being all that

could be desired, while here and there peep forth

novelties or well-known old plants never seen in

such beautiful form before. Two remarkable in-

stances of the latter are the pretty bushes of sky-

blue Tweedia ccerulea, which by cuttiDg back are

here caused to make neat and charming plants; and

the purple Rnodochiton volubile, which runs over

a rustic arch.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM
AND ITS ALLIES.

The receipt of a letter and specimens from Rev.

C. Wolley Dod induced us to examine the her-

barium specimens, and those in cultivation at Kew
and Chiswick :

—
Chrysanthemum fallens, J. Gay (1833), ex Indioc

Kewensi, i,, 527.—Bracts of the involucre with a

deep white or pale brown margin ; corolla of disc-

florets gibbous, or spurred at the base.

C. maximom, Ramond (1800), ex Indice Kewensi, i. t

527.—Bracts of the involucre with a brown margin
;

corolla of disc-florets not gibbous or spurred at the

base. The association of fleshy leaves and a more
or less coarsely hairy epiderm is unusual.

C. pallens is usually the smaller plant, 2 to 3 feet,

the leaves lighter- coloured, less hairy, and less fleshy

than those of maximum. C. maximum is a rather

more robust plant, with darker - coloured, larger

leaves, and involucral bracts, and without any spur or

protrusion at the base of the corolla of the diec-

florete, such as characterises the disc florets of C.

pallens.

In addition, there are C. lacostre, a coarse-

growiDg, tall perennial, 4 to 5 feet high, with thick,

fleshy, quite glabrous, glossy leaves, and large white

flower- heads. The ray- florets of this species have a

rather deep, laciniate, membranous cup, surmount-

ing the ovary. No such pappus or cup exists in

the floretB of the disc. The involucral scales are

ovate-oblong acute, with a deep membranoui border,

extending from the tip to about the middle of the

scale. To this belong certain garden forms called

latifoliumaud grandifiorum ; and here belongs in our

opinion the larger of the two \ lants called maxi-

mum by Mr. Wolley Djd in the communica-

tion, and of which he has kindly transmitted speci-

mens. This is still in bloom, whilst C. maximum
and C. pallens are both over.

C. serotinus is also a tall-growing perennial,

4 to 5 feet, not yet in bloom. Its upper leaves

are sessile, lanceolate, coarsely serrate from above

the middle to the tip, dull green, slightly pilose,

especially upon the lower surface, and often with

a pair of small lobes or teeth at the very base.

The involucral scales in the young state are covered

with white hairs.

C. atkatom has leaves auricled at the base, and

the involucral leaves almost black at the tip. This

is perhaps only a form of C. leucanthemum.

"C. pallens.—Last spring I received from Mr.

Marshall, chairman of the floral committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, a plant named
Chrysanthemnm pallens ; he asked me whether I

knew it as a distinct species from C. maximum.
When the plant flowered I found it to be what
I have grown for many years as the type of

C. maximum (Ramond), but on careful examina-
tion of the characters, with the help of a botanical

expert, I And it to be C. pallens (Gay). In
common with most amateurs I have generally con-
sidered that there were two forms of C. maximum
(Ramond), one of slender habit, growing at

most about 2 feet high ; the other coarser and with

thicker leaves and larger flowerr, reaching, on rich

soils, a height of 4 feet. Both of these are distinct

from the still taller and larger C. latifolinm syn. C.

lacustre. The smaller of these two plants will be

found on examination to be C. pallens (Gay),

and tbe larger C. maximum (Ramond). The
botanical distinctions between the two are not

obvious, except the difference in size; but tbe name
"pallens " is derived from the colour of the bracts of

the involucrum. If a flower is tamed upside down,

the general colour of the edges of the bracts is

nearly straw-coloured in C. pallens, whilst in C.

maximum it is dark brown. The lower part of the

stalk in C. pallens is hairy, whilst that of C. maxi-

mum is smooth. There are also differences in the

pappus and the achene only to be observed by minute

examination. The native range of C. pallens

is more extensive that that of C. maximum, and it is

less of a mountain plant, reaching from Portugal

through southern France and northern Italy, nearly

to the Black Sea. It is known that C. maximum is

variable from seed, and where these two closely

61.—A SPECIES OP PICUS—PROBABLY F. ISIEL1

—

STRANGLING A Ali.Kt.iO TREE.

allied species are grown near one another, it will

probably be found that they amalgamate, and pro-

duce intermediate forms, but as botanists have

recognized them as distinct, it is better that they

should have their right names given to them in

gardens. C. Wolley Dod!'

A FICUS STRANGLING A MANGO
TREE.

Oor illustration, taken from a photograph kindly

furnished by Mr.G. M. WoodsoD, College of Science,

Poonah, exhibits a Mango tree growing in a grove

near Lanowlee, on the Western Ghauts, India, being

killed in the embraces of a Ficus. The process of

destruction is well and correctly described in the

following words by Mr. James Rodway in the Guiana

Forest :—
" Woe betide the forest giant when he falls into

tbe clutches of the Ciusia or Fig. Its seeds being

provided with a pulp, which is very pleasant to the
taste of a great number of birds, are carried from
tree to tree, and deposited on the branches. Here
it germinates, the leafy stem rising npward, and the
roots flowing, as it were, down the trunk until tbey
reach the soil. At first these aerial roots are soft
and delicate, with apparently no more power for

evil than so many small streams of pitch, which
they resemble in their slowly-flowing motion down-
ward. Here and there they branch, especially if an
obstruction is met with, when the stream either
changes its course or divides to right and left.

Meanwhile leafy branches have been developed,
which push themselves throngh the canopy above,
and get into the light, where their growth is

enormously accelerated. As this takes place tbe
roots have generally reached the ground, and begun
to draw sustenance from below to strengthen the
whole plant. Then comes a wooder'ul development.
The hitherto soft aeial roots begin to harden and
spread wider and wider, throwing out side-brancues
which flow into and amalgamate with each other
until the whole tree-trunk is bound in a series of
irregular living hoops. The strangler is now ready
for its deadly work. The forest giant, like all

exogens, must have room to increase in girth, and
here he is bound by cords which are stronger than
iron bands. Like an athlete, he tries to expand
and burst his fetters, and if they were rigid he might
Bncceed. . . , The bark bulge between every

interlacing—bulges out, and even tries to overlap

;

but the monster haB taken every precaution against
this by making its bands very numerous and wide.

.... As the tree becomes weaker its leaves begin
to fall, and this gives more room for its foe. Soon
the strangler expands itself into a great bush almost
as large as the mass of branches and foliage it has
effaced If we look carefully around as we
see examples of entire obliteration—a Clasia.or Fig,

standing on its reticulated hollow pillar, with only a
heap of brown humus at its base to show what has
become of the trunk which once stood up in all its

majesty on that spot."

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
As we experience such varying seasons, this one

very hot, the next wet and cold, the importance of
growing both early and late varieties of Strawberries
on different aspects is obvious. Tnis year our late
plants on north bordeis were an especially welcome
addition to the supply, as the outside crop was over
earlier than ntual. Last season, owing to late spring
frost during May, much of the bloom of the mid-
seaaon varieties was injured by frost, and in the
southern parts of the country the earliest plants had
fruit half grown which was destroyed, whereas the
bloom on north borders was less advanced, and
remained uninjured.

August is a good month to plant for late supplies,

and I venture to assert that the fruits will be
much appreciated, as we never appear to have too
long a season or too abundant a crop of Strawberries.
Last year I find that our supply iaited six weeks,
thanks to our late kinds; this year we gathered much
earlier and the period was a little over rive weeks.
Of late varieties there is a large choice, and the
fir«t place I would give to British Qjeen, a variety
that does not do well everywhere, bat is well worm
growing if it thrives— it jutt follows on the main
crop varieties. Eleanor or Oxonian is also a large-

fruited late variety, not noted for flavour, but a free

grower and trustworthy cropper. Aberdeen Fa-
vourite is superior, though a little smaller; a fine

type, of brisk flavour, and very late when gTOwn in

the shade of a north wall. For some seasons Jubilee
nsed to be grown here in the same aspect for its good
qualities and lateness, but it has now made way for

Latest of All, a much superior variety, with tbe
British Queen flavour, and coming best in dry hot
seasons. It is a very fine fruit, and an immense
cropper, requiring frequent renewals if great siz» in

the Iruit is required. I am unable to recommend
Waterloo, as it does not crop freely at Syor, owing,

I think, to the nature of the soil ; and yoang plants,

unlets planted very early, seldom frait freely. The
'Pine" section of Strawberries consist! mostly

of late varieties, such as K ton Pine and F.lbert

Pine; bnt if mv choice wai limited to two only. I

should select British Q ieen and Latest of All,

planting them in the month o( July for fruiting tbe

next season. la good land, these two varieties will

succeed admirably, giviog fine large fruits a f'er the

plants in open beds have ceased to bear. G. Wythu.
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BOTANICAL SECTION OF THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION.*

(Concluded from p. 297 J

Oeganisation of Section.—I am afraid I have
detained you too long over these matters, on which I

must admit I have spoken with some frankness.

Bat I take it that one of the objscts of cur section is

to deliver our minds of any perilous stnff that is

fermenting in it. Bnt now, having taken leave of

the past, let na tnrn to the future.

We start at least with a clean slate. We cannot
bind our successors, it is true, at other meetings,

But I cannot doubt that it will be in our power to

materially shape our future, notwithstanding. When
we were only a department I think we all felt the

advantage of these annual meetings, of the profitable

discussion formal and informal, and of the privilege

of meeting so many of our foreign brethren who
have so generously supported us by their presence

and sympathy.

I am anxious, then, to suggest that we should

conduct our proceedings on as broad lines as

possible. I do not think we should be too ready to

encourage papers which may well be communicated
to societies, either local or central.

The field is large ; the labourers as they advance
in life can hardly expect to keep pace with all that

ii going on in it. We must look to individual

members of our number to help us by informing and
stimulating addresses on subjects they have made
peculiarly their own, or on important researches on
which they have been especially engaged.

NOITEXCLATCRE.

There is one subject upon which, from my official

position elsewhere, I desire to take the opportunity.

of saying a few words. It is that of nomenclature
It is not on its technical side, I am afraid, of suffi-

cient general interest to justify my devoting to it

the space which its importance would otherwise

deserve. But I hope to be able to enlist your
support for the broad common-sense principles on
which our practice should rest.

As I suppose, everyone knows we owe our present
method of nomenclature in natural history to Lin-
naeus, He devised the binominal, or, as it is often

absurdly called, the binomial system. That we
must have a technical system of nomenclature I

suppose no one here will dispute. It is not, how-
ever, always admitted by popular writers who have
not appreciated the difficulty of the matter, and who
think all names should be in the vernacular. There
is the obvious difficulty that the vast majority of

plants do not possess any names at all, and the

attempts to manufacture them in a popular shape
have met with but little success. Then, from lack of

discriminating power on the part of those who use

them, vernacular names are often ambiguous ; thus
Bulrush U applied equally to Typha and to Scirpus,

plants extremely different. Vernacular names,
again, are only of local utility, while the Linnean
system is intelligible throughout the world.

A technical name, then, for a plant or animal is a

necessity, as without it we cannot fix the object of

our investigations into its affinity, structure, or pro-
perties.t Somina si nescis perit et cognitio rerum.

In order to get clear ideas on the matter, let us
look at the logical principles on which such names
are based. It is fortunate for us that these are

stated by Mill, who, besides being an authority on
logic, was also an accomplished botanist. He tells

us

:

$ "A naturalist, for purposes connected with
his particular science, sees reason to distribute the
animal or vegetable creation into certain groups
rather than into any others, and he requires a name
to bind, as it were, each of his groups together."

He further explains that such names, whether of
species, genera, or orders, are what logicians call

connotative : they denote the members of each group,
and connote the distinctive characters by which it is

defined. A species, then, connotes the common
characters of the individuals belonging to it ; a

* Address by W. T. Thiselton Dyer, M.A., F.B S., C.M.G.,
&c., Director of the Boyal Gardens, Kew, at the meeting of
The British Association, Ipswich.

1 Linn. Phil., 210. J SyiUm of Logic, i. 132.

genus, those of the species ; an order, these of the
genera,

Bat these are the logical principles, which are

applicable to names generallv. A name such as

Rinunculus repens does not diffsr in any particular

from a name such as John Smith, except that one
denotes a species, the other an individual.

This being the case, and technical names being a

necessity, they continually pass into general use in

connection with horticulture, commerce, medicine,

and the arts. It seems obvious that, if science is to

keep in touch with human affairs, stability in

nomenclature is a thing not merely to aim at but to

respect. Changes become necessary, but should

never be insisted on without grave and solid reason.

In some cases they are inevitable unless the taxo-
nomic sice of botany is to remain at a standstill.

From time to time the revision of a large group has

to be undertaken from a uniform and comparative

point of view. It then often occurs that new genera

are seen to have been too hastily founded on in-

sufficient grounds, and must therefore be merged in

others. This may involve the creation of a large

number of new names, the old ones becoming hence-

forth a burden to literature as synonyms. It is

usual in such cases to retain the specific portion of

the original name, if possible. If it is, however,

already pre-occupied in the genus to which the

transference is made, a new one must be devised.

Many modern systematists have, however, set up the

doctrine that a specific epithet once given is indelible,

and whatever the taxonomic wanderings of the

organism to which it was once assigned, it must
always accompany it. This, however, would not

have met with much sympathy from Linnseus, who
attached no importance to the specific epithet at all

:

Somen specificum. sine generico est quasi pistillum sine

C3.mpa.na.' Linnsus always had a solid reason for

everything he did or said, and it is worth while

considering in this case what it was.

Before his time, the practice of associating plants

in genera had made some progress in the hands of

Tournefort and others, but specific names were still

cumbrous and practically unusable. Genera were
often distinguished by a single word ; and it was the

great reform accomplished by Linneus to adopt the

binominal principle for species. But there is this

difference. Generic names are unique, and must not

be applied to more than one distinct group. Specific

names might have been constituted on the same
basis; the specific name in that case would then
have never been used to designate more than one
plant, and would have been sufficient to indicate it.

We should have lost, it is true, the nseful informa-

tion which we get from our present practice in

learning the genus to which the species belongs

;

bat, theoretically, a nomenclature could have been
established on the one-name principle. The thing,

however, u impossible now, even if it were desirable.

A specific epithet like vulgaris may belong to

hundreds of different species belonging to as many
different genera, and taken alone is meaningless.
A Linnean name, then, though it consists of two
parts, must be treated as a whole. Somen omns
plantarum constaiit nomine generico et specifico.f A
fragment can have no vitality of its own. Con-
sequently, if superseded, it may be replaced by
another which may be perfectly independent.

+

It constantly happens that the same species is

named and described by more than one writer, or

different views are taken of specific differences by
various writers ; the species of one are therefore

"lumped" by another. In such cases, where there

is a choice of names, it is customary to select the

earliest published. I agree, however, with the late

Sereno Watson § that "there is nothing whatever

* Phil., 219. T Phil., 212.

I As Aiphonse de Candolle points out Ln a letter published
in the Bull, de la Soc. Bol. ds France (mii,), "the real

merit of Linnceus has been to combine, for all plants, the
generic nam e -with the specific epithet." It is important to
remember that in a logical sense the ''name" of a species
consists, as T.innseas himself insisted, in the combination, not
in the specific epithet, which is a mere fragment of the name,
and meaningless when taken by itself.

§ Kature, xlvii,, M.

of an ethical character inherent in a name, through
any priority of publication or position, which should
render it morally obligatory upon anyone to accept

one name rather than another." And in point of

fact, Linnaeus and the early systematists attached
little importance to priority. The rigid application

of the principle involves the assumption that all

persons who describe or attempt to describe plaEts

are equally competent to the task. But this is so

far from being the case that it is sometimes all but
impossible even to guess what could possibly have
been meant.*

In 1872 Sir Joseph Hookeit wrote :—"Tae number
of species described by authors who cannot deter-
mine their affinities increases annually, and I regard
the naturalist who puts a described plant into its

proper position in regard to its allies as rendering
a greater service to science than its describer when
he either puts it into a wrong place, or throws it

into any of those chaotic heaps, miscalled genera,

with which systematic works still abound." This
has always seemed to me not merely sound sense,

but a scientific way of treating the matter. What
we want in nomenclature is the maximum amount
of stability, and the minimum amount of change
compatible with progress in perfecting our taxonomic
system. Nomenclature is a means, not an end.
There are perhaps 150.000 species of flowering plantsin
existence. What we want to do is to push on the task
of getting them named and described in an intelligible

manner, and their affinities determined as correctly

as possible. We shall then have material for dealing
with the larger problems which the vegetation of

onr globe will present when treated as a whole. To
me the botanists who waste their time over priority

are like boys who, when sent on an errand, spend
their time in playing by the roadside. By such men
even Linnaeus is not to be allowed to decide his own
names. To one of the most splendid ornaments of

onr gardens he gave the name of Magnolia grandi-
flora : this is now to be known as Magnolia fcelida.

The reformer himself is constrained to admit, " The
change is a most unfortunate one in every way.''}

It is difficult to see what is gained by making it,

except to render systematic botany ridiculous. The
genus Aspidium, known to every Fern cultivator,

was founded by Swartz. It now contains some
400 specier, of which the vast majority were, of

course, unknown to him at the time
;
yet the names

of all these are to be changed, because AdanBOn
founded a genus, Dryopteris, which seems to be the
same thing as Aspidium. What, it may be asked, is

gained by the change ? To science it is certainly
nothing. On the other haDd, we lumber our books
with a mass of synonyms, and perplex everyone who
takes an interest in Ferns. It appears that the
name of the well-known Australian genus, Binksia,
really belongs to Pimelea

; the species are therefore

to be renamed, and Banksia is to be rechristened
Sirmuellera, after Sir Ferdinand von Mueller ; a

proposal which, I need hardly say, did not emanate
from an Englishman.

I will not multiply instances. Bat the worst of it

is, that those who have carefully studied the subject
know that, from various causes, which I cannot
afford the time to discuss, when once it is attempted
to disturb accepted nomenclature, it is almost im-
possible to reach finality, Many genera only exist

by virtue of their re-definition in modern times; in

the form in which they were originally promulgated
they have hardly any intelligible meaning at all.

It can hardly be doubted that one cause of the
want of attention which systematic botany now
receives is the repulsive labour of the bibliographical
work with which it has been overlaid. What an
enormous bulk nomenclature has already attained
may be judged from the Index Kemensis, which was

* Darwin, who always seems to me, almost instinctively, to
take the right view in matters relating to natural history, is

(Life, vol. i.. p. 364) dead against the new " practice of
naturalists appending for perpetuity the name of the first
describer to species." He is equally against the priority craze :—"I cannot yet bring myself to reject very well-known
names " (ibid, p. 369).

t Flora of British India, i., vii.

J Garden and Forest, ii„ 615.
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prepared at Kew, and which we owe to the munifi-

cence of Mr. Darwin. In hia own studies he

constantly came on the track of names which he was
unable to mn down to their source. This the Index
enables to be done. It is based, in fact, on a
manuscript index which we compiled for our own use

at Kew. But it is a mistake to suppose that it is

anything mere than the name signifies, or that it

expresses any opinion as to the validity of the names
themselves. That those who use the book must
judge of for themselves. We have indexed existing
names, but we have not added to the burden by
making any new ones for species already described.

What synonymy has now come to may be judged by
an t ximple supplied me by my friend Mr. C. B.Clarke.
For a single species of Fimbristylis he finds 135
published names nnder six genera. If we go on in

this way, wa shall have to invent a new LinosQUs,

wipe out the past, and begin all over again.

Although I have brought the matter before the
Section, it is not one in which this, or indeed any
collective assembly of botanists, can do very much.
While I hope I shall carry your assent with the

general principles I have laid down, it must be
admitted that the technical details can only be
appreciated by experienced specialists. All that

can be hoped is a general agreement amongst the
staffs of the principal institutions in different

countries where systematic botany is worked at;

the free-lances must be left to do as they like.

Publications.

I have dwelt at such length on certain aspects of

my furject that perhaps, without great injustice,

you may retort on me the complaint of one-sidedness.

Bat when I survey the larger field of botany in this

country, the prospect seems to me so vast that I

should despair even if I had my whole address at

my disposal of doing it justice. I think that its

extent is measured by the way in which the publi-

cations belonging to onr subject are maintained.

First of all, we have access to the Royal Society, a
privilege of which I hope we shall always continne

to take advantage for communications which either

treat of fundamental subjects, or at least are of

general interest to biologists. Next to this we have

our ancient Linnean Society, with a branch of its

publications handsomely and efficiently devoted to

systematic work. Then we have the Annals of

Botany, which has now, I think, established its

position, and which brings together the chief mor-

phological and physiological work accomplished in

the country. Lastly, we have the Journal of Botany,

a less ambitious but useful periodical, which is

mainly devoted to the labours of British botanists.

I remember there was a time when I thought that

this, at any rate, was an exhausted field. But it is

not so ; knowledge in its most limited aspects is

inexhaustible if the labourer have the necessary

insight. The discoveries of Mr. Arthur Bennett

amongst the potamogetons of the Eastern Counties

is a striking and brilliant instance.

Besides the publication of the Annals, we owe to

the Oxford Press a splendid series of the best foreign

text- books issued in our own language. If the

thought has sometimes occurred to one's mind that

we were borrowers too freely from our indefatigable

neighbours, I, at least, remember that the late Pro-

fessor Eichler paid us the compliment of saying that

he preferred to read one of these monumental books

in the English translation rather than in the original.

I believe it is no secret that botany owes the aid

that Oxford has rendered it in these and other

matters in great measure to my old friend, the

Master of Pembroke College, than whom, I believe,

science has no more devoted supporter.

Paleobotany,

I have said much of recent botany ; I must not

pass over that of past ages. Two notable workers in

this field have passed away Bince our last meeting.

Saporta was with ue at Manchester, and we shall not

readily fjiget his personal charm. If some of his

work has about it a too imaginative character, the

patience and entire sincerity with which he traced

the origin of the existing forms of vegetation in

Southern Europe to their ancestors in the not distant

geological past will always deserve attentive study.

But in the venerable, yet always youthful, William-
son we lose a figure whose memory we shall long

preserve. With rare instinct he accumulated a
wealth of material illustrative of the vegetation of

the Carboniferous epoch, which, I suppose, is unique
in the world. And this was prepared for examina-
tion with incomparable patience either by his own
hands or under his own eyes. He illustrated it with
absolute fidelity. And if he did not in describing it

always use language with which we could agree,

nothing could ruffle either his imperturbable good
nature or the noble simplicity of his character.

Truth to tell, we were often in friendly warfare with
him. But I rejoice to think that before his peaceful

end came he had patiently reconsidered and aban-
doned all that we regarded as his heresies, but which
were, in truth, only the old manner of looking at

things. And I think that if anything could have
contributed to make his departure happy, it was the

conviction that the completion of his work and his

scientific reputation would remain perfectly secure

in the hands of Dr. Scott.

Vegetable Physiology.

Turning again to the present, the difficulty is to

limit the choice of topics on which I would willingly

dwell. In an address which I delivered at the Bath

meeting in 1888, 1 ventured to point out the im-

portant part which the action of enzymes would be

found to play in plant metabolism. My expec-

tations have been more than realised by the

admirable work of Professor Green on the one hand,

and of Mr. Horace Brown on the other. The
wildest imagination could not have foreseen the

developments which, in the hands of animal physio-

logists, would spring from the study of the fermen-

tative changes produced by yeast and bacteria.

These, it seems to me, bid fair to revolutionise our

whole conceptions of disease. The reciprocal action

of ferments, developed in so admirable a manner by

Marshall Ward in the case of the Ginger-beer plant,

is destined, I am convinced, to an expansion scarcely

less important.

But, perhaps, the most noteworthy feature in

recent work is the disposition to reopen in every

direction fundamental questions. And here, I think,

we may take a useful lesson from the practice of the

older Sections, and adopt the plan of entrusting the

investigation of special problems to small com-

mittees, or to individuals who are willing to under-

take the labour of reporting upon special questions

which they have made peculiarly their own. These

reports would be printed in extenso, and are capable

of rendering invaluable service by making accessible

acquired knowledge which could not be got at in any

other way.

We owe to Mr. Blackman a masterly demon-

stration of the fact, long believed, but never, per-

haps, properly proved, that the surface of plants is

ordinarily impermeable to gases. Mr. Dixon has

brought forward some new views about water- move-

ment in plants, which I confess I found less instruc-

tive than many of my brother botanists. They are

expressed in language of extreme technicality ; but,

as far as I understand them, they amount to this.

The water moving in the plant is contained in capil-

lary channels ; as it evaporates at the surface of the

leaves a tensile strain is set up, as long as the

columns are not broken, to restore the original level.

I can understand that in this way the " transpiration

current" may be maintained. But what I want to

know is, how this explains the phenomena in the

Sugar Maple, a single tree of which will yield, I

believe, 20 to 30 gallons of fluid before a single leaf

is expanded.

We owe to Messrs. Darwin and Acton the supply

of a Manual of Practical Vegetable Phyiiology, the

want of which has long been keenly felt. Like the

father of one of the authors, " I love to exalt plants
"

(i. 98). I have long been satisfied that the fects of

vegetable physiology are capable of being widely

taught, and are not less significant and infinitely

more convenient than most of those which can be
easily demonstrated on the animal side. How little

any accurate knowledge of the subject has extended
was conspicuously demonstrated in a recent discus-

sion at the Royal Society, when two of our foremost
chemists roundly denied the existence of a function
of respiration in plants, because it was unknown to

Liebig

!

Assimilation.

The greatest and most fundamental problem of all

is that of assimilation. The very existence of life

upon the earth ultimately depends upon it. The
veil is slowly, but I think surely, being lifted from
its secrets. We now know that starch, if its first

visible product, is not its first result. We are pretty

well agreed that this is what I have called a " proto-
carbohydrate." How is the synthesis of this

effected ? Mr. Acton, whose untimely end we can-
not but deeply deplore, made some remarkable
researches, which were communicated to the Royal
Society in 1889, on the extent to which plants conld

take advantage of organic compounds made, so to

speak, ready to their hand. Loew, in a remarkable

paper, which will perhaps attract less attention than
it deserves from being published in Japan,* has

from the study of the nntrition of bacteria, arrived

at some general conclusions in the same direction.

Bokorny appears recently to have similarly experi-

mented on A'gse. Neither writer, however, seems to

have been tcquainted with Acton's work. The
general conclusion which I draw from Loew is to

strengthen the belief that form-aldehyde is actually

one of the first steps of organic synthesis, as long

ago suggested by Adolph Baeyer. Plants, then,

will avail themselves of ready-made organic com-
pounds which will yield them this body. That a

sngar can be constructed from it has long been

known, and Bokorny has shown that this can be

utilised by plants in the production of starch.

The precise mode of the formation of form-alde-

hyde in the process of assimilation is a matter of

dispute. But it is quite clear that either the carbon
dioxide or the water, which are the materials from
which it is formed, must suffer dissociation. And
this requires a supply of energy to accomplish it.

Warington has drawn attention to the striking fact

that in the case of the nitrifying bacterium, assi-

milation may go on without the intervention of

chlorophyll, the energy being supplied by the

oxidation of ammonia. This bring us down to the

fact, which has Ion* b?en suspected, that protoplasm

is at the bottom of the whole business, and that

chlorophyll only plays some subsidiary and indirect

part, perhaps, as Adolph Bieyer long ago suggested,

of temporarily fixing carbon oxide like bremoglobin,

and so facilitating the dissociation.

Chlorophyll itself is still the subject of the careful

study by Dr. Sshunck, originally commenced by him

some years ago at Kew. This will, I hope, give us

eventually an accurate insight into the chemical

constitution of this important substance.

The steps in plant metabolism which follow

the synthesis of the proto-carbohydrate are still

obscure. Brown and Morris have arrived at the

unexpected conclusion that " Cane-sugar is the first

sugar to be synthesised by the assimilatory pro-

cesses." I made some remarks upon this at the

tirce.t which I may be permitted to reproduce here.

"The point of view arrived at by botanists was

briefly stated by Sachs in the case of the Sugar-Beet,

starch in the leaf, glucose in the petiole, cane-sug»r

in the root. The facts in the Sagar-cane seem to be

strictly comparable J Cane-sugar the botanist looks

on, therefore, as a ' reserve material.' We may call

'glucose 'the sugar 'currency' of the plan', cane-

sugar its ' banking reserve.'

"The immediate result of the diastatic trans-

formation of starch is not glucose, but maltose.

But Mr. Horace Brosn has shown in his remarkable

exoeriments on feeding Barley embryos that, while

they can readily convert maltose into cane-sugar,

they altogether fail to do this with glucose. We may

* Bull. College of Agric. Imp. Cniv. Tckio, voL ii.

t Joun. Chem. Soe.. 1S93, 673.

; KevBullrtin, 1891, 85-41.
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corclude, therefore, that glucose is, from the point of

view of vegetable nutrition, a somewhat inert body.

On the other band, evidence i« apparently wanting

that maltose plays the part in vegetable metabolism

that might be expected of it. Its conversion into

glucose may be perhaps accounted for by the con-

stant presence in plant tissues of vegetable acids.

Bat, so far, the change would seem to be positively

disadvantageous. Perhaps glucose, in the botanical

sense, will prove to have a not very exact chemical

connotation.

"That the connection between cane-sugar and

•tarch is intimate is a conclusion to which both the

chemical and the botanical evidence seems to point.

And on botanical grounds this would seem to be

equally true of its connection with cellulose.

"It mast be confessed that the conclusion that

' cane-sugar ' is the first sugar to be synthesised by

the assimilatory processes seems hard to reconcile

with its probable high chemical complexity, and

with the fact that, botanically, it seems to stand at

the end and not at the beginning of the series of

metabolic change."

Pbotoplasmic Chehistrt.

The synthesis of proteids is the problem which is

second only in importance to that of carbohydrates.

Loew's views of this deserve attentive study. Aspa-

ragia, as has long been suspected, plays an important

part. It has, he says, two sources in the plant.

"It may either be formed directly from glucose,

ammonia (or nitratei) and sulphates, or it may be a

transitory product between protein-decomposition

and rec instruction from the fragments." *

In the remarks I made to the Chemical Society I

ventured to express my conviction that the chemical

processes which took place under the influence of

protoplasm were probably of a different kind from

those with which the chemist is ordinarily occupied.

The plant produces a profusion of substances, appa-

rently with great facility, which the chemist can only

build up in the most circuitous way. As Victor

Meyer t has remarked: "In order to isolate an
organic substance, we are generally confined to the

purely accidental properties of crystallisation and
volatilisation." In other words, the chemist only

deals with bodies of great molecular stability ; while

it cannot be doubted that those which play a part in

the processes of life are the very opposite in every

respect. I am convinced that if the chemist is to

help in the field of protoplasmic activity, he will

have to transcend his present limitations, and be

prepared to admit that as there may be more than
one algebra, there may be more than one chemistry.

I am glad to see that a somewhat similar idea has

been suggested by other fields of inquiry. Professor

Meldola ; thinks that the investigation of photo-

chemical processes " may lead to the recognition of

a new order of chemical attraction, or of the old

chemical attraction in a different degree." I am
delighted to see that the ideas which were floating, I

confess, in a very nebulous form in my brain are

being clothed with greater precision by Loew.

In the paper which I have already quoted, he says

of proteids § :
—

" They are exceedingly labile com-
pounds that can be easily converted into relatively

table ones. A great lability is the indispensable

and necessary foundation for the production of the

various actions of the living protoplasm, for the mode
of motions that move the life-machinery. There is

a source of motion in the labil position of atoms in

molecules, a source that has hitherto not been taken

into consideration either by chemists or by physicists."

Bat I must say no more. The problems to which
I might invite attention on an occasion like this are

endless. I have not even attempted to do justice to

the work that has been accomplished amongst our-

selves, fall of interest and novelty as it is. But I

will venture to say this, tbat if capacity and earnest-

ness afford on augury of success, the prospects of

the future of our Section possess every element of

promise.

• Loe. tit., 64.

Pharm. Joxtrn., 1890, 773.
I Nature, xlii.. 250.

i Loc. tit., 18.

KEW NOTES.
Tacca paljiata.—This is a new addition to the

cultivated species of Tncca, seeds of it having been

received at Kew last year from the Java Botanic

Garden, from which a batch of plants were raised, and

most of them are now flowering in the tropical houses.

The general characters of the plant are similar to

those of the well-known T. artocarpifolia from the

Masearene Islands, but smaller, the slender leaf-stalks

beiDg 1 foot long, supporting a palmatifid blade

9 inches across ; the flower- scape is erect, from

18 inches to 2 feet in height, and it bears an umbel

of about twenty dull purple flowers springing from a

quartette of leaf-like, green bracts. The flower?,

which are 4 inch in diameter, have three inner and

three outer recurved segments. The plant is worth

a place among interesting easily-grown stove plants.

Probably it will grow to a larger size. T. pinnatifida,

from the roots of which arrowroot is prepared in Fiji,

has also lately flowered at Kew. A fourth species

grown here is T. cristata, generally known as Ataccia.

Ceintjm pubfubascens.

Sir John Kirk, K C.B , recently brought to Kew
seedlings of a Crinnm which he found growing in deep

water at Brass near the mouth of the river Niger, and

which, so far as he could see, was a true aquatic, the

leaves as well as the stems being quite submerged, the

head of flowers only appearing above the surface of the

water. In the distance the flowers had the appear-

ance of a Nymphaea. On pulling at one of the flower-

heads he drew up with it a long Leek-like stem with

narrow Btrap-shaped leaves more like some tea-weed

in character than any Crinnm. Sir John, on seeing

a plant of C. purpurascens in the Kew collection,

which is a native of that region, thought it might

probably be the same as what he saw at Brass. The
inference is that C. purpurascens is of aquatic habits,

and judging by Sir John's description, it is a much
more attractive plant when seen growing in deep water

than when growing in a pot in the ordinary way. It

flowers annually in a stove at Kew.

Agave kewensis.

For many years there has been a gigantic Agave
in the succulent- house at Kew under this name. Its

early history appears to be unknown, but thirty years

ago it was included by Jacobi in his Monograph,

where it was first described under its present name.

At that time it was a large plant, so that probably

its age now is fifty to sixty years. It is now flowering

for the first time, the pole-like spike reaching to the

roof of the house, and bearing a dense head of large

bright yellow flowers. A figure of it has been pre-

pared for the Botanical Magazine, where, no doubt,

Mr. Baker will tell all that there is to be told with

regard to it. Meanwhile it is worth the while of any-
one interested in Agaves to see this plant, which is

exceedingly handsome in flower, bat which does not
at present look like perpetuating itself, the leaves

having all perished, and the stem failed to develop

suckers. Possibly, however, bulbils will be produced
on the inflorescence.

Cebeus giganteus.

One of the large specimens of this giant Cactus

recently obtained from Arizona, and represented in

the photograph of a group of Cacti published in

these pages a few weeks ago, is now flowering freely.

This is the second time this species has flowered at

Kew in the last five years, the first being in 1891,

when a figure was published in the Botanical Maga-
zine. The flowers are 6 inches long, trumpet-shaped,

with numerous short white petals surrounding a large

cushion-like cluster of yellow stamens, in the centre

of which is the erect many-rayed stigma. Compared
with the colossal stem the flowers are small and
disappointing. H»d the flowers been on the same
scale as thos? of C. Eyriesii (EihinopBit) they wonld
have been about the size of an ordinary wash-tab.

W. W.

The Week's Work.
FBUITB rjITDEB GLASS.

By Eichabd Pabkeb, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

MELONS.— Late crops of Melons often prove
useful during shooting parties in October, but to

obtain fruit of good flavour at such time, late

batches of plants should be grown in heated pits or

homes where a night temperature ranging from 65°

to 70° can be maintained. If this convenience is at

command, and provided the plants are strong and
healthy, it is not too late even now to set a few
fruits. The above-mentioned night-temperature, to-

gether with a brisk, growing heat during the day ought
to produce ripe fruit towards the end of next month.
The continued bright weather has proved very

beneficial to the present crop, as ventilation was
admitted freely to the fruit during the latter stages

of ripening, which is very necessary to good flavour.

Where the fruit is in different stages of swelling, a

fair amount of moisture can safely be used while

there is sun-heat, but at the first approach of dull,

wet weather, great care must be taken to ensure an
even temperature, and there must be less atmospheric

moisture, Slight surface- dressings of fresh loam
may be given to sustain the plants in a healthy

condition until the fruits are cnt.

TOMAT08.—If not already prepared, a house
should be got ready for plants that are at present

standing in pots out-of-doors, so that they may be

removed under cover before damage is done by
heavy rains or frosts. A house that has been used

during the summer for Melon-growing may be selected

with advantage, as the pots, if small, and full of

roots, can be stood on the soil used for the former

crop, and allowed to root into the same. Plants

occupying large pots will require to be surface-

dressed and stood upon bricks, that the drainage may
be thorough. Train the fruiting-stems as near the

roof-glass as possible, and continue to shorten back
lateral growths, also the strongest foliage to half its

length, so that light and air may easily reach the

clusters of flowers. The house should be ventilated

freely daring bright weather, and a slight circulation

in the hot-water pipes should be maintained if the

weather becomes damp. Atmospheric moisture
must be avoided, or disease will follow. Water
rather sparingly. We are testing several varieties

for winter work, and up to the present Frogmore
Selected has set the best crop. Clusters of fruit,

eight and ten on each, are swelling very evenly.

THE FLOWBE &AHDEN.
By Ballet Wadds, Gardener, Birdtail Gardens, Fork.

DAHLIAS.—Show and other varieties of Dahlias
should be given attention by cutting off all dead flowers

as they appear, and by securing the plants against

rough weather. Dahlias are most usefnl autumn-
flowering plants, and every inducement should
be given them to continue in flower as long as

possible. Before the plants have passed out of

bloom they should be looked carefully over, and
correct names attached to each of them ; or where
this is impossible, discard the plant, as there is

nothing more confusing than wrongly-named plants.

ALPINE auriculas in beds or borders must be
kept clean from weeds, and the plants ought now to

be growing strong and healthy. Where the plants

are grown in pots, young seedlings and offsets that

are growing i.i small pots or boxes should be moved
into 5 or 6-inch pots. They require perfect drainage

and rich sandy loam, with a good quantity of small

broken brick in it. Place them in frames or pits

from which the lights can be taken off during dry

weather. In winter they must be given a situation

that is dry and airy, but free from frosts.

BULBOUS PLANT8.—Seeds of these that have
been saved daring the season should now be sown in

boxes, and placed in pits from which severe frost can
be excluded. Bulbs of Narcissus, Liliam candidum,
Anemones, Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocus, Iris, Gladio-
lus Colvillei, &c, may be planted as soon as the

beds or borders are cleared of their summer
occupants. Those put into herbaceous borders

should be planted in clumps of from six to twelve
bulbs, and kept as near the front as possible, that

they may be readily observed when in bloom.

PRIMROSES AND POLYANTHU8E8 that require

planting out should be removed as scon as possible.

Where they are growing thickly in old-established

beds, every other plant should be taken out.
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WALLFLOWERS may alio be planted in their
winter quartern as soon as possible. Window-boxes
standing in Bheltered positions should be filled with
them at once ; and some plants should be put into
pots, in order to fill the vases in spring. These may
ba kept in a cool pit or house.

carnations AND PINKS —Layers and cuttings
which are well rooted must be planted out without
delay. Give the iground a good manuring, and a
li.tle freBh lime at the time of planting. Late layers
should be left on the plants for some time yet, as
they do not root so quickly.

HERBACEOU8 BORDER8 —A considerable amount
of cleaning- up will be rt quired at this season. The
borders are very gay juit now with theflowersofTritoma
Uvaria, Michaelmas Daisies, various sorts of Helian-
thue, Anemone japonica, herbaceous Paloxes,
Hyacinthus candicans, and Bulbocodiums. Annuals
sown or planted in these borders Bhould be kept
within bounds. Such plants as Sweet Peas, Mari-
golds, Tropteolums, summer Chrysanthemums,
Pelargoniums, aud annual Scabious Bhould be grown
on borders or beds to themselves, or on shrubbery
borders. Dahlias, annual Sunflowers, Mignonette,
clumps of Ten-week StockB, and such plants that
will come off quickly may be grown in herbaceous
borders, but they should not be allowed to interfere
with the flowering and ripening of Pseonies, Spiiffias,

Delphiniums, and other hardy plants.

1'HE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

VENTILATION AND SHADE.—The principal work
to be done in Orchid-houses now is the repotting of
the cool-growing species, but while such work is in
progress, there are other important matters req airing
attention. Each day has a shorter period of light than
its predecessor, and it is necessary to take advantage
of all the sunlight in order to assist the plants to
thoroughly ripen their growth. Gradually expose the
collection as a whole to extra eun.ight, and on every
favourable opportunity admit a free circulation of air.

In the hottest division, where Dendrobiums still

in full growth. Cyrtopodiums, Renantheras, Gramma-
topbyllums, Vanda Hookeriana, Cattleya superba,

C. Schilleriana, Catasetums, &c, can be accommo-
dated to a position by themselves, the plants will

now require only the thinnest of shading under any
circumstances ; but such plants as Phaltenopsis, An-
grajcum citratum, A. Ellisii, A. Kotschyi, A. San-
derianum, A. pellucidam, Phaius tuberculoma,
ADtectochilus, Ealophiella Elisabeths, Cypripediums,
the warm-growing Ccelogyne asperata, C. Lowii, and
C. Cumingi, are liable to permanent injury if exposed
to direct sunlight. The amount of shading in the
case of these, however, may be lessened by not
lowering the blinds quite so early in the morning,
and by lifting them sooner each afternoon. Ic is im-
portant that discrimination should ba used in this

matter, and when the blinds are down during

the middle hours of the day, it is necessary to

guard against over-ventilation, so as to mini-
mise the fluctuation in the temperature through cold

winds. Many of the .Ae ides and Saccola-

biums are still growing freely, and will only require

to be moderately shaded. The deciduous Calauthes,
which are now commencing to show their flower-

spikes, will scarcely require to be shaded at all ; by
thus exposing them the bulbs become strong and well-

ripened, and the colour of the flowers will be clear

and rich. There are few Orchids that enjoy an airy

atmosphere at this season more than the Cattleyas,

especially when there is plenty of sun- heat. There
is no need to be continually pulling the blinds up
and down at every burst of sunshine, as Cattleyas will

stand more direct sunlight at this season than any
other, and they will only require shade at all for an
hour or so during the hottest part of the day.
Such species as Laalia anceps, L. autumnalis, L.
albida, L. Gouldiana, L. Marriottiana, &c; Vanda
teres, V. Kimballiana, V, Amesiana, Schomburg-
kias, Barkerias. Ealophias, Epidendrum atro-

purpureum, E. Randii, E. rhizophorum, and Odon-
toglosBum citrosmuni, also delight in plenty of

sunshine during theautumn. and an abundance of fresh

air whenever practicable. Miltonia vexillaria, Ccelo-

gynes, Vandas of the suavis and tricolor section, the
cooler-growing AerideB, as A. crassifolium, A. macu-
losum, A. m. Schroderas, Saccolabium cceleste, and
the cooler-growing Cypripediums, which, when an in-

termediate-house is not at command, are usually cul-

tivated with the Cattleyas, all require an airy position

and moderate shading. The Odontoglossums, MaBde-

vallias, and other species in the cool-house should
be protected from strong sunshine at all times.
Those Dandrobiums that have completed their
growth and have for the past few weeks been
gradually dried and hardened off, may be fully
exposed to the sun. Very little water is needed now
to keep the bulbs plump. Afford plenty of air by
opening the ventilators at both top and bottom, but
avoid cold draughts.

THE HAHDY FRUIT »ABDEH.
By V7. Pope, Gardener, Highelere Cattle, Newbury.

PEACHE8 AND NECTARINE8 continue to require
frequent attention. The growths should be secured,
and the laterals on vigorous shoots stopped to one
leaf. Late kinds need as much air and sunlight as
possible, in order to obtain fruits of good colour
and flavour. The fruits should not be shaded
by leaves, which may be fastened back ; or if this
cannot be done, shortened, or taken away entirely.
Long sappy growths may be shortened, but this must
be done with care, or the diverted sap may unduly
excite dormant buds that should fruit next season.
Trees that have been cleared of fruit may now have
old bearing wood that can be spared taken out, and
if the shootsarethenstill crowded, theymaybethinned
freely. Each shoot requires a apace of 9 to 12 inches
in order to ensure the perfect ripening of the wood,
andwhichisthebeBtpreventiveof injury by hard frosts.

The roots often require water at this season, and if

upon examination the borders are found to be dry,
they should be given a good soaking at once, firBt

breaking the surface if trodden hard near the wall.
Where lifting has to be done it should be attended
to in good time ; and before the fall of the
leaf. Many good growers transplant their
trees periodically, and the roots by frequent re-
moval become a mass of fibres, so that the slight
check experienced is beneficial in hastening wood
ripening, and preventing rampant growth. If any
trace of red-spider be detected, give the trees a
thorough washing with clear water three or four
days in succession, applying it with force from the
garden- engine, and taking care that every portion is

well wetted. Any trees that are badly infested
should be treated with some safe kind of insecticide,
afterwards syringing them with clear water till clean.

8TOPPINQ PEARS, PLUMS, ETC , ON WALL8.

—

Continue to stop secondary growths on Pear, Plum,
Cherry, and Apricot trees on walls, pinching all such
to one leaf so as to keep the spurs close to the wall,

and to allow of sun and air having free access

to every part. The shoots must be secured

to the wall as they advance in growth, or it

may be difficult to bring them into a proper

position later on. Overgrown spur-growth may also

now be thinned, cutting out one here and there, where
they can be spared. If a few of these are taken
away yearly, a neglected tree will in a few years be

furnished with short spurs close to the wall,

and the fruit will be greatly improved in size and
quality. In the case of old exhausted trees, this

should be supplemented by clearing away the top

soil and applying a good dressing of rich compost
to the roots.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By John Lambert, Gardener, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

SWEET BASIL has made abundant growth in the

open this summer, and should now be dried for use

during winter. Where a green supply in winter is

expected, preparations for growing it in heated pits

or in boxes, must be made at once. Sow the seed now,
and ai soon as the seedlings can be handled, carefully

prick them out, and as they are very tender they

muBt not be put into a cool draughty house. A
Cucumber-house or Pine-atove will suit them well,

but keep them as near to the roof-glass as possible.

GENERAL WORK —Since the lains have come the

growth of weeds has caused considerable trouble in

the kitchen garden, and it has been difficult to

destroy them by hoeing. Hand-weeding is impera-

tive in the case of some crops where the hoe cannot be

used, but duringdrydayslet all thegarden be thoroughly

cleaned, afterwards hoed, and if dull weather ensue

repeat the operation soon afterwards. Turnips sown

as advised will now require thinning, which will

need to be done twice, or they will still be left too

thickly. Some of the late sowings on poor soil may
be left a trifle closer than the others for producing

sprouts next spring. Chirk Castle Blackstooe and

Orange Jelly are two good ones for this purpose, and
they will stand hard winters well. Let all Turnips
which are fully matured be pulled, trimmed, and put
away in the root-house, as Turnips do not improve
by being left in the ground after they are mature.
Endive will now require blanching. The blanching
may be done by tying the plants when dry— or better
still, by placing inverted flower-pots over them If
flowsr-pota are used, a few only need be done at a
time, for when the holes are stopped, the blanching
process is a rapid one. Asparagus may now re-
ceive the last dressing this season of salt or
fish manure. See that the growths are not badly
beaten down, and any fresh growths with berries
attached should be removed. Peas and Beans
now exhausted Bhould be removed, and the ground
cleaned of all weeds; but if the Peas were sown
thinly, and are not troubled badly with mildew,
they will make side-growths if left, and still produce
a few good dishes. Scarlet Runners will be bene-
fited by a good soaking of manure-water. Broccoli
will require to be earthed up, just sufficient to keep
them steady in caseofroughwinds. Cabbage andCole-
worts may be treated the same when large enough.
Large beds of old stools that furnished hearts for
spring cutting, which were cleaned of old dead and
decaying leaves, and were cut with the intention of
obtaining young sprouts through the winter, will now
be making nice growths, and should be encouraged,
for many of them will stand through an ordinary
winter. All aecond-early Potatos will be best lifted

at once, and if seed be required, it should be selected.
Beds of Early Horn Carrots and also Turnip-rooted
Beet may be cleared from the ground. Give atten-
tion to the pricking out Cauliflowers and Cabbages
for winter work, and dust them occasionally with
soot or lime.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

CYCLAMENS, if grown in cold frames, muBt
now be removed to the greenhouse ; or if they can
be placed in a small house or heated frame, where
the temperature can be kept about 50° at night,
they will do much better, as in the greenhouse they
are apt to become drawn. Keep the plants close to
the glass, and lightly shade them during very bright
weather. Weak manure-water may be given twice
a week, and this may be varied occasionally by
applications of weak soot-water. As soon as the
plants are taken in, they should be fumigated with
RichardB' Compound if they are affected with any fly

or thrip, Syringe them lightly on bright days until

the flowers commence to open, after which the

operation should be discontinued.

WINTER - FLOWERING PELARGONIUM8 should

now be cleaned of all yellow and decaying leaves, and
afterwards placed in their winter quarters. These
plants do much better, and the flowers last consider-

ably longer, if a small light airy house can b' devoted

to them, and damping will be less likely to occur
than when they are grown among other plants.

Before the plants are staged they should be given a

top-dressing with a good fertiliser. It they are not

required to flower until winter, the buds may be

picked off for a while longer, bnt on no account
ahould the shooti be stopped, or they will not flower

until spring.

CARNATION SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON.—
Those layers first potted will now be ready tor moving
into their flowering-pots, which should not be less than
24-aize. For a potting compost use good turfy loam,

peat, leaf-soil, wood-ashes, and plenty of coarse sand.

Pot the plants firmly, and take this opportunity to

look the plants over very closely for disease and fly.

If the former is present it should be cut clean ou',

with a sharp knife, and burnt. "When they are potted

tho plants may be put into cold frames, withhold

water for a few days afterwards, when a thorough

soaking may be given. Some of the new varieties ot

the Souvenir de la Malmaison type of Carna'ions

best worthy of ltivation are Sir Charles Free-

mantle, Princess' .lay, Mrs. Eferard Hambro, Sir

Evelyn Wood, and Tne Churchwarden

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS should I. • be potted

into 48 sized pots, which will ba fouud the most

suitable size in which to flower the plants. A
compost of good loam, leaf-soil, and cov-manure
will suit them well. Pot very firmly, and plunge

them out-of-doors in coal ashes. Do not water (or

a day or two, but afterwards give them a good

soaking.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOW.
i Boyal Horticultural Society : Great

28-- Show of Bririah-grOT'-g Fruits at

I the Crystal Palace.

SALES.
Sept 23/ DlltcIl^Il^J5,a^^rot'

:lsTOe *: Morris'
""

" " \ Boom*.

Trateh Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris* Boom?.

Highly important Sale of the cele-
Sept. 2i brated Beech lawn Collection of

Established Orchids, bv order of
W, B. Lee, Esq., by Protheroe &
Morris (three days).

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
|

Morris' Booms,
' Anr.nal Unreserved Clearance Sale

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 25- of Greenhouse Plants, kc , at Toe
Nurseries, Castle Hill,

", by order of Mr. R.
r Prolherce & Morris,

THURSDAY, Se

MONDAY,

TUESDAY.

5- of Greenhouse
Floral Nurse

i Maidenhead, 1

V Owen, by Prol

THUESDAY. BEPl , ( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe i Morris"
> Bocms.

/TJntch Balbj, at Protheroe k Morris'

1,UJi1 ' 6EPT
- "\ Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris"

V Booms.

SATUBDAY, Sept. 2S i^^ BoJhe " st p™tlier<w & Morris'
( i-Doms.

COBBECTED AYEBAGE TEMPEBATTEE FOB THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FBOM THE OBSEBVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THBEE YEAES. AT CHISWiCK.-55'.9.

Foe many years of its existence
The British tj^s journal, to the extent of half

Association and ... e • i -j
Agriculture. ot lts superficial extent, was iden-

tified with agriculture ; and the

Agricultural Gazette was recognised as one of the

farmer's stannchest friends and ablest advocates

of his best interests. The man above most other

men who was noted as the best friend of agricul-

turists was the Editor of the Gazette—Mr. John
C. Mobton ; and his writings of five-and-twenty

years since are as valuable and pertinent to-day as

they were when first this journal saw the light.

Mr. Mobion has gone to his rest, but the good
he essayed to do, and did, has not been "interred

with his bones," and of this we have daily evi-

dence ; amongst other bodies the British Asso-

ciation has taken up the subject of agriculture,

and in the endeavour to forward its interests

has achieved some amount of success, and here it

may not be out of place to remind our readers

that the Agricultural Gazette's remedy for agri-

cultural distress was summed up in the words,
" free land, freedom of contract, sufficiency of

working capital, and sufficiency of brain power."

The British Association devoted Monday last to

agriculture, and preparation had been made for a

large attendaBce of those supposed to be most inte-

rested in agriculture ; but the expectations were

not warranted by the result. Men of high autho-

rity in various departments of science spoke on
the subject of Government aid to education, and

the endowment of experiment; on the extension

of the work of the Board of Agriculture; to the

publication of results obtained by experimenters,

the duty of County and District Councils in the

matter of agricultural education ; but not a

word that we can discover on the means adopted

by foreign agriculturists to make their trade

pay them, and to some extent govern the markets

in this country. Some admitted that of most
thing3 grown we manage to grow the finest

crops—climate considered : and admitting this,

the value of further experiment is questionable
;

and it being admitted that agriculture is an

industry like weaving or iron-working, some
notice might have been taken of the rela-

tive position of all in the matter of freedom
of action, of the chances of profit in investment

of capital in one, as compared with the other. It

was gratifying to note appreciation of the fact

that whilst the area devoted to Wheat-growing
is decreasing, that set apart for Oats and Barley

was steadily increasing—furthermore that the

increase in the number of breeding swine was
something like 25 per cent.

And so it comes to pass that, however

interesting were the papers read and the conse-

quent discussion thereon at Monday's meeting of

the British Association — and nothing can
be said against their value in these separate

respects—we are forced to the conclusion that

the old propositions of the Agricultural Gazette

above recorded are as unimpeachable as ever

—

free land for the farmer, freedom of contract,

sufficiency of capital, and of brain power. Given
all these, and this one industry must prove as

successful as anv other in the land.

Fbom the earliest period to the

Xittffiaeoi Present da7 adequate tillage of

the soil has been counselled and
practised, but so slow are the processes of the

human mind that although the operation has

been practised from time immemorial, it is only

now, thanks to the labours of a few chemists

and biologists, that we are beginning to realise

in what the advantages consist. In the course

of a decade or two the physiologists have lighted

upon truths of the utmost practical importance,

which successive generations of practitioners,

from the time of the expulsion from Eden till

now, have failed to recognize. The subject has

been suggested to us by a paper published in

the Revue Scientifique for June 22, by M P.-P.

Dehebain, on the " Effects of Tillage in Pro-

moting Nitrification in the SoiL" The con-

clusions arrived at are, in brief, as follows :

—

We know now how to take advantage of the

phosphates and of salts of potash : and if we knew
at the right time how to convert the nitrogen

contained in the humus of the soil into nitrates,

agricultural produce would be proportionately

increased

To ensure such results the soil has, from
remote ages, been constantly and vigorously
'• worked," but it is only now that we begin to

understand the advantages of such tillage and
the conditions under which alone it is beneficial.

However thoroughly ploughing and digging be

done, their value is but little unless the soil be

in a damp condition. If the ferments in the

soil whose action it is necessary to excite are

dormant or feeble, and do not begin their

work in early spring, the tillage is relatively

ineffectual.

The whole question of nitrification is domi-

nated by the slowness of the evolution of the

nitrio ferments. Rendered inert by the frosts

of winter, it is but slowly that they begin their

work of nitrification, and produoe only in April

and May insufficient quantities of nitrates.

Hence the necessity for the employment of

nitrate of soda ; hence the necessity for having

a fleet constantly at sea, conveying these nitrates

at great cost from the coast of the Pacific.

Now when the ground is damp, well aerated,

and the ferments are active, there are produced,

without any addition, many more nitrates than

are necessary. The soil of Guadeloupe yielded,

on May 30, 39 milligrammes of nitrogen per

100 grammes, or 390 milligrammes per kilo., or

390 grammes; per tonne, or, lastly, 390 kilos, to

1000 tons—that is to say, infinitely more than

is necessary for the heaviest harvest. In applying

the same calculations to the soil from Eure-et-

Loir there were found only the insufficient

amount of 25 kilos, of nitrogen.

* What then is lacking 5
" asks M. Dbhzbaijt.

Replying to his own question he repeats, "Active

ferments." Can we go further, that is to say,

can we cultivate these ferments and pass their

nitrifying properties from one soil to another ?

Can we, in spring, sow nitric ferments in full

activity which shall supply the place of those

paralysed by the frosts of winter? Is this an

impossible dream F I know not. Leguminous
plants owe their property of fixing atmospheric

nitrogen to the presence on their roots of nodules

filled with bacteria : now, already, on several

occasions, the germs of these bacteria have been

transferred from one soil to another with bene-

ficial effect. From time immemorial such

tillage has been practised, the soil having,

at great cost, been transported from one

place to another. For what reason ? What
do these soils contain ? These are the

problems which are now to ba attacked,

but without discounting future possibility and

limiting ourselves to present knowledge, we now
know that if we put the ferments of the soil into

working order, we can obtain from it more
nitrates than the heaviest crops require, and, if

we remember that it is not only under the

influence of micro-organisms that the nitrogen

in the soil becomes assimilable, but that it is

also by their activity that atmospheric nitrogen

becomes fixed, that it enters into the cycle of

organised beings, we recognize how true and

how profound was the saying of M. Bebtheeot,
" The earth is a living thing !

~

The paper concluded with an eloquent tribute

to the genius of Pastkub, by whose labours

the nature of fermentation and the principles

on which the manufacture of wine, beer, and

vinegar depend have been elucidated. Pasieub
has investigated the parasitio organisms causing

disease in silkworms and domestic animals, and

shown how their malign influence may be

controlled or abolished. It is he who
has devised "vaccines" which prevent the des-

tructive effect of epidemic diseases on our

flocks and herds. Moreover, the obscurity

which surrounded so many of the diseases of

mankind is gradually being dissipated, M.

Pastbub teaches us how to cope with hydro-

phobia : one of his pupils neutralises the poison

of diphtheria. But to cure sick mankind is not

sufficient. The healthy must be fed, and now
we see more clearly how this is to be accom-

plished, and we recognize to-day that the fertility

of the soil is due to the action of the ferments

which it contains.

Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit
Show.—On Thursday, September 36, and two

following days, the Boyal Horticultural Society's

Great Show of British Fruit will be held at the

Crystal Palace. The exhibition, which promises

to be even a greater sncceis than that held last

year, will be opened by the Lord Mayor, Sir Joseph

Eexals, at 12.30 on September 26, when he will be

accompanied by the Sheriffs and the Master and

Warden of the Worshipful Company of Gardeners.

A public luncheon will be held on the same day at

1 30 in the Grand Saloon, and will be presided over

by Sir Tbeyoe Laweence, Bart. Lectures will be

given each day of the ihow in the Garden Hall at

3.30 as follows:—September 26, "New Fruits of

Becent Years," by Mr. G. Botaed; September L'7,

"Pruning Fruit Trees," by Mr. A. H, Peaesox;

September 25, Prize-essay on "The Commercial

Aspect of Hardy Fruit-growing," Nurserymen and

others are particularly requested to exhibit under
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the schedule. By direction of the Council, exhibits
ontaide the ichedule will only receive card) of Com-
mendation according to merit. Vegetablea, other
than Tomato), are not allowed to be »howD. With
reference to exhibit) outside the schedule, exhibitors
ihould bear in mind the new rule adopted at the
suggestion of the Fruit Committee :—" All collec-
tions of fruit are limited to 100 dishes or baskets,
and all dishes or baskets must be of distinct varieties
of fruit, no duplicates being allowed."

Beddinqton, Carshalton, and Wallinq-
ton Horticultural Society. — The above

tributed by the trade and private growers, and
County Council Certificates will be granted for
specially meritorious productions. The Hon. Secre-
tary will furnish further particulars on application.

The Adulteration of Attar of Rose.—
The difficulty in obtaining pure otto or attar of
Rose in the European markets is a fact well known
to all. Andropogon oils play the largest part in this
systematic adulteration, but " Geranium oil " from
Pelargonium capitatum also takes a place. Some
new features as to the authors of this adulteration
have just been brought to light in the Report of the

the otto may not be tampered with after reaching tbe
merchant's hands, there is no means of ensuring that
the peasant, whose stock the latter buys ud, has not
already adulterated it. Supervision during distilla-
tion is no guarantee, for the ingenious peasant is in
the habit of sprinkling essence of Geranium over the
freshly-gathered Roses before distillation, in order to
increase the yield. Congelation at a certain tempe-
rature, which is principally relied upon as a test of
purity, is quite fallacious. These are new lights in the
preparation of attar of Rose to which the attention of
our perfumers will, no doubt, be directed, especially
when it is considered the enormous price this pro-

&*&*b

Fig. 62.

—

jschynanthus hildebrandii : flowers orange and scarlet, (see p

(The single flowers to the r:' 1 aud left of the plant are of natural size.)
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society, as Mr. G. W. Commins, the Honorary Sec-

retary, requests us to inform our readers, have, in

conjunction with the Surrey County Council,

arranged to hold a special show at tbe Public Hall,

Carshalton, on October 16 and 17, of vegetables,

fruit, &c, and alio a large representative collection

of Potatos from trial plots in various parts of the

county of Surrey, grown under the Technical Educa-
tion Committee, so as to show the effects of diverse

soil) on the yield. Addresses will be given by the

Surrey Connty Council's instructors on horticulture

on "Fruit and its Cultivation," and " The County
Potato Experiments." A few prize) will be offered

for local cottagers' produce, whilst provision will be

made for collection) of vegetable) and fruit con-

British Contul at Sofia, in Bulgaria, where, speaking

of thi) important industry, he says, the adultera-

tion to which otto of Ro>e) has always been subjected

seems hardly to have been checked by the pro-

hibition imposed by the Government on the importa-

tion into Bulgaria of the adulterating medium,

essence of Geranium. Indeed, the quantity of otto

which reaches the European markets in a pure state

must be very small. Last summer the British

Chamber of Commerce at Constantinople sent a

delegate to Kezanlik, the principal otto-producing

centre, with the view of procuring an absolutely pure

sample, to serve as a standard for purposes of com-

parison. This gentleman, however, wa> obliged to

return empty-handed, for he a>certaiaed that though

duct realises. In connection with this peculiar and
limited industry, it is interesting to note that the
cultivation of the Kezanlik Rose has been started

with some success at Broussa, in Alia Minor, by
Mnsiulman refugees from Bulgaria.

NEWCA8TLE AND DI8TRICT HORTICULTURAL
Mutual Improvement Society—The first meet-

ing of the fifth session of this society was held at

their room, 25, We>tgate Road, on Tuesday, the

lOsh inst. The chairman, Mr. Bcllock, presided

over a good attendance. A paper entitled " Botany,

as an Aid to Observation," by Mr. Jas. Scott, F*rn-

dene, Gateshead, was read by the Secretary. By the

discussion which followed, it was evident that Mr
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Scott's paper was the means of creating a good deal

of enthusiasm on. the part of the younger members to

know more of the theory of their business.

CaLiFORNIAN NOTES.—Mr. J. Bnn Dayt, of

the University of California, kindly sends us three

photographs, which, interesting though they be, are

unsuited for reproduction, Xo, 1 is of Qiercai

agrifoiia ?], Xee, as it grows on Mare Island, San
Pablo Bay, Gal. It illustrates to some slight degree

the curious effect of the cold westerly trade-winds in

shaping the outline of exposed trees. These keen

winds, in many cases, absolutely prevent growth on
the exposed side, causing a curiously "lob-sided"

development ; often indeed, in such situations,

Qaercns agrifoiia, and especially Umbellularia

californics, grow up conformably with the contour

of the hill behind them, being practically flattened

out, No, 2 is a photograph of a lady standing in a

clump of wild Mustard Brassica nigra), which often

grows from 5 to 12 feet high, taking exclusive

possession of fence corners and rich waste lands.

So. 3 illustrates a hedge of white Marguerites

(Chrysanthemum frutescens , 4 feet high, with a

background of Quercus agrifoiia J' and Pines.

Opium and Morphia in China.—It is stated

that concurrently with, tae decrease in the importa-

tions of foreign opium into Amoy, it is found that

large quantities of morphia are brought in, as much
as 600 ounces having been imported during one

month, A considerable portion of this is used for

hypodermic injection, this practice being greatly on

the increase, and it is carried on at many establish-

ments in the city. This habit is juiged by medical

men to be more injurious than opium smoking.

Habitual opium smokers taking to morphine injec-

tions are enabled to abstain from the opium pipe,

but are by no means cured of opium smoking, as

cessation from the injections inevitably leads to an
increased indulgence in smoking. Moreover, no
care is taken to keep the syringes properly clean,

and evil consequences frequently result from the

insertion of dirty instruments into the skin.

Agricultural Teaching in Aberdeen Uni-
versity.—A conference took place on Friday, 13:h

inst., in Marischal College, Aberdeen, in reference

to the proposed introduction of agricultural teaching

into the University. The special committee ap-

pointed by the University Court in connection with

the matter, met representatives of the Aberdeen
County Council and Town Council ; Dr. Sims, of

Xewhills, presiding. The whole matter was rally

discussed, gratification being expressed at the

response made by the public bodies, including £200
from the Town Council, to the proposal. The
meeting came to the conclusion that there was now
a strong claim for a liberal grant by the Board of

Agriculture, and it was remitted to the convener to

assist the factor .'Dr. Hi-ster) in preparing an
estimate of the probable income and expenditure

for the current year, on the footing that there should

be a lecturer on agriculture, and a separate lecturer

on agricultural chemistry. The meeting on this

understanding adjourned, till a reply should be
obtained from the Board of Agriculture.

Botanic Garden, New York.—The tract

selected comprises 250 acres of the most desirable

section of Bronx Park, near the old Lorillard man-
sion. Included within the tract is a beautiful grove of

Hemlock Spruce, which was not only the pride of the

original owners, but remains to-day one of the chief

attractions of the park. Provision for its preserva-

tion is therefore made. Tae first advance towards

this object was mad* when the Torrey Botanical

Society of Columbia College was formed. In 1591

an Act was passed authorising the projtct, but it was

inoperative owing to the violation of some constitu-

tional provision—the failure, it was said yesterday,

to include in the bill an authorisation of the city to

issue bonds while appropriating the needed money.

Tnis defect was overcome by the enactment of

chapter 3 of the laws of 1554. The success of the

project was assured on June 18 last, when, at a

meeting held in the office of President Ssth Low,
of Columbia College, the assurance was given that

the necessary 250 010 dols. to be secured from
private sources had been subscribed. Tne site of

the new home of botany is beautifully adapted to

the growth and cultivation of flowers, In addition

to the grove of Hemlock, which includes the entire

west bank of the river within the tract, there is

much protective wood. The Bronx furnishes abun-

dant water, the soil is fertile, and there is both low

and high lying land. The plot of 250 acres includes

one-half of the entire length of the gorge of the

river, which has been so often admired and sketched

by artists. The natural scenery is delightful,

and the garden will be worthy of its mag-
nificent scenic setting. The citizens of Sew
York will before long be able to point with gratifi-

cation to a superb exhibition, not only of our own
flora, but also of the variegated and fragrant

plants of other climes, equal to anything in Hew
Gardens, or in the famous gardens of Paris and
Vienna,

WEED8.—The £u."-;::n of the Kansas S:ate Agri-

cultural College for June, 1595, contains descriptions

and figures of the seedling plants of about 150
common weeds of the S.ate. The utility of such

work is so obvious, that it is to be hoped the

managers of our village schools will set their

children to work to discover and detect the seedlings

in the fields and hedge-rows. In many cases this

work may be done even in winter, and may be made
interesting to the children.

Machinery Exhibition in Vienna.—The
Consul- General for Austrc-Hungary 11, Qieen
Victoria Street sends us the following note:—
" Encouraged by the great success of the Exhibition

of Agricultural Machinery, held at Vienna during

May last, the Imperial and Boyal Agricultural

Society in Vienna has decided to hold a second

exhibition in May nest year. The prospectus will

include not only agricultural machines in the strict

sense of the word, but appliances used in all

branches of industry connected with agriculture,

such as breweries, distilleries, yeast, sugar, vinegar,

and starch factories. The mart will also extend to

tools and engines used in forestry, saw-mills,

celluloid-factories, orchards, vineyards, in the feeding

and breeding of cattle, horses, fish, &c. It will

comprise electrical machines used in the service of

these industries, seeds and manures. Provisional

applications for space (which will not be considered
binding) will now be received by the Committee of

the Second International Exhibition of Machines.
I. Wis*-, Herrengasse 13, Austria. W. Prin-la,

Ac.\n4 Ir-ptrial and Boyal Contul- General."

Nicotine Poisoning from Eating Grapes.
—A paragraph has been going the round of the
papers, drawing attention to the poisonous nature
of Grapes gathered from Vines to which nicotine
has been applied as an insecticide, it being stated
that several alarming cases of illness had been so
caused at Dorchester. In answer to our inquiries,
Dr. Fishes, of Dorchester, has furnished us with
some particulars of the occurrence alluded to. It
appears that about six weeks s?o a vinery was fumi-
gated several times wit^ _ l.oration described as
containing " the pure nicotine of tobacco in i highly-

concentrated form." The Grapes were not syringed
or touched in any way afterwards. A bunch of
these Grapes were partaken of by a lady and her
daughter. The daughter soon afterwards became
deadly pale, felt ill, vomited, and, after lying down
for some hours, recovered. The mother was more
seriously affected. She felt giddy, turned white,
and, after lying down, became quite cold, sweated
profusely, and thought she was dying. After
vomiting, however, she slowly recovered, but re-
mained much upset for the rest of the day. Another
bunch of these Grapes was given to a lady and her
child, soon after which the lady fainted, and the
child was sick, A strong young man ate a bunch in
the train on his way to London, and he also was
most violently sick and ill. Another lady ate three

bunches on different occasions, and after each felt

giddy, and had to " hold on to the table
;

" she

neither felt sick nor turned cold, but it should

be mentioned that she is accustomed to smoke.

The cook also " felt very queer " after eating a

bunch. la three of the above cases, the symptoms
were alarming, and all suffered considerably.

Dr. Eisher says it is manifestly difficult to

explain these cases on any other theory than

the one advanced— namely, that the symptoms
were due to nicotine poisoning. Tne victims were

all people in robust health, never given to such

attacks, and they did not live in the same house.

Tae importance of the subject is increased by the

fact that this preparation has recently found great

favour with gardeners and others on account of its

great insecticide powers, and that although it is

definitely stated on the label that it contains the

concentrated nicotine of tobacco, it is equally

definitely stated that " the proprietor wishes it to be

clearly understood that it contains no injurious

ingredient whatever.' Perhaps not injurious to

plants, but the phrase is open to a double meaning.

To state on the label that the compound should be

kept in a safe place out of the reach of children is

perhaps a roundabout way of saying it is a poison,

but we prefer the shorter term, British Medical

Journal, SepitirAer 14, 1595.

Shirley and Surrounding District Gar-
deners' and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement
ASSOCIATION.—The monthly meeting took place at

the Parish Eoom, Shirley, Southampton, on the

16 th inst.. the President, Mr. W. E. G. Sfraxger, in

the chair. The subject for the meeting was ' The
Cultivation of the Fuchsia," contributed by Mr. E. G.
Wilcox, gardener to Col. W. Sixelvs, Aldermoor
House, who is well qualified to speak on the subject,

he having gained first honours for the best six

Fuchsias at the late Southampton and local Bhows.

Qiestions were put to Mr, Wilcox on the subject of

manuring, potting the plant, and the uses to which
Fuchsias might be put in beds and borders, all of

which were satisfactorily replied to. A cordial vote

of thanks was accorded to the author of the paper,

Tne attendance of members waB very good.

An Exhibition of Veqetab.es at Brighton,
September 12, 13, and 14.—a vegetable show was
held on the above dates in tne store-rooms of Messrs.

Tit.i.rv Brothers, seedsmen, of Brighton, excellent

prizes being ctfsred in upwards of twenty classes, for

all of which there was a keen contest, exhibits

coming from all parts of England. The principal

class for a collection of not less than six kinds

brought eight exhibits. The 1st prize fell to Mr.

H. Stevess, of East Preston, Worthing, with

autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Satisfaction Potato?,

Autocrat Peas, Giant Bunner B?ans, Snowball

Turnips and Onions, good Carrots, Marrows, Leek,

and Tomatos, Potatos shown as single dishes were

excellent, especially Mr. H. Stevens' Snowdrop
Kidney, and Mr. F. Clare's Zenith. Upwards of

200 dishes were staged in the various classes, and
tne show the first of the kind held", was a great

success.

Nova Scotian Apples.—The condition of the

Apple orchards in the principal fruit districts,

according to the Government Beport, is very satis-

factory, with exception of Bear River, where a crop

of not over 35 per cent, is expected, and West Corn-
wallis, where a small crop is indicated, although the

bearing trees look well. Complaint is made of the

Baldwin, both at Bridgetown and Aylesford. The
Aylesford Gravensteins also do not seem to have
blossomed as fully as usual. Other reports from
King's County are :—fruit well set and maturing
satisfactorily. The crop promises to be quite up to

average. Well set, clean, and smooth, crop average,

but 25 per cent, less than the great crop of 1594.

Pests not troublesome. Present appearance satis-

factory; no ipjary from insect pests. Set well,

prospect good ; some at Paradise have canker-worm
and roller. Crop not large, but quality promises to

be very good. The crop is maturing well. The
Plum crop is reported variously from different
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districts, mostly unfavourably, but there will pro-

bably be an average crop wherever the trees have

been reasonably well attended to.

Royal Botanic Society of London.—In
the Victoria tank of this Society, in their gardens,

Regent's Park, there is to be seen one of the finest

plants of the Victoria Regia ever grown in this

country. It covers a space of over 400 square feet,

each of the eleven leaves measuring more than 7 feet

across apart from the tnrned-up rims, which stand

6 or 7 inches above the water. The flowers are

pink, and follow one another in quick succession,

rising just over the centre of the plant. Visitors to

the gardens should see it now, while it is in its

greatest perfection, as, being grown as an annual,

it will shortly begin to decay.

Mr. Barron's Retirement. — Concerning

this matter, Mr. A. H. Smee has sent us a copy of

the following letter, addressed to the President

of the Royal Horticultural Society, which we
publish in full:

—"My dear Sir Tbevob,—I should

be wanting in courtesy to yourself and other mem-
bers of the Council if I did not give you notice

of the questions which I propose to ask at the

next annual meeting of Fellows, or at such

early period as the Council may think it de-

sirable to call the Fellows together for the

special purpose of taking them into their con-

fidence. I shall require the production of the

minutes of the Council which appointed this

special committee to report upon Chiswick, the

date of its appointment, the names of the committee,

the reference and the scope of its enquiry, the report

it made, and all the correspondence emanating from

the secretary or other officer relating thereto, also a

statement of the proposed changes in the manage-
ment of its Chiswick Garden. I shall also ask

questions which will require the production of the

minute-book of the Garden Committee, and also the

minutes of all the committees (fruit and floral),

which visit Chiswick for the purpose of the seed

trials, &c. The logical outcome of the action of

the Council (if the rumours are true), by super-

seding the standard committees and the appoint-

ment of this special committee, and not consulting

them on their Chiswick Garden, implies a direct

vote of censure on all members of these committees,

and is equivalent to a vote of non-confidence

in the competency of the Garden Committee.

The Council must Bee that by the appointment of

this Special Committee questions are raised which

are far more reaching in their consequences than the

consideration of the dismissal of an old employi. It

is a public announcement by the Council to the hor-

ticultural world that they have no confidence

in the ability, skill, or integrity, of the forty

or more members composing their committees

which visit the gardens at Chiswick, and this,

too, at a time when others like myself are

endeavouring to raise the standard of judging

at local horticultural exhibitions with a desire to

place the judging above the suspicion of local in-

fluence. The managers of these local shows have

selected their judges from members of the fruit and

floral committees, who, the Council by its action,

have considered to be unworthy of confidence for

consultation as to the management of its own garden.

How will it be possible for the managers of local

shows to continue to employ them as judges ? What,
too, is the position of these members, who are em-
ployed in giving technical instruction, and acting

as public examiners of candidates' papers on
horticulture ? To my mind their character is at

stake, and some action must be taken in this matter

where everything depends upon confidence. The
Council must, at a public meeting, justify their

action, or retract their proceedings ; they niuBt

either rehabilitate the character of the members of

these committees, or reconstruct the committees.

The sooner the matter is cleared up the better, for

the uncertainty which overhangs the question is

doing no good to horticulture. The lease that can

be the outcome of this unfortunate action of the

Council will be that its proceedings have been most

unbusinesslike, and that they have unintentionally

committed an uncourteous and stupid blunder."

Fruit Essay Competition.—In consequence

of the excellence and equality in merit of two of the

essays on the " Commercial Aspects of Hardy Fruit-

growing in the United Kingdom," the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society increased the prize-

money originally offered, and Mr. L. Castle,

manager of the Duke of Bedford's experimental

fruit farm at Ridgmont, with Mr. S. T. Wright,
Glewston Court Gardens, Ross, have had the honour

of being awarded equal first prizes. Oae of these

essays will be read at the Crystal Palace fruit show,

and both will presumably be published aa soon after-

wards as possible. The adjudicators were Mr. A. F.

Barbon, Mr. J. Weight, and Rev. W. Wilks.

AUSTRALIAN TIMBER.—It has for years been a

pleasant duty to record any endeavour to popularise

the use of Australian wood in this country, whether

for paving or upholstering purposes. Gradually the

Eucalyptus and other large timber trees have

become popularly known, if not as popularly

used. To - day our vehicular traffic is carried

on over roads constructed of wood from the

Antipodes, and promise is not wanting that New
Z-taland and Australian timbers will soon obtain

higher rank. The Manchester Ship Canal Company,
we believe, are endeavouring to make a market here

for the wood noticed ; they have brought, and con-

tinue to bring, to Manchester what may be looked
upon as pioneer cargos for that section of the

industrial world. The venture, we have been in-

formed, has so far been successful, and there is no
doubt that, when the capacity of the Eucalyptus is

better known, it will enter in successful competition

with most kinds of timber now oa the market.

"TUD8CHRIFT VOOR TuiNBOUW."—The three

first monthly parts of a new horticultural journal

have been published at Grouingen by Mr. J. B.
Wolters. The publication is edited by Dr. Bos,

Messrs. E. H. Kbelage, Leonard Springer, and

others, and is illustrated with coloured plates and

other illustrations.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Aerldes Hotjlletianum, Rtvut de t' Horticulture Beige,

September.

Aphelandra nitens. Garden, August 17.

ApONOGETON DISTACHTUM VAR. LaGRANGEI, Bevue Jior-
ticole, August 16.

Cattleya " Leopold II."—Apparently a form of C. gigas.
with wh te flower-segments and a broad frilled lip of a reddish-
purple colour, with a yellow throat. Lindenia, t. cdlxxix.
Oochlioda Noezliana, Rolfe, Orchid Album, t. 509.

CORYLUS ROSTRATA, Garden and Forest, August 28.

Dendrobivm nobile candidulum. Lindenia, t. cdlxxx.
Godetia Whitneyi var , Bevue de I Horticulture Beige,

September.
Hemerocallis aurantiaca var. major, Gardeners'

Magazine, August 17.

Magnolia Campbelli, Garden, August 2\.

MARICA NORTHIANAViR.SPLENDENS.Cogniaux, niuxtration
Horticule, t. 40.

Maxilliria nigrescens, Orchid Album, t. 511.

Mimolus QulSQaEVULNERrs, Tijdschrift coor Tuinbouic,
t. 1.

Odontoglossum harvengtense x , L. Liud.— a. hybrid
between O. Pescatorei and 0. triumphans. raise! in the collec-

tion of M le Comte de Bousies, Chateau d'Harvengt, Lindcnii,
t. CDLXXVIII.

ONCIDIUM ORNITHORHYNCUM ALBLFLORUM, Orchid Album,
t. 512.

ONCIDIUM si'ILOPTERUM, Lindley, Orchid Album, t. 510.

Phaius maculatus. Lindley, Lindenia, t. cdlxxvii.

Rhododendron* Grande. Garden, August 10.

Richardia Rehmanni, Krelage, in Tudschri/t voir

Tuinbouw 1891, t. 2.

K03A Luci.e, Gardeners' Magazine, August 17.

Rubus capensis, Garden, August 17.

SCLLLA SIBIRICA MULTIFLORA, Garden, August 31.

suit, and shining black shoes. His costume when
collecting, however, is very different : he then
dons a strong canvas suit and peaked hat, and no
•hoes. A very sharp-edged cutlass hangs from his

side ready for emergency. He works very hard, and
can undergo days together the extraordinary work of

collecting, during all sorts of weather, alone in the

deepest woods, where he often sleeps, on some branch
of a noble tree, out of reach of the wild animals

which roam around him at night in search of prey,

and who fill the forests with weird noises and screams
like those from human beings. He is woodsman
enough to know the bird or animal that vents bis

feelings in such a way ; whose hisses and touts, or

plaintive notes help to denude the night of the awful

stillness that reigns through the forest by day ; wbi:h
of the two is pleaaanter is best known to

one who has experienced both, but Alexander
gtte his snatches of sleep in spite of them all, and
resumes his searchings as day dawns. Up in

the topmost branches he is able, through long expe-

rience, to detect small Orchids where others might

search in vain. Sometimes he has to fell the trees

to obtain his treasures, and generally being alone, he

has to carry his rich but heavy loads many miles

to the nearest place for shipment. He does a great

deal of collecting in Venezuela for gentlemen in

Trinidad. From thence he has already brought to

light one new Orchid—probably more ; and it is

probable that among his recent collections more will

be added to the known list of South American
Orchids. Of the Trinidad forms, he appears to know
the habitat of each one. Ever since Mr. Prestoe's

time in Trinidad (a former G "ivernment botanist there),

he has, I believe, been a collector of Orchids. The
very few commercial Orchids native of Grenada offer

no inducement to the collector ; hence Alexander's

frequent journeys to Trinidad and Venezuela. His

large collecion at La Digue, Grenada, represents

a choice selection of plants, and are sold as often

as a good offer presents itself. All these plants,

with few exceptions, are mounted on blocks.

Among these might be instanced : — Oncidium
Papilio, 0. lanceanum, O. citrinum, O. luridum,

O. hsematochilum, 0. altissimum, 0. iridifolium,

Diacrium (Epidendrum) bicornutum, Gongora macu-

lata, Coryanthes species, Cattleyas, Rodriguezia

secunda, and Cycnoches species. These are, how-

ever, but a few, noticed when the writer paid the

collector a visit about a month since.

A word more of bis home. La Digus is some

2 to 3 miles distant from the town of Grenville, or,

say, 14 miles away from the town of St. George,

the principal port and town of Grenada, where the

mail steamer companies and other shipping have

their depots. His house, which stands amidst a small

Cacao plantation of bis own, is kept beautifully

clean. He evidently lives a very pleasant bachelor

life, and on good terms with all mankind. W. E.

Broadway, Botanic Garden, Grenada, B. W, I„

August 22, 1S95.

AN ORCHID COLLECTOR.
David William Alexander is probably known,

either personally or by repute, to everyone interested

in Orchids residing in Grenada and Trinidad. la

appearance he is a strapping big fellow of the

African race, and has a pleasant face and pleasing

manners. His home in Grenada is called La Digue,

and when at home he is; a gentleman in a cloth

Home Correspondence.

campanula NITIOA.—As we were promised that

there should be a review of the garden C imDanulas,

which were to be grown and examined at Chiswick,

I have been eagerly looking out for something about

that ancient and mysterious garden plant, C. nicida

(Aiton), syn. C. pleniflora (Lamark). I believe

botanists, though too cautious to say so, would agree

that the plants which pats in gardens and herbariums

nnder this name, and which are said to have flowers

either blue or white, single or double, are nothing

more than permanently stunted forms, probably

originating at different times, of C.persicifolia. Tde
oldest figure of the alleged species is in Dodart's

Histoirtd-e Pianta (Taris, AD. 1676), where it is

called Trachelinm americanum minus flore carruleo

patulo. Since that date it has had at least half-a-

dozen names. Its history is carefully investigated by

De Candolle in his Monograph of Campanula, p. 313.

He says he found it in many hei bariums and gardens,

varyiDg from 6 to IS inches high, the specimens

agreeing in nothing but the flowers, which were

precisely those of C. persicifqlia, but smaller. He
never could obtain a seed of it, and found it die of
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cold in very severe winters. This seems hardly con-
sistent with its alleged habitat, Arctic America ; but

it was probably referred to America by gardeners for

the same reason that many plants were referred to

Jerusalem a century earlier, becaase no one was
likely in those days to go there to look for them.
America during the present century has been pretty

well banted for plants, and Asa Gray in his Flora of
North America, says of this plant " vaguely attributed

tu North America, wholly unknown in a wild state,

apparently allied to C. persicifolia and not North
American." My experience of the plants sold as C.
nitida is that they are not consistent with one
another ; but most of them if planted in good rich

soil, either develop their growth into typical C. per-

sicifolia or die. C. Wolley Bod, Edge Hall, Malpas.
F.S.—If this alleged species were lost, I would un-
dertake to make it again in a very few years by a
selection from dwarf forms of C. persicifolia. C. W. D.

ERITRICHIUM STRICTUM (?).—A most beautiful

and continuously free-blooming hardy annual, with

deep blue flowers, was sent to me in the spring of

last year by the Rev. Theodore Marsh (the well-

known raiser of hybrid Lachenaliso), of Cawston
Rectory, Norwich. He wrote to me when sending it

that, being perfectly hardy, it required no special

care, and usually sowed its own seed freely all round
wherever it grew, so that by transplanting the seed-

lings in the spring, it could be made use of wherever
a border of blue flowers was wanted in the garden.

I transplanted my self-sown seedlings accordingly

this spring round one of my beds of Lemoine's
Gladioli, where they have bloomed continuously and
most profusely during the whole summer, and have
been much admired by all visitors to my garden ; to

none of whom was the plant known, and nearly

every one asked for the name, and wished to know
where they could obtain seed of it for next year.

The small deep blue flowers exhale a strong perfume,

somewhat resembling that of the flowers of the

common Lime tree, and during the sunny hours of

the morning they are covered with flies, bees, and
other insects, who seem to find the odour very
attractive. I have not been able to find the name
in any of my books of reference, except the Index
Kewemis, the horticultural dictionaries only men-
tioning one species of Eritrichinm, the pretty little

alpine, E. nanum. I sent some flowering specimens
to Messrs. Cutbush, the well known London nur-
serymen and seedsmen, who wrote me that they
knew it, and Bold seed of it under the name of Eri-

trichium nothofulvum ; and to them I have accord-
ingly referred all my friends for seed of this most
ornamental plant. On referring to the Index Kew-
ensis for this second specific name, I find it is said to

be synonymous with Flagiobothrys nothofulvus.

I also sent flowering specimens to the Herbarium at

Kew for identification, and the learned botanical
authorities there said it was not an Eritrichium at
all, but apparently one of the Hound's- tongue family,

Cynoglossum furcatum, figured by Wight in hig

Illustrations of East Indian Plants, vol. iv., t. 1395.
I hope some of your readers will recognise and give
the correct name of this plant. W. E. Gumbleton.

8LUG8 AND WORMS.—Yon must be almost, if

not quite tired of the above subject, but I know not
how to get information except by your paper. If
Mr. W. T. of Bishop's Teignton, South Devon, will

kindly allow me, I will send him one of the earth
slugs if I find that they have no shell, which I have
not noticed at present. Perhaps " W. T." can tell

me how many sorts or varieties of the little fish

called sticklebacks there are ? I. Walton only men-
tions one ; but I am told one variety has three
spines on its back, another two, and a third has
only one spine. Robert Warner, Widford Lodge,
Chelmsford.

JUDGING AT METROPOLITAN AND LARGE
PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS. —
Permit me to suggest that, at all important
open competitions of this kind, there should
be an expert (say, from Royal Horticultural
Society), in attendance as a scrutineer, to Bee
that no points of merit in the exhibits are over-
looked, and if any error occur, that it may be pointed
out before the adjudicators leave their work. Gene-
rally men of notable positions are selected as judges,
and rightly bo ; but alter all, they are liable to mis-
takes, and a scrutineer would materially assist in

securing justice in each award. By thus making
their judgments as perfect as possible, they would
be of the greatest value to mere local societies

;

inasmuch as thousands go to premier shows to study
the points of merit in the awards, and take the cue

afforded. Consequently, judges at local shows are

often twitted if they endeavour to correct evident
errors ; and sometimes they bring undeserved con-
tumely on the judges, quibbling and cavilling

between competitors and committees. I could

instance some awards at a high-class provincial show
recently held, which have borne fruits at subsequent
shows, and which furniihed pegs for the nonplussed

competitor to hang his quibbles upon. P. M.

HARDINES8 OF CLEMATI8 DAVIDIANA —It may
interest your correspondents in to-day's number of

the Gardeners' Chronicle to learn that the Clematis
Davidiana has proved perfectly hardy here in the

open ground. It was planted about a year ago, and
is now a nice bushy plant, covered with grey-blue

flowers. We did not admire it very much at first,

but now it has gained upon our afftctions, and there

is no longer " a talk " about digging it up ! It has
the great recommendation of novelty

—

bo dear to

ladies ! H. M, E., Leamington,

A VINE 8PORT.—I looked in the other day to

see some of the wonderful examples of fruit, plant,

and flower culture at Mr. Thomas Rochford nurseries,

at Broxbourne, Herts, and was shown a very remark-
able instance of variation from the original on a
Vine of the Black Alicante Grape. The rods are not
of great length, and they are furnished from base to

summit with splendid bunches. There is no question
here of the transfusion of sap by grafting. The Vine
for 4 or 5 feet from the base is producing bunches
which are undoubtedly Alicante ; the upper part of

the rod about 6 feet or more is producing Grapes
altogether different, and resembling in size of berry

the Gros Colmar ; but, the leaves and wood are not
of this variety, nor are they quite identical with
Alicante. It is curious that the Vine should thus
break into a new character at a certain point, and
retain it to the very top of the cane; in all my ex-
perience of Vine growing I never knew such a case
as this. The difference in the berries is so marked
that it cannot escape observation. J. Douglas.

THE DOUBLE- FLOWERED DAISY.—I was very
pleased to see Mr. E. Bennett's remarks on these
flowers in a recent issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 206. I have seen Daisies at their beet in the
three places named—Aston, Cliveden, and Belvoir,
and have no hesitation in placing Aston first with
this lowly flower. It was well worth the journey
from Bury to Birmingham to see the Aston Daisies
in the heyday of their freshness and beauty. Mars
was indeed marshalled into might as Daisy edgings
extended into miles of broad bands, or furnished
enormous masses of beds and borders of brilliant

colours. The Daisies, in fact, were the eyes of those
beautiful gardens, when Bpring gardening at Aston
was at its best. Messrs. Fleming at Cliveden, and
Wm. Ingram at Belvoir, each made good use of
Daisies in those great examples of spring gardening.
But in these the Daisies were accessories rather than
principals, as at Aston. And now, through no better
reason that I can discover than the caprices of
fashion, the employment of Daisies is on the wane:
spring-flowering bulbs, annuals, Violas, Prim-
roses, Aubrietias, Arabis, &c, having crowded
them out from many a spring garden, and
other plants are also sharing the same fate. A few
years ago it was no uncommon thing to see many
thousands of Forget-me-Nots, mostly of the best of all

the early-flowering varieties, viz., Myosotis dissitiflora,

propagated for spring bedding every year ; bnt now
we seldom meet with this pleasing support to the
Daisies and brilliant contrast to the yellow Primroses
in such bold and telling masses as were common at
that time. Writing of Daisies, it is to be hoped
that we may not lose the quaint Hen-and-Chicken
form amid our changes of fashion. Further, does
any reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle possess the
white-flowered Hen-and-Chicken Daisy, or has any-
one been succesafulin raising new forms of this curious
and interesting plant ? Perhaps the introduction
and illustration of the new Daisy, Bride, and Mr.
Bennett's interesting and informing letter may do
very much to restore the Daisy to its old place,

power, and popularity in our spring gardening.
B. T. Fish.

TRIALS AT CHI8WICK.—A recent wrangle over
the nomenclature of 3 Bean, with a purposeless
result, led to the statement being made on behalf of
Chiswick Gardens that everything sent there for

trial was not tried. That such is the case is due
first, to lack of space, and second, to there being no
trial of the particular products taking place that
season. There is a general assumption in the

country that any one may unsolicited send anything

at any time to Chiswick to be grown for trial, quite

oblivions of the fact that one thing grown does not

constitute a trial, but that real tests of value are

found only when the best representatives of any one

product are grown along with new-comers. It was
doubtless under suuh conditions that the Bean, the

unfortunate object of a sharp discussion recently, was
in 1885 put on one side at the time, and was, with

many other things, probably relegated to the dust-

heap after the seed bad become sterile. There can
be no doubt, however, but that the best work done
by the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick is

found in its annual trials, and it would be indeed a

grave misfortune were any scheme, however valuable,

that may be proposed to govern Chiswick operations

in the future, should in any way interfere with or

militate against the continuation of these trials.

There are times and seasons when these trials are

most successful, and others, when arising from
adverse seasons, they are less so. These are accidents

which always arise in gardening, and may not be

absolutely under our control. None the less, there

can be no doubt whatever as to two things. First,

that every effort of which the garden staff has been

capable have been put forth to conduct these trials

successfully and impartially ; and, second, that the

respective committees, when they have assembled at

Chiswick to examine results, have done bo in a

spirit of absolute impartiality, and entirely devoid of

bias. I have seen a good deal in connection with

these trials, as a member of one of the committees,

and can truly aver that those members who attend

the meetings at Chiswick, and be it understood do so

at personal and pecuniary sacrifice, come to their

work with the honest desire to be just and impartial,

and nothing more. Very rarely indeed is it that a
member has any interest whatever in what may be

under trial—and if he have, then he is invariably absent.

Only recently, at least so far as the Fruit Committee
is concerned, does it seem to have been the practice

for that body to call for a trial, which is now done

in the form of a request to the Council to authorise

a trial of some particular product during the suc-

ceeding year. When that committee finds certain

products apparently new, or at least professedly so,

constantly coming before it, what wonder if it asks

for a trial of that product at Chiswick, because so

many claimants for honours being in the field it

becomes rather monotonous, as well as puzzling.

A good trial helps to clear the air of dubious claims

for superiority, and often shows that novelties so

called are neither novel nor improvements. A not-

able trial requested next year is one of Cucumbers.
This is a vegetable with which undoubted advance
has been made during the past ten years, but still not

quite bo great as to justify the production of at least

a dczen new claimants for honours in one year.

No wonder, with so many Richards in the field that

the Fruit Committee felt the best course was to

invite the Council to promote a thorough trial of

these assumed new and established older sorts at

Chiswick next year. It is practically impossible for

any committee to deal satisfactorily with Cucnmbers
at the table, especially when the exceedingly fine

handsome varieties in commerce are remembered. If

any improvement or advance is to be found it can
only be in the direction of greater precocity or of

cropping qualities. It is very easy for " Heads " or

Tails to sneer at these trials, but a Beat on the

committee for a year or two helps materially to

testify to their exceeding necessity. But there

remains the difficulty as to the efficient conduct of a

Cucumber trial at Chiswick. Without doubt the

best results are invariably obtained in low-span
houses, such as are found in market or seed-growing
establishments, where Cucnmbers are grown bo

admirably. There is, so far as I know, no house in

the gardens Buited for a trial, and if the trial is to

have any value a big one must be conducted. The
best results are also got when plants are grown in

pots or boxes of restricted size, or in shallow troughs,

for root-area must be not too considerable. The soil

also should not be very far from the glass. How are

such conditions to be furnished ? If daring the winter
the Council could erect in the gardens a long low-
span house, say 100 feet by 12 feet, with a sunken
central alley, they would then provide the very place

needful for a trial. Later, Melons might follow,

also Tomatos, and such a house would be of

great service in the gardens in many ways.
There are one or two exceptions perhaps to the
general good success attendant on vegetable trials in

the gardens. Peas do not always grow well, because
the soil is very porous, and rapidly dries, whilst it is

certain that the enclosed atmosphere becomes in hot

i
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weather literally super-heated. Theie are not con-

dition! ordinarily favourable to Peas. Still, «ome
first-rate trials have been furnished when seasons

have been cool and drippy. Potator, again, do

not often turn out well ; that is chiefly due,

as this year, to the excessively porous nature of

the soil, and to its being too highly charged with

nitrogenous substances. A firmer soil, in which
nitrogen is a minor element, and phosphate and
potash are in greater proportion, is always better for

Potatos. Disease has badly raged amongst the trial

Potatos at Chiswick this season, and the growth of top

is abnormal. I have found the same results exactly on

soil of precisely similar texture, and highly charged

with nitrogenous nature at Richmond, but at the

same place on poorer and stiffer soil the crop is

clean and excellent. Some of the same varieties

much diseased at Chiswick have given splendid

crops on poor soil in various parts of Surrey. It

wonld be well for these two vegetables if the

Council could somewhere obtain within a few miles

an acre of more open and firmer soil for future

trials ; that would then leave room for some other

tbingB of interest to be grown at Chiswick. In both

directions the interests of horticulture would be

greatly served. A. J).

TOMAT08 TRUE TO NAME.—Tear by year the

difficulty of obtaining Tomato seed true to name is

becoming greater, especially in regard to the varieties

of fine quality, viz,, Hackwood Park Prolific, which

I make bold to say, from several years' experience in

growing the same, as also the splendid crops I have

seen growing elsewhere, is the finest market grower's

Tomato. 1 have at different times procured some
seeds, presumably of that variety, from the leading

seedsmen, but have been sadly disappointed with

the results. In one case not one plant out of a

thousand or more, grown from a packet of seed, bore

any resemblance to the true variety, but proved to

be almost worthless. In another instance some

50 per cent, were true. A neighbour of mine
has this season been greatly dissatisfied with

seed obtained from what was considered a

reliable source. Doubtless many others could

a similar tale unfold. The variety above-mentioned

was raised by Mr. Bowerman, gardener at Hackwood
Park, Basingstoke, and it was awarded a First-class

Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society. The
stock then passed into the hands of a well-known

nursery firm, with whOBe name I am acquainted
;

and, judging by the habit of the plants from a trial-

packet of seed received some few weeks since from

this firm, I think they have the true variety. Another

variety, also difficult to obtain true, is Trophy. At
present I have a house planted with plants raised

from seed from a well-known London firm ; and

although Tropbys, there are fully half-a-dozen other

varieties, including bad forms of Old Rad, Dadham
Favourite, &c. The Trophys are very good, but I

would not care to save seed from such a mixture. I

hold that, where seed-saving is practised, there should

be but one variety grown in the house, and that true.

Anyone conversant with Tomato growing will know

with what ease the pollen of these spurious varieties

on a hot dry summer day is wafted about by currents

of air through the house—without mentioning other

means whereby it gets distributed. I say that seeds-

men cannot be too particular as to the source from

which their stock is obtained. There is nothing

more annoying than after careful and painstaking

culture of a house, or houses filled with plants, to

find when the fruit appears that it is not the right

thing. It is only a question of a half-a-crown or so

at the outset, but when wrong varieties are supplied,

and as in my case, really worthless ones, the loss

involved is serious, especially to a market grower.

P. F, Le Sueur, Grand Vale. Jersey, Sept. 10.

RED-FLOWERED DENDROBIUM8. — Mr. Rolfe's

remarks on Dendrobium sanguineum (p. 292) leads

me to think he is not acquainted with D. arachnites.

This species flowered the first time at Downside in

1885. A description of the same plant is given in

Messrs. Veitch & Sons' Orchid Manual, part iii., p. 18.

It is described as a remarkably beautiful and in-

teresting Dendrobe, producing brilliant red flowers.

A flower and pBeudo-bulb was forwarded to Profeosor

Reichenbach, who identified it as D. arachnites,

and described by him in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

1874. Professor Reichenbach sent a note to the

Gardeners' Chronicle, July 4, 18S5, in which he

states:
—"This lovely gem has waited a longtime

from our first knowledge of it up to its flowering in

England. It came first from my oldest English

correspondent, Mr. Stuart Low, who presented me
with a giant dried flower that exceeds in size

either of the seven other flowers at hand.
It was sent by Mr. Boxall in 1875 to Mr.
W. Bull, who sent me a flower and an extract
from his correspondent's letter, which said the plant
was very rare. Lastly, Mr. F. Sander appeared very

pleased with Mr, E. Rimann, a very ardent collector

and connoisseur of Dendrobia, for sending living

plants, dried flowers, and sketches. The bulbs are

rather yellowish honey-coloured, neatly stalked, per-

haps not so always, as Mr. Rimann's sketch does not
represent it. The flowers have broad, linear, blunt,

equal sepals and petals, and a much broader lip of

different shape, sometimes simple ligulate, with basilar

angles, sometimes with a very attenuate anterior

part. It is convolute. The whole flower is of a
very bright cinnabar-red, the veins of the lip being
partly covered with a peculiar hue. The average
flowers exceeds 1 inch in length. Mr, Low's flower

is like the father, exceeding the present ones by a
half length, Mr. E. Rimann speaks in the highest
terms of it, and such a pyramid of cinnabar flowers

as he sketched them must be striking. Of the
leaves I know nothing. I was lately most agreeably

surprised to obtain a fine fresh bulb, and a very good
flower from our Orchid Croesus, Mr. W. Lee." Prof.

Reichenbach says, "Of the leaves I know nothing;"
but some time after his note appeared, he paid us a
visit, and I remember the first Orchid he asked to

see was this Dendrobe in question, when he parti-

cularly admired the new pseudo-bulb and leaves—but
whether he recorded any further notes or not will,

perhaps, not be known until the secrets of his great

herbarium are revealed to the world. C. Woolford.

RUST IN BEQONIA8 —I am an extensive grower
of Begonias, and it is my opinion that the so-called

rust mentioned by " W. K." in your last issue, p. 304,
is caused by neglect on the part of the growers, for

I do not believe that the small white insects are the

cause of it. I am more inclined to the opinion that

it is produced by fungus, induced by insufficient

ventilation, being careless with the water-pot, and
the use of stimulating manures. I have seen
Gloxinias similarly injured. Fiowers-of-sulphurwill

be found an effective remedy if sprinkled on the
foliage. H. W. C.

VINE AT HACKTHORN HALL, LINCOLN.—In the

notice of this Vine on Saturday last, the name of

the gardener, Mr. William Popple, who planted the

Vine twenty-five years ago, and to whoBe care it

undoubtedly owes much of its Buceesa, was acci-

dentally omitted. C.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND
MR. BARRON.—We are still in the dark as to details,

but cannot rest until the Council ha3 recognised its

responsibility, and hat made all plain to its consti-

tuency. Perhaps we shall learn next week that a

return has been made to the status quo ante, which
might be the best remedy for blundering— which seems
to have been heavy, it only from the point of view

that right was done in a wrong way. If this return

is not made I am anxious for the future, and wish,

in the first place, to support "Introspecior " ia his con-

tention that £200 a year is not a sufficient salary

for a qualified man as the new Superintendent.

It is not a living wage. The very least that

should be offered is £250 a year, with a house and
its usual accompaniments. If the Society offers

£300 (and a house), it would not be a penny more
than a suitable man with a family ought properly to

spend. I have no interest whatever in the appoint-

ment, and therefore consider it a duty to make these

remarks. The right man for the post would not be

well off in any case; he must be a first-class gar-

dener, and a man of culture and refinement, and
must be prepared to entertain, and could not live in

a suitable manner on the salary offered. It is the

duty of the Society to offer a salary upon which a

man may live without difficulty and discomfort. I do

not consider, indeed, that the kind of man for the

post is really well paid with less than £400 or £500 a

year, which is, perhaps, no more than that of the town

surveyor who looks after the neighbouring roads and

sanitary arrangements. Many technical men get much

more, and I beg to ask why a proficient horticulturist

should receive less than the average of other tech-

nical parsons. I may refer, for instance, to the

Telegraph Dapartment of the Post Office, which I

happen to light upon in WhitaTcer. Further, in con-

sideration of the future, it seems to me rash that a

Council, not elected for the purpose, should propose

the reorganisation of Chiswick. We have always

understood, rightly or wrongly, that a Council not

qualified for dealing with Chiswick, was, necessarily,

represented by the Chiswick board, which, however, is

well qualified. The Council need not be shut off from
all concern in dealing with Chiswick, but it is above all

things essential that qualified men alone should be
directly responsible. I regard the Council, ol course,
as a mixed body, or at any rate, liable to be so, and
it has always appeared that a delegation of compe-
tent men was unavoidable. This delegation does
exist, in the Chiswick board, and irom whet
has transpired it appears necessary to demand
for it the right to primary concern and re-

sponsibility in any reorganisation that may be
contemplated. If the Board is not strong, it can
very easily be made so. This leads me to my last

point—the position of the new Superintendent. We
know perfectly well that even members of the
Council may not be able to recognise the technical
nature of the work to be done, and might criticise

or influence without knowledge of the matter in

hand. It is, therefore, important to secure that the
new Superintendent shall hold a position of unques-
tionable responsibility and authority, save in the
presence of a duly authorised and qualified committee
of the Society. To the Chiswick Board he ou^bt to

act as Secretary, in order that he may be in close

touch with that body, and be in a position to under-
stand and be understood. He cannot be regarded
as a mere subordinate, but must be looked upon as a

member of the Society in an especially responsible posi-

tion. The head of the Chiswick garden is necessarily

the chief officer of the Society in practical matters,

and unless this is fully recognised it ia impossible
that Chiswick can be managed, as it ought to be, to

the full benefit of the Society, and for the good of the

country. After all, as is to be hoped, the Cjuncil
may retract and thus avoid an increased expenditure,
which, so far as is known to anyone outside, is quite

unnecessary—unless, it be perhaps, to provide the
present Superintendent with the assistance he may
want. Pro bono Publico.

The matter can hardly be left where it

now stands. The publication of the names of the
special Council that advised the Council in this

unfortunate matter does but make things worse.

With a few exceptions, the names represent nothing
in particular to horticulturists ; and had each
been as weighty as that of Mr. Douglas, it is of

infinitely more importance in a matter of this sort

to know what was said or reported than who said ic.

Gardeners wherever they meet are hungering to

know two things—first, the full text of the special

report that led to Mr. Barron's resignation ; and
second, the character of the new policy which
seemed to the Council incompatible with the reten-

tion of the distinguished services of Mr. BarroD.

The honour and the interests of the Society, as well

as the wounded esprit de corps of the craft, require

the production nf both at the earliest possible

moment, D. T, Fiih, September 17.

THE QUARRY, SHREWSBURY.
The Quarry, as is well known to many readers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle, is the place wherein the

Shropshire Horticultural Society holds its great

annual exhibition of plants, cut flowers, fruits, and

vegetables, and it would be hard to find a more

suitable and charming spot in which to hold a show

of such magnitude and excellence as is the Shrews-

bury Floral F6;e. The site occupies a fairly central

position in the town, and is within easy reach of the

general railway station. Nature has been Tery kind

to the Quarry grounds, which cover an area of about

12 acres ; and the Corporation of Shrewsbury (to

which body this public park belongs), backed up by

the Shropshire Horticultural Society, have made the

most of the advantages afforded by Nature, until a

place of very delightful and quiet resort has been

provided for the inhabitants of and visitors to the

picturesque town of Shrewsbury.

The entrance to the Qaarry is close to St. Chad's

Church, and is a very imposing one, there being a

roomy and handsome lodge of the Queen Anne style

of architecture, wish several massive ornamental

gilded iron gates adjoining, and provided by the

Shropshire Horticultural Society. Right in front of

the gates is a broad straight arenue, which extends

about 400 yards in length, in a gradual descent down

to the broad, swiftly- flowing waters of the winding

Severn, and is flanked on either side by extra fine

specimens of Lime trees (Tilia europajj), which were
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planted in 1720. A Btatue of Hercules at the end of

this aTenue appears to guard the approach thereto

from the river, a ferry being close by. This

avenue divides the Quarry grounds, but admits of

free access between the lines of trees from one side

to the other at any point. During an exhibition

that part of the grounds to the left on entering, con-

tains the several large tents in which the horticul-

tural exhibits are staged, secretaries' tent, luncheon

tenta, and the splendid bandstand—alao we believe

the generous gift of the Shropshire Horticultural

Society, and the ornamental portion of The Quarry,

known as the "Dingle;" while that on the right

accommodates a variety of attractions acrobatic, fire-

works, &c, with a row of refreshment tents in the

background.

The " Dingle " referred to is situate at the rear of

the space occupied by the exhibition tents, and a

short distance from the bandstand. It is a hollow

of considerable depth, and covers about an acre in

extent. One half of this space consists of water, with

a circular jet fountain in the centre, shedding its

silvery spray about 9 feet above the surface of this

miniature lake, in which Lilies, &c, are luxuriating.

The other half is laid out with flower-beds cut out of

the grassy sward, with another fountain playing in

the centre of same. The " Dingle " is partly enclosed

by treeB and shrubs, with an inner boundary com-

posed of rough atones forming a bank of irregular

height and outline, with various kinds of hardy

plants of bushy, drooping, and trailing habit growing

thereon. Well-kept gravel walks lead to and inter-

sect this charming dale-like summer retreat.

Beds filled with golden Harry Hieover Pelargonium,

intermixed with variegated grass and edged with

blue Lobelia, had a pleaaing effect ; as also had beds

of " Happy Thought " Pelargoniums, edged with

dwarf variegated grass and blue Lobelia intermixed,

and acarlet Tropffiolum edged with a good band of

Bambusa Fortunei variegata, Begonias, also in

variety, having an outer band of blue Lobelia

and Golden l'yrethrum ; scarlet Pelargoniums, encir-

cled with a band of variegated-leaved Pelargoniums

;

beds filled exclusively with Heliotrope and Pent-

atemona; and raised bede, with scarlet-flowered

Begonias, intermixed with the ailvery-leaved Dac-
tylia elegantiaaima in the middle, and having araiaed

band of Saxifraga densa, showed up to advantage, the

colours in the individual beds harmonising well with

one another, and contraating effectively with the

aurrounding objects, including beda of Rhodo-
dendrons and Bracken. A grotto, with water trick-

ling down among the hardy Ferns which grow out

of the walla, &c.,and a fine statue of the goddess of

the Silver Lake, presented by the Earl of Bradford

in 1879, are also features of the Dell. Underneath
the recumbent figure of the goddess, which rested

on a pedestal having three steps ascending thereto,

are engraved the following lines:

—

" Sabrina fair,

Liaten where thou art sitting

Under the glaiBy, cool, translucent wave,
In twisted braids of Lilies knitting,

The love-train of thy amber dropping hair,

Listen for dear honour's sake.

Goddeas of the silver lake,

Listen and save."

In conclusion, I should like to say a word in favour

of the variety of attractions other than those which
are provided in the horticultural portion of the

Quarry grounds for the paying public by the com-
mittee of the Shropshire Horticultural Society, and
to which aorne well-meaning people object. For
my own part—and I have attended the Shrewsbury

Show pretty regnlarly in the capacity of judge

during the laat eight or ten years—I candidly

admit that I see nothing to object to in the

practice of drawing together 40,000 or 50000
people to a flower show by other attractions than those

provided in the exhibition tenta, if theae are of an
innocent and high-clasa description. On the contrary,

I think, from every point of view, much good reaults

therefrom, and the Society ia accordingly entitled

to the thanks not only of horticulturists but of the

general public as well, for the good which it has

done and is doing by offering liberal prizes to be

competed for annually, in promoting a standard of

high cultural skill among gardeners, amateur, and

cottagers in the cultivation of plants, flowers, frnits,

and vegetables, and also in promoting a love for the

same subjects among the thousands of people from

mining and other populous districts', who are induced

to visit the show more from a deeire to see the

variety of attractions than from any wish to see the

horticultural exhibits. These vieitors, however,

evince great interest in inspecting the inmatea of

the numerous tenta, and in that way a love for and

a wiah to grow and tend to the requirementa of

plants, flowers, &c, is excited, perhaps for the first

time, in their minds. Hence, the end more than

justifies the means. Moreover, it is quite certain

that were the acrobatic and similar attractions

omitted from the Society's programme, there would

be a great falling off in the annual receipts, and

therefore the Shropshire Horticultural Society would

not be able to continue the gifts to local charities

which it has hitherto contributed with such

liberality. E. W. W.

Nursery Notes.

MESSES. LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE,
CARLISLE.

As in the case of some other old firms, ownership

is no longer indicated by the title of this one. The
present proprietor is Mr. James Watt, by whose

knowledge and energy an originally large business

has been still further developed. An extensive seed

trade is conducted, and beyond this Mr. Watts is

known as a farmer and stock-breeder, both in East

Lothian and Cumberland. The nursery at Knowe-

field lies on the outskirts of theancientcityof Carlisle,

and contains, in addition to the enormous stock of

forest trees, an interesting variety of plants of horti-

cultural value. Trees and shrubs, indeed all things

pertaining to ornament, are grown extensively, and

the firm does a large export trade. I was struck

with the possibilities of some hardy subjects seen

here in lending brilliant colour and beauty of form to

the garden for which too exclusively we turn to

tender plants, requiring annual propagation and
artificial heat in winter. Populua argentea, I

believe a variety of P. alba, was such an one.

It was planted in linea, and every individual

treated as a kind of pollard by cutting it back to

near the ground each year — the white foliage

was decidedly ornamental ; and in contrast we
obaerved the rich coloration of Acer Schwedleri, or

similar red-leaved variety, the plants being treated

in preci8ely the same manner. Thia idea of utilising

hardy trees for the purpoae of "subtropical effect

"

in gardening may easily be carried further. It ia

not generally known, for instance, that the autumn
tinta of Qaercus coccinea may be uaed for dwarf

arrangements by cutting back every vear ; and for

handaome leavea, hardly any plant can beat Pau-

lownia imperialia, which, if grown with single

shoots, produces leaves 2 feet across each way, the

shoots themselves reaching a height of about 9 feet.

The extent of ground cultivated is nearly 200

acres, and one cannot but notice the general arrange-

ment which seems so perfect that it would be eaBy,

without a plan, to locate the poaition of every crop

or particular tree. Some of the cropa are excep-

tional in extent, and the damage done to certain

kinda during the paat winter is suggestive of anxiety

in the management of auch a concern. There is,

however, the compensating advantage that plants

grown here will be hardy enough for almost any

district in Britain. The hardy Conifers do well,

and are treated as a specialty. Among the new
kinds, a variety of the Scotch Fir, Pinus aylvestria

pyramidalia, is moat striking. It has very upright

branches, and thus emulates the habit of the Irish

Yew. This, I believe, originated from seed, and, if

true, it is curious that Bach a habit originates from
seed, while the weeping habit as often originates as a

bad-sport from an ordinary tree or shrub. Records

upon this matter would in any case possess intereat.

Among the golden Conifera Thaya occidentalis

au rea waa very fine, and certainly it is one of the

best. Thujopsis dolabrata does well, and therefore

cold is not the something inimical which prevents

it doing well in places further south. Among speci-

men trees Paeudolarix Kaempferi was showing well

its fine ornamental character.

An interesting Conifer is Finns Pence, which in

south-eastern Europe represents the magnificent

Pinna excelsa of the Himalayas. It ia denaer in

habit, more conical, and has shorter leaves than that

species. Perhaps the most interesting of the Pines

noted was Pinus Balfouriana, of which there is a
handsome tree. In Veitch'a Manual of Coniferous

Plants it is said that its merits as a decorative tree

have yet to be proved ; and it is of interest to remark
that this specimen waB decidedly ornamental, and its

tufted foliage, which has originated the name Fox-
tail Pine, was clearly noticed. The brushes, however,

are small.

There was a new Holly of the Hodginsii type

called Golden King, and likely to prove an acquisi-

tion for association with its well-known consort,

Silver Queen. As a pretty curiosity, we may mention
Fagus sylvatica tricolor which originated here, and
has diatinct rosy colour, especially about the margins.

It looks like a aport from the Copper Beech, but I

waa not informed of its origin. Among trees of

coppery tint, Betola purpurea is looked upon with

great favour, it being of first-rate colour. Ulmns
corylifolia rubra, which should be valuable from the
same point of view, was also noticed. The tree

seemed to be of vigorous growth and richer in colour

than the Copper Beech. Quercus robur nigra is

another useful subject in tree combinations. From
grave to gay, I may turn to the Roses, which are

extensively grown in all BectionB. Reference to the

bouses must be brief. They contain most plants

for which there is a demand, or interest. I

saw, for instance, some of the finer - growing
Conifers under glass ; this method of culture

seemed to develop their beauty, and, in one or two
cases, entirely alter the out- door character of the
species. L,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

LvFLIO CATTLEYA x BRYMERIANA. (L.-C.

X AMANDA?, x C. WARSCEWICZII.
A noble inflorescence of this fine hybrid ia received

from Mr. John Powell, gr. to W. E. Brymer, Eiq.,

M.P., Ilaington Honae, near Dorchester, where the

plant waa raised some yeara ago, and where it is now
flowering for the fourth time. The scspe is stout,

over 1 foot in height, bearing on the upper half four

flowera on a stalk, 3 inches in length. The flower in

form is nearest to L.-C. x Amanda, and in size and
colour to C. Warscewiczii (gigaa). The flowers

measure 7 inches across ; aepala and petals of a
bright rosy-lilac colour. The lip is slightly three-

lobed, and alao of a rosy-lilac tint, with a beautiful

veining of bright purple, fading off to lilac towards

the crimped margin. When mature and while

waning, the flowers assume a decidedly blue tint,

which causes it to appear different than in the

earlier atages. J. O'B.

Peculiarities of Growth in Obchids.

Whether it is that growers take more notice of

strange growth and abnormal flower-productions than
formerly, or whether the last hard winter has been the

cauae of more nnusual growths in Orchids or not, I

know not ; but of late I have had many strange speci-

mens sent, and questions asked as to the nature of

the abnormal productions. All seem to point to the

fact that it is difficult to define arbitrarily what may
or what may not take place in growths or in

flowers, and the more experience I obtain the less

inclined do I become to say " always " or " never
"

to any feature in any plant, and especially an Orchid.

Writing from Liverpool recently on this subject,

F. H. M. aaya :
—

" I have a Lsslia autumnalis which
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is producing a growth on the side of a pseudo-

bulb, and a Ljcaste Skinneri with a new
prowth on the top of an old pseudo-bulb. There
appears in the September number of The Orchid

Review, middle of p. 268, referring to Cattleja

labiata, 'Pseudo- bulbs clavate, always monophyllous.'

I recently purchased a plant of Cattleya labiata

autumnalis, of which the following is a description.

Balbs 6ve, all of the stout, club-shaped type, each

about 7 inches long. This year's growth is mono-
phyllous, and bears the usual double flower-sheath.

Last year's was similar, but I was told that the

sheath was abortive. Then come two diphyilous

bulbs, both of which apparently produced flower*,

and then the first (or last) is again monophyllous.

The diphyilous bulbs are like the others, but their

leaves are shorter, wider, and very thick. Perhaps

some other correspondents may be able to remark

on these interesting subjects."

false trade description. Mr, Tristram, for the Tradoi' Mark
Protection Association, prosecuted, and Mr. H. D. M. Pago
defended,

Mr. Page said it would be now hia duty to place before the

magistrates his clients' defence. He took it the charge was in

three heads ; that there was a description given to the article

sold. That the defendants' description was false, and the

falsity was in naming it Shephard's Kale. The Act provided

that any person who applied any fake trade description to

goods, should be subject to the provisions of the Act, unless he
proved that he acted without intent to defraud. A further

section provided that any person who told any goods or any tiling

to which a falte trade description was applied, must prove that

having taken all reasonable precaution against committing an
offence against the Act, he had at the time of the alleged

offence no reason to suspect the genuineness of the trade

description. The definition given of "trade description" in

the Act was as follows :—The expression " trade description "

means any description taken or indication direct or indirect

as to the mode of producing any goods. Mr. Page went on to

deal at length with the Act, and contended that they did not

come within the definition at all. In the first place the Shep-
hard's seed was only a variety of a seed commonly called Kale.

It was not produced by Mr. Shephard—he simply sowed the

It contained no implication &» to who grew the wed, although
it applied to the first introducer. They frequently bought
back seeds from farmers from their own stock. Questions were
then put as to the custom of the trade, but Mr. Tristram
objected, as custom of the Trade could not override an Act of
Parliament. Continuing, witness said he had never heard any
objection raised by a person whose name the seed bears to the
sale of seed, though not grown by him. Part of the seed
which was bought from Mr. Edney was sold to Mr. Harry
Waters, the steward to Lord Lawrence. Since the case was
previously before the court he had germinated some of the
seed saved by Mr. Payne from the complainant with perfect
result.

At this stage the court adjourned.
On resuming, the cross-examination of the witness was pro-

ceeded with.—In answer to Mr. Tristram, Mr. Toogood said be
could show no catalogue of any other firm which contained
mention of his seeds; he would not swear that he had ever
seen one. The advocate next proceeded to catechise the witness
in reference to firms in the South of England, and as to whether
Shephard's Kale was mentioned in them. An advertisement
was put in, in which it was stated that all seeds were grown by
the firm ; the witness explained that all seeds bearing their

name were grown by them. They did not grow every teed,
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New Inventions.

TO DISPLAY SHOWER BOUQUETS.

With a view to simpliffing this operatioD, a

holder or stand, the application of which is illus-

trated ia fige. 63, 64, 65, has been designed and

may be obtained from Messrs. Osman & Co.,

132, Commercial Street, London. This patent

bouquet, wreath, and cross holder, intended for the

use of florists and exhibitors, is made in brass, either

tolished or nickel-plated. The illustrations well

show the appliance, but we may add that the

holder is trumpet-shaped, split, and furnished with

a sliding ring, and can be expanded or contracted,

or set to any angle by means of thumb-screws.

The tiumpet-holder may be removed, and a hook
substituted in the case of wreaths or similar designs.

Tbe stem is telescopic, and its length is regulated

by a set- screw.

Law Notes.

SHEPHARD r. TOOGOOD & SONS.

This case, of which a brief notice was taken from

the Times, and published in these columns on

August 24, waB resumed on Thursday, September 12.

At the Southampton Police Court, before Mr. G. P. Perkins

and other magistrates, Messrs. Toogood & Sons, seedsmen, of

Above Bar, were summoned for selling Shephard's Kale by a

seed, and Nature did the rest. Then he contended it was not

a false trade description, inasmuch as it was not calculated to

deceive and mislead any one as to tbe nature of the goods sold.

Mr. Page wenton to mention the witnesses he proposed to call.

They included, he said, some of the best growers in the

country, to whom the question was of immense importance.

He also went on to contend that it was recognised that after a

seed had been placed on the market anyone was able to sell

the seed, provided he sold it by the name which had been given

it. He went on to quote instances of this, and contended that

the seed which was being grown by Mr. Edney was absolutely

true to stock. Going on to deal with the complainant's

evidence, he said the magistrates at the last hearing must

have been struck with the very unsatisfactory way in which he

gave his evidence. For an intelligent man to stand before

them and say that whilst he attached a meaning to Shephard's

Kale he could attach no meaning to Sangater's A 1 Peas was,

he considered, rather straining tbe credulity of the Court. He
had assumed a very strong bias, and then he had not called a

single witness from the trade to support him. It was also

absolute nonsense to talk about a secret process in producing

the seed—it was preposterous.

The first witness called was Mr. William George Toogood.

He said he was in partnership with his brother as seedsmen.

He had had nineteen years' experience in the trade. The seed

he had sold, which was now in question, was bought of Mr.

Edney, of Dean, in March of this year. He told witness he

had gone through the Kale, and it was perfectly true in every

way. The general practice of growers was to sow varieties of

seeds in trial-grounds. In watching growth in the trial-

grounds it was noticed varieties vary, and if they noticed any-

thing they approved of they selected that specimen. They

sowed, and resowed the seed year by year until they con-

sidered the variety fixed. Then the seed was given a name-in

many cases they preferred to give their own ;
it was then placed

in the catalogue and sent to farmers and growers generally.

The name of a person attached to a seed simply indicated its

variety ; there was no other inference to be drawn from it.

nor did he know anyone who did. This was tbe first year his

firm had sold Shephard's Kale, and he mentioned other firms

who Eotd the Kale. He could not sell the article as Kale
because there were about twenty-five varieties of Kale, and a

farmer, when buying, would want to know what sort it was.

Alderman Rogers agreed with the witness, and said they

must give some indication of what sort of Kale was wanted.

Witness would swear he had never sold Shephard's Kale by

any other name. He had once sent a packet with " Kale

grown from Shephard's stock" on it, probibly because the

gentleman ordered it as such.

Mr. Tristram said he had no objection to its being told in

that way.
Cross-examination continued : Mr. Shephard had said he

ought not to sell his Kale, but he said he had a right to do so.

He bought the Kale from Mr. Edney as Shephard's Kale.

Re-examined : In the firm's catalogue, a number of seeds

were nnmed with other people's names. It was a fact that he

employed farmers largely to grow seeds for him under his

supervision. Shephard's Kale was not known universally; it

was n purely local growth. It was not in other catalogues on

that acccuut.

Mr. John Gater was next called. He said he was a farmer

of West End, and a buyer of seed. Most of the varieties of

Beeds bore the name of an individual, but the use of that name
was not indicative of who grew the seed in question. If he

was sold a parcel of Shephura's Kale, he should not expect

they were grown by Mr. Shephard.

Mr. William James Nutting, of the firm of Hasan. Nutting

& Son, Southwark Street, London, said varieties of Bfjedl

with personal names were generally quoted in all catalogue*.

A catalogue of Messrs. Hurst was produced witli an entry of

Nutting's selected dark red Beet, and he said his firm had not

supplied it direct. A man's particular seed should be sold

under his name, though it need not necefsarily be produced

by him. The use of the personal come was no indication of

who grew the seed under offer. It was not his experience

that seed grown by a person other than the introducer would
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produce bad stock. He did not know any secret mode of
producing seed.

Mr. Thomas Arthur Newby, manager to Messrs. Hurst, of
Houndsditeh, said in reference to one of their Swedes, Hurst's
Monarch, it cost £500 to bring it to perfection, and now it

was quoted in other catalogues.

Mr. J. F. Edney, a farmer of West Titherley, gave evidence
to having bought seed from Mr. Shephard of the variety in
question. He sold the seed, and saved some, and produced
from it. Some of this he sold to Mr. Toogood as Kale seed.
It was. in fact, Shephard's Kale seed.

Mr. Page intimated that he had other witnesses, but would
tot call them, and the magistrates retired to consider their
decision at ten minutes past four. Six minutes later the
Chairman said the magistrates were unanimous in dismissing
the summons with costs, after having considered the matter
very fully.

In answer to Mr. Page, the Chairman said they meant the
whole of the costf, but these being left to the Court, they
afterwards stated the amount at £5 5s.

Mr. Tristram applied for leave to state a case, which was
granted.

Societies.
BATTLE HORTICULTURAL.

Septehbeb 4.—Faroured by magnificent weather
end a picturesque location, the annnal show of the
Battle Floral and Horticultural Society was & great
8ucceBi. Moat postponed events suffer, bat though
put off a week on account of the Hastings Carnival,
the indefatigable Hon. Sec. and committee must be
heartily congratulated on the display made in the
three large marquees provided, including over 1000
entries.

Potatos were present in profusion, and were almost
without exception of very high quality. Onions were, as a
rule, deficient in finish, but root crops were clean and good all

round.

In the fiist division, Mr. T. Portnell, gr. to Sir Archibald
Lamb, Bt., was well to the fore for six stove and greenhouse
plants ; and he had also six very clean and good foliage plants.

Begonias were not good, and Fuchsias, with the exception of
one l&t, were badly bloomed. Zonal Pelargoniums were fairly

well shown, but they are not equal to the heavily-flowered
Bpecimens one meets with on the E. and S.E. coasts. Alto-
gether, the plants in divisions 1 and 2 were not bo good or so
numerous as in past years. Cut flowers were in plenty, bat if

we except the stove and greenhouse blooms staged by Mr. T.
Portnell, and the decorative Dahlias of Mr. Stredwick,
they were not worthy of special notice. Roses were good and
bright for so late a season, Mr. T. Durrant Young, East-
bourne, mating the best show ; while the amateur honours fell

to Mr. H. Foster, of Ashford, in both divisions. Gladiolus
were very poor; Mr. J. Foster. Ore, had 1st prize. Mr.
J. Chivers. St. Leonards, wou for Phlox Drummondi.
Fruit was in grand condition, and the entries were numerous.

Mr. W. Allen, gr. to Lord Brasset, took both 1st prizes for a
collection of eight dishes, given by Col. Hankey, Beanlieu, as
well as a thoroughly well-deserved 1st, for three bunches of

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes and three bunches of Black
Hamburghs. Three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes,
shown by an amateur, W. C. Raper, Esq , were perfection in
size, colour, and finish; while a market grower, Mr. F. Gore,
secured a good 1st for three bunches of Gros Maroc.
Melons were numerous, but a trifle over-ripe. Mr. Portnell

secured 1st prize with Blenheim Orange.
In Apple?, Mr. W. Allen took 1st, with Lady Sudeley

(dessert variety), and Peasgood's Nonsuch (culinary), both of
which were handsome dishes.

The most tempting feature in the fruit classes was, how-
ever, the Plums, whioh were highly coloured and finished;
indeed, I have rarely seen Gages so good. iBt, Mr. E. P.
Edwards, gr. to the Hon. F. A. Brasset ; 2nd, Mr. T.
Portnell; 3rd, Mr. Gower, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence. While
an amateur, B. H. Thorpe, Esq., took 1st with Transparent
Gage, and 2nd with Washington; and 1st in the culinary
class with Pond's Seedling, all grown on open wall, and perfect
in colour and finish.

Local and other florists made a good display in plants,
Ferns, and cut flowersof hardy perennials. Two groups arranged
by Mr. Hollands and Mr. Charlton respectively, of Tun-
bridge Wells, were very attractive, and contained some good
novelties, the former showing good Ferns and Caladiums,
while some pans of the pretty Sibthorpia europa^a variegata,
were conspicuously well-coloured and healthy. Mr. Charl-
ton had a hybrid Statice (l&tifolia x incana) of elegant habit,

with small blue flowers, most useful for cutting ; some good
hybrid Montbretias and Hudbeckia tomentoaa. T. Bunyard.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICUL-
TURAL.

September 11, 1*2.—The antamn show of this

Society was held in the Waverley Market, Edin-
burgh, on the above dates. Probably few more suc-

cessful shows have been held under the auipices of

the Society, The number of entries waa over 2100,
and of these the majority were good in quality. Fruit

and cut flowers embraced the moat classes, and par-

ticularly in those devoted to Grapes and Apples, the

entriea were very numerous, and the exhibits remark-
ably good, The collections of Gladiolus and tuberous
Begonias were brilliant in colour, the former never
having been seen in finer condition in Edinburgh.
In the vegetable classes, the competition was gene-
rally keen. Nurserymen from all parts were present,

and their exhibits did much to give the place an
additional gay and furnished appearance.

Plants.

The plants arranged for effect upon tab'es were deserving of

praise. That arranged by the winner of the 1st prize and
Turner Memorial Cup, Mr. G. Wood, gr., Oswald House,

Edinburgh, was an excellent arrangement. Upon his table

were noted Oncidium ineurvum, Odontoglossum3, grasses,

Palm?, Crotons, and other decorative plants and Ferns. The
2nd prize went to Mr. J. Melntyre, gr. to Mis. Gurnet
Pease, Woodside, Darlington.

In the class for four stove and greenhouse plants in flower,

the plants were small generally. Mr. J. McInttre was 1st,

and included plants cf Lapageria rosea and Statice profusa

;

2nd, Mr. *W. BENNETT, Corstorphine. Mr. W. McMurtrie, gr.

to Sir Ed. Colebrooke, Bart., Abiogton House, was 1st for a
single specimen stove or greenhouse plant, with a well-

flowered Statice profosa.

Orchids were few, and the plants generally small. For four

distinct kinds, Mr, J. Allen, gr. to J. Prcmrose, Esq.,

Arundel House, Dumfries, took 1st prize, with Odontoglossum
grande, O. Harryanum, Cattleya Dowiana, and C Eldorado

;

Mr. W. HUTCH3S30N, Balmedie, Aberdeen, was a close 2nd,

with Dendrobium Phalfenopsis, Disa grandiflora, Cypripedium
Spicerianum, and Cattleya Dowiana. A magnificent plant of

Oncidium incurvum, with more than twenty spikes of ex-

panded flowers, from Sir. J. Curror, Eskbank, took 1st place

for a specimen Orchid.

In the class for Cypripediums, Mr. W. Sharp was 1st, with
good plints of C. S:hroderianam, C. Harrisianum superbum,
and C. cenanthum superbum.
For foliage plants, Mr. T. Lrj>T, Keir Gardens, Dunblane,

took the premier position with splendidly-grown plants,

CUsus discolor, Aloeasia metallica, Anthurium crystallinum

were especially good. Mr. A. TJrquhart. Liberton, was 2nd,

with smaller but creditable plants. The best Crotons in the

class for two came from Mr. T. Lunt ; 2nd, Mr. J. McInttre,
Darlington. Table plants were numerous, and lined the

raised centres of the fruit tables. Mr. M. Melntyre, gr. to

Sir C. Tennant, The Glen, Innerleithen, taking 1st prize.

Tuberous Begonias were generally good, those coming from
Mr. A. B. Henderson, gr. to W. Macfie, Esq., Clermiston,

being far beyood the rest io quality and size of bloom. In the

class for sir, Mr. D. Adams, Duddingston Cottage, was 2nd.

Mr. A. Betdon, Tweedbink, Innerleithen, was 1st for a
specimen double Begonia, exhibiting a deep salmon-coloured

variety.

Fuchsias were good. Mr. A. Pryie, Newington House, was
1st for two ; and Mr. W. Aitken for a single specimen.
Pelargoniums creating a blaze of colour, Liliums and other

flowering plants occupied considerable space, the early- flowered

Chrysanthemums being fairly numerous.

Ferns.

The prizes for Ferns were well competed for, as mual. Mr.
J. Napier, gr. to P. N. Fraser, Esq , Murrayfield, was a
successful exhibitor in the larger classes Mr. A. Urquhlart,
Southfield, Liberton, being 2nd to that exhibitor for four

distinct exotic kinds. Mr. Napier and Mr. J. Nairn. Craig-

crook, took 1st and 2nd places for four Adiantums, both ex-

hibiting good plants. With a splendid Adiantum Farleyense,

Mr. D. McMurtrie, Abington House, was 1st. Mr. Napier
was successful in the class for nine distinct British Ferns, the

classes for these being well contested.

Cut Flowers.

The fine spikes of Gladiolus staged by Mr. Smith, Prest-

wick, were the admiration of all, his blooms were of large size

and very brilliant in colour. This exhibitor was 1st in the classes

for twelve, and for six spikes. Hollyhocks were well shown by
Mr. A. Oliver, gr., Cresswell Hall, Morpeth, who was 1st for

twelve magnificent blooms, and also for five spikes. Judging
from the number of Dahlias of all sections shown tbe season

has been suitable for them. The 1st prize for twelve show
blooms was gained by Mr. W. Craig, Duns, for a very even lot

of heavy substance and perfect shape ; followed by Mr. W.
Veitch, of Carlisle, the latter taking 1st place for six show
bloom?, and also in the class for twelve fancy bloom?.

The best Dahlias in the class for six trusses, single blooms,

came from Mr. J. Pearson, Murrayfield, who also secured 1st

place for six bunches of single Cactus Dahlia blooms.

Sweet Peas were shown in abundance and great variety. In
the class for six bunches. Mr. A. Brydon, Innerleithen, was 1st.

For twelve trusses of stove or greenhouse flowers. Mr. "W.
Sharp, Forgandenny, and Mr. M. McInttre, The Glen,

Innerleithen, took 1st and 2nd places respectively.

Carnat'ons and Picotees, Pansies and Violas, brought many
entries, and the winning lots were of first-class quality.

Chrysanthemums in bunches and single flowers were fairly

good. Mr. J, Napier being 1st in the bunched class, aud Mr.
A. Brtdon securing that position in the classes for the twelve

and six varieties.

Mr. Low, Dundee, waa 1st for well-arranged hand bouquets
among fifteen competitors.

Hosts.—The exhibits in these classes required a considerable

space, and were in most case3 good. The best twenty-four dis-

tinct varieties were from Mr. W. Harper gr. to J. Richardson,
Esq., Perth, conspicuous upon his board were TJlrich Brunner

E. Jacobs, A. K. Williams, Grace Darling, General Jacque-
minot, and Gloire de Margottin ; Mr. W. Parlane, Bosslea,
2nd. In the class for twelve blooms, there were seventeen
entries, Mr. J. Hood, Helensburgh, securing 1st place. Tea
Roses were numerous also, and the olasses devoted to separate
varieties brought some good blooms. Iu the classes for six
blooms, each of Charles Lefebvre and La France, Mr. Hood
was 1st.

Berbaceo-us Cut Blooms.—The clas* for twelve banc'ies of
herbaceous flowers had numerous entries, and Mr. J. Meikxe,
Bridge of Weir, was placed 1st for a fine selection.

Fruit.
Ninety-six classes were devoted to fruit, and as there were

a great number of entries in some of the classes, the grand
display may be easily imagined. The prizes for the collection
of twelve dishes of fruit, exclusive of Pines and Bananas,
presented by the Corporation of Edinburgh, brought three
competitors, the 1st prize going to Mr. W. Smith, gr.. Oxen-
ford Castle, Dalkeith, whose exhibit was a selection of choica
fruits of very exceptional quality ; the 2nd prize was gained
by Mr. J. Hunter, gr.. Lambton Castle; while Mr. D.
Mubrat, Culzean Castle Gardens, was 3rd. The collection of
eight dishes al30 contained tome excellent fruit. Mr. J.
Hunter was 1st, and Mr. W. Smith 2nd. For twelve dishes
of hardy frjit, grown out-of-doors, Mr. S. T. Wright, of
Hereford, was 1st, and Mr. J. Day, Garlieston, 2nd. Mr. J.
Hunter carried off the 1st prize for twelve dishes of orchard-
house fruits (Grapas excluded).
The best six buncbei of Grapes, three varieties, came from

Mr. J. Leslie. Pitcullen, closely followed by Messrs. D. 8c. W.
Buchanan, Kippen, who also staged some excellent banches-
For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. D. Kidd, Car.
berry Towers, was 1st, with well-finished fruit. The Ist'prize
for two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes went to Mr. J.
Potter, Cumberland; 2nd, Mr. J. Menzies, Larbert, both of
whose exhibits were very fine. There were eight competitors
in this class. An enormous banch of Black Alicante Grapes
with fine terries, well finished, and carrying a good bloom,
secured Mr. T. Botd, gr., Callender Park, Falkirk, the 1st
place, the bunch weighing about 10 lb. Mr. T. Botd was also
1st for one bunch of Lady Downe's, and was followed bv Mr.
T. LUNT.
Mr. M. McInttre. Innerleithen, was 1st io tha class for one

bunch of Grapes with fiaest bloom, showing Cooper's Black.
Mr. T. Botd was 1st for a Queen Pineapple of not less than
3£ lb. weight; 2nd, Mr. McInttre. who carried off the prizj
for any other variety not less than 5 lb. in weight, with a good
smooth Cayenne, For the best green-fleshed Melon, Mr. T.
Bovd was 1st with a medium-sized fruit. Mr. J. Morrison.
gr., Arcberfield, secured lot place both for twelve Peaches and
for the same number of Fig^.
Apples required the space t,ffo ded by sevoral tables. Mr.

S. T. Wright, Hereford, being the most successful exhibitor,
taking fourteen 1st prizes out of the thirty-three classes. The
fruit was, generally speaking, large, though hardly rips.

PeiTB were not so numerously thiwn as Apple', but some
very fine fruit was staged. Mr. J. GiBioy, Chiswick, and
Mr. S. T. Wright, sharing many of the prizes between them.
Some very fine red and white Currant were staged, aid the
entries for these classes were numerous.

Vegetables.
Of the five compstitors who staged collections, Mr. J. GlBsov.

Devonhurst, Chiswick, was 1st, and was awarded the Medtl
of the Veitch Memorial Trustees. Mr. R. Rae came 2nd with
a creditable collection.

For two Cucumbers, Mr. P. Main, Polmont, was 1st, also
for twelve Tomatos. Cauliflowers were best shown by Mr. J.
Lorraine. Lasswade. Mr. J. Cossar. Dunbar, staged the
best twelve varieties of Potatos. Parsnips, Turnips, and
Onions brought a large number of competitors. Indeed, the
classes for vegetables all round were most eagerly conteated.

Nursertmen's Classes.
Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons, Messrs. Dickson & Co ,

of Edinburgh, and Messrs. J. & R. Thynne were the only
exhibitors of plants, the former securing three 1st and three
2nd prizes out of tbe six classes. For thirty Gladiolus spikes,
Mr. G. Marr, Ayr, was 1st. For eighteen trusses single
Dahlias, Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons won; Mr.M, Campbell
2nd. Out of the thirteen classes for cut Rose*. Messrs. J.
Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, took ten 1st prizes, including the
classes for thirty-six and eighteen. Messrs. T. Smith & Sons,
Stanraer, are to be commended for their stand of twelve
which took the 1st place, upon which some magnificent
blooms were noted. Messrs. D. &. W. Croll. Dundee, were
also successful Rose exhibitors, taking 1st prizes for twelve
blooms of Merveille de Lyon, and for tw^ve blooms of Charles
Lefebvre. For twenty-four trusses of Chrysanthemums,
Messrs. Dickson & Co. were sacsessful ; while for Carnations
and Picotees, Mr. W. Campbell was 1st.

Miscellaneous Exhibits were numerous. Messrs. R. B.
Laird & Son arranged a pretty table of stove and greenhouse
plants. Messrs. Methten & Son were conspicuous for
Begonias, Clematis, Liliums, and other flowering plant*. A
fine table of highly-coloured foliage plants came from Messrs.
J. & R. Thynne, of Glasgow, which were very much ad-
mired. The tables of Ferns, including "Filmies," was a
relief after the blaze of cut flowers, and Messrs. Birkenhead
& Son are to be congratulated upon the good display made.
Herbaceous and florists' flowers came from Messrs. J. Cocker.
& Sons, from Messrs. Dobbie & Co., and Messrs. Cuthbebt-
SON, Rothesay, the tables of each being centres of attraction,
Mr. W. Eckford filled a table with Sweat Peas in great

variety; Carnations and Sweet Peas forming also a pretty
able, from Messrs. Laing & Mather, Kelso.
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A very tempting table of Grapes, arranged with coloured
Vine foliage, oame from Messrs. D. & W. Buchanan, Forth
Vineyards, near Stirling, and was much admired.
Many other exhibits received their full share of attention

from the large number of visitors who were present at all

times during the hours when the exhibition was accessible to

the public.

FITNOTTS FORAY AT HTJDDERSFIELD.
Huddebsfield wai selected by the mycological

section of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union as the
headquarters of the 1895 Fungus Foray. On Satur-
day, Monday, and Tuesday, September 7, 9 and 10, a
series of meetings and excursions were held. The
chief object of the meetings was the investigation of
the woods and pastures in the neighbourhood of
Huddersneld for fungi.

The party included Dr. M. C. Cooke, M.A., A.L.S., of

London ; Mr. George Massee, F.R.M.S., F.L.S., of the Royal
Herbarium, Kew ; Mr. Carleton Rea, M.A... B.C.L., of Wor-
cester ; the Rev. W. Fowler, M. A., Liversedge ; A. Clarke and
J. Sutcliff, of HudderBheld ; A. Bairatow, C. Crossland (hon.

sec), H. T. Soppett, J. W. Sutcliffe, of Halifax ; and J. Needham,
of Hebden Bridge. Saturday's excursion was to West Wood,
Honley, and Storthes Hail Wood, under the leadership of Mr.
A. Clarke. Although fungi were scarce objects, a few interest-

ing specimens were found. Fixby woods and pastures, the
huuting ground of James Bolton, a famous Halifax botanist,

one of the pioneers of the Btudy of English fungi, and who
flourished during the latter part of last century, were also

visited, and here also a few interesting species were found.

Monday's excursion was by train to Hebden Bridge, thence
by conveyance to the delightful woods of the Hebden Valley,

This was under the leadership of Mr. James Needham and the

secretary. As in the previous excursions, fungi were by no
means plentiful, but amongst those collected were two good
finds, viz., Paxillus paradoxus and Boletus nanus, which
hitherto had not been found in West Yorkshire. The speci-

mens collected in the aggregate amounted to upwards of 200

different kinds, among which were many interesting forms.
Meetings were t eld each evenings at the Y.M.C.A. rooms,

at which place the specimens collected were determined and
placed on exhibition. Consignments of fungi were sent in by
the neighbouring societies from their respective districts. Not
the least interesting part of the programme were the lectures

delivered by Mr. Massee, on the Saturday and Monday even-
ings, which were illustrated .by well-prepared lantern slides,

showing the structure and development of a variety of fungi

that are destructive to cultivated plants, and methods were
described for checking their devastations.

Trade_Notice.

MK. JAS. GRIEVE.
Many reader, of the Gardeners' Chronicle will be

pleased to learn that Mr. Jams. Grieve, for many
year, nursery manager to Messrs. Dickson & Co.,

Edinburgh (who have been compelled to remove
their whole nursery business to Liberton, owing to

a large portion of their ground beiDg required for

railway purposes), has retained part of the Redbraes

Narsery, where he will, in company with two of hi.

sons, carry on a general nursery and florist business,

nnder the name of James Grieve & Sons. It is Mr.

Grieve's intention to devote a large proportion of

his time to hardy florist's flowers, with the raising

of so many of which, especially Fansies and Violas,

his name is so intimately connected.

©ntttiarrj*
James HARRI8.—We regret to hear of the

death of Mr. James Harris, which took place on

Angnst 29. after a short and severe illness, at the

Garden., Torrance Castle, East Kilbride, Lanark-

shire, the residence of Colonel Harrington Stewart.

Mr. Harris was well known as a good Rose grower,

a class of plants he took a great interest in, and of

tnberous-rooted Begonias, of which he had got

together one of the finest collection, in the west of

Scotland. The deceased was in his fifty-ninth year,

and leaves a widow, one daughter, and eight sons, to

mourn his loss. I may mention the fact that two
ol bis sons hold responsible positions, one as Curator
of the Chincona Botanic Garden, Jamaica, and
another as chief of the Orchid department of Messrs.

J. Veitch's Nursery at Chelsea. W. Camm,

" Dictionnaire Pratique d'Horticulture."
-This has dow reached it. fortieth part, down to

I the letter. Mu. We have so often spoken in appre-

ciative terms of this publication, that we need not

repeat what we have said, but congratulate M.
Mottet on the regular progres. of his laborious

undertaking. The publisher is 0. Dora, 8, Place de

I VOdiion, Paris.

The Weather.
[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, ae well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result ia expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours,]

Out Floweea.—Average Wholhbale Price

Temperature. Rainfall. Bright
Sun.
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3 + 95 + 251 + 261 aver 164 31-2 20 29

1 3 + 99 + 39 + 413 4 — 133 202 39 35

2 3 + 111 + 185 + 275 6 — 132 19-0 48 34

3 2 + 116 + 131 + 283 5 — 113 16-9 68 41

4 3 + 116 + 140 + 371 4 — 108 16-1 53 38

S 3 + 132 + 69 + 333 4 — 102 14-7 58 42

8 4 + 108 + 118 + 364 4 — 139 23'6 40 33

7 3 + 118 + 144 + 303 7 — 121 20'5 35 36

8 3 + 121 + 77 + 337 7 — 110 207 54 44

9 3 + 103 + 49 + 268 3 — 152 230 22 31

10 2 + 108 — 23 + 195 7 — 128 24'2 40 34

*
3 + 144 + 113 + 248 5 — 124 167 60 51

The distriots indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Dittrictt—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.K. ; 3, England, E.

;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, fyc. District!—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. j 8, England, S.W.; 9. Ireland, N.

;

10. Ireland. S.; ^Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending September 14, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :

—

" The weather, as a whole, was again fine aDd dry over the

greater part of the Kingdom, although rain was experienced

in nearly all places on the 10th or 11th. In the extreme north

of Scotland the conditions remained unsettled, and rain fell

almost daily. Severe thunderstorms occurred in some parts

of Scotland on the 9th.

"The temperature again exceeded the mean, the excess

ranging from 2° in ' England, E. and Ireland, S.,' to 4° in

' Scotland, W.' The highest of the maxima were recorded on

the 9th, when the thermometer rose to 87° in ' England,

S.W.' (at Llandovery), 86° in the ' Channel Island?,' 8i° in
4 England, N.W.,' 83° in * England, S.,' and to 8:4° in the

' Midland Counties.' The lowest of the minima, which

occurred on the 13th, ranged from 37° in the 'Midland

Counties,' and 38* in ' England, S .' to 45° in * Scotland, W.
and England, N.W.,' and to 46° in the ' Channel Islands.'

" The rainfall just equalled the mean in ' Scotland, N.,' but

was less in all other districts. Over ' England and Ireland, S.,'

the fall was very slight.

" The bright sunshine was rather deficient in ' Ireland. N.

and Scotland, N.,* but was again very prevalent in all other

districts. The percentage of the possible duration ranged from

60 in the * Channel Islands,' and 58 in * England, S. and E.,'

to 35 in 'England, N.W.,' 22 in 'Ireland, N.,' and 20 in

' Scotland, N.' "

Markets.
•

COVENT GARDEN, September 19.

[We cannot aooept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. Tbey are famished to ns regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It muat be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the w«ek preoecting

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Vegetables.—average Wholesale Prices.

I. if. t.d.

Beans, Runners, per
bushel 10-1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6

Cuonmbers. per doz. 10-1 6

Marrows, veg., per
tally of 6 doz. ... 2 0-26

Mushrooms, per lb.

Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.

:

— Smooth ,,

— ordinary ..— Guernsey ,,

t.d. t.d.

10-13

3 0-36
2 0-26
16-20

Arums, p, 12 blooms
Asters, EngliBh, per

13 bunches ...— French p. bn.
Bouvardias.per bun

.

Carnations, per 12
blooms

C h r y s a nthemums.
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Buoharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, p. 12 sps,

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lavender, doz. bun,
Lilians Harrisii, per
dozen blooms ...

Lilinm lancifolium,
per dozen bloom l

Maideahair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

3 0-60
6-10
6-1*

10-30

10-20

4 0-90
16-26
2 0-40
6-16
6-16

6 0-90

3 0-40

J 9- 1 6

0-60
10-30

Mignonette, per 13
buxches

Orohids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo n toglosinm
orijpum.l2blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dr.
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz.— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.

bunches
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays
Suuflower (small),
doz bunches

Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

t.d. t.d.

2 0-40

9 0-15

3 0-60

3 0-60
4-08

2 0-40
10-20
a o- 4 o

3 0-60
10-16

3 0-80

16-36

3 0-40
2 0-40
2-06

Obohxd-bloom in var.ety.

FBtnT.

—

Average Wholesale Prices.
i. d. t.d.

10-20Apples, per bush....
— dessert, in va-

riety, per half

sieve 2 0-30
Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 40
Dam9ons, half Bieve 16
Figs, per dozen ... 9-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 25
Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 13-16
— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20
— Guernsey ... 6-09

Melons, each
Peaches, let size, doz
— 2nd size ,,

— 3rd size ,,

Pears, Capiaumont,
per bush
— Calabash
— Williams ...

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
ohael. each ...

Plums, half sieve ...

Plums. Pond's seed-

ling, half Bieve ...

d. t.d.
0-2

> 0- 8
10-40
.0-16

0-10
0-9

: 0-10

0-6
6-3

5 0-60

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbioes.

i. ti. t.d.
J

i. d. t.d.
0-12 Fiona elastics, each 10-76
0-30 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30
0-15 Fuohsias. per doz. .. 4 t- 6

Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
3 0-60 Hydrangeas, p. doz. 9 0-24

Lihum Harrisii, per
6 0-12 dozan poU ... 12 0-18

2 6-40 Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24

4 0-10 Lobelia, per doz ... 3 0-40
10-76 Marguerites, p. doz. 60-90
.2 0-24 > Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60

Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10

|
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Pelargoniums, (scar-

lets). doz 2 6-40

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen. each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots

Coleus, per dozen...

Cyperus, per dozen
Draosena, each
— various, doz.

BvergTeen SbrubB,
in variety, per
dozen

Ferns, small, doz....— various, doz.

0-24
6-301
0-12

I

SEEDS.
LONDON : Sept. 18. — Messrs. John Shaw St Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

state that business in field Seeds continues on a narrow scale.

Trifolium is in diminishing request, quotations for fine sam-

ples are now abnormally low. Winter Tares come forward

more freely, the demand being small, values naturally favour

buyers. Sowing Rye is also exceedingly cheap. The new
white MuBtard is proving rather a short crop. Rape-seed is

depressed. Birdseeds are for the moment in meagre request.

There is no change in either Peas or Haricots.

Potatos.

Best samples, good demand at £4 to £4 10s. ; ordinary. £3 to

£3. Supplies heavy. /. B. Thomu.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Sipt. 17. — Quotations : — Onions, 35. rW. to

4s. pBr bag ; HoreeradUh, Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle

;

Apples, 2s. 6d. to 4s. per bushel ; Pears, Is. M. to 2s. 3j. per

bushel ; Plums, 2s. 3d. per half-sieve.

Spitalfields r Sept. 17.— Quotations :—Cabbages, 3*. to

4s. per tally ; Collards, 2s. 8<J. to 3s. Sd. per t illy ; Beans, It.

to Is. 3i. per bushel ; Carrots, St. to 2s. 6d. per dozen

bunches; Turnips, 2s. to 3s. per dozen bunches; Onion9,

Is. 9d. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Beet, Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen ;

Sage, Is. id. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Lemon Thyme, 2s. per

dozen bunches ; Sweet Basil, Is. 9d. to 2s. per dozen ; Apples.

Is. to 2s. 6d. per bushel ; Damsons, 2s. per half bushel.

Stratford, Sept. 17.—There has been a good supply of all

kind9 of produce at this market during the past week, and a

brisk trade has been done at the undermentioned prices :

—Cabbages, 2s. to 5s. per tally ; Cauliflowers. 9d. to Is. Sd.

per dozen; Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per dozen bunches;

Carrots, household, S5s. to 35s. per ton; do.. Is. to 2s. 3d.

per dozen bunches; do., cattle-feeding, 20i. to 23s. per

ton ; Mangels, 16s. to 18s. do. ; Swedes, 15s. to 20s. do. ;

Onions, Ghent, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per bag; do., Bordeaux Port..

4s. id. to 5s. 6d. per case; Apples, English cookers, Is. 6d. to

3s. per bushel ; do , dessert, 2s. to 3s. 6a\ per bushel ;
Plums,

Is! 6d. to 2s. per half-sieve ; Damsons. Is. 3d. to Is. 9d. per

half-sieve ; Tomatos, English, 2s. to 3s. per peck; Cucumbers,

frame, Is. to 2s. per dozen ; ^o., field, 4d. to Sd. per dozen ;

Beans, Scarlet, Is. to Is. 6d.per bushel ; do., 2s. to 3s. per bag ;

Beetroot. 2s. to 2s. 6d. per dozen bunches ; Celery, »d. to Is.

per roll ; Parsley. Is. to Is. 6<i. per dozen bunches.

Fasrisgdon : Sept. 19.-Quotations :—Cabbsges. Collards,

Is per dozen ; Cauliflowers, Is. 6d. to 2s. dozen ;
Turnips.

3s dozea bunches; Carrots, do.; Mint, Parsley, 3d. big

bunch • Sage, 2s. per dozen ; Beans, Is. 6d. to 2s. per bushel

;

Spinach, 2s. per bushel; Marrow.. U. per dozen; Onions. 3s.

rjer bag • AppleB, large Cafs-heads, 3s. per bushel ; do.. Ingestre.

2, 9d Golden Knobs, 2s. 9d. par half-bushel; best William.
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Fears, 7s. per half-bushel ; Hazels, 2s. per half-bushel ; Plums,

bush, 3l. per half-bushel ; Damsons, 2s. per half-bushel;

Orapes, Almeira, 17s. per barrel (best) ; Lisbon, 12s. 6rf. per

barrel ; Onions, case, 5s. 6<z.

POTATOS.
Borough : September 17.—Quotations ranged from 555. to

90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : September 17. — Quotations :— Blackland

Magnums, 35s. to 45s. ; Bruce, 40s. to 50s. ; Sutton's Abund-

ance, 40s. to 55*. ; Highland Hebrons, 50s. to 70s. ; do., Bruce,

45*. to 60s. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to 80s. per ton.

Stbatfobd, Sept. 17.— Quotations:—Magnums, dark soil,

Bruce, 25s. to 45*.; light, do., 40s. to 60s.; Beading Giants,

45s. to 70s. ; Sutton's Regents, 45*. to 60*. ; Snowdrops, 60s.

to 70s. per ton.

Farringdon: Sept, 19—Quotations: White Hebrons, 70*.

to 80s.; Red do., 70*. to 80s.; Snowdrops, 80s. to 85s,;

Imperators, 60s. to 70s. (of good shape) ; Bruce, also a good

shape, 70s. to 80*. ; Magnums, 35s. to 46*. per ton.

London Averages: Sept. 18.—Snowdrops, 60*. to 80s.

;

Hebrons, 60s, to 80*. ; Imperators, 50*. to 60*. ; Puritans, 50*.

to 55*. ; Early Rose, 55s. to 60*. ; Regents, 55*. to 65s.

;

Magnums, 40*. to 55*. per ton.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
September 14, and for the corresponding period in last year :

—

1895: Wheat, 22*. lOrf. ; Barley, 23*. 11<£. ; Oats, 13s. Sd.

1894 : Wheat, 20*. bd. ; Barley, 23*. 9d. • Outs, 15*. 9rf.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, 90*. to 110*. ; do., inferior, 50*. to 80*. ; hay,

best, 60*. to 90*. ; do., inferior, 30*. to 66*. ; mixture, 70s, to

92*. ; and Straw, 20*. to 38*. per load.

WnMm
ormfoondmU

*«• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, will

kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach ws not later than
(Wednesday,
*«* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florist3 varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Analysis of Soil : Thos. Bury. You conld obtain
an analysis from the Agricultural College at
I) iwnton, Wilts, on payment of a amall mm.

Apple Seedling : M. B. The Apples you lend na
are of good size and appearance, and ma; prove
to be a good niefnl sort. It is too early at present
to pass a definite opinion. We would recommend
yon to send six fruits to the Fruit Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society for their opinion
next year.

Begonia Leaves Disfigured : A Constant Subscriber.

Before your question can be answered, you must
send us some of the creatures which cause the
injury to the leaves. Probably, they are some
species of slug which are night feeders generally,
and must be looked for after dark.

Books : W. H. M. Fruit Farming for Profit, by G.
Bunyard

; published by F. Bunyard, 29, Week
Street, Maidstone ; Practical Fruit Culture, by J.

Cheat
;
published by G. Bell & Sons, York Street,

Covent Garden.

—

F. White, My Gardener, by
H. W. Ward, published by Eyre & Spottiswoode,
East Harding Street, E C.

—

Amateur. The serial

works on Orchids in the English language, now
being issued, are The Orchid, Album, by B. S.

Williams & Son, Paradise and Victoria Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, N. Monthly parts, price 5s.

It has been running since 1881 ; The Orchid Review,
monthly, price Is. Communications should be
addressed to the editor of the Orchid Review, Lawn
Crescent. Kew ; Lindenia, conducted by Messrs. J.

Linden, Lucien Linden, and E. Rodigas
;
published

by Eag. Vanderhaegen, Ghent ; Reichenbaehia,
published by F. Sander & Co.. St. Albans. —
Reseder. The Horticultural Handbook and Ex-
hibitors' Guide, new edition (W. Blackwood &
Sons, Edinburgh and London).

Cinebabias : Interested. Perhaps the soil is infested

with the grub of a weevil very destructive to

Cinerarias and most other things. Can you send

as some of the grubs you have seen ?

Ceabs: J. Backhouse S[ Sons. The Crab received

from the late Dr. Rugel, and again sent to us. is a

variety of Prunus Mains prunifolia, see Gardeners'

Chronicle, p. 427, October 2, 1886. The Crab John
Downie, fruits of which yon kindly send us, is a very

ornamental variety, either in flower or fruit, the

latter fact being well shown by the frnits sent.

Duboline : P. M. We ahonld greatly doubt the

suitability of this material for covering a vinery

instead of glass ; but as a wall protector entirely

open in the front, it would answer admirably.

Grapes: Gardener. Not having the least knowledge
of the circnmstances under which your Muscat
Grapes are cultivated, we shall not presume to

itate in what respect yonr culture is deficient. It

may be aaid, however, that shanking usually indi-

cates that the border is in an unsatisfactory con-

dition, that the roots have penetrated a wet sub-

soil below the border, or that too much water has

been given the Vinea.— W. L. You may be right.

We have seen instances before where the colour

in Grapes has been affected by the stock on
which the variety has been grafted. In this case,

however, we take the colour to be merely a slight

disfigurement by rust from cold draught, especially

as the exposed parts of the berries are alone dis-

coloured.

Heckbebey : W. A. Prunns Padns, Bird Cherry.

Hippeastbums : Amateur. Supposing that the bnlbs

have been growing nnder glass all the summer,
growth will soon cease altogether, when water

should be gradually withheld until the leaves tnrn

of a yellow colour, when no more should be

afforded. Some varieties are almost evergreen in

habit, but these should be similarly treated. If

the plants have completed their growth, plnnged

to the rim of the pot in a mild hotbed, the roots

will have penetrated the substance of the bed,

whether it consist of tanner's bark, Oak leaves,

or cocoa-fibre refuse above a heated chamber.
They may be partially lifted out of it when the

leaves have turned yellow. The temperature of

the house should not exceed 45° in the winter.

Failing the accommodation this mode of culture

demands, the dried- off bulbs may be kept in their

pots in a frost-proof dry room, or on a shelf in a

vinery or greenhouse. The repotting may com-
mence in January, and should be completed by

the middle of the next month for all bulbs of

flowering age, and that of yonng non-flowering

bulbs by the end of March— of course the earlier

the better, so that the plants may have the benefit

of a long season of growth. Seedlings whose bulbs

are not larger than a sparrow's egg must not be

dried off, although the quantity ot water required

will be very small from October to January. Bulbs
purchased at the shops may be either potted when
bought, or kept in sand or cocoa-nut fibre till the

proper time for starting the bulbs arrives.

Names of Fbuits : (see notice under Names of Plants).

W. T. Pear Belle de Bruxslles.— W. 8. L. 1,

Scyrian ; 2, Marie Louise ; the Apple is Hormead's
Pearmain,— W. Cann. 1, Rosemary Russet; 2,

Cox's Orange Pippin ; Plum much bruised, may
probably be Pond's Seedling.— J. G. 1, Stone's

Apple ; 2. a pale fruit of Duchess of Oldenburgh
;

4, Pear Marie Lonise ; Plums should not have
been packed with Apples.

—

T. W. We can only

undertake to name six frnits at a time ; Pears, 1 and
1

.J
, Marie Louise ; 2, 1'.1

,-, Beurre de Capiaumont ; 4,

Louise Bonne ; 6, 5£, Doyennei Boussoeh ; Apples,

2, Blenheim Orange; 4, Keswick Codlin.— T. 1'.

1, Worcester Pearmain ; 2, Maltster ; 3, Duchess
of Oldenburgh ; 4, Lord Suffleld ; 5, Peasgood's

Nonsuch ; 6 Datch Codlin.— W. 8. Tighe. 1,

Worcester Pippin; 2, Duchess of Oldenburgh

;

3, Autumn Pearmain ; 4. Cox's Pomona ; 5,

Worcester Pearmain ; 6, Gloria Mundi.— W. C.

Apple, Gladstone ; Damsons, the Farleigh variety.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
J. McD. A Z/gopetalum. The flower wa? des-

troyed by a slug in the moss!—A. S. Veronica
ChatDcedrys ; distorted by an insect. N. C. Poly-

gonum cuapidatum.— H. W. R. Two shillings

received for Gardeners' Orphan Fund with thanks.

1, Aca'ypba Macafeeiaua ; 2, Polygonum cua-

pidatum.—/. T. P. Celsia arcturut.— T. W. B.
Solidago canadensis, Golden Rod.

—

H. T. Cytoa-

rexylnm betoniannm.

—

F. Herrington." Polygonnm
cuspidatnm.

—

A, M. 1, Leycesteria formosa; 2,

Pinna Sabiniana ; 3, Tilia europsea laciniata (the

cnt-leaved Lime).

—

H. B. Oncidium ochthodes,

which is said to be the same as O. cbrysornis of

Reich. i.—Elmet, Leeds. The Odontoglossum Uro
Skinneri is quite equal in every respect to those

we have remarked on, though differing from
either.

—

Woollsey. 1, Polygonnm cuspidatnm ; 2,

Hieracium aurantiacum ; 3, Pteris argyrsea ; 4,

Adiantnm concinnum latum ; 5, Adiantnm
decorum; 6, Polypodinm crassifolium ; 7, Pteris

tremnla.

—

C. B., Monmouth. Polygonum cuspi-

datnm.

—

N. C. 1, Capsella bursa-pastoris ; 2,

Stellaria media ; 3, Euphorbia sp., probably peplus.—Camoens, Send better specimen.

Oak gall and Oak apple : Royal. The terms are

synonymous.

Peach shoots: Gardener. There appears to be
nothing the matter with your Peach-shoots, but

the leaves are infeated to some extent with small

scale, and probably red-spider. Syringe them well

daily until the leaves begin to fall off, and then

the treea can be thoroughly cleaned before they

are started again. Keep yonr house open night

and day, and nse no fire-heat.

Roses, Mushbooh Spawn, &o. : Grower for Market.

We cannot recommend dealers. Why do you not

advertise your requirements, or scan our advertise-

ment columns ?

Walnuts : C. C. Keep the nuts, after the shells

have been dried in the shade spread out on a net

or table, in dry salt, clean silver-aand, or charcoal-

dust, and store in a cool cellar. The nuts will not
keep more than fonr montha in good condition.

Water Lettuce, &c. : N. C. Water Lettuce is a

West Indian name given to l'ietia stratiotea, a
very common tropical water-weed, which pro-

pagitea itself with such rapidity, that it frequently

covers tropical ponds with its foliage. It may
easily be grown in water-tanks in warm-houses in

tbis country. The plant floats on the water, and
sends down into the same a mass of fine roots. The
leavea are sometimes 5 inches long, produced in a
tuft, and runners are very freely produced from
each plant. The Treasury of Botany would be

useful to you, as it contains interesting particulars

about this and many other plants you are

interested in. Hyptis snaveolens is known as the

West Indian Spikenard ; Ferula Asafcetide,

F. galbonifera, and F. orientalis, are not garden

plants, though in their Mediterranean homes each

is of ?conomic value. You may experience

difficulty in obtaining the plants unless through a

botanic garden.

Communications Eeceived.—A. Cordery.—H. J. H.—J.

Stone.—W. E. F.—W. E. N.—D. W.—O. Mel.- J. T.—A. L.

—A. J. K.—B. S. & J., Limited.—J. P. & Sous.-S. S. P.—
A. M.—B. & Sons.—A. G.—J. C.-J. H.—G. F.—W. E. T.

—Old Subscriber.— J. W. — J. D. — E. J. — P. L. S.—
T. H. TJ.—H. Cannell.—W. Bardney.— J. Anderson.—B. A.

—W. M.—H. M.—M. P. Andersen.-D. T. F.—J. St. Vincmfc

Corcoran.—H. W. W.—R. D.-G. N. T.—Hurst & Sons.—

G. Friend.

DIED —At Rangoon, Burma, on July 14, 1895,

John Josiah Coles Hardinge, son of the late

Thomas Edwin Habdinge, H.E.I.C S , aged sixty-

two and a half years.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

" GARDENERS CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.—The Publisher has thz satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the papir.

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN. AND ALL OLA88ES OF GARDGHER3

and QARDElf-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved tor reference in all the principal Libraries.
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WRINCH & SONS,h
Horticultural Builders to

.M. THE QUEEN,
St. Lawrence Worke, IPSWICH ; & 57, Holboin Viaduct. LONDON, E C.

GLASSHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION Desiffned t0 Suit «* «««**«

As ereotcd for Sir Francis Truncott, East Griontead. An erected for Sir Jno. Thuraby, Ohriatchnrrh.

PRICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

NO. 151. 3-SPAN GARDEN FRAME.

Cash Prides.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

£2 10
4
5 10

7 2

CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork,

GARDEN FRAMES in every variety-
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

WRINCH & SONSJ^SSgSS^IPSWICH & LONDON.

NO. 153. MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME.
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15
8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 2 15

12 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 15
16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 15

Pit lights only, 4 ft. by 6 ft

,

135. 6rf. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free.
CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England . and to Dublin or Cork.

PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHTS, &c.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FDEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.

COAL-h

p R. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or

^^ * COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the §ize of a man's fiat), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross; or in truchloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Cote. Quotations on application to

—

C. R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHAHCE, LOUDON, E.C.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3£d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Money Orders and Postal Orders should be made payable to A. G. MARTIN, at tfie Post Office, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

ROBERT WARNER & CO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

31

II
n«
o
a

Prices from £17. including Pump and Timber Supports.
May *7, 1893, The Dell, Englefield Green, Surrey.

ROBERT Warner &. Co.. Engineers, 37, Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. x 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that yoo fixed
here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

Eumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
eight of about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough

appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Tours faithfully,

H. BAXLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schroder.
R. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

set of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimonials on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGrATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works, Walton-on-the-Nazk, Essex.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 Engravings,

25. 6rf. nett. per poet, 2*. lod.

.JONES;* Attwood

W. COOPER, Ltd
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) of our Revised

PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

hound In cloth, Is Now Ready.

We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one

post - free on application. This

List is the most complete In the

Trade, and has cost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

17— 64

65— 98

99-134

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION. PJ

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits, Hand-Lights,Ac.

II.—Poultry, Kennel. Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

m.—Rustic Work
TV.—Iron Buildings and Rooting, Church

Furniture, 6cc. ...

V.—Hearing Apparatus. Cooking Stores, Ac.

VI.—Horticultural Manures. Fertilisers. In-

secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils, &c
VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis

Markers. Garden Rollers, Jtc. ... 247—268

VITI.—Horticultural Timber 269—280
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework.

Fountains. Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 281—342

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs. *c 343—3S3

185-

179-

173

228

229-246
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GARDENERS'
THE

HRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE")

fSL W&tzkly Ellugtratetr gattrnal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents & Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named .—

ALPINE PLANTS:—
BALL, J., F.K.S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

COBKEVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAE. D., Glasgow.
POD, Rev. C. W.,Malpa8.
JENKINS. E., Hampton.

AMATEUR GARDENING:—
BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Days

aDd Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
ELLACOMBE, Bev. Canon.
EWBANK, Eev. H., Ryde.
FREMAN-MTTFORD, A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER, J.. F.R.S.
THOMSON, W., Teignmouth.
WEIR, Harrison.
WILSON. G.. F.R.S. , Weybridge.
WLLKS, Bev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :-
ANNE3LEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T., Kilmacurragh.
BAKER, W. R., Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COUBTOWN, the Earl of.

CROUCHER, G., Ochtertyre, Critff.

DTECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCTE, the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord R.
HENBY. Mitchell.
LONDESBOBOUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Boyal Gar-
dene, Kew.

POWERSCOURT, Viscount.

RASHLEIGH. J.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum.
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STATE, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM. J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY -
CHURCH, Prof., F.B.S.

DEHERALN, Prof., Paris.

DYEB, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H.. F.B.S. , Both-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Bothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MtJLLER, Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.
WARLNGTON, R.. F.B.S.
WILLIS, J. J., Bothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS:—
ARTHUR, Prof., New York.
BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin.

MASSEE, G , Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.B.S.
PHTLIPPS, W.
PLOWBIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PBLLLLEDX. Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SOBAUEB, Prof., Proskau.
WARD. Prof. Marshall.

FERNS :-
BAKER. J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &C. :—

DEAN. R., Ealing.
DODWELL. E. S., Oxford, the late.

D'OMBBALN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS, J., Lford.

HOBNER, Bev. F. D.

LLEWELYN. Sir J. D., Bart.

MOLYNEUX. E.. Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, G., Paisley.

TURNER. C. the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ADLAM, B. W„ Jobannesberg.
AXBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERBSEN, J., Sweden.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRE, E., Paris.
BARRON, L., New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE J. H., Utrecht.
CARRIEBE. E., Paris.

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTEBUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels,

j

CBEPrN, Director, Botanic Garden,
|

DAMMEB, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHEBE. C, Lierre, Belgium.
DE CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DBUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHABTKE, Prof., the late, Paris.

ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas.
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FOBSTER. O., Scheibb9, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Bio Janeiro.
GOOD ALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Griefswald.
HANBUBY, Cav., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl. Copenhagen.
HENBIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANTTZ, Prof., Klausenhurg.
KEECHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Mai, Munich.
KEELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G„ Oakland, California.
MACFABLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T.. Philadelphia.
MICHELI, M.. Geneva.
MONTEIBO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDLN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W„ Jobannesberg.
OLTVEIBA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES, E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS, Prof., Amsterdam.
PIBOTTA, Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT, E.. Ghent.
REGEL. E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
BOVELlf, Sig., Pallanza.
BOYLE, Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof.. Count, Strasburg.
SUEINGAR, Prcf., Leyden.
TBELEASE. Prof., St. Louis.
TBOUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).
VANi UBERGEN, C. G.. Junr
VTLMORTX, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN. Maurice de. Pari?.

WIGMAN. Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WTTTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTELN. P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BBACE. C. J., Orleans.
FOBBE-i. A. C, Bjwood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYB, Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
SOGERS, H , Plymouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.
WEBSTER. A. D.. Woburn.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :—
BABEON, A. F., Chisvdck.
BLACKMOBE, B. D., Teddingtcn.
BUNYARD, G.. Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
MABKHAM, H., Mereworth.
BIVEBS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TURi ON. T.. Maiden Erlegh.
WLLDSMTTH. W., the late.

WOODWABD, Barbam tourt.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKEB. J. G., F.E.S., Kew.
BALFOUB. Prof.,Edinburgh.
BABBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN. N. E., Herbarium. Kew.
BUBBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B.. P.es Linn. Soc.
CORNU. Trof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes. Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Boyal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES. H. J., Cirencester.
FBANCHET. M., Paris.
rTEMSLEY, W. B., F.B.S., Kew.

GARDEN BOTAMY :-
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director. Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,J.R. ,Museum,Boyal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLTN, Max. Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, E., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIMOWICZ, Dr.,late,St.Petersburg.

MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORELS. D., Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDLN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir CBart.
TODABO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS :—
BLANDFORD, F.
McLACHLAN, R., F.B.S., Pres. Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof., F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS -
BABR, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CBEWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR, D., Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.

EWBANK. Bev. H., Byde.
FOSTEB, Prof., Cambridge.
HABTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, B., York.
WILSON, G. F., F.B.S.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES:—
BANCROFT, G., M.D., tbelate, Queens-

land.
BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Boyal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CBADWIOK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den. Kingston, W.I.
DUTHTE, J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT.W., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
HART, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
ENI THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.B.S. , Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KXBK, J., Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MACOUN. Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLEB, Baron Six Ferd. von,

MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY, H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDEBS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRLMEN, H., F.B.S., Director Boyal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING:—
ANDRE. E., Paris.

BAINES, T., Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, the late.

BUBVENTCH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDRTNG, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHN.-ON. T. P., New York.
JULIAN. G. B.
MAWSON, Windermere.

ORCHIDS :—
ANDERSON, J.

BULL, W., Chelsea.
BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N.. Wylam-on-Tyne.
KRANZLIN. Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Royal Horticultural Soc.
LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZEB, Prof., Heidelberg.
BEICHENBACH, Prof., the late.

KENDLE, A. B., Brit. Mus.
EOLFE, B. A., Kew.
ROSS, Comm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :—
SANDEB, F., St. Albans.
SMEE, A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W.
VEITCH. H. J., F.L.S., Chelsea.
WHITE. R. B., Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr., Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS, J.

BALLLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Bangemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W., EastnorCastle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth.
COOMBES, A., Himley HaU.
CROMBIE. D., Powerscourt.
CULVEBWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carshalton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.

DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EABLEY, W., Morden.
EVA nS.A., Lythe Hill.

FIN .AY, B., Manchester.
FlSri, D..T., County Council. Suffolk.

GBXEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanical

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HEREIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbury House.
LAMBERT, J., Powis Castle.

LYNCH, B. J., Botanic Gardens,
Cambridge.

MACLEOD, Dover House, Boehampton.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MLLES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)
MLLLEB, W., Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.)

MOOBE, F. W., Boyal Botanic Garden,
Glasnevin.

POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.
PBTNSEP, H. C, Uckfield.
BIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
ROSS, F., late of Pendell Court,

Bletchingley.
RUST, J.. Eridge Castle, the late.

SAUL, M., York, the late.

SHEPPARD, J., the late.

SMITH, .1., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS. O.. Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (Vines).
WADDS, B., Birdsall, York.
WALLIS. J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WATSON, W., Boyal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, C, Gordon Castle Gardens.
WTLDSMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBBATN, Bev. H. H., Westwell,
Kent.

FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke, Bury St.
Edmunds.

FISHER, Eev. O.
GIBDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.

PIPER. A.
VTVIAND MOREL. Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &0. :—

BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA, Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.

DE VBXES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael, Cambridge.
GABDINEB, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE. Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS, Prof., Liege.
HENSLOW, Rev. G.. Ealing.
MACLEOD, Prof., Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE. Alfred.

SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.

Jl
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PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Large
Dwarf-trained and Half Standard-trained Trees, beat

varieties. Oan now be inspected and marked for autumn
plantinjr.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge.

"KENT, THE CABDEH OF EHCLAHD."

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.
Beg to ask Buyers to consult their 1895

STRAWBERRY LIST
Before Ordering their Supplies. Now Beady.

Their Plants -will toe grand, both for Forcing, In

little pots, and as Runners.

Send Orders and Enquiries direct to—

THE OLD NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

GROUND COMPASSES, LOW'S PATENT.
Particulars on application to

—

W. LOW, Euston Gardens, Thetford.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 1 14X12 1 18X12 1 16XH1 20X14 |
20x16 |24X16]'2X18

14X10 | 16X12 | 30X12 | 18X14 |
20X15 | 22X16|20X18|24X18

21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rd*

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 1S-OZ. Foreign similar

current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Qlasa, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered

free and smmd in the country in quantity.

PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. &o.
PUT7Y, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS. OILS, BRUSHES, ftc

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by

7 incheB, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
31, St. John Street, West Smithfield. London, B.C.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In easts, Carriage Paid, $d.

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince oi Wales.

IF YOU USE
Thorpe's Patent
Glaring Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and without top
potty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, tent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,
Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bi030.es and Tricycles.

CATALOGUE on application.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY Q. WARNE (Ltd.),
ROTAX POTTKBIES,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The LiRov.«T MAjnrFAOTUBjras of Garden

Pottery iw the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
80 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price LitU fret on Application.

SHOVM0 STAPLED AS FIXEO.

WARE & SONS' »awBlu.

FLOWER POTS
SUS8EX POTTERY S/

WOEKS. / Hf,
UCKFIELD. /^*
Bttab.mo/ »/ "/ 'V/'HnndredB of

Teetlmonlalp,
Llrta on application.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
18,000 In use.

£g° The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse t.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as followa :

—

No. 1, £2 12s. ; No. 2, £3 15s. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger Bizes.

Complete Apparatus from £4 8*. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Palmerston .Buildings, Old Broad St.. E.C.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

B

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft..,

12 ft. by 6 ft..,

16 ft. by 6 ft..,

20 ft. by 6 ft..,

24 ft. by 6 ft...

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

£ s. d.

2
3
4 2 6
6 5
6 7 6
7 10

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
I*wim^en^Mr.H.SBiKLTOK.Seedeman,4o.,a,HollowayRd.,N.

EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all Hlgb-claas Fertlliaers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BKE80N. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, 8.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AKD SONS, Ltd.. Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

THERE IS NOW
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
ITjf

1 Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time.

J^° Does not Mark or Stain Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage.

Price:—
1 gallon, 12*. Qd.

; £ gallon, 65. Qd. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; 1 pint, 2f . &4.

A Report selected from many :—
From Mr. John Maddox, Bryn Glas Gardeos, Newport, Mon.

" I have now given your Mildew Wash a good trial, and find

it the very best remedy yet introduced, being most effective
in killing the Mildew and Green-fly a the same time, and
without the slightest injury to the foliage of the Roses. It is

clean and most simple to use. and the smelt is not objectionable.
' Like all your other XL ALL's, it is just what is wanted,

and one feels thankful that tbey are all come at last.
" P.8.—One application is sufficient."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurierymen, Seedimen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere

;

or direct from the Sole Proprietor, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Whaif. Lambeth, London, S.E.

HUGH
YAPOURROLL
FU Ml GATOR

For Greenkouses. Cheap, safe, and always effective for Green-

fly, Tbrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large tstablishmeLts in

England.

Price Is,, enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tins, 2*. (5d. Everyone should try them. Held under a
Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G, HUGHE9, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINEnuns
Is admitted by the
1eadingNurserymen

to be the Best I

Qualityobtainable
in the Trade. I

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of theee
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible Bupply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary eost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. Jill Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates ui force to all parte. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,

BOATS, and CYLINDERS,
AND ALL GABDEN SUNDKIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST„ DRURY LANE, W.C.
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HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BO>~ES, should apply for price and pirtiealirs to

E. S. WILES jjtd LEWIS, Bona Works, St. Albans.

"V"ETv" Exceptional opportunity to join
-i-

*

Emit and Vine Growtnr ColonT.
HOMES Onlr Small Capital required.

Land on Ten Tears1 time.
Ef TEE Income First Tear. Lares Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weai Lnnp,
STSSHISE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Einatnte-i Pamphlet,
STATE, And Foil Particnlax!, addreea

Masilla TalleT Irrigation Colony,

A1CERICA. 34. Victoria SEre*-, London. S.W.

Ti.T l^tj-" B> 1551.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTON BTTLI'DfGa, fTT,vryav T.1TS, W.C.

TWO-A.STJ-A-KALF per Cent. ISTZBE5T allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CUEBENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and 3HARE3 purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPAETMENT.
For the e-conr^gement or Thrift the Bank receires small

snms on deposit, and allews interest at the rate of TWO-AlvD-
A-HALF FEB CEST. per annum on each complete.! £L

BEBSBECK BUTLDrS'G SOCIETY.
HOW TO PUBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GTETEAS

PEB MOVTH.
BIBSBECZ FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PUBCHASE A PLOT OF GBOUSD FOB ITTE
SHXLLIKGS PEB 1IOSTH.
The BIBKBECK AL1IA>~ACK, with fnll partiirnlars, post-

free. FBASCIS BAVKS'SCBOFT. Manager.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE,

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE GOTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will b« useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price 3d.,- post-fret, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON' STREET, STRAND, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

G-abdetzbs' Chbostcls Txlzgbascs.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Gardchron, London,"

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE op CHARGES fob ADYERTISES'G

HEAJ) ILV£ CHANGED J.S TWO.

4 Line* . £0 3 15 Lines .£086
6 „ . 3 6 16 ,090
6 „ . 4 17 9 6

1 „ . 4 6 18 10

8 „ . 5 19 10 6

9 „ . 5 6 20 11

10 „ . 6 21 11 6

11 » . 6 6 22 12

12 n . T 23 . 12 6

13 „ . 7 6 24 13

14 „ .. 8 25 n . . 13 6

A5D SrXPESCE TOB ETEBY UBmOJil IDt
If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20l.

If set across three Oolumnj the lowest charge will be 30i.

Page, £3; H»:f Page. £A 10j.; Column. S3.

GaBDEJTEBS A2TD 0THEB3 WASTING SITUATIONS.
26 words, including name and address. Is. 64.,

and 6d. for every additional line [about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcerrtents of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, arid Marriages, bs. each

insertion.

all Advertisements stoma te addressed to the
PUBLISHES.

Publishing Offlco and Office for Advertisement?,

41, WklUSOTOS S-rmrer SlBAHD, W.C.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mb, Ge~>. Clz:?z. c: Store-iam P-ace Gardens. Kent, has

been appoint: G-iriezer :cL}:i E-GSST03T O? Tattoo,

Mr, Wllixa>£ Wo-;r=. until recently Foreman in the gardens,

Co:on Honse, Buzrv, as Heal Gardener to Jc-H>" Co:PH3,
Esq.. Deiapre Abbey, >~crthamptoti.

Mr, G. Btbsows, Gardener to the Bev, J. P. Way, and
Secretary to the Warwick Chrysanthemum Society, baa
":^i a^pcint-ed Gardener to Mts-'Wat^ds-, Berwick House,
Shrewsbury. The address of the new secretary to the

above society *^~:11 he inly advertised.

Mr. Ftw a-p.tj Gbistttood. late General foreman at Hon-gbtoa.

Grange Gardens, Leicester, as Gardener to J. LWabd,
Esq., Belgrave Hoik Gardens, Leicester.

Mr. WaC La?h. for the past three and a hail years with Mr.
J. McLTSOS. Sutton Eall Gardeus, Guisboroush, as Head
Gardener to A. Cooper Esq., Exdely, Grore~ Hill, Mid-
dlesbrough.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B03SET STT>?r?r=rAV, Tenby Street, Birmingham—yarciscus,

Tulipa. Hyacinths, Iris. &c.
E. Waixace i Co., Colchester— Lilies, Caloeharti, Hardy

Plants and Bulbs..

Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, London, W.C—Bulbs.

Chas. TtraScia, Slough—Boses, Fruit Trees, and General
Stock.

Masos & LiCiZT, Carmarthen—Balbs,

Thgs. KxyyEDT k. Co.. 106 and 108, High Street, Dnm fries—
Brilbs, &c.

EDiioyDiOS' B20S., 10, Dame Street, Dablin—Bnlbs, &c
Abtetb BoBrxaOS", La, Bishop&gate. and Camomile Street,

City—Bulbs, Boses, Fruit Trees, &c.
Dobbie &. Co., Eotaesay, K.B.—Bnlbs, Carnations, BoseSt

Violas, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit Trees, &c„
B. W. Fbooxob & Sox. 5, Giuman Gate, Cbesterneld—Bulbs.
Ja3. Castes h. Co., High Ho'.born, London—Daffodils, Iris,

Anemones, and Lilies.

Bzy-. B. Ca^tt. Colcbester—Boses.
r -RA-s-rp.r?rR Fketr^, a MorteiontaiEe, Oisse. France

—

Axci-s. Ercmeliads, Crotons, Dracsenas, Palms, Orchids,

Ananas &c

H ORTICULTURAL COKE
DeliTered to any Statiou.

7;? prices, apply ~ G J. EVESOS, 5:m:z^iir:.

TT SE JADOO FIBRE for BULBS and
l_ tl Tl- wv POTTISG. Sj. per 3-tuihel sack. S}>ecial

ratee per tf" Obtainable through anv ynreeryma n,

For further particulars apply to JADOO LIMITED, M,
High Street, Eaeter.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROTVX
FIBBOrS PEAT for Store and Greenhouse use. BHC-

DODE5TDBOX and 17>TB» PEAT. Samples and Prioes of—
WALKEB A5TJ CO.. Parnborough. Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE 7 1 H EST OBTAIXABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMEBOX, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bex^y, Kent.

Special Terms to thb Teade.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trude supplied on. best terms).

A lsrg* stock oi the fineat qua^ty OBCHTD PEAT. Also for

Store and Greenhouse Plant*. Ferns, Bbododendrona, 4c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or trnci-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate icapatcb by any Bail or Staamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. BICHABDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depute, Bin^wood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S^ PEAT.
A spadallT good ftoek cow on hard oi ORCHID PEAT, in

good con-diuon ; aljo for Store. Greenhouse, ana Hardwood
Pianu. Eh>iodendronj. £:.. in large oranoall quantities.
Bich Eibrous LOAM. SILVEE SA5D, excellent LEAP

MOULD, C. >". FIBRE, SPHAGSTM MOSS, CHAECOAL, &:.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., Tlie Peat Depdt, Singwood.

THE "PICK-QUICK" FRUIT GATHERER
(PATE>~T).

Undoubtedly ths simplest and most efficient imulement yet
introduced. Indispensable to all who prefer their Apples
and Pears unhlemishe-i-
Of all Sesdsmen and Nurserymen. Wholesale of the

Mao 1 'actorer*.

OSMAK & CO., 132 & 134. C^mmerclaJ Street,
London, E.

GLASS

I

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Size*.

ijo,.,. icoft. Tj.S j^j}s ; js^ ; it*}™*
ai-01., ,, lOJ.Ck-.

/ :6xUi 16x11, »X1«. »ixl8, *e.

1J X S Prepared Saah Bar at 6j. per 100 fee*.

Flooring, 6/9 per wuare ; Matching. 49; 2X4, at J-i. per
foot run. Garden Utensil*. Trellia, Ironmongery, Painta, kc.

Catalogues free,

THE CHEAP WOOD COHPAST,
72, Bishopssatz Sraxsr WirHCT, Lorooi, E.C.

L

L^

DTDLEY'S MEDICAL and (ECONOMI-
CAL BOTA>T. With numerous Hlartrations. Sro,

cloth. Price 5r.

CER JOSEPH PAXTOlfS BOTANICAL
tO DICnoXABT. Coniprising tie names, History, and
Culture of all Plants stnown in Britain, together with a full
Kxpfagfflfiion off Terhpire,] Tptttip. Medium &vo. cloth. Price 18s.

LyDLEYS DESCPJPTIYE BOTANY.
f-Instmctic-ri ani the I s= c: S:i.:-:L-. Price

London: BEADBUBY, AG->"EW, ajsu CO., (Limited), 9,
Bouverie Street, E.C.

YT^AIs'TED, good VTOEXTN'G G^RDE^R,
* * single-hanied..—Mast be "well np in Kitchen Garden,

Fruit Trees, and growing Greenhouse Plants for Table.—State
experience, age, and wages expected, PBATT, Dolphin Hotel,
Cleathorpes, Lincolnabire.

Y\TA^'TED, an experienced all-round SINGLE-
y y HA2TDED GAKPZXEB, for Mariet Garden.—Peaches,

Grapes, Tomato*, Melons. ic2. Small Garden, four Houses,
c^itsiie Fruit, Salads, sni Vegetables. One who could do his
own painting, glazing, and rough carpentry wanted. Help at
time*.—Address full particulars, wages, &c., to PET, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand. W.C.

\\TAXTED, a A1AN as GROWER and PRO-
T T PAGATOB, Cama-tions, Bouvardias, Primulas, Ferns,

and jreneral martet wotIl Apply, stating experience and
ws^es re-.uirei to—LEWIS ±yz' WILLIAMS, The Ember
ynrseriea, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

YTTANTED
,_
an UNDER FOREMAN.—Good

* * opening for perseTering, steaiy yoang map ; will
hare eTery chance to take responsibility for general Outside
Hungary Work in every department.—Age, wages, and par-
ticulars to TBOUGHTO'y, ynrseryman, Preston, Lancashire.

YV'A^TED, a voung AfA\ with a good
" I Knowledg-e of the Trade, to Assist in >"ursery and

Oaice, Wait on Customers. &c.—State experience, and wages
expected, to W. FBOMOW jvt> SOb'S, Sntton Ccnrt Xursery,
Chirwicx.

VX^ANTED, a young 'MAN', for Lawns and
t I Flower Garden. Mnst be well np to his work.. Wagesl&s.

per week.—W. A. fISTTRR. The Gardens, Ppr.mArvfl.-Pslmr.nJ-h

\\TAyTED, a MAX and WIFE, to go to
y y Western Australia, either for a term of years, or with

& view to erentually settling out there. The man to be com-
petent to manage cows, and good at Market Gardening and
Orchard Cultiration ; the wife good at dairying and poultry.
To start towards the end of October.—For further information
apply to KELWAI a_vd SOK, Langport.

YV^ANTED. Tmrnediately, a young MAJN, for
1 T Market yursery. Must be qoick at cutting and

benching, and make himarif usefaL Board and lodginfr fonnd.
State wages, age, and reference to J.NO. DAVIES, Th«
Knrseriea, Grea.t"Meols, Hoylake, Cheshire.

W^A^TED, MAX and WIFE.—Man hard-
I I working, with knowledge of Garden, and Wife as

Cook. All found and £30. So children. Testimonials re-
quired.—Write P. H., Glenhaven, Elstree, Herts.

YV^-LNTED, SHOPMAN, SALESMAN", and
f I CLRB.K.—Some experience in Makdng-np.—Apply,

with reference*, stating wages required, to T. K. INGRAM,
RaifatPMO >"Lirseries. Dorset.

\^\
TANTED, a YOUTH who is a good writer,

t T to help generally in a Bulb, Seed, and Plant Business.
Wages, 12j. per week.—Appb by letter only, stating age, &c,
to F. MTLLEB, Z67, Fuiham Boad, S.W.

WANT PLACES.
TO GASDENZaS AND OIHEES

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letter)

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters to addressed are opened by the

authorities arA returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulari, kc.—St. John's Xuraeries, Worcester.

FS A N" D E R astj CO. can recommend
• several highly qualined and energetic H KAP and

DBUBR GABDEXKB.5, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their procession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SAb'DEB jjtd CO., St. Albans,

G&rdenen, farm-Ban Iffa, Foresters, &c,

DICKSON'S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to BECOMME>~D MBJf of the

\i:\ut respectability, and twrov^hly practicalox their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Addraas— " DICKSOXS. Cgssrga."

GARDENER (Head) ; age 35, married,
no family.—Mr. A. Cbyek, Gardener to J. A. Kendrick,

Esq., Berrow Court, Kdgbas^D, Birmingham, can strongly
reeommend a qualined all-round man. Practical Plant-
grower. Certificates for Anthuriums, highest awards far
Plants, Orchida, Ax, Good references,
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GARDENER (Head), age 32.—Thoroughly
experienced in Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Excellent testimonials.

—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), has had extensive ex-
perience in all matters connected with gardening, in

some of the largest establishments ; highest testimonials.

—

ALPHA, Bainhams, North Row, Covent Garden.

ARDENER (Head), where three or four
are employed.—Age 30; thirteen years' thoroughly

praotical experience in all branches ; successful Fruit and
Plant Grower. Abstainer; excellent references.—F. DEANES,
Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; seventeen
years' practical experience in all branches. Highly

recommended.—W ILLEY, Mr. Wood, Head Gardener to Lord
Boston, 11 edsor Park, Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head). — Understands Gar-
dening in all its branches. Excellent character. —

X. Y., 2, EUerton Terrace, Ellerton Road, Tolworth, Surbiton,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—J. Moffatt, Head
Gardener, NutBeld Priory, can with the greatest confi-

dence recommend Henry Green to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a good all-round man ; has Deen Foreman here for

over four years.—Referenoe permitted to Mrs. JOSHUA
FIELDEN, Nutfield Priory, Red Hill, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF ; age 37, married.—W. King, eight years as

Head Gardener and Bailiff to the late John Whitehall Stevens,
Esq., Chiltley. Liphook, is open to engage with any Lady or
Gentleman requiringa thoroughly practicalman in all braoonea;
life experience ; leaving through estate being sold ; highest
testimonials and references.—W. A. KING, Chiltley, Liphook,
Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,
married ; thoroughly energetic, trustworthy, efficient

all-round. Life experience. Excellent character.—J. B., 49,

Eleanor Road, Bowes Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—The Right
Hon. Sir N. Lindley can recommend Fredk. Sewell as

a thoroughly trustworthy man, and a good nil-round Head
Working Gardener, Norfolk preferred.—FREDK. SEWELL,
The Lodge, East CarletoD, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 36,
married, one child.—A Gentleman stroDgly recotn-

mends his Gardener, who has been in his employ four years,

as a steady first-class man in Fruit, Vegetable, Orchid, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Stock, and Poultry. — RAFFEY,
Middle Lane, Teddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches ; been
awarded several Medals and high-class prizes for Orchids.

Excellent testimonials.— DUNCAN TUCKER, Esq., Mount
Pleasant, Tottenham, London, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—A Lady
in the Isle of Wight, wishes to recommend her Head

Gardener to any one requiring a thoroughly practical, good all-

round Man, honest, sober, and obliging; life experience.

Age 41, married, no family. Wife, poultry. Apply with full

particulars to—GARDENER, Captain Scott, Pentland Lodge,
Ryde, I.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good all-round man ; excel-

lent characters from present and previous places ; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SKILLLNG, Brook, Albury, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or four are kept.— Age 38; three years in present

situation ; fourteen years' character. Good testimonials.

—

J. CLAYDON, Cranbury Park Gardens, Winchester.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, one child, age 6; life abstainer. Good all

round. Eighteen years* experience. Good references. —
D. COX, 11, Park Road, Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
ttivt>kt>).—A Lady will recommend G. ELLIS, who

has had life experience in all branches. Age 29. married, no
family. Abstainer.— 18, Worsley Street, Eastney, Portsmouth.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).—
Age 26; thoroughly experienced in all branches. Can

be well recommended.—RAYNER, 5, Hope Terrace, Alpha
Road, Surbiton, Surrey,

GARDENER.—Mr. Chas. Bill, M.P,, wishes
to recommend his gardener, who is just leaving him.

He is a thoroughly honest and respectable man; age 39,
married, with family; well acquainted with all branches of
Garden work.—THOS. AVORY, Farley, Cheadle, Staffs.

GARDENER.—Man, young (married), seeks
situation as above. Can attend to Horse and Trap, and

willing to be useful. Good characters.—BECKINGTON, 10,

Alexander Terrace, Wealdhtone, Harrow.

GARDENER.—Age 42, married; thoroughly
understands growing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds.
Fifteen years' Head. Land and Stock if required. Good
references.—GARDENER,5,MurielRoad, Dane's Hill.Leicester.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 28 ; expe-
rienced in the cultivation of Vines, Peaches, MelonB,

Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; excellent cha-

racter.—A. PAYNE, Tandridge, New Oxted, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
house.—Age 17; two years' experience in Nursery.—

W. B., 15a, Fountain Road, Lower Tooting, Loudon.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER"^
a Nobleman's or Gentleman's family.—Age 16; excel-

lent character from gentleman, who is leaving home.

—

BERKELEY BILL, Esq., The Hollies, Sulby. Rugby.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
Situation wanted by a young man as above. Excellent

reference. Total abstainer. — E. S. F., Mrs. Coleman, 20,

Haven Lane, Ealing.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; seven years'
experience

; good references from previous employers.

—

E. S., 68, Broadway, Ealing.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 28, single

;

used to Lawn and Kitehen Garden. Total Abstainer.
Three and a half years' good character. South or South-wait
Coast preferred.—E. M., II, Gloucester Road, Brighton.

ARDENER (Under), or in Nursery.—
Age 27, married, no family; well up in Ferns, &c.

Life experience. Excellent references.—G. WILLIAMSON,
106, Well Street, South Hackney.

To Market Growers.
MANAGER.— Age 35 ; lifetime praotioal

experience in the Cultivation of Grapes, Melons,
Tomatos, Cucumbers, Mushrooms and Seakale. Forcing for

Market. Disengaged end of October.—P. H. H., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER.—Age 37; Sootohman. Mush-
room-grower wishes for a situation as above. Could

take charge of Kitchen Garden and Glass if required.

—

SCOTSMAN". 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

NURSERY MANAGER, FOREMAN, PRO-
PAGATOR, — Thirty years' practical experience in

Roses, Clematis. Chrysanthemums, Feme, Palms, Ficus, and
general Nursery Stuff.—S. M., 12, William Street, Reading,

TO MARKET NURSERYMEN.—Situation
wanted aB FOREMAN (age 26) ;

good experience in
Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomato?, Ferns, and Forcing. Good re-
ferences.—W. W., 70, Bedford Hill Road, Balham, London.

TO NURSERYMEN.—FOREMAN, age 27,
has had good experience Inside and Out. Well ac-

quainted with Pot Stuff, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms,
Chrysanthemums, &c. Good references. — H. P., 6, Oak
Terrace, Manor Road, Chigwell, Essex.

NURSERY FOREMAN (Outside).—Twenty-
eight > ears' experience, fourteen as Foreman ; Fruits,

Roses, Ornamental, or General.— G. DAVIES, 29, Norfolk
Street King's Lynn.

FOREMAN, in good establishment ; age 30.

—

S. Lyon, Gardener to Viscount Briilport, highly recom-
mends Walter Gough as above. Has lived with him two years
in same capacity. Formerly at Powis Castle, Tatton Park,
Wentworth, and other good Gardens. First-class Decorator,
&c—The Gardens, Crioket St. Thomas, Chard.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; has had experience both
Inside and Out, including Orchids. Please state wages.

—J. W. CARLINE, 17, Shaflsbury Road, Gt. Crosby, Liverpool.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (General or Ground), open to
re-engagement. Fifteen years Ground Foreman to Mr.

Charles Turner of the Royal Nurseries, Slough. State termi,
&c—THOS. HARRIS, Buccleuch Place, Wellington Street,

Slough.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; life experience in all
branches. Three years as Foreman in last situation at

Chilham Castle. Can be well recommended.—W. METCALFE,
18, Salisbury Road, Highgate Hill, N.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 2tJ, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield, Surrey.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 26; life experi-
ence in Planta and Fruit. Well recommended.—Apply,

WHEELER, Blackmore End, Kimpton, Welwyn, Herts.

FOREMAN.—John Crook, Forde Abbey,
Chard, can with confidence recommend a man, age 24,

who has lived with him two years, and given every satisfaction.

FOREMAN.—Age 26
;

good experience in
plant and fruit houses, and general garden work

; good
references.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South Bedding-
ton, Wallington, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (First). — Age 23.— A.
Trail, The Gardens, Fulshaw Hall, Wilmslow, wishes

to recommend as above. Seven yearb' experience. — T.

BURGESS, Chapel Road. Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

JOURNEYMAN; age 19.— Jambs Cypher
will be pleased to recommend man us above. Five years'

experience in Plants and Orchids. Thoroughly steady and
obliging.—RICHINGS, Queen's Road Nursery, Cheltenham.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).—Age 21 ; requires

situation in Plant or Fruit Establishment ; six years'

experience; good references; bothy preferred. — H. W.
WHITING. Eastnor Castle Gardens. Ledbury, Herefordshire.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, age 23.—
J. T. Bowser, Gardener to A. DE Lamde Loso. Esq.,

Crosby Cote, Northallerton, will be pleased to recommend
R. Ozelton as above. Bothy preferred.

JOURNEYMAN, age 18, in good private estab-
lishment.—Edwin Beckett. Gardener to H. H. Gibbs.

Esq., Aldenham House, Elstree, will be pleased to recommend
STANLEY SMITH as above. Strong, active, and intelligent.
Has been employed in the gardens here for the puttbree yean.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 20;
six years' experience in good private place and Nursery.

Bothy preferred.—T. AGER, 12, Victoria Terrace Graham
Road. South Wimbledon. Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN—Age 21; wants~sTtuation
under a good Gardener. Premium paid. Eght years'

experience. Disengaged.—R. G., Lucerne Street, Teynham,
near Sittingbourne, Kent.

TMPROVER.—W. Quarry, Gardener, MearsX Ashby Hall, can with confidence recommend Andrew
Joiley, age 18, aa above; three years' experience; botby pre-
ferred.—ANDREW JOLLEY, Mears Ashby, Northampton.

TMPROVER,—Youth (age 17) seeks situationA in a Qentleman'i Garden as above. Has had five month*'
experience in Garden. — DOUGLAS BOTLER, Yew Tree
Oottage, Crookham Common, Newbury.

TMPROVER.—Mrs. Webb, Milford House,X Godalming, recommends a youUi of 18 as above.

IMPROVER.—Mrs. Henry Ritson can with
confidence recommend William Watson . Age IS ; three

years' experience. Bothy preferred. Would pay small pre-
mium.—WILLIAM WATSON, Sea View Lodge. Sunderland.

TMPROVER.—The Countess Dowager of
-i- wishes to recommend a young Man anxions to improve
himself under Foreman in a Garden where there is glass.
Age 19, and has five years' experience. Highly recomm'nded
in every way for conduct, intelligence, and industry.—
"SADLER" TOWNSEND, Over Wallop, Stockbridge, Hanta.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted in the Gar-
den by a respectable young Man. Age 18; abstuner.

Good character.—GEORGE NORRIS, Sonning.Reiding.Berks.

npO HEAD GARDENERS.—C. Pleasants,
-L Gardener to Thomas Penrice, Esq., Kilvorough. Swansea,
would be pleased to recommend a young Man, age 18, as
IMPROVER in a good place ; three years' experience Inside
and Out.

TO NURSERYMEN. — Employment by a
Youth (age 18), as an IMPROVER. Three years in last

Nursery.—H. B , Post Office, Skalaugh, Hull.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man requires
situation ; seven vears'expeMence in Roses, Clematis,

Conifers, and Soft-wooded Stuff.—S. BENTLEY, Bath Street,
Belgrave, Leicester.

TO GARDENERS, &c—Situation wanted by
a Btrong, active young Man, to attend to Fires and assist

in Greenhouse. &c. ; good references.—H. A., Alma House,
Beaumont Road, Chiswick, W.

TO GARDENERS, &o.—Situation wanted by
a very respectable young Man to look after Cows and

assist in Garden. Good knowledge of Farming. Ten years*
experience. Gentleman's estate preferred.— J. L., 13, High
Street, Wimbledon.

ROCKWORKER, FERNERY FITTER, &o.
—Knowledge of Ferns, Aquatic*, Fish, &c. Good testi-

monials for recent work.—W. J. C, 135, Portobello Road,
Bayswater, W.

SEED TRADE. — Messrs. STUART and
MEIN can highly recommend a young Scotsman for an

ASSISTANT'S place. He has had over six years' experience
in their general Trade, which includes Farm Seeds and
Planta.—A. F., Stuart & Mein, Kelso, Scotland.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser seeks re-engage-
ment as SHOPMAN ; experienced in all departments.

First^clsss references from leading firms.—VIOLA, 41, Wel-
lington Street, 8trand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—Situation
wanted, as SALESMAN, in good establishment. Tho-

roughly experienced. Could take entire charge if desired —
WILBY. S3, Charteris Road, N.W.

FLORIST'S ASSISTANT.—Situation required
by a young lady, well up in Wreaths, Bouquets, and

General Shop Routine. Can be well recommended.—BERTHA,
Mr. Thos. Butcher, Florist, South Norwood.

TO FLORISTS, &c—Situation wanted by a
young Lady, in a Florist's and Fruit Shop. Good expe-

rience.—FLORIST. 25, Tiudall Street, Scarborough.

TO FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.— A
young Lady desires re-engagement. Thoroughly experi-

enced in every branch of the above. Highest reference.

—

BETA, 6, Lome Gardens, St John's Wood. London.

MANS INGRATITUDE.—We have it on
Shakespeare's authority that the winter wind is not

more unkind than man's ingratitude. In many cases this ie

unfortunately only too true. There are times, however, when
the benefit received is so great that ingratitude becomes
impossible. When life is rendered a burden to us by sickness,

and someone comes and restores ns to health, we &hould be

bise indeed to feel ungrateful. Thus, millions are to-day

grateful to HOLLOWAYS PILLS and OINTMENT, which
have cured them of all stomach and liver troubles, banished

headache, flatulency, indigestion, and low spirits, and cleared

their systems of gout, rheumatism, sciatica, and all similar

ailments.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO HR.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

T T /"\ T%rp T f~* T T T T* T T O A T O T T T T T\ T TVT /"^O of every description erected, either in WoodnUa 1 IvOii 1 K>L\t\LU JT3U 1 k-ikJL lM\j£> or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

Imperishable Teak - Wood Houses a Specialty.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOOD BUILDINGS.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS BEING EXECUTED BY US AT PRESENT ARE THE FOLLOWING:—

For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Eose House, &c, at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.E.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES—Range of Fruit Houses, 300 feet long, at Sandringham.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Ranges of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at

Range of Vineries in Teakwood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent. [Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite and Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teakwood, at Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.
Eange of Hothouses, in Teakwood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, $•&.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertieemeota and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,Lon loo, W.O.

Printed (or the Proprietor! by Messrs. Hbadbury, Ahnbw, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by
a&th ub George Martiw, at the Office, 41 , Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 21 , 1895. Agent for Manchester—John Hk ywood.
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3c3
382
363

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Astilbe Lemoineix 35$

Cactus Dahlia •* Mra. Wilson Noble " 367

Cypripedium X Lord Derby 357

Ventilating Tomato-houses, method of 369

The Rookery in the gardens of C. T. Lucas, Esq , at

Warnham Court, Horsham (see Supplement).

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HCANNELL and
• AUTUMN CATALOGUE, _

particulars of the best kinds of everything to keep the Conser-

vatory and Garden in the highest state of perfection during

the Winter and Spring at the least expense ; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amateurs. Post-free. We cordially invite all to come and see

our establishments. Foreign orders a specialty.

SWANLEY, KENT.

SONS' Complete
now ready, containing

Y
The Beat Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

GrapeB and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 6*.; post free, b*. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiawiok.

Carnations I carnations 1

1

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1895, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties

now in flower. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside. Great Bookham, Surrey.

To~Cntysanthemum Exhibitors.

SPRINGTHORPE'iS Patent CUP and TUBE.
—Highly commended by National Chrysanthemum Society.

Price, 9s. perdoz. ; Sample, by post, 1*.—G. SPRINGTHORPE,
The Gardens, Coombe Court, Kingston-on-Thames.

s uTTONS' HYACINTHS for Pots
and GlaeseB.

BUTTONS' COLLECTION of 25 NAMEDU HYACINTHS, 25 best varieties. 21s.—Mr. J. Young,
Gardener to Mrs. Wall, says :—"The Hyacinths were beauties
last year. I had them 8 inches in the spike,"

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIBECT FBOM
SUTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
BUM9, Gaillareias, Delphiniums, and Peeonies.

Catalogue of KELWAY Aire SON, LangporU Somerset.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, good strong
stuff, in large fin's, 25s. per 100.

HARWOOD BROTHEBS. Balham Nursery. Balham, S.W.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. BUSHPORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LETELUER & SON, Caen. France.

WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE, oon-
taining List of all the Best Varieties of Hyacinths,

Tulips. Crocus, Liliums, Daffodils, Snowdrop*, Iris, Peeonies,

&c, free on appl ; cation. Please compare our prices before
sending \our orders abroad.
WATKIN3 and SIMPSON, Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, Strand, London, W.C.

R. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
sent to nearly every town in the United Kingdom, and

are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdom. Emperor Narcissus, 5s. 6d, per dozen, 40s. per 100 ;

HorBfieldii, 2s. 9d. per dozen, 20s. per 101) ; Sir Watkin, bs. Qd.
per dozen, 40s. per 100; Golden Spur, 2s. %d. per dozen,
18s. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £5. Full List on application.

Tenby Street North, Birmingham.

MILLER'S SPANISH IRIS.— Mixed,
beautiful colours, of Orchid-like beauty, strong flower-

ing bulbs, Is. 3d. per 100, lis. erf. per 1000. ENGLISH IBIS,
mixed, rich, lovely colours, and large flowers, 4s. per 100,

37s. 64. per 1000. GEBMAN IRIS, mixed, beautiful and
varied sorts, Is. 6rf. per dozen, 10s. per 100. IRIS RETICU-
LATA, delightfully scented blue .flowers, 5>. 6rf. per dozen.
6rf. each. Orders 10s. upwards, carriage paid. BULB
CATALOGUE free.

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Road, London. S.W.

CATTLEYA IMPERIALIS, splendidly
matured, four to tix leaf-bulbs, unflowered ; make an

offer for twelve plants. Larger size, seven to ten leaf-bulbs,

two leads, make an offer for twelve plants. C. LABIATA.
strong plants, one sheath, offer for twelve plants; larger
plants, with two sheaths, offer for twelve. All Cash.

N. BLANDFORD. Bitterne, Southampton.

To the Trade.

URIAH PIKE CARNATION.—Extra strong
healthy plants now ready. Price on applioation to

—

THE ORCHARD CO.. Scotby, Carlisle.

C^lLRNATIONS.—200 extra strong Pink Mal-
maisons for 50i. : Germania. £10 per 1000. CLOVES.—

A. Neuman, Ketton, Raby, Mrs. Muir, Jessica, Countess Paris,

&c. 3s. to 5s. per dozen.—BROTHERSTON, Prestonkirk.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Early-flowering NARCISSI, FREESIAS, and all other

BULBS for Forcing, and also for Outdoor Culture. See our

BULB CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application. Prices moat

moderate.—DICKSONS, Bulb growers. CHESTER,

w ANTED, several CHAM^ROPS
FORTUNEI, nioe plants. State size and price to—

H. A. MICHELL. Scorri er, Cornwall.

WANTED to EXCHANGE, Dipladenias,

Eucharis, Crotons, Adiantum Farleyense, for Ericas

(Hard-wooded) and Ixoras.-Apply GARDENER, Walsham,

Stationer, Halifax.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS.—
Jacoby. Vesuvius, Niphetos, or other good white.

State price per 100 or 1000 to— ...

W. KIRK, Blaokmoor Gardens, West Liss, Han

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNHL8.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

"pYCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."
\J —Second edition, giving valuable information forgiving

their entire Culture. Poet-free, Is. 2d.

F. C. EDWARDS. Sholebroke View, Leeds.

H

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
The best all round variety in cultivation. Extra strong,

well-rooted plants, grown from the original stock, 2*. per doz.

;

12s. per 100 ; 6s. for 50. Cash.
HURST and SON, Burbage Nurseries, near Hinckley.

SPECIAL LINES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in England. Send for Special List. 500 for 10*.

;

2500 for 40s., free.

POPE AND SONS, Nurserymen. Birmingham.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoARTHUR,TheLondonNursery,4, Maida Vale, London,W.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES.nice young Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

20s. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEr, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations.

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham. Surrey.

BULBS.—If you want the finest procurable,
sorts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, ana grown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE and
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

ARUM LILIES, strong plants from open
ground, three to four bloom shoots, at 6s. per dozen.

What offers for GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, 1844 to 1854,
bound, and in gool condition?

B. TUCKER. The Nurseries, Feringdon, Berks.

ARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Comte de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

TREE CARNATION, Duke of York, finest
rich glowing Crimson, fine bushy plants, in 5-inch pots,

12s. per doz. BORDER CARNATION, Pride of Great Britain,
immense yellow, good grower, out of ttO's. 12s. per doz., £1 per
100. Packed free for cash with order.

CRANE and CLARKE, The Nurseries, March, Cambs.

STANDARD-TRAINED PEACH and NEC-
TARINE TREES of Royal George and Lord Napier for

Sale. For particulars, apply

—

TODDINGTON ORCHARD CO.. Winchcombe, Gloucester.

Cucumber Seed, Covent Garden Favourite, true stock.

JANCRUM MARSHALL is now prepared
• to book orders for large or small parcels. Terms on

application.—Holly Bank Nurseries, Potter's Bar, N.

Chrysanthemum Culture.

STANDEN'S MANURE has produoed the most
satisfactory results, fully borne out by report, from the

leading prize-winners throughout the kingdom. Price., iu

tins. Is., 2i. 6d., 6f. id , and 8s. each ; in kegs, J cwt., 10s. M.,

} cwt., 18s., 1 owt.. 32s. each.

CORRY & CO.. Ld., London ; and all Seedsmen and Florists.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builder*
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanio Soo., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

_the Duplex Upright Tabular Boilers. Kine'eRoad, CheUea.S.W.
Talegrapa,AddresV Hortulanus, London." Telephone,No. 8728.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTION'S SENT FREE BT POST ON APPLICATION.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT OF 100 CASES OF

LILIUM HARRISI,
Comprising—

30 Cases, containing 80 enormous Bulbs in each., ranging from
11 to 14 inches, exceptionally large.

40 Cases, containing 125 Bulbs in each—9 to 11 inches,
20 Cases ,, 350 Bulbs ,, —7 to 9 „

and
10 Cases ., Bulb* from —5 to 7 ,,

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
t*J. SELL the above by AUCTION", at their Central Sale
Booms, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C., on "WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 2. at Two o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Friday, October 4, 1895.

A GREAT CATTLEYA SALE,
By order of

MESSRS. F. SANDER A CO., ST. ALBANS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION at their

Central AuetionRooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C,
on FRIDAY NEXT, at Half-past Twelve o'Clock,

167 MARVELLOUS CATTLEYAS from Santayuni.
The grandest known varieties may be expected to emanate

from this importation, our Collector having gathered every
Plant he could find over a wide area. C. Oweniana, C. San-
dene, C. Hardyana. C. Mrs. Fred Hardy, Ac., may be expected

A NEW TYPE of CATTLEYA SANDEBIANA,
from a previously unknown locality. The Plants are in grand
order. Every one is offered. New and superb varieties may
be looked for with the greatest confidence.

CATTLEYA CHRYSOTOXA.
A fine consignment of this most exquisitely beautiful Cat-

tleya—one of the grandest Orchids known. Alio 38 fine Plants
of what is probably a

NEW NATURAL HYBRID,
between the two splendid Cattleyas, ChryBOtoxa and Sanderse
or Hardyana. All the plants that could be found were col-

lected, and every one is offered. The whole 38 are in grand
order, and should they prove to be the above Hybrid, and they
have every appearance of being such, an opportunity like the
present sale will be most exceptional. In addition to the fore-
going a small consignment of

CATTLEYA CHRYSOTOXA and IMPKBIALIB Type,
Mixed, from Isabel, will be included, probably some of the
newest and finest varieties will be found among them. Also
many Plants in Flower and Bud, including Cattleyas, also
CATTLEYA ELDORADO SPLENDENS, C. SUPERBA, C.
C1TRINA

. an assortment of

CATTLEYA LABIATA VERA,
Established Plants in Sheath, Cattleya Leopoldi (established),
Gr.immatophyllum multiflorum tigrinum, &c.
Also a few choice Established Orchids from other sources,

consisting of Cypripedium Bellatum album (true), Lselio-Cat-
tleya Hybrid Tenebrosaxaurea, Vanda Sanderiana in spike,
Orchids in Flower. Ac.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chilwell Nurseries, Notts.
In consequence of the approaching Expiration of Lease, of a

portion of their Nurseries, Messrs. J. R. Pearson A Sons
will offer a portion of their Stock of Fruit Trees. Ac, by
Auction, viz. :—30.000 FRUIT TREES, comprising 15,000
Standard Apples, for Orchards ; 7000 Pyramid Apples, in
fruiting condition, mostly carrying fruit this season

;

principally worked upon the Paradise Stock, for which the
Nurseries are so well known ; 2100 Standard, Pyramid,
and Dwarf Plums, in all toe best varieties ; 550 Cherries,
the best varieties in the Midland district ; 1350 Damsons,
Farleigh Prolific and the Prune ; Standard and Dwarf
Pears ; also 35:0 FANCY HOLLIES. Green and Varie-
gated ; and 590 STANDARD LIMES and ELMS, fine
straight trees, suitable for Avenue or Street-planting.

To be SOLD by AUCTION, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS on
the Premises, Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

The Nurseries are 1J miles from Beeston Station, Midland
Railway, 10 minutes from Nottingham or Trent Junction,
there being a frequent service of trains from both places, on
THURSDAY, October 10. at 11 o'Clock precisely.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C, and Leyton-
stone, E.

THE s alt: OF THE SEASON.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

ODOXTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA and
CATTLEYA TRIAN\£I.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Bcoms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, E.C , by order of Mr. Aime van deu
Bosaerde, Perry-Bar, Birmingham, on FRIDAY, October 11,
at Half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

1000 SPECIALLY SELECTED PLANTS.
They are the pick of 30,000 recently imported, and contain

without doubt the finest masses and specimens ever put up at
a Sale. Every plant has been carefully picked, and none but
the finest are included. They are guaranteed to be of the very
best type—the same which has given such general satisfaction
during the last three years, and out of which some of the
finest varieties in existence have been flowered. Only large
piec*s will be included in this Sale, and buyers wishing to
acquire fine plants, should not miss this most exceptional
opportunity.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Framneld, near Ucfcfield, Susses.
About 2 miles from Uckfield Station, L, B. A S. C By., where

conveyances can always be obtained.

GREAT SALE of ROSES. FRUIT TREES, and RHODODEN-
DRONS, by order of Messrs. Wm. Paul A Son.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Arches

Farm, Framfie'd, near Uckfield, on TUESDAY, October 15, at

half-past 12 o'clock, 15.000 Dwarf and Climbing ROSES, em-
bracing the leading sorts of Hvbrid Perpetuala, Gloire de Dijon,

and other Teas; 100,000 MANETTI STOCKS, 6000 Standard.
Pyramid, and Bush APPLES, in all the most profitable kinds

;

6000 Standard PLUMS and DAMSONS, very fine trees ; Pyra-
mid PEARS, 1500 Hybrid and Ponticnm RHODODENDRONS,
1 to 2i feet, many of them large bushes ; 1500 PINUS AUS-
TRIACA, 3 to 9 feet, quartered trees, all recently trans-

planted. Ac.
May be viewed. Catalogues can be obtained on the Premises

;

or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C
Note.—The whole of the Stock is in splendid condition, and

the Verdors invite an inspection by intending purchasers.
Messrs. "William Paul A Son will carefully lift, pack, and put
any lots on rail at cost of labour and materials,

NOTICE
,

The SECOND and ilAJN PORTION
of the well-known

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS
of the Firs, Lawrie Park, Sydenham, S.E.,

To be SOLD by AUCTION, without the least Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and 1IORRIS have
received instructions from C Dorman, Esq., who is

giving up the cultivation of Orchids, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, The Firs, Lawrie Park, Sydenham, on WED-
NESDAY and THURSDAY. October 16 and 17. at half-past 12

o'Clock precisely, without the least reserve, the SECOND and
MAIN PORTION of hii well-known COLLECTION, com-
prising

—

Odontoglossum Alexandras,
the very best varie-
ties,white and spotted
forms

,, Pescatorei

,, Hybrids of exceptional
beauty and scarcity,
of which many have
received F.C.C.

vexillariom superbum
,, leuccglo?sum
,, Cobbianum
„ rubellum
,, Dormaniauum
Schroderianum
pulchellum Dormania-
num

,, Rothwhildianum
,, Humeanum
n lyroglossum
,, ramosissimum lilifLorum

,, Mftreh fllliftnnm

Oncidium Mantini (see plate)

,, Pollettianum (see plate)
,. pyramidense
,, macranthum hastiferum
., angustifolium

Coelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri alba, several

plants
Anguloa eburnea, from the

original plant
La&lia Perrinii alba (not nivea)

the pure white fjrm
Cattleya Arthuriana (hybrid),

only two plants in
existence

i, calummata magnifies
,, Mossiss Reineckiana
,, „ Wagneri
,, ,, Arnoldiana
,, ,, Dormaniana
„ .. Duke of Marlborough
,, Morganiaa
,, Skinnerii alba

,, Schroderi alba

,. Bex
„ Lawrenceana
'„ gigas Dormaniana
„ Triansei Eboracensis

,, ,, magnifica
,, ,, Sunrise

ii >, alba

,, ,, Butleri

,, ,, Empress
n „ Russslliana

,, ,, Backhouseiana
„ „ rubra

„ „ gigantea
,, ,, Dormaniana
,, Chocoensis albs
,, Gaskelliana alba

,, ,, Empress Frederick
,, ,, Emperor Frederick
,, „ Delliense

i „ superbisaima
Virginalis

Cattleya Trianasi speciosa

,, Mendeli splendidissima

,, „ Alexandres

,, ,, Dormaniana
., ,, plumosa

LfMift anceps alba

„ „ Daweoni
„ „ Williamsi

Miltonia Moreliana atropur-
purea

Cymbidium Philbrickeanum,
with flower-spike

Cueliabella
Dendrobium nobile album

,, ,, nobillus

,, ,, Murrhinianum
„ ,, pendulum
„ „ elegans

,, „ Sanderianum
,, ,, Dormanianum
„ Leedsianum
,, splendidissimum
,, Schneideriauum
,, enosmum leucopt^rum
„ Cooksonii
,, crassinode album

Cypripedium. many seedlings
unnamed

,, Savageanum superbum
,, Morganise
,, euryandrum magaiK-

cum
,, Harrisianum. superbum
„ Niobe
„ Bartettii superbum
,, leucorrhcdum, large spe-

cimens
,, cardinsle rubrum
ti

orphanum
,, grande, enormous speci-

men
,, Elliottianum, grand spe-

cimen
„ albo-purpureuin, grand

specimen
,, pnrpuratum, several

plants

,, Sedeni candidulam,
grand specimen

„ Vesta
„ Schroderi splendens,

enormous specimen
,, Sallieri Hyeanum, enor-

mous specimen
,, vexlllarium

Masdevallia Veitchii grandi-
flora

,, Arminii
,, racemosa Crossii

,, TTTPlflnnxflnfh ft

,, elephanticeps

, , cucullata

,, Harryana, Bull's Blood
,, Hincksiana

Pleurothallis Roezlii, fine spe-
cimen ; and many other
Orchids of value.

May be viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 6*. Cheapcida, London, E.C.

Southsea.
Ten minutes* walk from Portsmouth Town Railway Station.

CLEARANCE SALE of splendidly-grown GOLDEN and
GREEN EUONYMUS and OTHER STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Saxe Weimar

Nursery, Castle Road. St. Edward's Road, Southsea, on
TUESDAY. October 1. 1895, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

6S00 GOLDEN EUONYMUS, 9 to IS inches, nice bushy plants,

finelv coloured ; 5000 GBEEN* EUONYMUS, 1£ to 3 feet

100 Canadian Poplars, Specimen Palms and Ferns, Solanums,
Bouvardias, and other Stock.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale, and Catalogues

had of Mr. T. J. SHORT, on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

The Arboretum Nurseries, Wood Lane. Isleworth.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Charles Lee & Son, to SELL by

AUCTION on the Premises as above, on Monday, October 14,

at 12 o'Clock precisely

:

5,000 ORNAMENTAL AND FLOWERING TREES
including Limes, 10 to 12 feet ; Planes. 12 to 20 feet ; Labur-
nums, Purple Beech. Horse Chestnuts, 10 to 12 feet ; Birch,
Flowering Thorns, and Cherries ; their beautiful tricolor Dog-
wood, CORNUS ELEGANTISSIMA, Common Hollies, 2 to 4
feet ; Aucubas. variegated, 12 to IS inches ; Cupressus erecta
viridis. 18 inches ; and n

. lutea.

3,000 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, best varieties; a
quantity of Czar and Victoria Plums, b to 6 feet, bushy ; Nuts
and Filberts, oval- leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet.

3,000 RASPBERRIES, including Victoria, Baumforth Seed-
ling, Fastolf, iSec. A quantity of standard APPLES, Cox's
Orange, and other best sorts; and Pyramid Apples and Pears.
2.000 best Golden, Silver, and Green EUONYMUS, from

6 to 15 inches. GOLDEN* YEWS, 2$ feet, and other Conifers ;

Myrobalana Plums, Rhubarb, Royal Albert, Ac ; 3,000 Quick,
2^ to 3 feet.

500 dwarf H.P. ROSES, best sorts. A quantity of Azalea
mollis and altaclarense, all well budded, lrom lj to 2£ feet;
also Rhododendrons, best named sorts. 2 to 4 feet.

May be viewed any day prior to tbe Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the premises, at the Royal Vineyard Nursery,
Hammersmith Road. W., and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C

Lincoln.—Absolutely without Reserve.
IMPORTANT TWO DAYS'CLUARANCE SALE of exceedingly

well-grown GENERAL NURSERY STOCK and FRUIT
TREES.

By Order of Messrs. Penuell & Sons, who require a portion of

the Land for the purpose of Seed Growing, in consequence
of the increase of their Seed Easiness.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bracebridge,

near Lincoln, about 2 miles from either of theLincoln Railway
Stations, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 17 and IS,

1S95, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, without reserve, a
portion of the exceptionally well-grown

NURSERY STOCK,
The whole of which has been carefully transplanted, and is now
in first-class condition for removal. The Stock comprises
4000 Evergreens and Conifers. 1 to 4 feet, suitable for boxes,
pots, and growing-on ; 400 .Specimen Conifers, 2 to 8 feet, in
the borders. These specimens have all been erown with great
care, and are now adapted for immediate effective planting.
900 Green and Variegated Hollies. 1500 Green and Variegated
Box, 1£ to 2£ feet ; 300 new Golden Box, l£ to 2 fest ; 2500
Austrian Pines, 1 to 2J feet, good plants : 1000 Laurels, best
varieties, 1J to 3 feet ; 2500 oval-leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet

;

1000 Standard Trees for Street and Avenue Planting; 100 Acer
Negundo variegata, 5 to 6 feet; 1500 Flowering Shrubs and
Forcing Plants. 3000 Berberis aquifolia, I to 2 feet ; 60 i Dwarf
Roses of the besG varieties, 603 Ivies and other Climbing
Plants, Herbaceous Plants, 2500 Standard and Pyramid
Apples, 5-yr. Trees, all true to name ; 3500 transplanted
Crabs, and other Stock.
Note.—The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to

this important Sale. The whole of the Evergreens have been
transplanted within two years, and have been allowed plenty
of room, and have also been pruned. The Standard Trees are
straight, and everything has been grown solely for a high-
class retail trade. Messrs. Pennell & Sons will undertake to
carefully lift and despatch any lots, charging only the cost of
labour incurred and material used. Goods may be transmitted
from the Lincoln stations to any part of the Kingdom without
change of truck.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises; at the Seed Shoo. Higb Street,
Lincoln ; at Messrs. PENNELL axd SONS' Chief Offices and
Seed Warehouses. Gowt*9 Bridge, Lincoln ; and of the
Auctioneers. Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside,
London, E.C

Sunn in gdale. -Prelim inary notice of a most impor-
tant unreserved SIX DAYS' SaLE of exceptionally well-
grown NURSERY STOCK, comprising many thousands of

RHODODENDRONS, amongst them a large quantity of
specimen Standards, such as have never before been
offered to the public. Also enormous quantities of hardy
AZALEAS, PRIVET, BERBERIS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES. CONIFERS, and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Mr. Noble has included in this Sale the best portion of his

stock, including some marvellous specimens GOLDEN
RETINOSPORAS and other Conifers for effective planting.
The Auctioneers desire to call the attention of those con-
templating planting this season to this most important
Sale which comprises the best stock offered at this Nursery
for many years.

;

To be SOLD by AUCTION by

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS at
LVL the Sunningdale Nurseries, Sunningdale, on MONDAY,
October 21, and five following days.

Further particulars will appear.
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SALES by AUCTION.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PR0THER0E and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C.. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted
to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &c.
On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS!
Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small

Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-past 12 o'clock, firstrdass
cons gnments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible oondition.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

IMPORTANT TRADE SALE OF BULBS.
A SPECTAL COLLECTION of choice named HYACINTHS,

specially lotted for Glass, Pot, or Border Cultivation,
inoluding most of the best-known sorts; a great assort-
ment of TULIPS; a collection of rare NARCISSUS; a
fine variety of CROCUSES. &c.

Several thousand ROMAN HYACINTHS and NARCISSUS
from France, for Early Forcing ; a number of well-grown
PALMS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 2, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Mr. J. C. STEVENS
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT

MESSRS. LINDEN'S
FIRST GREAT ORCHID SALE
Will take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on THURSDAY, October 17 (Mr. Stevens being
previously engaged for the 3rd). As thia is likely to be a very
attractive Sale, and will probably draw a large attendance, it

will be an unusual opportunity for including anything choice
that Growers may have in Flower. Fifty Lota will be reserved
in the middle of the Sale for auoh Plants.

Extensive Sale of Potato Crops, within easy reach
OF THE LONDON MARKETS.

OLD PARK BURY, NETHER WYLDE,
BATLERS GREEN, & ALDENHAM FARMS,

ALSO ON
NEWLAND'S FARM. RADLETT, and the HOME FARM,

ALDENHAM ABBEY.
The Crops are within easy reaoh of Radlett Station on the

Midland Railway, 1£ miles from Park Street on the London
and North-Western Railway ; and 3 miles from St. Albans.

MESSRS. HUMBERT, SON, and FLINT
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Farms,

on WEDNESDAY, October 2, 1895, commencing at 12 o'Clook
precisely, in numerous lots, to suit purchases, about—

185 ACRES of fine Growing Crops of
POTATOS,

Magnum Bonum, Bruce, and Beauty of Hebron.
Within easy reach of the London Markets.

The Crops are well worth the attention of Salesmen, Dealers,
and others. They stand adjacent to good roads, and within
ahort distances of the goods yards and sidings. Every facility
will be given to buyers to clamp on the land, and to remove
their lots.

Catalogues, and all further particulars, can be had on applica-
tion to the Auctioneers, Messrs. HUMBERT, SON, and FLINT,
at Watford, Herts ; and 11, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn. W.C.

Sutton, Surrey.
Capital Detached Freehold Residence and 2 acres, about

10 minuteB 1 walk from Sutton Station.

MESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON,
FARMER, and BRIDGEWATER will SELL, at the

Mart, on TUESDAY, October 8, at 2 o'Clook, the FREEHOLD
detached RESIDENCE, known as Fairview, Eaton Road,
approached by a carriage sweep, and containing five bed-rooms,
dressing-room, bath-room, box-room, three reception-rooms,
and offices ; stabling, coach-house, cow-house, and outbuildings.
The grounds comprise tennis-lawn, productive kitchen-garden,
and well-stocked fruit plantation ; vinery 66 feet long, double
Peach-house 73 feet long. Cucumber frame, and potting-ahed

—

in all about 2 acres. With possession.
Particulars of Messrs. MORGAN AND UPJOHN, Solicitors,

7, Furnival'a Inn , Holborn ; and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheapside.

Hall's Nurseries, Truro.
IN BANKRUPTCY. He SAMUEL HALL.

MR. THOMAS GILL has received instructions
from the Official Receiver to SELL by PUBLIC AUC-

TION, on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, October
14, 15, and 16. at 10 o'Clook each day, the whole of the

EXTENSIVE STOCK
of Evergreen Trees, Hardy Conifers, Hardy Ornamental Flower-
ing Shrubs, Tress, Climbers, &c. A large quantity of Fruit
Trees, consisting of Peach. Pear, Apple, Cherry, Gooseberry,
and Currants, &c. A quantity of Perennials, Chrysanthemums,
Pinks, Arum Lilies in pots. Fuchsias, Ampelopsis Veitchii,
Ferns, Marguerites, Phloxes, Clematises, Begonias, Box edging,
Narcissus bulbs, &c. ; together with six Greenhouses.
Catalogues now ready. The Nurseries will be on view from

September 22 until the time of Sale, from 10 A.M. till 4 P.M.
For further particulars apply at the offices of the Official

Receiver in Bankruptcy, Truro ; or, to the Auctioneer, Market
Street, Penryn.—Dated September 11, 1895.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., conatruoted on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one olass

of work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in Stock.

Plant, Estimates, and Catalogues Free, Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

A

TO BE SOLD, an old-established NURSERY
and FLORIST'S BUSFNESS, with good 8eed Trade,

Jobbing, See., in main thoroughfare in 8.K. suburb. Apply to—
H. DEAL, 49, Queen's Road, Peckham. 8.E.

NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS. —An
old-established Nursery at Colnbrook, Bucks. Well

stocked; three Greenhouses and loose effects; 2 acres in
extent. Rent £30 per annum, on lease. Price £2Su.—Apply
to Messrs. HERBERT and SON, Estate Agents, Windsor.

OLD-ESTABLISHED NURSERY and
SEED BUSINESS.—Must BE SOLD. Cheap, gooj

position ; 9 Greenhouses, well stocked.—Full particulars,

FLORIST, Fern Nursery. High Road, Lower Edmonton.

MARKET GROWER'S FREEHOLD
NURSERY to be DISPOSED OF,

With two Glasshouses and Pits, with j to _' acres of Land.

If desired, part of purchase-money can remain.

Ten minutes from Station.

Particulars of ROBERT ELCOCK, Auctioneer, Wimborne.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on Thb Mauling
Pakk Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences,—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

NURSERY, PLANT, FRUIT GROWING,
and CUT FLOWER BUSINESS for DISPOSAL. In

favourite neighbourhood, in Devonshire. Snug House, ample
Glass and Premises ; 24 acres rich Land. Fine connection,

lucrative trade. A fortune in energetic hands. Proprietor

retiring. Incoming valuation.

Full particulars from THOMPSON, RIPPON AXD CO.,
Estate Agents, Exeter.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Cueumber-house,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

TO BE LET, or SOLD.—Large Premises
(now, and for nearly 40 years, used as Horticultural

BuildiDg and Engineering Works). Area, 2080 yards. Situate
in th» centre of Loughborough, and near to three railway
stations.—For particulars, apply to

—

T. G. MESSENGER, Loughborough.

Hooton Estate, Cheshire.
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, the productive gardens of
HOOTON HALL, extent nearly 5 acres, having an ex-

oellent stook of Standard Apple and Pear Trees. The glass

comprises Greenhouse, three Vineries, Peach, Orchard, Tomato,
Cuoumber, and Melon Houses; there are the usual Potting
Sheds, Fruit Room, Office, Gardeners' Bothy, Stabling, &c,
also good Gardener's House.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. SMITHS, GORE

AND CO., 16, Whitehall Piaoe, London, S.W., and 6, Newgate
Street, Chester.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, FLORISTS,
and OTHERS.—The GREAT LODGE UAKDENS, within

a mile of a Railway Station and Tunbridge Wells. TO BE
SOLD, as a Going Concern, the BENEFICIAL INTEREST in

LEASE in large Walled and Kitchen Gardens of about 2 acres,

good House, very low rent, together with hothouses, horse,

van, and other valuable plant and seasonable growing crops,

with right of usage to any amount of sewage. Ill health

sole reason for disposal. As this is a most genuine concern, it

is open to the strictest investigation to bond fide applicants

with a capital of £300.
Full particulars given by JAMES M. RICHARDSON, Sole

Agent, 33, Dudley Road, Tunbridge Wells.

To Glass Farmers, Nurserymen, and Others.

TO BE LET, on LEASE, about 30 Acres of
GRASS LAND, available for Building Glasshouses; close

to Railway Station, and within 12 miles of London.
For full particulars apply to F. W. ADAMS, «, The Grove,

South Lambeth Road, S.W.

Ealing.
To FLORISTS, GROWERS, or JOBBING GARDENERS.

CAPITAL PREMISES, consisting of about
J of an acre of good GARDEN GROUND, with new,

spacious, six-roomed HOUSE, formerly known as CASTLE
BAR NURSERY. First-class neighbourhood; very open. TO
BE LET on Repairing Lease. Rent, £10 per annum.

Apply, 4, Kepley Villas, Castle Bar Road, Ealing.

TO BE LET, three SINGLE BEDS in large
room ; suitable for Growers. Rent 55. a bed. Also

One PRIVATE BEDROOM, 8*. per week. Apply—
ly, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

5^ A DEPARTURE IN THE NURSERY TRADE. ^3
PHAKLES NOBLE has decided to OFFER, by AUCTION, the very cream of a life's selection of

KJ
Specimen RHODODENDRONS, GHENT and other AZALEAS, GOLDEN RETINOSPORAS, GOLDEN HOLLIES, and Select

HARDY TREES, from 2 feet to 10 feet high. SIX DAYS' SALE. Muoh of the Stook is Unique, and all in line oondition.

SAXE, OCTOBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messes. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67 if 68, Cheapside, London, EC;

CHARLES NOBLE, the" nurseries, BAGSHOT.
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AZALEAS, lladame Van der Cnivssen,the best
for forcing, all good plants, now ready, £l and £-5 per ICO.

DRAC.E nA INDTVT3A, 3 and 4 feet high, Terj fine plants, £i
and £5 per 100. Special trade offer on application.
JCT.ES Di COCK, Nurseryman, Ledeberg, Qhent, Belgium.

GERMAM or FLAG, IRIS (Orchid Rivals),
best time to plant. First Prize Boyal Botanic. Only

the finest, strong, healthy plants. Very cheap. Twelve dis-

tinct, 2*. 6d., 3*. 6d., and 4*. Sd. ; or mixed, 8*.. 10*. 6d. and
15*. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS. HYACINTHS, HABJJY
PLANTS. &c. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free,

COLLINS ajd CO., 59, Waterloo Boad, London.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS A5V CO., Sauthgate, London, N.
PBICE LIST free.

wmte Romans and T.iUnTn Harrlsli.

WICETOX has just received a very large
• consignment of WHITE B01IANS, in excellent

condition, 13 to 15 centimetres in eircumfeience, which he
begs to Gffer at 150*. per 1000.
ULTUsf HABRI5IL 7 to 9 inches in circumference, at lbs.

per 100. ICETON, Pntney, S.W.

Important to Mnsnxoom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECLALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundredj

of 1-ggtimnni.O a. Per bushel, 5*.

K. ash G. CUTHBEET, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Scuthgate. N. Established 1797.

fivadntns, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEX, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. B. STLBERBAD asd SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars, B.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

HERNS AOT DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
A (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Store and Green-
house, 30 best selling sorts, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 48'a, 10 beat
selling sort*, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50*. 1000; Adi-
antnm cuneatum, in 4S's, for catting, 6*. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, Id*, and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, 10*.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, GreviLeas, Geraniums. Solanums, in
4S'a. 6*. doz. ; Heliotrope, Fuchsiaa. Campanulas, Marguerites,
Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48'a, 8*. doz. ; Ficus,
Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, BouTardias, 12*. doz. List* free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMTH. London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

BARK'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BA_RR*S SPRTSG-FLOWERING BL'LBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWEEING CROCU3ES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS. CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &C.
List free on application,
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARE ajt) SON, 12. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J, BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERX NVRSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

MAGNIFICENT IMPORTATIONS OF

ODONTOCLOSSUM CRISPUM
(PACHO TYPE).

PLANTS TO GBOW ON 12*. to 21s. per doz.

LASGEB PLANTS, TO FLOWER ... SO*, to 60*. per doz.
SPLENDID PLANTS, FINE BULBS... 60*. to 100*. per doz.
FINE MASSES, SEVEBAL LEADS ... 10*. to 20*. each.

These Plants have been collected by a Member of our Firm,
and are the best species obtainable in the Pacho district. He
says, "The Plants con tain amongst them many natural hybrids,
and are sure to give satisfaction." Inspection eordially invited.

COLLINS & COLLINS.
OBCHID IMPORTERS, CUMBERLAND PARK NURSERIES,

WILLE6DEN JUNCTION, LONDON.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS & PIGOTEES
(strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12*. per doz. Special terms for quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE. 3. Windsor Place, Cardiff.

HAND-LAID RUNNERS
and PLANTS in Pots of theU I IIMM ULIIII I best varieties, including Royal Sove-

reign. President. Sir J. Paxton, British

Dl AUTC Queen, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse
rLMil 10. H de Taury, Dr. Hogg, Noble, and

others.

Descriptive Catalogue on Application.

DICKSONS NUESEEIES CHESTER,

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stockof Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

LTOR SALE, or EXCHANGE, two large
J- Baskets of DENDROBIUM SPECIOSUM, in splendid
condition—20 good growths. Apply

—

ALFRED ANDREWS. Gardener, Campsea fteh, Suffolk.

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservators. House, or Garden at the lowest price,

send for POPE A2m SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen,
Birmingham,

BEGONIAS. — Single large - flowering
Begonias, first-size, mixed, per 100, 9*. ; per 1C0O, S-Ss.

Carriage paid to Rotterdam. Term 1
, Cash with Order.

Apply to Mr. VAN ILL, Begonia Grower, Warmond, Holland.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS.—Extra strongO runners of John Buskin to offer at 2*. Sd. per 1C0 ; 20*.

per ICKjO. Finest Early Strawberry of the day.
J. SLATER, Nurseryman, Siipton.

RANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30*.
per 1000, 3*. 64 per ICO ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, 8*.

per 1000, 1*. per 100. All goon flowering bulbs.

T. GELL, Week farm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

BEGONIAS, Double and Single, for Bedding.
Extra superb in quality. Selected large tubers. Also for

Conservatory and Exhibition. Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somersets

LOYELS' YORKSHIRE SIRATVBERRIES,
Bunners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
VT. LOVEL AMD SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

\TAURICE PRICFARD'S PERKN'iN'IAL
a?L PLAXT CATALOGUE now ready, for Autumn, 1S95,

and Spring, 1S96, post-free on application.
Eiverslea Xursery, Christchurch, Hants.

A CCOXilODATION required for HOUSING
A~\- a large number of PALMS and Tropical Plants during
the winter months. For full particulars apply to

—

H. HABTLET, Empire of India Exhibition, Earl's Court.

FOR SALE, NARCISSUS (Sir "Watkin),
true, first size bulbs. 3*. per dozen, 22*. 6d. per 100

;

second size, 1*. 6d. per dozen, 10*. 6d. per 100.—Apply to
GABDENEB, PIes Gardens, Oinas Mawddwy, Merioneths.

ONIONS for Seed.—Large Exhibition Speci-
mens of Ailsa Craig, Cocoa Nut, Lord Keeper, and

Excelsior.—G. H. COPP, Hclnest Park. Sherborne.

FOR THE BEST PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
KANUNCULUS, LEIIOLNE'S NEW GLADIOLUS,

MONTBRETIAS, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sorts.

All personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE axd SONS. Nurserymen. Birmingham.

CTEPHA'SOTIS.—Very fine plant on ballooD,O in No. 2 pot, price 21*., worth double. VIOLETS, about
1000 fine plants, Marie Louise, grown expressly for forcing,
price 10*. per 100. Cash with order.

WaLMESLEY, The City Seed Stores. Lichfield.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong, well-rooted
layers— Mrs. Beynolds Hole, Raby Castle, and Crimson

Clove. 10*. per 100; Germania. and Gloire de Nancy, £1
per 100.— J. F. PARSONS. Codicote, Welwyn.

FERNS!—FERNS?!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2^-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, KOBILIS, major TBEAttXA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4*. 6d.
per dozen.

Above prices are for cash -with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NUBSEBIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHnn-«..».» .»

! INTENDING PLANTERS!
Are Inirited to Inspect the yery *

Extensile & Superior Stock of *

,

HARDILY-GROWN *

FOREST, FRUIT, »
AXD 1T.T, OTHEB *

TREES & PLANTS, ROSES, ;

EVERCREENS, &c '5
1_ x

Prices & all Particulars on Application. *

Dicksons^,;;.Che$ter i

k»«4«t».»f««« <«nnn( <("<HHt««iH«

EXHIBITIONS.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-O TUBAL EXHIBITION, DBESDEN.
From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under the higb protection of His Majesty the King of Saxony.

For particulars, Schedules, &c., write to the Secretariat der
Zweiten Intemationalen Gartenban-ATisstellnng zo. Dresden.

0. LAMMEBHIRT, 7, Glacisstrasse. Dresden, >",

Die Commission : G. KHAOHB, I. Vors. ; T.J. Sztdel, H. Vors.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QUEEN, and the

Presden-y of the Eight Honourable Lord WINDSOB, Lord-

Lientenant of the County of Glamorgan.

THE CARDIFF FINE ART,
INDUSTRIAL, AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1696,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAT, 1896,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months,

The Exhibition will comprise the following (amongst other)

Sections :

—

AQKIOTJLTtTRE AND HOBTICULTTJRE,
HEALTH AND HTGIENE.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES AND AMATEUR EXHTBIT3.
MACHINEBT, ELECTRICITT, AND LOCAL AND GENERAL

INDUSTRIES.
MABTHME.
PHOTOGRAPHT.
SCTENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIMENS AND INVEN-

TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Begulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, may be obtained of the Hon.
Secretary,

Mi. 'WALTER COOK,
98, St, Mary Street. Cardiff.

"V"ARCISSES. — Emperor, 7£ inches circum-
1* ference, 6*. per doz.., 45r. per 100; Horsfieldii, 2*.

per doz., 2C*. per 100.

POPE atd SONS, Nurserymen. Birmingham.

GROUND COMPASSES, LOW'S PATENT,
Particulars on applicati.n to—

W. LOW, Euston Gardens, Thetford.

TTXDRCE your STRAWBERRIES in JADOO
JO FIBRE. Bnnirs oat flavour and increases the yield.

&s. per 3-bnshel sack. Special rates per ton. Obtainable
through any yurservman.—For further particulars apply to

JADOO LlitTTED. 54. Hieh Street. Exeter.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FTBKE REFUSE,

&d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truci, loose (about 2 tcmi;, 50*.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED OBCSZD PEAT,
LIGHT BBOWN FTBBOUS PEAT, 6*. id. per lacx ; 5 sacka,

25*. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, Eft per sack; 5 sacks, 2to.; acki,

Id. each.
C0ABSE SILVER SAND. 1*. M. per bushel; 15*. per nill

ton ; 26*. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
TELLOW FTBBOUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAJ-

MOULD, 1*. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. S*. M. per sack.
MANURES, GASDEN STICKS, VIRGIN COBK, TOBAOCO

CLOTH, BUSSIA MATS, *c. Write for Price LIST.—
H Q. SMYTH 21. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane. W.C.

GREAT REDUCTION ik FRAMES
OUB WEIX-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet , 4 feet

12 feet , 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet , 5 feet

12 feet , 6 feet

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be pat

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide ( -»._

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

HALLIDAY &
BOTAL HORTICULTURAL WOBKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER,
ienaVni^oC,SIr.H.axELT05,See.isman.*c.,2.HoUowayBd.,rf.

£ >. d.

\2
2 5
4

j-2 15
4 15

J
5 12 6

R. CO.,
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CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

11113
CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

FORCING-HOUSES. PITS, FRAMES, &c.

9 -J o
w a

Elaborately Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.
NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE^^ '* ' •'' •'• •*• -Vfr * ?* >

^

i
*- *->?«.

g
Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

sMo»mo staples ASFixcD. post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Oo„ Ltd., 71, Queen Street, E.C.,

Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bicj cles and Tricycles.
CATALOGUE on application.

BOULTON * PAUL
MANUFACTURERS.

NORWICH

SSND fo« ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE PREB on APPLICATION.

RICHARDSON'S

«fc\ HORTICULTURAL
^^S^^ BUILDINGS,

MANr ^Ssn?"*0^Vs^ Conservatories, Greenhouses,
Prize Medals.^^^ .fyO ^^ Vineries. Peach Houses,

T-TT , X^fcX Stove and Orchid
Awarded the only \7 X Houses, &c. Also

Gold Medal for XJSj,\. Boilers, Pipes,
Horticultural Buildings at tne

^N
\T*-£rr^\ an ^ a^

International Horticultural ^\°<?/^\ Fittings.

Exhibition, London. ^S^VA>
W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

HILL & SMITH,SK55S*
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IRON BAR
FENCING,

IRON ENTRANCE fg
PARK & FIELD

GATES.

STRAINED WIRE
FENCING.

GALVANISED
WIRE

NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.TREE GUARDS.
Price Lists Free on Application.

WARE & SONSSjgSat

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY/^

WORKS, / S/,
UCKFIELD. S^*
Kstab. 1770X » >

^ «J*/Fo* PriT»to

^%fs Garden*.

Hundreds of
Testimonials,

Lists on application.

THE "PICK-QUICK" FRUIT CATHERER
(PATENT).

Undoubtedly the simplest and most efficient implement yet
Introduced. Indispensable to all who prefer their Apples
and Pears unblemished.
Of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen. Price, 8s. &d, each.

Wholesale of the Manufacturers

—

OSMAN & CO., 132 & 134, Commercial Street,
London, E.

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDJ>LANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London i — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road
Putney, 8 W. * =««•

Agent for Channel Wands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market
Place, Guernsey.

Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON ato SONS, Ltd.. Tweed
Vineyard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis Bent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.SO LD BY ALL SEED S M E N.

Uf-ORTTCULTURAL BONES^Pure^on^;
J-M- in i, i. 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For
particulars and price apply to—

E. S. WILES asp LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

"D E E S O N'S MANURE,
-*-» Crashed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE8QN. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and otner

blight; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, 1»., 3s., and 10s. id.

rj.ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft onVJ wet ground. Boies, id. and If., from the Trade.
Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

BENTLEY'S Frize Medal

INSECTICIDE.
USED By THE LEADING GARDESERS.

ljpint, 2s. ; 1 quart, 3s. id. ; } gallon, bs. ; 1 gallon, 9s.
3 gallons. 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Babrow-on-H umber, HULL.

Well known as the cheapest, safest, and bestot all insectioides
for Killing Vermin on Plants. Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Gro »er of any note all over the World

.

A Pamphlet on its use, with full directions for Cleaning Plants,
&c, sent free on application.

Half-pints, Is. id. ; Pints. 2s. id. ; Quarts. 4s. id. ; Half-
gallons, 7s. id. ; Gallons, 12s. id. ; Five Gallon Drums. 10«. id.
per gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,
Viotoria Street, Manchester. Sold by all Seedsmen.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—WALKER and CO.. Farnborough. Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.
SPECIAL TERM8 TO THE TBiDE.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on beat terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plant*, Ferns. Bhododendrons. 8lo. By
the saok, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

O. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depute, Ring-wood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf

EPPS'S .—* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove, Greenhouse, aua Baidwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c. in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOrLD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, fee.

Special cheap tiirougb rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Bin^wood.
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FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the Kew and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forma.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, W1TH1NGT0N, HEREFORD.

the YOKOHAMA NURSERY CO.
T.TMTTED,

Nos. 21—35,

XANKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Tne Exporters of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

Dried Eulalia Panicles, Bleached Luffa,

SEEDS, TREES, & SHRUBS, &c, produced In Japan,

Wholesale CATALOGUES sent on application.

Note.—Our representative is now in London to

take Orders of the Customers.

CARNATIONS! PINKS
IN" GBEAT VARIETY.

Catalogues oy Application.

LAING & MATHER,
-, -, . , Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
By Special ' _

Appointment. KEL80-ON-TWEED.

FERNS,
STOVE and GREENHOUSE,

GREAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2| inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 1000. Seedlings from store boxes, 5*. per 100

;

40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NTTESERrE3, BILLrNODON HEATH. UXBBJDGE.

DAFFODILS IN GRASS \ ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS ! ! !

DAFFODILS and SQUILLS in WOODS::

!

DAFFODILS FOB FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Bare Collection at—

HARTLANDS Seed Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Buli Lists.

J! ****************** I- ****** **V

Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Li I lie s,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS iters'!
CHESTER.

iX*» * » * * *»»*»-* # * »] r *#**-****j;

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /&?
The BEST HYACINTHS the

WOELD PRODUCES AT

2k each -

ROMAH HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap.

<6
v>

<6

BEFOBE
BUYING ELSE-

WHEBE, SEND FOB
OUB

CATALOGUE
(FBEE)

AND COMPABE PBICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34, KLANSELL STKEET, ALLGATE,
LOSDON, EL

d The Kufsep.ie5. Haablfm, BOLLAXT).

Ko.

BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBER RIES.

PRICES ItfUCH REDUCED.
SEND FOE CATALOGUE,

AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOB FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cut
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CON'SIGN"ME>*TS oa receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone. 1059. Established 1878.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.

TNTENDLNG PLANTERS cannot do better
-L than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot. The
Stock is in splendid condition for removal, chiefly transplanted

this Spring. A Conveyance will meet visitors at Bagshot or
Sunningdale Stations by arrangement.

STANDABD BOSES, fine collection, 15s. to 21s. per doz.

BUSH BOSES, splendid stuff, 9«. per doz.

CLIMBING BOSES, leading sorts, 12s. per doz.

BH0D0DENDB0NS, Hybrid, named, best sorts, \

from IS*, per dozen.

,, Hybrid Seedlings, from 9s. per dozen. .beautifully

,, Ponticum. from 4s. per dozen. budded.
KALMIAS, AXDBOMEDAS, AZALEAS, 12s.

per dozen,
SEAKALE, for foreing, cannot be surpassed, 10s. & 12s. p. 100.

„ for planting, very good, 6s. and 8s. per 100.
PBUTT TREES of all kinds, at low prices.

ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TBEES, CONTFEBOUS. EVER-
GREEN, and DECIDUOUS SHBUBS, in fine condition.

IBISH IVIES, in pots, splendid foliage. 3 feet to 12 feet, for
many years a specialty of our Nurseries.

CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—All leading varieties.

STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—
Every class.

BULBS of all kinds, in splendid condition, at low prices.

GARDEN TOOLS and REQUISITES of best makers.
Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.

W. FBOMOW and SONS, Mason's Nurseries, Windlesham,
Surrey ; or, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, London, W.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOOKS.

I
HAVE a few of my CHRYSANTH^rUM
GUIDES left. Handsomely bound in cloth boards, gilt

edges, 2s. - 1. each.

The N.C.S. YEAR BOOK, Is. 2d. each, contains
much useful information.

THE AMERICAN CHRYSANTHEMUM
ANNUAL (a limited number only). 5s. each.

Aix Post Fbee foe Cash with Obdeb.

H. J. JONES,
RTECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEK, LEWISHAM

COLLECTIONS

WEBBS'

BULBS
C055IST OF THE FTSEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 5s., 7s. 6i, 10s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 42s., 63s,,

and 105s. each ; Carriage Free.

FITE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOCUE,
Beautifully Illustrated,

Post Free. Gd, Gratis to Customers.

Seedsmen by Royal "Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDCE.

DICKSONS NEW FERN,
ADIANTUH CAPILLUS VENERIS

IMBRICATTJM.
We hold a large stock of this splendid Fern (Cer-

tificated Royal Hort. Sooiety) in various sizes.

All healthy, vigorous, and in fine condition.

Prices and full particulars, with sample frond

if desired, by post.

DiCKSONS nurseries CHESTER.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEIXG one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1C0 cows,
from which I obtain a largequantitf
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

.IF.HEAL*SONS
Mi.M -Crawley,. w Sussex;
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Yeitcli's Bulbs
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Veitch's Hyacinths
For POTS or BEDS.

Veitch's Tulips,
For POTS or BEDS.

Veitch'sIaffodils,
ALL THE LEADING KINDS.

Veitch's Crocus,
SHOWY and DISTINCT SHADES.

Bulbs Carriage free when amounting
to 10s. and upwards in value.

For details see CATALOGUE forwarded Gratis
and Post-free on application,

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

ESTABLISHED 1832.
No Connection with any other Firm of

the same name.

CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTEtRB

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC
BULBS & PLANTS.

Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containingFun. Cultural Directions, and particulars as to Free

*
LI7E

?A,7
m b" SSnt PMt -free

'
°n "PP'ication to cur

offices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEM, HOLLAND orto our General Agents—

Messrs MERTENS & CO.,
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

GREAT

CATTLEYA
SALE,

ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1895.

167 Marvellous Cattleyas
FROM

SANTAYUNI.
As our Collector gathered these Plants over a

very wide area, and took every plant he could find,

we confidently expect among them will be the

S TT FUSn

CATTLEYA OWEANIANA
(F.C.C., R.H.S, Sept. 6 1895).

See Drawing, and Journal*of Horticulture Block, in Catalogue.

And the magnifioent varieties

—

C. SANDERS, C. HARDYANA, C. MRS.
FRED. HARDY, C. MASSAIANA, C. ROTHS-
CEILDIANA, C. FRANCONVILLENSIS, C.
ROCHELLENSIS, HAMAR BASS'S VAR.,
CLARKE'S VAR., the DUC DE MASSA'S
white sepaled and petaled CHYSOTOXA, &o.

Also 76 of a NEW TYPE of

CATTLEYA SANDERIANA,
from a previously unknown locality, and where

no plants have before been collected.

Every plant is offered, together with

109 PLANTS OE

CATT. AUREA CHRYSOTOXA,
The largest and most exquisitely beautiful

of this magnificent speoies.

Also 38 plants of a most distinot-looking grand
type of Cattleya, probably a

NEW NATURAL HYBRID
of the two parents, Chrysotoxa and Sander* or

Hardyana.

We draw the special attention of buyers to

these plants, and thoroughly reoommend them.

Every Cattleya found by our Collector is here

offered, and all the plants have dormant eyes,

thoroughly ripened pseudo-bulbs, and cannot fail

to do well. Also,

40 PLANTS FROM ISABEL,

CHRYSOTOXA AND IMPERIALIS TYPE,
MIXED.

Probably the newest and finest varieties will be
found among these.

MANY OTHER GRAND CATTLEYAS
From Brazil and Colombia,

Will also be SOLD bv AUCTION, by

Messrs.PROTHEROE& MORRIS
67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,

On FRIDAY, October 4,

At half-past Twelve o'Clook precisely,

By Order of

Messrs. F. SANDER & CO.
ST. ALBANS.

THE

danknm' dJJtnrrark
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1895.

•

SOME OLD-WORLD GARDENS.
rpHERE is an indescribable oharm about old-* fashioned gardens, which in modern ones
seems to be laoking. The pictures are toned with
a mellow restfulness, soothing and grateful to the
townsman's nerves. " Fair quiet and sweet rest

"

are there, no violent contrasts of crude oolours,
soarlet, yellow, or blue, distract the eye ; mingled
fragranoes pervade and pleasant memories linger
around them. From this old mossy-stemmed
Apple-tree, onoe again drooping with its wreaths
of orimson and gold, we gathered a pooket full of
lusoious fruit full sixty years ago. The goldfinch
still puts her pretty nest in the boughs overhead.
From that old China Rose we pluoked a bud,
and put with it a spray of Ladslove to offer
to a blushing lassie of sweet seventeen !

All the year round, too, there is something to
admire in these old gardens, from Snowdrops
and Winter Aconite, Crocus, and the " rathe

"

Primrose
; through the freshness and beauty of

April and May, to the time of Roses in leafy
June, when the garden is in its prime, Pinks
and Lilies are there, with Rosemary, Ladslove,
and Lavender. Then oomes the waning year,
when

—

" Heavily hangs the Hollyhock,
Heavily hangs the Tiger-Lily."

Perhaps it is during August and September that
the flower-garden wears its most resplendent
oolours, and when butterflies sun their gorgeous
wings on the petals of the Phlox, the Hydrangea,
and the Aster.

There are few lovers of a garden, and worthy
of the name of amateur, who will begrudge
the gardenless visitor a glimpse of his flowers.

Let me endeavour to give a brief sketch of
some gardens whioh, by the oourtesy of the
owners, I have been allowed from time to time
to saunter through. There is one garden, by the
way, accessible to the public, as of course it

should be—they pay for its keeping—Roval
Kew, perhaps the grandest garden in Europe !

But I speak of others not so well known.
One of the most delightful old gardens in

England is that of Lord Essex at Cassiobury
Park, near Watford. These gardens were re-
peatedly visited by John Evelyn, and about them
Stephen Switzer remarks : " It must not be
passed by that at Cassiobury the polite spirit of
gardening shone brightest," and that he " never
saw that truly delightful place without being
more than ever ravished by its natural beauties."

Entering from the woodlands by the head-
gardener's oottage, beneath a leaf-fringed arch in

the lichen-stained wall, we see a portion of the

old kitchen garden. In front of ns is a border

about a hundred yards long and three yards wide.

On either side of it is a broad, smooth, gravel

walk; and along the centre, atintervalsof perhaps

half-a-score yards, is a line of standard, dome-
shaped Filberts. On either margin is a belt of
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white-flowered Pinks, 2 feet wide: then the centre

—nearly 5 feet across—is entirely filled with Lily

of the Valley, Lilies, and Pinks. One may
imagine the perfume exhaled as the spring

showers patter among the leaves and blossoms.

One of the paths is over-arched by Apple, Pear,

and Plum trees. When I saw it the trees were

loaded with rcsy bloom, and a smart shower had

scattered the pink and white petals on the cool

earth beneath. The borders on either side are

filled with snch old-fashioned flowers as York

and Lancaster Roses, Pasonies, Larkspurs, Phloxes,

and Solomons Seal. A seat beneath this leafy

tunnel was a favourite resort of the late

venerable Earl. There he would sit and ponder,

with nothing to disturb his reveries save the

songs of the blackbird, the thrush, the gold-

finch, or the amorous descants of the nightingale,

all of which, and many others, found safe and

happy homes among the twinkling leaves.

In some of these old gardens, the walls are

not the least attractive feature, whether at the

time when the Apricot, Plum, Nectarine and

Peach are flowering, or when the luscious fruit

shows in rioh, tempting festoons and clusters.

Sometimes that saucy fellow with the " golden

dagger," will put his nest in the branohes of a

Morello Cherry, in the midst of the silver

tassels, or among the snowy rosettes of the Pear
;

and in the chinks and crannies, blue-tits and

wrens build cosy nests. The copings of such old

walls, too, afford a footing for House-leek and

Stonecrop, Wallflower and Snapdragon, Poly-

podv, Spleenwort and Maidenhair Fern, with

the elegant little Toadflax.

Opening a door in the opposite wall, one

suddenly comes upon the delightful pleasnre-

grounds. The broad, smooth lawn, close and

soft as a carpet of emerald pile, are chequered

with the shadows of stately Cedars and pillared

Beeches. A gentle slope leads to the river

Colne ; one espies its silver ribbon beneath the

branches of anoient Thorns. Here and there

are herds of fallow deer resting and ruminating

in the shade.

Some of the finest Silver Firs in Britain flourish

here with Limes, Beeches, Hemlock Spruce, and

a large collection of coniferous trees. Kew
Gardens, we believe, were largely furnished from

Cassiobury in the time of the Capels. In the

orangery are some old trees, drooping with fruit.

Near to this house is the quaint pleasaunce of the

late Lady " A." It is a rectangular plot, with a

a low latticed screen in front, covered with

crimson China Roses. At the back is a screen

with Roses and Clematis. In this are three

circular openings—happy thought !—each afford-

ing oharming views into the adjoining woods.

The effect is startling ! It gives one the impres-

sion of three charming landscapes, changing
momentarily with the changeful light. Passing

through one of the green alcoves, we come upon
a sheltered dell and rockery, rich with a variety

of Ferns ; then a sculptured fountain, and, bending
over it, one of the many Willows reared from a

cutting brought from St. Helena, which still

droops over the spot where Napoleon was first

buried. Such is but a brief glimpse of one of

the finest old gardens in England : historically

famous, rich in antiquities, and abounding in

interesting specimens of trees and shrubs. The
inhabitants of Watford are not slow to avail

themselves of the privilege of walking through
the delightful park, and now and again strolling

through the gardens and pleasure-grounds.

My next old garden is part of the historio

Moor Park estate. There are few holiday

resorts for north-west London better known
than Moor Park, and especially among school

children. The late noble owner, Lord Ebury,
probably never refused permission to ramble in

his beautiful park. In the midst of it stands

the stately mansion, once the residence of the

unfortunate Duke of Monmouth and his Duchess.

The estate, it may be remembered, was once the

property of Cardinal Wolsey, whose great house
stood, encircled by a moat, some hundred yards

below. He was visited, while residing here,

by King Henry YIII. and Queen Katharine. The
cardinal's Oak still lives.

The park, some 500 acres of rolling sward, has
many magnificent Oaks—a grove of them near
the upper pleasure-grounds are pollarded. It is

said that this was done by command of the Duchess
of Monmouth on the death of the Duke. On
the east front is a grand old Italiau garden with
marble fountains and statuary. It is a brilliant

spectacle in the summer months aglow with
dazzling colours. From these, the dazzled eye
finds relief in glancing over a spacious lawn with
noble Beech woods to the left and right. This is a

favourite resort of herds of fallow deer. Ln the
distance, softened by blue mists, one descries the
northern heights of London. Moor Park was
once the residence of Commodore Anson, who
delighted under the guidance of the famous
landscape gardener, " Capability " Brown, to

embellish and improve the gardens and pleasure-
grounds, and this beautiful and spaoious lawn was
one of his improvements. From the Italian
garden, one may walk through the grounds,
rich in rare Conifers and splendid trees, and
enlivened here and there by bright colours.

At a quarter of a mile from the mansion is

the large, old-fashioned kitchen garden, also the
work of Brown. This is even more interesting
than the lawn, with its fountains, statuary, and
Yews. It is an oblong, of from five to six acres
in extent, surrounded by high walls, and bordered
on the south by an extensive range of glass-

houses. The broad, smooth walks are margined
with herbaceous flowers and fruit-trees, among
which is a line of dome-shaped Pears—a charm-
ing picture when the trees are in bloom, and not
less beautiful, though more tasteful when loaded
with handsome fruit.

A distinguishing feature of these old-world
gardens is the mingling of flowers, fruit, and
vegetables. On entering the gardens from the
park the coup d'ceil is charming. A geometrical
lawn slopes away southward, gay with Roses,
Carnations, Zinnias, Asters, Violas, and choice

bedding plants, a most interesting and delightful

mass of mingled colour, fragrant with Mig-
nonette, Heliotrope, and Stocks. On the right
is a fruit quarter, with scores of varieties of

Apples, Pears, and Plums. Broad walks run east

and west through the garden, the central one
margined with raised borders, is thickly planted
with a host of old favourites, Hollyhoaks, Fuch-
sias, perennial Larkspurs, Pjeonies, Phloxes, Fox-
glove, Hydrangea, Campanulas, Gladiolus, Aga-
panthus, Sweet Briar, Clematis, perennial Sun-
flowers ; and, nestling in the crevices of the
burrs, cushions and rosettes of choice alpines.

The gardens are fortunate in having a broad

setting of emerald sward and waving woods,

while in the distance is seen the silvery-grey

line that marks the valley of the Thames as it

sweeps by Windsor.

The walls of this fine old garden are covered

with Peaches and Nectarines, Pears, and Plums,

while one stretch of them was covered this year

with an enormous crop of Apricots—a charming
picture, though scarcelymore beautiful than when
loaded with the snow-white blossoms, bee-

haunted all day long. One must not forget

those hedges of Rosemary, Lavender, and Sweet

Briar, nor the lines of stately Hollyhocks, huge
pyramids of glowing colour.

There are several delightful old gardens in

the neighbourhood of Harrow Weald and Stan-

more. One of the finest is that of Bentley

Priory ; half a century ago the Priory was the

residence of the late Queen Adelaide. On the

south front is a fine Italian garden, with statuary,

fountains, and Irish Yews. A distinguishing

feature of the garden a few years ago, was the

huge cones or pyramids of blossom standing at

intervals of a few yards. They were from 10 to

12 feet high, and 7 feet through at the base.

The plants, Pelargoniums, Clematis, Heliotropes,

Tropseolums were trained to stakes, and the

effect of these huge cones of blossom was sur-

prisingly beautiful. During the months of June,

July, August, and September some grand Orange

trees loaded with fruit were placed along the

terrace. A spacious park engirdled with fine

trees stretches down to a lake, and beyond, at a

distance of 4 miles, is seen Harrow Hill, with

its ohurch. It is a relief to turn from the

brilliant parterre and sparkling fountains to the

delightfully cool greenery and shade of the

Cedar garden, with its bowers of Roses and the

winding paths of the fernery.

At the distance of half a mile, on the margin
of Stanmore Common, there is another de-

lightful old garden, once the property of that

wealthy penmaker and connoisseur of art,

Joseph Gillott. No part of this garden is visible

from the high road, but the worthy lady to whom
it now belongs from time to time throws it open
to visitors from London. Sometimes it is a

party of hundreds of elderly poor folk; at

another, a number of district visitors or scripture

readers ; or, again, at another, a large party of

Sunday-sohool teachers. Recreation, rest, and
ample hospitalities are provided for each and all.

A distinguishing feature of this old garden of

21 acres, is the fine collection of coniferous and
deciduous trees, the latter remarkable for their

brilliant foliage. One might wander for hours
beneath the cool arcades, and emerge suddenly on
the borders of a landscape steeped in sunshine

—

woods, waving cornfields, placid lakes haunted
by wild-fowl ; while, on the horizon, is the
stately grey pile of St. Albans Abbey. The
Lady Bountiful of this grand old garden, Mrs.
Brightwen, with its statuary, clipped hedges, and
borders filled with choice herbaceous flowers, is

never happier than when she sees others enjoying
its manifold charms. T. W.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
» _ .

ODONTOGLOSSUM ASPIDORHINUM, Lehm.,

spec, nov.

This ii beyond any question the moit floriferous

Odontoglot yet discovered. Xot only does every

pjeudo-bulb produce two flower-spikes at one time,

but they do so for two and even three yean in suc-

cetiion, a character which, though common among
Masdevallias, has not yet been observed with Odon-
toglosgnm. It U therefore quite common to meet
with comparatively amall maises, which are set with

twenty to thirty flower-epikes at one time, and as

many as thirty-eight have been observed on
one plant. Such plants look very charming and
ornamental, more especially as the flower-apikei

stand apart from and alightly bend above the short

narrow leaves, thus forming a semi-globular flowering

mass of great beauty. I think scarcely anything
more graceful as a centre plant at a dinner-table

conld be imagined. The flowers vary somewhat in

the colour of the lip, being sometimes pure white,

but more frequently more or less spotted with lilac-

crimson. Tne name is given in allusion to the

peculiarly upright bent staminode standing like a

shield above the nose-like rostellum.
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Plants dense, csspitose, attaining bat small

dimensions. Pseudo-bulbs long-oviform, strongly

compressed, deeply plaited, two-leaved, 4 to 5 5 cm.

long, 3 to 3 5 cm. broad. Leaves stiff, papy-

raceous, cuneate-oblong, abruptly cuspidate, 15 to

18 cm. long, 1 to 1'5 cm. broad. F.ower - spike

not inclined to branch, 30 to 45 cm. hig':,

nine to fifteen flowered. Sepals and petals

oblong, contracted into long ligulate points, and

slightly nodulate at the borders, 3 5 to 4 cm.

long, 6 to 08 cm. broad, clear yellow, blotched

more or less with red-brown ; the petals a little

smaller than the sepals. L :p subpanduriform, long-

nnguieulate, at the margin finely fringed, at the

apex abruptly contracted into a sharp convolute

point, 3 5 to 4 5 cm. long, 1 5 to IS cm.

broad, pure white, more or less spotted with

lilac-crimson. Tne crest consists of four teeth-

like laciniie, of which the two lateral ones are pro-

tracted into viilose cirrhii. The borders of the

noguis are densely viilose. The column, diitir-

guished by a deep stigmatic cave, bears at the apex
on either side a narrow cirrhiform spreaiing auricle,

and is of a light yellow tint. Tae staminode is pro-

tracted, and bent upright into a flat triangular point,

standing shield-like above the rostellam.

Habitat, Columbia. O.-ows on trees in dense

forests on the eaitern declivities of the western Andes
of the Cauca, 2200 to 2500 nK-".res above the sea.

( Hd. Plant. Zehnznnu?, No. 10021 ; De-bni , Ic.

PI., 1. 1001.) F. C. Lehmann, Popayan, Jujust, 1895.

Cebopegli DEBtiia, N. E. Brown (n tp

Tubsr flittened, with a short woody neck, pro-

ducing several slender weak stemi ai miel as 3 to

4 feet in length, and about half a line thick, pendu'.ons

under cultivation, glabrous. Leaves rather distant,

half to 1 inch long, and about half to three-quarters

of a line thick, succulent, sub:=rete, slightly flattened

on the fa^e, acute, more or less curved, with petioles

about 1 line long, glabrous, light green. Pednncles

'iuarter to half an inch long, glabrous, bearing one

to three flowers at its apex. Bracts minute. Pedicels

about 2 lines long, glabrous. Sepals 1 line long,

lanceolate-acute, glabroas. Corolla 1 inch long,

straight; the tube five-eighths to three- qiarters

of an inch long, ovoid -inflated at thj base, and
there about 2 lines in diamster, cylindric and
narrower abov^, scarcely enlarged at the mouth ; the

outside is glabrous and pale purplish, the inside is

sparsely covered with reflexed hairs in the upp'r

part; the lobes are 3 to 3 V lines long, erect, with
connate tipi, linear from a deltoid bate, rep'jcate,

greenish, with a blackish-purple keel inside, glabrous

outside, covered with rather long, curly parple hairs

on the inner face. The outer corona is about half a
line long, cap shaped, with five short crenations, and
slightly ciliate along the margin within ; the inner

co'onal-lobes are 1—1; liae long, erect, narrowly

tb'anceolate acute, and dorsally connected at their

base to the outer corona by five partitions ; the

entire corona is white.

This very distinct and rather peculiar species was
first sent to me from the Gardeners' Chronicle Office

two or three vears ago, and subsequently I learnt

from Mr. J. O'Brien that it was sent to him by Mr.
J. Buchanan, who collected it near Z imba in Nyassa-
land. It differs from all the other sp>cies known to

me by its weak, pendulous stemi. N. E. Brown.

CYPRIPEDIUIM x LORD DERBY
CROTHSCHELDIAXUM x SUPERBIENS I.

Oca illustration (fiz. 66. p. 357) represents the

Oypripedinm X Lord Darby exhibited by Thomas
S:atter, Esq . S:and Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
gardener. Mr. K. Johnson), at the meeting of the

Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Angast 13, when it was unanimonsly
awarded a first- class Certificate as the best intro-

duction of its class, although certain members of

the committee thought it similar to C. Massaianum
superbum fRothschildianum x snperciliare . a state-

meat which they ultimate'y withdrew on the dif-

ference in the parentage and the superior qualities

of C. x Lord Darby being pointed out. Oae or two

other hybrids of reputedly the same parentage have

been recorded, but the fa;i remains that neither in

size nor stately beauty of the flowers, or in the

brightness of their colours, has anything comparable

to Mr. Statter's production been publicly exhibited.

Tae upper sepal is white, with a greenish tinge at

the base, and with some fine purple lines ; the petals

ivory-white spotted with purple, and the lip brownish-

rose. Few and far between do such rewards fall to

the lot of the patient hybridist, and Mr. S:atter is

therefore to be congratulated on his very handsome
protege.

THE SEED TRADE.
The Gbass asd Cloteb Seed Cbopj.—The returns

from the seed-growing districts in Germany, so far

as they have cone to hand, appear to show satis-

factory crops. Meadow Foxtail Grass is but a poor

yield, as the late spring frosts did the plants con-

siderable Id i ary, and the drought setting in when
the seed was maturing, caused a further loss of crop.

Seed of this kind is expected to be very scarce

and high in price, especially as home-grown crops

are decidedly below au average yield. Bent Grasses

igrostie) also surf-red from the weather, and the

supply, both from Germany and the United States,

is very limited, and high prices must rule. The
waved-air G -ass, Aira flexuosa, promises a full crop

;

the plant is well adapted for sheep pastures in dry

natural positions. Sweet Vernal is a fine crop, and

the qiality exceedingly high. This is about the

earlis-st grass to flower, and is known as the Spring

Grass in this country. The la'l Oat- Grass, Avena
elatior, has yielded a crop decidedly below the

average.

All the B.-ome Grasses show a good yield, but as

they are for the most part of a rough quality,

containing but little nutriment, and disliked by

cattle generally, they are not much employed in

this country for agricultural purposes. Tne Prairie

G-ass (B omus Schrceleri), or more properly B.

eommulatus, appears to be the only one in use in

this country, probably on account of its herbage in

sp-ing affording an early bite to sheep and lambj.

Crested Dog's-tail Grass has suffered somewhat from

the weather, but there is a fair yield of good seed,

although it may have lost some of its brightness.

Tail is a grass natural to high and dry pastures and

sheep-downs, where probably bo other species is more
valuable, not only on account of the compactness

of its Sue short foliage, which is highly agreeable

to the close-cropping animals that feed upon them,

but because owing to the depth to which the roots

penetrate, it remains green during the driest parti

of the summer, or at least, long after most other

species have withered. Cock's-foot Grass (Daetylia

glomerata) shows a good crop in the United Sates,

quite one-fourth larger than last year, and though
the seeds are somewhat discoloured, their germinating

power is all that can be desired. From X aw Zealand
comes good bright seed, but it does not germinate

so well. It is a valuable grass, generally liked by
cattle, unless when allowed to become coarse through

neglect. FeEcae Grasses show a varying yield;

Sheep's and hard Fescues, though not a full crop,

appears to be ample. The fine leaved variety shows

the largest yield, but as severe cleaning will be

necessary to ensure superfine samples, prices are

expected to be high. The yield of Meadow Fescue

is large, and seed of very fine quality has been

harvested ; tall Fescue is a good average crop of

fine quality.

Tne Yorkshire Fog Grass (Holcus lanatus), shows

a satisfactory yield of good samples. It is a grass

which yields largely to the scythe, and where

abundant and luxuriant, as it often is on moist

peaty lands, it wonderfully increases the bulk of

the hay crop, though the hay is soft and spongy.

It is recommended that when the hay in which
this grass abounds is carried, sprinklings of salt

should be given to make it more palatable. The

Meadow Grasses (Poas), show a good yield also ; the

rough-stalked (P. trivialis) is excellent in quality :

the smooth-stalked (P. pratensis'i gives a large yield

of very fine seed.

The Red Canary G ass (.Phalaris arundinacea),

shows a large crop in Germany, though it is used in

this country to a very limited extent, the herbage being

too coarse to be liked by cattle generally, though
it is said that the ereep'ng shoots have a sweetiih

flavour, and are greedily devoured by pigs, who
doubtless find them nutritions. It is common in

many parts of this country oi the banks of rivers,

pools, and ditches. 0; Timothy Grass (Puleum
pratense), nothing c '.n be said at present with

certainty in regard to the probable yield, though it

is said to be good both in Rissia and iTermany.

It is sometimes said that it is a grass not g-nera'.Iy

found in the best natural pastures in Great B.-itain,

though that is a controverted statement. It attains

to its best quality in a deep and retentive soil.

All kinds of Clover appear to have brought, or

to be bringing good yields this yea-, and especially

so the white variety. Alsike, Trifoliam incarnatum,

Trefoil, and Sainfoin all promise well, but the yield

will depend upon the weather, whether favourable or

otherwise, Pisum.

ASTILBE LEIMOIXEI,
Cnbeb the generic term of Astilbe we inclade the

whole of a group of plants with perennial stock,

herbaceous stems, the foliage deeply cut, and large

branching inflorescences composed of a multitude of

small flowers; in colour white or pale ro39, indi-

vidually insignificant, but prodacin? a remarkable

effect owing to their numbers. Tne plants have

the appearance of being related to Sjusbs, of the

-Aruncus section, so that many of them, after long

cultivation, are commonly known under the name of

Spiioei, whilst botanists have also given them the

name of Hotera; we believe it is quite justifiable to

include them all in one single genus, the genus
Astilbe, as most of them have been produced
through the easiness with which they cross, an
incontestible proof of kinship.

Tne name of Spiraea should be at once absolutely

rejected. Spiraeas belong to the order Rosacae. and
are characterised by the existence of numerous
stamens, and of a pistil formed of from three to five

carpels, usually free. Astilbes, on the contrary, are

Saxifrages, and have from five to ten stamens aod
two carpels, usually more or less united—at any
rate, at the base.

The genus Astilbe was founded on A. tivu'.arii,

Hamilt., a perennial shrub, a native of Nepaul and
temperate regions of the Himalaya from Cashmir to

Bhotan ; it has spreading rhizomes, spreading radical

leaves, twice divided into three, the divisions dentate,

the petioles furnished with numerous dull-coloured

hairs. The stems, which grow up to nearly 5 feet,

bear several alternate leaves, and are terminated by
a large paniculate trass formed of numerous small
flowers. The corolla is deficient, the lobes of the

calyx numbering from four to five, are yellowish-

white, and the eight or ten stamens are pure white.

Astilbe rivularis does well in a gravelly situation
;

where it is fresh, and partly shaded, it forms a nice

decoration for the borders of lakes, &;., but it is

necessary to cover it with leaves during the severe

cold of our winters.

Under the name of Astilbe rubra, Hook., theie

was introduced, more than forty years ago, a species

indigenous in the mountains of Kaasya. and north-

east of Bengal ; it was diicoveredby GrifE;h, and sent

to Kew by J. D. Hooker and Thomson, who found

it thriving at altitudes of frcm 5000 to 6000 feet.

It differs from the preceding spec es by the existence

of five rose-coloured petals, arranged in star-

like form, and by the abundance of large reddish-

brown hairs which are on the stems, leaves, and
inflorescences. The species is alio known as Astilbe

rivularis rubra, and cannot stand very severe winters,

Astilbe decandra, from America, was introduced

into England about 1812; it is like the preceding
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«pecie«, in habit resembling Spiraea Aruncus ; leaves

large, biternate, of a glaucous tint ; the flower?,

borne in ramified panicles, are white.

Astilbe chinenaii (A. odontophylta), was intro-

duced not many ;ean ago from China, but does not

appear to be widely known, as it is not included in

horticultural catalogues. It rarely exceeds 2 feet in

height, the leaves are triternate, and the flowers white

with purplish-bronze shadings. This may perhaps

be a variety of the following species. Astilbe Thun-
bergii, Miquel (Hoteia Thunbergii), was introduced

fifteen years ago from Japan by MesBrs. J. Veitch &
Sons, of Chelsea. It is a pretty species, with very

elegant foliage, of which the folioles are petiolate,

oval, and covered as well as is the entire plant, with

little silky hairs ; the ramified inflorescences are

foliis aureo-reticulatis (about 1871), the foliage of

which is green, variegated with yellow along the

veins of all the folioles, and the inflorescences of

which are more tufted and compact than in the type
;

also A. japonica foliis-purpureis, the foliage of which

is shining bronze, at least in the young state, passing

to dark green when completely developed ; and,

finally, A. japonica compacts multiflora. This last

kind, lately pnt into trade, is destined to supplant

the common variety for all purposes for which it is

suitable. The foliage is firmer, more developed, the

inflorescences are larger and more ramified, and form
white plumy-looking tufts ; it appears that this

variety is a form of A. japonica with leaves reticulated

with yellow, but the foliage of which has returned to

its normal colour, and the panicles, already more

name is no more ridiculous than many terms in

botanical nomenclature, such as Dracaena Draco,
Ervum ervilia, Specularia speculum, &c*
A. (Spirata) astilboides grows from about 1A foot

to 2 feet high
; the pinnatifid leaves have reddish

petioles; the folioles ova', pointed, much toothed,
hairy, of a brown-green colour; the ramified floral

stalks are covered with little white flowers, dense,
which are in the form of a tabular calyx with five

white lobes, five white petals, ten white stamens,
and two united carpels. This species, as a perennial,

likes a silicious soil, and is particularly effective in

rockwork, but is especially valuable for pot-culture

and for forcing, under which very pretty floweriDg

specimens can be raised.

The origin of a variety, called by i(s producer, M.

FlQ. 67.—ASTILBE I.EMOISFI X . (SEE P. 358.)

perfectly erect, and bear flowers with petals white

merging into pale rose, elegantly set along the flori-

ferous branches.

Everyone knows Attilbe japonica, M quel, more
often called Hoteia japonica, Morr. and Desne, or

even Spiraea japonica, Hort. It is a plant covered

with long brown hairs on the base of the stems and
petioles, willi radical leaves in tufts, trifurcate

petioles, folioles oval lengthy, almost coriaceous, of

a dark bright green on the upper surface
; panicles

straight, ramified, while the bracts, the pedicels, the

calyx, the corolla, and the stamens, are pure white.

This species, when grown in quantities for forcing, is

also an excellent perennial plant; it likes a peaty

soil, and generally a cool and half-sharly soil. The
rhizomes are perfectly hardy, tut very often the

young shoots are destroyed by spring frosts.

Many other varieties of A. japonica are also culti-

vated, By hybridising has been obtained A. japonica

compact, have profited by the increased vigour due

to the return of the chlorophyll, and gained still

more in size and abundance,

The year 1S71* maiked the firBt appearance of

a new species, for which numerous names are

not lacking. It was, in fact, at that time that Mr.

William Bull, of Chelsea, who introduced the plant,

sent it out as Spiraea nivosa ; the following year he

showed it under the name of Spiraea Aruncns astil-

boides, a designation applied to it by the Kew
botanists ; or simply as Spinea astilboides, a term

under which it soon became popular. Maximowicz.who

had discovered it in Japan, separated it from the

Spiraeas, and called it Aruncus astilboides, Maxim.

But the Aruncus are also Spiraeas, and all the

characteristics of the plant we allude to refer it to

Astilbe or Hoteia; so, keeping the specific name,

now perhaps too widely spread to be changed, it

should be named Astilbe aatiboides. Keally this

Deiboif, of Ghent, Spiraea astilboides floribunda, is

d( scribed in the Revue de I'Horticulture Beige for

1891 (p. 145). One day M. F. Wiot, of the firm

Jacob Makoy et Cie., of Lie^e, showed M. Desbois
a rapid method of multiplying A. (Spima) astil-

boides, from seed. "I sowed them in the month
of May," said M. Desbois, "I olten remarked
that the foliage of these seedlings was dark green,

almost resembling that of Spiraea japonica, instead

of exhibiting the metallic-brown tint of the type.

.... The following spring I was struck by the dis-

tinctive characteristics of my seedlings and of the

type; I still more admired the liae tbyrsoidal trusses

of flowers much more close and numerous in my
seedlings. I deemed myself authorised hence-

forth to consider my Ecquisition as a new species."

A nanie more in accordance with facta and logic would
be Astilbe aruncoides ; only the authority of a botanbt ia

lackin to cause this to be admitted, K. C.
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M. Desboia thought thtt his p'anta corresponded to a

specific type of A. (Spirsi) astilboides, while the

plant originally introduced under this name was an

inferior variety of the same type. We think that,

onthe contrary,hia plsnt was a titural hybrid between

A. japonica and A, (S.) astilboides, probably culti-

vated at a little space apart one from the other in

hia garden, and easily crossed by the insects of all

kinds which never cease to visit these flower?. We
believe this for two reasons: the first is that A.

(
c
.) astilboides, from seedling plants sold by tte Erm

Jacob Makoy et Cie., were exactly similar to the

type ; the second reason is, that we have artificially

crossed Astilbe japonica with A, (47.) astilboides

floribnnda, and have obtained all sorts of interme-

diate forms, many of them very fine, and superior

to both parents. The accidental hybridisation just

mentioned is therefore possible. As these varieties

have not been sufficiently studied, and as they

are not yet re-named, we will refrain for the

present from speaking of them. We will, on

the contrary, say a few words abont another

hybrid, Astilbe x Lemoinei, the production of

which tends to confirm the theory advanced above,

namely that Astilbe Thnnbergii, Hoteia japo-

nica, and Spirsea astilboides are but species of the

same genus and should be classed as Astilbe.* We
owe this novelty to a cross effected between A,

Thnnbergii and A. -S) astilboides floribnnda. Here

is the description :—foliage very elegant, rising to

19 inches in height; long ramified petioles; large

folioles broadly oval, dentate, goffered, fur-

niihed with very bright gTeen hairs and with

a satiny look. Immediately above rise broad

ramified panicles home on firm pednncles, and
forming plumy inflorescences 19 inches high

;

the flowers have five white petals, ten rosy stamens,

and two carpels, and are extremely numerous, and

the general appearance is of white, slightly rosy.

Placed alongside of A. 5 < astilboides floribnnda, as

shown in the photograph, the new plant is seen to be

twice as high, the time of its flowering is inter-

mediate between the times of its two parents ; it

blooms in the course of July, some days before A.

Thunbergii, one of the latest of the genns. Lastly,

Astilbe Lemoinei is absolutely hardy, and as well

adapted for forcing, as is A japonica, which it excels

from every point of view. Emile Ltmoinc.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLETA WARSCEWICZII,
COUSTE5S OF DERBT.

This uniqne form of what is popularly known as a

white C. gigas is now in flower at Stand Hall. The
plant, which was certificated last year, has been

divided, and both pieces are now in flower—one

with three flowers, the other with two. That which

strikes the orchidist most is the distinctness of the

colours of the flower; the segments are white as

snow, and the lip is velvety- crimson, with the

upper portion having two orange - coloured eyes

shaded white. Then the crimson, which is of the

deepest hne, runs np from the lower division of the

lip to the base of the column. No florist flower

could be more distinct in its lines of colour, which

do not shade into each other like many species and

varieties, but show the divisional lines in a marked
degree. The lip, too, although bifid, forms two-

thirds of the outline of a circle, and the lobes

overlap one another. Truly this is one of the

grandest of Cattleyas, and it is to be hoped that the

numerous importations will give us a few more
•uch. The plants are growing in cylindrical batkets

suspended from the roof, and are in the best of

health ; indeed, all Mr. Scatter '« Cattleyas under

Mr. Robert Johnson's care are in exceptionally good
health, and yield in their season satisfactory crops

of flowers. J. A.

* Our trials at fertilising A. ^S.) astilboides floribnnda with
Spinea Amncas have always been ineffectual; anotherreason
for separating this plant from the Spiraeas, and rejecting the

clas&if.cation of ilaximowier, E. L,

Masdeyalxia Lgwti.

This still remains one of the rarest, es it is also one

of the most striking, of Masdevallias. Belonging to

the M. ChimcBra section, its flowers bear little resem-

blance to any other member of the group at present

in cultivation, although it is doubtless closely allied

to M. trinema, A healthy plant of M. Lowii, pos-

sessing about a dczen leaves is in bloom in the

collection of R. I. Meamres, Esq., Cambridge Lodge,

Camberwell. The well-displayed flowers have long

triangular equal sepals of a greyish-white tint, pro-

fusely spotted with red-purple except at the tips,

and bearing at the base of each two or three purple

lines. The small, almost flat-shaped, dark purple

labellnm is a very peculiar feature. It was illustrated

in the Gardeners Chronicle, Sept. 6, 1890, p, 268.

Orchids at Messes. Jas. Veitch & Soxs.

In the Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

the waning show of Olontogloasuma, Masdevallias,

and other cool-house Orchids, is succeeded by the

occupants of the warmer houses, the Cypripediums,

which are more or less represented here every day

in the year, making an exceptionally good display,

and the house in which they are arranged is gay with

their varied blooms. Among the prettiest are C. X
" H. Billantine" (Fairieanum x pnrpuratum), a

charming and neat hybrid, as are all the other

hybrids of Fairieanum ; C. X tesselatum porphyrenm
(concolor x barbatum), an old but handsome and

still rare variety ; and C. X Ciinkaberryannm (philip-

pinense Roebelinii X Curtisii, a noble flower which
was illustrated in the Gari.Chron , 1893, July 22, p. 86.

Among others also we noted C. X Morgan's, still a

leader in its section ; C. X Chas. Canham, a noble

flower; C. X cenanthnm, and its variety superbum,

in many varieties; and the formB of C. X Ashbur-

ton :
£e, equally numerous ; C. X orphaDum, C. X

Camusianum, C. X Yonngiannm, C. X conchiferum,

C. X Io prande, C. X polyatigmaticum, C. tonsum,

C. Chamberlainianum, C. Curtisii, C. X cardinale,

C. X leucorhodum, and others of the Sedeni class
;

and staged with them was a grand form of Vanda
Sanderiaua and other rare species.

In another house, with Ccelogyne Massangeana
and other species in^flower suspended overhead, was
a well-flowered bat<;h of the pretty wh : te Dendrobium
Daarei, D. formosum g'ganteum ; the glowing rosy-

crimson D gloneratum, with a profusion of flowers

;

D. Paal£eiops :

s S:hroderianuoi, in gjod examples
and great variety ; D. bigibbum, D. superbiens, a

small ba'ch of the handsome D. McCirth'fE, some
pretty plants of Saccolabiutn coe'este, Phalsenopsis

violacea Schroderii, Ang'reunm citratum, &c. In
small groups arranged a'ong the staging was a very

effective and showy display of the soft scarlet

Habenaria rhodocheila ; the handsome vermilion H.
militaris ; the flesh- colcured H. carnea, which has

also prettily-marked leaves; and of H. c. nivosa,

its pure white form, which bas plain green leaves.

Also a plant of the pretty Nephelaphyllum pulchrnm,
with bronzy leaves and curiously-formed flowers

;

and other species of botanical interest.

In the Rockery- house, where a show of O.'chids is

always maintained, the most striking plants in

flower were fine specimens of Vanda tricolor and V.
snavis, the soft cinnabar-scarlet tinted F.oidendrum
cinnabarinum ; Grammatophyllum Ferz'iannm,

Sobralia Lucasiana, Oucidium microcbilum, and
other species of Oncidium ; Miltonia Ciowesii and
M. soectabilis radians, Paphinia rugosa, Olonto-
glosium grande, O. Bictonense and 0. B. album,
M. Boezlii, and some fine coloured specimens of

the large- flowered type of Miltonia vexillaria.

In the Cattleya- house, the forms of Cattleya

Eldorado and C. Loddigeaii are the principal plants

in bloom ; and the Nepenthes-house and the orna-

mental intermediats-house rockery are very beautiful,

a group of the different forma of greenhouse Rhodo-
dendron well displaying their scarlet-orange, yellow,

pink, and white flowers.

Cochltoda.

This small genus is closely allied to Odontoglos-

aum and the old Meaoapinidium, which is now

merged with it. The plants belonging to it are

evergreen, and require cool treatment ; and they are

natives of the Peruvian Andes. Cochlioda Noez-
liana is a very handsome and distinct novelty, which
was introduced in 1891 by Messrs. Linden of Brus-

sels, through Mr. John Noezli, after whom it is

named. It is a most welcome addition to our cool

Orchids, being distinct in colour ; moreover, the

rich orange-scarlet tint of its flowers ia one that

is very little represented in the Orchid family. In
habit of growth it closely resembles C. vulcanica,

having ovate-oblong, compressed pseudo-bulbs, and
long, narrowleaves. The scapes are produced from the

base of the completed bulb, and are pendulous, many-
flowered, in some instances branched. The flowers

are about 1 inch in diameter, and of a soft brilliant

orange- scarlet ; the lip is trifid, of the same colour

as the sepals and petals, with a golden-yellow disc.

The column is bright violet-purple, which produces

a striking contrast with the scarlet of the remainder
of the flower. The flowering period is May and
June, and for this reason it should be found valuable

as a summer exhibition Orchid, The flower is

very enduring, and we have been able to use

the same plant at several exhibitions. We have

found it succeed best gTOwn in baskets, in a compost
of peat and sphagnum -moss, with good drainage.

Daring the growing season it should receive a liberal

supply of water. Propagation is effected by dividing

the pseudo-bulbs. Orchid Album, vol, xi., part 128.

OxCTDrCTI OSXITHOBTXCHEII ALBrFLOBUH

was first flowered by the late John Day, Eiq., of

Tottenham, a most enthusiastic Orchid grower, and
whose collection was one of the largest and most
complete ever brought together in this country, but
unfortunately was dispersed some years ago on the

death of its owner. Thia variety is in the habit of

its growth similar to the type, and is quite as flori-

feroue as the species, its beautiful white flowera being

produced, in some cases, several together from the

base of the leaves, and are pure white, aaving the

yellow calli at the base of the lip. It is a very
useful subject for cutting purposes, and on that

account should be eagerly sought after by col-

lectors. It should be grown in a compost of

peat and sphagnum-moss in a basket, and placed in

the Cattleya-house at the shady end, a liberal supply

of moisture being required during the growing
season, and afterwards only just sufficient water
should be given to keep the pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling. Thia plant may also be grown in the

cool-houee, but we prefer the Cattleya-house, having

found that it doea better there. It is propagated by
division of the pseudo-bulbs. The flowers are pro-

duced during the summer months, and last a con-
siderable time in perfection. Orchid Album, vol. xi.,

part 128.

M. Vutlstkee's Obchtds.

Among these I noted Miltonia Empress Augusta
Victoria, of unnaual habit, bearing a flower of over
4 inches (10J- cen.) in height, by 3^ inches .9 cen )

across; the two iateral eepala are each 4 inches

long; the lip measures 3 inches wide by 2J inchea

in height. The colouring of this flower is admirable,

peculiarly dark rose ; the divisions are more pointed

than those of the type. I would mention also a

plant of Cattleya gigas, the very large flowers of

which had spreading divisions of an exceedingly

delicate colour; the handsome dark lip ia about
i inchea long by 3 inches wide. The seedling

Odontogloasnm before noticed continues to thrive.

I a 1 mired a fine form of Cypripedinm Charles Can-
ham, good flowers of C. Da Bosscherianum, Looch-
ristienais, and other varieties. Ch. Be Boischere,

Trees and Shrubs.
•

CCPRES3U3 (RETINOSPORA) SQUARROSA.

A fisk plant of this Conifer, seen at Linton Park,

near Maidstone, and others a trifle smaller, in York-

shire, a few days since, remind one of its great

beanty and distinct silvery appearance, and prove
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that it is qaitfe hardy enough to endure oar English

climate, even when the thermometer fall, below
zero. Like moat of the gennt, it i» rather slow in

growth, bnt this is an advantage in some instances,

as many of the Pines and faster-growing trees

become naked and unsightly after forty years'

growth, an appearance which the plant under notice

is not likely to have in the same period. W. H.
Divers, Bclvoir Castle Gardens, Qrantham,

The Obange, ob Goldeneebeied Mountain Ash.

I was very much struck a few weeks since on
seeing an avenue of this tree above 100 yards in

length. I do not remember having observed it

planted in quantity before ; indeed, it is a tree

rarely to be met with. This variety of Pyrus
aucuparia should be planted about the gardens and
pleasure-grounds as a companion to the red-berried

variety, which is also to be seen in fine berry this

season. I was informed by Mr. Goodman, the

owner of this avenue, that the birds never touch

the berries of this variety until long after they have

eaten all the red berries, which is a point in its

favour. The specimens sent have been gathered

three weeks. Edw. Bennett, Lyme, Chertsey, [The
bunches of fruit sent by our correspondent were of

a beautiful orange tint, and profusely set with berries,

showing how favourable the weather had been when
the trees blossomed. Ed ]

THE SYLLABUS OF THE SUM-
MER SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE
AT CHELMSFORD.

The course of elementary instruction in Horti-

culture was given at Chelmsford during the first

three weeks in Jaly. Owing to the eiz9 of the class

and the nature of the instruction, all the work (with

the exception of the three chemical lectures) was
carried on in a shed roughly fitted up as an ex-

temporised botanical laboratory — the continuous

fine weather makiDg the necessity pleasurable.

As a rule, the scientific part of the instruction

was given in the morning, and the more purely horti-

cultural lectures and demonstrations during the

afternoon of each day. Visits to nurseries, gardens

and seed farms in and around Chelmsford, formed an

interesting feature of the programme. The follow-

ing places were visited :

—

1. Private garden of the Mayor of Chalmsford.

2. Trial plots of Mr. Callen, seed grower, Witham.
3 Saed farm and orchard of Mr. Seabrook, Spring-

field. 4. Town farm (for the disposal of Bewage).

Chelmsford. 5. Fruit and general nurseries of Mr
Saltmarsh, Moulsham, Chelmsford (Two visits).

6. Melon and Tomato houses of Mr. Miller, Chelms-

ford. At all these places the class was received with

the utmost kindness and liberality. The students

in each case were taken round either by the principal

or his manager, and full, interesting and instructive

information was given throughout.

At the end. of the course an examination was

given by Mr. John Fraser and Mr. David Houston.

The following was the course of practical instruc-

tion given by Mr. John Fraser :
—

DEMONSTRATION I.

THE SOIL AND ITS PREPARATION.

1. Preparation of land for the growth of crops,

and practice in the use of implements.

( i) Gardeu ground should be trenched every second or third

year ; part of this should be accomplished every year.

(6) Take out a trench 2 ft. wide and IS inches to 2 ft. deep.

(c.) Wheel the soil, as it is taken out, to the far end of the

quarter to be trenched.

(d) Cut the two sides of the trench perpendicularly as the

work proceeds, so that no hard ridges may be left to retain

water as in a trough in winter.

(e) Fork or pick up the bottom of the trench so that the sub-

soil may be loose and allow superfluous moisture to drain nway.

(/ ) If the ground is inteuded for deep-rooting Carrots or

Parsnips put a layer of farm-yard manure in the bottom of

the trench.

(g) For other crops, especially shallow-rooting ones, more

manure should be placed in a layer about 9 to 12 inches from

the surface.

(k) Dig the soil of the second trench into the first, and repeat

the operation till all the trenches are turned over.

(0 Fill the last trench with the soil taken from the firsc.

2. Rolling.

(a) Roll the garden walks to make them smooth and firm.

(6) In dry weather it will be necessary to water the walks
thoroughly about an hour previously to rolling them, to render

them soft, otherwise rolling will have no effect.

(c) Roll the grass lawns to render them firm and smooth,
and to destroy worm casts.

3. Practice in the use of the rake, and preparation

of seed beds.

(a) Level a piece of ground, breaking the clods and raking

off the stones with as little soil as possible.

(b) Make the surface smooth and ready for seed sowing.
(c) Rake off the weeds from ground that has just been hoed,

clearing ihem thoroughly of soil.

(d) Wheel the weeds to the rubbish heap, and the stones to

another.

4. Practice in the use of the Dutch hoe.

(tz) Push the hoe through the soil about £ in. to 1 in. below
the surface, so as to cut the roots of all weeds.

(&) In doing eo, be careful not to cut or injure the cultivated

plants.

(c) Hoeing is also intended to loosen the surface of the soil

amongst all growiog crops, especially in dry weather; every

part should therefore be equally loosened.

DEMONSTRATION II.

MANURES AND THEIR USE.

1. Farmyard manure.

(a) Preparations for the fermentation of fresh farmyard
manure.

(6) With a steel fork, shake up the manure locsely, piling it

up into a conical heap.

(c) Let it lay for four to six days, according to the rate at

which it heats.

(d) Should it be very dry, give it a watering with a rosed

watering-pot as the work proceeds. This will assist it to fer-

ment regularly and equally, and prevent violent heating and
loss of nitrogen iu the form of carbonate of ammmia.

(e) After four to six days, when the heap has partly subsided,

shake it up in a fresh heap, with the rank manure in the

centre.

(/) After a few more days it will be fit for the making of

hot beds and Mushroom- beds.

2. SampliDg different kinds of artificial manures.

(a) Note the colour and general character of guano.

(6) If it smells unusually stroog. it is losiDg nitrogen in the
form of ammonia.

(c) It should always be kept as dry as possible, to prevent

loss until about to be used.

(d) Note general character of sulphate of ammonium.
(e) If in its crystallised form, it is a highly-coacentrated

manure containing about 20 per cent, of nitrogen.

(/) Nitrate of sodium is also in the form of crystalp, and
contains about 15 per cent, of nitrogen.

(g) Compare coarse and finely-crushed bones and bone-meal.

(/i) Examine the ground phosphates ; ascertain and remember
the difference between them and superphosphate.

(i) Superphosphate has been prepared by treating the

original substances with sulphuric acid.

0) Copiolites are largely used for the making of it.

(/i) The best superphosphates are made from phosphatic

guanos.

(/) Note the general character of potassium silt, known as

kainit, and compare with nitrate of sodiuaa, &c.

3. Preparation of liquid manures.

(<z) Get some pure cow-dung, put it into a tank, and fill up
with water.

(b) Let it stand for a day or two, cover with a guano bag to

prevent the manure from rising, while drawing off the liquid

for use.

(c) Dilute it with water according to its strength, until

of a pale brown colour and relatively weak.

(d) Water pot-plants with it every second or third day, and

with clear water on alternate days, if necessary.

(e) Place a bag of soot in a tank of water, and after 24 hours

the clear liquid may be used as a stimulant. Soot contains a

small quantity of ammonia.

(/) Another liquid manure may In made by putting a hand-

ful of guano into 4 to 6 gallons of water.

(g) INe it weak rather than strong, and alternately with the

liquid from cow-manure.

DEMONSTRATION IIL

PRELIMINARY CULTURAL OPERATIONS.

1. Seed sowing—vegetables.

(a) Prepare a compost of two parts of loam, one part leaf

mould, and half a-part of sand ; mix the whole thoroughly.

to) Get some seed-pans and drain them carefully ; over the

drainage with the.rough sittings of the compost.

(c) Fill the pans with the compost; press it down evenly and

firmly, finally making the surface perfectly smooth and level.

((/) If the soil is relatively dry, give a good watering through

a fine rose, and allow the superfluous moisture to drain away.

(e) Sow seeds of Lettuce or Onions, evenly and rather thinly

all over the surface.

(/) Cover the seeds with a shallow layer (£-inch) of a finer

and mora sandy portion of the compost.

(g) Give a light sprinkling of water to ssttle the compost.

(h) Stand the seed-pans in a greenhouse, and keep a daily

record of the temperature and the date of the first appearance

of the seedlings.

2. Transplanting seedlings.

(a) Transplant the seedlings about 1J to 2 inches apirt each
way into other seed-pins or box?s before th*y get crowded.
Carefully lift with all the rojte intact.

(b) The distance between the seedlings may rary according
to the natural vigour aod size of the kind, and the time the/
are to remain in the boxes.

(c) Return the boxes to the greenhouse p;t or frame, and
place on a shelf or bench near the glass to pre reat the seedling*
from getting drawn.

3. Planting trees or bushes.

(a) Lift evergreens with a ball of soil proportionate to the
size of the plants.

(b) Previous to lifting, take out holes of sufficient depth and
width to take all the roots when spread out.

(c) Deciduous trees aid shrubs, when lifted in rutumn an!
winter, need not have soil attached, unless of large size.

(d) Cover the roots (1) with the finer soil, (2) with rougher
material

; (3) tread firmly when the holes are about half full

;

(4) give a good watering, and leave them till the water drains
away.

(e) Finally fill up the holes and tread firmly.

(/) Stake the trees, &c, if necessary, to guard against win!.

4. Mixing composts.

(a) Make up a compost of thr»e parts fibrous loam, half-a-part

each of leaf-mould and well-decayed cow-mannre with a good
sprinkling of sand. This will suit Pelargoniums and other
plants of similar character Break up the ljam roughly by
hand, and do not sift any portion of it.

(6, For Fuchsias, more sand should be used. The compost in

this case should be light and rich.

(c) Make up a compost of equal portions of loam and peat,
with half-a-part of sand. This would answer for many Ferns.

5 Potting.

(a) Drain the pots well according to size, covering the drain-

age with Moss.

{b) Put a little soil in the bottem of the pits.

(c) Turn out your plant, remove the crocks and the looser

portions of the old soil.

(d) Pot firmly, and afterwards give a watering with a rosed

watering-pot.

6. S-aking.

(a) Stake various plants neatly and effectively, using stakes

proportioned to the size of the same.

DEMONSTRATION IV.

VEGETABLE CULTURE.
1. Making sets of Potatos.

(a) It is not advisable to cut "round Potatos" when only

1 in. to 1£ in. in diameter, nor "kidneys" unless more than

2 in. long.

(6) The eyes at the apex of the Potato are always the

strongest, and one of them should be secured in as many ca?es

as possible f it each set.

(c) For the sets obtained from the bisal end of the Potato,

select the strongest eyes.

(rf) Cut the kidneys longitudinally, so as to get a good-sizei

piece of the tuber for each eye.

(e) Never cut too close beneath the eye of any set, lest the

bud should be deprived of proper nourishment.

(/) Relatively large sets are better than tmall ones.

2. Preparing a seed-bed for Onions.

(a) With a fork, level the surface of the ground, if it has

been laid up in ridges for the winter.

(6) Give a top-dressing of pigeon's or fowl's dung and s?ot.

forking it lightly into the surface.

(c) Tread the toil all o~er, firmly and evenly, with the feet,

or roll it to effect the same purpose.

id) Mark off the grouad at each end with pegs li ia: apart.

(e) Stretch a line from peg to peg aloog the ground and

with the draw hoe take out trenches half-au-inch in depth,

and along the side of the line which is used as a gui ie.

(/) After all the treoches have b?en taken out, sow the

Onion seed, thinly and evenly.

(g) With ths back of the rake, fill in the t enches, beating

down the soil lightly with the same.

(h) Rake the ground smoDth along the lines (not across

them), so tfc at no clods or stones may obstruct the germination

of the seeds.

3 Sowing Pea*.

(a) Ascertain the height of the Peas to be sown, and if it be

3 ft., mark off fc.be ground m lines at lea?'- 2} ft. apart.

(6) Stretch .i line from pe£ to peg aloog the ground, aod

with a draw-hoe take out trenches 3 in. deep.

(c) Sow the Peas evenly aod moderately thickly a'.oog the

trenches.

(d) With the rake, fill in the trenches till the soil forms a

slight ridge above the Peas. Leave the soil rough, as raking

is unnecessiry with this crop.

4. Sowing B?ans.

(a) Peg off the ground in line* 3 ft. to 3 ft. apart, according

to the height of the Beans to be sown.

(6) Take out trenches 3 in. deep, and the full width of the

hoe.

(c) Sow or plant the Beans in a double row, placing the

seeds 6 in. apart ia the lines, and alternately with those of the

companion line.

II

1,
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DEMONSTRATION V.

PROPAGATION" OF PLANTS.

1. Making cuttings.

(a) Make cuttlngsof Gooseberries of young shoots of medium

strength and 12 in. to 14 in. long. If longer than this, reduce

them by cutting off a part of the apex.

(6) Carefully cut away or remove all the buds except four

at the upper end. Ihis will prevent suckers, and secure a

clean stem,

(e) Prepare cuttings of Bed and "Whirs Currants precisely in

the same way.
(d) Make cuttings of Black Currants about 12 in. in length.

Note of the buds should be removed, as suckers in this case

are desirable.

CO Plant the cuttings in trenches, covering them to a depth

of 5 in., and tread the soil firmly against them.

(/) v«t« cuttings of Carnations and Pinks, each 2 in. to

3 in. long.

(g) Cut them horizontally, immediately beneath a joint,

with a sharp knife.

(i) Bemove the lower pair or two of leaves, and slightly

shorten the rest if they are very long.

(0 Treat Pelargoniums in the same way ; they may, how-

ever, vary from 2 in. to 5 in. in length.

O) Bemove Bose cuttings with a small heel of the old wood.

ft) For planting outside, they should be 9 in. to 10 in. long.

Bemove the lower leaves, bit not any of the buds.

<!) Insert them in trenches i in. apart, and in lines 12 in.

asunder, to leave room for hoeing.

Put the bise of the cuttings 6 in. below the surface ;

c ]ver with soil and tread firmly.

in) For insertion in pots under g'ass or in a hothouse, the

cuttings need only be 3 in. to 5 in. long.

2. Bidding.

(j) Bud Boses a little below the surface of the soil, in the

case cf bushes ; and as near the main stem as po=sib'.e, in the

ca<e of standards.

(b I Make a transverse cut through the bark with the budding-

knife, and a longitudinal one about 3 in. long.

(c) Prepare the bud by inserting the knife a little above it,

passing downwards and outwards till a piece of wood and bark

J an inch in leng h is removed.

( Cut off the leaf retaining the petiole. Carefully remove

the wood fro" the bark, retaining the core of the bud in all

cases.

M Lift the bark of the stock with the thin end of the handle

of the budding-knife, and slip in the bud beneath the bark so

lifted.

( i ) All these operations should be done as quickly as pos-

sible, to prevent injury to the cambium layer by exposure to

the air.

(j) Bind up the inserted bud with raffia, covering all except

the bud.

3. Grafting.

(a) Graft Apple, Pear, and other fruit trees about 3 in. above

the soil, except in special casea where it is convenient or neces-

sary to work the trees at a higher level.

<6) For splice-grafting, cut both stock and scion in a slanting

or oblique direction, so that the latter will exactly cover the

cut surface of the former. The object is to make the cambium
layer of both to coincide.

'(e) In the case of tongue-grafting, make a notch or a deeper

slit in the stock, with a tongue in the scion to correspond to

the same.

(a*) When perfectly fitted, insert the tongue in the notch,

and bind stock and scion firmly together with a piece of raffia.

(e) Where triangular notch-grafting is intended, take out a

triangular groove in the stock, narrowing the notch to a point

at the lower end.

Cut the scion so that it will accurately fit the groovs in

the stock,

(o) Insert it, and tie up firmly with rsffip.

[ -rer the grafts with grafting clay, and that again with

x*os:- to keep out drought.

4. Layering Carnations and Shrubs,

s"t Make up a compost of sandy soil and leaf mould, and

=prsad some of it around the Carnations to be layered.

t.6) Bemove the lower leaves of the shoots to be layered.

'. .-) Pass the blade of the knife inwards at a node, and

upwards for half-an-inch or thereby, being careful not to sever

the shoot from the parent plant.

(d) Peg down the shoots, keeping the tongue or cut open.

(e) Cover the layered portions of the shoots with the

compost, and give a good watering with the rosed watering-

pot to settle the soil. Repeat the watering in dry weather

until the layers are rooted.

5. Division of herbaceoni plants.

(a) Take a clnmp of Iris and clear away the soil from it.

(o) With a knife, remove every crown of leaves with a

portion of roots to the same.

(c) Every portion, thus carefully removed, will form a plant.

(d) Hundreds of other herbaceous plants may be treated in

ths same way, with the smallest possible loss or waste of

material.

S»ver use a spade in the division of herbaceous plants of

any kind, but particularly valuable and slow-jiowin^ ^ri-.

as it occauoos much Ices,

IT 1LY.
{Concluded from page 325.)

Flowkb-cabpets.—In Torre-del- Greco is cele-

brated every year during the month of Jane a

religious festivity called the " Quattro Altari

"

(Four Altars'), when, amongst its principal attrac-

tions are to be seen the so-called tappeti di

fiori, or flower carpets. On the floor of the

churches occupying a space which measures

45 by 40 feet, these carpets are formed. This year

there were five of them, representing, " Tobias's

Departure," " Thomas of Aquino,'' who compiled the

Liturgy of the Sacrament; "Jesus rescuing Peter

on the Waters," " Xaomi and her step-daughter."

Tor the formation of these really artistic carpets,

which formed the admiration of all who saw them for

the first time, the material employed is cut flowers

or their petals, coloured sand, and saw-dust. Could
not such "carpets" be introduced by fashion in

garden parties, or any such worldly amusements,
using secular subjects ? TVs think that they would

be a great success. [We hope not. Ed.]

At the Xaples flower-show a similar carpet has

been greatly admired. It was of rich design, and
contained in the centre the royal arms. It was com-
posed with the produce o; the vegetal realm, and the

flowers mostly employed were Dahlias, Pinks, Asters,

Delphiniums, fruits of Aiianthus, and dust of burnt

Vine and dried Chestnut leaves. Tne green of its

border consisted of leaves either entire or minutely

cut. The gardener, di Cristi, who had created this

carpet was highly complimented,

Caxxas.

About the middle of the long aisle, the numerous
visitors stopped admiringly before the gorgeous show
of Cannas presented by Messrs. Dammann & Co , of

San Giovanni-a-Teduccio. No words can express

the beauty of the new varieties. How far behind are

left the poor Cannas with Bmall flowers and stiff

petals compared with these Cannas both as regards

their vigorous growth and the size of their flowers !

The label indicated " new varieties of Orchid-flower-

ing Cannas," and, in fact, the large flower outrivals

and sometimes surpasses the largest tropical Orchids.

The strong and compact spikes of the variety

Austria are covered with enormous flowers, attaining

a diameter of 6 inches and more; the yellow-spotted

throat of which, and pale-red petals bordered with

yellow, present, against the mass of foliage, a most

striking sight.

The Canna Italia is a grand plant exceeding

6 feei in height, with Musa-like leaves and enormous
spikes of brilliant red flowers bordered with yellow.

These are two of the most splendid varieties, which
for their beauty, leave varieties like Madame Crozy
and others far behind ; and yet in future, there will

be still more splendid varieties such as Alle-

mannior, La France, and others.

The jury interpreting the general admiration, and
considering that nothing of the kind had been

exhibited before, awarded Messrs. Dammann &
Co. the Diploma of Honour. Dr. G. MottareaJt,

Poriiei, August, 1895.

Thb Week's Work.
TUB OECHID HOUSES.

By W. H. Wjrm, Orchid Grotcer, Bvrford, D:-'-a-.;.

CYPRIPEDIUMS.—The present is a good time to

look over the Cypripediums which occupy the warmest
division, and repot those that require it. Such plants

as C. Stonei, C. Lowi, C. Lawrenceana, C. selli-

gerum x, C. Kothschildianum, C. Curtisi, C. Swani-
anum, C. Sandenanum X, C. barbatum, C. super-

ciliare x, C. Hookers, &c, that bloomed daring

spring and early summer, will by this time have
made considerable growth, and unless any of them
are suffering for want of root-room, it will hi ad-
visable to let them remain undisturbed until the
flowering period is over, but such as have bloomed
late, as C. Io gTande x, C. Measuresianum x, C.
ChamberlainianHm, C. radiosnm x, C. Polletti-

anum x , C. Pariahi, C. T. B. Haywood, and those

of the selenipedium section, may with advantage be

repotted or top-dreeeed as each case may require.

Among varieties now in bloom mention may be

made of C. Maynardi :<, C. pictnratum , C.

orphanum :: , C. Harrisianum saperbnm :•: , C. Mor-
ganise x, C. Ashburtonise : , C. Croesianum x, C.
porpuratam, C. conanthnm

:
, and its variety super-

bum. As these plants commence to grow very soon
after the flowers fade, no delay should occur after

the flowers are past in repotting or surface-dresiing

them. It is now a good season to take and prick

out young seedlings into very small pots, or to give

more root-room to those that were taken off last

spring ; if the work be done at once, they will become
well established before winter. When repotting

Cypripediums, it ia not necessary to raise them
abjve the rim of the pot, therefore keep the compost
jnst below it so as to render watering easy. The
pots used should be well drained, and the compost
may consist of rough fibry peat and clean picked

sphagnum in about equal parts, adding some broken
pieces of brick or crocks to keep the soil free and
porous. When well rooted these plants may be

almost deluged with water the whole year round, but

they must be carefully protected from strong sunshine

at all times,

CATTLEYA- HOUSE. — In the Cattleya-house,

Cattleya Bowringiana, C. Alexandra, and the

autumn-flowering varieties of C. labiata, are show-
ing thair bloom-spikes, and will require sufficient

water to keep the roots moist, but not wet, until the
flowers open, when it must be gradually discontinued,

Although the weather during the past summer has
been exceptionally hot, there are still some plants of

Lselia purpurata, L. tenebrosa, Cattleya crispa, and
C. lobata, with growths only a few inches high, and
fortunately they appear very much stronger than
those which started earlier. As these growths will

soon commence to make new roots, the plants should

be examined to find outif theyrequiremoreroot-space.
In every case the roots should nave sufficient space

to grow inside the pot, therefore when re-pottine,

allow room for two season's growth, Daring the

growing period the plants should be placed in the

lightest position in the Cattleya-hoase, and water
very carefully afforded as recommended in former
Calendars for others of the same genus. Some of

the spring-flowering Cattleyas, as C. Trianaai and C.

Mendeli, have completed their growth, also C. gigas,

C. Eldorado, C. Hardyana, C. Massaiana, C. Dowiana,
and its beautiful variety aorea, these will conse-

quently require less water at the root, and
all the sunlight possible, so that the newly-
formed bulbs may become properly matured. The
present is a critical time with many Cattleyas

and Lalias, and the grower should look over

them every day, especially when the weather is

dull and damp. He will probably notice that the

outer sheath which encircles the pseudo-bulb, espe-

cially at its base, will be soft and sappy, clinging

so tightly to the bulb as to prevent the ingress of

air, which is frequently a cause of decay.

Should this occur, slit open the sheath from top to

bottom, and keep the plants dry at the root for

a few days, and at the same time reduce the amount of

atmesphericjnoisture. When on opening the sheath

it is found that the tulb has already commenced to

turn black, the affected part should immediately be

cut off, or the plant may die altogether. To prevent

such decay occurring, careful ventilation, with plenty

of sunshine, is necessary.

FHUIT8 UNDER GLASS.
Bj Bichard Pakxsb, Gardener, Gv>d'jys>i, ChKhuUf.

PINES.—Suckers which were put into 6-inch
pots last month, and plunged in a bottom-beat of

80 D
, should now have a nice lot of roots. Do not

pot these on at this season, as growth made daring

the winter months is always weak. Keep the young
stock as quiet as possible until the spring, when, with
lengthening days, growth will be both strong and
rapid ; only sufficient water should be afforded to

keep the bulb fairly moist. The plunging material

should be keDt well up to the rim of the pots, and
quite firm. It is not wise to shift the plants oftener

than is really necessary, as there is danger of a

check occurring, which may cause the plants to pro-

duce fruit prematurely. If the plants can be given

a steady bottom-heat of 05° to 70°, and plenty of

light, it would be as well not to disturb them until

the spring. Shading of all kinds should be dis-

pensed with at once, if this is not already done.

Take advantage of bright sunshine to remove and
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well wash the roof-lights, so that as much light as pos-

sible may reach the plants. Continue to ventilate daily

so long as the weather is mild and bright, and the

floors may be damped several times during the day.

A night temperature from 65° to (38° will be suffi-

cient, and 75° by day with sun-heat. Queens in-

tended to fruit next spring will have tilled their

pots with roots, and should be prepared for a season's

rest, by gradually reducing the temperatuie of the
house, and affording less water at the roots. If the
plants are not carefully prepared in this way, they
will fail to throw up good fruits when required. See
that the plunging material is made firm, and kept
well np to the rim of the pots, as this tends to keep
the soil moist and save watering. Ventilation and
temperature should be the same (or these as advised
for the young stock. Such varieties as smooth
Cayennes and C. Rothschild which are swelling

fruit, mast be given plenty of heat and moisture.

Utilise sun- heat as much as possible, and ventilate

but little. Continue to feed the plants with guano,
or other stimulant. If the suckers on these plants

have become large, they may be taken off at once,

potted into 6 inch pots, and plunged in a brisk

bottom beat; but should they be small, it would be

better to reduce the foliage on the old plant, and
allow them to grow on until spring.

CUCUMBERS have improved wonderfully since

they were planted at the beginning of the month.
All fruit and male flowers should be kept pinched
off, until the fruit is really required. Surface-dress

the border slightly at least once a week, as this

keeps the roots from going down into the dang.
Stopping and tying of the shoots mast receive daily

attention. Syringing should now be done on bright

mornings, about 9am,, and again about 2 30 p.m.

Ventilate cautiously, as the least draught may give

a serious check. The night temperature must not
fall below 70°, or mildew may appear. Keep a sharp

look out for green-fly or thrip, and check either at

once by fumigating. If the floors and bare spaces are

damped down at night with manure-water, it will

assist in keeping the foliage free from these pests,

winter. Asphalting of walks with steep gradients,

if not already done, should be completed as soon as

possible; and walks and roads that n quire fresh

gravel on them should be attended to. Before
adding the gravel, give a good dressing of weed-
killer. Roll the walks and roads well, and compen-
sate for lack of flowers by extra neatness.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Ballet Wades, Gardener, Birdiall Gardens, Fork.

BEDDING. PLANT8.—Preparations should now be

made for housing plants which require to be pro-

tected during winter. October frosts frequently

occur very suddenly, and many varieties of bedding-

plants are then unsafe out of doors. Pelargoniums
will sustain a few degrees without injury, but Lobelia

of the Erinus section, Iresines, Coleas, Alternantheras,

and some varieties of Pelargoniums, should be lifted

and boxed or potted at once, and placed for

a time in close-shaded pits or frames until

they have commenced to make roots. Pelargoniums

as a rule are now in a better condition

for blooming than they have been all through the

summer, and may be kept tidy as long as possible,

but arrangements should be made to bring them in

at short notice. Tuberous Begonias now in good
bloom may be lifted, and placed under glass if

desired . or they may be left in the beds for

some time yet, providing the weather con-
tinues dry and fine. Dahlias usually keep well

in the ground until November; if they are

blackened by the frost before that time, the

tops should be cut off 6 inches above the ground.

Dahlia Rising Sun is a splendid autumn bedder, and
is now a blaze of colour. We have it round a border

of Chrysanthemum Madame C. Desgrange, which
is now a mass of bloom. Autumn-flowering
Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, and Helianthuses, and
are blooming profusely. Bedding Dahlias Cloth of

Gold and Crimion Queen are excellent for autumn
show. Crimson Queen is about the colour of

H. Jacoby. Dahlia Rising Sun is the colour of

John Gibbons.

FALLING LEAVES will now give additional work.
There is nothing more untidy than accumulations
of leaves up to the edgings of flower or shrub-beds.

They should be swept up every day.

QRA8S LAWNS should be kept closely mown, and
well rolled when mowing is not required. Mowing is

best done in the afternoon at this season, there
being usually very heavy dews in the morning.
Grass edgings of walks and drives may be kept
tidy by clipping, as long as the grass continues to
grow ; and any which have become uneven and
weedy may be edged with the grass edging-knife,

which will give them a imart ar pearance during the

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
JSy John Lambert, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welthpool.

CABBAGE.—It will soon be the proper time to

plant Cabbages in the quarters. If the plants have
been growing in nursery beds, they will be strong
and sturdy, possessing numerous roots. In this

garden Cabbages usually follow an Oaion crop, the
ground being cleared of this crop at about the right
time. It is not necessary to dig light soils before
planting. Plants which come out of nurse- beds, and
consequently have compact root- masses, require to

be planted with a trowel. I always dig the land in

this garden, having first afforded it a light dressing
of bone-meal and fresh soot. Lime may be nsed in

the plaee of soot, but I do not care to apply both at

the same time. The ground should be nicely broken
up whilst digging it, and if dry when the job is

finished, it may be trodden evenly all over, and
shallow drills drawn, in which to plant. The drills

should be about 1 foot apart, and the plants stand
at the same distance, each alternate plant being
drawn in the spring for the earliest use, which will

leave the remainder at 2 feet apart. This planting
should consist of early- hearting varieties, such as

Ellam's Early and similar ones. Afford the

plants a good watering if the soil is dry. Cabbages
carefully planted with a trowel soon make good
plants, stand the winter well, and do not bolt readily.

CAULIFLOWER.—The produce of the seed sown
last month should now be of a proper size for

pricking- out in nurse-beds. Various methods are

adopted for keeping Cauliflower plants through the
winter, and that of planting in cold frames is, I

consider, one of the best. It is well to prick- out
Cauliflowers twice, first at about 3 inches apart,

when, if they are carefully shaded and matured, they
soon begin to grow. The next remove should be
into the cold frames or handlights, as the case may
be. In frames they should stand at 6 inches or

a greater distance apart. The number put under
handlights may vary from five in small ones to nine
or twelve in larger-sized lights. Keep close for a

few days, and then expose the plants fully till floats

or heavy rains point to the necessity of putting the

lights over them. Air must be admitted at

all times when there is no frost. The soil

should not be so rich as to favour rank growth.
Finely-powdered charcoal, a small quantity of lime,

road-grit, leaf-mould, spent Mushroom-bed manure,
and burnt earth, are excellent for mixing with the
staple. The latest succession do well under hand-
glasses. Cauliflower plants may also be pricked out
at the foot of south walls, and if the winter is not
unusually severe, they will survive. Beds may also

be provided for them, bending hoops over these to

form a support for a covering of bast- mats. Some
cultivators sow seed a little later than the usual date,

and keep the plants in pots throughout the winter in

a cool well-aired place, planting them out in the

spring. Those raised from spring sowings will pro-

dace nice heads within a short time of others which
were autumn-sown, that many growers have now
ceased to trouble themselves with autumn-sown
plants; and late Broccoli fairly well bridge orer
the gap between the season of the two kinds of plants,

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclere Cattle, Newbury.

8TRAWBERRIE8 AUTUMN- FRUITING, ETC.—Look
over Strawberry plantations, and cut off all late

runners that have started since the beds were

cleaned. Late bloom is not uncommon this autumn,

owing to the premature ripening of the plants during

the exceptionally hot weather of the early summer.

Any such late flower should be removed at once, and

the surface of the soil well stirred with the hoe

before the mulching with short rich manure, which

should be done at this season. Newly - planted

beds may be similarly treated, and if these were

planted in good time from the strongest early

runners, kept clean, and have been helped by

mulchings, they vrill produce the earliest and finest

fruit. Eirl^-forced plants which have been planted

to give a supply ot fruit in the autumn mutt be

effectually protected from birds, and the tiusies of
fruit should be supported by forked twigs, or other
device for keeping the fruit clean and well exposed
to the benefit of sun and air. If movable span-roof
frames are available, tbey may with advantage be
placed over these plants, and if a free admission of
air be given, the fruit will be greatly improved.
Whatever protection be afforded, it should be
removed as soon as the fruit is gathered ; if kept on
too long the plants will become weak, and unable to
withstand a severe winter.

AUTUMNAL RA8PBERRIE8. — Autumn - fruiting
Raspberries are now ripening, and they require some
care to protect them from birds and other enemies.
If twine netting be used for protection, select nets
with a small mesb, small birds being a» troublesome
as blackbirds, &c. The usefulness of Kispberries in

the autumn is so great that the crop is worth con-
siderable trouble to secure. When new canes are
planted, a good open situation should be chosen,
and the soil trenched if possible, and liberally

enriched with good rotten manure. Planting
should be done early, the canes being cut down
to a few inches of the ground, and well mulched with
rather long strawy manure, which is not so liable to

be scratched over by birds as short material. When
established, the canes must be cut down annually
close to the ground as soon as the fruit is gathered.

In the sprinp, carefully select four or five of the

strongest canes to each stool, cutting away all others.

Train the reserved canes thinly to wires, and keep
sucker growth under by using the hoe frequently.

The best and most prolific varieties are October
Red, Large Monthly, and October Yellow,

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. SMITH, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

WINTER VIOLETS.—Frames should now be made
ready for planting winter-blooming Violets. I have

tried several methods of growing these plants, and
by far the best results were obtained by planting in

frames in which Melons or Cucumbers had been
cultivated. These frameB or pits are ik feet deep,

the walls pigeon-holed all round, the frame itself

standing on brick piers. Such a frame is about
30 feet long, and round it a walled trench 2 feet

wide extends for holding stable-litter. During
severe weather, this is kept filled with fresh stable-

manure. By this means frost is kept out, and the

soil warmed a little, and the plants are kept growiog
and flowering. The plants should be brought up
close to the glass when planted, and a small quantity

of fresh loam and leaf-soil added to that in which
the Melons, &c . grew. The soil should be made
very firm round about each plant, no loose soil being

left about the neck of the plant. A good soaking

of water should be afforded the bed on completing
the planting, and a heavy syringing twice a day in

bright weather. The lights may be left off night and
day until signs of frost are noticed, when they may be

placed over the plants, bat tilted unless the frost is

sharp. A number of plants may be planted in cold

frames, for although they may not give much bloom
through the winter, unless it be very mild, they will

flower freely in the spring, and prove very useful as

a succession to the earlier ones. A few of the best

double varieties for early flowering are Marie Louise,

Neapolitan, Lady Hume Campbell, Comte de Brazzs,

or Swanley White ; single are, Victoria i^tbis is by
far the best for winter work), Wellsiana, and The
Czar. A good hardy double variety for growing
outside is Queen Victoria, which has enormous
flowers of very dark blue colour and very fragrant.

MARGUERITES.— Should any of these be planted

out, a batch of cuttings for flowering next spring

may be taken. The cuttings strike readily in sandy
soil in cold frames, if kept close and shaded daring

bright weather. Plants growing in pots should be

afforded liberal supplies of manure-water, and they

may now be allowed to flower.

8CENTED - LEAVED PEL4RQONIUM3. — These
plants should be taken indoors before the nights

become cold, any light airy house being suitable for

them. Place them close to the glass, to prevent

their being drawn, and afford plenty of plant-food,

so as to keep them green and healthy.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW IN BATTER8EA PARK.

— Information reaches us from the Superintendent

of Battersea Park that the Chrysanthemum Show

will be open to the public in the Frame Ground in

that paik, near the Albert Bridge entrance, on and

after Oct. 5, between the hours of 10 a m. and duek.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SHOW.
/Last day of Royal Horticultural

! Society's Exhibition of Britjsh-

SATUBDAY, Sept. S8 j grown Fruit, at the Crystal

Palace. Essay on the Commercial

( Aspects of Fruit Culture, at 3 30.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

SALES.
Sept. 3o4

Dutch Bulb3, at

Morris' Rooms.
Protheroe &

(Dutch Bulb', at Protheroe &
| Morris' Rooms.

_ ! Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at
OCT- 1

\ the Saxe Weimar Nursery, Castle

Road, St. Edwar-'s Road,

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

i
THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

[. Southsea.

'Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Great Sale of Lilium Harrisii. at

Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

„( Dutch Bults, at Protheroe &
UCT. 6

j jton.

is
' Rooms.

("Datch Bulbs, at Protheroe- &
n , J Morris' Booms.
UCT. i<

orchids, at Protheroe & Morns'

C Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &„. ,1 Dutch Bulbs,
UCT. o^ Morris' Booms

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-

ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS

OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CEOSWICK.- 54M.

The second show of British-

The Fmit Show
groffrl fruits by the Royal Horti-

Et
Palacl.

5tal
cultural Society, in conjunction

with the Crystal Palace Company,

was opened on Thursday last, a circumstance

that precludes our giving more than a partial

report in this issue. The exhibition, so far as we

were able to judge at the time of going to press,

is a very successful one. There were 180 exhibi-

tors this year in comparison with 140 last year,

and the number of entries in the competitive

classes are 1800, as against 1300 in 1894. The

quality of the fruits exhibited confirm, as we

anticipated, the general opinion that the present

season has been a very favourable one for most

fruits, and partieula-ly the more important kinds

from an economic standpDint. Apples may be re-

garded asthefruitof the season, and the excellent

produce staged by many of the exhibitors is an

iudication of the quantity and quality of the crop

generally. We were not surpised to find that

Pears are not so splendidly represented as was

the oase last year ; and Grapes though generally

in finer oondition, contained nothing of so first-

rate quality as the best exhibit of last season. In

regard to other fruits and the exhibition gene-

rally, it may be said that while in quantity the

show is greater than last year, the quality is

superior also.

As Sir T. Lawrence said in his speech after

the luncheon, the present exhibition is another

proof, if that were necessary, that we are capable

of producing' Apples in this country that are

equal in quality to any in the world, and it may be

hoped that such a demonstration may still fur-

ther tend to induce farmers who are now work-

ing the land to little profit, or perhaps at a Io^s,

to turn their attention to " various branches of

snail culture," including that of fruit-growing.

Iu view of this, Sir Trevor Lawbexcs
did well to call attention to the subject

of fruit - drying, as in a great measure,

the finanoial success of hardy fruit culture

will depend upon the adoption of some satis-

factory system of preserving in years of glut,

that part of a crop over and above what is

immediately required for consumption. Much
of the loss experienced by the present growers,

may be attributed to the fact that when fruit of

any particular kind is unusually abundant,

a large amount is allowed to go to waste,

because the market prices for the moment
will not pay the cost of harvesting and mar-
keting the fruit. Sir Trevor Lawrence attri-

buted our backwardness in this country in

regard to this matter to the circumstance

that horticulturists do not readily com-
bine, and in order to inaugurate a satis-

factory system of fruit-drying, it was necessary

that some kind of combination among fruit-

growers should be effected for the purpose.

Undoubtedly the difficulty in regard to this

matter lies here, but, as Sir Trevor Lawrence
added, we hope that gardeners are not so blind

to the benefits to be derived from co-operation

as to prevent an early application of the

principle. There are other points than

this, however, to which the grower must
give increased attention, in order to compete
satisfactorily with imported fruits. We still

grow too many varieties for market-work, the

harvesting of the fruit is not effected with suffi-

cient care, and the present loose system of pack-

ing must give place to more careful methods.

There must be regular and systematic grading,

and everything done to make the fruit as

attractive 8S possible.

Reverting to the present exhibition, it

is a matter for congratulation that the

Royal Horticultural Society, has established

this annual display of British-grown fruits

;

and especially so, because in conjunction with

the exhibition a series of lectures are given

upon the subject that are of very great educa-

tional value. Xow that a first-class fruit-show

has been established by the one society capable

of making it and keeping it a success, we hope
that no lack of enthusiasm on the part of

exhibitor or appreciation by the public will pre-

vent its increased development and usefulness.

"We must, however, add a word of regret, that

we are unable to record a departure from the

customary style of displaying the exhibits. We
are free to admit that a number of exhibits of

Apples in single dishes, or of any other fruit in

similar classes, admit of a little variety of arrange-

ment, but granting this, surely the collections of

numerous varieties might be arranged in some
more artistic manner than obtains ? Why could

they not be shown in such a manner to visitors

that they would appeal to them in the same way
as does a bouquet or a picture ? This might be

easily accomplished without in any way tending

to deteriorate the quality of the fruits, or to

prevent accurate comparison for the purposes of

judging.

The Rockery at Warnham Court, Hor-
sham (see Supplementary Illustration).—There is no
better way of exhibiting the beauties of moat alpine

plants and others of low growth, than to plant them
on rockeries. The plants are then placed in positions

approximating, however distantly, to those in which
they grow in their natural habitat*. Their neces-

sities can likewise be met in the matter of snnlight,

or the lack of it, rapid drain ge of the toil, in

securing deep crevices in the dampness of which

many species of alpines succeed without soil of any
kind about their roots—merely small nodules of

some kind of stone—limestone or other taking its

place, resembling, iu this respect, the epiphytal

species of Orchids, Tillandsias, &c. A rcckery

admits of the more ready use of a variety of soils,

according to the claims of the different species of

plants; for soils of granitic, limestone, chalk, sand-

Btone, peaty and loamy nature, than a fiat border

would render possible; the use of rock, artificial or

natural, rendering the separation of the various

materials an easy matter. There are rockeries

and rockeries, some erring against every canon
of good taste iu their construction. Iu the one

which is the subject of our illustration, no
ambitious attempts, usually abortive, to create an
Alpine landscape on flat land, have been made, but

dwarf masses of sandstone, with due regard to strati-

fication in the rocks which appear to protrude from
the soil, have been arranged over the area with

singularly good effect. The walks that lead through

the rockery are sufficient to allow of every plant

being examined at close quarters, and the whole
merges harmoniously into the surrounding pleasure-

grounds. We hope in an early issue to give a list

of the plants found on the rockery, as well as other

particulars of interest to our readers.

The Manchester Botanic Society and
ALLOTMENTS.—The following letter from Mr.

Bbuce Findlay appeared in the Manchester Guardian

of September 20, 1895 :
—" Sir, Permit me to bring

under the notice of your readers the initiation of a

forward movement in relation to this most im-

portant subject. Its object may be described as one

to assist rural effort in connection with the cultivation

of the soil. It is well known that during the last

few years a very large number of persons have

become tenants of small allotments iu the neigh-

bourhood of large towns. On the 5th of last month
Mr. Gladstone, speaking upon this subject, said

:

1 There never was a period in the history of this

country when rural effort in relation to the soil

deserved greater support, and those who render help

in this direction are public benefactors.' The
Council of this Society propose to hold an annual

exhibition in the Old Trafford Gardens, on a very

large scale, of the productions grown by the tenants

of small holdings, at which prizes will be awarded

for fruits, flowers, vegetables, poultry, cheese,

butter, &c. Prizes will also be given to the

growers of window-plants in our large towns.

The counties embraced within the sphere of this

effort will be Lancashire, Cheshire, and Derby-

shire. We are all familiar with the old saying,

that ' the hope of reward sweetens labour
;

'

and there can, I think, be no doubt what-

ever that this special effort will be the means of

stimulating the foorer classes of society in their

endeavours to excel in producing flowers, fruits,

and vegetables. The Council are of opinion that it

is the proper and legitimate work of the Society they

represent to introduce and carry out this project. In

order hopefully to inaugurate this important scheme

in a comprehensive way, an annual outlay of £200
will be necessary. To meet this expenditure a spe-

cial fund is being established, and it is hoped that

£5.000 will be raised for this beneficent purpose. It

may be added that a donor of £25 to this fund will

become a life member, or be entitled to nominate

one. Knowing that the lamented Prince Consobt

forty years ago took a lively interest in this subject,

I took the liberty of bringing the matter under the

notice of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,

and had the honour of receiving the following reply :

—

' Balmoral, September 2, 1895. Dear Sir,—I am
commanded by the Queen to enclose a cheque for

£25, as a donation towards the purpose referred to iu

your letter of August 21.—I am, dear Sir, yours

faithfully, Fleetwood J. Edwards.' Since the

receipt of this letter, and as the result of several

letters I have written to ladies and gentlemen in-

terested in the subject, I am pleased to state that

nearly £1000 has been promised. A general appeal

will shortly be made to the inhabitants of the dis-

tricts concerned, together with the list of the donors,

and it is hoped that the result will be commensurate

with the importance and beneficence of the under-

taking.

—

Beuce Findlat, Eoyal Botanic Gardens,

Manchester, September 19, 1895."

The Bechuana Chiefs at Reading.—On
Wednesday, September 18, Khama and the other

South African Chiefs at present in England visited

the establishment of Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Seed

Merchants, Beading. The visit had been brought

about by the Hon. Eustace Wtkeham Fienkes, a
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resident at Earley, near that town. The visitors,

with Mr. Willouqhby, arrived at Reading about

10 a.m. on Wednesday, and were received at the

G.W.R. station by the Hon. Eustace Fiennes, Mr.
M. H. Sutton (the venerable founder of the firm), Mr.
Martin John Sutton and Mr. A. W. Sutton, Mrs.

A. W. Sutton, and other members of the famiiy, and
were driven to the business premises in the Market
Place. Here they signed the visitor's book in the

usual form, writing their names very clearly in

English characters. The visitors were conducted
over the various departments, and they also

attended the usual 10.30 religious service in the
meeting-room on the premises. After a tour of the

Market Place, the party were driven to the various

nurseries and trial-grounds of Messrs. Sutton in the

neighbourhood of the town. Afterwards the Chiefs

were driven over to Earley, lunching with the

Hon. E. W. Fiennes, visiting the Biscuit Factory of

Messrs. Palmes, at Beading, before taking their

departure.

A Bi-qeneric Fern Hybrid.—With this, writes

Mr, Druery, I enclose a frond, one of several recently

sent me by Mr. E. J. Lowe, of a most remarkable
hybrid which he has raised between Scolopendrium
vnlgare and Ceterach ollicinarum. In this the joint

characters of these two very dissimilar Ferns are

seen too clearly to admit of doubt, though it is some-
what singular that while the form of the Ceterach

frond is so evident in the lower two-thirds, the

extremely scaly character of that species is entirely

obliterated by the Scolopendrium parent. The frond

sent is the best I have as regards general characters,

but in another the sori near the centre of the frond

are more clearly seen to be in opposed pairs, afford-

ing a most undoubtable proof of Scolopendrium in-

fluence. This can be detected in two small sori near

the apex of specimen sent, and it is, moreover, in-

teresting to note how the pinnatifid character of

Ceterach gradually merges into the simple frond of

Scolopendrium which forms the termination. As
the venation in both Ferns is dichotomous with free

ends, I can detect no particular modification in this

respect, except perhaps that in Ceterach there is a

clearer indication of a midrib in the pinna;. The
fructification where not in pairs is distinctly that of

Asplenium, with a well-developed indusium ; the

sporangia perfect themselves, but were all burst

when the fronds reached me. I found, however, a few

spores, but all appeared irregular in shape and imper-

fect; it is doubtful, therefore, if the hybrid will be

really fertile. Mr. Britten in his European Ferns,

137, figures a presumed hybrid between S. Hemio-

litis (or S. vulgare), and Ceterach officinarum, but

his is by no means so clear a case as the one I now
iring before your notice, especially in view of the

.bundance of curious forms that Scolopedrium pro-

aces without the aid o ( a cross at all, and some of

hich resemble strongly the illustration cited.

Chinese INSECT Wax.—As an illustration of

that a State fundi m will sometimes do, it is

Ifficially reported from China that the festivities and

llumination in connection with the celebration of

lie sixtieth birthday of H. M. the Empress Dowager
aused an increased demand for insect white wax
lorn Fraxinus chinensis, which is used for coating

lllow candles, and giving them greater consistency,

Vd the export rose from 9133 cwt. in 1893 to

!,934c»t. in 1894, the price averaging £225 a ton.

JULES LAVERRIER.—This eminent writer on

Iricultural eubj >cts died suddenly at Lyons on his

lay home after finishing his duties as a member of

le jury at the Vienne (Ieere) Agricultural Exhi-

jtion. After leaving the Saulsaie School of Agri-

llture, where he had been most successful as a

Tident, he translated into his native language a

jriety of foreign works relating to agriculture,

Lverrier went in 1858 to Mexico as Director of

1 School of Agriculture, and on his return to

lance, about thirty years ago, he was appointed

Ibrarian to the Socieie Nationale dAgriculture in

Iris, a post which he filled for the remainder of

t life.

Tragacanth and Persian Berries in

ANQORA. — Under the name of "Katiera," the

white Tragacanth-like gumi of Cochlospermum Gos-
sypium, and some of the species of Sterculia, are

known in India ; and according to a recent consular

report from Angora, a similar name, " Kitre," is

applied to true tragacanth, furnished by a species of

Astragalus. It is said to be known in commerce as

fine white Syrian tragacanth, and appears in the

usual forms as leaf, or flaky, vermicelli, or worm-like

and mixed, or " sorts." It haB the appearance of

twisted ribbons, is white or reddish, due apparently

to the state of the weather, sunshiny or cloudy and
moist ; it is nearly opaque, and slightly ductile, espe-

cially when freBh. Its adaptability in lieu of borax
for giving a lustre to starched linen is perhaps not

generally known. The districts where the shrub is

chiefly found are Yozgat, Iskilip, Cesarea, Kaledjik,

and Angora. Like the Yellow-berry (Rhamnus
infectorius), this plant is also neglected, owing to.the

falling off in the foreign demand, and though

abundant in the above-mentioned districts, little or

no trouble is taken by the peasants to collect the

gum ; this is done by men specially sent from other

parts. It is found growing wild in the fields, on the

roadside, and even in hilly parts. On account of its

prickly nature, animals avoid it, but it is frequently

gathered by the peasants for fuel. Yellow-berries

were formerly an article of export of great value for

dyeing purposes. Much labour and expense were at

one time bestowed on its culture, but the universal

use of chemical dyes has reduced its demand to less

than one-fourth, and its value to one-tenth of what

it realised twenty-five years ago, so that now the

cost of gathering is barely covered. Cesarea is the

principal centre where it is grown.

Cheshunt, Wormley and District Horti-
cultural Mutual Improvement Society.—
The fortnightly meeting of this society was held at

Turnford on Thursday, Sept. 19. There was a good

attendance, and Mr. Jason Fears, the secretary of

the Hertford Horticultural Society, read an instruc-

tive cultural paper on the Dahlia, concluding with

a select list of varieties. A hearty vote of thanks

was accorded the author for his excellent paper.

The Sale of the Stamford House Or-
chids.—The collection of Orchids of H. Shaw,

Esq., Stamford House, Ashton-under-Lyne, was sold

by Artingstall & Hind in their Rooms, Manchester,

on Sept. 19, and upon the whole realised fair prices.

Among the chief were Cattleya Mendeli Blunti,

which, after some spirited bidding, realised £98 4s.

;

Lajlia elegans Turneri, £27 6s. ; Cattleya Mossias

Reineckiana, £16 16s, and another one, £6 10s.;

Cattleya Mendeli Firthi, £5 10s. ; Lcelia Gouldiana,

£4 10s. ; Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, £4 4s. ; and

Odontoglossum crispum, Stamford House variety,

£12 12s.

The Sale of W. R. Lee, Esq.'s, Collec-
tion OF ORCHIDS.—Wm. R. Lee, Esq., Auden-

shaw, near Manchester, entrusted Messrs. Fro-
theroe & Morris to dispose of the whole of his

collection of Orchids, which comprised many rare

and well-grown species. It might be as well to give

the names of the principal lots over £10 that fell to

the hammer of Mr. Protheroe, showing what the

best species and varieties realised. The white form

of Cattleya speciosissima, called Sanderas, fetched

£78 15s. ; Cattleya aurea Hardyana, £68 5s. ; Cypri-

pedium X Winnifred H ollington, said to be the

only plant in commerce, £73 10s. ; Cattleya Mossia?

Reineckiana, £42; Dendrobinm Leeanum, a good-

looking plant of the Phalsenopsis type, £42 ; Catt-

leva labiata alba, with two bulbs and a growth,

£68 5s.; Cattleya Gaskelliana, £26 5s.; Lajlio-

Cattleya Phoebe, £22 Is.; Cypripedium Aylingii,

£23 2s, ; Cypripedium Leeanum giganteum,

£17 17s. Dendrobium atro-violaceum, £18 18s.;

Cattleya labiata Warneri, £15 15s. ;
Cattleya

Wagneri, £13 13s. and £11 6s. ;
Cypripe-

dium x Aubigine, £13 13s. ; Cypripedium x Stat-

terianum, £11 lis.; Dend. Falconeri giganteum,

£21 ; Cattleya Triaosei, £17 17s. ; and one named

W. R. Lee, £14 14s. ; Cypripedium insigne, like

Sanderaa, £21 ; Lalio- Cattleya Arnoldiana, £15 15s.

and £11 lis.
; Dendrobium nobile giganteum W. R.

Lee, £13 13s. ; Lailio- Cattleya X Euterpe, £12 12«
;

Pachystoma Thomsoniana, £11 11*.; D-ndrobium
stratiotes, £10 10s. ; Cattleya crispa superba,

£11 Us. ; and Dendrobium nobile illustre, misnamed
" illustrus," £10 10s. None of the plants above-
named were large, but they were generally in good
health. At the second day's sale at Audenshaw,the
following prices were realised for plants specified :

—
Cattleya aurea Hardyana, £63 ; Cattleya Chocoensis
alba-maxima, £26 5s. ; Cattleya exoniensis, £21

;

Cattleya Mossite Reineckiana, £21 ; Cypripedium X
Aylingii, £21 ; Dendrobium splendidissimnm Lee-
anum, £12 12s. and £11 Us. ; Dendrobium nobile

Hardyanum, £11 Us. ; Cattleya Gaskelliana alba,

£11 Us., and Cattleya GaBkelliana, Audenshaw var.,

£16 16s. ; Cypripedium insigne of the Sandenc type,

£11 Us. The two days' sale realised about £2000,

Ludlow Chrysanthemum and Fruit
Society's Exhibition.—The town of Ludlow in-

tends to hold its first Chrysanthemum Show on
Thursday, Nov. 14 next, which will be supplemented

by a competitive show of table-plants, cut flowers, of

hardy fruits and vegetables, and Potatos, divided

into the usual three categories—Open, Amateur, and
Cottager.

Death of Trees by Sunstroke.—During
the late extraordinary warm spell, the writer of this

paragraph was called npon to see a large Sugar

Maple tree that was supposed to have been destroyed

by a leak of the city gas-main at the root ; but an

examination showed that the tree died, literally,

from sunstroke. It is strange that close observers

of treea are unable to see when anything is out of

the common run of things, and consequently note

that something is going wrong. This Sugar Maple

had been planted on the street probably a quarter of

a century ago, and was about 4 feet in circum-

ference ; but the trunk was almost triangular, and

yet this peculiarity seemed to attract no attention.

The tree was simply triangular because on three

sides of the tree the bark and wood had evidently been

destroyed years ago, while the outer bark still con-

tinued to cover up the injury, and the only live wood

was on the angles of the trunk. Only about one-

third of the trunk was practically alive. When the

exceedingly warm spell came, it was impossible for

these limited ducts to supply the moisture required

for such a large surface of foliage, and the tree,

therefore, literally died from inability to furnish the

moisture required for transpiration. It may be

always taken for granted, that when the trunk of a

tree, naturally cylindrical, takes an angular form, there

is something wrong beneath the bark, and an exami-

nation should at once be made. The flatter portions

will usually be found dead. In this case, the bark

should wholly be cut away from the dead portion,

and the denuded part painted, in order to check

rotting away. In time, the healthy wood may grow

over the wound or lifeless part, and the life of the

tree be eventually saved. Meehans' Monthly for

August.

Botany and the American Government —
Under the title of "The Botanical Work of the

Government," Mr. J. M. Coulter gives in the

Botanical Gazette for June a brief sketch of the

work of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. There

are four divisions. That of Botany, under Mr. F. V".

Coville and seven assistants, includes, besides more

purely scientific work, the investigations of weeds,

of poisonous and medicinal plants, and the testing

of seeds ; 38,600 dols. was appropriated for its use

in the past year. The division of Vegetable

Physiology and Pathology, with Mr. B. T. Gallo-

way as chief, finds work for as many as ten

assistants. Potato disease, diseases of fruits and

cereals, and the anatomy of galls, are among the

subjects to which attention is now being given. The

appropriation for the year ending June 30, 1895,

was 26,100 dols. The division of Agrostology comes

Into existence with the first of July, as separate

»«*,
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from the division of Botany. It deals with forage

plant! and grasses, its function being to instruct

and familiarise the people with the habits and uses

of these plants, to investigate their natural history

and adaptability to different soils and climates, to

introduce promising native and foreign kinds into

cultivation, and to identify all grasses and forage

plants which may be sent in for the purpose.

Professor Lamson Sceibneb, its chief, is preparing

a handbook of the United States grasses. He has

two assistants, and the appropriation amounts to

15,000 dols. The Forestry division is under Mr.

B. E. Febnow, with four assistants. Its main work

during the past three years has been the study of

the character and value of the woods of " merchant-

able species." Mr. Febnow has, however, a much
more difficult task in hand, namely, the arousing

and organising public sentiment in favour of a

rational forest policy. Mr. Coultbe's article brings

home the fact that in some things our American

cousins have got a long way ahead of us, Natural

Science.

EOTATION OF CEOPS FOE THE
GARDEN.

One of the most exhausting systems of soil culti-

vation is that of growing the same crop year after

year on the same land, and even on the rich virgin

soils of America it is now becoming recognised that

rotation of crops offers the advantage of distributing

the work of planting, cultivating and harvesting

over a greater period of time, so that a smaller force

of labour can cultivate and care for more crops in

the aggregate than when limited to the short season

adapted to one crop. The labour on both farm and

garden can be utilised to better advantage when a

variety of crops is grown than when but one is

planted. Dr. Chas. O. Flagg, Director of the Rhode
Island Agricultural Experiment Station, has called

attention to this fact in the sixth annual Report of

the station.

In the opinion of most gardeners the one thing

needful for the successful production of crops is an

abundant supply of stable manure, though of late

years the value of artificial fertilisers has also been

recognised.

The growing of profitable crops without the use of

some manurial help is not to be thought of. At the

same time it must be remembered that there are other

practical and economical methods which mnst be

brought into play in the production of crops.

For example, manuring must stand on the same
level with cultivation, drainage, and rotation of crops.

The old-fashioned system of cropping in rotation

has, however, by the very force of circumstances been
almost entirely superseded both on the farm and in

the garden.

The idea that the intelligent arrangement of crops

into a rotation increases the annual yield and helps

improve and preserve the fertility of the soil is not a

new one, nor confined to the days of modern horti-

culture. But if rotation is followed in the garden it

becomes necessary to have more than one system,
because each gardener must be guided to a great
extent by the requirements of the family for which
he has to provide vegetables. And the grower for

sale has to consider the markets, so that it must
frequently happen that some kinds must be produced
in large quantities and in untimely seasons.

The primary reasons for rotation are found in the
soil, and the different demands for food which the
various crops make upon it, as well as difference in

capacity of various plants to collect their food. The
soil serves to fix the plant, and furnishes a
medium through which it may send its roots for food

and moisture, in which capacity it acts as a great
store-house ; and the history of horticulture, so far

as we know it, clearly show that a fertile Boil is one
which has accumulated within it the residue of ages
of previous vegetation, and that it becomes infertile

as this residue is exhausted. The dark- coloured

soil at the surface, varying in depth according to

location, is generally dua to the presence of organic
matter—decaying leaves, stems and roots, with the

decomposing litter from stable manure. This por-

tion of the soil contains by far the larger percentage

of plant-food, and is constantly reinforced by what-

ever fertiliser is applied, by the decay of roots, and

falling leaves, &c.

As plants differ widely in their habit of growth

above ground, so is there a difference below the

surface in the root development. Some have a large

mass of fine thread-like roots, which fill the surface-

soil ; others have large fleshy roots, which penetrate

deep into the subsoil, and draw their supplies of food

from the lower portions of the soil. In this way the

deep-rooted plants grow upon supplies entirely

beyond the reach of those having a Bhallow- rooted

system ; and herein we find a strong reason for the

rotation of crops. Larger crops can be produced by

a judicious combination of shallow and deep-rooted

plants. Again, plants vary in their ability to

secure a sufficient supply of food from the same soil.

It is well known that the Cabbage tribe will thrive

upon land much too poor to grow a good crop of

Onions or Carrots.

The Rothamsted experiments seem to indicate

that the Potato is able to avail itself of a less pro-

portion of the nitrogen of the manure supply than

almost any other garden crop, and the weight of

tubers obtained per acre is consistent in showing how
large is the amount of manure required in proportion

to the quantity of produce obtained.

Some plants, while having sufficient power to

secure an abundance of certain elements, lack the

power to extract the small quantity of some other

ingredient essential to its growth. The white Turnip

and Radishes are a well-known illustration, in that

fertilisers or manures containing a relatively large

amount of soluble phosphates always give the best

crops, notwithstanding the fact that these plants are

not especially rich in their contents of phosphoric

acid. The Turnip and other root crops simply have

a low power of assimilating phosphoric acid from the

soil, and unless a liberal amount of that element is

supplied in a soluble form the crop is lessened.

In rotations, plants which are delicate feeders

should be grown when the soil is full of available

plant food, and be followed by strong feeders which
will secure and use food left by the preceding crop.

For instance, Potatos may follow Peas, and late

Turnips succeed Potatos. When any crop is

removed from the soil it carries certain elements of

fertility with it, and repeated removals of the same

crop without manuring will sooner or later exhaust

most soils of those elements, so that further cultiva-

tion of that crop will be unprofitable. The soil is

said to be worn out. Let that portion of land alone,

and very quickly it would grow up to weeds and
grass—thus Nature begins the slow process of restor-

ing the ground to a condition of fertility through

the growth and decay upon and within the soil of a

variety of wild plants. The rank growth of some of

these plants is Nature's contradiction as to the worn-

out condition of the soil, and proves that the

soil is worn out only as relating to the plants

requiring the same elements in the same or about

the same proportions. A very interesting illustra-

tion of this fact is to be found in one of the Rotham-
Bted experiments, in which a piece of land exhausted

for Wheat-growing has been uncultivated and left to

seed itself since 1882. At the present time (1895) there

are found on this portion of land representatives of

twenty-one different botanical orders of plants. These
are made up of forty-six genera and fifty-one species.

The fifty-one species consist of twenty-two annuals,

two biennials, and twenty-seven perennial plants. It

is also a significant fact that grasses which are of the

same botanical order of plants as Wheat, do not
flourish so well as those of other orders, also that

several leguminous plants have established them-
selves and grow with great vigour, producing flower

and seed in abundance. No cultivated leguminous

crop has been sown here for the past sixty yean
certainly.

We learn from this investigation that the minerals

of the soil which are so necessary to the successful

growth of leguminous plants still exist in sufficient

quantity, whilst the nitrogen which is the ingredient

so essential for cereal crops has become exhausted,

and therefore the grasses are poor for lack of suit-

able food. A good system of rotation with thorough

cultivation would go far toward indefinitely post-

poning the evil day of unprofitable crops.

The same elements serve in the main as food for

most horticnltural plants, but the relative quantities

of each have a wide variation. If 1 ton of each of

the following named crops, in the condition in which

they are marketed or gathered for home consumption,

were taken from the soil, they would remove the

amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash

stated in pounds in the table. The second portion

of the diagram illustrates what would be removed

from the soil by taking away 1 ton of the refuse or

unsaleable portions of these crops :

—

Chemical Constituents contained in One Ton of Marketable
Produce of the following Crops. Quantities in Pounds.

Constituents. 3s
9 SS.

2 a

tan 3.2

1 §on H G& <3« fflB
Ph Jen

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

Nitrogen ... 8 3 i 5 7 15 80

Phosphoric )

acid ...
j" 3 » 2 2 2 3 19

Potash 13 9 6 7 10 11 S3

Chemical Constituents in One Ton of Unsaleable Produce.

-•D" &
si S3 &£ oS

Constituents.! S~a
O 01 a ki

a >
as |ig lis Si
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OT

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

Nitrogen ... 11 8 1 11 5 6 23

Phosphoric (

acid . ... )
3 2 2 3 2 8

Potash ...
j

10 4 5 6 13 3 22

A comparison of the figures shows that there is a
considerable variation in the amounts of plant- food

abstracted from the soil by the growth of these

crops. The quantity of each constituent in the Peas
is seen to be very large, but the mineral food of this

crop is largely drawn from the lower part of the soil

and sub-Boil, while it is able to obtain some consider-

able portion of its nitrogen from the atmosphere

through the friendly bacteria which multiply within

the nodules upon the roots. The large mass of roots

left to decay within the soil, and that of most of the

unsaleable portion of the crop (the haulm) which
should be returned to the land, adds to the quantity

of organic matter, while the mineral elements are

left near the surface for the use of other crops, so

that, instead of an exhausting crop, Peas and similar

leguminous plants, are probably the best renovating

crops which can be grown, and hence should find a

place as often as possible in every sound system of

rotation, whether on the farm or in the garden. In
connection with the foregoing statements, it may be

observed that Peas and Beans grow more favourably

on garden soils that have recently been chalked or

limed. These substances favour the development of

the pod, and the maturation of the seed. Potash

manures and wood-ashes are also extremely helpful

in the same direction, and direct experiments appear

to show that the immediate supply of potash within

the root-range of the plant will probably be sooner

exhausted than will that of lime.

Crops which draw heavily upon the supply of phos-

phoric acid in the soil should be followed by those

which require but little of this element.

Cultivation and stirring the soil frequently pro-

mote the rapid formation of available plant-food I

from the supplies of insoluble material in the soil,

hence hoed crops have an important place in any

rotation as a means of increasing fertility. Broad-

leaved plants favour the development of soluble

plant- food in the soil by furnishing the conditions

necessary for nitrification—that is, partial shade and A

protection from too great heat, while the surface soil
j

is kept more moist because of less evaporation.

Narrow-leaved plants do not shade and pfotectl
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the soil as do broad-leaved ones. It it also a fact
that garden crops vary in the season of their growth,
«=me making most of it in the cool weather of autumn
and spriDg, and others only growing during the heat
of summer. Here we have another important reason
for a rotation of crops. J. J. Willis, Harpenden.
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Forestry.

TREES, SOILS, AND SITUATIONS.
One of the most frequent queries put b) intending

tree-planters is, " What are the best trees to plant

will grow in ordinary soil, providingthelatter contains
nothing of an inimical nature—but growing and
thriving are different terms. Soil, of course, is not
the only requisite for healthy vegetable growth, any
more than food is the only thing necessary for
animals, climate and situation being of equa

Fig. 68.

—

cactus dahlia 'mbs. wilson noble": colour, bbiuht saljion.

CACTUS DAHLIA
"MRS. "WILSON NOBLE."

The bloom shown in our illustration, fig. 68, was
exhibited by Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, of Crawley,
at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society
held on Tuesday, August 13, and September 5, this

jear ; the variety on the latter occasion receiving an
Award of Merit. The flower exhibits most of the
points characteristic of the modern race of Cactus
Dahlias, as is well shown in the illustration

; and
the colour is bright salmon-pink.

on this or that paiticular soil ? " Answers to this

question are usually plentiful enough, and lists of

trees which have proved suitable for every typical

soil may be found in every work which deals with

arboriculture. The fact nevertheless remains, that

nothing is more uncertain than the failure or success

of any genus or species of tree in any particular

soil, and little short of actual experience, extending

over a series of years, enables us to definitely say

that a certain species will or will not thrive on a

specified site. Generally speaking, any kind of plant

importance as essentials to success. Providing the

latter are suitable, the question of soil becomes
of less importance, although it must not be forgotten

that soil may greatly modify the effects of climate

and situation, and vice vend, especially in regard

to frost, aerial moisture and temperature, rain-

fall, &c. The species of tree tried has also

much to do with these influences, seme trees being

more affected by soil, while with others climate and

situation seem to play the more important part.

Our usually imperfect knowledge of the constituents
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of the subsoil accounts for a good deal of what

appears to be inexplicable. Sadden variations in the

lower strata may cause a warm soil to become sud-

denly cold and wet at a particular spot, or be the

.
means of fertility being replaced by poverty, thus

checking and retarding growth. All these uncertain-

ties make tree-planting more or less of a speculation,

although in extensive planting operations the occur-

rence of blanks and failures is always anticipated to

some extent, and we are usually satisfied if the general

results are good. Where individual trees are par-

ticularly wanted, as in the case of an avenue, how-
ever, the success of a tree, or a few trees, on a certain

lite, is often an important matter. Nothing spoils

the appearance of a short avenue more than a few
stunted trees here and there along its line, destroy-

ing, as they do, that uniformity which we look for in a

regular design. In long avenues, slight irregularities

are inevitable, and do not interfere with the general

effect, a case in point being the Long Walk in

Windsor Park, where storms have made frequent

gaps, and differences in the size of the trees, due
to soil, may also be observed. Most persons, again,

have their favourite kinds of trees, and when
planting, naturally wish them to be represented as

much as possible, whether the soil and sitnation are

suitable or not. While in most cases, therefore,

species which are evidently not at home may be
avoided when planting, or removed when already
present, there may be other cases where it may
be worth while to take some trouble in order to

overcome unfavourable conditions of soil or situation.

How this may be done depends, of course, upon
the conditions which it is desirable to bring about or
to remedy, as the case may be. In many instances the
situation alone is at fault, either through its cold
exposure or inclination to the sun. The native
habitat and characteristics of growth of introduced
trees require careful consideration—more so, perhaps,
than they usually receive. Our summers are, as a
rnle, highly favourable to the growth of all kinds of
trees ; but our springs and autumns are too
treacherous and uncertain to ensure the uninjured
growth of the young shoot in the former, and its

proper ripening in the latter season. To this fact

alone much of the non-succes3 of our introductions
may be traced, as when either of these conditions
repeatedly fail, the free gTowth and characteristic

form of the tree are destroyed. Most of the Conifers
are shallow rooters, liking plenty of moistare both in
the air and soil, providing that in the la'ter is not
stagnant. This is especially the case with the
genera Picea and Abies, both o' which are mostly
natives of mountain regions with cool and moist
climates. For inch trees, hot and dry situations
are quite unsuited, and on so'ls o' a generally dry
nature, cool and shady situations should be given
either on a north slope, or where they are shaded
by other trees from the morning and afternoon sun.
By reason of its deeper root system, the genus Abies
is better able to withstand drought and surface
dryness. The tendency of the members of this genus
to commence growth before the spring frosts are
over, however, renders a cool situation desirable in
their case also, unless shelter be provided in the
shape of surrounding trees. Pines, on the other
hand, usually stand drought well, and succeed on
dry, gravelly soils, with thorough drainage.

Ajtet-ioratios of the Son..

Where it is evident that the soil is to blame for
the failure of a particular species, the question arises
as to whether its mechanical, or chemical ca-.ure
is at fault. If the first-named, the necessary
alteration may often be made by the addition and
intermixture of clay, sand, leaf-mould, &c, with the
natural soil, according as tenacity or porosity may
be its predominating feature. Conifers being shallow
rooters, the preparation of the soil to a moderate
depth will be sufficient; and if a small area be dealt
with at first, it can be gradually extended as growth
proceeds. The tree itself will be a good indication
of the necessity for this extension, and it may be
that, when once thoroughly established, it will be
found to accommodate itself fairly well to its sur-

roundings, and further help may be dispensed with.

The warmth and moisture of the Boil can also be

regulated to a great extent by drainage, rough Btone

drains, a foot or IS inches below the surface, being

sufficient to aerate the soil, and prevent stagnation.

The chemical nature of the soil is perhaps the most

difficult to alter without going to considerable

trouble and expense. Trees often fail because some

inimical compound, or an excessive proportion of

some element, such as lime, magnesia, iron, or an

organic acid, is present, than on acconnt of the

absence from the soil of one or more of the necessary

constituents of plant- food.

The excessive proportion of any elem?nt can be

neutralised by the addition of lime or leaf-mould,

according as the excess is acid or alkaline in its

nature ; but as this is only practicable on a small

scale, the nltimate result of such work is rarely

satisfactory. However carefully a patch of soil may
be prepared, the roots are sure to push out beyond

it, and get into the unfavourable soil beyond. In
such cases, it is only waste of time to plant trees

which are evidently unsuited to the soil, and only a

careful choice of species will have satisfactory

results.

Both on dry and shallow or on unsuitable soils of

any kind, much may be done by mulching or top-

dressing the surface to modify or contract unfavour-

able conditions. Almost any kind of loamy or leafy

soil, old garden refuse, or turf parings will do for

this purpose, and if the known preference of the tree

for a particular soil can receive attention, so mnch
the better. The soil should be lightly worked into

the surface, but not so much so as to disturb the

roots to any great extent. Mulchings oi leaf-mould or

short grass are also useful in retaining moisture, and
improving the mechanical and physical condition of

the soil. Oa lawns or places where a neat appear-

ance is of consequence, these top-dressings must be

confined to trees whose branches sweep the ground,

otherwise the lawn will be broken and unsightly.

This can be avoided, however, by removing the turf

and old surface soil to a depth of a few inches, and
replacing the former after some good, new loam has
been added.

There is little donbt that the freshness and vigour

of all specimen trees might be greatly increased

by the timely addition of suitable soils and composts
to the surface, instead of leaving them to take their

chanee of growing, lingering, or dying, A. C. Forbes.

N U R S ERY N T E 8,

MESSES. T. EIVEE3 & SON, SA.WBBIDGE-
WOBTH.

Pbobably fruit gossip is never indulged in more
freely than in the months of September and October.

The varying conditions of soil and climate have

raised and depressed our hopes alternately many
times during the season, but now the result is no
longer the subject of speculation or anxiety—the

time has oome when congratulations may be offered.

Much labour has been lately required to harvest the

fruit, and the produce already making itself felt in

the fruit-room is proof that the present season has

been a favourable one—at least, there are few fruit

growers who will be disposed to complain in regard

to it. A week or so ago the visitor might have seen

an excellent crop of Apples at the Sawbridgeworth

nurseries of Messrs. T. Bivers & Son ; and Pears also,

though fewer in number, are a fair average crop, and

the fruit is good. Plums have not borne anything

like the crop they did last season, but then the yield

was enormous. Although this is an aspect of these

nurseries that may be less interesting than the

inspection and study of the young fruit trees of every

description that are being grown for distribution, it

is one worthy of remark in passing, because in a

measure it shows Mr. Bivers' faith in fruit-growing

for profit. To the objection of the inveteiate

grumbler, that nurserymen produce the trees, attempt

to create or foster a market for them, by inducing

others to plant them for profit, but who find it more

easy to grow trees than th«ir produce at a profit,

Mr. Bivers might say, " But I practise both ;
much

of the land that can be spared is planted with trees

in ordinary orchard method, for the very purpose of

supplying fruit for marketing." Mr. Bivers is indeed

a market-grower as well as a successful nursery-

man and fruit raiser. Another fact the visitor

may notice is, that in the matter of varieties,

and especially in the case of Plums, those

which have been planted for the above purpose

are to a very large extent varieties which have been

raised from seed by Mr. Eivers himself, or his late

father.

Turning from this part oi the business to that of

fruit-tree raising for distribution, the culture is

only such as might be expected under the direction

of a firm that has been long known for first-class

fruit culture, and for extraordinary results in the

raising of seedling varieties of fruit.

Apples being rightly regarded as the most important

of domestic fruits, are grown in very large numbers.

Different formed trees, suitable for orchard culture,

or for the garden, and even the suburban villa garden,

abound, and the training they receive, whether the

trees are intended for orchard standards or half-

standards, garden pyramids or bushes, or for plant-

ing at the foot of walls, as well as the differently

trained espalier trees, is such as has been found by

loDg and wide experience to be best, and the young

trees look well and healthy. It is hardly needful to

say that all good standard varieties are included in

the collection, but in addition to these there may be

seen a good seedling variety named Bivers' Codlin,

excellent for cooking purposes, of large size,

attractive colour, rich in flavour, and firmer in flesh

than Codlins in general. The fruit can be used

from September nntil December, and the tree is a

good grower. Early Eivers, which is recommended

as an improvement upon Lord Suffield, and Eivers

Early Peach, almost similar to Irish Peach, but

rather earlier, may be mentioned.

Pear trees are looking in the best of health

;

many of the youngest trees have made quite average

growth, others are a little shorter, owing to the dis-

couraging character of early summer. Taking the

promise at the end of June, however, with the

actual facts in September, the result is surprising.

The pyramidal system of training is very popular as

applied to Pears, and numerous good examples of

this style are noticed, but for many kinds no training

is more satisfactory than the bush. Amongst an

excellent lot of treeB intended for walls and espaliers,

Cordons looked very fine. In June these trees are

looked over, and the more robust shoots stopped to

four or five buds, leaving all others intact. Early in

October all the shoots are pruned down to three

eyes. Such is the pruning that Mr. Eivers' has found

successful. Some of the seedlings raised at this

nursery are among the best kinds in commerce and

include Conference, Pertility, Dr. Hogg, Beacon, and

Magnate. Dr. Hogg and Beacon require to be

double-grafted, but with this attention they give

abundant satisfaction.

Piums can only be placed second in importance to

Apples, and the growth upon these, was even better

than that on any of the fruit trees if we except

Cherries. Mr. Bivers has raised numerous varieties

of Plums, aBd all of them are well known for their

value. Of dessert varieties we need only mention

Grand Dake, Late Eivers, Monarch, The Czar, and

Early Favourite ; and of kitchen varieties, Early

Prolific, Late Prolific, Sultan, Autumn Compote,

Blue Prolific, and Bittern. Early Traniparent

Gage is earlier by about ten days than the old

Transparent, but fruitB of Golden Transparent and

Late Transparent were still hanging, and luscious

rich fruits they were. We were Bhown a new variety

upon several young trees, at present without a

name. The fiuits were quite hard, will ripen in

October, and being like Monarch in appearance,

but longer, the value of this seedling may be con-

siderable. The flavour is described as good, and the

stone very free. Cherries, we have already re-

marked, looked strong and well. All fruit inside

and out has been long gathered, but mention
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deserve! to be made of Early Rivers, a seed-

ling raised by Mr. Rivers, and one of the very

best for market, and for a general crop in July,

or in orchard-houses a month earlier. Apricots are

grown almost exclusively for planting against walls,

or as bushes in pots, and an excellent lot of the

latter ware of splendid appearance.

Peaches and Nectarine?, as everyone knows,
receive a large share of attention from this

firm, and trees of most kinds are prepared
for planting in ont-of-door positions. Damsons,
Raspberries, QuinceB, Crabs, Strawberries, Goose-
berries, Currants, and Nuts are all looked after,

but we must pass from the out-of-door department
to orchard-house subjects.

Fbuit Trees in Pots.

If favourable terms are used in describing the

general condition of the trees outside, and the

success of the methods of culture adopted there,

what must one say when speaking of the orchard-

house trees here ? How highly must we praise the

pyramidal Peach trees in pots, the Apples and Pears

in pots, and the marvellous pot Vines. Here we are

dealing with the specialties of the firm, and with
culture that is frequently imitated, but has never

been su> passed in any other place. Let us look

at a couple of excellent span-roofed houses full

of pyramidal Peach-trees, really pyramidal in shape,

each shoot as regular as if placed, yet aa

perfect in its way as the old-fashioned pyramidal

Azaleas that were trained with such precision.

Of course, the fruit-tree has shoots all quite

free of each other, but the regularity of the growth,

and the altogether unique appearance of those

trees from 8 to 11 feet high, must be seen to be
believed. Then what crops they carry ! A tree of

Salway was still ungathered, the fruits being not yet

ripe, and upon this specimen there were about seven

dozen fruits, and of good quality. It may be useful to

remark that these trees are potted into two- thirds

loam and one-third decomposed manure, and they are

afterwards top-dressed twice during the season with

kiln dust and horse-droppings. None of the trees are

rooted through into the borders, but they have all a

mass of fibrous roots at the top of the pots, attracted

there by the surface dressings. These roots are

treated as annual, and if the plant is not to be re-

potted the following season, they are taken away,

and as much of the top-soil removed as possible, and

fresh added. On the other hand, if the tree is to be re-

potted, it is taken out of the pot, and the ball reduced

by about one-third by a special tool ; and unless it

is to be grown on to larger size, it is then put back

into the same pot, which is well cleaned and

thoroughly drained. In this way it is remarkable

that trees are kept in robust health and capital

bearing condition for years and years. It is very

interesting to view the original plants of many of

Messrs. Rivers' seedling Peaches and Nectarines, such

as Lord Napier and others that have been in commerce

many years, yet the original seedlings bear freely now in

pots. The list of Peaches raised from seed by Messrs.

Rivers is far too long to be given here, but we are

indebted to this firm for many standard varieties

;

and the Nectarines, with same origin, are almost as

numerous, and include Rivers' Orange, Spencer,

Lord Napier, Stanwick Elruge, Pine - apple,

Humboldt, Albert Victor, and last, but first in

importance, Rivers' Early, raised by Mr. T. Francis

Rivers, and certificated in 1892. It is said to ripen

twenty-one days before Lord Napier. Already this

variety has become well distributed, and Messrs.

Rivers are preparing an immense stock, as the value

of the variety deserves. Trees of all sizes, in pots, of

Peaches and Nectarines, and trained in excellent

manner as far as they have grown, wera noticed.

On Apples, Pears, and Plums, we cannot now dwell,

but all of them are well done.

A large house of young Fig trees in pots we
would mention in order to recommend this crop to

those who have never tried Figs under suitable

conditions. There is no more prolific crop, or one

which will better repay labour and expense, pro-

viding the fruit is liked. Plenty of heat, moisture,

and air, with some method of restricting the roots, and
a simple method of pruning, which consists chiefly in

thinning the shoots out by removing the least desir-

able ones altogether, and a little stopping of gross

growths during summer, constitute satisfactory cul-

ture. We have only briefly mentioned the Vines in

pots for forcing early next season. When these are

seen, the fact that their culture has become specialised

here is comprehended at once. It is not safe to

quote figures, but something like 3000 have been

grown this season, and the well-ripened, short-

jointed, strong canes tell their own tale, and are

their own recommendation. Mush more that we
might say of this establishment must be omitted

;

our notes are already longer than we bad intended.

METHOD OF VENTILATING
TOMATO-HOUSES.

A new ventilator, designed by Mr. F. D. Woolf,

Severn Nursery, Shirley, Southampton, for use in

early Tomato, Vine, and other houses, is illustrated

by the following figures :

—

JD
No. 2.

No. 3.

FlO.,69.—A VENTILATOR FOR EARLY FORCING-HOUSES.

No. 1 represents the front view of the ventilator

when fixed to the hot-water pipe.and shows perforated

front 18 by 6 inches, through which heated air passes

into the house.

No. 2 represents the back of the ventilator when
fixed, and shows an aperture 9 by 2J inches, through

which the cold air passes from No. 3.

No. 3 has one end fixed into the outside wall of

the house, from which a brick is rf moved, the other

end passing through the opening at back of ventilator

shown in No. 2.

The cold air passes through No. 3 from the open
into the back of ventilator, and is heated to the tem-
perature of the house before passing through the

perforated front shown in No. 1.

The ventilator is made in sections, and can be

applied to any existing house having a service of

hot-water pipes near the front wall of a lean-to and
both walls of a span-roof houBe.

The patentee, Mr. F. D. Woolf, Severn Nursery,

Shirley, Hants, claims that by its nse a constant and
efficient circulation of warm air can be maintained

night and day at all seasons of the year, and that it

will prove of great worth as a preventive of disease

in Tomatos.

ARISTOLOCHIIA ELEGANS IN
AFRICA.

Ahistolochia elegans, Masters, was firot described

and figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle (n. s., xxiv.

(1885), p. 301, fig. 64), from a plant cultivated by

Mr. William Bull, who introduced it from Brazil.

Dr. Masters states, in the place cited, that the plant

is a native of Rio, where it was collected by Glaziou

(n. 13,163), whose specimens are in the Kew Her-

barium. He also goes on to say :—" It is singular

that, so beantiful a plant, native of so well-known a

botanical district, should not previously have been

introduced or described."

But it would appear not to be a native of Rio
Janeiro, or even of the province of that name, not-
withstanding the specimens in the Kew Herbarium
labelled " Environs of Kio Janeiro." It is now well
known that many of Gloziou's specimens labelled
thus at Kew are from distant provinces, and some are
from cultivated plants. Besides Glaziou's specimens
there is one at Kew, undoubtedly of the same species,

from the distant inti-rior of Brazil. It is labelled :

"On the Parana, 2G° to 27° S. lat., D. Parodi."
This was received at Kew early in 1883, but the

specimen being a poor one, was not recognised by
Dr. Masters, or more probably not seen by him.

Aristolochia elegans is then, in all probability, at

home on the banks of the Parana River, some 700 or

800 miles westward of Rio Janeiro. It is true that

Parodi's specimen is doubtingly referred to this

species in the Botanical Magazine (t. 6909), but I Bee

no reason for the doubt.

The most remarkable fact in the history of this

plant is to come. A few days ago Sir John Kirk,

who has lately returned from Mb special mission to

the Niger Protectorate, brought to Kew specimens and

seeds of what struck him as a highly-ornamental Aris-

tolochia, which he collected near the landing-place

at the mouth of the Brass River, W. Tropical Africp,

It was so unlike any Aristolochia in the herbarium

from Africa, though from a locality where one would
have expected it to have been collected before, that

Sir John Kirk was questioned as to the probability

of its being introduced. He replied that it was

growing plentifully in the grass, and had every appear-

ance of being indigenous. At first it seemed likely

that it had been introduced with ballast from Brazil
;

but if it is a native of the interior only of the latter

country, this explanation seems hardly sufficient.

On the other hand, it is exceedingly unlikely that it

is a native of Africa and Western Brazil. There is

little doubt that several American plants have

reached West Africa accidentally, and have become

so thoroughly naturalised as to have every appearance

of being at home. Is this one ? W. Botting Hemsley.

STRAWBERRIES.
As far as blooming was concerned in these parts,

it has been a marvellous year ; some of the large

Strawberry plantations were more beautiful than

usual, and where they were fortunate enough to get

rain, there must have been a paying produce, while in

others, the long drought serious,y affected the crop.

It was so with my garden, there being no rainfall

for weeks, and so the large quantity of blossom set

badly, and in most instances, the plants suffered,

and the fruit was deteriorated.

I am induced to make a few remarks, after reading

Mr. G. WytheB' note on the subject. My soil is a

light stony one, resting on gravel, &c, therefore dry

naturally. It suite British Qaeen, and the plants

not only grow strongly, but this year threw up an

immense quantity of flowers, and though owing to

the hot dry weather a number 'went blind," still I

had a good crop of fairly large deliciously-fiavoured

fruit, and fine in colour—but now com? s the carious

part to notice. Mr. G. Wythes calls the British Queen
a late sort, and yet it ripened some of the berries

before and equal with the Vicountess nericirt de

Thury growing in a bed adjoining, while the latter

was not half the size, and of decidedly worse quality.

I have dug up the whole bed. I never cared for it

never found it equal to some others, and shall not

plant this variety again. It is over-estimated.-

Another good Strawberry generally, Vicountess, this

year would not grow out, though the fruit was by no

means small ; still, the drought and heat had such

an effect, that the paints were not only not coloured,

but absolutely dry and hard, and even green in some

cases. Still, as it is uiually a good bearer of rich-

coloured, welt-flavoured berries, I have left it for

another year. Now of Waterloo. As to its worth

generally, I may say I like it much, and it has done

well, the fruit being delicious. One thing I may
mention is this : I have known persons able to

eat this variety without the inconvenience that haa

too often arisen after partaking of Sir Joseph
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Paxton, Sir Charles Napier, and some others.

However, this year " Waterloo " was fairly burnt np.

It broiled in the sun, and was nearly useless, I

think it is an uncertain " doer," and wants the

soil and season "just right," and then, in my opinion,

it is distinct, well worth having, and by its peculiar

flavour, " stands alone." Of this I have made a fresh

bed, and hope for better things next year.

Now I come to another sort, "White Knight."

This seems to be a capricious variety, for Mr. Bun-

yard, and some others, have taken it out of their

catalogue as "useless." And yet with me this gTew

strongly, bloomed freely, and bore some very fine,

excellent, and well-flavonredj berries. Everyone

that tasted it wanted more, and I may add that

it was quite equal to, if it did not surpass, British

Queen. So pleased am I, that I have planted several

more rows. The colour is a light bright vermilion

on the sunny side, the rest a blush to clear white,

with white flesh. Perhaps the season and soil both

Buit ; but however that may be, it was " very good,"

and early.

Of course, for next year I have put in a few plants

of Royal Sovereign, also Laxton's Latest of All,

A. F. Barron, and a sort I have generally found

worth growing, Sir Charles Napier, bright, hand-

some and useful; and a seedling of my own, with

very ugly berries, bnt of excellent flavour. It is

covered closely with seeds, and dull in colour, but

with rich red pulp. Is a very strong grower, and

hardy, and I like it, My object in writing is to

point out that as soil, position, and seasons vary so

much, is it not well to try some sorts that even have
" a bad name" as delicate growers, and amongst
these are some of the best, such as British Qieen,

Dr. Hogg, and with me White Knight? Harrison

Weir, SeienoaJiS.

Home Correspondence.

A SUNDAY MORNING AMONG THE WA3P8.—
On the afternoon of Saturday, September 7, there

came such a raid of wasps (Veapa vulgaris) into our

Peach-cases, making such an onslaught on our

Peachea and Nectarines, more especially the latter,

as almost to threaten their speedy disappearance,

that made me resolve when Sunday morning came
to gather the fruit . I am almost ashamed to

confesa that by the time we got there the sun was
already high in the meridian, and our Peach- case

very much more in possession of the enemy than it

was the evening before. S3 firm and multitudinous

a footing had they obtained, that it was completely
out of the question to attempt to gather fruit with any
reasonable degree of safety. There was no time
to lose, and it was evident that if any of the

fruit was to be saved, the enemy would have to be
dislodged. Therefore to this end it occurred to me
that I might treat them to a dose of "XL All"
vaporiser. Two of these fumigators were procured,

lit, pnt into position, and the house Bhut up as closely

as we possibly could. We stood safely outside, ex-
ceedingly interested, watching through the glass the

gradual discomfiture and final death in this lethal

chamber of those hosts of wasps. It was curious to

note how, when the wasps found there was some-
thing amiss, they left off feeding, took to wing,
flew wildly against the glass, and finally dropped
dead. There were also in the house a number of
blue-bottle flies (Calliphora vomitoria). These
fought against the nicotine fumes much longer than
the wasps, being evidently much stronger or less

sensitive in their respiratory organs. On this point,

some entomological reader might kindly throw some
light for our edification. Whilst looking on, I

observed one of the vaporising- pans was about empty,
and being desirous of continuing the vaporising a
little longer, I went in, passed to the far end of the
house (75 feet), where the bottle containing the
essence of nicotine had been left; by the time I

got back and poured some into the pan I had more
experience than I cared for of its potency. It got
into my nose and throat, and made my eyes ruu
with water, so that I was only too glad to rush out
into the fresh air. Needless to say, that after this

we gathered the fruit comfortably, nor was it a bit

the worse for the vaporising fames which had so

effectually cleared the house of wasps. W. Miller,

Combe Abbey, Sept. 13.

FRUIT-TREE8 ON OUR HOU8E-TOPS. — Your
recent leader on this subject recalls many efforts in

this direction made through a considerable portion

of the last half-century. The majority of these

proved so abundantly successful, that I advocated

roof culture of fruit strongly in many directions as a

ready means of paying the rent of cottages by
cultivating the enlarged areas and improved sites

over our heads. For one striking advantage of

roof culture is that the most grasping landlord can
hardly charge any additional rent of the tenant for

clothing hia roof with plenty of fruit, and thus

adorning his property with higher beauty. As you,

however, very properly observe, tenants need greater,

longer security of tenure and against disturbance, as

well as simpler, easier means of obtaining compensa-
tion for unexhausted improvements before they can
be expected to invest much money or skill in adding
to the value or beauty of other people's property.

In most of the mral districts where courses of

lectures have been given on fruit culture, the more
intelligent of the working classes are becoming
experts, more or less, in fruit, vegetable, and
flower-growing. And what with continuation-

classes in all directions, in which horticulture and
agriculture may be taught and horticulture adopted,

as a subject for praise and pay in all our elementary

schools, it may be hoped that every householder or

his children will soon be sufficiently taught in the

mysteries of plant life and the secrets of successful

culture as to be able to make the moat and best

of his small holdings, allotment gardens, and house-

tops. The latter, though so seldom turned to prac-

tical and profitable account, are by no means the

least important. It may surprise some to see vege-

tables named in connection with roof culture or

clothing. But snrely our warmest aspects are

admirable for Tomatos, and just the place to waken
them up out of the sleepy disease if anything can do
it. And the Aubergines, or Egg-plants, seem coming
in at last. Who shall say how soon they may startle

the natives by growing their useful eggs of all shapes,

colours, sizes on the house-tops. How grand and
gorgeous our Marrows and G ourds would look on
our house-tops, while scarlet and other runners
would have garlands of baauty, as well as send down
bushels of sweet plenty from the same coign of

vantage. Those who have seen and smelt the
indescribable medleys of fragrance and beauty
running wild on house-tops from Roses, Honey-
suckles, Jasmines, Clematis will hasten to clothe

their roo's with flowers. Profit, however, may ba
g-ithered, as well as pleasure, from flowers on roofs.

Covered with Marshal Niel or other Tea Roses,

such as G nrys, Win. Allan R'chardson, NiphetO',
climbing D_-vonienBis, Hon.ee, &;, housetops
might be covered and coined into gold. Then as to

frnit. Oar roofs are so varied ia size, so different

in aspect, that the whole of them may be clothed
with fruits of some sort from the luscious Gape and
Fig to the winesome Pium and the acid Morello
Cherry. Hardiest for the north and eaBt, tenderest

to the south and west. Apples, Peara, P.ums,
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Gapes, Gooseberries.

Currants, Blackberries may all be mounted and
marshalled to good pn-poae on or over the roofs of

our dwelling-houses, factories, stables, cow-sheds,

and other buildings. Of course, the lower the
buildings the nearer the roofs are to the ground,
and the easier it is to reach them. Roofa may also

be posted so much and so completely in the teeth of

the wind that only the hardiest plants conld
grow to much or any good progress. But on average
roofs, most of our frnit grow to profit, certainly

into verdure and beauty. Certain cautions, however,
are needful to command success. Careful selection

of varieties for localities, and for house-top sites.

Skilful preparation of suitable root-runs. Tae
raising of the trees from G inches to a foot clear of

the roof, 9 inches is a good average. Otherwise
during scorching hot days on house-tops, leaves and
fruits alike will often be scorched. Pears, Figs,

Grapes, Plums, are particularly liable to this on
Bummer and autumn days, without a speck of cloud

from dawn to dark. There is yet one more danger,

and that is from cutting draughts on honse-tops.
Uj the sides or ends of prevailing cold or strong
winds a deal or pine shelter should be run np from
the roof to the level of the fruit trees or bushes,

fl >wers, &:. I observe you advocate protection for

Fig trees on roofs. My experience is that they are

far hardier, safer, more fruitful without it. The
zero frosts of last February, and the sad
havoc it has made among fine outside Figs, has not
modified my opinion ; for my latest observations

show but little difference between the present state

of Figs with and without protection through
February. Bat what difference there is seems in

favour of the out-of-door Figs that have had no pro-

tection for years. Our roof and wall Figs in the

open under rational treatment, that is, a starving

regimen, suffer less from the frosts of winter,

however severe, than the chills and changes of

spring. And everyone will admit that the pro-

tected Fig finds itself in a very much worse vital and
physical condition to contend with our erratic

springs than the unprotected one, which has already
withstood the winter in the open. D. T. Fish.

THE CHI8WICK VEQETARIAN LUNCHEON.—

I

notice in the Gardeners' Chronicle, September 14,

a menu of a " vegetarian "luncheon given atChiswick
at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

In looking through it, I find such things as eggs,

cheese, and butter, not to mention milk and cakes.

Now I always like to learn, and although I know
that some, fowls make better " layers " than others,

and might consequently come under the care of the
National Carnation and Picotee Society, still, will

some one kindly inform me how they (the fowls),

cows, and goats flower, and the best way to raise

them from seed or cuttings. W. M.

DOUBLE DAISIES.—The chief cause of the neglect

of these hardy flowers in spring bedding, is no doubt
their average lateness in blooming. Could anyone
introduce a variety that would begin to bloom from
the middle or end of March onward, then a great

gain would lesult ; commonly they begin to flower

from the middle or end of April, and are usually at

their best during May, that is too late for bulba,

most of which bloom in April. No bedding plant

for producing a carpet of colour can be better

than is the blood red. The Giant White and
Mottled are also effective. We can easily have
Myosotis diBsitiflora, our earliest Forget-me-Not,
which should always be raised from seed, in bloom
throughout April ; also coloured Primroses, selected

early Violas from old plants, Ajbrietias, Arabis,
Doronicum plautaginenm, and some other pretty

hardy things, and to have Daisies a month later is

annoying. If there were not summer bedding
exigencies, it would matter less, bw, where those
exist, then Daisies are too late. A. D [The jilant

reverts largely after a few years, if not so much in

regard to colour at least in doubleness ; and although
a "double" flower, the whole of the organs of pro-
pagation are not suppressed, hence the plants fill the
flower-beds with seedlings which of itself becomes in

time a nuisance. Ed]

OAK GALL AND OAK- APPLE.—In last week's
answers to correspondents it is s:atsd that these
terms are synonymou?. Of course, an Oak-apple is

an Oik-gall, yet I venture to think that a distinction

is commonly drawn from a popular point of view.
The spongy Oak-gall (produced by Teras terminals ),

sacred to the memory of King Charles, is the tine

Oak-apple, whereas the hard round gall (produced
by Cynips Kollari), which first appeared in this

country about forty y;ara ago, is more usually called

the Oak-gall, although not nnfrequently also desig-

nated Oak-apple. Moreover, there are many native
kinds of Oak-galls which would never be called

Oat-apples. Your reply was light, and it was wrong.
It all depends upon the nature of the query, or what
was intended thereby. H. NcLachlan. [Oar corre-

spondent's inquiry related to the Oak-apple, as we
thought, but the wording wa3 not too clear on that

. point. Ed "]

PEACHE8 AND NECTARINE8 ON THE OPEN
WALL.—Daring the past few years we have heard
much less than formerly of failures of Peaches and
Nectarines on open walls. It is not so long ago the
cywent up, and I believe there were many gar-
deners of the opinion, that owing to adverse seasons
it was not worfh the trouble to cultivate the Peach
on unprotected garden walls. Whether or not there
was generally in the south any reason for this opinion
being held, I am enabled to vouch for the correctness
of the statement that for the last twelve years, with
two or three exceptions, the crops at Mereworth
have been exceptionally heavy, and the quality of

the fruits good; and, on the whole, the Peach trees

have cropped as well as Tear and A pole trees, or, in

fact, as any other kind of frnit grown in these
gardens. I can see no reason why, with ordinary
attention, the same should not continue. One thing,
however, is certain; it is of no use depending upon
old trees for throwing good crops of fruit ; but
young trees of good varieties, if well attended
to, will afford, in the majority of years, good

.
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results, la the less favonrablo parte of the country
a full south aapect is necessary, and the latest
varieties should be discarded, the fruit not
ripening satisfactorily, excepting in warm gardens.
Here I may mention we have 420 yards, 210 yards
in each stretch, facing south-east, and which never
gets any sun after 2 p.m., and it is from the trees

on these walls that the best fruits are gathered. One
of these walls is planted with the trees on the level,

and those on the other on a raised border. Those trees
which are planted on the level border always do the
best, keeping freer from insects, and requiring less

water at the roots and overhead syringing—in fact,

it is seldom that water is artificially applied ; neither
do we mulch the roots with manure, but afford a
good sprinkling of poultry-manure, carefully pricking
it in during the early spring. This dressing benefits
the trees wonderfully. Thin training is another
point of importance which is practised, so that the
wood, not being crowded together, gets well ripened.
I always disbud very gradually, extending the
operation over many weeks. Very little pruning
is required, and the trees suffer no check.
Thanks to Messrs. Rivers, we have now many good
early and late varieties of Peaches and Nectarines,

which prolong the season considerably. The early

American varieties have several points in their

favour. Waterloo and Hale's Early are very useful

fruits; that valuable variety, Rivers' Early York,
follows quickly, and Early Louise ripens at a useful

time, while Alice and Condor are not to be despised.

The beBt of the mid-season Peaches are Dymond,
Royal George, Stirling Castle, Grosse Mignonne,
and Goshawk. Noblesse, Royal Charlotte, Barring-
ton, Gladstone, and Admirable are useful to follow
these. Of Nectarines, Lord Napier, Elruge, Stan-
wick, Pine-apple, Humboldt, and Pitmaston Orange
are marvels of goodness. Another early Nectarine,

and one which, in my opinion, has a future, is Early
Rivers, which ripens about ten days earlier than Lord
Napier, which appears to be very free. The
fruits are very luscious, and resemble those of

Lord Napier. Peach trees require planty of apace,

as will appear when I state that some trees

planted eleven years ago at 21 feet apart, now cover
the entire allotted space and more, some being
fully 28 feet across. When these trees had
been planted four years, I was advised to lift

them, but as I was anxious to get the walls

covered, I left them alone, with the result that

as the trees grew they soon began to fruit with
great freedom. That the Peach thrives and pro-

duces the best fruit and keeps freer from insect pests

when growing in a firm soil I have had ample proof.

It is said by some gardeners no manure should be

applied at the time of planting the young trees, but

this depends entirely on the nature of the soil. If

it be poor, something should be added to encourage
free but not groBs growth. Well-decayed manure
should at all times be incorporated with the soil, but

should the loam be somewhat heavy, a less decayed
manure is better together with plenty of lime rub-

bish. All good cultivators understand the value of

drainage wherever these fruits are grown, and the

amount of this should always be regulated in ac-

cordance with the nature of the soil. H. Markham,
Me.reworth, Maidstone.

EXTRAORDINARY 8INQLE LEAVE8 ON THE
VICTORIA REQIA.—From the measurements given

in a recent issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle of

leaves of the Victoria Regia in the Royal Botanic
Society's Garden, Regent's Park, London, it would
appear as though some of the leaves upon a plant

of the same species growing in the Sheffield Botanic

tiarden are still larger. I have never seen a

more vigorous plant, or one with finer leaves,

than the Sheffield specimen. The tank in which
the plant i« growing is 28 feet in diameter,
and even this width is insufficient for the
leaves to develop fully, as they get damaged by being
squeezed against the sides of the tank. The surface

ot the water is entirely covered with leaves; the
flowers are large and numerous, and at the time of

writing there are flower-buds in various stages of

development showing above the surface of the

water. To-day, September 21, the largest leaf

measured was 7 feet 3$ inches in diameter, inside

measurement, with a turned up margin 8£ inches

high, which gives the full measurement of

7 feet 10.V inches diameter. The next largest

leaf is 7 feet 2 inches. Then there are three of

7 feet 1 inch, and two of 7 feet ; two younger leaves,

each G\ feet, and another 5A feet. There are also

upon the plant three smaller ones. Four leaves

have been cut from the plant, each of which measured

upwards of 7 feet in diameter. All the above
measurements were taken inside, without calculating
the rims, which vary from 3 to 4 inches in depth.
William Harrow.

THE CHISWICK TRIAL8.—I can quite understand
" A. D.'s " reluctance to abolish or reduce frivolous
and unproductive "trade" trials at Chiswick, and deal
instead with what Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, in his

address, calls " fundamental questions," which he
considers a noteworthy feature of modern vegetable
physiology. The occupation of the committees would
in some cases, I fear, be gone. Mr. Thiselton Dyer's
paper, of absorbing interest, reads like a romance ; and
who knows but that when "A. D.'s" Committees rise

to the occasion and perform similarly interesting
and careful work in the sphere of horticul-
ture, we may yet live to read papers as en-
tertaining from Chiswick, where the materials
might, I think, in time be found. At present, many
of the deliberations there are, to say the least,
" drumlie," and one would not wonder if in the re-
organisation contemplated by the Council, the com-
mittees come, in for some share of attention and
admonition. A "wake-up" might do good. We
can imagine " the wrangle " over that Bean, and the
"purposeless result" described by "A. D." The
Cucumber puzzle in prospect, I do not expect much
from. The fact is, raisera of new varieties of common
things depend largely for trade on their novelties,
and could no more get on without them, than
the milliners and dressmakers could without
constantly changing fashions ; but to prostitute
Chiswick as an advertising medium to the busineaa,
becauae of "so many claimants for honours being
in the field," is too bad. Chiswick ahould and could
select and arrange its own work annually if it chose
to try, and hardly ever will keep its expenses within
bounds, and its work up to the mark, till it adopts
the plan in force in most well-conducted country
establishments, of forecasting and estimating the
work beforehand. Some reasonable proportion, I

submit, ahould exist between the expenae and trouble
connected with the so-called "trials" and the
results ; but how does the matter stand ? Take the
500 Phloxes, for example : of that number, the bulk,
according to a contemporary, was supplied by one
member of the trade. A fraction of the 500 received
three and two marks when the committee went
over them last year, but the most of the work
appears to have been sorting out the much larger

number of inferior " duplicates," and " varieties too
much alike." Is such game worth the powder to any
one but the man who sells the plants? I noticed
that no sooner had the committee done their work,
than a report of it, bald as it was, was at once pro-

minently appended to the lists of the vendors who
encumbered Chiswick with the trials—the parties

mainly benefited. Numbers of the vegetables' tried
"

can only be proved by cooking. Were they tested in

that way ? If not, the verdict of the committee is

not worth anything. Head.

M*. A. H. 8MEE'8 LETTER.—Permit me to say

that the "heckling" to which Mr. Smee proposes
to subject the Council on the Chiswick business

may, probably, cut both ways, if persisted in ; and
I hope, as an outsider, that the Council will speak
out without reserve, if forced, no matter what
happens, I trust also that everything will be pub-
lished for the benefit of that multitude of horticul-

turists "throughout the country," who, we are told,

are consumed with anxiety on the subject, but of

which there is no sign, if we except the
small section who are making all the fuss.

Provincial horticulturists of all degrees take but
a languid and casual interest in Chiswick at present,

but they might be induced to take more under
different circumstances. I am sure also that you
would greatly oblige your numerous readers by
telling them precisely what the functions and powers
are of the different "Councils,'' "Boards," and
" Committees," which we hear so much about. When
Chiswick is reorganised, I hope there will be at least

three competent and able men at the head of affairs

who will know how to conduct the business of the

Society, and keep meddlers in their proper place. I

have never been able to make out how the busineaa

of the Royal Horticultural Society was conducted ;

but I do know that other business concerns, in-

volving much vaster interests, depend mainly for

their success on the chairman, the secretary,

and the manager, with an occasional quorum,

and who, while doing their duty, would

certainly not brook that dictation from irresponaible

members, which a few " fellows " of the Koyal

Horticultural Society seem to regard as their special

privilege. It is, no doubt, dreadful to think of what
may happen if Mr. Smee should be deprived of
judges from Chiswick for local shows. Bat to
restore his confidence, I would advise him to
take a trip to the provincial local shows any-
where, where he will see the awards dealt out
before a discriminating public, in a manner above
suspicion, whether as regards "local influence"
or good judgment. I await the Council's justifica-
tion of its proceeding* in regard to Chiswick, and I

have confidence that it knows what it is about, and
hope it has a good scheme in view. Of one thing I
am confident, and that is, that the Council have
nothing to fear from the general body of horticul-
turists throughout the country if it acts wiiely and
fearlessly. At present the reported general agitation
and " indignation " is an utter sham in my belief.
Head.

SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAI80N CARNATIONS
AT EATON HALL, CHESTER.—Being in Chester a
few days ago, and in the company of a friend. I took
the opportunity of visiting the gardens of Eaton
Hall. Mr. Barnes, the head gardener, himself kindly
conducted us over the more interesting parts of the
gardens. Amongst the many fine things to be seen
here we were particularly struck with several houses
filled with plants of Souvenir de la Malmaison Car-
nations ; every plant (and there must be several
thousands) waa in perfect health—not a sign of
disease or any kind of insect to be seen upon them.
They are grown principally, Mr. Barnes informed us,
to supply cut bloom during the London season.
Such a grand lot of plantB as these Carnations were
could with difficulty be found anywhere else.

B. Ashton, Glossop Hall Gardens, Derbyshire.

8EEDSMEN'8 TRADE MARK8.—There is an im-
portant point in connection with the seed case that
came before the Southampton magistrates last week
that seems to have escaped notice, for no reference
is to be found to it in the lengthy reports in the
local papers. It is assumed that the plaintiff regis-
tered as a trade mark a certain device embodying
the wordB "Shephard's Kale" as applied to that
particular seed, and the Patent Office have taken his
money in return for a right, which by virtue of their
certificates professes to give him protection upon all

parcela that he diatributee. The Kale gains in
popularity, and local farmers save their crops for

seed, some finding its way into the hands of another
seed-distributor still bearing the original name.
Many will say it is still Shephard's Kale, and so
it may be, but my contention is that when a trader
goes to the expense of controlling a specialty

according to the law, he seems to be quite within his

rights to do his utmost to hinder his name being
hawked everywhere without seme qualification

attached that will show the buyer what he is pur-
chasing; if not, what is the use of a registered

trade mark at all ? The seed was never in his

possession, the crop may not have had the necessary
care bestowed upon it, and although there may be
no secret means adopted to keep it true, any one
who has had to do with the seeding of the Brsssica
tribe knows how readily a variety will revert if

not planted in a proper situation, and rogued and
re- selected each season by experts. To make com-
parisons of Sangster's Peas, Wheeler's Imperial
Cabbage, and Brown's Monarch Swede, is beside the
question altogether, from the fact that the old-
lashioned growers who raised these varietiea pro-
bably never had any idea of protecting their righta

under the Trade Marke or any other Act, and as a
consequence, their goods are everybody's property.
If there is nothing in " selection," will someone
kindly tell me why it is the custom with all the
best houses in the trade to supply what is known as
" stock seed " when they require farmers to grow for

them ? Ask Messrs. Carter or Sutton if they would
allow any one of the Cabbage tribe to go out for

seeding again that was " one year only " grown
from their private stocks ! I have no knowledge of

the parties in this case, but these matters seem to

me to require elucidation. Aari-Horti.

RED-FLOWERED DENDROBIUM8. -I have read

with interest Mr. C. Woolford's note at p. ."37, with

respect to the rare and almost forgotten Dendrobium
arachnites, Kchb. f., which I have known ever since

1887, when it flowered in the collection of Baron
Schroder, at The Dell, E^ham. Previously, I had
only known it by description. Whether the plant

still exists, and whether others are known, I cannot

say. Fortunately, all the dried material is not

locked up in the Reichenbachian herbarium, though

it cannot te said that the species is yet adequately
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known. Why Mr. Woolford should have thought I

am unacquainted with this species, I cannot imagine.

It certainly has not crimson flowers. Reiehenbaeh
called it " cinnabar-red," and unless my memory is

at fault, " cinnabar- orange " would have been more
strictly correct. This colour occurs in several others,

though they are seldom seen in cultivation. My
remarks referred to a "crimson-flowered" Den-
drobium, and the colour is repeated in the descrip-

tion. The phrase is not applicable to T>. arachnites

at all, which in colour is about as much like D.
sanguineum, as L.'elia cinnabarina is like Broughtonia
sanguinea. D. sanguineum is the only species yet

known to me with blood-red flowers. E, A. Bolfe,

THE RETIREMENT OF MR. BARRON.— It is much
to be regretted that Mr. Barron's name should have
lately become the subject of general conversation, and
the Council so much censured for what may yet meet
with the approval of all well-wishers of horticulture,

and those apparently interested in the Boyal Horti-

cultural Society. Why all this warmth has been
manifested is not quite clear to me. It should be

borne in mind that the present Council has enjoyed
universal confidence, and brought the Society to a
much better position, both publicly and financially,

than at any time previously, and for which I am
grateful, as I think others should likewise be. I

have been connected with every one of the Council,

either in committee or else in some business capacity,

and I therefore repose with all confidence, that when
the proper time arrives for them to give an account of

their stewardship, they will show how wrong it is to

question their integrity; therefore, before a general

condemnation is passed, I think it is only right we
should wait patiently for an explanation of their

parting with their Superintendent, for in all proba-

bility that which is so bitterly complained of may
have made the contemplated alterations absolutely

necessary, and ultimately prove of great advantage
to horticulture generally. I am not in possession

of any cabinet secrets, neither do I desire to shield

the guilty of any wrong actions whatever, but it must
be plain to all, looking at the useful and important
work being done, and the amount of money expended
by the County Councils and Beveral colleges in

various parts of the country, that our young men
emanating from Chiswick and Kew are in great

danger of losing prestige and position in the eyes of

ladies and gentlemen requiring skilled gardeners. In
my opinion, Chiswick should be, without delay, made
a college for the highest attainments in horticul-

ture, not only where youths are to be employed and
instructed, but where professional gardeners seekiog

situations should be centralised and be usefully

employed ; and when waiting for appointments they

should have the opportunity, during that time, of

still further practising and seeing the highest class

of gardening carried out. Whenever a gardener is

required, he would then be readily found, and a
suitable man quickly engaged. It may yet prove
that something of this kind is in contemplation, and if

so, I am of the opinion that great good is likely to

follow. In my opinion, it is one of the most
pressing requirements at the present moment for

gardeners when ont of situations, particularly

when their discharge is brought about through no
faults of their own— that there should be some horti-

cultural centre for them to go to. Ladies and gen-
tlemen also made aware of their being in readiness

could personally see and select what they required.

It seems to me that Chiswick and Kew
are where they might very conveniently be
located and be usefully and temporarily engaged;
of course, under wise regulations I consider this

a project of great importance. At present, when a
gardener through the decease of his employer or other
eventualities is under notice to quit, in all pro-
bability he is more often than not 5 or 10 milea

away from any town or city, he hesitates where he
had better move to, and eventually takes the nearest

house-to-let. Xow all depends upon good luck in

advertising and his distant friends; nothing comes
at all suitable ; time rolls on, and after awhile he
finds his hard-earned savings gradually dwindling,

and in many cases a real good man at last is com-
pelled to accept something quite different to his

deservings and requirements. He gradually becomes
forgotten, and after weeks of inactivity he gets

disheartened and disgusted with the profession;

whereas, if located in the neighbourhood of the
above-mentioned gardens, with a scheme set on foot

for this purpose, gardeners would be within touch
of those requiring them, and would probably soon
obtain suitable employment according to their

ability ; at all events, I think it is quite possible for

the Council to establish a kind of Bureau for profes-

sional gardeners, ready and capable to undertake the
management of either large or medium-sized places,

at once if required, and which would certainly often

be a convenience to proprietors. I would gladly

double my subscription, and no doubt many others

would do the same, to enable the Council to organise

such an institution as I have foreshadowed or sug-

gested. It would be a boon to many, I am
repeatedly asked for a certain class of man—and
time is all important. After writing and com-
municating with several men out of place, scattered

about, I hear the place is filled, more often than not,

by some incompetent person, because the skilled

man was not at hand, or could not easily be seen,

being so far from London ; whereas, if engaged from
such an institution, he would have a higher standing,

and would also be independent of the nurserymen,
and would allow him to be far more free as to his

future dealings. Henry Cannell, Swanley.

By an advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chronicle I notice the Royal Horticultural Society of

London is in want of a new Superintendent, one
having a thorough practical and scientific knowledge
of all branches of horticulture. Salary £200 per

annum. To an ordinary gardener this amount seems
liberal, but to a scientific man I should say it is de-

cidedly small. A scientific education is not obtained
without some considerable expense, either to the indi-

vidual himself or to someone else. Self-tanght men
of course can be had, and men, like most gardeners,

can be had in anv quantity to work for the mere love

of it. Of the £200, £50 at least would have to go
towards the rent of a decent house. There would be
rates, taxes, &c, in addition, leaving less probably
than £150 to live upon, not much certainly to main-
tain a man and family, before the glaring light of a
very exacting horticultural world. Of the two, I

should much rather prefer the retiring-money offered

to Mr. Barron, though, as far as yet explained, I

fail to see the wisdom of a poor society retiring so

strong, so active, so practical, and so horticulturally

scientific a man as Mr. Barron on £180 a year. It

will take the subscriptions of a good many Guinea
Fellows to make up this sum. Then there is the
£200 for the new man = £380 in all. True, as Mr.
Barr says, there are rich men among the Fellows,
and one or other of these may come forward and say,
" We will pay it all," but this much has not yet

been offered, and until it has been said, we are

obliged to fall back upon the old proverb, "It is

easy to be liberal with other people's money."
Had Mr. Barron retired of his own accord, the
probability is, they would not have offered him so

much ; nor do we know how much of this is what
may be called solatium or hush-money, to keep the
horticultural world quiet, and to hide the "inner
council " over a piece of almost unpardonable work ;

and this to a man who has done more, perhaps, than
either any inner or outer council ever did to keep
Caiswick Gardens together—at a time, too, when the
Society had almost reached that stage of dissolution

known as mors extrer.ia. Mr. Barron's name and per-
sonality at that time was a power in itself, and for

any existence the Society now has, it owes to Mr.
Barron—at any rate, when the Society's proceedings
were at the lowest possible ebb. That is the opinion
we gardeners in the country had of it. Why
now Mr. Barron should be turned out is a conun-
drum to us. Well, Mr. Barron will retire with
all honours, carrying with him the sympathy
and hearty good wishes of his fellow horticul-

turists ; and when he shakes the Chiswick dust
from off his feet, and walks out of those gardens,
he will have a warm welcome amongst his many horti-

cultural friends, whether they be scientific or merely
common-place practical. It takes all sorts of men to

make up even a good-working horticultural commu-
nity. From my point of view, I thought a good practical

man was what they most wanted at Chiswick. The
science of plant culture and botany is well cared for

in the Royal Gardens of Kew with its handsome
national grant of £21,779 a year. Is the inner
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society jealous

of its colossal neighbour ? if so, and it perseveres to

emulate, it may, in the near future find itself very
much in the position of the frog in the fable. Mr.
Barron induced me to become a Guinea Fellow. I
derive no benefit from the Society. True, they sent
me some tickets of admission to their shows, of which
I was not able to avail myself; and, by-the-by,

I also get the Society's Journal of Horticulture,

though I never could see that a paper is so much
better for being read before a Council than it ia

when communicated to us through the medium of the

many weekly horticultural periodicals, through which
it would reach us sooner, and be more widely diffused.
Pity anything should happen to the Society in its

present unique position, for without it and its Drill
Hall—a place I have never yet seen—what would
become of the outlet for the many little exhibits
brought there from such people as the Veitches
of Chelsea, the Bunyards of Kent, the Laings of
Stanstead, the Cannells of Swanley, the Pearsons of
Nottingham &c, amongst nurserymen. Then there
are besides a tribe of gardeners locally planted in and
around London. To all these and sundry others the
Society deals out its Knightian, Banksian and other
Bronze Medals, Certificates of Merit,Votes of Thanks,
&c. To us gardeners in the country far away, who
have not a chance of even a look through the
window, the farce is all the same — exceedingly
laughable. W. Miller, Combe Abbey, September 17,

LATE STRAWBERRIES—I have this day (Sep-
tember 22) picked twenty-three full-sized fruits of

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, equalling in flavour
the summer produce. I shall be able to pick again
about twenty-eieht more fruits from plants put out
last year. J. May, The Gardens, Ike Bed House.
Leatherhead.

The Herbaceous Border.
•

ASTER CORYMBOSUS.
This belongs to the small-flowered section ; and

so small is it that many persons might consider it an
insignificant plant, it being but \k feet high. It is,

however, very useful for mixing with other flowers

of a larger and stiffer habit of growth, its slender

sprays lightening up and improving the appearance
of other things. It is a plant of easy culture in the
herbaceous border. W. H. Livers,

Ehiteichium stbictim (p. 336).

This pla.it grows freely here, coming up wherever
seed was dropped the previous season ; and, unlike

E. nanum, there is not much fear of losing

the plant when once it getB established. It is much
admired for its pretty b'.ue flowers, and is useful for

cutting for filling vases—for effect by daylight—when
Myosotis is not obtainable. I may have it under the

wrong name, but it was grown at Kew last season

under this name, and seed of the plant is also offered

for sale by several English firms. The scent of the

flower approaches, in my opinion, that of the Wood-
ruff ( Asperula odorataV but it is less powerful. W. H,
Livers, Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham,

HERMANN STENGER.—Hermann Stenger, for-

merly a familiar figure in the horticultural world,

died suddenly at his residence, 33, Chancellor Road,

West Dalwicb, on Monday, the 23rd inst., at the

age of sixty- seven years. A native of Erfurt, one

of the principal centres of the nursery and seed

industries in Germany, Stenger came to this country

upwards of forty years ago, and first took service

under Messrs. Veitch at Exeter. He was sub-

sequently traveller for Messrs. Veitch at Chelsea,

and then for Messrs. Henderson of the Pine-apple

Place. For a short time he was associated in part-

nership with Mr. Herbst at the Kew Road Nurseries,

Richmond. Following upon this, he became
manager of Messrs. James Carter & Co's nurseries,

at Forest Hill, and afterwards, about twenty years

ago, he entered the service of Messrs. Vilmorin &
Co., representing that firm in this country. But
after four or five years' service, the slow paralysis

that had been coming for some time, rendered him
quite helpless in the legs, and for the last fifteen

years, or thereabouts, his travelling has been limited

to a wheel-chair. In spite of his affliction, he was

cheerful to the last, for he enjoyed good general

health, and, thanks to the great liberality of Messrs.

Vilmorin, he ended his days in comparative comfort.

ISIDORE VERVAET.—The death of this well-

known nurseryman, of Ghent, on the 21st inst., i»

announced.
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Societies.
—— • - -—

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Great Exhibition of British-grown Fruit

at the Crystal Palace.

September 26, 27, 28.

The Show was opened by the Sheriffs of the City
of London, Alderman and Sheriff Samae), and
Sheriff Hand, who drove down to the Palace in

State, and were received at noon by Sir Trevor
Lawrence, the President of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and members of the Council, and conducted
over the Exhibition.

A gardeners' luncheon subsequently took place

in the Grand Saloon, the President of the
Society in the chair. The loyal toasts were duly
honoured, the President referring, amid applause,

to the fact that Her Majesty was a patron of the
Society, and took a deep interest in its welfare, as

evidenced by the magnificent display of hardy fruit

from Her Majesty's gardens. The President, in

giving the health of the "Sheriffs of the City of

London," said they were in hopes of having the Lord
Mayor present with them that day; but as they were
•11 aware, his lordship had been engaged in an
exhausting series of enjoyment and dissipation in

France. However, in the absence of the Lord
Mayor, they were very glad indeed to have the

presence of the Sheriffs of the City of London,
who had been kind enough, not only to

drive down to the palace, but to do so in

state. They all knew what important duties the

sheriffs of London discharged, and they were much
obliged to the sheriffs for being present. The senior

sheriff (Mr. Samuel) was a member of the

Gardeners' Company, and they welcomed him in

that capacity, as well as sheriff of London. He be-

lieved they had that day shown the Sheriffs such fruit

as they had never seen before, as he considered

a finer collection of hardy fruit had never been
tablt-d in any exhibition in the Kingdom. He need
hardly say how much they were all obliged to gen-
tlemen from all parts of the kingdom who had been

kind enough to contribute to the show. He was
quite sure that the importance of fruit culti-

vation in this country would receive a very

considerable fillip from the show. He thought

they had successfully proved that they could produce

in this country hardy fruit which could not be

beaten in any part of the world. Referring to the

correspondence which had been going on in the

subject of fruit drying, the President said we in this

country had never done much in that direction ; that,

however, was partly due to the fact that we did not

readily combine for operations of that sort, which

needed co-operation rather than individual effort.

When there was a glut like there had been during the

present year, and when there was a difficulty to find a

profitable market for even good samples of fruit, it

would be a great advantage if the surplus fruit

could be dried, if only for domestic consumption.

Recently there had been statements made about the

quantity of butter imported to this country, repre-

senting about £10,000.000 annually. Whatever

conld be said about fruit-drying, there was no doubt

that we could produce butter of the highest quality.

When farming was so precarious, it did not say much
for the farming classes if they could not compete

with the foreigner in the matter of butter.

Alderman and Sheriff Samuel responded. He
said that, injustice to their civil chief, he must tell

them that his lordship was that day attending

a meeting of the Court of Common Council,

and he was quite sure when the Lord Mayor
heard of the reception that had been accorded

to the sheriffs, he would regret, as much as they all

did, that he was unable to be present with them.
The City of London had always, by their guilds,

taken a deep interest in anything that could

tend to the supremacy and the welfare of the

country at large. It was one of the most
pleasant functions of the sheriffs to attend

on snch occasions as the present to testify by their

presence how much they desired to see British in-

dustries flourish.

Sheriff Hand proposed the Royal Horticultural

Society. He dwelt upon the growth of the society,

and said there was no knowing what would be the

result of the next twenty-five years' work if even

only one half of the 3,500 Fellows did their level

best.

The President responded. He said the Society

was in a satisfactory condition, and was the acknow-

ledged head of the horticulture of the United

Kingdom. He bore testimony to the excellent
work done by all concerned, especially men-
tioning the valuable services rendered by their
Assistant-Secretary, Mr. John Weathers, in the
regrettable absence through illness of their
Secretary, the Rev. W. Wilkes. The President
thanked the authorities of the Crystal Palace for

their efforts to make the show a success, which he sin-

cerely hoped it would be financially, and otherwise.
The President next gave the toast of "The

Judges," and thanked those gentlemen for all they
had so kindly done.
Mr. Dunn, gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch,

responded.
Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, proposed the toast of

"The Press— Horticultural and General." Mr.
Barnes, Standard, responded; and the proceedings
ended.

The Show.
The schedule is divided as follows : Division I.

containing seventeen classes, for fruits grown under
glass or otherwise, open to all. Division II.. in-

cluding six classes, open to nurserymen only. Divi-
sion III., containing twenty-eight classes, for fruits

grown in the open air, open to gardeners and ama-
teurs only. Division IV., containing sixty- four

classes, for single dishes of fruit grown in the op°n
air (amateurs and gardeners only). Division V.,

containing five classes for dried fruits, not
preserved in fluid or sugar, the fruit to
be grown and dried in the British Islands ; and
Division VI. containing six classes, for which special

prizes were offered. Below we give a report of the
first three of these divisions, and the other three,

together with important exhibits by the trade,

must be deferred until next week.

Division I.

Fruits Grown under Glass or Otherwise, Open.
The leading class in this open division was one arranged

for a collection of twelve dishes of ripe fruit, not fewer than
six kinds, nor more than two varieties of a kiud. Three
exhibitors contended for honour here, and the successful

one in obtaining 1st prize was Mr. J. Mclndoe, gr. to

Sir Joseph Pease, Bt., M.P., Hutton Hall, Guisborough.
Yorks. His three bunches of Foster's Seedling Grapes and
Gros Maroc Grapes were good, not phenomenal. Pears, Pit-

maston Duchess, and Doyenne Boussoch aimirable; Peaches,

Golden Ecigle and Exquisite, excellent in colour and size

excepting one, perhaps, in the dish of Exquisite, which
was not quite equal. Yellow Magnum Bonum Plum9 and

Bryanston Green Gage were good ; Figs (Brown Turkey)
very good ; and Apple (Gascoigces Scarlet) and Melon
(Yorkshire Beauty) completed the col'ection.

The 2nd prize was taken by C. E. Keyser, Esq.. Stanmore,
who had Black Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,

Victoria and Pineapple Nectarines, Thames Bank, and Sea

Eagle Peaches. Brown Turkey Figs, a seedliug Melon, and Hero

of Lockinge Melon, a.d a Ripley Queen Pine weighing

6 lb. 10 oz. Plums, Golden Drop, and Pear Beurre Hardy,

completed the exhibit, which was good in general quality,

but not equal to Mr. Mclodoe's.

Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington. Elvaston

Castle, Derby, was 3rd, and his fruits were of no mean quality.

The collection of eight dishes, inoluding four kinds, and not

more than two varieties of a kind—Pines excluded—was very

well won by Mr. Geo. Reynolds, gr. to Messrs. de Rothschild,
Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex, Gros Maroc Grapes with

large well-coloured berries. Muscat of Alexandria fairly good, but

with a few bad berries ; capital Sea Esgle and Thames Bank
Peaches, Pine-apple Nectarines, Sutton's Al Melon, Ribston

Pippin Apples, and rather poor Coe's Golden Drop Plums were

included. Mr. F. Harris, gr. to Lady H. Somerset, Led-

bury, took 2nd position, in whose exhibit we remarked very

commendable Gros Maroc Grapes, capital Golden Drop Plums,

Pine-apple Nectarinos, with high colour ; and a very fine dish

of Gladstone Peachea. Mr. W. J. Empson, gr. to Mrs.

Wingfield, Ampthill, was 3rd.

Grapes.

Mr. Goodaore staged thoroughly good, if not extraordinary.

Grapes, in the class for Six distinct kinds, two bunches of each,

and well secured first place. His varieties were Lady Downes,
Gros Colmar, Muscat of Alexandria, one bunch, capital; Bar-

barossa, Mrs. Pearson, and Alicante. The only other com-
petitor was Mr. Reynolds, and he took 2nd prize for

Chasselas Napoleon, Alicante, Trebbiano, Mrs. Pince, Muscat

of Alexandria, and Gros Maroc, all of good average quality.

Three distinct kinds, two bunches of each.— This class was

won by Mr. R. Grindrod, jr. to P. J. Phillips, E'q., Whit-

field, with half-a-dozen bunches, ohiefly remarkable for an

exceptionally large bunch of Black Alicante, and the berries

also good and well coloured ; but unfortunately some of the

berries had been disfigured by rubbing. Two commendable

bunches of Gros Colmar were included, but the Lady Downes'

were poor. Mr. A. Belcher, gr. to Sir E. H. BaRBUTT. Bt.,

Cranleigh, Surrey, was 2nd. with moderately good Grapes.

Black Hamburgh, three bunches.—lis. Wm. Taylor, gr. to

C. BOYER. Esq.. Forest Hill, London, was 1st in this class

with moderately-sized bunches, of good quality for one date

of the season ; 2nd. Mr. W. Mitchell. Chilworth Manor,

Romsey, Hants; 3rd, J. A. TUXK, Esq., Cowley House, Chert-

sey (gr., Mr. Newman). There were four other.entries.

Madretfield Court, three bunches—teh. J. Day, gr. to O. J.
Massey, Esq., Qarltestown, won in these classes, but he was
very little before Mr W. Taylor, gr. to C. Boyeb. Eeo...

Forest Hill, who bad shorter bunches with moch larger ber-
ries. 3rd, Mr. J. Gibson, gr. to Earl Cowlky, Chippenham.
There were four entries.

Gros Maroc, three bunches.—Ifo. J. Gibsoit won this class
with very highly-coloured berries, and moderately sized com-
pact bunches. Mr. Day' was only a little behind him, and the
3rd place was secured by Mr. Newman, gr. to J. A. Tulk.
Etq., Chert sey. There were five other entries.

Alicante, three bunches.—Three well-finished bunches staged
by Mr. G. Reynolds, won in this class, but very much larger
bunches less pretty, highly coloured, but the berries small were
staged by H. Tate, Esq., Park Hill. Streatham Common (gr..

Mr. W. Howe), and a little dissatisfaction was expressed. The
3rd prize treble came from Mr. J. Buby, Byfleet. There were
six other exhibits.

Any other Black, three bunches.—Three excellent banches of
Mrs. Pince (Black Muscat) won in this class, and were staged
by Mrs. W. Mitchell, Romsey, Hants. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Lady Downes, exhibited by C 3.S. Dickens, Esq..
Coolhurst, Horsham, Sussex (gr., Mr. A. Kemp); and the 3rd to

an exhibit including an enormous bunch of Grosse Gnillaume.
hardly finished, and exhibited by C. BOYER, Esq , Forest Hill

(gr., Mr. W Taylor). There were five other exhibits.

Muscat of Alexandria.—The finest bunches in this cla-s, in

which there were seven entries, came from Mr. W. Tidy. gr.

to W. D'Arcy. Esq., Stanmore. These bad fine berries, well

finished. Mr, "W. Taylor, gr. to Alderman Chaffis Batte,
was 2nd with very large bunches, rather wanting finish, and
Mr. Empson, gr. to Mrs. WlNQFIELD, Ampthill, was 3rd with
smaller examples.
Any other white.—Mr. Taylor, gr. to C. Boyer, Esq , Forest

Hill, was well 1st, having splendid Buckland Sweetwater, the
berries showing very fine finish. Mr. Reynolds, gr. to the

Messrs. Rothschild, Gunnersbnry Park, was 2nd with excel-

lent Chasselas Napoleon; and Mr. Robinson, gr. to W. Law-
rence, Esq., Sittingboume, was 3rd with Buckland Sweet
water.

TOMATOS.

These were in wonderful form, there being ten lots of four

varieties, though in some cases the likeness between so-called

varieties was too discernible. Mr. Howe, gr. to H. Tate, Esq.,

of Streatbam Common, was 1st, with a rather large, but

deeply- coloured Trophy, Frogmore selected, Hackwood Park,

and Sutton's Perfection ; Mr. A. RYDER, Orpington, was 2nd

with very handsome Duke of York, Ignotam. Mayflower, and
Trophy ; Mr. Carraway, Pulbrook. coming 3rd.

There were sixteen single dishes, Mr. Helman. Lewes,

having the best in very handsome Polegate ; Mr. M. C.

Sanders, Tring, coming 2nd, with Ham Green Favourite ;

and Mr. Richards, gr. to R. Summers, Esq., Streatham, with
Perfection was 3rd.

The class for six clusters brought nine lots, of which Mr.
J. Gore, Polegate, had the best, in good but not large ones of

that variety; Mr. Wells, gr. to F. G. ARBITHNOT, Esq.,

Bexley. was 2nd, with the Old Red, capital clusters ; Mr. J.

Hill, New Maiden, being 3rd, with Conference.

ORCHARD-HOUSE FRUITS.

There were four large collections shown in the class

for hardy fruit, grown partly or entirely to illustrate

orchard-house culture, although the bulk seemed to have

come from walls or the open. Here Mr. C. Blick, gr. to

M. W. Smith, Esq., Hayes, was 1st, with fifty-four dishes of

Apples, Pe «rs. Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, Cherries, and all

very fine. Mr. Potts, gr. to Sir Mare Collett. Sevenoaks,

was 2nd. also with very fine and somewhat similar fruit ; Mr.

Mclndoe, gr. to Sir J. Pease, Guisborough, being 3rd, with

forty dishes, all good.

Division- II.—Nursebymex Only.

The first prize for a collection of fruit trees bearing fruit

in pots in this important class, was won by Messrs. T. Rivers
& Sons, Sawbridgeworth. who staged a magnificent collection

of fruit trees in pots. In the centre was a pyramidal tree of

Salway Peach which had borne upwards of eighty fruits, but

some of which had fallen during transit. Then there were

well grown trees of Apples, including Wagener. Cox's

Orange Pippin. Beauty of Kent, Pes 'good's Nonsuch
;

Pears, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Parrot, Princess, Conference,

St. Lezin, &o. Grapes, Trebbiano, Golden Queen, Black

Alicante. Directeur Tisserard, and White Tokay ; besides

Peaches, ate, and other fruits.

Messrs. Geo. Bun-yard Sl Co., Maidstone, were 1st in the

class 19 for a collection of hardy fruits grown partly or en-

tirely under glass to illustrate orchard-house culture. The

collection was staged on a table, in the centre of which were

some fruit trees in pots, carrying crops of good fruit. Apples.

Baumann's Red Winter Reinette, Cornish Aromatic, and

Rosemary Russet ; Pears, Beurre Superfin, Madame Lye Baltet

;

Figs, Violet Sepnr, Brown Turkey, and others ; also Peaches,

Princess of Wales and Sea Eagle were represented in this

manner. On the tables the fruits in dishes were of capital

quality, and included Apples, Pears. Crabs, Figs, Peaches,

Plums, and Grapes, of very high quality.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard t Co. also won 1st honours in the

class for a collection of not more than 100 distinct varieties of

hardy fruits grown in the open. The produce was exhibited

in dishes and baskets ; in the centre of tb e larger baskets was a

Palm, and the surface covered with a mound of Apples, while

the centre-pisce consisted of a cone of different coloured

Apples, and surmounted with a Dracaena. The Apples, Pears.

and fruit generally ware excellent, and were effectively

displayed by ths inclusion of such high-coloured fruits at
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Worcester Pearmain, Akera, Duchess of Oldenburgh, MSre de

Me'nage, Lady Sudeley, Duchess's Favourite, Colville Rouge,
Precoce, and others.

Glass 21 was for a similar collection of hardy fruit, to include

not more than five varieties, and the 1st prize was taken by
Mr. H. Berwick, Sidmouth Nurseries, Devon, who staged a
magnificent lot of fruit. Apples, such as The Queen, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Emperor Alexander, Cox's Pomona, Blen-
heim Orange, Cellini Pippin, Bismarck, Golden Noble, Wor-
cester Pearmain, and many others were large and excellently
coloured. Pears of Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Souvenir du Congres ; Peaches, Plums, &c, were alike good.
The best collection of fifty distinct varieties of Pears was

won by Mr. J. Watkins, Pomona Farm Nurseries, Hereford,
who did well, considering the more difficult task of exhibiting
Pears than Apples during the present season.
There were five collections in olass 23, some very fine fruit

being staged ; and Messrs. George Bunyard & Co., nur-
serymen, Maidstone, were awarded the Silver-gilt Medal for a
collection conspicuous for the fineness and finish of the
samples, and their brilliant colour. There were grand fruit
of Mere de Menage, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warner's King,
Bramley Seedling, Tyler's Kernel, Blenheim Orange, Bau-
man's Red Winter Reinette, Brabant Bellefleur, Swedish
Reinette, Washington, &c.

Fruit Grown m the Open Air.
Division III.—Gardeners and Amateurs Only.

This [comprised much that had great interest for those
interested in Apple and Pear culture in this country. Visitors
accustomed to see Apples of Colonial production, were found
asking if the grand fruits staged were English-grown, and
seemed grateful that it was so. Many of the culinary Apples
were very fine, and in not a few cases grandly coloured, and a
feeling of exultation that such fine specimens were the
products of English gardens was justifiable.

Culinary and Dessert Apples.—Is. the class for eighteen
dishes, twelve culinary and six dessert, there were eight com-
petitors. Mr. G. Woodward, gr. to Major Warde, Barham
Court, Maidstone, was 1st with really superb examples of
Tyler's Kernel, Lord Derby, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Stone's,
Emperor Alexander, Belle Dnboise, Bismarck, Belle Pontoise,
Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, Washington, Mere de Menage,
Warner's King, and The Queen j of dessert varieties. Cox's
Orange Pippin, Baumann's Bed .Winter Reinette, Wealthy,
Ribston Pippin, King of Pippins and Cornish Aromatic, all
grandly coloured. 2nd, Mr. Geo. Goldsmith, gr. to E. G.
Loder, Esq., Horsham, who had very fine Emperor Alexander,
Gloria Mundi, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lord Derby, Mere de
Menage, Cox's Pomona, Bismarck, Cellini Pippin, very fine

;

and The Queen j and of dessert varieties, Wealthy, King of
Pippms, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Ribston Pippin. 3rd, Mr.
W. King, gr. to J. Colman, Esq., Gatton, Beigate, also with
some very good fruit.

With twelve dishes, eight cooking and four dessert, there
were fourteen competitors, Mr. T. W. Startup, Maidstone,
taking the 1st prize with exceUent examples of Warner's King,
Lord Derby, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, very fine ; Peas-
good s Nonsuch, Beauty of Kent, New Hawthornden, The
yueeo and Stone's; and of dessert varieties, Mabbott's Pear-main, Ribston Pippin, Bauman's Winter Reinette, and Cox'aOrange P.ppin ,.nd, Mr. A. T. Killick, Maidstone, who had
of culinary vanties, Lord Derby, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bis-
marck, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, Mere de Menage ; and of
dessert, Worcester Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, and Cox's
Orange Pippin

j 3rd, Mr. W. G. Pragnell, gr. to J. K D
Wlnofield Disby, Esq., Sherborne Castle. Admirable fruit
was thown in this class.

There were sixteen competitors with nine dishes of apples
six cooking and three dessert. Mr. T. Turton, gr to J Har'
greaves, Esq.

,
Maiden Erlegh, Reading was 1st, who had finely-

finished fruit of Emperor Alexander, Mere de Menage Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Warner's King. Cox's Pomona, and Loddington
Seedling

; and of dessert Apples. Ribston Pippins, King of
Pippins, and Cox's Orange Pippins; 2nd, Mr. S. H. Goodwin
Warwick, also with capital fruit of Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cox's
Pomona, Blenheim Orange, and Yorkshire Beauty ; and of
dessert fruit. King of Pippins and Worcester Pearmain

; 3rl,
Mr. R. Grindrod, gr. to R. S. Phillips, Esq , Whitfield' who
had very fine Peasgood's Nonsuch, Mere de Manage, Emperor
Alexander, and Warner's King.

Culm, ry Apples—There were thirteen collections of six
dishes. Mr. Woodward taking the 1st prize with magnifi-
cent examples of Warner's King, Emperor Alexander. Lord
Derby, Stone's, Belle Dnboise, and Peasgood's Nonsuch. 2nd,
Mr. S. J. Wright, gr. to C. Lee Campbell, Esq., Glewston
Court, Hertfordshire, who had very fine Warner's King, Peas-
good's Nonsuch, Lord Snffield, Belle Dnboise, Lane's Prince
Albert and Ecklinville. 3rd, Mr. J. E. Burton, gr. to Sir E.
Paul Back, Twickenham, who had very fine Winter Haw-
thornden, Lord Saffield. Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Emperor
Alexander. The best three dishes out of twelve competing
collections came from Mr. R. C. Sanders, gr. at Halton,
Tring, who bad wonderfully fine Peasgood's Nonsuch. Emperor
Alexander, and the Queen. 2nd, Mr. A. T. KlLLICK. with
very fine Peasgood's .Vonsuch, Warner's King, and one un-
named; 3rd, Mr. W. Jones, gr. to J. R. BROUGHAM, Esq.,

Carshalton.

Dessert Apples.—There were nine entries of six dishes. Mr.
Woodward again being let, with fine and superbly coloured
examples of Washington, Ribston Pippin, Red Winter
Reiuette, Cox's Orange Pippin. Lady Sudeley, and Calville

Rouge Precoce ; 2nd, Mr. G. Goldsmith, with Cox's Orange
Pippin. King of Pippins. Egremoot Ru set, Ribeon Pippin,

Adam's Pearmain, and Graveostein ; 3rd, Mr. Bannister, gr.

toH. ST. Vincent Ames, Bfcq., Westbury-on-Trym. Witn

hree dishes, Mr. Atkins, gr. to O. S. S. Dickers. Esq., Hor-

sham, was 1st out of thirteen competitors, having excellent

fruit of Ribston Pippin, American Mother, and Cox's Orange

Pippin, all finely finished ; 2nd, a collection which bore no

exhibitor's name, the varieties King of Pippins, Cox's

Orange Pippin, and Ribston Pippin ; 3rd, Mr. T. Turton

with the same varieties.

Dessert Pears.—Some very fine Pears were shown, though

they lacked the relative size and finish seen in the Apples

;

the best eighteen dishes, there being four competitors, came

from Mr. G. Goldsmith, who had Souvenir du Congres,

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Pitmaston Duchess, General Todleben,

Sylvestre d'Automne, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Princess Beurre

Alexander Lucas, Marguerite Marillat, Beurre Diel, Marie

Louise d'tJccle, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Madame Treyve,

Doyenne Boussouch, Marechal de la Cour, Beurre Superfin,

Doyenne du Cornice, and one unnamed. 2nd, Mr. Woodward
also with good fruit of Durondeau, General Todleben, Grosse

Calebasae, Pitmaston Duchess, Marguerite Marillat, Emile de

Heyst, Fondante Therriott, Marie Benoist, Triomphe de

Vienne, Beurre Diel, Doyenne Boussoch, Beurre Superfin,

Brockworth Park, Reine des Tardive, Princess, &c. 3rd, Mr.

Spencer, gr. to H. C. Moetatt, Esq., Goodrich, Hereford-

shire, who had fine fruit of Marie Louise d'TJccle, Durondeau
;

Doyenne de Merode, Souvenir du Congre9, and Beurre

Bachelier.

There were eight exhibitors of twelve dishes. Mr. Cotterill,

gr. to Sir W. Gear, Tonbridge, was 1st, with good examples

of Beurre Clairgeau, Gen. Todleben, Pitmaston Duchess, Marie
Louise. Marechal de la Cour, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Brock-

worth Park, Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Super-
fin, Gan8el's Bergamot, Madame Treyve, and Beurre Ranee.
2nd, Mr. W. Pragnell, with Beurre Clairgeau, General
Todleben, Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Marie Louise d'TJccle. Beurre Diel, Doyenne du Cornice,

Marechal de la Cour, Beurre Superfin, and Winter Nelis ; 3rd,

Mr. A. Offer, gr. to J. Warren, Esq , Handcross Park,
Crawley.

There were seven exhibitors of nine dishes of Pears. Mr. J.
Gibson, gr. to Earl Cowley, Chippenham, taking the 1st
prize with good fruits of Beurre Clairgeau,, Duchesse
d'Angouleme, Pitmaston Duchess, Flemish Beauty, General
Todleben, Triomphe de Vienne, Durondeau, Alexandre Lam-
bre, and Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 2nd, Mr. J. E. Buxton, who
had Pitmaston Duchess, Flemish Beauty, Brockworth Park,
Durondeau. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, very fine ;

and Marie Louise d'Uccle ; 3rd, Mr. G. W. JONES.
With six dishes there were eight competitors, Mr. W.

Bannister taking the 1st prize with Pitmaston Duchess,
Madame Treyve, Marechal de la Cour, Beurre Superfin, Marie
Louise, and Durondeau, all very finely coloured. 2nd, Mr.
Slogrore, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Reigate, who had Pitmaston
Duchess, Doyenne du Cornice, Triomphe de Vienne, Brockworth
Park, and Doyenne Boussoch. 3rd, Mr. Rickwood.
There were eight exhibitors of three dishes. Mr. G. Fen-

nell, gr. to W. M. Cazalet, Esq., Fairlawn, Tonbridge, was
1st with Marguerite Marillat, Pitmaston Duchess, and
Souvenir du Congres; 2nd, Mr. R. Edwards, gr. to G. H.
Field, Esq., Bushey Lees, Scvenoaks, with Doyenne du
Cornice, Madame Treyve, and Pitmaston Duohess; 3rd, Mr.
0. Thompson, gr. to Messrs. W. k E. Wills, Hounslow.
Stewing Pears.— There were eight exhibitors of three

dishes, Mr. Woodward taking the 1st prize with Vicar of
Winkfield, General Todleben, and Catillac; 2nd, Mr. W. Cot-
terell, with Uvedale's St. Germans, Vicar of Winkfield. and
King Edward ; 3rd, Mr. G. Goldsmith. With a single dish,
Mr. J. Masterson, gr. to the Countess of Camperdown,
Shipston-on-Stour, was 1st, with Uvedale's St. Germans ; Mr.
J. Gibson, Chippenham, came 2nd, with Vicar of Winkfield

;

and Mr. R. Edwards 3rd, with the same.

Peaches.—There were twelve collections of three dishes, Mr.
Woodward taking the 1st prize with very good fruit indeed
of Nectarine Peach, Sea Eagle, and Princess of Wales. 2nd, Mr.
C. Herrin, gr. to C. M. Fortescue, Esq., Dropmore, Maiden-
head, with Sea Eagle, Barrington, and Walburton Admirable.
3rd. Mr. J. Mclndoe, gr. to Sir J. W. Pease, Bt., Hutton
Hall, Guisborough, with Golden Eagle, Princess of Wales, and
Exquisite. The beBt dish of any one variety of Peach was
Barrington, from Mr. Richards, gr. to R. Summers, Esq.,
Streatham; Mr. Markham, gr. to Viscount Falmouth,
Mereworth, was 2nd, with Princess of Wales. There was but
one collection of three dishes of Nectarines, from Mr. Gold-
smith, who was awarded the 1st prize with unnamed fruit.

Only one dish was staged in the class for a single dish, and the
first was quite unripe.

Plums.—There were five exhibitors with four dishes of

Plums. Mr. McIndoe taking the 1st prize, with excellent

fruit of Monarch, Golden Drop, Jefferson's, and Bryanston

Green Gage ; 2nd Mr. G. Day, gr. to C. J. Massey, Esq.,

Garliestown, who had Kirke's Golden Drop, Reine Claude de

Bavay, and Lawson's Golden Gage ; 3rd, Mr. J. Masterson.

With one dish of dessert Plums other than Gages, Mr. C.

Herrin, gr. to the Hon. G. M. Fortescue. Dropmore, was 1st

with very fine Coe's Golden Drop; Mr. Rickwood, gr. to Lady
Freake, Twickenham, being 2nd ; and Mr. Fennell, gr. to

W. M. Cazalet, Esq., Tonbridge, being 3rd with same
variety.

Mr. J. Day. gr. to C. J. Massey, Garliestown, had the best

four dishes of Plums, with Pond's Seedling, Goliath, and
Victoria ; Mr. McIndoe coming 2nd with Pond's Seedling,

Magnum Bonum, Monarch, and Grand Duke ; Mr. J. NowELL,
Abergavenny, was 3rd.

In the single dish class of cooking varieties, Mr. EMPS0N
was ltt with fine Grand Duke ; Mr. W. C. Sanders coming
2nd with Monarch, and Mr. TEBBUTT, Isleworth, 3rd, with
Belle de 9eptembre.

Then in the single dish class for Gages, Mr. Hill, gr. to C.

W. Adeane, Esq., Cambridge, was first with Reine Claude ;

Mr. McIndoe coming 2nd with Bryanstone Gage, and Mr.

Nowell was 3rd witn Golden Gige.

Only two dishes of Purple Gages were staged, but neither

secured an award.
Damsons were largely shown, the best three dishes coming

from Mr. Fennell who had Cluster King, and Prune varie-

ties ; Mr. Killick, Maidstone, was 2nd with Prune, Farley,

and the Old Damson ; Mr. Royall, gr. to Major Dugdale,
Stourminster, being 3rd. The best dish of Bullaces came
from Mr. Tebbutt, Mr. Wells coming 2nd ; and Mr.

Fennell, 3rd.

Cherries.—The best Morello Cherries were from Mr. Master-

son
,
gr. to the Countess of Camperdown., Shipston-on-Stour

;

Mr. Nowell and Mr. Day coming 2nd and 3rd.

Nuts.—Mr. Turton, gr. to John Hargreaves, Esq.,

Marden Erlegh, was 1st for ten dishes, and Mr. J. GOODWIN,
Mereworth, was 2nd with six dishes—fine Kentish Cobs and

Filberts being prominent. Mr. G. Hilman, Lewes, was
third.

Quinces.—There were fourteen lots of Quinces, the best

coming from Mr. Mitchell, RomBey, Hants; Mr.King.gr.
to J. Colman, Esq., Galton, Reigate, 2nd, and Mr. Garaway,
Bath, 3rd.

(To be continued.)

[The term " accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 43° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result ia expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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2 + 74 + 261 + 260 4 + 168 32'0 15 29

i 2 + 85 + 51 + 412 1 — 136 20'8 33 35

a 2 + 99 + 203 + 274 6 — 133 19'6 51 35

3 1 + 97 + 13* + 283 6 — 113 169 46 41

4 2 + 96 + 148 + 370 7 — 109 16-1 50 38

6 1 + 109 + 76 + 333 6 — 103 14'7 54 42

6 1 + 83 + 124 + 364 8 — 141 238 43 33

7 2 + 99 + 158 + 303 8 — 122 20-5 50 36

8 1 + 104 + 87 + 337 9 — 111 207 54 44

9 3 + 98 + 67 + 268 7 — 154 231 34 31

10 1 + 99 — 13 + 195 6 — 129 24-4 46 34

* 2 + 133 + 133 + 248 8 — 125 16'7 71 52

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districtt—
1, Scotland, B. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Prxnctpal Grazing, Sfcv, Districtt—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 9. Ireland, N.;
10. Ireland, S. : ^Channel foiandn.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week endiDg September 21, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather continued very fine and dry over the Kingdom
generally, but a considerable amount of rain was again ex-
perienced in the north of Scotland, and some slight falls

occurred in most other localities about the middle of the week.
"The temperature continued above the mean, the excess

ranging from 1° to 3°. The highest of the maxima were
registered in most places on the 18th, and varied from 76° or
77° in most of the English districts, to 66° in Scotland, W.,'
and to 64° in ' Scotland, N,' The lowest of the minima were
recorded either on the 20th or 21st, when the thermometer fell

to 31° in 'Scotland. W.,' 33° in the ' Midland Counties,' and
to between 35° and 40° in most other districts ; in the ' Channel
Islands ' the lowest reading was 48°. At the inland stations

the diurnal range of temperature was very large.
" The rainfall- exceeded the mean in 'Scotland, N.,' but was

lees in all other districts. Over the greater part of the
Kingdom the fall was extremely slight.

'•The brigftt sunshine was again very prevalent in all

districts, excepting ' Scotland, N.* The percentage ot the
possible duration ranged from 71 in the ' Channel Islands,* and
from between 46 and 54over England, to 33 in 'Scotland, E.

.'

and to only 15 in ' Scotland, N.* The highest p°r. enrage
recorded at any iodieidual station was 80 at Jersey."
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Markets.

CO VENT GARVEN, September 26.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to ua regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
3notations do not represent the prices on any partioular
ay, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prioes depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Out Flowers.—Avebaqe Whole&axe Prides.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, per

12 bunches
Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations, per 12
blooms

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria, 12 blma.
Lilium Harritm, per
dozen blooms ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Lily of tte Valley,
doz. sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

I, d. t.d.

2 0-40

3 0-60
6-10

10-30

10-40

3 0-60
16-26
2 0-40
10-20
6-16

3 0-40

9-16

10-26

4 0-60
10-30

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blma.
Odon toglossum
crispnm,12 blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunoh
— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12bun.
Rosea, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.

bunches
Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

|

Sunflower (small),

doz. bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, la blma.
Violets, -12 bunches

0-6
4-0 6
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0- 1 6

6-3
0-4 6
2-0 4
6-2

ORCHID-BLOOM in variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

t.d. t.d.

Apples, per bush.... 10-20
— dessert, in va-
riety, per half
sieve 2 0-30

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 40
Damsons, half sieve 16- —
Figs, per dozen ... 9-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 25
Grapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 13-16
— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20
— Guernsey ... 6-09

Melons, eaoh ... ...

Peaches, 1st Bize, doz
— 2nd size ,,— 3rd size „

Pears, Capiaumont,
per bush
— Calabash ...

— Williams ...

Pine-applea, St.M i-

ohael, each
Plums, half sieve ...

Plums, Pond's seed-
ling, half sieve ...

. d. t.d.
0-2

i 0- 3
0-4
0-16

0-10
0-9
0-10

10-60
16-30

5 0-60

Plakts m Pots.—

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots 3

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Coleus, per dozen... 2

Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, per
dozen 6

Ferns, small, doz.... 1

Average Wholesale
d. t.d. *. d. t.d.

0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12

0-30 Fiona elaatica, eaoh 10-76
0-16 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-30

Fuchsias, per doz. .. 4 6- 6
Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Lilium Harrisii.per

0-12 dozen pots ... 12 0-18

4 Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24

0-1O Margueritea, p. doz. 6 0-90
0-7 6 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60

24 Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84 U

Pelargoniums, (scar-

lets), doz 2 6-400-24
6-3

Vegetables.—Avebage Wholesale Prices.

t.d. t.d.

Beans, Runners, per

bushel 10-16
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6

Cucumbers, per doz. 10-1 6

Marrows, veg,, per
tally of 5 r-oz. ... 2 0-26

Mushrooms, per lb.

Tomatos, Home-
grown,^, doz. lb.

:

— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey t ,

t.d. t.d.
10-13

3 0-36
2 0-26
16-20

Enquiries.

" He that questioneth much shall learn much."—Bacon.

Canon Tristram, in his book on Japan, speaks
in high praise of a creeping Pyrus japonica. What
is this ? I never heard of it, and it is not men-
tioned in the Japanese nurserymen's lists. E.

Lady- Gakdeners' Association in the Midlands.
—A correspondent desires the address of this asso-
ciation. Can any reader kindly furnish it?

Qmfem
JtXT

respondents

POTATOS.

Snowdrops, 90s. to 100s. ; Beauty of Hebrons, 80s. ; Bruce

and Magnums, 50s. to 70s., according to sample and quality ;

Blackland Magnums, 30s. to 40s. On account of the very mild

weather, trade dull. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.

London : Sept. 25. — Measra. John Shaw St. Sons, Seed

Merchants, ol Great Maze Pond. Borough, London. S.E..

state that the reports received from all the Clover and Grass

seed-producing countries indicate abundant crops, and of good

quality ; low prices all round are consequently anticipated

during the approaching season. The sowing demand for

Ttifolium is now dying off. There is no change in seed Rye.

The new Peas and Haricots offer reasonably ; the abnormally

hot weather now prevailing naturally limits, for the moment,

the sale of these articles. As regards Bird-9eeds, there is no

fresh feature. Scarlet and White Runner Beans are quoted

cheap. No alteration is shown in either Mustard or Rape-

seed. New English Wheat-, suitable for seed, come forward

slowly.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

September 21. and for the corresponding period in last year :—

1895 : Wheat. 22s. Id. ; Barley, 24s. 2d. ; Oats, lis. Ad.

1894 : Wheat, 19f. Rd. ; Barley, 23s. 54. ; Oats. 15j. 2d.

*.* Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, uHU
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possibU. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.
•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—Correspondents

sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain an answer to their enquiries in the ourrent week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed and numbered,
and not more than six shouldbe sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Abnormal Flower of Odontoolossum obande :

B. C, Surrey. The specimen sent consists ot two
flowers of Odontoglossum grande joined together

on a fasciated stem. Both Sowers are perfect.

The occurrence is not uncommon, and plants on
which such abnormal growth takes place are liable

to do the like again. In some the peculiarity

becomes fixed.

Address Book: B. cf Son. There are two, one
being published at the office of the Journal of
Horticulture, 171, Fleet Street, EC, and the other

at the office of The Oarclen, 37, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.

Books : Burst cf Son. Practical Forestry, by A. D.
Webster, 2od edition ; published by W. Rider &
Son, Limited, 14, Bartholomew Close, E C. Price

6«. Twenty-one illustrations. A much larger

work treating of the scientific, as well as the

practical sides of Forestry, is Dr. William Schlich's

Manual of Forestry. It is published in three

Tolumes by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew & Co., 8, 9,

and 10, Bouverie Street, E.C. It is well illus-

trated, and is the standard work on the subject.

A new edition of Brown's Forester has also recently

been published.

—

Sir C. 8., Boynton. Fruit Culture,

by J. Cheat, contains just the kind ot information

the gardener stands in need of. Published by

Messrs. G. Bell & Sons, York Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Business of Market Gardener, &c. : B, B, A. No
premium would be required. If you have no
acquaintance with growers for market, you should

make use of our advertising columns. The
business cannot be learned in less than as many
years as you have been months in it. " Read,

mark, learn " should be your motto.

Carnation : W. J. 67. A monstrority known as the

Wueat-ear Carnation, often figured in our columns.

It is not very uncommon.

Dahlias: J. Corderoy. The flowers sent are very

singularly marked ; indeed we do not remember to

have seen any quite like them. It is no unusual

occurrence to have flowers of dissimilar colours on

the same plant in single and double-flowered varie-

ties, the Dahlia being much given to sporting.

You may be lucky in reproducing the parti-

coloured varieties from seed, and fixing their

characters.

Donation. Mr. A. J. Keen sends postal-order

tor 2s. Cvl. as a donation to the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund, which we gladly forward to the

secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron.

Early Melons and Cucumbers : S. T. K. To describe

io. fullihe various practices of cultivators would

occupy too much of our space, and we would

advise you to buy the manual entitled Cucumber

and Melon Culture for Amateurs, by W. J. May,

published at the Bazaar Office, 170, Strand,

price Is.

Flt: L. Dawes. The fly is Chlorops scalaris, the

lame feed in the straw of cereals. R. McL.

Grbasb Bands for Fruit Trrrs : Joe, Cart grease
answers very well. It should be smeared on
waterproof paper passed three or four times round
the stem. Broad bands of zinc with the upper
part for the space of an inch bent over at a right
angle, if smeared in the same manner, are an
effectual stop for the wingless members of the
Winter-moth. Means should be taken to prevent
the grease running on to the bark j and the
application of grease must be renewed occasionally,
as it tends to get hard, allowing the moths to
cross the band without hindrance. Put the bands
on early in the next month.

Horse- chestnut: J. D. Large and coarse things
have often the prefix " horse " attached to them.
The vessels of the leaf-stalk are arranged in the
form of a horseshoe. The nuts are also supposed
to be beneficial in some diseases of the horse.

Insects : G. P. 1. The leaves of the Morello appear
to be attacked by the grub of a saw-fly. 2. Grubs
of the common cockchafer.

—

Interested. Wire-
worms are not at all particular as to whether the
roots are sound or not.

Melons and Cucumbers: S. T. K. The two va-
rieties you mention of the first-named fruit are
suitable; you might add the following:—Eastnor
Castle, Frogmore Seedling, Golden Perfection,
Gunton Orange, Read's Scarlet-flesh, and The
Countess. Telegraph Cucumber, as you say, is

excellent, so are Market Favourite, Tender and
True, and Allan's Favourite.

Mina lobata : W, P. It is a half-hardy annual.
It may be obtained of W. Thompson, Tavern
Street, Ipswich.
*„* The applications to name /lovers, and especiallyfnnt , are

so numerous at this season as severely to tax our resources. They
entail an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have no idea. We are always witling to ob.ig* our
correspondents as far as wee in, but the editing of'the Girdeners'
Chronicli is our business, to which everything else must give way.
Correspondents are respictfuliy requested to observe the rule

that not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time.

If more are stnt, it wou d be a qraeeful act on the part of the
senier, to send also a smill contribution to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. Delay in any case is unavoidable.

Names of Fruits : D. W. C. Mcintosh. 1, Wor-
cester Pearmain ; 2, Cox's Orange Pippin

;

3, send later; 4, not recognised; 5, Clay-
gate Pearmain. — A. J. K. 1, Doyenne du
Cornice; 2, not recognised; 3, Gregoire
de Bourdillin ; 4, not recognised ; 5, Marie
Louise ; 6, not recognised ; 7, Conseiller de la

Cour.

—

L, A, 1, Verulam ; 2, Marie Louise ; 3,

not recognised ; 4, Triomphe de Jodoigne ; 5,

Emile d'Heyst; 6, Beune" Clairgean.— W. E. N.
1, New Hawthomden ; 2, Lane's Prince Albert

:

3, not rf cognised ; 4, too small to be recognised;

5, Blenheim Orange; 6. Reinette du Canada.

—

J. P. 1, Line's Prince Albert ; 2, Lord Suffield ;

3, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 4, Wellington ; 5. not
recognised; 6, Annie Elizabeth; 7, King of the

Pippins.— W. B. F. 1, Tower of Glamis ; 2, Em-
peror Alexander ; 3, not recognised. Cherries :

J. IV. L, Fruit quite smashed, therefore not
recognisable.

—

J. W. 1, Trnmpington ; 2, Rose-
mary Russet; 4, Dumelow's Seedling; others un-

recognised.—W.E T. Pear Beurrt5 d'Amanlis ; 2.

Jersey Gratioli; 3, Lane's Prince Albert; 5,

Landsberger R inette ; 7, Pine-apple Russet; 6,

Blenheim Orange.— -V. 3. Wilford. 1, Dutch
Codlin ; 2, Cellini ; 4, Keswick Codlin ; Pear, a

worthless sort, unknown.

—

G, T. Celts. 1, Lord
Grosvenor; 2, King of the Pippins; 3, Sam
Young; 4, Besspool; 5, Court of Wick.

—

A. Reid.

1. Lord Derby ; 2, Forge ; 3, not recognised.

—

Tavistock. 3, King of the Pippins ; 4, Lord
Derby; 5, Golden Noble (?) ; 6. Bismarck.— Old
Subscriber. Pears, 1. Doyenne Boussoch ;'d, Thomp-
son'. ; 4, Lord Derby ; 5, rotten ; Apple, 6, Stone's.

—Sir C. Strickland., ^ear greatly bruised, most
probably Beurrs d'Amanlis.

—

Joe. 1, Mank's
Coillin ; 2, Lord Suffield ; 3, Yorkshire Beauty ; 4,

Calville St. Sauveur; others not known.

—

W, S, T.

Souvenir dn Congn-i.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the nejt nmnber.—
W. K. 1, Oucidium excaratum ; 2 Oacidium

prretextum ; 3, is a leaf of Oncidium .Tonesiannm

we should say, although O. Cebolleta, a yellow

species having similar leaves, is imported with O.

Jonesianum.— S. S. B. The flower is not of the

species known in gardens as Cattleya amethysto-

glossa (C. guttata PriDzii). It seems to be a small

form of C. Leopoldi. Some varieties of C. elongata

(Alexandra?) resemble this, and it is poisible that

yours may be that species, if so, the inflorescence

will be carried up on a long stalk. If yon would
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like the question definitely lettled, kindly lend a

full-length infloreicenca when it ii fading.—X <?,

1, Smilax asper; 2, Arabis lneida variegata; 3,

Sedam etoloniferum (ayn., S. iDariam) ; 4, Myrtua
c >mmanis (large-leaved i ; 5, Helianthemum Tar.

(Rock Roae) ; 6, Pyrna ap. ; 7, Helianthni deca-

netalns multiflonn.

—

G. B. 1. Miltonia Clowesii

;

2, Cattleya Forbeai ; 3, Hsmantbns coccineua

;

4, Aspidinm arittatnm variegatnm ; 5, Caanarina
atricta ; 6, Pelargonium groMulanoidei, or a cro««

from it.

—

G. W. Cassia corymboia. FrHitnsxtweek,
if possible,

—

F. W.B. Oatsesrus sibirica, sometimea
called aaneuinea.

—

8. J. 1, Pandanua gramini-
folius ; 2, Anthnrium cordifolium ; 3. Hibiscus rosa-

sinensis striata plena ; 4, Saccharnm officinarum
(Sugar-cane), so far as we can j adge by the specimens
sent ; 5, Parietaria officinalis.

—

F, B. 1, Helian-
thus decapetaluemnltiSoms; 2 Helianthus rigidus

;

3, Aster noTse-belgii ; 4, Helianthua Isetiflorus ; 5,

Cjrtomium falcatum.— T. T., Leeds. 1, female
flowers of Catasetum pnrum; 2, Dendrobinm
aecnudum ; 3, Dendrobium Leeanum ; 4, Dsndro-
bium FhalEenopsis, a very handsome and distinct

light form; 5, Odontogloasum speciea of the 0.
odoratum section, but seemingly diatinct.

—

A. M.,
Brixton. A broken leaf of aome grass, with the
seeds of some plant adhering to it.

—

John LHmmick.
Salvia Horminum.— W. H. G. 1, Polygonum
cuapidatum ; 2, Helianthua multiflorua ; 3,

Silphium nerfoliatum ; fruit next week, if

Doasible.

—

H. B. Kalmia angustifolia.

—

E. H. C.

1, not recognised
;
perhaps Indigofera,—2, Pyrola

minor ; 3, Melilotua officinalia, white varietv.

—

C. G. 1, Polygonum Fagopyrutn ; 2, Salvia Hor-
minnm.

Nubseeyman : E. J. Ton ahonld itiek to the
bueineaa. The wages paid are not everywhere ao

low aa you are receiving. Endeavour to better

your position, advertise, &c. We do not think
that floral decorators, unless they have special
abilities, are better remunerated than men in your
branch.

Pears with Pitttnqs at the Surface : H. S. W.
The result of a check to growth, arising, probably,
from the roots being in an unfavourable soil. Take
up the tree and replant it on another site in loamy
soil, a little manure, lime rnbbiah, crushed bonea.
See that the drainage is good ; or if too large
for succeaaful transplanting, deatroy it, and
plant a new tree of another variety ; putting a
layer of chalk, 1 foot thick, rammed hard, coal-
aibea or concrete below the roota at not leaa than
3 feet from the aurface. This should not be leas

than 3 Tarda aquare.

Peccas Nuts : J. B, A apeciea of Carya or Hickory,
not grown in this country for commercial
purposes.

Pkt.arooktums : S. T. K. Obtain Meaars. H. Can-
nell & Son's Catalogue. It will afford just the
sort of information you require.

The Thbbe best Late, Free-beabixg Cooking
Apples : E P. B. Betty Geeson, Wmter Green-
ing, and Norfolk Beaufin (Beefin). These
varieties will keep till June, or a* long as Applee
need to be kept.

Tomatos : 8. T. K. No cure for the " apot " on the
fruits of thia plant. Remove all affected fruit

without delay, and burn them forthwith.

Variegated Hop :]W. P. The Hop is not an annual

;

at If ait, it ia not treated aa one in thia country.

Yokohama Nursebt Company : Apply to Meaars.
Protheroe & Morris. 67, Cheapside, London.

CoMMTTsiCiTioire Received. — W. W. (many thanks.)—
E. L. B.—Melville.—C. S. Q., Boston.—E. L.—J X-,
Hanley (many thanks).—C. A., no cone received. Was it

a large branch ?—J. D.—H. L.—J. B.— G. C, Ochtertyre
(many thanks). — H. W. W.—P. W.. Bussia. — Keynes
Williams & Co.—W. H. P. (next week).—H. J. V.—
W. E. G. — W. T. — Laing & Mather. — E. H. J. —
P. A. Ottolander.—B. L. H.—R. A. R.—A. D.—B. Nicholas.— M. T. — J. Anderson. — Wild Bose. — B. D. — S. H.—
H. W. W.—3. I— J. R. J —F. C. S.—A. F. B.

CONTnWBD IHCRBASB in the CIBCULAT'OS OF THE
•'GABDBSEBS CHROSICLK:'

Importutt to Advertisebs.—The Publisher has the satis-
faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners'
Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper ,

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,
and that It continue a to Increase weekly.

Advertisers ore reminded that the " Chronicle " circulate* among
COrSTBY GE3TXE3fE>-. AUD ALL CLASSES Of GARBE>EB-
asd 9ABDE3-LOVKB8 at home, that it has a specially large
FOBKie* AMD COLOIIAL 0IB0CLAT1OI, and that I- u
preserved we reference 4* afl the principal lAbroritt.

BOULTON & PAUL,
H0ISTBrL NORWICH.

No. 73 SPATJ-TtoOF GARDEN FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £i 9 I 12ft. by 6ft. ... £5 7

8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 18 | 16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 6 18

PIT \ 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.

LIGHTS) 6 ft. bv 4 ft . unpaintfd & unglazed 5/- „

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47A.—10 ft. by 7 ft J

Painted ) £8 10

No. 49a.—10 ft. by 8 ft 1 and Glazed, f 10 10

Carefully Packed and Carriage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6feet by 4feet- 1 QHo
Similar to No 7fi. with tyro lights. f O v/ o

PARPIAPE DAIll on all Orders of 40S. value to
UHnnlMUL rHIU any goods station in England
and Wales; also to Dublin. Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUM1NANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, $d.

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince of Wales.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE EKEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9i Engravinge,

2s. 6d. net*, per poet, 2s. lOd.

JONES *<

HORTICULTURAL COKE
Delivered to any Station.

For prices, apply to G. J. EVESON, Birmingham.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

OSMAN'S PATENT HOLDER.
For Bouquets, Wreaths, Crosses, & Memorial Designs

Indispensable to Exhxbitoes and Florists.
Brass 16s. each.
Nickel Plated ... 18s. &d. each.

To be obtained of all SeedBtnen. Wholesale of

—

OS MAN & CO.,
m' Co

i^ffl.
s*^t,

For illustrations see Gardeners* Chronic, e, September 21.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS!
15-or., per 100
21-oz.

& attWOOD
Stourb ridge

In Stock Sizes.

nnf+ <7. Crl (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
in," ivS'*. MX 12, 20X12, 18x16,24x16

„ X.W. \ja.
i 10x13, 16X14. 20X16. 24x18. Ac.

li x 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at £d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, 4c.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, K.O.

NTEW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Tears' time.

IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak LuDgs.
STJNSHINE Splendid ShootiDg.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Fall Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony.
AMERICA. 34, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Botldings, Chahokbt Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of ThriEt the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PEB. CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PUBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PEB MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PUBCHASE A PLOT OF GBOUND FOB 1TVK
SHILLINGS PEB MONTH.
The BLBKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCKOFT. Manager.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF CrABDEN OPEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price Sd.; post-free, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an
Estate, oan have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Offioe, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always oontains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,
Estates, and Residenoee for Sale and to be Let.
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GARDENERS'" CHRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE")

fSL mttkly Ellugtratetr ^nunta!
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents & Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named :-

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BALL, J.. F.R.S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORREVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAS, D., Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W.,Malpas.
JENKINS. E.. Hampton.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Days

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Notes
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLARKE, Col. Trevor.

ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FREMAN-MITFORD, A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E„ Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER, J.. F.R.S.
THOMSON, W., Teignmouth.
WEIR, Harrison.
WILSON. G.. F.R.S., Weybridge.
WILKS. Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :—
ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T.. Kilmacurragh.
BAKER, W. R., Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COURTOWN, the Earl of.

CROUCHER, G„ Ochtertyre, Crieff.

DIECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE, the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord R.
HENRY, Mitchell.
LONDESBOROUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Oar-

dene, Kew.
POWERSCOURT, Viscount.

RASHLEIGH, J.

SARGENT, Prof.. Arnold Arboretum
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.

STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :—

CHURCH, Prof., F.R.S.

DEHEBAJN, Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H., F.R.S., Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Rothamsted.
MITCHELL. W. S.

MULLER. Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.

WARINGTON, R.. F.R.S.

WILLIS, J. J., Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS:—
ARTHUR, Prof., New York.

BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin.

MASSEE., G.. Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.

PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PRILLIEUX, Prof., Paris.

SMITH. W. G.
SORAUER. Prof., Proskau.
WARD, Prof. Marshall.

FERNS:—
BAKER, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, 4SC. :—

DEAN, R., Ealing.

DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, the late.

D'OMBRAJN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS, J., Ilford.

HORNER, Rev. F. D.

LLEWELYN, Sir J. D.. Bart.

MOI.YNEUX. E.. Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, G., Paisley.

TURNER. C. the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :—
AnT.AM B. W., Johannesburg.
ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERRSEN, J., Sweden.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :—
ANDRE, E., Paris.
BARRON. L., New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE. J. H., Utrecht.
CARRIERS, E.. Paris.
CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels.
CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHERE, C, Lierre, Belgium.
DE OANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.
ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
EKNST, Dr., Caraccas,
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FORSTER, O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOODALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Griefswald.
HANBURY, Cav., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl, Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G., Oakland, California.
MACFARLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.

, . MEEHAN, T., Philadelphia.
MICHELI, M., Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W., Johsnnesberg.
OLIVEIBA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES, E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS, Prof., Amsterdam.
PIROTTA. Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT, E., Ghent.
REGEL, E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
ROVELLI, Sig., Pallanza.
ROYLE, Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof.. Count, Strasburg.
SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE, Prof., St. Louis.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).
VAN 1 UBERGEN, C. G., Junr
VILMORIN, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.

WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WTTTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEQf. P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :—
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES, A. C, Bowood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, O. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
ROGERS, H., Plymouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.

WEBSTER. A. D.. Woburn.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :-
BARRON, A. F., Ohiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D., Teddingtcn.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
MARKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TURTON. T., Maiden Erlegh.
WILDSMITH. W., the late.

WOODWARD, Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY:—
BAKER, J. G., F.R.S., Kew.
BALFOUR, Prof., Edinburgh.
BARBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE, F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., Pies. Linn. Soc.
CORNU, 'Prof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
FRANOHET, M., Paris.
HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.

GARDEN BOTANY :—
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.O.S.I., late

Director. Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,J.R. ,Museum,Royal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLLN. Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh

.

MAXIMOWICZ, Dr.,late,St.Peter!burg.
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORRIS, D., Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.Bart.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS :-
BLANDFORD, F.
MoLACHLAN, R. , F.R.S. . Pres. Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E„ F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof.. F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-
BARR, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR. D., Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
EWBANK. Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, R., York.
WILSON, G. F.. F.R.S.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES:—
BANCROFT, G., M.D., thelate, Queens-

land.
BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Royal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CBADWICK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den, Kingston, W.L
DUTKfE, J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT,W.,SuperintendentBotani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
HART, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.R.S., Direotor, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK, J., Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Sootia.
MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MACOUN, Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,
MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY, H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRLMEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-
ANDRE, E., Paris.

BAINES, T„ Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, the late.

BURVENICH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL. J., Crawley.
GOLDRING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHNSON. T. P., New York.
JULIAN, G. R.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS t—
ANDERSON. J.

BULL, W., Chelsea.

BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON. N., Wylam-on-Tyue.
KKANZLIN. Dr., Berlin.

LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,
President, Royal Horticultural Soc.

LINDEN, Lucien. Brussels.

LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZEB, Prof., Heidelberg.
REICHEN'BACH, Prof., the late.

RENDLE. A. B., Brit. Mus.
ROLFE, R. A., Kew.
ROSS, Comm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :—
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE, A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W.
VEITCH. H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE. R. B., Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr., Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-
ATKINS, J.

BAILLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Rangemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W., EastnorCastle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth
COOMBES, A., Himley Hall.
CROMBIE. D.. Powerecourt.
CULVERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carshalton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.
DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Morden.
EVA > » ,A., Lythe Hill.
FIn . AY, B., Manchester.
Fl^rt, D. T., County Council. Suffolk.
GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanical

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbury House.
LAMBERT, J., Powis Castle.
LYNCH, R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MA CLEOD, Dover House, Roehampton.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)
MILLER, W.. Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.)
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden,

Glasnevin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.
PRINSEP, H. C, Uckneld.
RIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
ROSS, F., late of Pendell Court,

Bletchingley.
RUST, J., Eridge Castle, the late.

SAUL, M., York, the late.

SHEPPASD, J., thelate.
SMITH. J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House, NJ.
THOMAS. O., Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (Vines).
WADDS, B., Birdsall, York.
WAT.T.TS. J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford CastleGardeus.
WATSON, W., Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, C, Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-

BENNETT. H„ the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBRAJN, Rev. H. H., Weatwell,
Kent.

FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke, Bury St.

Edmunds.
FISHER, Rev. O.
GIRDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkbamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheahunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.
PIPER A
VIVIANd' MOREL, Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &c. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA, Dr. E.
BOULGER. Prof.

DARWIN, the late CharlM.
DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof.. Munich.
GOODALE. Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS. Prof.. Lioge.
HKNSLOW. Rev. G.. Ealing.
MACLEOD. Prof.. Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE. Alfred.

SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gakdenebb' Ohboniolk Tklegbams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Orardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE oy CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

TTF.An ZIXE CKAKGED AS TWO.

4 Lines . . £0 3 15 Lines . . £0 8 6

6 .. . . 3 6 16 . 9 U

8 » • . 4 17 . 9 6

7 ,, • . 4 6 18 . 10

8 „ . . 5 19 . 10 6

9 „ . . 5 6 20 11

10 „ . . 6 21 . 11 ti

11 » • . 6 6 22 12

12 „ . . 7 23 . 12 fj

13 „ . . 7 6 24 . 13 U

14 „ . . 8 25 it . 13 a

AJTD SHPEKCE FOB ETEBT ADDITIONAL LINE.

If Bet across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20j.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page, £8 ; Half Page, £i 10f.; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others "Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and, address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line [about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than

an entire column.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C., to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

411 Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHES.

Publishing Office and Office (or Advertisements,

41, Wbllinoton Stehbt, Stband, W.C.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Ha. T. H. Usher, late Gardener to General Sir B. HARBISON.

Hawley Hill. Blackwater, as Gardener and Bailiff to
ilrs. Waixwright, Hoe Place, Woking, Surrey.

Mr. William E Close, for the past three years "Manager to
Messrs. Freweb, Bros., Stowmarket, and formerly Head
Gardener at Tborington Hall. Suffolk, as Head Gardener
to J. D. Cobbold, Esq.. Holy Well, Ipswich.

Mr. John Scowse as Head Gardener and Estate Superin-
tendent to Lady Gordon Cathcabt, Titness Park, Sun-
ninghm, vice Mr. Thomas Dlncan, who has resigned.

Mr. J. T. Shanx, late Gardener at Plas Power. Wrexham.
D* nbighshire, as Gardener to Thos. Ritchie, Esq.,

Maplewell, Woodhouse Gardens, Loughborough. Leicester-

shire.

Dorset County Council.

WANTED, an INSTRUCTOR in HORTI-
CULTURE.—For particulars, apply SECRETARY,

Technical Instruction Office, Dorchester.

WANTED, a Gentleman, to join a thoroughly
practical Man with small capital, to carry on profit-

able Market Gardeners' Business. Glass, growing Tomatos,
Grapes, Peaches, &c. ; also Garden of about 1 acre, which
may be added to. Sitoate on the South Coast ; easy access to
town.—A. H., 4, Royal Exchange Buildings, E.G.

GARDENER.— WANTED, an energetio
GARDENER to join two others in Renting on Lease one

of the largest and most productive Private Gardens in Middle-
sex, and to take over the present crop, consisting of Grapes,

Tomatos, Cucumbers. Melon", 4c, with 20 acres of Orchard.

Capital required £300 to £500.—Apply by letter, to C. S.,

2, Pelham Place. South Kensington, S.W.

TJDDERS.—WANTED, TWO or THREE
first-class BOSE and FRUIT BUDDEBS. with Nursery

experience Winter-work, Packing. Potting, Knifework, &c.
Permanent employment. Wages, £7 per month and annual
rise. Passage not paid.— J. C. NELSON, Cambridge Nurseries,

near East London, Cape Colony.

ANTED, for the Cape of Good Hope.—
Expert BUDDER and GBA PTER of all kinds of trees.

Liberal wages, passage paid. Only those "that have testi-

monials of the highest order need apply. ALSO, young MAN
for a home Nursery, who well understands Stove Plants,

Ferns, Orchids, &c. Apply first, in own handwriting, to

H. CANNELL & SONS. Swanley.

WANTED, single MAN, age 28 to 30, for
Pleasure Grounds.—One who] thoroughly understands

Horse and Hand-Mowing Machines- Abstainer preferred. Good
workman. State wages.—HEAD GARDENER, A. Henderson,
Esq., Buseot Park, Faringdon, Berks.

WANTED, an experienced WORKING
FOREMAN, to Manage and Develop a Horticultural

Business. Married man preferred. Character must bear
strict investigation. Wages 21s. per week, to be increased by
results House partly furnished ; garden, and coal.— Vddress

to HOETUS. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, W C.

WANTED, a WOBKLNG FOREMAN, or
MAN* experienced in general Outside Nursery "Work,

and able to take Charge of Branch Nursery, in absence of

Owner. No Glass.—State wages required, experience, and all

particulars, to LANE, Nurseries, St. Mary Cray, Kent.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN ; moat
be good salesman, and thoroughly understand propa-

gating, budding, grafting, &c. ; refereoces required.—TH03.
STEAD & SON, Holly Nurseries. Bold, near Warrington.

TCHALLIS, Nurseryman, Florist, &c,
• Kent House. Beckenham, Kent, has a VACANCY for a

SHOP ASSISTANT, about 13. Must have some knowledge of

the business, and good references.

"VHJRSERY MANAGER. — WANTED, an
X* active, working Nursery Manager, who thoroughly
understands all departments of Nursery Work. One with a
trade connection preferred.—Apply, stating wages and all

other particulars, to WM. WATT, Nurseryman, Copar, Fife.

WANTED.—Young MAN (age about 21),
with some experience of Shop Trade and Salesman.

Wages 20*. per week.—Apply, stating experienceand references,

toT. K INGRAM. Parkstone Nurseries, Dorset.

XVTANTED, MAN and WIFE, as Under
T r Gsrdeoer and Laundress. Ages over 35.—Apply to

F. McKENZIB. The Warren, Loughton. Essex.

WANTED, MAN and WIFE, without family,
age about 45 ; Man must have a good knowledge of

Kitchen Garden; Wi'e to act as Caretaker; good wages;
must have excellent testimonials.—Apply, by letter, to HEAD
GARDENER, Chorley-wood House, Riekmansworth.

SEED TRAD E.—WANTED, a thorough
energetic MAN, not under 30 years of age, well up in

Garden and Farm Seeds, to take Charge of Warehouse, and see

to the Execution of all Orders.—Apply, with copies of testi-

monials Btating age, wages required, &c, to M., Messrs.
Hurst & Son, Hounsditch, London, E.

INVOICE CLERK.—WANTED, the services
of a MAN who has been brought up to the Nursery and

Seed Business, capable to take charge of all the Invoice-work
of a large firm, applicants stating age, salary required, refer-

ences, ic may be made to ALPHA, Gardener* Chronicle
Office. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WAITED, a SHORTHAND CLERK, to
Conduct the Correspondence of a Nursery and Seeds-

man. A preference will be given to those having a knowledge
of the business.—Apply, wiUi full particulars, giving experi-
ence, expectation, 4c, to SEEDS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, LEDGER - KEEPER or
INVOICE CIaEEK.—One that has had some experi-

ence in the Horticultural or Seed Trade.—Apply, by letter,

stating age and salary required, to W. WOOD and SON,
Wood Green, London, N.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKINa SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FSA N D ER and CO. can recommend
• several hi ghly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession . For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER ask CO., St, Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffa, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness . All p articulars on application

.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chesteb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are employed.—Age 30 ; thirteen years' thoroughly

practical experience in all branches; successful Fruit and
Plant Grower. Abstainer; excellent references.—F. DEANE3,
Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 37, married.
—T. Hobday, late Gardener to the Earl of Yarborough,

desires engagement with Lady or Gentleman. Thoroughly
practical and trustworthy. Life experience. Highest re-
ferences.—T. HOBDAY, Clarence Park, St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married, one
child ; a Gextlemax can thoroughly recommend quali-

fied all-round Man, practical plant-grower, very sober, honest,
industrious ; nine years good personal character last place.

—

G. JOHNSON, Netherbyres, Brunswick Eoad, Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or ORCHID-
GBOWER).—Age 39, married. Succerf ful Exhibitor.

Ten years' character from last employer.—JOHN EVANSON,
General Post Office, Wrexham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; seventeen
years' practical experience in all branches. Highly

recommended.—WILLET, Mr. Wood, Head Gardener to Lord
Boston, Hedsor Park, Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. E. IVIolynbux,
Swanmore Park Gardens. Bishop's Waltham, will be

pleased to recommend a really good hard-working Head
married Gardener, well qualified in every way. A comfort-
able small place not objected to. Address as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no
family ; life experience in large establishments.

Thoroughly practical in all branches. Highly recommended.
—G.. 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head Working), where about
three are kept.—Age 32, two children, youngest 6 years.

Disengaged. Good experience. Five years' character as Head
—E. FISHENDEX, Furnace Lane, Lamberhurst.

^K BONUS to anyone assisting Advertiser in
c*wtJ obtaining an appointment as GARDENER (Head) or
GaKDENEE and BAILIFF ; age 37. married, no family.
Life experience. Eight years in present place. Highly re-
commended.—W. KING, Charlesneld, near Wickham Market,
Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good all-round man ; excel-
lent characters from present and previous places ; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SKLLLLNG, Brook, Albury.

GARDENER (Head Wobking, with one or
more under him) ; age 33. married, one child (age 9).

—Mr. C. W. CaTT wishes to highly recommend his Gardener.
Nineteen years in the same family. Well up to his business in
all its branches. Leaving because Garden is being given up.
Church of England.—C. W. CATT. 52. Middle Street. Brighton.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Sen'GLE- ha>t>ED). — Age 37, married ; understands

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c. Can be well
recommended.—STOVELL, Virginia Water, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—The Right
Hon. Sir N. LisDLEr can recommend Fredk. Sewell as

a thoroughly trustworthy man, and a good all-round Head
Working Gardener. Norfolk preferred.—FREDK. SEWELL,
The Lodge, East Carleton, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head Wobking), where three
or four are kept.— Age 38; three years in present

situation; fourteen years'* character. Good testimonials.

—

J. CLAXDON, Cranbury Park Gardens, Winchester.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 49,
married, no family ; trustworthy, efficient, and skilful.

Life experience. Excellent characters. — J. B., 49, Eleanor
Eoad, Bowes Park, N.

GARDENER (HeadWorking).—Thoroughly
experienced in all branches ; seventeen years in present

situation; leaving through death, and place been sold. Highly
recommended.—H, BLED, Beyton Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; seventeen years' experience in Gentleman's

establishments. Excellent references forwarded.—J. KEMP,
121, Gladstone Eoad, Wimbledon. S W.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester-

GARDENER (Head Wobking); age 35,
married.—Mrs. Cowbltoc wishes to recommend her

Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly
gXperienced, practical man. Eight years in present place,

highest references.—J. CLUTSOM, Tidenham, Chepstow.
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GARDENER (Head Working or Single-
handed).—Age 31, married, one child

;
good practical

experience io all branches; good excellent character.— K. II.,

Wheatsheuf Cottage, West Mailing, Maidstone.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31;
married. Thorough all-round life experience. Ex-

cellent testimonials from nH places.—GARDENER, Hill Farm,
Ohorley Wood, Rickmansworth, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches ; been
awarded several Medals and high-class prizes for Orchids,
Excellent testimonials.—DUNCAN TUCKER, Esq., Mount
Pleasant, Tottenham, London, N,

GARDENER (Head Working), age 30, to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring a practical, energetic

all-round Man. Thoroughly competent and trustworthy.
Excellent references.—SCRAGG, Hatchford Park, Cobham
Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
more are kept; middle age; married, one child at

home, age 11. Twelve years Head; excelleut character; ab-
stainer.—THOMAS GUY, Head Gardener, Halsall Rectory,
near Ormsktrk.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Good all-

round Man ; very trustworthy, and thoroughly expe-
rienced in all branches. Four years' excellent character, ten
previous with the late Bishop of Winchester.—SMITH, Hydra
House, John's Road, Woolston, Southampton.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 35,
married, one child.—A Gentleman who has left his

residence, can strongly recommend his Gardener, who has
been in his employ four years, as a steady first-class man.
Experienced in all branches, Stock and Poultry.—ROFFEY,
Middle Lane, Teddington.

GARDENER (HeaiT^Working).—Age 40J
married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of gar-

dening ; twenty-five years' experience; the last fourteen aa

Head ; first-class references as to character and ability.

—

D. ROWLAND, Coney Weaton, Ixworth, Suffolk.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
otherwise).—Age 27, married, no encumbrance; well

up in Orchids, Ferns. Stove and Greenhouse Stuff, Kitchen
and Flower Garden, &r. Excellent testimonials. —A. C, 23,
Putney Bridge Road, Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.—Age 29, single. Total abstoiner

; good
character. Life experience.—LOVE, Burghfield Hill, near
Mortimer, Berks.

GARDENER (Second).—Age28,single; expe-
rienced in the cultivation of Vines, Peaches, Melons,

Cuoumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants; excellent cha-
racter.— A. PAYNE, Tandridge. New Oxted, Surrey.

/GARDENER (Second).—Age 28; praotioal
'^)T experience in Vines, Peaches, &c, Stove and Green-
house Plauts. and Flower and Kitchen Gardening; excellent

character.—G. LEWENDON, 22, Edinburgh Road, Reading.

GARDENER.—F. C. Capel, Esq. (who has
given up country house) recommends his late Gardener,

who has been with him seventeen years, to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring the services Of a thoroughly efficient

Man ; Glass, Flowers, Vegetables, Fruit. Age 47 ; family.—
Address, first instance, WM. ODLE, WilmiDgtou, Dartford,

Kent.

GARDENER (age 24) seeks situation in
Kitchen, Flower, and Plain Gardens.—Two years'

character.—W. WITHALL, Aldwick, near Bognor.

GARDENER requires Situation; thoroughly
up in All Branches of the Profe-i-ion; glass preferred.

Testimonials on application to HORTUS, " Star and Garter "

Inn. Crouch, near Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), where two or three
are kept.—Age 22; three years in present situation,

five previous; excellent references. — CLUES BROTHERS,
Seedsmen. York.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in a
good Garden or Nursery.— Rector strongly recommends

a youug Man who has been in his garden for several years.

Premium can be paid.—RECTOR, Alfold, Billingshurst.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; seven years'

experience Inside and Out; two and three years good
characters from previous employers.—E. S., 68, Broadway,
Ealing.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22 ; seeks
situation, Inside and Out. Seven years' experience.

Good character.—T. MATrHEWS./Thorluy, Bishop's Stortford,

Herts.

( GARDENER (Under).—Age 19; six years'
Vjf experience. Mr. Tull, Nurseryman, Chalvey, Slough,

will
;
be pleased to recommend a strong, active youug man as

above. Four years* good character.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' experience with good firm. Well

up in all branches. Good Salesman and Grower.—JOHN
"WINSER, Plummer's Plain, Horsham.

NURSERY MANAGER, FOREMAN, PRO-
PAGATOR. — Thirty years' practical experience in

Roses, Clematis, Chrysanthemums, Ferns, Palms, Fioua, and
general Nursery Stuff.—S. M., 12, William Street, Reading,

To Market Growers.
MANAGER.—Thirty-five years' practioal ex-

perience in all kind* of Fruit-growing under Glass,
Plants, and Out Flowers. Good references. Five yeirs last
place.—CLARK, 1, Trinity Cottages, Croasbrook Street,
Waltham Orona.

Agricultural Seed Trade.
\MANAGER. — Engagement wanted ; eleven
1*A years' practical knowledge in all branches. Seven
years with London house. Would not object to travel.

—

CLOVER, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GROWER, or Under, age 25.—Ten years
experience in London Nurseries among General, Soft-

wooded and Foliage Plants, Ferns, Roses, &o.—G. S., 36,
Dover Street, Sittingbourne, Kent.

ROWER.—Age 23; used to Ferns, Carna-
tious, Bunching, and general Nursery Work. Eight

years' experience. Good references. — B-, The Gardens,
Aspenden. Buntingford, Herts.

ADVERTISER having had oharge of large
gardens, growing Fruit and Flowers for Market many

years, is open to an engagement in same oapacity. Good
references.—HORTUS, 8, Dale Park Road, Upper Norwood,
Surrey.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER; age 27~;

Thirteen years' experience; Softwood, Ferns, Stove,
General Market St 'ff ; Tomatos ; Cucumbers Good References.
—H. C.Vine Cottage, North Cray Road, Bexley, Kent.

H^Y~BRIDISER. — Appliance invented to
sec lire sure results. Seed, Seedling-grower, and Pro-

pagator. Trustworthy old Gardener. Low wages. Useful.
Building, Repairing, Rustic, Rockery, &c.—Particulars from
HYBRID. 77, High Street, Fulham, S.W. No post-cards.

LANDSCAPE FOREMAN.—The Advertiser
is open to treat with any Nurseryman or Gentleman

requiring the services of a thoroughly practioal man as above.
Many years' experience in Draining, Levelling. Road-making,
Planting, and all branches connected with Landscape and
general Garden work, Forest planting, &c. Good references.
—A., Roxwell Cottage, Harrow Weald, Middlesex.

TO GARDENERS—FOREMAN, or JOUR-
NEYYIAX (First), seeks situation in a Nobleman's

Garden. Five years' good reference. — H. MARSHALL,
19, Tucker Street, Wells, Somerset.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Good Outdoor man;
age 29. Propagating, Budding, Grafting, Pruning,

Planting, Growing. Fourteen years' experience.—WICKS,
Plat, Boro' Green, near Sevenoaks.

TO NURSERYMEN.—WORKING EORE-
MAN, age 25, well acquainted with general outside

Nurnery work
;
good Budder and Grafter. Also good SALES-

MAN requires situation. Three yeare' excellent character
from last situation.—W. H., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

NURSERY FOREMAN (Outside), Twenty-
eight years' experience, Fourteen aa Foreman ; Fruits,

Roses. Ornamental, or General.—State terms, &c, G. DAVIES,
29, Norfolk Street, King's Lynn.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield, Surrey.

f^OREMAN, in good establishment ; age 30.

—

-C S. Lyon, Gardener to Viscount Bridport, highly recom-
mends Walter Gough as above. Has lived with him two years

in same capacity. Formerly at Powis Castle, Tatton Park,
Wentworth, and other good Gardens. First-class Decorator,

&c—The Gardens, Cricket St. Thomas, Chard.

FOREMAN, Inside, where three or more are
kept.—Age 27 ; twelve years' practical experience in the

general routine of Indoor work.—G. C, 81, Abbey Foregate,

Shrewsbury.

F~~
OREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (Fibst),

Inside.—Age 27; ten years' experience. Two years as

First Journeyman in last place. Well recommended from last

and previous places. Abstainer.—F. BEESON, 3, Gladstone

Cottages. Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

NURSERY FOREMAN.—Well up in the
general routine of Nursery-work. Would take charge

of a branch. Over twenty-five years' experience. Good refer-

ences.—F. T., 37, Orchard Place, Belmont Koud, Uxbridge,
Middlesex.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General, Outdoor), or Orna-

mental Tree and Shrub.—Over twenty years' experience.

Good references from present and previous employers. Mid-
lands preferred.—80OT3MAN. 98, Wellington Street. Slough.

TO NURSERYMEN.—FOREMAN, age 27;
has good experience Inside and Out ; well acquainted

with general Pot-stuff, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms,

Chrysanthemums. &o. ; good references. — H. P., 6, Oak
Terrace, Manor Boad, Chigwell, Essex.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 23 ; fourteen years'

experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Previously

as Foreman. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse,

Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; good experienoe in

Plant and Fruit Houses, and general Garden Work.

Highest references.-W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Boad. South

Beddington, Wellington, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in good Gardens.—
Age 3S. — Can be confidently recommended by

J. MiT.THY, Denton Manor, Grantham.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — H. Fknnkll,
gardener to Lord St. Oswald, Appleby Hall, DooeenUr.

can with confidence recommend K Dodson, age 'ii, who hae
been with him eighteen months, to anyone requiring the above.

JOURNEYMAN, in a ^od establishment.—
Age 23 ;

good Dt-corator. Good refer.ances from nrvt-cbufl
eitablutfimenta.—M. V. SEALES, Vine Nurseries, Sevenoaks,
Kent.

JOURNEYMAN, in good Establishment.—
Situation wanted by a young man. age 22. as above.

Five years' experience. Can be well recommended.—HEAD
GARDENEK, Newlands.Teynliam.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst).—Wanted, by Oar-
doner's Son, with excellent references, a situation as

above. Life experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, and
general routine of Gentlemai's Garden. —JOURNEYMAN,
Mr. Bae. 1. Oxford Villas, Wormley, Herta

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst). — Age 23. — A.
rj Trail. The Gardens, Fulshaw Hall. Wilmalow. wishe.
to recommend aa above. Seven years' experience. — T.
BUKQESS, Chapel Boad. Alderley EVlge. Cheshire.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — Age 22 ; eight
years' experience ; two year^ in present situation ; good

references. — P. WAPSHOTT. Taplow Court Garden*,
Maidenhead.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
Age 20. J. Thompson, Norton Stoke, Under Ham, would

be pleased to recommend J. PITMAN, as above. Six years'
experience. Abstainer.—Norton Stoke, Under Ham.

'TO GARDENERS.—A young Man (age Id)
-*- seeks situation as IMPBOVER in Gentleman's Garden
or Nursery. Experienced Inside and Out. Good references —
C. FRANKLIN, 52, Kilbura Park Road, Kilburn, N.W.

IMPROVER.—Mrs. Webb, Milford House,
Godalming, recommends a youth of IS aa above.

IMPROVER.—Mrs. Henry Ritson oan with
confidence recommend William Watson. Age 18; three

years' experience. Bothy preferred. Would pay small p.e-
mium.—WILLIAM WATSoN. Sea View Lodge, Sunderland.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted in the Gar-
den by a respectable young Man. Age 18; abstainer.

Good character.—GEORGE NORRIS, Sonning. Reading. Berks.

IMPROVER.—Aged 21 ; seeks a good general
training in SEED and BULB line. Has gained with

leading London and Provincial Firms, excellent Nursery and
Shop experience, including the making-up of Floral Designs.
Fullest information and references.—Address, H. W., 31,
Giesbach Boad, Upper Holloway, London, N.

TO GARDENERS.—Young man requires
situation, Inside and Out. Scythe and Machine. Three

and a half years' good character. Highgate district preferred.
J., 34, Lulot Street, Highgate.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—
Wanted, by a young Man, age 21, situ it ion as IMPROVER,

or JOURNEYMAN (Second), in Houses ; has bad nearly five

years' experience in Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Melons,
Peaches and Stove and General Greenhouse Work. Good
references. — J E. T,, Mrs. A. Wright, Brown's Yard,
Harefield, near Uxbridge, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Yomig
man, age 23 ; well up in Cucumber?, Tomatos, Chrysan-

themums, Pot Stuff, and general Nursery Work.— G. LUTMAN,
Redlands Nursery, Emsworth.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age iM,
seeks a situation in a Nursery ; well up in forcing Lily

of the Valley and Tulips, &o. ; also in Cucumbers and Tomatos.
— F. W., Lofts Lodge, Saffron Walden. Essex.

CARPENTER and HANDY MAN.—Age 35,
married ; seeks situation, would make himself useful

in House. Garden, or Estate; abstainer; good references.

—

E. NEWBY, New Street, Andover.

SHOPMAN.—With live years' esperienoe in
good provincial house in Flower, Vegetable and Farm

See^s, Bulbs, Plants, &c. Age 23 ; good references.—J. W. R.,

4, Hartley Terrace, Handsworth, Sheffield.

BOOK-KEEPER, or GENERAL CLERK.—
Age 23 ; five years' experience in the trade ; accustomed

to County Court business.—LEDGER, 11, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

FLORIST'S ASSISTANT.—Situation required
by a young lady, well up in Wreaths, Bouquets, and

General Shop Routine. Can be well recommended.—BERTHA,
Mr. Thos. Butcher, Florist, South Norwood.

TO FLORISTS.—Situation wanted by a young
Lady, in Florist and Fruit Shop; best of experience.

—

FLORIST, 25, Thindall Street, Scarborough.

THE GOOD DIE YOCJNG.— Unlike most
popular sayings, this has very little truth in it. Expe-

rience every day prove* that some at least of the good are

spared to make the world brighter and better, and a more
pleasant place to live in. In fact, our experience is that good

people, and good things generally, live the longeit. For ex-

ample, consider the thousands of articles which have been

widely advertised and are now forgotten. Why? Because

they were bad. On the other hand, we have HOLLOWaYS
PILLS and OINTMENT, which have proved the faithful friend

of poor humanity for fifty years and more. Why? Because

they are good. Of a truth, that which is good doe* not die,

but lives for all time.

.
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FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
BOTAi POTTERIES,

WESTOX-SUPEE-MAEE.
The Largest M * vtt » r-rr-Rra« of Gardes

pottery if the world.
Millions en Stock. Contractors to

h.m. government.
30 Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.

Price L-.r.s free on Application.

8T00K SIZES—in Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18x12 I 16XH I 20X14 |
20x16 (84X16 82X18

14X10 Il6xl2 | 20X12 | 18x14 | 20x15 | 22X16 20x18 24X18
21*02. Foreign, of abOTe sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-0Z. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cnt to bnyax's sires at lowest prices, delvctred
free e*d wovrtd in tie oonntry in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, fcc

PrTII, WHITE LEAD, FAINTS. OILS, BEUSHES, ftc.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-02. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FABMILOE <fc SONS,
34, St, John Street, West Srolthneld, London. E.C.

Stock Lists and Prieeson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

WRINCH & SONS,
Horticoltural Builders to

H.M. THE QUEEN.
St Lawrence Works, IPSWICH; & 57, Holborn Viaduct. LONDON, EC.

GLASSHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION De-signed to Smt any Situation.

As erected for Sir Fraoeis Tra>eott. East Grin etead

.

As flreeted for Sir Joo. Thorsby. Christcharch.

FBICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST "WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

NO. 181. j-SPAN GARDEN FRAME.

Cash Prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft, by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

£2 10
4
5 10

7 2

CABBIAGE PAH) on all orders of £2 value to stations
in England, and to Dublin or Cork.

GARDEN FRAMES in every variety-

No. IBS. MELON AND CDCUMBER FRAME.
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15
Sft. by 6ft. ... 2 15

_ 12 ft. by 6 ft, ... 3 15
-^ 16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 15
""

Pit lights only. 4 ft. by 6 ft

,

13i. id. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free
CABBIAGE PAH) on all orders of £2 value to stations

in EnglanQ. and to Dublin or Cork.

PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHTS, See.
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

WRINCH & SONSf {
aSS22^}IPSWICH & LONDON.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO. ^T£.
HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS, ' '

l

TO APPLY FOB THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AST)

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with "Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
LN THE TRADE.

»£g- OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

W. COOPER, Ltd.

65 akd 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops: 4 and 6 GROVE SOUTHWARK, S.E

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors or Cheap Greenhouses,

I
The Largest Steam HOBncrxTTRAL 'Works rs the World Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) of our Revised
PEICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in doth. Is Now Beady.
We snail have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application This

List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.

34

65— 9S

99—134

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pi ts, Hand-Lights, &c.

LT.—Poultry, Kennel, Eabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, Sec.

m.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture, etc. ... _ 135—178

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stores, etc. 179—228

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertil isers. In-

secticides, Worm and Weed Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils. etc 229—246

VTI.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, Ac. ... 247—268

Vm.—Horticultural Timber 2S9—280
LX.—Horticultural Sundries. Wirework,

Fountains. Vases, Statuary, Ac. ... 231—842

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeda, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, *c 843—385

f-- .Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, WeJingcoa Street. Cj.-iac Girlea Loaioa. W <,.

printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbt/rt, Asm, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriirs. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

ABXHCR George Marte*. at the Office, 41. Wellington SOeet, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 28, 1895. Agent for Manchester—JOHS HrrwooD.
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NOTICE TO ADVE RTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HCANNELL and SONS' Complete
• AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now ready, containing

particulars of the best kinds of everything to keep the Conser-

vatory and Garden in the highest state of perfection during
the Winter and Spring at the least expense ; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amateurs. Post-free. We cordially invite all to come and see

our establishment*. Foreign orders a specialty.

SWANLEY, KENT.

CRAWSRAY'S OD. ANDERSONIANUM.
—Ods. crispum "Florie." "Miss Bovill," citro»mum

Rosefield var., Wilckeanum Rosefield var , mulus Rosefield

var., Leelia X Crawshoyano, Vanda suaviB Rosefield var.,

Leelia purpumta " de B. Crawshay,*' L. ancepn Crawshayana,
and many other grand vara, for sale. For particulars, write

—

DE B. CRAWSHAY, Rosefield, Sevenoaka. Kent.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition justout.

Price 5*.; post fTee, 5*. fid.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiiwiok.

V

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—Single First Early, White, Yellow, Scarlet,

Rose and White (striped), each, 2s. per dozen ; 14s per 100

CUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDINGO TULIPS.—Mr. J. M. McHattie, Gardener to His Grace
the Duke of Wellington, says :—" The Bedding Tulips made
a most brilliant show. They lived through the exceptionally
severe winter, when all our Wallflowers weTe killed, and
they now help us in the way of cut flowers in the place of
Wallflowers. I planted 18,000 Wallflowers, so you can
imagine oar loss."

s

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Writ* for LIST. free.

F.MoARTHUB, TheLondon Nursery, 4, Maids Vale, London, W.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TBE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Peeoniee.

Catalogue of KELWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History. Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nui>ery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the aole proprietors, LETBLLIER & &ON, Caen. Franoe.

"pYCLAMEN, and How to Grow Them."
\J —Second edition, giviog valuable information for

their entire Culture. Post-free, Is. '2d.

F. C. EDWARDS, Sholebroke View, Leeds.

BULBS.—If you want the finest proonrable,
BOrts that won at the Great Haarlem Quinquennial

Show, and grown by the actual exhibitors, send for POPE A1ND
SONS' CATALOGUE, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

THE BEST HYACINTHS for PotCulture and
for Glasses ; Tulips, Daffodils. Liliums, Iri&es, Anemones,

Ciocuaes, Scillas. and all other Bulbs for present and later
planting. See our CATALOG UE, No. <i5\ free on application.

Best qualities at moat moderate prices.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARK and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

ARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Ro^e, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine olnmps of Marie Louise, Comte de Braxza,
Queen Victoria, and others.— For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

NARCISSUS. — Emperor, 7$ inohes oiroum-
ference, 6s. per doz.. -15*. per 100; Horsfieldii, 3s.

per doz., 20s. per 100.

POPE AND SONS, Nurserymen, Birmingham.

WANTED.—Secretaries of Chrysanthemum
Societies to FORWARD SCHEDULES to J. R.

PEARSON & SONS. Chilwell Nursuries. Notta.

ANTED—A few thousands of GEM
CALCEOLARIAS. CUTTINGS.

T. HOWES & SON, Highbury Nursery, Binckstock Road,

Finsbury Park.

WANTED. — Alternantheras, Lyiimachia,
Green Mentha, Bedd ng Violas, Early Chrysanthe-

mum Cuttings, Rooted Carnations; state price or exchange.

White Gloxinia Bulbs, Jacoby. Flower of Spring, and Happy
Thought ; Geranium Cuttings.

GARDENER. Cilwendeg, Boncath.

w ANTED, ALTERNANTHERAS in

variety ; also tall-growing SUCCULEN TS. KCH E-

and any good Carpet Bedding Plants, full' limit*-.VERIAS, and any good Carpet 1

and price to KENT AMD B8YD0N. D»

W~ ANTED, "GERAN 1 V/X
the open, Mrs. Robert CarAiwlt

Master Christine, Henri Jicoby, yUi
Gibbons.-E. J. SARGEANT, Bn,

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thurudav in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Rooma, 33, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Only first quality plants are
imluded in these Sales. Catalogued on application.

To Clirysajitliemiini Exhibitors.

TIDY'S Patent CU1> aod TUBK is the Best.
Send for Circular and Sumple, free \s. 3d.

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W. E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant.

MR. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
sent to nearly every town in the United Kingdom, and

are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdom, Emperor Narcissus, bs. 6d. per dozen. 40*. p*»r 100 ;

Horafieldii, 'Js. 9d. per dozen, 20*. per 10J ; Sir Watkin, bs. 6d.

per doien, 40*. per 100 ; Golden Spur, 2s. $d. per <*ozeo,

J8s. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £5. Full Lu-t oo application.

Tenby Street North, Birmingham.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
The best all round variety in cultivation. Extra strong,

well-rooted plants, grown from the original stock, Vs. per doz.;
12s. per 100; 6s. for 50. Cash.

HURST AND SON, Burbsge Nurseries, near Hinckley.

AZALEAS, Madame Van der Cruyssen,the best
for forcing, all good plants, now ready, £l sod £.j per lto.

DRAC.EV A INDIVISA, 3 and 4 feet high, ver> fine plants, £l
and £5 per 100. Special trade offer on application.
JULES DK COCK, Nurseryman, LeJebcrg, Ghent, Belgium.

G~RANd1TM0NARQUE NARCISSUS, 30*.
per 1000, 3s. 6d. per 110 ; CAMPERNELLE MAJOR, t>.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All gooi flowering bulbs.

T. GELL. Week « arm, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

CMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-O GOIDES, nice voung Stuff in thumb pots ready to pot on,

20s. per 100, free "on rail.—WILLIAM WHITKLEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, tTxbridge.

LfOR ORCHIDS of every description at
A- Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate. London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

CARNATIONS. — Germania, £10~pe~r 1000.
CLOVES. — A. Neurran. Ketton. Kaby, Mrs. Muir.

Jessica, Countess Paris. See, '.is. to 5s. per dozeu.
BBOTHERSTON, Prestonkirk.

BEGONIAS. — Single large - flowering
Brgooia«, first-size, mixed, per 100. 9* : per 1C00, dbs.

Carriage paid to Rotterdam. Term , Ca-h wiita Order.
Apply to Mr. VAN TIL, Begonia Grower, Wtumond, Holland.

L~lLIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for delivery early in Novem-

ber. Early orders respectfullv solicited. Prices p;.r 100, l.tuj,

10.000. or 20.000. on application to—
T. JANNOOH, Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10*. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Meretham, Surrey.

H ENRY RIDES, Salesman,
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

Central

iugto

STOOLS from
Queen of the Whites,
Itrijthb u Gem, John

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. Thk Prince or Wales.

MACKENZIE and HONOUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders 4 Heatino Engineer*. Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow. PUna and Eotimates for nit

kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilion,. Summer Houara,

and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

LONDON OrflCK:—A0. CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
to Her Majeaty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.
nent. Admnally Dept.. War Dept.. Royal Hort. Son.,

pt&nic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentee* of

: UprightTuhulaT Roilem. Kin**«R.v..l. Ohel-~..s * .

i Address.'
- Hortulanus. Lo-idou." rdrphonr.No.8728.

Cover
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Friday Nest.

THE SALE OF THE SEASON.
400 Lota of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA,

AND
400 Lots of CATTLEYA TRIABLEI.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rcomg, 67

and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by order of Mr. Aime van den.

Bogaerde, Perry-Bar, Birmingham, on FRIDAY NEXT, Oct. 11,

at Half-past 12 o'clock precisely,

1000 SPECIALLY SELECTED PLANT3.
The pick of 30,000 recently imported, and containing,

without doubt, the finest masses and specimens ever put up at
a Sale. Every plant has been carefully picked, and none but
the finest are included. They are guaranteed to be of the very
best type—the same which has given such general satisfaction

during the last three years, and out of which some of the
finest varieties in existence have been flowered. Only large
pieces ^wili be included in this Sale, and buyers wishing to
acquire fine plants, should not miss this most exceptional
opportunity.

Also
2 plants CATTLEYA TRIANJEl ALBA
1 „ „ ELDORADO ALBA
2 „ DENDROBIUM VENUS
1 „ L.ELIA ANCEPS CRAWSHAYANA, from the

original plants shown at the K. U.S.
Lgelia grandis tenebrosa, Oncidium varicosum, Cattleya

labiate in sheath, C. Skinneri, and other ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tne Arboretum Nurseries, Wood Lane. Islewortn.

]\TE3SRS. PROTHEROE and MOR-RIS are
1-T-L instructed by Messrs. Charles Lee & Son. to SELL by
AUCTION on the Premises as above, on MONDAY, Oct. 14,

at 12 o'Clock precisely :

5,000 ORNAMENTAL AND FLOWERING TREES
including Limes, 10 to 12 feet ; Planes, 12 to 20 feet ; Labur-
nums, Purple Beech, Horse Chestnuts, 10 to 12 feet ; Birch,
Flowering Thorns, and Cherries

; their beautiful tricolor Dog-
wood, CORN US ELEGANTISSIMA, Common Hollies, 2 to 4
feet: Aucubas, variegated, 12 to 18 inches ; Cupressus erecta
viridis, 18 inches; and C. lutea.

3,000 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, best varieties; a
quantity of Czar aud Victoria Plums, 5 to 6 feet, bushy ; Nuts
and Filberts, oval leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet.

3,000 RASPBERRIES, including Victoria, Baumforth Seed-
ling, Fastolf, &c. A quantity of standard APPLES, Cox's
Orange, and other best sorts; and Pyramid Apples and Pears.
2,000 best Golden, Silver, and Green EUONYMUS. from

6 to 15 inches. GOLDEN YEWS, 2\ feet, and other Conifers ;

Myrobalana Plums, Rhubarb, Royal Albert, &c ; 3,000 Quick,
2£ to 3 feet.

500 dwarf H.P. ROSES, best sorts. A quantity of Azalea
mollis and altaclarense, all well budded, from \\ to 2£ feet;
also Rhododendrons, best named sorts, 2 to 4 feet.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the premises,
at the Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith Road, W.,
and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Putney, S.W.
CLEARANCE SALE of well-grown NURSERY STOCK, the

ground having been taken for building purposes, by order
of Messrs. S. Mahood & Son3.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

Putney, near Putney Railway Station, on WEDNESDAY,
October 16 at 12 o'Clock, without reserve, the clean and well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, in capital condition for removing,
consisting of 2000 Limes, with straight stems and good heads

;

1000 Golden Privet, 1J to 2 feet ; 5000 Green Privet, 2 to 4 feet

;

2000 Aucubas, 1£ to 3 feet; 3000 Irish Ivies, in pots, 5 to

8 feet ; 100 Standard-trained Peaches, fruiting trees, mostly
Royal George ; large Victoria Plums, fruiting trees ; Standard
and Pyramid Fruit Trees, Currants, and other Stock.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Sunningdale, Berks.
SIX DAYS' UNREsERVhD SaLE of exceptionally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, being the most important
Sale held at this Nursery for many years, by order of Mr.
Charles Noble, including a portion of the unique collection
of Specimen RHODODENDRONS, and matchless Specimen
Golden RETINOSPORAS and HOLLIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

Sunningdale. close to Sunningdale Station, and within eaty
distance of Bagshot. S. W. R., on MONDAY, October 21, and
FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day, without
the least reserve, several acres of unusually well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, the whole in the beat possible condition
for removal, comprising thousands of Rhododendrons amongst
them a large number of unique Specimens and Standards, un-
surpassed in the trade, and forming one of finest collections

ever submitted to public competition. Several thousands of
Ghent and other Hardy Azaleas, 10,0 oval-leaved Privet,
thousands of Berberis aquifolia, enormous quantities of

Conifers in various sizes, including Cupressus, Thujas, and
Thujopsis. suitable for hedges, screens, and general planting ;

a grand lot of perfect specimen Variegatea Hollies, match-
less specimen Golden Retinosporas, Dwarf Roses, a large
quantity of Standard and Bush Apples, Gooseberries, Currants,
Standard, Ornamental, and Forest Trees, and other Stock,
which will be found fully described in Catalogues to be
obtained (post free) of the Auctioneers.

It is impossible to adequately call attention to this important
Sale within the limits of an ordinary advertisement, and
intending purchasers are respectfully invited to inspect the
stock, which will well repay a visit to these Nurseries.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Framfleld, near Uckfield, Sussex.
About2 miles from Uckfield Station, L, B. & S. C. Ry,, where

conveyances can always be obtained.

GREAT SALE of ROSES, FRUIT TREES, and RHODODEN-
DRONS, by order of Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son,

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Arches

Farm, Framfie'd, near Uckfield, on TUESDAY, October 15, at
half-past 12 o'Clock, 15,000 Dwarf and Climbing ROSES, em-
bracing the leading sorts of Hybrid Perpetuals, Gloire de Dijon,

and other Teas; 100,000 MANETTI STOCKS, 6000 Standard.
Pyramid, and Bueh APPLES, in all the most profitable kinds;
6O00 Standard PLUMS and DAMSONS, very fine trees; Pyra-
mid PEARS, 1500 Hybrid and Ponticnm RHODODENDRONS,
1 to 2i feet, many of them large bushes ; 1500 PINUS AUS-
TRIACA, 3 to 9 feet, quartered trees, all recently trans-

planted, &c. /
'

Maybe viewed. Catalogues can be obtained on the Premises ;

or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
Note.—The whole of the Stock is in splendid condition, and

the Vendors invite an inspection by intending purchasers.
Messrs. "William Paul & Son will carefully lift, pack, and put
any lots on rail at cost of labour and materials.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17.

The SECOND and MAIN PORTION
of the well-known

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS
of the Firs, Lawrie Park, Sydenham, S.E.,

To be SOLD by AUCTION', without the least Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from C. Dorman, Esq., who is

giving up the cultivation of Orchids, to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, The Firs, Lawrie Park, Sydenham, on WED-
NESDAY and THURSDAY, Oetober 16 and 17, at half-past 12
o'Clock precisely, without the least reserve, the SECOND and
MAIN PORTION of his well-known COLLECTION, com-
prising

—

Odontoglossum Alexandra

,

the very best varie-

ties,white and spotted
forms

,, Pescatorei

,, Hybrids of exceptional
beauty and scarcity,

of which many have
received F.C.C.

„ vexillarium superbum
„ ,, leucogloisum

„ p ,
Cobbianum

,, „ rubellum

„ „ Dormanianum
,, hchroderianum

„ pulchellum Dormania-
num

„ Rothschildianum
,, Humeanum
»» lyroglossum
,, ramosiasimum liliflonim

,, Marshallianum
Oncidium Mantini (see plate)

„ Pollettianum (see plate)

„ pyramidense
„ znacranthum hastiferum
„ angustifolium

Coelogyne cristata alba
Lycaste Skinneri alba, several

plants
Anguloa eburnea, from the

original plant
Lselia Pern ni i alba (not nivea)

the pure white firm
Cattleya Arthuriana (hybrid),

only two plants in
existence

,, calummata magnifica
„ Mossiae Reineckiana
„ „ Wagneri
,, „ Arnoldiana
„ ,, Dormaniana
„ „ Duke of Marlborough
„ Morgan iee

,, Skinnerii alba

,, Schroder! alba

„ Rex
, t Lawrenceana

gigas Dormaniana
t , Triansei Eboracensis

,, ,, magnifica

,, ,, Sunrise

„ ,. alba

,, ,, Butleri

,, ,, Empress
„ „ Russslliana

,, „ Backhouseiana

„ „ rubra

f H gigantea

,, ,, Dormaniana
„ Obocoensis alba

,, Gaskelliana alba

„ „ Empress Frederick

,, „ Emperor Frederick

,, ,, Delliense

„ „ superbissima
Virginalis

Cattleya Trianeei speciosa

,, Mendeli splendidiasima

,, „ Alexandra
,, ,, Dormaniana
,, ,, plumosa

Lii-iia anceps alba

„ ,, Dawsoni
„ „ Williamsi

Miltonia Moreliana atropur-
purea

Cymbidium Philbrickeanum,
with flower-epike

Ccelia be 11a

Dendrobium nobile album
,, ,, nobilius

,, „ Murrhinianum
,, ,, pendulum
i, ,, elegans

,, ,, Sanderianum
,, ,, Dormanianum
„ Leedsianum
,, splendidissimum
,, Schoeiderianum
,, enosmum leucopterum
,, Cooksomi
,, crassinode album

Cypripedium, many seedlings
unnamed

,, Savageanum superbum
,, Morgan:,"
,, euryandrum' magnifi-

cum
,, Harrisianum superbum
„ Nioba
,, Bartettii superbum
,, leucorrhodum, large spe-

cimens
,, cardinale rubrum
„ orphanum
,, grande, enormous speci-

men
,, Elliottianum, grand spe-

cimen
„ albo-purpureum, grand

specimen

,, purpuratum, several
plants

,, Sedeni candidulam,
grand specimen

„ Vesta
„ Schroderi splendenp,

enormous specimen
„ Sallieri Hyeanum, enor-

mous specimen
,, vexillarium

Masdevallia Veitchii grandi-
flora

,, Arminii
,, racemosa Crossii

,, melanozantha
,, elephanticepe

,, cucullata

,, Harryana, Bull's Blood
„ Hincksiana

Pleurothallis Boezlii, fine spe-
cimen ; and many other
Orchids of value.

May be viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Cnilwell Nurseries, Notts.
In consequence of the approaching Expiration of Lease, of a

portion of their Nurseries. Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons
will offer a portion of their Stock of Fruit Trees, 4c. by
Auction, viz. :—30 000 FRUIT TR^ES, comprising 15,0U0
Standard Apples, for Orchards; 7000 Pyramid Apples, in
fruiting condition, mostly carrying fruit this season

;

principally worked upon the Paradise Stock, for which the
Nurseries are so well known ; 2100 Standard, Pyramid,
and Dwarf Plums, in all t*e best varieties ; 550 Cherries,
the best varieties in the Midland district ; 1350 Damsons.
Farleigh Prolific and the Prune; Standard and Tiwarf

Pears; also 3500 FANCY HOLLIES, Green and Varie-

gated ; and 500 STANDARD LIMES and ELM3, fine

straight trees, suitable for Avenue or Street-planting.

To be SOLD by AUCTION, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS on
the Premises, Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

The Nurseries are 1£ miles from Beeston Station, Midland
Railway, 10 minutes from Nottingham or Trent Junction,
there being a frequent service of trains from both places, on
THURSDAY NEXT, October 10, at 11 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed. Catalogues maybe had on the Premises,
and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, E.G., and LeytonBtone, E.

Lincoln.—Absolutely without Reserve.

IMPORTANT TWO DAYS' CLEARANCE SALE of exceedingly
well-grown GENERAL NURSERY STOCK and FRUIT
TREES.

By Order of Me3srs. Penoell & Sons, who require a portion of
the Land for the purpose of Seed Growing, in consequence
of the increase of their Seed Business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bracebridge,

near Lincoln, about 2 miles from either of theLincoln Railway
Stations, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 17 and 18,

1895, at 12 o'clock precisely eich day, without reserve, a
portion of the exceptionally well-grown

NURSEEY STOCK,
The whole of which has been carefully transplanted, and is now
in first-class condition for removal. The Stock comprises
4000 Evergreeas and Conifers. 1 to 4 feet, suitable for boxes,
pots, and growing-on ; 400 Specimen Conifers, 2 to 8 feet, ia
the borders. These specimens have all been grown with great
care, and are now adapted for immediate effective planting.
900 Green and Variegated Hollies, 1500 Green and Viriegated
Box, 1£ to 2£ feet; 300 new Golden Box, l^to 2 fent ; 2500
Austrian Pines, 1- to 2% feet, good plants;. 1000 Laurels, best
varieties, 1£ to 3 feet; 250'J oval-leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet;
1000 Standard Trees for Street and Avenue Plantiug; 100 Acer
Negundo variegata, 5 to 6 feet; 1500 Flowering Shrub3 and
Forcing Plants. 3000 Berberis aquifolia, 1 to 2 feet ; 60 I Dwarf
Roses of the best; varieties, 800 Ivies and other Climbing
Plants, Herbaceous Plants, 2500 Standard and Pyramid
Apples, 5-yr. Trees, all true to name ; 3500 transplanted
Crabs, and other Stock.

Note.—The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to
this important Sale. The whole of the Evergreens have been
transplanted within two years, and have been allowed plenty
of room, and have also been pruned. The Standard Trees are
straight, and everything has been grown solely for a high-
class retail trade. Messrs. Pennell & Sons will undertake to
carefully lift and despatch any lots, charging only the cost of
labour incurred and material used. Goods may be transmitted
from the Lincoln stations to any part of the Kingdom without
change of truck.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises; at the Seed Shop, High Street,

Lincoln; at Messrs. PENNELL a.kd SONS' Chief Offices and
Seed Warehouses, Gowt's Bridge, Lincoln ; anl of the
Auctioneers. Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

Hollamby's Nurseries, aroombrldge, near Tanbrldge
WELLS.

GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by
order of the Executors of the late Mr. Edwin Hollamby.

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItA SBLL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, close to
theGroombridge Railway Station, onTHURSDAYand FRIDAY,
October 24 and 25, at 12 o'Clock punctually each day, 45 ,000
CONIFERS, named and other Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Laurels, Larch. Scotch Firs, Ash, Spanish Chestnuts, strong,
transplanted Quick, Hardy Climbers, Dwarfs, Climbing, and
other Roses, the whole in splendid condition for removal ; also
Seakale, extra strong for forcing, and other Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had at the Nurseries ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Brixton, S.W.

CLEARANCE SALE oE well grown healthy NURSERY STOCK,
specially adapted for London and Suburban Planting, by
order of Messrs, Ponsford & Son, who purpose converting
the Land into Lawn Tennis Grounds.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
BELL by AUCTION, on the premi>ea. the Loughborough

Park Nurseries. Brixton, S.W., near the Longhboiough Park
Station, on FRIDAY, Oct. 18. at Twelve o'Clock, 1000 LIMES,
PLANES, and POPLARS, 500 Box Aucubas, 1000 Privet, 3000
Euonymns, 1000 Laurels, 500 Rhododendrons, 1500 Lilacs,

Syringas, &c, 2C00 Mulberries, for which these Nurseries are
so noted, including many very fine Trees, 500 Hardy Climbers,
2000 Palms, 2000 Ferns, 1000 Chrysanthemums, and other stock.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues had on

the premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
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«C A DEPARTURE IN THE NURSERY TRADE. ^
CHARLES NOBLE lias decided to OFFEE, by AUCTION, the very cream of a life's selection of

Specimen RHODODENDRONS, GHENT and other AZALEAS, GOLDEN RETINOSPORAS, GOLDEN HOLLIES, and Select

HARDY TREES, from 2 feet to 10 feet high. SIX DAYS' SALE. Much of the Stock is Unique, and all in tine condition.

SALE, OCTOBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Catalogues may he had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. PEOTHEKOE and MOREIS, 67 Sf 68, Cheapside, London, EC;

CHARLES NOBLE, the' nurseries, BAGSHOT.
SALES by AUCTION.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT OF 50 CASES OF

LILIUM HARRISII,
Comprising —

10 Cases extra large Bulbs.
25 „ 9 to 11 inches.
10 „ 7 to 9 „

and
5 „ 5 to 7 „

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 9, at 2 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

4000 AFRICAN PEARL TUBEROSES.
Just received from the Cape,

Also 400 NARCISSUS EMPEROR.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 9.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
FIRST GREAT CONSIGNMENT of 60 CASES of LILIUM

LO^GfFLORUM (Japanese), just received from Japan,
and comprising 7300 BULBS ; for Sale without the
slightest reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 6S. Cheapside. Loudon, E.C.. on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 9, at/Two o'clock.

On view mornipg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.

A Consignment of PALM SEEDS, TREE
FERNS, and ARADCARIAS,

Received Direct, comprising :

—

40,700 KENTIA BELM0BE4NA
1.400 „ CANTERBURYANA

72 Plants, ARAUCARIA EXCELSA
20 ,, DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA, 26 feet

24 „ „ „ 50 feet

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, EC., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 9. at 12 o'clock,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central sale Rooms. 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.. EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock,

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS. NARCIS9US. and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &.C.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues bad.

•WEDNESDAY NEXT.

IMPORTANT to GROWERS of DUTCH BULBS.

A/TR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
111 he will hold a SPECIAL SALE of DUTCH BULBS,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on
WEDNESDAY NKXT, October 9, at half-past 12 o'clock
precisely, and will include

—

A GRAND COLLECTION of CHOICE HYACINTHS,
specially lotted for Glass, Pot, Bed, or Border Cultivation,
(oruprising many of the best sorts, from a trustworthy
Nurseryman.

LILIUMS of sorts. Choice and rare NARCISSUS.
A great assortment of

TULIPS. CROCUSES, SNOWDROPS, SCILLAS
in the finest possible order, lotted for all buyers.

Also—
ROMAN HYACINTHS. ITALIAN HYACINTHS, Forcing

NARCISSUS, &c, from France.

500 LILIUM HARRISI. 1000 SPnUEA JAPONICA, and
other varieties: DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS. FRKESIA
REFRACTA ALBA, well -grown PALMS, STOVE
PLANTS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-paet 12 o'Clock, first-class

cons gnments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES.
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-

known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of sale, and Catalogues had.

Birmingham.
DUTCH BULBS EVERY THURSDAY.

THOMAS B. JAMES & CO. hold SALES of
First-class BULBS only, at their City Sale Rooms, 35,

Temple Street, Birmingham, at 11.30 a.m. Catalogues post-free.

Birmingham.

THOMAS B. JAMES & CO. will hold a
Xarge SALEafthelr eity-Sttle-RoomsyBS. Temple 8t*eetr

Birmingham, on THURSDAY NEXT, at Half-past Twelve
o'Clock. of ESTABLISHED and IMPORTED ORCHIDS, by
order of Messrs. F. Sander & Co.. St. Albans.

To Gardeners and Florists.—To he sold as a going
Concern, FREEHOLD NURSERY PREMISES, being

26. Union Terrace. Mawson Road, Cambridge, comprising
small Dwelling-House, and Garden adjoining, with two
Vineries, Greenhouses, Propagating House. &c. Frontage
72 feet, depth 93 feet. Established 25 years. Rapidly
increasing neighbourhood. Owner retiring. Half pur-

chase-money can remain.

To be SOLD by AUCTION by

MESSRS. CATLING and SON, at their
Rooms, Corn Exchange Street. Cambridge, on WED-

NESDAY", October 16, 1895, at 7 o'Clock in the evening.
Further particulars of the Auctioneers, or of H. Barley, Esq.,

Solicitor, 51, Regent Street, Cambridge.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHIDS.
ALL OF WHICH ARE IN FLOWER. AND

SHOWING FOR FLOWER.

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

Are Selling (by Private Treaty), during next

week, a large and splendid Collection of

ORCHIDS, as above, all of which are in the

finest condition. Many splendid specimens, suit-

able for exhibition and other purposes, are

included, and all are offered at extremely low
prioes. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues post-

free on application to the Company.

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

W~ANTED to RENT, a SMALL NUR-
SERY, with from i':0 to eoo feet of Glass. Modern.,

No Stock. Within 15 miles of London.—R., 41, Wellington'
Street. Strand, W.C.

\\fANTED to RENT, on Lease, several
V V acres of ARABLE and PASTURE LAND, with some

Glass preferred. Full particulars to C. T., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park ESTATE, free from London fogs, a deep r ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.

HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

NURSERY, PLANT, FRUIT GROWING,
and CUT FLOWER BUSINESS for DISPOSAL. In

favourite neighbourhood, in Devonshire. Snug House, ample

Glass and Premises; 24 acres rich Land. Fine connection,

lucrative trade. A fortune in energetic hands. Proprietor

retiring. Incoming valuation.

Full particulars from THOMPSON, RIPPON AXD CO..

Estate Agents. Exeter.

TO BE SOLD, an old-established NURSERY
and FLORISTS BUSINESS, with good Seed Trade.

Jobbing, &c, in main thoroughfare in S.E. suburb. Apply to

—

H. DEAL, 49, Q leen's Rool, Peckhim. S.E.

FOR SALE, a small FREEHOLD NURSERY,
partly heated, together with 5000 Strawberry PluU

ready for forcing. One mile from station. Particulars from —
W. BUDD, Baglan Road, Belvedere, Kent.

A MARKET GROWER'S FREEHOLD
NURSERY to be DISPOSED OF.

With two Glasshouses and Pits, with $ to 2 acres of Land.
If desired, part of purchase-money can remain.

Ten minutes from Station.

Particulars of ROBERT ELCOCK, Auctioneer, Wimborne.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries. Cucumber-hou^e.
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Datforne Roai.
Tooting, Surrey.

BOXMOOR.—FOR SALE, Two FREEHOLD
COTTAGES, Stable and Gardens, fronting main road;

'"fftrd-^matl- Orchard, with another frontage, full of bearing
Trees, and Three Glass-houses. Space to build a Show Con-
servatory. Fine opening for Florist or Jobbing Gardener.

J. H. F., City News Rooms, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

TO BE LET, or SOLD.—Large Premises
(now, and for nearly 40 years, used aa Hortiouliural

Building and Engineering Works). Area, 2080 yards. Situate
in the centre of Loueb borough, and near to thiee railway
stations.—For particulars, apply to—

T. G. MESSENGER, Loughborough.

Channel Islands.

TO BE SOLD or LET, with Immediate
Possession, in the most fertile part of Jersey, extensive

VINERIES and TOMATO HOUSES, and about 4 Acres of
LAND, with well-stocked FRUIT TREES. Good DWELLING-
HOUSE. The Houses are heated by new powerful Boilers,
and the Vines healthy and in full bearing. Inexhaustible
water supply. For full particulars, address OWNER, Advertiser
Office, Leicester.

SOUTH COAST, SOUTHSEA.—In a prin-
cipal thoroughfare of this important town. TO BE LET,

imposiog SHOP and PREMISES, specially adapted for
FLORIST and FRUITERER. Splendid opening. Excellenf
accommodation. Electric Light. The Shop has a frontage ot
20 feet, by 54 feet in length, with back entrance, and
ample living accommodation over.—Particulars of Messrs.
PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67. and 68 Cheapside, London.

KENT.—Ten miles from London, in an im-
portant and rising town. TO BE LET, or FREEHOLD

woull be SOLD. Splendid opening for energetic person.
Capital Nursery, with Seed- shop, Greenhou-e. and about
^-acre of Land. Moderate rent. No stock need be taken.
—Full particulars of PROTHEROE AND MOREIS, Estate
Offices. 67, Cheapside, London.

Hooton Estate, Cheshire.
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, the productive gardens of
HOOTON HALL, extent nearly 5 acres, having an ex-

cellent stock of Standard Apple and Pear Trees. The glass
comprises Greenhouse, three Vineries, Peach. Orchard, Tomato,
Cucumber, and Melon Houses; there are the usual Potting
Sheds, Fruit Room, Office, Gardeners' Bothy, Stabling, Ac.,
liI-o good Gardener's House.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. SMITHS. GORE

and CO., 16, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., and 6, Newgate
Street, Chester.

]7LORIST ESTATE (Freehold), with Valu-
-*- able Retail Cut Flower and Seed Connection. Established

over quarter of century. Good Lancashire town (Owner
leaving district), consisting of 2 acres Frontage Land, six-

roomed Dwelling-house. Stables, &c. ; 26,000 feet of Glaa»,

well heated with over S0OO feet of pipes ; stocked with valu-

able Plants. All in perfect condition and Going Concern.

Part purchase can remain on mortgage at 4 per csnt.

T. S. HARGREAVES. Fishergat.-, Preston.

TO BE LET, or the LEASE SOLD,
HILLSIDE NURSERY, TENBY.

Comprising Residence, Seedroom. Offiee, GU's-house^, Stable*.

Sheds, and Outbuildings; also 3 a. 2 r. Op. of Nursery Ground,
stocked. A really good opening for a pushing man.
Further particulars on application to Mr. C. W. R. STOKES,

Town Clerk
-

* OfflOB, Tenby.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS1

HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at

67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.
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SPECIAL LLSES of JOB LOTS of BULBS.
Cheapest in Entfland. Send for Special List. 500 for 10*.

;

2500 for 40a , free.

POPE axd SONS, Nurserymen, "Rfrminghs-m.

YOSOTLS DIS3ITIFLORA, &. per 100,
25s. per 1000; Dracaena Cordylice australis, 3-inch

seedlings, as. per 100, 30s. per 1000. Carnations, Old Bed Clove,

10s. per 100; Sinkins. 10*. per 100, £lper 100j. Wallflower,
led. 3s. per iCO, 25s. per 1000 ; Arums, 3-ineh. pots, 12s. per 100.

£5 per 1000 ; German Iris, pale miuve, sweet, 3s. per dozen.
MANAGEB, TWT11 Gardens, Ashford, CO. Wieklow.

HEOOM S P A TV X.
BUT OF THE 1IAKEBS.

Upon receipt of Postal Order for 2s., we will forward
1 bushel (16 cakes), at our celebrated Mushroom Spawn ; with
fall instructions for MaMng-up Beds. &;. Established 1S35.

Messrs. ELPHICK a>t> jT.T.ttV
, Mushroom Spawn Makers,

7, Beaeonsfieid Boad, Willesden. Middlesex.

flyactntha, Tulips, Crocus, lilies, &c-

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. B. STT.BP.ftR AT) isD SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Clutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

BARR r

S ENGLISH DAEFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BABB'S SPRrsa-FLOV/ERING- BL"LBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready Septem t>er 1.

BARK'S AUTUMN-FLO\TEBING CBOCUSES, MRADOW-
SAFFBONS. CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS. SN0WFLAXE3, &c.
List free on application.

iJAEE'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-
cation.

BABE asd SON, 12, King Street, Cogent Garden, London.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

Louse, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in iS's, 10 best
aelling sorts, 6s. doz, ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
ontum ctu.ea.tum, in 4S's, for cutting, 6s. and S*. doz. ; ditto,

for mating large plants quietly, Ids. and 20*. 100 ; Araliaa, 10s.

100; Cyperus, Araliaa, Grevilea*. Geraniums, SoLaDums, in
4&*s. 6s. doz. ; Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Marguerites,
Solanuiss, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in -la's, S*. doz.; Ficus,
Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, 12s. doz. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SUITE, Louden Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.VT.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Lirections and full cescriptive details of their immense Collec-
tions of New, Bare, and Fuse BULBS and PLANTS C104 pages
in English), and will, as usual, be sent post-free on application
to their Agents, Messrs. Meetess & Co., 3, Cross La>*e,
St. MABT-AT-Hru,, E.C. ; or themselves direct at Ovebvkes,
near Haarlem, Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

/ a ERMAN or FLAG IRIS (Orchid Rivals),
VJ* best time to plant. First Prize Royal Botanic Only
the finest, strong, nealtrjy plants. Very cheap. Twelve dis-
tinct. 2V. &d„ Zs. 6d., and 4s. 64. ; or mixed, sj.. 10*. &£. and
15J. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS. HTACniTBS, HARDY
PLANTS. &.c. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free.

COLLINS 13B CO.. 39. Waterloo Boad, London.

1TOR THE BE&T PARROT TULIPS, IRIS,
-1- RANUNCULUS. LEMOLNE'S NEW GLADIOLUS,
MONTBRETIAS, all so beautiful for decorations. Finest sorts.

All personally selected in Holland. Send for CATALOGUE,
full of original matter.

POPE A3TD SONS. Nurserymen, Birmingham.

FERNS,
STOVK and GREENHOUSE,

G K EAT VARIETY.
Bushy plants in 2| inch pots, 12s. per 100 ; £5
per 10C0. Seedlings from store boxes, hi. per 100;
40s. per 1000. Free on rail.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NTJESERiEi, HlLLINGDON HEATH, UXBRIDGE.

:«* .****»»**- )

INTENDING PLANTERS
Are invited to inspect the very

Extensive & Superior Stock of

HARDILY-GROWN
FOREST, FRUIT,

A>"D A T.I , Ol

trees & Plants, roses,

EVERCREENS, &c.

Dicksons^q^Ch ester
•x-innnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnt

TOTTED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
l_ and PROVIDENT SOCIETY.
THE ANNUAL DINNER will take place at the Cannon

Street Hotel, on THUE5 DAT. October 17, at 5 P.M.
JAMES H. VEITCH. Esc., will presiae.

Tickets 5s. each, to be had o? the Secretary, W. COLLINS,
9, Martindale Boad, Balham, S.W.

WANTED.
HOAMNELL & SONS would be glad to

• PURCHASE or EXCHANGE tie following:—

Primula obeonica seedlings | Violet Madame Millot
Calceolarias, large
All-Heart Cabbage
Little Gem „

u

Y.^ELLOW MARGUERITE Boule de Feu.-
Strong cuttings for sale, at 2s. per 100.

P U B S E T, li. Duie Street, Beading.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Sir J. Paxton,
one vear transplanted, strong, 2s. 6d. per 100.

POULTON. Ash Vale. Aldershot.

T OTELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
\—i Banners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, 1*. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL x2TD SOS, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE.—One large
SEAFOBTHIA ELEGAN'S, 11 feet high, in good health.

Offers to

—

THOS. BENDALL. Langton Hall Gardens. Northallerton.

To the Trade.—Ferns.

HB. MAY offers FERNS in all sizes,
• leading marker sorts. Special Quotations on appli-

cation.—Dyson's Lane yurseries, Upper Eamonton.

MILLER'S WINTER ACONITES produce
masses of brigbt golden-yellow flowers early in spring,

Is. 6i. per 100, 12s. 6d. per 1000. SXOWDROPS, Single or
Doable, strong cnltirated bulbs, 2s. per 100, 19s. per 1000;
Star of Bethlehem, large clusters of sUrery star-like flowers,
rery hardy, blooms freely anywhere. If. 9o£. per ICO, 15s. per
1C00 ; Glory of the Snow, good cultivated bulbs, 3*. per 100.
Orders 10s. npwards, carriage paid.

F. ^TTT.T.KR Ail) CX)., 367, Fnlham Boad, London. S.W.

T ARGE SURPLUS STOCK of Heuchers
X-i sangninea, Montbretia and German IBIS in fifty

varieties. Also a large quantity of Polystichum angulara
prolifernm CFernj, large crowoa. Cheap to clear. Prices
per 100 or 10IO on application to—

J. HAXBiI>E. Aldborongh, HulL

FERNSI-FERNS!!
50.C00 Prime Stu5, in 2^-inch pota—PTERIS

CRISTATA, SOBLLIS, ilAJOR, TBEMTXA, and other
Bes: Market Sorts, at 9s. per luO.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at ±s. 6d.
- -r ^:zez.

Abore prices are for cash with order only.

AH orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH STBSBTirES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

JOHNSONS IJCPBOVED MTJSHSOOM
SPAWN.

BEING oce of the largest
Mannfactarers of lloihroom

Spawn, acd keeping orer ICO cows,
from which Iobtain a largeqnantity
of pnre rirgin gpawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per tnaheL
Special Prices for Large Qoantitiea

and the Trade.
HANGER TTTLL, EALLNQ.

EXHIBITIONS.

Hibiscns Cooperi
Calceolaria cntting3, variotu

Tropssoleam VesnTios

SWA>~LEY, KE.VT.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SAlvDEB'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancrss.

BULBS.—To make a grand display in the
Conservatory, Hoose, or Garden at the lowest price,

send for POPE .LSD SOSS' CATALOGUE, Snrserymen,
Birmingham.

To the Trade.
"TtlAH PIKE CARNATION.—Extra strong

healthy plants now ready. Price on application to

—

THE OBCHABD CO., Sjotby, Carlisle.

^
7T0LET3.—Double ilarie Louise, Neapolitan,

and White Harelbonme varieties, strong, healthy
crowns for planting in frames, 4s. per dozen.—Apply to the

GABDENEB, Hazelbonme, Djrking. who will immediately
dispatch orders on receipt of remittance.

CACTL—Imported and nursed recommended.
H. ZEISSOLD, Leipzig. Gloekenstr. 13.

Price List forwarded on application.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY,

Royal Aquarium, Westminster.
EXHIBITION of OCTOBER -ELOWERLNG
CHBYSAKTHEHTraiS, TABLE DECORATIONS, &C
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and TB.UBSBA.Y,

OCTOBER S, 9. and 10.

Schedules of Pr.zes from RCHD. DEAN, Sec,
42, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, London, W,

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM and
HOBTicrxTURAL socnrrr.

The EIGHTH ANXTAL EXHIBITION will he Heli in tie
BISK HALL. BLACKHEATH 'opposite S.E.E. Statios , o;
WEDSE5DAT, October 33, and THUBSDAT. October 31,
1595; when Prizes axcoTinri^g to upwards of £100 will be
offered for Competition.
Schedule of Prizes, and all particulars, msv be obtained on

application to Mr. FRED. J. GABW00D, Hon! Sec., 37, Turner
Boad, Lee, S.E.

nrEREEORDSHIRE ERUTT and CHRYS-
-LJ- AMHE24T3I SOCIETY.
The FOCTiTH AS>TAL SHOW will be held in the Shire

Hall. Hereford, on TTESDAT and WEDNESDAY, November 5
and n, :- r -" when upwards o: £l<yj u PRIZES will be awarded
for FBnT and CHBYSAN-THEiiniS.

Classes open to all England, and to Amateurs, Tenant
Fanners, and Cottagers.
Specal Prizes are offered, and Prizes for the Best Packed

Basket, Bax. or Barrel of Apples for llaiket.
Schedules and particulars on application to the Hon. See.,

Mr. JOHN PUSH, F.B.H .S., Hereford.

BRIGHTON CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 5 and 6.

£150 in Prizes. All Classes op en. Entries close October 31.
Scleiuies, &c., of the SECRETARY, 55. Queen's R.I., Brighton,

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QCEEN, and the
Presiden:y of the Bight Honourable Lord WINDSOR, Lord-
Lieutenant of the County of Glamorgan.

THE CARDIFF FINE ARI,
rsursTBiAL. AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1596,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAY, 159*3,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months.

Ihe Ei^:^:::ou w-... comprise the following (smongst otheri
Sections :

—

AGRICXTLTXTRE AND HORTICnXTTJRE.
HEALTH AHD HYGIEHE.
SP031S AND PA3TIMES AND AMATE1TE ESHTBIT3,
MACm.VEBY, ELECrBICITY. AND LOCAL AND GENERAL

INDUSTRIES.
MABITTME.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
SCrESTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIMENS AND INTEN-

TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Emulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, may be obtained of the Hon
Secretary,

Mr. WALTER COOK
S5. St. Mary Street, Cardiff.

LIL1UM3 just to hand in Splendid Condition.
HARRISn, very extra, 10 to 12 in., 75j. per ICO, 10i. per

doz. ; extra, S to 10 inches. 50i. per 100, 8j. per doz. ; 6 to 8
inches, 30i. per 100, Sx. per doz. ; LancifoUum album Kraetzeri,
25j. per ICO. 4s. per doz. ; Boseum, 22i. per 1( 4r. per doz. •

SPIREA COMPACTA MULTIFLOBA, lis. per 100, Slfper doz.
MOBLE & CO.. Importers, FinchleyRoad, N.W.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.

TNTENDLNG PLANTERS cannot do better
-i- than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries. Bs.g:hot. Toe
Stock is in splendid condition for remoral, chiefly transplanted
this Spring. A Conveyance will meet visitor* at Bagshot or
? .!-:- ?:^-e 5:.i::c- . : ; ir-iL^ea: r^t.

STANDARD BOSES, fine collection. 15j. to Sir. per doz.
BUSH ROSES, splendid stuff. 9j. per doz.
CLIMBING BOSES. leading sorts, 12s. per doz.
BHODODENDBONS. Hybrid, named, best sorts. >

from 18». per dozen.
„ Hybrid Seedlings, from 9i. per dozen. I beautifully
,, Ponticum. from 4s. per dozen.

[ budded
KALMIAS. ASDBOMEDAS. AZALEAS, 12s.

per dozen, /

SEAKALE, for foreing, cannot be surpassed, 1CU. & 12s. p. 1C3.
.. for planting, very good. 6s. and &s. per 100.

FBUTT TREES of aU kinds, at low prices.
ORNAMENTAL and FOBEST TBEES. CONIFEROUS EVEB-

GREEN. and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, in fine condition.
IRISH IVIES, in pots, splendid foliage. 3 feet to 12 feet, for

many years a specialty of our Nurseries.
CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—AU leading varieties
STOVE. GREENHOUSE, ani CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—

Erery class.

BULBS cf all kinds, in splenlid condition, at low prices,
GARDEN TOOLS and BEQUISTTE3 of best makers.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.
W. FBOMOW iXD SONS. Mason -

s Nurseries, Windlesham
Surrey; or. Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, London. W.
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Important to mushroom Growers.
(^UTHBERTS SPECIALISE MUSHROOM
Vy SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hnndreda
of testimonial. Per bushel, bs.

B. and O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant*
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS & PICOTEES
(Strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12r. per doz. Special termefor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE. 3. Windsor Place, Cardiff.

MANCHESTER "WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWBRS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Saesman of Cat
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, le'egram. or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

DAFFODILS IN GRASS ! ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS ! ! !

DAFFODILS and SQUILLS in WOODS!!

I

DAFFODILS FOR FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Rare Collection at—

HARTLAND'S Seed Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Bulb Lists.

fruitTrees a specialty.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
SeDd for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

CARNATIONS! PINKS
IN GBEAT VARIETY.

Catalogues on Application.

By Special
Appointment.

LAING & MATHER,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

KELSO-ON-TWEED.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, Zd.

Winners of the Boyal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1898, '94, and '95

; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES. SAWERIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Harlow, G.E R.

iUITTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

I PHEAL& SONSUiU Crawley, *J Sussex.

CAREX JAPONICA fo). luteo-marginatis,
a lovely table plant, is , 6s.. and Ps. per dozen.

GARDENIAS, nice, clean, busby plants for growing on, 6s.

per dozen.
AZALEA ALBA BLUTHEANA, the best white single Azalea

for cutting purposes 95. , 12s . and 18s. per do2Pn.
FOINSETriA FULCHERRIMA, in 48-pota, well furnished,

6s. and *•« per dozen
For .ash with order, packing free.

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nuraery, Dert-icgbam, King's Lynn.

BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBERRIES.
PRICES MUCH REDUCED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,
AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.,
BOYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

HORNE'S
FRUIT TKEE DRESSING,

For Capturing the Winter
Moth?. Invaluable where trees
are troubled with the cat erpillar
pest. This is the beat month
in the year for the purpose.
Write at once for particulars
and price.

CATALOGUES are now
ready of the NINTH ANNUAL
GREAT FRUIT TREE SALE,
on the Premises Oct. 23. 1895.

A, Male; B, Female. Absolutely without reserve.

W. HORNE, Cllffe. Rochester. Kent.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 25s.
per Ton, or £5 per Truck of 1 Tons ; Bags, 5s. each.

PEAT, for forming Rhododendron, Bog. and American Plant
Bedp, 31*. per Ton, or £4 4s, per Truck of 4 Tons; Baga. 5*.

THOMAS WALKER, Tekels Park, Camberley, Surrey.

the IMPROVED GARDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, and is especially

suitable for hilly walks and drives.

They are never stopped up by rubbish and sand, and effectu-
ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Prices:—S-in., 28. ; 10-in., 3S. ; 12-in., 68. 6d.

(TAe largest size is for Carriage Drives.")

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Laying-out Grounds, &c.

15-or.,perl00ft.. 7s. 6d. <

21-oz., „ 105. Qd,]

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Pa»k Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

GLASSI CHEAP GLASSI
In Stock Sizes.

12x10, 18X12, 18X14, 24XH
14X12,20X12,18X16.24X16
16X12, 16x14. 20X16, 24X18, Ac.

1J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2 X 4, at $d. per

foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, so.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsqate Street Within, London. E.O.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildikgs. Chancery Lane. W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS
PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR 1TVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH. , • . .

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

(reJ, FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers.

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEE9QN. Caibrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

HORTICULTURAL HONES.—Pure BoDes^
in $, J, 1-incb, and meal ep-cially prepare! For

particulars and price apply to —
E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Workt. St. Alban*.

THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH TO FtVI-H UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No Smell).

One-pint battle, 1*. ; one qnart. 1*. 6d ; one-gallon tin, 3f. 9d.

;

fou--gallon drum, 12*.; twelveg-tllon cask. 3iJ. ; ei^hteen-
gallon cask, 4os ; forty-gallon barrel, 65*.

(Sgf
5 Cheap, only 1 part of Manure required to 50 of mater.

Mr. W. H. LEE -i. The Gardens, Trent Park. New Barret.
the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum Blooms
during the season of 1891. This celebrated grower writes :—
"I have used your new Liquid Manure on many things this
Beason with highly satisfactory resulrs— especially on Chrys
antbemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I exhibited at the
Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to each perfec-
tion with thi<» Fertiliser.'*

To be hnd (the sime a« all the other Xt, ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere;
or direct from the Sole Manufacturer, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth, London. S E

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

A|rent for London : — J. GEORGE, 11, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of |-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1S59

for Red Spider. Mildew, Thrip*. Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winterdressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in la'her

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulwon when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, 1j., 3r., and 10s. <Sd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and 1*.. from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

FU MlGATOR
For Greenhouses. Cheap, safe, and always effective for Green-

fly, Tbrip, &c. Used in nearly all the Large establishments in

England.

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tins, 2s. 6d. Everyone should try them. Held under a

Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer-E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINS

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymea

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pius, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half ths

ordinary cost. ^^
Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price

free on Rail or Canal. All Ordtrs executed with the utmost

promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSLDE, Jun., F.R.H.S., LelEhton Buzzard, Beds.
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FRDIT TREES and VINES.

JAMES VEITCH & S
Beg to direct attention to their very" fine^Stock of all the leading varieties of above.

CATALOGUES AND ALL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAINED OF THE

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS,
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

30ILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

^" OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS-

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARD ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops: 4 and 6. GROVE. SOUTHWARK, S.E.

Peace having been once more re-established in Colombia,

GUILLERMO KALBREYER
CAN NOW AGAIN SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN ORCHIDS AT UNDERMENTIONED PRICES :—

CATTLEYA TRIANjE, best variety, £7 per case.

SCHRODERI „ £8 „ „

SANDERIANA „ £9 „ „

MENDELI „ =£9 „ „
The cases measure about 20 by 3-t in., and contain about 50 to 60 good strong pieces oE

Cattleyas, of Odontoglossum criepuai about 250, and of the other Orchids lfcO good strong plants.

0D0NT0GL0SSUM CRISPUM,
best broad petalecl variety ... £40 per 1000

» LUTEO-PURPUREUM - £36

„ CUSPIDATUM PLATIGL0SSUIM36 „

PILUMNA FRAGRANS N0BILIS, £36 „

The plants are packed with the greatest care and beat method, but under no ciroumstanoe will G. K. hold himself responsible for the state of plants
on their arrival in Europe. Condition* .—All Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's risk and expense from port of shipment. Plants ordered
most be paid for on reoeipt of bill of lading to Messrs. ROESING BROTHERS and CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.C., who will then give,
orders for forwarding the consignment to the Purohaser.

The best time/or dispatching Orchidsfrom here, and to establish them with the best advantage in Europe, are the months—December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INVITED.
A considerable reduction will be made on orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossum, and on four cases and more of Cattleya of each kind

Address : — G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Republica de Colombia.
Cablegram Address :—FLORA, BOGOTA.
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PLANTING SEASON.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM, PAUL and SON. Rose Growers by appointment

to Her Majesty The Queen, Tree, Plant, Bulb and Seed
Merchants. Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
Stations, G.E.K.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD ROSES, from 18s.

per dozen ; Dwarf*, from 6*. per dozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen ; Pot Roses, 10s. 6d. per dozen, and upwards.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BOOKS on ROSES, by Wji. PAUL. F.L.S. : — " The

Rose Garden," 4to, 9th edition, 20 coloured platts, 17s. 6d.

;

the same, 8vo, without plates, 8s. 9d. " Roses and Rose
Culture," Is. " Roees in pots," 2s.

PAULS' NU.RSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—FRUIT TREES of all kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked for delivery as
required ; also Fruit Trees in pots, Grape Vines, Figs, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts'
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVERGREEN TREE i and

SHRUBS in great variety. Intending planters cannot do
better than make their selections now.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES for foliage and flowers, including Pauls' Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts, Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maple?, Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes, Limes, Poplars, Elms, &c.

PAULS' NURSERIES,Waltham Cross, Herts.
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for the Garden or

Woods, are made an object of special Culture ; also Azaleas,
Kalmias, Heaths, and other Amerioan Plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kinds. Lapageria-house now in bloom; Camellias, the
finest stock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description. Seakale and Asparagus for forcing.
Mushroom Spawn, and every garden requisite.

PAULS'NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists free. Inspection invited. Estimates

cheerfully given. Gardeners of character and experience
recommended.—Postal address, WM, PAUL and SON,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
AUCUBA JAPONICA.Hfoot, 12s. per dozen ; 90s. per 100.

„ ,, 2 feet, 18s. per dozen; 1401. per 100.

.. „ VERA. 1 i foot. 12s. per dozen.
BERBERIS STENOPHYLLA X Darwinii Hybrids, 12s. perdoz.

„ JAPONICA, 2 feet, 12s. per dozen.

„ AQUIFOLIA, I* foot, 6s. per dozen; 40s. per 100.

., ,. 2 feet, 9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

BOX TREE, Green, 1} foot, 4s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

,. „ ,. 2 feet. 6«. per dozen ; 40s. per 100.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONII, 3 ft., 12s. per doz. ; 4 ft., 24s. doz.

CEPHALOTAXDS FORTUNII, male and female, 2j ft., 5s. ea.

HOLLIES, English, 1 foot, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100 ; 1J foot,

6s. per dozen. 45s. per 100; 2 feet, 9s. per dozen , 60s.

per 100; 2J feet, 12s. per dozen, 90s. per 100. All
selected plants, suitable for hedges.

,, ., Yellow Berried, 2 feet. 12s. per dozen.
JUNIPERTTS VIRGINIANA, 2 feet, 6s. per dozen.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 feet, 12s. per dozen; 90s. per 100

;

4 feet. 18s. per dozen; 120s. per 100.

YEWS, English, ljfoot, 6i. per dozen ; 40s. per 100; 2 feet,

9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

,, ,, 2\ feet, 12s. per doz. ; 90s. per 100. Perfect pyramids.
Erery shrub a perfect, well-rooted specimen, will travel any

distance. Also a general well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
Large ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

FREDK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington Spa,

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

HAND-LAID RUNNERS
and PLANTS in Pots of the

best varieties, including Royal Sove-
reign, President, Sir J. Paxton, British
Queen, Keen's Seedling, Vicomtesse

I

H. de Thury, Dr. Hogg, Noble, and
' others.

Descriptive Catalogue on Application.

PICKSONS NURSERIES CHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE BYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brush and Case complete, 10s. 6rf.

;

La*ge Forceps, for pulliDg centres, 3s. 9rf. ; Smaller ditto, for

Dressing, 2s. dd. Free for cash.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

or

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 5b., 7s. 6<L, 10s. 6d., ISs., 21s., 42s., 63s.,

and 105s. each; Carriage Free.

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of Contents of these Roxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated,

Poet Free, 6d. Gratis to Customers.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

*********************** ***

BULBS
Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Lillies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Rail or Parcel Post.

*

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS Bulb Growers
& Importers,

CHESTER.
i^e***************************^ 1

25 PER CENT. SAVED!

The BEST HYACINTHS the
WORLD PRODUCES AT

each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed FirBt Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable

and Cheap.

?a

Ko.

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE, SEND FOR
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

V,

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,

Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34 MANSELL STREET, ALDGATB.
LOHDON, E-

ADD THE NURSERIES. HAARLEM, HOLLAND.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1895.

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORI-
CULTUEAL SOCIETY.

^T^HE members of this Sooiety went to
-*- Germany this season for their annual
outing—perhaps the most notable exonrsion they
ever made; but never before has so little been said

about it. Is this beoause it was an unlearning

lesson the members had to read ? When the report

of the expedition appeared in the Scotsman at the

time, I was wandering in the over-thinned woods
on certain highland estates, and I out the artioles

out, expecting, however, to see more about it in

the arboricultural papers, but have been disap-

pointed. I therefore beg to append a few
admissions from the Scotsman article, written

apparently by authority. Many times and quite

lately, the superiority of the German forests

has, by members of the Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural Sooiety, been attributed to difference of

soil or olimate, or to the species grown, or to all

three put together ; but it is now gratifying

to find the Society acknowledging its errors

on these points. I begin with the following

extraot :

—

" There are many ways in which Great Britain

agrees with Germany in regard to the growth of

trees. The toil in both cases is very much of the

same character— aands, loams, clays, and marls
constituting the predominant types. The climate,

on the average of the year, agrees very closely in

both countries as regards rainfall and temperature,

the greater cold of a German winter being counter-

balanced by the warmer character of a German
summer. And the trees cultivated in, or indigenous

to, the two countries show practically no difference

as regards species, the Spruce, Scotch Fir, Larch,

Silver Fir, Beech, Oak, Birch, Alder, Sycamore, Ash,
&c, constituting the materials that the German
forester has to work with jast as at home
"Here (Germany) the woods are formed neither

for beauty nor for game cover, but for the production

of the maximum yield of the finest timber. There
is here, therefore, no inducement to over-thin the

woods so as to encourage the development of the

lower branches; on the other hand, the trees are

packed as close as they will grow, with the result

that long, straight, bare poles are produced, which

possess about as much beauty as a lamp-post, but

which furnish timber of fine fibre and clean growth,

which carpenters and architects know how to

appreciate."

I deoline to believe that there are neither

beauty nor game in the Germany forests, for both

are there—nor is there any force in the argument

that either beauty or game are enhanced by

overthinniDg, nor has Brown or the Royal

Scottish Arboricultural Sooiety ever advocated

severe thinning on any such plea ; but probably

the writer felt some trifling apology necessary,

and ju6t put it that way. Here is a bit about
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a timber crop left for fifty years " uninterfered

with by the hand of man," a plan some of ns

have often reoommended as preferable, at any

rate, to the Scotch thinning practice :

—

" Saturday, Augn»t 3, was devoted to an inspection

of the Oak woods in the neighbourhood of Freien-

walde, a short distance from Eberswalde, and in some

respectB this was the most enjoyable part of the

whole excursion. It was the general remark of the

excursionists that the work seemed to grow in

interest day by day ; bnt this feeling was probably

induced by the fact that as time went on the

members were becoming more familiar with the

conditions of German forestry, and therefore better

able to appreciate the results. The forest around

Freienwalde is for the most part primeval—that is to

say, up till within the last fifty years or so it had

been left uninterfered with by the hand of man.

Bat now it is being gradually taken in hand with

the object of regeneration, and as the soil is very

rich, the Oak is the tree that is designed for the

dominant species. The older class of Oaks are 250

to 300 years old, and average 120 feet in height, and

3 feet 6 inches in diameter. They are for the most

part perfectly straight and with very little taper, and

were universally acknowledged by all to be not only

finer than any trees that the members had ever seen

before, but finer beyond any conception of what was

possible. The total quantity of timber per acre

averages about 6500 cubic feet."

In conolnsion, it is worth remarking how rapid

the change of opinion has been latterly on the

subject of forestry praotice— thanks, not so

mnoh to recent books, but to disoussion in the

horticultural and agricultural papers, which

have suggested the books. Nor will the attempt

to saddle past failures on the owners of estates

and the game stand looking at, for however

much these may be to blame, it is a fact that

forestry practice, and the choice of speoies to

plant, have been almost wholly in the hands of

the foresters, whose advice landowners have fol-

lowed. A gentleman who owns extensive woods

in the Highlands oalled on the writer the other

day, and, speaking of his own woods, said they

were next to worthless as timber. The trees

were neither of the right sort, nor their timber

of the right quality ; and all, he said, beoause

" we had not known any better—what to plant,

or how to manage woods."

A question of some interest I would like to

put here. There have been advertised for sale

lately nearly 140,000 onbio feet of blown-down

mixed timber of fair average quality on the

Duke of Argyll's estate at Inverary, and

another sale of only less extent at Finavon, in

Forfar—much of the timber " exceptionally

good," and it would be exceedingly interesting

to know what prioe per foot the different kinds

of timber in these lots fetoh, trimmed on the

ground as they lie, if the owners or their agents

have no objeotion to furnish the information

for the benefit of their neighbours. J. S., W.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

PILEA SPRUCEANA, Wedd.

This new introduction of Messrs. Low & Co. is

now flowering in the Botanic Garden at Glainevin.

It is a 'warf herbaceous plant, with a pubescent

stem, leafy at the top. The leaves are opposite, on
short petioles, with a broad, rounded, membranons
stipule in front of each ; the blade of the leaf is

••lliptic obtuse, with crenate-dentate margins.strongly

three-nerved, and bullate between the veins, thinly

hairy on both sides, dark broDzy-green, and very

• hining on the upper surface, nurple beneath, 1 to

2 inches long, 10 lines to 1} inch broad. The
Mowers are in fiat-topped terminal cymes, of a light

grfen colour.

Filea Spruceana ought to make a useful decorative

plant where dark foliage is desired, and possibly it

might be found useful for summer bedding. It is a

native of Peru and Venezuela. N. E. Brown.

Asplenium (Eoasplenium) Oboupouchense,

Prestoe, M.S , n. sp.

Stipites, slender, naked greyish, channelled, 3—4
in. long; fronds narrowly lanceolate, bipinratf,

chartaceous, glabrous, glossy, but dull green, f—

1

foot long, reduced at the base, tapering upwards into

gradually reduced segments at the acuminate apex ;

rachis slender, grey, channelled, naked ;
pinna;

apart, the lower distant, alternate, except the

reduced basal ones, spreading, nearly sessile, base

cuneate-truncate, broadest, the end rounded but

toothed, 1—1£ inch long, J—J inch wide ; pinnules

cuneato, bluntly dentate on the outer carved edge,

about 3 lines long and wide ; veins flabellate, slender,

reaching short of the margin ; sori short, medial on

the veinlets, j- line long ; involucres equally short,

rather vaulted at maturity, revealing the crowded

spores.—Trinidad, West Indies.

I have had specimens of this Fern for some long

time, referred to me by Mr. Hart, who found it in

the herbarium of the Botanical Department, under

the M.S. name given to it by Mr. Prestoe, apparently

its first discoverer, after the district or locality

where it grows. Mr. Hart has lately gathered it in

the same region. I cannot find that it has ever been

described or published. It belongs to the cuneatum

group, but is well marked by the narrow, slender

fronds and short Dareoid sori and involucres. It

makes an interesting pot-plant. G. S. Jenman,

Demerara, July 24, 1895,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ARUNDINA BAMBUSS FOLIA.

The elegant Bamboo-like growths of this pretty

Orchid, which are often 4 or 5 feet in height, render

it an ornamental plant even when not in bloom; but

when furnished with its terminal heads of rose

and purple flowers it is a charming object, and as the

flowers follow each other in succession, it lasts in

bloom when in good condition throughout the whole
summer and autumn. It is at present in flower in

the collection of Geo. C. Raphael, Eiq , Castle Hill,

Euglefield Green (gr., Mr. H. Adams). The plant

is evergreen, and therefore requires to be kept moist

at all seasons. It seems to thrive best in a cool part

of the intermediate- house.

Cattleva Dowiana aobea.

This charming yellow- coloured, fragrant species

seems to have flowered exceptionally well this season

if we may judge by the specimens sent by several

correspondents. Accompanying some very fine and
richly-coloured flowers, Mr. Geo. Roberts, gr. to R.
Brooman-White, Eiq., Arddarroch, Garelochhead,

sends a note, "We have had a splendid show of

Cattleya aurea this season. Already over 100 blooms
have opened, and there are still many in bud. As
you will see, the lips are very broad and of very dark
purple-crimson colour, the gold veining in them
running in some almost to the margin."

Mr. A. H. Murrell, gr. to A. H. Milton, Esq
,

Castletou House, White Ladies Road, Clifton, also

sends a grand flower, in which the petals are marbled
with rose colour as in C. aurea marmorata.

MaSDEVAXLIA GniTULATA, Rchb. f.

I can confirm Dr. Kraozlin's supposition (p. 324)

that Masdevallia Lawrencei is the plant which I

described in 1890 (Gardeners' Chronicle, 1890, ii.,

p. 267) as M. guttulata ; and, what is more, I can
state that it is also the M. gn"u ata, Rchb. f. (Lin-

naa, xli., p. 118), described in 1877. The latter was
not unknown to me, but I had placed the reference

next to M. ionocbaris, Rchb. f., because the flowers

were said to be of the same size, and no other affinity

was given. I had seen the plant two or three times

unnamed before finding it under the name M, guttu-

lata, which I adopted, thinking it to be only of garden

origin. Afterwards I found that it had been

given by Reichenbach himself. I overlooked

M. guttulata, Rchb. f., because I did not look in the

M. ionocbaris group, any more than in the Chimaara
or Coccinea group, to which I knew it did not belong.

The identity of the two has been duly recorded

( Woolw. Monogr. Masd.), and it is most unfortunate

that Dr. K'aozlin should now add another
synonym. B. A. Bolfe.

The Ashlands, Newchueoh-in-Rossendalb.

Within a radius of 20 miles of Manchester there

are, as is well known, many fine and valuable

collections of Orchids, whose treasures have been
repeatedly seen at the Whitsuntide exhibitions held

in the Botanic Gardens, and at the meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society in London. There are

several collections which, owing to the modesty of

their owners, have hitherto seldom been exhibited.

That of R. Ashwortb, Esq., of Newchnrch, is one of

these. There has been got together at this place

a collection which at the present moment can well

hold its own amongst those which are more widely

known, and may shortly rank as one of the finest in

the district.

Unlike the connoisseurs in the south, whose
gardens are more favourably situated, climatically

and atmospherically, the gentlemen of Manchester
have in many instances built or acquired their resi-

dences almost within sight of the huge chimney
stacks of their mills and manufactories, out of which
dense volumes of smoke and soot are being emitted

day and night. It is therefore gratifying to have to

note such excellent examples of health, cleanliness,

and floriferousness as are here found.

In a house chiefly devoted to Dendrobiums there

was a rich display of bloom, the more conspicuous

plants being D. Phalaeuopsis Schroderianum in

many varieties
;
good plants of the beautiful D.

Dearei and of D. formosum giganteum. In this house

a plant of Catasetum Bangerothii of grand quality,

and carrying a fine spike of ten very large flowers

fully open, with two other flower-spikes approaching

maturity, and one spike of twelve blossoms of equally

large flowers jnst passed, was remarked. Consider-

ing th j plant has but two leads, and it is growing

in a 6 inch basket, it can really be said to be a

specially floriferous example. Of Cypripediums

there was a goodly show of flowers, whilst the

number of unopened spikes visible amongst the

foliage told of a rich display coming on.

In the Cattleya- house there was quite a large

rumber of sDecies in flower, fine plants of C.

Dowiana, C. D iwiana aurea, C. Harrisonia; violacea,

C. biolor, a very fine form, with bright tawny-

yellow sepals and petals, and dark amethyst-coloured

lip ; C. gigas Smderiana, Ashlands variety, which ii

unquestionably worthy of its distinctive appellation,

is a fiie and well-formed flower, measuring over

8 inches across the petals, which are broad and flat.

The colour is a deep rose-pink, the petals heavily

splashed with bright violet-purple, reminding one of

the beautiful C. Mossiie Hardyana: the lip is large

and flat, of a bright purplish-crimson colour in the

front, orange-yellow veins showing in the throat.

Of Lajlias, two fine plants of L. elegans of the Schil-

leriana type were remarked in flower, one having an
intensely deep purplish-crimson lip; also numbers of

the i.ieiia prsestans and pumila sections in many
varieties ; Oucidiums, Miltonias, Epidendrums, and
others, in flower.

In the Oiontoglossum-house there was not much
bloom, although there were some few good forms of

O. crispum, and a particularly good plant of one of

the finest forms of O. crispum gattatum.

The collection embraces most of the species and
varieties usually met with, whilst rare and costly

species and varieties are numerous. Great praise

is due to Mr. E. Pidgsley for the evidently intelli-

gent manner in which he manages his charges. /. /.

" Lindenia."

The last part of this publication is devoted to the

illustration and description of a beautiful series of

variations from Cattleya labiata var. Mossias. No
fewer than forty-six forms are described, many with
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Latin names attached. A« it is clear that accurate
lines of demarcation and classification cannot be
drawn for these individual forms, is it not desirable

to call them all—as some are already—-by names
such as Quetelnt, Crepio, Pamortier, Morren, Spring,

K ckx, van Beneden.

DEUTZTA LEMOINEI x.
Deutzia Lemoinei, which was brought forward

for the first time at one of the meetings of the
Socie\fJ Nationals d'llorticulture de France, oa
April 12, 1894, and whose appearance was signalised

by a favourable description in the Bulletin of the

•ame Society,* is a hybrid from D. gracilis X D,
parviflora.

troduction. It came originally from North China,

and the vicinity of the Amour river, whence it was

introduced into the Imperial Botanic Garden at

St. Petersburg, then into the Arnold Arboretum at

Cambridge, United States. Professor Sargent, the

well-known director of that establishment, sent us

some branches, one of which put forth a bud which

developed and took root. Thus we were enabled to

be the first in Europe to introduce this fine

species into the trade. At the same time the Paris

Natural History Museum had received from Professor

I urgent in 1887, some seeds of the same species, and

succeeded in blooming the two or three plants thus

raised. This plant forms an npright tnlt, scarcely

more than 5 feet high, the stems rather thick, stiff,

and standing vertically, the leaves elliptical or

of 1891, D. parviflora produced a certain number of

hybrids which, planted the second year in the open
ground, bore unharmed the colds of the three last

winters. They are tults about .'' feet high, the
branches of which are quite erect, and bear from
early in May clusters of flowers; as many as from
100) to 1500 flowers and buds maybe counted on
each plant.

la general appearance 1). L°moioei is interme-

diate between its two parents, although it has not their

qualities. The branches are more upright, firmer,

and more solid than in P. gracilis
I i I, more regular

in appearance, not so long, and in greater number
than in I', parviflora i ? )• Toe inflorescences are

developed in all the axils of the branches, appearing
early and in a regular manner, so that no lack or

FlQ 70. — D..UTZ1A LEM01NK1 X. (fnOJI A PHOTOGRAPH )

P. gracilis, Zuccarini, which growa In the damp
mountain valleys of Japan, is a little bushy shrub

with lance< late leaves, and white flowers arranged

in single bmehes, with glabrous anthers borne on

the central point of a trilobed thread. This species,

introduced by Siebold about the middle of this

century, and brought into trade by M. J. Baumann,

a Ghent nurseryman, is now universally grown ; it

is raised in large quantities for forcing, and it is

even stated, in the Koui'eau Jardinier, that " this of

all shrubs is the most suited for this kind of cultiva-

tion." It is hardy, and likes a light, fresh soil,

wherein is a good proportion of peat.

Pentzia parvifiora, Bange, is a shrub of recent in-

' * The Societe Nationale d'Horticulture de France allotted

its highett award for this shrub -a 1st prize, wi h a First-

class Certificate of Merit.

lanceolate, dentate, much reticulated and wrinkled

on both sides, deep green in colour. The preceding

year's stems bear down their entire leagth small

trasses of flowers exactly resembling those of Haw-
thorn in appearance. The flowers are widely open,

the petals are creamy-white, rounded, and diminish-

ing at the base into a very narrow point, which

displays the calyx as in many Rosaceous plants.

The stamens are clear yellow, the threads just

spreading at the base, but not auriculate at the

summit.

This is the most valuable species of the genus, as

the flowers open in April, some days before those of

D. gracilis. Further, it can be forced ;
lastly, it is

perfectly hardy in the climate of Nancy, where

varieties of D. crenata are often frozen to the

ground level.

Crossed with the pollen of P. gracilis in the spring

space is visible; while in D. parviflora it is not rare

to see long stems bare of flowers here and therp, and
as if by chance. The hybrid has not the corymb of

P. parviflora, nor the long truss of P. gracilis. It

bears a ramified panicle, erect, sometimes h'mis-
pheric.il, sometimes cone-shaped with a broad ba«e.

Eich cluster includes from fifteen to twenty-fi<v

large and well-opened flowers, measuring j of an
inch to an inch, in appearance different to chose of

other P utzias. The petals are broad, oval, with un-

dulated edges, of the purest white, and quite concealing

the lobes of the calyx ; the stamens are reddisb-

vellow with a trilohed thread. Tne flowers of

P. Lemoinei X are spread quite out. while those of

P. gracilis have pointed petals, and are generally

but a little open ; they touch in the inflorescence to

as completely to hide the peduncles and p
: d'cels

;

this is not so with P. parviflora or P gracilis.
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DentziaLemoineix ia an excellent shrub for forcing,

as is testified bv the plants given in April, 1594, to

the Socie e d'Horticulture de Trance. They were

taken np and potted the previous autumn, then

grown in a cool house. Placed in the temperate-

house, they wculd flower much sooner. The plants

thus obtained are well formed, regular, laden with

pore white flowers, without being encumbered by

too abncdant foliage. Grown side by side with

D. gracilis, they surpass that plant in beauty. Thus

we believe that this new shrub will soon be widely

multiplied for forcing, and will gradually supplant

D. gracilis. In the open ground it needs no special

care, so it may have place in all gardens, however

small. Qaita as floriferons as is D. gracilis, it has

the advantages of being more hardy and sturdy, of

growing much more quickly, and of flonrisbing in

any soil. Emiie Lemoint, Sancy.

VANILLAS OF COMMERCE,
The August number of the Kew Bulletin contains

an interesting historical and d escriptive account of the

apeeies of Vanilla yielding aromatic fruits, more or iess

used in commerce, which has been prepared by Mr.

R. A. Rolfe, A.L.S., Assistant in the Herbarium, who

: as i so monographed the species of the ger.a», fi:ty

in number, for the Linnean Society.

At least five species are said to yield aromatic

fruits, and three are kno-n to be used in commerce,

though the well-known V. planifolia is by far the

mo;! important, and practically the only source of

the commercial product. The history of this plarjt

is Tery interesting, and it is remarkable how long a

time elapsed before the botanical source of the

economic article was known. It appears that it was

osed by the Aztecs of Mexico as an ingredient of

ehceo'ate prior to the discovery of America by the

Spaniards, who adopted its use, and that it was

brought to Europe as a perfume about the year 1510,

at the same time as Indigo, Cochineal, and Cacao,

and ten years before the arrival of Tobacco. Clusius

put the first botanical notice on record, in 1605.

He had received some fragrant pods from one Morgan,

apothecary to Qieen E.izabetb, and described them
r.td?r the name of Lobus aromaticus oblongus,

without being aware of their origin or use. Nearly

half a century afterwards Hernandez gave a figure of

a fruiting-branch under the name of "Araco aroma-

tico." Tee native name was given as TlilxochitI,

bat iti use as a drug only is mentioned. The original

figure was one of a series of 1200 executed in Mexico

darioe the previocs century by the King of Spain,

la 16oS Piso stated that the fragrant siliqaa or pod

was cailed by the Spaniards Vaynilla, and that it

was used both as a drag and as an ingredient in the

manufacture of chocolate. The name is the dimi-

nutive of the Spanish Vaina, a pod or capsale.

Towards the close of the century Dampier gave some
interesting information about the plant. In a imall

Indian village in South Mexico he found a large

quantity of Vanilloes drying in the sun. The fruit

was described as a little "ccd," growing on a small

Vine, and turning yellow when ripe, when the

Indians gathered and prepared it, and sold it cheap

to the Spaniards.

The Vanilla was introduced to England before

1739, in which year the first edition of ililier's Gar-

deners' Dictionary appeared. In this work he states

that having received some branches of the plant,

which had been gathered at Campechy by Mr. Robert

Miliar, and sent home by way of sample, he planted

them in small pots and plunged them in a hotbed of

tanner's bark, where they soon pnt ont leaves and

roots. Nothing further is recorded about them, and

it is probable that they were soon afterwards lost.

By this time other species of Vanilla had become
confused with tbe true plant, and one of these was
ultimately described under the name of V. aromatice,

though the name was evidently taken frcm the

economic plant. For many years V. aromatica was
thought to be the source of the Vanilla of commerce,

but at length it was found that its finite were not

aromatic at all.

V. planifolia was described and figured by Andrews,

in 1808, from a specimen which flowered in the col-

lection of the Right Hon. C. Greville, at Paddington,

which had been introduced by the Marqais of B^and-

ford, but is was not until long afterwards that it

became known that this species was the source of

the Vanilla of commerce. A year before the self-

same plant had been figured and described by

Salisbury under the name of Myobroma fragrans.

Hamboldf, in 1811, and Schiede some years later

gave a considerable amount of information respecting

the Vanillas of Mexico, and the latter described four

new species, two of which, V. sylvestris and V. sativa,

have since proved to be the wild and cultivated forms

of V. planifolia, and a third, V. inodora, to be the

one so iong known as V. aromatica. Prof. C. Morren

first succeeded in producing fruits in quantity and in

proving that V. planifolia was the source of the

commercial prcdact. By a certain method of culture

he succeeded in obtaining fifty-four flowers on one

plant, and by fertilising them artificially, obtained

the same numb r of pods, A year later he suc-

ceeded in obtaining a croo of 100 pods. His paper

" On the Prediction of Vanilla in Europe,'' which

was read before the British Association at Newcastle

in 1833, was remarkable in several respects. Besides

proving the b itanieal source of the Vanilla of com-

merce anl showing the need for artificial fertilisa-

tion, he a'so succeeded in tracing his plant to the

original one ia the Right Hon. C. Greville s collec-

tion at Paddington. It appears that Parmentier

succeeded in obtaining cuttings of this plant, which

he conaded to the cire of D : Somm<§, Director of

the Antwerp B itaoic Garden, where it grew rapidly,

and slips were widely distributed in Belgium and

France, thsujh th'y very seldom flowered, and never

fruited. Ia 1.819 D . Siaie sent two plants to the

Datch colonies of JiVa, by M. Marchal, who, with

difficulty, got one there alive. Tais flowered at

Baiterzorg, but failed to fruit ; and in 1825, Blame*

who can hardlv have known its history, again

described it as V. viridiflora.

A very interesting circumstance about the Pad-

dington plant did not come out until many years

afterward*, and that is, that in 1807, the very year

in which Salisbury's figure appeared, a drawing was

prepared by Francis B:uer, showing both the flower

and also the fresh fruit. Hj» the flower became
fertilised is not known, nor yet whether any aromatic

fragrance was observed. Morren thought; that the

fruit might have been a commercial pod, but the

drawing proves that it was fresh, besides showing the

sta'k by which it was attached. Deltiel ascribes tha

present important industry ia Reunion to plants

obtained from Paris in 1822, which it is pretty cer-

tain also came from the Paddiogton plant. He also

states that they proved sterile until about the year

1311 or 1842, when a slave named Elward Albins

discovered a simple and rapid method of fertilising

the flowers artificially, which has been practised e7er

since ! H-! also s'ates that artificial fertilisation was

first practised by Neumann in the Jardin des P. antes,

though no mention is made of this by Morren. In
Mexico and Central America fertilisation is effected

naturally by small bees belonging to the genus

Melipoa°, which visit the flowers for the sake of the

honey they afford. Elsewhere artificial fertilisation

has to be resorted to.

With respect to the other species with economic
fruits, it appears that V. pompona, Schiede, has

thicker, very fleshy pods, which are more dfficult

to dry, and alio fetch a lower price on the market.

Tney have, however, long been known as an article

of commerce, and are largely used in a fresh Btate.

It is diffased from Mexico to Gaiana and Colombia,

and is cultivated in the West Indies, beiog the source

of West Indian Vanilloe*. Brazilian Vanilla is

produced by Vanilla Gsrdaeii, Rolfe, a species here

described for the first time, baviag previously been
confused with V. planifolia. "South American Va-
nilla," it is thought belongs to the same species, and
of this as much as 9 000 lb. are said to have been
produced in 1891. It has a rank odour, and is

probably used as an adulterant. V. odorata, Presl,

and a Dew species called V. appendicular, Rilfe,

have aromatic fruits, but are not known in commerce.

An indigenous WeBt Indian species, called V. pbce-

antha, Rchb. f., has also been cultivated as a

Vanilla plant, but has little perfume. According to

Humboidt, there is a Peruvian species with aromatic

fruits, but nothing further is known about it. Thns

it will appear that the author has brought out several

interesting and unexpected facts. Tnose who would

read the matter in full should refer to the original

paper.

Foreign Correspondence.

POISOXISG FROil EATING GRAPES.

Although not bearing directly on the subject of

poisoning by nicotine, appearing on p. 334 of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, tha following remarks are suf-

ficient to prove the danger of using injurious

remedies upon products which are cultivated for

market purposes. In France, in almost every vine-

yard, sulphate of coDper is used either as a care or

preventative against mildew, which attacks tha

leaves, and in syringing tha leaves the berries

naturally receive a certain amount, and which when
eaten produce a slight poisoning. Here (Cannes')

at this seasoa of the year, when Grapes are cheap

and plentiful, I have remarked an increased occur-

ence of illness, which medical men attribute to

colic, but which I contend is realiy slight poisoning

from eatiag Grapes which have sulphate of copper on

them. I have met with several cases amongst friends,

and have also fonni the effects of it myself; and as a

farther proof, I find the pain is accelerated by drink-

ing anything containing aa acid. Considering the

greater part is used for making wine, where the

poison would be nullified by fermentation, the

danger is not great ; but in any way, I should

assume that the addition of copper (placed in the

wine), which is often practised, would be unnecessary.

Riviera,

The Pkopebties of the Ghape vke.

If our forefather Adam was of a philanthropic

turn of mind, and knew the many properties of the

Vine, he mast have felt a pleasure in handing down
to mankind a plant which would prove in itself a

miniature pharmacopoeia. Perfectly ripe Grapes are

good for persons Buffering from inflammation, such

ss gastritis, &c, whilst the unfermented juice (wort)

acts as a laxative. Toe seeds, or stones, are repated

as a popular remedy against dysentery and blood-

vjmiting. Tne ash from the canes act as a diuretic.

The leaves, dried in the Bhade and powdered, are

used in cases of hsenorrhage. Tne sap from the

young shoots is used for inflammation of the eyes.

Dried Raisins are an excellent pectoral for affections

of the chest. White wine acts as a tonic aperitive
;

whilst red wine (which poets love to quote) is both

nourishing and fortifying, if taken in moderation.

Again we have the vinegar, which is employed for so

many purposes, and tha oil, which is extracted from

the seeds, and is nsed in southern Earope for

illuminating purposes. Biviera.

OxALIS TBOPrEDLOIDES.

I am sending you by 33mple-post a plant of Oralis
tropseoloides, Aurora, and one of 0. t. Brilliant, and
I wish to tell you that seed of these yields from 50
to 70 per cent, of variegated plants ; Aurora germi-
nates with yellow seed-leaves, but Brilliant with
white seed-leaves (I refer to the first leaves sent up
from the seed), but later leaves display the differing

variegations. Aurora does not change to the colours

of Brilliant, nor do the leaves of Brilliant turn like

those of Aurora. Both species are of very slow
growth at first, and later on not growing so quickly

as does the old variety. The intensity of colouring

is so vivid and attractive that both are worth a place

in the garden. I would further mention that the

variety was awarded a Silver Medal at the recent

•Tubilee Exhibition at Magdeberg (August 29 to

September 8). I have been told that the variety I

have nam'd Brilliant was shown in 1872 under the

name of Oxalis trofacoloides rosec-picta, and that

it has been lost since. Friedrich B&imr, Qmdling-
burg. [The spsc'mens which accompanied this note

were exceedirgly pretty and high coloured. Ed.]
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The Herbaceous Border.

ASTER MAACKII.
Amongst the most distinguished - looking and

distinct Michaeltnaa Daisies now in flower, Aster

Maaekii (R-gal), a native of Japan, deserves favour-

able notice. Tne height is about 4 feet, the habit

good, and the flower as large aa that of A. novse

anglise, the rajs are regular and horizontal, of a
pale purplish- blue. It came to me two years ago
as a novelty from Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich,

and spreads very moderately. I observe in Mr.
Thompson's »»ed catalogue Amur- land given ao the

habitat. C. Wolley Bod, Edge Ball, S'pt. 29.

Tue Hekbaceocs Phloxss.

The Phlox being my favourite plant, and having

grown it for years with some degree of succpps, I was
interested by Mr. Douglas' remarks at p. 325 concern-

ing them. I am not sure that Mr. Douglas is writing

of the shrubby Phloxes, viz., P. suffruticoaa, or the

garden form (P. omninora), at all, since the greater

portion of his notes bears no reference to this section,

but are directed to the herbaceous Phloxes proper,

viz., P. decussata. The two sectiona are too distinct

to be mixed by anyone, even if thsy desire it.

Those who reqQire Phloxes that are mostly dwarf in

habit, will find them in P. euffruticosa varieties,

which, in reality, are the shrubby Phloxes proper.

These range from 1 to 2 feet high, and a few kinds

t<ller than this, but they have not the wide range of

colour that we find in the herbaceous Phloxes, viz.,

the varieties P. decussata. The shrubby Phloxes

are, moreover, much the more delicate ; slugs are

their pernicious enemies, devouring the young shoots

almost as fait as they appear, unless prevented doing

so, and in few gardens do they thrive sufficiently to

be of much decorative value. But it ia quite other-

wise with the herbaceous Phloxes, these growing
in almost any garden. The fine variety Etna
(L=moine) mentioned by Mr. Douglas, has nothing

to do with the "shrubby " section whatever. This

Viud undoubtedly belongs to the herbaceous group.

The other varieties mentioned I am not acquainted

with, Mr. Douglas aays that the Phloxes of twenty-

five years ago were too tall, and this was true

enough of some kinds, but there were good

dwarf kinds also, which are scarcely super-

seded to-day. For example, take coccinea,

Regulua, J. K. Lord, Lothair, Madame Moisset,

Independence, The Queen, and you have an assort-

ment of the dwarf kinds twenty-five years since

that figure among the bes; of to-day. But I

believe that height of stem is simply due to culture,

as I find numbers of the old varieties which I have

grown, fully 4 feet high, and completely foliaged to

the ground at that height, figuring in catalogues at

the present time at IV foot. These herbaceous

Phloxes, when well grown, are among the grandest

ornaments of the garden, and those that require to be

"masked by other plants" are certainly not well

grown by any means. Phloxes which in dry seasons

are devoid of leavea on their stems to a great extent,

have suffered distinct negleGt. Snch plants must

either be very old, or be standing in the dry soil of

a crowded shrubbery, or have been afforded insuf-

ficient quantities of water, any one of which is quite

sufficient to render them unsightly. I do not know
of any London nurseryman who did greater justice

to these Phloxes than the late Mr. R. Parker, of

Tooting, for not only had he a very fine and re-

markable collection, but he grew them well. This

comprehensive collection was the admiration of all,

and the great massive heads of colour thrown up for

weeks together was a sight in itself. The whole

secret of his success was in affording moisture at

the root. The large specimen beds were planted

near to the water-tanks, and in summer-time, twice,

and sometimes thrice weekly, the beds were flooded
;

and so that the water should not run away, a ridge

of earth was formed round the beds to keep it in. It

ia apparently a forgotten fact that these Phloxes, or

at least the original species, is almost, if not quite, a

bog or marsh plant. At any rate, there is no

position in the garden that in summer time will suit

them ao well. I must also confess that I have little

faith in the reputed dwarfnesa of the new kinds.

Given the requisite treatment for full development,

there ia scarcely any variety of this section known to

me which will not, in the second year after planting,

attain to a height of from 3 to 4 feet. These Phloxes,

although they flower well the firat, do not attain

perfection till the second year, and thia only when
let alone. Mr. Douglas suggests replanting, if it is

intended to carry them on a second year. Thia is

one of the greatest possible errors ia Phkx culture,

and is simply and surely the undoing of the first

year's work. Such a system Dot only keeps the

plants unnaturally dwarf, but it also, and that most
effectually, restricts the development of the flower-

heads ; and it is no dcubt in a large degree due to

thia or similar treatment that we Bee these Phloxes
so poorly grown gmerally, for it trust assuredly

follow that any caitural treatment robbing the plant

of its natural development will Lot improve the

colour or the sizs of the flowers. The great mi j jrity

of these herbaceous Phloxes will produce immense
panicles of bloom 1 to l.

1 foot through when well

grown, irresps ctive of laterals ; but to get such results

the plants must be put out in their permanent places,

when, if intelligently treated, they will bloom well.

The cutting inserted in tbe spring of 1895 will

produce one flower-head about August the same
year ; and, if let alone, it will, in 1SDG, produce

from four to six fine heads of bloom; and, if still

left undisturbed, and soaked with moisture in the

summer, will, in 1897, produce from twenty to

twenty-four much finer heads of bloom than ever.

I note that Mr. Douglas would restrict the heads of

bloom to three on ecch plant, but I cannot under-

stand the reason why. To obtain the best results,

the soil must be deeply trenched and heavily

manured; in these matters it is impossible to err.

Employ young plants, from cuttings if possible;

failing tbeae, the fresh young growths from the out-

side of large clumps, carefully avoiding the hard

woody material. If pot plants are obtained, shake

them free of all soil, and, removing any small

suckers, reduce to one strong shoot, and in planting

spread the roots horizontally. The old stem should

be buried at least 2 inchee, as the plants are great

surface-rooters. Phloxes may be planted over a

rather long season; but, for ensuring success, the

early autumn is in every way excellent. Iu summer-
time supply them abundantly with water, and liquid-

manure in pienty; and while a heavy mulch of

manure will be moat helpful, moisture must always

be regarded aa being very essential to successful

cultivation, E. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

THE WIZAED OF HOETICUL-
TUItE.

The name and fame of Luther Burbank are world-

wide. He was born in Lancaster, Worcester County,

Mass., on March 7, 1849. From his continued suc-

cesses in producing new forms of living plants in

unexpected directions, he is often called "The
Edison of plant life" and "The wizird of horticul-

ture."

At eighteen years of age, after having received a

liberal education, Mr. Burbank went to Worcester,

Mass., to learn wood-turning and pattern- making.

After three years, and finding the dust and confine-

ment not suited to his taatee, he purchased a 20-acre

farm in Lunenburg, Mass., where he could continue

to study, investigate, and experiment with the varia-

tions of planta, and this was where the " Burbank "

Potato originated, and where many other experi-

ments were instituted, some of which have since

resulted in valuable fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

Finding the climate of New England too severe

for some of the plants with which he was working,

he removed to Santa Rosa, California, where he has

since lived, and where his creative work in pro-

ducing new fruits, flowers, vegetables, trees, shrubs,

and grasses has made hie name famous ; the benefits

conferred by this work will be better known a gene-

ration bence, for it ia a pioneer work, and the life

of one man is too short to show the full results.

The work which Mr. Burbank is now doing would
seem to be enough to occupy the time and abilities

of a dozen men, and, not being satisfied with the
hardiness or habits of the material which can be
produced through the channels of the general trade,

he takes journeys of many thousand miles to the

mcuotaius in the far North, where plant life has to

struggle with a brief summer and a temperature of
60° to 80° below z°ro [?] D.-iertand mountain top,

swamp and field, each have to contribute to his

omnivoroua p'ant workshop, and when the finished

product u turned out in the form of a grand new hardy
cross-bred I'lutn.a frost- resisting berry, or a charming
new Rose or Lily, he finds ready sale for it at prices

which seem fabulous to those who do not know the
cost of time, thought, and labour necessary for its

pioouclioc.

From the multi.ude of seedlings raised each year,

he selects a very few which, by their growth, ahow
improvement over others of their species heretofore

cultivated. These are tested for several years before

their characteristics can be definitely ascertained.

The seeds of these improved specimens are planted,

and, a promising variation of the last generation of

seedlings having been produced, several improve-
ments may be expected in the next generation. The
beat of these are, in their turn, selected for pro-

ducing still others, and, after a time, by thia careful

selection, great improvement is the natu'al result.

Another means employed ia to selec'. the beat

varieties, and crosj them with others. By this plan
valuable varieties are sometimes obtained. The

National Nurseryman.

Belgium.

ORCHIDS AT TEIE BELGIAN EXHIBITIONS.

On the same day, September 22, two exhibitions

were held in Belgium, one at Brussels, the other at

Mortael, Antwerp. At both, Orchida were well

represented. At the Brussels exhibition, organised

by the Soc 6 &i de Flore et la Linr&nne, M. L^cien
Linden showed thirty Catasetuma in bloom, all fine

varieties which had flowered last year; C. imperiale

was even better than it was last season. Many new
vaiieties were added to those with which we are

already familiar. M. Cb. Vuylateke staged an
admirable group of fine varieties of Miltonia vtxil-

laria var. sntumnalis; this ia quite other than the

common type; it always flowers in September and

October, thus deserving the name of autumnalis.

M. Jules Hye-Leyson showed a pretty miscel-

laneous collection of Orchids, among which may be

named Vanda Lowi, Saccolabium Blumei, Cypripe-

diam Charleaworthianum.with two beautiful flowers,

well- coloured, especially over the very wide stan-

dards ; Olontoglossum Harryanum ; Cypripedium

MorganiseX, remarkably fine ; C.Blunti Lubbersiana,

with five splendid flowers ; Cypripedium macrop-

terum, with two flower-sterna and six good flowers

;

C. Annie Measures ; C. Charles Canham, with seven

splendid blooms; Oacidium Lanceanum. marvellous

in colouring ; Epidendrnm sceitrum, and Miltoniopsii

Bleuana.

Among M. Peetera' collection may be mentioned

Vanda ccerulea, Miltonia vexillaria auperba, Oaci-

dium Lanceanum, Miltonia Blunti Lubberaiana, Catt-

leya granulosa, Odontogloasum Wilckeaonni, Cypri-

pedium Morganis X , and Cattleya O'Brieniana. M M.

Stepman & Moens showed a fine collection of

Cvpripediume, including C. virens, splendid aa to

colour; C. Charlesworthi, and C. Sallieri Ilreaaum.

M. Vuylsteke staged C. Rothschildianum, with three

flower-atema and niae superb flowera ; the plant

strong and fine.

At Mortael, Antwerp, M. Fior l'auwels staged a

remarkable collection of miscellaneous Orchids;

amoDg them may be noted— Epidendrum rani-

ferum; Oacidium auroaum, with three fiae bunches

of bloom; Aerides virens, with two superb trusses

;

Cypripedium Bolerlaerianumx (C. Dauthieri X C.
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riarrisianum ,, flowering for the first time, tha

blossom large and good, with a fine standard, re-

tembling greatly that of C. Barrisianum ; Vanda
mavis, V. terea ; Miltonia Moreliana, with a hundred

flowers ; Oncidium incnrvum, with seven fine flower-

atema; Cattleya maxima floribunda, new, bat not

anfficiently fixed to be criticised ; Dendrobinm crnen-

tam, Cypripediam Cbamberlainiannm, C. Thomaoni,

Zygopetalnm Ganthieri, magnificent in colonr

;

Acineta aaperba, with three fine clusters of deli-

cately-scented flowere ; Cypripedinm Veitchi, with

fonr beautiful blossom? ; and Oncidium dasytyle,

well-bloomed. MM, Janssens & Vincent aent

a beautiful aelection, including the following:

—

Oncidium Linceanum, admirable in colonring ; Odon-
togloaaum Coradinei, a very pretty variety ; Sacco-

labium Blnmei, Cypripedinm reaanthum auperbum
magnificam, Cattleya criapa, Cypripedium Aeh-
burtonce, remarkable ; numerous fine varieties of

Odontoglosium crispum, one of which, var-

Triandi, was quite remarkable.

Commander Jonen also staged some fine Orchids,

among them Odontogloasum Erameri, Trichopilia

coccinea, O .cariniferum, Pescatorea cerina, a speciea

of Lycaste with olive-green sepals, dotted and
speckled with brown, the petals and lip white, with
numerous dull roae apots,

M. Jean de Boaechere exhibited an album of dried

Orchid blooms, accompanied with illustrations.

Obcbtds at L'Hoeticultobe Internationale.

We noticed that Cataaetums were flowering even
better here thia year than laat season. We have
before greatly admired many surprisingly fine varie-

ties of C. Bungerothi, splendena, macrocarpum, and
othera, and would further mention C. Bungerothi

giganteum, C. aplendens aureo-maculatum, of which
there are numerous varietiea ; C. aplendens aureum
C. macrocarpum albo-punctatum, C. aplendens

maculatnm, C. aplendena albnm, C. revolutum roseo-

punctatum, C. O'Brienianum, and othera. It is

assumed that Cataaetums have but a short life, but,

at this establishment, there is a plant of C. Bun-
gerothi Pottsianum, which has been under culti-

vation for eleven years. In addition to Catasetums,

Cattleyas Ra and gigaa are here blooming
abundantly.

Many Orchid-lovera are aurpriaed at the great

number of aeedling Orchida here found, and which
are the result of various crossings between divers

genera and species. Thus, at 1 Horticulture Inter-

nationale, there are about 1000 Odontoglossums, all

thriving young plants. Notable also are the very

numerous specimens of Davallia Truffautiana, a new
plant, which will soon prove to possess valuable

decorative qualities.

Ohchids at Deubne, near Antwerp.

M. Flor Pauwels has here so remarkable an estab-

lishment (amateur) that all plant-lovers paaaing

through Belgium ahonld see it. On Auguat 25, though
many flowers bad been cut the evening before,we found
till 109 floweriDg planta. We do not know when
we have before seen such successful cultivation of

Phaleenopsis, and on so large a scale ; the vegetation

luxurious, the leavea firm, glistening, in excellent
health ; with promise of abundant bloom, which
shall be spoken of later. Meanwhile, we commend
this collection to the attention of Orchid-lovers.
Ck. De B.

POTATO CROP AT BUXTED
PARK, 1895.

At one time, owing to the long-continued absence

of rain. It seemed doubtful if Potatos tbis aeason

would be worth lifting, bat where the ground was
properly tilled and the sets properly prepared, the

result has exceeded my expectations. I have lifted

the early and second early kinds, and find them
aatiafactory in every reapect. In a few inatancea

aupertuberating had aet in, although not to a aerioua

extent. The Aihleaf varieties were not such a

heavy crop as usual, nor were the tubers so large,

but the flavour is excellent, and there Is no sign of

disease or of a second growth. The same may be

said of the second early kinda. From 200 square

yarda of ground more than 13 cwt. of good tubers

of Supreme (Sutton's) were lifted, not reckon-

ing the amall ones, and not one was diseased.

Renown (Webb's), produced about the same weight

of tubers ; Marvel was all that could be desired,

even in size, of good shape, and free from disease

;

Wrangler and Al (Sutton'a) were very good, aa were

Perfection and Triumph, which produced good cropa

of even-aized, well-formed tubers free from disease,

Considering that so little rain fell daring May and

June, it ia matter for astonishment how well Potatoa

have turned out. Oaly i inch of rain was registered

between the month of April and July. The late

strong-growing varieties are not yet lifted. The
haulm is making a aecond growth, which ia a sure

indication of renewed root action, and aa the soil is now
very moist, nothing but cold weather will atop

growth. Where the akin haa not " aet," thia may
not be aerioua. I usually plant theae varieties at

3 feet apart, which allows of anfficient aoil being

drawn op to make wide ridges, and thia measure

preventa the aoil about the roota getting dry during

a seaeon like that of this year, and growth goes

steadily on, even in a dry time. Two yeara ago no

rain fell between planting-time and the date of

lifting the earliea ; still, theae were a good crop.

Where the aoil ia poor the crop ia very light, there

not being anfficient haulm to cover the ridges,

and the sun-heat penetrated far into the aoil.

On my stiff' land, nnlesa it be well prepared,

there ia no hope of getting a aatiafactory crop

of tnbera, it becoming baked into hard clods

difficult to break into piecea. Where Potatoa were

planted on each ground, they have done very badly

thia season, especially the short-topped varietiea. I

have given up planting divided aeta, except in the

caae of new varietiea, of which there are few aeta,

the reaulta obtained being much better from whole

medium-aized onea, prepared by being atood on end,

eyes uppermoat, in a light airy place. If the tubers

are hardened by being exposed to the action of the

sun for a few days, by being left on the ground after

lifting, they do not start into growth so early in the

spring, and the ahoota are more robust, particularly

if the aeta are kept in a cool place till planted. Oa
the heavy aoila hereabouts, shallow planting ia prac-

tised, but plenty of earth ia drawn to the plants to

prevent the tubers from pushing through the covering.

The soil ia made aa fine as possible before planting

and earthiug-up, and this, in a measure, prevents

it from getting very dry during droughty summers.
I have dispensed with farmyard manure for Potatos,

and I use artificial manure instead, which is sowed
along the drills before the sets are laid in. The
moisture in the soil dissolves it, so that the plants

are benefited at an early stage. Earthing-up is

done as soon as the plants are sufficiently forward,

and in thia way the roota are kept moiat, and should

the aeason prove a wet one, the moisture drains

away into the farrows. H. C. Prinsep.

KEW NOTES.
Tecoma eadicans.—In the warmer parts of this

country Tecoma radicans thrives well, even without
the protection of a wall ; there is at Kew now an
old specimen flowering freely, which ia growing in

the open with no other protection than that which
the shrubs growing near it afford. Where space can
be given, however, a position on a wall facing south

is to be preferred for the plant. It ia a native of the

Southern United Statea, and according to Loudon,
haa been cultivated in England for more than 250
years. The flowers are borne in terminal clusters

on the long rambling growths of the current season.

About a dozen flowers occur in a cluster, and each
one ia 3J inches long by 2 inches wide at the mouth
of the trumpet-shaped corolla, which is of a brilliant

red and orange; the base is clasped by the red
calyx. When grown as a bush it should be pruned
hard back before growth commences, and it will in

time form a thick self-supporting stem. On a wall

it can be extended at will, but when once the

allotted space is filled, the same hard pruning ia

necessary. It ia essentially a sun-loving plant, aa ia

proved by the great wealth of bloom after aummera
like thoae of the present year and of 1893,

Ceanothus Gloibe de Versailles.

Whilat many of the apecies of Ceanothua are very
beautiful when grown as wall plants, or far enough
to the south to dispense with any protection at all, it

is only comparatively few that can be included
among really hardy shrubs in the neighbourhood of
London. C. azureua ia one of the beat of theae, and
of the numerous varietiea of it that have been sent
oat in recent years, Gloire de Versailles is—for

cultivation in the London district—probably the
hardiest and moat useful. It ia more vigoroua in

habit than the species itself, and the paniclea of

flowers are much larger, and of a richer tint of blue.

At Kew, thia variety ia planted by itaelf in a large

bed ; the planta are 3 to 4 feet high, and for the laat

two months they have flowered moat profuaely, the

feathery paniclea of small blue flowers giving a
charming effect. The frosts experienced laat

January and February were a anfficiently aevere teat

of the hardineaa of any shrub, and it speaks well for

this Ceanotbaa that with no more protection than a
thick layer of dry leavea afforded, the planta received

no real injury. The later, softer growth of laat year

waa, aa might be expected, killed, but this only

anticipated the knife by a few weeks. All the

varietiea of Ceanothua azureua strike readily from
cuttings.

EcCBEMOCABFCS 9CABEB.

Like other hardy and tender Chilian planta, thia

one haa become quite rare. It waa first collected by
Archibald Menziea about 100 yeara ago, but was not

introduced to cultivation until 1824. It is a plant

of a climbing habit, somewhat Clematis- like foliage,

but belonging to the Bignonia family. It is usually

killed to the ground in winters of ordinary severity,

but occasionally it aurvivea if the plant haa the pro-

tection of a aouth wall. In any caae the roota ahould
be protected by a thick layer of dry tree-leavea or

bruahwood. There need never, however, be any fear

of loaing it, for it ripens seed in abundance; and
seedlings obtained early in the year and grown on in

a frame until May, and then planted out, flower

freely the following August. The flowers are borne

to the number of twelve or more together on the

racemes, the corolla being tubular, I.V inches long,

constricted at the mouth, and of a bright orange-red.

The leaves are bipinnate, with dark-green, irregu-

larly-lobed leaflets. The leaves are opposite, but
after flowering has beguD, at every third or fourth

node a raceme takes the place of a leaf. The mid-
rib is terminated by a many-branched tendril, by
which the stems are securely held to whatever
support is near. This was one of the climbers
specially atudied by Charles Darwin when investi-

gating the movementa of climbing planta. W. J. B.

MORELLO CHERRY CULTURE.
Mb. Temple's intereating remarka on the above-

mentioned aubject in a recent number of the Gardeners'

Chronicle (p. 293), recall to my mind the fine specimen
treea of the Morello Cherry which used to adorn, and
probably adorn still, the 18-feet high wall at the
back of the curvilinear-roofed orchard-house at Scone
Palace Gardene, Perth. The treea covering thia

wall were fine examplea of good cultivation and
careful training, being furnished from bottom to top

with healthy ahoota, every one of which waa trained

with the utmoat preciaion aa regarded intervening

apace and the point on the wall at which the indivi-

dual growths radiated from the centre of each tree.

The young men who were annually entrusted with

the re-arranging and nailing of such large trees were
aensible of the implied confidence and honour con-

ferred upon them by the chief, and also of the labour

and skill which the manipulation of the thousands

of small shoots involved, and of the importance

of the verdict which followed the completion

of the work. My friends, Messrs, D. T. Fish
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and Gaorge Smith, Vice-Regal Lodge, Dablin, and
other readen of the Gardeners' Chronicle who have
either helped in the buildiDg np of, or have seen the
Morello Cherry tree« at Scone, will remember them
with feeling! of pride, notwithitanding the recollec-
tion of benumbed fingers and the intenie cold some-
time! experienced in doiDg the work.

1 have no doubt about the tree! of which I write, or

the onei which may have incceeded them, being ai
6ne examples of cultural skill now as they were then.
When I took charge of the garden! here a little

over twenty-four yean ago (Auguit, 1871), I made
up my mind to have treei of the Morello Cherry to

come a! near thoie described above a! the dif-

about o feet deep, extending 2j feet on either
lide the place marked on the wall for the
centre of each tree, and .'J feet therefrom, placing
9 inchei deep of clinkeri or brickbats, broken
fine on the top, in the bottom of each hole for
drainage, covering thii with turvei, grass- side
down, and then placing therein sufficient good yellow

Fl8. 71.— MELON, i--.lBi. . FAVOUBITE : A NEW OREEN FLASHED VARIETY, RAISED BT ME, H. W, WABD.

19 INCHES IN CIRCUMFERENCE, 4 LB. IN WEIUHT.

Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society on September 5 last. Fruits wc:o exhibited at the Crystal Palace Show, which were highly commended.

(See p. 403.)

Perbape my friend, Mr. McKinnon, who succeeded

Mr. John Halliday (since deceased), many yeari ago
in the management of Scene Palace gardens, will

kindly furniih particulars to the editor of thii Journal

a! to the preient condition of the treei referred to

above ; also a few notes as to the soil, drainage, and
treatment bestowed upon the treea in question, as

ference in height of walla (,9 feet), would per-

mit. Accordingly, I planted several young treei at

the fall of the leaf that autumn, and with what success

I shall leave to others who have seen the trees

from time to time in full bearing to say. Having

obtained healthy young treei—the first considera-

tion in successful fruit culture—I opened holes

loam (to which a little lime-rubble had been added)

to plant the trees in. I may here remark that prior

to planting the trees permanently in the holes thus

prepared for them, they had been grown on in

available spaces between Peach and other trees for a

year or two, according to apace, in which to develop

their growth. Towards the end of September these

/-
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trees had a trench taken ont around them, and a

little of the soil removed from under the roots, so as

to admit their being lifted and transplanted with

nice balls of earth adhering to the roots, thereby pre-

venting the trees experiencing much, if any, check

in the process of transplantation, cn'.ticg off sev

damaged roots, and shortening back straggling cr.es

before placing the individual trees in position,

afterwards working the soil well among and about

the roots, and finally treading it over before lajing

on a surface-dressing of short dung to the thickness

of 3 or 4 inches, and extending CTer the loosened

ground, and giving scScient water to settle the s
".

about the roots, the trees being then secured loosely

to the wall to allow of the soil settling down a little

before being finally nailed. The trees are treated

in precisely the same manner as Peach and Nec-

tarine trees, as regards the lajing-in of the young

shoots annually, cutting out old ones, and the

spurring back foreright shoot*.

Young healthy trees planted as described above,

and afterwards kept clean and sufficiently moist at

the roots during the summer and early autumn
months, cannot well fail to make satisfactory growth

and yield remunerative crops. On trees rave never

failed in yielding heavy crops of fine fruit, which

frcni the middle cf September up to the time the

crop :i exhausted, are used for dessert, the flavour

having a pleasant sub-acidity about it.

The black- fly is the most troublesome pest to deal

with that affects the young growth of Cherry trees;

until this year the most effectual remedy that I had

recourse to was tobacco-juice and clean water, used in

the proportion of 1 quart of the former to 4 gallons of

the latter. But this season, having been induced to

give Bentlej's " Compound Qiassia Extra:: :.

trial, I have no hesitation in pronouncing it the best

and cheapest insecticide that I am acquainted with,

1 gailon of the Extract making nearly 100 gallons

ready for use. Another advantage which the

Extract has over the tobacco mixture referred to

abcve, is that it leaves no nasty smell i bolt the trees

on which it is used; but being intetsely bitter in

flavour, it not only dislodges or destroys the aphis

on the trees when it is applied, but it renders the

foliage less liable to future attacks. S. W. Ward
L:n:~':rz Cm:.: Gz-:-:r.--.

FRUIT, VEGETABLE, & FLOWER
CTLTIVATIOX IX GERMANY.

Ebcit cultivation in the neighbourhood of Erank-

fort seems to have been recently taken up with much
energy, and is fostered a good deal by societies

which discuss the progress, and assist their members,

practically and theoretically, in the selection of

the qualities and treatment of cultivation. The
Royal College for fruit, vine, and floriculture at

Geisenheim on the R^ine, is especially referred to in a

re:--t re;:r: ai ex^rcis'lr.;: l very beneficial influence

in this direction. It organises lectures for the in-

struction of pror>er persons, who are trained as fruit

or Vine-growers or florists ; it also sends round

travelling teachers to give lectures, advice and

instruction, as to the most lucrative way of disposing

of the fruit crops, as to the best methods of drying

and preserving kernel or stone-fruits and vegetables,

the packing of the fruit, the preparation of fruit

syrups, jellies, marmalades, &c, and thus as to the

preserving of the fruit. The culture of berry- fruits

baa been especially promoted by the introduction or
wines made from different berries and other produc-

tions, which have been brought before the consumers

by the numerous exhibitions, where, by means of

prizes, endeavours were made to increase the zeal of

the growers to produce fruit suitable for the market.

Of late, special attention has been directed to the

better disposal of the fruit crops, since the culti-

vation itself has made such undoubted progress.

Thus, at Frankfort, as has already been mentioned

in these pages, a central depot foi tte sale cf

fruit has been founded, which offers its services

gratuitously. It accepts offers from the growers,

and hands them on as demands arise. It likewise

arranges in autumn large fruit sales, at which the

supply as well as the demand is very lively. Last
year the demand exceeded the supply, especially in

green Nuts, Cranberries, Apricots, Peaches, Mira-
bells, and Pinms, At the commencement of

August, 1891, at the central office, goods had
already changed hands to the extent of upwards
of 1.' ;

i lvO ki'.os. six::: exclusively berry fruits,

The central office gives its assistance to all interes-

ted parties, to tujers as well as sellers, entirely

free of charge. It does not even ask for the reim-

bursement of its own expenses. The enterprise thus

is purely conducive to the public good, and is

intended to promote German fruit cultivation.

Daring the present summer, it was intended to

establish similar institutions in other places after

the Erankfort pattern. It has been successfully

initiated in a few South German cities. The
wealth of the population has been advanced in

some instances in quite a remarkable degree by the

cultivation of fruit and berry trees.

The Cherry orchards at Gaben need only to

be mentioned, as well as " the orchard of the capi-

tal," for such is considered the small town of

Weider, situated between Potsdam and Berlin, on
white sand-hills, near the River Spree. There the

growing of fruit, notwithstanding the unfavourable

soil, has increased wonderfully. Tne fruit produced
excels by its superior quality, and is preferred by
consumers. Tne growers, who have organised them-
selves into trades unions, are now in possession

of a fleet of their own, and during the season

ship their produce every mcrning in their own
steamers to the markets at Berlin.

Eioricalture is also visibly extending in Germany,
especially, it is stated, since special hothouses for

certain kinds of plants have been more generally

erected. The cultivation of plants amongst children

in schools has also been much promoted by the dis-

tribution of prizes, consisting of plants, bulbs,

flower-stands, thermometers, and other articles

usefnl in gardening.

The Week's Work.
FfiTTrr-8 rjTTDEB GLASS.

By Richabtj Pabxzb. Gzrdaur, Goedmod. Chichester.

WATERING THE SOIL OF THE FRUIT-TREE
BORDER8.—This matter should always claim atten-

tion at this season, and in particular this year
after the excessive heat and drought experienced.

A tree border which has been allowed to become very
dry is almost as productive of shanking in Grapes
as a very wet and cold one, and it is often

from this cause Peach and Nectarine trees shed their

flower-bnds when started into growth the following

season. Proridine good drainage is secured, and
the soil is filled with roots in every part, it is almost
an impossibility to afford too much water, as

although the crop of fruit may be gathered, a great
amount of moisture is required to sustain the foliage

in a healthy state, and develop the wood and buds.
If the surface of the border has become hard, the
crust should be carefully broken up with a fork, so

that the we.ter may readily enter the soil. In gar-

dens unprovided with pipes and hydrants, the work
of watering is severe ; nevertheless, in a season like

the present, a strenuous effort should be made to

carry out the work, so much of next season's success

depending on its proper performance.

SHIFTING PEACH TREES.—The month of Oc-
tober is the best period for lifting and transplanting

these trees, particularly those in the early forcing-

houses, where it is necessary that the trees become
established betimes in the new soil, and therefore in

a S : state for beginning to force in December and
January. Peach trees may be planted as soon as

_ - wth nf wood is finished, and if the work be

care ! ully done, do injury will occur to the foliage, and
it is a great point to keep it in a healthy condition

to the latest date. A preliminary to transplanting

is to heavily water the soil the night previously,

which will have the effect of retaining a go?d quan-
tity of soil about the roots. la preparing sites for

the trees, ODly sufficient soil need be removed to

allow of enough fresh soil being added for one
seasoc, wide, rich borders only promoting the growth

of strong, unfruitful wood. A firm soil, a border
of no great width, and additions annually made as
the trees seem to require it, afford much better
results. After planting, one copious watering
should be afforded, and the foliage hearily syringed
several times a day, with slight shade, if the tem-
perature by day be very high, but dispensing with its

use when the foliage bo longer flags on exposure.
The branches should be but lightly fastened to
the trellis at first.

fXVECE KLTCSEH GARDES.
By Johs La3£Bhbi. Garderier, Po-^u Cattle, Wehhpxl.

LATE FIELD POTATOS.—All field crops should
now be lifted, as the tubers will not be improved
after this date by being left in the ground. More-
over, the most should be made of the splendid
weather now prevailing almost everywhere in these
islands, to gather them in. The haulm may first be
cleared off by giving it a sharp pull upwards whilst
treading on the soil over the roots with the feet

dost together. The haulm Bhonld be put in small
heaps and burned. A few hedge brushings will

readily effect this in dry weather. All hands
should be employed in the early part of the day in
digging a sufficient quantity which will provide work
for the rest of the day in picking up, and thus afford
some time for the tubers to get dry before storing
them. If the Potatos which are first dug are the
first gathered, the whole may be pnt away freer of
soil than if picked up directly they are dug up.
In the case of those obtained from a fresh
source for supplying a change of sets, I would
recommend that these be the first lifted, and the
required quantity of sets selected from the
nicest shaped and middle-sized tubers. Of those
that are left select what are fit for the table, and lastly

the small and diseased tubers, the latter to be kept
by themselves as food for pigs. Diseased Potatos
keep sweet for some time stored in tubs after
cooking them, if a little salt be mixed with them
when crushing them. If the crop has to be carted
some distance, it is advisable to put the tubers
into sacks having a plain mark on the
outside to denote the grade. Those intended for
table use should be put into the Potato-cellar or
clamp. Seed-Potatos are best clamped after ex-
posing them to the sun for a few days. Care should
be taken to put no diseased tubers into store. When
space can be found for them in the spring, get them
out in good time, to prevent their growing much
before planting them,

EARLY BROCCOLIS AND LATE CAULIFLOWER8.
—Erom now onwards the plants in the quarters should
be examined each alternate evening, removing any
heads which are found fit for use, and covering up
those with leaves that have heads forming.
Those intended for lifting and replanting in pits or

sheds should have the root masses cut round with
a bright spade, preparatory to lifting them later in

the year. Bv doing this, growth is checked, and a
number of small roots form that readily seize on the
soil into which they are transplanted.

GENERAL WORK.—The covering materials for

Banner and Dwarf Erench Beans, which it is in-

tended to cover in the event of frost, should be in

readiness for use at the shortest notice. Gatherings
should be made from each kind where no covering up
is done ; and if these are kept spread out thinly in a

cool, moist place, they will keep in a fit state for use
for a considerable period.

FLArTTS UBTDES GLASS.
By W. H. SiOTH, Gardiner, West Dean Park, Chichester.

HINTS ON WORK IN GENERAL.—No time should
be lost in getting all kinds of plants which suffer

from cold and wet into their winter quarters, making
a beginning with the more tender specifB. Tne
various bouses in which the plants will be placed
should have the glass and woodwork wa*h-d and the
walls lime-washed, and soured or mcEsy soil nnder
the stages cleared out, supplying its place with
clean gravel, shingle, &c. Early Chrysanthemums
wiu;.e flower-buds are beginning to open, should be
among the first brought in, as the flowers spoil if

exposed to the dew or raiD, although the chief

part of the stock of Chrysanthemums will be better if

left out whilst the weather remains as it is at present.

Meantime, let everything be got in readiness for

housing the plaots. Examine the plants for ear-

wigs before bringing them into the bouses—a smart
shake will generally dislodge these. Tree Carna-
tions should be placed in a light airy house, admitting
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plenty of air night and day in mild weather. The
heavy dews and moist atmosphere of autumn are
conducive to the swelling of the flower-buds and the
healthy green appearance of the "grass," and when
the plants have been placed in the house, they should
receive a light dewing overhead twice a day, and
the pots be well syringed all round for a week
or two afterwards, or the leaves may take on
a yellow unhealthy tinge. Indian Azaleas are not
safe as regards most of the varieties if left
out loDger than the beginning of October. These
plants should receive a thorough syringing with
weak tobacco-water, laying them on their sides on
the turf in doing so. Epacrises should be re-
moved to the cool greenhouse, or other light struc-
ture, from which frost can be excluded

; also Salvias,
Eupatoriume, Genistas, Solanums, and Kichardias.
Mignonette will withstand a few degrees of frost
without harm, but it will be safer to place it in cold
frames, drawing off the lights in fine weather. Ivy-
leaved Pelargoniums should be taken indoors, and
allowed to flower. These are very pretty plants for
conservatory decoration work in the early winter,
and the plants may be placed in that structure at
once. They soon commence to show for flower. A
good batch of Spiraeas should now be potted up ;

and if the plants are required to flower early, they
should be selected from those which have been cul-
tivated on a south border, as being more likely to be
thoroughly ripened. If this be done at once, the
plants will soon lose their loliage, and may then be
started gently, and thus bad in flower by the end
of the year. A batch of named varieties of zonal
Pelargoniums, for flowering next summer, may now
be put in. If the old plants were planted out, well-
ripened cuttings should be taken from them, inserted
in small pets, and placed in cold frames, or on a
greenhouse shelf.

THE OHCHXD HOUSE3.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

GENERAL REMARKS.—The hot weather lately ex-
perienced has been very favourable to a large number
of species, especially those that are deciduous or
semi-deciduous, and therefore requiring a thorough
rest in winter. Other species have likewise benefited
from the eun-heat, which is shown by their more
than usually vigorous root action. Moreover, I have
not observed any injury inflicted on Odontoglossums,
Masdevallias, On cidiums, and other species of Orchids
which are subjected to a cool treatment, although on
Beveral occasions it was impossible to keep the
temperature in the houses below 75° during the
hottest hours of the day—in fact, on two or three days
the thermometer registered 85°. This was the case
in span-roofed houses ; but lean-to's facing north or
north-east had, at such times, a much lower tem-
perature, and a cool, 'humid atmosphere was easily
maintained. With such a night temperature as has
prevailed lately, air should be admitted to the cool-
house, and unless the cold weather comes, no artificial

heat may be necessary for some time. When frosty
nights occur, sufficient warmth must be maintained by
the boilers to prevent the temperature falling below
50°. While the present fine weather lasts, the day
temperatures of the warmer divisions can be readily
maintained at the proper degree ; and during the
night, the ventilators may be freely used if the hot-
water pipes are kept a trifle warmer than in summer.
The warmth of the Ejst Indian-house at night
should range between 70 1 and 75°

; that of the Catt-
leya-honse about 70°, Mexican and Intermediate-
houses about 65°, and on cold nights 5° less in each
division. It is a matter of importance that the tem-
perature at night should be carefully regulated, but
at times it is difficult to forecast the weather, and
fluctuations occur late in the night or the early
morning hours, consequently it is preferable to afford
a little more warmth when finishing up for the night
than run the risk oi having a low temperature in
the morning. If the temperature of the various
divisions falls a few degrees below what is considered
the proper standard, no wa'er should be afforded any
of the plants, or damping-down done before the
proper degree of warmth is reached. In the East
Indian-house aredelicitesp'cies, such as Angrsecums,
Phalacnopsis, Calan'.hes, Bulbophyllacus, Ctrrhopeta-
lums, Epidendruui bicornutnm, Oueidiun Lance-
anum, 0. bsemalochilum, Cfiysia, Phaio-Oalaathes.
Phaius tuberculosus, &c, which are very susceptible

to injury by a cold moist atmosphere, even for a
short time at this season, many of them b-iog in

growth. Cattle) as and Lielias are also plants
whose half-matured bulbs decay very easily if

too much water be afforded, or a check is

brought about by a low temperature at night.
The bright sunshine has increased the plague of
black and yellow tbripe, and unless these pests are
diligently Bought for and destroyed, many valuable
plants will be disfigured. There is nothing better
for killing these insects than the Richards' XL
Vaporising Fumigator.

THE HAHDY FBTJIT 8ABDBH.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclerc Castle, Newbury.

THE REPLACING OF UN8ATI8FACTORY TREE8
WITH NEW ONES—Observant cultivators of hardy
fruits will have taken note of the trees and bushes
which are grown in various modes in their gardens,
and determined which of them might be superseded
by otheror better kinds or varieties. In some instances
the trees will have become unprofitable through age
or other causes, and the replacing of such by younger
plants is a necessity that should not be overlooked or
delayed. Vacant spaces on the walls or espalier
fences should be turned to use, if only a cordon be
planted here and there. It is always advisable to
have a reserve stock of young fruit-trees of the kinds
grown on walls, viz., Peaches, Plums, Pears,
Apricots, Figs, and Cherries. Such a reserve stock
is cheaply worked up by buying a few maiden
trees yearly, and training them in the various
methods of dwarf, fan, horizontal and riders. The
same remark holds good of bushes and standards of
hardy kinds of fruit. These trees, taken from the
home nursery, and planted in the early autumn, feel

scarcely any check if the work be properly per-
formed. As a rule, Apple and Pear trees remain in
good health much longer than Btone- fruits ; and,
instead of uprooting inferior varieties, if the trees
are fairly healthy and vigorous, they should be
headed-back in February, and re-grafted in the
spring with better varieties. Trees of good varie-
ties of Apples and Pears, which are unhealthy or
unfruitful, should not be hastily condemned, as it

may be possible to restore these to health and
fruitfulness by paying due attention to root-
pruning and lifting, and affording better drainage or
a more suitable soil. A few cuttings of Gooseberries
and Currants should also be struck yearly, and then,

if these young bushes are shifted and afforded a little

more space every year or every second year, gaps
are readily made good, and new plantations made.

WORN-OUT ORCHARD8—The replanting of an
ancient orchard is commonly a mere waste of time
and money, the better way being to break up and
plant a new piece of ground. If a new orchard be
decided upon, the actual planting of the trees should
be delayed for a year or so, to enable the land to be
trenched two or three spits deep, but without bring-

ing much, if any, of the subsoil to the surface,

drained, and exposed as much as possible to the
action of the weather, burning all roots and rubbiih

on the ground, and scattering the ashes over the
surface. If the soil be heavy, a liberal dressing of

road-scrapings or plaster and old mortar, should be
well worked into and mixed with the staple ; and if

of a light kind, a dressing of marl or clay should be
applied, and allowed to lay on the surface till pul-

verised by frost, when it may be incorporated with
the soil by means of the plough and harrow, or

digging-forks. In the spring, after manuring the

land, a crop of Potatos or roots may be planted or

sown on the land as a means towards getting it

into a clean condition for receiving the trees. In
October, or as soon as trees can be lifted safely, the

planting may be carried out. Standard trees may
stand according to habit and style of growth, at

distances varying from 12 to 20 feet ; half-standards

and bushes on crab-stocks at a distance of 18 feet.

Each tree must be staked and looBely tied at first, and
mulched with half-rotted manure as soon as the

planting is finished. In heavy soils, which rest on
clay, it may be sometimes advisable to increase the

depth of available soil and thus keep the roots at or

about the surface, to form an impervious station a

few yards Bquare under each tree, at a depth of

2.} feet, and make a mound of soil 12 feet

iu diameter, and 1 foot high, on which to plani. This

mound may consist of the surface soil scraped towards

each station from tha intervening land, or of fresh

materials brought in for the express purpose.

There being more time at this season than in the
spring for performing the necessary trenching and
digging of the soil in the beds, this should be done.
Beds which h»ve been thickly planted should receive
a heavy dressing of rotten manure, with some
charred soil and ashes from the charred rubbish-
heaps, all duly screened of large stones and rough
materials, before digging them. Beds of small siz*
should have the soil removed to a depth of
two spits, refilling them with fresh soil and
manure. The beds in which Hyacinths and other
kinds of bulbs are to be grown, should be well
drained by placing rough materials to the depth of
6 to 8 inches at the bottom, the layer of soil above
being not less than 1J foot in depth. As soon as
the digging is finished, planting operations may
begin.

ANEMONE CORONARIA.—The cormi of this
plant should be planted at about 5 inches apart,
and covered with soil to a depth ot 2 inches, pre-
viously iprinkling leaf-soil and charred refuse about
them. When the beds of this plant are large, they
should be neatly lined ont, and care taken to plant
the angles of the beds (if any) neatly. Seedling
Anemones should be planted out as soon as possible
into rich friable soil.

HYACINTHS may be planted 4 inches deep, and
from 4 to 6 inches apart, according to variety and
other considerations. If other plants are to be
planted as well, between the bulbs, more space
must be afforded—say from S to 10 inches. Care
should be taken to plant them at regular distances
apart. If the Boil in the beds is very drv,
it ahould be made firm and level by treading
it evenly all over before planting, and after-
wards raking it. Plant bulbs with a trowel or
a strong iron-shod dibber about 4 feet long with a
movable tread fixed on one side to regulate the depth
of the holes. Before the bulba are placed in the boles
a handful of sand or charred refuse may be dropped
into the bottom, the bulb being then covered with
the soil of the bed, and made firm. Narcissus and
Jonquils may be planted in the same manner ; Tulips,
Crocus, and other small bulbs may be planted with
the ordinary dibber, the distance between them being
regulated according to the growth of the variety.
All bulbs require to be planted much closer
together when planted in beds by themselves.

CROCUS FOR EDGING8ofbeds should be planted
2 inches apart and 3 inches deep. Look out for mice
after planting these corms.

RANUNCULUS, PERSIAN IRIS, Snowdrops, winter
Aconites, Scillas, &c, should now be planted ; the
three last named should be planted thickly if used
for edgings or designs on the lawn,

LILIUM CANDIDUM.—If these bulbs have grown
in the same place lor several years half of the bed
should be taken up and replanted elsewhere, affording
the soil a dressing of rotten manure or leaf-nioulo.
Plant the bulbs 6 to S inches deep, and mix wood
ashes with the Boil when planting, this material being
a good stimulating plant-food, either applied to the
soil or afforded in the water used.

l'HB FLOWJ3B GARDEN.
By Bailey Wauds, Gardener, Birdsali Gardens, Fork.

SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS. — Where spring

gardening is extensively carried out, the flower-beds

should now be cleared of their summer occupants.

Fruit Growing in America.—Some idea may
be gained of the scale on which fruit-farming is

carried on in America from the operations of one

establishment alone, the Hale Orchard Company,
which, in 1S91, planted 100,000 Peach trees in

Georgia. Daring April and May this year 50 men
were occupied all day in removing exceis fruits in

order to allow the rest to have room to develop.

They began to come to maturity in Jaue, and from
the 20;b of that mouth 350 men, aided by o0 mules,

were engaged every day ga;hering and carting a war,

filling 4000 baskets in the 24 hours. Imperfect,

bruised, and scratched fruits, separated from that in

prime condition, amounted to 300 bushels a day. It

took from 51o to GOO baskets to fill a railway

refrigerator van, and each van load represented a

vaiue, including cost of gatheriug, packing, and

transport, of £100. From this single orchard 80

van-loads were sent a-vay this year. In Houston

County the cultivation of the Peach alone gives

employment to 3000 people. Echo, Sept. 24, 1895.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be Bent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the •paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

<&c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR OCTOBER.

MEETINGS.
TUESDAY,

TUESDAY,

Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
mittees at Westminster; Horti-
cultural Club.

r^ on t Royal Horticultural Society'^ Com-
'"•^l mittecr.

r. 15 ]

SHOWS.

FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TrTCinAv n„^ o I
National Chrysanthemum Society,lUt.-DAY, Ocr. 8^ at the Aquarium (three dajs).

TUESDAY, Oct. 29 -Havant Chrysanthemum (two days).

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 30—Jersey Chrysanthemum (two days).

THURSDAY Oct 31 ' Bi 8nKate Chrysanthemum (two

SALES

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY.

SATURDAY,

Dutch Bulbs at Frotheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris*
i Rooms.

Q ( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
'

I Booms.

f Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

I Sale ot 30.000 Fruit Trees at l he
Chilwell Nurseries, Nottingham,
by order of J. E. Pearson & Sons,
by Protheroe & Morris.

o -t ll * Orchids and Dutch Bulbs at Pro-
1

' ( theroe & Morris' Rooms.

f Du lch Bulbs at Protheroe * Morris'
Rooms.

Ccr. 7

Cct. 8

Oct.

Oct. 10 <

Oct. 12 J

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPEBATTTRE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FBOM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THBEE YEABS. AT OHTSWICK.-82M5.

The greatest benefactor to the

Fastlib. human race in onr age, or perhaps

in any other, has been removed by

death. On September 28 died Louis Pasteue.

He was in his seventy-third year, and had been

in failing health for some time. His own life's

work then was done, but its results and its ever-

widening consequences are the inheritance of

the ages.

Pasteue was by education a chemist, by

nature an experimentalist and a reasoner. His

advent was timely. Men oould not fail to reoog-

nise the progress that soienoe was making, but

the majority asked, as they always have done,

and always will do, cui bono ? They looked as

many do still, on the work of the naturalist as

laborious trifling. Inoapable of appreciating its

purpose, they indulge in mild ridicule on the

patient labour of the observer. To them the

accumulation of wealth is the main business

of life, and anything that does not direotly

lend itself to that objeot receives but

scanty respect. Pasteue, in the investigation

of the problems put before him, sought after

truth and truth only. He never sought to

enrioh himself. It was not the money-value of

the results that actuated him. His observations

were made at once the common property of

humanity. But the practical men were, in this

case, not slow to appreciate the value of the

knowledge thus placed in their hands. We can-

not in this place allude to Pasteur's many dis-

coveries, nor attempt to gauge their value. By
his investigation into the causes of anthrax, and
his demonstration of the means of combating it,

Franoe, it is said, was enriohed by an amount
exceeding the war indemnity paid to Germany.
The silk industry, on the verge of ruin, was

restored in oonsequenoe of his researches on the

disease affeoting the silk-worm. The cultiva-

tion of a pure unmixed yeast, and the setting

forth of the conditions under which brewing and

distilling oan be successfully carried on, have

proved of enormous benefit to those industries.

The means he has placed in our hands for th6

prevention and neutralisation of diseases like

hydrophobia, splenio fever, oholera, diphtheria,

even if they be not absolute in their results, are

sufficiently so to justify the application to

Pasteue of the epithet with which we com-
menced this note. Following up the indications

made known by Pasteue, our surgeons, headed
by Sir Joseph Listeb, now perform with con-

fidence and suooess operations from which even
such consummate operators as Feegusson or

Liston would have quailed, and which, indeed,

they would have denounced as unjustifiable.

Pasteur's successes have been very largely

the result of his patient study of the minutest

of living bodies. Whether we call them germs,

microbes, baoteria, bacilli, spirilla, it matters not

;

the point is to observe the conditions favourable

to their development, and, as Maeshall Waed
has done, the oircumstanoes prejudicial to them.

Their life-history has to be unravelled with all,

and more than all, the minute accuracy that a

detective would employ in tracing the oareer of

a criminal. With the knowledge thus obtained

a basis for experimental proof is afforded, and
these experiments have, as we have seen, even-

tuated in the most signal benefits to the animal

kingdom, and to the human race.

To the praotioal gardener it may be of interest

to point out that the " cultivation " of the

germs, the selection of some, and the rejeotion

of others, and other methods adopted in the

study of baoteria, are, so far as principles go,

identioal with those that regulate the procedures

of the gardener.

To the gardener and the agriculturist, again,

the results of the study of the bacteria of the

soil are of primary importance. We do not

recall that Pasteue himself took up this part

of the subject, but it is so intimately connected

with his researches, that it is natural to associate

his name in connection with them.

The distinctions of race, oreed, nationality,

from one point of view, are effaoed in the case

of such a man as Pasteue. We may congratu-

late France on her distinguished son, but we feel

that he belongs to humanity, not to any special

country.

On the quay at Boulogne stands a statue of

our own Jennee, raised by grateful aDd sympa-
pathetic France. How graceful and appropriate

a thing it would be to erect on our own shores a

monument to Pasteue, in many ways the lineal

descendant of Jenner.

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPBI8 VAR. HOLO-
LEUCA.—The quantities of the handsome bendro-

bium Phalsenopais var. Schroderiana which have

been received during the last few years have brought

man; fine varieties, and among them a pretty class

of light- coloured varieties, more or leas tinged with

pale lilac, and which go under the common denomi-

nation, "delicatum;" bul the number in which the

sepals and petals are pure white are very limited.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle, December 3, 1892, p.

668, Dr. KsiNZLiN describe! D. Phalesnopaia var.

Rothachildiana—a beautiful white variety, with a

faint flush of pink, which flowered in Lord Roths-

child's gardens at Tring Park. Later, another

white appeared, which was called D. Phalaenopaia

var. alba, but in that were some pick lines in the

lip. The variety hololeuca, which we illustrate,

fig. 72, appears to be the first wholly white variety,

and it waa exhibited by J. T. Holmes, Eiq.,

Beechen Cliff, Bath, at the meeting of the Orchid

Committee of the Boyal Horticultural Society,

August 13, when it waa awarded a Firat-claaa Cer-

tificate; and the plant has since paaaed into the

rich collection of Elijah Aehworth, Esq., Harefield

Hall, Wilmelow, Cheahire. Of other varieties in

which white predominatea, one of the most remark-

able is D. Phalsf nopais var. albo-purpurea, flowers of

which we received from Dr. Jessop, Roundhay,

Leeda (gr., Mr. Tyson), in which the flowers are

white, with some dark plum- coloured markings on

the lip, the contrait between the lip and the white

•epals and petals being very remarkable.

Horticultural Club —The following are the

arrangement! for the conversaziones for the next

three months. October 15, " Botanical Rambles in

Lapland and NovayaZemyla,'' by Mr. C. E. Pearson,

illustrated by ipecimena of the flora. November 12,

" F'owera, Fruits, and Plante in the Life and in the

Home," by Mr. T. D. Fish ; and ". The Fruit Supply

of Covent Garden," by Mr. Geo Monro.

Gardeners'Royal Benevolent institution.

—The Rev. W. Wiles haa forwarded to the aecretary

the sum of fifteen guineas, being the amount of the

harvest tbankagiving offertoriea in Shirley Church on

the 29„h ult., in aid of the Gardeners' Royal Benevo-

lent Institution.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
largely-attended meeting of the General Committee,

presided over by Mr. Brian Wynne, took place at

Auderton'i Hotel, on the 30th ult. The aecretaty,

Mr. R. Dean, brought up a circular relating to the

Jubilee celebration in 1896, which had been approved

by the Preaident, Sir Edwin Saunders, and by Mr.

J. Ritchie, the Chairman of the Board of Director!

of the Royal Aquarium, and which ia ihortly to be

issued ; and reported that a Jubilee rchedule of

prize! ii in preparation, and that aome handaome

ipecial prize! had been promised. Some intereating

c jrreipondence from the Coloniea waa read ; one

correapondent writing from Timaru, New Zealand,

said some very fine new varieties of Chrysanthemum
had been raised in that locality, and it wae hoped

that blooms of aome of the beat, frozen in ice,

would be aent to England in May next. The
Secretary reported the amount of prize - money
awarded for Chrysanthemums and Dahlias at the

September show ; and the award of certain medals

wai confirmed. The Secretary reported that he had

arranged with Meisri. T. S. Ware, and J. Cheal &
Sons, to clothe the two fountains with flowera at the

coming October ahow, provided the frost held off,

and it was agreed, that in the event of their being

abl« to do ao, a in of money should be allowed to

each for expenaea of cartage. Seventeen new
members were elected, including two fellows ; and

the Hertford Horticultural Society waa admitted to

affiliation,

Change of Date of the Chesterfield
CHRY8ANTHEMUM SHOW.—We are informed by

Mr. Nelson, the honorary aecretary of thia Society,

of the fact that the committee have altered the date

at which the ahow was originally fixed, viz., Wed-
nesday, November 20, to Wednesday, November 6,

an alteration called for by the forward state of the

flowers of the Chrysanthemum.

AT THE CRY8TAL PALACE FRUIT SHOW.—
Country Visitor to Gardening Pressman, " You seem

to know all about theae thinga , will you tell me
i pointing to diah of Beurre Diel Peara) who Beurie'

is? I find hia name on lots of dishea of fruit. What
is he ? Where doea he live ?

"

—

G. P. explains that

the word is French, and signifies butterlike, the variety

of Pear with that word affixed having flesh of a

buttery texture.

—

C. V. Scratching his ear in vexation).

"Ab, dang it! I might a' known that; but what

haa the Diel to do with Peara ? "— G. P. "Nothing ;

it ia merely a dedicatory name."

—

C. V. "Is that

so ? Well, I think I'll go now."
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CRY6TALI8ED PALACE D FRUITS.—" Mr. Punch

heartily congratulates the Royal Horticultural
Siciety on their granl show of British- grown fruit
(none "made in Germany "), and the Crystal Palace
Company on the excellent arrangements made for
the most advantageous display of these magnificent
fruits de/endus, for "forbidden frnit " they certainly
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The Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Mu-
tual Improvement Association—The annual
business meeting of this Association, of which Sir
Stafford Nohthcote, Bart, M.P., is president, was
held in the Council Chamber of the Guildhall, on
Wednesday, October 2, at eight o'clock, the Mayor of
Exeter in the chair, The business to be transacted

secretary was re-elected. We learn from the com-
mittee's report for the session 1891-06, that they ar«
able to report very favourably of the work of the
association for the past year. Toe number of mem-
bers at present on the roll is 89, aod the balance
in hand £29 16». 2d., showing that, numerically and
financially, the association is in a highly satisfactory

FlO. 72,—DENDHOBIUM PHAT..XN0PSI9 HOLOLEOCA. : FLOWEHS FtfBE WHITE. (SEE P. 396.)

were, as, much to the disgust, probably, of the
apothecaries and family doctors, the visitor could
not taste any of the luscious specimens attractively

set before him. They were all les pommes in voisin,

but though " forbidden," their appearance was any-
thing but " forbidding." It came to an end last

Saturday, when it is reported that all the fruits were
safely got out of the building except one sleepy

Pear, whom nothing could srotue.

consisted of the reading of the Secretary s and the

Treasurer's report for the past year, both of

which were adopted ; the election of a president,

vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, and committee

for 1895 96 ; and the transaction of other business,

and to consider the modification of Rules 3 and 5, as

regards date of the annual meeting and the appoint-

ment of two secretaries. The new president elected

wCR. CoixiNS,Ejq.,H»rtwellHou36, Exeter. The

condition, An evening was set apart for short papers

by younger members of the association, and this

proved to be a wise departure, for, not only were the

short essays themselves of considerable merit, but

the interest thus given to the juniors in the profes-

sion had a most salutary effect on the association

as a whole. The review of the papers for the year

proved as interesting as formerly, and the discussion

arising therefrom brought out many valuable expe-
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riences in actual practice. The association having

decided to affiliate with the Royal Horticultural

Society, are now associated with that illustrious

horticultural body, and receive all the privileges which

membership conveys, namely, copies of the proceed-

ings of the society as published to its fellows, a trans-

ferable ticket admitting to all its meetings and

exhibitions, and the privilege of nominating one of

its members to b-' ranked as a Fellow of the Society.

By resolution, Mr. Andrew Hope was nominated

and elected to represent the Asec elation. The
autumn programme of the session 1895-96, comprises

the annual business meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 2;

the reading of a paper entitled " Fruit as Food," by

Mr. J. I. Pengelley, Exeter, on Wednesday,
Oct, 16; on Wednesdey, Oct. 30, a discussion, having

as its subject, " Window Gardening, and the Selection

and Treatment of House Plants," will take place

;

the Rev. Dr. Dangar, president of the Training

College, will give a lecture on " Carnations," on Wed-
nesday, Nov. 13; on Wednesday, Nov. 27, there will

be a discussion on " Judging at Flower Shows," which

will be opened by Mr. W. Rowland, of Parkeriwell

Gardens; Mr. J. D. Nanscawen, Whiteway Gardens,

will give a lecture on " Wild Gardens and Pleasure

Grounds," on Wednesday, Dae. 11.

At the Carnival held at Exeter last week in

aid of the hospitals of that city, this Association

was represented by a floral car artistically decorated

with fruits and flowers, the sides being trimmed with

Bamboos, golden-leaved Elders, Ampelopsis, and
other gay-coloured foliage. In the centre was a
living representation of Flora which, as a tableau

vivant, was amusingly effective, the make up being

highly humorous. Flora would perhaps have been
more easily recognised by habitiits of Covent Garden

;

but he sustained the part with commendable gravity

and graciousness of presence. What was hailed as
the " gardeners' car " was quite a feature in the

procession, and in the report of the Carnival Com-
mittee is " highly commended."

MR. C. P. SLOCOMBE —The death was announced
a few days ago of Mr. C. P. Slocombe, who was at

one time a prominent etcher and a master in the
National Art Training School at South Kensington.
He had (or some years been in a bad state of health,

and had long been unable to take any active part in

the work of his profession. All students who were
at the South Kensington School during the years
he held his appointment there, will remember him
as an especially able teacher, and as an adviser who
could always be relied upon for frank and intelligent

criticism. Globe, October 2. [Mr. Slocombe was a
pretty constant freqienter of the Royal Horticultural

Society's meetings at Kensington and Westminster,
and contributed occasional illustrations of plants,

flowers, &c, to the Gardeners' Magazine, when it was
edited by the late Shiblet Hibeeed

]

The Torquay District Gardeners' Asso-
ciation is a very vigorous body. The programme
for the coming session, as we learn from the Weekly
Mercury, Plymouth, September 21, issued by Mr. F. C.
Smale, the Hon. Sec, is a good one. The Chrysan-
themum show will be held at the Bath Saloons
towards the end of October. This will take the
place of the exhibition hitherto promoted by the
now defunct horticultural society.

"The History of Gardening in Eng-
land."—This work, by the Hon. Alicia Amherst,
will comprise a sketch of the progress in the art of

gardening in this country from the earliest times.

The plan and design of the gardens, what flowers

were grown in them, the chief horticulturists and
the principal books in each period are treated of, as

well as the various changes in the culture of fruit

and vegetable gardpns. Numerous gardens still in

existence are cited as examples of each successive
fashion. In th* chapters dealing with the earliest

times, many old rfords are quoted, and some
transcribed for the first time from original MSS.
Letters and household accounts, and notes from
private MSS. of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, are also here printed for the first time.

The book will contain sixty- five illustrations of

gardens, from MSS., engravings, sketches, and
photographs. The work also comprises a copious

bibliography of printed books relating to gardening

down to the year 1837, chronologically arranged, and
a list of the authors, placed alphabetically ; also a

good index to the whole book. The Appendix con-

sists of a reprint of the portion of the Parliamentary

Surveys of Wimbledon and Theobalds, giving full

descriptions of the gardens there in the year 1619.

The book will be published by Mr. Bernard
Quaritch, 15, Piccadilly, London, at a cost of 15s.

if subscribed for, the price to be raised to a guinea

on the day of publication.

Late Strawberries.—Last week we noted a

fact or two concerning the unseasonable fruiting of

the Strawberry in the South ; and now we insert a

note taken from the Neiucastle Daily Journal of

September 26. Mr. W. G. Macfarlane, fruit-grower,

Alnwick, sends us some specimen plants bearing

fine ripe Strawberries from his gardens. They were

gathered from runners made this year, and are the

product of a seedling Strawberry named the Duke
of York ; they are really what ought to be the crop

of 1896 This is the nearest approach to a per-

petual-bearing Strawberry ever raised up to this

time. " We began," says Mr. Macfarlane, " pulliDg

on June 10, and we will have fruit until the plants

are killed by frost."

As an instance of the extraordinary weather
which has prevailed in Cornwall this summer, it

is stated in the Daily Telegraph that Strawberries

were on sale in Penzance market on September 20.

One gardener informed a correspondent that he
had gathered a fourth crop this season. Apple
trees bearing fruit are also in several instances still

blooming.

Floral Decoration of Railway Stations.
—To encourage the cultivation of flowers at the rail-

way stations on the Midland Railway Company's
system, that Company, says the Morning Post, offered

£200 in prizes among their station-masters. There
were upwards of 200 entries for the competition, and
yesterday the first prize was awarded by the judges

to the station-master at Matlock Bath.

Pomological Society, Boskoop.—At the

meetings in May, June, Julv, and August, the under-
mentioned plants obtained First-class Certificates:—
Sambucus racemosus plumosus fol. aureis, from Mr.
K. Wezelenburg. of the firm of C. da Vos,
Hazerswoude; Picea pungens glauca pendula
(Koiter & Co.), from Messrs. Koster & Co., Boskoop

;

Crataegus oxyacantha foliis aureis, from Mr. P. van
der Kraats, Liz., Boskoop; Magnolia Alexandrina
folia variegata, from Mr. J. Walraa<,

) Jr., Boskoop
;

Clematis M. Koster, from Mr. D. A. Koster, Boskoop
;

Spiraea Bumalda Aathony Waterer, introduced by
Mr. K. Wezelenburg; Chamseoyparis Lawsoniana
glauca Triomphe van Boskoop, from Mr. D. Grooten-
vorst, Biskoop. Azalea mollis Machtelina Alberts,
from the firm of G J. Alberts, Boskoop, obtained a
Second-class Certificate. Hydrangea aurea ma-
culata, from Mr. K. Wezelenburg, Second-class
Certificate. Picea pungens glauca (Koster & Co.),

raised from seed by Messrs. Koster & Co. ; and
Taxus baccata semperaurea, from Messrs. 0;tolander
& Hooftman, being plants fully worthy a First-

class Certificate, could not have this award owing
to their having been too long in commerce.
P. A, Otlolander,

Sweet Pea Cupid —Onr readers will remember
the illustration of this beautiful dwarf white sweet
Pea, exhibited on June 25, at the Royal Horticultural

Society, by Mr. Dooqlas, for Messrs. Burpee. A
photograph of a portion of a field of seven acres is

now before us, and we are assured that it blooms
from the middle of April or beginning of May, till

checked by the frost. Messrs. Huest & Son, of

Houndsditch, are the sole wholesale agents to the
trade in Great Britain and the Australian Colonies.
The plant does not grow over 5 inches in height.

Bouquet- holders.—Mr. W. Teesedee, of

Cardiff, tells us that he has had in use for the last

fifteen years a similar appliance to that figured in

our issue for September 21,

Apples in the United States.—The latest

reports to hand from the best-informed quarters in

the United States are variable in their character.

Some five States commercially interested in the fruit

state that not more than half a crop is expected
;

returns from fifteen others are favourable; some few

are about average, and others are expected to yield

in excess of previous years. Taken as a whole, the

yield is expected to be in excess of that recorded for

some years past. Peaches appear to have suffered

much in certain localities, and as to the ultimate

outcome of the crop, no one appears to speak with

any degree of certainty.

WATERLOW Park, Highgate.—We are in-

formed by Mr. J. Pallett, the Superintendent of

this park, that the exhibition of Chrysanthemums
will be open to the public on and after Saturday,

October 5, from 10 a.m. until dusk.

Nursery Notes.

A MIDLAND SEED FARM.
During a journey from Birmingham through the

notorious " Black Country " to Wolverhampton,

the traveller's attention is inevitably engaged by the

great chimney stacks as they belch forth volumes of

vile smoke, or are surmounted by a weird blaze now
disappearing from sight, apparently from exhaustion,

and again starting out as if making a determined

effort to rise higher than previously. On either side

of the railway, the face of the land is covered with

huge stacks of coal, or with vast cinder heaps and

refuse from the mines and ironworks. As far as the

eye can see, the scene is of this nature, the surface of

the earth is totally unused except for the purpose of

depositing the miserable heaps of refuse already

mentioned, and instead the genius and energy of

man has been devoted to obtaining the wealth

hidden in the earth's bosom. Agriculture in such a

district seems out of place, as indeed it is, yet it has

not been driven so far away as the traveller would

suppose.

Only a few miles from Stourbridge Junction, a

station not very far from the two mentioned towns,

are the Kinver seed farms belonging to Messrs.

Webb & Sons, of Wordsley, and these are in the

centre of a fertile country of the most picturesque

character.

The Establishment at Wordsley.

Before inspection is made of the seed farms, how-
ever, the visitor is likely to be shown the establish-

ment of Messrs. Webb & Sons at Wordsley. The
extent of the business done by the firm, and the

aanual growth of the same, may be here in a measure

estimated. The commodious buildings used for the

storage of grain and various root-seeds, horticul-

tural and agricultural, together with flowering bulbs

for the garden, tell to some extent what an amount
of produce has to be dealt with. Nor is the present

accommodation equal to the requirements of the

business. The large block of buildings that

were until very recently known as the new store-

houses, will be soon supplemented by a new and
equally large warehouse now nearing completion, the

only fault of which, in the words of one of the

managers, who finds lack of store-room to be a great

inconvenience, is that it is not large enough. Messrs.

Webb do a large reciprocal trade with their agricul-

tural patrons, and considerable space is requisite

for the storage of Hops and wool, an immense lot of

which was in storage a week or two ago. The wool
trade is an extremely variable one, and no doubt the
firm lose money on this article in some seasons, but
possibly the succeeding ones compensate. Before
this part of the premises is hurriedly left, it should
be added that the visitor will assuredly be interested

in inspecting these warehouses, for the most recent
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and best machines for every purpose may be seen'

and the manner in which they perform their work,
whether it be cleaning the seeds, or other operations,

is surprising.

The Seed Fabjis at Kinvee.

Those who see only the establishment at Wordsley,
have not nor can they have the faintest idea of the
beautiful, well-cultivated farms in the neighbourhood
of Kinver, where Webbs' seeds generally are tested

and raised for stock purposes. It is a lovely drive

from the head offices along these healthful country
roads before Kinver is reached, and it beiDg our
first visit, our surprise at seeing such fertile land
found frequent expression ; questions also as to the
locality were freely asked and as willingly answered.
" We are now driving in the direction of Kidder-

minster," said our companion; "yonder on the

left is Sedgley Church, which is said to stand

on higher ground than any other Church in

England." In this district, then, we drove round
the greater part of the 2000 acres of land that

Messrs. Webb & Sons devote in a more or less

degree to seed-raising, and a good portion of which
is their own freehold. This is only a small part of

the land that is cropped annually to supply the

needs of the business. The system adopted is some-
thing like the following : All seeds are raised, tested,

and systematically rogued by competent assistants

on the Kinver farms, but the produce from this

harvest is " stock " seed, and to a large extent

the " stock " seed is given out to selected growers in

suitable localities to cultivate for Messrs. Webb, who
take all the produce, and it is this seed that is sold to

customers. In this way the firm estimates that they

employ annually in the United Kingdom and on the

Continent over 1S.000 acres of land for the produc-

tion of their farm and garden seeds, bulbs, &c. We
do not intend to speak of the newer or favourite

varieties of the different grains or roots, or other

agricultural crop. Experimental work is annually done

on the Kinver farms ; better varieties of each crop

are sought, but the results are to be seen in the

numerous catalogues that Messrs. Webb issue, to

which we will refer those who seek such information.

Gaeden Seeds and Tbial-gbounds.

The little town of Kinver, lying low under the

heights known as Kinver Edge, to most persons in

the Black Country is only less familiar than their

own town. Excursion parties may be seen any day

passing along the one important street the place can

boast, or climbing the "Edge." The farm Messrs.

Webb possess nearest the village, and very close to

the old but pretty country church, is called Kinver

Hill Farm, and it is on this one where the trial-

grounds are, and most of the garden crops, such

as Potatos, Peas, and other things, are grown.

Many acres had been devoted to Peas, and upwards

of 230 varieties have been grown for comparison

with each other. Potatos also claim a large share

of time and attention in this manner, and each year

the firm send out fresh varieties, which they believe

are improvements upon previous ones. Such are

Progress, Goldfiader, Record, and many others.

Turnips, Cabbages, and indeed all Brassicas are

grown and tested in large quantity, and efforts are

constantly made to keep each variety as true to its

type as possible. Webb's Emperor [Spring] Cabbage

has long been a favourite, and some capital heads

were seen when these notes were taken. Let-

tuces, Parsley, Onions, and every garden crop is

dealt with ; but we must hasten to notice, if only

briefly, the trial grounds, where a great variety of

flowers were being tested. It would be useless to

describe these grounds, where moat things are planted

in nursery lines or beds much as they are in any

other trial ground. What first occasioned remark

were some beds of Poppies, a very good

strain of the Opium Poppy, Papaver somniferum,

strong in stem, bold in flower, and including

various pretty colours. Larkspurs were quite a-
'

failure, the extraordinary character of the early part

of the season had spoiled the prospects entirely.

Some of the plant! were coming into bloom, others

were only just through the soil. The graceful but
showy Clarkias had fared differently, and plants of a

good strain, both in mixed colours and in pure white,

were in bloom. Delightful were the Eschacholtzias,

blooming profusely in the different shades common
to the flower; and by a quantity of E. tenuifolia

we were reminded of a very pretty cream-coloured
Escbscholtzia, with dwarf good habit, and a par-

ticularly free bloomer, that, although old, is seldom
seen. It was rather early for Godetias in the Mid-
lands, though they were blooming freely enough in

the South. Mignonette in quantity and variety

scented the air very perceptibly. Webb's Dsrarf ap-
peared of good habit, very strong, and a free flowerer.

A nice collection of Zinnias, single and double, in

bloom, were testimony sufficient that the strain Is an
excellent one. There were Sweet Alyssum, Collinsia

bicolor, and the white variety ; Candytufts, of which
Webb's Snowflake seemed far and away the best.

The plants were bushy, and the flowers pure white

and good. The coloured varieties had come very

true from seed. The strain of Gaillardias known as

"Eclipse," may be commended as being in every way
satisfactory. The French Marigolds had come
tolerably true from seed, and the dwarf tuft-like

habit encouraged is very pleasing. Asters were not

in bloom when we saw them, but trials are made
of a large number of these as well as other things,

which we must leave unnoticed. Luge and small

plots of the natural and other grasses, and breadths

sown from Webb's popular mixtures of Town
grasses, various mixtures for alternate husbandry,

&c, should be mentioned, as they are of interest to all.

The above are impressions felt during a hurried

visit to Kinver, where extremes meet in such a

manner that the Black Country well nigh encircles

one of the greenest, most delightful landscapes

—

including lovely Eaville—the Midlands can boast. P.

Home Correspondence.

8TICKLEBACKS—The following British species

are known, and described by Yarrell :—Gasterosteus
trachurus, the common three- spined stickleback, in

salt and fresh water; G. semiarmatus, found with
the preceding ; G. leiurns, smooth-tailed, also

common ; G. brachycentrus, short-spined, found in

the streams, ponds, and sea of the north of Ireland
;

G. spinulosas, four-spined, found near Edinburgh
;

G. pungitius, ten-spined, found both in sea and
rivers ; G. spinachia, fifteen-spined, common aronnd
our sea-coast. In the Annals of Natural History for

October, 1852, will be found some very interesting

accounts of the habits of the sticklebacks during

the breeding season, by the late Mr. WariDgton,
of Apothecaries Hall, where I well remember seeing

them in his aquaria. W. T.

ROTATION OF CROP8 FOR THE GARDEN.—On
carefully reading and weighinp, as I always do,

the communications of Mr. Willis of Harpenden
in the Gardeners' Chronicle, on p. 366 I was rather

surprised to light on the following sentence in

the middle column near the top :
—

" It is well

known that the Cabbage tribe will thrive upon
land much too poor to grow a good crop of

Onions and Carrots." I should be glad of a little

fuller explanation of the sentence, which is the only

one I question, in the three columns of Mr. Willis's

powerlully-reasoDed article. But taking the phrase,
" the Cabbage tribe will thrive " as equivalent to the

ground growing " a good crop of Onions or Carrots,"

practical growers will not accept the sentence as in

accordance with their experience. They would

rather say that of the three crops named—Carrots

would thrive best on the poorest land, Onions on

soils of medium richness, and Cabbages best of all

on the richest of all. Practically, many of the finest

Carrots are grown without manure; Onions receive

from 12 to 20 tons per acre, applied in the autumn
;

Cabbages, from 20 to 40 tons per acre, and

still ask for more. After many years' experience

and observation of these three crops in garden and

field, I cannot recall a case in which a crop of Cab-

bages suffered loss of weight from over-feeding.

Rich manures may at times develop abnormal ten-

d«rness in winter Cabbages or thousand-headed

Kale, but this can hardly be the meanine of tbe

sentence in question. At the other end of- the scale

we all know how easy it is to teed Carrots into

bolting, the scale, or coarseness. While as to Onions,
high feeding leads them into bullneckedness and
other unprofitable ways, while poverty of soil dwar's
Oaions into picklers. While thanking Mr. Willis
heartily for all his other teaching on rotation of

crops for the garden, 1 hope he will be so good as to

throw some additional light on the alleged affinity of

the Cabbages for poor land, which few of us have
ever seen in garden or on farm. D. T. F.

LIME-TREE MITE.—The Lime trees in this neigh-
bourhood are, and have for some weeks, been infested
by huge quantities of mites (evidently a species of
the so-called "red-spider"). Tbe under-surface of
the leaves was first infested. Ttieie curled up and
fell prematurely. The trunks then became enveloped
in a silvery web, looking at first sight like the tracks
of dry slime left by an army of slugs. Up and down
this web the mites continually move. They now
form large clusters around the base of the trucks
like lumps of yellow ochre. The enclosed sample
will give a slight idea of their numbers. They were
taken off in one lump, and although I daresay there
are a few millions in the tube, they are as it were,

but a drop in a backet, compared with the myriads
on the trees. Geo. Parish. [The Lime-tree mite,
Tetranychus tiliarum. Ed.]

NARCI88U8 FLOWERING IN 8EPTEMBER. — On
the 21st December, 1894, I planted one hundred
bulbs of " Scilly white," which bloomed well during
the last fortnight of April. The foliage was per-

sistent for a long time, after that of all ot her Narcissi

had disappeared, and even now its remains are still

visible. About the middle of August, new foliage

began to appear, which is now 10 to 14 inches high,

and very strong. The first bloom-spikes were
observed at the end of the third week in September,
and now (on tbe 30th) more than half the bulbs are

either in full flower, or showing for flower. Is not

this very unusual ? No doubt my garden is a very

warm one, but no other Narcissus has behaved in

this precocious manner (excepting three bulbs of N.
poeticus, which have leaveB 4 inches long, but no
flowers). For the last week the sun has been very

powerful, the thermometer in the shade at half-

past 8 a m. ranging from 63° to 69°. W. T„ Bishops
Teignton, South Devon.

A RECENT 8EED CA8E.—An anonymous letter,

treating of our recent litigation with Mr. Shepbard,
appeared in the last issue of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, and we shall be grateful if you will kindly,

in the interests of justice, allow us brief space for a
discussion of tbe communication in question.

"Agri-horti" (the nomde-plume under which the

identity of the WTiter is concealed) directs attention

to "a fact that seems to have escaped notice,"

namely, that the " plaintiff registered as a trade-

mark a certain device (a sheep as a matter of fact >

embodying the words ' Shephard's Kale ' as applied

to that particular seed." So far from this having
been lost sight of, we were summoned to appear
under the provisions of the Merchandise Marks
Act, and it was solely on this point that the case

was tried and decided. Most practical men must
endorse the common-sense verdict of the bench.

From " Agri-Horti's " letter we gather that he
considers it desirable that the sale of a useful vege-

table should be confined to tbe man who is fortnnate

enough to notice the natural sport, and who is

sufficiently shrewd to promptly register the variety

under his own name. Surely he cannot have
reflected on the vast injustice of the greater portion

of the human race being deprived of a natural valu-

able vegetable-food, because they may know nothing
of the raiser who chose to call the variety after him-
self. We would also point out that we never on any
occasion made use of Mr. Shephard's trade-mark,
and that we merely sold a variety by its own name.
As your anonymous correspondent fails to see the

analogy between Shephard's Kale, Sutton's A 1

Kale, Hurst's Monarch Swede, Nutting's Beet,

Wheeler's Imperial Cabbage, &c. (all of which were

mentioned in the case), we fear it will be hopeless

to demonstrate to him the very decided difference

between selling " Shephard's Kale " and " Shephard's

Kale Seed." "Agri-horti '' draws attention also to

a reporting error, which previously we had considered

unworthy of contradiction, on the excellent, old-

fashioned principle of " the least said the soonest

mended." He says :—Ask Messrs. Carter or Sutton

if they would allow any one of the Cabbage tribe to

go out for seeding aeain that was ' one year only
'

grown from their private stocks?" Now in this

case pur stock peed «as purchased directly from the

raiser by our grower, and " Agri-Horti's misappre-
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henaion probably arises from an incorrect report
published in a local paper, from which presumably
the Gardeners' Chronicle report was taken. This
reads:—"Mr. J. F. Edney, a farmer, of West
Titherley, gave evidence to having bonght seed from
Mr. Shepbard. He sold (presumably sowed) the
seed, and saved some, and produced from it. This
he sold to Mr. Toogood as Kale seed." We are

nnable to say how the misunderstanding arose, but
the true report should read as it did in one of our
principal papers—the Southampton Times

:

—" Mr,
J. P. Edney, a farmer of West Titherley, said in

May, 1892, and July, 1893, he bonght from Mr.
Shepbard a quantity of Kale seed which he sowed.
He saved the seed at Mr. Shephard'i request, but
after it had been harvested he said he did net
require it. Ha sold a portion of it to Messrs. Too-
good & Son as Kale seed." As to the question of selec-

tion alluded to by " Agri-horti,"the plants were several

times carefully " rogued " by our grower, who has
a practical knowledge of the technique of the work.
The newspaper reports did not mention that we bad
a number of witnesses in court (though the magis-
trates did not consider it necessary to call them),
including two noblemen's stewards, who were all

prepared to attest that it was impossible to dis-

tinguish the crops raised from Mr. Shephard's and
rur seed growing side by side. These witnesses had
farther brought with them specimen- plants to

illustrate the complete similarity. One other point
only, and we will trespass on your valuable space no
more. " Agri-horti " writes as though no similar
case bad been tried, when he might bear of two or
three with very little trouble. Toogood <f Sons.

THE PRESERVING OF FRUIT.—Permit me to
thank Mr. J. J. Willis, Harpenden, for his courteous
and useful answers to my questions to be found in

Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 216. The answers carefully
studied show how it comes about that so much jelly

and jam are spoilt in the making through breaking
down the structure, as well as lowering the quality
of the fruit through overcooking, as well as over-
sugaring. Truly, it seems that the chemistry of
fruit-preserving needs teaching, as thoroughly as the
theory and practice of plant- feeding and land-
manuring. D, T. Fish.

THE QLUT OF FRUIT.—Many kinds of fruit are
over-abundant in some parts of the country, and
much of it is sold at prices hardly paying the cost of
gathering, to say nothing of carriage. We are so accus-
tomed to look on Great Britain as a fruit-importing
country, that no one seems to have thought of our
exporting fruit in seasons of plenty to less-favoured
conntries in northern Europe. Why should not
some of our merchants try the experiment of sending
fruit nicely packed in boxes and baskets to Norway,
Sweden, Iceland, and the Baltic ports by steamers
leaving Harwich. Hull, Grimsby, Goole, Newcastle,
and Sunderland ? Apples and Pears wonld be espe-
cially suitable fruits to send, and these, with Dam-
sons, and other Plums that will bear carriage well,
should find a ready sale. Ireland, too, is badly supplied
with fruit, unless it be American at a late part of the
season ; and it might be found worth the while to send
i". theccsinsomequantity. Tomatos,Melons,Figs, and
Cucumbers, in the height of their season, might be
added to this list of our exports to northern ports. M.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—It is

to be regretted that Mr. Miller should have concluded
an otherwise admirable letter in last week's Gardeners'
Chronicle by indulging in a sneer at the expense of
the recipients of various medals and other awards
made at the ordinary meetings of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Were it not for the public spirit
shown by the large body of persons who do so
laudably support these meetings, and that render the
Drill Hall gatherings at once the most interesting
as well as attractive of their kind regularly held in
any part of the kingdom, the great charm incidental
to the Society's operations would be wanting, and
horticulture wonld be shorn of one of its brightest
central attributes. It is news to learn from one
" who has never been to the Drill Hall," and who is

in consequence not a specially fit authority on the
matter, that these numerous exhibitors at, or sup-
porters of, the Drill Hall meetings, reside—or to use
Mr. Miller's phrase—are planted in and around
London. There are some of us old frequenters of
these meetings, who have seen exhibitors come from
all parts of the kingdom, and if they have meri-
torious exhibits, have found just the same favour
shown to them as has been exhibited towards the
exhibits of those who reside nearer London. The
sneer is as unworthy as it is unjust, and it is to be
regretted that a gardener so highly esteemed as is

Mr. Miller should have so far forgotten himself as

to utter it. If the awards made at the Drill Hall
are so highly prized, whether they be medals or

certificates, that persons from a wide area are con-
stantly exhibiting meritorious, if not always new,
objects to secure these awards, it is evident that they
are held in esteem everywhere else if not at

Coombe Abbey. Why does Mr. Miller aver that the
whole thing is a farce ? If these awards are farces,

then are the labours of the Society's Committees
farces, then is the Society a farce ; and so too is

horticulture. After all, the Society and the Com-
mittees will go on their way, even though Coombe
Abbey or other of the carping fraternity may fume
and rave. If there has been a grave mistake made
in relation to the Superintendent—and nearly all

deplore it—yet that error will not overthrow the
Society, which is far too firmly fixed in the estima-
tion of all who love gardening. The recent wonder-
ful show of fruit at the Crystal Palace, even though
the pecuniary attract' ons the Society could offer

were small, is marked evidence, were such needed,
that though storms may rage or errors be made, the
crrat body of horticulturists have in it ample con-
fidence. Mr. Miller treats with scant consideia i

the privileges guinea fell iw erjoy, just because he
cannot utilise bis own. Why envious of other's

opportunities, became he is debarred from eDJoyiDg
them? What other society offers more than the
Royal Horticultural Society do?s for the money ?

There are two grand shows annually, those of tbe
Temple and tbe Crystal Palace, each of three daji
duration. There are some twenty meetings at the
Drill Hall, where there is generally a charming little

show
,
and the fellow may see all tbe best novelties

the year can produce. There is the constant use
and enjoyment of Chiswick gardens, always interest-

ing and attractive to lovers of gardening ; and there
ere the copies of the Journal (not of Horticulture, Mr,
Miller) of which there are, at least, three yearly
issues that represent cath value. So much for the
R'lyal Horticultural Society. Do not let us seek to

scuttle the ship in our efforts to save the pilot. A. I>.

TRADE MARKS.—With respect to your remarks
on p. 371, there is no doubt the Trade Marks Act as
it applies to seeds stands on a very unsatisfactory
basis. Some years ago, we spent several hundred
pounds in cross-fertilising Wheats, and produced a
number of varieties which were distinct and of con-
siderable merit ; these we sold in small quantities
the first season, but certainly not sufficient to recoup
ourselves for the initial outlay. The next year we
were met in every direction with the advertisements
of farmers who had grown these Wheats and offered
the seed at just about the price it cost us to produce,
and this in face of the fact that we had registered
the brand as a trade mark. In our endeavour to
stop these announcements, we were advised that
there was no remedy. Our greatest complaint was,
that not only did the farmers advertise the Wheat
by name, but they also used the title of the originator,
such as "Carter's Stand-up;" and althongh they
grew the seed, no steps may have been taken to keep it

true and pure, yet it still went forth as " Carter's
Stand-up," and if the produce turned out unsatis-
factory, it cannot but have a most deterrent effect

upon the introducer. We are entirely with your
correspondent, that the law as applied to trade marks
for seeds is at present absolutely valueless, and the
only return one gets for the care and expense of
raising new varieties true and pure is the reputation
which gradually grows round a house of standing.
James Carter $ Co.

The " THOROUGHFARE " TREE.—The gigantic
Oaks of Sherwood Forest are remarkable for various
peculiarities. The Greendale Oak, which we have
here designated the " thoroughfare tree," has a road-
way through its trunk. This was cut in 1724, and
was wide enough for a carriage and four to be driven
through it. This was actually done by the Earl of
Clare, who laid a heavy bet that he could perform
the feat, and he won the wager. The dimensions of
this archway are noteworthy. Its height is 10 feet

3 inches, and its width 6 feet 3 inches ; the circum-
ference of the tree in a line with the crown of the
arch was 35 feet. The tree is reckoned to be at
least 1500 years old, and it is now propped up and
braced together with chains. There are many other
giant trees in this forest, snch as tbe Major Oak,
which is 30 feet in circumference. The spread of
this tree's branches overshade a space 240 feet across
from side to side. There is a hollow in its trunk big
enough to bold a dozen persons standing c'.ose

together. The People, September 22, 1895.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Great Exhibition of British-grown Fruit
at the Crystal Palace.

September 26, 27, 28.

(Continu d from page 374 )

This important exhibition was opened on the day
we went to press last week. We conld, therefore,
only insert a portion of our report. The remainder,
together with a summary of the papers read at
the Conference, will be found in the following
columns:—

DIVISION IV.

Single Dilhes of Fi nit Grown in the Open, Air (Amiteurs en I

Gardeners only).

Dessert Apples.

The fruits exhibited iu these classes were oC the highest

excellence; competition was numerous in almost every class,

and this part of the exhibition was most satisfactory.

Adams' Pearmain.—There were ten dishes of this variety

staged, and the quality was generally high. The moat suc-

cessful exhibitor was Mr. T. Turton, gr. to Jno. HAH-
greaves, Eh.]., Maiden Erlegh, Beading, whoBe fruits were
superior in size to any others staged ; 2nd, Mr. McKenzie,
gr. to F. W. Cornwallis, Esq., Linton Park, Maid-

stone; and 3rd, Mr. Geo. Woodward, gr. to Roger Leigh,
Esq,, Barb,am Court, Maidstone.

Cox's Orange Pippin. —Tina class is always largely con-

tested, and there were magnificent fruits exhibited. The ldt

prize for this popular variety was taken by Mr. T. Tubton,
who had first-rate specimens, or he would not have
beaten the other fifty exhibitors. The 2nd prize went to Mr.

S. T. Wright, gr. to S. Lee Campbell, Esq., Glewston Court,

Herefordshire ; and the 3rd to Mr, W. Collins, gr. to J. E.

Borland, Esq., Sutton, Surrey.

King of the Pippins.— This excellent Apple was shown
almost art largely as the one just noticed, there being forty-two

dishes. Very great difference was nolicable in the degree of

size and of colour in the fruits from different localities.

Those from Mr. A. WXATT, Hatton, combined excellent colour

with unusual size; and Mr. Jno. Turner, Brighton, and Mr.

S. T. Wright, who were 2nd and 3rd respectively, had

fruits of capital quality.

Mannington's Pearmain.—These did not strike us as being

of more than average quality. Mr. T. Tubton had the best

;

and Mr. Potter, gr. to Sir Mark Coilett, Bart , Sevenoaks,

was 2nd ; the 3rd prize was taken by Mr. C. Ross, gr. to

Captain Carstaibs, Newbury.
Margil.—About twelve exhibitors staged dishes of this

variety, and Mr. Tbos. Spencer, gr. to H. C. Moffat, Esq.,

Ross, took 1st prize, being followed by Mr. A. W v at r, Hatton,

and Mr. Buxton, gr. to J. A. Fobsieb, Esq., Chertsey.

American Mother was only shown in six instances, but most
of the fruits were of more than average quality, and the

colour -was good. The 1st prize went to Mr. McKenzie, the

2nd to Mr. Thos. Spenceb, and the 3rd to Mr. S. T. WRIGHT.
Reinttte du Canada.— 'Mix. Gto. Woodward had first-rate

specimens of this rather large Apple. He was followed by
Mr. Monro, gr. to J. L. Bucknall, Esq., Beckenham, and Mr.
H. C. Prinsep, gr. to Viscount Pobtman, Buxted Park,

Uckfield. There were seven dishes on the table.

Ribston Pippin is an invaluable Apple, and as many aB

forty-three dishes were staged, being nearly as many as there

were of Cox's Pippin. Remarkable fruits were included in

this large collection, and it was with splendid specimens that

Mr. A. Ocock, Arun Gardens, Rudgwick, won highest honours ;

Mr. McKenzie was 2nd; and Mr. G. Thompson, gr. to MeBBre.

W. & B. Wells, Hounslow, 3rd.

Rosemary Russet.—Mr. P. Cavanagh, Roehampton Lane,

S.W., who won 1st place for this variety, had good average

exhibition fruits ; Mr. T. Turton was 2nd with smaller, more
highly-coloured fruits; and Mr. Bridges, gr. toW. L. Bedhead,
Esq., Brentford, was 3rd.

Scarlet Nonpareil found eight exhibitors, and the 1st prize

was taken by Mr. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill

;

Mr. McKenzie, gr., Linton Park, was 2nd, and Mr. Geo.
Woodward 3rd.

Worcester Pearmain, in about twenty-one dishes, looked

very bright, the colour generally being good. Mr. G.

Wakefield, Bearsted, had fruits of extra colour, and was 1st

;

Mr. Killick, Langley, Maidstone, was 2nd; and Mr. W.
Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Leatherhead, 3rd.

Any other variety.—Thirty dishes or upwards were staged,

and the 1st prize was awarded to a dish of lovely fruits of St.

Edmund's Pippin, shown by Mr. McKenzie; a good dish of

Gravenetein, from Mr. O. Herrin, gr, to the Hon. G. M.
FobtescUE, Maidenhead, took 2nd prize; and nice .Teffersona

from Mr. P. Cavanagh, Roehampton Lane, 3rd,

Cooking Apples.

Aljristm.—Of the dozen exhibitora of this excellent cooking

Apple, the most successful was Mr. McKenzie, who had
excellent fruits ; Mr. Geo. WOODWARD made a goad 2nd ; and
Mr. P. Cavanah waa 3rd.

Bi&mirck. — Only an equal dozen exhibited dishes of

Bismarck, an Apple that has become fairly popular. Mr.
McKenzie had excellent fruits, and was let; while Mr. Geo.
Woodward had fruit3 of almost equal quality ; and Mr. Geo.
Golddmith, gr. to Sir E. G. LODER, Horaham, waB 3rd.

Blenheim Orange Pippin showed the opinion in whioh it is

b,eJd by- being exJaibite4 m about tfelrty instances. There was
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marked difference in the quality of the several dishes, but
some firet-claas specimens were included, Mr. O. Ross was
1st; Mr. Newman, gr. to J. A, Tulk, Esq , Chertsey, 2nd ;

and Mr. T. "W. Startup, Maidstone, 3rd.

Bramley's Seedling.—The best dish of this variety came from
Mr. Austin T. Klllick, and were large and good. Mr.
Gei. Woodward was and ; and Mr. 0. Ross, 3rd.

Cellini Pippin.—There were fifteendiahes of this very pretty
and not less useful fruit. The colour generally was well

developed, Mr. Killick, who was let, had fruits of large size,

and of mecium colour ; Mr. McKenzie was 2nd, and Mr,
Geo. Goldsmith, 3rd.

Cox's Pomona.—There were about twenty-three dishes of

tbia variety staged, and the fruits being good io size and of

exceptional colour, they looked very pretty. 1st, Mr. C.

Ross; 2nd, Mr. G. H. Goodwin, Mereworth ; 3rd, Mr. Geo.
Woodward.
Duchtss of Oldenburgh.—This pretty Apple is evidently but

little popular, only five dishes were show a, and two of these

were very poor. Mr. S. T. Wright waa 1st; and Mr. G. H.
Goodwin and Mr. S. Haines, gr. to the Hon. D. P. Bou verie,
Highworth, 2nd and 3rd respectively.

Dumttow's Seedling.—Mr. Briduwell, Mill House, Orsett.

Grays, was 1st, and beat twenty-one competitors. On the

whole, this variety was exhibited in satisfactory condition.

The 2ad prize went to Mr. C. Ross ; but why the 3rd prize

was withheld we do not know, unless it was because most of

the fruits were shown under the name of Wellington.

Ecklinville Seedling*—Although this large Apple is of soft

texture, and not suitable for long keeping, the variety is an
excellent one for mid-season service. Out of seventeen ex-

hibitors, the successful one was Mr. McKenzie ; and he was
fdlowed by Mr. Geo. Woodward, and Mr. C. Herein,
Dropmore, in the order of their names.

Emperor Alexander, being shown in excellent condition,

made a capital display. Mr. McKenzie had the best among
twenty other competitors ; this exhibitor was followed by Mr.
Buxton and Mr. Geo. Woodward.

Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling.—Eleven dishes of this variety,

equally well coloured, made a similar display. 1st, Mr.
McKenzie; 2nd. Mr. Geo. Goldsmith; and 3rd, Mr. Geo.
Woodward.
Golden tsoble.—These fruits were in great contrast to (he

preceding high-coloured varieties, generally the quality was
first rate, Mr. Geo, Woodward took 1st position, Mr.
McKenzie 2nd, and Mr. G. Garuway, Bath, 3rd.

Gulden Spire filled six dishes. Mr. Woodward had excel-

lent examples, and Mr. Goldsmith was 2nd, followed by
Mr. T. W. Startup.

Grenadier.—Only two dishes were staged, and the 1st prize

was withheld,

Hawtkornden (Aew).—This worthy Apple was staged by

fifteen exhibitors ; the quality of most of the fruits was very

good. Mr. McKenzie took the 1st place, and the 2nd and

3rd prizes went to Mr. W. Bannister, gr, to H. St. Vincent
Ames, Esq.. Westbury-on-Trym, and Mr. Woodward.

Lane's Prince Albert.— MLi. C. Ross with splendid fruits,

won 1st prize from eighteen competitors. Mr. H. C. Prinsep
and Mr. S. T. Wrioht, took 2nd and 3rd places respectively.

Lord Derby.—A grand lot was exhibited. The 1st prize was
taken by Mr. Goldsmith; the 2nd by Mr. Woodward; and

Mr. G. Wakefield, Bearslead, was 3rd. There were twenty-

two dibhes.

1 o-d Grosvenor was displayed by ten exhibitors, and we
thought that the quality was not more than average. Mr.
Woodward, however, had a dish of very good fruits, and he

w.ta followed by Mr. McKenzie and Mr. R. Webb.
Lord Suffield, which occupied the next position, is of much

the same colour. There were twenty-four duhes, and the

prizes were taken by Mr. Turton, Mr. McKenzie, and Mr.

J. E. Burton, gr. to sir E. Paul, Bart., Twickenham, in the

same order.

Mr-e de Menage is a very different coloured fruit. Mr.

McKenzik's dish was of very high colour, and the fruits from

H. 3. MOFFA.T, Esq , Goodrich Court, and Mr. C. Ross, who
were 2nd and 3rd, were also of good quality. There were

twelve d'sht'S.

Northtrn Greening.—Eleven dishes of this Apple were
shown, and those from Mr. H. C. Prinsep, who was 1st, were
capital. The 2nd and 3rd prizes went to J. R. Brougham,
Esq., Carshalton, gr., Mr. W. Jones, and Mr. W. Cottrell.
Aewton Wonder ia a very pretty fruit when seen in per-

fection. Mr. Goldsmith had excellent specimens, and was
followed by P. Crowley, Esq., Croydon (gr., Mr. Harris);

and Mr, S. T. WRIGHT.
Peaigood's A'oniK.-A, perhaps, makes a more handsome display

than any other Apple; size, form, and colour it combines in

an unusual degree. Excellent fruits were seen in the eighteen

dishes or so that were staged. Mr. McKenzie was 1st, Mr.
Woodward 2dJ, and Mr. R. C. Sanders, gr., Halton,

Tring, 3rd.

Potts' Seed in*/,—The best of fourteen dishes was that from

Thos. Ridgweix, Esq., Orsett, Grays, Essex. He was fol-

lowed by Mr. P. Cayanagh, who had very good fruics; and
Mr. G. Helm an, Lewes.

Sptncer's Pavourite.— There were seven dishes of this golden-

coloured Apple, and Mr. Woodward won 1st prize. He was
followed by Mr.~T~. W. Startup and Mr. S. T. Wright.

Stirling Casfls, exhibited in a score of cases, was best from

Mr. C. R-.SS; and he was followed by Mr. Goldsmith, and

Mr. J. Finch Hill. Watford.

Stone's,—Ten good and fairly even dishes of this large fruit

were shown, but Mr. McKenzie won, and he was followed by

Mr. Woodward and Mr. O. Ross.

The Q-ietn is a very pretty fruit when seen in the perfec-

tion exhibited by the specimens from Mr. B. C. 3 ander j the

2nd and 3rd prizes were taken by Mr. McKenzie and Mr.
Goldsmith.
Tower of Glamis.—There were fourteen diBhea, and mo=t of

them were of very fine quality. Mr. Woodward, who was
1st, was followed by Mr. C. Ross and Mr. T. W. Startup.

Warner's King,—Mr. McKenzie had the best dibh of fruits,

and of the other twenty-one exhibitors, Mr. Woodward and
Mr. Wright were successful for 2nd and 3rd places.

Waltham Abbey Seedling.—There were five competitors, and
the best was Mr. T. W. Startup, who had five very fine

fruits. He was followed by Mr. McKenzie, and Mr. S. T.
Wright.
Any other variety.—There were twenty-nine exhibitors in

this class, and a good number of varieties were represented.
The 1st prize went to Mr. McKenzie ; Mr. Woodward, with
capital Belle Duboise was 2nd; and Mr. T. W. Startup, who
had Tyler's Kernel, was 3rd.

Dessert Pears.

Beurrt Diet.—1st, Earl Percy (gr„ G. Wythes), Syon House,
Brentford, for examples, first class in every point. 2nd, H. St.
Vincent Ames, Esq., Westbury on-Trym (gr., Mr. Bannister),
whose four were better coloured than the 1st prize lot, but it

was lacking in size. 3rd, Sir E. G. Lockr, Leonards Lee,
Horsham (gr., Mr. G Goldsmith). Fourteen entries.

Beurrt Hardy.—Of this fine Pear there were only seven
entries, and the samples varied greatly, both in size and in

colour. 1st, ROGER Leigh, Esq., Barhani Court. Maidstone
(gr., Mr. Woodward), with very fine large fruits ; 2nd, Mr. H.
C. Prinsep, gr. f Buxted Park, Uckfield ; 3rd, C. R. W. Adeane,
Esq., Cambridge (gr., Mr, J. Hill), fine fruit of high colour,
that seemed to us as good or better than Mr. Prinsep's.

Beurrv Supc,rfin,—Ot this variety there were four entries.

the 1st prize going to Mr. G, Woodward, Barhom Court ; 2nd.
to Mr. Goldsmith, Leonard's Lee; and 3rd, to Sir W. Gear
(gr.. Mr. Cotterell).

Williams' Bon Chretien.—This variety was, of course, long
past its best, and the fruits shown were large. The best as

regards condition merely, came from the Hon. W. Lowther's
garden, Wickham Market. The awards were as follow :—1st,

Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, Halton, Tring (gr., Mr. R. C.
Sanders); 2nd, Mr. C. Herrin. gr,, Dropmore; :ird, Mr. J.

Spottiswood, Brighton.

C nfertme.—Only three dishes of this variety were shown.
and Mr. G. Woidward was 1st, Mr. G. Wythes and, and
J. W. Melles, E-.q , Chingford (gr., G. Nichol-oo), 3-d.

Ma-^chil de la Cur,—Five dishes of this variety were
shown, and all from South Country gardens. 1st, Mr. G
Goldsmith, Leonard's Lee, with very fine examples; 2nd,
J. R. D. WlNGFiELD Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset
(gr., Mr. Pragnell); 3rd, Mr. G. Woodward.
Doyenne du Cornice.—Nine dishes of this fine early Pear

were exhibited, all biingof remarkably good quality, although
differing much in size. 1st, Mr. GOLDSMITH; 2nd, Mr. G.
Woodward; 3rd, G. H. Field, Esq., Sevenoaks (gr., Mr. R.
Edwards).
Durond;au.—Ot this Pear there were sixteen entries, several

of them being of the usual brilliant crimson and russet tints

seen when the fruit is at its best, and none were defioient

in size. The 1st prize went to a dish much lesq ripe than most
of the others, probably owing to its being e-pilier-grown,

shown by J. E. Borland, Esq., Sutton, Surrey (gr., Mr.
Collins); 2od, Mr. J. Sims, Maidstone, of very high colour;

3rd, Mr. G. Goldsmith.
t mile d Heyst.— Four dishes of this variety were tabled,

varying much in the size of the fruits. Grandly- grown
examples came from Mr. G. Woodward, 1st; from Mr. G.
Goldsmith, 2nd - and a dish of rather undersized ones from

Mr. .T. Nowell, Abergavenny.
Poidant* d'Automne.— Of this variety eight dishes were

shown of greatly varying merit. The 1st was shown by Mr. J.

Gibson, gr., Chippenham ; 2nd, Mr. Roger, gr., Holmwood,
Dorking; 3rd, Mr. H. 0. Prinsep.

Glout Morceau.—Eight dishes were tabled of fairly even

quality, 1st, Mr. G. Goldsmith; 2nd, Mr. W. Cotterell;
3rd, Percy Lawrence, Esq., Clapham Park, S.W. (gr., Mr.
C. W. Chard). The samples came from widely separated party

of the country, as Bath, Streatham, Tonbridge, and Shipton-

on-Stour. One exhibitor had shown Beurre Bachelier under

Glout Morceau.
Josephine de Malines.—There were nine entries in this claBj,

and the fruits were of very varying size and appearance. 1st,

Captain Carstairs, Newbury (gr.. Mr. C. Rosa), highly

coloured fruits, large and clear in the skin; 2nd. Mr. Ban-
nister, Westbnry-on-Trym ; 3rd, Mr. J. Hill, Cambridge.

Louise Bonne of Jersey.—This was a large exhibit, the

dishes numbering twenty-four, and most of them were of good

eize and bright colour. 1st, Mr. G. Goldsmith ; 2nd, Mr. W.
King, gr., Gatton Park, Reigate; 3rd, Mr. J, Nowell,
Abergavenny ; this lot of fruit beating even the winning

Sussex dish for high colour.

Marie Louise.—Qt this favourite Pear twenty-two dishes

were Bhown, some being ripe, whilst others wanted two or

three weeks yet to make them eatable. lBt, Sir E. Pall,

Bart, (gr., J. E. Burton), with large, clear-skinned examples,

still green ; 2nd, Mr. G. Goldsmith ; 3rd, Mr. H. C. Prinsep.

Noirv.lle Pitlvie.—Three diehes only were shown. 1st, H.

C. Moffatt, Esq., Goodrich Court; 2nd, Mr. Wythes; 3rd,

Mr. G. Fennell, Tonbridge.

Pitmaston Duchess.— Of this showy, if not particularly good

Pear, twenty-six dishes were shown, including several of

large size, but nothing of superlative bigaess was noted. The

finest were those shown by Mr. J. Cowley, who was 1st ; and

Mr. G. Woodward, 2nd. Mr. Cotterell was 3rd.

Souvenir du Cmjres.—Ten dishes of this showy variety were

tabled, mostly of large size and high colour, although sin-

gularly the largest fruit, those from Mr. Wyatt, Hatton,

were green. 1st, W. & E. Well*, Houd»1ow (gr , Mr.
Singleton); 2nd, Mr. T. Tl-rton; 3rd, Mr. G. GoLL-iMu.i

r/iom/JioVi.—Three dishes of thb nice-eating and useful
variety were shown. 1st, Mr. O. GOLDSMITH; Sod, Mr. .1.

Gibson
; 3rd. Mr. Cottt.kilj.

Triomphede Vunne —Six di-hes were nhown intbi* iMtancs,
seme of them consisting of perfectly ripe fruits. 1st, Mr. B.C Sanders, Halton; 2nd. Mr. G. W'.oduahd; 3rd, Mr. J.
Gibson.

Winter Ath^.—Ol this very delicious and valuable late
variety there were seven dishes thown; 1st, Mr. H. C Pi i

2nd, Mr. G. Goldsmith; 3rd, Mr. Bickwood, Twickenham.
Any other variety Of P,-ar.—ln this competition there were

Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurn : Ranee, Ma>cchal Soult, like a Marie
Louise in Bhape ; GaoseH's Bergamotte, Jersey Gratioli, a.

good, but neglected variety; Flemish B?auty, beautiful, but
of poor quality

; Beurre Clairgeau, of which the »ame may be
said

; Marie Louise d'Uccle, Duchess d'AngGuleme. Prince**,
Brockworth Park, Soldat Laboureur, Jargonelle. l»r, Mr.
R. Edward-", gr. to G. If. Field, Esq , with Madame Treyve
2nd. Mr. Cotterell ; 3rd, Mr. RQ0ER9,

DIVISION V

.

Dried Fruiti.

It is a pity that these classes were not taken up by nor*- com-
petitors, as it is now generally believed that in the event of
more extended hardy fruit culture in this couotry it will be
increasingly important that in some measure we should apply
the Bystem of .fruit preserving to largely practised by conti-
nental growers. Sufficient was shown notwithstanding to
demonstrate to visitor,) who had not before seen fruits treated
in this manner, that good results have already been obtained
in instances where the system has been tried. All the fruit
shown in the following classes must have been grown and
dried in the British Islands.

The 1st class was for a collection of dried fruit?, and Mr.
W. A. Trotter, Ledbury, was awardej the 1st prize for a
collection, principally composed of Apples either as rings or
cor.d, or whole fruits. Varieties so treated were Golden
Noble, Hawthornden, and Flower of Herts.
Some attractive-looking •'rings'' of Apple Golden Noble.

secured another 1st prize for Mr. Trotter, in the class for

1 lb. weight of Apples* Blicel. There was no competition iu
these two classes, bat in the next for 1 lb. weight of Apples,
dried whole, Mr. Trotter, who was 1st with good-looking
fruits of Flower of Herts, was followed by Mr, R. W. Bull.
The best exhibit in the class for Plums, was also from Mr.
Trotter, who exhibited a variety of this fruit all of an
inviting appearance. Both Plums and Damsons were included,
some dried during the present season, and others in 1891.
Mr. R. W. Bull was 2nd. Cherries, dried whole, 1 lb. in
weight, brought the remaining 1st prize to Mr. Trotter.

division vr

.

Special Prizes.

The Worshipful C mpany of Gardeners offered three priz?^
for Bix varieties of hardy fruits grown io the open air, two
gallons of each, at least two kinds of fruit to be represented.
There were four exhibitors, the 1st prize going to Mr. S. H.
Goodwin, Mereworth, who had skips of excellent fruit of
Lady Henniker, Cox's Pomona, Loddington Seedling, Blenheim
Orange, and Cox's Orange Pippin Apples, the latter particu-
larly fine ; Doyenne du Cornice Pears, a splendid lot of fruit,

very even, and finely finished. Mr. G. Tebbutt, IJeworth,
was 2nd, having Lady Henniker and King of Pippins Apple-,
Bironne de Mello and Louise Boane of Jersey Pears, Belle
de Septembre (Autumn Beauty), and Sandolfs Plums ; a more
varied collection, but lacking the superb finish of Mr. Good-
win's contribution. Mr. A. Wyatt, Hatton, Hounslow, came
3rd; he had Pitmaston Duchess and Durondeau Pears ; Duches.'
Favourite, Yellow logestre, King of Pippins, and Cox's Orange
Pippin Apples.

Mr. A. Weirs special prize* for a hi*.h 3 l of Apples
(42 lb), of a cooking variety, and half a bu^li d (20 lb.)

of a dessert Apple, packeJ for market in a-i many pick-
ages as may be desirable; coat of packages and method of
packing to be stated, the ompatition open only to atuiteur*
and private gardeners, brought seven competitors, the 1st

prize going to Mr. Grindrod, gr. to P. T. Phillips. Esq ,

who had his fruit packed in three ordinary oblong hampers,
three layers in each; the two lower layers packei with the
base of the fruits downwards, the upper layers oa their sides,

each layer kept secure by padi of wool placed to fill up
the space; the cost of the baskets, 2s. 6rf , 9rf., and &d , ai

they varied in size and quantity. The baskets containing
the culinary Apples were lined with stiff brown paper, inter-
leaved with blue, and the fruit was each wrapped in the latter.

The lines of the dessert Apples were separated by nsing bruised
corrugated paper, interleaved with blue ; a layer of paper was
laid over the top of each basket when filled, then wooi-wool,
and the lid fastened down. 2nd, Mr. Cotterell, gr. to Sir W.
Gear, Tonbridge, who had carefully graded fruit in boxes.

One containing Pitmaston Duchess Pears, and one with Wor-
cester Pearmain Apples packed in coloured paper aad wood-
wool, the cost of the box and packing for the Pears was 6. t ,

and that for the Apples, Ad. Though only one prize was
offered, a 2nd prize appearel to hive been awarded to Mr.

Cotterell.
There were eix competitors with a pickag?, basket, or

otherwise of 12 lb. of Grapes received by rail. The 1st prize

went to Mr. G. Cooper, Suoninghill, who hai packed ("appa-

rently Gros Miroc) in an ordinary stout whit* wicker Grape-
basket, lined with soft paper, the bunches carrying a beautiful

bloom lying close to each other, the sterna of the bunches

securely iastened to the rim, and which, to all appearance,

might have been ciiried any distance without disturbance.

One of the leading features was the extremely neat finish
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given to the packing. 2nd, Hr. J. Gose, Polegate, packed in

much, the same way, having the same varieties, bac as tar as

we could see, he had furnished no particulars of cost. 3rd, Atr,

Harris, gr. to Lady H, Somerset. Bastnoc Castle, similarly

packed. Gros ilaroc and Alicante appeared to be the two
varieties o£ Grape employed.

There were seven competitors in the class for the best packed
box or packages of Peaches, twenty-tour fruits, received by
rail. Mr. W. Wells, gr. to F. G. Ahbcth>-ot. Es^., Bexley,

took the 1st prize, having a layer o: fruit, each wrapped in

tissue paper, and packed in wood-wool, the cost of box an!
packing, S^d , an ordinary shallow deal odx being employed.

2ad, Mr. B_ Gbest>roi>, who had a similar box lined with

coloured papsr, each fruit in two wrips of so r
t piper, ani

pscked in mors: no particulars as to cost supplied. 3rd, ilr.

Pentney, gr. to A. J. HowaRI1
. Esq., Tsleworth, whj had

wrapped his iruit in soft paper, and then paeked in wood-
wool ; cost of box and packing. 7^i.

There were several competitors with a box or other pi.^^t
of ripe Pears, twenty-four fruits received by rail, and Mr. VT.

Wexls was placed 1st, with Beurre d'Amnlis Pears, packed

in wood-woo', the cjstof box and material, Si<L\ 2nd, Mr. A.

Pestsey, with Marie Louise, similarly packed, the coat of

box and packing, 4d.

The prizes offered by the Vegetarian Federal Union, for

selections of specimens of fruits, nuts, grains, &c, suitable for

growing on a 2-acre plot, did not bring any competition, so

far as we could learn.

Hl5CEIiA5E0US FBCIJ.

Among the ron-competitive collections of fruit, that

from Messrs. Jas. Velxck & Soss, Boyal Exotic Snrseries,

King's Boad, Chelsea, was conspicuous. On one table was a
remarkable exhibit of Apples representing a good cumber of

varieties, which, from the qualities they possess, are the best

that c?" be selected, and each of these was ^shown in

excellent condition. Another table contained a collection of

large and choice Pears of the best varieties, and individually

the dishes were excellent.

Capital fruits of Late Teyoniensis Peach from a south-west

wall were shown, and sprays and fruits of Bubus laciniatus. a

first class Blackberry, also Alpine des Quatres Saisons Straw-

berries, White Grapes, Currants, Damsons, and ornamental

varieties of Crabs. Sprays of the neV large Winter Cherry

(Phjsalis Francheti) were noticed also (Highly Commended).
Messrs. Jso. Feed & Sons Boupell Park Xurseries. Xorwood

Bead, London. S.E., staged a collection of Apples and Pears
well deserving of remark (Commended); and from Messrs.

Chas. Lee & Sox, Hammersmith, a similar collection was
shown. The traits were of uncommon colour, and good in

quality (Very Highly Co aimended). The Australian Irrigation

Colonies were represented by some Milcura Lemons, and
various-dried fruits.

Messrs. Jso. Laisg & S •>;, Stics'.ead Nurseries, Forest-

Hill, S.E., covered a table with remarkable App'es and Pears,

i i a number of varieties. In large baskets of Apples and
dishes of the same, were splendid Cellini, Cox's Orange Pippins,

and Washington iVery Highly Commended). Mrs. B. Welxs,
Crawley, Sussex, had a small collection of Apples, and exhi-

bited a fruit of Peasgood's Nonsuch, grown by Mr. Mortar,

Upper Norwood, said to weigh 1 lb. 10 oz.

An interesting collection of fruit was exhibited by Mr.
Wiix Tailor, Hampton, Middlesex, which included Apples

and Pears in variety, most of them good in colour; Coe's

Golden Drop, Grand Duke, and Belle de Septembre Plums

;

and bunches of a hardy Grape, named Beine Olga de Wiirtem-
barg, recommended for open walls.

Mr. Owen Thomas, gr. to Her Majesty the Qcees, Windsor,

exhibited about 100 dishes of Apples sni Pears, most of them
beirg cf first-rate quality. No attemp: had been made to

arrange these in the form of a Trophy, ss was done at the

exhibition last season (Very Highly Commenced).
Mr. Johnson*. Hanger HJ1, Ealing, hid a stand, where he

exhibited specimens of his Mushroom spawn ; and another

stand was devoted to the display cf Orr's Patent Storing-trays

for fruit or other light articles. These wooden trays are made
in an ingenious manner, that when fitted together, they form

a substantial stand, and they are easily picked for transit.

The Horticultural College, Swanley.showedforty-fourdishes

of Apples of favourite varieties, several, viz., Bramley's Seed-

ling, Peasgood's Nonsuch. Emperor Alexander, Gloria Mundi,

Melon, Ccunc-iLor. Norfolk Beanfin, Washington, being above

the usual standard cf quality.

Miscellaneous EzAiliis.—Messrs. Felloe &Bydeb. Orping-

ton. Kent, senta collection of twenty-one dishes of Tomato Duke
oi York, a form apparently of Sutton's Perfection. The fruits

smooth, r*gular as to size, and ripe, each dish held nine fruits.

An excellent exhibit,

-—. Scttox & Soxs, Beading, showed an enormous

screen, 6 feet high and 60 feet long, on which were displayed

fruiting stems to the number of six or more loaded with ripe

fruits of each of the varieties of Tomato grown by them. It

was a good method of showing the fruiting capabilities of the

different varieties, but on the whole it struck us as being

overpowering in extent and in the mass of vivid colour. (Very

highly commended-

"

Nova Scotian Apples were shown by Messrs. Nothabd &
Lowe, Cotton's Wharf. Loadon, E.C The varieties were
Gravenstein, and Bank's Bel Gravenstein, a smaller fruit than

the type. All were very bright looking.

Mr. W. H. Ward. gr.. Longford Castle, showed Melon Earl's

Favourite in nine example!, some very prettily netted, others

bat slightly. A Vote ot Tn*oks. (See ng 11 p. 393.)

Messrs. J. CheaX a: S », Crawley, hal two large tab'.es

filled with fruits on maiden trees in pots, and in dishes and

A great mound of Bismirck Apples occupied the

centre cf one of the tables, and was flanked by two groups o*

upright Cordons, loaded with fruit of the same variety.

Of fine size were Apples, Jubilee (new), King
of the Pippins, Cox's Pomona , Hawthornden, Atalanta,

Warner's King, Betty Geeson. Bramley Seedling, Bibston
Pippin, Lucombe's Seedling, Mere de Menage, Ecklinville.

Washington, Yorkshire Beauty, Nanny (the famous Sussex
Apple), Sandringbaoi, Duchess of Oldenburg, and Cellini.

(Very highly commended.)
Messrs. te^Ai/s exhibit of Pears included fine samples of

Duchess de Mouehy, Abel FeteL Doyenne du Comics, Benne
Diel, Beurre Hardy, General Todleben, and Dashes* de Nemours,
a big stewing Pea; Coaseiller de la Coa-, Gloat Morceao,

Louise Bonae. Le:m Leclerc, and Pitmaston Duchess.

Messrs. W. Pacx & Sox. Waltham Cross, had a table thinly

laid out with dishes of Apples and Pears of generally high

quality. Of Pears were remarked Beurre de rAssomption,
Doyenne Boussoah, Beurre Die!, Frederick of Wurtemburg,
Marie Louise d'Ueele, Vicar of Winkfield, Beurre BacheSer,
Van lions. Leon le Clerc, Madame Treyve, Glout Moreeau,
Sec. Of Apples in fine example, the following were
remarked : —Annie Elizabeth, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Lord
Derby, Beauty of Waltham, Duchess* Favourite, Forge,

Wealthy, Cox's Pomona. Bsinette du Canada. Stone's, Bis-

marck, Stirling Castle, Emperor Alexander, Warner's King,

Cellini (Highly Commended), King of the Pippins, &c
Messrs. S. Spooxer & Soxs/Hounslow- Nurseries, Middlesex,

exhibited a group of Apples and Pears in considerable variety.

The quality was highly commended.

MLSCEUJjTEOirs (Flowers).

From Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near

Tottenham, was exhibited an extensive display of Dahlia

blooms, including most of the sections, each of which was
well represented, considering the advanced date in September.

A collection of Begonia plants in fiower, single and double

varieties, was also staged by Mr. Ware.
A group of Begonias in fiower, and Chrysanthemums, also

cut blooms of large-flowered Chrysanthemums, exhibited by
Mr. H. J. Joxes, .Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham, was very

pretty.

Messrs. Wm. CrrsrsH & Soxs. Highgate Nurseries.

Loudon, N., showed a large number of blooms of a single

Dahlia, named Watford B?auty, orange- coloured, with
scarlet ring round the dis2. Also fruits of their Polegate

Seedling Tomato, and fruits of Cutbush*s Green-flesh Melon.

Messrs. Jxo. Lalxg & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., be-

sides a few orchard trees in pots, exhibited a very tastefully

put op group of Caladiums, Begonias, Dracaenas, Ferns, &c
The Begonias were of the ornamental foliage section, and in-

c nded a few very attractive varieties. Caladiums and Crotons.

also were well-grown and of good colour,

Messrs. Wm PaCL Sc Sox, Waltham Cro:s Nurseries. Ke*ts,

who seem to induce their Ko^es to flower long afcer blooms
have disappeared from mo^t ga-dens, exhibited a collection of

cut blooms from varie ties specially good for late blooming. A
few fruit trees in pots carrying fruits from these nurseries

likewise deserve remark.
Messrs. J. Cheal k. Soxs L^waeld Nursery, Crawley, ix-

hibited standi of Dahlias of a variety of types—Pompous,
Cactui. dco.-acive, show, fancy, aad single-flowered.

Messrs. J. Ve;t;h i: Sons, Chelsea, showed Magnolia
Wat-oni in bloom, Berberis Tnunbergi in berry ; B. vulgar.s,

also to show fruitfulness ; and B. Hakodate, a new
Japanese species, for comparison. Tae berries of the latter

were equilly abucdant a3 those of B. vulgaris, but they are

of a brighter hue. being scarlet instead of crimson.

A large collection of harJy flowers W2S shown by Mr. Lap
Hilts, the Shirley Nurseries, Southampton, which included

bunehes cf th-ir Perpetual Pink, very Iresh and nice for so

late a date; Khus glabra laciniata, which dies off of rich

colours, &.c.

Messrs. W. Wood & Sox. Wood Green, N., showel a

collecdon uf horticultural sundries of the usual heterogeneous

nature.

The Conferences.

At tlie Conference on Thursday EdniuDd -J.

Baillie, F.L.S. of Chester, presided.

New Frftts of Rece>_
t Ivtroi<cctio>".

Me. BrNTARD read an exhaustive paper on new-

fruits of recent introduction. He found some
difficulty, he said, in defining the word "new,"'
hut he adopted the term for convenience ; and he
added that his remarks would be based upon his

own personal experience, and not on hearsay.

Apple>.

"Dealing first "with Apples, he said many fine

fruits had come to the front. In dessert sorts they
had the Beauty of Bath, an August fruit of great

beauty. It was rather acid, and would, he thought,
prove more of a market fruit than a garden
variety. N^xt came the September Beauty, one of

Laxtons seedlings. This had a very rich flavour

and soft texture, and was worth culture,

although not a great bearer till it gained age. Xo
early dessert fruit of late years had taken the
public taste like Lady Sudeley, as for perfume,
colour, flavour and beauty, it took precedence
of all the August and September kinds. The
Armorel was a little russety well-rjavoured Apple

;

it bore freely and -would be valuable where very

late fruit (May) was required. The Christmas
Pearmain, to be sent out by his firm, was a soft-

fleshed, briskly flavoured Pearmain. This was a
good grower, and a regular bearer. The line

dessert Apple, South Lincoln Pippin, had been
purchased by his firm, and it would be sent out
in 1S96. This would succeed where Cox's
Orange failed, and was considered as good as
that old aad fine variety. The Okera was a
pretty rosy salmon fruit, in perfection in Sep-
tember and October. It was elegant on the table,
and of fine, brisk quality, and of a curious
egg shape. It was a good grower and fair bearer.
It required to be laid up to ripen, as the flesh was
hard when eaten fresh from the tree. The May
Queen, although certificated many years since, was
now little known. It was a capital late dessert
kind for February and March, and a great bearer.
The Wealthy was an American variety, with soft

flesh and pleasing flavour. Its fruit was of a lovely
crimson, and was in perfection and profusion iu

October. Williams 1

Favourite was an August fruit

of great merit. It was a good grower and profuse
bearer, and could be highly recommended. These
appeared to cover the new dessert novelties, but
many older and little known varieties should be
noticed to complete the group ; such as Roundway
Magnum Bouum, the finest flavoured dessert apple,
Calville .Rouge Precoce of great beauty with
aromatic flavour and a good bearer, Allen's Ever-
lasting, an old kind, little known, but of the finest

possible quality, the tree being a close grower and
free bearer.

In Culinary Apples there were more novelties,

such as Early Rivers, a fine variety bearing well at

Sawbridgeworth. It might be described as a late

Sufiield. Hambling's Seedling was a large

fruit that would prove a grand late variety. It

was of vigorous growth, and for garden and orchard
planting would prove an addition, as large culinary
fruit was scarce in March. The Byford Wonder
was a late heavy kind which had been sent out,

and well shown by the Hereford nurserymen.
Apples of this class would always be useful after

Christmas. Saltmarshs Chelmsford Wonder
should prove a useful late cooking sort. Vicar of
Beighton was a handsome fruit fancied by their
old friend the late Shirley Hibberd ; but it must be
condemned, as it cast its fruit prematurely, and the
tr ee was, moreover, very liable to canker, and was
an awkward grower. Pearson's XewtonWonder was
a vigorous orchard tree, and restricted on the
Paradise Stock was a very free bearer. He antici-

pated that it, with Bramley's Seedling, would beat
the tender and much be-cankered Wellington out
of our orchards. It was a really grand new
variety. For that grand late variety— Belle
Pontoise, which kept into May, they were indebted
to Sawbridgeworth. Mrs. Barron was distinct in

growth to any other, and would prove most
valuable for cultivation in restricted gardens.
Tyler's Kernel was little known, but it formed a
vigorous orchard tree, and would probably produce
twenty-five bushels. White Transparent was a
very lovely and useful first-early Kitchen fruit.

Its primrose colour and capital cooking qualities

made it worthy of the Award of Merit which it

gained. The new sorts, Duke of York and Bow-
hill Pippin, to be sent out by his firm, would take
a good place by-and-by.

Cheerier.

Coming next to Cherries the writer said that in

this department new kinds were not plentiful, but
the honour of introducing some good sorts rested

with Messrs. T. Rivers and Sons, whose Emperor
Francis, Cleveland Bigarreau. Ludwig's Bigarreau,
must rank Al among the White Heart race ; and
Black Hawk, Geant d'Hedelfingen among the black
ones, Windsor, an American red-black, were also

likely to prove useful. Among early black Cherries,

Rivers' Early qnite took the lead, and although
not strictlv new was vet little known.

> ECTAETXES.

Nothing Messrs. T. Rivers & Sons had inrn>
up to their group of Xectarines, and they had
now crowned a glorious set by introducing Rivers'

Early. This fine kind was not only 3 good
grower but was seven to eight days earlier than
any other, and if well-thinned, the size was grand
and the flavour exquisite. Among recent intro-

ductions the late kinds, Xewton and Spencer, were I
food for the gods, and their enormous size, grand
colour, and exquisite flavour marked them out as

Al, while the wood was stout and very short-J
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jointed, poiuting to heavy crops and good constitu-

tion. The Dryden was also one of the finest for

mid-season.

Peaches.

Messrs. T. Rivera again took the lead, and their

introductions had done much to lengthen the
season in the kinds for culture under glass. The
Americans had given us fine early Peaches, but they
were not much known yet, and could only be valued
for their precocity. An early Peach of a first-class

flavour was still required. General Late, Early
Canada, Harper's Early, from America, were not
so good as Hale's Early. The Alexander, Waterloo,
Amsden June, were very early ; but unless under
good conditions did not possess rich flavour, though
tliey were juicy and pleasant, and came three weeks
before any others. A word as to failures with these
surts under glass. There was no difficulty in setting

these American kinds if a low temperature were
kept until the fruit was set, when the day and night

heat could be raised, and they soon swelled and
astonished every one by their quickness in ripen-

ing, but the continuance of forcing heat during
flowering was a wrong process, and caused them to

cast their fruit. Outside, this did not occur, and
they were valuable additions to early fruits in this

section. The best way to get them of really good
flavour was to set them in an orchard house, to

grow them on till within a fortnight of ripening,

and then to stand the trees outside for the finishing

touch, when they took on fine colour, and became
really good in flavour, though not first class. In
late Peaches there were no novelties to chronicle,

but the mid-season kinds were well supplemented
by Dymond and Goshawk, which, though not new,
were yet little kuowu, and had the benefit of a good
constitution.

Plums.

In Plums Messrs. T. Rivers again took first place

with early sorts. Stint was a gain for an early des-

sert kind, and the Sawbridgeworth race of trans-

parent Gages received substantial additions in the

Early Transparent and Late Transparent, and the

late Golden Transparent again was fine and very

late. All these possessed the best and richest

flavour for dessert. To the same firm was due the

Count Atthem's Gage, one of the red-skinned

sorts, of exquisite flavour, and a good bearer and
grower.

In dessert Plums none had proved of so much
benefit as Rivers' Monarch, a large black Plum,
ripening at the end of September, and being a

good grower and profuse bearer.

In Damsons, Bradley's King took the first place.

It was of the richest flavour, and now that the

trees had gained age it bore auuually. It was un-

equalled for private use.

Peaks.

I leacou was a profuse bearer on Quince, but a slow

grower. It did admirably on the Pear. The fruit was

sweet and pleasant, but must uot'be left on the tree

till fully ripe (August to September). Marguerite

Marrillat was au immense fruit with fine colour,

and when eaten in condition was excelleut (Sep-

tember to October). Messrs. Veitch's Beurre'

I'onqucray was a fine greeu Pear, which would
replace P. Bachelier. It was a free-bearer and
hardy (October). Directeur Hardy was a good
grower, and ranked Al. Rivers' Conference was
an elegantly shaped fruit and a groat bearer, and
when not over-ripe of fiue flavour and buttery. It

wus a good grower (October). The striped Doyenne
du Cornice had yet to be proved. The Beunv du
Buissou was a remarkably line-flavoured, long Pear,

juicy and delicious. It grows slowly but bears well,

and was quite Al. (December to January). Le
Lectier was a large Pear of uueveu shape, but of fine

quality, keeping till January ; while of older intro-

ductions Rivers' Magnate and Princess maintained

their characters.

Late Pears are very much neglected, and in

passiug it might be said that Beurre de Joughe,

Doyenne d'Aleucon, Marie Beuoist, Duchesse de

Bordeaux, arc very fine and reliable sorts, which
succeeded in the South aud 'West as open pyramids,

and in the colder parts of the couutry should do

well on walls. Beurre Julie was a small but first-

class pear, and deserved to be better known. It

was a profuse bearer aud was in season in October

to November. The Fondaute de Thirriott was
handsome aud very good, and a good grower of

moderate size (December). The list of bakiug Pears

had been extended by the introduction, through the

Pear Conference, of Gilogil aud Directeur Alphaud,

and as the public taste grew for stewed Pears, they
would be appreciated.

In Quinces new sorts were plentiful from America,
but at present the results had to be waited for.

Raspberries ash Strawberries,

In Raspberries, Superlative Bed justly held the
first place. He could not speak well of Keighley
Queen, lately introduced. Surpasse Eastolf from
the continent was a good red. In yellow Rasp-
berries they had stood still, but a very large fruited
one might be expected in 1S06 from his firm.

In Strawberries they had made a great advance,
aud it was to be regretted that Mr. Thomas Laxtou
diil not remain with them to see the success of his
Boyal Sovereign. Taking the earliest kinds, the
earliest is Laxton's No. 1, a fiue-rlavoured variety.
Laxton's King of Earlies is yet one of the best for
flavour. It is closely followed by Royal Sovereign
aud Sensation (a fiue fruit but soft). George Bundle
aud May Queen have not yet been so good as to
warrant their adoption. Incomparable (Ridgwell),
which gained the award of merit, is au improved
Goliath of firmer texture, and there are a few
Oontiuental sorts, mostly introduced by Mr. George
Paul, which are useful fruits, such as Auguste
Boisselat, Edward Lefort, La France, Souvenir de
Kieff, and Unser Fritz. These were not new, but
are valuable in a collection. In late sorts Laxton's
Latest of All (unfortunately named, as it was not a
very late kind), is the best of recent sorts. Its
fine size, Queen style, and splendid flavour singled
it out for general cultivation. He must not over-
look the new ones from Gunton Park, and Mr.
Allan deserved credit for introducing Empress of
India, Gunton Park, and Lord Sutfield, as they were
a departure in the direction of more distinct flavour,
as against many recent sorts which went for size

only. Be would like to give a word of caution.
Many growers in trying new varieties did not give
them time to show their qualities in various seasons.

Strawberries for all seasons must be cultivated, aud
he would ask growers to hesitate before condemning
new or fresh varieties on trial, as it did happen
that those which proved valuable in a dry were
worthless in a wet season ; and, as good gardeners,
they should provide for all changes of weather.

Grapes.

In Vines (Grapes), from time to time, really fiue

novelties were got, but the public taste took years
before they became popular. He had however great
faith in Lady Hntt, a large bunched white of grand
flavour, and Diamant Traube, very fine ; and iu

Black Grapes, Appley Towers, which might be
described as a late Hambro'. Grapes would soou
have to be divided into two sections—handsome
sorts for the market ; and choice sorts, with flavour,

for one's own eating.

Miscellaneous.

Among outside fruits the Japan Wine-lierry
deserved notice. It was a useful fruit for tarts,

&c, aud as a handsome climber or trailer, its

pretty, weepiug habit aud red stems marked out a

future for it.

The American Blackberries had been a failure.

It would, Mr. Bunv.vrd said in conclusion, be
necessary to carry out a rigid selection iu order to

admit of the introduction of so mauy new fruits.

The Chairman said they had listened to a most interesting

paper which opoued up ground for good discussion. He
noticed that Mr. Bunyard did not allude to a variety of

Strawberry which surpassed tho Royal Sovereign, he referred

to Laxton's Monarch.
Mr. BcNVArtD said he had not yet tried it.

Mr. Roufell remarked that it was a dark horse.

Mr. Playford (South Australia) said he was a grower from
the other side of tho world—the colony of South Australia.

(Cheers.) As colonists they had been exceedingly anxious

to get the best varieties to grow iu tho open. Ho sent to

Mi'. Bunyard, who forwarded several varieties, which,

although they travelled 16,000 miles, all turned out well. He
would like to say that he thought that in growing for profit

it was a great deal better to confine themselves to the very

best varieties, and only a few of thorn. There was "no Plum

he thought might be introduced into this country, the Jap

aneso Plum. It wus very much like au ordinary lVich a cross

between a Peach and an Apric it There was i ine Plum called

lied Heart, a most excellent fruit, lie was astonished Mr.

Bunyard did not mention tho Bismarck Apple. It had been

grown for some years iu the Colony, and he had a s|.ni.,i,ii

which measured 18] inches round in one direction and

li.; inehes in the other direction. lie thought that would

beat anything shown at tho Palace that day. lie. however,

devoted himself principally to the cultivation of Cherries.

The first Cherries he got were the Early Purple King. It was

the very earliest variety and made a splendid show, as did

Early Lyons, He also grow Tunford Blgarreou, which, f

I before it wan ripe, would titer it

was picked; the Black Tartarian, Knlgl
which will keep well in exl ,;ucritc,»vory
largo, firm, black Cherry, wore otl

vatcd. lie had picked something Ilia

a year. II .,( l,,,d, but
by no meant tho whole of tbi Hi

was also growinga Blackber] iromtho Himalayan,
and some of those had be. •

Mr. Cbcmc, replying to a remark made by Mr. Riven, who
was riot distinctly heard, said ho bad had nothing to do
with the raising of the Hay Queen. Hohad,howct
model tree, and the variety was one which should 1*.'

by everyone.

.Mr. RoCFELL said he was. very much struck by the i

of the gentleman from South Australia. He, :.

dissent from some of his opinions. He bus afraid if they
selected only a few Apples and a few P- . on, they
would remain stationary. If their etforts were confined ani
cramped entirely by the mercantile element, they would
soon put a stop to progress. They did not all work lot

merely pounds, shillings, and ponce. .Many of them worked
for the love of the thing ; but if people could get ippo
of horticulture, so much the better. He hat himself a crop
of Diamant Traube, and he was glad to find that Mr. Bun-
yard had learnt its merits. He would not like t» leave the
Nanny, an excellent Sussex Apple, out of a selection of fifty.

The list of first-class Apples was, however, so large, that it

was a matter of great difficulty to reduce the number to any-
thing like fifty ; and their friend from Australia would do
wisely to try all the sorts sent out to him, and not to stick to

the dozen he had got. If he did not do so, he would find

himself left out in the cold.

.Mr. Bunyard, in replying on the discussion, said he would
not advise anyone to embark on the Plums from Japan. He
had got all the varieties he could, aud he had only had ttio

bear fruit, after twelve years. lie would have im
the Bismarck Apple, but he thought it was thoroughly
well known. The same remark applied to the American
Mother Apple. With regard to the Nanny, th^re was one
objection—it very seldom cropped.

A hearty vote of thanks was proposed by the Chairman to

Mr. Bunyard for his paper.

Mr. Grant, in seconding the proposition, said, up till

recently he had been associated with Roses, but for the last

five years he had gone in for fruit, and he was satisfied with

the results obtained. He did not think they need (ear the

competition of their Australian or American cousins, who
wore not going to equal anything they saw in the Palace

that day (Laughter).

Second Day's Conference.

The second day's conference took place on
Friday, under the presidency of Mr. Bunyard,
wheu Mr. A. H. Pearson read a most interesting

paper on

Pruning Fkcit Trees.

Mr. Pearson said he approached the task of

reading a paper on that subject with trepidation

—

the subject was one upon which so much had been
said ; aud yet he fouud from experience that there

was still a great deal of darkuess in the mind of the

average amateur on the matter, and even the great

lights of horticulture differed very materially on

some important points. Let them take for iustauce

the very first question which arose in the mind of

the ordinary amateur. He purchased some fruit

trees from a nurseryman, aud his first question was
should the trees be pruned at the time of plautiug ?

Nine authorities out of the ten would a few years

ago have replied, No '. It was not so long ago that a

little baud withstood a host of experts upon this

very question, and he was glad to say withstood

them with such obstinacy that, although the

question was not settled, it was left au open one.

The advocates of non-pruning assert that the trans-

planting of fruit trees being a considerable cheek to

the trees, this result should be counteracted by
leaving the brauches full length for the first year
so that they might produce as much foliage as

possible and thus induce root-action : whilst those

who advocated the pruning of newly-transplanted

trees took au entirely different view of the matter,

aud argued that, as the act of transplanting entailed

some check upon the roots, aud also iu all proba-

bility some reduction of their length, the branches

should also be shortened to maintain the balance ;

further that the long shoots being left ou the tree

caused a considerable amount of needless evapora-

tion of the stored-up sap, made it much more
difficult to secure the tree from being rocked aboiit

by the wind, and lastly that it defeated the end iu

view, inasmuch as development of leaves from tho

full-length shoots was so poor compared with that

ou the" shortened shoots, that root action was

retarded rather than advanced. These ideas had

been gaining ground during the past few years.

Of course, the results upon experimental plots, and
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the results which came under the Observation of

every intelligent nurseryman, from the planting of

trees under his own supervision, were results which
were measured by the eye, and which might to some
extent be read differently ; but happily there was
established in this country, thanks to the enter-

prise of His Grace the Duke of Bedford, an experi-

mental fruit-station, where results would be
accurately recorded by men of science, so that pre-

judices, one way or the other, would not be allowed
to bias the judgment of results.

The manner of pruning a newly-planted tree

must depend greatly upon the tree to be operated
upon. Broadly speaking all young, well-grown and
vigorous trees should have their branches shortened
to one-third of their original length after planting

;

if the planting was done very early in the season the
pruning might with advantage be deferred for a week
or two in order to minimise the risk of the buds which
were left being dried up, but in the case of trees

planted later in the season the pruning might be
done at once. What were the objects to be
attained by pruning fruit trees ? Firstly, to obtain
fruit ; and, secondly, to form trees of a nice shape
and in a condition to contiuue fruit-bearing. With
many planters, the first object seemed to be lost

sight of, whilst others equally neglected the second.

Pruning required a good deal of judgment, and
much depended upon the kind of tree, the stock
upon which it grew, and the form of tree which
one desired to have as a result of one's cultivation.

It was therefore impossible to lay down any hard
and fast rules for pruning—each case must be taken
upon its merits. There were, nevertheless, two
rules that could always be kept in view, and which
formed the basis of nearly all pruning : first, that

all branches must be so disposed as to admit the
sunlight and air into the middle of the tree— for,

without this, fertility was impossible ; and, second,

that all leading shoots should be as strong as

possible, in order that a free flow of sap be main-
tained, and the side shoots should be as weak as

possible in order to favour the formation of fruit

spurs. A good axiom would be—the more a branch
is shortened by pruning, the stronger will be the
growth resulting from the remaining buds. After
all, one's judgment was quite as useful in pruning
as the knife. To begin with a few examples, let

them suppose that they had purchased some
standard trees of Apple, Pears or Plums which had
been well grown. If the trees were young, say
three or four years old, the shoots should be cut
back to one-third of their length, taking care to

prune to an outside bud, so as to produce a tree

with an open head. The reason for this was that

the first care, with standard tree9, must be for a
few years to secure good growth and form firm open
heads which would carry fruit for generations—and
those who sought to obtain fruit at once made a

fatal error. If young standard trees were left

unpruued they would make scarcely any growth
the following season, but the buds would just push
out a few leaves and remaining nearly dormant,
would, the following year, be transformed into

bloom buds, and if these produced fruit the long
branches would be broken down and the tree

ruined for life : if, on the other hand, one wished
to prune them back the lirst year after planting, a
whole season would be lost, and it was often
very difficult to find buds to prune to, as the buds
on the lower portion of these long branches would
have failed to develop and were what were
technically called "blind."
•Pyramid trees should be treated much in the same

way as standards ; young vigorous trees should be
closely pruned ; older trees, being more formed, did
not require such severe pruning, as the foundation
of the tree was already laid, and what one wanted
was rather to continue the work already begun, than
to cut hard back and so form strong shoots ; older

transplanted trees merely required the longest

shoots shortening, in order to maintain the balance
of the tree, and to prevent their lower portions
having undeveloped buds. It was frequently
advisable to thin out entirely a few of the branches
upon formed or specimen trees, where they were
placed too closely together, as this was an operation

which seldom received attention. These remarks
upon pyramid trees were of course based on the
supposition that they had been carefully pruned
during their youth in the nursery. When one read
of pyramid trees being purchased and planted
which had stems three feet and over in length
devoid of a branch, these remarks were not applic-

able. Snch trees could only be treated by being cut
hard back to 15 or 18 inches from the surface of the
ground, and allowing them to start again if one

was possessed of sufficient patience to await the

result, the alternative being to dig them up and
burn them.
Cordon Trees.— These should have the leading

branch left as long as possible, the only object of

shortening it at all, if well ripened, being to ensure

the whole of the buds breaking. Kow as they
wanted the buds to form fruit spurs, it was obvious

that they should be as weak as possible, and bearing

in mind the fact that the more one pruned away,
the stronger would the growth be from the remain-

ing buds, let them err rather on the side of cutting

away too little than too much.
Espalier Trained Trees. — These should have

the leading shoot pruned back to about 14 inches from
the top pair of branches

;
provided, of course, proper

buds could be found there to make growth to form
the next pair ; if not they must cut where the bud
was, be it an inch or so higher or lower. The side

branches which were about 1 foot apart, should be
treated just in the same way as cordons. He wished
to make it clear that the pruning of a cordon or

espalier tree should be the exact opposite of that
recommended for a standard tree, for the simple
reason that in the case of a standard tree, the result

which one wished to obtain was growth, whilst for

the already formed trained tree one wanted short

fruit-spurs.

Summer Pruning. — This, as ordinarily carried

out, was the main causeof our garden fruit-trees being
unfruitful ; whereas, if properly done, it should
have the most beneficial effect. All side-shoots of

cordons and side-shoots from the branches of espa-

lier or other trained trees, or pyramids, should be

gone over during the season of early growth (May),
and pinched back with the finger and thumb-nail to

three leaves. These shoots would then commence
to grow again from the upper buds, and should be
pinched back to two leaves (making five). Some-
times a third pinching was necessary in a wet
autumn. The result of this treatmeut would be

that the side-shoots would be thin and weak, and so

predisposed to form fruit-spurs, whilst the leading

shoots and those required for extension would have
had an extra amount of sap thrown into them, and
would consequently be strong, clean, and vigorous.

In the subsequent autumn or winter pruning of

these side-shoots leave always on young and vigor-

ous trees three buds : on old trees, two would
suffice. The reason for leaving three buds was,
that one or two—generally two—must make growth,
whilst they wanted the lowest one to remain nearly

dormant, and just put out a leaf or two, so as to

develop into a fruit-bud next year. The mode
of summer pruning often seen practised was very
different to that here described. It consisted iu

allowing the side-shoots to grow freely until July,
and then cutting them hard back to two buds. The
result was, that the shoots were far thicker and
stronger than they should be, and consequently
more liable to make strong wood next season.

The tree received a great check from the removal of

so much foliage, and finally, the buds left were
almost certain to break out into growth the same
season. Close pruning like this quickly transformed
a tree into a dense thicket of shoots impervious to

sun or air, and totally unfitted for bearing fruit.

Close pruning was responsible for more failures in

garden fruit culture than all other causes put to-

gether, and he blamed the method of close summer
pruning, because the trees were thus subjected to

two close primings a year instead of one, and thus
became thickets in about half the time. The reduction
of spurs, necessary as it was, must be deferred until

the bloom-buds are formed. As soou as one had a
really developed bloom-bud on the spur, any growth
extending beyond it might and should be removed,
so as to give the tree a neat appearance, prevent

the overcrowding of foliage, and have the fruit as

close to the main feeding supply as possible.

Stone Fruits.—He would like to say that all

stone fruits hated the knife, and the more pinching
one could do to save subsequent pruning the better

would the tree like it, and the less would they be

troubled by gumming and other evils.

Root-Pruning.— In the present condition of

knowledge—and many things had to be learned—he
looked upon root-pruning more in the light of a

surgical operatiou to be undertaken advisedly than
as one of the routine operations of the fruit garden.

Care should be exercised, or the cure was apt to be

worse than the disease. Iu the case of young trees

there was of course no difficulty in the matter ; but
with old trees, when the roots had extended to a

considerable distance, there was a great danger of

killing the tree. The modus operandi of root-

pruning was this : as early as possible in the season,

as soon as the leaves turned yellow, aud before they
fell off, get out a trench round the tree to be ope-
rated upon, cut back the strong roots (with an
upward cut of the knife) aud drive a spade under
the ball of soil in which the tree stood, so as to
sever any tap-roots which might be working down
into the subsoil, till up the trench again as quickly
as possible with some good loam and old manure
from a spent hotbed, and the shortened roots would
make plenty of young fibres before the advent of
winter. When really old trees had to be dealt
with, it was best to prune only half way round the
tree one season, and to complete the circle next
year.

Mr. Pearson, whose paper was listened to with
deep interest, explained many of the points by
means of specimen trees which he brought with him
for the purpose.

Mr. Arnold said he had paid a deal of attention to the
paper, particularly with regard to the pruning of cordons.

He found from practical experience that it answered well to

go round the trees, Bay in June. Instead of cutting away the
lateral growths, he broke them and left them hanging, and
he found that when they wanted to cut back finally to the
third bud, it answered to break the branch at the fourth bud
as they would find that the first bud beyond the break would
develop into an unmistakeable fruit bud.

Mr. Colvilf. Browne (Hextable) said he should like to
corroborate the remarks of the last speaker. As one who
had a good deal to do with fruit-pruning, he found the
greatest benefit to be derived in private gardens—he was not
quite sure whether it would answer in large establishments
—by breaking off the breast shoots and the superfluous

shoots. It was noticeable that below the break or below
the twist they certainly did get an unmistakeable fruit bud.
It was very curious, and he thought it might be advantageous
to bear it in mind with respect to rank growers like the
Pitmaston Duchess. If they had some good system of bend-
ing or twisting with rapid growers, they would obtain very
much better results in the long run and have less work for

the knife. He found there was more harm done by the
pruning knifo than from any other cause. Magnificent trees

were sent out from the nurseries and spoilt in four or five

years. He thought, however, nurserymen were greatly to

blame, because they did not give all the information they
ought to. They had to thank Mr. Pearso for giving them
so much valuable information that day.

Mr. Fletcher (gardener to Mr. Thompson of Maidenhead)
bore testimony to the value of the paper, and said those who
had lately taken up the work of fruit culture needed such
light and guidance. He was very pleased to hear Mr.
Tearson speak about newly-planted trees, and he thought it

might be taken for granted that as a rule newly-planted
trees should be pruned. He knew there had been a con-

troversy on the subject, but he was not certain which side

won. They should be guided by common sense a great deal,

and by circumstances. In fact, a greit
#
deal should be left to

individual judgment.

Mr. Rivers said he could fully bear out v. hit had been said

about twisting the brauches. Constant pinching was not a
success, and with cordon trees one pinching was enough,
and it should be done in June. He was once in a garden at

Rouen, belonging to a professor. The trees were beautifully

arranged, but there was hardly a fruit n them. He
asked the gardener whether there was any fruit in the

orchard, and the gardener said there was. They had not got

any fruit on the cordons because, added the gardener, they
were pruned on the professor's system (laughter!. With
regard to root pruning, he thought it was absolutely neces-

sary occasionally.

A gentleman asked whether it might not be worth while
to get over the difficulty by preparing the trees before trans-

planting, in the same way as they ought to do with Rasp
berry canes.

Mr. Bohyard said he would strongly advise that pruning
should not be done the first year. As to pruning trees before

they were sent out from the nursery, speaking as one who
had to do a vast amount of packing, he would be very glad

to do the pruning, as nurserymen were but mortal and
tradesmen. But people would not like to pay 3s. Gd. for a
well-pruned tree, because tbey would think it too small for

the money. It should, however, be remembered that these

trees were entrusted to railway companies. They were
handled by inexperienced persons, and sometimes damaged
seriously. If the trees were sent out properly pruned, and
were then damaged, they would never be got into proper
form again.

Mr. Pearson said be hoped he had made it quite clear that

close pruning was the thing he was fighting against. Reply-
ing to questions, he said that at present we had no dwarf
stock for Plums. "With regard to the bending-down of

branches, one method was that adopted by their old friend,

Shirley Hibberd, who used to tie bricks and stones to the ends
of them. As to giving information in a catalogue, his ex-

perience was that the reader would take no notice of

what was said, as he would be sure to think that the

nurseryman had his own axe to grind. With regard to

pyramids, there are a number of them which muat not be

pruned at all at the end of the branches. Cherries did not

like the knife. As regards standard trees—Apples, Pears,

and Plums—he believed most strongly in pruning them at

the time of planting.

(To be continued.)
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ONIONS AT BANBURY.
Septembeb 19.—The annual Onion Show, estab-

lithed by the late Mr. Henry Deverill a few yean
ago, took place as nanal in the Seed Establishment,
Cornhill, Banbury, on the above date, the whole of
the shop and one of the warehousei being filled with
exhibits. Despite what many regard as an un-
toward season, Onions have finished in fine condi-
tion, as was evidenced by the splendid samples ex-
hibited on this occasion, there being a very keen
competition in several of the classes.

The Champion prize for the six largest and handsomest
specimens of any one of Deverill's Pedigree Onions, was won
by Mr. J. Bowerman, gr. to T. Hoahk. Eiq., Hack wood Park,
Basinustoke, who had six of Ailsi Craig, weighing 17i lb., all
very finely finished, handsome, plump, and solid. The largest
of the six weighed 3 lb. 1 oz , and when lifted from the open
ground, 3 lb. 6 oz.

The next class was for twelve specimens of either one of the
following varieties—Ailsa Craig, Advancer, Cocoa Nut, and
the original Excelsior. There were several competitors, and
all four prizes went to Ailsa Craig, which is the largest Onion
in cultivation ; Mr. Bowerman again taking the 1st prize
with twelve, weigh'ng 30£ lb. ; Mr. Nicholls. the Gardens,
Nuneham Park, Oxford, winning 2nd, with 26J lb. ; Mr. N.
Knkller, the Gardens, Malshanger Park, Basingstoke, 3rd,
with 23J lb. With twelve specimens of the flat type, viz.,

Ron -ham Park Hero. Anglo Spanish, The Lord Keeper, orKoyal
Jubilee, Mr. N. Kneller came in 1st with twelve very finely-
finished examples of Anglo-Spanish, weighing 21J lb. ; Mr. K.
Lye, the Gardens, Sydmonton Court, Newbury, taking the
2nd ; and Mr. C. J, Waite, the Gardens, Gienhurst, Esher, the
3rd, both showing Anglo-SpaniBh, in each case the dozen bulbs
weighed 19 lb., Mr. Lie's were better finished.
With twelve examples of the Improved Wroxton. said to be

one of the best keeping Onions in cultivation, Mr. R. Lvk
came 1st with 12 lb. weight, all true to type ; Mr.
Haines, The Gardens, Coleshill, Shrivenham, was 2nd, with
11 lb.

In the class for twentv Onions of any variety, offered by
Henry Deverill. Mr. Kneller. Basingstoke, was 1st with
Ailsa Craig, weighing 33 lb. ; and two other prizes were
awarded to this variety.

The next class was for twelve Onions of any variety, grown
'n Scotland ani the Northern Counties; Mr. C. J. Fisher,
York, came 1st with capital bulb3 of Royal Jubilee ; Mr.
Miller, Stockton-on-Tees, 2nd, with Anglo-Spanish; and Mr.
G. Coles, Lancaster 3rd, with Royal Jubilee.

Valuable prizes were also offered for eight dishes of vege-
tab'es in the main varieties distributed by Mr. Henry
Deverixl ; the 1st was won by Mr. R. Lye with a superb
collection; Mr. C. J. Waite being a close 2nd. There was
also an excellent competition in the class for eight dishes of

vegetables, shown by cottagers and allotment holders, and a
number of capital collections were staged.

This exhibition is very popular in Banbury, the town
haviog long been famous for its Onions; and free admission is

permitted to anyone desirous of witnessing it.

GRAND YORKSHIRE GALA.
Septejibeb 24.—A meeting of tbe guarantor* and

life members in connection with the Grand York-
shire Gala wa« held on the above date, at " Barker's
Hotel.'' Alderman Sir Joaeph Terry, J. P. presided.

The b iliuce-sheet submitted showed a profit of £413 7s. Ad.

on the year, compared with £348 3j. id., on the gala of JP9i.

It was recommended that grants amounting to £300 Bhou'd be
made, and they were apportioned as follows : — County
Hospital. £50 ; Dispensary, £50 ; Blue and Grey Coat Schools,
£40 ; Boys' Industrial School, £10 ; Girls* Industrial School,

£10; Bootham Asylum, £21 ; Home for Friendless Girls. £10 ;

Home for Nurses, £15 ; Blind School, £5 5s, ; Soldiers'

Institute, £6; Penitentiary, £10 ; Yorkshire Society's School,
£)6 5s.; St. Stephen's Orphanage, £10 ; Charity Organisation,
£10 ; Association for the Care of Young Girls, £10 ; Hungate
Mission, £5: Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul (Cieche), £5;
Gratuities. £7 10s. It was decided to invest £103 of the £232
at present in tbe bank, and a suggestion was made that the
remainder, or a part of it, might be devoted to the improve-
ment of the fixture.

©nftuarg*
Peter Grieve.—By the sudden death of Mr.

Peter Grieve on the early morning of September 26,

1895, the borough of Bary St. Edmunds hue lost a
useful citizen, and horticulturists a warm-hearted
comrade and a distinguished practitioner. Though
suffering for some years from heart disease, the
deceased, with his nsual pluck and perseverance, has

attended to his customary duties as a member of the

Burial Board, a regular attendant at the reading-

room, &c. One of his last acts was the sending of a

testimonial to Mr. Barron, tbe receipt for which was
his first letter received after his death this morning.

Knowing him so well as I have done for nearly fifty

years, I believe he would hardly hare bad tbie other-

wise. Mr. Grieve was 83, and will be bnried with his

only daughter, Lucy Grieve (her Pear is fruiting well

this year, close to her dead father in Bury), at Culford,
close to his life-work, Mrs. Grieve, who is well

known and gratefully remembered by so many gar-

deners for her hospitality, survives her husband,
and will have the warm sympathy of many readers
of this notice. The funeral took place in the church-
yard at Culford on Tuesday, October 1.

I should like to say something—much, in fact—of

the worth and work of my friend of nearly fifty

years ; but his loss is too recent, and too great.

Located near him, associated with him in every
possible way in horticultural matters for so long a

period, his sudden removal leaves a vacant place

which is hardly likely to be filled. I loved him as a
friend, a companion, a neighbour ; a brother of the
pen, the knife, and spade ; and never found him
wanting in any good work, or kind word or deed.

As to his great doings as a cultivator in all depart-

ments—are they not to be read in all the back
records of Culford Gardens for years, and in many a
back number of the Gardeners' Chronicle ? His solid

soundness as a juror; his practical experience as a

writer, are also well known. His work among
double Petunias and Pelargoniums was also duly

chronicled as it appeared ; and the art of raising

Tricolors by the father of most or all of them, may,

I believe, still be had.

Neither has the change of fashion in furnishing

flower-beds detracted from the value of Mr. Grieve's

work in hybridisation or cross - breeding Pelar-

goniums or other plants ; his skill and perseverance

were marvellous, and so were the products ; the

tricolors, bicolors, and bronzes had a brilliant

reign for years ; and it is quite possible that for

various purposes they may have a renaissance. Be

that as it may, Mr. Grieve did good work at Culford

and other places as a landscape gardener, as well as

a cultivator and cross-breeder. The grand Yew
hedges inclosing the vegetable quarters in the

princely kitchen gardens are of his planting, and

will prove, perhaps, his moot enduring monument.

His flower-garden within the centre of the kitchen-

garden, and in other directions; his raised beds of

beauty on the vine-borders, were for years pictures

of exquisite colouring and finishing. And now he

rests under the shadow of the old fame and the old

beauty; and may his rest and his rising be alike
blessed is the heart-.'elt wish of all his comrades
who knew him best, and loved him most ! D. T.Fuh.
[Oar portrait is of Mr. Grieve in middle li'e, and

originally appeared in our columns on August 28
1875, in illustration of a detailed account of his

career. Mr. Grieve was one of our most valued
correspondents, and we highly appreciated his judg-
ment when, some years since, we had occasion to

seek bis advice. Bnt it is as a hybridist that he will

in the future be known. Those who knew him best

will be called in their turn, but Grieve's work in

advancing horticulture will remain a valued heritage

to posterity.]

CHARLE8 V. RlLEY.—It is with great concern
that we extract the following paragraph relating to
this distinguished entomologist frcm the columns of
Garden and Forett, no other communication having
up to the present reached us. Chables V. Riley,

the well-known entomologist, died in Washington
on Saturday night from icjaries received in a fall

from a bicycle. He was born in London in 1843,

came to this country at the age of seventeen years,

and settled on a farm in Illinois. He served as a

soldier in the last years of the war, and after some
experience in journalism, he was made State Ento-
mologist of Missouri, which position he filled for

nearly ten years. His work in that State attracted

much attention, and in 1878 he came to Washington,
where, until last year, when he resigned his position,

he has practically supervised all the entomological

work carried on by the Government. Mr. Rilev was

a tireless worker, with an aptitude for original

research, and many of his published papers are of

permanent value. He had a talent, too, for political

management, and for many years he was recognised

in the Department of Agriculture as one of the

loices in directing its policy and selecting its agents.

Plant Notes.

CONVOLVULUS MACROSTEGIUS.
I beceived seeds of the above-named plant from

California at the commencement of this year, and

was informed by the sender that, like the Solanum

xanti, it was indigenous to the Island of Santa

Cruz, and that it had yellow flowers, and was now in

all probability sent to Europe for the first time. I

distributed seeds to several friend*, and sowed some

myself, of which four germinated, and were in May
planted out in my garden, where they have grown

most vigorously, sending out loDg trailing shoots

from 2 to 3 feet in length, but have not bloomed.

I fear the winter frosts will kill it even here, and

should be glad of some information about it. W. E,

Gumbhton.

Solanum xanti vab. Wallacei.

At the commencement of this year I received from

the Director of the South Californian Acclimati-

sation Society at Montecito, Santa Barbara, some

seed of what he assured me was a most beautiful

new Solanum, under the above name, and which

came from the Island of Santa Cruz, and was now
sent to Europe for the first time. He said that the

flowers of this plant were of a beautiful shade of true

blue, and sweet-scented, so that I thought I had got

a treasure indeed. Nearly a dozen of the seeds came

up, and keeping five for myself, I distributed the

others amongst my friends, who are interested in

new plants. I planted my five plants in a bed in my
garden in the month of May, where they grew and

developed very rapidlr, sending up first a single stem

to a height of between 3 and 4 feet, and then branching

freely from the axil of nearly every leaf all up the

stem. About the middle of July bunches of buds

appeared on the points of all the topmost shoots,

which opened towards the end of the month, when,

to my great disappointment, tbe colour of the

flowers turned out to be not at all true blue, as they

had been described to me by the sender of the seeds,

but of a purplish-lilac, with five little green and
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white spots or marki ronnd the centre of the flower,

one at the base of each petal. I conld not perceive

any trace of perfume, which wa« another disappoint-

ment to me. I sent specimens to the herbarium at

K»w for identification, which were pronounced to be

merely the type form, S, santi. Can it be that

S. zauti var, Wallace! was a blue hybrid form, and

that the seedlings hare reverted to one of the

parents ? I think this mnst be the case. W, E.

Gumhleton.

fe^m J0

WEAT^lftMl

[The term " accumulated temperature" Indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and. this combined result is erpressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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+367 6 —
+ 332 7 —
+ 353 11 —
+ 302 S —
+ £37 9 -
+ 267 7 -
+194 7 -
+ 248 S —

Ins.

171 329

137 20-8
I

134 19*6

113 16 9

110 162

10, 14 7

143 24 2

124 20-6

112 20 8

155 23 2

130 24-5

125 16 7

---

53

67

Bl 43

73 39

83
|

43

45 24

59
j
37

72 45

49 32

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, <$c. District*—6, Scotland, W. ; 7.

England, N.W, ; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.;
10. Ireland, S. ; "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending September 28, is

famished from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather during this period was extremely fine, dry,

and summer-like generaliy. Thunder and lightning were
experienced, however, over Ireland on September 23, and over

the more southern parts of England on September 24 or 25,

but the storms were accompanied in most casss by very little

rain.
" The temperature was unusually high for the time of year,

the excess above the mean being as much as It" over the
greater part of England, and between l

z and 9° elsewhere.

In the majority of districts, this week has been warmer than
any experienced during the past summer. The height of the
maxima were registered on September 24 at most of the

English stations, but towards the end of the period in the

Irish and Scotch districts. They were as high as S6° in the
* Midland Counties ' and ' England, S./ So 3 in the ' Channel
Islands.' 84° in ' England, E. ani S.W ,* and 823 in ' England,
N E ,' while over Ireland and Scotland the highest readings

ranged between Tb and 793. The lowest of the minima were
recorded either on September 22 or 23, when the thermometer
fell to 325 in the ' Midland Counties.* 34° in ' England, E." and
Scotland, W.,' and to between 35° and 40 3 in most other

districts. The diurnal range of temperature duriog the first

few days of the period was exceedingly large at our inland

stations; at Loughborough and Stamford, on September 23,

the range was 48s during the twenty-four hours Later in the
week the minima were very high for the time of year.

"The rainfall was very slight, or altogether absent, over
the kingdom as a whole, but a rather considerable fall occurred
it one or two central and southern English stations during
the thunderstorms of September 24. In sonle cases measurable
amounts resulted from heavy dews cr wet fogs.

" The bright sunshine was still deficient in 'Scotland, N.,

but was extremely abundant in all other districts. The per-

centage of the possible amount of duration ranged from S3 in

' England, S ,' and SI in * England, E.,' and from between 59

and 73 in the other English districts, to 49 in 'Ireland, X.,'

45 in ' Sco' land, W.,* and to 26 in ' Scotland, N.'

"

MARKET8,

COVENT GARDEN, October 3.

"We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the w?ek preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and. they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Eu.l

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

, i.d.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias,perbun

.

Carnations, 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Bucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria, 12 blms.
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen blooms ...

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Lily of tte Valley,
doz. sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.
Mignonette, 12 bun.

s.d.
3 0-60
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-40

3 0-6
16-26
2 0-40
10-20
6-16

3 0-4

10-2 6

4 0-60
1 C- 3
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo ntoglossum
crispum,12blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— 12 sprays

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mare-

chals), per doz.— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.

bunches
Stephanotis, dozen

sprays
Sunflower (small),

doz bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets, 12 bunches

i.d, s.d.

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Fruit,—Average Wholesale Prices.
i. d. s.d.
10-20Apples, per bush...— dessert, in va-

riety, per half
sieve 2 0-30

Cob*, per 100 lb. ... 35 0-40
Damsons, half sieve 10-13
Figs, per dozen ... 9-10
Filberts, per 100 lb. 25
Grapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb. 13-16— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20

Graces. Guernsey, lb.

Melons, each
Peaches, 1st size, doz
— 2nd size „— 3rd size „

Pears,Calabish.bsh

.

— Williams ...

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ...

Plums, half sieve ...

Plums. Pond's seed-
ling, half sieve ...

9 0-15

3 0-60

3 0-60
6-09

2 0-40
10-20
2 0-40

3 0-60
10-16

2 0-40

16-30
2 0-30
2-04

16-20

s.d. s.d.

6-09
10-20
6 0-80
3 0-40
10-16
8 0-90
4 0-10

2 0-60
2 6-30

5 0-60
Plajtts dt Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz, 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots ... ... o

Coleus, per dozen... 2
Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1— various, doz. 12
Ericas, various, doz. 6
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz. ... 6

d. s.d. s. d. i. d.
0-12 Ferns, small, doz.... 16-30
0-30 — various, doz, 5 0-12
0-15 Ficus elastica, each 10-76

Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24
3 0-60 Fuchsias, per doz. ,. 4 t- 6

Lilium Harrisii, per
6 0-12 dozen pots ... 12 0-24
2 6-40 Lilium lancifolium 12 0-24

0-10 Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
C- 7 6 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
0-24 Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
C-12 — specimenfl, ea. 10 6-84

Spirseas, per doz. ... 9 0-12
0-24

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
i.d. s.d,

Beans. Bunners, per
bushel 10-1 i

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 t

Cucumbers, per doz. 10-1 6

Marrows, veg., per
tally of 5 doz. ... 2 0- 2

Mushrooms, per lb.

6 Tomatos, Home-
6 grown, p. doz. lb.

:

6 — Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,

6 I — Guernsey ,,

Potato*.

i.d. i.d.

10-13

3 0-36
2 0-26
16-20

Prices remain about the same as last reported, except for
inferior samples, which are being quoted lower. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.

L05D05 : October 2.—Messrs. John Shaw A Sons, Seed
Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

describe to-day's market as bare alike of business and of

buyers. Just now, consumptive sowing-wants are at a
minimum, whilst no speculation whatever has yet sprung up.
All kinds of Clever and Grass-seeds are consequently cheap
and neglected. There is no change in either Bye or Tares,

Canary-seed haviDg for the past month exhibited remarkable
steadiness, now shows decided signs of making a jump up-
wards. For Peas and Haricots, the inquiry is slow. Mustard
aad Bape-seed show no alteration.

FRTJTTS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Oct. 1.—Quotations :—Onions, 2s. 94. to 4*. p=r

bag ; Horseradish. Is. to Is. Zd. per bundle; Pears, 3s. to 6j.

per ha.lf-gieve ; Apples, 2s. 6& to 4s. 6d. per buslfel ; Flam?, 2s.

o 2s. 6rf. do. ; Damsons, 1». to Is. 9d. per half-si

e

-
?.

Spitalfields ; Oct. l.—Qaotations; — Apples, Warner's
King Pippin, 25. 6d. to 3s. per half- bushel ; Lord Suffield, 2s. &d.

to 3s. do. ; Pears, Callabish, 35. to 3s. 6d. per half-sieve

Dutch Bergamot, Is. $d. to Is. 91. do. ; Cabbages, 4s. to 5s.

per tally ; Cauliflowers, 5s. to 6s. do ; Collards, 2s. &d. to 3;.

do. ; Celery, Ss. to 10s. per dozen; Onions, Is. to Is. 6i. per

dozdn bunches ; Greens, Duocb, Is. 61. to 2s. per dozen: Best,

Is. 6d. per bushel; B^an3, Is. to Is. 9d. do.

Stratford, Oct. 1.—Quotations:—Cibbagss, 2s. to 3s. per

tally ; Savoys, 2s. to 4s. &d do. ; Cauliflowers, Sd. to Is. Zd. per

dozen ; 2s. to 5s. per tally ; Turnips, Is. &d. to 2j. 3d. per dozen

bunches; 2.s. to 40*. per ton ; Carrots, household, 25s. to 35s.
;

do,, cattle-feeding, 20s. to 27s. Zd. per ton; Mangels, 30s.

to 75s. ; Swedes, 20s. to 25s. per ton ; Onions. 2s. Zd. to

2s. ed. per bag ; Dutch do., 2s. Gd. to 2s. 9d. do.;

Apples, English cookers, 2s. to 4s. per bushel ; do.,

dessert, 2s. Zd. to 5s. do. ; Plums, 2s. to 2s. &d. per half-

sieve ; Damsons, Is. 6d, to 3s. do. ; Tomatos, English, 2s. 9d.

to 3s. 6d. per peck; Cucumbers, frame, Is. to 2i. 6i. per
dozen ; Scarlet Beans, Is. to Is. Zd. per bushel ; and 2s. to

2s. 6d. per bag ; Beets, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per dozen bunches ;

Celery, Si. to Is. per dozen heads'; Horse-radish, 9d. to Js.

per handle ; Parsley, Is. to Is. 6d. per dozen bunches.

Farbxsgdox: Oct. 3.— Qaotations :—Cabbage, 6s. tally;

Collards and Cauliflowers, 2s. per doz. ; Celery, Is. 2d. per roll

;

Beetroot, 2t. &d. per bushel; Carrots, 2s. per bag ; Turnips.

2s. 6d. do, ; Marrows, Is. per dozen; Parsley, Zd. per bunch ;

S3ge and Thyme, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Apples, Duchess,

Is. Qd. per haii-bushel ; Canadian, Gravenstein, lis. per

barrel; English Grapes, lid. per lb.; Lisbon, do., 11*. per

case; Almeira, do., 14f. do.; Lisbon black do., 16s. do.;

Tomatos, 3s. 9d. per 12 lb. ; Pears, Marie Louise, 6s. per

bushel; Damsons, 2s. per half-bushel ; Plums, 2s. do. ; Apples,

Blenheim Pippin, 5s. &d. per bushel Bibston Pippin, 2s. per

half-bushel ; Cucumbers, 3s. per dozen.

POTATOS.
Borough: October 1.— Quotations ranged from 55s. to

90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : October i. — Quotations: — Main Crop,

40s. to 50s. ; Snowdrops, 50s. to 70s. ; Braces, 40s. to 60s.

;

Sutton's Abundance, 50s. to 60s. ; Imperators, 60s. to 80s.

;

Beading Giants, 45s. to 60s. per ton.

Stratford, Oct. 1.—Quotations :—Dark soil Bruees, 30s. to

40s.; light do., 35s. to 60s.; Beading Giants, 45s. to 65s.
;

Snowdrops, 50s. to 70s. ; Hebrons, 55s. to 70s. ; Sutton's

Begeats, 45s. to 50». per ton.

Farretgdox : Oct. 3.—Quotations : White Hebroos, 70s.

to 80s. ; Bed do., 70s. to 80s. ; Jeannie Deans, 65s. to 75s.

;

Button's Abundance, 50s. to 60s.; Imperators, 45s. to 50s.;

Magnums, 45s. to 50s. per ton.

Lo.vdos Averages : Oct. 2. — Snowdrops, 50i. to 70s.

;

Hebrons, 50s, to 80s. ; Puritans, 60s. to 80s. ; Imperators, 40*.

to €0*. ; Magaums, 35s. to 40s. per ton.

oTFejpvniknL

*»• Owing to ike large increase in our circulation, we are
reluctantly under the necessity of going to press some hours
earlier. Our contributors, who well know what this implies, wiU
kindly aid us by sending their communications as early in the

week as possible. Communications should reach us not later than
Wednesday.

*«* Plast3, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—The appli-
cations to name flowers, and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They entail

an expenditure of time, labour, and money, rf urhtch our
readers have no idea. We are always ictiling to oblige our
correspondents as far as wecm, but the editing ofthe Gardeners'
Chronic 1 1 is cur business, to which everything else must give way

.

Correspondents are resptctfuliy requested to observe the rule
that not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time.

If more are sent, it wou dbe a graceful act on the part of the
sender, to sznd a'so a smill contribuion to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. Delay in any case is unavoidable. Correspon-
dents sending plants or fruits to be named, or asking questions
demanding time and research for their solution, must not expect
to obtain on answer to their enquiries in the current week.
Specimens should be good ones, carefully pacJ:ed and numbered,
and not more than six should be sent at one time. Leaves only, or
Florists varieties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Addesditm.—Crystal Palace Fruit Show : Mr.
W. Taylor, gr. to C. Bayer, Biq.

3
Forest Hill, S E.,

wishes us to supply an omission in our report in

last week's issue of the Gard^n-ers
1

Chronicle. His
exhibits of twelve bunches of Grappa in sis varie-

ties having been placed on a side-table, escaped
the notice of judges and reporters alike. The
varieties consisted ©f Gros Maroc, Mrs, Pearson,

Madreefield Court, Muscat of Alexandria, Black
Hamburgh, and B:ack Alicante.

Apples por Naming : Dartncdl $ Co, Tour fruit,

unfortunately, got mislaid, and we should be

pl&aaed to endeavour to obtain their names if you
Tvould kindly send ageifl.
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Black and White Grapes : H. G. B. The berrie.

are affected with the so-called " spot," a fungus

called G aiosporium las'.icolor ; there is no known
cure for it, although the free use of sulphur,

which is a substance inimical to all forms of

fundus life, might ward off future attacks. It

should be applied mixed with white-wash as a

dressing for the hot-water pipes, and for filling

evaporating pans placed about the vinery. Re-
move as soon as seen all the affected berries,

burning them forthwith.

Cleeodendeons : R. M, Keep them moderately

dry daring the winter.

CtELOGYNE cristata : R. M. When growing, the

tempei ature of the cool part of the Cattleya- house

suits it well, but daring the winter it should be

kept in a cooler house, removing to a warm house
before growth begins. It will flower from December
to March, and if it be not exposed to damp, or

the flowers are sprinkled with water, the latter will

individually last in good condition for a long time.

As autumn approaches the quantity of water
afforded at the root should be gradually reduced,

till in the winter just enough is applied as will

keep the pseudo-bulbs plump. In the summer, a

slight shade may be allowed on the house when
the sun is hottest, at other times full exposure is

best for the plant.

Flower pots foe Plants of Coleus to be Win-
teeed in : R. M. Half-a-dozen cuttings would
be a sufficient number for a large 48, i.e., a

5 inch pot.

Fumigators : K, L. G. We are unable to inform
yon which is the best apparatus.

Grapes: A, L. The berries came to hand in a
decayed eoadition owing to the great heat and
bad packing, and no caterpillars were found in the
box. Please send the caterpillar carefully packed
in a tin box, when we will endeavour to give you
its name.

Insect Destroying Saxifrage : E. L, B. Probably
a grub of tome species of weevil. The beetles

(weevils) themselves can be caught when feeding

at night, but in the case of the grubs it is a diffi-

cult matter. You should take up the Saxifrage
plants, searching carefully for the grubs, and then
replant into fresh soil in another part of the
garden.

Insects : A. Parry. The Pear trees were attacked
by sawfly larvce. Carefully hand-pick, and destroy

them; or place a sheet, or something similar

under the trees, and strike the lower part of the
trunks sharply with a mallet, gathering up the
larva; that fall. If the trees are tall, spray with
kerosene emulsion. R. McL.

Na5Ies of Fruits : Hartwett. Pear Hesale ; Apples,

1, Duchess of Oldenburgh ; 2, Cox's Orange.

—

A Reader. 1, Hollandbury ; 2, Golden Noble; 4,

Hawthornden ; 5. Brownlee's Rnssett ; 6, Early
Julian.— C. R. 1. Enile d'Heyst ; 2, Fondante
dAutomue ; 3, Bslle de Bruxelles ; 4, Napoleon];

5, Beuae Bosc.— W. J. 2. Duchess of Olden-
burgh; 3, Keswick Codlin ; 4. Lord Grosvenor; 5,

Northern Greening; Pear Hessle.

—

C. W. F. 1,

Round Winter Nonsuch ; 2, Duchess of Oiden-
burgh ; 3, Hoary Morning; 4, Royal Russet; 5,

Dumelow's Seedling.

—

A. E. F. 1, Manx Codlin
;

2, Round Winter Noniuch ; 4, Ecklinville Seed-
ling; 5, Blenheim Orange; 6, Pear Winter Nelis.—Conway. 1, Egg or White Paradise ; 3, Golden
Noble; 4. Lane's Prince Albert; 6, Old Eoglish
Codlin; 5, Lord Grosvenor; 8, King of the Pip-
pins.

—

A. J. K. 1, Adam's Pearmain; 2, Gloria

Mundi ; 4, Golden Noble ; G, Besspool. Others
uncertain. Tnanks for donation for Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, which has been forwarded to the
Secretary.

—

Alpha. 1, Kerry Pippin ; 2, Blenheim
Orange; 6. Yorkshire Beauty; others probably
cider varieties.— W. G. E. 1, Benne" Diel ; 2,

Williams' Bon ChiiSlien ; 3, Verulam ; 4. Thomp-
son's ; 5. Maiie Louise.

—

A. Byerly, Chichester.

Apple, Ribston Pippin.

—

H. C. B. 1, small Lane's
Prince Albert; 2, Mere de Mfiaage

; 3, Blenheim
Orange ; 4, Gloria Mundi ; 5, not known ; 0, L jrd

Grosvenor.— G. W. R. Apple, Hilt Door.—A. L.

1, Maternal de la Cour; 2 Fondante a'Automne
;

3 Chaumootelle ; 4 Deux Scears; 5, Bergamct
d'Espereu ; 6, Josephine de Malines.

—

F. L. 1,

Doyenne BouBsoch ; 2, Besspool ; 3, Vicar of Wink-
tield; 1. Cox's Orange Pippin. Peach, too far

gone.— T. B., Esher. 1, Gloria Mundi ; 2, Cellini

;

3, not known ; 4, Blenheim. Orange ; 5, Alfriston
;

6, Margil.

—

Sherrington. 1, Pear Marie Louise
;

2, next week ; 3, Catillac. — Constant Reader.

Isabella, or some similar American Grape.

Naues of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to contult the next number.—
W. T. H Yon must send better specimens.

—

R G. K. 1, Aster Tradescanti ; 2. A. cordi-

folius; 3, A. acris var. punctata; 4. A. lsevi»—
Bagshot. Magnolia acuminata.

—

E. A. T. 1, On-
cidinm varicosum ; 2, Oncidium daBytyle.

—

J. K.
1, Polygonum cuspidatum ; 2, Oncidium cartha-

ginense.

—

R. M. 1, Matricaria inodora flore-pleno;

2, Folysticbum aculeatum ; 3, Lastrea spinulosa
;

also 3, Nepbmdium molle.

—

H. A. Pentas carnea.
— J. T, 1, Nephrndium molle ; 2, Cystopteris

bulbifera.

—

G. A. Nerine O'Brienii carminata.

—

J. M. 1, CratEBius coccinea ; 2, Sambucus
canadensis. — G. K. Amaryllis Belladonna.—
G. R. Goaphalium uliginosum.

Petunia : W, A. G. Not uncommon.

Pyhus Maulei : E. W. The fruits make a preserve,

rather acid, but very agreeable to the taste. Pare
the fruits thinly, and remove the seeds. Boil the

fruit gently until it is quite soft, then pass it

through a sieve, weigh it, and add half the weight
of the best loaf-sugar (crushed) to the pulp, and
boil the mixture until it "jellies" as it cools.

Put it away in glass jars, carefully tied down.

Seedling Baldwin Apple : J. D. Without seeing

the plant we are not enabled to form an opinion
concerning the pruning that may be necessary.

We should opine, having regard to the warmth of

the autumn, that a small amount of shoot-thinning
only will be all the pruning required. It is not good
practice to crop young trees heavily, as it tends

to check growth too much.

Stone Floor that Gets Geeen : if. M. Use Weed-
killer, which is to be bought of the florists and
nurserymen. It is a poison, and yon must there-

fore be careful in its use, and not allow children,

domestic animals, fowls, &c, to go into the room
till the substance has done its work. It may be
mopped all over the next day, and the dirty

water poured into an underground drain. Scrub
the floor with a bast broom and hot soap- suds.

Thanatophohe : if. T. We believe it to be an
efficient means of killing insects infesting plants
grown under glass, without injury to the latter.

Walnuts : H. G. B. There is no difficulty in

removing the outer covering of the nuts, if you
allow them to remain ungathered till quite mature.
Do not store them in heaps before removing the
husks, but do it without delay.

Williams' Bon Chretien Pear : W. E. N. You
have let the fruits remain on the tree too long,
with the result that they have become " sleepy."

This variety should be taken from the tree as soon
as the stalk parts readily from the stem, going
over the tree each alternate day till the crop is

gathered. After gathering any of the fruits, place
them in a cool dry place till they begin to change
colour. It is at this stage that they are the best
eating, a perfectly yellow Bon Chre'tien being
nearly always over-ripe. In the South, except in

cold clayey soils, this variety should not be grown
on south walls, the fruits generally becoming
mealy or else rapidly over-ripe. The flavour of

the fruit is more racy from trees growing in the
open quarters.

Communications Kecf.ived. — Oscar Tiefenthal.— J. E. B.—
J. O'B.—M. T. M.— F. W, S., Cannes.—E. M. -Keynes,
Williams & Co.—Dr. Kirk, Wellington, New Zealand.

—

Clarendon Press.—E. H. Krelage. Haarlem.—H. C.—W, S.
—H. May.—J. J. W.—Q. F. Scott Elliot.—W. W.—Har-
rison Weir.—E. B.—Mango Temple.—P. H.—J. E. B.

—

W. G. S.-J. O'B.—E. C.-J. Pallett.

Photographs, Specimens. Ac, Received with Thanks.—
Dr. Kirk, New Zealand.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OP THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advebtisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardener*'

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

Increased to trie extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and tnat It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

countbt oemtlejien. and all classes of gardenebs

and gabden-lovers at home, that U has a specially large

io'reisu and colonial cibculatiojt, and that It it

priuntd (er nfertna in all the jrrtneifal Eftrorfci.

GREAT REDUCTION m FRAMES
OXTR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
The?e Frames are made of the Best Materials", and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Price*, Glized and Painted. £
1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft.

,

2 8 ft. by 6 ft..

3 12 ft. by 6ft..

4 16 ft. by 6ft.,

5 20 ft. by 6 ft..

6
))

24 ft. by 6ft..

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

s. d.

2 6
5
7 6
10

R.

GLASS.

HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOTAl HOBTICrjLTURAX WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Lo7uiOTi J45CTii.Mr.H.SKlXTON.Seed6man.4o..2.HoriowayBd.,N.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock

always on Hand .

Special quotations for quantities,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £17. including Pump and Timber Supports.
May . ,. 1893, The^Dell, Kngletield G een, Surrey.

Roiisrt WaRSER & Co . Engineers. 87. Jewin Crescent. E.C.
Dear Sim,—It affordo me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail ceared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. x 9 iu. stroke treble pump*, that you fixed

here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical

height of about £0 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the while of the work
has been so succes*fuilv carried out.—Yoore faithfully.

H. BAXLANTItfE, Head Gardener to Baron Schroder.

B. Warner Sc Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and
set of Pumps for Lord Northbourae.

Ki/MEBors other Testimonials o>- application ro

27, JEWIN CRESCENT, 0RIPPLEGATT6, LONTJON, B.O
Engineering Works, Waltok-on-the-J?aze, Essex.
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OSIYIAN'S PATENT HOLDER.
For Bouquets, Wreaths, CrosseB, & Memorial Designs.

INDISPENSABLE TO EXHIBITORS A>"D FLOBISTS.
Brass ljw. each.
Nickel Plated ... 18s. id. each.

To be obtained of all Seedsmen. Wholesale of—

OS MAN & CO., "* C0EE££VtrMt
-

For illustrations see Gardeners' Chronicle. September 21.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9o Engravings,

2s. id. nett. per post. 2s. lOd.

JONES & ATTwoOD

WARE & SONS'aMS*
FLOWER POTS

HILL & SMITH, **™$&g?h
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IRON BAB
FENCING,

LEON ENTRANCE
PARK & FIELD

GATES. >£
STRAINED WIRE r

**

FENCING.
GALVANISED

WIRE
NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

TREE GUARDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.
Price Lists Free on Application.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOYES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.
Q E. CARTER & SOX supply their LARGE, NUT, or

COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and
the Cobbles about the size of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4 mile radius of Charing Cross ; or in trucsloads, at any Railway
Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention thau any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Coke. Quotations on application to

—

C. B. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANCE, LOUDON, E.C.

vpgRAGITE
GOAL

WRINCH & SONS,.H.iTrHE
,

Qu
St Lawrence Works. IPSWICH

Builders to

EEN,
& 57, Holboin' Viaduct. LONDON. EC.

GLASSHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION *"** t0 *>*jw &*»*».

As erected for Sir Francis Truscott. TCsst Grio'tead. As erected for Sir Jno. Tharsby. Christchnrch.

PRICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

NO. 151. j-SPAN GARDEN FRAME.

Cash Pbices.

£2 10
10
5 10
7 2

NO. 158. MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME.
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15

~~^$*s^$§§5S^ 8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 2 15
* 12 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 15

16 ft. by 8 ft. ... i 15
Pit lights only, I ft, by 6 ft

,

13.'. id. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free
CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of Si value to stations

in Englano. and to Dublin or Cork.
CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork.

GARDEN FRAMES in every variety ; PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHTS, &c.
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

WTUNCH & SONS.i Ea;lSr"!IPSWIOH & LONDON

THE GOTTACER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3£d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Money Orders and Postal Orders should be made payable to A. G. MABTIX, at the Post Office, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

W. COOPER, Ltd,
hORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Obiglsal Isvestobs of Cheap Greenhouses,
The Labgest Steam HoBTictrLTVBAL Wobks is the World.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
LfSPECTIOy ISVTTED.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition
(100.000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound In cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In
forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This
List Is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS
sectios. — OF SECTIONS.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Franies.Pits, Hand-Lights. *c. 17— 64

IT.—Poultry, Kennel, Babbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c 65— 98

Hi.—Rustic Work 99—134
IT.—Iron Buildings and Booting, Church

Furniture, &o. ... 135—178
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stores, &c. 179—328

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-
secticides. Wormand Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils, &c 229—346

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters. Tennis
Markers, Garden Boilers, &c. ... 247—36S

VUI.—Horticultural Timber 369—280

IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,
Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 381—343

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

DUWJI Bulbs, Ac. 343-3S3
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, LTD.,
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAl ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent
Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AMD

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GBATE BABS.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

^steE)

— FRONT ELEVATIOM— — LONCI7DDINAL SECTION- "-SECTT6NAL PLAN—

The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues, Ac. The cross section gives a view of the fire-box

water space and V-shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwork, which is necessary for this class of boiler.

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOB LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

THERE IS NOW
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
(^T

5

Kill* Mildew and Insects at the same time.
^° Does not Mark or Stain Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage.

Price:—
1 gallon, 12s. &d,

; J gallon, ti*. 6d. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; 1 pint, 2*. 6d.

A Report selected from many :—
From Mr. Johx Maddox, Bryn Glas Gardens, Newport, Mon.

" I have now given your Mildew Wash a good trial, and find
it the very best remedy yet introduced, being most effective
in killing the Mildew and Green-fly a: the same time, and
without the slightest injury to the foliage oi the Roses. It is

clean and most simple to use. and the smell is not objectionable.
" Like all your other XL ALL's, it is jast what is wanted,

and one feels thankful that they are all come at last.
" P.S.—One application is sufficient."

To be had (the eame as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere

;

or direct from the SoIb Proprietor, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth, London, S.E.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,

BOATS, and CYLINDERS,
AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Rotai Potteries,

WESTON-8UPER-MABE.
The Largest Manttfacttfrers of Gardes

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists tree on Application.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENCINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GBOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

OBCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
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ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

Ear particulars apply to

—

D. CAXEBON. Forester *= Lccze. Mc_n: Mas:.*!. E-ex'.ev. Sent.

SPECIAL T71.X"f TO TEC3 TSiX-3..

THE "PICK-QUICK" FRUIT CATHERER

:z:rz-ii:^i. 1

~z zz.z. most emcr-enr imt.eirenr 75;
.e to ^11 — ~2 jz~:=z z'-iir Apples

ynrs^rymen. Price, Ss. 6d. each.

Whole***.* :: the k
035IAS" a: CO., 132 s 134. Commercial Street,

London, E.

r-i

! L0UCHB0ROUCH BOILER^

g= TV p.-."r --' ititr. r:-.t:.;, m;-!.~':-: liitiv- r':rj--.'i

"£-. -.-..-•..;.

SEDUCTION IS PRICES.
- ::: .: _~z~- -~- '--.- ' ~- -'' tit € — a^-ta^tttre ::' these

Boilers, and a eons^joent cheapening is the cos of promo-
tion, we are enabled to redoee the prices as follows :

—

So. 1, £2 IS'. ; So. 2. £3 lis ; So. 3. Si ; also latter size*.

Complete Apparatus from £i St. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER £ CO.,' Lc-jiio:

London OSee : 163, Palmerston rJuil C'.t 5-:-il St.. £ C.

petroleum,
petboleum.
petboleitm:.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

ASDKEW FOTTEE.
Mr.::_r-f VT;?V..

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Miter to the Queen and

Pi-:-:= :: ^aies.

KO TOP PUTTY SEEDED IF YOU USE
; Thorpe's Patent
Glazing staple.

±i ^iti-ttt top
-— . Will not
ost. Practically
-etlssttt:;:. Sartre

The Marriott Cycle Co.. Ltd.. 71, Queen Street, B.C.,
Manufacturers of the "• Harriott " Bic; cles and Tricycles.

CATALOGUE on application.

G

STOCK SIZES—In inch.es..

12X10 114X12 I 1SX12' loXUI 20x14 I 20X16 ^4X15 ^2X18
14X10 I 16X12 I 20x12 J

18x14 | 20X15 | 22X16 WOXlS 24X18
21-02. Foreign, of above sizes, ICO and 200 feet: boxes, 3rds

and 4thscjaalities, always in stock. 15-Qg- Foreign similar
current s;zes in 200 feet boxes..

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, dclirerad

fr&s axd STiaid in tie countrr in quantatv.
PROPAGATING- and CTCTMBER GLASSES, 4c.

PUTTY. WHTTE LEAD. PAINTS. OILS, BBCSHES, Ac.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-02. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 ir.ih.5S, and 11 inches It = inches,

G-EOEG-E EABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street. West Smitnneli, London, EC.

Stock Lists and Prices on application. Please quote Gcrd. Cvcn.

HEAD CARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
^io tise BONES, shani! app> for price a^i particulars to

E. S. UTILES A5r> LEWIS. Sotte Worsts, St. Albans.

ROUND COMPASSES, LOWS PATENT.
Partic-ttlars on appiicati:r. to

—

W. LOW. Sustain Gardens. Thetford.

ORCHID PEAT: Best Quality; BRO"VT>~
FTBROTTS PEAT tor Sto^-e and Greenhouse nse. RHO-

DODENDRON act! *7 iTBt PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER .4JTD CO. . FarabarotL^h, Hants.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Store and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, See. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or track-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S **+ PEAT.
A specially j-tci stooi r.t~ or. iard ct OECHID PEAT, in

j:-:i ttt.c.tict.: ii.: iz? S:.:~ ; GreenilcSc, lit hi:-:::

"£T.'I rT:V;V;'T "a v "
S Z.VE2' " SAS5~ ektiT^^t

" LEAF
MOULD, C. H. FIBRE. SPHAGSUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c

EPPS & CO., The Peat Dep6t, Bing^s-ood.

NEW Exceptional opportiinity to join
Pmit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Zand on Ten Tears* fame.

IS THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUSSHISE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mp*all* Valiev Irrigation Colonv,
AMERICA. 34. Victoria Street, London, S.W.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best Conner Medium for Ad^ertistne Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794.

The Trending County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers -would do well to forward for reference

ana distribution plans and particulars of Estate*. Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stocfe and Agricultural Effects,

The " WORCESTER TTTrRATvn » £* the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Aeente, Estate Managers, ana all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the *' WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
?_:-. ::*. : :- :-:.'-r T---" ^r^ier?. L^rjr circularlon.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the " WORCESTER HERALD is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Bates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Fricc2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

Otfices : — 72, HIGH STREET, WORCESTER.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Messr-5. DiXtMiXy &. Co., San Giovanni a Tedu2cio. Naples—

Special Wholesale List of Vegetable Seeds, and an IHu-j-

traied List of Novelties in Flowers and Vegetables.

JiS. Walters, M>uot Radford Nurseries, Exeter—Roses.

BscjlST, .Poitiers (Vienne, France)—Chrysanthemum*, Bego-
nias, and other p.ants.

J. E. Ras?T25, £*, Exchange Street, Norwich, Bulbs, &c
D. Psioa & So>"S, Myland Nurssries, Colchester—Roses.

Ci^Tza. Page i Co., 52 & 5-3, London Wall, E.C.—Bulbs,
Roses, &c.

Hssas L. Spaxh, Baumschule, Rixdorf, Berlin—Fruits,
Roses, and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

C. Eesstcoebs. a Wetteren (Belgium)—Fruits, Ornamental
Sarahs, Conifers, &c.

WiL CuBRiS & Sos. 10 & 12, Market Street, Manchester,
and Oilfield Nurseries. Altrincham — Shrubs, Fruit
Trees. American Plants, Forest Trees, Spring Flawering
Plants, &z.

Latsg & Mather, Kelso, Roxburghshire—Carnations.

GASDEITIN'G APF0INT2IEtfTS.
Mel T. R. Bitibe, formerly with Messrs. James Caster &

Co., Seed Merchants. High Holborn. London, W.C., as
Superintendent of the Marine Park, Southend-on-Sea.

Mr. C. W. BATHES, from Messrs. Charltos's Nurseries, Tun-
bridge Wells, as Head Gardener to Walter Scott, Esq ,

Ryecale, Weybridge, Surrey.

Mr. Bobsst Bassel, until recently General Foreman at
King's Ride Gardens, Ascot, as Heal Gardener to D. H.
Etass, Esq., Shooter's Hill, Pangbourne. Berks.

Mr. E. Worstold, formerly Gardener at Fishertoo Delamere,
Wylye. Bath, as Gardener to J. Lawrcvce, Esq

.

,

Oakland s, Kenley.
Mr. Walter Laedlavt, who has been Foreman under Mr.

McKEXVts, Broxmouth Park, Dunbar, as Head Gardener
at Danira, Comrie, Perthshire, entering on his duties on
November 11.

Head Seedsman.
MESSRS. JAaLEs VKITCH and SONS are

desirous of ENGAGING, to succeed Mr. Davidson, who
has resigned in consequence of ill-health, a first-rate Seeds-
man, who has a thorough knowledge of every branch of the
Seed Business.—Apply by letter only, stating full particulars
as to experience ana salary required, to The Royal Exotic
Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. S. W.

\y A>~TEI), a good WORKING MANAGER
I 1 with a small capitaL Must thoroughly understand

Growing for Market. Bungalow to live in.—Address W. B.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

diately ; must understand Early and Late Forcing,
Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, also Orchids,
Stove, large Greenhouses, and Kitchen Garden. Only those
need apply who can give the best of character as to tem-
perance, honesty, industry, and good temper.—Apply by
letter only, giving reference, and stating age and family, to
A. CROFT, Esq., South Park, Wadhurst, Sussex.

Y\TANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER. — Married ; mast thoroughly understand

Kitchen, Flower, and Greenhouse work. No Cottage. Letter
only. B., Post Otace, Strawoerry Hill.

TV"ANTED, a GARDENER, for a private
I I Gentleman's Garden, Greenhouse, &c.—Apply to S.,

"Newlands," Ryde, if by letter, state age, capabilities, ex-
perience, wages, and if married. AgoodlatereferenceessentiaL

WANTED, a MAX as GROWER and PBO-
PiGAToR under Manager for Nursery (abstainer

preferred). Must be competent and energetic ; able to grow
Cut Flowers. Ferns, general Marset and Bedding Stuff, btate
age. experience, and wages required, good character indispen-
=i.:lr : i^^iri: ZZ a ;-j.:Uii.e si:. — A.ZZ-", PL IrLliT,

152, High Street, Guildford.

WANTED, a good PLANT GROWER and
V I PROPAGATOR.—Age 23 to 25; also good at Melons

and Cnccmbers,—Apply, stating wages and particulars to—
BLTRRIDGE asd SONS. Florists. Paignton.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, espe-
T * rienced in Fruits. Ornamental Trees, and geceral Out-

side Nursery work, capable of taking charge of men. Apply,
stating wages, and all other particniars. to—ALEX. DICKSON
AXD SONS, Royal Nurseries, Newtownards, co. Down.

"I A""ANTED, two young MEN, one to assist
t in Wreath and Bouquet-making in a Market, the

oiher as Grower in a Market Nursery. State age, wage, and
experience.—HORTUS. 4L. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

BUDDEKS.—WANTED, TWu or THREE
first-claas ROSE and FRCTr BUDDERS. with Nursery

experience. Winter-work, Packing. Potting, Knifework, &c.
Permanent employment. Wages, £7 per month and gnnnal
ris». Paassge not paid.— J. C. NELSON, Cambridge Nurseries,
near East London, Cape Colony.

TV*"ANTED, a steady, sober, and industrious
i y Ycncg MAN. experienced Inside and Ont. Apply,

with full particulars and wages expected, to—GARDENER,
7. Derby Street. Clayton, Bradford.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.— WANTED, an
XA. educated young MAN, about 21, of good address and
appearance, with knowledge of Seed and BaJb Trade. Good
Writer and Counterman for Ret»;

l Business.—Address, with
full particulars, P. B., Messrs. Nutting, 106. Sjuthwark Street,

Lonirn.

"IVAN TED, as bTOKER, an experienced
» T Man. Good referenoes required.—Apply personally to

G, B. FISCHER, Florist, Clapham, S.W.
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PACKER.—Active Man WANTED, aoous-
torned to Basket-packing ; i£ also had experience iii pack-

ing Hit in b)xes, would be preferred. State age, wages, and
references.—K y. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GABDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, farm-Bailiffs. Foresters. &c.

DICKSON S, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DIOKSONS, CHE8TEB."

RICHARD SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSANDER and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER and CO., St, Albans.

S. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paraiise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. N.

TO GENTLEMEN, LANDSCAPE GAR-
DENER9, and OTHERS.—Wanted, bv a thorough prac-

tical Man, an ap^ciotment as HEAD GARDENER, having had
several years' experience in Private and Public Grounds.
Good references.—VERGOR, 2, South Cottages, Mill Road,
Burgess Hill.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 37, married.
—T. Hobday, late Gardener to tne Earl of Yarborough,

desires engagement with Lady or Gentleman. Thoroughly
praotical and trustworthy. Life experience. Highest re-

ferences.—T. HOBDAY, Clarence Park, St. Albana.

GARDENER (Head), where several are kept.
—A Gentleman can with confidence recommend a

thoroughly practical and trustworthy man, as above, who has
been with him 14 years.—G. NOTTAGE, Sheet, PeterBfield.

ARDENER (Head).—Sir John Ramsden,
Bart,, wishes to recommend H, Temple aa an experienced,

practical man; leaving through a death ; ten years in present
place. Age 37, one child, age 11 years.—H, TEMPLE, The
Gardens, Kytes, Watford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where more are kept,
or Single handed where help is given,—Age 34,

married ; thoroughly experienced in Grapes. Cucumbers and
Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Eight and a half

years' character from present employer, G. C» G. Lockhart, J.P.

—JOHN BUTES, Holwell Bury, Hitchin.

GARDENER (Head), where several others
are kept.—W. Martin, late Head Gardener, Polti-

more Park, will give a Bonus of £h to any person who
may be the first to supply him with information which leads

to his obtaining a suitable situation. Eleven and half years

in last situation. First-class references and testimonials.

—

14, Pinbrook Cottages, Pinhoe, near Exeter.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 52, married, no
family ; Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables,

Kitcheu and Flower Gardens. Grass Land if required. Good
character.—SMITH, Rose Cottage, Upper Richmond Road,
East sheen, S.W.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
mumed, one child; life experience m large places,

good Fruit and Plant grower, and good ail-iouod man ; excel-

lent characters from present and prtvious places; Land and
Stock.—JAMES SHILLING, Brook, Albury. Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where others
are kept.—Age 35, single; nineteen years' experience

in Stove and Greenhouse, Early and Late Forcing, and
general routine of Gardening. Good character.—T. J., Charles
Hill, near Farnbam. Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleiran wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches; been
awarded several Medals and high class prizes for Orchids,

&o. Excellent testimonials.—Address, first instance, M. W.,
161, Falcon Road, Battersea, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
more are hept ; middle age; married, one child at

home, age 11. Twelve years Head; excelleot character; ab-

stainer.—THOMAS GUY, Head Gardener, Halsall Rectory,

near Ormskirk.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; seventeen years' experience in Gentleman's

establishments. Excellent references forwarded.—J. KEMP,
121, Gladstone Boad, Wimbledon, S.W,

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchido, Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardeo. Ex-
cellent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working), or where
help is given.—Married, no family ; thoroughly compe-

tent in all branches. Good references. Abstainer.—A. WHITE,
Compton Lodge, Moor Park, Farnham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 49,
married, no family ; practically experienced and

efficient. All round. Excellent characters.—J. B., 49, Eleanor
Road, Bowes Park, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child, age 11. Advertiser is open to treat

with any lady or Gf-ntJeman requiring the services of a good
all-round man.—EDWIN BAILEY, Goldonfield, Liphook,
Hants,

TV/IB. J. P. LEADBETTER, Tranby Croft,
-LtJ. Hull, recommends his Foreman, Samuel Crofts, to any
Nobleman, Lady, or Gentleman, requiring the services of a
practical HE*D WORKING GARDENER.

GARDENER (Head, ot good SINGLE-
HANDED).— Scotch. Age 48; life experience. Tho-

roughly competent in all brancnes. Wife good Laundress, or
useful. Good references.— S. , Hope Cottages, East Lane,
Wembley, Harrow.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
two are kept.—Age 26, single; ten years' experience,

Inside and Out. Excellent character.—J. W., East House,
Pinner, Middlesex,

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26,
single; no objection to make himself useful. Good

experience in large establishments, with a thorough know-
ledge of his work. Good references.—A. J. WYATT,
60, Wellington Street, Slough.

GARDENER.—Wanted, by a young Man,
in Devonshire, a situation as Gardener, age 25. for

General Kitchen Garden. Experience in Vegetables, Fruit,
and Flowers. Excellent references and character.—G. P.,
41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

GARDENER requires feituation ; thoroughly
up in AH Branches of the Profe^-ion; glass preferred.

Testimonials on application to HORTUS, "Star and Garter "

Inn, Crouch, near Sevenoaks, Kent.

C^
ARDENER, good all-round, also Land and

a Stock.—Age 33, married ; abstainer. Excellent cha-
racter. Giving up cause of leaviDg.—FOXLUE, 12, Holland
Terrace, Osborne Road, South Acton,

ARDENER, married, no family,—A Gentle-
man leaving the neighbourhood wishes to recommend

his Gardener. Good Grower of Fiuit, Vegetables, and Flowers.
Steady and reliable. At liberty October 20.—H. L., Esq., 42,
Alleyn Park, West Dulwich, S.E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23, married;
good all round experience. Good references.—A. SCARF,

Brook street, Brentwood.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; seven years*
experience Inside and Out ; two three-years* good

characters from previous employers.—E. S., 68, Broadway,
Ealing.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Age 21, single; life
experience, Inside and Out. First-class testimonials.

Good character. Total abstainer.—J. BATTIN, Woodside
Lodge, Plymouth.

MUSHROOM-GROWER MANAGER seeks
situation as above ; could undertake Glass if reqaired.

Age 37.—SCOTSMAN, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
young man as PROPAGATOR aud GROWER of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing, &c. Three years in London
Market Nurseries. Good references. North preferred.—B-,
4, William Street, Altrincham.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

—Seventeen years' experience with good firm. "Well
up in all branches. Good salesman and Grower.—JOHN
"WINSER. Plummer's Plain, Horsham.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want of

an energetic Man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Lingfield, Surrey.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
InBide.—Age 27; ten years' experience. Two years as

First Journeyman in last place. Well recommended from last

and previous p aces. Abstainer.—F. BEEsON, 3, Gladstone
Cottages. Bucbhurst Hill. Essex.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 28 ; four een years'
experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Previously

as Foreman. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse,
Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, age 27 ; has good experience
Inside and Out; well acquainted with general Pot-stuff,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Chrysanthemums, &c. ; good
references.— H. P., 6, Oak Terrace, Manor Road, Chigwell,
Essex.

OREMAN, in good Establishment. — Wm.
Lewis, gardener to Thos. Ouverson, Esq., East Sutton

Park, Staplehurst, Kent, highly recommends R. Bashford as

above. Seven years' practical experience Inside and Out.
Apply as above.

FOREMAN (Indoors).—Age 20 ; experienced
in Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, &c. ; also Stove and

Greenhouse Plants and Chrysanthemums. Good references.
—G. ISAAC, Greenmount. Femrtale, Tfignmouth.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26

;

three years as First Journeyman in last place ; tho-
roughly well recommended.—T. A*., 4, Whitbread Terrace,
Hatfield Road, St. Albans.

FOREMAN, Inside, where three or more are
kept.—Age 27 ; twelve years' practical experience in the

general routine of Indoor work.—G. C, 81, Abbey Foregate,
Shrewsbury.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 26; life experience
in plants and fruit, &.c. Well reuummended.- Apply,

"WHEELER. Blackmore End, Kimpton, Welwvn, Berts.

C\>REMAN, Indoors, or General.—Age 29 ;

A- thirteen years' experience in large Establishments.
Firstrdass references. — F. STREET, 9, Etterby street,
Stanwix, Carlisle.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).— Age 23 ; eight
years' experience, two and a half years' good character.

—A. BARNARD, 1, Sydney Road. Woodford Green, Essex.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in good Nursery.—
Age 28 ; ssven years' experience in Market Nursery work

;

well recommended. Wages no object. — H. HOLMES,
Normandy, Guildford.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 22:
eight years' experience ; good character.—H. CLARKE,

Hillboro Gardens, Stokesby, Great Yarmouth.

JOURNEYMAN. Inside and Out; age 19.—
G, Squibbs, Gardener to the Dowager Lady William

Wynne, will be pleased to recommend DaVTD ROGERS as
above. Hard-working, honest, and Bteady, Four years' ex-
perience.—Llangedwyn Gardens, Oswestry.

JOURNEYMAN (First). — H. Gale, of
Adbury Hou»-e Gardens, Nev>bury, Rerks, would be

pleased to recommend a young man as above. Well up in
Fruit and Plant Houses, and also good with Chrysanthemums
for exbibition.

JOURNEYMAN (First). — Age 23.— A.
Trail. The Gardens, Fulshaw Hall. WUmslow. wishes

to recommend as above. Seven years' experience. — T.
BURGESS. Chapel Road, Alderley Ertge, Cheshire.

JOURNEYMAN, strong and active, has been
under me six years. Ape 21, Inside and Out.—Mr.

LEACH, Albany Park Gardens. Guildford.

4>0 to £2 10s.—IMPROVEK wants re-engage^
ovW ment. Midland county preferred. Bothy. Full par-
ticulars and recommendation from—VICAB, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

TO GARDENERS.—A young man, age 20,
requires a situation as Inside and Out. Two and a half

years' experience. Abstainer.—A. HITCHMAN, Souldern,
near Banbury, Oxon.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted for a
Lad, age 17, as IMPROVER, under Gardener. Two and

a half years' good character. Premium paid, £'>.—HERBERT
KEYWOOD, Bramber Heeding. Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25;
well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Grapes, Peaches, Mush-

rooms, &j.. Pot Stuff and the general routine of a Market
Nureery.—F. SMITH. 29, Bonchurch Road, Hassocks, Sussex.

TO NURSE^YMEN^Employment wanted^
by a youth (age 18). aa an LM "ROVER. Three years in

last Nursery.—H. B., Post Office. Skalaugh, Hull.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in a
Nursery, by lad of IS; quick and willing; eighteen

months' experience.—Apply to YV*. HALL, Gardens, Heather-
hurst Grange, Frimley, Surrey.

CLERK.—Advertiser requires a situation ; is

well experienced in Eook-keepiog, &c., in the Nursery
and Seed Trade. Good references.—For particulars, address,
F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN or SHORTHAND CLERK.—Age
23 . nine years' practical experience in all braoches of tne

Horticultural Trade. Expert shorthand writer ; knowledge of
type-writ ng ; excellent references.—STENOGRAPHER, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.O.

SEED TRADE.— SHOPMAN, engagement
wanted by Advertiser. Well up in all branches of the

Trade. Strongly rec tmmended by well-known firms —
TRITOMA, 41, Wellington stre.t, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN or MANAGER.—Age 24; eight
year*' experience in good bouse, in Seeds, Bulos, Plants,

and liaking-up. Good references.— F. T. J., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—With five years' esperienoe in
Flower. Vegetable iind Farm Seeds, Bulb*, and Plants,

Age 23; good references— J. W. R., 4, Hartley Terrace,
Handsworth, Sheffield.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—Advertiser,
having finished his apprenticeship in nursery, requires a

situation in Shop as ASSISTANT.—ARTHUR PRATT, Chest-
nut House, Ditchling Rise. Brighton.

FLORISTS. — Wanted, by a young lady
(age 17), to learn Wreath, Booquet, and Spray Making,

City or West End.—E. SMITH. Gladstone Cottage, Gladstone
Street, Harrow Green, LeytoDstone, E.
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KENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,
And MAIDSTONE for MODERN FRUIT CULTURE.

60 ACRES
OF

CONIFEES,
EVERGREENS,

ROSES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES

AND

SHRUBS,

BESIDES THE
FRUITS.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.

Invite Inspection of this

unique stock.

Frequent trains from London by Clmtham and

Dover [book to Barming Station), and South-Eastern

Railways (book to Maidstone). Local Time Tables on

application. Return fare, 6s. 9d., third; 8s. 6d.

second class available by either Company.

THE FRUIT TREES

are unequalled

for extent, vigour,

and modern

scientific culture.

FREE FROM BLIGHT.

From N., S., E., & W. express entire

satisfaction with the examples sent

them, and continue to buy.

ILLUSTRATED
FRUIT

CATALOGUE,
50 pages. 6^-i post free.

GRATIS TO GARDENERS AND CUSTOMERS.

FRDIT TREES
(oua speciality).

WELL CULTIVATED

!

WELL SELECTED !

WELL PACKED

!

WELL "DONE"!
WELL TRAINED

!

WELL and TRULY NAMED!

WELL RIPENED

!

WELL LIFTED

!

WELL SHIFTED !

For Liberal Terms, Discounts, and

Free Carriage, consult above List.

Every Gardener and all interested in Fruit

Culture, should come and see the Xurseries,

which astonish every visitor.

Eepeat their Orders, and enlarge

them, because our well - ripened

Trees suit their soil and climate,

and produce marvellous Fruit.

Express surprise at our careful

Packing, and are

astonished at the fibrous roots the

Maidstone Trees carry.

MODERN

FRUIT CULTURE,
FOR AMATEURS.

ENLARGED, Is., Post-fb.ee.

GEO. BUNYARD'S

FRUIT FARMING FOR PROFIT.
2s. 9d., post-free.

THE FOLLOWING LISTS BEEE—

MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT LIST,

GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE,
HERBACEOUS and SPRING LIST, and

ROSE and BULB CATALOGUE.

GEORGE BUNYARD and COMPANY,
PRACTICAL POMOLOGISTS, &c., MAIDSTONE,

6^.,Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;" Advertisements and Business Lettere to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbitby, Agitew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriira. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Abthttb George Marti>-. at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County.—Sattjbday, October 6, 1895. Agent for Manchester—JOHN Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

HCANNELL and SONS' Complete
• AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now ready, containing

particulars of the beat kinds of everything to keep the Conser-
vatorv and Garden in the highest state of perfection daring
the Winter and Spring at the least expense ; most valuable and
useful list issued, absolutely necessary both to Gardeners and
Amateurs. Postfree. We cordially in.ite all to come and see
our establishments. Foreign orders a specialty.

SWANLEY, KENT.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5i.; post free, 5*. od.

A. y. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

To Chrysanthemum Exhibitors.

TIDT'S Patent CUP and TUBE is the Best.
Send for Circular and Sample, free 1*. 3d.

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W. E. TIDY. Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant.

CARNATKjNS.— Self colours a special feature.
Mslmaisons, beaut ful soft pink var

, good stuff, ready
for flowering. Pots, 12s. to IS*, per doz. ; bluau var., 95. to 12*.
per aczeo. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. TOUNG. Floral Nursery, West Derby.

FOB SALE, THANATOPHORE INSECT
DESTBOYEB, in peifect order, £1. Cost, £3 10J.

J. R. PEABSON iSD SONS, Chilwell, Notts.

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS —Single First Early, for flowering simul-

taneously, White, Yellow, Scarlet, Bose and White (striped),
each. 2s per dozen ; 145 per 100.

BUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDINGO TULIPS.—Mr. J. II. McHattie, Ga-dener lo His Grace
the Duke of Wellington, says :—" The Bedding Tulips made
a most brilliant show. They lived through the exceptionally
severe winter, when all our Wallflowers were killed, and
they now help us in the way of cut flowers in the place of
Wallflowers. I planted 18,0i0 Wallflowers, so you can
imagine out loss."

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FBOil

SUTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

\|fi. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
UA sent to nearly every to-vn in the United Kingdom, and
are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdcm. Emperor Narcissus, 5*. <&d. per dozen. 405. per 100 ;

Horsneldii, 25. 9d. per dozen, 205. per 10U ; Sir Watkin, 5*. 6d,
per doien. 40$. per 100; Golden Spur, 2s. 6d. per cozen,
185. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £o. Full List on application.

Tenby Street North, Birmingham.

\ SPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
-*iA. splendid roots. 125. $d. per 10j ; extra fine, 6 years old,
155. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Cogent Garden.

J. J. CLABK. Market Gardener, Goldstooe, Brighton.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. Sec, from W. RUSHFOBTH, Nursery Mount. Leeds ; or
fiom the sole proprietors, LRTKLLIER & jON, Caen. France.

GRANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000, 3s. 6U per 1C0 ; CAMPEBNELLE MAJOB, S*.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All good flowering bulbs.
T. GELL, Week "arm, Yentnor, Isle of Wight.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Comte de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DBABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

]V"OW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETR-
A.1 BUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Pfieonies.

Catalogue of KELWAY axd SON, Langport, Somerset.

THE BEST HYACINTHS for Pot Culture and
for Glasses ; Tulips, Daffodils. Liliums, Irises, Anemones,

Crocuses, Scillas. and all other Bulbs for present and later
planting. See our CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application.

DIlKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

To toe Trade.-Ferns.

HE. MAY offers FEKISri in all sizes,
• leading market sorts. Special quotations on appli-

cation.—Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Eamonton.

ANTED, FOUR large 1' UCCAS, not less
than 4 feet huh.

Apply, the GABDENEB. Boultham Hall, Lincoln.

ANTED, AEUJI L I L I E S ".

Price per 100 to—
JE3SETT, 1, Mildmay Bead, Bomford.

WANTED, strong well-rooted layers, Miss
Joliffe Improved CARNATION. State price per 1000.

OBCHARD CO.. Scotby, Carlisle.

WANTED at UNCE, CUTTINGS of CaL-
CEOLAB1A "GOLDEN GEM" Price per thousand

to JOHN M4LLEB. Brimsdown Nursery, Bofield Highway, N.

H

W
W

W ANTED, 50,000 CALCEOLARIA
CUTTINGS. GOLDEN GEM.

W.TYLEB, 117, Angel Boad, Edmonton.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Mu«trations. back page. Gard. Chron., S*pt. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH AMATEUB TULIP CATALOGUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HEBBACEOU3 PERENNIALS.
BABE A5D SON, 1^, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thursday in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. SThVESS' Great Booms, 33, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Catalogues on application.

To Nurserymen.

H MILES, 2a, Langley Court, Covent Garden,
• is open to receive Consignments of CHOICE CUT

FLOWEBS for SALE on COMMISSION". Best Marker Prices

obtained. Boxes and Labels supplied. Beferences given.

Correspondence invited. Terms : Cash weekly.

L0VELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooced.

Sample packet, post-free, 1». Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL axd SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

PALMS CORYPHASandLATANLASfrom
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. BOSS & CO., Merstham. Sar'ey.

CARNATIONS.— Germania, £10 per 1000.
CLOVES. — A. Neuuran. Ketton, Biby, Mrs. Muir,

Jessica, Countess Paris, &c, 3*. to fvs. per dozen.
BBOTHEKSTON, Piestonkirk.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them

.

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS ajtd CO.. Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

AZALEAS, Madame Van der Crnyssen, the best
for forcing, all good plants, now ready, £4 and £o per 100.

DRAC.E \'A INDIVISA, 3 and i feet high, very fine plants, £i
and £o per 100. Special trade offer on application.
JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ledeberg, Ghent, Belgium.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for delivery early in Novem-

ber. Early orders respectfully solicited. Prices per 100, 1,000,

10,000, or 20.000, on application to

—

T. JANNOCH, Dersmghftm, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

GERMAN or FLAG IRIS (Orchid Rivals),
best time to plant. First Prize Royal Botanic. Only

the finest, strong, healthy planta. Very cheap. Twelve dis-

tinct, 2s. 64., 3s, 6d., and 4S. &£. : or mixed, -.*.. 10*. 6d. and
15j. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS. HYACINTHS, HABDY
PLANTS, kc. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free.

COLLINS aid CO.. 39, Waterloo Boad, London.

SMILAX, MYRS1PHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES. nice \oung Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

20j. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIaH whitiot.kv The
Nurseries, Hiilingdon Heath, Uxhridge.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,
in j. j. 1-inch , and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars ana price apply to—
E. S. WILES jl>-d LKWIS, Bone Worts, St. AJbana.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sine* 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thripe, Greenfly, and otner

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of sou water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-boose trees, in Lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emoUion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, 1*., 3*., and lu*. 6d.

GISHURSTLNE keeps Boot* dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and 1*., from the Trade.

Wholesale trom PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. H.M.

Government, Admiialty Dept., War Dept.. Boyal Hort. Soo.
Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. Kins' e Boad, Che Iwa.S .W

.

T«legrapaAddj<63,"Honulanu9, London," T«lepaon6,No.8738i
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FORTHCOMING SALES by messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

UtLSIHU, ArcnOX BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 66, CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOB ALL AUCTIONS SKST FKEE BY POST OK APPLICATION.

Tie Aroaretum Nur=erle3, Wool Lane- Isle-worth-

MESSRS. PROLHEROE and MORRIS are
ins:m::ed b~ Messrs. Carries Lea k. Son. to SELL bv

AUCTION on tie 'Premises as shove, on MDNDaT NEXT,
October 14 itlioCItokprecissiy:

5,010 ORNAMENTAL AND FL0WE3ING TBEE3
iwinding Limes, 10 to 12 fee: ; Planes. 12 to 23 feet ; Lahnr-
nnms, Purple Beech, Horse Chestnuts, Ij to 12 feat; Birch,
F.3^:::ig Ibom*. and Cherr =- : tte.r beiU'.iinl t-icolor D;z-
wood, CJENCS E1E3A.NTIS3IMA, Cozimaa Hollies, 2 to 4
feet; Aweaaaa, variegated, 12 to IS inches; Capressns erects
virid s IE inches: and Mi:ei.
3,000 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, best varieties; a

ii=.-r.:j o: C:j: i^: T.;;or.2 ?^i-n-, -5 to 6 fee:, bushy; Nats
and Filberts, oral leaved Privet, 3 to 4 feet.

3,000 BASPBSRSIfiS, :n eluding Victoria, Banmforth. Seed-
liuz. Fi.i'0-f, i;. A .nn:::;- ;: s:an:ari APPLES. Cox s

Orange, and other best sorts; and Pyramid Apples and Pears.
2.000 best Golden, silver, and Green EUONYMU3. from

6 :.d 1-5 inches. GOLDEN" I.-.T>. _? ;-^:. and jUi^r C:- :^:-
;

Myroaalaaa Plums, Bhubarb, Royal Albert, ate. ; 3.O&0 Q lick,

2jto3fe=:
5J3 dwarf K,?. R^SES, best sorts. A :nanr.:y of Azalea

mollis and altaelarense, all well budded, irom. LJto 2jfeet;
also Rhododendrons, best named sorts, 2 to 4 feet.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be bad on the premises,
at the Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith Boad, W.,
and cf the Auctioneers, 67 and 65. Cheapsid*, London, E.C.

Putney. S.W.
CLEARANCE SALE of weltgrown NUR3ESY STOCK, the

ground having seen taken for building purposes, by order

\fESSf^. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ixX SELL by AUCTION", on th» Premises. The Nurseries,

Putney, near Patney Bailway Station, oa WED SEsDAY HI A* f\

October 16. at 12 o'Ciock , withcat reserve, the clem and well-
grown NCR3ERY STOCK, in capital condition for removing,
consisting of 2000 Limes, with straight stems and good heads

;

100J Gulden Privet, 1J to 2 feet ; 50UO Green Privet. 2 to 4 feet

;

2000 Ancabas, 1$ to 3 feet; 3000 Irish Ivies, in pots. 5 to
8 feet ; 100 Standard-trained Peaches, fruiting trees, mostly
Boyal George ; la.-ge Victoria Plums, fruiting trees ; Standard
and Pyramid Fruit Trees, Cur.-ants. and other Stock.
May be view-d. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 63. Cheapside, London. E.C.

Lincoln.—Absolutely without Reserve.

IMPORTANT TWO DATS' CLEARANC3 SALE o£ exceedingly
well-grown GENERAL NURSERY STOCK and FRUIT
TREKS.

By Order of Messrs. Pennell it Sons, who require a portion of

the Land for the purpose of Seel Growing, in consequence
of the icerease of their Seed B .sin=ss..

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Braceoridge,

near Lincoln, about 2 aides from either of the Lincoln Railway
Stolons, on TdlJRSDAY and FRIDAY NEXT, October 17

and 15. 1:95, at 12 o'-lock precisely e*ch day, without re-

serve, a portion of the exceptionally well-grown

NURSERY STOCK,
The who'e of which has been carefullytransplanted, and is now
in first-class cooditioa for removal. The Stock comprises
4000 Evergreens and Conifers. 1 to 4 feet, suitable for boxes,
pots, and growing-on ; 400 Specimen Conifers. 2 to 8 fee-, in
the borders These specimens have all been rowo with great
care, and are now adapted for immediate effective planting.
900 Green and Variegated Hollies. 1500 Green and Variegated
Box, If to 2^ feet; 310 new Golden Box, 1 j to 2 fe=t ; 2600
Austrian Pu.es, 1 to ^ feet, good plants : 10j0 Laurels, best
varieties. If to 3 feet ; 250 > cval-leaved Prive:. 3 to 4 feet

;

1000 Standard Trees for Street and Avenue Planting; 100 Acer
Negundo variegata, 5 to 6 feet; 150J Flowering Shrubs and
Forcing Plants 3jOj Berberis aqnifoca. I to 2 feet ; 6> * Dwarf
Hoses of the faes: varieties. 50 J Ivies and other Climbing
Plasty Herbaceous Plants, io00 Standard and Pyramid
Apples, 5-yr. Trees, all true to name; 3500 transplanted
Crabs, and other Stock,

Note.—The Auctioneers desire to call special attention to
this important Sale, Ihe whole of the Evergreens have bsea
transplanted within two years, and have been allowed plenty
of room, and have also been pruned. The Standard Trees are
straight, and everything has been grown so:ely for a hijtb-

clasa retail trade. Messrs. Pennell & Sons will undertake to
carefully lift and despatch any lots, charging only the cost of
labour it c xrred and material used. Goods m%y be transmitted
from the Lincoln stations to any part of the Kingdom without
charge of truck.

May be viewed any day prior to - itilozies aiij
be had on the Premises; at the se?d Shoo. H<gu. Street,

Lincoln ; a: Messrs. PEN'N'ELL asd SON* Chief OS^es and
Seed Warehouse*. Gowt/s Bridge. Lincoln ; an i of the
A^r^oiee-s. Estate Agents and VAluera, 67 and 63, Chaapside,
London, E.C.

Brixton, S.W.
CLEAR VNCE SALE of wei ero^n healthy NURSERY STOCK.

specially adap'ed for Ljqtoq and &nbarban Punting, by
order of Messrs. Ponsford & Sou. who purpose co-vening
th* Land into Lawn Tennis Grounds.

MESSRS. PROTHEROt and MORRIS will
bELL by AUCriOS, on the premiss, the Loughborough

Park Nur=ene§. Brixtoa. 9.W., near the Longbooiough Park
Sfetion.onFRIDAYNESr.Oct lS.at 12o'C.ock. 1000 LIMES.
PLANES, atd K)PL\R3, 500 Box Aucubas, 1000 Privet, 3000
Buooymns, 1000 Lamvls, 5.-0 Rrolodeudrous. 1510 Lilacs.

Syriogaq. &&., 3l00 Mulberries, for wbica these Nurseries are
so noted, including many very fine Trees, 500 Hardy Climbers,
2000 Palms. 3B0Q Ferns, IOjO Chrysanthemums, and other stock.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues had on

the premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 * 63, Cheapside,
Loudon, E.C.

Framaeld, near Uckneld, Susses.
About 2 miles from Uckreld Station, L. B. & S. C. By., where

conveyances can always be obtained.

GSEATSALEcfBOSES, FBUCT TRESS, and RHODODEN-
DRONS, by order of Messrs. Wm. Paul k Son,

LMPOBTANT TO THE TEADE.

MESSRS. PPvOTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, en the Premises, Arches

Farm, FramSe'd. near Uckfie'd, on TCE^DAT SEXT, Oct. 15,

at half-past 12 o'Clock, 15.003 Dwarf and Climbing ROsES. em-
bracing the leading sorts of Hvbrid Perpetuals, ©loirede Dijon,
and other Teas: 100,000 MANETTI STuCKS, 6000 Standard,
Pyramid, and Bash APPLES, in all the most profitable kinds;
&XtO Standard PLUM3 and DAMSONS, very fine trees; Pyra-
mid PEAR3, 15J0 Hybrid and Ponticum BHOD0DES"DB0N"S,
1 to 2} feet, many of them large bushes ; 1500 PENU3 AUS-
TRIAOA, 3 to 9 feet, quartered trees, all recently trans-

planted, Stc.

Miy ;; vie^ei. C :.:il:zu~ can ba ob-ainei en the Premises ;

or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside,
LoadoD, E.C.
Note.—The whole of the Stock is in splendid condition, and

the Vecdors invite an inspection by intending purchasers.

Messrs, "William Paul 5z Son will carefully lift, pack, and put
any lots on rail at cost of laoour and materials.

WEDNESDAY and THTJS&DAY NEXT.

The SECOND and MAIN PORTION
of the well-known

COLLECTION OF ORCHILS
of the Firs, Lawrie Par*, Sydenham, S.E.,

To be SOLD by AUCTIOX, withont the least Besen-e.

1/TESSRS. PROTHEROE ant> MORRIS hare
*JJL received instructions from C. Dorman, Esq.. who is

giving up the cultivation of Orchids, to SELL by aL'CTION.
on the Premiscs, The Firs. Lawrie Park. Svdeuham. on WED-
NESDAY and THUBSDAY NEXT. October 16 and 17. at half-

past 12 o'Ciock precisely, without the least reserve, the
SEJOND and MAIN PORTION of his well-known COLLEC-
TION, comprising

—

C::::: z\ : -s u.m A Isi^ z i rz

,

the very best varie-
ties,white and spotted
forms

, , Peseatorei

,, Hybrids cf exceptional
beauty and scarcity,

of which many have
received F.C.C.

,, vexiliarium superbum
„ ,, leuxglo sum
„ „ Cobb^num
,, „ rubellum

„ „ Dormanianum
, , echroderianam

„ pulcheUum Dormania-
num

, , Bothschadianum
„ Humeanum
fi lyroglossuni

,, ramosissimam lilifiorum

,, Maishallianum
Onddium Mantini (see plate)

„ Polletaannm (see plate)

„ pyraniidease

,, macranthnm hastiferum

, , angustifolium
Coelogyne cristata alba
Ljoaste Skinneri alba, several

plants
Anguloa eburuea, from the

original plant
Lf^li* Pemnii alb3 (no^ nivea)

the pure white f jrm
Cattle,- a Artbirlana zfzr.i ,

only two p'^n^ in
existence

,, calummata msguiuca
, , Mossiee Reinecsiana
„ ,, Wagneri
,, ,, Arnold iana
., ,, Dormaniana
„ „ Duke of Marlborongh
,, Morganise
,, Skinneri: alba

„ Schroder! alba

,, Bex
„ Lawrenceana
„ gigas Dormaniana
„ Trianea; Eooracensis

,, „ magnifies

,. ,, Sunrise

t, ., alto

,, ,, Butlen
,, ,, Empress
„ „ Buss siliara

,, ,, Backhoaseiana

„ „ rubra

n »• Fgautea
, B Donnaniana

,, Cbocoenais alba

,, Gaskeliiana alba

„ ,, Empress Frederick

,, „ Emperor Frederick

„ ., Delliense

„ ,, superbissima
Virginalis

Cattleya Trianrei specioea

., MendeJi splendidissima

„ „ Alexandra
., ,, DoTmaniana
,t ,, plumosa

LVe'lia an:eps alba

„ „ Dawsoni
,, „ Williamsi

Miltonia Moreliaaa atropur-
purea

CymDidiom Philbrickeanam,
wii flower-spike

Coelia bella
Dendrooiom nobile album

,, ,, nobHius
,, ,, Marrhinianum
,, ,, pendulum
„ ,, elegans

„ ,. SAnderiannm
, , , , Dormanianum
„ Leedsianum
,, spleadidis-imum
,, Schneiderianum
„ enocmnm leucopterum
„ Cooksonii
„ craasinDde album

Cypripedium. many seedlings
unnamed

„ Savageanum superbum
„ Morgan is-.

,, earrandrum magaiil-
enm

,, Harrisianum superbum
„ Niobe
y, Bartettii superbum.
,, leueorrhodum, large spe-

cimens
,, cardinale rubrum

r orphanam
,, graude. enormous spe-ri-

men
,, Elliottianum, grand spe-

cimen
„ alb>purpureum, grand

specimen

n pnrparatum, several
plants

,, Seaeni candidulam,
grand specimen

„ Vesta
,, Schroderi splenden?,

eaormoas specimen
„ Sallieri Hyeanum, enor-

mous specimen
,, veXiilariam

MasdevaUia Veitehii grandi-
fiora

,, Arm-nii
,, racemosa CrOTs'i

,, me.anoiaatha
,, elephanticeps

„ cucallata

,, Harryana, Bull's Blood
,, Hin cksi3.ua

Pleurothallis Boezlii. fine spe-

cimen ; and many other
Orchids of value.

May be viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 65, Cheapside, London, E.C.

SunnlngdaJe, Berks.
SLX DAYS' UNRBstfaV&D >aLE of exceptionally well-

grown NURSSRY STOJK, being the most important
Sale held at this Nursery for many years, by order of Mr.
Charles Noble, inclu-iing a portion of the unique eoUe3tiou
of Specimen RHODODK.N'DBONS, and matchless Specim-n
Golden BETINOSPOBAS and HOLLDZ3.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE *m> MOPvRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

Sunningdale. close to Sunningdale Station, and within easy
distance of Bagshot. S. W. R„ on MONDAY, October 21, and
FIVE FOLLOVTIN'G D 4.YS, at 12 o'Ciock each day, without
the least reserve, several acres of unusually well-grown
NUR3ERY STOCK, the whole in the best possible condition
for removal, comprising thousands of Bhodoaendrons amongst
them a large number of unique Specimens and Standards, un-
surpassed in the trade, and forming one of finest collections

ever suomitted to public competition. Several thousands of

Ghent and other HArdy Azaleas, 10,0 oval-leaved Privet,

thousands of Berberis aquifolia, enormous quantities of

Conifess in various sizes, including Cupressus, Thujas, and
Thnjopsls. suitable for hedges, screens, and general planting;
a grand lot of perfect specimen Variegitea Hollies, match-
less specimen Golden Retinosporas, D ivarf Roses, a large
quantity of Standard and Bush Apples. Gooseberries. Currants,
Standard, Ornamental, and Fo.est Trees, and other Stock,
which will be ionnd fully dessribrd in Catalogues to be
obtained (post free) of the Auctioneers.

It is impossible to adequately call attention to this important
Sale within the limits of an ordinary advertisement, and
intending purchasers are respectfully invited to inspect the
slock, which will well repay a visit t j these Nurseries.

May be viewed Catalogues had on the premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers. 67 ana 68, Cheapside. Loudon. E.C.

Hollimby'e Nurseries. Groombridge, near Tanbridsre

WELLS.
GREAT UN'RESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by

order of the Executors of the late Mr. Edwin Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, close to

the Groombridge Railway Station, ouTHURSDAYand FRIDAY.
October 24 and 25, at 12 o'Ciock punctually each day, 45 .000

CONIFERS, named and other Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Laurels, Larch. Scotch Firs, Aso, Spanish Che-tDUts. strong,
transplanted Quick, Hardy Climbers, Dwarfs. Cimbing, and
other Roses, the whole in splendid condition for removal; also

Seakale, er ra strong for forcing, and other SiOck.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had at tbe Nurseries; and of the Auctioneers am Valuers,
67 and 63, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Two Diys' Sile.-Tottennam N.
Adjoining the Tottenham Hale Station, Great Eastern

Main Line.

Mr. Ware's GREAT ANNUAL SALE of immense quantities of
NURSE EtY STOCK.

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
a-VL SELL bv AUJTION, on the PremUe-, The Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. N., on TCE'DiY and WEDNESDAY,
October 29 and £0, 1895, at 11 o'Ciock precisely each day, in

consequence of the large number of Lots.

25X> ROaE3 IN POTS, EXTRA STRONG, of the best sorts.

100,000 CARNATIONS and PI TOTEE^.—Named sorts in pota,

consisting of the very best varieties in cultivation, both
new and old kinds.

TREE CARNATIONS in variety, fine plants in 4S-pots.

53,000 DOUBLE and SINGLE TUBEROUS - BOOTED
BEGONIAS.—Probably the finest Collection in the world,
and a special feature at this Nursery. These will be
cifered both in mixture and selected to colour. The tubes
are remarkably strong and fine, not a bad variety will be
found amongst them.

50,000 CLEMATIS and AMPELOPSIS, and other Climbers;
10.0&0 IVIES in variety.

100,O:O SEAKALE ana ASPAKAGUS. extra strong forcing

staff. Both these are grown by Mr. Ware in enormou>
quantities at Tottenham, and elsewhere. The season

oas suited the growth of both remarkably well, and Mr.
Ware states that he never had them so fine.

25,000 HOME-GROWN LILIES. Of these, Mr. Ware holds

one of the large.- 1 collections in the trade. All the Bulbj
offered will be of gond size, perfectly healthy, and such as

cannot fail to give satisfaction.

20D.OOO BERLIN CROWNS LILY OF THE VALLEY.—These
are exceptionally fine, being of the true Berlin or best

forcing variety.

FORCING PLANTS and BULB3. in endless variety.

21O.0CO HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BULBS.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected to colour. CHRISTMAS ROSES,
Double and Single PYREIHRUM3. USES. DEL-
PHJLNICMS. POTEVTItLAS, PHLOX, P-£ )St ES. Also
thousands of other PLANTS, TREES, ana SERUBS. in

great variety, including a large quantity of POPLARS
suitiblefo* forming Screens, broad-leaved PBIVET, fine

bushy itnff , &c.
The St^ck may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogu s may be had on the Premises; and of the Auc-
tioneers- Land and Estate Agents, and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, EC. ; and L*eytonstone.

Salea of Aza'.e&s, Camellias, Palms, and Decorative
PLANTS, FERNS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS re-

spectively an -ounce that their SALES of the above
will commence on MONDAY. October 21. and then take place

EVERY MONDaY and THURSDAY throughout the season.

Catalogues forwarded free by post on application.
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Enfield Highway, N.

Sale of LIVE AND DEAD FAKMING STOCK, by order of Mr.
John Joaiah "Wilson, jun., who is giving up hiB Farm and
Market Gardens in cons- quence of expiration of lease and
retirement from business through ill-health.

Absolutely without! reserve.

MESSRS. PKOTHEHOE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Rose Cottage

Farm. Enfield Highway, opposite the Black Horse, one mile
from Brimsdown aod Churchbury stations, and two mites from
Enfield Town stations, G. E. Ry , on THURSDAY, October 17.

at 12 o'Clock precisely. U valuable CA*T HORSES, fit for
brewers or contractors (all worked by Mr. Wilson), two Ponies,
first-das* Cob, over fourteen hands, five years, by Pireus;
brindle Jersey Cow in Culf, four Spring Market Waggon?,
three Vans, eleven Market Gardeners' Carts, three light Spring
Cartp, and others; feveral Sets of Harness, Market Garden
Implements, consisting of Ploughs, Subsoils. Horse- Hoes,
Mould Ploughs, Rollers, five sets of heavy and light Harrows,
25,000 Strawberry Baskets, a large quantity of Red Willow
Rods fit for Basket-making, the produce of over two acres of
land, and two years' crop, one and a half acres of Champagne
Rhubarb Roots, six acres of Savoys and Collards, and many
Other items.
On view two days prior to and morning of Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises ; at the principal Inns in Enfield
and district; at Mr. Wilson"s Stani, Spitalfields Market; of

J. Barrett, Esq , Solicitor, 7, Leadenhall Street. E.C ; and of
the Auctioneers ana Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, EC, and
Leytonstone.

Woking, Surrey.—Without Reserve.

]l]ESSRS. PROIHEROE and MORRIS are
lT-1 instructed by Mes&re, H. & C. Cobbett, who are com-
pelled to effect an immediate clearance of a large portion of
ground, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premise?, the Horsell
r« urseries, Woking, about a mile from Woking Railway
Station on TUESDAY. Ocober 29, and two following days, at
12 o'Clock precisely each day, several Acres of well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, which has been carefully prepared ior
removal, compri ing a la'ge quantity of Border Shrub", in
great variety ; 3u,0J'> Fruit Trees, consisting of Standard,
Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,
Nectarines, and others; 30.000 Forest Trees. Scotch Firs,

Pinus, Birch, Quick, &c. ; 5000 Standards, Hal -standards, and
Dwarf Roses, in all the best varieties ; 3000 Potting f-hrubs,

2000 Climbers, 5000 Standard Ornamental and Flowering
Trees; 10,000 Fruit and Manetti Stocks, Rhododendrons,
Hardy Azaleas, and other Stock.
May be viewtd any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and
Vainer s, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and Leytonstone,

Friday Next, October 18. 1895 —Without any Reserve.

By Order of Messrs. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

2000 CATTLEYAS,
la simply marvellous condition. The grandest lot ever

imported, from San Huaca.

SANDER'S MONTANA TYPE of IMPERIALIS and AUREA,
Mix-d. 4-U Lots.

These are the first and only plants from these mountains,
and are from quite a different part of CtJombia to those sold

by us on October 4. Remarkable Plants of

—

CATTLEYA, probably GIGAS or AUREA section. MONTANA
type. All Seedling Plants, and mostly all unflowered. A
much diversified and most remarkable lot of plants.

CATTLEYA GIGAS IMPERIALIS TYPE.

The great crimson and purple gigas. 275 Lots. Also—
187 lots of a form of SANDERIANA,

from a native collector, from the far exterior. These are of a
wonderfully distinct-looking and promising character. Bulbs
ore long, as in Lceiia, c'ub—haped, with ihick, thort, broad
leaves. The plants are bimply grand. This magnificent type
of Catties a gigas. together with C. aurea, Will be as prolific

in qute new forms as our celebrated Montana varieties of

Cypripydium insigne. Our collectors are exploring vast

districts at great expenee to secure all the forms of these
magnificent Catties as, which we thall hope to offer to

Orchiriists without any Reseive. We must sell them, if only
to continue the gr^at work of ccilecting we have undertaken
in these new pathless wilds and hitheno impenetrable moun-
tains. Every importation will be offered as it comes to hand.
This is the best time oE year to buy this type of Cittleya

;

this we guarantee, \ he plants are perfectly dormant, and c uld

not be in finer or more perfect condition ior growing. Also—

A NEW GUINEA DENDROBE,
with large white flowers, as large as D. bigibbum. with bulb

3

in the way cf D. atro-violaceum. Collector describes it as a
Grand Ntw Dendrobe.

Together with other fine ORCHID^, including
20 Boxes of MIXED ORCHIDS.

For all Particulars of Sale, eee Catalogue.

Also CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, from near the Spicerianum
district, and CCELOGYNE ASPERaTa, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rroms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT,
October 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT TJNHESERVED SALES.

TVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and C8, Cheapside, London, F.C.. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'clock,

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDLDUM, SNOW-

DROPS, &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

MESSRS. LINDEN'S

FIRST GREAT ORCHID SALE
OF THE SEASON.

Mr. J. C. STEVENS
Has received instructions from Messrs. Linden,
L'Hortioulture Internationale, Pare Leopold,

Brussels, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on
THURSDAY NEST, October 17, at half-past

12 o'Clock precisely, a magnificent Collection of

IMPORTED, SEMI - ESTABLISHED, and
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising—

A NEW HYBRID CATTLEYA,
probably a natur&l Hybrid between Cattleya

aurea and gigas or Hardyana,

The Magnificent and Rare

SOBRALIA LINDENS.
The most beautiful and absolutely grandest
Sobralia ever introduced. Only a few plants

having been imported, a plant of the same
has just flowered in the Collection of C. J.

Lucas, Esq.

Linden's famous strain of

CATTLEYA MENDELI.
Superb Established Plants, all unflowered.

The New and beautiful

L^LIO-CATTLEYA LINDENI.
L^rELIO-CATTLEYA TREYERANI.
LiELIO-CATTLEYA SAYAITA.
L-ffiLIO-CATTLEYA MAROARITiE.

A grand lot of

CATTLEYA MAXIMA

FLORIBUNDA.
The freest-flowering Cattleya, producing as

many as i!0 large flowers on one spike, semi-

established, in perfect condition, all unflowered,

many in bud.

Also fine plants of

CATTLEYA MAXIMA

CICANTEA.
Semi-established, unflowered, many in bud.

The New and Beautiful

ZYGOPETALUM JORISIANUM,
having been introduced under enormous difficul-

ties from the Sierra de Marawaea, growing at an

elevation of 6500 feet, the highest point of the

Surima Chain, on the territory of tbe Mariqui-

tares Indians, the most savage tribe known.

Selected Plants of Linden's Choicest

Varieties of

UELIA PURPURATA.
Together with a fine importation of ONCI-

DIUM LANCEA.NUM, in grand condition;

fine Established Plants of PHAJUS HUM-
BLOTI, CATTLEYA REX, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Bales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to sun all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Ooveot

Garden, nearly every day, at half-pa?t 12 o'clock, firstrclaaa

cons gnmpnts of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

IMPORTANT SALE.
A GRAND IMPORTATION of ROSES, from a trustworthy

German Grower, including many of the newest and most
popular sorts of Standards, Half- Standard 1

, Dwarfs, and
Climbers. (The Roses from fheabove Nurseryman sold last spring
have given the greate tt satisfaction during the past summer.)
A collection of CARNATIONS, a number of well-grown

PALMS, 500 LILIUM HAHRISII. from Bermuda, LILIUM
CANDIDUM, and other-. FRFE5IA REFRACTA ALBA.
ANEMONES, GLADIOLI, and many other Bulbs. Also a
special consignment of

BULBS FROM HOLLAND,
Including a Fine Collectionof Double and Sinele HYACINTHS,
a great variety of TULIPS, CROCUSES, SCILLAS, in splendid
order for Winter and Spring Flowering, rare NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS. ARUMS, IRIS, 1000 SPIB-^A JAPOSICA. 1000
DIELYTRA &PECTABILE, EARLY KOjiAN HYACINTHS,
Paper-white NARCISSUS, ITALIAN HYACINTHS, &c, from

France.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 33. King Street, Covent

Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Oct. 16, at Half-past Twelve
o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Saunders Lane Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
About 1 mile from Worplesdon and 3 miles from Woking

Stations on the L. & S. W. Railway.

UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. WATERER and SONS are
instructed by Messrs. T. Holdforth & Son, who are

declining bu-ii.es*. to SELL by AUCTION", upon the Premises,
on MONDAY, October 21, 1S95, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS,
at 11 for 12 o'clock, the whole of the Young and WfU-grown
NURSERY STOCK, comprising 2^,000 Berberis of sorts. 6 in.

to 3 ft ; 20.0C0 Green and Variegated Hollies, 33.000 Privet
ovalifolrum,- t "to 3 ft. ; 10.000 Dwarf, Tea, and Hybrid Per-
petual Roes ; 20,000 standard and Dwarf Roses in maiden bud i;

10.000 Manetti Stocks ; 8000 Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarf-
trained and other Fruit Trees ; 15 000 Gooseb rry and Currant
Bushes ; 10,000 strong Raspberry Canes ; 6000 Lime, Mountain
ABh, and Laburnum, from 6 ft. to 15 fr. ; 3000 Pampas Gras?,
10,000 Virginia Creepero, !0,0U0 Ivies of sort?, 10,000 Hypericum
Calysinum, English Yews, from 3 ft. to 5 ft ; and thousands of
Conifers. Ornamental, Evergreen, and Deciduous Flowering
Shrubs- The whole of the Stock is in floe condition for remova',

and well worthy the attention of Nurserymen and others.

Maybe viewei six days prior to the Sale, and Catalogues
had upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneer*, at either of

their Offices, at Chertsey, Weybridge Station, and Walton on-
Thames.

THE FREEHOLD NURSFRY, comprising about 6 acres,

with Two Cottages, forming a most Magnificent Site for the
Erection of a Residence. TO BE SOLD.

ORCHID3.-ORCHIDS.-ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. POPE and SONS have received
instructions from J. Fellows, Esq.. J. P., of Churcbfields,

West Bromwich (who is removing to a distance, <>nd will have
no accommodation for Orchids), to SELL bv AUCTION at their

Sale Rcomi, 6. Fhil'ip' Street, Birmingham, on THURSDAY
NEXT, Oet 17. at Haif-past 1 o'Clock pro-npt. the whole of his

very CHOICE COLLEC 'ION of ORCHIDS, including very fine

Cattleyas. Orontoglosiuma. Oncidium-, Cypripediums, M*sde-
vallias, Maxillaria?, D ndrobrium*. Thunias, Ple.onies, Pha-
leeDopsis, Sophrooitis, Ly castes. Ccelogynes. Cyrobidiums, &c,
amoi gst which will be fouod many Rare and Choice Varieties.

On view the Afternoon before and on Morning of Sale, Cata-
loguf s post-free on application to the Auctioneers.

West Drayton, Middlesex.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK.
VI ESSRS. NORMAN and SON are instructed
1VL by Messrs. Smith & Son. to hold the ELEVENTH
ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK on the Ground.
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, October 29 and 30, 1895.

each day at 11 o'Clock punctually, in consequence of the
number of Lots, comprising about
30,0i0 2, 3, and 4-year-old Standard and Half-standard

APr/LE TREE?, including several new kinds, which have
not baen brought before public notice, except at these

Sales ; about
30,000 Standard and Hilf-staodord PLUM TREES.

30 O Cluster DAMSONS,
ROOO Standard CHERRY TREE3, 3000 PEARS.

100 000 CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES, and about
3 Acres of RHUBARB STOOLS,

Full grown, and suitable for Forcing and other purposes,

including Linnaeus, Champagne, Albert, <fcj., of which
particulars will he given in the Catalogues.

On view the day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had of

Messrs. J. SMITH and SON, Growers, Sipson, and 44$ and
449. Covent Garden Marker, Loudon, W.C. ; and of tbe

Auctioneers, Uxbridge, Middlesex, and Beacons field, Bucks.

WANTED to RENT, on Lease, several,
acres of ARABLE and PASTURE LAND, with some

Glass preferred. Full particulars to C. T., Gardeners' Chronicle

Oflice, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

I
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SALES by AUCTION,
To market Gardeners, Fruit Growers, and Estate

AGE\TS.
THE NUR3ERY, DOWNHAM MARKET,

IMPORTANT TWO DAYS' SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

1\,fR. CHARLES HAWKINS is favoured
J.*JL with instructions from Messrs. Bird & Vallance to
SELL.hy AUCTION, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, October 18

and 19, 1895, commencing each day at half-past 10 o'clock

—

12.C0O FRUIT TREES,
specially grown for Market Gardeners and Fruit Growers,
including the best varieties ard most popular sorts; 1500
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUB3 of various sizes, all

growing as specimens; 10O.0C0 FOREST TREES, &c. ; well
worthy ihe attention of Planters; 10C0 ROSES. 1000 CAR-
NATIONS, and HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
The Stock may be viewed at any time before the Sale upon

application to Messrs. BIRD jsd VALLANCE. Downham
Market. Descriptive Catalogues may be obtained of Messrs.

Bir-- & Vallaoce, Downham Market ; or of the Auctioneer.
Offices : D'wrb am Market and Bank Chambers, King's Lynn.

MR. W. DOKASt will SELL by AUCTION ,

at S:. Peter's and Catherine Lane Nurseries, St.

Albins, Herts <n October 24 and 25, 1895, at 11 o'clock each

day. ihe valudtle STOCK IN TRADE of a Nurseryman and
Fljrist, cimpriting large Span-roof Conservatories, Forcing-

hoa*es, Fiames, large Halifax Boilers, S00 feet 4-inch H.-W.
Piping, Furnace FittiDgs, Cisterns, Specimen Plumosa and
other Ferns, Bouv^rdias, Climbing Begonias, Palms, Aspi-

distras, Solanums, Plumbagos, Double Primulas, large Azaleas,

Clerodendrons, Genistas, and other pot Plants ; Hardy
Perennials, 5000 Manetti Stocks, choice Maiden Apples.

Pears, Plums, Apricots, Cherries, Bush Trees, Roses, Ivies,

Creepers, &c.
On view day previous and morning of Sale, and Catalogues

obtained of W. DORANT, Auctioneer, St. Albans,

WANTED, to RENT, SMALL NURSERY
with 300 ft. to 600 ft. run of Glass.

W., 4L. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, to RENT, one or two thousand
feet run of MODERN GLASS-HOUSES, with open

ground and Dwelling- house, within 20 miles of London.—G.L.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, to RENT on Lease, not less than
ten years, a NURSERY, about three seres of land,

with four hundred feet run of Glass or more, within two miles
of a Town ; with no Stock or very little.

W. H.. 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

OR SALE.— Price £400. High-class
Fruiterer's. Greengrocer *s. Sec, with Small Nursery.

South Coast Town.—Particulars from H. R., 4, Lordship
Terrace, Roth's Road, Dorking.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a MARKET
GROWER'S NURSERY, in one of the b»st growing

districts, consisting of 6050 square feet in five Houses, erected
within last three years ; nearly 1 acre of rich pasture, and
$ acre of Garden Ground. I lness cause of giving up. This is

one of the most genuine things ever offered. Twelve miles
from London.—A. B., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

' Splendid Opportunity to Gentlemen at command.

TO BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, Goodwill
free, of Old-Established FLORIST and MARKET NUR-

SERY.—Glass nearly 20,000 feet, greater part recently erected

;

situated at well-known watering-place ; well stocked, and in
thorough working-order ; great and increasing demand for

Cut Fiowers, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and every kind of Market
Produce in Plant Trade. Being a sound and genuine concern,
it is well worth attention. Long lease, small ground rent.
The Stock (which is clean and well-grown, being grown on for
Autumn and Spring work) at low valuation. Price for Land,
with all the Glass Erections and Pipings, £1,750. No Agents.
Apply, OWNER. Gardeners' Chronie.e Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

f.endld Opening for Fruit and Flower Growing,
ENT (SWANLEY). — FOR SALE, a
compact FREEHOLD NURSERY of 5 acres of good

Arable Land, well adapted to Fruit and Flowers, with eight
Glass Hou5ea 150 feet long, one 100 feet long. Cottage and
Sheds, Stabling for three horses, together wiLh a weli-built
modern Residence. Price for the whole, £2600;. Or would
be Bold in two Lots.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs: PRALL astd

PRALL, Land Agents and Valuers. Dartford.

Hootou Estate, Cheshire.
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, the productive gardens of
HOOTON HALL, extent nearly 5 acres, having an ex-

cellent stock of Standard Apple and Pear Trees. The glass
comprises Greenhouse, three Vineries, Peach. Orchard, Tomato,
Cucumber, and Melon Houses; there are the usual Potting
Sheds. Fruit Room, Office, Gardeners' Bothy, Stabling, &c,
alio good Gardener's House.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. SMITHS. GORE

asd CO.. 16, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., and 6, Newgate
Street, Chester.

SMALL COMPACT NURSERY TO LET,
8 miles from Coven t Garden, 6 Greenhouses, and about

* Acre of Laud, on Lease. Rent, £45. Stock optional.
Dwelling-hruse adjoining may be had.—G. E., Gardener* 1

Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES,onTHE Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r ch

Loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites
for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

To Florists and Gardeners with Capital.

FOR SALE, important high-class LOCAL
BUSINESS, splendid position, main road. Nine miles

from Covent Garden. Sime hands twenty years. Fifteen
Greenhouses and Pits, all heated by Hot-water. Long lease,
moderate rent. Dwelling House attached. Price includes all

Glass, Stock, and Plant.
Full particulars of Mr. DELL. North FincbJey.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries. Cacumber-hou^e,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, II, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWBBS FOB FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cut
Flowers and F*ras in the North cf England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florisfs Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOR FORCING- :

—
BUDS INNUMERABLE.

RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.

„ JAPONICA.
KALMIA LATIFOLLA

„ MrRTlFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands.

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHQT.

CHRYSANTHlMUm
THE RYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Erush and Case complete, 105. 6d.

;

La*ge Forceps, for pulling centres, 3s, 9d. ; Smaller ditto, lor

Dressing, 2s. 9d. Free for cash.

The BEST CUPS and TUBES are—
THE BECKETT.—All sizes, both for Japanese

and Incurved, at 9r. per dozen ; or, with additional tube,

for raising the bloom 3 inches higher than the ordinary
one, lis. per dozen.

THE SPRINGTHORPE.—For Japanese and
Incurved, all sizes, 9s. per dozen.

All free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
EYECBOFT NUKSEBY, HITHER GBEEN, LEWISHAM.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS &PIG0TEES
(Strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12*. per doz. Special termsfor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE, 3, Windsor Place, Cardiff.
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BUL
Hyacinths, Tu lips,

Narcissi, Liljies,

Crocuses, Sciiias,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptiva Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DlCKSONS Bulb Growers
& Importers,

CHESTER.
ga»»*»*;«*»-»»* ##**;

EXHIBITIONS,

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM and
H08TICULTUBAL SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will te Held in Ihe
SINK HALL, BLACKHEATH (opposite S.E.E. Station), on
WEDNESDAY, October S3, and THURSDAY. October 31,
1S95; "when Prizes amounting to upwards of £i00 will be
offered for Competition.
Schedule of Prizes, and all particulars, may be obtaiced on

application to Mr. FEED. J. GARWOOD, Hon. Sec, 37, Turner
Eoad, Lee, S.E.

HEREFORDSHIRE FRUIT and CHRYS-
ANTHEMOI SOCIETY.

TheEOUETH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the Shire
Hall, Hereford, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 5
and 6. 1SS5, when upwards of £100 in PBIZES will be awarded
for FEUIT and CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Classes open to all England, and to Amateurs, Tenant
Farmers, and Cottagers.

Special Prizes are offered, and Prizes for the Best Packed
Basket, B3X, or Barrel of Apples for Market.

Schedules and particulars on application to the Hon. Sec.,

Mr. JOHN OUGH, F.E.H.S., Hereford.

BATLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SHO^V.
NOVEMBEB 16. 1695.

OPEN CLASS—Cup, value 21 guineas, for 35 ct blooms;
and Cnp, value 6 guineas, for 24 cut blooms, in addition to
Money Prizes. Full particulars on application to the Secretarv,

Mr. ALLEN' HALL. High Street, Bdtley, West Yorks.

BRADFORD and DISTRICT CHRYSAN-
THEMUMSHOW. in St. Georee's Hall, November 15

and 16. £100 and THREE SILVEB CUPS to be competed for.

Entries close November 11.— J COLLLN. Hon. Sec, 51, Mid-
land Road, Freezinghall, Bradford.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QUEEN, and the

Presidency of the Right Honourable Lord WLNDSOE, Lord-

Lieutenant of the County of Glamorgan.

jt»».#»»4*»^

HE CARDIFF FINE ART,
INDUSTRIAL, AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1396,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAY, 1896,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months.

The Exhibition will comprise the following (amongst other)

Sections :

—

AGRICULTURE AN 3 HORTICULTURE,
HEALTH AtiD HYGIENE,
SPOErtS AND PA3TIMES AND AMATEUR EXHIBITS.
MACHINERY, ELECTRICITY, AND LOCAL AND GENERAL

INDUSTRIES.
MARITIME.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIMENS AND INTEN-

TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Regulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, may be obtained of the Hon.
Secretary,

Mr. WALTER COOK,
98, St. Mary Street, Cardiff.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stoekof Orchids in Lhe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

^ACIL—Imported and nursed recommended.
H. ZEIsSOLD, Leipzig. Glockenstr. 13.

Price List forwarded on application.
c

c

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McAETHUB.TheLondonNursery.4, Maida Vale. London, W.

ABBAGE PLANTS,— Mein's No. 1.

StroDg plants, 3s. per 100.

ItttHH AN"D SONS, "Written, Midaleeex.

TKADE.—Adiantum cuneatum, Pteris cris-
tata, in 48*s, 5s, doz, ; Grevillea robasti. Cypress

Natalensia, in 4&'s, 3s. 6d t doz. ; A. Cuneatum, in thumb r
,

12j. and 16*. per 100 ; Cypress alteraifolios. Aralia Sieboldii, in
thumbs. 9*. per i<*0; Dwarf Box edging. 30s. 1C0 yards. Packed
and on rail free.—FOREMAN", Nightingale Nurseries, Bath,

C. THIBAUD LYAND, Nurserymen, Seeds-
• men, and Landscape Gardeners. Cheae, Geneva, Swit-

zerland. Established 1850. CONIFERS. BOSES, HABDY
FEBNS, PEBENNIALS. ALPINE PLANTS, beside the Fruit".
Highest rewards in Switzerland anl other countries for Laying
out Parks and Landscapes. Agent for Great Britain

—

E. DELANOUE, E6,Bangemcor Ed., South Tottenham, London.

:A nnfi EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
'JU^UUv all splendid bushy plants.—GBEEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30j. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40r. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in , at 55r. per ICO; 21 in. to 24 in , at 76s. per 100;
25 in. to 41 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3t. to 8f. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLAEK, Goldstone, Brighton.

OOD THINGS CHEAP ! — Satisfaction
guara^te-d.— Saowdrop*. Double or Single, largest

roots, 2s. and Is, Sd,; Mars, 1 s. Qd.: Scillacampanulata, I*. $d, ;

Aconitea, Is. ; Narcws. Stella alba. 2s. ; Double White. 2s. ;

Rugilobus, U. ; Double Daffodils. 3*. 6d. and 2s per 100. Sir

Watsin Narciss.. As. Gd., Orange Phoenix, Is. £d.; White
Lili-3, Is Sd ; Crown Imperial Bed, 2s. ; Yellow, Zs. ; Large
African Tubaroaes, 2s. per dczen. Cash with ordera,

GEO. YORKE, Bulbist, Retford.
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&* A DEPARTURE IN THE NURSERY TRADE. ^§3
CHARLES NOBLE has decided to OFFEE, by AUCTION, the very cream of a life's selection of

Specimen RHODODENDRONS, GHENT and other AZALEAS, GOLDEN RETINOSPORAS, GOLDEN HOLLIES and SelectHARDY TREES, from 2 feet to 10 feet high. SIX DAYS' SALE. Much of the Stock is Unique, and all in line condition.
SALE, OCTOBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26. There are about 80,000 Plants on Offer.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. PEOTHEEOE and MORRIS, 67 $ 68, Cheapside, London, EC.;

CHARLES NOBLE, the" nurseries, BAGSHOT.
Plants Shipped to all Farts.

T\/"ATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
T T Street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have

j

them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.
Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden

Sticks, Palm Seeds, &e.

CAREX JAPONICA fol. luteo-marginatie,
a lovely table plant, 4s , 6s.. and 9s. per dozen.

GARDENIAS, nice, clean, busby plants for growing on, 6s.
per dozen.

AZALEA ALBA BLUTHEANA, the best white single Azalea
for cutting purposes. 9s. , 12s , and 18s. per dozen.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, in 48-pots, well furnished,
6s. and vs. per dozen.

For cash with order, packing free,
T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, Dersingham, King's Lynn.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, £cc

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to

—

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 25, Savage Gardens,
Crutched Friars. E.G.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Germania and Reynolds Hole. 205. per 100 ; Malmaisons,

B0». per 100; Mrs. Sin kins Pinks and Her Majesty, 12s. id.

:

1000 CHRISTMAS ROSES, good clumps,
J. LITTON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bath.

MILLER'S DAFFODILS.—Best value for
money. All Btrong, free-flowering, cultivated Bulbs.

Single Daffodil, or Lent Lily. Is. 6d. per 100 ; PheasantVeye,
Is. 6d. per 100; biflorus (two-flowered). Is. 6i. per 100;
double white sweet-scented, 3s. per 100; Stella, 3s. per 100;
Double Butter-and-Eegs. 3s. 6d. per 100 ; Double Yellow
Daffodil, 4s. per 100 ; Yellow Jonquils, 2s. 6d. per 100. Orders
10s. upwards, carriage paid.

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

ELCOMBE and SON, the Hampshire Nursery
and Seed Establishment, Romiey, beg to offer the fol-

lowing, all extra fine and well grown, with perfect roots, will
transplant without fear of failure. Prices on application :—
ENGLISH YEWS. 3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet.

AMERICAN ARBORVIT^:, B to 6 feet, 6 to 7 feet, 7 to 8 feet.

CUPRE3SUS LAWSONIANA. 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ERECTA VLRIDIS. 5 to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

,, ., FRASERLT, 5 to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

THUYA LOBBII. 7 to 8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.

PORTUGAL LAURELS. 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.
COMMON do., 3 to 4 feet. 4 to 5 feet, 5 to 6 feet. 6 to 7 feet.

STANDARD LIMES and LABURNUMS, 10 to 13 feet.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, dwarf trained, fine fruiting
trees, grown on our extensive walls,

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, old variety, small 60's, 20s.

per 100.

ARUMS, strong roots, turned outof potsand from ground, 25s.

per HO."

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2}-inoh pote. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best

selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 60s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum ouneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and Si. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*, 100; Aralias t 10s,

100; CyperuB, Aralias, Grevilleas, Geraniums. Solanums, in
48's, 6s. doz. ; Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Campanulas, Marguerites,
Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus,
Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, 12s. doz. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

DAFFODILS IN GRASS ! ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS ! ! I

DAFFODILS and SOTILLS in WOODS!!!
DAFFODILS FOB FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Rare Collection at

—

HARTLAND'S Seed Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Bulb Lists.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.

BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List. Teady September 1.

BABR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES. MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &o.

Liit free on application

,

BARR'S SEEDS for Present SoVing.—Catalogue on appli-

. cation. *

BARR aktj SON, 12, King Street, Oorent Garden, London.

Carnations I Carnations ! 1JAMES DOUGLAS, F.H.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1805, and

Spring, 1896, is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties
in course of distribution. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOHUES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

LILIUMS just to hand in Splendid Condition.
HARRISn, very extra, 10 to 12 in., 75s. per 100, 10s. per

doz. ; extra, 8 to 10 inches, 50s. per 100. 8s. per doz. ; 6 to 8
inches, 30s. per 100, 5s. per doz. ; Lancifolium album Kraetzeri,
25s. per 100, 4s. per doz. ; Roseum, 22s. per 1C0. 4s. per doz.

;

SPURIA. COMPACTA MUf,TIFLORA, 14s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

MORLE & CO., Importers, Finchley Road, N.W.

TO THE TRADE.—Aralia Sieboldii, stroDg,
well furnished plants in 48'fl, 4s. 6tf. per doz., packed F.O.R.

Cash with order.
OLLINGTON AND SON, Nurserymen, Bury St. Edmunds.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Collection
of 300 of the finest varieties in cultivation. Layers

strong, prices moderate, no disease. Lists free.

PRITOHARD and SONS, Nurserymen, Shrewsbury.

AUTUMN, WINTER - FLOWERING
AND

FORCING PLANTS.
Prime Quality, in Splendid Condition,

Now Heady for Delivery.

ACACIA ARM&TA. covered with buds.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBDNDA. extra fine.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

,, MOLLIS, loaded with buds.

GHENT VARIETIES, very fine.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOTJVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
latest Novelties.

CAMELLIAS, fine sorts, well set with flower.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CITRUS SINENSIS, fine, in fruit.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain,

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
DEOTZIA GRACILIS, splendidly set with flower buds.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS. extra strong.

EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &C.

GARDENIAS, best 60rts, well budded.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA
EALMI A LATIFOLIA. covered with flower buds.

LAURUSTINUS. dwarf stems, compact heads.

LILAC ALBA VIRGINALIS, fine pot plants from Paris.

„ CHARLES X.

„ PERSIOA.
LILY OF THB VALLEY, fine clumps from Holland.

LILIUM HARRISI. extra strong, from America.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetual9, strong plants
grown in pot9 for forcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

SPIRJEA AST1LBOI0ES, a charming plant.

JAPONICA. extra strong imported clumps.

STAPHYLEA COLCHICA, fine, from South of France.

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Guelder Rose), imported pot

plants.
.

GRAPE VINES. Orders are now being executed for Vines.

The canes are very fine this year, and well-ripened.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb

Catalogue, Gratis and post free on application.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen to Her Majesty the Queen,

Victoria and ParadUs Nurseries.

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

EVERGREENS— EVERCREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the follow-
ing Shrubs, in large quantities and excellent quality, all
having been recently transplanted :

—

ENGLISH YEWS, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, and i to 5 feet.
GOLDEN YEWS, 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5. 6 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

„ „ ERECTA VIRIDIS, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ALLUMII and FBASERII, 5 to 6 feat.
THTJJOPSIS BOREALIS. 5 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.
RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ AUREA, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
AUCUBA JAPONICA. H to 2. and 2 to 2i feet.
BOX, HANDSWORTH, 2£ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.
LAUREL CAUCASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to ti feet.

„ ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

,. PORTUGAL, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.

HOLLY, GREEN, 2J to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEPPARDII and HODGINSLT. 5 to 6 feet.

Special Cheap Offers on application.

52,MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON
Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundred!

of testimonials. Per bushel. 6*.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT.Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant!,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.

TNTENDING PLANTERS cannot do better
JL than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries. Bagshot. The
Stock is in splendid condition for removal, chiefly transplanted
this Spring. A Conveyance will meet visitors at Bagshot or
Sunningdale Stations by arrangement.

STANDARD ROSES, fine collection, 155. to 31*. per doz.
BUSH ROSES, splendid stuff, 9s. per doz.
CLIMBING ROSES, leading sorts, 125. per doz.

RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid, named, best sorts, \

from 18s. per dozen.

,, Hybrid Seedling*, from 95. per dozen. beautifully
,, Ponticum. from 4s. per dozen. " budded.

KALMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, AZALEAS, 125.

per dozen, '

SEAKALE, for forcing, cannot be surpaised. 10s. & 12s. p. 100.

., for planting, very good, 6s. and 8s. per 100.

FRUIT TREES of all kind?, at low prices.

ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES. CONIFEROUS. EVER-
GREEN, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, in fine condition.

IRISH IVIES, in pots, splendid foliage, 8 feet to 13 feet, for
many years a specialty of our Nurseries.

CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—All leading varieties.

STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—
Every class.

BULBS of all kinds, in splendid condition, at low prices,

GARDEN TOOLS and REQUISITES of best makers.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.

W. FROMOW AND SONS, Mason's Nurseries, Windlesham,
Surrey ; or, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, London, W.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /go;
The BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

ROMAN HYACINTHS
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Otber Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOB
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,

Bulb Grower! -^ Baed 3ft rcbants,

£1 MAKSELL STREET.- ALEGATE,
LONDON E.

,avt The NTpsfeifs. Hjimiu. Kot-t.aj.-tj.
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GARTERS
The Queen's
Seedsmen, GARTERS

We have just received an exceptionally fine consignment
of the popular

BEBMTJDA EASTER LILT (L. Harrisii),
aad can offer, eo long as the supply Jasts. Magnificent Bulbs,
price 18s. per dozen, 2s. each ; Fink Bulbs, 10s, 6d. per doz.,

le. each; Smaller Bulbs, as usually advertised, price 5s.

per dozen.

CHINESE SACKED NABCISSTJS.
The Bulbs of this variety are largely grown by the Chinese in
fancy bowls, and its presence in the houee is considered an
emb em of good luck For inval ;dsand others interested in
watching the growth of a plant from day to day, we know of
nothing that affords such a great amount of pleasure. Fine
EULB3. price 6d. each ; 5s. t er dozen. Japanese Bowls for

1 bulb. Is. ; 2 bulbs. Is. 6d. ; 3 bulbs, 2s. ; 4 bulbs, 2s. 9i.

GARTERS

All Parcels Carriage Free.

The Queen's
Seedsmen, GARTERS

237, 238, and 97, HIGH HOLBORN",
LOUDON, W.C.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.

Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection ib unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 58., 7a. 61, 10s. 6d„ 15s., 21s., 42s., 63a.,

and 105s. each ; Carriage Free.

FIFE PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated,

Post Free, 6d. Gratis to Customers,

Seedsmen by Royal Warrant* to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

Thursday Next, Oct. 17.

Messrs.

LINDEN'S
FIRST GREAT SALE
OF THE SEASON,

COMPRISING

A NEW HYBRID CATTLEYA,
Probably a Natural Hybrid between Cattleya

aurea and Gigas or Hardyana.

The Magnificent and Rabe

SOBRALIA LINDENI.
The most beautiful and absolutely grandest
Sobralia ever introduced. Only a few plants
having been introduced. A p'ant of the same has
just flowered in the collection of C. J. Lucas, Esq.

LINDEN'S FAMOUS STRAIN OF

CATTLEYA MENDELI,
Superb Established Plants, all unflowered.

The New and Magnificent

L/ELIO- CATTLEYA LINDENI,
LiELIO-CATTLEYA TBEYERANI,
L-rELIO-CATTLEYA SAYANA,
I#.rELIO-CATrLEYA MAR.GABIT.ffi.

A Geand Lot of

CATTLEYA MAXIMA

PLANTING SEASON.

FLORIBUNDA,
The freest flowering Cattleya, producing as many
as twenty large flowers on one spike. Semi-
established, in perfect condition. All unflowered,
many in bud. Also fine plants of

—

CATTLEYA MAXIMA
GIGANTEA,

Semi-established ; unflowered ; many in bud.

Including the New and Beautiful

2YC0PETALUM JORISIANUM,
HaviDg been introduced with enormous diffi-

culties from the Sierra de Marawaca, the highest
point of the Surima chain, on the territory of
the Mariquitares Indians, the most savage tribe

known, growing at an elevation of 6500 feet.

Selected Plants of Linden's Choicest

Varieties of

LiELIA PURPURATA,
Together with a fine Importation of ONCI-

DIUM LANCEANUM, in grand condition;

fine Established plants of PHAIUS HUM-
BLOTI, CATTLEYA HEX, &c, at

MR. J. C. STEVENS' GREAT ROOMS,

38, KING ST., COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Inspection Invited

On view Morning of Sale,

PAUL'S NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM. PAUL and SON, Rose Growers bv appointment

to Her Majesty The Queen, Tree, Plant. Bulb, and Seed
Merchants Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
Stations. G.E.R.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—STANDARD and HALF-STANDAKD R'SES. from 1 Si.

per dozen ; Dwarf.-, from 6t. per dozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen; Pot Ro es, 10s. 6rt per dozen, and upwards.

AULS' NUKSKRIES, Waltham Cross, HertsT
—BOOK'S on ROSES, by Wm. fAUL. F.L.S. : — " the

Rose Garden,'' 4co, 9ch edition, 20 coloured plates, 17s. Gd. ;

tne same, 8vo. without plates. 8s. 9d. "Roses and Rose
Culture," Is. " Ro.es in pots." 2*.

PAULS'NURSERIKS, Waltham Cross,Herts.
—FRUIT TEEES of all kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked for delivery a3

required ; also Fruit Trees in pots, Grape Vine3, Figs, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVER'iREEN TREES and

SHRUBS in great variety. Intending planters cannot do
better tban made their selections now.

AULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES for foliage and flowers, including PauK Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts. Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maple , Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes. Limes, Poplars, Elms. &c.

AULS' NURSERIES,Waltham Cross, Herts.
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for the Garcen or

Woods, are made an object of special Culture ; alEO Azaleas,

Kalmias, Heaths, and other American Plant?.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kinds. Lapageria-house now in bloom; Camellias, the
finest stock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description, S^akale and Asparagus for forcing.

Mushroom Spiwn, apd every garden requisite.

PAULS'.NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists free. Inspection invited. Estimates

cheerfully given. Gardeners of character and experience

recommended.—Postal acdress, WM. PAUL AND SON,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of
the same name.

& Son's
CELEBRATED

yacinth:
TULIPS.

AND ALL OTHEB

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Oar descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Fu.l Cultural Directions, and particulars as to Free
Delivery, will bft sent post-free, on application to cur
offices, at OVERVEEN, near HAARLEif, HOLLAND ; or

to our General Agents

—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.
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WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1895.

2000 CATTLEYAS
IN SIMPLY 3IARVELL0US CONDITION.

The Grandest Lot ever Imported from SAN HUACA,

SANDER'S
MONTANA TYPE OF IMPERIALS AND AUREA MIXED

(461 LOTS).

These are the first and only plants from these mountains, and are from quite a different part of

Colombia to those sold by us on October 4.

REMARKABLE PLANTS
OF

GATTLEYA, PROBADLY GIOAS OR AUREA SECTION
(MONTANA TYPE).

All Seedling Plants, and mostly all unflowered. A much diversified and most remarkable
lot of plants.

CATTLEYA CICAS, IMPERIALS TYPE.
THE GREAT CRIMSON AND PURPLE GIGAS. 275 L O TS.

Also, 187 LOTS op a fobm of

SANDERIANA,
From a Native Colleotor, from the far interior. These are of a wonderfully distinct-looking and

promising character— bulbB are long (as in Lselia), olub-shaped, with thiok, short, broad leaves. The
plants are simply grand. This magnificent type of Cattleya gigas, together with C. aurea, will be as

prolifio in quite new forms as our oelebrated Montana varieties of

—

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE.
Our Collectors are exploring vast di9triots, at great expense, to secure all the forms of these

magnifioent Cattleyas, whioh we shall hope to offer to Orohidists without any reserve. We must
sell them, if only to oontinue the great work of collecting we have undertaken in these new pathless

wilds, and hitherto impenetrable mountains. Every importation will be offered as it comes to hand.

This is the best time of year to buy this type of Cattleya; this ice guarantee, the plants are

perfectly dormant, and could not be in finer or more perfect conditionfor growing.

ALSO,

A NEW GUINEA DENDROBE,
With large white flowers, as large as D. bigibbum, with bulbs in the way of D. atro-violacenm.

Collector describes it as a GRAND NEW DENDROBE.
Together with other fine Orchids, inoluding TWENTY BOXES OF MIXED ORCHIDS.

FOR ALL PARTICULARS OF SALE, SEE CATALOGUE.

BY ORDER OF

F. SANDER & CO., ST. ALBANS,
On FRIDAY, OCTOBER IS, 1895, by Messrs.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68. OHEAPSIDE. LONDON. E.C.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1895.

THE "SPOT" DISEASE OF
ORCHIDS.

THE disease known as " spot," which appears

under the form of brown spots or blotches

on the living leaves of Orchids, is unfortunately

too familiar to cultivators and admirers of these

plants, and although the health of the plant is

not materially affeoted, except when the spots

are unusually numerous, nevertheless the un-

sightly blotohes on the leaves detraot greatly

from a full appreciation of the beauty of Orchids

when in bloom.

The disease first appears under the form of

minute pale spots, one to two millimetres in

diameter, on the upper surface of the leaf, which
vary considerably in number and arrangement,

being in some instances numerous and crowded,

in others, few in number, and scattered.

Every portion of the leaf is equally suscep-

tible to the disease, and the fact that very
young leaves of diseased plants frequently

show " spot," has been considered by some as

strong evidence in favour of the disease being

due to some parasitic organism ; this, however,

is not the true explanation, the disease prov-

ing conclusively to be of a non-parasitio

nature, and with proper precautions to be

entirely under the control of the culti-

vator. My previous note * announcing that
" spot " was due to the presenoe of an orga-

nism called Plasmodiophora orohidis, was
based upon the absolute agreement with

the microscopio details of two diseases of

Vine-leaves described by Yiala and Sauvageau/r

and attributed to the presenoe of two or-

ganisms oalled Plasmodiophora vitis and Plas-

modiophora oalifornica respectively. Returning
to the Orohid disease : the minute pale spots

already alluded to, which, it may be remarked,

are not at all coospiouous, and are likely to

escape observation unless specially looked for,

soon assume a pale brown colour, and gradually

inorease in size, retaining an irregularly-

circular outline, until they attain a diameter
varying from four to eight millimetres. When
the spots are numerous and near together,

they frequently run into each other, forming
irregular blotches of variable size and form. As
the disease progresses, the spots become darker

in colour, and owing to the collapse of diseased

cells beneath the epidermis, the surface of the

spot becomes depressed below the level of the

surface of the leaf. In many instances, the

disease passes completely through the leaf,

forming a corresponding brown depressed spot

on the under surface.

• Annals of Bo'-.. toI. tz. p. 170 (ISM).

t LaF-rusi^uir et la Maladi* de California.

torn, ri
, pp. 3»S and 378. pi. ill. (16921.

Journ. dtSot.,
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Microscopic examination shows the following

details. The first indication of disorganisation is

plasmolysis, followed by the complete disappearance

of the chloroplaats from the palisade- cells of the leaf,

hence the pale colour of the spots daring the first

stage of the disease. This is immediately followed

by the appearance of a highly refringent, hyaline,

oleaginous-looking sphere in each cell. Daring the

early period of formation, the centre of the sphere

presents a granular appearance, and when broken

up and treated with a solution of iodine, the granules

prove to be minute starch grains, which were liberated

from the disintegrated chlorophyll grains, and

engulphed during the formation of the sphere.

Within three daya from the first appearance of the

spheres, the enclosed starch grains have become
completely dissolved, and their substance added to

the common mass. If at this stage a section through

a diseased spot be placed in water and examined

under the microscope, the spheres will be seen to

undergo vacuolation, gradually changing from the

previous solid condition into hollow vesicles, the

walls of which become irregularly perforated or

reticulated, the configuration of the network slowly

and constantly changiog after the fashion of the

movements presented by the vegetative phase of

Plasmodiophora Brassicse, but differing in the move-

ments, being of a purely physical nature, the perfectly

homogeneous membrane becoming thinner in pro-

portion as the vesicle increases in size, and in con-

stantly retaining a rounded, even contour. Increase

of size usually continues until the vesicle fills the

cell in which it is contained. Vacuolation takes

place exactly as stated above when sections are

placed in a 1 per cent, solution of osmic acid instead

of water, which, taken alone, is sufficient proof that

the spheres in question are not of an amoeboid

nature. In some instances, instead of one, several

spheres are formed in a cell, each undergoing vacuo-

lation, but remaining comparatively small in size.

The composition of the spheres is proved by the

action of reagents to be complex, and although I

have sometimes spoken of them as tannin-vesicles,

it must be clearly understood that I do not intend to

convey the idea that they consist entirely of tannin,

although agreeing in many respects with the struc-

tures called tannin-vesicles by Klercker.*

That tannin is present is shown by the following

reactions : Potassium bichromate produces a bright-

brown precipitate, insoluble in water; an aqueous

solution of cupric acetate causes a dingy- brown
colour, which changes to green when subsequently

treated with an aqueous solution of ferrous sulphate
;

a 1 per cent, solution of osmic acid blackens the

spheres, but as previously stated, does not prevent

vacuolation. Finally, the accumulation of methylene-

blue by tannin -bearing cells, as pointed out by
Pfeffer.t held good, the vesicles becoming stained

deep blue after remaining in an exceedingly dilute

aqueous solution of methylene-blue for twenty-four

hours ; iodine-green may be substituted for methylene-

blue with good results. All the above reactions are

most decided before vacuolation takes place ; in fact,

when the vesicles are fully distended, bat little

coloration is produced by any of the reagents

mentioned. On the other hand, the presence of

proteids in the spheres is suggested by the rapid

staining of the mass, on the application of such

reagents as eosin, carmine, iodine, &c. Carbo-

hydrates are also in all probability present.

Th? spheres originate in the cell-sap, and their

presence depends entirely on plasmolysis of the cells,

which occurs during the earliest phase of the disease.

Contemporaneously with the formation of the

tannin-vesicles the cytoplasm becomes turbid, the

primordial utricle at the same time becoming tinged

brown, and undergoing important changes. In some
cases, the inner surface of the latter becomes uni-

formly covered with minute, spherical masses, and in

this condition resembles, snpnficially, cells filled

with the spores of a Plasmodiophora ; here, how-

* Stndien ttber die GerbstonVakuolen. Ttibtnger Inaugar.-
Dissert. 1888.

t Ueber Aafoahme 'On Anilinfarben in lebenden Zelleo,
Vnters, a. d. bot. Instit. ru Titbingen, bd. ii.. p. 179.

ever, the resemblance ends, as the minute spheres

are found to form only a single layer lining the

primordial utricle, and not completely filling the

cell, as in Plasmodiophora ; furthermore, reagents

show that the spheres consist of tannin, and not

protoplasm. In other cases, the inside of the epi-

plasm, and sometimes also the cell-wall—which,

along with the other parts, undergoes disintegration

— is covered with tabes or variously branched, very

slender rods of a brown colour. Usually, however,
the epiplasm or primordial utricle becomes entirely

disorganised, drops of tannin accumulate at various

pointsinitssubstancp.accompanied in many instances

by minute crystal-like bodies. These eventually dis-

appear, leaving holes in the membrane, which, along

with others previously present, produce an irregular

reticulation, the whole beiDg of a brown colour.

The nucleus of the cell freqieutly remains un-
changed throughout the entire cycle of disease.

In Viala and Sauvageau's Bccount of the Vine
disease previously alluded to, vacuolated tannin-
vesicles and the reticulated primordial utricle have
been respectively interpreted as constituting the
vegetative phase of their supposed Plasmodiophora
vitis.

The investigation of the disease under considera-

tion was at first pursued along lines suggested by
the preconceived idea that a fungus was the cause

of the mischief, and it was only after numerous and
varied experiments had failed to demonstrate the

existence of the hypothetical fungus, that a search

was made for bacteria, tut with a like result.

Finally, failing to induce the disease in healthy

plants by inoculation with the expressed juice from
diseased spots, even when introduced under the
epidermis, thus proving the absence of an enzyme or

organic ferment, which would have been due to the

presence of fungi or bacteria, this was accepted as

corroborative evidence of the absence of these

organisms.

At this stage, Mr. W. Watson, assistant curator,

Royal Gardens, Kew, whom I take this opportunity

of thanking for numerous practical hints during this

investigation, suggested a sudden chilling of the

plants as a probable canse of the disease. Acting
on this suggestion, the following somewhat drastic

experiment was undertaken.

A young healthy plant of Habenaria Susanna:,

R. Br., perfectly free from "spot," and which, up to

the date of the experiment, had been growing in a
house having a temperature ranging between 75° and
80° Fabr., was selected for experiment. Minute
particles of ice were placed at intervals on the
uninjured epidermis of the upper surface of the
leaves, the plant—along with the pot in which it

grew—was then placed in a sink and covered with
a bell-jar, and cold water from a tap allowed to flow

over the bell-jar for twelve hours, during which time
the temperature inside the jar ranged between 41°

and 45° Fahr. Twenty-four hours after the ex-

periment, the points on the surface ef the leaves

originally covered by particles of ice were pale in

colour, and on examination nnder the microscope,

plasmolysis of the cells of the palisade-tissue, and
degeneration of the chloroplasts, were found to have
taken place. The remaining spots were examined
at intervals, and within four days, every pbase of

the disease was observed, agreeing in every respect

with the features already described.

The foregoing experiment showed that a sudden
fall of 30° of temperature could not induce "spot"
on the dry surface of the leaf, bat only at those

points where it had been moistened by the melted

ice. That the chill caused by contact with ths ice

itself was not necessary for the formation of "spot,"

was proved by a second experiment with the same
species of plant, all the conditions being as nearly as

possible counterparts of those in the first experi-

ment, excepting that minute drops of water at a

temperature of 45° Fahr., were placed on the leaves

instead of particles of ice. A diseased spot appeared

at each point previously occupied by a drop of water,

and showed all the microscopic characteristics of

true "spot." Numerous additional experiments,

with the object of determining the minimum depres-

sion of temperature necessary to produce the disease,

showed that the formation of " spot " could not be

induced by a fall of less than 9° Fahr., from the

average temperature in which the plant had been
previously growing. One other point in regard to

temperature was clearly demonstrated by the ex-

periments, viz , that plants which had previously

grown in a high temperature, became diseased at a
much smaller reduction of temperature than plants

previously accustomed to a comparatively low
temperature.

In conducing the experiments described above,

irregularity in the appearance of the spots

in different specimens of the same species,

even when conducted under precisely similar

conditions as to temperature, showed that some
other undetermined factor exercised an influence.

After repeated experiments this proved to be the

relative amount of moisture present in ihs plant.

After a pseudo-bulb with its accompanying leaf had
been removed from a plant and allowed to remain
for three days in a dry p'ace, it was found impossible

to produce spot by the method mentioned above,

whereas with a similar specimen removed from the

same plant, and having the pseudo-bulb placed in

water at once, fully developed " spot " could be

produced in four days. Similar results were obtained

when experiments were made with entire plants;

those copiously supplied with water at the root, and
grown in a high temperature, " spotting " readily ;

whereas plants in a resting condition, scantily

supplied with water and kept in a low temperature,

usually resist all attempts to produce "spot"
artificially.

It may be mentioned that, other conditions being
equal, 'spot" can be produced with the greatest

certainty, and in the shortest amount of time, when
the experiment is conducted in an atmosphere
saturated with moisture. This agrees with the

experience of gardeners, who state that "spot" is

most prevalent in foggy weather.

Experiments show that " brnnissure," or browning
of Vine-leaves, when the plants are gTown in the

open air, can be caused by the following combination

of meteoric conditions. A copious deposition of

dew and rapid fall of temperature, following heavy

rain. Similar conditions produce the disease in the

leaves of Tomatos, which has been described by

Abbey * as due to an organism named by him
Plasmodiophora Tomati.

StTMMABY.

The Orchid disease known as " spot " is of non-
parasitic origin ; the initial cause being the presence
of minute drops of water on the surface of the leaves
at a time when the temperature is exceptionally low,
and the roots copionsly supplied with water.
The effect of the chill produced by the drops of

water under the above-mentioned conditions, is to
cause plasmolysis of the cells of the leaf nnderlying
the drops ; this is followed by the precipitation of

tannin and other snbstances, ard eventually the

complete disintegration of the cells.

"Spot" in the broadest sense of the term, which
would include the effects of exceptional meteoric
conditions on the living parts of plants, more
especially the leaves, when growing in a state of
nature, is, in the case of cultivated Orchids, mainly, if

not entirely, caused by the three following conditions

:

1, too high a temperature ; 2, too much water, and
not sufficient air in contact with the roots ; 3, water-
ing or spraying with a falling instead of a rising

temperature. George Massee, F.L.S., a principal
Assistant, Royal Herbarium, Kew, in " Annals of
Botany," October. [The original is accompanied by
a coloured plate showing the microscopical changes
referred to.—Ed ]

L^ELIO - CATTLEYA x CLONIAl
SUPERBA (L.-C. X ELEGANS TUR-I
NERI <J , C. WARSCEWICZII (GIGAS) ? ).

Oub illustration (fig. 74, p. 421) represents Lfelio-

Cattleya x Clonia superba, one of the finest hybrids!

of the season, and which was exhibited by thel

* The " drooping " disease in Tomatos. Jonrn. Hart., Ser. 8j
ml m.. p. 360 (April 85, 1895).

i
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raisers, Me«»n. Ja». Veitch & Sod, Royal Exotic

Nursery, King's K mil, Chelsea, at the meeting of

the Orchid Committee of the R >yal Horticultural

Society held at Chiswick on S-ptember 5, when it

was awarded a First-class Certificate. The sepals

and petals are of a soft rosy-lilac, with an inde-

scribably beautiful tracery of bright purple lines.

The label I urn is of a glowing magenta- purple hue,

the outside of the side lobes lilac, with purple

veining.

years naturalised in Mauritius, where it was intro-

duced from South America in 1790, and where it

took poisestion of waste lands to such an extent

as to lay the fonndation of a considerable fibre

industry, which was started in Mauritius about

twenty years ago, and has grown considerably

eimv. It is also cultivated in India and Ceylon.

An interesting account of this industry in

Mauritiui was published in the Kew Bulletin for

1890, p. 98.

spines. The species (this identic.il plant, no dnob')

first flowered at Kew in the Sjcculent-houiein I860,

and as the plant does no", flower till it has attained

considerable size, the specimen under notice is

probably half a century old.

Cebeus tbianqulabis.

There were no fewer than thirty-six magnificent

flowers expanded one morning this week upon a

plant of this night flowering Cactus in the Sacculent-

FlO. 74.—LJ3LIO-CATTL15YA CL0NIA SUPERBA \ BOSY LILAC LIP POBFLE,

KEYV NOTES.
Fobchcea gigantea.—This plant may now be seen

in flower in the Succulent-house at Kew, or rather

outside it, the spike having pushed up through the

roof to a height of 25 feet. The plant, which has

scarcely aDy stem, consists of a large rosette of about

sixty leaves, which are about 5 feet long and (5 inches

broad, spineless, bright green, and is a striking object

even when out of flower. The spike bears numerous

branches of whitish star-shaped flowers, 2 inches

across, and drooping. The plant will, of course,

perish as the result of flowering. The last time this

species flowered at Kew was in 1874. This is one

of the most important of fibre-yielding plants. It is

kLO»n commercially as the Mauritius Hemp-plant,

or Green Alota (Alee! vert), having been many

PttCAlBNlA JEEBUQINEA.

There is a large example of this, the largest of all

the Pitcairnias, in the Temperate- house at Kew,

where the comparatively cool temperature appears

to suit it, the head of leaves being fully eight feet

through, and perfectly healthy. This year the

number of flower-scapes it has produced is larger

than uiual—they are 6 feet long, branched, clothed

all over with a dense rust-like down; the flowers,

which are 4 inches loDg. are at first of a pale steel-

blue colour, afterwards changing to white. Accord-

ing to Mr. Baker, this species attains to a height of

12 feet, with a stem as thick as a man'* arm. The

Kew plant has a stem 6 inches in diameter, and

about a dozen branches or rosettes of leaves; these

are about a yard long and 2 inches wide, ahininggreen

above, whitish beneath, the margins armed with stoat

house at Kew. The bright weather we have experi-

enced this year has given us more flowers than usual
in the Cactus-house, and if we could be certain of

such weather every year Cacti would soon find general

favour. C. triangularis is one of the oldest of culti-

vated Cacti, a plant of it being recorded in the

Hampton Court garden in 1G9J. The stem! are

stouter than those of most of the ni^ht-flowering

scandent species, distinctly trigonoui. and the flowers

are a foot acrois, the narrow reflexed sepals coloured

greenish-yellow, and the laoceolate petals milk-

white with a large clutter of bright yellow stamens

filling the whole cup. The Kew plant is trained

along the rafters of an unshaded house of interme-

diate temperature, but it would be happier if trained

against a wall to which its aerial roots might

cling.
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Cattleta elongata (C. Alexander).

This is again in flower at Kew, and again falls short

of what we were led to expect when it was

first introduced. It has an erect scape 1 fooi long,

bearing three flowers, each having a pedicel 2 inches

long, and measuring 2 inches across the segments.

The colour of the sepals and petals is a coppery

brown, with a flash of rose about the tips, the lip

being deep rose, aboye which the white top of the

column shows conspicuously. In a broad sense, I

should say this is a form of C. guttata, although for

garden purposes it requires to be distinguished on

account of the length of the pedicels, the waviness

of the petals, and the peculiar colour of the sepals

and petals. It grows well when treated as a tropical

Orchid. The name preferred here was given to this

plant in 1877 by M. Rodriguea [Orchid., Nov. 1, 72,

ex Indice Kewensi], fifteen years before it waa

named C. Alexand;a3, by its introducer, M. Linden.

Staxhopea Haselowiana.

We have had this plant in cultivation three

years, thanks to an importation of it by M. Linden,

although it was described by Reichenbach forty

years ago. It is one of the handsomest and largest-

flowered of the many species now known, and it ia

as easily managed as any of them. The Kew plant

is now in flower, filling the warm Orchid- house with

a delicious fragrance, and delighting visitors with its

extraordinary ioim and delicate colours. Before the

segments curled back each flower was fully 6 inches

across, and coloured pale creamy-yellow, with a
suspicion of apricot in it, the whole being dotted

over with irregular ring-like blotches of lilac-

purple. In structure the flower is not unlike S.

Wardi, from which, however, it differs in having the
mesochil, or middle portion of the Up, being unusually

long, as well as in being much larger, and different

in colour. To those who cultivate this beautiful

genus I would recommend S. Haselowiana aa a
plant worth procuring. A figure of it has been pre-

pared for the Botanical Magazine. Mr. Rolfe thinks

S. Moliana, figured in Lin&enia, v. vii., t. 333, is

probably the same species. W . W„ Kew.

Florists' Flowers.
#

FINISHING THE BLOOMS OF CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

If blooms of the finest exhibition qiality are to

result, the finishing processes mast be closely attendi d

to, or the ten months' labour and anxiety will be

thrown away. If suitable accommodation exists this

last phase of culture is quite simple, but not so if

the houses are unfitted lor the proper development

of the flowers in the month or six weeks previous to

their opening. The worst kind of house ia one that

is lofty and lacking in light. Such houses are usually

much too moist, causing injury to the petals and
lengthening of the flower- stalkt, with consequent
weakness long before the blooms are fully developed.

In this kind of house the conditions are such that the

buds do not swell satisfactorily. Sometimes a season's

labour is thrown away by a single act ol careless-

ness on the part of the gardener or his assistants,

or by want of knowledge as to the requirements of the

plants at that time.

A'ter the Chrysanthemums are housed and the

colour of the florets is visible, developing br-gios.

It should be remembered that bu Is which have

become deformed ever so little cannot bee. ma
perfect flowers, and it ia better to remove them and
thua relieve the plant. The blooms that remain

will be all the better if the energiea of the plant are

spent upon two blooms rather than three, which is

the usual number allowed to each plant.

It ia aeldom that a house can be devoted entirely

to Chrysanthemums, although it is best if it can be

managed. A span-roofed greenhouse afforda good

accommodation for the plants in tbe final stage of

growth ; and in such a house the tints of the blcoma

ought to be of great excellence, owing to the abun-

dant light and air enjoyed—and it ia upon these two
points that so much depends in the finishing of the

blooma. Generally, Feach-houaea or vineriea, after

the fruit ii gathered, are utilised for Chiysanthemume,

and here also the plants obtain sufficient lighi and

air ; moreover, the foliage in the case of the Vines ia

useful as ehade for the flowers. The Vine leaves

must not be left too thickly on the rods, or spindling

will occur. Air must be afforded day and night till

the blooms are generally expanding, when some

reduction in the amount of air admitted may take

place ; as at that st3ge I objsct to a direct current

passing over the plants in such a manner as to cause

a diacght, the more especially when—aa is sometimes

the case—the house faces north or east. If the

weather is cold, wet, or foggy, use slight artificial

heat so as to ensure buoyancy. The air should be

admitted freely at the front, and some at the top

of the house. Shade of some kind ia always

necessary while the blooms are expanding to

prevent scalding, or aa tome term it damping,

and the shade should be of a temporary character

because of the importance of light in dull weather,

The plants should not lack manorial assistance,

although some growers would have ne believe that

directly the colour of the florets becomes visible

manuring should cease. This is a fallacious practice,

the plants requiring feeding as mcch then as at any

time. My practice is to feed the plants until the

blooms are three-parts expanded, and then toaffordno

more. The kind of manure should be varied, and

affording strong doses of any one kind is bad for

them—weak and often is a much more prudent

practice ; besides, the same kind of stimulant

always afforded, ceases to have any good effect. A
return to pure water only for two or three waterings

ia conducive to success, especially where animal

manures have been employed, the clear water acting

aa a purifier. It ia allowed to be more difficult to

finish an incurved than a Japanese bloom. If the

latter are large in diameter and depth, the petals

proportionate in breadth, and the colour rich and

clear, and the florets evenly disposed so as to form a

perfectly symmetrical flower, everything necessary

in a Japanese blocm ia attained. Bit in the in-

curveds we must not only obtain size, bnt also depth,

and what is perhaps more important, solidity of

petal; and bloims which lack any one of these

requirements are not perfect. If the diameter of a

bloom of any of the " Qaeen of Eogland " section

is 5 incbee, and the depth 2 inches, the blcom

ia not properly developed.

I have, perhaps, entered rather too fully into the re-

qiircmeDts of the blooms, and especially these belong-

ing to the incurved sec'ion ; bu f, having seen eo many
mistakes made by exhibitors in ignoring essential

points, I am impressed with the idea that beginners

cannot have the matter placed before them too

plainly. There ia too much bankeriDg after size in

incurved flowers, and beginners sometimea have the

idea that early crown bad8 give (he largest blooms

—

and so they will in diameter, perhaps ; but if they are
,: taken " before the middle of August, the blooms are

sure to be rough aa weilaa "thin,"and quite useless in

competition against flowers that were not taken until

aome where near the 25:h of the aame month, or the

following week. Earlier-formed bads develop florets

that are more inclined to reflex than incurve, when
this tendency ia common. In these cases the opening
blooms should be turned upside down by removing the

branches from the upright stake, and making the

branches fqually safe by some other means. Ia
the case of vineries or Peach-houses being employed,

I usually tie the branches to the wires, and bend the

blooms downwards. In this manner the floreta

incurve much better than they will do when
growing upright. Daily attention is necessary in

removing mis-ahapen petals, for all the bending in

the world will not make all the petals grow towarda

tbe centre. If these deformed petals are removed,

those of perfect shape will fill their places, and grow
evenly, making a perfect bloom. By followiog the

details here given, the work of dressing the blocms
is much facilitated when thpy are cut and ready for

the exhibition stand.

Japanese blooms can be much improved whilst

opening by the same means. Sometimes, the plants

having received a check at the roota in some way or

other, development in the flower is retarded ; instead

of unfolding evenly and straight, the tipa of the

florets cuil inwards, which ia a deformity. A little

attention paid to relieving such by the aid of the

tweezers, ia time well spent. The development of

the blooma may be much retarded if insect pests are

not well looked after. Earwigs are very trouble-

some, being partial to the succulent petals, and they
will elirnb almost any height to get at them. Traps
made of Bamboo- cane or Bean- stalks 1 foot long,

thrust in amongst the leaves, still constitute the moat
efficacious manner of checking their progress and
depredations. E. Molyneux.

ORCHIDS IN THEIR HOME.
We disembark, say at Savanilla U.S. of Colombia,

or at the mouth of the mighty Rio Magdalena.

The river is navigable for a distance of 600 miles,

and under favonrable conditions, the voyage will

take from nine to ten days, whereas under reversed

circumstances it might take fifteen to twenty days.

The lower parts do not offer much of interest to the

traveller, aa tbe surrounding country is very low and
swampy. Indeed, large stretches are inundated, but

after a time habitations and small towns begin to

appear. Most of the habitations are built of Bamboo
and earth ; a good many consist simply of a few

Bamboo poles secured in the ground, with a few

leaves of Coco§ batyracea tied on for roof and walls.

Tn6 principal foods are corn, rice, Bananaa, and
Yaccaa. The latter are the tabera of Manihot
utilissima (known in commerce aa Tapioca).

The vegetation on the Lower Magdalena i8 some-
what monotonous, but, gradually ascending, the

number of species increases. The scenery in many
places ia magnificent; imagine the river banks
covered with trees or shrubs of all deacriptiona,

festooned with Vinea and climbers down to the water's

edge, forming a dense mass, here and there brightened

by the presence of lovely flowera and beautifully-

coloured birds. Behind thia extenda a beautiful

landscape dotted with Palms, and in the background
the blue chains of the Cordilleras, towering one
above the other. The collector will feel not a little

disappointed by tbe almost total absence of Orchida
along the river, if it be his first trip.

After the terminus of the Lower Magdalena ia

reached a short railroad tskes the traveller to

Honda. Here the river forma some mighty rapids,

which divide the Magdalena into sections, the

Upper and the Lower. From Honda the only means
of transportation left the traveller is on mule or

horseback. After three or four days' hard riding on
a stubborn mule over hot plains, wading rivers,

climbing and descending hills, Ibague is reached.

The latter used to be, and 3till is, to a certain

extent, the centre for Cattleja Trianosi. However,
at present the plants are becoming very scarce

there. Ibague is situated at the foot of the Tolima,
a snowy peak, forming part of the central mountain
chain of Colombia, and at an elevation of 4000 feet

above sea- level.

Where they Gaow.
One of the most important items to the collector

is the finding of a good district, not only where
plants are abundant, but also where a good strain

of varieties may be ebbained. This involves a great

many hardships and inconveniences, but it certainly

pays, though a good deal of money and time has to

be spent before obtaining results. In districts where
plants are plentiful and help easily procured, the col-

lecting is, comparatively speaking, a pleasure com-
pared to what the exploring trips are. Before com-
mencing to gather the plants, a good central place

must be selected aa head- quarters—a place situated,

if possible, in the district itself, or in the immediate
outskirts, or, in short, in soma place from which
there is an exit permitting the collector to transport

the plants en muleback. By head-quarters I mean
a few ranches or tents pitched for the occasion in

which to store and dry the plants and make caaea,

&c. When tents or ranches aro ready, men are Bent

out in different directions in parties of twos and
three?, after previously being aho.vn what and how
to colleci. They carry previsions to last them some-
times for two weeka. They bury themaelvea in the

mountaina, rep.dy to destroy anything in their way
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bearing an Orchid. Whenever a plant is detected,

the tree is cut down and the plant torn off from the

trnnb or the branches. The plants are packed in

string bags, and carried down to the ranch. The
vegetation is most exuberant in the Cordillera

mountains, with their spurs and hills ; rivers and

streams, forming valleys and gullies, hollows and

precipices impossible to describe or imitate; and in

these secluded localities it is where the Orchids

luxuriate, and where they display their magnificent

flowers to the best advantage, inviting the collector

to come and pick them, yet oftentimes defying every

attempt to capture them. If the collector is a lover

of plants, he will here see Nature in all its marvel-

lous beauty. For a moment or two he is likely to

forget himself, forget all hardships and worries, while

a feeling of enthusiasm steals over him, leaving an

impression which he will not soon forget. J. £'.

Lager, in "American Oardening,"

(To be continued.)

PEA TRIALS IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
When at Boston about the middle of July, I had

an opportunity of seeing a large and very successful

trial of Peas in the seed-trial grounds of Messrs. W.
W. Johnson & Sons, seed merchants of that town.

Mr. Alfred Johnson had spared no pains in getting

together all the new varieties he could obtain ; the

seeds of which were sown in good ground. Every trial

sample was staked, and all that good cultivation could

do was done to ensure a complete test. To add

to the success of the trial, the weather had proved

highly favourable. For while the southern midlands,

London, and districts stretching to the sea had felt

the drought severely, most refreshing rain-showers

had visited the B jston district ; and while the pasture

in the South was brown, in this portion of Lincoln-

shire it was living green. Peas had, therefore, done

well, they had made a healthy clean growth, and
developed fine well-filled pods.

Taking the earliest varieties, William Hurst and

Eoglish Wonder (Barburj) led the way. The easi-

ness, dwarfness, cropping qualities, and good charac-

ter of William Hurst are well known; not so in the

caBe of English Wonder, a dwarf early wrinkled variety,

with dark green pods which fill well, the pods being

a little pointed. I have heard this Pea so well spoken

of in different parts of the country, that I am grati-

fied to have my own high opinion of it confirmed
;

it is an excellent Pea for small gardens, Sutton's Al,

an early indented variety, will be found very service-

able to those who prefer an early crop of the

Ringleader type. But a coming early Pea'will be

found in Sutton's Ssedling, a dwarf, first early,

wrinkled variety, growing Btrongly in the fertile

Lincolnshire loam, and not exceeding a foot in

height, the pods pale green in colour, a little pointed,

and well filled with fine Peas. As it was sent out

only in the present year, it may not be widely known,
but visitors to the Temple Show had an opportunity

of seeiDg bearing plants of this Pea in pots. Sutton's

Favourite Marrowfat, new in the present year, was
doing well also, a wrinkled marrow, producing pale-

coloured, broad square-tipped pods, well filled, the

plants bearing freely, height 20 inches or so. Chel-

sea Gam was here also, closely resembling William
Hurst, from which it is a supposed selection, but with

pods more scimitar- shaped. Daisy, growing here to

the height of 2 feet, is an excellent garden Pea to

produce an early crop, it bears large full-pointed

podi, and it is an excellent croppjr, and valuable for

small garden?. Witham Wonder, appeared to be a
curved-podded variety of the English Wonder.
Stanley (Uorsford) is a promising Pea, a little taller

in growth than Sutton's Seedling, producing large

full-curved whitish pods, and an excellent cropper-

like the preceding, a very useful variety for small

gardens. Plentiful has all the character of a green

form of Day's Sunrise, growing to a height of 2.V feet,

coming in after William 1st, a rare cropper, producing

straight well-filled pods, to all appearance a very

prolific and hardy Pea for market gardens. Gradus,

announced as a large-podded first early wrinkled

variety, produces fine-pointed pods of the character

of those of Dake of Albany, but the work of selection

is by no means complete, judging from what was seen

at Boston. But with rigid selecting, a very good type

of early Pea is likely to be produced ; in height it is

about 2 feet. May Queen, sent out by Messrs.

Sutton & Sons as a first early wrinkled variety, as

early as American Wonder, is one of the earliest in

flowering and podding, and produces a fairly good

crop of medium-sizid pale pods. Here it was about

18 inches in height; it is an early variety well worthy

a trial. A green form of Earliest of All does well in

the sandy soil of Lincolnshire, and is considered

valuable for market purposes. Saltan's Bountiful is

a fine Pea, bearing pods somewhat curved at the

points ; it is in the way of Gladiator, but much earlier.

Sutton's A 1 Marrowfat, which follows their May
Queen in bearing, is a first-class Pea, having well-

filled pods of good size ; it should be noted as a valu-

able garden variety, at Boston it was from 2J to

.'i feet in height. Sutton's Empress of India is like

the foregoing, a valuable garden Pea, it has large well-

filled pods of the Dake of Albany type, somewhat

pointed, a variety which appears to be becoming

very popular in the country, height 3£ feet; it

comes into bearing directly after William 1st.

Oracle (Laxton), sent ont as a main crop variety,

produces very flue green pods and foliage ; the dry

seed a blue round, somewhat wrinkled ; a second

early of a fine robust growth—the pods containing

on an average ten Peas. Tttis a variety that ap-

pears to suit Lincolnshire well, and it grows to a

height of 2^ feet. Gladiator may be described as

in the way of Telegraph, but earlier, pods large

and curved, 2i feet. The foregoing may be said to

form the section of first and second early varieties.

Among the main crop Peas, Laxton's Alderman

must find a place; it grows to the height of 5 feet,

and produces handsome large green pods, like those

of Dake of Albany; and whether employed for

garden or exhibition purposes, will be greatly

esteemed.

Eckford's Critic, grows to about the same height,

and produces very fine blunt tipped pods, and as

seen here well deserved the three marks given to

it in the Chiswick trials. Sutton's Royal Jubilee

is a very fine late Tea, probably one of the latest,

bearing large scimitar-shaped pods, 3 feet in height,

very robust in growth. It may be described as a late

Windsor Castle—it appears to be a Pea with a great

future before it. Duke of York has appearance of

being a selection from Duke of Albany, but earlier,

and likely to be very useful. Censor (Eckford),

is a Pea growing to the height of 2J fset, having

fine full dark green pods, slightly incurved, cer-

tainly a very fine garden variety. Yorkshire Hero
waB also here represented by a very fine stock, and
still holds its own despite rivalry. Sharpe's Qreen
is a very robust grower, about 3 feet in height,

pods large, green, slightly curved, a great cropper

of a fine quality ; apparently of somewhat delicate

constitution, as it is subject to mildew. Sutton's

Perfection Marrowfat appears to resemble the fore-

going in many respects, but to all appearatce a

more robust grower. President Garfield is a Pea
said to be difficult to keep true ; it is of the same
style and quality as Prince of Wales, but the seed

is larger and more wrinkled. Prince of Wales is

an old Pea of good quality, but needs improving

by means of rigid selection ; it is in considerable

demand in some parts of the country. Consummate
(Eckford), is very like Sharps'a Qieen in height

and general appearanc. Satisfaction, in height

2.V to 3 feet, bears very fiae and well filled pointed

pods, and is said to be of excellent quality. Dr.

Maclean, a fiae old variety in considerable demand

in the West of England, was also here in excellent

character ; and Veitch's Perfection, still a fine old

garden Pea, was represented by a very fine true

stock which crops 'wonderfully well, and which yet

remains one of the most useful garden Peas. In-

vincible (Johnson), is a blue wrinkled variety, 3h feet

in height, bearing freely, very fine, slightly curved

pods, the quality high. Autocrat is a most valuable

late Pea, with meriinm-siz°d dark well-6'.led pods;

a dwarf Ns Plus Ultra, height 3} feet—it is ex-

cellent fur showing at late exhibitions. Sutton's

Dwarf Mammoth Marrowfat is a very fine garden

Pea, producing immense slightly-curved pods, extra

fiae for exhibition, height 3 feet. Sutton's Con-
queror bears large white pods which curve back a

little at the points, and the pods are apt to be a

little indented; a very fine variety, in height 3 feet

—

a new Pea oi the present year. Su'.ton's Late Qieen
is also new of the present year, pod the Bhape of that

of Ne Pius Ultra, a little paler in colour, a robust

grower and free cropper, and a fine garden

variety, 3 feet. A Pea of unusual excellence is found

in Johnson's Unrivalled, a dwarf and prolific

wrinkled Marrow, somewhat of tte character of

Telephone, with large bright green pods, averaging

ten Peas in a pod; height 4 feet—a fine and

robust garden variety. A variety named George

Clelland is a robust grower, with dark foliage, lorg

deep green pointed pods of the Queen type, very pro-

mising; the plants were from a late sown
sample introduced from America. Sutton's Wind-
sor Castle appears like a selection made frcm

their Royal Jubilee on account of its lateness

;

of robust growth, free cropping, large pointed,

well-filled pods, very prolific, an excellent garden

variety, height 3£ feet.

O; the taller section, Eckford's Epicure is an
illustration, growing to the height of 6 feet, large,

slightly curved Telephone pods, and a great cropper,

Boston Hero, also 6 feet, is said to be the result of a

cross between Dake of Albany and John Bull, and

in Lincolnshire it requires to be grown in a rather

dry, Bhailow soil ; in a generouB one, it gies very

much to haulm— it is a very free bearer. Wem
(Eckford) is a very tall grower in Lincolnshire, pro-

ducing very large whitish pods of excellent quality

inthesaeds; it is a free cropper. Memorial (Eck-

ford) is a deep green wrinkled Marrow, growing
quite tall, with very long, slightly- pointed pods,

promising to be very fine for exhibition.

In the next group appeared Telegraph, repre-

sented by a very fine stock, a variety in great

demand in Yorkshire ; a Leeds seedsman informed me
that he sold more of this than of any other variety.

Goiiath appears to be a round-seeded form of Tele-

phone, and yet distinct from Telegraph. Harrison's

Glory and Bedman's Imperial represent two varieties

largely grown for cooking purposes in winter ; both
were fully podded. Day's Commander appears to ba

King of the Marrows; Ambassador, a pointed-

podded Ne Plus Ultra; Gildfinder, a very fine stcck

of Ne Pius Ultra, as it is exactly like it. Dake of

Albany, one of the Peas most generally grown, was
very fine Lere.

I had opportunities of seeing some of these Poas
growing in large breadths in open fi-lds, where, they

were, of course, not staked. Here Srtton's Bountiful

was very fine, apparently ready to gather four or five

days after Earliest of All; a fine market variety.

EDglith Wonder was really superb in the open, asearly

as any variety, green in foliage and pods

—

literally

a mass of well- filled pods. Si prolific is it, that I was
informed a short time ago by Mr. J. Perkins, ol North-
ampton, that he had harvested 5} bushels of seed from
1 gallon of seed—a return of over 44 fold. Sutton's

Early Marrowfat is also a very fine market Pea,

bearing heavily. Sutton's Dwarf Mammoth Marrow-
fat may be regarded as an improvement of Stratagem

;

on an expensive plantation the individuals were
found to be bearing large, well-6iled pods in pairs.

Windsor Castle is also a fine field Pea; the same
may be said of Invincible. Market gardeners should
keep an eye on both of these. Satlon's Exhi-
bition Marrowfat under field culture produces large

curved pods, and is a great cropper—a fiae variety

for late exhibitions ; height, 3.^ feet. Dake of York
(Cooper, Taber X. Co ) seemed better under field

culture than when staked ; it was producing a won-
derful crop of fiue pods. Superabundant Eckford)

was very fine under fi-ld culture ; it is a fiat-podded

variety, and very prolific. Sutton's Magnnm Bjnum
Marrowfat, which grows to a height of 3 feef, is a

grand cropper, producing very fine pale-green pods,

slightly curved, liradm (Harrison & Sjoi) was in

the field :>s early as E irliest of All ; it btais punttd
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pods, U a great cropper, and excellent for field

culture, Sutton's Royal Jubilee is a vigorous giower

and heavy copper under field culture. Critic and

Censor were also very good.

That it may be fairly said we have too many Peas,

there can be no doubt. Messrs. Hurst & Sons' cata-

logue for the present year contains 122 names, and

of these a few may be accepted as synonyms
;
perhaps

the growth in numbers is not very remarkable after

all, for their catalogue issued in 1S52 contained

forty-nine varieties. It is perhaps well to have an

ample choice to meet individual tastes, and adapted

to certain localities ; still there is an amount of

bewilderment in the contemplation of so many, and

the differences between some are only very slight.

Perhaps the old adage, that it is possible to have

too much of a good thing, may be accepted in the

case of Peas ; and it does appear as if the list is

likely to be extended rather than reduced. Certain

it is, that no one who values Peas as a cooked

vegetable can fail to have his taste gratified among

io many claimants to his favour. B. D.

Berlin,

CrPEiFEDiuM Charlesworthii is one of the best

Cypripedinmi of its class, as was shown here at the

last meeting of the Horticultural Society, by Mr.

Lackner, of Steglitz, near Berlin. Young plants

imported in 1594 were beset thickly with flowers ; a

good many of them bore two flowers upon one

stalk. There were two forms, one with the upper

sepal folded backwards, thus resembling C. Spiceri-

annm ; the other one with this petal quite fiat.

In the large collection exhibited there were dif-

ferently co'.oured forms : the most interesting one,

an imported plant of this year, had a dark red

petal. Yanda Ivmballiana is also a fine plant

when in flower. Mr. Lackner exhibited more than

100 plants, all flowering at once—indeed, a fairy-like

picture. The cut flowers of this, as well as of the

Cypripedinm, keep fresh in water for over three

weeks, whilst they last upon the plant for from two

to three months,

A very fine new Dahlia of the Juarezi group, the

colour of "La R?ine Rose,'' won a First-class Certi-

ficate from the Horticultural Society. The gTOwer

was Mr. Sohwiglewski, of Carow, near Berlin.

Helianthusrigidui[:] is agiant amongst Sunflowers.

A flower-stalk of 4 metres 35 centimetres (about

14 feet), was exhibited at the last meeting.

A large International Horticultural Exhibition

will be held at Berlin in the spring of 1597, when the

Horticultural Society will celebrate its seventy-fifth

birthday. The Society has granted 50,000 marks for

medals, &c. A new feature at this exhibition will be

a section for amateurs. It is proposed that only

such amateurs as grow their plants without any help

from a gardener shall be allowed to exhibit in this

section Another clause runs thus, that only such

plants shall obtain a prize as have been cultivated

by the exhibitor for at least one year. 0: late years

it has been observed more and more here, that the

highest prizes are taken not by such gardeners as

cultivate the best plants, but by those who have the

most money, and can therefore buy up the most

and best plants. The amateur section of the Horti-

cultural Society thinks that this is wrong, and there-

fore has framed the above clause, which will bring

the priz?s within the reach of the best grower«.

Palms is Living-Rooms.

Some good Palms for living-rooms are the follow-

ing, judging by those in my collection, Elais

guineensis, the West African oil Palm ; it grows

thus very well, almost better than in a nursery.

Pinanga jivanica: this highly interesting Palm is

somewhat difficult to root. I potted my plant in a

large pot, containing saw-dust, so that the earth

maintained a more equable temperature ; since then

the plant has grown rapidly. The leaves are reddish

when young, and afterwards bscome bright green.

Chatradorea corallina needs time before it can

accommodate itself to the dry air of a living-room, as

the older leaves are apt to turn black ; but once accli-

matised, it grows rapidly. A very fine Palm, which

is quite hardy, is Martinezia ciryotifolia ; it grows

very well, One of the most rapid growers is YVal-

lichia caryotoidea, of which I have young plants

about a year old and a foot lrgh; they have from

five to six leaves. My Phcenix humilis is a most

delicate plant ; it is like Cocos plumoea in habit,

but of as graceful form as Cocos Wedelliana.

This latter gave me much trouble at first, until I

learned that the p'.ant disliked much water. It

became yellow when I watered it too much ; it is

now turning darkgreen, since it has received as little

water as possible. The Cocos Datil, on the contrary,

cannot get water enough ; indeed, it is a plant

which grows best in a swamp, Here it in a short

time attains immense dimensions ; my specimen,

one and a half year old, is about 1 metre (3 feet)

high, A somewhat more difficult plant to grow is

Areca rnbra, I had two large specimens, one more

than 6 feet high. Both died without my being able

to tell why. Now I am experimenting with a young

plant about a foot high ; this is doing very well.

A very hardy and fine Palm is Hyophorbe Yers-

chaffeltii, Yery variable plants are the Chamarops
humilis, I have three large specimens, but all three

are so different one from the other, that they might

well belongto three distinct species. My collection of

Palms, containing some thirty species, and about

sixty or seventy specimens, gives me much pleasure,

as I grow the plants from seed. The plants are

accustomed from the first to the dry air of a room,

and many a species, cultivated in the hot- house in

nurseries, gTows well in my rooms without any

other attention than a protecting pot containing

saw-dust—for, as I have found, the roots are the

weakest organs of the Palms.

Ageratum mexicannm fiore roseo : this long-

desired variety, with pure rose-coloured flowers,

was exhibited by F. C. Schmidt at Erfurt; the new
variety will certainly become popular in gardens.

Pueraria Thunbergiana is a leguminous climber from

Japan ; its habit resembles a giant Bean, and in

foliage also, The flowers, crimson-red, are set on

long, straight spikes, which appear on the outmost

apex of the plant. Tne plant is perennial, quite

hardy here at Berlin. Its greatest merit if, that it

grows rapidly ; a two-year-old plant in the nur-

sery of Mr. S;ath, at Rixdorf, near Berlin, who
imported the seeds from Japan, measures now about

12 metres i about 36 feet). Amaryllis Belladona does

not thrive when grown in pots. A very fine plant,

with over a dozen flowers, was exhibited by the

gardener of the famous W-litz Park, near Dessau,

at the last meeting of the Horticultural Society at

Berlin. It is hardy at WG.-litz, where it grows best

in warm, sunny borders near walls ; here at Berlin

it is necessary to protect the plant during the winter.

Paulownia imperialis, which here must be protected

during the winter each year, and which, notwithstand-

ing, often dies, is best grown as an undershrub.

If the plant is cut down yearly in the autumn to a

foot high, and then protected, it sends up in the

spring a great many shoots, the tallest of which

reach a height of more than 4 metres (13 feet),

Treated thus, the plants form bushes of unrivalled

beautv. V. B.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

EPIDENDRUM GODSEFFIANCM.
This is perhaps the most handsome of its section,

and well away from the merely botanical class of

Epidendrum, its tall branched spikes of large yellow-

gTound coloured flowers, veined with purplish-brown,

and with ample white lip veined with bright purple,

making it a really handsome srecies. As its flowers

endure for a very long period of time, it is a very

desirable plant. It was imported by Messrs. F.

Sander & Co., of St. Albans, with the true Cattleya

labiata, and named in honour of the manager of the

St, Albans Orchid nursery.

A very fine form of it is flowering with C. J.

Lncas, Eiq, Warnham Court, Horsham (gr,, Mr.
Duncan).

CviIBIDruiI GIGAXTEUSI.

Although one of the earliest- known species, and
one which has been represented in collections for

over sixty years, this fine species has become rare,

although it has much grace and beauty. A very

fine variety, having long sprays of flowers, in colour

yellowish, closely striped with purple, and with

bright yellow lip spotted at the base with purple,

and at the apex with browniah-red, is in flower at

Sunningdale Park gardens, Tne plant is one of

a small collection brought by Mr. Joicey, jun., from
the Himalayas.

SOBBALIA T.IMImMI

Under this name a few fresh imported tufts of

Sobralia were sold by Messrs, Linden, of Brussels,

at Messrs. Protheroe & Morris' Rooms in Cheapside,

on September 12, 1593. A flower from a specimen

then purchased is kindly forwarded by C. J. Lucas,

Eiq , Warnham Court, Horsham, and, as Mr. Lucas
says, it certainly a most charming species. The
flower is large, the sepals and petals of a delicate

blush-white, and the lip is also blush-white on the

basal half, but the front portion is of a rich deep

crimson-purple, shading off into a nearly blue tint

towards the margin. This finely-coloured area is

traversed by well-defined branching white lines,

which make it a very distinct feature. At a dis-

tance the flower resembles a light form of Cattleya

Lndlemanniana.

THE PUBLIC PARK AT DAR-
LINGTON.

Most large towns are now in possession of public

parks and flower-gardens, but few possess one which

has so many charming features aa Dirlington in its

situation and surroundings. It is distant but 1 m'le

from the centre of this fine old town, which, among
other things, is celebrated for its connection with

George Stephenson, of railway famp, and contains in

the railway station the redoubtable No. 1 engine and
tender by whioh the first railway journey was made.
Darlington was honoured this year by a visit of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, and the

many visitors to the town which this visit occasioned

were drawn to the public park, whose excellent

keeping and numerous fine features came in for well-

deserved eulogv. The approach to the chief entranc j

to the park on the town side is a broad, well-kept

road, bounded on the right by the river Skearn and

the public gymnasium ; on the left, by a row of

villas, having well-kept front gardens. The park,

together with the lake, has an area of 43 acres, and

entrance is made to the park through ornamental

gates of iron, having lodges at the sides, and a broad

road with an avenue of promising Lime-trees that

were planted fifteen years ago when the park was

enclosed by the corporation of the town. Since that

time, much work in laying-out, tree-planting, and

otherwise improving the park, has been carried oat

by Mr. James Morrison, the superintendent.

The natural undulation of the ground lends

itself well to the methods of planting and bedding-

out which are adopted, there being no elaborate

geometrical design of flower beds, but something

fresh and novel takes the eye at every turn. The
pavilion and superintendent's house are beautifully

situated on the terracs; on the grass slope below

the terrace and in front of the pavilion, are

five designs in carpet bedding ; the centre bed

of the five being a large circle, carefully planted,

so as to represent the arms of the borough

of Darlington, surmounted by a naked arm
holding a pickaxe; below this the No. 1 engine,

with two trucks, and the bales of wool, and the

head of a bull ; on the quarter surrounding the

arms the words "Insignia Bargi de Darlington;"

and below is the motto on a scroll, " Fioreat In-

dustrial' The groundwork consists of Antennaria

tomentosa ; the engine and bull's head are worked

out with the dark-leaved Ajaga reptans, the letters

and woolpacks with golden-leaved Prrethrum, and

a bordering of a dark blue Lobelia erinui, The two
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beds which are on either side of the borough arms,

represent eight rayed stars, outlined with Echeveria

glaaca, the centre of one of them containing a repre-

sentation of the royal crown, in Pyrethrnm, on a

groundwork of Herniaria glabra, the jewels being

represented by crimson and blue flowers ; the other

bed is planted so as to represent the crest of the

Prince of Wales, the feathers bsing worked out with

Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatam and
Pyrethrnm, and the motto, "Ich Dien," is shown
on a groundwork of dark green. The beds at

each end are circular, and are surmounted by a
crown ; in the centre of the circle are the letters

R. A S. E., the monogram of the Royal Agricul-

cultural Society of England. This is enclosed by a

Garter, bearing the motto of the Society, " Practice

with Science; " and below each bed, on a scroll, are

the words, " Welcome to the Royal." [The Darling-

edging of Cerastium, and dotted with Dactylis

glomerata. A bed of golden Pelargoniums, Harry
Hieover, with a broad band of Viola Mulberry Queen,
dotted over with Lilium auratum ; a bed of mixed
single-flowering tuberous Begonias, dotted with
Hydrangea paniculata, was good. In another,

silver and green-leaved Pelargoniums were planted

together; in another Love Lies Bleeding was inter-

mixed with blue-flowered Lobelia and Dracana
indiviss.

As will be imagined by the reader, the talent of

the superintendent in devising pleasing mixtures of

flower-beds is of no mean order, and I could very

considerably lengthen my list of combinations, did it

appear desirable to do so. The Pentstemon finds

abundant use in the park, mixed with Violas and
MuBk, &c. Lilium longiflorum var. Harrisii, Dahlias,

Gladiolus, Eulalia gracillima, and Ficus elastica are

Fig. 75.— cabbot, scablet model.

ton people will not be long before they recognise the

incongruousness of such decorations. Ed.].

On the terrace were some good examples of

bedding, in which the blaze of scarlets, pinks, and other

colours was toned down by dot plants of a graceful

character. Pelargoniums, at the time of my visit,

were in good bloom, better than I had seen them at

places further south. Some fine beds consisted of

blue and white Lobelias, with Harrison's Muik as

groundwork, the latter just showing through the

Lobelia, the bed being thinly dotted with small

plants of Grevillea robusta. One good bed was

planted with West Brighton Gem Pelargonium and

dark Heliotrope Garibaldi ; another had Pelar-

gonium John Gibbons, dotted with Abutilon Thomp-

soni variegata. Other beds consisted of Henri

Jacoby Pelargonium, with thin lines of the variegated

Grass, Dactylis glomerata, planted diagonally across

the beds. Some raised beds were edged with Eche-

veria secnnda glauca, and planted with bine and

white Lobelia and Love Lies Bleeding. Another

bed had a filling of West Brighton Gem, and an

much employed, and the usual class of subtropical

plants lend grace and beauty of leaf to the more
sheltered parts of the ground. Roses are in excellent

condition here, and although the plants were cut

down to the snow-line by frost last winter, very few

were lost, and they have since made vigorous growth

and flowered well. Many of the best varieties are to

be found here, and the soil appears to be very suit-

able for the Rose, as well as for Gladiolus Brench-

leyensis, the latter being planted early in the spring

between the Roses, so that a bright mass of colour

is obtained in the beds when the Roses are past.

Many of the spikes had three and four branches.

The herbaceous border occupies a good position

between a large tennis-court and a bowling-green,

and is 30 feet wide, and 200 feet long. The plants

with which it is planted seem very well chosen, and

consisted chiefly of Paiinies, Poppies, Delphiniums,

Phloxes and Helianthus ; Cactus and other varieties

of Dahlias being planted amongst the perennials for

affording an autumn display. In a small arboretum

near the band stand, are nice specimens of Conifers,

viz., Abies concolor, Thojopsis dolabrata, Tsuga
canadensis, Cupressus Lawsoniana variegata, &c.
A large lake for Bkating and boating is supplied
by water from the river Skearn.

The lake is furnished with several islets, grottos,

and waterfalls. The shrubs and trees with which
the isles are planted consist of golden-leaved Elder
and Willow, the latter having leaves of light green
tint, and the whole contrasts well with the surrounding

trees. Some old Willow trees of large size growing
near the lake contribute greatly to the general good
effect seen in this part of the park. For the amuse-
ment of the public, boats are placed in the lake, and
bowling, croquet, and lawn-tennis grounds have been
laid out. Some useful span-roofed houses stand in

the garden, together with cold frames, and pita for

the propagation of the great number of plants that are

required for the beds and borders. Spergula arvensii

aurea, a small yellow- foliage plant suitable for

carpet bedding, has been largely increased for use

another season, and a large stock of Viola Countess
of Hopetoun is in course of preparation. B, W.

VEITCH'S SCARLET
CARROT.

MODEL

This new variety of Early Horn Carrot, shown in

our illuitration (fig. 75), belongs to the stump-rooted

class, of which Nantes and Carentan are good types

of late varieties. In this class the root has an
almost equal diameter at top as at bottom, and there

is, therefore, less of the central watery portion. The
variety is well adapted for hotbed and early out-of-

doors sowings, coming quickly into use. When full-

grown it makes an excellent exhibition Bpecimen-

root, as was well observed at the vegetable show at

Chiswick on September 5 last, in roots grown by

Messrs. R. Veitch& Son of Exeter.

Plant Notes.

LYGODITJMS AS ROOF AND PILLA.R
PLANTS.

These plants are especially adapted for covering

roofs and pillars in glasshouses. They are evergreen

stove or warm-home plants, and in most cases the

stems are better left until they turn brown, bat in

the case of L. japonicum, it will be found best to

train up fresh foliage each year, entirely removing

the old stems. The compost should be a rich one,

as they are vigorous-rooting plants, and when the

soil becomes filled with roots, they will be benefited by

liberal applications of liquid-manure. The species

best known, and most useful in our gardens are L.

j iponicum, a native of the tropics of the Old World,

and a very elegant light-growing plant, the lower

fronds upon its stems being barren and less divided

in the segments than are the upper and fertile ones.

For covering the roof or a back wall, this is perhaps

the best.

L. dichotomum is of a much more robust habit,

producing a profusion of dark green foliage, the

stems of which are much stronger, and last in good

condition for two or three years ; this is a native of

Tropical Asia. L. venustum, introduced about 1S50

from the West Indies, &:., is a most desirable

plant. The hardiest species is L. palmatum, a native

of the United States of America, a rather small but

useful pot plant, with small four to six-lobed

palmate pinnules ; the fertile pinnules are much

divided, and give the plant a distinct appearance.

Oiher species less often observed in gardens are L.

pinnatifidum, L. articulatum, a New Zealand plant

forming a good stage plant, and L. reticulatom from

the Polynesian Isles. In some cases these plants will

not take kindly to the division of their rhizomes

for propagation, but remain stationary after the per-

formance, bat ultimately start into growth. Where

spores can be obtained i^and they are freely produced

upon some species), they should be utilised for their

increase. R. I. Harrow.
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DTJNEDIN, STREATHAM HILL.
The residence of N. Sherwood, Efq., head of

the well-known film of Huret & Sod, seed

merchants of Houndtditeh, London, is a model of a

pleasant retreat within easy distance of the City, and

around it the gardens are in beeping with the

comfortable dwelling. Within their moderate limits

something of every branch of horticulture is

done in a creditable manner, the whole forming a

pretty and interesting example of what may be

accomplished in the space usually allotted to tha

mbnrban garden. Ar'joining the house is an

ornamental octagonal structure, whose interior is

converted into a beautiful rockery planted with

Fernf, and over which a miniature waterfall

runs into an ornamental basin beneath. A pleasing

feature in the rockery is that no crude imitation

of natme is attempted, each as one often sees in

rockeries under glass, and which seems altogether

out of place under a rocf ; but, rather is the rock of

the stalacti:e cave imitated, and that, too, with happy

effect. From the terrace outside the Fernery the

eye takes in the smooth well-kept lawn, bounded on

each hand by borders, still gay with flowers,

and especially with the late-flowering annuals, which

also make such a fine show among the Gladiolus in

the garden at the end of the lawn; and through

which runs an arched path, clad with Roses and

climbers, having fragrant flowers. Striking objects

on each side of the lawn are clumps of Rhododen-

drons, large Araucaria imbricata, Cedar of LebanoD,

and other trees, all of which have been planted with

a view to effect. The show of flowers in the open

garden may now be quickly terminated at any time,

and then the beauties of the stately trees and

ornamental shrubs will beccme more visible.

chids of the showier species have for a con-

siderable time been grown at Donedin with

success, so far as the cool-house species, which

are most liked by Mr. Sherwood, are concerned, and

the success is in a great measure due to the

suitable house provided for them. The ground

beneath the plant-stages not teken up by the

rain-water tanks is planted with Ferns, foliage

B=gonias, &3., the foliage reaching up to the sfagiog

which runs on each side, and over the edge of

which depends Isolepis gracilis, mingled with

Maidenhair Ferns. Such an arrangement is not

only beneficial to the plants, but makes a pretty

feature in the house. The bulk of the plants consist

of Odontogloseum crispum, which, judging by their

stout, plump pseudo-bulbs and the many robust

flower- spikes, show the correctness of the treat-

ment afforded by Mr. Jones, the gardener. Here,

too, the Masdevallias, Oncidium macranthum, Odon-

toglosium Edwardi, and others of that class thrive,

and are at the present time sending up flower-

spikes ; and a row of Bophronitia grandiflora repre-

sents that pretty cool-home plant at its best.

At one end of the house are several strong plants

of Coelogyne corrngata, which thrive here, and

bloom profusely grown with the Oiontoglossums.

In many places where it is grown in warmer houses,

the plant does not flower, and in some cases soon

perishes. Among others, Mascevallia belia and

Odontoglossum grande are in bloom, and many
others well advanced in bnd. Near the cool house

is a small, rock-lined, unheated nook filled with very

fresh-lockicg specimens of Todea superba, Todea

pellacida, &c.

At the erd of the Cattleya-honse is a group of

Dendrobium formoium giganteum, D. Phalaanopsis

Schroderiannm, Cattleya maxima, Oacidium Jones-

iaoum, and other showy species ; and in the small

warm-house be; ond, Dendrobium Johnsoniae and

other ho'bonis D.-ndrobiums are thriving. The
yas are the least satisfactory, probably o-riDg

to a difficulty in applying bottom ventilation on one

the house, but to obviate which an attempt

is help;: made. In thi« bnnse variegated Panicum
an3 Pellioniaa trail c-rer tfc': stages with plfa>ing

effWct.

la another little hou;e, a bitch cf Miltonia vexil-

Uria, Coelogyne cistata, and the Cypripediums are

doing well. Then follow a house of CyclameDs,

Primulas, and Bonvardias, and a very pretty rock-

house planted with Ferns, foliage Begonias, and

other ornamental plants, and with the trailing

Ficus stipularis ciiDgiDg to the reck; and at the

end a Fern- house is reached, in which the different

varieties of Gymnogramma are truly magnificent,

the large specimens of gold and silver varieties

beirg specially beautiful. The Adiantums, too,

are good, as also fiae plants of A. Farlevense

and other Ferns, which are arranged with the

Gymnogratrmae.

Fruit Register.

THE STRAWBERRT-RASPBERRY.
Thi5 magnificent fruit is one not generally known;

it is a native of Japan, and is known botanically as

Rubu8 sorbifolius [ = rofsfoliu6?]. In manner of

growth, it is somewbat similar to our common Rasp-
berries. The young plants commence bearing when
only abont 2 inches high, and full-grown bushes yield

heavy crops of fruit. Tne leaves of this plant are some-
what like a Rose bush. The fruit is of large size, a
brilliant red colour, and very deliciously flavoured;

it resembles a huge Strawberry very much, and hence
the name, Strawberry-Raspberry.

Being such a fice fruit, and bo different from all

other kinds, it will be widely cultivated when better

known. It can no doubt be used for every purpose
that onr Strawberries and Raspberries are put to.

In regard to hardiness. I believe it will succeed over

a wide range of couDtry. S. L. Watiins, Grizzly

Flats, California, in " Canadian Horticulturist,"

The Week's Work.
THE FLOWEH GAHDEH".

By Batxey Watjds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

CLIMBING PLANTS. — Those that are planted
against walla, pillars, or on rustic - work of any
kind, and which have grown strongly, should have
the strong shoots thinned out, and then be nailed

or otherwise secured. Most persons prefer a free

mode of securing climbing plants, so that their

natural habit is not overmuch constrained, and any
severe cutting-back at this season should be avoided,

especially of those which are evergre-p.

IVY. — This, if of rampant habit, should
have all the shoots that are not clinging fast to
whatever they are growing against, removed, but on
no account should the foliage generally be cut off at

this time of the year. The planting of Ivy wherever
it is required may now be done, and beyond the
necesiary securing ofthe plants quite close to the wall,

&c, after the soil has sunk, not much further
training is called for, it being better for the yonng
plants to get strong at the base, and form a good
foundation of young shoots that will cling to the wall
of themselves. Edgings of Ivy will, after a few years,

become weedy, and impossible to clean. In such
case, it is the best practice to take np the plants of

which the edgings consist, dig the ground, adding
new soil and leaf-mould, and planting it with young
plants.

AMPELOPSI8 QUINQUEFOLIA, and other species

that have grown out away from the wall, should have
the shoots thinned where growing too thickly and
heavily. The shoots themselves have a graceful

appearance when the foliage has fallen, but care

should be taken to make them secure against the

wind.

JASMINES. — The evergreen species should be

thinned, and treated in the same manner as Ampelop-
sis for the present. Jasminum nudiflorum is now
generally coming into bloom, and the shoots should

be left in the way they have grown till flowering is

past.

CLEMATIS FL6MULA (Virgin's Bower), and
C. vitalba (Traveller's Joy), shonld be left lor the

present in their wild beauty, a'so the hybrid garden
varieties, although these last will require to be made
secure asainst the wind. Most of them are secure

ennitrh if there b* anything to which th Q shoots and
tendrils can cling to or twine around. This year the

Clematises, &c, have grown and bloomed luxu-

riantly. Cbimonanthns frsgrans. Chcisya ternata,

Cotoceaster microrhylla, C. Simonsi, Cratfeeus

pvracantha, Cydonia japonica, C. Manlei, E'seagnus
reflexus, Eicallonia macrantha, Garrya elliptica, and
the various species of Loniceras may now be planted,

care being taken to have the drainage made good,
Fibry half- rotted loamy leaf- mould and rotten

manure make a compost for these plants, which
affords them a good start.

RHODODENDRON8.—The present is a good time
to make new beds of peat or light fibry-loamy soil

for these plants. The soil, if it must be excavated,
should not be less than 2 feet in depth, and the sub-

soil if not naturally drained must be artificially

denuded of its moisture. If lime be present in the

staple, every means must be adopted to keep the
water from it getting into the peat. In some dis-

tricts a mixture of peat, leaf-mould, loam, and
burnt refuse will grow these plants satisfac-

torily, as aUo Pontica, Ghent, and mollis Azaleas.

Kalmiaf, Andromedas, Ericas, Gaultheriaa, Men-
zieaias, &c„ although a peaty soil is best.

Provided these plants ,are well furnished with root-

masses, the planting may proceed in mild weather
till the end of November. The present season

will be favourable for obtaining plants with well-

matured wood and plenteous flower-buds.

THJB OKCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

CATTLEYA8 QIGA8 AND DOWIANA AUREA.—
Owing to the large consignments of Cattleya gigas,

C. Dowiana aurea and its variety chrysotoxa, that

reach ns at this season, the excellent condition in

which they arrive, and from the fact that they may
be purchased for low prices, many new growers may
attempt their cultivation, and to such a few hints

on their management may be useful. Immediately
they are bought, carefully sponge them with tepid

rain-water, and thoroughly examine every bulb for

the Cattleya-fly. The pest may be found in the
deformed pseudo-bulbs, or if a small round hole be

observed in any part of the bulbs, its existence

is proved. Sometimes these insects appear in the
new growths when they are only a few inches

high ; the growths then commence to swell at the
base and to gradually taper eff thinly at the top, and
make but little further progress. When the plants

are so affected the young growths auould be cut off

and burnt immediately. If once the flies are

allowed sufficient time to establish themselves in

the house, it is impossible to eradicate them before

much damage has been done, and perhaps many
valuable plants irretrievably ruined. After the
imported plants have been well cleaned they
should be placed singly in the smallest pots pos-

sible—just large enough to allow for one season's

growth. The pots should be nearly filled with rough
drainage material, then hold the plant a trifle above
the rim of the pot and fill up to the rhizome with
smaller crocks, and steady the plants if necessary by
tying the pseudo-bulbs to neat stakes, but use no
moss or peat. The crocks in which the plants are

placed should for a time be very sparingly watered.

This being the season in which the plants make most
roots, these will soon commence to push out from
the last-made pseudo-bulbs, when the plants may
then be supplied with peat aDd sphagnum-moss in

equal parts. This should be paeked firmly around
the roots, intermixing with the compost a few thick

pieces of crock to keep it open and to prevent decom-
position. These newly imported species shonld not
be subjected to the Cattleya-honse temperature now,
otherwise the dormant eyes which are showing at the

base of the foremost pseudo-bulb will probably start

away into growth before proper root action com-
mences, and although the plants may make a fairly

good pseudo-bulb, they wili not, owing to the lack
of sunshine during winter, become properly

matured, and when their natural season arrives for

growth, those plants that break again will be weak
and unsatisfactory. It is not possible to prevent every
imported plant from making new growth now, and
those which do start should be given encouragement,
by heat and moisture, to grow quickly. The primary
object should be to induce root- activity, and prevent
growth as far as is practicable. While the growths
are dormant, keep them in the coolest part of the
intermediate-honse, where water will only be re-

quired occasionally. Some growers use Teak-
baskets in preference to the ordinary flower-pot, bnt I

•ee no advantage in doing this, as baskets are very
liable to decay. Ba>kets are light and convenient for

suspending the plants close to the roof-glass; but
where low-roofed houses exist, the plants when in

pots are just as easily bronght to th° light, and are

more under the grower's eye.
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THE HABDY FRUIT QABDEN.
By W. Pope, Gardsner. Highclere Castle, Newbury.

DIFFERENT A8PECT8 FOR WALL TREES —Some
amount of care and forethought are needed in select-

ing the most suitable aspects for different aorta and
varieties of fruits. In most districts, couth walla

are beBt auited frr Aoricots, Peachea, and Necta-
rines ; but here, and doubtless in many other places,

a west aspect suits them better, Aoricots being
healthier, and Praches more free from leaf- blister in

such nn nspect. A Cherry-tree or two, if the fruit is

wanted early, however, should be given a place on
a south wall, good varieties for this purpose being
Maydnke and Black Tartarian. Three useful Plnme
well deserving the aame aspect are Rivers' Early
Favourite, July Green Gage, and Early Prolific. A
few early Pears, which should be cordons, as tbe

fruits are not often required in large quantities,

might be Doyenne
1

d'E'e, Jarcronelle, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Clapp'a Favourite, B>urr6 d'Amanlis, and
Souvenir dn Congres. These should not be left on
the trees till fully ripe, but gathered as soon as

they ahow indications of ripening, or they will be

mealy and insipid. Figs in the southern counties

generally do well on south walla, Brown Turkey and
White Marseilles being good varieties. If apace

can be found for a few cordons of red and white
Cnrrsnts, they will be found of great aervice in

somewhat lengthening the season. Of Aoricots,

Hemskirk, Kaisba, New Large Early Peach,
and Moorpark are among the best, Good
Peachea are Alexander, Hile's Early, Early York,
Dr. Hogg, Grosae Mignonne. Belle de Doue,
Dymond, Noblesse, Violette Hii'ive, Barrington,

Walburton Admirable, Stirling Castle, Sea Eigle,

and Salwav. Of Nectarines, Early Rivers, Balgowan,
Violette Hii'ive, Stanwick Elruge, and Humboldt are

good. Walls with an east aspect are best for the
main crop of Cherries and Plums. Good varieties

of the former are Werder's Early Black, R»ine Hor-
tenae, Early and Late Duke's, Bigarreau Napoleon,
Black Tartarian, Early Jaboulav, and Elton. Of
dessert Plums, Green Gage, Dannison'a Superb,
Huling'a Superb, Jefferson, Kirke's, Transparent
Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Reine Claude de Bavay,
Da Montfort, Monarch, Grand Duke, Angelina
Bardett, Blue Imperatrice, Ickworth Imperatrice

;

and ofculinary varieties, Early Proli6c, Orleans, Prince

Eoglebert. Pond's Seedling, Victoria, Magnum Bo-
num, Diamond, Belle da Septembre, and Gis-

borce'a. West walls are good for Pears. B>urr6
Superfio, Diyenrrj du Cornice, Duroudeau, Mare'chal

de la Cour, Maria Louiae, Thompson'a, Beurr^ Diel,

Passe Colour, B)une Bacbelier, Easter B-arre, Ne
Plua Meuris, Mario Louiae d'Dccle, Emile d'Heyat,

Glou Monjaau, Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir du
Cmgie", Madame Trey ve, Winter Nelis, and Jose-
phine de Malinea being some of the bast for the
different seasons; while for stewing there is nothing
better than Catillac and Bellisime d'Hiver. North
walls are especially useful for Morello Cherries, of

which it is hardy posaible to have too many. Red
Currants should also be planted in quantity on this

aspect, and a tree or two of the Victoria Plum, if

room can be Bpared.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

FREESIA8.—If these bulbous plantsare required in

bloom at the end of the month of Dacember, a batch

of them should be placed in a house having a tern*

perature of about 60° at night and 65° by day, and
afforded plenty of water ; and when the pots are filled

with roots, some suitable fertiliser may be used.

The blooms of Freesias are very useful for cutting,

and a sacceosion of them may be obtained through-
out the winter by placing batches of the bulbi in

heat at intervals of three weeks. Place aticka to the
planta when 3 or 4 inchea high, and ayringe them
frequently in bright weather.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED PRIMULA8 —Theae plantl
ahould be removed to a house having a temperature

of 55° by night, and 60° by day. Sach a house, if

admitting plenty of light, will suit them admirably

if they be placed cloae to the glaaa on shelves.

Here they may remain till flowers appear, when if

desirable, they may be placed in the conservatory.

These Primulas require much light and plenty of

space in which to develop their leaves, or the latter

soon spoil.

POIN8ETTIA PULCHERRIMA. — Theae plants

should now be afforded a temperature of 60° by

night and about 70° by day, and a liberal treatment

if large bracts are looked for. Always keep the

planta near the glass, to prevent drawing of the
stems and leaf stalks.

WINTER- FLOWERINQ BEG0NIA8—If theae plants
have been properly treated, a good ahow of bloom
will be obtained towarda the end of the year. To
show off Begonias in the best manner, they ahould
be placed thinly in a well-lighted glass-house,

raising them somewhat over a carpet of Maiden-
hair Fern. Tne temperature of the hous shnu'd
not be lower than 56° by night, nor higher than 68°

to 70° by day. Gioire de Scaaax is admitted to be

one of the finest varieties, and groups of it look well
if bordered with B Gioire de Lorraine. These
winter-blooming Begonias require water in abund-
ance, when the pots are filled with roots, and growth
is active. A top-dressing of some kind of mild ferti-

liser will benefit them. Neatly stake and tie each
plant ; use the syringe in bright weather, and keep
the air of the house moist. If aphis appear on these
plants, fumigate the house with tobacco, or better
still, vaporise it with XL All, a very safe and effectual

remedy,

FUCHSIAS.—If Fuchsias have been used in bed-
ding-oat, shoots fit for making cuttings will be
plentiful on the plants, and a good number should
be made. They etrike readily under hand-lights at

this season, and when rooted they should be potted
into 60'a, and placed on the greenhouse shelf. If

potted on in the early spring, these will make fine

planta for summer decoration. [In cooler parts of

the country than that in which our correspondent
resides, bottom-heat will be needed in the striking

of Fuchsias at this late part of the season. Ed.].

work will be found in clearing away exhausted crops
of Peas, Beans, &c. New Pea-eticke should b>
aaved for use next year. If it is desired to save
any particular variety of Peas or Beana, take advan-
tage of dry daya to pick the fully-matured pods
without delay ; and expoae them in a vinery or shed
to harden before shelling or thrashing them.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By John Lambert, Gardener, Powis Castle, Welshpool.

GENERAL WORK —Endive and Lattuca will now
require constant attention in regard to blanching.
Lift the Endive, and transplant into frame8 for pro-
tection. If a mild autumn occur, Eidive may be
kept good outside up to Christmas by tbe protection
afforded by mats, and the plants may be lifted and
transplanted into boxes, and put into the Mushroom-
house, where they will soon blanch, and be ready for

nee. Lettuce should be carefully looked over on
warm, moiat mornings, for slugs, and a dusting of
Boot or lime given in their haunts. Where a few
Peas and Beans are still sown in the autumn, th9
ground should be got ready, choosing a warm
situation, usually a south border, and ground that is

well drained, lies high, and is fairly dry. See that
dwarf Beans in frames receive plenty of air, and on
all favourable occasions the lights may ba taken off

entirely. Water them when dry, and do not let

them get overcrowded. Damp the soil occasionally
daring suitable weather with soot-water, aa a pre-
ventative against red-spider. Make sowings of Baans
at regular intervals from now onwards, if they are
grown in pots, afford a not higher night tempera-
tare than 60°. The balk of the late Celery will
require another earthing- up, for it will not be aafe
mnch longer, bat do not cover it ap too mach at
once. That it may keep well through the winter,
the last earthing-np should be left as late as pos-
sible, but the leaves should not be exposed to
sharp frost before this is done. A few mats
thrown lightly over the plants will prevent this,

in the event of a sharp frost occurring before the
work is done. The same remarks will apply to
Leeks, except that frost is not so harmful to them.
If the Laeks are fall-grown, they should be earthed-
np forthwith. Carrots will now ba ripening, espe-
cially in early districts, and may be lifted, choosing
a nice dry day for the purpoae. D) not cut the
tops closer than ] inch from the crown. In a good
root-house, built nearly, or entirely, underground,
aud one not subject to influx of water, roots do not
require so mach sand or ashes for covering them ; all

risk from frost is avoided, and the roots are alwaya
ready for use. If aand or aahea be naed in such a

house at all, very little indeed will be required

between them. Roots will keep mach better stored

ia this way than in a clump, where often they

are allowed to grow. Beetroot should be re-

moved before sharp frosta occur. Lift with

care, and twiBt the tops nicely off instead of cat-

ting them. No roots, to- Beet in particular, ahould

be braised or broken. Overgrown Beet should be

rej ->cted, as being not worth storing. Hedges of Holly,

B ox, Hornbean, or Q lick, still found in many gardens,

where they have been planted for shelter, if given a

final trimming now, will not grow again, and frost

will not disfigure them, as in the case of those which
make young growths late in autumn, Abundance of

FRCIT3 LTWOSa 0-C.A.8S
2?y Richard Pirker Giden:- GiTiwood. Chichester.

FRUIT TREE8 GROWN IN P0T8.—The repotting

or top-dreaaing in accordance with the requirementa
of the trees, should now be finished off, and the trees

placed in their winter quartera shortly afterwards.

These fruit trees will be benefited by having the
fullest exposure, provided the pots are protected
from frosts, which would cause the latter to burst.

The pots should be plunged above their rims in

coal- ashes, but failing this, protection may be afforded
by using tree-leaves, bracken, or long stable-litter

;

and a quite open position is best for them, away from
the drip of trees, and where water does not collect.

The trees shonld at this season be examined for

the " brown scale," American blight, or other

pest, and the proper remedies applied. For the first-

named, nothing is safer or more effective than
repeated syringing the trees with water at a tempera-
ture of 130°; and for American blight, the infested

branches should be well cleaned with a stiff orush, the

tip of which should be moistened with petroleum.
The main stems and branches may also be painted
over with whitewash made from freBhly-slaked lime.

Trees which have occupied the same pots for several

years may be planted out-of-doors with advantage,
younger ones being potted - on to take their

places. The present is a good time for potting-up

new trees ; and in making a selection of varieties,

preference should be given to small healthy treeB.

On receiving these from the nursery, the atrongest

roots should be Bhortened aomewhat, and the planta

placed in rather email pota for the first Beason.

Good drainage ia an eaaential point, acd good
maiden loam as the basis of the soil used in tbe
potting; to this should be added a relatively small
quantity of wood-ashes and crushed bones. The
potting must be firmly done, using a wooden rammer
2 inches in diameter at the butt end. The pota
containing these young trees may be plunged with
the rest of the orchard-house trees for the winter.

Trees potted at about this date soon puih roots into
the new soil, and make early growth the following
season.

8TRAWBHRRIE8.—Bafore the end of the present
month, potted plants should be placed in such a
position that the pots are not likely to be split by
the action of frost. The general stock and late suc-

cessions may be plunged anywhere in the open, as
severe weather does not ha-rn them, providing the
pots can be protected, and plants which get covered
with snow often go through severe frosts with less

injury than others placed in orchard - houses or

other cool glass structures. Those plants which are

required for forcing early may be p aced in pits and
fra nes, where they can receive thorough protection

from frost, and where the plants can be taken oat of

the plunging material at any time during the winter.

POT VINE8 —The canes have ripened well since

they were stood outside, and the foliage ahould be

allowed to remain on them, and allowed to fall

naturally. At the approach of frost the pote ahould be

stood close together and protected by bracken or long
litter. Those intended for early work will be none
the worse for exposure to frost, as it ensures

thorough rest in the plants. The canes may be
shortened back to the reqiired length soma ciina

before they are brought into the forcing- pit, and
those intended for "cat-backs'' may be cat-back at
any time while growth remains dormant. Ia pruning
these Vines (cut-backs), three bads mast be left at

the base of the vine-rod, the strongest shoot which
results from these bads being selected, the two
others being then removed.

Distribution of Plants at the London
PARKS.— Arrangements have been made for Che dis-

tribution to the public on the daya named of any
surplus bedding planta there may be at the following

places:—At Ohssold Park, on the 8'.h inst. ; l)al-

wich Park, 14th; Ravenscourt Park, loth; Fms-
bury Park, Mratt'a Fields, Victoria Euibatikment
Gardens, and Southwark Park, 16,ri : Battersea

Park, 18th; R\val Victoria Gardens. North Wool-
wich, 21st ; Waterloo Park, 22od ; Kennington
Park. 23rd ; at Brockwell Park th°re are no surplus

plants this year.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

TrEiDAT,

MOM) AT,

TUESDAY,

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.

—

Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to Tnar'k ths paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Illustrations,—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

<£c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETINGS.
/Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

mittees, at the Drill Hall, James
) Street, Westminster.
(. Horticultural Club.

SALES.
/Dutch Bulbs, atProtheroe & Morris'
I Rocms.
| Sale of Nursery Stock, at the

Oct. lis ArboretumNurseries, WoodLane,
I Isleworth, bv Order of Messrs.
I C. Lee & Sod, by Protheroe &
V Morris.

/ Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

I
Booms.

' Sale of Koses, "Fruit Tree?, and Rfco-

OcT. 1-5- doderdrcns, at Arches Farm,
Framfield, nearUckfield, by Order
cf Messrs. Wm. Paul & Sod, by

V Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Bcoms.

Clearance Sale of Nursery Stock, at
the Nurseries, Putney, by Order
of Messrs. Makood & Sod, by
Protheroe & Morris.

Sale of the Collection of Orchids of
the Firs, Lawrie Park, Sydenham

,

by Order of C. Dorman. Es>- . on
the Premises, by Protheroe &
Morris (two days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Important Clearance Sale of Nursery
Stock and Fruit Trees, at the
Nurseries, Bracebridge, near Lin-
coln, by Order of Messrs. Pennell
& Sons, by Protheroe & Morris

THURSDAY, Cct. 17 (two days).
Sale of Live acd Dead Farming

Stock, at Rose Cottage Farm.
Enfield Highway, by Order of
Mr. J. J. Wilson, Junr., by
Protheroe & Morris.

Linden's First Great Orchid Sale, at
Stevens' Booms, Covent Garden.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

| Clearance Sale o! Nursery Stock, at
the Loughborough Park Nur-

FRTDAT, Oct. 1S\ series, Brixton, by Order of
Messrs. Ponsford & Son, by
Protheroe & Morris.

\ Orchias, from Messrs. F. Sander &
Co. , at Protheroe& Morris'Booms.

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 16

SATURDAY, Oct. 19
( Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
) Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THREE YEAJ3S. AT CHTSWICK.- 50'.7.

A paper, on " Physiological Be-

Flowers. searches on the Sexuality of the

Flowers of Pinus densiflora,

Siebold et Zuccarini," by Kenjtbo Fujtj,

Bigakushi, Post-graduate StudeDt in Botany,

Imp. Univ., Tokyo, Japan, has been sent to us,

and shows that the interesting subject of the

origin of the sexes in plants is being studied in

the far east, as it has been in Europe and

America ; but at present the problem is not

solved, and the question arises, is it ever likely

to be ? We think not, because we cannot

fathom the phenomena of life, nor the immediate

causes of its various physical manifestations.

We know th*t plants can be bisexual or uni-

sexual, monoecious or dicecious ; we know that

in the latter cases the plant may return to

bisexuality, and that, as far as all angiosperms

are concerned, it is pretty evident that bisexuality

preceded unisexuality. But how does the latter

arise ? We see that trees and plants can change

their sexes in different years and in different

climates. We even see bisexual plants become

unisexual late in the season, all the flowers, e.g.,

of some UmbelliferEe being male. But what is

the cause ? One general reply to this question

is. that it depends np3n varying degrees of nutri-

tion. Air. Meehan and others have observed that,

speaking broadly, the more vigorous trees or

branches of a normally bisexual character tend to

produce female flowers ; the less vigorous, males.

Thus, Castanea, Hop, &c.,have been exampled, so

that any cause which can bring about an increase

or decrease of nutriment may have the effect of

producing female or male flowers, respectively.

Again, it has been observed, as by Knight, that

a high temperature tends to the development of

male flowers, as in Melons ; a relatively lower

temperature, the production of fruit. Again,

fresh Melon seeds produced plenty of male

flowers, but old seed an abundance of female.

Hoffman and others have found that if the

seeds of a bisexual plant, as Spinach, Mercurialis,

&c, be sown thinly or thickly, the proportion of

male plants is greater in the latter case.

Hence a great number of coincidences of the

above kinds have be=n noted from time to time ;

but still this does not bring us one whit nearer

to the solution of the question—what deter-

mines the sex ? or why does the sexless embryo
grow up into a male or female plant ? We may
know something of the external conditions

requisite, but we can only see that the protoplasm

or living substance of the plant responds to them
and gives such or such result.

The late Mr. Croll wrote a pamphlet entitled,

"What Determines Molecular Motion?—The
Fundamental Problem of Life." He observes

that there is always an " object " in all the results

of life action ; and that not one of the known
properties of physical forces can throw the

slightest light upon the immediate cause of this

" object." In the question before us this object

is either a stamen or a carpel. Why does the

sexless papilla on the floral receptacle grow into

one rather than the other of these two organs •

Xo microscopical examination throws the

smallest light upon it whatever. The fact is,

we neither know the nature, nor understand the

powers of life. At this point the biologist is

brought up sharply to a dead halt

!

If we must be contented with knowing only

the external influences, then it is here that the

practical or experimental part of the subject

comes in. Taking a local increase of nourish-

ment as a primary cause of the production of a

female flower, the author of the paper mentioned

above finds that this can easily be effected in

spring-time if the young shoots of Pinus densi-

flora are cut, as is usually done in Japan, by an
annual pollarding. A second method is by
keeping only one or two shoots, and breaking off

all the other adjacent young shoots at the top of

the last year's shoot : thirdly, by combining
these two processes.

The author supplies a table showing that " out

of forty-five branches experimented on, nine

produced female or hermaphrodite flowers in the

positions proper to male flowers; that out of

twenty-one branches with marks of previous

injuries, the shoots of five branches produced

female or hermaphrodite flowers in the positions

proper to male flowers. And that out of 2283

branches which were neither pollarded nor had

any marks of previous injuries, the shoots of only

seven branches produced female or hermaphro-

dite flowers in the positions proper to male

flowers. The ratio ^^ is very small when com-

pared with £ or s
\."

He observes in a summary that " the sex of the

flowers of Pinus densiflora is not determined by

their morphological positions on the shoot. The

sex is undetermined until a certain stage of their

development. A flower which will otherwise

develop into a male has a tendency to become a

female when local increase of nourishment takes

place at a certain stage, or during certain stages

of its development."

These experiments corroborate those of Mauz,
who found that male plants repeatedly pruned
gave rise to female flowers. Others have met
with similar results. Thus, Mr. A. Henry suc-

ceeded in inducing the formation of female
plants only by removing two out of the three

stigmas of Begonias, and in fertilising by the

third stigma alone. Hoffman experimented on

dicecious plants by fertilising them early and
late in the season and with fresh and old

pollen ; though his results were in some degree

contradictory, one, however, was interesting.

Experimenting with Lychnis vespertina, which
he regards as the same species with L. dioica

(white), when the period of impregnation was

more or less delayed, it seemed to have an in-

fluence upon the colouring of the flowers. The
'• precocious " impregnation favoured the pro-

duction of the rose tint, for the proportion of

red flowers to 100 white was 146 male and 147

female plants. Of those impregnated late, the

proportion was about seventy male and fifty-six

female. This result tallied with that of Car-
riers, who found that by crossing Amaryllis

vittata with A. pulverulenta and A. brasiliensis

( plants with red flowers, being varieties, not

species), he obtained a very great quantity of

red flowers like those of the male plants, some
few only were nearly white. This result

followed from the impregnation by freshly-

collected pollen.

How far florists experiment in this way with

fresh or old pollen we do not know ; but

since different and important results followed

on the above occasions in the colouring of

flowers, there would seem to be some opening

for experiments in this direction. With regard

to the subject of the paper, however, on the

origin of sex, further investigations are wanted

to disoover, if ever it be possible, the immediate

cause of sex.

Group of Cattleyas at Burford (see

Supplementary Illustration).—Cattleyas are amonget

the moit gorgeous of Oichidaceoua plants, and

highly appreciated accordingly. The centre plant of

the gTonp in our Snpplementary Illustration is the

magnificent specimen of Cattleya Lawrenceana,

which was exhibited before the Orchid Committee

of the Eoyal Horticultural Society on April 9

of the present year, which was ju«tly awarded a

Silver Flora Medal as a mark of good culture. This

superb plant measured over 3 feet acroai, and bore

thirteen spikes of bloom, the number of floweri on

the largeit spike being eleven. It may be of some

interest to those who had the opportunity of observ-

ing the plant when •hown, to learn that at the pre-

sent time it is sending up eighteen strong growths

with fifteen flower- sheaths, which promise well for a

good show of bloom next spring. The cultural

treatment required by C. Lawrenceana is of the

iimpl»st kind, dually the plant is late in starting

into growth, and the bulbs are only half formed

when the dull days of autumn are upon us

;

it therefore requires to be placed in the warmest and

lightest part of the house, so as to complete its

growth quickly. This point is an essential one. As
regards affording water at the roots, resting, &c, the

course to follow is the same as is found suitable to

its congeners. To the right-hand of the illustration

is the delicately- tinted C. Schroderse, its sweetly-

scented and perfect-shaped blooms of great attrac-

tiveness. The left-hand specimen is a noble plant

and grand variety of the popular C. Mendeli, but

unfortunately the brilliant colouring of the lip cannot

be reproduced by photography.
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Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Fruit and Floral Committees will be

held on Tuesday, October 15, in the Drill Hall,

James Street, Victoria Street, Westminster, at

12 o'Clock ; and at 3 p at. a lecture on " Nut Culture

in England " will be given by Mr. J. Omeb Coofeb.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—The secretary of this excellent gardening

institution informs ua that Mr. F. Miller, gardener

to J. T. Friend Esq., of Northdown House, Margate,

has paid over to its funds the sum of 10 guineas,

beiDg the proceeds of an exhibition of two large

Ameiican Aloes or Agaves, flowering specimens, as

mentioned in our columns.

Chrysanthemums in Southwark Park.—
We are requested by Mr. Coble, the Superintendent

of this new park, to state that the display of Chrys-
anthemums in the conservatory will be opened on
Saturday, October 12.

" Botanical Magazine."—
Anthurium Gustavi, Kegel, figured at t. 7437, is a

Naw Gianadan species, with long-stalked cordate

ovate green leaves, 3 feet across, slender purplish

cylinaric spathes only slightly shorter than thespadix.

Mormodes Bol/canum, t. 7438 (see Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1892, i., p. 203, f. 30),

Poll/gala Ga'pini, Hook, fil., t. 7439.— A. very dis-

tinct stirubby species from Natal and Swaziland,

with shortly stalked lanceolate hirtulous leaves and
terminal racemes of pale rosy-lilac flowers. It

flowered in the Temperate-house at Kew in 1874.

Tulipa, violacea, Boissier.—A Persian species with

relatively small red or violet flowers with filaments

hairy at the base, Kew.
Sternhergia Fischeriana, Eomer, t. 7441.—Like a

fine form of S. lutea, bnt flowering in spring instead

of in autnmn, Kew,

'INTRODUCTION."—The name of Introduction

has been given to a new journal avowedly devoted

to " instruction, entertainment, and general social

topics," and which is to be published every Saturday

at 30, Newcastle Street, Strand, The contents are

indeed light and miscellaneous, to judge from the

first issue of the paper, and among them must be
omething to suit the taste of everyone. This

variety is the more comprehensible and praiseworthy

when we hear that the journal is intended for

colonial and American as well as for European
circu'ation.

Death of Mr. Andrew Jamieson.— The
Kew Bulletin for September announces the death at

the General Hospital, Madras, on August 17, of

Mr. Andrew Jamieson, Curator of the gardens and
parks at Ootacamund, Nilgiris. Mr. Jamieson was
fifty-three years of age, and had been connected

with the Ootacamund Gardens for nearly twenty-
teven years. He was formerly a member of the
ardening staff at Kew, and was appointed to Oota-
camund in September, 1868, being in sole charge of

the gardens on the Nilgiris for many years, until

hey were placed under the control of the present

Director, Mr. M. A. Lawson, who spoke most highly

of Mr. Jamieson's skill and perseverance in all his

duties.

Viola Conference.—The proceedings of the

econd conference, held at Birmingham, on May 29
f this yenr, were duly noted in our columns at the
ime. We have only to mention that the cora-

lete report is now published, and may be had from

ilr. R. Dean, Kanelagh Road, Ealing. The papers

ead and published in full are the following:

—

The Genus Viola," by Prof. Hillhouse; "Older
Varieties of Violas," by Mr. Richard Dean; " Violas

hat do well in Sjrrey," by Mr. E. Bohrell; "Newer
Varieties of the Violetta Type." by Dr. Stoart;

ind " Winter Treatment of Viola.," by Mr. A. J.

ROWBEERT.

Stock-taking : September.—The optimist

ho, during the past year or two, expreised con-

,inued confidence in the pluck and energy of his fellow

:ountrymeD,and in the return to common-sense views

>f things commercial on the part of many of our

i

best customers, has bad, and is having, his reward in

the increased revenue of the country, and the

extension of trade. Thus, the increase in the

Exchequer receipts for the first six months in

the current financial year is placed at £3,916,837

over those for the same period last year ; the gain

in the imports for September is represented by

the figures £378,393, the decrease for the nine

months having been reduced to some £662.301.

Of the exports, which make a fine show, more

anon. Here may be given our usual excerpt

from the summary table of imports:

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports
£

30.210,461
£

30,618,854
£

+378,393

(A.) Articles of food
aud drink — duty
free 10,684,373 10,792,959 + 108,537

(B.) Articles of food

aud drink—dutiable 2,282,725 2,099,457 —183.268

Raw materials for

textile manufac-
tures 2,247,272 2,023,436 -223,836

Raw materials for

sundry industrie.-

and manufactures .. 4.262,855 4,39,668 +56,813

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles 1,026,074 1,140,909 + 114.835

(B.) Parcel Post 6l,66f 69,159 +7.463

Taking note of the word " Hops," in the general

figures, we are forcibly reminded of some changes

going on in France, on the matter of viticulture.

Within the past few weeks an English official

travelling through Burgundy, was amazed to see loDg

extending lines of Hop-poles ; and on inquiring

found that the wretched little Termin, the Phylloxera,

had effected the transformation ; the Vines had been

grubbed up, the planting of American stocks being

too expensive, and the beautiful Hop plant substi-

tuted. A fine light ale, we are told, was manu-
factured for market; but one of the upper-class

merchants of the district insisted that our rejected

Local Veto Bill would have to be introduced into

the Chamber of Deputies, and passed into law ! It

is an easy step from Vine culture to onr fruit,

root, and vegetable imports, concerning which we
give the following figures for the month just

ended :

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw ;

—

Apples ...bush. 567,117 202,331 —364.756

Cherries ... o ... ...

Plums ••• i. 148,407 125.502 —22,905

Pears ... ,, 391,400 89,191 —305,209

Grapes • •• n 191,702 170.043 —21.659

Unenumerated 131.12S 138,254 +4,126

Onions ••• t> 693,206 621 439 —71,767

Potatos ... cwt. 29,470 66.1C4 +36,634

Vegetables, raw,
merated ...

unenu-
.. value

£
106,53)

£
113,308 +6,778

This is the most encouraging array of facts in this

direction we have printed for years past, and they
read their own lesion. As to prices obtainable for

the home product, an evening journal very recently

reported, on the authority of a correspondent, that a
Somersetshire fruit-grower having sent on a ton of

good Apples to a salesman in London, received in

return stamps for less than a shilling ! Something
wrong here, eurely.

Exportj

deserve brief notice at our hands. The figures for the

past month Bhow an increase over thoie for Sep-

tember last year amounting to £1.862,620, the

increase for the nine months past being repre-

sented by the figures, £5,157,866. This increase

is spread over all, excepting three, of the classes

usually specifisd, and these three are (1) raw

materials
; (2) metal and articles manufactured

therefrom; and (3) chemicals, &c. It hat been

suggested that we shall find a strong compe-

titor for our Eastern trade in little Japan. The

Japanese are taking steps to greatly increase the out-

pnt of coals, and to start a big thing in shipbuilding

and repairing. Surely, however, there is room enough
and to spare among the Celestials and adjacent coun-

tries. Formosa will require a lot of looking after and
expenditure, and as we barn that China is negotiating

a treaty of commerce, with Japan, a splendid opening

for everybody's exports may shortly be found where

twelvemonths since no such thing was expected. We
do not observe, however, that our exports to theEast

are at present very much affected by our supposed

competitor.

Canadian Fruit. — We are informed that

arrangements have been ccmpleted by which a firm

of London ship-owners will convey Apples and all

other fruits grown for commercial purposes in Xova
Sootia, from that favoured colony, via the Ship-

canal to Manchester. Bp this means travelling

expenses may be lowered, and the price per barrel

reduced to the consumer.

H. WlTTE.—Forty years ago, on October 1, 1855,

the well-known curator of the celebrated Leyden
Botanic Garden, Mr. H. Witte entered into the

position, which he still occupies in perfect health,

with the exception of deafness. Under Mr. Witte's

management the Botanic Garden at Leyden has

attained a very high standard of perfection, and Mr.

Witte is the friend of all the horticulturists, botanists,

and gardeners of Holland, and of a large number
abroad, who appreciate him as a man, as the best

Dutch author on horticultural subjects, and as a

promoter of horticulture in all branches. Oi the

1st inst. a splendid banquet and concert was offered

to the hero of the day, who had been complimented

in the morning by the employii of the B .tanic

Garden, a reception held in the afternoon enabled

the curator's numerous friends to congratulate him.

The mayor of the City of Leyden handed the cross

and ribbon of a knight of the royal order of Orange

Nassau, a distinction which has never before been

bestowed upon a horticulturist; the jubilee com-
mittee offered a valuable gift with a nice album
containing autographs of the subscribers; the old

pupils supplied a highly interesting album containing

autographs, photos, and other souvenirs of former

pupils, who are now in all parts of the world
;

Professor Sijhingar, the Director of the Botanic

Garden, made a most cordial speech; the Leyden
section of the Royal Netherlands Horticultural and

Botanic Society appointed Mr, Witte a honorary

member ; the Councils of this and other societies

read letters of congratulation ; and the new Ti/dtchrift

voor Tuinboum published a special " Witte " number,

with an excellent portrait and extracts from the

curator's oldest press work. In fact, it was a

splendid festival, and a day which Mr. Witte and

those who were present will never forget.

ENGLISH AMBER. — Professor Conwentz had

some interesting (acts to state at the meeting of

the British Association concerning the formation

of amber indifferent parts of the world. It seems

that Baltic amber—succinite—is the moat esteemed

variety; whilst English amber, which is also i&cci-

nite, is found mostly on the coasts of Norfolk,

Suffolk, and Essex, and contains insects, wood,

flowers, &c, which indicate the oldest Tertiary

formations. From the fact that some specimens of

amber contain fragments of Magnolia and Cinna-

mon, it seems probable that the flora of the amber
period was entirely diffj rent to that of modern
Europe. Pharmaceutical Journal,

What our Friends Think of Us.—A dis-

patch from London to the Sun, of this city, states

that this year ther" has been such an enormous crop

of Plums in Great Britain that the price of the fruit

has fallen to 2i. a ponnd, which is so little that it

does not pay the cost of gathering and freight. One
would naturally have supposed that the growers

would have made haste to dry the fruit, since Eig-

land pays annually two million dollars for dried

Plums imported from France. Eoghsi farmers are

extremely conservative, however, and they sat still

and allowed the frnit to fail on the gronnd and rot.

It may be, that these Flnm-growers can give some

reasonable excate for their failure to meet such an
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emergency. Farmers and fruit-groweri are often

accused of a lack of enterprise, when in reality it is

practically impossible to solve offhand the problems

which suddenly confront them. Garden and Forest.

" EVERGREEN."—This is the nameof a bookissued

in parts, and published simultaneously in Edinburgh,

London, and America. Tae second issue, now ready,

is sub titled "The Book of Autumn," and, accord-

ing to the prospectus, " will be divided into four

correlated parts: — I., Autumn in Nature; II.,

Autumn in Life; III., Autumn in the World; IV,,

Antumn in the North." Toe publication is to con-

tain biology, sociology, fiction, poetry, and other

very diverse kinds of contributions, all from prac-

tised pens, and many of them illustrated. Further

information may be obtained from Patbick Geddes

and colleagues, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh.

Vegetable Products in Porto Rico —
B?sides Sugar and Cjffse, both of which are inti-

mately associated with Porto Rico, Tobacco also

holds an important position, bnt though already

cultivated to a very large extent, it is stated that

its growth might be extended almost indefinitely if

it were not for the old question of excessive taxation.

The soil is of the very best for Tobacco growing, and
quite equal to the best of the Cuban plantations,

but as a rule, there is some carelessness in the

process of curing. Good Tobacco requires no great

labour in its cultivation, but considerable care and

attention, especially as regards insect pests, and

when the leaf is stripped, selected and dried. In all

these matters the native of Porto Rico is exceed-

ingly careless, and this it is that prevents so good a

final product being obtained as in Havana. Still, a

considerable quantity of Porto Rico cigars find their

way to the States, Spain, France, and England ; but

the Tobacco trade is one which ought to be largely

extended, if only proper facilities were given by the

Government. Large quantities of Tobacco-leaf are

fxported to Cuba, to be made np there into the

world-famed Havana cigars. On the subject of

fruits, it is said that, though the Plantain, Banana,

&c, are grown everywhere, and are much used as

fruit in the country, the export trade is not large,

nor yet of the Pine-apple, which grows to perfection

when any care is taken of it. It is remarkable that

the Pine- apple is not exported in larger quantities

than is actually the case, seeing that it is a fruit that

conld easily be shipped and carried the short

distance to the United States, where it can command
good prices. The Cocoa-nnt grows in immense
quantities all around the coasts of the island, and to

a considerable distance inland, but little or no use

is made of it, and exports are few and far between.

The contents of the green nut are much used as a

beverage, but the great bulk of the crop, which has

a continuous growth, is allowed to go to waste. The
Mango, covered with its green and golden fruit, is

common everywhere, and lines the roadsides in many
parts for miles and miles. The Seville, or Bitter

Orange, grows wild in the woods, bat none of the

fruit is exported, and by far the greater part goes to

absolute waste.

" DlCTIONNAIRE PRATIQUE DE L'HORTICUL-
TURE."—This has now reached the letters Ner.

As an illustration of the care taken to bring this

valuable work up to date, we may instance the

article Muia, which embodies the information

recently published in the monographs of Bakeb and

of Mohhis.

" Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon."—
Dr. Trimen's most useful handbook makes steady

progress. The plates by which it is illustrated now
number seventy-five. Barleria Arnottiana, with

large tubular blue flowers would be a desirable intro-

duction to our stoves. The text of the third volume

his now reached the Batanophoracesc. The terse

descriptive paragraphs admitting ready comparison

era in marked contrast to the diffuse dissertations

admitting of comparison with difficulty if at all,

which are employed by the laboratory school of

botanists.

Cedar of Goa.—Among the various conjectures

as to the origin of this Cupressus, is one that it may
be of Chinese extraction, and that it was taken from

Macao to Goa. To obtain information on this point,

we applied to Mr. Tutcber, of the Hong-Kong
Botanic Garden, who kindly informs us that from

frequent, and, indeed, quite recent visits to Macao,

he is able to say there are no species of CupreBsus

cultivated there now, and none wild in the immediate

neighbonrhood.

The Temperate- house at Kew. — The
erection of the south wing of the Temperate- house

waB sanctioned by the Treasury last year. Toe care

required in the preparation of the detailed working

drawings, and the securing the necessary contracts

as soon as the supplementary estimate had been

passed by the House of Commons, prevented the

work being immediately taken in hand. The con-

tractor, however (according to the September Kew
Bulletin) commenced work on the site on Augnit 19,

and building is being pushed on with all possible

speed. It is hoped that the new wing will be

completed by the middle of next year.

Wire FENCE AT Kew.—The permission of the

Queen has been obtained for the removal of the

fences, excluding the public from the Palace

Meadow, and since then, according to the Septem-

ber Kew Bulletin, the First Commissioner of Her
Majesty's Works and Public Buildings has authorised

the removal of the wire fence which since 1844 has

separated the Botanic Garden from the Arboretum.

As for many years there has been no difference in

the administration of the two areas, which are

equally devoted to botanical purposes, the fence had

become devoid of any practical object; and the

four gates by which a'.one it could be passed had

become wholly inadequate to the convenient move-

ment of the large crowds which now frequent the

Royal Gardens in fine weather.

Pay of Kew Employes —The Kew Bulletin

for September says, that on the recommendation

of the First Commissioner of her Majesty's Works

and Public Buildings, the Treasury has agreed to

the minimum wage at Kew bsing raised to 2ls. In

addition to this, both labourers and gardeners receive

gratuitous medical attendance during Bickness, sick-

pay according to length of service, and extra pay

when employed on Sundays. Oa the other hand,

retirement at 60 is compulsory, and pensions in the

shape of " compassionate allowances " are abolished

by the Superannuation Act, 1887, which only allows a

gratuity of one week's pay for each year of service.

It will be interesting to trace the gradual rise of

wages at Kew since 1841, when it became a national

establishment :

—

Labourers. Gardeners.

1811 13 12

1847 14 ...

1865 15 14

1873 ... ' 17 )6

18S5 IS

1889 ... 1 18-20

1894 19-20

1895 ...

j

21

I*I8H Agricultural Statistics—A Report

has been published containing abstracts from Irish

Agricultural Statistics, showing the acreage under

crops, and the number and description of live stock

in each county and province (in 1894-5) ; also reports

from the superintendents of enumeration npon the

state of their crops in their several districts at the

time of the collection of information for the returns.

These statistics, published by authority of the

Government, should prove of great use to agricul-

turists, both present and future.

APPLE.—A correspondent sends us a ripe Apple

with a small flower growing ont from its side. Of

co'nrse, .there is nokhing/rery extraordinary in the

presence of a flower in that situation, as that may

be accounted for on morphological and anatomical

reasons; the difficulty is to account for the la'e

production of the flower from a fruit already ripe.

- " THE Pig."—The first book of a series to be

published under the above name has appeared, and

is devoted to " Rational Pig-keeping to ensure Profit."

The author is Mr. W. J. Malden and his practical

and well- arranged treatise deserves every attention

from those interested in this subject. The publisher

is Mr. William A. Mat, Farm, Field, and Fireside

Office, 1, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.

NEW BOOKS -.—Index Kew.nsis.—Vfe have to

announce the publication of the fuurth and last part o r
.

this monumental work. The gratitude and sympathy

of all workers in botany Bhould be extended to Mr.

B. D. Jackson, Sir J. Hooker, and others,

connected with this useful publication. Kerner's

Botany.—This work is now completed under the

editorship of Professor F. Oliver. We have alluded

to it in its course through the press, and its

completion will give us another opportunite

of referring to it. Two other books lie on

our table, and will demand early notice, viz.,

Rev, G. Henslow's Origin of Plant-structures,

a fascinating and suggestive book ; and Mr.

G. Murray's Introduction to the Study of Sea-

weeds, a book for which there was a great need, so

great has been the progress since similar works have

been published. Mr. Burberry has also published a

second edition of his Amateur Orchid cultivators'

Guide-book.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.— Ten New Enc/land Blos-

soms and their Insect Visitors, by Clarence M. Weed.
(Published at Boston and New York, by Houghton,

Mifflin & Co , The Riverside Press, Cambridge.)—

Analytical Key to the Natural Orders of Flowering

Plants, by Franz Thonner. (London : Swan,

Sonnenschein & Co. New York: Macmillan& Co.)

—Insects and Insecticides, a practical manual con-

cerning noxious insects and the methods of pre-

venting their injuries, by Clarence M. Weed, D.Sc.

(New York : Orange Judd Co. London : Kegan,

Paul, Trencb, Trubner & Co., PacernoBter House,

Chariog Cross Kjad.) — Les Engrais Les Fer-

ments de la Terre, by M. P. P. Dehebain. (Paris :

Rueff et Cie , Editeurs, 106, Boulevard Saint

Germain.)

—

Handbook of West American Cone-bearers,

3. G. Lemmon, Oakland, Cal., third (pocket)

edition.

Book Notice.

DA8 Trochnen und Farben Natublicher
BLUMEN GRa8ER, ETC By Heinrich

Hein
;

published by B. F. Voigt, Weimar
(2nd edition).

We have, in this manual of 163 pages, full direc-

tions in the German language for bleaching, dyeing,

and drying nuts, fruit- carpels, ears of corn, Palm
leaves, Fern-fronds, flowers, grasses, reeds, rushes,

&c, and the preparation of natural materials for the

making of bouquets. We are accustomed to see in

a few shops in London and other large towns at

Christmas-tide and other seasons, quantities of

coloured or bleached grasses, Palm leaves, Fern-

fronds, tree leaves of various species, rushes, &c,
but few persons are acquainted with the methods by

which these charming decorative objects are pre-

pared, and to most gardeners and florists these

remain the closest secret. And the little know-
ledge which some have acquired is seldom put to

any useful commercial purpose either here or abroad.

This absence of enterprise or initiative may be due

to the extreme reticence on the part of those who
have mastered these methods of manufacture, and

the carefully-guarded manner in which the secrets of

the trade are kept by them. Previous to the appear-

ance of the first edition of this manna), there existed, as

we learn from the preface, no book which gave compe-

tent instructions, and the booksellers knew of no work
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tbat could supply the information that was
lacking ; but the business began to grow,

and in certain directions wholesale manufac-
ture was being carried on—a few successful

establishments existed in the suburbs of various

towns which are the centres of horticulture in

Germany, which had laid the foundation of their

present celebrity. To-day the baaineas of preparing
materials for, and the manufacture of dried bouquets
and other objects is an important one in Germany,
and teems likely to extend.

The first part of the book consists of an enume-
ration and conciie description of the methods of

cultivation, time at which to gather the blooms,
and other essential information of those flower-

ing plants found suitable for drying or bleaching,

and dyeing, beginning with Composite, Acro-
cinium roseum being the first plant taken; then
Ammobium, Antennaria, Helichrysum, Helipterum,
Leontopodium, Rhodanthe, and Xeranthemum.
Then come flowers which are not immortelles,
including Delphinium, Pansy, Dianthus, Hollyhock,
Sweet Pea, Roses, Astrantia, Eryngium, annual
Asters, Daisies, Meadow Sweet, annual Chrysanthe-
mum, Zinnias, and many more. The same plan is

followed with grasses and rushes, and this part seems
to us a very useful one, these plants affording graceful

materials for forming winter bouquets, mixing with
flowers, either dry or freshly gathered, and other
devices. The drying and colouring of mosses and
moss-like plants also meet with satisfactory treat-

ment. The second part of the book is taken up by
the technique of the preparation of materials ; a

description of the required apparatus and appliances,

and the way to use them. In this section the sun-
bleaching method is fully described, and the various

plants alluded to which can be subjected to it. All
the various colours and the various modes of pre-

paring them are concisely described in the last

section. The manual is furnished with 162 wood-
cuts, and an excellent index, which meets all

reasonable requirements. To those persons, male
and female, especially the latter, who are desirous of

engaging in business of a remunerative character,

not involving hard manual labour, this modest
manual supplies much valuable information, which
they can put to practical purposes at a small cost.

Hitherto most of the dried bouquet material sold

in this country has come from abroad, but as nearly

the whole of the plants mentioned are capable of

being cultivated in this country, and some are indi-

genous, that should not be tolerated much longfr.

An English translation of Herr Hein's book should

meet with a ready sale in this country.

SUCCULENT SEEDS.
Eveet now and then we receive specimens of ripe

Grapes the skin of which bursts open to liberate a
second supplementary Grape formed in the interior.

Having previously only seen such Grapes in the ripe

condition, we had considered them to be the result

of the formation of flowers within the original

ovary, such as occasionally happens in Crucifers.

This season, however, we were privileged to receive

specimens in the unripe stage, and the inspection of

the berries in course of formation soon showed us

that our previous conjecture was quite erroneous,
and that the supplementary berries are in reality

seeds whose coats had become fleshy (see figs. 76, 77).
This succulent condition of the seed-coat occurs in

the nearly-allied Leontice, in Crinum, and some other
plants, as long since recorded by Robert Brown. An
analogous change takes place in the carpels of Rosa
gymnocarpa, but here it is the coat of the ovary that
becomes succulent. The point now to be ascertained

is the cause of this production. Does some injury

occur to the berry, causing it to crack ? and does

the seed become fleshy in consequence of exposure ?

or does the seed-coat swell up first, and by its force

of growth cause the resisting coat of the berry to

crack open ?.

Aa the subject is of much botanical interest, we

append the account ol Robert Brown :
—

" In Leontice

the 'dmfa stipitata ' of Michaux is in reality a

naked seed that in a very early stage had burst its

pericarpium." " In Peliosanthes Teta, soon after

impregnation has taken place, from one to three of
these ovula rapidly increase in size, by their pressure
prevent the development of the others, aud rupture
the ovarium, which remains but little enlarged at

the base of the fruit, consisting of from one to three
naked berry like seeds." Robert Brown, " On some
remarkable Deviations from the usual Structure of
Seeds and Fruits," Trails. Linn. Soc. London, vol.xii.,

pp. 143, 151 (read March 5, 1816; ; Ihe Miscellaneous
Botanical Works of Robert Brown, vol. i. (1866),
p. 361. M. T. M.

Fie. 76.—

A. unripe berries with succulent seeds protruding—real size.

B, C. vertical and horizontal sections, showing the origin
of the supernumerary berries—magnified twice.

Fig. 77.- SrcCUXEST BEBBY-UXE SEEDS PROTKITINQ
FROM RIPE GRAPES.

Home Correspondence.

A ROAD8IDE HOUSE GARDEN.—A charming

floral effect might lately be seen at the " John Bull
"

inn, opposite Gunnersbury Station. A balcony runs

along the length of the house, and this has been

utilised to produce a very pleasing effect indeed. A
dark-leaved crimson- flowered form of Tropteolum

Lobbianum, growing in pots or boxes, falls down
over the front of the balcony in numerous graceful

festoons, and has also grown upwards, and reached

some distance above the balcony railing, finding

adequate support there; while various plants in

pott, such as Pelargoniums of different types, Petu-

nias, Fuchsias, &c, varied the arrangement, and
fnrnish attractive patches of colour. It is pleasant
to notice, as can frequently be done, that wayside
public - houses are met with in the suburbs of

London decorated in this way, and there ia no
reason whatever why Boniface should not be a gar-
dener as well as a licensed victualler. It may be
sa'ely assumed tbat passers-by would stop to admire,
and probably drink a glass of something in com-
pliment to the flower- loving publican. R. D.

THE NAMING OF 8WEET PEA8 AND R08E8 BY
THEIR PERFUME8—I was much interested by Mr.
Hartland's note on this subject in a recent issue of
Gardeners' Chronicle, and glad to hear that E-nily
Henderson, one of the best white Peas, had tbe least

scent. The majority of onr Sweet Peas, unlike
our Roses, are overladen with odourr, the latter can
be tasted as well as smelt, and much good honey is

ruined annually through the fulsomeness of Sweet
Peas. For this and other reasons, such as the avoid-

ance of headaches, it may be hoped that Mr. Hartland
and others will turn their attention not only to the
naming of Sweet Peas by their scent, but to the
reduction of the amount of the odour, or a change
of their perfumes. As to Rotes, it is many years

ago when I first undertook to name some of these

from their odours—notably, if I remember rightly,

Devoniensis, the old Cabbage, Maiden's Blush, Boule
de Neige, Marechal Nie), La France, Chas. Lefebvre,

&c. In my address to the Horticultural Club at

the Hotel Windsor last year on the odours of Roses,

reference was made to those early attempts at classi-

fication and recognition of the perfumes of Roses.
The time is never likely to come when we shall say
of these, as many have long been laying of the

scent of Sweet Peae, " Hold, we have already more
than enough." D. T. Fish.

OUT-OF-DOOR GRAPE VINE8 IN TOWN8.—
Passing along one of the main streets in a provincial

town the other day, I found a jobbing gardener

trimming a Grape-vine. The Vine was specially

healthy and fruitful, and was furnished with a Inll

crop of good-sized, well-furnished bunches. As a
mere wall-clother and a welcome relief to a long run
of bricks and mortar, it was equally or more orna-

mental than the Ivies, Ampelopsis Veitcbii, or Vir-
ginian Creeper tbat were almost the only climbers
brought into competition with the Vine. The leading

shoot of the Vine had been carefully tied-in,the later-

als stopped several weeks since had broken again into

sub-laterals, and not a few of the latter had broken
into sub-laterals and tendrils, ibe whole having a

rich and graceful effect. The gardener was thinning

the latter without wholly removing them, and the

effect of the bunches, foliage, and tendrils was most
promising and refreshing. The autumnal tints of

Vines, to say little of the beauty of the fruit in

bunch and berry, are also very charming, and many
varieties of Grape-vines are worth growing as auong
the very richest and choicest of fine-foliege plants.

Even Lady Downes, West's St. Peter's, Alicante,

and many othen, that could hardly be expected to

ripen their fruits in the open air, can ripen and
colour their leaves to the greatest perfection on
southern and western and other aspects ; while among
our very old-fashioned and hardiest Grapes, that

ripen their fruit in the open, as well as form one
of the richest contrast with their leaves, we have
the Dusty Miller and the Claret, the latter finishing

in a glow of crimson hardly matched by Virginian

Creeper, however brilliant. But I have often advo-
cated the use of fruiting and American species of

Vines for the colouring of gardens, buildings, land-

scapes. The object of this note is chiefly to

recommend tbe thinning of such fine bunches as

I saw in the street tbe other day. Many of these

averaged the length and size of average Hamburghs ;

and were they but moderately thinned, they would
doubtless reach to average size in the two potsible

growing months set before them. Already the

bunches are so crushed as to move in masses.

Other berriet are intruding each other in the

fierce ttruggle for room. People tell us that

for wine-making—the final goal of most out-of-door

Grapes— it matters little ; but it does, and thinning

would pay even for this, as, weight for weight, far

more wine is pressed from good-sized berries than

a huge crush largely compoted of dry skins and

hard ttonet, with a minimum of flesh and juice.

Besides, in favourable seasons, under favourable

culture, and especially through liberal and timely

thinnincr, many Grapes may be ripened snfficiently

in onr climate to prove refreshing and enjoyable.

Thousands of pounds are eaten, though jammed and

crowded into tolld mattes through the energy of
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growth, with only the mere exterior of the berriei

ripe. With the entire bunch ripened to a similar

extent through the thinning of ont-of-door Grapes,

the value of the crop wonld be doubled for wine-
making or conversion into temperance drinks, and
multiplied many times for eating. D. T. F,

DEFECTIVf ARRANGEMENT IN THE GRAPE
CLASSE8 at the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit

Show at the Crystal Palace. I should like to know
why tables were not provided sufficient in size to

hold the three exhibits in clan 3 without making
use of a side-table for one of them ; and why the
judges' attention was not called to this exhibit by
the officials before the judges made their awards,

and why it was left to the exhibitor himself to call

the officers attention to the oversight? Again, why
did one of the officials make a suggestion that the

exhibit should have a 3rd prize without the judges
being called back? I may say that the judges did

j adge this exhibit, and after a cursory glance at it,

awarded a 3rd prize. The same kind of mistake
occurred in class 4, but on the exhibitor calling the

official's attention to it, the judges were brought back,

and they reconsidered their original awards, and
gave it a -id prize in this class. Is it usual for

judges to look at the address cards when making
their awards ? John Carvill, S3, St. John's Boad, S.E.

CRABS.— Crabs are generally considered to be

either a wild or a cultivated kind of sour Apple, and
in Kent, not so long ago, after making the cider, the
dross, or crushed Apples, was thrown away some
distance frcm the house, as it was considered un-
lucky to have it anywhere near. Prom this not
unfrequently hundreds of seedlings arose, and these

were always called " Crabs," and used for stocks,

when potsibly there was not a tine wild kind, or

sharp acid Apple among them, and so it was that
occasionally, if the stock and core grew as well as

I he icioc, two kinds of f.'nit were on the same tree.

I have seen, years ago, a ' Ruset" on the part

crowing frcm the stock, while the icion was the old

Nonsuch. But it is not of this mode of railing

stocks I purpose writing, but of the value of

the ' Crab " as an ornamental tree, both in

flower or fmitiDg. Generally small, light, and not
ungraceful in growth, Crabs present at all times a
pleasing aspect, but in spring or September, some are

besutiful in the extreme, and are well worthy of a
place in every garden of any size or pretentions for

decorative purpose?, and aB such I have used several

of the varieties with much satisfaction to myself and
to the delight of my friends. Few people are aware
for this purpose how very useful it is. Of the kinds

to use. For flowers only, Mains fioribundais charm-
ing in March or April, then there is a larger- fruited

variety of this worth growing. On this follows

closely, Chicago, deep yellow with red cheeks

;

Marengo, large fruit, red or yellow ; Zeller, a fine

colour and good bearer ; as is the Yellow Siberian.

The Scarlet or Cherry I do not like so well as some.
Oblong is one of Mr. Rivers' bright and showy.
Then of the smaller kind, is elulis, an abundant
bearer, but uneatable. From Messrs. Cheal I

get Ringo, a flue yellow, but small; and
a lovely bright transparent scarlet of the Cherry size,

with a sharp acid flavour, and fine for jelly, this is

Cheal's New Scarlet, and is an acquisition. A trifle

larger is the old red Siberian : then the larger and
oblong bright coloured John Downie; larger and
brighter still is the beautiful Transcendent Crab, a
tree of this, carrying a large crop, is a marvel of

beautv, the fruit has much the flavour of the small
wild Apples one sometimes finds in the out-of-the-
way hedgerows, and wants more sharpness for good
jelly-making. Then the deep rich blackish-purple,

the Biaok Crab, very handsome both in shape and
colour ; and last, not least, the glorious Dartmouth
Crab, and when the crop is good and the
season suitable, this possibly is unsurpassed, pre-

senting as it does a gorgeous appearance, and
that of a somewhat deceptive character, being
often taken at first glance for a Plum tree hung
about with rich coloured Plums. Bat all having
some peculiar merits of their own, it is difficult to

decide whi :h to choose, but take any, or take all,

and scatter them about the shrubbery, and the result,

if judiciously done, will add both beauty, and be also

of use for table and other decoration, and for culinary
purposes. There may be more than those named
above, but I think I have given a sufficient choice,

some of which I grow, others by Mr. Rivers, and
for several I am indebted to Messrs. Cheal of

Crawley, who have kindly sent me to describe some
of the fmit from trees not in my possession. Barriion
Weir, Sevenoate.

WORM-EATINQ 8LUQ8.—The present month is

one of those during which the curious worm- eating

slug—Testacella—leaves the subterranean tunnels
of its victims and coming above ground may often be
found under logs and stones, in the neighbourhood of

lich soil. The animal is easily recognised by its

exceptionally leathery skin, and by the presence of a
tiny external shell on the hinder end of the body,
recalling somewhat the nail on the end of a human
finger. The writer would be greatly indebted to any
reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle who could send
him specimens of these slugs (from any locality, and
preferably alive, or preserved in alcohol), as the in-

formation as to the distribution of the animals is

still scanty. Wilfred Mark Webb, Editor of the
' Journal of Malacology," " Bolmcsdale," Brentwood,

Esiex.

Societies.
- - * —

ROYAL HOETICTJLTURAL.
Great Exhibition of British grown Fruit

at the Crystal Palace.

September 26, 27, 28.

( Continued from p. 404.)

THIRD DAY'S CONFERENCE.
Mr. Philip Crowley, the Treasurer of the Royal

Horticultural Society, presided at the third day's

Conference, when Mr. Weathers, the Assistant

Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society, read

one of the two equal prize essays on the subject of

•The Commercial Aspect of Hardy Fruit
GrOWTXG IX THE UNITED KlXfiDOM."'

The writer said, that in consequence of the agri-

cultural depression and the difficulty of making the

cultivation of land profitable, landowners and others

had been at a loss to know what things they should

grow in the future with a reasonable prospect of a

fairly remunerative return on their investments.

Foreigu competition was undoubtedly a serious

matter, and must be deliberately looked in the face

by present and future fruit growers. We must all

make up our minds that unless we improved on our
present system of culture generally, also in our

methods (or want of method) in packing and mar-

keting fruit, foreign competition woidd become even

more keen. It seemed strange that a practical and
energetic nation like the British should have per-

mitted foreigners to step in, and in a measure
monopolise their own markets with produce that

could be grown better in every respect—except

perhaps as regards colour—at home. At the same
time it should be fully understood that cultivation

must be thorough, not simply sticking a tree in the

sod and expecting it to grow and produce full crops

every year without any further attention.

The fruit grower of the future must be a man
who has had a proper education in the work : a mau
of untiring energy, with good business habits, and
sufficient capital both to purchase his stock, and
also to wait until they arrived at a bearing state.

Or failing such men, capitalists could step in, buying

the land and the stock, and employing a competent
man to manage the business at a fixed annual salary,

plus such a commission on sales or profits as might
be mutually arranged. It was of the utmost im-

portance that only a manager should be employed
who could bring positive proof of his training and
abilities as a fruit grower, otherwise what might
be a most remunerative investment would in all pro-

bability prove the reverse.

The question was frequently asked why skilled

professional gardeners did not take up fruit growing

as it paid so well, instead of being content to remain

as gardeners. The answer was, that comparatively

few gardeners had the needful capital to enable

them to do so. Some more fortunate ones did do

so, and usually made a very good living.

After dealing exhaustively with the question of

land suitable for fruit growing, the writer went on

to speak of the fruits. The Apple, he said, might

be termed the King of British fruits, and looking at

the enormous importations, there was no fruit hold-

ing a better prospect of profitable return. The
soil of the United Kingdom was so admirably

suited for Apple growing that if the cultural

requirements were but given proper attention, we
could more than hold our own against the world.

But to make the cultivation of Apples the com-
mercial success it deserved to be, we must radically

alter our present system, or rather want of system

.

by growing the trees better, and exercising more

honesty and care in sorting and packing the fruit.

The most profitable system was to grow a limited
number of varieties as dwarf trees on a soil which
had been proved capable of growing full crops of

large Apples. The first and most important
advantage of dwarf trees was the quick return
given by such trees as compared with standards.
Some years ago the writer planted a number of

Lane's Prince Albert costing 3,?. a tree or 10'. per
100. They were planted at the end of October or early
in November in well prepared situations. The
following season a few Apples were produced, but
the year after, i.e., the second year from the time of

planting—a crop was borne and sold at 22-?. per
cwt. and averaged 3*. &(!. per tree. Of course, that
was an exceptional case, but it proved what could be
done by planting dwarf trees carefully iu suitable

soil, with proper management afterwards. The
trees had continued to bear heavy crops of fruit in

almost everj' subsequent year. Another advantage
possessed by dwarf trees was the ease with which all

operations connected therewith could be performed
from the ground level as compared with standards

which required ladders, etc. They were much
less injured by gales than were high trees from
which Apples were blown down and spoilt for

market purposes. Another advantage was that all

malformed fruit could be plucked from the trees

while small, so that when the fruit was gathered
it could be put straight from the trees into the

hampers with very little sorting, and fastened down
to lie sent to market at once. The less fruit was
handled before reaching the purchaser the better

its appearance and the higher its value. By thus

gathering the fruit aud putting it into the hampers
as picked there was no attempt at deception, as

the Apples were of a uniform size and quality

throughout the package. Buyers ojuickly noticed

this honesty, and the sender acquired a reputation

that niaole his consignments eagerly sought after.

The practice of topping the package with the finest

fruit, with a mass of inferior stuff beneath, could

uot be too strongly condemned.
Having decided ou the form of tree to be grown,

it was important that early orders should be giveu

to a nurseryman of the highest repute, who would
uot permit a bad tree or one not true to name to

leave his nursery. Another important matter was
the stock upon which the trees were worked. For
standards the crabs aud stocks raised from Apple
pips were the best, while uothing would equal the

English or broad-leaved Paradise for dwarf trees.

Among the most profitable varieties to be grown
were the Eeklinville, which headed the list, fetch-

ing from £12 to £22 per ton ; Lane's Prince Albert,

ditto: Golden Spire, realising about £15 a ton;
Worcester Pearmain, from £'14 to £26 per ton ;

Warner's King, £16 per ton; Cox's Pomona, Cox's

Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins, Lord Snffield,

Pott's Seedling. Yorkshire Beauty, Stirling Castle,

Tower of Glamis. and Dumelow's Seedling.

Plums come next to Apples in giving profitable

returns when they are grown upon bush trees. Of
late years one heard much of growers who had
found the price of Plums so low that they did not

pay for the picking, the fruit being in consequence

left to rot on the ground. This clearly showed to

him that something was wrong ; either the size of

the fruit must have beeu small, the varieties in-

ferior, the soil and situation unfavourable, or the

system of marketing stood in great need of im-

provement. As a proof of this, one season, when
the wail was particularly loud as to the low prices

prevailing for Plums, he had a gross return of £176
from one acre of Yictoria Plums grown on bush
trees, planted at S feet apart each way. The lowest

price he had made in the past ten years had been

7s. per cwt. and the highest 24s. per cwt. for Yic-

torias. Frost might occasionally cause the trees

to be a complete failure for a season, but take one

year with another, Plums were well entitled to rank
next to Apples for profit. Among the profitable

varieties were Yictoria, Rivers' Early, sometimes
fetching 25s. per cwt., and Czar, as high as 27s.

Earnest attention should be paid to the manuring

of Plums ; and in preparing them for the market
they should be properly graded—sorted out and
packed in separate lots.

The Peak—a delicate fruit—was always in at

least fair demand, and many imagined, from the

high prices ticketed upon them iu the leading

fruiterers' windows, that a magnificent profit must
be made by the growers. His experience was that

no hardy fruit was more uncertain. Only in par-

ticularly favoured districts could Pear culture be

coasidered a commercial success at all. In such
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localities there was no question that Pear-growing

would be a source of proiit. Among the profitable

varieties were Louise Bonne, which had fetched 14s.

per cwt. ; Eeurrti Clairgeau, 15s. per cwt. ; Clapp's

Favourite, Pitmaston Duchess ; Beurrc Hardy,
Doyenne du Cornice ; Marie Louise d'Uccle,

Josephine de Malines ; Catillac, Uvedale's St.

Germain, Verulam, and Vicar of Wiukfield.

The foreign Cherries were so poor in quality

compared with home-grown ones, that there was
every prospect of this popular fruit maiutainiug its

value and paying well in the future. The import-

ance of growing only a few varieties of any kind

of fruit held good with Cherries more than with
any other kind because of the trouble with birds.

For this reason, only one variety, or varieties

which all ripened at the same time, should be
planted in an orchard, thus enabling a man with a

gun to guard the fruit for the comparatively short

time it was necessary to protect it. Fixed objects

to scare the birds were of little use. Early Pavers

held a high position among the early varieties ;

then came Elton, Governor Wood, Florence, and
Emperor Francis. There was a possibility of

making a fair profit by planting Morello Cherries.

For a man with but limited capital, bush fruit

and Strawberries offered the greatest prospect of

commercial success, as the first cost in purchasing

them was comparatively small, and under fairly

good treatment quick returns were secured. No
fruit would pay so quickly as Black Currants,
where they would grow, prices never being lower

than £22 a ton.

Red Currants were not in great demand.

White Currants must be very tine indeed to

fetch good prices, and it would be rather a risk to

plant any quantity.

Raspberries were a profitable crop, but if

pickers could not be engaged in the district, con-

siderable loss might occur, as the fruit rapidly

Bpoiled if not picked when ripe.

Gooseberries were a reliable and profitable fruit,

and ought to be planted on every fruit plantation of

any size, as they come into bearing early from the

time of planting, and proved of great assistance in

meeting expenses..

Strawberries. The price went up, and there was
no, reason why Strawberry culture should not give

as good a profit in the future as in the past.

The writer dealt with the question of the care

and discrimination requisite in packing, and said

that the fraudulent practice of topping with the

finest fruit should never, under any circumstances,

be permitted. Perfect honesty in marketing was
the best policy.

As to iusect foes, more atteution to this matter

was imperative to make fruit culture profitable.

These pests should be dealt with early, as it was
much easier to destroy them in their infancy.

Mr. John Wright, who was one of the adjudicators on the

prize essays, said that the paper they had listened to was a

highly valuable one. He and Mr. Birron(the Superintendent

of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick), and the

Rev. Mr. Wilks (the Secretary of the Society), had a heavy

responsibility placed on them. As they had heard, the

writer indicated that the subject of fruit culture was a far

too serious matter for anyone who had but a little money to

take up, without technical knowledge to carry it through

;

but, when everything was well considered, and a thoroughly

practical man could be put in charge, the work would give a

good return for the labour and capital invested. If they read

this paper and the other prize essay which would be pub-

lished in the Society's Journal, they would have in a small

compass the most valuable production, the most sound
instruction, and the safest guide on the subject which had
ever appeared in the English language. He himself knew
something about essay writing and the worries it entailed,

and he had the pride and privilege of wearing the gold

medal given by Dr. Hogg sometime since. Although Dr.

Hogg had been precluded from attending that meeting, that

gentleman had authorized him to say that he would give the

large silver medal of the Journal of Horticulture to Mr. S. T.

Wright and to Mr. Lewis Castle, the writers of the Essays.

Mr. Lee Campbell said he was very proud to tell them that

by careful work on the part of his gardener and himself, he
had risen to the top of his profession. Pie started fruit

growing as an experiment, but after a very long residence on

the Continent, he was sure that we were far ahead of tho

foreigner. He was, however, sorry to say that the foreigner

had got more than the thin end of the wedge in, and he was
afraid it would tike a great deal to drive it out Whether

we could ever succeed thoroughly in that direction was

doubtful. He had proof that our English fruit was not in-

ferior in any respect to fruit produced abroad. A short time

since he wrote to his salesman, Mr. John Mills, of Manchester,

asking him to give him a faithful and candid opinion of how

his fruit compared with that of the foreigner. Mr. Mills

wrote that his varieties of Apples realised 30 per cent, more

on the average than any other English varieties. Now So

per cent, was a profit in itself, at least growors thought so,

although, perhaps, shopkeepers were not content with it.

Recently they had gone almost entirely in for barrels for

conveying fruit. They thought this was much preferable

to the old style, as there was a certain movement in the flats,

and the ends of the withies caught against the fruit and
damaged it. They put between 50 and 60 lb. in a barrel.

Mr. Mills also told him that his Peasgood's Nonsuch Apples

averaged &0 per cent, better price than the Canadians.
The question of foreign competition, he held, was a national

matter, and the subject of railway rates and the preferential

rates given to the foreigner by our English companies, would
have to be seriously gone into. As an instance, he mentioned
that in America five guineas a ton was charged for transit for

a distance of 3,500 miles ; he paid the Great Western Railway
Co. 27s, a ton for 140 miles. If his goods were carried on the

same basis as Oranges were carried in America, the freight

ought to be about 4s. Owing to the railway companies' high

charges thousands of tons of fruit had to rot, as it would not

pay to place it upon the train. The French Apples had an

advantage over the English Apples between Southampton
and London of something lite 7s. 6d. a ton. Butter again,

from and to the same places, showed a preference in favour of

the foreigner of 219 per cent. Englishmen could not stand

against that. With regard to fruit growing, he would warn
people against indiscriminate planting, which would only be

making a rod for their own backs, and, like indiscriminate

dabbling in African mines, would make the victims wish

they had never taken the matter in hand.
Mr. George Gordon said we should be a great deal more

careful about our packing. In the case of Plums, although

it might not he pleasant to Englishmen to confess it, the

French cultivators were far and away in advance of us. The
English method really spoilt the fruit, which presented any-

thing but an attractive appearance when it was finally

shovelled into the customer's basket. Then again, if we
were to take full advantage of our opportunities, we should

be able to utilise our fruit in seasons of plenty by drying and
preserving. There was no necessity to rely on t!^e sun for

drying—that could be done in an ordinary oven.

The Chairman mentioned that he had dried his own fruit

in the oven, which answered satisfactorily. There were,

however, two good drying-machines—the Mayfarth and the

Wass—one of which was at Chiswick Gardens, where it might

be inspected.

NATIONAL CHRYSANIEEM (JM.

October 8, 9, 10 —More than usual lucceaa

attended the early autumn show of the National

Chrysanthemum Society, held on the above dates

in the Royal Aquarium, Westminster. The
quality of many ot the blooms exhibited was
very high, and almost €qual to those gene-

rally Btaged at the November meeting. There
were some new varieties presented before the

Floral Committee, and several Certificates were

awarded. Competition in the open ciaises was
generally good, but in the limited classes rather

weaker. The show gained much of its effectiveness

as a display from the very numerous honorary

collections of flowers and fruits from the trade.

There were two exhibitors only of a group of Chrysanthe-

mum plant* in flower, arranged with foliage plants for effect.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewisham, was 1st. He
staged a good lot of plants and placed them thinly, with a few

Ferns in tront and intermixed, and a background of Bambusa.
Varieties most interesting were the new Mrs. Chas. E. Shea,

one of the first rate Japanese blooms of last year; Mrs. R.

Jones, L'ltere, A. H. Fewkes, &c. The colour of several of

these was rather deficient. The 2nd prize was taken by Mr.
Howe, gr. to Henry Tate. Esq., Park Hill, Streatham
CommoD, who had a group consisting of Chrysanthemum.",

with Dracamas, Crotons, and other things.

For twenty-four Japanese blooms in eighteen varieties, Mr.
W. Wells, nurseryman, Redhill, Surrey, won 1st honours, and
his collection waa capital, indeed, for this early show.
Among the varieties, the most noteworthy was Boule d'Or, an
incurved variety of the present year, sent out by Calvat. As
shown, the bloom is large and fairly full, petals broad, and the

colour a pleasing shade of buff. A First-class Certificate waa
awarded. Wm. Tricker, Frank Wells, Eda Prass, Louise (very

good), Madame Ed. Rey, were all of good quality. 2nd, Mr. Chap.

Cox, gr. to JNO, Trotter, Esq., Brickendon Grange, Hertford,

whose collection had also very exceptional blooms. We
might mention Avalanche, Mrs. Anna Hartshorn, President

Borel, &c. There were several other exhibits in this class.

The best twelve blooms (Japanese), distinct, was a dozen

from Mr. B. Jones, gr. to C. A. Smith-Ryland, Esq., Barford

Hill, Warwick, who had blooms of excellent quality. Mons.

Chas. Molin, which was awarded a First-class Certificate as

shown by Mr. W. J. Godfrey, was represented in this stand by

a first- class bloom ; Madame Ed. Rey, Mrs. E. G. Hill, Wm.
Seward, Rose Wynne. M. Panckoucke, were others that com-

manded notice.

In the 2nd prize collection, from Mr. Jas. Brookes, gr. to

W. J. Newman, Esq ,
Whetstone House, Totteridge Lane,

N., were nice blooms of good colour, representing the newer

varieties; Mr. W. Collins, gr. to J. W. Carlile, Esq.,

Ponsbourne Park, Hertford, was 3rd ; and there were seven or

eight other exhibitors.

Six blooms of incurved distinct only fouod two exhibitors.

Mr. W. Colt ins was 1st, and his best blooms were Refulgens

and Mons. Bahuant; Mr. R. Filkins, gr. to Mis Alexander,
Oakbank, Chialehurst, was 2nd.
Only two exhibits were made of twelve bunches of Pompons,

and the best were from Mr. Chas, Brown, gr. to R. Hentv.
Esq., Langley House, Abbots Langley, Herts, who had a btand
composed ot very neat blooms of nice quality. Miss DEBEN-
ham, St. Peter's, St. Albans, was 2nd.
Six bunches, however, were best from Miss Debenham who

showed very well in this clas?, and was followed by Mr. T. L.
Turk, gr. to T. Boney, Esq., Southwooi House, Highgate, N.,

and Mr. Chas. Brown.
Mr. T. Tullett, gr. to G. Alexander, Esq., Warley Lodg-,

Brentwood, Essex, had 1st prize for two vases of Chrysan-
themum blooms, twelve large-flowered blooms in each, with
the addition of any suitable foliage. The blooms used were
good, and only a little Asparagus was used in addition to the
natural foliage. There were several other competitors in this

class,

Amat-.ur Classes,—Mr. H. Love, 1, Melville Terrace,

Sandown, Isle of Wight, was 1st for twelve blooms of Japanese,

in not fewer than six varieties, and showed a capital collec-

tion, bloomB very fine, but lacking colour a little; G. C
Schwabe was^noticeable. 2nd, Mr, W. Amies, South Ashford,
Kent.
The class for six blooms was won by Mr. F. Durrint, 4,

New Road, Ware; his collection lacked colour, as the only
flower with any colour was one of W. Tricker. 2nd, Mr.
Ed. Jones, 25, Malvern Road, Hornsey, with bright but
smaller blooms ; 3rd, Mr. AMIES.

Single-handed Gardeners. — The best twelve blooms of

Japanese, distinct, came from Mr. J. Knapp. gr. to F. W.
Amsdex, Esq., 22, Chichester Road, Croydon ; his best blooms
were W. G. Newett, Eda Prass, and Mrs. F. Jameson. 2nd,

Mr. T. L. TVRK.
Mr. J. Knapp was again successful for six blooms, includmg

a good one of Annie Clibran ; 2nd, Mr. A. W. Southard, gr. to

H. B. Kenyon, Esq., WinniDgworth, Sutton.

Floral arrangements.—The first class in thi3 section was for

a table of miscellaneous arrangements, illustrating the decora-

tive value of Chrysanthemums. Mr. J. R. Chard. Stokn
Newiogton, won 1st for this, and showed an effe;tive

collection of bouquets, wreaths, button holes, spraas, &:., but
i he whole was rather overdone with berries, and appeared

to be designed to illustrate the value of terries in decorative

exhibits. The best three epergnes of Chrysanthemums were
also shown by Mr. J. R. Chard, and they exhibited considerable

taste. Mr. P. P. Crane was 2nd ; and Mr. W. Green, Jr ,

florist, Harold Wood, Essex, 3rd. There were several other

entries in this class. The class for one Va^e (the trade ex-

cluded), was won by Mr. D. M. Hayler, gr. to W. Hannaford.
Esq., Tenterden Hall, Hendon, N.W. ; and Mr. D. B. Crane
was a ve.-y close 2nd.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.

We have already described these as very numerous. Mfe&rj.

JiS. Veitch & Sons. Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, had a
group of Chrysanthemums, very noteworthy, the blooms
being good, and the group contained plenty tf colour.

The plants, ia our opinion, would have looked better had they

bein less thickly placed together. Louise, as usual in early

shows, figured largely in the group. Madame Lecro'x, Lady
Randolph, President Armand, Commandant Blussett, and M.
Auguste tie Lacvivier, were notueable.

Another group cf Chrysanthemum i was staged by STr. THOS.
S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, neir Tottenham.
From Mr, W. J. Godfrey; Exmsuth Nurseries, D^von,

came a large display of Chrjsanthemum Moom*, most of

which are Mr. Godfrey's own seedlings. Mon*. C. Molin
was recommended a First-class Certificate. Blooms of

the excellent Carnations, Miss Mary Godfrey (white), Regi-

nald Godfrey (pink), and others, were also shown.
Mr. Robt. Owen, Maidenhead, had blooms of Ydlo-v Gem,

a fimbriated Pompon, flowers very small, with high cenLre

(First-class Certificate) ; Lady Esther Smith, a white Japacete
incurved, with excellent broad petals (Certificate) ; and Col.

Bernard, a red fljwer, with very pale buff reverse (Certificate).

Mr. W. Wells, who won in the class fortwentv-four blooms
of Japanese, exhibited another stand containing about four

dozen finebloomsin considerable variety ; and Mr. SHOESMlTn,
Claremont Nursery, Woking, had a stand of twelve blooms,

including Louise, M. Chas. Molin, Rose Wynne, and Phcebus,

a good yellow reflexed variety (First-Class Certificate).

From Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green,
Lewisham, was a very pretty collection of Chrysanthemum
blooms. At the back was a good lot of Ferns and some con-

spicuous blooms in stands among these. In front there were
seven or eight dozen Chrysanthemum blooms in bases. Some
excellentaprays of Pelargoniums were also from Hither Green.
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, had a large stand of

Dahlia blooms, also of Cannas, and a few Chrysanthemums.
The large permanent fountains, one of which stands at

either end of the Aquarium, were on the present occasion used
for the first time as a means for making an effect in floral

arrangement. Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Tottenham, decorated

one of these, and made a very commendable display of all sec-

tions of Dahlia blooms, well furnishing the entire structare.

The other one was capitally done by Messr?. Chf.ax & Sox,
Crawley, who, in addition to Dahlia blooms, displayed a

quantity of fruit at the base.

Mr. E. F. Sl'CH, nurseryman, Maidenhead, exhibited

various floral arrangements of Chrysanthemums : and Messr_».

W. CUTBUSH & Son, Highgate, had a collection of Asters and
other hardy flowers. Mr. G. Goodson, Belle Vue Nursery,

Acton, exhibited a few plants of a new yellow Chrysanthe-

mum, with moderate-sized, very full flowers, apparently

useful for decorative work. Mr. W. Higgs, Fetcham Park

Gardens, Leatherhead, showed a number of excellent plants
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in bloom of Saintpaulia ionantha, raised from aeed sown in

January. Mr. E. G. Reid, nur3erymau, Beckenham Hill,

Kent, had a few DihHa blooms, Cannas, &e.

Fruit was exhibited well by several firms. Messrs. Jno.

Laixg & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., had a first-rate

collection of Apples and Pears ; and Messrs. S. Spooler &
So:- 3 Hounslow, Middlesex, and Mr. H. BERWICK, Sidmouth,

Devon. a!so exhibited worthy collections.

Oi.ionsfi.nd Leeks were shown by Messrs. Dobime & Co.,

Kothesay, N.B., and Onions by Mr. H. DtVERlLL, Banbury.

MAIDSTONE HARDY FRUIT EXHIBI-
TION.

October 8, 9,—This was far the best exhibition

or iti kiEd this Society has ever held. The classes

were better filled, and the fruit generally w&8 of the

hijjheet order. The entries last jear were 98, aa

corarared with 255 on the present occasion.

For the best collection, not to exceed twenty-four dished,

grown inihe county, opsn to landowners, tenant-farmers, or

market-gardeuers, there were ten exhibitors. Roger Leigh,

Esq. (gr., Mr. Woodward), took the lead, showing superb

Peasgood's. Washington, Were de Menage, Bismarck, Alex-

ander, Cox's Pomona, and Mother Apples ; four fine dishes of

Peaches, and good Pears. The 2nd prize fell to M. H Dalli-

so>', E-'q. (gr , Mr. Legg) ; 3rd and 4th. to A. J. Thomas,
Rodmersham, acd Mrs. Fremlix, Teston, respectively.

The be>t eighteen dishes of A: p'.es and six dishes of Pears,

open to all, were from Mr. Woodward; 2nd, Mr. S. H.

Goodwix. Mereworth ; closely followed by Mr. Chambers,
Merewortb. In this class nine competed, all showing excep-

tionally good Apples.

For nine dishes of Apples and three of Pears, each dish to

consist of twelve fruits, and farm grown, six competed. The
1st prize went to Mr. Thoma.S, who staged handsome fruit of

The iA»ueen, Beauty oE Kent, Gloria Mundi, Bramley 's Seedling

Apples, and very fine Pitmaston Duchess Pear*. Mr. SMITH,
Loddiugton, closely followed with a remarkably clean lot.

His best dishes were Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin,

Queen Caroline, Adam's Pearmain. Tower of GlatnK Bismarck,

und Gascoigne Seedling Apples ; 3-d, Mrs. Fremlin'.
The class for six dishes, four of Apples and two of Pear*,

twelve fiuita to a dish, win won by Mr. A. T KlLLIOK; 2nd,

Mr. BLE3T, Broomcroft, Wateringbury ; 3rd, Mr. Goodwin".
For one sieve of Apple*, Cox's Orange Pippin, there were

fourteen lota. Mr. T. W. Startup, West Farleigh, was
deservedly 1st. with 1 trg», handsome, and beiutifully-coloured

fruits ; Mr. Thomas and Mr. Goodwix followed.

For any other dessert kind, Mr. Goodwix took the lead,

showing grand King of the Pippins; 2nd, Mr. MainwaHin--,
w ith the same kind.

For one neve of Cooking Apples eighteen competed, all of

nhrd were exceptionally good. Mr. Kilmck took the lead.

showing >.ood Pea?gool Nonsuch ; 2nd, Mr. F. LOCKTER, with

very large and well-coloured Blenheim Orange.
Mr. SMITH took l»t for four quarter-sieve* of

showing very good Malbot's Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Ross* Nonpareil and Ribston*: this class * as strong, or

other classes were well filled, the competition hem/ keen
throughout.

MlSCBLLUI
F. S. W. C0HITw\AXI,l9, Esq, fur-, Mr. McKenxIe), *tngr-,|

some fifty dishes of Apples and Pears, all of supi-rb quality.

H. I.. C. BRASS r, I . Pr.-ton Hall ur, Mr. .!:irman),

contributed some forty dishes of excellent fruit; and Mr.
Startup showed a similar quantity.

Mr. S. Fro>t, of the Borough and Liog Nur-erl-

Urge und varied collection of Dahlias.

Scotland.

LEEK. AND ONION SHOW AT KOTHF.SAV.

Wiiilk most penoni are read; to admit tbat the

Soral production! from Rothesay take the lead at

northern ahowa, we are not prepared to lay that

Kotheaay it able to cope with the grow^ra of the

more tunny South in the matter of Oniont. In the

teed atorea of Meaars. Dobbie & Co., an exhibition

of Leekt and Oniont wat held, which in ita way it

at much an international one at tome of the great
" international " shows. Some of the grand < >aiont

shown from district* wide apart in England and
Scotland would grace any show in the country,

•,t!i»r» ti7e and quality combined are recognited

merit'. E°rkt generally were inch at one it accut •

tomed to tee in the North, mottly ol Gne form, well

b'anchrd, firm, and of large girth. It it to be hoped
thia intereating exhibition, promoted by Mestrt

Dobbie & Co. will be the forerunner of Leek and
< >nion thowi of greater magnitude. If vegetable

roott were added to inch a thow, they would increate

the intoreat very materially—we think the promoteri
have tbia idea in view , and t'

'

' liberality on this

occaaon bat Jone wondera by bringing together,

without any fun, nearly eighty exhibitors for four

specimen Onions, and over sixty for Leeks ; and,

remarking the excellence of the exhibits all round,

they increased the number of prizes, which were as

follows:—Leeks—1st, Mr. L. Collins, 108, West
Wylam, near Prudhoe ; 2nd, Mr. D. Logan, Castle-

law, near Coldstream, Kelso ; 3rd, Mr. J. Edwards,

stationmaster, Stanley, Perth ; 4th, Mr. James Hall,

Kelso ; 5th, Mr. William Laverock, 113, Grinlaws,

Leslie. Other fine acknowledgments were made.

Onions— ltt, J. Bowerman, The Gardens, Hackwood
Park, Basingstoke; 2ad,T. Wilkins.Inwood Gardens,

Henstridge, Blandford ; 3rd, Noah Knellar, Mala-

banger Gardens, Basingstoke ; 4tb, Adam Danlope,

Flowerbank Cottage, Galaton ; osh, R. Fiahwick,

Singleton, Poulton-le-Fylde ; 6;b, G. H. Cop,

G ardent, Honest Park, Sherbourne; 7th, R. Paton,

40, Orchard Street, Galston ; 8sh, J. Hall, Singleton,

Poulton-le-Fylde; 9th, H. Taylor, Gardener, Gre-

dington, Whitechnrch; lU;h, W. Rankine, Loch

Ryan, Stranraer. While there was nothing inferior

in any of the exhibits, most of them were first-

rate, and admitted on all hands to be the finest bulbs

ever seen in Scotland at any exhibition. M. Teniple.

Notes ibom Ccltouohey, Perthshire.

For some years past I have been desirous to see

the gardens at Cultoquhey, near Crieff, the seat of

J. M. Graham, E q., where that popular proprietor'*

gardener, Mr. Fender, has raited the excellent vege-

tables he haa exhibited for eome years at the great

shows held at Edinburgh and Glasgow. The strong

paints in the Cultoquhey collection! generally are

cleannets and first-rate quality, rather than gross-

nets and large si/.?.

At this lovely teat there are other attraction! than

vegetables, such at the fine apecimena of Conifers

which adorn the extensive grounds. Though in

common with Ochtertyre, and other places in the

locality, some lostea were sustained by the severe

gales in November of 1893, there are still sufficient

fine apecimena to render Cultoquhey attractive to

lovera of ConifertE. Among Oaks, Athet, and other

large trees of the deciduous class, are to be found

the following, which have recently been meaiured,

in order to find the actual progress they are making

in height and girth of trunks 5 feet from the ground.

The trees are in good health, and handsome in

form. Tsuga Mertentiana, 68 feet high, and 4 feet

'.I inchea in girth ; Abiea grandis, 68 feet high, and

5 fret 9 incbea in girth ; A. Nordmanniane, 77 feet

6 inches high, and 7 feet 6 inches in girth ; Taxodium
aempervirena, 49 feet 6 inchea high, and 7 feet

". inches in girth; Thuioptia borealia, 34 feet high,

in buth form ; Sequoia gigantea, 64 feet 6 incbea

high, and 10 feet in girth ; Araucaria imbricate,

50 feet high, and 5 feet 8 inchea in girth ('.bia plant

meaturea 10 feet at ground). .Many othera are doing

rnnirkably well, including l'icea Merz esii, P.

orientalit, Ttuga Pattooii, Abies cephalonica, A.

I. iwii, and A. Pinsapo.

la the vegetable garden we found abundance of

excellent produce. Good toil, deep tilth, and the

judicious application of manure by Mr. Fender,
result in excellent cropa.

A cursory inspection of the frnit crops showed the
careful attention the trees receive. Peara, mostly
grown on walla, are repretented by William.' Bon
Chie;ien, Marie Louiie, Comte de Lamy, Loniae
Bonne, S*an E/g. Moorfowl Egg (ttill a great
favourite in the North), and tome otheit of the
hardier torta, it beiog utelett to attempt to culti-

vate the fine French Peara, which require more aid

from aun than they wonld get in mid- Perthshire.

Hardy and useful kinds of Apples, Pluma, and
other fruita are cultivated. Hale'a Early Peach
waa in capital condition on the walls.

I did not leave before aeeing the Matochal Niel

Rote which baa produced for yeara past fine prize-

taking flowers. It ia grafted on the White Bank-
sian, is cat hard back, and trained over the roof of

a greenhouse, if. JempU, Carton, y.U.

Nursery Notes.

STREPTOCARPU8.—We have received through
the courtes) of Messrr. Jar. Veitch & Sons, Chelaea,

a few late flowera, in varioua colonrr, of their new
hjorid Streptocarpnses, which were noticed more
folly on p l'J J

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES,
CHELTENHAM.

These nurseries have been carried on by Messrs.

Heath & Son for many years with considerable

success and profit, and the various departments of

the business are unusually extensive and compre-

hensive. Throughout the midland, western, and
northern counties the firm has long been famous,

and it is gratifying to know that their fame is well

sustained at the present time. The nursery stock

generally is excellent ; stove and greenhouse plants

are varied and well grown, as also O/chids, and the

breadths of Roses, Dahlias, fruit trees and shrubs,

in every instance bespeak the matter hand. A good

assortment of the more valued herbaceous peren-

nials is grown in considerable numbers, and in pro-

portion to their various merits. The cut flower

trade of the nurseries is very large ; the number of

wreaths, crosses, and other floral designs despatched

in the busy season is very considerable. To meet
such a large demand, large numbers of suitable

plants for flowering in the winter are grown, and

among these Tea Roses in pots form a considerable

proportion ; and for these alone several houses are

utilised, and two or three methods adopted in their

cultivation, so as to meet the requirements of certain

varieties grown. On the other hand, to retard or pro-

long the season of flowering to the very utmost,

besides these pot Rises, others are planted in

borders made in the houses—some of the Roie-housea

having portable roofs, which admit of a thorough

and complete ripening of the wood by removing the

lights. Large numbers of tree Carnations are also

cultivated, particularly of those shades of pink repre-

sented by Miss Joliffe. One large house contained

a batch of an unnamed pink variety, evidently of a

perpetual character, which at the time of my visit

was pushing forward its spikes in several stages that

promised a long succession of bloom during the

autumn and early winter. Judging by the flowers

that were expanded, it is of a somewhat deeper shade

of pink than Miss Joliffe, and it is a fuller flower.

Bouvardiat are cultivated on an extensive scale

in all the leading varieties, planting out as well as

pot-culture being adopted—those planted out being

a very promising batch, notwithstanding the great

heat of the past summer, the sturdy vigorois buihea

showing that they had been well tended. The
planting-out method for these plants was adopted

some years ago, and it has been very successful.

Near one of the beds of Bouvardias was a low span-

roofed pit, filled with Bouvardia plants in pote, some
of which were on the point of opening their flowers.

These were a capital lot of plants, numbering several

hundreds, vigorous, fresh-looking, and full of flower-

buda.

Poineettiaa form another extensive item, and were

noteworthy for the dwarf sturdy character of the

plants, which is in a measure accounted for by the

fact tbat they were grown fully exposed in open

frames. In the culture of these decorative plants

Messrs. Heath avoid tall, leggy, leafless plants, pre-

ferring to produce quantities of plants of an uniform

size, which in the long run are the more useful.

From the first the plants are accustomed to a cooler

treatment than is usually thought good for them,

and the large batch of plants bear proof of the cor-

rectness of the treatment afforded. The plants

carry their foliage down to the pots, not drawn and

weak as one often aeea Poinsettias, or rendered

too delicate for ordinary decorative purposes.

Among the stove-plants, many of the leading

Codiicums (Crotons), in well-coloured examples,

were noticed, many of them very brilliant and

effective. These plants are tbe products of high

temperatures, abundant moisture, nearness to the

glass, where they receive the fullest possible sunlight

for the greater part of the day. In another house,

containing tbe Ixoraa, I noted a fine pair of I. DafB,

between 6 feet and G feet through. These plants

carried aome forty or more fine growths, all thosing

grand truaiea of bloom.
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Orchids are also grown largely here, particularly

thoae best suited to cut flowers, together with many
good and rare kinds too numerous for this brief note.

Of those that were grown abandantly and deserved

special note was a very large batch of Cypripedium

insigne, which includes many forms of the dne old

Orchid—there were quantities of large specimens in

excellent condition. Coelogyne cristata was also

largely represented. Another large house was almost

wholly devoted to Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schro-

derianum. Of this alone there were a large number
of plants in many sizes, and remarkable variety.

The collection was just coming into flower at the

time of my visit, and already many pleasing flowers

were expanded. The great value of this Orchid is

now well known, and in a large assortment of plants

such as may be here seen there is almost endless

variety, as well as a long-continued season of bloom.

In the hardy plant department many of the more

showy and useful species were to be seen, such as

shrubby Phloxes in much variety, Michaelmas

Daisies, Radbeckias, hosts of Gaillardias, perennial

Sunflowers, notably H. multiflorus and varieties;

Tritomas, Pyrethrums, Campanulas in variety, Oeno-

thera macrocarpa, with its large yellow blossoms

fully expanded. And apart from these, Carnations,

Pinks, Asters, and a host of other similarly useful

material. There were also Dahlias and Gladiolus

planted cut in beds galore ; while a plantation of the

yellow Marguerite, Chrysanthemum frutescens var.

Etoile d'Or, was daily expanding many hundreds of

its useful flowers. J.

[The term ' accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hourB.]
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2 + 67 + 331 + 254 12 + 176 35 3 42 29

1 aver 51 2 + 103 4- 407 9 + 142 224 38 36

3 2 + 73 + 274 + 270 1 — 137 201 36 35

3 3 + 93 + 207 + 279 aver 117 17-5 48 43

4 A + 82 + 227 + 362 3 + 115 172 38 39

5 4 + 109 + 179 + 330 5 + 109 159 48 43

6 1 + 67 + 186 + 360 7 + 148 25 9 33 34

7 3 + 92 + 268 + 301 8 + 129 223 30 55

8 * + 101 + 190 + 336 18 + 117 23 6 53 45

9 2 + 71 + 132 + 266 6 + 160 24 6 37 32

10 1 + 81 + 47 + 193 6 't- 131 25-9 47 35

*
5 + 132 + 239 + 248 is + 131 18 8 45 52

The dietriota indicated by number in the first column are
the following :—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
I.Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, E.;
4 .Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S,

Princzval Grazing, #c., Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W.; 8, England, S.W.; 9, Ireland, N.

;

10. Ireland, S. ; "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending October 5, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather continued very fine and summerlike during

the two first days of the period. On October 1, however, it

became very unsettled and rainy in the extreme south-west

and west, and these conditions gradually extended to all parts

of the Kingdom. Heavy falls of rain were experienced over

the country generally, especially in ' EDgland, S.W. and the

Channel Islands.' Thunder and lightning occurred in many
localities about the middle of the period.

" The temperatwe at first continued extremely high for the

time o£ year, but subsequently fell rapidly and became rather

low, frost occurring on the ground early on the 3rd. The
average values for the week, however, were again ab.ve the

mean in all districts excepting 'Scotland, E.,' the excess

ranging from 1° in 'Scotland, W. and Ireland, S.,' to 4° in
' England, S . and S.W.,' and 5° in the ( Channel Islands.' The
highest of the maxima (registered on September 29 or 30)

ranged from 83° in * England, N.E.,' 81° in ' England, N.W.,'
and from 78° or 79° in most other districts, to 74° in ' Scotland,

E. and W.' The lowest of the minima were recorded towards
the end of the week, when the thermometer fell to 31° in
' Scotland, N. and E. and in England, S.W..* to 33° over
central and eastern England, and to between 35° and 37° in

all other districts, excepting the ' Channel Islands,' where the
lowest reading was 48°.

" The rainfad was rather le33 than the mean in ' England,
N.E.,' and just equalled it in ' England, E.,* but was in excess
in all other districts, especiaily in the west and north, the fall

in 'England, S.W. and the Channel Islands' being nearly
three times the mean. The greatest fall at any individual

station was 5'35ins. at Arlington, of which 271 ios. fell on
October 5.

"The bright sunshine shows a great decrease over the
Kingdom generally, but a decided increase in ' Scotland, N.'
It was, however, again in excess of the mean, the percentage
of the possible duration ranging from 52 in ' Eoglind, S.W.,'
48 in 'England, E. and S.,' 47 in 'Ireland, S,,' to 33 in
' Scotland, W,' and 30 in ' England, N.W.' "

Fbuit,—Aveba&e Wholesale Pbioes.

Trade Notice.

Ma. Johk Clayton, son of the Gardener at

Gtimston Park, and who for nearly eleven years has

been with Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, nurserymen,

at York and Harrogate, has been appointed repre-

sentative of Messrs. Fisher, Son & Sibray, L ; mited,

of Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, in succession to

Mr. W. Atkinson, who, some time ago, was appointed

Managing Director of the firm in question,

ARKEI8.

COmNT GABSEN, October 10.

We oannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Out Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

AmmB, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations. 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Gladiolus, p. 12 sps.

Lapageria. 12 bims.

Lilac, French,p. bun.
Lilium Harrisii.do.

Lilium lancifolium,

per dozen blooms
Lily of tie Valley,

doz. sprays
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

Mignonette, 12 bun,

d. t.d.

3 0-60
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-40

3 0-60
2 0-30
2 0-40
10-20
6-16

3 0-50
3 0-60

J 9- 1 6

4 0-60
1-0- 3
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odon toglossum
crispum.12 Dim.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunoh
— 12 sprays

Pyrethrums, 12bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

onals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, p. doz.
bunches

Stephanotis, dozen
sprays

Sunflower (small),

doz bunches
Sweet Peas, 12 buo.
Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets, 12 bunches

. d. s. d.

i 0-15

! 0- 6

0-6
6-0 9
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0- 1 6

0-8

'0-40

6-3
0-3
2-0 4
6- 2 0.

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plahis ni Pots.—Averaoe Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per dor, 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12

— specimen,each 5

Asters, per dozen
pots

Chrysanthmums, p.

doz. pots 6

Coleus, per dozen... 2

Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12

Ericas, various, doz. 6

Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz. ..

d. i. d.

0-12
0-30
0-15

3 0-60

0-12
6-4
0-10
0-7 6
0-24
0-18

6 0-24

f. d. i. ./.

Ferns, small, doz. ... 16-30
— various, doz. 5 0-12

Fious elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24

Fuchsias, per doz. .. 4 C- 6
Lilium Harrisii, per

dozen pots ... 12 0-24

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Solanum, per doz. ... 9 0-12
Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 0-12

. d. t.d.
10-20Apples, per bush....— dessert, in va-

riety, per half
sieve 2 0-30

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 35 0-40
Damsons, half sieve 10-13
Figs, per dozen ... 9-10
tlrapes, 1st quality,

black, English, lb. 13-16
— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20

Grapes. Guernsey, lb. 6-09
Melons, each 10-20

t.d. t. d.

Peaches, 1st size, doz 12 18
Pears.Calabash.bsh. 4 0-50— Marie Loui.e,

half sieve
— Pi t ma s ton
Duchess, do. ...

Pine-appleB, St. Mi-
chael, each

Prunes, half *ieve...

Walnuts, beit Eng-
lish, shelled, bush. 10 0-12
— French Gre-

noble, per bag .. 6 8

3 0-40

3 6-50

2 0-4
2 —

Veoetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t.d. t.d.

Beans, Bunuers, per
bushel 16-20

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 10-1 6

Cuoumbers, per doz. 10-3
Mushrooms, per lb. 10-1 3
Onions, Hutch, per
cwt. box 3 —

Onions, English. b3h
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. dcz. ib.

:

— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey ,,

t.d. t.d.

2 —

3
2 0-

1 6-

3 6
2 6

2

POTAT03.
Markets continued dull, and prices generally low, iufeiior

samples, 30». to 40s. ; medium, 45s. to 50s. ; best Biightlands
70s. to 90s. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
LONDON : October 9.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London. S.E.,
write that French Red Clover-seeds come cheaper. There is

nothing yet doing in Alsyke, White, and Trefoil. Rye-grasses
are also neglected. Winter Tares show some improvement,
both in value and demand. There is no change in Rye.
Canary-seed is -decidedly stronger. Hemp-seed unaltered.
Blue Peas meet an increased demand. Haricot Beans are held
for higher rates. Linseed and Buckwheat also tend upwards.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Oct. 8.—Quotations :— Cabbages. 2s. to 4s. per

tally ; Onions, 3s. to 4s. Sd. par bag ; Carrots, Is. 3a!. to 2s.
per dozen bunches ; Horseradish. Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle j

Apples, 2s. to 4s. 6d. ; Pears, 3s. to 7s. per bushel.

Spitalfields : Oct. 8.— Quotations :—Pears, Is. to Is. 6d.
per bushel

; Cabbages, 5s. to 6s. per tally ; Collards, 2s. to 3s.
do. ; Greens, bunoh, Is. 6i. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Celery,
8s. to 10s. per dozen; Beet, Is. Sd. per bushel; Carrots, Is. erf.

to 2s. per bag, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Sage, 2s. to 2s. 6d. do.

;

Marjoram, 2s. to 3j. do. ; Winter Savory, Is. ed. to 2s. do.
;

Mint, Is. 6d. to is. do. ; Sweet Basil, 3s. to 4s. per dozen •

Apples, Warner's King, 2s. id. to 3s. per bushel.
Stratford, Oct. 8.- Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. to 3s. per

tally
; Savojs, 2s. 6d. to 5s. do. ; Cauliflowers, 9d. to Is. 3d.

per dozen; Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. 3d. per dozen bunches; do.,
25s. to 40s per ton ; Carrots, household, 3rs. to 35s. do.; do.,
cattle-feeding, S5s. to 27s. ed. do.; Mangels, lls.to 16i.
do. ; Swedes, 20s. to 28s. do. ; Onions, Ghent, 2s. 3d. to
2s. 6d. per bag ; Dutch do., 2s. «d. to 3s. do. ; Apples,
English cookers, 2s. to 4s. per bushel ; do., dessert, 2s. 6d.
to 4s. 6d. per bushel ; Scotch Kale, Is. to Is. 6d. ; Marrows.
2s. to 3s. per tally ; Pears, English, 2s. 6d. to 6s. per flat

;

Damsons, Is. 6d. to 2s, per half-sieve ; Tomatos, English,
2s. to 3s. per peck; Cucumbers, frame, Is. to 3i. per
dozen; Scarlet Beans, Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel, and Is. 9d.
to 2». 6d. per bag ;Beets, 2s. to 2s. 6rf. per dozen bunches

;

Celery, 8rf. to Is. per dozen heads ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 2d.
per bundle ; Parsley. Is. to Is. 6d. per dozen bunches.
FARRINGDON: Oct. 10.— Quotations :—Cauliflowers, 2s.

per dozen; Cabbage, 6s. 6rf. per tally ; Collards, Is. per doz.
;

Celery, Is. per roll; Marrows, Is. per dozen ; Parsnips, 3s. 6d.
per tally ; Lettuce, Is. per score ; Carrots, Is. 9d. to 2s. per
bag ; Turnips, 2s. do. ; Herbs, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Onions,
3s. 6d. per bag ; do., Oporto, 5s. 6d. per case ; do., Valentias,
5s. per case ; Grapes, 'Almeira, 13s. per barrel ; English hot-
house do., Is. 3d. per lb. ; Walnuts, 13s, per bag ; Melons, 14s.

to 21s. doz.; Apples, Blenheims, 5s. bushel; King Pippins, 4s.

do. ; Pears, stewing, 3s. per half-bushel ; Marie Louise, 6l.

per bushel ; Canadian Apples, GravensteiD, 12s. 6d. per barrel.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
October 5, and for the corresponding week in last year :— 1895

Wheat, 23s. Qd. ; Barley, 25s. ; Oats, 13s. 6d. 1894 ; Wheat,
18*. 2d. ; Barley, 23s. Id. ; Oats, 14s.

Enquiry.—.—
" He that quettioneth mvch shall learn much."—Bacobt.

A Thirtt two Years' Subscriber asks if any of

the numerous readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

will kindly inform him where he can procure, by

purchase or otherwise, the lollowiDg old garden

plants:— Cuttings or plants of beddiDg Calceolaria

Sparkler, Fuchsia Duchess of Lancaster (light), and

Tropseolum elegans or Crystal Palace Nasturtium,

the last of which was used with euch tellirjg effect

on the terraces at the Palace seme thirty-six years

ago!
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Notices to Correspondents.

•
% * Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

under the necessity oj going to press some hourt earlier. Our
contributors wilt kindly aid us by sending their communications
as early in the week as possible. Communications should reach
us not later than Wednesday.

Amaryllis: G. H. W. If ycu turn to p. 342 in our

issue for September 21, 1895, you will find an
answer to all of your questiona regarding the

treatment of Amaryllis.

Ampelopsis Veitchii : L, G, Rugby. The lobed

leaves and the trifoliolate leaves are simply the

result of unusual vigour. A. Veitchii under glass

produces very large-lobed and compound leaves.

The plant, as grown out of doors, has not a chance
of developing to the full extent.

Books—Floral Decoration : 67-. W, A. and /. M. C.

We believe Mr. Upcott Gill, Bazaar Office, 170.

Strand, W.C., publishes a modern manual on this

subject. A small one by C. C. Saward was published

by the same Office late in the 60's, but this is too

antiquated to be of ranch nee. A larger work by
Arjnie Hassard, entitled Floral Decoration for the

Dwelling Home, was published by Macmillan& Co.

in 1875, and may be met with at the secondhand
bookshop?.

—

Arboretum. Kemp's How to Lag Out
a Garden, published by Messrs. Bradbury. Agnes
& Co., Limited, Bouverie Street, E.C. ; and
H jnry E. Milner's The Art and Practice of Land-
scape Gardening, published by Messrs Simpkin,
Marshall. Hamilton, Kent & Co., Limited, Sta-

tioners' Hall Court, London.

—

M. Gillett. Villa

Gardening, by Hobday, published by Messrs.

Macuiillan & dr., Bedford Street, Covent Gar-
derj, W.C,, contains very good directions for cul-

tivating vegetables in private places.

—

H. W. My
Gardener, by H. W. Ward, published by Eyre &
Spottiswoode, East Harding Street, London, E.C,
v-ill afford jast the sort cf information on Kitchen
Gardening that you require.

Clubbing in Chrysanthemum Boots : K. J. G. The
clubbing of Chrysanthemum roots has in some
instances been proved to be caused by the use of

unsuitable manure, and the example examined is

probably so caused. Eelwoinn and fuogi are
absenf. G. M.

Dendrobiumi Wardian'um and Nobile : W. S. The
plants are suffeiing from excess of water at the
root, atd they have probably lost many of their

roots entirely, or these have rotted from the points
a short distance. An examination of the roots is

very necessary. If these ere found to be decayed,
wash what remains after decayed portions are cut
away, and insert them temporarily in pits,

chiefly filled with clean crocks, and jast a small
amount of sphagnum- iijoib. keeping them in a
moderately warm moist house, and lightly syring-
ing them once or twice a week. In the spring
proper potting or basketing may be done.

Fasciation in Antirrhinum The Surrey Seed Co.
send a photograph of a plant in this condition,
which is very common, as a result probably of
overgrowth.

Four Glass Houses, each of 150 feet long :

Cyclamen. It is of no use attempting to cultivate
French Beant by cool treatment. Nothing less

than a dav temperature of 70° to 75°, and night
ditto of 60° will suffice. You might grow Tomatoe

,

but it will be necessary to obtain by purchase
robust plants, and plant at once ; also Cucumbers,
choosing a medium-sized early prolific variety.
These should now be in the beds if for very early
fruiting, though for succession later plantings
would do. In these forcing houses you might
grow Khubarb, Roses, Lily of the Valley, winter-
blooming Begonias, early Narcissus, and other
Dutch Bulbs ; Gardenias, if clean plants can be
obtained ; Rhododendron hybridum, Eucbaris,
Myrsiphyllum, Lygodium, Maidenhair Fern,
Mustard and Cress, &c.

Grapes and Apples : C. W. H. The Grapes are
shanked, the causes of which malady are various

;

such as loss of roots through a soddened, badly
drained, or pasty soil ; roots growing low down
in a deep border away from the active agency of
sunheat ; overcropping ; and sudden loss of much
of the foliage by improper thinning of the shoots.
We would advise an early examination of the
roots. The Apples have probably been injured in
the young state by hail.

Grapes not Colouring : W. M. Y. Your Black
Muscats are evidently doing well except but they

fail to finish. Bunch and berries are of good size.

They require to be started fairly early in the

season, and must be given plenty of heat. In this

respect they require just the Bame treatment as

Muscat of Alexandria.

Insects : G. A. The name of the beetle is Oiibrua

teaeus. j??. McL.

Mushrooms : A Subscriber. We do not suppose that

Mushrooms would not grow on manure from
horses fed largely on Thorley'a Food, but the

crops would not equal what would bs obtained

from corn-fed animals, Perhaps some of our

readers will kindly atate their experience.

*,* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—The appli-

cations to name flowers, and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They entail

an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have no idea. We are always willing to oblige our
correspondents as far as wecan, but the editing of the Gardeners'
Chronicl'. is our business, towhich everything elsemust giveway.
Correspondents are respectfully requested to observe the rule

that not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time.

Jf more are sent, it won d bs a graceful act on ths part of the

sender, to ssnd also a small contribution to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be

named, or asking questions demanding lime and research for
their solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to tlieir

enquiries in the current week. Specimens should be good ones,

carefully packed and numbered. Leaves only, or Florists' varie-

ties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Names of Fruits : W. T. H, Your second attempt is

a greater failure than yonr first. The card-board

box and Apple arrived quite flat, and the wonder
is that the letter was not lost. We shall not be

surprised if the Apple proves to be merely a local

variety.— J. T. 0. 1, Gloria Mandi; 2, L>rd
Derby ; 3, not recognised, much bruised ; 4,

Doyenne; du Cornice; 5, Chaumontelle ; 6, Napo-
leon.

—

Alpha. 2, 5, Beurre de Capiaumont ; 3,

Beurre Clairgeau ; 1, Beurie d'Amanlis ; 4,

Tnomphe de Jodoigne ; 7, Beun6 Diel (thanks

for subscription to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund,
which has been sent to the Secretary).

—

E. G. Allen

Unknown to us, most probably a purely local

variety.— W. H. D. 1, Hollandbury ; 2, Emperor
Alexander; 3, Hawt&ornden ; 4, O.d Nonpareil;

5, Blenheim Orange ; 6, K»rry Pippin.—P. J. 4,

Fearn's Pippin ; 5, King of the Pippins. Others
unknown, worthies?.— T. S. 1, Stirling Castle;
2 Edmund Jupp ; 3 Cellini ; 4, Datch Mignonne

;

5, Waltham Abbey S<edl-ng.

—

Sherrington. Pear
Chaumontelle.

—

W. Fox. Pear Fondante d'Au-
tomne.

—

J. D, Bracknell. 1, Louise Bonne; 4,

Fondante d'Automne ; 5, Jersey Gratioli ; 7,

Marie Louise (your box was too shallow,

and the fruits were injared)

—

K. J. G. 1,

Bedfordshire Foundling ; 2, Qieen Caroline

;

3, K rrv Pippin; 4 Beauty of Kent; 5,

Djmelow'a Seedling; 6, Dojenre Bouisuch.

—

A S. Harvey, Highgate. Your Pear is a stewing

variety, Uft-dale's St Germaias, and never becomes
melting.— W. H. Garside. Apple, Euperor Alex-
ander; Pear No. 2, is Marie Louise; 3, Louise
Binne of Jersey.

—

J. 8. 1, TJrbaniste ; 2, Col.

Vaughan ; 3, Maria Louise; 4, Gravenstein; 5,

Pear, Althorp Crassane. C. Harlock. Your Apple
is Fearn's Pippin.

—

S, N, 1, Bonne" Diel ; 2,

Marie Louise.

—

D. W. R. 3, Marie Louise ; 4,

Marshal de la Cour ; 5, Betty Geeson; 6, Gloria
Mundi ; Peaches should not be packed with Apples
or Peara, they were past recognition.— W. A. 1,

Apple, Allen's Everlasting ; 2, Kerry Pippin ; 3,

Pear, WilliamB' Bon Chretien ; 4, Durondeau; 5
and 6, Beurr<5 de Capiaumont.

—

Joe. 1, Holland-
bury; 2 and 12, not known; 3, Fearn'a Pippin ; 10,
Emperor Alexander ; 8, Lord Suffield ; 9, Pine-
apple Rusaet; 11, Fearn's Pippin.— 6r. F, F. 1,
not recognised; 2, Duke of Devonshire; 3, Ham-
bledon Djux Ans ; 4, Smart's Prince Arthur. [We
wish all our correspondents would pack the fruits

they send na aa carefully as you have done, and
enclose particulars of each variety, together with
shootB and foliage.]— 67. H. Your Plums were
packed badly, and in too small a box. If you
send again, yon ahould enclose a shoot of the

variety.

Names op Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
W. Maxwell. Send another specimen ; box quite

smashed in transit.

—

S. W. Apparently the Cuam-
pignon, but it was shrivelled. The other is the
spawn of some fungus, which we cannot name in

its present state.

—

P.H. Fraxinus excelsa mono-
phylla.

—

A. S. Crataegus coccinea.— aV. C. 1,

Solidago virga aurea; 2, not recognised ; 3, Poly-
gonum aviculare ; 4, Epilobium parviflorum.

—

B. N. 1, Farfugium grande : 2, Francoa ramosa
;

3, Dieffenbachia nobilia ; 4, Acalypha Macafeeana

5, Anthericum lineare variegatum; 6, Fittonia
Pearcei.

—

E.J., Aberdeen. 1, Pellionia Daveauana
;

2, Caladium Schmitzii ; 3 probably Carex japo-
nica of gardens ; 4 Selagmeila circtnalis ; 5, Sala-

ginella deuticulattt ; 6, Selaginella Kraussiana
aurea ; 7, Anthericum lineare variegatum ; y,

Dieffenbachia nobilis ; 9, Selaginella plumota.
The above names are correct, we believe ; but the

specimens sent are very imperfect.

—

E. H. The
common Tree Onion. Plant in March.

—

W,
Salvia elegans.

Paying Crops under Glass : A. B. See our answer
to Cyclamen. In regard to your other question,

everything would depend upon your having good
marketable produce which you could put on the

market at little cost in carriage, and in first-class

condition. Some men would make a good living

out of a glass-house, 100 by 9 feet, whilst others

would starve. We cannot say what the returns

would be from 900 square feet of Stephanotis, well-

managed, and coming in early, but they would
represent a large sum of money.

Persistent Attacks of Mildew on Roses : P. R.
There must be something amiss with the soil on
which the house stands ;

perhaps it is not drained,

and the soil being retentive holds much water, and
in that way favours the spread of mildew.
Mildew often attacks Rosea in houaes when the
air ia cool and moist, and again when air is

admitted at or near the level of the ground. It is

always prudent to ventilate aa much aa possible

at the top of the house. On warm dry soils and
situations it is of little consequence how air is

admitted. The common B irberry is a dangerous
shrub to have near Rosea. We would advise the
constant use of sulphur as a powder wherewith to

dust over affected plants, and as a watery aolution

to keep in broad shallow saucera placed about the

house.

Rating of Trade Glasshouses : D. K. The assess-

ment on houses actually employed in the cultiva-

tion of plants, fruits, &c, for sale purposes, is

one-fourth of the usual amount levied. S"ecase
of Parser v Worthing Local Bna'd, in our issues

for March 26, p. 422, vol. i., 1887, and May 21,

p. 650, same vol.

Roses in an Exposed Garden : H. W. Unless
you can afford the plants the best of shelter from
the prevailing sea-winda, the Roses will not give

satisfaction. Tnick, high hedges, and narrow
plantations of Maple, with Holly, Rhododendron,
Laurel, Daphne Mt zereon, &c, kept as low bushes,

are better than walls. Given shelter, at a distance

of 10 to 15 yards from the Rrse-beds, any Bection

of tile It )se should do well.

Saxifraga granolata : W. C. Tot the p'aate firmly

in a mixture of loan, broken sandstone, and a

small quantity of old mortar, using small-sized

pots, say, GOV, and winter them in a culd pit, in

coal- ashes up to the rim of the pota. Tney should

be planted out-of-doora in March.

Vine Root: A. Roberts. Not Phylloxera devastans,

but an excrescence due to some injury that took
place many years ago—probably from frost. The
Vine must be very old.

Vines and the use of Richards' X L All Vaporiser :

J. W. M, The use of this insecticide is non-
injurious to planta of every kind, if used accord-
ing to the directions given, and we are mot
aware of any case in which Grapes have been
injured by it. Aa a matter of prudence, however,
it should not be used on Grapes approaching
ripeness. When the Grapes are cleared off the

Vines, there ia no risk of any kind.

Communications Received. — J. W. Wilkinson. — K. G. B.,
letter card forwarded on day of its receipt.—J. H. B.— G. M.
—R. G.-J. W. W.—E. G.—R. T.—M. D., Melbourne. -

D. T. (next week).—Dulau & Co.—W. C.—W. & D. B.—
W. H. S. & Co.— B. & M.—M. W—B.—N. E. B.—H. H —
Kiesow & Co.—J. H. O.—D. L. M.—H. J. H.—W. G. H.—
D. T. F.—G. P.— E. C.—W. Jones.—Seedsman.—W. J. B.—
R. M.—E. J.—R. A. R— J. J. W.—R. Y., next week.— L. P.
— T. W. S.— J. W.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the " Gardenera
Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It contlnuea to Increase weekly.
Advertisers are reminded tliat the " Chronicle " circulates among

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL GLASSES OF GARDKXEtu
and GARDEN-LOVEns at home, tliat it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and UuU it U
preserved tor rejertnce in nji tlie principal Libraries.
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MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

j LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.O.

J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Telegraph—" Hortulanus," London. Telephone, No. 8738.

CONSERVATORIES DESICNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Tex Years.

J. WEEKJT& CO., F.R.H.3.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARA TUS " H\ UFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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OLD CRIMSON CLOVES.—Strong trans-
planted layers, splendid stuff, fit for 48's or beds, 2s. 6d.

per dozen, 16s. per 100; free on rail for cash.—WILSON,
149, Markhouse Road, Walthamstow.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2|-inch pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per luO.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

J.G
&

Crawley, S« s
ussex.

BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBERRIES.
PEICES MUCH REDUCED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,
AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.,

KOYAL NURSERIES. MAIDSTONE.

fOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

HOST
^ffiil'^Ef$$£• NOTHING SO PROFITABLB%W\\>.&£*).M' AND EASY TO GROW.
fmfntffj *'??£ 80 Acres of Saleable Trees

THE BEST. PROCURABLE.
J.tsts Free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

5'Sv 8 S. per doz., 60s. per 100.

A 11 othcy Nursery Stock
carriageforward.

S i n P0TS From 15/- a doz -

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15/.
per doz.

N.B.—Single Plants are sold at
slightly increasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
[Over 170 pagen) of Nursery Stock,
artistically produced, ( outlining

i)^ some hundreds of illustrations,
h.Lf/*. and full of valuable Information,

i free on receipt of 3d. for postage

RICHARD SMITHS: C<?WoRCESTER

WANTED.—OFFERS, per 1000, for fol-

lowing BULBS :—Sir Watkin, Emperor. Empress,

Horsefieldi. Golden Spur, Bazelman Major. Grand Monarque,
Gladiolus The Bride, and Spanish Irises ; also Roses, best sorts,

for Market purposes.- K. G. S., Bromley Park College, Bromley
Hill, Kent.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufactu-era of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 1< cows,
from which lob-tain alargequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1893, '94, and '95

; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Harlow, 6.EB.

Clipper. WALKER'S CHRYSAWTEE-
' Patented." BLUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.
1st Claea Certificate Crystal Palace.
CL'PPFB, complete, 6'. Gd. per doz.
CIINKER. „ 8». 6rf. per doz.

Cash with order. Postage, 9rf. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Lonmoneers, &c. ; or,

Dr. WALKER, Wimbledon.

OSMAN'S PATENT HOLDER.
For Bouquets, Wreaths, Crosses, & Memorial Designs.

Indispensable to Exhibitors and Florists.
Brass 15s. each.
Nickel Plated ... 18s. 6d. each.

To be obtained of all Seedsmen. Wholesale of—

OS MAN & CO.,
132

'

co=eE .

street>

For illustrations see Gardeners' Chronicle. September 21.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60f

.

Bags, id. each,

SPECIALLY SELECTED OUCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5i. 6d. per saoK ; 6 sacks,

25*. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, Si. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22i. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel; lot. per half

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-hushel bags, id. each.
rELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, 1«. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, is. id. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, fto. Write for Priee LIST.—H G. SMYTH. 21. Goldsmith Street. Drnry Lane. W.O.

THERE IS NO
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
j^° Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time.

gg= Does not Mark or Stain Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage.

Price :—
1 gallon, 125. &d. ; £ gallon, 6s. 6d. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; 1 pint, 2s. 6d.

A Report selected from many :—
October 8.

From Mr. W. H. Morter, High Elms Gardens, Farnboro.
" I have used your XL, ALL Mildew-Wash as directed, on

Ro=es, Strawberries, and Chrysanthemums, and I have no
hesitation in saying it is a sure and safe remedy, and supplies

a long felt want, as it does not oiscolour the .flowers nor spot
the wood, as so many of the sulphur remedies do."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurherymeo. Seedsmen, Florist?, and Sundriesmen every where;
or direct from the Sole Proprietor, G. H. RIOHAKDS, Old
Shot Tower Whatf. Lambeth. London. S.E.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE.

For particulars apply to—
D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Tbade.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough. Hants.

WARE & SONSVagjjj&t

FLOWER POTS
SUSSEX POTTERY

WORKS. y
VCKFIELD. X^, -^ /v^ «?'/For Private

K. /<&$''/ °ardeM "

Brtab.1770/' »/" / VO' Hundreds of
r * / Teitlmonlali,
The Trade Supplied. / Lists on application.

RICHARDSON'S

^-^^ horticultural
^\^f>\ BUILDINGS,

Man?
v/'^O' s^ Conservatories, Greenhouses,

Prize Medals.^\ ty'-^"^ Vineries, Peach Houses,
^0*5 te*\ Stove and Orchid

Awarded the only ^\; C?^^ Houses, &c. Also
Gold Medal for ^\5-?la^ Boilers, Pipes,

Horticultural Buildings at the^^s^S^Z"*—

_

International Horticultural ^vrGf/"
Exhibition, London. ^\/*'

W,

and all
Fittings.

BICHAE.DSON & CO.
DARLINGTON.

GLASS

I

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

lB-oz.
21-oz.

irmw n* RJ (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
..periwit., is. ba. i

14xl2i 20x12, 18x16. 24x16
iUS. Va.

I 16xl2> 16x14. 20X16, 24X18, Ac.
1* X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2X4, at id. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, *o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BlfiHOPHOATK ^TTtEF.T WTTTfTN. LdNTtOW. TI.O.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
Thorpe's Patent

f Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
niBt. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

SHOWING STAPLES AS FIXED. pOSt-freO, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street B.C.,

Manufacturers of the ' Marriott " Bic^ cles and Tricycles.
CATALOGUE on application.
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WRINCH & SONS.h.ITthe'queen,
St 'Lawrence "Works, IPSWICH ; & 67, Holborn Viaduct. IONHON, E C.

CLASSHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION Desî ned t0 ^tJ^J^tuation
:

Aa *>rent«H for Sir Francis Tnioeotr. En at flrJTi°tef.d. Ag erected for Sir Jno. Thuraby. Chrimtchurch.

PRICES STRICTLY
MODERATE.

Intending Purchasers waited upon by appointment
in any part of the Kingdom.

BEST WORKMANSHIP
and MATERIAL.

NO. 161. ?-SPAN GARDEN FRAME.

Cash Pricks.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

£3 10
4

5 10
7 2

CARRIAGE PAID on all orders of £2 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork,

GARDEN FRAMES in every variety

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME.
Cash prices.

4 ft. by 6 ft. ... £1 15
8 ft. by 6 ft. ... 2 15

3& 12 ft. by 6 ft. ... 3 15
—• 16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 15

Pit lights only, 4 ft. by 6 ft
,

13s. 6d. each.

Estimates on application. Catalogues Post Free.
CARRIAGE PAID un all orders of £1 value to stations

in England, and to Dublin or Cork.

PIT-LIGHTS, HAND-LIGHTS, &c
Full ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post Free on ap. lication.

WRINCH & SONSJ^SSSSSST^IPSWICH & LONDON.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12x10 I 14x12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 |
20X16124X16^2X18

14X10
I
16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22x16 U0X 18J24X18

21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds
and 4rhs qualities, always in stock. 15-03- Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and found in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. &c.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS. BRUSHES, Ac.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 incheB, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfield, London, E.G.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO. ^f£.
HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS, ~ '

*

TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with. Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBT7LARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

igg- OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 akd 65*, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops: 4 and 6. GROVE. SOUTHWARK, S.E.

(If. COOPER, Ltd.,

'00 Houses In Stock to Select from.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
Ve beg to inform all readers of
Is Taper tliat the Fourth Edition

• o 000 copies) of our Revised
i ICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
i i about 1200 Illustrations,
1 md in cloth, Is Now Ready.
1

shall have much pleasure In
I waraing to every person one
1 t - free on application. This
I: ! is the most complete In the
1 de, and has cost several thou-
6 i pounds to produce.

Inspection Lnvited.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
bection.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries.

Orchid Houses, Plant and Foreiog
Houses, Frames. Pits. Hand-Lights,*c.

LT.—Poultry. Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon

Appliances, Ac
rtl.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church

Furniture. &c. ...

V.—Heating Apparatus. Cooking Stores, &c.

VI.—Horticultural Manures. Fertilisers. In-

secticides. vVormand PfeedDestroyers,

Suns tdes, Soils &c

VII.—Lawa IjwersandEdge Cutters. Tennis

Mar 38, Garden Rollers, Ac.

VIII.—Hort :

v fural Timber

IX.—Pjjrtio -tural Sundries, Wirework.
'Fountains, Vases. Statuary. &c.

X. -Vegetable and Flower Seeds. Plants,

Dutch Bulbe. Ar

IT— M

65- f>S

99—131

185—ITS

&•—3M

217—268
269—2«0

231-542

34S—M3
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Crompfon a.n£FawlCea, Cfiefnufcrd.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Ranges, Conservatories, Vineries, Forcing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest
Prices. Everv modern appliance. Surveys made in any part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large New Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CRQMPTQN & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING!!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to Belect from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, withWATERWAY-END, &c;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL & INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, . HOT-WATER APPLIANCES.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAOKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address—" HOT-WATER. London." Telephone. No- 4763.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by experience"! workmen in anv part cf the country.

SFANVROOF GARDEN FRAME.

BOILEdS of ALL MAKES and SIZES
Supplied at cheapest Rate?.

CD CE niter I 6 ft. by 4 ft.. Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/6
Frame Lights! 6ft.br4ft.,TTnpainted & Uoelazed, ea. 5/-

LISTS FREE.
OUR CELEBRATED No. 4CHECK END BOILER.

No. 77.—VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet. I on
Similar to No 7ft. with two liehts. ( O \J S >

WHITE FOR CATALOGUES.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 feet £3 10

SPAN, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10
Carnage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

CARRIACE PAID
on all Orders of 40s. value to
any goods station in England

andWalee; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow. I

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
By the late Sra JOSEPH PAXTOX, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardeners

1

Chronicle.

Price 3d., post-free 3|d. ; twenty-five copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.
Paroeh of not less than 25 delivered, Carriage Free, in London only. Not leas than 100 Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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THE BOOK OF THE ROSE.
By the Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, M.A., Sector of Sproughton,

Suffolk. Illustrated. Extra crown 8vo, 8s. Gd. net.

Gardeners' Chronicle.—" As the work of a sound and experienced practitioner, this will be

received with aoclamation."

Mr. FRANK CANT writes in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society .—" ' The Book
of the Rose' is the most scientific, complete, and perfect ever published on that subject, and I

strongly advise those who have not read it to lose no time in possessing a copy."

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

a

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c., always in Stock.
Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of tht Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been—
MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

MOTTLED UMBER MOTH
(HYBERKIA LEFOLAEIA).

Male. Female,

HORNE'S FRUIT-TREE DRESSING.
Invaluable for Capturing the Winter Moths where trees have
been troubled with the caterpillar pest. October best mbnxh
in the year for the purpose. Write at once for particulars
end price.

Willey Gardens, Broseley, Shropshire,
Mr. HORNE, September 25, 1895.

Dear Sir,—Please send me, at your earliest c onvenience,
to Ironbridge Station, G.W.R., the enclosed order for your
Fruit-T/ee Dressing. I have used it for several years, and

, find it very effectual in catching the Winter Moths.
Yours truly, JOHN PENSON.

CATALOGUES are now ready of the NINTH ANNUAL
GREAT FRUIT TREE SALE, 100,000 Fruit Trees (absolutely
without reserve), on the Premises, Oct. i3. 1895. 25,0 Royal
Sovereigu Strawberry Plants, 2500 New Plum Monarch, 3000
New Dessert Apple Beauty of Bath, are included.

W. HORNE, Cllffe, Rochester, Kent.

B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AJfD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

7 ell Itnowu as the cbenpeoi, s-fesl, and. Liestoi ail luScctioldes
for K'lliog Vermin on Plants. Animals, and Birds.

Used by every Orchid Gro*er of any note all over the World.
. Pamphlet on itBuse. with full directions for Cleaning Plants,

&c, sent free on application.
Half-pints, Is. 6d. ; Pints, 2s. Go. ; Quarts. 4s. 6d. ; Half-
illone, Is. Qd. ; Gallons, 12s. $d. ; Five (iallon Drums. 10.!. 6d.

j
a gallon, carriage paid. Manufacturer :—E. G. HUGHES,

1 iotoria Street, Manchester. Sold by all Seedamen.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

S O LP BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH TO FINISH UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS
IS THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No Smell).

Oue-pint battle. Is. ; one quart. Is. 6d. ; one-gallon tin, 3s. 9rf.

;

fou>-Kallon drum. 12s.; twelve-gallon cask. 32s. ; eighteen-

gallon cask, 4os ; forty-gallon barrel, 95s.

£jF= Cheap, only 1 part of Manure required to 50 of loiter.

Mr W H LEES. The Gardens. Trent Park. New Barnet,

the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum lilooois

during the season of 1891. This celebrated grower writes :-

"I have used your new Liquid Manure on many things this

season with highly satisfactory results-espe.ially on CJrjs

anthemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I eihibited at the

Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to such perfec-

tion with this Fertiliser." .. mm a l. .11
To be had (the sue as all the other XL ALL S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedsmen. Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere;

or direct from the Sole Manufacturer. G. H. RICHARDS,, Old

Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth, London. S.E,

To Lhivsautlieinum Exhibitors. _ TT_
SPRINGTHORPK'S PaTEiN l', the only CUP

and TUBE highly commended by the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society, IS" 1. Used by all the leading prizetaker* 9s per

doz. Sample, by post. ls.-G. SPRINGTHuRPE, The Gardens.

Coombe Court, Kingston-on-Thames.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OXJB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

tcgether and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet

12 feet

6 feet

12 feet

12 feet

4 feet

4 feet

5 feet

5 feet

6 feet

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

£ s. d.

t2
2 5
4
(2 15
4 15
5 12 6

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
tendon ^penf^Mr. H.Skeivton.Seedsman. *c..2. HoLlo-wavRd..N.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/'
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9i Engraving-,

25. tid. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JQNES^attwoOD\*..w -;rv.. StOURH R IDGr

HILL & SMITH,**£a$Li?^
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

1 IRON BAR
FENCING, ;

:i;~fl:

g IRON ENTRANCE
PARK & FIELD

GATES.

STRAINED WIRE '3jlJ.
FENCING.

GALVANISED
WIRE

NETTING. f
BLACK

VARNISH.
TREE GUARDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.

Pi ice Lists Free on Application.

PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In oaks. Carriage Paid. $d
per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince ol Wales.
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HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BOi'E?, should apply for price and partacnfaia to

E. S. "WILES isi LEWI3, Bone Works, St. Albans.

ROUND COMPASSES, LOWS PATENT.
Particula'-s on application to—

W. LOW, Eu=ton Gardens. Thetford.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms),

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, he. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Bail or/Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHABDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S *-* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of OBCBID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove. Greenhouse, ana Hajdwood
Plants, Bhodooendrons. &re . in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVEB SAND, eicellei t LEAF

MOULD, C. H. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, se.
special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Ring-wood.

Genuine "WEEDSScotch
15 -

1- i

19,-

21/0
22-
a ;

Si i

St. EOEan'S Where to gei them direct at Marmion
Makers' Prices, saving 30 to 40 Ivanhoe

STJTa? percent. Parcels carnage paid. Leithen
Patterns p3=t-iree, to be re- Quair

t j y g t g turned within seven days. Flora
Mention this paper. Ettrick

i r> £J
Unequalled forselecrion&style. Yarrow

1^ O Serges, Trouserings. Teviot 25/6

Tod Porteous S Co., Innerleithen, N.B.

Established 1S51.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton BnrDrsGS, Chasczbt Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-l-HALE per Cent. ETTEBE3T allowed on
DEPOSITS, repavab'.eon demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS . on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £10-0.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

rums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AJND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

ErRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PLRCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE
SHILLINGS PEB MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partirulars. post-

tree. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

G-ardeners 1 Cbtboniclb Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Intend
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

BEAD ZTXE CBABGED AS TWO.

4 Lines , £0 3 15 Lines , .£086
5

>.
3 6 16 .090

6 „ 4 17 .096
7 „ 4 6 18 . 10
8 „ 5 19 . 10 6

9 » . 5 6 20 . 11
10 „ . 6 21 . 11 6

11 •> 6 6 22 . 12
12 „ . 7 23 . 12 6
13 „ . 7 6 24 . 13
14 „ . 8 25 ii • . 13 6

IX

GARDKNERS AND OTHERS WANTING SlTtJATIONS.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line [about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must he prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, arid Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

ETT Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Tears' time.

IN THE Income First Tear. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUXSHTNE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,
AMERICA. 31, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

GARDENING APPOINTKEENTS.
Mb. H. A ttftet/p, for the past four years Gardener to Sir

Witxiasi Farmer. Coworth Park. Sunningda^e. as
Garcener to the Bight Hod. Lord Stanley, at same place.

Mr. G. Ftxfohd, formerly Gardener at Trafalgar. Salisbury,

as Gardener to Eyre Coote, Esq-, West Park, Damerham,
Salisbury.

Mr. T. Beaslet, until recently Gardener at Castle Hill,

Backland Newton, Dorchester, as Gardener to Earl
Kklsds; Trafalgar, Salisbury.

Mr. F. W. Babbitt, late Gardener at Stoke Albany House,
Market Harborongh. Leicestershire, as Head Gardener
to Xtgdaxe Stuart, E q., TempsfoM Hall, Sandy,
Bedfordshiie.

Mr. Henry Wlxlcocks, until recently Head Gardener at
Jforman Court, Salisbury, as Head Gardener to C. J.

RatxtliFfe, Esq., The Hyde, Wareham.

Mr. Frestlet HoGBnr for many years Gardener to the late

Canon Phtavlpotts, of Porthgwidden, Cornwall, as Home
Steward to F. G. Esys. Esq , Eays, Penryn, Cornwall.

Mr. H. Masktelow. Gardener to the late Mrs. Carby-
Thompsox, Inho m. Holmbury St. Mary. Dorking, as

Gardener to H. BfRY, Esq., Maytield House, Bamledge.

Earnham.

Mr. Johx Gilbert, late of Nanpsntses Hall. Gardener, as
Bead Gardener to Captain Warxer, Langton Hall,

Market Harborough.

Mr. Charles Bichardsox. now at Eurghley Gardens, as

Head Gardener to Bichard Tyrox, Esj., The lodge,
Oakham.

PARTNERED replace one retiring, in Florist's
and Seed Business. London. Particulars, G. O. M.,

41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C .

GARDENER. — . WANTED, a thoroughly
competent Man, for Flower Garden and Greenhouses.

Must have good general knowledge, especially Stove Hants,
and Growing Chrysanthemums and Orchids for Exhibition.
None other need apply.—State full particulars as to experi-
ence, wages (Cottage ftund). if married, and family, to
F. D. T., Elmdene. Pinner, Middlesex.

GARDENER WANTED, at the City of
London Lunatic Asylnm. near Dartford, Kent. Must

be capable of organising the labour of patients under Gardener
attendants, and he will be responsible for the Pleasure Grounds
and Greechoa*^- Age from 2S to 35. Wages 25^. per week.
Apply to the Medical Superintendent.

p ARDENER and WIFE WANTED, without
VT children, in an Orphanage, qualified to teaca Boys and
Manage Greenhouse. Grounds, Kitchen Garden, Horses. Pigs,

See. to have charge of a House with Boys. Wife must be
motherly, and able to do Plain Cooking. Will receive board,
lodging, washing, medical attendance, and £40 per annum.

—

Apply SECBET\RIES. Homes for Little Boys, 25, Holborn
Viaduct. Loncon, B.C.

WANTED, FOREMAN for Glass depart-
ment.— Must be used to Growing for London Markets.

Groi references indispensable. State wages required.—Apply
to T. WILD, Sipson Farm. Sipson.

\\TANTED a FERN GROWER used to
I I Palms. One with (rood experience preferred. Wages,

&c — S- DESSEN & CO , Field Common. Walton-on-Thames.

Vt^ANTED, a respectable young Man.—Most
I » be good Bnd quick at Potting. One from a Market

Nursery preferred.— State wsges and reference to GEO.
BLUN"i>ELL, Oak Villi Xursery, friern Barnet.

YVTANTED, WORKING FOREMAN.—
1 I Must be a thorough Rose-man. also well-up in Fruit

Trees, Shrubs, &c. State age, experience, and salary required.
Good character indispensable. Permanent to a reliable Man.
—Apply to JAMES WALTFB^. Bose-grower. Exeter.

WANTED, FOREMAN" arid PROPA-
GATOB for Greenhouse Department; a successful

Propagator of soft-woo"ed and greenhouse plants. Al o to

act as Salesman.—Applv, stating where last employed and
wages required, to JNO. JEFFEB1E3 axp SOS, Boyal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

WANTED, a MARRIED MAN, age about
'>. with no children, for Kitchen Garden and Lawn

w-nrV. W-e*s 16*. pet week with Cottage.— Apply to HEAD
GABDENEB. Goodrest, Shinfie'd, near Reading.

\\JANTED, MARRIED IEAN, without any
Vt family, as SiDgle-hmded Garcecer for country place

(Hert*). Must well understand Flower ani Kitcoen Garden.
Employment for wife short time daOy. Wages Us. weekly,
w;th sm«ll cottage and vegetables. Wife's wages by arrange-

ment—Address M. A.. 41, Wellington Street. Strand W.C.

BUDDERS.—WANTED, TWO or TRREE
first-claso ROSE and FRUir BUDDERS. with Xnrsery

experience. Winter-work, Packing. Pottiun. Knifework. 4c.
Permanent employment. Wages, £*7 per month and annual
rise. Passage not paid.— J. C. NELSON, Cambridge Nurseries,
near East London, Cape Colony.

VACANCY in a Florist's and Fruit Grower's
Business in Sussex for a sharp, superior LAD. to learn

the business.—Apply, T , 41, WeUixgton Street, Strand W.C.

V\7ANTED, for a London Seed fchop, a
T T HEAD SHOPMAN, not under 25 years of age.—

Apply by letter, with references to Q , Garaeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

AWELL-EDUCATED~YbUTH can be RE-
CEIYliD in an old-established Nursery and Seed Estab-

lishment. Board and Besidence. Premium required. AadreiS
G. G , 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

\ | ESSRS. WM. CLIBRAX and SON areln
-*-*-- WANT of an experienced MAN in the Packing Depart-
ment. Must be ab'.e to Pack Baskets, &c, neatly.—Apply,
stating wages required, age, and references, Oldfield Nurseries,
Altriitcham.

WANTED, a strong intelligent LAD, to work
under the Foreman in the Houses.— One with some

knowledge of Dadoor Work preferred. Wages 10s. 6d. per
week, with bothy , milk, and vegetables.—Apply, with full
particulars, to W. TREVITH1CK, Gaunt's House Gardens,
Wimborne.

( ^LERK.—WANTED for a Market Nursery,
V7 one with some knowledge of the business preferred.
Apply, stating experience ana wages required, to THOilAS
ROCHFORD. Tnr«iford Hall Nurseries, nr. Broxboorne. Herts.

\,\f ANTED, a young MAN for Jobbing and
r T >urserywork. Apply by letter, stating wages expected,

to P., 17, Havelock Terracs. Chalk Hill. Bushey, Herts.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSA N" D E R and CO. can recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

rSDEB GABDENEB3, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all partieulara, please apply to

—

F. SANDEB axd CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners. Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to BECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DICKSONS. Chester."

Seed Trade.

CHARLES JACKSON, Manager to Messrs.
Fred. Smith & Co.. Suffolk Seed Establishment, Wood-

bridge. an>i formerly twenty-two sears with Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, Beading, begs to inform the trade he is resigning the
above position on October 16, 1895, and is open to accept an
appointment from any firm requiring the servicer of a prac-
tical Man.—All communications on and after the above date,
address, C. J., care of G. Booth, Newsagent. Wo9rtbri^e*\ ^offo'k.

STEWARD and HEAD GAKDE.NEK.—
WANTED, by a practical Man, of life experience, the

sole CHABGE of an ESTATE. Thoroughly understands
Farming, Gar.

-

ening. Forestry, Draining, and the mansg-ment
of a large staff of men. .Excellent testimonials.—tunher
particulars on application to C. WORSLBY, Estate Office

Market Bosworth, Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 37, married.
—T. Hobday, late Gardener to tne Earl of Yarboroogb,

desires engagement with Lady or Gentleman. Thoroughly
practical and trustworthy. Life experience. Highest re-

ferences.—T. HOBDvT. Ciarence Park, St. Albans.

GARDEXER (Hkad), age 37, married, no
family.—Gentleman with confidence recommends his

late Ga»dener as a thoroughly practical Man. Life experience.

—G., 2. Southwood Lane. Higbgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; twenty
years' experience in all b-ancbes in first-class gardens.

Six years in last place. Good refereLce?.—T. ATK£N, Hintle-
tham, Ipswijh.

GARDENER (Head).—Having had charge cf

large gardens, gro*iog Fruit and Flowers for market
many years, is open to treat with any Lady or Gentleman
wishing to turn their Garden to a profitab'e ac.oant.

—

E. DENNING, Pasbrooke Gardens. Titchfield. Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—J. H Platt, Esq
highly recommends his late Head Gardener* wbo is

trustworthy, and has a thorough practical ixpenenco in all

branches; no children. Excellent references.—R. HUNTER,
Dane Park, Tonbridge.

GARDENER (Head Working), or where
help is given.—Married, no family ; thoroughly compe-

tent in all branches. Go^d references. Abstainer.—A. WHIIE,
Compton Lodge, Moor Park, Farnham. No circulars.
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married; thoroughly practical to all branches of Gar-

dening Twenty-five years' experience, the last fourteen a?
Head. First^cla^ references and testimonials.—D. ROWLAND,
Coney Westou, Ixworth, tuff ilk.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single handed).— Age 42, married. Well up iu early

and late PWciugof Fruit, Flowers, and Kitchen Gardening.

—

GARDENER, 63, Addison Road, South Norwood.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 40,
married.—A Gentleman wishes to highly recommend

his Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all branches; been
awarded several Medals and high class prizes for Orchids,
&c. Excellent testimonials.—Address, first instance, M. W.,
161, Falcon Road, Battersea, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
marjied. no family. Twenty years' thorough practical

experience in Early and Late Forcing, and the general require -

ments of a go~>d establishment. Leaving when suited.—Apply
first, to S. J , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 30.—
Mr. Jaques. Waddesdon Manor, Aylesbury, can

highly recommend W. Chamberlain, as above. Thoroughly
practical. Carnations a upecialty.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchid", Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester -

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed). —Age 37, married; understands

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c. Can be well
recommended.—SToVELL, Virginia Water, Surrey.

ARLENER (Head Working).— Age 32,
married. Experienced in laying out und planting ; re-

ferences; five years' good character as Head. Disengaged.

—

C. FISHENDEN, Furnace Lane, Lamberhurst, Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; good experience in all branches of Gardening.

Good character and references.—KEMP, 121, Gladstone Road,
Wimbledon.

GARDENER (Head or Single-handed).—
Age 33; married. Thoroughly experienced; excellent

character. GiviDg-up cause of leaving. Abstainer.—FULLUE,
12, Holland Terraje, Osborne Road, Acton, W.

GARDENED (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Understands Early and Lata Forcing

Flower*, Fruits and Vegetab'ep. No famiiy. Wife a good
Lauudress. — GARDENER, Ystrad-hou^e, "Ystrad Mynacb,
Cardiff.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).
—Age 21 ; seven yeara' experience. Inside and Out.

Good references.— T. C, 40, Barry Read, Stonbridge Park,
Willes^en, S.W.

GARDENE R (Single-handed), where help is

given.—Age 24; good all-round experience ; four years

in last place; abstainer.—G. TRUSLER, 10, Crown Villas,

Upper Norwood, S E.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
two are kept —Aga 26, single; ten years' experience,

Inside and uut. Excellent character.—J. W., East House,
Pinner, Middlesex,

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is given.—Age 29, single ; total abstainer. Good

character Life experience.—LOVE, Burghfield Hill, near
Mortimer, Rerka.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
—Married

;
^understands the management of Vines,

Flowers, Fruiis, Stove Plants, Kitchen Garden, and usual
duties of well-kept place.—TIPPETTS, Mr. Peed, The Nursery,
Tulse Hill.

GARDENER, where another is kept; married,
no family.— H. Lafone, Esq , highly recommends his

Gardener, a thorough competent man
; Fruir, Flowers, and

Vegetables; lenving neighbourhood.—Apply above, Alleyn
Park, West Duhvich, S.E.

G_
ARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
— Age 23. mirrie"

;
good all-round experience. Good

references.—A. SCARF, Brook Street, Brenlwood.

GARDENER, practioal, wants permanent
situation with Glass. Manied ; forty yeara'experience

in all branches.-T. FREEMAN, 2, Ryland Place, Broad
Stieet, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—Age
20; very highly recommended; first-class worker.

—

E. PADBURY, Odoingtoo, Sow-on-the- Wold, Glos.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22 ; seeks
situation, Inside and Out, Seven yearn' experience.

Good enaracter.—T. MATTHEWS, Thorley, BishopsStortiord,
Herts.

*p ARDENER.— Age 24; seeks situation in
*!? Kitchen, Flower, or Plain Garden Two years' good
character.— W. WITHALL, Aldwiek, near Bc>guor.

GARDENER.—Age 42, married ; thoroughly
understands growing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds.
Fifteen years' Head. Land and Stook if required. Good re-

ferences.—GARDENER, B, Muriel Road, Dane's Hill, Leicester.

£5

GROWER. — Advertiser (age 2-4) desires
situation as Grower. Nine yeira' experience amonjr.

Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos. &o. Good references. — J.
MARTIN, a, Nag's Head Botd, Po idet's End.

/> OOD SECOND, or FOREMAN, o7
VJ JOURNEYMAN (First).— Eleven years

-

experience. Ex-
cellent references.—CfcLUBB, 95, Ustmiaton Street, London.

*C BONUS to anyone assisting advertiser in
obtaining an appjintment as HEAD GARDENER or

GARDENEtt and BAILIFF.—Age 37. married, no family.
Life experience ; eight years in present place. Highly
recommended.—W. A. KING, Hill Farm, Charcfield, near
Wickham Market, Suffolk.

GROWER.—Age 27; ten years' experience in
growiog all kinos of Flowering and Pot Stuff for Covent

Garden Market. Go.d references.—H. C, 16, school Road
Avenue, Simpton Hill, Middlesex.

13 OSE-GROWEK, Inside or Out.—Thoroughly
Xli experienced in Propagating and growing Pot Hoses.
Eleven years' practical experience

; good references. —
J. BEATTY, 19, Victor street, Cheeter.

GJ.ROWER.—Age 28 ; Ferns, Palms, and
M general Pot Stuff for Ma ket. Good references.

—

C. COOPEB, 37. Testerton Street. Nottiog Hill.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER, FoRLMAN, or TRAVELLER.

—Seventeen years' experience with good firms. Well
up in all branches. Good flale.sman and Grower.— JOHN
WINSER. Plumm^r's Plain, Horsham.

To Growers of Fruit, Cue FlowerB, &c.

MANAGER.—Advertiser, many years' expe-
rience in First-class Market Growing, id open to treat

as above with a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for
Market. First-cUas Cut Flaw^r-, Fruic, Tomatos, Cucumbers,
Plants, &c. Well up iu routine of London and P-ovincial
Markets. Highest references. — ENERGY, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

LfOREMAN and GRO vVER for small Nursery,
JL well up in Grai-es, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Palm*. Ferns,
Cut Flowers, &c— J. H., 9, Lochinvar Street, Bilham, S.W.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 23 ; nine years'
good practical experience in Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Fruit, and General Routine. Good references.—W.,
14, Ro^lyn Road, Redland, Bristol.

FOREMAN or MANAGER.— Life experience
in Market Nurseries. Grapes, Tomatos, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, Plants, Cut Flowers, Ferns. Forcing Bulbs, Lily
Of the Valley, &c—W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; good experience in
PUnt and Fruit Hou-ws, and General Garden Work.

Highest reference?.—W. C-iFFYN, 15, Stafford Road, South
BeddingtoD, Wallington, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—John Crook, Forde Abbey,
Chard, can with confidence reoommend a man. age 21,

who has li ved w ith him two years, and given every satisfaction.

FOREMAN, in good Establishment. — Wm.
Lewis, gardener to Thos. OLIVER30N, Esq , East Sutton

Park, Stapleharst, Kent, highly recommends R. Bashford as

above. Seven years' practical experience Inside and Out.

Apply as above.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 27; experienced in

Stove and Greenhouse Plant*, Orchids, Vines, Fig-i.

Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, Ate. Goud
references. Previously Foreman,—T, WALLER, Laburnum
Cottage. Beehive, Ilford, fassex.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 23; foureen years'

experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Previously

as Foreman. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse,

Westwell, Abhford, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN (First), under Foreman.—
Joseph Forset, Stanford Hall Garden, Loughborough,

can highly recommend his son, age 24, to any Gardener re-

quiring an energetic youDg Man, the last two and a-half years

in Chatsworth Gardens.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), in good Nursery.—
Age 2d; s^ven years' experience in Market Nursery work

;

well recommended. Wages no otject. — H. HOLMES,
Normandy, Guildford.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Oat.—Age 22;
eight years' experience ; good character;—H. CLARKE,

Hillboro Gardens, Stokesby, great Yarmouth.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Mr BEEDEN, Tbybergh Park Gardens. Rotherham. can

strongly recommend young Man. age 23. who h.s been with

him eighteen months a s above, Lite experience.

JOURNEYMAN Inside.—A^e 20; requires

si.uition under a good p-actical Garde er strong,

willing, and »ctive. Will he b,gh y recommended - H.

LLOYD, S3 Salisbury Ro'd, ITi per Hnllovray, London, If.

JOURNEYMAN, or Under.—Young man,

aK > 2J, seeks situation ; experienced Inside and Out.

Thoroughly practical, and «calleoGcharaet»r.-J. SC0\ ELL,

Kingates, near Whitwell, Isle of Wight.

JOURNEYMAN, in good Establishment.

—

Ana 21- eight years' experience ; two years in present

situatfon; go^ Wences.-P. WAPSHOTT. Taplow Court

Gardens, Maidenhead.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Situation wanted,
by a young Jim well up in his work. Six je»ra

experience, and excellent references.— F. WILLIAM9, Tbe
Gardens, Crcome Court. Severn Stoke, Worcester.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in large establish-
meut. or FOEEMIN where three or four arfl k*,,'.—

0. Williams. The Garden*. Trewyn Pandy. can with coofi-
den.e recommend young Mid, age 21, as abjve.

To Nurserymen, Gentlemen, or Landscape Gardeners-

JOURNEYMAN, practical, Inside and Out.—
Age 25. Good experience in ad branches Free J-ininryJor

February.—K. LUNDB^AD. Garten Tecxniker, by Prin'-e
Larisch, Schloss Solza, Karwin, Austria, Silesia.

IMPROVER.—Mr. Beede.v, Thybergh Park
Gardens, Rotherham. can strongly recommend Youth, age

18, as abjve. Been here twelve month*. Three years' ex-
perience. Breaking-up cause of leavrng.

TMPROVER.—Age 19; situation wanted, in
J- Gentleman's Garden or Nursery as above. Can t^ well
recommended. Gooi references. Total abstainer.—GAR-
DENES, Rose CotUge, Crofts Fordham. Scham.

TMPROVER or JOURNEYMAN.—Situation
J- wanted by young Man, age 21. Just (inched apprentice-
ship with good nurseryman. Excellent references.—HOSTUS,
1, Royal Naval Cottages, Penge, Surrey.

LEARNER.—Young Man (age 19) seeks
situation as above in Market Gardener's or Florist's

Establishment. Six months*' experience. Work for board
and 10 'gibe

—

K. AOiVIi Frittm, Greit Yarmouth.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—J. Standish
AND Co. can confidently recommend a jouug Man

(age 2z) as Journeyman. Active, willing, obligiog. Five
years experience under Gla ss.—Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

TO GAKDENEKS.—A young man requires
a situation Inside and Out. Scythe an 1 Macoine.

Three and a half years' good charicter. Highgate district
preferred.— J.. 3t. Lulot Street, Highgate, N.

TO NUKShKYMEN.—Young Man, age 24,
requires situation in Mirket Nutsery, near London pre-

ferred. Nine yearo' experience, good character; used to
forcing Bulbs and general Nursery work. — A. -RRA.TT
1, Ferndale Vievr, High Brooms. Tuobridge Wells.

TO NUHSEHYxMEN.—Situation wanted by
a youog Man. Has been used to Growing Cutuaibera,

Tomatos, and Out-door stu£f fur Market. Twelve month* in
a Jobbing Nun-eiy.— Sta'e wages to GA.RDENER, cobnor
House, Chidham. near Emsworth, Hants.

TO NUKSERYrMEN.—Young Man, age 24,
BPeks a hituition in a Nurtery ; well up in forcing Lily

of the Vailev ami Tulip-*. &c ; also tn Cucumbers and Tomatos.—F. W., Loft-. Lodge Sjffron Walden, Essex.

rVO NUKSEKYMEN.— Yonng Man, age 2d,
-L nine years' experience in all branches of ihe trade under
Glasp, Wreaths and Oros- work, quick at potting, tying, &c.

—

J. B., Rothesay Villa, Upper Parkstone, Dorset.

TO FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN.—Adver-
tioer wi-hes to pltce his son, aged 15 (.ju*t left scoool),

where be would learn the business, and hive a comfctable
home with the f<- rnily.—Address with terms, B. T., 3 i. Crescent
Rjad, Plaistow, E.

T~~0
GARDENEHS.—A young man (age 19)7

seeks eitutition as IM?RO\'ER. Inside und Out. Fire
years' experience— J. STOTE, PiSe's Hid, Lyndtiur^t, Hants.

GREENHOUSE FIXING.— Wanted, by two
experieuced mea. FiraC-clns* refereuces. Dt tance eo

object. Estimates given fur whole job.—SCHAGH.T asd
LlJOAS, 3i, Roweaa Crescent, Clauham Junction. S.W.

DAIRY. — Ke-engagement required to a
Gentleman, by a thoroughly practical Dairywoman ;

excelleut Butter-maker, Cream, Cheese, Sec. Good reference.
Would undertake Poultry.—Mrs. K , West End, Ebbesb-mrne,
Salisbury.

Sppd Tt*^ d ft

SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER. — Situation
wanted ; ten years' experience in the largest Wholesale

and Retail Firms in the United Kingdom. Excell-nt refer-

ences.— C , care of Charles Sharpe 8c Co., Ltd., Sleaford.

SHOPMAN or SECOND—Eleren years' ex-
perience in all departments of trade. First-class refe-

rences.—CaRVATION. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.— Age 23; five

yean*' experience in good nroriLCial house in all

branches. Good referencei.— J. W. B., 4, Hartley Terrace,
Handsworth, Stuffield.

WONDERS WILL NEVEII i.'i: VSK.we are
told ; but it cannot be denied ih.ir BOLLOWA.VJ

PILLS are the k'reatest wonder o( m -d-rn times. They cor-

rect bile, prevent ll ttuiency, e'eanse the liver, and purify the

system, strengthen the stom^ci. iocrens* the »ppeiiic. in-

vigorate fh'1 n-rves, promote health, and reinstate ihe weak
to an ardour of feeling never brfore exp«rieDC*J. Th- <»ile of

these Pills throughout the globe astonishes everybody, con-

vincing the most sceptical »h it there is no melicine equal to

HuLLOWaV'S PILLS for removing the complaint* incdental

to the human race. They are indeed a blessing totheaillicted,

and a boon to those who suffer from diwrders. internal or

external. Thousands of persons have testified that by their

use alone they have been restored to health, after other

remedies bad proved unsuccessful.
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A
COCOA

Of the highest degree of

Purity & Nutritive Value

"Cadbury's represents the standard of highest purity at

present attainable in regard to cocoa."

—

The Lancet.

" Cadbury's Cocoa has in a remarkable degree those

natural elements of sustenance which give the system
endurance and hardihood, building up muscle and bodily

vigour, with a steady action which renders it a most accep-

table and reliable beverage."

—

Health.

" Of absolute purity and freedom from alkali.

An invaluable addition to our dietetic resources in the treat-

ment of all forms of digestive disorders."

Braithwaite s Retrospect of Medicine

" Cadbury's is a preparation of genuine Cocoa, without

any admixture of starch or sugar ; it is light, refreshing

and invigorating to the jaded mind and body
Delicious to the palate, absolutely unadulterated, and free

from alkalies."

—

Family Doctor.

" A perfectly pure Cocoa of the highest quality. The
name ' Cadbury on any packet is a guarantee of purity."

Medical Annual.

UCADBURY

s

"The typical Cocoa of English

Manufacture—Absolutely Pure."

99

— The Analyst.

r?d. Nd. 233,013.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MOBNINO
at the latest.

Chrysanthemums.

HCANNELL and SONS, whose Collection

« in well known to be the largest, completed, beBt kept,

and most interesting, ie in splendid bloom, a number of entirely

sew shapes and colours of great promise, and of the Swanley

Dwarf Type, which are considered an acquisition. All are

Invited to see our magnificent house, 160 feet long by 25 feet

wide—a glow of colour.
SWANLEY, KENT.

RCHID FLOWERS.— 20,000 for Sale.

Long spikes ; all shades.

SANDER and C 0„ St. Albans.
o
THE BEST HYACINTHS for PotCulture and

for Glasses ; Tulips, Daffodils. Liliums, Irises, Anemones,
Crocuses, SoiUas. and all other Bulbs for present and later

planting. See our CATALOQUE, No. 465, free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

The BeBt Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Prioe 6s.; poBt free, 5*. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Germania and Reynolds Hole, 20s. per 100 ; Malmaieons,

60s. per 100; Mrs. Sinkins Pinks and Her Majesty, 12s. 64.
;

1000 CHRISTMAS R09ES. good clumps,
J. LITTON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bath.

B EAUTIFUL BEDS of
Be3t obtained from

TULIPS

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS —Single First Early, for flowering simul-

taneously, White, Yellow, Scarlet, Bose and White (striped),
each, 2s per dozen ; 14s per 100.

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS.—Mr. J. M. McHattie, Gardener to His Grace

the Duke of Wellington, says :—" The Bedding Tulips made
a most brilliant show. They lived through the exceptionally
severe winter, when all our Wallflowers were killed, and
they now help us in the way of cut flowers in the place of
Wallflowers. I planted 18,0]0 Wallflowers, eo you can
imagine our loss."

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

Important to Planters.

JC. WHEELER & SON'S AUTUMN CATA-
• LOGUE of Fruit Trees, Roses, Forest Trees. Evergreens.

Tines, &c, for this season, is now ready, illustrated and full of
information as to the mo-t profitable varieties to grow, and the
best time to plant them, forwarded, post-free, on application.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Kingsholm Nursery. Gloucester.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
R1I Ms, GaillardiaB, Delphiniums, and Pasoniea.

Catalogue of KELWAY AHD SON, Langport, Somerset.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH AM&TEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
HA lilt and SON, la, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

AC IT.—Imported and nursed recommended.
H. ZEIsSOLD, Leipzig. Gloclenstr. 13.

Price List forwarded on application.
c

New and Choice Hardy ShruDs.

PAUL & SON have issued a email descriptive
CATALOGUE of these with their Rose Catalogue,

Post free from the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR.TheLondonNursery,4.MaidaVale.London,W.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES.—
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W.RU3HFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds; or

from the sole proprietors, LBTELLIER & SON, Caen. Franoe.

wANTED, 50,000 CALCEOLARIA
CUTTINGS. GOLDEN GEM.

W.TYLER, 117, Angel Road, Edmonton.

WANTED, GOLDEN GEM CALCEO-
LARIA CUTTINGS. Lowest price per 1000 for cash,

to A. HART AND SONS, 162, High Street. Guildford.

WANTED. — Loxford Hall Strawberries,

Humea elegaos, Mary'Morris Carnations, Sericographis

Ghicsbregtisna. Double PrimulM in variety.

Offers to J. L. S., Ga'deners Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, old BEDDING GERANIUMS
Queen of the Belgians, in exchange for either Marshal

MacMahon, Mrs. Pollock, Vesuvius, West Brighton Gem,

Double Scarlet, John Gibbons, or outtmgs of same.

O. D. BUSS. The Nurseries. Smeeth. Ashlord, Kent.

WANTED, Mrs. Moore and Boule c

Neige CARNATIONS, also Stock of best SPEAR

MINT. ^Wn1~BJKANT| Br0Ugham Road, Worthing.

WANTED, 2 Dwarf-trained PEACHTREES,
also 2 NECTARINES, about 9 feet wide by 6 feet

;

also 2 good FIG TREES in pot*. State sorts and P'ice.-H.

HICKMAN The Gardens, Tynngham, Newport Pognall, Bucks.

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.-Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thursday in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Rooms. 33, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Catalogue* on application.

MR. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
sent to nearly every town in the United Kingdom, and

are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdom. Emperor Narcissus, 5s. 6d. per dozen. 40s. p*»r 100 ;

Horsfieldii, 2*. 9d. per dozen, 20s. per 100 ; Sir WalkiD, 5s. 6d.

per dozen. 40s. per 100; Golden Spur, 2s. &d. per cozen,
18s. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £5. Full List on application.

Tenby Street North, Birmingham.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 12s. 6d. per 103 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Girden.

J. J. CLARK. Market Gardeoer, Goldstone, Brighton.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6s.

B. and G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Sonthgate. N. Established 1797.

To Chrysanthemum Exhibitors.

TIDY'S Patent CUP and TUBE is the Best.
Send for Circular and Sample, free Is. 3d.

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W. E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant.

To the Trade.-Ferns.

HB. MAY offers FERNS in all sizes,
• leading market sorts. Special quotations on appli-

cation.—Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Eomonton.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forjiug Crowne for delivery early in Novem-

ber. Early orders respectfully solicited. Prices p^r 100, l.uOU,

10.000 or 20 000. on application to—
T. JANNOCH. Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

FOR SALE, NARCISSUS (Sir Watkinl
true, first Bize bulbs, 3s. per dozen, 22s. < d per loo.

—Apply to GARDENER, Plas Gardens, DiDas Mawddwy,
Merioneth i.

CARNATIONS.— Self colours a special feature.
Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var

, good stuff, ready
for flowering. Pots, 12s. to 18*. per doz. ; blusnvar., 9s. to 12s.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery. West Derby.

TO THE TRADE.—Aralia Sieboldii, strong,
well furnished plants in 4S's, 4s 0d. per doz., packed F.O.B,

Cash with order.

OLLINGTON and SON, Nurserymen, Bury St Edmunds.

CX)R ORCHIDS of every description at
X: Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS akd CO., Sonthgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

B

NURSERYMEN and OTHERS REQUIRING
high-class Cl*T FLOWEBS and PLANTS can be supplied

at reasonable terms by writing to M. C. X , 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BKESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

HORTICULTURAL BOXES.—Pure Bones,
in J, I. 1-inch, and meal, spscially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone WorVs. St. Albans.

r WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
. to Her Majesty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

t ernment. Admiralty Dept., War Dept. , Boyal Hort. Soc.,

I al Botanic 8oc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

toe Dnplex Upright Tubular Boilers. King'aBoad, Chelsea.S.W.
Telegraph Address, '"Hortulanus, London." Telephone,No.S728.
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SALES by AUCTION.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Salea nearly every day, in Large and Small
Lota, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Booms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-pact 12 o'clock, first-class

cons gnments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-

known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

GREAT TRADE SALE.
A splendid Importation of small, beautifully-grown

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS,
For In or Outdoor Cultivation, just received from Holland.

20.C00 Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS,
just over.

1,000 choice named Standard, Half-Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES, including many of the newest and
best sons, from leading German and Dutch Growers,

500 fine Bulbs LILIUM HARRISI. from Bermuda; several
thousand FREE3IA REFRAOTA ALBA, choice
ANEMONES. Also—

600 AZALEA INDICA, well furnished with Buds; a fine

variety of Decorative PALMS, DRACAENAS of several
sorts, and other Plants, consigned direct from Ghent.

5.000 SPIR^A JAPONICA, S. PALMATA, white; S. PAL-
MATA, rose; S. ASTOLOIDES, and others; 5000
D!ELYTRA SPECTABILE, &c.

5,000 ROMAN and ITALIAN HYACINTHS ; 2.500 Paper-
white NARCISSUS, from France, for early forcing ; and

A SPECIAL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS,
comprising most of the best sorts, specially selected
for Glass and Pot Culture. Great variety of TULIPS,
CROCUSES, rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, &c.

TIIR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
1V1 AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent
Oar.len. on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 23, at Half-past
13 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

THursday Next.

IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
At half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

DENDROBIUM DEAREII, GRAMMATOPHYLLUM MEA-
aURESIANUM. AliRIDES LAWRESCEJE. AEKIDES
SaNDERIANUM, line plants of ODONfOGLOSSUYl
GRANDE, some Hybrids, and other Imported and well-
grown ORCHIDS. Also ORCHIDS in FLOWER and
BUD, from a private collection. &c.

Also an IMPORTATION of ORCHIDS from the WEST
INDIES, received direct.

At 2 o'clock precisely.
AJlarge Importation of

BULBS and PLANTS from HOLLAND,
Specially lotted for all Buyers.

A variety o? LILIUMS, choice NARCISSUS, Forcing Bulbs, Ac.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Booms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, October 2i.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday and Thursday Next.

PLANTS from BELGIUM-FERNS, PALMS, ROSES,
SPIBJE4.S, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, B.C., as follows, at 12 o'Clock.

MONDAY NEXT, October 21,—A consignment from Belgium,
comprising 250 Azalea indica, i50 A. mollis, and 50 Rhododen-
drous ; 50 lots choice Stove and Greenhouse Ferns and others,
suitable for pot* ; 3000 Spiraea japooica, fine for forcing; a
quantity of Daffodils and Narcissus, several hundred stanoard,
half-standard, ciimbirg, and Tea Roses, Clematis. Ivies, green
and variegtited ; Jasmines, Euonymus, and other shrubs for
pots, Liimni Harrisii, &C.

THURSDAY NEXT, October 24.—100 Azalea moli:s, 100 A-
indica, 36 Rhododendrons, 50 Retinosporas, 10j Euonymus,
100 Cyrtomiumj, 50 Aralias, Palms, Dracaenas, Laureatinus,
and Cuprf* us from Belgium,

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Woking, Surrey—Without Reserve.

MESSRS. PROIHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett, who are com-

pelled to effect an immediate clearance of a large portion of
ground, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Horeell
Nurseries, Woking, about a mile from Woking Railway
Station on TUESDAY, October 29, and two following days, at
12 o'clock precisely each day, several Acrea of well grown
NURSERY STOCK, which has been carefully prepared lor
removal, comprising a large quantity of Border Shrubs, in
great variety; 3l),U09 Fruit Trees, consisting of Standard,
Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained Apple9, Pears, Plums, Peaches,
Nectarines, and others; 30,000 Fore9t Trees, Scotch Firs,

Pinus, Birch, Quick, &c. ; 5000 Standards, Hal -standards, and
Dwarf Roves, iu all the best varieties ; 3000 Potting shrubs,
2000 Climbers, 5000 Standard Ornamental and Flowering
Trees; 10,000 Fruit and Manetti Stccks, Rhododendrons,
Hardy Azaleas, and other Stock.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G. ; and Leytonstone.

Friday Next.
By order of W. L. Lewis & Co., Southgate, N.

IMPORTANT SALE of IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS.

A grand lot of —
CATTLEYA HARRISONJE, including many fine masses.
SOPHRONITIS PURPUREA— all the plants of this fine

acquisition are offered.

CATTLEYA SPECIES, of the Labiata section, from quite a
new district, and is probably new. Also

—

CATTLEYA GRANULOSA, ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, O.
CONCOLOB, O. VARICOSUM ROGERSII, O. CRISPUM
GRANDIrTLORUM. in extra strong plants, 4c-

CATTLEYA MENDELI, C. TBIAN-Ef, C. MOSSI^. in grand
health, and all with flower-sheaths.

LJELIA AUTUMNALIS ALBA, ODONTOGLOSSUM KRA-
MERII, choice CYPRIPEDIUMS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rcoms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., on FRIDAY NEST,
October 25, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, October 25.

An IMPORTATION of RARE ORCHIDS, just to hand,
collected in unfrequented passes of the Cauca by Consul
F. C. LEHMANN.

CATTLEYA CANDIDA (Koth), C. CHOCOENSIS (Hort.),
one of the largest and most fragrant of the C. labiata
section. Flowers generally blush-white, with glowing
crimson lip, but some pure white forms were colleoted iu
flower.

STANHOPEA LEHMANNH (Kriinzlin), a magnificent new
species, together with another fine Stanhopea allied to
S. platyceris.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ASPIDORHINUN (Lehm.), one of the
prettiest and most floriferous.

ODONTOGLOSSUM DENTICULATUM (Lehm.), u. sp.
ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, of a grand strain.

ONCIDIUM SUPERBIENS; the fine purple and yellow
ERIOPSIS RUTIDOBULBON. and various other probably
new ORCHIDS of great botanical interest.

Also, from another source, some fine masses of the elegant
white DENDROBIUM LINGUAFORME, DENDROBIUM
TETRAGONUM, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will include the above in their SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT, October 25,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next
Magnificent GLOBE OF CORiL, 4 feet 6 inches in circum-

ference, very tastefully arranged ; valued by an expert at
twenty guineas. Also Nos. 1 and 2 "ORCHIDACEOUS
PLANTS," by Robert Warner, now out of print, and
originally sold at five guioeas each.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their OROHID SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT, October 25. at half-past 12 o'Clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Beabale.
SUNNINODALE NURSERIES, BiGSHOT.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORR[S will
include in their SALE bv AUCTION, at Mr. C. Noble s

Nurseries as above, on MONDAY NEXT. October 21, ani each
of the FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, several thousand crowns of

FOR :ING 3EAKALE, in lots of 1U0 and 500.

Two Days' Sale.—Tottenham, N.

Adjoining the Tottenham Hale Station, Gre.it Eastern
Main Line,

Mr. Ware's GREAT ANNUAL SALE of immense quantities of
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the PremUes, The Hale Farm

Nurseries, Tottenham. N.. on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
October 29 and 20, 1895. at 11 o'Clock precisely each day, in

conseauence of the large number of Lots.

2500 ROSES IN POTS, EXTRA STRONG, of the best sorts.

100,000 CARNATIONS and PICOTEE3.— Named sorts in pots,

consisting of the very best varieties in cultivation, both
new and old kinds.

TREE CARNATIONS in variety, fine plants in 48-pots

50.000 DOUBLE and SINGLE TUBEROUS - ROOTED
BEGONIAS.—Probably the finest Collection in the world,

and a special feature at this Nursery. These will b«
offered both in mixture and selected to colour. The tubes
are remarkably strong and fine, not a bad variety will be
found amongst them.

60,000 CLEMATIS and AMPELOPSI3. and other Climbers;
10,000 IVIES in variety.

100,000 SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS, extra Btrong forcing

stuff. Both these are grown by Mr. Ware in enormoui
quantities at Tottenham and elsewhere. The season

has suited the growth of both remarkably well, and Mr.
Ware states that he never had ibem so fine.

25.000 HOME-GROWN LILIES. Of these. Mr. Ware holds

oneof the largert collections in the trade. All the Bulbt
offered will be of gocd size, perfectly healthy, and such as

cannot fail to give satisfaction.

200 ,000 BERLIN CROWNS LILY OF THE VALLEY.—These
are exceptionally fine, being of the true Berlin or best

forcing variety.

FORCING PLANTS and BULBS, in endless variety.

200.000 HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BULBS.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected to colour. CHRISTMAS ROSES,
Double and Single PYRETHRUMS, PINKS. DEL-
PHINIUMS, POTEtfTlLLAS, PHLOX. P-EJNIES. Also
thousands of other PLANTS, TREES, and SHRUBS, in

great variety, including a large quantity of POPLARS
suitable for forming Screens, broad-leaved PRIVET, fine

bushy staff, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; and of the Auc-
tioneers. Land and Estate Agents, and Valuer?, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and Leytonstone.

Sunningdaie, Berks.
SIX DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of exceptionally well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, being the most important
Sale held at this Nursery for many years, by order of Mr.
Charles Noble, including a portion of the unique collection
of Specimen RHODODENDRONS, and matchless Specimen
Golden RETINOSPORAS and HOLLIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

Sunningdaie, close to Sunningdaie Station, and within easy
distance of Bagshot. S.W.R., on MONDAY NEXT, Oct, 21, and
FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day, without
the least reserve, several acres of unusually well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, the whole in the best possible condition
for removal, comprising thousands of Rhododendrons amongst
them a large number of unique Specimens and Standards, un-
surpassed in the trade, and forming one of finest collections
ever submitted to public competition. Several thousands of
Ghent and other Hardy Azaleas. 10,0 oval-leaved Privet,
thousands of Berberis aquifolia, enormous quantities of
Conifers in various sizes, including Cupressus, Thujas, and
Thujopsis, suitable for hedges, Bcreeas, and general planting ;

a grand lot of perfect specimen Variegated Hollies, match-
less specimen Golden Retinosporas, Dwarf Roses, a large
quantity of Standard and Bush Apples, Gooseberries, Currants,
Standard, Ornamental, and Forest Trees, and other Stock,
which will be found fully described in Catalogues to be
obtained (post free) of the Auctioneers.

It is impossible to adequately call attention to this important
Sale within the limits of an ordinary advertisement, and
intending purchasers are respectfully invited to inspect the
stock, which will well repay a visit tj these Nurseries.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of (he
Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Hollamby's Nurseries, Groombrldse, near Tanbrldge
WELLS.

GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by
order of the Executors of the late Mr. Ed win Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, close to

the Groombridge Railway Station, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY
NEXT, Oec. 24 & 25, at 12 o'Clock punctually each day, 45 ,000
CONIFERS, named and other Rhododendrons, Azalt-a^,
Laurels, Larch. Scotch Firs, Asn, Spanish Chestnuts, strong,
transplanted Quick, Hardy Climbers, Dwarfs. Climbing, and
other Roses, the whole in splendid condition for removal ; also
Seakale, extra strong for forcing, and other Stock.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had at the Nurseries; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Maidenhead.
SALE of well-grown ORNAMENTAL SPECIMEN SHRUBS

and TREES, Standard Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT
TREES, ROSES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises, The

Floral Nurseries, Castle Hill, Maidenhead, one mile from
Maidenhead Statioo, G.W. By , on THURSDAY, Oct. 31, at
Half-past Eleven o'Clock, by order of Mr. R. Owen.
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Woking, Surrey.

THREE DAYS' SALE of valuable and thriving NURSERY
STOCK, which has been carefully prepared for removal.
By order of Mr. R. Collyer.

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i.tJL SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Cart Hou^e
Lane Nurseries, Woking. Surrey, on WEDNESDAY. Nov. 6,

and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day:—
2000 English Yews, 2 to 5 feet, several hundreds of Cup^essus,
Tnujas, and others, for hedges, screens. &c, ; 100 splendid
Specimen Gold and Silver Hollies, with 2 to 5 feet stem-, and
growth of from 15 to 25 years ; 3000 Common Green Hollies,

1 Jto 8 feet; Hybrid and Ponticum Rhododendrons, well set

with buds; thousands of Standard Ornamental Trees for

Avenue and Street Planting, immense quantities of small
Shrubs, for potting and growing on ; 1000 Standard and Half-
standird Roses, 6000 Standard and Pyramid Apples and
Plums, most of them Fruit-bearing Trees; Flowering Shrubs,
in great variety; 70.000 Manetti Stocks, 10,000 Apple
StOCKS. &c.
Luncheon will be provided to intending purchasers. The

Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogues may be obtained on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Room*. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CBOCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted
to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.
Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM OANDIDUM, SNOW-

DROPS. &c.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Greenwich.—Early Sale.

The ERECTION of Five GREENHOUSES and POTTING-
SHED, Two BOILERS, about 500 feet of HOT-WATER
PIPE, the remaining STOCK of MISCELLANEOUS
PLANTS, 90 CHRYSANTHEMUMS in pots.

MESSRS. PERKINS and C^SAR will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, Nursery

Park Row. Greenwich, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 23,

at 12 o'clock precisely, in Lota.

On view morning of Sale. Catalogues had of the Auctioneers,
105. Tooley Street, Southwark, S i.
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p" A DEPARTURE IN THE NURSERY TRADE. ~§3

CHARLES NOBLE has decided to OFFEE, by AUCTION, the very cream of a life's selection of
Specimen RHODODENDRONS, GHENT and other AZALEAS, GOLDEN RETINOSPORAS, GOLDEN HOLLIES, and Select

HARDY TREES, from 2 feet to 10 feet high. SIX DAYS' SALE. Much of the Stock is Unique, and all in line condition.

SALE, OCTOBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26. There are about 80,000 Plants on Offer.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. PEOTHEEOE and MOEEIS, 67 Sf 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.;
__ _ _ _ —_ _ __ ,_

_

AND OFCHARLES NOBLE, the nurseries, BAGSHOT.
SALES

MESSRS. THOMAS B.

B Y
JAMES & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL AUGTIONEER S.

Birmingham.
DUTCH BUL8-, EVERY THURSDAY.

MESSRS. THOMAS B. JAMES and CO.
SELL by AUCTION at their spacious Sale Rooms.

35, Temple Street. Birmingham. EVERY THURSDAY, at half-

past 11 o'Clock, about TWO TONS of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland.

Catalogues free ; Commissions carefully executed.

Birmingham.
3800 FRUIT TREES.- Standard, Pyramid, Cordon, Dwarf-

trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Apricots, Peaches, Necta-
rines, &c. ; large numbers of Ornamental Flowering Trees,
fine Conifers), &c- ; a'so a Consignment from Belgium of

Palms and other Plants.

ME&SRS. THOMAS B. JAMES and CO. are
instructed by a Nurseryman in the West of England, to

SELL by AUCTION, at thrir Rooms, 35, Temple Street,

Birmingham, on THURSDAY, October 24, at 2 o'clock.
Catalogues i r< e.

Coventry.

MESSRS. THOMAS B. JAMES and CO. are
instructed by C. J. Stringer, Esq. (who is leaving the

residence), to SELL." by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Elms,
Coventry, on FRIDAY, October i5, 1895. at 11 o'clock sbaip
(there being a large number of lots), the whole of the fine

Collection of ORCHIDS, which are well-grown, healthy
plants, between 600 and 700, amoogat which are very fine

specimens for Cool-home, Intermediate, and Stove. There
will be included in ihe Sale the whole of the STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising fine Specimen Palms,
Crotons, Dractenas, Anthuriums, Davallias, Aspidistras, Tree
Ferns, Clerodendrous, and endless other fine things.
Can be viewed three days preceding Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. HOLLAND, the Head Gardener, on the
Premiats ; and of the Auctioneeis, at their Office, 35, Temple
Street, Birmingham.

Kidderminster.

MESSRS. THOMAri B. JAMES and CO. are
instructed by Messrs WilsonandYoule (whose Lease isex-

piring) to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on I he premises,
Blakedown Nurseries, near Kidderminster, on WEDNESDAY,
Oct. 30, 1895, at Twelve o'Clock, the whole of the young and
well-grown NURSERY STOCK, all being in splendid condition
for removal, comprising many thousanus of CONIFERS, fine

PICEAS, FRUIT TREES in variety, IVIES, BERBERIS,
LIMES, LABURNUMS, ROSES, PRIVET, LAURELS,
MANETTI STOCKS, &c. This Stock is well worth the atten-
tion of the trade and those who are plantiDg this autumn.
Messrs. W. and Y. will carefully lift and put un rail at mere
cost of labour.

May be viewed any time. (Station, Churchill, G.W.Ry.)
Catalogues may be obtained from the Nursery, and from the
Auctioneers, at tt eir office, 35, Temple Street, Birmingham.

Saunders Lane Nursery, Woking, Surrey,
About 1 mile from Worplesdon and 3 miles from WokiDg

Stations on the L. & S. W. Railway.
UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. WATERER and SONS are
instructed by Messrs. T. Holdforth & Son, who are

declining buMuess, to SELL by AUCTION, upon the Premises,
on MONDAY, October 21, 1895, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS,
at 11 for liJ o'clock, the whole of the Young and W til-grown
NURSERY STOCK, comprising 20,000 Berberis of sorts, tt in.

to 3 ft ; 20.0U0 Green and Variegated Hollies, 30,000 Privet
ovaliiolium, 1 to 3 ft. ; 10,000 Dwarf, Tea, and Hybrid Per-

petual Ro es ; 2U.O0O standard and Dwarf Roses in maiden bud*

;

10.000 Manetti Stocks ; 8000 Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarf-
trained and other Fruit, Trees; 15 000 Gooseb.rry and Currant
Bushes ; 10,000 ttropg Raspberry CaneB ; 6000 Lime, Mountain
Asb, and Laburnum, from tt ft. to 15 ft. ; 3000 Pampas Grass,

10,000 Virginia Creepers, 10,000 Ivies of sorts, 10,000 Hypericum
Calysinum, English Yewa, from 3 ft. to 5 ft ; and thousands of

Conifers. Ornamental, Evergreen, and Deciduous Flowering
Shrubs The whole of the Stock is in fine condition for removal,
and well worthy the attention of Nurserymen and others.

May be viewed &ix days prior to the Sale, and Catalogues
had upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, at either of

their Offices, at Chertsey, Weybridge Station, and Waltonon-
Thames.
THE FREEHOLD NURSERY, comprising about 6 acres,

with Two Cottages, forming a most Magnificent Site for the
Erection of a Residence. TO BE SOLD.

Dorking Nurseries.
Close to Stations on L. B. &. S. C. and S. E. Railways,

PRELIMINARY NOTICE. BY ORDER OF TRUSTEE.

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS are instructed
to SELL BY AUCTION, on i he premises, as above, on

MONDAY, November 4. 1S95. and FOLLOWING DAYS, the
whole of the NURSERY STOCK and PLANTS, GREEN-
HOUSES and TRADE BUILDINGS,
Auction and Land Agency Offices, 18, High Street, Dorking.

West Drayton, Middlesex.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK.

MESSRS. NORMAN and SON are instructed
by Messrs. Smith & Son. to hold the ELEVENTH

ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK on the Ground,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, October 29 and 30, 1895,

each day at 11 o'Clock punctually, in consequence of the
number of Lots, comprising about
30.000 U, 3, and 4-year-otd Standard and Half-standard

APPLE TREE^, including several new kinds, which have
not been brought before public notice, except at these
Sales ; about

30,000 Standard and HUf-standsrd PLUM TREES,
30 Cluster DAMSONS,

6000 Standard CHERRY TREES. 3000 PEARS,
100,000 CURRANTS and GOOSftBERRIES, and about

3 Acres of RHUBARB STOOLS,
Full grown, and suitable for Forcing and other purposes,

including Linnseus, Champagne, Albert, &;., of which
particulars will be given in the Catalogues.

On view the day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had of

Messrs. J. SMITH and SON, Growers, Sipaon, and 448 and
449, Covent Garden Marker, London, W.C. ; and of the
Auctioneers, Uxbridge, Middlesex, and Beaconsfield, Bucks.

WANTED, to RENT, from March next, 300
to 501) feet run of GLASS, with DWELLINu-HOUSE,

for Tomatos and Cucumbers. No stock.

G. GINN, Downe, Farnboro', Kent.

WANTED, to RENT, NURSERY suitable
for Growing Cucumbers and Tomatos. Glass, not much

Land. — Address CUCU., Box P 53?00, Smith's Advertising
Agency, 132, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

W~'ANTED to RENT, a SMALL, NURSERY,
J to I acre, 300 to 500 feet run Glass. Suitable for

Cuoumbers and Tomatos.—W., 101, Flaxman Road, Lough,
borough Junction, S.E.

bOR SALE.—First-class FLORIST, SEED,
BULB, and PLANT BUSINESS ; Jobbing, &c, Same

hands nine years; on lease.—Address, W., 15, Albion Street,

Hyde Park. W.

To Nurserymen ana Florists commencing business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sites

for residences.—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office. Hamptoo-on-Thames.

FOR SALE, a small valuable 1od# leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Cucumber-hou-ie,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rfnt. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Faciog
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Ddfforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

THE LEASE (nineteen years unexpired) of a
SMALL NURSERY. 280 feet well built heated glass, FOR

DISPOSAL. Eigbt roomed double-fronted Cottage, five acres

Meadow and Garden, olb acre wired, aud large Fowl-house;
Coach house, two stalls; common rights for Peat, Loam, Sand,
and Gravel. Rent £31. rates and taxes, £3 6s. tid. Two miles
from Btation, S.E. R. Landlord compensates on expiration of

lease. Price low to an immediate purchaser.—A. Z., 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

KENT.—Ten miles from London, in an im-
portant and rising town. TO BE LET. or FREEHOLD

would be SOLD. Splendid opening for t-nergeiic person.
Capital Nursery, with Seed-shop, Greenhouse, and about
j-acre of Land. Moderate rent. No stock need be taken.
Full particulars of PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Estate

Offices, r>7, Cheapside, London.

COUTH COAST, SOUTHSEA.—In a prin-
KJ cipal thoroughfare cf this important town. TO BE LET,
imposing SHOP and PREMISES, t-pecially adapud for

FLORIST and FRUITERER. Splendid opening, hxcellent

accommodation. Electric Light. The Shop ha* a frontage of

20 feet, by 54 feet in length, with back entrance, and
ample living accommodation over.— Particulars of Messis.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London,

O BE LET.—A good GARDEN, in good
condition, 2 Acres in extent. Vineries. 99 feet long ;

2 Cucumber-houses, Tomato and Peach-house-.— For further

particulars, J. HUGHES JONES, Aberrovey, North Wales.

To Nurserymen.

H MILES, 2a, Langley Court, Covent Garden,
• is open to receive Consignments uf CHOICE CUT

FLOWERS for SALE on COMMISSION. Best Market Prices

obtained. Boxes and Labels supplied. References given.

Correspondence invited. Terms: Cheques weekly ; London &.

County Bank.

EXHIBITIONS.

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be Held in the
RINK HALL, BLACKHEATH (opposite S.E.R. Station), on
WEDNESDAY, October 30, and THURSDAY, October SI,
1895; when Prizes amounting to upwards of £100 will be
offered for Competition.
Schedule of Prizes, and all particulars, may be obtained on

application to Mr. FRED. J. GARWOOD, Hon. Sec, 37, Tamer
Road, Lee, S.E.

BRIGHTON CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 5 and 6.

£150 in Prizes. All Classes open. Entries close October 31.
Schedules, &c. of the SECRETARY', 5d. Queen's Rd., Brighton.

THE EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW, November 12 and 13, 1895.

OPEN CLASSES.
36 Incurved, distinct, prizes ... £1 £2 £1.

36 Japanese, distinct, prizes ... £3 £3 £1.

Entrance fee to one or both classes, 5*. Close, November 6.

E. A. NEWMAN. Secretary,
21, Brooklyn Terrace, Eastbourne.

BOURNEMOUTH and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

November 13 and 14 (good open classes). Class 1, THIRTY-
SIX CUT BLOOMS. £10, £i, £1. See Schedule.—JAMES
SPONG, Secretary, The Gardens. Lindisfarne, Bournemouth.

BATLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
NOVEMBER 16. Ib95.

OPEN CLASS.—Cup, value 20 guineas, lor 35 out blooms

;

and Cup, value 6 guineas, for 24 cut blooms, in addition to
Money Prizes. Full particulars on application to the Secretary,

Mr. ALLEN HALL, High Street, Batley, West Yorks.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
Royal Aquarium, Westminster.

GREAT FLORAL FETE,
TOESDAF. WED.XE*nAV, and THCRSDAY,

NOVEMBER 5, 6, and 7. 1895.

The largest Exhibition of Chrysanthemums held in the
country. Prizes for Fruit and Vegetables. Schedules of Prizes

from— RICHARD DEAN, Hun. Secretary,
Ealing, London, \V.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the QUEEN, and th«

Presiden y of the Right Honourable Lord WINDSOR. Lord-

Lieutenant of the County of Glamorgan.

THE CARDIFF FINE ART,
INDUSTRIAL, AND

MARITIME EXHIBITION, 1896,
WILL BE

OPENED IN MAY, 1896,
And Continue Open a period of Six Months.

The Exhibition will comprise the following (imongst other)
Sections :

—

AGRICULTURE AN0 HORTICULTURE.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES AND AMATEUR EXHIBITS.
MACHINERY, ELECTRICITY, AND LOCAL AND GENERAL

INDUSTRIES.
MARITIME.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. SPECIMENS AND INVEN-

TIONS.

Copies of Prospectus and Regulations for Exhibitors, and
Forms of Application for Space, m ly be obuiioed of the Hoa.
Secretary,

Mr. WALTER COOK,
98. St. Mary Street. Cardiff.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S . St. Albans. The fme.t

stock of Orchids in .iie World.—30 minutes from St. Pancra*.

CARNATIONS.—Gloire de Naocy, 17s. 6d.;
Crimson Clove. 20*. ; Mrs. Reynolds Hoie. 25r. ; Raby

Csstle, 25s. ; Germania, 3 '5 ; Rose Celestial. 35i. ; Agnes
Chambers, 355. per 100 : strong, healthy, well-rooted layers.

Carriage paid.—ROGERS, Rendlesham, Wooabridge.
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BULBS
Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Lillies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DlCKSONS l
& Importers.

CHESTER.
m> »»*»**X»tt**-*tt»**-*"X *»»»»**»: ft

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN,

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over ICO cows,
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.
3 Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE RYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brush and Case complete, 10s. 6d.

;

La»ge Forceps, for pulling centres, 3s. 9rf. ; Smaller ditto, for
Dressing, 2s. 9d . Free for cash.

The BEST CUPS and TUBES are—
THE BECKETT.—All sizes, both for Japanese

and Incurved, at £>/. per dozen ; or, with additiooal tube,

for raising the bloom 3 inches higher than the ordinary
one, 12s. per dozen.

THE SPRINGTHORPE.—For Japanese and
Incurved, all sizes. 9s. per dozen.

All free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY. HITHER GREEN. LEWISHAM.

fOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

***iy I

T

• NOTHING SO PROFITABLB
££>) AND EASY TO GROW.

"\£ SOAcresofSaleableTrees

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Mists FrtC.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

8s. per doz., 6Os.perl00.
A 11 ether Nursery Stock

carriagefonvard.

N POTS From 15/- a doz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) from 15 -

per doz.

K.B.—Single Plants are scld at
slightly increasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(Over 170 pages,' of Nursery Stocfc,
artistically produced, c ontaining
some hundreds of Illustrations,
and roll of valuable Information,
free on receipt of 3d. for postage

RICHARD SMITH&CPWorcester

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.

BARK'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS , SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARR asd SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

GRANDE MONARQTJE NARCISSUS, 30s.
per 1000, 3s. 6d. per 1C0 ; CAMPEBNELLE MAJOR, 8s.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All good flowering bulbs.

T. GELL, Week Farm, Ventnor. Isle of Wight.

ELCOMBE and SON, the Hampshire Nursery
and Seed Establishment, Romsey, beg to offer the fol-

lowing, all extra fine and well grown, with perfect roots, will

transplant without fear of failure. Prices on application :
—

ENGLISH YEWS. 3 to 4 feet, and i to 5 feet.

AMERICAN ARBORVIT^:, 5 to 6 feet, 6 to 7 feet, 7 to 8 feet.

CUPRE3SUS LAWsONIANA. 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ EBECTA VIRIDI8, 5 to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

„ ., FRASERTI, 5 to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

THUYA LOBBH. 7 to 8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.

PORTUGAL LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.

COMMON do., 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet, 5 to 6 feet, 6 to 7 feet.

STANDARD LIMES and LABURNUMS, 10 to 12 feet.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, dwarf trained, fine fruiting
trees, grown on our extensive walls,

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, old variety, small 60s, 20s.

per 100.
ARUMS, strong loots, turned outof pots and from ground, 25s.

per 11 0.

15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS & PICOTEES
(Strong, well-rooted, and very plump hearts).

Price, 12*. perdoz. Special termsfor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE, 3, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

DAFFODILS IN GBASS ! ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS ! ! !

DAFFODILS and SQTJILLS in WOODS:!:
DAFFODILS FOE FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Rare Collection at

—

HARTLAND'S Seed "Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Bulb Lists.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95
; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Hahtow, G-.e r.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Oar Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W, & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
PBRIf KTTRSURfES. SALE near MASCRESTEB.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall

be pleased tj show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FBEB CPO.V APPLICAT/O.V.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWBBS FOB FLOBISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cot
Flowers and F*rns in the North cf England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of Inter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

H

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hohtictjl-
ttthat. Market Gardes and Estate Auctioneers and

Vaxtjers, 67 ajad 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR SALE, OLD STOOLS, Crystal Palace
Gem. West Brighton Gem, Vesuvius. Apply to

—

THOMAS, Paiton Park, St. Neot's, Hunts.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Collection
of 300 of the finest varieties in cultivation. Layers

Btrong. prices moderate, no disease. Lists free.

PRITCHARD AMD SONS, Nurserymen, Shrewsbury.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Come de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

EUCHARIS A1VIAZONICA., 16 good healthy
Plants, in 10 and 7-inch pots, for SALE or EXCHANGE.

What offers?—THE GARDENER, Coton House, Rugby.

GERANIUM STOOLS, best varieties, 10s. per
100. Cuttings, 5s. per 100, packed. Good sound stuff.

FLATHER, West Kent Nurseries, Bexley Heath.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES, nice voung Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

20s. per 100, free "on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Runners, strong, healthy, and well-rooted.

Sample packet, post-free, Is. Descriptive LIST.
W. LOVEL and SON, Strawberry Growers, Driffield.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

To Rose Growers.
SEEDLING BRIARS, 20s. per 1000, strong,

Off maiden loam; GYPSOPHILA PANICULATA, 4s.
per doz., two years out of pots ; ARUMS, 25s per 100, strong.

VAUSE, Florist, LeamiDgton Spa.

SMILAX ASPARAGOLDES.—Strong yonng
stuff in 60's, ready for potting on or planting. All staked,

lbs. per 100. Free on rail. Cash with order.
P. BOULTON, Beechenlea Nursery, Swanley.

LILIUMS just to hand in Splendid Condition.
HARRISII, veryeitra, 10 to 12 in., 75s. per 100, 10s. per

doz. ; extra, 8 to 10 inches, 59s. per 100, 8s. per doz. ; 6 to 8
inches, 30s. per 100, 5s. per doz. ; Lancifolium album Kraetzeri,
25s. per 100. 4s. per doz. ; Roseum, 22s. per HO 4s. per doz.

;

SPTB-EA COMPACTA MULTIFLORA, 14s. per 100, 3s. per doz.

MORLE & CO., Importers, Finchley Road, N.W.

MILLER'S DAFFODILS.—Best value for
money. All Btrong, free-flowering, cultivated Bulbs.

Single Daffodil, or Lent Lily. Is. 6d. per 100 ; Pheasant's-eye,
Is. 6d. per 100; biflorus (two-flowered;, Is. Gi. per 100;
double white sweet-scented, 3s. per 100 ; Stella, 3s. per 100

;

Double Butter-and-Eggs, 3s. 6d. per 100 ; Double Yellow
Daffodil, 4s. per 100 ; Yellow Jonquils, 2s. id. per 100. Orders
10s. upwards, carriage paid.

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

Raspberry Canes.

STRONG CANES of the following varieties
to offer :—

BACMFORTH'S SEEDLING, sample 100, 7s., carriage paid.
NORWICH WONDER ... ditto 3s. 6d.
FASTOLF ditto 3s. 6d. „

Prices per 1000 on application. Special quotations to
large buyers.

R. H. BATH. Osborne Farm. Wisbech.

FERNS!—FER WS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2i-inoh pota—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9$. per 100.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s. 6d,
per dozen.

Above prices are for cash, with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in allforms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, W1THISGTON, HEREFORD.
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FRUIT TREES and VINES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to direct attention to their very fine Stock ofB2,Y ^ie leading varieties of the above.

U(\i

CATALOGUES AND ALL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAINED AT

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON.

Peace having been once more re-established in Colombia,

GUILLERMO KALBREYER
CAN NOW AGAIN SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN ORCHIDS AT UNDERMENTIONED PRICES :-

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
best broad petaled variety ... £40 per 1000

» LUTEO-PURPUREUM ... £36

„ CUSPIDATUMPLATIGLOSSUM.^36 „

P1LUMNA FRAGRANS NOBILIS, £36 „

CATTLEYA TRIANtE, test variety, £7 per case.

SCHRODERI „ £8 „ „

SANDERIANA „ ^ ,". »

MENDELI „ ^9 „ „
The cases measure about 20 by 34 in., and contain about 50 to 60 good strong pieces of

Cattleyas, of OdoDtoglossum crisputn about 250, and of the other Orchids 1 eO good strong plants.

The plants are packed with the greatest care and best method, but under no circumstance will G. K. hold himself responsible for the state of plants

on their arrival in Europe. Conditions .—All Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's riak and expense from port of shipment. Plants ordered

must be paid for on receipt of bill of lading to Messrs. ROESING BROTHERS and CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.G., who will then give

orders for forwardirjg the consignment to the Purohaser.

The best timefor dispatching Orchids from here, and to establish them with the best advantage in Europe, are the months—December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INVITED.
A considerable reduction will be made on orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossum, and on four cases and more of Cattleya of each kind.

Address :
— G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Republica de Colombia.

Cablegram Address :—FLORA, BOGOTA.

BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBERRIES.

PRICES MUCH REDUCED.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & CO.,
EOYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

MOTTLED UMBER MOTH
(HYBERNIA LEFOLABIA).

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

I PHEAL& QONS
Uslv Crawley, W Sussex.

Larva. Male. Female,

HORNE'S FRUIT-TREE DRESSING.
Invaluable for Capturing the "Winter Moths where trees have
been troubled with the caterpillar peBt. October best month
in the year for the purpose. Write at once for particulars

and price.
Bow Hill, near Maidstone, Oct. 5, 1F95.

Dear Sir,—Please send me to WateriDRbury Station
1
J cwt.

of Fruit-Tree Dressing, and also some Grease-proof Pa^-er. I

found those trees I did last year were quite free from cater-

pillars, and one could see to a tree where it was done.
Yours truly. A. S. WHITE.

25.000 New STRAWBERRY, ROYAL SOVEREIGN ; 2,500

New PLUM. MONARCH; 2.000 New APPLES. BISMARCK;
and 3.0C0 BEAUTY of BATH, are included in Mr. HORNE'S
SALE for OCTOBER 23, 1S95 (.absolutely without reserve), on

the Premises, Perry Hill, Cliffe, near Rochester, adjoining

Cliffe Station, S.E.R., in addition to 30,000 Apples. Pears,

Plume, and Cherries; 25,000 Baldwin, late Black Currant;

15.000 Gooseberries sad Bed Currants; 25.000 Asparagus;

20,000 Hop-set* ; 300,000 Lettuce and Cabbage Plants, &o.

Messrs. PBoTHEROE 4 Morrib, 6T and 68. Cheapeide, E.C.,

are the Auctioneer*.

W. HORNE, Cliffe, Rochester, Kent.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 43 s, 10 beat

selling sorts, 6*. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100. 50*. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 65. and Si. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 165. and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, lOi

.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias, Solanums, in

48's, 65. doz. ; Marguerites. Solanums, Enca gracilis, in bloom,
in 48's, 95. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaanas, Crotons, Bouvardiaa,

and Erica hyemalis. 12*. doz. Lists free. Packed free. Cash
with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Lough-
borough Junction, London, S.W.

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

AUCTJBA JAFONICA, l£foot, 12s. per dozen; 90*. per 100.

„ „ 2 feet, 18s. per dozen : 140*. per 100.

., „ VERA.
1
J foot. 12s. per dozen.

BEBBEBIS 3TEN0PHYLLA X Darwinii Hybrid", 12s. per dor.

„ JAPONICA, 2 feet, 12s. per dozen.

,, AQUIFOLIA, 1J foot, 6s per dozen; 40s. per 100.

., ,. 2 feet. 9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

BOX TREE. Green, 1} foot. 4s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

,. , t ., 2 feet, 6«. per dozen ; 40s. per 1(0.

CUPRECSUS LA.WSONII, 3 ft., 12s. per doz. : 4 ft.. 24s. dor,

CEPHALOTAXtTS FORTUNE', m»le and female, 2} ft., 5*. as.

HOLLIES. English. 1 foor, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100;
1 J foot,

6s. per dozen. 45s. per 100; 2 feet, 9*. per dozen, 60*.

per 100; 2J feet, 12s. per dozen, 90*. per 100. All
selected pl*nt*. suitable for hedges.

,, ,, Yellow Berried, 2 feet. l?s. per dozen.

JTJNTPERFS VIRGISIANA, 2 feet, 6s. per dozen.

PINU8 AUSTRIACA, 3 feet, 12*. per doien ; 90s. per 100

;

4 feet. IS*, per dozen ; 120*. per 100.

YEWS, English, 1 J foot. 6'. per dozen: 40s. per 100; 2 test,

9*. per dozen ; 60*. per 100.

,, ,, :• feet, 12*. per doz. ; 90s. per 100. Perfect pynmid,.

Every shrub a perfect, well-rcoted specimen, ^-ill travel any
distance. Also a generBl «-ell-grown KUBSERY STOCK,
large ORNAMENTAL TREES, &t.

FREDK. PERKIN3, NurBerytnan, Leamington Spa.
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RENT: THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,
And MAIDSTONE for MODERN FRUIT CULTURE.

60 ACRES
OF

CONIFERS,
EVERGREENS,

ROSES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES

AND

SHRUBS,

BESIDES THE
FRUITS.

GEORGEWARD & CO.

Invite Inspection of this

unique stock.

Frequent trains from London by Chatham and

Dover {book to Barming Station), and South-Eastern

Railways {book to Maidstone). Local Time Tables on

application. Return fare, 6s. 9d., third; 8s. 6d.

second class available by either Company.

THE FRUIT TREES

are unequalled

for extent, vigour,

and modern

scientific culture.

FREE FROM BLIGHT.

From N., S., E., & W. express entire

satisfaction with the examples sent

them, and continue to buy.

ILLUSTBATED
FKUIT

CATALOGUE,
50 Pages, Qd-, post free.

GRATIS TO GARDENERS AND CUSTOMERS.

FRUIT TREES
(oub, speciality).

WELL CULTIVATED

!

WELL SELECTED !

WELL PACKED

!

WELL "DONE"!
WELL TRAINED

!

WELL and HOTLY NAMED!
WELL RIPENED

!

WELL LIFTED!
WELL SHIFTED

!

For Liberal Terms, Discounts, and

Free Carriage, consult above List.

Every Gardener and all interested in Fruit

Culture, should come and see the Nurseries,

which astonish every visitor.

Eepeat their Orders, and enlarge

them, because our well - ripened

Trees suit their soil and climate,

and produce marvellous Fruit.

Express surprise at our careful

Packing, and are

astonished at the fibrous roots the

Maidstone Trees carry.

MODERN

FRUIT CULTURE,
FOR AMATEURS.

ENLARGED, Is., Posi-fbee.

GEO. BUNYARD'S

FRUIT FARMING FOR PROFIT.
2s. 9d., post-free.

TEE FOLLOWING LISTS BREE—

MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT LIST,

GENERAL SEED CATALOGUE,
HERBACEOUS and SPRING LIST, and

EOSE and BULB CATALOGUE.

GEORGE BUNYARD and COMPANY,
PRACTICAL POMOLOGISTS, Ac, MAIDSTONE.
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PAUL & SON
The Old Nursery,

CHESHUIMT.
One of the Ancestral Homes of the Rose,

ROSES
For DELIVERY A UTUMN, 1895.

STANDARDS, as usual, unsurpassed.

DWARFS, almost entirely on Briar.

GARDEN ROSES, all the old-fashioned.

SINGLE ROSES and SPECIES, unequalled.

POT ROSES,
The Finest in Europe. Better than ever.

COMMON -SENSE ROSE CATALOGUES,
with reasonable prices.

standardTpples.
50,000 of the FINEST TREES in England, for

MARKET ORCHARDS,
HOMESTEAD FARM ORCHARDS.
Really good Standards are still the Best.

DWABF-TRAINED and PYRAMID FRUIT
TREES of like quality.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES, post-free.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOR FORCING :—

BUDS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR, finest in the Trade.
., PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.
„ JAPONICA.

KALMIA LA.TIFOLIA.
„ MYRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.
TNTENDING PLANTERS cannot do betterX than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot. The
Stock is in splendid condition for removal, chiefly transplanted
this Sprint- A Conveyance will meet visitors at Bagshot or
Sunningdale StatioDs by arrangement.

STANDARD BOSE3, fine collection, 15s. to 21s. per doz.
BUSH ROSES, splendid stuff, 9j. per doz.
CLIMBING ROSES, leiding sorts, 12s. per doz.
RHODODENDRONS. Hybrid, named, best sorts,

,

from 18s. per dozen.
,

Hybrid Seedlingi, from 9s. per dozen. beautifully
, Ponfcicum. from 4s. per dozen. ' budded

KAXMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, AZALEAS, 12s.
per dozen, >

SEAKALE, for forcing, cannot be surpassed, 10s. & 12s. p. 100.
„ for planting, very good, is. and 8s. per 100.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds, at low prices.
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES. CONIFEROUS. EVER-

GREEN, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, in fine condition.
IRISH IVIES, in pots, splendid foliage, 3 feet to 12 feet, fur

many years a specialty of our Nurseries.
CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—All leading varieties.
STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and CONSERVATORY PLANTS —

Every class.

BULBS of all kinds, in splendid condition, at low prices.
GARDEN TOOLS and REQUISITES of best makers.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.

W. FRO^IOW akd SONS, Mason's Nurseries. Windlesham,
Surrey; or, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, London, W.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 5s., 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 42s., 63s.,

and 105s. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PES CENT. DISCOUNT FOB CASS.

For full particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated,

Post Free, 6d. Gratis to Customers.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDCE.

EVERGREENS— EVERGREENS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the follow-

ing Shrubs, .in large quantities and excellent quality, all

having been recently transplanted :

—

ENGLISH YEWS, 2$ to 3, 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS, 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

CCPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5. 5 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

„ „ ERECTA VIRIDIS. 4 to 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ALLUMII and FRASERII. 5 to 6 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 5 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

RETINOSPORA PLUMOSi, 4 to5. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ATTREA. 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

AUOUBA JAPONICA. 1} to 2. and 2 to 2} feet.

BOX, HANDSWORTH, 2} to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUCASIOA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

,, PORTUGAL, 2 to 3. 3 to 4 feet.

HOLLY, GREEN, 2i to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet

„ „ SHEPPARDII and HODGINSII. 5 to 6 feet.

Special Cheap Offers on application.

52,MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /Cn\
Thb BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

21U each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
^

and Cheap.
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v>

o.

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOR
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FKKK)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO,
Bulb Growers & See4 Merchant-*,

34 MANSELL STREET, MXGATE,
LONDON, E.

AND THE NUBSEMKB. HilKLtM. HOLLAND.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1895.

CLIMATE, AND THE ORIGIN OF
ROOT-CROPS.

TN spite of the labours of the numerous
-*- botanists and agriculturists of the present

day, it is not by any meaDS clear that we know-

much more about the effects of climate than

does an ordinary working farmer.

In estimating the special effect of climate on
one particular root-organ, there are two methods
open to us ; we may adopt statistics, or we may
try the effect of direct experiment.

Taking statistics first, it is best to compare
the average yield per acre of our common root-

crops—Turnips, Mangels, aDd also Potatos—for

the years 1885—1894, as given in the Agricul-

tural Returns for Great Britain, with the climate

in those years.

I therefore obtained (through the kindness of

Mr. E. Clarke) from the agricultural returns of

the Board of Trade, the following table of the

average yield per acre of Turnips, Mangels, and
Potatos, throughout Great Britain in the years

1885—1894. I have to thank Mr. Marriott of

the Meteorological Society for assisting me to

find the returns given in the right-half of the

table, which represent the total rainy days, inches

of rainfall and hours of sunshine in the mouths
of May, June, July, and August during the siiue

years :

—

Table I.

»M.
.1 . u

1 9 £ I b ° £ = « — * ^

Year. £ jj "*
I

? ; J < = J p* 3 .- a "£ o 1 .<

t a' 00

1884 ... 10-41 1524 4 74 51 7 60 721

1886 ...
j

14 75 20 13 4 31 60 10 46 657

iss; ...
' 9 89 1461 5-26 43 5*5 8J.9

1888 ...
' la-si 16 78 400 65 1230 624

1889 ...
|

14'43 18-21 471 60 11 15 t70

1890 ...
'

11-27 1776 353 t9 11-89 637

1891 ... 13 40 18 60 4-74 65 11 -c9 639

1892 ... i 14 04 1799 4 45 60 11-27 6S4

1893 ...
|

13 66 13.26 5 23 54 9-15 761

1894 ... 1 1353
1

16 02 38J 7. 11-95 617

Now this table is at first sight only remarkable

for one thing, and that is that it is appareutly

utterly impossible for human ingenuity to ex-

tract anything of the slightest service to man-

kind from its perusal. In a case of this kind it

is always advisable to draw curves representing

figures, as then the most striking features are

peroeptible at a glance, but it is necessity to be

very oareful how these ourves are drawn, for it

is a popular fallacy that anything can be proved

by statistics.

The manner I have adopted is to take only the

deviations from a normal or average. Thus tb--
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dotted ourve in fig. 78 represents the varia-

tion from a normal number of rainy days. The
average number of rainy days in the four months

May to August is 603. The aotual amount
recorded in any year is then oompared with this

average number, and the difference forms the

distance above or below the line a- —b.

The plain line represents the crop returns, or

rather the average yield per aore of Turnips and

Mangels combined throughout Great Britain in

a similar manner. The normal crops of eaoh

root, taken from the average of the ten years,

that is for Turnips 1309 tons per acre and for

Mangels 1706, were compared with the amount
in each year, and the result is given as the vertical

distances. The thin line represents the Potato

returns, taken in the same way for the ten years.

All three ourves are made to startfrom the same

point by choosing a proper measurement-unit.

Thi» gire» a mott unexpected result ; the Turnip and

Mangel crops are seen to follow with extraordinary

accuracy the amount of rainy days in those four

months, but there is one exception. In|the year 1889

there is a less than normal amount of rainy days but

a very good crop. Probably this is due to some

particular manner in which the days were distributed

so as to give a maximum of moistu'e with as few

rainy days as possible.

This proves what Sir John Lawes pointed out in

1855, Journal of the Agricultural Society, vol. iii.,

" the most favourable conditions of growth for onr

cultivated bulb- forming Turnips are a low degree of

temperature, a large number of rainy days, and a

large actual amount of rairj."

But when we turn to the Potato crop, there is

exactly the opposite result. Wherever there is a

great rise or fall in the number of rainy days it is

followed by the reverse in the Potato curve; this

last result is probably due to the action of moisture

in favouring Potato disease, for in the South of

Europe, and dry countries generally, it is not found

that Potatos do particularly well, but as a rule turn

out rather a failure. On the whole, the conclusion

seems pretty safe that it is the number of rainy days

which exercise the greatest influence on the root- crop.

The following table shows their distribution:

—

1885

21

1886

16

1887 1888

13 10

1889

11

1890

15

1 !

1891 1892 1893 1891

May 15 11
j

10 16

June 14 15 6 19 10 19 14 19 13 20

July 9 14 13 ! 20 16 18 15 11
! 16 18

August ... 10 15 11 1 16 20 17 21 16 16 20

Leaving the statistical method, it is best to

examine the result of actual experiment to see

whether this result is actually borne out by inde-

pendent observers, who examined the behaviour of

plants artificially grown under various circumstances

A gocd many are recorded in Professor Henslow'i
Origins of Plant Structures. Even in the time of

Pliny the Greeks seem to have discovered that by
growing Radishes in a cloggy soil, a more fleshy

Turnip-like root might be obtained. This experi-

ment has been repeated with the same result by
many others ; e.g., Carriere at Paris in 1869 found
that from the wild Radish (Raphanus raphanistrnm)
a Turnip-like fleshy root could be obtained by
growing it in clay, while only a long and narrow
root appeared in a sandy soil. This method was
also adopted by Backman at Cirencester, and by
Bretfeld in Vienna, with quite similar results. It

has aUo been proved that if a fleshy, Turnip-shaped
Radish is grown in light sandy soil, then it will in
course of cultivation become again long and narrow.
It is obvious that all these experiments can be at
once brought into line with the statistical experience
by pointing out the simple fact that a clay soil

(cloggy is an even better term ) will naturally hold
water, and so by keeping itself moist, act in the
same way as a larger number of rainy days. Hence
all these people who worked quite independently
agree in this respect with the tables.

But a direct proof has been found in a curious and

quite unpractical experiment which was conducted

by Birner, who cultivated a number of Potatos in

pots, which contained different amounts of water.

He found that the number of tubers and the weight

of each in any pot depended exactly on the amount

of water in the particular case. The more water,

the more and heavier were the tubers.

In a case of this kind it is always interesting to

see how and why this underground store of farina-

ceous food has been formed. Now, every out-

of-door botanist expects to find bulbs, tubers,

and so on, in a dry or desert climate, not in a wet

one. Thus, in Africa they are far the most abun-

dant (that is to say, in proportion to the rest of

the flora) in the Sahara, the Kalahari Desert, and

Namaqualand. In such places one finds all sorts and

kinds of plants taking to this habit—Pelargoniums,

for instance, which usually never attempt anything

of the kind, produce large bulbs.

The reason why this arrangement has been

adopted is obvious to anyone who has passed through

the Karroo in South Africa before and after a

shower of rain. Before, everything except a few

fleshy-leaved water-storing plants is dry and appa-

rently dead; after it, the ground is covered by the

rosettes of Lilies, Amaryllis, and hundreds of other

bulbous plants, which only require moisture to

develop with magical rapidity. As the water gets

dried up, these leaves, having manufactured a certain

amount of starch or sugar, die away, and perhaps in

185^ POTATO
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Fig. 78.—raix and boot-cbop diagram.

seven or eight years the~e will be enough food

material accumulated to eDable the plant to send

out a stalk covered with magnificent flowers.

It seems to be the case that whenever in Africa,

Asia, or America one finds these dry conditions,

then there is sure to be a large number of bulbous

or tuberous plants. In our own country, these forms

are most common amongst the plants of early spring.

Their store enables them to flower and produce

leaves immediately, so that they have the soil all to

themselves, and are not exposed to the congested

state of things which prevails in summer—that Is,

they live in moist and fairly cold conditions. To
point out in what manner (or how) these structures

have been developed, is very much more hazardous.

Still, we may note first, that as a matter of fact,

most of our common root or tuber plants have been
formed in dry or hot countries. De Candolle gives

the birth-place of a certain number. Thus the

deserts of the Caucasus and Palestine probably pro-

duced the primordial Radish and Onion, Eastern
Europe is responsible for the Horseradish, and
possibly also the Turnip. The Salsafy seems a
native of Greece and Algeria, and Scorzonera seems
to be Spanish, while the Potato, so far as one can
judge, is a Chilian species. One effect of a dry or

desert climate has been proved beyond any room for

controversy, and that is the tendency for the

branches to become short, or in other words, for the

internodes to be shortened or suppressed. This is

probably because all the tissues in a desert-plant

are exceedingly hard and rigid (i.e., plenty of

sclerenchyma and cuticularisation), and hence it is

without any wildness of speculation that one can say

that the drought, by preventing the rising of the
stem, tends to increase the diameter of the

underground portion. Being unable to increase

in length, the stem expands in thickness. This

explanation is more or less clearly given in

Professor Henslow's book, and it enables us to

understand the origin of bulbs in a sort of manner.

In our own country we find comparatively few

bulbius plants because the climate is too moist for

them to be formed naturally ; and hence, if we want

them, we have to get them from elsewhere. At any

rate, the ancient Egyptian who began growing roots

in his mud-patch at home, in order to save himself

the trouble of going to the desert in time of famine

to dig them np, must have been pleased when he

found that they were capable of drinking a very great

deal more than they ever had the chance of doiDg at

their home in the sands, and now this habit has been

improved and rendered to a certain extent hereditary.

Still, even now, these plants would in England at

once take to forming stems if they had the oppor-

tunity. G. F. Scott Elliot.

KEW NOTES.
Habenabia Susanns. — When grown in an

intermediate temperature the flowers of this beau-

tiful Orchid are quite as fine as those produced

in a hot- house, but the stem is only about half

as long. The leaves are less likely to fall a

prey to spot in the cooler house than when kept

hot and moist. There has been a good display

this year of flowers upon plants of this Habenaria

grown thus at Kew, some of the plants having had

six flowers open at once, each 2 inches across, pure

white, with a large comb-like lip, and we look upon

it as a useful addition to summer-flowering terres-

trial Orchids. According to Major-General Berkeley,

in the Orchid Review, it has long been a favourite

garden plant in the East, but always in hot moist

situations. At Kew it is planted in light loamy

soil, in pots, and grown in an intermediate tempera-

ture, the tubers being repotted in February at the

same time as H, carnosa and H. pusilla (militaris)

are started.

Bauhinia Galpin'i.

This plant was described by Mr. Brown in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, 1891, xi., p. 728, and a figure

of it was published in Hooker's looms Plantarum.

Seeds of it were sent to Kew from the Transvaal by

Mr. Galpin, after whom it was named, and who
described it as an elegant shrub, with small leaves,

and racemes of large bright crimson flowers. A
plant of it is now flowering for the first time in the

Succulent-house at Kew, where it is planted in the

border amongst the Agaves. Here it receives plenty

of air and sunshine in summer, and in winter

it gets sufficiently dry at the root to cause

all the leaves to fall. The flowers are pro-

duced on the ends of the branchlets, near

the top of the principal branches ; they are in

short racemes, each consisting of five flowers, the

stalks of which are 1 inch long ; the calyx-lobes are

narrow, reflexed, and the equal petals li inch long,

spoon-shaped, forming a cup, which in size and

colour suggests the flower of a common Nasturtium.

The leaves are bilobed, and 2 inches across. Close

to the Bauhinia, which is about 6 feet high, there

are fine examples of Leucadendron argenteum, Poin-

ciana regia, and Diospyros kaki, the latter bearing

fruit, and they all receive the same treatment as the

Bauhinia.
Abistolochia elegans.

In his note on this plant (see p. 369), Mr. Hemsley
appears to have overlooked a note which was pub-

lished in the Gardeners' Chronicle the week after

the description of the species by Dr. Masters

appeared (see Gardeners' Chronicle, September, 1885,

pp. 301, 338). This note contains an extract from

a letter written to the Director of Kew by Baron
Capanema, of Rio, who sent plants of A. elegans to

Kew in July, 1885. One of these plants was figured

in the Botanical Magazine, so that the Baron and
Kew may claim as much credit for the introduction

of the plant into European gardens as M. Glaziou

and Mr. Bull. The Baron distinctly states that he
raised the plant from seeds which be received a few

years previously from Paraguay, and that it soon
became a common garden plant in Rio. It produces
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eedi freely under cultivation here, and is just the

kind of plant that would aoon apread wherever it

got a foothold. Of coarae, it may have been intro-

duced into Paraguay, bat 80 far aa ia known, all tbe

planta in cultivation of A. elegana are, according to

Baron Capanema, from that aource. W. W., Kiw,

I.l -l 'EDI /. V SlEBOLDI, MlO.UEL,

This ia decidedly one of the moat ornamental of

autumn- floweriDg Legnminiferoua planta, and thia

year it ia especially fine, the sunny weather during

the latter half of September having aided the develop-

ment of an exceptional abundance of flower. A fine

autumn ia, indeed, needed to show this shrub to beat

advantage. A large group of it in the collection of

shrubby Leguminosie at Kew has been fully in

flower for the laet four weeks. It ia a plant of

graceful habit, sending up each year from the stool

strong, arching shoots 5 to 6 feet long, which on the

upper part give off at each leaf-axil a slender panicle

of rosy- purple flowers. The plant diet to the ground

we have, and if it never fruited at all would be well

worth growing. The flowera are about 1 inch

acroas, white, and produced in large flat corymbs,
about the end of May. The leavea are amongat the
largeet in all the Crataegus, measuring 4 or 5 inchea
in diameter. They are broadly ovate, lobed and
toothed at the margin, and covered more orleaa with
a soft pubescence. The apeciee ia nearly related to

C. coccinea, but the latter ia readily distinguished
by its glabroua leavea. The flowera of C. mollia are

larger, and it is, as an ornamental tree, superior to

C. coccinea. It ia widely spread in the United States,

and its distribution extends aa far north and south
as Canada and Mexico respectively. W. J. B.

GODDEN GREEN.
Those who ate familiar with the glories of Kent,

the picturesque character of the greater part of the
county, its fruit orchards, and its Hop- fields, are not
likely to be unacquainted with the old town of

1'IQ. 79,— MS. FBANK HUDSON S BEMDENCE AT GODDEN GBEEN.

in the winter, and as it is said to do this even in

milder latitudes than ours, it would perhaps be more
correctly described aa herbaceous. It is hardy at

Kew. It is increased by dividing the old stools—an

operation which should be performed at intervals of

a few years, in any caae. The apecies ia found in

China and Japan, and it waa from the latter that it

waa introduced by Siebold. The plant was figured

in the Qardeners' Chronicle for 1883 (vol. xx , p. 749),

under the name Desmodium penduliflorum. It ia

alao grown sometimes as Leapedeza bicolor, a name
that properly belongs to a nearly allied, but quite

distinct apeciea, which is more truly shrubby, and
flowera several weeks earlier.

Cbatjegus mollis (Scarlet Hawthorn).

This ia one of the largest and handsomest of the

American Thorns, forming a small spreading tree

from 20 to 30 feet high. It is abundantly repre-

sented in the grounds at Kew, and several trees were

heavily fruited. Tbe haws are about five times as large

as those of our English Hawthorn, and almost globular.

It is unfortunate that the fruits do not remain a

longer time on the tree, aa they are moatly fallen

by the beginning of thia month. This species is,

however, one of the moat beautiful flowering Thorna

Sevenoaka. In the immediate neighbourhood ia

Wilderneaae Park, one of the aeata of Lord Hilling-

don, and two milea from the town ia Knole Park, the

aeat and reaidence of Lord Sackville. Thia grand

old manaion, ita immense park, and fine timber, its

large and well-kept garden, and the ancient and
historic character of the place itself, are all interest-

ing. But turning to the particular subject of this

note, we must drive from Sevenoaks, a distance of

about 2.} miles, paasing through the curious little

village of Seale, thence through a park adjoining

Wildernesse, and on to a place called Godden Green,

leaving Knole about a couple of miles to the right.

Goddea Green House ia aituate on one of the

eminences common in this part of Kent, and is the

residence of Frank Hudson, Esq., one of the justices

for the county, and a partner in the remarkable firm

of Hudson Brothers, the provision merchants. The

house at Godden Green was bought by Mr. Hudson

about ten years ago, and the grounds attached

thereto are something like GO acres. From photo-

graphs taken of the badly- cared-for place at that

time, the amount of work that has been done

under the direction of the present proprietor becomes

apparent.

The south front of the reaidence ia shown in the

accompanying illuitration (fig. 7!»), and though net
large, the house ia very pretty. From the roof
half-way to the base the walls are tiled, and below
the walla are of grey atone. A grand billiard-

room, and a few minor additiona have been made
by Mr. Hudson, and if he had been responsible for

he building of the whole structure, it would mos',
likely have been more imposing; as much is indi-

cated, at least, by the new and excellent stables and
other buildings which he has erected to the right of

the photograph, which in some measure tend to

belittle the house. In the garden there appear to

be no favourites—no hobby-riding, but everything
is done to secure general pleasure and useful-

ness. Almost the whole of the grounds extend from
the house in west and north directions, hence there

are the usual disadvantages attending a short drive

from the lodge. This drive has been planted on
either side with Cedrus Deodara, now thriving well,

and one side of which may be seen in the figure. In

the turf in front of the trees there are flower beds of

time-honoured character ; they are raised very high,

and have banked edges of Ivy, Echeveriaa, and other

aimilar planta. Pelargoniums, tuberoua Begoniaa,

Lobeliaa, and other bedding planta are used in the

beds with taate, and in aeveral combinationa.

Especially worthy of remark were the two beds

of Heliotrope, which bad thriven ao exceptionally

well that we have never aeen better or neater

masses of this aweet and alwaya popular

flower. Whether such bedding ia the best to

use in this position is largely a matter of taste, but

the succeaa with which it had been followed, deaerved

the higheat praise possible. The pleasure-grounds

are decidedly pretty and attractive, partly owing to

the fact that they are kept well, and neatness is

observed everywhere, but also to the site itself,

which has no alight influence in the aame direction.

From the tennis-ground and from the house windows,

are obtained views of the most pleasing description,

and happily, these are not obscured by trees which

thwart the purpose for which they were planted, as

in the case of many lovely grounds. The trees and

shruba around the house are not yet large, nearly

the whole of them having been planted by Mr.

Hudson, who may be credited with having done a

large amount of such work ; but on the other hand,

there are many instances where farther platting

will be beneficial. Some large beds of Rhododen-

drons on the north side of the house have given

unqualified satisfaction since they were overhauled

by Mr. Woodward, the gardener, and plenty of coed

peat given them. A bank of Ponticum and Gient

hybrid Azaleas, also on a bank at the rear of the

house, sloping to the south, create a magnificent

display each spring. The position ia jast a saitable

one.

Very near here ia the old part of the kitchen

garden, now used principally for fruit, though the

Asparagus-beds are also here. The vegetable garden

has been made in a corner at the south-west

extremity of the grounds, and close to a small model

farm. The garden is very small—we should think

too small, but the crops showed that considerable

use ia made of it. Peas, Beans, Celery, Onioni,

and especially Brussels Sprouts looked well, but the

Peas were nearly apent. Our attention waa drawn

to a good lot of Asparagus- Kale, with the remark

that it was the most prized of the winter vegetables.

The walks are of aaphalt, edged with tarred bricks.

About 170 standard fruit trees have been planted in

various positions. Eighty of these form a belt a few

feet from the extremity of the grounds, in a nice

meadow, and these will probably thrive and bear

well. Unfortunately the soil is generally very poor,

and immense quantities of manure have to be applied

in order to get good cropa of anything.

One of the chief features of the place is about 10

acres of woodland, containing plenty of moderate-

sized trees, and alio a number of copse-stools. The

whole of thia has been opened up with skirting and

interesting paths, well made, and consequently clean

during any weather. A very great deal of planting,

too, has been carried out, in order to give the paths

a more furnished appearance, and by the addition of

#
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Rhododendrons, Laurels, Thnjopais dolabrata, Abie«

grandis, and other Conifers in small groups and as

specimens in open spots, the wood has been made a

charming retreat during hot weather in summer.

Still mach more of the same kind of work needs to

be done, and an excellent effect would follow the

further planting of Rhododendrons, Aucubas, Laurels,

Kalmiaa Irish Heaths, and other such dwarf and

useful plants.

The glasB-houses again show Mr. Hudson's re-

gard for the usefulness of things. The most

important of these is an excellent span-roofed

Peach-house 72 feet long, 22 feet wide, and 18 feet

high. The Bite necessitated the aspect running

nearly north to south. E?ident, here, is the good

culture the trees receive, for though the crop was

gathered, we cculd observe the healthy appearance

of the wood and leaves, and they were ripening

splendidly after bearing bo heavily. In order

to prolong the season as much as possible,

the following varieties are cultivated : Waterloo

—

which is said to always bear a good crop of fruit here,

Dymond, Hales' Early, Amsden's June, Bellegarde,

Condor, Early Louis», Crimson Galande, Stirling

Castle, Princess of Wales, Warburton Admirable,

Nectarine Peach, Sea Ejgle, and Barrington. Among
Nectarines are Humboldt, Riven' Orange, Lord

Napier, and Elmge. The trees were planted rather

thickly, in order to furnish crops of fruit at once,

and will now need thinning out a little. Other

houses included a small lean-to rosary, and another

small span-roofed house, with two divisions. In one

of these are permanent Vines, and in the other pot-

Vines, or Melons, according to the time of season.

The pot- Vines intended for the house have been

raised on the place, and they were excellent canes for

the purpose. There is a lean-to vinery, and another

span- roof hcuse.nied for late Vines, in addition to the

above, sb well as a moderately- sized greenhouse.

We were not surprised to find that a portion of

the land had been retained by Mr. Hudson for

meadow-pasture. Two or three, however, stfE-ie

—

they are small, but in splendid condition and a few

excellent Alderney cows were grazing Mr. Hudson
has studied the dairy industry thoroughly, and has

done much in many ways with a view to populari-

sing dairy culture in this country, for the free-trade

principles of our hospitable host are not inconsistent

with a hope that the dairy products now imported

into this country in snch vast measure, will give

place to articles of equal quality which, it is believed,

this country is capable of producing in large quan-

tities. But the dairy question, like that of fruit-

growing, has long been a much-discussed surject.

In concluiion, we are convinced that the satisfactory

condition of the place is the result of enthusiasm on
the part of proprietor and gardener alike, each of

whom seconds the other's efforts.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

PLEIONE LAGENARIA.
These charming little plants are making a grand

•how here at the present time. Tuere are about
three dczen 5 inch pots containing frcm seven to

nine pBeudo-bulbs each, and which average about

twenty-eight flowers in a potful ; one pot with

nine good bulbs has thirty-three expanded flowers,

aome of the bulbs measuring 5 inches in circumfer-

ence. They have been grown all through the season

at the c
_

ol end of the Mexican- house, close to the door..

where much air enters from the outside. After they

had fairly started into growth, they were watered

two or three times a week with soot- water and liquid-

manure made from horse-dung. To any one having

to make buttonholes or sprays they are very useful

flowers. The plants beini! deciduous like Calanthes,

the plants should be intermixed with F-rns which
•how them off to advantage. W . Hurittone, Parkfield,

Hallow.

CaTASETOI TABDXABE TAB. BBACBTOtOSSUJI.

In the issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle for Jaly 13.

1895, p. 43, an illustration of CK'.asctuin tabulare

var. rhinophorum was given, and in the accom-

panying note allusion was made to other known
varieties of this species. Oae of the most singular

C t. brachyglossum has j ist flowered with Joseph

Broome, E-q., Saanyhill, Llandudno (gr,, Mr. Shill),

who haa kindly sent the inflorescence. Tue very

singular and large flowers have the sepals and petals,

the underside, and the aingu'ar upturned margin of

the lip and the pouch at the base, of a creamy-white

colour, with a dense freckling of rose. The large

Ivory-white tongne-shaped callus is | of an inch

broad, 1 inch long, and nearly § of an inch thick.

it was the remarkably broad, short, and thick callus

which induced the late Prof. Reichenbach to distin-

guish it by name, and evidently the peculiarity is

constant.in one.section of the species.

HOULLETIA BfiOCBXEHtTESTIASA.

Like many other O.chids of early introduction,

this beautiful species attracts considerable attention

when well cultivated and flowered. One of the

finest specimens which we have seen is now in bloom

in the collection of Sir Prederick Wigan, Ciare

Lawn, East Sheen. Toe plant bears lour flower-

•pikes, one of wnich bears eight flowers, and the

others seven on each. The large wax-like flowers

are Indian yellow, closely marked and tinged with

purple-brown. Its fragrant flowers are borne on

•tout erect stems, and they arrange well with the

broad arching paie-green leaves. J. OB.

Cattleta aubea.

There is a grand form of Cactleya anrea in flower

at A. Warburton, E q.'s, Vine Lodge, Haslingden.

Tne nankin sepals and petals are large, stand more

in a plane than the typical form, and the lip is not

only large, but is beautnuily interlaced with gold lines

from utmost the extremity to tne base ; the growing

crimson tuat forms the ground- Colour makes a must

captivating setting. 1'here are six flowers fully

(xpanded on a well-cui.ivated plant, the flowera

•tauoiig clear above the foliage on a etiineh pedicel.

It is ouo ot many gown here, and well grown, too,

by lAr. Tom Loitnuu.se, Mr. Warburtou's gardener.

Tne more one sees of tnia line apeciea the nioie is it

appreciable, because of the great variety in the

distribatiun .of the colours, particularly in the

labelmm. J. A.

The Bulb Garden.—*—
BELLADONNA LILIES.

Amokq the great army o. hardy bulbous plants,

few can vie witn theae charming plants, either Irum

a decorative point of view, or lor general chasteness

and beanty. Qjite unlise many of the choicer

bmbous plants, these always thrive best when let

alone. Or course, to ensure success, all such things

must have been well and prupeny planted, and this,

too, in suitable positions ; indeed, position is one of

the most important items to their ultimate success.

The base of a south or south-west wall is the most
suitable place for them. Here they will receive tdat

amount oi sun and warmth which is so conducive to

healthful progress, and protection at other times

from the extremes of weather ; not that they are

tender by any means, for while the weather is severe

they are beneath the soil. The chief element
in their success lies in the original planting,

which mnst be very deep. A trench, quite 2£ feet

deep, ahonld be made with Beveral inchea of rough
material, for drainage, in the bottom. Unless the

original Boil is fairly good to the required depth,

other soil should be substituted. If peat and rough
!eat-soil and turfy-loam, with plenty of sharp sand,

to the depth of one foot, be placed beneath the
bulbs, this will last them for years. The preparation

of the soil, however, depends to a large extent on
the nature of the original soil. Anyone who may
wish to make a specialty of these handsome bulb',

will do well to start properly; thia done, they need
no further attention in thia respect for a doz-n years

at least In districts where the soil is not well

drained, it will be best to raiae the level of the

border rather than excavate to the required depth,

as it is not desirable that the roots should be in or

near to water in winter- time. Moreover, the soil

would soon sour, and be unfit for the rootB, and
sickly plants would result. These are items, how-
ever, which all will be able to decide, according to

individual circumstances. In light, warm, and
gravelly soils, the use of well-decayed cow-manure
will be an advantage, buried in the soil deep below
the bulbs. Having the trench and drainage ready,

place a sod of turf over the latter, and begin by re-

placing the best soil to 12 iocheB deep, working in

plenty of decayed manure, but not in contact with

the bulba. These latter may now be placed in

position, so that the top of the bulbs shall be about

8 inches below the surface. The bulbs should be

well surrounded by sharp sand, and an additional

supply of good, prepared soil, without manure, be

placed in to the depth of the bulba. Make all

moderately firm, and fill to the surface with ordinary

•oil. In exceptional instances, where from any
cause the depth given cannot be obtained, the bulba

may be planted nearer the surface, provided that

6 inches of short manure or leavea be given as a

mulch each winter, from November to February.
If good, sound, dry bulbs are obtained, theae may he

planted at any time, from late autumn to end of

April; but the sooner root-action commences, the

better the chances of success. It is surprising these

fine hardy bulbs are so rarely seen in private

gardens, when they give so little trouble to the

cultivator. For weeks past, during August and
September, Bome notable examples have been
making a grand display at Kew. Such instances

fully demonstrate their real value, and is worthy of

frequent imitation. J.

CATTLEYA CULTURE AT
STAND HALL.

The cultivation of Cattleyas and Laslias and their

various hybrids at Stand Hall, if not phenomenal, is

more than ordinarily successful. One could see in

periodical visits the rising importance of that genua
year by year, until now it is a matter of common com-
ment—the vigour of the plants, the quantity and
quality of the flowers, and the maintenance of a sound
and enduringconstitution of specieaand varietiea. Mr.
Statter, the genial owner of thia renowned lot, ia a
gentleman well known for helping forward advancing
horticulture, not only in the district in which he
lives, but the zeal and ardour and time which he

gives in assisting the Orchid Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society in their laborious but

highly useful work in rewarding sterling merit, ia

well known to many outside of his own committee.

Tne collection gathered together at Stand.no matter

whether it be Cattleyas, Cyoripediums, or anything
else, is notable, not only for its numbers of va'ieties of

species, but for the choice character of each indi-

vidual. The training experienced at the fortnightly

meetings is accountable in a great measure for this,

as poor quality plants are intolerable in the eyes of

experta, and now we have all our best-informed

orchidists going for selection ; hence the appreciation

in value of good Orchids. But it ia cultivation that

we have taken as our text in thia notice, and no
doubt it will be intereating matter to tell, as exactly

aa pen-portrayal can make it, the Bystem as prac-

tised in this charming Orchid home.
The house in which the chief lots of Cattleyas are

growing is about 30 feet long by 15 feet wide. It ia

apan-roofed, atauding north and aouth, with its per-
pendiculars, half brick, half wood and glass. 6 feet

high. The height from floor to apex is about 10 feet,

leaving, therefore, the sloping roof on either side at

about an angle of 30°. Tnis, as will be noticed by
those who follow me, is a flat roof. Tne house is

substantia), without rafters, but with strong astra-

gals, all grooved for catching the drip, placed about

15 inchea apart, running from the perpendicular sides

to the apex, filled in with 26-oz. glass. Tnere are no
longitudinal openings on the roof, only apertureB here

and there on the western slope for roof ventilation, of

which more anon. The brick walls are also fitted with
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apertures covered with wooden shutter?, and lined

in the interior with wire-gauze. These aper-

tures are, jad^tin • by the eye, about 5 feet apart,

and are placed directly opposite the lower

tier, or return- pipe, in the heating apparatus.

There are four rows of 4-inch piping—two flows

and two returns, which, with a useful boiler, are

fully adequate, even in this very exposed locality, to

do the work in stress of weather. The interior

presents a stage fully 5 feet wide on either 6ide of a

3-foot passage. The stage rests rather under the

top of the brick side, and is of strong flags resting

on pillars arched from pillar to pillar, so that air may
not be unduly impeded in passing from the bottom

ventilators below the stage and up through the

house itself. It will be seen therefore by those who
know anything about hothouse building, that the

Stand Cattleya-home differs from most of those

recently erected in not having a skeleton or double

stage. Oa the flags are placed a few inches of what

appeared to the writer to be more chippings of coal

rather than charcoal. Any way, that is the covering

upon which the plants in pots stand. Nearly every

one on the side stages is raised on an inverted pot,

and indeed this is absolutely necessary, because of

the roots, which we shall advert to presently, going

down like liviDg things in search of some support

to take hold of. The ground below on either side of

the passage, and indeed the passage itself, is covered

with a thick layer of this so-called chip-coal. The

path is latticed, and accumulated water, or rather

surplus-water, from watering, goes down into this

black medium. The roof is shaded with a kind of

lath- blinds, much broader in the lath than usual, I

should say 3 inches wide, and placed proportionately

wide apart, thus giving a maximum of light, and at

the same time acting as a sufficient preventative to

screen the gems within from sunburn. That com-

prises the ground-work for the system in practice
;

and now for some of the results of the practice itself.

A few sentences, however, on the reason why top-

ventilation is not more liberally provided lor. Both

Mr. Scatter and his accomplished orehidist, Mr. R.

Johnson, aver that half the success of the culture within

is attributable to free ventilation at the bottom, and

little, or as little as practicable, at top. The old

system was the converse of this, and hence, when-

ever moisture was generated within, it went out at a

gallop at the top. The condensation of moisture,

particularly with a down-going sun, is of the highest

importance for successful Cattleya culture. These

flat-roofed houses, too, are capital in respect of the

sun not beating too fiercely upon them. The cool

atmosphere coming in from the low ventilators

makes a "sweat" home, pleasant to the olfactory

nerves of an expert orehidist. Mr. Johnson eajs

that from May to September his bottom ventilators

are seldom, it ever, shut, "night or day," and when

the top ventilator is used, it is only for a few hours

in the middle of the day—always shut before

damping down.

There are three kinds of utensils or receptacles

used for culture ; first, pots mostly of common

make ; second, square teak baskets ; and third, deep

cylindrical teak baskets of rather elegant form,

tapering from top to bottom. In the first-named,

the stronger specimens of the race are growing;

in the second, the medium lot; and in the third,

the choice bits of slow and dwarfish growth,

and the auxiliaries—bits cut off. Cattleja gigas

the Stand Hall variety, was producing flowers

10 inches across, and such flowers with ruby

segments filled up as we like to see them; and

then the lip, gorgeous in its intensity of cardinal-

purple, with two great yellow eyes, one on either

side, the crests lovely, a king among Cattleyas

;

the leaves were grand, and the roots coming

over the pot- rims. Then alongside of it was

a very deep-coloured variety of Loelia tenebroia,

one of the greatest gems in the grandis way

in modern times, with nine spikes, each three-

flowered—great flowers, too, in the height of

exuberance. Lrelia purpurata Statteriana is alter

the Hardyana type, with a lip of equal brilliancy,

and the segments broader, and white as snowflakes.

There is a most beautiful hybrid between Lselia pur-

purata and Cattleya Wameii magniflca, from the

Jules Hve collection, temporarily named Parisiana x ,

of unusual brilliancy, and growing away like its

fellows, although not yet up to Stand Hall growth.

Cattleya Johnsnni X C. gigas and Loddigesii is very

uncommon. Lmlio - Cattleya x Canhamiana alba,

Leelia purpurata X Cattleya Mossite are gems of the

first water, the roots going down quite 12 inches after

filling the pot, delighting one's eye as mnch as the

plant itself. Cattleya Statteriana, a natural hybrid

of aurea type, is growing in this climate in a way
which we do not often see aurea do ; its roots are

actually touching the coa', after dipping past pot

and inverted pot, to a length from the base of nearly

2 feet; and what a gem that selected variety is I
—

more valuable even than many of our home-raised

hybrids. La3!io - Cattleya X Phoebe Lrelia cin-

nabarina X Cattleya Mosaiae is quite a strong,

finely developed plant; and then how glorious

the flowers ! The nankin colour is emphasised,

and the size of L. cinnabarina more than doubled.

Tnis is grand work on the part of the cross-breeder.

Cattleya superba alba is beautifully developed, and

is likely to be shown at the fortnightly meeting

(it has been so since this was written) — a

capital managed plant of one of the most difficult to

do of all Cattleyas. Then there is X C. eximia,

X C. Nisa, in which the parents, C. gigas and C.

crispa, are both observable, and the roots here, too,

sometimes clambering on the rim and over the side

of the pot, and sometimes dipping vertically, show-

ing abundantly to the practised eye the suitable

character of the atmosphere. In houses kept in the

dry order day and night this scarcely ever occurs,

the roots electing to take hold of the buint-clay pot,

whioh is the only moist medium come-at-able for

them. C. X Macsenas is in rude growth, forming

double leaves to its flowering bulbs, from the centre

of which the sheaths spring. Cattleya crispa superba,

which was honoured with a first-class award at

the chief seat where Certificates are given, and

where few are thrown away upon even high-

class articles, was showing dozens of flowers. The

charming LebUo - Cattleya X Amesire, C. crispa

X C. maxima, is another grand example of extra

growth, and abundant root-action; indeed, many of

the hybrids are freer in root-action than some of the

imported species. We must always except C. labiata,

the root-action in which is pronounced. It seems

to be the easiest to transport safely, the quickest to

recuperate, and freest to flower of all among the

great host of sectional forms. Cattleya Eex

is doing extraordinarily well. It was in bad repute

as a doer at first, but here it is rampant in a good

many plants, but not so variable in variety as its

compeers. C. Claesiana of the C. intermedia type

differs from many in respect of making its growth in

winter, like Laelia anceps and its brood. C. Bow-

ringiana is a giant to grow in a climate of this kind

;

its pushing leads are as thick and prominent as one's

thumb, and a glorious coloration it makes when in

flower. The rather unique C. Mendeli leucoglossa

is doing grandly; indeed, the varieties of Mendeli

here are of pronounced good quality, and there is

no subsection that commands general attention

o much as this, and then the vigour of the

growths and the dark green of the leaves keep

one's eye upon them. C. X Pallas and Lsilia

purpurata, and C. Dowiana, with its intense

velvety-purple labellum, are among the moit dis-

tinct of hybrids, and the plants here show great

vigour. C. X Lord Rothschild, C. X Gaskelliana, and

C. aurea has the vigour of Gaskelliana imparted to

it. The wonderfully broad leaves induce long roots,

pushing downwards and breaking at intervals, close

intervals too, with subsidiary ones like a crop of

lateral buds on a dwarf Apple tree. No more

remarkable growth for a rarity is visible than that

of C. Gaskelliana alba. Looking at other albinos

of similar species, this is a veritable giant, and

as white as paper. Bat this is an emporium

of rarities which we cannot linger much longer

upon. It was with pardonable pride that Mr. John-

son pointed—" there are my three selected Cattleyas

that have won honours—C aurea Statteriana F.C C,
1890 ; C Statteriana. F.C.C , 1892 ; C. Warscewiczii

Countess of D-rby, F.C C. ia 1894 " The la.t is a

gem of the first water, aud what in gardening phrase-

ology is called a white gigas. It has been divided into

two pieces, each running neck and neck, both about

bowing for flower (see, for description, Gardeners'

Chronic'c for September 28, p. 360). Toe open

cylindrical raft, letting in the air in the suspended

position, evidently suits this plant.

In another honse, the counterpart of the one

above described in detail, the Cypripediums and the

Lffllias divide the pride of place. Lrc ia elegans in

many varieties is doing well, some pieces in rather

indifferent health, bought in, have been cut up, and

are gaining strength. L. e. nobilins, Blenheimensis

excellent, Chelsoni, and one called Statteriana, with

white segments and brilliant lip, attract attention.

The seedlings are grown here, and wonderfully

well they look in their comparative initial stage

There are some promising brood of Lse'ia cinna-

barina and Cattleya Lawrenciana. of C. Sanderiana

and Laelia purpurata, and many others. The batchei

are in small thumbs, plunged iato shallow seed-pins,

and as they increase in size, they are potted on and

hung up on their own account. Mr. Scatter is strongly

of opinion that the best Beed-bed for hybrid Cattleyas

is in pots, where the plants have not been moved

for two or three years, among decaying material, and

where watering is of little consequence, because of

the little value of the plant. Seedlings will not

do, for a time, with a season of rest, only, singularly

enough, I never knew tnem to come up unless in the

peat surrounding a living plant. Tne little embrtos

in a house of this kind were getting on. We
never can have too many Cattleyas ; there is so

much difficulty in getting a large brood from one

seed-vesBel — so different from Cypripediums and

Dendrobiums; and Mr. Johnson would not sow a

seed upon the surface of the pots where any of his

choice plants are growing. Some people might say

that the extraordinary exuberance of the plants was

attributable to their living in an artificial atmosphere.

It is not so. The system here is to have a rest and a

drying, at proper seasons, and, moreover, no plant is

syringed or watered overhead ; the moisture neces-

sary for leaf-feeding is obtained from evaporated and

condensed moisture. The material used is two-

thirds best fibrous peat, and one-third best selected

sphagnum-moss—a very common mixture. In fine,

they are a marvellously fine lot of plants, looking

even better now than I ever saw them ; they are

a comparatively small lot, but everyone is worth

looking at, and go when you will there is something

choice in flower. A.

Scotland.

MORELLO CHERRIES IK THE GARDENS OF

SCONE PALACE, PEKTHSHlliE.

Mb. Ward does well to refer to these fine trees in

particular, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, as well as to

the importance of the general culture of Morello

Cherries. And as he appeals to Mr. McKinnon,

who succeeded the late Mr. Holliday as gardener at

Scone, Mr. Smith of the Viceregal Lodge, Dublin,

and to myself, for information about these models

of training and fertility, I hasten to recall a few

memories about them. I do this the more readily

as Mr. Ward frankly confesses that the Scone trees

have been his object-lessons in Morello-growing

through life. Djubtless the seme feeling has

largely prevailed among the many lads and men

that graduated in the gardens at Scone. It was

scarcely possible for any such to plant, train, or

gather Morellos anywhere without recalling the

giants they bad seen in their Scone days. There

were other good features in the old gardens, but the

Morello Cherries on the i orth wall of the south

garden were the lions of the place.

None but the master, Mr. James Dodds, in my

time or Mr. Blackie the foreman, was allowed r
Q
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prune a single twig off these Morellos, and I

shall not readily forget the violent quarrel that arose

with a fresh journeyman from Dieksons, in Edin-

burgh, mistaking his orders to go and train and nail

one of these trees, went to another, and began to

prune and spnr the giant Morello as if it had been a

Mayduke or a Black or White-heart Cherry '.—an

act of Tandalum which was threatened with instant

dismissal.

Another rule about these trees was, that if more

young wood was left than could be laid in without

overcrowding, the surplus shoots were to be brought

under the notice of the master or foreman before

removal. Seldom were any but the most expe-

rienced journeymen, or handy apprentices in their

last year, allowed to train and nail these Morello

Cherry trees ; and in most cases, apprentice hands

were only allowed to lay in the current year's wood
after all the primary, secondary, tertiary, or other

older branches had been displayed. I alio recollect

several cases, after several days had been spent on

one of these fine Morellos, some error of judgment
in the equal distribution or straightness of the

branches and ihootlets would be revealed. The
foreman and master, and occasionally a jury of

journeymen, would sit in judgment on the trinning

and nailing. If these were condemned, the faulty

part, or the whole tree, was driven into chaos by

the master, and the entire work of training and
nailing begun afresh, Hence it was with fear and
trembling, Bomewhat strengthened by professional

pride, that most of hi took part, for the first time,

in training a part of those model Morellos on the

north wall of the south kitchen garden at Scone.

But the reward was sweet, when, after a week or

more labour, the tree was finished, and the leading

journeymen, foreman, and master pronounced it

perfect, or like cautious Scotchmen, drawled out,

" Yes, that will do—George—David—Bob, but that

the third tertiary from the top is not quite at the same
angle all the way. No, you need not alter it again,

ye've been lang enough aboot it, mon, it'll do gie

weel.'' Grand technical training for eye and hand
were these Soone Morello Cherry trees. Neither

was fertility sacrificed to form nor symmetry, From
base to summit of those lS-feet walls I had lately

remembered them as from 2 to 4 feet lower, but have

no doubt of Mr. Ward being right as to height), they

were studded with Cherries of unique colour, size,

flavour. Others will probably have something to say

as to soil, site, culture. I remember nothing special

of either. The Cherry-borders were surface- cropped
with vegetables in the usual order, and have
probably been covered with Violets and Valley
Lilies, since these have been so widely grown for the

London season. The corresponding wall in the

north garden used to be cropped with Gooseberries and
Currants, but the Morello Cherry border in the south

garden had no bushes in my time ; the site was due
north, as near as maybe. The soil was a strong loam
resting on clay, and rather imperfectly drained. I

was present when a considerable portion of the
garden was trenched. The manure from the stables

went to the farm, and not to the garden. The chief

manure for the large garden consisted of cow-
manure from the large Park, stretching away miles
from the Palace, and fully furnished with a stock by
gTaziers, and leaves and leaf-mould from the miles of

wocds, But the art of mulching was not much
practised in these days, unless in the vineries, where
most of the inside roots had about a foot thick of

fresh or two-year-old cow-dung annually; but I do
not remember the grand old Cherry trees having any
of this stingo or other stimulant.

I think these trees partly owed their general im-
munity from fly and all other insect pests to the
heavier rainfall and moister climate of the north, to

the holding loam in which they grew, and the heavy
clay on which it rested ; while it cannot be doubted
that their enormous size, long life, and annual fertility

were largely developed and mainly sustained through
their skilful top treatment. Annually every foot, I had
almost written inch, of weakly or diseased wood was
cut out, and a fresh supply of young healthy clean
wood laid in all over throughout the trees. Their

life-vigour and fruit-bearing capacity were thus re-

newed every year. Some will answer shortly, " Yes,

it was a Cherry-soil." No doubt it was, and is to

some extent. But no other Cherry trees that I can

remember in the same soil ever became models of

symmetry, fertility, or longevity. I). T, Fkh,

Hotai Botanic Gabbes, Edekeubsh,

Of plants in flower recently, mention may be

made of Begonia Teuscheri, a tall-growing species,

planted out in a bed in the Palm-house, The

stronger growths measure in some instances 6 feet or

more in height, and bear large leaves of a dark

green colour above, the under-surface suffused with

a reddish colour. The plant is a rather shy flowerer,

the inflorescence bearing not more than a dozen

large pinkish flowers, The outer parts of the wings

of the ovary are darker, while the ovary itself is

white. Every flower examined was a female ; the

males, if any are produced, having dropped whilst

still unexpanded, B, Teuscheri is a native of Malaya,

and although it may never become a popular plant,

on account of its shy-flowering habit, it is still

worthy of a place in any collection of these plants,

Achimenes lanaia. — This pretty little Gesnera-

ceoua plant is perhaps better known under the

generic name of Mandirola, and, indeed, it has

some resemblance in habit to the general run of

garden Achimenes, is of a dwarf habit (not more
than 4 inches high' ; the foliage forms a dense mass,

the nnder-sides of the leaves covered with a woolly

pubescence. The solitary axillarv mauve-coloured

flowers rise just above the foliage, and change with

age to purple ; the lip of the corolla is streaked with

purple, and yellow spots cover the tube. When
well grown, it is a plant that is always admired, and

the treatment accorded it is that usually afforded

Achimenes, It was introduced from Mexico some
years ago.

iluaanda luteola.—A good plant of this tropical

African species planted out in the stove has for more
than a month past been attracting notice from
visitors, it being covered with flowers, which appear

in terminal corymbs, every main and lateral growth

bearing flowers. The showiest feature of the plant

is the large white or yellowish-white bracts, the

flowers are of a bright yellow colour, contrasting well
with the bright green foliage. Being a native of

tropical Africa, it requires a brisk heat and needs no
shade. Cuttings strike readily. The plant when
grown in a flower-pot is apt to become stunted and
less productive of bloom, unless accorded liberal

treatment.

Piumitra a'Jba.—The beautifol tints of the fragrant
flowers of Plumiera are very agreeable in their

season, although they have little claim when out of

flower to be reckoned as decorative plants, they are
worthy of space in our collection!. Under cultiva-

tion the stems are usually unbranched and smooth,
carryins a crown of leaves at the apex, about 1 foot

long. From amongst these the inflorescence rises

upon a stent peduncle, and bears from twenty to

thirty flowers, which expand in succession, the plant
thus continuing to flower for some time, The petals

are white, shaded with yellow towards the centre of

the flower, the latter being from 2 to 3 inches in

diameter. A warm greenhouse is the proper place
for it after the foliage has fallen, water being
somewhat sparingly afforded until signs of gTowth
reappear. Piumiera rosea and P. incamata are two
other species grown here, the latter is a native of

Peru, while the species under notice comes from
India.

Jacquemontia viclacea.—This is an easily cultivated,

excellent stove climber, doing best when planted
out and given a light position near the roof, where
its slender twining stems sometimes reach a length
of from 15 to 20 feet ; these, however, should be
restricted as to number, so as to prevent overcrowd-
ing of the foliage. The smooth green foliage is

cordate and pointed in shape, and from the axils of

the leaves spring the pedunculate cymes bearing a
profusion of flowers, with light-blue, campannlate
corollas, 1 inch in diameter. The plant continues
to flower for several months during the summer and
autumn. A native of tropical America ; it has long
been known to cultivation, having been introduced
in the early part of the present century. It is

figured in the Boi. Hag., t. 2151, under the name of

Convolvulus pentanthus. B. L. Barrow,

Colonial Notes.

AUCKLAND, N.Z.

We learn that Messrs. O'Lsary Bros,, seedsmen

and plant merchants, have lately established for

themselves a business in Qoeen Street, Auckland.

Messrs. O'Leary are starting after many years expe-

rience in a similar establishment, and as their cata-

logue gives evidence of enterprise, as well as of

determination to succeed, we trust that the results

of their essay will fully justify them in making it.

Jamaica.

We have received the Bulletin of the Botanical

Department, Jamaica, for August, 1595, and note that

the contents include such topics as :—Bum, Jamaica

yeast, Colocynth, tillage of the soil, its paramount
importance; importation of selections of seeds; Report

on Sugar-cane Disease ; and aesimilation of nitrogen

by plants,

Geesada,

The Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information, Botanic

Garden, Grenada, May, 1595, includes papers upon ;

—

Liberian Coffee, Grape-fruit, Kola Nut, Lemons,
Logwood, and other subjects.

Beitish Nobtb Boesbo.

The Official G-a-ette, from British North Borneo,

for August 1, 1S95, contains the following procla-

mation :

—
"Obceotj Collecting.—No permit to travel for

the collection of 0:cbids in Province Keppel and the

District of Kinabalu is to be issued until further

orders. Aoy person travelling or collecting Orchids

there without a permit is liable to a penalty of

500 dols., or to imprisonment under Proclamation

VII. of 1890. Sandakan, July 9, 1895."'

A Botaxical Station is Centbal Afeica,

The Foreign Office Beport, C. 7529—2, contains

some interesting information on the botanical and
agricultural resources aid prospects of the Shiie5-

highlanda. Tne writer, Mr. Alexander Whyte, who
is head of the scientific department, gives an account

of his successful effort to establish a botanical garden

at Zomba. The results seem to show that Zomba is

eminently suited for the experimental cultivation of

food-plants and other plants of economic value.

English Potatos grown from seed turned out remark-

ably well. By constant selection, several large,

well-formed, mealy varieties were obtained, equal in

flavour to any English Potatos, Happily, too, they

•how no sign of disease. Barley and Oats from

English seeds were successful ; while Wheat grown
from seed obtained from the missionaries at Tan-
ganyika, yielded at the rate of nine bushels to the

acre, without manure. A series of Conifers, Cypress,

Thuja, and the Milanji Widdringtonia grew to an
average height of 5 feet in two and a half yean, while

some Eucalypti shot up 45 feet in the same period.

A large terrace flower - garden made a brilliant

display ; Balsams, Phloxes, Zinnias, Mignonette, and
others seeded so freely, that they became garden
weeds. Pelargoniums grew to the height of hedges,

and Suuflowers and Dahlias shot up into tall, shrub-

like plants. Petunias, Pinks, Carnations, and, in

fact, moat of the plants experimented with were
successful.

Mr, Whyte strongly advises extensive cultivation

of india-rubber and gutta-percha yielding plants.

The cheapness of land and labour would make the

former, at any rate, a most remunerative venture.

Fibre-plant cultivation would also admirably suit

the natives. Unfortunately, the formidable Tsetse-

fly will seriously interfere with the introduction and
rearing of domestic stock, while a gad-fly (Tabanus
latipes), the size and shape of a large blue-bottle fly,

is also most harassing to hones and cattle. Though
said to be a gTeat scourge in East Africa, the latter

is seldom met with in Nsatealand. As regards the

Tsetse-fly, smearing the animals with a mixture of

kerosene oil and cow- dung, is suggested as a most
effectual preventive. The West Indian jigger, a

burrowing flea, has also just reached the districts

round lake Nyasaa and the upper Shire, having slowly

migrated eastwards from the west coast, where it

was introduced with ballast from Bihia in 1873.

Natural Science,
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The Herbaceous Border.
,

TELEKIA SPECIOSA AND T. SPECIOSIS-
SIMA.

The Genera Plantarum changed the name of

Telekia to Buphtbalmum, and as there are only four

species of Buphthalmum, that work departs from its

usual habit, aud describes them all, with their syno-

nyms. Two of them are very well known, being

common garden plants. The type of the genus,

B. salicifolium (Lin ), has narrow, lanceolate leaves,

described by its name, and a forest of stalks spring-

ing from the base to about a foot high, and yellow

flowers less than those of a Com Marigold. The

next generally known as Telekia speciOBa (Bing.) is

a very coarse plant, 5 feet or more high, with broad,

cordate leaves, and heads several in a bunch, a large

disc, and long, narrow rays, like those of Inula

glandulosa. It is figured in Sot. Mag., t. 3166. It

has the habit of Inula helenium, and is a good plant

to naturalise by the side of ponds. This is the plant

which Mr. Freshfield describes as growing in such

luxuriant masses in the Caucasus, as nearly to

hide a man on horseback. It is often offered

in catalogues as T. speciosiesima, probably for

no other reason than a fondness for superlatives

in plant names. As for the true T sp?ciosisiima

(D C.) vhich is described in the Genera Plantarum as

intermediate between the two last- mentioned, I do

not think I have seen it in cultivation, but is said to

be found in the warmer parts of the Italian lake-

district. The tourth species, B. inuloides (Moris) is

a little known Sardinian plant. I may observe that

in the Hani-lut of Herbaceous Plants issued by

authority at Kew, Buphthalmum saliciiolium (Lin.),

and B. speciosum (Schreb), which is the same as

T. speciosa (Bing ), are by mistake made synonymous.

It is probably a printer's mistake, and the second

name should have been at the same distance from

the margin as the first. The two plants are certainly

very distinct from one another. C. Wolley Sod, Edge

Sail, Malpas.

India.

THE NEW PUBLIC-GARDENS SUPERIN-
TENDENT AT N&GPUR.

We learn that Mr. John Home Stephen, formerly

of Kew, and lately curator of the Lai Bagh B jtanic

Gardens at Bangalore, Mysore, has been appointed

Superintendent of the Public Gardens at Nagpur,

Central Provinces of India, in succession to the late

Mr. J. R. Ward. Mr. Ward died in January last

from smallpox complicated with other maladies. He
had only held his post since 18?3, but had already

won general regard ; his untimely death has cut

short a career of promise. "Kew Bulletin," September,

1895.

Trees and Shrubs.
•>

WHITE WILLOW.
The Huntingdon or White Willow, Salix alba, is

a tree so useful for many purposes that there is great

fear, according to the September Kew Bulletin, that

the supply of it may soon fall short of the demand.
Tne bark of Salix alba is used for tanning, and yields

salicine. The timber is employed in turnery, mill-

work, coopering, and for making cricket-bats. The
charcoal is excellent for the manufacture of gnn-
powaer and for crayons. More than one complaint
has been received Irom bat-makers and from timber
merchants, to the effect that true white Willow-wood
is becoming practically unobtainable, for that, in spite

of continual search for new supplies, the genuine
article is rarely forthcoming, and even when found
is both scarce and costly.

A New Golden Eldeb.

Under the name of Sambucua racemoaa plumosa
foliis aureis, Messrs. K Wezelenburg & Son, of

Hazerswoude, near Leiden, have lately sent out a

new variety of Elder raised from Sambucus racemosa

plumosa. This fresh introduction has pinnate leaves,

the leaflets being again cut into linear or lanceolate

eegmente. The colour of the leaves is bright yellow,

the very yo UDg foliage being striped with brown

This Eider is quite hardy, and retains its colour until

late in the autumD, so on all accounts should prove

a valuable addition to oar decorative shrubs.

The Week's Work.
CHS OBCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

L/CLIA8.—In the house or division devoted to

Mexican Orchids, Laslia albida, L. autumnalis, L,

Gonldiana, L. Marriottiana, L. acuminata, or L.

pedancularis, L. anceps and its varieties, are now
throwing up their flower-spikes. From the pre-

sent time onwards until the flower-spikes have

attained their full length, it is advisable to

carefully examine the plants for insects, and
clear them of dirt and dust, washing the pots.

If the plants should require re-arrangiDg, this

may now be done. As a rule, Lae. ias are afforded

too much water during the flowering season and
the winter, whereas the roots should be kept merely
moist, and a temperature maintained sufficient to

full v develop tbe blooms ; but as soon as these are

expanded, a verv small amount of water will preserve

the pieudo-balb plump until such time as growth
recommences. All species of Barkeria will require

a similar treatment.

VANDA TERES is an Orchid that grows luxu-

riantly id a suonv part of the Mexican division. As
regards this plant, there is nothing in the forma-
tion and completion of tbe season's growth to

indicate the beginning of a resting season, aud the

grower has to be guided in this matter by the
amount of growth made since the plants bloomed.
If he be satisfied tbat sufficient growth has been
made, the plaut should be kept less moist than in

summer, still not so dry as to cause the stems to

become shrivelled, or many of the lower leaves will

fall off Vanda teres, if kept in a temperature of

about 55° to 60°, and afforded an occasional syringing

overhead on warm sunny days will offer no difficulty,

and will bloom profusely.

CATTLEYA BOWR1NGIANA. — At the present
time this plant forms tbe principal attraction in the
Cattleya-bouse. Although its individual flowers are
smaller than those of most Cattleyas, their rich

colour affords a fine effect, and especially by artificial

light. Generally, it is a plant of easy culture, its

requirements being the same as those tbat suit

Cattleyas generally. Immediately it has finished

blooming, repotting if it should be required should be

attended to, because in a very short period roots
will start away from the base of the flowering bulbs,

and delay in potting might result in injury to tbese.

After the flowering is over, whether the plants have
been disturbed at the roots or not, tbey should
receive only sufficient water to keep the psendo-
bnlbs and leaves fresh-looking until growth re-

commences. Cattleya Percivalliana is another
desirable autumnal-blooming Orchid, and this plant
having completed its new pseudo-bulbs, should be
kept moderately dry at the root, bat avoiding over-
drynees, which may result in abortive flowering or
deformed blooms.

Sobralias have been later than usual in flower-
ing, but this notwithstanding, growth is already well
advanced, and many large roots are comiDg away.
If repotting or division seem called for, the present
is a favourable time for doing either, as establish-
ment is rapid. A healthy specimen needs con-
siderable pot-space, and ample drainage is very
necessary. The soil used for Sobralias may consist
of lumps of fibry peat and sandy loam, with a small
quantity of sphagnum-moss, and a moderate quantity
of clean crocks. In potting, keep the base of tbe
plant below the rim of the pot, and press the soil firmly
together. When in full growth and rootiDg freely,

Sobralias need to be plentifully supplied with water.
Towards the end of tbe year the breaks or stems
which have flowered, on fully established plants,
should be cut off at the ground-level, and the young
shoots tied out clear of each other. Sobralias suc-
ceed well in an intermediate bouse the whole year.

OD0NT0QLO88UM 0ITRO8MUM —Plants which
are now lorruiDg pseudo-bulbs should be kept in the
lightest available position, and afforded plenty of
water at the root till growth is completed.

PiAKTS UKTJEB GrljASS.

By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

8TO E. — AUamaudas, Stepnanotis floribucda,

BougainvilleaB, Clerodendron spleodens, and Dipla-

denias should be looked over, and all weak snoots

removed. Suading will not be needed now. Crotoni

and other fine foliage plants must be placed near the

glass, and in as light a position as possible. As the

days become shorter, it will be necessary to use more
fire-heat, but it is better to allow the temperature

to fall a little than to have very hot pipes, which are-

liable to cause insect pests to breed. A tempera-

ture of 61° by night to 75° by day is quite warm
enough for the majority of stove plants. Keep
plenty of moisture about, and fill the evaporating

troughs regularly. Gloxinias should be put away in

a warm dry place underneath the greenhouse stage,

where drip will Dot reach them. Ciladium3 and
Glorioaas, if they have been gradually dried off, may
be stored in a similar situation.

CYCLAMENS.—Seedlings gown in August may
now be removed from the cold frame, and any
which are fit pricked off into well-drained pans or

pots, containing a compost of good loam, leaf-soil,

and sand, merely covering the corms with soil.

Place them on a light shelf in a warm greenhouse,
and keep them lightly shaded during bright weather.

A sprinkling of soil should then be dusted over the
seed-pans, and these pans removed to the stove to

encourage the seed left still in the soil to germinate.
Cjciameus intended for flowering during toe winter

aud spring sh mid occasionally be afforded weak
manure- water, and weak soot-water. Maintain a
temperature of about 60° by day, aud 50° by night.

ROSE HOUSE.— Tea Roses in pots for early

forcing snould nov receive attention. Tne drainage
must be examined, and the weak shoots cut out.

Top-dress tbe plants with rich unctuous loam, and
add a smill quantity of finely-broken bones. Place
them in a temperature of about 50° by night and
60° by day, and if a gentle bottom-heat can be

afforded them, so much the better. Syringe the
plants twice a day, and avoid cold draughts, or
mildew will soon appear. Tuis must be checked at

once when noticed by dusting with flowers-of-Bulphur.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA8 should be potted
into 5 inctt pots; a compost of good strong loan,
leaf-soil, and decayed cow-manure in a dry state will

suit them. PotratBer firmly and deeply and do not
water them for a few days alter potting. Place the
plants in a cold frame near the glass, and afford

plenty of air during mild weather. Calceolarias
being very subject to green-fly, the plants should
be lightly fumigated on its first appearance.

CINERARIAS.—Piants from late sowing* should
now be potted into 6 inch pots ; and placed in cold
frames, well covering these with mats when frost is

exp-cted. Early Cinerarias commencing to show
flowers should receive a top-dressing of a good
fertiliser, and be placed in a little warmer tem-
peratnre.

THE HARDY FRUIT OARDEN.
By W. Pope. Gardsner, Uighclere Castle, Newbury.

THE GATHERING AND 8TORING OF FRUIT.—Fruit
gathering in all the warmer parts of tbe country
will now generally be drawing to a close, except

in the case of a few very late varieties of Apples or

Pears, which, unless they come away easily Irom the

shoot are sure to shrivel. Take advantage of every

fine dry day for pushing on with the ingathering,
and remember that no matter bow hard an Apple or

Pear may be it is easily bruised, and requires as

careful handling as eggs. Any fruit which may have
been stored for about a week should be examined,
removing any fruits that show signs of decay. Wben
fruit is spread abouton shelves in onelayer.the exami-
nation i8 a light matter, but when two or more layers

lay on the shelves, a good deal of care is necessary in

searching for decayed examples. Ripening Pears
require almost daily examination, as wben in decay,

one fruit will spoil all others touching it.

FILBERT8 AND NUT8 of various kinds should be
stored somewhat thinly on shelves in an airy, but
not too dry a room, or the kernels will shrink.
Tbe Filberts keep longest when their husks are
retained, indeed, tbey then have the best appear-
ance at the desBert. The fruit - room should
be kept cool and dark, ample ventilation being
provided at tbe highest part of tbe roof, and
good use should be made nf this for the first

few weeks in October and November, i.e., duriDg
the time that the fruits part with a good deal of

their moisture. Failure to ventilate at such time
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usually lead* to a great deal of loss from theexc-a-
sive degree of moisture contained in the air of the
room. If it can be managed, Pears should not be
stored with Apples, the latter keeping longest and
beat at a lower temperature than suits all trie varie-

ties of Peare, except the longest keepers. If space
and convenience are at command, choice Pears
should be wrapped in some light sort of paper, and
stored in drawers, boxes, or large plant pots, in the
case of the last covering the tope with other pots,

or wooden covers. Nearly all kinds of Pears are

improved in flavour and texture by placing them in

warm place to ripen for the table. The exceptions
are varieties like Doyenne

1

dn Cornice, Seckle, Louise
Bonne, and similar quick-ripening ones lasting but
short time in use. Tne warmth to which Pears
re exposed should not exceed 70°, and only enough

fruits to meet the demand should be hastened in this

manner.

G008E8ERRIE8 AND CURRANTS. — Gooseberry
and Currant-bushes covered with mats or material

on purpose to keep the fruit to a late date, should
be uncovered on fine days to allow the fruit and the

ground beneath the bushes to get dry, and for the
removal of decayed berries. Where new plantations

of these fruits have to be made, or gaps in existing

ones filled up, planting may at once be proceeded
with if bushes are grown at home, as the early-

planted stuff will get established to a certain extent
iefore bard weather sets in. A mulching of rotten

manure should be applied as soon as the planting is

:ompleted. Such early-planted bushes start into

growth in the spring as il nothing had occurred.

RA8PBERRY-PLANTINQ ETC —If new plantations

of Ra-pberries are to be loroied, this work should
also be undertaken without delay, trenching the
"and 3 spits deep if it be good, but not bringing the

ubsoil to the surface, rather incorpora'ing with it

plentv of short, rich manure, and leaving it where it

Stiff soils should b-- afforded a heavy dressing of

oal-asbes or sand. Although an open site is the
est for the R tspberry, yet partial shade will not

hurt them greatly; but care must be taken that the
oil is not impoverished by the roots of neighbouring
reee. Of varieties, Superlative is fine and distinct,

leeerving of extensive planting ; Baumforth's Seed-
ing, Fastolf, and Fillbasket, are likewise excel-

ent; and the yellow-fruited varieties should not be

brgocten, as they are nice for dessert.

FBTJITS (7NDKB GLASS.
By Richard Parker, Gardener. Goodwood. Chichester.

VINES.—The Vines in the earliest house, that if,

be one the forcing of which will begin in November,
hould have by this time lost the most of their leaves,

,nd may therefore be pruned. After the pruning,

he cleaning of the rods should be undertaken, using

or the purpose hot- water and a small quantity of

oft-soap. Having done this, which involves the

oosening of the Vines from the trellis, it will

9 an easy matter to clean the woodwork and
rails, the latter being afterwards washed
own with limewasb, into which a wineglassful

f petroleum to each gallon may be put.

^he crust of the borders should be removed to the

epth of an inch or two, and if the soil appears to

ick water, a heavy watering should be afforded

afore any new soil is added in the place of that taken
way. As a surface- dressing for Vines, I am
ow collecting the edgiDgs from the carriage-

rives, which contain a good amount of sharp grit, and
this some manure is added, the whole being mixed

iitb fresh-cut turf, old mortar or plaster, and wood-
ihes, and the mass turned over several times. These
laterials mast not be allowed to get wet before using
lem. The quautity prepared may be sufficient for

11 the Vine-borders. In aft" irding cra»hed bones to

ie soil of Vine-borders, I Had it better to sprinkle

hem on the border as the work proceeds.

i.fter the Vines and vinery are cleansed and the

order top-dressed, the vinery should be left open

p to the time of beginning to force, any frosts

at may occur doing good rather than harm if they

not freeze the water in the heating apparatus,

8ECOND - EARLY VINERY.—In this house the

ines will require abundance of air day

id night, but beyond shortening the longest

lootB, no pruning should be done and no leaves

im"ved forcibly, (or so long as the leaves remain on
ie Vine the buds are being supplied with material

r future use. The foliage of these Vines should be

11 Byringed at least once a day. Do not place

y description of plants in the house, fire-heat

being usually required at this season to protect these
from mjury by frost. Where a lew bunches remain
on the Vines, remove them, each with a long piece
of the shoot attached, and place in bottles of water,
and store in a dark, cool, dry room. The Vines will

be greatly beneficed it the roof-lights can be taken
off the vinery, thus affording full exposure.

MUBCAT8—Maintain a warm, dryish atmosphere
to complete the ripening, for nnlesB this be done
these varieties do not keep satisfactorily. It is ad-
visable to have a regular, gentle warmth in the pi dps
at this season, so as to keep a temperature of about 60°.

Ventilation should be carefully afforded, avoiding
cold draughts which cause rusting of the berries.

If the border needs water, it should be afforded on
bright mornings, and at a temperature several de-
grees higher than that of the house. The bunches
should be carefully looked over once a week, and
decaying berries deftly cut out of them, Any late-

formed laterals may be pinched off, and the foliage

so regulated that the sun may shine on the bunches.

THE KITCHEN QARDEN.
By John Lambert. Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool.

SEAKALE.—The present will be a suitable time
in some gardens to pat the first batch of roots into

heat, choosing those that are the best matured ; in

fact, I think it is a good plan in all gardens where
this useful vegetable is much in demand, to plant a

small, bed of it in a warm, sunny aspect, which, if left

two years before taking it up to force it, will

produce shoots earlier than others in the spring,

and consequently, the crowns ripen betimes in the

autumn. Choose the white variety for the earliest

forcing, as the first very early batches of this vegetable

are never quite so nicely blanched as later ones.

I have tried Seakale forcing in many different ways,

and found that that a mild hot-bed made of stable-

manure and leaves is the best for the production of

crisp, tender Seakale. Mushroom houses and cellars

are convenient plac»B for forcing the roots through-

out the winter, qesides being accessible in the

worst of weather. The large and small thongs of

the Pearl-white vari -ty should b9 saved for propa-

gating purposes if stock be short, laying them in

damp soil till they can be made some time daring

the winter.

VEGETABLE MARROWS —If it be not intended

to cover the plants up, and they are yet fresh and in

a growing state, cut the fruits directly they are large

enough for consumption. But these plants are

worth the protection of cold frames so long as the

day temperature is mild.

THE PliOWSa GARDEN.
By Bailey V7adds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York,

8PRING FLOWERING PLANTS. —If the planting

of the beds has been delayed by rainy weather,

and a change to dry weather should have taken

place, the following plants, mostly employed for

edgings, should be Dot out:—Cerastium, Ajjga,

Arabia of varieties Daisies, and Pansies, without

delay, thus affording the plant« a chance of getting

established before the winter. her plants used for

furnishing the b=ds, viz., Wallflowers, including

always B-d'nnt Yellow, which is one of the best;

Auriculas, Primroses, and Primrose Polyanthuses;

Alyssums, Honesty, Saoonaria ocymoides, Silenes,

Iiimnanthes, Erysimum Peroffekianum,and Myosotis

should be planted.

HARDY ANNUAL8.—Seeds of suitable species

may be sown in sandy loam and leaf mould

in small pots, and p'aced in a cold frame or

pit, and afforded air freely as soon as the seed-

lings are above ground. They need protection

from severe frosts, and will be found very useful

for filling up or making beds in the spring gardens.

It will be, very necessary to thin out the seedlings

from time to time till there are not morn than three

to five left in each pot, and to keep the pots pretty

close to the glass to avoid spindling. As these

plants should not make much growth in the winter

season, only enough water should be offirded as will

keep the soil midera'ely moist. Clarkia elegans

var. integriflora, C. pulchella. and Eucharidium con-

cinnum make the most charming of early summer

beds. raised andtreated intheabovemanner.butafford-

ing them a shift into 48's or 32's early in the f pring,

and bedding them oat in April. These plants last

much longer in flower, and do not become so w-edy-

looking as those sown in the spring in the open

ground, which flower during the hotter summer

months.

GARDEN 8HHU8BERIE8.—With the fall of the
leaf the re-arrangement and transplanting of de-
ciduous treea and shrubs may be undertaken, and
its performance carried out in mild weather during
the wioter months, remembering, however, that
deciduous plants recover the soonest from root-
disturbance the earlier in the autumn the work is

done. Always wait till the soil is somewhat friable
and dry, or it will not run freely in amongst the
roots, and the trampling of wet soils is always
injurious to them, and ought to be avoided. In
soils that are light, and these which readily
get dry, the planting should be done a little

deeper than in those which are retentive.
If the plants removed are tall or top-heavy, staking
them should be done as soon as the plants are in

position, always using a soft wad between the bark
of the stem and the stake. Large subjects are best
fixed by ties of 8 inches long, fixed to three stout
stakes, as this prevents wind-waving, but allows of

the settlement of the soil and the shrab, &c. As a
tying material of a provisional nature, straw bands
answer admirably, and later, for permanent ties,

Cuba bast, Wiilow shoots, and soft tarred string are
the best. In removing large trees, &c., it is best to

take out a deepish trench at 2 to 3 feet distant from
the side, and then excavate one aide of the ball, and cut
through any existing tap roots ; the trench should then
ba filled in and the plant left for oneyear at the least, in

which period of time new roots will form at the cut
sides of the ball. New beds and shrubbery borders
should be trenched 2 feet deep, and the sub-soil if wet
lelt in position, but broken up well. If the home
nursery can furnishe the trees and shrubs, and these
are prepared by frequent transplantation, the deci-

duous and evergreen species may be more satisfac-

torily planted at one and the same time; otherwise
large evergreens should be transplanted in late

spring. Good immediate effects are obtained by
planting at from 4 to 5 feet apart. Djing this will

involve the transplantation of many of the planta in

three or four year*, when the thinninga will be found
in excellent condition for planting elsewhere. Tees
andahrubs areoften placed on turf by the sides of roads,

and in such case they should be selected half-speci-

mens, weif prepared by digging round a year or two
before. Usually it is b°st to plant them at a suffi-

cient distance apart, that each may show its true

character when of large siz». In the planting of

shrubberies intended to afford warmth and shelter,

deciduous flowering plants should be but sparingly

used, and common and Portugal Laurels, Hollies,

B ix, Cupressus, &\, more largely employed. The
S-a Buckthorns and the red-twigged Dogwood, doable
and single-flowering D j u'zias and Kibes, should be

planted freely, their various coloured shoots when
denuded of their foliage affording pleasing colours.

Lilacs should be plaoted thinly, as the plants soon
overshadow dwarfer growers, and the roots rapidly

impoverish the soil. They are more effective when
planted in clumps by themselves. The pruning and
thinning of tb* shoots of deciduous shrubs which
flower on the young ^ ood may now be commenced,
the cleaning and di.gng of the borders following

thereon. Species which flower upon spurs and the

ripened shoots, should be pruned when they have

ceased to flower. Ojly the thinning-out of shoot!

may be done now.

SHULANQ ROOT.—The Kcw Bulletin for Sep-
tember includes an interesting account by Dr.

Augustine Henry of the Shu Lang root (Dioscorea

rhipogonoides) of China. The species, we learn,

was first discovered in Hong-Kong by Mr. Ford, and
is known to occur plentifully in the mountains of

Formosa, whence, brought down to the coast, it is

used by fishermen for dyeing and tanning their nets.

In China also it is extensively used as a dye, being

known as the "die-root," or "dye-yam," and
employed for dyeing coarse native cotton cloth,

fishing nets, grass-cloth, and certain kinds of silk.

Dr. Heury further remarks that:—"Toe lately-

opened Customs station on the K-vangsi-Annam
frontier, Lungchow, is at present the seat of the

trade." The Onstoma Trade Reports on that port

for the years 1S89 and 1891 also allude to Dioscorea:

"Th" principal article imported into Lungehow
in 18?9 was Snu-lang . . . (over 200 tons, value

£1100"! It is a tuberous root, growiDg wild in the

hilly districts of Tonkin. It is now to a certain

extent cultivated, but cultivation, strange to say,

deteriorates the quality. It is usually gathered in

spring and early summer, and is sent from here down

the west river to Canton, where it is used to dye

cloth that peculiar reddish-black colour one so often

sees in the South."
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

£c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents wiU greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

OCT 21

Oct. 21

WEDNESDAY, CCT. 23

THURSDAY,

SATURDAY. OCT. 26

["Highly Important Unreserved Sale
of exceptionally well-grown Nur-
Bery Stock, at the Nurseries,
Sunniogdale, by Order of Mr.

/ Chas. Noble, by Protheroe &
Morris (six days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris"
Rooms.

Plants from Belgium, Roses. &c,
at Protheroe & Morris' Bojms.

(Dutch Bulb?, at Protheroe & Morris'

/ Booms.

/Dutch Bolb3, at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

Ninth Annual Great Fruit Tree
Sale, at Perry Hill, Cliffe, near
Rochester, by Order of Mr. W.
Home, by Protheroe & Morris.

Ornamental Shrubs, Lilies, Spirreas,

Roman Hyacinths, &c. , at StevenB'
' Booms.

/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Plants from Belgium, at Protheroe
& Morris' Rooms.

Great Unreserved Sale of Nursery

n 9 . ] Stock, at Hollamby's Nurseries.
Groombiidge, by Protheroe &
Morris (two days).

Orchids in Flower and Bud, Im-
ported, and also from a Private
Collection ; also Dutch Bulbs, at

^ Stevens* Rooms.

/"Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
) Booms.

) Orchids, at Pro'heroe & Morris'
(. Rcoms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris '

Rooms,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THEEE YEARS. AT OHISWICK.- 48'.4.

"With the fall of Antananarivo
Madagascar. the Frenoh are complete masters

of Madagascar, a result generally

admitted, even by the enterprising traders of

other nationalities, that should not only be
advantageous to the islanders themselves, but
also to the world at large. Wisely administered,

there should be a great future for Madagascar
in the development and utilisation of its natural

resources, and, primarily, of its enormous vege-
table wealth, which, under native government,
has been sadly wasted. If early and persistently-

continued exploration and investigation count
for anything, then assuredly the French have a
better claim to domination in the island than
any other nation. After the abandonment of
the island by the Portuguese, the Frenoh
attempted colonisation, the first attempt dating
as far baok as 1642. De FlAcoukt (Flacourtia)
one of the earliest governors, writing in 1658
declares that Madagascar est un pays qui
posside tout ce qui est necesiaire a la vie tt

pourrait se passer de tous les autres.

Dupetit Thouabs, and Commerson are
well-known names to botanists among the
Frenoh explorers. The latter made large col-
lections, but published nothing ; whilst the
former desoribed and figured many of the
carious and peculiar plants of the island, in-
cluding a volume devoted to the Orchids of
Madagascar, Mauritius, and Bourbon. This
contains figures of upwards of 100 species,
among them several of the finest Angrrrcums.

There were also issued, with this, six coloured

folio plates, two of them representing Angrce-

cum sesquipedale. The same author made
known the singular Ouvirandra, and the familiar

Stephanotis. Adanson had previously desoribed

the celebrated Ravenala, and Sonnerat figured

it in the narrative of his voyages to the East,

early in the last quarter of the last century.

The British also had not been idle in rela-

tion to Madagasoar. Bichard Boothby, a
London merchant, visited the island about 1644,

and wrote a glowing acoount of its productions.

In consequence, an attempt was made to estab-

lish a factory at St. Augustine's, but after a
two-years' struggle against the natives and
climate, it was abandoned.

In 1815, the English Governor of Mauritius
formed a settlement at Port Luquez, in the

extreme north-east ; and thisalso proved disastrous.

But shortly after that date the first English mis-

sionaries established themselves in Madagascar,
and from that time down to the present they
have continued their labours under many vicis-

situdes, with varying success, and not without
interruptions. They have not confined them-
selves to the conversion of the natives to

Christianity : they have laboured at their general

education, practical and mental ; and they have
done, among other things, muoh towards making
known the flora of the country, both by sending

home living plants and seeds, and dried speci-

mens. Indeed, it is almost entirely through
missionaries that we in England have obtained
our knowledge of Madagascar, its people and
productions. Foremost comes the Kev. W.
Ellis, the author of Polynesian Researches, a
History of Madagascar, and other books. It was
he who first brought to England living plants of

Ouvirandra fenestralis (Bot. Mag., t. 4894), and
subsequently introducedO.Berneriana (Boi'.3/ay..

t. 5076). Horticulture is also indebted to him for

Angroeoum sesquipedale (Gard. Chron., p. 253,
April 11, 1857, when the original account
of the plant found place in our columns),

which first flowered in his own garden
at Hoddesden, Herts *

; Grammatophyllum
Ellisii (Bot. Mag., t. 5179), and several other
remarkable plants. Many other members of the

pioneers of Christianity in Madagascar deserve

mention for their exertions in the cause of

soience, but space will not permit. Yet there is

one who has consolidated t the results of his

predecessors and contemporaries in the same
field whom we cannot pass over. His work is

speoially valuable for the looal information it

contains, and as a summary of Mr. J. G.
Baker's numerous papers on the collections

made ohiefly by English missionaries within the

last twelve or fifteen years. He roughly esti-

mates that 50,000 square miles, or about one-
eighth of the country, is clad with forest.

But he goes on to say, that every year
thousands of aores of trees are burned
to provide ashes as manure for a mere
handful or two of Beans, and a few oobs
or a little Bice to be grown in the clearing.

Moreover, young trees are extensively used to
form stookades around the villages. In one
village alone he counted 10,000 trees used in this

way ; and in another place no fewer than
25,000 trees had been sacrificed to make a road
to remove a tombstone from the quarry ! During
the last twelve years the French have been
equally active in collecting, and the collections
have been worked out principally by the late

Dr. H. Baillon. The publications include a

• See GarientTs 3

Chronicle, 1857, p. 253, with a figure ; and
Botanical Magazine, t. 5113.

t " The Flora of Madagascar," Journal of the Ltnnean
Soci-ty, xxv. (1889). pp. 216-294, by the Bev. B. Bwon.

series of upwards of 300 magnifioent quarto

plates, representing as many peculiar plants of

the island. It is estimated * that about 5000

speoies of Madagasoan flowering plants are

represented in the herbaria of Europe, and that

they belong to about 1000 genera and 144

natural orders. Contrary to the expectations

of some naturalists, the flora is very similar to

that of tropical Africa, having many elements

in common, and exhibiting no greater pecu-

liarities than distant parts of the Continent.

Readers of this journal may be referred to

several articles on Madagascar published in these

columns in 1874 and 1875, from the pen of

Captain Oliver, an authority on the geography
and products of this island. The illustrations

now given, figs. 80 and 82, are from his pencil.

The fourth part of the moun-
indix Kewinsis. mental production known as the

Kew Index has just been issued,

and with it the work is terminated. "We
may remind our readers that it is a list of all

the properly-authenticated names of flowering

plants published since the time of Linn^us to

the year 1885. It has been compiled by Mr. B.

Daydon Jackson, under the direction of Sir

Joseph Hooker, and at the expense of the

late Charles Darwin. Daily use has shown
us how extremely serviceable the book is to

workers, and it has also proved with what care

the laborious undertaking has been oarried out.

The expert botanist will readily appreciate the

nature of the book ; but it may be desirable to

remind those who only make casual reference to

it, that it is no more than it pretends to be—an
index of names and references. The precise

value and significance of each particular re-

ference must necessarily be left to the student to

determine. All that we oan expeot is oonsistenoy

and oorreotness of entry andof reference,and these

the unwearied patience of Mr. Jackson and the

supervision of Sir Joseph Hooker have secured.

LTnder the oiroumstances just mention ( d, any

elaborate explanation is perhaps not needed.

Nevertheless, we had hoped that some explana-

tion of the principles upon which the list has

been compiled would have been afforded us. We
should have liked to know, for instance, why
one name is inserted and another rejeoted ; for

these particulars we must now look to sonn
article of Mr. Jackson's in the Journal of
Botany and elsewhere. Many garden names
given without adequate descriptions or

figures, and liable to change in the h mds of

commercial speculators, and those which are

ephemeral, or speedily rendered nugatory by the

death and extinction of the plants—are, of course,

not inserted. For garden purposes, however,

some of these names would occasionally be useful

as historical evidence, and it would be a boon to

have them published in some form. Of much
greater importance, however, is the necessity for

supplementary volumes, bringing the list of

authenticated names up to date, aDd these we
shall hopa to see in due time. Some means
should also be taken to testify the gratitude

of workers towards the compilers of this work,

and thus fitly commemorate its conclusion,

BRUNSVIGIA dOBEPHIN/E —This plant is one of

the ornate large-growing South African bulbs, and
very Btriking, with its massive pseudo-bulbs covered
with numerous silky tunics, and bearing in the

season of vegetation broad, lorate, glaucous-green

leaves. The only thing to be said against the plant

* W. B. Hemslet, in Science Progress, iit,, pp. 417-475.
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aa cultivated in gardena ia that it haa not generally

flowered freely, Bat in the hands of those who
study the requirements of the species of Amaryllida,

which are natives of hot, sandy plains, a reaaonable

amount of success is attained, and especially in

very warm, dry summers. The plant makes a

noble show, with ita tall, atont ecapea crowned with

bright red flowers. The chief points to be observed

in the culture of Bninavigias ia to withhold water

early in the season, and when the leavea begin to

one for Brnnavigia, for we have aeen the apecies nnder

notice in flower at Kew and several other places. One
of the beat examples was that exhibited by Mr. 1 ( . B.

Lowe, gardener to Earl Bhownlow, Ashbridgj Park,

at the Rjyal Horticultural Siciety on August 13

this year, and which waa much admired, and from

which our illustration (fig. 81) waa taken (see Gar-
deners' Chronicle, August 17, p. 191). It ia a very

old inhabitant of gardena, and it ia recorded

that the first bulb to flower waa purohased by the

FlQ. 81.—BBDf6VIGIA J0SEPH1N.E: FLOWEB8 DEEP BED. (SBE P. 460.)

wither, to place the bulbs in a sunny situation,

either in full sunshine out-of-doors or in a

frame or greenhouse, to be thoroughly dried and

kept in a dry state till the flower - spikea

appear, which will take place in advance of

the leaves if the plant ia going to flower.

But if the leavea appear and get well advanced, and

no flower-spike appears, it is reasonable to conclude

that the bnlb will not flower that season ; and the

plant should be liberally watered and grown-on

until the leaves again wither, when, if kept dry, aa

before- mentioned, it will, in all probability, reward

the cultivator with ita gorgeom display of bloom.

The present season aeema to have been a favourable

Empress Josephine in Holland, and on Its flowering

in the garden of Malmaison, it was named in honour

of her.

Linden's Orchid Sale at Stevens' Rooms.

—On Thursday, October 17, Messrs. Linden, L'Hor-

ticnlture Internationale, Pare Leopold, Brussels,

commenced the series of O-chid Sales announced to

be held at Mr. J. C. Stevens' Rooms, 38, King

S'.reet, Covent Garden, and certainly the splendid

quality of the plants sent was worthy of the

occasion. There waa a fair attendance in the

Booms, and with the aid of the numerous

commissions held by the auctioneer a fairly

latisfactory sale resulted. The principal things

in demand seemed to be some splendid plants

catalogued as Cattleya species, but which were
evidently of the C. Warscewicz i type, than

which no handsomer plant could be desired. Good
healthy specimens of the many, fine, named forms

of Lselia purpurata which emanate from the

Brussels firm, and equally good plants of their

noted LoeUo- Cattle j as of the L.-C. X elegans

class were also cfi'ered; and the fiae Sjbralia

Lindeni which we noted in a recent issue,

and the singular and pretty Zjgopetalum Joris-

ianum found favour with the purchasers, if we may
judge by the good prices at which they were knocked

dowr. If Messrs. Linden continue to offer none but

really fiiet- class plants as on this occasion, the

success of the venture should be ataured.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly

meeting of this Society was held at 25, Werdgate

Road, on Tuesday, October 8, Mr. John Bollock

taking the chair. Mr. Lawson, Heathdale, Gojforth,

exhibited a collection of twenty-two varieties of

exotic Ferns, in admirable condition ; and Mr. W.
Labke, Northdene, Gateahead, showed blooms of

Chrysanthemums. An excellent paper on the culti-

vation of fancy Pelargoniums was read by the chair-

man, in which he recommended cuttings struck in

the spring for making the strongest and healthiest

plants. An interesting discussion followed, in which

many took part.

MARKET REPORTS.—It is so exceedingly rare to

receive a letter like the subj jined, and so exceedingly

common to receive others of exactly opposite tenor,

that we have great pleasure in publishing it:—
" Will you pardon me saying your Covent Garden

prices are a long way from accurate. Last week I

note Peaches, 6s. to 8s. a dozen, and I may say—the

very same day I realised 15s. at Munbo's, Covent

Garden. R. Gilbebt, Burghley Gardens, October 9."

We must repeat that the prices quoted are not

exceptional onea, but averagea for the week.

Complimentary Dinner and Presenta-
tion.—On the occasion of Mr. Cliffe leaving

Shoreham Place to take charge of Lord Egebton's

gardens, Tatton Park, Cheshire, a few friends enter-

tained him at dinner at the George Ian, Shoreham,

on the evening of Friday, October 4. Mr. Cliffe

waa afterwards presented with a handsome marble

clock with inscription, as a mark of eateem.

THE ARNOLD ARBORETUM.—By an arrange-

ment recently concluded between the President and

Fellowa of Harvard College and the city of Boston,

important additions have been made, says Garden

and Forest, to the Arnold Arboretum, These

include two parcels of land with an area of about

20 acres within the boundariea of the original

Arboretum, but reserved by the city for its own

uses when it was established ; two pieces of land

with an area of about 3 acres on the north-west

border of the Arboretum, and purchased by the city

last year; a piece of land, the property of Harvard

College, south-west of the old Arboretum, with an

area of 67£, acres; this consists of a high, rolling,

grassy bill, the second highest land in the city of

Boston. From the summit of this hill fine views

are obtained ; the wooded portions of the Arboretum

lie at its base ; to the south all the Blue Hill range

is in view ; the waters of Massachusetts Bay are

seen to the south-east, and to the north and west a

broken well-wooded country. With these additions

the area of the Arboretum is 22?f, acres ; 2J

miles of drives have been finished and planted,

and under the new arrangement the city of Bjst.in

is to construct 1 T
";, miles of additional roads.

Among the scientific gardens in the United Siates

and Earope, only the Rjyal Gardens at Kew, with

an area of 251 acres, exceed the Arnold Arboretum

in size, and it is probably safe to say that no other

scientific garden of such an area is so accessible

to the people of a great city or possesses such a

diversified surface and such advantages in the way

of natural woods. The Arboretum lies entirely
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within the limits of the city of Boston, and is not

mora than 4 miles from the centre of population,

being easily reached by one line of railroad and by

two lines of electric cars, while the parkway which

unites the different parks of the City Park System,

starting from the Public Garden, in Arlington

S:reet, in the heart of the residential quarter of the

city, skirting the town of Brookline and enclosing

Jamaica Pond, formB its eastern boundary and con-

nects it with Franklin Park beyond. By this park-

way the distance from the Common to the

Arboretum is 6 miles.

Th= Effects of the Frost and Drought
ON BRITISH Meoicinal P.-ANTS.—Toe intense and

lengthened frost of last winter, followed by the

extreme drought of the early summer, are showing

as the months roll round, that the devastation has

not been confined to garden crops. Cue branch of

British culture, about which little ii perhaps

generally known, is the growth of medicinal plants,

which are now for the most part cultivated at

Hitchin, Bodicote, Mitcham, and in Lincolnshire.

A most interesting report on the state of these crops

was recently given in our contemporary, the Chemist

and Druggist, from which we gather the following

facts. From Hitchin, Messrs. Baxsom & Son" re-

ported that Lavender will be the snortest crop that

has been gathered for many years. A temperature

of 0° Fabr. which occurred at Htichin and many
other parts of the country, proved fatal to the gr-ater

number of the older plants.and whole fields which last

year appeared promising have been cleared and
planted with other crops. Tae young plants, though in

fairly good condition, are estimated to produce but
very little fljwer this year. Peppermint suffered

severely from tne dry weather, tae plants being
short, and the yield of oil per acre being therefore

considerably below the average. Rjsemary, which is

described as the mjst delicate of the cultivated
Labiatse, was almost entirely destroyed by the frost.

Belladonna promised well in the early part of the
season, and a large crop was anticipated ; the
drought, however, diminished the growth, and the

prospect* of a good crop accordingly. The old
plants of E aterium are said to be nearly all killed

by the severity of the winter, but young plants

were abundant, and the field of fruit, although late,

was anticipated to be fairly good. Henbane was
reported to vary much in different localities ; in
damp, low-lying situations about Hitchin there have
been heavy crops, but in dry situations the yield has
been very deficient. At Bjdicote, near Baobary, it

is said that the winter killed at least two-thud i of
the second biennial Henbane, aad as much of the
Belladonna ; the only bright picture ot the medicinal
plants in that locality is stawd to be Raubarb,
which has done remarkably well. From the
Mitcbam district the report states that it would be
necessary to go back more than ten years to find a
season so disastrous to the cultivation of Mint,
Lavender, and R isemary ; the runners of the Pepper-
mint plants were frozen, and the succeding drought
completed their destruction. Of Lavender, twenty-
five per cent, of the young plantations were
killed by the frost, and the remaining three-quarters
having also suff-red, only half the usual harvest
was expected. Cnamomiies seem to have stood the
winter, and on the termination of the cold weather
the plants assumed a healthy appearance, and a gnod
crop was almost certain.

Grasses OF TENNESSEE. — The Agricultural
Experiment Statioa or the Uaiversity of Tennessee,
has published a Bulletin containing full descriptions
and illustrations of all the grasses of that State. As
none of the species is peculiar to the S:ate, this
handy manual, prepared by Mr. F. Lams-X-Scribser,
will be of great service to botanists and agriculturists
throughout the North-eastern States generally. Mr.
F. LiMsosScarasKK is " Agrostologist " to the
Uaited States Department of Agriculture at Wash-
ington. It will be some time before we are sufficiently

advanced to have such officers in our Agricultural
Department.

Fruit Preservation in Transit.—We take

the following (rem the Yorkshire DaVy Post of

October 3, 1895:—The latest (XDeriment in fruit

preserving is decidedly nove'. Sir Saul Samuel the

Agent- General for New Smth Wales, has jast

received at his London effirje a parc-1 of fruit

despatched from Sydney at the end of Jaly, which

has been preserved in transit not in an ice chamber,

but by an innocuous coating which excludes the air

and arrests decay. The exact nature of the prepara-

tion is not disclosed, but it would appear to be some-
thing of the nature of collodion, and Oranges,

Lemons, and Pine-apples, by being simply dipped in

if, are coated with the preservative, which easily

peels off, and is said to cause no deterioration in the

quality of the fruit. Of course, only hard fruit can
be thns treated, and at present the method is in the

experimental stage, but its development will be

watched with interest, in view of the large trade

which has sprung up with New S^nth Wales and
Australia generally in fruit for winter and spring

consumption in England.

Imported Plants at Santa Barbara,—
We have received from D\ F. FaAxcesCHi his

brochure, entitled Santa Barbara Exotic Fiora : a
Handbook of Plants from Foreign Countries grown at

Santa Barbara, California. This descriptive cata-

logue of plants speaks well for the climate of their
new country, as natives of such diverse climes there do
well and flourish. Dae tribute shonld also be paid
to the enterprise of the planters, who, for various
utilitarian purposes, have succeeded in acclimatising

so many valuab'e species
; and also to Dr. Fraxcbscbt,

whose carelnl Handbook should serve both now and
in the future to prove what has been done, and what
may yet be accomplished in this direction.

" HORTU8 FLUMINEN8I8."—S.nor J. Barbo"A
Rodrigues has published, under the above title, a
brief account of the Botanic Garden of Rio de
Janeiro, compiled to serve the requirements of

visitors. It is written in the Portuzuese language,
and contains a brief history of the garden. The
existing establishment dates from 1803. A descrip-
tive list of the principal species cultivated, an-anged
under the natural orders np to Compositse, is given,
and some photographic illustrations, serving to show
the beauty cf this renowned garden. Tne famous
Palm avenue was planted in 1843.

P.OSES.—The publication of an eighth edition of
Mr. William Paul's book on Roses ani Rose Culture

is in itselt proot of the utility of the work. We can
therefore heartily commend it to such of onr Rise-
loving readers who do not already avail themselves
of the instractions contained in it. The publishers

are Simpilix. Marshall. Hamilton, Kent, & Co.

Presentation.—On Saturday a fcernoon, Oct. 5,

a deputation of the Chippenham Horticalcural
Society waited on the president. John- Gladstone,
Eiq., at Bowden Park, and presented him with a
Slver Medal in commemoration of the silver anni-
versary of the society. Tne medal, which was richly
embossed and inscribed, was presented by Mr. A.
Weight, the secretary, and suitably acknowledged
by the recipient.

Missing Links. — Commenting at the late

meeting of the British Aiaociation at Ipswich, on
the botanical work of the late Professor Williamson,
of Manchester, Dr. Scott showed that the Cala-
maris were allied to Equisetaces but possessing a
cambium as in existing Dicotyledons and Gymno-
sperms. The Sphenophyllese have no living repre-

sentatives; the Lycopodiacfffi were represented by
Sigillarias and Lepidodendron, wh'cb, however,
possessed cambium. Tne L-ginodendrese consist of

plants with the foliage of Ferr.8, but, according to

the report in yature. with stems and roots resem-
bling those of Cjcads. In this connection the
existing Stangeria is of interest.

Pangium EDUlE—The poisonous principle of

this plant has been shown to be hydrocyanic acid.

Dr. Trrxb, the Director of the Botanic Gardens at

Baitsnzorg, is of opinion that hydrocyanic acid is

one of the first substances in the manufacture of

proteids, and the first visible result of the absorption

of inorganic nitrogen.

Cambridge University.-We learn that the

library and herbarium of the late Professor Babing-

tox have been bequeathed to the University. Tne

fine collection of spells made by the late Miss Saul

has also been left to the University.

GYNERIUM JUBATUM,—Mr. W. E. Gtjmbleton

obligingly sends us a spike of this species, which

in its airy lightness, and the silvery lustre of its

florets, exceeds in beauty the ordinary form. Mr.

Gumbletox tells us that it is less hardy than the

other species. Gynerinm juoatum is a native of

Ecuador, and was first noticed in the Revue HorticoU,

1878, p. 449.

" CIDER."—This is the title of a new illustrated

monthly journal devoted to the interests of cider

and perry, and is the official organ of the National

Association of Cider Makers. Director and editor,

E. Samsox
;

publishing office, Ij, L l ncoln's Inn

Fields. The subject-matter of this magezine is

explained by the title, and will prove of interest to

growers, vendors, and sellers of Apples, as well as to

those immediately connected with the manufacture

of cider. Tne price of the magazine is sixpence, acd

it is composed of two dczen clearly-printed pages,

interspersed here and there with an illustration.

"The Case against Butcher's Meat."—A
pamphlet has been sent us whica Dears tbis name,

and is written by Mr. Charles W. Forward
(London: The Insurance Puoucation Dej.6;, 6,

Dorset Street; Ideal Publishing Union, Memorial

Hall ; and Manchester: Vegetarian Society, 9, Peter

Street). This small book warmly advocates a non-

flesh diet, and in it the author argues out to his own
satisfaction many reasons, based on considerations

of health, humanity, and morality, why a diet of

butcher's meat is wrong for mankind.

Mead and Honey.—Mead, and How to Hake
It, and Honey and its Uses, are the titles ot two small

pamphlets by the R-v. Gerard N Baxcks. published

by Perry & Sox, Dartford and Ludgate Hill. The
author recommends mead, when properly made, to

the consideration of all connoisseurs, and he quotes

the opinion of former generations as confirming his

own. Several recipes tor preparing mead carefully

and satisfactorily are given. Toe leaflet on honey
speaks highly of its dietetic and other virtues,

advises the use of it warmly, and also gives receipts

for various dishes, which include this dainty. The
author writes clearly, and to the point.

Fire at an Edinburgh Nursery.—A fire

took place last Thursday at the nursery of Messrs.

R B. Laird & Soxs, Pinkhill, Murrayfieid. The
fire was confined entirely to the office, and Messrs.

Laird are afraid some of their autnmn orders have

been destroyed, and would feel obliged by their

friends who may read this paragraph kindly repeating

any orders they may have given for autumn or spring

delivery.

LEM0N8.—A writer in a morning contemporary

tbis week makes mention of a fine consignment of

Lemons just arrived from Australia, ard grown on
the estate of the Australian Irrigation Company,
remarking that this afforded an indication of what
our Australian friends could do in filling np what
would otherwise be a Lemonless period. It so

happens, however, that there are jast now some very

good samples of N-apolitan and Palernitan L;mona
on the London market at a fairly moderate price. Oar
Italian friends have been slow to move, but we
fancy they are pretty well alive to the advantages

accruing to being first on the market, either in

Manchester or London.

The Lutovka Cherry.—Among the new or

little-known Cherries received at this station in

recent years, the Lutovka is one of the most pro-

mising of the late sour varieties, It was imported
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from Europe about twelve years ago by Prof. Bodd
of Ames, la., who says that it is much grown in

Poland and in Silesia, as a road-side tree. Ic was

first planted at the station in 188S. So far as

observe, it is not catalogued by any nurseryman,

although it is grown to some extent in western

nurseries. It appears to be worthy of extended

trial as a late sour Cherry. Description—tree of

Morello type, a vigorous grower, young branches rather

slender; fruit firm, good quality, sprightly acid, as

large as English Morello or larger, more nearly

round, very similar to tliat variety in colour, but the

flesh is not so dark as that of English Morello;

clings tenaciously to the long stem. So far as tested

hare the tree has proved to be very productive,

ripening its fruit as late as, or later, than the English

Morello. N. Y. Agricultural Experiment Station,

Geneva, N. Y.

Rare Trees of West Prussia — Herr

Conwbntz, in the Abhandlungen zur Lindesknnde

der Proving West Preussen, heft, ix , 1895, publishes

an account with figures of certain rare trees, including

Pirus tormioalis and P. suecica, the distribution of

which through neighbouring countries is given.

Under the head of Picea excelsa (Sprnce), an account

is given of various curious forms of this species,

such as the Weeping Spruce, the Columnar Spruce,

and of one very curious form in which the upper

branches are defiexed and appressed to the stem,

whilst the lower ones are spreading.

Diastase in Foliage Leaves.—Professor J.

Ebynolds Geeen, in a paper read before the British

Association, gave an account of a series of experi-

ments he has been conducting on the diurnal varia-

tion in the amount of diastase in foliage leaves.

From this it appears that there is more diastase

present in a plane in the morning than in the evening,

and to account for this fact it has been stated that

the diastase is utilised for the conversion of starch,

but this theory is opposed to the view that enzymes
do not diminish in quaotity. The author's experi-

ments were carried out on diastase in solution and
on actual leaves. la the first instance it was noticed

that on exposure to the electric arc light or snnlight,

75 per cent, of the diastase was destroyed. Leaves
of one of the Legumino!£e were employed for the

latter experiment. They were gathered in the

morning, and kept in the dark until used, when half

of the blade was shaded, whilst an arc light was
brought to bear on them for nine hours. It was
then found that 10 per cent, of the diastase was
destroyed, which proportion was increased to 20 per

cent, if exposed to sunlight. It will therefore be

seen that the amount destroyed is greater in the

solutions than in the living leaf, and this is accounted

for by the fact that the proteids in the cells haw a

protective action. Pharmaceutical Journal,

JAPANE8E MATTING—The demand forjapauese

matting, probably made from the culms of Lipironia

niacronata, appears, from a recent report from Hirgo

and iaka, to be still increasing. Tae progress made in

the manufacture of this article is more and more
noticeable each year, the export for 1891 amounting

to over 277 000 rolls of 10 yards each, against

227 000 in 1893. The chief demand comes from

New York, and the quantity carried to that oort by

sailing vessels alone amouutod to over 170 000 rolls,

being an average of over 12 003 rolls per vessel,

which shows what an important factor as regards

freight this industry has assumed. Nsw designs of

matting are constantly being invented by the

Japanese, while the workmen are very ready to

execute orders based on patterns received from
foreign countries, so that tha number of styles now
available to the exporter are almost unlimited. The
crop of Bush from which the matting is made was
particularly good and abundant during the year, and
the result has been that the trade proves capable of

great expansion without any important change in

prices, to the considerable advantage of both the

1 Japanese and foreigners engaged in it. To all

appearance, the demand for floor matting is likely to

] increase in the future.

Action of Sulphuretted Hydrogen on
PLANTS.—-M. H. B&BtrjuriN has carried out some
experiments which confirm those previously recorded

by M. Mobben. S;rawberry plants in fail leaf were
exposed m the one case to the action of sulphuretted

hydrogen gai accomp mied with free expoiare to the

atmosphere, whilst in the other the plant was covered

with a bell jar during the experiment. As a result,

it was noticed in the first instance that after the gas

had been allowed to diffuse through the atmosphere
for several days the leaves b'came covered with

yellowish spots, and then withered and rotted, but

the plant recovered its normal appearance slowly if

removed to a pure atmosphere. If, on the other

hand, the gas acted on the plants ia a confined space,

the effect was much more marked, as in twenty-four
hours' time all the leaves assumed a brown colour,

and shortly afterwards blackened, withered, and died

off, and no aubseqient removal to fresh air was able

to restore the plant. M. Babnoovin concludes,

therefore, that the action of sulphuretted hydrogen

oi plants is directly analogous to its action on
animals (Sep de P&armiois, vii., 383) ex " Pharmi-
ceutieal Journal,"

Book Notice,
*) —

Biology Notes,

Uuder this title Mr. Houston has got together the

monthly series of notes on biological matters, issued

for the benefit of the students receiving technical

instruction under the auspices of the Essex County
Council. Sime of these students are destined to

become teachers in the future, and we have before

noted the very careful and thorough training they

receive in botany, zoology, and the sciences, on
which agriculture and horticulture depend. Illus-

trations of the methods of tuition adopted, whether

for elementary or more advanced pupils, are given in

the present volume, and will serve as excellent

examples to others desirous of carrying out a
similar scheme. The main feature is to make
the pupil verify, as far as possible, for himself

everything the teacher tells him, and then to induce

him to make further research for himself. The
laboratory at Chalmsford is not only a teaching

centre, but it is, as we see from the volume before

us, becoming the source whence information on plant-

diseases, weeds, Sec, is disseminated among the cul-

tivators of the county. Those of us, who, from

knowledge of what has been done for years in Bel-

gium and Germany in this way, have earnestly

advocated the adoption of similar methods here, must

feel gratification at the thorough way in which the

subject is being taken up by the Essex County

Council and other similar bodies. Instruction in

technical details and manual performance is of

primary importance no doubt, and in many cases is

all that can be done, or even aimed at. It is

evident, however, that unless an adequate know-

ledge of general principles be superadded, there is

no chance of making any real progress, or of turning

out better practitioners than our forefathers were.

The proceedings at the Summer School of Horti-

culture have already been detailed in full in our

columns, so that now we need only congratulate the

Council on the judgment, zeal, and energy displayed

by their staff- lecturer.

Home Co rresp ondence.

BOUQAINVILLEA SANDERIANA,—I have on three

or four occaeions during the past season seen

Mr. James Cypher, of Cheltenham, show a fine

specimen of this form, anl when well-coloured it

constitutes a striking contrast to B. glabra, The

braces are of a dark tint of mauve-purple; and in the

case of Mr. Cypher's specimen, bracts and foliage

alike were smaller, though it was a fine example of

high culture But as an effective exhibition plant

it did not appear to me to equal B. glabra. When
the latter is vigorously growu, and the large lustrous

mauve bracts are bright in colour as well as numerous,

it is a superb exhibition plant, and the first to catch

the eye in a collection. I am afraid some exhibitors

make the mistake of starving the plant in order to
get it into flower, with the result that the foliage is

small and the lower branches bare of leaves. To see
as one sometimes does a specimen of B. glabra, bare
of leaves at the base and back, though thpre may be
a good deal of colour at the top, is to cauae one to
regret that the treatment meted out to the plant was
not more generous. B. Sanderiana is so distinct in

character that it can be shown as Mr. Cypher had it

at Taunton in August laBt, in the clais for twelve
varieties of stove and greenhouse plants in flower,

he having also a fine example of B. glabra; but if

sp8Cies were required it might raise the question as

to whether B. Smderiana is really a distinct species,

although it is, I believe, claimed as such. B. B.

FRUITING OF DOUBLE PEACH —We would like

to know if it is not unusual for the double-flowering
Peach to produce fruit of a good size, and excellent
flavour, out-of-doors? This has been our expe-
rience, and also that of one of our customers,
whose tree is about ten or eleven years old, our trees

being young nursery stock. It may have been the

exceptional season, bat the experience is new to us.

Carter Page § Co.

CHOU DE BURQHLEY—I have grown this variety

of Cabbage, or Cabbage-Broccoli, as it is usually

called, for a Dumber of yearB, but have not, so far,

been able to add the surname "Broccoli" to it,

failing to discov3r the slightest traco of a miniature

Broccoli enveloped in the leaves, as advertised.

Whether the fault rests on my inability to give it

the proper treatment, or that I am not supplied

with the genuine seed, I am at a loss to know. The
outward appearance is very similar to the Sugar-
loaf Cabbage, but I find it d'ffers from any other

Cabbage in point of flavour when cooked, being, to

my estimation, quite equal to the Brussels Sprout,
especially to the sprouts that spring from the base

of the stem after the head is removed. Anxious to

obtain its full value, I have grown it to come in at

different seasons, to ascertain if any Broccoli heads
would form, and have let it remain uncut until very

late in the spring—but all to no usp. Perhaps Mr.
Gilbert, the raiser, will kindly let me know what
time of the year they should be planted, and how
long a time they should grow before a head of true

Cabbage-Broccoli forms. W, Jones, Alton Bank,
Hawarden.

VERBA8CUM CHAIXI AND RUDBECKIA NEW-
MANI —On looking through the rourth and last

volume, just issued, of Index Kewensis, I note one
or two things of general interest to amateur gar-

deners. First, a plant very often m-nfionfd in

gardening journals, Verbascum Chaixi (Villarf), is

declared to have no separate existence, but to be
identical with our native V. nigrum. Also another

very tall perennial, Mullein, about which gardeners

write sometimes as V. Chaixi, sometimes as V.
vernale i; Wierzbick), sometim-s as V. Wieizbickii

(Heuffe), haB lost all these three specific names,
and is rneiged in V. nigrum, of which E. Boissier

always declared it to be a hybrid. Then we have
Rudbeckia Newmani (London), distinguished from
R. speciosa (Wenderoth), though no name like Xew-
mani is attached to any species of Rudbeckia, even
as a synonym, in Asa Gray's Flora of North

Americi ; and we must hence conclude that R New-
mam (Loudon) is unknown to American botanists,

and that one of these two species is unknown in

English gardens, where the two names have hitherto

been considered synonymous. C. Wotley Bod, Edge
Hall, Mapas.

TRIAL8 AT CHI8WICK.— Tour correspondent,
" A. D.," says, at p. 336, " a recent wrangle over the

nomenclature of a B-ao, with a purposeless result,

led to the statement beiDg made on behalf of Chis-
wick Gardens, that not everything tent there for

trial is tried. That such is the case,'' explains
" A. D.," "is due first, to lack of space ; and second,

to there being no trial of the particular products

taking place that season. There is," he writes, " a

general assumption in the country that anyone may,

unsolicited, send anything at any time to Cnis»ick

to be grown for trial, quite oblivious of the fact that

one thing grown does not constitute a trial, but t h at

real tests of value are found ODly when the best

representatives of any one product are grown along

with new comers." Adding, "it was doubtless under

these conditions that the Bean, the unfortunate

object of a sharp discussion recently, was, in 1885,

put on one side at the time, and was. with many
other things, probably relegated to the dustbeap

after the seed had become sterile." I should like to

know whether the above statement has been made
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with the consent and by the authority of the Royal
Horticultural Society, became if not, it would be

unjust to censure it for statements made by irrespon-

sible persons. However, I may be allowed to say

that "A, 1)." assumes too much in writing of the

"general assumption" prevailing in the country,

&c. " A. D." in his support of the statement " that

everything sent to Chiswick for trial was not tried,"

for the reasons, he asserts, rightly or wrongly, (1),

that there was not space, and (2) to there being no
trial of the particular product taking place that

season ! The Royal Horticultural Society may well

exclaim, ' saTe us from our friend 'A. D.'!" H->w
could there possibly be a trial of the particular

product taking place that season? seeing that my
Climbing Canadian Wonder French B?an was the

only " Climbing French 15 jan " beard of (except by
visitors to LiDgford Castle Girdens), or submitted
to Chiswick for trial before the above-mentioned
date (April 9 1885), or for six years later, when
Messrs. Sutton's Tender-and-True made its appear-

ance. Tois ia the annihilation of reason No. 1, and
the same fate awaits reason No. 2. As it is not by
any means reasonable to suppose for one moment
that space would not or could not be found in our

national trial-garden for a short row of a novelty,

namely, a French Bean beariDg the written reputa-

tion of attaining to (it the time) a hitherto unheard
of height—7 feet—and heavily laden from bottom to

top of bine with Canadian Wonder-like Beans of the

finest quality. I repeat, is it at all likely that a

novelty of the description indicated would be refused

a trial in the trial- gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society on the shallow grounds mentioned by " A. D.,"

or that the fact of its not having been afforded a

trial at Chiswick Gardens could reasonably and
satisfactorily be accounted for by the explanation

elicited by the Fruit Committee at Chiswick on
Sept. 10, to the effect, "we do not always try every-

thing that is sent us for trial at Chiswick." An
admission which, under the circumstances, naturally

provoked a pardonable expression of opinion from
the person responsible for the introduction of the
Climbing French Bean—an opinion which was
entirely retrospective in its application, and, there-
fore, did not in any way apply to the present Fmit
Committee or management of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's affairs. However, one thing I venture
to think the Fruit Committee might have done on
the occasion referred to, without in any way compro-
mising itself or doing anything other than a just act,

namely, recorded the fact that that body was quite
satisfied, judging by the official receipt of the Royal
Horticultural Society, that my Climbing Canadian
Wonder French (now Veitch's) B.'an had been sent
to the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens for trial

at Chiswick six years before Tender-and-True was
heard of. This much, I respectfully assert, was
within its legitimate province to do. In conclusion,
I should advise " A. D.," who is ventilating the
Climbing French Bean subject in all the horticul-
tural papers, to let the matter rest now. In fact, I

fail to see in what way he should consider it incum-
bent on him to take such a prominent part as he has
done during the last twelve months in the fate of the
two Beans in question, but always, be it observed,
advocating the claims of one to the detriment of the
other. H. W. Ward.

HELENIUM QRANDICEPHALUM STRIATUM —
A yellow Composite, with striped flowers, having
started from Ware's nursery a few years ago, is now
becoming common in gardens under this very obj ac-
tionable name. The p'ant is nothing more or less
than H. nudiflorum of Nuttall. The striped ray,
very globular head, brown-purple disc, and pointed
receptacle distinguish it from all forms of H.
autumnale, to which it has been attributed by some.
All these are characters of H. nudiflorum. See Asa
Gray's Flora of North America, ft Wolley Dod, Edge
Sail, Malpas.

ROTATION OF CROP8 —In answer to your cor-
respondent, " D T. F.," at p. 399 of the issue of the
Gardeners' Chronicle for October 5, I admit the
statement "that the Cabbage tribe will thrive upon
land much too poor to grow a good crop of Oaions
or Carrots," requires some qualification. We have
in this neighbourhood a field which, within the last
ten years, has been let out in garden allotments.
Tnis field had been under ordinary arable culture,
but had been sadly neglected, hence fouled with
weeds of the very worst kinds, and exceedingly
exhausted of its natural fertility. For several years
it was utterly impossible to grow a crop of either
Carrots or Onions upon the land ; but as the soil is

gradually being enriched and ameliorated by careful

cultivation and manuring, these latter crops are now
becoming more frequent. The Cabbage tribe throve

capitally from the first commencement of the

gardens. The explanation appears to me to be, that

the Cabbage tribe, while they undoubtedly prefer an
enormously rich soil, yet from their deeply rooting

habit and robust character of growth, are able to

draw upon the store of plant-food in the subsoil

(the surface-food having become exhausted), and
below the root-range of the more shallow rooting

crops. Also this same power from deep-rooting,

gave to the Cabbage a command of the water

supplies of the subsoil not available to surface-

rooting plants. Of course, the texture of the soil

has much to do with the successful growth of any
crop. While Oaions and Carrots delight in a light

free working soil containing a good supply of lime,

the Cabbage tribe seems to do b?st on tbe itiffer

class's of land, which on analysis show a large per-

centage o
c
potash and phosphoric acid in the subsoil.

Tnese different descriptions of soil best afford to the

roots of the different plants substances which enter

directly into their structure. J. J. Willis, Harpenden.

WARE'8 BEGONIAS —Another roadside garden,

but unlike tbe suburban one described at p. 431, is

that consisting of 3 acres of land under tuberous-

rooted Begonias in full bloom—a very valuable crop,

the property of Mr. T. S. Ware, of Hale Farm Narsery,

Tottenham. This is a branch nursery, and adjoins

tbe road at Crook Lodge, Bexlev Heath, about a

mile distant from the town of Woolwich, on the

Dartford Road. The plants number about 200.000,

and they were a blaze of colour when I saw them,
double and single- flowered varieties, of fine form and
glowing tints. The novelties are kept in pots in the

glass-houses, Mr. Pope, the manager of this nursery,

is a specialist in Begonias, and he vras moreover the

raiser of the first hybrid tuberous-rooted Begonia of

gardens, when employed at the E inter nursery.

This cross was obtained from B. Veitchii x B,

Fearcei, and it has the brilliant flowers of B. Veitchii

with the beautiful marbled leaves of B. Fearcei.

This cross was named B. Woodmanii, in compli-

ment to the late Dr. Wm. Robt. Woodman, who had
just succeeded his uncle, the late Mr. R. T. Pince,

in the proprietorship of the Exeter Nursery,

W. Napper, Chelsea.

THE SEASON.—On Saturday last, the 12ifa inst.,

I was driven with some friends through the Epping
Forest with a view to inspect the autumnal tints,

but to my surprise the foliage of the trees was as

green as in June or July. Perhaps some of your
readers will be good enough to state whether such
an abnormal state exists in other counties. It has

been attributed to the absence of frost, but I doubt
not horticulturists may be able to give other reasons,

I spoke to a few people at Loughton close by, who
never before remembered the forest remaining so

green at, such a late period of the year. In
Leicestershire in August I saw in the garden
of a friend an Apple-tree both in fruit and
blossom, and I heard in Essex that persons there

had witnessed the same thing, ft

PEPPERMINT CULTURE.—Messrs. G. & J.Miller,

Mitcham, extensive growers of Peppermit for dis-

tillation, find—first, that Mitcham soil is almost the

only soil about London that will grow this Mint
profitably; and, second, that when a crop has been
grown for fonr years, the ordinary time, that, so

much is the soil exhausted of the constituent which
produces tbe essential oil, that it is useless to plant
the same ground under twenty years. Could it be
shown what that needful constituent is, and whether
it conld be artificially supplied in any form of

dressing? A. D. [Ojly by analysis.—El].

THE CULTIVATION OF THE ENQLI8H 8HOW
TULIP8.—It is both gratifying and encouraging to

learn tbat the efforts which have been made during
the last few years, to resuscitate in the south the
cultivation of tbat fascinating florist's flower,

the amateur's English Tulip, are meeting with so

much influential support, so much so, that an annual
Tulip Exhibition in London, in conjunction with the
leading flower shows, may in the future be considered

a settled question ! Toe Tulip exhibitions held in

London last year and this, conld only be looked
upon as successful, especially as the exhibitors had
no choice as to the date of exhibition, and con-
sequently, the Tulip blooms could not be shown
in the highest state of perfection ; they were, how-
ever, sufficiently attractive to call forth the admira-
tion of all persons touched with the love of florist's

flowers, and many were not surprised, after minute
examination of their exquisite purity, shape, and

refinement in marking, that their fathers and grand-

fathers should have been so infatuated in the cultiva-

tion of them. Money prizes, although not high in

amount, were given, but the handsome Silver Medals
awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
Messrs. Barr & Son, of Covent Garden, were highly

appreciated by those exhibitors who were fortunate

enough to win them. I nnderstand that Messrs.

Barr are still adding to their leviathan stock, feeling

assured that the time is not far distant when the

English Tulips will be cultivated in the south by
amateurs, as extensively as they are at the present

time cultivated in the north, I have cultivated for

nearly half a century, almost every description of

florist's flowers, and I can reiterate sincerely what I

have heard the late Doctor Hardy say on many
occasions, " that of all the pleasures which can be
derived from the cultivation of florist's flowers, none
are so great and charming as those experienced by
the growers of the Eoglish Show Tulip !

" The time
having now arrived for Tulip planting, amateurs who
may feel inclined to give their cultivation a trial,

should lose no time in obtaining a small collection,

the price of which is a very nominal sum, Jam's
Jhurstan, The Green, Cannock.

VALE OF CLEVELAND POTATO. — When re-

cently in Lincolnshire I inspected a plantation of

early varieties of Potatos grown to test their

earliness and cropping qualities for market purposes.

It has been stated tbat in the Boston district

considerable breadths of early Potatos are grown,
the soil, position, and method of culture adopted
favouring precocious ripening ; and considerable

sums are made by the growers by getting early

produce into the various markets. Among the
varieties tested are Vale of Cleveland and Sharpe's

Victor, and I could detect no difference between
them—in growth, in haulm, and in the shape and
colour of the tubers. On making enquiries as to the

origin of tbe Vale of Cleveland Potato, I found it was
raised by the late Mr. Geo. C. Short, nurseryman and
seedsman, Stokesley, who described it as a seedling

raised from a cross between the Early Rose and the
old Ashtop Kidney. Tne stock of this Potato was,
it is said, sold to Messrs. Charles Sharpe & Son, in

the early part of 1879, and shortly after Sharpe'i
Victor was put into commerce ; and Mr. Short on
testing Victor, pronounced it to be identical with his

Vale of Cleveland. Assuming these facts to be correct,

it will account for the similarity I observed in the
trial above referred to. I think it is claimed that

Victor was raised by Mr. R. Nisbett, for many years
gardener at Aswarby Hall, Lincolnshire, and latterly

at Cliveden, Maidenhead ; and the question fairly

arises— did two men working in the same direction,

each raise a Potato perfectly alike ? But it should
be stated there are two Victors in the field, one a
yellow-fleshed tuber, which is said to be the original

and true form of the Potato, and a white-fleshed

form, which is said not to be so good. It is claimed
for Mr. Nisbett that he raise I Victor from Alma
Kidney, at one time a popular early variety, and the

old Early Short-top Round. Did one raise the
yellow- fleshed, and the other the white-fleshed form ?

For it is well known that seedling Potatos raised from
definite crosses vary considerably, not only in the
tint of the flesh, but also in shape and colour of the
skin. In the particular trial of early varieties to

which I have referred, both Vale of Cleveland and
Victor were yellow-fleshed. I am quite unable to

assign a reason why Mr. Short of Stokesley named
his seedling Vale of Cleveland, unless that is a local

name for the district in which he resided. I have
referred to this matter because I find that Vale of

Cleveland and Victor are being cultivated under
different names though to all appearance identical.

R.D.

Nursery Notes.

MESSRS. J. CHEAL and SONS.

If further illustration of the extent of tbe season's

Apple crop were needed, this and much other inte-

resting information was afforded by a recent visit to

the nurseries near Crawley. We believe these are

generally thought to be in Sussex, probably because

Crawley is the post town, and the nearest station is

there. As a matter of fact, the whole of the land is

in Surrey, and the visitor from London will generally

find it most convenient to book to " Three Bridges
"

station, from whence the nurseries are distant rather

moretban two miles. The soil in the neighbourhood
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ii very heavy, and there is no trace of chalk, nor

much lime, as the chalk only approachea aa cloae aa

the neareat " downs. " The nursery itaelf ia, in large

meaanre, reclaimed land from Lowfield Heath, and
conaiata of better surface soil than that which
anrronnds it, inasmuch as it ia lighter and more
workable.

Applea usually do well here, bat the crops this

season are extraordinary. A large tree of Besa

Pool, near Mr. Cheal's residence, attracted onr

attention, aa It waa covered with an abnndance
of good-eized, well-colonred fruits. " Yea," aaid

onr guide, " that is just a fair initance of the

until February. Then is aeen a good crop of Wash-
ington, the frnits well coloured and large ; it ia a

good deaaert variety, bat too tender as a rule in this

diatrict. Yorkshire Beauty is strongly recommended
to growers who have a cold soil as a culinary

variety, being thoroughly hardy ; the fruits are

yellow-coloured, with bright cheek, and of good size.

Jefferson is a soft-fruited variety for deaaert, very

pretty, but not planted in many gardena ; aome very

fine fruits of it were noticed. Passing many varieties,

most of them with large crops, we come to Lana-
berger Reinette, an excellent Apple, good for both

kitchen and dessert, and a faithful cropper ; it ia in

quality. Margil and Lady llenniker, Cox's Pomona,
and the pretty fruits of Colonel Vaughan were nu-
merous and good. Beauty ol Kent, an exceedingly
pretty and useful culinary Apple, though not one
of the most auitable for the locality, had some veiy

good fruita ; nor have we ever aeen better specimen!

of Royal Jubilee than Messrs. Cheal have in thtir

fruit rooms ; they are aplendid fruita.

Turning from the fruiting-treea to the nursery-

grounds, there are stocks of Apple, Pear, Plum, a: d

Cherry-trees, and a lesser quantity of Peaches in

trained and untrained specimens. Applea two an 1

three yeara old on Crab stocks, and others upon the

FlO. 82. A BOVAL GARDEN IN MADAGASCAB. (SEE P. 460.

)

emarkable character of the reason. Beai Pool

a a variety which by reason of the cold aubsoil

natures but poorly here, and that tree haa never

iuring the last fourteen years, to my personal know-
e, borne such a crop of fine fruit as you now

ee. Cox's Orange Pippin, Washington, and tujh

arietiea, are alio wonderfully superior in quality

ian we generally have them." In a closely adja-

lent spot are kept a few treea of a good many
|arietiea for the convenience of visitors who may
ish to inspect the trees when in fruit without

alking through the whole of the grounds. Here

as first remarked a tree bearing an abundant

op of one of the beat of deaaert Applea —
oas Nonpareil. For cold eoila none ia better,

d the quality of the ruaaety fruit is good ; it ia in

e about the beginning of November, but will laat

uae at this seaaon, and will be good until the

end of the year. Hoary Morning does not

usually bear many of its pretty fruits in this

diatrict, but there were good cropa when these notes

were taken. We should not clasa this variety

higher than third-rate in quality, although it bears

heavily. King Pippin and Ribston Pippin, very

well known, need no remark, but the crop each was

carrying attracted our notice; as did Hormead's

Pearmain, which was marvellous—this is a good

Apple, but more suitable for cooking than consuming

raw, though it ia aometimee uaed for both purposes.

A tree with a crop of excellent fruits of Lord Lennox

was interesting, as we have not seen the variety

for some years. It is essentially a midland county

Apple, and there we have seen it; the fruit is

high-coloured, rather small, and of very good

Paradise, We noticed in considerable quantity ;
and

maidens on either stock had made a. good growth.

Pears, like the Applea, may be seen of differing

size and age on the Quince and on the free or Pear

stock, and the young trees were fast ripening their

growths.

The stocks, which have been budded this season,

in most cases are good and strong, in others again

they are weaker on account of the dry hot spring

following on the severe frost. Among trained trees,

the most popular style at these nurseries is the

cordon, and it is made a specialty. We noticed a

lot of excellent cordon Pears three years old, studded

thickly with good fruit buds, and very healthy.

These trees, if planted against a wall, would bear

good crops of fruit at once. The system is

certainly one by which a wall may be quickly and
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profitably covered, and also one which will produce

reallj fine exhibition fraics, bat it must be remem-

bered that some varieties are less suitable

for sach treatment than others. The nursery

grounds, as some of our readers will re-

member, are divided by a considerable number

of thick, high hedgerows of Hjrnbeam, Tuorn,

and other plants, which are invaluable a: pro-

tection from winds. There is a compact piece

of land entirely devoted to young fruit trees,

known as the "S acres." Here we thought

were the kindest-looking, most promising of all

the stock. Anongst the Apples notice was made
of the two varieties that Messrs. Cheal sent out a

year or two ago. The first is ATnorel (figured in

Gardeners' Chronicle, March 4. 1893), a rather small

rnssetj-dessert kind of very high quality ; it is

exceedingly late, and may be had in good condition

in May. Ata'anta (figured in Gardeners' Chronicle,

March 11, 1893), is a larger Apple, pale yellow in

colour, with sparse red streaking on one side, and is

fit for calinary and dessert purposes ; it comes into

nse about November, and is an uncommonly good

cropper.

Xow we have to speak of another Apple, called

Bismarck, because this variety furnished an

instance of precocious, heavy bearing that we do

not remember to have seen equalled. Eighteen reds

and a half were covered with Bismarck trees of

two years old upon the Doucin. Many of

these had eleveD, a few twelve, large fruits upon

them, and some had none. Now all the fruits on

this piece of land were counted, and the total

divided by the number of trees, which gave an

average of five to each tree. Tde trees are planted

in rows about 3 feet apart, and the plants about a

foot asunder. An acre of land cropped in such a

manner would yield about 500 bushels of fruit per

acre.

Trees and Shrubs, Dahlias, §c.— Messrs. Cbeal

cultivate a great many other subjects than fruit

trees, and it would be hardly fair to conclude this

note without some reference—though it must be

only reference—to the stock of ornamental trees and

shrubs, Conifers and other plants useful for the

furnishing and embellishment of pleasure-grounds.

Mr. Jjs. Caeal being frequently employed in laying

out new grounds, and in the improvement of existing

ones, a collection of the best kinds of such plants is very

necessary. Considerable quantities of Rhododendrons

of choice varieties grafted on a common stock were

noticed, and others which bad been so treated a season

or two back appeared to be very happy; nor were

many of the varieties of Conifers in a less healthy

condition. The Silver Poplars, and other shrubs

and trees with variegated or coloured foliage, might

be remarked upon, but we must close after mentioning

the Dihlias. Toe firm his an excellent reputation

for these showy antuenn-fiowering plants, and tbe

Lownrld collections are a very familiar sight at most

of the exhibitions. Only a fortnight or so ago we
figured a novelty in the Cactns section for woich
Messrs. Cheal received an Award of Merit from tbe

Royal Hort. Society at the Chisaick meeting; this

was Mrs. Wilson Noble, a variety of much excellence.

Tad date when these notes were taken was a late

one to visit the Dahlia-grounds, and the plants were

very thirsty-looking in the absence of the rain they

have since received, but plants of the variety just

mentioned were remarked, and a fine stock of Match-
less and ilrs. Montefiore, a true Cactus-like bloom,

and a better habited plant than many of the older

ones, the flower-stems being much longer than is

nsual in such varieties as Lady Penzance and nearly

all others. The blooms were thoroughly well above

the foliage. Pompons to oar miad are not less

effective than any of tbe types, and new ones that

may be mentioned are Annie H ilton, scarlet-

crimson, with silver tips, very high c-ntre; and
R nebud, which has a light ground, and is

tipped with rose. Until we saw tbe Tom
Thumb type of Dahlias as growing in these nurseries,

previous experience with them bad not been alto-

gether favourable. Here they looked healthy and
were blooming in profusion, and some of the varieties

bear the flowers only 11 inches above the ground-

level, others 14 and 20 inches high. The varieties

Canary, Fairy Miuve, and D-iisy, the last-named

being "JO inehes high, with good dark blooms, were

remarked, and Gem, pale yellow; Tomtit, scarlet

with yellow rim round disc ; Uignonne miuve, with

white rim round disc ; and Hoop Li, maroon-

crimson, with light ring, were pretty. This type of

single-flowered Dahlia raised by Mr. G;rdlestone is,

of course, only suitable for bedding purposes.

Mb. Heset Brows-hill's Seed Stores, Sale,

Manchester.

All about Cheshire, within convenient proximity

to Manchester, there are plant and seed farms

which evidently pay better than the various subjects

of agriculture. Th9 land is low-lying, and the

marsttes are saifi;ient even in dry seasons to keep up

the nu;riment needed for a crop of flowers. Many
of the groovers here about grow for the market alone,

and the bundles of flowers of all sorts that are cat

twice a week—in fact, every morning—and which

fiad a ready sale in town at a price, are astonishing.

Tne trade in this way has grown immensely, and

the teeming thousands that flock into Manchester

almost every day, bat particularly at week ends,

from the densely popu ated places of Yorkshire,

Lancashire, aid Ciesaira use up large qualities

of them. Mr. B-ownhiil, in addition to his local

trade, grows largely in the seed way for the general

market, and in tnis way he has a grand show of

flowers all through the season. His stock of annuals,

comprising Everlastings, Asters, Stocks, Giillardias,

Centaareas, CurysantUemuais, Poppies, Z nnias,

Scabiosas, Mignonette., and so forth, cover a con-

siderable area, and are selected with the greatest

of care. His stock, too, of such things as G.adioli

of tne B-enchleyensis section is notable, although, he

says himself, since the drainage operations came
into force about his neighbourhood, he cannot grow

the same sized balbs. Tae plants were beautiful and

healthy, bat bottom moisture is much relished by

them. Tne scarlet is taa popular colour in these

Sword Lilies. Wnita in Asters, in Slocks, in Gail-

lardias, in Dahlias, aye, even ia Begonias take well,

Tnis is a special mart for tuberous Begonias,

which are bedded-out ga'ore both out-of-doors and

in tbe houses covered with glass for them alone.

In double Begonias particularly, there is a large and
selected lot. Wnenever something better turns up

in the seedling way than any of tne type, it takes

the place of the discarded ones. Really, tbe gain in

doub.e B'gonias is very marked, more particularly

on those sorts that are as double and as formal as a

Camellia. Many partake of the Hollyhock form, and
are heavy masses of florets, so heavy, in fact, that

the flowers bend over and require to be lifted up to

be seen to advantage. Among some of the most

striking of tne Sale novelties are Dr. W. G. Grace,

a finely-formed rose; E Vf. Powell, grandly imbri-

cated, and having tbe Picotee edging, which is mach
soagat after by tbe cross breeder ; Modiste is a

beaatiiul marked variety ; Beaaty of Sale is an
immense flower of b ight colonr ; and amongst pinks,

Robert Hagbes is very telling, and so is Linnie.

W. F. Smollet and G. R. Ward are among the best

of yellows. Indoors tbey are really beautiful when
you see them by the thousand, and outdoors, in

anything like weather, they make grand beds.

Roses, particularly Teas, are largely grown indoors,

both as standard p'.ants, allowed to roam as they

like, and as climbers in the ordinary way. One of

the most useful is Bougcre, because of its standing

longer when cut, which is of commercial importance.

Nipbetos still stands its ground among whites, and
the climbing Nipbetos is much appreciated as a good
paying variety. Among others, Madame Hoste is

grown more than M*ie;hal Niel, and then Grace
Darling, Catherine Mermet, and the Bade are caief

among others. Tbe old Geaat des Batailles, as an
H.P, is grown here, and proves one of the best of

ma-ket Roses.

Tnere are quantities of created Pceris grown, chief

among them for market being sempervirens, a good
grower, and a captivating plant. One Pceris named

Oaverardi was a dwarf beautiful form, with undu-

lating pinDas. and so dwarf and bushy, as to make it

an eligible plant for table decoration.

A large crop was being harvested of a new Pea

called ll-ntpayer. It is a cross between Maclean's

Little Gem and Duke of Albany. It is a remark-

able gain in its stiff habit, about as stont as a Windsor

Bean in the stalk, and remarkably dwarf, bearing

about an average of ten peas in a pod of typical size.

The pods were borne in clusters abont two-thirds

np the stem, and the heaviest manured plots did not

produce stalks more than 30 inches long, Viator.

SOCIET1 ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
October 15.—0-ving to the vegetable exhibition

held at Chiswick. in September, and the great show
of Bntish-eTown fruits at the Crystal Palace on
the 26th, 27ch, and 28 h of the same month, the

meeting heM in the Drill Hall, James S:reet, West-
minster, on Taesday last, is the first tha*". has taken

place in the baildiog since August 27. Oi the

occasion under notice there were plenty of exhibits

before the committees. Orchids were numerous;
Chrysanthemums occupied a considerable share of

apace and attention ; and several groaps of a mis-

cellaneous description were important. Fruits were

again largely exhibited, more especially Apples and
Peari ; and new Melons, Applea, Pears, and Grapes,

a seedling Pium, &c, gave this committee ample
scope for their discriminating qualities. Of vegetables

th^re was staged one of the very finest collections

ever exhibited in the hall.

Floral Committee.

Present: W. Marshall, Esq., in tha chair; with
Messrs. J Eraser, 0. Thomas, C. T. Druery, H. B.

Miy. H. Herbst, J. H. Fitt. R. Oweo, R D^an,
G. Stevens, C J. Silter, J. Jennings, H. Cannell,

H J. Jones. H. Briscoe- Ironside, E. Beckett, J.

Walker, C E Pearson, E. Mawley, C E Sbpa, J. D.

Pawle. J. T. Bennett P. e. H. Turner, G. Paul,
Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain, C. Biick, G. Nicholson, and
C. Jeffries.

A large and excellent collection of Crotons, arranged in

a group, was exhibited by Mr. H. B, M*.y, D.son's Lane
Nursery, Upper Edmonton. The broad and medium-leaved
varieties Thomsoni, Newmani, Mas3aogeana, Motii, and
rosopictus were noticeable for their colour; also finer-

leaved sorts, as ilrs Dorman, nobilis. formosus. majes-

ticus ruberrimus. Flambeau, and elegantisiimus. A few
plants of a new yellow Carnation named Primrose Day were
also included, and a crimson-scarlet one named Leonidas

(Silver- gilt Flora Medal).

A collection of Nepenthes and stove decorative foliage

plant* was shown by Earl Percy: . Syon Souse, Brentford (gr.,

Mr. Wythes). The Nepeutnes were very praiseworthy, and
carried a fine lot of pitchers. Itc uded were such varieties as

Mas ersiana. Rafilesiana, Hookeriana. Amesiaoa, Dick-oniana,

the new and h-inasome mixta, ,orm3;a, Wrigleyana, Curtisii

superba (Guld Mecal)

Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House. Ampthill (gr., Mr. W. J.

Empson), had a group of small Crotons. Aralias, and other

foliage plants, backed by a few specimens of Araucaria
excelsa, Dracoeni australis variegata, &c. (Silver Banksian
Medal).
Dahlias have not yet been cut by frost In the Tottenham

district, for Mr. Thos. 3. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, staged

a large rollection of flowers tf the single type, very remarkable
in quality and freshness for so late a date, A few Nerines in

flo*ver were al=o shown by Mr. Ware (Silver Flora Medal).
A. Laurie. Esq., Rockdale. Sevenoaks (gr , Mr. R Francis),

exhibited a dozen plants of a seedling yellow-leaved Pelar-
gonium, but as exhibited the variety is not valuable. A
plant in flower of Bippeastrnm striatum maculatum in a
10-inch pot, beariag about eighteen scapes of flower, waa
exhibited by H. G. E. Greex, Esq., King's Ford, Colchester
(gr., Mr. T. H. Kettle). Mr. O. Thomas. Frogmore Gardens,
exhibited blooms of a new Violet named Princess of Wales;
the flowers are very large, pleasantly fragrant, and of a
pretty blue, with a distinct white eye (Award of Merit).
A First-class Certificate was awarded to a plant of Abies

Douglaai glauca peodula, shown by Messrs. Paul & Sox, The
Old Nurseries, Che-hunt. This glaucous variety is quite
distinct, and decidedly pendulous, the branches drooping close
to the maiu ctem. Messrs. Paul & Sox also staged a few
plants in flower of a new Tea Rose, which they have called
Paul's Winter Boomer; the bloom is pink in coiour, and
very pretty as a bad. Also a few plants of the blue-flowered
Caryop-eris Mistacanthus from the open ground, where it

st^od during the last severe winter.

Mr. E. Mawlei, KoseDank, Great Berkhamsted. exhibited
bloom* of an attractive single Dahlia, named Beauty's Eye ;

and new single flowered Dahlias were also staged by Mr. W.
J. Empson. gr. to Mrs. Wixgfield. Ampthill.
A few blooms of the intense-coloured Nerine atro-rubeDS

were sent by Mr. F. W. Moobe, Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.
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Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited a fine lot

of fruits of the new largo and exceedingly ornamental Physilis

Frani-liKii. figure'! in these columns, Oct 13. 1804. p. 441. On,

the present occasion, this plant was recommended a First-

cla'-s Certificate. Messrs. Veitch had abo some well-grown
plants of Lilium longifl »rum Harris i in flower.

By Messrs. F Sander fit Co., St. Albans, were exhibited

home fiae foliage Pillar Begonias: Prince of Wales und Prin-

cess of Wales are of a very pretty metallic shade ; and Duke of

York and Uuchesi of York have mora colour, and are of much
decorative value. A very fine plaut of Surraceaia Drummondi
mnj^r was also shown (Cultural Commendation), and a few
Hj brid SoDerilaa.

A beautiful Neriue Moorei, of bright scarlet hue ; N.
Meadow binkii, of deep rose; N. snrniensis, and N, ilexuosa

were shown by Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Paradise and
Victoria Nurseries, N.

From Messrs. H. Cannell & Son, Swanley, came some
excellent trusses of zonal Pelargoniums : Madame Bruant,
purpli-h lose, more intense at the edge of the petils thiii in

the centre of the bloom ; Belle Alliance, white, with a central

patch of crimson dots, quite novel; Lay Newtoa, scarlet;

Volcanic, a deep crimson variety, with massive trusses ; Fleur
Poitevin, deep rose, fainter in colour at the centre; Madame
Bouv.ron, piuk colour, with a white eye; and Nancy, light

crimson of a pleasing tint. From the same nursery were ex-

hibited the brilliant flowered Caniia Queen Charlotte, and a

tine large fragrant single-flowered Violet Princess of Wale?.
The variety has a long flower-atalk.

Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nursery, Che^hunt, had a
select, if smjil, collection of flowers of hardy herbaceous plants,

including Ph oxes decus:ata, Henry Mnrger, Aurore, and
Kui'.i' Danz-invillers, Campanula glomerata, Stokeaia

cyanua, Heleniums, Astrantia, Rudbeckias, Asters, Del-

phiniums, &c.

The fine crimson winter-flowering Begonia X Mrs. Heal,

shown by Messrs, J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, received an
Award of Merit. The blooms, chiefly male, measure 2 to 3

inches in diameter, are chiefly produced from the axils of the

leaves. Caryopteris Mastacanthus plants, in well- flowered

examples ; a new Carnation Mrs. Leopold Rothschild, of deep
rose-colour, and handsome form ; Carnation J. Gardiner Muir,

of tender rle.-h-tint (Award of Merit); and Begonia aceri-

folia X = B. decora o" and B. Barkei $ ; a plant with bronzy-

green palmate leaves, having pale green veins, and a marginal

zone of silvery-flakes, came from the same nurseries.

Chrtsamthemums

which flower in October are b winning to put in an appear-

ance, and the iapidity with which new varieties are produced

makes the task of selection a somewhat difficult one, as it

is found thit varieties raised by different individuals very

nearly appioach each other— a case tf this kind came before

the Floral Committee on this occasion. A fine and striking

yellow was i-hown under the nnme of John Seward, by Mr,
William Seward, of Hanwell, but it w £ s thought to so

closely resemble H. L. Sunderbruch, that it wae de*med
advisable to withhold an award until the two could be shown
together. Awards of Merit were made to Mr, C. J. Salter, gr.

to F. B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch Reigate, for G* H. Hay-
wool, a large broad-pet ailed creamy- white Japanese, some * hat

incurved, and promising to make a useful back-row flower ; to

Mr. H. Shoesmith, nurseryman, Wok ng, and Mr. H. J.

Jones, tur^erymiu, Lewisham, for Phcebus a broad petalled,

clear jellow. slightly incurved Japanese, of large size, shown
as fine cut blooms by the former, and on a plant of rather tall

growth by the latter. To Mr. R. Owen, nurseryman,
Maidenhead, for Japanese Lady Esther Smith, a very

fine ,broad-petailed pure white Japanese of high
quality, said to be a seedling from Viscountess Hamble-
don, which it resembles in build and massiveness

of petal, and for Pomp n Yellow Gem, a small finely-formed

fimbriated flower, having a very free habit ; to Mr. W. Wells,
nurseryman, Karlswoud, RedhM, for Boule d'Or 1893. a very
fine incurved Japanese, the petals having a lovely brownish sur-

face, with a pile yellow reverse, extra fine, raised by Mons. E.

Calvat; to Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons for Pride of Madford,

an American variety with incurved florets, of bright ruby-

crimson colour, with a silvery reverse, a large, full and striking

flower. An Award of Merit was made to Mr. H. Briscoe-

Ir .nside, Burgess Hill, for Lago Magg ore. a rich deep yellow

Japanese, of his own raising, in the way of Sunflower—probably
the deepest yel ow of the yellow Japanese yet seen.

Mr. H. J. Jones had a very fine ani effective group of

Chrysanthemum planta in flower—a useful otjejt lesson in the
way of groupi ng these plants. At the back were some elegant
Bamboos, and miugUd with the Chrysanthemums were some
Palms, Ferns, Draccenas, &e. ; iu the group were examples of

Phcebu«, Mrs. G. Gover, crimson and salmon ; Mrs. R. Jones,
white ; Mons. Auguste de Lacvivier, pale cerise with yellow
reverse; Noces d'Or, yellow; Madame A. Moulin, white;
Reine d'Angleterre, pink and purple, splashed with white;
Mutual Friend, white; Pallanza, bright yellow; and Mons.
Geoges Biron, crimson, with amber reverse. (Award, a Silver-

Gilt Banksian Medal.) Mr. Jones aho had cut blooms
of Japanese Eniilv Spilsbury, white, in the way of
Mademoiselle The o e Rey, which the Committee wished
to see hgain ; A. H. Fewke*, an incurved yellow Japanese in

the way of SV. H. Lmoln—the committee also wibhed to see

this again; Mrs. J. B. Taj lor, white; Eva Kuowles, bright

pale orange-cerise, with pale amber reverse; and M. Paul
Lallermanf, pale bright crimson, with go!d<.n reverse. la
addition to ihe certificated varieties, Mr, Owen had Mr. Back-
man, a small but very free-tlowered Japanese, the colours

salmon-orange and gold, with a deeper tint in the centre, said

to be an excellent decorative variety, but the committee
wiihtd to see a plant; Lady Ridgeway, a very taking flower,

the surface pale cerise, with golden roverfo and deep goldea

centre, broad-petalled ; Cjlonel Bernard, pale reddish-crimson ,

with amber reverse.

Mr. Wells had a collection of cut blooms also, including

Madame Adrien Armand. a reflexed full flower, the surface

tinted and spotted with pale ro-e ; Mrs. E. S. Tr»ff jrd. orange

an«i salmon-red surface, and buff reverse; J'mbon. red and
gold ; and Supreme, bright purplish-rose, with silvery reverse,

a broad-petalled flower.

From Mr. Owen Thomas, Royal Gardens, Frogmore, came
some fiue cut blooms of Japanese varieties, and prominent
among them Mrs. C. Harmau Payne, Avalanche, Beaute
Toulousienne, E. Molyneux, Eva Knowles. Madame Carnot, &c.

Mr. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House,

Ampthill, had a dwarf free-blooming plant of Mr.", Anthony
Wingfield, deep blush reflexed flowers, likely to be useful as

a decorative variety.

From Mr. 0. Penfold, The Gardens, Leigh Park, Havant,
came Japanese Madame le Capitaio, blush, deepening to

delicate pink in the centre, a partly hairy flower.

Orchid Committee.

Picsent ; Harry J. Veitch, Eiq., in tho chair ; and
Messrs. J. O'Brien (S^eretarj), H. J. Chapman,
E Hill, Walter Cobb, J. Douglas, Sydney Courtautd,

Dj B. C'*w*hay. H. M. Pollett, Chas. Pilcber, J.

Gabriel, Fred. Hardy, E. Ashworth, Taos. Statter,

W. Thompson, H. Williams, A. H. Smee, and T. B.
Hiywood.

Some groups, embracing many remarkable varieties, were
staged. Of i he showy Orchids, one of the most beautiful was
Cattleya labiata Cooksoniee, staged by Norman C. Cookson,
Esq., Oakwood- Wylam-on-Tyne (gr., Mr W. Murray). Its

flowers are of the true autumn-flowering labiata form, but

puri white, with a glowing purple front lobe to the labdlum,
which was edged with white. The handeome flowers bore a
remarkable resemblance to those of the unique Cattleya
Countess of Derby, which, however, is of the C. Warscewiczii

class. The plant was unanimously awarded a First- class

Certificate.

Of the botanical, but still handsome class, a very remarkable
and beautiful plant was Cirrhooetalum Rothschildianum, sent

by the Hon. Walter Rothschild, from the Right Hon. Lord
Rothschild's gardens, Triug Pd,rk, Tring (gr., Mr. E Hill) and
which also received a First-class Certificate, a rare honour for

a member of this singular genus. The plant had bluntly
angular pseudo-bulbs aud narrow fleshy leaves, the bulbs being
more or less distaat on creeping rhizomes. The inflorescence

bore three large flowers, which may not inaptly be likened to
narrow flowers of Masdevallia Chimtera, the hooded upper sepal
was yellow, streaked with purple, and bearing at its apex an
ornate plume of parple-crimsoa colour. The smaller petals

were similar to the upper sepal and similarly decorated, and
the very large lower sepals which together measured over
1 inch across at the upjer part, extended some 6 inches in
length, tht lower part being slender and tail-like. They were
almost wholly of a rich purp'e, with a freckling of yellow
showing between in places near the column; the hinged lip

was purplish-crimson. In colour and form this flower was
most remarkable, and very quaint when the air stirred the
hairs or plumes which decorated the segments.

J. GURNEy Fowler, Esq.. Glebelands, South WoDdford (gr.,

Mr. Davi") staged a very fine and effective group, composed
chiefly of forms of Cattleya labiata, iu the cntte being a
remarkable specimen of Epideridrum Godseffianum. and
throughout the group some fine Dendrobium Phaltenopsis
Schioderianum, Miltonia Moreliana, Vanda cuerulea, and a
noble form of V. Sanderiana (Silver Flora Medal).

Messre. HUGH Low & Co., CUptjn, showed a pretty repre-
sentative group of the Orchids of the Reason, in which the
favourite autumn-flowering C ttiey* labiata, as in the other
groups, predominated, but id Messrs. Low's collection was at
least one very remarkable and beautiful form. viz. C labiata
Lowiee, a white variety with purple blotch on the lip, which
also had a broad, crimped, white margin— a charming combi-
nation. The plant, which was hardly mature for exhibition,
received an Award of Merit. Also in Messrs. Low's group were
a fin* selection of Cypiipedium Chaileswoithii. the singular
Bulbophylium mandibuiare, Phalcenopsds intermedia Portei,
&c (Silver Banksian Medal),
Messrs Jas Veitch & Son. Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, Chels-a, showed two varieties of Catt;eya X Mantini
(Oowiauuo", Bowringiaaa ? ) the one m:i:h darker in colour
than the other. Tne largest bore a four-flowered inflorescence

;

the flowers much resembling those of a large C. Skinneri, but
with a more open lip, and with a slight yellow tint suffusing
the dark rosy-Iilic flowers (Award of Merit) ; Leelio-Cattleya x
Eunomia superba (C. Ga-kelliana 6* , L. pumila?), a very
pretty hybrid ; L. C. X Fortuna (L. elegans alba (? Schiller-
iana)6"

. C. Mossiee? , with flowers resembling those of a large
L.-C. X Schilleriana, but with the rounder, crimped labellum
of O. Mossiee ; sepals, petals, and tube of lip, white tinged
with lilac ; front of lip purple, with a yellow base to the
tube; and Ltelio-Cattleya X Isis (C. X Mastersonireb" X L.
pumila?, which somewhat resembled a fiue form of Ltelia

pumila prEestana.

The fiue group for which Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St.
Albans, were awarded a Silver Banksian Meual, contained
many good ihiug-, one of the most remarkable and pretty
being Ltelio-Cattleya x Gottoiana ro-ea (h>b nat L. tene-
brosa x 0. labiata). and which, while retaining the form of
L, teuebro-a, has clear rose flowers, with light purple vHuiug
in the lip (Award of Merit). AImj in Messrs. Sanders' group
were the pretty Epi-Lffiiia x Haryana (L. anceps x E eiliare),

and which was illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

November 2\, 1891, p. 6^9 ; a fine pan of Uabeuaria Susannee,

Mormodes buccirator and M. Bolfeanum, the rare white
Lielia Pernnii nivea, Cattleya labiata hlactoa, some nice pins
of sjarlet Sophrooitis. Oacidiuta o-nithorhynchum O. Mir-
shullianum, Miltonia Moreliina, and a number of varieties of

Dendrobium ^haltEnopsiB Schrodenanum.
Messrs. Chaklesworth A Co , Heaton, Bradford, aba

arranged a very eff-rciive group of Orchid*, in the centre of

which wai a magoificent specimen of Vanda c<jprulea, with
eight epike3. bearing together about one hundre 1 flowers ; and
Cattleya Bungerothii, varieties of Odontoglovmm crispum,

Cattleya Guskediana delicata, and many Cypripedium Charle:-

wortbii, were conspicuous in the group, which received a

Silver Banksian Medal.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradiee Nur-
eeriep, Upper Holloway, N., had a pretty group of Orchids in

flower, remarkable for the presence of three of the Pescatorea

section of Zygopetalum, which are not often seen exhibited,

but which always cause admiration when shown, viz., Pesca-

torea Roezlii alba, a fine white ; P. Klabochorum, white
with crimton tips; and P. Lehmann<, a grand violet and
white specie*. In Messrs. Williams' group also were Cypii-
pedium x Arthurianum, C. x A&hburtonite superbum. C. X
Bartetii. C. X Enfieldien«e, C. insigne Wallacei, C. X ceoan-

thum superbum, C. x Peetersianum, the haudsome C. X Pit-

cherianum, Williams' var., C. x rubrum, O. x vexillarium

superbum, some fine Oncidiums, Pleiones, Cattleyas, &c. (Vote

of Thinks).

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham (gr., Mr.
Duncan), sent the pretty white-and-purp'.e Sobralia Lindenii,

described iu the Gardeners 1 Chronicli, Oct. 12, p. 42-1 (Award
of Merit).

W. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone. Staffordshire

(gr,, Mr. W. Stevens), showed Cattleya labiata, Thompson's
varie y, a large and richly- coloured form (4ward of Merit),

C. labiata ccerulea, in which the whole flower had a tinge of

slate-blue, tP.e front of (he lip being dark, and of a decidedly

blue hue (Award of Merit). Vanda Kimbailiana, a noble

plant, with seven spikes, which had been grown for years in

the Odontoglossum-house (Cultural Commendation). C>pri-

pedium Charlesworthii marginatum, with white upper sepal,

having a base and margin of rose (Award of Merit) ; and cut

spisesof Miltonia Schroderiana, Odontoglctsums, &c.
A. J. Bollington, Esq.. Forty Hilt, Enfield (gr , Mr.

Ayling), thowed cypripedium X Alfred Hollington (ciliolarex

philippineose), a noble flower of the C. selugerum class, but
more mastive, and superior to any in its section (A.ward of

Merit) ; and C. x Eveuor (concolor Reguierii X Argus).

Thos. fcTATiER, E^q., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Mincbeeter
(gr , Mr. R. Johnson), staged a fiue plant of Lselio- Cattleya x
Parisiaua, a variety closely resembling L.-C eximia

;

Cattleya aurea, and C. aurea Stand Hall var , with petals

margined with rose; Cattleya x Lord Rjthichild, and C.

bicolor ccerulea.

De B. CRAWaHAY, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks (gr., Mr. S.

Cooke), showed Vd.nda Kimbailiana, Studd's variety, a very
large and good form.

Sir Frederick Wigax, Clare Lawn, Eist Sheen (grower,
Mr. W. H. Youug), sent a noble inflorescence of Ccelogyne
pandurata.
M. A. A. Peeters, Brussels, sent Cypripedium x Francois

Peelers, of utirecoided paxtnt*ge, and which resembled C. X
Chas. Richman; and the curiously-flaked Cattleya labiata

Peetersii.

Walter Cobb, Esq., Dulcote, Tunbridge Wells (gr., Mr.
J. Howes), bbowed Miltonia X Cobbiana, a supposed natural
hybrid between M. Candida aal M. cuneata, with yellowish
segments, barred with brown, and slightly concave white lip

with purple disc (Award of Merit).

G. Marshall. E-q., Clarem »nt Hou*e, Grimsby (gr., Mr.
Johnson), sent out examples of Vanda Kimbailiana alba, and
other species.

Mr P. McArthur, Maida Vale, staged a group of Orchids,
comprising Cattleyas, Cypripediums. Maxillaria grandiflora,
Dendro^iu o Ph tlteaopsis, D, formosum. &c (Vote of » ha ks).

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Garden", Glasnevin,
Dublin, sent the singular Bulbophyllum discflorum and Res-
trepia maculata. Sir Wm. Marriott. Down House, Bland-
f rd, sent Cypriped utn x Marriottiaoum and C. niveurn
hybrid, with white flowers, slightly spotted with purple, and
somewhat res^mbliDg C. X microchilum.
Fred. Hardy;, Esq., Tyotesfield. Ashcon-on-Mersey, showed

Cattleya Bjwriogiaoa, Hardy's var., a large and richly-

coloured form. J. F. Ebner. Woodland', Beckenham (gr.,

Mr. A. Waite), sent two hybrid Cypripediums.
S. G. LUTWrcHE, Esq , Eden Park, near Beckenham (gr.,

Mr. Pater»ou), sent Oncidium tigrinum, a small suppjsed
hybrid Miltonia, Ac. A. Shipley, Esq., Elmfieid, Westbury-
oa-Trym, Bristol, sent Cattleya elongate (Alexandre).

Fruit Committee.

Present: Philip Crowley, E«q. (Chairman); and
Me«srs. R >bert Hoge, Geo. Buojard, W. Wnks, T.
Francis Riven, Jot. Ctaesl, Jai. H. Veitch T J.
Siltmanh. J. Wright, Alex. Dean, W. Fair, Geo.
W\th"i, G. H. Sage, Jdmea Hariioa, G-o. R-jnold*,
F Q. Lane, James Smith, G. Norman, and W. H.
Divers.

From the Royal Gardens, Frogmore. gr., Mr. 0. Thomas,
was shown a di-h of Apples named Frogmore Dessert. Toe
fruits were of medium size, highly coloured on one side, and
identical with the Slow Apple. Mr. 0. Thomas had also

another dish of Apples, named Princess, a yellow fruit streaked

with red.

Mr. W. J. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill,
showed a yellow Apple, named Monster pippin, and a dessert

variety, called Bed Streak Beauty,
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Another Apple, called StabV* Seedling or Winter Qaar-

rendcXL, was shown in quantity by Mr. W. pAT.y^s., Cobden

Villas, Andover. The fruits are very highly coloured, in shape

like Quarrenden, but rather larger. Some of the best fruits

were taken to Chiswick with a view to ascertain their keeping

qualities.

Mr. E. C. BiSii, Waterrilie, Xova Scotia, sent some fruits

of an Apple whieh he called Banks', or Bed Gravenstein, also

some fruits of Gravenstein, for comparison.

Messrs. PiuX. & Sot. Cheshont, sent fruits of a large

kitchen Apple, named Captain Sanders, which the committee

desired to see again in the spring.

Still another new Apple, Lindnra Pippin.was exhibited by

F. 'Wzzjis-, Esq., Leishton Buzzard; the ituits are of

moderate size, quite yellow in colour, and but little like a

An extraordinary coloured fruit of Blenheim Orange
Pippin Apple were shown hy Mr. Jso. Mn.ES, 8, Dndley
Villas, Portswood Boad, Southampton ('Vote of Thanks) ; and
Mr. E. Hill, gr. to Lord BOXKSCHTXI). Tring Park, exhibited

some of the largest fruits of Doyenne du Cornice Pear ever

seen. They were grown on an outside wall (.Cultural Com-
me^isrion).
Mr. Wni T-LYtOB again exhibited bunches of the hardy

Grape, Beine Olga de Wnrtemburg; and from the Eoyal

Horticultural Society's Garden at Cbiswick came ripe bunches

of the hardy Grapes Chasselas Bose, Chaseelas Xoir, and
frsinay Xoir ; the two last-named, but especially Gamay Xoir,

give the best results in the open-air vineyards belonging to the

Marquis of Bate at Cardiff. Another Grape, named Black

Monukka, was also sent from Chiiwick. The bunch was

long *">d thin, and the berries hi acorn shape, and rather

small, with little rlavoar, but juicy and sweet, evidently from

indoor culture.

Mr. W. J. Khpsos exhibited a rather indifferent bnnch of

the Grape Mrs. Wingceld ; the berries are black and rather

long in shape, a little like those of Madresneld Court. The
committee asked to see the fruit again in March.
The white Grape Marchioness of Downshire was exhib.ted

by Mr. T. BsaHcHaw, Hillsborough Castle, co. Down.
Mr. Mclndoe. gr. to Sir J. Prise, Hntton Hull. Guisborough,

Yorkshire, exhibited four fruits of a new Pear, named
Charles Ernest. The fruits are large, not unlike those of

Pitmaston Duchess in shape, yellow with isolated flushes and

stripes of red.

Mr. H. Detebill, Banbury, exhibited very large bulbs Gf

his Ailsa Craig Onion, and the natter-shaped Anglo-Spanish
•::e:;

Messrs. Bobbie 8l Co., Rothesay, had good Leeks and excel-

lent Curled Parsley, known as Debbie's Selected (Sirer Bank-
tian Medal).

Mrs. Joses, Greenford Place, Sudbury, Harrow (gr., Mr.
Jones), exhibited excellent Leeks, Ayton Castle Giant, Cham-
pion. The Lyon, and Sutton's Prixetaker (Cultural Com-

Melon Sari's Favourite was again exhibitei by Mr. Ward
of Longford Castle Gardens, who M-i six fine L-ults (Vote of

Thank*).
Seedling Melons included one called Anthon>'= Favourite,

shown by Mr. W. J. Eitpsos. The committee asked to see

further fruits of the variety.

B, Btbrftt., Esq , Bury St. Edmund's (gr.. Mr. Bishop),
showed two red-flesh Melons, named resptctivelv, B.H.S . and
We -tiey HalL
Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to Earl Pr.acr, Syon House. Brent-

ford, exhibited two small apricot-coloured fruits of Melon
Beauty of Svoo.
Apples and Pears were exhibited in large quantities.

Messrs. PAtx & Soy, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. had a
coltaction of dessert Apples in about fifty dishes. Gaseoyne's
Scarlet, King of the Pippins Jonathan, Mabbott's Pearmain,
Golden Beinette, Blenheim Orange. Cheshunt Pippin, Fearn's
Pippin, and Adams' Pearmain were noticeable for their sire and
colour (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. T. Biters & Soy, Sawbridgeworth, exhibited a
eoQeetioQ of Apples and Pears o! remarkable quality, and the
varieties were selected from the very best ; Washington

,

Court Peodn Plat, Belle Dubois, Wadhurst Pippin, Bismarck,
King of Tomkins County, Peasgood's Nonsuch , and Cox's
Orange Pippin (the last-named variety being shown as large
as Blenheim Orange is usually seen), were all superb. Among
Pears, prominence was given to Conference (Eivers), Pit-
xoaston Duchess. Magnate, General Todleben, and Doyencr da
Cornice (Silver-gilt Knightian Medal).
Messrs. T. Ktyeks fc Sox, Sawbridgeworth, exhibited fruits

of a new large purple Plum, Eivers President. It was recom-
wmrtfri an Award of Merit on toceunt of the fruits being so
late. This much has already been proved.

Messrs. Jaa. Vettch 4 Soss, Boyal Exotic Nurseries. King's
Boad. Chelsea, brought a collection of Apples in a hundred
varieties, all of them different from the hundred kinds staged
by the firm at the recent show at the Palace. Among Apples
we noticed Lady SnffieM. Braddick*a Nonpareil, Bymer,
Wyken Pippin, Bess Pool. Northern Greening, Betty Geeson,
Golden Pippin, the Old Binger. and other less known sorts
(Silver Knightian Medal).
The only collection of fruit from an Amateur was one of

Apples and Pears, from the Dowager Lady Fbxake, Fulwell
Park, Twickenham (gr.. Mr. Bichwood), who had about forty
dishes of Apples, and thirty of Pears. Many varieties of each
were shown in good condition (Silver Banksian Medal).
Vegetables were capitally shown by H. H. Gibb3. Esq.,

Aldenhara House, Elstree (gr t Mr. E. Beckett). This exhi-
bitor had a very large and excellent coDection. The back-
ground consisted of Savoys, Artichokes, Broccoli (Veitch's
Self - Protecting). Cauliflowers (Veitch's Autumn Giant),
Kale, Ax,

; and there were very fine roots. Parsnips,

Sutton's Student, Carrots Long Bed Surrey, Veitch's Match
lessjSearlet, and Sutton's New Intermediate, were all capital.

Leeks, Sutton's Prizetaker and The Lyon were large and

very good. Celery, Standard Bearer, Sutton's Solid White,

and Cutbush's Bed. Onions were wonderfully large and
heavy: the .varieties were Ailsa Craig, Sutton's Al, Cocoa-

nut, and Sutton's Exhibition. The varieties of Beet ex-

hibited were Pra gnell Exhibition and Deli's Crimson.

Turnips, Veitch's Bed Globe. Green-top, Stone. Potatos,

Magnum Bonum and Snowdrop. Bean (Banner), Ne Plus Ultra

and Jubilee, Then there were Brussels Sprouts, Salsafy,

Sfcschys tnherifera (Chinese Artichoke), Capsicums, Tomatoi,

Cabbage, Colewort, French Beans, Peas, Mushrooms, Maize,

Marrows, &e. (Special Cultural Commendation and Silver-Gilt

Knightian Medal).

A fine collection of Celery was exhibited by Mr. W. H.
Divers, gr. to the Duke of BrTLASP, Belvoir Castle Gardens,

Grantham. Sutton's White Gem, Sandringham Dwarf White,
Ii: j=:;^r-;:e Dwari White Vcitch . Wright's Grove White
(Veitch), Cole's Crystal White (Veiteh). Sutton's Solid White,
and Belvoir Castle White, raised by Mr. W. Biyebs.
The last - named is described as being similar in

quality to the Major Clark from which it was raised. Nearly

a sxire of red and pink varieties were shown, and among them
was included a rather large variety named Man of Kent (to be

tried at Chiswick), raised by Mr. Divers, and described by him,

as remarkable for standing longer t*Mn other kinds before run-

ning to seed (Silver Banksian Medal).
Mr. H, A. Oas, Bedford, exhibited his patent storing-trays

for fruit, noticed at the Crystal Palace. High Commendation
and a Silver RanWfan Medal were extended by the committee
to this useful contrivance.

Lecture on Nut Culture.

In the afternoon a lecture on Nat culture in Eng-
land was given by Mr. J. Omer Cooper. The lec-

turer explained the botanical affinities of the Hazel,
the Tarions uses to which the wood has been put, and
then gave some informstion respecting the calture of

Filberts in the district of Maidstone. Mr. Cooper's
remarks were devoted solely to Filberts.

NATIONAL CHBYSANrHESrCTM.
Octobsb 8.—A considerable nnmber of new varie-

ties of Japanese Chrysanthemums came before the
Floral Committee on the above date, atid First-
class Certificates of Merit were awarded to the
following : — Mons, Aagaste de Lacvivier, pale
red dish -cerise, with yellow reverse—a large, foil,

broad-pe tailed variety, of great promise (EL J Jones").

This variety was also finely shown by Messrs. J.

Veiich & Sons, in their gronp of plants. To
Ptacebui, a large deep yellow Japanese, likely to
make a very useful exhibition variety (H. Shoe-
smiths To Boole d'Or 95 (E. Calvat), a very fine

amber-coloored incurved Japanese, in the wav of

Louise in reference to its build \W, Wells). To
Lady Either Smith, a magnificent broad-petalled
white variety, a seedling from Viscountess Hamble-
ton ; and Pompon Little Gem, a small and finely-

formed bright vellow variety, very free (both from
Mr. R. Owen). 'To Mons. C. Molin (W. J. Godfrey)

;

and to an early- flowering Japanese, Madame Marie
Masse, previously described, a most useful decorative
variety, beiag remarkably free.

Feasgood's Nonsuch Apple ; and the total height,

including the chimney, about 9 inches. The makers

are Messrs. Kiesow & Co., 25, Fore Street Avenue,

London, E,C.

New Inventions.
- »

A SAFETY LAMP.
The question of the safety of parsffia lamps ii one

of great interest, affecting rich and poor alike. Far
too freqnently we read of lamp explosions, and many
timei the necessity of legi«lation in the matter has
been urged. Bat with the Kiesow Safety Lamp
(one of which we hare received for notice) explosion
u impossible. And considering that one of the
largest insurance companies has taken the risk of
issuing an insurance policy against fire with every
lamp sold, they at least must believe in the claims
of the inventor and manufacturer. The reservoir
being made of metal, it is unbreakable in the
erdinary sense of the word. The patent consists of
a tube ma3e in the shape of the letter S, through
which the wick passes, and should the lamp be upset
or dropped, one half of the S-like tube fills with
air and prevents the oil escaping. An excellent
gardener's lamp fjr use in his lantern when examin-
ing the thermometers in the houses and stoking the
boiler- fires at night, the light being far more brilliant

than that of a candle; and should the lamp be
knocked over, nothing worse than a smoky chimney
can happen. The reservoir is of about the size of a

©nttuarn*
J. CRISPIN, F.RHS.—We regret to annonicj

the death of Mr. James Crispin, IR.H.S , the

head of the firm of James Crispin & Sons, Horti-

cultural Engineers, of Nelson Street, Bristol, who, after

a prolonged illness, at fifty-five years of age, paseei

away at his residency Chester Park, Fishponds, on

the 14;h inst. Mr. Crispin was bjrn a: Mells, near

Frome, A skilled horticultural engineer, he ipreal

his business operations over a very large area, where

his knowledge and experience were readily admitted,

and always appreciated. He was one of the most

successful growers of O.chids in the kingdom, and

only recently, it will be remembered, he had a mag-

nificent show of these much-prized flowers at the

showrooms of the firm in Xelson Street. His col-

lection at his residence, Chester Park, was well

known, and attracted many amateurs from all parts

of the West of England. He many times won
1st prizes for these Orchids at flower shows, and

twice he was awarded the Banksian Medal of the

Royal Horticultural Society.

[Tfce term "accumulated temperature" indicates tbe aggre-

gate amount, as well as tne duration, of degrees ol

temperature above or below 43° Fair, for tbe perioJ
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional nnmber of boars,]
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8 2 — 31 5 + 326 + 263 4 + 182 36-9 24 29

1 1 — 33 3 + 95 -h 404 aver 146 231 27 38

2 aver SO + 271 + 267 7 + 142 21-4 31 35

3 : arer So + 207 + 274 5 + 122 18 6 24 43
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* aver 91 + 248 + 248 3 + 135 19 J 30 52

The districta indicated by number in the first oolumn are
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wh&at-produeiPLg Districts—
1, Scotl&nd, E,; 2, England, >*.E. ; 3, England, E.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including Loudon, S.
Frxxeipal Grazing* 9*-i Oixtricti—6. Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, K.W. ; 8, England, S.VT.
; 9, Ireland, >\

;

10. Ireland, S. ; 'Channel fafapflii

THE PAST WEEK.
THE following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending October 12, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :—
" The weather during this period was generally changeable

and unsettled. Frequent rain was experienced in nearly all

districts, heary falls occurring at most of the English stations

on the 5th, and in Scotland on the 11th.
" The temperature just equalled the mean orer the greater

part of England, but was slightly below it in the western and
northern puts of the Kingdom. The highest of the maxima,
wbjch occurred on somewhu rarlable dates, ranged from 6V
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n ' England, S. and the Channel Islands,' to 57° in ' England,
T.W. and Ireland, N.' The lowest of the minima were recorded

luring the early part of the week in the more northern

ooalities, and on the 11th in the south; thoy ranged from
10° in • Ireland, S.,' and 31° in ' Scotland, N. and E.,' to 38°

n 'England, N.E. and N.W.,' and to 44° in the 'Channel
telands.'

" The rainfall was rather less than the mean over ' Ireland

ind in England, N.W.,' acd just equal to it in * Scotland, E.
md W. and England, S.W. ;

' in all other districts there was
in exces?, that over the north-eastern parts of EDgland being
arge.

" The bright sunshine was much less prevalent than of late,

mt, taking the Kingdom as a whole, it did not differ much
rom the normal for the time of year. The percentage of the

tossib'e duration ranged from 34 in ' Ireland, S.,' to 21 in

Scotland, N., England, E, and S.W.,' and to 23 in the
Midland Counties.' "

Markets.

CO VENT GARDEN, October 17.

A'e cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are famished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these

3notations do not represent the prices on any particular

ay, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the aamples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, bat often several times in one dav. Ed. 1

Cut Flowebs.—Avebagb Wholesale Pricks.

i. d. t.d. t.d. s.d.

urns, p. 12 blooms 3 0-60 Orchids :

—

Ealea, 12 sprays... 9-10 Cattleya, 12 blms. 9 0-15
>uvardia8,perbun. 6-10 O d o n t o glossum
irnations, 12 blms. 10-30 orispum,12 blm. 3 0-60
lrysanthemums. Pelargoniums, scar-

per 12 blooms ... 10-40 let, per 12 bunoh 3 0-60
lrysanthemurns. — 12 sprays ... 6-09
per 12 bunches ... 3 0-60 Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2 0-40
icharis, per dozen 2 0-30 Roses, Tea, par doz. 10-20
irdenias, per dor. 2 0-40 — coloured, p. dz. 2 0-40
ipageria, per doz. — yellow (Mare-
blooms 6-18 ohala), per doz. 3 0-60
lae,French,p. bun. 3 0-50 — red, per dozen 10-16
lium Harrisii.do, 3 0-60 — mixed, p. doz.

Lium lancifolium, bunches 4 0-80
per dozen blooms 10-20 Stephanotis, dozen
ly of tte Valley, sprays 2 0-40
doz. sprays 10-26 Sunflower (small),

lidenhair Fern, doz. bunches 16-30
per 12 bunches ... 4 0-60 Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2 0-30
arguerites, 12 bn. 1P-30 TuberoseB, la blms. 2-04
ignonette, 12 bun. 2 0-40 Violets, 12 bunches 16-20

Obohid-bloo Bf in variety.

Plakts D» Pots.—Avera ok Wholesale Prices.

j. d. a. d. t. d. t. d.

iantum, per dor. 4 0-12 Ferns, small, doz.... 16-30
pidistra, per doz. 12 0-30 — various, doz. 5 0-12
- specimen,eaoh 6 0-15 Fious elastica, each 10-76
ters, per dozen Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24
>ots 3 0-60 Fuchsias, per doz. .. 4 C- 6
rysanthmums, p. Lilium Harrisii.per
oz. pots 6 0-12 dozen pots ... 12 0-24
,eus, per dozen... 2 6-40 Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-90
perus, per dozen 4 0-10 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
iceena, each 10-76 Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
- various, doz. 12 24 — specimens, ea. 10 6-84 O
cas, various, doz. 6 0-18 Solanum, per doz. .. 9 0-12
srgreen Shrubs, Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 0-12

l variety, doz. ... 6 0-24

Fbuit.—ilVEBAQE \Wholesale Prices.

t.d. t.d. t.d. t.d.

)les, per bushel 10-30 Peaches, 1st size, doz 12 0-18
- dessert, in va- Pears, CalabaBh.bsh. 4 0-50
ety, per half — Marie Louise,
eve 2 0-30 half sieve 3 0-40
s, per 100 lb. ... 35 0-40 — Pitmaston
aeons, half sieve 10-13 Duchess, do. ... 3 6-50
s, per dozen ... 9- 1 Pine-apples, St. M i-

pes, 1st quality. ohael, each ... 2 0-50
ack, English, lb. 13-16 Prunes, half sieve... 2 —
- 2nd quality... 6-10 Walnuts, best Eng-

MuscatB 10-20 lish, shelled, bush. 10 0-12
peB.Guernsey.lb. 06-0 9 — French Gre-
ons, each 10-20 noble, per bag.. 5 0-60

Vegetables.—Aver a.g : Wholesale Pricks.

t.d. t.d. t.d. t.d.
up, Runners, per Onions, English, bsh. 2 —
ishel 16-20 Tomatos, Home-

h li (lowers, p. doz. 10-16 grown, p. doz. lb. :

h ambers, per doz. 10-30 — Smooth ,, 4 5
I ihrooms, per lb. 10-13 — ordinary ,, ^
)i >ns, Dutch, per — Guernsey „ 2 0-26

ft. bag 3 —
Potatos.

irkets during the past week show a tendency to harden,

prices inclined to advance, especially for .best samples.

Thomas.

SEEDS.
INDON : October 16.—Messrs. John Shaw & Son?, Seed

Ihants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London. S.E.,

rt a more hopeful feeling. Alsyke and White are both

There is no change in either Red or Trefoil. For
ter Tares the sale is slow just now, prices are. however, un-

jed. Seed Rye continues exceedingly cheap. Higher quota-

tions are cabled for Canary-seed ; the new Turkish seed, just

landed, shows satisfactory quality. Hemp-seed ia dull. For
Peas and Haricots there is a brisk sale at the late advance.
The new Brown Mustard cop in Lincolnshire proves shorter

than last season's. Rape-seed is steady. The Bjard of Trade
Returns give the imports of Clover and Grass-seeds into the
United Kingdom for the first nine months of the year as,

cwts., 287,480, value £639,724 ; as against cwts., 224,575, value

£557.492 for the corresponding period of 1894.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Oct. 15.—Quotations :— Cabbages, Is. Qd. to

2s. 6d. per tally ; Marrow?, 2s. to 2*. Qd. do. ; Onions, 3s. to 4s.

per bag ; Turnips, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots,

Is. !'/. to 2s. Qd. do. ; Spinach, 2s. to 2s. Qd, per bushel

;

Apples, 2s. to 4s. ; Pears, 3s. to 7s. per bushel.

Spitalfieltjs : Oct. 15.—Quotations:—Sprouts, 2s. Qd. to
3s. per half-sieve; Greens. 2s. to 2s. Qd. per dozen bunches ;

Collards, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per tally ; Cauliflowers, 6s. to 10i.

per tally (bestj ; do , seconds, 3s. to 4s. do. ; Turnips, Is. Qd.

to 2s. per dozen bunches; Carrots, Is. 9d. to 2s. do. ; Scarlet

Beans, Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel ; Onions, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per

cwt, ; Apples, "Warner's King, 3s. to 3s. Qd. per bushel; do.,

Lord Suffield, 3s. to 4s. do. ; do., Golden Knobs, 3s. Qd. to 4s.

do. ; Pears, Dutch Bergamotte, 3s. to 3s. Qd. do. ; Damsons, 2s.

to 2s. Qd. per half-sieve ; Celery, 8s. to 9s. per dozen bundles ;

Herbs, Is. Qd, to 2s. do.

Stratford, Oct. 15.—Fair supply of all kinds of fruit and
vegetables, and rather better trade, except for Potatos, which
was a weak trade. Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. Qd. to 5s. per

tally ; Savoys, 4s. to 5s. do. ; Greens, Is. Qd. to Is. 9d. per

dozen; Cauliflowers, Is. to Is. 3d. per dozen ; do., 4s. to 5s.

per tally; Scotch Kale, Is. to Is. 3i. per sieve; Marrows,
Vegetable, 2s. to 2s. Qd. per tally ; Pears, Eogliah, 3s. to 4s.

per flat; Damsons, Is. 9X. to 2s, per half- flat; Plums, 2s. to

2s. Qd. per sieve ; Tomatos, English, 2s. Qd. to 2s 9d. per peck

;

Cucumbers, frame, Is. to 1*. Qd. per dozen ; Beans, Scarlet

Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel ; do., 2i. Qd. to 2s. 9d. per bag ; Beet-

root, 2s. to 2s. Qd. per dozen bunches ; Celery, 8s. to 9s. per
dozen rolls; Horseradish, Is. to Js. 2d. per bundle; Parsley,

Is. to Is. Qd, per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. 3d. to Is. Qd. per
dozen bunches; Carrots, household, 24s. to 3 s. per ton; do,,

cattle-feeding, 20s. to 3js. do. ; Mangels, 13s. to 16*. do.

;

Swedes, 20s. to 26s. do. ; Oniooa, Ghent, 2s. 9d. to 3s. per bag ;

Dutch do., 2s. Qd. to 2s. 9d. do. ;Bordeiux Port., 4s. Qd. to 5s. per

case; Apples, English cookers, 2s. to 3s. per bushel; do.,

deBsert, 2s. Qd. to 4s. per Bieve.

Farringdon : Oct. 17.— Quotations ;—Cabbages, Collards,

3s. per tally ;'Sprouts, 2s. Qd. par half-buihel ; Spinach, Is. Qd.

per bushel; Cauliflower?, 2s. per dozen ; Celery, Is. per roll;

Turnips, 2s. per big, bunches, 3s. per dozen ; Carrots, do.

;

Beetroot, 2s. Qd. per bushel ; Parsnips, 2s. Qd. to 3s. per tally ;

Beans, 2s. per bushel ; Horseradish, Is. per bundle ; Onions,

3s. per bag ; Marrows, 1*. per dozen ; Walnuts, 14s, per bag;
Apples, large cooking, 3s. Qd. per bushel ; Ribstons, 5s. Qd. per

bushel; Gravenstein, 14s. per barrel; Pear Marie Louise, 6s.

per buehel ; Melons, 14s. per caseof 21; Grapes, English,

Is. 3d. per lb.; Almeira, 12s. Qd. per barrel ; Lisbon, do.; lis.

do. white; case of Naples Lemons, 45s. to 50s. ; do. boxes,

5s. 3d. ; English Tomatos, 4s. per 12 lb.

POTATOS.
Borough : October 15.—Prices here ranged from 50s. to

80s. per ton.

Spitalfields : October 15.—Quotations :—Magnums, 45s,

to 55s. ; Main Crop, Kidneys, 50s. to 60s. ; Sutton's Abund-
ance, 60s. to 80s. ; Imperators, 45s. to 60s. ; Bruces, 50s. to

60s. ; Fidler's Colossal, 50s. to 70s. per ton.

Stratford, Oci.15.—Quotations:—Bruces, Dark soil, 32s Qd.

to 40s.; light do., 45s. to 65s. ; Reading Giants, 40s. to 45s. ;

Snowdrops, 50s, to 60s. ; Hebrons, 55s. to 65s. ; Sutton's

Regents, 50s. to 60s. per ton.

Farringdox: Oct. 17.— Quotations i Jeannie Deans, 75s. to

SOs. ; Sutton's Abundance, 65s. to 75s.; White Hebrons, 70s.

to 85s. ; Maincrop, 75s. to 85s. ; Magnums, 45s. to 55s. per
ton.

London Averages: Oct. 16.—Regents, 60s. to 80s.; Early
Rose. 50s. to 60s. ; Hebrons, 60s. to SOs. ; Puritans, 60s. to 70s.

;

Magnums, 35s. to 45s.; Imperators, 45s. to 55*.; Snowdrops,

80s. to 100s. per ton.

HAT.
Averaget.—The following are the prices at the principal

metropolitan markets during the past week :— Clover, best,

SOs. to 106s.; do., inferior, 50». to 70s.; hay, best, 60s. to

90s. ; do., inferior, 36s. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to 87s, Qd; and

Straw, 20s. to 30i. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

October 12, and for the corresponding weak in last year :—1895 :

Wheat. 24s. 3d. ; Barley, 25s. Id. ; Oats. 13s. id. 1S94 : Wheat,

17*. Id. ; Barley, 33s. 10 i. ; Oats, 13s. td.

VARIORUM.
»

Enqlish Wheat and a National Loaf.—
la reference to the idea rf c?ntly suggested that, in
order to revive the Wheat-growing industry in this

country, we ihould have a " national loaf," that i« a
loaf made exclusively of English Wheat, and lold at

a penny a quartern more than other bread, the
Field tayg the iuggeation ia " grote«que, and can
only delay attention to matters which might be
helpful to Wheat groweri. If English Wheat-loaves
were Grst quality we might see a special maiket
established for them. English Wheat does not make
the best Soar. It is not a good absorbent at dongh
making. It does not give a large yield of bread.

It looks very white as flour, but gives a less attractive

looking loaf. It is a sweet, soft bread, specially

fitted for cakes and biscuits. In gluten English

Wheat is by no means rich. The best bread is that

which is made from a mixture of English and foreign

Wheat, and any attempt to purvey a loaf as English,

Russian, Indian, or American would be a step in a

retrograde direction."

Enquiry.—.—
" He that quertioneth much thall learn much " -Bacon .

Fbuit Fabming, etc , in Sooth Afbica.—A cor-

respondent, "II. E. T ," is desirous of loosing up the

question of fruit farming and cognate enterprises in

South Africa, and would be glad if some of our
readers having acquaintance with that colony would
kindly furnish him with reliable data. He has heard
that a company has been formed " to found fresh

fruit farms," called the Cape Oicbard Company. He
also requires the address of an agency in this country

for the .ale of Cape products. If our correspondent
means fruit products from the New Company's
Orchards, some years must necessarily elapse before

be may require an agent for the sale of the fruit

therefrom.

Mr
rpejpondent

*.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are
under the necessity of going to press some hours earlier. Our
contributors will kindly aid us by sending their communications
as early in the week as possible. Communications should reach
us not later than Wednesday.

Belladonna Lilies and Vallotas : W. S. When
purchasing the bulbs of the Belladonna Lily in

August and September, the flower-spikes should
be prominent. They will expand perfectly if they
are potted in any kind of moist materia), although
if they are to be kept for the purpose of planting

ont on a warm border close to a wall where the

young brood will bloom beautifully if left for years

undisturbed, and merely protected by a covering

of leaves, or by having a bandlight put over the

clump, they should be potted in rich sandy loam,
three bulbs in an 8 or 10-inch pot, with the

swelling part of the bulbs just beneath the surface

of the mould. If yon do not ask for bulbs show-
ing for flower, the dealer, thinking it does not
matter, will sell to yon bulbs probably not likely

to flower. See also p. 451 in this issne.

The Vallota is usually bonght in the antnmn
months and potted np, fonr or five bulbs in an
8-inch pot, and grown on for flowering the follow-

ing summer and autumn, it being necessary in this

case that it should be well established before

flowering; in fact, it resents root disturbance, and
the potfuls of bulbs are best when merely top-

dressed in the spring, or repotted bodily when this

has become necessary by the crowded state of the

bulbs.

Books : A. B. C. Tlte Garden Annual, 37, South-

ampton Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Chrysan-

themums and their Culture, 171, Fleet Street, £ C.

;

and ot the author, Mr. Molyneox, Ssanmore Park

Gardens, Bishops Waltham.

Ebkata: Top line of col. 3, p. 399, scale on Carrots

should be scab.—Mr. Charles Slocombe. We were

in error in supposing Mr. Charles Slocombe, whose

death we recently announced, to have been the

artist who occasionally contributed illustrations
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to the Gardeners' Magazine. These are the work
of Mr. Alfred Slocombe, who ii still happily

among ns.

Flax Cultube : Enquirer. It ia still cultivated in

Ireland for manutactaring purposes, bat in not
tnch large quantities as formerly, although the

maritime climate of that country is well adapted

to the needs of the plant. But, as in many other

productions which we are as well able to raise as

the foreigner, we go abroad for the greater part

of our supplies, and the farmer wrings bis hands
and laments his lack of pence.

Holes in Peach Walls : F. Mouland. Portland
cement is a good material for stopping the nail-

holes; and to give a uniform appearance to

the face of the wall it may be coated with a

thin coating of cement, which may be put on with a

whitewash brush, or, if freed from all grit, with
the garden engine.

Insects : A. Laker. We do not recognise the cater-

pillar ; try and breed the moth. Thorough
fumigation two or three times repeated, might be
efficacious. — Armitage Bros, The grubs were
those of Dipterous insects, apparently of two
kinds, but it is not possible to state the species

with certainty. The earth should be treated with
some insecticide. E. McL.

Leak in Pipe : Vindex. Cut out the packing of

cement, and make a new joint with molten lead,

or iron-filings and sal-ammoniac.

Manuschipt fob Publication : A. B. C. We can-
not publish any communication from unknown
correspondents unless it be accompanied with full

name and address ; not necessarily for appending
to the article, but as an earnest of bona fides.

•.• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—The appli-
cations to name flowers, and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They tntn.il

an expenditure of time, labour, and money, oj which our
readers have no idea. We are always willing to oblige our
correspondents as far a* we cm. but the editing ofthe Gardeners'
Chronicl: is our business, to which everything else must give way.
Correspondents are respectfully requested to observe the rule
that not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time.
If more are sent, it wou d be a qraceful act on the part of the
sender, to sind also a smill contribution to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be
named, or asking questions demanding time and research for
their solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their
enquiries in the current week. Specimens should be good ones,
carefully packed and numbered. Leaves only, or Florists' varie-
ties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Names of Fbuit: B. V, Sherring. Pear Doyenne
1

du Cornice.— G. 8 1, Marie Louise; 2. Beurre'

Charneuses; 3 S?ckle; 4 Col. Vaughan ; 5, Court
of Wick.—A. G. T. 1, Williams' Bon Chie";ien ; 2,

Ne Pius Meuris; 3, Marie Louise. Aople; 1,

Beauty of Kent; 2. Golden Reinette; 3 Minchall
Crab ; 4. Baxter's Pearmain.—F. F. P. 1, Golden
Noble ; 2, Bachelier ; 3, 4, Blenheim Orange ; 5,

not known ; 6 Jersey Gratioli ; 7, Beurre Clairgeau.— T. S. 10,27, 28, Dumelow's Seedling; 25, Col.
Vaughan ; 42, Dutch Mignonne ; 52, Blenheim
Orange.—D. McD. 1, Minchall Crab; 2, Stirling

Castle ; 6, Lanes' Prolific ; the others too mnch
bruised to determine.

—

Carlton. 1, Queen Caro-
line; 2. King of the Pipoins ; 3, Mammoth; 4,

Cox's Orange Pippin. Pear, Beune d'Amanlis.
[Contribution to Gardeners' Orphan Fund has been
sent to the Secretary.] — H. Howard, Purfleet.

1, Alfriston ; 2, Froemore Prolific ; 3, too small
to determine.—J. W., Please. 1, Nonsuch ; 2,

Alfriston; 3, Beauty of Kent; 4, Hawthornden
;

5, B^urie de Capiaumont; 6. Winter Nelis; 7,

Old Cra«sane.

—

G. A. J. 1, Baxter's Pearmain ; 2,

Golden Noble ; 3, Gloria Mundi ; 4, Hormead Pear-
main.

—

J. Kent. 1, Reinette du Canada; 2 Cellini

Pippin; 3, not recognised ; 4, Northern Greening

;

5, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 6, Cellini Pippin.
—Biddies cf Co. 19, Jersey Gratioli; 21,
Murfitt's Seedling ; 20, Cox's Orange Pippin

;

23, Tower of Glamis ; 30. Golden Noble.—
J. if. M. 1, Court Pendu Plat; 2, Ne^ Haw-
thornden ; 3. Northern GreeniDg ; 4, not recog-
nised ; 5, Reinette da Canada; 6, Tower of

Glamis ; 7, Lane's Prince Albert ; 8. French
Crab ; 9, Wareham Russet ; 10, Bedfordshire
Foundling.

—

J. W. Swaffield. 1, 1£, resemble Kes-
wick Codlio grown in a cold locality, but they are
evidently not that variety — they may be Lord
Grosvenor. 2, Scarlet Nonpareil; 3, Golden
Winter Pearmain; 4, Autumn Bergamot;
5. Comte de Lamy ; 6, Bonne d'Eze>.
[Never send plants and fruit in the same box.
Kindly send fre.b specimens of the shrub, Lily, and
grass.— C. G. Woodrqfe. J, 2, 3, Blenheim Orange;

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12. Cox's Orange Pippin,

excellent specimens ; 11, Ribston Pippin ; 13,

Kerry Pippin ; 14, New Hawthornden ; 15, Dume-
low's Seedling; and 16, probably small fruit of

Bramley's Seedling.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
E. B. A species of CaBnarina.

—

S. K, Plum-
bago Larpentse. — Ignorant, 1, Malope trifija;

2, Hibiscus syriacus, commonly called Altbsea

frutex ; 3, Sednm spectabile ; 4, Malope trifida,

white var. — W. M. Houlletia Brockle-
hnrstiana. — W. J. B. Phytolacca decandra.—J, P. Tropseolum Bpeciosum.— E. W. 1,

SBdum tortuosnm (Bot. Mag., t. 296) var. varie-

gatnm ; 2, Diplacus glutinosus ; 3, Fuchsia pro-
cumbens ; 4, Selaginella viticnlosa ; 5, Eulalia
japonica variegata ; 6, Agathea ccelestis.

—

J. B.
1, Cattleya Walkeriana; 2, Oncidium spilopterum

;

3, Oncidium divaricatnm.

Peab : Mells Bectory. A seedling probably of some
garden variety of Pear. Can yon send some frnits

when ripe ?

Potatos Seeding: E. H. O. Many varieties do not
bear flowers, or they rarely do so, and those which
flower do not always "set" the flowers. Culti-

vation has a tendency to suppress the flowers,

and prevent their fertilisation ! and the longer

any variety has been in cultivation, the fewer

the blossoms, or none at all. In the Ashleaf
varieties, the ability to flower seems to be quite

lost.

Rock Plants : W. T. H. Omphalodes Lncilias,

Globularias, and Campanula Zoysii and C. Wald-
steiniana, by division ; E irianthi by seeds.

Rose Difficult to Stbike : Miss Armstrong. The
species is Rosa Brunonis. The striking of cut-

tings would be successful if half-ripened shoots
with a heel were taken in July, and struck in a close

frame or hand-light, on bottom-heat of 75° to
80°. The leaflets should have the central one
cut off, and the leaf at the base, if any, should
remain on the catting. Put one cutting in the
middle of a li, or 3 inch pot, in sandy loam, pressed
firmly, and then well water the cuttings. No more
water is likely to be needed if the frame be well

shaded during the sunny hours before rooting has
taken place. Take out all pots containing rooted
cuttings, and place in a less close frame, gradually

inuring them to fnll exposure. The above method
is applicable to all Roses difficult to root as cut-

tings. Less troublesome methods are, to layer

either the tips of the shoots—say the first foot of

growth, or lay whole shoots on the soil, pegging
them down at intervals of a foot, and putting a
little soil over them, at the points where the pegs
are inserted. Mare jhal Niel Rose can be readily

increased by this method. It takes a whole
season.

Staphtlea pinnata: W. D. S. It is called Job's

Tears, Bladder Nut, and St. Anthony's Nut.
Loudon, quoting Haller, remarks in Arboretum et

Fruticetum Britannicum, " that the kernels taste like

those of Pistacia, and are eaten in Germany by
children, and this appears to have been formerly

the case in England, for Gerard says tbe kernels,

though sweet at first, are succeeded by a nauseous
taste, and finally they act as an emetic." The
flowers contain much honey, and are much visited

by bses. The plant is a native of Europe, and is

not indigenous in this c mntry, but it is now
common.

Walnuts to Keep Fbesh fob Foub Months :

F. M. C, Oily seeds such as these cannot be kept
in a good condition for eating, nnless the air be
kept from them, the moisture contained in the nut
soon evaporating, and the oily constitnent of the
kernel becoming rancid. Choose a box or barrel

of a size suitable to tbe quantity of nnts to be
stored, and having at hand some not very dry
sand or charcoal-dust, proceed to lay them in the

receptacle in alternate layers of sand, &c, and
store in a cool place.

Communications Received.—W. M.—A. H.—R. F.-J. C. S.

—J. V. & Sons.—W. R.—Thos. S.—V. A. G.—J. C. Odessa —
A. B. O.—W. P.—E. C—A. J. B.—W. Jones.—J. S.—F. F.
—T. Loney T. C— J. O'B. — W. W. — Q. R.—E S.—
J. 0. M. P.—T. F.—J. H. C.—D. T. F.—G. W.—D. McD.
—W. K.—J. A.—E. S. (your communication has been for-

warded to the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society).

Photographs, Received with thanks.— H". M. T., Cam-
bridge.—W. J. G.—A. H.—T. B., Meopham.—T. F.

MUSHROOM SPAWN,
2s. per bushel (16 cakes).— ELPHICK and ALLEN,

7, Beaconsfield Road, Willesden. Middlesex. Established 1835.

PALMS CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
P. BOSS &. CO., MerBtham, Surrey.

SURPLUS LETTUCE PLANTS, best winter
varieties, -well-rooted, nice stuff, 3s. 6d. per 1C00 ; also

CABBA.GE PLANTS, same price.—E. BURTON. The Gardens,

Kyre Park, Tenbury, Wore.

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE, Four large
Plants, Cycas revoluta, Latania borbonica, Neottopteris

nidus, Croton Weismanni. No reasonable offer refused ; room
wanted.—Apply, GARDENER, Cleveland House, NorthSnields.

TROLLIUS CAUCASICUS, " Orange Globe."
—Magnificent New Hardy Herbaceous Plant, the BtrongeBt

and largest- flowered kind known, of a deep Orange-yellow
colour. Good plants, 3s. Qd. each ; 36s. per dozen.

PiEONIA WITTMANNIANA, single yellow species, 5s. each

;

Paeonia Mme Emile Galle, a fine new variety with tall habit,

very fioriferous, immense pale-pink scented flowers, 3s. 6d. and
5s. each. NEW HERBACEOUS PLANT CATALOGUE on
application to M. PRICHARD, Nurseryman, Christchurch.

GERMAN or FLAG IRIS (Orchid Rivals),

best time to plant. First Prize Royal Botanic. Only
the finest, strong, healthy plants. Very cheap. Twelve dis-

tinct, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and is. 6rf. ; or mixed, 8s., 10s. 6(2. and
)5s. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS, HARDY
PLANTS. &o. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free.

COLLINS AND CO., 39, Waterloo Road, London.

CA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J^UVV all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 16 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in, to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1895, now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense Collec-

tions of New, Rare, and Fine BULBS and PLANTS (101 pages

in English), and will, as usual, be sent postrfree on application

to their Agents. Messrs. Meetess & Co., 3, Cbos3 Lane,
St. Maby-at-Hill, E.C ; or themselves direct at Otervken,
near Haablem, Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

WHINHAM'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY.
By far the best variety in cultivation. Strong 3-yr.-old

Bushes, 3s. 6<f. per dozen, £1 per 100. free. Strong, well-

ripened Cuttings, 5s. per 100, 30s. per 10C0.

THOMAS COLEMAN, Saffron Walden,

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER and CO.. Farnborough, Hants.

Clinkeb.Clippee. WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
• Patented." MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.

let Class Certificate Crystal Palace.

CLIPPER, complete, 6s. 6d. per doz.

CLINKER. „ 8j. <5d. per doz.

Cash with order. Postage, 9d. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Ironmongers, &c. ; or,

Dr. WALKER, Wimbledon.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY Q. WABNE (Ltd.),
ROTAL POTTEBLE8,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Laesest Mandtactubebs ot Gabden

potteby in the wobld.
Millions in Stock. Contbaotobs to

h.m. govebnment.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

HILL & SMITH, E
n
Re^UD^'

And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IRON BAR
FENCING,

3=4 IRON ENTRANCE
PARK & FIELD

GATES.

STRAINED WIRE !

FBNCING.
GALVANISED

WIRE
NETTING. (

BLACK
VARNISH.

TREE GUARDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.
Price Lists Free on Application.
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NATIONAL TESTIMONIAL TO MR. A. F. BARRON.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THIS TESTIMONIAL ARE NOW RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED BY

Chairman :—Dr. M.
Herbert J. Adams, Eofield.

J. Asbee, Covent Garden.
Edward W. Badger, BirmiDpham.
W. Y. Baker, Thames Bank Iron Co.
H. BaldersoD, Hemel Hempstead.
H. Ballantine, The Dell, Egham.
P. Barr, Covent Garden.
E. J. Beale, J. P., Messrs. Jaa. Carter & Co.
Gilbert Beale, High Holborn.
John Bertram, Crystal Palace.
R. D. Blackmore, Teddington.
James Boyd, Junr., Paisley.
W. Bull, Chelsea.
Kev. C. H. Bulmer, Credenhill Bectory,
Hereford.

F. W. Burbidge, M.A., Dublin.
John Burn, Abbey Park, Leicester.
H. Cannell. Swanley.
J. Cheal, Messrf). J. Cheal & Sons.
Col. R, Trevor Clarke, Daventry.
H. J. Clayton, Grimston Park Gardens.
W. Coomber, Regent's Park, N.W.
W. G. Cummins, Grange Gardens, Carshalton.
G. Cuthbert, Soathgate, N.
W. Cuthbertaon, Messrs. Dobbie & Co.

THE
T. MASTERS, F.R.S.

H. J. Cutbush, Messrs. W. Cutbuah & Son.
R. Dean, Ealing.
W. Denning, Hampton.
Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith. N.B.
P. W. Fairgrieve. Dunkeld, N.B.
Robert Fenn. Snlhamstead
Bruce Findlay, Manchester.
D. T. Fish, Bury St. Edmund'-.
John Fraser, Gardening Wor d.

John Fraser, South Woodford.
M. Gleeson, Warren House Gardens.
T. Glen, Worth Park Gardens.
W. Goldring, Gloucester Boad, Kew.
George Gordon, Gardeners' Magazine.
R. Greenfield, Leamington.
John Harrison. Leicester.
W. G. Head. Crystal Palace.
H. Herbst, Kew Road. Richmond.
Dr. Hogg, Journal of Horticulture.
James Hudson, Gunnersbury House Gardens.
E. Ranger Johnson, Earl's Court.
H. J. Jones, Lewisham.
P. E. Kay, Claigmar, Finchley.
John Laing, The Nurseries, Forest Hill.

F. Q. Lane, J.P., Berkhamsted.

COMMITTEE.
Treasurer :~HARRY J. VEITCH.

W. B. Latham, Birmingham.
R. Lindsay, Edinburgh Botanical Gardens.
J. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall Gardens.
A. McKinnon, Scone Palace, Perth.
Major Mason, The Firs, Warwick.
H. B. May, Upper Edmonton.
G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey Gardens.
W. Miller, Combe Abbey.
Geo. Monro, Covent Garden.
Arnold Moss, Messrs J. Wrench & Son".
Chaa. Noble, Bagehot.
G. Norman, Hatfield.

W. J. Nutting, Messrs. Nutting 8l Sons.
James O'Brien, Harrow.
C. E. Osman, 132, Commercial Street, E.
Andrew Pears, Spring Grove, Isleworth.
H. M. Pollett, Bickley, Kent.
Wm. Robinson, The Garden.
Thos. Rochford, Turnford.
T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford.
F. Sander, St. Albany
S. M, Segar. South Kensington.
Lieut.-Col.I.I.Sexby,14,SpringGarden3,S.W.
N. N. Sherwood, Messrs. Hurst & Son.
A. H. Smee, The Grange, Carshalton.

J. Smith, Mentmore.
J F. Smith, Cullen House Gardens, N.B.
W, Spinks, Solihull. Birmingham.
Arthur W. Sutton, ReadiDg.
J. Swest, Whetstone.
David Syme, Edinburgh.
James Tegg, Bearwood.
Owen Thomas, Frogmore.
D. Thomson, Drumiaorig Castle Garden*, N.B.
John Thomson, Clovenfords. Galasbiel*. N.B.
H. Turner, Slough.
John Unite, Edgware Road.
P. C. M. Veitch, J P., Exeter.
Henri L. de Vilmorin, Paris.
J. Walker, Ham Common.
Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill.

A. Watkins, Messrs. Watties & Simpson.
Chas. Web-ter, Gordon Cattle Garden?, N.B.
A. W. G. Weeks, Chelsea.
H. Williams, Messrs. B. S. William? 8c Son.
H. J. Wimsett, Chelsea.
H. T. WoodersoD, Upper Tooting.
G. Woodward. Barnham Court Gardens.
John Wright, 171, Fleet Street.

G. Wythes, Syon House Gardens.

Honorary Secretaries;—

FIRST LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

( W. MARSHALL, Auchinraith, Bexley.

} B. WYNNE, 1, Danes Inn, Strand, London, W.C.

H, Appleby, Dorking
H. Ballantine, The Dell Gardens
Peter Barr, King Street, W.C.
John Bertram, Crystal Palace
T. Bevan, East Finchley
H. Briacoe-Ironside, Burgess Hill
Rev. C. H. Bulmer, Credenhill
J. Cheal, Crawley
W. Coleman, Eastnor
W. L. Corry, Finsbury Street
P. Crowley, Waddon, Croydon
W. G. Cummins, Carshalton...
R. Dean. Ealing
Dobbie & Co., Rothesay
Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith
Bruce Findlay, Manchester ...

D. T. Fish, Bury St. Edmund's

£ s. d.

1 1

1 1

S 5
5 5
1 1

1 1

10 6
2 2

1

1

1

1
1

£ .«. d.

John Fraser, South Woodford ... 2 2
W. Goldring. Kew 110
Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P. ... 3 3
Geo. Gordon. Kew 110
Dr. Gorton, Maida Vale,W 10 6
H. Herbst, Richmond 5 3

T. B Haywood. Reigate 3 3
J. Hudson, Gunnersbury House
Gardens 110

E. Ringer Johnson 10 6
P. E. Kav, Finchley 2 2
John Laing, Forest Hill 3 3
F. Q. Lane, J. P.. Berkhamsted ...5 5
Sir Trevor Lawrence. Bart 5

J Mclndoe, Hutton Hall 10
W. Marshall, Bexley 5 5

Dr. M. T. Masters, F.R.S 5 5

James Maxwell, Screel

H. B. May, Upper Edmonton
W. Miller, Combe Aboev
G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey
George Muuro, Covent Garden
W. J. Nutting, Southwark 8treet

James O'Brien, Harrow
Osman & Co.. Commercial Street, E
A. Outram, Fulham
Andrew Pears, Isleworth ...

H. M. Pollett, Bickley
H. W. Pownall
Baron Schroeder
A. H. Smee, Carshalton
W. Spinks. Solihull

J. Sweet, Whetstone
David Syme, Edinburgh

£
1
5
1
5
5
3
3
1
1
5
5
1
10
10 10
1 1

5 5
2 2

d. £ i. d.

! James Tegg. Bearwood 10 6
I Thames Bank Iron Co., Upper Ground

J

Street, S.E 5 5
Charles Turner, Slough 5 5

I

H. J. Veitch, Chelsea 10 10
! James H. Veitch, Chelsea 2 2
: P. C. M. Veitch, J. P., Exeter ... 1 1

J. Walker, Ham Common 3 3
,

A. W. G. Weeks, Cheliea 5 5

|
Rev. W. Weeks, Shirley 10 6
Geo. F. WilsOD, F.B.S 3 3
J. Wright, 171, Fleet Street ... 2 2
H. J. Wimsett, Chelsea 110
H. T. Wooderson. Upper Tooting ... 1 1

G. Woodward, Barham Court ... 10 6

I
B. Wynne 110

i G. Wythes, Syon House Gardens ... 1 1

The Committee request that all communioations with reference to the Testimonial be addressed to Mr. "WYNNE, 1, Danes Inn, Strand, W.C,
by whom subscriptions will be received and acknowledged.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS,
TO APPLY FOE THEIE

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with. Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBULARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM.
&c, &c.

LARCEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

U^- OFFICES AND SHOWIWOMS—

65 and 65», SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E,

Manufactory and Workshops: 4 and 6. GROVE SOUTHWARK^K

THE COTTAGER'S CALMDAOL1ARDEN OPERATIONS.

By the late Sm JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardener* Ch, nick.

Price 3d., post-free 3|d. ; twenty-five copies, 6s. ;
fifty, 10s. ;

and one hundred SOs^

Parcels of not less than K delivered, Carriage Pre., in London only. K°t less than 100 Carnage Pa,d to any part of Grerf 1

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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THE BEST THING
TO FEED WITH TO FINISH UP FINE

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS
IS THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
(No Smell).

One-pint bottle. Is. ; one quart. Is. 6d. ; one-gallon tin, 3s. 9d.

;

four-gallon drum, J2s.; twelve-galloD cask, 32s.; eighteen-
gallon cask, ibs forty-gallon barrel, 9os.

f^° Chenp, only 1 part of Manure recjuired to 50 of water.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens, Trent Park. New Barret,
the most successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemum Blooms
during the season of 1891. This celebrated grower writes :—
"I have used ycur new Liquid Manure on many things this

season with highly satisfactory results— especially on Chrys
anthemums. The 1st Prize Blooms which I exhibited at the
Aquarium Show, on November 6, were reared to such perfec-

tion with this Fertiliser."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all

Nurserymen, Seedtmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere;
or direct from the Sole Manufacturer, G. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth, London, S.E.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

THE

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL S E E D 8 M E K.

H U G H

YAPOURROLL
FU Ml GATOR

For Greeohouses. Cheap, safe, and always effective for Green-
fly, Tbrip, &c. Used in nearly all the large cstablishmects in

England,

Price Is., enough for 1,300 cubic feet, carriage paid. Refills

for 3 tins, 2s. 6d. Everyone should try them. Held under a
Gooseberry bush every caterpillar will be on the floor in less

than a minute.
Manufacturer—E. G. HTJGHE9, Victoria Street, Manchester.

Sold by all Seedsmen.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, In lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emnUion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3>., and 10s. 64.

GISHURSTLKE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 64. and 1*., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
1eadingNurserymen

to be the Sest
Qualityobtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Bail-
way Bates in force to all parte. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSLDE, Jure. P.R.H.S, Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

EPPS^S^PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove. Greenhouse, aoa H aid Hood
Plants. Rhododendrons, &c, in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, eicellent LEAF
MOULD. C. N. FIBRE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.

Special cheap through rates to all paits.

EPFS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILERs
16,000 in use.

The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse*.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of thete

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12.«. ; No. 2, £3 15s ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.

Comp'.ete Apparatus from £t 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Palmerston Buildings. Old Broad St., E.C.

GLASSI CHEAP GLASSI
In Stock Sizes.

( 12X10, 18X12. 18X14, 24X14
1 14X12,20X12, 18x16. 24X16
f 16 X 12, 16 X 14, 20 X 16, 24 X 18, Ac.

15 oz.. per 100 ft.. Is Gd.

21-oz.. „ 10s. Qd.

1$ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2x4, at id. per
foot run. Garden Utensils. Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, 4c.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72. Rtbhopsaatk street Within. Lontiow. nn,

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, tent

shoeing staples as fixed. post-free, 1 /9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bicj cles and Tricycles.
CATALOGUE on application.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £17, including Pomp and Timber Supports.
May i7, 1893. The Dell, Englefield Gieen, Surrey.

ROBERT Warser & Co . Engineers, 27. Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. x 9 in. Btroke treble pump?, that you fixed
here for Baron Schroder, is giviDg very great satisfaction,
pumpiDg the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about 10 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the whole of tbe work
has been so succestfally carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron SchrSder.
K. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

bet of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimonials on application to

27, JEWIN ORESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.O.

Engineering Works, Walton-ok-the-Naze, Essex.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Ghzed and Painted. £ s. d.

1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft... \ „.««, (2

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft..

16 ft. by 6 ft.

.

20 ft. by 6 ft..

24 ft. by 6ft..

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

4 2

5 5
6 7
7 10

6

6

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London Agent.Mr. B..3-kkltok.Seedsman.&c.,2,HollowayBd.,N.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,

BOATS, and CYLINDERS,
AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G, SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 9i Engravings.
2s. 6d. net:

, per post. 2s. lOd.

JONE%& attwoOD
*&:W •••• •>•' Stourbridge
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

s==PO

— FROMT ELEVATIOM— —LOWCITDPIMAL SECTION- — SECTIONAL PLAN—

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

THE BOOK OF THE ROSE.
By the Eev. A. Foster-Melliae, M.A., Eector of Sprougliton,

Suffolk. Illustrated. Extra crown 8vo, 8s. G d. net.

Gardeners' Chronicle.—"As the work of a sound and experienced practitioner, this will be

received with acclamation."

Mr. FRANK CANT writes in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society :—" ' The Book
of the Rose' is the most scientific, complete, and perfect ever published on that subject, and I

strongly advise those who have not read it to lose no time in possessing a copy."

MACMILLAN & CO.. LONDON.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3id. ; 25 Copies, 6s. ; 60, 10s. ; and 100, 20s.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41. WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND. W.O.

THERE IS NOW
A CERTAIN AND SAFE REMEDY IN

THE XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
(^j° Kills Mildew and Insect* at the same time.

gf° Does not Mark or Stain Fruit. Flowers, or Foliage.

1 gallon, 125. Gd,
; £ gallon, 0«. 8d. ; 1 quart, 4s, ; 1 plnt,2j. W.

A Report selected from many :—
October 8.

From Mr. W. H. Morter. High Elms Gardens, Farnboro.
'* I have used your XL ALL Mildew-Wash as directed, on

Roses, Strawberries, and Chrysanthemums, and I have no
hesitation in 6aying it is a sure and Bafe remedy, and supplier
a long felt want, aa it does not niecolour the Mowers nor sr,ot

the wood, as bo many of the sulphur remedies do."

To be had (the same as all the other XL ALL'S), through all
Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen everywhere

;

or direct from the Sole Proprietor, Q. H. RICHARDS, Old
Shot Tower Whaif. Lambeth. London. S.E.

BENTLEY'S ^ize Medal

INSECTICIDE.
USED BY THE LEADISG GARDESEMi.

1 pint, 2s.; 1 quart, 3s. 6a*.
; J gallon, ns. ; 1 gallon, 9i ;

3 gallons, 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Babrow-ox-Himbkr, HULL.

petroleum,
petroleum:,
petroleum.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, Ssd,

per gallon. Casks free.

ANDREW POTTER.
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince of Wales.

STOCK SIZES-ln inches.

12X10
|
14X12 I 18X12 I 16x14 I 20X14 I 20X16 '24X16 73X18

14X10
I
16X12

I
20X12 | 18x14 |

20X15 | 22x16 J0XI8 21xU
21-02. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxe.% 3rdi

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-02- Foreign Mmilar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delircr+t

free and s^und in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CrCl'MBKK GLASSFS. A.*.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD. PAINTS. OILS. URl'SHES. he.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-02- 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
31, Bt. John Street. West Smlthfleld. London. E.C.

Stock Lists- and Priceson application. Please ,j note Gurd QtaM.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses,

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E

Inspsoxxojf IXV1TED.

1000 Houses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure In

forwarding to every person one

post - free on application. This

List Is the most complete In the

Trade, and has cost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SKCTIOX. ' W

I.—Conservatories. Greenhouse*. Vineries.

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
1

n.-

9#-I3l

Bouses, Frames. Pits. Hand-Lights. Ac.

-Poultry. Keonel, Rabbit, and Pifreoo

Appliances, Ac
in.— Ru«t:c Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Roofing. Church

Furniture. Ae. ... IS5—1 7-

V.—HeatingApprtratus.OookingStores, Ac. 1

VI.—Horticultural Manures. Fertilisers. lo-

secticides. Worm and Weed Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils. Ac 2S9-iW
VII.—Lawn Mjwcrsand Edge Cutters. Tennis

Marker-. Garden Rollers, Ac. ... .1

VIII.— Horticultural Timber SW-lfu
rX—Horticaltnrml Sundries, Wirework.

V'uuutains. Vases, Statuary, Ac. ... 241-31.

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds. Plants.

Dutch Bulbs, Ac 343—353
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the IMPROVED GARDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, axd is especially

:ui:.i;!r :':: billy ^a.'.'s* ai i :rive>.,

They are never stepped up by rubbish and sand, and effectu-
ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Pbices j—S-in., 2a.; 10-in., 3s. ; 12-in., 63. 6d.

{The largest size isjor Carriage Drir>es.')

Foil Particnlarg and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Layirg-out Grounds, &c.

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Road, Upper HoUo-sray, London, S.

(And at Harden Pa»k >~nrseriM, Caterham Valley),

WARE & WIM9 Pottery, Uckflald.

FLOWER POTS

of
Testimonial*,
cm appliestin.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BOXES, should apply for price and partiealas to

E. S. WILES a.vd LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

C O O O A
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

ESTABLISHED 1b51.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southastptos BntDrsGS, Csafceet Late. W.C.

TWO-ASD-A-HALP per Cent. IXTE2EST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CtTRBEXT ACC01TKT3. on the mini-

mom monthly balances, -when not drawn below £1 00.
STOCKS and SHARKS purchased and sold.

SAYINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate cf TWO-AND-
A-TM T.F PRE CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

EIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PLBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PEB MONTH.
EIEKBECK FREEHOLD L&ND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PrBCblASK A PLOT OF GBOUND FOB ITVE
SHILLrSGS PEB MOSTH.
The BTRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FBAXCIS BAVKSSCBOFT. Manajrer.

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a
GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.

Saynple Bottle post -free for 9 Stamps.
A Ladt writes :

"' The 6i. bottlo of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delicious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2r. a bottle for. It is most suitable for
children's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASOVS EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A 6d. bottle makes S gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps : or a sample of both, post-free, for IS stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also far

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Perns, Rhododendrons, fto. Ry
the sack, cubic yard, to*, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk
at London Wharf. Immediatedespatch by any Rail or Steamer,
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E.; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
THE FINEST OBTAINABLE,

For particulars apply to

—

D. C *MHBOH, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

SPECIAL TERHS TO TE2 TEADK.

W^m^miM mist.

An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farm ing ; advocate

of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,

and the sale cf proouce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum, 5>., inclusive of postage. Single copies &d. each,

through all Newsagents.
3. Agar Street. Strand, London, W.C.

NEW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.

Land on Ten Years' time.

IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUNSHINE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mesilia Vallev Irrigation Colony.

AMERICA. 34. Victoria S'treet, London. S.W.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. M. THOF.srax & Co., IS, John Street, Hew York, U.S.A..—

American Seeds for the European Wholesale Trade oaly.

V. Lemoece & Sojts. 134, Rue du Montet. a Nancy, France

—

Trees and Flowering Shrubs, Chrysanthemums, Begonias,
Hardy Bulbs, &c.

W. Feomow & SOHS, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick,
London. W.—Roses, Fruit Trees, Chrysanthemums, Green-
house Plants, ic.

DAMMAxy 4 Co., San Giovanni, a Teduccio, Naples—Trees
and Shrube. Conifers, Vegetables, and General Plants.

P. J. LooracASS it Z:>sxy, Oudenbo=ch. Holland—Orna-
mental frees and Shrubs, Roses, and Fruit Trees.

GARDENING APPOINTSIENTS.
Mr. D. L. Macsestosh, formerly at King's Meadows. Peebles-

shire, as Giraener to A. E. Obr-Bwctg, E=q , Ballikinrain

Castle, Balfron, Stirlingshire.

Mr. A. MaS5Ha1x. until lately Foreman at Kiog's Meadows,
Peeblesshire, succeeds Mr. Mackintosh as Gardener at

same place. The change will take place on November 28.

Mr. Fz>~ttma>" has succeeded Mr. F. Capp as Gardener at
Wextord Park, Slough.

Mr. Hesry Mats?, for nearly ten years Gardener at Newton
College, Sonth Devon, as Gardener to H. B. Mjxdmay,
Esq., Sfaoreham Place, Sevenoaks, Kent.

Mr. C. Bfreiss, late of Johnson and Wheeler's Nursery.
Chesterfield, as Gardener and Farm Bailiff to Thomas
Gbegobt, Esq , Eyam View, Eyam. near Sheffield.

Mr. Johx Txscock. late of Nash Court Gardens. Faversham,
as Head Gardener at Warwick School, in succession to

Mr. Bueeows, who has gone as Gardener to Berwick
Hoose,

Mr. W. Ketdall, late Head Gardener at Watford Court,
Eagby, as Steward and Gardener to H. E, P. Bocverie,
Es.^ , Brjnore, Bridgwater.

Mr. C. SorTHTy, for the past twelve years Head Gardener at
Poundneld House, Woking, as Head Gardener to Captain
Wigglxs, Sandhills, Carutchurch, Hants.

«7AiSTKD
a
in Worcestershire, GARDENER

» for Single-handed place ; middle-aged, married, and
withcut family. Must thoroughly understand his business,

and particularly Flowers and Fruit. Will have to live in house
when family are away. Wages, £l a week (which will be
increased if satisfaction is given) and good Lodge. State full

particulars in reply, to—G. S. O., Gardener*' Chronicle Office,

41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

GARDENER and WIFE WAITED, without
children, in an Orphanage, qualified to teacn Boys and

Manage Greenhouse, Grounds, Kitchen Garden, Horses. Pigs,

&c. To have charge of a House with Boys. Wife must be
motherly, and able to do Plain Cooking. Will receive board,
lodging, washing, medical attendance, and £i0 per annum.

—

Apply SECRETARIES. Homes for Little Boys, 25, Holborn
Viaduct. London, E.C.

W""ASTED, good FOREMAN", for Pleasure
T T Grounds.—Seven men under. Wages, 24$. per

week. None but experienced men need apply. — Address,
DR. PHHJPP3, HoUoway Sanatorium, Virginia Water.

XVfANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, for
t I the Glass Department of a Scotch Nursery ; three

assistants. Applicants must be thoroughly up in General
Stock, Forcing Out Flowers, Propagation of Tea Roses and
Clematis, Packing, Despatch of Orders, &c. Married t^st,

, of
not less than twelve years' trade experience.—Apply, stat ng
full particulars of experience, and where gained, age, ana
wages expected, to SCOTCH NURSERYMAN, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WASTED, FOREMAN in Plant Houses,
must have had good experience, and quick at his work.

Wages 22*. per week. Good references indispensable. Apply to
—W. G. BAKER, Botanic Gardens, Oxford.

V\7"ANTED, for a Market Nursery, near
t T London, a capable and skilled GROWER as WORK-

ING FOREMAN, 900 feet run of 12 foot houses, and 450 feet
SO foot houses. Applicant must thoroughly understand suc-
cession of stuff, and be a steady and willing worker, who will
devote the whole of bis time. nly one whose references will
bear the strictest investigation need apply. Salary 20 per
cent, of nett profits.—G.M.;C, 41, "Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

YVTANTED.—Messrs. JOHN LAING & SONS
¥ I require the services of an efficient PROPAGATOR.

Must be well up in Hard and Soft-wooded plant growing and
Propagation. Characterwill have to bear strict investigation.
State full particulars, wages required, &c.,by letter only, to
The Nurseries, Forest EiU, S.E.

WANTED, a pushing MAN, to Manage
Branch, where Plants and Cut Flowers are grown.

First-class references. Age about 35. One that can Draw
Plans preferred. Wages 3«js. per week.—W. asd J. RROWN,
Stamford.

YK

7

ANTED, a strong, active young MA.N, to
I I work in garden and farm ; good spadesman. A good

opportunity for a trying man who wishes to get an insight of
work in the houses. Protestant. Wages lis., bothy, milk,
and vegetables.—J. ARNOLD, Hamwood.Dunboyne, co. Meath.

TX7AN"TED, an ASSISTANT STOj^ER.—A
t T young, energetic married rran, who has filled a

sim ilar situation. Cottage provided on the premises. Apply,
by letter only, and enclose copies of references. State age,
and wages expected.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, Ihe Nurseries,
Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

Florist, Nursery, and Seed Business.
lAAAft TKD, a young MAN, well up in Grow-
» T ing Plants and Blooms for Market, and used to General

Nursery Work. Able to make Wreaths, Bouquets, &c. Good
chaiacter essential; state wages. — AUSTIN, Florists and
Seedsmen. Gravelly Hill, near Birmingham.

\\7ANTED, AT ONCE (Indoors and Out), a
I » respectable, strong YOUTH, not afraid of work. Good

character. — Apply to AETHUB JUGGI.N'S, Tbe Gardfns,
Bardon Hall, Leicester.

A WELL-EDUCATED YOUTH can be RE-
CEIVED in an old-established Nursery and Seed Estab-

lishment. Board and Residence. Premium required. Aadreja,
G. G., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

A^OTJNG LADY REQUIRED for Florist's
-L Shop. State age, experience, and salary required.—

-
T

.
>'. W.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES,
TO GABDENEBS AND OTHEBS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FSA5DEK A.VD CO. can recommend
• several highly qnalined and energetic HBAD and

CXDER GABDEKEB3, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SAKDKB asp CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffa Foresters, fie.

DICKSOKS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Kigheft respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSOKS, Ckssteb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, e\c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

JOHN SMITH, Head Gardener, Ballikin-
rain Castle. Ralfron, N.B., will be disengaged on Novem-

ber 2S. and will be glad to hear of a situation. Thoroughly
practical in all departments. Well recommended,

>0 BONUS will be paid to anyone giving
informat-on leading to Advertiser obtaining a good

situation as HEAD GiBDKNER.—Excellent references. Near
London preferred.—GARDENER, 26, Cowper Rozd, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36 ; highest
recommendations from past and present employers, to

^hom references may be made. Life experience in Early axd
Late Fjrcing of Flowers. Fruit, and Vegetables, and the rou-

tite cf large Gardening Establishmen to. Three years in pre-
seLt situation as general Fjreman.— G. LILLET, Shipley Hall,
Dei by.

£3
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GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no
family; twenty yeara' experience in large gardens.

Good references.—R. F., Gardeners' Chronicle Oifioe, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head) desires engagement;
testimonials to sound practical experience under some

of the most qualified Gardeners in the horticultural world.—
ELLIOTT, 40), Smithdown Road, Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head), age 37, married, no
family.—Gentleman with confidence recommends his

late Gaidener. Thoroughly practical. Life experience in

large establishments.—G., 2. Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF; age 37, married.—W. King, eight years

as Head Gardener and Bailiff to the late John Whitehall
Stevens. Esq., Chi It-ley, Liphook, is open to engage with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical man in

all branches. Life expsrience. Leaving through estate being
eold. Highest testimonials and references.—Address, W. A.
KING, Hill Farm, Charfield, near Wickham Market, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; married

;

thoroughly understands the Culture of Orchids, all

>inds of Fruits, PlaDts, Flowers, Early and Late Forcing,

Pleasure and Kitchen Gardening. Ten years as Head in last

place. Well recommended.—F. JENNINGS, Beechen Cliff

Villa, Bath. No circulars required.

GARDENER (Head); age 34, married;
Scotchman.—A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetic man as above. Eighteen years' expe-
rience in all branches of Gardening; nearly four years in

present situation. Leaving through death of employer.

—

The FOREMAN, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugh, Northum-
berland.

GARDENER (Head).—J. H. Platt, Esq,
highly recommends his late Head Gardener, who is

trustworthy, and has a thorough practical dxpenenco in all

branches; no ohildren. Excellent references.—R. HUNTER,
Dene Park, Tonbridge.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married
;

thoroughly competent in all branches. Two, six and
five years excellent references.—C. PUDDEPHATT, Beech-
wood Cottage, Heckfield, Winchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head), where several are kept.
—A Geioleman can with confidence recommend a

thoroughly practical and trustworthy man, as above, who has
been with him 14 years.—G. NOTTAGE, Sheet, Petersfield.

G~ARDENER (Head).—Advertiser, having
had charge of large gardens, growing first-class Cut

Flowers and Fruit for Market many years, is open to treat
with a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for Market.
Rosea, Carnations, Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Strawterries, Mushrooms. &c. Good references.—E. DENNING,
Posbrooke Gardens, Titchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
man ied, one child. A,Gentleman strongly recommends

his gardener, who has been in his employ four years, to any
Gentleman requiring a steady first-cla-s man in Fruit, Vege-
table, Orchid*, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Stock and
Poultry.—ROFFEY, Middle Lan=>, Teidington.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36;
mairied. The Advertiser seeks an engagement as above,

with any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough good all-
round practical and reliable man. Three and a half years'
character; highly recommended.—W. HOWARD, 50, Sumatra
Road, West Hampstead, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchid?, Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept.—Age 49, married ; thoroughly ex-

perienced in Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Excellent
character.—WILLIAMS , Glynhir, Llandebie, Carmarthenshire.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 42,
one boy at home, age 13 ; thorough practical experience

in all brioches ; also Land and Stock if requiied. Ten and a
half years* good character, twelve previous.— G, FISHER,
Sheeiwater Court, B> fleet.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child ; life experience in large places.

Good Fruit and Plant Grower, and good all-round man. Ex-
cellent characters from present and previous places. Disen-
gaged.—JAME3 SKILLING, Brook Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single handed). — Married, two children, 9 ana 11

years; thorough knowledge of Stock. Wife good Dairy or
Lauodrv-woman. Leaving throun h death of emplo) er.

—

DAY, Horton Lodgp, Slough.

/_JARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40;
V-fl thoroughly practical all-round, life experience, six and
three yearo' excellent character. Wife no ot-j-ectiou to small
laundry or gate.—H. BROOM, 3:>, Johnson Road, Bromley
Common, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Understands Early and Late Forcing,

Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables. No family. Wife a Rood
Laundress. — GARDENER, Ystrnd-house, Ystrad Mynach,
Cardiff.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 24;
abstainer; eleven j ears' experience; leaving present

situation through death ; good references from past and present
employers.—E. H., Perrystield Cottages, Oxted, Surrey.

M

GARDENER (Single-handed). — All-round
knowledge ; eleven years' character; giving up place

cause o! leaving. Married.—H. SCOREY, Fern Villa, Station
Road, Enfield.

GARDENER. — Age 327 married
5

good
experience in all branches of Gardening. Good

character and references — J. B., 121, Gladstone Road,
Wimble.'on, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 42, married ; thoroughly
understands growing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Garden, and Pleasure Grounds.
Fifteen years,' Head. Land and Stock if lequired. Good re-

ferences.—GARDENER, 5, Muriel Road, Dane's Hill, Leicester.

R. RIVERS, of The Nurseries, Sawbridge-
ujl. worth, will be ideased to recommend the son of his

Manager to anyone as GARDENER, where Fruit Growing was
made a specialty, either for pleasure or profit. Satisfactory

references from all points.—Write to Mr. CAMP, above
address, for any particulars.

G.ARDENER (Second, or good Third, in
a Gentleman's Garden).—Age 23; one year's good cha-

racter, and two previous.— F. KEYWOOD, Wes-tEod, Henfield,

Sussex.

GARDENER (Second), where two or more
are kept.—Seven years experience ; excellent references.

—Address, A. BRILL, Lock Road, Ham, S.W.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22 ; requires
situation. Inside and Out. Seven years' experience.

Good character,—T. MATTHEWS, Thorley, Bishop's Stortlord,

Herts.
_^

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

—Seventeen years' experience with good firms. Well
up in all branches. Good Salesman and Grower.—JOHN
WINSER, Plummer's Plain, Horsham.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; experienced in all

branches, including Orchids. For the last three years at
Chatsworth. Seven years' previous good character. — C
HARWOOD, The Gardens. Chatsworth.

PROPAGATOR or GROWER. — Age 27;
twelve 3 ears' experience in growing first-cl'.ss Pot and

Cut Stuff for Market. Well up in Forcing Lilies of the Valley,

&c. Good references.—J. H. C, 3, Edward Road, Hampton
Hill.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 23; fourteen years'
experience ia Plant and Fruit Houses, &c. Previously

as Foreman. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse,
Westwell, Abhford, Kent.

To Nurserymen,
FOREMAN (Herbaceous and Alpine), or

TRAVELLER —Age 31 ; has had good experience. First-

class references. — E. H. HARRY, 36, Adelaide Road,
Brockley, S.E.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26;
three years as First Journeyman in last place. Thoroughly

well recommended.—T. A., 4, Whitbread Terrace, Hatfield

Road, St. Albans.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want tf

an energetic man.—Ford Manor Gardens. Lingfield, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN.—Age 31 ; well acquainted with

General Market Routine for Pot*, Cut bloom, and Fruit.

Exceptional reference from present employer. Would take

entire charge. Business changing hands.—B. S. W., 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and SALES-
MAN.—Age 40; life experience Growing cboie« Flowers,

Fruit, Ac, for London and Provincial Market*. Good testi-

monials. State wages, quantity of glass, and staff kept.—
HORTUS, W. Vaisey. Luton Road, Hurpenden, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (First), under Foreman.—
Joseph Forsey. Stanford Hall Garden, Loughborough,

can highly recommend his son, Bge 24, to any Gardener re-

quiring an energetic youog Man, tne last two and a-h*lf years

in Chatsworth Gardens.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.— Situation wanted,
by a young M*n well up in his work. Six years'

experience, and excellent references.— F. WILLIAMS, The
Gardens, Crcome Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

1>£ offered to Head Gardener securing a good
£*>') situation for Advertiser as JOUt.Xfc.YM LM m a largo

establishment.—Age 21 ; excellent references.—H. , li>, Dalliug

Road, Hommenmith, W.

JOURNEYMAN.—Strong, active, and of good

character. Been under me six years. De^re* situation

Inside and Out. -Mr. LE 4.CB, Albury Park gardens, Guildford.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside, or UAR-
DENER (Seco.vd).—Good references as to abilities.—

E. Y„ Wooland s Road, Hambledon, Oodalming. Surrey.

X'O 10s BONUS offered.—IMPROVER wants

<&w ^engagement. Midland or Westert.">«"'? f'T
ferred.-Particulara and recommendation from \ 1LAR. 41

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

O GARDENERS.—A young man (age 19),

seeks situation as LMPROVKR In.ide and Out Five

years' experience.-.!. STOTE, Pike's Hill, Lyndhur.1, Hant*.

"IMPROVER.—Mrs. McCoN.s-Kr.,Comptons Lea,
-*- Horsham, can recommend a thoroughly respectable young
man, age II), Churchman, as I.MPROVKR in House, and Out/-
side Garden. Been two and a half years in her Garden,
Vineries, Stove and Orchid-house, betides conservatory, under
good gardener, Mr. E. Lane, who can answer all enquiries,
as above.

HTO MARKET GARDENERS and FRUIT
-L GROWERS.—Wanted to place a Youth where he could
gain a thorough knowledge of the busine**, and tie treated as
one of the family, within twenty miles of London. Apply,
stating terms, fcc. to—Mr. HOUNSELL, 178, Great College
Street, Camden Town, N.W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 26;
well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mutbrooms, Grape*.

Peaches, Pot-stuff, and the general routine of a Market
Nursery.—F. SMITH, 29, Bondchurch Road. Hassocks, Suwex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man (21) seeks
situation. Used to Market Nursery, Tomaios. Cucum-

bers, Ferns, Cut Flowers, &c. Good references. Abstainer.

—

A. SMITH, 3, Heathlield Villas. Hampton.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age 23,
nine years' practical experience, requires situation as

UNDER MANAGER, or to Manage Small Branch (Provincial
preferred). Good references. — SAUNDERS, 4, North Road,
Highgate, N.

TO NURSERYMEN, &o. —~Young Man
(age 23) seeks situation in a Nursery or Private Place.

Seven years' experience. Good references.—W., 6, Heaton
Road, Peckham. 8 E.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Mr. T. W.
Sander-, F.R.H.S., wishes to find an opening in a good

Garden for an active, well-educated Youth, desirous of acquir-
ing a practical knowledge of Horticulture in all its branches.
A reasonable sum as Premium would be paid to any competent
Head Gardener, willing to give the Youth the necess.ry in-

struction. Small salary only expected. Age 20. Mr, Sindem
will gladly answer any enquiries, or give fuller particulars if

needed. —Address, 124, Embleton Road, Vicar's Hill. Lewisham,
London, S.E.

TO GARDENERS.—A Lady recommends a
tall strong Lad of 15J for Garden Work. Some expe-

rience.—Miss HODGSON, Heme wood, Sevenoaks.

TO GARDENERS.—A young man (age 20),
seeks situation in Gentleman's garden. Work Inside

and Out. Six years* experience. Total ab?taioer.--H.
RANDALL, Castle Lane. Devizes. Wilts.

TO SEEDSMEN.—Situation wanted by young
man (age 24), experienced in all branches, Sec. Good

references.—C. P., Messrs. E. Parsons & Co.. Seedsmen, Bristol.

O FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—Advertiser
having finished his Apprenticeship in nursery, requires*

situation in shop as ASSISTANT or IMPSOVER.—AKTHUtt
PRATT, Messrs. W. Balchin and Sons, Florists, 87, Western
Road, Brighton.

SITUATION WANTED by first-rate Man, of
extensive and varied experience in lar^e estahli^hmeoU,

and in the details of all departments of horticulture. Accus-
tomed to strictly economic and systematic manng'-meDt.
Unimpeachable character from present and previous employers.
Age 37, married, one child.—GARDENER, 3, City h'oad,

Chester.

HANDY-MAN.—Experienced in Making and
Erecting Greenhouses. Can fill up time in Nursery,

having good knowledge of general work.—W. DODQSON,
7, Granville Terrace, Landsdowne Street, Hull.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Head).—Nineteen years' expe-
O rience, well up in all branches of the trade: first-class

references.— J. W. S., 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

C p p. A T*T 1 d t?

HOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.— Situation
O wanted ; ten years' experience in the largest Wholesale
and Retail Firms in the United Kingdom. Excellent refer-

ences.— C, care of Charles Sharp* St Co., Ltd., Sleaford.

SHOPMAN wants situation, t^n years expe-
rience. First-class reference?.—F , Gardcncrt' CSromcU

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; five

years' experience in good provincial house in all

branches. Good references.— J. W. B., 4. Hartley Terrace.

Haodsworth. Sheffield.

S 1

LADY GARDENER. — Scotch-trained and
experienced in Garden, Greenhouse, rind Orchard, wane

situation ; would go a, Companion and Gardener, or Gardener
only.—STEPHEN, .*U. Whitefn.tr*. Cheater.

F'LOKISTS. — Young Lady, age 19, «wki
re-engagement. l'*ed to Buttonhole* and Wieath* ;

al» to Serving. Good reference*.— E. W., 13. Hamilton Boa 1.

Highbury Para. K.

l*|A l\()f\ A YEAR.— 1 loir one might play
.^ lv'« U\-'V/ the part of Pnno* BouLtifol oo »uco aa

income : What comfort and relief one could bring to the poor

and to the offering. And yet, even without mooey. one can

do good if one ha* the will. If I eee a fellow creature .uHenng

from ague, fever*, or disorder, of the ttomach : or from goat,

rbeonutlof, neuralgia, and the like. I don't Deed to be a ma*
of wealth in order to »how him the way to health. If I joint

out to him the wonderful tfflomcj of HOLLOW (VS PILLS

and OlXTMEhT. I h»v« perchance done more g>;d by that

on.- thoughtful action than I could hare achieved > ilh all lha

wealth of all the Bothachilda.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

goyfiprcpttinf m iMMMpflfl

T T /"\ ^> rfl T l""* T T T T^ T T 1^ A T T^ T T T T Y"\ Y TVT /**G °^ every description erected, either in Wood
r\\Jt\ 1 IvULl Onnii DUlLii/lillVJU or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

Imperishable Teak - Wood Houses a Specialty.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOOD BUILDINGS.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS BEING EXECUTED BY US AT PRESENT ABE THE FOLLOWING:—

For HEE MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Eose House, &c, at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.E.H. THE PEINCE OF WALES—Eange of Fruit Houses, 300 feet long, at Sandringham.

,, LOED IVEAGH—Extensive Eanges of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, and Eange of Offices, at

Eange of Vineries in Teakwood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent. [Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite and Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Eenewal of Eange of 22 Plant Houses, in Teakwood, at Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.
Eange of Hothouses, in Teakwood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

PLANT

and

FRUIT

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, 1,on Ion. W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinot of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Abthub George Mabtih, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, October 19, 1885. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Chrysanthemums.

HCANNELL and SONS, whose Colleotion
• is well known to be the largest, completest, best kept,

and most interesting, is in splendid bloom, a number of entirely

new shapes and colours of great promise, and of the Swanlef
Dwarf Type, which are considered an acquisition. All are
Invited to see our magnificent house, 160 feet long by 26 feet

wide— a glow of colour.
SWANLKY, KENT.

CA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J^\j\j\J all splendid bushy plants.-GREEN : la in.

to IS in-, at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 21 in , at 75s. per 100;
25 in. to -1 ' in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

FOR SALE, Cheap, HOLLIES, YEWS,
THUYA COMPACTA and BEECH, 3 to 4 feet Standard

Trees, POPLARS, HORSE-CHESTNUTS, LIMES, MAPLES,
MOUNTAIN ASH, from 8 to 9 feet.

Apply, THOS. HUNTER, Nurserjman, Barnard Castle.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS for SPRING
Bedding.

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
HYACINTHS.—Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet, Blue and

Pure White, each per dozen, 4s. ; per 100, 28s. W. G. Mar-
shall, Esq , Norton Manor, says;—"The effect produced by
your Hyacinths last year at my entrance-gates was the talk of

the neighbourhood."

s
SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TEE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATAL03UE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR and SON, \l. King Street, Covent Garden. London.

MR
s<

, .. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS are
i*X sent to nearly every town in the United Kingdom, and
are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest in the
Kingdcm. Emperor Narcissus, 5s. 6d. per dozen. 40s. per 100 ;

Hoistieldii, 2s. 9d. per dozen, 20s. per 10i>; Sir Watkin, 5s. 6d.

per doien, 40s. per 100; Golden Spur, 2s. Qd. per dozen,

18s. per 100. Hyacinths for exhibition a specialty. Ten per
cent, discount on all orders over £5. Full List on application.

Teoby Street North, Birmingham.

To Chrysanthemum Exhibitors.

TIDY'S Patent CUP and TUBE is the Best.
Send for Circular and Sample, free Is. 3d.

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W. E. TIDY, Brochhampton Nurseries, Havanfc.

N~OW is the TIME to PLANT PYRETH-
RUMS, Gaillardias, Delphiniums, and Peeonies.

Catalogue of KELWAY ahd SON, Langport, Somerset.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RU3HFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or

from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen, France.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR,TheLondonNursery,4,Maida Vale. London, W.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT.Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,

Southgate. N . Established 1797.

BOUVARDIAS, beat named sorts for cutting

in 60's, 15s. per 100 ; in 48's and 33's, 4s. per dozen. Free

on rail for cash with order.

J. HUBERT GROGARD & CO., Railway Nurseries.Worthing.

FERNS,FERNS—30,000 P.cristata in thumbs,
good, clean, and free, at 12s. per 100. or £5 per 11)00.

Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 48's and 32's on

application. Inspection invited. Free on rail in London.

J. HILL, Nurseryman, Lower Edmonton, Middlesex.

"DOYAL SOVEREIGN."— Laxton's grand
X\j new early STRAWBERRY, guaranteed true. Very fine

strong runners, 12s. id. per 100, 2s. id per doz. Price per 1000

on application.-T. KIME, Mareham-le-Fen, Boston, Lines.

CARNATIONS—Extra strong layers. Mrs.

Revnolds Hole. 20s. per 100. 3.. per dozen ; Raby C»stle,

good pfnk
y

; Lord Salisbury' good white. IS., per 100, 2s W per

dozen- Helianthus multiflorus and plana, strong clumpsJU.

per oVz.n Would exchange for Helleborus msjor or good

Double Paeonies.
. i»r«,i« n™l.Va

J<0. DAV'19, Nurseries, Great Meolo, Hoyiake.

Box Bushes.

WANTED, a few well-rooted Plants, o to 6 ft.

high, for making a hedge.

Hon. THOMAS FITZWILLUM. The Ferry. Peterborough.

WANTED, 50,000
CUTTIN

W. TYLEH, 117^

CAXCKqLAR I

A

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.-Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thuredav in

each Month, at Mr. J. O. STEVENS' Great Booms. 3?, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.O. Catalogue* on application.

THE BEST HYACINTHS for Pot Culture and
for Glasses; Tulips, Daffodils, Liliums, Irises, Anemone*,

Crocuses, Scillas. and all other Bulbs for pre-ent snd latvr

planting. See our CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

CYCLAMEN.—A few well-grown plants to
dispose of. Apply to

—

H. FLEET, Oak Hill, Moortown, Leeds.

VINES.—Having a fine sample of Pot Vines
to dispose of, in var. Price from 3s. <6d. to "a. 6d. each.

To Trade by dozen or 100 ; price on application to—
SAMUEL JENK8, Bramley Nursery. Eist Grinsiei*.

SMILAX ASPARAGOIDES.—Strong joaog
stuff in 60's. ready for pottiog on or planting. All staked.

16s. per 100. Free on rail. Cash with order.

P. BOULTON. Beechenlea Nursery, Swanley.

Important to Planters.

JC. WHEELER & SON'S AUTUMN CATA-
• LOGUE of Fruit Trees. Roses, Forest Trees. Evergreens.

Vines, &c, for this season, is now ready, illustrated and fud of

information as to the mo-t profitable varieties to grow, and the
best time to plant them, fo- warded, post-free, ou application.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON. King-holm Nursery. Ulouxeter.

To Nurserymen.

H MILES, 2a, Langley Court, Covent Garden,
• is open to receive Consignments of CHOICE OUT

FLOWEB9 for SALE on COMMISSION'. Best Marker Prim
obtained. Boxes and Labels supplied. References given.

Correspondence invited. Terms: Cheques weekly ; London S.

County Baok.

MILLER'S WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
—Grand bulb?, 10». id. per IO0; extra-large balb.i. 14*.

per 1011. Scarlet Duo van Thol TULIPS, splendid bulb -.

per 100. Paper-white POLY-NARCIsSUS, strong bjilx, E

per 100. LILIU1I HARRISII, 3». 6o\ and Si. 6d. per doien.

Orders above 10s., carriage paid.

F. MILLER axd CO., Ml, Fulham Road, London. S.W.

C"
ARNATIONSand^PICOTEES.— Collection
of 300 of the finest varieties in cultivation. Layer.

strong, prices moderate, no disease. Lists free.

PRITOHARD a>d SONS, Nurserymen, Shrewsbury.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATAXIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnation.,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham. Surrey.

ARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of

Ketton Rose, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Comte de Braxxa,

Queen Victoria, and others.— For list, and price*, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Garden., SUmlord.

GRANDE MONARQUE NARCISSUS, S0«.

per 1000, 3r. id. per 1C0
J
CAMPERSELLE MAJOB. Sj.

per 1000, Is. per 100. All goo.1 flowering bulb..

T. GELL. Week -arm. Ventnor, I.le of Wight.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden. W.O.

High. »t Market Price*. Prompt oaah.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five v»ar» old,

splendid roots. 12». tW. per 10) ; «tra fine, 9 year. old.

15«. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus alway.

makes top price at Covent Gard.o.

J. J. CLARK. Market Gardener, Oold.tone, Brighton.

CMILAX, myrsipbyllum aspaka-
kj GOIDES. nice young Stuff in thumb pots ready topotojl.

20i. per 100, free on rail.- WILLIAM WHTTELKi, The

Numeric.. Hillingdon Heath, nxbridg*.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builder*

. to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince ol Wale., H.M.

Government. Admnaliy Dcpt.. War Dept. Royal Hort. Soc..

Roval Botanic Soe.. Parks and Public Building.. Patentee* of

the Duplex Uoright Tubular Boiler.. Kin»'.Raid, Ch»l»»a.8.W .

Telegraph Address, "HcrtiilaDu.. London." Tel.pbonOo.872S.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTBAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, OHEAPSIDE, E.G. CATALOGUES FOB ALL AUCTIONS SENT FBEE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Two Days' Sale. - Tottenham, N.
Adjoining the TotteDham Hale Station, Great Eastern

Main Line.

Mr. Ware's GREAT ANNUAL SALE of immense quantities o£

NURSERY STOCK.

M"ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i-'A SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, N., on TUElDiY and WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 29 and 30, 1895, at 11 o'clock precisely each
day, io consequence of the large number of Lots.

2500 BOaES IN POTS, EXTBA STRONG, of the best sorts.

100,(00 CARNATIONS and PIOOTEES.—Named sorts in pots,

consisting of the very best varieties in cultivation, both
new and old kinds.

TREE CARNATIONS in variety, fine plants in 48-pots.

50,000 DOUBLE and SINGLE TUBEROUS - ROOTED
BEGONIAS.—Probably the finest Collection in the world,
aid a special feature at this Nursery. These will bs
offered both in mixture and selected to colour. The tubes
are remarkably strong and fine, not a bad variety will be
found amongst them,

60,000 CLEMATIS and AMPELOP.3H, and other Climbers;
10,000 IVIEs iu variety.

100, OfO SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS, extra strong forcing
stuff. Bath these are grown by Mr. Ware in enormoui
qaautities at Tottenham and elsewhere. The season
h*s suited the growth of bath remarkably well, and Mr.
Ware states that he never had Ihem so fine.

25,000 HOME-GROWN L1XIE3. Of these, Mr. Ware holds
oneof the large.-t collections in the trade. All the Bulbi
offered will be of gODd size, perfectly healthy, and such as

cannot fail to give satisfaction.

200,000 BERLIN CROWNS LILY OF THE VALLEY.—These
are exceptionally fine, being of the true Berlin or best

forcing variety.

FORCING PLANTS and BULES. in endless variety.

200.000 HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BULBS.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected to colour. CHRISTMIS ROSES,
Double and Single PYRETHRUMS. PINKS, DEL-
PHINIUMS, POTENTILLAS, PHLOX, PiEONIES. Also
thousands of other PLANTS, TREES, and SHRUBS, in
great variety, including a large quantity of POPLABS
suitable for forming Screens, broad-leaved PRIVET, fine

bushy stuff, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogu a may be had on the Premises ; and of the Auc-
tioneers Land and Estate Agents, and Valuer?, 67 and 68.
Cheapside, London. E.C. ; and Leytonstone.

Woking, Surrey.—Without Reserve-

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messr?, H. & C. Cobbett, who aro com-

pelled to effect an immediate clearance of a large portion of

ground, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premise?, the Horsell
rouiyenep, Woking, about a mile from WokiDg Kiilway
Station on TUESDAY NEST, Oct. 29, and two following days,
at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, several Acres of well grown
NURSERY STOCK, which has been carefully prepared lor

remuval, comprising a la'ge quantity of Border Shrub*, in
great variety ; 3o,UJ3 Fruit Tre^s, consisting of Standard,
Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained Apples, Peirs. Plums, Peaches,
Nectarines, and others; 30,000 Forest Trees, Scotch Firs,
Pinui, Birch, Quick, &c. ; 5000 Standards, Hal'-standards, and
Dwarf Roses, in all the best varieties; 3000 Potting thrubs,
2000 Climbers, 5000 Standard Ornamental and Flowering
Trees; lu.000 Fruit and Manetti Stocks, Rhododendrons,
Hardy Azaleas, and other Stock.

May be viewtd any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C. ; and Leytonstone.

Maidenhead.

SALE of well-grown ORNAMENTAL SPECIMEN SHRUBS
and TREES, Standard Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT
TREES, ROSES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises, The

Floral Nurseries, Castle Hill, Maidenhead, one mile from
MaiJenhead Station, Gr.W.Ry , on THURSDAY NEXT, Oct. 31,
at half-past 11 o'Clock, by order of Mr. R. O wen.

May be viewed. Catalogues had on the premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London. E.C.

WokLng, Surrey.

THREE DAYS' SALE of valuable and thriving NURSERY
STOCK, which has been carefully prepared for removal.
By order of Mr. R. Collyer.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Cart House

Lane Nurseries, Wokin*. Surrey, on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 6,
and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day:—
kOOO English Yews, 2 to 5 feet, several hundreds of Cupreasus,
Tnujas, and others, for hedges, screens, &c. ; 100 splendid
Spec men Gold and Silver Hallie?, with 2 to 6 feet stems, and
growth of from 15 to 25 years ; 3O0Q Common Green Hollies,
1 to 8 feet ; Hybrid and Poaticum Rhododendrons, well set
with buds; thousands of Standard Ornamental Trees for
Avenue and Street Planting. Immense quantities of small
Shrubs, for potting and growing on ; 1000 Standard and Half*
•tancurd Rosea, tJQjQ Standard and Pyramid Apples and
Plums, moat of them Fruit-bearing Trees; Flowering Shrubs,
in great variety ; 70,000 Mdueiti Stocks, 10,000 Apple
dtocfci, &o.

Luncheon will be provided to intending purchasers. The
Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale,

Catalogues may be obtained on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Wlcliford, Essex.

FREEHOLD LAND, 2 to 40 acre Lots, for Market Gardening,
Fruit Growing, and Re-sale in Plots; almost adjoining

station on direct Sonthend line.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard.
London, EC, on TUESDAY, November 5, at 2 o'clock, in 12

Lots, valuable FREEHOLD ESTATES, of about 220 acres, sub-

divided into lots of from 2 to 40 acres, and known as the
Beeches and Bridge House Farm, possessing extensive front-

ages to tbe main London and parish roads, offering numerous
fine eites for development into Building Plots, several enclo-

sures of fine Pasture Land, two capital Residences, with gardens,
two Cottages, numerous BuildiDgs, and enclosures of good
Arable Land suitable for Market Gardening, Fruit Growing,
Poultry Farms, &e.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Particulars and
plans may be had at the Castle Hotel, Wickford ; of Messrs.

GODWIN and SON, Solicitors, 51 and 52. Wool Exchange,
Coleman Street, E.C. ; and of tbe Auctioneers and Land
Agents, 67, Cheapside, London. E.C.

iBrentftrd, Middlesex.
Valuable FREEHOLD MARKET NURSERY, situate in a

fplendid Fruit-growing district, about 10 miles from
Covent Garden Market. Fo* Sale with possession.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard,

London, E.C, on TUESDAY", November 5, at 2 o'Clock, the
Frethold Property known as the EALING PARK NURSERY,
Windmill Road, Brentford, comprising 28 Greenhouses, con-
taining a total superficial area of over 24,000 feet, the whole
heated by more than 5601 feet of hotwater-piping, with 6

boilers and stokeholes; Stabling aod Sheds; also, about 1800
feet-run of Brick-wall for Fruit-culture ; the entire property
comprising an area of about la. Or. 3op.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be had at the Mart

;

of Messrs. RUSTON.CLARK ANDRUSTON,Solicitors,29, Essex
Street Strand. W.C., and at Brentford; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, S.E.—Without Reserve.

IMPORTANT SALE of FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL
TREES, &c.

\\ ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJL SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Burnt Aah
Hill Nil-series, Lee. Kent, S.E., close to the Lee Station,

S. E. Ry., on TUESDAY, November o. 1895, at 12 o'Clock. by
order of Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons, 10,000 FRUIT and ORNA-
MENTAL TBEES, fine clean-grown stuff, in great variety and
capital condi ion for removal, comprising 2000 Standard
Apples, in all the best kinds; 2000 Pyramid and Dwarf-
trained Plums, Pears, and Cherries; Dwarf-trained Peaches
and Nectarines; 500 fine Limes, 8 to 10 feet; 500 Double
Scarlet and other Thorns, 300 Double Cherries, 500 Lilacs,

Deciduous Shrubs in variety, Berber.?, ltOO Standard and
Dwarf Ro.es of the finest sorts, &c.

M*y be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogued had
at the Nurseries, also at the Seed Shop, 61, High Street,

Le^vibham; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.C.

Toddington, near Wincncombe, Gloucestershire.

Great SALE of FRUIT TREES, by order of the Toddiogton
Orchard Company, Limited, in liquidation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, The Nurteries,

Toddington. Winchcombe, Gloucestershire, seven miles from
Ashchurch Station (Midland Railway, and eight from Evesham
Station (Midland and G. W. tt), on WEDNESDAY.
November 6, 1895, at 12 o'Clock precisely, in consequence of

the large number of lota, an immense quantity of FRUIT
T8EES, including 50OJ Standard and featnered PLUMS, con-

sisting of Victorias, La De.iieuse, Early Prolific, Pond's

Seedling, and other leading sorts; 300 Pyrami 1 Pears ou
Quince, 1000 Farleigh Damson*; Apples; 40,000 Black
CURRANTS, Baldwins. Naples, Prince of Wales, and Lee's

Prolific; 30,0000 Red CURRANTS. Raby Castle. Red Dutch,
Red Grape, and Red Scotch; 4000 GOOSEBERRIES. Crown
Bob, Lancashire Lad, Warrington, and others ; 4000 Cob Nuts.

40.000 FOREST TREES,
including Ash, Larch, Scotch and SprucB Fir?, Horse- Chest-

nuts ; 303 Limes; 250 ARUM LILIES, in pots, &c.

The Stock may be viewed any day (Sundays excepted; prior

to the Sale. Catalogues may be had ou the Premises, of

Messrs. HARVEY, PREEN, and CO., Chartered Accountants,
Basing House, Basinghall Street, London. E.C, and Kidde-
minster ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68.

Cheap3ide, LondoD, E C.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms. 67
and 68, Cheapside. London. E.C. EVERY DAY. at 13 o'clock,

large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CBOCUS, Narcissus, and other BULBS tram Holland, lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers.

Also SOMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM OANDtDUM, SNOW-
DBOPS, to.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Normandy, near Guildford, Surrey.
The NORMANDY MANOR ESTATE, adjoining the

Wan borough Station,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (in
conjunction with MESSRS. MUMFORD and BOND)

will SELL by AUCTION, at the White Lion Hotel, Guildford,
on MONDAY, Nov. 11, at Three o'clock, the remaining portion

o£ the above VALUABLE ESTATE, in sections, as follows :—

LOT.
5. Kich Herby Meadows
6. Pasture Land
7. Fertile Arable Land
8. Fruit Farm

a. r. p.

5 2 25
5 1 25
10 1 29

5 3 18
9. Valuable Building Estate, frontage 1183 feet... 17 3 15

10. Productive Farm 53 3 17
VI, Very Valuable Fruit Farm and Nursery, 2

Dwelling Houses, Glass and other Erections,
and Orchard Land 41 3 39

13. CleygateFarm 84 18
14. Fruit and Building Lands 10
15. Ditto ditto 30

]

May now be viewed. Particulars and plans, and Conditions
of Sale, may be had on the premises, at the place of Sale and
principal Inns in Guildford, of Messrs. PARROTT. Solicitors,

Aylesbury ; Messrs. PYKE AND PARROTr, Solicitors, 63,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. ; Messrs. MUMFORD AND BOND,
Auctioneers and Surveyors. Brill. Bucks, and Thame, Oxon

;

and of Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Auctioneers and
Land Agents, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, EC.

Monday and Thursday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, as follows, at 12 o'clock.

MONDAY NEXT, October 28.—250 Azalea indica, 274 A,
mollis, 50 Rhododendrons, 24 Laurestinus, 50 lots of choice
Stove aDd Greenhouse Ferns and others, several hundred stan-
dard, half-standa rd, climbirg, and Tea Roses, Clematis, Ivies,

Euonymus, and other shrubs.

THURSDAY NEXT, October 31.—90 Azalea mollis, 60 A.
indica, 60 Dracaenas, 36 Aucuba jiponica. 12 Phormium
V euchii, Latanias. Arecas, and Coryphas from Belgium.

On view Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next,
A consignment received direct, comprising

—

3 00 LILIUM SUPERBUM
500 „ GRAYII frare)

20) „ PHILADELPHICUM
1900 „ CANADENSE
1000 TRT.LIUM GRANDIFLORUM

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE on MONDAY NEXT,
October 28.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.—At 2 o'clock.
20 Cases LILIUM HARRISI, 7 to 9 inches

20 „ ,, „ 9 to 11 ,.

And 5 ,, „ ,, each contiining 500 Bulbs
—in all 750) Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 30.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, November l, 1895.

By Ordeh of Messrs. F. Sander & Co.

IMPORTANT SALE of ORCHIDS
A GRAND NEVv" ONCIDIUM, WONDERFULLY DISTINCT.

Very brilliant flowers, similar to, and in shape like. O.

loxense ; bulbs resembling O. pardinum. Large upright
f-pikes, with numerous branches ; flowers magnificent ; label-

lum cut straight off, as in Liriodendron ; cjlour resembling

Masdevallia Veitchii ; sepals and petals of a bronze colour.

The remaining plants of the

NEW LARGE WHITE BIGIBBUM-LIKE PAPUAN
DENDBOBE.

All fine examples, with new growths, some showing for flower.

Also 122 plants of the very rare

DENDROBIUM SANGUINOLENTUM.
This magnificent Dendrobe is one of the finest in the genus,

and is now extremely rare in collections : it is very beautiful,

and we hava much pleasure in offering 122 grand plants. The
beautiful blossoms are produced at the apex of the sterna,

which continue flowering for years. Sepals and petals a deli-

cate fawn colour, tipped with rich deep violet ; labellum of

similar colour.

DENDROBIUM PHALESOPSIS SOHRODERIANUM.
100 plants in Bloom and Bud ; also 100 Imported Plants.

Together with 50 grand plants in Bud and Bloom
of the superb long-laatiog

DENDROBIUM FORMOSUM GIGANTEUM,
and 50 grand unflowered plants of

DENDROBIUM FINDLAYANUM,
in splendid oondition. Every plant will bloom io the apring,

Also 1001 plants of a type of L^ELIi AUTUMNALIS (L.

Wendlandiana ?), or the grand form flowered two y«ar» ago

by A. H. Smee, Esq., of The Grange, Eackbiidge.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sal*

Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside, B.C., on FRIDAY NEXT,
November 1, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SALES by AUCTION.
90,000 JAPANESE LILIES.

Immense Consignment of 28,000 LILIUM AURATUM, 44,000

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM. 17,000 LILIUM SPECIOSUM,
ALBUM, RUBRUM. KRAMERI, and MELPOMENE, and

OTHERS.—PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
respectfully announce that they have received the

Bills of Lading for the above, consigned to them for absolute
SALE. As soon as the steamer arrives, the date will be adver-
tised, and Messrs. P. & M. will in the meantime be glad to
receive applications for Catalogues. The whole of the Bulb i

w»ll be offered on one day.

IMPORTANT

SALE OF ORCHIDS,
Chester Park, Fishponds, Bristol.

About Ha)f-a-Mile from Fiahpouds Station (M.R.), and
Three Miles from Bristol.

NOVEMBER 6, 189 5.

The well-known

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS
Formed by the late JAMES CRISPIN, Esq., F.R.H.S

,

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION,
Without the Slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late

Mr. James Crispin to >ELL by AUCTION", on the Premises
CHESTER PARK, FISHPONDS, ou WEDNESDAY, Nov. 6,

at 12 o'clock precisely, without the least reserve

—

The well-known COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS,
Comprisiog amongst others :

—
Odontoglossum Alexandras,

the very best varieties

,, Pescitorei

,, Londesboroughiaunm,
exceptionally fine
liowering plants

„ Kamossisimum
,, PoIyxaDthum
,, Coronarium
,, Kdwardi
,, Uro-Skinnerii

Oncidium macranthum
Lycaste Skinneiii alba
Litlia Eyermanniana

,, Perrinii, fine specimen
„ elegans, received C.C.

Royal Hort. Soc.
Cattleya flflossiffi, fine varieties

M Rex, nue plant
,, labiata

,, gigas Sanderiana
,, aurea, tine plants

,, Bowrmgiana, grand
plants

Cypripedium Seedlings
Savageanum
Morganioe. fine plants
vexillarium, large

plants
Charles Canham
Harrisianum Buperbum
insigue Crispinianum

,

with spotted sepals
and petals

villosum grandiflorum
aurtum. grand variety

apiculatum, fine variety
Oiphanum
Druryii
microchilum
Ashburtonias expausum
Haynaldianum, grand
specimen

Madame Cappe
Kimballiaoum
maeropterum
Alice
Io Grandis.

The Collection may be viewed on November 5, from 10 to

4 o'clock, by Catalogue to be obtained from Messrs. CRISPIN
and SONS, Nelson Street, Bristol ; or of Messrs. PROTHEROE
and MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.
For the convergence of Buyers attending from a distance,

Luncheon will be provided from 11 to 12 on Moraing of Sale,

GRAND IMPORTATION OF ORCHIDS.

1000 SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA,
500 ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM ROGERSH,

AND
ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM

(Paoho type),

WILL BE SOLD AT

PROTHEROE & MORRIS' AUCTION ROOMS
67, Cheap-ide, E.C, on November 8, 1895,

By order of

FRED HOESMAN & CO , COLCHESTER.

Thursday Next.

IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL byAUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.. on THURSDAY NEXT, October 31, at half-past 12
o'Clock precisely, valuable IMPORTED ORCHIDS t—
Grand masses of Oncidium tigrinum, 0. rarlcosum RogfTtii.

Cattleya Harri6onee, specially selected pieces, &c. uhone
Cypr>pedlums, Including 0. Evenor superbum, C. Arthurianum,
0, Winnianum, and others. The finest types of Lcel.a ftncep*
Sanderiana, L. u, Wlllianisil. L. a. ve*tllitf, and a grand mass
of L. a, Sanderiana superba ; also choice Cattleyoa, &o.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS from a private collection.
Orchlda in Flower and Bud, inoluding some choioe varietiep,
&e. Liliuma in variety. Lily of the Valley Crownp,
Spirceas, ko,

On view morning of Sale, aiid Catalogues had,

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.
Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small

Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-paet 12 o'clock, flrst-claBs
cons gnnients of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the in I possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

IMPORTANT SALE.
A fine Importation, just received from Holland, of

1000 small, beautifully-grown

DECORATIVE SHRUBS,
For In or Outdoor Cultivation, in grand order for present

planting.

A Consignment of AZALEAS, DRAC/F.NAS, and a variety of

PALMS, from Ghent.

5,000 Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS,
just received direct.

100 lots of choice named Standard, Half-Standard, Dwarf,
and Climbing ROSES, from a celebrated prize Grower
in Germany ; and 200 English-grown Dwarf ROSES
to name, CARNATIONS, and PINKS.

5.000 SPIR2E4S in variety, from Hol'and ; IRIS IwEM-
PHERII, D ELYTRA SPECTAEILE, ROSE, &c.

Several thousand Early Forcing BULBS from France.

LILIUM HARRISI, L. Cl\DIDUM. L UMBELLATUM,
and others; FREEjIA REFRACTA ALBA, ANE-
MONES, &c.

A SPECIAL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS.
comprising moat of the best sorts, specially selected
for Glas9 and Pot Culture. Great variety of TULIPS,
CROCUSES, rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, &c.

\/TR. J- C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
1x1 AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent
Garden. W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 30, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Birmingham.
DUTCH BULB', EVERY THURSDAY, at 11.30 A.M.

MESSRS. THOMAS B. JAMES and CO.
SELL by AUCTION at their R oms. Temple Street.

Birmingham immense
CONSIGNMENTS OF BULBS FROM HOLLAND.

Coventry.
By order of J C. Stringer, Esq , The Elms. Coventry, the

whole of the tine COLLECTION of ORCHID?, also the
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. THOMAS B. JAMES and CO. are
instructed to SELL as above on the Premises, THIS

DAY, FRIDAY, at Eleven o'Cioct A.M.
Auctioneers' Offices, Temple Street, Birmingham.

West Drayton, Middlesex.
ELEVENTH ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK.

\H ESSRS. NORMAN and SON are instructed
LV1 bv Messrs. Smith & Son. to hold the ELEVENTH
ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY FRUIT STOCK on the Ground,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, October 29 and 30, 1895.

each day at 11 o'Clock punctually, in cousequence of the
number of Lots, comprising about
30.0: a. 3. and 4-year-oM Standard and Half-btandard

APr*LE TREE', including several new kinds, which have
not been brought before public notice, except at these
Sales ; about

30,000 Standard and H tit-standard PLUM TREES,
30 Cluster DAMSONS,

fOOO Standard CHERRY TREES, 3000 PEARS,
100,000 CURRANTS and G009RBERRIES. and about

3 Acres of RHUBARB STOOLS,
Full grown, and suitable for Forcing and other purposes,

iucluding Linneeus. Champagne, Albert, &j., of which
particulars will be given in the Catalogues.

Ou view the day prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had of
Messrs. J. SMITH ani> SON, Growers, Sipson, and 4-18 and
449. Covent Garden Market, London, W.C. ; and of the
Auctioneers; Uxbridge, Middlesex, and Beaconstield. Bucks.

GREAT SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY
OF

ORCHIDS in great variety, and in splendid
condition, nuny in (lower, and showing for flower.

TEA and OTEEB ROSES in pots, in great
vurieiy, and in fine strong healthy plants.

GBAPE VINES in all the leading kinds suit-

able for Fruiting in pots and planting Vineries.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE and Flowering
Pl.nts. in great variety.

ALL AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

JOHN COWAN & CO.
(LIMITED),

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, to RENT, un luase (not leaa than
ten years), a NURSERY.—About 8 acres of Land, with

400-feet run of Glass, or more. Within 2 mile9 of a town;
with no stock, or very little.

G. T., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, to RENT, SMALL NURSERY
with 300 ft. to 600 ft. run of Glut.

W., 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.
w
CAPITAL NURSERY and GROUND for

SALE. Good opportunity for beginr er —Letter only,
to NURSERY, 22, Park Road, West Green, Tottenham.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing buslneaa.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on The Mauling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep r'ch

loam, the favourite neighbourhood for GrowerB, FREEHOLD
LAND for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent sitea

for residences,—For full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office. Hampton-on-Thamea.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY', 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Cucumber-hou-»e.
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. AH particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

FOR SALE.—A compaot NURSERY and
FLORISTS' BUSINESS, with good SEED and JOBBING

TRADE attached, in Suffolk Market Town. Excellent Glass-

houses and Pit accommodation. Good Stabling. Potting and
oiher sheds. Convenient Dwelling House. Varied and valu-

able Stock. No opposition within ten miles. Incoming very-

easy.—Apply, SEXTON axd TAYLOR, Auctioneers, &c,
Hadleigh, Suffolk.

BARGAIN. — VINERIES and PEACH-
HOUSES, with Boilers and four Pipjs complete, in

good order. Site required for building.

G. S. R., 19, Whilley Street, Reading.

FOR SALE.—2 Pairs handsome Standard
LAURESTINU3. white variety; stems. 4 feet ; heads, 4

by4feet; in 18-inch pots: will flower at Christmas —Price,
63s. per pair.— J. GARDNER, Elsham Hall Gardens, Lincoln.

LORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID

SWEET BRIARS
Strong flowering bunches from open ground. 1894 varieties,

5s. each ; those of 1893, Is. &d. each.

Full particulars of—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS & CO., Salisbury.

ANTHONY "WATERER respectfully invites
from intending Planters an inspection of the following
well-grown and finely-rooted EVERGREENS :—

ABIES PUNGENS GLAUCA I COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE,
„ „ ARliENTEAl 3, 4. 5, and B feet.

These are oil SEEDLINGS. The plants usually met with
are grafted on the Common Spruce.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 5. 6. 7, 8 to 10 feet.

GLAUCA. 4, 5. 6, 7, and S feet.

CEDRUS LEBANI, 5, 6, 7, 8 to 10 feel.

ENGLISH YEWS. 4. 5 fi to 8 feet.

GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER, 4, 5. 6, 7, and 8 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS, Seedlings, perfect pyramids 4, 5, b\ and 7 ft.

,, .. Standards, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

PICEA CONCOLOR 1 , , . . , „ , ,

.. VIOLACEA )
4

'
5

- "• 7
'
and b feet -

,, LASIOCARPA ) „ , „ . „ , ," MAGNTFICA f
6, 7, and 8 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA ).. . - . . a , .

„ LARICIO f
•*. J. 5. 6. to 8 foot.

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS. 5 to 8 feet.

DOLABRATA, 5 to 10 feet.

HOLLIES, GREEN. Common, up to 10 and 12 feet.

„ HODGINS 1

LAURIFOLTA '- up to 10 feet.

JIYRTIFOLIA t

GOLDEN QUEEN I, ,„ ... .

SILVER QUEEN )
i to 10 teot -

,, WATERER'S, and many other variegated kinds,
6 to 10 feet.

PERRY'S WEEPING I with straight stems and
GOLDEN WEEPINGf fine heads.

YEWS, ENGLISH, 4, 5, 6 to S feet, and as much in diameter.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

PLANTINGJEASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

FOREST, FRUIT,
AjfTJ iLL OTHER

TREES and PLANTS,
EVERGREENS, ROSE3, &c.

PRICED CA7ALOGVES POSI-FREE.

DICKSONS nurseries CHESTER.
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Gardeners' Boyal Benevolent Institution.

THE COMMITTEE of MANAGEMENT
give Noice that an ELECTION of PENSIONERS on the

Funds of this Institution will take p'ace in January, lSt6.
Intending Candidates must forward their applications, on the
proper forms, which may be obtained at the Office, to ihe
Secretary, on or before November £' next, after which date
they cannot be received.

GEORGE J. INGRAM, Secretary.
CfEce: 50, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

T ILIES OF THE VALLEY—I beg to offer
JLi first-class Forcing Crowns for delivery early in Novem-
ber. Early orders respectfully solicited. Prices per 100, 1.C00,
10.0C0. or 20.000. on application to—

T. JANN0CH, Ders'ngham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

CAPlNATIONS.— Self colours a special feature.
Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var

, good stuff, ready
for flowering. Po:s, 12s. to IS*, per doz. : blusnrar., 9s. to 12*.
per dczea. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby.

FOE ORCHIDS of every description at
Keasonable Prices, and emnent men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS axd CO., Southgate, London, N.
PBICE LIST free.

GERMAN' or FLAG IRIS (Orchid Rivals),
best time to plant. First Prize Boyal Botanic. Only

the finest, strorg, healthy plants. Very cheap. Twelve dii-
tinct, 2s. 6d. t 3s. 6d., and 4s. tkf. ; or mixed, Si.. 10*. 6d. and
153. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS. HYACINTHS, HARDY
PLANTS. &c. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free.

COLLINS AST) CO.. S9. Waterloo Road. London.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARB'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEAD0W-
S4FFEONS, CYCLAMEN, SCLLLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,
BARB'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.— Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARB axd SON. 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

Cl'T FLOWERS FOR FLORTSTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cut
FIower3 and Ferns in the >orth cf England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
t^le^hone. with quickest possible despatch. Write for -weekly
PRICE LIST. All Fiorisfs Bequisites kept in Stcck.

National Telephone. 1059. Established 1873.

GERMAN IKES, large stock, strong healthy
plant?, in 50 varieties, very cheap.—25 distinct sorts.

5s. ; or mixed, 15s. per 100. Heuchera sangtrnea, 10s., 15s..

and 20s. per 100, according to size of clumps. Exchange for
Fa'jns, Fem3, and Soft-wooded Stuff.

J. HAISSINE, Aldborough, Hull.

FOR SALE. — The STOCK of a NEW
(WBITE SEED) RUNNER BEAN; about 1 bushel.

Awarded XXX at the R.H.S. Ch:swick trials, August 16, 1S95.
fide report in Gardener*' Chronicle, Aug. 24. Edquestionably
one of the finest exhibition varieties yet introduced. Long,
straight pods, often measuring 15 inches in leng'h. Offers to—

G. H. COPP, Holnest Park, Sherborne.

T^ERXS'A^D DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
A? (TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2|-inch pots, StOTe and Green-
house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, 6s. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100 ; Aralias, 10s.
100; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias, Solanums, in
4S's, 6s. doz. ; Marguerites, Solanums. Erica gracilis, in bloom,
in 4S*a, 9s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracsenaa, Crotons, Bouvardias,
and Erica hyemalis. 12s. doz. Lists free. Packed free. Cash
with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Lough-
borough Junction, LondoD, S.W.

DORYA>~THES PALMEKL — On Sale
magnificent spec:men of this rare and beautiful pink-

flowering variety, 6 feet 6 inches high by 9 feet across. Price
on application.
One grand pair of Variegated AMEBICAN AGJ.VES,

3 feet 6 inches hieh by 3 feet 6 inches across. Price, £2 15r.
Splendid spe imen plant of YUCCA FTLIFEBA. in perfect

health, 2 feet 9 in. hgh by 2 feet 9 in. across. Price, £2 lOx.
Grand specimen ALOE SOCOTBLNA. with five growths or

heads, 3 feet 6 inches high by 4 feet across, will send up five
bloom-spikes nest year. Price. £3.

JOHN ATHEBTON. Cadley. Preston.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIE S.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NUBSERTES, WTTHiyGTON. HEREFOBD.

EXHIBITIONS.

T

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
Royal Aquarium, "Westminster.

GREAT FLORAL FETE,
TCESDAT, WEDXESDAT, and TMCRSDAY.

NOVEMBER 5, 6, and 7. 1S95.

The largest Exhibition of Chrysanthemums held in the
conntrv. Prizes for Fruit and Vegetables. Schedules of Prizes
from— BICHARD DEAN, Hon. Secretary,

Ealing. London, W.

READING CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW. Town Halls. Beading, WEDNESDAY,
November 6, 1S95. Entries close November '2.

WM. L. W.AT.KEB, Secretary,
Dunollie. Bulmershe Boad, Beading.

COUNTY ^BOROUGH of H ANLEY, "Staffs.,

CHBYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. November 5 and 6.

Schedules now readv. £100 offered in Cash Prizes.

J. A2TD A. KEST, Sees.

DEVIZES CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
NOVEMBER 5. 1S95.

For a Group of Chrysanthemums, lOJx , 80s.. 63r.

24 blooms of Incurved „ 200s.. loos., 60s.

24 blooms of Japanese ,. Cup value 105r.. 40s., 25s.

And many other prizes. Schedules of Prizes from

—

THOS. KING, Castle Grounds, Devi2es, Wilts.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

President : The Bight Hon. The EABL of CL4BENDON.
The TENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and other AUTUMN FLOWEBS and FRUITS will

be held in the Clarendon Hall, Watford, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY", November 5 and 6, 1S95.
Entries close on THUBSDAY, October 31, For Schedules

and Entrv Forms, apply to—
CHaS. B. HUMREBT, Waffon", Hon. Sec.

HE EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

CHBYSANTHEMUM SHOW, November 12 and 13, 1695.

OPEN CLASSES.
36 Incurved, distinct, prizes ... £1 £2 £1.

35 Japanese, distinct, prizes ... £3 £2 £1.

Entrance fee to one or both classes, 5s. Close, November 6.

E. A. NEWMAN. Secretary,
21. Brooklyn Terrace, Eastbourne.

WEST OF ENGLAND CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SOCTETT.-The ANNUAL SHOW will be he'd

in Plymouth Guildhall on November 12 and 13. £153 in
Prizes. £23 for 48 Japanese.—For Schedules apply to,

4, North Hill, Plymouth. CHAS. WILSON, Hod. Sec.

FARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

A SHOW will be held at the COBN EXCHANGE, Farnham.
on NOVEMBER 12 and 13, 1S9-5. PRIZES to the value of £31
for Chrysanthemums, Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables will be
effered in the Open Classes. Seheiules and Entry Forms from

F. WELLEB-POLEY, Hon. Sec.
Waverley Abbey. Farnham.

HERTFORD HORTICULTURAL MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.

The FOUBTH GBEAT ANNUAL SHOW of
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. AUTUMNAL FLOWERS, FBUTT,

and VEGETABLES,
Will be Held in the Corn Exchange, Hertford, on

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 13 and 14.

Write for Schedules to JASON FEABS. Hon. Sec., Hertford.
Entries dese November 6, 1S95.

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW (held under the auspices of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association). November 14. 15, and 16.

Entries close November 7. Schedules on application to

—

17, South Fre lerick Street. B'JBERT LAIRD.

BATLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
NOVEMBER 16, 1S95.

OPEN CLASS.—Cup, value 21 guineas, for 35 crt blooms

;

and Cup, value 6 guineas, for 24 cut blooms, in addition to
Money Prizes. Full particulars on application to the Secretary,

Mr. ALLEN HALL. High Street. Batley. West Yorks.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Exchange, Sheffield.

£200 in Prizes. Schedules on application to—
177, Cemetery Boad, Sheffield. WM. HOUSLEY.

T EED3 PASTON SOCIETY'S CHRYSAN-
JL/ THEMUM SHOW.
The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in the

second West York Boyal Engineer's Drill Hall . Clay Pits Lane,
(off Coberg Street, top of cookridge Street), Leeds, Nov, IS
and 20, when upwards of £170 will be offered in prizes.

Schedule of prizes may be had from
JAMES CAMPBELL, Hon. Sec.

The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

SOUTH SHIELDS and NORTHERN
COUNTIES CHBYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The above Show will be held on WEDNESDAY and THUBS-
DAY. November 20 and 21, 1S95, in the Boyal Assembly Hall,
South Shields. £150 in PRIZ S3.
For schedules apply to BERNABD COWAN, F.B.H.S.,

Hon. Sec., Harton, South Shields.

BIRMINGHAM
GREAT

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
TOWN HALL,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Nov. 13 and 14. 1895.

£270 IN PRIZES,
Including Prizes of £10, £7 10s., £5, £2 10s ,

£1 10s., and £1, for 24 Incurved, and the same
for 24 Japanese, all other Prizes being equally-

large, including Fruit and Vegetables.

Entries Close Novbmbeb 6.

Schedules and all information can be had on
application to the Secretary

—

J. HUGHES,
140, High Street, Harborne, Birmingham.

RUGBY CHRYSANTHEMUM EXHIBI-
TION, November 13 and 14, 1SJ5. Entries close

November 6. Schedules from

—

5. Burby Boad, Bngby. WILLI4M BRYANT, Secretary.

CECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-O TUBAL EXHIBITION. DRESDEN.
From May 2 to 10, 1S96.

Under the high protection of His Majesty the King of Saxony.
For particulars. Schedules, &c., write to the Secretariat der

Zweiten Internationalen Gartenbau-Ausstellnng zu Dresden.

O. LAMMERHIRT. 7, Glacisstrasse, Dresden, N.
Die Commission : G. Kravse, I. Vors. ; T. J. Sbidel. II. Vera.

CHRYSANTHEMUM
EXHIBITION.

OUR ANNUAL SHOW, which has now for

some Years been acknowledged the finest in the

country, will OPEN on MONDAY, November 4,

and continued until November 30. Admission
each day until 1 p.m. free, after 1 p.m , 6d . each.

The Nurseries are f mile from Beeston StatioD,

near Nottingham, Midland Railway.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

HARRISONS'

ROOT AND VEGETABLE SHOW
Will be Held in their Seed Warehouse,

41, WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER,
On WEDNESDAY, November 13,

And three following days.

SILVER MEDALS and Valuable MONEY
PRIZES will be offered.

Schedules and Particulars on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
SEED GROWERS, &c, LEICESTER.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDEB'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in Lhe World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

"V"OTICE—All who want Carnations, Wall-
L 1 flowers, and Bulbs of all kinds at unheard-of prices, send
for my list.— G. F. LETTS, West Haddon, Bngby.

To Cfirysauthsmnm Exhibitors.

SPRINGTHORPE'S PATENT, the only CUP
and TUBE highly commended by the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society, 1894. Usedbyallthe leading prizetabers 9r. per
doz. Sample, by post, 1j.—G. SPRINGTHOBPE, The Gardens,

Coombe '3ourt, Kingston-on-Thames,

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of ihe reliable hardy kinds ; the

Majobitt bedtg os thete Ow.f Koots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varyiDg in height from 1J

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATEBEB,
KNAP HILL >"CBSEBY, WOKING, SUBBEY
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15,000 PRIZE CARNATIONS &PIC0TEES
(StroDg, well-rooted, and very plump hearts-).

Price, \2t. per doz. Special termefor quantity. Catalogues free.

ARTHUR PIKE, 3, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

FAY'S NEW PROLIFIC.
r
j he lirge&t fruited and most prolific of all Red Currants.

Excellent for table use and for wine making.

MOUNTAIN GOOSEBERRY.—The best of
all Gooseberries for wine making. Excessively prolific, and
of vigorous growth in almost every Boil.

LILACS. — Double and Single-flowering.
Splendid varieties.

BICHARDIA (CALLA) LITTLE GEM.
'Ihe true variety.

IRIS KJEMPFERI.—Most splendid; flowers
7 to S inches loiig.

For particulars and price apply to—

ZOCHER & CO., HAARLEM, HOLLAND

JOHNSON' S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING ODe of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 100 cows,
from which I obtain a largequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.

INTENDING PLANTERS cannot do better
than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot. The

Stock is in splendid condition for removal, chiefly transplanted
this Spring. A Conveyance will meet visitors at Bagshot or
Sunningdale Stations by arrangement.

STANDARD ROSES, fine collection, 15s. to 21s. per doz.
BUSH ROSES, splendid stuff, 9s. per doz.
CLIMBING ROSES, leading sorts, 12s. per doz.
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid, named, best sorts,',

from ISs. per dozen.

,, Hybrid Seedling*, from 9s. per dozen. beautifully
,, Ponticum. from 4s. per dozen. budded,

KALMIAS. ANDROMEDAS, AZALEAS, 12s.
per dozen, '

SEAKALE, for forcing, cannot be surpassed, Ins. & 12s. p. 100.
., for planting, very good, Gs. and Ss. per 100.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds, at low prices.
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES. CONIFEROUS. EVER-

GREEN, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, in fine condition.
IRISH IVIES, in pots, splendid foliage, 3 feet to 12 feet, for

many years a specialty of our Nurseries.
CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—All leading varieties.
STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—

Every class.

BULBS of all kinds, in splendid condition, at low prices.
GARDEN TOOLS and REQUISITES of best makers.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.
W. FROMOW and SONS, Mason's Nurseries, Windlesham,

Surrey ; or, Sutton Court Nurseries, Cbiswiok, Loudon, W.

FERNS!—FERNSM
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2£-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, olean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s, 6d.
per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

HEAL SONS
Crawley, W Sussex.

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

AUCUBA JAPONICA,
1
J foot, 12s. per dozen ; 90s. per 100.

,, ,, 2 feet, 18s. per dozen ; 140/. per 100.

., „ VERA. 1J foot. 12s. per dozen.
BERBEBIS STENOPHYLLA X Darwinii Hybrids, 12s. per doz.

„ JAPONIOA, 2 feet, 12s. per dozen.

„ AQIIIFOLIA, 1J foot, 6s. per dozen ; 40s. per 100.

., „ 2 feet, 9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

BOX TREE, Green, 1J foot. 4s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

,. „ ,, 2 feet. 6s. per dozen ; 40s. per 1C0.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONII, 3 ft., 12s. per doz. ; 4 ft.. 24s. doz.

CEPHALOTAXUSFORTUNEI, male and female, 2} ft., 5s. ei.

HOLLIES, English, 1 foot, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100; 1£ foot
i

6s. per dozen. 45s. per 100; 2 leat, 9s. per dozen, 60s.

per 100; 2* feet, 12s. per dozen, 90s. per 100. All

selected plints. suitable for hedges.

.. .. Yellow Berried, 2 feet, 12s. per dozen.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA, 2 feet, 6s. per dozen.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 feet, 12s. per dozen; 90s. per ICO

;

4 feet. 18s. per dozen ; 120s. per 100.

YEWS, English. 1J foot. 6>. per dozen; 40s. per 100; 2 feet,

9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

„ ,, ?£ feet, 12s. per doz. ; 90s. per 100. Perfect pyramids.

Every shtuS a perfect, well-rcoted specimen, will travel any

distance. Also a general well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
Large ORNAMENTAL TREES. &c.

FREDK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington Spa.

************ *»»»*»»*»«»«-»*< Sfi

Hyacinths, TuSips,

Narcissi, Liliies,

Crocuses, Sciilas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Pout.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

ilCKSOSMS BulbGrowe«
& Importers,

CHESTER.
1

ffi
««*****tnt»*«tt»*»»**»«»»*tt»* jg

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE RYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brush and Case complete, 10s. 6rf.

;

La*ge Forceps, for pulliDg centres, 3s. 9rf. ; Smaller ditto, for

Dressing, 2s. 9d. Free for cash.

The BEST CUPS and TUBES are—
THE BECKETT.—All sizes, both for Japanese

and Incurved, at P.', per dozen ; or, with additional tube,

for raising the bloom 3 inches higher than the ordinary

one, 12s. per dozen.

THE SPRINGTHORPE—For Japanese and
Incurved, all sizes, 9s. per dozen.

All free for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
EYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /Cn\
The BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable

«fc

and Cheap.

4go.

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOB
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL BAINS & CO.,

Bulb Qrowera & Seed Merchants,

34 MANSELL STREET, ALEGATE,
LOSDON, E.

AMD THE NWaSEBlES. LU.U.U M, HOLLAND.

fOR SALE, twelve large CAMELLIAS in
tuhs and tot-', clean and full of hud..—Apply,
W. FENTIMAN, Weiham Park Gardens, Slough.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400speciea and varietiei

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samplesand Pricesof—
WALKER i»D CO., Farnborough, Hants.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade Buppliecl on beat terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCBID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendioo3. &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Kail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
LondOD, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Deputs, Riogwooi ani
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT

STOVES.
Terra-cottai Portable I For Coal

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
GREENHOUSES Heated 24 Hours for about One Penny.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.
See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

"""^tc* TWEEDS.
St. Ronan's Where to get them direct at

Ulakers* Prices, saving 30 to 40

gTJTT percent. Parcels carriage paid.
Patterns post-free, to be re-

LENGTH turned within seven days.
Mention this paper.

Unequalled forselection & style.

Serges, Trouserings.12/6

Marmioc 15/-
Ivanhoe l-'<

Leitben 19/-
Quair 21/0
flora •i-1 -

Ettrick 11

Yarrow 2/
Teriot 2/

Tod Porteous & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.

NEW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Land od. Ten Years' time.

IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUNSHINE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colonv,
AMERICA. 34. Victoria Street. London. S.W.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mnm monthly balances, when not drawn below £100-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

tree. FRANCIS KAVENSCROFT. Manager.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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Carnations ! Carnations !

!

JAM.ES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Anream. 1S35, and

Spring, 1595, is ready. AH the New and Certiorated Varieties
in course of distribution. Inspection respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside. Great Booiham, Surrey.

MACMILLAN & CO, JS PUBLICATIONS.

#
fOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

[.SK ,- U.-f :^%&- NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
AS ,'"*>'- ! AND EASY TO GROW.

PIT
'£ SO AcresofSaleableTrees

THE BEST PROCURABLE.

TH OK OF THE ROSE.

*§> HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.

Ss.perc-z.. 60s. pirio:.

ROSiSlN.POTS From 15/- a do,.

Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (So.ooo) from 15 -

per doz.
&.B.—S:k^7c Ptaxi; are ;.-'s ai

-c-*-"r-":.*-V Z7icrtn^c£ : r~_':-::.

GEHERAL CATALOCUE

C H A RD SM IT K & C° WoR CESTER

By the Rev. A. Fcstxr-Ilelltae, 1E.A., Eeetor of Sproughton,

STilLoIk. IUustrated. Extra crown Svo, 8s. 6d. net.

Gardeners' Chronicle.—"As the work of a sound ard experienced practitioner, this will be

received with acclamation."

Mr. FRASK CAST write* in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society .—" ' The Book
of the Rose ' is the most scientific, complete, and perfect ever published on that subject, and I

strongly advise those who have not read it to lose no time in possessing a ecpy.

GREENHOUSE and WINDOW PLANTS.—A Primer
for Amateurs. By Chaeles Collins. Edited by J. Weight, F.B.H.S. With thirty-eigl t

Illustrations. Pott Svo, 1*.

Speaker.—" These pages show, not merely the breadth of his knowledge, but uncommon felicity

in the task of exposition. . . . The directions are in every case simple and explicit, and deal

with the real difficulties of the beginner."

GARDEN FLOWERS and PLANTS. — A Primer for

Amateurs. By J. Weight, F.R.H.S. With fifty Illustrations. Pott Svo, If.

Horticultural lleview.—"The work undoubtedly gains in value from the cornp'eteness of its

survey of elementary gardening. . . . Attention is paid to the denizens of the cottage garden?,

and the directions as to the culture of these are plain and reliable."

A PRIMER OF PRACTICAL HORTICULTURE.
Ten Lectures delivered for the Surrey County Council. By J. Weight, F.R.H.S. Pott Svo. 1».

Schoolmaster.—"The book is crammed with valuable information, and profusely illustrated,"

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

V *

*fe4jm&

a recr
^ftoh

11

OnVauM so. CkeM

iETELLlEK & S0K
J Caeii.CaH

r
adQS.France.

Coloured Plate. Description, List of Testimonials. Prices, &c, from the Sole
Proprietors above, or from—

W. RUSHFORTH, NURSERY MOUNT, LEEDS.
Free and immediate delivery to all partfor Great Britain on receipt of amount.
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PLANTING SEASON.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM. PAUL and SON, Rose Growers by appointment

to Her Majpsty The Queen, Tree, Plant. Bulb, and Seed
Merchants. Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
SUIions. G.E.R.

PAULS' N URSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD ROSES, from 18j.

per dozen ; Dwarfr, from 61. per dozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen ; Pot Roses, 10s. Gd. per dozen, and upwards.

PAULS' JS
T UKSKKIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.

—BOOKS on ROSES, by WM. Paul, F.L.S. : — *'Tbe
Rose Garden,'* 4to, 9th enition, i0 coloured plates, 17s. <&d.

;

the Bame, 8vo. without plates. 8s. 9d. "Roses and Rose
Culture," Is. " Ko*es in pots." 2».

AULS'JVUKSERItiS, Waltham Cross,Herts.
—FRUIT TREES of all kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked for delivery as
required ; also Fruit Trees in pots, Grape Vines, Figs, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVERGREEN TREE* and

SHRUBS in great variety. Intending planters cannot do
better than make their selections now.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES for foliage and flowers, including Pauls' Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts, Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maple", Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes, Limes, Poplars, Elms, &c.

PAULS' NURSERIES, "Waltham Cross, Herts.
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for tbe Garden or

Woods, are made an object of special Culture ; also Azaleas,
Kalmias, Heaths, and other Amtrican Plant?.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross,Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kind*. Lapageria-house now in bloom ; Camellias, the
finest Btock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description. Seakale and Asparagus for forcing.
Mushroom Spawn, and every gardeu requisite.

PAULS'NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists free. Inspection invited. Estimates

cheerfully given. Gardeners of character and experience
recommended.—Postal aadress, WM. PAUL and SON,
Waltbam Cross, Herts.

I BUNYARD'S
NOTED

KENT STRAWBERRIES.

PEICES MUCH REDUCED.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

AND PLANT AT ONCE.

GEORGE BUNYARD & GO.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

DAFFODILS IN GRASS ! ! !

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS ! ! !

DAFFODILS and SQUILLS in WOODS!!!
DAFFODILS FOR FORCING ! ! !

LATE SINGLE SELF COLOURED TULIPS.
A Rare Collection at

—

HARTLAND'S Seed Warehouse, CORK.
Write for Bufj List*.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 t° select from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREB UPON APPLICATION.

EVERCREENS^ EVERGREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the follow-
ing Shrubs, in large quantities and excellent quality, all

haviDg been recently transplanted :

—

ENGLISH YEWS, 2} to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5. 6 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

„ „ ERECTA VIRIDIS. 4 to 5, and 5 10 6 feet.

„ „ ALLUMII and FRASEWI, 5 to 8 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 6 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 4 to 5, and 5 to t> feet.

„ „ AUREA. 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. 1J to 2. and 3 to 2} feet.

BOX, HANDSWORTH, 4 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUCASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

,, PORTUGAL, 2 to 3, 3 to 4 feet.

HOLLY, GREEN. 2J to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEPPARDII and HODGINSII 5 to 6 feet.

Special Cheap Offers on application.

52,MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON

ELCOMBE and SON, the Hampshire Nursery
and Seed Establishment, Romsey, beg to offer the fol-

lowing, all extra tine and well grown, with perfect roots, will

transplant without fear of failure. Prices on application :
—

ENGLISH YEWS, 3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet.

AMERICAN ARBORVnVE, ft to 6 feet, H to 7 feet, 7 to 8 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWbONlANA. 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ERECTA VIRIDIS. 5 to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

„ ,, FRASERII, S to 6 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

THUYA LOBBII. 7 to 8 feet, 8 to 10 feet, and 10 to 12 feet.

PORTUGAL LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet, and 5 to 6 feet.

COMMON do., 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet, 5 to 6 feet. 6 to 7 feet.

STANDARD LIMES and LABURNUMS, 10 to 12 feet.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, dwarf trained, fine fruiting
trees, grown on our extensive walls,

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, old variety, small 60's, 20.'.

per 100.

ARUMS, strong roots, turned outof potsand from ground, 25*.

per ICO.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOR FORCING :

—
BUDS INNUMERABLE.

RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAE., finest in the '1 rade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLUKIBUNDA.
„ JAPONICA.

KaLMIA LATIFOLIA.
„ MYRTIFOL.IA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95
; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Harlow, G.E R.

theYOKOHAMA NURSERY CO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21—35,

NANKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Exporters of

LILY BULBS,
3YCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

Dried Eulalla Panicles, Bleached Luffa,

SEEDS, TREES, & SHRUBS, &c, produced in Japan.

Wholesale CATALOGUES sent on application.

Note. Our representative is now in London *o

take Orders of the Customers.

.-.
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SACRED FLOWERS.
fT^HE following " Rough Notes on some of the
*- Sacred Flowers of the Hindus" are con-

tributed by Yogendracri Ghosa, to a recent

number of the Proceedings of the Agricultural

and Horticultural Society of India:— Flowers
have been assooiated more or less with religious

festivities of every nation and in every time.

Garlands and wreaths of flowers appear in the

Old Testament, as well as in the Zend A rest of

the Fire-worshipper. With the ancient Greeks
and Romans, flowers were a no less favourite

adjunct to their ceremonies, religious, political,

and sooial : a Palm and a Laurel were emblems
much coveted. In India, however, flowers have

attained an importance unprecedented in the

annals of other nations. No religious or social

ceremony of the Hindus is complete without
flowers. In an assembly, the respected is deco-

rated with garlands, and at times there is much
heart-burning as to who shall get the first

garland. In a party the invited have their

share of nosegays as well as of pan and attar.

The marriage ceremony is completed by the

exchange of garlands between the bride and the

bridegroom. The corpse is bedecked with

garlands before it is placed on the funeral pile.

Naturally, therefore, the Castras teem with

direotions as to the kinds of flowers to be used

on particular ocoasions, as to the time of col-

lecting them, as to how to collect, and who shall

oolleot, and as to the time a particular flower is

fit for offering before it becomes stale.

In festivities and ceremonies oonneoted with

the manes of the anoestors, white flowers, and
garlands made of white flower* only, are used.

In nuptial ceremonies red, yellow, and white are

allowable. In ceremonies oonneoted with the

worship and festivities of the goddesses of

female energy, red flowers are preferred. But

in the following flowers tbe colour is of no con-

sequenoe, viz, Karabira (Xorium odoratum\

Padma (Nelumbium speciosum), and Ro3es.

The Padma or the Sacred Lotus is considered

the prince of flowers, and the prohibition as to

Cudra (Shudra
1

) does not apply to this, l'adma

and some other flowers, such as Michelia C'ham-

paca, where the work of collecting is arduous, a

Cfidra (Shudra) may be permitted to bring them

for the use of a person of the twice-born race.

So far back as Mann, the Brahmana himself

is directed to oolleot his own Kucs (Poa cyno-

suroidea") flowers, Samid, i.e., faggots and water

:

those colleoted or brought by persons of the

Cudra class, being polluted by their touch, are

not fit for use. A Brahmana should never beg

flowers, but he can take them from aDywher"

without the permission of their owner, for tc«>
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act is not a theft. A Brahmana must not buy

flowers, but he may do so if he pays a heroic

price for the same. Flowers should not be col-

lected in the afternoon nor after the midday

bath. Flowers growing on trees in a temple, or

near a burning-ground, or on a polluted land,

are unfit for the purposes of offerings. Stale

flowers are unfit for offering. Certain flowers

become stale sooner than others. Stale flowers,

—flowers not fresh-looking, and flowers dried

or withered—should never be used. In col-

lecting flowers one should not denude the plant

of every blossom, and the picking of buds

which may not open the following morning is

forbidden.

The nee of flower*, or leaves and twigs, in

religions ceremonies, though originating in the

Vedai, became general in the later Put anas. la

the Vedas, the Samid (faggots), or rather twigs,

with small leaflets for feeding the fire with,

were much valued. The Soma, however, which

was squeezed for its juice to mix with fermented

barley gruel, superseded all. Bat what this Soma

was it is rather difficult at this distant age to

ascertain ; more so when the Vedic Ya*as and

observances have all been forgotten. The Soma was

a rare commodity even in the days of the Vedas,

and it used to be brought from distant countries on

the backs of goats through tracts uninhabited, and

infested by wild beasts and robbers. It uied to be

bartered for cows. The Mojavat Hill is said to be

its native land ; but where is this Parvat ? Scarcity

of the true Soma was perceived in the later Vedas,

for its substitute, the Putika. is mentioned in the

later Biahmanas. This PiUila again has now

become pretty scarce, and there are few experts in

the Tajnas who can recognise it and know its

habitat. The substitute Soma has been identified

by the early Anglo-Indian botanists with the Sarco-

stemma brevistigma. It is an almost leafless twining

plant which exudes a milky juice, and it growi in

dry and arid soil. With the kind assistance of His

Highness Prince Eaxa Varma of Travancore, a few

living specimens of the same were obtained, but the

plants being impatient of damp, almost all died;

the few which survived are now thriving and beariDg

flowers in the dry climate of Vindhj asali in Mirzapur,

North-western provinces. A solitary specimen,

reared in a hanging pot, is growing with some

luxuriance, but it has never been seen to bear

flowers here in the moist atmosphere of Calcutta.

The Palaca (Batea frondosa), is a Samid or faggot

of Vedic antiquity. Its origin is described in a

legendary anecdote occurring in one of the B:a.h-

manas of the Veda, and it is said to have been born

of Nectar. With this tree is associated in the

Vedas the Khadia (Acacia Catechu), but they are

both used as Samid or faggots dipped in ghi and

thrown on the fire juBt to feed on the same. The
Soma and the sacred Grass Kaci predominate in the

Vedas.

Although the Soma has been forgotten and lost

sight of, the Kci;i Grats still retains its importance.

No ceremony can be performed without this grass or

any of its substitutes ; for, under the rules, a mat
made of this grass is specially considered a sanctified

carpet, and though it may be dispensed with in

certain ceremonies by usiDg woollen carpets, the

ring which has to be borne on both the ring fingers

made of two blades of Kuci Grass, is an indispen-

sable adjunct of every ceremony. A bundle of Kcci
is equally indispensable, for it has to be held in the

left hand while the ceremony continues. Three
blades of the K091 Grass tied together with a

peculiar knot make up the Pavitri, the purifier, with

which every sacrificial object being sprinkled is

purified.

The ternate-leaved Palatji in the later periods has,

however, been substituted by the Vilva (^gle
Marmelos), which has also ternate foliage. Pauiauic

legends assign a similar origin to the Vilva. The
Vilva is said to have been born of Nectar (Amrita),

hence the Vilva is often styled as the Amritodbhava,

i.e., born of Nectar (Amrita), which was churned out

of the ocean by the joint labours of the gods and the

demons, who, in so doing, used the serpent-god Cesa

as the churning-rope, and the Mount Mem as the

churnicg-staff.
(7o be continued.')

form and position of the leaves, and the two leaves

that I received were by no means the biggest. Is

it a new species, or only a giant form of Ac cecto-

chilus setaceus ? Qui vivra verra. To conclude, by

analogy, I incline to regard the plant as being a true

species, and I have therefore given it provisionally a

name. F. Krlinzlin.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

MASDEVALLIA FORGETIANA, Krnzl, a. sp*

A new species of Masdevallia from Northern

Brazil, the home of the old Masdevallia infracta,

Lindl., one of the veterans of the genus. The leaves

are comparatively narrow, glossy, bright green, paler

below, blunt or rounded at the apex, and a little

shorter than the slender sharply three-angled flower-

stalk, About the latter, I am not sure if it be

one-flowered or few-flowered ; the specimen at hand

is one-flowered, but it seems to me that there have

been several flowers. The cup or calyx of the sepals

is very short, somewhat compressed, with' a deep

impression below, forming a rectangular chin at the

very base of the cup ; the free portion of the sepals

is very short, the lateral ones especially being

united, the top excepted; the tails are about 2 5

—

3 cm. long, the dorsal one being a little longer than

the lateral. The colour of the sepal- cup is very

tender tint-apricot outside, &c, and a little more

intense on the inside. The petals and the

column are very insignificant, and just as in

many other Masdevallias ; the lip, though very

small, needs some remarks. It is linear, with a

blunt, triangular, thickened, and somewhat warty

apex ; in the middle there are on each side two small

lobes, and two small elevations or calli on the disc.

The plant is, perhaps, not a first-rate beauty, like

many other Masdevallias, but it is nevertheless a

nice little plant, and interesting as a Masdevallia,

coming from Brazil, a country not nearly so rich as

the Andes of Peru and Ecuador. It is, of course a

genuine tropical Orchid, and requires warmer treat-

ment than the alpine Masdevallias. By special

request of Messrs. F. Sander & Co., who first flowered

the plant, it is named after the collector, Mr, Forget,

F. Kranzlin,

Ancectochilus Sandeeiands, 11. sp. (?).

To establish a new species, flowers are, of course,

strictly necessary, especially in Orchids, and nobody

is able to describe a new Odontoglossum or Dendro-

biuin when only leaves or bulbs are at hand. But

among the terrestrial Orchids of the Sunda Islands

the little group of Anccetocbilus and allied genera

show so peculiar a character in the leaves, that we
cm assume a species to be new if the leaves that we
receive show differences from those of other plants

of the same genus. The two leaves I received from

Mr. F.Sander belong undoubtedly to a new Ancecto-

chilus, and are the most brilliant Orchid-leaves I

have seen. Imagine two opposite, broad, oblong

leaves, blunt at the top, with a slightly waved
border, dark green and velvety on the upper side, with

a network ofgreenish-golden veins as in Ancectochilus

astaceus, the underside pale flesh-coloured, with

whitish veins. In size the leaf greatly surpasses the

dimensions of other known species of Ancectochilus,

beiDg nearly 11 cm. long (abont 4 inches) and 6 cm.

broad (2J inches)—dimensions never reached by
other Ancectochilus, and rarely by the beautiful

Dosainia marmorata, which entirely differs in the

* Masdevallia. Forgetiana, Km/.: , 11. sp.— Foliia ob'.ODgo-

lanceolatis obtusis in petiolum sensim angustatia laeteviridibofl

nitidis crasse coriaceis ad 12 cm. longis ad 2 cm. latis ; scapo

longiore 15 cm. alto, triquetro aubtorto monantho ? floribuB

saccedaneis? bractea scariosa loBgapedicellum longum (3 cm )

dimidium usque vestiente, ovario-brevi ; cyathD floris brevi

campanulato intra mentum rectangulum formante parte

libera sepali dorsalis brevi triangula in caudam teretem 3 cm.
lorjgam protracta ; sepalis lateralibua multo majoribus semt-

orbicularibus fere omnino conatis parte libera breviesima in

caudas 2 5 cm. longas protracta, toto cyatho pallide peraicino

intus roseo-adsperso caudis intensioribus; petalis linearibus

subfalcatis incurvis apice brevi-triangulis apicalo incrassato
;

labello tequilongo lineari medio utrinque lobulato, apice

reflexo triangulo apiculato carnoso tuberculoso ; gynostemio

cequilongo, generis.—Northern Brazil, leg. Mr. Forget, Mr. F.

Sander's collector. F. Kranzlin.

AN ENGLISH ASTER FIELD;
Astees are at once amongst the most beautiful,

easy cultivated, and popular of our half-hardy

annuals, and, in fact, they deserve more care

bestowed upon them than they usually get. The

seeds which we purchase are mostly raised in

Germany, where the weather in the autumn, as

a rule, is more favourable for seed- saving than

in this country. While on the Continent large

breadths of land are devoted to their culture for

seeding purposes, it has not been the cuBtom to grow

other than the "Globe" or "Quilled" variety in

this country with the same end in view. Messrs.

H. Cannell & Sons, at Eynsford, have made experi-

ments in this direction of late years, and Messrs.

Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, similar ones elsewhere with

results which have justified the latter firm in making

a more extended trial in their new grounds at

Orpington, in Kent. The illustration here given

(tig. 83, p. 485) is of a corner of Messrs. Dobbie'i

Aster field, in which were cultivated the Quilled,

Victoria, Paony-flowered, Cornet, Dwarf Chrysan-

themum-flowered, and other varieties, to the number

of close on 30,000 plants. The seeds were sown in

March, the seedlings pricked out in the uBual way,

and placed in the quarters early in June—somewhat

later than usual on account of the drought, from

which, indeed, they suffered severely at a later stage.

The remarkably fine autumn made up for these and

other shortcomings, and we are informed that this

year's experiment has been a decided success, and

such as to lead Messrs. Dobbie to believe that in

the county of Kent, seed of Aster, of the flat- petalled

varieties, may be saved to advantage in an autumn

of the ordinary character. Other points being equal,

we should prefer home-grown seeds to any others.

KEW NOTES.
Abistolochia clypeata.—We have at laBt suc-

ceeded in inducing this species to develop its hand-

some flowers, alter having been unfortunate for

three years. Hitherto, the logs of October have

caused the buds—of which plenty always formed on

the old stems in September—to fall before any of

them opened. At the present time two plants may be

seen in flower, one in the Water-Lily-house, bearing

about a dozen blooms ; and the other in the T- range.

There is a figure, with description of this species,

in Gardeners' Chronicle, lb92, xi„ pp. 433 and 435.

which represents the flowers now at Kew, except

that the latter are larger and more delicately

reticulated, whilst the leaves ate smaller. They

have no perceptible odour, and are in size 6 inches

by 7 inches, coloured inside of a rich velvety daik-

brown, beautifully chequered with creamy - white,

with a blotch of bronzy-purple above the entrance

to the tube. The plant ought to find favour as an

autumn- flowering stove- climber. It is quite dif-

ferent from the now popular A, gigas Sturtevantii,

both in leaf-characters and habit, the leaves being

ovate acuminate, slightly peltate, of rather dry and

papery texture, with rough venation on the under

side, whilst the flowers are always developed from

the old corky-stems, and not from young shoots.

The Kew plants were received for, and have been

grown as A. gigantea, a species with somewhat

similar leaves and flowers, but the latter are larger.

A, clypeata was discovered in Colombia (New

Grenada), by the collector Wallis, who sent it to

M. Linden in 1868. There is a good coloured

figure of it in L'Illustration Horticole, 1870, pi. 40.

Albeeta magna.

This plant was introduced from Natal in 1891, and

flowered for the first time at Kew in October last
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year. It ia now in flower again in the Cape-house,
and will probably continue in bloom for some time
yet. The habit of the plant ia that of an erect,

sturdy, freely- branched ahrnb, with ovate glossy

green leaves, and terminal paniclea of narrow
tabular flowers, an inch loDg, and coloured of a
bright crimson, suggeating, in the effect they pro-

duce, those of Embothrium coccineum. It is a
promising plant for the ccol conservatory, and may
even prove hardy in the warmer parts of these

islands. There is a second attraction in the bright

red colour of the leaf- like calyx lobes, which develop

the form of stars, their colour being cream- yellow,

dotted with brown, and the whole surface covered
with long soft white silk-like hairs, the attraction of

the specimen here described will not be doubted, not
mentioning the disagreeable odour which excites
much curiosity among visitors until its source is dis-

covered. This Stapelia thrives only when grown in

a hot moist stove—in fact, the Kew plants are grown
along with Dandrobium Phalaanopsis. Possibly
many other species of Stapelia, which are generally
difficult to manage, or, at any rate, to flower in a dry
succulent housp, would grow better and flower with

are borne on a crowded, branched panic'.e, which is

partly enclosed in a large boat • shaped spathe
18 inches long, springing from the axils of the oldest
leaf. A figure of it has been prepared for the
Botanical Magazine,

Cycnoches Haaobi.

This distinct species first flowered at Kew exactly
three years ago, a year after it had been received
from Mr. E. Rand, of Para, Brazil, along with C.
pentadactylon, which flowered at the same time. C.
Haagei was first described by Rodriguez, and the

PlG. 83.—MESSES. DOBBIE AND CO.'s ASTER FIELD AT OBP1NGT0N, KENT. (SEE P. 484 )

after the flowers have faded, and assume a bright

red colour. The same character occura in the allied

genera Muatrenda and Ilowardia. There are only

two apeciea ol Alberta, the second being a native of

Madagascar. A. magna is evergreen, and is a hand-

some Laurel-like shrub when not in flower. It

prefera a peaty soil, and erjoys plenty of sunlight.

Stapelia giqantea,

A well- flowered example of this magnificent Stapelia

haa lately been exhibited in the stove at Kew. It

began by developing four large flowers simultaneouly,

and bore at the same time thirteen buds in various

stages of growth. The plant ia growing in a 9-inch

pan auspended from the roof, and its fleshy, four-

angled etema almost completely hide the pan. As

the flowers are each nearly a foot in diameter, and in

greater freedom if treated more liberally in respect

to moisture and heat.

SCHEELBA 3PECIE9,

Scheelea is the next genus to Maximiliana, of which

M. Martiana (regia) is one of the most magnificent

of all Palms, and whose oval-sbap'd fruits are known

in South America as " Kokerites." There is a grand

specimen in the Palm-house at Kew which has been

grown for this Maximiliana, but now that it is in

flower, it proves to be a species of Scheelea. The
principal, indeed one might almost say the only

notable difference between these two genera is in

the structure of the small flowers. The Kew plant

has pinnate leaves 25 feet long, and narrow pinna:

from "• to 6 feet long, each leaf being a gigantic

plume as elegant as those of an ostrich. The flowers

name has since been adopted by Mr. Kolfe, who has

paid special attention to this and allied genera for

some years, with the result that a considerable

number of species have been added to our collec-

tions. C. Haagei has elongated pseudo-bulbs

inchea long, pale green lanceolate leaves 8 inches

by 1
' inches, and a slender arched scape tj inches

long, bearing six flowers, each 2 inches across ; the

sepals are 1 inch long, lanceolate and keeled ; the

petals are ovate, flat, and as long as the sepals, their

colour being dull olive-green ; the lip, which is

coloured cream-yellow, with a tinge of rose and a

few red dots, is nearly round, flat, 1 inch in diameter,

acuminate at the tip, with a pair of teeth-like pro-,

jections in the centre below the top of the slender

archiDg, green columD. The plant is again in flower

in the warm Orchid-house.
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BrjLBOPHYLt,UM MeDUSJE.

Two plants of this extraordinary species are now

in flower in the Orchid-house at Kew, each bearing

two cf the drum-stick-like inflorescences. The

scapes are about 6 inches long, and the globose heads

of flowers, which are 2 inches in diameter, are com-

posed of large lanceolate whitish bracts, and small

pale yellow flowers, with sepals tipped with long

soft hair-like appendages, which hang down to a

length of 3 inches, and are cream-white, with a few

small dull-red spots. The plant is a native of Sin-

gapore and neighbourhood, and although it has been

in cultivation over fifty years, it is rare in collec-

tions. Its other name is Cirrhopetalum. At Kew
it is grown in baskets suspended close to the roof in

a hot moiBt house, along with Phalsenopsis. It is

worthy of a place in all representative collections,

and I believe it is to be bought cheaply. W. W.

Cabyoptebis Mastacanthus.

Not only is this a rare and interesting shrub, but

it is also one possessing much beauty. It was one

of Fortune's introductions from China, but it after-

wards nearly or quite disappeared from cultivation.

It was, however, collected in Japan both by Oldham

and Maries, and by the latter was re-introduced to

English gardens about fifteen years ago. It is a

member of the Verbena family, and grows to a height

of 3 or 4 feet ; the opposite leaves are oblong-lan-

ceolate, tomentose, and, as a rule, very coarsely

toothed. The small flowers are of a pretty purplish-

blue, closely packed in semi - globular cymes,

which spring from the leaf-axils at the upper part

of the stem. The bottom lobe (or lip) of the corolla

is slightly fringed, a character which suggested the

now obsolete generic name of Barbula. A specimen

of this shrub is planted at the foot of the wall of

Museum No. 1 at Kew, and is now very finely in

flower. Except in the south-western counties of

England and similarly-favoured localities, this shrub

will probably require at least an equal amount of pro-

tection. It was originally treated as a greenhouse

plant, but it is as an outdoor shrub that its value is

most apparent, for floweriDg, as it does, in August

and September, it is especially welcome. W. J. B.

Foreign Correspondence.

CATTLEYA CANDIDA (Kth.) Lehm.

(Synm. Cymbidium candiddm, H.B K. ; Cattleya
CH0COENSIS, HOBT.)

In accordance to the laws of priority in namiog
and describing plants, I consider it high time that

this plant should be referred to its original name
as given by Kunth. Cattleya Candida is one of the

two first described species of this genus, and although

it was placed with Cymbidium, Kunth expressed his

conviction that it could not belong to that genus on
account of its possessing four pollinias. The species is

very well described in the Syn. Plant, by Kunth, and
easily lecognised by this description. It may be

objected that the plant is not a pure white one, and
therefore the name Candida is not quite appropriate.

To this I observe that every author is allowed to

name his plants as he thinks best, that there are

other plants far less white and yet bear that specifi-

cation, vide Miltonia Candida, and that the specifica-

tion " chocoensis " is far less appropriate, as this

Cattleya does not grow in the Choco, but in the
Cauca Valley, two quite different provinces.

Cattleya Candida is a very variable and very flori-

ferous species in its natural habitat. The masses
attain often large proportions, are well shaped, but
mostly loose and straggly at its rhizomes. The
flowers are produced from three to five—most com-
monly in threes—on a spike, and borne aloft free of

the leaves. In the best strain of the species, the flowers

are pure white with the lip pearl- shell-roBe at the
tube, yellow at the base, and crimson at the dilated
apex. There are scarcely two plants in which the
cordiform crimson zones of the lip are exactly alike

and of the same size and colour. It changes from the

deepest crimson to tbe most tender rose, but always

leaving a white margin. Of conspicuous varieties,

there is one with pure white flowers except some

yellow at the base of the lip, and another in which

the sepals and petals are deep rose and the lip of

glowing crimson-purple. This latter variety is the

rarest

!

Cattleya Candida is distributed over the valley of

the Cauca from Tuba down to the neighbourhood of

Fredonia and Concordia in Antioquia, and restricted

to a region that extends from 600 to 1100 metres above

the sea-level. It grows on trees high up on their

branches in dense woods. The climate of the region

is very damp for some six months of the year, and

very dry during three montho in the time at which the

plant flowers. Tbe temperature of the region ranges

between 22° and 25° Centigrade. F, C. Lehmann.

A TOUB IS LOMBABDY.

The public garden at Milan is one of the prettiest

gardens in Lombardy. A small stream flowing

through the garden, and traversed in various places

by ornamental and rustic bridges, beneath a rich

and varied vegetation, forms one of the greatest

features of the garden. Amongst many noteworthy

trees I remarked several fine specimens of the

Maidenhair tree (Ginkgo biloba), Ailanthns glandu-

losus, which is very common in Lombardy, several

fine groups of Magnolia grandiflora, an 1 some very

fine trees of Magnolia conspicua. The latter was
labelled M. porphorone, which is probably a mistake.

Conifers, especially the Abies and Cedars, were fine.

The flower garden was gay with various flower-beds,

carpet bedding being the finest feature. In a sub-

tropical bed I noticed a very showy Polygonum,
probably P. filiforme variegatum, which is very

effective, with its large green and white mottled

foliage. In an adjacent bed was a very pretty

dwarf variety of Lantana, free-flowering and pure

white in colour.

Extending all round the town is a very fine

avenue of Horse-Chestnut trees, which, before the

storm of 1873, formed one of the features of the

town, but owing to so many branches having then

been broken off, they were topped, and present now
a rather stunted appearance. The Syrian Mallow
(Hibiscus syriacue) is used largely for hedges, and at

the time of my visit presented quite a feature in

itself, so varied are the colours of the flowers.

Having made the tour en bicyclette, I cannot pass

Turin without a remark on its beautiful avenues.

Such a variety of trees cannot be found, I should think,

in any other European town, for I noted no less than

nine species including the Elm, Plane, Hornbeam,
Sycamore, Horse-Cheitnut, Oak, Sophora japonica,

Robinia pseudo-Acacia, and Acer, and each rivalling

the other in beauty.

After crossing the Maritime Alps, a vast plain is

traversed through fields of Hemp and Maize, and a

few fields of Rice near the rivers, but the crops are

chiefly the two former. I was most surprised to find

that fruit is not grown in this part, as the soil and
aspect is certainly favourable for it. Leaving Milan
en route for Genoa, one soon gets again into the famous
Vine country, where a good bottle of vin dAsti is

very acceptable to a bicyclist who has done fifty

miles before dinner. Riviera.

FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF THE
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

(Continuedfrom p. 181.)

Having written my article about a year ago, and
lorg since got the question answered to my satis-

faction, and the present being a busy time, I shall

try to answer Mr. Dyke as briefly as possible. I

did not write, " I have got a complete analysis of

the soil ;
" but, on the contrary, " if we have not got

a complete analysis," which the editor will find in

my manuscript, and it is corroborated by what fol-

lows. I have farmed the land from which the loam
was taken for the last three or four years only, and
know it therefore to be of poor quality, it having
been very badly farmed by my predecessor in the
tenancy, but not lacking in potash ; and this sub-

stance, if used alone, or in conjunction with nitrates

and phosphates, does not perceptibly increase the

yield of any crop, not even Strawberries or root

crops. I do not think a well-managed rubbiah-

heap, consisting of weeds (always with soil adbering),

wood-ashes, and finely-broken charcoal, night-soil,

and refuse-plants, well mixed together, by being

turned over several times during a year, is so much

appreciated in England as it deserves to be—at least,

Mr. Dyke Beems to have no faith in its value as a

manure ; and yet it is the cheapest as well as safest

one available, forming an excellent soil for pot-

plants, by mixing it with fibry loam, even il that be

of poor quality. Without boasting, I would mention

that I have thirty yeara' practical experience in

England, Belgium, France, and at home, as a gar-

dener, so that I ought to know something about the

mechanical and other conditions of soils used in

potting.

But to return to the artificial manure question.

I suppose I am obliged to quote the different

mixtures and analysis again if anybody is in the least

to understand the matter :

—

Constituents.

Kainite

Basic elag

Superphosphate

Bone-meal

Nitrate of aoda

Nitrate of potash

Sulphate of ammonia ...

Phosphate of potath ...

Magnesia (sulphate of?;

Sulphate of iron

The above ingredients
in the proportion to

soil of

Parts of Mixtures recommended by

Mr.Willis. Mr. Dyke. LTSid by me,

4*

6»

6*

3

5

H

1-25

to 09 mixed
1 16

altogether ,

Table showi'ig pirctntage of Ckrt.s :nihrm.um Ash and o r ab .vz

Manures.

Constituent'.

Chrysan-
themum
Ash.

Mr.~W.llis'

Mix ure.
Mr. Dyke's
Mixture.

Uted by
me.

Potash 16^ U uj 12

Soda in? 15 8J 12

Lime 26i 18* 28$ 19

Magnesia ioi 5* 11 15

Phosphoric acid 19>- 19 19 17

Sulphuric acid... ii 38 11 15

Iron 3J H H (?)

Chlorine 3 2) 5* 11

Silica BJ 2 (?)

Nitrogen 3t 3 6 i

These do not look so entirely different from each

other or from the ash ; in fact, good results are

generally obtained with artificial manure that is in

less accordance with the constituents found in the

ash of plants, and if this was not the case they could

never be used without a complete analysis of the

soil being made beforehand. No, the cause of my
non-success is quite different, but I will return to

that a little later ; first a few words about quantities

recommended, or actually used. When I am going

to use artificial manures for plants in pots, borders,

&c, I ask, what is the largest quantity of similar

manure used profitably by farmers ? When my
plants have a restricted root run and they are gross

feeders, and the substance to be used is of a harmless

nature, I use double that quantity, and of course

trying to make its composition in accordance with
what is known about the needs of the plants.

Now, the rate of application is one of manure to

four hundred of soil, which comes out as something
like 2000 to 3000 lb. per acre, reckoning depth of

soil at 7 to 8 inches (rather too little), and an average
weight of 40 to 50 lb. per cnbic foot (this varies very

* These ingredients to be mixed with the soil; the rest in
this column to be used as top-dressings by-and-by.

t la frebh plant.
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mncb). Mr. Dyke recommends one of manure to

twenty- five of foil, to be mixed at once, with top-

dressings following of 1 16, or something like 50,000 to

60.000 lb. per acre. I did not mix the ingredients

together before using them, they were simply weighed

from the bags, strewn on the heap of soil, and at

once thoroughly mixed with it by several turnings.

The ammonia may have been liberated in the soil,

but the latter will absorb and hold fast a much larger

quantity. So I had my four per cent, of nitrogen

besides that contained in the eoil, and in the one-

fifth of good half-rotted stable-manure ; and calcu-

lating the amount of nitrogen in this to be 10 to 12,

or 15 lb. per ton, every practical cultivator knows
that good soil, with an addition of one part stable-

manure to four parts of soil is not lacking in nitrogen

when first mixed and for some time afterwards. In fact,

many Chrysanthemum growers obtain good results

with this alone. And yet I came to the same
conclusion as Mr. Dyke in regard to Chrysanthe-

mum potting-soils lacking in nitrogen, as notwith-

standing the good supply of nitrogen at hand, the

plants were suffering for lack of it, because they are

able to absorb it only in the form of nitric acid,

and not as ammonia; not even the sulphate of

ammonia (not organic) could be transformed into

nitric acid. Otherwise this would be quickly done
by Chrysanthemum plants afforded sulphate of

ammonia, and with about the same result as Mr.
Dyke gets from nitrate of ammonia, viz, the

appearance of very dark green leaves in a few days.

Here comes the only difference of any consequence
in the composition of Mr. Dyke's manure and mine.
Hs afforded nitrates, and I ammonia (or organic
nitrogenous substances), and his plants obtained

their nitrogen from the nitrates, and not from
the soil. But it is quite impossible for Chrys-
anthemums to be manured solely by artificial

substances independently of the soil used. We want
a concentrated, effective, but above all, harmless
supplementary manure—and kainite, at all events,

is not such a one. The price of an article is also of

some consequence, and it should be bought in

quantity and not in a small way at a high price

at the druggists.

I cannot see the force of Mr. Dyke's remarks about
the harmfulneBS of chlorine, sulphuric acid, and
lime, when he himself uses the same substances in a

much larger propoition to soil than I do, and with
good results. His proving that Chrysanthemums
may be grown in soil containing 1 part of the above-
specified manure to 16 (or 25) parts of soil is very
interesting. M. P. Andersen, JbnJcbping,

ORCHIDS IN THEIR HOME.
( Continued from p, 423.)

Cattle-pas —The Cattleyas are found at from 2000
to nearly 5000 feet above sea-level, almost invariably
growing on living trees, on the trunks or in the forks of

the branches. They always try, as it were, to establish

themselves in places where they receive abundance
of light and a glimpse of sun. Sometimes, indeed,

they are exposed to the full sun. The latter, as a
rnle, are the best plants. At the lowest elevation

they will persistently follow the course of streams.

Higher up they may be found growing in deep
hollows or gullies, and at the last stage they are

found in all exposures. Tbis is easily explained by
the atmosphere being charged with more moisture
than at the lower elevation, where a dryer heat pre-

vails. Most of the Colombian Cattleyas and also other
Orchids have no well-defined resting periods, as far

as I have observed, within almost two-tbirdo of the

entire territory. There are two rainy and two dry

seasons in the year, while even during the dry seasons

it is not an infrequent occurrence to have a shower
of rain now and then.

Plants of Cattleya TrianiBi are found in flower

almost the year round, yet there are two marked
flower seasons, December to January and May to

Jane, the latter being the chief. A number of plants

wonld have four and five flowering leads already fully

up, with another half-grown break at its base, while

very often a third would be starting. Such breaks

always seemed to grow and mature in mnch less time

than the mother bulb, in order to, as it were, in one

united effort display their floral treasure.

Geoqbaphical Range.

The Republic of Colombia is very rich in Orchids,

the different species being spread over its entire

territory. The greatest number of species, however,

is probably to be found on the eastern foothills of the

central Cordillera, which is a continuation of the

Peruvian and Equadorian Andes ; but upon entering

Colombia they branch ont into three distinct chains,

known as the Central Cordillera, the Eastern Cor-

dillera, and the Western Cordillera, forming between

them the immense valley and river systems called

the Cauca, the Magdalena, and " Los L'anos de St.

Juan," or the "Cazanare." This latter immense
territory is drained principally by the Amazon and

the Orinoco systems, great stretches of which are as

yet unexplored.

The State of Tolima may be considered as the

home of Cattleya Trianaei. It follows the eastern

foothills of the Central Cordillera from about the

second degree to about the fifth degree northern

latitude, and at its southern limit it is distributed

over all the three chains. This latter region is also

the home of Odontoglossum crispum Lehmanni.

Cattleya gigas takes the place of Cittleya Trianfei

further northward, where it extends between the

sixth and the eighth degree northern latitude on

both the central and eastern chains. This territory

is exceptionally rich in useful species, such as

Cattleya chrysotoxa, Miltonia vexillaria, Olonto-
glossum luteo-purpureum, O. sceptrum, O. coro-

narium, O. Wallisii, and 0. Harryanum ; also Cypri-

pedium Schlimii, Maxillaria luteo-alba, Epiden-

drum fimbriatum, and Masdevallias in variety.

Sansau, however, may be considered as the principal

district for the latter.

I found Miltonia vexillaria as low as 2000 feet

above sea-level, and aa high as 6000 to 7000 feet,

but at the first- mentioned altitude the p'ants were

generally very email. It generally grows on smaller

trees and branches of Melastomas and Qaercue.

Odontoglossum coronarium is found at a very high

altitude, often growing on the ground or in mass,

where it rambles for yards until it finds a tree suited

for its requirements. The magnificence of the flower-

spikes surpasses imagination.

Odontoglossum cbisfom.

Oa the Eietera chain Odontoglossum crispum is

found, principally between the fourth and sixth

degree northern latitude at an altitude of 6 000 to

9 000 feet. The best plants and the best varieties,

however, occur at 6,000 and 7,000 feet elevation,

where they grow in occasional openioga of the forests

on the trunks and branches of large trees, and where
there is an abundance of light. In company with

O crispum grow O. Lindleyanum and O glorioaum.

Further northward, or in the state of Santander,

Cattleya Mendeli occurs, and on the eastern foothills

of the eastern Cordillera, Cattleya Schroderae. On
tbe Western chain or along the Rio Ciuca, Cattleya

Chocoensis is found. Unlike its allies, it grows to

a great extent in forests on level land, stretches of

which are swampy and unhealthy, This Cattleya is

very abundant in certain places, and grows invariably

on trees. The flowering season is August and
September. In this region may also be found
Odontoglossum Roezlii, growing in a comparatively

high temperature.

The End is Approaching.

Many of the New Granadan Orchids are rapidly
decreasing in quantity. Cattleya chrysotoxa is very
near extinction, Miltonia vexillaria is going fait, as
are also Cattleya Men deli andOdontoglosaumciispum.
Miltonia vexillaria and O. criipum increase rapidly
from seed, where the forests are not already des-
troyed, or they would have b?en extinct ere this.

The natives are also beginning to deal more con-
siderately with the forests, besides which many of
the landowners and even the respective governments
are taking precautions against tbe total destruction
of their moat beautiful jewels. And can you blame
them ? From a lecture by John E. Lager, repo'ted in
"American Gardenina."

Forestry.

INSECT ENEMIES TO TREES.
The best authorities assert that high cultivation

and the proper rotation of crops i< the moat Mf-ctual

remedy or preventive of iniect attack, and in many
cases it is the only practical one. S> far as tbis

country is concerned, it may be reasonably con-

tended that the injury caused by few, if any, ini'C.

attacks to which our crops are liable, equals the

injury caused by a single night's frost in May or June,

or a severe hailstorm later in the season. This is

probably the reason why cultivators in general pay

so little attention to insect pests outside gardens

and forcing-houses, where preventive measures can

be adopted with good prospects of success, doubtless

thinking it useless to strain at the gnat when they

have already swallowed the camel.

If this be generally true of farm crops, it is much
more so when we come to forest trees. In this

connection it must be remembered, however, that

our trees in B-itain are free from many of those

insects which commit such serious ravages upon the

sime kind of trees in continental forests. The Scots

Pine with ns has no very dangerous foe among the

Lepidoptera, while on the Continent it has at least

three which may be thus classed. Among beetles, the

Pine-beetle and Pine-weevil are certainly trouble-

some, but considering that the very existence of the

former is practically ignored in moat parts of the

country, it has evidently done less permanent injury

to Pine trees ( ruteide small plantations and isolated

clumps) than its habits would lead one to infer. The

Pine-weevil is principally confined to the northern

parts of the kingdom, and from its size and habit of

attacking small and ne .ply- planted trees, is brought

into more prominent notice than would otherwise be

the case. The Pine saw-fly again, although occi-

sionally asiuming a dangerous aapect, gives little

trouble as a rule.

Coming to deciduous tree?, where have we a pest

which gives us any real cause for alarm ? The Oik-

leaf roller-moth, Tortrix viridana, strips cur Oaks to

winter bareness in dry and blighty springs, but the

midsummer shoots put matters right in the course of

a few weekB, and the trees seem but little the worse.

Many insects, f specially beetles, doubtless get a bad

name from their well known habit of attacking old

and half-dead trees, and thus hastening their natural

decay; but in this they merely act as Xiture's scaven-

gers. As a matter of fact, an attack by any of the

bark-beetles upon a tree, or part of a tree which still

retains a vestige of li'e, is extremely rare. The
least flow of sap is Bu0i;sient to Btop the female in

her boring operations, and numbers of commenced

but abandoned galleries may be noticed in trees

which are practically dead, but in which life still

lingers in one or two branches.

For onr comparative immunity from succeisive and

serious attacks of caterpillar awarms, we probably have

to thank their natural parasites and enemies. Where

human beings are at all crowded together, there

epidemic diseases occur ; and the insects would seem

to be affected in like manner, for a year in which a

serious plague of these creatures appears is often

followed by one in which they are comparatively

rare. Bacteria and other forms of parasitic fungi

probably play a great part in regulating the numbers

of these prolific creatures, and were it otherwise,

our trees and shrubs would be deprived of every green

leaf. A pair of moths or beetles may become

the happy progenitors of about 5000 individuals in

the course of a summer, so it may easily be imagined

what would happen if this went on unchecked for a

few years. As it is, attacks of caterpillars some-

times occur in the Pine and Spruce Fir forests on the

Continent, which threaten their very existence, and

even affect the proaperity of the district they infest.

As an instance of this, it may be mentioned that

the attendance at several German watering-places on

the Baltic coast haa seriouily fallen off osing to the

•warms of caterpillars in the neighbouring Scots

Pine woods. These caterpillars are furnished with

long and poisonous hairs, which, at the periodical
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casting of their skins become detached, and poison

the very a'mosphere over a considerable area. But
such cases as these in this country are not among
the probabilities, and we may safely confine ourselves

to easy and inexpensive measures of preventing, or

rather alleviating, the more severe attacks which

occasionally occur, trusting to climate and natural

laws to do the rest. A. C. Forbes.

OLD-TIME ADVERTISEMENTS.
A collection of last-century newspapers lately

came into my possession, and it astonished me to

find numbers of advertisements having reference to

the seel and nursery trade in their pages. I have

culled the following quaint announcements, which

cannot fail to interest many in the present

enlightened dajs, as they serve to illustrate the

desire of traders to use the Press as a m°ans of

puihing their wares, even in times when newspapers

tad but a very limited circulation. Seedsman,

From the London Journal, July 15. 1721 :

—

"Just brought over from Holland, a fine collec-

tion of Orange and Lemon trees, both p'ain and
variegated, with the finest cream and yellow colours,

of the best sorts, full of fruit and flowers, of all

sizfs, fit for the Orangery, or to adorn ladies'

chambers. To be sold very cheap, by James Letley,

at Mr. Frasier's, next to Baaufort Home, near the

waterside at Caeliea ; where all gentlemen and
ladies may be furnished with the most curious forms

of bulbous roots from Holland, and other parts of

Europe, at the lowest prices."

From the Country Journal, November 15, 17— 'J :

—

" To be sold, a parcel of standard Elms, of about
eight years' growth, now standing and growing at

Mr. James Norris's, nurseryman, the backside of

Lambeth Wells. Eaquire of the said Mr. Norris,

who is empowered to treat with any person for

the same."

"German Dogstail Grass—sweeter than other

grass, and makes with seediogs as beautiful lawns

as the clotest shaven bank?. To be had in papers

dine np at 5». ea:h at Greggs Coffee Home, York
Street, Covent Garden."

' Also American Cabbage seed which comes to

80 lb. weight and near to £40 an acre value,

price 10s per pound. Hungarian Clover exceeding
Lucerne, price Is. 6i/. per poucd."

Here is an announcement of quite another cha-

racter, which clearly portrays what a jovial time the
florists of the day must have made of their exhibi-

tions. It is taken from the Kentish Gazette, April 13
1776:—
'•To the florists. On Tuesday next, the 23rd

init , there will be a Polianthus feast at Mr. Richard
Pain's, at Waldeshare. The best flower produced
will be entitled to a prize of 10s. &/., the second best
to 7s. Od., and the third to 5s. No person will be
admitted to shew a flower, unless he has subscribed
Is. one month before the day of shewing, or 2s. 6d.

on that day, No person will be entitled to a prize
unless it is rose-eyed, has six pips, and in the home
before one o'clock. Mnch company expected.
Dinner on table at one o'clock."

A curious illustration of a plant in pot accom-
panies this notice.

From the Evening Post, March 29, 1787 :
—

"Flowebs.—John Allport, seedsman and nursery-
man, Hackney Road, begs leave to inform those
ladies and gentlemen and the public that he has
now in full bloom fine Roses, Pinks, and other
curious Forced Flowers in Pots and for Nosegays,
and will continue a succession all the season. Like-
wise Greenhouse and Hardy Plants, Trees, Carna-
tions, Flower Roots, &c, also all kinds of Seeds for
the Flower and Kitchen Garden warranted of the best
quality."

The Newcastle Advertiser, October 30, 174K), con-
tains a lengthy advertisement for

—

" Fruit and Forest Trees, Flowering and Evergreen
Shrubs, of John Richward & Co., Leith Walk Nur-

series, Edinburgh. Standard Apples are figured at

6d. each, Dwarfs, id."

The Leeds Mercury, November 30, 1793.

"Thomas Barnes, Nursery and Seedsman, Brig-

gate, Leeds, begs to announce that he has received

a fresh supply of Garden and Bird Seeds. His Nur-

sery Stock is youDg and healthful, notwithstanding

what some evil- disposed persons may have said to

the contrary."

The Middlesex Journal for February 15 to

February 17, 1776, contains the following curious

advertisement about a species of grass that is

now handled by the ton :

—

"American Cock's-foot grass yields larger than

any other, lasts for ever on the land, and smothers

all weeds."

The Herbaceous Border.

TROP^OLUM SPECIOSUM.
Thebe are few fioer hardy climbing plants than

the brilliant- flowered Tropseolum speciosum, where

it does well. To any one desiring to give it a

trial, the present seaaon cffers a good time to make
preparations by securing fresh and plump roots,

which are usually to be obtained in pots, and planting

them without delay. One of the chief points to be

observed is, to plant the roots 8 or 9 inches deep
;

there is no necessity to disturb mnch ground, and it

need not be dog deeper than 1 foot. Place a little

decayed manure in the bottom of the hole, covering

this with soil, and make it firm. Then plant the

roots at the depth stated, and make the soil quite

firm over them. The plant appears to prefer a firm

soil and comparative dryness, seeing/that it more
frequently succeeds in a hedge-row, or at the foot

of a dwelling-house wall or some similar place. It

dislikes frequent disturbance. Where it can be

established, it is an excellent plant for covering

dark-leaved shrubs, and in such positions its pro-

fusion of brilliant flowers display themselves to great

advantage. J,

Chelone bibbata.

This is a beautiful hardy herbaceous perennial

plant, an abundant bloomer, with spikes of light

scarlet coloured flower*, which grow 2 feet high; it

is, in fact, a Pentstemon in miniature. A plant of

this species has been in flower at Bating Park for four

months, and still keeps up a brilliant show by throwing

np constantly new flower-spikes. Ordinary garden

mould suits its requirements, and it is so hardy,

that without any protection it withstood the rigours

of last winter unharmed. Propagation is by division,

and seeds sown in the month of April. These

seedlings flower at the end of the first summer. Wm.
Smythe, The Gardens, Basing Park, Alton.

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.
A tTEB reading this paper a week ago, I thought

the description " most interesting paper," should be

altered to " most extraordinary," coming, as it does,

from a fruit-grower. I shall say nothing more about
Mr. Pearson's description of the different schools of

pruners than that it is impossible to identify

them by it , but when he descends to practice one

can deal with him. He says the first object of

pruning fruit trees is to obtain fruit, and further

on he adds—speaking of standards—" that all

branches must be so disposed as to admit the

sunlight and air into the middle of the tree

—for without this fertility was impossible.'

Will any fruit-grower who really knows how an

Apple or Pear tree develops itself endorse this

statement 't A tree can, by much needless mutila-

tion, be made to grow in the shape of a basin, which

is the plan of those who admit light " to the middle

of the tree;" and I once worked in a noted garden

where the standards were all of that shape inside the

walls, but where the chief supply of fruit came from

an orchard outside, where all the trees were

unpruued, and of the shape of umbrellas more

or less, in which no light or air in the sense under-

stood reached the middle ol the tree at all, and I

have noted thousands of similar examples since.

Left to itself, a fruit tree produces a ronnd, or, as

Dr. Lindley said, a " hemispherical " head, " towards

the outside of which fruit-spurs and leaves are most

abundant," and this is the kind of tree (the opposite

of Mr. Pearson's) that every casual observer is

familiar with, bnt in which, according to Mr. Pear-

son, fertility is "impossible." This shape also

produces the greatest quantity of frnit in a given

time, and exposes the fruit to the sun and air better

than any other form, no matter whether the tree be

dwarf or tall. This fact is so evident everywhere,

that one wonders to hear it questioned.

It is amusing to read Mr. Pearson's contradictory

directions on the subject of standards and cordons.

In their habit of bearing fruit there is not an iota of

difference. According to Mr. P., young standard

Apples, Pears, and Pluma are to be cut back in their

shoots to one-third their length. This is to secure

"form," &c, though in what way this secures any-

thing but a smaller tree and less fruit, under equal

conditions, is a puzzle. Cutting two-thirds of a

healthy tree away for the rubbish-heap is an extra-

ordinary idea, but in his cordons the leading shoots

are, we are told, " left as long as possible, bearing in

mind the fact that the more one pruned away the

stronger would the growth be from the remaining

buds, let tbem err rather on the side of cutting away
too little than too much." Exactly ! and it is the

same with the individual shoots of standards, prac-

tically cordons, no shortening being needed except

to secure balance and prevent a too straggling

habit. About ten years ago I gave one of my
men some Apple trees for his garden, on the

condition that he never touched them with

a knife, which condition has been observed,

and the trees are now of the " impossible fertility
"

shape, but marvels of fruitfulness all the same. But
individual examples are superfluous, for no one can
help seeing such as I describe, anywhere. If the

"little band" of mutilators which Mr. Pearson
alludes to still exists, the sooner it follows the " ten

little nigger bojs " the better for fruit growers, I

should say. I am at one with the Rev. W. Wilks of

the Royal Horticultural Society, in his paper reed

at last year's conference, and published in the trans-

actions, in which he " is strongly of opinion" that

young standards, half standards, and bush trees

" need very little pruning at all, and that you will

do less harm to your trees by leaving them all quite

unpruned, than to allow ignorant experiments to be

made upon them," and Mr. Wilks, like Mr. Pearson,

is writing for the " ordinary amateur." J. Simpson.

A FIRE -TREE.
Fbom the Foreign Office Report for July, 1895,

on the agricultural products of Tolima, Colombia,

we extract the following particulars relative to the

Cbaparro tree (Rhopala obovata), and its wonderful

faculty for surviving under circumstances fatal to

other forms of vegetation. Its power of resisting

the ravages of fire is particularly remarkable. Thus,

we read that, in Tolima, "no conservation of the

natural fertility of the land has ever been taken

into consideration. On the contrary, the natural

grasses, intermixed with scrub or brushwood, have

been systematically burned from year to year, and the

burnings effected during the most scorching periods

of dronght. The principal object attained by this pro-

cess of despoliation is the reproduction of new and

tender herbage or pasturage, which, with the advent

of the rainy season, forthwith covers the parched

surface. . . . This persistent burning of the

savannahs and hills for crops of renewed pasturage,

plays desperate havoc with all other vegetation, trees,

and brushwood. Isolated Palm trees, with their

intensely hard trunks and endogenous structure,

together with groups of brushwood in sheltered or

humid spots, sometimes withstand the fury of the

flames. There is, however, one phenomenal excep-

tion to this subversive power of the fires. A humble

tree, with contorted and rugged trunk and branches.
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and scabrous leaves, a tree presenting the most sub-

dued and weird aspect conceivable ; this pigmy tree

not only resists the fury of the flames, but fire is

actually congenial and subservient to its existence,

for the tree, instigated by the conflagrations, forms

itself into great plantations. The name of this tree

is Chaparro (Rhopala obovata), indigenous to

Colombia and other South American countries. It

attains a height of 15 to 20 feet, and its distorted

trunks measure from 9 to 12 inches in diameter.

It is widely distributed in Colombia, for I have

found it at the Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta, and

plantations. There is a popular belief in Tolima,

where alluvial gold abounds, that this tree flourishes

only on those seductive lands, serving as a guide to

searchers after the precious metal.
" The bark of the tree is peculiarly constituted. It

consists of a congeries of integuments or semi-

detached layers. The outer portion, about .; inch

thick, performs no organic function, and this portion

of the bark, in conjunction with its peculiar compo-
sition, protects the inner vital integuments from

injury by fire.

"The form and structure of the tree may have

Fis, 84.—oijontoolossum coronariom.

(la the Gardens of W. W. Grovee, Esq., The Larches, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.)

dispersed inland 1000 miles from the sea. In con-

tact with the great forest, it maintains a precarious

existence. Bat, as already explained, it usurps

dominion in places where no other tree can grow.

In Tolima it abounds on the slopes and ridges of

the hills at elevations from 1000 to 3500 feet. In

this department alone hundreds of square miles of

the lower hills, which have been reduced to sterility

by incessant burnings, are occupied by this diminutive

tree, and it assumes the aspect of vast systematically

. formed and well-kept plantations. This is more

than a triumph of the * survival of the fittest.'

"It ii very remarkable that these fire-begotten

plantations are nowhere Crowded to excess ; on the

contrary, the tree* are so regularly placed that their

aspect vies with that of the most carefully-formed

originated from the severe ordeal through which it

has survived. For instance, according to the theory

of natural selection, some animals when they migrate

into a colder climate become covered with thicker

fur. As we have seen with regard to this plant, the

powers of nature have been encroached upon, i.e.,

the plant havirg emerged from a state of nature it

has made for itself a law of its own, for it has

triumphed over the most disastrous element to all

organic life.

"The hundreds of square miles of worn-out land

covered by this beneficent tree in Tolima alone are

undergoing a slow process of amelioration, which,

moreover, could be easily accelerated by the inter-

position of a few simple devices,

" It is noteworthy that the Chaparro prefers the

slopes and ridges of the hills to the flat savannahs,

on which it is seldom found in any considerable

quantity, though widely dispersed. Fire rages with far

greater fury on the elopes and ridges of the hills than

on the plains. I, however, attribute this preference

of the plant for the hill-sides to the pernicious influ-

ence of the accumulations of water on the plains

during the rain) season.

" The illustrious Humboldt, during his travels in

South America, noted the dispersal of this plant on
the vast llanos stretching from the Orinoco, &c.

These llanos are, for the most part, destitute of vege-

tation other than Gramineaa. The only trees that

were found on many parts of these dreary wastes

were specimens of Chaparro, and in more humid
spots a Falm. Thus, referring to the llanos which
he traversed, he says, 'For many square miles not a
tree to be seen, but where a few solitary trees are

found they are, in humid districts, the Mauritia

Falm, and in arid spots the Rhopala complicata.'

" Vast deserts and semi-deserts abound throughout

the tropical world, many hundreds of thousands of

square miles. It may be that the Chaparro is

destined to play an important part in the reclamation

of theae illimitable wastes, for the decomposed leaves

gradually form a crust of vegetable mould."

ODONTOGLOSSUM CORO-
NARIUM.

The specimen of Odontoglossum coronarium in

the collection of Wm. W. Groves, Eiq , The Larches,

Alderley Edge, Cheshire, is a notable one. It is

growing in a square teak raft about 2 feet iquare,

in a mixture in which growing sphagnum moss
predominates ; the whole surface is a living mass

of sphagnum, and beautiful it looks with the great

coriaceous pseudo-bulbs attached to rhizomes spring-

ing from its midst. There are eleven such pseudo-

bulbs clad with leaves, and others rid of them,

forming feeding auxiliaries. The representation

(fig. 84), shows the habit of the species, and indicates

in a measure the stiff leathery-like leaves crowning

the pseudo-bulbs, which are ovate and entire, and

thick and leathery. The flower-spike springs from the

matured growth ; and even the second from the lead,

which is thoroughly matured, must wait its turn for

floral development. The spike is carried on a strong

footstalk, and the flowers are crowded to. ether not

unlike a Hyacinth spike. There are twenty-four such

flowers on the stalk, each of which is about the

size and form of an ordinary O. crispum. The dorsal

sepal is ovate; and the two inferior ones recti-

linear-ovate; the colour is rich sienna with

golden crimped edges; the petals are ovate,

bluntly acuminate, with golden clouds shining

through the sienna-ground. The lip is ensiform,

the throat bright, a brown crest, and an orange

base ; the column is short, almost sessile, with

the winps yellowish, tinted with Indian-red. The
freckled-coloured column imparts a certain style

of beauty to an otherwise distinguished member of

the tooth-tongued Oncid. It is kept in the cool air

of the ^Odontogloseum-house, and is afforded a

copious supply of moisture. The plant is now so

large, that we may expect to see it flowering year by
year. No check in the way of drying, or pushing
with extra heat is at any time practised. Mr.
Groves' beautiful plant is under the charge of Mr.
Edwin Robertsbaw, who is cultivating not only the

Orchids, but all the other departments under his

charge, with marked ability. J. A.

OUR POULTRY.
By Habjiison Weib.

(Copyright.)

(Continued from p. 238.)

As shown, the introduction of the Shang-bai and
Cochin fowl has had the effect of seriously depre-

ciating many of our English breeds for tabla pur-

poses ; the large coarse bones, thick skin, and lack

of breast meat, conpled with a considerable amount of

fat, and a persistency for incubation, has tenfjered tha
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crossings with the old English fowl both dark fleshed

aE<1 strong in flavour, and to most parsons' thinking

nnpa, li.able. And yet this crossing and re-

cusing, and Mongulisiog goes on, and seemingly

with the approval of a public apparently ignorant of

what a goo3, really good, high quality fowl should be.

Bat another mischief has arisen, and that is, that

there is a supposition that a buff or coloured egg

possesses greater richnees of flavour, and is more

nutritive than the old Kent, Sussex, and Surrey

fowl's white eggs, forgetful, of course, that not only

does much depend on the food, runs, the woods or

pastures to which the stock is confined or has access,

and a'so what the one and the other has to maintain in

fnll health, and deliver when hatched the same-

s:zad chick; therefore, the difference, if difference

there is, must be very slight indeed, if any,

possibly that of the higher class table-fowl, may be

more delicate. But the absurd preference by some

for a coloured egg- shell goes far to prevent the

farmer and raiser of poultry from having any but

those of the Asiatic cross, because there is in some

localities, though happily not in all, a more ready

sale for these than the purely white. For my own

part, I prefer the fine-shelled white, such as the

rUmburghs and old English game, or the larger

Kiot, Sassex and Surrey old breeds.

Next, I mu«t call attention to an excellent breed of

French origin, called " Houdans." These came into

favour some forty years since, and gained at once

much not'c, and that of a favourable character, as

b-ing useful for the table, and layers of an uoatual

quantity of medium-S'Z?d white eggs; they are

evidently a cross with what is now termed the

" Polish" and the old five-toed fowl, that has been

known both in France and England for centuries.

They are good foragers, and of a medium size,

rather short on the leg than otherwise, with round,

full, plump breasts, though longer in the body than

our old K°,nts, the flesh is white and delicate, and
they generally fatten well. On their first importation,

they showed more clearly their origin, laving but

small top knots, and the cavernous nostrils of the

Polish or Hamburgh, and the large frames of our

five-toed fowls, which is also a part of their develop-

ment. Their colour, when first brought into notice

here, was white speckled with black, with mainly,

if not sometimes entirely, white legs. Now, so

fashion wills it, they are black with white speckles

and dark legs freckled with white, and the top-knots

are considerably enlarged, to their detriment as a
farm yard or farmer's fowl, inasmuch at it is liable to

get clogged with mud, and to render Beeing some-
what difficult ; still they may yet be considered both
useful and ornamental. I have not found them to be
good sitters, and some strains are said not to incubate

at all. The chickens are very fragile, and if the
weather be wet and rainy, they are difficult to rear;

and are, I think, very liable to croup or severe colds,

unless they have perfect freedom, and are allowed in

summer time to "roost out," which they will readily

do, being excellent flyers. I may here mention
that most poultry is benefited by having as much air

as possible. Life in the open, in woods, cart lodges,
&s., suits Ihem far better than hen-hoasei. My
own, just built, have no fronts to them, or if it is

necessary on account of foxes, wire fronts might be
put, with wire-netted doors. Many years ago I
adopted this plan, and found it most successful,

though ev^-n then many of the fowls, both young and
old, would roost in the trees or on the faggot-stacks,

and this even in winter.

Now that I have written thus far on the subject,

I would like to call the attention of my readers to
the fact, that if they require any information on
the subjects already dealt with, I shall be most
ready to give it as far as I am able, and also
to rtceive letters of experience of the various
bieeds by amateurs, gardeners, &c, which will be
most welcome ; and for this reason, that it is well
to know of the different breeds under certain con-
ditions of both confinement in rnns, or of perfect
freedom in high, low, damp or dry localities, for

b9 it known that under euch varied clirnates ao4

surroundings, poultry, like all else, is often materially

altered either for the better or the worse, and some
breeds more than others.

Tnere are other French breeds besides the

Houdan; the best, possibly, is the " Cieve-

cosar." It is a fine, large, handsome fowl, broad

and thick made, and is black, with a top-knot,

mufflad and bearded. The carriage is upright, and

somewhat impo.-iag, the tail large and full, and

carried high ; the legs are black. Bat as a table-

fowl it stands in high esteem, both here and on the

Continent, where, when well fatted, it fetches very

high prices, the flesh being remarkably white, short in

fibre, rich and delicious, besides which it is well-

proportioned, with a large, full breast. It is not

quite adapted to our climate, oftentimes suffering

from weakness of the legs, and is subject to colds and
catarrh. It is not what may be termed a good
layer; but in this respect some are better than

others. The chickens also are not over-hardy, but

generally do well after they have got their ' head-
featbering." They require keeping warm and dry,

and when the land is wet it is almost sure to bring

disaster, if not total extinction ; and yet when
all things are favourable, there are few better

fowls for the table, if any, when black legs it not a

consideration.
(To be continued.)

The Week's Work,
THE SVLOWSB CJiSOSS-

By BilLEV WiDDd, Gardener, Birdsail Gardens, Fork.

ROCKERIE8 AND HARDY FERNERIE8.—Careful

attention should now be sffjrded strong-growing
trailing plants, thinning, and making them trim, so

that they do not overgrow smaller and more delicate

plant?. Remove decayed foliage and flowers from
all plants, pricking over and top-dressing the soil

about Ferns and alpine plants. For the latter

purpose use loam, mill-stone grit, leaf and peaty soil,

pushing it into the crevices, and covering the roots

that have become exposed. The planting of Crocus,
Tulips, Squills, and other bulbs and spring -

flowering plants thinly in vacant places about the
rockery affords brightness in the spring months.
Fallen leaves should be gathered np frequently, as if

allowed to lie about, the plants are rendered tender,

and liable to iijary by frost. If the formation of a
rockery is contemplated, there is usually more time
at this season than any other to do the work. The
question of introducing rockwork into flower gardens
should be carefully considered before it is undertaken,

as there are much labour and expense attending its

formation, and the results are not always satisfac-

tory. It should always be of a size propor-

tionate to the size of the garden. As a rule, rocks
or mounds of roots are not nice in fine gardens, but
they may be made interesting and effective when
arranged with trees and shrubs as an approach
to a kitchen garden or other department. If it

is intended to cultivate alpine plants npon the
rockery, a knowledge of the requirements of the

plants to be grown is very necessary, some species

requiring shade, others partial sunshine, and others

again full sunshine. The best place for alpines is

the rockery, and the worst the rootery. The soil

may consist of loam, leaf-mould, and peat, vary-
ing in depth from 3 to 18 inches. Boots and
stumps of trees may be used with advantage
for the formation of mounds for Ferns, herba-
ceous, perennial, and trailing plants. In all

arrangements of this description a good supply of

water is necessary for forming basins, falls, and
fountains, and it should not be forgotten that perfect

drainage is necessary in a rockery. Limestone,
sandstone (millstone grit) are the best sorts of stone
to use. Good varieties of alpine plants are obtain-

able at many good nurseries, so that it is not neces-

sary that I give a long list of names in this article.

Many of them are extremely beautiful in spring

and throughout the summer, and their cultiva-

tion, if sometimes associated with difficulties of various
kinds, is a source of great pleasure to lovers of

plants. The same may be said of the Ferns cultivated

on rockeries and rooteries, of which there are
numerous species and varieties, and some are

indigenous to Britain. Providing there are shade,

moisture, and variety of aspect, Ferns never fail to
do well,

THE KITCHEN Gr£LB,D&K.
By Johh Lambebt, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool.

REFUSE HEAPS.—The weather having become
wet, the garden workmen will be employed at job j

which do not involve the trampling of the soil, and
one of these is the turning over, sifting, and mixing
together of the accumulations of various kinds
commonly called rubbish heaps. The rougher
portions may be thrown into large heap*, long
stable litter being mixed with them, mixing it

altogether in one large heap. This makes ex-

cellent dressing for various crops when well

rotted. Common salt or lime may be added as

the work proceeds, but not both to the same heap.
In two years such a heap of materials will be quite

ready for use, if it has been well turned over once or
twice. Some refuse can only be dealt with by burn-
ing or charring—that is, by an open fire or a covered
one. Whichever method is adopted, the remains
should ba screened, and put by for use. Charred
refuse is one of the finest things for a gardener
to have a good stock of for other purposes besides
those of the kitchen garden.

TOMAT08.—No Tomato fruits should have been
kept outside till this date, but all with a faint tinge

of colour should be got inside. A good plan where
many fruits are yet left on the plants in a quite

green state is to cut a good portion of the stem, and
put a tie to it, and hang it up in a cool vinery or

Peach-house, where, if kept dry, they will ripen up,

and afford fruits for a long time.

CARDOON8.—All those plants which are unpro-
tected by hay- bands may now be bound round.
Soil may be pu; to the stems when it is in a fit con-
dition for the purpose. Tflis vegetable is not grown so

much as it deserves to be, because peihapsitis but little

known to cooks or their employers, but once sent into

the kitchen it is generally asked for again, making as

it does a little variety in the list of vegetables. After
blanching, if there is fear of the stems rotting from
moisture, take them np, but leave the hay-bands
round them, and stand them in some cool dark place,

where they will keep for a considerable length of time.

TEE HASDY FBUTT eAKBSLM.
By W. Pope. Gardener, Bighelere Castle, Newbury.

PEACHES AND NECTARINE8 ON WALLS.—These
trees may be lightly switched over with a new birch-
broom in the direction of the branches, not in the
reverse way, or the buds will get ipjured. By thus
detaching those leaves that have done their work
and are ready to fall, sunshine will be enabled to

mature the present year's shoots. If these were laid

in too thickly, it will be well to lessen their

numbers even at this late date, rather than
leave them until the spring pruning. A
distance of 10 to 12 inches apart is close enough
for bearing-wood to be laid-in, though it is the more
common practice to lay-in the summer shoots very
much closer than that, and the result is green, half-

ripened wood, and hosts of insects beneath the close

canopy of leaves. Half the failures in out-door
Peach culture are due to too-close training, and the
consequent immaturity of the shoots. When most
of the foliage is cleared off, the trees may be un-
nailed, and the branches loosely bundled up with
strips of bast, fastening them to the wall here
and there, so as to prevent injury from the
wind ; this will tend to still further harden the
young shoots by allowing a free circulation of
air about them, and it will also afford an opportu-
nity for stopping np all nail-holes and pointing
the brickwork, a job that is best done before
severe weather sets in. If lifting and transplanting
operations have to be done, these should be under-
taken without delay, taking care in digging up the
trees to preserve as many of the fibrous roots
as possible, but amputating the larger roots
with a sharp knife after the trees are out of the
ground. A few wheelbarrow-loads of fresh turfy
loam should be worked carefully in amongst and
placed over the roots as the planting proceeds, and
the staple soil, if fairly good, may be used to finish-

off with. In the planting of all fruit tiees, the
bottom of the hole in which the tree will stand
should not be more than 10 inches below the surface
when firmly trodden regularly all over, and it is

ready for the reception of tree ; and some of the
roots may be laid at this depth, but the greater

number at various depths np to within 2 to 3 inches
of the surface of the border. There will inevitably

be some amount of sinking; and at the finish the

newly-distnrbed soil ought to stand 2 inches aboya
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the level of the rest of the border, and the trees be
loosely secured to the wall, Finally, mulch the
ground with half-decayed manure.

HINT8 ON WORK IN GENERAL.—In any open
weather, rua the hoe through the fruit-quarters, to

I cat off all small weeds that may have sprung up,

and to keep the soil in a healthy condition.

Newly-formed Strawberry plantations will be bene-
fited by the same kind of labour. Continue to make

|' preparations for the planting of fruit trees, if such ia

contemplated, bearing in mind that planting in well-

|

prepared soil at this season is a season gained. As
soon as the trees arrive from the nursery, unpack

I

them without delay, and lay them in damp soil till

,
the planting can be done. Suitable permanent labels

I should begot in readiness for each tree, stout stakes,
&c, and whatever else is likely to be required.

TH1 ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

VANDA TRICOLOR.—Few Orchids have a more
stately appearance, in or out of flower, than Vandal
of the tricolor section, but unfortunately, from wrong
treatment, they often lose a number of their lower
leaves during the growing season, and especially

after a hot dry summer. Sometimes this is caused
by allowing the plants to carry too many flowers,

but it is usually the result of high temperature com-
bined with aridity in the atmosphere, or it may be
caused by subjecting the plants to a severe drying- off

in winter—a process many growers think essential to

their free flowering. Give them fair, generous
treatment, and no difficulty need be experienced in

growing and bloomingtbe plants. All that is necessary
is an even intermediate temperature, a constantly
moist atmosphere, accompanied by more light (but
not direct hot sunshine), and more air than is

generally afforded them. If no proper inter-

mediate-house is at command, I would place
the plants together at the cooler end of the
Cattleya division, keep a decidedly moiBt atmosphere
about them, and use the ventilators freely whenever
the external air should be more than 50°. Our
plants are now in a similar position, and the bottom
ventilators nearest to them are more or less open,
even during very cold weather. If any disturbance
at the roots is necessary, this is the best season of

the year for the work, as less foliage is likely to be
lost than when the operation is done in the

spring. When repotting, carefully pick out all the
old crocks and decayed material, and if any
roots are clinging to the sides of the pot,

use all the care possible to detach them. As a

rule, a number of living roots will be found well

up the stem, and the base of the stem may be cut off

so far, that when the plant is transferred to the new
pot the lowermost leaves will be on a level with the
rim. From 2 to 3 inches of large crocks in the
bottom of the pot will be sufficient drainage. Lay
over these a little sphagnum-moss, and then place the
roots, bringing them well up to the surface, and
work in amongst them clean picked sphagnum-moss
and crocks, at the rate of one- half of each. Fill

up to within half an inch of the top, press it down
firmly, and finish off with living sphagnum-moss.
After potting, tie each stem in an upright
position to a strong neat stake, as any swaying
about will cause loss of leaves. Any of the
large fleshy aerial roots that are long enough may
be carefully pegged down on the surface of the
moss ; these will in time root in the moss, and help
the plants to grow vigorously. Large healthy

specimens, which have sufficient room for further

development, will only need to be re-surfacad with
living sphagnum ; but if there be any suspicion of

the moss low down in the pot having become decom-
posed, it should be carefully picked out from between
the roots, and replaced with fresh material. Those re-

potted will require shade, and no water need be afforded

for several days, after which give them a thorough

saturation. The moss on the surface will soon

become dry again, when it should be lightly

sprinkled over, and kept growing in this way until

each plant has re-established itself, when more
root-waterings may be afforded. If the plants are

not strong or well rooted, it ia best to remove
their flower-spikea for one or two aeasons, and give

them a generoua growing treatment. One of the

e88»ntial requirementa of this claBS of Vanda is a cool

moist stage for them to stand upon, and that their

immediate surroundings should be kept humid by

syringing between the potB two or three times a day,

which ia far more beneficial to the plants than

affording large quantities, of water to the roots

through the compost.

INTERMEDIATE ORCHIDS.—The nights are now
much colder, and on two or three occasions we have
had several degrees of frost, therefore the following
Orchids that have been growing in the cool-house
during the past summer should be placed in the
coolest part of the intermediate-house, where they
will get abundance of light and air. Miltonia vexil-

laria, M. Phalasnopais, M. Warscewiczii, D^ndrobium
Wattianum, D. longicornu, D. infundibulam, and its

vaiety, Jamesianutn, Masdevallia tovarensis, M.
Schlimi, M. ephippium, and all those of the Ohimiera
section, Lfelia harpoohylla, L. monophylla, Odonto-
glossum Krarnerii, Oncidium bifrona, and Crypto-
phoranthus Dayanus.

PJUABTTS UISTJER GLA38.
Bv W. H. SMITH, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

forcing-house.—Where large quantities of cut
flowers are in request throughout the winter and
early spring, a proper kind of forcing-house should
always be available. Failing a proper forcing-house,

a Melon- house is not an unsuitable structure for this

purpose, if strong bottom-heat be available. The
bed should be filled with clean, fresh leaves of the
Oak, Beech, or Chestnut, preferably, and these

should be trodden down evenly and firmly, and
when heat has riseD, the plants may be plunged,
or half- plunged, whichever is safer. Take care

that violent heating does not occur. A few
Azalea indica may be put in at once. The varieties

Deutsche Perle, indica alba, and amoana, will

come on rapidly ; also put in a batch of

Richardiaa, Poinaettia pulcherrima, paper-white
Narcissus, Tuberoies, Roman Hyacinths, and a few
Lilacs, of which Charles X. will be found to force

excellently. Should the whole of the house not be
required for forcing purposes, it will be suitable for

bringing on plants of Gardenias or Kuchario ama-
zonica which have been rested for a time. These
should be thoroughly cleaned of insects, especially

mealy-bug, and plunged up to the rim of the pots in

the leaf-bed, receiving a thorough watering at the
same time. Keep the plants in the house syringed

daily, and afford plenty of moisture on the floors, &c.

FRANCOA8.—These are useful 'plants for house
or conservatory decoration, and as the old plants are

now making fresh growth, no time should be lost in

dividing each into about three small ones. A
compost consisting of good loam, leaf-soil, and
sharp sand is excellent for them. After potting

the pieces, water them sparingly until well rooted,

when more liberal supplies may be afforded. The
offsets which come from the base of the plants,

if taken off and inserted in small pots, and placed

under hand-lights in a heated frame, quickly make
nice plants. When rooted, they should be repotted

and grown on, and they will flower well next
summer. A temperature of about 50° by night to

55° by day, will be quite warm enough during the

winter.

IRIS RETICULATA FOR EARLY FORCING:.—This
apecies has a very lovely and sweet-scented flower,

which may be bad quite easily by Christmas, if

potted in 6-inch pots in loam, leaf-soil, cow-
manure, and sand ; when potted, cover the pots

with cocoa-nut fibre till an } inch of growth has

been made, and the pots are ailed with roots. Then
place them in a cold frame for a week or two, and
take in to the greenhouse, or any house or frame
where a temperature of 45° by night to 55° by day
ia maintained. Good varietiea are Iria reticulata,

I. reticulata major, and I. reticulata Krelagei.

BULBS FOR EARLY FORCING.—Roman Hyacintha
will |now have commenced to grow, and should be

removed from the plunging material and placed in

cold frames, gradually exposing them to the light,

and in a few days a batch may be brought into heat,

according to the quantity required. Paper-white

Narcissus and Double Koman Narcissus will also be

ready for removing into cold frames. Snowflake ia

a great improvement on the old paper-white Nar-

cissus. Some of the best varieties of early Tulips

for hard forcing are scarlet, white, yellow, and rose

Due Van Thol, white, scarlet, and yellow Potte-

bakker, Belle Alliance, Proserpine, and Canary Bird.

These should be removed to a cold frame, and be

brought into the forcing-pit as required. If early

named Hyacinths have made half-an-ineh of growth,

they should be removed and subjected to the same
treatment as the above, but these must be brought

on more gradually or they will not flower satisfac-

torily. Good varieties for early work are Norma,
La Neige, Blanchard, Albertin, Miss Nightingale,

General Laaristan, Baron Van Tuyll, Disraeli, aud
Delicata,

FRUITS ONDEH OLA88.
By Biohard Parkkb. Gardener. Goodwood, Chichester.

THE LATE VINERIES.—The vinery con'aining
Lady Donne's and other late -keeping Grapes,
needs close watching, for although the bunches are
ripe and properly coloured, g?ntle artificial warmth
will be very necessary at night and during dull
weather to ensure their keeping without loss.
The air in the vinery should be buoyant and
dry, and to that intent no water should be used
or spilled in the vinery. The variety Gros Colmar
will continue to attain colour for some time yet, if a
warm brisk temperature be kept up.

PRUNING.—Peach and Nectarine trees may now
have all the weak shoots, and those not required
for building up the trees, cut out before the leaves
fall, as it can then be better seen which shoota
should be removed. If the trees were disbudded in
the spring, a small amount of pruning will now be
required, i.e., if only a sufficient number of shoots
were retained to furnish the fruiting shoots for the
next season. The olject of the grower should be the
production of shoots of medium length and of
about the thickness of a goose -quiil, which, if

allowed room for leaf-development, become well
matured. When as many shoots are allowed to grow
as are produced, there is much loss of strength, and
the crop of fruit suffers in consequence. When pruning
any tree which has not been properly disbudded,
good fruitful shoots should be saved near to the base
of each main branch to form the material with which
to cover the trellis as these become unfruitful. All
weak growths should be shortened, thus strengthen-
ing them. It is useless to severely prune any
tree which produces great quantities of gross
shoots, as this only aggravates the evil, such
growths seldom ripening sufficiently to form flower-
buds. It is far better to examine the roots, by
opening out a trench in front of the tree in
the usual manner, and several jfeet distant from
the stem, cutting off all strong roots going down
deep into the soil, and preserving all small fibry

roots mostly found near the surface. If the soil

contains much manure, the trench should be filled-

in with ordinary garden-mould and lime-rubbisb,
ramming it firmly. This will cause a less

vigorous growth, and bring the tree in a year into a

fruitful condition. In order that plenty of sunlight
may reach allparta of a tree, the fruiting shoots should
not be left closer together than 4 inches.

FIGS.—If the shoots were stopped at the points
at different times during the past tuenmer, growth
will now have eeased, aud Figs be visible at the tips

of the shoots. These must therefore not be shortened,
except in case of thin and weak shoots. With
planted-out trees it may even be necessary to briog
up a sucker from the base occasionally, to take the
place of or lay-in over old bare branches. [Grafting
answers well in such a case. Ed]

CHERRIES are generally spurred-in during the
growing season, but all leading shoots should be
allowed to extend to the limits of the wall or trellis.

Cherries may be managed successfully for years
without the use of the knife. Severe pruning often
produces gumming and other evils.

PLUM8 AND APRICOTS should be managed in

much the same manner as Cherries, and in all cases
the trees should be so manipulated during the
summer, that but very little useless wood will require

to be cut out at the present season, not omitting to

keep the base of the trees furnished with young
shoots.

A New Competitor in the Butter
Market.—During the last few years dairymen have
suffered severely by the increased manufacture of
oleo-margarine and butterine, but according to the
American Ctca;,ieri/, a still cheaper article, and one
more calculated to deceive the unwary purchaser,
has been discovered in Cocoa-nut butter, which is

produced from the oil of the Cocoa-nut. It is stated

that a company already engaged in manufacturing
Cocoa-nut butter is sending it out at the rate of

,"iU00 lb. daily, and will in a short time increase its

output to 10.000 1b. per day. "Elaborate prepara-

tions," says the same paper, "8re being made fur

catering to the foreign and domestic trade, and cur

dairymen must suffer thereby. Another use for the

neutral which they make is in the manulacture of

filled cheese. It is far superior to lard neutral, and
much cheaper, besides harder to detect, and easier

to emulsify with the skim-milk. Taken altogether,

it is a dangerous competitor, and one to demand
immediate consideration,"
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FEIDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 30

THURSDAY, OCT. 31

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY.

MEETING.
( Royal Horticultural Society's Cora-

Oct. 29
-J

mittees. at the Drill Hall, James

I Street, Westminster.

SHOWS.
Oct. 2B—HavantChrysanthemum (twodays).

(Royal Jersey Chrysanthemum (two

Oct. 30< Kent fj unty Chrysanthemum, at

(. Blaokheath (two days).

,, (Highgate Chrysanthemum (two
UCT

-
dl

> days).

^ Chrysanthemum Show, at the

Crystal Palace.

Nov. 1 Swindon Amateur Chrysanthemum
I and Horticultural Society (two

L days).

SALES.
/Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

1
Rocms.

Oct 28 ' Plants frcm Belgium, Ropes. Fern",

|
&c., at Protheroe & Morris'

V Rooms.
) Unreserved ?aleof several aces oC

well- grown Nu'sery Stock, at the

Horsell Nurseries, Wokin*. by
order of Messrs. H. & C. Cobbett,

by Protheroe & Morris (three

days).
Dn' cb Bulba. at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Important Annual Sale of an im-

mense quantity of Herbaceous
Plants : Begor ias. Lilies. Holly-

hocks, Clematis, Carnation'', and
many othero. at the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, N.. by
order of Mr T. S. Ware, by

\ Protheroe & Morris (two days),

t Dutch Butb9, at Protheroe & Morris'

) Rcome.
Dutch Bu'b», at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Planes from Belgium, at Protheroe
& Morris' Rooms.

Sale of well-grown Soecimen Shrub*
and Fruit Trees, Roses, and Hf r-

baceous Plants, at the Floral Nur-
series, Tastle Hill, MaHenhead.
by order of Mr. R. Owen, by

V Protheroe & Morrie.

("Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

\ Booms.
) Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'

(_ Rooms.

t Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

t Booms.

Oct. 29

00BREOTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS. AT CHISWICK.- 46°.2.

The Institute of

France in its

Relation to

Botany and
Horticulture.

This week the Institute of Franoe

celebrates its centenary, having

been founded— or rather reorgan-

ised, for a somewhat similar

institution dates from the time

of Richelieu—on October 25, 1795. With
the general constitution of this assembly, with

its history and position at the present day, it is

not the purpose of this article to deal. Our
intention is to give a short sketoh of some of the

most famous botanists who have had a share in

the history of the Institute, aDd to see how
botaDy has fared during the Institute's long and
somewhat Btormy life. The Institute to-day is

divided into five aeotions, oalled Academies,

and it is with the Acad^mie des Sciences, and
especially with the eighth section of this body,

viz., the botanical section, that we are chiefly

conoerned. In this section there are six members,

namely, MM. Naudin, Trecul, Chatin, Tan
Tieqhem, Bornet, and Guignahd ; while among
the ten correspondents of the botanical seotion, are

to be found the names of Sir Joseph Hooker,
M. N. Pringshkim, Dr. Maxwell T. Masters,
and Dr. Treub of the botanical garden at Buiten-

zorg in Java. There are four prizes at the disposal

of this section : the Prix Barbier, to be awarded
yearly to him who makes the most important
discovery in the surgical, medical, or phar-
maceutical sciences, or in botany applied to the
art of healing ; the Prix Dasmazier'es, awarded
to the writer of the most useful work on
cryptogam-io botany ; the Prix de la Fons-.

Melicocq (awarded every three years) for the

best work on the botany of the North of

France ; and lastly, the Prix Montagne.

The Academy of Soienoes originated in the

seventeenth century, in a private sooiety of

soientifio men, who had for some thirty years

been accustomed to meet at various houses. The

idea of giving an offioial status to this body was

due to Louis XIV. and his Minister Colbert.

At the outset the members were divided into

two seotions, the mathematicians and the phy-

sicists, and under this latter heading were

grouped together naturalists, botanists, physio-

logists, and those men of science whose provinoe

was the study of natural philosophy.

At the time of the Revolution, we find that

the members of the National Convention had

not muoh better ideas as to the classification of

the soienoes than its earlier patrons. They evi-

dently meant to keep a tight hold on the Academy
of Soiences, and to assume direot control over the

members. They allotted to the same seotion two

sciences so distinct as botany and general physics,

and they showed the practioal bent of their

minds by giving great prominence to the study

of practical agriculture. Whilst the Institute

was annually to choose twenty persons to travel

at the expense of the State for the purpose of

oolleoting observations upon farming, it was

decided that six would be sufficient to glean, in

every part of the world, the facts which related

to all other branohes of knowledge, inoluding

geography. " It is well known that at a period

when by tho help of the maximum," says a

writer on this period of Frenoh history, "the
horrors of famine had spread over the whole of

France, the Convention adopted a language of

hypocritical sensibility, borrowed ohiefly from
agriculture and gardening, and which would
sometimes have led a stranger who entered the

chamber of the Committee of Publio Safety to

believe himself transported to happy Aroadia."

In the chronicles of the time we find it written

that Robespierre might often be seen walking
with a large bouquet of flowers in the garden of

the Tuileries, which had been planted with
Potatos

!

Vegetables were then held in great honour,

and were introduced everywhere, even into the

almanack. Everyday of the year had a separate

title given it by the National Convention, and
these names were as often as not taken from the

farm ; one was called Carrot, another Cabbage, a

third Ass, a fourth Soy. But space will not allow

us to linger any longer on this stirring period

of French history. Our business is with the

botanists and the soience to which they devote
themselves. It is related that the illustrious

botanist, Adanson, a member of the old

Aoademy of Sciences, who endowed soience
with many novel and pregnant ideas, was
reduced, during the reign of terror, to working
by the uncertain glimmer of his scanty fire for

want of a lamp. When the Aoademy was re-

founded and incorporated as a section of the
Institute of France, he was summoned to take

his p'ace as one of the new members of this body.

He replied to this invitation that he was unable

to attend for want of a pair of shoes ! Napoleon
extended his patronage to the Institute, though

he made its members feel the power of his sway.

One of the earliest botanists who was a mem-
ber of the Academie Royale des Sciences was
Joskph Pitton de Tournefort, and many of

his memoirs are to be found in the proceedings

of this body, of which he was elected a member
in 1602. Sad to relate, he met his death when
on his way to take part in one of the m'eetings

of the academy. Somehow or other his breast

was pressed by the axle of a oarriage, and he

died in 1708. He is universally acknowledged

to have been the greatest botanist of his time, and

it was by his skill and care that the King of

Franoe's gardens, almost quite neglected and

abandoned before, were afterwards holden in

honour, and thought worthy the attention of all

the virtuosi in Europe.
Another of its earlier members was A. L.

de Jussibu, and his brother, Bernard, both

famous in botanical soience. It was the younger

Jussieu who first attempted to substitute a

natural division of the whole vegetable kingdom
into larger and gradually subordinate groups,

for mere arbitrary enumerations of smaller co-

ordinated groups.

Augustin de Candolle, strange to say, never

was elected a member of the Institute, though

he was certainly the most distinguished botanist

of his age. His son, Alphonse, equally dis-

tinguished, was, however, an associate member of

this body.

In recent times, among the more celebrated

botanists have been Brongniart and Mirbbl
;

whilst Decaisne, Duchartre, and Naudin,

have special olaims upon horticulturists for the

extent and importanceof their labours in the app'i-

cation of scientific knowledge to horticulture.

The Institute of France does not correspond

exactly with any institution in this oountry, for

the Royal Sooiety of London is solely connected

with those branches of knowledge usually termed

soienoes, and takes no aooount of litera ure,

history, archaeology, or painting. Besides, the

Institute is distinctly a State-aided affair, and

each member of the French Aoademy, but not

those of the others, receives a small indemnity

of £60 a year.

In oonclusion a word may be said as to the

Comptes Rendus published by the Academy of

Soiences every week. Here are to be found

brief memoirs of ouirent investigation by the

foremost men of science not only in France, but

in other countries. It is to be wished that our

Royal Society could see its way to publishing

some suoh weekly record of its meetings, for

botanists, no less than other men of science, must
often regret that the publication of papers in

th6 Royal Society's proceedings takes place so

long after the reading of the papers.

We learn from a ciroular issued

Chrysanthemum by the National Chrysanthemum
Society's Jubilee Society, that it is intended to

Celebration. celebrate the fiftieth anniversary

of the founding of this Society in the month of

November next year. From a modest beginning

as the Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum Society

in 1846, this energetically-conducted Society has

grown so rapidly of late years that it dow
possesses 650 enrolled members, nearly one

hundred Fellows, and has affiliated to it more

than one hundred Chrysanthemum Sooieties

in the United Kingdom and the colonies.

It has Sir Edwin Saunders for its President,

and numbers amongst its Vice-Presidents, Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Sir H. W. Peek,

Bart., Sir John D. Llewelyn, Bart., M.P.,

Leopold de Rothschild, Esq., and other

influential gentlemen. The Society claims to

having materially assisted in promoting the

cultivation of the Chrysanthemum all over the

country; and by awaiding good prizes to well-

grown plants and fine out blooms, and recognising

by means of its Certificates, novelties in Chrys-

anthemums, toha\ ehelpedtopopularisetheflower

to no small extent. No one acquainted with the

general advances made in the cultivation of the

plant will question the correctness of this asser-
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tion. These are among some of its more notable

endeavours and aims, and they have been so gener-

ally suooessful amongst amateurs of all grades and

gardeners in general, that it is now extremely

rare to see a badly cultivated Chrysanthemum
plant or ill-developed flowers, both of which

were oommon enough in gardens twenty-five

years ago. Taming with pardonable pride as

oonnoisseurs to the commercial aspeot of the

plant, we oouldsoarcely name another plant whioh,

in reoent times, has so. greatly benefited the

cultivator and the dealer as has the Chrysan-
themum, and more especially the Japanese
varieties. There may not be so muoh " money
in it" as there is alleged to be in Orohid«,

although that assertion seems to be refuted by
the numerous small nurseries and florists' estab-

lishments whioh have sprung up everywhere
round large towns in whioh the Chrysanthemum
figures largely amongst the different subjects

cultivated in them ; and it is a faot that

cannot be controverted, that the demand for

cut flowers of the Japanese varieties has
immensely increased in the last few years, the
public paying good prices to the florists for well-

finished blooms of oertain telling shades of

colour, or those which come early into the market;
so that is a far greater gain all round than the
making of two blades of grass grow in the place
of one. Good oulture in this case implies also

an increased demand for suitable soils, for pots,

special manures, suoh as sulphate of ammonia,
nitrate of sodi, potash, and others, together
with a desire on the part of the cultivator for

fuller knowledge in the method-* of safely em-
ploying these useful artificial aids to the cultiva-

tion of the plants, and eventually to their use on
other garden plants.

TVe may be inclined to deplore the increase of

speoial societies, and wish to sea them brought
under one general head as regard* those existing

in, or of which London is the head-quarters;
but seeing the very great ramifications of the
National Chrysanthemum Society, and its very
conspicuous virility, it will remain a debateable
question with mmy, if affiliated to the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, its progrejs, and its

power for usefulness, would have been what
they are at the present time.

The following is the official programme. The
Jubilee oelebration will take the fornj of :—

1. An immense exhibition of Chrysanthemums in

Lot don in 1S9G, ia which all types of the flower will
he fully represented, and which will extend over four
days, with an entire reconduction of the exhibition
en the third day.

2. A grand opening c>remony and private view at
noon on the first day.

3. A conference of Cbryianthemum growers and
raisers from all parts of the world.

i. A Jubilee Binquet at the H oiel Me'.ropola, and
other festive gatherings.

5. The striking of Jubilee Medals of value for

competition, and for rewarding such persons as have
rendered conspicuous services in promoting the
advancement, cultivation, and improvement of the
Chrysanthemum.

6. The preparation and publication of an ex-
haustive Jubilee catalogue of Chrysanthemums, with
the most complete classification.

In order to efficiently carry out the Jubilee Cele-
bration, a Special Jubilee Fund has been formed, and
it is calculated that the sum o(£1000 will be required
ia order that the Celebration may be accomplished in
» manner worthy of the high position occupied by the
Society.

Subscribers of ten guineas will receive two banquet
tickets, and four special tickets to admit to the
opening ceremonial and private view, and during the
three following da'yH,

Subscribers of five guineas will receive ocebinquet
ticket and two special tickets to admit to the

opening ceremonial and private view, and during

the three following days.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will

receive two tickets to admit to the openiog cere-

monial and private view, and during the three

following days.

Blue Mountains, Jamaica (>ee Supplemen-

tary Illustration).—The finest and wildest scenery

in the West Indies is to be found in the heart of the

Bice Mountains of Jamaica, There are large forests

containing Juniper, Cedar, Tacca (Podocarpus) Soap-

wood and Santa Maria trees, numerous cataracts

and waterfalls, and a climate as cool and p'easant

as early summer in England. In the illustration is

shown a portion of a mountain-torrent in the dry

eason, with a path above it leading to land cleared

for Coffee and Cinchona, or possibly to the provision

grounds of the negroes. In the rainy season this

gorge would be full of raging, rushing water, carrying

everything before it. Oa its slopes are found nume-

rous Ferns, some of them the choicest species found

in EDglish greeDhouies. D. M. [The view is taken

frcm a copyright photograph by Messrs. Vallentine

& Sons, Dundee, whose London agents are Messrs,

B dmann & S'-'ibdz, 1, Salcott Road, Clapham
Junction, S.W.]

The Royal Horticultural Society—
The next Frnit and Floral Meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society will be held on Tuesday,

October 29, in the Drill Hal), James Street, Victoria

Street, Westminster. The committee will meet as

usual at 12 o'clock ; and at 3 p.m. a lantern-slide

lecture on Potatos will be delivered by Mr. A. W.
Sdtton.

The Promotion of Forestry in Scotland,
— It is stated in the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch.

October 18, that the President of the Board of

Agriculture is to receive a deputation from the

Council of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society

in the Scottish Office, Parliament Square, Edinburgh,

on Wednesday, October 23, when the views of the

society will ba submitted upon the following points :

(1) the advantages of a separate i flice in Edinburgh

under the Agricultural Department, to which an

official having a particular knowledge of forestry

should be attached ; (2) the present condition of

forestry in Scotland; (3) the great and increasing

importance of forestry in Scotland; (4i the affores-

tation of waste land in Scotland
; (5) the acquisition

of a forest area for experimental and educational

purposes ; and (6) the limited facilities for obtaining

forestry education in Scotland, as compared with

Germany and other countries.

The Horticultural Club.—The first dinner

and conversazione for the session 1895-96, took place

on Tuesday evening October 15, and was in every

respect a most successful commencement. The
chair was occupied by Mr. Haebv J. Veitch, and

there were present the K?vs. W. Wilks and J. H.
Pemberton, Messrs. Crowley, H, J. Pearson, C. E.

Pearson, J. H. Veitch, H. Turner, U.Thomas (Frog-

more), and C. E. Shea. A very interesting account

was given by Mr. C. E. Pearson of a visit recently

paid to Lap'and, Nova Zembla, and Kolgouey. The
object of tbe expedition was, in the first instance,

ornithology, but Mr. I'earson found time to make a

goodly collection of botanical specimens, which had

been most carefully and tastefully mounted by his

niece, and were submitted to the inspection of the

members present. Ha stated that the flora was more

alpine than arctic, as may be inferred from the fact

that such alpine gems as Eritrichium nanum, perhaps

the c-owning gem of alpines, is found in large

quantities, as were alto Gentisna verns, Myosotis

alpestris, bilene acau'.if, and many other plants

which are found in alpine districts ; but, curiously

enough, in the whole of their rambles they never

o&me upon a single Fern. The curious geological

formation of the country was described, the absence
of rocks in situ was remarked, as was also the fact

that enormous boulders of various formations were to
be found in large quantities, which had evidently been
carried along by glacier action. The discussion

which followed was participated in by most of those

present, and a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

Mr, Pearson for his most interesting address.

National Rose Society.—At the last com-
mittee meeting, held on the 15,h inst., it was
announced that Mr. Alexander Hill Geat, the

distinguished rosarian at Beaulieu, Newbridge, Bath,

had offered a prize of five guineas for the best essay

on the "Hybridisation of Roses." Particulars and
terms will be shortly announced.

Railway Companies and Agricultural
PRODUCE.—Those of our readers who followed tbe

discussion on railway-rates and market garden pro-

duce in these columns in the years 1892, 1893, and
1894, will read with soma interest the following

letter which appeared in the Times of October 23 :
—

"Sir,—The Directors of the Great Eastern Railway have
just taken a. step which may have such important results for

the agricultural interest that, although the pro^ee lings I am
about to refer to were of a semi-private character, I conceive

that I commit no breach of confidence in mt.-r, the pub'.ic

acquainted in your columns with their general scope and
purpose.

"An invitation was addressed by Lord Claud Hamilton to

a few leading agriculturists representing the district served by
tbe Great Eastern Bailway, and to myself, to meet the
directors and principal officials of the company with a view to
ascertaining, in friendly conference, whether it could do
anything to help the agricultural interest. At the meeting,
which took place to-day, an excellent feeling was shown, as

well as an evident, desire to arrive at a busioess-like conclusion,

and several practical proposals were put forward oab'halfof
the agricultural interest, which Lord Claud promised, in the

name of his colleagues, should receive careful attention.

"But to my mind, the most interesting and significant

thing about the meeting was that the moment we cams
to clcse quarters with the question of increased facilities

and through rates for the carriage of home produce in bulk,

it became as obvious to the whole meeting, as it has loog
been to myself, that a railway company, however willing,

cannot extend these advantages to individual producers
unless, and until, they on their part combine together to

form an association, which will undertake the collection,

packing, and regular supply of produce at country depots,

and to whose agents it can be consigned on arriving at its

destination.

"Some time ago, at the conclusion of the celtbrated South-
ampton case, you were good enough to insert a letter from me
on ' The Moral oE Preferential Rates,' in which I argued that
tbe solution of that vexed question was to be found in an
association of home producers,
" We hope to establish such an association very early in the

new year. The fact that I brought to the meeting to-day a

written proposal for dealing with this part ot tbe subject

practically identical with the views which Lord Claud Hamil-
ton, before he had seen it and without previous consultation

with me, expressed in his opening speech from the chair, is, I

think, conclusive evidence that we are on the right track, and
justifies me in expressing a hope that all your readers who
desire to see British produce regain its asceodincy iu the home
market will support the new association when the time comes.

" Your obedient servant, Wlncbilsea.
" 6, Bedford Square, London, W.C., Oct. 20."

Memorial to Robert Brown—on Friday

last an interesting ceremony took place at Montrose,

when a memorial was unveiled to Dr. Kobt. Bbown,

the distinguished Scotch botanist, iu a niche in front

of the house in which he was born. The memorial

takes the form of a bronze bust considerably over

life iize, and is the gift of Miss Paton, a kinswoman

of Robert Brown. Mr. D. W. Stevenson, K S.A , ia

the sculptor. Robert Brown was the son of an Epis-

copalian clergyman, and was born December 21, 1773.

In 1787 he entered at Marischal College, Aberdeen,

where he obtained the Ramsay bursary in Philosophy.

Two years alterwards he removed to Edinburgh

University, where he completed bis acade-

mical studies. His devotion to botany bjre its

first fruits during these years in papers on

the local flora. In 1795 he obtained the commission

of ensign and assistant-surgeon in the newly-em-

bodied Fifeshire Ragirnsnt of Fencible Infantry, and

he was stationed with it in Ireland until 179S, when

he visited England and made the acquaintance of

Sir Joseph Banks, and worked in his library. He
returned to his regimental duties in Ireland in 1799,

and relinquished them in December of the fol-
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lowing year, when he was appointed naturalist to

Flinders's Expedition to survey the coasts of Aus-

tralia. On this expedition he was absent four years,

returning with some 4000 species of plants, a

very large proportion new to science, and many of

extraordinary interest as new types of plant struc-

ture. Much of this material he classified with

minute accuracy during the voyage. On his arrival

in England, he was appointed librarian to the

Linnean Society, subsequently succeeding Dryander

as librarian to Sir Joseph Banks, and eventually

becoming the first keeper of the Department

of Botany in the British Museum on the trans-

ference to it of the Banksian collections. His

scientific works gained for him a reputation

scarcely equalled by ^any botanist before or since,

and he became a member of nearly every scien-

tific society at home and abroad. He died in 1858.

Short speeches were delivered during the course of

the proceedings by Mr. Carruthers, formerly librarian

of the Botanical Department in the British Museum ;

Professor Balfour of Edinburgh, Professor Bower of

Glasgow ; Professor Traill of Aberdeen, and Pro-

fessor Geddes of Edinburgh, representing Scottish

Universities ; Mr. Murray, Keeper of the Botanical

Department of the British Museum ; and Dr.

Howden, President of the Montrose Natural History

and Antiquarian Society ; all the speakers testifying

to the great work of the greatest of British botanists.

Daily Graphic, Saturday, October 19.

Meeting of the Brussels Orchideenne —
The meetings for the season 1895-6 have begun

brilliantly. Fifty fine Orchids were shown at the

last meeting, and some of them deserve special

mention. M. le Comte de Bousies showed Cattleya

labiata atrorubens, of a dark purple colour, hitherto

unknown. M. Van Imshoot sent Miltonia Blunti

Lubbersiana, with two floral racemes, and flowers of

uncommon size and colouring. M. Madoux staged

Cattleya gigas, with a bloom of unusual dimensions,

the divisions pale in shade, lilac tinged with rose, the

lip very large, dark purple, eyes bright yellow and
very pure white ; the habit remarkable. C. maxima
marginata, from M. Linden, had a lip with a bright

yellow lamel in the centre, the background and veins

were violet-purple, and with a broad white margin
;

Zygopetalum intermedium moortebekense was the

happy choice as an exhibit of a new firm

—

that of Mil. Lucien Linden et Cie , who are

established on the west side of Brussels, at Moor-
tebeke; the flower of the Zygopetalum is remarkable

for the lip, which has a white ground streaked with

lilac-purple, with a very effective rose-coloured

margin. M. Coppens exhibited Cattleya Waroc-
queana, the flower was of excellent form, the petals

especially are remarkable in size. M. Van Imshoot
showed Pbaiusxamabilis, a hybrid raised by Messrs.

J. Vt itch & Sons, which meets with general approval.

1 would also mention Cy rubidium giganteum, from M.
Van Imshoot ; Vanda ccerulea, from M. Flor.

Pauwels, and having large flowers ; Cattleya aurea,

from M. Linden ; C. gigas, from M. Da Lombaerde ;

Lselia elegans, from M. Linden ; and his group of

Cattleya maxima ; and also the hybrid Cypripedium
from M. Madoux. A Botanical Certificate was
awarded for Cirrhopetalum Medusae, Dendrobium
species, Eria species, and Bulbophyllum rufinum
from M. Linden. Oncidium ornithorhynehum and
0. incurvum, from M. Pauwels ; also Cypripedium
cenanthum superbum, from M. le Cointa de Bousies,

won Certificates for being well-flowered. Ch. de B.

National Testimonial to Mr. A. F.

Barron, of Chiswick.—The retirement of Mr.
A. F. Barron from the important position of super-

intendent of the Royal Horticultural Society's

gardens and exhibitions is regarded as a fitting

occasion for presenting him with a testimonial. Mr.
Babbon's work in various directions has been of no
ordinary character ; and during the period of thirty-

five years that he has been at Chiswick, be has
carried out many important trials and experiments
in plant and fruit culture ; he hat penned treatises

on the Vine and Apple which are standard works on

these fruits ; has officiated as Honorary Secretary of

the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and in a variety

of ways he has exercised a most beneficent activity

in rendering assistance to gardeners and gardening.

The committee therefore confidently appeal for sub-

scriptions towards a fund for presenting Mr. Bakeon

with some tangible mark of gratitude and esteem.

In so doing the committee earnestly desire that all

gardeners and lovers of their gardens shall have an

opportunity, according to their means, of partici-

pating in a suitable acknowledgment of the long

public services of one of the most worthy and

eminent of British gardeners. The names of the

committee were published in the advertisement

columns in our issue for October 19.

Cornell University.—Amongst the new in-

struction offered in horticulture in Cornell Univer-

sity during the present year is a seminary upon the

literature of horticulture and one upon greenhouse

construction and management. These seminaries are

really discussions or lyseums, for which all members
have prepared themselves in advance. One person

acts as leader (as set down in the schedules), bring-

ing in his books and specimens, whilst the listeners

take notes and spontaneously discuss the various

points as they arise. These seminaries are wholly

informal, and as they are composed entirely of ad-

vanced students, lively debates may be anticipated.

Amongst the students enrolled are one or two pro-

fessors of horticulture, one or two professional gar-

deners, botanists, and special advanced students in

horticulture, some of whom will lead certain meet-
ings. In addition to the seminary work on green-

houses, there will be other hours devoted to drafting

and the making of specifications. The seminary in

the literature of horticulture will have the advantage

of Professor Bailee's library, which is the largest

private collection of horticultural books, and which
ia probably the richest in American literature of any
extant collection.

SeMINABY ON LlTEBATOBE Of HoETICULTDBE.
Course 3. F. 11.

1 (Sept. 27). The herbals.—Bailey.

2 (Oct. 4). Roman literature.—LodemaD.
3 (Oct. 11). Literature of landscape gardening.—

Bailey.

4 (Oct. 18). European Grape literature.—Lideman.
5 (Oct. 25). American Grape literature.—Bailey.

6 (Nov. 1). French literature.—LodemaD.

7 (Nov. 8). Early American literature.—Bailey.

8 (Nov. 15). German literature.—LodemaD.
9 (Nov. 22). Current American literature.—Bailey.

10 (Nov. 29). English literature.—LodemaD.

11 (Dec. 6). Periodical and Experiment Station

literature.—Bailey.

Seminaby on Gbeenhodses.

Course 4. W. 11.

1 (Oct. 2). Evolution of the greenhouse.—Bailey.

2 (Oct. 9). Side-walls and foundations.—Munson.

3 (Oct. 16). Roofs.—Lodeman.
4 (Oct. 23). Interior arrangement?.—Bailey.

5 (Oct. 30). Heating.—Bailey.
6 (Nov. 6). Heating.—Bailey.

7 (Nov. 13). Ventilation.—LodemaD.
8 (Nov. 20). Glass and glazing.—Blair.

9 (Nov. 27). Styles of houses for various purposes

—LodemaD.

10 (Dec. 4). Watering.—Walker.
11 (Dec. 11). Pots and soils.—Powell.

The Mildness of the Season.—Mr. J. P.

Sheldon, writing to the Times of October 20, from

the BrunJ, Sheen, Ashbourne, under date Oc-

tober 19, says :
—" As evidence of the abnormal

fecundity of the period, I send you, herewith

enclosed, bloom of Strawberry, Primrose, and Crocus,

and also a Rose-bud, all gathered this morning in

my garden. Some little distance off, a neighbour of

mine has a Laburnum tree with a second crop of

bloom upon it ; I saw it this week. Probably I

could find farther evidence if I looked for it ; that

which I now give came, as it were, quite casually to

hand, This plaae is 700 feet above sea-level,"

Cheshunt, Wormley, and District Hor-
ticultural Mutual Improvement Society.

—The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was

held on Thursday, October 17. at Turnford. Mr,

W. Haeeison presided, and there was a good attend-

ance. Mr. A. J. Simons gave an able lecture on
" Cyclamens and Cyclamen Growing," dealing with

the origin, description, and varieties, propagation,

time of germination, and all points connected with

the cultivation of the plant. An interesting dis-

cussion followed. A hearty vote of thanks was

accorded to Mr. Simons for his instructive lecture.

A further discussion then took place on the question

of the most effectual method of eradicating " Mealy-

bug on Vines." This created a good discussion, and

after the experience of several members had been

given, the meeting terminated. The next meeting

will be on Thursday, November 7, when Mr. J. H.

Dean will contribute a lecture on " Pears."

Prune Culture in America. — Although

America does not produce sufficient Prunes to

meet her own demand, notwithstanding that the

quantities grown are very large, opinions are being

circulated in that go-ahead country that in a year

or two, with an extension of cultivation, and an

average crop, "the local product ia likely to entirely

force the foreign article from the market ;

" and

even further than thia,-the Americana are beginning

to think of a future market for their Prune crops.

While the consumption of Prunes in the United

States is stated to be now as large as 70,000,000 lb,

a year, the total product last year amounted to

between 35,000000 and 37,000.000 lb. Oregon,

Washington, Idalio, and Arizona are all producing

Prunes to some extent, and in San Francisco large

areas of young orchards have yet to come into

bearing. When all these contribute their quota to

the annual output, California's yield will be doubled.

In view of these facts, it is said, " The outlook for

Prune growers is not very encouraging, unless some-

thing can be done to promote a more general use

of tha fruit in households in the Eastern States.

This last remark applies equally to the British

consumption of Prunes, which, with advantage to

the consumer, might well be considerably increased.

Shirley and Surrounding District Gar-
deners' AND AMATEUR8' MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION.—The monthly meeting was held on

the 21st inst. at the Parish Rooms, Shirley, South-

ampton, and as the subject was an attractive one

there was a strong muster of the members, the Pre-

sident being in the chair. The lecture was under the

auspices of the Hants County Council, and their lec-

turer, Mr. E. Molyneux, Swanmore Park Gardens,

had chosen for his address "An Epitome of Chrys-

anthemum Culture," and no one could be found

who has a greater mastery of the subject. Every
point of interest in the culture of this popular

flower was brought fully home to the audience by

means of liviDg examples, illustrating the particular

matter under discussion, and each little detail

was so fully dealt with, that there was at the

finish no room for questions or discussion. A hearty

vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to Mr.
Molyneux, on the proposition of Mr. W. F. Majob.
There was a competition for a certificate for the best

six blonujs of Chrysanthemums, which was awarded
to Mr. G. Bdshell, gardener to Mrs. Keats, Rownham
Park, and there was also several exhibits of fruit and
various plants.

Publications Received.—From the U. S.

Department of Agriculture (Washington Govern-
ment Printing Office), Water as a Factor in the

Growth of Plants, by B. T. Galloway and Albert
F. Woods.— The Grain Smuts: their Cause and Pre-

sention, by Walteb T. Swingle.— Fertilisation of the

Soil as affecting the Orange in Health and Disease,

by H. J. Wkbbee. Also (Farmers' Bulletin, No. 30)

Grape Diseases on the Pacific Coatt, by Newton B.

Fiebce, Also, from the same Department, Division

of Entomology, Vol. VII,, No. 5, of Jmict Life,

edited by L. O. Howaeo.
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PLANT POKTRAITS.
Axthurium salmojteum X, Illustration Horticole, Sep-

tember 3:). A oroas between A. Liodeni and A. Audreanum
;

the colour of the .-pathe is pale yellow, flushed with. salmon.
Apple " Nonpareille de Peasgood," Peasgood's Non-

such, Revue Horticole, September 16.

-Brides Houlletiaxum, Btvw, de V Horticulture Beige,
September.

Campanula Vidalii, Gardeners' Magazine, September 14.

Dendhobium Doxnesi.e x D. Dalhou3eiaxu.1i, Garde-,
September 21.

Godeiia Whitmeyi, B vue de V Horticulture Bilge, Sep-
tember.
HIPPEASTRUM EQUESTBE Tar. SPLEXDEXS, Moniteur de

I Horticulture. September 10.

HIPPEASTRUM equestre var. Wutteri, Garten Flora,
September 1.

Iris ger .ianioa var. Kharput, Garden, September 28.
NlDULARIUM Chantrieri X, a cross out of N. fulgens by

N. Innocente
;
leaves tufted, outer strap-thbped, finely toothed

at the margin, inner ones brilliant scarlet, Btvue Horticole
0'itoterl.

Pentas carnea, Bevue de I'Horticulture Beige, October.
Sarracesia flata, Garden, Sepiember 14

Thunia Marshalllaua, Btvue ie I' Horticulture Be'ge,
October.

absent as a separate orgaD, the flowers were not to
lose its beauty altogether, for in some degree it

merged into the petals, one of which we here illus-
trate (6g. 85). Not only does a patch of the crimson
colour of the labellnm appear in it, but the wavy
edge and more ample substance has given the petal
a feather-like form, which lends attraction to the
flower, abnormal though it be.

ABOUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Cbops of fruit have been so abundant duriDg the

present season, and the exhibitions, lectures, and
gossip anent fruit culture so general and engrossing,
tbat the advent of the Chrysanthemum reign appears
to have overtaken ui with uncommon suddenness.
In the forthcoming week will be held some of the
earliest of the exhibitions, and perhaps until these
have taken place it would be rash to prophesy

n

x.

Fig, 85.

—

the vabiegated lip of a cattleya labiata.

CATTLEYA FLOWERS
ABNORMAL.

Fbom time to time we have given illustrations of

abnormal flowers of Orchids, and we are always glad
of the opportunity to add to them, and give remarks
which may tend to throw light on this interesting

subject. One thing about such freaks is now
tolerably clear, and that is, that in most cases where
these abnormal flowers appear, the plant is likely

to produce similar flowers, and in some cases, the
plant will produce no others. A singular instance of

this kind appeared in anlinflorescence of Cattleya
labiata Mendeli sent us some time ago, with the
information that it represented the flowers
which the plant regularly produced. Very strange
they looked, for one expected to see the showy
labellum which forms the chief attraction of

the flower, but it was wanting in each example
;

the flower being made up of the three sepals and two
petals which were arranged in tolerably regular

manner around the column, which was ranch

straighter than usual, But if the labeUum wai

respecting the prospects of the great show of the

National Society. In the meantime, however, we

shall give notes upon the condition and features of

interest observed in many collections, as we have done

heretofore, From glimpses already taken of some col-

lections, the impression given is, that while the season

is not likely to be an extraordinary one, at the same

time there will be a good general average quality.

Some varieties have opened less kindly than might be

desired ; and the explanation may possibly be, tbat

during the phenominally hot weather last month the

buds became a little too hard. The colour, likewise,

in some varieties is hardly satisfactory ; and we shall

not be surprised if the quality of the flowers of the

incuived section is at least equal to that of the

Japanese. It may be added, that if any indication

of the display the great show will afford may be

taken from the October exhibition, then it will bs

abundantly successful.

The Pases.

The metropolitan public have again the oppor-

tunity of seeing excellent displays of the Chrysan-

themum in their own parks. In each of those we
have visited in previous seasons, there are again
collections of generally well-grown plants now in
full blocm. The only one of the " free " displays
in Londou that has bicome extinct, is that which
for many years has been held on the Thames
Embankment, in the gardens belonging to the
Benchers of the Inner Temple. Before any of the
parks made annual displays, the one at the Inner
Temple was in existence, and the late Mr. Daly and,
latterly, Mr. Newton have produced many a good
exhibition there. Since, however, the growth of
Chrysanthemums has become quite an important
part of the duties of the superintendents at most of
the large parks under the London County Council,
the display at the Inner Temple has suffered a little
by comparison with collections at places where much
greater advantages existed for growing and homing
the plants.

There is no evidence of lessened interest or en-
thusiasm on the part of those reiponsible for the
exhibitions in the parks. The authorities appear to
do what they can to ensure a good show of
bloom, and the arrangements made for the
control and convenience of visitors, and the staging
of the plants show improvement, though in the latter
respect there is room for much more. There appears
also to be a tendency to copy each other, which
results in a sameness that might otherwise be
avoided. In most cases the visitor will find that the
authorities have considered him a little by erecting
notice-boards, which indicate the position in the
park where the exhibition is made. To strangers
this is more than a convenience— it is a necessity.

Previously, the experience of the Gardeners' Chronicle
reporter, when trying to discover the Chrysanthemum-
house, has not always been of the happiest nature.
As usual, Chrysanthemums, other than Japanese and
incurved varieties, are but indifferently represented
at all the places, though we are informed that in

one park at least this will be reversed next season.

Finsbuby Pabk.

Again the Chrysanthemums are housed in the
long span-roofed building that was used before the
much wider and higher house was built for the pur-

pose. Apparently the newer bouse is to be reserved

for foliage and other plants. The old house is far

from unsuitable though ; and the collection this

year, which is again staged in the form of a two-

faced ridge from end to end, is not one of which Mr.
Melville, the superintendent, has any cause for dis-

satisfaction. Usually there are nearly 4000 plants

grown here, but the house will not perfectly accom-
modate more than 2000 at one time. The arrange-

ment of the plants indicates considerable care and
taste, although it is the old style again repeated.

Many new varieties have been added to the collec-

tion, but at present few are worthy of note. Most
of them will flower later. Of older sorts we noticed

large but poorly-coloured blooms of Chas. Davis,

apparently from the crown-bud; J. K. Pearson, a

pink or mauve Japanese ; capital blooms of Ava-
lanche, and the bright-coloured Gloire du Rocher.

Though incurved varieties were not fully developed,

there were good blooms of M. K. Bahuant, Baron

Hirsch, Golden Bevetley, and Barbara. G. W.
Childs was only just opening, but promises to be

good. Hairy Wonder, nearly developed, had poor

colour; but, on the other hand. Sunflower was repre-

sented by first-class blooms, which combined size and

colour too. The distinct-coloured but well-known

Edouaid Audiguier was noticed, and buds of the

large yellow Philadelphia were fast opening. The

excellent large-flowered Anemone Descartes is a fine

addition, and should be seen in all collections.

Other varieties that may be mentioned as very com-

mendable are Mr. H. Runcbman, a flattish bloom of

golden yellow, florets slightly recurved, Eynsford

White, William Seward, and Florence Davis. Pom-

pons are fairly well represented. The display is only

about five minutes' walk from Finsbury Park Station.

VlCTOBIA PaBK.

Mr. J. W. Mooinian, who U a member of the

Floral Committee of the National Chrjsanthemom
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S ociety, and haa grown the plant for at least thirty

years past, has a capital house at Victoria Park in

which to display his Chrysanthemums. The house

is a straight span-roof, and as Mr. Moorman has a

dislike to straight lines, the plants are staged on

either side of a central path, the surface of the plants

being made as wary as possible. In the house there

are staged about 2QC0 plants ; but we were Bhown an

excellent reserve batch, which should continue the

season for some time. The arrangement of the

plants, with a good band of pompon varieties at

front, and foliage plants used also as edging, is Tery

satisfactory. The exhibition was opened on the

12:h inst,, and will be nearly at its best when these

notes are printed. Gloire du Bocher is always of good

colour here ; several of the incurved varieties are

also well done by Mr. Large, who has charge of the

plants
;
Louise has been very fine, bat is fast

passing; E. Molyneux was represented by excellent

blooms ; and quite a blszs of yellow is made by
that fine yellow decorative variety, Eyecroft Glory.

Mrs, F. Jameson also deserves mention, and some
good exhibition blooms of Mademoiselle Melanie

Fabre, Vice President Calvat, and Miss Dorothy
Shea are among the new ones we noticed, but better

blooms of these will be seen later. Visitors should

not book to Victoria Park station, wh : cu is some
distance from the house, but 'buses run from the

City to the park, and Cambridge Heath Station on
the Great Eastern Bailway will be found convenient.

Southward Pass.

Spa Eoad Station on the S. E. By., and South
Bermondiey on the L. B & S. C. By., are equally

convenient ones for Southwark Paik. Between
3000 and iOOO plants have been grown, and Mr. E,

Curie, the superintendent here, has been obliged to

stage them thickly, as no means are available to

shelter a successional batch. The arrangement of

the plants is much the tame as last year, and could
hardly be improved upon in such a house. At one
end varieties of the hirsute, or " whiskered,'' section

have been placed together. Here we noticed good
flowers of Hairy Wonder and Louis Bcehmer. Enfant
de deux Monde, or the white Louis Baehmer, was not
quite in flower, but Eing of the Hirantea was making a

good showwith itslocg-petalledlemon-yellowbloomi.

This is worthy of recommendation to growers who
wish to include good varieties of this section. Sou-
venir de 1'AmiCoye is white, and is less hirsute than
many of the others, and good blooms are promised
by the large buds. Lady of the Lake ia pale lilac

in colour, and quite a good thing ; W. A. Mander
and Sautel had not opened; and the buds were only
partly developed on plants of M. Fernand Bertin, a

long-petalled flower, very sparsely hirsute, white,

with stripes of rose colour. Among well-gTown
Japanese varieties worthy of mention were splendid
blooms of Elaine, and good ones of Col. W. B. Smith

;

Wm. Tricker is also well represented, and Madame
E. Bey has capital blooms. New ones noticed
included Mist Dorothy Shea, which at pretent
it not opening too kindly; Commandant Blusse.tr,

Dake of York, bearing large buds, now deve-
loping ; and Mrs. T. Denne, a good deep wine-
coloured Japanete. Byecroft Glory wat contpicuout,
and the new Anemone- flowered Descartes may be
observed. Altogether, the collection it better than
last season, and there are many fine blooms,

Battebsba Fabe.

The collection of Chrysanthemums at Battenea
it ttaged in the usual house, a tpan-roofed one
tituate in the frame-yard. It may be useful to
vititort if we alto state that this frame-yard it near
the weit entrance, and close to the Albert Bridge

;

for the meagrenett of notice- boardt to guide
the pilgrim hat retulted in the writer walking
fruitlessly about for some time, when hit knowledge
of the park wat lett accurate than it now it.

There are about 2500 planta in the collection, and
they are ttaged in one large bank with a path along
the tide, an alteration from the arrangement adopted
on the two last oecaaiona, when twt> baaka were
ataged to f«e a central path. The aide of the houae

running along with the path hat been nicely fur-

nished with foliage plants of a more or less orna-

mental character. The group of Chrysanthemums

itself would have been more effective had some

efforts been made to screen the large and thickly-

placed pots by the use of some dwarf Chrysanthe-

mums or other plants. The flowers will soon be at

their best, and a very large number of varieties

may be aeen. Mr. Coppin, the superintendent,

has added many of the new sorts, but few of

them were developed when this notice wat writteD.

Older varieties that were giving a good accDunt of

themselves were Mdlle, Marie Hoste, Mdlle. The.ese

Bey, Florence Davis, Moat. Tarin, Bouquet de

Dames, Avalanche, William Tricker, Mons. W,
Holmes, Hamlet, President Borel, Gloire dn Eocher,

and others, The Park is easily reached from

Clapham Junction, or Battersea Park Station on the

London Brighton & Ssuth Coast Eailway,

Watkblow Pabk,

In this little park, at the top of Higbgate Hill, the

Chrysanthemums are quite at attractive as ever, bat

poor accommodation exists here for housing the

plants. Mr. Pallett bat again filled the conservatory

and the three small lean-to vineries with very com-
mendable plants, and they are much earlier than some
other collections. For instance, Utopia was seen in

several cases as small plants bearing three large

blooms, which had nearly passed. It is a good deep

Japanese flower, pale cream in colour, and peta't

recurved. Good Graciout had not yet opened,

though there were good buds. Wm. Tricker, Wm.
Seward, Golden Geo. Glenny, and Elwiu Molyneux
were all very fine. d Cnllingfordii is still flowering

in this collection, and Puritan and G. W. Childs were
very nice ; Alice Bird it a useful yellow decorative

variety, and Source d'Or, for the tame purposp, may
be used with advantage. The small incurved flower-

ing varieties promise to make exceedingly pretty

blooms in Mr. Pallett's collection.

(7j bs eoniinuTd.)

Notices of Books.
Gardening a la Mode—Vegetables. Br Mrs,

D<! Salis. i, Longmans). Gardening a la
Mode— Fruits. By Mrs. De Salia. i Long-

mans.)

Theeeare two little books intended expresaly for the

benefit of persona who do their own gardening in a

amall way. The writer relatea the reault of her own
experiencea. The cultural direction! are mostly clear

and good, and the recipea for cooking very appe-

titing. Indeed, we are ditpoied to think them the

bet6 part of the bookt. The authoress coufouudt
the Aubergine with the Eig-plant. They are very

closely allied, but hardly identical. The historical

or mythical details might well have been omitted.

In such books we do not look to find the opinioai

on Beans held by Pythagora", nor the value attri-

buted to Cabbage by Hippcc rates. Tuose to whom
such information wonld be useful would require

exact references, which would necessitate careful

verification. The authorities quoted by Mra. De
Salis on purely gardening matters are not all of the
first rank, a circumstance that would make us doubt
the validity of her clattical allusions ; but, under the

circumstances, this is of little import. The books
are likely to be uteful to those for whom thev are

specially designed.

SPECIAL MANURE8 FOR THE GARDEN.

One of the moat valuable contributions upon the
subject of manurea for the garden with which we
are Ecquainted, haa just been itaued by Dr. A. B.
Griffith, F.E.S. (CoLUngridge, Aldersgate Street,

E.C.) The work consists of 125 pages, overflowing
with practical manurial information of the very best
kind. The work is bated mainly on the results of
the chemical analyaea of aaventy-two different

garden planta, and never before in this country haa
such a large number of garden-plant ash-conatituenta
bees recorded,

In the introduction the author aptly says, " Our
viewa as to the use of manurea hat undergone a

complete transformation during the patt few yeara,

Scientific research hat succeeded in solving a number

of important problems, and we have consequently

been led to adopt new and clear principles relative

to the application of manurea to plants. We are

now in a position to distinguish between merely
' manuring ' and ' manuring rationally.' We know
what nutrients the soil must contain in order to

secure thriving plants and the best crops, and there-

fore we ought no longer to be content with merely

manuring, that is to say, with simply applying

fertilisers to soils ; but we should manure rationally,

that ia, put on the soil those fertilising substances

which it requires to render it capable of fulfilling the

functions required of it."

It mutt always be borne in mind that the different

plants cultivated require for their growth sufficient

quantities of different, but quite definite, plant fooda,

and that they take these chiefly from the soil. If

plants are to thrive luxuriantly, these plant-foods

must not only be present in the soil in abundance,

but also in an assimilable form.

It must also be borne in mind that manuring ia

alwaya heavier in gardening (especially for vegetable

and fruit-growing l than in farming.

In agriculture we have to deal with a compara-

tively small number of different kinds of planta,

We can easily control this number, and without

much trouble we can try with each plant whether

the accessory constituents of the manures of com-

merce act injuriously on it or not. In horticulture,

on the other hand, this would present far greater

difficulties. In this case, we ha76 to deal with a

much larger number of species and genera, and we

cannot carry ont experiments with each of them
;

moreover, garden plants, various vegetables, the

finer kinds of fruits, berriet, flowert, &c, are, as a

rule, more delicate and sensitive than field plantt.

Hence it it of the utmost; importance that artificial

fertiliten or chemical matures should be given in

suitable proportion! for different plants, and not

given at the mere fancy of the grower. F.owers,

fruits, and vegetables reqnire manures, but the art

of manuring garden crops has been practised in a

crude and slipshod fashion. Farmyard - manure,

domestic drainEge, composts, and occasionally guano,

bone-meal, superphosphate, and potash salts are

used with ridiculout want of ditcriminaticn.

For the benefit of those who are mere tyros in

chemistry, it may be stated that, when the chemist

barns a plant a greyish-white ash remains. Tbia
ash contains the whole of the mineral constituents

of the plant; and it teachea the nature of the

substances which the plant absorbs from the soil.

Mignonette contains 38 per cent, of potash, Beane
contain 37 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and
Veronicas 36 per cent, of potash, and 30 per cent, o'

phosphoric acid in their ashes, In other words,

Mignonette requires potash, Beans require phos-

phates, and Veronicas require both potash and
phosphates.

Bat it should not be forgotten that the minor
constituents of the ashes play a most important part

in the nutrition and gTowth of all plants ; conse-

quently, if a soil be deficient in the minor con-
stituents, or they are not in such a form that they
can be readily absorbed by the roota, the plants are
bound to sutler from deficient nutrition. Many
diseases of planta are due to the want of proper
nutrition. It has often been stated that most soils

contain a plentiful supply of the minor constituents ;

and it ia therefore unnecessary to add the minor
plant-foods to the soil. TMt the author coneidera

an erroneou8 idea. Many of the minor constituents

may be present in more than a sufficient quantity

for a crop's nltimate total requirements, yet the

crop does not produce a full and profitable yield, and
is often diseased

.

In most soils these conetitnenta are present in

the form of insoluble compounde, which are only

partially rendered aoluble during the lives of plant* ;

and thoae planta which are termed annuals fre-

quently rnffer from thjt cause. It ia a policy which.
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pa)» the horticulturist to help Nature by adding not

only such manureB as phosphate;, nitrates, and

potash, bnt the minor constituents as well, and in

the form of soluble compounds. There is little

doubt that many plants are miserable failures

because the soil is incapable of properly nourishing

them. Soluble manures are readily absorbe.l by the

roots, and they are the principal means of producing

healthy, vigorous plants, capable of yielding perfect

flowers, fruits, &c. It is very necessary to remember
that the ofject of manuring is to feed the plants,

especially during the period cf active growth.

Fractional top-dressings, and the frequent use of

small quantities of manures, dissolved in water, are

the best ways of applying manures.

If the cultivator possesses a knowledge of the

properties of manures, be understands which par-

ticular ingredient should be used to produce

beneficial results. He, therefore, applies the special

manure wanted, and no other. Many substances

which are manures for certain plants, are not

manures at all for others ; and, in some instances,

they may act injuriously. Consequently, the culti-

vator, be he amateur or professional, who is ignorant

of the proper nse of manures, subjects himself to

double the labour and expense through utilizing any

kind of manure to any sort of crop, irrespective of

the fact that different plants vary in their con-

stituents, and consequently require furnishing with

those ingredients or plant-foods essential to their

proper growth. To use the right manures at the

right time, and in sufficient quantity, is the correct

way to work, and the successful cultivator is now
required to pay special attention to the use of

manures.

To become acquainted with the food-requirements

of plants, we must know their constituents. These

constituents fall under three divisions. First, there

is water, which forms by far the greater part of all

plants ; second (which includes the third division),

the dry or solid matter may be divided into carbona-

ceous, organic, or combustible matter, and into

mineral matter or ash, or incombustible matter.

The combustible ingredients include woody-fibre,

starcb, fat, albuminoids, the colouring, flavouring,

and odoriferous principles, such as the green colour

(chlorophyll) of leaves, the colours of flowers, and the

various essential oils of flower?, leaves, fruits, &c.

To illustrate how plants vary in their constituents,

we give the following table, being the results of

Dr. Griffith'* and Mr. It. II. Wilson's analyses :
—

Chemical Composition of Various Piants of th
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It will be seen, by carefully studying the above

Sgures, that the constituents of the plants named
rary considerably ; it is, therefore, necessary that

the manures applied to the soil, in order to nourish

these plants, must also vary.

Concerning these constituents, it may be remarked
that water is derived from the soil through the roots,

that the carbon of the albuminoids, carbohydrates,

woody-fibre, and fat is almost entirely derived from
the carbonic acid of the air ; that the hydrogen and

oxygen of the same constituents are derived from

the water absorbed by the roots ; and that the

nitrogen of the albuminoids is obtained from the

manure used—except Peas, in which case it is partly

derived from the soil or manure, and partly from the

air, through the agency of certain microbes which

are present in the soil.

It may be stated, that the large number of ash

analyses, and the different manurial formula given

in the work nnder consideration, are the results of

several years' investigations in the garden, field, and

laboratory, and we can confidently recommend it to

our readers.

Select extra-Thopigau plants.

Baron Ferd. von Mueller's most useful treatise

on the plants suitable for culture or naturalisation

in extra-tropical regions, has now reached its ninth

edition. Its value is attested by its reproduction in

India, Germany, the United States, and France. In

fact, within its limitations, it forms the most

accessible account of the useful plants of the world

that has yet been published, and as such is in

constant use as a work of reference. Baron von

Mueller has not contented himself with writing

books, but he has taken a large share in the distribu-

tion and introduction of useful plants. The estab-

lishment of Eucalypts in various parts of India,

California, Algeria, and Southern Europe is largely

due to his zeal and energy. It is to be wished that

the Baron may be enabled to issue a similar volume

devoted to tropical plants. With the aid of the

Eew publications, this might readily be accomplished

by so indefatigable a worker as the Baron. It may
be thought that such books partaking as they do of

the nature of compilations, might be entrusted lor

execution to some clerk, but the necessity for trained

judgment and knowledge is evident in every page of

the present publication, and freedom from errors

could only be ensured by the superintendence of so

learned a botanist as Baron von Mueller.

In addition to the alphabetical list of species,

lists are given of plants yielding a return in one

year, in a few seasons, or not until the lapse of many

years—as in the case of timber trees. Catalogues are

also given of plants suitable for very cold or for very

dry regions; in fact, the practical requirements of

cultivators have been carefully studied throughout.

A work like this can never be complete, additions

and modifications become necessary with the progress

of time, and so we find the author already soliciting

assistance in the preparation of yet another

edition.

We are conscious that our request is somewhat

unreasonable, it may be even incapable of fulfilment,

but the frequent mention of the opinions and Mia
dicta of various botanists seems to necessitate fuller

reference to the place of publication to enable the

reader to see under what circumstances the opinion

cited or the fact recorded was given, and the degree

of importance to be attached to it. Ai to the

authorities for the names, the Kew Index happily

enables us easily to find the desired references. To

show how much still remains to be done, Baron von

Mueller instances Mexico. More than three centuries

have elapsed since its conquest, but " only the most

scanty information is extant on the timber of that

empire, even in reference to its numerous kinds of

splendid Oaks. Again, of several thousand species

of tropical grasses, not many dozens have been tried

as yet with rural or chemical exactitude for pasture

purposes, not to speak of a multitude of prominently

utilitarian trees, shrubs and herbs restricted to

temperate mountain regions within the tropics,

but never carried to the lowlands of higher

latitudes."

The R o 8 a r y.

BUTTON - 110LE ROSES.
Althoooh the taste for wearing flowers in

button-holes has greatly diminished of l»t« jean,
there are still a few who keep up the custom, a
custom which, I think, is much to be admireC,
even although it is by some carried to excess. One
good effect it had so far as the Rose-garden was
concerned : it led persons to continue the culture of

a class of flowers which, although utteily unsuited
for the prize stand, were yet beautiful adjuncts to

the garden, and this led to prizes being offered at

various exhibitions throughout the country. Bat
still, though the taste for button-holes has decreased,
it is a consolation to know that the same class of

Roses has come into general use for what are called

shoulder-knots for ladies, so that a few notes on
them may not be out of place.

The class of Roses most suited for this purpose is

that of the smaller Tea-scented, and what are called

hybrid Tea-scented Roses, and they must have two or

three characteristics; in the first place, the bud
ought to be more or less pointed, for it is only in

the bud state they can be used, and hence the

Polyantha section which, at first sight, seem so well

adapted for it, are really unsuitable, and are very
rarely used. Then they must have good colour ; a

white Rose, for instance, would be hardly suitable,

and might probably suggest that the wearer was
going to a wedding. There is no Rose which more
thoroughly fulfils these necessary conditions than

—

Ma Capueint, and although raised by L»vet now a

quarter of a century ago, in some respects it is still

not only unsurpassed, but unrivalled ; the colour is

the deepest in its way of almost any Rose known,
being of a rich coppery-orange, recalling in some
measure the Austrian Copper and Fortune's Yellow.

The bud is pointed, and the petals are very few, and
consequently it only remains good for a short tims,

but when opened is utterly worthless, turning to a

poor white; it is, unfortunately, not a good grower,

and consequently it has remained difficult to obtain.

I was rather surprised to find that my plants of it on
a south wall, although somewhat injured by the last

severe winter, recovered and bloomed well this

season ; but there can be no doubt tbat it is of

delicate constitution, and requires a good deal of

care.

William Allan KUhardson.—This, as far as con-
stitution is coocerned, is the very opposite of the

preceding, being of the most vigorous constitution,

and having probably an affinity to the Gloire de

Dijon race; the colour of the buds, in which state

alone it is of any use, is a rich orange-yellow edged
with white, but it is now so well known and popular,

that little need be said in its praiie. For table

decoration, for shoulder-knots, and button-holes, it

is extensively used, and very often in large estab-

lishments, a house is devoted entirely to it. It has

one failing, namely, that in certain positions and in

certain seasons, the white edging seems to overpower
the orange-yellow ground colour, and the whole
flower becomes white, and in this state it is value-

less. It has been said by some, that there are

different strains of it, and if so, its white one ought
to be avoided ; its freedom of growth and profuseness

of blooming will probably tend to make it hold its

position for many years to come.
L'ldial is one out of the many productions of

M. Nabonnaud, and has obtained a permanent
place in our gardens. It is vigorous in growth,

has a good constitution, and is hardy : its colour

it is almost impossible to describe, affording

as it does a combination of orange-yellow,

metallic red, peach, and gold, making it a most

lovely flower, and a general favourite. When
exhibited at the Crystal Palace at the National

Rose Society exhibition by Messrs. I'aul ft Sons, it

created a great sensation, and is now recognised as

one of the most beautiful of its class.

Btautl IiKonslante.—A new Rose of novel colour.

It has been described as terra cotta with flame-

coloured shading, and probably this is as near as we
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can get, though it is sometimes shaded with cream

or white ; it seems, so far as one can see, to be of a

good habit, and very suitable for a pillar or wall.

Gustave Segis—This is said to be one of the

hybrid Tea class, bat I am at a loss to find

where the hybrid is in it. All Roses have

baen more or less either naturally or artificially

crossed, so that the term might be applied to

every Rose ; but by hybrid Tea it is generally

intended to indicate a cross between a Tea Rose

and a hybrid perpetual, and this I cannot see in

this flower— it seems to me a Tea Rose pure

and simple. In colour it is a bright canary-yellow,

with a very pointed bnd ; the foliage is good, and the

habit of the plant climbing.

Shirley Hibherd.—A comparatively little known
but very pretty Rose : was raised twenty years ago

by Livet, from Madame Falcot; it is of a bright

nankeen colour, with pointed bud, and very sweet. I

very rarely see it, and am indebted to my friend,

Mr. Cooling, at Bath, for my knowledge of it.

Princesse de Sagan.—The most highly coloured of

the Tea Roses. Its unopened bads are very pretty

to those who admire these rich colours in Teas,

which I confess I do not ; but the rich colouring of

this variety, which is far brighter than Souvenir de

The'reie Levet or Marie Antoinette, gives it favour

in the eyes of a good many growers.

Madam'. Chedane Guinoisseau.—A very pleasing

and free-flowering Rose, fuller than some of those

already mentioned. In colour it is of a bright yellow,

and even when more expanded, a not nnpleasing

flower ; it is, however, as a button-hole Rose that its

chief usefulness consists.

Adeline Viviand Morel. — A comparatively new
Rose, raised by Bernaix ; in colour somewhat in the

way of W. A. Richardson, but of prettily combined

tints of apricot, orange, and white—likely to become

a general favourite.

Alister Stella Gray.—A new flower, raised by Mr.

Alexander Hill Gray, somewhat in the style of

W. A. R'chardson ; a very free and constant bloomer,

so that one rarely goes to the plant without being

able to obtain some flowers from it.

Madame Pierre Cachet.—Another of the W. A.
Richardson style of Rose, raised by Cochet, in 1893

;

the raiser calls it an improved (for so, I suppose,

we mast interpret " perfection de") W. A. Richard-

son. It is a very pleasing variety, of a very vigorous

growth and bright foliage, the colour of the flower

is very much like that of its parent, not having so

much orange colour, but more primrose-yellow.

Marquise de Vivens.—A very pretty rose-coloured

flower, with a yellow centre ; it is very sweet-scented,

and altogether in its bud state a very pretty Rose.

There are probably others that some might wish to

include in this list of batton-hole Roses, bat I do

not think that the dozen which I have thus described

can be very well exceeded in beauty. They are

varied in their colouring, and nearly all very vigorous

in habit ; many of them partake more of the Noisette

than of the Tea character, and indeed occupy the

border land between those two sections. Many of

them are now, in September, flowering profusely ;

indeed, in the late glorious autumn weather there was

a wonderful abundance of Tea and Noisette Roses

of all kinds. Hjbrid Perpetuals were not wanting,

although the hot sun very soon deprived them of

their bright colouring, which only tends more and

more to develop the beauties of the Tea Rose ; and

those, who have not already grown the sort that I

have described will, I think, do well to add them to

their collection even where the space is limited.

Wild Rote.

season— which, its flowers open about the same

period. The flower is undoubtedly a very fine one,

and generally rather deeper and more compact than

shown by fig. 86, p. 499. In colour it is a lovely

light- brown or amber on the surface, with a pale

yellow reverse. The variety was awarded a First-

class Certificate by the National Chrysanthemum
Society on October 8, and an Award of Merit by the

Royal Horticultural Society on October 15, the

blooms in both cases being exhibited by Mr. W.
Wells, Earlswood, Redhill, Surrey.

Home Correspondence.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BOULE
D'OR '95.

This is a new incurved Japanese Chrysanthemum
raised by Mons. E. Calvat. Those who appreciate

the fine early-flowering Louise, will find this variety

a good companion for same. Boule d'Or '95, so

named to distinguish it from an earlier variety of that

designation, bears resemblance to Louise in form

and build, beside—if we may judge from its habit this

MARKET 8ALE OF FRUIT.—It does seem as if

there was a potent truth in what was recently said

during a discussion on fruit culture for market, that

it was much less difficult to grow fruit than to sell

it profitably. If those now growing fruit for market-
ing, or proposing to embark in that industry, do
not know the best sorts, the best methods of culture,

and the best manner to prepare fruit for market,
then have they greatly wasted their opportunities.

The country has been saturated with advice on these

matters, and so much has the subject been ventilated,

that even the ablest advocates ot reform have noth-
ing fresh to say, but can only repeat what has pre-

viously been stated. Our fruit exhibitions certainly

show that a knowledge of high-class culture has
spread very generally in the country, and such
being the case, further knowledge is needed to

make fruit culture profitable; for unless it can be

rendered profitable as a commercial industry, there

is little prospect that such culture will increase.

The first thing to clear up is the results of high-class

culture with best varieties as compared with ordinary

culture, which is often non-cnltu'e, with ordinary or

inferior varieties. If the cry of starved market
returns comes from the high-class growers, then is

the outlook dark indeed. If, on the other hand, they

have, considering the immense crops of this year,

been fairly well content, and do not complain, then
is it evident that high-class fruit pays, and that it is

the inferior fruit which fails to do so. It is, how-
ever, a matter which the high-class fruit grower only

can fairly determine. But may not contiguity to a
good market, such as a popular centre affords, have
mnch to do with profitable results, assuming that

these are sometimes found. Thus the grower who
has his ground within some twenty miles of the
market, and can send in his own vans and go him-
self to sell, saving something of the ordinary cost of

railway transit and salesmen's commission, eojoys

a great advantage over the grower whose land is

beyond the distance that a waggon can profitably

cover, and who has to pay rail charges, cartage at both
endi, and salesmen's commission. Then the grower
who is thus in close touch with the market, learns

to understand its requirements and movements, and
regulates his sendings accordingly. The more distant

grower knows less of these matters, and does not see

mnch of other methods in the matter of home and
foreign products. Indeed, it is a fact, that market-
ing is of itself a vocation for which a certain amount
of training is required. Then there generally can
be found between the fruit grower, whose land is

adjacent to the town and the town shopkeeper, an
intimate business connection, and where that exists,

prices are always rather better than in the open
market, and there are no incidental charges to meet.
If, too, the grower has adopted the more advanced
methods of packing fruit in shallow boxes, baskets,

&c, so as to induce the grocer to become a customer,

he opens up a way of trade which so far has been
chiefly restricted to the foreign importer, whose
methods of packing have beaten our old-fashioned

ones hollow. I have heard of growers of fruit near

to London, whose prices have been low—so low,

indeed, as from Is. to 3s. per bushel for good-sized

Apples, according to quality—who have done very

well, simply because the crop was so heavy. But if

distant growers of even fairly good samples cannot
sell locally at a remunerative price, how can they

hope to do so in distant markets after paying rail

charges, market fees, and salesmen's commission ?

If there be no demand relative to the enormous
supply, it is not possible to create it artificially;

and although we may deplore the undoubted fact

that not more than a third of the fruit is con-
sumed as food that should be according to the

population, and yet it is not possible in any
way to force that consumption, then the most

we can do is to tempt to greater consumption
by offering the best of frnit in the most attractive

gnise. We have had various aspects of the market
question presented to us from time to time, but they

have largely come from the more interested or

successful side. When we have heard the other

aspect, it has usually been in the form of a lament
without any practical suggestions accompanying it.

Niturally, the misfortunes of the cultivator of

inferior varieties do not command mnch attention

from practical men, because they perceive largely

why these misfortunes and failures come. The diffi-

culty presented is to make these growers who are tbe

bane of fruit cultivation and marketing, realise" the

weakness of their practice. If we could eliminate

from market competition all inferior fruit, we
should immensely enhance the prospects of higher

cnlture. That we are still passing through the

transition stage in relation both to culture and
to marketing methods, there can be no doubt.

The process is a slow one, but the ultimate result

can hardly be doubtfu'. Surely, the fine fruit pre-

sented in the best way, must eventually win in the

end, and thus render in Great Britain, high-class

fruit culture assuredly profitable. A. D.

A FINE SPECIMEN OF WISTARIA SINENSIS IN

BURY 8T. EDMUND'S—In writing to the Gardeners'

Chronicle two or three weeks' since, of especially-fine

specimens of this matchless climber, I bad two fine

specimens in Bury specially in view, the one at the
corner of Sparhawk Street, and the other in North-
gate Street, near the railway station. Toe latter is

considerably the larger of the two, and is one of

the finest I have seen, with the exception of

some noble specimens clothing the flower-garden

wall at Euston Park, the seat of His Grace
the Duke of Grafton. H. R. Barker, E q.,

of Northgate S;reet, kindly sends me the di-

mensions of his plant, which covers three sides

of his large house. T.ie plant is 101 feet 4 inches

in length, 23 feet 6 inches high; thus, in ronnd
numbers, covering 2,323 square feet. The stem, at

the ground, measures 3 teet In.1 inches, and at

2 fe9t from the ground it is 2 feet and rV-ioch round.

It was this plant that specially distinguished itself

by the profusion and delicacy of its autumn blossoms
this season. The zero frosts of last February did it

no harm. D. T. W.

VEQETABLE FOOD8 AND DRINKS —Tie past

season will long be remembered for great heat

and drought, and the abundance of Apples and
Plums. In accordance with the ancient notions,

sickness, cholera, and other ills would be sure to

follow, but this does not appear to have been the case.

Daring this abundant frnit season, with so high a
temperature and so small an amount of rain, is it

not rather remarkable that we have been unusually

healthy as a nation ? I think so. The question
arises, is there a cause or reason to account for this

highly satisfactory state of things? I think there

is. P. urns at id. per lb., and Apples at 3 lb. for

Id, [?] in nearly all large towns and cities, at once
make it plain that an enormous quantity must have
been partaken of everywhere with excellent physical

results. The question is, have we not gained greatly

by all this fruit-eating, and if so, what and how
much? If any of your correspondents could throw
any light on the very important advantages of eating

fruit to make as safer from epidemics it would
be solving a great question indeed for oar future

guidance. I have certainly eaten considerably more
than usual, and required as a result less to drink ;

nor have I in the least felt a desire for the usual
kinds of drink, and daring the hottest weather I

never felt better. In my opinion, this general par-
taking of fruit has caused people to feel more satis-

fied—the young in particular, they have suffered

less acutely from thirst and the craving for drink

;

and is it not a fact that the free use of popular
drinks disagrees with many persons. These drinks

apparently contain ingredients which rather in-

crease the parched feeling than allay it, and many
persons over-indulge innocently. So it goes on
until the stomach can bear the injurious matter no
longer, and at last throws it off; but when thirst is

satisfied with fruit there are no chemical substances

to disagree—on the contrary, an agreeable and
pleasing refreshment is taken. Again, by eating

good ripe fruit the body is stimulated and invigorated

in a more natural manner, and the mind is more
cheerful. I have noticed stewed frnit of some kind
or other is served on nearly every table, and its use

is becoming more general every year. Many per-

sons are great consumers of meat, and these
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would find it difficult to alter their diet; yet
the question is, if we are wise aDd wish to
keep in good heakh and fit at all timet, whether
it would not be advisable to consume more
fruit and lets meat, and live more in accord-
ance with natural requirements, particularly
during seasons of high temperature like the
past season. I rejoice to see fruit and vegetables
becoming more and more need as food. Henry
Canncll, Swanky.

PACKING COMPETITION AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE SHOW —The arrangements fur the judging
in this very important competition need a little

tnnately obliged to market n great deal, had to send
every box separate, what a great addition to their

labour of packing would be cauied, besides greater
cott in transit. Frank Harris, Eastnor Castle Gardens,
Lcdhury,

PRICE8 OF APPLE8.—In the able prize essay on
fruit reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 432,
the following quotations are given, Ejklinville, which
headed the list, fetching from £12 to £22 per ton

;

Lane's Prince Albert, ditto; Golden Scire, £15;
Worcester Pearmain, from £14 to £26 per ton

;

Warner's King, £16 per ton ; Cox's Pomona, Cox's
Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins. Lord Soffi'ld,

main £26, that Cox's O-ange Pippins, the next
best to the Ribston, only made £16 per ton.
Can it also be still true that, notwith«tanding the
numbers of Ribston Pippins grown and shown, and
the robust health of the trees generally on Paradise
stocks, English-grown Ribstons are still so scarce as
not to have their value in bulk assessed in our latest

prizf-esiays ? This is the more surprising, as we are
all agreed that the Ribston remains still the (J in-n
of all our English or any other d-ssert Apples.
Neither are proofs wanting that it will thrive under
good treatment on the Crab or free stocks on good
soils,with judicious root-pruning. I have recently seen
some Ribston trees in Sussex, over a hundred years

FlG. 86.— CHRYSANTHEMUM BOCLE DOR '95. (SEE P. 498.)

revision. In the first place, I think a leadirg sales-

man or two would make very competent judges,

instead of the gardeners who judge in this compe-
tition. Then, I think, the distance which fruit has
to travel should be taken into consideration ; other-

wise, an exhibitor who has to send a long distance,

and very likely over more than one company's lines,

is placed at a great disadvantage as compared
with a less distant competitor; and to make sure

of the fact, the different samples should travel as

ordinary parcels, and bear the company's label to

that effect. I myself, with others who sent samples
for competition, found our cards marked, "two
boxes tied together." Is that a fault ? and if so,

why ? If all gardeners who, like myself, are unfor-

Pott's Seedling, Yorkshire Beauty, Stirling Cattle,

Tower of Glamis, and Dumelow's Seedling. The
statement i.» it stands would be more valuable

with a little further explanation. It can hardly

mean that the laBt nine sorts named were sold at

the same price as Warner's King, viz., £16 per ton.

Neither can it mean that such valuable dessert

Apples as Cox's Orange Pippin and King of the

Pippins are not worth more than such kitchen varie-

ties as Ecklinville and Lord Suffjeld. The colour,

doubtless, sells Winter Pearmains, though £26 per

ton is a high price for such a decidedly inferior

Apple. And it seems impossible for the able essayist

to have wished to convey the impression that

while Ecklinville made £22, Worcester Pear-

old, in fair health and full bearing, that had never had
any other food or manure within the memory of the
oldest inhabitant but the drainage of a small yard,

in which about half-a-dcz°n bullocks were " most
"

fatted every winter ; and we have plenty of samples
everywhere of the wonderful tenacity with which the
Ribston Pippins cling to life, when not crippled with
canker, and smothered with American blight.

Query : Are these weaknesses the natural results of

our modes of culture, or of our climate or the
constitution of the variety ? D. T, F.

THE CRAB FOR THE GARDEN AND ON THE
TABLE.— I am very glad to see Mr. Harrison Weir's

rousing article about Crabs. It would be almost
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impossible to read it without aetting to work at once to

plant Crabs in greater variety. There is no fear of

overdoing Crabs in onr gardena or landscapes for many
yeara. There are many of them very much overdone
with evergreens ; and now ia the time, or it will aoon
be here, to take ont and nproot some of the latter

for Christmas decorations, and plant Craba in

their atead, if no other places can be fonnd for them.
For grace, beauty, brilliancy of flower, frnit, foliage, we
have nothing to rival, and few to equal, Craba. Then
as a sweet on the table, they are ever welcome, as

jelly, jam, or whole in ayrnp, with at least a third of

the stalk left intact to hold them by. Artists in con-

serving Craba vary much in their viewa of the moat
orthodox length of the atalk for procuring artistic

effect and convenience. Well, it ia not of vital

moment, and here the charm of variety may be

indnlged to the full without injury to the artistic

effect or eating qualities of sweet Craba, D. T, F.

CRAB APPLES FOR GARDEN DECORATION.—
Why ahonld not aome of the handaome free-fruiting

forms of Pyrna malue, which are denominated Crab
Applea, find a place among the ornamental treea in

the shrubbery border, where they are but rarely

aeen ? They have two perioda of eervice—when they

flower, and when they bear frnit. F. mains flori-

bnndua ia sometimes planted, and ia moat attractive

in apring, being very free- flowering ; the young ahoota

of the previous year assume a naturally pendent
gTOwtb, and become wreatha of blossom, to be followed

by inmeroue amall fruita. The red and yellow

Siberian Craba, forma of F. prunifolia, are both
highly attractive, both in flower and frnit, the fruit

of the former taking on a lively bright reddish tint,

the latter pale yellow ; both are very free in fruiting,

and highly ornamental. Messrs. J. Cheal & Son, of

the Lowfield Nuraeriea, Crawley, who have a very

interesting collection of Craba, have a diatinct form
of the Siberian, which, it ia probable, originated as a

seedling, and they have named it the Scarlet Siberian,

on account of ita brilliant colour. In aeveral par-

ticulars, it differs from the Red Siberian, not only

notably in the colonr of ita fruit, in the absence

of the cavity in the eye which ia pecnliar to the

common form, and in the preaenee of calyx-segments,

or snuff, which are retained, and do not disappear, aa

in the case of the two types of the Siberian. John
Downie, which takes on a very fine red colour,

and is quite distinct in appearance, may be
described as a long form of the Siberian, ita

brilliant orange-red colour ia very attractive, and
it frnita very freely. This ia a atriking type to

plant among ahrubi in the form of standard

trees. An extremely handsome form is also

found in Transcendent, from America, which pro-

duces its fruit in large bunchea, which when ripened

in the aun are highly attractive. It is very distinct in

character, and the fruit takes on a remarkable bloom.
Then there is the black-fruited Crab, which is very

dark in the colour of its fruit, and in striking con-
trast to aome of the others. What ia grown at the

Lowfield Nurseriea under the name of ednlia is a
amall-frnited sort, and valuable as a shrubbery

plant. Then there is the Dartmouth Crab, the fruit

large in size, and distinctly plum- coloured, taking on
a beautiful bloom ; it is also a free bearer. To
suit the requirements of planters, Crabs are "worked"
—to use a nursery phrase—both as bushes and
standards, the former being best adapted foriaolation,

nnleea the poeition ia better suited for a atandard
tree. In either form they make handaome objecta ;

and while a annny poaition is probably necessary to

cause a fine colour to appear on the fruit, it was
yet noticeable at the Lowfield Nuraeriea that bush
plants partly hidden from view by the growth of

others about them, and partly by overhanging
foliage, yet bore cropa of richly-tinted fruit.

S.D.

JUDGING AT METROPOLITAN AND LARGE PRO-
VINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.—The sug-

gestion made by "P. M." at p. 336, surely cannot have
been made in earneat. The idea ia too ridiculoua to

be entertained for a moment, and thoroughly unprac-
tical to a degree. " F. M." auggeata that an expert

—

say from the Royal Horticultural Society—should be
in attendance at all important horticultural exhibi-

tions aa a acrutineer. Scrutineer, indeed !—to aee

that no pointa of merit in the exhibita are over-

looked, and if any error occur, that it may be pointed
ont before the adjudicatora leave their work. Adding,
" generally men of notable poaitiona are selected as

judgea, and rightly ao, but after all, they are liable to

mistakea, and a acrntineer wonld materially assist in

securing justice in each award." Mark the worda,
the judgea "selected from notable positions, and

rightly so, are liable to mistakes," bnt the suggested

expert is infallible, and readera of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, especially the committees and secretaries

of large provincial horticultural societies, are asked

to accept this highly illogical suggestion of " F. M'a,"

which carriea its own condemnation with it, and goes

to ahow the exceedingly high, though delnaive, opinion

which " P. M." haa of his ideal expert, and the poor

opinion which he entertains of the capacity of men
selected to make the awards. Supposing that any
committee of horticnltnral societiea were to act upon

"P. M.'a " anggeation, the judgea aelected from
" notable poaitiona " to make the awarda nnder the

conditiona indicated above would assuredly not be

forthcoming, and the infallible expert wonld alone

have to'award the prizes. The united j udgment of two
or more practical men "P.M." thinks might be

wrong, and that of one man—the expert—must
necessarily be right ! Why does not " P. M." boldly

aay to which high-clasa provincial ahow recently

held, his remarks apply, and also mention the one

anbaeqnently held at which the " nonplusaed com-
petitor found a peg to hang his 'quibbles' npoD,"

and thereby do that which ia right to thoae judgea,

exhibitors, and committeemen who have not, in

hia opinion, transgressed his ideal way of judging,

exhibiting, and managing horticultural shows ? Fiat

justitia, ruat calum.

EARLY FIGS IN POTS.

The cultivation of pot-grown Figa if, I am glad to

remark, on the increase in thia country, and thoae

who have aeen the excellent examples at the Royal

Horticnltnral Society's Gardens at Chiawick wonld

be able to note the value of the Fig when eo grown.

My present concern ia, however, with forced Figa

for gathering in March and onwarda, which ia earlier

in the year than the Chiawick Figa bear frnit, and,

being early, they cannot be compared with thoae aa

regaida fine flavour. Many of the varieties grown

at Chiswick are not suitable for hard forcing, though

excellent at a later season. There is the great

advantage in pot Figs that their frnita can be

obtained at a time when other choice frnita are not

too plentiful ; moreover, the forcing ia easily

managed, and the permanent Fig trees, if any, are

kept for later fruiting. When pot-grown Fig trees

are forced jear by year, they force freely, and bear

good cropa. It ia objected to pot treea that the

fruita often drop before maturing, but the same

objection holds good of the large permanent treea

which are hard forced ; and my experience is, that

there ia leaa dropping with pot-grown Fig treea if

the treatment afforded ia the proper one. Again, aa

regarda dropping, much dependa npon the variety,

aome being more liable to it than othera, and theae

ahould be avoided, aa when the first crop ia lost

another early crop is ont of the queation.

Mr. Barron, in hia excellent report on the Figa at

Chiswick a few years ago, gave a list of some aixty-

aix diatinct varieties, many of which are not suffi-

ciently known as yet in gardena for me to adviae

their employment aa early forcera. The Hat of

varieties which I now give ia a ahort one. An early

forcing Fig should be capable of making sturdy,

short-jointed shoots, so as to fruit freely in a

amall apace, and that involvea compactneaa of growth,

so that the forcing can be carried out in low pita or

houses. Such planta are less subject to fruit drop-

ping than strong growers. It is surpriaing what a

nice lot of frnit a well-managed plant growing in a

10 or 12 -inch pot will produce if the preparation of

the wood haa been good, and due supplies of

nutriment and water have been afforded at the

right time, any exceaa of either causing badly-

flavoured frnit and fruit-dropping. The regularly-

forced pot treea frnit ao readily, that I look npon them

aa being the moat reliable of early supplies. During

the laat few yeara there have been aome valuable

additiona to early varieties, viz., St. John'a, Fingo de

Mel, and Violette Sepor, Many other varieties

bear forcing well, but they do not fruit in a short

apace of time ; aa, take for inatance, the first and

second named, there is no difficulty in having ripe

frnita in March if the plants are atarted in the middle

of November, which allows of alow forcing from the

•tart. Both varietiea are noted for good habit, and

not shedding the earlieat frnita in the dull season.

With regard to theae varietiea, I have not much
experience with them aa permanent treea planted

ont for anmmer fruit'ng, but for pot-work they will

supersede aome of the older varieties for early

forcing, and when of amall sizs. That well-known

Fig, Negro Largo, one of the best grown, is not a

good early forcer, but there is none like it for late

autumn cropping, and where specially grown for

fruiting at this season and later it proves a moat

valuable Fig ; and no variety ia more amenable to

pot- culture, Planted out it tuna wild, and refuses

to fruit unless one ia always pruning its roots, or

these are confined to a small space. I am of the

opinion that the best use is made of Negro Largo in

growing it specially for late fruiting, although it

is a valuable Fig for very early forcing, if given plenty

of apace in which to grow at top. At Syon it is not

free enough aa an early variety, though later on it ia

all that one could wish. The best all-round Fig

is the favourite Brown Turkey, a grand pot Fig,

whose second crop ia often better than the first.

For growing in a restricted space and for fruiting

from May to September, it is a valuable variety
;

but it will not stand hard forcing like St. John and

Fingo de Me!. The amall white and black Iachias

force well, but the white variety is the more delicious.

The White Marseilles ia a well-known variety,

good for permanent treea, or for growing in reatricted

bordera ; and there are aome othera equally good, but

with me none ia ao reliable as those I have named
The system pursued at Syon is to place the pot-

plants indoors in November on a mild hot-bed of

fresh leaves, in low pita, close to the glass, and to

force slowly. We obtain from these trees fruits in

the month of March. I do not advise the hard

forcing of Figa, and if fruit be not wanted till April,

the month of December will be early enough to begin,

as the crop of frnit will then be better and the fruit

larger, and of finer quality. A great point with

early-forced Figa ia the thorough ripening of the

wood, and not allowing them to carry late cropa, aa

they will do if the treea be not lightened of the fruits

that aet. The forced treea here are placed in a cool

house after the forcing ia over till September, when
they are turned ont of their pota and denuded of a

portion of the old roote, repotted, and aheltered from

heavy raina, but stood in the open till placed in the

forcing-pit. The potting compost conaista of aound

loam, old mortar or plaster, and bone-meal. A few

Fig cuttings are struck yearly, and the plants grown

on to take the place of those which have to be dis-

carded, because too large for the purpose. Daring

their early forcing stagea but little moisture at the

roota ia required ; and pinching at the fonrth joint ia

important as growth proceeda, to ataist the frnit in

settling. G. Wythes,

Nursery Notes,
•

CANNAS AT PAUL & SON'S, CHESHUNT.
CiNNA indica of the botanists is now a very

popular plant in our gardens, and we need not value

it the less because it is an old plant. John Gerard
says, 1596, "that he had planted it in hia garden

divera times, but it never came to flowering; and
that it must be aet or aown in a pot with fine earth,

or in a bed made of horae-dung, in such manner as

Cacumbera and Musk-Melons are." Parkinson waa
more successful later, and flowered it " in aome kindly

yeara," bnt it never bore aeed, nor wonld it " abide

the extremitiea of our wintera, unleas it meet with a

atove or hothonae each aa are uaed in Germany, for

neither house nor cellar will preaerve it." In

Miller's time it bore aeeda freely, and he recom-

mended that the old planta be thrown away after

they had borne good aeeda, aa the young planta

alwaya flowered better than the old roota ; but

neither Miller nor the older botaniata were very suc-

cessful in improving the plant, for Mr. W. T. Aiton,

in the Hortue Keweneis, 1810, ennmeratea but aix

varietiea—C. indica rubra, C. i. cocclnea, C. i. patens,

C, i, lutea, C. glanca, and C. flaccida, Cannaa are
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among the easiest exotic plants to cultivate. They
are excellent in pots for late autumn and winter
culture, and they are valuable as semi-tropical

plants in the flower garden. Crczy, of Lyons, has

been very successful in raising richly-coloured varie-

ties from seed ; and in England, Messrs. Paul & Son,

of the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, have made con-
siderable progress in producing a new feathered

strain of undoubted merit, which combine a fine dwarf
habit in the plants. Mr. Geo. Paul, senior, the genial

rosarian, is quite an enthusiast amongst Cannas.
One of the best varieties is Dr. MaBters, the petals

of which are bright yellow, very distinctly feathered

with bright red, lip deeply spotted and marked with
crimson. Mis. Faudel Phillips has yellow petals

feathered red, lip yellow, densely spotted red, and
is fine. George Nicholson is a plant of dwarf habit

;

the flowers are clear yellow, richly flaked with

crimson, lip deeply spotted with the same colour.

Miss Elsie Perkins is a lovely clear yellow self

;

Phoebus is a very pretty orange-red variety, with

large flowers. Bacchus is a showy variety, with

flowers of large siz?, deep reddish-crimson in colour.

Mrs. Tasker is an excellent dwarf plant for pot

culture in the spring; the petals are yellow, with
buff centre. Amphion, cinnabar red flowers of good
form, and a compact spike; Cheshunt Yellow has
flowers of a distinct clear yellow, the lip reddish-

brown. T. B. Haywood is one of the best for

autumn flowering; the colour is a distinct deep rosy-

crimson. Crozy's varieties, though distinct from the

Cheshunt strain, are also of great merit. Papa
Crczy is perhaps the best; the flowers are of a

reddish- veimilion, and are well-formed. Gloire

Lyonnaise is yellow, heavily blotched orange-red ;

Souvenir de Antoine Crozy, scarlet, with yellow

margin, is very distinct; Comte de Bouchard is

yellow, evenly spotted with red, very good and large ;

Van der Berg is reddish-orange, with clear yellow
margin, and very dwarf in habit. Etnil Rodeck is a

dwarf plant; the flower a clear golden-yellow self,

with maroon-red lip. The above are the best of the
Cheshunt collection, and they are grown both planted
out in the open garden and in pots.

Most gardeners have grown the Canna in pots,

and few plants are better adapted to furnish the
greenhouse or conservatory during the autumn,
whilst with a little heat they can be had in flower

all through the winter. The plants may be grown
to immense size if they are given good loam and
decayed manure to grow in, and plenty of pot-room.
I have had splendid specimens in 12 and 13 inch
pots. The plants also like a light and airy position
when making their growth. At Cheshunt smaller
pots are used, and quite as good results are obtained
in respect to the quality of the flowers. They were
also flowering very nicely in the open borders in
good deep soil ; in masses of one colour, they would
have a fine effect in any garden. I have used them
in the form of large specimens with good effect in
the centres of large beds which are planted with
Pelaigoniums and other things. Not only are the
flowers of these Cannas richly and brilliantly coloure d,

but the effect of the foliage at a distance is very
striking, and it is easy to obtain colour by using
Phloxes, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, or Pelargo-
niums of the zonal type. J, Vmiglas.

Plant Notes.

APIOS TUBEROSA.
This is a pretty Pea-like, deciduous climber, which

succeeds in ordinary garden soil, covering a trellis

in a short space of time. When well planted, it will

take care of itself.

EUCOMIS PUNCTATA,

This useful plant should be found in every collec-

tion. The bulbs should be grown in a mixture of

porous soil in the open, about 1 foot deep, mulching
them during the early winter months. I prefer to

grow the plant in clumps of eight bulbs. Our plants

were grand objects when in bloom,

Clematis Davidiana and C. ohavf.olens.

The first is a plant of recent introduction, which
I can recommend as being hardy, of a distinct

character, erect in habit, and bearing a profusion of

lavender- coloured flowers, quite different from those of

the ordinary type of Clematis. It attained a height of

3.} feet this season, and it will doubtless grow taller.

It is a suitable plant for a border or rockery, and
its hardiness is such that it has stood the test of

last winter unprotected ; still, I mean to take extra

care of it for the future, as it is well worth it. The
blooms begin to appear in the month of August,

continuing to expand till the end of the following

month. Clematis graveolens is a pretty pale yellow-

coloured species, suitable for covering a fence or

trellis, and it forms a fine effective contrast to

C. Jackmani. H. May, Markrce Cattle, Sligo.

New Invention,

A NEW TURF-CUTTER.
In fig. 87 is presented a new implement for paring

or cutting turf for the purpose of laying down lawns,

which is likely to effect an immense economy over

hand-labour. The machine has a paring-blade sup-

ported by one vertical cutting-blada, and ensures a

clean and level cut bottom, and a turve or sod of

equal thicknesf. A heavy roller runs in front of the

blade to level the surface and regulate the thickness

Fig. S7.—a tubv-cuthxg implement.

of the cut. The cutter is furnished with guide-wheels

to keep it level, and to ensure the turves being cut

to a uniform width of 12 inches. Lifting-wheels

to raise the implement are provided at each end.

To crosscut the turves to a uniform length of

3 feet, there is an extra vertical cutting-blade

which runs in front of the roller at A, and a

marker attached to the implement marks a line on

the grass parallel to the cut, showing where the

cutting-blade is to run the next bout. The machine

has been brought out by Messrs. Ransomes, Sims, &

Jefferies, Ltd., Orwell Works, Ipswich,

177 member*. A new era then commenced with the** anni-
versary dinners, the ultimate object of which was to bnog
the Soci"ly int> more prominent notice. This baa b**n
fully j milled by the raulla. and there are now Ml
members scattered over all pirts of the United Kiog.
Com, and a few outside of its boundaries. Then the
Invested funds stool at £-16o', as against the 111 I fill
sum given above. Then there were twelve honorary members.
now there are fifty ; the increase, therefore, has been an all-

rcundone. The Chairman alluded to the alterations in the
rules, whereby the amount payable in sickness has been
increased from July 1 last. This is especially noteworthy, the
alteration having, without the slightest demur, received the
sanction of the Registrar of Friendly Societies. Ibe increase

thus given is .from 10». 6d. to 12f. per week for those who
contribute 6d. per week, and from 16r. to l

c » for those who
pay Qd. Speaking of the Col vale-cent 1- 1. the Chair-

man said : — *• Peculiar to this Society, and undoubtedly
of great value is the Convalescent Fund, a fund which owes
its existence to the foresight and generosity of Mr. Sherwood.
This fund is purely a voluntary one, and it is at the di-poaal

of the committee, that they may send away for a time any
member who may have been so prostrated by illness as to

lender a change essential, but who may not have the necessary

means. To generous friends and to those who are enjoying a

larger share of the gcod things cf this world than falls to many
of us, I would venture to ask something more than a kindly

thought for this fund when the United Horticultural Benefit

and Provident Society next comes uppermost in their minds."

Bemarks worthy of thought by all gardeners were those made
also by the Chairman on thrift :

'' On the necessity of thrift in

general, and the strong advisability of joining such a benefit

and provident society as this when young, it would be easy to

dwell, and much might be said in particular on the necessity

of thrilt for the yoang men and foremen in the bothies of the

large gardens of this country, more especially as the occu-

pation they have chosen has suffered so much, and is still

suffering, through recent years o[ depre>sion, and through the

very large number who are continually entering its ranks.

Travelling lately in various parts of this country, I could not

help being struck by the number of foremen capable in

every way of taking head places, and who. even with

strong influence to assist them, fail to obtain the much

coveted post. Some have been waiting for years, and

ee opparently as far off to-day as ever from attaining

Iheir wish. To such would I especially recommend the

Benefit and Provident Society. The younger a man jjins. the

sooner a large deposit is acquired, and the tooner one

will find oneself in the position of certain members

at present, whose interest on their deposit is greater

than the amount annually paid in subs:riptions.'' No more

weighty arguments than these should be necessary to con-

vince young gardeners of the desirability of joining the scciety.

During the evening it was announced that Mrs. Sherwood would

contribute £5 Is. to the Convalescent Fund, a fund largely

augmented by the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Veitch.

on the occasion of their silver weddirg. £100 teiog then given

Other sums were promised to various purposes, including

Mr. A. Moss, £2 is. ; Mr. Iceton. who becomes a lite member.

£10 101. ; Mr. Mott. the sum cf £10 10s. Mr. Arthur W.

Suttcn, Beading; Mr. Jones, Lewisham; and Mr. ''

Syon, hon. membeis of 21J. each annually, with donalitn. of

the same amount from Mr. Geo. Monro and Mr. A. F. Barron.

The tables and tho room were profusely decorated with

flowers and plants, supplied chiefly by SI. -— ' -. \ eitch &

Sons, Messrs. II. S. Williams Jr. Son, Messrs. Laiog tk Son.

Messrs. Cannell & Son. and others. A plentiful and excellent

dessert added to the pleasure of the evening, as did the

musical arrangements.

The Chairman, when responding to the toa-t of his health,

stated that W. J. Nutting, Fs.;.. had kindly consented to

preside at the next annual meeting in 1894. 1 tie Btcratuyu

Mr CoUins, Bud his address9. Marf.ndale Boad. Baibam. b.» .

Society.

THE UNITED HORTICULTURAL
BENEFIT AND PROVIDENT.

October 17.—The ninth anniversary dinner of

this Society was held at the Cannon Street Hotel on

the above date, when James Herbert Veitch, Esq.,

presided, he being supported by Messrs. Nutting,

H J Veitcb, A. Moss, TV. T. Biker, H. B. May,

H Cutbnsh, TV. Iceton, H. Cannell, and other gen-

tlemen A* larger number than usual were present

(110), and the greatest enthusiasm pervaded the

meeting.

The Chairman, in his after-dinner speech, when proposing

the toast of the evening, placed before his audience a most

concise and forcible statement respecting the benefits effared

to its members by the Society. More convincing facts could

not possibly be given than the quotations from its rules with

regard to the many advantages offered. The chairman

announced that the Society had now invested fund, in

Trustee's stocks to the amount of £10.500, the '"vestments for

the Tast three years having been at the rate o£UXK> per

„. whilst this year they will, in all P"^'** «««*

that sum. When the Society came of age it had only after

twenty-one years of hard work by its secretaries and officer,,

Law Notes.

WRONGFUL DISMISSAL OF A GARDENER
AT ILKLEY.

Heatos f. CorjRTBXAY.-Mr. W. Robinson appeared

for the plaintiff, Hy. Edward Heaton, gaidener. of

Lkley • and Mr. Child represented the defendant,

Ja,. W. Courtenay, who reside, at Netherwood.

Uklev The claim was for £i I0». for wrorgful dis-

missal, or in the alternative, four week. wage..

This was a recent case, in which • 6«> d 'n" of

experience, who had been employed by Mr l.aac

Hold.n. Mr. Cement Ho.d.worth, and <****#~

m en, was dismissed by hi. employer with ""»t "*•

practically a fortnight, notice.after having wo. ked for

Mm about eleven week.. The gardener had received,

wane of 23*. per week, with bouse and coal. He

found the garden, and especially the Vine., greatly

Elected, and in a very bad state; and
1

on many

da,, he bad worked from 4 or 5 o clock in the

morning till 9 and 10 o'clock at night. He bad on.

man under bim. and he had also extra assistance

Tor a"ew weeks. On August 10 Mr. Courtenay

introduced a jobbing gaidener for the purpose of
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nperintending the gardener, and under whose orders

he was to work, and on his remonstrating with his

employer, and refusing as head gardener, to work
under another man's orders, he was forcibly removed
from the garden.

This his Honour took to be the crnx of the matter.

The only question, he said, was that an order he was

bound to obey. It depends a great deal upon the

position of the man. If he takes his orders from

another man, you place him in a subordinate position.

The defendant's lawyer contended that Mr. Courtenay

had only one head gardener, and that the plaintiff

was not the head gardener; and also that he bad

been given a fortnight's notice whereas he demanded
a month's. His Honour holding that he was right

about that, said in conclusion that he wa; not at all

surprised that the plaintiff resented the order to

take his directions from another man who described

himself in his evidence as a jobbing gardener, and

refused to accept a fortnight's notice ; and he gave

judgment for the amount claimed. Extract from the

" Wharfedale and Airedale Observer."

Trade Notice,

Me, John Cbanston, haviDg left King's Acre

Nurseries, all communications should now be

addressed to him at Little Birch, near Hereford.

Mr. Cranston intends to devote his attention to

landscape gardening, the laying- out of orchards,

valueing nursery and garden produce, &c.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well aa the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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1 2 — 35 12 + yi + 408 1 — 150 (23-7 42 36

3 1 — 37 3 + 265 + 265 3 + 146 22-8 39 35

3 aver 46 1 + 201 + 267 4- 134 18-8 26
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6 aver 57 + 186 + 320 6- 114
J16-9

36 42

fl 2 — 38 7 + 178 + 357 2- «6
28-2J
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7 1 — 40 + 268 + 2H6 3 — 137 '23-7: 35 37

8 1 + «2 + 198 + 333 8- 122 24-8 29 44

9 aver 40 I + 115 + 261 7 + 167 265 36 32

in 2 + 67 + 47 + 187 2- 140 27-o| 25 ! 35
»

2 + 95 + 271 + 248 6- 137 20-3 49 52

1 1

The distriots indicated by number in the first column a-e
the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England. S.;
4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, Sfc, Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,
England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; », Ireland. N.

;

10. Ireland. S. ; "Channel fulandn.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending October 19, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office ;—
"The weather was fair at the commencement of the week

in most parts of our Inland*, but rain had set in in thh north-

west, and durirg Monday and Tuesday the unsettled condi-

tions spread to all distriots, the rainfall over ' England, N.E.'

being heavy. By Wednesday fair, dry weather again prevailed

generally, and continued until the end of the period.

" The temperature was rather below the mean in the north

and north-west, and a little above it in some of the south-

western districts, while in ' England, E. and S. and in Ireland,

N.,' it just equalled the normal. Tne highest of the maxima
were recorded on the 15th over England, and on irregular

dates in Ireland and Scotland, and ranged from 67° in

'England, S./ and 63° in 'Ireland, S. and the Channel

Islands,' to 57° in 'Scotland, N.* The lowest of the minima

were registered, as a rule, on the 18th, when the thermometer

fell to betweeu 25° aad 29° o?er 'England,' 27° and 33° in

'Ireland,' and 25° and 29° in 'Scotland.' In the 'Channel

Islands* the lowest reading was 45°.

" The rainfall greatly exceeded the mean in ' England, N.E.

and Ireland, N.,' but elsewhere there was a considerable deficit.

Over southern, central, and eastern England the fall was very

slight.

" The bright sunshine was more prevalent than during the

preceding week, and exceeding th.9 normal in most districts.

The percentage of the possible duration ranged from 49 in the

' Channel Islands' and 42 in * Scotland, E,,* to 28 in ' England,

E ,' and 25 in * Ireland, S.'
"

Markets,

CO VENT GARDEN, October 24.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed. 1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

ttouvardias.per Dun.
Carnations, 12 blms.

C h r y s antbemums,
per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Sueflarw, per dozen
Gardenias, per do:.

Lapageria, per doz.

bJooms
Lilac, French. p. bun.
Mb urn Hamuli, do.

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooma

Lily of tte Valley,

doz. sprays
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites. 12 bo.

Mignonette, 12 bun.

i. d. t.d.

3 0-6U
9 10
o- 1

10 3

10-40

3 0-60
3 0-50
20-10

6 16
3 0-50
3 0-60

4 0-60
10-30
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odon toglossum

erispurn. 1 2 blm

.

Pelargoniums, soar-
let, per 12 bunch— 12 sprayB

Pyrethrums, 12bon.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare-

chale), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, dz. bun.

Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses. 12 blms.

Violets, 12 bunches
— Panne, French,
per bunch

— Czar, do. ...

— Mimosa or
Acacia, do. ...

6 0-12

3 0-
6-

2 0-

1 0-
2 0-

3 0-
1 0-

4 0-
2 0-

2-

1 6-

3 0-

3 6-

6
9

4 u

2

4

6
1 6
5
4

4
2

5
3

16-20
(JHCHXD-BXOOBC in var.ely.

PiiAifTS nc Pots.—Average Wholesaxe Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen,each 6

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Cyperus, per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1— various, doz. 12
Ericas, various, doz. 9
Krergreeu ShrubB,

in variety, doz. ... fi

Ferns, small, doz.... 1

d. t.d. t. d. t. d.

0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 6 0-12
0-30 Ficus elastica, each 10-76
0-15 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24

Lilium Harrisii.per
0-12 dozen pots ... 12 0-24
0-10 Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12
0-7 6 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60

24 Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
0-24 — specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Solanum, per doz. ... 9 0-12
0-24 Spiraeas, par doz. ... 9 0-12
6-3

Tbuit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
f. d. s.d

Apples, per bushel 16-30
— dessert, in va-
riety, per half
sieve 2 0-30

Cob3, per 100 lb. ... 30 0-35
Qrapes, 1st quality,
black, English, lb. 13-16
— 2nd quality... 6-10
— Muscats ... 10-20

Grapes,Guernsey, lb. 6-09
Melons, each 10-20
Feacnes, 1st size, doz 6 0-90
Pears.Cdlabash.bsh. 4 0-50

Pears, Marie Louise,
half sieve
— Pitmaston
Duchess, do. ...

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
ohael, each ...

Prunes, half sieve...

Quinces, half-sieve

Walnuts, best Eng-
lish, shelled. bush.
— French Gre-

noble, per bag..

. d, i. d.

0-6

10-60

10-50
! —
10-26

» 0-12

16-40

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
t.d. t.d.

10-16
10-30

10- 1

3 0-40

3 —

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Cucumbers, per doz.

Mushrooms, Indoor,
per lb
— Outdoor.fsieve

Onions, Dutch, per
cwt bag

Potatos.

Markets remain firm, best samples bsing most sought after.

Best samples, 70j. to 90s.; ordinary, 35». to 60*. per ton.

/. B. Thomas.

s.d. s.d.
Onions, English, bsh. 2 —
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.:
— Smooth

(
„ 5 0-60

— ordinary ,, 3 6-46
— Guernsey ,, 3 0-36

SEEDS.
London : October .23.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

describe to-day's seed market as thinly attended. Clover and

Grass seeds are unchanged in value. Bather more attention

is being given to white Clover seed. Winter Tares, with an

improved sale, come forward more sparingly. Bye continues

exceedingly cheap. Haricot Beans have become extremely

scarce, and being in strong request have advanced a further

2s. per qr. Blue Peas also tend upwards. Canary seed con-

tinues to improve alike in value and demand. The new

Hemp seed just arriving offers at tempting rates. There is

no alteration in either Mustard or Baps seed.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough: Oct. 22.—Quotations :— Cabbiges, Is. 6rf. to

3». per tally; Onions, 2s. 9d. to 3j. 9d. pir bag; Horse-radish,

Is. to Is. 6rf. per bundle ; Apples, 2s. to 6s ; Pears, 3s. to

7s. per bushel.

Spitalfiexds : Oct. 23. — Quotations: —Bunch GreenB,

Is. Qd. to Is. 9d. per dozen; Savoys, 4s. to 5*. per tally;

Cabbages, 4*. to 6s. do. ; Cauliflowers, €s. to 9#. do.

;

Carrots, Is. 6rf. to 2s. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. 6d.

to 2s. do. ; Celery, 8s. to 9i. per dozen buodies ; Horse-radiBh,

Is. 3d. per bundle ; Apples, cookers, 2s. to 3s. 6d. per bushel

;

do., dessert, 3s. to 4s. do.

Stratford, Oct. 22.—There has been a full supply during

the past week, and a fair trade done, except in Potatos, which

have been somewhat a drag. Cabbages, 2s. to 5s. per tally
;

Savoys, 2s. to 5s. do. ; GreenB, 9d. to Is. 6d- per bsg; do.,

Is. Qd. to 2s. 6d. per dozen bunches; Cauliflowers, Qd. to 2s.

per dozen; do., 4s. to 10s. per tally; Scotch Kale, Qd. to Is.

per sieve ; Marrows, Vegetable, 2s. to 3s. per tally ; Pears,

English, 2s. 6a!. to 6s. per flat; Touaatos, Eoglish, 2s. Qd. to

3s. tid. per peck; Cucumbers, framed, 9d. to 2s. per dozen;

Beans, Scarlet, Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel ; do., 2». to 2s.'Jod. per

bag ; Beet-root, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per dozen bunches ; Celery,

7d. to Is. per roll dozen; Horse-radish, Is. Id. to Is. 3d.

per bundle ; Parsley, Is. to 2s. per dozen bunches

;

Turnips, Is. 6d. to 2s. per dozen bunches; do., 25s. to 35s. per

ton; Carrots, household, 25s. to 32s. tjd, per ion; do,, cattle-

feeding, 25s. to 25s. per ton; Mangels, l3i. to 16i. per ton

;

Swedes, 20s. to 24s. per ton ; Odious, Gheut, 2s. 6d. to 2s. 9tf.

per bag ; Dutch do., 2s. 9d. to 3*. per bag; Portugal 4s. Hd. to

5s. 6d. per case ; Apples, English, cooktis, 2s. to 4s. 6rf. per

bushel ; do., deusort, 2s. 6d. to 4s. per sieve.

Farringdon : Oct. 24.— Quotations :—Cabbages, Collards,

3s. per tally ; Cauliflower?, 2s. per dozen ; Sprouts, 2s. 3d. per

half-bushel; Celery, Is. per roll; Leeks, Is 6d. per doz. ; Tur-

nips, 2s. *?((. per bag; Carrots, 2s. do.; Onions, 3s. 6d. do.;

Parsley, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Herbs, 3s, per dozen ; Arti-

chokes, 2s. 6d. per hali-bushel ; Parsnips, Is. per sieve;

Apples, Blenheims, 5s. per bushel ; Wellingtons, 3s. 6d, do.

;

Novia Scotia Gravenstein, 13s. per barrel ; Eibstons, 6s. bushel

;

Pears, stewing, 2s. 6:1. per half-bushel; Callabasse, 7s, do.;

Grapes, English, black, Is. per lb. ; Almeira, 14s. per barrel;

Blackberries, 5s. per half-bushel; English Tomatos, 5s, per

12 lb, ; Grenoble Walnuts, 5s. %d. per bag (33 lb.).

POTATOS.
Borough : October 22.— Quotations ranged from 50s. to

85s, per ton.

Spitalfields : October 22.—Quotations :—Beading Giant",

50f . to 65s. ; Sutton's Abundance, 50s. to 60s. ; Main Crop,

50s. to 70. ; Bruces, 45s. to 60s. ; Imperators, 50s. to 70s.

;

Fidler's Colossal, 45s. to 60s. per ton.

Stratford, Oct. 22.—Quotations:—Bruces, dark soil, 37s. 6d.

to 40s.; light do., 45s. to 60s.; Beading Giants, 45s. to 60s.;

Snowdrops, 55s. to 70s. ; Hebrons, 55s. to 70s. ; Sutton's

Abundance, 55*. to 70*. per ton.

Farringdon: Oct. 24.— Quotations : Snowdrops, 60s. to

90s. ; Hebrons, 60s. to 80s. ; Begents, 60*. to 70s. ; Puritans,

50*. to 60s. ; Imperators, 45s. to 60s. ; Magnums, 40*. to 50*.

per ton.

HAT.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, 80s. to 105*.; do., inferior, 50*. to 70*.; hay,

best, 60*. to 90*. ; do,, inferior, 36*. to 69*. ; mixture, 70*.

to 85s. 6d. ; and Straw, 20*. to 40*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

October 19, and for the corresponding week in last year :—1895 '

Wheat, 24s. lid. ; Barley, 25*. 8d. ; Oats, 13s. 5d. 1894: Wheat,

IT*. 6d. ; Barley, 23*. lid. : Oats, 13*. 6d.
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QomSpondcnt

•»• Ounng to the large increase in our circulation, we are
under the necessity of going to press some hoxirs earlier. Our
contributors will kindly aid us by sending their communication*
as early in the week as possible. Communications should reach
us not later than Wednesday.

A Plan for Ice-house : Z. The plan for a good
ice-bome ramt depend upon the locality for which
the particalar one is n quired. If the soil is very
porons the well would Derbans be best above ground
with double wallc. The figure given is of one

;

rwi

1 3 1.

Oik HvtrHt

r* —

-

11 '.-ft.

.11, II.

1 t.n:.'l •*(•« ".«

\

FIG 88 -PLAN OF ICE HOUSE.

partially underground, and explains itself. The
dimensions of a good House should not in any case

be lesa than those in this case.

Books : J. D. Fruit Farminq for Profit, by G. Bun-
yatd, published by F. Banyard, 29. Week Street,

Maidstone. Fruit Culture for Small Holdings, by

J. Cranston, published by Jakeman & Carver,

printers, Hereford. Market Garden Husbandry,
by W. Ablett, published by Chapman & Had,
London.

—

A. Lefort, Graville St. Honore, The
Eosariiris Year Book, published by B-mrose &
Sou., 23, d Bailey, London, E.C.

Carnation : H, J. Ross. A monstrosity, known as

the Wheat- ear Carnation. It is not very un-
common.

Cauliflowers and Beoccoli : V, A. G, The season

for the firsc has been a most favourable one, and
the produce is 6ner and better than usual.

Broccoli, on the contrary, are still crowing, and
should hard weather be experienced, many of the

plants will suffer. We should advise the lifting

of all exuberant plants and replanting them, their

heads inclining to the north. This is readily done
by two men, one of whom should use the spade,

and the other handle the plant, and in such a

tender manner that the leaves be not injured in

any way.

Correction.—We regret that in the list of sub-
scribers to the Testimonial to Mr. A. F. Barron
given in our last issue, the name of the K°v. W.
Wilks was spelled Weeks.

Dendrobiums: C. S. It is most likely that the
Dendrobium nobile are making growths on
the pseudo-bulbs, in place of flowers, through
the plants not haviDg had a sufficiently long rest
in a cool house. Or water may have been afforded
too soon. Sometimes, when all other necessary
conditions are observed, the plants will grow as
indicated, if the house in which they are kept is

not sufficiently ventilated.

In a French Bean house: Enquirer. Tomatos would
succeed with the Beans, but both must be kept free
frrm weeds.

Lilium chalcedonicuji : TV. J. N. The old bulb
] roduced two flower shoots, which is in excess of
what is usual, and when this is the case two bulbs
form, and the mother bulb as a consequence
becomes so much weakened that it is not likely to

be of any more use.

Laboh Pears: R. H. B. Twenty- eight ounces is a
good weight (or Pitmaston Duchess, but much
heavier examples have been seen of ITvedale's St.

GermaiD, Grosse Dillon, Chaumontelle, Beurr6
Die), and Catillac.

Miss Joliffe Carnations Dtinq : Tkos. Simnionds.
The plants are probably infested with eelworms
at the roots. If you will send a specimen or two
we shall be glad to inform yon of the cause of their

loss.

%• Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.— The avpli-
cttions to name fttvers, and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They entail
an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have no idea. We are always willing to oblige our
correspondents as far as we can. but the editing of tht Gard'.n'rs'
Ckronicl is our business, to which everything else must give way.
Correspondents are Tesp'CtfuVy requested to observe the rule
thit not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time.

If more are sent, it wou d bt a gracfid act on the part of the
senior, to ssnd also a smill contribution to the Gardeners*
Orphan Fund. Correspon'ients sending plants or fruits to be
named, or asking questions demanding time and research for
their solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their

enquiries in the current week. Specimens should be good ones,

carefully packed and numbered. Leaves only, or Florists' varie-
ties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Names of Fruits : J. P. 1, Ecklinville Seedling; 2,

Scarlet Golden Pippin ; 3 Cox's Orange Pippin
;

4, Fearn's Pippin ; 5. New Hawthornden ; 6.

Emperor Alexander.

—

R. Sotting. Apple, good
specimen, Gloria Mundi. — J. Twitch'm. 1,

Napoleon Pear ; 2, Rymer ; 3, Emperor Alexander
;

4, Alfriston ; 5, Lady Henniker; 6, not certain —
Bob. 1. Dachess d'Angouleue ; 2, Uvedale's St.

Germain; 3 not known; 4, Beurie Dielj 5, not

known ; 6. Burnley's PipDin.

—

Answers. Apples,

1, Braddick'a Nonpareil; 2, Grange's Pearmain;

3. not known; 4, Clavgate Pearmain; 5, Kerry

Pippin ; 6, Blenheim Orange; Pears, 1, Verulam;

3 Belliss'me d'Hiver; 6, Bergamot d'Esperen ;

others not known.— T. J. 1, Manks' Codlin ; 2,

Kirke's Lord Nelson ; 3. Schoolmaster ; 4, Ham-
bledon Diux-ans; 5, Pear, Jersev Gratioli ; 7,

Cox's Orange Pippin ; 6, Benrr^ Hardy.

—

G. D.

1, Bsurre de Capiaumont; 2, not determined.

—

Geo. Abbey. Pear, Gansell's Bergamot.

—

A. C. G.

1, Besspool ; 2 Forge. The varieties yon mention

are better exhibitioi fruits.

—

E. J. 1, Pear,

Noveau ; 2, Baune Dafais ; 3, Beurr6 d'Aremberg

;

4 Scarlet Russet; 5 White Nonpareil; 6, Old

Nonpareil.

—

G. B. 1, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 2,

S'.urmer Pippin ; 3, Clarke's Seedling ; 4, Stirling

Castle ; 5, Tower of Glamis ; 6, not recognised.

—

C. B. Apple not known to us, prohably not yet

introduced; a handsome fruit

—

F. X. § Co We
do not recognise your Apple; it seems to b'loog

to the Sturraer section. — IV. Jones. 1, Pear,

General Todtleben ; 2, Beurre Supeitio ; 4 Mar6-

chal de la Cour ; 5 Apple. Hoary Morning; 6,

Fearn's Pippin.— TV. E H. 1, Fearn's Pippin
;
2

Cox's Orange Pippin; 3, not known; 4 Cellini :

5 not known. — F. K. f Co. 1, King of the

Pippins- 2, not known; 3. Rvmer ;
Pear,

Josephine de Malines—Claud Lonsda/e. 1, Pear,

Bergamot d' Esperen ; 2, B?un<5 Diel, lares speci-

mens ; Apple, 1. Scarlet Noopariel; 2 Granges

Pearmain ; 4, Kerry Pippin.-ff. D. H Apple,

Scarlet Nonpareil.- If. W. 1, Dachesso d Angou-

leme- 2, Beurie Diel; 3, Nortnern G-eening; 4,

not recognised; 5, Gravenstein ; 6. Court Pendu

Plat.—F. H. Pear, Duchesse d Angouleoie.

Names of Plants :
Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—

A R Phaseolus Caracalla.—A. S. I, Matricaria

inodora flore-pleno; 2. Pvrethrum Tsithenium
flore-pleno.— E. .V. C, Kinqstown. Glnhba sessili-
flora, Bot. Mag., t. 1428— ft. M. 1, Msrinu
Makoyaoa; 2. Z'ngiber officinalis iGinger-plint).
You may grow it as an evergreen, or rest it for a
time when all the growths are matured, and no
more leaves coming.

—

A. B. The Bower of
Cypripedium was crushed. Tnin card-board boxes
are of no use for sending flowers through the post.
If the leaves are somewhat like those of C. bar-
batnm it is C. siamensr.

Nerines : J. D. The Nerines, owing to their having
been loosely packed, were quite destroyed. Send
more flowers properly packed.

Odontoglcsscm crispum : Deinnientis. It is a verv
unusual occurrence tor a plant of this species to
produce a flower-spike from the apex of the bolb,
and in your case it is still more extraordinaiy,
seeing that another spike is being produced from
the base concurrently.

Omission from the Garden Dibectobies :

J. Coo)nl>er. The garden not finding a place in
these publications, the publishers will be only
too glad to insert it if you will communica'e witn
them.

Oncidium tisrinum: Devoniensis. It is not an un-
common thing tor this plant to have two spikes to
the bub, but with ir, and also the Odontogloisum.
there is strong evidence that yon get a good show
of flowers from your p'ant«, and that in the culture
of them you will be successful.

Pebblestone Pippin : Hibernia. We know of no
variety of this name. The other question next
week.

Pleione: R. M. The Ochid is Pleione legenariA.
A'ter flowering it should be (reelv watered until
the leaves turn yellow and fall off next year, when
it should be kept dry until the flower- bnds appear.

Raspberries : T. P. Very fine fruits for this or any
seasoc

Strawberries in Pots now in Bloom: TV, H. A
We should fear the plants are ruined for forcing
purposes, unleis you can put a stop to the flowr-
ing. Do not expose them to the raiD, but place
them in frames or in stacks in layers, with half-

rotten leaves between the pots. These may stand
against a wall facing north, or they may stand fre->,

the plants then, therefore, facing two ways.

Violet Czar: E. A. C. It is late for transplant i-ig

Violets into pits or houses ; moreover, the old

plants would not bloom so satisfactorily, at least,

at any early part of the winter, as young plants

which have been suitably prepared for this kind o'

culture. A greenhouse is not a suitable plac
either, the plants being too far from the glass if

planted out, and artificial beat is inimical to their

well-being. You may cultivate Violets in pots on
a greenhouse shelf. Large ones should be
employed for them, so as to pot np tfee mother
and balf-a-dozen of the strongest runners, but this

must be done in September.

Communications Rfceived.—C. p. N.— (>. tv.— H. vv. w.—
N. K. U. — T. C. — H. it. — Harris m W,ir — W. H. S. —
R. L. H.—A. D.— R. D.—R. Y —A. H— R. Vritch * Son.—
B. Wadds—.I.H.— R. S.*Co— D M.-H.O. H. — Houiton.—
B. K. S.—H. T.—M P. R.—K. & H.— W. B.—Oua
W. H.—J. H.—A. M.— U. J. a -M. T. M.—W. K.— R. V. &
Sons (with tbanks).—C. J. W.—B. C.-A B Bt C—0. O.—
G. 8.—M.T.—W.W.—B.O.—Dicksoos —ButAnglis.—Hells
Park—S., neit week (thanks fordonatiODOf .V. to lidr.i^n^rs'

Orphan Fund).

DIED.

—

Christian Frederick Bause, of Morland
Nursery, South N irwood, L lodon, S B., aged fifty-

six years, passed away October 2'1, I£95.

coarmnED INCREASE <» the CIRCULATTOS of tbe
"OARDRXERSr CBROSICLK.-

Important to Advertisers.—The ruh'it\er has tXt *i(u-

taction ofannouncing thai the circulation ofl\* " Gartitncrt'

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper

Increased to the extent ot more thin 80 per cent..

and that It continues to Increase weakly.

Advertisers art reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates amon)

countbt gentlemen, and jjul classes or OARDEXERS

AND 9ABDKN-LOVERS ot home, Vial (.• has a specially tares

foreign and colonial. ciBor/iATtoK. and that U it

pwerred lor rtJswws in «n (V pr'n^rnl IPrnriei.
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HILL & SMITH, BS!Iil^
1 FROS BAR 1?Kr1

gates.

STRAI5ED WISE
FIXCISG.

j&," GAiVA>~5ED
w; = z

iggS* KBTHSS.
BLACK

'; VAESISH.
'ie Zi = :ii 5 JEZZFTSZE TZ.ZZ GCARD.7ZZZ 3VA3ZS.

WARE & SONS' J*;s.

FLOWER POTS

NO TOP PUTTY SEEDED IF YOU USE
• ThorDe's Patent

Tie Marriott Cycle Cd.. Ltd.. 71, Queen Stree-, E.C.,

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS!
In S-.o:i Sims.

12X10. 15x12. 15x14, 24x14
14X12, 20x12. 15xi6. 24X16
It :. :

; :i . . ., . : : t:
1} x 3 Prepared SaA Sir it 5*. pel l:o £e*-.

r.xr.zz. -: - -v. s;nare; l£a:.:i-nj. ir; 2x4. i: $i. f-er

_r = „.= -^;^— ;-£erj, Fai^lf. t;.

lB-oz.. pe.- ::•: ft.. "-•

31-oz-. 10j

:':•:: :i

THE CHEAP WOOD C05TPA5Y,
*: t -h ?;.:" s~~t Wr-rsrcx. L.*>ttv-,tt. "R.n.

PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.
PETROLEUM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

RICHARDSON'S THE SEAS0N has commenced

THE XL ALlTaWN SAND.
Jxtjqely used lati scaton at Gunn<erihuTy Park and

Waddtsdon Manor with matt satisfactory retu-is.

Those who hire poor Weedy Lawns shonli cot fail to gi~e

at a trial, a only on a sin ^11 seale at first. It Destrov* Daisie*.

Hantaan?, it, and Ferti ises the Grass ta sneh an extent that

it will spread and cover over in one season tbe bare places for-

merly occupied by thft weec's W hen applied lightly, only as a
dressing for the Grass, ihe results hare been very *at£iactary.

SiiTjiDlied in air-tight Tins, 1 -. 2 6, and 5- each.
2Slb, 9 ; 561b, 15 -; anl 1121b., 30,-.

Can be had through lie trafe,or direst from the MLmnfactnrer,

G. H. RICHARDS,
OLD SHOT TDWEB WHiBF,

LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.
Farther particalars on spplie ition.

OSMAN'S PATENT HOLDER,
For Bouquets. Wreaths. Crosses, £ Slemoiial Designs.

ISDISPESSABEB TO EXHTEITOBi A_VD Fl,OSI£TS.

Kicfed Plated ... 18s. &d. each.
To be obtained of all Seid_-men. Wholesale of

—

OS MAN & GO,,
m CoSe

o
r
eF.

street '

For illustrations see Gardeners Chroniee. September 21.

Cxrppsa. WALKER'S CHRYS&HTBE-
' Patenter?." S1USI TUBES & CUPS.

Commetided by lie Sationsl C. So?.
].-: Clas* Certrnte Crvstal Palace.
CL'pf'EB, :i=p.e:e. 6'. id. per dot.
C1ISESR. „ S-. 6d. per doz.
Cash wiili order. PcstBge. t*rf. per

dczen extra.
Trcm aZ ynrserjnien, Seedsmen,

Irorm:n?er=. &?. ; or.

Dr. WALKER. Wimbledon.

CZXJTaEE.

STOCK SIZES—In inches.

21-02. Foreljn;. of aicre sizes. ICC a^i S00 :'i

c^rrei: ; zes - _ _ fee: :.:ie-.

English Glass -: •: : -re-- - .:es a: Z"!--" ;

7r*s -*:: twi iz lie x-rtr-s :z :

24X16 ?2xl8
20X1S24X1S
: mi--. Srli

-4S5E5. ic
, BBCSHES. Ac.
I fee-, * Indies by

FBOFAGaTTXG ax; Lin ilcr-S
PtT"Y. WHITE LEAD. FATNTS. 01

?:z l::-ets. -^- z-e -.'. 21-oz.
7 :-:xej 12: I. ---ea :j E .-lies.

GEORGE EARMILOE & SONS,
34. St- J;im Street West Smithneli, London. E.C.

FLOWER POTS
sad HOSHCXLTTRaL POTTEEX.

OOHWAY G. WABXE (Ltd.),

WESTO>--SrPEE-MAKB.
THS t.PCrgr ilUTTACTTSiSs Or GAB2JS3T

PC'TTSSY IS 7HS 'WOBl-D.
MnTT053 dt Stock. Costbactobs k>

H.1L GoTzrsjniryT.

30 Gold and Silver Medals A-s-axded.
Fna LUu tree on ApplzcsSrjM.

ESSE^©ES
A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON cf DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post - free for 9 £ta?nps.

A Ladt -writes: "The 6d. bottla of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delicious wine, far better thaa
what we bare paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable far

chLUreii's pert ies.

NEWBALL & MAEOIT, KOTimGHAM.
M4.S0V3 EXTRACT OF KERB?. icT mating delicious

Xon-intoxicating Bter. A 6i. bottle makes 8 gaUons. Sample
bottle, y stamps ; or a sample of both, p-ost-free. for 15 stamps.

AGENTS WANTED,

Vineries, S:
:--:-:- :=. :: r-

-

of wnrk, and thai

Conservatoi
' "Tz : r .— \.1 - -z:

R. HALLIDAY 8c CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.

MODERATE

res. Gre=nioise3, Feaci Hons-es, Forcing Hoofes, £x.,

ill Winter Gardens ieme: i_-:i:e :.-i_- ::-e:: — ii:;t tl

'-' ._-j-=i Hot-water Heating Apparatus. —:ti reaZv »,

Helen .-ra.— es, Sasies, Eo: Bed E:zes, iz: ,
i:~i;; ix ?:

O^i? V-.r'n is axi alwi-r: laa be*x

—

CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK, THE

-. :i : _.- .-;-:-^: ;.n. are tie

equalled. We only do one class

e assistance of anyone ont of om
liable Boilers, erected, and sucoas

'
: *. : a : -- i -.

.

BBST MATERIALS.
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H. J. JONES'
GREAT CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW

IS NOW OPEN, AD3IISSI0N FREE, BUT
Visitors are respectfully requested to Place a Small Contribution in the Boxes for

THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
Frequent Trains from Charing Cross, Cannon Street, and London Bridge, to Lewisham Junction,

thence five minutes Tram to Hither Green Lane.

RYECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN LANE, LEWISHAM.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.
LEEDS and LONDON,

HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent
Wrougnt-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
A2HI

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FDOMT ELEVATIOM— — LOtJCITDDINAL SECTION- — SECTIONAL PLAN—

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL.

fctfTHRAGITe!
COAL

r\ R. CARTER & SOX supply their LARGE, NUT, or
^-^ • COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the tize of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any addre.-ts

within the 4-mile radius of Charing Cros$ ; or in trucbloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burniog for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Coke, Quotations on application to—

R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.

Price 3d., Post-free 3Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20b.

toney 0. ders and Portal Orders should be made payable to A. G. MARTIX. at the Post Office. Great Queen Street, London, W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OTJR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and no b» pot

together and taken apai t in a fe w minates by any one.

Sizes arjd Prices, Glazed aDd Paioted. £ r. d.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet

12 feet

6 feet

12 feet

12 feet

4 feet

4 feet

5 feet

5 feet

6 feet

2
2 5
4
2 15
4 15

PAID. I 5 12 6

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE

Larger sizes at profortio.'.ate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London AoentJiSrM.Skei/toh .Seedsman.Ao..3. HoUowav Ed. Jf.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/'
Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Eoeravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONESc&attwoODV w " Stourbridge:

BOULTON * PAUL
MANUFACTURERS,

NORWICH
PUMPS. PUTYTPjS. PUMPS.

•EHO FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOCUF . - . t
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THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Afcent for London : — J. GEORaE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, SVf.
Agent tor Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AKD SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

B

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY A L L SEEDSMEN.
HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,

in i, £. 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For
particulars and price apply to —

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bon e Works. St. Albans.

E E S O N ' S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield,

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, la., 3f., and 10s. 6d.

G1SHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

WINTER DRESSING.
if^T Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both
indoors and out, for a heilthy start next reason, and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider, American Blight, a^d the Larvee of
other insects, by u^ingthe

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system), from duty
free Tobacco. Absolutely saf-% and no fear of iDjury to the
buds. In u^e goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint. 2s. ; Quirt, 3s. 6d.
; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, lOi.

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS. Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Roid, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use. all fibre, lOj. pirsack; bloH7l.6d.
SELECTED, in biccks, verv fibrous, 85. per fack; 5 for
37l. 6d. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sjck ; 5 for 22s. H.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Aialeas. Bhododendrjnp, and
Ferns. 4s. per sack, 5 for 18s. ; and 3*. per sack, 5 for 12s. 6d.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. 6d. per sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4j. per sack ; 5 for ISs. AH sicks included.

Bend Postal Order for Sample Sack. For Price List and Special
Quotations for large quantities, apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal. B-iley, Kent.

Special Terms to the Trade.

EPPS'S --» PEAT~
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and Haidwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL. &c.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

1il. per bushel ; 100 for 30>. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60s.

Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED OBCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, ol. id. per sad ; 6 neks

2lt. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5«. per auk ; 5 saoki, 92i. ; lacks.

id. eacb.
00ARSE SILVER SAND. If. id. per bushel; lit. par half

ton ; 3<3i. per ton, in J- bushel bags, id. each.
rELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEA?

MOULD, it. par bushel.
SPHAONUM MOSS, Sj. 64. par sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, (to. Writ* for Prioa LIST.—
H. a. SMYTH, 11, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.O.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
V The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s.; post free, 5*. 6o\

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residenoe, or P-urohasing an
Estate, can have oopies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

oa stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land, Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always oontains large
numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,
Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Louis VAN Houtte, Pebe. Royal Nurseries, Ghent, Be'glum

—Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy Plants, Chrysanthemum?, &c.

Thos. Cbipps & Son. High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent-
Flowering Trees and Shrub', and General Nursery Stock.

J. C. Wheeler & Soxs, Kingsholm Nursery, Gloucester-
Fruit Trees, Roses, Forest Trees, Vines, &c.

J50. JeffeR]>S & Sons, Cirence=ter—1. Century Catalogue
of Trees and Shrubs ; 2, Ro^es.

James Backhouse & Sox, York — 1, Roses; 2, Forest and
Ornamental Trees and ahrubi, Coniferee, &c.

J. R. Pear .ox & Soxs, Chilwell Nurseries, Nottingham—
Hardy Fruit Trees.

Wm. Rumsey, Jo ning's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.—Fruit
Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.

J. EoPPLEit, Erfurt—Novelties in Annual Flowers and Vege-
tables.

GARDENING appointments.
Mr. L. Smith, late Second Gardener at Davenham Bank

and Aahfield, Davenham, Malvern, as Head Gardener to
A. E. O, Holbeche, Esq., Abbotsmead, Malvern.

Mr. F. Taylor, as Gardener to Miss C. Brombv, Rjssndale,
Malvern.

Mr. J. Coomber, as Gardener to L. Messel, Esq , Nymans,
Handcross, Crawley, Sussex.

Mr. Charles J. Cole, late Gardener to A. G. Bakxs
GRiHiME, as Head Gardener lo James Cowas", B=q ,

Ross Hall, Paisley.

Mr. Johx R. Turner, late Foreman at Addington Park
Gardens, as Head Gardener to H. A, Daxiell, Esq ,

The Legers. Warlingham, Surrey.
Mr. D. Edwards, of Send Holme, Woking, as Gardener at

North wood Park, Lyndhurst, Hants.

Seed and Florist's Business, London.ARTNEK WANTED for above.
—X. T. Z , 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

WANTED, HEAD GARDENER, in Devon-
shire.—Must be thoroughly experienced in Fruit,

Flower, Vegetables, and Pleasure Garden. Five or six under
him. Must have lived as Head in similar situation. Age about
44. no family, preferred. Unexceptional references will be
required.—State these with age, wages, and full particulars,
to Mr. A. R. CRiGG, Laud Agent, Maristowe Cottage,
Roborough. South Devon.

WANTED, a really first-rate GARDENER,
experienced in growing Cut Flowers. Fruit and Vege-

tables for Market. Must thoroughly understand Early and
Late Forcing, and be an A I hand with Grapes, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Strawberries. Tomatoa, and Mushroom 3

. Apply,
stating experience, wages. 4c, to—Rev. G. T. LaYCOCK,
Terwick Rectory, Petersfield.

WANTED," WORKING GARDENER.—
Thorough all-round man, not afraid of work, and

able-bodied. Thorough grower of Fruits and Flowers. Very
neat aud clean. Another man and boy in gardens . eight glass-

houses. State full particulars and wage3.—GLYNN, Seaview,
Ryde.

GARDENER and WIFE WANTED, without
children, in an Orphanage, qualified to teach Boys and

Manage Greenhouse. Grounds, Kitchen Garden, Horses. Pigs,

&c To have charge of a House with Boys. Wife must be
motherly, and able to do Plain Cooking. Will receive board,
lodging, washing, medical attendance, and £40 per annum.

—

Apply SECRETARIES, Homes fjr Little Boys, 25, Holborn
Viaduct, London, E.C.

WANTED, GARDEN ERj and WIFE, to
live on the Premises.—Must have good knowledge of

Greenhouse and Market Work.—Apply by letter, ststing ability
and other particulars to FLORI3T, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

ANTED, FOREMAN and PROPA-
QATOR for Greenhouse Department; a successful

Propagator of soft-wooded and greenhouse plants, Al-o to
act as Salesman.—Apply, 6tatlDg where last employed, and
wages required, to JXO, JEFFERIE9 axd SON, Royal
Nurseries Cirencester,

FERN GROWER.— WANTED, a young
Man capable of Growing and Raising Ferns from spores.

—State age aad wages required, and where labt employed, to
TURNER BROS., Nurserymen, Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, a MAN, with good knowledge
of Nur&ery Work, well up in the Propagation of

Shrabs, Fruit Trees, &c , for general O itside Work, who can
turn his hand to Glazing and Painting Good w«ge given to
a handv and steady man, with gooo refe?eites

—

a pply to
E. PLOWMAN AMD SON, Market Harborough, Leicestershire.

WANTED, AT ONCE, an industrious MAR-
RIED MiN, who understands Planting Treed and

Shrubs, on a new estate laying out for building. Good cjttage
and garden ; wages 17s, per week.—All particulars to GEO.
BOLTON, Nurseries, Buntingford, Herts.

WANTED, for Hawkestone Gardens, JOUR-
NEYMAN, for general work Inside and Out. State

wages and references; no bothy.—PR1TCHARD &, SONS,
Nurserymen, Shrewsbury.

WANTED, a strong, active young MAN fer
the Houses; must have had good experience in the

cultivation of Fruit. Wages 16s. per week and Bothy. State
age aud references to W. CONNELLY, Rhode Hill Gardens,
Lyme Regis.

WANTED, an active, steady young MAN, as
CLERK, in a large Provincial Sied Warehouse. —Full

particulars to HARRISON & SONS, Mtrket Place Leicester.

WANrED,for the Office, an ORDER CLERK
who has been used to the disoatch of goods. Hours

from six to six.—SiNDER axd CO., St. Albans.

MURSERY CLERK.—WANTED, a MAR-
A.1 RIED MAN, with a thorough knowledge of the Nursery
Business, capable to take charge of Ledgers aud Invoice work,
with Correspondence; house provided- Write, stating age,
salary required, reference*, and full particulars, to—WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
in a London Wholesale Seed Warehouse.—Apply by

letter to S , Messrs. Nutting & Sons, 108, Southwark St., S.E.

WANT PLACES*
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATION'S.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to £11

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners, Farm- Bailiffs, Foresters, &c
DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are

always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the
highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chesteb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSA N D E R and CO. can recommend
• several highly qualified aud eoergetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENER3, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no
family; twenty years' thorough experience in large

Gardens. Land and Stock if required. Leaving'when tuited.
—R. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36 ; highest
recommendations from past and present employers, to

whom references may be made. Life experiecce in Early aid
Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables, and the rou-
tine of large Gardening Establishments. Three years in pre-
sent situation as general Fortman.— G. LILLEY, Shipley Hall,
Derby.

GARDENER (Head).—Advertiser, having
had charge of large girdens, growing first-class Cut

Flowera and Fruit for Market many years, is open to treat
with a Gentleman intending to Grow largely tji Market.
Roee3, Carnations, Grapes, Peaohes, Cucumbers. Tomato*,
Strawberries, Mushrooms. Sec. Good references.—E. DENKING,
Posbrooke Gardens, Titchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34, married;
Scotchman.—A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetlo man as above. Eighteen years' expe-
rience in all branches of Gardening; nearly four years ia
present situation. Leaving through death of employer.

—

The FOREMAN, Chester's Gardens, Humghaugb, Northum-
berland,
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JOHN SMITH, Head Gardknkr, Ballikin-
fj rain Castle, Balfron, N.B., will be diBenRHKed on Novem-
ber 28. and will be «lad to hear of a situation. Thoroughly
practical in all departments. Well recommended.

GARDENER (Hkad), married, age 37.—
W. A. KlNiJ, eight years aa Head Gardener to the lale

John Whitehall Stevens, Esq., Oheltley, Liphook, is opon to
engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring a thoroughly
practical man in all branches ; life experience ; leaviDg through
estate being sold ; highest testimonials and reference.—Address,
W. A. KING, Hill Farm, Chanfield, near Wichhnm Market,
Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30. J. Moffatt,
Head Gardener, Nutrield Priory, can with (he greatest

confidence recommend Henry Green to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a good all-round man, Has been Foreman here for
over four years. Reference permitted to Mrs. JOSHUA
FIELDEN. Nuttkld Priory, Red Hill, Surrey.

nARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
VT BAILIFF; age 35, married, one child, age 6.

—

W. Goldsmith, until recently Gardener to Mar Michaelia.
Esq , Tandridge Court, Oxted, is open to an engagement
with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thoroughly practical man. Life experience in all branches of
the profession, gained in some of the leading establishments in
the country. A hitainer. Highest testimonials and references.
—WALTER GOLDSMITH, Great Bookham, Leatherhead.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 30; fifteen
years' practical experience in a)l branches. Great satis-

faction given to previous and present employers in well-kept
Gardens. Goud characters. Highly recommended by present
employer. Abstainer.— G. CLARIDGE, Claie Cottage, Mill
Hill, N.W.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 30, single.
Thoroughly competeut in all branches. Life experience.

Well-up in Stove and Greenhouse Plants. &o. ; Early and Late
Forcing—M.. Manor House. Acton. London. W.

G~~
ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places.

Good Fruit and Plant Grower, nnd good all-round man. Ex-
cellent characters. Grass Land and Stock. Now disengaged.
—JAMES SHILLING. Brook Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
mariied, one child. A.GentTeman strongly recommends

his gardener, who has been in his employ four years, to any
Gentleman requiring a steady fir&t-cla i s man in Fruit. Vege-
table, Orchids, Sfxive and Greenhouse Plants, Stock and
Poultry.—ROFFEY, Middle Lam, Teidington.

ARDENER (Hkad Working).—Age 35,
married, one child ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches. Ten years* character as Head.—H. J. WILLIAMS,
21, Little Russell Street, Bloom«bury. London.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 27,
married, no family; thorough practical experience in

all branches Good references. Abstainer, — A. WHITE,
Moor Park. Farulmuj. No circulars.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married; Advertiser seeks an engagement with Lady

or Gentleman requiring a thorough good all-round practical
and reliab'e man. Excellent rharacter and references.

—

J. KEMP, 121, Gladstone Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 30,
married ; fourteen years' practical experience with

Vines, Peaches, Melons, Mushrooms, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Highly recommended.—E. S.,

30, Prospect Road, Child's HillJ, Hendon, N.W.

X^Q for information leading to appointment
<^ fJ as GARDENER cHead Working).— Life-experience

;

successful exhibitor. Good character.—W. CROOK, 63, Wa-
rden Lane. N.W.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Understands Early and Late Forcing,

Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables. No family. Wife a good
Laundress. — GARDENER, Ystrad-house, Ystrad Mynach,
Cardiff.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).

—Age 20, married, no family ; life experience. Four
and a half years' good character from last situation.—C, W.,
London House, Toddington, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 24 ; Scotch ; married

;
good experience

;

total abstainer.— S. RIGBY, The Abbey, North Berwick, N.B.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
Age 27 ; twelve years' experience in all branches. Seven

years in present situation.—W., The Gardens, Busbridge Hall,

Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
one or two are kept).—Age 26, mariied when suited

;

thoroughly practical, experienced in all branches. References
kindly allowed to Mr. G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,
Maidstone.—T. N , Water Farm, Smeeth, Ashford, Kent.

G^
ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 27

;

JT situation wanted by a young man. Well up in Orchids,

9tove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen Garden, Ac Good
testimonials. Married, no encumbrance.— 0., 9, St. Faith's

Villas, Ebner 8treet. Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER (Under), in a good establish-
ment.—Age 23; two and a half years' good reference.

—JOHNSON, Jun,, Shipton, Market Weighton,

To Growers of Fruit. Cut Flowers. &c.^

MANAGER.—Advertiser, many years' expe-
rience in First-class Market Growing. U opoa to treat

as above With a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for

Market. First-class Cut Flowers, Fruit, Tomatos, Cucumbers,
Plants. &c. Well up in routine of Loniioa and Provincial
Markets. Highest references. — ENERGY, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER, or MUST HAND, m English
Nursery. — Young man, age 20, French ; Highest

Diplomas, Flowers, Fruit, & Vegetable Culture.—SCHEPENS,
113, Rue Faubourg Roubaix, Lille, France.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age 23,
nine years' practical experience, requires situation as

UNDER MANAGER, or to Manage Small Branch (Provincial
preferred). Good references. — SAUNDERS, 4, North Road,
Highgate, N.

WORKING MANAGER or FOREMAN —
Twenty-tivo yeara' experience in all Departments,

London and Provincial. PlaDS and Estimates for Landscape
Gardening. Life Abstainer.—F. OFFORD, Eastgate Nursery,
Peterboro'.

UOREMAN, or MANAGER.—Fifteen years'
A. experience; Cucumbers, Tomat03. Grapes, Mushrooms,
&c. Four years as Foreman present place.—H. R., 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN or MANAGE R. —Life experienoe
in Market Nurseries. Grapes, Tomatos, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, Plants. Cut Flowers, Ferns. Forcing Bulb*. Lily

of the Valley, &C.--W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General Working).—Age 40

;

twenty-five years' experience in four leading nurseries.

Thoroughly understands Roses , Climbers, Trees and Shrub?,

Florists' Flower?, stc. ; Management of Men; also executing

of Orders. Good Salesman. Highest references.— FORttMAN,
Mr. Driver, Newsagent, Waltham Cross, N.

FOREMAN.—Age 24; experienced in all

branches, including Orchids. For the last three years at

Chatsworth. Seven years' previous good character. — C.

HARWOOD. The Gardens, Chatsworth.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26, to any Gardener in want tf

an energetic man.—Ford Manor Gardens. Lingfield, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN.—Age 31 ; well acquainted with

General Market Routine for Pot.3 , Cut Bloom, aud Fruit.

Exceptional reference from, present employer. Would take
entire charge. Business changing hands.—B. S. W., 4l, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 26
;

good experience in
Plant and Fruit Houses, and General Routine of Gar-

dening. Good references.—W. CAFFYN, 15, Stafford Road,
South Beddington, Wallington, Surrey,

FOREMAN, Inside, age 26.—Life experience
iu Plants. *nd Fruit. Well recommended.—WHEELER,

Blackmere End, Kimpton, Welwyn, Herts.

OREMAN and GROWER for small Nursery.
Well up in Graphs, Cucumbers, Tomatos. Palms, Ferns,

Cut Flowers, &c. -J. H\, 9, Lockinvar Street, Balham.S.W.

OREMAN. -Age 25. Wm. Lewis, Gar-
dener to Thos. Oliverson. East Sutton Park, Staplehurst,

Kent, highly recommends R. Bathford as above. Seven years'

practical experience.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Four een years' expe-
rience, chiefly under Glass. Well up in Plant and Fruit

Houses. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse, West-
well, Ashford, Kent.

OREMAN or MANAGER in Market Garden,
twenty years' experience; thoroughly understands the

business; good references.—WILLIAM HOLLINGTON, 76,

Wellealey Road, Gunnersbury.

FOREMAN (Working).—First-class at Vines,
TomatOB, Cucumbers, Plants and Cut Stuff for Market or

otherwise; the highest of Testimonials.—WILLIAMS. Com-
mercial Buildings, Heaton Lane, Stockport.

GROWER, or Under.—Age 25; ten years
experience in London Nurseries, among general Soft-

wood and Foliage Plants, Ferns, Roses, &c—G. S., 2, Genista
Road, Angel Road, Edmonton,

OURNEYMAN, Inside.— Situation wanted,
by a young Man well up in his work. Six years'

experience, and excellent references.—F. WILLIAMS, The
Gardens, Croome Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

JOURNEYMAN.—Strong, aotive, and of good
character. Been under me six years. Desires situation

Inside and Out.—Mr. LEACH, Albury Park Gardens, Guildford.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in the Houses.—
Age 23 ; can be highly recommended by previous em-

ployers. Bothy preferred,—W. JEFFERIS, Horseport, Fordiog-

brldge, Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under Foreman.

—

Young man (age 19). seeks situation. Strong, aotive,

Abstainer. Three yearB* expedience in large garden. Excel-

lent references.—Y. X.. 41. Wellington 9treet, Strand, W,0,

JOURNEYMAN (Inside and Out).—Age 10.

—G. SQUIBBS, Gardener to the Dowager Lady William
Wynne, will be pleased to recommend David Rogers as above.

Hard-working, honest, and steady. Four years experience.

—Ioangedwyn Gardens, Oswestry.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Garden.—Age 18
;

four yearo' experienr* Inside and Out.—T. GREGORY,
6, Trinity Road. East Finchley. N.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
—Age 23; seven years' exp:rience.—HiRRIS. 27%

Menia Street, Birkenhead.

£5

nro HEAD GARDENERS.—Mr. Roberts,
JL Prestwoad Ha'l Gardens, Stourbridge, can confidently
recommend Walter Besnf/it, age 22. as Journeyman.
Active, willing, and obliging. Two years under glass.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Mr. Robert
Smith, F.R.H.S.. wishes to find an opening in a good

Garden fur an active, well-educated Youth (age 19j. desirous of
acquiring a practical knowledge of Horticulture in all its

branches. A reasonable sum as Premium would be raid to any
competent Head Gardener, willing to give the Youth the
necessary instruction. Small salary only expeet>--i. Mr. Smith
will gladly answer any enquiries. —Address, Brad well Villas,

Bishop Street, Shrewobury.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — J. Stankish,
and Co. can confideatly recommend a young Man

(age 22) aa Journeyman. Active, williog, obliging. Five
years experience under Glass.— Royal Nurseries. A»cot.

TMPROVER.—Age 18; Gardener's son seeks
JL situation as above. Good character.— H. S., Mr. Sait,
The Gardens, Oaklands. Cosham, Hants'.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out; age 19.—
G. Woop, Gardener to W. Grosvenor Jennings, Esq.,

Beamhurst Hall. Uttoxeter, wishes to recommend a ttrong
active youth as above. Four years' good character,

*£ PREMIUM. — Situation wanted for a
strong, willing Lad, age 17, as IMPROVER under

Gardener. Two years and a half cool character.— Address,
HERBERT KEYWOOD. B, amber, Beeding. Sussex.

IMPROVER.—Age 24 ; seeks situation in a
Nursery, has been used to growing Cucumbers. Tomatos,

aud Out-door stuff, and twelve months in a nursery outside.—
Cobnor House, Chidham, near Emsworth. Hank1

.

TMPROVER, Indoors and Out.—Mr. Wabd,
A Stoke Edith Gardens, Hereford, would be glad to recom-
mend a young Man, age 20

;
good character.—Apply as above.

£Q —Wanted to place industrious Youth
*-)• (age 19), as IMPROVER, under Head Gardener's

tuition. Good knowledge of the work. Midland or West.
Above, or any reasonable bonus offered.—VICAR, Fenn's,
Whitchurch, Salop.

O GARDENERS, &c—Situation wanted in
Greenhouses ; three years' Nursery experience ; Plants

and Fruit. Age 18 —BENNETT, Ivanhoe, Worthing.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c—Situation wanted,
by a respectable man ; well up in Ferns, and the

general rou'ine of Market Nurseries. Eleven years' expe-
rience; gojd references.—H. BALDWIN, 6, Green Street,
Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Man, age 24, requires
situation in Market Nursery. Used to Bulb forcing and

general Nursery work. Nine years' experience ; good cha-
racter.—A. P., 21, Park End, Bromley, Kent.

T~~O NURSERYMEN, &c. — Young man
(age 25), well up in Cucumbere, Tomato?, Mushrooms,

Grapes, Peaches. Pot Stuff, and general routine of Mirket
Nursery.—F. SMITH, 1=9, Bonchurch Road. Hassocks.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
a young man, age 21; used to general Nursery Work.

Seven years' good character.—F. S., 2, Cecil Road, Graveaend.

TO NURSERYMEN and SEEDSMEN.—Son
of a (late) Nurseryman is open to a permanent engage-

ment. Age 26. Would tik« charge, or ho'd any responsible
positiou. Thorough know ledge of all branches.—CONSTANT,
41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

SITUATION WANTED by first-rate Man, of
extensive and varied experience in lartie establishments,

and in the details of all departments of horticulture. Accus-
tomed to strictly economic and systematic management.
Unimpeachable character from present and previous employers.
Age 37, married, one child.—GARDENER, 3, City Road,
Chester.

SHOPMAN.]— Ten years' experience in all

branches of the Seed Trade. Good references.—H. J.,

Messrs. Watkins & Simpson, Exeter St., IStrand, London, W.C.

Seed Trade.
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 21 ; five

years' experience in good Scotch firm, in all branches.
Good references.— J. T., 1, Lady Somerset Boad, Kentish Town.

^ppd Tryi_rip

SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT.—Twelve years'
experience in all departments of the trade. Firat-clasa

eferenoes.—BEGONIA, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, London.

MAN'S INGRATITUDE. - We have it on
Shakapesre'i authority, that the winter wind is not

more unkind than man'* Ingratitude, In many cases this is

unfortunately only too true. Th--re are time*, h jwever, when
the benefit received is no great that ingratitude becomes im-
possible. When life la rendered a burdei to us byaickntaj,
and someone oomea and restores us to healtb, we wbomd be baas
Indeed to feel ungrateful. Tbua millions are to-day grateful

to HOLLOWAVS PILLS and OINTMENT, which have cured
them of all stomach and liver troubles, banished headache,
flatulency, indigestion, and low spirits, and cleared their

ayatemsof gout, rheumatism, sciatica, and all similar ailments

,
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES. PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by experience 1 workmen in any part of the country.

No. 73 SPAN-TOOF GARDEN FRAME.

Cucumber ) 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/6

Frame Lights 1 6 ft. by 4ft..TJnpainted & Unplazed.ea. 5/-

BOILEaS of ALL MAKES and SIZES
Supplied at Cheapest Rates.

LISTS FSEE.

OUR CELEBRATED No. iCHECK END BOI LER
No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6 feet by 4 feet. I QHcj

Similar to Vo- 75. with two liffbts. ( O \J S .

"WRITE FOR CATALOGUES.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 feet £3 10

SPAS, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10
Carnage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

CARRIAGE PAID
on all Orders of 40s. value to
any goods station in England

and Wales; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

W. COOPER, Ltd
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS

The Origejai, Ixtextors of Cheap Greenhouses,
i) The Largest Steam Horticulturai, Works rs the World,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E,
Isspectioh Istited.

1000 Houses In stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition
(100 000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, is Now Ready.
We shall have much pleasure in

forwarding to every person one
post - free on application. This

List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
sand pounds to produce. &&&*
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
utthe latest.

Chrysanthemums

.

HCANNELL and SONS, whose Colleotion
• is well known to be the largest, completest, best kept,

and most interesting is in splendid bloom, a number of entirely

new shapes and colours of great promise, and of the Swanley
Dwarf Type, which are considered an acquisition. All are

incited to see our magnificent house, 160 feet long by 25 feet

wide—a glow of colour.

SWANLEY, KENT.

"POYAL SOVEREIGN."— Laxton's grand
At new early STRAWBERRY, guaranteed true. Very fine

strong runners, 12s. 6<f. per 100, 2s. Sd. per doz. Price per 1000

on application.—T. KIME, Mareham-le-Fen, Bostofi, Lines.

NOTICE.—All who want Carnations, Wall-
flowers, and Bulbs of all kinds at unheard-of prices, send

for my list.—G. F. LETTS, West Haddon, Rugby.

CARNATIONS— Self colours a special feature.

Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var ,
good stuff, ready

for flowering. Pots, 12s. to 18*. per doz. ; blush var., 9s. to 12s.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Laxton's Noble
and others. 2s. 6d. per 100. Carriage paid ; cash with

order.—W. CAVILL, Penally, R.S.O.. Pembroke-hire.

MILLER'S HYACINTH BULBS, of finest

quality, produce the largest and best flowers. Grand
Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick of Holland, 5s. id. doz. ; named
choice Hyacinths, for pots or glasses, all large, first-class bulbs,

3s. id. dor, j Hyacinths for beds or pots, in separate colours,

splendid flowering bulbs, 2s. 3d. doz., 15s. 6d. per 100: mixed
Hyacinths, all beautiful colours, really good bulbs, Is. 8<f. doz.,

lis. 6fX per 100. Orders 10s. upwards carriage paid.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS for SPRING
Bedding.

SUTTONS' INIMITABLE BEDDING
HYACINTHS.—Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet, Blue and

Pure White, each per dozen, 4s. ; per 100, 28s. W. G. Mar-
shall, Esq , Norton Manor, says ;—" The effect produced by
your Hyacinths last year at my entrance-gates was the talk of

the neighbourhood."

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON and SONS, TEE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

To Chrysanthemum Exhibitors.

TIDY'S Patent CUP and TUBE is the Best.
Send for Circular and Sample, free Is. 3d,

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W, E. TIDY, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from W.RU9HFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds; or

from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen. France.

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the. First and Third Thursday in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Catalogues on application.

Important to Plasters.

T C. WHEELER & SON'S AUTUMN CATA-
t) • LOGUE of Fruit Trees, Roses, Forest Trees. Evergreens.

Vines, &c, for this season, is now ready, illustrated and full of

information as to the most profitable varieties to grow, and the

best time to plant them, fO' warded, post-free, on application.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Kingsholm Nursery, Gloucester.

nf. C\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J'

l
\J\)\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : lain,

to 15 in , at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per K ;

18 in. to 21 in , at 55s per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76». per 100
;

25 in. to 4) in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., nt 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLART, Goldstone, Brighton.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at

Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant*,

Southgate. N. Established 1797.

H ENRY RIDES, Salbsman,
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Promptcash.

Central

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or BeddiDg Geraniums.

F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES nice young Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

20s ™ 100, free on rail.-WILLIAM WHITBLBY, The

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, UxbridgB.

YACINTHS —We have a Surplus Stock of

the Finest-named Exhibition Varieties, which we will

clear out at less thau cost price, being 25 per cent, off our

present 10 "catalogue prices. Grand Bulbs, and the pick of

the Great Haarlem Exhibition.

POPE AND SONS, Florists, Birmingham.

W"ANTED
— CYPRIPEDIUM 1XSIGNK,

VILL09UM, LEEANUM. SPICERIANnM. and

LATHOMIANUM in exchange for NEW PLANTS and

ORCHIDS. Customer's own selection.

SANDER. ST. ALBANS.

W^X^fED^icTof STANDARD BRIARS
per 1000.-M. J. PAYNE, late English A Co., Cl»n<

Nurseries, Clevedon.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BUL8 CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, f-»e on application.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

PLANT NOW for SPRING FLOWERING.'
—Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Snowdrops, Aconites.

Narcissi. &c. Bebt qualities oaly. at lowest rates. BULB
CATALOSUE, No. 453, free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PJEOXIES,
PYRETHRUMS, Gaillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

EARLY PROLIFIC PLUM.—A fine batch
of feathered trees, with very fibrous roots. Price accord-

ing to quantity. Buyers of all kinds of fruit tkees would
do well to call or write for estimate.

WILL TAYLEE, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

GERMAN or FLAG IRIS (Orchid Rivals),
best time to plant. First Prize Eoyal Botanic. Only

the finest, strong, healtby planta. Very cheap. Twelve dit-

tinct, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 4s. 6d. ; or mixed, Ss., }\js. 6d. and
15s. per 100. Choice DAFFODILS, HYACINTHS, HARDY
PLANTS, &.c. Over forty Medals awarded. Catalogue free.

COLLINS and CO., 39, Waterloo Eoad, London.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs, Muir, and many otner leading varietiea.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Cnmie de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For liata and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR, The London Nursery, 4, Maids Vale, London. W.

MUSHROOM SPAWN, 2*. per bushel
(16 cakes). Wiih instructions for use. Established

I

ELPHICK and ALLEN. Beacon-field Bom, WUlesde i.

IOLETS—Marie Louise. Grand stuff. Full
cf bloom buds. Prepared for frame?, 2s. per dozen.

T. OLDHAM, Sfioughton, Leicester.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 beat selling aorta, 13*. 100 ; ditto lar^e, in 48's, 10 beet

Belling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100. 60s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 4i$"s, (or cutting, 6s. and S*. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100; Aralias, 10s.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilieas. Begonia-, Solanuoas, in

4S'e. 6s. doz. ; Marguerites Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom,

in 4S's, 9s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardiaa,

and Erica hyemalia, 12s. doz. Lis te free. Packed free. Cash
with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Lough-
borough Junction, London, S.W.

A SPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,

XX. splendid roots, 12s. 6d. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

16s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK. Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

E E S O N ' S AI~A N U R E,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills. Sheffield.

V

B
By Special Appointment

To H.B.H. THK Pbixck OF WiLKI.

MACKENZIE and M ON CUR, Limited,
HOTUOi.SK BD1LDKK9 * HKATl.Vd ExtJISEIKs. Edin-

burgh, London, and Glaagoiv. Plana and Estimate* (or all

kinds of Horticultural Building*. Pavilions, Summer Hou-«-s

and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

LOXDQX OmCE:—40. CAMDEX BOAD. X.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders

• to Her MajeetT. H.B.H. the Prince of Walas. H.M.
Government. Admiralty Deot.. War Dept.. Boyal Hort. Soc..

Boyal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings. PatanUe* of

Duple* Upright Tubular Boilers. Kin*'. Bond. Chel>-

'.Addreas, ,, Hortulanu3. London." Telephone, N.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRI
Horticultural Auctioneers and ValuerB,

CENTRAL AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOB ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY. POST ON APPLICATION.

Wlckford, Essex.

FREEHOLD LAND, 2 to 40 acre Lots, for Market Gardening,
Fruit Growing, and Re-sale in Plots; almost adjoining
station on direct Soathend line.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL bj AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard.

London, E.C. on TUESDAY NEXT, Nop. 5, at 2 o'clock, in 12
Lots, valuable FREEHOLD ESTATES, of about 223 acres, sub-
divided into lots of from. 2 to 40 acres, and known as the
Beeches and Bridge House Farm, possessing extensive front-
ages to the main London and parish roads, offering numerous
fine sites for development into Building Plots, several enclo-
sures of fine Pasture Land, two capital Residences, with gardens,
two Cottages, numerous Buildings, and enclosures of good
Arable Lsnd suitable for Market (gardening, Fruit Growing,
Poultry Farms, &c.

Miy be viewed any day prior to the Sale, Particulars and
plnns m*y he had at the Castle Hotel, Wickford; of Messrs.
GODWIN iXD SON, Solicitors, 51 and 52. Wool Exchange,
Coleman Street, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers and Land
Agents, 67, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Brentford, Middlesex.

Yaluhb'e FREEHOLD MARKET NURSERY, airuate in a
splendid Fruit-growing district, about 1^ miles from
Coven t Garden MarRet. For Sile with possession.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard,

London, EC, on TUESDAY NEXT, Nov 5. at 2 o'clock, the
Freehold Property known as the EALING PARK NURSERY,
Windmill R-ad, Brentford, comprising 2S Greenhouses, con-
taining a total superficial area of over 24 000 fee% the whole
heated by more than 5601 feet of hotwater-piping, with 6
boilers and stokeholes; Stabling and Sheds; also, about 1800
feet-run of Brick-wall for Fruit-culture; the entire property
comprising an area of about la. Or. 36p.

Particulars and conditions of Sale may be had at the Mart

;

of Messrs. RUSTON. CLARK and RUSTON, Solicitors, 29. Essex
Street Strand. W.C., and at Brentford ; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, 67 and &8 t Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, S.E.—Without Reserve.
IMPORTANT SALE of FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL

TREES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Burnt Ash

Hill Nu -series, Lee, Kent, S.E.. close to the Lee Station,
S. E. Ry_, on TUESDAY NEXT, Nov. 5. at 12 o'Clock. by
order of Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons, 10,000 FRUIT and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, fine clean-grown stuff, in great variety and
capital condition for removal, comprising 2000 Standard
Apples, in all the best kinds; 2000 Pyramid and Dwarf-
trained Plums. Pears, and Cherries; Dwarf trained Peach«s
and Nectarines; 500 fine Limes. 8 to 10 feet; 500 Double
Scarlet and other Thorns, 300 Double Cherries, 500 Lilacs,
Deciduous Shrubs in variety, Berberis, liOi) Standard and
Dwarf Bo.es of the finest sorts, &c.

Miy be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
at the Nurseries, also at the Seed Shop, 61, High Street,
Lew,sham ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside.
London, E.C.

Woking, Surrey.

THREE DAYS' SALE of valuable and thriving NURSERY
STOCK, which has been carefully prepared for removaL
By order of Mr. R. Collyer.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Cart Hou»e

Lane Nurseries. Woking Surrey, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
Nov. 6. and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day:
2000 English Yews, 2 to 5 feet, several hundreds of Cupressus,
Thujas, and others, for hedges, screens. &c. ; 100 splendid
Specmen Gold and Silver Hollies, with 2 to 5 feet stems, and
growth of from 15 to 25 years ; 3000 Common Green Hollies.
1 to 8 feet; Hybrid and Ponticum Rhododendrons, well set
with buds; thousands of Standard Ornamental Trees for
Avenue and Street Planting, immense quantities of small
Shrubs, for potting and growing-on ; 1000 Standard and Half-
standard Roses, 6000 Standard and Pyramid Apples and
Plums, most of them Fruit-bearing Trees ; Flowerin* Shrubs,
in great variety; 70.000 Manetti Stocks, 10,000 Apple
Stocks. &c.

Luncheon will be provided to intending purchasers. The
Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Catalogues mav be obtained on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers. 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms. 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C. EVERT DAY. at 12 o'clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIP3,
CBOCUS. NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted
to suit the Trade and Private Bayers.

Also ROMAN HYACINTHS. LILIUM CANDIDUM, SNOW-
DROPS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

IMPORTANT

SALE OF ORCHIDS,
Chester Park, Fishponds, Bristol.

About Half-a-Mile from Fishponds Station (M.B.), and
Three Miles from Bristol.

NOVEMBER 6, 189 5.

The well-known

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS
Formed by the late JAMES CRISPIN, Esq., F.B.H.S.,

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION,
Without the Slightest Reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late

Mr. Ja<*es Crispin to *ELL by A'JCTCON, on the Premises,
CaESTEri PARK. FISHPONDS, on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 6,
at 12 o'Clock precisely, without the least reserve —

The well-known COLLECTION OF ORCHID3,
Comprising amongst others :—

Odontoglossum Alexandra, Cypripedium Seedlings
the very best varieties

,, Pescitorei

,, Londesborouehian-im,
exceptionally fine
flowering plants

,, Ramossisicuum
,, Polyxanthum
,, Coronarinm
,, Edward l

,, TTro-Skinnerii
Oncidium niacranthum
Lycaste Skinnerii alba
La?lia Eyermanniana

,, Perrinii, fine specimen
„ elegans, receive! C.C.

Royal Hort, Soc
Cattleya Mossiffi, fine varieties

„ Rex. fine plant
,, labiata

>i RigttS Sanderiana
., aurea, fine plants
,, Uownngiana, grand

plants

Savageanum
Morganise. fine plants
vexillarium, large

plants
Charles Canham
Harrisianum superbum
iusigne Crispinianum,
with spotted sepals
and petals

villosum grandiflorum
aureum, grand variety

apiculatum, fine variety
Orphioum
Druryii
microchilum
Aahburtonio: expansum
Haynaldianum, grand
specimen

Madame Cappe
Kimballianum
macropterum
Alice
lo GrandU.

The Collection may be viewed on November 5, from 10 to
4 o'Clock, by Catalogue to be obtained from Mes-rs. CRISPIN
and SONS, Nelson Screet. Bristol ; or of Messrs. PROTHEBOE
and MORKIS, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.C.
For the convenience of Bayers attending from a distance,

Luncheon will be provided from 11 to 12 on Morning of Sale.

Normandy, near Guildford, Surrey.

The NORMANDY MANOR ESTATE, adjoining the

Wanborough Station.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (in
I'-L conjunction with MESSRS MUMFORD asd BOND)
will SELL by AUCTION, at the White Lion Hotel, Guildford,
on SATURDAY, November 16 (and not Moaday, November 11,
as previously advertised), at :i o'clock, the remaining portion
of the above VALUABLE ESTATE, in sections as follows :—
LOT.
5. Rich Herby Meadows
6. Pasture Land
7. Fertile Arable Land
8. Fruit Farm

a. r. p.
5 2 25
5 1 25
10 1 29
5 3 II

Valuable Building Estate, frontage 11SJ feet... 17 3 15
10. Productive Farm 53 3 17
1-'. Very Valuable Fruit Farm and Nursery, 2

Dwelling Houses. Glass and other Erections,
and Orchard Land 41 3 39

13. Cleygate Farm „. 84 18
14. Fruit and Building Lauds 10
15. Ditto ditto "'

3l)

May now be viewed. Particulars and plans, and Conditions
of Sale, may be hid on the premises, at the place of Sale and
principal Ions in Guilnford. of Messrs. PARROTT. Solicitors,
Aylesbury; Messrs. PYKE ivd PAKROTC Solicitors, 63
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. ; M»ssrs. MUMFORD isd BOND,
Auctioneers and Surveyors. Brill. Buck", and Thame, Oion -

and of Mes-rs PBOTBEROE asc MORRIS. Auctioneers and
Land Agents, 67 and 65, Cneapside, London, E C.

90,000 JAPANESE LILIES.

Immense Consignment of 28.000 LILIUM AURATCM, 44,000

LILTUM LONGIFLORUM, 17.000 LILIUM SPECIOSUM,
ALBUM, RUBRUM. KRAMERI, and MELPOMENE, and
OTHERS.—PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

"VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
^;-*- respectfully announce that they have received the
Bills of Lading for the above, consigned to them for absolute
SALE. As soon as the steamer arrives, the date will be adver-
tised, and Messrs. P. & M. will in the meantime be glad to
receive applications for Catalogues. The whole of the Bulbj
w'll be offered on one day.

Toddlngton, near Winchcombe, Gloucestershire.

Great SALE of FRUIT TREES, by order of the Toddiog^oo
Orchard Compiny, Limited, in liquidation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises. The Nurseries,

Toddington, Winchcombe, Gloucestershire, seven miles from
Ashchurcb Station (Midland Railway, and eight from Eveshim
Station (Midland and G. W. R ), on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
November 6, at 12 o'Clock precisely, in consequence of
the large number of lots, an immense quantity or. FRUIT
TBEES, including 5000 Standard and feathered PLUMS, con-
sisting of Victorias, La Deliieuse, Early Prolific, Pond's
Seedling, and other leading sorts; 300 Pyramid Pears on
Quince, 1000 Farleigh Damson* ; Apples; 40 000 Black
CURRANTS, Baldwins. Naples, Prince of Wales, and Lee's
Prolific; 3J,C000 Red CURRANTS, Raby Castle. K*d Dutch,
Red Grape, and Red Scotch; 4000 GOOSEBERRIES. Crown
Bob, Lancashire Lad, Warrington, and others ; 4000 Cob Nuts.

40,000 FOREST TREES,
including Ash, Larch. Scotch and Sprue 1* Fir?, Horse- Chest-

nuts; 300 Limes; 2o0 ARUM LILIES, in pots, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day (Sundays excepted) prior

to the Sale. Catalogues m^y be had on ihe Premises, of
Messrs. HARVEY. PiiEEN, and CO.. Chartered Accountants,
Bising House, Basiughall Street, London. E.C, and Kidde-
minster; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,
Cheapnde, London, E C.

Farnham, Surrey.

Highly Attractive and Extensive SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. S. Bide to SELL by AUCTION", with-

out reserve, on the Premises, the Rhododendron Nursery,
Badshot Lea (the lease of this Nursery having expired). ar.d at
the Home Nurseries, both at Farnham. Surrey, oa MONDAY
November IS, and FOUR FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'CI ck
precisely each day, about 30,000 RHODODENDROM PONTI-
CUM, li to 4 feet, fine bushy plants, remarkably well set with
flower buds; 40,000 FKUIT TREES, including 6,000 2-year
Apples, a wonderfully fine lot, grown on old hopland ; many
thousands of other Fruit Tree* ; 10 000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses; 100,000 FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, con-
sisting of thousands of Spruce. Austrian and other Firs, Larch,
Ash, Quick, Birch, Chestnuts. &c. ; 10,000 Border Shrubs, iu
rich assortment, planted in specimen bjiders half-a-mile long,
and all in fine condition for removal ; and al'O many thousands
of Evergreen, Comferae and Deciduou* Shrubs.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. S. Bide at the Alma Nurseries. Farnham. Surrey,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C.

Monday and Thursday Nest.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, as follows, at 12 o'Clock.
MONDAY NEXT, November 4. —A consignment from

Belgium, consisting of Azaleas, Pa'mp, Dracienas. &c , Hardy
Perennials, and other plants and bulbs ; Eoglish-grown Lilies,
400 standard, half-standard, and Dwarf Rose-, 50 lots of Green-
house Ferns, Tuberoses, Narcissus, &c.
THURSDAY NEXT, November 7.—300 Azalea molls, 100 A.

indica. 100 Camellias, 30 Laurestinus, and 80 Rhododendrons
from Belgium ; 50 lots of Specimen Exhibition Pmnts in grand
condition, inc'udiog Palms, Cycas, Crotons and Fern?, Narci--
sus; 400 standarl, half-standard and Dwarf Ro=es, hardy plants
and bulbs, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday next.

1000 SOPHRONITI3 GRANDIFLORA,
500 ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM ROGERS1I. and

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM
(Pacho type),

from Messrs. Fred. Horsman & Co.

Also 100 lots special CTPRIPEDIU11S, frcm Hie colleclioo
of E. I. Measures, Esq., 100 lota of ODONTOGLOSSUM
GRANDE, 100 lots of IMPORTED and 200 lots cf E>TAB.
LISHED ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT
November S, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By order of W. L. Lewis aub Co., Souihgate.

L-ffiLIA ELEGANS,
Specially selected by cur collector from a native Fazenderos

Verandas.

CATTLEYA SCHOFIELDIANA (true),
in line condition.

CATTLEYA VELUTINA
and

CATTLEYA SCHILLEEIASA,
All in the best possible health and condition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAT,

November 8, at half-patt 12 o'Clock.

On view morniDg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MB^^^HH
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SALES by AUCTION.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Salea nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Room», 3S, King Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day, at half-past 12 o'clock, first-class

conagnmrntaof Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and oiher BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

PLANTS, BULBS, LILIUMS.
A Consignment of 500 Azalea lndlca and mollis well

furnished with Flower-buds. A v-iriety of DrtA^JE" AS,
LATANI4 BORBONICA. CORYPHAS and other PaLMS,
and various small DECORATIVE PLANTS, just received
from Uhent.

An Importation from Holland, Including a Choice
AssOoTUENl' of small, well-grown ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS, for in or out-door cultivation.

A Small Surplus Stock of well-grown English
PALMS, and other PLANTS.

1,000 Choice named Standards, Half - Standards,
UWuF CLIMBING, and other ROSES, from a successful
German grower, comprising a fine variety of well-
knowu sorts.

7500 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowns, just
received.

5000 Spirseaa of sorts, Dielytra spectabile, Lilinms,
la variety.

209 Dwarf Roses from an English Nursery.
:t}0 CUKK4.M' and GO03E8RKKY TKEGS.

Several thousand Early Forcing BULBS from France. LILIUM
HARRISI. L. CANDIDUM. L UMBELHTUM. and
others; FRFE<IA REFRACTA ALBA ANEMONES, &c.

A SPECIAL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS,
comprising moit of the best sorts, specially selected for

Glass and Pot Culture. Grent variety of TULIPS,
CROCUSES, rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, &c.

lV/fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
1VL AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street, Covent
Garden. W.C.. on WEDNESDAY NEXT. November 6, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dorking Nurseries.
Close to (he Stations on L.B. Si. s.C and S.E. Railwajs.

UNRESERVRD CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises as above, by order of

the Trustees under a Deed of Assignment, on MONDAY,
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, Nov. 4, 5. and 6, 1895- at hilf-

past 11 o'clock on eich day, the whole of the NURSERY
STOCK : Specimen Variegated Hollies, Piceas, Golden and
Irish Yewo, Erecta Viridis, Retinospoias, Thujas and Cupressus,
Auriearias, Junipers, Laburnums, Silver Elms, Scarlet Ches-
nuts, Double Pink and White Thorns. Almonds. Variegated
Maples, &c, Pair of Large Specimen Magnolia Soulargeana,
2500 Standard, Dwarf and Bush Roses, 500 Rhododendrons, 400
Aucubas, 100J selected Border Shrubs. 100 Golden Elders. 1400
Thujas. 1400 Green and Variegated Hollies, Retinosporas,
Arbor-Vit*. Cedar Deodara, Berberis of Sorts. Cryptomeria
elegans. 6( Pinus Austriaca, Cembra and Excelsa ; 630 Golden
and Common Yewe Abies Douglasi. Spruce and Scotch Firs,

Piceas of Sorts, 4000 Larch, iOOO Quick, 4500 Laurels and
Portugal Laurels. 40C0 Handsworth and Variegited Box,
4000 Privet Ovalifolium ; 850 Dwarf trained Standard and
Pyramid APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES, 250
young Mulberries, Quinces and Medlars, Cob Nuts, Filberts,

Raspberries. Gooseberries. Red, White and Black Currants
;

also a large quantity of Drumhead and Garden Cabbage
Plants. Strawberry, Asparagus, Seakale and Rhubarb Plants
and Celery, Brooms, Virginian Creepers, Ampelopsis Veitchii,
Pawnies. Iris, Ivies. Wistaria, Marie Louise Violets, Carna-
tions. The Forest Trees, Limes, Abele, Canadian. Balsam, and
Italian Poplars, Silver Birch. Maple, Oak, Ash. &c, &c. ;

5 Span Roof Hot and Cold Houses, \i Lean-to Greenhouses,
3 Dwarf Span Houses, 4 Ranges of Hot and Cold Pits, Box-
frames. Hand-light?, Garden Tools, and Flower Pots; also a
large collection of Hothouse and Greenhouse Plant.*, Heaths,
Azaleas,' Chrysanthemums, Bouvardias, Pteris, Maidenhair
Ferns, Lilies, Camellias, Solanums, Primulas, Begonias,
Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Palms, Dracaenas, Cyperus and
Ferns, Coelogyne crititata, Dendrobiums. Cypripedium, Fine
L^pugeria alba, Passiflora, and a pair of fiDe Palmy.
Catalogues may now be obtained at the place of Sale, at the

Hotels in the neighbouring Towns; and of the Auctioneers,
18, High Street, Dorking, and en Fridays at Leatherhead.

Sale of Monuments, Architectural and Garden
Ornaments. &c.

MESSRS. HORNE,bON, and EYERSFIELD
have received instructions from M. W. Johnson, retir-

ing from business, to SELL by AUCTION on the premises,
Nos.363and 379, Euston Road. N.W. on THURSDAY, Nov. 21,
at Twelve o'clock precisely, the Extensive Stock, comprising
Marble, Stone, and Granite Monuments, Crosses, Granite
Obelisk 22 feet 6 inches high, two Marble Chimney-pieces,
quantity of Ornamental Vases. Fountains, Mortars, Models,
Moulds, sundry pieces of marble and stone, Working Plant,
Endless Pulley (to carry 1 tons), set of Sheer Legs, also Draw-
ings. Photographs. &c.
May be viewe-i two dajs previous, and Catalogues had (when

ready) on the premise?, and of HORNE, SON, and EVERS-
FIELD, 17, Great George Street, S.W-, and 85, Gresbam
Street, E.C.

WANTED to Rent, on Lease, a NURSERY,
with 800 to 1200 feet run of Glass, suitable for

Cucumber Growing near London.—A. B,, Mr. Clarke, Churoh-
side, Market Place, Romford.

THURSDAY NEXT.

MESSRS. LINDEN
GREAT

Sale of Orchids

MR. J. C. STEVENS
Will Sell by Auction,

AT HIS GREAT ROOMS
38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

ON THURSDAY NEXT, NOV. 7,
At Half-past Twelve precisely,

AN IMPORTATION OF

Collected by the discoverer. In very fine order.

PKAUENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA.
An Importation just received in the grandest

possible condition.

The rare and beautiful new hybrid

UEUO-CATTLEYA
VARJENEWSKYANA.

The rare and choice

MAXILLARIA LINDENI, M. MIRABI-
L1S, M. CALLICHROMA, and the chaste,

pure white MAXILLARIA LINDENLE.
A plant of the beautiful white and chaste

CATTLEYA
VAR.

A Selection of Linden's choicest Varieties of

CANDIDULA.

inoloding D. n. LINDENI, GLORIOSUM,
MAXIMUM, GRANDIFLORUM SUPER-
BUM, BELLATULUM, and other grand forms.

A NEW HYBRID CATTLEYA
probably a natural Hybrid between Cattleya

aurea and gigas or Hardyana.

Linden's famous strain of

CATTLEYA MENDEU,
fine established plants, all unflowered.

VANDA SPECIES.
Probably new, Superb established plants,

unflowered.

CYPRIPEDIUM INSICNE.
Linden's Chinese wonderful varieties.

Together with Selected Plants of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM NEBULOSUM ALBUM, CATT-
LEYA MAXIMA FLORIBUNDA, C. MAX-
IMA GIGANTEA, PHA1US HUMBLOTI,
the New ZYGOPETALUM JORISIANUM,
COCHLIODA NOE'IZLIANA, WARSCE-
WICZELLA WENDLANDI, ZYGOPETA-
LUM ROSTEATUM, ONC1D1UM YARICO-
CUM ROGERSI, foCHOMBURGKIA TiBI-
C1NIS, several fine Plants and grand varieties

of CATTLEYA REX, and many others.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED, to Rent on Lease, a NURSERY,
with .';0O feet or more ol Glass, and not less than

5 Acres of Land, with House aad Outbuildings preferred.

—

Apply by letttr, B. L., Alpha Place. Yiewsley.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing butlneBs.

HAMPTON-UN-THAMES, on Tim Marino
I'ai-'.k Estate, free from London fogs, a de>-p r ch

luam, the favourite neighbourhood for Growero, FREEHOLD
liA.Hl} for SALE, on easy system of payment. Excellent site*
for residences,— tor full particulars apply to Mr. FREDK.. G.
HUGHES (Surveyor), the Estate Office. Hampton-on-Tnamea.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, d miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries. Cucumber-hou^e,
Plant^housee, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Kent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Gi-jos. Facing
ru vi u road. All particulars of FLORIST, ll,Ddiforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey,

To Market Gardeners, Florlets, and Others.
THE OKEaT LOOGfc: GAKuE 6.

(Within a irile ot a Railway Station and Tuubridg« Wells.)
rPU BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, the BENE-X FIC1AL INTEREST in LEAtE in large WaLLKO
and KITCHEN GARDENS of about 2 acres; goou house, vary
low rent ; together with hothouses, horn-, van. ana other
valuab.e plan

, and seasonable growing crops, with right ol
ueag-j to auy amount of sewage. Ill health sole reason for
disposal, as this is a moat genuine concern. It is op;u to the
strictest investigation to oond fide applicants witn a capital
Of £800.—Full paiticulirs given L>> JAAIKS M. RIJHAEDSOX,
Sole Agent, 33. Dudley Road, Tuubridge Weils.

O BE SOLD or LbT, a small, old-established
FREEHOLD NURSERY, wnhagooa connection, within

easy distance of four Market Towns. If sold, pirt of the
purchase-money might be left as mortgage at 4 per cent. The
reason of retiring is through iu-nealth. The business id au
ali-routid one, including Cut Flowers, Jobbing. 4c, also a
good In and Outdoor Traue. 'Ihis is a good opening for a man of
energy, and a good living can be made. Address

—

HORrUS, 4L, Wellington street, Strand, W.C.

TO WATERCRESS GROWEKS.— Plough
Lane, Wimbledon. About 5 acres of Land adjoining the

river Wandle, suitable for Watercress beds. TO a& LEI" —
Apply to ROT TON Be. iQ, , 3. Temple Gardens, E.C.

GENUINE FLORTsTV3~fo7 DISPOSAL, an
exceptional c-iaDce to secure a good payn g concern in

fashionable town. Premises aud position second to none.
Scope for doing any amount of troue ; doing £120 monthly,
trice, £300 ; MOuk at Valuation. No agents.— VENDOR,
Gardtners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,
London, W.C.

F~OR SALE.—Small NURSERYMAN and
FLORISl'S BUSINESS. No Goodwill. Gkits, Sheas,

Palms, and Nursery Stouk. Would suit intelligent, pushing
you tig man. with good all-round trade experience. Well
situated, London, b.W. No agents.— Write W. H., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Fifty NurserleB. MarUet Gardens. Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C.

PAUL & SON'S ROSE CATALOGUES.

THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

THIS LIST will be found most useful to
Planters. It contains also a careful epitome of the

MAGNIFICENT STOCK OF ROSES
READY FOR SALE AT

THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

Winter-flowering Carinas.

>AUL and SOiS have a tine nouse full of
these in full flower, at

THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

Standard Fruit Trees.

PAUL & SONS, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt,
is the great entrepot for these. Some 50,000 of tioe,

6-feet stemmed trees to bdect from, £7 10$. to £rj per luJ.

LISTS post-free, from The Old Xur&eries. Cheshunt.

ELMS — ELMS— ELMS.
All worked Trees. Vastly superior to Seedlings.

CHICHESTER. 4 to 5 feet. 5s. doz., 35.'. r*T 100.

,, 6 to S feet, 7s. d nz , 50*. per luu.

., 14 to 16 feet. 84>. doz.

ENGLlsH, 4 to 5 feet, i-s. doz . jOs. per 10\
,, 6 to 8 feer. Ps. doz., 65s. per 100.

,, 12 to 14 feet. 21s. per doz.

MONTANA SUPEKBA, 7 to 8 feet, 8s. doz., 6'is. per 100.

,, ,, 10 to 12 feet, los. doz., 100s. per 100.

CATALOGCES free.

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,

ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.
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ANTHONY WATERER
Invites sn inspection from intending Planters to the fol-

lowing well-grown TREES, having stout, c'.ean stems,
with handaomely-furnished, well-balanced heads, and from
frequently transplanting are splendidly rooted :—

ACEK DASYCABPUM, 14 to 20 feet.

„ WIERH LACINIATUM. 10 to 14 feet.

NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet.
KEITENBACHII. 12 to 14 feet.

SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 18 feet.

WORLEYII. 12 to 14 feet.

LEOPOLDII, 12 feet.

BEECH, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards. 10 to 20 feet.
BIBCH, Silver. 12 to 14 feet.

OERASDS SEROTINA (American Bird Cherry), 12 to 16 feet.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 14 to 20 feet.

„ Double White, 14 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet. 12 to 18 feet.

„ ,, Briotii. 10 to 16 feet.
ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet.
LIMES, 12, 16 to 20 feet.

A ll our Limes are the best red-twigged variety.
„ EUCHLORA or DASTSTILA, 12 to 14 feet.

„ Silver-leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 feet.
LIQtJIDAMBAB, 6 to 10 feet.

OAK, English, 12 to 14 feet.

,, Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet.
POPLAR CANADENSIS f.OVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft.

STCAMOEE, Common, 12 to 17 feet.

„ Purple. 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS. Double Pink, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Paul's Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

, , Double White, 8 to 10 feet.

WEEPING TREES.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards. 8 to 12 feet.

., WeeDing, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 12 feet.
BIBCH, Young's Weeping, Psramide, and Standards, 8 to

14 feet.

,, CnWeaf Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 12 ft.

ELMS, Weeping. Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.
liABCH, Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING , SURREY.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The beat

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NTJBSEBIES, WTTHINGTON, HEREFORD.

ROSES, R HODODENDR ONS, &c.

TNTENDLNG PLANTERS cannot do better
JL than inspect the Windlesham Nurseries. Bagshot. The
Stock is in splendid condition for removal, chiefly transplanted
this Spring. A Conveyance will meet visitors at Bagshot or
Suoningdale Stations by arrangement.

STANDARD ROSES, fine collection, 15s. to 21s. per doz.
BUSH ROSES, splendid stuff. 9j. per doz.

CLIMBING ROSES, leiding sorts, 12s. per doz.
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid, named, best sorts, x

from 185. per dozen.

,, Hybrid Seedlings, from 9s. per dozen. beautifully
,, Ponticum. from 4s. per dozen. budded.

KAXMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, AZALEAS, 12*.

per dozen, '

SEAKALE, for forcing, cannot be surpassed, 10s. & 12s. p. 100.
„ for planting, very good, 6s. and 8s. per 100.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds, at low prices.
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, CONIFEROUS. EVER-

GREEN, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, in fine condition.
IRIS a IVIES, in pots, Bplendid foliage, 3 feet to 12 feet, for

msny years a specialty of our Nurseries.
CLIMBERS of all kinds.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—All leading varieties.
STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—

Every class.

BULBS of all kinds, in splendid condition, at low prices.
GARDEN TOOLS and REQUISITES of best makers.

Descriptive CATALOGUES post-free on application.

W. FBOMOW and SONS, Mason's Nurseries Windlesham,
Surrey ; or, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, London. W.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE FINEST DISPLAY IN EUROPE.

HUNDREDS OF NOVELTIES AND SEEDLINGS OF REAL MERIT.
ADMISSION FREE.

W. J. GODFREY, F.R.H.S., EXMOUTH, DEVON.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

THE BOOK OF THE ROSE.
By the Eev. A. Foster-Melliar, M.A., Rector of Sproughton,

Suffolk. Illustrated. Extra crown 8vo, 85. Qd. net.

Gardeners' Chronicle.—" As the work of a sound and experienced practitioner, this will be
received with aoclamation."

Mr. FRANK CANT writes in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society .—" ' The Book
of the Rose ' is the most scientific, complete, and perfect ever published on that subject, and I
strongly advise those who have not read it to lose no time in possessing a copy."

GREENHOUSE and WINDOW PLANTS.—A Primer,
for Amateurs. By Charles Collins. Edited by J. Weight, F.R.H.S. With thirty-eight

Illustrations. Pott 8vo, l*-.

S/ieaker.—" These pages show, not merely the breadth of his knowledge, but uncommon felicity

in the task of exposition. . . . The directions are in every case simple and explicit, and deal

with the real difficulties of the beginner."

GARDEN FLOWERS and PLANTS. — A Primer for

Amateurs. By J. Wbight, F.R.H.S. With fifty Illustrations. Pott 8vo, Is.

Horticultural Revieio.—" The work undoubtedly gains in value from the completeness of its

survey of elementary gardening. . . . Attention is paid to the denizens of the cottage gardens,
and the directions as to the culture of these are plain and reliable."

A PRIMER OF PRACTICAL HORTICULTURE.
Ten Lectures delivered for the Surrey County Council. By J. Weight, F.R.H.S. Pott 8vo. Is.

Schoolmaster.—" The book is orammed with valuable information, and profusely illustrated."

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

WATER SUPPLY
FOR

Gardens and Greenhouses.
NO SKILLED SUPERINTENDENCE, OR BANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENCINE
Raises 1000 gallons 80 feet high for an expendi-

ture of ONE PENNYWORTH of Fuel.

Cranston's Nurseries say :
— " We should be very

sorry to be without it now."

SOLE MAKERS :M HAYWARD - TYLER & CO.,
Address: 63, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

THE COTTAGERS' CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS
Post-free 3±d. ; 25 Copies, 5s. ; 60, 10s. ; and 100, 20s.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.0.
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EXHIBITIONS.

K

READING CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, Town Halls, Reading, WEDNESDAY,
November 6, lfe95. Entries cloae November 2.

WM. L. WALKER, Secretary,
Dunollie, Bulmershe Road, Reading.

R
—
oy~aTl "To ta n ic s o c i e tt

GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK.
EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

November 11 to 16.

Admission Is., or by Fellow's Order.

INGSTON AND SURBITON
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

Ptesident: G. C. Sherrard, Esq., J. P.
The NINETEENTH ANNUAL GRAND SHOW of CHRYS-

ANTHEMUMS, FLORAL DECORATiONS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES. &c , will be held in the Drill Hall, Kingston-on-
Thames, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 12 and
13, U95, when the Seventh Champion Challenge Vase, value
25 guineas, open to all subscribers of 21s., will be offered for

competition, in addition to £160 in prizes.

Entries close November 9. Schedules, and all information,
jf the Hon. Sec.— Mr. F. J. HA YWARD,
High Street, Kingston-on-Thames.

FARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

A SHOW will be held at the CORN EXCHANGE, Farnham.
sa NOVEMBER 12 and 13, 1895. PRIZES to the value of £33
for Chrysanthemums, Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables will be
offered in the Open Classes. Schedules and Entry Forms from

F. WELLER-POLEY, Hon. Sec.

I Waverley Abbey, Farnham.

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW (held under the auspices of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association). November II. 15, and 16.

Entries close November 7. Schedules on application to

—

17, South Frederick Street. ROBERT LAIRD.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
^^ SOCIETY
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Exchange, Sheffield.

£200 in Prizes. Schedules on application to

—

177, Cemetery Road, Sheffield. WM, HOUSLEY.

T EEDS PAXTON SOCIETY'S CHRYSAN-
-L' THEMUM SHOW.
The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held in the

Second West York Royal Engineer's Drill Hall, Clay Pits Lane,
(off Coberg Street, top of C'ookridge Street), Leeds, Nov. 19
and 20, when upwards of £170 will be offered in prizes.

I Schedule of prizes may be had from
JAMES CAMPBELL, Hon. Sec.

The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

ORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.Y
The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held Nov. 20,

21, and 22, 1895. Upwards of £200 offered in Prizes, in liberal

proportions, lor Piants, Cut Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables.
Schedules, &c, to be had from

J. LAZENBY, 13, Feasegate, York.
Challenge Prize, value £20, added to 1st Prize (£10) for 36

Cut Blooms. Cup (£10) and £1 cash for Group.

GREAT YARMOUTH CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SOCIETY.

The SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW will take place at the
Town Hall on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 13
and 14. Silver Cup, value £5 5s. for 36 Japanese Blooms.

Entries close November 9.

Full particulars and Schedule may be obtained from O. W.
HORNE, Hon. Sec, Royal Naval Hospital, Great Yarmouth.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and FloristB.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering
• ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other house in

the Trade ; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Rage, Raffia Fibre,
Tobacco Paper, and Shading.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

SMILAX ASPARAGOIDES.—Strong young
Btuff in 60's, ready for potting on or planting. All staked,

16s. per 100. Free on rail. Cash with order.

P. BOULTON, Beechenlea Nursery, Swanley.

EXTRA strong PLANTS of Mrs. Sinkina
PINKS, 10s. per 100; FERNS in all sizes, leading

Market sorts, special quotations on application.—M. J. PAYNE,
lute H. English & Co., Clapton Nurseries, Clevedon.

WHINHAWI'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY.

By far the best variety in cultivation StroDg 3-yr.-old

Bushes, 3s. 6<2. per dozen. £1 per 100. free. Strong, well-

ripcDed Cuttings, 5s. per 100, 30«. per 10CO.

THOMAS COLEMAN, Saffron Walden.

HARRISONS'
ROOT AND VEGETABLE SHOW

Will be Held in their Seed Warehouse,

41, WELFOED ROAD, LEICESTER,
On WEDNESDAY, November 13,

And three following days.

SILVER MEDALS and Valuable MONEY
PRIZES will be offered.

Sohedules and Particulars on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
SEED GROWERS, &o., LEICESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUM
EXHIBITION.

OUR ANNUAL SHOW, which has now for

some years been acknowledged the finest in the
country, will OPEN on MONDAY, November 4,

and continued until November 30. Admission
eaoh day until 1 p.m. free, after 1 p.m., Qd. eaoh.

The Nurseries are f mile from Beeston Station,

near Nottingham, Midland Railway.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

CORDON APPLES and PEARS—Well-
spurred;trees,"5 to 6 feet, with fibrous roots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Standard and Dwarf-
trained fruiting trees. LISTS free.

WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS, per 1000, 20«.

SPIBJEA ASTILBOIDES, extra, per 1000, 40s.

,, JAPONICA, extra, per 1000. 50s.

„ ASTILBOIDES FLORIBUNDA, per 100. 60s.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, second size, per 1000, 20s.

PSITTACINUS, extra large, per 1000, 30s.

CALLA ^STHIOPICA, strong plants, por WO, lis.

Cash with Order.—Apply to Mr. VAN TIL, Varmond, Holland.

EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

Well rooted. Good colour. Handsome

AUCUBA JAPONICA, bnshy, 3 to 4 feet

CEDRUS LIBANI. 5 to 6 feet

CUPBESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 8 feet ...

„ 8 to 10 feet

„ 10 to 12 feet

„ ,, ERECTA VIRIDIS, 3 to 4 feet ...

,
4 to 5 feet

6 to 8 feet

HOLLY, Green, o to 6 feet

PICEA LASIOCARPA, 8 to 10 feet

„ NORDMANNIANA, 3 to 4 feet

,, ,, 4 to 5 feet

,, „ 5 to 6 feet

PINUS AUSTRtACA, 4 to 5 feet

,. ., S to 8 feet

THUJOPIS BOREiLIS. 10 to 12 feet. 10/6 (o

YEWS, English, 5 to 6 feet

,, ,, 6 to 7 feet

specimens.
Each Doz.

J. rf. s. d.

3 6 36
12 6 120
2 6 3i

5 48
7 6 80
2 24

3 6 43
7 6
i 43

31
3 8 36
5 56
7 B 84
2 21

3 6 36
15 n

5 56

7 6 81

JNO. JEFFEBIES & SON,

ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

PLANT NOW
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

and ALL OTHER Theks and Plants.

THE OLD ESTABLISHED

KING'S ACRE NURSERIES
are replete with a SPLENDID STOCK, now

being offered in Quality and Pbicks which

oannot be surpassed.

One dozen choice DWARF ROSES, superior

varieties, seDt packing and oarnage free for 9s.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application

Special low quotations for large quantities of Trees.

Address .—

ENGLISH FRUIT & ROSE CO. (CRANSTON'S), Ltd..

KINO'S ACBE, HEREFOBD.

NATIONAL TESTIMONIAL

MR. A. F.'bARRON.

SECOND LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
£ i. <t.

Amount previously announced
John Weeks & Co., Chelsea
Wm. Thomson & Son?, Ltd., Clovenfords
A. Dean, Kingston-on-Thames
John Colebrook, 13. William Street, S.W. ...

David Thomson, Drumlanrig, N.B
Col. Beddome, West Hill, Putney
G. T. Clark, Tallygarn. Llantrissant
Sir Edwin Saunders, Wimbledon Common ...

W. L. Milne, Hampton Hill
Hurst 8c. Son. 152, Houndsditch
F. W. Burbidge, M. A.. Dublin
Ed. Pynaert, Ghent. Belgium
T. Hamilton, Sunnioghill, Ascot
R, Gilbert, Burghley House Gardens
James Smith, Mentmore, Bucks
M. Gleeson, Warren House Gardens
John Jennings, Ascott. Leighton Buzzard ...

F. Spiers, 38. New Bridge Street, E.C.
Sutton & Sons, Reading
Owen Thomas, Royal Gardens, Windsor
R. & G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N
Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill
William Bull, KiDg's Road, Chelsea
Herbert J. Adams. Roseneath, Enfield

Rev. P. Clementi-Smitb, Doctor's Commons, E.C.
S Courtauld, Bocking Place, Braintree
W. J. James, Woodside. Farnham Royal
Col. R. Trevor Clarke, Welton Place, Daventry
W. A. Green, Corporation Street, Wolveihampton
Henri L. de Vilmoiin, Paris

R. D. Rlackmore, Teddington
F. W. Moore, Gla*nevin, Dublin
Robert Tait, Corporation Street, Manchester
C. Jordan. Park Superintendent, Regent's Park
W. Poupart, Mar-h Farm, Twickenham
J. Assbee, Covent Garden, W.C.
W. Robinson, Editor, the Garden. &c.
G. W. Dawes, Suffold Ledge. Isleworth
C. J. Lucas, Warnham Court, Hon ham
R. Lindsay, Terry Road, Edinburgh
H. J. Pearson, Bramcote, Notts.

Major Mason, The Firs, Warwick
N. G
John Peed & Sons, Mitcham Road, Streatham
James Brown
Ernst Benary, Erfurt, Germany
Robert Feon, Sulhamstead
J. H. Witty, Nunhead Cemetery
R. Butler, Gardener, St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park...
Sir F. Wigan, Clare Lawn. East Sheen
Wills & Segar, Onflow Crescent, South Kensington
Chantrier Bros., Mortefontaine, FraLce
Frank Smith, Griffin Brewery, Chijwick

The Committee request that all communication* with refer-

ence to the Testimonial be addressed to Mr. Wynne. 1. D.io*-*

Inn, Strand, W.C, by whom subscriptions will be received arjd

acknowledged.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to 3row them, apply toSANDER'S. St. Albana. The finest

stookof Orchids in (he World.—30 minnteafrom St. Pancrat.

f\)R SALE, two fine plants of STRELITZIA
REQIS'A. Too large for preseDt accommodation.— Apply,

stating offer, to
Mr. BRETT. Gardener, Park Lodge. Sunningdile.

ADIANTUM FORMOSUM, one splendid
plant of. in No. li pot, nearly 3 feet in circmnfensDc*,

price 10*. One beautiful plant of Oymnogramma ehr>»ophyl <*.

or Golden Fern in No. 2 pot, nearly 3 feet in circumference.

price 15s. A large pan of Orchid Maxillaria remitta. price 15*.

These plants are worth double whst is asked for them, but mu«t
becleared.—WALMESLEY, The City Seed Store-*. Lichfield.

Tne Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition justout.
Price 55.; post free, 5* 6tf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.
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JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING ore of the largest
M.inufactU'era of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over UOcow.,
from which I obtain a largequantity
of pure .irgin spawn, f am in a
position to offer (he best obtainable

at ;tj per bu.hrl.

Special P. ice. for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HAKGER HILL. EALINO.

DAFFODILS IN GRASS I
'.

'.

DAFFODILS IN ORCHARDS : ! !

DAFFODILS and SQ.OILLS in WOODS:::
DAFFODILS FOR FORCING I I I

LATE SLNGLE SELF Cnt-OCRED TrLIr'S.

A Rare Collection at—

HARTLANDS Seed Warehouse, CORK.
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LOBE PENZANCE'S HYBBID

SWEET BRIARS
Strong Smvericg bunches from open ground. 1S£4 varieties,

5s. each ; those of JS35. Ts. 6d. each.

Foil parriciOars of

—

EEYNES, WILLIAMS & CO., Salisbury.

FEBNS—FEENS—FEBNS.

FERNS!!
50,000 Prime Stuft, in 2^-inch pots—PTERIS

CRISTATE . KOB1XJ3, MAJOR, TREMTXA, and other
Be: Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and boshy stuff, in 48's, at 4*. 6d.
per dozca.

Above prices are for cash "with order only.

All orders carefully end promptly executed. An inspection.

B, PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH XTRSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

HORNE'S FRUIT-TREE DRESSING.
Invaluable for Capturing the Winter Moths where tiee* hive
been troubled with the caterpillar pest. October best month
in the year for the purpose. Write at once for particulars
and price.

Bow BUI. near Ma-Cstoce. Oec. 5, l?9-5-

Tear Sir,—Please fend me to Waten'ngbury Station 1 j cwt.
of Fruit-tree Dressing, and al?o some Grease-proof Paper. I
found tho^e tjees 1 did last year were qaite free from cater-

pillars, and one could see to a tiee where it was doDe.
Tours truly, A. S. WHITE.

Special Offer of Fruit Tree?, to clear ground.
MAIDEN* APt'LES for cordons or growing-on; purchaser's

selection, 5*. per dcz., 30s. per 100. MaIDsN PLTM3 and
Pitmaston Ducbess PEAR, same price. Grand new PLUM,
Monarch, maidens. 10*. per doz. ; 75*. per 100. Xew Straw-
berry, Boyal Sovereign, 1$. 6d. per doz. ; 7s. per 100.

w. HORJTE eliffe. Rochester. Kent,

f OR PLEASU RE AND PR OFIT

sgutuiT
S£-> NOTHING SO PROFITABLE

AND EASY TO GROW.
K SO AcresofSaleableTrees

SB
n HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Iflv^ Bashes in variety, i acking zr.d

. i:* Fxee, :': - rash * '-'-. :- .-.

t%,
Ss. percoz., GOs.Derl'X'.

'
A. II ether Karstry Stock

CarriageJCrziard.

IS IN POTS From 15/-a doz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (So.ooo) irom 15-
per doz.

—Single Plants are scld at
:y increased prices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE

prodneed, (.ciitalmny

^\* tPn on, nwe-ji oi jd. fcr pu>-_i*«

CHARD SMITH &CP Worcester

3TATA in thumbs, gocd,30 000 p
-
CfiIS

'Ju« \J\J\J clean, and free, at V2s. per 1-30, or £5 per
10~0. Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 4S*s and
S2"5 on application. Inspection invited. Free on rail in

London.— J. HILL, yur^eryman. Lower Edmonton. Middlesex.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. Xew

Descriptive Catalogue cow ready, sent free on application.

EASE'S SPBXSG-FLOWEBtN'G BL'LBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, readv September 1.
BARK'S ATTriry-FLOWERryG CEOCr^ES, MEADOW.

SAFFRO.VS. CYCLAMEN", SCILLAS, SXQWFLAEXS, &C
List free on application,
BASE'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARR ajtd SON". 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
AUCTBA JAFOXICA, 1 jfoot, 12s. per dozen; 90*. per 100.

„ ,, 2 feet. ISs. pep dozen ; 140i. per 100.

.. „ TEE A- ]£ foot. 12s. per dozen.
BEBBERIS sTESOPHYLLA X Darwinii Hybrids 12s- per doz.

„ JAPOXICA. 2 feet. 12s. per dozen.
„ AQCIFOLIA, Ij foot, 6s per dozen; 40s. per 100.

.. ,. 2 feet. 9s per dozen ; cOs. per 100.

EOS TEEE. Green. 1* foot. 4s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

,- ,, .. 2 feer. 6*. per dozen ; 40s. per 1C0.

CTPRE-SUS IlWSOSn, 3 ft.. 12s. per doz. : 4 ft.. 24s. doz.
CEPHALOT4XCS FOETTXEI, male and female, 2J ft-, 5s. ej.
HOLLIES. English. 1 foot, 4s. per dozen, 30s. per 100 ; 1 j foot,

6s. per dozen. 45s. per 100; 2 feet, 9s. per dozen, 60s.

per 100; ii feet, ] 2s. per dozen, 90s. per 100. All
selected plsnts, suitable for hedges.

„ .. Yellow Berried, 2 feet. l?s. per dozen.
JUMPEBFS VIRGISLiXA, 2 feet, 6s. per dozen.
PIXUS AUSTBIACA, 3 feet, 12s. per dozen; 90s. per 1C0;

4 feet, ISs. p=r dozen; 120s. per 100.
YEWS, English, 1J foot, 6-. per cozen; 40s. per 100; 2 feet,

9s. per dozen ; 60s. per 100.

,. ., 2i feet, 12s. per doz. ; 90s. per 100. Perfect pyramids.

Every shrub a perfect, well-rcoted specimen, -will travel aDy
distance. Also a general well-grown XCBSRBY STOCK,
Large OBXA1IEXTAL TREES. &c

FREDK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, Leamington Spa.

PLAN TING SE ASON,
HARDILY-GROWN

F©r*est, Fi-wi-fc,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c
Stocks quite Unequalled for

-QUALITY/' "VARIETY," &" EXTENT."

Priced Ca-ialcs

DlCKSONS

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Out Collection is unrivalled. Over 140Q spedee and varieties

of Stove. Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FEBX XCTISERIES. SALE, near MAJfCBESTEB.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE RYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSIRTJMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brush and Case complete, 10*. Sd.

;

La'ge Forceps, for pulling centres, 3*. 9rf. ; Smaller ditto, for
Dressing, 2s. 9d. Free for cash.

The BEST CUPS and TUBES are—
THE BECKETT.—All size-3

3
both for Japanese

and Incurved, at 9i. per dozen ; or, with additional tube,
for raising the bloom 3 inches higher than the ordinary
one, lis. per dozen.

THE SPRINGTHOB.PE—For Japanese and
I:.curved, all sizes. 9i. per dozen.

All fr-e for cash with order.

H. J. JONES,
RYECR0FT STTRSERY, HITHER OREEN. LEWISHAM

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well hndded, with from seven to twenty

bods, consisting eDtirely of ihe reliable hardy kinds ; the

Mxjoeitt eeixg os theie Ows Boots, they are without

donbt the best Khocodendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS,
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from 14

to 3 feet; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONT WATEBEE,
KSl? HILL XrBS BBY, WOKiyG. STJB BEY.

MANCHESTEE 'WHOEESALE FLOWEE
MAEEEX.

CUT FLOWERS FOS FLORISTS.

f\ EO. FOKBES, the largest Salesman of Cut
VJT Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND COXSIlrXMESTS on receipt of letter, telegTam, or

telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly

PRICE LIST. All Florist's Bequisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 167S.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWINC
FOE FOBCING- :—

BUDS INN UMEHABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,

AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

GHENT YAE., finest in the Irade.
" PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLuRLBUNDA.
„ JAPONIC

A

RALMIA LATIFOLIA.
„ MYRTIEOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

FAY'S NEW PROLIFIC.
Tne largest fruited ana most prolific of ail Bed Currants.

Excellent for table use and for wine mating.

MOUNTAIN GOOSEBEEEY.—The best rf

all Gooseberries for wine making. Excessively prolific,^
I

oi vigorous growth in almost every soil.

TJT.AfiB. _ Double and Single-flowering.
Splendid varieties.

EICHAEDIA (CALLA) LITTLE GEM.
ihe true variety.

IEIS K2EMPFEEI.—Most splendid; flowers

7 to 2 incnes loDg.

For particulars and price apply to—

ZOCHER & CO., HAABLEM. HOLLAND

EVERCREENS^EVERCREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERETNS axd SON offer the follow-

ing Shrubs, in large quantities and excellent quality, all

havixg been recently transplanted :

—

EXGLI-H YEWS, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, and 1 to b feet.

GOLDEX YEWS. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.
Aet„at^t

CUPBB3SP3 LAWSoXIAXA, 4 to o. o to o. and 6 to 8 feet.

EBECTA YTBIDIS. 4 to 5. and o to 6 feet.
" " ALLUiill and FBASEBII, 5 to 6 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOBEALIS. o to d, and 6 to S leet.

EETIX0SP0BA PLCllOSA, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 Jeet.

AUBEA. 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

AUCCBA JAPOXICA. 1J to 2. and z to 2J feet.

BOX, HAXDSWOBTH, -i to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUBEL CAUCASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, ana o to o feet.

ROTU.NDTFOLIA. 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

, POBTUGAL, -i to 3, 3 to 4 feet.

HOLLY, GREEX. 2\ to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to i feet.

„ SHEPPAKl'II and HODGIXSn. otod feet.

Special Cheap Offers on application.

52, MARKET SQ.UAHE, NOBTHAMPTOIT

¥tiiJiT T
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Ducriptive CATALOGUES Post-fret.

I HHEAL&$0NS
Vl, %9 CTaw-ley. w Sussex.
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AUTUMN, WINTER FLOWERING

FORCING^PLANTS.
Prime Quality, in Splendid Condition,

Now Ready for Delivery.

ACACIA ARMATA. covered with buds.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA, extra fine.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forciDg.

MOLLIS, loaded with buds.

GHENT VARIETIES, very fine.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
latest Wovelties.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

,, Malmaisons, in variety.

CITROS SINENSIS, fine, in fruit.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
DEUTZIA GRACILIS, splendidly set with flower buds.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS. extra strong.

EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &0.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded.

HYDRANGEA PANICDLATA GRANDIFLORA.
KALMIA LATIfOLIA. covered with flower buds.

LAURUSTINUS. dwarf stems, compact heads.

LILAC ALBA VIRGINALIS, fine pot plants from Paris.

„ CHARLES X.

„ PERSICA
LILY Of Tflh VALLEY, fine clumps from Holland.

,, ,, German Crowns.

LILIUM HARRISI, extra strong, from America.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants
grown in pots for forcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

SPIKJEA ASTILBOItlES, a charming plant.

,, JAPONICA, extra strong imported clumps.

STAPHYLEA COLCHICA, fine, from South of France.

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Guelder Rose), imported pot
plauts.

GRAPE VINES and FRUIT TREES. Orders are now
being executed for Vines. The canes are very fine this

year, and well-ripened.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb

Catalogue, Gratis and post free on application.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen to Her Majesty the Queen,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, Sd.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Harlow, G.E.R.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /C?*.
The BEST HYACINTHS the

"WORLD PRODUCES AT

21ad.
ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed Firet Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap, J

a.

£>
v>
<%

<i>
*?.

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOR
OUR

CATALOGUE
(I- REE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34 MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE,
LOSDON, E.

// and The Nurseries. Haarlkm. Holland.

THURSDAY NEXT, NOV. 7 .

MESSRS. LINDENS'
GREAT SALE

OF

ORCHIDS,
AT

MR. J. C. STEVENS'
GEEAT BOOMS,

38, KINC ST, COVENT CARDEN, W.C.
Including an Importation of

VANDA SANDERIANA
Collected bv the Discoverer. In very fine order.

PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA,
An Importation just received in the grandest

possible condition.

The rare and beautiful New Hybrid,

L/EIO-CATTLEYA

VARJENEWSKYANA.
The rare and choice

—

MAXLLLARIA LINDENI, M. MIRABILIS,
M. CALLICHROMA, and the ohaste pure
white M. LINDENLE.
A plant of the beautiful white and ohaste

CATTLEYA LABIATA

VAR. CANDIDULA.
A selection of Lindens' choicest varieties of

DENDROBIUM NOBILE,
including D. N. LINDENI, GLORIOSUM,
MAXIMUM, GRANDIFLORUM SUPER-
BUM, BELLATULUM, and other grand forms.

A NEW HYBRID CATTLEYA,
Probably a natural hybrid between Cattleya

aurea and gigas, or Hardyana.

Lindens' Famous Strain of

CATTLEYA MENDELI,
Fine Established Plants, all unflowered.

VANDA SPECIES,
Probably New, superb Established Plants,

unflowered.

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE
LINDENS' CHINESE WONDERFUL VARIETIES

Together with seleoted plants of Odonto-
glossum nebulosam album, Cattleya maxima
floribunda. C. m. gigantea, Pbajus Humbloti,

the new Zygopetalum Jorisianum, Cochlioda

Nbtzliana, Warscewiczella Wendlandi, Zygo-

petalum rostratum, Oncidium varicosum Rogersi,

Schomburgkia tibicinis, several fine plants and

grand varieties of Cattleya Rex, and many others.

For all Particulars of Sale, see Catalogue.

By Order of

Messrs. LINDEN, ^Horticulture Inter-

nationale, Parc Leopold, Brussels, on

THURSDAY NEXT, NOV. 7,

BV

Mr. J. C. STEVENS,
at his Great Rooms,

SS, KING ST., COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1895.

IUEYBY,
T>ROBABLY only a very few readers of the
-*- Gardeners' Chronicle have heard of the
delightful village of Turvey. It is one mile from
a station on the Midland line between the towns
of Bedford and Northampton. My intention

is to say something of the gardens of Turvey
House, but I venture to preface my remarks by
a brief sketch of the village, one of the most
picturesque in England ; and yet the greater

part of it is not half a century old. The road to

the village, about 1 mile and a quarter, is

chequered with the shadows of noble trees. On
the left, separated from the road by a low stone

wall, stretches a beautifully undulating park,

studded with Elms, Chestnuts, Walnuts, Uaks,

and clumps of Hawthorns. Footpaths cross the

park in several directions, and the further side

is bounded by belts of woodland. The visitor

cannot fail to notice that almost every tree is

surrounded by coils of Ivy, some of enormous
thickness, and singularly varied aspeoti, which
doubtless are doing great injury to the trees.

But the grand old man who lived all his life,

with the exception of a few days, at the fine

old house known as Turvey Abbey, the resi-

dence of Major Higgins, delighted to see the

rugged boles of his trees wreathed about in such

fantastio fashion with Ivy ; and, perhaps, the

protection thus afforded to bird?, both in shelter

and food, accounts for the number and variety

to be seen and heard in the neighbourhood.

Little of the garden proper can be seen

from the high road or the park, but from
either, one may get charming views of the old

house and its surroundings. There is not

much on the north front, except the fine porch

and mullioned windows, the smooth and per-

feotly-kept lawn and oarriage drive ; and,

level with the top of the balustraded stone

wall, a level green plateau of trimmed

Box. Box seems to have been a favourite of the

old squire's. To break the monotony of a range

of stabling, a dozen green, closely-trimmed cones

stand sentinel. Perhaps, of all shrubs, the Box
lends itself most readily to the topiary art, pre-

senting all the year round a more cheerful

greenery than Laurel or Yew. On the opposite

side is a terrace of cottages, standing well back

from the road, each with its cheerful garden-

plot. Here, too, on each side of a path leadiDg

to the cottages, the great cones of green Box
stand in martial array.

Sow, taking a turning to the left, down a narrow

lane, we find ourselves in the park itself. A notice-

board confronts us, saying that there it no road,

but that the stranger, neverthelen. may pass ; bdu

above this a typical yeoman, who is tenant of the

park, bid* us " Beware of the bull." It is quite

excusable, seeing that it is an imaginary bull, and

that his sometimes scanty grass crops have suffered

from the wilful mischief of visitors of the "'Arr.
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tribe— "visitors" only, for, so far as I am aware,

Tnrvey having no " Arries."

The views from the park afford a charming bit of

Ergiish scenery. The fine old gabled home, with

its great windows, porches, and balustraded walls,

with here and there a flower-laden urn, stands back

some 200 to 300 yards, sad is seen through three

vistas of tall trees, engirdled with clipped Yew hedges.

The extensive lawn, smooth as velvet, is traversed

by broad gravel paths ; while to right and left these

lead beneath the trees in delightfully cool, shady

walks. Here is a capital lesson for the landscape

gardener, showing how much may be done by the

judicious planting of flowering shrubs and trees on

grass. There is scarcely a glimpse of colour except

some vases of Pelargoniums near the windows, and

Roses and other climbers on the walls. Among the

latter we noticed the charming white Clematis

montana, one of the moat effective of climbers.

The outlook from the south front has a view of

the park with its noble trees, its grove of Chestnuts,

Elms, and "Walnuts. An architect of excellent taste

was the old squire. Tne sea of greenery in which

his old house stand?, however, might be greatly

beautified and cheered by the addition of the bright

colcuri and fragrance cf flowers. There is much to

admire as we pass alcng the village street. Here

there is a house covered entirely with Ampelopsis,

Roses, and Vines, while every window-sill is gay

with bright colours, and the lawn in front with bed-

ding-plants. The visitor will perhaps notice the

number of Walnut trees, and may imagine the

scramble of the youngsters, just let loose from

school, when the ripe fruit patters on the ground, as

the equinoctial gales shake the branches. One then

\% *ses the handsome school buildings and library.

What a relief it would be to see them encircled with

flower-beds, and embellished with climbing Roses,

Jasmines, Clematis, or even the humble Ivy. In

the courtyard of Tnrvey House there is a grand old

Exmouth Magnolia—why not have one where the

villagers could see it ? I knew a school-house,

years ago, at Harrow, thus encircled and embel-

lished; the boys, under charge of their teacher,

mowed the grass, trimmed the edges, weeded the

beds and watered the plants. Many a Londoner

raused perforce at that garden-gate, to gladden the

heart and feast the eye on the flowers.

But at last we arrive at the grand old church, with

its Tews and rugged Elms. One must not stay,

however, to describe its ancient tombs, with their

recumbent barons, knights and ladies. Village

communities, however, might follow the example

set here, of planting Roses, and putting a border of

flowering shrubs round the quiet God's acre.

A wicket-gate leads us at once into the grounds

of Tnrvey House, a stately structure of the Grecian

order, with terrace garden, rich with colour. In

front is a well-wooded park stretching down to the

winding Ouse—Cooper's lyrical Oase. The poet, it may
beremembered, lived at Olney.about four miles distant;

the house U standing in whieh he spent some of his

happiest years. Turvey House has two separate

walled gardens, one near the stables, devoted to

early vegetables and fruit ; the larger one adjoining

the house, has a range of glasshousess, consisting of

conservatory, vinery, and greenhouse. A separate

enclosure contains the forcing-houses, pits, and

frames. The principal walk is approached from the

house by handsome iron gates. On either side of it

is a clipped Tew hedge. Between this and the wide

smooth gravel paths there existed, until last season,

a border of flowers, but the roots of the Yews so

impoverished the soil that nothing would thrive, and

it was laid down in turf. Toe good old-fashioned

custom prevails here of surrounding the beds of

vegetables with borders of Roses and herbaceous

flowers ; and among the latter are large beds of the

white Pick, Mrs. Sinking. After the Roses, how-

ever, of which there is a capital collection, are the

seedling Briars. A most uiefnl and graceful plant for

cutting is the Aquilegia; Mr. Pollen, th* able and

experienced head-gardener, has some capital hybrids

from glandulosa, chrysantba, canadensis, ccerulea,

and others. £.With e few fronds ofAdiantum or some

grasses, Aquilegia makes a light and graceful

embellishment to the table. The single-flowered

Pjrethrum rosenm is another favourite ; it is of

delightful shadeB of colour. It is succeeded

by Cactus and other Dahlias, and then by
Asters and Chrysanthemums. In a mixed border

in front of the glaes structures the brightest

bits of colour at present come from the Shirley and

Iceland Poppies. There is one kind of the latter,

as is well known, of a brilliant orange-red, peculiar,

so far as I remember, to this flower only.

Most herbaceous plants, owing to the long

drought, are stunted and backward in their growth,

Delphiniums and Phloxes especially eo. The flower

garden, and more especially the herbaceous Bection,

Buffers from lack of blue colour ; there is nothing,

it seems, of permanence to take the place of the

Delphinium and Salvia patens. It is in summer,

moreover, that bluea are wanting. Just at the

time when the cooler tints of the blues are

most acceptable, we are sweltered with scarlets

round its stem some charming alpines grow, and

among them Anemone apennina. Spread as a deli-

cate filagree of Bilver and pale green, the feathery

variegated Acer Negundo added an indescribable

charm. Now it is Guelder Roses and Sjringas, with

here and there a Clematis or Honeysuckle. Through

this wilderness of sweets one may refresh the eye

with glimpses of green turf and stately trees, and

the silvery ribbon of the Oase. T, W., H.

New or noteworthy Plants.

A HYBRID MTJSA.

A hsbrid Masa has flowered thi« year at Kew,
which has been raised by Mr. Wataon by crossing M.
Mannii and M. rosacea. As it presents a decidedly

distinct type, he proposes to call it Mubb kewensii.

This is, so far as I know, the first instance in which

the hybrid origin of any species of the genus has

been properly certified, so that it is important that

Pig. 89.

—

feot and stone of jubsa spectabilis.

A, the frnit ; B, section of the same ; C, the stone ; D, section of the same. (See p. 518.)

and yellows ! Why not utilise the Clematis of

the Jackmani type ? What a relief it is to rest the

eye on grand masses of Jackmani when the garden

is aglow with the fiery tones of colour ! By the

way, Mr. Pullen has a Lobelia, of a richer colour,

and more telling than the last-mentioned Clematis.

It is of a deep blue, deep as Salvia patens, and with

a clear large white eye. It is a bright and effective

edging-plant, and a profuse bloomer. Dame Nature

is sparing of her ultramarine. Sbe puts one vivid

Bpot in the throat of the Gentian. But aye '. I had

forgotten that bell of the Gloxinia ! which in some

inexplicable way has acquired many delightful hues.

Then, again, one can think her nowise niggardly

while gazing on those stretches of Hyacinth in the

spring woodlands, or the long fringes of Myosotis by

the river, or banks of Speedwell on wayside banks.

At a furlong's distance from the wicket by the

churchyard, as was said, one enters this beautiful

demesne, and then through a shrubbery by a wind-

ing walk, finds ones way to the garden. Bat in

this shrubbery—it may not be more than a dozen

yards in width in some parts—here and there are

little green bays in which is a Robinia or a Fir, and

it should be placed on record. Its two parents are

nearly allied, both belonging to my section Rhodo-
chlamys, in whieh the flowers are few in number,

the bracts bright coloured, usually red, and the fruits

not edible. The following description is drawn
up from two plants that flowered at Kew, one in

June, and the other in October. 1895. Stem cylin-

drical, 3 feet long, above 1 inch in diameter. Leaves
fine, crenated towards the apex of the stem; petiole

deeply channeled, 6 to 15 inches long ; blade oblong

obtuse, 2 to 2J- feet long, 6 to 10 inches broad, thin

in texture, bright green above, paler green beneath,

cuneate or rather rounded at the unequal base.

Spike short, erect, shortly peduncled; bracts oblong,

4 to 6 inches long, crimson, with a tinge of mauve.

Female flowers in four clusters of three flowers each ;

ovary finally 1 inch long. Male flowers also in threes.

Calyx yellowish, 1 J inch long, truncate, and obscurely

toothed at the tip. Petal oblong, obtuse, white,

nearly as long as the calyx. Stamens five, pro-

truding beyond the reflexed tip of the calyx; anthers

linear, £ an inch long. A drawing of it has been

made by Miss Smith for the Kew collection. J. G,

Baker, Herbarium, Kew.
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JUB^A SPECTABILIS.
The Coqaito Nut or Wine Palm of Chili is one of

the moBt interesting of sub-tropical Palms. It has

a very stout stem which attains a height of from

40 to 60 ft., and bears a large spreading head of pin-

nate leaves. The fruit is borne in pendent racemes

which look like gigantic bunches of very large Grapes.

Each fruit (fig. 89, p. 516) contains a single seed

which is nearly round, has a hard brown bony shell,

and the albumen is white, harder than in the Cocoa-

nut and sweet to the taste. The stems contain a

large quantity of saccharine juice, which, when
boiled, becomes a sort of treacle, and is much
esteemed as an article of food, known as Miel de

Palma — Palm-honey. A fall-sized trunk yields

about ninety gallons of this sap, to obtain which

the trucks are felled, the leaves lopped off, and the

juice is caught as it runs from the upper end.

There is some danger that this Palm will soon be

extirpated from Chili, through the wholesale felling

of the trunks for the Palm-honey. When Darwin

visited Chili in 1832, as recorded in his Voyaye of

the Beagle, it was very abundant in the country

round Valparaiso, he having counted several hundred

thousand trees on one estate alone. The late Mr. John
Ball was there in 1882, and although he devotes a

considerable portion of his book (Notes of a Naturalist

in South America) to the flora of Chili, he does not

even mention the Jatsea. Miss North visited Chili

in 1684, and painted a picture of the Jubsaa, which is

in the Kew collection. " In a place called Salto,

one of the most attractive coast suburbs of Val-

paraiso, there is a valley full of the native Palm,

Jubsea spectabilis, which nsed to cover the country

forty years ago, bat now scarcely a hundred trees

remain. They are mis-shapen things, but seem
quite in character with the rocky valley they grow

in " (Recollections of a Happy Life).

According to Siemann, the Jabaaa is cultivated in

Colombia and other parts of South America. The
seeds are sometimes imported into this country, and
are known commercially as Monkey'* Cocoanuts.

They are eaten by boys, but I know of no other use

to which they are pnt in this country.

There is a large healthy specimen of thiB Palm in

the temperate-hoase at Kew. It has a trunk 8h feet

in circumference at the base, and 7 feet at a distance

of 5 feet from the ground. It bears a grand head of

feather-like leaves, each 17 feet long and 4£ feet

wide, and certainly is not a mis-shapen thing, as

described by Miss North. The accompanying figure

represents a specimen of the Jubaai in the King of

Portugal's garden at Lisbon, which was published in

the Gardeners' Chronicle in 1832 Land which we now
reproduce (fig. 90, p. 517). Ed]. At that time the

trunk was 13} feet in circumference. In 1886, this

identical specimen flowered and ripened fruits. It

was then thirty-five years old, and had a trunk over

16 feet high, and 14 feet in circumference at the

base. The flowers were produced in January, and

the fruits ripened the following August. I believe

this is the only recorded instance of this Palm
flowering and fruiting in Europe.

I have seen it thriving in the open air in gardens

on the Riviera, a specimen in Mon. Naadin's garden at

Antibes having a trunk nearly as large as that at Kew,
but the leaves were much shorter and less handsome.
i Tnis tree, as M. Naudin kindly informed us, when
ne sent the fruit figured, is 16 feet high, the girth

of the trunk at a yard high is more than 12 feet,

and the age of the tree is thirty-six years. Ed. J

I believe there is a plant out of doors in the garden

of Mr. Smith-Barry at Fota, near Cork, which
requires only slight protection in winter. A plant

was tried in the Bamboo Garden at Kew two years

ago, but it succumbed to the first severe frost.

W, W„ Kew.

NOTES FROM CAMBRIDGE
BOTANIC GARDENS.

Sagittaria mostevidexsis.—There was a fine group

of this plant at one end of the Nymphsea-house, in

which several of the latter were blooming freely in

October. Taese Arrow- heads deserve more general

cultivation, and this Montevidean species especially

would furnish some valuable material for cutting at

this season ofthe year, for though most of the Arrow-

heads flower in the summer, this fine species was in

flower in October. Again, though they love the water

and are most at home in a marsh, they will thrive

well in loamy soil in pots if freely supplied with

water. The Arrow-heads are almost equally accom-

modating in regard to temperature. We have

several North American species, and at least one

native species, S. sagittifolia ; and this fine species,

S. montevidensis, all of which thrive almost as well

in the greenhouse as the stove. Though I have it

covered with its striking white panicles of bloom

throughout the winter, the plants will require, as they

have at Cambridge, the stimulus of the stove.

When water-plants and semi-aquatics get more in

demand in our gardens, as well as in vases and

glasses in our homes, more Arrow-headB wiil be

grown, alike for their foliage and flowers. Mr.

Lynch deserves hearty thanks for his strong and

persistent lead in this direction.

Abistomchia oigas Sturtevanti.

I do not remember to have seen this particular

variety of the giant Dutchman's Pipe before. The
magnificent flower in fall bloom at the time of my
visit must have been 15 inches long and 9 inches

broad, with a drooping tail about 2 feet long in addi-

tion. Such flowers must be seen to be appreciated,

for they are so extraordinary as to paBS the bounds

of a popular description. They suggest, on first sight,

an enormous Stapelia or a star-fish suspended by

a stem, and embellished by a tail alike so small as to

be out of all proportion to the apparently massive

solidity, unique colouring and spotting, and extra-

ordinary forms of the flowers. This fine plant seems

just at home on a rafter in one of the fine new plant-

stoves recently erected here—one of the handsome

groupB of glass bo admirably linked together by the

magnificent corridor into which the whole of the

houses open. The plant is blooming with great

profusion, and is in the most robust health, though,

Mr. Lynch says, many of the blooms drop off during

different stages of their development, a result surely

not to be wondered at as we reflect how much raw

material and vital force must be expended in the

formation and finishing of one of these curious

blossoms. I have seen some fine samples of A.

gigas and other species in several botanic gardens,

but never one of such gigantic dimensions before
;

and lovers of the curious in horticulture could

hardly do better than secure and grow this splendid

variety. It is grown and bloomed at Cambridge in

the highest perfection on the lower Bide of a by-no-

means long rafter ; and though it is looked upon

as a summer bloomer, the plant was thickly studded

with buds and blooms in all stages of development

in the middle of last month. D. T. F,

HARDY FRUITS AT SUNDORNE
CASTLE GARDENS.

Havino an opportunity early in last month of

calling upon the head-gardener, Mr. Phillips, I

noticed in walking round the garden some splendid

fruits of Apples. The following varieties were

exceptionally good :—Ribstone Pippin, the trees are

bearing good crops of fine clean fruitB, good sizs, and

the trees comparatively free from canker ; a disease

that has prevented this variety from being much
planted of late years. The fruits of Cox's Orange

Pippin are of medium size, but clean. To get size

in this variety the roots of the tree must be fed with

manure at the final swelling period, about the first

week in August, with water applied weekly for a

time, and only one fruit allowed to swell on each

bunch of blossom or frnit spur ; the variety would pay

well to be highly cultivated, a» it is one of the best-

flavoured dessert Apples. Blenheim Orange PippiD,

grown upon a wall tree, was very fine and of good

colour. King of the Pippins, Sturmer Pippin, Lord

Suffiold, Cellini Pippin, and Stirling Castle, were

good. Golden Noble and Lord Derby also good;

as was Warner's King, or as there named D. T. Fish.

These trees, as well at a few others, were bearing

excellent crops of fruit. The trees are bush-trained,

a form so useful for gardens, as they do not shade

other crops much when kept pruned annually as

there. These trees are top-dressed annually with

farmyard manure, and otherwise well managed.

The bush Pear trees were not satisfactory, and I

advised heading them over for grafting next spring,

and grafting the following varieties upon them,

namely, Doyenne du Cornice (the best- flavoured

Pear grown), Marie Benoist, Souvenir du Congres,

Beurre Hardy, Magnate, Olivier des Serres, Daron-

deau, Triumphe de Vienne, Clapp's Favourite, Fon-

dante d'Automne, Doyenne! d'Alencon. These

varieties would, undoubtedly, strengthen any collec-

tion of Pears, ripening between the months of Sep-

tember and March, and they are found to succeed as

bushes in the open. The following varieties were

found to be very satisfactory, growing against south

and west walls, and horizontally trained:—Jargo-

nelle (the crop had been gathered), WilliamB' Bon
Chretien, Lauise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise

(both of these had Bplendid fruita upon them, clean

and handsome), Pitmaston Duchess (the largest Pears

in the garden, but only a few frnit»),Beurie' Superfin,

Beurre Diel, Winter Nelis (splendid fruit and crop),

Beurre Ranee and Glou Morceau were good in size and

crop. The soil in these gardens seems to be well suited

for hardy fruit culture. The Apricots, Peaches, and
Nectarines upon the south walls were in excellent

health, and good fruit was and bad been grown upon
them with one exception—Apricots, the crop of

which had been poor. Many useful young trees bad
been planted of late years between the old ones; the

latter taken away, as the space was required by the

young ones. These promised well for the future.

The following varieties will be found suitable for

open walls, south and south-west aspects, in the

order of ripening in this district:—Peaches: Alex-
andra, Hale's Early, Grosse Mignonne, Noblesse, and
Walburton Admirable. Nectarines : Early Rivers,

Lord Napier, Pitmaston Orange, Pine-apple, and
Elruge. Apricots : Breda, Hemskirk, and Moor
Park.

The ordinary varieties of Plums I found doing
well, as also Damsons. I learnt that no protection

was given to the wall trees last spring against frosts,

thereby testifying that wall fruit, however choice,

may be grown on open walls when good cultivation is

adopted, as here. I have proved for many years

past that front protection to wall - fruit trees

when in blossom is often a hindrance rather than a

help to fruitfulness. The best help I found was in

using a board at the top of the wall, 11 inches

wide, in the spring months, removing it early in

June. In this way I was enabled to get crops of

choice fruit annually for fifteen years in succession.

Many people in Shropshire think that the county

is not suited to the growth of choice fruit against

open walls ; such is, in my opinion, a fallacy.

To be successful, however, there is need for care

in the selection of varieties, planting the trees

properly, in the autumn, care in pruning in

the spring, and of keeping the summer shoots free

from insects — the most important point of all

in the cultivation, early thinning of the fruits when
young and before the stoning period, regulating the

number of fruits to each tree according to age

and size. Given attention to these matters, choice

fruit can be grown as well in Shropshire as elsewhere,

as proved this year in a few districts. Robert Smith,

F.S.H.S., in " Shrewsbury Chronicle."

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ORCHIDS AT ROSSLYN, STAMFORD HILL.

That few plants cultivated in the neighbourhood

of London thrive so satisfactorily as Orchids when
properly tended is a well-known fact, and an excel-

lent example in support of it is always to be seen

in the collection ol H. T. Pitt, Eaq., at Stamford

Hill. Begun a few years ago with a few Orchids

in one of the houscB, it has gradually extended

until at the present time, several important ranges
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of homes are entirely devoted to theae plants, and

admirably do they thrive nnder the care of Mr,

Aldous, and the no less careful supervision of Mr.

Pitt himself. At the present time, the two most
ihowy plants contributing the largest number of

handsome flowers here as in most other collections,

are the varieties of Dendrobium Phalsenopsis

Schroderianam and of Cattleya labiata, which may
be regarded as two of the most useful plants

ever introduced to gardens. Both are free-growing

and profuse-flowering, and seem to adapt themselves

to almost any quarters. The D. PhalEenopsis have

been flowering here for months, but still they are

embellished with graceful sprays of bloom ; and with

them in flower are D. P. Statterianum, D. Hilde-

brandii, and other species.

In the adjoining house, suspended over a bed of

fruiting Pines, and taking full sunshine at all

seasons, is a fine batch of varieties of Lselia anceps,

so thickly set with flower-spikes that more could

scarcely be got from plants of their size. Taking

one 12-inch basket as an example, we connted

on it twenty- seven flower-spikes, which on maturing

their flowers will give a specimen of extraordinary

Cattleya labiata.

Amongst the numerous kinds of Orchids which

have been so plentifully imported during the past

few years, I am of opinion that, taking all points

into consideration, the above-named Cattleya is

decidedly the most useful. Its natural period of

flowering daring the months of October and

November, when choice flowering-plants are not at

all plentiful, is a very strong point in its favour. It

is also what may be termed a general gardener's

plant, seeing that anyone with a stove may, with

ordinary cultnre, have it in perfection. In this

respect it may be compared to Dendrobium nobile.

I know of plants which have been in the possession of

their owners nearly forty years, grown under the

conditions named above. One more interesting

point in ita favour is the wonderful variety of forms

there are in, say, a doz9n plants. I saw ten distinct

varieties in that number of plants the other day ; and

they had been just purchased in bud as nnflowered

plants from the nursery. The price, too, at which

good plants can be purchased is quite moderate.

For the decoration of the dinner-table or other in-

door purpose they are invaluable as cut-blooms at

1 m
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beauty ; and there will be many others equally

worthy. On a shelf on the back wall of the

same house and also in full sunshine, plants of Luelia

cinnabarina and others of that class are well furnished

with flower-sheaths, and Ltelia monophylla is in

flower. In the Cypripedium-house, which contains

many choice varieties and hybrids, there is a good

show of Cypripedium Spicerianum, C. Charlesworthii,

as well as varieties of C. insigne.

In the Cattleya-house, facing the door is a fine

group of Cattleya labiata, together with a few other

Orchids in flower, and in the warm-house range in

several divisions, some surprisingly good results in

the culture of plants not generally found to be easily

managed are to be found. Foremost of these may
be noted a collection of the different species of

Bollea end Pescatorea, which few succeed in growing
even passably well, but which here are most luxuriant,

and Bower continuously for a great part of the year.

The large specimens of Miltonia Roezlii are also

remarkable examples of good culture, and the

Phalienopsis and many other difficult subjects are

iu good condition.

The OJontogloasum-houses contain a large number
of remarkably well-grown plants, and among them
some splendid varieties. Sjme few Odontoglossums
are in flower, as well as some Sophronitis, Brassia

longisiima, Zygopetalum intermedium, Oncidium
tigrinum, \ :.

this dull season of the year. I was reminded of the

above qualities of this excellent Cattleya when
recently looking through the extensive Orchid-

houses of Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Heaton Nur-

sery, Bradford, Yorkshire. One side of a large span-

roofed house was a complete masB of flowers of C.

labiata, almost reminding one of the Pelargonium

tent at York Gala in the month of June. Doubtless

other large growers of Orchids will also have a more

or less similar display. To my mind, all lovers of

choice flowers are indebted to those who have so

plentifully introduced Cattleya labiata—autumn-

flowering variety. Yorkshire Gardener.

APPLE CULTURE.
By this date most of the fruit will have been

cleared off the trees, and the produce either mar-

keted or put into store for future use. That being

so, the present season is the best for deciding

whether any trees of worthless varieties, and old

worn-out trees should be replaced, and for the pre-

paration of the land for planting, whether in orchard

or garden. Within the past few years immense

numbers of Apple trees have been planted, and old

plantations cleared away, and being replaced by new

and more extensive ones. Moreover, a better class

of fruit has been planted, with the result that much
finer fruit is sent to market and grown in private

places. This year the crop is a plentiful one, I ufe

prices are not so high as one might wish ; still, good

fruit always finds a ready sale, and fetches fair

prices. In almost every direction mere encumberers

of the ground are to be met with, the produce 0/

which is in many instances of a rubbishy deicription,

and yet these trees are allowed to remain from year

to year. All this might be altered by planting

healthy, sound young trees in new situations, which,

if carefully planted and consist of suitable varieties,

soon begin to come into bearing, and the fruit is of

good size, colour, and general quality leaving nothing to

be desired. If we are to keep pace with the times,

which means supplying our own country people with

good sound fruit, and thereby rendering the import

of fruit much less profitable to the foreigner and

colonial, more trees must be planted, and trees in

good bearing kept in first-rate fruiting condition by

annual top-dressings and careful pruning. Any kind

of soil that is capable of producing other good crops,

such as corn and vegetables, is suitable for Apple

culture. The essential thing to be aimed at is good

drainage and a fair depth of soil, alto a suitable site.

Trenching land for newly-planted orchards entails

a great deal of laborious work, and is not very

necessary—at least, not in all parts ; but there

should be no lack of care in the due preparation of

each tree station. On large plots of pasture land, if

the trees are to stand at not less than 40 feet apart,

holes should be dug out and prepared fully 7 or

8 feet in diameter, and well broken up to a depth of

i$ feet, and for several years after planting the grass

should not be allowed to grow on the soil over the

roots, and a mulching of well-rotted manure applied,

which will be found of great benefit to the trees io

promoting a free growth.

It is very seldom, after trees have been well

tlanted on a somewhat firm soil, and where space to

grow is practically unlimited, that root-pruning is-

required, as with a fair proportion ol branch exten-

sion, and a moderate use of the knife, the trees

quickly come into good bearing. It is of far the

bitter method to let the crown become well deve-

loped before allowing the trees to bear fruit in any

quantity ; for if once they are rendered stunted in

growth through heavy early cropping, it is many
years before the trees recover their former healthi-

ness and vigour.

When in first-rate condition, young Apple trees,

planted in lines at a good distance apart, and allowed

to make a fair proportion of wood, produce crops

which far outweigh both in sue, quality, and

bulk, that produced by trees crowded together.

Probably the best course to adopt, if fresh ground

cannot be obtained, and the best must be

made of the old Apple-sick soil, is to mark
out the places for each tree io be planted, avoid-

ing, if possible, spots on which trees have stood,

digging out the old soil to a depth of from 2 to X

feet, and breaking up the subsoil. The holes should

not be less than 8 feet in diameter, and it is good

practice to leave them open for several weeks. This

will allow the frost to pulverise the stiller subsoil

usually found in old orchards. Advantage should

be taken of frosty weather to get as mucb. fresh soil

and road-parings carted to the spots as may be

required, planting the treeB at any mild time

during February and March. Good varieties

are numerous enough, and the goodness of

Apples seems now to be more looked to by

consumers than was the case formerly ; but,

unfortunately, the yield of some favourite varieties

is not very abundant. A good early kitchen Apple

is found in Lord Darby ; the tree grows strong, and-

it is one of the best for general early cropping,

the fruit of capital size. In my locality it is con-

siderably better than Lord Saffield. Yorkshire

Beauty is another variety that rarely fails to bear ;

in fact, we have no kind so trustworthy in that

respect. Waltham Abbey Seedling is a largs clear

yellow Apple, and very useful os a kitchen cooking

fruit, and the tree is hardy, and not liable to canker.

Ssone's, New Hawthornden, B.-amleys Seedling,

Annie Elizabeth, all fruit well. Tower of Glamis,

Ecklinville Seedling, Golden Spire, Golden Noble,
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J)snx Ans, and Lady Henniker are all good market
fruits ; also Wellington, Gooseberry - Apple (not
Pippin, the two being quite distinct), and Northern
Greening are excellent for late use. There are
many other good culinary varieties, but I find those
mentioned are very suitable hereabouts. Dessert
varieties consist of Cox's Orange, Kerry, Kibston
Pippins, and King of the Pippins ; this year the
latter has grown out very fine and clear—all points

considered, this Apple is still one of the best.

Blenheim, either for dessert or cooking, is probably
the best all-round Apple grown, and full-sized trees

fruit abundantly; this last always sells readily at

good prices. Worcester Pearmain, although not of
first-rate quality, puts on a high colour, and comes
into use at a time when Apples of the best quality
are unfit. The tree bears well, and it is a variety
well worth growing.

Claygate's Pearmain is of fine quality ; Cornish
Gilliflower, although not a pretty-shaped fruit and
fruiter, is certainly, in my opinion, one of the first

quality; Stunner Pippin is one of the best late

dessert varieties if the fruits are allowed to hang on
4he trees till very late in the year ; Yellow Ingestre
is small and useful, and it is doubtful if there is a
more profitable Apple grown from a market point of
view. Mabbott's Pearmain, Brownlee's Eusiet, and
Cilville Rouge Pre^oce are all good.

Pruning Standard Trees.

This is usually done after the leaves are down, but
it may safely be performed at any time after the

fruits are gathered, as by removing some of the old

limbs early, and before the leaves fall, decaying

branches are better seen ; keeping the tops moderately
thin is the most important item, but if the heads are

kept too open and the branches far apart, they are more
apt to sway daring high winds when heavily cropped,

and the fruits get damaged—so that some judg-
ment is required, and the habit of the variety studied

in branch thinning. The finest lot of Blenheim
Orange Pippins I ever saw were growing in a large

fruit garden this year, where it was evident that the

pruning-saw is not spared, the long limbs being com-
pletely loaded with frnits from top to bottom, and
fortunately no rough high winds were experienced
this season to bring down the crop and bruise those

that remained on the trees. B. Markham, Meremorth

. Castle, Maidstone.

The Bulb Garden.

IEIS KiEMPFERI.

The rarity of these beautiful Japanese Iris in

private gardens is scarcely to be accounted for, unless

it be thought that a pond or stream or lake are abso-

lutely needed for their successful cultivation. It is

almost impossible to realise the beauty of a fine

group of these hardy flowers, and were they grown in

proportion to their merit, they would certainly be

seen in abundance in all private gardens. Even in

ouch gardens in which the plants may be found, it is

rarely that a full measure of success is obtained.

That they are moisture-loving plants is not ques-

tioned, but this does not mean that they will succeed

in or near to stagnant water. I have, indeed, grown
them better in richly-manured ground in the neigh-

bourhood of Hampton than others have at the

water's edge. Moisture is necessary, and so is an
open vegetable soil, or a soil largely consisting of

leaf-soil and peat, with a good quantity of decayed

manure. Any amatenr who feels so inclined may
grow these delightful subjects in the most satis-

factory manner by adopting the following simple

meanB :—In gardens with a heavy retentive soil, a

special bed should be made by digging out the soil to

the depth of 2 feet, and in the form of an oval, oblong,

or other desirable figure, and replacing it with rough

peat, half-decayed leaf-mould, and very short manure,
the first two in equal ratio, and the manure about

cne-fourth, to which may be added about one-fourth

of the staple, making at the leait a bed \h or 2 feet

deep. It should be well mixed together, and left in

a comparatively loose state. In finishing off the

bed, allow the surface to be 3 or 4 inches lower than

the surrounding level of the soil, so that it can be

deluged with water in dry weather in the growing

season. In gardens where the soil is strong, and the

subsoil is gravelly or sandy, a similar excavation

will be needed ; but in this case I would advise

lining the bottom with clayey soil, so as to retain

the moisture. What these delight in is an nnlimited

supply of vegetable mould below, and plenty of mois-

ture afforded from April to September. What they

dislike is stagnant moisture throughout the winter,

which must be avoided if success is to ba insured;

and they are safer, and stand better chances of

floweriDg. in any ordinary damp, shady border ; but

where abundance of vegetable soil can be afforded

the roots, a marked difference will soon be observed.

If only a dozen plants be obtained, they well repay

proper care. This Iris is by no means fastidious as

to the season to plant ; but preference should be given

to the autumn, as this enables them to make fresh

roots by the time growth commences in the spring, J.

Thb Week's Work.
FKUITS D2IDBK GLASS.

By Richard Pabkeb, Gardener, Goodwood. Chichester.

PREPARING FOR FORCING.—The houses or pits

in which the earliest forcing will be done should now
be got in readiness by cleaning the wood-work and
glass, and lime-washing the walls. If a small

quantity of petroleum be used in the lime-wash, it

will prove a good kind of insecticide. When the
work of house- cleaning is thoroughly done at this

3eason, much labour in cleaning the plants later

is avoided. A large heap of stable-litter and Oak
or Beech leaves should be prepared in some shel-

tered corner where the wind will not reach it, and ba
well mixed and turned over several times, so as to

fit it for bringing into the vineries, &c, as may be
required. It forma an admirable mild hotbed for

hasteniogthe flowering of plants, and adding warmth
to tbe house. A compost consisting of fresh turfy

loam, crushed bones, wood-ashes, and old mortar-
rubble or plaster, should also be prepared, and
placed under cover, in readiness for top-dressing
purposes.

BTRAWBERRIE8 IN POT8, ETC.—Sharp frosts hav-
ing set in, the plants in pots should forthwith be
placed in winter quartern as previously advised. As
bad drainage is more injurious to the Strawberry
than frost, no water should be allowed to collect about
the pots. I do not advocate placing the plants on
their sides under walls, &c„ as the soil is apt to become
too dry, causing the roots and crown to lose their

plumpness. Frames and pits form a better shelter

if the pots can be plunged closely t pettier up to their

rims in beds of fine coal-atbes or tree leaves. The
frames should have a southerly aspect by preference.

Foliage which has become brown should bsretained,
as it forms a protection for tbe crowns. As was
before stated, those plants which are to be forced
early should be plunged in leaves, &c, in pits, and the
lights should be only placed on them during frosty

weather. All kinds of fruit trees in pots should by
this time be plunged in beds of coal-ashes, or have
their roots protected in some other manner from
frost.

THE OTHER FRUiT- HOUSES.—Continue to freely

ventilate all the Peach-houses and vineries, except-
ing those containing Grapes, care being, of course,

taken to prevent the water in the heating-apparatus
from being frozen.

PINE-APPLES.—Qaeen Pinef, to ripen in May
and onwards, should now have toe amount of water
afforded at the roots somewhat reduced, a slightly

lower temperature maintained, as well as a drier

atmosphere, and thus afford tbe plants a two months'
rest, which is especially desirable if the plants are to

show fruit at a given time. The pinery may be care-

fully ventilated for a few hours daily during mild
weather, when th» inside temperature has risen to

more than 68°. The night temperature should not
exceed 65°, ana the bottom-heat should be steady

from 70°. It i» very desirable to cover Pine-stoveo at

night, especially in frosty weather, the retention
of the desired degree of heat by this means
being preferabl« to tbe excessive use of the hot-

water pipes. Tnick blinds answer the purpose very

satisfactorily, although FrigiDomo and mats are also

ofuse. In the frui ting-house, a brisk moist heat should

be kept up, to encourage the swelling of the fruits,

and no overhead syringing be performed during the

wiDter months, but the surface of the plunging

material moistened instead, by syriDging it slightly

between the plants about 9 am. and 2 pm,
Very little ventilation should be afforded, nnless the

sun be very warm, as draughts of cold air are

injurious. A day temperature of 70° to 75° in this

division, and one at night of abont 68°, should be main-
tained. The rooted Pine suckers should be afforded

much the same kind of treatment as that recommended
for the Q leen Pine plants until the tnrn of the year,

and by keeping the plunging material well up to the

rim of the pot", and keeping this in a fairly moist con-

dition, less water will be required at the roots. In
each department see that there are no drips from the

roof, as water falling constantly into the pots sours

the soil, and causeB the roots to decay. Ripe fruit

should not be allowed to remain in the stove, as it

keeps much better in a dry room.

PLANTS TJNDEB, GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

TUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIA8—These plants

will, in most gardens, be past their best, and shonld
be gradually dried off, for which purpose the pots

containing them may be placed beneath the green-
house stags. When they are completelv died down,
shake all of the old soil from them, and keep them in

the winter in shallow boxes filled with cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, placed in a dry place, from which frost is

excluded. All double-flowered and unusually fine

single-flowered varieties should be in some way
designated, in case it should be desirable to pro-

pagate from them next spring. If cuttings of

double-flowered varieties were struck at the time
advised in a previous calendar, the plants should be
kept actively growing for some time longer, in order

to obtain as large a tuber as possible. For this pur-
pose a mild hotbed-frame, and the plants placed close

to tbe glass, will suit them admirably. All flowers

shonld be picked off these young plants as fast as

they appear on them.

ACHIMENES.—The latest batch of these tuberous-
rooted stove- plants may be gradually dried off, and
then placed beneath the greenhouse stage or in the
potting-shed if it is frost-proof. Those grown in

baskets may be shaken out and placed in boxes of

dry peaty soil or silver sand, and similarly stored.

Achimenes should not be kept in too dry a place, as

tbe tubers are then liable to shrivel.

DEUTZIA GRACILI8.—Plants which have grown
in pots all the summer may now be examined as to

the drainage of the pots, and removed to cold
frames, in readiness for being forced, and placed
close together if frame accommodation be limited.

The plants will require little or no water until they
are taken into the forcing-house. Tnose planted
out should be lifted and potted up, these latter being
taken last into the forcing-house, as the pot-grown
plants stand hard forcing better than they.

HINTS ON SEASONABLE OPERATIONS.—No
time should now be lost in getting all plants which
have been standing outside into the greenhouses,
conservatory, cold frame*, or brick-pits, although
such species as Moutan(Tree) Paeonies, Hydrangeas,
Campanulas, Fuchsias, Richardias, Carnations, Aga-
panthus, &c, are able to stand a little frost. The
Hybrid Perpetual Hoses for forcing purposes, if no
room be available in pits and frames, or the Rose-
honse, should be plunged in beds of cocoanut-fibre
or fine coal-ashes, to a depth of an inch below the
rim.

VIOLETS IN FRAMES should have regular atten-
tion in airing, keeping free from weeds and runners,
and in watering and Drotecting from frost. At this

nlace, on October 26, the thermometer registered
10° of frost, and the protection of the frames with mats
was very necessary. Air should be admitted to the
frames as soon as the rime is off the glass.

THB OBCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

HABENARIA8.—The species, Habenaria militaris,

H. rhodochila, H. Susannas, H. carnea, and its pure
white variety nivoss, are well worthy of attention, their

flower-Bpikes presenting a gay appearance at a time
when there is a comparative absence of flowers in

the O.'chid-honses. Where convenience for their

culture exists, they are plants which deserve to
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be well represented. Now that their requirements
are better understood than formerly, bat little

difficulty is experienced in the management of
them. At the present time a large number are

in bloom at Burford, and already the leaves of

the earliest-flowering species are beginning to show
discoloration ; water mast be therefore gradually
withheld from them bo as to induce the dying down
of the Btemo and foliage. The Btem should not be

cut off when decaying, but left to fall naturally
away. It is not advisable to withhold water
altogether when growth ceases, as over-dryness at

the root causes the tubers to shrivel, and it is doubt-
ful if they ever regain their plump condition ; and they
invariably start weakly the following spring. The
plants should be kept intact in their pots, and be
carefully examined once a week. Those which are
found to be dust-dry should be stood by themselves
and afforded a good sprinkling of water from a 6ne
rose watering-can. Habenaria militaris, H. carnea,

and 11. c. nivosa, should be rested on a shelf near the

glass in the warm-house alongside the deciduous

Calanthes ; while H. Susannas and H. rbodocbila
should occupy a similar position in the Cattleya-

house.

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOP8IS.—Many collections

are now gay with flowers of this beautiful Dendrobe,
showing as it does, a great range of colour in the dif-

ferent plants. The dark ricnly-coloured varieties

appear to bo the more common, although there are
many lighter forms which are always much admired.
The white variety is very rare. If the atmosphere
about the plants be kept a trifle drier than usual, the
blooms will remain fresh for a long time—a matter
of importance where cut flowers are much in request.

As soon ao the bloom is over, the plants should be placed
in the cooler part of the East India-house, and kept
rather dry at the root, water being afforded just as

often as will prevent undue shrivelling. Other
species of Dendrobiums, viz , D. bigibbum, D. super-
biens, D. Goldei.and D. Statterianam plants of which
are now in bloom, will require a similar kind of treat-

ment when they are resting.

CATTLEYA8.—The best varieties of Cattleya
eldorado are very desirable plants, and their

fragrant flowers remain in beauty for a period of four
or five weeks. At the present time these plants are
freely making roots, and when the temperature of

the Cuttleya-boase falls below 60°, it will be
advisable to remove them to the warmer East India

division, and keep them there whilst the roots

are active. They should not be watered unless

actually dry, and then it should be thorough. To
keep the potting materials constantly moist certainly

causes the pseudo-bulbs to decay.

THE HABDY FBUT'F 9AKDEH.
By W. Pope. Gardiner, Righclere Castle, Newbury.

THINNING AND DRESSING STANDARD TREE8.

—

The present ib a very suitable season for the thinning

of the crowns of orchard and other standard fruit

trees. Pruning, as it is generally understood, is

rarely necessary in this department, but thinning

is beneficial to the trees, and should be taken in

hand, always before the leaves fall if time can be
spared. It is so much easier to determine whether
a branch may be taken away with advantage, when
the foliage is on the trees, regardless of the known
benefits of early pruning. In the case of old or

neglected trees, large branches should not be
cut away at once with the view of thinning
once and for all, as the effects would be worse than
those which accompany neglect ; but commence by
taking out a few of the smaller branches, and over-

grown spnrs here and there—an operation which may
be repeated year by year, and which together with
manurial aids to the roots in the shape of wood-
ashes, soot, or farmyard drainage applied daring the
winter will lead to a great improvement in the
health of the trees and the quality of the fruit. As
soon as all the leaves have fallen, the rough
bark of the trunk and larger branches should
tie scraped with some blunt instrument to
free it from mots and lichens, which form a hiding
place for various injurious insects and their eggs.
These scrapings should be allowed to fall on to a
sheet, so that they may be easily collected and burned,
as well as the leaves and small prunings. It would
be well, if the trees have been infested with insects, to
shovel up surface-soil under them, and char it, fresh soil

from land not under fruit taking its place. When
insects give much trouble in orchards under gra«s, it

is sometimes advisable to pare off and char the turf,

afterwards lightly pricking over and Dalverising the
ground, which is best done with a digging-fork or

Kentish hoe, and applying a light top-dressing of

gas-lime or gas-water, the latter being used on the
branches as well. Gas-water should be dilated with
three times its bulk of clear water. For the
destruction of moss on the trunks and branches,

freshly-slaked lime is an effective, and easily-applied

means. It should be scattered over the trees, when
they are wet with rain or dew,

!

PRUNING AND DRES8INQ APRICOT8. — The
unripened shoots may now be shortened to a firm

wood bad usually found at the base of the shoots, and
if the summer pinching was properly attended to, not
much pruning will now be required. As soon as

the leaves have fallen, unfasten the trees, and wash
the branches with warm soap-suds, made by dis-

solving 4 oz. of soft-soap in one gallon of water ; a
soft brush should be used generally, but when the
brown-acale is present, it may have to be dislodged
by other means before washing the trees. If the
walls have many nail-holes, and the pointing has

fallen out, some good mortar or cement should be
used to stop the holes and make good the pointing.

When nailing the trees, be careful not to bruise the

shoots with the hammer, or have ties that will cat

into the rind, as ir juries of this kind cause canker
and gamming. Having finished the training of the

trees, afford a dressing of short dung, after lightly

pricking up the surface of the border and pulverising

the clods.

THE KITCHE2T GARDEM.
By John Lambert. Gardener, Powis Cattle, Welshpool.

LATE CAULIFLOWERS AND AUTUMN BROC-
COLI.—In my earlier note on these crops I mentioned
that all those intended for lifting should have the

roots cut round with the spade so as to check growth
and prepare them for lifting. From now onwards,

these crops are very important ones in most country

establishments. Owing to the mild weather hitherto

enjoyed, we ought not now to be caught unpre-

pared. If no light brick or turf pits are at

command, some short, pointed, stoat stakes should

be driven into the ground in a warm sheltered

spot, and to these slating-laths should be nailed

across at the top ; in this simple manner protection

may be found for a great number of plants. Leave

standing all those with the more forward] heads,

which may be covered up where they are, or lifted

when Bharp frosts threaten ; but lift the bulk of

the crop, and transplant them under the temporary

protection made, giving them as much room as the

space at command renders possible, keeping the

plants erect, which is easily done by sinking

them a little deeper than they were before.

They Bhoald be just clear of each other. All

decaying leaves should be removed, and care

taken to keep them free of these afterwards, or the

heads will become ill-flavoured. Do not cover

the plants with mats, &c, un'ess it be quite neces-

sary ; and when the froBts get more severe, dry Fern

or straw may be used as an extra protection. In

this manner, Broccoli may be cut to the end of the

year, and sometimes later. Cauliflowers and Broc-

coli intended for exhibiting in November, should

be left in the ground, and eome means taken to

protect them from frost, but dig them up before

there is any sign of the curd op?ning. Endeavour to

keep them white and fresh ; the leaves also must

be green, nothing looking worse than Cauliflower

heads stripped of all their leaves.

CHICORY AND 8AL8AFY.—The first-named tender

roots should be the first removed from the ground,

and stored in fine coal- ashes or damp sand, the

leaves to be used later in the blanched state in

salads. Silsafy I prefer to leave in the ground as

one does Parsnips, covering the ground slightly with

litter as protection againat frost.

A8PARAGU8 BEDS.—The tops of the plants being

quite ripe, they may be removed with a sharp knife

or scythe.^aud all weed3 pulled out or hoed and raked

off. If some of the tops with seeds were saved, these

should now be gathered, choosing the finest berries

only. Spread the berries out to dry in a cool vinery,

rubbing oat the seeds when time permits.

time they may be put closely together in boxes on
the floor, or on broad shelves in dry places. Cover
the roots about 1 inch deep with dry sandy toil, and
then, if the shed is dry and cool, and frost is

excluded, they will keep well until February or
March. Hollyhocks, if of scarce varietiei, should be
lifted from open borders and potted into good sandy
loam and leaf- soil, and the pots plunged in old

Mashroom-bed or other dry material that will not
heat. A cold frame, or preferably pits from which
the frost can be excluded, will answer for them.
Cuttings that were struck in August may bep'unged
in the same place. Admit abundance of air during
mild weather, keeping them plump and fresh ; bat
not over-watering them. If mildew or other fangoid
growth occur, dust the plants over with so phur.

Gladioli bulbs should be lifted and dried in a cool
airy shed, keeping them from frost. The B.-enchley-

ensis varieties are hardy in dry well-drained borders,
bat the surface should be well mulched to keep the
frost from them. I prefer to lift them every
year, and plant afresh in the spring. Tuberous
Begonias and Cannas should be lilted and dried

a little, and the tubers afterwards stored away
in dry sandy soil in shallow boxes or on shelves in a

dry shed. If the temoerature of the place is not
allowed to fall below 40°, they will keep very well,

CALCEOLARIAS.—Good early cuttings of these

were very scarce this season, owing to the drought.

They should be kept well (haded and watered, that

they may keep plump and fresh until they have
made roots, then affording them abundance of air,

except during sharp frosts, when they should be

well protected with mats and litter.

PELARGONIUMS.—This has been a good season

for striking Pelargonium cuttings. Those in bnxeg

will require very little water after this time. Ke- p
them as cool as possible; it is better for them not to

make much growth uatil they are potted off in Feb-
ruary. The floor of a late vinery is a good place for

them. Old plants that have been lilted from the

flower-beds should have all of the leaves removed,

and be laid thickly together in leaf soil in pits or

cool-houses, giving them a water to keep them from

withering, and abundance of air. Do not cat them
in any way at present, unless to take out decajing

shoots. When pits or beds for laying-in old plants

are not to hand, they should be potted six or eight

together into S or 10-inch pots, and placed oat of

the reach of frost.

MI8CELLANEOU8.—Iresine, Coleus.and Alternan-

theras rt quire to be kept in a warm or intermediate

honse during the winter months, and care should be

taken to keep them clean from aphides by fumigation.

Lobelia speciosa, Verbenas, Gazanias, Ageratums,

Heliotropes, Nierembergias, and the cool varieties of

bedding plants that are struck in pots and stored

during the winter for propagating in the spring, may
be kept in a cool airy house, and be carefully watered,

not allowing them to get dry at the roots. Flowering

shoots should be pinched out as soon as seen. A tem-

peratureo(40° to 45°atnight, and 50° by day, will suit

them very well. Centaurea candidissima may be lifted

from the beds and potted into 5 or 6-inch pots. Well

water them and place them in a cool house where

they mav have plenty of air, and be kept free from

frost. Do not water them over the foliage in the

winter time. These plants will give abundance of

cuttings in the spring, but unless old specimen plants

are require for planting out, the stock is quickly

increased by sowing seeds in February. Carnations

and Picoteet that have been potted for keeping in

pits and frames through the winter must be kept

rather dry at the root, affording them abundance ot

air, and removing the lights whenever possible. The

pots should be plunged into cocoa-fibre or other good

dry material, to keep the frost from the roots, and

covering need only to be used during severe frosts, the

plants not being coddled in any way.

THE FLOWE3 OARDBH.
By Bailet Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York.

WINTERING bedding PLANTS. — The severe

frosts of the past week having cot down Dahlias,

the tubers should be lifted and slowed away in a

shed from which the frost, can be excluded. Cut the

stems to within 6 inches of the tubers, which should

be placed on shelves or on the floor for a week in

order to dry the soil that is about them. After that

A Welsh Fossil-Tree.—A fine trunk of a

Fossil-tree stands upright in the offices of the

Maerdy Coal Company, in the Rhondda Fach. It

was taken out of the colliery some time ago, and is

5 feet to 6 feet in length, and judging roughly from

its appearance, is over 2 feet in circumference.

There is another tree in the colliery, and not yet

removed. It stands on the side of a road, and only

a portion of it can be seen, but it will, no doubt,

be removed some day, so that people may have an

opportunity of examining a natural monument of

the glories of a " Cymru Fa " forest. Western Mail,

Oct. 21, 1895.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR NOVEMBER.

TUESDAY,

SATUEDAY,

TUESDAY,

SATTJEDAX,

TUESDAY.

SATUEDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THUESDAY,

SOT. 5

FEIDAY, NO!

MONDAY, KOT.

TUESDAY, KOT.

WEDNESDAY. Not

THUESDAY, Nc-

FRIDAY, NOT.

SATUEDAY, Kov.

TUESDAY, Sot.

WEDNESDAY. Not.

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

TUESDAY,

PBIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MEETINGS,
j- _ \ National Chrysanthemum Society

D
\ at Royal Aquarium,

Not. 9—Royal Botanic Society.

(Royal Horticultural Society '3 Com-
Not. 12 -( mittees, at the Drill Hall, Weat-

( minster.

Not. 23—Royal Botanic Society.

^- _ gg | Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
*

if mittee?.

SHOWS.
(
Crystal Palace Chrysanthemum.

Not. 2* Loughborough Chrysanthemum and

( Fruit.

No^ 4 k
St' Ne0t,fl ChI73antnemum -

I Battersea Chrysanthemum.

!

Chrysanthemum Shows at Hereford
(two day?), Southampton, Han-
ley (two days). Brighton (two
days), and Watford (two days).

National Chrysanthemam at the
Royal Aquarium (three days).

.^Chrysanthemum Shows at Bromley,
.

fi

' Ware, Coventry, Wolverhamp-
'

i ton, Tamworth (all two days,

V. Ascot, and Chesterfield,

r Chrysanthemum Show3 at Exeter.

. 7- Hitchin, Birkenhead, and Harro-

L gate (two days).

. R \ Chrysanthemnm Shows at Beigate,
"

J Waterford, "Windsor, and Derby.

11 —Gloucester Boot, Fruit, and Grain.

,'Chrysanthemum Show3 at Croydon
(iwo days), Louth (two days .

12- Plymouth (two days). Kingston-
on-Thames (two days), and

I
Farnbam.

Chrysanthemum Show3atBirmiDg-
| ham, Bournemouth. Bristol,

Hertford, Hull, Isle of Thanet,
Reading. Lewes, Faversham.
Rugby, Barnsley (all two days',

and Chelmsford, Ayr, and Yeovil.

Chrysanthemum Shows at Edin-
burgh (three days), Winchester
(two days), Lincoln. Wimbledon.
Barnet. Guildford, Fir-:hley (all

two days), and Caterham and
Cambridge

.

rChrysanthemum Shows at Bolton.
,A ShefSeld, Bradford, Stockport.

j Hinckley, and Chorley all two
L days).

, , \ Chrysanthemum Shows at Batley.
~i Crewe, and Bacup.
r Leeds Pax ton Chrysanthemum

-Q (two days).
* \ Chester Chrysanthemum (two

' days).

Chrysanthemum Shows at York
(three days,. South Shields (two

201 days). Dundee (two days). Ton-
bridge (two days), and Helens-

t burgh.

r Chrysanthemum Shows at Norwich.
Nov. 21-? Aylesbury, Glasgow, and War-

(. wick.

No .'. 22—Manchester Chrysanthemum.

Nov

13

14

Nov.

Nov

»g I Tredegar Chrysanthemum (two
* days).

oq | Alderley Edge Chrysanthemum at
J

" \ Wilmslow (two days>.

30—Dunfermline Chrysanthemum.

SALES FCR THE ENSUING WEEK.
/"Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

HOSDAY, Not. 4<
planta £rom B,1|?iumi EOTes_ &c _

L at Protheroe a: Morris' Rooms.
Important Sale of Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees', at the Burnt A>h
Hil l Nurseries, Lee, by Protheroe
& Morris, bf order of Messrs. B.
Mailer & Sons.

DutchBulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
TUESDAY, Nov. 5 Booms.

Freehold Land at Wicfcford, Essex,
^y Prothe/oe i Morris, at the
Mart, London.

Freehold Market Nursery at Brent-
ford, by Protheroe & Morris, at

\ the Mart, London.
.'Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

Booms.
I Sale of thriving Nursery Stock, at

the Cart House Lane Nurseries,
Woking, by order of Mr. B.

WEDNESDAY, Sot.

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

OATTP.DAi'.

Collyer, by Protheroe * Morris
(three days),

•ireat Sale of Fruit Trees, at the
Nurseries. Toddington. Winch-
conbe, Gloucestershire, by Pro-
theroe 8c. Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe 3c Morris'
Booms.

Plants from Belgium, Roses. &:.,
at Protheroe & Morris' Booms,

s - » Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
' Booms.

v . _ Q S Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'a0T
-
a

) Rooms.

HOV
I'

CORRECTED AVEBA3E TEMPERATURE FOB THE EN3U-
IN8 WEEK. DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY THRKE TEARS. AT CHISWICK:.- 44 ".5.

In connection with changes, pre-

Chiswick. sent and prospective, the fate of

Chiswick is regarded by gar-

deners with some apprehension. The Council

of the Boyal Horticultural Society has informed

the public that changes are contemplated, but

up to the present it has vouchsafed not a particle

of information as to what it3 policy is likely to

be. We need not do more than make passing

allusion to the glorious history that attaches to

Chiswick, the plants that were introduced from

there, the collections of fruits that were got

together, the observations that were made in these

old gardens. But this is all ancient history :

and the present generation, and still more the

coming race of gardeners, is, or will be, if not

wholly ignorant, at lea3t indifferent to what has

been done. There was a time when even the

Council, extraordinary as it may seem, were

compelled to negleot Chiswick. Owing to finan-

cial troubles, the garden was first reduced by

more than half its area, and then the remainder

wa3 left pretty much to take care of itself.

When brighter days came, the Council very

properly set to work to restore the dilapidations

and ruin caused by years of neglect. Of late

years the expenditure has been large, but the

result is seen in the general good condition of

the buildings. Only two of the old ruinous

houses remain, and these have long since been

condemned by the Chiswick Board.

The Conferences on Apples, Pears, Ferns,

Conifers, Roses, Pinks, Chrysanthemums,

Dahlias, and other subjects, which have been

held of late years in the gardens in connection

with exhibitions, have been singularly valuable

and instructive. Some of these, no doubt, could

have been as well held elsewhere as at Chiswick:

nevertheless, the fact remains that the Confer-

ences held at Chiswick have been quite the most

successful of any—we mean, of course, so far as

the fulfilment of the object of the particular

conference was concerned.

The work done at Chiswick at the present time

is varied. As every gardener knows, there are

each year numerous trials—now of this flower,

now of that : now of this vegetable, now of that,

whilst standard collections of fruit are main-

tained. The trials, so far as they go, are well

carried out, and the results are carefully recorded.

Especially are they conducted with scrupulous

fairness and absence of bias. Complaint is

made, and with reason, that the publication of

these records is sometimes delayed so long, that

their value for commercial purposes is seriously

impaired. That is a defect which can easily be

remedied ; and, moreover, commercial con-

siderations are better left to the great trade-

growers, who have their own trial-grounds. It

is obvious that the results of these trials, orga-

nised and supervised by the superintendent and
his assistants, and periodically examined by the

several committees during the season, must be

of far higher value than those obtained by the

cursory examination made of specimens exhi-

bited at the Drill Hall, and of much more im-

portance than the opinion of individual gardeners

paraded in trade catalogues.

Tn some cases the trials are superfluous. There

is little utility, now-a-day3, in the Society grow-

ing a collection of Chrysanthemums, Pelargo-

niums, Fuchsias, or tuberous Begonias. These

have long since passed out of the experimental

stage, and the trade may be trusted to make
their trials on a larger and more complete scale

than can be done at Chiswick. Cannas, on the other

hand, are at present relatively new in gardens.

The publio do not yet know much about them, and

it is desirable that the Society should grow illus-

trations of the various types, under various

methods of cultivation, until they become gene-

rally known, and the most appropriate method

of culture decided on.

A very large portion of the resources of the

Society is now spent on the growth of plants

for distribution to the Fellows. This is a

matter in which reform is needed. The plants

grown are, for the most part, of no special

horticultural interest in themselves, nor does

their cultivation present any problems to be

solved, as they are, for the most part, of the

easiest culture. They are plants which, speaking

generally, can be bought from the nearest green-

grocer for a shilling or two. In the matter of

cultivation they cannot reach the standard

attained by the market growers, who grow

superb specimens of special things because they

can devote an undivided attention to them
which is not practicable at Chiswick.

The sale of Grapes, Tomatos, and other

produce, is necessitated under present circum-

stances. This is a great misfortune—a lament-

able departure from the legitimate work of such

a garden, and an unjustifiable trespass on the

functions of business establishments.

With a gigantic conservatory and other houses

to maintain, we do not wonder that successive

Councils endeavour to recoup some of the

expenses of maintenance : but everyone will

admit that to attempt to oombine an experi-

mental garden with a commercial establishment

is to neglect the one department, and to conduct

the other unsatisfactorily. All over the world

this is so, as those may see who read the accounts

of colonial gardens where commercial interests

are allowed to be mingled with those of horti-

culture proper.

The resources of Chiswick and the labours of

the staff should not be devoted to objects which
can be as well, or better, oarried out elsewhere

;

rather should attention be paid to matters which
the average horticulturist, amateur or com-
mercial, has not the means to undertake for

himself, or which it may be, for the time being,

inexpedient for him to attempt.

Chiswick should be a great reference-garden,

where authentically-named specimens of the best

fruit trees, and the best vegetables, should be
grown for reference and comparison. Many
questions of disputed nomenclature, which
now-a-days are difficult or impossible to solve,

might readily be settled in this way.

In like manner, diverse methods of pruning,

and variations in cultural methods generally,

should be tried. So far as possible all new
methods and all new inventions should be sub-

jected to trial at Chiswick. New plants of all

kinds should be grown, and their value for horti-

cultural purposes be tested. With suoh a large

constituency and so many foreign members, seeds

of tropical and other plants might be grown for

trial. What if the bulk proved to be of no
value, even that information would be useful,

and in a few cases something interesting would
be sure to turn up. As it is, we do not remember
a single new plant to have been made known,
still less distributed through the agency of

Chiswick for many years. What a contrast to

what was the case thirty or forty years ago !

Scientific experiments and " research " are, we
fear, hopeless without a competent director to

initiate, watch and conduct them to a successful

result. The salary of a competent director of

the kind we have in view would form so con-

siderable an item in the yearly budget, that we
fear in the absence of other support it would not

be sanctioned. We do not forget that some

years ago more thin one series of experiments
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were carried out at Chiswiok under the auspioea important— if not the most important—features

of the^Soientifio Committee. But the labour, of a national experimental garden.

and_it was not inoonsiderable, fell to the share of Muoh more might be said in detail as to the

two or three busy men already overweighted proper functions of Chi3wick, more especially in

LiNNEAN SOCIETY.—The next meeting of the

Society will be held on Thursday, November 7, at

8pm., when the following papers will be read :
—

Col. Swinhob, "On Mimicry in BntterBies of the

with their own affairs. The encouragement connection with a properly-equipped school of genui Hypolimnai, HuSn." Mr. G. F. Scott Elliot,

FlO. 92.— FLOWBB OF TOCCA GUATEMALEN3IS : FLOWEBS IVOBY-WHITB. (SEE P. 524.)

(Grown in the Botanic Garden. Cambridge.)

reoeived by the willing horses from the Counoil

was praotioally nil, whilst by the Fellows at

large tte whole thing waa ignored. The pros-

pects of experiments of this kind are therefore

far from promising, and yet these experiments

should undoubtedly constitute one of the most

horticulture supported by the public funds and

managed by the Society. The Council has raised

our expectations to a high pitch. We earnestly

hope we may not be disappointed, but that Chis-

wiok may take its place as the first horticultural

experiment and reference station of the world.

" A Reyiaion of the genus Fenta?. Bentb." Dr. A, G.

Bttlkb, "An Account of the Butterflies of the genu*

Charaxes, Ocha."

Royal Horticultural Society of iseland.

—On Wedneiday and Thursday, November G and 7,

the Kiyai Horticultural Sjciety of Ireland will hold
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their annual Fruit and Chrysanthemum Show. The
show will be held in the premises of the Royal

Dablin Society, at Bill's Bridge. Several special

prizes are offered for competition, including three

challenge cups presented by Lord Ardilaun, Messrs.

Waterhouse & Co ., and by the gardeners of Ireland.

Silver and bronze, medals, and many presentation

and money prizes will also be competed for. The
date of the show is earlier this year than usual,

as the council were anxious to convenience ex-

hibitors who might wish to attend the show to be

held in Belfast the following week, and also to allow

of growers from the north competing here.

The Gardeners' Company.—At a meeting
the court held on Tuesday, October 22, the Master
(Lieut.- Colonel George Lambert. F.D., F.S.A.) pre-

siding, the clerk, Mr. R. Gofton Salmond, read a

letter from the Commissioners of Sewers, regretting

that they could not accept the offer of the company
to place seats in various parts of the City for the

convenience of the public. The company had been
enabled to make this offer to the Commissioners
through the kindness of a member as a memento of

his election to the court. The seats will now be
placed outside the City through the Metropolitan
Pablic Gudens Association. Tne hon. librarian,

Mr. Charles Welch, F.S.A., read a report upon the
gardening library presented by the company in 1891
to the Gaildha'l Library, and supported by a yearly
grant from their funds. The number of volumes has
now reached eighty- seven, a large number of which
were fortunately acquired at the sale of the library

of the late Mr. Shirley Hibberd Besides several

important treatises on gardening in general, there
are monographs on the Begonia, Carnation, Chrys-
anthemum, Clematis, Pelargonium, Narcissus, Rose,
Vine, and other plants. The recent purchases
include Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening, and a
specially fine copy of Lindley's British Fruits. The
books are already largely used by the readers at the
Guildhall Library, and as the collection is rapidly
growing in extent and importance, it will doubtless
soon become very widely known and appreciated.
The example of the Gardeners' Company may with
great advantage be followed by many of the more
wealthy City guilds. City Press, Oct. 26.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The usual monthly meeting of the committee took
place at the Horticultural Club on the 25;h nit.,

Mr. William Marshall presiding. The following
special receipts were announced as having been
rece ved during the past three months :—Legacy
from Mr. J. Taplin, Havant. £5 5s ; the Rev. A.
Lowe, proceeds of collection at Harvest Toanks-
giving, per Mr. J. Bennett, Burton-on-Trent,
£6 6s.

;
Messrs. J. Crispin & Sons, Show Rooms,

Bristol, per Mr. J. H. Vallance, £5 5s.; Mr. Arthur
Miles. Didley Villas, Southampton £2 3s. ; collected
at Woodford Flower Show, per Mr. W. D. Wil-
loughby. £2; Bradford Paxton Society, per Mr. R.
Scott, £1 10s.

; Mr. J. Barn. Abbey Park. Leicester,
£1 os.

; the Misses Evans, Wimbledon, 17s. ; Mr. H.
Barbidge, Westgate, 10s. 6d.; and collected by Mr.
W. G. Head, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, £3 15s. Sd.
By means of boxes, the following sums v;ere obtained

:

—Mr. J. Selway, Betceshauger, Dover, £4 5s. ; Mr.
J. Mclndoe, Hatton Hill, Gaisboroagh, £5 ; Mr.
C. Satton, Chevening, Sevenoaks, £1 12s.; Mrs.
H.B. Smith. Ealing, 7s. 5d.; and Miss MeRonald,
Chichester, 7s. In small sums, per the Eiitor of
the Gardeners' Chronicle, from October, 1894, to
October, 1895, £2 4s. The remainder of the business
was of a purely formal character, and the procedings
closed with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

PEEBLE89HIRE HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.—The second meeting of the session of this
flourishing Association was held in the lesser Good
Templars' Hall on Tuesday evening last. Mr. A.
Slates, Vice-President, occupied the chair. After
the minutes of the previous meeting had been read
by the Secretary, Mr. McIntosh, The Gardens,
Kingsmeadows, read a paper on " The Cyclamen."

The South Shields and Northern Coun-
ties Chrysanthemum Society's exhibition will

take place on November 20 and 21, in the Royal

Assembly Rooms, at South Shields. The schedule

now before us includes fifty-two classes, and there

are in addition to local classes, others which are open

to all comers. Mr. Bernard Cowan is the Hon. Sec.

Marriage of Mr. Jackman.—On the 17th

nit., the nuptials of Mr. A. G. Jackman, nursery-

man, Woking, with Mias Florence Sannage, of

Leicester, were celebrated, and in connection there-

with, the employe! of Messrs. Jackman & Sons

were entertained to dinner.

MR. VERNON HEATH.—We learn with regret

that this well-known photographer died in London
on Friday, October 25, at the age of seventy-five.

Mr. Heath's landscape-photography and his views

of country- houses attained to a high degree of excel-

lence. A number of them are in the Guildhall

Library. Among some of the best he ever took

were those of Bnrnham Beeches, a series of striking,

beautiful views. Mr. Heath, a few years ago, com-
piled a volume, entitled Fifty Years' Recollections,

which was pleasant reading, and contained many
good stories.

Agricultural Returns.—Farmers and others

interested in the cultivation of the soil, cannot but

agree that they are well attended to by the Board of

Agriculture in the matter of statistics and other

contributions to the literature of the day selected

for their special nse and delectation. And
this is certainly to be commended, especially

as the Board of Trade returns published every

month supply the same gentlemen with " matter
sufficient to give them pause." Last week there was
issued by the Agricultural Departmentwhatis termed
"Statistical Tables," showing acreage under crops

and grass, and number of horses, cattle, sheep, and
pigs in the United Kingdom, with particulars for

each county of Great Britain—all preliminary to the
annual and completed report for the year, to be
issued at the UBual time. The pamphlet is made up
of an enormous mass of figures, none of which do we
propose inflicting noon our readers. Sufficient to

note here, the growth in the number of acres devoted
to market-gardening, and to orchard cultivation. As
to the latter, they (in England, Wales, and Scotland),
covor an area of 218 030 acres, in 1894 it was a trifle

under 214 000 acres. As to market gardens they
cover 92,837 acres, as against 88,210 last year. But
it must not be supposed that all of this land was with-
drawn from othe, culture, for those who read of land
sales, know v_-ry well that large estates are being
broken np into small farms, which produce better
returns for the vendor and form grand speculations
for tho buyers. As for fruit, there is not now a
breakfast-table in the land lacking its jam-pot—jams
of all sorts, single and compound, are in great
and growing request; and in addition, sugar con-
tinues cheap. Decentralisation in the matter of
markets is being duly recognised as beneficial ; and
doubtless, our friends of the Agricultural Depart-
ment will more and more see their way to extending
their field of vision—especially in the matter of
marts for sale, and the results in the matter of land
and crops.

The Wonders of Fernland. — At the
Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, on November 5
under the auspices of the National Amateur Garden-
ing Society, Mr. Chas T. Drueby, F.L.S., will give
a lecture on this Bu^jeet, illustrated with numerous
lantern slides, showing photographically and actually
the wonderful features of Fern life generally, and
more especially of British Ferns, and their most
beautiful varieties.

Coloured Glass and Strawberries.—We
read in Inventions of Oct. 22, that in cultivating
Strawberries under glass of various colours, Prof.
Zacharewicz, of Vaucluse, France, has obtained the
following results:—Ordinary clear glass gave the
best and earliest fruit; orange glass increased the

vegetation, but injured the quality, size, and earli-

ness of the fruit; violet glass increased the yield, at

the expense of the quality ; red, blue, and green glass

were hurtful to all kinds of vegetation.

The Worcestershire Branch of the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

—The inauguration of this branch will take place

at the Guildhall, Worcester, on Monday, Nov. 18,

and the chair will be taken by the president, Earl

Beauchamp, Mayor elect of Worcester, at 3 p.m.

Several influential gentlemen have promised to

support the chair and address the meeting, whilst

every effort iB being made by the committee to

secure a thoroughly representative and successful

gathering. All friends of the cause, and patrons of

horticulture, are cordially invited to be present.

The Late Professor Huxley.—A biography

of Prof. Huxley is being prepared by his son, Mr.

Leonard Huxley, who will be greatly obliged if

those who possess letters or other documents of

interest will f irward them to him at Charterhouse,

Godalming. They will be carefully returned after

being copied.

YUCCA GUATEMALENSIS, Baker.

This species, the subject of our illustration, fig. 92,

is perhaps the most imposing of the very ornamental

genus to which it belongs. The drawings were

made from a fine specimen, which flowers about

every three years in the Botanic Garden at Cam-
bridge, and where, no doubt, it has grown for many
years. Owing chiefly to its size, it is cultivated in

the Palm-house, where it is planted out, and, in

order that too much space may not be occupied, it is

cut back after flowering, and only one or two shoots

are allowed to grow. It has a principal stem or

trunk, from which the flowering-branches proceed,

and the treatment just alluded to accounts for the

habit shown by the illustration on p. 525. With free

growth there would be several stems, bearing an enor-

mous mass of foliage. The main stem or trunk above

referred to, is about 6 feet in height, and about 7 feet

in circumference at the base, whence it decreases in

size to about the middle, again increasing somewhat
towards the point of branching. The flowering-shoot

measured about 18 feet, including the panicle, the

height of which was about 3 feet 6 inches,

and foliage began at about 3 feet from the

base of the shoot. The total height of the

specimen, it will be seen, was about 24 feet. The
panicle of flowers is rhomboid in shape, and striking

on account of its density, the flowers seeming to

form a solid mass. They are (see fig. 91, p. 519) from

2| to 3 inches long, the segments oblong-lanceolate,
sharp at the point, and about 1 inch in width, those
on the outside broader than the inner. The colour
may be described as ivory-white, and, speaking of

the panicle, as a whole, it could not easily be sur-

passed in magnificence.

Yucca guatemalensis belongs to a set of about
half-a-dczen species, which is characterised by
having serrulated leaves. All have a very short
peduncle, with the exception of T. rupicola, in which
it reaches a length of 3 feet. Y. aloifolia is a species
too well-known to need description. Y. yucatana
is similar, with leaves 14 to 16 inches long. The
remaining species, described by Mr. Baker in the
Journal of the Linnean Society, vol. xviii., are Y. bre-
vifolia and Y. Desmetiana, the former having rigid

leaves from 6 inches to 1 foot long, and one third of

an inch broad, the latter with recurved leaves of
twice that width, and either of a purple colour
when young, or when older having a narrow
pale margin. The present species is the largest
of all. its leaves are ensiform, 3 feet long,
about 3 inches wide near the middle, very dark
green, shining and smooth. It was described and
figured by Mr. Baker, in Saunder's Eefugium, in
the year 1S70, and, according to him, was introduced
about twenty years earlier. In gardens it has been
known under a variety of names, Y. Roezli, Dracaena
yuccoides, and D. ensifolia being perhaps the more
familiar. The name adopted at Cambridge was
received from Kew, and may, therefore, be accepted
without question. Though referred to Guatemala
bv its name, this species is also a native of Mexico.
R. J. L.

*
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Home Correspondence.

FRUIT FARMING IN 80UTH AFRICA,—In answer
to the enquiry of jour correspondent, "H. P. T." as
to fruit farming in South Africa, as agent for the
Cane Orchard Co., I shall be glad to give him any
information I can on the subject, if he will call and
see me, or write what subjects he wishes to be informed
on. My son, who has just returned from the fruit

districts of South Africa, will also be able to en-
lighten him on moat of the points connected there-
with. G. E. Hudson, The Cape Orchard Co , Limited,
Suffolk House, Laurence Pountney Hill, Cannon Street.

FLOWERING OF THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.—As a consequence of the proloDged warmth, this
plant has been blooming in abundance in the market
gardens in and around Bath, and has thrown up
stems to the height of 10 to 12 feet, bearing clusters

of bright yellow flowers, which when cut are useful

for decoration. F. Nash, Bath. [It is not uncommon
in warm years. Ed.]

THE GUIDE TO KEW GARDEN8—When greatly
enjoying a recent visit to these fine gardens, I was
much disappointed to find that the popular guide had
been out of print for some time, and not one to be had
for love or money. Perhaps the authorities would
advertise these guides in the Gardeners' Chronicle,
and the other gardening papers. The want of this
guide and the shortness of the time available pre-
Tented me from making notes of the herbaceous
plants and others in bloom at the time of my visit.

D. T. Fish.

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.—After reading Mr. J.
Simpson's article nnder this heading in your last
issue, I came to the conclusion that to write any-
thing which shall be clear to the mind of the ordinary
reader is a difficult matter. Mr. Simpson professes
to criticise what I have written, and I feel sure that
he wishes to do so, but what he criticises is very far

from what I intended to say. I have not a copy of
my paper before me, but I would ask, whence comes
the statement that a standard tree, or, indeed, any
other, should be pruned as a basin ? I am perfectly
sure that it is not to be found within the limits of
my short paper. I am, of course, aware that the
greater part of the more recently-planted orchards
in California are pruned in this way, and the pruners
find the results excellent, despite Mr. Simpson's
experience, but I certainly never advocated it. What
I said was, " that all branches must be so dis-

posed as to admit the sunlight and air into the
middle of the tree," but I fail to see the necessity

of cutting out the centre of a tree, so that the sun
may reach it, and certainly after it was removed, it

could not be fertile. No, I do not advocate a basin-
»hape for standard trees in this country, for I think
that a tree with a central axis from which the
branches radiate, is much better calculated to resist

atorms, and much more easily managed. What I

wished to insist upon was, that the branches
radiating from this central axis, should be placed
wide enough apart to admit sunlight into the interior

of the tree ; this, after the first pruning or two, is a
very simple matter, and if any crossing branches be
removed, and the thin growths which often shoot up
from the lower portions of branches and make the
interior of an Apple tree like a crow's neBt, be cut
out, the less pruning a standard tree gets the better.

I fancy all this difficulty has arisen from the
writer haviDg amused himself with mixing up
standards and cordons " in the fruit-bearing habit, of
which," he says, "there is not an iota of difference."

Let us grant this proposition, it is perfectly true of a
really scientifically pruned pyramid, such as I have
helped to prune in years gone by in Mr. Van Houtte's
garden, near Ghent, but I fear it would be quite out
of the question to prune a standard tree in such a
way, and, at any rate, the umbrella-shaped head into
which no light or air could penetrate, which seems
dear to Mr. Simpson's heart, is as far removed from
cordon training as the equator from the poles. Mr.
SimpBOn eavs that my directions on the subject of
pruning standards and cordons are contradictory

;

they were intended to be so, and 1 rejoice to find that
at least on one point I have been understood. My
remarks were upon pruning young trees, and my
reason for cutting away two-thirris of a healthy
standard was, that it should ruake strong vigorous
growth to form the tree of the luture, and to prevent
its bearing fruit. This is the rock upon which we
split—the non-pruning of freshly-planted standard
trees. I want my young trees to make growth and
not fruit, and therefore I am dubbed a "mutilator."

\
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FIG 93.—YUCCA GUATEMALENSI5.

(SEE P. 524.)

I am content, the "little band " is growing fast, and
I hope one day to find my critic creeping into the

fold ; but because we prune our young trees to produce
growth, and our formed cordon, espalier, and pyramid
trees to produee fruit, we are held up to ridicule—this

I do not consider reasonable. Mr. S. admits that

my advice upon pruning cordons is sound, this makes
me happy, and as, in spite of his mixing the two
together, I intended the advice upon pruning young
standards to be diametrically opposite, after all, I

think, I must have made myself understandable if

not understood. The quoted remarks of Mr. Wilks,

to which might be added those of the late Shirley

Hibberd and hosts of others, as to non-pruning, do
not enter here at all. I wrote a paper on pruning,

not on neglecting to prune. I do not for a moment
say that the majority of standard trees are not better

if in after life they are left, practically speaking,

unpruned, i.e., if they simply have crosaiog branches

and brush wood removed, but before one can leavp

them to thus stand alone, they must be trained in

good ways ; this is obvious, or one might reduce the

question to utter absurdity, by saying that a tree

should not be pruned from the time the graft is put

upon the stock in the nursery. On the other

hand, all forniB of garden trees, eapaliera, cordons,

and pyramid?, must be pruned to obtain the best

results, and surely because a certain section of

the public, professional as well as amateur, are so

incompetent as to ruin their trees when they attempt

to prune them, this is no reason why we should

abstain from trying to throw some light upon the

subject. No, Mr. Simpson, you no doubt thoroughly

understand pruning, and you should have taught

your man how to uae his knife, and not have

bargained that it should be kept in his pocket.

A. H. Pearson.

WINTRY WEATHER IN YORK8HIRE —Daring the

past week there have been experienced in this

locality a sharper snap of winter for the time of year

than has been known for twenty-three years. The
lowest readings of our thermometers have been 20°,

that is 12° of frost; but I hear of a neighbouring

gardener who has registered 14°. Oa Saturday

morning last there was a complete covering of snow,

which in placeB the sun does not reach, still lays on

the ground. The ground this morning (Saturday

last), was hard enough for us to wheel manure upon
the vacant quarters in the kitchen garden, a rare

occurrence in October hereabouts. H. J. C, Grimiton,

Tadcaster, October 28, 1895.

IN SUSSEX.—On the morning of the 27th the

mill-pond in front and behind Uckfield Mill was

frrzfn over. Such haB not occured in October before

for the past forty-six years. All outside flowers have

disappeared as if by magic. A. P.

IN KENT.—During the last few days I have been

travelling in that garden of EDgland, Kent, and
have beard of a robin's nest with eggB, and rooks

engaged in nest- building; and have seen Rhododen-
dron ponticum in flower, also Laburnums and Pyrus
japonica; and I have gathered Apple blossom from

trees bearing grand crops of fruit. On Friday,

October 25, I gathered ripe Strawberries and grand

Raspberries from plants in the open, and there are

good crops of these fruits in places. That grand

old Rose, Gloire de Dijor, and others are flowering

profusely on cottage walls, and fine blooms too,

proving what a remarkable aeaion it has been ; and

now in some districts severe frost has set in, 10° to

12° being noted, killing all kinds of tender things,

especially bedding plants, Dahlias, &c, and making
terrible havoc. A. 0.

THE TRUTH ABOUT PRICES.—What jolly times

we poor growers might have if the prices for Apples

and Plums given in that cheerful prize essay were

only correct ! £26 per ton means about lis. per

sieve. Apples differ in weight, but JS lb. per aieve

is not far out. Wellingtons, when well- grown and

well kept, fetch as much as any sort, and we must

look back to 1889, when that severe frost spoiled eo

many Apples both native and imported, to find a

bushel selling for 12s. after the winter was over, and

when I marketed 869 bushels of winter kinds. But
that is the sort of good luck which comes to one

once in a lifetime. In March, 1895, Wellingtons were

8s. ; to-day th»y are 4s , and very fine fruit indeed, but

the fruit will not keep, it having been grown on culti-

vated land ; those from orchards are stored for next

spriDg. King of the Pippins is making 4s. 6rf. per

bufhel now ; in October last they were 5s. 6d. ; and

in November, 1S93, 5s. Of course, there are carriage

and commission to take off these prices, which cost

y
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me Is. per bnihel. Czar Plume lait August were os.

per bushel, Rivers', 9s. la fact, s glance at any
market report will show the fallacy of the euBjisi'i
statement!. Mid Kent.

Tour correipondent, "D. T. F.," does
well to call attention Jo need of fnrther explana-
tion as to these, at pnt forward in the Royal
Horticultural Society's prize essay. Are the prices
quoted averages? If so, how many years, and
from what source received, open market, or from
private shop or otherwise ? I know that the top
price for good Blenheim Orange Pippins, or King of
the Pippins, offered by large buyers in this country,
does not at present exceed £8 per ton ; while quota-
tions from markets away are from £7 to £10, the
railway and market charges taking away from these
£2 to £3 per ton, the nett returns being at the rate
of £5 to £8. Your average market quotations are
alio very much on the same scale. Bolt. Grindrod,
The Gardens, Whitfield, Herefordshire.

MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA V1NE8 AT PRE8TON
HALL, MAIDSTONE. — Amongst the many ex-
amples of good cultivation to be seen in the gardens
at Preston Hall, is a vinery of Muscat of Alexandria.
This vinery was planted in April, 1894, and the
Vines were cut back in February of the present
year. The canes are fully 26 feet long, short-jointed,
and over 3 inches in circumference at 5 feet from
the ground. The border is outside. These Vines
afford promise of rendering a good account of them-
selves next season. Mr. Jarman, the able gardener at
Preston Hall, intends replanting all of the vine-
ries there by degrees; and should they all do as
well as have the Muscats, the results should be quite
extraordinary. A. 0.

BARRON TESTIMONIAL FUND.—Residing, as will

be seen at foot of this note, a considerable distance
from London, and seldom going that way, I have not
had the opportunity of seeing the work done at Chii-
wick, and am not in a position to give an opinion as
to its merits. Judging, however, by the abundant
testimony of those who have seen that work, both
as expressed in your columns and in private corre-
spondence, I am fully satisfied that, on the whole, it

has been real solid work, and as such, deserves the
praise of all horticulturists. Personally, I am of
opinion that, as a rule, the best testimonial a man
can have for any good work he has done, is the still

small voice of conscience. No doubt there may be
exceptions to this rule, as in the very excellent
services Mr. Barron has rendered as Honorary Secre-
tary to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund. Having had
some little to do with suggesting the idea of such a
fund in the early part of the Jubilee year of 1887,
I shall gladly give my small mite to the Testimonial
Fund now being got together on his behalf. At p. 81,
vol. ii., of the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1887, you pub-
lished a few notes from me bearing upon the fair

start alreadymade in establishing a Gardeners'Orphan
Fund ; as the following extract has some bearing
on my point now, perhaps you will let me repeat it.

" Amongst the many others who have given their
time and experience to maturing plans for the future
working of the fund and other organising work in
connection therewith, I think that much is due to
Mr. Barron of Chiswick for using so freely his great
horticultural influence on its behalf. I can say this
the more freely as I have not the honour of being
personally acquainted with him, or but very slightly."
As to the latter portion of this extract matters
remain as they then were, we have not met since.
Without in the least wishing to detract from the
7ery excellent work done by the chairman, com-
mittee, and others, in connection therewith, I still

think much is due to Mr. Barron for his services as
hon. secretary. It is on this ground I venture to
suggest to all interested in the good work of helping
those who cannot help themselves, i.e., orphan chil-
dren, to add their mite to Mr. Barron's testimonial
fund. I say mite advisedly, as I take it the smallest
sum will be acceptable as well as the larger ones

—

just according to the power of the contributor. S.J.
Clayton, Grimton Gardens, Tadcaster.

BOUGAINVILLEA 8ANDER1ANA.—I was interested
on reading your correspondent, "R. D.'s." note on
this plant in the issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle for

October 19. That it is distinct from B. glabra I am
willing to admit, but I was under the impression
that it was much freer-flowering, but, unfortunately,
with us it has not proved itself to be such. I shall
be glad to know how this variety has behaved in
this respect in other gardens. E. Bec&eii, Eltirce.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
October 15.

—

Present : Dr. M. T. Masters (in the

chair) ; Rev. W. Wilks, Mr. J. Weathers, and Eev.

G. Henslow, Hod. Sec.

Injury to Foliage by Wind.—XLr. Ch. Plowright, of Lynn,
sent photographs showing how trees, &c, were damaged on

the north sides by a cold wind on May 16, with the following

communication :
—*' After a spell of fine weather, lasting until

May 14, we began to think our fruit crop was safe for the year
;

buton the loth the temperature fell, and on the 16th we had

a gale from the north, accompanied by one or two hail showers.

The effect was seen in aHawthorn hedge facing north and eouth,

for the foliage was shrivelled up on the north side where it is

dead, but remained bright green on the south side. Similarly,

three or four Pear trees showed a remarkable appearance : the

north side was quite black, not aleaf escape i, while the opposite

side did not seem to have suffered at all. A row of Elms Bhowed
graphically which way the wind had blown, and some fine old

Beeches assumed on their north side quitean autumnal hue. The
Horse-Chestnuts, from the size of their leaves, afforded very

distinctive evidence of the injury they sustained, the foliage

having turned a bright red. The above effects were general

id this part of Norfolk ; indeed, no tree which was exposed in

the least seemed to have escaped. One of the most striking

incidents is the Spruce Fir ; at East Walton there is a row of

these trees, whose youDg shoots have been killed by the cold

wind on the north side, and hang like brown plumes at the

end of the branches.'* Mr. Plowright does not allude to the

probable effect of salt, but as a north wind at Lynn is entirely

a eea wind, the disastrous effect to the foliage was probably

chiefly due to the presence of salt spray.

Young Apple Fruit.—Mr. T. Eyre, of Thorpe Lea, Egham,
forwarded a sample of a second crop of Apples, due to the

prolonged high temperature. Raspberries and other fruits,

as well as Laburnum, &.C., in blossom, as the Secretary

observed, have been recorded in Ealing and elsewhere this

season.

Cattleyx Mossia'licith Double Growth.—Mr. W. C. Walker
forwarded a photograph of an abnormal specimen with the

following remarks:—"I enclose a photograph of Cattleya

Mossiee that has developed an unusual double growth. When
it started after flowering it appeared little different from

ordinary growth, but as it grew it formed the two distinct

growths included in one green sheath at the base."

Aphides on Lettuces.—With, regard to the aphides in the

soil about the roots of Lettuces sent to the last meeting, Mr.
G. B. Buckton of Weycombe, Haslemere, reports as follows :—
" As the earth was loose the shaking during transit and the

comparative drought killed the insects ; but I secured fifty or

more specimens. They were all pupae of aphides, and I am
satisfied that they are Pemphigus lactucse (Passerini). ThiB

BpecieB is subterranean in its larval condition, and it attacks

also Sonchus and Meliotus. On opening the box two winged

flies escaped, one of which I secured, and it turned out to be a

true Pemphigus. The pupae are without nectaries, and almost

if not quite blind. The winged female has moderate eyes, and

black. A diagnosis of the insect will be found in Aphidida

ItaVca Passerine, p. 77, 1885."

Monstrous Anemone japonica.—'ReT. C. Wolley Dod sect

specimens of the foliage with the following remark:—"Six
years ago I noticed a shoot with crimpled leaves, and separated

it; next year, with ordinary soil and cultivation, it assumed

this monstrous form. It has entirely lost the usual running

habit, and doeB not increase." The leaves were enormous in

bize, evidently at the expense of the increase of the plant.

Supposed Spontaneous Hybrid Asters.—Mr. Djd also Bent a

flowering plant of a supposed hybrid between A. Thomson;.

Clarke, and A. omellus, Linn., remarking, "This came from

seed collected in my cwn garden. It has now flowered for five

years. It begins to flower early in July, and continues in

flower till hard frost. It has never produced fertile seed.

The other hybrid was between A. Thomsoni and A. pyrenseus,

D.C. A. Thomsoni produces good seed very sparingly, but

one plant growing between two plants of A. pyrenseus pro-

duces good seed plentifully. Some of these seeds produce

typical A. Thomsoni, and often the nondescript plant sent.

This is entirely sterile. I have raised many for two or three

years in succession. They always have a white pappus to the

achene, which A. Thomsoni never has."

Some Historic Cedars.—Rev. G. Henslow described two large

Cedars (Cedrus Libani) in the garden of the Rectory at

Bishop's Waltham, which, eince their age ie known, are per-

haps worth recording. They were planted to commemorate

the Battle of Waterloo. Both have lost some large boughs.

One, indeed, has so greatly suffered in a Btorm, that

nearly half the tree has gone. This one must also have loBt

its leader at a comparatively early date, as the main tronk

now suddenly branches into five large erect minor trunks. It

is 42 feet in height. The other has retained its leader, and is

about 50 feet high; three of its larger boughB are gone.

The girth of the trunk of the first at the parting of

the roots is 17 ieet. The girth at a height of 5 feet from

the ground and just below the lowest bough is 15 feet.

The girth of the lowest bough is 6 feet. ThiB bough

arises at a height of 5 feet from the ground. The girth

of the trunk of the other at the parting of the roots is

17 feet. The girth of the trunk at a height of 5 feet from the

ground is 14 feet. The girth of the base of the lowest bough

is 5 feet 2 inches. This bough arises at a height of 1 foot

3 inches from the ground. A bough at a height of 4 feet

4 inches from the ground has been sawn ctf, revealing fifty-

seven rings of growth. In all the boughs removed the eccen-

tricity is remarkable ; in one instance the centre is 4 inches

from the upper surface, and 15 inches from the lower. The

situation is high and the soil clay. Both trees are bearing

cones.

Pear Diteased.—Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, forwarded a Pear

attacked by a fungus. The latter had assumed a remarkable

spiral growth round the fruit. It was sent to Kew for

investigation.

Parsnip Diseased.—Mr. Reid, of Ealing, forwarded a portion

of a Turnip-rooted Parsnip, with purple interior, apparently

due to some fungus. It was also forwarded to Kew,

Octobeb 29.—The meeting on Tuesday last in

the Drill Hill, Westminster, was remarkable for a

large display of Potatos. These were chieQy in

illustration of a very interesting lecture on the same
subject, which Mr. A. "W. Sutton delivered in the

afternoon. Near upon fifty lantern slides, which had
been prepared by Mr. Sutton in connection with the

lecture, were greatly appreciated. Orchids were, as

usual, exhibited before the committee, but were

few in number. Chrysanthemum novelties were
numerous, and a number of awards were made. The
cold weather did not prevent the exhibition of a

group of Crotons, and a few other house plants.

Floral Committee,

Present: W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair; and
Messrs. J. Lairjg. H. B. May, H. Herbst, R. Daan,

K. Owen, G. Stevens, J. Jenninp. C. J-fferieB, H.
Briscoe Ironside, J. D. Pawle, C. E. Pearson, C.

Blick, H. H. DOmbrain, H. Cannell, and J. Barr.

Iq contrast with the usually pleasant duties of the com-

mittee, web the vote of condolence unanimously passed on this

ocoasion to the widow and family of Mr. C. F, Bause, whose

decease was reported in our issue of last "week. Mr. Bause

was a very much respected member of this committee,

MeBsrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Narsery, King's

Road. Chelsea, showed some,clearly hybrid Begonias in bloom,

obtained by crossing B. socotrana with a variety of the tuberous-

rooted section. An Award of Merit was recommended to

Success, a rosy-crimson-flowered variety, semi-double, greenish-

yellow in the centre; the habit of growth much resembles

B. socotrana. Eclipse, Sidonie, and Splendent are varietieD

differing from Su ccesB chiefly in the ehade of colour in the

flowers.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co.. Colchester, exhibited half-a-

dozen plants in flower of Lycoris aurea. Spikes about 14

inches long, bearing six or seven golden-yellow flowers about

1£ inches across. The leaves are developed after the plant hae-

flowered. A very pretty species from China, introduced to

this country more than a century since, but lost again to culti-

vation until a year or two ago (First-class Certificate),

Nerine AUeni , a seedling from N. corueca major, crossed,

with N. sarniensis, was exhibited by Mr. R. H. Allen, Guern-

sey. The flowers are very closely placed on the scape, and

are a good rosy-crimson in colour.

A collection of small Crotons, -well-coloured, was exhibited

by S. T. Fisher, Esq. (gr., Mr. G. Bond), amongst which were
some useful and pretty plants for winter furnishing (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons, Upper Holloway, London,
exhibited a plant of Bouvaidia Silver King. The leaves are

variegated with white margins, and the flowers are coral-red.

From Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
came a plant from 20 to 30 feet high, of Quercus americana coc-

cinea Bplendens, a very effective variety of the Scarlet Oak.

Chrysanthemums.

Novelties in Chrysanthemums were numerous. Awards of

Merit were made to Dorothy Gibson, a glorious truereflexed

flower, of a deep shade of yellow, from Mr. R. Owen, Maiden-

head ; and Rose Owen, an incurved flower of the Violet Tomlin
type, but paler in colour, the prevailing tint being pale

pinkish-rose, the petals, and especially thoBe in the centre,

tipped with white (R. Owen). To Florence Lunn, another

unely-formed refiexed flower, of a clear bright mulberry shade,

full, and Bhaped well ; and Mrs. Briscoe- Ironside, a lovely

flower, of a delicate creamy or silvery-blush tint, with lemon
centre—a large, full, incurved Japanese, in the way of Edith

Prass, quite a new colour, and extra tine, both from Mr. H.
Briscoe-Ironslde, BurgessHill. To Edith Tabor, a large, very

broad-petalled soft yellow Japanese, with drooping basal

fljrets, and highly effective in a stand, from Mr. R. C. Not-
CTJTT, Ipswich. To Mrs. Charles Blick, another large

white, broad-petalled, incurving Japanese, having a citron

centre—vigorous grower, represented by a dozen plants-

on single stems, of quite dwarf growth, and each carrying a
huge flower, exhibited by Mr. C. Blick, The GardenB, The
Warren, Hayes ; tc Beauty of Teignmouth, probably the most
magnificent variety of a Japanese Chrysanthemum seen this

Beason, the surface of the broad incurving florets bright

crimson-amaranth, with silvery reverse; the florets not too-

much incurved to hide the brilliant surface colouring, very

large and full. Last year, this was thought to be like Duke
of York, but this season it has proved that it is quite distinct in

character ; from Mr. J. Agate, nurseryman, Havant, To-

yellow Source d'Or, a pure pale yellow sport from this old

and favourite decorative variety, the sport promising to be
as popular for decorative and market purposes ae the type,

from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons. To incurved, Charles H,
Curtis, a beautiful pale yellow, compact in form, full and

.v.
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bright; to single- flowered Annie Holden, a pleasing sulphur

sport from the well-known Mary Anderson ; to Queen of the

Buffs, bright buff, with a slight pale crimson surface

to the petals, and very thin side edgings of the same,

novel and distinct ; and to Mrs. E. G. Whittle, very delicate

sulphur-white, having large, broad, incurving florets, some-

what loose at the base, a variety which gained an award for

its colour more than for its other merits, all from Mr. H. J.

Jones, Lewisham ; and to Mons. Chinon de Leschc, a very

large and massive flower, having broad florets, the surface

tinted and striped with cerise, deepening to pale purple on

the basal florets, the reverse deep gold, a very fine and distinct

Japanese, from Mr. W. Weixs, Earlswood, Redhill.

Other notable new flowers were Maggie Shea, yellow, with

a slight white tip to the florets ; and Miss Elsie Teichmann.

white, with sulphur centre, both very promising, from Mr.

C. E. Shea, Foots Cray. Charles Young, deep rose, with

alight shading of violet; and Ada Fulford, an incurved variety,

buff, the reverse gold, with slight lines of purple on some of the

older florets, both from Mr. R. Owen. Mr. J. F. McLeod,
Dover House, Roehampton, had Japanese Belle Jeune, a

clear yellow variety of medium size, like La Chiriue.

From Mr. W. E. Tidy, Havant, came Duke of Connaught,

a large yellow incurved Japanese, the basal petals some-

what drcoping, in the way of W. H. Lincoln ; Mr. T. G.

Foster, deep yellow, of a fine depth of colour ; and Zelandia,

a large, broad-petalled, fully incurved Japanese, of the Queen

type. Mr. Rickwood, Fulwell Park, Twickenham, bad

Japanese Fulwell Park, the florets white and yellow, -with

slight stripes of pale purple. From Mr. Geo. Stevens,
Putney, came incurved Madame F. Minstral, pale rosy-purple,

and golden centre. Mr. H. J. Joxes had incurved James
Murray, very like Princess of Wales; and D. B. Crane, in-

curved, not in such good character as when shown at the Boyal

Aquarium Mr. H. Cannell had plants of Kentish White, a

very promising incurving white Japanese, with pale yellow

centre, dwarf in growth, and highly promising.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, had a

fine and attractive group of plants, some of them bearing

remarkably good flowers, the most noticeable being Louise D.

Black, Warrior, Palanza, Louise, Madame Calvat, Mutual
Friend, M. George Biron. G. W. Child?, and other leading'

varieties (Silver Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present ; Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chair ; and
Mesuri. Jaa. O'Brien (Secretary), T. B. Haywood,
Sydney Courtauld, W. Cobb,T. Scatter, T. W. Bond,
E. HU1, H J. Chapman, J. Gabriel, H. BiUantine,
and H. M. Pollett.

Despite the cold weather, there was a nice show of Orchids,

though fewer groups than usual were staged. Messrs. Jas.
Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

sent some pretty and interesting hybrid Orchids. Of them
Lselio- Cattleya X Euphrosyne (C. Warscewiczii 6", L* pumila
Dayana ? ), was a plant of dwarf habit, with a very large and
well-formed flower, with sepals and petals of a light rose

colour and narrow yellowish margins, and bright purple lip,

with a lilac tip and primrose-yellow disj (Award of Merit)

;

Cattleya X Eurydice(Acklandise o*.I&biata2 ), a very charming
novelty, with the colours of Cattleyaamethystoglossa, and the

size and somewhat the form of C. Walkeriana nobilipr. The
very dwarf plant bore a wax-like flower, with ovate sepals and
petals of a pinkish-lavender hue, bearing a few purple spots;

the lip being rich crimson on the broad, flat, front lobe, and
tips of the side lobes ; the base blush-white, and the disc

yellow. Their beautiful Cattleya x Mantinii, two varie-

ties of which were now exhibited, as on the former occa-

sion (October 15), now secured a First - class Certificate.

Messrs. Veitch also showed Leelio-Cattleya x Statteriana, a
beautiful hybrid of L. Perrinii and C. labiata ; and two
hybrid Cypripediums.

Mons Georges Manttn, Chateau de Bel Air, Olivet,

Loiret, France, after whom the Cattleya Mantinii (C. Dowiana
X Bowringiana) was named, sent a grand plant of it, with a

noble inflorescence of rich rosy-purple flowers, with orange
centre aQd maroon- crimson front to the lip. It was said to

differ from the original, and in consequence was named C. x
Mantinii colorata, but seeing that the three which Messrs.

Veitch exhibited also differed from it and from each other

—

one of Messrs. Veitch's being brighter in colour than Mr.
Mantin's—it was decided to award the Certificate as to the
type, and as such it received a First-Class Certificate.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, DorkiDg (gr., Mr.
W. H. White), Bhowed Houlletia tigrina, an old but ex-
tremely rare species with decumbent inflorescence of large
flowers, which were French-white freckled with rose; the lip

ivory-white with crimson spots. A most singular and hand-
some species (Botanical Certificate)

Thos. Statter. Esq.. Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. R. Johnson), shewed a very interesting group of rare
Orchid blooms, for which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.
The most remarkable was Cattleya aurea Johnsoniana, with
light buff sepals and petals, marbled with rosy-lilac, and a
very beautiful aDd ample dark velvety crimson lip with gold
reining. It comes nearest to the fine C. aurea marmorata
which received a First-class Certificate from the Right Hon.
Lord Rothschild's collection ; and Mr. Statter's received a
similar award. In the group also were six other grand forms
of Cattleya aurea, some very handsome C. labiata, including
C. I. excelsior, -with flowers prettily flaked with purple,

'

Cypripedium x Edwardii, and the pallid, green-tinted C.
Spicerianum virescens.

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, were also awarded a
Silver Flora Medal for a very bright and effective group of

Orchids, in which fiae varieties of Cattleya labiata figured

conspicuously. The remarkably handsome Cypripedium
insigne, var Laura Kimball, with clear yellow unspotted flowers

bearing a broad band of pure white on the dorsal sepal, was
also shown, and received an Award of Merit. It is of the

C. i. Sanderre class, and differs in having the yellow of a

darker tint and in some other respects. Also in Messrs. Low's
group were Cypripedium Charlesw'orthii unicolor, a small but

uniformly rose-tinted form ; a very distinct form of Oncidium
hsematochilum, O. ornithorhynchum album, 0. varicosum,

and various other showy species.

Messrs. F, Sander & Co., St, Albans, staged a group of

Orchids, in which were the finest and richest-coloured forms of

Cattleya labiata yet exhibited, the handsome ro;e-pink and
cream-white Calanthe x Florence, and the pretty C. X Clive,

Catasetum Christyanum, Loelia pumila marginata, a fine

pan of the stately white Habenaria Suzannre, some pretty

specimens of Sophronitis grandiflora, Zygopetalum crinitum,

Cattleyas, Cypripediums, &c.
R. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr.,

Mr. H, J. Chapman), exhibited Cypripedium Allenianum
superbum (Curtisii X Spicerianum), a very large white flower

tinged with brownish- rose, and certainly a very striking

variety (Award of Merit). Cattleya labiata, R. I. Measures'

variety, a most charming pure white flower with delicate

pink veining on the lip, and which had been previously Cer-

tificated; Cypripedium x Zeno (callosum X ciliolare), C. X
Arthurianum, C. x Chas. Richman, C. insigne Cambridge
Lodge var., C. x Leeanum superbum, Cattleya X Hardyana,

&c. A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.

Fred Hardy, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-on-Mersey (gr.,

Mr. T. Stafford), showed Cattleya Bowringiana gigantea, a

very finely-coloured and extraordinarily-large form (Award of

Merit) ; the handsome white Cattleya labiata Cooksonice,

Cattleya x Harrisii (Leopoldii x Mendeli), a very beautiful soft

rose, wax-like flower ; and a very fine lot of cut spikes of some
splendid varieties of Cattleya labiata, &c. (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Geo. C. Raphael, Esq., Castle Hill, Englefield Green (gr
,

Mr. AdamB), showed Cattleya labiata, Raphael's var., with
brilliantly-coloured flowers of fine form ; Vanda ccerulea,

Raphael's var. ; a fine spike of almost circular, pale blue flowers,

netted with violet, and with violet lip ; and the rare and
pretty Zygopetalum Burkei.

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Southgate, showed a small
collection of Orcbid blooms, in which were Cattleya labiata in

several good examples, Oncidium varicosum, O. prcetextum,

Cypripedium insigne Maulei, &c. Mons, Truffaut, Rue des
Chantiers, Versailles, sent Laelio-Cattleja x Andreana (bicolor

X elegans), of slender growth, and resembling a small L.-C.

elegans, but "with ovate, slightly recurved purple front lobe to

the lip. Reginald Young, Esq., Sefton Park, Liverpool (gr.,

Mr. Poyntz), sent Cattleya labiata Youngianum, Cypripedium
XClotho (politum x Boxallii atratum), and Laelia pumila,
Walter C. Clark, Esq., Sefton Park, Liverpool, sent

varieties of Cypripedium insigne and Cypripedium x (villosum

X Leeanum superbum). Wilberforce Bryant, Eeq„ Stoke
Park, Slough (gr,, Mr. D. Kemp), seat a grand inflorescence of

Cattleya labiata, Stoke Park variety, very fine in colour.

Fruit Committee.
Present : P. Crowley, E*q., in the chair; and

Messrs. S. T. Wright, J. Caeal, J. H. Veitch, H.
PpareoD, W. Pope, A. H. Pearson, G. Banyard, J.

Wright, A. Dean, C. Herrin, W. Batea, G. T. Miles,

F. Q Lane, H. Balderaon, G. Reynolds, R, Fife,

and J. Hudson.
An interesting exhibit of Vine leaves, naturally tinted with

autumn colours, and displayed on stretched white canvas,

was made by Messrs. D. & W. Buchanan, Forth Vineyards,

Kippen, who grow them for commercial purposes ; very fine

Grapes, G^os Colmar and Alnwick Seedling; also clusters of

fruits of Tomato, Forth Vineyard Selected, were exhibited.

The produce had been grown by the use of Thomson's Vine
and Plant Manure (Silver Banksian Medal).

An interesting and very commendable collection of vege-

tables was made by Mrs. Wingfield, Amptliill (gr., Mr.
Empson). The twenty varieties included a large number of

Gourds, Marrows, and two Pumpkins, Leeks, Carrots,

Tomatos, Celery, Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Onions, &c, were
very well represented. Some fine heads of Sutton's Cardoon
were included, and some purple Kohl Rabi, &c. (Silver-Gilt

Knightian Medal).
Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to Earl Pe^cy, Syon House. Brent-

ford, exhibited a collection of salads in twenty-four varieties.

We noticed the Turnip-rooted Celery was included, besides a
bunch of the same shown separately (Silver Banksian Medal).
Mr. Robt. Fenn, Sulhampstead, showed a dish of Cox's

Orange Pippin Apple, and some fruit of his green culinary

Apple, called Pay-the-Rent ; the latter is a medium-sized
fruit, of good appearance, and keeps well. This was recom-

mended an Award of Merit.

Some fruits of a good-looking kitchen Apple (Continental)

named Sanspareil were exhibited by Mr. Anthony Waterer,
Knap Hill Nurseries, Woking.
Seedling Melons were again shown by Mrs. Wingfield,

Ampthill (gr., Mr. Empson). One of these, Anthony's
Favourite, a scarlet-fleshed variety, of very good flavour,

received an Award of Merit. Mr. Owen Thomas, Royal
Gardens, Windsor, sent a fruit of a pretty Melon named
Frogmore, which the Committee desired to see again ; and
fruits of his white fleshed Melon, The Duchess.

,
The only collection of fruits on this occasion was one

exhibited by Mr Wythes, embracing seventy-six varieties of

Apples and Pears, very commendable in quality, as grown so

near the Metropolis (Silver Banksian Medal).

Three large dishes of large excellently-coloured fruits of.

Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedliog Apple from Mr. Cm-,. E. SHEA,
Foots Cray, Kent, appropriately received the Cultural Com-
mendation of the Committee.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, and Messrs. H.

Cannell & SOUS, Swanley, staged large and most interesting
collections of Potatos. The former had representatives
of their own raising, including some very handsome seed-

lings, and further representative tubers of a few species,

as also of the quaint Fir-apple section. Messrs. Cannell
& Sons sent anybody's varieties they may grow for

trade purposes, under ordinary field culture, the whites
being separated from the coloured varieties. Of the
beautiful Reading collection, comprising sixty dishes, there
were Ringleader, field-grown Ashleaf, Early Border, Magnum
Bonum, Triumph, Windsor Castle, Matchless, Sutton's Al,
and others that are now so uoiversally identified with the
name of Sutton. All these samples were very clean and hand-
some. The Fir-apple section, so named because of the simi-
larity of portions of the tubers to Fir-cones, having myriads
of deep eyes, and yet so nice for slicing and frying, were repre-

sented by the red, white, and purple-flushed varieties. The
Almond Potato has small white and kidney-shaped tubers.
The species were represented by tubers of Solannm Maglia,
small-coloured; also of S. tuberosum, red round, but yet
larger than were the white round tubers of S. etuberosum.
This is probably but a white form of tuberosum, as it seems
to differ chiefly in colour. This collection was awarded a

Silver Knightian Medal.
Messrs. Cannell & Sons' collection, if showing less hand-

some tubers, at least allowed the varieties to show average
character under field production thoroughly. The white flat

round Come-to-Stay, was in fine form, and handsome. This
seems to be a first-rate variety. Others of kidney form were
Cannell's Victory, Future Fame, The Canon. Chancellor, Col.

Long, Lily White, Snowdrop, Maincrop, Welford Park, and
National ; and of rounds, Satisfaction, Progress, Schoolmaster,
Paul's White Bound, Prodigious. Best of All, M. P.. Abundance,
Ac. Of coloured rounds. The Dean, Vicar of Laleham, Purple
Perfection, Pink Perfection, Lord Tennyson, Reading Russet,

&c. ; and of coloured kidaeys, Early Vermont, Mr. Breese,

Edgate Purple, Field Marshal (very red), Blue Giant, Prize-

taker, &c. The collection comprised 100 varieties, and was of

exceeding interest, well meriting the Silver Medal awarded.
Mr. Robert Fenn, Sulhampstead, showed a box in parti-

tions, in which were small tubers of Solanum Fendleri, of

American origin ; also tubers, the product of a cross between
the specie? and a white seedling, Antagomot. Then other and
larger tubers, the result of a second cross between the product
of this later cross, and polle i of the Rector of Woodstock.
These tubers grown a second year will doubtless give a fine

and apparently a handsome sample. A cordial Vote of Thanks
was awarded by the committee.

Lecture on Potatos.

In the afternoon was read a lecture on Potatos, by Mr. A.

W. Sutton of Reading, whose remarks were rendered doubly
interesting by a large number of lantern views, which Messrs.

Newton had prepared from photographs taken specially for

this lecture. The first portion of Mr. Sutton's lecture was
devoted to a review of the historical data connected with the

tuber, which included the reading of extracts from Gerarde,

and from Loudon's Encyclopedia^ and other authorities. Mr.
Sutton declared that every section of the subject of the Potato
had been dealt with on previous occasions, and his task was a
very difficult one, for but little tbat wasnew could be said, either

in regard to the botanical characteristics of Solanums, or the

culture of the Potato itself.

Then there was the increasingly-important question of

disease prevention, which can be treated from at least two
chief startiog points, either wiih the object of simplifying and
extending the French system of spraying the crops when
growing with the Bordeaux Mixture known as "Bouillie
Bordelaise," or of dusting the plant with the same compound'
in the form of powder, and thereby saving from disease the
sorts of Potatos already largely grown ; or, on the other h»nd,

of introducing to the public notxe varieties obtained by cross-

fertilisation which may have proved themselves able to with-
stand the ravages of the dreaded fungus.

'* On all topics, except the last," said Mr. Sutton, " so much
has been said already, that I felt I could not hope to interest you
with any additional remarks of my own ; but as I have long
been identified with the raisiog and introduction of seedlin

Potatos. I thought it possible that I might succeed in popu-
larising this branch of stuly, especially if aided by the
lantern views which Messrs. Newtoo have mide forme from
photographs taken specially for this lecture."

The first picture on the screen was a portrait of Gerarde,
which appeared in the frontispiece of his well-known Herbal,
where Gerarde holds a spray of the Potato plant with flowers

and berries, he evidently thinking the Potato one of the most
important and valuable plants of those so ably described in

the Herbal, Photographs taken from Gerarde's engraving of
the Potato plant on.p. 927 of his work were next given, which,
no doubt, represent the Potato as grown in his garden. These
were followed by the reading of Gerarde's quaint description

of the plant and its uses.

Mr. Suttoo went on to say, "This picture rnggesfa many
thoughts and comparison?. How little l*se the fine, hand-
some, and even tubers we see at thi- time for sale at all the
greengrocers in London and elsewhere !

"Then also the use o; the Potato in Gerarde's time by the
wealthy few as a luxury of questionable value or utility, how
different to the present enormous consumption in all civilised

parts of the world !

11 While Gerarde's Potato is before us, it may be interesting

to note that the acreage planted in the United Kingdom in 1894
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1-v.ng en the artchh-al crossing of Potatoa. They are Al
Pfatc Harh.njer. Sungleader, Windsor Castle, Supreme,
Zarlv Begent. lmx:c. Sahsiiiti'cu. Satsfsit :u Potato as
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-=v thtat referrcng to the -z^e cf the Bemil: e Bordeiaise as an
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Potato growing side :v ?.ie dnr.ng the past leason, that on the
ltd: z-^z., \..t cl _:uj :-r-z :pri.7e: cirer: ;.ii! and ;ha: to the

right hand ne: having been sprayed at all. It will be seen that

the result was very marked, pns'r.Hng the plants where sprayed

to continue in growth some time after the unsprayed portion

had died iewn, aud the weights of the two "plots when lifted

were as folio w= : —The sprayed, 3 cwt. 1 qr. 25 lb. , and the nn-
Eprsyed 3 cwt. 1 qr. & lb, Strang-e to say, the quantity of

dis&asied tubers was precisely the same in both plots, viz.*

4 lb. The cnestion really remains whether the additional

weight per acre would compensate the grower for the somewhat
laborious task: of spraying his crop three times during the
growing periorL

*' In. a most elaborate series of experiments I hare conducted
this year in conjunction with Prof. Gilchrist of the University

Extension College, Beading, we have found that in the first

end second early varieties there is no advantage from Fpnying,
as these had finished their growth before any disease could

attack the plg-vrg, and the dressing did not lengthen appre-

elahly the period of growth. Undoubtedly in. some sorta which
are peculiarly liable to disease, especially when grown, in

gardens, a judicious application of the Bouillie Bordeiaise
— ;-_!: secure even in bad disease year; i crop of sound Potatos,'-""

iGBAjtnyG me Tomato axd Potato.

Mr. Sutton then referred to soma interesting experiments
in grafting the Tomato., and the next few slides represented.

>X', a bunch of Tomato flowers; -'2',. bunch of Tomato nowers
and terries greatly resembling Potato towers and berries %.

.-; , a photo cf the Tomato plant by Gerarde in!5&7, Thi* was
followed :y a luctatiQn from Gerarde,

Mr, Sutton then proceeded:—"Slide 45 represents our
Tomato and Potato grafc. One tuber was planted in each-

pet en March 22, fir.fl when about 4 to 5 inches high the plant
was ;uc off talc an inch from the level c: the soil, aud a graft

of a Tomato plant introduced on May 3. The result of this

has been that the Potato, nourished by the Tomato plant

above-grennd. has produced a crop of Potatos in the pot, aa-

wiD be seen, in the picture ; and also the Tomato plant above-

ground has predated a fairly good crop of Tomatos, nourished

by the Potato roots in the pot.
" Slide 47 is the same process reversed. The Tomato plant

was cnt off half an inch above the surface, and the Potato graft.

Introduced. The Tomato roots have not, of course, produced
Potatos, but the Potato plant above ground produced one truse-

of flowers aad seven, berries ; and in order to extend this some-
what interesting experiment, the Tomato flowers have been
fertilised with Potato pollen, and the Potato flowers with
Tomato pollen for farther experiment next year. These pho-
tographs were taken on August 14 ; but on looking at the-

plants recently, it was found that two of the Potatos growing
on Tomato stalks appeared suddenly to be aware of the fact.

that, although producing flowers and berries, they had not yet
produced tubers, zz\i it :e:ng ' reve: too late to mend,' they
have, as ~c~ w_ll see in shies ~\ and 49, produced tubers from
cce axils c: tee l^vei and stems."

Some discussion afterwards took place;

NATIONAL CHRYSANrHEanJM,
October 2o.—The Floral Committee of the above

Society met at the Royal Aquarium oil the above-

date, under the presidency of Mr, Thomaa Bevarr,

a coniiderable number of noveltiei being »tag=d.

So plentiful, indeed, hare new production! become^
and io much alike are many in general character

to Tarietiee already in cultivation, that the Society
does well to be sparing with certificate*, which are

piven only tc varieties of decided promUe after their

claimi are well considered,

On this oocasfen Pirst-clasa Certificates were awarded to
Edith Tabor, a highly-promising clear pale yellow Japanese,.

n±eisd like Sunflower, having Inn? basal florets, from ilr.

S. C. HOxVUTV, Ipswich ; to Mrs. Charles Blick, a large pure
wnite, the florets narrow, ant slightly grooved, from Mr. C.

Bttirv:, The Gardens, The Warren, Hayes ; to Dorothy Seward^
the surface of the petals bright red dish- chestnut, with an
ameer reverse, very attractive and bright in colour; toHrs.
~. ShrirxLpton, of a very pleasing orange-amber shade, here and
there streaked with reddish-crimson—novel and distinct ; andto-
Tohn Seward, clear medium yellow, large and full, the florets

..zz ani urooping. and somewhat broad; the three foregoing

werefromMr.WlxutiAxSzwaarj, The Firs, Hanwell, the raiser

of several fine varieties. To Lady Byron, a large white Japanese.

of considerable substance, said to have come from a cross

between Puritan and Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, from Mr. H~
VTrrscs. Thrnmpeton Hall, Derby ; to Pompon Piccinino,

one of a batch of charming varieties raised by Mr. H. Baiscor,

IS-'TSTor,. Burgess Hill—bright rosy lilac in colour, fine in.

shape, small, compact, and very pleasing ; to single, Mias-

Annie Hcl-den, a sulphur-coloured sport from Mary Anderson,
which is white, and which appears to hare all the good
qualities cf the latter, from Messrs. H. Ca^ttexl & Soys,
Sw^nley

;
no Japanese. Ethel Addison, a broad-petalled flower ,,

bright rosy violet in colour, with a silvery rereree, verj-

promising : Emily Spllsbury, a large and full white reflexed

Japanese, of excellent form and pure in colour, wni incurved

;

D. B. Crane, colour deep gold, a flower of full substance,.

and very handscmely incurred, all from Mr. H. J. Josss,

Byecraft ricrsery. Lewisham ; to Japanese, Mutual Friend,

a bold and massive broad-petalled white variety, with h::
curling florals deeply gTOored, extra fine, from Mr. K.

Bxceztt, The Gardens. Al^" 1"" House, ELstree, and to

Dorothy Gibson., a beautiful bright deep yellow reflexed flower

of exquisite symmetry, and a valuable additioa to its class,

from ilr. B* 0^"Z5, Eurserymia, Maidenhead.
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la Mr. B. Ironside's collection of novelties were Japanese
Milano, orange and reddish-cerise, with a golden reverae,
having a rare metallic lustre, very promising; and incurved
Cdstagnola, bronzy chestnut, also very promising. Japanese
Moos. George Biron, pale chestnut, with a eilvery reverse; and
Beauty of Teignmouth, an American variety, vivid vermilion-
crimson, with silvery reverse and massive petals, both from
Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, are also very promising.
Japanese Prida of Madford, from Messrs. H. CANNELL &

SONS, the committee wished to see again ; and they alto had
in very fiae character Globe d'Or, a new incurved flower, certi-

ficated last year. Japanese Mods. B. Girond and Mons, G.
Montignydid not succeed in obtaining awards, though much
fancied by somi. Japanese Mdlle. A. de Galbert, a large
white, from Mr. H. Shoesmith, Woking ; and Japanese
0. B. Haywood, from T. B. Haywood, Esq., Woodhatch, the
committee wished to see again.

October 28.—A meeting of the General Com-
mittee was held at Anderton'a Hotel on the above
date, Mr. B. Wynne presiding. The Secretary
reported the amount of prize-money awarded at the
October show, all of which had been paid ; and the
awards of medals by the Arbitration Committee to

miscellaneous collections was also approved.

Complaints having been made as to the imperfect lighting

of the Royal Aquarium on show days, the Secretary was
instructed to address a strong and urgent remonstrance to the
Directors in favour of an earlier lighting-up, and a greater
volume of light, members having complained of their inability

to satisfactorily examine the flowers during the afternoon.

An interim cash statement of a very satisfactory character was
made by the Secretary, who also gave an interim Jubilee
report of an encouraging character, the Secretary being
instructed to issue the preliminary schedule of prizes. It was
resolved that, following the practice observed inthecise of

the Centenary Celebratiou iu 1890, a Bronze Jubilee Medal
should be given to every Society in affiliation with the

National Chrysanthemum Society during 1896. The Secretary
reported that the annual dinner would take place at Anderton's
Hoiel on Wednesday, November 27, the President, Sir

Edwin Saunders, in the chair. Twenty-five members were
elected, including two Fellows, the number who have joined
since the beginning of the year being nearly one hundred.

SHIRLEY AND SURROUNDING DIS-
TRICT GARDENERS' AND AMA-
TEURS' MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION.

October 25 and 28.—Two meetings, held under
the auspices of the Hants County Council, were
held on the above dates, Mr. E. Molyneux, of

Swannore Park Gardens, addressing each meeting.

The first was held at Highfield, Southampton, and the

subject was "Hardy Fruit Culture for Cottage Gardens and
Allotments." There was a very creditable display of fruit, and
the lecture was of a most instructive nature, all the principal

points, suchas planting, training, grafting, and pruning being
fully explained.

The meeting on the 28t;h was at Narsling, South-
ampton, and the " Cultivation of Fruits and Vege-
tables for exhibition, with Hints on Packing for

Transit," was the subject of a very able address.

The varieties of vegetables and fruits most desirable for

exhibition, and the character of the specimens most likely to

win prizes, were given. The largest specimens in many cases

do not obtain prizes at shows, and the lecturer endeavoured to

impress on the minds of his audience that something more
than mere size should be aimed at to ensure success. There
was quite a show at this meeting of high-class fruit and
vegetables, made entirely by the gardeners in the locality, and
there was also a good attendance. Hearty votes of thanks
were accorded Mr. Molyneux at the close of each meeting.

FRUIT EXHIBITION IN DARLINGTON.
October 24 and 25.—This exhibition, in con-

nection with the Gardeners' Institute, was held
in the Mechanics' Institute, on the above dates.

It is seldom that fruit attains such perfection

in Durham aud North Yorkshire as it has done
this season, and the specimens exhibited by local

growers, both for size and colour, were such that
might have made the growers in the southern
counties envious.

Specimens of such varieties of Apples as "Warner's King,
Bismarck, and Peasgood's Nonsuch were exhibited up to 13 oz.

in weight ; while the bright colours of Mere de Menage, Bau-
mann's Red Reinette, Reinette du Canida, Scarlet Pearmain,

&C, drew forth exclamations of admiration aud wonder from
all who saw them, many expressing themselves surprised that
such splendid specimens could be grown so far north.

In the Pear section, Pitmaston Duchess figured most pro-

minently, but there were also som<s very good specimens of

Bergamot d'Epperen, BsurTe" Diel, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Durondeau, Catillac. Doyenne du Comioe, Beurre Clairgeau,

Beurr6 Bachelier, Vicar of Wakefield, Chaumontel, &c.

The nursery trade was well represented by Messrs. Kent &
Brypon, Darlington. Backhouse & Son, York, and T. Rivers
& Son Sawbridgeworth, all of whom staged large collections,

and their exhibit* were of a moat meritorious character.

The varieties most noticeable in Kent & Brydon's collection
were, Stirling Castle, Cellini, Lord Lennox (of exceptionally
high colour). Con's Pomona, Bismarck, Pott's Seedling, Haw-
thornden, Brownlee's Russet, and Cox's Orange Pippin.
In Backhouse & Son's, Peasgood's Nonsuch Greenup's
Pippin. Rose Hill, Annie Elizabeth, Lady Henniker, and
Winter Queening. In Rivers & Son's, Wadhurst Pippin,
Pitmaaton Pine, More de Menage, and Nelson Codlin Apples.
The other exhibitors were Mr. Wm. Smith, North Rise,

Darlington ; Mr. J. MclNDOE, Hntton Hall Gardens ; Mr
Temple, gr. to Sir David Dale, West Lodge, Darlington

;

Mr. Hy. Johnson, Elm Ridge (gr., Mr W C Barron), Dar-
lington; Mr. MACKAY, Darlington; Mr. DouGLis.gr., Bol-
dersby Park ; Mr. J. Hornby, Heslington Hall Gardens ; Mr.
Hanaqan, Rounton GraDge Gardens; Mr. J. McIntyre,
Woodside Gardens; Mr. Glaister, Orchard Croft; Mr Wm.
M \ 1. 1, a bar, Hummersknott; Mr. Hy. Wand, Brinkburn
Gardens; Mr. R. Simpson, Pilmore Hall Gardens; M>\ J.

Lee, Clifton Castle Gardens; Mr. Peel, Bloydon-on-Tyne
;

and Mr. Suffield, Stoke Prior Taere were also some
specialties in vegetables exhibited, most noticeable being a
tray of Onions averaging 1^ lb in weight, grown by Mr F.

Koeller, gr. to the Marquis of Ripon, Studley Royal, Ripon.
The exhibition was visited by a great number of people,

and the Secretary (Mr. J. G. Wilkinson) and Committee are

to be complimented on the success which attended their

efforts in getting together such a large and interesting

display.

[The term " acoumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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7 — 3 33 + 298 + 279 4 — 192 38-1 30 29

1 7 — 2 31 + 60 + 429 3 + 155 21-7 33 36

3 7 — 8 27 + 236 + 286 2 + 151 237 41 35

3 6 — 15 26 + 177 + 284 1 + 129 19'5 31 42

4 7 — 11 31 + 199 + 375 1 + 124 18-8 25 38

6 7 — 16 25 + 153 + 338 aver 117 17-6 27 43

6 7 — 9 33 + 151 + 383 9 — 159 28-2 40 34

7 8 — 9 27 + 236 + 318 3 + 143 24-9 23 37

8 7 — 17 25 + 165 + 355 1 - 127 257 39 44

9 6 — 12 27 + 87 + 283 aver 172 27-4 43 33

10 8 — 16 31 + is + 213 4 — 143 27-5 53 35

, 4 — 39 + 245 + 248 2 + 143 21 5 44
I

53

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E.; 2, England, N.E. ; 3, England, K.;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, inoluding London, S.

Principal Grazing, #c, Districts—§, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N. W. ; 8, England, S.W. ; 0. Ireland, N.

;

10, Ireland, S. ;
#Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending October 26, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :
—

" The weather was tine and dry generally at the commence-

ment of the week, but an unsettled condition eoou set in,

with frequent showers of rain, hail, sleet, or snow in the

north-west, and this extended later on to almost all parts of

the Kingdom. The showerj were, however, heavier and

more frequent in the northern and western districts than else-

where. Duriog the latter part of the week thunder and

lightuiDg were experienced in various parts of the country.

" The temperature was unusually low for the time of year,

the deticit ranging from -1° in the ' Channel Islands,' and 6° in

1 Eogland, E. and Ireland, N.,' to 3° in ' England, N.W. and

Ireland, S.' The highest of the maxima occurred on the 20th,

and ranged from 60° in ' Ireland, S..' to 53° in ' Scotland, N.

and England, N.E.' The absolute minima were recorded

towards the end of the period, and were extremely low for the

time of year. They ranged from 18° in England, S.W.' fat
Llandovery), 21° in ' England, 8.,' and 22° in the * Midland
Counties, Scotland, W., and Ireland, S.,* to 27° in 'Scotland,
N. aDd E.,' and to 37° in the ' Channel Islands.' The lowest
readings reported from stations with a theimometer exposed
on the grass were 13° at Worksop (both on Thursday and
Saturday). 16° at Loughborough, 18° at Gilcrux, and 20° at
Oxford and Cullompton.

*' The rainfall varied very greatly in different part? of the
KiDgdom, but was, on the whole, in excess of the mean over
' England and Scotland, E.,' and just about the normal else-

where. The fall consisted mainly of hail, sleet, and snow in

the western and northern districts.

"The bright sunshine was more prevalent in the west and
south-west, and in 'England, N.E.,' than elsewhere. The
percentage of the possible duration ranged from 53 in

'Ireland, S.,' 44 in the ' Channel Islands,' 43 in ' Ireland, N.,'

and 41 ia ' England, E.,' to 25 in the ' Midland Counties,' and
23 iu 'England, N.W.'"

PrttZE E88AY8.—The prizes offered by the Royal
Horticultural Society for the best essay on " The
Commercial Aspect of Hardy Fruit Growing in Great
Britain," were presented at the meeting on Tuesday
last, by Sir A. Ahbuthnot, in the unavoidable

absence of Sir Tbevob Lawhence. As the judges

were unable to decide betweeo fcr, o of the papers sent

in, the Coancil have given £15, instead of £10, and

this has bsen divided equally between Mr. Lewis

Castle and Mr. S. T. Weight, gardener at Glewston

Court, Herefordshire. Dr. Hogg has also presented

a large Silver Medal to both essayists.

Markets,

CO VENT GARDEN, October 31.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
dav. but often several times in one dar. Ep.l

Cut Flowebs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardins,per bun

.

Carnation*. 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches ...

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per dos.

Lapageria, per doz.

blooms
Lilac, French,p. bun.
Lilium Harrisii.do,

Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Lily of tte Valley,

doz. sprays
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

Mignonette, 12 bun.

s. d. t.d.

3 0-60
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-40

3 0-60
3 0-50
3 0-50

6-16
3 0-50
30- 6U

4 0-60
ir-30
2 0-40

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo n toglosaum
crispum,12 Dim

.

Pelargoniums, scar*
let. per 12 bunch

— 12 sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p.dz.
— yellow (Mare*

chals), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— mixed, dz. bun.

Stepbanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses, 12 blms.

Violets, 12 bunches
— Parme. French,

per bunch
— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or

Acacia, do.

0-13

10-60

0-6
6-0 9
0-4
0-2
0-4

0-6
0- 1 6
0-9
0-4
3-0 6
6-2

3 0-50
2 6-30

16-20
OHCHtD-BLOOM in rareiy.

Plahts dt Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 13
— specimen,each 5

Chrysanthmums, p.
doz. pots 6

Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12

Ericas, various, doz. 9
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz. ... A
Ferns, small, doz.... 1

a. i. a. « d. $. d.

0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12

0-30 Fiona elastica, each 10-76
0-15 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24

Lilium Harrisii.per

0-12 dozen pots ... 12 0- 24

0-10 ' Marguerites, p. doz. 6 12

0- 7 6 I
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60

24 : Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
0-24 — specimens, ea, 10 rVKi

Solanum, per doz. ... 9 0-13
0-24 Spiraeas, per doz ... 9 0-i2

6-3

Fruit.—Average
s.d. sd.

Apples, per bushel... 16-30
— dessert, in va-

riety, p. half-

sieve 2 0-30
Cob3. per 100 lb. ... 30 0- 35
Grapes. Gros Colmar,

1st quality, lb. 16-19
— Gro9Colmar,2nd

quality, p. lb. 1 0- 1 3
— Alicante, 1st

quality, p. lb. 13-16
— Alicante, 2nd

quality, p. lb. 10- 1

— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 3 0- 3 6

— Muscat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ...19-30

Wholesale Prices.

s.

Melons, each 1

Pears, Doyenne du
Cornice, £ sve. 9

— Duchess, half-

sieve 4
— Beurre Diel. per

Mi-
half-sieve

Pine-apples, St,

chael, each ... a

Prunes, half-sieve ... 2

Quinces, half-sieve... 2

Walnuts, best Edr-
lish, shelled, p.

bush 10
— French, Gre-

noble, p. bag .. 4

d. s.d,
0-2

0-10

0-5

0-4

0-6
—

0-2 6

0-12

6-5
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Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s. d. s.d. s.d.

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 0-36 Tomatos, Home-
Musaroom.9, per lb. 10-16 grown, p. doz. lb.

:

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 6-30 — Smooth „ 50-60
Onions, Dutch, per * — ordinary ,, 3 6-46
cwt. bag 3 — — Guernsey,, 3 0-36
— BngUsh, bush. 20 -

Potatos.

Markets remain about same as last reported. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.

LoifDOlf : October 30.—Messrs. John Shaw * Son?, Seed

Merchants, of 0reat Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

report to-day's market thinly attended, with but little busi-

ness doing. Bather more attention latterly been given to

Clover seeds, and the impression widely prevails that the

lowest prices possible have been reached. Winter Tares are

slow this week. There is no change in Bye. New Haricot

Beans on the spot, being in stiODg demand, and almost unat-

tainable, have again advanced several shillings per qr. Blue

Peas also sell freely at rising quotations. The new Hemp
seed just landed, b?iog cheap and good, meets with favour.

Canary seed is steady. There is no alteration in either

Mustard or Bape seed.

FBXTITS AND VEGETABLES.
BOBOUGH : Oct. 29.—Quotations :— Cabbiges, 2s. 3d. to

2s. 9<2. per tally ; Carrots and Turnips, 2s. to 2s. 6d. par dozen

bundles ; Apples. 3s. to 6s. per bushel ; Pears, 3s. to 7s. do.

;

Chestnuts, $s. to Si. per basket; Walnuts, is. 6*2. to 8s. per

bag.

Spitalflelds : Oct, 29.— Quotations: — Savoys, 5s. to

7s. per tally ; Collaids, 3s. to 4s. do. ; Greens, bunch, 2s. to

2s. 6d. per dozen bunches ; Cauliflowers, 6s. to 8i. per tally ;

Sprouts. 2s. to 2s. 6d. per half-bushel; Turnips, Is. 9d. to

2s. per bag ; Carrots, Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. do. ; Beets, Is. 3d. to

Is. Hd. per bashel ; Parsnips, "d. to 9d. per score ; Onions, 3s.

to 4s. per cwt. ; Apples, Cox's OraDge Pippin, 2s. &d. to 3s.

per bushel ; Northern Greenings, 2s. 6d\ to 3s. do.

Steatford, Oct.' 29.—There has been an improvement
generally during the week, consequent upon the change in the
weather. Cabbages, 2s. to 5s. per tally ; Savoys, 2s. to 6s.

do.; Greens, Is. 3d. to 2s. per bag; do., Is. &d. to 3s. per
dozen bunches; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. 3d. per dozen ; do., 5s.

to 10s. per tally ; Scotch Kale, 6d. to 9d. per bushel

;

Vegetable Marrows. Is. 6i. to 2s. ^6d. per tally ; Beans, Scarlet,

Is. to Is. 6d. per sieve ; do., 2s. to 2s. 9d. per bag ; Beet-root,

2s. 6d. to 3s. per dozen bundles; Celery, &d to Is. per roll;

Horse-radish. Is. Id. to Js. 3d. per bundle ; Parsley, Is.

to Is. 6d. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, Is. to 2s. per dozen
bunches; do., 3?*. to 40s. per ton; Carrots, household, 25s. to

32s. perton; do., cattle-feeding, 20s. to 25s. per ton; Parsnips,

Sd. to Is. per score; Mangels, 12s. to lot. perton; Swedes,
17s. to 20s. per ton ; Onioas, Ghent, 2s. 9d, to 3s. per bag

;

Dutch do., 3s. to 3s. 3d., per bag; Bordeaux Port., 4s. 6d. to

5s. 6d. per case ; Apples, Eoglish, cookers, 2s. &d. to 3s. Gd.

per bushel; do., dessert, 3s. to 5s. per bushel; Pears, Eoglish,

2s. to os. per bushel ; Tomatos, English, 3s. to 3s. 6d. per doz.

lb, ; Cucumbers, framed, Is. to 2». per dozen.

Farrdtgdos : Oct. 31.—Quotations :—Apples, Wellingtons,
3s. 3d, per bushel ; Blenheims, 4s. do. ; King Pippin, 4s. do. ;

Suffield, 4s. 6d. do.; Graversteins, lis. Qd. per tub; Cox's
Oraoge Pippin, 4s. &d per bushel ; Pears, California, 10s. 6d.

to 14s. per case; Walnuts, 4s. per bag; Chestnuts, 13s. per

bag; English Grapes, Is. per lb.; Tomatos, 6s. per 121b,;
Prunes and Plums, 2s. 6d. per half bushel; Sloes, 2s. 6d. per
pack ; Collards, 3s. 6d. per tally ; Leeks, 2s. per doz. ; Carrots,

3s. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 3s. do. ; Cauliflowers, 2s.

per dozen; Spinach, 2s. per bushel ; Beetroot, 2s. per bushel

;

Parsnips, Is. 3d. per score ; Artichokes, 2s. £d. per half-bushel

;

Celery, Is. per roll ; Onions, English, 4s per bag.

POTATOS.
Borough : October 29.—Prices ranged from 55s. to 80s.

per ton.

Spitalfields : October 29.—Quotations :—Sutton's Abund-
ance, 55s. to 70s. ; Beading Giant-, 45r. to 65*. ; Main Crops,
50s. to 70s. ; Imoeratore, 50s. to 70s. ; Fidler's Colossal, 50s.
to 65s. ; Bruce, 45s. to 60s. ; Snowdrops, 60s. to SOs. per ton.

Stratford, Oct. 29.—Quotations:—Bmces, dark soil, 40s.

to 45s. ; do., light 40s. to 60s.; Beading Giants, 45s. to 65s.

;

Snowdrops, 50s. to 70s. ; Hebrons, 55s. to 70s. ; Sutton's
Abundance, 50s. to 70s. per ton.

Farrctgdos: Oct. 31.—Quotations: Snowdrops, 80s. to
103s. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 90s. ; Begents, 60s. to 70s. ; Puritans,
55s. to 60s. ; Imperators, 50s. to oJs. ; Early Base, 60s. to 70s.

;

Magnums, 45s. to 55s. per ton.

CORN.
Averages.— Official statement of the average prices of

British Com, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

October 25, and for the corresponding week in last year :— 1895 :

Wheat, 25s. bi- ; Barley, 25s. Id. Oats, 13s. Id. 1891 : Wheat,

17t. Id. Barley, 23s. 8d. ; Oats, 13s. 3d.

Enquiry.—•—

.

" Me that questioneth muck shall learn much."—Baootc.

Will some of our Danish correspondents kindly

inform " Hibernia " of the meaning of the word

Traasteen, as given to an Apple ; a new variety, said

to be the finest in existence, with this name, haying

been introduced to the gardens of the Prince of

Wales at Sandringham in 1-93.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages ot the prices at

the principal metropolitan markets during the past week:

—

Clover, prime, SOs. to LDOs. ; do., inferior. 50i. to 70s. ; hay,
best. «0«. to 90s. ; do., inferior, 36s. to SOs. ; mixture, 70s.

to 87«. 6d. ; and Straw, 90s. bo 40>. per load.

Jhr

rejpondtntc

*.* Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

under the necessity of going to press some hours earlier. Our
contributors wilt kindly aid us by sending their communications

as early in the week as possible. Communications should reach

us not later than Wednesday.

Cattleta labiata Blooms: W. Bull. One of the

richest coloured varieties ever seen, and the flower

of more than fair size. The other exhibits an

attempt on the part of the flower to produce two

extra lips out of what are really the sepals.

Ebbatum : The large Pear from "P. H.," inad-

vertently named Duchess d'Angouene in this

column last week, Bhould read PitmaBton Duchess.

Fruit Culture is South Africa : S. F. T. You
should write to Mr. Cooke, Rivenscourt, Bexley,

Kent, who has information to impart.

Insects : F. A. The grubs appear to bi those of

the small cockchafer or Femchafer (Rhizotrogus

golstitialU). In the case of the lawns, you might
try copious applications of diluted gas-water. As
to the Begonia beds, dig up and carefully hand-
pick and destroy all grubs and affected tubers

;

gas-water might then be applied, or the earth be

removed, and replaced by fresh, if. McL.— W. R,

The insects are the grubs of one of the boring

beetlej, which are often imported with Orchids.

If the parts affected by them are cut off and
burnt, they are easily got rid of.

Mushrooms Turning Brown when Quite Small :

F. B. This may happen when the soil and bed

are deficient in moisture, as will often occur when
excessive heating has taken place. The " spawn

"

will sometimes be injured by the great heat, and
vegetateo but weakly. Loss of heat in the bed

will arrest development in the Mushrooms.
Without seeing the bed, and knowing more of

the treatment afforded, we are unable to say what
is the exact cause.

*,* Plants, Fruits, etc., to be Named.—The appli-

cations to nime Jtcoers. and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They entail

an expenditure or" time, labour, and money, of which, our

readme have no idea. We are always willing to oblige our
correspondents as far as taectn. but the editing ofthe Gzrdsners'
Chronicl: is ourbusiness, to which everything else must giveway.
Correspondents are respxtfully requested to observe the rule

tftat not more than six specimens can be dealt with at a time,

if more are sent, it wou d bi a graceful act on the part of the
senaer, to send also a small contribution to the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be

named, or asking questions demanding time and research for
their solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their

enquiries in the current week. Specimens should be good ones,

carefully packed and numbered. Leaves only, or florists' varie-

ties cannot, as a rule, be named.

Names of Fruits : Bjuston. 1, Easter Beurre; 2,

Vicar of Winkfield ; 3, Passe Colmar; 4, Beurie
d'Aremberg.

—

M. P. R. 1. Cox's Orange Pippin;

2, Small's Admirable ; 3, Beurre' de Capiaumont

;

other Pears over-ripe.

—

Camcens. 1. Glou Mor-
gan; 2, not known—worthless.

—

Charles J. W.
Your Apoln is known as the Black Crab.

—

3. F.

1. Benne Rince : 2, Vicar of Winkfield ; 3. Passe

Colmar.

—

B. R. S. 1. not known—a wild variety
;

2. Crimson; 3, Pott's Seedling;— W. Bunt Charle-

ville. 1, Cox's OraDge Pippin ; 2, Cox's Pomona
;

3. not known ; 4, Warner's Ktne ; 5, Ribston

Pippin ; 6. Yorkshire Greening.

—

Kent cf Brydon.
Your Apple is inferior to hundreds of others in

cultivation.

—

Rev. C. C. Pears, 1, TJveda'.e's St.

Gennains ; 2, Verulam, both excellent stewing

Pears.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to comutt the next number.—
Mdls Park 1, Gratffi'us cms galli var. splendens ;

2, Crai.-e^us punctata; 3, Pyrus pruDifolia; 4,

Crataegus uoccinea var. niacracantha ; 5, Crataegus

coccinea.— Gurteen. Prunus Padus (Bird Cherry).

—S. 1, Galaccites tomentosa; 2, Lathyrus Ciy-

menum; 3. Sclerolepis verticillata ; 4 Hamamelis
virginica, very untimely in flower.

—

E. J, Pani-

cum capillare.

—

J. D. 1, Nerine corueca mtj ir
;

2, N. Barniensis ; 3, the large form of N. humilis,

or a hybrid of it; 4, N. rosea.—W. C. R. 1,

Funkia obcordata; 2, Calycanthus praecox.

—

W. F. M. 1, Dendrobium album Caquenm) ; 2,

Trichotma suavis ; 3, Ealophia megistophylla, 4;
Adiantum cnspidatum ; 5, Adiantum macro-

phyllum.—J. B. Next week.—R. B. L. $ S. I,

Kadsura japonica variegata ; 2, Siphocampylus

bicolor; 3, Mentha sps.. send when in bloom;

4, Saintpaulia ionantha.

Neapolitan Violets in Flower bt Christmas :

B. Mai/. It cannot be done, except under excep-

tionally favourable circumstances, and by a special

treatment of the young plants. Naturally, this

variety is later in flowering than Marie Louise,

The Czar, e-nd Victoria. Very little warmth is

reqnired by Violets, a day temperature of 45° to 55°

or 60° by suuheat, and 45° as the minimum by

night suffice all through the winter. The plants

are impatient of a close atmosphere, and require

air whenever it can be safely afforded.

Pelargoniums and Fuchsias : Flora, The first-named

may be kept in a sunny window, and afforded water

only when the Boil gets almost dust-dry. Do not

prune till February, nor use saucers under the pots.

The Fachsias may be kept in the cellar if it be

dryish, or similar place, and be cut back or cut

right down in March. Cuttings of Pelarconiums

would root now, and you may succeed with Fachsias

if the cuttings are placed in sandy soil covered with

a glass.

Raspberries in Fruit: W. Jones. By no means
unusual before the frost came.

Rhus succedanea : Munches. A small Japanese tree

with smooch branches and leaves, the latter being

pinnate, and consisting of fifteen shining green

leaflets. So far as we know of, it has no other

name outside of Japan,

Rose Leaf Caterpillar : W. P. For clearing bushes

in the R isehouse, Richard's XL might be tried

instead of the time waBted in hand picking. Oat of

doors you could nse quassia water, soapsnda, and
tobacco water—the lauer not made at home from

good tobacco, bat purchased at the tobacco manu-
facturers, which is much stronger and conse-

quently economical. Tne proportion may be one

of the juice to twelve of soapy water. These
washes do not kill, but they make the leaves of the

Rose unpalatable to the caterpillar.

Tomato : Market Gardener. Not burning from bad
glass, but a fungus disease—Cladosporium lyco-

persici. Cut off and burn all affected fruits, and
apply the Bordeaux Mixture. See Gardeners'

Chronicle for recipe for making the same in
" Answers to Correspondents " on July 27, 1895.

Workshop and Factory Acts : A T, B. Send to

Messrs. Eyre & Spoctiswoode, Qaeen's Printers,

East Harding Street, London, E C, for a copy of

the Act. It will cost but a triflng sum.

Communications Received.—D. L. M —Geo. Hunt (nest
weeS).—W. W.— Gt. tt.—S. M.—K. W,—B. V. &. Sons.—
R. C—E. H J.—J. K.—W. J. G.— J. J. Wheeler.—G. P.—
G. W.—D. C. P.—R. J. L., many thanks.—B. M.—J. B.—
J. O'B—W. W.—B. M.—M. Dunn, greatly obliged.—E. II,

—A. L.—C. F.—F. VT.—Vigi.— G. S.—A. C— VC. H. D.—
J. J. H —G. K.—J M. P.—S. and J.—G. D.—J. S.—W. C—
J. D._G. W. H.—T. W. B.—P. H.—E. J.—B. C.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

••GARDENER? CHRONICLE."

IvpoRTAirr TO ADVEBTL3ER3.

—

The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners'

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of mora than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

COOIfTBr GENTLEMEN. AND ALL CLASSES OE GABOENEBS

AND qarden-lovebs at home, that it has a specially large

roBEieir ajtd colonial circulation, and that it is

preserved tor reference in ill the principal Libraries.
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TOP-SOIL AND GARDEN MOULD FOR SALE.

THE METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD
are prepared to receive Offers for the Purchase of about

1,000 yards of MEADOW TOP-SOIL AM> GARDEN MOULD on
the Park Hospital Estate. Hither Green, Lewisham, S.E., which
may be seen on application to the Clerk of the Works.

Purchasers will be required to pay for the soil and mould on
or before delivery, to place the same in carts, and to cart it

away. OFFERS (which may be for ANY QUANTITY not
exceeding 1,000 yards) should be enclosed in sealed envelopes,
endorsed "Top-Soil and Garden Mould. Hither Green." and
should be delivered at the offices of the Board, as below, by
11 A.M. on Monday, the 4th of November. The managers do
not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

fBy order) T. DUNCOMBE MANN, Clerk to the Board.
Chief, Offices, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.

2flth October, 1895

\ ^* »»»***»*»»*»*»»»»**»*«» *** ?i*

Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissi, Lillies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalog-tie No.
POST FBEE ON APPLICATION.

455

DlCKSOMS Bulb Growers
& Importers,

CHESTER.
ft
> tt * * * * * tt * tt * tt »**»*'** » » *- tt * « tt *

frj-

r Clipper. WALKER'S CHRYSANTHE-
44 Patented." MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.
1st Olass Certificate Crystal Palace.
CLIPPER, complete, 6s. 6d. per doz.
OLINKER. ,, St. Bd. per doz.
Cash with order. Postage, 9d. per

dozen extra.
From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,

IronmoDeers, &c. ; or,

Dr. WALKER, Wimbledon.

Cllnkeb.

GLASS

I

10-or... per 100 ft., 7s. Gd.
21-07... ,, 10s. <K

, (12X10,1
i"J 14X12,!

J 16X12,]

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

,18X12, 18X14, 34X14
,20X12,18X16,24X16
, 16x14, 20X16, 24X18, &o.

1J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at bs. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2 X 4, at $d. per
foot run. Garden Utensila, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BT8HOPHSATE STREET WlTHIN. LONT>OrT. B-O.

RUSSIA MATS
Best Archangel

Taganrog,

Heavy Petersburg,
83.

Packing.
3/- &. 4/i

Raffia, 6d
per lb.

FURNACE FUEL.—Track load of 7 toDS for
10s. Many Gardeners and Amateurs now use this ex-

clusively. Excellent for upright Boilers. Coke, First Quality,
48s. ; Second. 40s. per truck-load of 7 tons. Free on rail for
cash.—MUIR, Mitigate, Friockbeim, Forfarshire.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

GREENHOUSES OF EVERT DESCRIP-
TION-— Persons who are contemplating the purchase

of a Greenhouse (large or small) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lists, post-free.

DESIGNS and ESTIMATES furnished.
Greenhouses from 77s., in Stock ; Garden Frames and

Lights kept in Stock. Note the address

—

BRrGGS BROS.. Horticultural Builders, Lumb Lane Saw
Mill, Bradford, Yorks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER and CO., Farnborough, Hants.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, toD, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wbarf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood and
Warebam Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, Iff. p-rsack; 5for47«. «d.
SELECTED, in blccks. very fibrous, 8f. per <ack; 5 for

37f. M. SECOND QUALITY, 5». p*r s»ck ; 5 for 22s. W.
BROWN FIBROUS PKAT. for A.aleas. Shododendron., and

Ferns. 4s. per Back, 5 for 18s. ; and 3«. per sack, 5 for 12f . 6d.
PEAT-MOULD, LEAF MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, ejch

2s. id. per sack; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, is. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. For Price List and Special
Quotations for large quantities, a^ply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bcxley, Kent.

Special TennB to the Trade.

Just Published, Price 2s., post free,

SPECIAL MANURES FOR GARDEN
CROPS.

By A. B. GRIFFITHS. Ph D., &c.
A Complete Guide as to the most suitable Soils and Manures

for the successful culture of Greenhouse Plants. Hardy Annuals.
Half-hardy Annuals and Biennials, Perennials, Vegetables,
Herbs, Flowering Plants, Shrubs, Fruit, Salads, Grass lor

Lawns, Mushrooms. &c.
W. H. &. L. COLLINGRIDGE, Aldersgate Street. London.

NEW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.

Land on Ten Years' time.
IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
SUNSHINE Splendid Shooting.

For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
STATE, And Full Particulars, address

Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,
AMEEICA. 34, Victoria Street, London. S.W.

Established 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
SOUTKAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCEBY La^TE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HAXF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with "Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, <&c.

LARCEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

^- OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 a«d 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6, GROVE, SOUTHWARK, S.E.
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New
Illustrated

List,

Post-free.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

The Largest Steam Horticultural "Works

\

in the World. Inspection Invited. /

500 Houses In

Stock to

Select from.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES,
i ,

This mnstranon is an'exaet copy c£ c^r .s—its-r Bp
Greenhouses, -which are made of well-seasoned red del
plete -with ventilators, irons for opening, staging, glass. Slc.

Made in sections, so that they can be erected by any gardener
or hand^-man in a few hours. Simpiv screwed together. 7 by
3ft., :-s ; 9 by 6 ft., £4; 12 bv S ft., £6 ; 15 by 10ft.. £S10s.;
ZO ty . : ft.. £12 ; 2d by 10ft., £17. Any size made. Send for

Lisk pnst-free-

GARDEN LIGHTS.
S0O0 Glazed Light* always in Stock.

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
mace in a go:d workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of
inspeet-'oD. Framework made of 2-in. styles, and properly
rabbeted tor the grass, with good 2-in. sash-bars. The Glazed
lights are nailed and bedded in good oil putty . *. d.w

3 ft, by 2 £r., painted and glazed 5
4 ft. bv 3 ft.. ., „ 6 6
6 ft. by 3 ft. ££ in. „ with 21 oz. 9
6 ft. by 4 ft.. nngUzed lights 3 6

Special quotations for large quantities-

CUCUMBER FRAMES.

GLASS

These Frames are 22 io. hieh at back, 11 in. at front, and
ire Bade of Jt-in. torgued and grooved boards. The lights
are 2 in.thicx. glazed with good il-oz. glass, nailed and
bedded in good oil pnfcty, painted three coats, handles to
sashes, and put on rail at the following sizes and prices : One-
li*ht Frames 4 ft. by 3 fti, 17*. ; ditto, 6 ft. by 4 ft., £l Si.

Two-l-;Kht Fr-mes, 6 ft. by 4 ft , £l 10t. ; ditto, S ft. bv 6 ft.,

£2 10*. Three-light Frames, 12 It. by 6 ft., £3 10*. For other
sizes and prices see TUostrated Lists, free.

FOULTRY HOUSES.
Will aDd substantially con-

sfcrn-ted, warranted water-
pro f, complete with door, ven-
tila:or. and slide, from. 20/-.

5ft_bv4ft 25-
<?£:. ";v4ft 30/-
7ft. by 5ft. 36-
9ft. by 6ft 42 -

Sesd tos List.

Fbee 05" Kin. IX LjVT>oy. Packages included.

15-cz , 200 ft- 21-oz., 200 ft.

4ths ... 15*. ... 21s.

3rds ... 16*. ... 22i.

10.000 BDies to select f-om.
The follcwicg ii a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6. 9 by

7, 10 bv 5. 12 by S, 12 bv 9. 13 bv 9, 11 by 10, 12 by 10, 13 by
10. 14 by 10, 13* by 11. IS bv 11, 14 by 12. 16 bv 12. 18 bv 12,

20 by 12. 17 by 13. 20 by 13. "l6 tv U. 18 by 14, 20 bv 14. 22 by
14, 20 by 1'. 3C "rjlr. 2» by 16. 20 by 18, 24 by 18. Glass cut
to any size »eqa'Tel : 15-cz.. l*i. per foot; 21-oz., 2|<f. per
foot. Large sizes foT cutting up: 15-oz.. per case 300 ft., 24*. ;

21-* z. per case 300 ft., 24». All c'&r? ;« cut and pecked in own
warehouses Quality of glass and careful packing luaranteed.

:-.Tfn f?r large quantise?. H*~-
estimate from u» lefore ord^r^riie el^ewnere.
prriT pr-ptred especially for g-eeDhouse work; best,

- 6*. per c*t» ; fMCiftges. 6rf. cwf.
i-Al^Z -.-.--- is. W. ;

28
"ft*..

1 '-.
; 56 lb. 18#.: 7*r 5Wl

GLA - - ''-. Box*s. best 21-cv 9 by 7,

IV, per Box. to clear.

SPECIAL OFFER l!

NURSERY STOCK.
Grown at our Felfham and Hanworth IS urs.erieF.

INSPECTION LSV11LD.

FERNS, FOLIAGE PLAKTT3, &a— Large, well-grown
p'ants, in 5-in. pots, for immediate selling and (Sect, "Maiden-

hair, gold, ribbon, and crested Ferns, Pteristremula, serrulata,

albo-lineata major and cristata. 5*. per dcz. ; Polypcdiums,
r*. per doz. ; Aral -a Sieboldi, extra large, 5*. doz. Small
Ferns, in 2|-in. pots, best varieties, including gold and
Maidenhair Ferns, 1C*. per 100 ; 94r. per 1CO0.

CHEEPERS. — Immense stock. — Trade Prices.—
Ampe-opsis Veitchi (small Virginian Creeper), in 5- inch pots.

It. doz. ; Ampelopsis hederscea (old Virginian Creeper), in
5-in. pots, 7*. coz. ; Passifiora ccemlea (tassion Flower),
in 5-in. pots, 7*. doz. ; Passifiora grandifiora (Passion Flower,
larger), in 5-in. pots, 7*. doz. Marechal Niels, for conser-

vatories and wall, immense stock. 3 to 4 ft., 1*. 7d. each ; 4 to
5 ft., 2*. 3d. each ; 5 to 9 ft., 2s. 3d. each.

VINES.—All the bast varieties, extra large fruiting canes,
abaut 10 ft , 4*. 6*2. each; planting canes, not selected, but
same length, 3*. 6d. each ; smaller samples. Is. trf to 2*. &d.

H.P. ROSES —Many acres cf healthy bushes, best varieties,

3 for is. 3d. ; 6 for 3*. 6d. ; 12 for 6*.; 1CNJ for 42*. ; 1000
for £19.

PLANTS FOE PRESEST PLANTING. — Old Crimson
Clove Carnations (our selection;, Baby Castle, Double Pyre-
thrums, Pentetemons (named), and Delphiniums (named),
3s. per doz, ; Dielytra specrabilis. 4*. per doz. ; Hypericum
Moseriannm, 7*. per doz. ; Seedling Wallflowers (in variety),

Myo^otis alpestris. Single Pyreihrums, Pentstemons, Digitalis
purpurea, and Antarrhicnms, 2*. per 100; Seedling Pansies,
Gaillardias, and Polyanthus, 3*. 6d . per 100.

FRUIT TREES.—Our extensive stocks of especially fine

heajtby trees comprise all the leading and most sought after
varieties.

FERNS, in If-in. pots, smart bushy plants, all the best
varieties, several millions to select from, S*. per 100, 75*. per
1000 ; Adiantum cuneatnm and elegans, in 2|-in. pots, ready
for selling or potting on, 9s. per 100; Gold Ferns (Gymno-
gramma cbrysophylla), in 2§-in. pots, ready for selling or
potting on. 9s. per 100; S5s. per 10 j0. Pteris tremula, in
5-in. pots, large, well-grown plants, 5s. per dcz. ; Polypodinms,
in 5-in. pots, splendid colours, &s. per doz.

Aralia Sieboldi, in 5 in. pots, floe large plants, 5*. per doz.

;

Marguerites, in 5-in. pots, in flower and bud, 4*. per doz.

;

Ampelopsis Veitchi (self-clinging Virginian Creeper), in 5 in.

pots, 3 ft, high, very bushy, 5*. per doz. ; Passiflora, in 5-in.

pots, about 4 rt-, 6s. per doz.

Marechal_Niels. in large pots. 6 ft. to 7 ft , 3*. 3d. esch
;

Ma>echal Niels, in large pots, 4 ft. to 5 ft.. 2s. 6d. each;
Marechal Niels, smaller plants, Is., Is. 6A, to 2*. each.

VISES, extra strong stout canes (all best varieties, true to
name), 10 ft. long, 4s. 6a*. trath; 5 ft. to 6 ft. , 3*. each ; 4 ft. to
5 ft.. 2s. each ; in 5-in. pots, Is. each.

VIOLA CUTTINGS, every variety worth cultivation, named
separately, 2s. 9rf. per 100.

PLANTS AND SEEDLINGS FOE PRESENT PLANTING-— Wallflowers, any variety, 2r
. per 100 ; Wallflowers, double

German, 3*. per 100; Double Pyrethrnms
: 2*. 6a*. per ICO;

Saponaria ocymoides. 2*. 6rf. per 100 ; Myosotis alpestrip,
2s. 6o\ per 1C0 ; Dianthus barbatusnigrescens (Sweet William),
2s. 6rf. per J 00; Dianthus barbatus, mixed fSweet William),
2s. 6o*. per 100 ; Auricula alpLna. 2*. 6& per 100 ; Antirrhinum,
extra large, 3s. 6rf. per 100; Aquilegia (Columbine), 3s. per
100 ; PeDtstemons, extra strong, 4s. per 100 ; Dactylis elegan-
tissr.ma. 5s. per 100; Tritoma TJvaria (Bed-hot Poker plants),
4-f

. per 1C ; Iberia cordifolia (rooted cuttings), 6*. per 100

;

Iberis sempervixens (rooted cuttings), P*. per 100; Lavender,
(rooted cuttings), 4s. per 100; Old Crimson Cloves, 3*. per
doz. ; Dianthus caryophyllns (Pinks), 3s. per 100.

ROSES AND FRUTT TREES - Orders now booked. Our
large stocks of same, comprising all the leading varieties,
are looking exceptionally £n°.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
WELL-SEASON^ED BED and TEXLOW DEAL.

1£ in., 3i. ; 2 in.. 3s. Sd. ; 2J in., 5j.

;

3 in.. 6*. 6d. per 100 ft. ran.

MATCH BOABDS. f . 6i. per square ; 1-in., 10i. 6d. per square.

FLOOB BOARDS. 1-in., 9s. per square,

FEATHEB EDGE BOABDS, } by 6, 6.\ Bd. per square.

DEALS, 3 by 11. Yellow, id. ; 3 bv 9, 3±d. ; 3 by 7, 2d. ; 2\ by
T. 1 id. ; 2 bv 7. ljd. ; 2 by 6. la.

CTTTrXG FLAITIXG, 3d. per 100 ft_ ; Deeping, 2s. 3d. per
dozen 12 ft.

SIATCiG BATTES-S, J by 2, Is. 3d. per 100 ft.
; J bv 1, Id.

per 100 ft.

HALF-GLASS DOOBS. 5 ft. 6 in. bv 2 ft. 6 in.. 6f. each; 9 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in., 7*. ; Marginal Light, 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,

101.

VEXTILATOBS. TOP or SIDE. 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft.. 2s. each.
FErtaLS. MACHDiE-TCRSED. 12 in. high. 6d. each ; 4i. 6i.

per dozen.
MATERIALS for SPAX-EOOF CUCUMBER HOUSE. Il-D ft.

by 12 ft , £», best Bed Deal, aU planed, rabbeted, &c..
ready for use. Send for Specification.

The above prices aie for good, sound, Tellow and Bed Deal.

For large quantities special Urw prices will be quoted.
All timber consigned at the cheap timber rate to a'.l parts of

the country. Send for Totbeb List.

SASHBARS.

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

El

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos. Melons. &c, will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto

unknown. Send for List, post-free.

IMfflCIBLE" HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
Most Efficient asd Cheapest is Exeste>ce.

MEde in ;ix sizes :—No. 1 to drive 75 ft,, £2 ; No. 2, 100 ft

,

£310*.; No. 3. iOOft., £5; No. 4, 275 ft., £7 ; No. 5, 375 ft.,

£7 15*.; Ho. 6, HO ft.. £3 ; of 4 in. pipes,

TENANTS FIXrUfiE

Requires no sunk stokehole and no brick setting. Will last

all night without attention. Will turn house cinders, there-

fore costs next to nothing for rue). Anyone can fix it. A
child can stote it. Success guaranteed. Cost of ccmplete
Apparatus for Greenhouses with 4-in. pipes, flow and return

along one side, cut and fitted, securely and carefully packed on
rail, at the following respective prices : 7 ft. by o ft.. £2 l?s.

;

9 ft. by 6 ft,. £3 ; 10 Jt, by 7 ft.. £3: 12 ft. by 8 ft., £3 5*.

;

15 ft by 10 ft,. £4 5*. ; 20 ft. by 10 ft., £5 5s.; 35 ft. by 10 ft.,

£o 5*.

IooperYIygienic heater.
Burning Paraffin or Gas Without Smoke or Smell.

/%£? These Heaters are con-

structed as a means of

Heating by Hot Air with-

out the use of hot-water

or fires.

No. Heats house £ s. d.

287 .. 7 by 5 . . 16

2SS .. 9 by 6 . .14
289 .. 12 by 8 . . 1 16

290 .. 15 by 10 . . 2 12

291 .. 20 by 10 . . 2 16

292 .. 25 by 10 . .340

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.
Theonly perfect Props gator for raising

Plants from seeds, slips, or cuttings.

E^^T>»ay«.'gtr^g^fc^ 1ft. 8in. by 1ft. 6in- ... 16/-

l^^PWIffHH 2ft - 6in. by lit. loin. ... 20/-^^^gB lit. by 2ft ... 40/-

MANURES, PEATS, SAW), FERTILIZERS, &c.

l-lb. tins Fertiliser, id. .. £0 4 per doz* n.
Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse .. 1 per saefc.

Silver Sand, coarse or fine 2rat) ... 2 3
Best Orchid Peat 3

., Bhododendron Peat.. 1 9

,, Brown Fibrous Peat 2
,, General Peat 1 9
,, Loose Peat 1 9
„ Surrey Loam 1 9

General Potties Compost 1 6
Fern Compost 1 6

;

Bulb Compost 1 6
Leaf Soil, well decayed .. 2

I Pure Wood Charcoal 2 6

1

Insecticide 3 each
Tobacco Paper, id. per lb. 1 16 per cwt.
Wonderful New Mushroom Spawn ... 2 6 per bush.

All Sacks and Bags fres. S?"d for List, post-free.
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STOCK SIZES—in lncnea.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X 16 I24X16P2X 18
14X10

[ 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 1 22x16 |J0X18|24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock, 15-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, &o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, Ac.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld, London, B.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Engravings,

2s. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONE.SckATTwooD
%M ^" m S toukRRincf

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OTXR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

4 ft. by 6 ft...

\

1-light,

2 „
3 „
4 „
5 „
6 ,.

8 ft. by 6 ft...

12 ft. by 6 ft...

16 ft. by 6 ft...

20 ft. by 6 ft...

24 ft. by 6 ft. . .

Larger siies at proportionate prices.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

£ 5. d.

2

3
4 2 6
5 5
6 7 6
7 10

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
B.0YAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London ^ctiZ.Mt.H.Skklton.Seedsman,ic. 2.Holloway Ed.,N.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gardeh

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
80 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

2 Leading Gardeners
IN THREE YEARS OBTAINED

120 FIRST PRIZES
,

81 SECONDS ,

BY THE USE OF

"
LE FRUITIER ."

The Celebrated Fruit and Plant Manure.

AT THE LEADING SHOWS.
SEE PARTICULARS in Printed Reports.

NOW is the FAVOURABLE TIME
TO USE THIS CELEBBiTED

MANURE FOR VINE BORDERS, &c.,

And as a Top-Dressing when the fruit is stoning.

Tins, 1/3

;

7 1b., 2/6; i-cwt., 10/-; lcwt., 19/-.

W. W. & S. CELEBRATED

LAWN "TENNIS" MANURE
AND

LAWN SA.ND.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR THE

DRESSING OF LAWNS .

ONE OF MANY UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS :-

Red House. Leitherhead.

Gentlemen,— Our Lawns were in a very b'd condition,

over-run with Dandelions, Plantains, &c. My emplojer
decided to try your Lawn Sand, aDd now the effect 18 all

that can be desired, indeed. Our Lawns are just like
Velvet- I consider it is most useful, and can recomtrend it

without hesitation. (ligned) J.A.MAY.

Lawn Manure, 15/- per cwt. Lawn Sand, 30/ percwt.

w. w. & s.

Celebrated 5 PRIZE MANURES.
Send Jot a Copy of Our Illustrated Catalogue.

Awarded 31 Silver and Bronze Medals, and
Certificates and Diplomas of Merit.

Send for a Copy of Our Illustrated Catalogue.

IMPORTERS OF

BAMBOO CANES.
Stocks firm. Splendid selection.

200,000 to choose from.
3 feet to 20 feet, in Black and White.

4 feet. 5 feet, 7 feet.

In original bales of 2000.

ARCHANGEL MATS
Will be very scarce iodeed.

Small Importations, half

The usual quantity, purchase
Before a further advance.

Second Consignment now ready.

RAFFIA.
Buy before the rise.

£20 per ton advance before the spring.
Test our information.

Secure stocks at once.

ORCHID PEAT
In prime condition. All bracken libre. No waste

HARDWOOD, in selected turves.

BROWN, FIBROUS, and good GENERAL,
By the sack, yard, or ton.

COCOANUT FIBRE, Is, per sack; four-wheeled Van load,

205.; 2-ton Truck load. 275. 6d.

Delivered, Carriage Paid, by road, rail, or steamer.
Samples and prices per return.

TOBACCO PAPER.
The finest quality. Full of Nicotine.

And ail other GARDEN SPECIALTIES.
Send for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 5th Edition.

WM. WOOD & SON, FRH.s.
Established 1850,

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

WINTE R DRE SSING.
£§T Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Oleanee and prepare your Fruit Tree-* and Plant*, both
indoors and out. for a healthy start next tuison. and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider, American Blight, and the L&rvee of
other insects, by using the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system), from duty
free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of iojuryto the
buds, lii use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint, 2s.
;
Quirt. 3s. Qd. ;

* GalloD, 5s. ; 1 GalloD, lOi.

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambetb, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free ou application*

BENTLEY'S Prize Medal

INSECTICIDE.
USED BY THE LEADING GARDENERS.

1 pint, 2s.; 1 quart, 3s. 6d. ; £ gallon, os. ; 1 gallon, 9s.

3 gallons, 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Humber, HULL.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulaion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, Is., 3f., and 10s. 64.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and If., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.V7.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON Ain> SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY A L L SEEDSMEN.
HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,

in }, i, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For
particulars and price apply to—

E. S. WILES jLSD LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINSMB—Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed urith the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jan., F.R.H.S, Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 25s.
per Ton, or £> per Truck of 4 Tons ; Bags. 5s. each.

PEAT, for forming Rhododendron, Bog. and American Plant
Bed?, 21*. per Ton, ur £4 4*. per Truck of 4 Tons; Bags. 5s.

THOMAS WALKER, Tekels Park. Camberley, Surrey.

EPPS'S --* PEAT!
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, tfcc. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Ringwood.
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ROBERT WARNER & CO/8
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.
"THE DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 50s.

HOT-WATEE PIPES, BOILERS.
SPOUTING PUMPS, &c.

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOURBRIDGE.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE

Prices from £17. including Pomp and Timber Supports.

May *7, 1893. The Del), Englefield Gieen, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co.. Eogineers. 'ft. Jewiii Crescent. E.C.

Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail ceared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-

ing a set of 3 in. X 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed

here for Raron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical

height of about £0 feet. I must also express my thorough

appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron SchrSder.

B. Warneb & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

&et of Pomps for Lord Northbourne.
NUMEROUS OTHER TESTIMOJflAXS 05 APPLICATION TO

27. JEWLN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, EX.
Engineering Works, Waltox-on-the-Naze. Essex.

HILL, & SMITH,=i«S?
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IEON BAK
FENCING,

IRON ENTRANCE
PARK & FIELD £SjE

GATES. Kg;

STEAINED WIEB rS?
FENCING.

GALVANISED
WIRE

NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

TREE GUARDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TEEE GUARD.
Price Lists Free on Application.

THE SEASON HAS COMMENCED
FOR USING

THE XL ALL LAWN SAND.
Largely used last season at Gunnersbury Park and

WadaUsdon Manor with most satisfactory results.

Those who have poor Weedy Lawns should not fail to give

it a tria', if only on a smill scale at first. It Destroys Daisie?,

Plantains, &c, and Ferti'ises the Grass to such an extent that

it will spread and cover over in one season the bare places for-

merly occupied by the weeds. When applied lightly, only as a

dressing for the Grass, the results have been very »atisfactory.

Supplied In air-tight Tina, 1 -. 2 6. and 5 - each.

281b, 9 ; 561b., 16.-; and 1121b., 30-.

Can be had through the trade, or direct from the Manufacturer,

G. H. RICHARDS,
OLD SHOT TOWER WHABF,

LAMBETH, LONDON, S. E.
Farther particulars on application.

STOVES !—STOVES!
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-cotta i Portable I For Coal i

Pure and ample heat. 24 hours for about Id..,

without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS BOBEETS, 34, Vlotorta St., Westminster.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and without top
putty. Will not

rust. Practically

everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right

and left hand, tent—-«,™ s™xs«f«ed, post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Stree'., B.C.,

Manufacturers of the Marriott" Bicxcles and Tricycles.

CATALOGUE on application.

PETBOLETJM.
PETEOLEUM.
PETBOLETJM.

BRILLIANT
ILLUMINANT.

In casks, Carriage Paid, Sd,

per gallon. Casks free,

&.NDREW POTTEK,
Melbourne Works,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Maker to the Queen and

Prince ot Wales.

THElMPROVED CARDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, and is especially

suitable for hilly waits and drives.

They are never stopped up by rubbish and sand, and effectu-

ally prevent the gravel being -washed away in heavy storms.

Prices:— 8-in., 23.; 10-in., 3S. ; 12-in.. 6s. 6d.

{The largtit size is for Carriage Drives.)

Pull Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Laying-out Grounds, &c.

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Eoad, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Pa'k Nurseries. Caterham Valley).

ESSEHGESi
ILIKETHEMf^ACOODJUDCE

A STXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post - free for 9 Stamps.

A Lady writes : '.' The 6d. bottlj of Ginger Wine Essence

made several bottles of most delicious wine, far better than

»hat we have paid 2,. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

chilaren's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham,
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A id. bottl. mikes S gallons. Sample

bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post-free, for 15 stamps.

AQENT8 WANTED,

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BOXES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES A2TD LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE,
de FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHFiRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since I860, by F. BuBVE-
sics, F. Payxaebt, E. Rodi&as, and H. J. vajj Huile,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Ghent . Post-paid, 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAVTTTTT.T/R . Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. C. Scheldt, Erfurt—Novelties in Vegetables and Flowers.

J. Harkisox Carteb, Engineering Works, Dunstable —
Disintegrator and Dressing Machine, various sizes.

Dicks JHS, Ltd., Chester—Forest and Ornamental Trees,
ivergre ens, &c.

Eichjj. Smith & Co., Worcester—General Nursery Stock.

HoWjjex &. Co., Muirtown, Inverness—Fruit Trees, Boses,
American Plants, Hardy Evergreen Shrubs, &c,

W. Smith &. Sox, 18, Market btreet, and 1 & 3, Haddon
btreet, Aberdeen—Forest and Fruit Trees, Shrubs,
Boses, &c.

Kexwav & Sox, Langport, Somerset—Gladioli.

W. Kerb, Dumfries—Seed Potatos.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. E. Mothersole, as Gardener to Mrs. Groter, Wilbury,

Sunnmguaie, Berks.

Mr. F. Poiter, for fifteen years Gardener to J. H. Sclater,
Esq., NeWiCk fark, Lewes, has been appointed tiaraener
to K. Worseey, Esq., Broxmead, Cuci.ti.eld.

Mr. James MaCHaR, formerly at Beaibfield, Addington,
Cioyoon, as uaidener to Herbkrt Bicks, Esq., Bram-
wood, Great Baddon, Chelmsfoid, Essex.

WANTED, young Man with £250, as
WURKLSS r/A.RTN£B, in established Jiuraery Buj-

ness in London suburb.—J. L. S., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand. W.C.

% 1 ANAGER—WANTED, thorough all-round
-L.T-L Man, rot afraid of work, to take Entire Management
of Large Market Nursery .—State full particulars, experience,
•wages, ice, to MAKKET, 41, WeUingtoa Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, Head Wobking GARDENER
(help given), must thoroughly understand ail branches

of Gardening, not and Greenhouse Hants, Orchids, PeacLes,
&c. Married man without eneumbrance preferred. Highest
ttstimoniais essential.—Apply by letter only, with full par-
ticulars, HOWAKL'H, Colemans, riolton-le-Moors, Lancashire.

WAI\TTED.—GARDENER, and to be useful.
Under 40, married, no children. Loige, £l per wee>,

and coals. Caretakers while family away. Gooa persoLal
characters. — Apply by letter to H, T. W., Thorpe Lod

fe
e,

Campden Bill, W.

WANTED, UNDER G-ARDEINER for a
place in North Bucss.—Must thoroughly understand

Vineries, Peach-houses, and Outdoor Fruits. Age iO to 30

;

single. Wages, 2Ls, per week. Good room, furnished ; coals,

gas, and vegetables found.—Apply first by letter, to B., 15,

collingham Road, South^Kensmgton.

W"ANTED, PROPAGATOR and GROWER,
Vines, Tomatos, Cucumbers, aud General M^rKti

Plants and Flowers. Apply, stating age, wages, and experience,
to J. FERGOsON, Wnite Gale Lane Nursery, Blackpool.

WANTED, JOURNEYMAN to work Inside
and Out. Must be active, industrious; some ex-

perience, and an early riser. Good character indispensable.
Bothy and Vegetables. State wages.—Apply, G. J. SQUlBBS,
Llangedwyn Garcens, Oswestry.

ANTED, for the winter, a ALAN used to
Transplanting Evergreens and Lopping Trees.—Stae

age and wages, by letter, to Mr. LYNN, Whetstone, London, N.

Cook and Housekeeper, &c.

WANTED, MAN and W'JLbUi (without young
children), for a Northern Parish, by an unmarrii d

Clergyman; the man to be Caretaker of Chorcn and School,
and to make himself generally useful abont the Vicarage ; hia

wife to have a thorough knowledge of cooking, scrupulously
clean, and to understand housekeeping. Both to live in the
Vicarage. £l 10*. weekly with coal and gas, bat without
board—C T . 41. W^llini-ion *TPf.r, *'mnd. W.C.

WA^MEJJ, a strong, intelligent L.AD, to
work under Foreman in the Houses. One with tome

knowledge of Indoor-work preferred. Wages, 11*. per week,
with bothy.—Apply, with full particulars, to J. OSBOBNK,
Wykehurat Park Gardens, Bolney. Sussex.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT WARE-
HOUSEMAN" in Seed Trade. Must be a good packer.

—State experience and references to HaBBISON jlxd SONS,
Seed Merchants, Leicester.

WANTED by a Belfast House, a smart, in-
telligent ASSISTANT, of good address, for Seed

Counter. Full particulars and references to W. B. B.,

41, Wellington Street, strand, W.C.

ANTED.—A Young HAN for a Seed Shop,
with some eiperieDce in the Trade, and a knowledge

of Book-keeping. State Age and Terms.—Apply B. J. S.,

Castlegate Library, Malton, Yorkshire.
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QSOPMAN, ASSISTANT. — WANTED,O Two active young MEtf, iboit 21, accustomed to Flower
Seed Department.—WATKINS AND SIMPSON, 13, Exeter
Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—WANTED, aotive young Man,
who thoroughly understands Seeds, and good knowledge

of Cora Trade —Apply at oace by letter, stating sge, expe-
rience, wages and other particulars, to E. W. and a. ROGERS,
Sourbrook Road, Croydon.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

E

Gardeners, Farin-Baillffs, Foresters, ficc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DICKSONS, CHESTER."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FS A N D E R and CO. can reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St, Albans.

JOHN SMITH, Head Gardener, Ballikin-
rain Castle, Balfron, N.B., will be disengaged on Novem-

ber 28. and will be glad to hear of a tituatlon. Thoroughly
practical in all departments. Well recommended.

DWIN WATERHOUSE, of Feldemore, near
Doiking, wishes to recommend his late HEAD GAR-

DINER. His duties have included charge of Small Farm.
Wife certificated Buttermaker. No family. Excellent char-

|
acter. Any enquiries from Gentlemen seeking a reliable ser-

;
vant will be answered.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34; twenty years'
goad practical experience in all branches, including

House and Table Decorations ; well recommended from several
I good establishments of noblemen and gentry; abstainer; dis-

I

tance no object.- GAh.DEN.ER, Palace Nurseries, Springbourne,
1 Bournemouth.

ARDENER (Head).—Advertiser, having
had charge of large g.irdens, growing first-class Cut

Flowers and Fruit for Market many years, is open to treat
with a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for Market.
Rosea, Carnations, Grapes, Reaches, Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Strawberries, Mushrooms. &c. Good references.—E.DENNING,

1 Posbrooke Gardecs, Titchfield, Hants.

GARDENER, oT GARDENER a^d
FORESTER.-The Advertiser begs to iffer his services

to Noblemen, Ladies, and Gentlemen, or Public Bodies. Eigh-
teen years as Head in important position. Laying-out
\
Grounds, Drainage, &c. ; thoroughly practical. Used to very
large staffs of men. Highest testimonials.—BROWN, 61,
Pemtval Road, Enfield.

GARDENER (Hbad) ; age 34, married;
Scotchman.—A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetic man as above. Eighteen years' expe-
dience in all branches of Gardening; nearly four years in

\
present situation. Leaving through death of employer —

j
Che FOREMAN, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugh, Northum-

j
Deriand.

QARDENER (Hbad).—Age 37, married, no
family.

—

Gentleman with confidence recommends his
I ate Gardener. Life experience in large establishments.
i Thoroughly prac'ical.— G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40; situation
required by a thoroughly practical man. Good De-

I sora for. Fourteen years' excellent character from large private
I ilace.—G. N., 158, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, London, N.

In ARDENER (Head Working, or good
I *J Single-handed).—Age 28; thoroughly experienced.
I Jood character. Well recommended.—H. CARRIER, The
I 'ourt, Worcester Park, Surrey.

\r\ ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
IU thoroughly ex,.erienced in Orchids. Stove, and Green.
I louee Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
I- ellent testimonials.—J. BROOK3, Hallow, near Worcester.

j'TJ.ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
I kJX two children (youngest, 6 ^ears). Eighteen years' ex-
li erience ; references. Five years' good character as Head
jnsengaged. — E. FISHENDEN, 7, Upper Pellipar Road]
\ Voolwich.

^ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 41,
<J married, no family; life experience in ail branches
.andscape, and Fruit Growing. "Wife Dairy and Poultry!
rood personal character from present employers.—C. W., 63,
atal Road, Streatham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 43
;

where four or more are kept. Leaving present situa-
tion through the death of the late H. Reeve. Esq.. C.B , after
eighteen years' service. Mrs. H. Reeve woulrt be pleased to
answer any ioquiry as to the abilities, being an all-round
Gardener.—J. h., Foxholes, Christchurch, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32~

married; Advertiser seeks an engagement with Lady
or Gentleman requiring a thorough good all-round practical
and reliab'e man. Excellent character and references.

—

J. KEMP, 121, Gladstone Road, Wimbledoo, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, one child; life experience in large places.

Good Fruit and Plant Grower, and good all-round man. Ex-
cellent characters from present and previous places. Laud and
Stock.—JAMES SKILLING. Brook, Albury, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Understands Early and Late Forcing,

Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables. No family. Wife a good
Laundress. — GARDENER, Ystrad-house, Ystrad Mynach,
Cardiff.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 28 ; thoroughly experienced in growing

Fruits, Vegetables, and Flowers. Highly recommended.

—

COGGaN, Haydock Lodge, Newtoo-le-Willows, Lancashire,

ARDENER (Head, or good SINGLE-
HANDED).—Life experience. Good references. Mar-

ried, no family. Total abstainer.—C. A., 28, William Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26;
great experience both Inside and Out; with good

reference^.—FRKNCrJ, 40. Peel Street, Kensington, W.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
one or two are kept).—Age 2r), married when suited;

thoroughly practical, experienced in all branches. References
kindly allowed to Mr. G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,
Maidstone,— T. N., Water Farm, Smeeth, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
Age 27 ; twelve years' experience in all branches. Seven

years in present situation.—W., The Gardens, Busbridge Hall,
Godalming, Surrey.

A>t> for information leading to appointment
owtl as GARDENER.— Life-experience; thoroughly trust-
worthy. Excellent character,—W. CROOK, 63, Willeaden
Lane, N.W. (No circulars.)

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26; praotical
experience in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums,

Kitchen, and Flower Garden Work. Excellent references.

—

W. F. LINNEY, Oatlands Park, Weybridge, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where three or more
are kept.—Seven years' experience. Excellent re-

ferences.—A. BRILL, Lock Road, Ham, Surrey.

/_> ARDENER, Second, is now desirous of
\J HEAD place, where three or four are hept; or good
Single-handed —Ten years' experience; good testimonials.
-EDWARD GOTCH, Delapre Abbey, Northampton.

GARDENER (Good Second).—Age 23;
single; abstainer; six years' reference from last situa-

tion ; understands early and late Grapes, Melons, Cucumber*.
Stove. Greenhouse, and Kitchen Garden.—E. D., 35, Hockliffe
Street, Leightun Buzzard, Bedfordshire.

G~
ARDENER™(Second) or JOURNEYMAN

(First), in Plant and Fruit Houses. Good references as
to abilities. — E, YOUNG, Woodlands Eoad, Hambledon,
Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER, where another is kept.—Age
25; leaving through change.—FOWLER, Ualby Hall

Gardens, Melton Mowbray.

G^l
ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; Bis years'

T experience Inside and Out. Good character.—SIDNEY
HALL. Child Olteford, Dorset.

Manager, Book-keeper, or Traveller.WA. RHILLlPd, late representative
• of "Linden's." Brussels, and for many years with

F, Sander, seeks engagement.—Stanhope Road, St. Albans.

To Growers of Fruit. Cut Flowers, &c.
MANAGER.—Advertiser, many years expe-

rience in First-class Market Growing, is open to treat
as above With a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for
Market. First-class Cut Flowers, Fruit, Tomatos, Cucumbers,
Plants. &c. Well up in routine oE London and Provincial
Markets. Highest references. — ENERGY, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR, or GROWER.—Ten years'
experience in Growing all kinds of Pot and Cut Stuff for

Market, Carnations, Ferns, &c. Well up in Forcing Lilies.

Good references.—J. H. C, 3, Edward Road, Hampton Hill,

Middlesex.

GROWER.—-Age 24, married ; requires situa-
tion. Lily of the Valley, Chrysanthemums, Palms.

Cucumbers, and general Nursery worK. — H., 2, Sycamore
Villas, London Road, Romford.

UOREMAN PROPAGATOR.—Life esperi-
-1- ence in Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Carnations, Rosea,
and all sorts of Wooded Plants for Market. Twelve month*'
good character. Five years' previous.—HEWETT, 1, Margate
Villas, King Edward Road, Waltham Cross.

FOREMAN and GROWER. — Well up in
Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Palms, Ferns,

Bedding Plants, Cut Flowers, &c—J. H., 9, Lockinvar Street,
Balham.S.W.

F
To Nurserymen.

OREMAN (Herbaceous, Alpine, and Carna-
tion) or TRAVELLER (tilling oo trade preferred).— 4ge

31 ; has had good experience. First-class references. —
E. tf. HARRY. 86, Adelaide Road. Brockley. 8 E.

L^OKEMAN, Inside.—Four een years' expe-
-i- rience, chieliy under Glass. Well uo in Plant and Fruit
Houses. Good references.—GEO. WHITE, Gatehouse. West-
well, Ashford, Kent.

FOREMAN, Inside, age 26.—Life ex perienoe
in Plants, and Fruit. Well recommended.—W HEELER,

Blackmere End. Kimpton, Welwyn, HertB.

FOREMAN, Inside or General.—Age 23;
twelve years' practical experience. Two and a half

years in present situation as first journeyman. First class
references. — STUART, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugb,
Northumberland

.

FOREMAN.— Age 27; twelve years' expe-
rience in First-class Gardens ; last situation Foreman at

Lea Park.— H. D., Longford's Gardens, Minchinhimpton, Glos.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26;
three years as First Journeyman in last place.

Thoroughly well recommended.—T. A., 4, Whitbread Terrace,
Hatfield Road, St. Albans.

tfOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—Age 27; ten years' experience. Two years as

First Journeyman in last place. "Well recommended from last
and previous places. Abstainer.—F. BEESON, 18, Burrard
Road, West Hampstead. London.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 24 ; good references f om past and present emplivers.

—C. COPE, The Gardeus, Butterton Hall. Newcastle, Staff'.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21 ; Inside, or Inside
and Out; six years' experience; good character.

—

W. OLIVER, Church Place, Great Bookham. Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Joseph Forrey,
Stanford Hall Gardens, Loughborough, can highly

recommend bis son (age 24), to any Gardener requiring an
energetic young Man. Nine years' experience. Last two and
a half at Chatsworth.

JOURNEYMAN under Foreman, Market or
Private Establishment.—Age 30, single ; three years'

present experience; four and two previous. Leaving when
suited.—F. HARRIs, Hardwicke, near Gloucester.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out; age 19.—
A G. Wood, Gardeoer to W. Grosvenor Jennings, Esq.,
Beamhurst Hall, Uttoxeter, wishes to recommend a strong
active youth as above. Four years' good character.

VICAR wishes to APPRENTICE his SON
(age 15), to a FLORIST.—Address, with terms, Rev.

G. E. BELL, Henley-in-Arden, Birmingham.

Jp*} OFFERED to anyone that can get a young
o^f£J Man employment.—Age 2-5, single; twelre years'
experience in all branches of gardening; willing and obliging.
— G. L., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Mr. Robert
Smith, F.R.H.S.. wishes to find an opening in a good

Garden for an active, well-educated Youth (age 19). desirous of
acquiring a practical knowledge of Horticulture in all its
branches. A reasonable sum as Premium would be paid to any
competent Head Gardener, willing to give the Youth the
necessary instruction. Small salary only expected. Mr. Smith
will gladly answer any enquiries.—Address, Bradwell Villas,
Bishop Street, Shrewsbury.

T~~0
MARKET GARDENERS and

NURSERYMEN in the country.—Wanted, to APPREN-
TICE for three or four years, a LAD. age i5£; leaving board-
ing-school Christmas. Board and residence required. Moderate
premium can be paid.—E. WARD, Brook House, Brook Street,
Brentwood, Essex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, seventeen
years' experience, London and provincial places, seeks

situation as FOREMAN, in "West of England, Bristol, or
Weston-super-Mare preferred. Good propagator and grower.
Good character, and total abstainer.—MANAGER, Seymour
Nursery, Anerley, S.E.

Seed Trade.
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 24; seven

years' experience, seeks re-engagement. Good refer-
ences.—A. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

COUNTERMAN.—Young Scotchman wishes
situation; 20 years of age; six years' experience!

A. F.. Messrs. Stuart &. Mein, Kelso. Scotland.

Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER or SHOPMAN. — Azd L>8

;

situation wanted. Eleven years' experience, Ratail and
Wholesale.—SEEDSMAN, Beogeo Villa, Liverpool Road, St.
Albans, Herts.

T~
O SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN. —
Situation required as SHOPMAN or HEAD ASSISTANT.

Age 26; twelve ) ears' experience. Used to Office work.
Tnorough knowledge of all branches. Would not object to
travel.— RELIABLK, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FLORIST.—Re-engagement required by young
Lady, age IS. Three years' experience. Can make-up

well. Good references.— A. D.. 5. Troy Road. Upper Norwood.

AINTJER and GLAZLEK wants a job. Used
to Nursery Repairs, Hot- water Fitting, fill up time at

House Repairs. Good references.—G., 02, Gloucester Road,
Croydon.

'
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HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock f^~\ A CC
always on Hand . IT I i f\ iJiJ.

Special quotations for quantities,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITOH,

LONDON, E.

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILEF
16,000 in use.

^* The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and elective heating for imall
Greenhouse t.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
if wing to improved facilities for the manufacture of theee

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :—
No. 1, £2 12s. ; No. 2, £3 155. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.

Complete Apparatus from £1 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad St.. K.C.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.
;

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to taelr Patent

Wrougnt-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON ORATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOLLERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FHOMT E-ZVATION - — LONGITUDINAL SECTION- —SECTfONAL PLAN—

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, $c.

BTJILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE "UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;*' Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Copent Garden,Lon loo, W.C.
Printed (or the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbubt, Agnew, fit Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, aul published by

authitb Geoboe Mahtln, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, November 2, 1895. Agent for Manchester—John Hetwood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest. ,

"

Chrysanthemums.
HCANNELL and bOJNS, whose Collection

• is well known to be the largest, completest, best sept,

and most interesting, is in splendid bloom, a number of entirely
new shapes and colours of great promise, and of the Swauley
Dwarf Type, which are considered an acquisition. All are
invited to see our magnificent house, 160 feet long by 25 feet
wide—a glow of colour,

SWANLEY, KENT, .J \j

CORDON APPLES and PEARS—Well-
spurred trees, 6 to 6 feet, with fibrous roots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES—Standard and Dwarf-
trained fruiting trees: LISTS free.

WILL TAYLBR. OBborn NursTy, Hampton, Middlesex,

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES, nice young Stuff in thumb-pots ready to pot on,

165. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, TJxbridge.

DOUBLE DAFFODILS. — Van Sion and
Incomparabilit), mixed, good flowering Bulbs, 16;, per

1000; Is, 9d. per 100. Smaller Bulbs, 7s Qd. per 1000; Is per
100.—W. & A. SHEPPABD, Growers, Hounslow. Middlesex.

FOR SALE, to make room, ARALJA
&IEBOLDI. in 48's. Per 1000, £'0.

Cumberland Park Nurseries, Willesden Junction, London,

OR SALE, Six fine Speoimens, AGAVE
AMERICAN * ; three variegated, three plain ; 52 in, high.

LARKMAN, Hampton, Middlesex.

For Present Sowing.

SUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,
per packet, 5». and 2s. 6rf., post free. November is the

best time to sow Cyclamen Seed.
The Gardening World, February 24, 1894, says:—"While

some cultivators grow their .Cyclamens for spring flowering,

Messrs, Sutton & Sons mike a point of having a display in the

autumn which will last through -the winter.- The seeds were
sown in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about eleven
months. They have been flowering freely ever since, and will

coatinue in presentable and handsome condition till six

month.9 have elapsed."

BUTTON'S SEED 3 GENUINE ONLY DIBECT FROM
SUTTON and SONS, T BE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. READING.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6*.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Bonthgate. N. Established 1787.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRTTMS, Gaillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KRLVVAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

To Chrysanthemum Exhibitors.

TIDY'S Patent CUP and TUBE is the Best,
Send for Circular and Sample, free Is. 3d.

Watertight. No plugs. Water raised with the bloom.
W. E. TIDY, Brocbhampton Nurseries, Havant.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10;. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RUSH FORTH, Nursery Mount. Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen. France.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,

splendid roots. 12s. 8<f. per 100; extra hue, 6 years old,

15*. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price nt Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK. Market Gardener, Ooldstone, Brighton.

Plant Now.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL CHINESE DOUBLE
PjEONIES, of lovely colours and delicate perfume.

One each of twelve splendid varieties to name, strong plants,
for 10sj 6d. Carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Full descriptive LIST of Chinese Double Pee nies, Chinese
Single Peeonies, and European Single Pseonies (all beautiful),

on application,
BARR and SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

Carnations ! Carnations 1

1

JAMES DOUGLAS, F.R.H.S., begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for AutumD, 1895, and

Spring, 1896. is ready. All the New and Certificated Varieties
in course of distribution. Inspection respectfully invited.

0ATAL09UES post-free on application.
JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

FOR ORCHIDS of every desoription it
Reasonable Prices, and effioient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO.. Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

WANTED, HERBACEOUS CALCEO-
LARIAS, in 60 and 48-sized pots. State price.—JOHN

PEED and SONS, Roupell Park Nurseries, West Norwood, S.E.

WANTED, SIX GARDENIAS set with
flower buds, in exchange for strong healthy Eucharis.

—GARDENER. LulliDgstone Castle, Eynsford.

WANTED, some superior FOREST TREES

:

10,000 BKEOH, 3 feet; 2000 BIRCH, 3 feet; 1000
clean-Brown, single stem HOLLIES, not exceeding 1 too'

;

1000 YEW, 1 fo*t. A pood price given for young stuff,

recently transplanted, with all-round good roots. Samples,
w th prices marked, to Grateley Station, L, & S. W. Ky .,

and address

—

H. STEPHENS, M.P., Oholderton, near Salisbury.

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thuradav in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Rooms, 33, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.O. Catalogues on application.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron.. Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free ou application,

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PRRENNIlLS.
BARR AND SON, Itf; King Street, Covent Garden. London.

TECOMA SMITHIL—The finest new flower-
ing plant, as easily manBged a9 a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

PLANT NOW for SPRING FLOWERING.—Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Snowdrops, Aconites,
Narcissi. &c. Rest qualities o.ilv. at lowest rates. BULB
CATALOGUE, No. 45\ free on application.

DICKSON3. Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

CARNATIONS.— Self colours a speoial feature.
Malmaieons, beautiful soft pink var

,
good stuff, ready

for flowering. Pots, 12s. to iSj. per doz. ; bluanvar., 9*. to 12*.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery. West Derby.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Laxton's Noble
and others. 2s. 6d. per 100. Carriage paid ; cash with

order.—W. CAVILL, Penally, R.S.O.. Pembroke hire.

CARNATIONS. — Extra strong layers of
Ketton Rose, Mrs. Muir, and many other leading varieties.

VIOLETS, fine clumps of Marie Louise, Cnmte de Brazza,
Queen Victoria, and others.—For lists and prices, apply,

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamlord.

ROSES for SALE.—320 W. A. Richardson,
300 Gloire de Dijon. 30 Marshal Niel. 35*. per 100, or

6«. per doz. 20,000 Mauetti Stocks. 25*. pir 1000. Cash with
order—W. MAGSESS. Ro«e Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

OT VINES.—Strong well-grown Fruiting
and Planting Vines for sale, cheap. Gros Colmar, Black

Hambro, Muscat, and Alicante. Apply,

—

MANAGER, Pollard's Nursery. Cheshunt.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFBR. — ENGLISH
OAK, extra 8ne. 12 to 15 feet, stout, straight, well-

shaped, and splendid roots ; ASH. 5 to 9 feet; BEECH, 10 to
12 and 16 feet, equal to Oaks ; HAZEL, extra fine, 2 to 3 and
4 feet; PRIVET OVAL., all sizes. 1 to 5 feet, extra cut back
and transplanted ; MANETTI STOCKS, strong, prices on
application ; BEGONIAS, new trade list free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries. Yeovil.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering
. ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other bouse in

the Trade; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre,
Tobacco Paper, and Shading.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and otfter

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emuUion whan
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. 1#., 3t.. and 10* Qd,

GISHURSTINE keeps Boota dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, (W. and lr., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pore Bones,
in J, J, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES axd LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanio 800., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex npriahtTabular Boilpr* Kin*'«Roa<., Chelw»a.S.W,
Telegraph Address, "HortulanuB,Loadon. ,, Telephone,No.8728*
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SALES by AUCTION.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

\\R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by ADC-
1X1. TIOK, at his Great Booms, 3S, King Street, Covent
Garden, nearly every day. at half-past 12 o'Ciock, first-class

cons gnmtnts of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CBOCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from -well-

known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

TUESDAY NEXT.

GREAT SALE OF ROSES,
FRUIT TREES, PLANTS, BULBS, &c.

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, Including
APPLES, PEABS, PLUMS, CHEKBIES, NECTARINES,
PEACHES, ke. of choice named sorts. Also White, Bed,
and Black CUBBAKTS, GOOSEBEBBIE3.

200 Choice named Standard Roses, from a leading
English Nursery. 5(0 standard, Half-standard, Dwarf and
Climbing BOSES, inducing many of the newest and best
known sorts, in splendid crder, from a celebrated Prize
Grower in Germany.

A Surplus Stoei of well-grown Ornamental Snrubs,
FRUIT TEEES, &c, from an English Nursery.

Seyeralhundred b3auttfully-grown small Decorative
SHBUBS, for In or Outdoor Cultivation, AZALKA
MOLLIS, a varietv of LILIUMS, CLEMATIS, and other
CLIMBERS. FLOWERING TREES, PEONIES, and a
large Assortment of PLANTS from a Dutch Grower,
LI LIUM HAERISII from Bermuda, FREE SIABEFBACTA
ALBA.

10,000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowns, just
received direct.

A Consignment of Azalea indica and mollis, well
furnished wi'ji Flower-buds. A variety of DRACJENAS,
LATANIA B3B8ONI0A. CORYPHAS and other PALMS,
and various small DECORATIVE PLANTS, jmi: received
from Ghent.

A SPECIAL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS,
comprising moat of the best sorts, specially selected for

Glass and Pot Culture. Great variety of TULIPi,
CBOCUSES, rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms. 33. King Street, Covent

G-irden. W.C.. oa WEDNESDAY NEST. November 13, at half-

pist 12 o'clock precisely.

Oa view moroing of Sile. and Catalogues had.

Ihursday Next.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Southgate, N.

Grind I SPORTED OB 3HIDS .including Cattleya Schilleriana.

C. velutina, and C Schofieldiana. ia selected pieces ; On-
cidiums, Sothronitis, Cattleyas, &c, in variety, and in

grand condition.

Also a choice selection of CYPRIPEDIUM SEEDLISGS.
together with a good selection of well-grown ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, amongst which will be found Cattleya
Mendelii ia sheath, C. Trianasi in sheath, and C. labiata in

flower; also Oncidiums, Cypripediums, Dendrobiums, &c.,

in great variety.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above, by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. SS, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, November 14, at half-

p^.-t 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had. . :

Normandy, near Guildford, Surrey.

The NORMANDY MANOR ESTATE, adjoining the

Wanborough Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS (in
conjunction with MESSRS. MTJMFORD asd BOND)

will SELL by AUCTION, at the White Lion Hotel, Guildford,
on SATURDAY NEXT. Nov. 16, at 3 o'clock, the remaining
portion of the above VALUABLE ESTATE, in sections, as
follows :

—

LOT.
5. Bich Herby Meadows
6. Pasture Land
7. Fertile Arable Land
8. Fruit Farm ...

a- r. p
5 2 23
6 1 29
10 1 29
5 3 18

9. Valuable Building Estate, frontage 1183 feet... 17 3 15
lo. Productive Farm 53 3 17
12. Very Valuable Fruit Farm and Nursery, 2

Dwelling Houses. Glass and other Erections,
and Orchard Land 41 3 39

13. Cleygate Farm 81 18
14. Fruit and Building Lands 10
15. Ditto ditto 30

May now be viewed. Particulars and plans, and Conditions
of Sale, may be had on the premises, at the place of Sale and
principal Ions in Guildford, of Messrs. PARBOTT. Solicitors,
Aylesbury ; Messrs. PYKE axd PARROTT. Solicitors. 63.
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. ; Messrs. MUMFORD and BOND,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, Brill, Bucks, and Thame, Oxon ;

and of Mesers. PROTHEROE asd MORRIS, Auctioneers and
Land Agents, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London, EC.

By Obder of JLessbs. JAS, VEITCH & SONS,
Chelsea.

AN IMPORTATION OF

CATTLEYA WARSCEWICZII

(GIG-AS),

THE FREE-FLOWERING VARIETY,
RECEIVED INMAGNIFICENT CONDITION.

(\TESSR3. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
L}±

will include the above in their ORCHID
SALE on TUESDAY NEXT, November 12,

at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

100,000 FRUIT TREES.

ATESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. W.

Hobne, Perry Hill, Cliffe, Rochester, to prepare

another Sale of

—

100,000 FRUIT TREES
of all kinds, for WEDNESDAY, November 27,

1895. Further particulars will appear.

Farnham, Surrey.

Highly Attractive and Extensive SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

\f E3SRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
•jX instructed by Mr. S. Bide to SELL by AUCTION, with-
out reserve, on the Premises, the Rhododendron Nursery,
Badshot Lea Cthe lease of this Nursery having expired), aud at
the Home Nurseries, both at Farnham. Surrey, on MONDAY,
November 18, aud FOUR FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, about 30,00} RHODODENDRON PONTI-
CUM, 1J to 4 feet, fine bushy plaDts. remarkably well set with
flower bods; 40,000 FBUIT TREES, including 6,000 2-year
Apples, a wonderfully fine lot. g'own oa old hopland ; many
thousands oE other Fruit Trees; 10 000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses; 100,030 FOREST ASD ORNAMENTAL TBEES. con-
sistiag of thousands of Spruce. Austrian and other Firs, Larch,
Ash, Quick, Birch, Chestnuts. &\ : 10,000 Border Shrubs, in

rich as-ortment, plantel in spscimen bjider* half-a-mile long,

and all in fine condition for removal ; and also many thousands
of Evergreen, Conifers* and Deciduous Shrubs.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had of Mr. S. Bide at the Alma Nurseries. Farnham, Surrey,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside,
London, E.C.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT TJNSESERVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Roams, 67

and 58, Cheapside. London, B.C.. EVERY DAY. at 12 o'clock,
large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, lotted
to suit the Trade and Private Bayers.

Also ROMAN HYACINTHS, LILIUM CANDEDUM, SNOW-
DROPS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

90,000 JAPANESE LILIES.

Immense Consignment of 23,0W LILIUM AURATUM, 4l,(XH)

ULICM: LONGIFLORUM, 17,000 LILIUM SPECIOSUM,

ALBUM, RUBRUM. KRAMERL, and MELPOMENE, and

OTHEB9.—PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

AfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
i-'JL respectfully announce that they have received the
Bills of Lading for the above, consigned to them for absolute

SALE. As soon as the steamer arrives, the date will be adver-

tised, and Messrs. P. & M. will in the meantime be glad to

receive applications for Catalogues. The whole of the Bulb3
will be offered on one day.

Monday and Thursday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 63, Cheapside, London, E.C, as follows, at 12 o'Ciock
each day : —
MONDAY NEXT, November 11. — Seventy-two Azalea

indica, SO A. mollis, 50 Camellias, Palms, and Begonia Bulb*
from Belgium.

27,500 LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS, received direct.
20,000 MIXED SPANI3H IRIS.

100 Dwarf Roses, Carnations and Picotees, Amaryllis equestris,
70 lots stove and Greenhouse Plants, English and Canadian-
grown Lilies, American Pearl Tuberoses, &c.

THURSDAY NEXT, November 14.—Azaleas, Palms, Dra-
caenas, &c, from Belgium; Hardy Perennials and other Plants
and Bulbs, English-grown Lilies. 300 Dwarf Roses, 50 lots of
Store and Greenhouse Plants, 50 clump3 Helleborus niger.
aDd 12S.000 seeds of Phcenix reclinata.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday Nest.—Direct Consignments.
100 Lots ONCIDIUM PAPILIO MaJUS.
220 L.ELIA PURPURATA.
ICO CATTLEYA SKINNERI. f

225 EPIDENDRUM ATRO-PURPUREUM.
300 LTCASTE SPECIES.
200 „ PLANA ALBA.
50 OD0NTOGLOSSUM KRAMERI.
And 200 other imported ORCHIDS in variety.

AIESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
lT-l SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale
Rooms, 67 and 63, Cheapside, London. E.C, on TUESDAY
NEXT, November 12, at hali-past 12 o'Ciock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Nest, November 15, 1895.

GREAT SALE OF OKCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from MESSRS. F. SANDER & CO.

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Auction
Rooms, 67 and 63, Cheapside. London. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT,
November 16, at half-past 12 o'Ciock :—

OVER 1000 GRAND PLANTS OF
SANDER'S MONTANA CATTLEYAS

fiom beyond Santayuni.
Collec*ed in the entirely new district of Monte Angelos, now

being searched for the first time.
See DRIED FLOWER3 on day of Sale. Types of Sanderiana,

Sanderae. gigas, imperialis, chrysotoxa, Hardyana, white gigas,
Owenianus, &c.

A snow-white gigas variety is included (see lot 20 la).
This Sanderian typa of Cattleya is the most gorgeous of all

the genus, unapproached aud uuapproiehable.
Offered without any reserve.

In addition to the foregoing Grand Cattleyas, we shall
induce a

NEW WHITE ANGULOA, provisionally named. Anguloa
alba magna, probably the white A. Clowesii. The plants
are in fine condition, the Bulbs are remarkably large, and
carrv abundance of old flower- spikes. A

NEW BLUE BOLLEA Flower, of a gentian blue, of the size
of small saucers—most striking. The

NEW ONCIDIUM DICHROMUM, Rolfe. A grand new'
yellow aud porphry-coloured species, blossoms borne on
large branching spikes. The

NEW CCELOGYNE BALFOURIANA, producing long elegant
spikes of cinnamon, orange-and-white flowers. The

NEW ACINEIA COLOSSA. bearing large pendent spikes,
often 2 feet lone, oE huge purple blossoms. The

NEW AN^JTOOHILUS SANDERlANUS, Kranzlin. Prof.
Kranzlin says. "They are the most brilliant Orchid-leaves
I have ever seen." A

PHAL^NTOP3IS VARIETY, type of P. Grandiflora, and found
growing with P. Sanderiauus.

CATTLEYA HARRISOSJE VAR.—The very finest type.
DENDROEIUM DE N'SIFLORUM TYPE, having the charac-

teristic bulb3 of the magnificent D. Schroderje.
DENDROBIUM NOBILE.—A type from Assam, offered for

the first time.
SACCOLABIL7M HARRISONI ANUM. — The snow-white

Sacxilabium. Every part of the flower snow-white,
except the centre, which is pea-green.

For full particulars and descriptions of plants see Catalogue.
There will also be included in the Sale volumes Nos. 1 and

2 of "WARNER'S SELECTED ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS
(very rare).

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ORCHIDS-ORCH IDS.

JOHN OOWAN & CO., Ltd.,
Are at present Selling, by Private Treaty two large fine

Private Collections, which they have purchased, and they have
also a very large and fine General Stock of ORCHIDS.
Inspection is very earnestly invited. Descriptive and Priced

CATALOGUES po3t-free on application to the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED TO RENT, SMALL NURSERY
with 300 to 600 feet run of Glass.—W., 41. Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well Btocked ; two Vineries, Cucumber-house,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease

eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Daffome Road,

Tooting, Surrey.
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The Gardeners' Royal Orphan Fund.

THE EIGHTH ELECTION of CHILDBEN
to the benefit of this Fund, consisting of an allowance of

5s. per week (subject to the conditions stated in Rule XIII. ),

will take place in FEBRUARY NEXT, at " Anderton's
Hotel," Fleet Street, London, E.G. All applications must be

made on a printed form, copies of which may be had, gratis,

of the Hon- Secretary, or of any of the Local Secretaries.

Such form must be correctly filled up, duly signed, and re-

turned to this office not later than Friday, December 6.

A, F. BARRON, Hon. Sec,
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, Chiswick, W.

Channel Islands.

TO be SOLD or LET, with immediate posses-
sion, in the most fertile p>»rt of Jersey, extensive

VINERIES and TOMATO HOUSES, and about four acres of

LAND, with well-stocked FRUIT TREES. Good DWELLING-
HOUSE. The houses are heated by new powerful boilers, and
the Vines healthy and in full bearing. Inexhaustible water
supply.—For full particulars, apply, OWNER, Advertiser

Offioe, Leicester.

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST BCSI-
NESS.— Genuine, established many years; good town

(small), Midland counties; good neighbourhood and connec-
tion ; splendid seed trade. Good shop and house ; best

position ; small Nursery. Price for Greenhouses, Frames,
Plants. Trees, Shrubs, Shop Fixtures, Seed Drawers, Stock in

Trade. &e., about £250 Splendid opportunity; rente low.

—

NURSERY, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, London, "W.C.

The Koyal Horticultural Establishment, Torquay.
TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, all that
old-established BUSINESS of a NURSERYMAN, for

many years carried on by Mr. C. Phillips, at Torquay, at the
Royal Horticultural Establishment. The premises are tho-

roughly and in every way adapted for the business, and occupy
a magnificent position in Union Street at the junction of four

of the most important business thoroughfares. The business
is the oldest of the kind in Torquay, and is now in full work-
ing order, ample provision having been made for the forth-

coming Christmas and Easter trade. To a practical man with
a moderate capital this offers an unusually good opportunity
for acquiring a first-class business on moderate terms.
For Cull particulars, apply to A. J. DAVY, Estate Agent and

Auctioneer, Torquay.

FRUIT and GREENGROCERY BUSINESS
for SALE, Hastings —Old-established, good family and

ready-money trade, i ease, goodwill, fixtures, hand oart,

pony and trap, £375.—M. A., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

GENUINE FLORIST'S for DISPOSAL, an
exceptional chance to secure a good paying concern in

fashionable town. Premises and position second to none.
Scope for doing any amount of trade ; doing £L20 monthly.
Price, £300 ; Stock at Yaluatiou. No agents. — VENDOR,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

I
EASTBOURNE. — For SALE, High-class
U FRUITERER'S, GREENGROCER'S, ftc, with Small

Nursery. Price as going concern, £350.—Particulars from
H. R., 4, Lordship Terrace, Rothe's Road, Dorking, Surrey.

E~NTIRE~NURSERY STOCK (under Glass)
TO BE SOLD at Once, at valuation ; can be seen any

time ; leaving neighbourhood.—Apply, W. WILES, Brightwell
Nursery (back of Mitre Hotel), Tooting Graveney.

FOR SALE, GREENGROCER'S, FRUIT-
ERER'S, and FLORIST'S, doing high-class FamilyTrade

at full prices. In-coming low. Rent £80, let off £58 10i.

For particulars, apply to

—

GREENGROCER, 176, Ladbroke Grove, Notting Hill, W.

WATERCRESS BEDS.—TO LET, about one
aora, thirty mile9 from London on Great Eastern

Railway ; two minutes walk from station.—Apply by letter,

149, Loughborough Road. Bnxton, S.W.

TO WATERCRESS GROWERS.— Plough
Lane. Wimbledon, About 5 acres of Land adjoining the

river Wandle, suitable for Watercress beds. TO RE LET.—
Apply to ROLTON & CO., 3. Temple Gardens, E.G.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orohidsin the World.—30 minutes from St. Panorae.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Prioe 6s.; post free, 6s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

E'^ARLY PROLIFIC PLUM.—A fine batch
of feathered trees, with very fibrous roots. Price accord-

ing to quantity. Buyers of all kinds of fruit trees would
do well to call or write for estimate.
WILL TAYLER. Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

Plants Shipped to all Parts.

TVTATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
V V Street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plant3 and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and hare
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay,

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &o.

H

y

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

from intending Planters an inspection of the following

well-grown and finely-rooted EVERGREENS :—
ARIES PUNGENS GLAUCA ( COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE,
„ „ AR8ENTEO 3. 4. 5, and 6 feet.

These are all SEEDLINGS. The plants usually met with

are grafted on the Common Spruce.
CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 6. 6. 7, 8 to 10 feet.

„ „ GLAUCA, 4, 6, 6, 7, 'and 8 feet.

CEDRUS LEBANI, 5, 6, 7, 8 to 10 feet.

ENGLISH YEWS, 4, 5 6 to 8 feet.

GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER, 4, 6, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS, Seedlings, perfect pyramids 4, 5, 6, and 7 ft.

„ .. Standards, o, 7, and 8 feet.

PICEA CONCOLOR I . = K T «„j r f„of
„ VTC>LACEAf 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 7 '

and8feet -

„ LASIOCARPA i g 7 and8£eet
„ MAGNIFICA (

8
' '' an<1 8 teet '

PINUS AUSTRIACAf „ . - „ ( „ Hf.. t

„ LARICIO f
S

'
4

'
6

'
6

'
l0 8 £eet '

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS, 5 to 8 feet.

DOLABRATA, 5 to 10 feet.

HOLLIES, GREEN, Common, up to 10 and 12 feet.

„ HODGINS i

LAURIFOLIA >- up to 10 feet.

MYRTIFOLIA )

GOLDEN QUEEN I , . , . , .

I; SILVER QUEEN J"*
to 10 feet.

,, WATERER'S, and many other variegated kinds,

6 to 10 feet.

PERRY'S WEEPING (with straight stems and
GOLDEN WEEPING f fine heads.

YEWS, ENGLISH, 4, 5, 6 to 8 feet, and as much in diameter.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

KENT: THE CARDEH OF ENGLAND.

SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses

at the following cash prices. Package free.

Seleotion left to themselves.

SUPERIOR H.P. STANDARDS, 2£ to 3J feet stems, assorted.

choice, per dozen, 18s. to 24s.

HALF-STANDARD H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet stems, choice, per
dozen, 12s. to 18s.

STANDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTE?,
per dozen, 24s. to 33s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per dozen, 9s. to 12s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dozen, 7s. 6d.

FINE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Walls, per dozen, 9i. to 18s.

DWARF TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18s.

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSES, per dozen, 6s. to 9s.

EXHIBITIONS.

R OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
GARDENS. REGENTS PARK.

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
November 11 to 16.

Admission Is., or by Fellow's Order.

KINGSTON AND SURBITON
CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

President: G. C. Bherrabd, E-q., J.P.

The NINETEENTH ANNUAL GRAND SHOW of CHRYS-
ANTHEMUMS, FLORAL DECORATONS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, &c , will b9 held in the Drill Hall, Kingston-on-
Thames, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 12 and
13, 1695, when the Seventh Champion Challenge Vase, value

25 guineas, open to all subscribers of 21s., will be offered for

competition, in addition to £160 in prizes.

Eotries close November 9. Schedules, and all information,

of the Hon. Sec.— Mr. F. J. HAYWARD,
High Street, Kingston-on-Thames.

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW (held under the auspices of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association). November 14, 15, and 16.

Entries close November 7. Schedules on application to

—

17, South Frederick Street. ROBERT LAIRD.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Exchange, Sheffield.

£200 in Prizes. Schedules on application to

—

177, Cemetery Road, Sheffield. WM. HOUSLEY.

T EEDS PAXTON SOCIETY'S CHRYSAN-
I J THEMUM SHOW.
The SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION -will be held in the

Second West York Royal Engineer's Drill Hall, Clay Pits Lane,

(off Coberg Street, top of C'ookridge Street), Leeds, Nov, 19

and 20, when upwards of £170 will be offered in prizes.

Schedule of prizes may be had from
JAMES CAMPBELL, Hon. Sec.

The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL AND
COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY.

THE ANNUAL AUTUMN SH' iW OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
FRUIT, VEGETABLES, and TABLE DECORATIONS, will

be held in the Town Hall, Twickenham, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, November 19 and iO. 1895.

Entries must bs sent in on or before Tuesday. November 12.

Entry forms and all further particulars may be obtained

from the Hon. Secretary,
EDWARD F. GREEN.

Strafford House, Twickenham.

YORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.

Copies of G. B. 8> Co.'s Fruit List, 6 stamps.

LARGE SPECIMEN HOLLIES.
From 6 to 8 feet, well furnished with shoots to the ground.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South Wood-
ford, Essex, begs to invite attention to a splendid lot of

cheap Specimen Hollies, which are suitable for planting in large
towns or elsewhere. The sorts consist of tbe common. Green, and
many of the bast broad-leaved kinds, 6uch as Scotica, White-
berried, Canadian, Hedgehog, Bay-leaved, Nigrescena, and
others. These Hollies have been regularly transplanted, and
will lift with good balls As it i3 necessary to clear the ground,
a Special Low Price will be quoted for large quantities.

8izes and Prices may be had on application.

ELMS — ELMS— ELMS.
All worked Trees. Vastly superior to Seedlings.

CHICHESTER, 4 to 5 feet. 5s. doz., 35s. per 100.

,, 6 to 8 feet, 7s. doz., 50s. per 100.

,, 14 to 16 feet, 24s. doz.
ENGLISH, 4 to 5 feet, 8s. doz., 40s. per 101.

,, 6 to 8 feet. 9s. doz., 65s. per 100.

,, 12 to 14 feet, 21s. per doz.
MONTANA SUPERBA, 7 to 8 feet. 8s. doz., 60s. per 100.

,, 10 to 12 feet, 15s. doz., 100s. per 100.

CATALOGUES FREE.

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

WWNHAM'S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY^
By far the best variety in cultivation. Strong S-yr.-old

Bushes, 3*. Qd. per dozen, £1 per 100, free. Strong, well-
ripened Cuttings, 5s. per 100, 30s. per 10:0.

THOMAS COLEMAN, Saffroa Walden

rORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID

SWEET BRIARS
Strong flowering bunches from open ground. 1891 varieties,

5s. each ; those of 1S95, 7s. <6d. each.

Full particulars of—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS & CO., Salisbury.

The SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held Nov. 20,

21, and 22, 1S95. Upwards of £200 offered in Prizes, in liberal

proportions, ior Piants, Cut Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables.

Sohedules, &c., to be had fTom
J. LAZENBY. 13. Feasegate, York.

Challenge Prize, value £20, added to 1st Prize (£10) for 36

Cut Blooms. Cup (£10) and £i cash for Group.

HARBISONS'
ROOT AND VEGETABLE SHOW

Will be Held in their Seed Warehouse,

41, WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER,
On WEDNESDAY, November 13,

And three following days.

SILVER MEDALS and Valuable MONET
PRIZES will be offered.

Sohedules and Particulars en application to

HARRISON & SONS,
SEED GROWERS, &c, LEICESTER.

£A AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,JU^VUU all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100; loin, to 18 in., at 40f. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 1C0; 21 in. to 21 in , at 76s. per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to Sr. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring (lowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, So.
List free on application,

BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-
cation.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CCT FLOWURS FOB FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Out
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Establi-hed 1578.
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NORMAN DAVIS
BEGS TO SAY HIS PRELIMINARY LIST OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS IS NOW READY.

This is a carefully-prepared Alphabetical List of the cream of recent introductions, so far as in commerce, free from sensational and unnecessary loDg

descriptions. It will be found a useful List for reference ; sent post-free.

SPECIAL NOTICE-GRAND NATIONAL JUBILEE SET OF NOVELTIES.
Soon as the shows are over I shall prepare a LIST of XOYELTEES for 1896. This List will be a short one, as I am anxious that the set shalL be

composed of nothing but back row flowers of the choicest description. Several of my purchases have already bee a shown in public, and received

unanimous approval. In addition to the beautiful varieties raised by Mr. H. "Weeks, of Derby, and two exceptional sterling: Novelties from America,
t is with great pleasure that I am able to announce that I have made arrangements with William Sewasd, Esq. of Hanwell, to distribute his set of

ax magnificent seedlings, which have justly been the admiration of all who have been privileged to see them. The whole of these will form a grand
jT.ibilee Set, worthy of the occasion, and undoubtedly the finest collection of Novelties ever introduced.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERIES,

LLLFORD ROAD, CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.

FAY'S NEW PROLIFIC.
Toe largest fruited and most prolific of all Red Currants.

Excellent for table use and for wine making.

MOUNTAIN GOOSEBERRY.—The best of
all Gooseberries for wine making. Excessively prolific, and
of vigorous growth in almost every soil.

LILACS. — Double and Single-flowering.
Splendid varieties.

HICHAKDIA (CALLA) LITTLE GEM.
The true variety.

IRIS ELffiMPFERI.—Most splendid; flowers
7 to 8 inches long.

For particulars and price apply to

—

ZOCHER&CO., HAARLEM, HOLLAND

-n LONDON q;

TRADE MARK.

They are used by
Leading Growers,
Boyal Botanic So-
ciety, Royal Horti-
cultural Society.
Boyal Parka, Lon-
don County Coun-
cil, throughout the
United Kingdom,
and in every quar-
ter of the globe.

UNSURPASSED
FOB

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
VINES, ROSES.

AJO)

t HOBTICXTLTTJrtAL
PTJBPOSES

Sold by
the trade

in 6d- 2Jid lfl.

Packets, and
SEALED BAGS :—

71b. 2s. 6d. -141b. U. 6d.

28 lb. It. 6d. 56 lb. 12*. 6d.
112 lb. 20*. Or direct from the Works,

Carriage paid in the United Kirgiona
for Caah with order (except $d. Packets).

^jv-v- -**^^^" Crushed Bonea, Peruvian Guano,
.y K.*&*^^^ Sulphate of Ammonia, Kitrate of Soda,

[e&^^r and other Manures. Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on Application.

CLAY & SON,
Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c

Temple Mill Lane, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.
TiTFJJE HAHK,

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO. ^£.
HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS ^ '

%

TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post -free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
ash

STANDARD SIZE,
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES,

PLAN'S a-n-d ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARCEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

^- OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, SI,
Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6, GROVE, SOUTHWARK, S.E.
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fOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

tillU I

T

\mf» NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
iiii'f' AND EASV TO GROW.
WiiS SO Acres of Saleable Trees

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Z.tsts Free*

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

Ss. perdoz., 60s. per 100.

A U other Nursery Stock
carriageforward*

fS IN POTS Fro»>15/-adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15/-
per doz.

N.B.—Single Plants are sold at
slightly increasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(Over 170 pages) of Nursery Stock:,
artistically produced. <ontalning
Borne hundreds of illustrations,

',:% and lull of valuable Information,
'<% free on receipt of 3d. for postage

RICHARD SMITH &C° Worcester

25 PER CENT.

The BEST HYACINTHS the
WORLD PRODUCES AT

2k each -

ROMAS HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed First Size,

9s. per 100.
Oilier Lines

equally Reliable

SAVED !/c/T

7&>
V/

and CLuap.

<5
xO.

BEFORE
BUYtNO ELSE-

WHERE, SEND FOB
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

'MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Glowers & Seed Merchants,

S4, MANSELL STREET, ALEGATE,
LONDON, E.

twn Thr Nitps fries. Haaklkm. Holland.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to seleot from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

«UITTK
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

IfHEAL&QONSM " '
• Crawley, W Sussex.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P. McARTHUB.TheLondonNursery, 4, Maids Vale. London,W.

BARGAIN. — Ten dozen strong Flowering
Plants, EUCHARI3 AMAZONICA, If. 6d. each, or

12s. per dozen.—COLERIDGE, Mount Weir, Exeter.

CUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS for Sale, Large
or Small quantities ; also, Cuttings of above.
CHIPPENFIELD, Florist. Hampton Hill.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — Bessie Chapman,
best market variety ; fiDe yellow sport f om La Tri-

umphante Cuttings. 5s. per 100. Apply--
JOHN MALLER, firimsdown Nursery, Enfield Highway, N.

VIOLETS.—Mb rie Louise. Grand stuff. Full
of bloom buds. Prepared for frames, 2s. per dozen 14s.

per 100.—T. OLDHAM, Stoughton. Leicester.

BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS VERNON.
—Stock plant-*. 2s. ed. per doz., J2s. 8d. per 100.

STREPTOJARPUS, finest hybrids, mixej. 2s. M. per doz.,
12s. 6rf. ter 100. packing and carriage free for cash with order,
—J. HUBERT GROOAN & CO., Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

TRADE. — CHRYSANTHEMUMS, strong,
vigorous, healthy cuttings of Lady Canning1

, Source d'Or,
Elaine, Madame Desgrangea, luO, 2s. 9rf, post free

; 1000 on rail,

21s. ; Lady Lawrence, 3s. 9d. 103; Lady Fitzwigram, 8s. 6rf.

100; W. H. Lincoln, is. 100; stools of the above in varieties,

6s. doz. Several thousand Ferns, sample, and quotation
prices on application. Dwarf Box edgings, 30s. luO yards.
Carefully packed on rail free. Cash or reference.—FOREMAN,
Nightingale Nurseries, Bath.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 60s. 1000; Adi-
.'ii. turn cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*, 100; Aralias, IDs.

100; Cyperua, Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias, Solaoums, in

48's, 6s. doz. ; Marguerites. Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom,
in 48's, 9s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,
and Erica hyemalis, 12s. doz. Lists free. Packed free. Cash
with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Lough-
borough Junction, London, S.W.

PLANTINGj SEASON?)
5f-GROWN
, Fruit,

HARDILY-I

Forest,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

'QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DlCKSONScMS, CHESTER,

MILLER'S HYACINTH BULBS, of finest

quality, produce the largest and best flowers. Grand
Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick of Holland, 5s. Gd. doz. ; named
choice Hyacinths, for potB or glasses, all large, first-class bulbs,

3s. Gd. doz.; Hyacinths for beds or pots, in separate colours,

splendid flowering bulbs, 2s. 3d. doz., 15s. 6d. per 100; mixed
Hyacinths, all beautiful colours, really good bulbs. Is. Sd. doz.,

lis. Gd per 100. Orders 10s. upwards carriage paid.

F. MILLER AMD CO., 267. Fuiham Road, London, S.W.

SEAKALE. — SEAKALE.— SEAKALE.—
A grand lot of well-ripened crowns, for fo'cing, selected,

at 6s. Gd. per 100. AIpo large surplus stock, Graham's Roval
Jubilee APPLEiTREES, 3 and 4-yr. old, at 6s. and 9s. per doz.

The finest Kitchen Apple in cultivation. Apply,

—

J. FANNING, Cranford Gardens, Bath Road, near Hounslow.

Grape Vines and Roses.

JOHN COWAN and CO. have this season a
large and splendid Stock of GRAPE VINES suitable for

Fruiting in Pots and Planting Vineries.

Also a large and splendid Stock of TEA nnd other ROSES,
in pots.

Descriptive and Priced CATALOGU3 post-free on applica-

tion to the Company

—

The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

FERNS—FERNS—FERNS

.

DA AAA P. CRISTATA in thumbs, good,
Ov/^V/V/V/ clean, and free, at 12s. per 100, or £5 per
1000. Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 4S's and
32's on application. Inspection invited. Free on rail in

London.— J. HILL, Nurseryman, Lower Edmonton, Middlesex.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

Cjjppeh. WALKER'8 CHRYBANTHE-
• Patented." MUM TUBES & CUPS.

Commended by the National C. Soc.
1st Class Certificate Crystal Palace.
CLIPPER, complete, ij'. ad. per doi.
CLINKER. „ 8/. M. per do?..

Cash with order. Postage, 9d. per
dozen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
Ironmongers, &c. ; or,

Dr. WALKER, Wimbledon.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett, per post. 2s. lOd.

JO-N ;-Ese* :AtT.wooD

THE SEASON HAS COMMENCED
FOR USING

THE XL ALL LAWN SAND.
Largely used last season at Gunnersbury Park and

Waddesdon Manor with most satisfactory results.

Those who have poor Weedy Lawns should not fail to give
it a trial, iE only on a small pcale at first. It Destroy* Daihie?,
Plantains, &c, and Fertilises the Grass to such an extent that
it will spread and cover over in one season the bare places for-
merly occupied by the weeds. When applied lightly, only as a
dressing for the Grass, the results have been very »atitfactory.

Supplied In air-tight Tins, l/-, 2/6, and 5/- each.
281b.. 9/-; 561b., 16/-; and 1121b., 30/-.

Can be had through the trade, or direct from the Manufacturer,

G. H. RICHARDS,
OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF,

LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.
Further particulars on application.

HILL & SMITH, Bx?™KS^
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IRON BAR
FENCING,

IRON ENTRANCE
PARK & FIELD

GATES.

STRAINED WIRE I

FiNCING.
GALVANISED

WIRE
NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

TREE GUARDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.
Price Lists Free on Application.

i"
r

"THE DENNIS"

HEATINC

APPARATUS.
Complete, 60s.

1895-6 NEW CATALOCUE, Gratis 1895-6

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS.
•v—. SPOUTING PUMPS. &c

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
DESNIS FOU.VDRV,

STOURBRIDGE.
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FRUIT TREES A S PECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.

Also all the Dest of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMOXA FABM NURSERIES, WUHIKGTON, HEREFORD.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWIKG
FOB, FORCING :—

BUBS jyyUMERABLB.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,

AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT TAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLOKIBUNDA.
„ JAPONIOA.

KaLMIA LaTIFOLIA.
„ MTRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

JOHNSON'S I2TPB0VED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEDsG ODe of the largest
Manufactuters of Moshroom

Spawn, and keepiDg over ICO cows,
from which I obtain a largeqnantity
of pore virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per busheL
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

FERHS!—FERNS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2^-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBLLIS, MAJOR, TREMUXA, and other
Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per loO.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s. 6d.
per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection
is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NTESEEIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
LILY OF THE VALLEY CEOWNS, per 1000, 20».

SPIB^A ASTTLBOIDES, extra, per 1000, 10s.

„ JAPOMCA. extra, per 1000. 50«.

ASTILBOIDES FL'IRIBUNDA, per 100. 60s.

GLADIOLUS BREXCHLEYESSIS, second size, per 10O0, 20j.

PSITTACISU3, extra large, per 1000, 30s.

CALLA -ETHIOPICA, strong plants, p-r 100. 14s.

Cash with Order.—Apply to Mr. VAN TIL, Warmond. Holland.

CHRYSANTHEMUlS.
THE EYZCEOFT SET of DRESSING

INSTBTJMENTS.
Three pairs of Forcep3, Brush and Case complete, 10s. 6d.

;

La»ge Forceps, for pulling centres, 3s. Qd, Smaller ditto, for
Dressing, 2s. yd. Free for cash.

The BEST CUPS and TUBES are—
THE BECKETT.—All sizes, both for Japanese

and Incurved, at 9i. per dozen ; or, with additional tube,
for raising the bloom -3 inches higher than the ordinary
ooe, 12s. per dozen.

THE SPRINGTHORPE.—For Japanese and
Incurved, all sizes. 9s. per dozen.

All free for cash with order.

EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

Well rooted. Good colour. Handsome

AUCUBA JA'ONICA, bushy, -3 to i feet
CEDEUS LCBANI. 5 to 6 feet

CUPBESSUS LiWSONIA>"A, !j to S feet ...

„ S to 10 feet

,, 10 to 12 feet

,. ESECTA VIRIDH. 3 to i feet ...

„ ,, ,, 4 to 5 feet

6 to 8 feet

HOLLY, Green, 5 to 6 feet

PICEA LASIOCABPA, 8 to 10 feet

„ NOBDMA>->'IANA, 3 to 1 feet

„ ,, 4 to 5 feet

,, ,, 5 to 6 feet
PI-NTS ArSTBIACA, 4 to 5 feet

,. ., 5 to 6 feet
THUJOPIS BORE ALLS, 10 to 12 feet, 10/6 to
TESTS, English. 5 to 6 feet

n ,. 6 to 7 feet

specimens.
Each Doz.

s. d. s. d.
3 6 36
12 6 120
2 6 31
5 48
7 6 80
2 24
3 6 42
7 6

i 42
31
3 6 36
5 56
7 6 84
2 21
3 6 36
15
5 56
7 6 84

JNO. JEFFEKIES & SON.
ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

RHODODENDRONS,
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the
Majority bei>-g o>- their Ows Roots, they are without
doubt the best Ehododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from 1£

to 3 feet; the plants are covered with bads.

ANTHONY WATEEEE,
KXAP HILL XUBSEEY. WOKISG, SURREY.

S*H* ******* =«»********»»«**K

H. J. JONES,
RTECROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN. LEWI3HAM.

Hyacinths, Tuiips,
Narcissi, Liiiies,

Crocuses, Sciiias,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST TBEE OX APPLICATION.

DfCKSONS r

& Importers,

CHESTER.
ft*Ot.litotjiona:;,,,..,,., fe

SPECIAL CULTrBE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1893, '94, and '95

; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWERTDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Statiow, Harlow, G.E.B.

EVERCREENS- EVERGREENS!
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SOX offer the follow-
ing Shrubs, in large quantities and excellent q-iality, all

havirg been recently transplanted :

—

ENGLISH YEWS, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

GOLDEN' YEWS. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSOKIANA, 4 to 5. 5 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

„ „ EBECTA YTBIDIS, 4 to 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

., „ ALLUMII and FBASEBH, 5 to 6 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOBEALIS. 5 to 6, and 6 to S feet.

BETLVOSPOBA PLUJiOSA. 4 to 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

.. ,. ATJBEA, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPOSICA. 1J to 2 and 2 to 2J feet.

BOX HA>"DSWORTH, ii to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUCASICA, 2 to 3. 3 to 4. and o to 6 feet.

,. BOTUSDIEOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

,. PORTUGAL, 2 to 3. 3 to 4 feet
HOLLY". GREEN. 2$ to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEPPABIlU and HODGINSTI. 5 to 6 feet.

Special Cheap Offers on application.

52, MARKET SQUARE, NORTHAMPTON

PLANTING SEASON.

PAUL'S NURSERIES; Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM, PAUL a>~d bOK, Rose Growers by appointment

to Her Majesty Ihe Queen, Tree, Plant. Bulb 2nd Seed
Merchants. Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
Stations, G.E.R.

ATJLS' NURSERIES,Waltham Cross, Herts,
—STANDARD and HALF-STA>~DABD ROSES, from 185.

per dozen ; Dwarf?, from 6r. per cozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen ; Pot Botes, 10s. 6d. per dczen. and upwards.

AULS' NURSERIES, Waltham CrossTHerts!
—BOOKS on ROSES, by Wil. PaUI,, F.L.S. : — " lbe

Rose Garden, '* -ito, 9:h edition, 10 coloured plat s, 17s. 6d.

;

the same, Svo, without plates. &s. 9d. "Bosss and Rose
Culture," Is. '* Roves in pots.*' 2'.

PAULS' KUKSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—FRUIT TREES of ail kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked f :>r delivery as
required; also Frui Trees in pots, Grape Vine?, Fig-, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross,Herts.
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVERGREEN" TREE i and

SHRUBS in great variety. Intending platters cannot do
better tban ma&e their selections now.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES for foliage and flowers, including Pauls' Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts, Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maple ;

, Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes. Limes, Poplars, Elms. &c.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts'
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for the Garten or

Woods, are made an object of special Culture; also Azaltas,
Kalmias, Heaths, and other American Plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kinds. Lapageria-house now in bloom; Camellias, the
finest stock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS" NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description. S^-akaleand Asparagus for forcing.
Mushroom Spiwn, and every girden requisite.

PAULS'.NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists free. Inspection invited. Estima.tej«

cheerfully given. GaideneTs of character and experience
recommended.—Postal acdress, "WM. PAUL and SON,
Waltbam Cross, Herts.

FERN SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Har^y Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J, BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FSRS KURSESIBS. SALE, near MAXCBESIER.

H. LANE & SON
Solicit an Inspection of their Extensive

NURSERY STOCK
Covering over 150 ACRES,

C05HISTISG OF

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RH0D0DENDR 0J\TS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in fine healthy condition.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HERTS.
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1895.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHIDS,
By order of Messrs. F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

SANDER'S MONTANA

CATTLEYAS,
FROM BEYOND SANTAYUNI.

SEE DRIED FLOWERS.

Types of Sanderiana, Sandera? gigas,

imperialis, clirysotoxa, Hardyana,

white gigas, Oweniana, &c.

ID PLANTS
WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

Collected in the entirelynew district of

MONTE ANGELOS.
These trackless mountains are now being

searched, for the first time, by our Collector and

a native.

The varieties of gigas are said to be astounding.

SNOW-WHITE GIGAS VAR.
Lot 201a.

The dried flowers we shall show on the day

of sale, with white sepals and petals and red

labellums, are wonderful, and quite new and

splendid. Also chrysotoxas, with red and yellow

labellums and white sepals and petals. This

SANDERIAN TYPE
OF

CATTLEYA
Is the most gorgeous of all the genus, unap-

proaohed and unapproachable.

WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

NEW WHITE ANGULOA.
ANGTJLOA ALBA MAGNA (Sander),

Provisionally named.
Probably the white A. Clowesii.

Magnificent masses.

NEW BLUE BOLLEA.
Found with the new type of Cattleyas.

Flowers a gentian blue, and having the appear-
ance of small saucers.

NEW ONCIDIUM.
ONCID1UM DICHROMUM (Rolfe).

Grand new yellow and porphry-flowered species-

NewGCLOCYNE balfouriana
Producing long elegant spikes of cinnamon,

orange, and white flowers.

NEW ACINETA COLOSSA
(Sander).

Huge pendent spikes of purple blossoms, 2 ft-

long. The large, unopened bud are similar to

small apples.

NEW ANECT0CHILUS SANDERIANUS.
Magnificent new speoies.

CATTLEYA HARRESONI/E VAB.
The very finest type.

DENDROBIUM DENSIFL0RUM TYPE,
having the oharacteristio bulbs of D. Schrodera\

DENDROBIUM NOBILE,
A type from Annam. Offer for the first time.

PHAUENOPSIS VARIETY,
Type of P. grandiflora.

Found growing with P. Sanderianus.

&c, &o.

For full descriptions, see CATALOGUE,

ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15,
AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY,

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris,
Will Offer the above grand New and Choice Orchids,

AT THEIR

Central Auction Rooms, 67 & 68, Gheapside London, E.G.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1895.

MELVILLE CASTLE.
ONE of the most delightful excursions from

Edinburgh is that which embraces the

classic and oharming vale of the Esk—Roslin,

Hawthornden, Melville, Dalkeith, Newbattle,

Dalhousie, are so many shrines in what one might
call a horticultural pilgrimage. Influenced by
the fascination of lovely grounds and gardens,

and held fast by the hospitality of Lord
Melville

:

s factor and general manager, Mr.
McKinnon, we devoted the major part of our

afternoon's trip to the enjoyment of the beauties

of Melville. As soon as you pass within the

gates of the noble park, you are struck with

the marks of the interest, care, and taste

devoted to arboriculture on the part of the

owner. His lordship is a keen arboricul-

turist, as the frequent strips of young planta-

tions, contrasting with the grand stretches of

Oak and Beech, testify. For \h mile the Esk
meanders through as oharming a piece of

scenery as the eye need desire — meadows
interspersed with magnificent ornamental Limes,
Scottish Elms, Beeohes, and Oaks, and flanked

by heavily - wooded heights on either side.

These Beeches and Oaks are classio, if one may
judge from the frequent quotations from Sir

Walter Scott, with which our guide enlivens

the stroll. Unfortunately, the effects of storms

and old age have made themselves apparent

in frequent gaps ; but these ravages have given

soope for the enterprise of both owner and
manager, with good effeot in the present, and the

hope of great things in the future. A glancp

over the fields stretching away to the right, and
forming the home farm, t?lls us that Lord
Melville is likewise an enthusiastic agriculturist.

The crops are heavy, and give expression

to the fertility of the Melville estate. A
considerable stock of Highland cattle, Ayrshire

cows, and sheep, add to the anxieties of the

manager, and, like everything else, they are in

prime condition.

Half-an-hour's stroll brings us to the castle,

an imposing turretted mansion, commanding
a fine bit of the Esk, and surrounded by

lawns and shrubberies, rioh in ornamental

trees. The extensive breaks of Rhododendrons,

many of them added of recent years, must
have a striking effeot in the early summer.

The size of some of the Beeohes and Oaks

in the environs of the castle remind of the

remote historic prominence of Melville. It has

its Queeu Mary's Oak, and its pre-Reformation

shrine ; and, still more interesting, it is asso-

ciated with the great Henry Dundas, the friend

and colleague of Pitt, and one of the most dis-

tinguished and popular of those potent indi-

viduals of a past generation, who went by the

sobriquet of " Kings of Scotland." His monu-
ment in St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, is th«

tribute of Scotland to his varied services and
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gifts. Besides being associated with the

memory of Queen Mary, the annals of Melville

proudly reoord two visits of royalty within the

century. George IV. was here in 1822, Queen
Victoria in 1842.

The next object of interest is the gardenr Mel-
ville's fame haa long been eminent, and deservedly

so. The Grapes grown here for the last twenty

years have been the admiration and the envy
of many a far-travelled visitor. A long record

of prize-taking, which has of late, owing to the

multifarious engagements of Mr. McEinnon, been
discontinued, attests to the great thiDgs the; have

achieved in competition at all the more important

exhibitions.

A look at this year's crop is sufficient to

prove that the traditions of Melville in this re-

spect are well maintained, and to induce regret

that Mr. McKinnon resists all our arguments to

appear once more in the lists. The first house we
entered was a late vinery, containing Alicante, Lady
Dawns, and Gros Colmar. The large size of both

berry and bunch, and the presence of excellent

colour and finish, indicated both care and intelligence

in rearing. Tbe same features were obserrable in the

next two houses, devoted to the culture of Black

and Golden Hamburgh, Gros Maroc, Muscat of

Alexandria, Mrs. Pine?, and Madresfield Court. The
Golden Hamburgh were specially magnificent, and the

skill of Mr. McEinnon and his able chief assistant,

Mr. Black, have been particularly successful in

bringing near to perfection the crop of Madresfield

Court, which have a tendency to crack, and are very

difficult to finish.

Two other houses are devoted to the rearing of

early crops, and from the finished appearance of the

buoches left, give every indication of health and

vigonr. Several other houses are devoted to Peaches,

Tomatos, Figs, Plums, &c, and are similarly in-

dicative of the results obtained by able management.

Whether regard be had to the size or to the flavour

of these fruits, it is sufficient to say that they are

grown at Melville. Another remarkable feature of

fruit-rearing here, and one which owes its initiation

and perfection to the present manager, is the

splendid collection of fruit trees in pots, which

crowd other two large houses. A large crop of

Apples, Pears, P.ums, Cherries, &c, is annually

produced, which may challenge comparison with that

grown under the most favourable conditions of

climate, soil, and sets us marvelling at the resources

of the gardening art here brought into play.

Taming from fruit grown under glass to the

fruit and vegetable gardens, the results this year

have been somewhat disappointing in the case of

Apples and Pears at least. The fact that June was

excessively dry in this part of the country, combined

with the sandy nature of the subsoil, blighted the

early promise of a large number of trees. Otherwise,

the aspect of these gardens reveal a good average

crop of fruit and vegetables. There is a specially

fine lot of Morello Cherries.

The exhibition of flowering plants in the conser-

vatories and flower garden maintains the tradition of

former years. Oae of the former, whose roof is

hidden by a mass of Tacsonias, Fuchsias, and
Clematis, contains a mixture of greenhouse plants,

all in prime condition. The broad borders of the

walk in front have long been remarkable for the col-

lection of herbaceous flowers, embracing many rare

specimens. A number of beds in front of the Palm-
house, ablaze with Begonias, give a very striking

effect of brilliant colour to this part of the gardens.

They have been found to stand the rainy weather of

this damp climate better than Pelargoniums, and the

heavy rains of the month of July have enabled them
t) recover from the drought of June.

The flower garden comes last, but it is not the

least characteristic of the beauties of Melville. It

reveals a fine combination of taste and intelligence.

Tbe long rich border of Phloxes, Pentstemons,

Antirrhinums, &c, backed by a high wall ablaze

with a variety of creeping plants, combines sym-
metry with profusion. Mixed beds are here the

order of the day, and in addition to many gems of

their kind, we were specially struck with the graceful

effect produced by a frequently recurring one com-
posed of Begonias, Gladiolus, Lobelia cardinalis,

and Daetylis glomerata. The plan of devoting the

centre beds to plants of tall growth, serves admirably

to break the monotony and artificialness of the

conventional flower garden, and contributes to create

the impression of the presence of Nature rather

than the hand of man. The whole is finely set off

by a border of Rhododendrons, mixed with golden

Elder, Retinosporas, &c, and runs along the left-

hand side. Tourist.

BEGONIA DISEASE.
Cultivators of tropical herbaceous plants, such

as Gloxinias, Acbimenes, Pentas, Impatiens, Vincar,

and especially Begonias, are more or less familiar

with a " disease " which attacks these plants, some-
times crippling and practically destroying whole
batches of them in a few weeks. It attacks chiefly

the young leaves and flower-buds, causing the latter

to wither and fall off, and the leaves to curl and
become aborted. When the disease is bad, the

youngest leaves are arrested in growth when very

small, and the whole plant soon presents a hope-

lessly crippled appearance. The leaves are dis-

coloured with patches of a black or brown colour,

as if suffering from a rust-fungus of some kind.

The general impression with regard to the nature

of this disease is that it is fungoid. Attention was
called to it recently in these pages in a paper on
" Tuberous Begonias," by Mr. W. W. Sheath (see

pp. 267, 263), who stated that " Pot-plants (of Bego-
nias) are sometimes infested with a kind of rust on
the stems and leaves, which some growers say is a

fungus, but I have found it more prevalent when in

too much heat in spring , also by sudden changes of

temperatune or draughts; by imperfect drainage

—

in fact, by anything that would cause a check in the

growth.'' Oap. 305 there is a note signed " W. E.,"

wherein this disease is attributed to " large numbers
of white insects, barely visible to the naked eye."

Another correspondent, however, " H. W. C," who
says (o. 337) that he is an extensive grower of Be-
gonias, does not believe that the small white insects

are the cause of this rust-like disease, but inclines

to believe that it is caused by a fungus.

A similar discussion has been going on concur-
rently in the pages of The Garden. I have been
acquainted with this disease for sunn years, which at

first I thought was some kind of rust-fungus, but

which I now know is caused by a very small insect

or mite, as small as it be invisible to the naked
eye. It runs very quickly, and therefore often soon
leaves a leaf or shoot if disturbed. This no doubt

accounts for the failure of experts to find the insect

when specimens of the disease have been submitted

to them.

By lightly fumigating once a week with tobacco

the plants subject to the attacks of this pest, we
have now no difficulty in keeping our Begonias

clean ; indeed, I may say that tobacco fumigation

is a perfect preventive, and almost a certain cure, if

the plants have not been hopelessly crippled before

it is applied. This year a batch of Acanthacaous
plants, such as Justicias, Aphelandras, &:,, had
been suffering from this particular disease for some
weeks before it was noticed. The gardener in charge

of the plants thought a fungus was the cause of the

curling and discoloration of the foliage. By fre-

quently dipping the affected plants in a weak solu-

tion of tobacco, the plants were, in most cases, saved,

and have since quite recovered.

Every cultivator knows how easily irregularity of

temperature or atmospheric moisture will bring on

an attack of red-spider or tbrips among plants grown
under glass, and this mite, which is smaller than

either of the two pests named, and at least as quick-

spreading and injurious in its effects on the health

of the plant, can get a start from the same cause,

viz , bad ventilation or some other fault in the atmo-
sphere in the house containing the plants.

I am quite certain that tbe disease, as above

described, and which attacks various tropical her-

baceous plants. Is the work of an insect or mite which

may be kept nnder by the frequent use of tobacco,

either in solution or as fumes.

If further proof is wanted, the following should

suffice. A few days ago I asked Mr. Maaiee, the

eminent fungologist, to examine some examples
of plants affected with this disease, and which had

escaped notice till recently. He reported as follows :—'' The disease is caused primarily by very minnte,

white insects—Saprophytic fungi, such as Botrytis,

ll'terosporium, &c, soon follow. Eeep down the

insects and the disease will disappear."

Certain forms of black blotching and leaf- curling

which often disfigure Masdevallias of the Chimsnra
section and some others beside, are the work of an
almost invisible insect, probably a relation of the
mischievous little red-spider. It mnst be sought for

very carefully, and when discovered it requires some
care and perseverance to get rid of it. But this, of

course, is another story. W. W., Kew.

KEW NOTES.
Musa Fehi.—A plant bearing this name is now in

flower in the Palm-house at Eew. There appears

to be some doubt as to the true characters of

M. Fehi, but whether the plant under notice be that

species or not, it is certainly new to cultivation,

and is strikingly handsome. It has stems 10 feet

high and 6 inches in diameter at the base ; the leaves

are 6 feet long and 18 inches wide, with a cylin-

drical petiole 18 inches long, clothed with a white

mealy down. The inflorescence is horizontal, the

talk 1 foot long below the first wborl of flowers ;

the bracts are ovate, concave, the largest 8 inches

long by 5 inches in width, and coloured crimson-
claret, the colour being very rich when the bracts

first unfold. They are much more persistent than
in M. sapientnm. There are from seven to nine
flowers in each row, at the base of the bracts, and
the fruits are angular. M. Fehi is a native of Tahiti

and New Caledonia, and bears edible fruits which
sometimes ripen their seeds, and sometimes are
seedless. The plant at Eew was obtained from
the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, three years ago, and
it is now flowering for the first time. A drawing of
it bas been made for the Botanical Magazine.

Agave atbovibens.

One of the largest Agaves ever grown at Eew is

now pushing up a flower-spike in the Palm-home,
whither it has recently been transferred from the
Succulent-house, where it was a conspicuous object

during several years. It has fifty leaves, the average
size of which is 4J feet, and width 14 inches, the
margins are clothed with stout hooked teeth, and
the apex with a stout straight spine 3 inches long.

The spike when fully developed is about 30 feet high,

the flowers, which are tubular, yellow, and 4 inches

long, being crowded on a tbyrsoid panicle 8 feet

long. The leaves on wild plants are said to be
12 feet long. A plant of this species flowered at

Eew in 1888. It is one of tbe commonest of the
Agaves grown in the gardens on the Riviera, where
it generally goes under the name of A. Salmiana
The big Agaves at Eew have been reduced in

number by tbe flowering of a considerable number
within the last three years. This is tbe third giant
that has flowered within twelvemonths. Of course,
they perish with flowering.

Wallichia cabyotoides.

This is the handsomest of the three known species
of Wallichia, which are all represented in the Palm-
house at Eew, where two of them, viz,, W. densi-
flora and W. caryotoides flower now and then ; whilst

the third, W. disticha, is always attractive in the
arrangement of its leaves, which is as distichous as in

the Traveller's tree, Ravenala. The habit of W.
caryotoides is soboliferous (tufted), the leaves

forming a crowded cluster 4 feet through at the base,

with a spread of about 12 feet ; each leaf is 10 feet

long, the leaflets are 2 feet long, cuneate at the base,

wider and jagged at the apex, dark green on the

upper surface, silvery below. The male inflorescence
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i< developed about a foot above the ground, and baa

a ttout curved stalk clothed with large, boat-«haped,

overlapping, purplish- brown bracts, below which is

a dense cluster of drooping unbranched tails, about

& Co , of Colchester, at the meeting of the R.II.S. on

Tuesday, October 29. Ljcoris is allied to Amaryllif,

but is distinguished from that genus by the small

number of ovules in each cell of the ovary. The

Plant Notes.

PRIMULA. CASHMERIANA (CAPITATA).
This North-western Indian 1'rimroie is one of

a foot long, clothed with pale pink flowers. This is length of the segments in L, aurea is 3 inches, and the most charming alpines for flowering at this

Fio 94.— ltcobis aurea: flowers orange.

the first male inflorescence the plant has borne, the

previous ones hitherto being female, less crowded, with

branched tails and inconspicuous bracts. W. W., Km.

LYCOEIS AUEEA.
Several plants of this excellent autumn-flowering

apeciei (fig. 94) were shown by Messrs. Wallace

the colour ft rich orange; the anthers are yellow-

coloured. The flowers appear usually in August and

September, and before the leaves ; the plant is

amenable to greenhouse culture. The bulb is sub-

globose, 2 inches in diameter. It is figured in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 409, as Amaryllis aurea,

and it was introduced from China in 1777 by

Dr. Fothergill.

season, decorating the otherwise bare rockery. It

has strap-shaped, bright green leaves, which form a

rosette. The flowers are of a violet colour, and well

elevated on a stout stalk, which is covered with a

mealiness even to the calyces, resembling P. farinosa

in this respect, as in others. I saw a bed of it

the other day, and every plant was in bloom. The

situation, sheltered by a high bank, and shaded by a

#
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tree, seemed to exactly suit it. The heads were full

of flower, and the bed made a fine show. A. H.

PETBiEA VOLUBILIS ALBA.

This is a lovely thing when in flower. A small

plant at the Botanic Garden, Grenada, is occasionally

laden with pendulous tail-like racemes of white

flowers. A pretty contrast it is, therefore, to the

purple- flowered Petrasa; and when both flower

together on a slope or on level ground, they form a

conspicuous and pleasing picture, scarcely to be

passed by unnoticed.

VlLLAMILLA OCTANDBA.

This is a plant commonly to be seen and passed

by in a walk about the country. It is a pendulous

scandent, Vine-like shrub, which, at the time of

flowering, is oftentimes destitute of foliage, whilst at

other times the foliage, and flowers come together.

The flowers are borne along the branches, and when
no leaves are present, the shrub looks like a mass of

bare twigs covered with a coating of snow. The
flowers are white, with a faint green tinge. The
plant might be worth cultivation in Europe, if it has

not already been grown there. At its fruiting stage,

the plant is even more conspicuous than when in

flower; it then bears a great number of purple-

coloured fruits. Baskets of different sizes are made
from the large stems by an old Frenchman named
Srarlz, an inmate of onr poor-house. These be sells

at 2d. and upwards. W. E. Broadway, Botanic

Garden, Grenada, British West Indies.

ABOUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
( The notes below were written before the first cf the

exhibitions was held.—Ed.)

Tbent Pabk, Babnet.

Though ao young a man, Mr. W. H. Lees,

gardener to F. A. Bevan, Esq., has taken so high a

position as a grower atd an exhibitor, that the

condition of his flowers naturallv excites amongst

growers the liveliest interest. I saw bis plants

on the 26th, and so far as the Crystal Palace

show and the National are concerned, Mr. Lees

should be in splendid form. If he has any weak-

ness at all, I should look for it in the direction

of undue precocity
;
just as his formidable compe-

titor at Leatherhead seemed a little late. How-
ever, time will show. There are some 600 plants

growing at Trent Park in numerous houses, and

no effective concentration is made ; but that may
be no harm to the grower. Japanese are, of

course, the prominent section, and many of these

are indeed sup?rb. Incurveds also are very fine;

indeed, Mr. Lees' own estimate—and he is a capable

if a partial judge—is that he has never been stronger

than this season. Of Japanese, that trnly beautiful

white Souvenir d'une petite amie is splendid. So,

too, is a newer one—Mutnal Friend, that seems

like one come to stay ; the petals are broad, and the

flowers are massive, and of the purest white. What
a grand flower is Thos. Wilkins ! colour crome-

yellow, the petals long and drooping ; and yet another

superb yellow is Pallanza, after Sunflower, but rather

richer, and having broader petals. The rich-

coloured Mr. Seward is very fine. A striking flower

is Robert Ballantine, large and distinctive, colour

rosv-magenta. Madame Ad. Moulin is yet another

fine new white; and George Biron, a rich reddish-

chestnut, is a striking flower. In spite of its curious

name—Deuil de Jules Ferry—violet-amaranth, with

pale reverse, is a telling flower ; while still another

white is found in Mdlle. M. A. Calvert, which has

a long ribbon-like petal, and is distinctive. Then
in Amiral Avellan we have another yellow of a

rich orange bne ; Madame Champon is a refined

Etoile de Lyon, and may, if found generally satis-

factory, replace the older variety ; Mephisto has

the colour of the old La Japonaise, and the style

of Comte de Germiny, and is full of promise. A very

pretty and true Japanese is Crystal Belle, having

the form of the old Golden Dragon, and of a

delicate soft pink hue. That fine older yellow,

H. L. Sanderbruch, is remarkably good ; very deli-

cately tinted and fine in form is Lonise, now so

popular ; and another white, Gairlande, is both solid

and pleasing. Colonel Chase, though not large, is

very beautiful, having a golden centre with outer

petals of a soft flesh hne. Older varieties like E,

Molyneux and J. Shrimpton are first rate. Madame
Carnot, another white, bids fair to stand in the

front rank of that section. A good browny chestnut

flower is Madame A. D. Girond ; H. Jacetot fils,

Mons. Panckoucke, and Abbey Maidenhall, are ex-

cellent also. These are, however, but a few of the

many fine varieties at Trent Park. Of incurved,

there seem to be, if fewer novelties, at least all the

very best of the old ones, and all in very fine form.

Queens, Princesses, Tecks, &c, are all excellent,

and promise capital blooms. O: later novelties,

J. Agate, white; Globe d'Or, buff yellow; Lucy

Kendall, W. Tnnnington, and Robert Petfield are

the most noticeable. In a cool shed, where won-

derful early blooms are being retarded, Mrs. W. II.

Lees, a new Japanese, was grand indeed ; so also

were Eva Knowles, Colonel Smith, and other older

ones. Throughout the whole collection, there are

ample evidences of the highest culture ; wood is

strong, leafage fine, and fully retained, and flowers

of the largest. It will be no matter for surprise if in

some notable competitions they should be found hard

to beat, D.

Downside, Lsathebhead.

The very high reputation which Mr. W. Mease,

Mr. Tate's able gardener, has obtained as a Chrys-

anthemum grower and exhibitor, naturally attracts

special attention to his plants every year, and this

season as strongly as ever. He is at present one of

the champions of the autumn qieen, and usually

takes a very high place in the competitions. His

plants just now are full of promise, and he has a

very fine and varied collection of Japanese, incurved

and reflexed, though strongest in the two former

sections. With characteristic courage, Mr. Mease

adds numerous novelties to his collection, picking,

so fai as possible, the beet. Of older ones, he has

plenty in the finest condition, and snch well-known

varieties as E. Molyneux, just now splendid, literally

for its colours unbeaten by any of the new ones

;

Souvenir d'une petite amie. beautiful white ; Eda

Prass, Mdlle. Th6 eie Rey, R. Oven, International,

Sunflower, Preset Roberts, Commander Blussett,

Hairy Wonder, and many others fairly well kaown.

Then of new Japanese, A. H. Fewkes, something of

smaller style, but of a deeper yellow, and broader

petal, very fine ; W. G. Newett, a snperb white
;

Mrs. C. E. Shea, creamy-white, fine blooms, and a

sturdy grower. This variety enjoys the reputation

of being the dearest yet put into commerce, as plants

cost one guinea each. It ought indeed to be good

for that sum. Golden Wedding, though represented

by one plant only, is here very robust and healthy,

promising glorious golden flowers. Duchess of

York, soft light yellow, is very full of promise.

Another beautiful rich yellow is Sir E. T. Smith,

that will probably be seen prominently later. Golden

Gate, bronzy-yellow, promises very fine blooms.

A grand new white is Mdlle. M. A. de Calvat,

petals drooping, the blooms dense. An attractive

incurved form is Globe d'Or, showing both clear

yellow and reddish- brown blooms; this bids fair to

make a fine addition to the Bolid Japanese—or is it

a real incurved ? D. B. Crane is apparently an

incurved Japanese, though termed of the ordinary

incurved section ; colour golden-bronze. Another

fine yellow is Pncebue, something of the form of

Harman Payne, but more refined petal. Yet another

yellow, M. Charles Molin, tinted with broEze ; a

rich flower. Very diverse is Denil de Jules Ferry,

large spreading blooms, dark violet-rose face, with

silvery reverie. Another massive incurved bloom is

Major Bonnafond, a massive, pale yellow. Good

Gracious grows very tall, but it gives some charming

soft pink flowers of great beauty. The much-

talked-of Philadelphia is here too, but far from

being incurved ; it is promising to assume a droop-

ing character. A massive pure white is Madame
Carnot. Mrs. W. H. Lees has flowers both white

and moch tinged with pink, but very fine. Duke of

York is another flower of the Harman Payne type,

but deeper coloured, and better. M. Gruyer has

large blooms and broad petals, colour pale rose,

white reverse. Mr. Joanny Moten is a striking

flower, colour of Cullingfordi, very taking and effec-

tive. James Myers, somewhat after Viviand Morel

in form, colour soft rosy-cerise, is very pleasing. Of

newer incurved forms, and these relatively are few,

Mrs. Archie Kingdon, white, flushed pink, of the

Princess type, very solid. Globe d'Or, already

noticed, is amongst the incurveds, in deeper tone

than previously seen. Robert Petfield is very fine
;

James Agate seems here as much Japanese as in-

curved; Lord Rosebery promises very fine flowers;

so, too, do all the Teck types ; indeed, they are very

good. A. D.

At Lilfobd Road Nubsebies, Cambebwell.

Mr. Norman Davis showed us about a fortnight

ago, a batch of plants in flower of his new yellow

Japanese variety Pallanza. We had seen the variety

elsewhere, but its most valuable characteristics could

not be detected so clearly as Mr. Davis' group dis-

played them. The plants generally were dwarf,

very weak, and had been grown from cuttings

struck in May, and some in June. Yet

each plant had six or eight good blooms

upon it. The colour is rich, the petals smooth,

and the bloom capital for decorative purposes

As there will assuredly be considerable discussion

regarding the value of this variety for exhibition

purposes, and its similarity to the very pretty but

frequently unsatisfactory Sunflower, it should be

remembered that Pallanza's greatest value will be

found to be its usefulness for market work, and for

the general grower. It will furnish abundance of

flowers very similar—yet quite dissimilar—-to Sun-

flower, without any special culture whatever. On
the other hand, most growers have trouble with

Sunflower, and some have actually discarded it. Mr.

Davis admits that it may not be practicable to

exhibit the two varieties on one stand or in the

same collection. On the crown bnd, the flower

bears striking resemblance to Sunflower, but in the

terminal the likeness is much diminished. While it

is claimed that as an exhibition flower Pallanza will

oast SanSower, there can be no donbt whatever that

in every other respect it is saperior to that variety.

It has already found unusual favour with market

growers, and blooms of it this time next season should

be as plentiful as Blackberries. We may add, that

the variety was raised by Mr. Briscoe Ironside, while

residing in Italy. Mr. Davis regards a seedling

which shows a tendency to become a good market

and a generally useful kind with as much favour as

one likely to give fine exhibition blooms. A variety

with the remarkable name of Son Altesse Side Taieb

Bey, and hailing from Delaux, the French raiser, is

expected to become a useful kind. The Sowers are

very distinct and pretty, rosy-pink, almost the same
colour seen in the old variety Rosea superba, but

in this case much lighter. A good batch

of plants of Madame Carnot was observed,

and a similar one of Mdlle. Th^.-eie Rey.

Mr. Davis is inclined to consider the last-named the

best white Chrysanthemum still, bnt Madame Carnot

promises well, although when this notice was written

it was too early to determine its exact worth.

Lady Biron is a capital white Japanese bloom, with

incurved petals, large, and not tightly cupped. It

will no doubt prove to be a good thing. An un-

named seedling white Japanese in this collection

seems to possess great possibilities. Pride of Mad-
ford, for which Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons obtained

an award of merit recently, had six good buds on a

plant, and promised well. Many other varieties were

blooming or about to bloom, including Philadelphia

and other new ones. Comte F. Lourane has nearly

dropped out of collections, but it is a very pretty

flower, with a white ground, and nearly covered with

stripes of rose.

At the Royal Exotic Ndbsebies, Chelsea.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, staged a good group

of plants at the October show at the Royal Aquarium,

but the general collection was not by any means so

early as these, and there were many varieties blooming
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a week or so since in an excellent manner. Inter-

national appears to be coming very pale yellow or

nearly white, and the slight rose seen in the flower

last season is wanting. Miss Louise D. Black, an

American novelty, from Hill & Co., is not at present

a deep flower, bat the incurved florets are of reddish-

orange colour, and very good. Warrior is a Japanese

incurved, the flower large and globular, rather cloBely

cupped, but the colour pale drab, detracts from its

value. Graphic (Owen), a Japanese, is snow-white,

with irregular petals, and promises to be very attrac-

tive. Pallanza was very deep in colour in this

collection, and will rival Sunflower. The well-known

variety 6. C. Schwabe generally does very well

at Chelsea, and this season offers no exception
;

whilst the same remark may be applied to

Eda Prass, which is generally good this year.

Louise has been capital, and Mrs. F. Jameson is very

good. The new William Bolia, rosy purple-coloured,

with silver reverse, will make large blooms ; and

Moni. Panckoncke promises well. Mons. Chas.

Molin (Calvat) will prove to be a very good yellow
;

and Charles H. Curtis (Jones) will no doubt make a

good addition to the incurved section—the flowers

are a good yellow colour, and when finished the

blooms will be of large size. Madame Carnot is

expected to become a very good white Japanese

flower, and the buds as opening would quite support

this view. A variety in the way of E. Molyneux is

M. Geo. Biron ; it has the advantage of being a good

doer, but as regards attractiveness, we still prefer

the older variety. A very spreading yellow Japanese

flower is Duchess of Wellington (H. J. Jones). The
colour is good, and the petals, though narrow, are

very long, but the blooms should be deeper. Mrs.

W. Dreer has a flower in the way of Mrs. P. Jameson.

Buds of Mrs. C. E. Shea were rather late, and had

not yet opened ; but there were good flowers of

Colonel Bourne (Owen), a nice short grower, bearing

flowers of a capital crimson, not unlike James
Lynch. Nyanza, from Hill, America, is also a

capital colour, but apparently the petals by recurv-

ing greatly will not show the colour much. Many
of the older kinds are grown well at Chelsea, and at

the same time the collection is full of novelties, P.

WOODHATCH, EeIGATE.

When Mr. T. B. Haywood received the customary

large party of fiiends who annually visit his de-

lightful residence and gardens, as was the case on

the 30th nit., he had to show them one of the most
varied and attractive of private collections to be

found, perhaps, in the kingdom. His gardener,

Mr. Salter, does not confine hia favours as a first-

class cultivator to one section only, for he presents

Japanese, incurved, Anemone, reflexed, and Pompons
in rich profusion, and in the most varied forms. It

is difficult, indeed, to say which exhibits the highest

culture.for ifthe great Japanese seem most attractive,

the other sections are of the highest relative ex-

cellence, and are of their kinds exceedingly beautiful.

The bulk of the some 800 plants grown are ranged

on sloping banks in two long lean-to houses, where

they make a singularly attractive show. Of newer

Japanese, the dominant section now, special interest

attaches to an exceedingly fine white from Australia,

named T. B. Haywood, that should make a good

reputation. International is here very fine, yet not

coarse ; and Jas. Myers is excellent. Violetta is

early, colour white, flushed pink; and Wilfrid

Marshall is a fine yellow. Another fine Australian

white is Mrs. H. B. Higgins. Such well-known

forms as Mrs. E. G. Hill, W. Seward, Eda Prass,

Viviand Morel, and Mons. Panckoucke are first-rate.

A very beautiful variety, also white, is Florence

Emma ; a very striking flower is Madame Maurice
Ricaud, colour rosy-red. Good, too, is the high-

coloured Commandant Blnssett; and Colonel C. B.
Smith seems to be here, as everywhere, very fine

indeed this season. Mr. C. Shrimpton, too, is in

grand form and colour; a rich clear yellow is Thos.

Wilkins. President Calvat, of chestnut colour, is

large, but rather rough ; Lady E. SauDders is of a

lovely straw-primrose hue ; Chas. Davis is very fine
;

and a very pleasing flower is Mr. R. Dean ; one

of the most pleasing soft whites is Rose Wynne.
Deuil de Jules Ferry, rich amaranth, is very

fine; so, too, is M. Gruyer, large, and of a

pleasing pink hue. A superb white here, as

elsewhere, is Souvenir d'une petite amie, A truly

grand flower, of a delicate straw-yellow colour,

is Madame H. Demolfs, the petals very broad and

massive. The white Beauty of Exmonth is fine
;

and J. Agate here is a Japanese incurved, though in

other directions a true incarved. Of this latter

section, Madame Darrier, M. A. Bahuant, Baron
Hirsch, R. Petfield, the Queen family—indeed, all

the best—are well represented, and in capital form.

Amongst the Anemone section, very fine are Dela-

ware, Mrs. Judge Benedict, W. W. Astor, Minnie
Cbate, Thorpe Junior (rich yellow), Sir W. Raleigh
(mauve), Owen's Perfection, Nonvelle Alveole, and
Mons. C. Leboscqz. Of new reflexed, a very beau-
tiful flower is Clara Jeal, ivory-white, with gold

centre. Amongst Pompons, Elsie Walker, golden-

buff; Prince of Orange, reddish-gold; Pygmalion,
reddish-chestnut ; Maid of Kent, Toussaint Maurisot,

Black Douglas, Golden Mdlle. Marthe, St. Michael,

and Eynsford Gem, are some of the best. It is

possible, however, to refer to only a few out of the

great collection. A very beautiful show may be

seen in one of the Orchid-houses of eleven pans

of the charming Pleione lagenaria, each about

13 inches across, forming dense masses of flowers.

Also in another house a grand mass of varied

colours, obtained from superbly-grown and bloomed
zonal Pelargoniums, such as conld not anywhere for

quality be excelled. A look into the fine and airy

fruit-room is also an interesting feature, for Apples
and Pears are not only plentiful, but include noble

samples. A. D.

Me. W. Wells, Eaelswood.

On so glorious a day as was the 28th, it was
a delighttnl walk from Woodhatcb, across the

common which intervenes to Mr. Wells' nursery

at Earlswood. Here the plants may be counted
by thousands, and it is to the grower's credit

that every one is good, and the display a first-rate

one. Special interest naturally attaches to the

huge trade collections, because novelties are looked

for, and we are not disappointed. The bulk of the

plants are arranged in a double-sided centre bed in

a very large long span-house, and the sides and ends
are also fully furnished. Varieties, too, are largely

placed in blocks, so that it is more easy to ascertain

the average character of any. Japanese, of course,

claim first attention, and foremost amongst these is

the new M. Chenon de L°ch9, broad even re-

flexed form, outer petals rosy-lilac, centre golden-

bronze; this is a gem. Of bairy sorts White
Plume, Hairy Wonder, and Louis Bcehmer are very

good, A good variety is M. Ad. Giraud, style of

Gloire de Booker, but finer, richer colour, and
dwarfer. J. Shrimpton is in superb colour, really

yet of its line unexcelled. A grand white again

here is Madame Carnot; and Colonel Chase, though

not large, is lovely. Mons, Ch. Molin is of a rich

rosy-bronze. Rose Wynne, one of the finest whites
;

though Souvenir d'une petite amie is one of the very

best now. Mrs. Airdrie, incarved form, white,

striped rose, is good ; and specially fine is Mons,
George Biron, reddish terra-cotta, with pale

gold reverse. A fin9 variety is M. H. J.

Jones, colour rosy-amaranth, with silvery reverse
;

and Madame Mauriel Ricord is here, a great

beauty, style of Excelsior, but richer coloured.

Deuil de Jules Ferry is superb ; this is a constant

variety evidently, as it is so good everywhere. Mdlle.

M. A. Calvat is one of the finest whites without

doubt. Louise, now getting well known, is a massive

flower of delicate hue. A new and fine yellow is Thos.

Wilkins ; Maud Pearson, colour not unlike that of Belle

Paule, but with larger flowers, is very pleasing. A
promising flower of rich golden brODze hue is Mouche-

rette, that bids fair to displace Colonel C. B. Smith,

it is so fine and massive. Beauty of Teignmoutb,

crimson-maroon, shaded violet, and silvery-pink

reverse, is a beautiful flower to be borne in mind. Of

incurved varieties, J. Agate is here true, and of

fine form
; a great beauty in this section also Is Mrs

R. C. Kingston, soft lilac on white ground, flue form
and deep. There are hundreds of other well- known,
varieties, also of Anemones, reflexed, Pompons, &c.
Single varieties are very charming, and Mr. Wells
grows and raises largely ; a good half-dozen of these
so delightful for cutting purposes are Virgin Queen,
large pure white, rose-pink ; Mary Anderson, flesh,

charming yellow
; Bertha, pink-magenta; and Lizzie

Mainwaring, blush white, A large number of pUnts
of Souvenir d'une petite amie from March-struck
cuttings, and carrying fine blooms at from 15 to

20 inches in height, show what a fine variety it is for

grouping. The new Japanese incurved Globe d'Or

is very fine, and makes it a capital addition to that

section, if it may be so termed. A. D.

Mr. W. J. Godfeey's, Exmouth.

A large span-roofed house, 156 feet long, and
27 feet wide, full of exhibition blooms of all the
newest and best varieties of Chrysanthemums, was
the grand sight presented to my view on
October 21, when visiting this popular and in-

creasing sea-side town. The entire collection

showed signs of superior skill in cultivation,

and could not have been more healthy, sturdy, and
clean ; the house in which they were staged was
erected specially for this object, having an arrange-

ment of thin tiffany for shading in case of bright

sunshine, but which could easily be removed when
not required. I was also fortunate in being con-

ducted by Mr. Godfrey himself, who is now regarded

as one of our most experienced specialists in Chrysan-

themums. The admiredand greatly-discussed Beauty
of Exmonth, with which Mr. Godfrey made his deb&t,

originated an enthusiasm for Chrysanthemum cul-

ture, which has resulted in the superb display

mentioned in the first few lines of this article. The
collection referred to includes all varieties worth
growing, varieties of home and Continental raising.

Among these, I may mention a few which, perhaps,

have already been noticed, but are here presented

as grand and reliable varieties. White Madame
Carnot, an immense bloom, very deep, a grand
flower. Mdlle. de la Galbert, a lovely white,
beautiful form, likely to become a very popular

variety. Mutual Friend, also a large white, outer

petals very slightly shaded with mauve ; Mrs. W. J.

Godfrey, a large batch of this variety of sturdy

growth, many plants carrying five blooms each of

the [most beautiful white in existence, the petals

slightly hirsuted, and broad petals, massive,

being a greatly improved A. Hardy. Dachess
of York was giving some very promising blooms.

Mies Rita Schroeter, a monster bloom, creamy-white,

each floret shaded and edged with lilac-rose
; Mrs.

G. West, of American origin, alio an immense
bloom, after the style of Mrs. E. W. Clarke, bat
altogether superior in size, form, and colour, the

richest yellow in the house; Miss Louise D. Back,
in form similar to Lincoln, bat larger florets, and
much richer colour; Miss Elsie Teichmann, milk-

white, one of Mr. Shea's seedlings, capital form and
substance; A. H. Fewkes is of a capital dwarf,

sturdy habit, a rich globular bloom, and of good
size; Beauty of Teignmouth was represented by
blooms much superior to Duke of York, having a

better habit, much richer in colour, and very dis-

tinct in foliage; Gold Dust, whose petals are of a

most beautiful plume shape, is an extremely striking

flower of a clear canary-yellow ; Nyanza seems to be
an improved Beauty of Castlewood, of a brighter

colour, equal in size, but a much better grower;
Pbcebus, a splendid yellow, will be much sought

after, and is here represented by some very handsome
blooms ; Philadelphia, a large batch is growing,

colour a pale yellow, changing to white.

About 400 seedliDgs are being cultivated on trial

this season, many of them have developed blooms of

exceptional merit, while a great many were yet to

develop, but looked very promising. The selected

varieties are named, and will be sent out next spring,

those that are already considered acquisitions,

include Pride of Devon, which boasts of being the

largest bloom in the house, white, slightly shaded
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pink, long drooping outer petals, forming a very deep

flower. Wilfrid H. Godfrey, a very distinct variety,

canary-yellow, reverse straw colour, the florets

curliDg at the tips, which lends a charming effect.

Mrp. J. P. Bryce, a very handsome variety, soft rose-

pink, broad florets, bloom of good substance and

form.

A large variety is grown for decoration in

other houses, besides seedlings in various stages,

both of his own and other noted raisers. Mr. God-

frey has special arrangements in his houses made for

the perfecting and maturing the seed of the flowers

selected for this purpose, his experiments having

been attended with a fair amount of anccess.

Several houses were full of Carnations of his famed

varieties, shoeing immense quantities of flower-buds,

£>. C. Powell.

At the Rvecboft Nubsebt.

At this nursery, in Hither Green, just ontside

L3wisham, the collection of Chrysanthemums is as

interesting as tver ; indeed, Mr. H. J. Jones has

pursued the cultivation and raising of Chrysanthe-

mums with such thoroughness since he commenced

a few years ago, that his collections may be expected

to become increasingly important year by year.

Nevertheless, the visitor who goes to admire a

pictorial display rather than to examine the charac-

teristics of the blooms of the newer varieties, may
be less startled with the effect produced than last

year. This will be due to a different arrangement

which has been adopted. Then, everything was done

to create effect, but this year the arrangement

enables the visitor to come near to any bloom he

may wish to examine, and the tendency is not to

increase the effect. Fewer older varieties are culti-

vated in special manner than formerly, in order to

give more attention to novel tip", and particularly to

the increasing number of Mr. Jones' own seedlings.

Most, bnt not all, of those we can now notice belong

to the last-named class.

Additions to the incurved section are always more
important, because rarer, than those of the other

classes, and a good number of plants of the two
varieties that are most interesting at the present

time seemed to afford a good opportunity to estimate

their worth. Taking Chas. H. Curtis first, we have

a very large bloom with plenty of florets, and excel-

lent in colour, being bright golden-yellow ; but from
present indications, the flowers will require con-

siderable dressing before they s re staged as exhi-

bition blooms. D. B. Crane is a smaller but deeper

bloom, nearly old gold in colour, and is one that will

require very little dressing at all. When staged,

however, the blooms of Chap. H. Curtis are much
more effective than the other, for they make as

pretty blooms as any incurved flower at all.

Turning to the Japanese varieties, there are Mr,
P. Parnell and G. H. Hollingworth, both seedlings,

the former a large bloom of good colour (crimson),

with loose florets ; and the latter a light yellow

bloom with very wide florets, apparently to be very
large, but bloom not yet developed. Mrs. G. H.
Smart is a yellow and bronzy-coloured flower, an
incurved Japanese, possibly distinct, but not quite

to our mind. A bold incuived Japanese seedling

has been named Mrs. C. J. Mills ; when first opening,
slightly blush, but afterwards coming pure white

—

likely to be a good one. Miss Clara Walker is

another good white one, similar in build to the Meg
Merrilies type. Duchess of Fife is another white
incurved Japanese, similar in some respects to

R. Owen, and very bold and deep. J. H. Richardson
has extra broad florets, white, striped with rose ; and
Lady Randolph is a rosy-purple flower, with silver

reverse—a very pretty contrast. Miss Ethel Addi-
son will, no doubt, become popular; it has already
been certificated, and has large flowers, broad florets,

coloured rose, with silver reverse. Miss Elsie

Teichmann is an incurved Japanese, has wide florets,

and will apparently make a large flower, there being
a lot of "stuff" yet to develop ; the flower is white,
with a itraw-coloured centre. Miss Alice M: Love
is one of the first varieties certificated this season ;

it is white with pale yellow centre, florets incurved.

When speaking of incurved varieties, we should

have mentioned Mr. Jas. Murray, which will, no

doubt, make a desirable pink bloom ; the flowers

had not " built" when these notes were taken. Mrs.

G. Gover is one of the fantastical varieties, has

very irregular florets, red with buff reverse, and will

make a large flower. T. H. Wooderson in size

reminds one of Etoile de Lyon, but, we think, lacks

refinement. A capital variety, we believe, Mrs.

Richard Jones will be : the flowers are white, large,

florets rather narrow, but long, and recurving slightly

at the tips ; it is graceful, and from the large nnmber

of plants in bloom it is a very easy " doer." Men-

tion may be made of Mr. P. Mariton, a hairy French

variety : colour, chestnut ; likely to be a good thing.

There are so many new and interesting plants in

this collection, that we are able to notice but a

portion, nor can remark upon many of last year's

novelties, and new ones from other raisers. First-

rate blooms of such sterling varieties as Amiral

Avellan (Calvat), Jno. Machar (Cannell), A. H.

Fewkes (American), Mrs. E. S. Hills, Mutual Friend

(a capital white one), Mdlle. Paul de Croy, and In-

ternational, were, however, to be seen ; and some of

the finest flowers of that excellent Anemone-

flowered variety, Dascartes, we have yet seen. We
must conclude, however, after mentioning an in-

curved Japanese named Lidy Playfair, from the

same American raiser as A. H. Fewkes ; the

bloom is peculiarly pretty from its delicate tint. P.

Nursery Notes.

THE ALLINGTON NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE.

If clean land, thoroughly-well tilled, with half-a-

foot of absolutely loose soil on the surface through

constant working, and stocked from centre to cir-

cumference with healthy young trees, are indications

of skilful management, then Messrs. Geo. Bunyard &
Co. are entitled to congratulation. The fight of

trees versus weeds, has not been left without the

evident interference of the cultivator in favour of the

crop that will pay him, or which at any rate, is more

likely than the other to do so. It is undoubtedly

disappointing, that notwithstanding all that has

been said and written anent fruit culture for profit,

and for home consumption, there still exist

hundreds of acres of good land, on which the old

fruit trees of a generation ago still stand, trees

that would be nnremunerative if only on account

of their great age, though in many cases they are

donbly worthless, because the varieties they repre-

sent have been superseded by better and more nsefnl

sorts. On the other band, there are thousands and

thousands of young trees of the best varieties in the

nurseries, which would yield a profit to the cultiva-

tor if they were planted in the place of these moss-

grown antiquities, that furnish arguments of a kind

every year to persons seeking to throw cold water

on the fruit-growing movement. Fortunately, this

is not the case in regard to gardens. Gardeners

have learned the lesson well, that good crops of

fruit of first-class quality may be looked for only on

trees of moderate age, and that if these fruits are to

be worth anything, the best varieties possible must
be planted ; hence there has arisen from gardeners

a satisfactory demand for these.

Such remarks as the above are quite apropos of our

visit to Maidstone in early October, inasmuch as the

large quantity of fruit trees there forcibly reminded us

of such orchards as we have just described. How
satisfactory it would be to the owners of such fruit

grounds and to all concerned, if they could be

convinced of their opportunities !

Perhaps few localities have had a less quantity

of rain during the season now rapidly closing

than the Maidstone district, for Mr. Bunyard in-

formed ns, that even when the long-endured drought

came to an end, the rainfall there was particularly

light. " Have you done any watering ? " we ventured

to ask. " No," was the reply, " not any, it would be

impracticable on a large scale, and I think the system

results in more harm than good." How to explain

the healthfulness and vigour of the whole of the

trees after such a statement, would be a pczzle to

strangers, but one having a knowledge of the system

of culture here, would unhesitatingly conclude that

the surface tilling, the constant hoeing of the surface

soil, are the chief causes of the abundant success. The
soil must nevertheless be very exceptional, because,

while it is comparatively light and conducive to root-

formation, it was of sufficient depth and retentive-

ness to pass through a season like that of 1895 with

but few ill- effects. We first went among some trees

of the well-known Apple Bramley's Seedling, "juBt

to see the crops of fruit they are carrying." Yet,

here were fruits of surprising quality and quan-

tity. Nor did Lane's Prince Albert, which
was fruiting in the same spot, make a less wor-
thy show, but, of coarse, neither sorts had such an
effect as the fruits of Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling,

always a well- coloured Apple, but in the Maidstone
district especially so, where indeed it is fiery red.

Some fine trees were close to these bearing capital

fruits of Baumann'a Winter Reinette, a variety of

which many growers we have met have a very

high opinion. Bismarck, too—a grand apple

—was bearing heavily, but it is seldom it does

not, and we have an idea that planters are not

nsing this variety so freely as they might with

advantage. One of its most pronounced qualities is

this predisposition to heavy cropping, which we have
noticed again and again, then the fruit is of good
size, and according to information we have had from
some who have tasted the fruit when cooked, it is

also of first-rate quality. In appearance the Apple

is certainly good, and in addition to other advantages

it possesses, the fruit hangs well npon the trees, and
may be harvested later than many varieties. We
next pass a grand lot of standard Cherry-trees, pretty

specimens, and in robust health, capital trees for the

Kentish, or, indeed, any other Cherry orchards.

But near by is a very large batch of standard Apples
and Pears, also for orchard culture. What excellent

trees they are ! Stems so smooth and straight, as if

moulded, and thick withal. These 60 000 standards

were only four years old, and the msjority of

them have large heads that suggest rather

half-a-dozen years. How the different varieties

vary in their growth ! Of course, all the

trees are budded or grafted low down, and the stem

is formed by the scion, not the stock, hence the

difference in time required to get varieties up is

considerable. In another part of the nursery a
further batch of standards is seen, and Mr. Binyard
estimates that in all he has about 120,000 such trees.

Now, the entire stock of fruit-trees is decidedly first-

class, but none in the collection are finer of their

kind than these orchard standards. As a matter of

course, the varieties represented in these trees are

those of sterling merit, and useful for market. We
noticed a few of them, namely, Ecklinville Seedling,

Golden Spire, New Hawthornden, the Queen, one

of the best flavoured of culinary varieties ; Beauty

of Bath,Beautyof Kent, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Colonel

Vaughan.a great favourite in Kent ; and last, but not

least in importance, Newton Wonder, a first-class

Apple, sent out by Messrs. Pearson & Sons, Cbilwell.

This Apple, we believe, was the result of a cross

between Dumelow's Seedling and Blenheim Orange,

and the young trees and fruits upon the same at

Maidstone, were sufficient evidence of its cropping

qualities, and of the excellent character of the fruits.

Passing on to one of the slopes—which are common
in Mr. Bunyard's ground— we were compelled to

pause to inquire the name of the Apple making
such an effect in one of the hollows. " That is Gis-
coigne's Scarlet Seedling again," said Mr. Bunyard.

It was another batch of this excellent Apple, and,

without doubt, it furnished the greatest pictorial

effect to be seen in the nursery. But there is little

time to linger in such a nursery, and we were soon

remarking upon another excellent Apple named
Allen's Everlasting. It is usually good in March,

the quality is splendid, and it crops very freely. The
fruit is only of medium size, russety in appearance,

with a few red blotches. A remark is certainly
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deserved by a quantity of first-class two-year-old

trees of Stirling Castlp, an Apple that needs no
praise now. Then there is Hollandbury, a good
nieful Apple ; and many others, which we must per-

force pass over. la doing so, however, the health

and kindly growth of the trees, whether on the free

stock or the Paradise, is very apparent. Double
grafted trees also are seen, varieties that are not
satisfactory except treated so, and by such means
even Blenheim Orange Pippin will bear crops of

fruit as pyramids at a comparatively early age. A
considerable number of amateur standards were
looking well. This form of training is still very
popular with amateurs, as the stem can be cropped
its whole length, until a good-sized bead is made,
when, if desired, the stem may be cleared closely
of all growth.

two reasons. The first is, that the trees here which

were grafted upon the Paradise many years ago,

famish effectual proof that there was nothing in

the objection that used to be raised that trees so

treated would be short-lived. The other reason for

walking amongst them was the opportunity they

afford of seeing rare and interesting varieties that

are, to some extent, little known ; and reference

might be made to the Apple White Transparent, an
excellent early Apple, for which Mr. Bunyard

obtained an Award of Merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society a short time ago. It is considered

much better than Early Julian, is a sure cropper

and capital grower. Foster's Seedling, with flesh

similar to Cellini Pippin, and flavour like Blenheim
Orange ; and Mrs. P» irron, a good kitchen fruit,

might both be better known. Mr. Bunyard thinks

crops of fruit from Apricot indoors. These must b»

passed, however, with the remark, tha*. of the former,

gardeners would do well to plant less sparingly
;

and in regard to the Apricots, the birders duriDg

winter should be kept as dry as it is possible to

get them. Strawberry-plants are grown in large

quantities.

By no means do Messrs. Bunyard & Co.'s

treasures consist exclusively of fruit trees, though

these are their specialty, Boies we saw in

abundance, standard varieties especially. The
choicer sorts of trees and shrubs of vivid-coloured

foliage, or conspicuous flowers, and herbecsous

plantr, less common than most of the species, are

also to be seen at Allington ; and had we more time

and space at our command interesting notes con-

cerning such might be written.

FlO 95.— BOULLETU TIOBINA.

Lirge-s'z?d trained trees of Apples and Pearc,

as gridiron, horizontal - trained, or fans, are

kept for supply to purchasers who wish to

cover walls or espaliers with trees that will fruit

at once.

Passing some trees that had been transplanted,

a discussion arose as to whether fruit trees should

be pruned when first planted. Mr. H. A. Pearson,

in his lecture at the Palace recently, after fairly

stating the grounds for pruning and for non-pruning

the first season, concluded by recommending that

the trees should be pruned. Mr, Bunyard, with his

large experience, is quite of an opposite opinion.

Theoretically, the reasoning of either school is very

plausible. Each agree that their efforts should be

to induce most root action ; bat to this end different

and quite opposite means are adopted. It is a ques-

tion that practical planters may soon, by experience,

settle for themselves.

The trial ground should not escape notice, for

that James Grieve will be better than Cox's

Orange Pippin ; and our attention was direoted

to the dark green culinary Apple, Duke of

York, from Tasmania, as being an immense

cropper.

Pears occupy an important position in this nursery.

Large breadths were observed of bush, pyramidal,

and trained trees ; but oar time was spent on this

occasion more particularly amorgst the Apples,

which this season have carried so many more fruits

than the Pear trees.

It may be interesting to state that although a

good number of orchard-trees of Apples, Pears,

and other fruits, are well grown at Maid-

stone, the best specimen Apples were to be found

this season on the trees in the open nursery.

Many other items of interest call for remark, such

as the splendid and large stock of Fig trees of the

newer varieties in pots, as well as others, and the suc-

cessful method by which Mr, Bunyard obtains good

HOULLETIA TIGRINA.
On the occasion of the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on Tuesday, October 2J, Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Birt, exhibited an inSorescecce

of this distinct and very pretty species. They have

free, spreading, sub-equal sepals, and a narrow

fleshy lip continuous with the column, the base

concave, and the lateral coming from behind the

retrorsely- curved horn-like processes; the middle lobe

articulated and undivided, usually truncate at the base.

The pseudo-bulbs are one-leaved, and the flower-

spike rises from their base. The pseudo-bulb in

this species is 2 inches long, ovate, and the leaves

plicate, and of a dark-green colour. The sepals are

concave, of a pinkiBh-bufl" mottled with greenish-

yellow ;
petals bright yellow, with mottling of

crimson ; lip pale yellow, at the tip white, with

minute purplish-crimson spots elsewhere.

This New Grenadan species (fig. 95), like the others,

succeeds in the intermediate-house, and during its

period of flowering it should be suspended, as the

inflorescence arches forward and droops over.
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PREPARING LAND FOE, AND
PLASTDfG, FBHI TREES.

I bscoixsct attending a Fruit Conference at Chis-

wick when Mr. Pearson of Chilwell, in a lecture,

iaid stress upon the way nurserymen were some-

times accused of supplying unsatisfactory fruit

trees, while the cause of failure rested with the

planter, That non-success in fruit culture may not

nnfrennently be rightly attributed to either bad

planting or inadequate preparations for planting, I

think few will deny; possibly mistakes are most

often made in not taking sufficient pains with the

preparations. In commencing hardy fruit culture,

it pavs to do eTerything connected with it thoroughly

well
:"

and the most important points that must not

be overlooked, are firstly, to select a suitable site, and

properly prepare it : secondly, to purchase good trees

of the best varieties ; and thirdly, to plant them well,

and protect them.

In dwelling upon this important subject, I

cannot do better than describe the manner in

which the fruit-garden here was formed and planted,

particularly as the trees and bushes are making very

satisfactory progress. The site selected wa an old

rlstnre situated above the fog-line, upon a rather

sham S.5 E, slope, well sheltered from the north and

east bj higher land and trees, and fairly so from

other quarters by trees. The soil is a good loam,

inclined to be heavy, resting in some places upon a

stony subsoil, and in others marl. The garden,

which is oblong in shape, was made and planted

jn 1;J3; the work commencing in April, by

draining the land with 3 inch tile drains, placed

3 feet deep, and 15 feet apart. This is a

n=cesiarv preparation that does not always

receive "the attention it deserves. An instance

of this came under my notice some years

ago, when I was asked advice abcu*, some young

Apple trees which were what was termed "going

back.
: ' After ascertaining the nature of the soil,

the cause of the unhealthy condition of the trees

was attributed to deficient drainage. "Oh: that

C

-"

SV:: be :: lc:k it the fall In tie ;r:i::. was

the reply. A descent in land that possesses a

tenacious sub-soil will not, however, ensure good

drainage. Once the draining was completed, the

land was trenched to the depth of 2 feet 3 inches

in the manner known as bastard trenching—the top

spit being kept upon the surface. Tail proved a

hard undertaking, for, as will be remembered, the

summer of 1893 was very dry, and consequently, the

soil was unusually hard. This dry state of the

weather, however, had a beneficial influence upon

the work, both by sweetening the soil and killing

herbage ; at the same time, it kept the newly-

cultivated land in a dangerously aerated state for

planting, and in order to counteract this evil, and

alio break the clods, a Cambridge-roller drawn by

three horses was several timei run over it. Tnia

done, another digging, this time one spit deep, was

afforded, and as it proceeded, the turf was well

broken, and mixed through the soil—thus a satis-

factory site for planting fruit trees upon was

prepared.

Intersecting grass walki, the principal ones being

fee* wide, and the others 5 feet, divide the garden

into six divisions, the two largest occupying upwards

of half the garden, and placed on the higheit ground,

being devoted to Apples. The next two, which

take up more than a fourth cf the space, are planted

respectively with Pears and Cherries, and Plums and

Cherries ; while the remaining two, which are situated

on the lowest ground, are occupied by Currants,

Gooseberries, and Kaspberries. The Apples, Cherries,

Pears, and Plums which are pyramidal and bush in

form, are planted in aquarea, and are 12 feet apart.

The Currants and Gooseberries are in rows 6 feet

apart, and the Rispberres are a!so in rows 6 feet

- the plants being 2 feet asunder in the rows.

It has been remarked that the rows of Rupberries

are needlessly far apart, but this is not so, for it was

found to-dav by ^measurement that many of the

canes of R. Snperlative are upwards of 9 feet in

length ; at the same time they are clothed with

robust foliage, and bright red-coloured rind from

base to top good indications of the probable pro-

duction of abundance of fruit next year), which could

scarcely be the case if the rows were appreciably

closer together.

PlantiDg commenced with the bush fruits during

the last week in October, and was completed with

Apples the secona week in November, The trees,

when received after a journey of about 140 miles,

were unpacked, had their roots dipped in water, and

carefully laid in damp soil. The weather being

favourable, and the ground in excellent condition,

however, no time vrai lost in at once planting them

in their permanent quarters. In order to facilitate

this, the position of the rows had been previously

marked out, with pegs at each end, and a line had

also been prepared by being knotted to indicate

accurately when stretched each tree's station. In

proceeding with the planting, the roots of each tree

were closely examined, when any broken or irjured

portions were removed by a clean cut made on the

under side. Pains were taken to spread the roots

regularly, and keep them up near the surface of the

soil, which was pressed firmly abont them. Any
trees that required it were then staked, their baik

being protected from injury from the ties by pieces

of old indiarubber hose, and finally each tree was

accurately named, and mulched with farmyard

manure. The cnly quarters that received manure,

other than that employed as a mulching, were those

occupied by Currants, Gooseberries, and Raspberries,

and these had a dressing of decayed farmyard manure

worked through the surface- soil. It may be men-
tioned that the only losses that occurred in the

plantation, which covers nearly three acre s of land, were

a few Raspberry-canes. Thos. Coomi-er, The Eendre

Gardens.

Book Notice,

The Genus Masdevallia. B? the Marquess of

Lothian and Miis F. H. Woolward. (Porter :

London.) Part XII. Price £1 10s.

Tke authors of this elegant monograph are get-

ting near the end of their work. A notice to sub-

scribers issued with the present part states that the

next Dumber (Part Till.) will, it is hoped, be the

last. It will be well, therefore, to postpone any

further remarks until the completion of the book,

when we shall hope to review it as a whole. Suffice

it to say that, with Part TIL, the number of ipecies

and varieties depicted and described is brought up

to seventy, the recent decade comprising Masdevallia

caloptera, M. gemmata,M O'Brieniana, M. pacbyura,

M. porcellicepi, M. radiosa, M. triaristella, M. tri-

nema, M. trrg'odytes, and M. velifera, With two

exceptioni, these are all species of the late Professor

Reichenbach ; and also, with two exceptions, were

first described in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle. Several are very rare; and in at least

three cases, Miss Woolw\rd has been unable to

obtain any record of the native habitat, which re-

mains a trade secret—to the advantage of the

importer, but seriously to the disadvantage of

science. A. B. S.

The Week's Work,
1' H B KTTCHEH" GAHDE5.

By Joars T.tva^T, Gardener, Poicis Cattle, Welshpool.

ASPARAGU8 BED8.—Where Asparagus is grown
in :-:i. an: :;e nee,:! ire preferred in a rrreen natural

state, the soil above the roots will not be more than
3 inches in thickneiB. Thii may be forked over very

lightly and carefully so that no roots are broken, to

break up the hard surface of the soil. The manure
to be applied should vary according to the nature of

the soil. I: inclined to be very retentive of water, use

stable-dung and a small quantity of light sandy soil

mixed with it. Tnis dressing m.3y be made 2
inches deep. If the soil ii already sufficiently light,

afford the beds a good dressing of cow-manure,
which will enrich the soil, and alio afford protection

to the roots from very severe frost. Where a thick

surface of loil is kept above the roots for blanching

purposes, some of this may be removed by drawing

it with rakes into the alleys, and the surface broken
up lightly. Then apply a dressing of manure, and
leave the spare soil in the alleys for use

in the spring. If the beds are getting very

poor, some finely- crushed bones may be given at

this season of the year, but artificial manures are

best applied to a crop when in active growth. If

Asparagus is grown on the iingle-row method,
the raised mounda are apt to become bare towards

autumn, owiDg to the heavy rains, and very little

forking will be required ; the soil between them,
however, ihonld be deeply broken up, and every other

space between the rows that ii nsed for a path
when cutting the produce. Dreis the mounda with
nice rich, fresh soil if they are too bare, and cover

them and the spaces between with a good dressing of

manure. No further attention need be given them
till spring.

FORCING.—Preparations should be made for

forcing Asparagus in proportion to requirements.

Good roots for forcing may be produced in about
three or four yean, if seed be sown in rich, deep soil,

and good drenings are afforded frequently. Roots
thns grown will now be ready for lifting. Not many
gardens are provided with permanent beds for forcing

every alternate or every third vear, and heated by
hot-wates nipea or manure. Such a method is, no
doubt, the best, because the roots are not disturbed in

the least, and being forced gently, they nsnally prove

satisfactory. Bat, on the other band, very good
Asparagus can be obtained from lifted plants provided

they are itroDg. The first itep in the preparations

should be the mixing, turning, and wettiDg of freih

atable manure and leaves. Tne material should then
be turned several times at intervals of about four days

or so. A pit of suitable size may be filled with this,

or failing pits, such places as Cucumber or Tomato-
hcnset may be used for the purpose. Tread the

material down well, and when the heat begins to

decline, cover with from 3 to 4 inches of soil. Then
place the Asparagus roots so that they just touch

each other, and cover them with soil to whatever
depth may seem desirable, and if blanched heads are

preferred, the light may be excluded. Tae surface

of the soil should not be more than abont

9 inches or so from the roof-glass before it is settled

by sinking. Keep a test- stick or thermometer pluDged
in the bed, and dn not allow the heat of th» mature
to rise too high, 7o D

is warm enough, but 10° hotter

will not barm them. A single row of pipes will

afford what atmospheric heat may be required.

When water is used, it Ehould be tepid. After the
" grass " appears, keep a moist-growing atmosphere
of about 55°. Another pit should be filled in the

same way to come into cutting when the first is

exhausted. A bed will not last good for a longer

period than Bix weeks, and it will commence to btar

in about two weekB after putting the roots into it.

Bottom-heat may be obtained from hot-water pipes,

and very good results are obtained by this means
when care ia uaed, but such heat is more apt to

fluctuate than that furnished by a bed of manure, and
the latter affords a moist heat, whilst the former is

dry, unless evaporation pans are used underneath
the bed, or the pipes are immersed in water-tanks

underneath. Keep a stock of manure mixed ready
for refilling the pits.

PLAlcTTS TJTJDEK GLASS.
By W. H. Sierra, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

LATE- FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Where
many flowers are required for cutting in the months
of December and January, the varieties which flower
late, or which can be retarded, are very useful, and
especially if large vases have to be kept furnished
with flowers, for as moit of the flowers which are
forced have ihort atalki, the long Btemmed Chrys-
anthemum blooms form capital material for use.

Tnese late varieties should not be much disbudded,
being then much more graceful, and therefore of more
use for decoration than the larger heavier blooms. If

a house having a northern aspect is available, these
varieties may be retarded in their flowering very
easily. Air must be admitted to the plants freely

whenever there ia no frost or it ii not damp-laden.
When there ia much dampness in the air, gentle
fire-heat should be afforded, and air in small amount
given by the top and bottom ventilators or sashes.

Varieties for very late flowering are Lady Can-
ning, Lady Lawrence, Ethel, Mdile, Lacroix, W. H.
Lincoln; and thesemi-doubleyellowcoloured Admiral
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Sjmonds, which is one of the be»t for cutting
purposes.

TREE CARNATIONS —These plants now coming
into flower should be afforded weak manure-water in

liberal quantities. It need not always be applied in

that way, as a small quantity of fertiliser (Clay's

or other) may be sprinkled on tbe surface of the
soil, a job which may be readily done when tying and
rearranging them. Carnations now require very
careful watering, and to be kept free from aphis by
occasionally fumigating the house with tobacco or
the XL All compound. A genial growing atmo-
sphere, and a temperature of about 50° by night to
55° by day should be maintained, with air left on at

the upper and lower ventilators. In bright weather a

light syringing between the pots will help to keep
red-spider in check.

CAMELLIA8.—Those plants which have begun to

open their flowers should be rather liberally supplied
with water at the roots, provided the drainage is

good, and they are not over-potted ; weak manure-
water may also be occasionally afforded them, that
is, if they seem to need it. Potted plants which may
be lo»ing their flower-buds, should be placed for an
hour in a tub of water, so as to enable the water
to reach every part of the ball, the centre part having
probably become dry.

AURICULAS.—These plants will now require very
little water, but plenty of air, whenever there is no
frost. In wet or very damp weather, it is a good
practice to tilt the frame lights at the top and
bottom. The frame should face the south, and
be covered with mats ia cise of severe frost.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM VAR. HARRISI. — The
bulb> for early forcing should be purchased forth-

with and potted up, placing each bul b in an 8 inch pot,

iq turfy loam, leaf-mould, cow-manure in a dry state,

and coarse sand. If the soil be moderately moist,
no water will be needed before the roots permeate
every part of it. Plunge the potted bulbi in a cold
frame, in cocoa-nut-fibm refuse, covering them to

tbe depth of 5 inches. Here they must remain until

ihe shoot is about 1 inch long, when it will be found
ibat the pots are filled with roots. The plants
should then be gradually inured lo the light, and
eventually put iaco a warmer temperature.

DAPHNE INDICA ALBA.—A few of the plants

may be placed in a temperature a little warmer
than that they have been used to, and not forced too

hard, or the plants will be aDt to lose their flower-

buds. A temperature of 50° by night and 55° by
day will be sufficiently warm.

THE HABDY JPRUIT 3ARDSN.
Hy W. Pope. Gardener, Highclere Cattle, Neioburij.

SELECTION OF FRUIT8 FOR SMALL GARDENS —
The select list of fruits given below is intended
for the use of those who may have small gardens,
and are desirous of planting a few well-tried varieties

of each kind, to afford a useful supply for dessert

and culinary purposes.

Dessert Apples.—Irish Peach, King of Pippins,

Cox's Orange and Sturmer Pippins, Claygate and
Adam's Pearmains ; of culinary varieties, Kes-
wick Codlin. Stirling Castle, Carlisle Codlin, Annie
Elizabeth, New Northern Greening, and Dumelow's
Seedling.

Plums.—River's Early Prolific, Greengage, Kirke's,

Victoria, Monarch, and Coe's Golden Drop.

Pears.—Williams' Bon Chretien, Fondante d'Au-
tomne, Marie Louise, DoyennS du Cornice, Maiejbal
de la Cour, Glou Morcean, and Josephine de Malines.

Cherries.—May Duke, Bigarreau Napoleon, Elton,

Belle Magnifique, and Morello.

Apricots.—The Moor Park.

Figs.—As a trustworthy Eig in the south, Brown
Turkey is the best.

Gooseberries.—These may consist of Early Sulphur,
Whinham's Industry, Red Champagne, and Red
Warrington.

Strawberries.—Vicomtesse H. de Thury, President,

Royal Sovereign, and Waterloo.

Currants.—White Dutch, Red Dutch, Raby Castle,

Lee's Prolific Black.

Safpberries.—Superlative, and Yellow Antwerp.

Nuts.—Kentish Cob or Lambert's Filbert.

Peaches.—Alexander, Grosse Mignonne, Noblesse,

Bellegarde, Albatross.

JSectarines.—Pitmaston Orange, Balgowan, Stan-

wick Elruge.

Of these the Peaches, Nectarines Apricots,

and Figs, of course, require the shelter of a wall,

one either west, south - west, or south, being
suitable ; all the rest may be grown in the open,
either as pyramids, bushes, espaliers, or standards,

as the case may be.

FRUIT FOR MARKET PURPOSE8.—In planting
for market purposes, a multiplicity of sorts should
be avoided, and only those selected which are known
to be prolific, coming quickly into bearing, and of

taking appearance, either in regard to colour or

size—-colour rather than good quality being sought
after in the majority of cases. A few that generally

give a fair return are, of Apples, Mrs. Gladstone,
Devonshire Qaarrenden, Worcester Pearmain, Lady
Sudeley, Red Astrachan, King of Pippins, Cox's
Orange, Gascoign's Scarlet, Warner's King, Ecklin-
ville, Annie Elizabath, Lane's Prince Albert,
Wellington, and Northern Greening.

Pears.—Williams' Bon Chie.ien, Louis Bonne of

Jersey, Beurr^ Clairgeau, Jargonelle, Fertility,

Doyence
-

du Cornice, Bishop's Thumb.
Plums. — Rivers' Early Prolific, Mitchelson's,

Denyer's Victoria, The Czar, Belgian Purple, Pond's
Seedling, The Sultan, Monarch, Belle de Septembre,
Coe'a Golden Drop, Prince Englebert ; and Damson
the Crittenden.

Cherries.—Frogmore Earlv, Bigarreau Napoleon,
Werder'a Early Black, Bslle Magnifique, and
Morello.

Gooseberries. — Whinham's Industry, Keepsake,
Crown Bob, Red Warrington, and Early Sulphur.

Currants.—Lee's Prolific Black, Black Champion,
Red Dutch. Raby Castle, and, if a white variety be

required, White Dutch is the best.

THE S\CiOWJB3 aARDEN.
Si/ Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Bt.rita.ll Garden*, Fork.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.—The making of new
herbaceous perennial borders, and the rearrangement
of old ones, may now be proceeded with when the

weather permits. New borders should be arranged
whenver possible, so as to have a broad walk on
each side, being more attractive in this way than
when there is only a walk on one side. Besides, it

gives more space to display the plants, and the bor-
der need not be of an inordinate length. New ground,
if of a strong loamy or clayey nature will be improved
by charring the top spit ; and it should be well

drained and afterwards trenched 2 feet deep, mixing
with the s tuple a good quantity of road grit, leaf-

mould, and short manure; but on the other hand,

if the soil be light or sandy, or rests on sand, gravel,

rock,&c, artificial drainage may not be required, but a

mixture of strong loam, cow dung and short manure
will improve its holding qualities—these should be

incorporated with the staple on trenching it. When
a new border is made on opposite sides of a walk,

the width of the walk should determine that of the

border on each side, as it does not look well to

have borders of less width than the walk. As a

rule, a border 9 feet wide is sufficiently wide,

for showing the plants from the walk, as

a greater width does not allow of the plants

at the back of it being seen to advantage.

As a margin to a border running through a kitchen

garden, a Rose fence about 5 feet high at the back
makes a suitable dividing line. For the purpose of

the fence, strong Larch poles, or a diagonal rustic

lattice constructed from the same, answer well. This

may be planted with a few climbing plants, Honey-
suckles,Clematis, and Tea and other varieties of Roses.

I am of the opinion that no kind of permanent
edging should be used in the front of the borders,

theae being in the way of the flowering plants, and
the stiff outlines spoil tbe effects of a border of

mixed flowering plants. Nothing impoverishes the

soil more than Ivy, Yews, &c, and such edgings

form the beat harbour possible for the all- devouring

slugs. Grass-edging, when the turf is in perfect

keeping, form the most appropriate margins for a

border situated in a flower garden or pleasure

ground. A border gives the most satisfaction when
its position is well sheltered, but exposed to the

sun, and it is backed by shrubs. The planting in

regard to the height of the plants, and the colour of

their flowers, and the season when they appear, is a

matter for careful study ; and to enable one to manage

it readily, a plan should be made to scale, and the

pooition of each plant and group of ) lants indicated

on it. No two men will plant a border just alike,

and scarcely any rules are of service, excepting very

general ones. For instance, it may be proper to

plant bold clumps of showy plants at irrfgular dis-

tances apart throughout the borders, starting at the
back with Hollyhocks, Delphiniums, Phloxes. Helian-
thus, Eryngium, Giant Fennel, Golden Rod, &c.
Rheum palmatum, Kniphcfiaa Uvaria and glau-
cescens, and similar tall-growers; following these
with Pajonia herbacea in variety, Spirxas. Perennial
Asters, Inula glandulosa, Rudbeckias, Potentillas,
Pentstemone, the taller species of Campanula ; Iris,

Caltha palustris, Trollius eurofans, Anemones.
Hemerocallis in variety, and gradually finish off

with quite dwarf plants at the front.

At tbe present time divide and plant clumps of old,

strong-growing Pueomes, Phloxes, Helianthus, Iris,

&c, which if planted at this season soon establish

themselves in the spring, and flower satisfactorily in

their season. Plants in existing borders should have
all dead and decaying foliage cleared off them,
and the soil carefully pricked over with a digging-
fork, following this operation with a dressing
2 inches thick of well-rotted stable-manure and
loam. The task of selecting the plants for

filling a new border of any considerable size is one
of great interest, and those who may not have had
much experience, will have to devote a good deal of

care and discretion to the matter.

FRUITS CTNDEH GUiASS.
By B. chard Parker, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

THE CUCUMBER- HOUSE.—In keeping Cucumber-
plants in health and fruitfalness, two facts should be

borne in mind, viz , light cropping and aregular tem-
perature. Moreover, there is always, during spells of

frost, danger from affording too great an amount of

artificial heat so that the night temperature often

exceeds that of the day. To allow this disparity of

heat to occur causes a weak growth in the plants,

and leads to that pest of the Cucumber-house, red-

spider, making its appearance. Less syringing

of the foliage should be done as the winter ad-

vances, and tbe atmosphere kept moist by the use of

evaporating pans, aad by damping the walls and
paths occasionally in the daytime. Almost daily

attention to stopping the points of the shoots at tbe

second or third leaf is necessary; and the shoots

should be thinly trained over the trellis, and no
crowding allowed, or the foliage will soon become of

a pale green unhealthy colour, and the flowers fail to

set, or the fruits become deformed. Slight surface

dressing of some fairly rich, friable compost should be
afforded at intervals of ten days, the soil used being
rendered warm by keeping i'. in baskets over the

boilers. Weak liquid-manure afforded once aweek isof

much value ; buo if soot- water be used, it should be

very weak, or the roots may be injured by it, and the

fruit made bitter. Tne day temperature of the

Cucumber-house or pit mav range from Bi to 72°,

and that of the night from 63° to 65°, roof coverings

being afforded during severe frosts, as advised by me
in last week's calendar. Fresh air in small quantity

is always beneflcial, and may be admitted for a short

time daily, if it can be done without causing a check
to growth.

TOMAT08.—These plants have made good pro-

gress, and at the present time they have plenty of fruits

in different stages of development. Since they were
placed in the house, a gentle warmth has been main-
tained in the hot-water pipes, and abundance of air

afforded by day, with the result that growth is sturdy,

and the plants have continued to produce flowers,

and set them. Applying water to the plants requires

care, or the soil will become too moist to suit their

well-being. As soon as a fruit begins to colour

generally all over, it should be removed, thus not

taxing the strength of the plants too much. Con-
tinue to ventilate the house freely in favourable

weather, but do not let the night temperature fall

below 50°.

VARIORUM.

Phenomena of Nature.—We hear of new
Potatos and Strawberries at Salcombe ; and I know
of one other place in the neighbourhood where new
Potatos and Green Peas were enjoyed on Friday last.

Is it not equally unusual to see a brood of newly-

hatched wild ducks on a pond, partially covered with

ice on October 29, while swallows—two only— were

flitting over the surface in the sun as if it were

September ? It struck me as very phenomenal—or,

rather, Nature Blightly out of joint. Is it so ? S. C,

Oct. 31, in The Western Morning News,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,

TUESDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY, Nov. 14

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY, Not. 16

MEETINGS.
Nov. 9—Royal Rotanic Society.

Wn_ , 9 ( Royal Horticultural Society, at thenov. i;^ Drm jg.^ We3tmiDs .er.

SHOWS.
Nov. 11 —Sloucester Root, Fruit, and Grain.

j' Chrysanthemum Shows at Croydon,

Nov 19J Louth. Plymouth, Kingston- on-
| Thames (all two days), and
t Farnbam.
/Chrysanthemum Shows atBirmirjg-

j ham, Bournemouth, Bristol,

Nov 13/ HnUl Hertford, Isle of Thanet,
'

\ Reading, Lewes, Faver&ham,
I Rugbv, Barnsley (all two days),

I and Chelmsford, Ayr, and Yeovil.

/Chrysanthemum Shows at Edin-
burgh (three days). Winchester,

I Lincoln, Wimbledon, Barnet,
Guildford, Firchley (all two
days), and Caterham and Cam-

\ bridge.

/Chrysanthemum Shows at Bolton,

„„, ,-J Sheffield, Bradford, Stockport,
no\.io-<

Hinckley, and Chorley (all two
(_ days).

VnF la S Chrysanthemum Shows at Batley,
J»ov. lo

} crewe, and Bacup.

SALES.
('Dutch Rulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Plants from Belgium, Roses, &c, at

L Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Nov laJ Rooms." UY
- "\ Imported Orchids at Protheroe &

( Morris' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
Plants from Be'gium, Roses, &c, at

(. Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.
/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Moms'

Rooms.
Nov. 15 -, Orchids from Messrs. F. Sander &

j
Co., at Protheroe & Morris'

V Rooms,
/ Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

\ Rooms.
Sale of the remaining portion of the
Normandy Manor Estate, Guild-
ford, at the White Lion Hotel,
Guildford, by Protheroe & Morris.

Nov. 11 <

Nov. 13-^

Nov. 14 ^

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE ORSERVATIONS
OF FOBTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK;.-42°.6.

National
The &rea*; exhibition of Chrysan-

Chrysanthemum themums by the National Society,
Exhibition. nas passed, and the exoitement ne-

cessarily attending competitive displays of this

character is now transferred from the Metro-

polis to provincial towns, where it will surely

be maintained in varying degree, until the

remotest part north of the Tweed has

enjoyed in its own degree of fulness the

reign of the Autumn Queen. No such exhi-

bition as we witnessed during the present

week at the Royal Aquarium could have been

made in a season unpropitious to the growth

of the Chrysanthemum, and that 1895 has been

a favourable year has been clearly proved.

The Japanese section, which undoubtedly
continues to be the one most popular with
growers and with the public, was magnifioent.

The best collection included a considerable

number of novelties, proving that in regard to

varieties, progress is still made in the deve-

lopment of larger and better flowers, for the
greater part upon types which have existed for

some time. A word of warning is needed
by raisers and judges alike, that mere size of

bloom, unaccompanied by refinement and a good
habit of growth, should not be encouraged,

though in this respect there would appear to be

greater discrimination exercised than was the

case some time ago.

Incorveds were as well grown years ago
as we grow them now ; but the quality

of the flowers this year is, we think, de-

cidedly better than it was last season,

both in depth and finish. Apart from exhi-

bitors, the general grower has lost his

enthusiasm for this section, which is probably

because very much greater oare and skill are

required to bring the blooms to perfection than
are necessary in the case of Japanese varieties.

A badly-grown incurved flower is by no means
handsome, but is muoh less so than a Japanese

bloom with incurved petals. On the other hand,

a perfect incurved flower is not devoid of attrac-

tion, and it is certainly worth encouragement as

being a very distinct type of flower. A few new
varieties are exhibited this season, but the

additions are fewer in comparison with the

other types. In this respect it is satisfactory

that the National Society recognises the desira-

bility of encouraging the cultivation of every

form, and whether or not they are to be
seen in general collections, the Pompon, the

Anemone, Reflexed and Single-flowered varieties,

may be always found at this exhibition in more
or less, though generally satisfactory, degree of

perfection. Such types are pretty, and at least

afford some relief from the larger and more
showy varieties. The single - flowered ones

especially are very attractive, and growers

would be wise did they give them a little more
consideration than is their wont.

Trained Chrysanthemum plants have always

a place at the Aquarium Show, and to many
persons they form attractive exhibits as repre-

senting a great deal of oareful and skilful work.

A well-grown naturally-trained bush plant, not

mercilessly, but moderately disbudded, is how-
ever, an equally pretty objeot.

The table deoorations and various devices for

exhibiting the decorative usefulness of the

Chrysanthemum were deserving of great praise.

It is interesting during a series of years to

observe how different growers come prominently

to notice, and for a time hold the field with
conspicuous success. At the show under notice,

the leading class for Japanese and that for

incurved flowers were easily taken by a young
gardener who comparatively recently com-
menced to exhibit. The Societies' compe-
tition was won by the Southgate Chrysan-
themum Sooiety, and in this case also the whole
of the forty-eight blooms were furnished by the

same grower. The two leading olasses at the

Crystal Palace this year, and the same classes at

the Aquarium last year, were spoils to the

same exhibitor. In 1893, he took the leading

class for incurved flowers at the National

Society's show, but not that for Japanese.

Blooms from the same collection will, we believe,

be shown at Edinburgh, with what success

remains to be seen.

Paris Notes.
Of all similar gardens known to

us the Pare Monceaux at Paris

easily takes first prize for town-squares. It has

more than once been mentioned in these columns,

but its grassy mounds, noble trees, and interest-

ing flower beds, are always charming. The consti-

tuents of someof these groups may be enumerated.
One consisted of a bed of Rhododendrons, with
tall deciduous Magnolias interspersed. Another
shrubbery consisted mainly of purple Hazel, kept

topped, intermixed with Weeping Silver Birch,

surrounded by a line of Scarlet Salvia (8. ele-

gans), and bounded by a mixed edging of

Tagetes, zonal Pelargoniums, Ageratum, Ver-

bena, Golden Feather, and other plants of like

character. Another very effective arrangement

was composed of a centreof tall Papyrus (Papyrus

antiquorum), surrounded by Cyperus alterni-

folius and Panicum plicatum, and with an
edging of Centaurea candidissima, alternat-

ing with plants of pink Iresine. An ad-

joining bed was composed entirely of Cannas,

and the oontrast between the two was de-

lightful. The frost, however, had given notice

that it was time to take up the Cannas,

and the hint was taken in the last week of

October both here and in the Jardin des Plantes.

Generally speaking, there does not appear to

lemnch novelty in the way of garden decoration.

The beds near the Louvre are much as they

were in the days of Louis Philippe ; and the

same fine "sub -tropicals " which were used in the

days of the Empire, are still employed elsewhere,

such as the fine Solanums, Wigandias, Ferdinandas,
Musa-Ensete, Phcenix, &c. These are grand
plants for the purpose, but we have got more
or less accustomed to them, and it is time
to look about for others. Our own gardens and
parks are not so much, if at all behind now,
unless it be in grouping and in the arrangement
of colours, points in which the taste of the

French is shown to a degree which we cannot
or do not rival. Various Bamboos are coming
into use, and very distinot and beautiful they
are.

It is obviously possible to have too much of

a good thing. " Ondulations " are everywhere
advertised in Paris by the coiffeurs for the benefit

of the ladies, and the landscape-gardeners also

indulge to the full in this pleasing device. It

is a question, however, whether it is not over-

done, and whether in a small town-square or

garden surrounded by stiff architectural lines, a

style of landscape-gardening more appropriate

to the genius loci, would not be preferable.

Why, for instance, reproduce in the small garden

of the Elyse9 the swelling mounds of the Paro

Monceaux ?

The Limes and espeoially the Horse-Chestnuts in

theParis streets present a remarkableand in many
oases a miserable aspect. In oonsequenoe of the

season they have made a second growth, and
whilst in the case of the Horse- Chestnut, the

drought of autumn seems to have scorched the

young growth to tinder, the frost of the last few
days has seriously hurt the fresh green of the

Limes. What will be the result next Bpring it

will be curious to see.

However exoellent the Plane may be as a town
tree, it has its defeots. In the first place it is a

forest-tree, and as suoh is out of place in a stri et

avenue, where it speedily grows too big and has to

be tortured into shape and cut into moderate

dimensions. Then, ai in the oase of our own
Thames Embankment, the planters planted them
much too closely, or, whichcomes to the same thing,

they omitted tothin them sufficiently early, and so

many of the vaunted street avenues of Paris show
rows of scare-crows or olothes-props. Round-
headed trees of moderate height and medium
dimensions are generally preferable for street

planting, but they are not easily attain-

able, as the nurserymen do not keep them
in stock. Crataegus linearis (if that be the

right name ?) and the ordinary round-headed

false-Acacias are well adapted for the purpose.

Pyramidal trees may also be employed with ad-

vantage. Pawlonias are much used in Paris,

but would be hurt by spring frost in London.
Ailanthus makes an excellent spreading tree by

the Seine, and does not grow too large in these

circumstances.

Here is a hint for our florists and market-

dealers. Along the quays not only may well-

grown plants be bought for a small price, but

also small baskets (say, half a bushel) of good
potting-soil can also be obtained. All who have

to do with amateur gardeners, or who live in

great cities, well know the difficulty there is in

getting proper mould. The Parisians have

solved the difficulty.

The meeting last month of the five Academies
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which conjointly form the Institute was a grand
speotaole. The President of the Republio was
surrounded by the ministers and ambassadors in

full tenue, the Aoademioians wore their green-

embroidered coats and cocked hats, the doctors

and professors their gorgeous and variously-

coloured robes. Horticulture was represented

by M. Leon Say, the President of the National
Horticultural Society of Franoe. English science

was adequately represented by the President of

the Royal Society in dootor's robes, and by
several other representative men. The whole
soene greatly resembled an Oxford Commemor-
ation, but with this very important difference,

that whilst noise and rowdyism oharaoterise the
behaviour of too many of the undergraduates in

our universities, the students gathered at the
Sorbonne were quiet as mice in spite of the
provocation afforded by an outrageously long
address from M. Jules Simon, which it would
have been preferable to have taken as read, as

when read it proved most interesting.

PLATYCLINI8 (DENDROCHILUM) GLUMACEA.
—The subject of our Supplementary Illostration

this week, Platyclinis glumacea, is sufficiently

represented in collections in this country to be
welt known and highly appreciated. When pro-
perly cultivated, few species of Orchids can lival

this species in grace, the plant being of a compact
habit of growth, and carrying its pendulous crowded
recemea of flowers well above the foliage. The
suhj ci of our illustration is from the collection

of Sir Tbevok Lawrence, Bart, Barford, DorkiDg,
and canied more than one hundred flower-spikes.

The cultivation of the plant is comparatively easy,

and it may be grown either in a baBket or well-

drained pot. la pottiDg, a layer of sphagnum-moss
should be placed on the crocks, and the plant raised

well above the rim, using a compost consisting of

equal parts of peat and sphagnum-moss. Platyclinis

glumacea is at rest at this season, and should be
accommodated in an intermediate- house; and when
growth recommences it should be removed to the

East Indian-house and placed near the roof-glass.

The plant requires, when growing, to be liberally sup-

plied with water at the root and overhead, and the
undersides of the leaves occasionally syriDged, to

dislodge red- spider, with which it is very liable to be

infested.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next
fruit and floral meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be held on Tuesday, November 12, in

the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street, West-
minster; and at 3 p.m. a lecture will be given by D.\

Maxwell T. Mastehs on "Substitutes for Larch."
The committees will meet as usual at 12 o'clock.

A History of English Gardening —The
Hon. Miss Alicia Amherst's history of Gardening in

England, 1 vol., 8vo, with sixty-five illustrations of

old English gardens, will be published by Mr.
Qcabitch towards the end of the present month.

National Auricula and Primula Society.
—The annual general meeting of this Society was
held in the rooms of the Horticultural Club, Hotel
Windsor, on October 30. The expenditure for the
year was £77 14s. Ad, against receipts from sub-
scriptions, £68 13s. 6d. The deficiency of £9 10s.

was taken from the reserve fund, which now stands

at £11 8s. 6d The exhibition will, with the per-
mission of the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Siciety, be held in the D.-ill Hall, James Street,

Westminster, as heretofore. A full statement of

accounts, and schedule of prizes, will shortly be
published. J. Douglas, Hon. Sic.

National Carnation Society (Southern
SECTION).—The annual general meeting of the
Southern Section of the National Carnation and
Picotee Society was held in the rooms of the
Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor, by the permis-
sion of the members, on October 30. M', Martin

Rowan presided, in the unavoidable absence of

Mabtin Smith, Esq., President. The financial

statement showed a balance in hand from last year

of £159 13s. Id. ; subscriptions, £241 15s. (id., in-

clusive of special prizes ; entrance-fees, 7s. &d. ;

total, £401 16s. 'id. The expenditure was
£205 17s. 6d.

t
leaving a balance in hand for the

present year of £195 19s. Id. Twenty-six members
have been lost during the year by death and with-

drawal. Against this fifty-eight new members are

added. It was decided to hold the next exhibition

at the Crystal Palace about the third week in July.

Mr. Jas. Douglas is the Hon. Sec.

THE Magpie MOTH.—This pretty but destruc-

tive moth (Abraxas grosBuIariata) forms the subject

of a leaflet recently issued by the Board of Agricul-
ture. The caterpillars of this moth occasionally

cause serious iiijury to the Gooseberry and Currant
crops. They are sometimes also destructive to

Apricot trees, and are frequently found on the Sloe

and Blackthorn. These caterpillars are often con-

founded by casual observers with those of the larvte

of the Gooseberry and Currant sawfly (Nematus
ribesii), but they are essentially distinct. Copies of

this leaflet are to be obtained, free of charge and
post free, on application to the Secretary, Board of

Agriculture, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.
Letters of application so addressed need not be
stamped.

CHRY8ANTHEMUM3 AT P.AVEN3COURT PARK,
HAMMERSMITH.—Now that most of the parks under
the control of the London County Council have
suitable structures for their annual displays of Chrys-
anthemums, it would be a real boon to Hammer-
smith (the hom.9 of the late John Salteb who did

so much for the flower), with its 105,000 inhabitants,

to have something more worthy of such a pro-

gressive borough than the present antiquated little

conservatory attached to the library, and which
contains about 150 plants, of good sorts, but grown
and flowered under difficulties by H', W. B. Gingell,
the superintendent.

Chrysanthemums in the East of London.
—Twice a year, in association with the summer
exhibition at the end of June, and the Chrysanthe-

mum show which is held in the early days of

November, the committee of the People's Palace

Horticultural Society offer prizes for the best-kept

and stocked greenhouse, la each case, and espe-

cially so in the Sumner, a large number of entries

is made ; and in connection with the Chrysanthe-

mum show, some twenty entries were sent in.

Seeing that the range of the area of the c )mpetition

extends southwards to New Cross, then along the

north side of the River Thames through Stepney to

Limehouse, Poplar, and on to Cubitt Town. Canning
Town, then to Slratford, Leytoa, and Waltham-
stow, and then from Victoria Park to Whitechapel,

it is obvious a considerable space has to be travelled

over in miking the awards, and a whole day is

consumed in doing so. A large number—indeed,

almost the whole of the greenhouses submitted

for competition, are of home construction, small,

more or less artistic in desiga, but in which some
excellent plants are grown despite antagonistic sur-

roundiags. la order to place the competitors on a

somewhat equal footing, it has been found necessary

to make two distinct classes—ih9 one confined to

the more crowded neighbourhoods found in Mile

Eld, Bow, Burdett Road, S'.epney, Limehouse,

Cubitt Town, and such densely-populated neigh-

bourhoods; the other class applying to themore open

neighbourhood), sujh as those abutting upon Victoria

Park, at North Bow, Piaistow, Leyton, and Wal-

thamito v. It would surprise a stranger to observe

how generally the Carysanthemum is grown under

glass, in structures heated in a few instances by hot-

water pipes or flues, and in many by oil stoves.

Some of the cultivators leave home at an early hour

for the City, and do not return till evening, having

but little leisure to attend to their plants. Others

follow avocations close at home, and can give

attention during the middle of the day. The
favourite plants of the Eastender, in addition to the

Chrysanthemum, are the Tomato, Fuchsia, Zonal
Pelargonium, Plumbago capensis, tuberous-rooted
Begonia, Anthericum variegatum, some excellent

specimens of which are grown ; Ricinus, Ficus,

Aralia Sieboldi, Cacti, various Ferns, Coleus, &-..,

the choice being a very wide one. Tue People's

Palace Horticultural Society, by means of its ex-
hibitions and lectures, is giving an immense impetus
to plant culture east of the City.

PEOPLE'8 PARK, DEVONPORT.—This beautiful

park, acquired a few years ago from the War Office

authorities, is now the freehold of the Corporation of

Devonport. The total cost was somewhere about
£10,000. With characteristic public spirit, the Cor-
porations of Plymouth, Stonehouse, and Davonport,
have been liberal in laying-out their new possession,

nor did they limit the carrying out of the work to

local effort; for while the actual lajing-out was
executed by local labour, the plan was furnished by
and the supervision of the work entrusted to Messrs.

Roeeet Veitch & Son, nurserymen, Exeter. The
park opened on Monday, October 28, by the Mayor
of Devonport, Mr. J. Bbight James, in the presence

of a large and influential assemblage of the citizens

and borough officials, To commemorate the event a

Qaercus Ilex was planted by the Mayor, who, bor-

rowing the language of another craft, declared the

tree to be " well and truly planted." A public lun-

cheon followed, at which Lord St. Levan (the Lord
of the Manor), General Sir Richard Harbison, Dr.

May, the Mayor, and other public officials were

speakers. The park is a great improvement and
attraction, and its excellent situation has been made
the most of by the landscape gardener.

Suicide in Kew Gardens.— Oo. Tuesday
evening, November 5, at the Church Room, Rich-
mond, Mr. A. Braxton Hicks held an inquiry with
reference to the death of Mrs. Lucr Maxwell
Br .wnlow, aged sixty years, lately residing at

Exe View, Alphington, near Exeter, who was
found drowned in a pond in Kew Gardens, in

front of the museum, on Sunday morniDg. Mrs.
Richards, the wife of a civil engineer, of

31, Gloucester Street, Warwick Square, S.W.,
Btated that the latter was the widow of Edward
Maxwell Bbowxlow, of the old East India Com-
pany's Navy, and who had come up to London to

consult a specialist, and by whose advice she went to

stay with a friend at Kew Palace, in order to get away
from the noise of London. Evidence was given that

on Sunday morning she was missing from her room,
and a search was made. The drawing-room window
was open, and there were indications that deceased

had leaped out, and climbed over a fence 5i feet

high, and thus got into the gardens. Her body was

found lying in the water 9 feet from the bank. The
jury returned a verdict of suicide while temporarily

insane.

The Agricultural Department in Aber-
deen UNIVERSITY.—The first, and an important,

step towards the constitution of the Agricultural

Department in Aberdeen University was made on
Monday, the 4th inst., by the appointment of Mr.
James Wilson, B.Sc, Lecturer in Agriculture,

University College of Wales, Aberystwith, to the

Fordjce Lectureship on Principles of Agriculture.

The appointment is in form for a year only, as the

funds at the command of the University authorities

being in the nature of annual grants, it cannot be

put on a permanent footing. With efficient teaching

ia the different branches of the subject, Aberdeen
University should form an excellent centre of agri-

cultural education. Under the new arrangement, the

Fordyce Lecturesh :

has been very considerably

enlarged in its scopi and instead of £40, as formerly,

the salary is now £000.

"Guide Prati ue de l'Amateur de Fruits."

—In this work of the nursery establishment of JIM.

Simon Lons Fblses, of Metz, is given an account of

the culture and a description of the different kinds of

hardy fruits forming the pomolo^ical collection of

the nursery belonging to the brothers SimonLoois,

classed according to their merit. An alphabetical

list accompanies each eectioD, giving the synonyms
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of the varieties in French, English, aud German.
The descriptive matter attached to each variety

of (rait is sufficient for identification, and the

number of varieties deicribed is enormous. As an
instance of the thoroughness with which the identi-

fication of synonymous varieties has been done, we
find the Pear Fondante da Bois credited with 61,

and Doyenne Blanc with 84 Bjnonyms !

The Professorship of Botany at Cam-
bridge. — Professor Mabshaix Wabd has been
elected to snpply the vacancy caused by the death of

Professor Babdcgtco.-. The University is to be

congratulated on this appointment.

Scotland.

NORTH OF SCOTLAND BOOT, FRUIT, AND
VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION.

The annual show of this Association was held on
Saturday, November 2, at Inverurie, and, so far as the

number of entries is concerned, it proved fully up to

the average of previous years ; and the fact that over

600 entries were made, abows that there is no lacs

of vitality in the Society. This year the Associa-
tion has started under new auspices, Mr. Alexander
Geig, Paradise, Inverurie, having taken charge of

aifairs for the first time as secretary and treasurer.

His arrangements on Saturday were quite satisfactory,

working as they did with harmony and smoothness.

Fecit.

Apples were a first-class show. Here Mr. T.
M dJleion, Monymmk; Mr. A. Midlieton, Manar ;

It'. C. Noonan, Iaverey ; and Mr. A. Campbell,
Tnainstone, gave a good account of themselves. The
display of Pears was considered to be over an aver-
age, the Eibstone Pippins, King of Pippins, Cellini,

aud Lord SafSeld varieties bein z especially good. In
this section, Mr. O^, Fintray House ; Mr. A. Gar-
diner, Kemnay House ; and Mr. T. Middleton,

Monymask, were the chief prize-winners. Tne col-

ltc;iona of fruit were not so good, Granes in most
cases being iuiifferent'ty shown. Mr. O^g, Mr. T.

Middleton, an 1 Mr. Campbell, Tnainstone, were the

brst exhibitors.

Vegetables.

The display in this section was uncommonly
fia^, aid the following cultivators are well worthy of

mention for the excellence of their exhibits, Messrs.

J. 0,'sion, Bourtie; T. Middleton, A. Middleton,
W. Alexander, Clnny ; John Brodie, Bogentarie

;

James Grant, Bothienorman; John Paterson, Sanny-
brae ; and W Ma'.hieson.

Trade Notice,

NEW COMPANY AT BOSTON.
We learn from the Shield Independent that a

new company is being formed under the name of

Messrs. W. W. Johnson and Son, Limited, for the

purpose of acquiring the business of Messrs. W. W.
Johnson and Son, seed growers, and wholesale and
retail seed merchants, Boston, Lincolnshire, The
amount of the share capital is to be £25.000, divided

into £10 shares ; 1750 preference shares bearing

interest at fire per cent., and 750 ordinary shares.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
A meeting of the Scottish Horticultural Asso-
ciation was held on the evening of the 5:h inst. at

5, St. Andrew Square, Mr. B. W. E. Murray, Black-

ford House, the President, in the chair. There was

a good attendance of members. Mr. Robert Laird,

the honorary secretary, read a communication by

Mr. James Day, Galloway House, Garliestown, on
the Pear. An interesting discussion followed the

reading of the paper, for which Mr. Day waa given

a vote of thanks.

LINARIA. VULGARIS, WITH
DOUBLE FLOWERS.

LixAELi vulgaris is a common species in Britain,

but a double form of the plant is extremely rare,

A patch of the latter was discovered by Mr. Haddy,

a resident of Tavistock, on September 12 of the

present year, growing about 3 miles distant from

that town. There were at that time upwards of

one hundred flower- spikes, every one of which, the

discoverer states, was similar in doubleness to the

specimen (fig. ! 6). If this character becomes fixed

on cultiva'.ior, and the plant comes true from seed,

it will be a iretty addition to our border and rock

plants.

Fig. 95.

—

tttibti wlgaeis, DOnoLE-ixott tKED vabeett.

a. Spike, ha'i oat. size.

B, Bloom, x 2, showing central lobe oE chief lip greatly

extended and petal-lite at tip. with a three-lobed npper

lip—interior growths removed,

c, Same, showing interior petals—these are two to three-lobed,

hairy lips three or fonr in number—sometimes with an
abortive stamen attached.

D, Section, showing that the inner growths are petaloid

stamens.
E, Inner growth, x 4, showing hairy lip-like growths, and

aborted stamens.
V. A central hollow growth.

THE LADY MELON.
This illustration (rig. b7) is a representation of a

new Melon named The Lady, which has been raised

by Mr. Owen Thomas, Tae Royal Gardens, Windsor.

Mr. Thomas describes the fruit as of medium size,

cream-coloured, with a slightly netted skin, with pale

green flesh, tinted with red, which is very deep, and

with an unusually small Eeed cavity. It is also a

free setter and bearer, and Mr. Thomas considers it

one of the best flavoured Melons.

Messrs. Dicksons, of Chester, ha7e been fortunate

in securing the entire stock of the seed, and purpose

offering it for the approaching season.

Home Correspondence.
THE PACKING COM PETITION AT THE CRYSTAL

PALACE SHOW.—The judges who are sekcted by the

Royal Horticultural Society should have sufficient

self-restraint to peruse adverse comments on their

awards, eome of which are beyond the mark, as for

instance, those on p. 459 of the Gardeners' Chronicle

for October 26. I should, as one of the judges at the

Crystal Palace Show, be inclined to take no notice

of those remarks, but as they are of a misleading

character, I will, injustice to myself and colleagues,

briefly reply. I will take the first complaint, viz.,

that gardeners are not considered to be capable

judges of packing, but why not. and why should
market-salesmen be preferred? Gardeners who have
to pack a great deal of their produce are as capable

bb any salesman of packing well for travelling

long distances. Bat here my critic is wrong, for

gardeners were not the jadges, but a gardener and a

gentleman who may be termed one of the best

authorities on the subject, as he not only offered a

prizs for packiDg, bur, sent examples of properly-

packed fruit; indeed, his fruit, owing to the superior

packing, obtains a better pi ice in the market than
that of other growers, and he grows largely for

market. Another point is the distance the fruits

are sent. I am not sure that Mr. Hanis can mean
this seriously, Devon and Cornwall being as far to

send as Ledbcjy, bnt I do not think the distance is

so important a point as my critic appears to

do. Most of us who have to send fruit, know
that it will travel 300 miles equally as well

as 20 ; indeed, a short distance with several

changes is worse than a longer with only one, or

perhaps none at all. As regards the fruit here, I

pack much of the choicer fruits, and they have to

travel more than 300 miles, with three changes
duriEg transit, and therefore I know something of

the subject. Now, as to the two boxes tied together,

the judges at first were not sure if they did right in

noticing the boxes at all ; it maybe convenient to

tie several boxes together, but it is certainly not
fair to fasten a heavy box to a light one; for

instance, Grapes to Pears, or Apples to Peaches, for

by that means the heavier box, to a certain extent,

protects the lighter one. This matter was thrashed

out a few years ago at the Chiswick competition

;

and each package should be separate. Mr. Harris

would do well to look back at previous shows, and
I certainly say that it is a fault, and we are not
always to consider the market question entirely.

The Royal Horticultural Society and others gave
these prizes as special or open prizes, and my critic

was 3rd in one class, and because he failed in the

others, he rushes into print, condemning the judges,

who have other than the question of packing for

market to consider ; and in a competition of this kind
they must interpret the sense of the schedule. We
could have disqualified some exhibitors by reason of

their not stating the cost cf grading, boxes, &c,
and materials used, and being thus lenient, we are

condemned. If we had not considered cost, Mr.
Mclndoe would have been an easy 1st, as his pack-
ing was splendid, but costly ; whereas that of Mr.

.

Harris was the reverse, as his frnits were tightly

wedged in with moss, and, I should think, difficult to

get at. Packing of this sort renders it difficult for sales-

men to judge of the quality of the fruit without taking
it ont of the box, and this trouble, in a busy time,

is not liked by the trade. Peaches packed in moss
never have a nice appearance when the lid is taken
off, and wood-wool or paper-shavings are preferable,

as it allows of ready inspection. I should say
that the best packing is that which is done readily,

and with the least labour and cost. My colleague,

who also judged with me last year, expected to find

a distinct advance ; but if any, it was but slight,
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and I may inform Mr. Harris that the Peaches in

the prize liat, packed in mots, would have failed to

receive an award bad others complied with the
schedule, as in one, a very good box, there was one
bad fruit. We may have been wrong in our deci-

sion, but we think there is a much neater material

for packing choice fruits than common moss. One
of the Judges.

OUR BE8T AND THE MOST POPULAR VARIE-
TIES OF APPLES.—One of the moat pleasing

features of the recent great fruit show of the Royal

H( rticultnral Society at the Crystal Palace was the

extreme popularity of our two best dessert Apples.

The only two that exceeded a hundred dishes were
Cox's Orange Pippin and the Ribston Pippin. The
former was represented by 122 dishes, the latter by
111. The fact speaks volumes for the appreciation

of these two excellent varieties, and also for the

solid advance of Apple culture within the last

quarter of a century, and especially in the latter

portion of it. King of the Pippins, too, fights

stoutly for a supremacy that it seems to have

attained at one time, and staged ninety- eight

Golden Reinette among the single dishes. Can it

be that the Ribston Pippin to-day is valued at 122
to 1 as against either of these three golden Apples?
D. T. F.

FRUITING OF MU8A CAVENDI8HII.—I have been
repeatedly told that this could only be accomplished
by planting out ; but this is evidently an error, as we
have successfully grown and finished a 7 lb. bunch
from a pot plant. The " fingers "weighed six to the

pound, and the bunch was cut as soon as the leaves

began to turn yellow, the fruit ripening about a week
after it was cut. The fingers were short, plump, and
perfect in flavour, and the whole matter was so

simple and successful, that the statement as to the

prime necessity of planting-out is evidently a
mistake. Beds in tropical houses are such an un-
manageable harbour for vermin, that we have done
away with them entirely, and it is evident that they
are not a necessity. The fresh crop of Cocoa-nuts is

now in, and those who are interested in curiosities

will be pleased with the result if they obtain one
with the outer husk on, place it on its side, half

buried in a large pot filled with Cocoa-fibre or sand.

Fig. 97.

—

the lady melon, (see p. 554,)

diaber. From this stage, size rather than sterling

quality led through several varieties, thus strongly

asserting its force and power. Fortunately, however,

it did not assert its footing until the fourth place

was reached, and then that wonderful Apple whose

origin and progress read like a popular romance,

leaped up to an entry of seventy-nine dishes. This

has proved a record year for this fine Apple, which
by not a few is highly prized for eating as well as

for cooking. The number of dishes rapidly fell from
the seventies to thirties, through such sorts as

Warner's King, Cox's Pomona, Lord Saffield,

Emperor Alexander, 50; Worcester Pearmain,
Prince Albert. Bismarck, Blenheim Orange, 32

;

Wellington, 29. From the thirties we speedily

sank to the tens, through such popular sorts as

Tower of Glamis, Alfriston, Margil.Lord Grosvenor,

Queen Caroline, Gloria Mundi, Annie Elizabeth

,

Duchess of Oldenburgb, &c. Out of the 200 varie-

ties of Apples shown in the 2000 dishes, forty-five

varieties were shown in quantities ranging from ten

dishes to over a hundred dishes of one sort ; and, as

we have already shown, and repeat with peculiar

pleasure and emphasis. Cox's Orange Pippin, the

Ribston Pippin, and King of the Pippins, headed

the list. Over ninety Apples were also represented

by single dishes ; and it will startle not a few

growers to find Golden Pippin, Golden Russet, and

If placed in a warm-house in any corner, or under

the stage, it will start growing in about five or six

months ; when about 2 feet high, it makes an
exceedingly handsome and curious decoration for an
entrance-hall during the summer months. Thos.

Fletcher, Grappenhall, Cheshire. [Our correspondent's

bunch was a very small one, and did not weigh so

much as the tip of a bunch of a planted-out Musa,
which gardeners usually cut off because it seldom
affords fruit of creditable size. Ed.]

MORELLO CHERRY- TREE8 AT 8CONE PALACE
GARDENS, PERTHSHIRE.—With reference to the

above, Mr. Ward and Mr. Fish will, I am sure, regret

to hear that the splendidly-trained trees which for

many years adorned the north wall of tho south

kitchen garden here, and which they and so many
other old Scone men look back upon wit so much
pride and pleasure, died some years ago. When I

took charge of the gardens fifteen y< ars ago, there

was only one remaining, and, as it was in a very sickly

condition, it was taken out and a young tree put in

its place. The wall at present is furnished with

clean healthy trees which bear abundant crops of

excellent fruit every year. With one or two excep-

tions, they were all planted before I came here ;

how long before I am unable to find out, but they

at present appear to be about twenty -five years old,

and as already stated, are in excellent health. This
year the crop was exceptionally heavy, and the
quality of the fruit above the average. As stated by
Mr. Fish, the aspect is almost due north, the diver-
gence beiDg towards the east. The who'e wall
was originally 15 feet in height, but 3 feet was
added to the western half when the large curvi-

linear orchard-house referred to by Mr. Ward
was built about thirty years ago. Toe garden occu-
pies a low-lying situation, the southern portion

having a decided slope towaids the north. The soil

is a heavy retentive loam, from 18 inches to 2 feet

deep, resting on a bed of stiff yellow clay of unknown
depth. In this soil and situation fruit trees and
bushes are late in coming into blossom in spring,

which, in our somewhat changeable climate, is, in

my opinion, rather an advantage. The drainage,
which is very imperfect, consists of old-fashioned
stone or rubble drains, about 2£ to 3 feet deep, and
placed at wide intervals. The border in front of the
wall is 12 feet in width, and was planted with Lilies

of the Valley about twenty years ago, and has never

been renewed since. They cover the surface of the

ground with a dense mass of foliage every summer,
and, like the Morellos, thrive admirably, and bear a

heavy crop of fine strong blooms annually. With
the exception of careful pruning and training in the

usual way every winter, the Morellos are left pretty

much to take care of themselves. No manure of

any kind is applied at any time, unleis it be an
occasional watering with liquid from the farm-yaid

during the summer months; but this is given more
for the sake of the LilieB than for the Cherries. We
have never examined the borders to see where the

roots are, but I have no doubt they have penetrated

the stiff clayey subsoil long ago, and judging from
their healthy appearance and the fine crop they

produce annually, thev seem to like it. We therefore

let well alone. A. McKinnon,

A BOYCOTTED INDUSTRY.—When, some score

of years since, the late Dr. Bull and his compatriots

adventured into the north of France from Hereford,

taking with them the finest specimens of Apples and
Pears, and the cyder and perry produced frcm
English orchards, they left behind them a grand

industry, and showed our French friends how very

far we have advanced in both directions —
the growing of the fruit and the manufac-
ture of as good a pair of beverages as it is

possible to bring together for the benefit of either

tired or thirsty souls, and yet, almost ever since that

time, not the demand or the liking for, but the lale

of both cyder and perry has been declining—and
even' now icarcely is the legend "Cyder on
di aught here " to be found pasted on the windows
of London, or other, public houses or restaurants.

Instead thereof, but in quite separate estab-

lishments, one can get questionable tea, coffee,

and cocoa, &c, and most unquestionable mineral

waters—about which there is no doubt whatever,

as being well suited for 'scouring and dying," this

latter, an industry not at all contemplated by the

caterers for refreshment*. And so it has come
to pass nowadays that the humble and thirsty

wayfarer must either go thirsty on his way, or assist

in swelling the " bills of mortality "all unwittingly.

And why is this ? why should the good old English

beverages of cyder and perry be nnobtainable in the

land our Bung rules? The great mass of our

old hostelries — the modern public-houses are in

the hands of brewers and distillers — are, as it is

said, " tied - homes " — and they will have no
rivals at the bar. Only what they make and supply

is allowed to be sold ; and so cyder and perry

are boycotted. In years past the Legislature has

been doing what it can to make things smooth
for "the trade," and in their gratitude they

shut out all attempts at competition. It is

not for us to point the way to a remedy—that lies

without our province ; we can only say that it is

worse than "hard" that so promising a field for

well-doing by occupiers of the land should be

spoiled, ruined for the sake of such a questionable

substitute. E. C.

VIOLET PERFUME.—In a Tviir Bound my Garden,

by Alphonse Karr, translated by Rev. J. G. Wood,
the reader is told that " the Violet alone refuses to

separate its odour from itself; it is to be met with

nowhere but in its own corolla. Perfumers are

obliged to make, with the root of the Florentine

Iris, a certain false and acrid Violet odour, of which

every returning apriDg compels us to acknowledge

the insufficiency." I would like to know if this is

still the case, or if the difficulty has been overcome ?

William Cuthbertion, Botheiay.
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RIPE 8TRAWBERRiES.—Same two or three weeks
ago, 1 noticed in the pa^ea of the Gardeners' Chronicle

that a correspondent had been gathering ripe Straw-
berries from ontdoor plants, which is certainly of

extremely rare occurrence in the month of October.
We have at the present time a magnificent crop of

ripe frnits on two of onr Strawberry beds, and hope
to continue picking for at least another week, should
the weather keep mild. Geo. Burrows, Berwick
Gardens, Shrewsbury, October 21,

CHOU DE BUSGHLEY. —Your correspondent,
W. Joaes (on p. 463j, draws attention to this conical-

shaped Caobage. I hare grown the vegetable for some
years, but more because it is a good autumn Cabbage
than for obtaining— what shall I say, a Cauliflower-
Cabbage. I have never detected the slightest ten-
dency to form a Cauliflower, though I have sown
and grown it at all seasons. It is very hardy, and
makes a good dish all through the early winter.
The second week in Jane is a very favourable time
to sow the seed. A short time ago, when visiting the
seed grounds of one of our largest seed-growers, I
was informed that this vegetable was by no means
a popular Brasaica. I gTow it largely because it is

liked here, and is ready to cut at a favourable time
for making a change. One cannot have to 3 many
kinds of vegetables wherewith to make variety.

W. A. Cook, Compton Bastet, Calne.

LATE RASPBERRIES. — I have never known
autumi Eupberries so plentiul as they have been
this year

. We have been gathering daily for some
time, and even after o° of fros*. This fruit is not only
obtained from the so-called autumn varieties, but from
summer fruiters as well, notably Carter's Prolific,

and the fruits are of large i
:
z<, and excellent flavour.

It is uncertain whether or not this will affect the
crop next season. 0; course, the forward buds which
ihs tropical weather during the month of September
developed, will have already exhausted themselves,
hut I find the fruit is from the very uppermost buds,
which in our case, would have been pruned away.
The effect will be awaited with a certain measure of
anxiety. W, A. Cook.

8HARPE'8 VICTOR AND VALE OF CLEVELAND
POTATOS.—I was much interested in " E. D.'s

"

informing note on this matter on p. 46i, as daring
my courses of lectures in Cambs, I strong recom-
mended Victor as the earliest and best early, for
small gardens especially. I read " E. D.'s " letter with
special attention on this account, to see if this Vale
of Cleveland was the yellow- fleshed Victor. Finding
this to be the case, the mystery of the two being
distributed under different names becomes the
greater. Bat both seedsmen being honourable men,
the matter will doubtless be satisfactorily explained.
My chief object in noticing this interesting inci-
dent is to caution all concerned against growing the
white-fleshed Victor, which in every case I have met
with, is decidedly inferior, alike in qaality and
quantity, to the yellow-fleshed Victor. New varie-
ties of Potatos are often given to sport, and run
away rather widely from their original s:z;, colour,
constitution, and quality. Messrs. Sharpe and Short,
or the representative of the latter, will probably be
able to say whether the white or yellow- fleshed
Victor was the original kind. Messrs. ' E. D." and
"A. D." must in the rich experience of their Potato-
lore have met with numerous sports more striking
than the change of the yellow Victor into the white,
or vice vend. D. T. FUh.

COLOUR IN APPLE8.—At a recent meeting of
the pruit Committee, as duly reported at the time,
Mr. Miles, of Southampton, sent a good-sized and
richly-coloured Apple, which he described as a Blen-
heim Pipp ;

n, the remarkably high colour shown
being produced by frequent applications of sulphate
of iron and soot to the roots of the tree daring the
past few years. Naturally, this statement was
leceived with some incredulity. To me the Apple
reDresenled a moderate-sizd, rcundish Mere de
Meoage, and on comparing it later with others of
that name, I could discern no difference. Can the
sender have been, a'ter all, the victim of a mistake,
or has he really discovered a method whereby gene-
rally green Apples can be made as red as Qaarren-
dens ? Perhaps Mr. Molyneux, who is often at
S.uthamptoD, may be able to solve the problem. D.

GRAPE CLA88E8 AT THE CRY8TAL PALACE.—
As a grower of Grapes and a gardener by profession,
I would like to know the reason why Gros Marcc
and Gros Colmar are bracketed in Eoyal Horticul-
tural autumn show schedules, as in their habit of
growth, time in finishing, and character of the fiDisb,

the two varieties differ very widely. As to flavour,

how can that be compared in two Grapes so widely
apart in the time they require to finish their bunches
perfectly ? I can always have Gros Maroe finished
and fit for eating six weeks before Gros Colmar, all

other points being equal. To my idea, if we must
bracket Grapes, Alicante would go much better with
Maroc, as they take in ripening and colouring about
an eqaal amount of time, while flavour is not so

very wide apart. Cultivators of Gros Colmar are
greatly handicapped by the present schedule
arrangement, Bobt. Grindrod.

A DRILL HALL SHOW.—Any person not familiar

with an ordinary Drill Hall gathering would
naturally assume, on reading the reports so admi-
rably furnished in the press, that these shows must
be of a very extensive nature. But if they be not
so extensive, they well repay visits by the exceed-
ing variety found in them of most interesting
objicbs. I overheard a remark on the 15:h thai the
show was a small one. I could but think that the
observation was singularly misplaced. Por an
October show, collected without a single penny as

remuneration being offered, I thought it a remark-
able one, and essentially representative. How many
objects of the greatest interest Fellows, as well as the
general public, lose who do not attend the Drill Hall
meetings ! One year's regular attendance constitutes

a liberal education in horticulture. Pity it is, that
being so attractive, they are as a rule not more
popular. Fellow.

DIPL0SI8 PYRIVORA.— Can any of your entomo-
logical readers who have studied the above pest

render any useful information relative to the preven-
tion of one's Pear trees from being attacked by this

insidious and destructive little midge, Cecidomya
sub-genus Diplosia ? Our blossoms seem to be
worse attacked by them year by year, and that, too,

notwithstanding the precautions taken, viz., last

autumn we removed all the loose surface soil to a
depth of about 2 inches from around the garden
Pear trees, wheeling it right away and replacing
with maiden loam, &c. ; but the attack was just as

bad as ever the following spring. We then used
fresh hot gas-lime all round about and underneath
the trees, jast aboui the time the first chrysalids

began to fall; moreover, we collected all the fallen

tiny Pears, and burnt them. I should like to know
what more can be done to annihilate the enemy,
or whether I may expect to be again tormented
by fresh attacks from Diplosis, bred on my neigh-
bour's premises, because if so, Pear cultivation, if

the plague be not stayed, must soon be reduced to a
low ebb, owing to the repeated destruction of the

crop. From five to twelve is about the average
number of larva found in each little Pear, but I

have counted as many as sixty in one fruit ; and
sometimes only one of the larva is found in a fruit,

but this is sufficient to destroy that fruit. la some
cases, every blossom on an entire tree is infested,

and the consequent failure of crop. Any scrap of

practicable information will be gratefully received

by fruit growers and W. Crump. [Have you tried

spraying the blossom ? Ed.

T0MAT08.—For some years it has been my
practice to make a sowing of Tomato seed about this

date for earlv fruiting in the vinery that is started

about New Year's Diy. These plants set plenty of

fruits before the shade from the Vines becomes
heavy. Most gardeners have their favourite varieties

for early cropping, and I find Ham Green Favourite
excellent for fruiting under Vines. The seed is

sown in well-drained pots in rather sandysoil, sandier
than that I m&ke use of in the spring, tbe seedlings
being apt to damp off at this season. Toe seedlings

are grown on without check, and with but little water,

especially until the pots fill with roots. A place on
a shelf near the glass in the plant-stove or other

house having a temperature of 55° to 60 3
will suit

them. The plants should not be allowed to grow
without support being given the stems and they must
not be over-potted. It is surprising what fine strong

plants may be grown in 32 a up to the time of afford-

ing them their last shift in the spring. B. ifariham,
Mereworih.

CRAB TREES —I am glad to see in your columns
that various writers are extolling the beauties of the

Crabs. Crabs in the garden look very well when
planted on opposite sides of a path, and the stems
trained over it, so as to form a covered arched way.

When the trees so planted come into bearing, and
thousands of fruits hang down from them, the sight

once seen is never forgotten. /. Maters, Marazioit.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL CHRYBAXZHEHUK.

sHEYSAXTHEiirMS at the
Aquarium on November 5, 6,

and 7, exhibited under tae
auspices of the National C-hryi-

anthemum Society, were well

up to the average in quantity

and in qaality, It is aoubtful

if finer Japanese blooms have
ever been itaged than the best of those exhibited
this week in the principal class for blooms of this

section. Incurved blooms were also commendable,
being in our opinion of better quality depth and
finish than those shown last season, 0:her sections
such as refiexed, Pompon, Anemone, and siDgle-
fioTrered.were exhibited well in the few classes devoted
to them. Plants were about average in quality,

certainly not better than those exhibited on the
last occasion of the annual show. On. the
1st day of the exhibition, the usual dark cha-
racter of the building was accentuated by
gloomy wet weather, but fortunately on Wed-
nesday circumstances were much more favourable.
Importers for the press always labour under unniual
difficulties when reportirg a Bhow held in the
Aquarium, and the arrangements this year were very
far from satisfactory. No doubt much of this in-

convenience is unavoidable in such a building, but we
state the case, as being our apology for aDy inac-
curacies or omigsions that- may appear ia our report,

crx BLOOMS.
A Society's Class.

The cattle of the Horticultural Societies for honours in the
class for forty-eight blooms, distinct, Japanese and incurved
varieties in equal number, wa3 engaged in by five competitors,
and thelstprizeof £lOand the Challenge Trophy was wooby the

SOUTHGATE A2TD DISTRICT CHRYSA5THEMCJE SOCIETY, butthe
whole of the b'ojms were furnished, by one of its members, viz ,

Mr. W", H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Beva.5", Esq., Trent Park, Barnet.
As this competent exhibitor entered in other large elas»e* nnder
his own name, the unaided efforts he made on behalf of the
society were very great. Of ihe Japanese bloom? in this

stand we may notice Madame Carnot, Van der Heede. EJ.
Molynenx. Thoa. Wilkin* , Mrs. W. H. Lees. Viviaud
Morel, Louise, Chas. Davis (capital colour). Sunflower,
Eva Knowles, Mutual Friend, Col. W. B. Smith,
Miss Rita Schxoeter, and Mdlle. The esa Bey, all of

which were of excellent character. The Ineurveds. generally

good, included excellent bloom? of Empress and Golden
Empress of India, Lord Aleester, J. Agate, C. H. Curti-3

,

Queen of England, Jeanne d'Arc, Lady Harding, and Mrs.
Heale. The Bsquley axd District CsarsAiTHEiiCM
Society were successful in taking 2nd place, and their

exhibit was very praiseworthy. Included was the best

coloured bio^m of Hairy Wonder we remember to have seen.

3rd Brightoxasd Sussex HosTiccxTi"HiX Society.

Opes Classes.

Incurved Blooms.—There were but two exhibits in the class

for thirty-two blooms, incurved, distinct, aad the 1st prize,

viz , Challenge Cap and £;0, was tiken by Mr, W. H. Lees.
who again had first-class blooms. The varieties were-Back
rove: J. Agate, Globe d'Or, Mans, B. Bihuant.Empressof Iodia,

Prince AJfred.C. Curtis, Lord Wolseley.QueenofEngland, Baroa
Hirsch. Miss Haggas.W. Tunniogton, J. Lambert. Middle roic :

Lady Harding. Princess of Wales, J Doughty, Golden Empress,

Jno. Salter, Empress Eugenie, Violet Tomlin. Mrs. Heale,

Alfred Salter, Lord Alceiter, Robert Petf.eld, Lord Bosibery.

Front rose • Madame F. Mistral, Jardin de3 Plantes, Nil D s-

perandem, Mrs. Coleman, Princess Beatriee, Madame
Darier, Chas, Gibson, M. P. Mart5gnae, Lucy Kendal, Hero
of Stoke Newington, Befnlgence, and Jeanne d'Arc.

Though the only other exhibitor, the 2nd prize was well

deserved by Mr. W. Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Downside,

Leataerhead ; his stand, however, would have appeared
brighter hid more light-coloured varieties baen included.

Globe d'Or, Lord Alcester, Alfred Salter, Empress of India,

Priccess o! Wales, Alfred Lynes, and Jeanne d'Aie, were
mest noticeable.

The best twen'y-four incurved blooms distinct, were from
Mr. B. Calvert, gr. to CjL Archer Hol'elox, Hallingbury
PJaee, Bishop s Stortford. The flowers were not very heavy,

but were compact and pretty. The heaviest were J o.

Doughty, Jno. Lambert, and Lord Wolseley. There were also

pretty blooms cf Alfred Salter, Lady Hardinge. Jeanne d* Arc,

Lord Alcester, and Jardin des Plantes. Mr. T. Robinson, gr.

to W. Lawrence. Esq., Elsfield H3u-:e, HoUingbounie. was
2ad. His flj»ers were smaller. Tne bjst were Mi*s M. A.

Haggas, and ilw. 3. Coleman. 3rd, Mr. W. E. Ttdt. Brock-

hamptou Nurseries, Havant ; and 4th, Mr. H. A. Page, gr. to

F. Crisp, E. q . White House. New Southgate.
Mr. J. H. Walker, gr. to the Exors. of the late J. Mar-

shall. Esq., Goldbeaters, Mill Hill, H.W., staged the beat

t weive blooms, and the exhibit was a commendable one. The
varieties were J. Agate, Baroa Hirsch, Lord Alcester (very

fine), Jao. Lambert, Golden Empress, Joo. Doughty. Jeanne
d'Arc, Alfred Lyne, Madame Darler, Brookleigh Gem. Empressof
India, and JiovtHy. 2nd. Mr. B. Ridge, gr. to C. Swixi'ES
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Eady, Esq., Oatlands Lodge, Weybridge. His best blooms
were Princess of Teck and Jeanne d'Arc. Mr. R. Joues, g<-.

to C. G. Smith Ryland, E&q. Birford Hill, Warwick, was
3id ; his blooms were wide bux not deep. 4th, Mr. A. Jones,

gr. to Miss Wyburn, Hadley Manor, Barnet.

The best iocurved blooms o£ one variety were exhibited by
Mr. J. H. Walker, who selected Jeanne d'Arc, which he
showed very well, 2nd, Mr. B. Calvert, who had Alfred

Salter in very good form; aud 3rd, Mr. H. A. Page, who
chose Madame Darier as his variety. There was considerable

competition.

Japanese Blooms.—The opinion was generally felt that the

Japanese blooms were of better quality than, the incurved,

although the latter were better than last year. The leading

class was unusually strong, and apart from the 1st prize

exhibit, the collections caused considerable difficulty to the

judges. Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevan, Esq., Trent
Park, Barnet, was an easy 1st for the Challenge Cup and £10,

ard his blooms were fine without exception. The varieties

were : — Front row: Mrs. W. H. Lees, Reine d'Aogleterre,

Phuubus, Miss Dorothy Shea, International, Chas. Davis, Mons.
Panckoucke, Van der Heede, Madame Ad. Moulin, Ed. Moly-

neux, Viviand Morel, W. G. Newett, Chas. Shrimpton, Thos.

Wilkinp, Mrs. C. H. Payne, and Madame Carno*". Middle row:
Wm. Seaward, Louise, Madame M. Ricaud, Mephisto, Wm.
Tricker, Mons. G. Biron, H. L. Sunderbruck, G. C. Schwabs,
Madame Ad. Chatin, M. Ad. Grand, Mutual Friend, Beauty
oE Ca&tle wood,Viscountess Hambledon, Rich. Dean, Rose Wynne,
Deuil de Jules Ferry. Front row : Colonel Smith, President

Borel, Guirlande, Eva Knowle?,Madame A. de Galbert, Mrs.

Falconer Jameson, Sunflower, Jno. Shrimpton, Miss Rita

Schroater, Mons. Chas. Molia, Souvenird'une petite amie. Hairy

Wonder, G. W. Childs, Puritan, Henri Jacotot Fils, and
Mdlle. The:d;eRey.

The judges had difficulty in awarding 2nd and 3rd places.

Eventually, Mr. Wm. Mease was awarded 2nd prize; and.

Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurserie», Redhill, 3rd.

In the former exhibit, blooms of Miss Dorothy Shea, Silver

King, Viviand Morel, Robert Owen, and Mdlle. Marie Hoste,

w<re especially line.

The best collection of twenty-four blooms, distinct, was
shown by Mr. W. Messenger, gr. to H. A. Berbers, Esq.,

Woolverstone Park, near Ipswich. He had an excellent lot of

blooms, of which the following were the best, Mrs. C. Harman
Pa^ne, Etoile de Lyon, Waban, Mdlle. Ther&se Rey, M.
Panckouuke, Madame Carnot, M. Grayer, Mrs. G. J. Beer,

and Miss D. Shea (a Silver Cup, given by Mr. Jone*, accom-
panied the 1st prize). The 2nd place was given to Mr. G. W.
Drake. Cathays Nurseries, Cathays Terrace, Cardiff, colour

and freshness were remarkable in the;e moderate!y-siz°d but

fairly deep bloom?. The following were the best, Mrs. H.
Payne, Lord Brooke, Madame Carnot, Dorothy Shea, Madame
Zurich, Viviand Morel, aud Ed. Molyneux. 3rd, Mr, Wm.
Allan, Gunton Park Gardens, Norwich ; and 3rd, W.Herbert
Fowl br, Esq., Claremont, Taunton (gr.,Mr. C. Hart). There

was some dissatisfaction expressed with the result of the

judging in this class.

The b^st collection of twelve blooms, distinct, was shown
by Mr. J. Agate, Chrysanthemum Nurseries, Havant, and of

commendable merit they were, the weakest bloom being Miss

Ethel Addison, which showed the centre somewhat. 2nd,

Mr. H. A. Page, gr. to F. Crisp, Esq , White House, New
Southgate, N., whose exhibit very nearly approached the

1st one. 3rd, Mr. J. Sandford, gr. to G. W. Wright-Ingle,
Esq , North Finchley. 4th, Mr. H. Levey, g-. to M. Low,
Esq., Warwick.
Six blooms of any while Japanese variety were best from

Mr. R. Jones, who showed Mdlle. Thet6se Rey in good charac-

ter. Mdlle. Marie Hoste, shown by Mr. J. Sandford, gr. to

G.W.Wright-Ingle, Esq., Wood House, North Finchley,

was a good stand for 2nd [place ; and Mr, B. Calvert, again

showing Mdlle. T. Rsy, was 3rd; 4th, Mr. T, Lodge, gr. to

Bev. J. Menet, Hockerill, Bishop's Stortford.

Mr. R. C. Notcut, Broughton Road Nurseries, Ipswich, had

the best six blooms of any variety other than white, exhibiting

a new one called Edith Tabor, a broad-petalled, pale yellow

variety, of fine merit; 2nd. Mr. B. Calvert, who had Col.

Snith, very good; 3rd, Mr. J. Sandford, with Viviand

Morel; and 4th, Mr. C. Cox, gr. to Jno. Trotter, Esq.,

Brickendon Grange, Hertford.

The leading place in the class for six Japanese blooms,

incurved, distinct, was taken by Mr. R. Jones, gr. to C. A.

Smith-Ryland, Esq., Barford Hill, Warwick ; his varieties

were Miss Ethel Addison, Col. W. B. Smith, Louise, Ricard,

Lord Brooke, and Pr^fet Roberts; 2nd, Mr. T. Carter, gr. to

A. G. Meissener. Esq , Weybridge, who was a very close 2nd.

Ilairy-petalled varieties.—The best six Japanese blooms,

hairy-petalled varieties, were shown by Mr. W. Wells,
Earlswood Nurseries, Rodhill, Surrey, His varieties were

—

Louis Boihmer, White Plume, Lady of the Lake, Hairy

Wonder (very wide, but thin bloom), Mr3. Higginbotham, and
Mrs. W. J. Godfrey, a pretty white variety ; Mr. H. Love
was 2nd. King of the Hirsutes, a yellow one in this stand, is

a good variety.

Rijhxtd Bloons, large-Jtowered. —.Twelve large-floweied

reflexed blooms, in tine varieties, were shown by Mr. R. C.

Notcut, Broughton Road Nursery, Ipswich. But few addi-

tions are made in this section. The varieties 'staged were
Pink Christine, Golden Christina, Peach Christine, Dr. Sharp?,

Cloth of Gold, King of Crimsons, Phidias, White Christine,

and Cullingfordi. 2nd, Mr, J. H. Walker who included

blooms of King of the Crimsons, R. Smith, and Chevalier

Domage ; 3rd, Mr. C. Brown, gr. to R. Henty, Esq., Langley

House, Abbots Bromley.

Anemone blooms, large-flowered,—The class for twenty-four

bloods, Japanese Anemones included, was won by Mr. W.

Sheffg8. Kr. to A. Moseley, Esq., West Lodge, Barnet. There
was considerable competition in this class, and the 1st prize

exhibit was very fine indeed. The varieties were, Duchess o£

Westminster, Fleur de Marie, Thermidor, Mrs. J. Benedict,

Nelton, Grande Alveole, Fabian de Mediana, Gladys Spauld-

ing, Cincinnati (very pretty), Jno. Bunyan, Le Deuil, Acqui-
sition, Mons. Ch. Lebo3cqz, Mrs. Leven, Enterprise, Descartes

(splendid), Jeanne Marty, Queen Elizabeth, Madame Law-
sou, M. Dupanloup, Delaware, W. W. Astor, Mdlle. Natalie

Brun (very attractive lilac and rose coloured variety), and Sir

Walter Raleigh. Mr. A. Ives, gr. to E. C. Jukes, Esq , Hadley
Lodge, High Barnet, was a good 2nd; and we noticed in

his stand very gaod blooms of M. Dupanloup, Sabine, and
others. 3rd, Mr. J. Milner, gr. to Mrs. W. A. Higgs, Willen-

hall Park, Barnet.

Mr. W. Skeggs was the winner also of the 1st prize for

twelve large flowered Anemones, excluding Japanese, and
again Bhowed welt, but his collection was lacking coloured

varieties ; Mr, A. Ives was 2nd, and the 3rd place was taken

by Mr. Jas. Maule, gr. to H. T. Matthews, Esq,, The Mount,
Hadley.
Anemone Japanese.—The class for twelve blooms, distinct,

gave another 1st prize to Mr. Skeggs, and his blooms were

very large, and most of them good in other respects. His

selection was the following :—Le Deuil, Jno. Bunyan, Nelson,

Enterprise, Queen Elizabeth, Descartes, Jeanne Marty, Sir

Walter Raleigh, Madame Lawson, W. W. Astor (with poor

centre), Mdlle. Cabrol, and M. Dupanloup. The 2nd place in

this competition was taken by Mr. J. Justice, gr. to Sir R.

Temple, Bart., The Nash, Kempsey, Worcester. He had a

decidedly commendable collection, and was followed by,

Mr. J. MlLNER.
Anemone Pompons.—Twelve Anemone Pompons, distinct,

three flowers of each variety in buaches. Mr. C. Brown staged

a very pretty collection in this class, and had 1st prize. His

varieties were Francis Boyce (rather too large in comparison

with the others), Madame Leutier, Antonius, Madame Montels,

Magenta King, Madame Chalonge, Miss Nightingale, Mr.

Astie, Regina, Emily Rowbottom, Queen of Anemones, and

Bessie Plight ; 2nd, Mr. J. Myers, gr. to the Earl of Sandwich,
Hinchingbrooke, Huntingdon. There were only two exhibits

in this class, and both were of good quality.

Pompons.—Mr. C. Brown was the winner in the class for

twelve Pompons, distinct, three flowers of each variety in

bunches ; his exhibit was decidedly praiseworthy, the blooms

being even and good ; Mdlle. Elise Dordan is still the prettiest

flower in this section, but W. Westlake, Black Douglas, Harry

Hicks, Mrs. Bateman, and Chas. Dickens, are also capital diverse

varieties. 2nd, Mr. B. Caryer, whose collection was but little

b.hind the other one in quality ; 3rd, Mr. J. Myers.

Single /lowered Varieties.—The show of single-flowered

varieties was very attractive indeed. The winner of the 1st

prize in the class for twelve varieties in bunches or sprays was
Mr. J. Myers, and the whole of the flowers wera so

good that we append their names:—Jane, Purity, Snow
Wreath, Bessie Conway, and Oceana, white; GoldStar and

Admiral Symonds, yellow ; Mrs. D. B. Crane, a very pretty

pink; Nora and Foxhunter, coloured ones; and Miss M.
Wilde, rose and white. 2nd, Mr. W. C. PagraM; 3rd, Mr.

W. Wells.
Amateurs' Classes.

The best collection of twenty-four blooms of Japanese in not

fewer than eighteen varieties, was shown by Mr. James
Stredwick, Silverhill, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. A Silver Cup
presented by J. M. Copper, Esq., wis added to the 1st prize

in this class. Mr. Stbedwick'S exhibit was an excellent

one, and included good flowers of International, Chas.

Davis, Viviand Morel, Miss D. Shea, Wm. Seward,

and others. Mr. C. A. Jessop, Mildenhall Workhouse,

Suffolk, also had an excellent collection, which we considered

equal to the one already noticed. The flowers in this case

were very fresh-looking, bright, and of large size, Thomas
Wilkins, Chas. Davis, Puritan, and Hairy Wonder, were the

most noticeable; 3rd, Mr. H. Love, 9, Melville Terrace,

Sandown, Isle of Wight.
Mr. W. Amies, South Ashford, Kent, was 1st in the class

for twelve incurved blooms, distinct, but the flowers were only

poor. The 2nd and 3rd prizes were taken by Mr. G. R.

Crowne, Long Ditton, Surrey.

The exhibits of six blooms of inourved, distinct, were better.

The 1st prize was taken by Mr. Chas. E. Wilkins, Welling-

ton, Swanley Junction, and his best blooms were Globe d'Or,

Lord Wolseley, and Nil Desperandum. G. D. WILLIS. Esq.,

Hertford Cottage, Hertford Road, East Finchley, was 2nd
;

and Mr, J. Stredwick 3rd.

Mr. Jas. Stredwick took the 1st prize for twelve Japanese

blooms, distinct. He had exquisite examples of Charles Davis,

Viviand Morel, Miss A. Hartshorn, Col. W. B. Smith, Autumn
Tint, &c. Mr. H. Love was a good 2nd, and showed fine

blooms of Good Graciou", Viviand Morel, Charles Davis, Ac.

3rd Mr. Arthur Stammers, The Knowles, Maldon, Essex.

Mr. C. H. Martin won 1st for six Japanese blooms, distinct,

and his specimens of Charles Davis, Sunflower, Van der Heede

were praiseworthy ; 2nd, Mr. W. Perrin ; 3rd, Mr. J. Knapp.

For the best six Japanese blooms, of one variety, Mr. H.

Love was again 1st, showing very well-coloured Sunflower ;

2nd, Mr. J. Stredwick, with splendidly-coloured Viviand

Morel; 3rd, Mr, W. Amies, with Chas. Davies.

Single handed Gardeners' Classes.

Mr. S. J. Cook, gr. to J. H. Hartridge, Esq., Holewood,

Hendon, was the only exhibitor of twelve incurved blooms,

distinct. The best of these w-ere Baron Hirsch, Jeanne d'Arc,

and G. Glenny.

The best six incurved blcoms were from Mr. W. C.

Pagram, whose Jeanne d'Arc, Baron Hirsch, and Brook-

leigh Gem, were fairly good; 2nd, Mr. C. E. Wilkins; 3rd,
Mr. C. H. Martin, gr. to R. H. Laxgton, Bm , Baymead,
Hendon, N.W.
The Japanese blooms were shown better, and ihe collection

of twelve blooms, distinct, from Mr. W. Plttid, gr. toC. W.
Pichardson, Esq.. Sawbridgewortb, were very good, Madame
Carnot, Mdlle. T. Rey, Mrs. F. Jameson, and C. Cox especially ;

the last-named bloom was extra deep, and the only one of the
kind we noticed in the exhibition. 2nd, Mr. W. C. Pagram ;

Colonel Chase and Good Gracious were remarked in this stand.
3rd, Mr. C. H. Martin.
Mr. H. Love had the beat six Japanese blooms, distinct, and

all the blooms were fairly good, Golden Gate, if not large, was
very pretty

; 2nd, Miss Annie L. Gaunt, Hildertborpe, South
Tottenham, Madame Carnot, Viviand Morel, and Niveum, were
nice in this stand ; 3rd, Mr. Jas. Stredwick.

Metropolitan Classes.

These are restricted to growers residing within the district
governed by the London County Council. The best twelve
incurved blooms, distinct, and the only exhibit in this class,
came from Frank Bingham, Esq., 6. Bethune Road. Stoke
Newington, and his blooms were very commendable for town-
grown plants.

Mr. J. Brooks, gr. to — Reynolds, Esq., The Grove, High-
gate, beat three other competitors in the class for six incurved
blooms, with a very nice half-dozen blooms; Frank Bing-
ham. Esq , followed ; and Mr. W. Noble, gr. to H. T. Pitt
Esq.. Stamford Hill, 3rd.

Mr. J. Brooks was a very goo 1 1st for twelve blooms of
Japanese, distinct, which included fine examples of Mrs. Dr.
Ward, W. G. Childs, and W. H. Lincoln ; 2nd, Mr. W. Davits,
gr to W. F. Darnell, Esq , Devonshire House, Stamford
Hill ; 3rd, Mr. W. Noble.
The best six Japanese, distinct, were from Mr. W. Davies,

acd he was very closely followed by Mr. J. Brooks ; 3rd, Mr'.
G. Tolton, 20, Albion Gardens, Hammersmith, W.
Six large but not extra well-coloured blooms of Charles

Davis won the class for six Japanese blooms of any one variety
for Mr. W. Farrow, gr. to G. R. Peerless, Esq., Park Hill,
Streatham

; Col. W. B. Smith (very fine in colour), shown b/
Mr. W. Davies. won the 2nd place; and the same variety
from Mr. J. Brooks, was 3rd.

Special Classes.
These were for prizes offered by trade growers and others

for particular exhibits determined by the donors of the prizes.
Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, offered prizes
for six vases of exhibition Japanese Chrysanthemums, distinct,
three blooms of each, one variety only in a vase, with cot less
than 1 foot of stem above top of va<e, quality cf b'.ooms to be
the leading feature.

The most successful exhibitor was Mr. D. M. Hayler, gr. to
W. Hannaford, Esq , Tenterden Hall, Hendon, whose exhibits
staged with foliage and stem we-e very pretty. The 2nd prize
was taken by Mr. C. H. Martin; Pebcy Waterer. Esq.,
Fawkham, Kent, was 3rd. The class for three blooms was
won by Mr. N. Davis ; and Mr. T. Caryer was 2nd.
For the special prizes offered by Messrs. B. S. Williams &

Son, for six blooms of the new Philadelphia, there were
numerous competitors, some of the blooms being very poor,
others excellent. The 1st prize was taken by Mr. W. King,
gr. to J. Colman, Esq., Gatton Park, Reigate ; Mr. w!
Mease was 2nd

;
Mr. Norman Davis, Cambsrwell, 3rd ; and

Mr. G. Foster, gr. to Hammond Spencer, Esq , Glendaragh,
Kiogmouth, 4th.

Groups.

There was only one class provided for groups, tint in which
the special 1st prize offered by the President, Sir Edwin
Saunders, was competed for. Two of these exhibits were
arranged side by side at one end of the building, and they
were both of great excellence, each being very effec-

tive, but in style of arrangement quite different. Mr.
H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, was awarded
the 1st prize, and no fault could be found with the
decision of the judges. This group was forcced of two bays,
arranged in an undulating manner, eich of which presented a
bold front, the centre also being imposing, the recess between
the two bays at the front being varied with highly-coloured
Crotons, these also followed around each tide, and an edging
of Isolepis at the margin. The varieties were chiefly chosen of
the Crotons, those with massive foliage, whilst here
and there between the taller Chrysanthemums were
narrow-leaved varieties, the background being relieved

by Cocoa Wedelliana, well-furnished with healthy
leaves. The Chrysanthemums themselves were the picture
of health, with large, massive blooms, the greater part
of which were fit for exhibition boards; a few dwarfer
plants would possibly have added to the general effect

in the front, but nevertheless it was a grand group. The
varieties most noticeable were Charles Davis, Sunflower, Ava-
lanche, Madame The'ose Rey, International, Reine d'Angle-

terre, and W. Seward. Mr. Norman Davis, nurseryman,
Camberwell, was the other competitor, and he worthily won
the 2nd prize; this group did not present so imposing
an appearance as the former, the flowers being on the whole
perceptibly smaller, yet of first-class quality. The centre at

the back was somewhat weak, a tall erect Juniper doing

service where a Cocos plumosa or a Bambusa gracilis would
have greatly added to the effect. Crotons and Dracaenas were
here used to give variety, the latter a trifle too freely (D. ter-

minals the variety), instead of which a few Eulalia japonica

would have been better ; Cocos Wedelliana, however, told

with good effect. The front was well finished off with dwarf
plants of Japanese varieties; those most prominent through-

out the group were Chas. Davis, Madame Carnot (extra fine),

Viviand More!, and Louise. The 3id prize was awarded to
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Mr. French, gr. to Mrs. Barclay, Ambleside, Wimbledon

Park, for a group more in the old-fashioned style, the front

being, however, well finished off with very dwarf plants.

Specimen Plants (Trained).

These were grouped aTound the two fountains at either end

of the building, being thus seen to the best possible advantage.

The plants were not, perhaps, quite so large as usual, but

this, instead of being any detraction from, rather added to

their appearance. Better all-round specimens could net be

possibly desired than those shown in the three following

classes by Mr. Donald, gr. to J. G. Barclay", Esq , The Green,

Leyton, Essex, in each of which he was awarded the 1st prize,

viz., for six named specimens of large-flowered varieties,

Japanese included ; these were of globose form, averaging

4 feet in diameter, the varieties being Chinaman, bright

purplish-violet—very fine; Gloriosum, distinct—very pretty;

W. Tricker, good; White and Pink Christines, both excellent

plants, well-flowered ; Dr. Sharp, rich in colour, a fine plant.

For six trained specimens (Pompons), with remarkably fine

plants, not nearly so dwarf as usual, but all the better, the

variet: es were Golden Madame Marthe and (the white or

original form, both densely flowered; William Kennedy, dark

rich red, with large flowers; Sceur Melanie, of similar good

quality; and Black Douglas, well known as one of the finest

dark varieties.

For six standard (trained specimens), with plants having

dense spherical head9 on clean stems, each densely clothed

with flower; here the varieties were Chinaman, Stanstead

Surprise, extra good; La Triomphante, the flowers of good

quality; W. Tricker, and Cleopatra, both good plants; and

Madame B. Bendalter, very clean and fresh.

Mr. Donald was also an easy winner for one specimen plant,

any type, pyramidal trained, with a well-balanced example of

Margot, full of fine blooms. Mr. Davey, gr." to 0. C. Pain,

Esq., Cedar Hoase, Stamford Hill, being 2nd with a pretty

plant of Elsie.

The latter exhibitor was also 1st for four trained specimens,

any varieties, a specially fine plant of Dr. Sharp being his best,

as well as 1st for four standard-trained specimens, here he had

a very fine plant of Colonel Smith, clearly proving the value

of this variety for specimen culture.

Table Decorations, Vases, &c.

These were amply provided for in one of the galleries, and a

keen competition was evidenced in nearly every class save the

two first in the schedule. In either of these cases the prizes

were good, whilst the object of the Committee in providing

such classes is a most laudable one, inasmuch as it should

be the means of popularising the Chrysanthemum in ways not

so frequently adopted. Mr. H. J. Jones staged a magnificent

display in the class for a table of cut blooms of Chrysanthe-

mums, any type, shown in any manner the exhibitor thinks

best; 18 feet by 6 feet. The wall at the back had, to commence

with, been draped with a pale green material, thus forming a

good background for the flowers ; these comprised splendid

blooms of high-class exhibition quality. Some were arranged

at the back on tall arcade-like arches ; these chiefly consisted of

yellow varieties. On each side were two tall vases appro-

priately filled with large blooms and such foliage as the Oak

with its rich autumnal tints, also Bracken, Grasses. Virginian

Creeper, &c, all blending mostharmoniously together. Other

and somewhat similar but shorter vases were employed in

front of these, these being filled with equally fine flowers,

whilst at the front were three lines of specially fine blooms

arranged in glasses fixed into a firf-frame, thus forming an

excellent substitute for the more orthodox boards. The best

kinds noted were Chas. H Curtis, a valuable addition to the

incurved section, with rich deep canary yellow almost globular

blossoms; Madame Carnot, the finest of the white Japanese
;

Chas. Davis, of rich colour; and Amy Shea. Dwarf well-

coloured Crotons as C. Baroune James de Rothschild, with

Ferns, added to the effect, as did several fine cut fronds of

Goniophlebiom subauriculatum. One vase was", filled entirely

with incurved varieties ; the excellent arrangement proving

that in good hands, these more formal flowers may be well

displayed. The Gold Medal of the Society was most deservedly

awarded to this fine exhibit.

Mr. R. J. Chard was the only exhibitor in the next cla*s, for

a table of bouquets, wreaths, sprays, &c, to illustrate the

decorative value of the Chrysanthemum. This was, on the

whole, scarcely up to this well-known exhibitor's standard ;

more time spent in the arrangement would have remedied

this. The best things, but in questionable taste, were the

anchor of bronzy-yellow blooms, the wreath, and the harp

with several good sprays. A Silver Medal was awarded.

Mr. Havler, gr. to W. Hannajord, Esq., Tenterden Hall,

Hendon, was 1st for three vases of twelve blooms in each, with

the addition of other foliage ; this exhibit was bold and

effective, the flowers being informally arranged (quality here

was also conspicuous), with the addition of very suitable

foliage, as Cyperus alternifoliu3, Pteris argyraea, and Myrsi-

phyllum asparagoides ; had these vases stood in a better posi-

tion, they would have been considerably improved in appear-

ance. Mr. Prewett, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, had

three somewhat similar vases, between which and the former

exhibit there was not much to choose ; the flowers, however,

scarcely showed to such advantage, but a good use had been

made of autumnal foliage. Mr. Chard followed with much
taller vases, the additional height not being any improvement

in effect, but rather the reverse.

For three epergnes, there were six exhibits, these showing

considerable diversity in taste and arrangement. Mr.
Peewett, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, was, however, an

easy 1st, his exhibit being a pleasing combination of pale rosy-

plnk and deep bronzy-red varieties ; the design of these stands

was a practical one when placed upon a dinner-table, which is

more than can be said in every case ; the larger flowers were

confined to the base, graduating upwards to the top, whilst

not any too much room was taken up by them. Mr. Meri-

6ew, gr. to Dr. Paul, Camberwell, came 2nd, four colours

being employed here; white and yellow were the two addi-

tions to the foregoing, the arrangement being light and effec-

tive. Some of the stands of otheT exhibitors were dressed on

the face, the back part being incomplete.

For two vases of Pompons or Anemone Pompons arranged in

vases, not lower than 12 or more than 18 inches in height, Mr.

Webster's, gr. to E. T. Preston, Esq., Kelsey Manor, Becken-

ham, was a most creditable 1st, with rather tall pyramidal

arrangements, one of yellow flowers with bronzy foliage, and

another with white with green foliage and berries. Mr.

Meridew was 2nd again in this class, with arrangements of

more globular form.

In the class for two hand-bouquets, some excellent examples

were displayed, Mr. Webster winning with two very

tasteful bouquets, one consisting chiefly of single varieties of

light colours intermixed with choice bits of autumnal and

other light foliage, the other being composed of yellow and

bronze colours. Mr, Newell, gr. to Sir Edwin Saunders (the

President of the society), Fairlawn, "Wimbledon, came in a

close 2nd, the chief difference being that larger flowers were

employed, but with good taste, one of yellow and bronze, and

another of pink and red, being the choice of colours ; the leaves

of Aspidistra lurida variegata were used with the latter colours

to a good purpose.

A class for ladies only, brought out some capital displays,

notably in the lst-prize exhibit of Mrs. Newell. Victoria

Boad, Wimbledon, who evidently understands the correct

principles of decoration, her basket being bold, yet free in

style. The 2nd prize was taken by Mrs. W. Green, Jun.,

with a smaller arrangement.

In the class for Bix blooms of anyone variety of Japanese,

with foliage of any kind, set up in vases less than 18 inches in

height, Mr. Felgate, gr. to the Duchess of Wellington, Bur-

hill, "Walton-on-Thames, was a distinct 1st with an arrange-

ment made of the variety Sunflower, both quality and effeot

being conspicuous. Mr. Cook, gr. to J. H. Hartridge,
Helwood, Hendon, was 2nd with another yellow variety.

In the corresponding class for amateurs only, Mr. Edward
Jones, 25, Malvern Road, Hornsey, was a most worthy 1st

with the best arranged vase in this section, it affording an

excellent example of a vase arrangement ; the variety was

Viviand Morel, of pale colour, but fine flowers, grouped with

Azalea pontica foliage and Smilax, &c. The 2nd prize went

to Mr. R. E. Wilson, 32, Macgravine Gardens, W., the variety

being Mrs. Harman Payne ; the effect also good.

As a hand-basket of natural autumn foliage and berries

arranged for effect, Mr. John Mansey, gr. to S. H. Smith,

Esq., staged a very tasteful exhibit with considerable variety,

and likewise harmonious blending of autumnal tints, the

common Berberis in fruit, Mahonia aquifolia of deep bronzy-

red, and Clematis Vitalba in seed were all used with good

effect. Mr. Wsi. Green, jun., followed again in this class

with another good exhibit, rather more packed than in the

1st prize basket.
Fruit and Vegetables.

Grapes were not largely shown, but were very good. Mr,

W. Tidy, gr. to W. K. D'Arcy, Esq., Stanmore Hall, had

the best whites, in pretty clear-berried and medium-sized

Muscat of Alexandria; Mr. W. Taylor, gr. to C. B. Bayer,

Esq., Forest Hill, was 2nd. with larger but less-finished

bunches; and Mr. J. Bury, Byfleet, Surrey, was 3rd.

In Blacks, Mr. Bury was 1st, with good-sized, handsome,

well-finished Alicantej; Mr. Taylor coming 2nd with large

but somewhat ungainly bunches, though well-coloured ; Mr.

Calvert, gr. to Colonel Archer Houblon, Bishop's Stortford,

was 3rd.

With Gros Colmar Grapes, Mr, T. Hall, gr. to W. Gardiner,

E=q, Merstham, was well 1st, hia bunches being handsome,

well coloured, and with fine berries ; Mr. Tailor came 2nd ;

his clusters were largsr, though lacking colour.

Pears were very fine and plentiful. Mr. W. Allan, of

Gunton Park, who always shows the=e fruits well, was 1st,

with fine samples of Pitmaston Duchess, Marie Louise

d'Uccle, Durondeau, Doyenne du Cornice, Marie Louise, and

Emile de Heyst; Mr. Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. J. Loder,
Horsham, was 2nd, having also very fine clean fruits o:

Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir du Congros, General Todleben,

Marie Louise, Beurre Diel, and Doyenne du Cornice; Mr. H.

Liney, gr. to W. M. Lowley, Esq., Warwick, was 3rd.

Apples.—There were eleven collections of six dishes of

dessert Apples, the majority very fine, handsome, rich-

coloured, and of the best quality. Mr. GoLt smith was 1st,

having beautiful Ribston, Cox's Orange, and King Pippins,

Amer.can Mother, Adams' Pearmain, and Blenheim Pippin.

Mr. T. TURTON, Earley, waB 2nd, having very handoome

Jeffersons, Rosemary Russet, Adams' Pearmain, and Ribston,

Cox's Orange and King Pippins, Mr. C. Ross, Welford Park,

Newbury, was 3rd.

There were also eleven collections of six dishes of kitchen

Apple*, these being generally very fine. ' Here Mr. Turton
was 1st, with very large, handsome, and rich-coloured M6re

de Menage, Emperor Alexander, Cox's Pomona, Lane's Prince

Albert. Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Bedfordshire Foundling.

Mr. Goldsmith was 2nd, having also very fine Gloria Mundi,

Pea=gooa's. Emperor Alexander, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Lord

Derby, and Warner's King. Mr. W. T. Stowers, Sitting-

bourne, was 3rd.

Very fine collections of Apples and Pears were set up by

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons, High gate ; Messrs. C. Lee &
Sons, Hammersmith; and Messrs. Spooner & Sons, Houos-

low, all of whom had splendid samples, and in great variety,

also very effectively staged.

Vegetables.—These important products seem at this show to

have somewhat fallen from their former high estate, perhaps

because these products are not found at their b=st in November.

For the valuable prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons,

Reading, for collections of nine distinct kinds, the quantities

in each case being too severely limited; only five lots were

Btaged. Mr. C. J. Waite, gr, to the Hon. Col. Talbot, Esher,

was 1st, having small Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, rather

fair Tomatos ;
good, but spotted, Celery ; fair Ailsa Craig

Onions, Prizetaker Leeks, pretty Satisfaction Potato3, hand-

some new Intermediate Carrots, and Peerless Cucumbers.

Mr. R. Lye, gr. to th.9 Hon. Mrs. KiNGSMILL, Newbury, was
2nd, having very good samples indeed, especially of Tomatos,

Leeks, Onions, Parsnips, and Potatos ; and Mr. J. Gibson, gr.

to E. W. Watts. Esq., Chiswick, was 3rd.

The Society's classes for Potatos were well filled, an old

exhibitor in the person of Mr. E. S. Wiles, now of The
Rookery, Earnborough, Kent, coming to the front in the
class for twelve varieties, he had very handsome seedling

Kidney, Snowdrop, Supreme, Perfection, Satisfaction, Lord
Tennyson, Reading Ruby, The Dean, Purple Perfection, Pink
Perfection, &c. Mr. Chepplng, of Sittingbourne, was 2nd,

having handsome but less fresh samples ; and Mr. C. Osman,
Sutton, was 3rd. The same three took the prizes in similar

order in the class for six kinds ; Mr. Wiles having Windsor
Castle, Snowdrop, Satisfaction, Lord Tennyaon, Pink Perfection,

and Purple Perfection.

Mr, Empson, gr. totheHon.Mrs.WiNGFiELD, Ampthill, sent

a collection of fine clean Carrots in several varieties, as Bent

out by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, which firm showed a wonderful
collection of Fotatos, including fine tubers of Satisfaction,

Triumph, Windsor Castle, and Magnum Bonum, and large

dishes of Early Regent, Ashleaf Kidney, Reading Hero, Per-

fection, Harbinger, Reading Russet, Reading Ruby, First and
Best, and many others, there being with seedlings and Fir-

apple examples, about eighty varieties. Mr. J. Berridge, gr.

to W. L. Unwin, Esq., Southall, had a very interesting col-

lection of vegetables, the central figure bsing a number of

plants of the popular climbing Bean, Tender-and-True, in pots,

fruiting finely, and numerous Parsnips, Carrots, Potatos, Beets,

Onions, and other roots, also green stuffs, in great variety.

Miscellaneous.

Honorary exhibits were fairly numerous ; notice was taken

of those following:—Mr. Norman Dayis, nur eryman, Cam-
berwell, exhibited a few blooms of Chrysanthemums, repre-

senting some new varieties for 1898 ; Mrs. J. Shrimpton was
one of the best of these; it is a large buff Japanese, with
broad flat petal, very high centre ; Jno. Seward is a large

yellow Japanese, and Dorothy Seward a large pale red

Japanese, of some promise.

Horticultural sundries were exhibited on a Btand by Mr. J.

George, 14, Redgrave Road, Putney, S.W. ; and the Jadoo
Co., Limited, had a group of good Chrysanthemums in bloom
which had been grown from the cutting Btage in the Jadoo
Fibre.

A capital group of Chrysanthemums in bloom' was put up
by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

in which some old and many new varieties were well shown.
Nine Chrysanthemum blooms, in as many varieties, were

sent by M. Alfred Chantrier, Casa Caradoc, Bayonne
(Basses-Pyrenees), but none of them were very noteworthy.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Keot, had a large

table magnificently furnished with sprays of zonal Pelar-

goniums of bright colour, and a quantity of Chrysanthemum
blooms in considerable variety. Amongst the latter, some
buncbes of Yellow Source d'Or were conspicuous, and blooms of

a good white incurved Japanese, Kentish White.
Mr. W. Pieroy, 89, Beadnell Road, Forest Hill, S.E., ex-

hibited bunches of decorative varieties of Chrysanthemum,
Mr. W. E. Tidy, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant, furnished

a large table with decorative and other varieties of Cnrysan-
themum blooms.

A grand lot of novelties in Chrysanthemums were shown by
Mr. Robert Owen, Maideuhead, including a good chestnut-

coloured Japanese, named Beauty of Sholing, and a tiny-

flowered yellow Pompon, named Dolly.

Mr. H. Shoesmith, Claremont Nursery, Woking, had
forty-eight blooms of newer varieties of Chrysanthemums.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate Nurseries, London,

N., showed a miscellaneous group of flowering and foliage

plants, and some plants in flower of the white Japanese

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Chas. Blick, &c.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth Nurseries had about a
hundred blooms, representing for moat part English seedlings

raised by himself or others.

A pratty group of Orchids and miscellaneous flowering and
foliage-plants was staged by Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N. Twelve
blooms of the Chrysanthemum Philadelphia were also shown
by Messrs. Williams.

Messrs. D. and W. Buchanan, Forth Vineyards, had natu-

rally-tinted Vine leaves, and a few Grapes and Tomatos.

HAVANT CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 29.—To this Society belongs the hononr

of opening the cycle of Chrysanthemum shows, and
this, the twelfth it has held, was in no respect behind

those it has previously held in regard to good

quality.

The cut bloom classes were liberally provided for in the

schedule, and for twenty-four Japanese varieties, Mr. Penfold,

gr. to 8ir F. FiTZWvgram, Bart., M.P., Leigh Park, Havant,

was 1st, with large well-developed choice varieties 2nd, Mr.
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Tidy, Brockhampton Nurseries, Havant. For eighteen and
twelve Japanese, Mr. Agate, of the Chrysanthemum Nur-

series, was 1st, with remarkably fine blooms in both of the

classes.

In the incurved section, Mr. Penford won in the class for

twenty-four, and Mr. Afi iTE in that for twelve varieties,

both exhibitors staging very creditably. Anemone-flowered
acd reflexed varieties were shown in but moderate numbers,

but the Pompons and single-flowered varieties formed an
admirable feature. In the first of these classes, Mr. H. Snook,

5, Fitzroy Street, Fratton, was 1st for single-flowered ; and
Mr. Agate was 1st with some really beautiful varieties shown
as triplets in bunches.

Mrs Conway, Havant, was an easy 1st in the dinner-tablo

decorations, in which Chrysanthemums formed the major
part. The Hall was rendered quite giy with a number of

plants in pots, Mr. Tidy being 1st in the two classes.

Fruit formed also a creditable display, the prizes for Grapes
falling lo Mr. Penford and Mr. W. Mitchell, gr. to J. W.
Flemming, Esq., Chilworth Manor.
Mr. Cheaton, gr. to Sir W. Pink, Shrover Hall, Cosham,

was invincible in the vegetable classes, winning two lsts.

Mr. W. E. Tidy, who is also the Secretary, had a quantity

of cut blooms of Chrysanthemums and other plants not in

competition, wrhich were greatly admired.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 29, 30 —This exhibition, the tenth,

was held at the Clarendon Hall, Watford, on the

above dates. It was of the usual high character, the

exhibits throughout being of the best quality, and
the entries fell but very little short of thoae informer
seasons. The fruit was the finest display that has

been shown for some years.

Groups.

In Division I., the group of Chrysanthemums were con-

spicuous for their effective arrangement ; the first award for a

group on a space not exceeding 50 feet was secured by Mr.

C. E. Keyser (gr., Mr. Gleeson), while the 2nd passed to Mr.

W. K. D'Arcy (gr., Mr. Tidy). The prizes for a group of

miscellaneous plants on a like space fell to the latter gentle-

man and Lord Esher (gr., Mr. Brown).

In Division II., open to members only, the Chrysanthemum

group awards went to Mr. Braitrwaite (gr., Mr. Wearing),

andthehon. secretary, Mr. C. R. Humbert (gr., Mr. Harvey).

Mr. C. G. Mott (gr., Mr. Plummell), had the best group of

Chrysanthemums in Division I [I., open to members not em-

ploying more than three gardeners, and Mr. Sherry (gr., Mr,

Tibbies), 2nd.

In Division IV.. open to members employing one gardener,

Dr. Brett (gr.. Mr. Camfield) was 1st for a Chrysanthemum

group; while Mrs. Part (gr., Mr. Hill) secured lsts for six

Japanese and six incurved blooms, three table plants, and

three Primulas. The other bloom prizes were given to Mr.

Whelon and Mr. Rowlands.
The best vegetable collection in Division IV. was shown by

the latter gentleman, while the fruit trophies passed to Mr.

Eraithwaite, Mrs. J. F. Hill, and Messrs. A. and J. "Wild.

Cut Blooms.

The open first classes for twenty-four Japanese and twenty-

four incurved cut blooms were both well won by Mr. C. E.

Keyser. Both were very good, the finest incurved specimen

bBing a Charles H. Curtis, which was the winner of the special

prize for the best incurved variety in the show, and a similar

award for the finest Japanese bloom was given to a Madame
Carnot. Other very noticeible blooms were Empress of India,

Madame Dirier, Golden Empres?, Cecil Wray, Duchess of

Devonshire, Mrs. Hnrman-Payn'*, and Souvenir d'une petite

amie. In the other cut bloom classes the chief prize-takers

were Lord Brownlow (gr., Mr. Lowe), Mr. V. M. Martin

(gr., Mr. Wooster), Rev. H. J. H. Burchell-Herne (gr.. Mr.

Fowler), Mr. J. Larkin (gr., Mr. Fortoum), Mr. T. F.

Blackwell (gr., Mr. Dinsmore), and Mr. Eosanquet.

The best cut blooms in Division III. were exhibited by Mr.

A. Rowlands, Mr. G. T. Skilbeck (gr., Mr. Roberts), Mr. F.

Taylor (gr., Mr. Sharpe), and Mr. R. T. Prowse (gr., Mr.

Bottom), the best Pompons being produced by Rev. H. F. H.

Burchell-Herne. For Primula*, Mr. W. F. D. Schreiber

(gr., Mr. Davis), and Rev. H. F. H. Burchell-Herne were

the leading exhibitors. The fruit winners were Mr. A. Row-
lands, Mr. F. D. Thomas, and Rev. F. H. Hodgson.

The beat incurved and Jipaneso cut blooms in Division II.,

not fewer than eighteen varieties, both came from Mr. C. E.

Keyser, the 2nds being Mr. W. K. D'Arcy and Mr. T. F.

Blackwell. The chief blooms exhibited in these classes

were Ohas. Divis, International, W. H. L'ncoln, Col. W. B.

Smith, John Lambert (2), Madame Darier, and Empress of

India.

For twelve Japanese blooms, Mr. R. Henty was 1st; the

same gentleman was successful in carrying off both premier

awards for twelve bunches of Pompons and twelve bunches of

Anemone Pompons.

Table Plants, &c.

Mr. V. M. MARTIN captured both prizes for twelve table

plants, pots not to exceed 6 inches. Mr. S. T. Holland was

declared the winner for six Primulas, whilst the 1 t prize for

Primulas went to Mr. P. Bosanquet, Mr. R. F. Todhunter,

and H. H. Gibbs, Esq., M.P.

For the sixth year in succession Messrs. Scrivener, whose

exhibits were first-class in every detail, were the winners of

the 1st prizes for wreaths, crosses, and bouquets. The bouquet

of Orchids shown by them was a special feature of the show,

and was greatly admired by the judges. The same firm alto

obtained the special prize for a bouquet of Chrysanthemums,
which contained some very choice flowers. Mr. W. B. Kettle
and Mr. Prowse took 2nds. Mr. H. H. Gibbs, M.P. , won the
special awards for vegetables, with Mr. R. Henty and Rev. F.
H. Hodgson as 2nd. Among the amateur cut-bloom winners
were Mr. J. Fox, Mr. E. Mansfield, Mr, J. Day, and Mr.
H. L. Sell.
The best cottager's exhibit of six Chrysanthemum blooms

was that of Mr. J. Woodgate, Mr. Child taking 2nd; and
Mr. Shutler was the winner of the mixed bunch. Other
winners were G. W. Kentish, E. Mansfield, C. Childs

;

while the special awards for vegetables were obtained by
W. Golding (two), W. Hall, J. Perciyal, E. Towers,
T. J. Burdett, and G. W. Kentish.
In the division open to ladies, for single stand of cut flowers

and foliage, Miss K, Mead was 1st ; and the eame competitor
was also successful in carrying off two other lsts for sprays of

flowers and three button-hole bouquets of Violets, as well as
2nd for six button-holes. Miss J. H. Smith and Miss
M. D. Smith shared the other ladies' prizes.

Fruit.

Grapes were shown well, the honours being equally divided

between Mr. W. K. D'Arcy and Hon. A. Holland-Hibbert
(gr., Mr. Cox). The open vegetable collection prizes were
taken by H. H. Gibbs, Esq., M.P. (gr., Mr. Beckett), and Mr.
R. Henty (gr., Mr. Brown).
Messrs. Cutbush's specials for 2 lb. of Mushrooms fell to

Mr. S. T. Holland (gr., Mr. Richardson) and Mr. H. H.
GIBB3, M.P.

TORa TJAY AND DISTRICT
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

October 30.—The Torqaay Horticultural Society
having ceased to exist, the gap haa been filled by the
Gardeners' Association thie year. It is gratifying to all

concerned in the new venture to record that the show*
proved a moat successful one, notwithstanding the
unfavourable character of the summer and autumn.
The collection of plants and cut blooms which con-
stituted the show held on the above date was a very
superior one, and reflected great credit on thote
who raised them.

There were ten competitive classes, and no fewer than four

of the 1st prizes went to the Rev. Talbot Greaves, whose
box of six incurved varieties was greatly admired. Dr. W,
Ford Edgelow was awarded 1st prizes in the classes for

twelve and six Japanese varieties, besides gaining premier
honours in large groups.

The Right Hon. W. H. Loxg, M.P., in addition to other
prizes, was placed 1st for table decorations.

A very fine collection of Ferns and foliage plants was sent
by the committee of theERlTH House Institution; and Mrs.
Bawson. Bramhope.
An interesting exhibit was the collection of vegetables

raised by the pupils of the Technical Class for Gardening.
Some of the samples raised by scholars ten and eleven years of

age caused expressions of wonder and surprise to appear on the
faces of some of the older amateurs. The collection was
kindly presented to the Torbay Hospital.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, of Exeter, displayed fifty dishes of

Apples, and a small but choice collection of Orchids. This
firm also had on view some brilliantly-coloured Cannas, and
a new Aster from Colorado.

Mr. W. B. SMALE had a charming collection of Chrysanthe-
mums, Ferns, and foliage plaats, which presented a very
pretty sight. Amongst the newest varieties were ColoDel
Chase, a creamy-pink ; John Machar and Wilfred Marshall,
new yellows; Creole, the nearest approach to blue yet pro-

duced ; International, Comte F. Lurani, pink ; Charles Davis,
bronze; and Mrs. Ford HilUer, primrose. Messrs. CrjRTIs,

Sanford & Co., Limited, had a large exhibit consisting of

Chrysanthemums and other plants, and a large collection of

fruit, amongst which were a number of fine examples of

Apples, the second crop of some trees at the Soutii Devon
Fruit Farm; Pears, Raspberries, Grapes, and a numbar of

dishes of Apples. Mr. Smale contributed some charming
bouquets and floral devices.

Messrs. Jarman & Co , Chard, displayed a quantity of
Onions, and dishes of Apples ; Mr. W. J. Godfrey, boxes of

Carnations, including several very beautifully-tinted blooms
of his own raising ; and Messrs. TUPLIN, Newton ; Beachey,
Jenkin & Co., Kingskerswell; H. Horn, St. Maryohurch

;

and W. Allward, Torquay, staged miscellaneous collections,

possessing considerable merit. The arrangements in con-

nection with the show were admirably carried out by the

committee.

ROYAIi AGRICULTURAL AND HOR-
TICULTURAL SOCIETY OF JERSEY.

Horticultural Department.

October 30, 31.—The annual fruit exhibitions

held by this Society are worth a long journey to see,

and that held on the above dates was, if anything,

superior to any of previous yeare. The island haa

long since been famed for its Pears; and the even

quality of the grand collection shown on this occa-

sion proves that the island still hold its own in that

respect. Apples have also vastly improved of late,

but hardly as yet come up to the standard of large

Eaglish shows. The show was held in the Society's

Pavilion, a building admirably adapted for the
purpose ; and the weather on the first day was fine.

Grapes headed the list, but somehow the Channel Islanders
do not excel in this particular line, for the quality was not
certainly anything like what is usually seen at an average
English show. It being rather late in the Beaton for Black
Hamburghs, there were but two exhibitors, 1st going to Mrs.
Brayn (gr., Mr. Boubyer) ; and 2nd to Mr, A. Davidsoic. The
last-named exhibitor was also 1st with good bunches of Gros
Colmar, but lackiog in colour; 2nd going to Mr. J. Dii-rk,
with smaller bunches. In the any other variety of black, Mr.
Davidson deservedly headed the list with certainly the best

exhibit in the Grape classes, viz., three bunches of that cew
Grape. Appley Towers. The centre bunch was perfect in colour

and bloom, though rather email ; the 2nd went to Mr. H.
Becker for Black Alicante?, small both in bunch and berry.

but of good colour. Muscat* were poor indeed. Bisiets of

Grapes were numerously shown. Mrs. Briyn winning 1st for

Black Hamburgh?. Mr. Davidson and Mr. Becker weroequsl
1st for any other black variety, the former with AppleyTowers,
and the latter with Alicante. Baskets of white call for no
special mention. Baskets of mixed Grapes, Mr. Becker. Mrs.
Brayn, and Mr. Davidson, were 1st, 2nd, and 3rd respectively.

Apples were, probably, for colour, size, and quality, the

best ever before witnessed in the island. The splendid sun-

shine throughout the month of September had daubtless

something to do with this.

In collections of dessert Apples, six varieties, Mr. H.
Becker was facile princeps with Ribston, Cox's Orange, and
King of Pippins (splendid), Rosemary and Pile's Russets,

and Cornish Gillifiower. Mr. T. de Faye was 2nd, with
Reinette de Caux, Golden Reinette, Ribston Pippin, Court of

Wick, Cornish Gillyflower, and Hammond's Seedling. Collec-

tions of three varieties : Mr. Becker was again to the fore,

and Mr. E. G. Marett 2nd.

In six culinary varieties, Mr. T. DE Faye was 1st. with
splendid samples of Warner's Kiog, Waltham Abbey Seed-

ling, Striped Beefing, Reinette du Ciuada, Brabant, Belle

Fleur, and Blenheim Orange.

Mr. Becker and Mr. E. G. Marett were equal 1st, the

former with CaMlle St. Sauveur, Blenheim Orange, Gloria

Mnndi, Golden Noble, American Crab, and Reinette du Canada;
and the latter with Bismarck, Lane's Prince Albert, Holland-

bury, Emperor Alexander, Pearmain.and Reinette du Canada.
The above collections, both of dessert and culinary sorts, were
splendid, far above what is usually shown here.

In the classes for single dishes, Ribston, Cox's Orange, and
King of Pippins were represented by specimens of unusual size

and colour. Cornish Gillifiower was also of superior merit,

and the same may be said of Court of Wick, Pigeonnet
(remarkably pretty). Golden Reinette, Wellington, Reinette

du Cmada, Royal Russet, Hawthornden, Emperor Alexander,

Alfriston, Gloria Mundi, Hollandbury (grand colour), Reinette

de Caux, Warner's King (splendid). Lane's Prince Albert,

Cox's Pomona, &c.

Pears, as a rule at these shows, are a special feature.

There were no phenomenally large specimens, as usually ex-

hibited at these shows, but size and quality ruled throughout.

For collections of dessert fruits, six varieties, Mr. J. Day.-.n-

port was 1st, with large and well-coloured specimens of

Doyenne du Cornice, Durondeau, Chaum^ntel, GlouMorceau,
Duchesse d'Angoul£aie, and Beurre Diel; Mr. de Faye was
2nd, with equally large and shapely fruit, though not so

highly coloured, of Marie Louise, Doyenne du Cornice,

Marechal de la Cour, Duchesse d'Angoul^me, Beurre Baehelier,

and Chaumontel; equal 3rds went to Mr. T. A, Neil and
Mr. Becker.

In the class for three varieties, the 1st and 2nd in above

changed places ; equal 2nd and 3rd going to Mr. Glexex and
Mr- Becker respectively.

For collections of culinary Pears, three varieties, Mr.
Becker was 1st, with Belle de Jersey, Lieutenant Poitoin,

and Catillac; 2nd, Mr. de Faye, with Beurre Clairgeau,

Belle de Vire, and General Todteben,

For twenty-five Chaumontels, 1st, good size and fair colour,

Mr. Davenport ; 2nd, Mr. C. Tallis, somewhat smaller than

the 1st; 3rd, Colonel Turner.
Mr. J. Dupre won the 1st in the class for twelve Chau-

montels; with Mr. Davenport 2nd, and Messrs, L. P. Le
Masurier and Glenen equal 3rds. For five Chaumontels,
Mr. Davenport was again to the fore, with grand fruit ; 2nd,

Mr. L. P. Le Masurier, better colour, but smaller.

The class for twentj-nve Glou Morceaux was a fine one. as

alto were the classes for twelve and five. Messrs. T. A. NEIL,

Davenport, Tallis, and Ashelford, were the prize-winners.

Doyenne du Cornice is becomiug immensely popular, and
threatens to supersede some of the older sorts ; Mr. Neil's 1st

prize twenty-five were grnnd in size, shape, and exquisitely

coloured, and the classes for twelve and five were also splendid,

and the competition was close indeed. Mr. J. Cot'TANCHE'a

(gr., Mr. Lane) twelve and five Belle de Jersey were marvels

of superior culture, very large, perfect in shape, and tha colour

excellent, these easily scared 1st in each class. Catillac,

though fine, were not so large as sometimes seen, but Mr. J.

W. Thellaxd deservedly won 1st for both twelve and five

specimens.

The classes for single dishes were hotly contested, the

entries being numerous, and the quality even, made it no

sinecure for the judges. The following varieties were re-

presented by large and beautiful fruit, viz., Duchesse d'An-

gouleaie, Pitmaston Duchess, Van Mons, Genl. Todleben,

Beurre Baehelier, Durondeau, Marie Louise, Marechal de la

Cour, Beurre Diel, Beurre Superfin, &c. The heaviest Pear

was a Belle de Jersey, weighing 3 lb. There were two entries

for a collection of fruit collected in ths Island, and here Mr.

H, Becker, F.R.H.S., of the St. Saviour's Nurseries, put up a
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collection such as seldom seen. The most popular Pears were
exhibited in baskets, and there were some hundred or more
dishes of splendid coloured Pears, Apples, Peaches, Plums, &o.,

together with a stand of three bunches of admirably-coloured
black Alicante Grapes, the whole having a background of

Palms and fine foliage plants, the tout ensemble having a
splendid effect. Mr. Pb. Bailhache was 2nd with a collec-

tion of Apples only, amongst which were a number of local

seedliDgp, and varieties of inferior quality.

Chrysanthemums.

The Chrysanthemum Show was also held at the same time
and place. Groups were the principal feature, and the

arrangement in most cases was very effective, especially those

in which fine foliage was allowed. Mr. G. Le Huquetwou
the special for the best in this class; and Mr. T. L. de Faye,
2nd. In the class for groups with an edging of green foliage

plants only, Mr. Le Huquet again won the special prize

offered ; with Mr. A. J. de St. Croix, 2nd; and Mr. A. J. Le
Quesne, 3rd. Trained plants were far behind what is usually

seen here, but cut flowers were splendidly shown by Mr. N.

Allain, who entered in almost every class of incurved,

Japanese, and Pompons, with the result that he won the

National Chrysanthemum Society's Silver Medal, and carried

cff the bulk of the 1st prizes with splendid blooms.

Mr. Glenin, of the Springfield Nurseries, was awarded 1st

for a very tastefully arranged table decoration ; and Bouvardias

and Orchids were exhibited by the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. C. J,

Nicolle, and Mrs. Robin.

HIGHGATE AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM: EXHIBITION.

October 31 and November, 1.—The exhibition

held on the above dates was one of the beet yet held

by the Society, a keen competition reigning

throughout. The entries and exhibitors were in

excess of last year, whilst the blooms were charac-

terised by high finish, quality, and not merely by

siza, points which the judges duly considered. An
improvement might be made another year in the

naming of the plants. The trained specimens were
placed on stages ; a long stake with the name inserted

at top was placed in each pot. We would suggest

that, in future, boldly- written, correctly-spelt labels

be used, and in the line of vision ; this arrangement
would much add to the convenience and informa-
tion of those engaged in reporting, and be of material
assistance to that not small section of the public

which attends such exhibitions for educational

purposes.

Groups of Chrysanthemums, arranged in a space of 60 square

feet, generaleffect, formed a leading feature, and in thisdivision

Mr. J. Brooks, gr. to W.Reynolds, Esq., The Grove, was
1st, with a very finely-fbwered and well-arranged lot of

plants. Mr. H. Eason, gr. to B. Noakes, Esq., made a good
2nd ; whilst a very creditable arrangement secured the

3rd place to Mr. G. Saunders, gr. to W. Hayes, Esq. Meiers.

Brooks and Eason gained the principal prizes in the classes

for six trained plants—Pompons and large-flowering—with
examples of high cultural skill. For a single specimen plant

(any class), Mr. Brooks gained premier honours with a
finely- flowered example of Maiden's Blush.

A good and interesting class was that for three untrained
plants (Pompons). Here the leading prizes were taken by
Messrs. J. Wright and T. Jackson.

Cut blooms, twenty-four Japanese, not fewer than eighteen

varieties.—Some fine flowers were shown in this section, and
Mr. J. Buicb, gr. to J. Smith, Esq., The Priory, Mill Hill, was
adjudged the winner of the 1st prize. Some of his principal

flowers were J. Shrimpton, C.B. Smith, W. Tricker, and Alfred

Marshall; a close 2nd was Mr. Rowbottom, gr. to H. R.
Williams, Esq. Here were noted good blooms of Viviand
Morel, Phcebus, Sunflower, and Eda Prass.

Thirty - six cut bliom%
t

distinct, eighteen Incwved and
eighteen Japanae.—A. very fine class. 1st, Mr. W. J. Burch,
Mill Hill. Amongst the Japanese specially fioe were Mrs,
C, H. Payne, Etoilede Lyon, Van der Heede, Phcebua, Viviand
Morel, and Madame Isaac*; incurved, Violet Tom'io, Queen
of England, Baron Hirsch, and Annie Hoste. A capital lot of

flowers gained the 2nd position for Mr. Rowbottom.
Twelve Japanese— \%t, Mr. A. Page, gr. to A. Taylor, Esq.

Priory House, his noteworthy flowers being Princess May,
Sunflower, C. Shrimpton, and Colonel W. B. Smith ; 2nd,
Mr. S. J. Cook, gr. to J. H. Hartridge, Esq , who had,
amongst others, fine blooms of Avalanche and Mrs. H. Payne.
Six Japanese.—1st, Mr. C. H. Martin, gr. to Mrs. F. C. R.

Langtry, and whose stand contained some fine blooms of

Colonel W. B. Smith and W. H. Lincoln ; 2nd, Mr. A. Page,
Avalanche in this lot being very fine.

Six White Japi nese.—1st, Mr. H. A. Page, gr. to F. Crisp,
Esq. ; here were beautiful blooms of Madame Carnot, Madame
Theieae Re y, and Rose Wynne. 2nd, Mr. J. Brooks, gr. to
W. J. Newman, Esq., who, amongst other fine flowers, had a
very fine bloom of Madame A. Moullin.

Six Japanese {white excluded).— 1st, Mr. E, ROWBOTTOM,
with Colonel W. B. Smith; 2nd, Mr. W. J. BURCH, who had
Sunflower.

Twelve Incurved and Twelve Japanese.—An attractive class,

in which the first honours were gained by Mr. H. A. Page.
Amongst incurved, he had fine flowera of Mrs. Heale, Madame
Darier, and Nil Desperandum ; Japanese, Madame Thereto
Rey, Viviand Morel, Etoile de Lyon, ard Edwin Molyneux.

A good 2nd was Mr. Rowbottom, some of who3e best flowers

amongst the incurved varieties were Queen of England,

Golden Emprees, and Lord Alcester ; Japanese, Sunflower, and
Utopia.

Thirty-six Pompons, twelve varieties, in threes.—A beautiful

and interesting class, in which some fine blooms were staged.

1st, Mr. F. Matthews, Myrtle Lodge, Muswell Hill ; note-

worthy bloom? were Adonis, White Madame Martha, and
Wm. Weitlake. 2nd, a fine lot from Mr. S. J. Cook ; here

were good flowers, amongst others, of Sceur Melanie, and

President.

Twelve Anemon es.—Another good class. 1st, Mr. A. Jones,

gr. to Mis3 Wyburn, Barnet, the W. W. Astor and Gladys

Spaulding being specially noticeable ; 2nd, Mr. J. Sandford.
Twelve Incurvtd, in six varUties.— Some highly-finished

blooms gained 1st honours to Mr, J. H. Walker, Gold Beaters,

Mill Hill ; Alfred Lyne, Jeanne d'Arc, and Brookleigh Gem
were thown well. 2nd, Mr. H, A. Page, whose best flowers

were Jeanne d'Arc and Novelty.

Six Cut Blooms, of any Variety (Incurv.d).—1st, Mr. J. H*
Walker, with a fine bloom of Baron Hirsch ; 2nd, Mr. H. A.

Page, who showed Madame Darier extremely well.

Miscellaneous.

A pretty and attractive class was that for a hand- basket of

cut bloomf, arranged with Ferns, grasses, and foliage, the

principal prize-takers being Messrs. Ward and Rowbottom.
Button-hole bouquets ot Chrysanthemums, arranged with

Ferns, grasses, 4c, brought out some elegant compositions,

the leadiDg positions being taken by Messrs. Parkins and

Cook.
For a dinner-table decoration of Chrysanthemums, &c, an

effective class, the principal prize-winners were Messrs.

Saunders and Hayles. A very interesting class was that

for twelve blooms with foliage, aud exhibited without cups or

artificial dressing, the prizes being taken by Messrs. Brooks
and Walker. Some boldly- arranged and very pretty exhibits

were staged in response to the prizes offered for two vases of

Japanese Chr>santhemums, arranged with any foliage for

decorative effect. 1st, Mr. J. Brooks; 2nd, Mr. E. Row-
bottom. Table plants, principally well-coloured Crotons,

were well displayed by Messrs. Easjn, Hayles, and Tubes.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Upper Holloway, sent a

baautifully freely-flowered group of Chrysanthemums, not for

competition, contributing also some fine Palms for the decora-

tion of the hall in which the exhibition was held.

Messrs. M. Hunt & Son, Highgate, seat a very fine non-

competitive collection of fruit. Messrs. D. & W. Buchanan,
Stirling, also sent—not for competition—an excellent exhibit

of Grapes, Tomatos, and very large coloured Vine-leaves

artistically displayed.

Tomatos, here cf fine quality, were shown by Mr. S. J.

Cook and Mr. H. A. Page. Black Hamburgh and Muscat
Grapes by Mr. J. Tubbs, gr. to H. Rignaut, Esq., and Mr. J.

SandEord, gr. to G. W. Wbight-Ingle, Ejq. Pears and
dessert and kitchen Apples were well shown by Messrs. Sand-
ford, Tubbs, and Walker.
The show was well-managed by Mr. W. E. BOYCE, the Hon.

Secretary of the Society.

THE CRYSTAL PALA
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

C E

Novembee2.—The annual exhibition of Chrys-
anthemums, held on the above date under the aus-

pices of the Crystal Palace Co., was a very successful

one, and quite dispelled any fears that may have
existed that exhibited blooms, at any rate, will be

poor this season. If the exhibits generally had been

at all equal in quality to some of the first-prize

collections, the exhibition would have been one of

the finest ever held in the Palace.

In the first class, for example, that for thirty-six Japanese

blooms, in not fewer than twenty-four varieties, the blooms
staged by Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevan, Esq., Trent

Park, New Rarnet, were superb in quality. Nor did the

varieties used show any lack of selection. Of yellows we
noticed Phosbas, H. L. Sunderbruch, M. Panckoucke, Thos.
Wilkins, Sunflower, and Pallanza. The last-named was in

the back row, Sunflower in the front. Of whites there were
Mrs. W. H. Lees, Mutual Friend, Mdlle. Therese Rey, and
Madame Carnot. International was shown very fine, and
exhibited the characteristic T03e marking in the petals, which
to our mind are desirable, providing the bloom is not a rough
one at the same time. Then there were Madame Ad. Moulin,
E. Molyneux, Chas. Shrimpton, G. W. Childs, M Geo.
Riron, Miss Dorothy Shea, Col. Smith, Mons. C. Molin, Chas.

Davies, and Viviand Morel. Next came the collection from Mr.
J. W. McHattie, gr. to His Grace the Duke of Wellington,
Strathfieldsaye, Mortimer, whose excellent blooms would have
made a good 1st in the absence of Mr. Lee's Btand. Among
new ones, Mr, McHattie included, were Madame Carnot,

Duchess of Wellington, Mephisto, M. Chas. Molin, Pal-

lanza, W. H. Lincoln, and M. Geo. Biron ; the 3rd prize was
taken by Mr. C. J, Salter, gr. to T. B. Haywood, Esq., Wood-
hatch, Reigate, and there were three or more other collections.

The class for twenty-four incurved flowers, in not fewer than
eighteen varieties, also fell easily to Mr. W. H. Lees, his

blooms were of excellent build and colour, and being good at

this early Bhow, the promise for fine incurved bloome is a
good one. Two fine blooms of Chas. H. Curtis were very

effective and pretty, and Jeanne d'Arc, Lord Alcester, Empress
and Golden Empress of India, the new Globe d'Or, Miss M. A.
Haggas, Lord Wolseley, Princess of Wales, Violet Tomlin,

Madame Dirier, Jno. Salter, &c, were all good; Mr. J.

Dumble, gr. to Sir C. Phillips, Bt., Picton Castle, Haver-
fordwest, was 2nd ; and Mr. C. J. Salter, 3rd.

The prize for eighteen incurved, distinjt, was won by Mr, T.
Robinson, gr. to W. Laurence, Esq., J.P., Elefield House,
Hollingbourne, Kent. Of new varieties, D. B. Crane, old-

gold-coloured, rather small compact bloom, was included,

but the quality in this class was of less merit than in the

preceding one. Mr. Jap. Wyatt, gr. to J. Perry, Esq., Bra-
denhurst, Caterham Valley, was 2nd

;
and Mr. T. Caryer, gr.

to A. G. Huebuck, Esq., Weybridge, 3rd.

The qua'ity of the blooms entered in the clasa for twelve
incurved, distinct, was fairly good. Mr. H. Butcher, gr. to

C. Buss, Esq , Lodge House, Ashford, Kent, was 1st. He had
included no novelties, and his best bloams were Jeanne d'Arc
and Brookleigh Gem. Mr. A. Start, gr. to L. Cohen, Esq.,

Round Oak, Euglelield Green ; and Mr. W. Collins, gr. to

J. W. Carlile, Esq., Ponsbourne Park, Hertford, were 2nd
and 3rd respectively.

The best incurved variety in six bloom3 was Baron Hirjch,
shown by Mr. Butcher; and Mr. Jas. Wyatt, with the
same variety, was 2nd.

The olass for eighteen blooms of Japanese, distinct, had
about a score of entries, and the quality was high. Mr. C.
Cox, gr. to J. Trotter, Esq., Brickendon Grange, Hertford,
was 1st, and he included the following new ones:—Inter-
national, Commandant Blusset, Miss Ethel Addison, Thos.
Wilkins, Louise, H. L. Sunderbruch, and a seedling, a large

flower, with broad florets recurving at tip, yellow, with marks
of rose, rather rough as shown; 2nd, Mr. W. Collins; and
3rd, Mr. A. Jones, gr. to Miss Wyburn, Hadley Manor,
Barnet.
Twelve Japanese blooms, distinct, were best from Mr. G.

Smith, gr. to R. W. Inglis, Esq., Craigcudowie, Reigate
Hill. He had Ethel Addison, E. G. Hill, Sunflower, and Col.

Smith, very good. Mr. H. Butcher was 2nd, and Mr. L.
Budworth, gr. to E. Hill, Esq., Rockhurst, West Hoathly,
Sussex, 3rd.

Viviand Morel was the best Japanese exhibited in the class

for six blooms, and they were shown by Mr. W. Robinson, gr.

to Lord Justice Lopes, Heywood, Westbury. He had four

excellent blooms, the other two being unequal; Mr. C. Cox
followed with Col. W. B. Smith, in fine form ; and Mr. G.
Smith with E. Molyneux was 3rd.

In the class for e'ghteen reflexed and Japanese reflexed

blooms, distinct, the exhibitors were disqualified for including
blooms in the opinion of the judges, which were not reflexed.
Extra prizes, however, were awarded to Mr. C. J. Salter,
Mr. R. C. Notcut, Broughton Road Nurseries, Ipswich, and
to Mr. W. Robinson. This is a class which, as at present
arranged, may at any time result in dissatisfaction.

The be^t eighteen Anemone and Japanese Anemone bloom i

(distinct) were shown by Mr. H. Prickett, gr. to J. M. Harvey,
Esq., Bohm Lodge, East Barnet, and the quality of his collec-

tion was admirable, M. Dupanloup, Jno. Bunyan, W. W. Astor,

Sir Walter Raleigh, and Dame Blanche, were noticeable. Mr.
J. Milner, gr. to Mrs. W. A. Higgs, Willenhall Park, Barnet.
beat Mr. G. Steer, gr. to A, Marden, Esq., Stone House,
Reigate, for 2nd place.

In the class for twelve Pompons, three blooms of each, dis-

tinct. Mr. C. J. Salter was a very easy 1st, and showed
admirably, and he also won the class for twelve Pompon
Anemones ; being followed in each instance by Mr. H. Harris
and Mr. J. Knapp.
Mr. J. Milner, gr. to Mrs. W. A. HlGGS, Willenhall Park,

Barnet, won for twelve Japanese Anemone blooms, and the

new Descartes, together with W. W. Astor and Rodolph
Rsgionieri were especially fine; 2nd, Mr. Hy. Prickett;
3rd, Mr. J. Justice, gr, to Sir R. Temple, Bart., The Nash,

Kempsey, Worcester ; hire.

Class 13 was an exceedingly pretty one, being arranged for

the neglected single varieties. Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood
Nurseries, Redhill, was 1st, and he had some very attractive

flowers indeed; Mr, W. C. Pagram, gr. to J.COURTENAY, E*q
,

The Whim, Weybridge, was 2nd.

Groups and Plants.

There was little competition in the classes for groups

arranged for effect and in those for trained plants.

The best group of 100 feet square was put up by Mr. Wells,
but its arrangement was not of exceptional character. The
variety Souvenir d'une petite amie, as single blooms on dwarf
plants, helped largely in the effect.

The smaller group (Amateur), upon 50 square feet, was won
by Mr. W. Webster, gr. to W. Higgs, Esq., 19. Bunfield Road,
Clapham, S.W., and the exhibit was commendable.

One of the most important group classes was that for a
group of Japanese varieties (Amateur), arranged on an oval

space, with foliage plants, both coloured and green. Mr. W.
Howe, gr. to H. Tate, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham Common,
very well carried out this idea ; and lie was followed by Mr.
T. W. Wilkins, gr. to C. Ralph, E;q„ Cranbrook Villa, Upper
Norwood; and Mr. Chas. Turner.gr. to G. W. Bird, Esq.,

Manor House, West Wickham.
The best-trained specimen plant of Chrysanthemum was

W. H. Linculn, shown by Mr. W. Leake, gr. to J. M. DOUGLAS,
Esq., "Kuparra," College Road, Upper Norwood; and the

best dozen trained specimens were from Mr. G. H. Cooper,
nurseryman, Sydenham Road, Croydon.

The best arrangement of cut blooms of Chrysanthemums
was a table from Mr. W. D. Aspland, florist, Crystal Palace,

Miscellaneous.

Mr. H. BriscoK-Ironside exhibited novelties in Chrys-
anthemums, including a single-flowered one named Vignoui,
a fairly large many petalled bloom with golden yellow disc,
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mid paler yellow ring round same, the remaining part being

closely spotted red ; Locarno, a large golden yellow coloured

Japanese, and others were very good. Mrs, Brisooe- Ironside

is a pretty incurved Japanese bloom of attractive flesh colour.

All the blooms were thown on the exhibitors' revolving circular

flower stand.

Messrs. D. & W. Buchanan, Kippen, near Stirling, ex-

hibited naturally-coloured Vine leaves, and fine Grapes and
Tomatos. Mr. R. C. Notcut had blooms of a good yellow

Japanese Chrysanthemum named Edith Tabor ; and Miss

Mary; Jackson, Upper Norwood, had florist's arrangements.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham, had
a largi group of plants representing decorative varieties of

Chrysanthemums ; and Messrs. J no. Laixg & Sons, Forest

Hill, London, S.E., had a miscellaneous group of ornamental
foliage and flowering plants.

The Weather. Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX.
November 5, 6.—The thirteenth annual exhi-

bition of this Society was held in the Dime and
C>rn Exchange on the above dates. Considering
the great competition caused by other show*, there
was room for congratulation upon the quality and the
number of the exhibits. A new departure was made
in the groups, and instead of being semi- circular, as

before, they were arranged in circles running up the
centre of the Corn Exchange. This kind of arrange-
ment calls for more skill in placing the plants, and
met with general approval from the visitors.

Plants and Groups.

Mr. G. Miles, Victoria Nursery, Dyke Road, Brighton, was
1st for the largest group; and he was followed by Mr. H.
Head, The Drive Nursery, Brighton; bat all of the larger

groups were too densely put together as regarded their con-

tents, and not so pettily arranged as the 1st prize group in a

class of which the condition was that it must not exceed 9 feet

in diameter. Here Mr. J. Thorpe, 20, West Hill Road,
Brighton, Btaged a very pretty lot.

For twelve plants, including Ferns and other greenery added
for effect, Mr. G. Miles was again placed 1st ; Mr. J. Turner,
gr. to Sir Greville Smvthe, Wick Hall, Hove, 2nd, whose
group showed better arrangement, but the plants were of

inferior quality.

Plants.

Mr. E. Me i chen was 1st for four standards, Mr. T. Fairs
1st for four pyramidal, and Mr. J. Hills 1st for four dwarf
p'ants. The last-named exhibitor was a good 2nd in both of

the previous clashes. Table plants. Cyclamens, and Solanums
were good, but not bo numerous as usual.

Cut Flows rs.

In a class for thirty-six Japanese, a Challenge Silver Cup and
£3 for the premier prize, broughtjout a goad number of competi-
tors, and the Cup went finally to Mr. Standing, whose flowers

were magnificent. Among the beat were E. Molyneux, C, Davis,

Sunflower, and Mis3 D. Shea; Mr. J. Hart, gr. to H. Head,
Esq,, Shoreham, 2nd ; and Mr. A. Slaughter. Steyning. 3rd.

Mr, M. Standing, gr. to Mrs. Joad, Patching, near Worthing,
also came well to the front in a class for twenty-four Japanese

;

Mr. M. Tourle, gr. to F. Barchard, Esq., Little Horsted,

being 2nd in this case. Mr. J. R. Heasman, gr. to Mrs.OxLEV,
Ffn Place, Turners Hill, beat Mr. Standing for twelve
incurved varieties.

A olaBB for twe've Japanese varieties brought out a very close

and keen competition. Mr. G. Duncan, gr. to C.T.Lucas,
Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham, was l>t ; he being followed

by Mr. C. Sayers, gr. to the Misses Cook, Nutley, Uckfield.

Equal lets would here not have been out of place.

Fruit.

For three bunches of white Grape?, Mr. G. Duncan beat Mr.
W. Taylor, his berries being better finished. Mr. W. Taylor,

gr. to C. Bayer, Esq,, Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill, was
well in front tor three bunches of a black variety. The
competition for four dishes of dessert Pears was strong, Mr.
Goldsmith, winning from Mr. Heasman here; but in an
equally strong class for four dishes of deBsert Apples, Mr. A.

Kemp, gr. to C. R. Scrase-Dickens, Esq., Coolhurst, Hor-
pliam, was in front of Mr. Goldsmiih, who was again 1st for

four dishes of culinary varieties.

Vegetables

were up to tbe usual good quality, but they were not quite si

plentiful as heretofore. The chief stands—not for competi-

tion—were Messrs. W. Balohin &. Sows, Brighton and Has-
socks ; and Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, who had in

both instances some grand diahee of Apples and Pear?.

ENQUIRY.

" Be that questioneth much shall team mucA." —Baooh.

Coke v. Anthbacitb Coal.—Will any of yonr
readers kindly inform " N. F. P." the relative cost of

coke and anthracite coal, say, for three, six, or twelve

months (the latter preferred)? An opinion from
one who has kept an accurate account of the cost in

each is alone desired. The use of ashes, &c, would
vitiate the companion.

[The term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the dnration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degreeB— a " Day-degree ** signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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38-9

25

24 1

39 9

18 9

183

2S6

25"

26 4

28-1

28-1

2J 6

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :

—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-producing Districts—

1, Scotland, K. ; 2, England, N.H. ; 3, England. E.;

4, Midland Counties; 6, England, including London, S.

Principal Grazing, $c, Districts—6, Scotland, W. ; 7,

England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W.; 9. Ireland, N.

;

10. Ireland. S. ; "Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending November 2, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The weather was very changeable during the earlier part

of this period, with frequent showers of rain, hail, or sleet in

all districts, and occasional thunder and lightning at Borne of

the eouth-western and southern stations. Towards the end of

the week, however, a decided improvement took place, fair

dry weather being experienced generally.

"The temperature was again much below the mean, the

deficit ranging from &° in Ireland and the Channel Islands,

to 6° or 7° over Great Britain. The highest of the maxima
were recorded either on November 1 or 'J, and ranged from 58°

in ' England, S.W.,' aud 57° ia ' England, F, and S.,' to 49° in

'Scotland, N.' The lowest of the minima were registered

between the 27th and 29th, when the theimometer fell to 19°

in the 'Midland Counties and England. N.W.,* to 2J° in

'England, S.W.,' 21° in ' England, S. and Scotland, E, and

W.,' and to between 22° and 25° in all other districts except-

ing the * Channel Islands,' where the lowest reading was 34°.

The lowest values reported from thermometers exposed on the

grass where 13° at Worksop, 16° at Loughborough, 20° at

Oxford, and 21° at Stamford and in London.
" The rain fa' I exceeded the mean in the ' Channel Islands,'

and just equalled it in ' EDgland, S.,' but was rather Ibbs than

the normal in nearly all the other districts, and considerably so

in the 'Midland Counties.'
" The bright sunshine varied considerably in amount over

different parts of the Kingdom, but exceeded the normal in

most diitricta. The percentage of the possible duration ranged

from 44 in the * Channel Islands,' 42 in ' Ireland, N.,' to 24 in

• Scotland, N.,' and 13 in ' England, N.W. 1 "

Market 8

COVENT GARDEN, November 7.

Plants ih Pots.—Avebage Wholesale Phioes.

Adianl urn. per doe. 4

Aspidistra, per dor. 12
— specimen,eaoh 5

Chrysanthmuma, p,

doz. pots .ii

— (specimens), p.
plant ... 1

Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, doz. 12

Ericas, various, doz. 9
Evergreen ShrubB,

in variety, doz. ... 6
Ferns, email, dor..... 1

d. s.d.
,

f. d. s. d.

0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 6 0-13
0-30 Fious elastica, eaoh 10-76
0-15 Foliage plant*, doz. 12 0-24

t,i hum Harrisii.per

6 0-12 dozen pots ... 18 0-36
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-12

6-30' Mignonette, p. doz. 40-60
0-10

[
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10

0-76, — specimens, ea, 10 6-84

24 Primula sinensis,

0- 24 per dozen 4 0-60
Solanum, per doz. ... 9 0-12

0-24 Spiraeas, per doz- ... 9 0-12
6- 3 I

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardiaa.perbun.
Carnations. 12 blmn.
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
per 12 bunches

EuohariB, per dozen
Qardenias, per doz.
Lapageria, per doz.
blooms

Lilac, French,p. bun.
i.i I in in Harrisii.do,
Lilium lancifolium,
per dozen blooms

Lily of tte Valley,
doz. sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.
Mignonette, 12buD.

t. d. s.d.

3 0-60
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-40

3 0-60
3 0-50
3 0-50

6-16
3 0-50
3 0-60

16-30

10-26

4 0-60
1 ('- 3
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odo n togloasum

ori spurn. 12 blm.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— ly sprays

Pyrethrums, 12bun.
Roues, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p. dz.
— yellow (Mare-

ohala), per doz.
— red, per dozen

Stephanotis, 12 sp?.

Tuberoses. VA blms.

Violets, 12 bunches
— Parme. French,
per buDch ...

— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or
Acacia, do.

t.d. t.d.

6 C-12

3 0-60

4 0-60
6-09

2 0-40
10-30
2 0-40

3 0-60
10-16
2 0-40
f) 3('6
16-20

3 0-60
2 6-30

Orchid-bloom In variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d.

Apples, Ribstons, per
bushel ... 3 6-

— Bleuheim, per
bushel ... 3 0-

— King?, per
bushel ... 3 0-

— Cox's Orange.
per bushel 3 6-

— CcokiDg vara.,

per bushel 1 6-

— From Nova
Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-

Cobs, per 100 J b. ...30 0-

Grapes, Gros Colmar,
]-(. quality p,
lb 1 6

— Gros Colmar, 2nd
quality, per
10 10

sd.

6

5

4

6

14

35

- 1 9

s. d. s.d.

Grapes, Ali-
cante, 1st

quality, p. lb. 13-16
— Alicante, 2nd

quality, p. lb. 10- 1

— Muscat, lBt qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 3 0-36

— Muscat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 19-20

Pears, Doyenne du
Cornice, £ sve, 9 0-10

— Duchess, half-

sieve 4 0-50
— Beurre Diel, per

half-sieve ... 3 0- 4

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 3 0-60

Prune3, half-sieve ... 2 —
Quinces, half-sieve... 2 0-26
Walnut?, French, Gre-
noble, p. bag ... 4 6-50

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s.d.

5 0-60
2 6-36
2 0-30

s.d. s. d.

Cauliflowers, p. doz 3 0-36
Mushrooms, per lb. 10-16
Cucumbers. perdoz. 2 6-30
Onions, Dutch, per
cwt. bag 3 —
— Bnglish, bush. 2 —

Potatos.

The trade during the past week has been quiet, and prices

not so firm ; and stocks at the dep6t have slightly increased.

/. B. Thomas.

Tomatos, Home-
grown p. doz. lb.

:

— Smooth „
— ordinary ,,— Guernsey,,

orrcjpondcnhm

•.• Owing to the large increase in our circulation, we are

under the necessity of going to press some hours earlier. Our
contributors will kindly aid W5 by sending their communications
as early in the. week as possible. Communications should reach

us not later than Wednesday.

Books: T. B. We know of do W k treating of

»tove plants only. Other qae.tiun next week.

Bdles: E.J. The condition ia the remit of some
injury to the base of the bjlbs by wire-worm, or

some other came.

Clematis Gbajting: Eosa. C. flammnla, C. vitalba,

or any strong- growing species of which seed-

lings can ba raised. Grafting on the roots ia

done in February and March in gentle bottom-

heat in a close house or in a frame within a warm
house.

Dwabf Kidnet Beans : Mignon. These are never

grown in this country in cool greenhouses in the

winter season, nor could they be so grown. The
plant needs a minimum warmth of 60°. and the day
temperature should not be less than 70° in bright,

or (50° in sunless, weather. Good varieties are Syon
House, which dues with little attention; Negro
Longpodded, Ne Plus Ultra, and for large pots and

where space is of no account, Canadian Wonder
(Red- seeded Flageolet).

Fruit Storing : Hopeful. The books dealing with

this matter were both right and wrong in their

teaching. As a matter of fact, a fruit-room

can scarcely be too cold, short of lettiDg the frost

get in, as no fruit should be allowed to get frozen.

To keep the fruit-room "air-tight" from the first

is not the right practice, the fruits on being

gathered parting with a good deal of their moisture,

and means for the escape of this must be adopted,

or the excessive amount of moisture in a close

place would certainly cause great loss from decay

being set up. Therefore, keep the windows open
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night and day, unless during very damp or foggy
weather. After the lapse of a month or fire weeks
from the time of patting the bulk of the fruit into

Btore, the amount of ventilation should be lessened

by degrees, the fruit being examined from time to

time to ascertain if there is any moisture being

still deposited in any quantity on it, and if there is,

then a moderate amonnt of air must continue to

be admitted. In the third week in November,
the room may be closed, and daylight quite ex-

cluded. It will be necessary to afford air

occasionally after that date, if the quantity of

fruit in the store is a large one, and the doors and
windows fit closely. It is a good plan to have a
few ventilating clappers in the roof or upper part

of the walls, for the purpose of letting out the

moisture after this date. Very hard, late-

keeping varieties of Apples and Pears may
be k?pt in boxes and large plant-pot?, or

barrels, but the choicer or Bofter- fleshed varieties

keep best when spread thinly on the shelves

with nothing between them and the wood. Never
use straw, hay, or brown-paper on the shelves.

When cider fruit is laid in heaps out-of-doors and
in barns, straw is sometimes thrown over them as

a protection against frost, and also spread on the

ground so as to keep the fruit clean ; but in the

fruit-room nothing of the kind is required. Straw,
bay, and brown-paper, if they are dry at the first,

soon become moist, and in this state they are

readily infested by moulds which may attack the
fruit, and the first two certainly impart mustiness
to it.

Ghos Guillausie Vine as a Stock foe Doke of
Buccleuch in an Eaelt Vineey : F. S. Not as a

general rule (except experimentally) advisable, as

it would affect the early ripeniDg of the Grapes,
but not much. If you think it desirable, as afford-

ing a longer succession of Grapes from the early

Vines, it might be worth doing. The stock, if

of a black variety, slightly affects the colour of a
white one woiked upon it, and sometimes the
flavour, which may be a good or a bad influence

according to variety. The form of the buncb may
also be affected somewhat, as well as the keeping
qualities of the Grapes ; early varieties that may
not be good keepers when growing on their own
roots, haviDg a longer season of use when grafted

on long- keeping varieties. We may, therefore, infer

that there is a slight thickening of the skin, or a
greater proportion of tannin is present in the

latter. Tne sutject is full of interest, and requires

working out fully.

Insects : W. C. The caterpillar is that of the common
Cabbage Moth (Slameetra brassies) ; it will feed

on almost anv thing. Try an application of soot or

gas-lime close to the stems of the plants, B.McL.—
Insects on Gbapes : G. W. Hunt. In one of the
Grapes we found the pupa of a small two-winged
fly, impossible to say of what species. It may be
that the berries are attacked by something else in

the first instance, and that the flies are attracted

by the exuding juice. The berries were mnch
crushed, so that examination was difficult; a few
gmbs separately in a small brass or glass tube
would stand a better chance. R. McL.

Market Flowees : A. B. Carnations, Pyrethrums,
Gladiolus, Schizostylis coccinea, herbaceous
Pseonies, Crocus, Snowdrops, Scillas, Narcissus,

Tulips, Roses, Lilies, especially longrflorum, japoni-
cum, elegant, candidum, and aureum ; Lily of the
Valley, Salomon's Seal, the best varieties of

Michaelmas Daisies, and many more.

•«• Plants, Fauns, etc, to be Named.—The appli-
cations to name fillers, and especially fruit, are so numerous
at this season as severely to tax our resources. They entail
an expenditure of time, labour, and money, eg which our
readers can have no idea. We are always willing to oblige our
correspondents at far as wean, but the editing of the G irdeners'
Chronicl'. is our business, to which everything else mu*t give way.
Correspondents are resptctfully requested to observe the rule
that not more than six specimens can be dealt wWi at a time.

If more are stilt, it wou d be a graceful act on th'. pirt of the
tender, to sznd also a smill contribuion to the Girdsners'
Orphan Fund. Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed
and numbered. Leaves only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a
rule, be named. Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be
•named, or asking questions demanding time and research for
(heir solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their

enquiries in the current week.

Names of Fruits: W. B. 1, Emile de Hejst; 2.

not recognised; 3. Triornpbe de Jodoigne; 4,

Beune Clairgeaa ; 5, Suzette de Bivay ; 6, Ber-

gamot Etperen.— G. S. Fruits all much di-cayed.

1, probably Doyemje
-

du Cornice, too much decayed

to say positively ; 2, 3, 4, seems to be different

forms of Beune' Die!, but much damaged.— Vigo.

Apple, Ringer.

—

T. Bartlelt.—Pears, three fruits,

Marie Louise; 2, fruits, Doyenne du Cornice.

—

G. Howes, I, Besspool; 2, Kerry Pippin; 3,

Fearn's Pippin ; 4, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 5,

Scarlet Nonpareil ; 6, Mere de MfJaage.

—

F, W,

1, King of the Pippins ; 2, striped Beefing; 3,

Cox's Pomona. — G. J. Hazkwood. 1 and 11,

New Hawthornden ; 10, Manks' Codlin ; 12,

Rymer ; 14, Warner's King ; 13, Pear, Catillac.

—

A. Chapman. Apple, Duchess's Favourite ; Pear,

Van Mous Leon Leclerc.

—

Claud Lomdale. 1,

Datnelow's Seedling ; 2, bruised beyond recogni-

tion; 3, Marie L u:se; 4, Autumn Bsrgamot; 5,

BeurreDiel ; 6, Catillac— W. H. D. 1. Beauty of

Kent; 2, Betty Geesoa ; 3, Beauty of Kent?; 4,

Dumelow's Seedling ; 5, A friston ; 6, French Crab.—G. D, Apples, 1, Blenheim Orange ; 2, Stone's
;

3, Mere de Menage ; Pear, 1, Vicar of Winkfield ;

2, Beune Bosc; 3, not known.

—

A. L. 1, Lane's

Prince Albert; 2 Blenheim Orange; S.Sweeney
Nonpareil; 4, King of Tompkins Co.; Pear,

Duchesse d'Angouleme.—J. M. P. 1, Pear not

known ; 2, Manks' Codlin ; 6, Trumpington

;

others so small, cannot recognise them.

—

John
Saniland. Apples, 1, Marie Louise d'Uccle ; 2,

Marie Louise.—/. D, You are right ; the Pear
should have been sent earlier ; and through in-

sufficiency of packing material also, we are unable

to namejit.

—

Hendton cy Son. Pear, Glou Morceau.

A worse specimen could scarcely have been sent

for identification. We cannot say what are the

brown spots on the rind, it was brown all over.

—

M. P. R, Kindly send again.— Wm. W, Pear
much too over ripe.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
P. H. 1, Ruamnus catharticm ; 2 Prunus lusi-

tanica, var. nzoricj. E J., Bothy. Crataegus

Crns-galli, var. pjracanthifolia.

—

J. (V, Cosmos
bipinnatus.

—

J. W.B. 1, Cruciauella stylosa; 2,

Anacyclus tomentosus; 3, Scutellaria altissima
;

4, we do not recognise, send again when in flower.

— W, G. Cypripedinm X polystigmaticum

(Spicerianum X venustum).

—

E. J. 1, Maxillaria

picta ; 2, Cypripedinm venustum ; 3, Iresine

Herbstii ; 4, Sedum Sieboldii; 5, Festuca ovina.

—

Jf. J. G. A Golden Rod, perhaps Solidago cana-
densis. Our wild S. virga-aurea is sometimes
called Aaron's Rod.

—

P. H. 1, Picea; 2, perhaps

Abies Nordmanniana ; 3, Abies; 4, Psendotsnga
Douglasi ; 5, Larix; 6, Picea Menziesii ; 7, Abies
nobilis; 8, Picea; 9, Abies Webbiana; 10, Abies
nobilis ; 11, Taxodium distichum. It is mere
guess work naming Conifers without the cones.

Yon send more than six.

—

J, B. S, A, Lastrea

lepida; 2, Nephrodinm molle corymbiferum.—
Hortis. The Orchids you mention are remarkably

fine. C. is Oncidium praeiextum, not 0. crispam.

£. Lselia cinnabarina. The Primula obconica

does not appear to be remarkable.

—

H. F. sends

Oncidium prsetextum and Cattleya luteola.— W. M.
Cattleya labiata, autumn-flowering variety, a plant

now tolerably plentifnl in gardens —Northltigh. 1,

Stapelia Bufonis, Bot. Mag,, 1676; 2, Callicarpa

purpurea; 3 Corydalis lutea.

Obchtd Culture: S. H, All the species you men-
tion may be grown in the cool-house all the year,

bat they might be benefited by a slightly higher

temperature while growing. Dendrobiums of the

D. densiflorum section as enumerated, often flower

on the imported psendo-bulbs. They should be

kept cool and tolerably dry during the winter. In
some gardens a position in one of the frnit-hoases

is found to suit them. D. Findlayanam should be

rested like D. Wardianum, after the growths are

fully made np. You might get Burberry's Amateurs'

Orchid- Cultivator's Guide,

Pteris: Fern. It is not disease which causes the

brown markings on the Pteris sent. It is known
to growers of these plants for market that a

certain strain, which was originally named Pteris

cretica magnifica, invariably gets affected in that

manner in autamn and winter. It does not stand

cold or damp, as do the other varieties. Growers

can pick it out by the hard feel of the fronds, and

the prominence of the veining running from the

mid-rib. It is better to get spores of another

strain.

Rhododendron Leaves Bitten off the Plants :

IV. L Trie work of mice or weevils, probably ;

we cannot say with certainty. Set mouse-traps.

Examine the window- boxes at night for the

weevils. The latter are active little beetleB,

bolting at the merest glimpse of a light.

Rose Bushes : Rosa. The bushes may be thinned of

their shoots at this season or at the proper pruning

time, March. It is advisable not to prune at this

season, for should the winter be a mild one, many
of the bads would start to grow very early in the

spring, and there is always a risk that these will be

nipped by spring frosts.

Rose Grafting : Rosa, At the end of the month of

December and early in January, on potted stocks,

gradually forced into growth. The temperature

should not exceed 60° by day or 50° by night.

Strelitzia Augusta: Munches, We should think

that it yon do not re-tub the plant for a year or

two, but merely surface the ball after removing

some of the old soil, keep the drainage right, and

give the plant a good rest in the cooler part of the

Btove, reducing the quantity of water at the root at

that time it will Bhow flowers. The plants should

not be afforded much heat, as the temperature of an
intermediate-house suits them in the winter; and
in summer, ia warm j arts of the country, they will

do well out-of-doors, or in the greenhouse; but

with you it will be better to keep them always

under glass. Loose potting leads to strong growth,

and is therefore unsuited for the plant when it

must be grown in houses of the usual size.

Tea Rose Stocks : Rosa. SaedliLg Dog-roses (Rosa

canina), or plants taken out of hedgerows, &c.

The true Rosa polyantha is said to make an ex-

cellent stock. Tea Roses need no special kind of

stock. Some of the strong growers are better on
their own roots, and in all cases the union of stock

and Rose should be under-ground, otherwise very

severe frosts might destroy the entire budded part

of the plant.

Teaasteen Apple : Hibernia. There is no Danish

Apple named Traasteen, but the Danish name of

the German Apple Gravenstein is Graasten. Pro-

bably, the " G " in some way has been exchanged

for a "T." Some varieties of Gravenstein are of

of a comparatively new date, and all of them are

very fine, at least when grown in our northern

climate. X.

Tomatos, Feuit, ano Vegetables : J. Grainger,

Your communication has not been received.

Water Lilies in an Open Pond : if. W. A ,

Johannesburg. Nympbrfii ccerulea (stellata) having

succeeded, shows tbat the nature of the water is

not at fault ; but Nelumbium speciosum may
require to have the seeds sowed in flower-pots in

warm water under glass, and the plants put into

the pond after the water in the latter has become
warmed by sun-heat. This may be done by

placing the pot and plant intact into a basket

filled with rich loamy soil, and sinking it to the

bottom of the pond. The soil in the basket should

be covered with stones, so as to keep the soil in

its place. Some of the more tender species of

Water Lily succeed only near the margins of a

lake where the water is warm, refusing to grow at

all in deep water, in that which is distant from

the bank. Messrs. Siebrecht & Wadley, 409, Fifth

Avenue, New York, would be enabled to furnish

the required seeds.

When to take Shoots of Hardy Plants fob
Geafting: Rosa. Ia mid-winter, laying them

singly in the earth to two-thirds of their length in

a cold place, so as to retard all eap movements to

the latest date.

Communications Received.—J. H. Wheeler-—Fred. Smale,

much obliged, Due the report was already to hand.

—

F. W. Meyer.—Subscriber.—F. Ndvik.—J. Backhouse, with

maiv thanks.—F. W. B.—Institute of Civil Engineers.—

M. Georges Mantm —9. N.—W. W.—The Linnean Society.

—A. S., Beading.—H. H. D'O.-J. C. F.—W. W\, Kew.—
E, M.—J. B. J.—A. B. B.—Dr. Dammer, Berlin.—J. L.

Bamham.—Prof. Kranzlin, Berlin.—W. B.—J. D.—A. P.—
A. D.—R. L. H—G. W.—S. T. W.—A. H.-W. Q. S —
F E T —T. Coomber.—W. H. W.. received with thanks.

—

J. H. C—E. B—J. W.—R. C—Sir J. B. Lawes.—E. C—
T. W. H.— W. W., Bromley.—J. G.-C. S.—B. Grindrod.—

H. J. C.—H. M.—H. May. -J. B.—A. 0.--H. C. P.— J. D. K.,

next week.—B. Cock, too late for insertion.

Photographs, Specimens, &c. Received. — J. B.—M.
Kaulin.—W. W, Hanbury.—C. de Murard.—J. L.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION Of TUB
•'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE:'

Impohtant TO Advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardener*'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent..

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among
OOUNTBV GENTLEMEN. AND ALL CLASSES OF GABDENERS
AND GABDEN-LOVER8 at home, that it has a specially large

foreign and colonial circulation, and that it is

preservid lor rejtrinee in all the principal Libraries.
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LTON AUL. NORWICH.
CONSERVATOBIBS. VINERIFS, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, ana FITTJHGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed bv oxperien' oi workmen in nnv part of the conntrv.

No 73 SPAN-WOOF GAWTJEN FRAME.

Cncnniber ) 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/3

Frame Lights 1 6 ft. by 4ft.,Unpainted & Ung!azed,ea. 5/-

BOILERS of ALL MAKES and SIZES
Supplied at Cheapest Rates.

LISTS FREE.

OUR CELEBRATED No. 4CHECK END BOILER.
No. 77.-V10LET FRAME, 6 feet by 9 feet.

Similar to No 7n. wir.h two liffbts.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES.
^30s.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 foet by 7 feet L •

SPAN, 10 feet by S feet 1<

Caniage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

12 ft. by 6 ft. ... SO, 15
16 ft. by 6 ft. ... 4 IS

CARRIAGE PAID
on all Orders of 408. value to
any goods station in England

and Wales; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMELESS COAL.

COAL

C\ R. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or

^ ° COBBLE COALS (the Nuts being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the aze of a man's fist), delivered by vaD, at any address

within the 4-mile radius of Charing Croai ; or in truekloads, at any Railway

Station. This Coal is absolutely smokeleBS, and it requires much lees

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from fire to ten degrees more heat than

Coke. Quotations on application to—

C R. CARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FRONT ELEVATION— -LONCIT0DINAL. SECTtON- <—SECTIONAL PLAN-

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.
12X10 I 14X12

|
18X12

| 16X14 I 20x14 I 20X16 124X16:92X18
14X10

I
16X12

| 20X12 | 18X14 |
20X15 | 22x16 |20X18|24xl8

21-0Z. Foreign, of above Bize3, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda
and 4tha qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
ourrents'zes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's bizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sr<iaid in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. *o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, »,;.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inche3.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John street, West Smlthfleld, London, E.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

CREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN BLAKE.

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

£ s. d.

2
2 5
4
H2 15
4 15
5 12 6

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, nnd can be put

tepjether and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed n.nd Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide { _ » SH \

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London A g«n(_Mr.H.SKF.LTON.Seedsman. Ac. .2,HollowavRd.,N.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCBID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to aDy Station.

G. H. RICEARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Wareham, Address all letters to London Wharf.
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W. COOPER, Ltd.,
/ 55, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. (^^rSSr^^&S^)

New
Illustrated

List,

Post-free.

500 Houses Is

Stock to

Select from.

AMATEUR GREENHOUSES.

This Illustration is an exact copy cf our/ rnueur Span-roofed
Greenhouses, which are made of well-seasoned red deal. Com-
plete with ventilato'9, irons for opening. stagiDg, glass, &c.
Made in sections, so that they C3n be erected by any gardener
or handy-man in a few hours. Sitsp'v screwed together. 7 by
5 ft.. bH. ; 9 by 6 ft., £4 ; 12 bv S ft., £6; 15 by 10 ft.. £8 105.;
20 by 10ft., £12 ; 25 by 10ft„ £17. Any size made. Send for
List, post-free.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
3000 Glazed Lights always in Stock.

These Lights are well mortised and jointed together, and
made in a gosd workmanlike manner, and are well worthy of
inspection. Framework made of 2-in. style*, and properly
rabbeted for the gla?s. with good 2-io. eash-Vars. The Gi»zed
Lights are Dailed and bedded in good oil putty. s. d.

3 ft. by 2 f^., painted and glazed 5
4 ft. by 3 ft.. ,, „ 6 ft

6 ft. by S ft. 8£ in. „ with 21 oz. 9
6 ft. by 4 ft.. ungHzed lights 3 6

Special quotations for large quantities.

CUCUMBER FRAMES.

Send for List.

Fbee os Rail en London. Packages included.

1 5 oz , 200 ft. 21-oz. , 200 ft.

4ths ... 15s. ... 21a.

3rds ... 16s. ... 22/.GLASS

These Frames are 22 in. high at back, 11 in. at front, and
aTe made of l]-in. tocgued and grooved boards. The lights
are 2 in. thick, glazed with good il-oz. gla=s, nailed and
bedded in good oil putty, painted three coats, bandies to
sashes, and put on rail at the following sizes and prices : One-
liRht Frames. 4 ft. by 3 ft., 175. ; ditto, 6 ft. by 4 ft., £l 8*.
Two-light Frames. 6 ft. by 4 ft , £l 10s. ; ditto, 8 ft. by 6 ft.,

£.' 10s. Three-light Frame?, 12 It. by 6 ft., £3 10s. For other
sizes and pricps see Illustrated Lists, free.

POULTRY HOUSES.
Well and substantially con-

etructed, warranted water-
proof , complete with door, ven-
tilator, and slide, from 20/-.

oft. by 4ft 25/-
6ft. by 4ft 30/-
7ft. by 5ft 36/-
9ft. by 6ft 42/-

10.000 Boxes to select f'om.
The following is a list of sizes always in stock : 8 by 6. 9 by

7, 10 by 8, 12 by 6, 12 by 9, 13 by 9, 11 by 10, 12 by 10, 13 by
10. 14 by 10. 13 by 11. 18 by 11, 14 by 12. 16 by 12. 18 by 12,

20 by 12, 17 by 13. 20 by 13, 16 by 14, 18 by 14, 20 by 14, 22 by
14, 20 by 15, 20 by 16, 21 by 16. 20 by 18, 2t by 18. Glass cut
to any size required: 15-oz.. \{d. per foot; 21-oz, 2\d. per
foot. Large sizes for cutting up : 15-oz.. per case 3C0 ft., 24s.

;

21-oz.. per case 200 ft., 24*. All glass is cut and packed in own
warehouses. Quality of glass and careful packing guaranteed.
Special quotations given for large quantities. Have cash
estimate from us before ordering elsewhere.
PtTTTY prepared especially for greenhouse work ; best,

6j. 6d. p*r cwt. ; 2nds. Bs, per cwt. ; pac» ages, 6rf. cwt,
PAINT, quality guaranteed, 7 Jb., 3s, ; 14 lb., 5s. 6d. ; 28 lb.,

10s. ; 56 lb. 18s. ; per cwt.. 31*.

GLASS. Special Line, 1250 iOO-ft. Boxes, bebt 21-oz„ 9 by 7,

16-*. per Box, to clea*.

SPECIAL OFFER

NURSERY STOCK.
AUTUMN", 1895.

Grown at oar Feltham and Hanworth Nurseries.

INSPECTION INVITED.

Terms : Cash with Order. Trees and Plants free on rail.

Seeds Carriage Paid.

FERNS, FOLIAGE PLANTS. &C -Large, well-grown
pants, in 5-in. pot*, for immediate *ffect. Maidenhair, gold,

ribbon, and crested Pteris tremula, serrulata, alto-lioeata

mpjor and cristata. 5s. per doz. ; Polypodiums splendid silver

tint. ?s. per doz ; Nephrolepis. very handsome and graceful,

for baskets, 8'. perdcz.; Aralia Sieboldii, extra fine, special

value, 5s. per doz ; Cyperus altemifolius (Umbrella plant),

4 !
. per doz.; Palms (Kentias and Latanias), 24". per doz.

;

do., do., do., in 4-inch pots. 5». per doz. ; Small Ferns, best

varieties, including Gold Ferns and Maidenhairs, in 2j-in.

pots, lCs. per 100; 94s. per 1000.

SPECIAL OFFER IN CREEPERS.-Immenfe Stock of

large, well-grown, and matured vlantB in 5-in. pots.—Ampe-
?opbis Veidhii (the small Virginian Creeper), self- clinging,

with folifge turning a very rich deep crimson in autumn, 7*.

per doz. ; Ampelopsis Hederacea (the old Virginian Creeper),
s TOnger and more vigorous than A. Veitchii, with green
foliage. 7s. per doz. ; Patsirlora ccerulea (blue fassion Flowei),
first-rate climber for outer walls greenhouses, &c. with about
4-ft. growths. 7s. per doz.; Passiflora giandiiiora, larger
flowers than above, 7s. per doz.

SPECIAL OFFER-MARECEAL NIEL ROSES.-We
have this season an exceptionally fine lot or. large, well-grown
p'ants, which are specially suitable for covering walls, roofs of

conservatories &c. Plants, 3 to 4 ft., Is. Id. each ; 5 to 6 ft.,

2s. 6d. each ; 9 to 12 ft., 3s. td. each.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.— All strong healthy
dwbrf bubhes, with good roots, enburing an abundant display
of bloom next season. Largest stock in the Kingdom, consist-

ing of all the Exhibition varieties, 3 for 2s. 3d. ; 6 for 3'. 64.;

U for ts. ; 100 for 42r. ; 1000 for £19.

SELECTED GRAPE VINES.—Including such well-known
varieties as Black Hamcurgh, Black Alicante, Foster's Seedling,

Lady Dowces Seedling, GrosColmar, Muscat of Alexandria. &c.
Extra large fruiting canes, about 10 ft , As $d. each ;

planting
cines. not selected as above, but same length, 3s. 6d. each ;

smaller samples. Is. td to 2s. 64. each.

SEAKALE —Extra large selected forcing; 2i. per dor.;

lis. [rei 100 ; large roots, 9s. per 100.

ASPARAGUS—Strong l-yea--old rootB, 2s. ; 2-year-old,

3s. 9a. ; 3-year-old, 7s. per 100.

FRUIT TREES.—Our very extensive Stocks are this year
in an especially fine condition, occupying many acres at our
nurseries. Fiuiting Trees of all kinds, and Tiees developed to

crop at once.

Dwarf-

AMATEUR FORCING HOUSE.

Each.
2s. 6d.

Healthy
Young Trees, trained.

Each.
ls.0d.tols.6'.
1..6d.to2s.ed
ls.gd.to2s.ed.
Is.6d.to2s.0d. 3s ed.

2s. 6d. bs. Od.

2s. 6d. bs. Od.

2s. 6d. bs. Od,

Pyramids.

Each.
2s. 6d

3s. (d. 2s 6d.to3i.6rf.

3s. 6rf. 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.

2i. 6d.

Standards.

Each.
2s. 6d.

Vs. 6d.

2s. 6d.

2s. 6d.

Aptles ...

Pears
Plums ...

Cherries...

Apricots...

Nectarines
Peaches. ..

CHEAP OFFER Of PLANTS for PRESENT PLANTING.
—Uld CrimBOD Clove, 3s. per doz ; Carnations in variety, our

selection, 3s. 6d. per doz. ; do., Baby Castle (salmon pink),

2s. 6d. per doz. ; Pinks, beat named sorts. 2s. per doz ; Violas,

best named sorts, 2s. per doz. ; Pyrethrums (double), best

named sorts, 3s. per doz. ; do. (single), best named sorts, 3s.

per doz. ; Delphiniums, besc named aorta. 3s. per doz. ; Pent-
stemons, best named sorts, 3s per doz. ; Wallflowers (seedlings),

every variety, 2s. per 100; do., do., Double German. 3s. per

100 ; Myosotis alpeatris (seedlings), 2s. per 100 ; Saponaria
ocymoides (seedlings), 2s 6rf. per 100 ; Pyrethrums (seedlings),

single mixed, 2». 6d. per 100 ; Pentatemon barbata (seedlings).

2s. 6d. per 100 ; Digitalis purpurea (seedlings). 2s. 6d. per 100;

Pansies (seedlings), finest mixed, ?s. 6d. per 100; Antirrhi-

nums (seedlings), Tom Thumb, 2s. 6d. per 100 ; Gaillardia

grandiflora (seedlings). 3s. per 100 ; Polyanthus (Gold-laced)

(seedlings), 3». 6d. per 100; Campanula pyramidalis (seed-

lings), is. per 100; C. alliarisefolia (seedlings), is. per 100;

Platycodon grandiflora alba (seedlings), 4s. per 100 ; Heuchera
sanguines (seedlings), is. per 100 ; Dianthus barbatua (trans-

planted), 5s. per 1(0 ; do., do., nigrescens (transplanted), 5s.

per 100; Iberia sempervirens (transplanted), 7s. per 100;

Papaver bracteata, Is. 6d. per doz. ; Tritoma Uvaria (Bed-Hot

Poker) (transplanted), is. per 100; Iberis corifolia (trans-

p'anted), 6s. per 100 ;
Lavendula spicata (transplanted), bs.

per 100 ; Genm co:cineum (transplanted), 8s. per 100 ; Double

White Daisies (transplanted), is. per 100; Auricula alpina

(transplanted), 8s. per 100; Lychnis chalcedonica (trans-

planted). 5s. per 100; Achillea (The Pearl) ('raneplanted. 5s.

per 100 ; Hemerocallis flava (transplanted), 8s. per 100;

Dielytra spectabilis (transplanted), 8s. per 100; Doronicum,

"Harper Crewe" (transplanted). 6s. per 100; (Eoothera

mscrocarpa (transplanted), 8s. per 100 ; Dactylis elegantissima

(transplanted), 5s. per 100; Linum narbonense (tiaosplanted),

5s. per 100; Hypericum Moeerfanum, 7s. per doz.

The utility of this house for forcing or cultivating Cucum-
bers, Tomatos. Melons. &o, will be perceived at a glance, it

being a structure constantly in request, but almost hitherto
unknown. Send fjr List, post-free.

" INVINCIBLE " HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
Most Efficient and Cheapest is Existence.

Made in fix sizes :—No. 1 to drive 75 ft... £2; No. 2, 100 ft.,

£3 10s.; No. 3, i00ft.,£5; No. 4, 275ft.,£?; No. 5, 375ft.,
£7 15.-. ; No. 6, 500 ft., £9 ; of 4 in, pipes.

TENANT'S FIXTURE

R* quires no sunk stokehole and no brick setting. Will last

all night without attention. Will burn house cinders, there-

fore costs next to nothing for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A
child can stoke it.- Success guaranteed. Coat of complete
Apparatus for Greenhouses with 4-in, pipes, flow and return
along one side, cut and fitted, securely and carefully packed on
rail, at the following rerpective prices : 7 ft. by 5 ft.. £2 IPs ;

9 ft. by 6 ft., £3; 10 It. by 7 ft.. £3: 12 ft. by 8 ft., £3 55.

;

15 ft by 10 ft.. £4 5s. ; 20 ft. by 10 ft., £5 5s. ; 25 ft. by 10 fr.,

£6 5».

COOPERS HYGIENIC HEATER.
Burning Paraffin or Gas Without Smoke or Smell.

These Heaters are con-

structed as a means of

Heating by Hot Air with-

out the use of hot-water

or fires.

No. Heats house £ s. d.

287 .. 7 by 5 ... 16

288 .. 9 by 6 ... 1 4

289 .. 12 by 8 ... 1 16

290 .. 15 by 10 ... 2 12

291 .. 20 by 10 ... 2 16

292 .. 25 by 10 ... 3 4

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.
The only perfect Propagator for raising

Plants from seeds, slips, or cuttings.

lft. 8in. by 1ft. 6in.

2ft. 6in. by lft. loin.

4ft. by 2ft

)6/-

20/-

40/-

MANURES, PEATS, SAND, FERTILIZERS, &c.

l-lb. tins Fertiliser, 4d £0 4 per dozen.
Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse 1 per sack.
Silver Sand, coarse or fine (2 cwt. ) ... 2 3
Best Orchid Peat 3

,, Rhododendron Peat 1 9
,, Brown Fibrous Peat ... ... 2
,, General Peat 1 9
,, Loose Peat 1 9
,, Surrey Loam 1 9

General Potting Compost 1 6
Fern Compost 1 6
Bulb Compost I 6
Leaf Soil, well decayed 2
Pure Wood Charcoal o 2 6
Insecticide 3 each
Tobacco Paper, 6d. per lb. 1 16 per cwt.
Wondertui new Mushroom Kpawu ... u 2 6 per bush.

All Sacks and Cage free. Send for List, post-free.
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B EESON'S MANURE,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield,

THOMSON'S
/INE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
'he result of many years' experienoe. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
utnoy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market
lace, Guernsey

,

Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed
'ineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

'OLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN,

WINTE R DRESSING.
§p~ Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plant?, both
idoors and out. for a healthy start nest m-im.hi. and destroy
;*le, Bug. Red Spider, American Blight, aud the Larvee of

:her insects, by u<>ing the

|:l all liquid insecticide wash
(Patent),

pure Nicotine Preparation (uoder a new system), from duty
I ee Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of iojury to the
ads. In u^e goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

I Per Plot. 2s.
;
Quirt, 3s. Qd.

; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10*.

| o be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and(Sundriesmeu ; or, direct from

—

G. H. rUCHARDS. Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
. ommercial Roid. Lambeth, London, S.E.

I urLher Particulars and Tep-timonials post-free ot application.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

id. per bushel ; 100 for 30i. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50«.
Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6«. id. per sack ; 6 sack,,

25*. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS FEAT, 51. per saok ; 5 sacks, S3l. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, If. id. per bushel ; 15f . per hal!-

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
TELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAP

MOULD, 1,. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8j. id. per saok.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Prioe LIST.-
H. Q. SMYTH. 21. Goldsmith Street . Drury Lane, W.O.

RUSSIA MATS.
Beit Archangel, 15s. per doz.

Taganrog, 10a. per doz.

Heavy Petersburg, >/^ V^^^Vl-^^a,. <*

8s. 6d. per doz. ^c, >%i,V ^jrJSr^\p'
Packing.

3/- & 46 dor.

Raffla, 6d. y^>
per lb- .^^Wy

0&*
.&, -s?*y>

*($&&*

^ww^w^
STOVES ! -STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Tehra-cotta i Portable! For Coal i

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about lu. M
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS. 34, Victoria St.. Westminster.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries. Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

crfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

: work, and that the very best.
Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

rm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-Water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
laranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes. Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST MATERIALS.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
«^FX8R0US PEAT for Stove ana Greenhouse use. RHO-DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Price*, of-WALKER and CO., Farnborougb, Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use. all fibre, 1C». p-rsack ; 5 for 47i. id.
SELECTED, in blccks, very fibrous, is. tier >ack; 5 for
37». id. SECOND QUALITY, 5j. per sack ; 5 for 22s. H.BROWN FIBHOUS PEAT, for A.aleas. Bhododendroni-, and
Ferns, is. per sack, 5 for 18s.: and 3». per sack, 5 for 12i id.

PEAT-MOULD. LEAF MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. id. per sack; 5 for UK. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, is. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. For Price List and Special
Quotations for large quantities, apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent
Special Terms to the Trade.

EPPS'S *" PEAT.
A specially good Btock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition ; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and baidwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &a.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

OSMAN'S PATENT HOLDER.
For Bouquets, Wreaths, Crosses, & Memorial Designs.

Indispensable to Exhibitors axd Florists.
Brass 15s. each.
Nickel Plated ... 18s. id. each.

To be obtained of all Seadsmen. Wholesale of—

OS MAN & CO.,
m CoS^. street

'

For illustrations see Gardeners' Chronicle, September 21.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest MAjnrFACTURERs of Garden

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

lii-tw nBTimft 7« Rd (12X10,18X12.18X14,24X14

2l-£"
*"

10S
" 8M 14X12,20X12, ISxie! 24X16

3J X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.
Flooring, 6/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2x4, at id. per

Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &c.
Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
Ribhopsgatk Street Within. Londoic. H.O.

foot run.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
g. Thorpe's Patent

Glazing Etaple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, bent

sno»mo status as fixed. post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co.. Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,
Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bic\ cles and Tricycles.

CATALOGUE on application.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

rHE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete ereotion of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, (fee. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

atent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, wit* WATERWAY-END, &e.

;

WARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL & INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, » HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \t. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address-" HOT-WATER, London." Telephone. No. 4763.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE or CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD ZINE CSABOEJ* A.S TWO.

4 Lines .. £0 3 15 Lines .,£0 8 6

5 .. 3 6 16 ..0 9
6 n 4

4
o 17 9 fi

7
»

,. 6 18
»

.. 10
8 ,. 5 19 10 6
e .. 5 6 20 .. 11
10 .. 6 21 11 6

11 .. 6 6 22 12

12 .. 7 23 .. 12 6
13 .. 7 6 24 .. 13
14 « .. 8 25 II .. 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVEBY ADDITIONAL UNE.

If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 203.

If set across thres Columns the lowest charge will be 30;.

Page, £8 ; Half Page, Si 10i.: Column. £3.

Gardeners and othebs Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line {about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, bs. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and A ddresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-
ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C., to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONEY
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

ill Advertisements Bhould be addressed to the
PUBLISHES.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisement?,
41, Wellington Stbeet, Stband, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15s. ; 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (/» cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarded with
complaint).

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The "WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant. Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. PriceSd.
Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices : -72, HIGH STREET. WORCESTER.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residenoe, or Purohasing an

Estate, oan have oopies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-

land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The

Midland Counties Herald always oontains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residenoes for Sale and to be Let.

^Tcotch TWEEDS.
St. Ronan'S Where to get them direct at Marmion 15/-

Makers* Prices, saving 30 to 40 Ivanhoe 18/6

fiTTTT percent. Parcels carriage paid. Leithen 19/-
Paiterns post-free, to be re-

,

Quair 21/0

L E N G T H turned within seven days. Plora 22/-
Mention this paper. i Ettrick 23/3

Unequalled forselection&style.
!
Yarrow 24/3

Serges, Trouserings.
I
Teviot 25/012 6

Tod Porteous & Co., Innerleithen. N.B.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S '

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

Established 1S51.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PEE CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PDBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

NGN

N

•WINE*
A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post-free for 9 Stamps.

A Lady writes: "The 6d. bottld of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delieious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

children's parties."

NEWEALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A 6ff. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post free, for 15 stamps.

AOENTS WANTED.
GREENHOUSES OF EVEKY DESCRIP-

TION.— Persons who are contemplating the purchase
oE a Greenhouse (large or small) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lists, post-free.

DESIGN9 and ESTIMATES furnished.
Greenhouses from 77a., in Stock ; Garden Frames and

Lights kept in Stock. Note the address—
BRIGGS BROS.. Horticultural Builders. Lumb Lane Saw

Mill. Bradford, Yorks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

Just Published, Price 2s.. post free;

SPECIAL MANURES FOR GARDEN
CROPS.

By A. B. GRIFFITHS. Ph D.. &c.
A Complete Guide as to the most suitable Soils and Manures

for the successful culture of Greenhouse P)ants. Hardy Annuals,
Half-hardy Annuals and Biennials, Perennials, Vegetables,
Herbs, Flowering Plants, Shrub?, Fruit, Salads, Grass for

Lawn?, Mushrooms. &c.
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE, Aldersgate Street. London.

EW Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.

HOMES Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Years' time.

IN THE Income First Year. Large Profits.
Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.

SUNSHINE Splendid Shooting.
For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,

STATE, And Full Particulars, address
Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,

AMERICA. 34. Victoria Street, London. S.W.

A GENTLEMAN lately returned from South
Africa, effers valuab:e information to a thoroughly

capable end successful Marketing Horticulturist, Glass and
otherwise. Prepared to go abroad, taking some capital.

—

Reply fully, accDaiplishmeiit-*. past career, capital, &c, to
B. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WAINTED, AT ONCE,aHEAD WORKING
GARDENER.— Practical knowledge of all branches

of Gardening, Indoors and Out required. Married, no family.
Must Attend Fires; reside on premises. Assistant kept.
Highest testimonials essential.— Apply, by letter only, with
age. photograph, and full particulars, experience, wages, &c

,

th W. S , The Laurels, Hastings, Sussex.

T3EQUTRED, a thoroughly experienced, sober,
XV and hard-working UNDER GARDENER, between 35 and
45 years of age, married, and with no children if possible, who
thoroughly under-tands Mushroom Culture, Pruning, and
takicg up of Fruit Trees, and everything to do with the Kitchen
Garden. To assist inside when required. Wages 18.i. per week.
Lodgings, 2s. 6d. per week.—Address, COLONEL SCOTT,
Forest Lodge, Farnborough, Hants.

ANTED, a thoroVgh^ir-round MAN as
WORKING FOREMAN.—Early and Late Forcing of

Grapes, Tcmat03, Vegetables, and Cut Blooms.—State full
particulars, wages required, and references, to E. J,
SABJEANT, Brougham Road. Worthing.

WANTED, a strong active young MAN as
UNDER GARDENER, with good character, Inside

and Out. Waee3 £l a week.—Write F. M., 27, Eastbury
Grove, Chiswick, Middlesex.

WANTED, a WOKKING FOREMAN for
the Houses,—One from a provincial Nursery preferred,

and used to Growing a general collection of Plants for Market
and Cut Flowers all the year round where a good trade is

done. Or a gcod PROPAGATOR, and to take charge of Stove
and Fernery.—State age, wages expected, and full particulars,
to ADI4NTUM, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, London, W.C.

WANTED, ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, foTi
large provincial house in the Souih of England.—

Must have a good knowledge of Vegetable and Flower Seed?,
be quick at counter work, and the execution of orders.—
Apply, stating age, salary expected, &c, to P., Messra.
Hurst & Son, 152, Houndsditch, London.

"VVTANTED, a young LADY as IMPROVER,
T t for Cut Flowers Department, Indoors. State wages

exp oted,—JONES and SONS, Florists, Shrewsbury.
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SHOP MANAGER.—WANTED, an energetic
and thoroughly trustworthy MAN 83 above. Must be

well up Id Garden and Agricultural Seeds, Nursery Depart-
ment, &o.—Ap^ly, stating ago, experience, salary expected,
&c, to DANIELS BROS., Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment,
Norwich,

TRAVELLER WANTED, at Once—Seed
Trade. In a southern Provincial House. Must have a

good Wholesale and Market Gardeners' connection. State
localities known and trade coutd command. State age and
salary, Ulc. All replies treated strictly confidential.—Apply
ENERGETIC, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young LADY oapable of taking
charge of Florist's Shop in large provincial town.

Must have good experience and taste in making up.—Al.
particulars to. A., 41, WelliDgtou Street, Strand, London, W.C

WANTED, young LADY at the end of
November for Florist's Shop, in one of the principal

sea-side towns south. Must be thoroughly reliable, have
excellent references, and a good knowledge of both Flower and
Plant Trade.—Apply by letter, stating wages required, to
FLOBIST, Mr. Goddard, 27, Catherine Street, Covent Garden.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

OICHARD SMITH and CO.
i X\i beg to announce that they are oonstantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c—St. John's NurBeries, Worcester,

IT? SANDER and CO. can reoommend
i -T • Beveral highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs. Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

kigkeit respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DICKSONS, Chesteb."

JOHN SMITH, Head Gardener, Bailikin-
rain Castle, Balfr-m, N.B., will be disengaged on Novem-

I"

ber 28. and will be glad to hear of a (situation. Thoroughly
I

practical in all departments. Well recommended.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 30 ; thoroughly experienced in all brauches,

!
and highly recommsnded.—A. HATCH, Ousebys, Wnrgrave,
Twvfoid, Berks.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
B\ILIFF ; age 35, married, one child, age 5. —

I W. GotDSM'TH, until recently Gardener to Max Michaelie,

j

Esq., Tandridge Court, Oxted, is open to an engagement
with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a

I
thoroughly practical man. Life experience in all branches of

j

the profession, gained in some of the leading establishments in
i. the country. Abstainer. Highest ttstimonials and references.

I

—WALTER GOLDSMITH, Great Bookham, Leatherhead.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. R. F. Rotjndell
wishes to very highly recommend his Head Gardener,

I who has been twelve years at Gladstone, and only leaves on
accouot of death and consequent changes. Is thoroughly

[
experienced in all branches. Full particulars will be gladly
sent by JOSEPH BELL. Gledstone Garden.", Skipton-in-Craven,
Yorks ; or Messrs. DICKSONS, Nurserymen, Chester.

GARDENER (Head), where more are kept.
—Age 38; twenty-four years thorough practical know-

ledge in all branches. Twelve years Head . Has taken

y
several prizes at ehows this year.—W. DAVIS, Mount Lodge,
Ifield, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Mrs. T. Nothard
can highly recommend her Gardener, who has been

with her ten years, as excellent grower of choice Flowers and
Fruit, &o. Awarded sixteen high-class prizes,—J. SLATER,
7, Elderton Road, Lower Sydenham.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 37, married.—
W. King, eight years as Head Gardener to the late

John Whitehill Stevens, Esq., Chiltley, Liphook, is open to
engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiriog a thoroughly
practical man in all branches. Life experience. Leaving
through the estate being sold. Highest testimonials and
references.—Address W. A. KING, HiU Farm, Charsfield, near
Wickham Market, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head Working, or OUT-
DOOR FOREMAN).—Can be highly recammended as

a hard-working and trustworthy man. Life experience.

—

W. DOLLINGi, Church Lane, Edgware, N.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age 37 ; thorough in all branches,

especially Chrysanthemums for exhibition ; highest references.
Leaving place broken up.—POOLE, Beechwood, Reigate.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 43,
married, no incumbrance; thorough practical expe-

rience in all branches of Horticulture. Good references.
Abstainer.— L., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32~;

thoroughly experienced in Orchids. Stove, and Green-
house PlantP, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, no family ; life experience in large Estab-

lishments. Good Fruit and Plant Grower, and good all-round
Gardener. Grass-land, Cows, Poultry. Excellent characters.
—JAMES SKILLING, Brook, Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age 30; well up in all branches,

including Early Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Life expe-
rience in the gardens of Earl Cadogan, Earl Sondes, Lord
Wolverton. &c. Well recommended.—WILLIAM CHANDLER,
Sudbourn Hill, Wickham Market, Suffolk.

G~
ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED).—Age 29, married, no family. Life expe-

rience. Good references. Total abstainer.— C. A., i8,
William Road, Sutton, Surrey,

G^ARDENER (good Single-handed or Other-
wise)—Age 25; leaving through change.—FOWLER,

Westfurlong, Hurst, Hassocks.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
one or two are kept).—Age 26, married when suited ;

thoroughly practical, experienced in all branches. References
kindly allowed to Mr. G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens,
Maidstone.— T. N., Water Farm, Smeeth, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
Age 27 ; twelve years' experienced all branches. Seven

years in present situation.—W. B. W.
t

Busbridge Hall,
Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER, age 28.—Eleven years' expe-
rience in Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden Work,

Greenhouse. &c. Willing to be generally useful.—J. SHAW,
Victoria Nurseries, Sleaford.

MR. RIVERS, of The Nurseries, S~aWbridge-
worth, will be pleased to recommend the son of his

Manager to anyone as GARDENER, where Fruit Growing was
made a specialty, either for pleasure or profit. Satisfactory
referecces from all points. — Write to Mr. CAMP, above
address, for any particulars.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26; praotioal
experience in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums,

Kitchen, and Flower Garden Work. Excellent references.

—

W. F. LINNEY, Oatlands Park, Weybridge, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
Age 23; experienced Inside and Out. Good character

from late and present employer.— C. W. HOWARD, Oakwood,
Haywards Heath. Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), Inside or Out.—
Age 22. single ; three years' excellent character from

present situation.— G. G , 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER FOREMAN or SALESMAN,
for Market Garden, twenty years' experience ia all its

branches; well understands the business; good referpnce?.

—

WILLIAM HOLLINGTON, 76. Wellesley Road. Gunnersbury.

TO THE TRADE. — Advertiser desires a
situation as MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

Seventeen years with good firms ; well up in all branches.

—

JOHN WINSER, Plummer's Plaio, Horsham.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26. to any Gardener in want of

an energetic man.—Ford Manor Gardens. Lingfield. Surrey.

FOREMAN, or good JOURNEYMAN
(First), Inside.—Age 28 ; nine years' experience; two

and a half year* as First Journeyman in last place. Good
character, — J. PECKHAM, Brookland Lodge, Lyndhurst,
Hants.

FOREMAN (Inside), iD good establishment.
Age 24; good Decorator. Nine years' experience. Dis-

engaged.—A. GOODMAN, High Stret, Camberley, Surrey.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First),
Inside.—Age 27; ten years' experience. Two years as

First Journeyman in last plaoe. Well recommended from last
and previous places. Abstainer.— F. BEESON, 18, Burrard
Road, West Hampstead, London.

FOREMAN; age 25. — Wm. Lewis. Gar-
JL dener to Thos. Oliverson. East Sutfon Park, Staplehurst,
Kent, highly recommends R. Bathford as above. Seven years'
practical experience.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; Life experience
in Plants, and Fruit. Well recommended.—WHEELER.

Blackmere End, Kimpton, Welwyn, Herts.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (Herbaceous, Alpine, and Carna-

tion) or TRAVELLER falling OQ trade preferred).—Age
31 ; has had good experience. First-class references. —
E. H. HARRY, 36, Adelaide Road. Brockley. S.E.

FOREMAN, Inside, or General.—Mr. Under-
wood, The Gardens. High Firs, Harpenden, would be

pleased to recommend a young man as above.

TRADE WORKING FOREMAN PRO-
PAGATOR.— Age 28. Roses, Fruits, Clematis, and

Vines. No objection to Soft-wood Collection.—Acer, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN—Age 23; ten years' ex-
perience; two years increment situation

; good references.
Distance do object.—L. LUXFORD, Malcolm Cottage, Crown-
hill, R.S.O.. Devon.

JOURNEYMAN (First).— II rdlky Wab-
tJ REN, Gardrner to Laiy da Rothschild, Aston Clinton,
Tring, winhes to recommend A. Cooper aiabove. Eight jeirb'
experience

;
two in present situation. At liberty when suited,

JOURNEYMAN. — Age 237 English ; Pro-
testant, seeks rr-engagement in good establishment f ur

years' present situation ; ttood references from preseit and
previous employers.—D. CHILMAN, Bebborough Court. C<»rk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20 ; good references. No objection to bothy.--

F. SCHOFIELD. Tne Gardens, Beningbrough Ball, York.

IMPROVER.—A young Man, age 20, with
four years in Flower and Kitchen Girden, seeks a situa-

tion as above. Very highly recommended. — B. OTTLEY,
Florist and Seedsman, Oddington, Stow-on-the-Wold, Glos.

TMPROVER. — The Gardener, Bill Hill,
J- Wokingham, would be pleased to recommend a strong,
active young man, age 18£, as above.

MUSHROOM GROWERS.— Young Man
wants situation as above, 8 yeirs' expereuce; his

grown large quantities for London Markets ; can make owu
Spawn.— B. S., 108, Union Street, Borough, S.E.

TO GARDENERS.—Strong Youth, age 18,
wants a situation in Gentleman's Garden. A knowledge

of the work ; willing and obliging ; can be well recommended.
—Apply in first instance to G. BOLTON", Weston-on-Green,
near Bicester, Oxon.

TO GARDENERS. —Young Man, age~22,
seeks situation in Pleasure Grounds, Inside if required.

Leaving through reduction. Good character from present and
previous employers. — T. MANN, The Gardens, Leweston,
Sherborne, Dorset.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in
a Nursery. Age 23. Used to general routine of market

work. References.—W. SPENCER, 1, Hope Villas, Hampton,
Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers, Tomato*. Mushrooms, Grapes,

Peaches, Poc Stuff, and the general rou.ine of a Market
Nursery.— F. SMITH, 29, Bondchurch Road, Hassocks, Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c—Young Man (21),
seeks situation. Used to Market Nursery, Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Ferns, Cut Flowers, &c. Abstainer. GooJ refer-
ences.—A. SMITH, 3. Heaihfield Villas. Hampton.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Young Man wants
situation. Quick at Potting, Tying, &c. Life expe-

rience. Good characters if required.—W. H., II, St. John
Row, Whetstone.

TO AVHOLESALE SEED MERCdANTS.
—The Advertiser offers his services for the season, either

as ASSISTANT at the Counter, or as INVOICE CLERK.—
J. ADAMSON. Sunbury Park, Sunbury-on-Thames.

TO FLORISTS.—Young Man, age 22, wants
situation as BUNCHER aad PACKER, and to fill up

time in the houses; seven years' experience.— H., 159. Angel
Road, Edmonton.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—Adver-
tiser having finished his Apprenticeship in Nursery, re-

quires a (situation in Shop as ASSISTANT or IMPROVER —
ARTHUR PRATT, Messrs. W. Balchin & Sons, Florists, 87,
Western Road, Brighton.

SHOPMAN.—Age 28; seeks re-engagement
to the Nursery, Seed and Cut Flower Trade, Wreaths,

Bouquets, &c—A. G., "Yentore," Woolside Ro .id, Boscombe
Park, Bournemouth.

SHOPMAN. — Situation wanted by Young
Man, age 23, desiring change. Six years' experience

;

excellent reference?. — CROCUS, -II, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Head).—Age 32; eighteen years*

experience in Vegetable. Flower, and Farm Seeds; gooi
knowledge of Hants; been u-et to a brisk Counter- trade.
For references. &.c , apply SCOTCHMAN, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, London, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ; five years'
experience in good Provincial House in Flower, Vege-

table, uud Farm Seeds, &c.
;
good references.—R1MMINGTON,

Handsworth. Sheffield.

COUNTERMAN.—Young Scotchman wishes
situation; 20 years of age; six years' experience.—

A. F., Messrs. Stuart & Mein, Kelso, Scotland.

HOW TO BE HAPPY, THOUGH MAR-
RIED."—That is a secret which many would like to

possess. And yet it i* so far out of our reach! After all,
health is the best guarantee of a happy married life, nnd with
sound health on both sides, it will be mainly one's own fault
if happiness does not ensu?. Tnen. husbands and wives,
purify jour blood invigorate your nerves, promote the healthy
action of your liver, cure your headaches, restore your appetite,
banish flatulency, indigestion, and low spirits by the use of
the worldjfamed HOLLOWAY'S PILLS. If at any time you
suffer from gout, rheumatism, bronchitis, asthma, or sore
throat, use freely HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT. It has cured
millions; it will cure you.
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J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

* Telegraph—" Hobtulanus," London. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT. HOUSES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed foe Ten Teaes.

J. WEEKS& CO., f.r.h.s,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.W.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

MESSENGER k COMPANY,

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
"With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Edit-mil communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements aud Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Oarden, London, W.C.
Piin'.ed for the Proprietor by Messrs. Bbadbubt, Assew, A Co. (Limited, Lombard Street, Precinct o! Whitefrisrs. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Abthub Obobse Mabtis, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul
1

*, Cerent Garden, in the said County.—Sahtbdax, Kovember 9, ig9s, Agent for Manchester—J ohh HsrwooB.
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For Present Sowing.

SUTTONS' PHIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,
per packet, 5s. and 2s. Qd., post free. November is the

best time to sow Cyclamen Seed.
The Gzrdeninq ftorld, February 24, 1894, says :—" While

some cultivators grow their Cyclamens for spring flowering,

Messrp. Sutton & Sons make a point of having a display in the

autumn which will last through the winter. The seeds were
bowo in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about eleven

months. They have been flowering freely ever since, and will

continue in presentable and handsome condition till six

months have elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. READING.

ILLU8TRATION8.
Begonia X Mrs. Heal
Deptford, views in the public park at

585

577. 579, and 531

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page, Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATAL09UE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PRRENNIlLS.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

s

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperativethatall Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Carmen's Exhibit.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Daily Mtws said :

—
"Florists have mastered the art of growing the finest

flowerB under the least favourable conditions of the weather.

The exhibition held br the Royal Horticultural Society at

Westminster will be regarded as wonderful for the time of

year. Messrs. Cannell. of Swanley, had Zonal Pelargoniums

as fine and showy as summer varieties to be seen at the great

shows, and adjoining they hid also a superb collection of

Chrysanthemums, which included fine specimens of Kentish

White, and the soft yellow Oceana. A Silver-gilt Medal was

awarded."
,

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free,

p.MoARTHUR.TheLonrton

N

ursery. 4. Maida Vale. London,W.

OSES for SALE.—320 W. A. Riohardson,
300 Gloire de Dijm. 30 Marechal Niel. 35s. per 100, or

6l. per doz 20.000 Mauetti Stocks. 25s. per 1000. Cash with

order —W. MAGNESS. Rose Grower. King's Acre, Hereford.

OR SALE, Six fine Specimens, AGAVE
AMERICAN* ; three variegated, three plain ; 52 in. high.

LARKMAN, Hampton, Middlesex.

SEL AGINELL A F R N DS7"for
Window Decoration.

MONTSERRAT CO., Birmingham.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Promptcash.

ILIES for the GARDEN.—Lilinm lancifo-

lium. white, 3s. id. doz. ; do., do., red or pink, 3s. doz.—

J D. HAMON, Bulb Importer, Jamaica Row, Birmingham.

Plant Now.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL CHINESE DOUBLE
PiEONIES, of lovely colours and delicate perfume.

One each of twelve splendid varieties to name, strong plants,

for 10s. &d. Carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Full descriptive LIST of Chinese Double PaJ^nies, Chinese

Siogle Peeonies, and European Single Pseonies (all beautiful),

on application.

BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Gaiden , London.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or

from the sole proprietors, LETRLLIER & SON, Caen, France.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, Gaillaraias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.

Price. £1 lis. 6d.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. E. MILNER, A.M.I.C.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.

To be obtained from the Author, 7. Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or, from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MAB.SHALL & CO., Ltd.

SEAKALE (Incomparable). — Very strong
selected crowns, for forcing. 9s. per 100 ; 80s. per 1000.

Cash with order.—DIXON and SON, Spencer Park Nurseries,

Wandsworth Common.

SMILAX, MYRSLPHYLLUM ASPARX
GOTDES, nice young Stuff in thumb-pots ready to pot on,

16s. per 100, free on rail.-WILLIAM WHITELEY, The

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN.—Laxton's grand New
Early Strawberry; guaranteed true; very fine strong

runners, 12s. td. per 100 ; 2s. fd. per dozen, free ;
price per 1000

on application.—T. K1ME, Marehamle-Fen, Boston, Lines.

W~ANTED, four SPECTMEN~^ENTIAS,
6 feet high or more, in 10 or 12-inoh pots. No use

unless in good health and colour.—CHAS. W. ALLEN, Bar-

lastou Gardens, Stoke-on-Trent.

WANTED, CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS,
Golden Gem or Aurea fioribunda. Lowest cash price

per 1000 to EDWARD BADMAN, Hailsham, Sussex.

WANTED, 2000 SPRUCE FIR TREES,
suitable for Christmas-trees. Sizes 2£ to 3 feet, and

3 to 4 feet.—Apply, WALTER TjTHAM, St. James Market,

Bradford.

WANTED. — CYPRIFEDIUM INSIGNE,
VILLOSUM, LEEANUM, SPfCERIANUM, and

LATHOMIANTJM, in exchange for NEW PLANTS
ORCHIDS. Customer's own selection.

SANDER. ST. ALBANS.

and

WANTED to Exchange for Carnations,

Dahlias, or Gladioli, to name. 2000 plants LOBELIA
CARDINALLY—HEAD GARDENER, Castle Boro, CO.Wexford.

WANTED, some superior FOREST TREES :

10,000 BEECH, 3 feet ; 2000 BIRCH, 3 feet ; 1000

clean-grown, single stem HOLLIES, not exceeding 1 foot;

1000 YEW, 1 foot. A good price given for young stuff,

recently transplanted, with all-round good roots. Samples,

with prices marked, to Grateley Station, L. & S. W. Ry.,

and address— ^ , ,

H. STEPHENS, M.P., Cholderton,

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thursdav in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Rooms. 3S, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Catalogues on application.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

PLANT NOW for SPRING FLOWERING.
—Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Snowdrops. Aconites,

Narcissi. &c. Best qualities only, at lowest rates. BULB
CATALOGUE, No. 4bs, free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer

first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting Crowns. 1 and 2-yr. old. Prices on application.

T. JANNOCH, Dersingham, Norfolk.

Herbaceous Calceolarias—James' Superb Strain.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South
Woodford. Essex, has a beautiful lot of the above to

offer. The plants are strong and healthy ; they are in 60's,

ready for potting into 48's or 32"s. Price 20s. per 100, packing

included. Usual trad© allowance.

SEAKALE. — SEAKALE.— SEAKALE.—
A grand lot of well-ripened crowns, for fo-cing, selected,

at 6s. 6a. per 100. Also large surplus stock, Grahim's Royal

Jubilee APPLE TREES, 3 and 4-yr. old, at 6s. and 9s. per doz.

The finest Kitchen Apple in cultivation. Apply,

—

J. FANNING. Cranford Gardens, Bath Road, near Hounslow.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.— Dulcie
Schroeter, Is. ; Madame Carnot, Mrs. E. S. Trafford",

Moos. C. Molin. Mons. Gruyer, Mons. G. BirOD, Mdlle. A. de

Galbert, Hairy Wonder, Qd. each; Rose Wynne, Queen, Chal-

lenge, Louise, id. each ; one of each for 6s. 3d.

A. JONES. Church Road, Netherton. Dudley.

FOR ORCHIDS of every desoription at

Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them

,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER. — ENGLISH
OAK, extra fine, 12 to 15 feet, stout, straight, -well-

shaped, and splendid roots ; ASH. 5 to 9 f*et; BEKCH, 10 to

12 and 15 feet, equal to Oaks ; HAZEL, extra fine, 2 to 3 and
4 feet; PRIVET OVAL., all sizes. 1 to 5 feet, extra cut back

and transplanted; MANETTI STOCKS, strong, prices on

application ; BEGONIAS, new trade list free.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil.

rA (\f\C\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
OUiV/VV/ all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 10s. per 100;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 1C0; 21 in. to 24 in , at lis. per 100;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to Si. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 21-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house. 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S"s, 10 best

selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100, 50s. 10U0; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and Ss. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20i. 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100 ; Cyperus, Araliaa, Grevilleas, Begonias, Solaoums, in

48's. 6s. doz. ; Marguerites. Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom,

in 48's, 9s. doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,

and Erica hyemalis, 12s. doz. Lists free. Packed free. Cash
with order. — J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries, Lough-
borough Junction, London, S.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanio Soo., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. Kine'sRoad, Chelsea.S.W.

Telegraph Address,"Hortulanus, London." Telephone,No.8728.
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SALES by AUCTION.
Firuham, Surrey.

Highly Attractive and Extensive SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

\1ESSRS. PKOIHEROE and MORRIS are
1*1 instructed by Mr. S- Bide to SELL by AUCTION, with-

ont reserve, on the Pre-Eises, the Rhododendron Surgery,
Badshot Lea (the lease of this Nursery having expired), axd at

the Home Nurseries, both at Farnnam. Surrey, on MOSDAY
NEXT? Nov. IS, and FOUR FOLLOWING D*YS. at 12o'01:ck
precisely each cay, about 30,WU RHODODENDRON PONTI-
CtJM, l| to 4 feet, fine bushy plants, remarkably well =et with
flower buus; 4O,00J FRUIT TREES, including 6,0<.0 2-year

Apples, a wonderfully fine lot. grown on old bopland ; many
thousands of other Fruit Trees; 10 000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses; 100,000 FOREST a>~d ORNAMENTAL TREES, con-

sistioe of thousands of Spruce. Austrian and other Firs, Larch,
Ash, Quick, Birch, Chestnuts. &c. ; 10,000 Border Shrubs, in

rich as o-tment, planted in specimen bjrders half-a-mile long,

and all in fine condition for removal ; and also many thousands

of Evergreen, Coniferse and Deciduous Shrubs.

May be viewed anv day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had of Mr. S. Bide at the Alma Nurseries, Farnham. Surrey,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Oheapside,
London. E.C.

Monday and Thursday Next.

MESSRS. PKOTHERoE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION" at their Central Sale Booms. 67

and 6*, Cheapside, London, E.C, as follows, at 12-o'Clock

each day :
—

MONDAY NEXT. November IS:—
lily <>f tbe valley crowns,
mused spanish iris.

Dwarf Roses, Carnations and Picotees, Amaryllis equestris,

Stove and Greenhouse Plant*, English and Canadian-grown
Lilies, American Pearl Tuberoses, fcc.

THURSDAY NEXT. November 21.—Azaleas, Palms, Dra-
caenas, &c, from Belgium ; Hardy Perennials and other Plants
and Bulbs, English- grown Lilies. Dwarf Roses, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Heileborus niger. Ac.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
GREAT TJNKESEBVED SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE a>t> MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION" at their Central Sale Booms. 67

and R8, Cheapside. London. K.C.. EVERT DAT at 12 o'clock,

larue consignments of KAMED BTACIN'THS. TtTLTPS,
CBOCTJS. NARCI3SFS. and other BULBS from Holland, lotted

to snit the Trade and Private Buyers.

Also ROMAN HTACEJTH3, LOUTH CAXDLDUil, SXOW-
DROPS, &c.

On view morninz of Sale, and Catalofrnes had.

WEDUESDAY NEXT.

74,500 JAPANESE LILIES.
Being the contents of 777 Cases just to hand in grand

condition, comprising

—

22.665 LILIUM AUR4TUM \'^"21

34.2.'0 „ LOSGIFLORUM
(the contents cf 248 Cases)

6 073 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM
2.5 j4 ,. „ rubrum;
?,P80 „ .. MELPOMEXE
iO „ TIGRIXUM SPLEKDENS

1.K80 ,. KSAMERI
3.780 KERINE JAPOMCA

AIjo—

160.000 KENTIA BELMOBEANA,
40,000 „ FOBSTEBIANA,

Jost to hand in exceptionally fine condition,

English-grown LILITM HESRTI, 4000 Sfl&Mi. JA-
PON'lCA. Dwarf DOSES, rare American BULBS, fire lot of

CALOCaORTr, lOO clomps HELLEBORUS NIQEB. fTEME-
KOCALLI3 ALRAXTIACA MAJOR. English-grown LILIES,
Hardy BORDER PLANTS, together with

—

25 Cases ULItTM HABBISII,
containing ebont 2500 large Bulb?, and

ISf,000 mixed SPANISH IRIS, fine Bnlbs.

MEsSRS. PROTHEROE ant. MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTTON. at their Central

Sa'e Rrom", ** and 6? Cheapside. Londor, E.C. on WED-
NEjDaT !i EX r. N .vrmber so. at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chesterfield.

SALE rf the LEASBHOLU HI R.EP.T and GLASS EBEC-
TIOs'S in one lot. as a goiog concern, and the STOCK-
IN-TRADS. by Auction, in lota.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
in-tm uM by the Ch^terfield Nurseries Company

(Limi'd), tu BBLL bv AUCTION, on the Pr-n»ses, The A,h-

gmte Nor-«-rie«, * he*te»(Ul'i.ftt an early dare < u^le— u»eviou*]y

dUpo-**o(b* nnrat-oootr»ct) th* LEASEHOLD PR'i-'KRTY
in A-bg^t*- Road abmt >0 *crrt iu extent, with 18 Greeu-

hoases bra'^rt by Hot-writer Piping. Imadiately following

»!! h- offer e*1,
:d wuita^'e o's the extensive OuMo r

HUB9BR1 -T" K. »l« the CONTENTS o( "e GkEEN-
H* »'*<»£-«, com^i im, Frrn* and a general atsortmeut of Pot
P.ant*.
P >ttra'ara may b<» bnd of V^.ra . PBOTJEBOE a.vd

M |R8 -.
I h**p»id-, E.C.,*

Friday Nest, November 22-

MESSRS. PKOIHEKOE and MORRIS have
received instruct ions, from ME3sR<. CHiELESWoRrH

& C\. Heaton. t-raOfo'd. Yo-ks to SELL by AUCTION, at
thfir Auction Rooms, 67 and 6?, Cheap=ide Lrndon EC. on
FRIDAY KEXT. November 2^, at h»lf-past 12 o'CiOck :—a fine

lot o£ the Rare and Beautiful
EPIDENDHTTil WALLISII. in splendid rendition. A few

established bnt UDfljwered plaut3 of Dtfndrob : Uvii Hi de-
bf^odii and Dendrobinm velutinum, t o fe, A nice plant of

CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA ALR* (guaranteed true). Also
CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGN'E SANDERIiNUM (Sandera type).

A few semi-established plants of their wonderful strain
f f the

CATTLEYA AI7REA and GIGAS (Section"), -which, is well
known to have produced the best hybrids in existence.
Also a =-mall plant of

CATTLEYA ilAXTINH, which recently received a Fir?t-Clas3
Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting.
Fine plants of Odontoglossum Hallii, Odontoglossum cir-

rhosum. Yanda cce^ulea, Oncioiam Mar-halliaDum.
I^ELIO-CATTLEYACAXHAMlANA&TEESEDEBTArfA. Also

a verv choice lot of
CAT TLEYA and IJUO-CATTLEYA SEEDLINGS, and a very

interesting lot of Cypripedium Seedlings. There will also
be included 300 lota of Established, and a quantity of
Imported, Orchids (other properties).

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

ROSES, FR UIT TREES, PLANTS & BULBS

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees. Including
APPLES, PEARS, PLUilS, CHEBBIE8, NECTARINES,
PEACHES, &c_ of choice named sorts. Alio CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, &-.

200 Choice named Standard Roses, from a leading
EDghsh Nursery. 5V0 Standard, Half-standard, Dwarf and
Climbing ROSES, including manv of the newest and best

known sorts, in splendid order, from a celebrated Prize

Grower in Germany.

A 8urplua Stocft of well-grown Ornamental Shrubs,
FBL'IT TREES, 4c, from an English Nursery.

Several hundred beanUfnlly-grown email Decorative
SHRUBS, for In or Outdoor Cultivation. AZALKA
MOLLIS, a variety of LILIUMS. Fl-OWEBING TREES,
P.EONIE^, &c,from a Dutch Grower: LILIFM HABBISII,
from Bermuda; FBEE^IA BEFBACTA ALBA.

10,000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowns, just
received direct; 10,000 TUBEROSES.

A Consignment of Azalea lndlca and mollis, well
furnished witn Flower-buds A variety of DRAC3->AS,
LATASI4 BORBONTCA. COBTPHASaod other PaLMS.
and various small DECOBATITE PLANTS, just received

from Ghent.

A SPECItL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS,
comprising mo^t of the btst sorts, specially Kelected for

Glass and Fot Culture. Great variety of TULIPS,
CROCUSES, rare NaBCISSUS. SNOWDROPS. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms. 38. King Street, Covent

Garden. W.C., on WEDSESDAY NEXT. November 20, at half-

past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHIDS.
By order of Messrs. Linden, Brussels.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 3S, King Street, Covent l

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, Novemter 21, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, an importation, juit received, of

CATTLEYA TVAROCQDEANA EXCELSIOR
A grand new type of Linden's famous autumn-flowering

Labiata ; the most ma^nineeot form ever introduced. In very

fine order. Collected in an entirely new district.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM.
Linden's grand '' Pacho " type.

Collected in the same woods, from vthich have been obtained

all those magnificent forms, flowered in the celebrated Collec-

tion of Mons. Daliemague at Bambtmillet, which have been
entirely furnished by Messrs. Linden"; anTTlirtfrheT well-known
collections.

CATTLEYA. SPECIES—Probably a natural Hybrid between
Gig&s.aurea, and Hardyana, Selected and most distinct

plants.
CATTLEYA BEX.—Linden's King of the Cattlejas. Superb

selected established plant".

A KEW HYBRID CATTLEYA.—C. Lawrenceana x LaOia
cinnabarina. Fine healty plant.

Linden's Chinese wooderful varieties of Cypripedium iosigne
;

fine estaolished plants of Cochlioda IS'oelzliaos, Vanda
species, probably new ; Cattleya Mencelii, Phaios Hum-
bloti. catileja maxima gigtDtea, »nd maey others

;

together with several Complete Editions of the LimUnia,
Iconogrsphie of Orchids.

Uq view morning of Sale, and Cataloeuet? had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Room-, 38, Kog Street, Covent

Garden, nearly every day. at halfpa't 12 o'clock. 6rst-class

coiwgom. nts of Choic« HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUSES.
N*RCI.s»US, and olhel BULBS atriviog daily Irom well-

known furmi. in Holland, in the fiiie»t p »-ib e condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sale of Monuments. Architectural and Garden
Ornaments. &c.

MESSRS. HOBNK.oON, and EVERSFIELD
have received in-tuctions from M!. W. Jt hn-on, retir-

int: from busine-s, to SELL by AUCTION" on the premises,
Jios. 3i-3sna 379 Eastor. Bead. NW. on THUK?D*Y, Nov 21,

and following day, qt Twelve o'clock ur«-cisely, the Exten-ive
Stock. com vjri?in»; Marble, Stooe. and G'anite Monuments,
Crosses, Granite Oodisk *2 feet 6 inches high, two M<rble
CbimDey-pieces, quantity of Ornamental Va-es. Fountains,
Mortars, Models, Moulds, smail pieces of marble and stone,

Working Pjant, Endless r'ulley (10 carry 4 tons), set of Sheer
Lees, also Drawings. Photographs. &e.
May be viewe -

* two days previous, and Catalogues had on the
premises, and of HOBNE, SOX. asd EVEBSFIELU, 17, Great
George Street, S.W., and So, Gresham Street, E.C.

WANTED, TO EENT, on Lease, a XUE-
SEBY, with S00 to 1200 feet run of Glass, suitable

for Cucumber and Tomato Growing.—A. B., Mr. Clarke,
Church Side. Market Place, Romford.

WAlNTiiD, a FLOKIST* and NURSERY-
MAX'S bUSLVESS —Good Suburb, orn^arone or two

good Mirket Towns; with pleuty of Mass, Heat, and Land;
with Snop or Conservatory for S^le. Trade preferred. Must
be Freeho.d, or long Leasehold —Sta<e full particulars and
lowest price to OKOSID, Box 305, Willing's Advertisement
Office. 125, Strand. W.C.

LjX)R SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
-1- NURSERY. 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large
Greenhouses, well stocked; two Vineries. Cueumber-hoa-e,
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground R^nt. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Boad,
Tooting, Surrey.

OR SALE, MARKET MJKSEKY and
FLORIST BUSINESS. Clo^e to a Provincial Town of

40.0C0 inhabitants, and within eisy reach, on Main Lines, of
Manchester, Liverpool and o.her large centres of population.
9 acres choice Land, Dwelling-house, fourteen modern Glass-
houses (nearly 1400 feet run). Vineries, Tomato, Cucumber,
Plant, and Foicing-houses. All efficiently heated and stocked

;

in full working order, and in one of the best positions in the
kirjgdom. — Address, PROVINCIAL. Gardeners' ChronicU.
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

XTUKSEKY, SEED, and FLORIST BQSI-
jLI JTEiS.— Genuine, established many years; good town
(small), Midland counties; good neighbourhood and connec-
tion ; splendid seed trade. Good shop and house ; test
position ; small Nursery. Price for Greenhouses, Frames,
Pjants, Trees, Shrubs, Shop Fixtures, S^ed Drawers, Stock in
Trade, izc. a^out £250. Splendid opportunity; rents low.

—

NURSEtiY. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand. London. "W.C.

The Eoyal Horticultural Establishment, Torquay.
TO XURSEhYMES AND oTnERS.

TO BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, all that
old-eatablirhed BUSINESS of a NCRSEbYMAN. for

many years Cirried on by Mr. C Phillips, at Torquay, at the
Royal Horticultural Establishment. The premises are tho-
roughly and in every way adapted for the business, and occupy
a magnificent position in Unioa Street at the junction of four
of the most important business thoroughfares. Toe business
is the Oldest of the kind in Torquay, and is now in full work-
ing order, ample provision having been made for the forth-
coming Christmas and Ea-ter trade. To a practical man with
a moderate capital this offers an unusually gooi opportunity
for .,:._ a -. r-- ;_;- business oo moderate terms.

For mil particulars, apply to A. J. DAVY, Estate Agent and
Auctioneer. Torquay,

- VJ'URSERY for SALE, in important town, on
1,1 South Coast. Established over 30 years. The property
consists of three Glasshouses, all in good working order

;

Propagating-hotue. Forcing-house, Rose-house, two cold Green-
houses, Palm-house, Tomato and Cucumber-house, A:j.. fitted

witii water-supply tanks : Foreman s office, and boiler-shed,
brick pita for forcing, and several glass frames for storing.
The Surplus Stock Sales realise from £300 to £350 per annum,
which more than pay for bring, rates, and taxes. Nearly a
ton and a quarter of Tomatos were grown and sold last year ;

the demand was greater than the supply. Plenty of rocm and
scope for growing large quantities. There is a good trade done
in Cut Flowers and Wreaths. Ac. Lease t3 years to run.
Ground rent, £16. Price. £1750. Nothing asked for Goodwill,
and Stock at valuation, which can be reduced tosuit purchaser.
Personally inspected and thoroughly recommended by

—

McCORQUODALE xxd CO., Trade Valuers. Auctioneers,
and Surveyors, 19, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, S.W.

TO BE LET, Groveleigh ^Nursery, consisting
of nine Glasshouses. Span and lean-to, suitable for

Market Growing. Immediate possession and low rental.

—

HODSON, Market Place, Retford.

WATERCRESS BEDS.—TO LET, about one
acre, thirty miles from London on Great Eastern

Railway; two minutes walk from station.—Apply by letter,

149, Loughborough Road. Bnxton. S.W.

Hootoa Estate. Cheshire.
TO NURSkKYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, the Productive Gardens of
HOOTON HALL, extent nearlj 5 acres, having an ex-

cellent stocv of Standard Apple and Hear Tree-. The Glass
comprises Gree^ou**1

, three ViLene-, Peach, Orchard, Tomato,
Cucumber, and M-lon Houses; there are the usuel Putting
sbe-1-. Fruit Bourn, Office. Gardeners' Bothy, Stablii>g, &c,
also good Garden*-!:-' Hou.-e.

For further pirticuiarc, apply to Messrs. SMITHS, GORE,
asi> CO., 6, Newgale Street, Chester.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticul-
tukal Makrk.t Garden and Estate Auctiomeebs and

ViLi'KW>, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, and at Leyton-
itone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.
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SXHIBITIONS.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL AJSD
COTPAGE GaRDES SOCIETY.

THE ANNUAL ADTIIMHSH"WOPCH Ry SANTHEMUMS,
FRUIT, VE<-!ET*bLES. and TABLE DECOR.TIONS. will
he held in tbe Town Hall, Tw.cenrmm, ou TUE:>D,iY and
WEDNESDAY, November la and iO. 1895.

Ent*y forms and all further particulars may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary,

EDWARD F. GREEN.
Strafford House, Twickenham.

SOUTH SHIELDS and NORTHERN
COUNTIES CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The above Show will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY. November 20 and 21, 1895, in the Royal Assembly Hall,
South Shields. £li0 in PRIZES.
For schedules apply 10 BERNARD COWAN, F.R.H.S.,

Hon. .*ec, Haiton. South Shields.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL HOKTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION, DRESDEN".

From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under Ihe high protection of His Majesty the King of Saxony,

For pa-ticularo. Schedules, &c, write to the Secretariat der
Zweiteu Internationalen Gartenbau-Au^steUung zu Dresden.

O. LA.MMERRIRT. 7, Glacisstrasse, Dresden, N.
Die Commission ; (x. Kbatjse, I. Vors. ; T. J. Si-ijjel, Ii. Vors.

BIRMINGHAM
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,

1896,
WILL BE HELD ON

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 11 and 12.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

atookof Orchidsin *,he World.—30 minutenfrom St. Pancras.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Best Exhibition Sorts.

Strong cuttiDgs, now ready, from 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.
Catalcgue. one *ramp, of

—

W. ETHEKINGTON. Swanscombe, Kent.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists. 99

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering
• ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other house in

the Trade ; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre,
Tobacco Puper, and Shading.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

ARNATIONS.— Self colours a special feature.
Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var

, good stuff, ready
for flowering. Pots, 125. to 18*. per doz. ; blusn var., 9s. to 125.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG. Floral Nursery, West Derby.

Orcbids—Orcktds—OrchidB.

TWO or THkEE HUlNDRfcD fine specimen
Phalffinopsis grandiflora, amabilis, Sanderiana, and

Schilleriana ; also some fine plaDts yellow Cypripedium.
insigne in bloom, and extra fioe plants of Cypripedium Boxalli
to be told cheap for cash. Apaly to

—

G YOUNG, Florist, St. Albans.

MILLER'S BERLIN CKOWNiS LILY OF
THE VALLEY are large, plump, solid crowns of the

true early variety, force spleuuidiy and produce long sprays
with many large bells ; 55. 6d. per 100, 50s. per 1000. Extra
Strong Imported clump9£l*ily of the Valley for forcing, full

of flowering buds 10s. and 125. per dczen. Orders 10s. up-
wards carriage paid.

F. MTLLER and CO , 267, Fulbam Road, London. S."W.

1AA ||(W| SPLENDID, BUSHY WALL-
±V\/«)\/VV/ FLOWERS, toclearat once:—Blood Re 1,

Yellow Tom Thumb, Black-brown Dresden, all at Is. tid. per
100, carriage paid ; 12s. per 1000. Finest Double German
Wallflowers, 25 for Is., 100 for 3s., carriage paid. The above
lots, well mixed. Is. tfd. per 100, free.

G. F, LETTS, Florist. West Haddon, Rugby.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. and G. CTJTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merohants,
Southgate, N. Established 1707.

SEKDLING and TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.— Mder, 1} to 2 feet, 13s.; Ash, 1 yr., ?s. per

1000; 1J to a feet. 14s. per 1000; Beech. 1 yr.. 2s. id ; 1J feet,

It's.; 4 to 5 feet, 4s. per 100. Birch 7 to 8 feet, 16s. per 100.
Spanish Chestnuts, 1-yr., 6s. per 1000; l£ to 2 feet, 20s.

C. Spanish, 1-yr.. 6s. ; 15 to 18 inches, 20s. Elm Wych, 2 to

2£ feet, 16s. Larch, 1 yr. trs.. 14s. per 100'; 2 to i£ feet,

24s. ; 3 to 3$ feer, 28s. Sp'UCe Fir, 2 yr., 12s per 100O; 9 to

10 inehep, los. ; 12 to 18 niches 14s ; l£ to 2 feet, 16s. Spruce
Black Amer. 2 feet. Fs. per 100. Scotch Fir, 1 yr. to 2 vr.

hill planting. 10s. per 100 ' ; 2 yr. to 3 yr. transplanted, fine,

14s ; 2 (o 3 feet. 20s. per lOuO. Hazels. ]j to 2 feet. 20s.

Oak. 1 yr., 3s. 6d ;
]i to 2 feet, 16s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. P.

austriaca, 2 years. 2s. 6d. P Lanua 2 yr„ 3s. 6d. Privet",

H to 2 feet. Ifs. P. ovalif.dium. ljfeet. ;0». ; a to 4 feet, 40s.

Sycamore. I£ IC 2 feet, 16s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. ; 8 to 10 feet. 20s.

per 100. Thorns, 2£ feet 16s.; 3 to ?£ f , 20s. ; 4 to 6 ft., 30s.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

EVERGREENS— EVERGREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the follow-
ingShrubs. in large quantities and excellent quality, all
havii g been recently transplanted :

—

ENGLI-H YEWS, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, ana 4 to 5 feet.
GOLDEN YEWS. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5. 5 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

,, „ EREOTA VIRIDIS, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ ALLU14TI and FKASERII. 5 to 6 feet.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 6 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.
RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 4 to 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ ,. ATTREA. 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.
AUOUBA JAPONICA. 1J to 2 and a to 2i feet.
BOX, HANDS WORTH, ;£ to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.
LAUREL CAUCASIOA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

,, POKTUGAL, 2 to 3. 3 to 4 feet.
HOLLY, GREEN, 2£ to 3, 3 to 4. and 5 to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEPPAKDIIand HODGINSII 5 to 6 feet.

Special Cheap Offer9 on application.

52, MARKET SauARE, NORTHAMPTON

HARDILY-GROWN

& ail other

Trees 8s, F
?ergreeRS,

Stocks quite Unequalled for

QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

IS («0 Acres) CHloTlR.

FERMS!—FER NS!!
50,000 Prime Stuff, in 2A-inoh pots—PTERIS

CRISTATA, NOBILIS, MAJOR, TREMULA, and other

Best Market Sorts, at 9s. per 100.

Good, clean, and bushy stuff, in 48's, at 4s. 6d.

per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

All orders carefully and promptly executed. An inspection

is invited by

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

LORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID

SWEET BRIARS
Strong flowering bunches from open ground. 1894 varieties,

5s. each ; those of 1895, 7*. <od. each.

Full particulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS <fc CO., Salisbury.

25 PER CEHT. SAVED! /&)'.

ty
<5.

The BEST HYACINTHS the
WORLD PRODUCES AT

2icf. each -

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first Size,

9s. per 100.
Other Lines

equally Reliable
and Cheap,

<3

BEFORE
BUYING ELSE-

WHERE. SEND FOB
OUR

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPARE PRICES.

SCHAEL RAINS & CO.,

Bulb Glowers & Seed Merchants,

34 MAHSELL STREET, ALDGATE,
LONDON, E.

AND THE NORSERIES. HAARLEM, HOLLAND.

o.

ELMS — ELMS— ELMS.
All worked Trees. Vastly superior to Seedjngu.

CHICHEaTER, 4 to n feet 5s. doz., 35*. pr 100.

ii 6 to 8 fret, 7s. d z , 601 per 100.
., 11 lo 111 f^et. Xts. doz.

ENGLIaH. 4 to 6 feet, rs. doz . <0< per 10\
,, B to 8 feet. 9s. doz., 65s. per 100.

,, 12 to 14 feet, 2ls. per doz.
MONTANA SUPERSA, 7 to 8 feet, 8s. doz, 6"J. per 100.

„ 10 to 12 feet, l&s. doz., 100«. per 100.

CATALOGUES FREE.

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
KOYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

100,000 FRUIT TREES
Will be Sold at Perry Hill. Cliffe, near Rochester, Kent
(art

j lining Cliffe Station, South Eastern Railway), on NOVfcM-
UEtt 27, & r

- half-piRt 11 o'clock, punctual, connistinn of
Oj.OuO standard ami Half-Standard Apples, fears. Plums, and
Cherries; 20,000 Baldwin Black and Red Currants; 15,000
Gooseberries, 60,000 Raspberries, 1000 New Plain, Monarch;
500 Pitmaaton IJuchess on Qninre; 3000 New Apple, Beauty
of Bath, and Bismarck ; iso.000 New Strawberry, Royal
Sovereign ; 50,000 Paxtons und Noble, 15.000 Asparagus,
100 OuO Myati'a Spring Cabbage Plants, 200.000 Cos Lettuce,
2 1. 1>00 drumhead and Thousand-head Kale, 5U.O00 Red
Pickling Cabbage &c.
Catalogues may be had of the Auction'ers, Messrs. PRO-

THEROfc. and AlORRIi, 67, Cheapside, London, E.C.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

LARGE SPECIMEN HOLLIES.
From 6 to 8 feet, well furnished with shoots to the ground.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South Wood-
ford, Essex, bfigs to invite attention to a splendid lot of

cheap Specimen Holliep, which are suitable for plan ting in large

towns or elsewhere. The sorts consist of tbe common Green, and
many of the b-*st broad-leaved kinds, such as Scotica, White-
berried, Canadian, Hedgehog, Bay-leaved, Nigrescens, and.

others. These Hollies hdve bean regularly transplanted, and
will lift with good balls. As it is necessary to clear the ground,
a Special Low Price will be quoted for large quantities.

Sizes and Prices may be bad on application.

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consi>-ting entirely of ihe reliable hardy kinds ; the

Majority being on their Own Roots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from 1£

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

SHRUBS.—Ampelopsis Veitchii, 18 in. 32s.;
Arbor-vitte, Amer., 2J ft., 16s.; 3J ft., ;0.<. per 100,

Aucuba jipouica. 1 ft., 20s. ; Azara microphylla, 2 fc, is. per

doz.; Azalei pODtica, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.; Berberis Jamesooii,

2 ft., 12s. per 100; Boxtree, 2 ft., ltis. ; Cotoneaster micro-

phylla, 2£ ft.. 10s. ; C. Simonsii, 3 ft.. 10s. per 100 ;
Deutzia

praeiHs crcnata. fi. pi., 4s. per doz. ; Dogwood. 2 ft., los. ;

Escallonia macranlba, pots, 2 ft., 30s. ; K. rubra, 30s. ; E.

Fhilli ense white, 4s. per doz. ; Euooymu3 j tponica, 10 inch,

16s. per 100 ; E. tricolor, 2Cs. ; Fuchsia Biccartonii,2 ft., iOs.
;

Grass, Pampas, 2 to 3 ft.. 6s. per doz.; Griselinia littoralis,

2 ft. extra, 6s. per doz.. 40s. per 100; HODeysuckle, strong,

10s.; japouica. 20s. per 1C0; Hollies, variegated, 6s.; Ivy,

Irish, 2 ft., 10s. per 100; Giant, pots, 3s. doz.; Jaamiue

nudiflorum, 4s. ; J. -white, 4s. ; Laurel, common. 2 ft., 12s.

;

L. Coichica, 1 to 1 j ft., 10s. ; 2 to 2£ ft., 14s. ; 3 to 3£ ft., 20s.

per 1C0; Botundifolia, 14; ft., 16s.; Portugal, 1J to 2 ft., 24s.

per 100; Lilac, purple, 2 to 3 ft., 3s. ; white, 2 ft., 4s.;

Laurustinus, 14; to 2 ft., 4s. ; Olearia Haastii, li ft.. 4s.

;

2 to 3 ft., 6s. ; Pachjsandra torminalis, pots, 4s. ; Phila-

delpbus grandiflora, 2 to 3 ft., 3s. ; Khododendron ponti-

cum, 1 to lift.. 20s. : 2 to 2J ft.. 35s. ; 2J to 3 ft., 60s. ; Golden

Elder, 2 ft., 16s. ; Gueldr, s Kose, 4s. per doz. ;
Set* Buckthorns,

2 ft., 12s. : Virginian Creeper. 3s.; Weigela rosea. 2 ft., 4s.

W. alba, 6s. ; Yew, English. 1 to l£ft., 16s. ; 1J to 2 ft., 24s.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

JOHNSON'S IMPKOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING ODe of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 11 cows,
from which I obtain a largequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.

Special Piices for Large Quantities
and the Trade.

HANGER HILL, EALING.
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FERNS—FERNS—FERNS .

OA (\f\(\ P. CRISTATA in thumbs, good,
t)V/iUV/U clean, and free, at 12s. per 100. or £5 per
1000. Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 43's and
3^8 on application. Inspection invited. Free on rail in

London.— J. HILL. Nurseryman, Lower Edmonton. Middlesex.

SEEDLING aDd BEDDED SHRUBS, &c—
Abies Douglasii, 8 to 10 in.. 60s. per 1000; nobihs, 1-yr.,

K*. per 100; Virginian Creeper, 2-yr., 6*. per 100; Box Tree,

Green. 8 in., 40s. per 1000 ; Cup. macrocarpa, 8 to 9 id,,

50*. per 1000; C. erecta viridip, 4 to 6 in., 30s. per 1000;
do., 8 in., 40s. ; C. Moosina, 6 to 7 in., 6s. per 100; gracilis,

6 in., 6s. per 100; Cotoneaster mic, 1 ft., 3s. 6d. per 100;
Simonaii, 10 in., 4s.; Cedrus atlantica, 2-yr., 4s Gd. ; E.
macrantha, 10 in., 10s. per 100; Enonymus japonica, 6 in.,

6s. per 100 ; Gueldre Bose, 9 in., 6s. per 100 ; Honeysuckle,
Common, strong, 6s.; H. japonica, 12s. per 100; Ivy, Irish,

15 in., 6s. per 100; P. strobus. 2-yr., 6s. ; P. excelsa. 2-yr. tr.,

6*. per 100; P, cembra, S to 9 in.. 6s. per 1C0; Laurustinus,
8 in., 7s. 6tf. ; B. squarrosa, 6-in.. 40s. per 1000; R. plumosa,
*-in., 40s.; Bhod. ponticum, 3-yr., 28s. per 1000; Thuja
Lobbii, 12 to loin., 25s. ; 15 to 18 in., 30s. per 1000; Thujopsis
dolabrata, 9 in.. 8s. per 100; Yucca gloriosa, 10s. per 100.

GAP LIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOB FORCING :—

BUDS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.
„ JAPONICA.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
,. MYRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSH0T.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowers. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BABR'S SPRING-FLOWERrtfG BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.

BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-
SAFFRONS, CTOLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c.
List free on application,
BARR'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARR axd SON, 12. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

GRAPE VINES AND ROSES.
JOHN COWAN and CO.

Have this season a large and splendid Stock of Grape Vines
suitable for Fruiting in Pots and Planting Vineries. Also a
large and splendid Stock of Tea and oth*r Roses, in pots.

Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE post-free on applica-
tion to the Company

—

The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
LT CANNELL and SONS' Stock is the
J-_L» largest and completest in existence, and
in the finest possible condition ; will certainly

give satisfaction in all parts of the world. As a

proof they append the following :

—

M. C. Gabain, Havre, Francs.
November 9, 1895.

With the plants you have sent me, it will interest you to

learn, at the exhibition held here, I was awarded the " Grand

Prix d'Honneur," i.e., the highest award over all other exhi-

bitors, a valuable Sevres Vase, presented by the French Pre-

sident; also two Gold and one Silver Medals. It was gratifying

to receive the assurance from all competent judges that

notbiDg finer than my display had ever been seen in Paris, o r

elsewhere. Amongst tie most admired was your Sunflower.

SEND FOB A CATALOGUE.

SWANLEY, KENT.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ALL GROWERS WHO DESIRE THE BEST VARIETIES ONLY

should obtain a copy of W. J. CODFREY'S CATALOGUE.
It is the M03T RELIABLE LIST published. (Beady early in December).

Before the blooming season hardly began, Catalogues for 1690 were distributed containing long

lists of Foreign Novelties, with descriptions appended, as supplied by the various raisers. Not a tenth

part of these had bloomed in this country, and not one in twenty will be worth cataloguing another

season. Those growers who are tempted into trying them will be sorely disappointed.

W. J. G. has on trial of this season's Novelties 220 varieties from Continental raisers, 76 from
America and Japan, all the English introductions, and several hundred second-year seedlings of his

own raising. ONLY THE VERY BEST of these will be catalogued, and no expense and trouble

are beiDg spared to s.ft the few " grains from the chaff.'' Strong, healthy, country-grown cuttings

can be supplied at once, if desired, and at same prices as offered by other responsible firms.

CODFREY'S NOVELTIES FOR 1896
fl ill consist of really sterling varieties, every one of which has

been thoroughly tested the second year.

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON

WHAT HAS RECENT CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS PROVED?

WHY THAT THE

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE
Is a Great Assistance to the Prize Winner.

Mr. W. H. LEES of Trent Park Gardens, New Barnet, was the first to take this Manure in

hand, lie has used it freely, and his unparalleled success, both last year and this year, at the most
important shows, tells its own tale, and this cannot be too widely known amongst all lovers of

Chrysanthemums.

This Manure is ju9t as valuable to the Market Grower, who has to produce dozens of blooms
upon each plant, as it is to the Exhibitor, who only leaves two or three to dsvelop. The use of it

in either case produces size, brightness of colour, and substance—thus securing for the Market
Grower the top price in the market as well as giving the Exhibitor^ the premier honours at the
exhibition-table. Analysis and all particulars post-free from the Manufacturer of the XL ALL
Specialties

—

G. H. RICHARDS,
OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

Telegraphic Address ; VAPORIZING, LONDON."

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, Improved.—
Large Strong Plants, Blue or White. 2s. 6d. per 100;

Rocket, Purple or White, 2s. 6i. per 100 ; Double White Daisy,
4s. per 100. Free on Rail. Cash with Order.

P. BOULTON, Beeehenlei Nursery, SwaDley.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 12s. Gd. per 103 ; extra fioe, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
mates top price at Cogent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

CONTFEEiE, &c—Abies Douglasii, lj to 2 ft.,

20s. : 2 to 3 ft., 25s. ; 3 to 1 ft., 30s. per 100 ; A. cana-
densis, ljto 2 ft., is. per 100 ; A. Albertii, 2 ft.. 6s. per 100 .

Araucaria imbricata, 2J ft., 24s. ; 3 to 4 ft., 60s. per 100
Cedrus deodara, 2 ft., 6s. per doz. ; Cup. macrocarpa, ]£ to
2 ft., 4s. per doz. ; C. Lawsonii, 2± ft , 25s. ; 3 to 4 ft., 30l. ;

4 to o ft., 40s. per doz. ; C. erecta. 2ft., 25s.; 3 to 4 ft., 3os. per
doz. ; C. stricta, 3 to 4 ft., 3Js. per doz. ; Picea nobilis, 12 in.,

6s. per doz. ; P. Nordmanniana, 12s. in., 4s. per doz. ; P. excelsa,
1 ft., 4s. per doz. ; Pinus cembra, 1£ ft., 12s. per 100 ; Retino-
spora plumosa, 1 to 1£ ft., 4s. ; 2 to 2£ ft., 6s. perdoz. ; R. aurea,
1 ft., 4s. ; R. squarrosa, 2 ft., 4s. per doz.; Thuia Mooreana,
2 ft., 4s. ; 2i to 3 ft., 6s. ; T. Lobbii. 2 ft., 10s. ; 3 ft., 25s.

;

4 lo 4£ ft, 40s. per doz.; Thuiopsis dolabrata, 2J ft., 8s.

3 ft., 12s. ; 31 ft., 18s. per doz.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestries,
A>~D OTHERS "WHO INTEND

PUNTING TREES and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.
ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity

Road. Wandsworth. S.W.. begs to offer an extensive
stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c. which being grown in the neighbourhosd of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.

Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

V. LEMOINE & SON'S
CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES,

IncludiDg BEGONIA ODORATI3SIMA ALBA PLENA, AS-
TILBE LEMOINEI, new sets of GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI, and
GLADIOLUS NANCEIANUS, M0NTBRETI4S, PHLOXES,
DOUBLE LILACS, and the best new Forcing Shrub -

DEUTZIA LEMOINEI
(each 5fr. ; per dozen. 48fr.), will be sentfreeto all applicants.

GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI and GLADIOLUS NANCEtANUS
(1st Prizes at the Paris Universal Exposition, 1889; at the
Chicago World's Fair, 1893 ; Great Gold Medal at the
Amsterdam Universal Exposition, 1895), are not subject to

disease under the climate of Eogland. Address

—

V. LEMOINE & SON, Nancy, France.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A New Variety of great merit, introduced by us last year.

This was raised by Mr. Steel, of Ealing, and is the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden : free-grower, heavy
cropper, large handsome fniit, fruiting very early, and lastiog

well through the season until very late. The fruit is essentially

a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior

flavour. Strong Canes. 6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready
for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities on
application. watkujs & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cut
Flowers and Ferns in the North of Eogland, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible dtsp3tch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS

STatioh, Harlow, O.E.R.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-Iron municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AITD

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINABY CAST-IBON OBATE BABS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FRONT ELEVATION— -LONCITDDINAL SECTION- *-SE"CTr6NAL PLAN—

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOB LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

LAWN MOWER REPAIRS.

GARDENERS HAVING MACHINES REQUIRING REPAIR
ARE RECOMMENDED TO FORWARD THEM AT ONCE TO
DENS IRONWORKS, ARBROATH; OR, TO OUR LONDON

WAREHOUSE,

5, OLD SWAN LANE, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

HAVING A LARGE STAFF OF EXPERIENCED MEN,
AND THE MOST IMPROVED MACHINERY, WE ARE EN-
ABLED TO EXECUTE REPAIRS TO ANY MAKE OF MOWER
PROMPTLY AND THOROUGHLY.

PATENT AXLE SPRINGS FITTED.

ALEX. SHANKS & SON, Ltd.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

15-oz., per 100 ft., Is. Bd.

21-oz., „ 10s. Od.

in Stock Sizes.

,18X12.18X14,24X14
,20X12,18X16.24X16
, 16X14, 20X16. 24x18, &0.

1£ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2x4, at
J<2. per

foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Slo.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BisHofssate Ste'ee* Within, LoSdos, E.O.

Just Published, Piice 2s., post free,

SPECIAL MANURES FOR GARDEN
CROPS.

By A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph D., &c.

A Complete Guide as to the most suitable Soils and Manures
for the successful culture of Greenhouse Plants. Hardy Annuals,
Half-hardy Annuals and Biennials, Perennials, Vfgetables,

Herbs, Flovrering Plants, Shrubs, Fruit, Salads, Grass for

Lawns, Mushrooms, &c.

W. H. & L. COLLTN'ORTDGE, Aldersgate Street, London.

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FOBCING-HOTJSES, PITS, FBAMES, &c:

Elaborately Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

HILL & SMITH, BBIERLEYHILL
near Dudley

Ard at LONDON & DUBLIN.

Combined Mesh Wire Netting.
Saves 20 per Cent, over ordinary Mesh Netting. Write for the

New REDUCED PRICE LIST.
IRON FENCES, GATES, TREE GUARDS,

BL&CK VARNISH, &c.

RICHARDSON'S

^^ HORTICULTURAL
\!i^\ BUILDINGS,

Mast ^*'sNk h/> /"s^ Conservatories, Greenhouses,

-te
f
*t?

Vineries, Peach Houses,
Stove and Orchid

Houses, &c. Also
Hoilers. Pipes,

ind all

International Horticultural ^"v^G/CN Fittings.

-^ »^

Psize Medals.

Awarded the only

Gold Medal for "\^>^ -.

Horticultural BuildiDgs at tho^V^H^"^

Exhibition, London. ^N^fj'

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON,
3S
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THURSDAY NEXT. November 21.

(jR£AT SAL RCHID
By Order of MESSRS. LINDEN, BRUSSELS.

An Importation Just Received op

CATTLEYA WAROCQUEANA EXCELSIOR.
A Grand New Type of Linden's famous Autumn-flowering Labiata. The most magnificent form ever introduced.

In very fine order. Collected in an entirely New District.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, LINDEN'S GRAND " PACHO " TYPE.
Collected in the same woods from which have been obtained all those magnificent forms flowered in the celebrated Collection of Monsieur

Dallemagne, at Rambouillet, which have been entirely furnished by Messrs. Linden, and in other well-known collections.

CATTLEYA SPECIES—Probably a natural hybrid between Gigas,

aurea, and Hardyana. Seleoted and most distinct plants.

CATTLEYA REX—Linden's Kiog of the Cattleyas. Superb selected

Established Plants.

A NEW HYBRID CATTLEYA (C. Lawrenceana x Lielia oinnabarina).

Fine healthy plant.

AT Messrs. J. C. STEVENS' GREAT

LINLEN'S CHINESE wonderful varieties of CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE.
Fine Established Plants of Cochlioda Noetzliana, Vanda Species,

probably new ; Cattleya Mendeli, Phaius Humbloti, Cattleya
maxima gigantea, and many others.

Together with several Complete Editions of the " LINDENIA," Ioono-
graphie of Orohids.

ROOMS, 38, KING STREET CfiVENT GARDEN, W.G.

fOR PLEASU RE AND PROFIT

|IEHO H T
ll( III' jfi, 7W^« NOTHING SO PROF1TABLB
€H l)#|f*ilv'{ AND EASY TO GROW.

""<£ SOAcresofSaleableTiecs

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
I.iits Free.

I

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

8S. per doz., 6Os.perl00.
A U other Nursery Stock

catriage-formard.

OS} ^S I N POTS From 15/- a doz.

Ornamental Trees, 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15/-
per doz.

K.B.—Single Plants are sold at
slightly increasedprices.

CENERAL CATALOGUE
1, (Over 170 pages) of Nuisery Stock,

fy artistically produced, ( ontaininu;
\ eorae hundreds of illustrations.

i.xiiZ}, and full of valuable Information,
pr-rX. free on receipt of 3d, for postage&>: ^

ICHARD SMITH&CPWoRCESTCR

RESULT
Proves more than volumes of print. My Collection of Chrysanthemums has again succeeded in

winning the President's Prize for Group of Plants, and the Gold Medal for Table of Exhibition
Blooms, at the National Chrysanthemum Society's Show, November 5, 1895. In addition to many
other prizes my collection has now been awarded

4 GOLD MEDALS
in two years—the highest award obtainable in each case. I have much pleasure in announcing that

I have secured some Grand Seedlings from our two most noted and successful English raisers,

Cbas. E. thea, Esq., and H. Briscoe-lronside, Esq., which, together with my own Seedlings will form
a collection

UNRIVALLED.
My GENERAL GUIDE is now ready, with reduced prices for all last season's novelties, and
contains the following Cultural Articles:—How to Grow Japanese for Exhibition; How to Grow
Inourved for Exhibition ; How to Grow Specimen Plants; How to Grow for Decoration ; How to

Dress Incarved for Exhibition ; and How to Save Seed. A large number of Growers attribute their

SUCCESS
to following the advice given in my Guide, which can be obtained, post-free, for eight stamps.

My LIST of NO VEL TIES for 1896 will he ready in December.

H. J. JONES,
EYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM, S.E.

SELECT NOVELTIES IN FLOWER SEEDS* I896,°T
ED
HURST & SON, «:A5naTuM

Eg" OCR COMPLETE LIST OF IfOlELT/b

WALLFLOWER RUBY GEM.
Tb'a grand Novelty is certainly the moat brilliant aud effective variety of single Wallflower

hitherto sent out.
T he colour is a beautiful clear thade of Ruby-Violet, with a b'uish satin-lihe sheen (quite

un'ihe ihe o'd purple Wallflower, which is more dark and du 1 in colour) aod when se^n in a
mass the eff ct produced is very striking. It has the habit of ihe ordinary dark Blood Wall-
flower of medium height, .1 d the flowe-s are exira 'arge ai.d of eood stib^tnnce.

A coloured illustration of this Novelty will be issued with our General Seed Catalogue
for l&flfl,

targe Packets, retail, 1b. ; Smaller Packets, retail, 86*.

GRAND NEW OBTM<ON
PERPETUAL - FLOWERING CARNATION, URIAH PIKE.

(Grown by Mr. GEORGE MAY Teddington, from whom we hav<% bought the entire stock
of seed grown t hi* year, and now i fly th« name for the first- time.)

Awardtd .Vur First-class Certificates, besides the Si'tier-GiU and Silver Metals of the R.1J.S.

Th'8 in undoubtedly the GraNDFST CBTMSOlff CaRvaTION ever off-red, at the Mine time
(he DCMt decided acquisition to the Tre** or Pt*rp*-tu«'-flowering civs that his eve<" been raised ;

an ide»l Carnation, fruitless in form and colour. It, 1* pos-es.-ed of an extr*-m-ly robust and
v gorou* constitution such a* noother Perpetual- flow- ring Carnation can boiet, und ni collection

ran hf rnmulete without it. In point of colonr this noble Carna'ion reigns sup-eme, b*ing a
veiH. -We 0l/TWT*0 PRTM.«OV VFLVFT BKX.F, and in tW* •e«p«f» AB^LrTFJT UVIQrE

Pa*.ketBOf 50 fieeds. retail, 2s-. 6d. each; Packets of 25 Seers. retail, 1 * 6d. <nch.

FOfi PRICES TO THE TRaD

WILL BE POSTED IN A FEW DAYS.

SWEET PEA CUPID.
We call special attention to ihe new dwarf SWEET PEA CTTPID, a moot unique Novelty

of American o-ig>n. fjr which we h-ive been appointed bf the VVn 'ors, MESSRS. ATLEE,
BURPEE and CO., PHTHDELPHI i, Sole Agents for the distnbution to the Trade in G.eat
Britain, 'he A'i«tra'i«n Co'omes. and Tndia.

A brief Description Of Cupid (the only dwarf Sweet Pea eve'' known).—The foliage is

very dirk green ; b oi-soms pure wuxy-wh t". of unpq ialhd substance, and fully as lurge as
" Fmily Heodereon." The pltnt do°8 not grow over 5 inches h'gh. an 1! never more than 12 to
15 inches in diameter. The stems a'e about 4 inches long beiring two or ihrpe b'o^soras, all

very near the end of the stem It is a wonderfully free bloomer, an 1 begins to flower as early
no Slay and eontinue* until November. Tne 8oe1 is white, an r' o* u-nal size.

Packets of 20 Seeds, r* till le. each; Half-slza Packets of 10 Seeds, retail, 8d. eac\
Electros, for use in Cat»'0^ue, supplied tr«-e oo at'p'icat on.

IMPORTANT NOVELTY OF LAST YE*R.
PRIMULA FIMBRIATA RUBRA SUPERBISSIMA.

This grind new Primula m>ty b- described as the red connterp -rt of P. nlbi magnifK'a sent
out several years ago, and which wie one of the mosr senaitional Novelties of recem times,

Th" fring'ngof the extra large bold flowers—which are of Great substance—inof the same heavy
charao*>-r as in P. alb* migmfid, and which distinguishes that variety from all others; wbil*t
the colour i« that of the be«t tyi'eof the ordinary ''rubra, "relieved bvarich gold-n-yellow eye. ihe
well-shaped true* ^*>ine bo'o» will Rb iv» the fo'inoe, whj-h in rieep'v cut and of a sr\^ rich green.

Per Pao»»t retaU. 2s. 60.; Larger size Packeta, retail, 3s, 6d,

8, SEE OVR NOVELTY LIs2.
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H. LANE & SON
Solicit an Inspection of their Extensive

NURSERY STOCK
i

Covering over 150 ACRES,
CONSISTING OF

DEGSDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RHODODENDRONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in fine healthy oondition.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HERTS.

«*-»*-**«»*#»***»»»* * * »»ft * * * *

HyaeSraths, Tulips,
es,Narcissi, Li

Crocuses , Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalogue No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DlCKSONS Bulb Growers
& Importers,

CHESTER.
pc****** *»»**«» »»**»* * »» »**»*^

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 *° seleot from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

For Market and Private Growers,

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

I PHEAL&QONS
(fcl a Irf Crawley,. KS Sussex.

ANTHONY WATERER
InviteB an inspection from intending PlnnterB to the fol-
lowing well-grown TRKES, having stout, cean stems,
"With handsomely-furnished, well-balanced heads, and from
frequently transplanting are splendidly rooted :

—
ACER DASYCARPUM, U to 20 feet.

„ WIEKII LACINlATUM. 10tol4feet.
NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet.

RElTENBACHII, 12 to 14 feet.
SCHWEDOERII, 12 to 10 feet.

WORLEYII 12 to 14 feet.
LEOPOLD1I, I2feet.

BEECH. Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 20 feet.

BIRCH, Silver. 12 to 1 J feet.

CERASUS 8ERO TINA (American Bird Cherry), 12 to 16 feet.

CHESTNUT;!, Horse, 14 to 20 feet.

„ rouble White, 14 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet, 12 to 18 feet.

„ „ Briotii, 10 to 16 feet.
ELMS. English, 10 to 12 feet.
LIMES, 12, 16 to 20 feet.

All our Limes are the best red-twigged variety.

„ BUCHLORA or DASYsTILA, 12 to 14 feet.

,, Silver-leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 feet.
LIQUIDAM8AR, 6 to 10 feet.
OAK, English, 12 to 14 feet.

„ Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet.
POPLAR CANADENSIS I> OVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft.

SYCAMORE, Common, 12 to 17 feet.

„ Purple. 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS. Double Pink, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Paul's Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Double White, 8 to 10 feet.

WEEPING TKEES.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards. 8 to 12 feet.

.. WeeDing. Purple. Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to la feet.

BIRCH, Young's Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 8 to
14 feet.

,. Cut-leaf Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 12 ft.

ELMS, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.

LARCH, Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

EVERGREENS FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

Well rooted. Good colour. Handsome

ATJCUBA JAPONTOA, bushy, 3 to 4 feet
CEDRUS LIBANI. 5 to 6 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 8 feet ...

„ ,, 8 to 10 feet

„ 10 to 12 feet

„ „ ERECTA VIRIDH. 3 to 4 feet ...

,, ,, ,, „ 4 to 6 feet

, „ 6 to 8 feet
HOLLY, Green, 5 to 6 feet
PIOEA LASIOCARPA. 8 to 10 feet

„ NORDMiNNIANA, 3 to 4 feet

„ „ 4 to 5 feet

„ „ 5 to 6 feet

PINUS AUSTRUCA, 4 to 6 feet

.. ., 5 to 6 feet

THUJOPIS BORElLIS. 10 to 12 feet, 10/6 to
YEWS, English. 5 to 6 feet

,, ,, 6 to 7 feet

specimens.
Each. Doz.

3 6
12 6
2 6
5
7 6
2
3 6
7 6
4

31
3 6
5

7 6
2
3 6
15
5

7 6

!. d.

36
120
31
48
80
24

36
66
84
21
36

56*

84

JNO. JEFFERIES & SON,
ROYAL NURSERIES, CIRENCESTER.

KENT: THE CARDEN OF EHCLAND.

SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses

at the following cash prioes. Package free.

Seleotion left to themselves.

SUPFRIOR H.p . STANDARDS, 2} to 3$ feet stems, assorted,

choice, per dozen. 18s to 24s

HALF-<TAND»RD H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet stems, choice, per

dozen, 12s. to 18s.

STANDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTES,
per dozen, 24S- to3*s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per doren. 9s. to 12«.

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dozen. Is. id.

FINE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Wslls. per dozen. 9l. to 18s.

DWARF TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18».

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSER, per doyen, 6si to 9s.

Copies of G. B, * titHs Trdit List, 6 starups.

THE

darters' tijtemtde.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1895.

JOHN EVELYN.
THE long roll of English amatenr horticul-

turists oontains no more attractive a name
than that of John Evelyn—or "Sylva Evelyn."

Lucy Aikin described him as " that model of a
meritorious English gentleman." " I know no
man," says the poet Cowley, " that possesses more
private happiness than you do in your garden,

and yet no man who makes his happiness more
publiok by a free communication of the art aDd

knowledge of it to others. All that I am able

yet to do is only to reoommend to mankind the

search of that felicity which you instruct them
how to find and to enjoy." Columns might be

filled with the things which Evelyn's contem-

poraries have said about him ; but it is more par-

ticularly with Evelyn in connection with Sayes

Court and the newly-established Deptford Park
that forms part of the old estate that we are

concerned.

The manor of Sayes Court, originally known
as West Greenwioh, has a very ancient history,

whioh, indeed, goes baok to the time of the Con-
queror. But it is not at all necessary for as to

penetrate very far into the dim mists of obscurity,

and it must suffice us to paint out that the name
of the place dates from the early part of the

twelfth century, when, by marriage, it pissed

into the possession of Geoffrey de Say, who was

one of the most distinguished men of his t me.

The estate remained in possession of this family

until early in the fifteenth century, when, in

default of a heir male, it passed into the posses-

sion of Sir John Phillip. After various changes

it was, towards the olose of the sixteenth oen-

tury, in ihe possession of the Browne family.

It will be interesting to quote the description

of the place as it appeared to eye-witnesses in

1608 and in 1651, respectively. The surrey, whioh

bears the date of July 25, 1608, reports as fol-

lows in Sayes Court:—This house oonteyneth

eightteene severall roomes and twoo storis high,

and nyne bayes and gardens, and orchards con-

tayning by estimaoion two aores and a halfe, also

a stable on the west end of the stalles and a loft

or gardener of four bayes valued by the jury by

the yeare (in good repaire), iiij 1."

Forty-three years later, another survey— dated
June 2, 1651—was made of the plac^, and from

this it will be seen that its value, at all events,

had considerably increased since 1608. The
survey says:

—" Manor house built with timber,

with the apptenances thereunto belongeinge

commonly called Sayes Court, Deptford

consisteinge of one hall, one flor, one kitchen,

one buttery, one larder, with a daryehouse, alsoe

one chamber and three cellers. In ye second

storie eight chambers with foure clossetts, and

three garretts, two stables, and one other little

stable ioyninge t<5 the aforesaid manor howse,

whioh rrfoTesaia manor nctasi?, together with the
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said garden, orchard, and oourt yards, oonteine

together two acres, two roodes, and sixteene

perches, xiiij 1."

Whilst in Paris daring 1646-7, Evelyn became

acquainted with the English Ambassador there,

Sir Richard Browne, and on June 26, 1647, he

was married to Mary, Browne's only daughter,

and finally settled with his wife at Sayes Court

in 1652. The Brownes held a lease from the

Crown of the manor, whioh had been seized by

the Parliamentarians. Evelyn obtained the

King's leave to compound with the occupiers, the

King also promising, in the event of a Restora-

tion, to secure it to him in fee farm. He suc-

ceeded in compounding for £3,500; he also

obtained leases from the King after the

Restoration.

Although SiyeB Court itself had only a compara-

tively small garden of a couple of acres attached to it,

the manor itself would appear to consist of 260 acres,

according to a letter which Evelyn quotes in his

Diary, nnder date, October 21, 1642. The diarist

began to alter and improve the place soon after he

took possession. Under the date January 17, 1653,

Evelyn has an entry in his Diary to the following

effect:—"I began to set out the ovall garden at

Siyes Court, which was before a rude orchard, and

all the rest one intire field of 100 acres, without any

hedge, except the hither Holly hedge, joynirg to the

bank of the mount walk*. This was the beginning

of all the succeeding gardens, walks, groves, enclo-

sures, and plantations there." The late Mr. Nathan

Dews, the author of a very interesting and complete

litt'e Hi>tary of Deptford states, that among the

MS3. at Wotton, is the following notice of Evelyn's

work at Siyes Court:—"The hithermost grove I

planted about 1656 ; the other beyond it, 1660 ; the

lower grove, 1062 ; the Holly hedge, even with the

mount hedge below, 1670. I planted every hedge and

tree not only in the gardens, groves, &;., but about

all the fields and house since 1653, except those

large, old, and hollow Ems, in the stable court,

next to the sewer ; for it was before all one

pasture- field to the very garden of the house;

from which time alio I repaired the ruined

house, and built the whole end of the kitchen,

the chapel, the buttry, my study above and

below, cellars, and all the outhouses and walls,

still-house, orangerie, and made the gardens, &c,

to my great cost, and better I had don to have

pulled all down at first, but it was don at several

times." In Sylva, 1633, Evelyn further records:—
" I planted all the out- limits of the garden and long

walks with Holly—400 feet in length, 9 feet high,

and 5 feet in diameter."

Evelyn's residence at Sayes Court extended from

1652 to May, 1694, a period of forty-two years. He
was a pronounced Royalist, but occupied himself

very little with public affairs during the Common-
wealth, and confioed himself, in fact, to the cultiva-

tion of his garden, to writing books, and to corres-

ponding and associating himself with the learned

men of the day.

It would require columns merely to enumerate the

mity celebrated men who visited Evelyn at his

renowned retreat at Deptford. Among others, we

may specially mention John Dryden, the poet ; the

Marquis of Argyll, who shortly after had the

misfortune to lose his head on the scaffold ; Lord

Lothian, Earl of Southampton (Treasurer of the

Navy), the Qaeen-mother, with the Earl of St.

Albans, " and many greate ladies and persons."

Abraham Cowley wrote his six Latin books on

plants daring his residence at Daptford, and the

gardens at Sayes Court are said to have helped him

greatly in this. Mr. Leslie Stephen states that

Evelyn was on friendly terms with John Wilkins,

the warden of Wadham College, and afterwards

Bishop of Chester ; and with Robert Boyle, to whom
in 1659, he addressed a letter proposing a scheme for

building a sort of college near London, where a few

men of science were to devote themselves to the pro-

motion of experimental knowledge. The outcome

of this proposal was the Royal Society, the first

meeting of which was held in January, 16601. Both

Charles II. and James II. showed Evelyn much
favour, which perhaps was a questionable sort of

a compliment ; Evelyn had no sympathy with the

profligacy of the court of the former, and still less,

if possible, with the rascalities of the latter. His

attention and time became more and more devoted

to scientific and other subjects apart from politics;

and when the Revolution came, he retired entirely

into private life.

The decadence of Siyes Court dates from the time

when Evelyn left it to settle with his brother George

at Wotton inl694. Whilehe was in residence at Sayes

Court, Evelyn was constantly receiving distinguished

visitors, as readers of the celebrated Diary are well

aware. On April 30, 1663, Charles II. came "to
honour my poor villa with his presence, viewing the

gardens, and every room of the house, and was pleased

to take a small refreshment. There were with him

the Duke of Richmond, the Eirl of St. Albans, Lord

Lauderdale, and several persons of quality." Two
years later, another distinguished diarist, Samuel
Pepys visited Sayes Court, as the following entry in his

Diary shows :
—

" 1665, May 5. After dinner, to Mr,

Evelyn's; he being abroad, we walked in his garden,

and a lovely noble ground he hath indeed. And
among other varieties, a hive of bee?, so as, being

hived in glass, you may see the bees making their

honey and combs mighty pleasantly." Pepy»'

Diary contains frequent mention of Evelyn. An
exceedingly fine series of unpublished letters from

John Evelyn to Samuel Pepys was in the pos-

session of Mr. S. J. Davey, of Great Russell Street,

five years ago. Oae of these contains a very quaint

request that Mrs. Pepys should call in " Planteur de

choux herbam parietaream Sr. Roger L'Eitrange

—

anything but S.\ Politick." Another of these unpub-
lished letters, dated 1668, has reference to America

;

in it he mentions a captain whom he had the pleasure

of meeting when he last dined with Mr. Pepys, and
suggests that, as this gentleman is abiut to take

command of some forces in New England, he would
do him a favour if he would collect for him some of

the vegetables and natural productions growing in

that country. He encloses a list of the names of the

plants he requires, and also those growing in Vir-

ginia, and of which he is anxious that Ciptain
Nicholson shoul I obtain some seeds.

The Great Frost of 1683-4 dealt very hardly by Mr.
Evelyn's sylvan retreat. In his Diary, under date

of February 4, 1684, he writes:—"I went to Sayes

Court to see how the froet had dealt with my garden,

where I found many of the greener and rare plants

utterly destroied. The O.-aoges and MirtiUs very

sick, the Rosemary and Liurells dead to all appear-

ance, but the Cypress likely to induce it."

The things which the Great Frost did not destroy

were eventually exterminated by Admiral Benbow
and Peter "the Great." "I went to Deptford,"

writes Evelyn, on Jane 1, 1696, "to dispose of our

goods, in order to letting the house for three years

to Vice-Admiral Benbow, with condition to keep up
the garden." How far the last clause in the agree-

ment was kept up, the following lines will show:—
" I have let my house to Captain Benbow, and have
the mortification of seeing, every day, much of my
former labour and expense there impairing for want
of a more polite tenant." In 1698, the final blow

was given to the beauties of Sayes Court. The
Czar of Russia, Peter the Great, " being come to

England, and having a mind to see the building of

ships, hir'd my house at Sayes Court, and made it

his Court and Palace, new furnish'd for him by the

king." One of the Czar's pleasant pastimes, it

appears, was trundling of a wheelbarrow through

Evelyn's favourite Holly-hedge, to which reference

has already been made. "Is there," asks Evelyn,

under the heavens a more glorious and refreshing

object of the kind than an impregnable hedge of

almost 400 feet in length, 9 feet high, and 5 feet in

diameter, which I can still show in my ruined garden

at Sayes Court (thanks to the Tzar of Muscovy), at

any time of the year, glittering with its armed and
variegated leaves, the taller standards at ordinary

distance, blushing with their natural coral It

mocks the rudest assaults of the weather, beasts, or

hedge-breakers

—

et ilium nemo impure lacessit."

The damage inflicted ou the place by this precious

pair of tenants was appraised by a committee com-

prised of Sir Christopher Wren, Mr. Sewell, and

George London, the king's gardener, at £350 9s, of

which amount £55 was in respect of the garden,

London reported that the ''several disorders" here

came under two heads, " one is what can be repaired

again, and the other what cannot be repaired."

London reported that (1) all the grass work is out of

order, and " broke into holes by their [the Russian

Court] leaping and shewing tricks upon it ;
"

(2) the

bowling-green is in the same condition ; (3), all the

ground which used to be cultivated for "eatible"

plants is all overgrown with weeds, and is not

manured nor cultivated, "by reason the Zar (sic)

would not suffer any men to work when the season

offered
; (4), the wall fruit and " stander " fruit trees

are " unpruined " and unnailed
; (5), the hedges nor

wilderness are not cut as they ought to be ; and

finally (6), the gravel walks are all "broke" into

holes and out of order.

If this succession of calamities were insufficient to

drive away the gentle Evelyn, he wonld have been

more than human. He removed the remainder of

his goods to Wotton on May 24, 1700, and Sayes

Court has never since been inhabited by any member
of the family. The subsequent history is soon told,

and its vicissitudes might almost employ the pen of

an elegiac poet. In 1759, the house was let to the

vestry of St. Nicholas, Deptford, to be used as a

workhouse. In 1820 the old building was in great

part demolished, bat the workhouse remained on the

site till 1818. li 1881 all that survived of Sayes

Court was converted by its owner, Mr. W.J. Evelyn,

into the almshouses, for the accommodation of old

residents on the Evelyn estate. In 1886, Mr. Evelyn

gave part of the old grounds to form a public garden,

with an endowment for keeping it in order ; and in

August last, the remainder of the grounds was added

to this public garden, after being tastefully laid out

from the designs of Mr. H E. Milner, the well-known

landscape gardener.

Of the gardens, therefore, which once formed the

glory of Sayes Court, and the pride of John Ereljn,

only 7 acres have entirely escaped the builder. Bat
the inhabitants of Deptford may consider them-
selves exceedingly fortunate in possessing this most
desirable breathing-place in the heart of this densely

populated neighbourhood. That it is being appre-

ciated is demonstrated by the fact that in a fort-

night from the day of its informal opening (August 12,

1895), nearly 8000 people passed through its gates.

Mr. Erelyn has had it laid oat entirely at bis era
cost. At present a considerable variety of trees and
shrubs is flourishing in the gardens, nearly all of

them being deciduous, as the smoke and dirt of the

place would scarcely permit of anything in the shape

of evergreen shrubs or trees flourishing there.

Several varieties of BarberiB, notably aquifolia,

Aucubas, Laurels, Box, two varieties of Cotoneaster,

Pyrus Mains, Craiaj^us, Lilac, Privet, Weigelas,

Mountain Ash, and Philadelphus coronarius, all

flourish here in a highly satisfactory manner. The
gardens are under the charge of Mr. Callagban,

who has been in Mr. Evelyn's employ for some years.

The place presents much of the " unclothed " appear-

ance of a newly-laid-out park; but in the course of

the next five or ten years it will partake somewhat
of the character it possessed two centuries and more
ago— it will be " most bocaresque," as one of John
Evelyn's visitors then described it. The E m,

Poplar, and Piane trees have all been growing here

for many years, an! they thrive exceedingly well.

Mr. Tnankfull Sturdee'a photographs (fig. 98, p. 577;
fig. 99, p. 579; and fig. 100, p. 5S1) give perhaps a

more "bocaresque" appearance than it really pos-

sesses, but beyond this they are faithful to nature.

Apart from this slice of an estate which must
always remain famous in the annals of EogliBh

horticulture, and a reminder of one of the most
charming and lovable figures in the history of the

seventeenth century, it may be pointed out that the
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London County Council purchased, in 1894, of Mr.
W. J. Evelyn, a space conaiiting of aeventeen acres ;

this apace ia almost half-a-mile west of Sayea Court,

adjoining the Grand Surrey Canal. The price paid

for it was £36,000, and the place ia now rapidly

being formed into a public park. Bat this piece of

ground formed no portion of the gardens in which
John Evelyn ao delighted, although it haa been the
property of the Evelyn family aince they acquired

the eatate. W, Roberts.

(lo be concluded.)

excepting thia very auperficial affinity, all the main
charactera are aa different aa possible. Not even the

petals and the lip are similar, though those parts

never ahow auch a variation aa the aepals.

The Royal Garden at Berlin flowered the plant in

Auguat of thia year. About the home of the plant I

am not quite sure, and I believe it ia better to

confess my ignorance on a point I am not respon-

sible for, than to publish doubtful suppositions.

F. Kriinzlin.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

MASDEVALLIA ECLYPTBATA, Krzl., n. tp*

This is a very singnlar-looking plant. The bright

green leaves have petioles of about the same length.

The flower-stalks bear on their summit a vary large

KEW NOTES.
Gostavia ptebocaepa.—This is one of the hand-

somest of the dozen apecies of Gnttavia, a genua of

tropical American Myrtacese, remarkable for ita large

glosay leaves and handsome flowers, sometimes

6 inchea acroas, and not unlike the Magnoliaa. G.

pterocarpa waa introduced about thirty years ago,

and distributed under the garden name of G.

FlO. 98. VIEW IN THE EVELYN PABK AT DEPTPOBD. (SEE P. 576 )

sheathing bract, which includes the basal half of

the caljx. The dorsal sepal is very short, the

lateral ones are united except at the very top, and

exceed the dorsal by twir s its length, or even more
;

all are contracted into filiform tails of 2 to 3 5 cm.

in length. The colour of the principal part of the

flower is a rich orange-yellow, more yellow at the

base, more orange, or even brick-red, at the top.

The month of the calyx ia comparatively narrow.

The very large braat is like that of M. eucullata,

Lind., and perhaps the plant may be here and there

confounded with thia species—the "Widow-flower''

(La vidua) of the natives of New Granada, but

* Masdtvallia calyptrata, Krzl. n.. ap.—Foliia lanceolatis

apice obtuaatia in petiolum aniuilonguni angustatia ; scapis

uninoria folia lequantibua v. brevioribua ; bractea maxima
ovarium et basin cyathi aupra dimidium amplectente carinata

acuta; cyatboScm. longo conipresso antica subclauso, labio

Bupeliorev. parte libera aepali doraalia triangula brevi in caudam
filiformem 3'5 cm. longam protracto, labio inferiore (v. *ep.

lat.) multo longiore ; aepalia apice tantumliberiaibi triangulia

et in caudaa 3 cm. loDgas protractia, toto. cyatho aurantiaco v.

luteo et denae purpureo-aufl'uao ; petalia longe rbombeia apice
oblique resectis eroaulia tranaaectia triangulia ; laballo aub-
rhomteo, antice obtuae acutato incrassato ; gynoa emio Eequi-

longo, margioe audricanii profundo integro. F. Kriinzlin.

Leopold!. A plant of it has long been in the Palm-
house at Kew, where it flowers annually, and is in

flower now. It ia a shrub 6 feet high, with a

straight, woody stem, branched above, and clothed

with oblanceolate leavee 18 inches long by inches

in width. The flowers are borne in terminal

clusters, a dozen in each cluster, and they expand in

slow succession. They are in the form of a shallow

cap 4 inches in diameter, composed of four fleshy,

ovate- concave petals, white, tinted with rose, and a

c mspicuous corona-like ring of vellow stamens.

They are deliciously fragrant. G. gracillima, a

species with linear leaves and rose-tinted flowers,

was in flower in the same house a few weeks ago.

Anona Chebimolia.

A plant 4 feet high, grown in a pot, has this year

ripened several fruits in the Palm-house at Kew.

They are about the size of an ordinary Apricot,

dark-brown in colour, their pulp being yellow, and

delicious both in aroma and taste. Has any one

ever tried to grow this fruit in English fruit-houses ?

If it could be. grown as Peaches, for instance, are

grown, and would fruit freely, it could scarcely (ail

to become popular. It ia largely cultivated in

tropical countries, the Creoles counting it the most
delicious of all fruits, and they ought to be judges.

Diospybos Kaki.

Kipe fruits of this, the Chinese Date Plum, may
now be seen on two plants in the succulent- house at

Kew. They are as large as good-sized Oranges, and
of a rich scarlet colour. The conditions of ihia

houae aeem to suit these plants, which have fruited

annually since they were planted in the border
among the Agaves, where they get plenty of air and
sunshine.

Lycobis aubea,

The handsomest bulbous plant in flower at Kew in

November is this Lycoria, of which there are about a
dozen pots, each bearing three spikea of flower in

the Begonia-houae now (see fig. 94, p. 545). The
flowers may be likened to those of Nerines,
but they are three or four times as large as the
largest Nerine, their colour being rich golden-
yellow. At Kew the plantB are grown in an
intermediate-house all the winter and spring, and
when they show an inclination to go to rest, they
are stood outside in full aunahine, where they get

whatever rain falls. In October they are removed
into the house again, and a few are placed in a atove

to induce them to flower early. Thua treated there

have been flowera of this plant on exhibition in the
houses for the past month or more. I am convinced
now that this beautiful Chinese plant, which, by the
way, was introduced into England over a hundred
years ago, remains unknown to mosf cultivators,

only because the few who have attempted its culti-

vation have failed through not giving it sufficient

heat. In a tropical climate like that of Hong-Kong
io is a popular garden pUnt, growing with the same
lreedom as Daffodils do nera. W. W., Kew.

Orchid Njtes and Gleanings.

ODONTOGLOSSUM MACULATUAf.
With reference to the remarks under Odonto-

glossum crispum Davoniense, at p. 503 of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for 20 ;h ultimo, I beg permission to

say that I have at present in bloom a plant of

Odontoglosium macalatum bearing three fiae flower-

spikes out of one bulb, two being on the apex, and
one on the side. C. £., The Acacias, Worthing.

Obchids at The Dell, Euham,

With the older plants of this grand collection of

Orchids in unabated vigour, and the inclusion of

every worthy new plant, either species or hybrid, it

is not surprising that Baron Sir H. Schroder, at The
Dell, Egham, attracts the gardener and the botanist
from all parts of the world.

In the large commodious plant-houses a succession

of floral displays is to be found, the component
parts of which vary with the seasons. Early in the

year we recall the splendour of the groups of Masde-
vallias and Odontoglossnms, whose united money-
value would represent a moderate fortune ; then, a

charming display of Coelogyne cristata, usually set

up with Maidenhair Ferns, the two moat attractive

specimens noted being a Ctelogyne cristata alba, some
5 feet across, and bearing upwards of 600 flowers ;

and a still larger Chatsworth variety of Coelogyne,

with about 1000 blooms. And so on in succession,

each class of plant represented in such beauty and
completeness as to leave a strong impression on the

mind of the beholder.

At the present time it is needless to say that the

main ahow is made up of those two admirable plantf,

the autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata, and the

varieties of Dendrobium Phaloenopsis Schroderianum,

which everyone regards as beiDg among the best

introductions to gardens ever made. Of the Cat-

tleya labiata, one of the new houses is filled with

their glowing warm rose and crimson flowers,

scarcely two of which, it may be remarked, are

exactly alike. Among them is a very beautiful

albino, C. labiata Countess Fitzwilliam, with flowers

of snowy whiteness, with a chrome-yellow base to

the Iabellum, the disc of which is pale pink or blush-

white. 1 3 the same house are some plants of Tne
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Dell hybrid Cattieya x Baroness Schroder (Trianaei

xJongheana) in bloom and bud. Tais cross-bred

plant has charming rose-pink flowers, with a yellow

and white tube to the lip, and is the most lasting

of late-flowering hybrid Cattleyas. A strong plant

was noted of another fine thing raised at The Dell,

viz., LsTia x vitelline, whose fine Indian yellow

flowers are very attractive, and has flowers in sheath,

Tne adjoining house is a moist, warm one, which
has been arranged in every way likely to make it

suitable for the culture of Pha'seuopsis, and in it

these plants at the present time seem to be quite at

home, promising a good show of flowers at the

proper season. At present, those in bloom are

Phalanopsis Lowii and P. violacea. Phains tuber-

culosa also grows and blooms in a moat satisfactory

manner in a shady corner of this house ; and plants

of Miltonia Roezlii and others requiring similar

temperature and atmospheric conditions, seem to be

suited in this house,

la the nest range of three span-roofed houses,

in the first of which is a fine batch of the

bronzy - leaved Begonia Gloire de Sceaux ; in

the second, suspended over groups tf coloured

Crotons and other foliage plants, is a moet charming

display of the elegant sprays of Dendrobium Poa'te-

nopeis Schroderianum, D. snperbiens, and others of

its class ; and in the third, the centre stage of which
is filled with the collection of varieties of Laelia

anceps well- furnished with flower- spikes, is a grand
group of Dendrobium formoium gigantenm laden

with its large white and yellow flowers.

Passing through the lofty Camellia-house we find

evidence of an important condition of success in

Orchid culture, viz., to grow the plants well in the

season of growth and rest tbem afterwards, in the .

great number of dfc'duoui Dendrobiums suspended

in the cool dry air of this house. Each one made
splendid gTOWth in the warmer houses, and here they

are placed to become well ripened, and in consequence

fitted for flowering. In this house in full sunlight

Laelia majalis thrives and flowers freely.

In the large Oiontogloisum- house, the vigour so

often noted in the specimens, many of which are

unique, is unabated, and the plants are well

furnished with stout spikes. Among other things

in flower are the beautiful orange-lipped Oacidium
Loxense, with a fine branched spike of striking

large flowers; Oacidium snperbiens, with white,

purple, and brown flowers ; and various others of

the class which here grow to a great size, one plant

of Oacidinm macranthum having had nearly

ISO flowers ; and Odontoglosium E Iwardi, gigantic

branched spikes of its violet- coloured blooms.

In the warm tank-house, about the centre of

which the Pitcher-plants are suspended, is another
charming display of D-ndrobium Pha'aeoopeis

Schroderianum, with the pure white D. Dearii, the
fragrant white Angraecum Leonis, and a few other

species. On one side the plants of Vanda teres pro-

duce every summer a great show of bloom. Here a

peculiarity in the nearly white V. t. Aurora, which
is now in flower and in buds of various stages of

maturity, is noted, viz , that it is almost perpetual-

flowering, for as fast as a leaf or two is made, an
inflorescence appears. On the other side is a group
of finely-gTown Habenaria Suzanne, some of the

best spikes having each five of their beautiful and
singular flowers ; also H. carnea and H. nivosa, all

of which are well under management in this house,

which seem) to suit them admirably,

Next we pass to the Cypripedium-houses, in which
there is a never-failing show. The varieties of C.

iniigne are coming on, and soon three flowers will be
expanded on the clear yellow C. insigne Sanders,
which is first favourite. There is also a good show
of C. Spicerianum ; varieties of C. v. Leeanum, C.

Charlesworthii, C. X ocaanthum snperbum, still the

best of its class ; C. X marmorophjllum, C. X Chas.

Canham, the richly spotted C. x Sonthgatei, C. X
Antigone, C. x Niobe, C. X Galatea, and a number
of others, and the rare C. Stonei platytxnium, and
other cherished treasures are increasing steadily in

• and strength. ATang«d on one side of the

bouie are a number of specimen of Pleione macu'.ata,

P. Wallichiana, and P. lagenaria, literally covered

with flowers.

In the large stove-house, the centre of which is

thinly arrangfd with gigantic Anthtuinm Veitchii,

A, Warocqueannm, and A. Andreanum, furnished

with fine scarlet spathes, is a splendid collection of

Calanthes, some of which are coming into bloom,

while all are furnished with stout spikes. The best

of these, without doubt, is that gigantic and richlv-

coloured hybrid, C. x Baron Schroder, raised at The
D;ll, and which it seems difficult to surpass in

beauty. It is a marked instance of the benefit to be

derived by using only the very best varieties in raising

crosses. Here are the violet-flowered tTtricularias

from Boraima suspended from the roof, and the

lighter blue U. Eadresii, all of which give such a

profusion of bloom in their season ; the pretty

Pachyatoms Taompsoni, Oacidinm papilio, 0. hstna-

tochilum, Cce'ogyne Massangeana, C. speciosa, Cye-

noehes chlorochilon, and with some beautiful selected

plants of Dendrobium Pha'aenopsia Schroderianum,

the pure white D. Paalsnopsis virginale, which has

no other colour than a faint blush on the lip.

In the large Cattieya- house, the Baron, full

as ever of interest in his Orchids, pointed

out some of the old \ inhabitants of the house

whose long-continued good health he attributed

to growing them well, bat not overdoing them

—

a course which, as he says, must either result in

sacrifice of flowers or collapse of the plant after a

time. Among these were the first plant of Cattieya

Bowringiana ever purchased, and which is now a

fine healthy mass with five grand spikes ; the

original plants of Laelio-Cattlfya x Dominiana and

its variety rosea (C. Dowiana x L. purpurata)

first flowered in 1S73, and which are now
among the noblest of hybrid Orchids ; one of the

earliest plants of L.-C. X exoniensis and various

others which are regarded by the Baron and his

gardener, Mr. Ballantine, as old acquaintances.

The house is bright with flowers of Cattleyas, Lss'ia

P-rrini, Laelio-Cattleya X Cassiope, L.-C. por-

phyrostele, L -C. X Euterpe, and other hybrids, and
among p'aits of special interest noted were the

Lamberburst hybrid Cattieya i intermedia X eitrina)

and Laelio-Cattleya x D:gb;ana MosBia. recently

figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Passing to the lofty rockery- house, clad with

Perns, &c, we come to the lean-to range of cool

intermediate-houses, in the Srst of which the plants

of Miltonia vexillaria are grown; we find in the

second division some of the rarer Oiontogloasums

in flower. O'r these the most beautiful were the

vio'.et-spotted 0. Pescatorei Schroderianum, of which
there were three fine, branched spikes ; O. X
Wilckeanum Godefroyae, a grand yellow flower,

densely spotted with rich brown, and which we
always think is no Wilckeanum, for its form differs,

its flowers are more flatly displayed, and more beau-

tiful than those of Wilckeanum is ; the very pretty O.

Wattianum, 0. Sanderianum, O. B ctonense album,

0. cirrosum, and just passed a grand 0. crispum,

which has borne thirty-two noble flowers on its

spike. Then follow the house of Masdevallias ; a

house of noble specimens of Ccelogyne cristata and
C. c. alba, with a row of finely- flowered Laelia praes-

tani, and one specimen of the superb L. p. alba with
pure white flowers marked with purple on the lip.

Beyond are the house of Vanda tricolor and V. inavis

in splendid condition, with Vanda Kimballiana and
V. coe-ulea, Cyperorchis elegans, and Cymbidium
gigantenm, making a good show. Then we enter

the small house set apart for Lvcaste Skinneri,

followed by a bouse in which are a number of

Oacidiums in flower, and some plants of Den-
drobium omentum ; and then a long lean-to house,

filled with foliage Begonias on the stage, and
numerous specimens of species of Dendrobium
hanging from the roof.

la the next range in which Fittonias, &c , are

planted where possible are the collections of Ae rides,

Saccolabiums, and warm-house Vandas, among which
some excellent examples of V. Sanderiana were in

bloom. Here, too, is evidence that curious botanical

plants are not slighted, for among a collection of

such plants in bloom were Catasetum Christyanum

C. saccatum, C. Gnomns, and several specimens of

C. purum, Gileandra Baueri, and other pretty

species. As in other collections, difficult subjects

are often encountered at The Dili, but with such

the Baron and his gardener, Mr. Ballantine, have an
unfailing method, and that is, to " stick to them *

until they are made happy.

ADHATODA CYDONLEFOLIA.
How seldom at the present day is this old Btove-

cliaiber seen in collections ! it having been elbowed
out by the numerous foliage-plants with which our
modern stoves are more or less filled. 0: course,

these latter are valuable additions to well-grown
collections o' plants. Still, where there is a bit of
spare room, I think no plant-lover would regret

adding to his collection the one named above. It is

best seen to advantage when grown as a pillar-

plant, though where this position is not available, it

can be trained np the roof of any ordinary plant-

stove. Our plant is in such a position, being affixed

to three longitudinal wires up the roof under a rafter,

just as Vines were trained to in old-fashioned

vineries. It is planted in a brick enclosure under
the hotwater-pipes that run beneath the side-

stage. It is best to raise this enclosure, say a couple
of bric'SB in depth, above the surrounding surface, to

prevent the soil therein from becoming sodden. The
mixture of soil we use is two parts sandy loam, to

one part turfy peat, with some broken clinkers added
t) keep the soil sweet. Good drainage was put in

the base, covering this with a thia turf, to prevent it

from becoming clogged. After the enclosure is full

of roots, weak doses of manure-water are afforded

during the summer months, at which time the plant
is in full growth. Its period of flowering is darinz
the months of ;tober and November. Toe droap-
iog sprays covered the whole length with dark greea
opposite, ovate leaves, from the base of which spring
small clusters of purple aad white Jasticia-like

florers, have a very pretty eff-c*. Uafortunatelv,
they are but short-lived when used for indoor deco-
ration, though we have occasionally used them for

laying on the cloth along with suitable foliage in

decorating the dinner-table. Ualike purple flowers
generally, the peculiar shade of this Aihatola comes
out very well under artificial light. When the
flowering period is past, say in January, we cat our
plant back to the main stems, keeping the roots on
the dry Bide for a few weeks at the same time. When
it begins to grow again in March we water as before.

So far as I know, the plant in qa=Btioa is not sub-
ject to serious attacks by any of the many insect

peats that too frequently in'est stove-plants in

genera'. We have tried it as a basket-plant, but
hive not succeeded so well as we could wish. H J. 0,

POTATOS.
I M7CH regretted being comDellel to leave the

Drill Hall at the close of M-. A. H S ltton'a most
interesting and well illustrated lecture on Potatos,

which he delivered on the 29 h n't. True, very
much that he said, off *red no room for criticism, and
bat little suggested discussion. .Tut one or two
points, however, merited notice, and could I have
remained, I should have referred to them then,
F>rst, in mentioning the need for removing the
stamens from flowers before attempting cross-

fertiliaation, Mr. Sittonlaid down what is held to
be an essential axiom in relation to all self-ferti-

lising flowers that is indisputable; but I have found
the garden Potato to be an exception, and I use that
term to differentiate it from the various species to
which Mr. Satton made special reference. The
gTeat characteristic of the flowers of garden and
field Potatos is their pollen-barrenness, which may
not be absolute, but is comparative. So nearly is it

absolute, however, that not more than one variety in

fifty produces pollen enough to set its own flower,

hence they all drop, and there is no seed-production.
No doubt that feature is du» to the exhaustion
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arising from the great production of tubers the

plants now exhibit. Seeing that in Potatos the

processes have to run coterminous, and are not

found in diverse seasons as is the case with so

many other things, the result is not remarkable.

Thus it is that Potato-flowers, when pollen can

be obtained from any source (and just a few

varieties do have plenty of pollen), may be fer-

lised freely without interfering with the stamens,

unless it be those few varieties that do produce pollen

freely, and it is rare indeed that these are employed

for seed-production. Theymay, and have made.excel-

lent pollen parents. Certainly pollen sufficient to pro-

duce fertilisation of one or two flowers may be obtained

by perseverance from many apparently - barren

blooms, as I have frequently found ; but never in

any case has any individual flower of these varieties

produced fruit by self- fertilisation. It is a curious

aspect of florescence seen in huge areas of Potatos

in full bloom one week, and the next not only not

a flower is to be found, but not even a berry

—

on what has been proved to be the most disease-

stricken soil in Surrey. I do sincerely hope it

will be tested also at Chiswick on the Potato

trials henceforth, for it is most distressing to see

apparently fine cropping varieties turned out rotten

with disease. But there can be no doubt whatever

that a benefit resultant from dressing even disease-

resisting varieties of Potatos with the Bordeaux
Mixture arises from the longer preservation of the

foliage, thus helping, as only through the agency

of leafage can it be helped, to develop greater Btarch

production in the tubers, though no material addition

may be made to the bulk of the crop. There can

be no doubt whatever bat that starch is more fully

developed in the tubers after they have reached

their maximum size, and the process of rip?ning is

proceeding, than at any previous period in their

growth. Thus the retention of leafage for but three

weeks longer on the plant becomes, for this purpose,

a matter of vital importance. That there is so

much complaint every year as to the absence of

<•£ **#"

Fig 99.—view in the evelyn pabk at deptfohd. (see p. 576

)

r.cthing but the bare items to show where the

flowers have been.

The suggestion of the lecturer that with so many

fine comparatively disease-resisting Potatos in culti-

vation, even in most adverse seasons, it does not

pay to apply dressings of the Bordeaux Mixture

generally to them, is quite true. That is specially

bo in relation to field culture. I conducted trials of

all the best early and late varieties of Potatos in

commerce during the past summer, in Surrey, on

numerous plots and diverse soils. In the majority

of cases disease gave about 3 per cent, of injured

tubers only, but there were two caseB, both on the

light porous and evidently over-charged nitrogenous

soil of the allotment-ground at Richmond, where the

disease played] havoc with all sorts, early and late,

disease resisting and otherwise ; none were unharmed,

and the bulk to the extent of two-thirds, at least,

very bad. The soil is so much like that at Chis-

wick, where also disease was apparent, that it is

evident there are conditions under which it would

pay well to employ the Bordeaux Mixture freely

;

and if I have to superintend any Potato trial

at Richmond next year, I trust it will be solely

for the purp08e of testing this liquid compound,

quality in Potatos, is largely due to the fact that

the foliage is destroyed by the disease ere it can

complete its proper work of maturing, there can be

no doubt.

This matter naturally leads on to the coniidera-

tion of another, respecting which a long paper might

be written as to the connection between colour of

Potato flesh and flavour. Mr. Sutton referred to

the diverse varieties of Potatos grown on the Con-

tinent, not only for food, but also for furnishing

starch and sugar to be converted into alcohol.

Comparing them with ours, the continental Potatos

have vellow fleah, we prefer white flesh tubers,

and grow those almost exclusively. We here

show that same stupidity which characterises the

nation in its preference for flabby white boneless

bread over that of wholemeal, which is coarser in

texture, but more healthful. It is a fact, I think,

indisputable, that yellow flesh and flavour, if there

be too abundant starch, are allied. The white flesh

tubers give na mealiness or flouriness when they are

matured, but they lack both starch, which is the

chief flesh-forming princip'e, and flavour—why this

odd antipathy to yellow flesh? Curiously enough

everybody likes and extols the Ashleaf Kidney, which

has in it a considerable body of yellow flesh, both f,r

its nutty quality and flavour. Who does not
remember the old Victoria, so good, one of the best

flavoured of Potatos, with its (when well cooked;
yellow body coated with whitish flour-like crystal-

lised sugar. Hive we to-day itseqial, or that of the

Ashleaf, for flavour? Mr. Robert Fenn, when he
raised his old early market Rector of Woodstock,
Woodstock Kidney, gave us delicious flavour, but so

soon as he utilised the white with Americans as

parents of crosses to secure size, he found flavour to

decrease. It is the same with all our varieties. The
very best flavoured Potatos I have raised, The Dean
and Renown, were out of Woodstock Kidney, and
they have good flavour, as also has Reading Russet,

which is so excellent when fully matured and cooked
well, but these all have yellow bases. We have got

varieties that produce crops as well as size in tubers,

that satisfy all needs—indeed, to-day Potatos are

cheap almost beyond all precedent. We can now
afford to devote more attention to starch and flavour

production, but if we will have these elements we
must have yellow flesh also.

I finally auggest to chemists whenever they analyse

Potatos they do so in a cooked state, as we partake

of them as a food, and not raw. What are the

changes cooking brings about I cannot say, but they

are considerable. Still further, perhaps, they will

tell ua what ingredients we can apply to aoila that

•hall give ua starch and flavour, where now it is

lacking. A. D.

THE SHOW TULIP.
I THiNx]it possible'the garden show Tulip may

once more grace, the tables of our exhibitions in

large numbers, for Mr. P. Birr seems to have set

hia heart on the revival ot this once immensely-

popular flower; and we all know, that should he really

be in earnest in the matter, that it will soon be an

accomplished fact. Such I glean is his intention

from a letter received from him som) little time

since. For several years I used to act as censor to

the Vale of Evesham Fioricultural Society, which

held its m mthly meetings in the Tjwn Hill. This

was, stricly speaking, a society of the old school of

fljrists who studied the properties of flowers to the

very letter, and who never could believe their own

eyes; for every flower had to be examined through

a pair of spectacles before they could trust it to be

staged. However, I admit gaining many " wrinkles
"

from some of the members of the old school, and

passed many a convivial hoar in their society. Tue
members held four shows annually, at times suitable

for their favourite kinds of florists' flowers. I regret

to say, that since I left the neighbourhood, now some

years ago, most of the principal members of this old

school have departed this life, and the rising genera-

tion seems to be lacking in energy in upholding such

shows ae were the pride of their fathers ; and this

particular society, like so many others, is now num-

bered with the things of the past. Should Mr. Barr

take the Tulip in hand, his own extensive

bulb grounds at Tnames Ditton would be very

suitable for their culture, and a grand display

might be given annually there, which would

no doubt, as of yore, draw florists from all parts of

the United Kingdom. Now, we do not expect people

to get ao excited in these days over the Tulip as

to go mad, as was evidently the case when the cul-

ture of the Tulip was at its highest, about 1636,

We do not expect to hear of the gambling specu-

lations that were once carried on during the Tulip-

omania; the bulbs were then sold by weight in perits

or grains, and some brought prices which would have

purchased a small estate. A variety called Semper

Augustus, I have read, was sold for 2000 florins, and

it once happened that there were only two roots of

it to be had, one at Amsterdam, the other at Haar-

lem. For a bulb of this variety one person agreed

to give 4000 florins, together with a new carriage,

two grey horses, and a complete set of harness ; and

another agreed to give 12 acres of land for a bulb
;

and in one instance Tulips brought a profit of more
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than 60,000 florins to a dealer in four months.

Noblemen have been known to give sweeps 2000

florins for Tulip-bulbs ; and we are told that in one

town in Holland in three years more than 10,000,000

florins were expended in this trade. Is another

instance, a person who possessed a yearly income of

£2800 was reduced to begging in the short space of

four months by purchasing flowers and bulbs. It is

also said that a person who possessed a very fine

Tulip, hearing that there was a second root of the

same kind at Haarlem, repaired thither ; and
after purchasing it at an enormous price, placed

it on a flagstone, and pounded it to pulp

with his feet, exclaiming with exultation, " Now
my Tulip is unique !

" Now, of course, we do
not, in these bard and enlightened times, expect any
such folly, or high trade prices to rule ; we shall

not have maid-servants, footmen, sweeps, &c, specu-

lating as of yore ; but high prices may again come to

the fore. The difficulty seems now to be, in getting

a first-class collection together. The last beds of

valuable Tulips I saw were at Mr. Groom's, Clapham
Rise, about the year 1852. He had at that time one
bed, 130 feet long, containing the cream of his col-

lection—1700 bulbs, and altogether 200,000 in and
out of flower, and the prices he asked were exceed-

ingly high, ranging from 100 guineas downwards.
Mr. Middlecot, of the Greyhound Inn, Dulwich, also

had a fine amateur collection, which he used to cover

with an awning during the flowering season ; but

they are also things of the past, and we must look

to the northern florists for help in forming a collec-

tion, and if these would only advertise their bulbs,

they would, I believe, find a ready sale for them.
Raising Tulips from seed is a very slow process,

the bulbs taking from five to seven years before they
flower, and several years longer before they break

into their proper colours. It is best to sow the seeds

in pans or boxes ; cover the seed with about a half-

inch layer of leaf- mould and loam ; keep them from
heavy rains, but not to let the soil get very dry.

Wait with patience for the Beedlings to flower, then
select such flowers as you think most eligible in

respect to shape, colour, &c. They must be hand-
somely cupped, with clean bottoms, these being
indispensable in a good flower, whether roses, bizarres,

or bybloemens ; select from these those that nearly

approach Glenny's properties of a good Tulip. Edw.
Bennett, Lyne, Chertsey.

ABOUT CHKYSANTHEMUMS.
{Continued from p. 548.)

DEVONHURST, CHISWICK.
A qood collection of Chrysanthemums may be seen

in the garden of E. H. Watts, Esq., and when the
plants are in flower it is thrown open to the inspec-
tion of the residents of the district at a small charge,
the sum thus obtained going to some charity. This
season it is the London City Mission that will benefit.

The Chrysanthemum plants are arranged in semi-
circles, and surrounded as they are with foliage

plants, a very pleasing effect is produced in the
greenhouses. Mr. J. Gibson, the gardener, is a
believer in small shifts when repotting the plants,

and in firm potting at all times. The size of pots
employed is mostly 8 inch. The plants are very
dwarf in stature, and the bloom buds are reduced to
three on a plant ; the cutting -back Bystem
is not practised here. Liquid from the cow-shed is

the only manure applied to the plants, and that
very sparingly. The plants were clothed with clean
healthy foliage, and produced just the kind of wood
from which first-class flowers are obtained.

Many good varieties were noted, viz., M. P. Mar-
tignac, incurved, a good golden-yellow, in the way
of Jardin ties Plantes; the rosy-blush Princess of
Wales was in fine form; Baron Hirsch, orange-
cinnamon, good shape, full bloom, and early
in coming into flower; Empress of India was
in capital condition ; also C. H. Curtis, an
incurred flower of pure yellow. One of the
finest of recent introductions is Commandant
Blussett, Japanese, a magnificent purple-amaranth

flower, dwarf habit ; Duchess of Wellington, clear

yellow, with long narrow florets ; Mons. Panckoucke

is another bright pure yellow, not quite so rich in

colour as Thunberg, but in other respects superior

to it, having Sunflower and Phcebus as good com-
panions ; Colonel W. B. Smith, golden bronze,

shaded terra- cotta, very fine.

One of the very finest, Viviand Morel, rosy-pink,

is pure white on an early bud ; International, pale

yellow-tinted rosy-lilac, fine spreading flowers. No
collection seems to be complete without Charles

Davis, a golden sport from Viviand Morel, beauti-

fully tinted bronzy-rose ; Colonel Chase, pale blush,

long drooping florets ; Niveum is a light pink, changing

to pure white, a good exhibition flower, and one that

should also be an acquisition for market purposes,

others were William Seward, Kentish Yellow,

Duchess of York, Jules Ferry (seedling from Louise

Bcehmer), Guirlande, M. Gruyer, Mrs. W. H. Lees,

Madame Carnot, Philadelphia, King of Chrysanthe-

mums, M. Paul Lacroix, Robert Owen, and Mrs. E.

G. Whittle. J. B.

Messes. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell Norsebies.

These well-known nurseries, situate about 4 miles

from Nottingham, are just now a centre of attraction

to crowds of gardening enthusiasts and others from

the home and neighbouring counties wishful to see

and admire the noted collection of Chrysanthemums
which is on view. Here they have the opportunity

of inspecting all the latest varieties, and judging any

novelties without the fear of becoming confused by

the glowing descriptions to which raisers are addicted.

A feature adding attractiveness to the display consists

in the spacious houses in which the plants are staged
;

and as the pot Vines and other fruit trees, which have

occupied them during the summer, have been to a

great extent disposed of to customers, space is avail-

able for the exhibition without interfering in any
way with the numerous houses filled with stove and
greenhouse plants.

In the principal show-house, 100 by SO feet, the

plants are arranged in semi-circular groups along

each side with an immense bank at either end.

Large- flowering varieties compose the main
portion of these groups, the choicest kinds of

Pompons forming a suitable edging. Rather a

contrast to each other are two adjoining houses, each

100 by 24 feet, the first brilliantly gay with blooms
grown especially to cope with the large demand for

cut flowers, and the second containing late varieties

to come into bloom abont Christmas.

A short distance from the above-mentioned houses

is the house (not open to the public) devoted to

plants for exhibition purposes ; and where may be

seen some splendid blooms, which will, no doubt,

figure at many of the forthcoming shows. Amongst
the most conspicuous of these blooms are to be

noticed Pallanza, M. G. Montigny, M. H. J. Jones,

Noces d'Or, Duchess of York, Louise, W. Firkins,

M. Panckoucke, Colonel W. B. Smith, W. Seward,

Commandant Blussett, Primrose League, E. Moly-

neux, M. S. H. de Clermont, Descartes, &c.

LIST OF GARDEN ORCHIDS.
{Continued from vol. xiii. p. 684.)

91. Galeandba, Lindl.. in Bauer III. Orch. 6en.,t. 8;
id. Gen Jf- Sp. Orch., p. 186 ; Benth. et Hook.f.
Oen. Plant, iii., p. 536; Rolfe in Gard.
Chron., Ib92, ii., p. 430 ; Cogn. in Mart. Fl.

Bras., iii., pt. 4, p. 293.—Terrestrial or

epiphytic herbs, with fusiform, leafy, or

sometimes very short pseudo- bulbs, narrow
grass-like leaves, and terminal simple racemes
of large or medium-sized flowers, sepals and
petals spreading, sub-equal. Lip infundibular,

sub-entire or somewhat three-lobed, prolonged
into a spur behind ; side lobes loosely embrac-
ing column ; disc smooth, villose, or with

somewhat thickened nerves. Column clavate
;

anther crested
;
pollinia 2, affixed to crescent-

shaped gland. Species about 20, ranging from
Brazil to S. Mexico.

(1.) G.BABBATA,Lem.,in.ro. i/orf., iii. (1856),
Misc, pp. 86, 89; Id., vii., t. 248; Rolle, in

Gard. Chron., 1892, ii., p. 430. — Brazil,

Amazon district. Introduced by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, and described from a

plant which flowered in the establishment of

M. Verscbaffelt, of Ghent, in 1856.

(2 ) G. Batemani, Rolfe, in Gard. Chron ,

1892, ii. p. 430 ; Veitch Man. Orch., pt. ix., p. 5.

G.Baueri. Batem Orch. Mex. 4' Gnat., 1. 19 (not

of Lindl ) ; Bot. Beg., xxvi., t. 49 ; Paxt. Mag.
Bot , xiv., p. 49, with plate; Orchid Album,

vi, t. 267; Puydt.Les Orch, pp. 196, 197,

fig. 193.—South Mexico. Sent by Ross in

1838 from the neighbourhood of Oaxaca to

Mr. Barker, of Birmingham, in whose collec-

tion it shortly afterwards flowered. It wai
then confused with G. Baueri, Lindl., a very

distinct species from Guiana, and the mistake
was not fonnd out till quite recently, when it

was found necessary to give it a new name.
Bateman remarked that it was found some
thousand miles away from its original habitat,

but, singularly enough he appears not to

have noticed that it was a different species.

A second error also occurs. The author states

that Miss Drake prepared the exquisite draw-
ing " assisted by native specimens more re-

cently discovered by Mr. Skinner in Guate-
mala," but these evidently belonged to some
other species, as the old bulbs are fusiform in

shape. Puydt has reproduced the error. It

is now rare in cultivation.

(3 ) G. Badehi, Lindl., in Batter III. Orch.,

Gen., t. 8 ; id., Gen. c\ Sp. Orch., p. 187 ; Bot.

Mag., t. 4701 (var. floribus luteis) ; Rolfe in

Gard. Chron, 1892, ii., p. 431 ; Veitch Man.
Orch., ix., p. 6 ; Cogn. in Mart. Fl. Bras., iii.,

pt. 4, p. 297. G. crktata, Lindl., Bot. Beg.,

xxx., Misc., p. 72.— Guiana. The original

species of the genus, described by Lindley
from a specimen collected in French Guiana
by Martin, but afterwards confused with the

preceding one by Bateman and others. It

afterwards flowered with Messrs. Loddiges in

1840, and was re-described by Lindley nnder
the name of G. cristata. It also flowered at

Syon House in 1853, when it was thonght to

represent a distinct variety of the preceding.

The New Granadan G. dives is sometimes
considered identical, but this is doubtful, as

will be seen in a note under that species.

(4.) G. Claesii, Cogn., in Journ. des Orch.,

iv. (1893), p. 202; Lindenia, ix., p. 17, t. 391

;

Orch. Beview. i., p. 348.—Brazil. This species

flowered at Kew in October, 1888, when I

thought it was probably new, but did not
describe it. Afterwards it was introduced by
M. Claes, probably from North Brazil, and
flowered in the establishment, L'Horticulture
Internationale, Brussels, in 1893.

(5) G. Devoniana, Schomb., ex Lindl.

Sert. Orch., t. 37 ; Schomb. Beise, iii,, p. 912
;

Paxt., Mag. Bot., viii., p. 145, with plate;

Bot. Mag, t. 4610; Maund. Bot., v„ t. 231;
Lem. Gard. Fleur., ii., p. 195 ; ///. Hort., xxi.,

p. 110, t. 176 ; Warn. Sel. Orch., ser. 1,

t. 37; Lindenia, ii., p. 67, t. 80 (var. Del-
phina) ; Rolfe, in Gard. Chron., 1892, ii

,

p. 431; Veitch Man. Orch., ix., p. 7; Cogn.,
in Mart. Fl. Bras , iii,, pt. 4, p. 295.—Brazil,
in the Upper Amazon district, British Guiana,
and Venezuela. This, the largest and hand-
somest species in the genus, was originally

introduced by Schombnrgk from the Rio
Negro, and flowered with Messrs. Loddiges,

of Hackney, in May, 1840. Schombnrgk
speaks highly of its beauty, and records

clumps of it growing from 5 to 6 feet high,

and 3 to 4 feet in diameter. He also met
with it both on the stems of Mauritia flexuosa

and on the ground. It has since been fonnd
in other localities.

(6.) G. dives. Rchb. f. and Warsc, in Bon-
plandia, ii. (1854), p. 98; iv., p. 323; Rolfe,
in Gard. Chron., 1892, ii., p. 431.—New
Granada. This has been nnited with G.
Baueri, Lindl., from Guiana, but judging
from dried specimens, it appears to be some-
what different. It was described in 1854, and
was probably first introduced to cultivation

by Hartweg, who sent specimens to the
Horticultural Society.

(7.) G. flaveola, Rchb. f., in Gard. Chron.,

1887, i., p. 512 ; Lindenia, ii„ p. 87, t. 90

;

Cogn., in Mart. Fl. Bras., iii., pt. 4, p. 297 —
Venezuela. Introduced by Bungerotb, and
flowered at L'Horticulture Internationale,

Brussels, in 1887.
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(8 ) G. Habveyana, Rchb. f., in Gard.
Chron., 1883, ii„ p. 716; Rolfe, in Gard.
Chron., 1892, ii., p. 431 ; Cogn., in Mart. Fl.

Bras., iii., pt. 4, p. 302.—Habitat not re-

corded, but probably Brazil, It waa described
in 1883, from the collection of E. Harvey,
Etq , of Aigbartb, near Liverpool.

(9) G. joncba, Lined Serf. Orch. (1838),
«nb t. 37; and in Hook. Lond. Journ. of Sot

,

ii., p. 672 ; R;bb. /. in Walp Ann . vi„ p. 649 ;

Rodr. Gen et Sp Orch., ii., p. 175: Cogn., in
Mart. Fl. Bras., iii., pt., iv., p. 306; Phaius
rose/Jus, Leo1

., in Fl. des Serres, iii., t. 301.

—

Brazil and Guiaoa. Introduced by Kegel to

tbe establishment of M. Louis Van Houtte of

Gand, Belgium, where it flowered in 1847. It

is probably not now in cultivation.

(10.) G. lacustbis, Rodr. Gen. et Sp. Orch.

Nov, i. (1877), p. 86; Oen., in Mart. Fl.

Brai.. iii., pt. 4. p. 304, t. 71. fig. 1 ; G. Des-
caqnnlliana. Rehb. f., in III. Sort., xxxiv.

( 1887), p. 63, t. 22 ; Rolfe, in Gard. Chron.,

1892, ii., p. 431.—Upper Amazon, Brazil.

it is said to grow in large tufts, and to keep
on flowering on the old pseudobulbs for years.

(14 ) G. Stanoeana, Rcbb. f , in Bonplandia,
iv. (1856), p. 323; Rolfe, in Gard Chron., 1892,
ii. D. 431 ; Cogn. in Mart. Fl. Bras., iii., pt. 4,

p. 301 — Brazil, in the Amazon district. This
species flowered in the collection of Consul
Schiller, at Hamburg, in 1856, but seems to
have since been completely lost sight of.

92. CvBTOPEnA, Lindl. Gen. (j- Sp. Orch. (1833),
p. 189.— Habit and general structure of
Eulophia, from which it is distinguished by
the presence of a foot to the column. It is

reduced to Cyrtopodium by Bentham in the
Genera Plantarum, but is certainly distinct.

Species about twenty-five, found throughout
the tropics.

(1.) C. andamanensis. Eulophia andaman-
ensis. Rchb. f., in Flora, lv, (1872), p. 276;
Hook. f„ Fl. Brit. Ind., vi., p. 8.—Andaman
Islands and Tenasserim. Wants were sent to
Kew by the Rev. C. Parish, where they
flowered in June, 1862, The species has also

Fig. 100.

—

view in the new evelyn park at depti ord. (see p. 576 )

Sent by Mr, E. S. Rand of Paia to Messrs,

Linden of Brussels, who flowered it in 1887.

(11.) G. laqoensis, Rchb. f. et Warm , in

Otia. Sot. Hamh. (1881). p. 88; Warm, in

Vidensk Medd. Kjobenh., 1884-86, p. 87, t. 6,

fig. 6; Rolfe, in Orch. Review, ii , p. 300;
Cogn., in Mart. Fl. Bras., iii., pt. 4, p. 296.—
Brazil. Introduced by Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., from the Rio San Francisco, and flowered

in their establishment in July, 1894.

(12) G. minax, Rcbb. f., in Gard. Chron.,

1874, i.. p. 786; ii., p. 98; Rolfe, lv, 1892,
ii., p. 431.—Habitat not recorded. Flowered
in 1874, in the collection of A. Sillem, Eiq.,

of Sydenham. It is said to be near G. dives,

but nothing is known of it beyond the original

description.

(13 ) G. nivalis, Hort., Gard. Chron . 1882,
i., po. 536. 537. fig. 85; Rolfe, I.e.. 1892 ii„

p. 431, fig. 70 ; III. Hort., xxxii . p. 63. t. 555

;

Rolfe, in Orch. Review, i.. p. 274; Cogp., in

Mart. Fl. Bras , iii., pt. 4, p. 299.— Brazil, in

the Amazon district. This originally flowered

in the collection of Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Bart., Burford, Dorking, when nothing was
known of its origin. It has since transpired

that it was discovered by Mr. E. S. Rand, of

PaiA, on the Rio Negro, above MantSi, where

flowered in the collection during the present

summer, not, of course, from the original

importation.

(2.) C. bitobercdxata, Rolfe. — Leaves
linear-lanceolate, acute, about 18 incbes long.

Scape about 2 feet loner, many flowered ; bracts
linear, acuminate, ^ -1 } inches long

;
pedicels,

|—1 inch long ; sepals linear-oblong, sub-
obtuse, 9—10 lines long, light green; petals

oblong, sub- obtuse, 6—7 lines long, white;
lip three-lobed, 8—9 lines long, green, side

lobes veined with dull purple-brown ; side

lobes rounded, front lobe broadly oblong,

obtuse, undulate, diso with a pair of erect

tubercles near the base, and about four

irregularly crenulate purple-brown keels in

front of the same ; column clavate, 4 lines

long, striped with purplo-brown in front, its

foot 2 lines lone.— Habitat not known.

Flowered in the Glasnevin Botanic Garden
in June, 1890, and on subsequent occasions.

Mr. Moore had purchased it at Stevens' Sale

Rooms in 1881.

(3 ) C. flava, Lindl., Gen. # Sp. Orch (1833),

p. 189; Royle. III. Bot. Himal, pp. 366 370,

t. 88, fig. 1: Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron., 1870,

p. 1407 ;
Cyrtopera Cul/eni, Wight, Ic. PI. Ind.

or., v. p. 21, t. 1754; Eulophia flava, Hook. f.

Fl. Brit. Ind., vi. p. 7.—W. Tropical Himalaya.
Travancore and Hong-Kong. Flowered in

the establishment of Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons, of Chelsea, in 1870. A very handsome
species.

(4 ) C. flp.xuoha Rolfe, in Kew Bull., 1891,
p. 363; Orch. Bevirw, ii.. p. 359.—E. Trop.
Africa. Sent from Mt. Kilimarjaro to Kew
by Consul C. S. Smith, and flowered in the
collection from May to Augu«t of last year.

(5 ) C. ndda Rchb f., in Flora, lv. (1872).
p. 274. Eulophia nuda, Lindl., Gen. 8c Sp.
Orch., p. 180; Hook./.. Fl. Brit. Ind., vi.,

p. 5; Rolfe, in Gard. Chron., 1891, i. ( p. 701.

—India. Flowered in the collection of Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking, in

Mav, 1891.

(6) C. papillosa, Rolfe, in Kew Bullttin,

1893, p. 336 ; Orch. Review, ii., p. 53.— Natal.
Imported by Mr. James O'Brien, of Harrow-
nn-the-Hill, and flowered in the collection of

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking,
in August, 1892.

(7.) C. plantaqinea, Lindl., Gen. and Sp.

Orch.. p. 189; Rchb. f., in Gard. Chron.. 1882,

i., p. 700. Cyrtopodium plantagincum, Benth.,

in Journ. Linn. Soc, xviii., p. 320.—Mada-
gascar. Flowered at Kew in June, 1871, and
in the collection of Baron Hruby, of Bohemia,

in 1882.

(8 ) C. sangdinea, Lindl., in Journ. Linn.

Soc. iii. (1859), p. 32; Bot. Mag, t. 6161.

Eulophia sanguinea. Hook. I., Fl. Brit. Ind ,

vi., p. 8. Cyrtopera rufa, Thw., Enum. PI.

Zeyl., p. 302.—India. Flowered at Kew in

1874 or 1875, and again recently.

(9 ) C. saoALiDA, Rchb. f , in Bonplandia,

v. (1857) p. 38; Lindl.. in Journ Linn. Soc.

iii.. p. 31. Fuhphia igualida, Hook, f., Fl.

Brit. Ind.. vi.. p 6.—Malaya. Flowered at

Kew in June. 1887.

(10) C Woodfordi. Lindl.. Gen. and Sp.

Orch., p. 189. Cyrtopodium Woodfordi. Sims,

in Bot.. Mag., t. 1814 : Lindl , 'Bot. Reg., t.

1508. Listcchtlus amnzonicus Rodr., Gen et Sp.

Orch. Nov., i., p. 89. Cyrtopera amazonica,

Rodr. I c, ii., p. 160. Cyrtopera Velloziana,

Rodr. I. c. ii., P. 179. Cypripedium epiden-

dricum, Veil. Fl. Flum... ix., t. 64. Paphio-

pedi/um epidendricum. Pfilz. in Engl. Bot.

Jahrh.. xix., p. 42.—Tropical America. Sent

from St. Paul, Brazil, by E. J. A. Woodford,
Eiq., to Mr. Anderson, Curator of tbe

Apothfcaries Garden at Chelsea, where it

flowered in 1815 or 1816. R. A. Rolfe.

(T» be tontinued.)

Forestry.

THE EDUCATION OF THE FORESTER.
Any kind-hearted foreigner visiting this country

and chancing to read an account of Mr. W. H. Long's

reception of the forestry deputation in Edinburgh

recently, would probably come to the conclusion that

estate-owners throughout the country were in some

need of scientific advice on forestry matters. Were
he to give the first landowner he met the benefit of

his sympathies on this point, it is hard to say whether

the attitude of the latter would be one of astonish-

ment or of momentary consternation at the possi-

bility of unsuspected calamities. Mutual explana-

tions would disclose a fact which enthusiasts on this

question wonld do well to realise, viz , that the great

majority of British woods owe their existence to the

game they harbour, and not to the timber they grow,

or are capable of growing. There will, of course, be

nothing novel in this statement to those who
possess the slightest acquaintance with the manage-

ment of British estates. But many seem to imagine

that this state of things will one day be altered, and

British forestry attain to the position it holds on the

Continent. Estate proprietors, we are told, take little

interest in the economic side of wood management

owing to the deplorable lack of technical knowledge

on the part of their foresters. The latter are very

good men in their way, say they, with intelligent

ideas as to the practical part of their work, but are

sadly deficient in (and here our patrons almost break

down) scientific knowledge. " Jock ne'er did much
gnde at the schule," said an old Scotch farmer to a
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lawyer to~whom he wished to article his son, " and

ye'U find him an awfu' bear." " Send him along,

Mr. Brown, Bend him along," was the legal gentle-

man's reply. Substitute practical work for fiction,

and estate proprietors are pretty much of the

lawyer's opinion when engaging foresters, not

because the purely practical man is more capable

than one with a technical training, but because the

practical experience is wanted, while the other is

not. There are few estates in England on which

the woods are expected to yield more than suffices

for their maintenance as game preserves, and any

surplus above this can form but an insignificant

proportion of the revenues of a large estate. Any

increase of this surplus gained by skilful manage-

ment can only be a slow business at the best, and at

the present day, proprietors are generally well

satisfied if they leave their estates in as good condition

as they found them ; under these circumstances, it

is rather difficult to see where the asserted or

supposed demand for scientific foresters exiBts.

Those who do want them are apparently under the

impression that advertising does not pay, for they

never express their needs through that medium, and

those foresters who have had a little training in that

line wonld do well to take the hint. For the present,

at any rate, it is one of those talents which thrive

best under a bu»he), leaving the dark waters of

practical forestry to be illumined by those distin-

guished amateurs who are always eager to teach the

practical man the elements of his calling. The

latter may derive occasional scraps of comfort from

visions of a promised land, where the rabbits cease

from nibbling and the pheasants make no nest ; but

he should never forget that be is still in the desert,

with no immediate prospect of getting out. When
estate-owners want highly-trained foresters, they

will neither hesitate to say so, nor grudge the

expense of keeping them. Until they do these

things, however, the young forester would be wise

not to indulge in dreams which have little prospect

of realization. Let him get as much technical

knowledge as he can, but he must not expect to find

a market for it at the outset. Such knowledge

should be regarded as a reserve fund, and not as

a working capital, otherwise he may find a diffi-

culty in disposing of his wares. The disinterested

friends of both estate- owner and forester may feel

proud of a well-finished protigi, but the latter will

find that certificates and diplomas will not be

accepted as substitutes for experience in the rough

field of practical work. When an appointment has

been secured, and he attempts to put his scientific

ideas into practice, he may find obstacles in the

way that he little suspected, and be compelled to

tread in the empirical footsteps of his predecessor

after all. Until estate-owners regard their woods

in the same light as their home-farms or their

kitchen gardens, they are scarcely likely to call in

scientific aid in the management of them, or in

other words, to pay for an article they do not want.

Properly-managed woods undoubtedly add to the

value of an estate, but they neither necessarily

enrich those who are responsible for their improve-

ment, nor fall in with their individual tastes and
fancies regarding game-preBerve management. Until

they do so, their systematic treatment remains little

short of impossible, and the technical training of

foresters pure and simple an unnecessary proceeding.

Every now and then we may come across an estate,

the owner of which is bath willing and anxious to

have his woods managed on iconrmic principles,

but at present such are in a very small minority,

A. C. Fo' Ms.

planters in some parts of the States :
—" The Ben

Davis ain't an eater. It's a cooker, and its crop

never fails. And the Ben Davis never rots. Bruise

any conventional Apple, and that settles it. The
bruise turns to rot, and the rot takes hold of all the

rest of the Apple. The Ben Davis doesn't put up

with any such nonsense. Bruise it if you want to,

but that bruise will Bimply dry np, and that's the

end of it. The rest of the Apple will stay jnst as

round as ever. And the Ben Davis never freezes.

Or, if it should freeze it don't mind it. Freezing

doesn't affect it in the least. It is just as solid after

it is cooked as it was before ; it never falls to pieces

under cooking, whether whole, halved, or quartered.

Then, having no trace of flavour of its own, it readily

takes any other flavour and becomes a novelty to

the housewife and the fruit canner. Imagine having a
big, whole Apple placed before you, and, when you
taste it, finding that its flavour is that of the most
luscious Peach, or juicy Pear, or Apricot, or Orange
or anything else the hostess has seen fit to make it

!

That's where the queer Ben Davia Apple comes out

strong and metaphorically knocks the socks off all

other Apples on the Egypt Apple belt. Chicago

and the South and West are dead stuck on this

Apple and its genns, and buy it at any price. It will

keep sound from one picking season to the next,"

VARIORUM.

The Ben Davis Apple. — This is what a

farmer from Stenben County remarks in the Kansas
Farmer ab< u f

. Ben Davis Apple, after seeing the

wonderful orchards of Clay County. The frnit of

this variety is evidently pe caliar for' its Jlack of

flavour, and it appears to be largelyjin demand by

Thb Week's Work.
FRUITS UNDEB QIiASS.

By Richard Parkeb, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

POT VINES. — Supposing that the vinery has
been put into thorough order for the season, and
everything is in readiness, a start should be made
forthwith if ripe Grapes are required by the family
about the end of the month of April. Before placing
them in the vinery, wash the canes with warm soap-
suds made with soft-soap, to remove insects or their

eggs that may have collected in the crevices of the
bark. Carefully remove a little of the sarface-soil

with a sharp-pointed stick, replacing it with fresh rich
loam, to which a sprinkling of Thomson's Vine
Manure and crushed bones should be added, making
it quite firm with the blunt end of a potting-stick.
If the ball of soil and roots be thoroughly moistened
before it is top-dressed, but little root moisture
will be required by the Vines until they begin to
grow. The plants should be arranged in such a
manner as to bring np the pots near the trellis, and
to do this it may be necessary to fix up a
stage ever the front hot-water pipes, which
will also allow of fermenting- material being placed
between the pots. The forcing in the early stages
must be very gradual, fire-heat being used only when
the temperature of the house is likely to fall below
50°. It is a great assistance in inducing Vines to
" break " evenly, to place a bed of fermenting-dung
and leaves inside the house, as it not only gives off a
genial warmth, but charges the air of the vinery with
ammoniacal vapour. The canes should be bent down
in such a manner as to check the flow of sap to the
terminal buds, if once these get a start in growth,
the back buds may remain in great part dormant ; it is

therefore very necessary to watch the development
of the buds, and to take means to ensure the whole
cf them "breaking " at the same time. The house
should be kept shut up generally, giving a little

ventilation only at midday. The canes may be
syringed twice a day, and if a night temperature of

the house can be kept from falling below 50° with
the use of the hot-water pipes, so much the better,

for at least ten days or thereabouts,

EARLY PEACHES.—The earliest of the pot trees

which have been prepared some time before they
shed their foliage by top-dressing, &c, may
now be brought under cover. More care will be
found necessary with these plants than with Vines
during the early stages, as any great degree of

excitement often causes the buds to drop wholesale.

To guard against thii evil, fluctuations of temperature

must be carefully avoided, and the trees should not

leek water at the roots. The trees should be

syringed twice daily, and the house kept humid
by damping the paths, walk", &c. Draughts
should be guarded against by affording air only at

the top of the houses ; and sunheat utilised as much as

possible, closing the house early in the afternoon.

When fire- heat has to be applied, it Bhould be of

a very moderate degree for a time, only as much as

will keep the temperature from descending lower

than 45° during cold weather during the first fort-

night. The time apparently lost at the first can be

made up without injury accruing to the trees by
forcing harder when the days get longer, and there

is more sunlight.

THE FLOWEB &ABDEW.
By Bailet Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork,

THE ROSES.—During open weather the trans-

planting of Hoses from the open ground may be
proceeded with, if the soil be not in a condition too

moist to trample upon without sticking to the shoes.

When the soil is too wet, it usually seta hard about
the roots, and the plants do not thrive. The mannre
made use of should not be placed near the roots if it

be not decayed. Charred soil, wood-ashes, and the

like may be employed instead of manure, these being

valuable materials to mix with the soil about the

roots when planting or top-dressing. Hybrid per-

petuate and many of the Bourbon Roses are better

for being planted in the autumn ; but hybrid Chinas,
Teas, atd other tender Roses in the spring. When
planting is ended, afford the beds a 2-inch mulch-
ing of short dung, but do not let it touch the stems
of the Roses, it being chiefly the roots which require

protection from frost. Severe pruning back at the

time of planting should not be practised, but
thinning out and shortening of the strong shoots

may be afforded, so as to restore the balance between
top and root. Broken or badly- bruiBed roots

may be cut back, as also any very strong fibre-

less roots. The general pruning of established

Roses is better left till the spring has arrived ;

but it may be found advieable in some gardens to

prune a few plants of H.P.'s at the present time, for

should the winter be not very severe, these plants

would bloom some time before the spring- pruned
ones, and thus a longer season of Roses be obtained.

BEDS OF BOURBON, CHINA, MOSS, NOISETTE,
OR CABBAQE ROSES, the shoots of which have been
pegged to the ground, should now be freed from the
pegs, the soil of the beds pricked over, and a top-
dressing of manure and charred refuse afforded.

The stronger shoots may be pegged down as before,

and the weak ones removed. Other prunings of

these Roses should wait till the spring.

HYBRID TEA ROSES. -Most of these are tender
succumbing often to severe frost, and it is advisable
that the planting and pruning be deferred till the
spring. If beds of these varieties can have protec-
tion from a wall or shrubberies, and be further

protected with Spruce-boughs, bracken, or litter in

hard weather, much loss of plants may be averted.

Beds of Tea Roses should always be well drained,
and the soil deep and rich.

PILLAR AND CLIMBING R08ES.—The hardiest
and best Roses are the Ayrshire, Boursault, and
evergreen varieties, the Polyanthas, and Turner's
Crimson Rambler. The Banksian Roses in white
and yellow varieties are not everywhere quite hardy,
requiring the protection of a mat, us well as to be
planted against warm walls. The pillar Roses
should now have the weak and over- abundant
shoots thinned out, half-a-dozen being enough to

retain, and these should be cut to various heights.

When a shoot is removed, it should be taken clean
away at the base, from which point all the shoots of

a pillar Rose ought to spring.

8WEET- BRIAR ROSES.—The new Lord Penzance's
hybrids should not be forgotten, as their fragrance,

variety of colour, and form of blooms, recommend
them as hedge plants, and as pillar Roaes and bushes.
The present season is the time to plant them.

8TOCK8 FOR BUDDING R0SE8 NEXT 8EA8ON.—
Dog Roaes, Manetti, aeedling Briars, and Rosa
polyantha should now be planted. The strong roots

of the Dog Rose should be pruned hard back before
planting them. The distance for dwarfs is 1 foot by
2 feet; standards of various heights, 1.} feet by 2J
feet.

THE HAEDT FBTJTT {JABDEW.
By W. Pope. Gardener, Highdere Castle, Newbury,

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.—Planting operations
should now be proceeded with in favourable con-
dition of the land, and when it is dry enough to
tread upon without sticking to the boots or shoes.
In planting have some tnrfy loam at hand, and work
a barrowload or two in about the rootB during the
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planting of wall or other choice fruit trees. Nothing
that can be given to the tree is so potent in the pro-
duction of roots as maiden loam ; and if it be desirable
or necessary to shift the plants, the operation
may now be done with the minimum of irjury.
Unless the soil is naturally of a calcareous nature,
plaster and mjrtar-rubble will be very beneficial if

added to thai soil in which stone-fruits are to be
grown. If the fruit trees were ordered in good time
from the nurseryman, they should now be coming
to hand. When a bundle of trees arrives, it should
be unpacked and Iaid-in singly, never in bundles,
till they can be planted. If the stations are
not prepared for them, lose no time in getting
them in readiness for the reception of the
trees. Directions have been given in previous
Calendars in regard to planting, so that nothing
further needs to be said here on this matter.
Mulch at once with some rather light strawy manure.
After the planting is finished, see that the nursery
labels are replaced by others of a more permanent
kind. Newly-planted wall-trees must not be nailed
or otherwise fastened in position till the spring,
when the ground will have settled sufficiently, but a
few loose ties may be given them. Bush- fruits may
now be planted on well-manured and trenched
ground. Bushel of Gooseberries, and black and
red Currants, may stand at 5 feet apart ; and white
Currants, not being strong growers, may stand at
•1 feet. After planting, afford a thick mulching of
spent-mannre. The space between the newly-
planted bushes may be profitably utilised by early
Potatos, salading, Violets, &c, for two or three
years, without detriment to the fruit-bushes.

THE OHCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

HINT8 ON TREATMENT.—November is generally
considered the period at which the winter treatment
of Orchid plants should commence. For the next
three or four months vigilance will be required on
the part of the cultivator in maintaining a regular
temperature in the houses, in avoiding as far as

possible sudden fluctuations, and preserving the
balance between the degree of warmth and tho
required amount of moisture. These are important
matters which, owing to our changeable weather, are

difficult of accomplishment at times. From the

present time for the next few months to come the

heating apparatus will have to afford most of the

warmth in the various houses, and should be care-

fully made use of, an excess of fire-heat frequently

being the cause of the deterioration of the plants.

The injurious effects of much artificial heat being
nsed should be as far as possible counterbalanced by
the admission of fresh air and the nse of water in

damping the paths, &c, and thus moderate the
otherwise too dry air of the houses. It is also

good practice during spells of frost to cover the

houses with canvas, mats, &c. Archangel mats
are cheap and convenient stuff, the ends of

which may be neatly tied, and several mats
sewn together in different lengths, as required

for each bouse ; these may easily be rolled

along the lower part of the roof, the coldest part of

a glass-house, putting them on at dusk and taking
them off at daybreak. As a safeguard, these cover-

ings should be made secure in some manner, and
when wet or frozen, they should be thoroughly dried

before using them again. The night temperature of

the house should, for the present, range as follows

:

— East India- house, 60° to 65°; Cattleya-house,
55° to 60° ; Mexican and intermediate-house, about
55°, and the Odontoglossum- house, about 50° to

55°, the higher degree of warmth being afforded

only when the air outside is mild ; the lower degree
being adhered to when there is froit, or the wind is

very cold and piercing. The day temperature, as

maintained by fire-heat, should range between and
up to the higher figures indicated ; and on light,

bright days, as much higher as the sun-heat will

raise it, with the ventilators open to some extent.
In ventilating the houses in cold weather, the
openings at the top of the house should be opened
slightly, there being then less risk of the plants
getting chilled. Owing to the recent heavy rainfall,

the need for damping-down has been less during
the day, nor will there be any reason to do so to any
great extent nnleBs frosty weather compels the nse

of a great degree of fire-heat. A moderate damping
down morning and evening will suffice for the East
Indian division, and a good damping in the morning
will suffice for the Cattleya, Mexican, and inter-

mediate-houses, merely sprinkling the floors in these

houses in the afternoon, In the cool- house, where
little or no fire-heat is at present used, except,
perhaps, at night, one good damping-down in the
morning will suffice for dull days, but sprinkling the
paths after a sunny day. At this time of year it is

very necessary that each house should become dry
about noon, and the failure to insist on this simple
precaution is sure to be followed by ill- matured
growths, " spot," and other maladies.

PLANTS UHDEB OIiASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

THE R08E-HOU8E,—The present is a good time
to prune tho plants and thoroughly cleanse them and
the house. To do this the more effectually, the
former should be taken down from the trellises, which
will allow of a cleaning of the roof with hot soap-
suds. In pruning remove entirely all the weak shoots,
and shorten back those which are strong, pruning
each variety so as to suit its peculiar mode of growth
and flowering. When the trellis and pillar Roses
have been fastened again in their places, a good
syringing with soap-suds containing one wineglaasful
of petroleum to 4 gallons of the suds, at a tempera-
ture of 90° should be afforded. The crust of the
beds and borders should then bo removed to the
depth of 3 to 4 inches, and a top-dressing afforded
of rich fresh loam and bone-meal. Any Rosea that
may be in an unsatisfactory condition should have
their roots examined, and if the soil be impoverished
or soured, fresh soil should be pricked out carefully
and replaced with new, spreading the roots carefully
through it, and making all quite firm about them.
Any required planting should now be carried out,
taking care that the Rose plants are vigorous and
healthy. Potted II.P.'s intended for forcing may
now be pruned, that is thin out the weak shoots and
shorten strong ones to one- half and one-third their
length. Examine the drainage, and if it be faulty put
it right, and afford a top-dressing of rich loam, well
ramming it into the pots. Roses for increasing the
stock of pot plants may be potted up forthwith,
selecting for this purpose either home-grown or nur-
sery plants. Whether worked or own-root Roses, no
harm will be done by shortening back some of the
stronger roots, as by so doing many fine feeding roots
will be induced to push. The size of pot found useful

is the 32, but the plant should not be crammed in

pots much too small to hold the roots. The potting-
stick should always be used in potting Roses, and for

this reason, the soil must not be very damp, or it will

have its texture spoiled. If the loam is inclined to

be clayey, nse rough manure and a little coarse sand.

THE CONSERVATORY. —Introduce fresh plants

as they come into flower, and remove stale ones so

that the house may be kept bright-looking. If the

house be not kept at a low temperature, plants of

Poinsettia pnlcherrima may be used to brighten it,

also some Roman Hyacinths, Mignonette, Bouvardias,
Ricbardias, Cypripedium insigne, Primulas, and the
winter-flowering Begonias John Heal and Gloire de
Lorraine. When arranging the plants in this house,

overcrowding should be carefully avoided, as owing
to the lack of light they soon suffer, losing leaves

and damping off. As foils to the flowers, employ
such fine foliage plants as Grevillea robusta, Acacia
lophantha, Cbamajrops excelsa, C. humilis, Kentia
Fosteriana, K australis, Aralia Sieboldi, Casuarina
ericoides, &c. The temperature in a house of this

kind should now be at 60° by day, and 55° by night,

affording both top and bottom ventilation in

moderate amount. The floors should be kept dry,

and spilled water or that which runs from the pots,

should be mopped up early in the day. When the
flowers of the Chrysanthemum begin to fade, remove
the plants and cut down the stems, placing the plants

in a light, airy house to strengthen the shoots before

beginning to propagate from tbem next month.
Now these plants are in flower, see that they are

correctly named.

RICHARDIAS.—Should these plants be in demand
at the end of December, plants may now be placed

in a warmer house, if from appearances it is sur-

mised that they will not flower by that time. A
vinery or Peach- house just started affords a suitable

place for hastening the opening of the spathes. If

roots are plentiful, the plants may have rather

liberal doses of manure-water, and occasionally

fumigate them to kill aphis.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—The hot summer was

well suited to the needs of these plants, and they are

in consequence flowering admirably. Whilst they

continue in bloom the air of the bouse should be
kept rather dry ; and as a means to secure the
desirable dryness, a slight amount of fire- heat should
be used, and fresh air admitted at the top and
bottom of the house. The necessary watering oi the
plants should take place in the morning, and if the
plants are in full bloom, clear water only should be
used.

THE KITCHEN OAHDEH
By Johm Lambilkt. Gardener, Powis CattU, Welshpool.

CHICORY.—Keep up a supply of this useful plant
for salad purposes. Place the roots in large pots and
put in the Mushroom-house. Here they will not
require any covering, and the atmosphere just suit-
ing them. By putting in a good-sized potful each
week, a continuous supply may be had the winter
through. Where a Mushroom- house is not to be
had. Chicory may be pat into any house with a
temperature of about 55°, covering them up by
placing an inverted empty pot over them, and over
this a piece of Frigi Domo to exclude all light from
them.

DANDELION—The large French leaved of this
variety if grown in rows and treated similarly to
Chicory, make nice roots for lifting and storing
ready for use through the winter, and are a nice
wholesome addition to a salad. These may be
treated in precisely the same way as Chicory ; or if

preferred in a green state, any warm greenhouse
will suit them.

MU8TARD AND CRE88—Make sowings of this
regularly every week, so that a supply of nice young,
tender growths may be always at hand. Cutting-
boxes are favourites for this purpose, and can be
easily pushed on in a warmer house if supply is not
equal to demand at all times.

RADISHES.—Sowings of these may be made from
now onwards, to follow on alter those from outside
are finished. Pits filled with heating material, on
which may be placed about 5 inches of soil, having
the surface within 1 foot of the roof-glass, make nice
places for growing these, and if one hot-water-pipe
runs through the pit, so much the better to keep the
atmosphere at the right temperature of about 50°.
These, if sown among other crops, such as Potatos,
are often neglected.

MINT AND TARRAGON —Get up a supply for the
winter of these roots, and pot them, or put them
into cutting-boxes and store them away in a cool pit

where they will always be accessible in the coldest
of weather. Introduce these into a moist heat of

about 55°, but near the roof-glass, so that tbey shall

not get drawn up weakly.

RHUBARB —Although Apples are plentiful this

season, Rhubarb in many places is welcomed as

a change. Young roots prepared on purpose for

forcing, and which have attained their fourth
year, will be of a nice size, and may be lifted

from now onwards and introduced to the Mushroom
or forcing-house, for very early work lifting and
placing in a forcing- house will be the handiest through
very severe weather. If a few roots are introduced
about every three weeks, a continuous supply may be-

obtained ; but where this accommodation is not pro-

vided, various means may be adopted to attain the
same end. Pits filled with warm manure, also

shallow pits dug in the ground and filled with about

3 feet of manure, prepared so that a gentle heat will be

maintained for a long time, and covering the top with

hoops, mats, and then long litter—but these depend
on the outside temperature to a great extent, and
cannot be relied on to come in to a certain date at

all times. The old plan of covering this with pots,

and filling around and above them with hot manure
on the ground where growing, I think, produces some
of the best yet grown, and is more suitable for later

batches ; but this is best grown in some out-of-

sight part of the garden, and near to the manure-
heap'. Johnston's St. Martins, Kershaw's Paragon,

Royal Albert, and Myatt's Linnteus, are all good
varieties for this purpose.

Mr, William COOMBER —We are informal

that the Council of the Royal Bjtauic Society

has decided to dispense with the services of a

garden superintendent of their gardens in R?gent'n

Park ; and Mr. Coombeb, who has filled the

post for many years, will therefore be open to a

re-engagement.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY.

SATURDAY.

WEDNESDAY.

THURSDAY,

FBEOAY,

MOM)AY,

TUESDAY,

Not. 19 •

MEETING.
Not. 16—Boyal Botanic Society.

SH OWS.
KVre- is * Chrvsanthemum Shows at Batlev,
jxot. 16-j cie^e, and Baeup.

( Leeds Paxton Chrysanthemum
(two day?).

)Chester Chrysanthemum (two
(_ days).

.'Chrysanthemum Shows at York

K-m- 0.1 ) (three days). South Shields, Dtm-
»OT. ajj.

dee _ xonbridge (all two days).

C and Helensburgh.

C Chrysanthemum Shows at Norwich

,

Not. 21< Aylesbury, Glasgow, and War-
(, wick.

Not. 22—Manchester Chrysanthemom.

SALES.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Not. IS

WEDNESDAY. Not. 20

THURSDAY.

FBI! iV

SATURDAY.

Rosea, Hardy Bulbs, and Plants.
Ferns, &c, at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

Highly attractive and extensive
sale of Nursery Stock at the Alma
Nurseries. Farnham. by order oc

Mr. S. Bide, by Protheroe &
Morris (five days).

^ _ , Q ( Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &. Morris1

I Rooms.
/Dutch Bnlbs at Protheroe k. Morris
L Booms.
Great Consignment of Japanese

Lilies. Palm Seeds, Bcses, Spirals.
f &c. , at Protheroe & Morris'

V Booms.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms.

Not. 21 Plants from Belgium. Roses, Ferns.
&c., at Protheroe it Morris*
:. . .^i-

, Hutch Bolbs at Protheroe & Morris'
Booms,

Not. 22 - Orchids from Messrs, Charles-worth
Ar Co., at Protheroe h. Morris'

' Booms.

x-«r •« ' Dutch Bolbs at Protheroe 4 Morris"sot. rfij-j Eiom3

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—41\7.

Crabs in the
The snDJec' °i Crabs has been

Garden and written about by various corre-
Wood. spondents in these pages of late,

and we have been thereby reminded of the great

usefulness of the common Crab, Pvrus Mains
acerba, Mains, the felted-leaved Apple, and P.
sylvestris, the smooth-leaved variety ; and, for

that matter, of any seedling Apple trees, as
wind-breaks or screens, mixed with other trees,

or alone in belts against sea-breezes. We know
of scarcely any materials for this purpose which
are better than the Maples, viz., Acer tatari-

cum, A. pennsylvanicum, A. platanoides, A.
campestre, Sycamore, Crabs, Black Thorn,
and Dogwood: and such hardy interlacing

Creepers as Clematis Vitalba, C. glauca, a Sibe-

rian species : C. grata, Chinese ; and C. Flammula

;

Brambles, and Lycium barbarum ; the Thorns
and Creepers to form the hedge—the first line

of defence. Behind a screen, say of 20 yards in

width, planted with the above-named plants, the
more teDder plants can be raised in perfect

safety : and so long as they do not top the

screen-plants, the wind will not harm them. It

may not be generally known that the common
Crab, green when unripe, but yellowing when
allowed to ripen on the tree, makes the verv
finest of jelly, no variety of Apple being its

equal in colour or transparency. The fruits for

this purpose should not be peeled, and they
should be cooked whole.

The berried Crabs ("Pyrus mains baocata) are

very beautiful in fruit and blossom, but so far

as we know them, their habit of growth is

slender and upright, although being heavy
bearers, the branches become pendulous with the
weight of the crop, and as they fruit pretty

regularly, this habit becomes in part fixed.

These varieties may not therefore form so good

material for the outermost lines of wind-screens,

but rather for the inner face. Crabs, like other

trees, require space all round, or at the very

least on one side, if they are to flcwer well,

and the planter must determine which he will

have

—

trait and flowers, or merely growth. He
should have trees enough to afford both.

The berried varieties are not to be despised

as ornaments for the conservatory in the spring,

being quite as good in their way as the more

commonly grown double-flowered Japanese varie-

ties of Pyrus and Pmnus ; and like those, bear-

ing gentle forcing. "We have only to inspect a

picture by a Japanese artist to discover the varied

beauty which lies in the flowers of the Crab.

The shrub-like P. pumila of which we know
the St. John's Apple, otherwise Paradise, a

native of the Caucasus, and the Doucin, are

varieties employed for the so-called dwarfing

stocks for garden Apples, and they form good
rilling-in material between high trees, if afforded

head-room.

What j Natural
The expression natural selection

can hardly be considered to be as

felicitous as it is familiar. The
phrase must be taken in an arbitrary or meta-

phorical, rather than in a literal sense. Given

a tendency in plants or animals to vary, the

variations which harmonise best with the con-

ditions under which the plant is growing may
become permanent, and may even become accen-

tuated, so that from the originally slight variation

the full-blown speciesmay ultimately arise. Under
natural circumstances, the growth and develop-

ment of a species is a very slow process ; but the

gardener does, in comparatively short time, the

same sort of work which in Mature occupies

ages in its accomplishment. The hybridist and
gardener do actually select that variation which
suits their purpose, and they continue to do so

from generation to generation till the variation

becomes " fixed" The variation is encouraged

and protected, just as in ordinary cultivation

the plant is freed from the competition of rivals,

and protected from the intrusion and assaults

of enemies.

The term adaptation is more expressive of

what really happens in these cases than i3

selection. But the question arises as to the

origin and cause of the adaptation. Does the

protoplasm of the plant or animal, or, let us say

briefly, does the plant adapt itself to outward
conditions, or do the outward conditions compel
the plant to adapt itself to them or to suffer

extinction r In other words, does the power or

faculty of variation precede the action of the

conditions, or is it generated or called into

operation by the influence of those conditions ?

These are the questions which the Rev. Geobgb
Henslow has set himself to answer. In a very
interesting and suggestive volume he states the

case clearly, and as it is one on which cultivators

should have valuable information to offer, it is

desirable to bring the book * under the notice of

our readers. Mr. Henslow's volume is one

sustained argument, but it is illustrated by so

many points in which botanists and cultivators

take special interest, that it will be perused by
them with pleasure.

Mr. Henslow's contention is that a change of

circumstances—or, as he calls it, a " new envi-

ronment"—does not "select" at all, but itself

induces a plant to form variations. These varia-

I : Orif -. F nri •• r* -•_•. ' Stlf-Adaptalim tithe
EncircmmaH. By Bev. GEO&6E HESSXOW. ftc. (rT.ES.iy

Pact.. Trevth. Tbvbtteb t Co->

tions are definite, and not indefinite—a definite

variation being one having a definite relation

to the action of the environment in the way of

effect to cause.

It is pretty certain that there is no true

selection; in any case, tbe word must be used

metaphorically only, and this being so, it becomes

a question whether there is in reality such a great

difference between Mr. Hess low's views and

th?seof other people. Whichever view be takeD,

the power to vary and the faculty of adapta-

tion to circumstances are the necessary factors.

It is the order or sequence of events concern-

ing which differences arise. Mr. Henslow
maintains that the protoplasm varies in sym-
pathy with, and as a direct consequence of the

action of external conditions. The protoplasm.

therefore, must have an innate capacity of

varying, which results in variations of structure.

These variations in structure are the potential

beginnings of a new species, so that, in Mr.

Henslow's words, "the origin o c species issues out

of the direct action of the environment through

the responsiveness of protoplasm in the organism

itself." It is not, according to Mr, Henslow, the

fierce competition and struggle to which plants

are subject which enables the survivors to adapt

themselves to new conditions, but the direct

action of those conditions. In support of his

contention, the desert plants in the vicinity of

Cairo are mentioned These occur in quantities,

but are never so crowded that any struggle or

rivalry occurs between plant and plant, the ieal

contest being between the plant and the physical

difficulties offered by soil and climate. But we
may ask—Do desert plants never vary .- Our

author seems to be of opinion that they do not,

so long as the same environment is maintained,

and no doubt, as a general rule, that is so.

But how is it, if the variability does not pre-

cede the action of external conditions, that the

gardener is able to select minute variations

among plants growing, as far as can be seen,

under the same conditions. Again, if variations

do not occur "spontaneously," how are we to

account for the production of " sports p
'' These

often occur simultaneously over wide areas,

under the same conditions as those to which the

bulk of the plants, which do not vary, are sub-

jest. These sports are mostly accidental rever-

sions or un-mixings of heretofore blended

characters, but what brings about the change at

a particular time is not known. That it cannot

be direct action of the environment is, we think,

shown by the facts just mentioned

Mr. Henslow's arguments for the self-adapta-

tion of plants as the initial stage in the production

of species are supported by a vast number of

facts, derived from the study of the outer con-

formation and internal organisation of plants.

In this way, the structure peculiar to plants

growing in desert regions or on the sea-coast, in

the arctic regions, or on mountain-tops, is

tjissed in review. Aquatic plants, climbing

plants, and other plant categories are pressed

into the service. In addition to the facts ob-

tained by observation, Mr. Henslow brings

forward corroborative evidence in the shape of

experiments. Apart from the use made of them

by the author in support of his arguments, it is

very convenient to have such a mass of informa-

tion got together, and so conveniently arranged
;

whilst the care which Mr. Henslow has taken

to give chapter aDd verse for his statements, and

thus to enable others to verify his references, is

deserving of ample acknowledgment. A good

index further facilitates the work of the student,

to whom we cordially recommend the perusal of

this most suggestive book.
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BEGONIA MR8. J. HEAL. — To successfully Adonis, and now we have one of their Lister, Bart., be elected 1'reiident, in the room of

bridge over the interval between the end of the

flowering aeaion of the tuberous-rooted summer

Begonias and that of the true winter - flowering

species, was felt by gardeners to be a most desirable

feat, and one that remained for a long time un-

latest novelties, Mrs. J. Heal, producing crimson

blossoms. A plant was shown by Messrs. Veitch

at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on

October 15 of the present year. The blossoms

—

chiefly male, fortunately—measure 3 to 3 inches in

Lord Kelvin, who retires,

LlNNEAN SOCIETY.—At the meeting held on
Thursday, November 7, Mr. C. B. Clabkr, Pre-

sident, in the chair, Mr. Geobor Massrr was admitted

Fig. 101.

—

begonia x mbs. heal: flowebs cbim'on.

accomplished. The credit of having obtained the first

of the late-flowering new varieties belongs to Messrs.

J.Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, who by crossing B. soco-

trana with some of the late -flowering Andean

tuberous-rooted Begonias, laid the foundations for

future development. One of the earliest crosses

was John Heal with bright rose carmine flowers

appearing in a loose raceme. This variety by

other crossings with tuberous-rooted varieties gave

diameter, and are chiefly produced in the axils of

the leaves. It is one of a race of Begonias, which is

likely to be in considerable demand for brightening

the warm greenhouse, and furnishing subjects for

indoor decoration during late autumn and winter.

The ROYAL SOCIETY. — The anniversary

meeting of this Society will be held on the

30th ins 1
;., when it is proposed that Sir Joseph

a Fellow. Several volume s of Cryptogamic exsiceata,

recently received from Madame Weddell, bb a

bequest from her late husband, a foreign member of

the Society, were shown, and some remarks made

thereon by the Botanical Secretary. A portrait of

the French naturalist, Guillauue Rondelet, Prof.

of Anatomy and Chancellor of the University of Mont-

pellier, 1545, recently presented to the Society by Dr. H.

Woodward, F.R.S., was exhibited by the
;

Zoolo-

f
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gical Secretary, who gave an account of his life and

work, inpplemented by remarks from the President.

Mr. C. T. Dbueet exhibited and made remarks on a

Scolopendrinm raised by Mr. E. J. Lowe, bearing

archegonia and antheridia npon the fronds, consti-

tuting a more advanced phase of apospory than any

previously noted. Some remarks thereon were made
by Mr. Geo. Mueeat. Dr. Maxwell T. Masters
exhibited snecimens of the fruit of Pyrus Sorbus,

Aberia caffra, and Cccos australis, frcm the gar-

dens of Mr. Thoiias Haneuby, at La Mortola,

Mentone ; and some fruits of Cocos australis, from

M. C. Naudix's garden at Antibes, Alpes Maritimes.

Mr. G. F. Scott Elliot communicated a paper

entitled " A Revision of the Genus Pentas,"in which

some account was given of the distribution of these

plants in Africa, with a rectification of the syno-

nomy, and descriptions of five new species. The
geiui as a whole showed in a remakable manner the

way in which local species occur whenever a different

climate restricts the distribution of a wide-ranging

form, and several examples of this were mentioned.

A discussion followed, in which the President and
Mr. W, P. Hieex took part.

An evening meeting will be held on Thurs-
day, November 21, 1S95, at 8 p.m., when papers will

be read: 1, D. Mobbis, C.M.G , M.A., &c, "Deve-
lopment of s> single seed in the fruit of the

Cocoanut Palm (Cocos nucifera);" 2, A. J. Ewaet,
" Assimilation in plants ucder abnormal condi-

tions ;
" 3, A. C. Sewabd, " On a new species of

Pinites from Wealden (England)."

The Chi8wick Gardens.—We are officially

informed that the Council of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society have appointed Mr. S. T. Weight, of

Glewston Court Gardens, Loss, Herefordshire, to

succeed Mr. Babeok, as Garden Superintendent at

Chiswick. It will be remembered that Mr. Wright
was the autnor of one of the Society's pr zs essays

on " The Commeicial Aspects of Hardy Fruit Culture

in the United Kingdom."

Beckenham Horticultural Society.—On
Friday evening, Mr. Edwls Molynecx delivered a

lecture, entitled " Salient Points in Chrysanthe-

mum Culture,'' before the members of the

Beckenham Horticultural Society in the Beckenham
Public Hall. Over 303 were present, and the

greatest interest was shown in the subject. Some
fine exhibits by Messrs. Cannell, the Bromley
Chrysanthemum Society, and by a large number of

private growers, made the room look gay, and
rendered the sulject additionally interesting.

Ayrshire Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—The first meeting of the fifth

session of this association was held in the Carrick

Street Hall on Thursday evening. There was a

fair attendance of members present. Mr. H. Max-
well, The Knowe, Vice-president, presided. The
President (Mr. A. Pbinglb, Micdletouj read an
excellent paper entitled " A Few Notes on the

Dahlia, ' for which he was accorded a vote of thanks.

Mr. M. Ganly, Glendoon, exhibited a magnificent

Cypripedium insigne, for which he was unani-
mously awarded a Certificate of Merit. It was inti-

mated that the next meeting would take place on
Thursday evening, 5th December, at 7.30. A vote

of thanks to the chairman brought the meeting to a

close.

Royal Botanic Society.—At a meeting of

the Fellows of this society, held in the museum of

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on Satur-
day, Mejor J. W. M. Cotton- presiding, Mr. C.
Dc-sell Rcdd was elected a Fellow. The Coffee
trees growing in the greenhouses having fruited well

this year, the secretary tried the experiment of

roasting and grinding the leeds and making coffee.

Tbe beverage was offered to the Fellows at the
meeting, and a very favourable verdict was passed

upon it. The society's show of Chrysanthemums
was announced to be held tbis week. It was also

stated tbat in future tbe gaidens and conservatories

would be open to the public on Mondays and Satur-

days throughout the year upon payment of Is. for

admission. The receipt of the following donations

was reported :— Seeds of the very scarce plant, the

large-leaved variety of Coca (Erythroxylon), from
South America, and a fine cone of the edible Chili

Pine (Araucaria imbricata) from the gardens of Sir

Gabriel Golexey at Corsham, Wilts. A curious

Tapioca root (Manihot utilissima;, grown in the

societj's gardens, was also on view,

Stock-taking : October.—As was antici-

pated, the tide of commerce is still a flowing one,

and the loss in both imports and exports during the

preceding months[of the year has been wiped off by
the increase in both sections—resulting in a gain,

last month, of £1,185,783 in imports, and £1.680 870
in exports ; all this, be it remembered, in the face

of the breaking np of the Sultan's empire, and a

consequent paralysis in trade in Asia Minor, due to

the disappearance of Armenian merchants, either

by the sword, or by the flight of the merchants
from a land overflowing with horror. The value
of our imports in October of last year was
£35,663.385; that for the month just ended was
£36,854,168. The increase for the ten months just

closed, compared with the same term last year, is

exactly £478,459. The following items of imports
for the month are from the Trade and Navigation
Returns for October :

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports
£

35,668,355 36,854,168
£

+1,185,783

(A.) Articles of food
and drink — duty-

free , 12,361,764 12,411,811 + 150,017

(B.) Articles of fox!
and drink—dutiable 3,007,324 2,832,950 —174.371

Biw materials for
textile manufac-
tures '-.--- 4,036,812 +78.316

Raw materials for
sundry industries
and manufactures ... 4,535,262 4.533,819 —2,113

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles 1.4*9.736 1,254.295 —175.441

(B.) Parcel Post 92,-317 78.958 —13.359

There is an unsatisfactory it-em in the recorded in-

creased import of manufactured goods, as to a con-
siderable part this means a withdrawal of manufac-
tures to places where less wages are paid—to France
for instance ; where, whilst the cost of living has

increased all over the country, the price paid for

labour has also gone down—a double result of Pro-
tection. Fortunately, tbis is being recognised amongst
thinking men over the Channel, just as it is by some
American statesmen—the Hon. Mr. Bayabd from
Washington having just delivered himself at Edin-
burgh, of tbe statement that protection produces

jobbers and jobbery, notstatesmenand purity ofmoralr.

Our hop-growing friends, if not the brewers, will be

glad to learn that the imports of Hops last month fell

off some £70.016 in va'ue, as compared with
October, 1894; possibly our Continental friends,

finding freights so low in English ships, are taking
to making their own beer, and shipping it off to

other lands. And here we are reminded of one of

those savage attempts to settle trade differences—
the lock-out and strike in the shipbuilding trade in

Belfast and on the Clyde. Possibly a decision to

settle by arbitration will have been arrived at ere

this. As to fruit and vegetable imports, we take

out the following figures :

—

Imports. !--i. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw :

—

Apples ...bush. 1,229,146 479.121 —750,045

Cherries ... „ ...

Plums 31,701 23.756 —10,945

Pears ... „ 204 377 40.C93 —161,284

Grapes 4:5,701 346.418 —59.283

Unenumeratej ... ., 115,950 114.990 -960
Onions 611, 764 745 237 +133,173

Potatos

Vegetables, raw,
merated ...

... CWt.

unenu-
.. value

39,389

£
77.138

62,8'j3

£
74,820

+23,114

£
-2,318

The " minus " quantities recorded tell their own
tale, and there appears little doubt of the deterrent

influence on colonial imports exercised by our last

fruit harvest ; what influence also the late abnormal

weather may have on both home-grown and foreign

fruits remains to be seen (perhaps has already been).

It is pleasant to notice the interest being taken in

light railways by the President of the Board of Trade

and some of his colleagues; in France they may
have seen much in the matter of motors to set them

thinking. The subject of

Expoets

is certainly one more interesting than usual just

now. The rapid expansion of enterprise in our

colonies is being felt more and more by our manu-
facturers, and those employed by them. To our

American friends, textile manufactures cannot be

supplied quickly enough, and they in turn are getting

better money for their raw material. Doubtless Free

Trade is being more and more appreciated over there

as the months go by. The value of our exports in

October, 1894, was £19,147.996 ; the figures for last

month are £20,828,866, or a gain of £1.680.870 ; the

gain for the past ten months over the same period

last year being no less than £6.868,736. The
attention of all the " protected " world is respect-

fully requested to this brief record, and to the im-

proving condition of our productive energy. Should

the three great powers quickly and quietly settle the

Turkish business in both Europe and Asia Minor

—

they ars big and powerful enough to do so—an even

brighter tone may characterise the record of the

exports for the current month.

RUST IN BEGONIA8.—Cultivators have for long

been pestered with this disease, the precise nature

of which has not been known till recently. Mr,

Michael, the authority on the Acarira:, informs us

that the disease is caused by a mite, a species of

Tarsonymus, which is so small and so translucent

that it requires a trained eye to detect it. Its habits

of life also tend to conceal it. The creatures are

most destructive to healthy plantf, burrowing

between the two surfaces of tbe leaf, and eating out

its substance. A closely-allied species, T. buxi, a

few years ago destroyed all the Box trees in some

of the Italian botanic gardens. The Sugar- cane in

Barbados also suffered greatly from a similar insect

(see Kew Bulletin, April, 1890). They are moat

difficult to destroy, but frequent spraying with insec-

ticides may be beneficial, and in our last issue Mr,

Watson tells us that fumigation is very efficacious.

All badly-affected plants should be destroyed by fire.

The best figures of Tarsonymi, Mr. Michael tells

us, are to be found in Casestbisi, Profjietto dell

Jcarogama Italiana, iii., Padova, 1888. t. 23; Bee-

lese, Soltofamiglia dei Tarsonimide Bull. Soc Ento-

mol. Ital., 1886, t. xv., figs. 2 and 8, male only ; and

Keameb, Ucber Vendroptus Archiv. fur Naturgevoess,

1876, tab. viii., figs. 9, 10, 11.

Acer LORBERGI.—A most distinct tnd hand-

some Maple under this name was sent to me, remarks

Mr.W. E GrjiBLETos.ofBelgrove, Qieenstown, many
years ago by the late Louis Vax Houtte, of Ghent,

and being of a fine vigorous habit of growth, it has

now developed into a fine tall specimen. Its greatest

merit, however, consists in the specially brilliant

autumn colouring which its foliage assumes at this

time of year, when every leaf becomes a clear canary-

yellow, making the tree an extremely conspicucus

and beautiful object in tbe shrubbery, and well worth

planting by every lover of distinct and beautiful

folisged trees. The name is not recognised in the

Index Kewemis, so that it may be known under

some other name at Kew. I enclose a leaf for jour

inspection, and shall be glad of your opinion as to

the beauty of the colouring and correctness of tbe

name. [Very beautiful : name later on. Ed]

Birmingham Botanical and Horticul-
tural SOCIETY.—We are informed by Mr. W.
Hillhoosh, honorary secretary of the above, that

it is intended to hold a Daffodil (Narcisan»j show,

with other spring flowers, in the Botanical Gardens,
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Edgbaston, in the month of April, 1396 (two days'
show), at such date as may be determined by the
season, of which the longest possible notice will be
given to all who have intimated a desire to exhibit.

A list of regulations for the guidance of exhibitors,

together with a schedule of prizes, have already
been drawn up, which maybe obtained on application
to Mr. W. B. Latham, the Curator of the gardens.

Ealing Gardeners' Association. — We
understand that Mr. W. Robebts, gardener to
J. Harbis, Esq., Braemar, Ealing, has been ap-
pointed Hon. Secretary to this body, one that has
done—and is doing—much good by its meetings and
discussions amongst the gardeners and amateurs of
Ealing and district.

Home Correspondence,

COVENT GARDEN PRICES FOR FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES IN 1822. —It may interest your
readers, amateur and professional, to know the
prices retail that were obtained for the above
seventy-three years since. Of course, we had not the
facilities in those days we have now—no hot-water,
or cheap fuel and glass, &c; and it cost more to
erect one 50-feet house than one of 300-feet could be
erected in these days; but the prices, under any
circumstances, appea*- fabulous ; for instance, 21s.

for a brace of Cucumbers in February ; 36s. for 1 lb.

of Grapes in May ; 30s. ditto in Jane. This seems
to be as early as Grapes could be had, and none
after November. Cherries, 30s. per pound in April

;

20s. ditto in May ; Melons from 5s. to 20s. in June
;

Strawberries, 30s. per pound in April ; 20s. ditto in
May ; Pine-apples, 12s. per pound most of the year
through ; Figs, 18s. per dozen in August ; 10s. ditto
in September ; Peaches, 42s. per dozen in July ; 21s,
ditto in August; Apples, dtssert, best, 40s. per
bushel in January ; cooking, 18s. ; Asparagus, 21s. per
100 in February ; April,. 15s. ditto ; Peas, £3 per
half- sieve; 30s. to 5s. in June; 3s. to Is. in July
ditto

; Seakale, 4s. per punnet in March. This, I
think, will be sufficient to show what prices were
then realised without going further into the prices

of other crops. Love-apple (Tomatoe), none sold,

although quoted in the market all the season. It

is something remarkable how the taste has grown
for Tomatos during the past twenty years ; about
that time when I first began Tomato-growing on a
large scale, I used to Bupply Mr. P. Barr with them
at l^d. per pound ; also Mr. Charles Best of the
Horse Shoe Hotel in quantity at the same price

;

since then, 2s. &l. and 3s. per pound have been
given. Had it not been for the Tomato coming in
request, many growers would have btcome bankrupt.
It is this one thing that hss kept them on their legs,

and many have made it a source of profit ; farmers
and clergymen have also erected houses for Tomato-
growing for market. Edw. Bennett, Lyne, Chertsey.

REGULATIONS AT THE DRILL HALL.—Will any
one kindly say why plants put before the Committee
meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society at the
Drill Hall for Certificates should have to be accom-
panied by the owner's name written on a card, and
handed round for inspection, as well as the plants ?

A friend and I paid a few visits to these meetings
during the past summer, and we thought the method
a very peculiar one. Why not enter the plants
under numbers in the way that competitive exhibits
are entered ? Could not the plants meant for Cer-
tificates be numbered, and placed by themselves,
before being submitted to the committee, instead of

being, as at present, staged among other plants
already showing exhibitor's or owner's name ? True,
these plants are not intended for competition in a
sense, but is not the decision of the committee in

regard to Certificates looked upon as equal symbolic
value to 1st and 2nd prizes at a show? We also
noticed if the owner of a plant was present at the
committee meeting, he moved away from the table
when his plant came up for judgment; but under
the number system he could surely retain his seat,

and have the advantage of hearing opinions on
points which may, or may not, have escaped his

notice ; aleo voting a Certificate for his plant if he
wished. J'isitor.

FRUITING OF MUSA CAVENDI8HI IN POTS—
With reference to this matter, it would appear, from
what Mr. Fletcher states in last wee k's Gardeners'

Chronicle, that the fruiting of Musa Cavendishi in

pots is either new or difficult, but our experience is

that it is neither new nor difficult, having successfully
fruited several plants in pots. We have just finished
two good bunches of fruit, estimated to weigh from
30 to 40 lb. each, " but as the ' fingers ' are gathered
as they ripen on the plant, I cannot give exact weight,"
the separate fingers weighing 6£ cz. each, and the
plants are grown in a No. 1 (18 inch) pot. We have
at the present time six plants at the back of a
lean-to stove, four of which are in 18-inch pots, and
two in tubs, the latter being from a cask cut in two,
measuring 26 inches across and 19 inches in depth.
The two plants in the tubs are now fruiting,
having just set about nine hands each, with from
fifteen to twenty-four fingers per hand. Our mode
of treatment is very simple : the soil, consisting of
turfy loam with which horse-droppings were mixed
when it was stacked, with plenty of sharp river-sand,
and a liberal sprinkling of artificial manure. The
plants are always kept well up to the light, and
abundance of water afforded them, giving them
liquid-manure two or three times a week, from the
time the pots are filled with roots until the fruit is

fully grown. H, Ense, Westhouriie, Liskeard.

In your last issue, on p. 555, I see Mr.
Fletcher writing of Musa Cavendishi. I am pleased to

add we have one in fruit here ; it has been grown in a
tub 23 inches in diameter by 15 inches deep ; the
stem is 3 feet 6 inches in height; it has ten leaver,

which average 4 feet by 22 inches. I was disap-

pointed in not getting a better bunch.which only con-
tains forty " fingers," and after reading Mr. Wythes'
able article on the Banana, I have been wondering
if I had a good variety, or if it was bad culture.

J. Barnard,

It is without a doubt a mistake, as Mr.
Fletcher remarks in his note on the Musa in last

week's Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 555, to suppose that

it cannot be fruited successfully in pots, as I have
seen it fruited at two different places in pots, with
fruit equal to any produced by plants in bsdi. We
have here at present in a 20 inch pot, a plant carry-

ing a large bunch of fruit, and although late in the
season, I have no doubt it will fruit perfectly. Cut-
ting away the tip, referred to by the Editor in his foot-

note, was resorted to in this case also. Andrew F.
Pearson, Eachan Gardens, Peeblesshire,

SHARPE'8 VICTOR POTAT08.—The articles lately

inserted in your columns respecting our Victor
Potato are reviving rather ancient history, and after

the lapie of so long a time one's memory may not be
so fresh upon every point as it might have been some
years ago. It is beyond doubt that Sharpe's Victor

was raised by Mr. Richard Nisbet, Aswarhys Gardens,

near here, and from the two parent Potatos as he
stated, viz., an early short-top round and the Alma
Kidney. As he was well known to be an honourable
truthful man, we should accept anything he said

with the most implicit confidence. The true Victor,

as raised by Mr. Nisbet, is a yellow-fleshed Potato,

but a little inclined to sport into a white variety.

For a few years after it was first sent out, Mr. Nisbet

grew all that we sold, and it is almost certaiu he
never heard the name of the Vale of Cleveland. As
far as my memory serves me, Mr. Short did send us

a few, probably a bag, of a Potato he had raised, a

white- fleshed Kidney, rather longer than Victor,

these were sent to our farm to grow, but we did not

think them of any value (it might be that the season or

soil was not suitable), and they were doubtless con-

sumed on the farm, as we never saw them again.

It is not impossible for two independent horticul-

turists to make use of the same parents in raising a

new variety of vegetable. Mr. Nisbet raised our Duke
of Albany at the same time as Victor, and some years

after a white Beauty of Hebron was sent out, which
we cannot distinguish from the Duke—no doubt this

was an accidental cross between identical parents.

Charles Sharpe § Co., Ltd. (Jno. C. Gould).

CRABS A8 ARCHE8 —I like J. Maeers' (p. 556)

ideaB on the above. Birring the birds, Crabs

—

skilfully planted and trained—would form charming

arches, alike in flower, fruit, and foliage. We have

long been familiar with arches of Apples, Pears,

Cherries, and Plums, but the smaller s rze of the

Crabs would give them an easy victory for elegance.

Possibly the Qiiarrenden, the Golden Pippin, the

Gladstone, ana other high-coloured small Apples

might go with the Crabs. Here, if any further

foliage is needed in Crab avenues, a few trees of

Prunus Pissardi or of the purple Filbert will give a

bronze or red hue. Beyond Crabs, are the Acer
Negundi argenteum variegatum, or the Silver Maple,

as it is called, can be trained over an arbour or arch

as readily as a Vine; the golden-leaved variety of
this plant is nothing like so free and useful. If
more variety is desired, Clematis, Ampelopsis
Veitchi, and the Gold and Silver Ivies can be so
used to enrich Crabs without seriously injuring
either their health or fruitfulness. D. T, F.

POPULAR APPLE8. — Your correspondent,
" D. T. F.," is not justified in his deductions as to
the relative popularity of certain dessert Apples by
the representatives of them he found at the Crystal
Palace fruit show. There were special classes for Kib-
ston, Cox's Orange, and Kingof the Pippins; and these
classes alone brought to them in the order named

—

forty-one, forty-nine, and thirty-six dishes respec-
tively. Golden Pippin, Golden Russet, and Golden
Reinette had no such encouragement. So much it

is fair to say with respect to these excellent, but yet
far too little grown varieties. Then we had this
year one of the best seasons almost ever known for
the development of Ribstons, Kings, and Cox's, for

finer, clearer samples, and better crops have rarely
been seen. It is not always so with these somewhat
spoilt children of penologists. A, D,

I should like to supplement the brief list given
in last issue by " D. T. F."as regards dessert varieties.

Wyken Pippin, I consider good in flavour, a free

doer, and a certain bearer. Court of Wick is another
good Apple, bears well, has good flavour, and keeps
late ; Scarlet Nonpareil is another favourite of mine,
a very sure cropper with me, juicy, and keeps well

into April ; Kerry Pippin is another good variety,

bears well each year, the flavour good and peculiar,

and with me the tree does not canker—in fact, none
of the above do here. 1 send you a fruit of each,

and please give your opinion as to their merits. I

should say, Kerry Pippin was ripe and gathered
at the end of August. I do not reckon King of

of the Pippins the best of flavour, though a good
market variety. Bicton. [Our correspondent kindly
sent a few fruits of the above-named Apples for our

inspection, which quite bear out his contention,

Wyken Pippin especially being finer than we have
ever seen it ; Court of Wick is also of unusual
size, and good of flavour. Ed]

THE TRUTH ABOUT PRICES.—With pleasure I

answer the courteous enquiry of" D. T. F.," why Cox's
Orange Pippin did not occupy a higher position in

the essay mentioned ? Over a series of years it has
not paid so much from an equal number of trees on
the same amount of land as those varieties named
before it in the essay. The value of Cox's Orange
Pippin is certainly high, ranging, as a rule, from 30s.

and upwards per cwt; Already this year I have
disposed of a quantity at the figure named ; bnt take

one season with another, the crop has not been
heavy enough with me to warrant it taking a higher

place. I fully endorse the remark of " D. T, F." on
Ribston Pippin as one of the finest dessert varieties

grown ; but though grown both on the Paradise and
free stocks, I bave never yet made a profit on them.
On p. 525, "Mid- Kent" states that "a glance at

any market report will show the fallacy of the

essayist's statements ;
" or, in other words, that the

statements are incorrect. Probably any remark in

contradiction would share the same fate as my pre-

vious utterances, therefore I will only say that the

essay was written early in the August of the present

year ; but if " Mid Kent " will write to Mr. John
Mills, Smithfield Market, Manchester, he can easily

prove whether my statements are incorrect or other-

wise, Even in a season of low prices like the present

one. I have had no difficulty in making 28s. per cwt.

for Peasgood's Nonsuch in bulk, and could have sold

many more. I may add, that the prices quoted have
been made in the open market by the above sales-

man until this year. Since then most of the fruit

has been sold on receipt of the telegram that I

despatched at the time the fruit was put on rail, the

buyers who have purchased the fruit from Mr. Mills

for years, knowing that they could depend upon the

fruit being honestly packed, and according to the

wire received by Mr. Mills, and have been only too

glad to buy the same before it reached the market.

The Essayiit. [Mr. John Mills' invoice for 24 cwt.

3 qrs. 15 lb. of Apples, which our correspondent sends

for our inspection, entirely bears out his contention
,

and it is quite correct, and in proper order. Ed
]

THE PRE8TON HALL MU8CAT QRAPE8—Your
correspondent's remarks on the Muscat Vines at

Preston Hall, p. 526, show nothing that is extra-

ordinary in the way of Grape culture. We have, at

this place, a vinery which was plaoted with Muscat
Vines in the month of February, 1895, that measure
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on an average 3j inches in circumference 5 feet from
the ground. Theie V inea were cat back after plant-

ing, and the measurement is that of the young canea.

A, Young, Marston Gardens, Frome.

PACKING COMPETITION AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.—Possibly not intending it, your cor-

respondent, " One of the Judge*," confirms the con-

tention of Mr. F. Harris for the need of revision in

regulations governing these competitions. Take his

first point, the qualification of the judges. A few

years since, when Messrs. Webber & Co. provided

special packing prizes, a leading authority (a gar-

dener) advocated and used boxes for Grapes. Being
myself at the time just introducing the system of

basket packing, now generally used, and determined
to give the box system a trial, and send up to a

Covent Garden firm two boxes packed as advocated.

When received, my sale- note was endorsed "Grapes
arrived in good condition, but if in baskets, would
have realised 20 per cent, more ; best buyers now
refuse to look at box Grapes." Now, as to packing
material, on advice from a leading firm, I adopted
dry moss for Peaches, &c. : and with me the half-

yearly mois harvest comes as regular as a farmer's

annual hay harvest. After reading your correspon-

dent's letter, I made inquiry of salesmen as to any
better material being now available. I have a

reply saying they still prefer dry moss before

anything else ; the fruit travels well, and
does not heat. The wood - wool often nsed

is very fair, but in it the fruit is liable to

speck. Oa these two instances I maintain with Mr.
Harris, gardeners are not the most suitable judges ot

packing competitions, particularly when for market.
The system adopted for Apples by the donor of tre

special prize is very suitable for sample sales, or

choicest specimens, but in my opiuion is not adapted
for bulk. The regulations governing distances would
bedifflculf, but might be made more <qaal,say all fiuit.

had to fuss through a London main- line Btalion a»

Paddington, Chariug Cross, &c. On duquali'yiug,

>our correspondent is rather free. Instead of di»-

qualilyiog boxes tied, the judges would have dune
better to eall an official and request the boxes to bw

placed in proper clacses. Being consigned to tbn

Secretary as requested, it became his duty to see that
each one was in its proper place, no regulation atalir y

that each package must travel singly. Nor is one ul

the judges more happy over the other possible di«-

qualification, not supplying items of cost, &c, as in but
one class is this imperative; in the other three it is

quite optional, as I read the schedule. I am aware
*uch matteis were lo be taken in consideration wb' n
judging, but being ea»ily-inspected packages, I con-

cluded that the judges were men of sufficient com-
petence to estimate these. Will your correspondent
tell us if all packages he inspected were first examin< rl

for railwav parcels label, and found each to have ot e

attached ? Bcbt. Grindrod.

Societies.
ROYAL HORTICULTTTBAL.

November 12.—Chrysanthemums were again
r prominent feature at the meeting of the Society
held on Tuesday last, in the Drill Hall at West-
minster, and many novelties were submitted for

m*p-ctioi bv the Floral Committee. Orchids
were shown in ordinary quantity, and there was a
fair amount of fruit before the Committee for this
section.

Floral Committee.
Present :— W. Marshall, Esq., in' the Chair ; and

Messrs. J. Fraser, O. Thomas, H. Herbst, R. Dean,
G. Stevens, E. Mawley, J. D. Pawle, C. E. Shea,
H. H. D'Ombrain, J. Walker, H. Cannell, H.
Turner, C. T. Druery, G. Paul, H. Selfe- Leonard,
W. Bain, C. Jeffries, C. E. PearBon. and H.
Briscoe-Ironside.

Sir T. Lawrence, Bt., Burford, Dorking, gr. Mr. Bain,
showed a few plants in tlower of Fentstemon Cobrea, a half-

hardy perennial species so named from its Cobiea-like

flowers. The spikes were upwards of two feet high, flowers

pale lilac in colour with purple streaks in the corolla. The
plant has been known long in gardens, but iB not widely
cultivated. It is figured in Bot. Mag., t. 3465. (Award of

Merit.)

H. 0. O'Haoan, Esq., River Home, Kempton Court (gr.,

Mr. C. Last, was awarded a First-clasB Certificate for

Dracaena latifolia, one large plant, and several small ones of

which were exhibited in fine condition. The thick leaves of
this plant are nearly 4 inches wide, and those on the plant
shown were about 2 feet and a half long, dirk green In

colour, and suitable apparently for sub-tropical bedding, as

well as foi other purposes.

An Award of Merit was given to W. Marshall, Esq.,

Auchinraith, Bexley, for Polystichum constrictum (Marshall)

from P. aculeatum x angulare,a dense-growing dark green

variety, very erect in growth, and more resembling P. acu-

leatum than the other parent.

The effect made by a group of zonale Pelargoniums in

sprays, from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, tastefully put
up with Ferns mingled, was very bright and distinct.

Several new varieties were included, among which we
noticed an unnamed seedling, rich salmon pink with
white eye, as being very fine. "Duchess of Marlborough,
another seedling, is pale pink and white. Volcanic is one of

the largest and deepest coloured of the purple crimson
section, and Owen Thomas, of the same strain, is good.

(Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chel-

sea, again exhibited trusses of flowers representing
varieties of their javauicum X jasminiflorum hybrids of

Rhododendrons. These hybrid varieties are exceedingly
delicate and pretty. Ruby was the darkest coloured, and
partakes of Curtisii, onu of the parents of this variety

;

lutea roseum is a very pretty pale rose-coloured flower,

rather large ; Taylori is rosy-pink, and Favourite bright-rose ;

Princess Frederica is very delicate, and Minerva is similar

but a little deeper. Maiden's Blush is just a pleasing flushed
pink, but the latest variety is named Numa, obtained by
crossing R. Curtisii <J with R. indicoxjavanicum. Numa has
fine deep coloured flowers, after the style of Curtisii, and
resembling in great measure the nppearanee of those of an
Azalea, ahabit obtained from R. indicoxjavanicum, itself the
result of a cross between R. X Lord Wolseley, and Azalea
indica var. Stella. The leaves in the case of Numa are much
smaller than those ofi Rhododendrons, but larger also than
of the Azaleas. (Award of Merit.)

Chrysanthemums.
Among the collection of novelties from A. Briscoe-Ironside,

Esq., Burgess Hill, were three blooms of a large Japanese
incurved named Arona—blooms of good depth and plenty
of fulness—colour buff, with light red shading on top side
of florets (Award of Merit). Bellina, a white flower, and
Priucipino, yellow, appeared useful kinds for decoration
purposes.

One of the most effective groups of cut Chrysanthemums
was one from Mr. Wythcs, gr. to Earl Percy, at Syon House,
which included upwards of one hundred flowers in eighty
varieties. Many of the blooms represented good culture, and
most of them wcro choice and good. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell &. Sons, Swanley, obtained an Award
of Merit for thcyellow Japanese incurved Oceana. The florets

of this variety are very broad, and the flowers are medium
size as shown, an d vciy putty. An excellent lot of blooms
of miscellaneous varieties was also exhibited by Messrs.
Cannell, amongst which we may mention a few examples
of Kentish White, a while Japanese incurved, which appears
to be popular with many visitors, but fails to obtain awards.
Altogether there were about eighty blossoms shown in this
collection.

A small group of Chrysanthemum flowers from Mr. Ptnt-
ney, gr. to Mr*. Howard, Isleworth, contained some pretty
flowers, and they were staged tastefully. (Bronze Banksian
Medal.)

Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham
showed a group of cut Chrysanthemums with long stems'
and staged amid plants of Maidenhair Ferns. The group
would have been more effective had the foliage been retained
by the Chrysanthemum stems. Mr. Ware had also a plant
of Chrysanthemum, A. H. Fewkcs, with three good flowers

upon it. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Gatton, Reigate, was
tho exhibitor of twelve very well-grown flowers each of
Thunberg and Mdlle. Marie Hoste. (Bronze Banksian
Medal.)

Dr. Geo. Walker, 12, Lingfield Road, Wimbledon,
showed his little yellow Pompon Dolly, certificated the dav
before by the National Chrysanthemum Society, but no
award was given on this occasion.

Mr. R. Owen, nurseryman, Maidenhead, exhibited a
number of novelties, and obtained an Award of Merit for
Vicar of Bray, an English seedling Japanese, a good heavy
bloom of old gold and dull red. Robin Adair, a pale lilac

coloured large Anemone, also received an award, as did Mrs.
R. C. Kingston, a very large flowered incurved variety of
bright pink or rose.

An incurved pink Japanese, named Austine Anderson, was
shown by Henry Tate, Esq., Allerton Beeches, Liverpool.

No award was made.
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons, Upper Holloway, London,

N., exhibited half a dozen blooms and a few plants ef

Philadelphia.

An excellent collection ofChrysanthemum blooms was put
up by Mr. W. G. Godfrey, Exmouth Nurseries, including
numerous novelties. An Award of Merit was made to Cecil

Clinton Chalfont, a full yellow-coloured Japanese flower,

useful for decorative purposes. Annie Heard, a medium-sized
white single-flowered variety, received a similar award. The
white hirsute Mrs. W. J. Godfrey and other fine flowers were
included. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Half-a-dozen plants in bloom of Ewan Cameron shown by
Mr- Goble, Walcot Nursery, Ryde, Isle of Wight, seemed to

indicate the usefulness of this variety for decorative pur-
poses. The flowers are single, large, pure white, and very
ree.

Mrs. Jones, Sudbury {gr., Mr. Jones), staged a group of

flowers of some of the single flowering varieties, and they

were good and attractive, but the effect would have been

greater had a few Ferns been interspersed. The flowers had

been well grown (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present : Harry J. Veitch, Esq. , in the Chair,

and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Secretary), A. H. Smee,
Sydney Courtauld, W. Cobb, E. Hill, T. W. Bond,
W. H. White, T. Statter, F. Sander, H. Williams,

T. B. Haywood, and H. Ballantine.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking (gr., Mr.

W. H. White), always foremost in exhibiting novelties of

both botanical and floral interest, showed Luddemannia
trifolia, Rolfe, n. sp., a most remarkable plant of the growth
of Acineta, and with a pendulous inflorescence some 2 ft. in

length, and bearing thirty-three wax-Kke flowers of a bright

orange colour, the sepals being tinged with copper-brown,
and the base of the lip, which was distinctly three-lobed,

having a dark purple blotch. It is one of Mr. Lehmann's
Andean discoveries, and a plant worthy of attention (First-

class Certificate). Sir Trevor Lawrence also exhibited the

handsome Cypripedium x Pollettianeum, "Burford Beauty"
(calophyllum x oenanthum superbum), a variety far superior

to the original, and which received an Award of Merit.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea, were awarded a Silver Floral Medal for one of

the best and most interesting groups lately exhibited. The
most attractive feature was the gorgeous Lsslio-Cattleya X
callistoglossa ignescens (C. Warscewiczii Sanderiana x L.

purpurata), It is the beau ideal of a charming garden
hybrid, its large lavendor-tinted sepals and petals and rich

purple-crimson lip constituting it a noble flower (First-class

Certificate). Another fine plant which secured a First-class

Certificate was Cypripedium x Milo grandis (cenanthum
superbum 6* insigne Chantini?), the massive appearance
of the fine glossy flower being rendered all the more striking

by reason of the large, divided lower sepals. The pretty

Lselio-Cattleya x Semiramis (C. Gaskelliana £ . L. Perrini ? ),

with fine soft rose flowers with purple-veined lip, received an
Award of Merit. Among other good things in Messrs.

Veitcii's group were Leelio-Cattleya x Decia (C. aurea 6*.

L. Perrini 9), L.-C. X Pallas superba (C. Dowianatf, L.

crispa 9), with blush sepals and petals, and rich purple
lip with silvery margin, and wonderful kaleidoscopic display

of colour in the throat ; Cattleya x leucoglossa, the pretty

rose coloured PhaUenopsis xVesta (rosea leucaspisd" Aphro-
dite ? ), that charming novelty Epiicndrum X Wallisio-ciliare,

with yellow flowers having a conspicuous white labellum ;

some good plants of Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana, and a
number of rare Cypripediums, &c.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, also staged a very
effective group of rare Orchids, which secured a Silver Bnik-
sian Medal. Their most beautiful exhibit was Cypripedium
X Countess of Salisbury (bellatulum x barbatum superbum,
Sander's var.) and which (although the species employed in

obtaining it are similar to C. X Chas. Richman and others)

was a most delicate, charming and distinct flower, the differ-

ence being doubtless due to the fine qualities of its parents.

It had the usual firm wax-like flowers of its class, the ground
colour white with innumerable dark chocolate dots over its

surface and a ray-like flush of rosy purple on the upper sepal,

a similar rosy flush being over the petals, and in a lesser de-

gree the lip. It was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Another fine plant in Messrs. Sander's group was Cattleya x
" Miss Clara Measures," a white variety of the C. 1. Cook-
soni class, but with a more purple shade in the colouring of

the lip ; and fine objects wepe a pan of Haheuaria Susannre,

with many spikes of its extraordinary white flowers ; a pan
of the new Ansectochilus Sanderianus with olive-green foliage

of various shades, netted with pale gold ; tbe handsome
Cypripedium x A. J. Herrlngton (Leeanum x cenanthum
superbum); the neat and singular Saccolabium acutifolium,

of the C. bellinum class (Botanical Certificate) ; Cymbidium x
Winnianum, the charming Trichopilia brevis with huge con-

volute white labellum and Indian yellow sepals and petals

barred with chestnut-brown ; Bollea Roez'ii, Dendrobium
album, Ccelogyne fuscesens, Catasetum Christyanum, and a

rich and varied collection of varieties of Cattleya labiata, &c.

C. L. N. Ingram, Esq., Elstead House, Godal-
ming (gr. , Mr. T. W. Bond), exhibited three very
pretty and distinct hybrids raised in his gardens by Mr. Bond,
viz., Cattleya x Lady Ingram (Eldorado x aurea), witi
fragrant flowers, having pale yellow sepals and petals and lip,

with golden yellow tube and rose-veined front lobe. It had
a three-flowered inflorescence ; Cattleya x Cecilia (Lawren-
ceana X Trianaei), a delicately-tinted flower of much the form
of C. Lawrenceana, and of a soft lilac colour, with shades of

purple and crimson in the tube ; Laelio-Cattleya x Othello

(C. maxima peruviana x L. C. x elegans Turneri), a slender

plant with large rose-coloured flower with purplish front lobo

to the lip. Each of the three roceived an Award of Merit.

Tnos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester

(gr., Mr. R. Johnson), stageda fine group of noble cut spikes

of varieties of Cattleya Dowiana aurea, all being of superb

quality; Cypripedium X Edwardii, C. X vexiUarium, <fee.

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series, Upper Holloway, N., were awarded a Silver Banksian
Medal for a neat-looking group of Orchids, in which were fine

specimens of Pescatorea Roezlii rosea, P. Klabochorum
superbum, Catasetum X splendens aureum, Cypripedium
Pitcherianum, Williams' var, which is a noble flower, and the

best of a very distinct section of hybrid Cypripediums ; the
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pretty G. X Adonis, with neat glossy flowers, C. insigne

Wallace!, C. X amandum, C. x Bartelii, and the fine white

Cuelogyne Gardneriana (Botanical Certificate).

It. I. Measures, Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr.,

Mr. H. J. Chapman), showed Cypripodrum X Olenus (bella-

tulum X ciliolare), Masdevallia abbreviata and Pleurothallis

luiigissima, the two last being awarded Botanical Certificates.

J. Gukney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, Woodford (gr., Mr.

J. Davis), showed a fine inflorescence of the rare Cymbidium
Traceyanum.

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin,

Dublin, sent Eriopsis rutidobulbon, a line species with a

dense raceme of orange and purple flowers and white labellum

spotted with purple ; the elegant yellow Spathoglottis

ubescens (Botanical Certificate), and Phahenopsis denticu-

lata (Botanical Certificate); and J. W. Swinburne, Esq.,

Comdean Hall, Winchcombe, Cheltenham, sent two twin-

flowered Bpikes of varieties of Cypripedium insigne, in one of

which the second flower ia so near the base as to cause the

whole to appear like two flower-spikes ; one had singularly

deformed sepals. Also a twin-flowered C. x Ashburtoniae

said to be constant. From Mr. Gulzow, Bexley Heath,

came a few good Cattleyas, &c,, and foliage plants (Silver

Bauksian Medal).

Fruit Committee.

Present

:

—Philip Crowley, Esq. ia the chair ;

aud Messrs. R. Hogg, T. F. Rivers, H. J. Pearson,

W. Wilks, J. H. Veitch, T. J. Saltmarsh, J.

Willard, W. Farr, F. Q. Laae, J. Smith, W. H.

Divers, G. W. Cummins, and J. Cheal.

One of the most conspicuous and handsome exhibits was

collection ofeighteen Winter Pine-apples from H. M. The
Queen's Garden at Frogmore (gr., Mr. O. Thomas), from

.

huekers planted on October 24, 1894 (Silver Gilt Knightian

Medal).

Mr. Smith, gr. to the Earl of Rosebery, at Mentmore,

showed three excellent bunches of Chasselas Napoleon

Grapes, from Vines grafted on Muscat of Alexandria. In

appearance and flavour these Grapes were very remarkable

(Cultural Commendation).

Seedling varieties of Apples were exhibited in several

instances. Mr. • L. E. Thomas, Berkhamsted, had a toler-

ably high-coloured fruit named Eureka, of moderate size,

presumably intended for dessert purposes. A smooth yellow

Apple of good size, known as Ivanhoe, was exhibited by Mr.

A. McKay, 53, King Street, Dunstable. Another variety was

rom Mr. T. Spencer, Goodrich Court Gardens, Ross, and

Mr. J. Mclndoe, gr. to Sir J. W. Pease, Bt., Hutton Hall,

Guisborough, Yorks, again exhibited fruits of Pear Charles

Ernest.

Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, again showed

Apple River's Codlin, a dessert fruit, and another one for

kitchen use, known as Rivers' St. Martin.

A rather hard-looking russety Apple, known as Reinctto

de Damson, was exhibited by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal

Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, and a fairly high coloured fruit for

kitchen use, named Fraise d'Hoffinger.

A dish of small purple Plums, named Frogmore Late, was

ehown by Mr. O. Thomas.
Black Hambro Grapes, grown and ripened in the open

ir, were from the Rev. J. R. Dumelow, Membury, Chard.

The berries were coloured, but were not very sweet. (Vote

of Thanks.)

A collection of Apples and Pears from Jersey were sent by

Mr. H. Becker. The few Pears were good, but the

Apples wore by no means remarkable. (Silver Banksian

Medal.)

An extensive and conspicuous collection of Apples and

Pears was shown by Mr. W. H. Divers, gr. to the Duke of

Rutland, Belvoir Castle, Grantham. About seventy dishes

of Apples and thirty of Pears were included, the quality

being generally high, especially for the district. (Silver Gilt

Knightian Medal.)

A large, rather pale-coloured, culinary Apple with large

open eye, named Jenkinson's Seedling, and another one

known as Dewdney's Seedling, were shown, and the Com-

mittee desired to see them again.

SOUTHAMPTON.
November 5, 6.—The Royal Southampton Horti-

cultural Society had iti annual autumn ahow in the

Victoria Hall on the dates given above, which was,

in many reepects, above the average of theae ahowa.

The groups of Chrysanthemums sUiged for effect were very

superior, and in this class Mr. O. Horsey, gr. to J. E. E.

E3TERRE, Esq., Elmfield, Southampton, took the first place
;

and Mr. J. Amys. gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Elliott Yorke. of

Hamble Cliff, Southampton, the 2nd. Messrs. H. & J. ViRE,

Chilworth, and Mr. A. Brown, Hill Farm, Southampton, were

the principal exhibitors in the specimen plant classes, both

exhibitors staging well-grown examples of leading varieties.

The groups of miscellaneous plants undoubtedly formed a

very pleasing feature here. Mr. E. Carr, gr. to W. A. Pillett,

E-q Fair Oak Park, Biahopstoke, came in a good 1st, with a

group which left little to be desired in the way of arrangement.

Cut Blooms.

These formed an extenBive part of the show, and formed, as

UBual its most attractive portion. For eighteen .Tapaneae

; varieties, distinct, Mr. Inglefield was 1st with a good set of

blooms Mr. P. Penford, gr. to Sir F. Fitzwigram, Bart.,

M.P., Leigh Park, Havant, was 2nd. In a similar class for

incurved varieties, Mr. J. Agate, Havant, was the winner of

the 1st prize. For twelve Japmese varieties, distinct, Her
Majesty the Queen, Osborne, Iale of Wight, and Mr. Pen-
ford, were placed equal lst's, so close in point of merit were
the two collections.

An interesting class was that for twelve Japanese varieties,

the blooms to be cut with long Btems furnished with foliage ;

iBt, Mr. Carr, with a very worthy exhibit.

This list does not exhaust classes that were provided for cut
blooms, of which, it will suffice to say, that Messrs. Agate,
Penford, and Inglefield, secured the higher awards.
Fruit was capitally shown, especially Grapes, which were

very fine indeed. Mr. Sanders, Andover, and Mr. T. Hall, gr.

to Sir S. Montague, South Stoneham, were among the more
successful exhibitors.

Mr. Miles, gr. to W. Perkins, Esq., Portswood, Southamp-
ton, staged really handsome deasert and kitchen Apples,
winning the leading prize in each class.

HANLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 5, 6.—The thirteenth annual exhi-

bition by the Hanley (Stalls.) Cbryaanthemum
Society was opened on Tuesday, Not. 5, In extent
and in the quality of the exhibits also, the show was
f qaal to any that have been previously held. The
Victoria Hall (an excellent building), was well filled,

and the hon. secretaries, Messrs. Joseph and Arthur
Kent, had arranged everything in a satisfactory

manner. It was thought some short time since that

the society wonld have to dissolve through insuffi-

ciency of financial means, but the exhibition jast

held proved that if the necessary support from the

townspeople be forthcoming, there need be no doabt
as to the success of the society in promoting good
exhibitions.

There were several exhibits for groups of Chrysanthemums,
and Mr. J. F, Ma.ddock, of Alsager, who took leading position

in the class for a group arranged in a semi-circle, was very

commendable. The best group of miscellaneous plants arranged

with a view to producing the beat effect was from Messrs.

Jeskinso.v & Sons, nurserymen, Newcastle-under-Lyme,

who, by the proper use of Orchids and Ferns, made a very

attractive group.

Mr. J. MoPhail, Superintendent of the Queen's Park,

Longtou, had the b3st half-dozen plants of large- flowering

Chrysanthemum^, distinct varieties, and other similar classes.

Cut blooms of Chrysanthemum) wera shown in compara-
tively good number, and the quality was]quite equal to expecta-

tions. The best twenty- four incurved, in twelve varieties,

were exhibited by Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell

Nurseries, near Nottingham; and Mr. J. McPiiah. was the

winner in the class for an equal number of Japanese blooms.

Mr. McPhail had the best twelve incurved blooms in dis-

tinct varieties; and the best Japanese blooms in twelve

distinct varieties wore from Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons.

There were classes also for amateurs, aud local single-handed

gardeners. Miscellaneous competitions included classes for

floral arrangements, plants for table decoration, Primulas and

other plants, and Grapes.

HEREFORD FRUIT AND CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

November 5, 6.—This Society held its annual

show on the above dates, and it mast be grati-

fying to all interested in the Society to witness

its yearly increased success, both with regard to the

number and quality of the exhibits, and its financial

condition. This satisfactory state of things may be

rightly attributed, in a great measure, to the ener-

getic and all-round good management of Mr. Oagb,
Hon. Sec.

Apples and Pears were, as is usual, the leading feature of

the show, and when it is said that about 3000 dishes of these

fruits were tabled, most of them being remarkably good, and

not an inferior one amongst them, an idea may be formed by

the reader of the importance of the exhibition. An interesting

exhibit was sixty dishes of cyder Apples from the Pomological

Society of France; these did not, however, compare favour-

ably, either in point of colour or size, with the same type of

fruit shown by Mr. J. Watkins and Messrs. Cranston 8c Co.

The above French Society sent also samples of bottled cyder.

There were three entries for fifty dishes of Apples, distinct.

1st, Mr. J. WA.TKLN9. Pomona Farm. Hereford. Amongst his

beBt dishes were Peasgooi's Nonsuoh, Blenheim Orange, Gas-

coigne's Seedling. Byford Wonder, Striped Beaufin, Washing-

ton, Emperor Alexander, and Winter Nonsuch. Messra.

Cranston & Co., Hereford, were a good 2nd, having Alfriston,

Peasgood's Nonsuch (very fine). Lane's Prince Albert, Bismarok,

Royal Jubilee, King of the Pippiua. Schoolmaster, and

Warner's King amongst their best dishes. 3rd, Mr. Child,

gr. to Earl of Coventry, Croome Court.

Thirty dishes of Apples.— 1st, Mr. S. T. Wright, gr. to

C. Lee Campbell, Esq., Glewstou Court, Ross ;
this was also

a good collection ; some of the beat dishes were Winter Non-

such, Lane's Prince Albert, Warner's King, Belle Dubois, and

Cox's Orange Pippin. 2nd, Mrs. Evans, who had good dishes

of Warner's King, Mere de Menage. Cox's Pomona, &c. ;
3rd,

Mr. Ward, gr. to Lady Emily Foley, Stoke Eaith.

Twenty-four dishes of Pears.—1st, Mr. J. Watkins, who

was the only exhibitor. His best dishes were Pitmaaton
Duchess, Doyenne dn Cornice, Napoleoa, Glou Morceuu, Beurro
Diel, Flemish Beauty, &c.
Twelve dishes of Pears.— 1st, Mr. Painter, gr. to Mrs. Wil-

liams, Rochford House, Tenbury, having *ood dishes of Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre Clairgeau, &c.
2nd, Mr. Ward, with an almost equal production.
Apples: Twelve dishes calinary and twelve dessert.—lat,

Mr. Grindrod, gr. to P. F. Phillips. Esq., Whitfield, who
had fine diahea of Gaacoigne's Seedling. Peasgood's, Cox'a
Pomona, Ribston Pippin, Cox'a Orange Pippin, &c. ; 2nd, Mr.
Davies, gr. toW. E. Kino King, Esq., Bodenham Minor ; 3rd,
Mr. Williams, gr. to Sir Joseph Pulley.
For the best dish of culinary Apples in the show, Messrs.

Cranston & Co. were 1st, with a grand lot of highly-coloured
Peasgood's Nonsuch ; and for the beat dish of dessert Apples,
Mr. Wright won with a fine dish of Cox's Orange Pippin.
For the best dish of Pears, J. W. Palmer, E»q., Ayleston'*

Hill, was 1st, with Doyenne du Cornice; and Mr. Ward 1st
for beat flavoured Pears, with Thompson's.
There were numerous smaller classes, which were well filled,

as were alao those devoted to farmers. Special pri7.es were also
numerous.
Grapes were fairly well shown, some of the black varieties

being very good. Muacats, however, were not first-rate, many
of them being shrivelled, owing doubtless to the hot, dry
season ; and others were far from being well coloured.
For a collection of six kinds of fruit.—1st, Mr. Harris, gr.

to Lady H. Somerset, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury; 2nd, Mr.
Grindrod ; 3rd, Mr. Williams.
Three bunches of Grapes, Groa Colmar.—lat. Mr. Grind-

rod ; 2nd, Mr. S. T Wright ; 3rd, Mr. Williams. This was
a good class.

Three bunchea of any other black Grape.— lat, Mr. Wright,
with good Black Alicantes; 2nd, Mr. Ward, with nice
Alnwick Seedling.

Three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria.— 1st, Mr. Froggett,
gr. to M. Harmer, Esq.; 2nd, Mr. Ward; 3rd, Mr.
Williams.
Three bunchesofanyotherwhiteGrape.—1st, Mr.Williams.

Chrysanthemums.

Cut blooms were remarkably well shown, and better than
they have previously been seen at Hereford. Groups, however,
were not ao numerous as at previous shows ; but the one which
took the lat prize, namely, one having a space 12 feet by 7 feet,

exhibited by Mr. Williams, gr. to Sir J. Pulley, was perfect
in every way. The chief prize-winners for cut blooms were
Mr. Lockyer, gr. to C. Hanburv, Esq., Pontypool Park ; Mr.
Robinson, gr. to R. W. D. Harley, Esq. ; Mr. Williams, gr.

to General Gilli-spie, Trewyn, Abergavenny ; Mr. Davis, gr.

to A. W. G. Wright, Esq. ; and Mr. Russett, gr. to Lord
Rodney, Berrington Hall.

Amongst exhibits not for competition, Mr. Wilson, Com-
mercial Street, Hereford, and Mr. Whiting. White Cross
Nursery, Hereford, had beautiful wreaths, crosses, &c, com-
posed chiefly of Orchids, Eucharis, Callas, white Chrysanthe-
mums, and Carnations; while Messrs. Clibran & Son,
Altrincham, showed boxes of cut Chrysanthemus, principally

new varieties, fine in colour and form. Tkos. Coomber,

WOLVERHAMPTON CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

November 6.—The third ahow of this Society was
opened by the Mayor, C. T, Mander, Eaq , in the Drill

Hall, Wolverhampton. The show was a great advance
npon the previoua onea, over 1000 blooma beingshown,
in addition to the numerous and most effectively

arranged groa pa of plants.

Group of Chrysanthemum plants, quality of bloom, variety,

and general effect to be considered, not to exceed 70 square
feet of space, and an edging allowed : 1st, Miss Perry, The
Wergs, Wolverhampton (gr,, Mr. G. Bradley). This group
was tastefully arranged, and contained a background of

Kentias and Bamboos, with edging of Fanicum variegatum,

small Ferns, and Selaginellas. Amongst his best blooms were
Edwin Molyneux, Jeanne Delaux, Viviand Morel, Sunflower,

Ktoile de Lyon, W. H, Lincoln, W. Holmes, Mrs. Payne,

W. Seward ; and good incarved of Lord Alcester, Empress of

India, Empress Eugenie, Mrs. R. King, Violet Tomlin, Baron
Hirsch, &c. 2nd, H. England, Esq , Hill View, Walsall (gr..

Mr. T, Southall), whose group showed good taste in arrange-

ment, and contained good specimens of Sunflower, V. Morel,

Ed, Molyneux, Colonel Smith, Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, Ed.

Beckett, W. H. Lincoln, Jules Toussant, &c.

For a group of Chrysanthemums and miscellaneous plants,

arrangement, style, and general effect, to be considerad.— 1st,

S. J. Mander, Eeq., Wightwick Manor (gr., Mr. G. A. Bishop),

with a prettily-arranged group, containing good Kentia Bel-

moreana, Coeos Wedelliana, well-coloured Crotons. Tliomp-

sonii, Heathii, elegans, candidus, tortilis, Evansiensie, and

Williamsi, Eulalia japouiea, Cockscombs, Romau Hyacinths,

and Chrysanthemums Florence Davis, Sunflower. V. Morel,

Ed. Beckett, and others; Miss Perry was 2nd. This group

contained Kentia australis, Cocoa, Caladium argyrites, small

Crotons, Ixora*, and good plants of Chrysanthemum W. H.

Lincoln, Avalanche, Blush Queen, &c.

Best three plaats of incurved Chrysanthemums, 1st, Alder-

man Thompson, Hill View, Walsall (gr., Mr. C. Kaffall), with

good Duchess of Teck, Mr. Bunu, and Barbara.

Twenty-four blooms of incurved Chrysanthemum?, not fewer

than eighteen distinct varieties, 1st, C. P.Noel, Esq., Bell

Hall, Bellbroughton (gr.. Mr. C. Smith), whose stand contained

good Alfred Salter, Queen of England, Prince Alfred, Empress
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of India, Lucy Kendall, Miss M. A. Haggas, John Lambert

(very fine), and other good old and new varieties; 2nd, Sir

C. H. Rouse Broughton, Bart., Ludlow (gr., Mr. C. Bellis),

who staged excellent Lord Alcester, John Lambert, M.
Bahuant, Nil Desperandum, Empress of India, W. Carpenter,

Brookleigh Gem, Baron Hirsch, very fine yellow Charles H.
Curtis, &c.

Twenty* four blooms, Japanese, not less than eighteen distinct

varieties, 1st, H. H. France Hayhurst, Esq., Overley,

Wellington, Salop (gr,, Mr. S. Bremmell), who staged excellent

flowersof Viviand Morel, Amos Perry, W. Seward,Van der Heede,

G. W. Newet, Sunflower, International, fine creamy-white, &c;
2nd, Sir C. H. Rouse Broughton, Bart,, whose stand con-

tained fine blooms of Madame Carnot, Duke of York, VaQ der

Heede, C. Davis, Louise, Pallanza, Sunflower, Mrs. C. H. Payne,

Viscount Eambledon, and Richard Dean.

For twelve blooms of incurved varieties, distinct, 1st, Lord

Wrotteslet, Wrottesley Hall, Wolverhampton (gr., Mr.

Simpson), who staged excellent blooms of Lord Alcester, Prin-

cess of Wales, Prince Alfred, John Lambert, Biron Hirsch,

Flora Macdonald. Empress of India, Broobleigh Gem, &c.

Sir C. H. Rouse Broughton, Bart., -with John Lambert, J.

Doughty, Jeanne d'Are, Baron Hirsch, Mrs. Heale, Nil Despe-

randum, &c. Eleven competitors entered the field in this

class, and the contest was strong throughout.

For twelve blooms of Japanese, distinct, 1st, A. C. Kerrison,
E-q., Pipe Hall, Bilston (gr., Mr. H. Tautrum), who showed

good blooms of C. Davis, Beauty of Exmouth, E. Molyneux.

&c ; 2nd, Lord WR0TTE9LEY,with good Etoilede Lyon, Thomas
Watkins (a good yellow), Louise, J. C. Schwabe, M. M.
Hoste, &c.

For twelve blooms of the Rundell family.—1st, John
Barrett, Esq., Bury St. Edmund's (gr., Mr. A. Bishop) ; 2nd,

Lord Wrotteslet.
For twelve Anemone Chrysinthemums, only one com-

petitor—Mrs. Swindle, The Quarry, Stourbridge (gr., Mr. T.

W. DaviB),

For six bunches of Chrysanthemum!.— 1st, Mrn. Wiuht
Boycott, Rudge Hall ; 2nd, Mrs. Swindle.

Local classes for Exhibitors to reside u>ith :n 5 miles of

Wolverhampton.—For twelve blooms, incurved, 1st, Lord

Wrottesley.
For twelve Japanese blooms, 1st, A. C. Kerrison, E-q.

For the lady's sprays of Chrysanthemums, 1st, H. Engllnd,
Esq ; 2 id. Mrs. W. Boycott.
For the must artistically arranged vase of Chrysanthemums,

1st. Mr. J. Hughes, Tettenhall.

For the most artistically arranged basket of Chrysanthe-
mums, 1st, R. Burrell. Esq.

Premier incurved, John Lambert, sent by R. H. Lloyd. Esq.

Premier Japanese, Madame Carnot, very fine, uhown by

R. W. D. Harley, Esq.
For three plants, Japanese varieties, 1st, Alderman Thomp

SON, with Etoile de Lyon, carrying thirty-five good Mooms,
Florence Davis with fourteen blooms, and Moos W. Holme-i;

2ad, Mrs. Earp, Dunstall Hill, Wolverhampton (gr.,Mr. Hugh
Jonee).

For one specimen Pompon, 1st, Mrs. Earp. with fine-

bloomed Sueur Me'anie; 2nd. Alderman Thompson.
For twelve Chinese Primula?, 1st, Miss Perry.
Six zonal Pelargoniums, 1st, Miss Per^y, with well-

fljwered Colonel Seeley, Edith, Little Aj ix, Hayoe's P nk ;

2nd, S. T. Mander, Esq., with International, Charles Mason
and Mrs. Davidson.

For six table plants, 1st, S. T. Mander, E-q., with six well-

coloured Croton3 ; 2nd, Sir C. H. Rouse Broughton, Bart

(gr., Mr. C. Bellis), with nice Aralia Veitchii, and fine-

coloured Crotons.

Fruit.

There was a very fine display of Gmpis, Apples, and Pears.

In the class for two bunches of Black Grapes, J. Harris, Esq ,

The Hayes, Stone (gr., Mr. Bates), was 1st, who staged grand

bunches of Gros Colmar.

For two bunches of White Grapes, Mrs. Earp was 1st, with
good Muscat of Alexandria.

Vegetables,

Special prizes were offered by Messrs, Webb & Sons. Stour-

bridge, for collections of vegetable?, and the highest was taken
by R. T. Lloyd. Eeq.
Amongst the local exhibitors who emp'oy only one girdener,

Messrs. Onions, of Cannock Road, Caye, and Barber, were
all successful.

In the non-competitive section. Messrs. Deverill staged a

fine collection of their famous Onions.

Miscellaneous.

Mr. Johs E. Knight, nurseryman, Wolverhampton, put
up a fine group of Palms, Araucaria, Chrysanthemums,
Crotons, Ferns. Ficus elastica, and wreaths ; also a collection

of vegetables, which included some fine roots of Mangels
grown in the district by Col. COTTON, yielding 50 tons per acre.

Messrs. Tom B. Dobbi& Co., Queen Street, Wolverhampton,
put up a seasonable group of hardy shrubs, with statuary.

Palms, &c, and a fine collection of vegetables grown from
their seeds. Mr. John Watkins of Hereford, staged fifty

dishes of very fiae Apples; and Messrs. Rivers & Sons, Saw-
bridgeworth. sent forty dishes of Apples and PearB. Amongst
local exhibitors, F. Sanders, Esq., of Oaken, Wolverhampton,
sent twenty-four dishes of fruit; and Mrs. Stockhart. of

Tettenhall, Bent fine Pitmaston Duchess Pears. This table

was a centre of great interest, the fine colour of the fruit, in

addition to the size, made many exclaim ;
" With such Apples

and Pears as these we shall not want fruit from America," &c.

CIRENCESTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 6.—This show took place in the C>ra

Exchange on the above date, and was in all pro-

bability the best ever held by the society, thoagh it

does not appear to be supported by the townspeople

as it deserves to be—a fate usually experienced in

purely agricultural districts.

There were two open classes only, the one for six specimen

plants of Chrysanthemums, the best coming from Mr. H. R.

Saunders, gr. to James Taylor, Esq., Rendcomb Park, who
had admirably grown and flowered bush plants of John
Shrimpton, Edwin Beckett, and Source d'Or ; and of incurved,

Mrs. Dixon, White Venus, and Mrs. Haliburton, this being

the only exhibit.

The other open class was for thirty-six blooms, eighteen

incurved and eighteen Japanese. Mr. Geo. Price, gr. to Mrs.

Bulley, being the only exhibitor, with fine examples of Lord

Alcester, Mrs. R. C. Kingston, Baron Hirsch, Violet Tomlin,

Golden Empress, Madame Darier, &c„ among the incurved;

and among the Japanese, Col. W. B. Smith, Eda Prass,

Viviand Morel, E. Molyneux, Duke of York, Miss Dorothy
Shea, Charles Davis, Ro3e Wynne, &c.

Groups of Chrysanthemums made a very goad feature, and

baing relieved by the addition of foliaged plants, lessened

the effect of Btiffness usually seen, but there was too

much crowding. The be3t came from Mr. W. Lamer, gr. to

John Hyde, Esq., Southleigh. One other group set up by

Mr. D, Elkins, gr to A. Cator, Esq , had to be disqualified

as containing plants of Chrysanthemum frutescen", but

an extra prize, equal to the 2nd, was awarded to him. A class

for a smaller group brought several pleasing exhibits from

local growers. Mr. Kirby, gr. to H. F. Gare, Esq , the Hon.
Secretary, taking the 1st prize. Some fairly good specimens

of plants of incurved and Japanese types were staged in their

several classes.

Cut Blooms.

In the way of cut blooms, the best eighteen Japanese came
from Mr. D. Elkins, A. H. Neve, Charles Davis, Sunflower,

W. Seward, Boule d'Or, and others, being in excellent charac-

ter ; Mr. G. Price was 2ad. With twelve incurved, the same
exhibitors were severally 1st and 2nd, Sixes of each were

also good. Mr. Price had the best Bix blooms of an incurved

variety, showing Violet Tomlin in excellent character; Mr.

Humphries, gr. to J. L. Burgess, Esq , following 2nd, with

Bi'on Hirsch, which promises to be a very useful incurved.

Mr. Price also h id the best six blooms of a Japanese variety,

having Col. W. B. Smith in splendid form; Mr. Elkiss
c truing 2nd with Mdlle. The-tMe Rey.

Some good blooms of Anemone- fljwered types, as also

Pompons and singles were staged ; of the latter, Mary
Anderson, Miss Palmer, Jane and Mis* Holden were vary
pretty.

Vases and Epergnes of Chrysanthemums relieved with

foliage mide a charming feature, Mrs. Sare leading the way
with very tasteful arrangements. Basketsof bloims were also

very pretty, and thise formed of autu*nn berries and foliage,

shown by children, delightful. All these were instructive

obj -ct lessons in the way of home decoration.

Grouns of stove and greeDhiuse plmts. Primula sinensis,

double and single M :gnonette, zonal Pelargoniums, Poinsettias,

plants for tab e decoration, and other subjects lent variety to

the show, and extended its intere t.

Fru :t also found a place in the schedule, and vegetables also.

Mr. Saunders had the best three bunches of white Grapes

Mr- Price taking the 1st prize with the same number of

black. Mr. T. Arnold, gr. to Earl Bathurst, was 1st for six

varieties of dessert Apples, as also of culiaary; and with the

same number of Pears, showing very good samples. The bast

collection of nine varieties of vegetables came from Mr. J.

Baker, gr. to Col. Porter. Nor are the cottagers forgotten,

for classes for Chrysanthemum 3
, and also for vegetables were

provided for them, and they exhibited in a very creditable

manner.

A very interesting group of Coniferous plants, also a fine

and varied collection of Apples, were Bhown by Messrs. J. Jef-

feries & Son, Cirencester. Mr. O. Orpet, nurseryman, Dyer
Street, had a collection of stove and greenhouse plants. Mr.
H. Dyer, Springfield, also had a collection of Chryanthemums
o* an attract : ve character.

HITCHIN".
November 7.—A successful exhibition of Ohryn°

anthemums and fruit was held in the Corn Exchange
at Hitchin, Herts, on the above date.

Among the best things shown were the groups of Chrys-

anthemum plants from Mr. J. F. Parsons, gr. to W. Spencer,

Esq., Codecote Lodge. Hitchin, 1st; and those from Mr. Pris-

man, gr. to S. Lucas, Esq.. Hitchin. 2nd. The plants of the

first named exhibitor were very good, and possessed of fine

large flowers.

Mr. W. Springham, gr. to J. H. Tuke, Esq , Hitchin, had

the best specimen plants.

Groups of miscellaneous plants formed a pleasing and

des ! rable feature of the show, and the highest prize fell to Mr.

J. F. PARSONS, for a creditable arrangement, in which Palms,

Orchids, and Salvias, played the chief parts.

Cut blooms were numerously shown in competition, and the

quality generally was good. P. Bosanquet, Esq., Parfield

(«r., Mr. J. Turk), was 1st in the class for twenty-four

Japanese varieties, distinct, his flowers being large, richly

coloured, and consisting of leading varieties; F. Fenwick

Harrison, Esq., King's Walden.Bury, Hitchin (gr., Mr. J,

Hartless), w.is 2nd.

For twelve Japanese varieties, M. Price, Esq., Manor
House, Knebworth (gr., Mr. Patemani, took the leading prize

with a good set.

For twelve incurved varieties, distinct, Mr. Hartless was
1st, with creditable examples. For eix incurved, one variety,

Mr. Hartless won with really good specimens of Lord
Alcester.

White-flow ored Japanese varieties were well represented in

the class for six, one variety, and Mr. J. F. Parsons won
with Mdlle. M. Hoste.

For any coloured variety, Mr. Turk stage! Suiflower in

capital condition. Pompons were best shown by M<\ Turk.
Table decorations, of which the Chrysanthemum formed the

chief feature, were abundantly shown, no fewer than nine

tables being set out with them. In this competition, Miss

C. E. Foster, Bancroft, Hitchin, was deserve Uy awarded
the 1st prize.

Some excellent fruit was noted.

ASCOT.
November 6, 7.—The grand stand of the Ascot

racecourse was chosen as the place for holding the
Chrysanthemum exhibition, which was about the

average of such shows as regards the quality of the
various exhibits. Cut blooms were, as is now usual,

the more important section so far as attractiveness

goes.

For eighteen incurved and eighteen Japanese varieties,

distinct, for which a Challenge Cup was offered in addition to

a money prize. Mr. W. Lane, gr. to Miss J. D. Smith,
King's Ride, Ascot, was placed 1st for subitantial shapely

blooms in both sections ; and Mr. F. J. Paul, gr. to Mrs.

Bowring, Forest Farm, Windsor, was a close 2nd.

For eighteen Japanese, Mr. A. Sturt, gr. to N. L. CoHKtf,
Esq , Round Oak, Englefield Green, Egoam, was easily 1st

with the best b'.oo us in the show; and Mr, E. Johnsoa, gr.-to

A. Gilliatt, Esq., Dufiield House, Stoke Poges, Slough,

was 2nd.

For twelve Japanese varieties, 1st, H. White, gr. to the

Mirchioness Conyngham, Ascot; and Mr. Farmer, gr. to

H. P. Leschalles Hyams, Windlesbam, 2nd.

For six Japanese, Mr. Hawthorne, gr. to St. George's
School, Ascot, won. Mdlle. M trie Hoste in th* class for six

Japanese, any white variety, placed Mr. E. Smee, gr. to

Captain Hanbury, Ascot, in the l$t place; as did Viviand

Morel for Mr. Farmer, in the class for six Japanese of any
variety and colour.

The best twelve iocurre 1 Japanese blooms were ttnse staged

b/ Mr. F. Paul, and the incurved bloom*, it m iy be Baid,

made a good display generally.

For eighteen distinct varieties, Mr. F. J. Paul was an easy

lat ; Mr. A. Sturt being 2nd.

Iu the class for twelve bloo as of incurved varieties, the 1st

prize fell easily to Mr. Farmer; and for six incurved, the

highest award went to Mr, Bird for blooms of Lord Wolseley
in excellent form.

The trus reflexed varieties of Chrysanthemums were well

shown by Mr. W. Neate, gr. to Miss Machar, Sunningiale,

who was placed 1st for twelve blooms, distinct ; Mr. H. White
beiug 2nd. Mr. E. R. SM ee had the best six varieties of this

s -ction ; and he was also the winner of the highest prize for

Anemone-flowered varieties.

The premier Japanese blooms were those of Midame Carnot

and C. H. Curtis, both of which were shown by Mr. Paul, and
very fine examples toj.

Plants were good, and Mr. HiwraoRiE was 1st for four

trained specimens; and Mr. Neate was 1st for plants grown
a9 buah?s; aho for four Pompoas. For a group of Chrysanthe-

mums, Mr. Lane won with plants carrying extremely fine

blooms; and Mr. Hawthorne was 2nd with a group better

arranged, but whioh lacked quality in the flowers.

Fruit and vegetables were very well represented by a number
of horticulturists o: the district. Messrs. J. Standish & Co ,

arranged an interesting group consisting of miscellaneous

plants Mr. Thorne, gr. to Maj )r Joicey, Sunningdale, had a

pleasing group of choice miscellaneous plants, creditable alike

to himself us cultivator, and an acquisition to the exhibition.

BRIXTON, STREATHAM, AND
CLAPHAM.

Novembee 6, 7.—This old-established society haB

not been left behind in the advance made of late

jears in the growth of the Chrysanthemum, but on
the other hand, it is decidedly progressing, the

enterprise displayed by the executive committee,

and the practical knowledge of W. Ronpell, E«q., the

Hon. Secretary, have been productive of excellent

results. It would be scarcely possible to find a

better show around London outside of the National

Chrysanthemum Society itself, than that recently

held in the capacious hall at Streatham, a building

which is well suited to the purposs, being well-

lighted, lofty, and otherwise commodious.

Plant Groups.—These were divided from each other by col-

lections ot foliage plants, thus adding to the eff.ct. The 1st

prize waa won in fine style by Mr. Poulton, gr to C. T.
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Cavley, Esq., withpleasing harmony of white, pink, yellow,

ami brouzy-red ; the flowers also were of extra good quality,

and quite fib for the exhibition board. Mr. Mursell, gr. to

Mrs. Burton, who was 1st last year, staged even better than

he did then, but he was fairly beaten by his rival. The great

feature of this group was the dwarf growth of the plants, those

io the front being little more than 1 foot in height.

For six trained specimens of Japanese, Mr. Weston, an old

exhibitor, g'. to D. Martineau, Esq., showed a fine set

bearing a profusion of well-developed blooms, his best being

Margot, Mns Watson, Madame Rendatler, Madame Levin,

and La Triomphante.

With six reflexed or incurved, Mr. Cherry, gr. to Mrs.

Gabriel, showed well, and received the premier award,

two of his best being Mrs. Geo. Rundle aud Mrs. Dixon,

The best six Pompons were from Mr. Cherry, also the

varieties of Cedo Nulli standing him in good stead, also Com-

mander Schneider and Fremy. Mr. Weston was a close 2nd,

Black Douglas being one of his best.

Mr. Swain, gr. to E. Jones, Esq., was 1st. for three pyra-

mids or standard of Pompons, showing all of the latter style

and of the Anemone section.

Mr. Swain was also 1st for three plants of large-flowered

varieties, his plant of Viviand Morel being of rich colour and

with fine blooms.

An excellent class was that provided for twelve Japanese,

in 41 inch pots, each plant to carry one bloom, this produced a

good competition. Mr. T. Stevens, gr. to B. F. Smith, Esq.,

was 1st ; and Mr. Mursell a close 2nd ; the best varieties

being Viviand Morel, Oomte de Surani, and Ohas. Davis.

Cut Blooms (Japtnese).

Mr. Howe, gr. to H. Tate, Esq., showed a grand stand of

twenty-four blooms, of large size and very fresh, and uniform

throughout, the best were Col. Smith, Viviand Morel, Ed. Moly-

neux, Eda Prass. Chas. Davis (extra), Colonel Chase, Marie

Hoste, Viscointess Hambledon, H. L. Sunderbruck, and a

perfect bloom of Lord Brooke. Mr. Mursell followed with

another exaellent boa*d, Mr. Seward, Deuil de Jules Ferry, and

Excelsior here were of special note.

Mr. Howe was also 1st for twelve bloom* on long stems as

grown, he staging again some fine flowers, Lady Sanders, a

broad petalled pure white, was extra good. Mr. Mursell
again followed, and that quite closely, for 2nd place. In both

instances the foliage was good, thus adding to the effect.

For twelve broad-petalled varieties, Mr, Howe was placed

1st, with an admirable lot of flowers, the b^st of which
were Colonel Smith, Lord Brooke, Mrs, W. Howe, and Louise ;

Mr. Stevens came 2nd, almost on a par with the preceding,

Lord Brooke here being especially good.

For six of any white variety, Mr. Mursell was a worthy
1st, with almost faultless flowers of Madame Therdie Rey, very

pure in colour; Mr Howe being 2nd, with Madame Carnot.

For six of any other colour, the positions were reversed, Mr.

Howe winning with a splendid set of Lord Brooke.

In a class for twelve varietiea, Mr. Stevens won with an
even stand, the best being Madame Hoste, Sunflower, and
Charles Davis; Mr. Poulton, followed up strongly fjr 2 id

place, Louise and Sunflower being conspicuous.

Incurv d, fyc.—The b st twenty-four incurved, very uniform,

and of medium size and fresh, came from Mr. Stevevs, Baron
Hirsch, Princess of Wales, and Empress Eugenie being the

best blooms; the 2nd prize lo
1

", from Mr. Rofe, lacked size.

Mr. Stevens was also 1st for twelve Anemones, with a
strong board, the best being Delaware (extra). Nelson, and
Judge Benedict; Mr. Fulbrook. gr. to B. B. Baker. Esq , also

staged well, his best biing Lady Margiret and Gl iick.

Mr. Weston had a fiae dozen trebles of Pompons, very
bright and well set up. not, too, in a formal manner; Mr.
Milsom, gr. to G. A. Payne, Esq., following closely, some of

the flowers being over-b'own.

A keen competition was evinced in tha class for twelve
blooms, any varieties, open only to single- hinded gardeners or

amateurs, eight lots being staged. Mr. Farron, gr, to G. R,
Peerless, Esq., won with a fine dozen, proving him to be
quite capable of entering the open classes; the best here
were Chas. Davis, Viviand Mire), Roie Wynne. Mrs. C. H,
Payne, and Silver King. Mr. W. Smith, gr. to the Rev. S. N.
Ranson, showed well for 2nd place, the blooms being bright

and even.

Other Exhibits.

At this show these are always an important feature. Ferns
are especially good, the 1st prize going to Mr. Hill, gr. to

G. W. Ryder, Esq,, who staged Platycerium graude in

robust health; also Gymnogramma sch'zophylla gloriosa, G.
Laucheana, and Adiantum Farleyense. Mr. Jone3, gr. to

N. N. Sherwood, Esq., who followed, had Gymnogramma
peruviana argy rophylla and G. schizophylla gloriosa, both in fine

condition.

Orchids are also shown well, Mr. Ranson hiving a strong

half-dozen, Vanda Sanderiana, Oncidium varicosum Rogersi,

and Liparis longipes, the latter a lovely Orchid, with long
pendulous spikes of minute but sweetly- scented flowers.

Foliaged plants were shown well, the be?t coming from Mr.
Chalk, gr. to A. Normandy, Esq. Primulas, tab'e plants,

and small Palms were also well shown.
The best basket of cut Chrysauthemums arranged for eEfect

was shown by Miss Crook. Mr. Stevens, gr. to M. A. Voss,
Esq , had the best arrangement of other flowers, amongst
which Orchids were a feature.

Fr j it was nlso staged in first-rate condition; so also were
vegetables in baskets—still a good method of exhibiting these

products.

Miscellaneous exhibits of fruit and flowers came from Messrs.

J. Peed & Son, and of flowers from Mr. J. E. Knights. R.

CHESHUNT, WORMLEY, AND DIS-
TRICT HORTICtJI/rURA.Ii MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT

.

November 7.—The fortnightly meeting was held
on the above date in the Society's room at Turnford,
and a large number of members was present.

Mr. F. S. Hutchason presided. After the tranaac-
tion of routine business matters, Mr. J. H. Daan
contributed a useful paper on Pears for mabket anb
private use. In the course of his paper he dealt

with the positions that trees planted for market
purposes ought to occupy, and said that out of the
hundreds of varieties, comparatively very few are fit

for market purposes. These ought not to exceed
twelve, and in quantity sufficient to keep the market
supplied with varieties in succession.

The twelve varieties which he recommended for standard
trees are Citron des Cannes, Jargonelle, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Hessle, Clapp's Favourite, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Fertility, Beurre Superfin, Princess,

Durondeau, and Doyenne du Cornice, these giving a succession

of good Pears from the middle of August to e irly in November,
which is late enough, as storing for long periods of time does

not pay the market mm. Standards of from 5 to 6 feet in

height of stem were recommended. Another system prac-

tised by some growers for a market supply is that of bushes
worked on the Quince, which allows a large numbsr of choice

kinds to be grown in a small area, if need* be, the varieties to

be taken being Williams' Bon Chre'.ien, Dr. Jules Guyot,
Clapp's Favourite, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Superfin,

Marie Louise (double grafted), Conseiller de la Cour, Pit-

maston Duchess, Doyenne du Cjmice, Conference, Beurre
Clairgeau, Durondeau, Etnile d'Heyst, Josephine de Malines,

Beurre B iltet Pore, and Duihesse d'Angoutene, which forms
a select list of g)od large aud choice Pears, which would
commind good remunerative pricei in the market.

Referring to Peirs grown for private use, he said this was
practised by many, but really understood by few, as a great

many take up a nurseryman's catalogue and mike a selection

without any regird to the position they are to oc:upy. Mr.
Dean went on to spea'c of cordons espaliers, walls, &c. At
the close a discussion ensued, and Mr. Cleaver referred to the
slitting of the bark of standard trees to make them prolific

;

Mr. Goiber to orchards planted under glass; Mr. Harrison,

Pears for succession ; Mr. Simons, prolonging the season under
glass. Mr. W. L. Yates spoke of the varieties Chaumontel,
Winter Nelis, Aston Town, Beurre Bosc, and Easter Beurre.
A vote of thanks having been accorded Mr. Dean for his

excellent pxper, the meeting terminated.

The next meeting will be held on Friday, November 22.

when Mr. A. Pearce will contribute a piper on " The Tuberous
Begonia "

PUTNEY, WANDSWORTH, AND
DISTBICT.

November 7, S.—Tne eighte >nth annual exhibi-

tioo, held at the Cromwell Hall, was, in all respects

a most satisfactory one (save in attendance of the
public, the weather baing mos!; unpropitious), the

hall being crowded with plants and cut flowers of

superior quality.

Group of Chrysanthemum* —The competition in this class

was keen, the premier position being given to a splendid lot",

in which fine Japanese flowers predominated, to Mr. J. Wil-
liamson, gr. to T. S. Jay, Esq , Putney Hill ; a most creditable

2nd being Mr. W. Jenoer, gr. to Miss S ALLENSWOOD
Wimbledon Park.

A Silver Cup given as a 1st prize (special) by Mr. E. Luck-
hurst, was well won by S. W. Lamuert, E^q., Northumber-
land Avenue; 2nd, also a good lot, A. Las i, Esq., Sandown
Loige. Four large-flowered, in 12 inch pots: 1st, Mr. C.

Bentley, gr. to J. Bosworth. Esq., Cedar Court, Roehampton,
in fine condition, being Empress Eugenie, Mrs. Dixon, and
Prince of Wales; 2nd, Mr. J. Portbury, gr. to W. N. Froy,
Esq., Bipon House. Specimen reflexed : 1st, Mr. C. Bentley,
with a finely-flowered plant of Mrs. Forsyth ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Pobtbury. Two Japanese, Bingle stem : 1st, Mr. C. Bent-
ley, wiih a very fine Avalaache; 2nd, Mr. J. Portbury.
Specimen Pompon : 1st, Mr. C. Bentley, with Black Douglas ;

2nd, Mr. J. Portbury. Specimen large- (lowered (standard):

here the leading prize was taken by Mr. Portbury.
In the class for a standard Pompon, height not les* than

HO inches, some evenly-flowered plants gained the prizes to

Mr. J. Portbury, and Mr. C. Pearce, gr, to W. S. Page, Esq.,

The Limes.

Interest attached to the classes provided for amateurs who do

not employ a gardener regularly. For a specimen, large-

flowered, single stem, trained, the 1st prize went to a capitally-

flowered example from S. W. Lambert, Esq. ; 2nd, J. Pepper,
Esq., Eton Lodge ; these exhibitors gaining the same positions

in the class for a specimen Pompon.
Cut blooms.—Twelve incurved, distinct, 1st, Mr. J. Port-

bury, with fine flowers, but unfortunately not named. 2nd,

Mr. P. Potter, gr. to J. D. Charrington, Esq , Gifford House,

who had, amongst others, line bloom* of R. Parkes, Golden

Empress, and Baron Hirsch. Six incurved : 1st, Mr. C. Bent-
ley, noteworthy flowers in this stand were Lord Wolseley,

Mrs. Heale, and Refnlgens ; closely following, being Mr. W. J.

Wright, gr. to H. A. Tuf.vell, Esq., the Grove, Wimbledon
Park. Six Anemones (three Japanese) : some very lino blooms

werednplaye I here, particularly in the 1st prize lot, from Mr.
W. J. Wright, who had particularly good W. W. Astor, Sir

Walter Raleigh and Nelson [ 2nd, a bright lot, Mr. J. Pokt-
BURY. Twenty-four Japanese : here again were »onje grand
flowers, 1st, Mr. W. J. WEIGHT, very One beiog J. S. Dibben»,
Mdlle. T. Rey, Edwin Molyneux, and Lady Saunders ; a gool
2nd being Mr. J. Portbury, who staged fine blooms of G. 0.
Schwabe, Mrs. W. H. Fowler, and Midame C. Maulin.
For twelve Japanese : 1st, Mr. J. Portbury, some of whose

finest flowers were Chas. Davis, Mdlle. T. Rey, E. Molyneux,
and Annie Hartshorne ; 2nd, a very de erviog lot, Mr. P.
Potter.
Six reflexed : 1st, Mr, C. Bentley, noteworthy here were

Amy Furze, Pink Christine, and Cloth of Gold; 2nd, Mr. J.

Wright.
Twelve Pompons, distinct, in bunches of three, a very pretty

class : 1st, Mr. W. J. Wright, who had fiae flowers of Mdlle.
Elise Dordan, Mdlle. Martha, and Prince of Orange ; 2nd, Mr.
C. Bentley.
In the classes for single-handed gardeners some very meri-

torious flowers were shown.
Twelve incurved : 1st, Mr. J. Dark, gr. to J. Hooker, Esq.,

whose stand contained fine blooms of Mr. Bum, Baron Hirsch,
and Gem ; 2nd, Mr. E. Pearce, gr. to W. S. Page, Esq.
Twelve Japanese : 1st, Mr. J. Holmes, gr. to W. B. Rogers,

Esq., SDme of whose best flowers were Sunflower, G. C.
Schwabe, and Charles Davis ; 2nd, Mr. J. Dark.
The premier Japanese bloom was Mdlle. Therese Rey, shown

by Mr. W. J. Wright. Premier incurved was MayTomlin,
from Mr. Portbury.
Bouquets of Chrysanthemums were very tastefully shown.

Adiantum cuneatum, arranged with white and yellow flowers,
were very effective as found in the 1st prize exhibit from Mr.
E. Pearce ; 2nd, Mr. P. Potter.
Some good groups of mixed plants, flowering and foliage,

added attractions to the fahow, the principal prize-winners
being Messrs. Potter and Bentley. A good competition
resulted in the classes devoted to Primulas, but we have seen
better flowers.

Fruit made an effective exhibit. For three bunches of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, good samples from Messrs. A.
Mjethven and C. Bentley gained the awards ; whilst in the
corresponding class for Muscat of Alexandria, the chief prize-
winners were Messrs. G. Hutton and C. Alexander.

Dessert Apples were finely bhowa by Messrs. J. PoBTBURr
and W. Tew.
In the class for three dishes kitchea Apples, some wonder

fully fine examples of Sand ingham, Bismarck, acd Alfriston
gained the chief award for Mr. P. Cavanagh, gr. to Madame
Stuart, Roehampton; 2od, Mr. C. Alexander.

Pears were successfully shown by Messrs. A Methten and
W. Tew.
Aon co npetitive exiibits were numerous and good. Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons sent fine foliage and flowering plants,
as did Mr. W. Iceton ; Messrs. S. Mahood & Sons, a good
group of Chrysanthemums in flower; Mr. G. Stevens, various
good device* in Chrysanthemums, wreaths, crosses, &c. ; and
Mr. H. Berry, gr. to Hugh C. Smith, Esq , a tine collection
of Apples.

FOREST GATE CHRYSAKTHEMaM.
November 7. 8 9.—Tnis Soc ety has only been

fstablisbt-d four years, and, in ipile of its \ outb.it
may be congratulated on the excellence of the exhi-
bition held in the T,iwn Hill, Scn>tfo;d, and opened
by the Coanteai ot Warwick. Tne groups contri-
buted by amateurs and gardeners constituted quite
a feature, and the clashes for cut blooms were keenly
contested with fine specimens. In the gioup com-
petitions, quality and effect were the leading ft-atures

ruling the j idgea' awards.

In the class for thirty-six plants, Mr. W, J. Smith, Plai*t3w,
gained premier honours with a fine bank— Japanese and in-
curve! flower* especially good; Mr. C. T. Court coming in
2nd with a very creditable lot.

Twenty-four plants.- Here fine arrangements secured the
leading priz.es to Mr. T. JOXKS, Plaistow, and Mr. H. J.
Fickle, Forest Gate.
Twelve plants.—The Japanese in the 1st prize lot contributed

by Mr. T. J. Fitzgerald, were exceptionally fine, a close 2nd
being Mr. W. C. LlVEKMORE.
For the best three bush plants, any variety, Messrs. Bright-

well and Tickle were the chief prize winners with well-grotvn
and flowered examples, the group occupyiog a space of 50
8 juare feet. A keen competition reigned in this, the gar-
deners' class. The Japinese in the lst-prize lot. staged by
Mr. R. Kenyon, gr. to A. F. Hills, Esq., Woodford. 1st, were
noble flowers; a good 2nd being Mr. J. Ward, Buxton Road ;

while a beautiful lot sent by Mr. C. Fitch, Leytonstone, was
very highly commended. We would suggest that in future
the Committee request the exhibitors to name their plants.

It would add much to the interest and instruction of visitors

and others.

Cvt bloom*.—Twenty-fo ir Japanese, a beaitiful lot of flowers
gained Mr. T. Smith 1st pxiiion, noteworthy flowers being
Charles Davis, Ms. E. G, Hill, Sunflower, and Beauty of

Exmouth ; clo ely following being Mr. H. Brightwell, 2nd.
Twelve incurved.—Her j of Stoke Newington, B iron Hirsch,

aud Golden Q leen of England were amongst some of the best
flowers in the 1st prize lot. from Mr. T. J. Fitzgerald ; 2nd,
Mr. T. Smith, who had Brockley Gem and Golden Beverley,
very gool, Mr. Fitzgerald repeated his suicess in the class

for twelve Japanese (lowers, with, amongst others, very fiae

blooms of W. Seward, Colonel W. B. Smith, and Charles
Davis ; 2nd, a charming lot, M'. S. Wilsov.
Twelve Japanese and twelve incurved, a class bringing out

some of the fine?-, flowers in the show. Premier honours were
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gained by Mr. R. Ken row, with a grand lot ; some of his best

Japanese included Stanstead White, Viviand Morel, Mons.
Panckoucke, and Madame Carnot whilst amongst incurved
well worthy of mention are Prince Alfred, Jeanne d'Arc, and
Brookleigh Gem. Avery gjod 2nd was Mr. J. W. Simmonps,
Wanstead.

Sis Incurved.—Some very neat blooms were shown here.
Mr. J. Wells took 1st place; John Lambert, Mrs. G. Rundle,
and Jeanne d'Arc were noteworthy flowers.

Six Japanese.—Very fine flowers of Chas. Davis gained the
premier award for Mr, S. Booth, whilst scarcely inferior were
the beautiful blooms of Sunflower staged by Mr. W. J. Smith.
Six Anemone, large- flowering.— Very distinct and beautiful

were the blooms staged by Messrs. Tic ice ll and Brightwell,
who took the chief prizes.

Another pretty and attractive class was that for six bunches
of Pompons, staged with foliage, the prizes being taken by
Messrs. Smith and Ballard; whilst in the corresponding
class for bunches of large-flowering varieties, with foliage, the
leading prize was taken by Mr. T. Smith, with a very
effective exhibit.

Ladies 1 Classes.—Some charmingly tasteful exhibits were
noted here. For a Vase of Chrysanthemums, arranged for

effect, with Feme and other foliage, a very gracefully-disposed

exhibit from Mrs. A. C. Either won the leading prize ; Mrs.

A. Willett being placed 2nd.

Very effective were the baskets of Chrysanthemums,
arranged with their own and other foliage, Miss Forster
taking the premier position ; and Mrs. E. Emberson 2nd.

A special prize was offered by Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham,
for twelve Japanese and twelve incurved blooms. This was
well won by Mr. S. Wilson, Stratford.

The premier Japanese bloom in the show (Lord Brooke) was
sent by Mr. W. T. Smith, Plaistow ; whilst the incurved was
found in Baron Hirach from Mr. Tickle, Stratford.

A good collection of fruit (Grapes, Apples, and Pears), not

fjr competition, was sent by Mr. R. Kenyon, gr. to A. F.

Hills, Esq., the tables being decorated with foliage plants

(affording a foil to the glare of colour), contributed by Messrs,

Titmouse and Kenyon.
Mr. G. Pritchard, Forest Gate, sent a most interesting

and varied collection of Cacti, which attracted much attentioD,

as being the culture of an enthusiastic amateur of these curious

and beautiful plants.

DEVON AND EXETER.
November 7, 8.—This exhibition, with regard to

the number of the entries and quality of exhibits,

was ODe of the best yet held by the society. To
meet the wishes of those who thought an extension

of time would be au improvement, the show was
kept open for two days instead of oue as formerly,

but the wet and stormy weather, which persistently

dogs the footsteps of this long-established society,

prevented country visitors from attending, aud
there was a falling oft* in the receipts.

Considering that the value of the prizes offered is

not very tempting, the competition throughout is

often, aud was on this occasion, very keen.

Chrysanthemum Groups.

In Class I. for Chrysanthemums in pots, not fewer than

eighteen varieties, arranged in a circle of 9 feet diameter,

quality of bloom to be the first consideration, effect also to

be considered, the 1st prize went to Mrs. A. D. Sim. Knowle
(gr., Mr. Williams) ; the 2nd prize to W. Brock, Esq ,

Parkerswell (gr., Mr. Rowland). This was a close contest,

for, whilo Mrs. Sim >howed the larger blooms, Mr. IJrock's

as a group was more effective. As proof of this the National

Chrysanthemum Society's Certificate was awarded to the

2nd prize group.

In the winning collection the best were W. H. Lincoln,

Viviand Morel, Col. Smith, Waban, and Lord Brooke. In the

2nd were W. Tricker, W. Seward, Barman Payne, and W. H.

L'ncoln.

Chrysanthemums in 2>ots, not fewer than twelve varieties,

arranged with foliage plants in a circle i"i feet in diameter,

taste in arrangement to be the primary consideration,

Mr. Urock was 1st, and Mrs. Sim, 2nd. Both collections

were excellent ; Mr. Brot- k's the more graceful and richer-

looking of the two, the blending of Chrysanthemums
Crotons, Palms, and Asparagus being a fine bit of work.

A miscellaneous group of plants, not more than twelve to be
Chrysanthemums, in 6-ihcn pots, arranged for effect on a
stand 7 feet square, raised 1 foot from the ground, and not

more than 10 feet in height. Mr. Brock was 1st,

Mr. T. Chapman (gr., Mr. Emmet), 2nd. The winning
collection was well put together, and the effect was light,

graceful, aud harmonious. The plants used were Poinsettias,

Bouvardias, Salvia Pitcheri, Richardias, Tuberoses,

Adiantums, Cypripediums, edged with Panicum varicgatum

and crowned with Cocos plumosa.

The 2nd prize group was spoiled in effect by a belt of

Scarlet Pelargoniums in the centre, over-weighting it with a

colour which requires discrimination in the using. In the

small classes, Poinsettias and Bouvardias were good,

Solanums fair, Cyclamen and Primula weak, and Violets

fair.

A new class introduced was that of six plants for dinner-

table decoration, three to be in flower, and three to consist

uf handsome foliage, the pots to be 5-inch ones, and Jadoo

fibre to be used. Unless one's attention had been drawn to

it there was nothing to show that the plants were growing

in this new material ; indeed, they were vigorous, healthy

foliage, and the flowering plants well bloomed.

Another class was for plants in 3-inch pots and Jadoo fibre

instead of soil, and these were very good indeed.

Chrysanthemums—Cut Blooms.

In the class for thirty-six Japanese, distinct, the competi-

tion was very close, the Silver Cup and 1st prize eventually

falling to Vincent Stuckey, Esq., Langport(gr., J. L. Lloyd)

;

and the 2nd to W. H. Fowler, Esq., Taunton (gr., G.

Hawkins). Mr. Stuckey's lot, to which was awarded the

N. C. S.'a certificate, contained Madame Carnot (this flower

took the prize for the best bloom in the show, though in the

opinion of many, abloom of Robert Owen in Mr. Hammond
Spencer's group (3rd prize) was superior to it). Violet Rose,

Mdlle. T. Rey, Nyanza, Lady Saunders, C. H. Payne, G. C.

Schwabe, M. Charles Molin, W. G. Newitt, Louise, Good
Gracious, Mrs. Tibbie Allen, Waban, and President Borel.

In the 2nd prize lot were fine blooms of Madame Carnot,

Silver King, Robert Owen, Madame Ada Chatin, and Beaute
Toulousaine.

In the 3rd prize group, Hairy Wonder was very good, and
Robert Owen was a grand, well-finished bloom, and, as has

already been stated, quite equal to, if not superior, to that to

which was awarded the prize for the best bloom in the

show.

In the eighteen and twelve bloom classes there were some
good flowers, nearly all containing some of those above-
mentioned.
For six white—one variety—the prize went to Madame

Carnot, shown by H. Hammond Spencer, Esq., Teignmouth
(gr., G. Foster). They were good blooms, but uneven as

regards size. The 2nd prize fell to Sir John Shelley,

Shobrooke Park (gr. , Mr. Mairs) for six Beauty of Exmuuth,
exceedingly well finished but rather small.

For six yellows, Sir John Shelley was 1st with W. H.
Lincoln, and for six any other colour Mr. Hammond Spencer
was 1st with Col. Smith.

Incurveds were poorly represented, the entires being few,

and the blooms small. In the 1st prize lot—Sir W. H.

Walrond, Bart,, M.P. (gr., Mr. Heath)—were John Lambert,

Lucy Kendal, Lord Wolseley, Prince Alfred, aud Baron

Hirsch.

In the Anemone-flowered section, Col. Halford Thompson,

Teignmouth (gr., Mr. Symes) shewed fine blooms of W.
Dupenlint, M. C. Leboscqz, Sir Walter Raleigh, and Grande
Alveole. The beat single flowered were shown by Mark
Farrant, Esq., St Thomas (gr., Mr. Protheroe) Queen of

Singles, Gold Star, Snowflake, and Mrs. Kellock being

noteworthy.
In the class for twelve Chrysanthemum blooms, distinct,

introduced in 18i)4 or 185)5, 1st prizj went to V. Stuckey, Esq.,

who, in a very good lot, included Madame Carnot, Mine. Ant.

Condonuier (a rosy lilac, with thin petals of the Lilian Bird

type), Mutual Friend (a grand white, good in every way),

Nyanza (a fine dusky, reddish brown), Puiladelphia, Miss

Rita Schroeter, and Mrs. W. J. Godfrey.

Taken as a whole, cut blooms were very fine, and the corn-

petition keen.

Fruit.

Fruit judging at an Exeter show is always a formidable

business, and this year it was rendered doubly ditficult by

the large number of entries, and the uousally high quality

in nearly every class shown.

In tho premier class for twelve dishes dessert, aud twelve

dishes culinary Apples, all distinct, Sir John F. Davie, Bart.,

Crcedy Park (gr. , Mr. Seward), was 1st with a grand lot, which

included Cox's Orange Pippin, American Mother, Ribston,

King of the Pippins, Adam's Pearmain, Melon Apple,

Claygate Pearmain, Gloria Muudi, Loddington Seedling,

Lord Derby, Mere de Manage, and Eckliuvillo Seedling.

In the twelve dishes class, Miss Fnipp, Teignmouth

(gr., Mr. Stiles) was 1st with a splendid lot, which included

Cornish Aromatic, of fine colour, Striped Beefing, Peasgood's

Nonsuch, Cox's Pomona, Emperor Alexander, Mere de

Menage, King of the Pippins, Warner's King, &c, all of which

are fine exhibition varieties, and when, as in this case, they

are large and well coloured, the chances of winning rise

proportionately.

Tbe class for six dishes culinary was a tremendous oue,

and no finer fruit has been staged at Exeter than that with

which Sir J. Davie won the 1st prize. Peasgood's, Cellini,

Lord Derby, and Lady Henniker were very fine.

The 1st prize for six dishes Dessert Apples was well won by
Sir T. D. Acland, Bart., Killerton (gr., Mr. Garland) with

very fine fruit of Adam's Pearmain, Cornish Aromatic, King

of the Pippins, Red Ribbed Greening, Blenheim Orange, and

Cox's Orange Pippin.

In the single dish classes some wonderfully fine fruit was

staged. For a dish of any other variety (culinary) than those

named in the schedule, the prize was awarded to Thomas

Wilson, Esq., Pennsylvania, Exeter (gr., Mr. Cross) for a

grand dish of Lord Derby—typical fruit- and the prize for

five dessert ("other than those named") went for a fine dish of

Autumn Pearmain fcho.vn by Sub-Dean Acland, Broadclyst

(gr.Mr. Baker).

The prize for flavour was awarded to Major Tracey, Pytte

House (gr., Mr. Clarke) for a dish of small fruits of Margil.

Peai-s, were a strong class, premier honours for nine dishes-

six dessert and three culinary—going to Sir T. D. Acland,

2nd to Sir J, Shelley. Tbe " any other variety—dessert "

was won with Marie Louise by W. F. Richards, Esq.,

Broadclyst (gr., Mr. Bawden) ; and the prize for flavour with

Doyenne du Cornice by Sir Dudley Duckworth Kino, Bart.,

of Wear House (gr., Mr. McCormick). Mr. Joieph Ham of

Broadclyst a grand dish of Catillac (1st prize) weighing
over 9 lb. for the five fruits, the heaviest being 2J lb.

Crapes made a poor show, the only nice exhibit

being the Black Alicante (1st prize) shown by Sir W.
Walrond. Alnwick Seedling was also staged fairly good.

This is a variety not much grown in Devonshire. Muscats
were very weak.
The Cottagers' Classes produced some very creditable exhibits.

The thin border line between the employer and the working
amateur gave rise to one or two protests, which will have to

be dealt with by the Committee.
The class for baskets pf autumn foliage and fruit produced

some very pretty designs. The 1st prize basket, staged by
Mrs. M. C. Drayton, being a masterpiece of rich colouring

and artistic arrangement.

Miscellaneous.
The Trade exhibits were, as usual, a great help to the

show. In Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son's collection were a
fine collection of fruit, good Orchids — Cattleyas, Phalse-
nopsis, Sophronites, Pleione, &c. The pretty little Saintpaulia
ionantha, and the handsome Physalis Franchetti.

The Exeter Nurseries Co. shewed a bank of Chrysan-
themums containing many of the new varieties, all being
well grown and full of bloom. In their florist department
they had a wreath aud a cross made entirely of Cypri-
pediums.
Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, staged some of his new

Carnations Goldmine, Sunrise, and Reginald Godfrey, and
the new Chrysanthemums Clinton Chalfant, golden yellow ;

Mrs. W. J. Godfrey, a fine broad petalled milky white
flower ; also a fine tand of trusses of Pelargoniums of con-
siderable merit.

Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, had a collection of Veget-
ables and Fruit, amongst which were some good specimens
of well-known sorts.

Mr. Chas. Sclatf.r of Heavitree Bridge, and Mr. Watkins
of Hereford, had large collections of fruit on show.
The Rev. J. R. Dumelow, of Membury Parsouago ex-

hibited three bunches of BlacK Hamburgh Grapes, which
were grown on a south wall in the open air. The bunches
were large, well-coloured, and the berries of a good size.

The Vines were planted six years ago, and the fruit has
ripened three years in succession.

Mr. T. Bartlett, Exeter, had some pretty floral work in
the way of wreaths and crosses.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM:.
Floral Committee.

November 11,—Judging from the very large
number ot new varieties submitted for the opinion of
the Floral Committee on this occasion, the flow of
the tide of novelties appears to wax in volume, for a
good portion of the northern gallery of tbe Royal
Aquarium was filled with them, and careful as the
committee may be in the matter of granting certi-

ficates, the high quality of many of the new intro-
ductions compels recognition.

Certificates of Merit were awarded to E wan Cameron, a pure
white finely-formed single variety of dwarf growth, and very
free, the award being made to it as a highly promising market
variety, from Mr. E. C. Goble, Walcot Nursery, Ryde, Isle of

Wight. To Mrs. A. E. Stubbs, also a single pure white, the
petals somewhat pointed; aud to Japanese Mrs. George West,
a fine incurved type, bright amaranth in colour, with a lilac-

rose and silvery reverse, broid petalled, larga, and full, both
from Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryeeroft Nursery, Lewisham. To
Japanese John Light foot, delicate lilac-pink, the basal

petals suffused with pink towards the points, and tipped

with purple ; and to incurved George Haigh, a sport

from Robert Petfield, pale dull rosy-purple surface, with bronze

and gold reverse, large and full, and very promising, both from
Mr. Robebt Owen, Castle Hill Nursery, Maidenhead. To
decorative Japanese Clinton Chalfont, a bright yellow flower

partaking of the reflated type, very bright and free, and
promising to make a fine market variety—the plant shown
was of excellent habit; and single Annie Head, also white,

very free and excellent for cutting, both from Mr, W. J.

GonFREV, nurseryman, Exmouth. To Japanese Oceana, a

larger golden incurved Japanese, broad-petalled, aud very
massive, a great acquisition, from Messrs. H. Cannell &
Sons, nurserymen, Swanley. To Japanese Aroaa, a flower of

the build and in the way of Col. W. B. Smith, bat narrower in

the petal, and more gold on the reverse, novel and distinct,

from Mr. H. Briscoe-Ironsidk, Bargess Hill, Sussex. Sin-

gular to state, among some new varieties Bent by Mons. E,

Calvat, of Grenoble, was one named M. Alfred Recoura, very

like Mr. Ironside's Arona, but with scarcely bo muoh gold

on the reverse, thus illustrating the fact that two raisers wide
apart geographically, may yet raise seedlings very much alike

and in all probability both will be sent out in due course.

Certificates of Merit were awarded also to Japanese Mrs.

H, Hicks, a magnificent variety, of which six blooms were
shown, the largest, a massive flower, was nearly while

;

younger flowers were tinted with lilac-pink, the petals broad

—extra fine. Pompon Dolly, a rather large bright golden
variety, with handsome, well-formed, reflexed flowers, from
Dr. Walker, Wimbledon. Mons. Chenon de Leche, a very

large reflexed Japanese, the prevailng colour shaded rosy-

cinnamon, with golden centre, and golden points to some of

the petals—very distinct and fine; Le Mouoherotte, a bright

yellow Japanese, of a very pleasing tint, the basal petals

slightly stained ; and to Baronne de Burfiores, delicate mauve-
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pink, with silvery-white reverse, a fine full flower— all from
Mr. William Wells, Earlawood Nurseries, Red Hill. To
incurved Major Bonaffon, bright yellow, with plenty of

stn-ill petals symmetrically arranged — a vory promising
exhibition variety, from Mr. W. Mease, The Gardens,

Downside, Leatherhead, This was shown by three other

exhibitors also.

0! (lowers of decided promise, and which are pretty certain

to giin Certificates in the futuro, mention may bo made of

incurved L'Amethybte (W. H. Lees), bright amaranth, with
silvery-rose reverse, a distinct and highly promising variety

;

Harold Wella(W. Wells), a large incurved sulphur sport from
Sir Trevor Lawrence, very promising ; Mrs. C. Johnson
(W. Wplls), pale ground, the long rellexing pile florets flaked

and striped with rosy crimson, distinct and novel; incurved

Mrs. Hepper, white, fine form and good petal; and Mrs.

Filkins, a email bright yellow decorative Japanese, with
thread-like petals—both from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons ;

Mrs. W. J. Godfrey, a large, white, broad-petalled incurving

Japanese with blight hairs; and Mayor of Esmouth, novel in

co'our, of a kind of pale cerise, chestnut bronzy reverse— bath

from Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth ; and Miss Madeline
Davis, a silvery-pink Japanese, with long incurving florets,

though somewhat loose, from Mr. B. Weeks.

WINDSOR.
November 8.—A pretty exhibition of the Chrys-

anthemum and other subjects was held in the Albert
Institute at Windsor, on the above date. Cnryg-
unthemnm plants were arranged in groups, and made
a huge display ; the quality of the blooms to be a

chief point.

Mrs. E. B. Foster. Clewer Manor (gr,, Mr. Cole), took the

1st prize ; and Lord Boston, Hedsor Park (gr. , Mr. J. Wood),
the 2nd.

Specimen plants were excellent; the best four coming from
Mrs. Bowring, Ascot (gr., Mr. Paul), who e plants were
6 feet in diameter and well flowered ; and Sir H. D, Gooch,
Bart., Clewer Park (gr., Mr Skeet), was 2nd, with well-

grown, standard-trained plants

Amateur cultivators showed in strong force in the twelve

p'ants' class, there being no fewer than nine competitors. The
let prize went to Mr. H. Edwards, Windsor, for an excellent

exhibit.

Cut blooms, of fiue quality, were staged in Urge numbers
;

and for thirty-six distinct, half to be Japanese, and half in-

curved varieties, N. S. COHEN, Esq , Eoglefield Green (gr.,

Mr. A. Sturt), succeeded in winning the 1st p ace with hand-
some blooms of leading varieties; Miss A. S. Bidge, High-
field, Englefield Green (gr., Mr. G. Lane), being 2nd.

A Challenge Cup, with a good money-prize, was offdred for

twelve incurved and twelve Japanese varieties, which Mr.

Lane won with remarkably fine blooms; Mr. A. Sturt being

a good 2nd.

For twelve incurved, Mr. F. J. Paul won the premier place

with a meritorious exhibit.

For six Japanese, any one variety, Mr. Cawtk, Dedworth
Green, was 1st, with E. Molyneux, Anemone-flowered varie-

ties were very well shown by Mr, A. Sturt. Mr. W. Neate,

gr. to Miss Macker, Ascot, wis 1st for twelve blooms of the

reflexed varieties

Special prizes were offered for a vase or basket of twelve

blooms cut; with long stemf, and in response there were seven

really meritorious exhibits, which wtli showed the value of

the Chrysanthemum when used in this manner. Mr. Cawte
was 1st, with a device consisting o£ a neatly-covered circular

basket, set out with Fern?, moss, &c. ; Mr. J. Wood was 2od,

The exhibits of Grapes, Apple?, and Pears were of much
merit, and vegetables were largely exhibited.

TOOTING, BALHAM, AND MITCHAM
HORTICULTURAL.

November 8.—This Society may be congratulated

upon holding a very pretty exhibition on the above
date, which took place in ihe Baths, the spacious hall

being quite rilled with nuuv otjets of great horti-

cultural interest, as in addition lo Cbrj*anthemum«
there were several specimens of plants in bloom at

the present time, also iruir, and vegetables. Groups of

plants fouLtl a place round the aides of tba Hall, and
the fruit and cut nowen on tables. There were
several basktts of vegetables—not a good way of

showing them, as they would appear to greater advan-
tage if neatly laid out on ordinary exhibition tables.

The best group of Chrysanthemums, which won the Silver

Cup given by the tradesmen of lUlham, cama from Mr. H.
Poulton, gr. to O. F. Caley, E-q., Ivy Mou.it; the blooms
very fine, but sadly nee Jing the relief of somi fo.iaz.ed plant*

to reduce the picked nppearanci of the group. A group from

Mr. H. Beckett, gr. to G. S. Miller, Etq., Logie Wood, ran it

very close indeed in point of quality and effect. Some pleasing

group3 of foliaged plants were also staged ; and some well-

grown and bloomed specimens of large-llowiTing and Pompon
Chrysanthemums came from Mr. E. Cherry, which were

awarded 1st prize.

The Silver Cup given by the tradesmea of Touting for twelve

incurved and twelve Japanese Chrysanthemum", fell to the lot

of Mr. W. Howe, gr. to H. Tate, Esq , Streathim, who had

gcod blooms of Empress Eugenie, Baton Hirscb, Empress of

Indis, Hobert Petfleld. and Pria<> -Mfrel ; and q[ Jipanese, E.

Molyneux Col. W. B. Smith W. Soward. Duke of York,

Golden Gate, and V'iscounteBS Hambledon. J. Wild .tan Esq.

was 2nd, having a slight pull in the incurved blooms, but
losing materially in the quality of the Japanese. Mr. Wild-
man had the be^t twelve incurved ; Mr. Howe coming 1st

with twelve Japanese. Sixes of incurved and Japanese were
also well shown. Some good bunches of Pompons were shown
by Mr. E. Cherry.
At each end of the hall was a large taMe filled with floral

decoration?, showing the manner in which flowers may be em-
ployed. The competition was a special openclass. The 1st prize

was awarded to Messrs. Harwood Bros , for contributions of

a very high order of merit, showing not only excellent ta^te

and judgment in arrangement, but perfect execution.

Wreatbs, crosses, a charming lyre, bouquets, a shower

bouquet of white flowers, and an ordinary bouquet of Orchids,

were specially good. The 2nd prize went to Mr. G. B,

Fischer, of Claphum; but the floral decorations were spire,

and what there was fell far bilow those of the Messrs.

Harwood in paint of quality.

Excellent Exotic Ferns in fours were Btaged ; Primul ip,

table plant?, berried plants, &c.

Fruit was represented by good Apples and Peirs ; Tomatos
were also Btaged. Messrs. Sutton & Sons' special prizes for

six kinds of vegetables ; and those of Messrs. Harwood
Bros , for the same number, brought good collections. Unfor-

tunately, the weather was somewhat unpropitious.

Miscellaneous groups of plants were contributed by Me3sra.

Harwood Bros. Balham Nurseries; B. Peed & Son, Roupell

Park Nurseries; and R. Neal, The Nurseries, Wandsworth,
who had two large group?, and there were smaller contribu-

tions ; to all these Certificates of Merit were awarded.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicat.s the aggre
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below A.'t° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees — a "Day-degree" B'gnifyiog 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any oilier number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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aver 26 14 + 279 + 309 1 + 202 40'3 26 29

l aver 15 25 + 21 + 466 J aver 163 25 8 24 36

a 3 + 33 4 + 225 + 307 aver 160 24 8 25 35

3 4 + 45 + 166 + 300 7 + 139 ,21-3 15 41

4 4 + 35 + 181 + 388 8 J- 133 20 3 12 38

5 6 + 65 + 153 + 35i 13 + 128 20'2 12 41

6 1 + 28 4 + 129 + 406 4 + 166 30 3 18 33

7 1 + 34 1 + 213 + 33J 3 — IS1 L>6 4 10 36

8 3 + 56 + 151 + 378 14 + 139 |28 8 9 43

9 1 + 29 6 + 63 + 302 2 + 181 29 1 27 32

10 aver 41 7 — 12 + 235 8 + 153 29'7 41 35

# 5 + 88 + 24J + 25? 13 + 166 24 9

1

18 51

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following: -
0, Sotland, N. Prtncipil Whzat producing Districts —

1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England. N.E. ; 3. Ungland, E. ;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including London. S.

Principal Grazing, Ac, Districts — 6. Sotlond, "W. ;

7, England, N.W. ; $, England. S.W. ; 9. Ire'and, N. ;

10 Ireland, S. * Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending November 9, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :
—

"The weather during this period was very unsettled in all

p<irts of the Kingdom. Rain fell almost daily, the amounts in

many instances being large. The atmosphere was geuerally

mild and humid, and much mist and wet fog prevailed at

times. A brilliant display of aurora was iMerved over Great

Britain during the evening of the 9th.

" The temperatxi'c just equalled the mean in ' Fcotland, N.

and E. and in Ireland, S.,' but was above it elsewhere; in

' England. E. and the Midland Counties,' the excels was 4°; in

the 'Channel Islands," 5°; and in * England, S.,' 6°. The
highest of the maxima were recorded either on the 6th or

7th, and ranged from 63° in the ' Channel Iilandn,' 62" in

'England, 8.W.,' and 61° in * England, E. and 8 .,* to 65° In
' Ireland, N.' The lowest of the minima were registered, aa a
rule, on the 3rd, when the thermometer fell to 21° in 'Scotland,
N. and E.,' and a3° in ' Ireland, 8.,' and to between 27° and
32° in nearly all other districts. In the ' Char ne' IiUndi,'

however, the lowest reading waa 40°.

"The rainfai was considerably in excess of the meao in

most districts, but only just equalled the normal in ' Scotland,

E. and England, N.E.,' and wat rather less in ' Eogl&nd.N.W.

;

the ex cees was very large in most parts of England.
"The bright simthint was much lees prevalent than of late

over * England and the Channel Inlands, where the amount
recorded waa less than the normal. The percentage of the

possible duration ranged from 27 to 41 in Ireland, from 19 to

26 in Scotland, and from 9 to 2S over England. In the

Channel Islands only 18 per cent, was registered.'
"

ARKETS.

COVENT GABDEX, November 14.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for th? subjoined
reports. They are furniflhed to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
nay, tut only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
qualuy of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

5. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Adiantum, per dor. 4 0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12
Aspidistra, per doz. 12 30 Ficus elastica, each 10-7*
— specimen, each
Chrysanthemum?,

doz pots ...

— (specimens), p.

plant
Cyperus, per dozen
Dracaena, each
— various p. doz.

Ericas, various, doz.

Evergreen Sbrubs,
in variety, doz.... 6 0-24

Ferns, small, dcz.... 16-30

5 0-16 Foliaare plant", doz. 12 0-24

LiMum Harnsii.per
duzen pota ... 18 0-76

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 C'-t2

16-30 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 C- 6
4 0-10 Palm*, vaiions, ea. 2 '-'0

10-76 — specimens, ea. 10 6-Si
Primula sinensi",

per dozen ... 4 0-60
Solaoum, per doz ... 9 0-'2

Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 D-12

6 0-12

12 0-24 U

9 0-24

Cut Fiowebs.-

Arums. p. 12bboms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnation**, 12 blnn.
Chry aantli-rmums,

per 12 blooms
— per -2 bunches
Eucharis. per dozen
Gardenia?, per doz.

Iap3g*ria, pfr doz.

b.ooms
Lilac, French, p bun.
Lilium Harrisii.do.
— lancifolium.per
dozen b ooms ...

Lily of the Valley,

per dnz sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ... _

Marguerites, 12 bn. 1

Miguonett", l^bun. 2

Orch

C- 6 O
9- 1

6-10
0-3

0-4

Average Wholesale Prices
d. s. d. s.

Orchids :—
Cattlfya,12 b'ms.
Odon toglossum
crifpum.liib'm.

Pelargou urns, scar-
let, per 12 bunch

— per 1 * sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Botes, Tea. per doz.
— coloured, p doz.
— yellow (Mare-

cbal), per doz.
— rpd, per do2en
Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets. 12 bunches
— Parme, Fiench,

per bunch
— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or Aca-

cia, do.

6 12

3 0-60

6
5
5

1 6

5

6

1 €- 3

10-20

4 C 6
0-3
0-4

0-6
f- 9
0-4
0-3
0- 4

C- 6
f- 1 6
C- 4
2-0 6
e- 3 o

r- 4 6
6-3

1 C- 2

ID-BLOOM in var.et

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices
s.d. sd.

6

4

16-19

i. d. I. d.

Grapes, Ali-
cante, 1st
quality, p. lb 13-16

— Alicante. 2nd
quality, p lb. 10- 1

— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 2 6- 3

— Mu*cat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 19-20

Pears, Doyenoe du
Cornice, £ tve. 9 10

— Duchess, half-

sieve 4 0-50
— Beurre Diel. per

half-aieve ... 3 0- 4

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
cba al. eajh ... 3 0- 6

Pruce3, half-si-ve ... 2 —
Quince?, half ei-ve... 16 —
Walnut-'.Frencb.Gio-
noble, p. bag ... 5 0-60

Vegetables.—Average Wholesalk Pricks.
s.d. i. <L s.d s.d.

Cauliflowers, p. dcz. 16-20 Tomatos, Home-
Mushrooms, per lb. 10-13 grown p. doz lb :

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 6- 3 — Smooth „ 4 6-50
Onions, Dutch, per — ordinary ,, 2 6-36
cwt. bag 30 — — Guernsey,, 2 0-30
— English, bush. 2 —

Potatos.

The trade during the past week has been quiet, and prices

not so tirm ; and stocks at the dep^t have slightly iocmased.

J. B. 2'nomns.

SEEDS.
Londos : +\~ov:mbcr 13.—Messrs. John Sbaw & Son*, Seed

Merchants, of Great M^re Pond, Borough, London, S,E„

Apple?, Ribstons, per
bushel ... 3 6— Bleoheim, per
bushel ... 3 0-

— Kings, per
bushel ... 3 0-40

— Cox's Orange.
per bushel 3 6-60

— Ccokipg vara.,

per bushel 16-30
— From Nova

Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

Cob*. p«r 100 ib. ... 30 0-35

Grapes, Gros Col mar,
1st quality p.
lb.

— Gro-iColmar, 2nd
quality, per
k» 10- 1 3
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deecribe to-day's market bare of interest. Notwithstanding

the unusually low and attractive prices, which now prevail for

Clover and grass seeds, country buyers appear to be in no hurry

to op°rate. Canadian Alsike is stronger, and perennials also

teud upwards. There is no change in Eve. Winter Taxes are

neglected. As regards Canary seed, whilst the home demand
continues slack, higher quotations are cabled from Turkey.

The new Hempseed offers cheap. Blue Peas and Haricot

Beans command former terms. Rapeieed keeps sleady. Fine

white Mustard is firmer. Linseed is dull. The Board of

Trade Returns give tbe imports of Clover and grass seeds into

the United Kingdom for the first tea month* of this year as

3to.t83 cwt„ value £3*8.741; ** against 261,400 owt., value

£635,233, for the corresponding period of 1891.

POTATOS.
Boroush : November 12.—Quotations ranged from 40*. to

905. per ton.

Spitalfields : November 12.— Quotations : — Magnums,

40*. to 50t. ; Imperators, 45*. to 60*. ; Sutton's Abundance,

50*. to 65*. ; Snowdrops, 50*. to 70*. ; Bruces, 45*. to 55*.

;

Hebrons, 60*. to 80*. ; Main Crop Kidneys, 45*. to 70*. per ton.

Stratford, November 12.—Quotations:—Bruces. dark soil,

35*. to 40*.; do., lignt. 40*. to 50*.; Reading Giants, 45*. to

51*.; Snowdrops, 55*. to (50*.; Sutton's Abundance, 55*. to

65*. per ton.

FARRINGDOX: November 14.—Quotations : Snowdrops, 70*.

to 100*. ; Hebrons, 60*. to 90*. ; Imperators, 60*. to 69*.

;

M tffnum*. 45*. to 55*. ; Early Rose, 55*. to 60*. per ton.

Trade Notice.

Mb. Jamks Adshkad ha. taken over the nursery

and florist business of James Firkin., Albert Nursery,

K-clf», and which will in luture bo known a.

Adshead & Henshall'a.

»,* Owing tO If" <l
rfat pressure on nur .<;

r./i rtt f /I rtiamtaral Ei I nnot appear

in this (MM,

Ant>»F>s: H. O 1>. M A. Alegatiere. Ohemia d«

1* Croix. Mirion, Montplai.ir, Lyon (Rhone).

Boms: Enevclnpttdia. Xicholton't Dictionary, pub-

li.b«d bv 1'pcutl Gill, 170, Strand, i. a very uieful

encycl >i it ia for a gardener to poiim. We do not

know th» p'ii-» of th» bound voluniea.

—

J. Dotton,

I'ines and da. Cu'ture. by A. F. B.rron. pob-

li.h.d at 171, Fleet S rawt, K C ^Jcmrnalnf Horti-

culture). Animal* of the Farm in Health and

Disease a pamphl-t of tW pages, to b« obtained at

the Ro.al Agricultural Society of F. island'.

BnOMi.19 H.nnrer Square. London, W.— 8

tantktwwnI and thtir Culture 8 h E'ilion,

b» Marti) M uid>u, pob'i.h'd at 171 Fi'etStreet,

F. C— -Vy Gardener, by W. H Ward, rnbli.hed by

Eyre & BPOWawooda. Baat Hiring Street. E.C.

:

or JV/a Gardi+ing by E. Hobday, published by
•Han tc Co.. Bedford Street, Coveot Garden,

W.C.ttM former being the newer book.—A larger

and rooreexpenaiv* work i. the GarAtwi A'Win-

,

by B. Thornton, published by Biackie fc Son.,

P»terno.ter Ruldinga, London, F. C.

BmT Roans tor "Brrrr There

a'e not titty be.t battOO-bnla Roc. 9f. Allan

Ri.-hard.oi. Ma Capoc.n*. l>-vooi.niia. Nipnetrs,

Ma •>-i«l N el. Toe Bride. HwaoM, A K.
Willi*mt IT* among the be.t Bast «'.o p

Gardener*' Chronicle 'or (>-'ob-r •_'>', la.'. rVl

c»nnnt alT.rd «p«e for naming Btj fine nn.'n
for the ga-den. You mil omu't a catalogue

puhli.he.l by aom* good Rue grow.r.

Cimrn innri with www Roots fomci-

iwsuin* Liaxm: /' O, K *p tne.n gently mo.iog
in a temperature, valet at rvght i* not I*.a than

or hy d.y higher th»n • To* aame
wiU hold good for th»a« C M >..!»« which ar« in

a forw.r '

CarrtrrA T«i*»#' />• 9, B-ing newly imported.

a't»r trimming away dead part, and thoroughly
. rnrj part, pal th.ni Ioo«»l7

• inding th* root, with cl*ao

u-e in a warm, mot it h is*, and occa-

sionally ayringe them. The mioimnm temperature

need not be le«i than 60°. When root growth
becomea visible, pot them in the ninal manner,
and whilst inert the snn should not be allowed to

shine directly upon them.

Chbysanthemcm Sport : S. S. S. The bloom you
send may have a little more colour than Source

d'Or usually has, bat we do not regard it as valuable.

Chrysanthemum Spobt : W, Gee. The variety Chas.

Davis i. usually yellow on the crown bud, but we
do not recognise the bloom you send as that

variety, though it is near it. In case it may be a

sport, send blooms to the next Fioral Committee
of the National Chrysanthemum Society, or to the

Royal Horticultural Society, or even to some large

grower.

Dendbobiom Wardiaxcm : D. G. It should improve

and grow larger, your treatment cannot be quite

right.

Dbbssinq fob Vines : T. B. Clay, a bucketful

;

cowdung, quarter of this quantity; gas-tar, one
pint; soot and sulphur, a handful or two, adding
water sufficient to make a thicki.h mixture. Strain

through a 6ne sieve before using it. If tar be not
liked use petroleum, at the rate of two wine-
gla..fula, instead of it. Tbe mixture must be
applied when tbe Vines are at rest,

Ecciiabis : Wm. G. We know of no remedy when
the mites have gained access to the interior of

tbe bulbs. Had the attack been commencing
only, you might have soaked the bulbs in nicotine,

or a strong solution of soot water, ioap, and
paraffin.

EccBARis-MiTK : Wm, G. Your bulbs are attacked

by mite, but not at present to great extent. Tbe
bulbs being perfectly sound, it may be poaaible to

keep them, if energetic meatures are tsken at

once.

Gahi.hsias: /. II'. Tea', '; fibry loam, one year in

.tack, 1 leaf mould, . ; and sand in soffi.-ient

quantity to make it rather poroua. Some gardenera

uae a larger proportion of loam if it la ol a light

nature, and broken .and.tone i. found to be of u.e,

together with aand in making bordera for the

plants. It ia a plant that requires firm potting

and plenty of drainage material..

-.mi' Darn an Frvr. — \V. llont has thanks for

ruarded U th» secretary to tbia fund.

Hardy Bduiatai RaoDOMsroaom : V.B. AtKew
lti»re bliiOLnrd EL lukena. R. Phinnoni, R d.bu-
ricum. R. alta-clareDse. At N«nt-y G yn, K.

eximium, R. cinnamomeum. R campanulatum,
and al'-a-c'aren.e, flnw.r.d in the open air. S»e

pn .%'i6 and 363 of Gardens Chronw!*, March '-'.'i

1888

HocLiniA tmcta : W, V, An in.p»ction of the

names of plants on p -170 would have shown yon
that the plant had b»»n noticed, and tbe name
altered to II. Brocklebankiana.

IxpoaraD L.«lia and Catthya ! D G. If you prefer

to bay knowing what you are getting, mtke vi.ila

to the sale rooms when flowering lots are adver-

tised. Otherwise put reliance in the Orchid
dealer, and boy eatabliahed plants which have
flowered or of which he can guarantee tbe apecies.

There is an element of chance, that la not unplea-

sant to many persons, in buying up nnflowered

lots.

L. Grabs of tbe common cockchafer,

small variety. E icourage the rooks.

9AHP: Sstosoriitr, Tao.e who have uted this

auo.'ance »p».k highly of it. We imagine it is

some kind of artificial manure, wbicb. by encourag-

ing the growth ol the grain-., cau.es in time the

de.truction of the weed, which eren in ba-1 turf

are in the minority.

Maim: 7 S The presence of a few grains on tbe

male mfl ire.c-nce of this plant ia no: uncommon,
and it i. an unde.irable malformation.

•on Brn*: G L.B.I, To all your qoe.tiona

w» c«n only an.wer " Ni." Tne pm<iu:ti»ene.. of

an old bed may be revived anmewhat. il It have

not qiit» left rff b»«'ing. hv watering it with

warm water—.ay, at - -in which a little

..It. at the rate of tiro Uble-apoontula to three

gallon., I. diaaolved.

N*»e* or Pi-ants: OoTttpanitntt not antwered in

lassM a" rnptaf'd to ow u't the next wurnAsr.

—

( --). of the Black Walnut
CJuglana niKia>.-— Iiew-J. '"locidiam longiptrr.

"*.* Plants, FRtrrrs, etc., to be Named.— The dupli-

cations to nn-me fiovers. and esoecialiy fruit, are so numerous
at this season as seve -ely to tax our resources. They tntad
an expenditure of time, labour, and money, oj which our
readers cin have no idea. We are always willing to ob'-'g* our

correspondents as far aswectn butthe editing if th-: G ird-nsrs'

Chronicl is our business, to which everything else must g'vs way.
Co-respondents are respiCtfuLy requested 'o obieroe the rule

that not more than six specttnens can be dealt with, at a time.

If more are stnt, it wou d 6a a graceful act on thi pa*t of the

semer, to s-nd also a smill contribu ion to the Gird-nws'
Orphan Fund. Specimens should be good ones, carefully packed

and numbered. Leaves only, or Florists' varieties cannot, as a
rule, be named. Correspondents sending plants or fruits to be

named, or asking questions demanding time and research for

their solution, must not expect to obtain an answer to their

enquiries in the current week.

Names of Fboits : J W. M. Apples. 1, E.'g or White
Paradise ; 2, Queen Caroline ; 3, Golden N >ble

;

4, Gravenstein ; 5, Warner'a King ; 6, Round
Winter Nonsuch.

—

J. Southern, Apples, 1, Lord
Lennox ; 2, Fearn's Pippin ; 3, Waicbam Abbey
Seedling; 4 and 5, Damelow's Seedlin.'. Piar,

Beurre Ciairgean— T. J. J. S. C. Pears, 1, 2, 3,

i, and 5 all BenniS Diel, varying somewhat in siz»,

colour, &c. Apple, King of the Pippinr.

—

M. H. P.

Apples, 1, OldEogliah Codlin ; 2,4, Hawthornden ;

3, Yellow Ingestre ; 5, King of tbe Pippins; 6,

Cox's Orange Pippin.

—

G. Sears, Apple, 1, Hoi-

landbury ; 2. Peasgood's Nonsuch. Pears 3, L6on
L-i-lerc de Laval ; 4, Ginsell's Bergamot; 5, Vicar

of Winkfield.— Bahy. Pear DoyeDne du Cornice.

—

W. iV. Your Pears were absolutely rotten and

crushed when they arrived at this office.

National Amateobs Gardening Societ? : W. P.

Tin- mini and ol jects are tbe fostering of a love of

gardening amongst dwellera in towna and the

holding of exhibitiona of the plants, flowers, fruits

produced by its members. There is plenty of scope

for its endeavours, and already there are indications

that the leiaona imparted have been made ol nae.

Rmat.t. Bobdib: I'ira. You will be actiog well if

tod take up th- old Roie., and trench the present

sites of the clumps. The trenching may be done

2 or 8 apita deep, if the soil is deep enough to

•tand it; if not, dig down to the bad soil, giving

it a stir up, and Wave it where it ia. Mix plenty

of lich manure (pig's is good for Roaei) with the

soil; and il the land is not too dry wheu finiahed

plant it with finer varieties of Roaes than those

taken out. II too wet to plant, defer the latter

jib to March, but dig the gioond. Read our

Flower Garden Calendar in thia week'a inue. The
niL-ivrning apacea may be planted with ihacinlba,

Tulips, early and late varieties, Anemone., Ranun-

colu.. Crocas, ScillM, Wallflowers, Arabu, Canter-

bury Bella, Lilium candidom, L. croceum, L.

elrganr, L. longiflorum, L. Martagon, L. duhun-

cum, and other.. Aim at getting in this way an

early display ; and for later flowering there are host!

oi tender bending plants, Annual.. Dahlia., Holly-

bock., and Michaelmas Daiaiea. Tbe fence might

be planted with Chrjianthemuma, S«eet Teas,

Troiffiolum adnncum, and other vaii»lies; Sweet-

briar, .l.aminea in varietv, climbing Honey-
suckles. Clematis in variety, flkO,

Somb Inskcts in a Visun: F. A. G. Tbe insects

arrived very much broken. The reddiah beeilta

are Apbodiua flmetariua, the dark ones are Trox
acaber, and the grub apparently belonga to the

latter. Both were probably introduced with

manure or decaying animal matter, and are not

likely to injure the Vines. Still, as ibey are "in

tbonsanda," vou may as well try to g-t rid of

them. B. MrL.

Tomatos CArsiNo Disqualification of a Tray of

VaosrrABLia : J. G. It there was no rule in the

schrdule excluding them, their presence in the

exhibit ought not to bave caused the ni, qualifica-

tion of the collection. Tney are (rune in tbe

aenae that Cucumbers, Vegetable Matrons, or

C.psicnmi are iruits.

Wivtf.r moth: J.E. The bands should have been

in ibeir places at th- beginning of ' ' iU ber. It is

now, we fear, too late tor them to du much good.

Smear cart grease on to broad bands ol gn-a.e-

proof paper, and a'ler smoothing the roughnraa of

the baik tor about 1 foot in width, fix one round

each tree at 2 'e»t imm the ground.

OoiQnmOATIOPI BlW»JTS3>. — Otialls D fwitti

B -
. i /> imo-r- (Wtl

W. »' .— V. J. -<\ i. e, Ho.lon.-W. K. li.-lli 1' Il —
L C . Koauy.— V. Boi., Parts.—O I —Oana St Cl»rk».—

ft hod.—T. W. — ft. 8 J.. Waal I i» - D
-J Rlt'hie.-J. B—J. M.-P. M. A. H.-K II —T. O —
J H.r-A. P, A H.-E. J. J.rm*n J. T—C.H.J,—

-1 V -fi T. F. -,M.1. -H- I -
J I sv f. N...P I). (, .

PJloTno«,i>M« . »r . Kinr I » '«TTII MA»T
1U..KIV-I -t W. »-W M«W»U.
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CHRYSAN

NORMAN DAVIS
BEGS TO SAY HIS PRELIMINARY LIST OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS IS NOW READY.

This is a carefully-prepared Alphabetical List of the cream of recent introductions, so far as in commerce, free from sensational and unnecessary long
descriptions. It will be found a useful List for reference ; sent post-free.

SPECIAL NOTICE.- GRAND NATIONAL JUBILEE SET OF NOVELTIES.
Soon as the shows are over I shall prepare a LIST of NOVELTIES for 1806. This List will be a short one, as I am anxious that the set shall be

composed of nothing but back row flowers of the choicest description. Several of my purchases have already been shown in public, and reoeived
unanimous approval. In addition to the beautiful varieties raised by Mr. H. Weeks, of Derby, and two exceptional sterling Novelties from America,
it is with great pleasure that I am able to announce that I have made arrangements with William Sewabd, Esq.. of Hanwell, to distribute his set of

six magnificent seedlings, which have justly been the admiration of all who have been privileged to see them. The whole of these will form a grand
. ubilee Set, worthy of the occasion, and undoubtedly the finest collection of Novelties ever introduced.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERIES,

LILFORD ROAD, AMBERWELL, LONDON,

P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS,
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6. GKOVE. SOTJTHWARK, S.E.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS
The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses, i wj

The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World,
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100 000 copies) of our Revised

PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

hound in cloth, is Now Ready.

We shall havo much pleasure in

forwaralng to every person one

post - free on application. ThiB

list Is the moat complete In the

Trade, and has cost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION. PAGES.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, Vineries,

Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
Houses, Frames, Pits. Hand-Lights, &c. 17— 64

II,—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c 65— 98

III.—Rustic Work 99—134

IV,—Iron Buildings and Roofing, Church
Furniture, &c 135—178

V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, &c. 179—228

VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-

secticides, Wormand Weed Destroyers,

Sunshades, Soils. &c 229-243

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden RolleTs, &e. ... 217—268

VTII.—Horticultural Timber 269—280

IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,
Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 281—342

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, &t> ...' ... .vi S43—883
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The Subscription List wilt be open on the 16th November, 1895, and mil close on or before the 19th November, 1895 for Towm
and 20th November, 1895, for the Country

Each holder of four £1 shares will he entitled to purchase from the Company to the^ extent of £10 per annum, at special discount prices, Photographic

Apparatus and Accessories, Magic or Optical Lanterns and Accessories, Horticultural or Special Apparatus for Gardening, including the Company's Patented and
other Specialities for Insecticide Distributing, and Blight Preventing Apparatus, also Patent Safety (Gold Medal Award) Petroleum Lamps, and in respect of every

additional four shares a like advantage.

DAWKINS & CO.7 Limited.
Incorporated under the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1890.

SHARE CAPITAL £10,000
DIVIDED INTO 10,000 SHARES OF £1 EACH, of which £2,000 is reserved for Working Capital.

PAYABLE AS FOLLOAYS :—

5/- PER SHARE on Application. 5/- PER SHARE in One Month from Date of Allotment.

5/- PER SHARE on Allotment. 5/- PER SHARE in One or More Calls as required.

DIRECTORS.
STEPHEN H. MARTIN, Ludgate Hill, Birmingham, Hardware Merchant.

JOHN SHAW, Park Vale, Alcester Road, Moseley, near Birmingham, Commercial Traveller.

HENRY STRANGE, Tenby Street, Birmingham, Brassfounder.

Managing Director—*WILLIAM ARTHUR DAWKINS, of Homestead Kings Norton, near Birmingham.
* Will join the Board after Allotment,

Bankers—THE LONDON AND MIDLAND BANK, Limited, Birmingham and Branches.

Solicitors—T. EDWARD SILVESTER, 8, Church Street, Birmingham.

Auditors—JAMES RHODES & CO. Secretary—WILLIAM PERKINS.

Registered Office—4=0, EI>1VIXJNI> STREET, BIK.IMIINrGHA.lMC.

PROSPECTUS.
Tlie Company has been formed to acquire arid carry on the established business of Mr.

Wm. Arthur Dawkins (known as W. A. Dawkhi3 & Co.), Manufacturers of Photographic
Cameras and Apparatus, Optical and Lime-light Lanterns, Horticultural Apparatus and
Garden Specialities, and Petroleum Lamps, and General Dealer in Mechanical and other

Apparatus, now carried on at 5S, Caroline Street, Birmingham, and at the "Wholesale and
Retail Depot, 40, Edmund Street, Birmingham, including the following Patent Rights :—

(1) An invention in and relating to Petroleum Lamps, granted to Thomas William "Wilson

and Barry Butler jointly, on Sth March, 1892, and numbered 4,5S3, and contracted to

be sold to the Vendor.
(2) An invention in and relating to Garden Syringes, entitled "Improvement in

Syringes," the acceptance of the complete specification in respect of which is dated
21st September, 1S95, and numbered 11,502.

(3) An invention for improvements in and relating to Photographic Cameras, granted to

the Vendor 22nd June, 1S94, and numbered 12,119.

It will be seen that the business comprises three distinct departments : (1) Manufacture
of Photographic and Optic 4 Lantern Apparatus and Accessories : (2) Manufacture of Horti-

cultural Implements; (3) Manufacture of Lamps, and for every four shares to his or her
name a shareholder will be entitled to purchase from the Company £10 worth of goods per
annum at special discounts, varying from 10 per cent, to 30 percent., according to the nature

of the goods purchased, the higher rates of discount being allowed on goods manufactured
by the Company.

Tho successful working of the principle of mutual benefit to shareholders has been
proved, as is well known, by the wonderful strides made during the past decade by Co-

operative Societies in all branches ol trade, and the business of this Company is one admirably
adapted to the applica'ion of this principle. Price Lists of Lanterns, Photographic and
Horticultural Apparatus will be sent annually to Shareholders.

The enormous increase in the use of the Photographic Camera as a popular companion by
amateurs and tourists, aided by the present day facilities for cheap Railway Tours and Ex-
cursions, leads the Directors to believe that the trade produced by the demands .for this class

of Apparatus among the Shareholders alone will ensure to the Company a large output of

Cameras annually, while a large demand may be expected for the Optical or Magic Lantern
by patrons of the Camera ae a means of showing their photographs during the winter
evenings.

The fact of the Company being the actual manufacturers of nearly all the articles sold in

this department, will enable the Directors to give the Shareholders the benefit of manufac-
turing profits, and at the same time to save the considerable profits hitherto solely enjoyed
by agents and middlemen.

The Directors have also decided to add to the already extensive Lantern-Slide Lending
and Hiring Department opened by the Vendor, a complete set of popular ancient and modern
subjects, tours, and humorous slides of high-class quality. The Shareholders will be entitled

to hire slides and apparatus at two-thirds of the rate charged to the public.

In the Horticultural Department, also of the Company's business, it is anticipated that
there wilt be a large annual demand for Horticultural Specialities among the Shareholders.
The Patent Syringe is already well known to many amateur gardeners, and in connection
with this and other distributing apparatus the Company have acquired the formula of a
reliable speciality, well known as "Garden Pest Exterminator," and which has for some
time past been manufactured and supplied by the Vendor. For the convenience of Share-
holders and. customers the List in this Department also includes high-class Garden Seeds.

The Directors beg to call special attention to the principle and construction of the Patent
Petroleum Safety Lamps, an illustration of which accompanies this prospectus. It will be
seen that the object is to provide an improved means of attachment of the burner to the
vessel containing the oil by means of a straight guide, at the end of which is a bold coupling
screw, which renders cross-screwing in attachment impossible, and forms a securely locked
joint. In case of any accident or upsetting of the lamp the burner retains its relative position,

and any possibility of explosion or fire is prevented. Users of Petroleum Lamps will have
doubtless observed that ordinary Lamps of present make are provided with a connection of

burner with vessel by means of either a small tapered screw or side catches. In the former
case the great disadvantage is that the frequent crossing of thread or screw deceives the
operator, as the screw does not engage and no proper connection is therefore made, and by
frequent repetitions of this process the thread is ultimately destroyed. If under such circum-
stances the Lamp by any means be upset the burner immediately separates from the vessel

and the lighted wick ignites the spilled oil, and this is the cause of the majority of Lamp
fatalities. The latter arrangement, viz., side catches, is even more uncertain, as frequently
while one catch is being watched in connection, the other unobserved fails to grip, and leaves

no alternative but a certain catastrophe in case of upsetting, and renders explosion by igni-

tion extremely probable. The great features of the Improved Safety Connection principle are

its simplicity and consequent cheapness in manufacture, its ease in manipulation, and its

absolute safety. This Lamp has been exhibited at two Exhibitions only, and has gained the
following awards—(1 ) Certificate of Merit, at the Trades' Industrial Exhibition at Birmingham,
Spring, 1S02 ; (2) First Prize, Gold Medal at Trades' Industrial Exhibition at Lincoln,
December, 1892, and January, Iff'.?.

The Vendor has submitted the Patent Specification to Mr. J. Fletcher Moulton, Q.C., the
ominent authority on Patent law, for his opinion as to the validity of the Patent. The follow-

ing is a copy of his opinion :

—

I am of opinion that the title to the Patent, No. 4,583, of 1S92, sufficiently discloses the
nature of the invention, that the Title, the Provisional Specification, and the Complete
Specification refer to the same invention, that the Specification and claims are sufficient, and
853umlrJg that the invention is new, I am of opinion that the inventors have a valid patent.

(Signed) J. FLETCHER MOTJLTON (Temple).

The Directors anticipate large and substantial returns from the manufacture of this

Lamp, and also from grants of Licences to manufacturers under the Company's Patents.
The wholesale market has not been tested, nor has any advertising been done, but a number
of lamps have been offered for sale by retail, and the result of the Vendor's experiment in
this direction was highly satisfactory.

The Vendor finds that to reap the full benefit of the Patent, labour-saving tools must be
procured, aud this his limited capital will not enable him to do. He has, however, expended
considerable time and money in developing the manufacture of the Lamp, and tools have
been designed by him which will reduce the cost of manufacture to a minimum. His general
business is now also ripe for further development, and will well warrant the introduction of

further capital.

The Plant, Stock-in-Trade, Fixtures, Manufacturing Machinery and Tools, have been
valued by Mr. T. S. Fallows (Ex-Mayor of Birmingham), who reports as follows :

—

59, Temple Row, Birmingham, 27th September, 1895.
Dear Sirs,

I have attended at your works and retail premises, Caroline Street and Edmund
Street, Birmingham, and have taken in detail a complete inventory of the whole of your
finished and unfinished Stock-in-Trade, Plant, Machinery, Tools, Patterns, Shop, Office, and
Warehouse Furniture and Fixtures, and have made a careful valuation of the same. I find
the value of the whole, taken as a going concern, amounts to the sum of One Thousand Two
Hundred and Seventy Pounds One Shilling and Threepence.

Tours truly, THOS. S. FALLOWS.
Messrs. "W. A. Dawkins & Co.,*'

Photographic Instrument Makers, Edmund Street, Birmingham.
The Patents have been valued by Mr. W. P. Thompson, M.I.M.E., F.C.S., the well-known

Patent expert, who reports as follows :

—

Dear Sir, 6, Lord Street, Liverpool, 2nd November, 1S95.
In accordance with your instructions I have carefully examined the Patent, No.

4,583, of 1S92. I understand from you that a search has been made, and that nothing mili-
tating against its novelty has been discovered. Assuming, therefore, the novelty of the
invention, and as far as I can judge it is new, I am of opinion that the Patent is valid and
covers tbe invention claimed. I also think the invention a good one

t
for the purpose for

which it has been designed, and that 3d. would be a fair Royalty to pay on these Lamps.
On the basis of this Royalty, and a reasonable valuation for extra trade profits owing to the
monopoly, I should value the Patent at £3,260. The American Patent, which I understand
has now been applied for, should also be very valuable. I value the inventions and Patents
for the Syringe and your Photographic Camera at £190.

W. A. Dawkins, Esq., Yours truly, WM. P. THOMPSON.
40, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

The total purchase price fixed by the Vendor for the Plant, Machinery, Stock-in-Trade,
Patent and other rights (including the Lamp) is £2,060 ;

payable as to £1,460 in cash, as to
£600 in fully paid up Shares.

The Directors have secured the services of Mr. Wm. Arthur Dawkins, the Vendor, a
Managing Director for a period of five years, upon terms mentioned in an agreement, date
the 6th day of November, 1895, and made between John Henry Smith, as Trustee for and on
behalf of the Company of the one part, and the said W. A. Dawkins of the other part. In
his agreement of sale the Vendor undertakes that all improvements in connection with the
existing Patents that he may hereafter discover shall be the property of the Company with-
out further consideration.

After payment of the purchase money and the promotion expenses it will be seen that
upwards of £7,000 will remain for working capital, and having regard to the smallness of the
purchase money as compared with the valuation of the Lamp Patent alone, the Company
should meet with success.

Tbe Vendor is the promoter, and will be repaid the promotion expenses and registration
fees by the Company in pursuance of the terms of the Agreement (No. 2) set out below.

The following agreements have been entered into, viz.

:

(1) An Agreement dated the 3rd day of September, 1895, and made between Thos. Wm.
Wilson and Harry Butler of the one part, and William Arthur Dawkins of the other part.

(2) An Agreement dated the 6th day of November, 1895, and made between the said
W. A. Dawkins of the one part, and John Henry Smith, as Trustee for and on behalf of the
Company, of the other part.

(3) An Agreement dated the r3th day of November, 1895, and between John Henry
Smith as Trustee for and on behalf of the Company of the one part, and the said W. A.
Dawkins of the other part, "Whereby the said W. A. Dawfcins agrees to serve the Company
for five years.

There are also various trade and other contracts which may constitute contracts within
the 38th Section of the Companies Act, 1S67, or contracts to the disclosure of which
applicants for Shares might be held to be entitled. Of all such contracts, every applicant
for Shares shall be deemed to have had sufficient notice.

Application for Shares should be made on the form enclosed, and forwarded to the Com-
pany's Bankers with the amount of deposit. If no allotment is made the deposit will be
returned in full, and when the number of 6hares allotted is less than the number applied for,

the balance will be applied towards the amount due on allotment and any escess returned to
the applicant.

Copies of prospectus and forms of application can bo obtained at the Registered Offices

of the Company, or its Bankers, Auditors, and Patent Agents. Forms of application, copies
of Prospectus, Memorandum and Articles of Association, agreements, and the original varua^
tlonB can be seen at the office of the Solicitor to the Company.

Samples of the Lamp and original rwayds may be seen at the Registered Officer*

-
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THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, 8.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd.. Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

B EESON'S MANUKE,
Crushed Bones and all High-dags Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure BoneB,
*Q \- a- 1-iocb, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin ih used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, lv., 3s., and lOx. 64.

G1SHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and It,, from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

BENTLEY'S *«=«> Medai

INSECTICIDE.
USED BY THE LEADING GARDENERS.

1 pint, 2s. ; 1 quart, 3s. Qd. ; i gallon, 5s. ; 1 gallon, 9s.

3 gallons, 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Barbow-on-Humber, HULL.

ORCHID PEAT; Best Quality; BROWN
FIBROUS PEAT for Stove and Greenhouse use. RHO-

DODENDRON and AZALEA PEAT. Samples and Prices of—
WALKER AND CO., Farnborougb, Hants.

EPPS'S .—
' PEAT.

A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition ; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL. &0.

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPFS & CO., The Peat Depot, Ringwood.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, too, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at

London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICBARD3, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ta, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10 J. per sack ; 6 for 47«. 6i.

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8s. per tack; 6 for

37s. 6d. SECOND QUALITY, bs. per sack ; 5 for 22s. id.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, for Ataleas. Rhododendrons, and
Ferns, is. per sack, 6 for 18s. ; and 3s. per sack, 5 for 12s. 6d.

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, each
2s. ed. per Back ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING COM-
POST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sacks included.

Send Postal Order for Sample Sack. For Price List and Special
Quotations for large quantities, apply to

—

D. CAMERON, Forester's Lodge, Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent

Special Terms to the Trade.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Rotax Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MABK.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gardes

Pottery iw the woru>.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.

SO Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.
Price Ciete free on Application.

ROBERT WARNER & CO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS,

Prices from £17, including Pump and Timber Supports.
May 27, 1893, The Dell, Englefield Green, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co., Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.G.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. x 9 in. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed

here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical

height of about 80 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schrdder.
It. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

set of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimonials on application to

27, JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works, Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

\V. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/'

Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 Engravings,
2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. \0d.

JONESc^attwooDV w Stourbridge.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 | 20X14 I 20x16124X16122X18
14X10

| 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 |
20X15 | 22X16120X18124x18

21-OZ. ForeigD, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rd,
and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 1 5-02 . Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English OlaSB. cut to buyer's bizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. Ao.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, fto.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld, London, E.c.

Stock Listaand Prices on application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingKurserymen

to be the BeBt
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tht
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Bail-
way Kates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEOOARSIDE, Juil, P.R.H.S^ Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

ST The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse f.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows:

—

No. 1, £2 12*. ; No. 2, £3 15*. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.
Complete Apparatus fiom £i 8*. Lists and Estimates on

application.
MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 163, falmerston Buildings. Old Broad St.. E.G.

the IMPROVED CABDEN CULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, atd is especially

suitable for hilly walks and drives.

They are never stopped up by rubbish and sand, and effectu-
ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Prices:— 8-in., 23.; 10 in., 3s. ; 12-in., 6s. 6d.

{The largest sire is for Carriage D. ives.)

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Layirg out Grounds, &c

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Pa»k Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

"THE DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, BOs.

1895-6 NEW CATALOCUE, Gratis 1895-6

HOTWATER
EC:

PIPES, BOILERS.
SPOUTING PUMPS, fto.

JO THOS. W. ROBINSON,
ife?/** DENNIS FOUNDRY.FOUNDRY,

STOURBRIDGE.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PHICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G, SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.
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Ciippeb. WALKER'S CHRVSA^THE-
"Paiented." ttlUW TUBES & COPS.

Commended bv ihe National 0. Soc.
1st Class Certificate Crystal Palate.
CL'P^EB, complete, 6'. b'<2. per doz.

CLISKER. „ 8 . 6rf. per doz.

Cash with order. Postage, 9d. per
dczen extra.

From all Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
I-onmonijers, &c. ; or.

Dr. WALKER, WltLbledon.

GREENHOUSES OF EVERT DESCRIP-
TION. - Persons who are contemplating the purchase

of a Greenhouse (large or small) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lists, post-free.

DESIGNS and ESTIMATES furnished.

Greenhouses from 77s.. in Stock ; Garden Frames and
Lights kept in Stock. Note the adnre6S

—

BRfGGS BROS.. Horticultural Builders, Lumb Lane Saw
Mill, Bradford, Yorks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

GREAT REDUCTION m FRAMES
0T7S WELL-KNOWN BLAKE,

1-] ight, 4 ft. by 6 ft...

2 8 ft. by 6 ft. ,

.

3 12 ft. by 6 ft. . .

4 16 ft. by 6 ft...

5 20 ft. by 6 ft...

6 24 ft by 6 ft...

£ a. d.

(
2
3
4 2 6
5 5
6 7 6

\7 10

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made oE the Best Material?, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

carriage
paid.

Larger Lizes at proportionate prices.

B. HAL.LIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
LoncLnx Agent.Mr. H.SKKI.TOV.Seedsman.&c..2,Holloway Rd.,N.

Ee^t Archang'

Taganrog

Heavy Petersburg,

7*WW %?
*v

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE

SHormo STARTS Asnxca.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, tent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott cycle c^-., i,td., 71, Queen Stree% B.C.,
Manufacturer- of the " Marriott " Bic cles and Tricycles.

Catalogue on application.

STOVES !—STOVES

!

ROBEKTS'S (TMPBOVED) PATENT.
Tehra-cotta i Portable I For Coal i

Pore and ample heat, 24 boars for about Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets. Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

^«»«* in U"e «t Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONEs, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWE-*. Bone Works, St Albans.

JNJEW
HOMES
IN THE

SUNSHINE

AMERICA.

Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.
Only Small Capital required.

Land ou Ten Years' time.
Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lunga.
Splendid Shooting.
For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
And Full Particulars, address
Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,

34. Victoria Street, London. S.W.

ESSENCES.^
I tliCE^HEM^^O0PJUDIi

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post-free for 9 Sta?np8.

A Lady writes: "The 6d. bottle of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delieious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

chilareii's parties,"

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERB3, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A &d. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post-free, for 15 stamps.

AQENT8 WANTED.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £ .00.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bant receives small

sums on deposit, ana allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIP.KBECK ALMANACK, -with full particulars, post>

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VTINES AND VINE CULTURE.
V The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price hs.; post free, 5*. 6rf.

A. F. BABRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mb. Chas. A. Smith, late Head Gardens'- at Rosshall, Paisley,

as Head Oardeuer to *ir William Pearo. Bart.. Card ell,

Wemyss Bay, N.B. The change to take place on Dec. 1.

Mr. William Collier, late Gardener at Hillsborough Hall,

Sbi-tE-ld, as Head' Gardener *o A. M. Welson, Esq.,
Whiteley Wood Hall, ntar Sheffield.

Mr. Wm. Scott, for over five ypars Foreman at Woodside
Gardpce, Darlington, as Gardener and Biihff to G. S,

Christie. Esq., Gervaux Abbey, Bedale, Yorks.

YVTANTED, a PARTNER, in a large Froit-
• T growing Busine-s in the Channel Islands — For parti-

culars apply to L.., Mr, B. Wynne, 1, Dane'd Inn, Strand,
Lou ion, W.C

PARTNER REQUIRED (£400) in a well-
established Nuraerjman and Floriot's business in North

London. Principals or sulicitora only d-alt with. — Ap,j]y

EDGiK ROBINS. Solicitor, 2, Tokenhouse Buildings. City, £ C.

AN ItXFEKT MUStiRUOM-G.vOWEK, who
hns thoroughly tested, with remarkable results, a new

ana h'ghly profitable method of cultivation, specially appli-

cable to Truffles and the higher order of ediblp fungi (by the

direct fertilisation of the spore*), is open to undertake cultural

experiments of a scientific character, on mutual terms, for

any one able to supply ripe specimens, on the spores only,

under suitahle conditions.—J. L. S., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand W.C.

HEAD GARDENER REQUIRED for
Sussex.—Age 30 to 35. married, with non more than 1

or 2 children ; must have been Head before; with good ex-

perience all round, including a knowledge of Orchids. The
wife must undertake Preserving and Pieaiing.—Wages £80 per
anuum. with house.— Apply by letter, giving full particular?,

with copies of testimonials, to B., Messrs. James Veitch At

Son«, Royal Exotic Nursery, CheUea, S.W.

H~EAD
GARDENER^VANTErrirrDevon-

shire ; must be thoroughly experienced in Fruit,

Flowers, Vegetables, and Pleasure Gardens; five or six under
him ; must have lived as head in similar situation ; age about
40; no family; uuexceptional references will be required.

—

State these, age, wages, and lull particulars to Mr. A..R. ORAGO,
Land Agent. Mariaiow Cottage, Roborough. South Devon.

WANTED, a really first-rate GARDENER,
experienced in growing Tom^tos. Cucumbers, and

Cut Flowers for the London Market. Must be Al hand with
Tomatos, and thoroughly understand the working of Saddle
Boiler?.—Apply, stating experience, wages, &c. , to H., 41,

Welimgtoa Street, Strand. W.C.

p ARDENER. — WANTED, Immediately,
\JC good all-round WORKING GARDENER for 6 Vineries,

3 Peach houses-, 3 Stuve-huuses, and Conservatories. 25s.,

house, and garden. State full particulars, and references,
whether exhibited, number in family; or come over.

—

TODEB, Whitehouses, Retford.

WANTED, for the Tea Gardens in India
(Sylbet). a SCOTCH GARDENER, from 24 to 26 years

of age; one who has been Foreman several 5 ears, and total
abstainer preferred. Apply, enclosing copies of testimonials,

with short history of gardening career, stating height and
chest measurement to, ALEX. WRIGHT, 241, South Norwood
Hill, London.

WAITED, a good GARDENER, who is well
acquainted w.th pruning Ball Trees (Fruit), he must

also understand the management of a Horse and Carriage.

Aiply to Mrs. CROSHEB, Forestfield, Lougnboroogh.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
youDg Man. about 18 or 20 years, to attend to two

Cows and usual work in the Gaiden.— Apjly, stating wages
required (room on the place), to GARDENER, Spriugwood,
Dariford. Kent.

WANTED, KOSE GKOWEB under Glass
in Market Nursery. Must be thoroughly expe-

rienced, reliable, energetic, and understand his work. Not
under 3j years of age; good character.—Apply with fuil

particular.", to W., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand.

WANTED active JOBBING HANDS—
Willing young fellows preferred.— WLMSETT AND

SON, Florists to the Queen, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED at onoe, a smart, intelligent, good
all-round MAN as SECOND ; not under 25. Must be

steady, obliging, and well up in Plants, Fruit, Wall Trees,

and Conservatory work. Tfiose who are afraid of work need
not apply. Wages to start 175. per week, bothy and vege-
tables, no milk. By letter only lo, THOS. DENnES, Binfield

Park Gardens. Bracknell, Berks.

WANTED, a steady, MARRIED MAN, with-
out family, as GARDEN LABOURER. Must be able

to milk. Cottage to live in, and vegetables fouod. Write,
stating age, wages required, and references, to J. JOHNsON,
Wigston Grange, Leicester.

Wholesale Seed Trade.

WANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN.—State
age. experience, and salary required, to X. B., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED. — An energetic young MAN,
accustomed to the Retail Bulb, Seed, and Nursery Trade

;

also with a slight knowledge of the Out Flower Department.

—

Apply by letter, stating age. references, aod wages expected.
—D. S. THOMSON and SONS. The Nurseries. Wimbledon.

WANTED, Energetio Young MAN, expe-
rienced in Agricultural Seeds, as CLERK and SALES-

MAN on Westof England Markets.—WESTERS COUNTIES
AGRICULTURAL C0-OPKR4TIVR AS^OC . flymnuth.

A VACANCY for a willing BUY to learn the
Nursery Trace ; a premium required.— ipp'y or address

M. CORNWALL, Cambridge Nursery, Beulah Hill, Upper
Norwood S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, one who has had
good experience in the Agricultural Seed business.

Good Rook keeper. St»te age, terms and references.—W. AXD
J. BROWN, 5o. High Street, Stamford. Lincoln.

WANTED, ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, for a
Provincial Hou^e in the Norrh ot Eagland. Must be

energetic, quick at the execution of orders, and of g<»od address.— Apply. Btating age. salary expected, &c, toK. D.T., Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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WANT PLACES.
FSANBER and CO. can reoommend

• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARHENKRS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various dutiea of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

D
Garde ners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &e.

IOKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highett respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DIOKSONS, CHESTEB."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are oonstantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &o.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the different capacities will be made.— Victoria

and Paralise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 52, married, no
family: Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,

Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Lawns, Grass Land. &c. Goad
character.—SMITH, Rose Cottage, Upper Richmond Road,
East bheen, S.W.

r>AKDENER (Head), age 37, married, no
\Jf family.—Gentleman with confidence recommends his

late Garoener ; life experience in large estabiihmeuts; tho-

roughly practical. ~G., 2, Southwood Lane, Higbgate.

GARDENER (Head)—Age 40, married.
Life experience in all Branches. Leaving through

death of my employer.—T. GOULDER, Gardens, Greenford
Hall. Greenford, >ouihall, Middlesex.

/"lARDEiNEtt (Head); no children.— J. H.
VlT Platt, Esq., highly recommends his Head Gardener,
who is trustworthy, and has a thorough practical experience
inallbr.nches. Excellent references.—R. HUNTER, 15i3, High
Street, Tonbridge,

/GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Howe,
\J Gardener to Henry Tate, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham,

withes t<" recommend his Foreman, Thomas Martin, who has

been with him five year?. Life experience in all branches of

the profession.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 34.—A Sheppard,
Heid Gardener, Forest Hall. Ongar, wishes to re-engage

with any Lady or Gentleman lequiriug the services of a

thorough practical man.

ARDENEK (Head). — Age 40, married.
Life experience in the Growing of Plants, Flowers,

Fruit. Vegetables, an rj Herbaceous Rock Plants, &c.—GAR-
DENER, frouthampton Street, Bagshot. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly ex. erieoced in Orchids. Stove, and Green-

house Plant?, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-

cellent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, no family ; life experience in large Estab-

lishments. Good Fruit and Plant Grower, and good all-round

Gardener. Grass-land, Cows, Poultry. Excellent characters.

—.IAME8 SHILLING, Brook, Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

X»X for information leading to Appointment
oW»-) as HEAD WORKING GAROENER. Life experience

on large Estates. Stock. House and Table Decoration.

Personal character. Age 28, married. — ORCHID, Miss

Brookes. 5, Church Street, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,

married ; seventeen years' practical experience in good

establishments. Highest references.— .T. KEMP, 121, Gladstone

Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of Gar-

dening. Twenty-five years' experience, the last fourteen aa

Head. Virst-clars references and testimonials.—D. ROWLAND,
Coney Weston, Ixworth, Suffolk.

(GARDENER (Head Working).—A Lady
^1 wi.-hes to find a situation for a man who htis been with

her in the above capacity for eight years. Thoroughly under-

slands his busine-s in all its branches, and can have an excellent

charai ter.— H. M., Whirmore Hall, Newcastle, Staff.

GARDENER (Head Working, or FORE-
MAN, OU'JDOORs).—Age 30. Can be highly recom-

mended aa a bar^-worUing and trustworthy man. Life

experience.— W. POLLE v G-*. Church T.nne, Eugware. N.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second).
Age '27 ; twelve years' experience in all branches- Seven

years in present situation.— W. B. W., Busbridge Hall,

Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER— Captain Scott wishes to

rec n»e'\d his (Head) Working Gardener. Tho-

roughly pmctical. Good all-round in every branch. Life

experience. Aire 40, m.rriefl, no family : wife Dairy, Poultry.

-G., 11, Connaught Road, Ealing Dean, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—A. Lampard, Head Gar-
deuer, Basque, Merrow, Guildford, will be disengaged

at Christmas, \V ,11 be gUd to hear Irum any Lady or Gentle-
man requiring first class Gardener.

GARDENER.—Mr. H. Gilliat wishes to
recommend a Gardener, age about 'SO, married, one

chill ; understands his work in all its branches— Fruit, Roses,

Carcat one, Violet*, and Chry-anthemums ; total abstainer.

—

Address A. P. WELLETT, 31, Ormoude Street, Aldercar,

Langley M \U, Notts.

L**) for information leading to appointment as
ovW GARDENER. — Of good character and experience.—
W. S., 7, Anerley Vale, Upper Norwood. S.E.

GARDENER (Second or Single-handed).
—Age 23, marred. Life experience in Fruit, Flowers,

and Vegetables. Leaving first-class establishment. Good
reference*.—A. SCARF. Brook Street. Brentwood.

G~
^ ARDENER, or GROOM^GAKDENER,
M married. Highly recommended by Clergi man's family.

Twelve years good character. Thoroughly understands his

work.—W. HOWARD, Carleton Rode. Attleborough, Norfolk .

M~
USHROOM GROWER.—Eight years' ex-
perieoce ; has grown largo quantities for London

Markers. C^n make Spawn foe Market.— B. S,, 108, Union
Street. Borough. S.E.

GROWER in General.—Age 24; strong; life

experience In*i<re ani Out; good characters.— H. W.,
Mr. O. Ruasell. 3. Park Road, Hayes.

MANAGER FOREMAN or SALESMAN,
for Market Garden, twenty years' expprience in all its

branches; well understands the business; good references.

—

WILLIAM HOLLINGTON, 76, Wellesley Road, Gunnersbury.

O THE TRADE. — Advertiser desires a
situation as MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

Seventeen years with good firms; well up in all branches.

—

JOHN WINSER, Plummer's Plain, HorBham.

To Growers of Fruit. Cut Flowers, So.

MANAGER.—Advertiser, many years expe-
rience in First-class Market Growing, is open to treat

as above wi'h a Gentleman iutending to Grow largely for

Market. First-class Cut Flowers, Fruit, Tomatos. Cucumbers,
Plants, &c. Well up in routine of Lonion and Provincial
Markets. Highest references.—ENERGY, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 24 ; Life experience
in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Peaches, Chrys-

anthemums, &c, for exhibitron. First-class references. Dis-
engaged.—A. RIVERS, Eynsford. Kent.

OREMAN.—Age 27, well up in Stove and
Greenhouse Stuff, Propagating, &c—Fourteen years*

experience in first-class establir-hments.— J. W. P., 8, Regent
Terrace, Chapel Mlerton, near Leeds.

FOREMAN (Working). — Thoroughly ex-
perienced in Vines. Tomato", Cucumbers, Roses, Palms,

Ferns, and general Market Stuff, First-class testimonials.

—

WILLIAMS, Commercial Buildings, Heaton Lane, Stockport.

OREMAN (Inside). — Age 25; ten years'
experience in First-class Gardens. Can be well recom-

mended. —J. EDMONDS, Bestwood Gardens, Arnold,
Nottingham.

To Fruit and Cut Flower Growers.

FOREMAN GROWER, or GROWER—
Thoroughly experienced in Growing Tomatos, Grapes,

Cucumber?, Melons, and Mushrooms; also Forcing Lily of the
Valley, Tulips, and Narcissus. Well up in Chrysanthemums
for Market or Exhibition.—X. Y. Z., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 25 ; eleven years'
practical experience; excellent references; abstainer;

bothy preferred.—COWAN, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugh-
on-Tyne.

FOREMAN.—A. French will be pleased to
recommend a Man, age 26. to any Gardener ia want of

an energetic man.—Ford Manor Gardens, Liogtield, Surrey.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR & GROWER.
Age 27. General run of Plants, Forcing, Grafting,

Floral work, &c.—HOLMES, 18, Cobden Street, Woolton,
Liverpool.

OREMAN (Inside), or to take Charge of
Small Place. Used to Decoration. Age 25, Nine years'

experience.—J. E., 16, Stamford Road, Fulham, S.W.

OURNEYMAN in the Houses; age 24.—
I can with confidence recommend my sou as above.

Strong and active. Life experience.— B. CROOK, Exton Park
Gardens, Oalrham.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out.—Age 23: seven years' experience. Cin be

well recommended. — PEOWTING, Newton Park Gardens,

Bristol.

OURNEYMAN (Fiest).—Joseph Fobbby,
Stan'ord Hall Gardens, Loughborough, can highly

recommend his son (aee 24). lo any Gardener requiring aa
energefc young Alan. Nine years' experience. Last two and
a half at Chatsworth.

T OURNEYMAN—Age 20; Inside, or Inside
tj and Out. Six years' experieiice. Gooi character.

—

T.OLIVER. Church Place, Great Bookham Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
— Age 21 ; ceven j ears' experience. Geod character.

—

S OLIVER, Church Place, Great Bookham, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in good
^btablihhment.—Age '&& ; over tive and hn .1 jtrurn in

present hituuiion. GouO reference. — G. BELL, Cheaters
Humshaugh. North Tyne, Nor numberland

JOURNEYMAN, unaVr a Foreman; age _'_'.

f " —A. Cannon. GawleLer to J. G. Tu>bur, fcsq , MP.,
Falcon hurst, Eden bridge, is desirous cf xecoLumeudtng
William Longleyas above. Has been here four years. A. C.
will be pleased to answer aDy questions.

JOURNEYMAN (Fmsi).—Hkuley \Vab7-
BEN, Gaid-ner to La .y de KotbscMtd, A&ton Clinton,

Tring, wishes to recommend A. Copper a>*above. Eight >eirV
experience; two in present situation. At liberty when suited.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — Wanted by
young Man age 18, situation as IMPROVER in a gcol

garden. Bothy preferred, 4 years.' excellent character.—E. F.
INNE:), Spratton Grange, Northampton.

TO HEAD GARDENERS. — A Gentlemen's
sou, age 20, desirous of acquiring a practical knowledge

of Horticulture in all its branched, wishes to find un openiug
in a good Garden. A reasonable sum as premium would be
paid to any competent Head Gardener willing to give the
necessary instruction. Small salary only expected. Good
references.—MARK WARNER, Leicester House, Essex Rood,
Enfield, Middlesex.

TO GARDENERS.—Young Man, age 18, seeks
situation in a Gentleman's Garden ; two ana" a half

years' experience.—BENBOW, Cound Moor, near Condover,
Salop.

rFU GARDENERS. —Young Man, age 18,
J- wants situation in Genth nan'' Garden. Has a know-
ledge of the work. Five years ii prese it place. Can b-* well
recommended. — Mr. THOMtt ON, Guilaborough House,
Northampton.

TO GARDENERS.— Situation wanted by a
respectable young Man, in the Kitchen Garden or

Pleasure grounds. Good references. — J, REhKS, Neacroft,
Ringwood, Hants.

rFO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—

A

JL young Man seeks situation. Six years' experience in
Cut-flowers and Pot-plants; also Wreaths. Sprays, &c. Good
references.—FLORIST, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

U NUKSERYMEN.— Young man, age 21,
seeks situation in Market Nursery. Seven years' expe-

rience in Ferns, Palms, and general routine.—J. L., 69,
Falmouth Road, Biehopton, Bristol.

TO (NURSERYMEN.—Young man, 23, nine
years' experience, including three > ears' apprenticeship,

requires Biiuafon as UNDbR MANAGER, or Manage Branch.
Provincial preferred. Good references.—SAUNDERS, 4, North
Road, Highgite. N.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers, Tomaios. Mushrooms, Grapes,

Peaches, Poo Stuff, and the general routine of a Market
Nursery.— F, SMtCtf, 29, Boodchurch Road, HassockB, Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—YoungMan, seventeen
years' experience. London and Provincial Nurseries, seeks

situation as FOREMAN, Taunton or Bristol preferred. Goud
Propagator and Gtower; good character and absta ner.

—

MANAGER, Sejmour Nur&ery, Anerley, S.E.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser, Sootch, age 40;
over tweuty years' experience, shop, warehouse, office,

and Dursery ; disengaged ; could takeshort jrurney if required.
—LEEKS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

NURSERY and SEED TRADE.—Situation
wanted a9 MANAGER or TRAVELLER. Excellent

experience in all departments with good connection.—Apply
to A. B., Messrs. Hurst & Son, Houndsditch, London.

Seid Trade.
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 24; seven

years' experience, seeks re-engagemeDt. Good refer-
ences.—A. B., 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

SEED TRADE.

—

Advertiser wishes to place
son as an APPRENTICE in a good Seed and Nursery

House—Address, Captain WOODWARD, 2.i, Albert Drive,
Aintree, Liverpool.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ; live years'
experience in large Provincial House in Flower, Vege-

table, and Farm Seeds, &c.
;
good counterman ; references.

—

R1MMINGTON, Handsworth. Sheffield.

CLERICAL. — Engagement wanted. Expe-
rienced in Nursery Accounts and Correspondence. Fart

Or whole time.—B. A., 6, Eo-*;dale Villus, Steele Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex.

TO FLORISTS.—A youner lady seeks re-
engngement in a Florist and Fruiterer's chop. Well up

in all clashes of Floral Designs Good refereuces. L-fe-Iong
experience Photo if required. — For further information
apply to Miss HUNT, 5, Snort Street, Caversham. Oxon.

'yilE MESSAGE OF PEACE is always
JL appreciated nnd respected by all true men. for maoy of
us h^pe the time is not far di.stant when it may be u-nve-^ally
adopted by all nation?. When this comes to puss, happi. es9
and prosperity will be th** rule and not the exc^p'ion. In the
meantime, HOLLOWaY'S PILLS and OlNTMhNT have
largely h-lped" to make *or»ign nations un^er-tand that
Englishmen delight in alleviating pain and suffering. These
wum'erful rune-iifs have been b f-s>e<i iu mnn> lands for the
relirf they have tfford>d and ihe cures effected. They are
ppeeially adapted for all complaints nff-cing the liver,

stomach, and Moneys, and at this season no family should be
without a supplj.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON—50, Camden Road, N.

. EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

T T /~\. T-fcrTlT Z1TTT T'TTO A T OTTTT T\Y W/"^G of every description erected, either in Wood
n\«/ri 1 LXjKJLj 1 Urinlj DUlLii-/ll»Ul3 or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

Imperishable Teak - Wood Houses a Specialty.

PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOOD BUILDINGS.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS BEING- EXECUTED BY US AT PRESENT ARE THE FOLLOWING :—

For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Eose House, &c, at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.E.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES—Range of Fruit Houses, 300 feet long, at Sandringham.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Ranges of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at

Range of Vineries in Teakwood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent. [Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite and Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teakwood, at Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

Range of Hothouses, in Teakwood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fe.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

CUCUMBER

and

TOMATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

BS Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden.London, W.O.
rOEPrinted (or the Proj.rietors by Messrs. Bradbcrt, Aqnew, Sl Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriare, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by
ABTHVB Qboiwk Mabtut, at the Office, »1, Wellington Street, Parish of St, P»ul'a, Oovent Qarden, in the said County.—Sattoday, November 16, 1895. Agent for Manchester—Johh Hetwood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIR8T POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

pANNELL'S CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
" Mr. Peter Finlayson, Hamilton, Newcastle,

" Australia, October 12, 1895.
" It is with much pleasure that I acknowledge receipt of

Chrysanthemums, and express great satisfaction at the con-

dition of the plants, which, after following your instructions,

I feel confident that I shHll save the whole lot."

Result of devoting all our energies to stock, together with
our pure country air and room. What great satisfaction our
plants and cuttings give, not only at home, but all over the
world alike ' Send lor a Catalogue.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Plant Now.

BARR'S BEAUTIfcUL CHINESE DOUBLE
PJEONIES, of lovely colours and delicate perfume.

One each of twelve splendid varieties to name, strong plants,

for 10s. id. Carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Full descriptive LlaT of Chinese Double Peejnies, Chinese
Single Peeonies, and European Single PseonieB (all beautiful),

on application.

BARR AMD SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

CHINESE SACRED LILIES, gigantio bulbs,
direct from China, Qd. each ; Is, 6d. per dozen. Gladioli

Ccdvilli alba (The Bride), largest bulbs ever offered, 2s. 6d, per

100; 0<i. per dozen. Spirrea japonica, extra strong clumps,

full of flowering crowns, 3s. 6d. per dozen. Orders 105. up-

wards oarriage paid.

F. MILLER AMD CO., 267, Fulham Road London, S.W.

For Present Sowing.
IUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,O per packet, 5i. and 2«. Qd., post free. November is the

best time to sow Cyclamen Seed.
The Girdening World, February 24, 1894, says :—" While

some cultivators grow their Cyclamens for spring flowering,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons make a point of having a display in the
autumn which will last through the winter. The seeds were
sown in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about eleven
months. They have been flowering freely ever since, and will
continue in presentable and handscme condition till six
months have elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEED 3 GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.

Price. £1 Us. id.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. E. MILNEB, A.M.I O.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7. Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or, from the Publishers. SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

NlsW ~SPrNEI^SS~"GOOSEBERRIEST^-
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen. France.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRTJMS, Gaillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

MUSHROOM SPAWN, 2s. per bushel
(16 cakes). With instructions for use. Established 1835.

ELPHICK AND ALLEN, Beacontfield Road, Willesden.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUB.TheLondonNursery.4. Maida Vale. London, W.

PLANT NOW for FORCING. — LILY OF
THE VALLEY, Spireeaa japonica, palmata, and oompacta

multiflora, Dielytra spectabilis, &c. All thoroughly ripened,
and in excellent condition for forcing.— For particulars, see
CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application.

DICKSON3, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

CROTONS. — Beautifally-oolonred plants in
variety, specially grown and hardened off for House

Decoration, in 48-pots, 18s. and 24f. per dozen.—WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nuiseries.Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting Crowns, 1 and 2-yr. old. Prioes on application.

T. JANNOCH. Dersingham, Norfolk.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPJb.CIALIT£ MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6r.

R. AND G. CDTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southfrate. N. Established 1797.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Best Exhibition Sorts.

Strong cuttings, now ready, from 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

Catalogue, one Btarnp, of

—

W. ETHERINGTON, Swanscombe, Kent.

WANTED, CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS,
Golden Gem, or Aurea floribuuda. Cash price per 100C,

to— E. BADMAN, Hailsham, Sussex.

WANTED to Purohase, a number of large
GREENHOUSE PALMS and ARAUCARIA EXCELS A.

—Apply, giving lowest price, description, where to be seen,

and height, to HEAD GARDENER, Olympia, Kensington.

WANTED, 2000 SPRUCE FIR TREES,
suitable for Christmas-trees. Sizes 2J to 3 feet, and

3 to 4 feet.—Apply, WALTER TATHAM, St. James Market,

Bradford.

F

LINDEN'S ORCHIDS.—Sales by Auction,
in London, are held on the First and Third Thursday in

each Month, at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Great Booms. 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Catalogues on application.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1S95.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALO JUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENMiLS.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

OR SALE, Six fine Specimens, AGAVE
AMERICANA. ; three variegated, three plain ; 52 in. high.

LARKMAN, Hampton, Middlesex.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 105. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. BOSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

CX)R ORCHIDS of every description at
L Reasonable Prioes, and efficient men to cultivate them,
apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.
PBIOE LIST free.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOLDES.nice young Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

165. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITKT.EY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

CARNATIONS.—Self colours a special feature.
Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var, good stuff, ready

for flowering. Pots, 12s. to 18*. per doz. ; bluan var., 95. to 135.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN.—Laxton's grand New
Early Strawberry

;
guaranteed true ; very fine strong

runners, 125. erf. per 100 ; 2s. id. per dozen, free ; price per 1000
on application.—T. KLME, Mareham-le-Fen, Boston, Lines.

Carnations t Carnations !

!

JAMES DOUGLAS, Carnation Specialist, begs
to announce that he has now 20.000 CARNATIONS,

established in pots, for immediate delivery, All New and Cer-
tificated Varieties. Inspection invited.

CARNATION SEED, specially saved from best named sorts,

1 j. id. and 2s. id. per packet.
CATALOGUES on application.

JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 12s. 6d. per 10J ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15i. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Corent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and aa an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, If., 3*., and IUj. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, W. and 1*., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

E E S O N ' S M A N U K E,
Crushed Bones and all High-class Fertilisers,

Genuine only from

—

W. H. BEESON. Carbrook Bone Mills, Sheffield.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,
in J, J, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES AMD LEWIS. Bone Works. St. Albans.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Boyal Botanio Soo.. Parks and Public Buildinge, Patentees ol

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers. Kine'sBo&d, Chelsea. S .W

.

Telegraph Address, "Hortulanua, Loudon." Telephone,No.8728.

B

DF
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SALES by AUCTION,

DUTCH BULBS- DUTCH BULBS.

Sales nearly every day, In Large and Small
Lots, to suit all Buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Booms, 38, King Street, Covent

GardeD, nearly every day, at half-past 12 o'Cloek, first-class

cons guments of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CEOCUSES,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS arriving daily from well-
known farms in Holland, in the finest possible condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

CREAT SALE OF SHRUBS.
An Immense Importation of Small Decorative Shrubs

EVERGREENS, FLOWERING TREES. PLANTS, &c , in
grand order for present planting, comprising a splendid
variety ofBETENOSPOBA , CUPBES3US, BOS, LAURELS,
AUCUBAS, and other Evergreen?, for In or Outdoor Cul-
tivation; a choice assortment of FLOWERING TREES,
several hundred RHODODENDRONS, full of Buds ; IRIS,
PEONIES, PHLOX, and other Plants, just received from
Ho land,

2,000 English, German, and Dutch Roses to name,
compri-ing Standards, Half - Standards. Dwarfs, and
Climbers, including many of the newest and most popular
kinds, from prize growers.

A Small Surplus Stock of choice Carnations. Michael-
M4S D4ISIES. OSTROWs-KIAS, BEGONI.S; splendid
collection of IRIS GERMANICA, JAPANESE IRIS ; 1000
HELLEBORU8 NIGER; 5000 SPIB-SA JAPOSICA
and PiLilATA.

T.innm Auratam from Jaoan, LUium Harrisi from
Bermuda ; 10,u00 Srutb African TUBKROSES. 10.000 best
Berlin LILT OF THE VALTEY. GLADIOLI, of sorts,

T.IT.TUM CANDIDUSI, ANEMONES.

A Consignment of Azalea lndica and A mollis, from
Ghent, well set with buds.

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, including
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, NECTARINES,
PEACHES. Src. of choice named sorts. Also CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, Sec.

A SPECIAL COLLECTION of EXTRA FINE HYACINTHS,
comprising mo3 t of the best sorts, specially selected for
Glass and Pot Culture. Great variety of TULIPS.
CROCUSES, rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent

Garden. W.C.. on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 27, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Soutbgate.

IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, November 28, at half-
pist 12 o'clock precisely, valuable Imported and Established
ORCHIDS, comprising—

CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA ALBA,
splendid plant, with two leads.

CATTLEYA BICOLOR LEWISIL,
healthy plant ; only two other plants are known to exist.

Also CATTLEYA TBIA>\£I, C. LAWRENCEANA. and C.
MOSSLE. all in fine condition and in sheath ; together with
two plants of DENDKOBIUM NOBILE NOBILIUS, the finest
form ; unflowered D. NOBILE (Lang-Tang), and others, which
are very distinct, and from a new district. Choice L.ELI \S.
CYPBIPEDIUMS. [ODONTOGLOSSUMS, ONCIDIUMS, Sic.,
all in grand condition, and well established.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SALES NEXT "WEEK.

DUTCH BULBS, CONTINENTAL PLANTS, ROSES,
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, *c.

TVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRTS will
1M. SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67
and 6?, Cheapside, London, E.C., as follows, at 12 o'clock
each day :

—

MONDAY, November 25:—100 Azalea Mollis, 100 A. indica,
50 Camellia*. Conifers, and Fruit Trees from Belgium

;

Hardy Perennials and other Plants and Bulbs, consisting
of Carnations, Michaelmas Daisies, Iris gennanica. English-
grown Lilies and imported Lilium auratum and L. sp.
Kraetzeri. Califomian Bulbs, 500 Dwarf Roses, and 200 luts
of Dutch Bulbs.

TUESDAY, November 26 .-Dutch Bulbs—1030 lots.

WEDNESDAY, November 27 :-Dutch Bulbs-1000 lots.

THURSDAY. November 28 :—Dutch Bulbs—1000 lots. 100
Azaleas Mollis, well-budded ; 100 A. indica, 50 Draceena
indivisa, 36 Aucuba japonica, 21 Phormium Veitchii,
30 Corypha australis. and 10 Kentias, from the Continent.
Also rare American Bulbs. Calochorti, Liliums, Carnations,
Dwarf Roses, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ac.

FRIDAY, November 29 :—Dutch Bulbs—1000 lots.

ORCHIDS—see Separate Advertisement.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Nest.
By order of Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

Fine Selections of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, embracing

LELIA AUTUJINALIS ATRO-RUBENS, the richest-coloured,
darkest, largest type kDOwn, in fine order,

L-IXIA MAJAL1 S. •• The Fioe de Mayo " of the Mexicans.
—The blossoms are immense, often over 6 inches in
diameter.

ONCIDIUM UNGUICULATUM. a free-blooming, distinct
variety of Oncidium tigrinum; blossoms in the winter.

CYPRIPEDIUM BELLATULUM, the largest flowered type
yet discovered, with intense purple.maroon spots.

CATTLEYA CITRINA. just to hand ; splendid plants, in fine
order, with firm plump bulbs and dormant eyes.

A SACC0L4BIUM (?) SPECIES from Northern Burmah (the
banks of the Irrawaddy), a most distinct-looking plant.
unflowered, and probablv new.

A few plants of a SCHOMBUBGKIA SPECIES, obtained from
the almost inaccessible mountains in which the River
Essiquibo rises and near its source.

THE SPLENDID DENDROBIUM,
D. SANGUINOLENTUM, very rare, delicate fawn-coloured

blossoms, borne at the apex of the stems—one of the
parents of D. lhodostoma. The remaining plants of the
beautiful

ONCIDIUM DICHBOMUM, which until our late introduction
had never been offered in cultivation.

DENDROBIUM NOBILE from ANNAM, and Dendrobium
densiflorum

ONCIDIUM EOGERSn. Fine strong plants of this magnificent
Orchid.

A few plants of the new and wonderful ANGULOA ALBA
MAGNA, provisionally named ; and the splendid purple-
floweled ACINETA COLOSSA. also

DENDROBIUM CRYSTALLINUM.
H.EMANTHUS KALBREYEBII, bright vermilion flowers,

borne in dense umbels, a grand plant for decoration.
EURYCLES CUNNINGHAMII. the Brisbane Lily, a distinct

and pretty bulbous plaDt. A native of Queensland.
BESsERA ELEGANS. a beautiful scarlet or scarlet-and-white

flcwered Mexican bnlb.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Boome, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, November 29, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On v>w morDipg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Rodmersnam Vicarage, near Sittingbourne, Kent.
SALE of CONSERVATORIES, GLASS-HOUSES, with all

their coDtents, GARDEN FRAMES, 500 Choice Show
ROSE TREES, &c

\ fESSRS. JACKSOX & SONS are instructed
1*J. by Rev. W. J. Mellor (who is about to travel abroad), to
SELL the above by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, November 26,
1895, at 10 for 11 o"Clock. Also GARDEN TOOLS and Effects,
including iron roller, three lawn mowers, garden water-barrel
on carriage (nearly new), two wheelbarrows, 90 ft. garden hose,
garden chairs, seats and tables, trellis arches. &c.
Catalogues may be had three days prior to the Sale of Messrs.

JACKSON' ixd SONS, Valuers, &c, Sittingbourne.

Chesterfield.

TO BE SOLD.—LEASEHOLD NURSERY
and GLASS ERECTIONS, in one lot. as a going concern,

known as The Ashgate Nurseries, Chesterfield, comprising
about 10 Acres of Ground. Houses heated by Hot-water
Piping. No Stock need be taken, as this can be sold by auction.
Particulars may be had of Messrs. PROTHEROE asd
MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY. 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries. Cocumber-house.
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-fire feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

FOR SALE, MARKET NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS. Close to a Provincial Town of

40.000 inhabitants, and within easy reach, on Main Lines, of
Manchester, Liverpool and other large centres of population.
9 acres choice Land, Dwelling-house, fourteen modern Glass-
houses (nearly 1400 feet run). Vineries, Tomato, Cucumber,
Plant, and Foicing-houses. All efficiently heated and stocked

;

in full working order, and in one of the best positions in the
kiDgdom. — Address, PROVINCIAL. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

Hooton Estate. Cheshire.
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, the Productive Gardens of
HOOTON HALL, extent nearly 5 acres, having an ex-

cellent stoct of Standard Apple and Pear Trees. The Glass
comprises Greenhouse, three Vineries, Peach, Orchard, Tomato,
Cucumber, and Melon Houses ; there are the usual Pottiog
Sheds, Fruit Room, Office, Gardeners' Bothy, Stabling, &c,
also good Gardeners' House.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. SMITHS, GORE,

asd CO., 6, Newgate Street, Chester.

To Fruit Growers and Market Gardeners.
rrO LET, at Enfield Highway, Middlesex, a
-L LARGE ORCHARD or FRUIT GARDEN, of 40 acres,
or thereabouts, planted with Apple, Pear, and Plum Trees,
and Gooseberry and Currant Bushes ; and also adjoining same
10 acres or thereabouts of MARKET GARDEN GROUND, with
House and necessary Outbuildings, within easy reach of the
London Markets. Immediate possession can be given.
Apply for rent and other particulars, and lor permission to

view, to Messrs. WITHERS A2a> WITHERS, of Maltravers
House, Arundel Street, Strand, London. Solicitors; and
W. C. ELMS, Esq., 18, Lower PhiUImore Place, Kensington,
Surveyor.

WATERCRESS BEDS.—TO LET, about one
acre, thirty miles from London, on Great Eastern

Railway ; two minutes walk from station.—Apply by letter,
149, Loughborough Road. Brixton. S.W.

TECOMA SMITHIL—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as easily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

COELOGYNE CRISTATA, a fine and well-
grown variety, very cheap, good plants. 1*. ; So bulbs, one

or two spikes. 2s. 6d ; stronger, bo bulbs, 6 spikes, bs. ; 100
to 150 bulbs, 8 to 16 spikes, 7s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. each,

TRUSTEES, late J. STEVENSON, Timperley. Cheshire.

CHRYSANTHEMUM STOOLS of Elaine,
La Croix. Jas. Salter. Lady Selborne, Marie Hoste

t

bs. per dozen, free on rail. Cash with order.
MR. MUERS, Hockley Nurseries. Hockley. Essex.

LUM TREES.—2000 of strong well-rooted
Fruiting Plum-trees, will be sold cheap to clear ground.

Pampas Grass, strong clumps. 9x. per doz.
GEO. GRAY A>'D SONS, Brox Nursery, Chertsey.

OTANDARD ROSES, 1&. per dozen
;O DWARF SOSES, 6s. per doz., leading sorts. CURRANT

TREES, Red, Black, and White, 2s. per doz. Packed, free
on rail, for cash with order.—B. HOUGH, The Elms, Bisley.

CEAKALE for FORCING.—Supenor seleotedO Crowns. 80s. per l'OO ; under 500. 9s. per 100. Orders to
be accompanied by Cheque or Post-office Order.— ALFRED
ATWOOD, Grower, 24, Lubeck Street, Battersea, S.W.

SMILAN ASPARAGOIDES.—Strong young
Stuff in 60's, ready for Plantingor Potting-on ; all staXed.

Price 12s. per 100 ; free on rail. Cash with order
P. BOULTON, Beechenlea Nursery. Swanley.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—James' Superb Strain
TOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South
tJ Woodford, Essex, has a beautiful lot of the above to
effer. The plants are strong and healthy ; they are in 60's,
ready for potiing into 4S'a or 32"s. Price 20*. per 100, packing
included. Usual trade allowance.

10ft 000 SPLENDID, BUSHY WALL--LW^V/W FLOWERS, to clear at once:—Blood Ren,
Yellow Tom Thumb, Black-brown Dresden, all at Is. 6d. per
100, carriage paid ; 12s. per 1000. Finest Double German
Wallflowers, 25 for Is., 100 for 3s., carriage paid. The above
lots, well mixed, Is. Sd. per 100, free.

G. F. LETTS, Florist. West Haddon, Rugby.

Orchids—Orchids—Orcnids.

TWO or THREE HUNDRED fine specimen
Phalssnopsis grandifiora, amabilis, Sanderiana, and

Schilleriana ; also some fioe plants yellow Cypripedium
insigne in bloom, and extra fine plants of Cypripedium Boxalli
to be sold cheap for cash. Apply to

—

G. YOUNG, Florist, St, Albans.

^0 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
t/u^V/vv all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : lain,
to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40*. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. par 100

;

25 in. to 43 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER. — ENGLISH
OAK, extra fine. 12 to 15 feet, stout, straight, well-

shaped, and splendid roots; ASH. 5 to 9 feet; BEECH, 10 to
12 and 15 feet, equal to Oaks ; HAZEL, extra fine, 2 to 3 and
4 feet ; PRIVET OVAL., all sizes. 1 to 5 feet, extra cut back
and transplanted; MANETTI STOCKS, strong, prices on
application ; BEGONIAS, new trade list free.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil.

BARR'S ENGLISH DAFFODILS. — The
most beautiful and fashionable of Spring flowera. New

Descriptive Catalogue now ready, sent free on application.
BASR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS. — Send for full

Descriptive List, ready September 1.
BARR'S AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES, MEADOW-

SAFFRONS, CYCLAMEN, SCILLAS, SNOWFLAKES, &c
List free on application,
BARB'S SEEDS for Present Sowing.—Catalogue on appli-

cation.
BARB AXD SON, 12, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
from intending Planters an inspection of the following
well-grown and finely-rooted EVERGREENS :

—

ABIES PUNGENS GLAUCA I COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE,
» ii ARGENTEA) 3. 4. 5. and 6 feet.
These are all SEEDLINGS. The plants usually met with

are grafted on the Common Spruce.
CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 5. 6. 7, 8 to 10 feet.

GLAUCA, 4, 5, 6, 7,'and S feet.
CEDRUS LEBANT, 5, 6. 7. 8 to 10 feet.
ENGLISH YEWS. 4. 5 6 to 8 feet.
GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER, 4. 5, 6. 7, and S feet.
GOLDEN YEWS, Seedlings, perfect pyramids 4, 5, 6, and 7 ft.

,, .. Standards, 6, 7, and 8 feet.
PICEA CONC0L0R I . „ . „

„ VIOLACEA j"
4

' °' 6
'
7

'
and 8 feet -

„ LASIOCARPA I.,.:-: .

„ MAGNTFICA f
6

'
7

-
and 8 *<*'•

PINUS AUSTRIACA(. , ,„oW
,, LARICIO f

3, 4, 5, 6, to 8 feet.

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS. 5 to 8 feet.

DOLABEATA, 5 to 10 feet.
HOLLIES, GREEN, Common, up to 10 and 1 3 feet.

HODGINS )

„ LAURIFOLLA > up to 10 feet.
MYRTIFOLIA )

GOLDEN QUEEN I . , ,- , .

SILVER QUEEN f*
to 10 teet -

,, WATERER'S, and many other variegated kinds.
6 to 10 feet.

„ PERRY'S WEEPING (with straight steins and
GOLDEN WEEPING) fine heads.

YEWS, ENGLISH, 4, 6, 6 to 8 feet, and as much in diameter.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.
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100,000 FRUIT TREES
Will be Sold at Perry Hill. Cliffe, near Rochester, Keot
(adj 'ining Cliffe Station, South Eastern Railway), on NOVEM-
BEK 27, at half-pist 11 o'clock, punctual, consisting of

Sii.OOO Standard ann Half-Standard Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries; 20,000 Baldwin Black and Red Currants; 15,000

Gooseberries, 60,000 Raspberries, "000 New Plain, Monarch;
600 Pitmaston Duchess on Quince; 3000 New Apple, Beauty

of Bath, and Bismarck ; 25.000 New Strawberry, Royal
Sovereign ; 60,000 Paxtoos and Noble, 15.000 Asparagus,

100 OuO Myatt'et Spring Cabbage Plants, 200,000 Cos Lettuce,

50 . 000 Drumhead and Thousand-head Kale, 50,000 Red
Pickling Cabbage &c.

Catalogues may be had of the Auction' ers, Messrs. PRO-
THEROb; and MORRIS, 67, Cheapside, London, E.C,

FERNS!—FERNSn
A large quantity of well-grown stuff, in 2i-in.

pots, for decorative purposes and for potting-on

—Pteris cristata, P. nobihs, P. tremula, P. albo-

lineata, P. serrulata cristata, and other sorts, at

Qs. per 100. Also, in 48's, Pteris in variety, at

4s. 6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for oash with order only.

Packing free. An inspection is invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

KENT: THE CARDEN OF ENGLAND.

^SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,

ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses

at the following cash prices. Package free.

Seleotion left to themselves.

SUPERIOR H.P. STANDARDS, 2£ to 3J feet stems, assorted,

choice, per dozen, 18s. to 24s.

HALF-STANDARD H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet items, choice, per

dozen, 12s. to 18s.

STANDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTES,
per dozen, 24s. to 3ds.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per doren. 9s. to 12s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dozen, 7s. <od.

FINE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Walls, per dozen, 9i. to 18s.

DWARF TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18s.

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSES, per dozen, 6s. to 9s.

Copies of G. B. $ Co.'s Fruit List, 6 stamps.

H. LANE & SON
Solioit an Inspection of their Extensive

NURSERY STOCK
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OF

DEGIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RHODODENDR ONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in fine healthy oondition.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE.

NATIONAL TESTIMONIAL
TO

MR. A. F. BARRON.
THIRD LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Treasurer : H. J. Veitch, Esq., 544, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

(^jF
3 It is especially requested that subscriptions and com

munications relating to *his matter mat/ be addressed to

Mr. B. Wy?me
t
1, Vanes Inn, Strand, London, W C.

& s. d.

Amount previously acknowledged 319 5
T. GleD, Worth Park Gardens. Crawley 110
A. W. Blick, New Inn, Breniford 1

— Herrington, 37, Southampton Street 5
W. Browne, Superintendent, Hvde Park 1 1

Miss Jekyll, Muostead Wood, Go 1aiming 1 1

C. Smith & Son, Caledonian Nursery, Guernsey ... 2 2
H. Balderson, Corner Hall. Hemel Hempstead ... 2 2
T. Turton, The Gardens. Maiden Erlegh 10
R. Sydenham, Tenby Street, Birmingham 1 1

Ch. Joly, Vice-President, National Horticultural
Society of France

W. G. Head, Crystal Palace 3
Capt. Bax. Eldon, Weybridge 1

Henry Miller. Parkia, Chiswick ... 1

G. Fennell, Fairlawn Gardens, Tonbridge
Hugh Aiton, 152, Houndsditch ,?. 1

C. Silverlock. Savoy Street, W.C 2
C. P. Kinnell & Co., 65a, Southwark Street, S.E. ... 1

James Loney, Ofreras, Gothenburg 1

M. Rowan, Manor Street, Clapham 10

A Methven, Bayham Abbey Gardens 10
Lieut.-Col. Seiby, 14, Spring Gardens 1 1

F. A. Knighton. Tu^oor House, Kew 1 1

Dr. Hogg, F.LS.. 171, Fleet Str.et, E.C 5
W. Tidy, Stanmore Hall Gardens 5

A. Pettigrew. Cardiff Castle Gardens 1 1

T. J Saltmarsh, The Nurseries, Chelmsford 1 1

G. Mount, Rose Nurseries, Canterbury 10
Walter T. Ware, Ingleseombe, Bath 1 1

R. Greenfield, Ranelagh Nurseries. Leamington ... 5
H. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, N 1 1

W. A. Lindeay, 17, Cromwell Road, S.W 1 1

W. J. Empson, Ampthill House Gardens 10
Sir Hugh Low, 23, De Vere Gardens, S.W 1 1

Ransome, Simi & Jefferies, Ltd., Ipswich 1 1

Protheroe & Morris. 67 and 68. Cheapside 3 3
Baroness Burdett Coutts, Highgate, N 2 2
J. Willard, Holly Lodge Gardens, N 10
SirR. Pullar, Tayside, Perth 1 1

A. Macmillan, 21, Portland Place, W. 4 4

G. Ridal, Esq., Paxton Works, Sheffield 1 1

Leopold de Rothschild. New Court, E.C 3 3
R. Irwin Lynch, Cambridge 5

J. Watkins, Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withington 1

J. Cypher, Queen's Road, Cheltenham 1 1

Henry Cannell, Swanley, Kent 1 1

Phil ;p Le Cornu, Jersey Nurseries 10

Jas. Child, Roseleigh, Epsom 5
E. Dumper, High Ashurst Gardens, Dorking ... 5

Robert Owen, Maidenhead 10
Jacob Wrench & Sons, Limited, London Bridge, E.C. 2 2
A. Leon, The Boltons. S.W 10
H, J. Clayton, Grimston Park Gardens 7
W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, Hereford 1 1

H. J. Elwes, Colesbourne, Andovereford 1 1

EXHIBITION.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HERTS.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stookof Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancrae.

OEAFORTHIA ELEGANS. — Good strongO Plants from store boxes. 8.«. per 100, 70s. per 10 0, fre«

on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, Uxbridge.

Awarded First-class Certificate of Merit.

GLOXINIA,
"AIGBURTH CRIMSON."

THIS is the finest high-coloured variety ever
seDt out. As its name indicates, it is a Vivid-Crimson

self, of the highest merit. The flowers are erect, of the finest

form and substance, of great size, and abundantly produced;

the habit of the plant is all that could be desired.

This charming variety was raised in our Nursery in 1893,

and was exhibited for the first time at the Liverpool Summer
Show, August, 1894, and was much admired by all who saw it,

and was unanimously awarded a First-class Certificate of

Merit.

Having proved that it is reproduced quite true from Seeds,

we now offer Seeds from carefully-fertilised flowers at 23. 6d.

per packet, post-free.

Liberal terms for this sterling novelty, per dozen or per 100

packets, to the Trade, from Messrs. NUTTING and SONS,
Messrs, HURST and SON, London ; or of the Raisers—

ROBT. P. KER & SONS,
BASNETT STEEET, LIVERPOOL.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY'S EARLY WINTER 8HOW.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHINESE PRIMROSES,
CYCLAMEN. 4c.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER. Dkc. 3, i, and 6.

Schedule of >n/.-- od application to

—

Ealing, W. RICHARD DiAN, Secretary.

WHINHAM'S GOOSEBERRY.
—Bushes, extra quality, 1-year-oli, Is. 'id. ; 2-ye»r,

Is. 9d. ; 3-year, 2s. 3d.; 4-year, 3*. per dozen. Special prices
for large quantities —H. W. K1R30PP, NurserymaD, Hexham.

TO ROSE GROWERS.—For Sale, SEED-
LING BRIARS, strong, off Maiden Loam. Sampled and

prices on application.—VAUSE, Florist, Leamington Spa.

CHEAP COVERT PLANTS, viz., Rhodo-
dendron ponticum. strong. U to 3 feet, 15*. per 10J ; £7

per lnno.—CHARLES WILMuT, Nurseryman. Darley Dale,
Near Matlock, Derbyshire.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FROM SCOTLAND.
—We have a very large collection, embracing all the

best novelties, and our prices are moderate. Catalogues free
on application.

DOBBIE and CO.. Florists to the Queen. Rothegay.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
Strong well-rooted runners. Also Sir Joseph Pdxtou,

and other leading varieties.

RASPBERRY CANES—Carter's Prolific, Semper Fidelia,

Norwich Wonder. &c. Sppcial quotations for large quantities.
Apply, JOHN CHIVER3, Histon, Cambridge.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove aad Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100, 50*. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for oatting, 6*. and 8*. doz, ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, 10*.

100; CyperuB, Aralias, Grevilieaa, Solanums, in 48's, 6* doz.

;

Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48's, 9*^

doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, Erica
hyemalis, and Cyclamen, in bloom, 12*. doz. Lists free. Packed
free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Salesman of Cat
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone. 1059. Established 1878.

WEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.o
THE BEST, CHEAPEST, and most oomplete

Collection in the Kingdom.

ALL the LATEST and BEST VARIETIES.
Awarded 25 Medals and 275 First- class Certificates for

NEW VARIETIES. Every variety of merit supplied. CATA-
LOGUE, Peony Stamp.

R. OWEN. F.R.H S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.
Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOtJNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Locil Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS "WHO INTEND

PUNTING TKEES and SHRUBS THIS SEASOS.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth. S.W.. begs to offer an extensive

stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES. SHRUBS.
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES. CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c. which being grown in Ihe neighbourhood of

London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large

stock of extra tine SEAK iLE and RHUBARB, for forcing.
CATALOGUES free on application.

RHODODENDRONS.
The finest named hardy varieties, bushy, and full

of buds, from £7 10.*. per 100, upwards.

CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS TREES, &c, in large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
(LIMITED).

AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSH0T, SURREY.
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25 PER CENT. SAVED! /Cp\
The BEST HYACINTHS the

ffOBlB PBODTJCES AT

2k each.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed Firet Size,

9s. per 10 0.

Other Lines
equally Sellable

and Cheap.

«k
£>
V/

<5

BEFOBE
BUYING E1SE-

WHEEE, SEND FOB
OUB

CATALOGUE
(FREE)

AND COMPABE PRICES.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Glowers & See(J Merchants,

JIANSEIi STREET, ALDGATE,
LONDON, E.

AXD THE NUBSEBIES. HAARLEM, HOLLASD.

<<y
o.

34,

LARCE SPECIMEN HOLLIES.
From 6 to 8 feet, well furnished -with shoots to the ground.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South Wood-
ford, Essex, begs to invite attention to a splendid lot of

cheap Specimen Hollies, which are suitable for planting in large
towns or elsewhere. The sorts consist of the common Green, and
many of the best broad-leaved kinds, such as Scotica, White-
berried, Canadian, Hedgehog. Bay-leaved, Nigresoens, and
others. These Hollies have bean regularly transplanted, and
will lift with good balls. As it is necessary to clear the ground,
a Special Low Price will be quoted for large quantities.

Sires and Prices may be had on application.

JOHNSON'S IMPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufactmers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keepiDg over ICO cows,
from which I obtain alargequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Piices for Large Quantities

and the Trad*1
.

HANGER HILL. EALING.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

iWfflj THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Lists Free.

RUIT
. NOTHING SO PROFITABLB

AND EASY TO O.ROW.
'•'Trf 80 Acres of Saleable Trees-— D"

BEST P
Lists

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

fcs. jerV. .-., 60S. per 100.

A II other Nursery Stock
carriageforward.

ROStSlNPOTS From 15/- a do*.

H Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80.000) from 15-
A lfl|B per doz.

tHH 'f
K.B.—Single Plants arc scld at

slightly increasedprices.

CENERAL CATAL0CUE
(Over 170 pa^es) of Nursery Stock.
artisticaily produced, containing
soma hundreds of illustrations,
and lull of valuable Information,

, free on receipt of 3d. for po»tag»

HARD SMITH&C°WoRCESTER

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FBES UPON APPLICATION'.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

BUL
Hyacinths, Tu
Narcissi, Liiiies,

Crocuses, Scillas,

Snowdrops, Irises, &c.
BEST QUALITIES AT LOWEST PRICES

Delivered Free by Bail or Parcel Post.

Descriptive Catalog-lie No. 455
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Dscksos^s c
& Importers,

CHESTER.
«»*«»«»«« **»-*****"**»**»*».* *ss

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO.
EABLIEST of ail EABLIES

NOW IS THE TIUE TO PLAXT
FOB FOBCIKG.

TO OBTAIN

THE TRUE
YELLOW -FLESHED

VARIETY,
APPLY TO

CHARLES SHARPE& CO., Ltd.,

SLEAFORD.
RHODODENDRONS,

Well famished and well budded, with from seven to twenty
bads, consisting entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the
Majority being ox their Own Boots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from l£

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSEBY, WOKING, SUKBEY.

LORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID

SWEET BRIARS
Strong flowering bunches from open ground. 1894 varieties,

6s. each ; those of 1895, Is. 6d. each.

Full particulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS & CO., Salisbury.

RESULT
Proves more than volumes of print. My Collection of Chrysanthemums has again succeeded in

winning the President's Prize for Group of Plants, and the Gold Medal for Table of Exhibition
Blooms, at the National Chrysanthemum Society's Show, November 5, 1895. In addition to many
other prizes my collection has now been awarded

5 GOLD MEDALS
in two years—the highest award obtainable in each case. I have much pleasure in announcing that
I have secured some Grand Seedlings from our two most noted and successful English raisers,

Chas. E. Shea, Esq., and H. BrLseoe-Ironside, Esq., which, together with my own Seedlings will form
a collection

UNRIVALLED.
My GENERAL GUIDE is now ready, with reduced prices for all last season's novelties, and
contains the following Cultural Articles :—How to Grow Japanese for Exhibition ; How to Grow
Incurved for Exhibition ; How to Grow Speoimen Plants ; How to Grow for Decoration ; How to

Dress Inoarved for Exhibition ; and How to Save Seed. A large number of Growers attribute their

SUCCESS
to following the advice given in my Guide, which can be obtained, post-free, for eight stamps.

My LIST of NO VELTIES for 1896 will be ready in December.

H. J. JONES,
RYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM, S.E.

THE BEST & CHEAPEST FUEL for GREENHOUSE BOILERS, STOVES, & HEATING APPARATUS.

ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS COAL,

kHTHRACITE'i?
COAL

rj_ R. CARTER & SON supply their LARGE, NUT, or
^-* * COBBLE COALS (the Nuta being about the size of a Walnut, and

the Cobbles about the size of a man's fist), delivered by van, at any address

within the 4-mile radios of Charing Cross; or in trucfeloads, at any Kailway

Station. This Coal is absolutely BUlOkeless, and it requires much less

attention than any other description of fuel, burning for twelve hours at least

without any supervision, and giving from five to ten degrees more heat than

Coke. Quotations on application to

—

G. R. GARTER & SON, 53, 54, & 55, COAL EXCHANGE, LONDON, E.C.
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ALL GROWERS WHO DESIRE THE BEST VARIETIES ONLY

should obtain a copy of W. J. GODFREY'S CATALOGUE.
It is the MOST RELIABLE LIST published. (Ready early in December).

Before the blooming season hardly began, Catalogues for 1896 were distributed containing long

lists of Foreign Novelties, with descriptions appended, as supplied by the various raisers. Not a tenth

part of these had bloomed in this country, and not one in twenty will be worth cataloguing another

season. Those growers who are tempted into trying them will be sorely disappointed.

W. J. G. has on trial of this season's Novelties 220 varieties from Continental raisers, 76 from

America and Japan, all the English introductions, and several hundred seoond-year seedlings of his

own raising. ONLY THE VERY BEST of these will be catalogued, and no expense and trouble

are being spared to s.ft the few " graiDS from the chaff." Strong, healthy, country-grown cuttiogs

oan be supplied at once, if desired, and at same prices as offered by other responsible firms.

CODFREY'S NOVELTIES FOR 1896
will consist of really sterling varieties, every one of which has

been thoroughly tested ihe second year.

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to thelx Patent

Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, &HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.
11

— FRONT ELZVATIOM— -LONCITODINAL SECTIOTJ- —SECTroNAL PLAN—'

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

LILIES for the GARDEN.—Lilium lancifo-
lium, white, 3s. 6d. doz. ; do , do., red or uink. '</. do?.—

J
J).

HAMON, Bulb Importer. Jamaica Bow. B<rajiDgt.am.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS for
Market. Mr* Hawkins (be»t early bright yellow ,

Madame Derange-, Lady Pitzwigram, W. H Liucolo, Viris d
Morel, Thfir6« Key. & . Price on apyicition to

—

Mk.W, Florid, Eirl»wood.

SPECIAL OFFER of CHRYSANTHEMUM
CUTTINGS, to Nurserymen and Floriatt. 8ou?ce d'Or.

rooted, I2s, per IO-iO ; Madame LWgr&Dge*, 5*. Ler 1000;
Lady Lawrence 2*. per 100 ; Mods. Bernird, 18*. 10CH', iooi«d.

CHIPPERF1ELU, Florist. Hampton Hill.

CUCUMBER, Covenfc Garden Favourite,
JRochford's Strain.—25 seeds, Is. Id. The usual allow-

ance *o the Trade.
J. A. MARSHALL. Holly Bank Nurseries. Potter's Bir, V.

ROSES for SALE.—"W. A. Richardson aDd
Gloire de Dijon, 35*. per 100, or 65. per dozen ; »nd H.P.

Roses, bs. per dozen or 25s, per 100, all good sorts. My selec-
tion, Bolid good stuff, 155. to 18*. per dozen. Manetti stocks.
25s. per 10UO. Cash with order.

W. MaGNESS. Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A New Variety of great merit, introduced by ue last year.
This was raised by Mr. Steel, of Ealing, and is the finest

market variety grown for Oovent Garden : free-grower, heavy
cropper, large handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and lasting
well through the season until very late. The fruitis essentially

a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior
flavour. Stroog Canes, fis. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready
for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities on
application. WATKINS & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

//G&r/'Kea* Pa

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotio, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-fret.

I PHEAL&QuNS
%J n%S Crawley. W Sussex.

W. COOPER, Ltd.
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors op Cheap Greenhouses,
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
Inspection Invited.

1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100.000 copies) cf our Revised

PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.

and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloth, Is Now Ready.

We Bhall have much pleasure in

forwarding to every person one

post - free on application. This

List is the most complete in the

Trade, and has Gost several thou-

sand pounds to produce.

CONTENTS OF SECTIONS.
SECTION. PAGES.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses, ViDeries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
House^Frames.Pits.Hand-Lights.Ac. 17— 64

IT.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c 66— 98

in.—Rustic Work 99—134
IV.—Iron Buildings and Rooting, Church

Furniture. &0. ... „ 1*5—178
V.—Heating Apparatus, Cooking Stoves, Ac. 179—328
VI.—Horticultural Manures, Fertilisers. In-

secticides, Worm and W*eed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &o 229—248

VII.—Lawn Mower- and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, G ,rden Rollers, &c. ... 247—2%8

VTH.—Horticultural Timber 269—280
DC.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework,

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 281—342

X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
Dutch Bulhs. *o 343—3S3
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SEED GEOWERS aad MEBCHANTS,

LINCOLNSHIRE

i t J J

NEW PEA,
BOSTON UNRIVALLE

A NEW, PERFECTLY DISTINCT, and VALUABLE ACQUISITION.

An unusually prolific, dwarf, wrinkled, Second Early Marrowfat, of the best table quality. Height, 2i to

3 feet; pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the " Telephone " shape and colour, but more even in size than that

well-known variety, there being from 9 to 11 fine peas in the pods. These mostly hang in pairs, literally covering

the haulm, which is robust, and not subject to mildew.

A first-class Pea for either Private Gardens or Market Growers, and as an Exhibition variety must rank as a

decided improvement and great acquisition in profitable Horticulture.

Retail, per Sealed Half-pint Packet, Is. Qd. ; per Sealed Pint Packet, 2s. 6d.

Trade Price and List of Testimonials on application.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties. Including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NTTRSKBHiS. WTTHTSOTON. HEREFORD.

GRAPE VINES AND ROSES.
JOHN COWAN and CO.

Have this season a large and splendid Stock of Grape Vines
suitable for Fruiting in Pots and Planting Vin»ries. Also a
large and pplendid Stock of Tea and othT Roses, in pots.

.Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE post-free on applica-

tion to the Company

—

The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

FERNS—FERNS—FERNS.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

30,000

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Koses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Boyal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1893, '94, and '95; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

P. CRISTATA in thumbs, £ood,
clean, and free, at )2s. per loO, or £5 per

ICPO. Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 4S's and
32"s on application. Inspection invited. Fies on rail in
London.— J. HILL, Nurseryman, Lower Edmonton, Middlesex.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS

Station, Harlow, O.E R.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NORMAN DAVIS
BUGS TO SAY BIS PRELIMINARY LIST OF CHRYSANTHEMU3IS IS NOW READY.

This is a carefully-prepared Alphabetical Li9t of the cream of recent introductions, so far as in commerce, free from sensational and unnecessary long
descriptions. It will be found a useful List for reference ; sent post-free.

SPECIAL NOTICE.- GRAND NATIONAL JUBILEE SET QF NOVELTIES.
Soon as the shows are over I shall prepare a LIST of NOVELTIES for 1806. This List will be a short one, as I am anxious that the set shall be

composed of nothing but back row flowers of the choicest description. Several of my purchases have already beea shown in public, and received
unanimous approval. In addition to the beautiful varieties raised by Mr. II. Weeks, of Derby, and two exceptional sterling Novelties from America,
it is with great pleasure that I am able to announce that I have made arrangements with William Siwaed, Esq. of Hanwell, to distribute his set of

six magnificent seedlings, which have justly been the admiration of all who have been privileged to see them. The whole of these will form a grand
Jubilee set, worthy of the occasion, and undoubtedly the finest collection of Novelties ever introduced.

NORMAN DAVIS,
CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERIES,

LIXFORD ROAD, CAMBERWELL LONDON. 3.E.
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PLANTING SEASON.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM, PAUL and SON, Rose Growers by a&pointment

to Her Majesty The Queen, Tree, Plant, Bulb and Seed
Merchants. Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
Stations. G.E.R.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—STANDARD and HALF-STANDABD RUSES, from 18s.

per dozen ; Dwarfp, from 6r. per dozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen; Pot Rotes, 10s. 6d. per dozen, and upwards.

PAULS' NUKSEKIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BOOKS on ROSES, by Wm. Paul, F.L.S. : — " The

Rose GardeD,'' 4to, 9th edition, iO coloured plates, 17s. 6d.

;

the same, 8vo. without plates, 8s. 9d. "Roses and Rose
Culture," Is. " Ko-efl in pots," 2s.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—FRUIT TREES of all kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked for delivery aa
required ; also Fruit Trees in pots, Grape Vines, Figs, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS in great variety. Intending planters cannot do
better than matte their selections now.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES for foliage and flowers, including Pauls' Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts. Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maple", Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes, Limes, Poplars, Elms, &c.

PAULS' NURSERIES,Waltham Cross, Herts.
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for the Garden or

Woods, are, made an object of special Culture ; also Azaleas,
Kalmias, Heaths, and other American Plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kinds. Lapageria-house now in bloom ; Camellias, the
finest stock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description. Seakale and Asparagus for forcing.
Mushroom Spawn, and every garden requisite.

PAULS'NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists, free. Inspection invited. Estimates

cheerfully given. Gardeners of character and experience
recommended.—Postal acdress, WM. PAUL AJ*D SON,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fi-i^it,
& all other

Trees 8s. Plants
EvergreenSj
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

|£J Nurseries PUCGTCD
15 (450 Acres) unLOlLn.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
HCANNELL and SONS' Stock is the

• largest and coropletest in existence, and
in the finest possible condition ; will certainly

give satisfaction in all parts of the world. As a

proof they append the following :

—

B. C. Gabain, Havre, Francs.
Novell ber 9, 1865.

With the plants ycu have sent me. it will interest you to

learn, at the exhibition held here. I was awarded the " Grand

Prix d'Honneur," i.e., the highest award over all other exhi-

bitors, a valuable Sevres Vase, presented by the French Pre-

sident ; al.co two Gold and one Silver Medals. It was gratifying

to receive the assurance from all competent judges that

Dothin" finer than my display had ever been seen in Paris, or

elsewhere. Amongst the most admired was your Sunflow er .

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13.

SANDER'S

GREAT XMAS. SALE
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

10,000 ORCHIDS
WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

For AMATEURS and THE TRADE.

SWA! NSON'S true old LAB IATA

SANDERS'
RED AND WHITE UNRIVALLED TYPE.

100 NEW HYBRID ORCHIDS.

NEW CYPRIPEDIUMS.
NEW DENDROBIUMS,

Unflowered hybrids.

NEW L^LIAS.
WHITE LJELIAS.

NEW HYBRID L/ELIO-CATTLEYAS,
With parentages guaranteed.

NEW IMPORTATIONS OF
BRAZ ELIAN ORCHIDS,
COLUMBIAN ORCHIDS,
NEW GUINEA ORCHIDS,
EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS,

INCLUDING

VANDA CCERTJLEA, in grand order.

MEXICAN ORCHIDS,
In grand plants, and of the finest kinds.

SWANLEY, KENT.

BUY SANDER'S CATTLEYA LABIATA
to have the grandest, brightest, and most

beautiful of all types.

IT IS SWAINSON'S GENUINE OLD TYPE,

the best and only true unrivalled, and gives

White and Bed Flowers, indescribably brilliant,

and of the most perfeot form.

Mr. Henry Protherob, the great Plant

Auctioneer, has repeatedly stated from his

rostrum in Cheapside :
— "Sander's labiata is

the best of all ; of this I am quite satisfied."

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY
Messrs.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,

ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1895.

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1895.

THE LATENT VITALITY
OF SEEDS.

1%/T CASIMIR DE CANDOLLE has lately
-L'-A- • published an interesting paper entitled La
Vie Latente des Graines (Archives des Sc. Phys. et

Nat. ; Bibl. Univers., 1895), in which he comes
to the conclusion that if the external conditions

necessary for the vital activities of seeds be
absent for a long time they may be totally

arrested, but yet the seeds may be alive and re-

enter an active course of existence after, perhaps,

an indefinite period. His experiments were con-

ducted in a cold room of a meat refrigerator,

having made a preliminary one as follows:—
Three lots of Peas and Haricot Beans were

placed (1) in free air
; (2) in a tube of air, but

sealed; (3) in pure carbonic acid. After two
years (1) had increased in weight, and nearly all

germinated
; (2) had lost weight, while a smaller

proportion germinated; air now containing 11'4

per cent, of oxygen, and 3-8 per cent, of carbonic

acid; (3) none came up. He asks the question

whether the enfeebled vital activities had ceased

before the end of the experiment, so that respi-

ration and assimilation had completely stopped ;

if so, the protoplasm must beoome quite inert.

He believes that to be the case. He now ex-

perimented with an intensely cold temperature,

having previously determined that Peas, Hari-

cots, and Fennel seed would germinate after an

exposure of four days to a temperature of 148- F.

He wrapped up some Wheat, Oats, seeds of

Fennel, of the Sensitive plant, and of Lobelia

Erinus in tin foil. All were well packed in a

cylindrical iron box of 34 cubic feet capacity

;

the lid being hermetically sealed. This was

plaoed in an open wooden box for protec-

tion. The whole was subjected to an inter-

mittent stream of intensely cold air coming
direct from the refrigerator, from May to

September, 1894, or 118 days.

The cold air was continued from eight to twenty

hours per day ; the average time being fourteen

hours. On the greatest number of occasions

(sixty-eight times), the cold was prolonged for

twenty hours. The lowest temperature reached

was —65° F., and the highest —36- F.

In the intermediate periods the warming was
very slow, for the temperature scarcely passed

freezing-point at the eod of two to three hours,

after stopping the machine. Conversely, the

cooling of the box was very rapid, as it was

directly exposed to the current of cold air.

M. Be Candolle asks the question whether

the box could check the cooling. As an experi-

ment in this direotion, he completely filled a

box with corn. The lid, being hermetically

sealed, was then pierced to allow the bulb of a

thermometer to pass through it, and the hole was

then plugged with cotton-wool. He then observed

the thermometer outside a window. The rate of

cooling varied much according to the initial tern-
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peratures, and in proportion as the exterior air was

oalm or agitated. Thus, in a strong north-east

wind, the temperature of the room being 18°

Fahr., and 17-5° Fahr. outside, it took twenty-

six minutes to ascend to 21° Fahr. On a calm

day when it was 53 -6° Fahr. in the room, and at

freezing point outside, it took one hour and

eight minutes to descend to freezing point.

But, as M. De Candolle observes, this ex-

periment does not bear much, if any, analogy

to the cooling by the air from a refrigerator, for

the box was placed in the direct current from it.

Moreover the seeds were surrounded by a

metallio paper, greatly facilitating the con-

ductibility of the box. He thinks, therefore,

that not more than a quarter of an hour would

be required to put the temperature of the box

in equilibrium with that of the cold air. On
taking out the seeds, they were at once sown.

Nearly all the Wheat, some of the Oats, and

some Fennel seeds quickly appeared. Of sixty-

six seeds of the Sensitive plant, thirteen only

came up ; while of numerous Lobelia seeds, only

ten germinated.

The failure of the seeds of the Sensitive plant

was not solely due to the cold, as many failed to

germinate, while many Lobelia plants grew in a

control experiment. The conclusion the author
arrived at was that life, as expressed by vital

functions, was completely arrested for a time

;

the protoplasm was inert, and could not either

respire or assimilate. The oause of some being

killed was that their protoplasm had not yet

become completely inert.

If this result be true, then, one would expect

that seeds could be maintained with impunity
in a medium unsuitable for respiration, pro-

vided there were nothing which could exert a

deteriorating effect upon the internal ohemical

prooesses, as does oarbonic aoid.

He, therefore, tried the effect of plunging
seeds in mercury : thus, 8 grains of Wheat were
placed below 2'5 cm. of mercury for one month
(October 19 to November 19). Of these four only
germinated. Of 5 grains of Wheat under 13 cm.
of meroury, from November 27 to December 28
four grew. Of 5 grains of Wheat under 5 cm.
of mercury, from February 5 to May 5, all grey.
Similarly 13 grains of Cress, under 5 cm. of
mercury, for two months, all germinated.

This experiment, therefore, as that with a low
temperature, show3 that seeds can exist in a state

of complete vital inertia ; and that the internal

changes of metabolism can be arrested, as long
as the necessary external conditions of tem-
perature, moisture, &c, are withheld.

M. De Candolle thinks that this state of
chemioal and vital inertia may last, perhaps
indefinitely. He then gives the following oases
in illustration :—M. A. P. De Candolle men-
tions a case where grains of the Sensitive plant
germinated very well after upwards of sixty

years repose (Physioloyie, p. 621). Girardin
has seen Harioot Beans germinating whioh were
taken from the herbarium of Tournefort, where
they had lain for a century. In 1850 Robert
Brown sowed, for curiosity, some seeds from the
collection of Sir Hans Sloane, 150 years old
several germinated, as for example, one of
Nelumbium speoiosum, of which the plant is still

preserved in the Natural History Museum. He
refers to the popular notion of " Mummy Wheat

"

having germinated, only to refute it, adding, that
it appears that the grains were sterilised before
being placed in the tomb—but he does not give
the proof of this. The present writer finds the
starch gTains to be perfectly sound, and to colour
readily with iodine ; so that the grains could not

at least have been boiled. The most extra-

ordinary oase to which he refers was observed

by Prof. De Heldreich {Garten Flora, 1873,

p. 323), the Director of the Botanic Garden
at Athens. In botanising about the mines

of Laurium he discovered in 1873 a new
species of Glaucium, G. Serpieri. It made
its appearance from under a thiok layer

of volcanic scoria, to which he would assign a

date of 1500 years. He concludes with a

reference to the investigations of M. Peter, who
took soil from the interior of forests, and, after

taking every precaution, found that soil from
ancient forests gave rise to woodland speoies

only; but soil from recent forests supplied

species of open plains and fields, according as

the forest had replaced these respectively.

Admitting that his experiments did not decide

the question, M. Peter thinks it would be safe

to allow at least fifty years of duration of arrest

of vital activity in the seeds buried in the soil

of forests.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
•

CIRRHOPETALUM ROTHSCHILDIANUM,» sp.

At the meeting of the Orchid Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society on October 15, the Hon,
Walter Rothichild exhibited what was unanimouily
agreed to be the handsomest of the plame-bearing
lection of Cirrhopetalum, and under the above name
it was awarded a Firat-class Certificate—an honour
only once before accorded to a member of thi« lin-
gular genua. The plant wai received from an
explorer somewhere in the hilli beyond Darjeeling a
few years ago, but owing to its long and slow journey
it, together with a few others, chiefly new botanical
Orchids, arrived in so withered a condition that only
this season, after careful nursing, has it succeeded in
flowering. As the cultivated pieudo - bulbB are
scarcely one-third the size of the imported ones, it
is but reasonable to in'er that the flowers, beautiful
though they are, will still improve as the plant gains
strength. The piendo-bulbi vary in form from ovate
to Pear-shaped, each bearing a single fleshy light
green leaf, more or less distant on the rhizome*.
Scape erect, 8 inches in heighr, bearing at the top a
one-aided umbel of flowera, each over 6 inchea in
length, and exceeding 1 inch acroaa the broadeat part of
the lower aepala. Toe prevailing colour of the flowers
is bright crimaon- purple, some blotchea of clear yellow
appearing on the sepals. The cucullate upper sepal is

yellow with purple linea, and with marginal fringe and
a very sensitive plume of a purple colour at the apex.
The petals are narrower, but similarly coloured and
decorated. The lower sepals show little other colour
than rich crimson-purple, the same hue pervading
their slender tail-like appendages, which sometimes
intertwine, and at others are free. The triangular,
grooved, hinged labellum is purple, and the whole
flower so remarkably attractive as to command
attention even from those who profeaa to care for
nothing but the ahowiest Orchida. Ita nearest
affinity seems to be C. Colletti', Hemal.

Cattleya labiata Bhoomeana, n. var.

This is one of the finest of that best aud most
uaeful section of C. labiata known as "autumn-
flowering." At a glanca its gorgeous flowers remind
one of C. Warscewiczil (gigas), there being in this

a similar broad expansion in the front of ita velvety

crimaon-purple lip, which also bears on each side

the roundish cream-coloured bio' ch usually seen in

C. Warscewiczil. Toe broad petals expand to nearly

8 inches, and both they and the sepals are of a warm
roiy-purple, the venation being distinctly traced by
a darker t'nt of the same colour. It waa flowered

by Joaeph Broome, Eiq., Siuny Hill, Llandudno
(grower, Mr. Shill), who ia not only very fortunate in

getting tiae varieties of Cattleyas, but is alao an
adept at cultivating them up to their best. James
O'Brien.

ANN (JALS,
Not only in every gardening paper, but also ia

conversation with any member of the ancient craft,

do we frequently hear the pithy remark on some
floral or fruit exhibit : " Ah, they're what I call

well done ;
" or Mr.

,
gardener to His Grace the

Duke of Blankahire, exhibited in most claaaes, and

it is needleas to Bay all his exhibits were thoroughly

"well done."

To confine my remarks to one very humble class

of plants, though one more often ill done than the

opposite, " annuals," it will be found that there is

scarcely anything a gardener or amateur takes in

hand that will more liberally repay care and proper

cultivation.

The average amateur, and, I may as well say it as

think it, nine out of ten professed gardeners, look

upon annuals from such an obtuse angle that rarely

do yon see a genuine attempt to get the best results

out of these most varied and in moat cases elegant,

not to aay beautiful, denizens of our gardens.

For the hardy kinds—to scratch a seed-drill or

circle in the soil of the border or bed, or to sow the

seed broadcast, and then rake in, constitutes the

total that is supposed to be necessary to get a good
result, the young seedlings come up, and then are

left to take care of themselves. It may be, if the

annual sown is what is termed half-hardy, that the

seed is sown in a box or pan, and placed to

germinate in a hot-bed, or on a shelf in the green-

house, but even then eventually the poor tender

nurselings are left till they being sown thicker than

should be, become drawn, and get woody and hard,

while the pan or box gets full of roots ; and

when the time comes to tramfer the seedling plants

to the beds or bordera, they are sickly, spindly, and

showing immature buds or blossoms—in fact, they are

only fit to be put on the rubbish-heap, as they cannot

now repay further trouble, and if planted out will

only lead to disappointment. Poor things, they are

" ill done."

But let us look on the opposite of thia. I have in

my mind's eye a young man, whose ambition and

desire it is to neglect nothing he has under his care ;

and who, like the deacon's wonderful chaise, has no
weak point, a maxim with him being, and it is a

capital one— " Worth doing, worth doing well."

Beginning at the foundation, he treats his soil to

a generous coat of half-decayed dung, leaving this on

all the winter, and then digging it in. As soon as the

soil has " sagged," i.e., settled down to its usual

level, selecting a d-y aud still day, he just stirs the

surface with the Dutch-hoe, and then drawing a drill,

of a depth adapted to the size of the seed to be sown,

he commits the wonderful germs to the care of

mother earth, rakes in the soil carefully, and then

gently treads the earth firm around and above the

seed. If the weather be warm and showery, the

minute cotyledons (seed leaves) will soon appear

above the surface, and continuing growth will be

rapidly followed by the true leaves. Now the first

thinning is made ; and after this is done, should the

weather be dry, a slight watering with a fine-rose

pot will again settle the disturbed soil, and give the

youog nurselings a further impetus to grow. Room
to develop themselves fully is thus secured, and the

greater distance in reason the plants remain apart,

the better the final result. The last thinning may
be made when the first buds appear, when, if these

directions are followed, the seedlings will be sturdy,

evenly balanced and grown, and able to take care of

themselves, rarely needing any sticks or ties.

Tde grower will now be rewarded by plants amply
clothed with healthy, well-developed foliage, making
them even at this stage pretty object!, for the

majority of hardy annuals have elegant foliage.

Wnen, however, they flower abundantly, with each

flower well developed, the ample reward for all the

care will be reaped. Many wao never saw annuals so

grown will be astonished, and all will at once

concede that they are " well done." The dwarfer

Clarkias, Godetias, crimson Giant Mignonette,

Eschscholtzias, Schizanthus papilionaceus, &c,
making single specimens 18 inches high and the

same through ; while such coaner- growing mbjecti
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Ba the annual Chrysanthemum!, Malope, Lavatera,

Bartonia, Cacalia, Calliopsis, Calendula pluvialis,

Campanula macrostyla, Centaurea depressa, Eitoca,

flower, and Whitlavia will range from 1 to 21 feet.

One can scarcely realise the vast difference in

appearance they present when cared for, instead of

Fig 102 — cibbhop«.talum EOTHScniLDiAstiM : flowebs bbight pubple, with yellow mabkings.

(see p. 60S.)

THE WHEAT CHOP OF 1895.
Ur to October 20, 1894, ou which day the experi-

mental Wheat was sown, the autumu was favourable

for agricultural operations. After that data much
rain occurred in some parts aDd but little in others.

The winter also was protracted and severe, and to a

certain extent injured the Wheat plant.

The following Table Bhows, In the usual form, the produce
of Wheat on the selected plota in the experimental field at

Rothamsted for 1895, which is the fifty-second year of the

successive growth of the crop on the same land. It also gives

for comparison, the average produce of the same plots over

10, 33, and 43 years, 1852-04 inclusive.

Hibiscus, Emperor Larkspur, Love Lies Bleeding,

Lupins (in variety), Martynias, Nemesia, Nigella,

Shirley Poppy, Prince's Feather, Miniature San-

being neglected ; on the one hand being really

handsome, t ffective, and useful, but on the other little

better than mere weeds, Thomas Bitnyard,

Year.

£K"

Artificial Manures.
2 £o_,2

„ a o
z, -w
_ -* --

Bushels of Dressed Grain, per Acre.

1805.

Averages :

—

10 years 1885-04

10 4SJ 32J 40 325 35 29ie

128 39} 34 37} 361 35] 291 (')

33 years 1852-S4 13 33} 32J 368 368 351 271 (?)

43 years 1852-94 13 345 33} 30} S6| 358 27 J (')

Weight per Bushel of Dressed Grain, lb.

1895. 62J 63J 62| 631 63 625 62j

Averages :

—

10 years 1885-94 59| oil 61 60] 601 «0§ 60}

33 years 1S52-S4 58 605 591 591 58| 591 59J

43 years 1852-94 58J 60| 595 596 59i 59} 593

Total Straw , Chaff, &c , PER Acre, cwts.

1895. 68 31} 22 30 25} 25} 21}

Averages :

—

10 years 1885-94 SS 35

1

81} 39} 38} 36} 26}

33 years 1852-84 ill 315 833 406 «1 383 27}

43 years 1852-94 io| S2| 33} 40} 41 38} 27}

(') Equal to SI bushels at 601b. per bushel.

(
2
) Equal to 29* bushels at 60 lb. per bushel.

(
3

) Equal to 26| bushels at 60 lb. per buaheL
(*) Equal to 27$ bushels at 60 lb. per bushel.

The seed having been sown in October, the Rothamsted
experimental crops suffered comparatively little from loss of

plant during the very severe weather in January and
February. Following the much more than average produce
of 18 bushels grown on the unmanured plot in 1S94, the
Table shows that in the present year the yield was only 10

bushels, which is considerably below the average yield of the

plot. On the other hand, the land manured every year with
farmyard dung gives this year a produce of 43J bushels, of

more than 63 lb. per bushel, which, if reckoned at 60 lb., is

about 11 bushels more than the average of that plot ; and the

crop was generally selected by those who visited the field as

much better than that by any of the other manures. The
selected artificially-manured plots give In fact an average

produce considerably below that of the dung
;
partly owing

to injury in the spring to the plant on plot 16, which receives

besides mineral manures a large quantity of nitrate of soda

;

and as happens in some seasons with such large applications

of nitrate, the surface soil became very moist, and when it

was rolled in the spring it clotted, and the result was injury

to the plant, and defective growth, whilst the leaves had a

very dark green colour.

The chief features of the experimental crops this year are

high quality of grain, and a very small quantity of straw, and
much the same may be said of the crops of the country gene-
rally. Whatever may be the actual weight of the bushel
grown, farmers are in most districts required to deliver 63 lb.,

and fortunately this year a measured bushel will very fre-

quently weigh 63 lb., and British grain will be in request by
millers. The shortness of straw is, however, a great mis-
fortune, especially since the value of the straw for thatching
and other purposes, is stated to be a chief reason why many
farmers continue to grow Wheat. As the average weight per
bushel of the grain on our selected plots was close upon 63 lb.,

the average produce of 29| bushels corresponds to 31 bushels
at the official weight of 60 lb. In comparing the estimate of

31 bushels so arrived at, with others given Irrespectively of

weight per bushel, which this year would in many cases be
as much as 63 lb., and in others perhaps reckoned at that

weight, it should be borne in mind that such estimates would
this year frequently represent about 1J bushel more if

reckoned at 60 lb. per bushel.
Adopting, for the sake of argument, the average produce o

our selected plots as indicating the average produce of the

United Kingdom, the question arises what will be the yield

of the country, and what will be our requirement from other

sources ? A careful study of the climatic conditions of the

harvest-year would point to the conclusion that they were at

any rate not unfavourable for a full average crop of grain
where the soil conditions were favourable. Indeed, the

Table shows that without manure the produce was much
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below the average, with farmyard manure much above

average, with the highest artificial manure also above average,

but with the others below average. It would seem that the

result was much the same in the country at large ; that is

where the conditionand the cultivation ofthe landwere good,

more than average crops have been obtained, and where they

were bad there have been less than average crops. The very

small area of Wheat grown this year is doubtless partly due
to the wetness of the autumn ; and if we knew how much
was got in badly, or sown too late, we might be able to make
a more confident estimate of the yield of the country. At
any rate there is reason to fear that it will prove to be below

the yield we have recorded.

Although there is at present more labour and time spent
than formerly to ascertain the produce of our Wheat crop,

the question as to who is to benefit from the information
when it is obtained, must now frequently suggest itself to

the reader of the reports. From the time our experiments
commenced until comparatively recently, the yield of the
home Wheat crop was an important factor affecting the
supplies which we received from other countries ; and the
rise and fall in our own produce was watched with great

interest by both home and foreign growers as well as by
dealers. After the bad Wheat crop of 1860, the imports of

wheat increased from 4| million quarters in the previous

harvest year to 10J million in 1S60-61 ; while after our great
Wheat crops of 1863 and 1S64, the imports fell from nearly
9A millions in 1862-3, to a little over 7 millions in 1S63-4. and
to about 5£ millions in 1SG4-5. It will be of interest to show
on the other hand how little the yield of our home-grown
wheat influences the foreign supplies at the present time.
The Board of Agriculture estimate of the yield of the Wheat
crop of 1394 in the United Kingdom was 30 7 bushels of inde-
finite weight, which, would probably represent about 32
bushels at 60 lb. per bushel, our own estimate being 33
bushels at 60 lb. per bushel. As the imports with which we
have to compare the home produce are reckoned at 60 lb., it

will be more convenient to adopt by way of illustration our
own estimate, which was obviously not much higher than
that of the Board of Agriculture would be at the same weight
per bushel. Now, deducting 2 bushels per acre for seed
reckoned on the area of the 1894 crop, we last year estimated
that 7f million quarters would be available for consumption
from the home crop, and that rather more than 2l£ millions
would be required from stocks and imports, to meet the re-
quirement for consumption at C bushels per head, and that
the total requirement so estimated would amount to 294
million quarters. But the actual imports within the harvest
yoar 1894-5 were nearly 24J million instead of only 21£ million
quarters, as estimated to be required. According to these
figures, the total available supply from home and foreign
sources would amount to about 32J- million quarters, leaving
a surplus of more than 3 million quarters to be otherwise
consumed or to be added to our stocks. We now know, how-
ever, that the area under the crop in 1S95 was more than
500,000 acres less than in 1894, upon which the above calcu-
lations are founded. Adopting the number of acres now
recorded as under the crop in 1S95 (though it is said that
some which was sown was afterwards ploughed up^ the
amount required for seed was loss than was last year esti-

mated, leaving of course more available for consumption
; and

if we assume the previous calculation to be so corrected, the
result would be that the total available supply from home and
foreign sources would amount for the last harvest year to 32J,
instead of 324 million quarters, and the surplus would be
rather more than 3J million quarters.

Itmay be Btated that our imports of Wheat last year reached
an amount equal to feeding five-sixths of our population.
With favourable seed times, our own area under the crop may
indeed increase more or less beyond that of the past year ; but
unless growers over some large areas of the world find that it

does not pay them to deliver Wheat into our ports at the prices
current at the time, our own growth of the crop cannot be
expected to show much life, or to be the important factor in
British agriculture which it was before the severe competition
of foreign producers in recent years. J, B. Lawes, Bothamsted
October 31, 1835.

Berlin

GERMAN v. BRITISH CYCLAMENS.
At a recent meeting in Berlin there were exhibited

Cyclamen persicum grown from English seeds. Be-
sides these, some German sorts of the same plant were
exhibited. The English sorts were the following :

—

C. persicum hybr. and C. p. h, purple, from Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons of Swanley ; C. p. Crimson QaeeD,
Duke of Connanght, gigantenm roseum compactum,
and Rosy Morn, from Messrs. Carter & Co., London

;

C. p. Brilliant, Crimson King, and Manve Queen,
from Mr. George R-id of London. The Ger-
man sorts were:— Kathchen Stoldl, pnre white;
White, with carmine eye ; Rosa, from Marien-
thal, and a bright dark-pnrple form from Mr.
C Stoldl at Hamburgh, The plants were grown by
a Cyclamen specialist, M. Schwarzbnrg, at Pan-
kow, near Berlin, who grows every year at least 4000
to 6000 plants. The object of the exhibition was

to ascertain whether the English sorts are so much
better than the German ones, that it would be

desirable to introduce English Cyclamen blood

into German cnltures, A year ago similar trials

were made with English Primula chinensis, which
gave the results that the English sorts were in some
ways much better than the German ones. This I

mention to show that the German gardeners do not

hesitate to acknowledge the best even when it

come from abroad, and that they by no means
assert that all German things are best. On
this occasion not one of the English Cyclamens
could rival the German varieties ; indeed, the

flowers were so little satisfactory compared with

those of the German sorts that they would rank
after all others. But not only were the flowers

compared, but also the leaves. I do not know
whether in England sorts with self-coloured leaves

are preferred [No]. Here, in Germany, leaves are de-

sired which have a rich marbling ; the more they

resemble those of C hedersefolinm the higher they

are valued. The English sorts were robust

and very healthy plants, but the foliage was
green, and therefore also, like the flowers, of less

value. As Mr. Schwarzbnrg remarked, the reason

for the superiority of the German sorts is that

German Cyclamen growers do not buy their seeds,

but raise them themselves. They select from their

whole stock of many thousand plants only some
twelve to twenty plants, for seed-growing. By
regular selection during many years, they have
raised sorts which are acconnted excellent for their

pure colours (the English sorts by no means showed
this quality), for their very large size (the German
sorts are mostly about one-third to one-half larger

than the English ones) [!], for the good bearing of

the flowers, and for the good colouring of the leaves,

which are also of good habit. Mr. Schwarzbnrg said it

may be possible that English growers have a different

method of cultivation to that of the German gardeners,

and that he would much like to learn the English
plan, so as to make a further trial. DariDg the
debate a seed merchant, who is also a specialist in

Cyclamen culture, Mr. Van der Smissen, of Steglitz,

near Berlin, remarked that there are in Germany
four centres of Cyclamen culture—Berlin, Hamburgh,
Frankfort-on-Maine, and Dresden. The latter place

produces sorts which differ notably from those of the
three other places. He remarked also that the
German seeds cost about one-third less than the
English sorts. Whilst among the above-named
English sorts are some, of which a thousand seeds

cost £3 15s., the best German sorts cost £1 per
1000 seeds. To these general remarks, your corre-
spondent would add a hope that English Cyclamen
growers will visit the great international exhibi-
tion in the spring of 1897 at Berlin, where they may
show what first-class English-grown Cyclamens
are. Perhaps some English Cyclamen growers will

be kind enough to send some good flowering speci-

mens now, that they may be compared with ours.

Should it interest any of the English growers to
learn how Cyclamens are cultivated here, I shall be
glad to give information. Plants with 100 and more
flowers are by no means rare. Only by interchange
of knowledge is progress possible. It is not for
one or another to hold a monopoly, but it is for all

gardeners to make use of the experiences of the suc-
cessful ones. That is why it is so much wished
that English gardeners should come to the large
exhibition with their products. We shall learn from
them, and we also can promise that English gardeners
may here learn a few things from us.

The autumn here is this year quite an abnormal
one. Curiously enough, though the average day
temperature for some weeks has already been
above the normal one, a great many trees and
shrubs are still green, a fact quite unprecedented
here at the beginning of November. In many
places Dahlia variabilis is still flowering in
the open air, whilst in other years these plants
are killed by frost four weeks earlier. The
reason is, that we have not yet had a severe
frost, and that the plants are gradually accustomed
to a lower temperature. It would be interesting to

try if plants grown from seed which ripens now,

would be more resiBtent to onr climate than the

mother plants. A plant that very seldom fruits here

is Sophora japonica, which this year bears much
fruit ; whether these will ripen is another question.

Faulownia imperialis has flowered here this year,

also a very rare occurrence. I do not know whether

it has ever done so before.

Chrysanthemum nipponicum is a plant that some
time ago was sent over to us as a very fine novelty.

It is in flower here now, but it is worth nothing. The
plant itself, with its thick fleBhy leaves, is interesting,

but the flowers are not good.

Saintpaulia ionantha, or, as it is called here, the

Violet of Usambara, is, on the contrary, a most
delightful and very satisfactory plant. Seedlings

raised in January were in full flower in June, and
are still flowering now, Nov. 1, in my room. Cer-

tainly this Gesneraceous plant is one of the best novel-

ties brought forward of late years. Besides seeding

freely, it is easily to be propagated, like a Gloxinia,

by leaves. The culture is quite easy. It is to be
hoped that East Africa, especially Kilimandzaro and
Usambara, will furnish us with some other worthful

plants for our gardens.* Prof. Volkene, who has

lived for one and a half year on Kilimandzaro at an
elevation of 1550 metres, at Marangu, showed at the

last meeting of the Berlin Horticultural Society, a
good many most interesting plants, which grow at an
elevation of 4000 metres and higher, and which
would be quite hardy here also. The most
interesting one was a new species of Rubus
of the Blackberry group, with fruits 2 inches

in diameter, and of a yellow colour. Also a new
Anemone is very remarkable. Very large is the

number of Monocotyledonous plants from Kilimand-
zaro which are worth growing by us. Amongst the

Polygonacece.the most remarkable is Rumex nervosus

var. usambarensis, a climber with stems 8 inches in

diameter, with enormous pure purple fruit-stalks.

It grows at an elevation of 2800 metres. The Kili-

mandzaro plants are of the highest value, especially

for English gardeners. Professor Volkens remarked
that for eight months the sun is not to be seen,

because clouds, and fogs, and rains darken the sky.

The rains are not thunderstorms, as in other tropical

regions during the rainy seasons, but mild rains.

The total rainfall observed during one year, at an
elevation of 1550 metres, was 1900 mm. The
highest temperature is not equal to that which we
have in the summer months. Potatos grew very

well, also all our other vegetables. Vines do not

ripen ; it is possible that the damp is the cause of

this. Barley grows very well ; but when the main
stalk begins to show its ear, the plant ramifies, and
young shoots grow up, so that afterwards all stages,

from young shoots to ripe ears, are on the same
plant, which gives much trouble in harvesting. Pro-
fessor Volkens thinks that this may be altered by
selection of the plants and by raising local sorts

U. D,, November.

FEUIT GROWING FOR SMALL
GARDENS.*

Fibst, having settled upon the size of the plot of

ground we can spare for growing Apples and Pears,

the next point to decide is what shape our trees

shall take, as the number of trees to be planted in a
given plot will depend upon their shape; then, having
finally settled upon the number of trees we are able

to plant, the next most important step to decide is

the kinds to grow, and in what proportion. This we
shall find a most difficult task, for, although we may
know of several good kinds ourselves, it will not
help us much, as most of these are grown entirely

for the markets in large orchards, and are wholly
unsuitable for growing in small gardens, owing to
the large size the trees attain, besides which many of

these orchards have been planted for the last gene-
ration or so, and other kinds of better flavour, and
better keeping qualities have superseded them. As
an instance, we probably all of ns know what a good

* Extracts from a Paper read before the Streatham Hill
Agasaiz Society, on Oct. 25, 1895, by Mr, J. O. Waltham.
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Apple a Blenheim Orange in, and I hare known
several, for this reason, who hare grown it without

making any enquiries about it, and hare been terribly

diiappointed, for the Cox's Orange Pippin ha«

entirely taken its place ; firat, because it comes into

bearing when only three to four years old, whereas

the former cannot be got to bear until it is fully

twelre years old ; and, secondly, it bears more regu-

larly, and keeps a month longer and better than the

Blenheim Orange does, and without donbt is a far

superior Apple all round. Again, if we look through

a catalogue, we find some 150 to 200 apparently

more or less good rarieties, so that we do not get

much information from this source. By far the best

plan, when it can be adopted, is to go to a good

grower, and get him to gire you a sample or two of

each of the best kinds ripening each month, and

most suitable to the growth of trees you propose to

plant; by this means one is able to judge for one-

self of the quality of the fruit, and suit one's own
indiridual taste.

Training.

There are some fire or six methods in general use

for training the trees. First, we hare the orchard

standard, which, owing to its size, ia quite unsuitable

for small gardens, as they not only take away too

much nutriment from the ground, but prerent light

and air from getting to the plants, &3., in its ricinity.

As it does not come into bearing until some fire or

six years old, the amateur standard is not infre-

quently grown. It is similar to the above, but the

straight stem is corered with short spurs, which are

allowed to produce frnit until the upper portion of

the tree is in full bearing, when they are cut off,

thus giring us a bearing tree some two or three

years earlier.

Where space in a small garden is rery limited, the

walk is often bordered by espaliers; these are trees

grown on a straight stem, with branches about

9 inches apart running at right angles to it in the

same plane, and are trained and kept into position

by being fastened to wires stretched from post to

post. They usually bear well, and if hearily laden,

there is no chance of the branches being broken,

nor is the fruit so easily blown off in a high wind
;

but the greatest objection to this method of growing

trees is that it screens the garden far too much from

light and air, and plants will not thrire unless there

is plenty of air passing through a garden ; in fact,

they act, in this respect, as a second wall to the

garden, as the branches are so close together. Many
Apples and Pears frill do rery well on this principle

when grown against a south or west wall, but are

rery liable, when the stalks are long, to get damaged

by rubbing against it ; besides which, the sun can

only get at one side of the fruit, and the branches

are reduced in bearing surface by exactly a half, as

those buds next the wall cannot, of course, come to

maturity. Such trees should be planted about 15 feet

apart, and should nerer be tied permanently to either

wall or wire until they hare been in the ground for

some four to six weeks, and hare had time to

thoroughly settle, aB otherwise many of the smaller

branches will probably become damaged through the

Btrain put upon them by the tree sinking. Trees

are also grown against wires or walls in the shape of

fans, but there is more trouble in training these than

espaliers, and they do not cover a given surface so

well and erenly as the former do. For Gooseberries,

Cherries, Peaches, &c , this method is, howerer,

more suitable, as the growth of these kinds of fruit

trees is not so robuit as with Pears and Apples.

Borders are sometimes edged with trees in the form

of a letter T, the two Bide branches forming the top

of the T are fastened to a wire about 9 inches to

1 foot from the ground. But these are not much good,

as they hare to be transplanted so often to prerent

them cankering ; they are also rery liable to be choked

by Burrounding plants, and the fruit and wood do not

become properly ripe. They should be planted

about 12 feet apart.

Hedges are made of cordon trees about 2 feet apart,

which are also used for covering walls. These are

trees with straight stems upon which no branches

are allowed to derelop ; so soon as the would-be
branch is about 6 inches long it is cut, and
not allowed to grow any longer, thus the stem in

time becomes thickly studded with spurs, as they are

usually called, upon which the fruit is borne. They
hare to be continually transplanted, unless they are

allowed to grow to a great height, otherwise they

grow too faat and will canker through being pruned
so much to keep them within bounds. It is a growth
of tree which is not to be recommended except under
special circumstances, such as a high narrow wall

where no other kind of trees would be suitable, or

where sereral kinds of fruit are being tried for

experimental purposes and little room can be giren

to them. They are usually grown in an oblique form,

so that the fruit hangs away from the stem as much
as possible ; they sometimes take the form of the

letter U.
We now come to the bush tree, which requires but

rery little attention, frnits well, bat is rery liable to

spread about too much for a small garden, but

there are a few kinds of fruit that will grow in no
other way; when auch kinds are required, there is no
other alternatire than to grow them in thia form.

(That now before you i» a Jargonelle Pear about

fifteen or sixteen years old, bears regularly erery

year, and haa only been transplanted once during

that lim \) If they are planted closer than 4 to

5 feet apart, they would require to be taken up erery

three or four years.

The best of all trees, and undoubtedly that most
suitable for small gardens, is the pyramid. Thia

tree haa a straight stem through the centre, with the

branches radiating out from it on all sides, and when
once fairly started, will keep growing in this Bhape

with but very little trouble and attention other than

pruning regularly twice a year. Theae trees, if not

allowed to grow too thickly, produce the finest-

flaroured fruit that can be got, and, if proper aorta

are grown, will fruit regularly erery year. The plan

I myself adopt is to plant them 5 feet apart all ways,

and not allow any branchea to grow lower than 12

to 15 inches from the ground ; dwarf Beana, Peas,

Spinach, Lettuce, &c, are then grown in rows

between them.

Haring decided upon the shape of the tree we wish

to grow, the next point to settle is whether we

will graft our own, buy young trees, or those which

are already set with fruit-buds.

Grafting,

Grafting is Tery interesting work, but not to be

recommended except for experimental purposes, as

one-year-old trees, or "maiden," aa they are termed,

cost only \0d. to Is. 6d. each, and will commence to

fruit in two or three years ; fruiting trees cost from

3s. each upwards, and will bear the next year if kept

well watered during the dry season, thereby saring

both time and labour. It may not, howerer, be out

of place here to describe the method of grafting.

Young well-rooted treea about the siz? of one's little

finger, usually known aa stocks, are procured from

any grower, and when well-establiahed, are cut down

in an oblique form to within an inch or so of the

ground, the cutting or scion ia taken from the tree

just aa the sap is rising, and also cut in an oblique

form, the two freshly-cut parts are then bound

tightly together, care being taken to see that the

bark of one is touching the bark of the other, so that

the sap which rises between the hard wood and the

bark can make an easy passage through from one to

the other ; it will not matter if the barks on the

opposite side do not touch, but the nearer they

are the better. Clay, well-kneaded with horse-

hair, is then packed closely round the joint in

the shape of an egg to keep the air out. If

this is corered orer with a Rhubarb leaf it will allow

it to dry more gradually, and probably prerent it

from cracking ; all cracks must be filled up as soon

as they appear. Various stockB are used according

to the tree which ia to be grafted on to them. Apple

is grafted on to Quince, Pear on to Paradise, and

Cherry on to Mahaleb, Plum on Mussel. Old, worn-

out trees can profitably be made use of by cutting

back half the branchea to within 6 inches of the

stem ; on to these are grafted some two or three
scions. The year following the other half should be
cat back and grafted in the same way ; they not
unfrequently commence to bear the next year.

Planting.

As the future of the tree depends largely upon the
way it is planted, too much care cannot be expended
upon this. The holes to receive the new trees

should be dug some time before they arrive, so

that the earth can be got into condition by
allowing it to absorb as much oxygen at possible

;

and it should be only just as deep as will allow the

tree to be buried to the same depth as formerly, but

muBt be large enough for all the roots to be laid

out straight on all sides. Care should also be taken
that the roots do not become dry or touched by
the frost during removal ; and before they are planted

all damaged roota should be trimmed with a sharp

knife, otherwise they v?ill become diseased and will

injure the tree. Before planting, tie the upper
fibrous roots around the trunk, then place the

tree firmly in the centre of the hole, spread out the

lower roota evenly all round, and if large and stiff,

stake them in position should thia be necessary;

work in loose earth around and between them, fill in

to the upper lot of roots and tread down lightly.

The upper roots should now be untied, laid out all

round, and corered with loose loam, to which a little

lime haa been added, and the whole trodden firmly

down. When a aecond person's assistance can be

procured to keep the tree straight, it will make the

work all the easier. If the trees are receired from

the nuraery directly the leareB hare fallen, and at

once planted, they will get thoroughly aettled in by
the autumn raina before the freat cornea, and will

commence growing as soon as the other treea do in

the 8pring, and will then experience hardly any check

at all, which they would do if planted in the apring.

Aa the woolly aphia or American blight ia abont

the only enemy which attacka Apple treea, I might
juat aay here that the beat way to get rid of it ia to

brush the part affected with a hard paint bruah

dipped in a weak solution of paraffin and water.

Pruning.

Trees, like children, to be properly trained, must
be taken in hand when young, and although we can

follow a general routine in cultirating them, yet the

detaile of their cultiration must depend, in each

case, upon the indiridual rariety. For instance,

some rarieties grow rery erect, and if allowed to

continue in thia form will choke themaelree, produce

very little frnit, if any, and thia of a very inferior

quality. But aa our object is to get open trees so

that light and air can get at erery part of them, it

would be no use in this case pruning to a bud on the

inside of the branch, as the last bud always forms

the leader for the next year, and would therefore

grow directly into the centre, and the tree would be

still more crowded ; we must therefore prune to buds

on the underside, and the branches will then grow out-

wards and away from the centre. Again, some kinds

hare a propensity to droop their branches, bo that if the

last buda left are under ones, as in the former

caae, they will rery soon grow down to the ground
;

in this instance a top bud must be left to continue

the branch. When the branch i8 sufficiently long

to allow of its being duplicated at the end without

fear of crowding, it should be pruned to a point where

the last bud is on one side, and the next one it

exactly on the opposite Bide; theae two buds can

then be allowed to grow, and will form a V at the

end of the original branch ; but when the two enda

of the V are about 1 foot apart, the direction should

then be again altered into a parallel direction by

pruning to an inaide bud on each arm. The aim

alwaya to be kept in riew being, nerer to allow the

centre or any part of the tree to become crowded.

Aa a general rule, the last three buda on a branch

will ahoot out and form new growths, while the

remainder, if the tree ia healthy and not too rigorout,

will derelop into fruit buda, to that with thit know-

ledge in riew we can always prune our trees to form

branches in whaterer direction we like. It is a
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moot point si to when trees should be pruned ; some

>ay daring summer and autumn, whereas others do

not agree with this, affirming that the tree ii harmed
thereby, and that all pruning ahould be left till the

autumn ; again, those who advocate spring pruning

give it as their opinion that the newly-cut parti are

liable to be injured by the frost coming before they

have time to heal over when carried out in the

autumn.

There is no doubt that there is some foundation

for all these assertions, but, on the other hand, if the

pruner has a little common- sense and judgment,

they can all be overcome. Naturally, if the tree is

pruned all over at the end of June, it is, as it were, sud-

denly thrown out of gear, as there are no free channels

for the sap to Bow through, and no doubt a great

deal of injury will be the result, but the method I

myself have pursued, and with the best results, is to

prune only the aide-Bhoots back to two eyei, and not

touch the end shooti at all. The sap, then, is checked

but very little, and the surplus which is not required

for continuing the branch onwards flows into the

fruit, which is then large enough to take almost any

quantity, and the two buds in moat cases will lie

dormant, and form fruit-blossoms for next year ; if,

however, there is not sufficient fruit on the tree to

absorb this surplus sap, only the upper of the two

buds will shoot, and must be cut back in the autumn
to two buds again, while the remaining bud will be

sure to develop into a fruit-bud. Here, then, is a

distinct gain of one year, for if the shoot had to be

left till the autumn to be pruned to the two eyes, it

would then have been far too late for them to

develop into fruit-buds by the following Bpring; the

remainder of the tree is then pruned in the autumn
directly the sap has ceased to flow, and the newly-

cut parts will dry before the frost comes on, when
no harm will result. When the tree is in the con-

dition it ahould be in, hardly any pruning will be

neceaaary, other than cutting back the new wood at

the ends of the branches to 6 inches from the start.

There is still another advantage in summer pinning

that should not be overlooked, and that is, that light

and air will more freely circulate in and about the

tree, and its bearing properties be considerably in-

creased through the wood being ripened, that is

becoming hard through the sap being, to a certain

extent, dried up, and the fruit is better matured.

Selection of Vabieties,

Ai already pointed out, a difficulty that always

arises is the choice of varieties most suitable to

amall-growing trees, and therefore a little guidance

as to the beat kinds to grow will not be out of place.

Tastes vary very considerably ; but for my own part,

I prefer Apples which are criap, j nicy, and sweet,

and with the later kinds, good keepers, and not

liable to get woolly (early kinds should invariably be

eaten direct off the trees, as they soon lose their

freshness) ; in the case of Fean, they should be

luscious, juicy, and remain ripe for some time before

going rotten or sleepy.

The following varieties of dessert Apples

fal&l the above conditions as nearly as pos-

sible, are reliable and constant croppers, and
will give a continual supply for ten or

eleven months, viz.:—August, Devonshire Qiar-
renden (which, however, will not thrive in cold,

damp localities) (Irish Peach)* ; September, Wor-
cester Pearmain (Lady Sadeley) ; October, Mother;
November to January, Cox's Orange Pippin (King of

Pippins); February to June, Stunner Pippin ; April

to May, Allen's Everlasting. Should only one be

required, Cox's Orange Pippin should be grown iu

preference to all others, as it keeps ao long (No-
vember to January), bears well, and is of medium
size. I have had over thirty good- sized fruits on
one of these trees when only four years old,

Although the above Hat is very condenaed, I con-
aider it far better to plant several trees of a small

number of vaiietiei, provided they are good kinds
and constant bearers, than few trees of several

varieties. Highly- coloured Apples, grown prin-

• These in parenthe es give a more ext?Dded list of good
kinds.

cipally for show, are usually soft and woolly ; some,

however, prefer them,

Cooking Apples are usually so cheap, that they

are hardly worth growing, unless one has plenty of

room ; bat the following varieties are good bearers,

and worth growing where practicable :—August to

September, Duchess of Oldenburg ; September to

October, Lord Grosvenor; October to January, Bis-

marck; (November to December, New Hiwthornder),

(November to March, Wellington) ; November to

April, Lane's Prince Albert. As Apples are dearer

in the spring of the year than daring summer, Line's

Prince Albert should be grown in preference to the

others, where all cannot be grown, as they give a

supply from November to April (six months).*

ITt be continued.)

Forestry.

THE EDUCATION OF THE FORESTER.
Me. Forbes' letter on this Bubject in your last

number raises a question which has often been dis-

cussed in your columns before, but seldom with any

practical result. It is perfectly true that, with the

exception of a few great estates in Scotland, a few

Royal and Government forests in England, and here

and there a property whose owner is in the happy

position of being entirely independent of the income

derived from it, there is no such thing now- a da) s

as scientific forestry in England, no demand for

scientific foresters, and, as far as I can see, no

reason why there should be. The reason is a very

simple one. Scientific forestry does not pay. Royal

Commissions may be appointed, and schools of

forestry instituted, lectures and articles on the

subject without end may be written, bat all

will be perfectly useless, because the people

who have to manage properties know that

the whole thing is purely speculative, and in my
humble opinion there is far less opening for scientific

wood management or forestry than there was a

century or two centuriea ago, when, if there were

not many scientific foresters, there were plenty of

excellent woodmen who knew their business and did

it. In those days there was some certainty of a fair

return for their labour and outlay. Now there is

none. If any one can show a profis-and-losi account

of the woods and plantations on any property in

England which daring the last ten or twenty years

have been so managed as to pay a fair rate of

interest on their original coat, it would do more to

encourage scientific forestry than all the talking,

lecturing and writing in the world; but either such a

thing does not exist, or the conditions are so ex-

ceptionally favourable that they are no guide to

ordinary practice. Is there any sort of timber or

wood product which cannot be produced in some
other country far cheaper and in many cases better

than in England? If so, I have not discovered it,

and I have seen more of the foreata of North America,

Europe, and India, than nine out of ten of those who
talk about scientific forestry.

There was one tree which for a long time did seem
as if it would pro re a source of profit to many English

planters. I mean, of course, the Lireh ; but what is

the present condition of half the Larch plantations in

England under twenty years old ? and what have the

scientific foresters done, or what can they do to stop

the progress of a disease which seems to be spreading

and increasing everywhere ? As far as my experience

goes, absolutely nothing.

Mr. Forbes sayi very truly that the majority of

British woodlands owe their existence to the game
they harbour, and I believe it is a literal fact that

the most scrubby, ill-managed, neglected woodlands,

if well situated for game preaerving, are worth far

more to-day to sell or to let, and give more satisfac-

tion to their owners than the most scieutifically-

managed forests where there is no game.

* The paper was illustrated with practical demonstrations

of the various method9 of grafting, samples of well and badly-

grown branche?, be-ides a good collection of the above-named
fruit.

Another reason for the neglect of forestry in

England is the absence of any certain market for

the produce. It is true that the owner of a large

quantity of clean, sound timber not too far from a

good road, and a manufacturing or mining district,

may get a price of aome sort for it; but what can the

average Engliah landowner get for the few acores or

hundreds of trees that he has to cut from time to

time ? What can he get for his bark or his nnder-

wood compared to what he got in bygone times ?

As a rule, he only cats heavily when he wants

money badly, and in ordinary times cuts only what

he wants for eBtate purpoaes, firewood, fencing, and

ao on. He could very often buy it better and cheaper,

but he does not like to turn his woodmen off, and

at any rate the money stays on the property. Bat
he hates the very name of a timber merchant, who
is moat difli ;ult to deal with in such transactions as

an average landowner haa to do with. If he can

get enough out of his woods to pay expenses, and

the young trees which he plants are not totally

crippled or destroyed by rabbits, drought, spring

frosts or insect pests, he thinks himself lucky, and

though he may plant for ornament or shelter, he

now hardly ever plants for profit.

I have often thought that a time mast come when
the price of English timber will rise conaiderably

—

and no doubt this time will come ; but whether the

successors of the men who planted it will get any

adequate return for its original cost is as much a

matter of speculation as the price of coal a hundred

years hence. The finance bill of last year has done

more to check scientific forestry, or any other so-

called improvements of the kind which English

landowners have hitherto done so much of, than the

supporters of the bill have any idea of. When they

have starved out the land-owner they will want the

State to do what he used to do, but the goose will be

killed by that time, and it will be too late to cry

out. H. J. Elwes, Colesborne, Cheltenham,

WEST INDIAN PLANTS.
Ctbtopodium Woodfobdi, Benth, (Cybtopeba.

Woodfoedi, Lirtdl ).—Iu one or two districts of Gre-

nada this 0. chid is fairly common. Along the roadside

on stiff loamy aoila it grows naturally, and also near at

hand oftentimea its greenish- purple scapes may be

observed quite at home in swampy flat patches of

land, peering oat of the Sedges and other swamp-
loving plants. Its leaves simulate in situ somewhat
those of a common Grenada grass, namely, Panicum
palmifolium. I am told by an old white settler

—

one C. W. P/otin by name—that the lower portion

of the plant yields a viscid sao, by whose aid

broken wares may be repaired. Grisebacb. records

(at p. 630) in his Flora of the British West indies,

upon the authority of Crneger, that in colour the

flowers are " white, with a yellow spot on the lip."

This reference seemi to me to raise a doubt as to

whether Crueger did not mean Cyrtopodium cris-

tatum of Grisebach instead, for—ifmy memory serves

me correctly—this latter terrestrial is a pure white

with a yellowish tint somewhere about the flower

When I saw it growing in the Aripi savanna of

Trinidad (B. W. I.), about three years since, it

brought to mind the Lily of the Valley. Oar
GrenadanC.Woodfordi certainly shows no tendency to
white; but, on the other hand, is decidedly of a
brownish green-purple colour. When collecting

herbarium material last year, I noticed the flowering
•tern to be succulent and pliable, and the leaves
brittle. It flowers during the months of August and
September, and possibly October. W . E. Broadway,
Botanic Garden, Grenada, B. W. I.

POLTFODIDM (EtJPOLYPODITJll) XIPBOPTEB0ID.5EF0LIUM,

Jenm. n.sp,

Stipites tufted, wiry, filiform, stiffly erect, brown,
naked, slightly scariose, margined to the base, £ to l.1

or incheB long ; fronds bipinnatifid, firm, erect, dark
green, naked, 4 to 6 inches long, 1.; to 2 inches wide,
suddenly reduced at the base to minute deltoid spar-
like segments, the apex terminating in a pinnatifid

pinna 1 to 1 , inches long, broadest at the base, but
otherwise similar to the lateral ones

;
pinnce spreading,

linear, J to lj inch long, 1J to 2 lines wide,
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broadly adnata and narrowly decnrrent, forming a
•lightly interrupted wing to the brown wiry slightly

flexuose rachis, terminating in a minnte obtuse
lobe, cnt two-thirds to the dark filiform mid-vein
into obtuse obliquely deltoid decurrent segments

i to | line wide and deep, with an opeD, iblique,

•ub-acute sinus between ; veins simple or forked,

the latter abruptly pan. Though the fronds are

larger, the pinrjfc are only half the number of thoie

of melanolrichum. The cutting of the pinnaj is

exactly like that of Xiphopteris fronds. P, achillcce-

folium, Kanlf, of Ecuador and Brazil, is the only

other species of this small group. G. S. Jenman,

Demerara, Oct. 24, 1895.

Fig. 103.— coedtuse banksii, on stewabt iscind.

not excurrent; sori terminal on the short spur-like

anterior branch, one to etch segment.

Gathered in Cuba, by Eggers, matted with other

species, and apparently not detected. Near to P.

melanotrichum, Baker, of Roraima, Britiih Guiana,

but distinguished by the obtuse—not finely

subulate — final segment', forked veins, the

sori on the short, nearly basal spur, much longer

petioles, with minute spur-like segments apart

near tbeir top, darker colour, and the distinct ter-

minal pinna similar to the lateral, and into which

COEDYLINE BANKSII, ON
STEWART ISLAND.

This fine " Palm-lily " is one of the most beautiful

and interesting plants in the New Zealand florc

Although occasionally cultivated in the southern

portions of the Britiih Isles, it is not so well known
as it ought to be, from the beauty of its inflorescence,

and the picturesque effect of its long drooping

leaves. The drawing presented herewith, fig. 103, is

from a photograph taken by Dr, J, R. Riley, of

Winton, and represents a sptcimen of the Backs'
Palm-lily planted as a seedling on the Island of
L'lva, Paterson's Inlet, Stenart Island, by the late
Mr. Charles Traill in 1888. and flowering for
the first time in 1891. Its present height
from the base of the stem to the apex of the
panicle is about 11 feet; the leaves are between
5 and 6 feet long, and about 3 inches broad
in the middle, being narrowed into a rounded
leaf-stalk, which becomes slightly expanded at
the base; a longitudinal red band inns down the
middle of most of the leaves, and increases the
beauty of the plant. The huge open panicle, which
in old plants is drcopinp, and often from 7 to 8 feet

in length, is characterised by the long, slender, and
rather distant branches usually forming a right angle
with the rachis.and is at once singular and beautifnl,
resembling a large specimen of ramifj ing white coral.

The common Palm-Lily, C. australis, differing in its

short stiff leaves, and smaller more compact panicles
;

although scarcely less beautiful than C. Bankiii,

is certainly less graceful, and presents a strong con-
trast with (bat species, while it attains a much larger

size, specimens 60 feet high, wilh a trutik 6 feet in

diameter, beine occasionally observed ; C. Banksii

rarely exceeds 10 feet in height. C. australis is dis-

tributed throughout the Colony from the North
Cape to Stewart Island, but C. Banksii is only found
in the North Island, and in the northern part of the

South Island as far south as Westland. Stewart
IslaLd is separated from the South Island of New
Zealand by Fuveaux Strait, and has a very interest-

ing flora, containing many endemic plants of great

beauty; its climate is mild and remarkably equable.

Although the atmosphere is almost constantly satu-

rated wilh moisture, the actual rainfall is scarcely

larger than that of Cook Strait, say about 42 inches

per annum.
An account of its flowering plants and Ferns was

published in the Tramactions of the Nivj Zealand

Institute, xii. (1888), pp. 213, 234. Stewart Island

is of especial interest as forming the extreme
southern limit of arborescent Ferns, which extend

to the South Cape, lat. 47° 20', instead of to 45° 50',

as usually stated in our text- books.

The tree Fern on the right hand side of the drawing

is Dxksonia iquarrosa; the trees shown at the back
are the Kamahi, Weinmannia racemoea. T. Kirk,

Colonial Muteum, Wellington.

Vegetables.
— —

KITCHEN GARDEN CROPS IN 1895.

We may now compare notes with previous

years, and it is well to do so for future

guidance. la this district we suffered somewhat
severely frcm the extreme cold in February, not

only so, but the ground was rendered unworkable

till qiite late, which prevented us frcm getting many
of the crops sown and planted at the time we should

have preferred. April was a somewhat cold month,

there being only one night thronehout it in which

the thermometer registertd over 45°, and only two

da} a that might be considered hot, or when the

thermometer in the shade registered as many as 7 1

I ',

the consequence being that vegetables made but

slow progress during the whole time, and this,

together with the drawbacks of the previous two
months, began to make things look rather serious.

May was a very dry month, when only 14 of an

inch of rain fell with us, the same being the case in

June, when 0'36 fell, while July was by far the

wettest month of the whole year.

Asparagus was by no means so plentiful as in

some former years, while Peas suffered so much
from the slugs in April, that they made but a poor

show for a long time, and were therefore much later

than usual. Many of the varieties, however, did

exceedingly well, even till the end of the season
;

particularly fine were Sutton's Late Queen, Veitch's

Main Crop, and Eckford'i Memorial. Cauliflowers

got well established daring the showery weather in

April, and these produced heads, the like of which
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we have seldom had, all kindi being satisfactory

alike. The first to tarn in were Early Forcing from

seed sown in pans early in January, and these were

followed by Walcheren that had been protected in a

cold frame during winter, and planted out in the

open quarter at the end of March ; after which

Mammoth and Autnmn Giant that were raised on a

slight hot- bed and planted out in April, the roots

having time to take a good hold of the soil before

the hot weather set in, and on that account, they

did not bolt as did some of the summer varieties

planted out at the same time. We can therefore

recommend this plan to others situated like our-

selves with a certainty of success. Root crops of all

kinds are very good this season. Carrots are

excellent, particularly those that were not sown till

late. With hs, Carrots sown about the middle of

June will usually grow large enough even for exhi-

bition by the end of September, and finer samples

need not be than those sown at that date this year,

the bountiful showers during the latter part of July

being just the thing for them. Seed sown during

the second week of that month on ground that had

been cleared of an early crop of Potato*, have pro-

duced a fine sample of useful roots. Those who are

troubled with the Carrot- maggot, and have to find

supplies to carry them on through the winter, would

do well to adopt this plan. For these late sowings

we use Model, Intermediate, and Gem. Beet-root

that were sown early have grown far too coarse, being

more of the stamp of Mangel Wurzels. Those who

have good ground would do well to confine them-

selves to growing the dark- leaved kinds, which need

not be sown before the end of May or early in June.

Seakale Beet is one of those useful vegetables not so

well known as it deserves to be, for at this season of

the jear, when both Beans and Peas outside are

over, and before forced Asparagus and Seakale

come in, there is always something needed for

a change, and few vegetables than this, particularly

if a good strain be obtained, the pearly-white leaf-

stalks being very tender. Globe Artichokes have

done well this autumn, and continued forming heads

from young plantations till they were cut down by

the frost, which, with us, was very severe for about

a week, there being 14° registered on the night of

October 26, and 11° and 10 3 the two following

mornings. Jerusalem Artichokes, especially the white

variety, have grown very strong, and will, no doubt,

prove useful during the coming winter.

Turning to the winter green crops, Brussels Sprouts

form the principal, as these continue to give a supply

during bad weather, when Broccoli outside are cut

down. There are now so many fine varieties that

it is difficult to say which is best. Those, however,

who have good ground would do well to grow the

smaller kinds, unless the others are planted late,

as they grow far too large. With us it is seldom
that Brussels Sprout seed is sown before the second
week in April, and then a north border or open
quarter is selected on which to sow it, otherwise

the plants would be too forward. Plenty of

sprouts are then usually ready for use by the

time Peas and Beans outside are getting over.

Celery is a vegetable so much esteemed ia most
places, that a good supply should always be had.

Bast winter, the one that withstood the frost best

with us was Major Clarke ; this fine solid variety

when well grown, is hard to beat. Broccoli with ns
are not so good this season, the hot dry weather in

September affecting them very much, and if we
should have a severe winter, many of them will no
doubt succumb. Borecoles are much more hardy,

and on that account ought to find more favour in

our gardens. There are some very useful kinds
amoDgit these, such as Al, Arctic, Favourite, and
Exquisite. Kunner B?ans have become so numerous
that one would almost wonder how more can be

added, but when we come to consider that half-a-

dozen or so varieties may be had out of one pod, the

marvel is that they are kept so true. A variety we
grew this season nnder the name of Exhibition,

produced an abundance of straight, well-shaped pods
about 13 inches in length. We hope, therefore, to

give it another trial next season. S. C. Prinsep, Sussex,

WaICHEEEN CAULLFLOWE2.

Although I have cultivated several varieties of

Cauliflower for wintering in frames and for an early

supply, I have so far found none to be equal to the

Walcheren, and were I limited to one variety, I

would give my preference to that one when true.

Early London Cauliflower may be a few days earlier,

but it is more apt to " button ;
" at least, that is my

experience. It is a mistake to get these plants for

frames too early, quite small plants being best. Lift

and transplant them into frames, hand-glasses, or to

a spot where hard frost can be warded off, and give

the soil a gentle stir occasionally between them, and
plenty of air at all times when there is no actnal

frost. It is seldom that they will then fail to turn

in well about the first week in June, earlier or later

according to the season.

At all times Cauliflower should be planted where
they are to form their heads, on deeply-trenched,

well-mannred land, and not left too close to-

gether. Walcheren is more hardy than many, and
is of a compact habit of growth. I always plant

them out at 7 inches apart in frames for the winter.

The Erfurt type is useful for sowing in pans in heat

in late winter and early spring, and if duly attended

to, it will come into use at an early part of the

summer, but great care must be taken they do not

get a check, or nearly every plant will " button.''

H. Markham, Kent.

The Week's Work,
THE OHCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Bvrfori, Doring.

HINTS ON CULTURE.—Plenty of light at all times
is necessary for the healthy growth of Orchids, and
at this season more than at any other. The glass in

all the O;chid-houses should be kept clean by wash-
ing it inside and out. The wood- work should like-

wise come in for an occasional cleaning ; a white,

clean surface increases the light in the houses. Ex-
amine every plant for insects, and sponge the

leaves with clear water ; wash the pots, and
keep everything about the plants trim, clean,

and tidy. Whilst re-arranging the plants in the

cool- house, examine each for sings, which are nearly

always present in the sphagnum- moss, sparing no
trouble in getting rid of them ; failure to do this will

lead to numbers of young roots and succulent flower-

spikes being lost. Lettuce leaves, small shallow pans
filled with bran, slices of Potato, &c, are useful as

baits for slugs, and these should be placed on
the stages and the moss, and often examined.
When the Sower-spikes of Odontoglossums push,

a piece of rough wadding should be wrapped around
them, as over which slugs seldom pass. As to

Odontoglossums of the cool-house, the majority

are in full growth, and it will be noticed that

at the base of many of the leading breaks there is a
brown-coloured outer sheath, which sometimes
clasps the growths so tightly as to prevent the

young roots from emerging, and it should be care-

fully slit in several p'aces, and pulled off in small

pieces. Failure to do this causes the roots to

come up inside the sheath into the air, and make no
further progress, instead of the sphagnum-moss.
The plants of Miltonia vexillaria now growing freely

will require similar attention, as also the new growths,

which should be examined occasionally, and the

tender young leaves that stick to each other and
become crumpled gently separated from each other.

Among Orchids of small growth the pretty yellow-

flowered Oncidium eheirophorum is now opening its

flowers, and till the flower-spike is fully developed,

the plant should be hung up close to the roof-glass

in the intermediate or Cattleya-house, so that it

may obtain plenty of light. It is a plant that should

be sparingly watered at all times, and especially

during the winter, or the pseudo-bulbs and leaves

will rapidly decay. After the flowers fade, the plants

may be afforded rest by applying just sufficient water

to keep the pseudo-bulbs plump-lookiDg, ard when
growth recommences fresh material should be placed

about the plant Shallow well- drained pans, with a

thin layer of peat and sphagnum-moss to root in, suit

this plant. Oncidiums Pha'aenopsis, cucullatum,

olivaceum, and nubigenum, although their flowera

are small, are very lovely, and they keep fresh-

looking for several weeks; still, it is nnadvisable

to retain them on the plants too long, or they will

suffer in health. Like many other species of Onci-

dinm, these fail in some instances to grow as satis-

factorily as their owners would wish ; and being

purely cool-house plants, they require a light position

in the Olontoglossum- house, and plenty of water at

all times. The same kind of treatment will suit

Mesospinidium vulcanicum, M. sangnineum, Odon-
toglosBum roseum, and Cochlioda Notziiana. Theso
species should be potted rather high up in well-

drained pots filled with peat and sphagnum-moss,
and the best time for repotting them is just when
root activity begins.

FBTJITS ILNDEB GLASS.
.By Eictkard Paskeb, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

generalWORK.—The practice ofplacing numbers
of plants of Chrysanthemums in every available fi uit-

house is reprehensible, because it leads to an im-
proper treatment of the Vines, Peaches, Figs, &c,
permanently planted in them. For instance, fire-

heat has to be used in frosty weather, the ventilation

is also not what the Vines, &c, require, the borders
are made nndnly wet, and the surface trodden down
and made impervious to the air. To lessen the evils

of housing the Chrysanthemums as much as may be,

they should be removed as soon as they are past their

best, so that the freest ventilation may be afforded the

permanent occupants, and the necessary operations of

cleaning, pruning, tying, &c, pushed on without loss

of time.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—Trees in borders
which will be started in December, will require to be
thoroughly cleaned with soft-soap and hot-water or

Gishurst Compound, or simply a weak solution of

tobacco-water, whichever may appear to be the more
suitable. Having done this, and scrubbed all wood-
work, limewashed the walla, and rendered the

glass clear and bright, the training of the trees may be

proceeded with. Tnis operation finished, the borders

should be raked clear of rubbish and clods, and not
disturbed with a digging-fork unless their hard con-

dition renders it necessary, digging however shallow

destroying many roots situated near the surface

;

moreover, a firm soil is productive of the finer roots.

A dressing or fresh loam 2 inches thick laid on the

border will do much to encourage the roots to the

surface, and will not promote gross growth. The
hotwater-pipes, if not new, may require a coat of

lamp-black and linseed oil (no turpentine), and to

have valves and joints put into good order. The
house should be kept cool until forcing begins.

CUCUMBERS.—With short days and gloomy skies

growth gets less and less vigorous, and aphides, red-

spider, and thrips attack the foliage, rendering much
attention necessary to keep their numbers so low that

but little injury is done by them. A mild fumigation
once a week with the XL All Vaporiser will check
aphides, &c , which is a safe means. Guard against

high temperatures with their consequent dry air,

which should be avoided, as red-spider and thrips are

not then so much encouraged. Some fresh horse-

dung spread on the borders occasionally has a bene-

ficial effect on the growth of the plants.

THE FLOWiiK GrAHDEU.
By Bailey Wadd3, Gardener, BirdsaU Gardens, York.

PLEA8URE QROUND8.—Now that the greater

portion of the foliage has fallen, much sweeping of

lawns and walks is entailed, and which cannot be

neglected if the garden is to have a neat and tidy

appearance. What is swept together should be

wheeled to the leaf-heap at once, as to leave them
is to have to do the work over again. There should

always be three heaps of leaves : that which is old,

and therefore in a state of mould ; that which is less

decayed ; and lastly, the freshly-fallen leaves. The
autumn, whilst frosts are not intense, may be

utilised in taking up the turf on uneven lawns,

making the land level by digging it a few inches

deep, and then levelling it, or by the addition of

soil. Make it quite firm before relaying the turf.

When worm- casts are so numerous as to be unsightly,

choose a dry day for sweeping them up, and then a

light wood roller used frequently for the purpose of

keeping them down. Poor grass should receive a

dressing of charred garden-refuse, quicklime, or

rather fresh-slaked lime and loam, which will greatly

improve it. If put on the turf on a dry day, and
brushed or raked about, and afterwards rolled, it is

readily distributed regularly. No work on a lawn
should be carried on in frosty weather.

WALK8 AND ROADS should have the edgings,

when these consist of turf, neatly cut, and the material

of which the walk or road is made weeded and
rolled after rain, or whenever the surface gets

loosened. The regravelling of walks may now be

undertaken, and old gravel maybe turned and the
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•urface made good again. In parts of the country

in which gravel is not cheaply obtainable, the roada

are made of flint or Macadam and aea-gravel or aand
;

and each walks and roads shonld not be dag np or

disturbed, bat be dressed with Weed-Killer, or

weeded by hand, made level, and rolled once a week.
When much snow has fallen, do not sweep the

gravel walks, but use triangnlar snow-ploughs of

various sizes. The broom throws the small stones

and grit on to the lawn and grass verges, to the
detriment of the mowing-machine,

FLOWER-BEDS which will not be planted till the
spring should be deeply dug, and the surface left in

a rough state.

CHARRING REFUSE.—On dry days, burn in a
smothered or open fire the prunings of trees and
shrubs and other garden refuse, passing the ashes

when cold through a wire screen or coarse- meshed
sieve. This fine powdery material is excellent for

mixing with the potting soil in which Pelargoniums
and other bedding plants are grown, as also

when mixed with manure as dressings for

the Rose beds and herbaceous borders. Com-
post for a variety of purposes may be got

together at this season, throwing the materials into

conical heaps, so that they may not become unduly
moiBt. When the weather permits, the digging, cart-

ing, and atacking loam and peat, sand, &c, for future

use, may be proceeded with. The decaying leaf-

heaps may be sifted, and the usable portion put

under cover in readiness for use, the rest being again

thrown into a heap to decay still further.

should be used in very damp or frosty weather. If

young plants affected with the spot disease (Cla-
dosporium) are carefully examined once in three
weeks, and all affected parts removed with the knife,

the plants usually grow out of it.

EUCHARI8 QRANDIFLORA.—The flower-spikes in

most cases should he pushing np, and copious root-

watering, together with the use of liquid-manure occa-
sionally, must be resorted to. As a mild kind of

manure, I can advise the use of soot-water, if made
weak, for keeping the leaves of a deep green colour.

The house should be kept in a moist condition, and
be syringed twice or thrice a day. If the bed in which
the potfuls of bulbs are plunged is getting deficient

in heat, some fresh stable-litter and tree leaves in a
fermented state should be added to the old materials.
It is an easy matter to keep the air of the house
cooler if the blossoms come in at too early a date.

PLANTS TJXTDEB GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

THE FORCING HOU8E.—Batches of Lilac, Lily

of the Valley, early varieties of Tulips, Deutzia

gracilis, Spireea, Tea and other Roses,Weigela (roaea

and others), Azalea indica, A. mollis, hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons, Hydrangea hortensis and H. paniculata,

Staphylea colchica, Choisya ternata, Dielytra spec-

tabilis, and the double- flowered variety of Prunus
sinensis. All plants, excepting Lily of the Valley

should be syringed overhead three or four times daily,

less or more according to the weather, and the air

of the house maintained in a moist state. Bulbs of

Roman Hyacinths and other plants now coming into

flower shonld be less syringed, and removed into a

slightly less warm-house, for the purpose of inuring

them to bear the temperature of the conservatory and

apartments. In establishments requiring great

quantities of cut bloom, Narcissus, Tulips, Lily of

the Valley, Roman Hyacinths, Freesias, and Helle-

borus niger should be planted in suitable boxes, with

a view to economising space in the forcing-house.

Rhododendrons may still be lifted from the open

ground, and potted in leaf-mould and peat. A
Peach-house just started is a capital place for the

forcing of Lilacs, Kalmias, GueldreB Rose, &c, which
are plants that should be very gradually forced into

bloom at this season. The temperature of the

ordinary forcing-house should be 60° at night, less in

very cold weather, 70° by day in cloudy weather,

and 75° or higher with sun-heat. Lily of the Valley

requires a bottom-heat of 85°, and to be forced in

darkness, crowns being employed, not clumps, which

do well enough after Februarv. Only force Azaleas,

Rhododendrons, Lilacs, and Staphylea which possess

prominent flower-buds, or which have been suitably

prepared. The watering-can must be carefully used,

applying no more root-moisture than suffices to keep

the ball moderately moist, or excessive leaf and

shoot-growth will occur, to the detriment of the

appearance of the plants. If the shoots start to grow

on Azalea indica and Rhododendron, pinch them
back or break them out.

CARNATION SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAI80N.—
When early blooms are wanted, some of the for-

wardest plants should be placed in a house with a

temperature of 55° by day to 50° by night. Only

those plante which are throwing up a flower-stem

should be chosen at this date. Afford a light over-

head syringing in bright weather, and examine them
for signs of the Carnation disease, catting off all

affected parts as soon as detected, and burning them.

Fumigation should be resorted to once in three or

four weeks, as means of checking the increase of

aphides. Toung stock of this variety of Carnation

should not receive too much water at this season,

and if the plants can be pluuged in Cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, they will scarcely need any water. It is safer

to err in affording too little than too much water.

A good place for the plants in the winter is a low

pit to which artificial heat can be applied, and which

THE HABDT FKUIT CrABDEH.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

PRUNING AND NAILING FRUIT TREE8.—The work
of pruaing and nailing, or otherwise securing the

branches and shoots, should be puehed forward,

whenever practicable, instead of being (as is often

the case) postponed till the colder days of midwinter,

it being possible for the work to be done with less

discomfort than at that season. The Cherry, Pear,

and 1'ium trees should be first taken in hand,

following with Apple, small fruit bushes, and lastly,

the Apricot, Peach, and Nectarine, the nailing, &c,
of these being usually deferred to the spring months
for the sake of somewhat retarding their flowering.

If these trees were properly attended to in the

matters of pinching and regulating the shoots during

the summer and early autumn months, but little

pruning will now be required, The side-shoots of the

gweet Cherries that were shortened back in the

month of August to 6 or 8 inches, should now be

still further reduced, leaving two or three buds on

the base of each. In doing this make a short clean

cut from below tbe terminal bud, but not bo close as

to endanger it. Look well to ties, shreds, and nails,

and see that no nail is close enough to the rind as to

be a cause of canker. All of the larger branches

should be secured with rather large and soft tarred-

atring, with plenty of space allowed for the swelling of

the shoots. Shoots for extending the area covered

with the trees may be fastened with shreds and nails

or ties of well twisted bast. The shoots of newly-

planted trees Bhould not be shortened at this season,

but loosely fastened to the walls or to stakes, so as

not to interfere with the settlement of the plant in

the soil of the border. Prune such plants in the

spring before growth has begun.

PRUNING AND TRAINING OUT- DOOR GRAPE
VINE8.—These Vines should be pruned as soon as

the leaves have fallen, early pruning being especially

called for if large branches are removed to make
apace for the accommodation of young shoots, of

which some should be laid in yearly. Such old

wood, if not taken off in good time, is liable to

" bleed " excessively when the sap rises in the spring,

to the detriment of the Vine. To still further guard

against " bleeding," it is advisable to dress all lnrge

wounds with styptic, or patent knotting, when the

wood ie dry, ao as to close the cells. In ordinary

pruning, cut to a stout plump bud near the base of

the lateral shoot, long apurs not being desirable in

these Vines. In training the main rods on walls, the

intervening spaces should not be Iobb than 2 feet in

width, and fasten these rods with stout tarred-string

or leather strips. If an increase of the stock of

Vines be wished for, cuttings from 9 to 12 inches in

length, taken off with a heel, should be chosen ;

cutting the buds out of the part to be inserted in

the soil, and leaving one or two on that part that is

above it, and inserting them where it ia wished to have

Vines—or, they may be put into a cutting-bed and

transferred when just about to start into growth the

second year.

THE KITCHEN OABDEN.
By Johx Lambert, Gardener, Powis Castle. Welshpool.

THE GLOBE ARTICHOKE.—The planta of the

Artichoke, owing to much rain having fallen on a

aoil abnormally warm, were atill quite green, and

producing usable heads when they were cut off by

froBt. Being so green and soft, there is the more reason

for well protecting them against injury by hard frost.

After removing all the stems that have borne flower-

heads and a few of the leavea, afford the land a

dressing of rich farmyard manure, forking it in

lightly, and afterwards place stable-litter or tree

leaves around the plants to a depth of not less than

8 inches, making this secure by spreading a little soil
over it. When the tops are quite decayed, remove
them, and cover the remainder of the plant, in very
severe weather with light litter, removing this
material on mild days.

THE JERU8ALEM ARTICHOKE.— These should
be left in the ground till towards the end of the year,
the stemB being cut off at 3 inches above the ground.
Lay them evenly over the soil, which they will
serve to protect from frost ; or if that bs thought
too Blight a covering, some long litter may be used.
The tops this season are very strong, and almost all

have flowered. When lifting the crop generally or
for current use, carefully pick out those intended for

consumption—that is, the best and largest—and
select the tubera of a fair aize and good shape for

next year's aets. The white-tubered variety haa
the nicest shape, and it is a good cropper as well as
an improved variety.

PEA8.—Where seed is not as yet sown ont-of-
doors, the matter should be' borne in mind, and a
dry day chosen for getting it into the ground. The
site of the early Pea crop should be, if possible, a
well-drained south border, which shonld be dressed
with well-decayed manure or leaf-mould before
digging or bastard-trenching it. The drills should
be about 8 inches wide, and before and after the Peas
are sown, sifted refuse-soil from beneath the potting-
bench shonld be placed in the drills; a covering of

the depth of 1 inch of the staple will be sufficient,

making in all a covering of about 2 inchea in depth.

Above each drill a half-inch layer of fine coal-ashes

may be placed as a deterrent to the alugs. The
distance at which the drills are drawn will depend
on the height to which the variety of Pea grows

;

and Dr. Maclean, Sangster's No. 1, Veitch's Chelsea
Gem, Dickson's First and Beit, and Sutton's Improved
Ringleader are excellent as early Peas. Mice must
be trapped, or the seed rolled in a mixture of red-

lead and petroleum before sowing.

BROAD BEAN8.—A sowing of the Mazagan and
Beck'a Dwarf Green Gem varietiea may now be made
when thegronnd ia not too moiat to be trodden upon.
Sow either in drills, or dibble in, the distance at which
the rows stand apart being determined according to

the purposes the ground between them may be put
to, and whether large or small-growing crops, or

none at all, are to be grown in the spaces. In wet
land, ridges should be thrown up, and the drills

drawn either on the top or at the Bides of the same,
and as soon as the young plants appear, afforded

protection by drawing the soil up to them, and
placing branches of the common Yew or Fir on either

side of the rows.

A New Perfume Oil.—Under the name of
" Kuromoji," the essential oil of Lindera sericea, ia

atated by the Chemist and Druggist, to be slowly

acquiring some degree of popularity among manu-
facturing perfumers. Several lots, it seems, have
recently passed through the Liverpool market, and
gone into consumption. It having been noticed by
aome of the buyera that the several parcela of oil

differ in odour from one another, enquiriea were set

on foot to discover the cause, and these enquiries

have elicited the fact that the Kuromoji oil is not

produced on a largo scale by essential oil distillers,

but by small farmers in Japan, each of whom distils

the yield of the shrub growing on his own estate.

These small stocks are then bought up by dealers in

various centres, and mixed together, almost pre-

cluding the possibility of getting exact uniformity in

aroma. The oil is obtained from the young shoots

and leaves of the plant, which is a Laurineous shrub

of from 4 to 6 feet high, growing in the mountainous

districts of Japan. The old wood is much used for

making toothpicks. The oil, which has a pleasant,

aromatic, balsamic odour, is of much value in per-

fumery, especially for soap making. It is stated to

have been introduced into Europe in 1333. On the

aathority of the same journal from which the fore-

going is gathered, referring to the interruption, owing

to the war, of the Camphor trade of Japan and
Formosa.it is said that efforts are being made to get

Ceylon planters to take up the cultivation of the

Camphor tree, a few specimens of which have been

growing for aome years, in the botanical gardens of

the island. It is.thought that in the parts of Ceylon

where the climate is comparatively dry Camphor
trees would be a profitable culture. The great

objection from a planting point of view, is of course,

the long time which must elapse before- the trees

become productive ; but the same objection was

raised years ago against the cultivation of Cinchona,
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER,

Newspapers,—Correspondents sending ne-xsp-apers should be

cartful to mar/; t&s p<ira.?rap7is ihey u*w7i the Edtior to see.

niOBtrationfl,— T7^s Editor w'M IhantyuRy receive arid select

phctcgrafns or drawings, twUabU for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

ttc.; bmt ne cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MEETINGS.
SATURDAY, Xov. 23—Eoyal Botaaic Society.

[ Boyal Horticultural Socierv's Com-
TTESDAT, Xov. 26' mittees, at the Drill Hall. West-

( minster.

SH OWS.
TUESDAY, Nov 26 i 1*?^ Chrysanthemum {two

FBJDAY, yov> ^^ AJderley &f Pe Oirj-santhemnm, at

SALES.
i Continental Plants, Bo«es, Du*ch

MOXDAY, yoT. 25'' Bulbs, &c, at Protberoe * Morris'

( Booms,

tt-t73ti i v w„t- na ( DutchBulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'TLE3DA1. >OV. 2,^ Koonl3 ,

' Dutch Bulbs, at Protberoe 4 Morris'
Booms.

Great Sale of Fruit Tries, at Perry
Hill, Cliffs, near! Bo hester, by
order of Mr. W. Home, by Pro-

, theroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protberoe & Morris'
Booms.

Xor. 2i Greenhouse Plants, Eases, and
Plants from Belgium, at Pro-
theroe k Morris' Rooms.

Dutch Balbe, at Protberoe 5c Morris'
Booms.

Xov. 29 -( Orchids, from Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., at Protberoe k Morris'
Booms.

WEDXEiDAY, Not. 27

THrBSDAY,

FBIDAY,

CORRECTED AVEBAGE TEMPEBATTBE FOB THE EXSU-
IXG WEEK, DEDUCED FB3M THE OB3EBVATIOXS
OF FOBTY-THBEE YEAB3, AT CHISWICK.-41'.4.

Ths Koval Botanic Society seeno.3

The " Botanic' to have fallen upon evil times, and

to be going through a crisis similar

to that which befell the Royal Horticultural

Society a few years ago. Other points of sinv-

larity between the two Societies may be found in

the retirement of the Superintendents in both

cases, and in the abolition of the office of garden-

manager at the " Park/
-

"We see that application is to be made to

Government for a pecuniary subsidy to aid

in carrying on the work of the garden.

We do not wish to undervalue the work of the

Society, but we imagine that before such an

application can be entertained, the society must
be able to show some reason for the allotment of

a portion of the national revenue for its support.

The garden i3 charming, the houses contain some
interesting plants, and useful work has for years

been done in supplying students with specimens.

As for the flower-shows, they have become so

stereotyped that it is not a difficult matter for

the reporters for the press to concoct a sufficiently

accurate report of any particular show by referring

to the account given of the corresponding show
the year before. An inspection of the prize-

list, to see if perchance any new exhibitor

is forthcoming, is nearly all that is necessary, as

we know from experience. The policy of the
Society, hitherto, has been to exclude the
public by a high rate of subscription, to pander
to fashion by evening /eta, and even to descend
to frivolities, appropriate enough in a tea-garden,

but quite unsuited to a Society calling itself

Botanic. The result of similar procedures was
sadly exemplified some years since at the Koyal
Horticultural Society, _which, however, never

sank quite so low as to offer prizes for the deco-

ration of donkeys. We have not a word to say

against such diversions in their proper places and

at suitable time3, dulce est desipere in loco, but we
demur to any portion of the taxes being devoted

to their promotion ; and we protest against the

incongruousness of mixing up such amusements

with the pursuit of horticulture, and still more
with that of botany !

The work that the Royal Botanic Society has

done for botany is not large; and as for horti-

culture, it must be admitted that the influence

it has exerted, and still exerts, is quite incon-

siderable, as compared with that exercised by the

sister society. If any Government aid is to be

granted at all, it should be given first, and in

fullest measure, to that society whose record is,

in spite of many vicissitudes, and occasional

backsliding, so highly honourable to it.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next Fro.it and Fioral Meeting of the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society will be held on Tuesdav,November2o,

in the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street,

Westminster; and at 3 pm. a lecture will be given

by Mr. James Masox on " Asparagus Culture.'' The
committees will meet as usual at 12 o'Clock.

Horticultural Club—The usual monthly

meeting and cynversa^icne took place on Taesday

evening, November 12; the chair was occupied by

Mr. Geobge Paul. There were present Messrs.

Pmrrp Cbowlet, H. Selfe Leoxabd, Geo. Moxbo,

Peteb Kay, H. Tubxeb, J. Walkeb, &e. An
address was given by Mr. D. T. Pish, on " Flowers,

Fruits and Plants in the Life and in the Home," it

ranged over a wide area and many interesting facts

were brought forward ; at its conclusion a hearty

vote of thanks was proposed by the chairman. The
table was decorated with Chrysanthemums from the

Koyal Nurseries, Slough ; and some dishes of well-

grown fruit of Emile d'Heyst Pear were added to the

dessert by the kindness of Mr. James Walssb.

National Rose Society—a prize of five

guineas, presented by Alexaxdeb Hut Gbat, E-q.,

will be awaided by the above Society for the best

essay on the " Hybridisation of K oses." Intending

competitors are requested to forward their essays to

one of the Hon. Secretaries—H. Hoxetwood
D'Ombbaix, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent;

Edwaed Mawxet, Rosebank, Berkhamsted, Herti,

on or before March 1, 1896.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
General Committee met at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet

Street, on the 18 ;h inst., Mr. B. Wtxxe presiding.

The Secretary reported some correspondence he had
with Mr. J. Ritchie, the chairman of the Koyal

Aquarium Society in reference to the imperfect

lighting of the building on the occasion of the

exhibition at the Aquarium, especially in the matter

of lighting up earlier in the day ; and an amend-
ment was promised in respect of this matter.

The Secretary also reported, that in addition

to the Challenge and other Cups, Medabr, &c.

the money prizes awarded at the November show
amounted to £245 14i , and he read a list of the

medals awarded to miscellaneous subjects by the

arbitration committee, all of which were passed ; an

interim financial statement was submitted of a deci-

dedly satisfactory character, the Secretary reporting

that the cheques for the November prize-money would

be sent outwithin the next ten days. A statementwae

made on behalf of the Catalogue revising committtee

by Mr. C. Habmax Payxe, setting forth the course

determined upon by that body. A start would be

made from the Catalogue issued at the time of the

Centenary Celebration in 1590, thus superseding the

two Supplemental Catalogues issued in 1892 and

1891 ; a new alphabetical arrangement will be made,

and the services of some thirty experti residing in

various parts of the country will be requested to

assist in compiling selections of the best varieties in

their several sections. I: is proposed to issue the

Catalogue in September, 1896. Three new Fellows

and twenty-two members were elected. The usual

vote of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.

Botanical Magazine—The plants figured

and deicribed in the November number are :

—

Angrecum KcHchyii, Rchb. f., in Gardeners' Chro-

nicle, 1880, ii., p. 456 and p. 693, fig. 131.—A native of

Eastern Tropical Africa. The pendulous racemes

have numerous white long-spurred flowers, each sbcut

2i- inches across. Sir Trevor Lawrence ; t. 7442.

Spathoghttk Kimhalliana, Hort. Sander. — A
native of Borneo, Leaves 5—7 nerved, 4 cent.

(l.J inch) broad ; flowers 8 cent. (3 inches) across,

segments oblong- ovate, rather obtuse, pure yellow,

internally red, mottled externally, lateral lobes of

lip ear-shaped. Flowered at Kew ; t. 7443.

Catatetum Leincsii, Eolfe, in Kew Bulletin (1894),

394.—A native of Hede Marago, Province ot Para,

where it was discovered by Dr. L?mos. Flowers

greenish, male only known ; t. 7444.

Ammonia erecta var. late hrac'.eata.—A Vetbe-

naeeons shrub, native of Tropical South America,

and remarkable for its ovate, rose-coloured bract?,

from the axils of which proceed short racemes of

pendulous flowers, with a cylindrical narrow tube,

and an irregularly 5-lobed limb, with short white

segments, traversed by pink veins. Introduced by

Messrs. Sander ; t. 7445.

Selenipenium Sargentianu,r< , Kolfe, in Orchid Be-

uiew (1893), p. 239; Gardeners' Chronicle. 1894, ii.,

781, f. 100. F. Sander ; t. 7746.

The Book Gardener.—"In my younger days,"

writes Mr. Meehax, 'progressive young men were

often informed by the eminently practical yenth that

he could grow Potatos just as well without any

knowledge of the countries they came from, the true

nature of a tuber, or the differences between a Cab-

bage and a Cauliflower. In many cases they could

do so, but it was interesting to note as the years rolled

by that while these excellent practical men never

rose above raising Potatos and Cabbages, most of

those with a broader education became eminent and
useful members of society." In the same number of

Meehant' Monthly from which we have taken

the above, is a story [of a practical gardener

twitting a companion who was reading his ileeham*

Monthly, with, " Ob, is that the sort of gardener you

are? a book-gardener ;' and then comes the moral.

The unthinking man never advanced in his profes-

sion. He is practical still—at the spade and the

shove).

The Reiqate and District Chrysanthe-
mum SOCIETY.—This vigorous Society has been

unfortunate this year in holding its show on a wet

day N0TemDer 8), and in consequence suffering a

considerable diminution in its gate-money. This is

the more to be regretted from the fact, that the

Society hands over each year a certain sum of money
to the Royal Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, and

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. In point of excel-

lence the exhibits equalled those of any previous

year—groups, cut blooms, and plants, being capita'.

Campanula MIRABILI8 —Under this name M,
Cobbevox speaks in the Bevwe Horticole of a species

discovered in the Caucasus by M. Alboff, and
described in the Bulletin de VherbUr Boiseier, t. 3,

n. 5. It ii described as an exceptionally beautiful

species, closely allied to C. medium, and growing

naturally on calcareous soil. It is suppoied to be a

suryival from some previous geological era, most of

the representatives of which have vanished. M.
Cobbevox has seedlings, so that we may hope in due
time to make the acquaintance of this wonderful

Campanula.

The Surveyors' Institution. — The next
ordinary general meeting will be held on Monday,
November 25, when a paper will be read by Mr.

K. M. D. Sauxdebs (Fellosr), on " Landlords and
Tenants in Ireland," The chair to be taken at

8 o'clock.
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Meeting of the Brussels Orchideenne.—
The meetiDg held on Not. 10 wa« a moat inte-

resting one, and largely attended. Among the

visitor* wa« M. L. de Bruyn, the Minister of Agri-

culture, who rarely fails to attend the monthly meet-

ings of this society. Among the more remarkable

for the first time in 1894, These details, furnished

by the exhibitor, are given in hopes that others may
follow his example. C. x Mantini obtained a First-

class Diploma of Honour. M. Flor. Pauwels staged

a splendid Cypripedium Charlesworthi, the standard

of which is uimiual in development and colouring;

splendid Vanda Sanderiana, with two trusses, one of

five, the other of eight fine blooms; and Oncidium
Forbesi, with a pretty trass of beautifully tinted

flowers. Md. Trieu de Terdonck showed Cjpripedium
nitens, which was very beautiful. M. Knight, Director

of the Royal Parks, staged a large specimen of Catt-

FlQ. 10i.-CATASETOM CHRISTYANUM : FLOWERS, CHOCOLATE BBOWN WITH 4 OMEN LIP. (sEE P. 618.)

Orchids I may mention the following:—From M.

Georges Mantin, Cbatean de Belair (Loiret) : flowers

of the hybrid Cattleya X Mantini (G. Mantin) =
C. Skinneri (Bateman), var. Bowringiana (Veitcb),

inb-var. floribunda colorata (G. Mantin), x C.

labiata (Lindl.), var. Dowiana (Batem.), sub-var.

aurea (Williams), fertilised in October, 1889, flowered

in October, 1890, sown in November, 1§9Q, bloomed

M. Stepman showed a group of C. Charlesworthi,

comprising six specimens, one of which bore an

unusually dark standard. M. Linden sent a very

Sn<) example of C. regale ; a specimen of C. insigne

montanum Lindenae, of a yellow colour, much

admired by connoisseurs ; Cattleya Warocqneana,

bearing a great resemblance to C. gigas ; C. maxima

gigantea, with the petals veined with purple
; a

leya Warocqneana, a fine variety with thirty flowers.

M. de Lombaerds sent a beautiful C. aurea; M.

Warocqutf, C. Warocqneana fulgens, of a pretty deep

rose colour ; M. Madoux, C. Gaskelliana, of a dis-

tinct shade of pale colouring; MM. Lucien Linden

et Cie., cat flowers of C. Trianaai, very good varieties

;

M. Van Imshoot, C. Warocqneana marmorata, of a

beautiful dark colour, and with all the divisions of
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the flowers indistinctly streaked ; and Lsalia Law-
renceana (Botanical Certificate). M. Madoux also

staged a Lalio- Cattleya species, with divisions ofun-
osnal width and beautiful colouring ; M, Coppens, a

very distinct Cattleya Eldorado alba. In the houses of

l'Horticultnre Internationale there are now in

bloom numerous varieties of C. maxima gigantea,

C. Warocqueana, C. gigas, Cataeetum, and Mormodes.
Ch. D, B.

Technical Education.—a course of fonr
lectures on the cultivation of vegetables and fruit

was concluded on Monday evening last at the Public
Hall, Fawley, under the auspices of the Hampshire
C. C. The lecturer, Mr. Garner, of Cadland
Gardens, Southampton, illustrated his lecture with
diagrams, showing both good and bad specimens of

vegetables, also the right and wrong way of pruning
both the branches and roots of fruit trees, as

standards, bushes, and espaliers. The winter treat-

ment of soils and its preparation for the reception

of seeds in spring was explained, and the economical
uses and application of manures of different kinds
were with the above listened to by a large attendance
of the public at each lecture.

Regulations at the Drill- Hall. — In
reference to a note on this subject on p. 587, it is

pointed out that our correspondent has been mis-
informed. The rule which is generally observed,

and only occasionally infringed by inadvertence, is

that the entry-cards are not brought up to the table,

o that the committee is supposed not to know, and
often does not know, upon whose exhibit they are

adjudicating. We can confirm this in the case of the
Orchid Committee, where the chairman exercises care

to prevent the entry-card being seen till after a

decision is arrived at. " First-class Certificates " are

confined to new and rare plants, and are not given to

florists' flowers unless they represent an entirely new
type. " Awards of Merit " only are given to ordinary

seedlings, &c. Some arrangement should be made
to preclude members of the Committees seeing the

exhibits before the meetings.

NEWCA8TLE AND DI8TRICT HORTICULTURAL
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly
meeting of this society was held at 25, Westgace
Road, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 12, Mr. John
Bullock occupied the chair, and there was a good
attendance of members. Among the specimens
exhibited on the table was a collection of Apples from
Mr. Todd, care of Messrs. Watson & Co., nursery-

men ; Chrysanthemum blooms by Mr. Lark, North-
dene, Gateshead ; and three splendid pots of Cyclamen
by Mr. Lawson, Heathdale, Gosforth, all of which
were much admired. Mr. Lawson, Heathdale, read

a practical paper on the Onion, which was followed

by discussion.

Shirley and Surrounding Districts Gar-
deners' and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement
ASSOCIATION.—The monthly meeting was held at

the Parish Room, Shirley, Southampton, on the 1 - :h

inst,, when Mr. E. J. Wilcox presided over a good
attendance of the members. The " Culture of the

Mushroom " was the title of a paper read by Mr. F. D.
Woclf, of Totton, who is a grower for market of

some experience. A long and interesting discussion

followed, and a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Woolf
closed the proceedings.

KEW IN SEPTEMBER.—The fine weather in

September induced many persons to visit the gardens.

On Sunday, September 22, the number reached

22,427. The highest shade temperature in Sep-

tember was 288° C, (8i° F.), on the 24th. It was

remarkable as following a minimum on the grass of

055° C, (31° F.). This, says the Kew Bulletin, gives

a range of temperature during the twenty-four hours

of 53° F. The hot weather lasted exactly a week,

the maximum temperature never falling below
24-4° C. (76° F.), from the 23rd to the 30th.

CAU8E OF " FlNQER-AND-TOE" IN TURNIPS.—
The connection of an attack of " Finger-and-Toe "

in Turnips, &c. with a previous impoverishment of

the toil in lime, is well shown by two soil analyses

just completed at the South Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye (County Councils of Kent and Surrey).

One portion of a 16-acre field in the south of Kent
was badly affected by "Finger-and-Toe," the rest

being only slightly attacked. Samples of the soil

taken from that part of the field where the disease

was prevalent, showed on analysis only '13 per cent,

of available lime, while the soil from the rest of the

field contained '43 per cent. Wherever "Finger-and-
Toe " (Anbury or Club Root) shows itself, the land

probably wants a dressing of chalk or lime.

PROFE88OR Hellrieqel.—The death of Pro-
fessor Hermann Hellriegel, at the age of sixty-

four, removes the discoverer of the impoitant fact

that leguminous plants are capable of absorbing free

nitrogen from the air, through the agency of micro-
organisms existing in the nodules on their roots.

During his career he devoted hit attention almost

exclusively to researches dealing with chemical and
physiological questions relating to the nutrition of

plants, For some years he acted as director of the

agricultural experiment station at Dahme, Branden-
burg, and after occupying other positions, made the

great discovery of his life at the experimental station

founded by the Verein fur Zucker-Industrie, jointly

with the government of the Duchy of Anhalt.
Pharmaceutical Journal.

Dwarf Form of Lilium auratum.—Mr.
L. Cumhing of Eastiield, Rugby, sends us a photo-
graph of some plants of Lilium auratum growing
only a foot high, and bearing well-developed flowers.

The bulbs were imported ones, and now, when in

bloom, manifest no trace of weakliness or unhealthi-

ness, the only unusual feature being the shortness of

the Btem. Mr. Cusiming questions whether this

habit would be of permanent character, and if a

similar peculiarity has been observed in other Lilies

of this variety. The dwarf habit would have, for

certain positions, a value of its own, and such plants

would prove a welcome addition to those already

known to us,

" RUBBER."—A new tource of this precious

material is brought under notice in the last number
of the Kew Bulletin, where an Apocynaceous plant,

Kickxia africana, is figured. Tnis is one of the most
beautiful forest trees of western tropical Africa,

The rubber it produces is of high quality. A very

important rubber industry was started at the Gold
Coast by Governor Moloney in 1882, and ten years

after the exports are noted as amounting to the

annual value of £200,000—a remarkable and striking

instance of the creation of a new industry by official

action. Similar measures have been taken at Lagos,

in which colony the tree above mentioned grows.

Indeed, it extends from Sierra Leone to the Gold
Coast, and beyond the banks of the Niger to the

Bight of Biafra. The development of the rubber

industry at Lagos is shown by the circumstance that

in January the weight, in round figures, was 21,000 lb.,

the amount gradually increasing till in June of the

same year the weight exported was upwards of

268,000 lb., and the value over £12,000.

"ORCHID8, THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGE-
MENT."—A second edition of Mr. Watson's useful

treatise has just been published by Mr. Upcott Gill,

170, Strand. This is a book specially suitable for

amateurs and beginners. The general principles of

cultivation are clearly laid down, and if the grower

once grasps these intelligently, the rest is a question

of attention merely. The arrangement of the genera

is alphabetical, and slight descriptions are given

of the most noteworthy species. The book is

copiously illustrated, and well fulfills its object.

"ORCHID Guide BOOK."—Mr. H. A. Burberry
hat just published a second edition of his work,

entitled, The Amateur Orchid Cultivators' Guide Book,

We commend it to growers and to would-be growers

as a simple and reliable authority. It is not too

much encumbered by notes about florists' varieties

of Orchids, but gives clear descriptions of the sorts

best suited for cultivation, and the means to be

adopted to succeed with them. It it illustrated with

coloured and other plates, and is of handy size ; thit,

the new edition, being altogether an enlarged and
improved one.

Synoptical Flora of North America.—
The first fascicle of this work (prepared at the

herbarium of Harvard University), in continuation
of that commenced by the late Dr. Asa Gray and
Dr. Watson, and, on the death of the latter, by Dr.
Robinson, is now ready, and includes the orders

Ranunculacese to Frankeniacese. A second fascicle,

dealing with the orders Caryophyllaceae. to Poly-
gonacese, was begun by Dr. Asa Gray, and is

being continued by Dr. Robinson (the Editor),

assisted by Professor J. M. Coulter, Professor
William Tbelease, and Professor L. H. Bailey.
This part is in advanced preparation, and will be

issued at an early date.

CATASETUM CHRISTYANUM.
(Fig. 104.)

This remarkable species was originally described

by the late Professor Reichenbach in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, May 6, 1882, when he mentions its

affinity to the leas showy C. saccatum, Lindl. It is,

indeed, perhapa the most extraordinary of a large

section of the genus Catasetnm, having the cnrious

bearded or fringed lip, and which invariably attract

considerable attention when in flower, no matter

how many showier things may be in bloom at the

time in the same house. For a long time the plant

was very scarce, but recently Messrs. F. Sander &
Co. have imported it, and our illustration was pre-

pared from a plant exhibited by them at the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, Oct. 29,

1895. In colour C. Christyanum varies in the

different specimens, the sepals and petals being

usually chocolate colour, and the lip greenish-yellow,

with dark purple fringe ; but in some the petals are
slightly freckled with green. It it pleatant to note that
in several collections the Catasetnms are given a proper
amount of attention, and in each case they amply
reward their cultivators with their singular flowers.

There appears to be but little difficulty in growing
Cataseta if the proper cool resting season after the
leaves wither is observed. It was the neglect of
this which unjustly got for them, in former times,

the character of being difficult subjects to grow.

ABOUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
{Continued from p. 580.)

At Castle Hill Nurseries, Maidenhead.—
After a journey to see Mr. R. Owen's collection at

these nurseries, we have a very good opinion of many
Beediings now in bloom. Possibly some weeding out

has already been done—though we do not know this

to be the case ; but whether or not, the percentage

of promising varieties among the unnamed seedlings

appeared to be good—certainly higher than that

which usually rewards the raiser of new Chrysanthe-

mums. Mr. Owen has a few nice span-roofed houses,

in which the plants are sheltered ; and though there

is consequently no effort made to mass the whole of

the plants to produce a general effect, the display in

each house is by no means inconsiderable.

Tiie first novelty to be noticed was a sport from

Robert Petfield, which has been called Chas. Haigh.

As far as could be seen, thia is a sport in respect to

colour only, the habit of growth of the plants and

the quality of the bloom will probably be about equal

to the type. In colour, the bloom is pale rosy-

purple, and on the reverse side the petals are gold or

bronzy at the tips. Whilst speaking of incurveds,

mention should be made of Mrs, R. C. Kingston, one

of the very largest of the newer incurveds. The
florets are not broad, but the flower is high and good,

colour full rose tipped with white. Cnas. H. Curtis

(H. J. Jones) was noticed in more excellent form than

we have seen it on the plant previously. Copper King
is a promising seedling from America, flowers deep

but not very large ; and Miss E. Smith, an incurved

and twisted Japanese, a pretty mixture of silver and

rote. Lady Ridgway it an English teedling of warm
buff, bate of the florets rote coloured, the flower

globular, florets not long but very numerous. Mrs.
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Higginbotham ii a first-class, large, hairy variety of

rosy-lilac and silver. Pride of Maidenhead, a long-

petalled loose Japanese, white with lemon centre.

Jno. Lightfoot, a silver-coloured Japanese, with

lilac-rose-margined florets, gradually spreading over

same as the Sower develops ; florets forked. Certifi-

cated by the National Society on the 11th inst.

Amongst a number of unnamed seedlings was
noticed a very wide-petalled Japanese, slightly

twisted, and an incurved Japanese white, both of

which were full of promise. Graphic is a Japanese
incurved with a very large flower, and broad florets,

upper surface striped rose, below silvery. A seed-

ling Anemone- flowered variety from America, pale

lilac in colour, lacking grace ; and Freedom, an
American seedling, Japanese of warm blush, were
noticed; and two Continental introductions are

Madame Lebeque (Chantrier), a globular Japanese

reflexed, white, with amber-coloured centre, when
fresh ; and Dame Blanche (Crozy), a white, smooth
Japanese, in the instance under notice, having more
yellow on the otherwise white flowers than we had
previously seen.

At Doveb House, Roehampton.

The collection of Chrysanthemums annually culti-

vated in the gardens of J. F. Morgan, Esq., is like in

most respects to some others we have seen in well-

appointed private places. Though none are required

for exhibition purposes, the system practised is

essentially—but not quite—the same as where the

first prize in a particular competition is the expected

finale of all the care and labour expended on the

plants during the year. Naturally, therefore, when
the plants are grouped together in the vineries

or other convenient structure, they furnish a dis-

play quite worthy the visit even of the specialist,

for he will be sure to see good exhibition blooms
of many of the choicer as well as of the latest

varieties ; and, moreover, the plants present a better

cared-for appearance, by reason of their dwarf
character and their retained foliage, than is some-
times the case when the grower's sole object has

been to secure flowers for his exhibition stands.

To some minds, perhaps, it may seem wasteful to

grow large blooms at the expense of numerous small

ones, when the purpose is but to provide material for

cutting. We do not think so, but, on the contrary,

are of opinion that the best culture of ordinary

varieties, if the object is to furnish vases in living-

rooms with blooms, is to use medium-sized pots—

-

pots 9 inches in diameter are quite sufficient in most

cases
;
grow the plants well and fairly strong, and

thin the blooms to three, four, five, or six to each

plant, according to the habit of the variety. By such

means excellent blooms are obtained, of good size

and colour, and these are more handsome, and will

last very much longer, and are, therefore, no more
expensive than thin, small, poorly- developed flowers.

We said ordinary varieties advisedly, because there

are some which we generally style decorative varie-

ties, and there are the single-flowered and the

Pompon-flowered sorts, which are admittedly more

effective, when little, if any, thinning is practised.

The collection under notice numbers about

1'cOO plants, and Mr. J. F. McLeod has added almost

all the novelties that have proved themselves worthy

a place in a collection containing already as many
as 387 varieties. It is thought, and reasonably

enough, that this number is needlessly large, and

Mr. McLeod intends to seriously reduce it before

another season. As most of the varieties which

have done well here this season have been noticed

pretty fully in other collections, we shall only men-

tion a few that were conspicuous a week ago. In

the first place, a word is deserved by Golden

Gate, a very pretty Japanese flower of soft

yellow smooth florets, and no doubt a very

good one to cultivate for cutting from ; the

plants only grow moderately high. Jno. Shrimpton,

with usually four blooms on each dwarf sturdy

looking plant, is likewise very useful, the habit being

so good. Sunflower is not always kind, but here we

noticed a number of good blooms. Robert Owen,

Mdlle. T. Rey, Viviand Morel, President Borel, Mrs.

F. Jameson, G. C. Schwabe, H. L. Sunderbruch,

Florence Davis, Empress and Golden Empress of

India, Golden Beverley, Hairy Wonder, and Jno.

Salter were all good. A variety much in Mr.

McLeod's favour is Lady Saunders, a tolerably short-

growing good habited Japanese, bearing smooth
white flowers with warm lemon centre when first

opened. Madame Calvat, a moderate-sized Japanese

flower with broad florets, and Duke of Wellington, may
also be remarked. Anemone-flowered sorts included

the old Fleur-de-Marie, and the new and excellent

Descartes ; also La Marguerite, violet - purple ;

Delaware, white, with pale lemon centre ; and
Marguerite Solleville, lilac, tipped with shaded

white. Liberal and excellent culture is afforded

everything that is given a place in this garden, and

there will soon be a capital display of early-flowered

Cyclamens.

At Mb. Stevens', Potney.

For very many years has Mr, Geo. Stevens been

growing Chrysanthemums at Putney, and during

these years he has raised and introduced not a few

sterling varieties. He may have been engaged in

the work thirty seasons, perhaps more ; certainly,

not appreciably fewer. Now, however, his concern

chiefly rests in the cultivation of blooms for the

market, and for the florist's business, represented by

his shop in the High Street. There can be no

question that Chrysanthemum culture for market

was rewarded a few years since by much higher

prices than can now be realised ; true, the

public are buying these in common with

almost all kinds of flowers more freely now
than they have ever done, but parallel with

this is the better supply. Of late years, not

only have a greater number of growers to be reckoned

with, but many of these cultivate the plants in pro-

digious and hitherto unheard-of numbers. These

large producers are also content with such a return

that mutt make many of their contemporaries wonder

how and by what means they secure any profit at all.

The outcome of all this is, without doubt, a boon to

the public, who are now able to get their " bunch "

of Chrysanthemums for as few pence as once they

paid shillings. On the other hand, the growers

themselves are driven to the strictest economy in

labour and other respects, and they must grow

only varieties which by reason of their adapta-

bility to the production of a quantity of bloom, will

furnish a profit at the present market prices. In

spite of this, there is little doubt that the 4000

plants which Mr. Stevens cultivates give a good

account of themselves when the blooms are upon

the market, but he is inclined to grow fewer large

blooms than formerly, owing to the desire of the

buyer to have as large a number as possible for the

price he pays.

Among varieties in bloom a week ago in this

collection were Florence Percy, white, included

owing to its disposition to free flowering. Mdlle.

T. Rey, a very useful sort for supplying a number of

better-class blooms; Wm. Stevens, a variety raised

by Mr. Stevens some seven years ago, and similar to

Source d'Or, but of better colour ; W. H. Lincoln,

than which few varieties are better snited for market

supply ; Rubra perfecta, a pretty little crimson

flower; Golden Gem, of which a number of plants

were in bloom; and Mrs. C. Orchard, another of

the Source d'Or class. Boule de Neige is still kept

in good quantity for the production of white blooms

at a late date, though the flowers are not so pure as

could be wished ; and L. Canning is grown largely.

As interesting as any, perhaps, was a batch of

Niveum, with a number of good blooms upon each

plant. It will likely prove very desirable from the

market growers' point of view for the supply of what

they term " better-clam blooms." P.

AILANTHU8 Bark.—Mr. David Hooper, in the

Pharmaceutioal Journal for October 26, has an article

on the medicinal qualities of the bark of this tree.

The bark is intensely bitter, and is used in dysentery

and as a vermifuge. It would in all probability be

as good an insecticide as quassia,

Home Correspondence.

8PORTINQ IN P0TATO8.—I cannot admit, in

response to " D. T. F.'s" suggestion, that I have
met with numerous sports in Potatos in my time.
So far from that being the case, I have very rarely

met with a sport ; indeed, in my own personal expe-
rience, never. Mr. Fenn haB a striped Potato which
he says sported from the white Kector of Woodstock

;

and Mr. Choppiog, of Sittingbourne, has a pretty

mottled Potato which is said to have sported from
Vicar of Laleham. I know only so much of them.
The sportiveness I have chiefly met with in relation

to Potatos is their tendency to appear from time to

time under diverse appellations—but Nature has
nothing to do with that. Diversities come only as

the product of intercrossing the Sowers, but that is

not sporting. If I were told that a white flesh Potato
had sported to a yellow one, or vice vend, I should
simply laugh at the suggestion. Naturally sceptical,

I am not credulous, and always doubt what personal

observation leads me to regard as the reverse of fact.

A. D.

THE TRUTH ABOUT PRICE8.—My scepticism as

to the amount of the prices mentioned in the prize

essay is not to be regretted, since it has produced
positive proof that such things are ; but let no
general market grower flatter himself that he can ob-

tain them. He may strive to grow his fruit well, and
insist on his gatherers rejecting all uniound Apples,

so that they may not infect his stored heaps. He
may sort and pack carefully, and allow no unfair

trading, so that he will gradually acquire a good
character. Then his goods become known and
appreciated, and are enquired for and cleared off the

salesman's stand, while others are neglected; but he
certainly will not get double the prices ruling in the

market. Mid, Kent.

REGULATIONS AT THE DRILL-HALL MEETINGS.
—It is much easier to suggest what should be

done to secure absolute anonjmity for products of

any description sent or brought for consideration by
the committee at the Drill- Hall meetings, than to

earry them out. No doubt all that " Visitor

'

suggests could be done, but, all the same, in the

majority of cases it wonld be known whose exhibits

were presented. It is so difficult for anyone to take

produce to the Hall and stage it without being seen

and noticed by members of the committees. Still

further, it is very possible for many members to tell

intuitively from whom things come. If anonymity
cannot be absolutely secured, what use is it to attempt

securing it at all. But agaiD, what harm is done
if it be known to whom the respective products

belong? It would be a matter of surprise to learn

that such knowledge made any material difference to

the awards. I can speak for the Fruit Committee,
at least, and say that it treats everybody, members or

non-members, known or unknown persons, alike

;

merit in the products alone secures awards. It must
be understood that in entering for the respective

committees' awards, there is no competition. At
ordinary exhibitions, such secresy as to exhibitors

may be desirable ; although I think few men would,

as judges, be influenced by personal knowledge of the

competitors. In any case, I do not think any evil

results at the committees from the present system.

If there be any, I have not seen it. A. D.

ANONA CHERIMOLIA.—Amongst'the Kew notes in

last week's issue of the Gardeners' Chronicle, mention
is made of the successful treatment of this plant.

When living at Warwick a friend gave me a plant

of it, thinking I might be able to fruit it. I kept it

in an intermediate-house, and gave it special atten-

tion, but without success. I have an idea that if it

was treated as Peaches are in a Peach-house (as

your correspondent recommends), good results would
be obtained. I should like to know what age the

plant now fruiting at Kew is, and what is the

size of the pot that it is in. Oco, Burrows, Berwick,

Shrewsbury.

LILIUM AURATUM AT BRICKLEHAMPTON HALL
QARDEN8.—A bulb of the above Lilium was pur-

chased in the early spring from Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, of Reading, and potted in an ordinary com-
post, used for the generality of greenhouse plants

here. It was kept in a cold frame until it started

into growth, when it was turned out-of-doors, and
plunged up to the rim of the pot in coal-ashes.

During the summer it was attended to regularly

with water; when the pot was filled with roots, we
gave it weak manure-water occasionally. As Boon
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as the bada began to appear, and the first flowera

ready to expand, it was removed into the coneerva-
tory, where it remained nntil the blooming period

waa over. On Angnat 12 it contained thirty-two
expanded flowera, and one bnd unopened, when the
photograph waa taken in the coniervatory. The
thirty-third flower opened shortly after, and before

any of the others began to fade. It was a grand
sight ; the gratefnl odour exhaled filled the house
with a most delightful perfume, and it waa the admi-
ration of all visitora during the time it waa in flower.

Edward Lott, Bricklehampton Hall Gardens.

TODEA 8UPERBA.—A magnificent specimen oi

the above was noted last week at Brinkburn, Dar-
lington, the seat of H. F. Pease, Esq. The plant
meaiures from tip to tip over 6i feet, and at the
present time it is carrying five years' growth, and
the fronds are of the most intense dark-green colour,

a feature which distinguishes healthy plants of this

species. I was informed by Mr. Wand, the gardener,
that the plant is twenty-seven years old. So fine a
plant indicates verv careful attention during a long
period of time. The house is nnheated, and the
temperature in it last winter was as low as 12°, or 20°
of frost. In the same house is a grand mass of the
KUlarney Fern (Trichomanes radicans) in a 21-inch
pan measuring over 5 feet across. J. C.

THE CSAB FOR FLOWERING AND FRUITING —
I am very glad to see Mr. Harrison Weir and others
trying to bring the Crab so prominently before the
readers of tb« Gardeners' Chronicle I quite concur
with " D. T. F." that many of our shrubberies are
too much filled with evergreen shrubs, which are
very good in their way, but when nothing else is

planted our gardens and landscapes are apt to become
somewhat monotonous. A judicious mingling of
deciduous trees and shrubs would have an entirely
different and more agreeable effect. Crabs being
both useful as regards their fruit and ornamental,
either in fruit or flower, should be more commonly
planted in the shrubbery than is now the cue, and
also at the margins of ornamental plantations, where
they would show out well in cjntra«t with the more
sombre hues of other trees. But why should we not
plant a number of the strongeit and hardieit of our
Apples, such ai standards, amongst the shrubbery
and ornamental borders, for nothing looks batter in
the spring, nor could there be anything more
uieful in autumn. I have seen Apple-blossom
greatly in demand for decorative purposes when it

could be had. Bat no one would care much about
cutting b'ossom from a tree they expected fruit from

;

but, on the other hand, if there wa< a number of
Crabs and Apples planted amongst the shrubs and
odd corners, the blossom conld hi taken without fear
of in any way curtailing the supply of frnit in the
garden. I once planted a large shrubbery with a
groundwork of the common Liurel and Rhododen-
drons, dotting it over with standard trees of the
Apple, Crab, Crata^m, Almond, Prunns, and
Libnrnum, and the effect was exceedingly fine.
V. L.AI.

6

CEDSU3 LIBANI BLOOMING OUT OF 8EA80N.—
A:ciTding to my exp-rience, the Cedar of Lebanon
blooms in Hay and June. I was therefore surprised
to see, about; the middle o f last month, a tree of
middle sizi growing in Tooting Graveney, the
branches of which were laden with a great number
of its yellow flowers. Are Cedars generally bloom-
ing at this unusual season about the country, or is
the above an exceptional occurrence ? William Earley.

dipladenia AMABILIS.—When well done this
species ranks amongst the most showy and useful
stove climbers we possess. When at Chevering Park
Gardens, Sevenoaks, a few days ago, I found the
roof of the stove adorned with this plant and the
beautiful Dipladenia boliviensis, and a grand speci-
men of Allamanda Hendersoni, all of them flowering
profusely, especially the Dipladenia amabilis. This
plant is growing in a 20-inch pot, and covers a roof-
space of 21 feet by 6 feet. It has had upwards of
150 racemes of flowers, the strongest of which bean
no fewer than from thirty to forty blooms, it being a
wonderful example of good cultivation, and one
which naturally enough attracted my attention. AU-
ronnd gardening is done well at Chevering Park,
and reflects great credit upon the head gardener
Mr. C. Sutton. A. 0.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND
CHI8WICK GARDENS.—No doubt when Mr. Barron
formally retires from the management of Chiswick,
new arrangement* will be made in connection with

the management of the gardens, bnt that such

arrangements must necessarily be improvements is

open to question ; at the same time, it is to be hoped
that some steps may be taken in order to render the

Royal Horticultural Society and its doings more
truly national. The importance of horticulture, and
especially commercial horticulture, is daily becoming
more apparent ; and the aim of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in the fntnre should be to foster horti-

culture as a national industry. The Society should

encourage, by all means in its power, all efforts made
to improve culture, to increase and improve varieties,

and to extend the nse of fruits and vegetables as

essentials of daily national life and health, and also

the free use of plantsand flowers asimportant factors in

the sum of human happiness. There can be no doubt
that fruits, Sowers, and vegetables, when put before

the public in a fresh and proper way, constitute an
important element in the production of a contented
and healthy state of national life. Amateur horti-

culture should, of course, be encouraged by all the

means at the disposal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, but at the same time much prominence
should be given to the importance of commercial
horticulture. In these times of enormous foreign

imports of fruits, flowers, and vegetables, not to

mention eggs, poultry, and butter, it becomes us as a

nation to seriously consider whether or not we
can compete more thoroughly with the foreigner.

Preferential railway rates in favour of the foreigner

exist at the present, but is it too much to hope that

a time ii coming when this will not be the ctse ? Is

it too much to hope that British agriculturiits will

rise to the occasion, and go in for producing

more of those articles that are always in demand ?

And is it too much to hope that the Royal
Horticultural Society will become alive to the

importance of fostering, by all means in its

power, the important industry of British horticulture,

in all its branches P The immense importance of

fresh, well-grown fruits and vegetables is da Iy be-

coming more evident to the people generally. A
better general state of health can be maintained by
the judicious use of fresh fruits and vegetables than
by any amount of mediciner. The sooner this comes
to be universally acknowledged the better for our
people, and if the Royal Horticultural Society will

make it its endeavour to spread abroad the glad
tidings of peace and good health to men and women,
through the extended use of fruits and vegetables in

a proper condition, the Society will have done much
to earn the national gratitude and to deserve national
support. John Thomson, Clovenfords, N B., Hov. 13.

Thank yon for your leader on Chiswick.
It is said that history repeats itself, but another
Lindley is not likely to appear there, I should say.

I think it is time the Royal Horticultu-al Society
Council f ave the Fellows some notion of their pro-

posed new movement. One thing is pretty clear,

there will be no peace and progress till the governing
body puts itself more fully in touch with gardeners
generally. As it is, the Royal Horticultural Society
is simply a trade society—it scarcely touches the
amateurs or gardeners of England beyond a radius

of 30 miles of London. My idea is, that such a
society should have branches or agencies in all

large centres of the British isles, and especially it

should bind all bona file gardeners into a national

society, or union, or guild, call it whatever you will.

Pottering about in London, giving medals to nur-
serymen, and helping them to advertise their goods,

is all very well in its way, so is the carrying on of

trials for the trade at Chiswick ; but there is a
higher and wider field untouched. We want union,
we want science, we want progress and extension,
and if conntry gardeners will not come to the society
in London the Society must go to them. F. R, H. S.

[An elaborate scheme for the institution of local

secretaries and branch societies was formulated at

the time of the exodua from Kensington, bnt nothing
has been heard of it since. Perhaps the failure of

the last provincial show at Liverpool discouraged
further efforts in that direction. It was certainly

worthy of a better fate. Ed.]

A FREAK OF NATURE.—The production of a

green pitcher on Nepenthes Curtisii in these gardens

is an occurrence worth commemorating. The plant,

a small one, carries only six normal pitchers, besides

the green one. This freak may not be uncommon,
although no similar caie has hitherto come under

my notice. By stopping the shoot immediately
above the leaf which possesses the green pitcher, and
thna cause a shoot to break from its axil, it is pos-

sible that a sport maybe secured, Thos, Coomber, Tht
Hendre, Monmouth,

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HOBTICULTXTBAL.

Scientific Committee.
November 12.

—

Present: Dr. M. T. Masters
(in the chair) ; Mr. McLachlan, Mr. Michael, Rev.
W. Wilks, Dr. Bonavia, and Rev. G. Henslow,
Hon. Sec.

Death of Prof. Riley.—Mr. McLachlan spoke of the great

loss sustained fay the death of this eminent entomologist of

the Museum of Natural History, Washington. He was the

State Entomologist of the Agricultural Department, and
formerly for that of Missouri.
Hybrid Asters.—With reference to the specimens sent to

the last meeting by Rev. C. W. Dod, Mr. Dewar reports a*

follows:— " Although not quite prepared to agree with him
fully, neither am I disposed to materially differ from his sup-

positions. The chief difference was one of colour ; the flowers

of the supposed hybrids are undoubtedly somewhat larger

than I have before seen ; the colour, however, is quite

distinct from that of typical A. Thomsoni. The cross

between A, Thomsoni and A. Pyrenajus (?) is in every
respect, except its large flowers, typical A. Thomsoni.
The other cro3s (?) differs little except in colour of

flower from seedlings. A. Thomsoni is a very
variable species, becoming of course considerably

more so by cultivation." Mr. Dod having kindly forwarded
fruiting specimens of A. Thomsoni {Clarke) and of the hybrid

to the Secretary, he found that they differed as follows :

—

The leaves selected from simi'ar places were much larger

and broader in the former, with more serratures ; the hairs

ou the stem were shorter, but the involucral bracts were less

hairy, the tips being nearly glabrous. The pappus was
markedly r>horter than that of the hybrid ; a few bore ripe

achencs. In the hybrid several of the ray florets were
bisexual with perfectly free stamens, the anthers being more
or less rudimentary; a few of the ray corollas were of the

quilled form. Ali the ovaries, disk and ray, were abort.vo.

The above characters might be varietal only, but the pre-

sence of stamens, &c., perhaps indicate the effect of

crossing.

Fanaus on Pears.—With reference to the specimens received

from Messrs. Veitch of Exeter, at the last meeting, the fol-

lowing report was received from Kew :—" The fungus on the

Pear is Monilia fructigena, Pers. The individual patches of

fungus are limited in extent ; the first formed exhausts the

necessary food for a limited distance beyond its fruiting area.

Its spores germinate and grow just, beyond this sterile zone,

hence succeeding crops are more or less concentric, and
separated by narrow sterile zones without fungi." They
thus resemble Fairy-rings.

Coco* anstralis.—Dr. Masters exhibited o-ange-coloured
Plum-like fruit received from Antibes, and sent by M.
Naudin, and also by Mr. Hanfaury from La Mortola. It is a

native of Paraguay and Chili. It was the first occasion of

its ripening iu Suuth Europe. The flavour resembled that

of a Pine Apple.

CypripoJiuui, Hybrid.—Mr. Veitch sent plants of C. Miuosa
and cut flowers of the parents—viz , C. x Arthurianum
(male) and C. Spicedauum (female). The former is the result

of a cross betwien C. insigne x C. Fairieanum. Two off-

spring from the same pod showed considerable '
' dissociation,"

in that one more resembled the male, and the other the
female ; but the peculiar purple and white stamiuode of the
male was lost, tlie green one of ihe female parent being
present in both. The spotted perianth of tbe male was very
pronounced iu one, while the white sepal of the female was
reproduced with no sputs, though the purplish labellum of

the female appeared on both.
Uliod nUndrou, Hybrid.—Mr. Veitch also sent a new form,

Numa, the result of crossing the " bigener,"indico-javau :eum
by R. multicolor var. Curtisi. Indico javanicum resulted
from crossing Lord Wolseley (a hybrid containing the three
true species, R. jasminifioruni, i\. javanicum (twice), and
R. Brookiauuro var. gracile) with Azslea indica, "Stella."
This prjduced rather contracted flowers of a brick red
culour.^ Th;s was crossed with the small crimson-flowered
(1 inch; R. multicolor var. Curtisi, Numa bears large flowers
(-2 inches j of a deep red orange, with a shorter tube than that
of the female parent. Hence the effect of the male is to
transmit the form of the corolla ; but that of the female, the
colour as well as tbe foliage, which is lanceolate, larger and
broader than the leaf of R. multicolor var. Curtisi.

Black-skinned Apple.—Dr. Masters exhibited an Apple, the
rind of which was of a deep purplish black colour, the cellular
tissue within being light brown, apparently due to fermen-
tation. It was forwarded to Kew. Mr. Michael remarked
tbat he had known Blenheim Oranges to assume a similar
appearance.

Flies, Dead, adherhig to Barley.—Mr. Henslow exhibited a
specimen prepared by the late Professor J. S. Henslow, in
1840, of flies attacked by a fungus, and which had died upon
eard of Barley. It was also forwarded to Kew for further
iavestigation.

KINGSTON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Novembeb 12, 13.—Held, as niual, in the roomy

bat very cold Drill Hall, and, for the time of year,
in fair weather auipicep, the Kingston Society is to

* Figuted and described iuJQurn, R.H.S., vol xiii., pt.ii.

p. §i [imu
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be congratulated on having a capital ihow. In iome

feature!, perhapi, notably in the popular Challenge

Vate claw, there wat a falling off in the competition!,

but in the fruit clauei a great advance. The

chedule include! bo many clanei, numberi of which

are merely local, that we preient remit! only in

tho»e of wider intereit.

Plants.—The miscellaneous gronpi were relieved from their

uaual dulneso here by a very light graceful arrangement set

u0 by Mr. Ridge, gr. to Swinfes Eady, Esq., Q.C., Wey-

bridge who was a good 1st. Mr. F. Hopkins, gr. to Mrs.

WoddebsPON, Walton, was 2nd; and Mr. Tekell, gr. to

B F. S. McQEACH, Esq., Kingston, 3rd.

Chrysanthemum groups were of the usual very BOlid order,

simply plants and flowers crowded into a semicircular mass.

Mr French gr. to Mrs. Barclay, Wimbledon, was 1st, having

the best front; Mr. G. H. Sage. gr. to Earl Dvsart. Ham

House, coming 2nd, having the freshest blooms, but a bid

front • Mr. Forbes, gr. to D. Nichol, Esq., Surbiton, came 3rd.

Trained Plants.—Six very fine speoimens, Buperbly bloomed,

were shown by Mr. Swan, gr. to Murray Smith. Esq.. Wey-

bridge who had Florence Davis, W. Tricker, Mrs; Stevens,

Pink Christine, Mrs. Diiou, and Mrs. G. Rundle. Mr. Pead,

gr to R. S. Bond, Esq , Surbiton, was 2nd. Mr. Swah also

had the best three trained plants. The best three standards

came from Mr. King, gr. to A. F. Perkins, E (q , Holmwood,

who hid good specimens of Viviand Morel, Pink Christine,

and Chinaman. Mr. Swan was again 1st with four trained

Pompons, having Black Douglas, Rose Margaret, W. West-

lake, and Marguerite St. Coe ; Mr. J. Plowman, gr. to C.

Layers Smith, Esq , Long Ditton, was 2nd, with better

flowered plants; Mr. Pead came 3rd.

Cut Blooms.—Only four growers competed for the seventh

grand Challenge Vase this time. The competition comprised

twenty-four Japanese and twenty-four incurved flowers. Last

year the Cup was won by Mr. Higgs, gr. to J. B. HanKEY,

Eiq., Fetcham Park, Leatherhead, who takes the 1st place this

time, and thus in two years wins the trophy outright. He

had fine incurved, the varieties as they ran from back

to front being L. Lambert, Lord Wo'.seley, Jeanne d'Arc, W.
Tunnington, Princess of Wales, Violet Tomlin, Lord Alcester,

C. B. Whitnall, Lord Rosebery, Mrs. R. C. Kingston, and

others of recognised merit. Of Japanese, the best were

Mdlle. Thereto Rey, Charles Davis, Mons. Panckoucke, Deuil

ie Jules Ferry, Sucfljwer, Viviand Morel, Col, C. B.Smith,

M. Marie Hoste, W. M. Seward, and other popular varieties.

Mr. Hunt, gr. to P. Ralli, Esq., Ashstead Paik, was

2nd, but had some fine Japanese, including Golden Gate,

Violet Rose, Sunflower, Col. Chase, Madame Marie Hoste, V.

Morel, &c ; Mr. Neville, gr. to F. W. Flight, Esq., came

3rd, his stand including a good Madame Carnot ; Mr.

Qaarterman, gr. to C. E. Smith, Esq., Cob-ham, was 4th.

Toe executive will now have to provide a new Vase for next

year.

Incurved B'oornt.—In the class for twenty-four, Mr. Meass,

gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Leatherhead, was a good 1st, having fine

flowers of Lord Alcester, Maj )r Bon 1 1 1 i on (selected as the pre-

mier incurved in the show), J. Lambert, C. H.Curtis, Empress

of India, Lord.Rosebery, J. Doughty, Golden Empress, Jeanne

d'Arc, Princess of Wales, Globe d'Or, &c. Mr. HIGGS was 2nd,

with very fair flowers. In the class for twelve blooms. Mr. King

was 1st with fine flowers; Mr. Ridqe coming 2nd; and Mr.

Coombes, gr. to W. Furse, Esq , Teddington, 3rd. In the

class for six bloom", Mr. Quarterman was 1st, having good

Queen of England, Lord Alcester, John Lambert. Empress of

India, Violet Tomlin, and Miss M. A, Haggas. Mr. Millham,
Leatherhead, was 2nd.

In the class for six blooms of any variety, Mr. HIGGS was

1st with larg?, but rather rough, Empress of India ; Mr.

Felgate, gr. to the Duchess of Wellington, Walton, having

Violet Tomlin, 2nd ; and Mr. King was 3rd with Robsrt

Petfield.

Japanese flowers were very plentiful, the best twenty-four

coming from Mr. Mease, who had very good Viviand Morel,

Mr. Owen, Silver King. Good Gracious. W. G. Newett, Golden

Gate, Charles Davis, Mrs. W. H. Lees, Duke of York, &c. Mr.

G.Elliott, gr. to P. W. Graham, Esq., West Molesey, was

2nd, having some very fine flowers. Mr. Standing, gr. to Mr.
Goad, Worthing, was 3rd.

Mr. King had the best twelve Japanese, including fine

Viviand Morel, Sunflower, Lord Brooke, Louise, Mdlle. Thfi. ese

Rey, Visoountess Hambledon, &c. Mr. Coombes was 2nd, and
Mr. Holden, gr. to C. W. Izod, Esq., Eoher, 3rd.

Mr. Mileham had the best six Japanese ; Mr. Quarterman
being 2nd. In the class for six Japanese of ooe variety, Mr.

King was 1st, with fairly good Mdlle. There se Bey; fine

Golden Gate and Madame Carnot (the premier Japanese

bloom) from Mr. C. HUNT, who was 2nd ; and the first-named

from Mr. Higgs, 3rd.

Other Sections.—Mr. Mease was again to the front with the

best twelve reflexed, having the usual varieties.

Japanese Anemones were very good indeed, the best twelve
aoming from Mr. Turner, gr. to O. F. MURRAY, Esq., Epsom,
who had Sir W. Raleigh, John Bunyan, Enterprise, W. W.
Astor, Madame Jules Benediot, &c, very fine. Mr. C. J.

Waite, gr. to the Hon. Col. Talbot, Esher, was 2nd ; and Mr.
Springthorpe, gr. to A. A. Beayan, Esq., 3rd.

Mr. J. Plowman had the best ;Anemone Pompons, and the
best twelve Pompons in trebles. With three varieties of the
Rundle family, six blooms of each, Mr. Read was 1st.

Singles were very fine indeed, and beautiful. The best box
oE twelve varieties came from Mr. Forbes, who had Admiral
Seymour, Charming, Rose Pink, Purity, Mary Anderson, &c.

;

Mr. Plowman was 2nd.

Mr. Millham had the best six table plants; and Mr. Port-

bury, gr. to W. N. Froyd. Esq., Putney, the best nine plants
;

whilst the best six Bouvardiaa came from Mr. Pead.
Mr. French had in well-fruited, long red Capsicums, the

best berried plants; and Mr. Mulham the best six double

Primulas.
FRUIT.

These exhibits were plentiful and good. The best four

dishes of various kinds came from Mr. W. Davies, gr. to J. B.

Chappell. Esq , Teddington, who had Alioante Grapes,

small Pine, Cox's Orange Apples, and BeurriS Diel Pears ;
Mr,

G. H. Sags was 2nd.
Black Grapes were in fine form, the best, pretty, well-finished

Alicante coming from Mr. G. Elliott ; Mr. J. Bury, Byfleet,

coming 2nd, with other good Alioantes.

The best whites, all being Muscat of Alexandria, were from

Mr. Taylor, gr. to S. Bayer, Esq., Forest Hill;; Mr. Cole,
Feltham, coming 2nd.

There were fifteen lots of six dUhes of Apples, Mr. Will
Tayler, Hampton, coming 1st, with beautiful examples of

Cox s Orange, Ribston, and King of the Pippins, Empsror
Alexander, Annie Elisabeth, and Blenheim Pippin ; Mr. Tubb,

gr. to B. CURRIE. Esq., Frimley Manor, Farnborough. was 2od.

The best four dishes of Pears, came from Mr. Davies. He
had good Doyenne du Cornice, Glou Morceau, Beurre Bosc,

and Beurre Diel.

Mr. C. J. Waite bad the best basket of vegetables.

A nice collection of fruit was shown by Mr. Will Tayler ;

and Messrs. Tuttock and Shepherd, exhibited acapitaldish

of Horioart de Thury Strawberries from the open ground quite

ripe.

FARNHA1', SURREY.
November 12.—This exhibition was held iu the

Corn Exchange and the Assembly Rooms, each of

which was well filled, whilst by judiciously engag-
ing two rooms there was no overcrowding in any
section of the show.

Groups were a feature. Mr. Cresswell, gr. to Miss

Kennedy, AldershotPark, was deservedly 1st, both from
point of quality and arran gement. Mr. Gaymer, gr. to

Mrs. Anderson, Waverley Abbey, Farnham, was a good 2nd.

In another group class for trade - growers only, Mr,

Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Rowledge, was an excellent

1st with plants not so severely disbudded, each plant

bearing several fine flowers, with buds also showing colour.

Mr. 8. Bede, Alma Nursery, Farnham, who was 2nd, had
done even less thinning, this group being very bright and
showy.
Specimen Plants were not shown to much extent, but the

miscellaneous group by Mr. Butler, gr. to Mrs. Marshall,
Farnham, was both bright and good.

The Challenge Class for cut blooms was won by Mr.
Gaymer ; this being the third time he has won the Cup,
it now becomes his property. Very fine blooms were noticed

in both sections, the best of the Japanese were those of Fairy
Wonder, Madame Therese Rey, Mr. W. H. Lees. Of incurved,

Empress of Iniia, Miss Haggas and Princess of Wales.

Mr. Fry, gr. to Sir W. Rose, Moor Park, Farnham, was a
capital 2nd. In another class, also twenty-four Japanese
and twelve incurved, these same two exhibitors occupied

similar positions.

The best six blooms of one variety of Japanese were those
of Viviaud Morel, shown by Messrs. Dolley &. Son ; Mr.
Osman, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, having six good blooms
of Jeanne d'Arc in the Incurved class.

Tho best Grap©3 were of Blacks, Alicante, shown by Mr.
Mortimer ; and of Whites, Muscats, by Mr. Osman.
The best vegetables in two classes came from Mr. Powney,

gr. to Colonel Fitzroy, Hale Place, Farnham. twelve
varieties in each case being required. The best six dishes

ofdessert Appleswere shown by Mr. Prewell.gr. to T. J. Wood-
koffe, Esq., Frensham ; and the best six culinary by Mr.
Turner, gr. to R. H. Coomtie, Esq, both exhibits being
good.

LIVERPOOL.
November 12, 13.—The autumn exhibition of

this Society was held in the St. George's Hall, and
was very satisfactory. The quality of the cut
blooms of Chrysanthemums was better than has
been the case during the last few years. Fruit,
usually good at Liverpool, was excellent. The
arrangements were very good under the direction

of Mr. Dickson, the Secretary. Cut blooms receive

most encouragement, and they were staged in large

quantity.

The principal prize was that for forty-eight blooms, to be

composed equally of incurved and Japanese varieties. There
were seven competitors : the 1st prize being somewhat
easily won by Mr. J. Jellicoe, gr. to F. Gossage, Esq., Camp
Hill, Woolton, with blooms possessing much merit.

The incurved were particularly fine and well staged, and
included Lord Alcester, Emily Dale, Queen of England,

Beauty, Princess of Wales, and Lucy Kendall. Mr. G.

Eaton, gr. to W. H. Shirley, Esq., Allorton House, was
2nd.

For eighteen Incurved blooms, Mr. J. Heaton, gr. to R. P.

Hodston, Esq., M.P., Nursery Road, Afgburth, won with
excellent blooms, including leading varieties. Japanese
blooms in eighteen varieties were distinctly meritorious, so

well were they staged. Mr. J. Heaton again won the pre-

mier position with large brightly-coloured blooms. Mr. J.

Williams, gr. to J. Proctoii, Esq., was 2nd. Mr. C. Sherlock, gr.

to E. Edmondson, Esq. , Woodlands, A Jgburtb , won tho premier
position for twcl ve Japanese in a briirk competition. Anomonc-
Ilowcrcd varieties wcro best shown by Mr. <». Bvrox, In the
class for six blooms, the centre, or disc, being thoroughly
well developed. A liko remark applies to the reflexed
varieties, also Btnged by Mr. Eaton.
The class for exhibitors who have not previously won a

prize at this show was an extremely good one. Mr. J.

Heaton staged extraordinary blooms in the class for six
incurved, and the same number of Japanese blooms.
Japanese blooms staged with long stems for effect were

well shown by Mr. B. Cromwell, gr. to F. Sutton Timmis,
Esq., Cleveley, Allerton, who was 1st. He had g<x>d bl<x»ms

displayed on an extra-sized slo ing stand.

Plants.

Plants were contributed in large numbers. For three
trained specimens, Mr. T. Goman, gr. to J. A. Barti.ett,
Esq., Lynton, Moasley Hill, Liverpool, was 1st with plants
freely flowered and not too stiffly trained. For one untrained
specimen, Mr. W. Lyon, gr. to A. Mackenzie Smith, Esq

,

Ince, Boltonmoor, won.
The best group of Chrysanthemums was from Mr. J.

Bracegirdle, gr. to W. H. Watts, Esq., Elm Hall, Wavertree.
The plants were dwarf and carried good blooms, nor were
they too closely packed.

Orchids made a pleasing display.

Fruit, &c.

Fruit formed a remarkable feature. For six dishes Mr.
Cromwell secured the premier award with capital Grapes,

Muscat of Alexandria and Alicante, Marie Louise Pears, a
Melon, and a dish of Ribston Pippin Apples. Mr. R.

Hanagan, gr. to T. Comber, Esq., Saighton, Chester,

won for six dishes of Pears, and for a like number
of Apples. Mr. J. Davies, gr. to W. E. King
King, Esq., Bodenham Manor, Leominster, was an easy

1st with beautifully-coloured examples. Exhibits of Grapes
were numerous and good. For four bunches, distinct, Mr.
T. Elsworthy, gr. to A. R. Gladstone, Esq., Court Hey,
Roby, won the premier position with excellent examples of

Alicante, Alnwick Seedling, Golden Queen, and Muscat of

Alexandria.

Messrs. P. P. Kerr it Sons staged a remarkably fine lot

of Cyclamens, and the Liverpool Horticultural Society had
Orchids in variety.

THE WEST OE ENGLAND CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

November 12, 13.—The annual exhibition of the
above Society took place on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, at the Plymouth Guildhall, and in everyway
the show was a great success. This year, by a
better system of grouping and arrangement, the
whole of the exhibits are placed in the hail, and
the result has been a finer eifect, and it gave much
greater pleasure in viewing the show as a whole.

Cut Blooms.

The entries iu the majority of the classes were numerous,
and as a consequence the competition was very keen, so much
so that in several instances it was but by a matter of a few
points only that the winners secured their coveted positions.

In the class for Horticultural Societies within the four

counties of Devon, Somerset, Dorset and Cornwall, the class

being for thirty-six blooms, to consist of twenty-four
Japanese and twelve incurved, the Teignmouth Horticul-

tural Society was awarded 1st, the 2nd falling to that from
Newton-Abbot. Theclass'for forty-eight Japanese, not fewer
than twenty-four varieties, was a very strong ono, the
flowers all through being exceptionally fine. The premier
position was ultimately awarded to J. B. Fortescue, Esq.,

Boconnoc, Cornwall (gr., Mr. C. Page). Here we noticed
Mrs. J. Denne, G. C. Schwabe, E. Molyneux, Violetta, and
Cot Chase amongst the best. H. Hammond Spencer, Esq.,

Teignmouth (gr., Mr. G. Foster), was 2nd, having, amongst
others, Madame Carnot, Mrs. C. H. Payne, and Richard
Dean, very fine. W. Herbert Fowler, Taunton (gr,, Mr. G.

Hawkins) was third ; his Silver King, Viscountess Hamble-
don, L. E. Saunders were especially fine in a very good
display.

For twenty-four incurved blooms, H. Hammond Spencer
was 1st, C. G. Prideaux Urune, 2nd. The incurved blooms
were mostly neat, pretty flowers ; but every season, classes

for these seem to suffer in size, through the greater size of

the leading Japanese flowers.

For six Japanese white, W. Hf.rbebt Fowler, was well 1st

with grand blooms of Madame Ad. Chaton ; and H. Hammond
Spencer 2nd with Madame Carnot.

For six Japanese, any colour but white, J. B. Fortescue,
Esq., was 1st with M. Panckoucke; and Miss Fripp, 2nd
with Duchess of Wellington.

Twelve Japanese, T. Wilkinson* was 1st, beating numerous
competitors ; and W. H. Veale, 2nd.

The class for twenty-four blooms Japanese and incurved
was well filled, but the immense size of the former kinds,
placed in close proximity to the smaller incurved varieties,

somewhat detracts from the interest of this class. Sir James
Jenkins, Mannamead, was 1st, whilst G. Hawses, and H.
Endicott, gr. to Mr. E. Allen, Ivybridge, were close up as

2nd and 3rd.

Several classes of cut blooms were set apart for amateurs,
and 1st prizes were secured by T. iF. Usher, and other
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awards falling to J. Newton, F. M. Bridson and George
Hoskin.

G. Foster was awarded 1st in a special class where the

prizes were offered by Mr. W. J. Godfrey, of varieties sent

out in England during 1S94-5 to include Mrs. W. J. Godfrey

and Miss Bita Schroeter.

Groups.

A number of these were arranged round the Hall, and in

the principal class fillin r a space of 100 square feet, Mr. C.

"Watts, Plymouth, was 1st, with a fine display, the quality

good, and arrangement and general effect most pleasing.

Some Crotons, Bamboos, Eulalias and Ferns were used with

discrimination and advantage. Mr. Chelwill deserved praise

for his arrangement ; and W. B. Greenslade, gr. to A. Groom-
bridge, was placed 2nd.

Other groups confined to residents within 15 miles of

Plymouth, were shown by Bennett Bros., who were first,

and Mr. W. B. Greenslade, 2nd. Primulas were shown by

Br. Square, who was 1st, and Sir James Jenkins, 2nd;

whilst for some double Primulas, Major-General Campbell

was 1st ; Mr. S. H. Phillips, 2nd.

Miscellaneous.

Some nice Orchids were shown, including fine vai-ieties of

Cattleya labiata, Cymbidiums, Cypripediums, Dendrobium
Phalamopsis, &c, the 1st prize falling to Dr. Aldous,

Mannamead ; 2nd to F. H. Hodges,
Some fine collections of Apples and Pears were staged by

Miss Fripp, 1st ; and Mr. F. Bradshaw, 2nd. Grapes

were only represented in one class, Mr. G. Chamberlain,

Ivybridge, 1st; Mr. C. Norrihgton, Abbotsfield, 3rd.

Prizes for vegetableswere offered by Mr. W.J. Godfrey and

Jarman & Co., Chard, the 1st prize in both classes being

secured by Mr. F. Bradshaw ; Mr. G. Watts being success-

ful with Mr. Lethbridge prize, and Lady Walker securing

that offered by Messrs. Sutton & Co., Reading. Messrs.

A. T. Westlakc, Plymouth, J. Lethbridge, W. Thorn, South

View Nurseries, Compton, Messrs. Jarman it Co., Chard, and

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter, staged groups not for compe-

tition, the latter having many choice Orchids, amongst them
being a number of plants of Cypripedium Charlesworthii, and

good forms of Cattleya labiata. Mr, W. J. Godfrey had a fine

stand of new and choice Chrysanthemums, as well also as a

pretty disp'ay of Carnations, including the new ones recently

sent out by him.

growers would have noticed how constantly it happened
that beds of Carnations on the flat, where over-much water

was provided on a clay soil, did badly, whereas those on a

bank did well. In a very hard winter whole beds on a slope

had escaped when those on the level had perished. A
Carnation is a capricious plant, but, after all, one of the most

beautiful flowers.

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

November 13.—At the meeting held on Wed-
nesday, presided over by Mr. P. C. M. Veitch,

and well attended by the members of the associa-

tion, the Eev. Dr. Dangar (Principal of the

Diocesan Training College at Exeter), gave a lec-

ture on "Carnations," and their propagation and
cultivation.

In the course of his remarks he said, with regard to the mode
of propagation, three methods at once presented themselves

—(1) by seeds, (2) by cuttings, (3) by layers. As to raising

from seed, this at once raised the question as to what seed

one meant to sow. In England it was difficult to raise seed

at all from double flowers. In some few especially favour-

able seasons this could be done, but the large growers on the

Continent had the best chance by reason of their long sum-

mers. To attempt to raise Carnation seed under glass gene-

rally ended in failure. Theyncededout-of-doortreatment. But

given the seed, they should sow in a cool frame early in Feb-

ruary in a box containing crocks in the bottom, a layer

of well-rotted turf, and on the top a compost of loam, sea-

sand, and dung finely sifted. One should sow in rows, water

after sowing, and place in a cool frame, quite at the top and

near the glass. Much sun-warmth was required, and plenty of

air. His plan described abovo gave both. The moment that

weeds appeared they should be pulled up. In May, or

early in June, the plants would be quite large enough to

handle, and to be potted into 3 or 4-inch pots, and placed

back in the same frame. There they should remain until

the pots were nearly, but not quite, full of roots. It was
best to plunge the pots in ashes—(a) to draw the warmth,
and (b) to keep out worms, slugs, Arc. In September, or

possibly earlier, but in a rainy time, plant oat, and in

the following July the plants would bloom. - hey could

not force nature ; if they sowed the seed in autumn, as

soon as it was ripe the plants would come up, but they

will not, as a rule, get a flower worth looking at until

the following July year. Some people said it was a

mistake to increase Carnations by cuttings. That was not

his experience. He took his cuttings at the end of the first

week of Bummer rain, bo as to get some growth in the grass.

If potted singly in four-inch pots, with the same compost
as had been detailed above, and if well pressed down into

the soil, a very large percentage would strike. They should

be placed in a cool frame, previovsly well lime-washed, and
rendered free from insects, and the cuttings ehould be kept

just damp. Most of them would strike in two or three

months, but some might remain dormant until the

spring. Layering, known to all Carnation growers,

was the one usually adopted, but the lecturer said he

thought it not so satisfactory as cuttings, especially in

very light land, where the damp was so apt to run out of the

surface soil, nor in land infested by aluga or other

depredators. They were all fond of the soft tissues of

Carnations. As to planting out, into blooming quarters,

CARDIFF CHRYSANTHEMCTM.
November 13, 14.—The ninth exhibition of this

society was held on the above dates in the Park
Hall, Cardiff. The show of Chrysanthemum blooms
was more than usually good, particularly the

Japanese varieties, and the competition in many of

the classes was very keen. The groups were excel-

lent, and devices, bouquets, &c, of the florists' art,

remarkably tasteful ; making, as is always the case

at Cardiff, a fine feature of the exhibition.

Messrs. Phelps & Co. and Case Brothers, both of

Cardiff, had fine large displays in this way, and were
suitably awarded a Silver Medal. Mr. W. J. Godfrey,
Exmouth, and Messrs. Clibran <fc Sox, Altr'ncham,

each exhibited several stands of cut blooms of Chrysanthe-

mums, many of them being extra good novelties ; Arona,

the variety shown by Mr. Godfrey, being singled out for

special award ; as also Messrs. Clibran's Lord Lisburne, a
good Japanese of terra-cotta colour, and Messrs. Cutbush
and Sons' Mrs. Blick. Iu the fruit classes Apples were well

shown. Mr. J. Watkins and Messrs. Cranston had collec-

tions similar to those shown by them at Hereford last week.

Amongst Mr. Watkins' dishes a new kitchen or dessert

vaiiety, named ;Lady Emily, was conspicuous. It is of

middle size, of handsome colour, good qnality, and said to be
a heavy cropper. He also had Byford Wonder in splendid

condition.

Chrysanthemums, Cut Blooms.

For Tioenty-four Japanese distinct.—1st, Mr. G. W. Drake,
Catharp-terrace, Cardiff, with grand blooms of Madame Car-

not, Mrs. H. Payne, W. fl. Lincoln, Robert Owen, Madame
A. Molin, &c. 2nd., R. A. Bowring, Esq. (gr., Mr. H. A. Joy),

whose best blooms were, Madame Carnot, Etoile de Lyon,
Chas. Davis, Viscountess Hambledon, and Lord Brooke.

Twenty-four Incurved Varieties, distinct.— 1st., Earl of Lis-

burne, Cross "Wood Park (gr., Mr. Williams), with well-

finished blooms of Prince Alfred, Miss M. A. Haggas, John
Lambard, Mrs. Robinson King, Princess of Wales, &c. 2nd.,
Sir C. E. G. Phillips, Picton Castle (gr , Mr. Dumble), with
good blooms of favourite varieties.

Twelve Japanese varieties, distinct.—1st, J. C.Hanbury, Esq.,

Pontypool (gr. ,Mr. J.Lockyer), with fine well-coloured blooms
of Edwin Molyneux, Mrs. H. Payne, J. S. Dibbens, Viviand
Morel, Chas. Davis, Etoile de Lyon, &c. ; 2nd, R. A. Bowring,
Esq., with Lord Brooke, Duke of York, Duchess of York,
Madame Carnot, Mdlle. T. Rey, &c.

Twelve Incurved varieties, distinct.—1st, J. Masters, Esq.,
Lanelly(gr., Mr. J. Howe), with good Princess of Wales,
Golden Empress, Mrs. J. Gardener, Miss M. A. Haggas, Lucy
Kendall, &c. ; 2nd, Sir C. E. G. Phillips, with Baron
Hirsch, &c.

Twenty-four distinct blooms, for which a Challenge Cup, value
£5 os. was offered, to be won twice before it comes the property
of the exhibitor. A similar cup waswon last yearby Sir C. E. S.

Phillips. 1st, R. W. D. Harlev, Esq, Hereford (gr., Mr.
Robinson), with grand blooms of Madame Carnot, Viviand
Morel, Niveum, Duke of York, E. Molyneux, Mons.
Panckoucke, Miss D. Shed, Mrs. H. Payne, Mons. C. Molin,
Empress of India, Golden Empress, Lord Alcester, and
Queen of England. Madame Carnot in this stand was
selected as the best bloom iu the show, and was awarded
the N. C. S. certificate; 2nd., Sir C. E. G. PniLLiPs, who
also had a splendid lot of well-finished hlooms.
The N.C.S. certificate offered for the best Chrysanthemum

plant in the show, waswon by R. Dean, Esq. .Newport, with
a well cultivated, and profusely-flowered plant of Louis
Boehmer.

LEWES CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—Both the Town Hall and

Corn Exchange were filled with good exhibits ; but
the cut flowers and miscellaneous groups formed
the features of most interest. Groups of Chrys-
anthemums were generally not good.

The group covering a space of 60 square feet placed Mr. C.

Fennell, gr. to Mrs. Thorne, The Grange, Lewes, 1st. It

was a closely-arranged lot. The mixture of Ferns, stove and
greenhouse plants, was well done, Mr. J. Adams, gr. to the
Rev. Sir G. Shiffner, Coombe Place, Lewes, was 2nd.

Cut flowers caused strong competition, and in the class for

24 Japanese, Mr. J. Harwood was 1st, and Mr. A. Slaugh-
ter, 2nd, in a very strong class. Mr. J. Heasman, gr. to

Mrs. Oxley, Turner's Hill, was a good 1st for 24 incurved
varieties, and Mr. C. Sayers. gr. to the Misses Cook, Nutley,
was 1st for 12 of these varieties. Mr. A. Slaughteh, Jarvis
Villa, Steyning, put up a grand lot in a class for 12 Japanese,
and Mr. J. Coles, gr. to H. F. Walker, Esq., Balcombe, beat
him for 6 Japanese distinct. The competition in these two
classes was strong. Mr. J. Heasman, was 1st for 6 in-

curveds distinct ; and Mr. J. Hopkins, gr. to Mrs. Thornton,
Framfield, a good 1st with grand blooms of Empress of
India in a class for six of one variety. In a strong amateur's
lass, Mr. A. Slaughter was 1st for 6 Japanese.

HULL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—Many fine exhibitions have

teen held in the Artillery Barracks under the
auspices of the Hull Chrysanthemum Societ -, but
never has there been one of better quality through-
out than this one. Messrs. Harland & Dixon are

to be congratulated upon their success. Cut
blooms though perhaps slightly less numerous
than on some previous occasions, were better in

quality than ever.

In the class for twenty-four incurved blooms there was a

brisk competition, and Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevan,
Esq., Trent Park, New Barnet, won 1st place with a clean

lot of medium sized splendidly staged blooms. Mr. J. P.

Leadbetter, gr. to A. Wilson, Esq., Tranby Croft, Hull, was
2nd. For twelve incurved, similar positions were taken by
these two exhibitors.

Japanese classes were mach the stronger. In that for

twenty-four blooms, distinct, Mr. Lees was invincible. A
bloom of M. Panckoucke was awarded the premier position

in the show as the best Japanese bloom. Messrs. J. P.
Pearson and Sons, Chilwell, Notts, exhibited well, and
were 2nd. In the class for twelve blooms, Mr. H. Thomp-
son, gr. to C. J. Ringrose, Esq., Cottingham Grange, Hull,
was 1st with a good collection. For thirty-six blooms in
twelve varieties, to be shown in vases, three in each, Mr.
Leadbetter made a creditable display, and was 1st. Anemone-
flowered varieties were especially well shown by Mr. F.
Mason, gr. to A. Smith, Esq., Woodleigb, Hessle. Mr. R.
Walker, gr. to Col. Clitherow, Hotham Hall, Brough, had
extremely fine specimens of reflcxed varieties in hie first

prize stand of twelve blooms ; Mr. Walker also presented the
best Pompon blooms. Mr. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, had
a remarkably fine stand of single-flowered varieties. Ama-
teurs staged very commendable stands of blooms in classes
set apart for them.

Plants.

Specimen plants formed a prominent feature of the
show. Vast improvement was shown in this section.

For three trained plants, any varieties, Mr. J. Clark,
gr. to A. Mayfield, Esq., Beverley Road, Newland, Hull,
was 1st with freely flowered and not too formally
tra :ned specimens. Mr. F. Pope, Butcher Row, Beverley,
had six really meritorious examples of bush-grown plants in
the class for that section. "Cut-back" plants receive con-
side able encouragement here; for six of these Mr. G. C.
Coate^ gr. to W. Wheati.ey, Esq., Anlaby Road, Hull,
1st, the plants being but a little over 3 feet high and carry-
ing good blooms.

Groups and Table Decorations.

Groups of Chrysanthemums interspersed with foliage
plants are exhibited splendidly at Hull. A Challenge Vase
value tw enty guineas being annually offered iu this clas
Mr. Coates was successful on this occasion for the third t
and the vase now becomes his property. Five extreme
good groups were entered. Not only U the arrangemen
praiseworthy in these groups, but the plants em-
ployed are of the highest quality, p -oducing a splen-
did effect, arranged as they are around the sides of the
central building. Miscellaneous plants arranged for effect
added much to the interest of the show. Mr. G. Wilson, gr.
to Sir J. Rickitt, Bart. , Swanlaad Manor, Brough, exhibited
one of the most effective groups possible, and secured the
premier award.

Table decoration under artificial light adds to the interest
of the show, open as the competition is to ladies only.

Upon this occasion Mrs. F.Topham, Hotham Hall, Brough,
was the most successful exhibitor, Mrs. T. Fawley Judge
Helmsley, Cottingham, following, both having tastefully-

arranged tables.

BOURNEMOUTH AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM AND HORTI-
CULTURAL.

November 13, 14.— This admirably managed
society held its annual exhibition of plants, cut
blooms, fruits, vegetables, &c, iu the Winter Gar-
dens attached to the Hotel Mont Dore\ Bourne-
mouth, on the above-mentioned dates, and must be
pronounced as ODe of the best hitherto held by the
society, a fact which redounds to the credit of the
excellent committee and energetic secretary (Mr.
James Spong) and every one connected with the
show.

Cot Blooms.

The class for 36 cut-blooms, one-half Japanese and the
others incurved, and not more than two of any one variety,
was well won by Mr. N. Molyneux, gr. to J. Carpente
Garnier, Esq., Rooksbury Park, Fareham, Hants ; Mr.
Woodford, gr. to Major Blount, and Mr. Prosser, gr. to H.
J. Miles, Esq., The Knolte, Wimborne, 2nd and 3rd.

Mr. Grace (gr. to W. R. Neave, Esq., Fordingbridge) had
the best stand of twelve Japanese, distinct varieties, includ-
ing, among others, very fine blooms of Colonel Smith,
President Borel, and Madame Carnot. Seven lots were
staged in this class. Mr. N. Molyneux led in the corres-
ponding class for a like number of incurved blooms, staging
very fine specimens of popular varieties, Mr. Grace takin
2nd place with a good even lot of blooms.
Mr. Boote, gr. to F. Ricardo, Esq., had the best 6 blooms
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of Japanese (grand examples of Viviand Morel) as well as the
best 6 blooms of incurved (Hero of Stoke Newington). Mr.
Grace coming in 2nd in each class with Viviand Morel and
Robert Petfield in fine form. Mr. Boote was also 1st out of

six stands staged fur 12 Japanese, distinct, to which stand
the N. C. S. Bronze Medal was also awarded. Charles

Davis, Mons. H. Paj'ne, Etoile de Lyon, and Viviand Morel
being the most prominent blooms in this stand.

Groups, covering an area of 100 square feet in the open
and 50 square feet in the amateur classes, were remarkably
good. The rrtants were well-grown dwarf, clothed with large,

rich-looking foliage from the pots upwards, and surmounted
with large, fresh, fine blooms. In the open class, foliage

plants were allowed in the arrangement, Messrs. G.

Watis & Sons, Palace Nurseries, Bournemouth, were ac-

corded premier position; Mr. Ingram, Parkston Nurseries,

taking 2nd place. The 1st and 2nd prize groups were very
close to each other in point of merit.

Mr. W. Stretch put up a grand group in competition for

the Challenge Cup ; Mr. G. Eldridge, gr. to G. W. Young, Esq,,

was a good 2nd.

Grapes.—Mr. J. Menzies, South Lytchetts," Pool, had the

best 3 bunches of Grapes in the open classes in Gros Colmar,

fine in bunch, berry, and colour ; and Mr. Mitchell, gr. to

1. W. Fleming, Esq., Chilworth Manor, Romsey, was 2nd,

with Black Alicante. Mr. James Chalk, gr. to Geo.

Read, Esq., Westwood, Salisbury, had the best 3 bunches

of white Grapes, showing Muscat of Alexandria good in every

respect; and Mr. Mitchell was second. Mr. Menzies was a

successful exhibitor in the minor classes for Grapes.

Apples and Pears made a good show. Mr. Osborne, gr. to

Rev. H. Hopkins, took 1st for three dishes dessert Apples,

and Mi\ Masley, gr. to Miss Evans, was 1st for a like num-
ber of dishes of culinary varieties, the former staging excel-

lent fruits. Pears were creditably shown by Mr. Menzies
and others. Vegetables were shown in great quantities, and
in fine condition.

open to members only, going to Mr. W. H. Wickens, gr. to
.T. Wheelwright, Esq., Nevill Park, who just beat Mr.
Standem-

,

Mr. J. Charlton put up a grand collection of vegetables
and horticultural sundries not for competition and a good lot
of fruit came from Mr. A. Wilson, gr. to the Marquis of Aber-
gavenny, Eridge Castle.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, MID-KENT, AND
EAST SUSSEX CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Novembeb 13, 14.—A pretty show was arranged

in the Corn Exchange and Assembly Rooms,
Groups of Chrysanthemums and others of mixed
plants were very good, but specimen plants were
poor. Nor were the Solanums and Foinsettias so

good as usaal. Taken collectively, there was con-
siderable falling-off in the cut-flower classes, some
of these, including that for twenty- four incurved

blooms, not obtaining one competitor.

A Silver Cup for eight plants in pots, not to exceed 12 inches

in diameter, was secured by Mr. J. Smooker, gr. to Mr3. Hall,
Broadwater Down. A second Silver Cup for a group 12 feet

by 6 feet, occasioned considerable competition, and the winner,

Mr. J. Howes.gr. to W. Cobb, Esq., Dulcote, Broadwater,

had plants carrying really fine blooms. This group was more

formal than that from Mr. J. Sjiooker, who was 2nd, but

the flowers were better.

A group of miscellaneous plants from Mr. Berwick, gr. to

J. Godden, Esq., Tunbridge Wells, was prettily arranged

;

but that from Mr. L. Dupond, gr. to C. B. Powell, Esq.,

Southborough, was even more tasteful in arrangement, yet

lacking in colour. For six dwarf-trained plants, Mr. J.

Smooker was well in front, also for single specimens of

incurved and Japanese.

Cut Blooms.

Nine compsted in a class for twelve Japanese cut blooms,

Mr. J. Howes, gr. to W. Cobb, Esq., Broadwater Down,
being 1st with Borne grand blooms, although closely fol-

lowed by others that gained no award. The exhibits in this

class were to be arranged on a table 4 feet by 2£ feet, with
Ferns and other foliage for effect. The result was a very

pretty lot, but we could not agree with the judges in their 2nd
award. The blooms were good, but the arrangement far

behind that in others.

Twelve incurved blooms were shown in good form by Mr, J.

Legg, gr. to Rev. E. H. Boardman, Groombridge, who was
followed by Mr. C. Harris, gr. to O. A. Smith. Esq., Hammer-
wood, East Grinstead ; Mr. J. Snow, The Gardens, Wadhurst,

being 1st for six varieties.

Mr. Harris was 1st for twenty-four Japanese, closely

followed by Mr. J. W. Moss, gr, to Mrs. Robinson, Matfield.

For twelve Japanese, Mr. E. Dove, gr, to J. W. Hard-
CASTLE, Esq., Hill Court, Edenbridge, won; Mr. HARRIS
again coming in front for six blooms ; and Mr. J. Snow for

six of any one variety, with Mrs. H. Payne.

Miscellaneous Classes,

For six berried plants, Mr. G. Tickner won with a well-

grown lot of Solanums ; and Mr. W. Austin was in front for

six Poineettias.

A olass for Bix Orchids brought out soaie good pieces from

Mr. C. Earl, gr. to Sir J. Goldsmid, Tonbridge ; and Mr. J.

Howes, gr. to W. Cobb, Esq , Bro idwater Down.
Fruit was bright and sound, bat not numerous. Mr. F.

Bridger, gr. to Lord De Lisle, Penshurst, was almost in-

vincible in these classes, taking premier honours for six

dishes of dessert Pears, and for three dishes of the same ; for six

dishes of dessert Apples, for one dish, and for six dishes of

cooking Apples. Mr. Legg was 1st for three dishes of dessert

Apples ; but Mr. Bridger again came to the front for three

dishes of kitchen Pears, and also for a similar quantity o£

cooking Apples.

Vegetables were very goo), the 1st prize for a collection

BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—Tae above show wat a great

uccesa in every way. Exhibits were good and
numerous, competition being in moat caBes keen.
Cut flowers and specimen plants, likewise groups,
were well done. The show was varied by the
introduction of classes for miscellaneous plants and
flowers. Great interest was taken in the competition
for the Challenge Vase, value 12 guineas, £5 being
added to the 1st prize. This was well won by
Captain Marling (gr., Mr. McDonald), who was also
successful in other classes.

Fruit was well shown also, the various classes being well
filled ; the Grapes, although not sensational, were of good
quality ; likewise the Apples and Pears.

The vegetable competition being strong, for the special

prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, drew a strong
competition of first-rate quality ; as did also those offered by
the Society, Messrs. Brown & Son, Messrs. W. Garraway &
Co., and others.

LICHFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—The second exhibition was held

on the above dates in the St. James's Hall. The
Mayor, T. Ashmall, E«q., informed the large audience
that Lichfield had held flower shows without a break
for seventy successive years. Judging from the pre-
sent display the exhibition should become a popular
one.

The best group of Chrysanthemums (open) was one from
General DroTT, Freeford Hall (gr., Mr. Dix), who showed well-

grown plants of Yiviand Morel, W. Seward, Mrs. H. Payne,
Beauty of Exmouth, and others. 2nd, W. F. Gordon, Esq.
Plants of Japanese varieties, distinct, were best from Sir

Charles Foster, Bart., Longdon ; 2nd, General Dyott.
Plants of Chrysanthemums suitable for table decoration were

good from Mr. A. 0. Worthingtjn ; and a group of miscel-
laneous plants from Col. Swinfin Browne, Lichfield, con-
taining nice specimens of Cattleyas and Dendrobiums, with
Palms. Crotons, &c, was deserving of commendation.
The best twelve cut blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums

were from General Dyott ; as was also the best collection of

twelve cut blooms incurved.

Of Fruit, there was a large display in the class for two
bunches of Black Grapes. Mr. Joseph Harvey was 1st.

Apples, in three dishes, dessert varieties, were good from
General Dyott. Mr. C. H. Inge won for three dishes of

kitchen Apples.
General Dyott was 1st for a collection of vegetables in

eight dishes.

Amongst the non-competitive exhibits, Messrs. Rivers &
Sons, Sawbridgeworth, had fine collections of Apples and Pears.

was 62^8, on the 1st; minimum, 2S'J *2, on the 28th. Frost
occurred on air days. Hygrometer In screen: Mean of dry-
bulb, 44°*1; wet>bulb, 41° 6; dew point, 38°-fl. Radiation
thermometer; Maximum in auo, 107°*7, on the 12th; mini-
mum on grass, 14° "9, on the 28th. Frout occurred on grass on
eighteen days. Rain, Sec, fell on seventeen days. Total fall,

3 -

230 inches. Greatest fall in twenty-four hours, 0*320 inches
on the 1st. A few plants and specimens from the houses of

the Botanic Garden were exhibited, including Melaetoma
malnbathrica, Vitis heterophylla humulifolia. Vanda Kim-
balliaua, and others; and notes upon plants of interest

therein, were read by Mr. R. L. Harrow. The^new President
for the session, Dr. A. Aitken, M.A., D.Sc, &c, occupici the
chair during part of the evening.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
November 14.—The first meeting of the sixtieth

session of .this Society was held at 5, St. Andrew
Square, on the evening of Thuradav, Professor F. C.

Bower in the chair. Owing to the unfavourable
weather prevailing the attendance was small. After
the election of office-bearers for the session, which
were balloted for and elected unanimously as

proposed by the Council, the public business was
proceeded with.

The principal item on the list was the address by the retiring

President, Professor F. C. Bower, F.R.S.. who gave a'paper on
the life and work of Robert Brown; and in a very interesting

manner pointed out the important work and principal traits

in this great botanist's life, from his earliest efforts. The death

of Professor Babington, who was one of the early members of

this Society, was notised with sympathetic regret, and
Professor Bower was asked to furnish an obituary notice of

this old and celebrated botanist, for the Society's Transactions

In the absence of the writer, Dr. David Paul, a communica-
tion on '" Fungi observed in Glen Urquhart, Inverness- shire,"

was read by the Assistant-Secretary, Mr. J. Terras, B.Sc,
which, from the list given, seemed to be a happy hunting-

ground for these forms of plant-life. The Assistant-Secretary

also read the Report of Vegetation made in the Royal Botanic

Garden by the Curator, Mr. R. Lindsay, for the past three

months. During October, it was fouud that plants in flower

were much injured by frosts, the following having during the

month corns into bloom in the rock-garden, viz., Campanula
garganica, Morina longiflora, Stachys densiflora, Verbascum

Chaixii, Helleborus niger grandiflorus, and Veronica

Bachofenii.

In the meteorological observations recorded at the Royal

Botanic Garden during October, the following few items from
Mr. A. D. Richardson's report were noted. The mean of

barometer readings reduced to 33°, and takea at 9 A.M., was
29*708 inches, or the same as the average for five previous years.

The highest reading of the protected maximum thermometer

EALING HORTICULTURAL.
November 14 —The eighteenth annual exhibition

of Chrysanthemums, &c , took place in the Victoria
Hall on the above date, bringing together a satisfac-
tory display, both of plants and cut flowers.

The 1st prize and Silver Medal of the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society for a group, arranged for effect, was well won
by Mr. C. Long, gr. to E. P. Oakshott, Esq., Orchard Dene,
who was also placed 1st for three specimens (incurved,
Japanese, or reflexed), with finely-flowered plants of John
Shrimpton, and E. Beckett. A good 2nd was Mr. C. Edwards,
gr. to W. Owen, Esq., The Elms. In three Pompons, Mr.
Long was again well to the front, with Scear Melanie, Mr.
Westlake, and Antoaius, closely followed by Mr. C. Edwards.

Cut Blooms.

Twelve incurved : a grand lot of flowers of well-known
varieties gained the premier position to Mr. C. Edwards,
whilst scarcely inferior were the bloom3 staged by Mr. C. Lo>"G.

Six incurved.—1st Mr. H. Knightley, gr. to — Roblnsox,
Esq., Southall; Lord Wolseley and Mis3 M. A. Haggas,
amongst others, were here shown well.

Mr. C. Edwards was 1st for twelve Japanese varieties,

very good being those of C. H. Payne, Beauty of Castlewood,

and Silver King,
Nine Japanese.— A fine lot of flowers gained Mr. C. Edwards

the 1st prize, noteworthy being Madame Carnot, Philadelphia,

and Lord Brooke.

Six Japanese.— The leading prizes here were won with fine

blooms by Messrs. Long and Edwards, who maintained the

same positions in the class for three Japanese.
Twelve bunches, Pompons.—This was a pretty class, Mr. C.

Edwards being placed 1st ; and Mr. C. Long 2nd.

In Pompons, some fine flowers were contributed by Mr. W.
Roberts, gr. to J. Harris, Esq., Braemar, noteworthy being
Prince of Orange, W. Westlake, and Soeur Melanie.
The two Medals for premier blooms (Japanese and incurved)

were awarded to Mr. C. Edwards, who staged in the former
a fine flower of Lord Brooke, and in the latter a well finished

bloom of Lady Dorothy.

WINCHESTER.
November 14, 15.—An excellent show was held

in the Guildhall on the above dates, of which cut
blooms formed the more important part.

The winner of the 1st prize in the highest class both for

forty-eight Japanese and incurveds, in eighteen varieties, was
Mr. Neville, gr. at Twyford, Winchester. His blooms were
of middle size, and neatly staged. Mr. J. Agate was 2nd.

Mr. J. Bowerman, gr. to C. HOARE, Esq., Hackwood Park,
Basingstoke, was ihe winner in the twenty-four cut bloom
class, Japanese, with a very even stand ; and Mr, Q. Best, gr.

to F. D. Leyland, Esq., The Vine, Basingstoke, was 1st for

twelve Japanese, distinct. Mr. N. Molyneux, gr. to J. C.

Garnier, Esq., Rookesbury Park, Fareham, succeeded in

gaining the 1st prize for twelve incurved, with medium-sized,
neatly-finished examples.

Single-flowered and Pompon varieties were best shown by
Mr. Agate. For the former he received a Certificate of

Merit, and for the latter he won premier place.

Plants,—Specimen plants were best staged by Messrs. H. &
J. Vane, who were 1st in all the classes. The best group of

Chrysanthemums was a good one from Mr. G. H. Street, gr. to
Dr. FeaRON, The College, Winchester. Mr. Elan,gr. to W. A.
Gillett, Esq., Fair Oak Lodge, Bishopstoke, arranged a nice
group of miscellaneous plants.

Messrs. Hillier & Sox, Winchester, had a meritorious
collection of Apples and shrubs; Messrs. Jeffries, miscel-
laneous plants ; Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley, wreaths, bouquets,
&o. By far the finest exhibit, not for competition, was that
from Mr. E. Molyneux, gr. to W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore
Park, Bishop's Waltham, who staged several dozen cut blooms,
Japanese and incurved, along with twodozen bunches of siDgle
and Pompon- flowered varieties in vases.

WIMBLEDON AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

Novembeb 14, 15.—This exhibition took place on
the above dates, and there was good competition in
most of the classes. A praiseworthy feature was
made by the groups of plants in flower. In the cut
bloom section some of the Japanese flowers were
very fine, bat incurved varieties were not remarkable.

A Silver Cup, given by the tradesmen of Wimbledoo for a
groap (aemi-circle, 10 feet in diameter) was well won by Mr.
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S. Mynett, gr, to J. Carlisle, Esq., Ashburton House, Putney

Heath; the Japanese Sowers in this collection were excellent.

A good 2nd was Mr. A. >"ewell, gr. to Sir E. Saexders.
In the class for a smaller group, a bright lot ci plants

secured 1st position to Mr. F. Kiegl, gr. to B.. T. BArxES, Esq
,

Glenovarne, who was closely followed by Mr. G. Coleman, gr.

to G. T. Gh.es, Esq., Copse Hill House.

A group from which Pompons were excluded, and open

only to cottagers who must have grown the plants from

cuttings, was remarkably well shown \>r Mr. C. Hull,
Ben mark Boad. The best specimen large-lowered plant was

one of Colonel W. B. Smith, aiown by Mr. W. Thornton, gr,

to T. E. Croceer. Esq., Draxmont; 2nd, Mr. C. Bentley, gr.

to Captain Bosworth, Boehampton.
Cut b Tooms,—An important class was that for twenty-four

incurred and twenty-four Japanese blooms, snd a grand col-

lection from Mr. W. Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Downside.

Leatheihead, gained the 1st prize. Amongst some of the best

Japanese were Madame Hoste, Madame Tneresa Bey, Silver

King, and Golden Gate. Incurred, E. Petfield, Quean of

England, Chas. Gibson, C. H. Curtis, and Empress of India,

Mr. Ukase was -well to the front again for twelve Japanese

and twelve incurved blooms, in the former section he had fine

flowers of Etoile de Lyon, Marie Hoste, and Golden Gate.

Amongst the incurved were Princess o£ Tecs:, Hero of Stoke

Newington, and Golden Empress of India ; 2nd, Mr. A. Batcliff,

gr. to J. B. Johxstoxe, Esq., Coombe Cottage, Kingston.

Twelve incurved blooms were shown best by Mr. A. Bat-

cliff, the blooms of Flora Macdonald, Lord Bosebery and

Lucy Kendall were good ; Mr. W. J. Wright, gr. to H. A.

Tcfxell, The Grove, was 2nd.

Mr. A. Alderman, gr. to C. Cz lRxieow, Esq., Efnigham
Hall, Dorking, had the best twelve Japanese, and included

amongst others, fine blooms of Mille. Marie Hoste, Sunflower,

and Madame Blcourd. A good even lot of flowers securing

2nd place, was staged by Mr. A. Skeggs, gr. to Mrs. Dacx,
Copse Hill. The last-named exhibitor had premier place for

six incurved; Mr. C. BEXTLEr being 2nd.

Mr. A. ALDERMAXhad very fine blooms in the class for six

Japanese ; and Mr. A. Seeggs was 2nd.

The best six Japanese of one variety, were of Bobait Owen,

from Mr. G. Mileham, gr. to A. f. Miller, Esq., Emlyn
House, Leatherhead. 2nd, Mr. A. Seeggs, wiih Mdlle.

Marie Hoste, Mr. W. J. Weight won for six large Anemone-

flowered varieties ; the best were W. W. Astor, Sir W. Bae,

and Madame Ghys.

The six best reflexed were from Mr. Mease, and fine flowers

were noted of Cloth of Gold, and various coloured Christines.

A very pretty class was that for twelve Pompous, and good

flowers of Mdlle. Martha, President, Antonius, Aglaie. and

others, secured the 1st prize to Mr. W. J. Wbight, who was

closely followed by Mr. C. Be.vt.ley.

In the section for amateurs who do not employ a gardener

regularly, some good blooms were shown. The leading prize-

winner for twelve incurveds here was Mr. G. Walser. jun.,

Lingfield Koad. Mr. W. G. P. Clare, Hitchin, won for six

incurved*. The best twelve Japanese were from Mr. W. G. P.

Clark ; 2od, Mr. E. H. Docet, Surbiton. Mr. Clare led

also for six Japanese, the best being W. H. Lincoln and

Tiviand Morel ; 2nd, Mr. J. Brows, Sooth Wimbledon. Six

Japanese, of one variety, were well shown by Messrs. CLAtK
and Brows, wto had Ylviand Morel, and won in the order

named.
The classes devoted to cottagers brought out some good

flowers.

Mis^sllaneous.—There was a good competition in the class

for Primulas, the principal prizes being takea by Mr. A.

Kewell and Mr. T. P. Macgregor, gr. to Dowager Lady Hay,
Putney HilL, The best group of miscellaneous plants was
f rem Mr. B. Bradford, gr. to W. Hope Hall, Esq., Adding
ton. Wimbledon ; 2nd, Mr. T. Chandler, gr. to Bev. Canon
Haygabth:, The Vicarage. Mr. F. Chandler, gr. to Mrs.

Wilsox. Burfieli, won 1st for a smaller sized group.

Table plants were shown well, Crotons biing finely coloured.

The principal prize winners were Messrs. A. Aldermas and

W. Mease.
The best six Lenied plants (Solanums), were from Mesis

J. Frexch and J. Law. Baskets of foliage and flowering

plants were well represented, the leading prizes being taken
by Mr. W. Thorxtox and Mr. T. P. Macgregor.

There was a good competition in the vegetable classes,

Messrs, C. Bextlet and W. Thorstos being the principal

winners.

Fruit was well shown. For three dishes dessert App'es,

Mr. Will TaTLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, took 1st place,

having, amongst otaers, s;me fine King of the Pippins; 2nd,

Mr. A. Alderxlax. Mr. Tayler was an excellent exhibitor

Of kitchen varieties ; 2nd, Mr. C. Bestley. The principal

prizes for Pears were taken by Messrs. W. Tayleb and A.
Methtes.
Hon-competitive..—These exhibits were numerous and good.

Messrs. Thomsos & Soss, The Nurseries. Wimbledon, sent

some charming floral devices in Chrysanthemums, Orchids,

4c, also a nice gronp of flowering and foliage plants. Mr.
Alderman, gr. to G. Hatfield, Esq , Morden Hall, sent a
very nae collection of Apples and Pears, tastefully arranged
amongst cut Chrysanthemums and small decorative foliage

plants.

Mr. A. Luff, gr. to J. F. Schwass, Etq., J.P., Oakfield,

Wimbledon Park, sent a good selection of Apples and Pears,

with well-finished Muscat of Alexandria Grapes. A nicely-

arranged group of Cypripedioms in flower was contributed by
Mr. B. Bradford, gr. to W. Hope Hall, Esq., Wimbledon
Park. Mr. WILL Tayler sent a good lot of Apples and Pears

;

al*o clusters of Grape Beine Olga de Wurtemberg, which pro-

duces delicious fruit on open walls. The show was well

managed by the Secretary, Mr. W. S. Thomson.

EECCLES AND DISTRICT CHRYSAN-
THEMUM AND FLORICTJLTtJRAL.
November 14, 15.—The aisth annual exhibition

held in the Town Hall, notwithstanding it clashed

with other shows in the county, was satisfactory.

The plants in pots were superior to those shown in former

years, not only in the better quality of the blooms, but the

plants were furnished with good foliage down to their base.

For three plants in pots (Japanese), Sir B- Beattckamp,
Langley Part, was 1st; and Alderman Masters, Beccles, 2nd.

In th e classes for plants of incurved, reflexed, and Pompon
varieties, Alderman Masters, Mrs. H. Bead, and Mrs. W. W.
Worswice were the principal exhibitors, the prizes being

awarded in the order named.

Groups of Chrysanthemums were an attractive feature of

the show, Mrs. H. Bead taking the 1st prize for a remarkably

fine lot ; 2nd, Mr. E. Lawresce, also good.

For cut blooms; Japaxese, in twelve varieties, Mr. Xewmax,
Yarmouth, was 1st ; 2nd, Alderman Masters. Good examples

of Viviand Morel, C. Davis, Stanstead White, Mrs. H. Payne.

Mdlle. There se Bey, G. C. Schwabs were seen on their

respective stands.

Miss Taylor, Starston, was 1st for six Japanese blooms,

showing good specimens of Colonel Smith, Beauty of Exmt nth,

and Princess May. Incurved varieties were shown well by

Mr. Sriro>-, Yarmouth, with Mrs. H. Bead and Alderman
Masters.

Amateurs, or those rot employing a gardener regularly, also

contributed largely towards the success of the show.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
Noyzmber 14 15, 16.—The ninth annual Chrysan-

themum show of the Society was openedin the Waverley
Market on Thursday, the 14:h inat. It must have

been apparent to visitors who have been in the habit

of seeicg the annual exhibitions that this one was
at least as good as any previous display. The market
presented a full and well-furnished appearance from
all sides, and a view from the gallery, owing to the

brilliant colours being toned down by the foliage

plants and Ferns, aa well as by occasional groups,

was distinctly pleasing.

In the large classes for cut blooms, mare than the usual

number of exhibitors competed, and their flowers were of high

merit. Plants, although better than in previous years, still lack

the dimensions occasionally seen in some other leading shows.

Fruit also was indicative that the past season has bien
favourable to its proper development. Vegetables, which we
usually expect good at Edinburgh, were excellent, and the

competition in most classes keen. Several of the nurserymen
contributed to the display by the exhibition of specialties in

plants, flowers, and other miscellaneous exhibits.

Mr. Campbell, of High Blantyre, arranged a table of Car-

nations and Ferns, and a circular stand of Crotons, Palm3
,

Heaths, &c
Mr. H. Joxes of Bvecroft Nurseries had a table of excellent

kinds of Japanese and incurved varieties of Chrysanthemums.

A table of highly-coloured Kale, from the original stozk of

the late Miss Hope of Wardie Lodge, Edinburgh, was in-

teresting ; while some enormous Marrows and other vege-

tables were staged from Mr. J. Scarlett of Inveresk

;

examples of preserves from these being also shown.

There was a table of articles for sale in aid of the Gar-
deners* Orphan Fond, which we hope was successful.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co , Rothesay, staged a table of Chrys-
enthemums, including some of the newer varieties.

Plants.

For six distinct varieties of Chrysanthemums there w-re
four competitors. It was the principal class for pot-plants,

and Mr. D. Cavaxagh, St. Edward's, Murrayfield, was de-

servedly 1st, though Mr. J. Holmes, Winton Castle, Pencait-

land, was a good 2nd.

Pompons.—In the class for four trained plants, those from Mr.
Hunt, Coltbridge, Mnrrayfield, were very commendible ; Mr.
J. Holmes again taking 2nd honours. Mr. D. Cavaxagh was
also 1st with four Japanese, his plants of Tiviand Morel, Val
d'Andorre, and Margot, being very good ; 2nd, Mr. J. Holmes.
Mr. D. JaRDDTE, Kavelston, Blackball, staged fine specimens
in the class for two plants of Japanese. The 1st prize for a
plant of a white-flowering Chrysanthemum w=s awarded to a
well-grown plant of Bouquet de Dame, from Mr. D. Cavaxagh.
Mr. 3. Abbdtt. Prestonfield House, Edinburgh, carried c£f

1st honours for a yellow variety, with a magnificent plant of

W. H. Lincoln.

In the class for a specimen plant of an Anemone-flowered
variety, Mr. J. Holmes wa3 1st with a pretty specimen of

Dorothy Souilet ; and the best Pompon was shown by Mr. G-

Wood, Oswald Hon e, Edinburgh. Some remarkably well,

grown plants were shown by amateurs, in some cases almost

equalling t hose from professional gardeners. The classes were
also well contested.

Mr. B. Melrose. S. Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh, was
1st in the class for two plants of large- flowered varieties; and
Miss G. MrxRO, Bee Cottage, Pencaitland, 2nd. Mr. K. H.
McBeax, 6, West Montgomery Place, Edinburgh, was suc-

cessful in carrying off the 1st prizes for two Pompons, one
large-flowered variety, and also one plant of a white-flowered
Japanese variety, his exhibits being good in regard to the
blooms and the training.

Cm Blooms.

These classes on the present occasion, as always, were the

principal attraction of the show. That for forty - eight

Japanese, distinct, secured a large share of the attention of

visitors, and as not a bad bloom was to be found upon the

boards of the 1st pr ze exhibit, this wa3 scarcely a matter of

surprise. The lat prize, of a plate value £20, presented by the

Lord Provost, Magistrates, and Town Council, and called the

City ofEdi abnrgh Friz:;, wa? won by the wonderfully successful

exhibitor, Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevas, Esq., Trent

Park, New Barnet, and his blooms included Midame Carnot

(awarded the prize to the best Japanese bloom in th; ex-

h-.biricn), Mrs. Wheeler, Beine d'Angleterre, G. W. Childs,

Abbe Mendehall, Primrose League, E. Molyneux, Malame
Octa i; Mirabeau, G. C. Schwabe, Mons. C. Molin, Mons.
Panckjucke, Mrs. W. Godfrey, Duchess of Wellington, C.

Shrimpto i, Mons. Greyer, International, Phosbus, Biau'e
Toulonsaine, Bose Wynne. Madame Girond, Madame A. de
Gulbsrt, E&oile de Lyon, Mephisto, Madame Moulin, J. Shrimp -

ton, Lady Saunders. Mrs. C. H. Payne. Mutual Friend, Henri
Jacotot Fils, Sunflower, Pres. Borel, Florence Davis, Niveam,
Bichard Dean, Wilfrid Marshall, Madame Adam Chatin,

Chirles Davis, Madame M. Bicoud, Mrs. F. Jameson, Mrs.
W. H. Lees, Beauty of Castlewood, Colonel Caase, and
others. The 2nd prize fell to Mr. J. Beisaxt,
Castle Huntly, Longforgan, who in the two previous years has
gained tne premier position. Mr. J. CARRurHERS, Hillwood,
Corstophine, Srd.

In the c'ass for twenty-four Japanese, or the Scottish

Challenge Cap class (open to Scottish gardeners and amateurs
only), Mr. D. NicOLL, Bojsie, Forgandenny, took 1st prize

with excellent blooms, f .llowed by Mr. J. Beisaxt. Mr. J.

Carruthers stared the best lot of twelve blooms.

For twelve incurved blooms, Mr. J. Clare. Bannerfield,

Selkirk, was 1st, and his stand included a bloom of C Curtis,

which received honours as the best incurved shown. Others
noted were Lic/Ksnda 1

, Mrs. Colman, Princess of Wales,
Lord Alcester, and Alfred Salter ; 2nd, Mr. J. Martix, Winch-
combe.
In the classes for six blooms of the following varieties. Mr.

L. Geddes was 1st, namely, E. Molyneux, Stanstead White,
and Mdlle. The.ese Bey. Three magnificent blooms of Dachess
of York were staged by Mr. J. Ktles, Corstorphine.

Bloomi arranged in vases were this year more numerou-
,

and were generally admired. In the class for twelve vases of

Japanese blooms, Mr. J. Lees, with splendid flowers, secured
1st prize ; Mr. J. Clare, Selkirk, being 2nl.

For six vases, Mr. J. Kxdd, Carberry Towers, Musselburgh,
was 1st. For one vase, to contain twelve Japanese blooms,
M<-. J CASRrrKERS was 1st.

Id the class for an epergne of Chrysanthemums (cpea to
ladies only), Mrs. B. Laird, Edinburgh, staged an effective

arrangement.
Mr. A. Bryeo^" was the principal winner of prizes in the

amateur classes for cat flowers, securing 1st place for twelve
and for six Japanese bloom*, as well as for six blooms of a
white Japanese variety. Mr. T. M. Whitehead took 1st

prize for six incurved blooms.

The thr*e best blooms of one variety not in commerce were
from Mr. A. Kibe. Alloa, who won the Society's Silver Medal
with a variety named Mrs. A, Kirk, a variety with pink
florets, striped with a light yel'ow ban:?.

Fruit.

Some first-class Grape3 were noted, and these we.-e the
principal exh bits. In the c ass for four bunches, distinct
varieties, Mr. J. Leslie. Pertb, was 1st with fine bunches of

well-finished berries of Muscat of Alexandria, Alicante, Gros
Colmar, aad Gros Marce ; Mr, W. Mcrray, Polmont, was
2nd. Mr. J. Leslie was also 1st in the class for two bunches
with Black Alicmte and Muscat of Alexandria. The Muscats
from Mr. J. McXexl, Peebles, secured him the 1st p ize for

two bunches; Mr. D. Kxdd beicg 2nd. For two bunches of
Gros Colmar, Mr. H. A. Waleer, Colinton. was ls^, with
fine large berries, well coloured, followed by Mr. A. Xousg,
Peebles.

Pine-apples were not numerous; the two be-t weie from
Mr. MctsTYRE, Tne Glen, Iane.-leitheo ; Mr. T. Bovd,
Falkirk, being 2nd.

Mr. McIxttre also won the 1st prize for a collection of

twelve dishes of fruit, including Grapes, Melons, Figs, Apples,
&c. ; Mr. D. Mcrrat, Culzean Castle, Mavbole, was a good
2nd.

The best collection of eighteen varieties of Apples, and
six varieties of Pears, produce grown in Scotland, was a very
meritorious lot from M-. J. Cairxs. The Hirsel, Coldstream,
som= of his finest examples being King Pippin, Galloway
Pippin, Sandringham, and Blenheim Orange; 2nd, Mr. J.

Besxie. Errol.

Mr. J. Day, Garliestoa, secured 1st place in the open clas3

for eighteen varieties of Apples, and tix varieties of Pears,
with exceptionally fine fruit throughout; Mr. A. WlLSOX,
Ayr, being 2nd.

In the only class for Pears, Mr. F. THOitsOX, Xetholcn, was
1st for six varieties.

The class for market-growers was one for six varieties of
Apples in baskets, as packed for market ; and Mr. D. Losax,
Coldstream, was 1st; followed by Mr. D. McCutchsox, Ayr.

Vegetables.

The vegetables were extremely good, and occupied a very
considerable space. The l>t prize-winner for a collection was
Mr. B. F. Bae, Sunlaws, Kaxb irgh, who had in his exhibit
Peas, Tomatos, Onions. Beet, B-ussel Sprouts, Cauliflowers,
Celery, Leeks, Cabbage, and Cucumbers, all worthy of praise.
For the collection of six distinct kinds, Mr. J. Waldie,
Dollar, was 1st, and Mr. A. Dicesox, Innerleithen, 2nd,
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The bestTomatos were those from Mr. J. Paterson, Kirkcaldy,

whose twelve even fruits were very fine. Leeks of enormous
size were ostensibly shown. The best eight were from Mr.

D. Logan, Coldstream. This exhibitor also won 1st prize for

Celery with grand head9. Carrot?, Turnips, Beetroot, and other
seasonable vegetables were well shown.

A. good collection of vegetables, open to market growers
only, was staged by Mr. W. 8m eall and Mr. D. Logan, who
carried off 1st and 2nd prizes.

Nurserymen's Classes.

Some good exhibits both of cut flowers and plants were made
by nurserymen. The 1st prize for thirty-six Japanese Chrysan-
themums was gaioed by Mr. R Wood, Carnoustie, who had
some first-class flowers. Mr. W. Wells, Red hill, Surrey, was
1st for twenty-four incurved blooms, and showed good varieties,

and of large size and fine colour.

For the beifc collections of Conifers two good groups were
brought by Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sons and Messrs. J. Dick-
son 8c Sons, Ediaburgb. These two firms taking prizesin the
order mentioned. Some fine plants of Retinosporas, Cupressus,
Juniperus, were noted amongst the many interesting forms.

Miscellaneous Classes.

Four competitors arranged groups of plants ia ciroles, the
best being by Mr, P. Hunt ; Mr. G. Wood was a close 2nd.

The classes for table and berried plants, Pelargoniums,
Primula

, and other stove and greenhouse plants, were used
for decorating the centres of the tables, and were all freely

contested.

Wet weather was general during the three days on which the
show was open, but a large number of visitors attended during
I he last two day?.

STOCKPORT CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 15, 16 —Thii society is gaining in

trengtu and importance each year. It is held in
the Vo'aoteer Armoary, a large building in every
way saited for aa exhibition of plants and flowers.

The Chrysanthemum! covered a large amount of
table space, notwithstanding the fifcv-two shows
held during the week in northern Eagland, the
Japanese section particularly being grand. Fruit
was select and good, particularly some of the dishes
of Apples and Pears.

Among the prize-takers for plants in pots were Captain T.
H. Sykes, Messrs. G. H. Gaddam. J. C. Chorltin, and J.

Brown. They were generally a creditable lot of plants, with
good blooms finely developed, and the foliage strong and
vigorous.

In the Japanese cut-flower section the competition was
spirited and close, Mr. Roderick, gr. to Captain Si*kes, and
Mr. Richardsoo, gr. to Jas. E. Plitt, Esq., carrying off chief

hoaiurj, although the respective gardeners to the Corporation
of Stockport, G. H. Gaddam, Esq., J. Evans. Esq.. J. Lkks,
Esq., G. L. DewaURSr Esq., anl others, snowed well in all

the c'aises. The more prominent Japanese blooms were Prim-
rose League, an immense pale primrose; Mr. G. W. Clarke,

lilac and white ; Duke of York, a pronounced pale purple and
white, the florets broadish, and the colours blended in capti-

vating style ; Lord B rooke, orange and brown shaded Glorio-

sum, a very fine yellow ; Chas. D ivies, orange and sienna, are of

the beit ; Viviaud Morel, good wherever shown; Mr?. 3, Payne,
E. Molyneur, Princess M iy, Stansteal White, a grand flower

;

M. Pauckoucke, President Borel, Madams Hoste, and S. C.

Schwabe. Among the incurved we noted Lord Alcester,

Princess of Wales, John Doughty, Queen of England (still a
leading flower), Golden Empress, Lord Wolseley, Empress of

ladia, C. B. Whitual, Jeanne d'Arc. John Lambert, Violet
Zinber, Madame Dari°ir, Prince Alfred, and Baron Hirsch.

Among others, Hairy Wonder is notable. Mrs. J. B. Benedict
was one of the more prominent of the quilled or Anemone
seotioo, with yellow florets in centre, and flushed pink guard-
petals.

There were a few good Orchids from Mr. Rodercck, parti-

cularly the Chantini form of Cypripedium i"sigae; and the
table plants were choice. The bouquets comprised many good
flowers, and were of various ^forms, from the circular com-
pact one presented to the Mayoress at the opening, to the
spray ones, with Smilax and Asparagus, which now lead the
fashiOD.

There was one capitil exhibit of a group of Araucaria
excelfa, chiefly table-size plants in perfection of contour, from
Mr. John Birket, a local dealer. The plants were all from
cuttings. Mr. J. Woolev had a nice assortment of showy
flowering plants, and several gentlemen in the district sent
contributions of Palms, Ferns, &c. to decorate the platforms.

The Fruit consi-ted of good Alicante Grapes from Captain
Sykks and others ; the Muscats were far above the average.

The Pears and Apples from Mr. McKellar, gr. to Jas. "Watts,
Esq., Abney Hall, were select, high coloured, and generally

good.

LONGTON" CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 12.—The Sixth Annual Show of this

Society was opened in the Town Hall, on the above
date. The object of the promoters is to encourage
the growth of the uiieen of winter flowers amongst
the artisans of the district. Since its formation the
growth of the society has been rapid, and the quality
and numbers of the flowers staged on this occasion
were very satisfactory.

In the open division tho best twenty-four blooms incurved
distinct wore from Mr. J. MoPhail, Supdt. Queen's Park,
Longton, who staged excellent blooms of Empress of India,
Queen of England, Charles H. Curtis, Baron Hirsch, Jeanne
d'Arc, Empress Eugenie, &c. 2nd, Mr. J. Stopph, Derby.
Mr. J. McPhail was also let for six incurved blooms distinct
and for twenty-four Japanese distinct. In the latter class ho
had good blooms of Edwin Molyneux, Sunflower, Good
Gracious, Viscountess Hamblcdon, &c. 2nd, Mr. Stopps.

In tho amateur section, where the classes are confined to
residents in the borough of Longton, seventeen competitors
entered for six blooms distinct. The 1st Prize, a Silver Cup
and Certificate of the National Chrysanthemum Society, was
awarded to Mr. A. Tams for a fine stand containing C. H.
Curtis, Queen of England, Baron Hirsch, Empress of India,
Lord Wolseley, Lord Alcester. 2nd, Mr. H. "Warren. All the
competitors in this class receivo a prize.

For a group of Chrysanthemums for which the Certificate
of the National Chrysanthemum Society, together with the
prizes was offered Mr. B. Brian- won with a well-arranged lot.

"2nd, J. Spendelow.

The three best plants of Japanese varieties distinct were
from Mr. J. Warren.
The other and minor classes were generally satisfactory.

Some fine bunches of Gros Colmar Grapes were sent by
T. Tams, Esq,, the Hayes Stone (gr., Mr. Bates).

Messrs. Hill & Sons, Spotacre Nurseries, staged cut
flowers and plants.

Yeovil chrysanthemum:.
November 13.—The eighth annual exhibition

of plants, cut blooms, fruits, and vegetables, in
the municipal buildings on the above-mentioned
date, was one of the best held by the Society, and
much credit is due to the Committee and Hon. Sec.
(Mr. E. H. Oakley) for the unsparing efforts put
forth to achieve this result.

As usual, Mr. A. Grossman, gr. to J. Brutton, Esq., Yeo-
vil, secured premier position for a grand group of Chrysan-
themum plants in pots, this being the seventh year in
succession in which Mr. Crossman has won the chief place in
this class. Mr. Biss, gr. to J. Bradford, Esq., had the best
group nf miscellaneous plants, which were arranged with ex-
cellent taste and effect.

Cut blooms made a fine show in themselves. Three-hun-
dred and twenty-four excellent flowers were staged in the
chief class—thirty-six Japanese in not fewer than twenty-four
varieties—for the Mayor's prize £5, were best from
Mr. Thomas Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodora Gubst, In-
wood House, Henstridge. His collection was of high merit,
and included grand blooms of the most prominent
varieties, and were large, solid, fresh, and uniform in size, and
admirably set up. Mr. Allsopp, gr. to Lord Porthan,
Bryanston, Blandford, and Mr. Lloyd, gr. to Vincent
SrucKKY, Esq., Langport, also showed well in this class. In
other classes Mr. Copp, gr. to W. E. S. Erle Drax, Esq.,
Holnest House, Sherborne, and Mr. Wilkins were winners
of 1st prizes, the former for twelve incurved blooms,
distinct varieties, and the latter for a like number of
Japanese. Fruit made a good display. Seven collec-

tions of six kinds were staged. The contest between
Mr. Lloyd and Mr. H. \V. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury,
was a keen one. Ultimately the prizes were awarded in the
order in which the exhibitors' names appear. Mr. Ward was
1st in several classes for Grapes, and Mr. Lloyd in another
one.

It is satisfactory to be able to speak well of the produce
grown and shown by the cottagers residing around Yeovil.

So good, indeed, were their exhibits this year, that the mayor
promised to contribute another five guineas to the list of

prizes to be competed for by cottagers next November.

MARGATE AND ISLE OF THANET.
November 13, 14 —This exhibition was one of

the very best held in K*nt daring the present season.
Not only were the Chrysanthemums (both plants,
groups, and cut flowere) of high excellence, but the
fruit also and vegetables were strongly represented.
Tbe arrangements were better than last year, the
cut flowers being placed in a better light. Many
other societies would do well to follow the plan
adopted at Margate, of placing the semicircular
groups back to back, thus forming circles down the
centre of the hall.

The class for a group of Chrysanthemums brought out a
strong competition. Mr. Cornford, The Gardens, Quex
Park, Birchingtoo, was deservedly 1st, with a splendid group,

both in quality and arrangement. The dwarf-grown plants

with which the group was nui->he1 addel greatly to th° effect.

Mr. Roberts, gr. to SEBkG Montefiore, East Cliff LjJge,

Ram'gate, staged well for 2nd place, the large massive blooms

of yellows, bronzes, and whites telling with fine effect.

For a miscellaneous group of flowering and foliage-plant?,

Mr. Cornford was again to the frout with a light and
tasteful arrangement.

Specimen plants were strongly represented in a number of

classes, the chief of which were the following;—For six
trained specimens, any variety. Mr. Miller, gr. to J, T.
Friend. Esq., Northdown, Margate, was 1st with extra large
and profusely-flowered plants of Madame Lacroix, Bouquet

Fait (very fine), M. I)*rthe Rendatler, Mr. Geo. Glenny,
Mrs. Dixon, and La Triomphint* (specially good). Mr.
Cornford followed in this chvw».

With four trained planta of incurred varieties, Mr. Cort-
ford was 1st, the Bundle family being well represented. The
same exhibitor was lit for three specimen* of Teflexed
varieties; Mr. J. Burley, gr. to A. B. Warhe. Esq., West
Cliff House, Ramsgate, following with smaller plants.

In the cla^s for four Japanese, the competition between the
let and 2nd prize exhibit was very keen, the positions of the

two previous winners being reversed.

Mr. Br/RLEY again won for a siogle i-pecimen Jopioese with
an ndm-rable plant of Val d'Aodorre.

The best single incurved was from Mr. E. Hawkias, gr. to

Sir E. Wyatt, Maieonette, Broadstairs.

An excellent and very suggestive cla*<a was one provided for

five plantain 6-inch pots, suitable for table decoration, but the

mistake made in more than one instance was, that of formal

staking and training. Thi 1st award went to a pretty,

graceful set of plants, from Mr. H. Miller, no training being

attempted ; Mr. J. Burley, who was and, followed in same-
what similar Btyle.

Cut flowert.—The competition was very keen, and the

quality first-rate. For twenty-four incurved varieties, Mr.
Enden.gr. to Major Bell, Thor, Birchington, was 1st; the

finest blooms were those of Beauty, St. Patrick. Lord Alcester,

Mrs. Heale, and Violet Tomlin ; Mr. Cornford was 2nd.

Mr. Enden occupied the same position for twelve varieties

with similarly good flowers ; Mr. Hollyman, gr. to G. Fishes,

Esq., St. Peter's Court, St. Peters, following.

For six blooms, Mr. Standing, gr. to W. Gay, Esq , Grove

House, Westgate, was 1st.

Mr. Enden had the be^t three blooms of any incurved variety

with Mrs. Heale.

With twenty-four varieties of Japanese in a very strong

class, Mr. F. Miller was 1st with an even exhibit, both

colour and size being strong points. Mr. Hollyman followed

closely in this class. For twelve varieties, Mr. Hollyman;
turned the tables on his opponent, and won.
Mr. Cornford was 1st for six varieties, his best being Marie

Hoste and Van der Heede, rich in colour. Mr. Hollyman 2nd.

For six blooms in as many kinds of white varieties, Mr.

Enden won with Marie Hoste, Theieie Rey, Florence Davis,

Beauty of Exmouth, and Staoatead White, as the best; Mr.

Cornford, 2nd.

Mr. Enden was 1st for reflexed varieties, the Christines and

Cloth of Gold being very fine ; Mr. Cornford followed. Mr.

Enden was the most successful also for Anemone-flowered

varieties, Delaware, Sabine, and Dame Blanche being the

best.

For twelve trebles in bunches, Mr. Wilkins, gr. to H.

Weigall. Esq., Southwood, St. Lawrence, was 1st with a

fine display, the flowers of medium size, and good colour.

Another, and an extra strong class, was that open to all comers,

in which Mr. Fairweather, The Garden?, Bifrons Park,

Canterbury, was 1st with twelve Japanese and twelve in-

curved blooms. Mr. G. Ray, The Hill, Green Street, Teynham,

was a worthy 2nd.

The best basket of Chrysanthemums came from Miss J.

Reeve, a beautiful arrangement.

Mr. Leadbetter, gr. to A. G. Htjbbuck, Fsq., Chislehurst,

ehowed forty-eight b'ooms of the best varieties of Japanese,

in extra fine condition, the best of the newer kinds being

very prominent.

FINCHLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM:.
November 14 15 —The Chr)8antbemum Society at

Fincbley heJd its tenth annual exhibition in the

New Lecture Hall at that place, where better

accommodation exists than the Society has hereto-

fore eDJojed. The exhibition was not less excellent

than the beet of those held previously, the blooms of

Japanese varieties being especially noteworthy among
other exhibits of a general satisfactory character.

The Trophy Cap offered by the Society for the best collection

of thirty- six blooms was won by Mr. J. H. Walker, gr. at

Goldbeater?, Mill Hill N.W., wiih an exhibit contain-

ing blooms of finer quality than any exhibited at pre-

vious shows. This being the third auccessve year Mr.

Walker has held the Cup, it now becomes his own
propt-rty. Mr. Walker also took, on the occasion under

notice, twelve other l&t prizes. Mr. D. M, Javier, gr. to Mr. W.
Hannaford, was another of the more successful exhibitors,

taking eleven 2nd prizes. In all there were sixty-six classes,

including those for fruit, vegetables, and miscellaneous plants.

BRADFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 15, 16.—Bradford witnessed the ninth

annual exhibition of its Chrysanthemum Society on
the above dates, in the Sc. George's Hall, where it

was opened by the President, Al erman W. Wood,
Mayor of the Borough. Generally the show was
more than satisfactory, and the exhibits covered a

larger space than at any of tbe previous exhibitions.

The leading class for twenty-four Japanese bloom?, in which

the Silver Challenge Cup was linked with the 1st prize, was
well won by W. H. Tate, Esq., Wcotton, Liverpool (jzr., Mr.
W. Haigh), and he was followed by C. J. ORMROD, Esq.,

Brigaouse, Bradford (gr , Mr. A. Barber), both of whom
managed to beat a collection from Mr. W. WELLS, Earlswood

Nursery, Surrey. Tbe last named exhibitor, however, occupied

1st position for twenty-four incurveds, and included specially
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good blooma of Mrs. B. C. Kingston, Princess of Wales, and
Jno. Salter; W. H Tate, Esq., was 2nd in this class, and
1st for twelve blooms. Japanese ; and the same class in the
incurved section and other prizes.

In the local classes, the Challenge Cup was won by J. W.
Cockebham, Esq., Bingley (gr., Mr. T. Barrell), who had a
very creditable collection of twelve Japanese blooms.

THE WORCESTERSHIRE BRANCH OF
THE GARDENERS' ROYaL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

Novembkb 18.—Tae inauguration ceremony took
place on the above date, in the Guildhall, Worcester.
Earl Beauchamp, the president, occupied the chair,
supported by CoJ. Long, M.P., A. Baldwin, M.P.,
Canon Coventry, Col. Stallard, Bev. Thatcher,
B. S. Carrington, Esq., and other county gentlemen.
There was a crowded meeting of gardeners, and great
enthusiasm prevailed.

His Lordship, when explaining the objects of the meeting,
pointed out the necessity for forming a branch in the district,

stating that pensioners of the parent institution, now residing
in the county, were actually receiving considerably more
money annually in the shape of pensions than was yearly
subscribed in the county. The duty of gardeners to embrace
this mean, of "self-help," who by reason of their occupation
in hot-houoes and exposure to extremes of temperatures, were
so prone to rheumatism and other ailments at early stages of
life, leading to possible incapacity for active work, was clearly
set forth.

The deputation consisted of Messrs. Harry Veitch. Ingram
(Secretary), and Vallanee, of the Bristol Auxiliary. Mr.
Veitch clearly explained the great advantages of the Insti-
tution, and gave statistics, showing the progress which has
been made, and the amount of money paid to deserving cases,
and also alluded pathetically to the large number of deserving
candidates seeking relief, for which the funds are inade-
quate. It was also shown with what care every case was dealt
with in committee. Mr. Veitch incidentally remarked that
one pensioner, now deceased, had paid into the Sociecy some
eighteen guineas, and had received therefrom in pensions
upwards of £500.
Colonel Loog . M.P., who represents the Evesham division

including the body of market gardeners, then proposed.'
"That this meeting haviog heard the claims and objects of
the Institution, her.by resolves to form an auxiliary branch of
the Gardeners' Boyal Benevolent Institution for Worcester-
shire and district, and to enrol members forthwith, subject
to the rules of the parent Society, and the usual bye-
laws for local management hitherto granted to existing
auxiliaries."

This was seconded by Mr. Crump. Madresfleld/ and, being
supported, was carried unanimously, amidst great applause
Votes of thanks to the deputation were given, and acknow-
ledged, Mr. Vallanee specially dealing with the usefulness of
an auxiliary as a means of spreading knowledge to gardeners
of the Society's existence and aims, as well as to fnmi-h local
informition to head-quarters. Mr. Ingram also pointed out
the necessity for additional auxiliaries in counties, and hoped
the Worcestershire example would be copied.
The Bev. Canon Coventry moved a hearty vote of thanks to

the chai/man, and brought an enthusiastic and successful
meeting to a close. A committee c f management was at once
formed, and business of a routine character followed.

The Herbaceous Border.

HERBACEOUS PEONIES.
If it is intended to increase the stock of these

handsome flowering plants, the present time is
suitable. The early autumn months are the
most favourable during the whole year. I have
seen it recommended that these Peonies be
planted in the early part of the year, when
young growths a few inches loDg have been made.
Such a time is about the worst that could be
selected, and will assuredly prove disastrous to the
plants. Unlike a large number of hardy plants,
these Pfflonies do not produce roots in continuous
succession, but in decisive batches at fixed periods".
Did they produce root-fibres continuously, the check
by shifting would be little more than momentary.
But it is Dot so, and unless they are planted at a
suitable time, they take two, and sometimes three
years to recover. If a full growth be not made, the
crown bud will be only partially developed, and the
ensuing year's growth is proportionately feeble.

When the planting is done in the early autumn, tbe
main roots are more or less preserved intact ; and
this item in the cultivation of the plants I regard
as very important, and upon it depends much of their

future success.

Few plants produce a more showy display than
Paeonies when in full bloom in the early summer

months. Some of the best effects are produced

when large beds can be devoted to them on the

lawn, or again, when planted in the fore-front of

large shrubs. Do not plant them near to large trees,

or they will be sure to lack nourishment as well as

moisture. In all cases a very rich soil must be given

them, preferably one of loam, though in this respect

they are by no means exacting. Dry hot sandy soils

are not suitable for them, unless a depth of 6 inches

of clay can be added and well mixed. The soil should

be trenched fully 2 feet deep, and a very liberal

dressing of manure added at 1 foot deep, as the

roots quickly descend when they have the oppor-

tunity. Plant the roots quite firmly, and cover the

crowns about 2 inches deep with soil, adding a heavy
mulch of manure when the work of planting is

finiihed. It is necessary to do the work well, as

when established the plants are best left alone for

at least a dozen years. Such old-established beds

will, however, be much improved by a heavy mulch
of manure early in the autumn of each year. The
crowns should be encouraged far into the autumn, as

they plump up considerably at this season. J.

WlTLEY COURT.—We are reminded by the

" Journal" that Mr. AusteD, the gardener at Witley

Court, will soon retire from his post and go into

business ; Mr. Young will leave Abberley as Mr.

Austen's successor.

WST^iS

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the sggre
gate amoont, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
decrees— a "Day-degree" s'gnifyiag 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any oiher number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]

Temperature.

ACCUMULATED.

»- ° a

"S

a o

Rainfall.

5 3

+1
£3

4 B

Bright
Su>\

o ®
* a

Day-
deg.

Day-
deg.

Day-
deg.

Day-
deg.

lOths
Inch.

1

Ins.

2 + 26 13 + 286 + 307 14 + 209 ,430 10 29

1 1 + IT 17 + 20 + 468 7 + 170 |37'3 23 36

3 4 + 40 8 + 242 + 303 aver 165 ,25-4 20 35

3 5 + 49 4 + 189 + 290 1 — 143 ,21-8 37 46

4 5 + 43 7 + 203 + 379 7 J- 138 ,21-7 28 37

5 6 + 61 + 179 + 346 9 + 135 21-8 34 41

6 3 + 33 6 + 138 + 402 13 + 173 32-8 21 33

7 4 + 43 + 229 + 324 13 + 168 28-6 18 36

8 6 4- 57 + 167 + 374 12 + 146 310 26 43

9 1 + 28 10 + 63 + 301 9 + 188 308 24 32

10 1 4- 36 4 — 14 + 231 15 + 161 32-0 30 35

* 4 + 80 + 269 + 252 6 + 163 26 4 36 51

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following: —

0, So^tland, N. FrincipiX Wheat-prgdacing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England. N.E. ; 3. England, E.

;

4. Midland Counties; 5, England, including London. S.

Principal Grazing, #c. Districts— 6, Scotland, W.
7, England, N.W. ; $, England. S.W. ; 9. Ireland, N.

;

10 Ireland, S. * Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of fie weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending November 16, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :
—

"The weather during this period was again extremely
unsettled, frequent and considerable falls of rain, alternating

with intervals of clear sky and sunshine.

"The tcmperat*r-e was above the mean, the excess ranging
from 1° in 'Scotland, E.' and over Ireland, to 5° in the
•Midland Counties' and 'England, S.W. and E.,'and to 6° in

England, 3.' Thejnighest^ofrthe^maxima^were recorded on

the 16th over England,'and earlier in the£week"over Ireland

and Scotland. They were very high for the time of year,

having ranged from 65° in ' England, E.,' 64° in ' England, S.,'

and 6^° or 63° in the other English districts, to 5S° in ' Ireland,

N.' and 'Scotland, N.' The lowest of the minima occurred

about the middle of the period, and varied from 28° in l ocot-

laod, N.,' to 37° in 'England, N.W.,' and to 44° in the
1 Channel Islands.'

" The rainfa I was a little less than the mean in ' England,

E.,
J and only just equalled it in ' England, N.E.'; in all other

districts, however, there was an excess, that in nearly all

localities being very large,

" The bright sunshine was more prevalent generally than

that recorded during the preceding week, and exceeded the

normal amount in all districts. The percentage of the possible

duration ranged from 37 in ' England, E.,* 36 in the ' Channel
Islands,' and 31° in 'England, S.,' to 18 in ' England, N.W.,'

and 10 in ' Scotland, N.'

"

A R K E T S,

COVENT GARDEN, November 21.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to ns regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesman, who revise tne list, and who are responsiole

for the quotations. It roust be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

aay, but only the general averages for the wees: preceding
the date of onr report. The prices depend upon th«
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

C h r ys a nthemums,
doz. pots ...

— (specimens), p.
plant ... 1

Cyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, p. doz. 12

Ericas, various, doz. 9

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz.... 6

Perns, small, doz..,. 1

d. s. d.

0-12
0-30
0-15

6 0-12

6-3
0-10
0-7 6
0-24
0-24

0-24
6-3

s. d.

5
1 0-

12 0-

Ferns, various, doz.

Ficus elastica, each
Foliage plants, doz.
Lilium Harrisii.per
dozen pots ... 18 0-

Marguerites.p. doz. 6 0-

Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-

Palms, various, ea. 2 C-

— specimens, ea. 10 6-

Primula sinensis,

per dozen ... 4 0-

Solanum, per doz ... 9 0-

Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 0-

s.d.

12

7 o
34

36
12

6 O
10

•S4

6
12

12

.Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays...

Bonvardias, per bun.
Carnations, l2blma.
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms
— per 2 bunches

Eucharis. per dozen
Gardenias, per aoz.

lapageria, per doz.

booms
Lilac. French,p bun.
Lilium Harrisii. do.
— lancifolium.per
dozen b ooms ...

Lily of the Valley,

per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.

Mignonette 12 bun.

5. d. s. d.

3 0-60
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-40
3 0-60
3 0-50
3 C- 5

o e- i 6
3 0-50
4 0-80

4 0-60
10-30
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya,12bJms. 6
O d o n t o g 1 ossum
crispum,12blm. 3

Pelargon ums. scar-

let, per 12bunch 4
— per 1b sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2
Boses, Tea, per doz. 1
— coloured, p doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

cnal), per doz. 3— rod, per dozen
Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets, 12 bunches
— Panne, French,

per bunch ,„
— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or Aca-

cia, do.

6
9

4
3
4

6
1 6
4

6

0-4 6
6-3

Orchxd-rloom in variety

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d, s.d,
]

s. d. s. d.

Grap es, Ali-
cante, iBt
quality, p. lb. 13-16

— Alicante, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 10- 1— Muscat, lstqua-

2 6-30lity, p. lb.— Muscat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ...

Pears, Duchess, half-

Bieve
— Beurre Diel, per

half-sieve ... 4 0- 6

19-20

4 0-50

3 0-60
10 —

Apples, Ribstons, per
bushel ... 3 6-60

— Blenheim, per
bushel ... 3 0- 4

— Kings, per
bushel ... 3 0- 4

— Cox's Orange.
per bushel 3 6-60

— Cooking vars.,

per bushel 16-30
— From Nova

Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

Cobs, per 100 ib. ... 30 0-35 Pine-apples, St.

Grapes, Gros Colmar, cba?l, each
1st quality, lb. 16-19 Qninces, half-sieve.,

— GrosCoJmar,2nd Walnut?, French,
quality, per lb. 10- 1 3 Grenoble, per bag 5 0-60

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d.

Cauliflowers, p. crate Onions, Eng., bush. 2 —
(5 to 8 doz.) ...6 0-8 Tomatos, Home-

Mushrooms, per lb. 10-13 grown p. doz. lb.

:

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 6-46' — Smooth „ 46-60
Onions, Dutch, per — ordinary „ 2 6-36

cwt. bag 3 — — Guernsey., 2 0-30
Potatos.

Trade slow ; stocks increasing. Best samples, 70s. to 805.

;

Lincoln?, 505. to 65s. ; black lands, Bedfords, 35s. to 45s.

J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
IrONTKVS i Xovirn&ar 20.—Messrs. John Shaw &. Soup, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,
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report to-day's market bare alike of buyers and of busine&s.

Clover and grass seeds show this week no change of im-
portance. Bye and Tares continue slow. Canary seed is

firmer abroad ; Turkey refuses for the moment to make offers.

The new Hemp seed comes remarkably cheap and good. Peas
and Haricots are held at former figure?. Some Malagasy
Butter Beans are now selling at unprecedentedly lo* ratis.

Linseed favours sellers. There is no alteration in either

Mustard or Bape seed.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
BOROU9H : Nov. 19.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. id. to

3j. per tally ; Turnips, 2s. to 3s. id. ; Carrots, 2s. to 3s. id. per
dozen bunches; Apples. 3s. to 6s. per bushel; Walnuts, 4s.

to os. id., and Chestnuts, 4s. id. to 6s. 6a!. par bag.

Spitalfields : Nov. 19.—Quotations:—Cauliflowers, best,
5s. tu 8s. per tally ; do., seconds, 2s. to 3s. do. ; Greens, bunch,
Is. to Is. 6o!. per dozen; Collards, Is. 3d. to Is. id. penally

;

Savoys, 2s. to 4j. do. ; Sprouts, Is. to Is. id. ptr half-sieve

;

Spinach, 2s. to 2s. id. per bushel ; Carrots, 2s. per dozen
bunches

; Turnips, Is. id. to 2s. do. ; Parsnips, 6d. to 3d, per
score ; Celery, 9d. to Is. per bundle ; Carrots, 28s. to 30s. per
ton

; Onions, 3s. id. to 4s. per cwt. ; Beetroot, Is. to Is. 3d.
per bu9hel ; Apples, cooking, 3s. to 3s. id. per bushel ; dessert,
4s. id. to 5s. id. do.

Stratford, Nov. 19.—Cabbages, Is. id. to 4s. id. per tally
;

Savoys, 2s. to 5s. do. ; Greens, Is. 3d. to Is. id. per bag"; do.,
>J. to Is. id. per dozen ; Cauliflowers, id. to Is. 3d. per dozen ;

do., 2s. id. to 6s. per tally ; Scotch Kale, 9d. to Is. per sieve

;

Turnips, Is. to Is. id. per dozen bunches; do., 30s. to 35s.
per ton; Carrots, household, 28s. to 32s. do.; do., cattle-
feeding, 18s. to 25s. do. ; Parsnips, 45s. to 55s. do. ; Mangels,
12s. to 15f. do

; Swedes, 15s. to 18s. do. ; Onions, Ghent,
55s. to 60s. do. ; do., Porte., 4s. 3d. to 4s. id. per case ; Apples,
English, cookers, 2s. id. to 3s. id. per bushel ; do., dessert,
2s. id. to 3s. id. do,; Pears, English, 3s. to 3s. id. per
sieve

; Beet-root, 2s. 3<z\ to 2s. id. per bag ; Celery, 6s. to 9s.
per dozen; Horse-radish, Is. 3d. per bundle; Parsley, Is. to
Is. id. per dozen bundles. There has been a plentiful supply
dur.ng the week, and a fair trade done at the prices shown
above.

Faeringdon: Nov. 21.- Quotations:—Cauliflowers, 6s. per
tally

;
Greens, 9d. bunch ; Sprouts, Is. 6 i. per half-sieve ; Celery,

4s. per dozen rounds
; Turnips, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots,

2s. do.
;
Leeks, 2s. do. ; Horseradish, Is. per bundle ; Beets,

Is. id. per bushel; Herbs, 2s. per dozBn bunches; Parsnips,
Is. per score

; Savoys, 5s. per tally ; Apples, Blenheim
Pippins, 4s. id. per bushel ; Pears, Bishop's Thumb, 2s. id.
half sieve; Stewing do,, 2s. half bushel ; Canadian Apples,
Ribston, 14s. per barrel ; Newtown Pippin, 14s. to 16s. do.
Gravensteins, lis. do. ; Tonkins King, 15s. do. ; Californian
Pears, 10s. to.l6s. per case ; English Grapes, Is. to is. 2d. per lb
Spanish Almeira, 10s. and 14s. id. per barrel; Tomatos,
(English

), 4s. id. per 12 lb.; Walnuts, 6s. id. per bag- Chest-
nuts, 9s. and 12s. do.

POTATOS.
Borough: November 19— Quotations ranged from 40s. to

90s. per ton.

SpitalfIEld3 : November 19. _ Quotations :- Sutton's
Abundance, 60s. to 70s. ; Hebrons, best. 60s. to 80s. ; MainCrop Kidneys 50s. to 70s. Bruces. 40s. to 60s. ; Reading Giants,
35s. tu 5m.

; Imperators, 45.. to 55s. per ton.
Stratfohd. November 19.-Quotations:-Bruces, dark soil,

tl' < ,?''.W' 40S
-
to 6US' : ReadinB Gi^ts, 40s. toaus.

, Sutton a Abundance, 45s. to 70s. per ton.
Farrinqdox: November 21.-Quotations : Main Crop Kid-

neys, 75s. to o5s.
; Jeanme Deans, 65s. to 75s. ; Sutton's Abund-

ance, b,s. to 75-.
; Bruces, 45s. to 55s. ; Magnums. 45s. to

bos. per ton.

London averages : Nov. 20. - Snowdrops, 70s. to 90s •

Heb.-ous. 70s. to 90s. ; Dunbars, 90s. lo 100s. ; Kegeate, 60s. to
70s.

;
Sutton s Abundance, 60s. to 65s. ; Puritans, 55s. to 60s •

Imperators, 55s. to 65.. ; Magnums, 40s. to 50s.; Early Rose,
lis. to 60s. per ton.

HAY.
Averagei.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the metropolitan markets during the past week :— Clover,
best, 80s. to 110s.; do., inferior, 50«. to 70s.; hay, best,
60s. to 80s.; do., inferior. 36s. to 60s.; mixture, 70s. to
87s. id. ; and straw, 20s. to 44s. per load.

Trade Notice.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
November 17, and for the corresponding period in the previous
year:— 1895: Wheat, 26s. Id ; Barley, 25s.; Oats, 14s. id.
1894 : Wheat, 19». lo!. ; Rarley, 22s. Id. ; Oats, 13s. lOo".

" BuiLDINQ WORLD "—This is the title of a new
illust'au-d weekly journal, which is published by
Messrs. Cassell & Co. (Lj Belle Savage, EC): The
paper deaU with all branches of the building trade,
incladiog carpentry, plumbing, whitewashing, &c,
the useful information thereon given being supple-
mented by various illustrations. For the price
asked—a penny—the paper is certainly a good and
valuable one.

John Cbanston having removed from the King's
Acre Nurseries, will feel obliged by all communi-
cations being now addressed

—

John Cranston, Little

Birch, near Herefoid.

Address: W, Cochin. The Dell, Egham.

Azalea indica graftino: C. H. J. Grafting is

usually practised on potted stocks of Azalea
prcauicea and purpurea, two easy- rooting strong
growers. Modes are side, whip, tongue, and cleft.

Grafting must be done in the spring in a close case

placed in a house having a minimum warmth of
65°. It is as well to use grafting-wax to cover the

point of junction.

Books : G. A. K. See p. 436 of our issue for Oct. 12,

the present year.

—

Enquirer. The Dictionary of

Gardening, by Mr. G Nicholson and others, pub-
lished at the Bazaar office, 170, Strand, would
afford the information required. Hardy Orna-
mental Trees, $c. A. D. Webster ; 1, Clement's
Inn, Strand.

—

E. Grimsdick ef/ Sons. Obtain
The Nursery Book : a Complete Guide to the Pollina-

tion of Plants, by L. H. Biiley, New York Pub-
lishing Co., through any foreign bookseller.

—

Joe,

Propagation and Improvement of Plants (Bur-
bidue), How Crops Grow (S. W. Johnson), The
Fruit Manual (R. Hogg), Plant Life (Dr. Masters),

Bottling Tomatos : J. G. Bottle Tomatos as you
would any otner kind of fruit. Tour best chance
of success will be to gather them before they are
very ripe and jaicy. Tomatos do not, as a rule,

keep well, unless they are plentifully mixed with
vinegar aDd spice. We gather from your note that
you wish to bottle the fruit whole, and without
any adjunct.

Caterpillar in Apple Thee Stem : Enquirer. The
specimen sent is the caterpillar ot the Wood
Leopard Moth. When holes in fruit or other
trees with what seems like saw-dust lying on the
ground beneath are noticed, the grub is at work
within, and to kill it force a piece of wire np into

the hole, or inject strong tobacco-water,

Cattleva and L^lia in an Unsatisfactory State :

W. S. Either Che house in which are the Oatt-
leya and Lselia must be too hot and close, or in

some other way unsuitable to the plants, or else they

would develop pseudo -bulbs. Examine the arrange-

ments for heating and ventilation. The term,
" established in sheath or bud," applied to a
number of plants, would mean that they were not

freshly imported, but cultivated plants, and that

each would have either a 6ower-sheath, from
which buds might be expected, or visible buds.

Chrysanthemoms for Blooming in the Open in

November: W, Price. The Pompons of all varie-

ties are excellent, giving quantities of bloom, and
looking well when planted in beds by themselves.

Most of the Queen of England varieties in

incurveds make a good show, and not being tall

growers, requiring unsightly long stakes to support

them, they are admirable for planting on sheltered

borders and against walls. Japanese varieties are

Dr. Macary, Peter the Great, Elaine, Margot,
Dairaio, Lacroix, Geo, Gordon, Harlequin, and
probably many others,

Corrections.—In the Royal Horticultral Society's

Report, November 16, re Luddemanuia trifolia,

nod, L. triloba ; and for Cvpnpedium Pollettianum

Burford Beauty, read C. P. B. variety.

Eight Hundred Feet of Glasshouse Unheated :

Alpha. It might be rilled witb Rhododendron
hyoridum, Crocus, early Tulips, Hyacinths. Nar-

cissus, Ssillas.Spirse is, and Christmas Rose (Helle-

borus niger). There would be no need to use

pots for any of these.

Erica : C. H. J. When the growths are about

half mature, and they should be taken from

the more exposed wood at the sides and top of the

plants. They should not exceed 1 inch in length,

and the leaves on the lower half must be carefully

removed. Strike in pure silver-sand, overlying

sandy peat, in pots of not more than 5 inches in

diameter. Water well, allow the cuttings to get
dry, then cover with a bell-glass, end place in a
low pit or house, having a temperature of 60°.
Shade them from direct sunshine. Remove the
glass daily, and wipe it dry, replacing it in about
a quarter of an hour. Apply water when necessary,
and carefully guard against damp ; therefore let no
decaying culling remain in the glass.

Grapes: W. A. Madresfield Court, Frontignan
(grizzly), and Foster's S»edling, being early varie-

ties, succeed together under one kind of treatment.

Insects: W. P. N. The grubs of a species of

weevil.

Judging Vegetables at a Show ; B. H. P. We
think that the exhibitor of collection B. ooght to

bave been disqualified for showing nine kinds
where only eight were required, nnd the first prize

given to A., not because his were the better pro-
ductions, but simply for the reason that B. was
" out of it " owing to disqualification. If there is

a schedule its rules should be abided by, and those

transgressing them suffer in consequence.

Manuring Tomatos : T. P. R. Stable manure in a
partially rotten condition, and quicklime, will be

suitable, but the land should not be rendered very

rich, or your plants will run too much to leaf, and
they may suffer badly from diseases of one sort or

another. The Tomato likes a dryish, loamy soil

;

and manure at the time there is the greatest call

on the energies of the plant, and this is best

afforded by top-dressings of artificials or stable

draining!.

Marguerite with Mites upon Roots : J. K. We
notice numbers of mites upon the roots, but they

are not likely to cause any injury to the plants.

Muscat of Alexandria: D. K. The two names
given are identical with the above, which has many
more synonyms. The only distinct variety is the

Canon Hall Muscat.

Names of Fruits : Subscriber, Worksop. Apple
Ribston Pippin

—

Sigma. Tne Pt-ar is Baronne
de Mello ; Apple ri-serubles King of the Pippins,

but we are not certain ; fruit damaged.

—

H. B . Bur-
ham. 1, Waltham Abbey Seedling; 2. Old Eoglish

Coalin ; 3. New Hawthornden ; 4. Worcester
Pippin; 5, not known; 6. Tibbet's Pearmain.

—

J. Rose. Apple American Mother.

—

Rosa. 1,

Pear Uvedale's St. Germain ; 4. Beune Diel ; 2,

Cox's Orange Pippin ; 8. Kerry Pippin ; 6, Fearn's

Pippin ; 5, a pretty but worthless fruit.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consist the next number.—
E, H. C, Aster encoides.

—

J. B. S. Pcens um-
brosum. — G. S. F, 1, Dendrooium speciosum;

2, Brassavola nodosa.

Neapolitan Violets in Flower at the End of

December : Hilda May. It tbey will not rlower

with cold frame treatment, you cannot hasten

them by using heat without spoiling the plants.

For early blooming, de Parme and Marie Louise

are better; as'double- flowered varieties— Neapolitan

coming into bloom in quantity late in the winter.

The proper sort of Bummer treatment of planted-

out runners has much to do with the flowering of

Violets, but we do not know what this was in

jour case.

Peach- house for Market Culture: T. P. R. Span-
roofed house, with raiter 12 feet long, no side-

lights, low side wall of weather-boarding, tarred,

and sprinkled with sand and lime. The root

should be fixed, a 2 feet space on either side being

left for ventilation, and which can be closed by
over-lapping lights, to be opened and Bhnt by screw

or lever. There should be ample ventilation by
means of hit-and-miss shutters or clappers. Hot-
water-pipes should not be placed between tbe

stems of the trees and the walls, but 2 feet away
from the former. No laid pathway is required,

lattice or spar gangways so tricing. If early forcing

is intended, have double wooden walls with a 6-iDCh

space between, or employ bricks or concrete, which-
ever is the cheapest. For training the trees

employ stout iron wire (not galvanised) run
through eyed spikes 15 inches long, driven into

the rafters, no need to have screw ends, these

lengths of wire being at not more than S inches

apart. Train the trees fanwise, and plant them at

20 feet apart, with riders, have 5 or 6 feet stems
midway between the fans, to be cut awav as the

latter encroach npon them, and finally removed
altogether. Use plenty of loam, lime- rubble, and
road-grit as well, if the soil be naturally heavy,
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and lee that the drainage \i good, Plant the trees

within 6 inches of the lide walls, and let the roots

nm outside and inside. The borders need not be

made up to their roll width for two or three jeari,

Peaches Pbesebved ^Vhole: J. D. B. A clever

cook tells ns that these frnits are preserved by
immersing them for half-a-dczsn times ill boiling,

thick sjrno, letting them remain in it each, time
for fire minutes, and laying them on a sieve

to drain each time that they are taken out of the

syrup, Tney are then placed in cold, thin, sngary

syrup, and corked d^wn securely, the end of the

bottle being then dipped in melted wax. The
fruit muit be without bruise or blemish, and not
ripe enough for dessert purposes,

Popcxae Apples : Sir C. 8. Tne Apple referred to

was Peasgood's Nonsuch, said to have been raised

from a seed sown by a young lady at school,

nursed up with skill and care under the same
fostering, and finally planted in her wedded-home
garden, where the new Apple exceeded the most
sanguine expectations of the raiser and her friends,

and it is already recognised as one of the most
popular and profitable market Apples of the dav.

D. T. F.

Peices oe Books :
3". 1, We are unacquainted with

this book ; 2, the price of this book we do not know,
It is published at New York, by G. P. Putnam's
Sons, and you should enquire at their London
branch, 27. King William S:reet, Strand, W.C. ;

3, £10 10s. ; 4, about 15s. Publishers should

advertise their wares like other people, and not

expect us to give them gratis advertisements in

addition to editorial notices.

QrAssiA-wATEB fob Krr TTSG Apsis. &c: T.A.B. Boil

4 cz. of Quaseia chips in 1 gallon of water, and add
4 cz. of soft-soap, wcich should be dissolved in it

as it cools. In about ten minutes after it has been
applied to a tree, &c., syringe it off with clean

water.

ScHEDtTE : CoiXECTIOS OP VEGETABLES, ElGHT DlS-
tisct Vabietcbs : W. B. For rarieties write
kinds ; for instance. Cauliflower is a kind or sort
of vegetable ; but Early London is a variety of

Cauliflower. If you show two varieties of any one
kind in a collection, you ought to be disqualified;

and we note that you include in your list two
varieties of Potatos, two of Cmions, two of Car-
rots, and two of Turnips. We should greatly
dcnbt if the schedule- framers intended that exhi-
bitors should construe it in that light.

Sbedlisg Apple : J. House. A showy fruit, soft in
fletb, and not of much flavour. Nice for home
me, but not fit for market purposes, apart from its

high colour.

Tbicbopilia stavis : Sum-is. The white Trichopilia
iuav:s alha ii still a rare plant. Some varieties
open white, but soon show colour, and such are
" not true." To be "alba " no rose colour should
appear in the flower at any stage.

CojottTncknoxs Received.—E. F. Green.—Chas. Last, with
thanks.—&. D.—C. W. C.—C. K.—C. L.—W. Gee. next week.
—J. Battels.—B. D — J. D.—W. W. J. & Son.—H. H- P.—
J- B.-M. T.—D. T. F.—W. A.—E. J—Weigeha.—F. W.—
W. E—T. W.—J. J.W—E. C —P. L. S —J. Mel —C. de B.,
Antwerp,—E. A , Paris —W. W.—H. P. M.—R. P. & Son.—W. KelK—H. 1L F.—B. F.— J. W.—F. I S —J S —
W. M.—J. v. W.—C. W. D.—H. G—G. H.—D. B . Paris.—
Brighton Examiner.— F. C. C—Bans £chiuz, Zurich-

—

J- B. J —B. D. J.—G. X.—T. S.. Ireland (thanks, hnt matter
now ont of dateS

FHOTOGB4PES SPZCTMESS. &C, RECEIVED WITH THA5KS.

—

W. >ewalL—H. O.. W&tinrv.—T. B.—F. TV. B.

DIED —We regret to announce the death, at the
age o: seventy years, of Mr. Eoeebt Hesbkbios
YcrsG, nursery foreman to Messrs. T. Kennedy &
Co, Dumfries, on November 12, the fortieth anni-
versary of the day on which he entered the service
of the firm.

CONTINUED IXCRBASB in the CIBCULATWX OF TEE
"GA£DEXERS CKEOSICLB:'

IlCP"'rrt!rr TO ABVEBTI3EK3.—The Publisher has the satis-
faction ofannouncing thai (he circu-'ation of the " Gardener,'
Chronicle " hoe, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased, to the extent of more thin 80 per cent.,
and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among
COOXTBT 6EXTLESCEX. AJTJ ALL CLASSES OF GARDE5EBS
A»D Sahdej-lovebs a* heme, that it has a specially large
toreish SJST> COLOSIAL CTBCtTLATTOS, and that it u
preserved hr rejtr.net in aO the principal Libraries.

WINTER DRESSING.
£g~ Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plant?, both
indoors and ont. for a healthy start next season, and destroy
Scale, Bug. Red Spider. American Blight, and the Larrge of

other insects, by unng the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pnre yicotine Preparation (uoder a new system), from duty-
free Tobacco. Absolutely sat-*, and no fear of iojnry to the
buds. In life goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint, 2s.
;
Quart. 3s. &d.

; | Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10s.

igT POSITIVE PROOF.
Mr, E. HILL, Th*. Gsrfens, Trmg Parlz, Trixg, writes:—

" Nov. 15. 1S&5. I cannot speak too highly in favour of your
XL ALL Lfqaid Insecticide (Wash), as a Winter Dressing for

Mealy Bug on Vines and Fig Trees. We gave it a trial last

winter with the most satisfactory results, and if applied ac-

cording to directions, it is perfectly safe in the hands of a
novice, and I am justified in saying that for the purpose men-
tioned it is the best remedy that has yet come under my
notice,"

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. BICHABD3, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commarcial Road, Lambeth, Loodon, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free ou application.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very test for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Ajrent for London : — 3. GEOEGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PAB30N8, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :-WM. THOMSON asd SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent "with orders of j-ewr. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

EPPS'S •*-* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition; also for Stove, Greenhouse, ana Baidwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c-. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SIXVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. >\ FIBRE, SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Ein^wood.

"THE DENNIS"

HEATINC

APPARATUS.
Complete, EOs.

1895-6 NEW CATALOCUE, Gratis 1895-6

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILEES.
SPOUTING PUMPS, fee.

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOURBRIDGE.

HILL & SMITH. BP.IESLE? HILL,
nsir DUDLE "i

;

And at LONDON & DUBLC".

IKON BAR
FENCING,

| TEOS E>TBA>XE
PAEK & FIELD

GATES.

STRAIHED WIRE ^
FENCISG.

GALVANISED
WIBE

NETTTXG. £^
BLACK

VARNISH
TREE GUAEDS. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE bCARD

Price Lists Free on Application.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12x10
|
14X12 I 16X12 I 16x14 I 20X14 |

20X16 134X16 ^2X18
14X10

I 16x12 I 20x12 I
18X14 | 20X15 | 22x16 J0X18 24X18

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds
and 4rns qualities, always in Etcci. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
current sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and svund in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATIXG and CUCTjlIBER GLASSES, kc.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAISTS, OILS, BRUSHES, ftc.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMIIiOE & SONS,
34, St. Jolm Street, West Smltnfield, London, E.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OTJR WELL-KNOWN MATTE .

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet
1-2 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

£ J. d.

2
2 5
4
2 15
4 15
5 12 6

PORTABLE PUNT FRAMES.
These Frsmes are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide ( n astt ^

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PATT).

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOYAL HORTICULTUTiAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6i. per bushel; 100 for 30i. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 50».
Bags, 4a. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED OBCSID PEAT.
LIGHT BBOW>" FIBROUS PEAT, 5>. 6d. pel sack ; 5 sacks,

25i. ; sacks, 4d. each.
BLACK FTBBOUS PEAT, 5». per sack ; 5 sacks, 22«. j saoka,

id. each.
COAESE SLLVEB SAND. 1«. M. per bushel ; lis. per hal'-

ton ; 36ff. per ton, in 2-buahel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAI-

MOULD, 1«. per bushel.
SPHAGXUM MOSS, 8». 6d. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *c. Write for Price LIST.—
H G. SMYTH, 21. Goldsmith Street. Dmry Lane. W.C.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry aDd prepared, 5s. 3d.
per bag. on rail ; 155. per cubic yard, in 12 faro trucks.

BROWN FIbROUS PEiT. 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10s. per cnbic yard.
WALKER A>1> CO., Poole, Dorset.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS!
In Stock Sizes.

IK-nr rwrinnft 7, cj ( 12X10, 18x12, 18x14, 24x1421-OZ" per 100 ft., 7j. Si. \ Mxl% XxVj lgxlg
. nxW

il-oz., ,, J.IW. U&
( 1Sx i2|16xU- 20X16. 24X18, tc.

1$ X 3 Prepared Sash Ear at is. per 100 feet.
Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at *d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, ka.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Street Withis. Loitdoit. E.G.

^^ootch TWEEDS.
St. Ronan's Where to gei them direct at Marmion 15/-

ilakers* Prices, saviDg 30 to 40 IvaDhoe 18/6

g TJ l*IJ Per cent. Parcels carnage paic. l>itheii 19/-
Paaerns po=t-free, to be re- Qaair 21/0

L E \ G T H turned within seven days. Plora 22/-
Mention this paper. Ettrick 23 3

1Q C\
Unequalled forselecrion&style. Tarrow 24/S

Serges, Trouserings. Teriot

Tod Porteous & Co., Innerleithen, N.B.
26/6
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID. TOMATO, and CDCUMBER HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed bv expen'enred worhmeo in anv Dart of the country.

No. 73 SPAM-T»OOF CrATtt)F,N" FRAME.

*^S-"S«^^

SCpSSI ^§Pw

3^3^^ll^^^I-
V'\

"fc^"
cr
g=̂ -r

BfyL^L -!•."4
'WBft^Si^al^Ai

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

£! 9
3 18

la ft. by Sft.
16 ft. byfift.

JB5 7

6 18

Cucumber S 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/o

Frame Lights 1 6 ft. by 4 ft.. Unpainted & Unglazed, ea. *>/-

BOILEaS of ALL, MAKES and SIZES
Supplied at Cheapest Rates.

LISTS FBEE.

ODR CELEBRATED No. 4

CHECK END BOILER.
No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME, 6 feet by 4 feet. I QHo

Similar t<i No 7.S. with two liffht*. f OUS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUES.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 !eet M 10

SPAN, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10
Caniage Paid,

No. 75. MELON & CUCTTMBER FRAME.

CARRIAGE PAID
on all Orders of 40s. value to
any goods station in England

and Wales; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Sioves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing HouBes, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free, Customers waited on in any -part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9$ Engravings,

2s. Qd. cett. per post, 2s. lOd.

JONEsc&attwood

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO. ^<j>.
HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS, " '

%
'
^

TO APPLY FOB THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE. LARCEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK

IN THE TRADE,

igf OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 akd 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E,

Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6, GROVE, SOUTHWARK, S.E.
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FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Maxcfacturers of Gardes

pottebt w the wobld.
Millions ix Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
30 Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application..

STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Terra-cotta i Portable I For Coal i

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about ICl.j

without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
. y^-^- 1 >'—' V L

';|j ' v'M .^ Thorpe'B patent
Glazing staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
patty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

xmotois ewus as FVSB, post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott oycie o^., Ltd., 71, Queen Stree:, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bicycles and Tricycles.
CVTALOGHE on application.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade suppliei on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCRHJ PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons. &c. Ey
the sack, cubic yard, too, or truck-load. Can be seen in balk at
London Wbarf . Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotation? for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Warebam Adiress all letters to London Wharf.

mmmm
OXICATING

piiplll
A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post-free for 9 Stamps,

A Ladt writes :
** The 6d. bottle of Ginger Wine Essence

made several bottles of most delieious wine, far better than
what we have paid 25. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

children's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A 6d. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post free, for 15 stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chasceet Lane, W.C.

TWO-ASD-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CCTBREN'T ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOE TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVKNSCROFT, Manager.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BOXES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering
• ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other house in

the Trade; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffii Fibre,
Tobacco Paper, and Shad.ng.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

GREENHOUSES OF EVERT DESCRIP-
TION.— Persons who are contemplating the purchase

of a Greenhouse (large or email) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lists, post-free.

DESIGNS and ESTIMATES furnished.
Greenhouses from 77s.. in Siock ; Garden Frames and

Lights kept in Stock. Note the address—
BREGGS BROS.. Horticultural Builders, Lumb Lane Saw

Mill, Bradford, Torks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

Just Published, Price 2*., post free,

PECIAL MANURES FOR GARDEN
CROPS.

By A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., &c.

A Complete Guide as to the most fuirable Soils and Manures
for the successful culture of Greenhouse Plants. Hardy Annuals,
Half-hardy Annuals and Biennials, Perennials, Vegetables,
Herbs, Flowering Plants, Shrubs, Fruit, Salads, Grass for
Lawns, Mushrooms, &c.

W. H. & L. COLLINGBIDGE, Aldersgate Street. London.

Trio Beat Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
V The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5*.; post free, 5*. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick.

s

|JEW
HOMES
IN THE

AMERICA.

Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.
Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Years' time.
Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
Splendid Shooting.
For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
And Full Particulars, address
Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,
34. Victoria Street. London, S.W.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE8.

Gabtjeners' Chbonicelb Telegrams,— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Qardchron, London"

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

BBJUD ZIXM CHJLBGED A.8 TWO.
4 Lines . . £0 3 15 Lines . .£086
6 „ . . 3 6 16 „ ..090
6 » . . 4 17 „ ..096
7 „ . . o 4 6 18 „ . . 10

8 „ . . 6 19 „ . . 10 6

s „ • . 5 6 20 „ . . 11

10 „ . . 6 21 „ . . 11 6

11 „ • . o 6 6 22 „ . . 12

12 „ . . 7 23 „ . . 12 6

13 „ . . 7 6 24 „ . . 13

14 „ . . 8 25 „ . . 13 6
AJTD SIXPENCE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAL LUTE.

II set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20*.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page. £8 ; Half Page, £4 10i. ; Column, £3.

GaRDENEKS AND OTHERS WANTING SlTTJATTONB.

26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and Gd. for every additional line {about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5e. each

insertion.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Ma. Jjmks Davidson, for the last season in the Plant Houees

at Hallyburton, as Gardener to Dr. Wedderburn, Pearsie
Lodge, Kirriemuir, Forfar.

Mr. Jajies Leslie, of Keithock, as Gardener to Mrs. Murray
Woodside House, Burrelton.

Mr. Train, from Kinfauns Castle Gardens, succeeds Mr.
Leslie as Gardener to E. Collins-Wood, Esq , of
Keithock House, near Coupar, Angus, N.B.

Mr. A. Bayford, for the past five years Foreman at Madre*-
field Court Gardens, Malvern, succeeds Mr. S. T. WRIGHT
as Gardener at Giewston Court Gardens, Boss.

Mr. Alhaxdeb McLfan, for the last seven years Gardener
at Salterbridge, O&ppcquin, co. Waterford, as Gardener to
Major Sadueb Jackson, Ahmask, Midleton, co. Cork.

Mr. J. Watsex, for eight years in the Gardens at Clayden
Park, Bucks, *s Gardener to the Misses Lister, Upper
Heath House, Hampstead, N.W.

Mr. Jajies Hambleton, for the past six years in the Garden
at Binfield Park, Bracknell, as Gardener to Captain
Freville Cooksox, Dane End, Ware, Herts.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
HaBLan P. Kelsey. Highlands Nursery. Kawana (Mitchell

Co), North Carolina, 0.S.A. — Haidy American Plants
and Carolina Mountain Flowers, New and Rare, also
Wholesale.

R. B. Laird & Sons. 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh,
and Parkhill, Murrayfield, Midlothian.

Fotheringham & Kixg. Dumfries—Forest and Ornameatal
Trees, Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

Little & Ballantyne. Carlisle— Evergreen, Game. Covert,
Rhododendron, and other Shrubd, Roses, Rock Plants, &c.

W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling, N.B. —Forest, Ornamental,
Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Prussia—No celties in'Seed., for

1896. . .

Fra>'Z A. Haage, Erfurt—Novelties in Annuals, own Raising
or Introduction.

F. C. Heinemann, Erfurt, Prussia—Novelties for 1895-96,
includmg Choice Plants of last year.

Hogg & Wood. Coldstream and Duns, N.B.— Forest and
Ornamental Trees. Fruit Trees, Roses, &c,

V. Fournier. Apartado 444, Mexico—Mexican plants, Orchidr,
Seeds, &c,

E. P. Dixon *& Sons, Hull—Fruit. Trees, Forest and Orna-
mental Trees, Roses, &c.

Herd Bros., Penrith—Fruit an i other Trees, Roses. &c.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon—General Nursery Stock.

W.M, Clibran & Son, Oldfield Nurserie3, Altrincham—Chrys-
anthemums.

Robt. Owen, Maidenhead—Chrysanthemum?.

David W. Thompson, 24, Frederick Street, Edinburgh—Forest
and Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

H. J. Jones. Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewisham—Chrysanthemum
Guide.

Dicksons & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh—Forest and
Oruameotal Trees. Shrubs, Coniferse, &c.

Chl. Lorenz, Erfurt, Germany—Seeds.

PARTNERSHIP.—Gentleman (elderly) en-
gaged in Fruit, Flower and General Market Gardening

(early Scotch climate), desires PARTNER to reside with him.
kilO required for extension. Good opening. Highest re-

ferences.—V. C, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. issa •!

Retail Seed Trade.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, by young man
with first-class experience in Scotch Houses. Scotland

or North of England preferred.—A. T., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W\C.

Seed and florist's Business.

PARTNER WANTED, in a well-established
London Business. Good chance for energet'C man.

—

App'.y in first instance, B., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, who understands the Management of Grapes,

and Fruit under Glass. Married, no family. Wife able 10
undertake the Liundry-work. — Apply to Mrs. NEWALF,
Forest Hall. Ongar, Fsaex.

WANTED, a good all-round SECOND
GARDENER. Must have had good experience with

Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Must not
object to outside work, if required. Excellent character in-
dispensable. Wages, 1ft*. per week, bothy and milk.—Apply,
by letter only, to G. BURRfSS, Tne Gardens, Houndswood,
St. Albans. Herts.

FOREMAN REQUIRED for large establish-
ment in Norfolk, for Kitchen Garden and general out-

side duties, but including about 10 Houses for Forcing Vege-
tables, &c, chiefly. Age about 35, married, but without
family, and should be of good address. Must be able to regu-
late a staff of men under the Head Gardener. House pro-
vided in Kitchen Garden.—Apply by letter, stating past
situations and experience, with copies of testimonials, and
wages required, to L., Messrs. James Veitch k. Sous, Royal
Exitic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a JOURNEYMAN for the
Houses, that has some knowledge of Cut Flower

Work.—apply uHaRLEJ FLOCK, The Gardens, Caolmondtly
Castle, Malpas, Cheshire.
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WANTED, TWO young MEN (single); one
for Jobbing Gardening, and one for a Shop Round.

Board and Lo ge in. None but with good characters need apply.

— H, WRIGHT, Florist and Garden Contractor, 39, Water
Lane, Wilhsden Green, N.W.

WANTED, a MAN, for Nursery Work.
MiiBt be able to Bud and Graft ; also a thorough

knowledge of Nureery Stock, and able to Sell when required.

Reference*-, &o.—SEDGELEY, Outerham Nurseries, Surrey.

WANTED, a steady, trustworthy young
MAN. to do all kinds of work in a Market Garden.

Mu^t understand Pruning.—For particulars, apply J. G.
BAXTER. Gardener, Spalding.

WANTED, young MAN who has had some
experience iu Herbaceous Plants and Nursery Packing,

—Apply, wit h particulars, to "W. H. t 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a youngMAN for Kitchen Garden
age not under 20, strong and willing ; wages 15s. per

week and bothy. — Apply C. STOCKING, The GardenB,
Marden Park, Caterham Valley.

WANTED, at onoe, and permanently, young
MAV

, for General Nursery Work, In and Outdoors,

with thoroughly practical Nursery experience iu Propagation
of Cool Soft-wooded Plants. Wugee, 20s.—CARTER, PAGE
& CO., 53, London Wall, Loudon, E.C.

IMPROVEKS WANTED, under Glass.—
Apply by letter, stating age, wage, and experience, to the

ST GEORGE'S NURSERY COMPANY, Cyclamen Specialists,

Hamvell, Middlesex.

WANTED, SEEDSMAN'S ASSISTANT,
good Counter Hand. One that understands Agri-

cultural Seeds, and who will make himself generally

useful prelerred. Assist on trial ground in summer.—K. E.,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

YOUTH REQUIRED, with some knowledge
of Seed Trade.- State particulars and wages required,

to O. T.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a YOUTH, to Assist at Counter.
—Write, stating age, experience, and salary required,

to W. G., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, young LADY, as SECOND
HAND for the Sea. on,— Quick and willing. Able to

make Posies, Wreaths, &c.—Write stating age, salary, and
refnrencee, to W. B. & S., 87, Western Road, Brighton.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, tec.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphio and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, CHESTER."

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announoe that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FSA N D E R and CO. oan reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head).—T. E. Cuokney, for
the past eleven yeais Gardener at Eden Hall, Cumber-

land, and leaving owing to reduction of establishment, is open
to engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services
of a tirst-class practical man, thoroughly practical in all

branches of the profession. First-class testimonials. Personal
reference permitted from Lady Brougham, who will answer
any enquiries.

GARDENER (Head).—Mrs. Cowburn wishes
to recommend her late Head Gardener, age 35, married

,

thoroughly experienced with Orclrds, Stove, Ferns, Herbaceous
Plants, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Has lived with
her seven years.— J. CLUTSOM, Tutshill, Chepstow.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34, married
(Scotchman) —A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetic Man as above ; eighteen years' experience
in all branches of Gardening. Nearly four years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—The FORE-
MAN, Cheaters Gardens, Humshaugh, Northumberland.

GARDENER (Head); age 31.—Sir Richabd
MUS9RAVE, B.rt Eden Hall, would be pleased to

recommend James Buck to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a thoroughly practical man as above Life expe.ience in firs*
olass establishments.—J. BUCK, Eden Hail, Langwathby
B.S.O., Cumberland.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
family. Mrs. Hughes can highly recommend her

Gardener. Thoroughly practical in all branches. Life ex-

perience.— J. TUOKKR, Kosebank, Caterham Valley.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 34.—A Shbppabd,
Head Gardener, Koret-t Hall. Ongar, wishes 10 re-engage

with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thorough practical man.

G^AHDENER (Head); age 30.—Mr. Howe,
f Gardener to Henry Tate, Fsq., Park Hill, Streatham,

wishes to recommend his Forenaau (Thomas Martin), who has
been with him five yeors. Life experience in all branches of

the profession.

GARDENER (Head Working), in a good
establishment.—Age 40; married. Thoroughly experi-

enced, including Orhids and Chrysanthemums; all kinds of

Forcing, good Fruit Grower Inside and Out, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening ; large experience in Landscape and Remodelling
Pleasure Grounds. Could undertake all kinds of Estate Work.
Seven years' good character.— HORTI, Mr. Anderson, The
Conservatory, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29;
life experience in Vines, Melons, Tomatos, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excel-
lent reference.—A, CHURCH, The Anchor Coffee House,
Westbourne, Bournemouth.

i?ri for information leading to Appointment
oWt/ as HEAD WORKING GARoENER. Life experience
on large Estates. Stock. House and Table Decoration.
Personal character. Age 28, married. — ORCHID, Miss
Brcokes, 5, Church Street, Twickenham..

GARDENER (Head Working); married,
one child.—Sir John Ramsden. Bart., can recommend

a thoroughly experienced man as above. Ten years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—H. TEMPLE,
The Gardeuc, Kytes, Watford.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
aga, married, no children. Life experience in Fruit.

Plants, Flowers, and Kitchen Gardening. Over seven years'

excellent character. Well recommended from present em-
ployer. — BINT, Oaklands Lodge, Worplesdon, Guildford,
Surrey,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids. Stove, and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOK3, Hallow, near Worcester.

ARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Age 48 —Thoroughly goud in Early Forcing. Good Plant,

Vegetable, and Mushroom-grower. Wife thorough Laundress,
or useful. Excellent characters.—S., The Poplars, South
Hayling, Hants.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28
;

highest possible character. Five years as Foreman.

—

Apply iu first instance to W. M., 4. Park Villas, Howard's
Lane, Upper Richmond Road, Pur.ney.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed); well ud in his work, both inside and out.

Wife good laundress. Both good characters.—GARDENER,
North Avenue, Maesycwmmer, Cardiff.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 29, married, no family ; life experience.

Good references. Total abstainer.—C. A,, 28, William Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Thorough knowledge of Flowers, Fruits under glass,

Flower, Kitchen Gardens, and Pleasure Grouuds. A Gentle-
man can recommend a good man as above.—Address first,

RAVEN, 19, Dawliah Road, Stonleys, Souih Tottenham.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 30,
single; practical in all branches. Life experience in

good Gardens Good references.—H. ELLIOTT, The Field,
Edwalten. Notts.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 24,
married. Eight years* experience in l«*ge Gardens ;

five years in present situation.—GEORGE SMITHES, The
Gardens, Huraley Park, Winchester, Hants.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
where two others are kept).—Age 28; understands

Early and Late Forcing, Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables.
Three years' good character. — EDWARD CAWTE, The
Gardens, Balcombe Place, Baluombe, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single or Undbb).—Situa-
tion wanted by a young Man, aire V.I; live yearn' good

character from last place.—WM. SWAIN, Fenstanton, Hunts.

GARDENER, where one or two others are
kept.-Age 25 ; nine years' experience.—FOWLER, 16,

Stamford Road, Fulham. S.W.

TO THE TRADE. — Advertiser desires a
situation as MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

Seventeen years with good firms; well up in all branches.

—

JOHN WINSER, Plummer's PlaiD, Horsham.

NURSERY and SEED TRADE.—Situation
wanted as MANAGER or TRAVELLER. Excellent

experience in all departments with good connection.—Apply
to A. B., Messrs. Hurst & Son, Houndsditch, London.

MANAGER or ASSISTANT in Nursery,
Fruit, or Flower Business. Well educated and expe-

rienced. Rose grower and florist. Wife accomplished floral

artiste. Highest references as to integrity.—HORTUS, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Life ex-
J- perience in Nuraery Work in all branched. Fir»t-cla*»
Propagator. Used to rai*e large quantities. Able to manage
m«n and take entire charge. Leave when Baited.—P. G..
Mr. Goodenham, Florist, Mark House Roid, Wultham stow,
Essex:.

f^OREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 24 ;

go^d decorator. Nine years' ex^eaeoce; diecogaged,—
A. GOODMiN, 1, High Street, Camberley, Surrey.

To Nurserymen
FOREMAN, or PRwPaGATOR & GROWER.

— Ferns, Ficus, Double Primula, and gene'al run of

Plants. Floral Work, &c. — HGLMES, 16, Cobden Street,
Woolton, Liverpool.

FOREMAN GARDENER (or Second).—Age
24 ; nine years' practical experience in all branches of

gardening; three excellent refereocea from urevion9 situations
;

left last place through thedeath of employer.—J.STEVENTON
Park Street, Stow-on- Wold, Gloj.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26
;

twelve years' experience in good places. Engaged in

the Fruit Range last. Good references. — A., 58, Landseer
Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 24 ; Life experience
in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Peaches, Chrys-

anthemums, &c, for exhibition. ! ir-t-ei -- references. Dis-
engaged.—A. RIVERS, Eyr.sford. Kent.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (Herbaceous, Alpine, and Carna-

tion) or TRAVELLER (calling on Trade preferred).—
Age 31 ; good experience. First-class references — E. H.
HARRY, 36, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in good establish-
ment.—Age 22; seven years' practical experience in all

branches; Fruit a specialty.—B. W\, Mrs. Eagleton, Farn-
borough, R S O., Kent.

OURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in good
Establishment.—Age 22 ; over five and a half years in

present situation. Good reference. — G. BELL, Chester's
Gardens, Humshaugh, North Tyne, Nor humberland

JOURNEYMAN.— Age 2i; seven years'
experience. Inside and Out, Used to taking charge, &c.

Excellent character. Teetotaller. Leaving through no fault.
—SIDNEY AISH, Findon, Worthing, Sussex.

OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 22; sis years
experience.—J. HAYES, The Gardens, Lockerley Hall,

Romeey, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), under a Foreman.
—Age 23; four years in present situation. Bothy pre-

ferred.—J. JOHNSTON. Haigh Gardens, Wigan, Lancashire.

IMPROVER under a good Gardener.

—

Gentle-
man strongly recommends young Man, age 20, as above;

four years' character.

—

SaYE, Esq.. Heatbfield. Ringwood.

IMPROVER—Age 17; Inside under Fore-
man in good estabbshment. Three years' good character.

Bothy preferred. -J. HkTHERISGTON, Chester's Gardens,
Humsbaugh-oo-Tyne.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age 28,
requires situation as UNDER PROPAGATOR, or a

Hand under Glass. Ten years' experience in the best firms,

with good references.—H. F., 41, Wellington St., Strand.W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers. Tomatoa. Mushrooms, Grapes,

Peaches, Poc Stuff, and the general routine of a Market
Nursery.— F. SMirH, 29, Boudchurch Road, Hassocks. Sussex.

WORK wanted, as ASSISTANT in private
garden or nursery, by young Man. Understands Car-

pentry, Glazing, Painting, Sec—MACD0NALD, 265, King's
Road, Kiogstou, Surrey.

TEMPORARY HAND, for the Season, either
Office or Counter Work.—A. F. D.. 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

SALESMAN.—A well-eduoated young Man,
of good address, desires to qual fy as abjve. and learn

Management of Market Garden.—W. R. B., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Advertiser in want of
a situation as above. Seed Trade, Sir years* experience.

—O. A.. 7. Henry Street, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

Se d Trade.
ASSISTANT SHOPMAiN.—Age 24; seven

years' experience, seeks re-engagement. Good refer-

ences.— A. B , 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

L^LURltiTS.—Young Lady desires an engage-
A. ment in or near London. City preferred. Experienced
in Table Decorations, &c—V, M., 10, Taugley Park, Hampton-
on-Thames.

TOO MUCH STRESS cannot; be laid on the
fact that in the whirl of unnatural excitement, and in

the struggle for existence in this generation, no attention

whatever is vouchsafed to the most ordinary rules of health.

When the muscles become relaxed, the nerves over-sensitive,

and the brain wearies at the slightest ta*k. these symptoms are

part of Nature's warnings that the delicate organism of the
human frame is out of gear. In most ca*es a gentle stimulant
ana mild restorative is all that ia required to impart fresh

vitality to tne jaded n«»rve-, and it is a well-known fact thac a
few doses of HOLLOWaY'S PI I LS work wonders and restore

the lost tone of the nervous system.
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WATER
JOHN BLAKE'S

SUPPLY ! ! — WATER
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST, No. 27, OF

PATENT
SELF-ACTING

SUPPLY ! ! !

HYDRAULIC RAMS,
For RAISING- WATER for the Supply of Towns, Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions, Fountains, Farms, &c.

No cott for Motive Power, which is obtained from a Stream of Water passing through the Ram. No Oiling or Packing required. Made in sizes to raise from
300_fo 400 000 gallons per day. Will force to a height of 800 feet.

Fig. A.—This ram
lifts part cf the same
water that -worts

it. (Engraved from
Photo, of Ram which
raises 250,0l,0 gallons
per day of 24 hours
to medium heights,
with good working
fall.)

SplffiS;

This "View represents a Ram
worked by impure river water,
whilst pumping pure water
from a well or Bpiing and
forcing it to a small reservoir

on the hill, at an elevation of

532 ft.. and a distance of one
mile, from which reservoir the
water is gravitated for fire-

extinguishiDg and general
requirements of mansion,
stables, farm, and village.

Fig. B. — This
Ram, whilst worked
by a stream of
impure water, will
pump clean water
from a well or
spring.

TESTIMONIALS.
From T. FERNSHOUGH, Esq., Agent to the RIGHT HON. LORD HINDLIP,

Dear Sir,- Braaley, Ashbourne. Derby. March 17. 1894.

Referring to the two Patent " B " Rams you started six months ago for the Right Hon.
Lord Hindlip, on the Alsop-en-le-Dale Estate, I am glad to congratulate you on the success ef

your attempt to raise the necessary supply of water under conditions bo difficult, the height to

raise the water being more than 63 times that of the working fall. The Rams are

worked by water from the River Dove, with the small working fall Of 8 ft. 3 Ins., and
issuing from the rocky bank close by is a copious stream of pure spring water, 8000 gallons per

day of which the Rams force to a reservoir three-quarters of a mile distant, and at the extra-

ordinary height of 523£ ft. above the Rams. The water is then gravitated from the reservoir to

the several farms and houses on the estate, giving an ample supply to each, and still leaving a
good overflow at the reservoir.

I am glad to add that the Rams lift more water than you promised, and seem to work with
great ease and 8tnoothne»B, notwithstanding the great elevation they force to —Yours faithfully,

T. FERNYHOUGH.

From the RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF HARROWBY, 44, Grosvenor Square, London.
SIR,— February 21. 1893.

I have pleasure in stating that the two Hydraulic Rams which you supplied and fixed

for me last autumn, atSandoo, bave proved so far most successful, and that ihe work gives

every promise of durability, while the economy, compared with the former much smaller and
intermittent supply by steam-pump, will be considerable.

With a fail of about 14 ft. from a previously-existing mill-pool, the Rams supply reservoirs

168 ft. above the brook whenoe the water is forced, through pipes 1J miles in length. They
sent up, as long as I required it, about 41,000 gallons per day. I now generally work the two
Rams alternately (for a fortnight or so each"), but can at any time work the two together, if the
full supply of 41,000 gallons Bhould be needed.

The business of this somewhat complicated water-supply waa conducted by you with
singular promptness aid punctuality; and no local difficulties arose in tbe execution of the
"work, owing to the excellent and efficient men whom you sent from your works at AccriDgton.
—I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant, HARROWBY.

• From T. DYNE STEEL, Esq., M.Inst.C.E., Past President South Wales Inst,
of Engineers, Bank Chambers, Newport, Hon.

TJSK WATERWORKS.
Dear Sir,— April 24 t 1891.

In September'of last year I applied to you for a Hydraulic Ram for the purposes of the
Usk Waterworks, to be capable of raising 27,000 gallons per day, a height of 127 ft., with a
working fall of driving water of 27 ft., and on your guaranteeing That performance, I gave you
an order for the Ram. The machine you supplied has now been put to work, and I have much
satisfaction in saying that it far and away exceeds in its performance my most sanguine
expectations, and possibly yours also. I have just completed a series of exhaustive tests, with
tbe following results :— Working fall of driving water, 30 ft.; vertical height raised, 127 ft.

;

length of rising main, 850 ft., from Ram to outflow ; length of supply pipe 200 ft.
;
gallons per

hour raised, 1,612; driving water used ner hour, 8.186 gallons, Bhowing the remarkable and
gratifying result of 83 per cent. Of efficiency. The tests were carefully made and repeated,
the water measured and levels properly cafcen. Several trials were made, aud I shall be glad to
give any engineer interested in the subject facilities for repeating the tests at the spot. I may
here state that for the rising main I used a large diameter of pipe, in order to reduce friction,
with excellent effect,—Yours faithfully, T. DYNE STEEL.

From MARTIN CURTLER, Esq., Agent to the Right Hon. LADY NORTHWICK,
Sansome Place, Worcester.

Dear Sir,— Feb. 18, 1895.
I have great pleasure in informing you that the Hydraulic Ram which you put in for

the Right Hon. Lady Northwick, at Northwick Park, last year, has worked, and is working,
most satisfactorily. The water, as you know, had to be raised to the height of nearly 400 ft.,

with 1,900 yards of rising main pipe, io a large tank on the top of a hill, in order to supply
sBveral farms on the estate with water by gravitation.

The supply to the tank is most ample, and there is an adequate overflow left below the Ram.
Altogether the work is a very great success,—Yours faithfully,

Y^ MARTIN CURTLER.

JOHN BLAKE, Oxford Street Works, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket
expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE

;

j ., - —

.

London Office :-163, Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.G.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

pANNELL'S CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
" Mr. J. Baker. Wandin, Melbourne,

• Australia. October 12. 1895.
" Plants to hand ; they came out very well. There is only

one doubtful out of the whole lot. I beg to thank you."

Result of devoting all our energies to stock, together with
our pure country air and room. What great satisfaction our
plants and cuttings give, not only at home, but all over the
world alike I Send lor a Catalogue.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—James' Superb Strain.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South
Woodford, Esaex, has a beautiful lot of the above to

offer. Tbe plants are strong and healthy ; they are in 60'a,

ready for potting into 48's or 32*s. Price 20j. per 100, packing
included. Usual trade allowance.

MILLER'S CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Magnifi-
cent large clumps, full of buds, will produce abundarjce

of flowers for Christmas, Is. 3d. and Is. 9d. each ; 13s. and 18s.

doz. Strong fiowtring plants, in bud. 4s. 6d, 5s. 6rf., and
7s. t*d doz. OrderB 10s. upwards, carriage paid.

F. MILLER AND CO., 267, Fulham Road, Loudon, S.W.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting CrownB, 1 and 2-yr. old. Prices on application.

T. JANNOCH, Dersingham, Norfolk.

For Present Sowing.

JUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mired,O per packet, 5j. and 2s. Qd., post free. November is the
best time to sow Cyclamen Seed

.

The Gardening World, February 24, 1834, says:—"While
some cultivators grow their Cyclamens for spring flowering,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons make a point of having a display in the
autumn which will last through the winter. The Beeds were
sown in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about elevea
mouths. They have been flowering freely ever since, and will
continue in presentable and handsome condition till six
months have elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. READING.s
PLANT NOW for FORCING. — LILY OF

THE VALLEY, Spirasas japonica, palmata, and oompacta
multiflora, Dielytra spectabihs, &c. All thoroughly ripened,
and in excellent condition for forcing.—For particulars, see
CATALOGUE, No. 455, free on application.

DICKSONS. Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.
Price. £1 lis. id.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. E. MILNEB, A.M.I.C.E., F.L.S.

With Elched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7, Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or. from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIEST—
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds; or
from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen. France.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FROM SCOTLAND.
—We have a very large collection, embracing all the

best novelties, and our prices are moderate. Catalogues free

on application.

DOBBIE and CO., Florists to the Queen. Rothesay.

ARNATIONS— Self colours a speoial feature.
Malmaisons, beautiful soft pink var., good stuff, ready

for flowering. PotB, 12s. to 18f . per doz. ; blush var., 9s. to 12s.

per dozen. Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby.

£»n OHO EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\Jl\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 is. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
Strong well- rooted runners. Also Sir Joseph Pas ton,

and other leading varieties.
RASPBERRY OANES—Carter's Prolific, Semper Fidelity

Norwich Wonder, &c. Special quotations for large quantities.
Apply, JOHN CdlVERS, Hiaton, Cambridge.

SEAKALE.—Extra strong, for Forcing; also
smaller size for Planting. Samples and prices on

application.
H. B. MAY, Dyson*s Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,

POT VINES.—Strong, well-grown, Fruiting
and Planting Vines for sale, cheap. Gros Colmar, Black

Hambro, Muscat, and Alicante. Apply,

—

MANAGER, Pollard"8 Nursery, Cheshunt

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2£-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 4S's, 10 best

selling sorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100, 60*. 1000; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6*. and 8*. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20*. 100 ; Aralias, 10*.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, in 48's, 6*. doz.;

Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48's, 9*.

doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, Erica

hyemalis, and Cyclamen, in bloom, 12*. doz. Lists free. Packed
free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

WANTED, large SEAFORTHIAS, 6 to 10
feet, in exchange for other Palms, or cash.—Particulars

: to WIMSETT and SON, Florists to the Queen, Chelsea.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Gard. Chron.. Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.

ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.

CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN—Laxton's grand New
Early Strawberry

;
guaranteed true. Fine, strong,

runners, 10s. per 100, 2s. per dozen ; rail paid ; cash with order.

ROCHFORD CUCUMBER SEED (New), 5s. per 100. Special

quotation for quantity of both.
HERBERT J. HANNENT, Chalk Fa m, Norwich.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHBUMS, Gaillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY Am) SON, Langport, Somerset.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Best Exhibition Sorts.

Strong cuttings, now ready, from 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

Catalogue, one stamp, of

—

W. ETHEKINGTON, Swanscombe, Kent.

TECOMA SMITHIL—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as easily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow

blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

SPECIAL OFFER of CHRYSANTHEMUM
CUTTINGS, to Nurserymen and Florists. Source d'Or,

rooted, 12s. per 1000 ; Madame Desgranges, 15s. per 1000

;

Lady Lawrence. 2s. per 100; Mons. Bernard, 18s. 100li, rooted.

CHIPPERF1ELD, Florist, Hampton Hill.

WHINHAM'S GOOSEBERRY.
—Bushes, extra quality, 1-year-old, Is. 3d. ; 2-year.

Is. 9d. ; 3-year, 2s. 3d.; 4-year, 3s. per dozen. Special prices

for large quantities —H. W. KlRSOPP, Nurseryman, Hexham.

CUCUMBER, Covent Garden Favourite,
Rochford's Strain.—25 seeds, Is. Id. The usual allow-

ance to the Trade.
J. A. MARSHALL, Holly Bank Nurseries, Potter's Bir, N.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

LILIES for the GARDEN—Lilium lancifo-

lium. white, 3s. 6d. doz. ; do., do., red or pink, 3s. doz.--

J D. HAMON, Bulb Importer. Jamaica Bow, Birmingham.

ROSES for SALE.—W. A. Riohardson and
Gloire de Dijon, 35s. per 100, or 6s. per dozen ; and H.P.

Boses, 5s. per dozen or 25s, per 100, all good sorts. My selec-

tion, aolid good stuff, 15s. to 18s. per dozen. Manetti stocks.

25s. per 1000. Cash with order.

W. MAGNESS. Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP—Thousands
toseleotfrom. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHPR,TheLondonNursery,4,MaidaVale.London,W.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES.nice young Stuff in thumb-pots ready to pot on,

16s. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

By Special Appointment
To H.R.H. The Prixce of Wales.

MACKENZIE and MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Bchdebs & Heating Engineers, Edin-

burgh, London, and Glasgow, Plans and Estimates for all

kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions. Summer Houses,

and Heating Apparatus free. Splendid Illustrated Catalogue.

Lohbon Office:—50, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept. , Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanio Soo., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers, Kine'sRoad, Chelsea,S.W.
Telegraph Addreas,"HortulanuB,London." Telepbone,No.8728.
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SALES by AUCTION.
SALES NEXT "WEEK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms, 67

and 6?, Cheapside, London, E.C., as follows, at 12 o'clock

each day :
—

MONDAY, December 2 :—Dutch Bulbs, 700 lots, at 12 o'clock.

170 Azalea indica, 50 A. Mollis, 50 Retinospora plumosa aurea,

100 Euonymus in variety, 150 Cyrtomium falcatum, Falms,

Draceenas, Ficue, and other plants from Belgium ; 400

Standard and Half-Standard and Dwarf Roses ; 70 lots of

choice Stove and other useful Pot Plants; Spirals in

variety ; 1000 Lilium, including auratum, lancifolium

album and rubrum, Browni, Mirtagoo, &c ; 700 Lilium
Washingtonium, Humboldti ; rare Calochorti, Hemero-
callis, 200 named Carnations, Hardy Perennials, &c, at

12 o'clock.

TUESDAY, December 3 :-Dutch Bulbs, 750 lots, at 12 o'clock.

WEDNESDAY. December 4 : — Dutch Bulbs, 600 lots ; also

Hardy Bulbs and Plants, at 12 o'clock.

THURSDAY, December 5: — Dutch Bulb3—600 lots; also

200 Azalea Mollis. 100 A. indica, 50 Camellias, 40 Rhodo-
dendrons, and 250 Spinel jsponica, from Belgium: 200

lots of Liliums in variety. Carnations and Hardy
Perennials, at 12 o'clock.

FRIDAY, December 6 :—Dutch Bulbs, 700 lots, at 12 o'clock.

OR0HID SALE—see Separate Advertisement.

On view mornings of Sales, and Catalogues had.

Thursday, Dec. 12.

GREAT SALE OF JAPANESE LILIES,
being an important consignment of 620 Cases,

comprising :
—

18 428 LILIUM AURATUM.
4.152 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM.
1,920 „ ,, RUBRUM.
6,200 „ LONGIFLORUM.
5,450 ,, KRAMERI, extraordinary bulbs.

300 ,, TI9RINUM SPLENDENS.
572 ,, BROWNII.
915 „ MELPOMENE.
100 ,, AURATUM VIRGINALE.
200 „ „ RUBRO-VITTATUM.
300 „ ALB0-MAR3INATUM.
140 „ LEITCHLIXII.
500 ,, THUNBESGIANUM ATRO-SANGUINEUM.
180 „ TESTACEUM ; together with

98,000 Seeds KENTIA BELMOKEANA, in exceptionally grand
condition ; and

110.000 „ CORYPHA AUSTRALIS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the abjve by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C., on THURSDAY,
December 12, at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT,
December 6, at half-past 12 o'clock.

A MAGNIFICENT CONSIGNMENT OF CATTLEYAS
FROM A NEW DISTRICT.

Arrived in the most perfect condition.

The Collector writes :
—" The plants I am now sending you

are in three distinct varieties, and not any more will be sent,
being very scarce; in fact, the district is cleared. These
should not be confounded with the ordinary Cattleya of Caracas.
The varieties are extraordinarily fine, with large flowers.
varying from dark velvet to most brilliant crimaoa ; the label-
lum, ot magenta, is richly striped with orange."
These plants were collected on Coil High Mountains at an

altitude of 1750 feet, and with them came
4 plants CATTLEYA REINECKTANA, true;

and 3 large plants CATTLEYA WAGNEBII, true

;

also a quantity of picked plants of ONCIDIUM PAPILIO
MAJU3.

Such plants as the above have never yet been introduced
into Europe.

Also from a private Grower, 51 fine-grown plants of ODON-
TOOLOSSUM ALEXANDRA unflowered. four to five
bulbs on each plant. 100 masses of CYPRIPEDIUM
SPECTABILE.

About 1000 ONCIDIUM JONE9IANUM, a few NEW
BROMELIAS, NEW CACTUSES ; rive plants of the
famous CATTLEYA LUDDEMANNIANA, estiblished

;

twenty-five plants, unflowered, all in sheaths of
CATTLEYl SCHRODERJE; and several plants of an
Orchid called in its native country CASCO ROMANO.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chesterfield.
SALE of the LEASEHOLD NURSERY and GLASS EREC-

TIONS, in one lot as a going concern, and the STOCK IS
TRADE by AUCTION in lots.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Chesterfield Nurseries Company

Limited, to SELL, by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Ashgate
Nurseries, Chesterfield, early in December, unless previously
disposed of by private contract, the LEASEHOLD PROPERTY
in Ashgate Road, about 10 Acres in extent, with 18 GREEN-
HOUSES, heated by Hot-water Piping. Immediately following,
will be offered in suitable lots, the extensive OUTDOOR NUR-
SERY STOCK, also the contents of the Greenhouses, com-
prising Ferns, and a genera) assortment ot Pot Plants.

,,£™',cular3 ma? ** bad of Messrs. PROTdEROE ANDMORRIS 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street, Covent

Garden. W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, December 4, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely

—

100 Well-grown Pyramid and Dwarf-trained Fruit
TREES.

500 Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf Koses,
from Germany.

An Importation of Shrubs and Evergreens, Flower-
ING TREES, &c, from Holland.

10,000 Lily of the Valley Crowns, 6000 Splraaas,
CHOICE GLADIOLI.

A Surplus Stock of Ornamental Shrubs and Trees,
from an English Nursery.

A great Variety of Liliums, 1300 Hemerocallis,
aUBANTIACA MAJOR, from Japan; FREESIAS,
ANEMONES, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday Next.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.. on MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and SATURDAY NEXT, December 2, 3, 4, and 7, at

half-past 12 o'Clock each day, a splendid assortment of choice
named HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and
other BULBS from Holland, lotted for all Buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Reigate Nurseries.—Close to Reigate Station.
Be IVERY and SON. Without Reserve.

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS, under instruc-
tioDS from the Trustee, under a Deed of Assignment,

will SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
December 2 and 3, 1895. at 11 o'Clock precisely on each dav,
the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, including selections of

Border Shrubs, Laurels. Privet. Green and Variegated Hollies,

Budded Thorns, English and Irish Yewe, Handsworth Box,

A CHOICE SELECTION OF R03ES.
Standard, Pyramid, and Trained Apples, Pea?*, Plums, and
Cherries, Peaches and Nectarines, Gooseberries, black. White,
and Red Currants, Filberts and Cobs, Strawberry Plants. Vines
in pots, span-roof greenhouse, 2 span-roof stovehou'es, 4 ranges
of hot and cold pits, double and single light box frames, hand
lighte and garden tools, 2 pottiog-sheds, 90 feet run galvanized
J-in. water-pipe ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Violets,
Carnations. Chrysanthemum", Fuchsias, Dihlias. Arum Lilies,

Cloves, Mjovjtis, Clematis, Wisteria, Virginian Creepsr?,
Ampelopsis, Jasmine, and Ivies, &c.
Catalogues may now be obtained at the hotels iu the neigh-

bourhood ; of Messrs. IVERY and SON, Nurserymen, Reigate
and Dorking ; and of the Auctioneers, 18, High Street,
Dorking, and on Fridays at Leatherhead.

WANTED, to RENT or PURCHASE, a
NURSERY, with Glass ; London or Provinces.—

Particulars to F., 41, Welling.on Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, to Rent, SMALL NURSERY,
about 1000 feet run of Modern Glass. No stock pre-

ferred. Must be near large Provincial Town.—C. P., 41, Wel-
lington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, to Purchase, or Rent, Small
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, not more than 40 minutes

by rail from City, near a station, and containing three recep-
tion rooms, six bedrooms, and well-matured gardens, range of
Glasshouses, in all 2 to 3 acres of Land.
Full particulars to H. S. KNIGHT GREGSON, Esq.,

Solicit ir, 4 and 5, Adam Street, Adelphi, W.C.

FOR SALE, a small valuable long leasehold
NURSERY, 6 miles from Covent Garden. Seven large

Greenhouses, well stocked ; two Vineries, Cucumber-house.
Plant-houses, five-roomed Cottage. Low Ground Rent. Lease
eighty-six years to expire. Eighty-five feet Glass. Facing
main road. All particulars of FLORIST, 11, Dafforne Road,
Tooting, Surrey.

TO LET, EALING DEAN NURSERIES.—
16 Glasshouse*, about 16,000 feet; suitable for Market

Grower. Immediate possession. Low rental.
M. DORMERS WELLS, SouthaU, Middlesex.

FOR SALE, MARKET NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS. Close to a Provincial Town of

40.000 inhabitants, and within eisy reach, on Main LiDe j
, of

Manchester, Liverpool, and other large centres of population.
9 acres .choice Land, Dwelling-house, fourteen modern Glass-
houses (nearly 1400 feet run), Vineries, Tomato, Cucumber,
Plant, and Forcing-houses. All efficiently heated and stocked

;

in full working order, and in one of the best positions in the
kingdom. — Address, PROVINCIAL. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Fruit Growers and Market Gardeners.
''TO LET, at Enfield Highway, Middlesex, a
J- LARGE ORCHARD or FRUIT GARDEN, of 40 acres,
or thereabouts, planted with Apple, Pear, and Plum Trees,
and Gooseberry and Currant Bushes; and also adjoining same
10 acres or thereabouts of MARKET GARDEN GROUND, with
House and necessary Outbuildings, within easy reach of the
London Markets. Immediate possession can be given.
Apply for rent and other particulars, and tor permission to

view, to Messrs. WITHERS and WITHERS, of Maltravers
House, Arundel Street, Strand, Loudon, Solicitors ; and
W. C. ELMS, Esq., 18, Lower Phillimore Place, Kensington,
Surveyor.

EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY'S EARLY WINTER SHOW.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CHINESE PRIMROSES,
CYCLAMEN. &c.

ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER. Deo. 3, 4, and 5.

Schedule of Prizes on application to—
Ealing, W. RICHARD DEAN, Secretary.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
TUEAL EXHIBITION, DRESDEN.

From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under the high protection o£ His Majesty the Xing of Saxony.

For particulars. Schedules, &c, write to the Seiretariat der
Zweiten Internationalen Gartenbau-Au°stellung zu Dresden.

O. LAMMERHIRT. 7, Glacisstrasse. Dresden, N.
Die Commission : G. Kratjse, I. Vors. ; T. J. Seidel, II. Vors.

WATERCRESS BEDS.—TO LET, about, one
acre, thirty miles from London, on Great Easteiu

Railway; two minutes walk from station.—Apply by letter,

149, Loughborough Road, Brixton, S.W.

CACTI.—About 200 Caoti, good varieties, in
good health, for Sale.—Apply. FRANK SKELTOV, The

Gardens, Mount Pleasant, Bishop Auckland, Durham.

FOR SALE, a splendid specimen of FICUS
ELASTICUS.—Height. 12 feet 3; width, 8 feet 6 ;

parted
with on account of being too high for the house.—Particulars
to be had of J. D., Townsend, St. Albms.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots, 12s. 6rf. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15*. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

TBORN QUICK:. — Extra transplanted, and
very strong, 5 yr.. 25*. per 1000; 6-yr. 3)s. Extra, extra

strong gaping Quick, 40s. per 1000; 4-yr. old, very good, 16*.

per 1000. —Apply to ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SON, The
NurserieB, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent, S.O.

RASPBERRY CANES for SALE.—Norwioh
Wonder and Semper Fidelia. Strong Fruiting Canes.

Price on application.— JOHN FIELDER, Whiteley Fruit
Farm, Hanworth, Middlesex.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most produotire. Hundrede

of testimonials. Per bushel, 55.

R. AND G. CTJTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

/WEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—The best, cheapest, and most complete collection in

the kingdom. All the latest and best varieties. Awarded

25 Medals and 275 First class Certificates for New Vaiieties.

Every variety of merit supplied. Catalogue, Penny Stamp.

R. OWEN, F.R.H.S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A New Variety of great merit, introduced by us last year.
This was raised by Mr. Steel, of Ealing, and is the finest
market variety grown for Covent Garden : free-grower, heavy
cropper, large handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and lasting
well through the season until very late. The fruit is essentially
a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior
flavour. Strong Canes. 6s. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready
for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities ou
application. WATKINS & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

b. To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS WHO INTEND

PL4NTING TREES and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.
ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity

Road, Wandsworth. S.W., begs to offer an extensive
stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c, which being grown in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra tine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Salesman of Cut
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone. 1059. Established 1878.

SPEC IAL OF FER.
SOURCE D'OR, 12s. per 1000; rooted Lady

Lawrence, 2s. per 1U0 ; W. H. Lincoln, 2s. per 100
;

Madame Desgranges, 155. per 1000.

CHIPPERFIELD, Florist, Hampton Hill.
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LARGE SPECIMEN HOLLIES.
From (3 to 8 feet, well furnished with shoots to the ground.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South Wood-
ford, Essex, b^gs to invite attention to a splendid lot of

cheap Specimen Holliee, which are suitable forplanting in large

tow ii3 or elsewhere. The sorts consist of the common Green, and
many of the bsst broad-leaved kinds, such as Scotica, 'White-
berried, Canadian, Hedgehog, Bay-leaved, Nigrescens, and
others. These Hollies have been regularly transplanted, and
will lift with good balls. As it is necessary to clear the ground,
a Special Low Price will be quoted for large quantities.

Sizes and Prices may be had on application.

RHODODENDRONS.
The finest named hardy varieties, bushy, and full

of buds, from £7 10s. per 100, upwards.

CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS TREES, &c, in large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

&s
(LIMITED),

AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotio, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap colleotionB in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO.
EARLIEST of all EARLIES

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
FOR FORCING.

TO OBTAIN

THE TRUE
YELLOW -FLESHED

VARIETY,
APPLY TO

CHARLES SHARPE& CO., Ltd.,

SLEAPORD.
FOR PLEASURE ANDPROF1T

„,*!&-, NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
h4,'iN?<|i[ AND EASY TO GROW.

Ijl|s 80 Acres of Saleable Trees

THE BEST PROCURABLE, a
Lists Free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

fets. perdoz., COS. per 100.

A 11 other Nursery Stock
carriageforward.

ftOSjfSlN POTS Froml5/-adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15/-
per doz.

K.B,—Single Plants are sold at
slightly increasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(Over 170 pages) of Nursery Stock,
artistically produce*! containing

,fS Bomo hundreds of illustrations,

h/v '*t
fl,lt* *11*' of TiUuable information,

r*pH* free on receipt of 3d. for postage^

RICHARD SMITH&C°Worcester

V. LEMOINE & SON'S
CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES,

Including BEGONIA ODORATI3SIMA ALBA PLENA, AS-
TILBELEMOINEI, new sets of GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI, and
GLADIOLUS NANCEIANUS, MONTBRETIAS, PHLOXES,
DOUBLE LILACS, and the best new Forcing Shrub—

DEUTZIA LEMOINEI
(each 5fr. ; per dozen, 48 fr.), will be sentfreeto allapplicants.
GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI and GLADIOLUS NANCEIANUS

(let Prizes at the Paris Universal Exposition, 1889 ; at the
Chicago World's Fair, 1893 ; Great Gold Medal at the
Amsterdam Universal Exposition, 1895), are not subject to
disease under the climate of England. Addrets—

V. LEMOINB & SON, Nancy, France.

FERNS—FERNS—FERNS.
Of) AAA P. CRISTATA in thumbs, good,
tiv/^V/V/V clean, and free, at 12s. per 100, or £5 per
1090. Price list of other varieties, and large Ferns in 4S's and
32's on application. Inspection invited. Free on rail in
London.— J. HILL, Nurseryman, Lower Edmonton, Middlesex.

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

bad.?, consisting; entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the
Majority being- on their Own Roots, they are without
doubt the best RhododendronB in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from 1£

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

0WU

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

fflttSFFEWSr!
A large quantity of well-grown stuff, in 2J-in.

pots, for decorative purposes and for potting-on

—Pteris cristata, P. nobilis, P. tremula, P. albo-

lineata, P. serrulata cristata, and other sorts, at

9s. per 100. Also, in 48's, Pteris in variety, at

4.s. 6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

Packing free. An inspection is invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

IUITTR
For Karket and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

Sussex.

Awarded First-class Certificate of Merit.

GLOXINIA,
"AIGBURTH CRIMSON."

THIS is the finest high-coloured variety ever
sent out. As its name indicates, it is a VlVld-crlmson

self, of the highest merit. The flowers are erect, of the finest

form and Bubstance, of great size, and abundantly produced
the habit of the plant is all that could be desired.

This charming variety was raised in our Nursery in 1893,

and was exhibited for the first time at the Liverpool Summer
Show. August, 1894, and was much admired by all who saw it,

and was unanimously awarded a First-class Certificate of

Merit.

Having proved that it is reproduced quite true from Seeds,

we now offer Seeds from carefully-fertilised flowers at 2s. 6d.
per packet, post-free.

Liberal terms for this sterling novelty, per dozen or per 100

packets, to the Trade, from Messrs. NUTTING and SONS,
Messrs. HTJRST and SON, London ; or of the Raisers—

ROBT. P. KER & SONS,
BASNETT STBEET, LIVERPOOL.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOR FORCING :—

BUDS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.
„ JAPONICA,

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
„ MYRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

H. LANE & SON
Solioit an Inspection of their Extensive

NURSERY STOCK
Covering over 150 ACRES,

CONSISTING OP

DEGIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS
IN GREAT VARIETY,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
RHODODENDRONS,

FOREST TREES, &c.
All in fine healthy oondition.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE.

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED,
HERTS.
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FOE ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow tiem, spp:ytcSA>~DE3''5, St. Albans. Tie nnest

s:oekof Oroiidjin die War".!.—31 n:in^:e. iron: St. Pan::ra«.

SHARPE'3 VICTOR POTATO.
True Yellow-fleshed Variety.

eed Growersw. W. JOHNSON i5D SO>"
and Merchants, Boston,

Orrer ::r a: :"e in large c: s~:all quantities

GENERAL SPECIAL TRADE LIST
SEED POTATOS on application.

LORD PENZANCE'S HYBRID

SWEETBRIARS
Sl-::z 7..~--?.zz :;::;=; :'r:~ ;;;: zr: .:;, 1-r^ -ir:=;ie=

£j. eseh ; those of 1S&5, 7*. 6d. each.

Full particulars of

—

KEYNES, WILLIAMS & CO., Salisbury.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN,

BEIZsG one of the largest

poeitiaii to cffer tbe best obtains!]
at 3i. per bushel.

Special Piises far L&rge Q-iantiti

HA5GEB HELL, EAUB&

BENTLEY'S Pri*e Medal

INSECTICIDE.
C5£Z) Sr Tit ££".£;

I J."it it. ; : ;-irt. !.:- f.i :

GA£DE.\KRS.
on. 5j. ; 1 gallon, 9f.

JOSEPH BENXLEY.
CHKJCC.iI. WOSXS, BiEHOW-os-HrKBES, HULL.

WINTER DRESSING."
*gT Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both
indoors and oat, for a healthy start next season, and destror
Scale. Bug. E&l Spider. American Blight, and the Larrs of
Ctier .--i.'-. :v ;.;:;:;;

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
A -

r u-f >". ; '..if ?r^
(Patent),

r£g- POSITIVE PBOOF.
Mr. E. HILL, Ttt Gadeu, Triiu; Par", Trap, writa:-

XL AIXL;:i: t»:; :; e Wiii . a= 1

ifeal-rB^jc- V.nes =.-: F.'j Tree;, We fiI
-

e :; =, trial Las-
=*~-e- ':-- :>-- =:«: --..-U.-.zt- -es _- = ani :

---- =•- = --

cording to directions, it 13 perfectly safe in tie hands of a
nonce, and Iam justified in saying that for the purpose men-
t""""*?e<%it " tne best reme<iy that has yet come under my

To be obtained bom all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or. direct from

—

G. H. BICKABDS. Sole Proprietor. Old Shot Tower Wharf
Commerc'al Boad, Lambeth, London. S.K.
Farther Particnlars and Testimonial* post-free ou apr.«'-«ti<F'

GISHURST COMPOEMD, used since 185S
-':? lie; Sp.it: ICiiew 7-;- <i?~-_±- ani : -_ner

*••**• a °QBP» to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

r_A-*"
*"r'Ty *!** Yinea and OTcbard-hoase trees, in lather™* *** tor American blight, and aa an emulaion when

"-'- - "': -"--- : - :
-
' "'- ='--: ;•-; --•:: :-: :n:*Liei u

•upersedeit. Boxes, lj., 3f.. and lur. 64.

Q.IHHDBSIll!iE keeps Boots dry and soft on
V-* wet pound. Boxes, K. and 1«.. from the Trade.
.'-' '-'-- ;™ ::.~-~L~ PaTZXT CANDLE COMPA>T
Lan;te.i). LondOT.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HOKTICT/LTiriLAX EKGIKZEBS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-lron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
Others with. TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OB.DINABY CASI-LUON GB.ATE BABS,

WE JUKE AIL OEM OWN BOILERS, BOTH IBOX and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FBOWT elt.•trios — — LOkCITPDIUAL SE:TI0M- "-SEcTrOIJAL PI-AU~

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOB LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

WORKS FOR THE POSSESSORS O F GARDENS.

MBS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER GARDEN. A
Guide to the Management and Adornment of Gardens of every size. A New Edition.
Fcap. cloth, price 7s.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING. A Handy Manual for the Improved Cultivation

of all Vegetables. By William Eabxey, Author of " How to Grow Mushrooms," " How
to Grow Asparagus." i:c.. ic. Crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 4s. 6d.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS. By William Eablet. Price 1*. stitched.

THE ART OF GROWING ROSES OUI-OF-D00RS. By Rev. 0. Fiskbe. Fourth
Edition, revised and enlarged. Price If.

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS. A popular Explanation of the best Method of Culture.

By William Eablet. Price 1«. stitched.

London : Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Faoic To

THE PUBLISHER.
41, Wellington Street, Strand.

LOSDON, w.c.

Please tend me " The GAfiDErEss' CJebonicle " for

.1895.

Months

•Ximmencing _,for which 1 enclose P.O.O._

& Please Note tnat all Copies sent Direct from this Office mast he paid for in advance. ,©
TUB U.Mi'ED KLVGDOM :—12 Months, 15».; 6 Months, Ti. 6d. j 3 Months. 3*. 9d.; Postrfrea.

»T.T, FOBKIGS StrBSCBrPTIOSS. Including Postage, 17s. K. for 12 Months.

Beceipts for less than six months* subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.O.O. to be made payable at the Pott Office,

GREAT 0.UEEN STREET, London, W.C, to A. G. MARTIN,
Cheques should be orossed " DRUMMOND."

G C
Nov. SO. 1895.
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RESULT
Proves more than volumes of print. My Collection of Chrysanthemums has again succeeded in

winning the President's Prize for Group of Plants, and the Gold Medal for Table of Exhibition

Blooms, at the National Chrysanthemum Society's Show, November 5, 1895. In addition to many
other prizes my collection has now been awarded

5 GOLD MEDALS
in two years—the highest award obtainable in each case. I have much pleasure in announcing that

I have secured some Grand Seedlings from our two most noted and successful English raisers,

Chas. E. Shea, Esq., and H. Briscoe-Ironside, Esq., which, together with my own Seedlings will form
a collection

UNRIVALLED.
My GENERAL GUIDE is now ready, with reduced prices for all last season's novelties, and
contains the following Cultnral Articles:—How to Grow Japanese for Exhibition; How to Grow
Inourved for Exhibition ; How to Grow Specimen Plants ; How to Grow for Decoration ; How to

Dress Incurved for Exhibition ; and How to Pave Seed. A large number of Growers attribute their

SUCCESS
to following the advioe given in my Guide, which can be obtained, post-free, for eight stamps.

My LIST of NOVELTIES for 1896 will be ready in December.

H. J. JONES,
BYECROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM. S.E.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Post-free 3id. ; 25 Copies, 5s. ; CO, 10s. ; and 100, 20s.

GAEDENEES' CHRONICLE OFFICE. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND. W.G.

RODERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILL

Prices from £17. including Pump and Timber Supports.
May *7, 1893, The DeD, Englefield Green, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co.. Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. X 9 iu. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed
here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about £0 feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLA.NTINE, Head Gardener to Baron Schroder.
R. Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

set o£ Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testimonials on; application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works, Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH
No. 2. GLA ZED PORCH, 6 ft, by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid. Range of Horticultural Buildings

Recently erected at Hestercombe, Taunton, for

The Hon. E. W. Berkeley Portman.

CONSERVATORIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES.

PEACH. PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, & CUCUMBER
HOUSES, GARDEN FRAMES, &c.

eEST MATERIAL AMD WOKKPnANSHIP.
m^>

SmSSe

-4g|f|§

CHEAP GREENHOUSES
No. 47a.—LEAN-TO, 10 ft. by 7 It. £8 10s.
No. 49l.—SPAN, 11 ft. by 8 ft. £10 10s.
GWed, Painted. Packed, and Carriage Paid.

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
BOILERS of all makes and sizes. Valves, Pipes, and Fittin gs of every
description. LiBts free. Carriage paid on Orders of 40s. to moat Goods Stations'.

No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £13. Carriage paid.

No. 77.—LEAN-TO FRAME, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

With Two Lights, 308.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glasses.

Frames in Every Vakietv.

W. COOPER, Ltd,
h ORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,

The Original Inventors of Chxap Greenhouses,
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
INSPECTION INVITED.

loco Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover 5 acres.

IMPORTANT.
We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that the Fourth Edition

(100000 copies) of our Revised
PRICE LIST, consisting of 400 pp.
and about 1200 Illustrations,

bound in cloih, is New Ready.
We than have much pleasure in

forwarding to every person one
post - free on appUcation. This

List is the most complete in the
Trade, and has cost several thou-
eand pounds to produce,

CONTENTS OF 8ECTI0NS.

P5 SN

99—131

SECTION.

I.—Conservatories, Greenhouses ViDeries,
Orchid Houses, Plant and Forcing
House., Frames, Pits. Hand-Lights,*c.

H.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon
Appliances, &c

IU.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iroo Buildinfrs and Roofing, Church

Furniture, &c. ... « 135—178
V.—Heating Apparatus. Cooking Stores, Sec. 179—228
VI.—Horticultural Manures. Fertilisers. In-

secticides. Worm and Weed Destroyers,
Sunshades, Soils. &c 229—246

VII.—Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markers, Garden Rollers, &c. ... 247—268

VOT.—Horticultural Timber 2)59—280
LX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework.

Fountains, Vases, Statuary, &c. ... 281—342
X.—Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,

Dutch Bulbs, *3 ., 343—3S3
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GRAPE VINES AND ROSES,
JOHN COWAN and CO.

Have this season a large and splendid Stock of Grape Vines
suitable for Fruiting in Pots and Planting Vineries. Also a
arge and splendid Stock of Tea and oth»r Roses, in pots.
Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE post-free on. applica-

tion to the Company

—

The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE,

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Boyal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1S93j '94, and '9-5
; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
PLAN TING SE ASON,

HARDILY-GROWN
Forest, Fruit,

& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

D1CKS0NS C4M Acres) uHhblhn.

THOMAS EIVEES & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRLDGEWORTEC, HERTS.

Station, Haxmw, S.B.E.

HCANNELL and SOXS' Stock is the
• largest and completest in existence, and

in the finest possible condition; frill certainly

give satisfaction in all parts of the world. As a
proof they append the following :

—

M. C. Gabain, Havre, Franc?.
Noreaber 9, 1895.

With the plants ycu have sent me, it will interest you to

learn, at the exhibition held here, I was awarded the " Grand
Prix d'Honneur," i.e., the highest award over all other exhi-

bitors, a valuable Sevres Vase, presented by the French Pre-

sident ; also two Gold and one Silver Medals. It was gratifying

to receive the assurance from all competent judges that

nothing finer than my display had ever been seen in PariF, or

elsewhere. Amongst the most admired was your Sunflower.

SEND FOE. A CATALOGUE.

SWANIET, KENT.

SELECT NOVELTIES IN FLOWER SEEDSH896,°^rHURST&S0N, m.wBBGgbm
(3= OCB COMPLETE LIST OF NOVELTIES WILL BE POSTED IX A FEW DATS.

WALLFLOWER RUBY GEM.
This grand Novelty is certainly the most brilliant and effective variety of single Wallflower

hitherto sent out.
The colour is a beautiful clear shade of Bnby-Violet, with a b'.uish satin-lite sheen (quite

unlike the old purple Wallflower, which is more dark and dull in colour), and when seen in a
n?a^g the effect produced is very striking. It has the habit of the ordinary dark Blood Wall-
flower of medium height, and the flowers are extra large and of good substance,

A coloured illustration of this Novelty will be issued with our General Seed Catalogue
fori£95.

Iarge pacfeetSj retail, Is. ; Smaller Packets, retail, 8o\

GRAND NEW CRLMSON

PERPETUAL - FLOWERING CARNATION, URIAH PIKE.
(Grown by Mr. GEORGE MAY. Teddingtor, from whom we have bought the entire stock

of seed grown thi« year, and now crier the same for the first time.)
Aic-aniid Six First-class Certificates, besides the SUr>er-Gilt and Silver Medals of the B.H.S.

This is undoubtedly the Grandest Cremsoit Carnation ever offered, at the same time
the most decided acquisition to the Tree or Perpetual-floweriDg class that has ever been raised.
In point of colour this noble Carnation reigns supreme, being a veritable glowtsg crimsox-
vfxyet self, and in this respect absolutely usique.

Packets of 50 Seeds, ret-all, 2s. 6d. each; Packets of 25 Seeds, retail. Is. 6cL each.

FOR PRICES TO TBE TRADE,

SWEET PEA CUPID,
We call special attention to the new dwarf SWEET PEA CUPED, a most unique Novelty

of American origin, far which we have been appointed by the Vendor?, MESSES. ATLEE,
BURPEE. A5D CO., PHILADELPHIA, Sole Agents for the distribution to the Trade in Gieat
Britain, the Australian Colonies, and India.

A brief Description Of Cupid (the only dwarf Sweet Pea ever known).—The foliage is
very dark green ; blossoms pure waxy-white, of unequalled substance, and fully as large as
" Emily Henderson." The plant does not grow over 5 inches high, and never more than 12 to
15 inches in diameter. The stems are about 4 inches long, bearing two or three blossoms, all
very near the end of the stem. It is a wonderfully free bloomer, and begins to flower as early
as May and continues until November. The seed is white, and of usual size.

Packets of 20 Seeds, retail, Is. each ; Half-size Packets of 10 Seeds., retail, 8d. each*
Electros, for use in Catalogue, supplied free on application.

IMPORTANT NOVELTY OF LAST YEAR.
PRIltfULA ITlfflBRIATA RUBRA SUPERBISSIB1A.

This grand new Primula may be described as the red connterpirt of P. alba magnifiea.
The fringing of the extra large bold flowers—which are of great substance—is of the same heavy

character as in P. alba magnifiea, and which distinguishes that variety from all others ; whiUl
the colour is that of the best type of the ordinary "rubra."

Per Pacfeet, retail, 2s. 6d. ; Larger size Packets, retail, 3s. 6d.

SEE OVR XOVELTY LISJ.

W. W. JOHNSON & SON
SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,

BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE.

5

i t

NEW PEA,
BOSTON UNRIVALLED."

A NEW, PEEFECTLY DISTINCT, and VALUABLE ACQUISITION.

An unusually prolific, dwarf, wrinkled, Second Early Marrowfat, of the best table quality. Height, 21 to

3 feet; pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the '•' Telephone " shape and colour, but more even in size than tbat
well-known variety, there being from 9 to 11 fine peas in the pods. These mostly hang in pairs, literally covering
the haulm, which is robust, and not subject to mildew.

A first-class Pea for either Private Gardens or Market Growers, and as an Exhibition variety must rank as a
decided improvement and great acquisition in profitable Horticulture.

Retail, per Sealed Half-pint Packet, Is. 6d. ; per Sealed Pint Packet, 2s. 6d.

Trade Price and List of Testimonials on application.
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Veitchs Climbing French Bean.

First-class Certificate R.H.S.

ADMITTEDLY THE GREATEST ACQUISITION FOR YEARS.

Equally good for forcing, or for open ground.

Sealed Packets, Is. Pint Packets, Is. 6d.

Trade Terms and Testimonials on application.

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
EXETER.

ANTHONY WATERER
Invites an inspection from intending Planters to the fol-

lowing well-grown TREES, having stout, clean stems,

with handsomely-furnished, well-balanced heads, and from
frequently transplanting are splendidly rooted :

—

ACER DASYCARPUM, 14 to 20 feet.

„ „ WIERII LACINfATUM. 10 to 14 feet.

„ NEGUNDO VARIESATA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet.

„ REITENBACHII, 12 to 14 feet.

„ SCHWEDLERII, 12 to 18 feet.

„ WORLEYII. 12 to 14 feet.

., LEOPOLDII, 12 feet.

BEECH, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 20 feet.

BIRCH, Silver. 12 to 14 feet.

CERASUS SEROTTNA (American Bird Cherry), 12 to 16 feet.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 14 to 20 feet.

„ Double White, 14 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet, 12 to 18 feet.

„ „ Briotii, 10 to 16 feet.

ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet.

LIMES, 12, 16 to 20 feet.

All our Limes are the best red-twigged variety.

„ EUCHLORA or DASYSTILA, 12 to 14 feet.

„ Silver-leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 feet.

LIQUIDAMBAB, 6 to 10 feet.

OAK, English, 12 to 14 feet.

,, Scarlet American, 12 to 14 feet.

POPLAR CANADENSIS H OVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft.

SYCAMORE, Common, 12 to 17 feet.

„ Purple, 14 to 16 feet.

THORNS. Double Pink, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Paul's Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Double White, 8 to 10 feet.

WEEPING TREES.
BEECH, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 8 to 12 feet.

., Weeping, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 12 feet.

BIRCH, YouDg's Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 8 to
14 feet.

.. Cut-leaf Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 12 ft.

ELMS, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.

1.ARCH, Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c,

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

KEHT: THE GARDEN OF EHCLAHD.

SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses

at the following cash prices. Package free.

Seleotion left to themselves.

SUPERIOR H.P. STANDARDS, 2$ to 3£ feet stems, assorted,

choice, per dozen, 18s. to 24s.

HALF-STANDARD H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet items, choice, per

dozen, 12s. to 18s.

STANDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTES,
per dozen, 24s. to 35s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per doien, 9s. to 12s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dozen, 7s. 6d.

FINE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Walls, per dozen, 9f. to ISs.

DWARF TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18s.

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSES, per dozen, 6s. to 9s.

Copies of O. B. Sf Co.'s Fruit List, 6 stamps.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13.

SANDER'S
GREAT XMAS. SALE

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

10,000 ORCHIDS
WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

For AMATEURS and THE TRADE.
SWAINSON'S TRUE OLD LABIATA,

SANDER'S
RED AND WHITE UNRIVALLED TYPE.

100 NEW HYBRID ORCHIDS,
NEW CYPRIPEDIUMS,
NEW DENDROBIUMS,
UNFLOWERED HYBRIDS,
NEW DELIAS, WHITE L2ELIAS,

NEW HYBRID L-ffiLIO - CATTLEYAS,
with. PARENTAGES GUARANTEED.

NEW IMPORTATIONS OF—
BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS,
COLUMBIAN ORCHIDF,
NEW GUINEA ORCHIDS,
EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS,
VANDA C03RULEA, in grand order.

MEXICAN ORCHIDS,
L.3ELIA TENEBROSA, SANDER'S Type,

found growing with
CATTLEYA WARNERII, the finest type.

These plants, without doubt, contain among them
the rare and beautiful hybrid Ltelio-Cattleyas,

GOTTOIANA and ALBANENSE.
All the plants offered are in wonderful order,

and a more varied and remarkable lot we have
never seen.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSII MAJUS,
ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESII and

DECORUM VARIETIES,
ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIDM,

SANDER'S RADIATUM TYPE,
MILIONIA WARSCEWICZII (Oncidium

fuscatum),

CATTLEYA SCHOFJELDIANA AUREA ?

ONCIDIUM PHYMATOCHILUM,
BOTANICAL ORCHIDS, various, 10 in a lot.

CYPRIPEDES and DENDROBES FROM
ANNAM.

BUY SANDER'S CATTLEYA LABIATA
to have the grandest, brightest, and most

beautiful of all types.

IT IS SWAINSON'S GENUINE OLD TYPE,
the best and only true unrivalled, and gives

White and Bed Flowers, indescribably brilliant,

and of the most perfeot form.

Mr. Wsi. Henry Protheroe, the great Plant

Auctioneer, has repeatedly stated from his

rostrum in Cheapside :
—" Sander's labiata is

the best of all ; of this I am quite satisfied."

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY
Messrs.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,

ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1895.
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FERNS IN POTS.

AN enquiry was made by a correspondent,

"C. B. C," so long ago as last June,

as to whether any British species of Ferns

are grown in pots, and a suggestion that

a further description would be of interest. I

would, in the first place, refer him to the view

of my fernery, whioh appeared in these pages

(Aug, 27, 1892), together with some details

whioh he may find of value. As regards pot-

culture or otherwise, most of the plants are in

pots, and only a few actually in the soil. The
reason for this is that in practice Ferns planted

in the soil under the favourable conditions

induced by a covering of glass, speedily interfere

with one another as they develop, and form a

jungle in which the individual beauty of each

plant is altogether marred or hidden. If in pots,

on the other hand, not only is the freedom of

growth somewhat checked, but it is quite easy to

shift and readjust from time to time as the need
for greater space arises. Another advantage is

that in the winter, when the deciduous Ferns are

down, the still presentable evergreen ones can be

rearranged, so as to maintain a good effect while,

were they in the soil itself, shifting at that time

would be detrimental. To obviate the unpictu-

resque appearance of ordinary pots, I use a number
of rustic ones of various forms, and mix these

and all others, as far as possible, with burrs. In
fact, the plan of my fernery is all rookwork,

and instead of planting the Ferns alone in the

nooks and crannies created for them, I insert

the pots as well. The fernery is somewhat
oblong, 18 by 14, one end being formed by the

wall of the dwelling-house containing the dining-

room window, and the opposite end by a very

roughly - built burr wall. As an amusing
instanoe of the British workman's peculiarities,

I may mention that, having provided so many
loads of burrs for the bricklayers for this wall,

I had oooasion to be absent for a few days, and

on my return, found a plain ordinary brick wall

ereoted, it being, as I was told, " impossible to

build a wall with stuff like that supplied." I

made them pull it down, and called in an intel-

ligent blaoksniith, who undertook the job, and
did it splendidly. Upon this wall there are

fixed several large cork pockets, consisting merely

of large curved pieoes of cork wired strongly

together with oopper wire to the requisite size

and shape, and then tied by same means to stout

nails and hooks driven into the wall. These

reoeptaoles are filled with soil, and not only hold

plants as pots would do, but also accommodate

a number whioh were inserted as seedlings into

holes made through the cork here, there, and

yonder. Sundry flat-sided rustic pots are also

hung wherever they can be accommodated, so

that the wall is fairly covered with foliage. The

roof at this end, being boarded over for about
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18 inches or so, has the effeot of drawing the

plants a little, and making them decumbent

instead of upright, with remarkably good

effeot. As few British Ferns are naturally

decumbent, the highest wall - pocket of all

was originally devoted to a Woodwardia radi-

oans, the fronds of which drooped nearly to the

ground, and were quite 7 feet long, until a

specially severe winter killed it. At the foot of

this wall is a low rockery, except in the centre,

where a sunken petroleum-barrel forms a rock-

fringed pool, into which the rain-water from
the roof is drained by two underground pipes.

This rockwork extends round three sides

of the house, and is about 18 inches high, next

a 2-foot tiled path (porous red - and - white

tiles), which runs round a central rockery

of oblong shape, and built up of fairly bold

burrs. The chinks and crevices in the whole

of this rockwork are filled with self - sown

seedlings of various species, Asplenium Tri-

chomanes especially. Scolopendriums appear

in any quantity, and have constantly to be

weeded out, common—or nearly common—ones

being too often the intruders. Of specimen

plants only two are really planted in this central

mound ; the King of the Male Ferns, with a

fine trunk, and a crown of fronds, measuring

4 feet 11 inches from the soil to the tips; and

the Victoria Lady Fern, a bit of the original,

which is no less than 3 feet 6 inches long, being

a single orown, with a distinct trunk. The
side-wall to the left is really the garden W9ll,

surmounted by a wooden one carrying the roof

;

the opposite wall is red brick, and of the same
height, 7 feet, so that there is no side-light

whatever. Along the garden wall is erected a

long slate trough, composed of roof-slates, sup-

ported at their lower edges on stout nails driven

into the wall, and from the upper edges

suspended by stout copper-wire attached

to hooks driven into the woodwork. This trough,

which is well drained, accommodates at the

level of the eye, a considerable number of choioe

small varieties of Asplenia, Soolopendriums,

Crytopteris, and other dwarf Ferns; while from

its position it practically does not interfere at all

with larger Ferns growing in pots on the rookery

beneath. This is really a good idea where space

is limited, and indeed where it is not it has a

great advantage in affording a habitat for wall

and dwarf Ferns at a most convenient level for

their examination.

"Wherever convenient, flat-backed rustio pots

are hung over this trough on hooks and nails in

the woodwork, whioh is painted chooolate, to

harmonise with the green. The brick wall on

the other side is largely marked by cork and
slate pookets and pots, while a slate shelf just

below the roof houses a number of Polypody

varieties in pans.

Next the dwelling-house, considerations of

damp prevented the use of rookwork, and in one

corner a Wardian oase forms a oongenial home
for several varieties of Trichomanes radicans

and Hymenophyllums, while Todea pellucida, T.

superba, and T. s. grandipinnula supports the

foreign element in conjunction with T. reniforme.

A series of shelves up to the window level oooupies

the rest of the spaoe at this end, and here are a

few of the creme de la crime of British Fern
society, at the head of whioh I must be per-

mitted to place an enormous plant of Athyrium
f.-f. plumo3um Drueryii, the queen of a section

of which I am glad to learn your correspondent

possesses an admired representative. Well may
his lady folks compare these Lady Ferns with Male
Ferns to the disparagement of the latter, but I

fear they mast think the prophetic instinct of

old botanists rather than Dame Nature for the

imputation of the sex, though really the exist-

ing varieties show that for diversity of fashion

and delicacy of taste no imputation could be

more appropriate. In one of the writer's latest

finds, indeed, A. f.-f. revolvens, we have actually

the " lady " in ringlets.

Although mere size cannot be deemed a

special element of beauty, yet since it is usually

associated in Ferns with greater development of

the characteristic features, the following actual

dimensions of some fronds in my fernery may
be of interest :—Lastrea f. m. cristata, 3 feet

11 inohes, plus a 12-inch trunk ; Athyrium f.-f.

Viotorise, 3 feet 6 inches ; Polystiohum aculeatum

puleherrimum, 3 feet 6 inches ; Athyrium f.-f.

percristatum (Cousens), 3 feet 3 inches; A. f.-f.

plumosum Axminster, 3 feet 7 inches ; A. f.-f.

plumosum Drueryii, 3 feet 6 inches long by

1 foot 8 inches wide, the pinnse measuring

10 inches long by fully 5 inches wide. Chas. T.

Druery, F.L.S., F.R H.8.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

NEPHRODIUM (EUNEPHRODIUM)
DEJECTUM, Jenn., n. ip*

A fine robust aperies, of the size and habit of

tetragonum and Lsprieuri of the Lastrea group, but

of very different general characters, marked par-

ticularly by the distant sharply-deflected pinnae of

the lower half of the fronds, stramineous vascular

parti, and striation of both surfaces caused by the

close railed veins, the lowest pair of which on one

or both sides of the midrib unite together at the endi,

forming an elongated loop, ai in Pleocnemia. From
the patent united lobei at the top of the frond i the

pinnae gradually deflex and widen apart downwards

to the baie where the distance reaches 4 to 5 inches.

G, S. Jenman, Demerara, October 18, 1895.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
•

CATTLEYA BOWKINGIANA.
We have now in flower and bud four planti of

the above, the largest growing in an 8 inch pot has

three ipikes, with thirteen, ten, and eight flowers on

them ; the other three are growing in 6-inch pots,

the one has two ipikei with sixteen and eight flowers
;

the other two spikei with nine and four flowers, and

the other one spike with fi'teen flowers. I should

be glad if you or any of your correspondents will

kindly lay what is the greatest nnmber of flowers on

a spike they know of on thii Bpecies of Cattleya.

W. Dawes, Little Vets Gardens, Shrewsbury.

The Species of Diacbium.

Diacrium (Epidendrum) bicornutum, Hook., and

Dacrium (Epidendrum) indiviium, Bradf. MS8.,

are still common in Trinidad, although the yearly

export by collector! hai diminished the supply to a

considerable extent. D. bicornutum is found almost

exclusively on the seaihore, where it growi on rocks

and the branchei of trees well exposed to the breeze.

•Ntphrodium (Eunephrodium') dfjectum , JenD. , n . Bp.—8 ti pitea

strong, erect, subquadrate, stramineous, slightly puberulous,

channelled, 1J to 2£ feet long ; fronds erect, pinnate, subcoria-

ceous, dark green, paler beneath, striated, 2 to 3 feet long, 10 to

15 inches wide, the acuminate apex pinnatifid, the base very

slightly reduced ; rachis strong, and with the midribj strami-

nroua and channelled ;
pinnae truncate, sessile, subproximate,

and spreading in the upper half, distant, deflexed, and shortly

stipitate and subcuneate at the base in the lower, 6 to 8 inches

long, 1J inch wide, tapering to a finally acuminate entire

point 1$ inch long, cut a third to half-way to the midrib into

broadly rounded oblique or subfalcate open lobes, ^ inch wide,

with a narrow sinus between, and subcrenulate or even

margins; veins conspicuous on both surfaces, close, simple,

curved, ten to fifteen to a side all fertile, the lowest three to

five opposite pairs, uniting and running together to the sinus

with a streak between, and with the costee, grey, puberulous

beneath ; sori email, medial or nearer the rib, reaching from

the costa to the apex of the lobes; involucres small, grey,

puberuloup. —Guiana i in the region of Malali, Demerara
reiver, frequent in moist situations,

It forms at times magnificent clumps, which are

seen to advantage when in flower, in well- protected

positions, A clump of thii class was well figured

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 337, vol. xvi

,

18il4. This figure was eDgraved from a photograph

by F. Morin, E-.q , of Port of-Spain, fiom a

picture of a plant in the garden of a suburban

villa belonging to Mrs. Kavansgh. We have had

•imilar clumps in flower near the office of the

gardens from February to May, where they are

simply hung up attached to the blocks of wood as

they were cut from seaside trees, having no compost,

basket, or other support of any kind. The attention

they receive is to secure them against the attacks of

insects, cockroaches, &c, and to give an occasional

wateiing in dry weather. They are fully exposed

vertically, but are sheltered on all 6ides by buildings

and trees.

The second species, D. indivisum, ia one which is

confined almost exclusively to the inland districti.

It differs from the preceding in bting of much

smaller size, and by having an undivided lip which is

quite white, and not spotted as in D. bicornutum,

and the pseudo-bulbs and leaves are also much

smaller. An expanded flower of D. bicornutum,

which was taken at hazard from a clump, measures

2} inches in breadth, while another of D. indivisum

measures only 1$ inches in the same diameter. D.

indivisum is more amenable to cultivation than its

larger brother, and makes an exceedingly pretty

plant when well grown. Both plants are very

impatient of moisture, and when established will

stand drought almost with impunity. Doubts hava

baen expressed as to the specific va'ue of the name

of D. indivisum, but to the field botanist who is con-

versant with the plants in their homes, the chanc-

ters are clearly marked, and no intermediate forms

have as yet been seen. It is true that the latter

plant is (as Grisebach says) nearly allied, bat the

difference in form of the lip, its habit, and the colour

of the paeudo bulbs, as well as its constant habitat

in the interior woods, would appear to bear out a

legitimate claim to specific distinction.

In connection with the growth o! Orchids, it has

been noticed that the presence of ants is apparently

necessary to their maintaining a healthy condition,

bat whether this is in reality due to some action of

the ant itself, or to some indirect cause, has not yet

been proved, and investigations are nee ded to show

what is the real influence the ant has upon the

health of the plant. It has been suggested that the

presence of stinging ants acts as a protection to the

plants, but I am inclined to think from recent inves-

tigations that the benefits the ants confer on the

plant are those of providing it with the mycelium of

a fungus to cover its roots, which organism enables

it to take up food which would be otherwise un-

attainable. It may be shown that the ants act as

protectors to the plants, as well aa providing them

with a means of obtaining nutriment, bat it is

almost certain that the fungus wh'ch grows in the

material they accumulate around the roots plajs a

much more important part by providing the plint

with food material. Bulletin of Trinidad Botanical

Garden, October, 1895.

Me. Godseff's Epidendbum (Epidenobum Gon
seffianum).

This is one of the giants amongst the Epidendra,

the plant itself being 2 to 3 feet iu height, or even

more as it grows on rocks and tree trunks in its

native wilds. The pseudo-bulbs are 4 to 6 inches in

length, terminated by 2 to 3 strap-shaped, ob. que

pointed, and very leathery leaves. The flower-spike

is branched at its extremity, and as thick aa the

culms of a slender Bamboo (aay, Thamoocalamus
Falconeri) below. The flowers themselves are

1.J-
to

2 inches in diameter ; the prevailing colour being

olive or cinnamon on sepals and petals alike, the

three-lobed lip being white with purple lines on iti

disk. The sepals and petals are incurved, hollowed

oat or spoon-ahaped, and marked with faint lines or

nerves. The sepals outside are pale fawn coloured,

having a few scattered brown dots. As Epidendra

generally, so this is a very robuit and interesting
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species, the flowers being fall and of fine form, and
their fragrance in the morning is very deliciona,

reminding one of a mixture of tropical fruits. The
plant ia very remarkable when growing, on account

of ita aize, and It thriven in a warm moiat houae

when growing with plenty of water at ita roota. The
plant ia now flowering in the Botanical Gardena of

Trinity College, Dublin. The apeciea ia named in

compliment to Mr. Godaeff, who ia well known aa

the manager of the Sanderian collection of Orchids,

&c, at St. Albans. F. W. B. [E. Cappartianum ia,

we believe, a synonym of this plant. Er>.]

CvPRIPEDIUM X SELLIQEBUM, MALFORMED.

' Aa bearing on our remarks at p. 495, October 26,

and previouily, T. W. Swinburne, Esq., Corndean

TRICHOPILIA BREVIS.
At the meeting of the Orchid Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, Nov. 12, this pretty
species, which was exhibited by Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., was duly noticed in our columns, and we now give
an illustration of the plant (fig. 105). The species
appears to be of the section of Trichopilia known in
gardena aa Heleia, and of which the previously known
species Trichopilia (Heleia) sanguinoleuta ia well
illustrated in the Botanical Magazine, t. 7281.

Trichopilia brevia ia a plant of neat habit of

growth. Ita flowers have the aepala and petala of

an Indian-yellow colour, barred with chestnut-brown.
The ample labellum pure white, with a few purple
marks at the base. It thrivea best when grown in

a moist intermediate-house, auch aa auits Miltonia
Koezlii, Miltonia vexillaria, and the plants usually
associated with them.

average crop, New England being especially deficient

;

while in the central-weat the crop ia the largeat ever
grown. The aeaaon has been one of contradictions,
new conditions conatantly arising of sufficient im-
portance to vitiate preconceived ideas.

May frosts were followed by such weather as
operated to minimise their importance. Drought,
growing serious in June and July, was relieved in

August. On September 1 the crop appeared vir-

tually made, and in extent there was every indica-

tion that it was record-breaking. The final output
of marketable Apples is large, but it is not the

burdensome crop that seemed certain a short timeago.

Dry weather, hot winds and locally severe atorma

during September made great changea in the proapect

for winter fruit. The " windfall " haa been anr-

FlQ. 105.— TBICHOPILU BBEVIS FLOWEBS OF AN INDIAN- VELLOW COLOUB, BARBED WITH CHESTNUT; LIP WHITF,
WITH FDEPLE MARKINGS AT THE DASE.

Hall, Winchcombe, Cheltenham, writea :—" I am
sending you a Bower of Cypripedium aelligerum,

taken from a plant which invariably throws up a
similarly deformed bloom as a preliminary, and after

that is over, it sends up a spike of good flowers. I

have now one with a two- flowered spike following a
deformed flower."

The flower is a very singular one. The sepals

and petals are of the usual form, but the labellum is

inside out. The part which in the normal flower

is at the back and resting on the lower sepals, being

in front, and the opening in the pouch, with the sides

turned out instead of in, is at the back. It is a

very singular freak, and it bears out our conclusions,

formerly expressed, as to the constancy of abnormal
flowers in some plants.

THE APPLE CROP OP 1895.

We learn from the American Agriculturist that the

estimated commercial crop of Applea of the United

Statea for the preaent season ia one of the largest in

recent years, and will yield probably 66,000,000

bushels, showing an increase over the average produc-

tion of about 8.600,000 bushels. When prices are

high, as they were last year, a lot of fruit not usually

included in the commercial crop, finds its way into

the market. While ordinarily this wonld never

appear, it serves the purpose of ultimately swelling

the totals.

The distribution of the crop of the present year is

said to be peculiar, the greatest Apple-growing dis-

tricts east of the Allegbanies showing lesa than an

priaingly large, and the ill effect of the hot weather

ia becoming further apparent in marked difficulty in

aecuring fruit of perfect keeping quality. Especially

is this true in aouthern Illinois, and in portions of

Missouri, while in heavy-laden orchards of Missouri

and eastern Kansas and Nebraska the extent of loas

from high winds can only be appreciated by personal

inspection of orchards.

It is difficult to accurately estimate the total crop

of Apples in barrels, because there has never been

any accurate census determination of the size of any
given crop. The census of 1890 undertook to give

such a measure, but the work waa very faulty from
nnintentional omisaiona. Taking that result, how-
ever, aa a baais, and as repreaenting what might be

called the marketable crop as distinguished from the
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total crop (including farm coniumption, cider stock,

and fruit fed to animals, or allowed to rot on the

ground), it would «eem that the crop thi« year is

about 16 per cent, larger than that of 1889, and

larger than that of last year by about the same

measure.

The crop in the principal States of America in

1889 as reported by the cemui, in 1894 as deter-

mined by market movement, and in 1895 a« esti-

mated by the American Agriculturist, the only autho-

rity placing such detailed estimate on record, is

presented in the following statement :

—

State. 1895. 1894. 1889.

Bushels. Bushels, Bushels.

Maine ... ... 790,000 1,980,000 1,228,000

New Hampshire 985,000 1,974,000 1,313,000

Vermont 550,000 946,000 505,000

Massachusetts 858,000 1,320,000 676,000

Connecticut 785,000 990,000 789,000

New York 6,375,000 5,918,000 3,398,000

Pennsylvania 5,550,000 4,S64,000 3,021,000

Ohio 6,450,000 2,87i,o:o 5,515,000

Michigan 3,750,000 5,815,000 5,261,000

Indiana 3,307,000 1,086,000 3,514,000

Illinois..." 3,792.000 1,991,000 3,840,000

Missouri 3,864,000 l,974,COO 3,479.000

All others 28,400,000 26 500.COO 24.694.0CO

Total 66,256,000 57,629,000 57,242,000

An examination of this table shows that the New
Hampshire crop this year is little more than half that

of 1894, and smaller than in 1889. In New York and
Pennsylvania it is a third larger than last year, and
double that of 1889. The Ohio crop is two and a

quarter times larger than last year, while the

Michigan crop is less than two- thirds as large as in

1894. The most remarkable gains over last year's

production are noted in Indiana, Illinois, and
Missouri—three times as large in the first, and
nearly double in the latter two. The total crop in

these three States, however, only slightly exceeds
their production in 1889.

The Canadian Situation.

Canada, as a whole, has not been favoured with an
abundant Apple crop for several years, although
exceptional localities have borne well. This is trne

regarding the 1S95 crop, with a material shortage in

much of Ontario. Owing to the severe frosts about
the time fiuit-trees were in bloom, many Lake Erie
and Huron counties suffered, and Apple-shippers
from Toronto westward, with possible exceptions of

a narrow strip close to the water's edge and around
Niagara, will have less to do this autumn and winter,
the crop being required for home consumption.
This important section, which usually has a liberal

surplus for shipment, has already marketed a con-
siderable part of their available crop. Down the
St. Lawrence river Apples are not grown so largely
for export purposes, and will this year provide little.

It is certain that the big crop in the United States
will preclude the movement of any considerab'e
quantity of Canadian fruit across the border, even
from favoured sections, and the surplus from Lake
Ontario counties and further east will seek an outlet
abroad. In the Annapolis valley, the Apple-growing
section of Nova Scotia, a fairly good crop has been
harvested, including both autumn and winter varie-
ties, the latter being fine in quality, and adapted to
the export trade. Early shipments from that
province, however, shared no better fate than did
those from the States, as EDgland was well supplied
with home-grown and continental fruit. Con-
siderable quantities of Nova Scotian Apples are drift-
ing into Boston, partly on commission, and pro-
viding the market is right, may eventually be re-
exported to England.

The Ootput fob Ajieescas Subplus of Apples,
Seeking for a place to dispose of the large reserves'

of sound winter fruit, the fact is developed that the
Apple crop, taking the world at large, is a full one,
Last year the deficiency in many of the American

States absorbed much of the surplus of those where

the yield was liberal.

But this year the crop is more evenly distributed,

and it is an exception rather than the rule to find a

State with a positive deficiency.

Turning to the output on export account, this may
amount to more as the season wears away. England

is about the only foreign customer that America

has. Up to late autumn England is supplied with

fruit from the liberal home yields, and from the

continent of Europe, including Holland and Belgium,

which have very large crops ; France, which turned

off fairquantities ; Germany and Italy with at least

sufficient crops of Apples of their own to make it

improbable they will need to import many, and may
possibly send a few to the United Kingdom, as they

do usually. This fruit, however, is autumn stock, and

once out of the way should enable American ex-

porters to ship more freely to England. Latest advices

report an increased interest in leading English and

Scotch markets, with an outlook for better figures.

Showing the drafts made upon the various surplus

countries for British consumption is the following

table of

—

English Imports of Apples in bushels in 1894.

United States ... 1,441,657

Germany 50,492

Holland ... 504740
Belgium ... 1,160 923

France 509,537

Portugal 64,567

Italy 7.775

Channel Islands 7.199

Australasia 135,962

Canada ... 1,081859

Other Countries 3.958

Total ... ... 4 968,669

There is just now a severe sifting of quality, and
the range of prices is very wide. Standard varieties

of winter fruit, such as Baldwin, Greening, Spy,

Ben Davis, &c, are going rapidly into cold storage,

some of the best posted and largest growers advising

not to accept present quotations. This, too, in spite

of the fact that vast quantities of soft stock have

either been sold for cider purposes at from 5 to 10
cents per bushel, or else permitted to rot on the

ground. The enormous quantities of windwalls,

cider Apples, poor and gnarly fruit generally, out of

the way, the market is expected to clear np. Large
as the crop is, it is certainly much less than seemed
assured before the trees began to drop so badly.

J. J. Willis, Harpenden.

Paris.

MICROSPATHA GUINEENSIS.

Cultivators know this dwarf Aroid best under the

name of Nephthytis liberica (N. E. Brown, in Gar-
deners' Chronicle, June 18, 1881, p. 790). We mention
it now for the sake of calling attention to the profusion
in which the orange- coloured berries are produced.
These are borne in such numbers that the plant is at

this season very ornamental. The berries are clus-

tered, each about the size and form of a small
Olive, and of a bright yellow or orange colour. At
the Jardin des Plantes we recently observed the use

made of this plant for ornamental purposes,

AMPHITECNA XIQB1PES.*

This highly curious Bignoniad or Crescentiad has
lately been in flower in the Paris Jardin des Plantes.
It has an erect stem, oblanceolate glabrous entire
leaves, and bears tufts of yellowish-gTeen flowers

from the old wood. Each flower is about an inch
long, with a short calyx, dividing into two boat-
shaped segments, an irregular tubular corolla, con-
tracted in the middle, dilated on one side below the
four-five parted limb.

* Baillon in Bevue Horticole (18S2). p. 464, flg. 99, as Cres-
eentia ; see also Miers in Trans. Linn. Soc, xxvi. (1868), 163,
nomen genericum tantum.

CASIPT06EMA EBYTHBONIOLDES.*

A handsome stove shrub, with pinnate foliag6,

ovate lanceolate segments, with clusters of rosy-lilac

flowers near the apex of the branches. The indi-

vidual flowers are something less than an inch long,

compressed, the standard wings and keel nearly of

the same length. The plant which is in bloom in

Jardin des Plantes differs somewhat from the plant

described and figured by Bentham.

IDBIA COLUMNABIA.t

This plant in the Kew Index is referred with a

mark of doubt to Fouquiera spinoea (Torrey in

Emory, Notes of a Military Eeconnoissance, 147, t. 8,

Mexico, 1848). The plant in the Jardin des Plantes

ie highly curious, consisting of a stout, thick, conical

stem, 2 to 3 feet high, and as much through at the

base, giving off slender spreading branches near the

top, and provided with small-stalked ovate acute

leaves. It is a native of Lower California. The
figure of Idria cited has a tall, nearly unbranched,
columnar stem, with stalked spikes of yellow flowers

near the summit. The plant in the Paris garden
was not in flower, so that its identity with Kellogg's

plant is uncertain. In any way it is highly

remarkable. M. T. M.

HAEDY PLANTS AT COLLOONEY.
Cabyoptebis mastacanthus.—This pretty flowering

Bhrub (see Gardeners' Chronicle, February 2, 1884,

fig. 149), has flowered at this place for the first time

this year. It has proved quite hardy, having with-

stood the frosts of last winter under the slight pro-

tection afforded by some Spruce branches ; and I

hope now that it is well established it will bloom

at an earlier part of the autumn. The flowers come
in small clusters from the axils of the lateral shoots

and are of a deep lavender colour.

Clebodendbon tbichotomum.

This plant flowered here this autumn, just previous

to the sharp frosts setting in, in October. It is an
interesting plant where it thrives, and the flowers

come early ; and when our plants are well estab-

lished, they may do better in this respect. The
young wood is of a soft nature, but it takes no harm,
except, perhaps, an odd shoot or two will die back
during a severe winter. It is planted in a border

and close to a wall ; and a plant of Abelia rupestris

standing near it flowered profusely this autumn.

Tcpa Feuillei.

This made a grand show in the herbaceous border,

with its beautiful spikes of red Salvia-like flowers,

doring the summer and autumn. The plant succeeds

in good sandy loam, and is benefited by a few appli-

cations of manure-water at the root when well

established. Increase is by division of the roots,

and from seed.

HyPEBICOM BEPTAXS.

For covering a slope or the rockery, where a
moderate depth of sandy loam can be afforded,

this is one of the prettiest subjects I know of; and it

is hardy, very floriferous, and easily raised from seed.

I have grown the plant in an ordinary border on
raised mounds of sandy soil, and even in this way it

is attractive. A few stones placed under the trailing

shoots keep them clean and free from grit.

H. MOSEBIANUH X .

This is a choice subject, very suitable for a rockery
or border, lasting in flower a long period of time
It is an erect-growing hardy variety.

Lamium aubeum

Is a useful plant for covering a flat surface, and,
as its name implies, it is a yellow-leaved plant. It

is thought highly of here, and is a capital ground-
work plant where Dutch bulbs, &c, are planted.

The plant likes full exposure.

TlABELLA COBDIFOLIA

Is an old favourite, and one of the best plants for

covering a large area in a short space of time, and

* Bentham in Martius" Flora Brasiliensis, xv., t. 155.

t Kellogg in Proc. Calif. Acad., ii. (1863), 34, ex Indies
Kewtnsi, t. 1204,
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it will thrive in almost any position or aspect, but

the better it is treated the more its true character

is developed. It is a free-flowering subject, with

thick stolons, and cordate, acutely-lobed leaves, hairy

above, and pubescent beneath. It is propagated by

bits of the stolons being taken in early spring, and

planted just beneath the soil.

CoRNUS CANADENSIS.

We were unable to sncceed with this plant when

planted in a loam and sand, but find that it will

grow freely in a mixture of sphagnnm and peat.

Its pretty star-shaped flowers appeared on October 27,

and continued forborne time in good condition. The
beauty of the shrub is enhanced by its leaves, which

assume a bright red colour on the approach of

autumn.
Polygonum Bbunonis.

This is a handsome plant, good all the year round

a very free bloomer, and very suitable for planting on

the ledges of the rockery, and even in a border.

Dryas octopetala.

When planted near to a flat and somewhat sloping

slab of rock, having a rough surface, this will in

time clothe it with a network of growths, which

flower freely, and when passing out of flower the

stalks are surmounted for some time with feathery

seed vessels.

Hydrangea scandens.

We find this a desirable trailing plant, suitable for

covering a rugged stone or boulder, effective when
in bloom, and also during the autumn, when the

leaves assume a pale yellow tint. It thrives as

well on the shady side of the rockery as on the south

side. H. May, Markrce Castle Gardens, Callooney,

Sligo.

THE NEW ZEALAND IN8TITUTE—In the Trans-

actions of the Neio Zealand Institute (18 ;4), Mr. T.
Kirk publishes some systematic descriptions on New
Forms of Celmisia, Revision of the New Z>aland
Gentians, New Zealand species of Gunnera, some
plants from the Upper Waimakariri, New Grasses
from Macquarie Island, and New Z 'aland species of

Colobanthus.

NOTES FROM CAMBRIDGE
BOTANIC GARDEN.

(Continuedfrom p. 518.)

Dipladenia bolivibnsis on a rafter in the plant

stove, and the Yam in fruit in the same house,

presented a striking contrast, and are plants too

seldom nsed for effect on the roofs of glass-houses.

Some fine specimens of Ixoras, very notable

among them being a fine piece of I. Band-
huca, of a very deep scarlet, light up the plant-

stove with fine glowing tints on the eve of the

November fogs.

Pellionia Daveauanana.

The semi-succulent stems, peculiar foliage, and
the contrast in colour, size, form, between the

male and female flowers, give this plant a most re-

markable appearance. It makes, in fact, a useful

and novel addition to our stove creepers.

DlCHOHISANDRA THYRSIFLORA,

ie one of the beet of this useful order of showy and
easily-grown stove plants, flowering freely under
good cultivation throughout the summer and autumn.
The deep golden anthers bring out to the best effect

the rich dark blue of the flowers.

Cehopegia Sandebsoni and C. stapeli/epormis.

It is worth while for all lovers of nature to rest

awhile in such Botanic Gardens as those of Dublin,
Cambridge, Oxford, &c, to have a half- hour's fellow-

ship with some of the many curious and instructive

plants that are all too prone to be trodden under
foot in our hot haste after shows, decoration, and
profits, in these modern days of fever and excite-

ment. Horticulture is fast losing its high character

of the leisure cult, but careful study of Ceropegias

might do something to help us to regain it.

Ceropegias are seldom or never found in private

gardens, they are of little or no use for button- holes,

wreaths, dinner-table decorations, or market flowers.

Possibly few practical men know that the literal

rendering of the name is a fountain of wax. And the

design, form, and uses of these fountains are miracles of

constructive design and adaptations of means to ends.

The whole structure of the flower seems designed

to protect the stigma or ovary from wet and the

inroad of flies and other insects. Ceropegias are not

ranked among fly-catchers, though the structure of

the blossoms are so peculiar, that should any living

thing get into the corolla it would stand but a poor

chance of getting out again, whether the foun-

tain on the top or the tube at the bottom

were filled with honey or not. In some

species, such as C. Sandersoni, beautifully in bloom

at the time of my visit, the five petals formsd a

raised tent, supported on five open arches, that wind

round the top of the bulged-out portion of the

tube ; so that any living thing that gets into the

well-lighted, carefully-guarded, life citadel of the

Ceropegia has a raised palace on the roof with five

windows,, each a quarter of an inch deep, to look out

of—a tower of observation, or mayhap allurement,

probably unequalled among plants. The five petals

diverge from a centre to a point in the centre,

and the extremities overlap these arches like

umbrellas sufficiently far to render each flower water-

proof. The colour of C. Sandersoni is a pale green,

mottled and veined with a darker green, with a

beautiful peculiar translucid appearance. C. sta-

pelix'ormis is a purple-flowered smaller variety.

Bath these are greenhouse plants, and could be

grown easily, where their flowers could be best seen,

climbing up or drooping down from a roof, pillar, or

rafter.

C. elegans is, perhaps, best known ; but this

being a native of India, needs the warmth of a stove

to do it justice. This species has also purple flowers,

and long hairs clothe certain portions of its very

curious flowers. AH these species and most others

are climbing plants, requiring to be trained on rafters

or trellises. They are easily propagated by cuttings,

or root, or stem, or bulb division, for the species

that have bulbous roots.

To bloom them freely the tops must be kept

fairly thin, freely exposing them to light and air.

They thrive best in a mixture of peat, leaf-mould,

and sand. One or more plants should be grown in

every glass-house, as few plants afford more interest

and pleasure to families and students than such

wax fountains or tent flowers as Ceropegia

Sandersoni.

Gerbera Jamesoni.—On the occasion of a recent

visit I was much pleased with some specimens of

this still rare and striking plant. It seems it was

first introduced from the Transvaal by E 'hman, in

1878. It was subsequently found and sent home
by Mr. Jameson, whose name it now bears ia the

gold-field districts of Barberstown. Hitherto, its

progress under cultivation has been rather slow.

I do not remember, in fact, seeing this striking

and beautiful plant in robust health and full

beauty anywhere else but in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden. (See Gardeners' Chronicle, June 22, 1889,

fig. 122, p. 773.)

Mr. Lynch, with his usual courtesy, supplied me
with a few notes that must prove exceedingly useful

to others who would like to grow this very orna-

mental plant to perfection. It is grown at Cam-
bridge in the open air, but it is not quite hardy never-

theless. Neither does the Gerbera take kindly to

pot culture. Hugging the south ends of the nice

useful new range of glass in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden, may be found several hardy bulbs and other

plants that have the full benefit of all our solar heat,

and considerable help from the hot walls of the

plant-stoves and Fern-houses behind. Amongst

more of such plants is a fine group of Opqntias,

most of which survived the zero frosts of last

February. I do not say that such tempting food

for frost wholly escared, but a fine group still sur-

vives, protected with a temporary frame of glass

in winter, and mayhap, but I am not sure of the

latter, a mat over the glass.

It was a happy thought of Mr. Lynch's to plant

the Transvaal Gerbera behind the Opuntia, and close

to the warm wall behind it ; and here it may be

said to grow like a weed, blooming persistently from

April 1 to the middle or end of October. Mr.
Lynch thinks the Gerbera and O^untias mutually

protect and assist each other. Both have a glass

covering to keep them dry rather than warm in

winter. He also adds, as already stated, it does so

well here because it is planted against a wall, behind

which are four hot-water pipes.

The general appearance of the plant is something

like an enormous Dandelion, with large flame-

scarlet Daisy-like flowerB, standing up strongly on
flower-stema averaging from 1 foot to 18 inches or

more in length. The prevailing colour is a uniform

flame-scarlet, but the colour varies considerably

from seedlings, some having a decided shade

of salmon. The blooms also vary very much
in size, the bloom 4 being finest in sunny fine summer
weather, some of them showing scarlet single Daisies,

measuring as much as 4J inches across. The per-

sistency of the blooms after cutting is even more
marvellous than their perpetual blooming from April

to October inclusive.

In this genial home for this striking plant,

seeds are plentifully ripened by Mr. Lynch, who
kindly adds, that by Bowing these in a warm house

so Boon as ripe the plants are ready for distribution

or planting out in the spring ; those who have seen

this plant in good form can hardly doubt that it is

bound to have a brilliant future in many gardens in

its present form, and may prove nseful to hybridists

of Daisies, Chrysanthemums, Dandelions, &c. B. T.F.

Florists' Flowers,

CHRYSANTHEMUM GOLDEN WEDDING.
Many complaints were made last season con-

cerning the weakness of constitution in this variety,

and the failure of the plant to flower satisfactorily.

I had not grown it, and determined to try it this

season. I have found no difficulty whatever as

regards its constitution. The plants were late when
I received them, which accounts for the buds show-

ing late, and the flowers are only now (Nov. 14)

half expanded, but the plants are certainly healthy

and strong. I am very pleased with the flowers,

which are of a rich golden-yellow colour, in that

respect closely resembling Jardin des Plantes. The
petals are broad and of good substance, and I shall

expect to see this variety come eventually more to

the front. W. H, Divers, Bclvrir Castle Gardens,

Grantham.

The Auricula.

The plants show a remarkable tendency to damp-oft

in the late autumn, the outer leaves rapidly decaying

;

and if these be not removed, frequently the main

stem is apt to decay as well. The alpine varieties

are equally liable to be thus injured, and these

effects are not confined to plants grown under glass,

but are seen in the plants in the rock-jarden.

When removing decaying leaves, no trace of decay

should be left on the plants. Many of the show

varieties are very scarce, and duplicates cannot be

obtained, and it is therefore advisable to avoid

losses. The plants should be arranged in a certain

kind of order, beginning, say, with the green-edged

flowers, and following on with grey-edge, white-

edge, and selfs, this being the order in which florists

have always arranged them, and a careful fancier

places his choicer specimens in the best position he

has for them, and where they are under his eye, and

easily come-at-able. The plants should at this

season be as near as possible to the glass, but

should not touch it. In fine weather the lights

should be removed daring the day, and replaced

in the evening as soon as dew is noticed on the

leaves of the plants. In foggy weather let the lights

be kept close. After foggy weather the glae?, if the

garden is suburban, will be coated with a black

oily substance, which must be washed off, but the

plants will not have suffered. The plant frames,

which have been in a shady position during the

summer, should be placed in an open position.
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Watering muet bo done with care, affording no

water if a plant be not very dry, and always keep

the leaves from being wetted when applying water.

Cassations and Picotees.

Those who have to deal with a large collection

may not always be able to do this, that, and the other

at the proper time—indeed, daring the last two or

three years I have been obliged to step outside the

rnles and regulations often laid down for myself and

others ; but, as a worthy man and good old florist

nsed to say, *' What odds ? you're aye learning some-

thing." And herein he was quite right. For

instance, I have always been anxious to get the

border Carnations planted out before the end of

September, and yet I have had splendid success from

plants put out after the middle of November. I

began this year to plant out the choice border

Carnations about the middle of November, and as I

write they look very promising. A little decayed

manure will be spread over the surface as soon as

frost sets in. I plant three of one sort together, and

the clumps are 2 feet asunder, measuring from the

centre of the three. Seedlings, again, ought to be

planted out where they are to flower in June or July,

but this cannot always be done. I plant them

15 inches asunder, but the ground was not available

this year ; therefore the plants were put out 7J- inches

asunder, and now, when the ground has been cleared,

every alternate row is being removed, and the alter-

nate plants in the rows, leaving the remainder at

the regulation distance, and filling up the rest of the

borders. They were removed carefully with a mass

of roots, and do not seem to have suffered in the

least.

We have not yet finished up the potting of the

layers, although we began early in October, and one

of the very best northern growers has just written me

to say that he does not find his plants suffer in the

least when he can get them potted before Christmas.

This, of course, would depend a good deal on the

season, for sharp frosts are not uncommon in Decem-

ber, and they may also last long ; still, it is well to

know that layers may be potted up, and plants may

be set out in November, and still succeed admirably.

The plants early potted-up in frames require to be

carefully gone over, all dead and decaying leaves

removed, green- fly brushed off, and the surface of the

soil stirred; weeds also will have appeared, and

should be removed, placing the plants on a freshly-

stirred surface of ashes or cocoa-fibre.

In some districts spot is troublesome, but if any

plants show signs of being injured by it, they should

be removed from the frames into the greenhouse,

where it is not so likely to spread. The ruBt, as it

is termed, is not affected by atmospheric conditions,

and mutt not be played with, but the affected leaves

cut off as soon as remarked, and the plants watched

in case it might reappear. Cleanliness is important

in the frames, and greenfly must on no account be

permitted to increase. It makes a sad mess of the

beautiful foliage.

Pines.

The hardy garden Pink in all its beautifal varieties,

is a plant which should be found in every garden.

Many of the very choicest Cirnations lack scent,

but the Pink never. I have read most that the late

Rev. George Jeans wrote upon the Pink under the

signature of " Iota," and he preferred the flower to

the Carnation ; and I once heard a leading florist

declare at the luncheon after the Birmingham Car-

nation Show, that the Pink was certainly to be pre-

ferred to the Carnation. What we want is raisers of

new varieties. The Carnation has plenty of wor-

shippers and'produeers of new varieties, and we ought

to get out of the strict groove in Pinks as we have

done in Carnations. There is too much sameness in

the laced Pinks, and it requires an expert and well-

educated eye to distinguish one from another.

We may in time get selfs of various colours, and if

such can b > obtained, the Pink will again become as

popular as it once was as a garden flower. My large

plants for forcing are now well established in 5 and

6-inch pots in garden frames. For forcing, the laced

varieties are not as well adapted as selfs, as the

flowers do not then come furnished with lacing, or

even if grown in pots. The open air, no shading,

and no glass protection of any kind, afford the most

perfect laced Pinks. The earliest of the plants may
be put into gentle heat forthwith, keeping them

close to the roof-glass, and taking care that they do

not lack water at the root. Plants in the borders

should be made secure after frosts by pressing the

soil firmly about them ; and if any of the leaves are

eaten by slugs, &c, hunt for the depredators, and

kill them, Jas, Douglas.

The Hollyhock.

There are evidences that the stately Hollyhock is

once more upon the plane of improvement. At
flower-shows held in various parts during the past

summer and early autumn, at which florists' flowers

play an important part, I have seen the Hollyhock in

better condition than usual, showing not only that

it is better grown, but that there are better varieties.

The disease which caused the loss of so many fine

varieties is not now so virulent as in former years,

giving confidence to raisers of new varieties, so there

is hope of the Hollyhock becoming a garden favourite

once more. At Saffron Walden, so long associated

with the labours of Charles B.W. Chater, Messrs. Webb

& Brand, the successors of the latter, are promoting

a Hollyhock revival with conspicuous success, and

they have some of the old favourites of years ago,

which escaped entire annihilation still under culti-

vation, such as Alba superba, one of the best white

varieties ; Alfred Chater, clear rose ; Amaranth, a

new variety, of high quality, soft amaranth- pink,

full, and of the best form; Bijou, scarlet, tinted

with buff; Cams Chater, crimson-scarlet, bright,

and extra fine ; Fire King, bright reddish-

carmine, extra fine ; Mulberry Gem, a very dis-

tinct variety, in colour a rich glowing Mulberry

;

Golden Drop, a fine self, yellow; Primrose Gem,

soft primrose; Nymph, white, tinted with delicate

pink ; and Walden King, one of the best of the old

varieties, deep crimson. It will thus be seen that

the choicer named Hollyhocks of the present day

exhibit a wide range of tint and combinations of

colour.

The propagation of the Hollyhock is a work of

much interest, and to all appearance is most success-

fully performed by those who make the culture of

the plant a specialty. Grafting is the moat com-

monly followed method, and it is performed by

Messrs. Webb & Brand both in autumn and spring,

the autumn being the time most preferred, if good

shoots are obtainable for the purpose, which is not

always the case, especially when the plants are

allowed to seed, the production of seed appearing to

delay the putting forth of growths from the roots

which form the scions for grafting purposes. Grafting

is done on to the roots of strong-growing seedlings.

Budding may be successfully done during the summer

months, much in the way that Roses are budded on

to the seedling Briar ; but it is hardly satisfactory, as

it is found in experience that the budded shoots

commence to flower so very low that they scarcely

form a spike of any length.

The autumn-grafted plants are put into pots and

placed in cold frames ; they are kept close for a time

until growth appears, then air is given, and in this

way plants are obtained for sending out in the

spring.

Seeds of fine strains of Hollyhocks have been

somewhat scarce for years past, but always in

demand. Some sow in January in heat, and the

plants, if well cared for, grown on into size and

planted out in good ground, will flower in the autumn.

The strongest and most satisfactory plants are

obtained when treated as biennials, the seeds sown

in July in the open ground, and transplanted in

the autumn to flower the following summer ; such

plants always produce larger blooms and finer spikes,

and are better fitted to sustain the attacks of the

disease than those raised from the winter sowing.

It may be added that seed taken from any one

variety will frequently come quite true to character,

and if not fully representative of the variety, almost

invariably of the same tint of colour.

That Hollyhocks can be successfully grown, and

fine spikes produced during the summer months, is

conclusively shown in the seed trial grounds of

Messrr. Sutton & Sons, of Reading. The plants are

put in deeply dug, well-manured ground, and care-

fully watered and mulched during hot drying weather;

the plants grow strong, tall, and stately, developing

fine spikes, some of which being of very fine quality,

rival those shown in days of yore. The Hollyhock is

not a difficult plant to grow, but it is one that must

have good culture in order to succeed. B. D.

Nursery Notes,

FISHER, SON, & SIBRA.T, HANDSWORTH,
SHEFFIELD.

It was with feelings of relief that I left behind me
smoky Sheffield, and journeyed out to the village

of Handsworth. Though so rural, Handsworth is

within the city limits, and is readily accessible by

several means, and it would be a village of an
ordinary character were it not for the extensive

nurseries of Messrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray, Limited,

which formed the object of my visit. On entering

the nurseries at the main gate, the first house passed

into was one with a large span-roof, which has been

recently rebuilt, and is now intended for a show-

house.

Orchids are particularly good, several houses

being devoted to their culture. Cattleyas and Lselias

bristling with sheaths, Dendrobiums, Ccelogynes,

Cypripediums, and Odontoglossumi, were well repre-

sented in all the best species and varieties. There

was a grand batch of Dendrobiums in 4-inch pots,

some haviDg as many as nine strong growths ; and

those on wood blocks were equally fine.

Suspended from the roof of one of the houses were
Nepenthes Hookeriana, N. Mastersiana, and indeed,

most of the best species and varieties. Effectively

arranged on the stages beneath these were Alocasia

Watsoni, A. Sanderiana, A. Lowii, and others; also

a very fine plant of Cyanophyllum magnificum, the

moist air required by the Nepenthes exactly suiting

its needs. Crotons occupy a particularly well-lighted

house, and are given a very high and moist tempe-

rature, and the growth and colouring of the foliage

are simply superb. Flamingo, Baron James de

R othschild, Madame Chas. Heine, and Massangeana,

were especially conspicuous. The cleanliness and

vigour of these plants were remarkable.

Amongst other stove-plants the Dracaenas, Encha-
ris, continental varieties of foliaged Begonias, and
Amasonia punicea were all noticeable for their good

condition, as were such climbers as Allamandas,

Aristolochias, Dipladenias, and the Stephanotis

floribunda (Handsworth variety).

Both stove and greenhouse Ferns receive much
attention ; the following being a few of those worthy

of notice in the stove section for their splendid

form :—Davallia tenuifolia, Pteris tricolor, Adiantum
cuneatum variegatum, A. macrophyllum, and A.
Lathami. In the greenhouse section, Todea Fraseri,

T. pellucida, and grand masses of the Killarney

Fern (Trichomanes radicans), together with a nice

batch of the Venus Fly-trap (Dionsaa Muscipula), all

deserve special mention. A notable house is the

large Palm-house, which contains all the choicest

species of Palms, ranging in height from 2 to 10 feet.

Underneath these, so as to economise space, was a

large quantity of Pancratium fragrans. Cocos,

Kentias, and other Palms are raised from seed by

the thousand, and when potted off from the pans

and plunged in cocoa-nut fibre, with a genial heat,

they soon make plants of a suitable size for table

decoration. A large double span-roofed house con-

tains Palms, Araucaria Napoleon Baumann, A.
excelsa, Dacrydium Franklinii, &c. These are

kept quite apart from the sale plants for decorative

purposes, the firm entering largely into this branch,

Bouvardias, Azalea indica, Tea Roses, Greenhouse

and Japanese Rhododendrons, Cannas, Epacris,
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Camellias, &c, were all the best of their kind.
Marguerite Carnations were perfect, and it has never
fallen to my lot to see a finer show of blooms in all

shades of colour. Of course, theae are only flowered
inside for seeding purposes. Seed sown early in the
season will ensure plants in full bloom in July and
August, many of which are almost equal to florist's

varieties. Several houses are occupied by Lapageriaa
in different stages of growth, notably L. gigantea,
L. alba, L. maculata, and the celebrated red variety,
L. profusa. These are all produced from layers
from plants planted out in convenient borders for
this especial purpose.

Four houses are set apart for the cultivation of
flowers and foliage for cutting, and a very praise-
worthy rule is rigidly enforced, viz., that no flowers,

&C, are to be cut in any other houses. Their

of the Grecian variety, arid some large-leaved varie-

ties not yet in commerce. Evergreens, such as

Aucubas, Prunus cerasus var. rotundifolia, vars. lati-

folia and caucasica, are numbered by thousands.
Owing to the Aucnbas being liable to injury from
frost, it is the practice to transplant them in

August, the object being to ripen the young growth.

Fruits.—Fruit trees cover some 60 acres ; Peaches,
Nectarines, Plums, Cherries, and Apricots, dwarf and
fan-trained, were all very good ; and of espalier and
pyramid-trained Pears, the stock is a very fine one.

Standard Apples, Pears, Plums, and Damsons, were
all clean-grown capital trees. Particular attention, I

was told, is paid to the selection of stocks for budding
and grafting, and where necessary, double-grafting is

carried out to ensure fruitfulness, examples of which
may be observed in tbe splendid specimens of Bis-

FLORICULTURE IN HANLEY.
The possibilities of beautifying and decorating the

surroundings of the dwellings of the working classes,

and, indeed, those of more pretentious domiciles,
are shown by several working-men resident in
Hanley. A striking instance of what can be
done in this respect is shown in the little plot of

garden at the rear of the residence of Mr. G. Bower-
ing, the chairman of the County Borough of Hanley
Chrysanthemum Society, 27, Windsor Street, Hanley.
For many weeks it has been the admiration of
passers by. The wealth of bloom, the fresh, green
appearance of the foliage, and the variegated
colours of the plants, made one of the prettiest
pictures imaginable. The Mayor, who recently
paid a visit to Mr. Bowering's residence, and

FlO. 106.—'A TOWN OABDEN, BANLEV, STAFF0HD6H1EE,

contents, at this season, consist principally of Smilax
asparagoidei, OdontoglossuniJ, Adiantum cuneatum,
Asparagns plumosus, A. deflexus, Tabernocmontana,
Ccologynei, and early-flowering Chrysanthemums.
About half-a-dozsn houses and numerous pits are
devoted to the propagation and growth of Ivies,

Ampelopsis Veitchii, Clematis, &c.

In the herbaceous and alpine gardens numerous
beds were noticed which have been planted with
the best varieties of Narcissus. Coming to some
thousands of tree and bush Ivies in variety, which
are such invaluable town plants, I was told that there
is a great demand for these plants. Hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons, Ghent and mollis Azaleas, were also here
in their thousands, and particularly well set with
flower-buds. Tea and dwarf hybrid RoseB in pots,

and standard Roses, took up several acres, and could

scarcely be surpassed for general excellence. Hands-
worth has long been famous for its Hollies, and at

the present time there is a large stock of fine plants

marck, Gascoigne's Seedling, Peasgood'« Nonsuch,

Lord Derby, and other varieties of Apples. Whether
it is the nature of the soil, or the constant use of the

hoe, the trees when lifted show great masses of libry

roots. Gooseberries are grown in hundreds of thou-

sands. Immense breaksofblack Currants, particularly

Baddenborg's Black Prince, the growth of which is

something remarkable, were observed. The wants

of customers in the way of Strawberries are not

forgotten, a large breadth being planted with the

best varieties for trial purposes, and also for obtain-

ing early layers. A large tract is also set apart for

trials of vegetables and farm seeds ; and another very

important feature is the seed department, the firm

during the 150 years of its existence having always

been noted for its reliable seeds.

The area of these nursery grounds is about

200 acres, and every portion of the land is under some

kind of nurBery crop, park and forest trees forming

no small portion of the same.

expressed his pleasure at the charming appear-

ance of the garden. Mr. Bowering is to be con-

gratulated on his taste and perseverance, and if

his example only tends to show what may be done to

brighten our dwellings, he will have done a great deal

to encourage others to follow his lead. Staffordshire

Weekly Post, September 7, 1895.

[This garden, of which a photographic view was
kindly furnished by Mr. Jas. Kent, superintendent

of the public park, Hanley, is reproduced in fig. 106.

Our readers will not fail to notice and admire this

garden, situated in the heart of this not very
salubrious pottery town of 60,000 inhabitants.]

RANUNCULUS CORTUS.E-
FOLIUS.

Since I received a First-class Certificate and Cul-
tural Commendation for tbe above plant from tbe

Royal Horticultural Society, I am constantly beicg
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asked by correspondents as to my method of cultiva-

tion, and a few remarks in the Gardeners' Chronicle

will probably suffice to answer them. (See Gardeners'

Chronicle 1892, April 9, p. 465 ) When growiDg in

pots, I rse the following compost for the plant,

viz., three-quarters loam, one quarter leaf- mould

and rotted dung, with sufficient Bharp sand to keep

the mass poroui". The tubers should be potted about

the end of the month of September, one tuber being

placed in a 16-sized pot. The potting should be

firm. Stand them in a cold frame, with abundance

of air, afford water just sufficient to keep the soil

moist till growth commences, when, provided the

drainage is good, they will require abundance. As
the pots fill with roots, manure-water should be

afforded once or twice a week. At that time the

plants should be taken to an airy house not pervious

to frost, and a sharp look-out kept for green-fly, the

leaves and flower-buds being very soon disfigured by

these insects. The plants usually come into bloom

by the beginning of the month of March. After

flowering is passed, and the leaves are ripe and turning

yellow, water should be gradually withheld, the pots

being laid finally on their sides out-of-doors till

potting time again comes round. The most important

time is after the flowering is over, attention being

required to be given to the thorough ripening of the

tubers, without which success is doubtful. The
odour of the flowers resembles that of some of the

Vandas. C. F. Wood, Eeathfield Gardens, Reigate.

THE FLOKA OF KASHMIR.
The report on the valley of Kashmir, by Mr.

Walter R, Laurence, the Settlement Commissioner

for the Kashmir and Jammu State, which has just

been issued from the Oxford University Press,

contains matter which will be of much interest to

the botanist, the horticulturist, and the agriculturist.

Mr. J. F. Duthie, the Director of the Botanical

Survey of Northern India, has furnished the report

with a list of the plants which may be found in the

neighbourhood of Gulmarg, and this list is of

especial value, seeing that no list of plants of the

Kashmir valley has as yet bsen published. In

dealing with the FJora of the Kashmir valley and

its mountains, the commissioner has confined his

attention to those plants and trees which possess

some well-known economical value for the people.

As the Kashmiris turn nearly every plant and tree

to someuse, and attribute medicinal properties to every

growing thing, it will be seen that Mr. Laurence's

task was by no means an easy one.

The various indigenous plants and trees have been

grouped under their several economic uses and
properties, and there are fourteen divisions in all :

—
1. Condiments. 8. Medicines.
2. Drugs.
3. Dyes and Tans.
4. Fibres.

5. Fodders.
6. Foods and Fruits.

7. Hair-washes.

9. Poisons.
10. Scents.
11. Soap and Alkali.
12. Timber
13. Yeast.
14. Adulterants.

Kashmir is very rich in fibres, and the natives

make great use of them. Mr. Laurence thinks that

it is possible, as communications with India improve,

a trade in fibres may be developed, as every year sees

a great waste of valuable fibre-yielding plants. The
boatmen of Kashmir require ropes of good quality,

and it is stated that for towing-ropes the cotton

fibre is the best material.

The Burza or Paper Birch is of great importance

to the Kashmiris, the bark being used to perform
the duties of rough paper, and the roofs of all the

better class of houses and of shrines being formed of

Birch bark, on which a thick layer of earth is laid.

Kashmir is rich in Grasses, and the boundaries of

the Rice-fields furnish a fine crop of hay every year.

This hay is twisted into long ropes which are sus-

pended from trees, thus protecting the hay from the
weather. On the lakes and swamps of Kashmir, the
following food-plants are to be found growing wild :

—

Water Chestnut ... ... Trapa bispinosa.

., Euryale ferox.
Water Lily Nymphasa stellata.

... Nympbaiaalbj.

... Nelumbium speciosum.

... Acorns Calamus.

... Typha aripfioo

Of the fruits of Kashmir, the following are in-

digenous, and are found in all parts of the valley.

Mr. Laurence says their fruit is not so good as that

of the cultivated trees, but that it is by no means to

be despised. The Mulberry, Bitter Cherry, Plum,

Apple, Pear, Vine, Walnut, Pomegranate ; the

Raspberry, Blackberry, Bramble, Strawberry, Goose-

berry, Red Currant, Black Currant, Bird Cherry,

Barberry, E'seagnus, Beam tree, Hazel, and Gueldres

Rose. The Raspberry and the Currants are, ac-

cording to Mr. Laurence, equal to the cultivated

varieties of Europe.

The Kashmiris take great pains with their hair,

and besides using butter and oil, they employ
numerous plants for this purpose. To strengthen

the hair, they use the powdered roots of a plant

known as Zonir, mixed with butter ; and to induce a

curliness of the hair, they employ a wash made
from Corydalis Falconeri. Mr. Laurence gives a

list of the more common medicinal herbs, but the

task is a difficult one, for the hakims of Kashmir,

the native physicians, attribute some property to

every plant. Many plants are used for scents, the

most important of the aromatic plants of Kashmir
being the Sanssurea [.'].

Kashmir is rich in forests, which produce a great

variety of timbers, the most valuable being that of

the Deodar. A Department of Forestry has lately

been formed under the supervision of a European
forest officer, and it is hoped that the indiscriminate

and wanton destruction of forests, which has been al-

lowed to proceed for so long, will ces ee. It is a curious

fact that no Oaks occur in the valley and its moun-
tain sides, and that no specimen of the Himalayan
Rhododendron is known in the valley of Kashmir.

Mr. Laurence's book is a valuable contribution to

the economic flora of India, and we trust he may
some day find time to pursue his researches on the

botany of the Kashmir valley a little farther. H. C, F.

Sacred Lotus
Sweet Flag
Pe.'d Macs

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By John Lamdlbt, Gardener, Powti CartU, Welthpool.

MANURING, TRENCHING, AND DIGGING.—An
effort should be made at this season to trench as
much of the kitchen garden as possible, in prepara-
tion for next year's crops. The manure should be
carted or wheeled by hand as near as possible to the
land to be dug. In large kitchen gardens it is usual
to have the walks of sufficient width to admit of a
horse and cart, and if the wheels are broad and a
little attention be paid to cleaning the tyres of soil

when coming off the land or from the dunghill, it is

much the more economical practice. The edging is

got over by means of a strong kind of low bridge
made 2 feet wider than the cart. The work of cart-
ing direct on to the land should never be undertaken
except when it is dry or frozen. In gardens which
it is customary to trench to a depth of 2 to 2k, or
3 feet, put the top spit into the bottom of each
trench, the soil at that depth is equal to the top in
fertility, and may safely be brought to the top. I
think '2k feet is deep enough to dig for most pur-
poses, and in but few gardens is the bottom soil equal
to that at the surface, unless it has been placed
there when trenching the land. In case the soil at
the bottom is not so good, bastard trenching is the
best way of doing the work. In bastard trenching,
the soil at the bottom of the trench should bs broken
up, manured, and dressed with lime or soot, or both.
The lime and soot should be intimately mixed with
the soil, and the manure go just beneath the upper
spit on the top of the shovellings, which should not
be less than 2 inches thick. If the land is retentive
and stiff in texture, it may be ridged. For my part,

I do not find much advantage in this method over
flat digging, provided the surface be left as it falls

from the spade. Land badly infested with wireworm,
or in which Cabbages clnb, should now be dressed
with gas-lime, one of the best remedies for the
purpose ; and the present is the best season to apply
it. Gas-lime, as it comes from the purifier at the
gas-house is lumpy and adhesive, needing to be
broken np and passed through a fine screen or sieve,
so as to distribute it in finely comminuted particles
over each spit of trenched or dug soil. It may be
used at the top or bottom at the rate of one handful

to one superficial yard. If gas-lime be used at this

rate or less each year so long as the land appears to

need it, much good will be effected. A dressing may
be used of quite this strength over the surface of the

entire garden, and it may be used among almost any

kind of crop if used with due care and in a fine state.

THE OKCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

PLEIONE8, OR INDIAN CROCU8E8.—Oar plants

of Pleiones have been very gay for the past few

weeks ; and, considering the ease with which they

can be cultivated, the large number of the flowers

they produce at a dull season, and the beautiful

effect afforded when they are used for decorative

purposes, space should be found for a number of the

plants even in a small collection. By the time this

note appears in print, P. concolor, P. lagenaria, P.

Reichenbachiana, P. prsecox, P. Wallichiana, P. ma-
culata, and its almost white variety, alba, will be

going out of bloom, and the careful observer will

note that the green shoots from which the flowers

sprang are in reality new growths, which under

proper treatment form strong flowering pseudo-

bulbs. This treatment consists in affording fresh

rooting material to the roots, which start from
the base of these new growths. As regards

repotting Pleiones, it is not necessary to disturb

them annually, unless the soil has become soured,

as they may be grown in the same pots for a

couple of seasons and still produce plenty of blooms.

It is immaterial whether ordinary shallow pans or

pots be used, excepting that pans are best where
space is limited. Whichever be used, plenty of clean

crocks should be afforded, as copious waterings are

required by the plants during active growth. Over
the crocks a thin layer of sphagnum-moss should be
placed, for the two- fold purpose of keeping the compost
uniformly damp and the drainage unclogged by soil.

Turn the plants out of their pots or pans, removing
most of the stale soil, and catting off all roots which
are dead ; and instead of dividing the pseudo-bulbs

and bedding them out, as is often practised, I simply

repot them in clumps almost touching each other,

and merely pull off those which may ba"e grown
beyond the main mass of the clumps, which may be

used for increase of stock. The compost should

consist of equal parts of fibry loam, peat, and
sphagnum moss, well mixed with a moderate quantity

of coarse silver sand. Some growers make use of a
mixture of peat and leaf-so 1, sand, and finely-broken

crocks, with equally good results ; and I have occa-
sionally observed plants doing well in ordinary peat
and sphagnum moss. Wherever it is possible, the
spaces between the pseudo-bulbs should be filled in

with the roughest portions of the compost, giving

preference to sphagnum moss as being retentive

of moisture. When repotting is finished, the plants

should be placed near the roof glass in any house
having an intermediate temperature, and be afforded

scarcely any water until the young growths start to

grow vigorously ; and as the rootB and foliage develop,so

mustthequantity of water afforded be increased, weak
liquid-manure water being supplied once a week
after complete re-establishment. In addition to the
varieties mentioned, there are P. humilis, P. Hooker-
ian8, and its pretty variety brachyglossa which come
from greater elevations, which do best when hung up
close to a ventilator in the Odontoglossum-house
that is commonly left open. These species generally

flower about January or February, therefore till they
have done so they should on no account be disturbed,

but kept in the cool-house and afforded water suffi-

cient in quantity to prevent the pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling.

THE HARDY FHUIT 8AEDSH.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclert Cattle, Newbury.

FRUIT- BU8H PRUNING, ETC.—The pruning of
Gooseberries and Currants may now be carried out,
spurring-in the side shoots on the former and red
and white Currants to about three-quarters of an
inch in length, and thinning out the shoots and spurs
where much crowded. To preserve the simple
basin shape to the bushes, branches should not be
allowed to cross each other, and one or two crossing
branches or shoots should be cut away. Some gar-
deners are constrained to leave the pruning of Goose-
berry bashes till the spring, so as to ensure enough
fruit-buds being left for a crop, and shoot-bads to
form the bush after the birds have despoiled them,
and where this has to be done, the bushes should be
bandied up faggot-wise as soon as the leaves have
fallen, which will prevent the birds gaining an access
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to any bat those at the outside of the bundle. If

the pruning is performed early in the autumn, and
the bashes are dressed forthwith with soot and lime

(which is best put on rather thickly with a white-

washing brash), no bird will toach them ; even a
good dusting with.,dry lime whilst the wood is wet
acts as a deterrent, bat is not so effective as the

lime and soot wash, and it may require to be done a
several times. Black Currants need a thinning
of the older branches, and a redaction of the

young shoots, encouraging the stouter young
shoots that spring up from the root. All suckers
not required for this purpose should be dug np,

and if necessary employed for increase instead of

cuttings. In preparing cuttings of bush-fruits,

choose ripe shoots of If to 1J foot in length ; cut the
bottom end transversely just below a joint, and the
top on the slant. If clean stems are wanted, the
bads must be taken oat from the lower part of the
cutting, leaving three or four at the top to furnish
the main branches. In the case of the black

Currant, this method is not recommended, the finest

fruit invariably coming on the young wood, and this

can only be obtained by means of the growths
springing from the root. All cuttings should be
inserted aa soon as made, if in mild weather, in rows
at 6 inches apart and the same in depth, the rows
being 1 foot apart, for the better convenience of

cleaning the ground.

BULLFINCHE8, TRAPPING, ETC.—A sharp look-

out must be kept now for bullfinches, shooting or

trapping them on their first appearance. In a few
hours a couple of these pests will do an immense
amount of damage on an Apricot or a Flum tree

;

and where a good call-bird can be had, they may
easily be taken in a trap- cage, or they may be
captured with bird-lime.

round the spurs that the bug collects, these parts

should be very carefully examined. Having cleaned

the Vines in this manner, wash every part of them
with hot-water into which petroleum in the above
given proportion is mixed, and kept thoroughly and
intimately incorporated at 130° of heat.

FBTJIT8 D1TDEE GLASS.
By BlOHAKD Pabkeb, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester,

HINT8 ON WORK IN GENERAL.—There should
be no delay in carrying out the necessary cleaning,

pruning, and training of trees, Vines, &c, in the
various forcing-houses, many other jobs claiming
attention at the new year, when less time, therefore,

will be available for doing the various operations

thoroughly. All of the Peach and Nectarine trees

should be pruned, and the young shoots tied

loosely in bundles to some of the main branches.

Then proceed to wash every part of the roof and trel-

lis. When the shoots are thus drawn up together,

the gardener is enabled to use with expedition

and safety some approved insecticides on the

trees, besides thoroughly cleansing the rougher
parts of the bark on stems and branches. For
scale I use nothing but clear water at 130°
applied with a syringe on three or four successive

days, and this, if the water be copiously need, never
fails to destroy Bcale. The fruiting wood may be
washed with a large sponge dipped in a rather strong
solution of soft-soap and water before laying in,

mealy-bug being less easily destroyed, and it is neces-
sary to use petroleum at the rate of a wine-glassful

to 4 gallons of water, first having stirred in 4 oz. of

soft-soap. To apply this dressing, use an ordinary
scrubbing-brush, and repeat the application on three
or four successive days. I do not advocate the coating
of the Vines with clay, &c, and would caution gar-
deners against the use of tar, as I have known Vines
so injured by this substance that it has taken years
for them to recover. Thoroughly washing the Vines
as recommended while in a dormant state, and keeping
a sharp look-out daring the first few weeks after start-

ing to force for stray bugs is a perfectly safe and sure
mode of destroying this, the worst of all Vine-pests we
are acquainted with in this country. Fortunate are
those who'like myself have no mealy-bug on the Vines,
as I well know the amount of labour entailed,

and the worry caused when this pest is about. The
cleaning of the Vine stems, shoots, &c, is often
entrusted to inexperienced men, who sometimes strip

off the bark too freely from the stems, which cannot
be other than detrimental. Before the work of clean-
ing the houses and Vines, &c, is begun, place a thick
layer of stable-litter on the borders to absorb mois-
ture, and mitigate the evils of trampling on them
whilst moist. By afterwards burning the litter in
the open air, numerous insects are got rid of that
may have fallen [from the Vines {or trees. Finally,

the Vines may be gone over with a paint-brush, the
point of which is merely moistened with petroleum,
and apply this to every part ofthe Vineexcept the bud's
rougher outer portion, which should be removed, and
this can be done by a sharp-pointed piece of hard wood
or even an ordinary plant-label, and as it is chiefly

THB HJOWBB OABDEIT.
By Bailey Wadds, Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, York,

THE SPRING GARDEN.—During mild weather the

planting of Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissus, Anemones,
and other roots, the planting of which has been
deferred, should be finished as soon as possible, the

bulbs, &c, succeeding fairly well if planted at any
time during December if the weather permits, which
it does not always do, severe frosts setting in some-
times, delaying every kind of work. It sometimes
happens that early planted bulbs push through the
soil if the season is mild earlier in winter and spring
than is good for them, and when that is the case short

manure or leafy soil should be laid on to protect

them from frost. If the material used is such that

it can remain on the beds without looking unsightly,

and the bulbs grow through it, so much the better.

A keen look-out should be kept for mice, which
destroy Crocus corms in the winter months,
especially at times when much snow lays long.

PAN8IE8, WALLFLOWER8, PRIMROSE8, POLY-
ANTHUS, MYO8OTI8, DAISIE8, AND AJUGA8.—
The planting of these spring-flowering subjects may
be continued, weather permitting, not forgetting to

fill np gaps in earlier-planted beds, and choosing dry

weather for this kind of operation. Fansies are

often injured by wind, and they should always be

made secure by pressing the soil to them when the

latter is dry. Babbits and hares most be kept from
these plants, for if they once get a taste of them,
and the beds are not protected, they will make a

clearance of them. Late cuttings of Viola or Pansy,

or seedlings that are being wintered in frames, should

have the lights removed from off them on fine days,

and abundance of air afforded at nights ; and the lights

put over them as a protection against heavy rain

or frost.

CARNATION8 AND PICOTEE8 in frames should
have attention, very little water afforded till days get
longer, and in fine weather the fullest ventilation

night and day is needed. If the pots are not as yet

plunged in fine coal-ashes or cocoa-nut fibre refuse,

this should be done.

CALCEOLARIA, PENT8TEMON, ANTIRRHINUM —
If in frames, these plants require about the same
kind of treatment as the above-named throughout
the winter. The cuttings should now be well rooted,

and should any of them show flower, as they will do
when the shoots taken were hard in texture, and bad to

get, the flowersmustbe nipped offwithapair of scissors.

These young plants do not require much water, still

they must not be allowed to become dry. It is a
good thing to pat two handfals of wood ashes or

burnt refuse in each watering-can when watering the

beds. Afford abundance of ventilation to all rooted

cuttings, and cover up well against frost.

CUTTING8 OF HOLLIES AND OTHER EVER-
GREENS, and hardy deciduous shrubs, should now be
taken, selecting short well-ripened shoots, with a
portion of the older wood attached. They should be
placed in nursery lines at 1 foot apart in sand, loam,

and leaf-soil, in a sheltered situation, the more
tender varieties such as Garrya elliptica, Skimmia
japonica, male and female varieties; and Aucuba
japonica, male and female varieties, should have the

shelter of pits or frames.

ROSE8,—In mild and favourable weather take
cuttings of H.P. and other kinds of hardy Roses, the

cuttings being taken before the bushes, &c„ are

pruned. Hose cuttings should be made from short

well-ripened shoots. As a place for the cutting-bed,

a sheltered border facing the west serves as well as

any, and the cuttings should be placed in little

trenches, a foot or further apart, the trenches being

filled with sandy loam. It is better to make a good
number of cuttings, keeping each variety labelled

and in damp soil till all are ready for insertion,

and then the job can be quickly finished, Remove
all eyes or buds from the portion that will be
underground, which applies also to all cuttings of

deciduous shrubs, or suckers will be a source of

vexation and trouble. The soil about Rose-cuttings

must be made very firm) and levelled with the back of

the spade. A Rose- catting should not be placed

deeper than half its length, and this should be 8 to

12 inches. In hard weather protect the bed with
Fern or litter.

CHRY8ANTHEMUM8. — The autumn - growing
varieties that are planted in beds or borders should be
cut off near the ground, and in cold situations the old
stools protected with short manure placed round tfce

root-stock. Cuttings of each sort should be kept in
pots under the shelter of frames, or in a cool house,
during the winter.

PLANTS TJ1TOEB GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

PLANT8 IN COLD FRAMES—In these receptacles,
the herbaceous Calceolarias are cultivated in most
gardens until their removal to warmer quarters is

necessitated by hard weather. The plants will
require careful watering, and to be turned round
every week, kept close to the glass, and have plenty
of air afforded the frames in mild weather. The
common white slugs must be carefully sought for, as
they soon gnaw and disfigure the leaves. When the
pots fill with roots, some weak soot-water may be
afforded occasionally, say once a fortnight. Bedding
plants in frames require at this season scarcely any
water at the root, nor will they do so for the next
two months ; but should water be needed, see that it

is afforded early in the day. In mild weather,
ventilate freely at the top and bottom; and keep
everything about the plants sweet and clean, and
free from decay.

CINERARIAS. — These, if for a late display,
should be afforded some weak manure-water, if the
pots are filled with roots, and a fumigation if green-
fly has made its appearance. Fancy Pelargoniums
will need to be kept close to the glass, and allowed
air night and day; and even in cold weather they
should not be quite unaired. Do not let them
remain in one position for longer than one week, bu"i

turn them round wholly. Stop all shoots when four
or five leaves are made, doing so at one time, or the
plants will break irregularly. Pelargoniums being
plants very subject to aphis, should be fumigated
once a month.

ZONAL PELARGONIUM8.—These, if for summer
flowering, may be potted into large 60's or 48>,
placed close to the glass in a pit or greenhouse, and
when the roots have permeated into the fresh soil,

the points of the leading shoots may be pinched off.

EA8T LOTHIAN 8TOCKS are benefited by being
top-dressed with a small quantity of Clay's Fertiliser,

and by having the pit-lights drawn entirely off in
mild weather. Some of them may be placed on a
shelf in a house having a warmth of about 50° by
day to 45° by night. These will bloom early, and a
Peach-house just started is a very suitable place for

pushing them on into flower.

BORDER CARNATION8.—These, if standing in
cold frames, will require scarcely any water for the
next two months, but plenty of air day and night in
mild weather.

WALLFLOWERS, if cultivated in pots, may be
brought into an early Peach- house or vinery to be
brought on into bloom by gradual forcing. Covent
Garden Blood-red is a good variety for early flower-

ing, it being a plant of dwarf habit, and the flowers
of a pleasing bright colour. Wallflowers put into
gentle heat at this season flower in February.

TREE PEONIES IN POTS.—These are beautiful
plants for cultivating for conservatory and green-
house decoration, and if any of them are in need of
repotting, the present is the proper time to do it.

The pots used should be about two siz^s larger than
those the plants are occupying, and the potting-soil

may consist of turfy loam, leaf-soil, cow- manure in

a dry state, and enough coarse sand as will keep the
soil in a porous condition for a year or two. Piants
in an unhealthy state should have the old soil

shaken clean away from the roots, and be repotted
into clean pots of the same or smaller size, and not
allowed to flower till the second year after re-
potting. Plunge them over the rim in fresh tree-
leaves in cold frames, or place in a late Peach-house
or vinery. If the potting-soil is moderately moist
at the time of using it, no water need be afforded
the plants before growth begins. P;conios, when
forced into bloom with heat, should be brought on
very gradually, or the flower-bads will fail to open

;

and the strongest and best-rooted plants should be
selected for this purpose. Good varieties for growing
in pots are Reine Elizabeth, Madame de Vatry,
Blanche Noisette, Madame Callot, the Queen, lactea,

Punicea, Beauty, Homer, and Jupiter.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, treesf

&c. ; but he can/not be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR DECEMBER.

MEETINGS.
THURSDAY, Dec. 5 1^X,*086 S°dety at H°t6'

SATURDAY, Dec. 14—Royal Botanic Society.

TTTircTiAv t>cv. 1 7 i Royal Horticultural Society ; Horti-TUH.MM.1, DEC. 17} cultural Club.

SHOW.
rri.T.3n.v tw« o ( National Chrysanthemum Society,
TUESDAY, DEO. 3} at the Aquarium (three days).

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,

/ Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morrib*

{
Rooms.

DEC. 2\ Continental Plants. Ro9es, Lilies,

Protheroe & Morris'
I &c, at

[ Rooms.

TUESDAY, DEC.
3J

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, Dec, 4 j
D^£lb9 "' Proth"°e & Morria

(Dutch Bulbs, Continental Plants,

THURSDAY, Dec. 5^ Carnations, &c, at Protheroe &
f Morris' Rooms.

FRIDAY, ^ -(Orchids and Dutch Bulbs at
JJtc b-j Protheroe & MorriB' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-41°.2.

To eat an Artichoke gracefully is

Artichokes. so difficult an accomplishment

that punctilious people might well

prefer to partake of the luxury in private.

Knives and forks are useless under the circum-

stances; and not only are the fingers soiled, but

the heap of debris left on the plate is disagree-

ably suggestive, in its size, of a " kitchen-

midden " or a rubbish heap. To be sure there is

the delicate morsel from whioh all the scales or

bracts spring, viz., the Artichoke bottom,

botanioally the " reoeptacle." An Artiohoke is

botanically a large Thistle-head, with its scales

or bracts, its flowers, its Thistle-down or pappus,

and its reoeptaole. The receptacle in most

Artichokes is relatively small, and apt to be mixed

with the " ohoke," by whioh expressive name the

pappus of the innermost florets is designated.

Now, if the Artichoke bottom could be developed

at the expense of the succulent matter of the

scales, a great gain would result ; and this great

gain ha9, in a certain degree, been obtained,

though it is so little known in this oountry, that

we deem it desirable to call attention to the

matter. At the Paris tables-d'hote at this season,

"fonds d'artichaut " are used with a freedom

whioh shows that there is no soaroity of them
in the markets, and that the price must be

considerably lower than it is here. More-
over, not only are they much more abundant
than Artichokes are in England, but they are of

thioker and more fleshy 6ubstance, and there is

in consequence more of the toothsome morsel.

Pursuing our enquiries, we luckily fell in with
our excellent friend M. de Vilmorin, and from
him we not only learnt all the particulars we

desired, but we were enabled to see the plant

growing in his most interesting trial-grounds at

Verrieres, alongside of several other varieties.

From this source was obtained the specimen from

whioh our illustration (fig. 107), was prepared.

The foliage is very distinot and handsome, but we
must await another opportunity of figuring

this. The scales or bracts of the receptacle

are comparatively less succulent than in

the ordinary varieties, whilst the receptacle

or bottom is unusually thick and fleshy.

The variety is not altogether unknown in this

country, and is mentioned in many of our garden

catalogues as the large green Paris Artichoke
;

but it is certainly less known than its merits

deserve, and muoh less grown than the ordinary

Globe Artiohoke. Around Paris it is grown as

the Artiohaut vert de Laon (pronounoed L5nn).

It is very hardy for an Artichoke, with

greyish leaves almost destitute of spines.

The " heads " are, as we have said, remark-

able for the depth of the reoeptaole. The
ovate-lanceolate scales are wholly green or

slightly tinted with purple at the base, at first

closely packed, but subsequently rather spreading

at the ends, and usually entire at the margin.

M. de Vilmorin remarks that though not so

early as some other varieties, it is the best for

general purposes. No other variety has a

reoeptaole so deep and fleshy. It comes true

from seed, but is best grown from offsets.

Like the ordinary Globe Artichokes, it

requires a deep, rich, moist, but well-drained

soil, and it should be planted in lines about

1 yard apart each way. The sets are planted

in spring, and will even produce flowers the

first season, but it is better to await the

second season's growth. In hot dry weather,

water must be afforded, and in winter protection

by mats or a thick layer of dry litter is essential

After four years it is best to form a new bed, or

in large establishments to arrange for a series

of beds to come in suooession. The prices asked

in our markets ought to seoure ample remunera-

tion to the grower.

The cultivated Artichoke is not a distinot

species, but a derivative from Cynara oardun-

culus, the Cardoon. Indeed, the Artichoke,

as we know it in gardens, is not found anywhere

in a wild state. The Cynara oardunculus has

been developed in two directions. In the Car-

doon the ribs of the leaf have been developed,

whilst in the Artichoke the flower-heads have

been the objeots of selection. In the Botanio

Garden at Turin, by growing the wild plant

from Sardinia side by side with the cultivated

Artiohoke, Professor Moris was enabled to

prove their identity, and this view was supported

by Professors Wilkomm and Lange, who have

had special opportunities for obtaining informa-

tion. Alphonse de Candolle, in his Origine

des Planter Cultivees, shows that the ancients

only knew and cultivated the Cardoon, the

Artichoke, as we know it, not being introduced

into Florence till 1466. It is doubtful whether

the anoient Egyptians cultivated the plant, and

there is, it appears, no word in Hebrew or in

Sansorit for the Artiohoke, an indication of its

comparatively reoent introduction into cultiva-

tion. In this oountry the Artiohoke was culti-

vated in 1548.

One of the most curious points in the history

of the wild Cardoon is its naturalisation during

the present oentury in the Pampas of Buenos

Ayres, where it has spread with such abundance

as to obstruct travel and traffic. It is worth

enquiry whether the foliage of this wild or

half-wild Cardoon might not be utilised for the

sake of its fibre, and a nuisance thus converted

into a blessing.

The Expert Committee appointed

Epping Forest, by the City of London Corpora-

tion, to report on the Forest, met

reoently, for the purpose of inspecting the work

which has been done, and report to the Chair-

man of the Committee as follows:—
" We have, again, very carefully inspected those

portions of Epping Forest upon which we had pre-

viously reported, and we have examined the woik

w ich has been carried cut since the i.sue of that

report, with the view of seeing whether it was ia

accordance with the spirit of our recommendation..

We beg to make the following remarks :

—

Epping Thicks.— This was the first point visited.

We were struck with the be anty of the outline which

has been obtained by judicious cuttings on the

fringe of the wood. We consider that the work

done throughout this wood has been good.

Thames Valley (Theydon Bois).—This is an

unsightly and monotonous portion of the forest,

owing to the number of gaunt pollard Hornbeam*.

We con sider that this would admit of further clear-

ing, and that portions might be advantageously

thinned out in large patches and sown with Oak,

Beech, and other trees. As these grow up, further

area, might be taken in hand in the same manner.

Thetdon Coppice.—We have made one or two

.uggestions here to the So. perintendent of the Forest

with the view of opening out glades. There are a

number of joung trees coming up through the cop-

pice whi ch are in danger of beiDg choked. These

should be carefully preserved by cutting out such

portions of the coppice as are a source of danger to

them. This course will enable this portion of the

forest to assume once more that natural aspect

which the treatment of former yeair, when pollarding

and coppicing were allowed, has obliterated.

Back of Biggs' Betbeat (Theydon Bois).—The

thinning here ha. been moderate. We have pointed

out to the Superintendent places where further action

is necessary, with a view to improving the condition

of some of the finer trees.

Thesdon High Wood.—In the northern portion

of this wood, which consists of Beech trees, there i.

—as a matter of consequence—no underwood.

We consider that the policy to pursue in this

portion, is to mark those trees which are most

worthy of preservation, and gradually to free them

from any worse trees which may be injuring them.

By laying down a definite line of action in this way,

there will be continuity of policy independent ot

changes of officials.

The southern portion of the wood may, we con-

sider, be left alone for some years to come.

Beoadstbood (Loughton).—We have made some

suggestions with a view to improving the outline.

Woodhidden Hill —We have no objection to

cff?r to what has been done here.

Vebdebebs' Bide (High Beech to Woodbidden),

—We are of opinion that the glades which have been

opened ont here might have been bolder and less

close together.

We have made some suggestions to the Superin-

tendent with a view to improving these.

Clay Road, Loughton.—We consider that the

breaking up of the straight line has been judiciously

effected, and that the result is a great improvement

on the previous state of things. The thinning has

nowhere been excessive.

Buby, ob Hawk Wood.—There are a number of

pollard Hornbeams in this wood which should be

removed. They are damaging the Oak trees ; they

prevent the boles of the Oaks from being seen, and

their removal would improve the character of the

wood. We attach great importance to retaining the

character of this portion of the forest as an Oak
wood, and we would recommend that nothing

further be done here beyond the gradual clearing-

out of the pollard Hornbeams.

Bosh Wood, Wanstead.—The thinning done here

during past years appears to be judicious.

Wanstead Pabk.—The old E'ms, with under-

growth of young Sycamore coming up between

them, are the principal feature of thi. wood. The
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object of thinning was to remove some stag- headed
Elms, and tboie which interfered with the develop-

ment of the Sycamores. No other Elms, unlets dead
or dying, need ba removed, as the Sycamore now
has sufficient light and air to hold its own against

the Elm.

Walthamstow Wood.—In this wood a number of

Hornbeam pollards have been cat oat in single

trees here and there. la oar judgment, a better

effect would be obtained in future by removing such
pollards as it may be desirable to get rid of, in

groups, leaving other portions unthinned in the

meantime. By adopting this course, a gradual
return to a more natural condition of the woodland
would be obtained, the artificial pollards giving way
to natural and unmutilated trees.

2. It is desirable that when the plan is matured
and approved, the execution of the work should

be placed in the hands of the Superintendent

of the Forest, who should be responsible to the

committee for the entire management cf the

forest.

3. At the present moment, the forest is in places

littered with heaps of cat timber. This is very un-

sightly, and we strongly recommend that arrange-

ments should be made for the cut timber to be

removed by May 1 in each year.

A. B. Freeman-Mitf.bd.
James Andebson.
Wm. Robinson.

W. Schlich.

A. D. Websteb."

geometry and astronomy, and calculations of alti-

tudes and superficies. Mr. Baker thought the number
of plants named at the date referred to was a matter of

some interest to botanists, and suggested publication

of the list of names with their identification where pos-

sible. D.\ D. Morris, C.M.G., read a paper on the

"D;velopment of a Single Seed in the Fruit of the

Cocoa-nut Palm (Cocos nucifera)." Alluding to the

occurrence of Palms with twin and trifid stems

arising from one base, it was shown tbat these were

due— (1) to several seeds in one fruit
; (2) to more

than one embryo in a seed ; or (3) to a branching of

the primary shoot. la cases cited by Rumphius,

Forbes, and others, several seeds were found in one

fruit. The course of development of the single

cell was illustrated by means of lantern slides.

FlO. 107.—THE PARIS GREEN OB LAON ARTICHOKE ; SHOWING ON THE LEFT A PORTION OF TnE HEAD, AND ON THE EIGHT A SECTI N SHOWING
THE THICKNESS OF THE IUCEFTACIES. (SEE P, 018.)

Oak Hill, Woodford.—The thinning here hat
been carefully carried out.

Kate's Cellar, Loughton.—This wood is typical

of the large area of monotonous Hornbeam pollards

which are unfortunately so conspicuous a feature of

Epping Forest. The clearings are too small, and
too near each other. We recommend that, in future,

they should be of a bolder type, and further apart.

Although it may not be exactly within the terms
of our reference, we beg to offer the following

remarks for the consideration of your committee :

—

1. We would suggest that a plan of operations

should be drawn up, showing which areas it is pro-

posed to deal with daring the next ten years, and
the character of the operations. This scheme should

be drawn up by the Superiatendent of the Forest, and
submitted to the Epping Forest committee, who
might, if they thought well, take further advice as

to the proposals mfide in, $$ BQ&P/raej,

OUR Almanac—We shall be obliged if secre-

taries of horticultural and other societies, and our

correspondents generally, will send ns as soon as

possible the dates of any exhibitions or meetings to

be held during 1S96, for insertion in onr annual

Almanac.

LlNNEAN SOCIETY.— On the occasion of the

meeting on Thursday, November 21, Mr. J. G.

Bakeb, F.K.S., Vice-President, in the chair, his Grace

the Duke of Bedford, Messrs. Bernard Arnold, and

E. B. Fernan were elected Fellows of the Society.

Mr. B. B. Wood was admitted. The Rev. G. Hens-

low exhibited a MS. Commonplace Book of the

latter end of the fourteenth century. The entries in

Latin and English were found to consist chiefly of

medical recipes, in which about 200 plants are named
for their use, and some methods of distilling aqua

vitai described. In addition were some notes on

The obliteration of the two cells began about

the second or third week after the spathe was

open. By the end of the seventh week they were

reduced to narrow slits, which were still trad-
able in the mature frnit. Oa behalf of Mr. A.

J. Ewart, Professor Harvey Gibson gave an
abstract of a paper on "assimilatory inhibition,

the causes by which it may be induced, and their

influence on vitality." It was shown tbat most

inhibitory agencies operate by inhibiting the initial

stages in assimilation, but any cause affecting the

rapidity of removal of carbohydrates from assimilatory

cells will also affect their power of assimilation, the

commencement of which is determined mainly by the

development of the chlorophyll pigment, but is also

influenced by other indeterminate factors, probably

plasmatic in origin. The paper dealt mainly with

the discussion of experiments with a large number of

plants, and criticism of the results arrived at by
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the Duke of Postlixd, the Bight Hon. V. 3. Savtle

Folmmbe, Sir H, WirsoN, Yiseosratesi Gaiwat, Mrs.

A-n-'v r. 2. Szizs, E?q , Vifcosnt Halifax,

and Mr». Mwuljss, Hadiock Priory. Messrs. B. S.

Wtt.tti.tct Si Sox also contributed a group of plants.

The exhibition was opened by the Duchess of New-
c&sixz, sod resulted in a clear gain of £50 after

:i;.:; ::;:;;;::.;. I; wai £.z t^tsreiti-g exptri-

ment, bat it is to be hoped the next summer show

will not only be able to meet its own expenses, bat

ftuswUy to provide something towards the ectablish-

loaat offia&mmal autumn exhibition. Cor.

Chbshuht, Wormley and District Horti-

cultural Mutual Improvement Society—
At the hbbsI fortnightly meeting of this Society,

held s& Tnraford on Priday last, Mr. Hittchasos

presiding. Mr. A. Psasce contributed an interesting

ziZi: :z zz; Tzztz;ze--; ::e: 3-;:z l, A: :z;

dine, a disenssion was initiated by Mr. Htjtchasok,

sad taken part in by MesErs. G. Wsstos, A, Simons,

W. Pauos, and others, the snbjeet being chiefly the

rz.s;- ;.i;z.!f ;:' ;:; .iL'-.i :: z-;:z :n. z-zzjr'zi-

post, manures, iit. Hearty Totes of tbaziks to Mr.

pEAE-Zi azz tbe chairman concluded the meeting.

The aext ™««<»Mg will be held on Thursday,

Deesmbsr 5, when Mr. Wit HAasigos will give a

lecture en Grope-growing for Market.

•Flora of Dumfriesshire." — Mr. G. P.

SoOTT-Ikucnr, assisted by J. McAsumsw, J. T.

JoassTosrE, Mies Hakkat, and others, has written a

P.zra :: DamfriesEhtre, melnzizg N:thsoa:e in

Kirirci»3liiigliteMre. Tins work is, it is stated,

almost entirely produced by local botanistSj who
z.i.-; rr.zz:ez z:: nereiy tie t=.z; zzt zzi -

:;.:.— ~

iaaf] grziizzg in tbe districts named, but also the

tz.sezt.1 freczszzttzg in T;jTZi;::n. and the conditions

;:' zt.mat.e azd soil under which it occurs. Intro-

:z::::z.! :z lb; ;;:.:£- iz:-:~:.:z~ :'..:zz£t.; zz:

mi flu imjtanji of the aeis^baurhood, and a map,
partly gwilngii nl, are accordingly included in a
T:iz- tndiBf> zzainly of the local flora. Ererj-

waere, nowadays, the inter-relations of the various

!z.;z:;! zz; i:rz:-[;i-:[ -z^ zz: :z; :zz:.£-

i.:..-.r~ :: z:;z;,.z: zi zz" zz; ::' tz;zz witbout

: :zrt£.z; :;:';:;z:; :: ki_„rei £t.zz:=£,

An Unparalleled Attraction.—In a cottage

wiz.z:<r tz £ — ;_.-rz;—z i;£.£i3s town, we lately

ehiniLiil a small, bat dsaJtAaeaa select, collection of

frzzr £zi zzti Izt: toee::".; :z::bz-;-s zz:gzt zz

z: z:::zz; :z_. :z z:;:z; tbes; iatrtiti. attest: or.

was attnirtpfl to &am by tbe following inscription,

zzn; '.t; :_- writte: zz: prise: zzz:z: • : zz; Ar,:".ei

"Isnst, Tfimili i ells, Id. a pint.'' Thongs the

:z£_.;- : ;z; fruit might be easily equalled or

fflurrilnd by that of other samples of it, the label

rz_-;> was. at least, a« regards spelling, a nonpareil.

Tsee Plahting in Aberdeenshire.—The
Loads Committee of the Gorernors of Gordons
College, Aberdeen, a college possessed of many acres

:

;

.zz: : z-; z::-:;.;: tz; :f;: :: liCestri ~'::zzijz

Simrr? & Sdks, nurserymen, Aberdeen, for planting

tie lands of Pitdonlzie, Anchterless, with trees, their

estzzuate being at tbe rate of £1 16*. per imperial

acre, ana Ss. per acre for renewal for two years.

Mr. Tzt£dmas Mizke, Glenburnie, was the success-

zzt :f;:;.* for furnishing the plantations at

Logiensre Bad East Craig, his estimate being at

tbe rate of £2 per imperial acre. He also stipu-

_£.tei t.r renew at least 1000 trees within two years

tQ AT EXMOUTH.—The first

say which are to grace some of

en in Exmouth, was planted

ntiful weather by Mr. B, Let, the

•sstrict Council. Some outside

fat to bear, and a bui/hId com-
rcfaaae sereral hundreds of trees

i ace;

:

This

bb ta do. xo£ la the presence of

i bass were some bnn-

Bdren, who sang sc-zz- ;::
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priate school- songt, the initial step was taken. The
chairman in the course of his remarks laid that it —at a

great pletsnre to him to have planted the firit tree,

and hoped the avenue of which it would form a part

would become a toorce of pleasure to the inhabitant!.

Irish Gardeners' Association.—Mr. J. H.

Pabskll, M.P., lately delivered before this Society

an exhauttive lecture on Fruit Culture in the

Southern States of North America, in the conrte of

which he described the Iriih as a quarter of a cen-

tury behindhand in fruit-growing, being in about the

tame condition as were the inbabitanti of the State

of Alabama when the lecturer Srtt settled there.

Now fruit-growing wai one of the most important
;.z:zi:r.i- ::' :ha: S:i:;. I: Irish :'.--

:.:-zrc—ers meaLt
to make their industry a commercial success, they

must first of all find out by experiment what were

the varieties of fruit and vegetables best adapted to

the local conditions. When he first began to send

fruit to New York, one car-load a day was considered

suScieit—indeed, almost to glut the market ; now
they were tending 100 car-loads a day. It took a

long time to ascertain what each tract of country was

specially adapted for, but perseverance and experi-

ment had done it for them, and similar steps would
have to be taken in Ireland with a view to finding out

what fruits did best in different parts of that country

before the industry could be ettablished on a sound

commercial baiis. The full account of Mr. Pabkeix's

lecture is given in the Iriih Farmers' Gas:::-: of

November 2. Mr. F. W. Moose, of G^asnevin,

made some pertinent observations on the subject if

fruit-growing in Ireland, pointing out that finer

Apples were not to be seen than thoEe produced in

Ireland.

Tree Planting in th= Isle of Man.—We
learn that on the crown lands in the Iele of Man
Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests

continue afforestation operations, and we under-

stand Messrs. Thos. Kzxxedt & Co., Dumfries, have
again secured orders to supply a large number cf

for-st trees for this purpose.

Horticultural Meeting at Ghent.—The
finest exhibit at this meeting was certainly that sent

by M. LrciEX Lixben, consisting of eight splendid

varieties of Catasetam, of which five received a Cer-

tificate of Merit (par acclamation) ; they were C.

mirabile, macrocarpnm, Lindeni, Bplendens, chryto-

toxum, Banzerothi cnpuliforme, and macrocarpnm
aurenm, already described and figured in the
Gardeners' Chronicle. M. L. Lkdsx sent a Davallia

Truffautiana, which alto obtained a Certificate of

Merit 'par acclamation), and which is also knusn to

our readers. M G. Ds SiiGasa obtained

a similar award for fifteen beautifully grown
Chrysanthemums, all good sorts. An equal award
was allotted for Hypolytrum Sohraderiannm,
from M. Ptxaebt, a very ornamental plant, retem-
bling a graceful Pandanus ; the leaves at the base
are of a beautiful violet-ros? tint (see Gardeners'

Chronic!:, April S, 1S03, p. 414\jCertincates;of Merit
were awarded as follows:—To M. F. Desbois, for

Poinsettia pulcherrima fo!. aureo var., the leaves

nice!y bordered with golden-yellow, giving a very
pretty effect when the plant blooms. To the same
exhibitor, for Scolopendrinm vulgare tcalariforme, a

very curious variety, crimped, embossed, and undu-
lated

; to M. Ptxaebt, for A splenium marginatum , the

foliage very pale green, almost transparent, remark-
able above all for a thickened membrane of darker
colour which borders each leaf; and also to

M. Ptxaest for P:eris serrulata voluta, a seedling

variety with wavy foliage and pale in colour. To M.
Kodigas, for Pennisetum Rappelianum, a most
elegant grass ; the light spikes are violet-rose in

colour, and will be useful for floral decorations. To
M. Jules Hye, for Lslio-Cattleya Diana, L. elegans

X C. pumila: the lip, which it dark purplish-red, is

a great advance. To M. L. De Smst-Diumeb. for

Cypripedium bellatulum and C. Charlssworthi, two
varieties of each species. To M. Abtstb Tax dex
Heede, for Pteris Bachneri, a variety of strong and

robutt habit : useful for cultivation on a large scale.

To MM. Dec Mzyeb and L. De Smet-Dutivieb, for

Asparagus Sprengeri, a greenhouse variety of vigorous

growth, and producing, if just sheltered from frosts,

a quantity of elegant bright green spikes, very

decorative.

Chrysanthemums at Antwerp.—The recent

exhibition organised by the Societe Boyale d'Horti-

culture of Antwerp, shows the progress made in

Chrysanthemum culture, as both amateur growers

and horticulturists alike staged new and well-culti-

vated plants. Among the exhibits were the follow-

ing from M. Tb. Yebmetjxex : Internationale, with

thirty fiowert ; Mdile. M. A. de Galbert, Due de York,

M. E, G. Duvernay, M. Charles Molin, M. E. Boyce,

M. Ad. Giraud, Berijamin Giraud, and other varie-

ties, attaining a maximum height of 4.j feet, and

each bearing from twenty- five to forty flowers. M.
Hekbi Yi!.-DE2Lii-DE3s staged Lincoln, 4 feet high by

4i feet across, with 300 flowers; Internationale,

with fifty-fear flowers, nearly 8 inches across;

Scnvenir de Jambon, with ninety-two blooms, and

nearly 5 feet across, and other varieties. Among
the plants a year old thonld be mentioned Sunset,

with fifteen large flowers ; Docteur Allard, with

fifty blooms ; Waban, a marvel, with flowers nearly

10 inches across; M. Benjamin Girocd. with fifty

blooms; Charles Davis, with twenty-five large

flowers ; and L'Etendard, with flowers nearly 8 inches

across. Among M. Caxtats new varieties were an

un-named sort, clear sulphur-yellow, very delicate ;

Secretaire General Ern, Fierens, dull red, spotted

with yellow ; Eire d"Or, pale, shining golden-yellow

;

and Madame K_ Eey- Jourin, lilacy-rose. C. De B,

Exhibition of Flower Paintings—An ir-

Im iiifii i ij: exhibition of flower-paintings in water-

colours has jnit been opened at 293 (over Sojuibe ?
,

Ox'ord Street, by Miss Mabte Low, F.E,H S., who

is already well known as a clever floral artist. For

some years Miss Low has made a specialty of flower

painting, and anyone who sees her work at this

exhibition will be convinced of its excellence.

Among the many examples of her art may

be mentioned a glorious picture of a mats of L ord

Peszasce's Sweet Briars, which have excited so much

attention during the last year or two. Papaver

orientale, with its huge scarlet blooms, makes a

splendid picture ; so also do Disa grandiflora and a

group of Dr. Wallace's Calochorti. Among many

other flowers represented may be mentioned Mr. A. J.

Bowbebbt's new yellow Pansy, the Uriah Pike

Carnation, Anemone japonica, Mimalut, Daffodils,

Clematis, and several Orchids. The charm of Mies

Do—"s water-colour paintings lies in the softness

and brilliancy of the colours, and the fact that she

can pourtray objects in a very natural way.

New Publications.—latiodmction to the Study

of Fungi, by M. C. Cooke, MA, LLD. (London

:

Adam "& Chables Blacs:)—Our Edible Toadstools

and Mushrooms, by W. Hajoltos Glbsox, with thirty

coloured plates. (New York : Habjeb Bbothebs,)

WHITELEY'S NURSERIES.
TTTT.TJXGDO-y.

Ix the rapid and perfect manner which charac-

terises Mr. Whiteley's business operations, another

portion of the nursery, to the extent of 2j acres,

has been put under glass, and is now occupied by a

fine roomv block of houses, each 240 feet long and

24 feet wide, and by a run of commodious lean-to

houses under the boundary wall. When started, the

old block was thought to be ample, but it was not

found suniciently extensive, hence the present great

addition, and the contemplation of covering more

ground next year.

The block of houses, built with a view to even-

possible need in the culture of the plants, by Mr. W.
Duncan Tucker, of Tottenham, requires more than

passing attention, for in it are several new ideas

in the arrangement, and in the ventilation and

water-supply, most of them worked oat at the

suggestion of Mr. G. Bethell, the clever and

weH-iLLj-_ -Lia;*: at Whiteley i Nurseries.

For example, every part of the wood-work of

the interior it either grooved or thrcited, so that

drip is impossible, and the throating of the heavy

pitch-pine timber which formt the wail-plate of each

pair of hontet, at well as the water-way between

them, will give a much longer life to the strnctnres

by preventing decay in that vulnerable par. Xbe
bottom ventilation too, which is arranged by

glazed drain-pipes bringing air from each end, and

allowing it to pass into the house at intervals

through openings carefully regulated, is another

good feature. The pipes are made to answer

a double pnrpese, v~'z., to bring in frefh air,

and to carry off the water from the roof.

Continuous lever-gearing effects the olhei venti-

lating appliances of the houses. The arrangements

for water-supply at all points, and for pasting plants

from one house to another, and other labour-saving

contrivances, are admirably and economically carried

ont.

With regard to the heating, the new block a ;

exceptional natural advantages, for the ground

gradually rises from the end, where the two sets of

three 10-feet Cornish boilers are placed to the

extreme end, and thut a proper Sow and retz.-L are

facilitated. So pressing is the demand for tpace, and

for the stock to be got cut of it, that all through

Mr. Bethell hat been treading on the heels

of the builder, and even now the greater

portion of the block is filled — and well

filled too. S:me fear of the great .-::-- ::.:"."=»

contain thousands cf beautiful Palms, among which

the graceful Kentias of course predominate, though

Latanias, Setforthiat, and Coryphas are represented

in inch proportion as the knowledge of the demand
at the great efablisbment in Westbourne Grove

tbows well how to regulate. Kentias are the

favorrites everywhere, and in boxes fast requiring

potting-off, Mr. Bethell has scmething like a mil-

lion coming on ready to take the place of those now
saleable.

About 14 000 splendidly-grown Chrysanthemums
occur y several of the other large houses, and yum nt

a bewildering mass of colour in them from end to

end. Only the best sorts for market, and for cutting,

are grown in quantity. Though every new one is tried,

few succeed in getting on the list of thos? to grow
largely. One of the best ever tried is W. H.
Lincoln, and of this Mr. Bethell hat :h:asands, both

tall and dwarf, the large plants having from eight

to twenty immense rich yellow flowers : while thoie

not more than a foot high, in 48-pots, bear six to

ten. It has strong wood, fine lasting foliage, and

noble flowers, which last long, either cut or on the

plant, and these qualities constitute a fine market
variety. Two sports obtained at Hiliingdon are

being worked up, and bid fair, viz., a bright yellow

Charles Davit, and a fine white Mdlle. Lacroix,

Ey net ford White, too, it a great favourite.

Azaleas, Tuberoses in all stages, Bonvardiat,

Genittas, and all kinds of bulbs for forcing, occupy

the remainder of the houses, many of which in their

season will be filled with Tomatot, a commodity
with which the consumer never seems to get tatiif.ec.

In the old block, with its lofty covered arcade

300 feet long, for packing and other operations, some

twenty-six houses are devoted to Ferns, and yet to

rapid is the sale of plants in small pots that there is

often a difficulty in getting enough for potting-on.

One house is full of all pure white Cyclamens, not

one of the plants haviDg a trace of colour ; several

with Aralia Sieboldii, some with Crotons as brilliant

in their coloured foliage as are the flowering plants

in their blooms. In one are scores of plants of the

graceful and handsome Dendrobium Phalenopsis

Schroderianum, their fine sprays arching all around,

and in no part of the vast establishment it an inch of

room watted.

This portion is thus decribed by the bnilders,

Messrs. Metsenger & Co., of Loushborough :

—

^e?t -toU (to right of Qtestzstioa, £ r U - .- 1^ Et

i_ri. --- -pen tiii sre :~il: Che ie&n-to vineries, in i_

in length, an:: U :":. -"-iic. They are divided into t/wo blocks,

disconnected in the centre ; but the nouses are practically

seven in nnn-:-- Et
~:5ed for early, intermediate, sad
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late varieties of Grapes. The wall in the foreground is occu-

pied by Peach-houses (lean-to) in thiee divisions ; total length

268 feet. The further or south wall provides accommodation
for the Mashroom-house, 180 feet long.

'
' The main block of buildings consists of thirty-three houses,

chiefly equal spans, arranged in three Bections, with inter-

vening roads. The section on the south side comprises

Chrysanthemum-house (in centre), 18 feet wide; Pine-houae,

15 feet wide ; and others for Orchids, Melons, stove, and other

plants, each 12 feet wide. The length'of each house is 117 feet,

with divisions as required for growing purposes.
*' The central block comprises Camellia-house, 18 feet wide ;

Pine-house, 15 feet wide; Orchid-houses, Cucumber-houses,

stoves, and plant-hDuses, eaoh 12 feet wide. These .are also

117 feet in leDgth, with divisions.

"The remaining block comprises houses of various lengths,

the longest being the five to the west aide, which are 268 feet

in length, and are built without front lights for use as stoves.

These are 15 feet wide. Next comes a commodious structure

for Roses, Camellias, and Chrysanthemums, 231 feet long,

18 feet wide. A three - quarter span for Strawberries, and
four span plant-house3, each 218 feet by 14 feet, complete

this group.
" The span and lean-to pits are a feature of the range, and

the total length of them is close upon 1,450 feet.

"To obtain an efficient water supply, capacious tanks run
crosswise through the centre of each group of houses. Into

these the rainwater is carried, the collecting surface of course

being considerable. Provision is also made in each home for

obtaining the water from the tanks.
" The heating is derived from nine Trentham boilers arranged

in five stokeries at convenient intervals. These can be used

separately or together aa desired. There is also an ample
mount of piping to each house."

ABOUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
(Continued from p. 619.)

At the Home of Flowebs, Swanley.—la the

very large house which Meiers. Cannell & Sons

group their Chrysanthemum plants each autumn,
it is possible to make a very impoiing display,

its capacity being practically equal to the accom-
modation of the whole of the stock, which is itself

exceedingly large and varied. Of course, there is

no room to spare, and it has become requisite here,

as in other places, to select with great discrimination

the varieties to be grown, for the object of furnishing

blooms that may be exhibited at the various shows,
where Messrs. Cannell take their wonderful Pelargo-

niums, Cannas, and other things. Space has to be

found for the increasingly large number of home
seedlings, and for the testing of Continental, American,
and other novelties. In addition to these, only the

very best and newest varieties are included, and the

greater part of the stock is planted out and grown
quite differently for the production of healthy cutting!

for stock purposes.

Examining the seedlings first, we were impressed

by the unusually dwarf character of the plants. Mr.
Cannell has been working for some years to procure

a race with lower stature than we have become used

to, and to a large extent he has succeeded, but one
is prepared to find that a large-flowering tendency,

as well as varied colours, are not easily obtained for

the first few years that these efforts are made.
However, when good flowers are borne by seedlings

not more than 2 feet high, it may be hoped that

such varieties, should they be worthy of a place in

respect to the quality of the flower, will at least

prove less in height another season than those that used

to run up to the roof of a vinery at its centre. Eureka
is a name given to such a seedling. It is a white-

flowering Japanese, a wide flower with broad florets,

which beside slightly incurving, have also a kind of

twist in the direction of a ring. Mrs. Oporto Tait,

on the seedling plant, is also very dwarf; the flower

is a yellow Japanese, florets broad and slightly

twisted, colour very pleasing. Lord of Lome is a

deep gold colour, similar to Thunberg, and Mr.
Cannell thinks it may be superior to that fine variety.

Wood's Pet is a seedling from Sunflower, and is

rose-coloured, the florets droop in ringlets, and it is

hoped the variety may prove a good one. Other
Beedlings, many of which are as yet unnamed, were
noticed in considerable quantity. New varieties by
other raisers were noticed, but most of these we have
referred to on former occasions. Kentish White
looked well, and was present in quantity. It was
awarded a Certificate by the National Society a week
or so again, and though the bloom as generally exhi-
bited is of moderate size only, it is very pretty, and

the habit of the plant is dwarf and good. Decorative

varieties, such as Mr. Cannell's Centaurea, Mra.

Filkins, and others, with narrow, twisted, and other-

wise bizarre-appearing florets, are popular with many

persons, and are no doubt very adaptable to some

kinds of decoration.

As usual, there was to be seen on this occasion an

excellent display of zonal Pelargoniums in foil

flower, and Cannas, and other plants, interesting and

cheerful- looking. Mum,

Chbysanthemoms, etc , at the Gbange,

For several years past Mr. A. H. Smee, of the

Grange, has made a practice of throwing open his

gardens to his neighbours and the public generally

in the autumn that they may see the Chrysanthe-

mums, and in the spring that they may have an

opportunity of inspecting the orchards for which

he is famous. In accordance with this custom,

the gardens have been once more thrown

open to visitors. The Chrysanthemums were

arranged in the large greenhouse, between 400

and 500 plants being exhibited. This year they

have been grown much more dwarf than hitherto,

and consequently the visitor on entering the

house found facing him a bed of bloom rising

from between 2 and 3 feet high to over 6 feet.

Perhaps the most notable were Commandant Blussett,

Beauty of Exmouth, Florence Davis, President Borel,

W. Sewaid, Mrs. Harman Payne, Mdllp. The eie

Rey, Lord Brooke, Autumn Tints, Niveum, Duke of

York, Glorioeum. and Madame Cambon, which was

grown from setdlings raised in Algiers. Amongst

the singles were Miss Roie and Mary Anderson. All

the plants are strong and well grown, showing that

the greatest cire and cultural skill have been bestowe d

upon them, while the blooms are large, well-shaped,

and in the finest possible condition. In addition to

the Chrysanthemum- house, visitors were permitted

to inspect the Fern-house, which never looked belter.

The Cattleya- house contained some very fine speci-

mens of Cattleya in bloom, some Oncidiums, Cypri-

pediums, and D^ndrobiums. Wallinjton and Car-

shalton Herald,

houses consist of two large span-roofed vineries,

with Vines carrying heavy crops of good Grapes, the

varieties consisting of Muscat of Alexandria, Gros

Colmar, Lady Downes, and Black Alicante. Some
small lean-to's snpply Early Grapes, Peaches, and

Neetarines. The Peach-houses contain splendid

trees of the best varieties. Among other houses

observed, mention should be made of one for grow-

ing Pears, Melon and Cucumber-houses, and some

orchard-houses. Much work was in progress, and

alterations and improvements of various kinds under-

taken. The Chrysanthemum is a plant that is

largely grown for decorative purposes, and the gar-

dener, Mr. Pike, is an exhibitor of them ; the

collection contained a great number of the beat

modern varieties. B. W.

WARTER PRIORY, POCKLING-
TON, YORKSHIRE.

This, the residence of C. H. Wilson, Eiq., M P , is

delightfully situated in beautifully undulating, well-

timbered groundi, near the village of Warter. The
Priory was formerly the site of a religious house, bat

nothing remains but the name. Toe comnodious
modern mansion is replete with present-day con-

veniences of all kinds. Toe gardens are tastefully

laid out with fljwer-bedt, lawns, and shrubberies, and

everything about them is in perfectly good order, as

befits a place of which the owner is proud. The
flower-garden this year had at the time of my visit

suffered severely from a thunderstorm, and the well-

filled beds of Pelargoniums were bereft of much of

their blossoms, and all the others had temporarily

suffered with the exception of two large beds of

tuberous-rooted Begonias, which were, in spite of it

all, a blaze of colour. Oiher fine-looking beds con-

sisted of Pelargonium West Brighton Gem, a variety

that withstands rough weather better than soma
others ; and Mrs. Clibran Nasturtium, a good thing

for bedding. Several species of Bambusa and Palms

of large size are among the plants effectively made
use of in groups together, and as single specimens.

A plant-conservatory adjoins the residence, and

here were found Palms, Dractenas, climbing plants,

&c, and even in the full summer, it is kept well

furnished with plants in flower. The large range of

plant and fruit-houses well repaid the visit. The
Orchid-homes numbered three, and these were filled

with many valuable species and varieties. There are

two plant-stoves, two Rose-homes, a Gardenia-house,

fernery, Palm-house, greenhouse, two houses for the

cultivation of Eacharis, and four for that of Car-

nations ; the varieties of the latter consisting of

Souvenir de la Malmaison, Winter Cheer, Uriah

Pike, and others. Rarely have I observed the first-

named in finer health and condition. The fruit-

Home Correspondence.

ENGLISH versus GERMAN CYCLAMEN8.—As the

grower of Cyclamens for one of the firms best known
in England for their strain of Cyclamens, and who
cultivate upwards of 20,000 seedlings and old bulbs

or corms every year, I think, alter reading the

article, "English v. German Cyclamens," that the

English varieties could not have had full justice

during the growing period, or they certainly

would not have appeared so inferior in quality

as pointed out. I myself think it would be

a very difficult undertaking to surpass the

English varieties that were grown by Mr.

Schwarzburg, if they had the right treatment, most

of which were raised by the firm I am with, and cer-

tificated by the same at different periods. I also

noted that there was a complaint about purity of

colour. Nor is a pure white mentioned in the list

of English names. If they had, the following four

named varieties, Mont Blanc, Dame Blanche,

Baroness Burden Coutts, or grandiflora alba, I

think they would have compared very favourably

with the German Btrain, as all four are splendid

whites if grown to their best. The marking of the

foliage is not given much attention in England, the

point aimed at being a good sturdy plant, with

quantity of flowers and quality combined to make
it sell. But if our friends over the water would

like to see English-grown specimens in their glory,

they could not do better than take a trip across in

March and attend the Crystal Palace and Regent's

Park spring shows, and I think they would be

highly satisfied that Cyc'aaaens can be well done in

England. J. N. &. [Why should not our Berlin

friends send aome ot their choicest samples for

comparison ? Ed ]

THAT CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN.—Referring to

the correspondence on this subject, may I a«k if any-

body ever saw a French Bean that did not cliab,

more or less, where it had the chance? or if there be

any gardeners who would have a climbing French

Bean needing stickB to support it, when they could

have the same Bean equally good without that extra

and uaeleas trouble? French Beans will climb, if

allowed, and Scarlet Runners, if pinched, will

do equally well without climbing, and are exten-

sively grown that way by market-men. I understand

from what I have seen, and from what I have

read in the Gardeners' Assistant, &c, "that

the French growers have French Beam (not

Runners) that climb from 6 to 9 feet, but

the dwarf form is the most popular. It does

seem absurd to have one grower recommending

a Pea because it does not need sticking, and another

puffing up a Bean for the opposite reason ; and it

would be very interesting to learn if " A. D." or

anyone else belonging to the Royal Horticultural

Society's Committees ever seriously proposed to

bestow an award on a Bean whose sole recommenda-
tion was that it needed sticks to support it, or, as

Mr. Ward puts it, because it attained " a hitherto uc-

heard-of height of 7 feet !

" " Not wanted " would be

the verdict of any practical man even if the "climbing''

claim was new. A large portion of the cost of

climbing Pea and Bean culture is the sticking. I

dispose of thousands of Pea and Bean rods annually

from the woods, at from Is 3d. and 2s. and upwards

per 100, according to quantity, some amateurs having

rather fancy notions about their Scarlet Runner
rows. That is the cost of Borting out in the

wood, and by the time they are carried and put

to the crops and removed again in autumn, a

large part of the profit, if any, is gone. I know
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of crop! of Scarlet Banners which, dnring the past

summer, did not pay for the sticks and sticking, at

from Id. to 2d. per lb. I have seen from twenty to

thirty long rows of tall Peas and Runners, in gardens,

that "mast have cost nearly 20s. per row to stick—

a

sum that wonld have supplied the Peas. J. S. W.

[Oar usual 'cute correspondent seems to have missed

the point in this case ; for it is not because it is a

climbing variety that it has found, and is likely to

find, favour with gardeners; but because it is a

much more continuous bearer, and in that way
saves land, seed, and labour. With French Beans

of the ordinary type, we must sow ouce in three

weeks from the middle or end of April till the middle

of July, if a good succession of tender pods is to be

obtained; whilst with this new Bsan twice or thrice

would suffice. It is a moot question if this Eunner
Kidney Bean would not be profitable as a forcer.

The chief danger to be apprehended would be, of

course, the entire loss of the leaves from red-spider.

We can insert no farther correspondenca on this

subject. Ed.]

R08A RUQOSA FOR GAME COVERT.—During
the past two winters we have planted small patches

APPLE8: THE TRUTH ABOUT PRICE8—RIBSTON
AND COX'8 ORANGE PIPPIN.—I heartily thank the
essayist for his obliging reply to my inquiry as to

the low-placed price occupied by these two finest

of our dessert Apples. I had the most perfect faith

in his quotations, and had a shrewd suspicion—con-

firmed by his lucid explanation—that it is but
another case of size, colour, bulk, over-riding quality.

It must be borne in mind that the essayist is here

writing of marketing and making solid profit out of

Apples, and most growers will readily allow that

Peasgood's Nonsuch at 28s. per cwt. will fetch more
nnney per acre than Cox's Orange Pippin at 30s.

per cwt. The more'a the pity ! But then pity will

be a long time in moulding public taste or controlling

prices by quality alone ; though possibly as raw
Apples get to be more eaten as food, such splendid

sorts as the Ribston or Cox's Orange Pippin will com-
mand such high prices as to render them the most
profitable market Apples. Meanwhile, however, it is

verydiscouragingtohearon such highauthorityasthat
of this able essayist, that he has never yet been able

to make a profit on his Ribstons, either on the Para-
dise or free stocks. I had hoped that the Paradise stock

root- pruning improved culture and training wonld
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of the above-named charming species of Rose, with

a view to testing it as a suitable plant for game
coverts. So far our venture is satisfactory. Rabbits

have not destroyed any of them. I am bound to say,

though, they are not very numerous in the part

where the Rosa rngosa are planted ; still, they have
injured Laurels and Berberis planted near to them.
Will those of your correspondents who may have
tried planting them where rabbits are plentiful

kindly say if their experience is satisfactory ? In our
stiff limestone soil this Rose grows well, and if

rabbit-proof, I can see it is going to be a capital

covert plant. It keeps its foliage well into the
winter months, which is an importent point in this

class of plant. The price, too, will soon be a mode-
rate one, if the demand springs np for it, seeing that
it can easily be reproduced from seed [or suckers],

Jast imagine large masses of it in flower in July in

the openglades of woods and plantations, or in autumn,
when thickly sprinkled with its large rich red-

coloured seed-vessels or " heps." I mention these
advantages, as they wonld add to its valne in the
opinion of sporting gentlemen, nearly all of whom
have a strong liking for natural beauty, as well as for

sport. I should say, too, it would be a grand stock

on which to bud many of our choicer garden Roses.

I have not heard of its having been used for this

purpose, though it may have been, H. J. C, Grimston,

Tadcaster,

have made, as it has, the Cultivation of Kibiton
Pippins practicable, and likewise profitable. To
ensure the latter, however, a more elastic list of

trade and market prices may have to be formulated
and established. This may be difficult, but ought

not to be impossible. And it was chiefly with a

view of directing the attention of such able growers

and capable business gentlemen as those essayists, to

the national importance of revising oar Apple prices

on some standard of quality, rather than the allure-

ments of colonr and the weight or size, that induced
me to query the position assigned to some varieties

named. Of coarse, it may be answered that our

salesmen have already classified our Apples and
other fruits, as we soon find to our cost when we
attempt to buy Ribstons or Cox's Orange Pip-

pins by name. But these fancy prices in

retail hardly reach the growers for wholesale.

We want a gradation of prices based on quality,

chiefly as discriminating and far reaching among
Apples, Pears, Plums, as we already have it among
Grapes. Few or none would grow Muscat of Alex-
andria if their market price hardly exceeded that of

Hamburghs. Bat while Muscats command fonr or

five times the price of .Hamburghs, their place and
presence in our markets and on our tables are

assured. Supposing, and the supposition can hardly

be held to be extravagant, that the Ribston Pippin
and Cox's Orange Pippin commanded double the

price that Peasgood's Nonsuch and Warner's King,
we should no longer have our market growers and
writers assuring us that they could no longer grow
onr best dessert Apples at a profit. I hope no one
will assume that the Apples named are necessarily
on all sites and soils the best of their class for eating
or cookiDg. In any attempt to get prices con-
trolled by quality, I thought it wise not to have the
issue confused through comparison of the merits of
contending varieties. D. T. F.

THE JUDGING OF VEGETABLES AT 8HOW8.—
We seem Badly to want a national code of rales for

j adging. Mightnot some public body such as the Royal
Horticultural Society, for example, compile such a
code ? It should take each vegetable in the order of its

utility, and state the number of marks to be given it,

allowing for quality, cleanliness, staging, &c. If
such a standard were formed it would be of the
greatest service to judges, particularly as in a case I
have in my mind, where the judge was a traveller
and not a practical man. I shall be greatly pleased
to hear that such a code is available, and that I have
overlooked it. W. H. Patterson.

VALE OF CLEVELAND AND 8HARPE'8 VICTOR
POTAT08.—For some years we have grown Vale of
Cleveland Potato, and we have no hesitation in
pronouncing it to be identical in every respect with
the yellow-fleshed Sharpe's Victor, and this opinion
has been confirmed from time to time by Potato
experts who have seen the two varieties growing
side by side in our trial gronnds. We procured Vale
of Cleveland direct from Mrs. Short, of the Seed
Stores, Market Place, Stokesley, and she informed
us that her late husband sold the whole stock,
excepting a few small tubers, to Messrs. Chas.
Sharpe & Co., of Sleaford, and that he claimed that
Sharpe's Victor, when it appeared, was in every
respect similar to his own Potato. Admitting this

to be so, it is quite evident that to the late Mr.
Geo. Short belongs the honour of having first raised
this distinct type of Potato, which possesses all the
good qualities of the variety now so well known in

commerce as Sharpe's Victor. It is a singular
coincidence that two hybridisers should have raised
seedlings the characteristics of which are identical,

but from entirely different parents, and it is some-
what remarkable that Messrs. Chas. Sharpe & Co.
should have become the fortunate possessors of them
both ; for there can be no doubt that amongst the
very earliest varieties of Potatos, Vale of Cleve-
land and Sharpe's Victor probably have no rival.

W. W. Johnion § Son, Boston.

With reference to Mr. D. T. Fish's letter in

your columns recently, allow me to say that the
confusion referred to appears to arise owing to
the variety of the Potato introduced and still known
in the name of Albert Victor, which has a white
flesh, being confnsed with Victor, better known as
Sharpe's Victor, which has a yellow flesh. Cultivator.

PEACHE8 AND NECTARINE8 —I can fully endor«e
the sound and oppoitnne remarks made by Mr.
Markham under the above heading in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for September 28, p. 370. Peach and
Nectarine trees are easily enough grown in 00 per

cent, of the gardens in Great Britain and Ireland,

where the necessary wall or fence space is available

for training the trees to, always assuming that the

cultivator has a practical knowledge of the require-

ment! of the trees, and that healthy kindly-growing

trees, true to name, are obtained and duly planted in

good-sized well-drained holes, using sound fertile

loam as a rooting medium. The observance of the

above simple but most important points is absolutely

necessary to attain to success not only in the culture

of the Peach and Nectarine, but also in that of

Plums, Pears, Apples, &c. All that is required after

the trees have been selected and planted in the
manner indicated is to keep them perfectly clean and
the soil about the roots uniformly moist. The growths
shonld be trained thinly rather than otherwise over

the space allotted to each individual tree, disbudding
freely at short intervals, as advised in Mr. Markham 's

excellent note, after the wall space has been fur-

nished, which, starting with maiden trees, may be
accomplished within a few years from the time of

planting by following the extension system of

training. Tais consists in not cutting back the
young growths to within a few inches of their

bases, as used to be the prec'ice, and is still done
in many places, at pruning-time the first year

after planting—that is, in twelve or fourteen months
from that time. This is how it is done. In the

ordinary way, the trees are planted as soon ai they
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have been received from the nursery after the fall of

the leaf—say, toward! the end of November. The
young shoots, whether two, three, five, or seven,

are geeured loosely to the wall to admit of the

fresh soil settling down a little, as well as retard-

ing the flowering period. Early the following

February, as soon as the sap begins to rise, bend
the unpruned shoots towards the ground, and secure

them to the wall with nails and shrsda in that

position, the bend starting from the point whence
the first of the young shoots is desired to proceed

—say, 4 or 5 inches from the bottom of the indi-

vidual shoots. The check thus given to the flow of

sap causes a sniS;ient number of wood-buds to push

from each shoot to form a good-sized " fan-shaped
"'

tree the first year after planting. Of course, as soon as

the buds nearest the base of the individual shoots so

treated have pushed into growth, the nails should be

drawn, the shoots—main shoots—spread out on the

wall, in the form of a hand with distended

fingers, and secured thereto with nails and shreds,

leaving sufficient room in the latter for the develop-

ment of the branch, the young shoots indicated

above being trained at proper distances over the

intervening spaces. Trees of Crimson Galande and
D;mond Peach, and D:yden and Hirnbnldt Nec-
tarine, planted a few years agi and treated in the

manner described above, have completely furnished

the trellis fixed to one of our highest (12 feet) walls

out-of-doors, and planted at the usual distance from
one another, ripened this year twelve to fourteen

dozen good-sized fruits on each, which were the ad-

miration of all who saw them. I merely mention
this to show those readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle

who may hitherto have taken an unfavourable and
wrong view of Peach culture out-of-doors, what
good returns may be easily secured from Peach
and Nectarine trees in two or three years from the

time of planting by following the extension system,

which I have more than once advocated in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, The crop, taking thirteen

dozen fruits as the average for each of the four trees,

and at the moderate price of 4s. per dozen, would be

£10 &., not by any means a poor return for the

initial outlay, space of wall occupied, and labour

incurred in training, &e. That the Peach and
Nectarine will grow and flourish planted against

walls having south, west, and east aspects I have the

most conclusive evidence, the only difference being
in the time of ripening ; the same variety planted in

all the aspects indicated would yield a pretty good
succession of ripe fruit, those ripened on the

east and west walls possibly might not be quite

so good in flavour as the fruit ripened against a

wall having a south aspect. Like ilr. Markham, I

have formed a high opinion of the Early Rivers

Nectarine. It is a good grower, and apparently a free

bearer, the fruit being unusually large, of handsome
appearance, fine quality, and very early in ripening.

Inconclusion.I may say thatthe present is a good time
for traasplanting young trees which have been grown
for a year or two in available spaces between those per-

manent trees which have not quite furnished their

allotted space ; lifting them with good balls, they
experience little, if any, check in being transplanted

into their permanent positions, and time is

afforded for the roots to push into the new soil before

the trees shed their leaves. Trees so planted gain
time, and have decided advantage over trees planted
after the fall of the leaf, H. W. Ward, Longford
Castle.

TlMBEa v. G*ME,—I am rather puzz'.ed by Mr.
Foote's distinctions, p. 582, between practical and
technical knowledge, and to learn that employers do
not want the latter. I thought technology con-
sisted of the application of established principles in

the arts and crafts, and constituted intelligent prac-

tice as opposed to " rule of thumb ;
" and I must say I

never met with an employer who would not have
preferred a technically-trained forester or gardener
to one of the misnamed 'practical" type. As to

woods and game, they can be successfully com-
bined, except in the case of rabbits in young
plantations. It is quite easy to plant a mixture, or

pure forest of good timber trees, for a crop, that
will shelter game, provided the thinning is not
over- done. Pheasants want most protection. They
will not stay in winter in a wood which the wind
blows too freely through, but a forest of bare poles will
break and subdue the stiffest gale that ever blew if

they stand thick enough on the ground. Everyone
knows this who has stood on the lee-side of a Larch
plantation in winter, thick, but one which you can see

through. The trees break the wind in the same way
that stakes or stones driven in, not far asunder, will

break up the most furious torrent into gentle driblets,

I have just been making a trout-stair on this prin-

ciple to enable the fish to climb a kind of cascade.

Employers rarely object to follow intelligent advice

from their foresters whom they expect to understand
their business, as a matter of course. What is most
needed among owners of estates is a better STstem of

managing their game in conjunction with their woods.

We want more pheasants for the gun and fewer

rabbits, Keepers never have a sufficient number of

pheasants, and if a rabbit or two is not frequently

popping up between the pheasants, sport flags; hence
keepers will not kill rabbits UEless forced by
some one who can step in and take the duty off their

hands, and that does the business. Then your
keeper will act; if a woodman with a gun,

dog, and ferrets has the mere authority to

step in when and where he chooses, if the keepers

fail. This just works a miracle on our friend in

velveteen. There are no objections to pheasants,

but the system of hatching is deplorable. Given a

fair covert with a sufficient stock of cocks and hens

to begin with, I would undertake with well-regulated

shooting, to crowd any wood or estate with wild

birds permanently in one year. But what is done ?

All the early eggs are picked up in large numbers,
perhaps every season, and as many more bought to

put under hens ; and at the shooting season about one

or two birds may be to every dozen eggs bought
all to the gun, and often not so many, so great is

the mortality. I know of the record on a number of

estates, and this statement is no exaggeration.

Eabbits have to be preserved to make up for the

pheasants, and the woods have to be kept quite for

these, and the woodmen banished for the greater

part of the year in orc'er not to disturb the game.
If gentlemen would put down stock for wild-nestiDg

in the first instance, and simply let their keepers

know that game would be expected, and the

wools looked after at the same time, they could,

by some proper arrangement of the work, then
have plenty of sport, and also timber. Sly advice to

foresters who caflnot secure something like the above
conditions is to do their duty as far as circumstances

permit, and to view the damage done by the game with

philosophic equanimity, always taking good care to

let the damage be easily seen by those who have to

pay for it, and to have the said regularly estimated and
sent in to the game department. A correct debtor
and creditor account against the keeper is one of the
best methods I know of for keeping the subject
" warm," for the process is one " velveteen " cannot
stand, but it has opened the eyes of some employers.
All game-keepers, I contend, should be under the

control of the forester. <S., The Woods,

PACKING COMPETITION AT CRY8TAL PALACE
SHOW. — I was much interested in this packing
competition, and I quite endorse what Mr. Hirris
says respecting the judging being intrusted to Covent
Garden salesmen—one would be enough. I did not
attend at the Palace this year, but what I saw in

1891 convinced me that a salesman would be the
best judge, and I expressed this opinion at the time,

I do not refer to the Grapes, but to the Peaches and
Pears, which were nearly hidden from view by the
mass of material used, and which I considered was
quite unnecessary, whether they were intended for

market or private use; and as one of the jidges,

p. 555, says, he and hii colleague found but alight

advance over last year, I may conclude that

what I saw last year was simply repeated. In the
month of August last, I was in Covent Garden
market, and at the stall of one of the leading sales-

men I was looking at the Peaches offered for

sale, packed in a mass of cotton-wadding, some
over-ripe, and the wadding clinging to the bruised
parts; and I said to the salesman's foreman,
"You cannot sell stuff like this." His reply was,
half the fruit sent into the market is spoiled by bad
packing. Cotton-wool is not now uied by growers
to pack Peaches for market, neither is moss, and
no salesman would look with admiring eyes upon
any exhibit which was packed in either of those
materials, Wood-shavings are recommended by some,
and they are certainly very elastic, in fact, too much
so, and there is an odour on opening a box of fruit

packed with them that is not at all appetising; so

growers use for packing Peaches, finely cut white
tissue paper, which can be bought for £1 17s. 6i: per
cwt„ and 4 oz«. will back a box of twenty-four
Peaches, costing a little over Id. To prove this, I
have this year grown and packed 15,000 Peaches and
Nectarines, and used 1 j cwt. of paper shavings in

packing. Our modus operandi is to shake a handful
of well-teased shavings over the bottom of the box,
take the fruit in the left hand, and with the right
wind a few shavings tightly ronnd the stalk-half

sufficient to keep it clear of the box ; when placed

firmly in it repeat the process until the box is full,

taking care to keep them pressed tightly together as

the packing progresses. When full, place a sheet of

tissue paper the siz? of the box over all, now shake
enough well- teased shavings on the paper so that when
the lid is put on the shavings are slightly pressed upon
the fruit ; should the box be too deep, use clean well-

dried moss or grass, filling up the space firmly before

shaking on the shavings, and so high that the fruits,

when packed, are nearly level with the top of the

box, only requiring a few shavings to keep them in

position. By this method of packing, nearly one-

half of the fruit is displayed, so that buyers can see

the size, colour, and condition without touching it.

The boxes are tied threes or twos together, and sent

by van 5 miles to the railway station, over roads

and under conditions that would make a nervous
grower faint. Nine-tenths go to London, the other

to Manchester, i.e., about 150 miles, and not one
complaint has reached us this year. Single boxes
are more liable to iDjary than when two or three

are tied together, but we send Peaches to all parts

in large and small boxes, singly, and by rail, and
post, without the least bruising—using boxes adapted
to thn number of fruits to be packed into them, so

that firmness is preserved, which is the great essen-

tial to successful carriage. The time taken to pack
a box of twenty-four fruits is about five minutes. I

grade and pack 60 dozens in three and a half hours,

and this quantity I do almost daily during the busy
season, the largest number sent away in one week
being 333 dozens, and the largest number in

one day 131 dozens. Win. Armstrong, loddington
Orchard Co,

Societies.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

November 26.—The usual fortnightly meeting of

the Society waB held in the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster, on Tuesday last, when an inte-

resting exhibition was made, alheit the hall was
less full than on some previous occasione. Chrysan-
themums again constituted one of the more important
items, and there were several novelties recognised by
the committee. Orchids were not numerous, neither
were fruit exhibits, but there was a large collection

of Apples and Pears, and another of vegetables.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, E*q,, in the chair; and

Megara, Jno. Fraser. Jai. Walker, H. B. May, H.
Herbsr, R. Dean. G^o. Stevens, J. H. Pitt, R. B.
Lowe. C. J. Salter, H. Briscoe Iionside, Chas.
Jefferies, J. D. Pawle, Chas. E. Shea, J. W. Barr,

Chas. E. PearsoD, Ed. Beckett, H. J. Jones, Geo.
Nicholson, Geo. Gordon, C. Blick, and R?v, G. H.
Engleheart.

A group of Rose trees in pots formed the exhibit o£ Messrs.

Wm. Paul & Soy, Walthim Cross Nurseries, Herts; the

variety was Enchantress, described as a new winter and
bedding Kose, a hybrid between China and Xea-Ecented kinds.

Some very free-flowered sprays were also shown, and the

committee recommended the variety an Award of Merit. The
bloom is white, with lemon flush, but in the bud shows a
pleasing tint of fresh salmon or pink (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. J.vo. Latxg & Soxs, Forest Hill, London, S.E.,

exhibited a plant of Dracaena lentiginosa, with long strap-like

leaves, of good colour. Also Calamus Palembanicus.
Messrs. Jas. Veitch Sc Soss, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

again exhibited their Javanico-Jasminiflornm hybrids of Rho-
dodendrons, but on the present occasion there was a very
beautiful group of small well-flowered plants, in place of the
cut blooms shown last time. Messrs. Veitch also staged a
plant in flower of Begonia x Mrs. Heal, which we recently
figured, and a variety of a similar strain named Ensign, with
larger leaves and paler flowers (Silver Banksian Medal)
From the Botanic Gardens, Glasnerin, Mr. F. W. Moore

sent foliage and flowers of Spbseralcea nmbellata (Malva um-
bellata), a stove shrubby plant with Mdlva-like flowers j>f

bright violet ; native of Mexico.
H. GryuxG, Esq., Harrow Weald House, Stanmore (gr.,

Mr. Ripley), showed a plant of the very old Canarina campanu-
lata, a greenhouse herbaceous perennial with campanulate
flowers of a curious shade of orange-purple, not showy bnt
interesting, and not frequently met with.

Mr. J. Crawtokd, of Ccdiington Hall Gardens, Newark-on-
Trent, sent cut blooms of Carnations.
A handsome Begonia in flower was exhibited by J. T.

Bexsett Poe. Esq., Holmewood, Cheshuut. This was a
seedliDg from B. Froebeli, and named B. F. incomparabilis.
Leaves were nearly a foot across, handsome and pubesceot
on under surface, the veins very conspicuous by reason of their

pale colour contrasted with the deep, but bright, green of the
leaves. Spikes upwards of 2 feet high, many-flowered, each
bearing upwards of thirty flowers nearly 2 inches across,

pubescent outside and full, bright scarlet in colour. The appear
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ance of the plant in the hall was distinct and floe, and it

probably excited more interest than any other exhibit.

Chrysanthemum a.

Mr. R, Owes, nurseryman, Maidenhead, had a collection of

new varieties, Awards of merit being made to the following:

—

Country of Gold, a small Primrose-coloured narrow-petalled

variety, very free, charming in sprays, and promising well for

market and decorative work. Mrs. Ellen Newbold, a pale

yellow reflexed Japanese, broad petalled, of good size as a

decorative variety, and pleasing shape. Another promising
market flower, and incurved, Bonnie Dundee, having, in a true

incuived form, the colours of Lord Brooke, but less of reddish-

brown and more of gold, a charming exhibition variety. In

addition there were Oceana, a broad-petalled flower of the

Viviand Morel type, white, with a delicate pink suffusion;

Walter Owen, reddish cerise, with a bronzy-yellow reverse,

but rough as shown ; and General Roberts, &c. (Silver Banksian

Medal).

From Mr. WELLS, Earlswood, Redhill, came incurved Sir

Trevor Lawrence, a very promising white flower of the Queen
of England type, and a primrose sport from it named Harry
Wells. As the Floral Committee declined to Bay whether or

not it was a true incurved, no award was made; and Major
Bonnaffon was similarly treated, as no pronouncement waa
made as to the particular class, though recently shown in

several cases as an incurved variety.

From Mr. W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Gatton,

Reigate, came a grandly- formed and full incurved golden

yellow Japanese, named William Slogrove, a flower of great

refinement, which will make a very acceptable exhibition

variety (Award of Merit).

From Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewisham, came
Anemone Japanese Surprise, pale lilac-pink, with faint stripes

of purple (Award of Merit) ; Major Bonnaffon, in fine cha-

racter ; Mrs. P. Purcell, delicate purplish-pink, with silvery

reverse, a very novel incurved Japanese ; and Olive Ochree,

the golden florets with a bronzy reverse, much incurved, and
a golden centre, distinct in character (Award of Merit). Mr.
H. Briscoe -Ironside, Burgess Hill, had some seedling

Pompons, but to all appearance partaking too much of a
mixed character ; and Neve, a white Japanese of a decidedly

promising character, if it can be grown large enough. Mr.
W, Jokes, Weybridge, had Japanese Mrs. W. Maling-Grant,

a promising variety, a mixture of yellow-salmon and bronze
;

a handsome reflexed variety. From Mr. E, H. Jenkins,
Hampton, came a fine and showy yellow Japanese, Golden
Dart, which was recommended an Award of Merit as a
Viluable market and decorative variety.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in tha chair ; and
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Secretary), T. B. Haywood,
S. Conrtauld, D/. M. T. Masters, E. Hill, H. "Wil-

liams, E. Aahworth, W. H. Protheroe, T. Statter,

F. Hardy, J. Gabriel, H. J. Chapman, W. H. White,
C. J. Lucas, J. Douglas, and H. M, Pollett.

The meeting was a thin one so far as the exhibits were con-

cerned, the only group of any extent being staged by Messrs.

F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, and for which they received a
Silver Banksian Medal. The body of the group was composed
oE fine examples of beautiful hybrid Calanthes, varying ia

colour from cream and rose to purple. Among them
were C. X Bella, C, X Florence, C. X Wm. Murray, C. X
Bryan, C. X Clive, and C. X Harold, An interesting plant in

Messrs. Sander's group waa Phaio-Calanthe x Berryana
(P. Humblotii X C. Masuca), and which had bright rose-

coloured flowers, with singular- shaped labellum, in which
P. Humblotii could be distinctly traced. Also in the same
group were Phaio-Calanthe x Arnoldiana, Pescatorea Leh-
mannii, P. Klabochorum, and the white Bollea Schroderiana,

the rare Dendrobium Leeanum, Aganisia ionoptera, Angrtecum
polystachys, Brassia Lewisii, Lselia autumnalis alba, Habe-
naria Suzannse; Sophronitis grandiflora, Odontoglossum Bic-

tonense album, Miltonia Schroderiana, some fine hybrid
Cypripediums, and the singular Bulbophyilum crassipes.

To Messrs. Linden, l'Horticulture Internationale, Pare Leo-
pold, Brussels, fell the honour of taking the only First-Class

Certificate at this meeting, its award being secured by their

richly-coloured Catasetum imperiale, about which opinions

differ as to whether it is a crimson-purple C. Bungerothii, or

a richly-coloured form of the variable C. x splendens. In any
case, it is the most gorgeous Catasetum known (see Gar-
deners 1 Chronicle, March 16, 1895, fig. 44), Messrs. Linden
also showed cut spikes of their form of Cattleya maxima.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking (grower,

Mr. W. H. White), sent a very fine hybrid Cypripedium raised

between C. Stonei platyttenium a nd C. concolor, and named C.

X platycolor. It had an inflorescence of three flowers and
one bud, the flowers equal in size to those oE C. X concolawre,

cream white, flushed with rose, and with minute purple dots

on the sepals and petals (Award of Merit). Sir Trevor Law-
rence also showed Arundiua Philippi, a slender plant with
terminal sprays of rose flowers with crimson lip, like small A.
bambussefolia (Botanical Certificate),

Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. R. Johnson), sent Cattleya aurea Marantina, a fine

variety, with rich purple, gold-veined lip, and yellow petals

and sepals, over which spread a coppery hue, the petals also

being marked with rose colour in a very effective manner
(Award of Merit) ; and Cypripedium X plumosum (barbatum

X oonanthum superbum)

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea, again showed the singular hybrid Epidendrum

X Walliaio-ciliare, and the two species from which it waa

derived. On this occasion it secured an Award of Merit.

Messrs. Veitch also showed the pretty Malayan Dendrobium

subclausum, with brilliant orange-coloured flowers (Botanical

Certificate).

J. W. Temple. Esq,, Leyswood, Groombridge (gr., Mr. E,

Bristow, sent Cattleya X Miss Williams (Harrisoniee X
labiata Gaskelliana), with pretty rosy-lilac flower, with

crimson blotch on the lip ; and C. labiata, Temple's variety,

fine in form and colour.

G. L. Palmer, Esq., Springfield, Trowbridge (gr., Mr.

Chas. Richman), sent Cypripedium x Madeline (bellatulum X
Argus), with yellowish-white flowers, spotted with purple,

and tinged with lilac (Award of Merit); also C. X Dibdin,

C. X Seegerianum, and other hybrids.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Hortham, showed

Cypripedium x Warnhamensis (Curtisii X philippinense).

Sir Frederick Wigan, Clare Lawn, East Sheen (gr., Mr.

W. H. Young), showed fine cut examples of Epidendrum

(Barkeria) Lindleyanum and Lffilio-Cattleya x Wm. Murray.

Mr. Gribble, gr. to the Marchioness of Londonderry, Plas

Court, North Wales, sent Leelia anceps.

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, showed Oncidium
brematochilum, PhaleenopsisBrymeriana, P. intermedia Portei,

some pretty Cypripediums, &c.

Stanley Clark, Esq., Oak Alyn, Wrexham, sent Cattleya

Trianrei Mrs. Stanley Clark, a noble form, with rich crimson-

purple lip, and a feather of the same colour on the petals.

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Clasnevin,

Dublin, sent an extraordinary Calanthe (named provisionally

F. W. Moore), with a fine head of lilac-purple flowers, which
on reaching maturity, become light rose, the lip changing to

bronzy-yellow (Botanical Certificate) ; Masdevallia Chimaera

aurea, in which the flowers have large patches of clear yellow

on the sepals (Award of Merit) ; Odontoglossum prsestans, and
the pretty Phaius Bernaysii, from Fiji, with white flowers

with chrome-yellow face to the segments.

T. W. Swinburne, Esq., Corndean Hall, Winchcombe, sent

Cypripedium X Wallaertianum (Harrisianum x villosum).

Fruit Committee.

Present : T, Francis Rivers, Esq., Chairman ; and
Messrs. H. G. Pearson, Jas. H. Veitch, Jos. Cheal,
J. Wright, Alex. Dean, J. W. Bates, Geo. Wythes,
Jas. Hudson, II. BaldersoD, G. Reynolds, Geo.
Norman, Robert Fife, and Philip Crowley.

Exhibits of fruit were few. The largest of these was
a collection of Apples and Pears from the Lowfield Nurseries of

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, which included 100 dishes.

The mo3t attractive of the Apples, by reason of their large

size or good colour, were Blenheim Orange, Ribston Pippin,

Alfriaton, Jubilee, New Hawthornden, King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Mere de Menage, Prince Albert, Bess Pool,

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Cox's Pomona, Hereford Beefing, and Bis-

marck. Of the last-named, excellent fruits in regard to both

size and colour were shown, whilst their fresh-looking appear-

ance proved that they will keep well for some time longer

(Silver Koightian Medal).

There were Beveral exh ibita of seedling Apples, including

Stubb's Seedling, a Qu arrenden-like fruit, but a good keeper,

also before the committee on a previous occasion. The com-
mittee reoommended an Award of Merit to this variety, the

exhibitof Mr. W. Palmer, Andover; and requested that Mr.

E. Steward, 57, Carriugton Street, Nottingham, who ex-

hibited fruits of a pale yellow variety with russety spots and
blotches, fruits rather flat-looking, with deep eye, would
exhibit same on a future occasion.

A variety named Palmer's Favourite was shown by Messrs.

Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill Nurseries, London, S.W. ; and
another one named Christmas Pe armain, was shown by Mr.
Geo. Wythes ; and a double Apple, caused by the fusion of

two fruits, was from Mr. H. Appleby, Dorking, Surrey.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhamsted, exhibited excellent

specimens of their Apple Lane's Prince Albert, gathered from

trees in the open orchard twenty years old (Vote of Thanks).

Mr. Jno. Crook, gr. to W. H. Evans, Esq., Forde Abbey,

Chard, showed a dish of small red Plums, of the variety Coe's

Late Red.

A Tomato of the Perfection type, named Nield's Seedling,

was shown by Mr. W. Nield, Horticultural College, Cheshire,

and was referred to Chiswijk for trial.

A dish of Jerusalem Artichokes, Vilmorin's New White,

was shown by Mr. Wythes, and also a dish of Wythe's Seed-

ling Potato, a kidney, from a cross between Myatt's Prolific

and Beauty of Hebron, said to be ready for use nine weeks
after planting, and of good table quality (referred to Chiswick).

Bine with fruits of Tomato, All the Year Bound, certificated

in April last, were exhibited by Mr. Farr, gr. to A. Pears,

Esq., Spring Grove, Isleworth ; the exhibit well represented

this variety's free-bearing qualities in November.

Earl of Percy, Syon House, Brentford (gr., Mr. G. Wythes),

supplemented his previous exhibits of vegetables by another

another one consisting chiefly o; green kinds, which included

about forty sorts of Brassicas, some forced Asparagus, also Syon

House and Veitch's Improved Telegraph Cucumber, and some

Mushrooms. Leeks in several varieties were commendable.

Veitch's self-protecting Broccoli, the green curled Savoy,

Cottagers, Asparagus, arctic and other varieties of Kales, and

Coleworts, were all represented by meritorious produce. Of

Brussels Sprouts we noticed Veitch's Exhibition and Sutton's

Dwarf Gem, the latter as being a short-stemmed variety,

thickly furnished with small close sprouts from base to apex

(Silver Knightian Medal).

Lecture on. Asparagus Culture.
The leoture in the afternoon waa upon Asparagus culture,

by Mr. Jas. Mason, a market grower. After briefly alluding

to the botanical affinities and characteristics of the plant,

as well as its native habitats, the lecturer declared that after

cultivating the common Asparagus for many years, he was
impressed by the fact that British growers allow far too much
foreign-grown produce to be imported into this country.
English "buds '' were admittedly less in size, but.they were of

undoubtedly better quality, and sufficient ought to be pro-

duced to supply the London market entirely. This delicious

vegetable was convenient to the grower in regard to sending
it long distances, being easily packed, and of comparatively
insignificant weight.

In respect to propagation by means of seeds, Mr. Mason had
several points to insist on with emphasis. Seed should not be
sown in the autumn, nor in May, as some growers have advo-
cated ; but in March, preferably towards the middle of the
month, or when the weather was sufficiently open. The
seeds were some little time before germinating, and if sown in

autumn were very liable to rot ; on the other hand, the
ground was usually too dry during May for them to germinate
aa freely as was desirable. Seed should be sown in drills

about 1 foot asunder, sown rather thinly, and afterwards
the plants thinned to 4 inches or more apart. Before
sowing, the land should have been given a winter's good
cultivation, by well trenching, and afterwards thoroughly
working it. The aim should be to secure really hard, strong
plants by the following March. Five or six pounds of t-eed would
produce sufficient plants to plant an acre of land the following
year. In regard to land, the Asparagus was not very fas-

tidious. The soil generally near the coast suited it well, if

there was sufficient depth. Indeed, any 6oil of good texture
and sufficient depth was sufficient, providing the same was
porous. The last-named condition was an essential one in any
case. Rough, wet land would always be unsatisfactory.

When the seedlings are above ground, the surface of the land
should be hoed, and some weak manure-water given to
encourage as good growth as possible. Planting should be
done the following sprimg as soon as the " buds" began to move.
It was best to select the strongest plants, and keep them to
themselves, thus obtaining even beds. Only one-year-old
plants should be used, and it was better to tow seed as advised,
and then replant, than to sow, and thin to the distance
required in permanent beds.

If green Asparagus was required only, the crowns need not
be deep, about 3 inches of soil and mulching being quite suffi-

cient
; but there were several advantages connected with the

deep-earthing system. It was a protection from frost, and
from the light, and atmosphere. The buds were much better
also. Mr. Mason would advise a medium course by putting
5 or 6 inches of matter above the roots. Common salt was a
good manure, and should be applied while the plants are
growing, preferably during the months June, July, or August
at the rate of 5 or 6 cwt. per acre. If the beds were well
made, and planted, and consistent care given afterwards, they
may last twenty, thirty, or even forty years. Buds should
never be cut after midsummer, however, or the practice would
induce the formation of smaller buds for the following season.
If it was wished to cut Asparagus after that date.it should
be cut from a portion of the land only ; the crowns would con-
tinue to produce buds until September at least, and it would
be well to throw those crowns away.
The French method oE culture was then alluded to, Mr.

Mason saying that the French growers planted at greater
distance apart, at greater depth, and obtained larger bnt
fewer '

' buds " per acre than English growers. Asparagus should
be cut carefully, and a proper toothed knife always used for
the purpose. As soon as the " buds'" were about 2 inches above-
ground was the best time to cut them. In conclusion, the
lecturer said that cottagers might easily cultivate Asparagus
if they so desired, and thus secure for their tables the finest

of all vegetables.

ULSTER HORTICULTURAL.
November 12.—The above aociety held its annual

Chrysanthemum, fruit, and vegetable ahow on the
above date in the Great Hall, Belfast. The usual
enthusiasm was more manifest than ever, probably
by reason of this being the finest show ever seen in
these parts. The exhibita were of high order of
merit, and their number more than doubled those of
1894.

The rockwork set up by Mr. McKimm, Curator of the Belfast

Botanic Gardens, was a great point of attraction for visitors.

The sheet of water, the bridge which could be crossed, the
great variety of foliage plants, hardy and exotic, made use of,

and the noble Palms, the Ferns, and other plants so generously
made use of, appeared to afford much pleasure.

Close to this exhibit was, in a cultural sense, a grand display
of exotic plants from the gardens of J. B. Houston, Esq.,
Orangefield (gr., Mr. Gray). Of this collection, Codiaeums
(Crotons) formed the larger part, and their leaf-colouring was
very fine. Interspersed with these were Palms, Ferns, Ficus,

and Dracaenas, and an edgiog of Ivy and moss gave the whole
an appropriate artistic finish.

Passing long lines of Boman Hyacinths, Mignonette,
bouquets in great numbers, Carnations, and table plants, the
onlooker came to the exhibits of Messrs. H. Dickson, viz.,

foliage plants, both hardy and exotic, in greatvariety, flowering
plants. Conifers, and hardy shrubs, to which a 1st prize was
awarded. Other varied and attractive groups came from the
same exhibitor.

The Parks Committee sent their quota, consisting of
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Brand groups of pot Chrysanthemums of somewhat dwarf

habit, of good width, with vigorous foliage and fine flowers.

Sir. Mahappy, the gardener, holds a leading position as a

grower.

Cut Blooms.

The Countess of Pembroke, Mount Merrion, Dublin, was 1st

for thirty-six cut Japanese varieties, a capital lot containing

many excellent new and old varieties. T. H. Torrens, Esq.,

was 2nd with a capital lot of rather less even character than those

which came from Mt. Menion. J. G. Smallman, Esq., was 1st

with twenty- four, his flowers of Viviand Morel, A. Perry, and

Niveum, being extra fine ones. Many fine exhibits were noted

in the smaller classes. The Countess of Pembroke was easily

1st for six white blooms ; and J. Rogers, Esq., for six yellow

ones, consisting of finely-grown blooms of Sunflower.

Twenty-four incurved blooms were well represented. Golden

Empress, PrincesB of Wales, and Lord Alcester being the more
prominent ones for Bize and fineness. The six blooms of

Japanese and six of Anemone-flowered varieties were of mueh
merit, especially the latter. The names of their owners we
were unable to discover. A weak point in these shows is the

withholding the names of the cultivators.

Fruit.

Among the leading exhibitors of fruit were General O'NeIL,

Lord Downshtre, and General PakenHAM. The trade was

well represented by fine collections of Apples and Pears from

Messrs. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth ; Messrs. McQredy
& Son, Portadown ; Mr. Geo. Dickson, Newtownards, and

others. Alongside on the tables were about 700 dishes of bril-

liant-coloured Apples, and many dishes of generally good Pears,

and an extra large display of Potatos. In at least two of the

competing collections an exhibitor defeated his chances of suc-

cess by dusting a white substance over his tubers—and was
disqualified.

In the Grape classes, Lord DoWNSHIRE (gr., Mr. Bradehaw)
took the lead, and received a special award for a collection of

four varieties. Lord O'NeIL's and Mr. Johnston's gardeners

were well to the front in the choice fruit classes.

Lord Annesley was a leading exhibitor in the vegetable

classes. Enormous Leeks and heads of Celery in great

quantities, and good Cauliflowers, were the vegetables which
were the finest in quality. The Parsnips and Beet were too

large and coarse for ordinary use.

Graphic, warm pink, with silvery reverse ; from Mr. K. Owen.
Japanese Desdemona, a delicate blush-pink reflexed Japanese,

from Mr. H. J. Jones.

la the open classes for vegetables, the principal prize-takers
were Sir J. W. Pease, Messrs. Sangster & Sons, Mr. T.
Waite, Mr. G. Welby, Mr. J. Sutton, Mr. J. Whitehead,
Mr. J. G. Thraxton, and Mr. Wragg.

TWICKENHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 19 —A thorough representative show

was held on the above date at Twickenham. Chrvs-
anthemams were the chief feature, bat other exhibits

were also numerous and good. There were only two
competitors for the prizes for groups, bat each of

these made good display, which combined quality in

the plants with effective arrangement.

The best came from Mr. Rickwood, gr. to Lady FreaKe, the

blooms in this case being the finer ; Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to

Earl Dysirt, Ham House, Richmond, was 2nd, and his plants

were dwarfer than the others.

For a miscellaneous collection of plants, Mr. H. E. Ford-
ham, florist, Twickenham, had much the best arrangement,

and consequently won quite easily.

For twenty-four Chrysanthemum blooms. Incurved and
Japanese in equal numbers, Mr. Portbuet, Ripon Hoase,
Putney, was worthily 1st, with an even exhibit, comprising
the best-known varieties; Mr. C. J. Waite, gr. to Hon. W. P.

Talbot, Esher, was 2nd, quality of the incurved varieties

costing him several points.

Mr. Portbitrt also had the best twelve incurved blooms in

another class, Mr. Braby being 2nd. The same positions were
taken by these exhibitors in the class for twelve Japanese, the
contest being a close one.

The class for Pompons was a capital one, Mr. Chaa. Garroi,
gr. to J. R. Tindale, Esq., being 1st ; and Mr. Braby 2nd.

Floral decorations made a notable feature, the most suc-

cessful in this section being Miss C. B, Cole and Miss N. H.
Cole, who both displayed excellent taste.

Novembee 27.—A good number of novelties were
staged on this c evasion.

Firat-clasj Certificates were awarded to William Slogrove

from Mr. W. Slogrove, and described in our Royal Horticul-

tural Society's report of the previous day. Japanese Anemone
Surprise (R. Owen), and to Japanese Olive Oclee, both pre-

viously described. Japanese Madame J. Bernard, delicate

rosy- lilac, with Bilvery reverse, the petals arranged in a kind

of whorl. The committee wished to see it again. Other pro-

mising flowers were staged which will, no doubt, be seen

again in better condition next season.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 20.—The Floral Committee met at the

Hojal Aquarium on the above date, a considerable
number of novelties being staged.

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to incurved
Bonnie Dundee, pale bronzy-yellow, of lovely shape, and highly
refined ; and to Japanese Anemone Robert Adair, delicate
flesh, with drooping petals, attractive in colour ; both from
Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead. To Japanese M. A. D. Chatin, a
creamy-white incurved Japanese, a large, full flower of good
quality; and Jules Chretien, a large, broad-petalled incurved
Japanese, of good substance ; from Mr. E. Beckett, Aldenham
House, Elstree. To single Kate Williams, bright yellow, large
but somewhat loose; and to Japanese Parthenia, a delicate
blush reflexed Japanese, small in Bize as Japanese go now;
both from Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham. To Japanese Surpasse
Amiral, a large yellow Japanese of full substance, partly
incurving and partly reflexed, with an inclination to rough-
ness ; from M. E. Calvat, Grenoble, France. And to Japanese
Mrs. Hermann Kloss, reddish-bronze and gold, also with a
tendency to looseness ; from Mr. William Seward, Hanwell.
The following are of a decided promising character : Japanese

Luino, bright yellow, very pleasing in tint; Japanese Stresa,
pale yellow ; and Vignolo, of much the same colour, but
different in build ; from Mr. H. B. Ironside. Japanese

YORK CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 20.— Tne Ancient Society of York

Florists opened their annual exhibition of plants,

flowers, fraits, and vegetables in the grand hall of

the Fine Art Institution at York.

The exhibition of Chrysanthemums, considering the lateness

of the date for such an early season, was very good. One of

the principal features of the show was the splendid collections

of Apples exhibited by Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York ;

Messrs. G. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone ; and Mr. Jons Wat-
kins, of Withington, Hereford. They were the most magnifi-

cent ever seen in the north of England.

Chrysanthemums.

The competition for the prizes offered for groupj of Chrys-

anthemums arranged with other foliage plants, was very good,

the 1st prize going to Mr. Cottam, nurseryman, Cottingham,
Hull. 3ud, Mr. J. H. Kingston, York. The groups were
very effectively arranged around the sides of the great hall.

Circular groups of Chrysanthemum*, cultural merit being the

chief point of consideration, were arranged down the centre

of the hall, and somewhat detracted from the effect produced

by the side groups. A grand effect would have been produced

had they been grouped right round the hall. The 1st prize

for these was taken by Mrs. Gutch, of York; 2nd, Mr. W. B.

Richardson, Very excellent blooms of the best varieties in

cultivation were shown in all these groups.

Open class for specimen plants of Chrysanthemums. — la

these, the competition was not great, but some good incarved

varieties were shown by Mrs. Gutch, who was 1st in the

class for four plants with Mr. G. Bundle, Mr. Glenny, R.
Cannell, and Mrs. Dixon; 2nd, Mr. Dickenson.
Mr. Dickenson was 1st for four Japanese ; 2nd, Mrs. GutCH.
Cut blooms.—Tne competition in these classes also was not

so large as we have seen previously. Many exhibitors who
entered, no doubt owing to the warm weather, were unable to

appear. The 1st prize, £10, to which is added the Citizens'

Challenge prize, value £i), for thirty-six blooms, eighteen
incurved and eighteen Japanese, was taken by Sir James
Walker, of Sand Hutton, York, with a grand lot of flowers,

especially of the incurved varieties, waich included Empress
of India, Golden Empress, Baron Hirsch, Hero of Stoke
Newington, Princess of Wales, Princess Teck, Mrs, Coleman,
J. Agate, Jeanne d'Arc, John Lambert, and other good varie-

ties; among the eighteen Japanese were Mrs, H. Payne,
Madame M. Hoste, Viviand Morel, Col. Smith, Miss D. Shea,

Sunflower, Stanstead White, E. Molyneux, &c. The 2nd
prize went to Mr. A. Milnthorpe.
The best twelve blooms, incurved, one variety, were from

the Earl of Faversham.
Eighteen incurved blooms in twelve varieties were bast

from C. H. Simpson.
Sir James Walker won for eighteen Japanese blooms.
The class for eighteen blooms, open o gardeners and

amateurs residing within 5 miles of York, to the 1st prize for

which is added the Citizens' Challenge prize. 1st was won by
Mr. W. B. Richardson; 2nd, Mrs. GutCH.

Fruits.

Pears and Apples were shown in splendid condition. Pit-
maston Duchess Pears, and Ribston Pippin Apples, Bhowu by
Lord Hotham and Sir J. W. Pease, were prodigious in size,

and excellent in colour. Grape3 were not quite up to the
Btandard of former years. In the class for six bunches, in
three varieties, the 1st prize was taken by Lord Hotham,
Dal ton Hall, Hull (gr., Mr. J. AllBOp), with moderate-Bizei,
well-finished bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Alicante, and
Mrs. Pearson ; 2nd, Mr. R. H. Heywood Jones ; two bunches
of Black Grapes were alsj beat from Lord Hotham ; two
bunches of White Grapes from Mr. Arthur Wilson.
For a collection of fruit in six varieties, Lord Hotham was

1st, and Sir W. Pease 2nd.

The best six dishes of baking Apples were from Lord
Hotham, and six dishes of dessert varieties also. Lord
Hotham had the best six Pears.

Sir J. W. Peise was 1st in the class for nine dishes of

Apples, and six dishes of Pears; with Apples— Gascoigne
Seedling, Boyal Russet, Bismarck, Ribston Pippin, King of
the Pippins, Court Pendu Plat, Blenheim Orange, Adams*
Pearmain, Manchester Pippin. Pears : Josephine de Malines,
Leon Le Clerk, Marie Louise, Ne Plus Ultra, Durondeau,
Pitmaston Duchess—splendid dishes.

Vegetables.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, exhibited a splendid col-
lection of ninety varieties of Potatos, which were a great
attraction.

SOUTH SHIELDS AND NORTHERN
COUNTIES CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 20, 21.—The above society held its

firBt exhibition in l£82, but after 1886 became defunct
until reauacitated again in 1890. The show has
every year aince improved, and the one held on the
20;h aud 21at inat. in the Kiyal Assembly Hall,
South Shielda, was the beat the society has held.

For twenty-four Japanese, eighteen varieties, there were
ten competitors.

For twenty-four Japanese, eighteen varieties, Mr. J. T.
Wheeler, gr. to Mrs. Mitchell, Jesmond Tower, Neworth,
was 1st, amongst ten competitors; his best flowers were
Viviand Morel, Chas. Davis, Mrs. C. H. Payne, Boule d'Or,
Mr. G. J. Nofford, Mdlle. Therese Key, Eva Knowles,
Niveum, Sunflower, Waban, and Duke of York. Mr. G.
Shotton, gr. to Mr. H. Andrews, Swarland Hall, was 2nd.
For twenty-four incurved blooms, eighteen varieties, Mr, G.

Shotton was 1st. Mr. Shotton is a new exhibitor, and bids
fair, along with Mr. Wheeler, to do honour to North-
umberland. Mr. J is. Coultaa, gr. to Alderman Hardinge,
Hollyhurst, Darlington, was 2nd ; and Mr. J. Blair 3rd. The
first were a fine lot, and the judges were most emphatic in
their praise.

For eighteen varieties, Japinese, Mr. T. J. Wheeler won,
with flowers and bunches equally good as those in the class
for twenty-four blooms ; Mr. P. Blair was 2nd.
Mr. G. Shottox was 1st for eighteen incurved blooms;

and Mr. Jas. Coultas was 2nd.
For twelve Japanese, Mr. Peter Blair was 1st ; and for a

like number of incurved, Mr. G. Shotton won.
The best six bunches of Pompons were shown by Mr. T. J.

Wheeler; and for twelve Anemone-flowered, Mr. G. C.
Smith, Floral Cottage Hall, was 1st. Whilst for twelve
reflexed, Mr. G. Shotton was the most succea6ful.

BOUliUETS, &o.

Epergues and bouquets are always an important feature at
this exhibition. One centre table, the entire length of the
hall, was filled with admirable exhibits of this description.
The best bouquet was from Mr. J. Summers, Fawcett, Sunder*
land ; and Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were 2nd. For
bridal bouquet, these exhibitors occupied the same position.
The epergnes were tastefully arranged, and contained many

choice flowers. Mr. Thos. Battensbt, Anwell Park, Blay-
don-on-Tyne, was 1st for dinner-table.
For bunches of Chrysanthemums and for ladies' sprays,

Messrs: Perkins were 1st ; and for button-hole bouquet, Mr.
J. McKenzie, gr. to the Bev. R. Burdon, Heddon House,
Wylam-on-Tyne, was 1st.

Plants.

For a group of miscellaneous plants, not exceeding 10 feet
by 8, there were four competitors, Mr. Jno. Mclntyre, gr. to
Mrs. Gdrney Pease, Woodside, Darlington, being 1st ; the
arrangement was of his usual artistic manner. Mr. J. Wood,
gr. to Ed. Hopper, Esq., Riverside, Morpeth, was 2nd.
There were classes in this section for table and miscellaneous

plants.

The amateur classes were well contested, and those for
Grapes in open olasses especially so.

GLASGOW CHRYSANTHEMUM, FRUIT,
AND VEOETABLE.

November 21.—This show, the second held in
Glasgow, was an improvement on that of last year.
The St. Andrew's Hall, in which it was held, was
filled throughout with an excellent display of Chrys-
anthemums, arranged with tables of plants so as to
relieve the monotomy of a display of merely cut
flowers. The towering Palms, foliage plants, Ferns,
&c, called forth favourable comments on ail sides,
and were most creditable to Mr. Dewar (president),
Mr. Cunningham and Mr. Wyllie (secretaries), and
the other promoters who had spared neither time
nor trouble to render the display worthy of the
western capital of Scotland.

Cur Blooms.

The 1st prize, contributed by the Corporation of Glasgow,
was gained by Mr. James Day, gr. at Galloway Hoase, for
thirty-six blooms (Japanese), which were in every respect
first-rate, and equal to any seen elsewhere in the north; the
2nd prize went to Mr. James Brigs, "gr., Cochuo, Duntocher.
Mr. D. Nicol, gr., Rossie, Forgandenny, was 1st in the

class of twenty-four Japanese, and well sustaining his reputa-
tion as an excellent cultivator. His bloom of Madame Carnot
received an Award, as being the finest bloom in the show

;

and he had several other grand flowers. Mr. H. Dunagan,
Dunfermline, was a good 2nd. This was a class in which the
competition was rather severe. All the other classes of
Japanese varieties brought exhibits of high order.
The incurveds were mostly finer in form than of large size,

and many fine blooms were noticed in the numerous exhibits.
Mr. Day led well with excellent blooms in the class of eighteen ;

and Mr. Jxo. Clarke, gr., Selkirk, was 2nd, with finely- I
formed blooms.
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For twelve incurved and twelve Japanese, Mr. Nicol was
1st, with a fine exhibit; and Mr. Clarke was 2nd. The last

exhibitor was 1st among many of the minor classes, for six

grand blooms of E. Molyneux.
In the classes for amateur exhibitors, many fine blooms were

tabled.

There were several tables in competition for effect which
were brilliant with plants of dwarf Chrysanthemums and
foliage plants. Mr. Archibald, gr.. Bothwell Castle, was
1st, with a somewhat crowded table ; Mr. Dale was 2nd.

Table Plants, which divided off the long lines of Chrysan-
themum blooms, were said to be the finest display of the kind
previously seen in Glasgow. Mr. Landsborough, gr., Beech
Wood, was l&t for six plantswhich could scarcely be surpassed.

His Crotons, Chelsoni and Prince of Wales, were greatly
admired.

Specimen Chrysanthemums, in pots, although better than
last year, called forth no special comment. Roman Hyacinths
were not equal to the display last year, still there were some
fine half dozens exhibited. Among special awards, Messrs.

Thyne, Austin & McAslin were well to the front with tables

loaded with Chrysanthemums. Messrs. Cannell, Home of

Flowers, Swanley, Kent, had fifty or more beautiful bunches
of their choicest zonal Pelargoniums, which attracted many
admirers. All shades of colour, from the white Sea Gull to

Royal Purple, were in capital form.

Messrs. Cboss had grand Pears and Gros Colmar Grapes

;

Mes : rs. Smith & mmons had a splendid display of Potatos—
about fifty large dishfuls, and all handsome ; Messrs. BUCHANAN,
uf Forth Vineyard, had an attractive exhibit of Grapes in

baskets, large ia berry, and beautifully coloured. Their col-

lection of Vine-leaves of brilliant colours was very attractive,

and the baskets of Tomato-fruits were finely coloured, and of

capital quality.

Huge Palms for competition decorated the orchestra.

Messrs. Dobbee & Co. had a large table of Chrysanthemums
in the lesser hall, loaded with many of their choicest seedlings,

soue of the forms quite distinct and very beautiful.

Orchids were few. Mr. Mitchell, gr., Bantoskine, was 1st

for a plant of Cattleya labiata, densely loaded with blooms

;

Mr. Wilson, gr., Kelvinside, was 2nd, with a plant of Cypri-

p:dium insigne, of an immense size and plentifully flowered.

Frvit.

This made a good show. The classes were not numerous,

but all were well represented. Mr. LisilE, g\, Pitcullen, as

usual, was in great for^e ; his Grapes were large in bunch and
berry, but his Gros Colmans were not equal in colour to what he
ceoerally tables; but his 1st prize bunches of Muscats were
Hrst^rate. Mr. Murray, Par&hall, ran Mr. Leslie hard in

the various classes; Mr. Ormiston, gr , Johnston, had some
finely- coloured bunches in the black Grape classes. Mr.
Murray was 1st for Lady Downes ; and his bunches of

Trebbiano, for exhibition only, were examples of fir6t-rate

culture.

Apples were well represented, and Mr. Day's collections of

dessert and culinary varieties were far ahead of all others.

Mr. Angus, Dalzell, was 1st in the larger clas* for Pears, his

dishes of Marie Louise and Doyenne du Cornice being about
ihe best seen in Scotland. Mr. Day showed well in this class.

Vegetables.

These exhibits were on the whole somewhat coar*e for a
Glasgow exhibition. Leeks and Celery were in great quanti-

ties ; Cauliflowers remarkably good — Veitch's Protecting
formed the 1st prize exhibit from Mr. Stewart, gr., Knock-
d;rry Castle.

For a collection for ten sorts there was strong competition,
and Mr. J. Brown, gr., Houston House, greatly distanced his

competitors with a first-rate exhibit; his Cucumbers, Celery,

French Beans, and roots were as fine as could be desired.

M. Ttmple, Carron.

NEATH CHRYSANTHEMUM.
The above Society held its annual show in the

Gwyn Hall recently, the display being the beat yet

made by this Society.

The competition was keen, especially in the cut-bloom
s-ction, and some of the best known growers in the Princi-

pility were present. Groups were very satisfactory, the 1st

prize exhibit in the open class being an excellent one. The
amateurs' and cottagers' exhibits have very much improved.

Fruit was well represented ; whilst with vegetables, Mr.
Foster, gr. to Mr. WrLLlAMS, Aberpergum, who has been so

mecassful all the Beason, was invincible. Messrs. Clibran of

Manchester had a fine collection of fruit and cut blooms of

Chrysanthemums; Mr. Llewellyn of Neath also had a fine

stand of fruit and plantp.

Mr. GwvN(gr, Mr. Bradley), won 1st place for a group in

the open class; 2nd, Mr. H. Price—both of Neath.
For six specimen plants in pots, Mr. Bradley was 1st ; and

Mr. Price was 2ad.

The chief prize in the cut-bloom section was for twenty-four
booms, Japaneae and Incurved, to be included in equal num-
bers, There were seven entries, and Mr. Williams, gr. to the
Eirl of Lisburne, Crosswood Park, Ab?rystwith, was 1st,

with a grand collection, his chief blcoon being Mrs. W. H.
Lees, Charles Davis, Viviand Morel, Mdlle. The ese Rey, and
Viscountess Hambledon, among the Japanese, the last-named
variety gaining the special prize for best blooms in the show

;

and Mr. C. B. Whitnal, Mrs. R. King, Golden Empress, Lord
Alcester, and Brookleigh Gem, amongst the incurved. Mr.
Dumble, gr. to Sir Charles Philip, Picton Castle, Haver-
ford Wes>t. was a gooi 2nd

;
and Mr. Roger?, gr, to Mr. Olive,

Llanelly, 3rd.

For twelve incurved, Mr. Dumble was 1st, and Mr.
Williams 2nd.

The best collection of twelve Japanese came fiom Mr. Joy,
gr. to Mr. Bowring, The Heath, Cardiff, in a division

open only to growers in South Wales and Monmouthshire.
The best collection of twelve varietiep, including equ^l

number of incarved and Japanese flowers. Mr. Williams was
1st ; and for twelve incurved blooms, Mr. Dumble was the

best exhibitor; Mr. Joy winning for twelve Japanese.

AYLESBUBY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 21.—The seventeenth annual exhibition

nf this Society was held in tbe Corn Exchange on
the above date, when the average quality of the
exhibits compared favourably with that of 1894, the
quality beiDg good, and in tome instance! noteworthy.

Mrs. Bartlett (gr., Mr. W. Turnham), secured for the

third time the Silver Challenge Cup offered for the best group
of Chrysanthemum plants, which now becomes the property
of the exhibitor.

Ia the opsn classes Mrs. Bartlett was successful in

the class for forty-eight cut blooms ; and Lady A. de Roths-
child (gr., Mr. H. Warren), was 2nd in the same class, and the

winner of many other priz-s. The quality of theblooms in this

class was exceedingly satisfactory, and the disparity between
the two most successful exhibitors was very small indeed. In

Lady A. de Rothschild's etand was an excellent bloom of

Robert Owen, selected by the judges as the best in the show.

The open class for thirty-six distinct blooms was won by Mr.

H. Gurney; and Col. Lee (gr., Mr. Lee), 2nd; whilst that

for twenty-four blooms distinct-, was taken by Mrs. Bartlett.
Lady de Rothschild had the bestBix Anemone blooms.

Among the exhibits in the classes for trained plants, was an

excellent specimen of W. H. Lincoln with 200 blooms upon it,

shown by Mrs. Bartlett in the specimen class.

NORWICH HORTICULTURAL.
November 21, 22, 23 —An excellent exhibition

was held in S r
. Andrew'* Hall, Chrysanthemums

forming ODe of iti principal features, and improve-

ment in all sections was noted, excapt in the

incurveds.

Cut bloomi were many and good, and the 1st prize for forty-

eight distinct Japanese varieties fell to Mr. Allan, gr. to Lord

Suffield, Gunton Park, the blooms, comprising the leading

varieties, beingexcellent; Mr. Rogers, gr. to Lord Rendlesham,

Rendlesham Hall, came in a gooi 2nd.

The best thirty-six Japanese, of Norfolk growth, came from

Mr. Oclee, gr. to the Marchioness of Lotoian, Blickling Hall.

The best twelve Japanese varieties open, were those shown

by Mr. Messenger, gr. to C. H. Berners, Esq., Woolverstone

Park, Ipswich. This lot of blooms were grandly developed.

Mr. Messenger won also for six Japanese with an equally

good set.

Mr. J. C Shiddick, gr. to Hon. A. E. Fellowes, M.P
,

Honingham Hall, had the best incurved specimens, which

were fairly good. M\ F. Kirk, gr. to R Cross, Esq.. Worsteid,

was 1st for six incurved of any one variety, namely, Empress

of India ; and also for n fl-xad and Anemone Pompon varieties.

Pompons made a fine display in tbe twelve varieties class,

shown in bunches of six blooms. Mr. J. Eastwood, gr.

to J. Sutton, Esq , Telegraph House, Great Yarmouth, was

1st with blooms of leading varieties; Mr. W. Turner, gr. to

Dr. J. Wilson, Great Yarmouth, being a close 2nd.

In the competition for the be t twelve Anemone (lowered,

and in that for six bunches of tingle-flowered varieties, Mr.

Eastwood was 1st in both with fine examples.

Plants

showed improvement on former years. Mr. G. Wodehouse,

gr. to H. Trevor, Esq., Plantation, Norwich, was the winner

in the class for six Japanese, with well-flowered plants of

suitable varieties; and Mr. Fisher, gr. to E. Masters, Esq.,

Flixton Park, Beccles, in that for Pompon varieties, with

remarkably well-flowered plants of W. Westlake, Cedo Nulli

varieties, &c. Mr. Bolton, gr. to J. G. Shelling, Esq., Eaton

Hall, was an easy 1st for six plants in reflexed varieties, like-

wise for six incurved varieties. Mr. Notcutt, Broughton Road

Nursery, was awarded a First-Class Certificate for Japanese

Chrysanthemum Edith Tabor, a pure yellow-flowered variety,

possessing great merit; and a similar award was made to

Mr. Notcutt, also for incurved Major Bouaaffon, orange-

coloured.

Messrs. Daniel Bros, showed Chrysanthemums, fruit, a

variety of plants and of vegetab'es, which added considerably

to the attractions of the show.

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANIC.
November 22, 23 — The Chrysanthemum Show

under the auipices of the above society, was held in

the Town Hal!. Tba exhibit! generally were of

excellent character. The pot plants, although show-

ing evidence of being retarded, were full of well-

developed flower?, and cast fiae masses of colour

along the sidea ot the spacious hall. The incurved

blooms were highly meritorious, the chief prize-

takers putting up an unusually well-grown assort-

ment. The Japanese were scarcely so good upon

t-he whole, although in much greater numbers than

we have ieen thrm at previous exhibitions of the
society. The cut flowers generally comprising those
grown iDdoors end those grown outdoor*, were clean
and brilliant. What alwajs adds to the features of
the November txbibition, is the grand display of
Orchid r, comprising Cattlevas, Dendrobiums, Cypri-
ptdiums, and Sophronitis from various exhibitors.

Plants.

The finest collection of nine came from T. Harker, Esq.,
Bank House, FallowfieM, followed by G. H. Gaddum, Adrea
House, Didtbury, and by J. C. Chorlton, E>q., Didsbury
Priory, these gentlemen taking the best positions in tbe other
classes of pot plant*. The Pompons were finely grown and
abundantly flowered, the best coming from Mr. Choblton,
Mr, James Brown, Langfield, Heaton Moor ; and Mi. R.
Bardwick, Woodley'a Grange, Ashton-on-Mersey.

Cut Blooms.

For forty-six incurved blooms, not fewer than eighteen varie-

ties, and not more than two blooms of one variety, E. Beh-
RENS, Esq., Bettisfield Park, Whitchurch, was a long way 1st
among nine competitors; 2nd, Col. R. Lloyd, Aston Hall
Shrewsbury.
For twelve incurved, E. Behrens, Esq., and Col. Lloyd

respectively gained 1st and 2nd.
For twenty-fjur varieties, cut blooms, Japanese, Mr.

Behrens was again 1st; and Mr. J. Stanning, Broidfield
Leyland, 2nd.

For thirty-six miscellaneous cut blooms, Ht, J. Brockle
bank, E:q.

AmoDgst the whole, we noted as the best incurved blooms
Charles Curtis, a fine thowy primrose ; J. Agate, a good w hite

;

Mrs, Coleman, buff; J. B. Whitnall, dull maroon; Golden
Empress of India, a model flower; Princess of Wales, pink;
with white centre

; Queen of England, blush ; Robert
Cannell, bronze; John Lambert, blush and orange-shaded—
very pretty

; Mrs. Kearn, one of the best, of a soft pink glow-
very compact ; Lord Rostbiry, purple-lilac; Miss M. Haggas,
primrose; Wm. Tunnington, bronze, as compact as a cone

;

Mrs. Robinson Key, yellow ; Baron Hirsch, one of the best of
the bronze type ; C. B. Whitnall, puTple, shaded ; Jeanne
d'Or, flesh colour; Brocklegh, fine pale lilac.

Among the best Japanese were Mrs. B. Ward, orange and
yellow

; Viviand Morel, of a pinkish cast ; Stanstead White, a
really good flower, better than we have seen it this season ;

Duke of York, crimson, and white at the back of the florets, one of
the prettiest; H. L. Sunderbruck.ggood, clear yellow; Ed.
Molyneux, still a prominent bizarre; Mdlle. Therese Rey,
one of the most beautiful, white with yellowith cast ; E. L.
Jamieson, a good ruby shaded flower ; E. G. Schwabe, a fine
showy flushed pink, with whue back florets ; Internationa'e,
showy biush

; Etoile de LyoL , a roseate pink; Miss M. Blen-
kiren, shaded orange and white; Viscountess Hambledon,
shaded lilac, with orange at the back of the florets ; Mods. Panc-
toucke a very fine flower; Silver King, pale crimson, [with
the back of florets as if silvered ; Primrose Letgue, best of its

class; E. W. Childs, mauve; Nfveum, good, clear white
Louise, fine broad petal, and good generally.

Orchids.

The platform was filled with Orchids in great variety from
Heith & Sox, Cheltenham, comprising Cittleya labiata in
great number-, but nothiDg of first-class excellence among
them, Cattleya Mastersieex, a hjbrid in which the blood of

Harrisias is largely intermixed, was good. There were quan-
tities of Deodrobium Phalceoopsis, some very good Oocidium
varicosum, seme rather rare Cypripediums, the chief amongst
them being an insigne Sanders with three flowers, the pale

yellow and the white being particularly pleasiDg, and
calling forth general encomiums; the whole were nicely set

amongst Palms and other ornamental plants, and made a

picturesque display.

Mr. James Cypher, Cheltenham, had a less numerous but
choice lot, in which a new Cypripedium, in the way of Lee-

anum giganteum, but with a dorsal sepal broader and cleirer

than in that superb variety, was prominent ; also oae of the

most striking of the Odontoglossum Cervantesii, or, rather,

Humeanum section, in which the whole of the segments were
flushed, and the concentric rings and spots more than usually

prominent. There were many good types of Dendrobium Phalee-

nopsie, which is proving itself to be one of the very best

novelties that has been introduced for years for its great

variety, and its usefulness for indoor decorative purposes.

Mr. G. S. Ball, Bowden, received First-class Certificates

for Cypripedium insigne Sandera?, with two well-developed

large flowers— pity that the dorsal sepal ib not altogether free

of faint pinkish spots—it is undoubtedly the best of the ins;gne
division ; also for Lycaste, a natural hybrid, showing the lip

and petals of Skinneri, with the narrowish bronze sepals o£

one of the forms of L. gigantea. Along with these were several

other good Cypripeds, and a white Lycaste Skinneri.

Miscellaneous.

Wm. Clibban & Sox, Altrincham, had a very creditable

assortment of plants in variety, very effectively grouped
together. This collection of cool, hardy herbaceous, as well as

of Chrysanthemums of various types, and other flowers, was a

showy one.

Mr. Jas. Broome sent a lot of posies of hardy herbaceous

flowers grown in his garden at Llandudno.

H. Cannell &. Sons had a beautiful lot of double and single-

flowered Pelargoniums arranged in pyramidal bunche?, along

with a few select Chrysanthemums.
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Messrs. Lord, Ashton-on-Mersey, had a fine lot of cut spraya

of various indoor flowers which tell well iu groups at this

season of the year.

DicitsoN & Robinson" exhibited a fine collection of Cycla-
mens iset out amongst Maidenhair Ferns ; and Dickson,
Brown & TAiThad a similar assortment.

Mr. John Watkins, nurseryman, Hereford, put up a col-

lection of over fifty dishes of dessert and culinary Apples in

first-rate condition.

VARIORUM,

A Tropical Frog at Kew.—Dr. Gunther,
writing to Nature, says : A short time ago Mr. W.
Wataon, the assistant carator of Kew Gardens, in-

formed me that he had noticed for several years, in

some of the hothouses, specimens of a small frog,

which, hiding away during the day among the pots

and orchid baikets, enlivened the quiet evenings with

their shrill, whistling notes. Suspecting that this

frog must be of foreign importation, I asked the

director to allow some of the specimens to be caught,

and some days ago I had the pleasure of receiving

three specimens in excellent condition. The frog is

Hylodes Martinicensis, a small arboreal species, dis-

tributed over, and common in, many West Indian
islands (Martinique, Porto Rico, St. Vincent, Do-
minica, Barbados, &c., and posBibly in Trinidad).

Mr. Watson recollects that he observed it first some
ten years ago, that he lost sight of it for some time,

but that it reappeared about four or five years ago.

Taking into consideration the few facts with which
we are acquainted as to the reproduction of this frog,

it seems most probable that several specimens of both

sexes were, on more than one occasion, accidentally

introduced in Wardean cases. However that may
be, it is evident that the frogs have freely pro-

pagated since their introduction. At present

they are most numerous in the propagating

homes, in which the temperature ranges between
80 deg. and 100 deg., sinking in winter at times to

nearly 60 deg. Accompanying Mr. Watson one even-

ing, I heard from several points the call of the frogs,

which somewhat resembled the piping of a nestling

bird ; and guided by the sound, I had soon the plea-

sure of seeing one of them clinging to the side of a

glass case. There is nothing extraordinary in the

accidental importation of individuals of a tropical

species of frog into Europe; but it is an interesting

experience, that the species should have permanently
established itself. This is owing, in the first place, to

the favourable conditions nnder which it found itself

placed, and secondly, to the peculiar mode of its pro-

pagation. Hylodes Martinicensis, and probably the

majority of its congeners, does not spawn in water, but

deposits from fifteen to thirty ova on leaves in damp
places. After a fortnight the young frogs are hatched
in a perfect form, having passed through the metamor-
phosis within the egg, thus escaping the vicissitudes

and dangers to which they would have been exposed
during the progress of the usual Batrachian meta-
morphosis. This instance of the acclimatisation in

Kew Gardens of the " Coqui " (as the frog is called

in Porto Rico) is unique in Batrachian life at pre-
sent. I trust that the little guest may long flourish

where it has found such a congenial home, and where
it usefully aids in the destruction of plant- eating
insectB and wood-lice, of which I found great num-
bers in the stomach of a specimen. If at a later

period a nest with ova were discovered, Mr. Dyer
would delight the heart of embryologists, to whom
the opportunity of examining fresh ova of this frog

would be most welcome.

©fotttiars*
LORD DE TaBLEY.—The deceased peer was

generally known as a scholarly and elegant poet. It

is not so well known that as the Hon. Leicester

Warren he was a critical botanist of great acuteneis,

as witness his investigations on the genus Kernes
and many other British plants.

RICHARD GILBERT.—By the death, on Friday,

Nov. 22, of Richard Gilbert, at the age of seventy-

three, the gardening world isthe poorer byanexcellent

gardener, and a man of sterling worth. The deceased

had been gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, and

during the last few years tenant of the kitchen garden

and appurtenances at Barghley House, Stamford, at

which place he died. His connection with Burghley

began in 186S, he having been recommended to the

post of head gardener by the Superintendent of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick.

Mr. Gilbert had the advantage of a varied experience

in gardens and gardening, and had many changes of

masters, before he settled to his life's-work at the

place with which his name was to become intimately

connected.

To those who may be interested in the matter, we
would refer our readers to his autobiography, which
appeared in these pages on August 14, 1875. He
was an enthusiast in his profession, doing thoroughly,

ard with all his heart, whatever he undertook, but

hit forte was fruit and vegetable culture, and out-of-

doors gardening generally. la few places could better

trained andfruited wall-trees, or finer Strawberries, be

found. His British Queens were nnsurpassed for size

and goodness, and althongh, as was natural in a man
capable of having an opinion, about retaining what
was best in every sense in the older productions of

the garden, he was constantly testing new varieties

of fruit and vegetables. We believe there was
scarcely a new Strawberry brought out by Messrs.

Laxton of Bedford, Mr. Lovell, Mr. Allan of Gunton
Park, or other raiser of note, that he did not at once

buy and test in the capital soil of Barghley. At one
period, some ten years ago, he endeavoured to raise

varieties of Savoys, and crosses between Cabbages and

Broccolis, which were the one or the other according

to the season at which they were cut ; but thesf

,

although they found favour with gardeners for a

time, are, at this date, not generally liked. With
his Queen of Broccolis, and Universal Savoy, he was
more successful, and these are likely to survive for

years to come. His Royal Sovereign Tomato, and
Burghley Park Cherry, are meritorious productions,

as are Victory of Bath and Gilbert's Green-Flesh

Melons. Most of these novelties were raised by

him, and of the others he was simply the introducer.

Oae of his greatest feats as an exhibitor, and he

exhibited much and frequently at the London and
other big shows, was the winning of the Carter

Challenge Cup, for a collection of vegetables, at

the Royal Horticultural Society's show on July 7,

1875, his chief opponents being Mr, Arkell and

Mr. Pragnell.

GEORGE LAWSON —The death has occurred,

says the Mhenaam, at the age of sixty - seven

years, of Professor George Lawson, who occupied

the Chair of Chemistry and Mineralogy in the

University of Halifax, Nova Scotia. He was a

native of Dandee, and while engaged as a young
man in a city office he devoted his leisure to science

pursuits, and in 1848 he left his native town for

Edinburgh as assistant to Prof. Balfour. In 1858

he was called to fill the Chair of Natural History

at Kingston College, Canada, some years afterwards

taking up his late position at Halifax. In 1888 he
was elected President of the Royal Society of

Canada. It is not too much to say that to Prof.

Lawson must be ascribed much of the success at-

tendant on fruit-growing in the Dominion, since he

was the first to direct attention to the possibilities

of Canada's development in this direction. He was

a Fellow of the Royal Physical and Botanical Socie-

ties of Edinburgh, and of the Institute of Chemistry

of Great Britain, and an honorary member of the

Edinburgh Geological and Scottish Arboricultural

Societies. He was also a Fellow of the Royal

Society of Canada. In the summer of last year

he visited Scotland, and in October last he retired

from college work, looking forward to well-

earned rest. On November 1, however, he was

seized with paralysis, and ten days later passed away.

He was twice married, and his first wife, Miss Lucy
Stapeley, of London, contributed to the Transactions

of the Botanical Society of Canada a paper on " The
Silkworm and other Fibre-yielding Insects, and the

growth of their Food Plants in Canada." Prof.

Lawson was an old and valued correspondent of this

journal, and furnished us regularly with reports on

the Apple crops of Nova Scotia.

MRS. Bruce Findlay—It is with much regret

we announce the death of Mrs. Bruce Findlay, wife

of the Curator of the Manchester Royal Botanical

and Horticultural Society, which occurred at Old
Tra fiord on Wednesday, November 20.

ARKET3

COVENT GARDEN, November 28.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise tne list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often Beveral times in one day. Ed.]

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

C h r ys a nthemurns,

doz. pots ... 6
— (specimens), p.

plant ... 1

Cypems, per dozen 4
Dracsna, each ... 1
— various, p, doz. 12

Ericas, various, doz. 9
Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz.,,. 6

Ferns, small, doz..,. 1

d. s. d. s. d,

0-12 Ferns, various, doz, 5
0-30 Ficus elastica, each 1 0-

0-15 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-

Lilium Harrisii.per
0-12 dozen pots ... 18 C-

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 C-

6-3 Mignonette, p. doz. 4 C-

O-10 Palms, various, ea. 2 (-

0-7 6 — specimens, ea. 10 6-

0-24 Primula sinentip,
0-24 per dozen ... 4 0-

Solanum, per doz ... 9 0-

0-24 Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 0-

6-3

s.d.
127«
24

36
12
• 6
10
84

6
12
12

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
$. d. s d.

Apples, Ribstons, per
bushel ... 3 6-60— Blenheim, per
bushel ... 3 0-40

— Kings, per
bushel ...3 0-4

— Cox's Orange.
per bushel 3 6-60

— Ccoking vars.,

per bushel 16-30
— From Nova

Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 30 35
Grapes, Gros Colmar,

1st quality, lb. 16-19
— Gios Colmar, 2nd

quality, per lb. 10- 1 3

5. d. s. d.
Grapes, Ali-

cante, 1st
quality, p. lb. 13-16— Alicante, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 10- 1— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 2 6- 3— Muscat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 19-20

Pears, Duchess, half-
sieve 4 0-50

— Beurre Diel, per
half-sieve ... 4 0- 6

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ,.. 3 0-60

Quinces, half-sieve... 10 —
Walnuts, French,

Grenoble, per bag 5 0-6

.
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Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Ai.alea, 12 sprays ...

Eouvardins, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms— per 12 bunches
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, por doz.
Lnpageria, per doz.
blooms

Lilao.French.p.bun.
I. ill urn Harrisii, do.— lancifolium.per
dozen blooms ...

Lily of the Valley,
per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.
Mignonette 12 bun.

s. d. s. d.

3 0-60
9-10
8-10

10-30

1 0- I

3 0-60
3 0-50
3 C- 5

(I-

3 0-

4 0-

16-30

10-20

6

3 0-

4 0-60
10-30
2 0-40

Orchid-bloom in variety

Orchids :

—

Cattleya,12 blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum,12blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12bunch 4

— per 1^ sprays ... 6'

Pyrethrums, 12 bun. 2

Roses, Tea, per doz. 1

— coloured, p doz. 2
— yellow (Mare-

cbal), per doz. 3 0'

— red, per dozen 1

Stephanotis, 12 sps. 2
Tuberoses. 12 blms. 3
Violets, 12 bunches 1 t-

— Parme, French,
per bunch ... 3 0-

— Czar, do. ... 2 6
— Mimosa or Aca-

cia, do. ... 1 C- 2

s.d.

12

6
9

4

3
4

6
1 6
4

6
2 6

4 6
3

Veuftadles.—Average Wholesale Prices.

_ ... ' d. s. d.
Cauliflowers, p. crate

(5 to 8 doz.) ... 6 0-80
Mushrooms, per lb. 10- 1

Cucumbers, per doz. 2 6-46
Onions, Dutch, per
cwt. bag 3 —

Onions, Eng., busb.
Tomatos, Home-
grown, p. doz. lb.

:

— Smooth ,,— ordinary ,,— Guernsey ,,

s.d s.d.

2 —

4 6-60
2 6-36
2 0-30

POTATOS.
Trade slow

; supplies heavy. Snowdrops, 70s. to 90s.

;

Hebrons, 75s. to 85s. ; Bruces, 45s. to 60s. ; Black lands, 30s. to
45s. /. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : Kootmber 27.—Messrs. John Shaw * Sonp, Seed

Merohanls. of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,
report today's market thinly attended. There has not this
week been any noteworthy change in the values of either
Clover or grass seeds. As yet no general inquiry of any
importance has sprung up for seeds, a few large provincial
firms have, however, b»en taking advantage of the low rates
current to lay in some supply. Tares are neglected. Peasand
Haricots show no alteration. Mustard and Rape seed keepnrm. As regards Bird seeds there is no fresh feature.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
BOROUGH

: Nov. 26.-Quotations :-Cabb1Kes 2s M In

2s Z'^lV^T3
'

^U^ «" d°-
'™ "^nC

rw' ,
P e° buDcnes

;
A PPlM. 4s. to 6s. per bushelChestnuts, 6s. to 9s. ed. per bag ; Walnuts, 4s. to 5s do

'

6,

S^L
nef?n

! ^ 26- <3"ote«<»"-Cau.iflowers.best.

Gr'etns is' to , 'L - T^ " «* t0 2s
' «* d °' i

b«och

Sprou I i. J i ;
pe' d°Zea: S™ys

'
^- t° 3,. per tally;

do'.' Horserad- h °1r-,
6

/^;:. "^^0^"^ U ^
per dozen bunch s Turnips Is e'/,,„ r " = ""f "' 2$ '

Cabbages, 2s to 4 „° ., -" uudermentioned prices :-

«. tepJt TsUulT 2
V° 4s

-
d°'= G"ens

'

«<*. to ls.lt. per dozen H.,;; P™ d°Zen ; ^Mowers,
M. to 9d. per blhel T '

t° ^ PM taUy
: Scotch Kale

.

bunches; do Os ta fa's T^1* t0 1S
"
M

- Per d°zen

33s. do. ao cauie ft / ^ ^'^ hou8ehold, 25s. to

to 15. do ."«!»? ,=
"*' 17S

-
to 26s

- d0-i Mangels, 12s.

to 95^ 'do.! do Gh
e

ent

15

2
'; V^a°ol ^^ »***

4» to 5. m '
unent

'
2s

- bd
- to 2s. 9d. per bag • do-. Ports

Sc'ot'a l" tolfi
: d

°-V
dMS

f
rt

'
2" 6rf

'
to 5s

-
d°- d°- "ova

rZT* v ,' V" • PW barrel
=
Pear9

' English, 2s. erf. to os

lurf per bundle
;
Horse-radish, )s. to Is. 3d. do. ; Parsley Isto is. 6rf. per dozen bundles ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. 3d. td

Is. 6a. per half-sieve.

J,^T^T ! ?m;..28--Qa<"*«ona:-Cabbages, 2s. 6* per
tally (Collards); Cauliflowers, Is. ed. per dozen" Turnip-tops
Is. 6*.per bushel; Leeks, Is. ed. per dozen; Sprouts, Is. ei
per half-sieve; Onions (English), 4s. ed. per bag ; Beetroots'
Is. ed. per bushel

; Turnips, 2s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots

a*"
,"• :

,^,
aT ip3

'
1J

- P" acore
; Celer 5'' 13s

- P8r dozen rounds ';

A.pples,lBlenheims,'.4s. ed. per bushel ; Wellingtons, 4s ed
do.

;
Canadian Ribstons, 15s. per barrel; Baldwins, 15s. ed do •

Newtown, 12s. to 16s. do.; Tonkin King, 15». do. ; English'
Grapes, Is. 2d. per lb. j Tomatos, English, 3s. ed. per 121b

POTATOS.
Bobough i Mmtm&ar 26.- Quotations ranged between 40s.

and 80s. per ton.

Spitalfields
: A'oocmber 26.— Quotations : — Main Crop

Kidneys, 50s. to 65s.
; Reading Giants, 40s. to 60s.; Bruces, 40s.

to 55s. ; Imperators, 50s. to 60s. ; Hebrons, 60s. to 80s. •

Sutton's Abundance, 50s. to 70s. per ton.

Stratford, November 26.-^Quotations:—Bruces, dark soil,

35s. to 40s.; do., light, 40s. to 60s. ; Reading Giants, 40s. to

55s. ; Sutton's Abundance, 50i. to 70*. per ton.

Farringdon: November 28.—Quotations i Main Crop Kid-
neys, 80s. to 90s. ; Jeannie Deans, 70s. to 80s. ; White Hebrons,
70s. to 80s. ; Uruces, 60s. to 65s. ; M«gnum». 45i. to 55l.

;

Sutton's Abundance, 65s. to 75r. per ton.

London Averages: Nob. 27. — Dunbirs, 90s, to lOOr.

;

Snowdrops, 60s. to 90s. ; Hebrons, 60s. to 90s. ; Sutton's
Abundance, 80s. to 65s. ; Puritans, 65s. to 60s. ; Begonts, 60s.
to 70s. ; Imperators, 40s. to 50i. ; Magnums, 35s. to 45s.
per ton.

HAY.
Averagct.—The follow.Dg are the averages of the prices at

the metropolitan markets during the paat week :—Clover,
primo, 80s. to 100i. ; do., inferior, 50*. to 70*. ; hay, best,

60*. to 90*. ; do., inferior. 36*. to 60*. ; mixture, 70*. to
87s. 6d. ; and straw, 30*. to -11*. per load.

CORN.
Averages. — Olllcial statement of the average priceB of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week endiDg
November 23, and for the corresponding period in the previous

year :— 1895 : Wheat, 25s. Id. ; Barley, 25s. J d, ; Oats, 14s. id.

1894: Wheat, 19*. lid. ; Barley, 22*. id. ; Oats, 14*. 3d.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the flggre

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 4i° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any oilier number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number o£ hours.]

Temperatuhe.

i a

Is™
*- v a

Accumulated.

3*8

S 2 §

-4

Rainfall.

o o

£

Bright
Sun.

Day-
deg.

Day-
deg.

Day-
deg.

Day-
d.g.

lOths
Inch. Ins.

2 + 20 12 + 291 + 301 5 — 213 43 8 9

1 2 + 13 22 + 16 + 465 aver 174 281 24

2 2 + 24 9 + 247 + 297 1 — 170 25 9 21

3 3 + 31 11 + 198 4- 285 1 — 147 223 28

4 2 + 30 15 + 211 + 376 2 — 143 22'

1

26

5 3 + 37 3 + 186 + 338 4 — 139 221 19

6 2 + 23 7 + 140 + 397 4 — 177 337 23

7 2 + 23 3 + 235 + 316 3 — 162 29'2 23

8 4 + 44 + 176 + 369 5 — 151 315 32

9 3 + 28 6 + 67 + 293 1 + 192 ,31'8 33

in 2 + 36 — 12 + 221 3 + 166 33-2 34

* 4 + 69 + 288 + 251 4 — 169 27 29

28

36

35

41

37

41

33

36

43

32

35

51

The districts indicated by number in the first column are

the following :
—

0, Scotland, N. Principal Wheat-jjroduci?ig Districts—

1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3. Hngland, E. ;

4, Midland Counties; 5, England, including Loudon, S.

principal Grazing, §'C, Diitricts — 6, Scotland, W.

;

7, England, N.W. ; 8, England, S.W. ; 9. Ireland, N.
;

10 Ireland, S. * Channel Islands.

THE' PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending November 23, is

furnithed from the Meteorological Oilice :—

" The weather varied considerably in different parts of the

kingdom. Rain was of frequent occurrence excepting in the

south-east, but the amounts were less heavy than those of the

weeks immediately preceding. The air was very humid
generally, and fog or mist were experienced at times.
"The temperature again exceeded the mean, the excess

ranging from 4° in ' England, S.W. and the Channel Islands,

to 2° in most of the western and northern districts. The
highest of the maxima wore recorded on tho;i7th at most
of the EngliHh statioos, but later in the week in Ireland and
Scotland. They ranged from 5:i ' in the • Channel Islands," and
57 ' in the (outh-west and south of our islands, to 51° in ' Scot-
laud, W.'and 'Ireland, N.' The lowest of the minima were
registered on thelsth. and varied from 23° in the 'Midland
Counties,' to 30° in ' Scotland, N. and W..' an 1 ' England, N.E.
and N.W., and to 3H° in the • Channel Islands.'

"The rainfall Blightly exceed d the mean in Ireland, and
just equalled it in ' England, E, ; in all other districts there
was a deficit.

" The bright sunshine was in excess of the mean for the
time of year in most parte of the kingdom. The percentage of
the [lossible duration ranged from 3'1 in ' Treland, N.,' to 19 in
' Eugland, S ,' and to 9 in ' Scotland, N. "

Chbysanthemum Spobt : J. W. V., Banict. The
bloom you eend appears to be a sport from the
variety you name, but the colour, though distinct

from the type, is not very attractive. It may be
well, however, to grow it as strongly as possible

next season, and exhibit blooms before the
National Chrysanthemum Society, when its true

worth could be more certainly determined.

Dendrobidji: F. W. M. Dendrobium Linawianum
thrives in moat collections as well as D, nobile
when grown in the same manner. But in places

where the proper resting season ia a cool and dry
house is not strictly observed the plants of D.
Linawianum resent the neglect more than those of

D. nobile. We recommend you to keep your
specimens in a cool, dry, but light situation until

they start into growth again and then gradually

to take them into the warmest and most humid
house you have until the growths are fully com-
pleted. We have no evidence of its situation in

ita native habitat.

"Gaeden Annual" and " Horticultural Dieec-
toey ": W. E. L. You should apply to the editors

of those periodicals. How can we tell ?

Incandescent Gaslight in a Con;ebvatoby: A.K.K.
The fumes from gas, unltss completely consumed,
are very injurious to plant life, in proportion to

the amount of sulphur left in the ges. It is rarely

that the gas is quite free from this deleterious

substance.

LlLlUM LONCJIFLOBUM VAE. 1 1.'.IiU; -II : L. L. B. The
blooms are obtained at this season from lorjg-

delayed bulbs, which may not have been potted

till June or later, but grown under natural cool

treatment—except, perhaps, just before flowering,

when they are placed in mild heat, so as to obtain

well-expanded blossoms. These bulbs are selected

from importations arriving late in the season,

which are suitably retarded.

Ivy : G. G. The grafting of the variegated forms on
stocks of any strong green variety can be best

undertaken when growth commences naturally :

or, if you would hasten the operation, it may be

done in a close moist pit nr house having a

maximum temperature of (35° and minimum of

55°, chooBing the latter part of February or

beginning of March. It would be better if the

stocks were one-year rooted in pots.

Mabket Stbawbebbies : A. X. H. We give you
the names of varieties of moderate price when
purchased as young plants, viz., Noble (Laxton's),

Vicomtesse He>icart du Thury, Sir Chas. Napier,
and Elton Fine. Your method of cultivation is

very suitable, but we should be inclined to plant

some of the early varieties in the warmer place,

and the later in the colder site.

Mushroom Spawn: A. B. C. We should imagine
that he would be liable to an action for damages
if he knowingly sold " spawn " that had lost its

vitality, or which was incapable of producing
Mushrooms.

Mushrooms: F. B. The withered brown appearance
of the young Mushrooms points to spawnbricks
having been employed in which the mycelium
"spawn" had "run," and consequently become
useless ; or to too great warmth in the beds.
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Names of JTehits : B~. Smith, Greenhaugh. Yonr Apple
ii Egg or White Paradise.— C. Kemp. Apple. Em-
peror Alexander.— C. W. C. Apple. Golden Noble;

Pear, Josephine de Malines.

—

C. Liidiard. Yonr
Apples are unknown to ns.— G. D. 1, Beune
Superfin ; 2, Marie Louise; 3, Dachease d'Angon-

)eme. Apples, 1, Brjmer; 2, Northern Spy; 3,

not known.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this ifsue are requested to comult the next number.—
W. G. Ventnor. The Chrysanthemum bloom yon
send i§ true Val dAndorre, but light in colour

owing to an early bud havirjg been selected, and
to the unusual warmth during September. Such
matter ai these Bhonld be addressed to the Editor.
—D. L, Coniich. 1. Oncidium prsetextnm; 2,

Oncidium tigrincm; 3 and -i Oncidium unguicu-
latum ; 100, a Pnyllocactus, possibly the leedling

known as aurantiacnt.

—

J. H. Cbeilanthes hirta.

—W.M.M.Boss 1. Liparis longipes; 2, Cym-
bidium giganteum ; 3, Bilrenaria inodora.

—

J. B.
Maxillaria picta.

—

I). J. 1, Fittonia Pearcei ; 2,

Gymnogramma ochracea ; 3, Selaginella viticulosa

;

4. Bambusa gracilis; 5, Dracana fragrars; 6,

Draccena rubra.

Odontoglossoti Habbyancji : F. H. M. The variety

is distinct in having the gepali almost wholly of a

dark chocolate colour. The origina', like your
plant, comes darker in some years than others.

Many thanks for promise to send a photograph.

Raspeebet Planting : F. J. F. If the canei are to

be planted at wide distances and then bent over

and secured to a stake 3 feet high placed midway
between the stools, the stools or clumps should not

be less than 6 feet apart if it be land on wbich
the Raspberry gross vigorously, and 5 feet in oihf-r

cases. If the Rispberries are to be secured to an
espalier fence, then, plant at Ik feet apart. Do not

put more than one plant in a Dole.

Situation on a Tea ob Suqab Plantation : W. B.

Advertise ia some of the colonial papers, or in the
Tropical Jgriculturiit and similar trade papers.

Woodlice and Mcshbooms : H. E. Clear awav the

hay now covering the beds, and pour boiling-water

into the crevice, which are sure to be found between
the bed and the walls—repeat this twice a day

;

remove all material?, stones, bricks, fries, litter,

&c, which could form nidiDg- pieces for the insects,

and dash boiling- water into all accessible and
likely hiding-places. Cover the beds with bast

mats, or clean straw; or leave them uncovered.

Mushrcom-beds do not need covering, unless the
soil be very light, or nnch fire-beat is used.

COMMUNICATION'S RECEIVED.—J. H.—L. C.—E. A., Paris.

—

K. P , Ghent-C. T. W.—H. J. W. B.—W. W.—J. W.—
O. N.—W. Fell & Co.—R. C. W—R. D—W. S. H.—
.T. C. W. & Son.—J. P.., Shifnal.—J. O., Fota Island.—
A. J. B.—S. Abb9y (thanks for donatio n to Gardeners'

Orphan Fundj.—J. Rogers.—C. W.S.—A. G. F.-Wm. T.—
J. K. &Sors.—A. E. P.—J. Clayton.—W. B. H.—T. L.—
J. H.—E. C—A. E. N. G.—G. S.-W. Swan.-F. E. T.—
J. J. W.—Messrs. Pope & Sons.

Photographs. Specimens. &c , Received with thanks.—
J. H.—A. H —Fota.—H. O.-W. N.

DIED—Oj November 20, 1895, Mr. James
Walters, of the Mount Radford Nurseries, Exeter.

On the 25th inst., at Alpbington, Exeter,

Maby, widow of the Hon. and Rev. John Townshbnd
Bocawen, aged seventy-two.

Oa the 26 .h inst., at his residence, 22, Court-

field Gardens, S.W., Henbt Seebohm (also of Horton
Grange, Maidenhead).

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

"GARDENERS CHRONICLE."

mportant to Advertisers.— 2Ti<! Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing thai (he circulation of the " Gardener..'

Chronicle" Acs, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

^tfreriisers are reminded thai the " Chronicle " circulates among

COUNTBT GENTLEMEN, and all classes op gardeners
ajtd garden-lovers at home, thai it has a specially large

foreign aud colohial oibotjlatioh, and that it is

preserved tor reference in all the principal Libraries.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

J BLACKBURN and SONS are offering
• ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other honse in

the Trade ; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre,
Tobacco Paper, and Shad'ng.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

HORTICULTURAL BONES—Pure Bones,
in -\, £, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES ajtd LEWIS, Bone Worto, St. Albans.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad,

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
AgeDt for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Mariet

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards,

SOL D BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSLDE. Jun.,F.R.H.S, Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 25s.
per Ton, or £5 per Truck of 4 Tons ; Bsgs, is. each.

PEAT, for io-ming bhododendron, Beg. and American Plant
Beds, 2]». per Ton. ur £4 is. per Truck of 4 Tons; Bags. St.

THOMAS WALKER. Teke!s Park. Camberley. Surrey.

"^J*.

obta ned of all Ndr<teryihvn aridJplor|ste\

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Alanufaoturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, WX.

STOVES !~ST0VES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Terra-cotta i Portable 1 For Coal i

Pure and ample heat. 24 hours for about Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotation? for delivery to any Station.

G. F. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Bingwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S -"* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID FEAT, in

good condition ; also for Stove. Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons. &c. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depot, Bingrwood.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL. POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WASNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON -STJPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gabdeh

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 in use.

&° The Pimeer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Greenhouse *.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of tbeee

Boilers, and a cons°quent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12*. ; No. 2, £3 lbs. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger «ze*.
Complete Apparatus from £1 Ss. Lists and Estimates on

application.
MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire,

London Office : 163, Halmerpton tfuildinps. Old Broad St., E.C.

OULTOIM L
MANUFACTURERS,

NORWICH
PUMPS. PL! MPS. PUKIPS.
No 1 No. 3.

-No. 11

1
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GARDENERS'
THE

HRONICLE
("THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE")

ISL Wlttkly Ellugtratetr journal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents Jb Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named :-

ALPINE PLANTS :—

BALL, J., F.E.S., the late.

CHURCHILL. G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

COKEEVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAE, D., Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
JENKINS. E., Hampton.

AMATEUR. GARDENING :-

BADGER. E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Duys

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. (" Notes

from a Lancashire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.

ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FEEMAN-MITFORD. A. B.

GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER, J.. F.B.S.
THOMSON, W., Teignmouth.
WEIR, Harrison.

WILSON. G.. F.R.S., Weybridge.
WILKS, Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :—

ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T., Kilmaeurragh.
BAKER, \V. R.. Bayfordbury.
BARRON, W., the late.

COURTOWN, the Earl of.

CROUCHER, G.. Ochtertyre, Criiff.

DIECK. Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE, the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P.. Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord R.

HENRY, Mitch'll.
LONDESBOROUGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON. G., Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew.

POWERSCOURT, Viscount.

RASHLEIGH, J.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum.
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.

STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :-

CHURCH, Prof., F.R.S.

DEHEBATN, Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H., F.R.S., Eoth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Rothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MULLER. Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.
WARINGTON, R., F.R.S.
WILLIS, J. J., Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :—

ARTHUR, Prof., New York.
BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.
KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin.

MASSSEE, G., Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.
PHXLIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PRILLIEUX. Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SORAUER, Prof., Proskau.
WARD, Prof. Marshall.

FERNS :-
BAKER, J. G.. Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. .7., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &C. :—

DEAN, R., Ealing.

DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, the late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS, J., Ilford.

HORNER, Rev. F. D.
LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOLYNEUX. E.. Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, G., Paisley.

TURNER. C. the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE \—

ADLAM, R. W., Johannesburg.
ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERRSEN, J., Sweden.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRK, E., Paris.
BARRON, L., New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE J. H., Utrecht.
CARRIERE. E., Paris.

CARUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels.
CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHERE, C, Lierre, Belgium.
DE CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.

ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas,
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FORSTER, O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOOD ALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE. Dr., Griefswald.
HANBURY, Cav., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl, Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KEELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G., Oakland, California.
MACFARLANE, Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T., Philadelphia.
MICHELI, M„ Geneva.
MONTEIEO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDLN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W., Johannesberg.
OLIVEIEA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES.E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS, Prof., Amsterdam.
PIEOTTA, Prof., Eome.
PYNAEET, E., Ghent.
EEGEL. E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
ROVELLr, Sig., Pallanza.
ROYLE, Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof., Count, Strasburg.
SURLNGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE, Prof., St. Louis.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).
VAN TUBERGEN, C. G., Juur
VILMORIN, H. de, Paris.

VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.

WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WTTTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTELN, P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-

BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES. A. C, Bowood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
ROGERS, H , Plvmouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.

WEBSTER. A. D.. Woburn.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :-
BAEEON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKMOKE, R. D., Teddington.
BUNYAED, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
MAEKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TURTON, T., Maiden Erlegh.
WILDSMITH. W., the late.

WOODWARD, Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKER, J. G., F.R.S., Kew.
BALFOUR, Prof.,Edinburgh.
BARBEY, W„ Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBJJJGE, F. W„ Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., Pres. Linn. Soc.
COKNU, 'Prof. Mnx, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
FRANCHET. M., Paris.
HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director. Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,J.E. ,Museum,Royal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLIN, Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIMOWICZ,Dr.,late,St.Petersburg.
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORRIS, D.. Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.Bart.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno, Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS:-
BLANDFOED, F.
MoLACHLAN, E., F.R.S., Pres. Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof., F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-

BARE, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR, D., Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Eev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, R., York.
WILSON, G. F., F.R.S.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-

BANCROFT, G., M.D., thelate, Queens-
land.

BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Royal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CEADWIOK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den. Kingston, W.I.
DUTHTE, J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W., SuperintendentBotani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C, Hong Kong.
HAET, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
EM THUEN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.E.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK, J., Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

MACOWAN, Prof.. Cape Town
MACOUN, Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,
MUETON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
EIDLEY, H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDEES, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRIMEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-
ANDRE, E., Paris.

BAINES, T., Southgate.
BAREON, W., Elvaston. the late.

BUEVENICH. F., Ghent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDEING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHNSON. T. P., New York.
JULIAN, G. R.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS :-
ANDERSON. J.

BULL, W., Chelsea.
BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
KEANZLIN. Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Eoyal Horticultural Soc.
LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZER, Prof., Heidelberg.
REICHENBACH, Prof., the late.

EENDLE, A. B., Brit. Mus.
BOLFE, R. A., Kew.
ROSS, Comm., Florence.

CRCHID3:-
SANDEE, F., St. Albans.
SMEE. A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W.
VEITCH. H. J„ F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE, E. B., Arddarroeh.
WHITE, W. H., gr , Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING:-
ATKINS J.

BAILLLE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Eaugemore Gardens.
BLAIE, T., Shruuland Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W., EastnorCastle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth

.

COOMBES, A., Himiey Hall.
CROMBIE, D . Powerscourt.
CULVERWELL. W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carshalton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Ilford.

DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EAELEY', W., Mo.-deD.
EVANS, A., Lytbe Hill.

FINi,LAY, B., Manchester.
FISH , D. T., Conntv Council, Suffolk.
GRIEVE, P., Burv St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., "Sheffield Botanica

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbury House.
LAMBERT. J., Powis Castle.
LYNCH, R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MACLEOD, Dover House, Roehamptou.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)
MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden

Glasnevin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.
PRINSEP, H. C. Uckrield.
RIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
BOSS, F., late of Pendell Court

Bletchingley.
RUST, J., Eridge Castle, the late.

SAUL, M., York, the late.

SHEPPAED, J., the late.

SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS, 0.. Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (\'ines).

WADD-*, B.. Birdsall, York.
WALLIS, J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WATSON, W., Eoval Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTEK, O., Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDSMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Eev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBBAIN, Rev. H. H., Westwell,
Kent.

FISH, D. T., late of Haxdwicke, Bury St.
Edmunds.

FISHEE, Rev. O.
GIEDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Chesliunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.
PIPES. A.
VIVIAND MOREL. Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &0. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA, Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.
DARWIN, the late Charles.
DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER. Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE. Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS. Prof., Liege.
HENSLOW, Eev. G., Ealing.
MACLEOD, Prof., Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE, Alfred.
SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.
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"THE DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 50s.

1895-6 NEW CATALOGUE, Gratis 1895-6

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS.
SPOUTING PUMPS, &C.

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOtTXDRT,

STOURBRIDGE.

THEiMPROVED GARDEN GULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, acd is especially

suitable for hilly -walks and drives.

They are never stopped up by rubbish and sand, and effectu-

ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Prices:—8-in., 23. ; 10-in., 3a.; 12-in., 6s. 6d.

{The largest size is for Carriage Drives.")

Full Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Layirg out Grounds, &c.

YINCE & VINE,
16, Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Pa*k Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

NO TOP PUTTY NEEDED IF YOU USE
Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staple.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and -without top

_

putty. Will not
rust. Practically

~~ 3 everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the " Marriott " Bicjcles and Tricycles.
CATAXOGUE on application.

HILL & SMITH, BRnliS&Ll '

Ard at LONDON k DUBLIN.

$M0irmC STAPLES AS FIXED.

R
Combined Mesh Wire Netting.

Saves 20 per Cent, over ordinary Mesh Netting. Write for the

New REDUCED PRICE LIST.
IRON FENCES, GATES, TREE GUARDS,

BL4CK VARNISH, &0.

WHiE<
ESSENCES, i
ItlKEtHEMtSACDOOTDCE

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a
GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.

Sample Bottle post -free for 9 Stamps.
A Ladt writes :

" The 6d. bottle of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delicious wine, far bitter than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable for
children's parties."

NBWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HEBBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A (W. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post-free, for 15 stamps.

AGENT8 WANTED.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. "WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

15-ot.

21-oz

In Stock Sizes.

„„,m # t. o (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
.., per luu it.. 'J. ba. J 14xl2 , 20X12, 18x16. 24x16
:., „ 1UJ. Ul.

| 16xl2j 16x14. 20X16, 24x18, Ac.

1$ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at id. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Ao.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, E.G.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VTINES AND VINE CULTURE.
V The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
PTice 5s.; post free, 5s. 6d.

A. F. BARKON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

NEW
HOMES
IN THE

SUNSHINE

STATE,

AMERICA.

Exceptional opportunity to join
Fruit and Vine Growing Colony.
Only Small Capital required.
Land on Ten Years' time.
Income First Year. Large Profits.

Ideal Climate for Weak Lungs.
Splendid Shooting.
For Free Illustrated Pamphlet,
And Full Particulars, address
Mesilla Valley Irrigation Colony,
34, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Qardchron, London."

ADVEETISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES for ADVERTISING

BBAJi LINE CBASOED AS TWO.
4 Lines . . £0 3 15 Lines . £0 8 6
« ,, • 3 6 16 , 9

e ., . 4 17 . 9 6

7 „ • . 4 6 18 . 10

8 „ . . 5 19 10 6
9 .. • . 5 6 20 . 11
10 „ . . 6 21 . 11 6

11 » . . 6 6 22 . 12
12 „ . . 7 23 . 12 6
13 „ . . 7 6 24 . 13
14 „ . . 8 25 tt . 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAX LINE.
If set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20».

If set aoroas three Columns the lowest charge will be 30r.
Page. £8 : Half Page. £4 10i.: Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line [about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

All Advertisements should be addressed to tine

PUBLISHER.
Publishing Office and Office for Advertisement?,

41, Wellingtoh Street, Stband, W.C.

FRANCIS MOORE'S ALMANAC,
containing an account of the Eclipses and Astronomical

Phenomena of the Year, List of the Members of the Govern-
ment, Houses of Parliament, Bankers, Public Offices and Insti-

tutions, Business Fairs, Postal, and other information useful

for all classes. Price, Qd.

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY,
Stationers' Hall, Ludgate Hill. London, and all Booksellers.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chahceby Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

tree. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Appointment of Gardener.

THE ST. LUKE'S (MIDDLESEX) VESTRY
invite applications from practical qualified persons for

the appointment of GARDENER at the Burial Grounds, Old
Street. The wages will be 30s. per week, and a working-suit
will be provided. The election wilt be subject to one month's
notice on either side. Applications, giving particulars of the
positions previously filled by the applicants, and stating their
respective ages, which must be between 25 and 33 years of age,
the date upen which they will be able to enter upon their
duties, if elected, and accompanied by written or printed
copies of not more than three recent testimonials, must be
delivered to me. endorsed " Gardener," not later than
12 o'clock on December 7 next. Selected candidates will be
informed of the date upon which they will be required to
attend.

(By Qrder) ^ w PRE3T0N( Clerk of ^e Vestry.

Vestry Clerk's Office, St. Luke's Vestry Hall, City Road, E.C,

November 21, 1895.

THE CORPORATION of SOUTHPORT
REQUIRE the services of a HEAD GARDENER, to take

charge of their Park] Gardens and Recreation Grounds.
Salary, £L50, house, &c., free.—Printed particulars on appli-
cation to the TOWN CLERK, Southport.

ARTNERSHIP. — Advertiser, with some
capital, and extensive practical knowledge of all details

of Nursery Business, is open to treat for PARTNERSHIP, or
Option of Purchase, or Manager.—Apply, M,, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a PARTNER, in a large Fruit-
growing Business in the Channel Islands.—For pu-

ticulars apply to L., care of Mr. B. Wynne, 1, Dane's Inn,
Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, for a Nursery, a thorough prac-
tical GARDENER, to grow fiowars, &c, for the

Market. Must understand Orchid?. Write, stating age, ex-
perience, wages required, and full particulars to—H. B., Rose
Bink, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

RELIABLE GARDENER WANTED, at
Wembley, by Harrow.—Pony and Poultry. Wife could

take Washing. Wages moderate.—Apply, by letter, to A.,
care of L. & N. W. By. Station-master, Sulbury, Middlesex.

WANTED, an all-round WORKING GAR-
DENER. Abstainer, married, no family. Must not

object to Outside Work. 18s. and cottage.—Apply, WILLIAM
PaIN, Esq., Frimley Green. Surrey.

WANTED, UNDER GARDENER. —Must
understand Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Pleasure

Grounds, &c—Apply, H. J. ELSLET, The Gardens, Barrow
Point, Pinner.

ANTED, Single MAN, age from 30 to 35
years, as GROOM and GARDENER.—Apply, giving

full particulars, as to salary required, reference?, &c, to
JARMAN AKD CO., Limited, Chard, Somerset.

WANTED, WORKING MANAGER, for
Nursery.—Must thoroughly understand producing for

Market. Opening for a man with some capital, or without.
Bungalow on the place.—Mrs. J. S, WILLIAMS, Tne Nurserie?,
Cholsey, Berks.

WANTED, MANAGER and TRAVELLER.
—Country Seed Firm, near London.—Apply. W. A..

Gardener*' Chronicle Office, 41, "Welliogton St., Strand, W.t\

WANTED, a Working GROWER of
Grapes, Tomatos, Peaches. Cucumbers, &c. None

but those who have grown for market need apply. Married
man with no family preferred. Cottage found. Character
must bear strictest investigation.—Apply by letter in first
instance, stating age, refe>ence, and minimum wages required,
to W. CROWDKR and SONS. Hornea'tle.

WANTED, for a Market Nursery, a PROPA-
GATOR and GROWER of General Pot Stuff. Grapes,

Strawberries, Tomatos, Cucumbers. Able to make up Wreaths
and Bouquets.—Apply, stating age, experience, references,
and salary required, to O. R. BEAN, Normandy PaTk Nurse *y,
near Guildford.
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WANTED, a good MANAGER & GROWER,
well up in Growing largely for Market, with not less

than £100 to invest in the business. £j00 already sunk. Good
opportunity for practical man.—Address, X , 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN—
Must be thoroughly welt up in Vines, Cucumbers,

Mushroom*, Tomatos, Koaes, Grafting, Arums, Chrysanthe-
mums, and other Cut Bloom, and Fruits for Market.—State
fully where experience has been gained, age, and wages, to
GROWER, Crawford's Library, Worthing.

FOREMAN REQUIRED for Glass Depart"-
ment of a large establishment in Berkshire. Must be

well-up in all branches, and experienced in Orchids especially.
A man who has bad at least one place in a similar capacity,
and not under 30 years of age, preferred,—Apply by letter,

giving full particulars as to past situations, height, experi-
ence, and wages expected, with bothy, &c, to M., Messrs.
James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a thorough trustworthy man, as
FOREMAN. —Must understand Vines, Peaches,

Tomatos, Chrysanthemums, and general Indoor Work. Two
in bothy. 18s. per week, milk, and vegetables. — G. J.
WARREN, The Gardens, Balcomba Placp, Hayward's Heath,
Sussex.

TO MARKET GROWERS. — WANTED,
early in the new year, for Cheshire, an industrious,

reliable, sober MAN, married, age about 30 ; able to produce
Cut Bloom early and late, inside and out, Tomatos, &c, in
quantity for] the large markets ; must have worked in some of
the best London gardens. Full particulars as to character,
experience, ability, wages, family, &c—ENTERPRISE, 48,
Egerton Street, Liverpool.

WANTED, a thoroughly reliable, experienced
young MAN (Christian preferred), for Pleasure-

grounds. — Must be quick, with an interest in his work.
State full particulars. — HEAD GARDENER, Bryn Glas
Garden?, Newport, Monmouthshire.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT, for Outside
Nursery Department, as KNIFESMAN, and the

Execution of Orde-s. &c. 20s. per week.— Age, and full par-
ticulars, to W. TROUGHTON, Nurseryman, PrestOD.

WANTED, SEEDSMAN'S ASSISTANT,
good Counter Hand. One that understands Agri-

cultural Seeds, and who will make himself generally
useful preferred. Assist on trial ground in summer.—E. W.
KING and CO., Seed Growers, Cogge.shall, Essex.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, for
Retail Department. Good references indispensable.

—

Apply, by letter only, to G. and W. YATES, Market Place,
Manchester. *

WANTED, in a Wholesale London Seed
Establishment, a smart, active young man. as

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Must have had experience, been
used to parcelling, and write a good hand.— Send particulars,
with f-alary required, to ASSISTANT, Mr. Alfred Legerton,
Seed Merchant, 6, Aldgate, London, E.

WANTED, CLERK, with knowledge of
Trade, and able to assist at Counter occasionally.

Shorthand- writer preferred -Apply, with full particulars as
to age, experience, and salary expeoted, to ARMITAGE
BROd.. Seedsmen, Nottingham.

ANTED, a young LADY, capable of taking
charge of Floriat's Shop. Must be first-class at

Bouquets, Wreaths, &c, and have excellent references.—
State age and salary expected, to PERKINS and SONS,
Warwick Road Nurseries, Coventry.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened oy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

FS A N D E R and CO. oan reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their prof assion. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &o.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

higkett respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester."

GARDENER (Head).—T. R. CuokneyT^or
the past eleven years Gardener at Eden Hall, Cumber-

land, and leaving owing to reduction of establishment, is open
to engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services
of a first class practical man, thoroughly practical in all
branches of the profession. First-class testimonials. Personal
reference permit-ted from Lady Brougham, who will answer
any enquiries.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Sir Richard
Musgrave, Birt., Eden Hall, would be pleased to

recommend James Buck to any Lady or Gentleman requiriog
a thoroughly practical man as above. Life experience in first-

class establishments.— J. BUCK, Eden Hall, Langwathby,
R.S.O., Cumberland.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34, married
(Scotchman) —A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetic Man as above ; eighteen years' experience
in all branches of Gardening. Nearly four years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—The FORE-
MAN, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugh, Northumberland.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 38, married, no
family.—A Lady giving up her establishment wishes

to recommend her Head Gardener ; over twenty years' prac-
tical experience in good establishments. Excellent references.
Five year* in present situation.—W. WAlNWRIGHT, The
Gardens, Fernelough, Bolton, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Chas. Horn
seeks situation as above. Over three years General

Foreman at Temple House Gardens; previously four years
Foreman at Spye Park, Wilts. Excellent references. Strongly
recommended by G. Groves (Head Gardener), Temple House
Garden?, Great Marlow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
thoroughly understands the Culture of Orchids, all

kinds of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruits, Vegetables, Cut
Flowers, Early and Late Forcing, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Ten
years as Head in last place.—Highly recommended. — F.
JENNINGS, 8, Upper Trafalgar Place, Batb.

GARDENER (Head), age 37, married, no
family.—Gentleman with confidence recommends his

late Gardener; life experience in large establishments ; tho-
roughly practical. -G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove, and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married. Life experience in all branches, gained in

good establishments. Highest testimonials and references;
abstainer.—WALTER GOLD3MI CH, Great Bookham, Leather-
head.

GARDENER (Head Working), in good
private establishment —Age 36; married, no children.

Twenty years' thorough experience in good all-round garden-
ing ; four years in p-esent place; leaving when suited.—
P. T.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working); married,
one child.—Sir John Ramsden, Bart., can recommend

a thoroughly experienced man as above. Ten years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—H. TEMPLE,
The Gardens, Kytes, Watford.

GARDENER (Head Working).—A Lady
wishes to find a situation for a Man who has been with

her in the above capacity for eight years. Thoroughly under-
stands his business in all its branches, and can have an excel-
lent character.—H. M., Whitmore Hall, Newcastle, Staff j.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED); well up in his work, both inside and out.

Wife good laundress. Both good characters.—GARDENER,
North Avenue, Maesycwmmer, Cardiff.

GARDENER (Single or Under).—Situa-
tion wanted by a young Man, age 1?3; five years' good

character from last place.—WM. SWAIN", Fenstanton, Hunts.

TO THE TRADE.—Advertiser seeks engage-
ment as MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

Seventeen years* experience with good firms; well up in all

branches.—JOHN WINSER, Plummer's Plain, Horsham.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or SALESMAN.—
Age 31 ; thoroughly experienced in general routine of

market work. Fruit, Cut Blooms, or Plants; twenty mile
radius of Covent Garden preferred ; three and a half years
Manager in last situation; excellent references.—S. T., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, SHOPMAN.—
Advertiser, with extensive experience in all depart-

ments, seeks an engagement.—T. B., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER.—Wanted, an engagement. Used
to extensive Glass, and London Markets. Thorough

practical knowledge of all details of the business. — L.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR (Second), well tip in Roses,
Clematis, Conifers, and general Hard- wooded Stuff. Six

years* practical experience.— W., Mr. Driver, Newsagent,
Waltham Cross.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Life ex-
perience in Nursery Work in all branches. First-class

Propagator. Used to raise large quantities. Able to manage
men and take entire charge. Leave when Buited.—P. G.,
Mr, Goodenham, Florist, Mark House Road, Walthamatow,
Essex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Life ex-
perience in Vine?, Cucumbers, Tomato?, Carnations', Roses,

and Soft-wcodel Plants for Market. Twelvemonths' good
character, five years previous.—HEtVETT, 1, F. S. P. Terrace,
Cross Road, Waltham Cross.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR & GROWER.

— Capable of taking entire charge of a general run of
Plants, Forcing. Grafting, Floral Work, &c—HOLMES, 16,
Cobden Street, Woolton, Liverpool.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age 26 ; life experience
in Plants and Fruit. Well recommended.—WHEELER,

Blackmore End, Welwyn, Herts.

FOREMAN, where three or. four are kept, in
bothy.—Age 25 ; long dischargee from large places.

—

For full particulars apply, P. McCORMIOK, The Gardens,
Mount Henry, Portarlington, Ireland.

FOREMAN, Outside.—Age 30, married, one
child; well up in Flower and Kitchen Garden. Six

years in last place as above. Well recommended. — T.
OSBOENE, Grove, Teddingion, Middlesex.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 25;
eleven years' experience. Stove, Greenhouse, and Fruit-

houses. Good testimonials.—A., 13, Wells Villa, Essex Road,
Enfield.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26
;

twelve years' experience in gooi places. Engaged in
the Fruit Range last. Good references.— A,, 58, Landseer
Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 20; Inside, or Inside
and Out. Six years' experience. Gool character.

—

T. OLIVER, Church Place, Great Bookham, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside, in good
Establishment.—Age 22; over five and a half years in

present situation. Good reference. — G. BELL, Chester's
Gardens, Humshaugh, North Tyne, Northumberland.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 22; sis yeaiV
experience.—J. HAYES, The Gardens, Lockerby Hall,

Romsey, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Headley War-
Ren, gardener to Lady de Ko:hsehild, Aston Clinton,

Tring, wishes to recommend A. Cooper, age 23, as above.
Eight years' experience ; two in present situation.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23 ; eight years' expe-
rience Inside and Out. Good characters. Disengaged

through reduction of hands.— W. MOSS, 11, The Mall,
Notting Hill Gate, London. W.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in large establish-
ment, or FOREMAN where three or four are employed

in the houses.—Age 27 ; twelve years' practical experience,
last three years First Journeyman at Temple House Gardens.

—

Apply to R. WARING, or G. GROVES (Head Gardener',
Temple House Gardens, Great Marlow.

IMPROVER. — A Clergyman recommends a
young man (age 20). Premium given. Seven and a-hjlf

years' good character. Total abstainer.—RECTOR, Holbrook.
Suffolk.

TMPROVER (Inside), in a good establishment.
J- —Age 19; nearly four years in present situation. Inside
and Out. Gojd reference.—CHARLTON, Chester's Garden,
Humshaugh, North Tyne, Northumberland.

TO GARDENERS. — Situation wanted by
strong Youth, age 16, in private Garden. Over two

years with Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. Gool
character.—DIX, 77, Harwood Road, Fulham.

TO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted, for
a steady young Man (age 20), in a private Gentleman's

establishment or provincial Nursery. Three years' experience
in general Nursery. In and OutdoDr Work. Good character.—
Apply, W. TOSELAND, Nurseryman and Florist, Newland
Street, Kettering.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Grapes,

Peaches, Pot-stuff, and the general routine of market nur-
sery.- F, SMITH. 29, Boodchurch Road , Hassocks, Sussex.

CEED TRADE.—Advertiser (age 28), over
kJ eleven years' practical experience in all branches; seven
years with leading London house. Disengaged. Agricultural
preferred. Could travel if required.—AXPHA, 41, Wellingtoa
Street, Strand, W.C.

CEED TRADE.—Elderly Man seeks situation
kJ/ in Seed Shop. Could Manage small Busioess. Accus-
tomed to Book-keeping, Floral Work, &c—G. C, 3, Rothts
Road, Dorking.

SEED TRADE.—The Advertiser wishes an
Engagement, Counter Assistant or Office, for the season

only.—JOHN ADAMSON, Sunbury Park. Suoburi-on-Thames.

SEED TRADE.— Situation wanted as
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, where a good Retail Trade i-i

done. Five years' experience in Garden, slower, anil Agricul-
tural Deparlments. — W. F., Messrs. Hurst i- Son, 15.'.

Houndsditch, London, E.

SHOPMAN.— Age 36; about twenty years'
experience. Seed, Piant, aud Bulb Trade. Reference.—

Messrs. HOWDEN axd CO., Nurserymen and Seedsner,
Inverness, N.B.

SHOPMAN.—Advertiser wishes situation as
above ; four years' good character, and nine years' expe-

rience in all branches; good Florist; terms, &c, to

—

CUMBRIAN, 4, Surke Street. Bedford.

Seed Trade.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 24; seven
years' experience, seeks re-engagement. Good refer-

ences.—A. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

CLERK, COUNTERMAN, or BRANCH
MANAGER.—Good country experience in Seeds, Bulbs,

Sundries, Corn Trade, knowledge of Plants, Book-keeping,
&c. Would like to arrange at once for after Christmas —
E. G., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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Cromptbn aniFawlCea, CftdWord,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Ranges, Conservatories, Vineries, Foroing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest
Prices. Every modern appliance. Surveys made in any part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large New Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES. CHELMSFORD.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE,

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £
l-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft...

\

8 ft. by 6 ft...

12 ft. by 6 ft...

16 ft. by 6 ft...

20 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

24 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

CASH
PBICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London -4<7«n«.Mr.H.SKKLTON.Seedsman.4c, 2.Holloway Rd.,N

STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.
12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X16 124X16] J2X18
14X10

|
18X12

I 20x12 | 18x14 | 20X15 | 22X16120X18,24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-OZ. Foreign similar
ourrent sues in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cat to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, Ac

PUTIY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, *c
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inched by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
31, St. John Street, West Smlthfield, London, E.C.

Stock Lintsand Priceson application. Pleaaequore Gard. Chron.

GREENHOUSES OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TION.— Persons who are contemplating the purchase

of a Qreenhouse (large or &mall) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lists, postrfree.

DESIGNS and ESTIMATES furnished.
Greenhouses from 77s.. in Stock; Garden Frames and

Lights kept in Stock. Note the address—
BRIGGS BROS.. Horticultural Builders. Lumb Line Saw

Mill, Bradford, Yorks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,'
Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 Engravings,

25. Qd. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONESfc^tTWOOD

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5*. 3d.
per bag. on rail ; 15s. per cubic yard, in 12 vard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bsg ; 10s. per cubic yard.

WALKER ii'D CO., Poole, Dorset.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS,
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBTJLARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

^- OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.
Manufactory and Workshops : 4 and 6. GROVE. SOUTHWARK, S.E.

E&torial wmmunicationa should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
a«™££ o™^; lr^,°£

ne
^'!>.

by^esare
- Bradbuby, Agnew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published byoktmvb ueoboe mabtih, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Satttbday, November 30, 1895. Agent for Manchester—Johh Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

ANNELL'S CHRYSANTHEMUMS.c
We simply append the following, showing how important it

is to have our country-grown and specially-prepared Cuttings
and Plants :—

" Mr. J. MaoDonald, The Gardens,
" Clanna, Lydney, Glos., Nov. 18, 1895.

" You will be pleased to hear the selection of Chrysanthe-
mums you made and sent last year enabled me to win the
Challenge Vase at Bristol. I therefore have great pleasure in
sending you a similar order to assist me another year.*'

Catalogues free,

SWANLEy, KENT.
aORN QUICK. — Extra transplanted, and
very strong, 5-yr.. 25s. per 1000; 6-yr. 3of. Extra, extra

strong gaping Quick, 40s. per 1000 ; 4-yr. old, very good, 16*.

per 1000. —Apply to ISAAC MATTHEWS AND SOS, The
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent, S.O.

CUCUMBER, Covent Garden Favourite,
Rochford's Strain.—25 seeds, Is. Id. The usual allow-

ance to the Trade.
J. A. MARSHALL, Holly Bank Nurseries, Potter's Bar, N.

LILIES for the GARDEN.—Lilium lancifo-
lium, white, 3s. 6d. doz. ; do., do., red or pink, 3s. do*.—

J. D. HAMON, Bulb Importer, Jamaica Row, Birmingham.

CUCUMBER SEED.—The Roohford (true to
name, as last year), 5s. per 100. Cash with order, to

, B. J. WICKHAM, Grower, Sutton-Scotney, Hants.

For Present Sowing.

SUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,
per packet, 5s. and 2s. 6d., post free.

The Gardening World, February 24, 1834, says :—" While
some culcivators grow their Cyclamens for spring flowering,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons make a point of having a display in the
autumn which will last through the winter. The seeds were
sown in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about eleven
months. They have been flowering freely ever since, and will
continue in presentable and handsome condition till six
months have elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEED3 GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TRE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN, READING.s
CARNATIONS ! CARNATIONS ! ! — James

Douglas begs to announce that he has now 20 000
Carnations established in pots, for immediate delivery All New
and Certificated Varieties. Inspection invited. Carnation Seed,
tbe best. Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet. Catalogues on applica-
tion.—JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenaide. g?eat Bookham, Surrey.

Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.
Price, £1 lis. 6d.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. E. MILNER, A.M.I C.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand- coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7. Victoria Street, 8.W.

;

or, from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

TECOMA SMITHII.—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as eaBily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

Blocks from all London SeedBmen.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,

splendid roots, 12s. 6d. per 100 ; extra hoe, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting Crowns, 1 ana 2-yr. old. PriceB on application.

T. JANNOCH. Deraingham, Norfolk.

WHINHAM'S GOOSEBERRY.
—Bushes, extra quality, 1-year-old, Is. 3d. ; 2-year,

Is. 9d. ; 3-year, 2s. 3d. ; 4-year, 3s. per dozen. Special prices

for large quantities —H. W. KlRSOPP, Nurseryman, Hexham.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
Strong well-rooted runnerB. Also Sir Joseph Paxton,

and other leading varieties.

RASPBERRY CANES—Carter's Prolific, Semper Fidelie,

Norwich Wonder, Btc. Special quotations for large quantities.

Apply, JOHN CBIVERS, Histon, Cambridge.

OR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them,

apply to—
W. L. LEWIS AMD CO., Southgate, London, N.

PRICE LIST free.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FROM SCOTLAND.
—We have a very large collection, embracing all the

best novelties, ami our prices are moderate. Catalogues free

on application.
DOBBIE and CO., Floristeto the Queen. Rothesay.

WANTED, in quantity, good TURFY
LOAM, suitable for making Vine and Peach-borders ;

also. Peat for tttove and Greenhouse Climbers. Prices delivered,

Thetford Station, to

—

ALFRED LODGE, Elveden Gardens, Thetford, Norfolk.

WANTED—1,000 BRITISH FERNS and
5,000 r-RIMROSES, and 3,000 FOXGLOVES. Pleise

send the price to B. D., Barn Elms, Barnes. Surrey,

WANTED, large SEAFORTHIAS, 6 to 10
feet- ASPIDISTRAS, EURYAS, and EULALIA

JAPONICA STRIATIS.—Particulars to WIMSETT AXD SON,
FlorietB to the Queen, Chelsea.

WANTED, SEEDLINGS, or small Stuff, of

Fraxinus americana and Larix japonica or leptolepis.

Send samples and price to FOREST, Gardeners' Chronicle

I
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

H

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustration, back page. Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATAL03UE oa application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PEBENNIlLS.
BARE AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, Gaillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of K ELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LB.TELLIER & SON, Caen. France.

PLANT NOW for FORCING. — LILY OF
THE VALLEY, Spirceas iaponica, palmata, and compacta

multiflora, Dielytra spectabilis, &c. All thoroughly ripened,
and in excellent condition for forcing— For particulars, Bee
CATALOGUE, No. 456, free on application.

DICKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers. CHESTER.

Important to MuBhroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5*.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT.Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southjrate, N. Established 1797.

(2MILAX, MYKSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-O GOtDES, nice young Stuff in thumb- pota ready to pot on,
16s. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

PALMS, CORYPHASlnd LATANIAS from
Stores, 105. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

CA (\l\C\ EUOiNYMUS, Green and Golden,
OX)^yjyjyj all Bplendid bushy plants.—GREEN : U in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 21 in , at 75i. per 100 ;

25 in. to 4 I in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8». per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inoh pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling aorta, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best

selling eorts, 6s. dor.. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 10U. 50s. 1000 ; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. dor. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, in 48's, 6s.doz.

;

Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 48's, 9s.

doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Draceenaa, Crotone, Bouvardias, Erica

hyemalls, and Cyclamen, in bloom, 12s. doz. List* free. Paoked

free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,
in I, J, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to

—

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

eupersede it. Boxes, Is., 3s. . and 10s- 6d.

G1SHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6<i. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

WEEKS & CO,, Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,

Royal Botanic Soo., Parks and Publio Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad, Chelsea,S.W.
Telegraph Address, "Hortulanua.London." Telephone,No.8728.
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SALES by AUCTION.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday, and

SATURDAY next.
GREAT FIVE DAYS' CLEARANCE SALE of DUTCH

BULBS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.. on MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT, December 9,

10, 11, 12, and 14, at half-past 12 o'Clock each day, an

enormous importation of BULB3 from Holland, in the finest

condition.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

700 Well-grown Plants, Just received from Ghent,
in excellent order, comprising AZALEA INDICA and A.

MOLLIS in fine variety, "well set with flower-buds ;

LATANIA BORBONICA, PHCENIX, CORYPHAS, &c. ;

FICUS ELASTICA, a variety of DRAOffiSAS, and other

plants.

A Choice Collection of Border Plants, Including
many novelties in CARNATIONS, HOLLYHOCKS,
IRIS, &c.

A Collection of rare Hardy Bulbs and Roots.

Pyramid and Swarf-trained Fruit Trees, Including
AfPLES, PEARS, PEACHES, CHERRIES, NECTA-
RINES, PLUMS, &c.

A small Surplus Stock of Ornamental Shrubs from
an English Nursery.

15,000 best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowns, 6000
SPIRiEi JAPONICA, 5000 DIELYTRA SPECTABILE,
3000 HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA MAJOR from
Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
December 11, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
VALUABLE IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHTD3.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has reoeived instructions
from Messrs. Lewis & Co., of Sbutbgate, to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C , on THURSDAY NEXT, December 12, at half-
paBt 12 o'clock preoisely, a grand Importation of T..xr.r.TA

AUTUMNALI3 ALBA, in splendid health and condition :

ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, SOPHRONITES, *c. Also a fine
lot of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising Cattleya
Eldorado, Trichopilia auavis, Miltonia Morelliana, Lycastes
in variety, Dendrobiums, &c, ORCHIDS in FLOWER, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.
400 Lots of DUTCH BULBS, AZALEAS, PALMS, CAMEL-

LIAS, RHODODENDRONS, Sec, from Belgium; CALO-
CHORTI, Choice PERENNIALS, LILIUMS, Rare BULBS
from Palestine, CARNATIONS, DWARF ROSES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale,

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on MONDAY
NEXT, December 9, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday, December 13, at half-past 12 o'clock.

SANDER'S GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE.
10,000 ORCHIDS, WITHOUT RESERVE.

For Amateurs and the Trade, Lotted to suit all Buyers.
100 HYBRID ORCHIDS.—Parentages guaranteed. Splendid

crosses, including Cypripediums, Dendrobiums, Phaius,
Phaio-Calanthes, Calanthes, LEelias, Cattleyas, and Licli>
Cattleyas ; full descriptions given in Catalogues.]

CATTLEYA WARNERI. — A fine Consignment. Superb
varieties are among them.

LS5LIA TENEBROSA.—Found growing with C. ;Warneri,
and from this circumstance, and the distinct appearance
of the plants, the magnsficent natural hybrids.

LffiXIO-CATTLEYA GOTTOIANA and L.O. ALBANENSE
may be looked for. Both the C. Warneri and the L
tenebrosa are most distinct and remarkable looking.

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM (Sander's radiatum
type).—Black-eyed Susan and Memoria C, D. Owen
illustrate this superb section.

VANDA CCERULEA, a fine consignment, probably containing
such forms as the huge-flowered varieties of Lord Roth-
schild, Lord Ardilana, J. Gnrney Fowler, Esq., &c

ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESH and O. ROSSII MAJUSboth in fine condition, and both splendid cool-house
winter-flowering Orchids.
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On view Moming of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

GREAT SALE OF JAPANESE LILIES,

18,428
4,152
1,920
6,200
6,450
300
672
915
100
200
300
140
500

and 180

98,000

344,000
20,000
26,000
22,000

being an important consignment of 620 Cases,

comprising :
—

LILIUM AURATUM.
„ SPECIOSUM ALBUM,
„ „ RUBRUM.
„ LONGIFLORUM.
„ KRAMEBI, extraordinary bulbs,

TIGRINUM SPLENDENS.
BROWNIT.
MELPOMENE.

,, AURATUM VIRGINALE,
RUBRO-VITTATUM,

„ ALBO-MARGINATUM.
LEITCHLINH.
THUNBEBGIANUM ATRO-SANGlIINEuM.

„ TESTACEUM;
ALSO

SEEDS of KENTIA BELMOREANA, in exceptionally

grand condition.

,, CORYPHA AUSTRALIS.
„ PH03NIX RECLINATA.
„ PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDRA.
„ SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS,

2000 LILIUM HARRISII.
30) AZALEA INDICA and MOLLIS ; 50 RHODODENDRONS;

20 Baskets CHINESE SACRED LILIES ; 200 extra fine

masses CYPRIPEDIUM SPECTABILE j 400 Imported
Bulbs VALLOTA PURPUREA ; 170 fine clem STANDARD
ROSES, and 200 DWARF ROSES; 50 HELLEBORUS
NIGER; HERBACEOUS PLANTS; HARDY BORDER
PLANTS ; English-grown LILIES ; BEGONIAS ; 100 Lots

of DUTCH BULBS ; Rare AMERICAN BULBS and
PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on THURSDAY
NEXT, December 12, at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chesterfield.

SALE of the LEASE of the NURSERY and GLASS EREC-
TIONS, in one lot as a going concern, and the STOCK IN
TRADE by AUCTION in lots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, in
conjunction with Messrs. BYRON and RAMSLEY. are

instructed by the Chesterfield Nurseries Company, Limited,

to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Westfield Nur-
Beries, Ashgate Road, Chesterfield, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, December 18 and 19, at 11 o'Clock precisely each

day, the INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY known as THE
WESTFIELD NURSERIES, comprising 11J Acres of Land, 18

Greenhouses, Heating Apparatus, 12 Brick Pits with Lights,

Stabling, &c. Immediately following will be offered in suit-

able lots the extensive Stock in Trade, consisting of 5000 Ferns,

in variety ; 10,000 Geraniums, 500 Asparagus plumosus and
tenuiasimus, 300 choice Cinerarias, 6000 Tuberous Begonias,
200 Azaleas and Camellias, 600 Cannas, several thousands of

Herbaceous Plants, a special feature at these Nurseries, and
including a fine collection of Peeonies ; 4000 Carnations, best
varieties ; Dahlias, Ac. ; a large quantity of Forest Trees,
Conifers, 30.000 Fruit Trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,

and Raspberries, several hundreds of Dwarf Roses, Myrobella
Plums, and other Stock,
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; of Messrs. BYRON AND RAMSLEY.
5, Low Pavement, Chesterfield ; of Messrs. SEPTIMUS SHORT
and CO., 19, Saltergate, Chesterfield ; of the principal Hotels
in the neighbourhood ; and of Messrs. PROTHEROE and
MORRIS. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.
N.B.—By a clerical error the address of the Property in last

week's advertisement was Btated to be the Ashgate Nurseries
instead of the Westfield Nurseries.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
OF

122,000 FRUIT TREES & BUSHES
IS FIXED for WEDNESDAY, DEC. 18.

By order of Mr. W. H O R N E, Cliffe,

near Roohester.
Further Particulars Next Week.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
67, CHEAPSIDE, E.C., are the Auctioneers.M
Tooting, 8.W.—Brlghtwell Nursery.

(At the rear of Mitre Hotel).
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

MR. JAMES E. FISHER is instructed by
Messrs. Wiles 8c Co. , who are retiring from this business,

to SELL by AUCTION on their premises, Brightwell Nursery,
Tooting, on WEDNESDAY, December II, 1895, at 12 for 1

o'Clock punctually, the whole of their STOCK, consisting of a
large quantity of fine Arum Lilies in Pots, 100/Variegated
Aspidistras in Pots, 12 dozen Pots of Minettia bicolor, 5000
Geraniums, choice varieties ; a quantity of Fuchsias, India-
rubber Plants, Ferns and Herbaceous Plants, &c, 1000 Nar-
cisBus in Boxes, large Kentia Palm, Stephanotis and other
Choice Plants. Handsome Iron-grey Cob, 14-3, five years old,
and warranted sound, two Sets of good sound Harness, a
4-wheel Van, Quantity of Pots, Tools, Staging, Hose, Cans
and Utensils in Trade.
Can be viewed at any time prior to Sale. Catalogues on the

Premises and of the Auctioneer, 1, Defoe Road, Tooting, S.W.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HOBTICULTURAL REGISTEB eontains full parti-

culars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

EXHIBITION.

KINGSTON and SURBITON CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SOCIETY.

The NEXT EXHIBITION will be held at the DRILL HALL,
KINGSTON, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 10

and 11, 1896.

WANTED, to RENT or PORCHASE, a
NURSERY", with Glass; London or Provinces.—

Particulars to F., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.O.

NURSERY GROUND with GREENHOUSES
&c., TO BE LET at £30 per annum ; or 14$ years' lease

at £11 ground rent, for SALE, price £50.
Apply on the premises, late Hillier'a Nursery. Reservoir

Road, Enfleld Road, Southgate, N. ; or, Mr. DAVIS, 63, St,

Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, S.W.

O LET.—To GARDENERS.—A six-roomed
COTTAGE, and 12 GLASSHOUSES; about 600 feet

run, suitable for Cucumbers and Tomatos.—Apply, K., 52, St.

James' Place, Plumstead, S.E.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR,TheLondonNursery, 4, Maida Vale. London, W.

SEED POTATOS—For Sale, Myatt's Proliflo
(True). 80s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, Near Boston.

CROTONS.— Beautifully-ooloured plants in
variety, specially grown and hardened eff for House

Decoration, in 48-pots, 185. and 24s. per dozen.—WILLIAM
WHLTELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

TREE CARNATION—Duke of York, the
largest and best Winter-flowering Crimson, very free and

persistent bloomer, robust habit. Well-rooted .sniff, fit for
3-inch pots, $s. doz., 40*. per 100. Cash.

CRANE and CLARKE, The Nurseries. March, Cambs.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS for
Market. Mrs. Hawkins (beat early bright yellow),

Madame Desgraoges, Lady Fitzwigram, W. H. Lincoln, Viviand
Morel, Therdse Rey, &c. Prices on application to—

MEW, Florist, Earlswood. _

TO THE TRADE.—ARALIA SIEBOLDII,
strong plants, ready for immediate sale, in 5-inch pots,

4s. per doz., 30s. per 100; or exchange for new Zonals or
FuchBias.—OLLINGTON, Florist, Bury St. Edmund's.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Best Exhibition Sorts.

Strong cuttings, now ready, from 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.
Catalogue, one stamp, of

—

W. ETHERINGTON, Swanscombe, Kent.

HOTHOUSE PINES. — Sixty-five strong
plants, Queen variety, will be given to anyone plying

Advertisement and cost of Packing. Closing house.—Apply,
GARDENER, Nunnykirk, Morpeth.

CANON HALL MUSCAT, and other
VINES, Fruiting and Planting Canes.

CORDON APPLES and PEARS.— Well-spurred trees, 5 to
6 feet, with fibrous roots,

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Standard and Dwarf-trained
fruiting trees.

ELTON CHERRIES.—Clean, straight Standards.
WILL TAYLER, Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

MILLER'S HYACINTH BULBS are of the
finest quality, and produce the largest and best flowers.

Grand Exhibition Hyacinths, the pick ot Holland, 5s. 6rf. per
doz. ; Named Choice Hyacinths, for pots or glasses, alt large,
first-class bulbs, 3s. 6d. per doz. ; Hyacinths for pnts or beds,
in separate colours, splendid-flowering bulbs. 2s. 3d. per doz,,
15s. id. per 100; Mixed Hyacinths, all beautiful colours,
really good bulbs, Is. 8d. per doz., lis. %d. per 100. Orders
10s. and upwards carriage paid.

F. MILLER & CO., 2*7. Fulham Road, London, S.W.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—James' Superb Strain

JOHN FRASER, The Nnrseries, South
Woodford, Essex, has a beautiful lot of the above to

offer. The plants are strong and healthy ; they are in 60's,
ready for potting into 48'e or 32*s. Price 20j. per 100, packing
included. Usual trade allowance.

QWEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—The best, cheapest, and most complete collection in

the kingdom. All the latest and best varieties. Awarded

25 Medals and 276 Firstclass Certificates for New Varieties,

Every variety of merit supplied. Catalogue, Penny Stamp.

R. OWEN, F.R.H.S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestrlss,
AND OTHERS WHO INTEND

PLANTING TREES and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.
ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity

Road, Wandsworth, S.W., begs to offer an extensive
stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c, which being] grown in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing,

CATALOGUES free on application.
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RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the

Majority being- on their Own Roots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from l£

to 3 feet; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

FERNS A
SPECIALITY.

Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties
of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application,

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

ROSA RUG OSA.
The Very Best Plant job Game Covert,

At 20s., 25s., 30s. per 100.

Cheaper by the 1000.

WM. WOOD & SON,
Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfleld, Sussex.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Oat
Flowers and Feme iu the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

LARGE SPECIMEN HOLLIES.
From 6 to 8 feet, well furnished with shoots to the ground.

JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, South Wood-
ford, Essex, begs to invite attention to a splendid lot of

cheap Specimen Hollies, which are suitable for planting in large
towns or elsewhere. The sorts consist of the common Green, and
many of (he best broad-leaved kinds, such aa Scotica, White-
berried, Canadian, Hedgehog, Bay-leaved, Nigrescens, and
others. These Hollies have been regularly transplanted, and
will lift with good balls. As it is necessary to clear the ground,
a Special Low Price will be quoted for large quantities.

Sizes and Prices may be had on application.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A New Variety of great merit, introduced by us last year.
This was raised by Mr. Steel, of Ealing, and is the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden : free-grower, heavy
cropper, large handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and lasting
well through the season until very late. The fruit is essentially

a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior
flavour. Strong Canes, fis. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready
for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities on
application. WATKINS & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

15-oz. 21-OZ. (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
7s. 6d. 10s. <K { 14 X 12, 20 X 12, 18 X 16, 24 X 16

Per 100 ft. Box. (16X12, 16X14,20X16,24X18, fto.

1$ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at %d. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, «o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
Bishopsgate Street Within. London. E.O.

4tha

72,

J. K. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

The"DEKNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 60s.

1895-6. NEW CATALOGUE GRATIS. 1895-6.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING,

LAMP POSTS, &c.

THOS.W. ROBINSON,
DENNIS PARK,

STOURBRIDSE,

KIRK'S VINE and PLANT FOOD,
THE COMTNG MANURE.

The production of A. KIRK, F.R.H.S., the well-known
Scottish Grape Grower. Excellent for Chrysanthemums.

Hundreds cf Testimonials already received.

London : J. D. KIRK. Edinburgh : TILLIE & TURNER,
74, Wigmore Street, W. 12, Melbourne Place.

RESULT
Proves more than volumes of print. My Collection of Chrysanthemums has again succeeded in

winning the President's Prize for Group of Plants, and the Gold Medal for Table of Exhibition
Blooms, at the National Chrysanthemum Society's Show, November 5, 1895. In addition to many
other prizes my collection has now been awarded

6 GOLD
in two years—the highest award obtainable in each case. I have much pleasure in announcing that

I have secured some Grand Seedlings from our two most noted and successful English raisers,

Chas. E. Shea, Esq., and H. Briscoe-Ironside, Esq., which, together with my own Seedlings will form
a collection

UNRIVALLED.
My GENERAL GUIDE is now ready, with reduced prices for all last seasons novelties, and
contains the following Cultural Articles:—How to Grow Japanese for Exhibition; How to Grow
Inourved for Exhibition ; How to Grow Specimen Plants ; How to Grow for Decoration ; How to

Dress Inourved for Exhibition ; and How to Save Seed, A large number of Growers attribute their

SUCCESS
to following the advice given in my Guide, which can be obtained, post-free, for eight stamps,

My LIST of NO VEL TIES for 1896 will be ready in December.

H. J. JONES,
i

. RYEOROFT NURSERY, LEWISHAM, S.E.

WINTER DRESSING.
iJ^T Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug-.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trec3 and Plants, both
indoors and out, for a healthy start nest Eei^on. and destroy
Scale, Bug, Red Spider, American Blight, and the Larvco of
other insects, by using the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system), from duty-
free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of injury to the
buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint, 2s.
;
Quart. 3s. 6d.

; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10/.

®- POSITIVE PROOF.
Mr. E. HILL, The Gardens, Tring Park, Tring, writes:—

" Nov. 15, 1895. I cannot speak too highly in favour of your
XL ALL Liquid Insecticide (Wash), as a Winter Dressing for
Mealy Bug on Vines and Fig Trees. We gave it a trial last
winter with the most satisfactory results, and if applied ac-
cording to directions, it is perfectly safe iu the hands of a
novice, and I am justified in saying that for the purpose men-
tioned it ia the best remedy that has yet come under my
notice,"

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free ou application.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN,
ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5s. 3d.

per bag, on rail ; 155. per cubic yard, in 12 vard trucks,
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10s. per" cubic yard.

WALKER ASP CO., Poole, Dorset.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE .

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

£ i. d.

2
2 5
4

("2 15
4 15
5 12 6

R.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and takeo apait in a few minutes by any one.

Size9 and Prices. Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
( eASTT ^

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London j4gentJdr.TL.SK'ELTOTi,Seedsman. *o.,2.Holloway Rd.,N.

STOVES ! STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id..,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.
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Among the Correspondents <£ Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named ;-

ALPINE PLANTS :—
BALL, J.. FiS., tie late.

CHURCHILL, G-. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORBEVON, PL, Genera.
DEVTAi. D., Glasgow.
DOD. Rer. C. W., Malpas.
JENKINS. E.. Hampton.

AMATETTR GARDENING:—
BADGER, e. w.
BOYLE. Hon. Mrs., »R V. B."i"Days

ar d Hcnrs in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A, (' Notes
:_-:= i Lir-tasiure Garden .

CLAUSE. CoL TTeror.
ELLACOMBE, Bev. Canon.
EWBANK, Bar. H.. Ryde.
FREKaN-MITFOED. A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E., BelgTOre, Cork.

SALTER. J.. F.B.S.
THOSfSOS, W., Teignmonth.
v. fcllR, Harrison.
WTLSOX. G.. F.B-S., Weybridge.
WILKS. Bev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETTrM, &C :—
ANNESLEY, tie Earl of.

ACLAND. Sir T.. Bart.

ACTON, T.. Kiimacurragu.
BAKEB, W. B-. Bavfonfonry.
BARRON, W., the late.

COUBTOWX, the Earl of.

tlhOUCHEB, G.. Ochtertjre, Crittf.

DIECK. Dr., Merse'turg.

LUCIE, the Earl of.

EGERTON. Sir P.. Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN. the Earl, the late.

GB05VEX0R, LcrdR.
HE-TRY. Mitchell.
10NDESBOBOUGH. the Earl of.

MaCLEAY. the late Sir G.
HEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON". G., Corator. Boyal Gar-
dens, Sew.

FOW KRSCOrET. Viscount.
RASHLEIGH. J.

SARGENT, Prof.. Arnold Arboretum
Cambridge. U-S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of. the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STATE, the Earl of.

TEEVELTAN. Sir W.. Barr., the late.

VAN VOLSEM. J., the late. Brussels.

CHEMISTRY:—
CHURCH, Prof., F R.S.

DEHERALN. Prof.. Paris.

DYER. Bemari.
GILBEBT, Sir J. H-. F.B.S.. Roth-

amsted.
LAWE3. Sir J. B., Bet- -~--~d.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MULLE8. Dr. Hugo. F.B-S.
WARLNGTON. B.. F.B.S.
WILLIS. J. J- Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS:—
ARIHIR. Prof.. New York.
BOS. Dr. Ritrema, Wageningen.
c :-:?. it >: c
KLE8AHN. Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS. Prof.. Berlin.
MASSEE. G.. Kew.
MTBEAY. G., Britiah Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, FR S.
PHTLIPPS, W.
PLOWBIGHT . Dr. C. B„ King's Lynn.
PRJLLIEUX. Prof., Paris.
SMITH, W. G.
SORAUER, Prof.. Prosiaa.
WARD. Prof. Mfir-'fiaTl

FEESS^
BAKER, J. G-, Boyal Gardens, Kew.
DRUEEY. C. T.
HEMSLEY. A.
LOWE. E. J.. Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &C :—
DEAN, B-, Ealing.
DODWELL. E. S., Oxford, the late.
DOMBRALN, Rev. H_ H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS. J., Ufard.
HORNER, Rer. F. D.
T.T.I-M KLYS . Sir J. D., Bart.
MOT.TNi.lX. E.. Swanmore Gardens
PAUL. G., Paialey.
TURNER. C. the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :—
ADLAM. B- W., Johanseiferg
ALBOFF. Dr.. Odessa.
ANDERRSES, J., Sweden

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :—
ANDRE. E., Paris.
BABBuN, L., New York.
BENNET. H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE. J. K., Utrecht.
CARRIERE. E.. Paris.
CAEUEL. Prof.. Florence.
COSTEBUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Pro:'.. Toulouse. "Rrnssels.

CREPLV, Director. Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHEBE. C. Lierre, Belgium.
DE CANDOLLE. Casimir, Genera.
DEVANSAYE. A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE. Prof.. Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.
ENGLE?.. Ft::'., Eerlin.
ERNST. Dr.. Carscoas.
FEXZL Car. E-. Florence.
FORSTER 0., Schefbbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOOD ALE. Prof.. Harrard Cnirersity.
GOEZE. Dr., Grleis-ild.
HANBUBY. Car., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

A^7. . -,r_re.

HANSEN. Prof. CarL Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY. C. Paris.

KANTTZ. Prof.. Klansenburg.
KEBCHOVE. Comte de, Gand.
KOLB. Mai. Munich.
KEELAGE. E. H.. Haarlem.
LANGE. Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN. H., P;'tara£
LEMMON. J. G.. Oakland, California.
MACFABLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MHEHAN. T.. Philadelphia.
MICKFXL M.. Genera.
HOXTETBO, Cher., Lisbon.
NAUDIN, C. AntToes.
NELSON. W.. Johannesberg.
OLIVEERA. J. D'., Oporto.
OBTGLES. F_. Znrch.
0UDEMAN3. Prof.. Amsterdam.
PLROTTA. Prof.. Borne.
PYNAEBT. E.. Ghent.
KEGEL. E.. the late.

BODIGAS, E., Ghent.
EOVELLI, Sig.. Pallan2a.
BOYLE. Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prot. Count. Strasbaig.
SURTNGAB. Prof., Lerden.
TKELEASE. Prof.. St. Loois.
TEOUBETZKOL Prince, the iate,

(Eaealyptos).
VAN i UBEBGRN. C. G.. Jonr
VLLMOBLN, H. de. Paris.
VII M IBIS. Manriee de, Paris.
W1GM tN, Bot. Garden. Boitenzorg.
WILLKOMM. Prof.. Pragne.
V> ll'lMACS. Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTETN. P.. St. Fetersbnrg.

FORESTRY :—
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES. A. C, Bowood, Wilts.
FRANCE. C. S., Aie-dsen.
MAYR. Dr., Munich.
MICHTE, C. Y., C-illen, Aberdeen.
SOGERS. H.. Plymouth.
SCHT.TCH. Dr., Soperintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's HilL
WF-BSTER. A. D.. Wobum.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRDTT CULTTTRE :—
BARRON. A. F., Chiswiek.
BLACKMOBE. R. D.. Teddingtcn.
BUNTAED, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J.. Crawler, Sussex.
MABKHAM, H„ Mereworth.
RTVEBS, T. F.. Sawbrldgeworth.
TUB I ON. T.. Maiden Erlegh.
WTLDSJUTH. W., the late.
WOODWARD, Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY:—
BAtTTR. J. G.. FJRJ.. Kew.
BALFOUB. Prof..Edinburgh.
BARBEY. W.. Lausanne.
BBOWN, N. E., Herbarium. Kew.
BUBBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE. CoL Treror. [Dnblin.
CLARKE, C. B., Pies. Linn. Soc.
CORNU. Trof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes. Paris.
DECANDOLLE. A., the late. Genera.
DYER. W. T. T- Director, Boral

Gardens, Kew.
ELWE3. PL J., Cirencester.
FBANCHET. M.. Paris.
HEMSLEY. W. B.. F.BJ Kew

GARDEN BOTANY :—
HOOKER, Sir J. D-, K.C.SX, late

Dire::cr, R.Dyal Gardens, Ke^.
JACKSON.J.R-,MnseTxm,Roral Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTIIN, Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY. EL. Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edirt^rsh.
MAXMOWICZ.Dr.,Ute.St.Pe:er.;urg.
MOORE. F.. Royal Gardens, Glasnerin.
MOBRES. D-. Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof..F.R-S., Kew.
STRICKLAND. Sir C-.Bart.
TODABO. Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno. Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS r-
BLANDFOBD, F.
McLACHLAN, B-, F.B-S.. Pres. Ent.Soc.
MICHAEL, A. E., F.B-S.
WESTWOOD. Prof.. F-R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-
BiBR

, P., Corent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., Tori.
CREWE, Eer. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR. D., Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Rer. C. W.. Malpas.
ELLACOMBE. Rer. Canon.
ELWES. PL J., Cirencester.
EWBANK. Rer. H.. Byde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HABTLAND, Baylor. Cork.
JENKIN S, E., Haaspton.
POTTER, B., York.
WTLSOX. G. F.. F.RJ3.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES r—
BANCROFT, G.. 3LD., thelate, Queens-

land.
BENNETT. G.. M.D., Srdner. the late.

BOLUS. PL. Capetown.'
BROADWAY, W. E., Boyal Botanical

Gardens. Trinidad.
CRADWICK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den, Kingston, WX
DUTHLE, J. F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
HART, J. H., Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
TM THURN, Ererard, British Guiana.
JENMAN. J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr.. F-RS., Director, Boral

Botanic Gardans, Calcutta.
KTRTr, J. (

Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON. Prof.. Halifax, Nora Scotia.
MACOWAX, Prof.. Cape Town
MACOUN. Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER. Baron Sir Ferd. ran,
MUBTON, H. J.. Siam. rMelboorne.
RIDLEY. H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMLTH. T., Timaru. New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRTMEN. H., F.RS., Director Boyal

Gardens. Ceykm.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

oan. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING:—
ANDRE. E. Paris.
BALNES. T.. Sonthgate.
BAEBON, W., Elvaston, the late.
BURVENICH. F., Ghent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDRLNG. F.. Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHS.-OS. T. P.. New York.
JULIAN, G. B.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS :—
ANDERSON. J.
BULL, W., Chelsea.
BUYSSON, M le Comte.
COOKSON, N.. ^Vrlam-on-Trne.
KRANZLEN. Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Treror, Bart., M.P.,

President. Boral Horticultnral Soc.
LINDEN. Luden.Brussels.
LOTHIAX, the Marquis ot
O'BBTEN. James.
PFIIZEE, Prof., Heidelberg.
BEICHENBACH, Prof., the late.
BENDLE. A. B., Brit. Mus.
ROLFE, B. A., Kew.
BOSS, Cotnm., Florence.

ORCHIDS:—
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE. A. H., WallingtoD.
SWAN. W.
VFJTCH. H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE. R. B-, Arddsrroch.
WHITE, W. PL, gr., Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING:—
ATKINS, J.

BaTLLLE. W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BATNES. T.. Sonthgate.
BENNETT, W., Bangemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CLAYTON. H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W.. Eastnor Castle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre. Monmouth
COOMBES, A., Himley HalL
CB0M8IE. P. , Powarsconrt.
CULVEEWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CCMUINS, G. W., Car=halton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS. W. EC., Balroir.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Word.
DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Morden.
EVANS, A., Ljthe HilL
FINDLAY, B., Manchester.
FISH. D. T., Cojntr Council. Suffolk.
GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., 'Sheffield Botanies

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HEREIN, C. Droptnore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbarr House.
LAMBERT. J., Pow-j Oastie.
LYNCH, B. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MACLEOD, Itorer House, Boebampton.
MELVLLLE, D., Dunrofcin Gardens- --

MTLES, G. T., Wrcombe Abbey
Gardens. (Fruit.)

MTT.I.FR, W., Coombe Abber. (Fruit.
MOOEE. F. W., Boyal Botanic Garden

Glasnerin.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.
PBINSEP, H. C, Uckfeld.

EIDDELL. J., Castle Howard.
BOSS. F.. late of Pendell Court

Bletchingley.
BUST, J.. Eridge Castle, the laU.
SAUL , M-, York, the late.

SHEPPARD, J., thelate.
SMITH, J ., Mentmore Gardens.
SMI THE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M,, Carron House, X3.
THOMAS. 0., Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clorenfords (Vines).
WADDS B., Birdsall, York.
WAT.T.TS. J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WATSON, W., Roval Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, C „ Gordon Castle Gardens.
WTLDSMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WTTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others,

ROSES :—

BENNETT. EC, the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Ber. J. T., the

DOMBBATN, Rer. H. H-, WestweH,
KeDt.

FISH, D. T., late of Hardwicke, Bury St.
Eomunds.

FISHER, Rer. O.
GIKDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E-, Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.
PIPER. A.
VTVIAND MOBEL, Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &C. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVTA. Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.
DARWIN, the late Charles.
DE VBTES, Hngo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael. Cambridge,
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology;.
GOEBEL, ProL, Monioh.
GOODALE, Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GBAVIS. Prof.. Liege.
HKSSLOW, Ber. G.. Ealing.
MACLEOD. Prof.. Ghent.
OLIVER. Prof. F. W.
WALLACE, Alfred.
SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.
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W. W. JOHNSON & SON,
(LIMITED),

SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS,

BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE.

a
NEW PEA,

BOSTON UNRIVALLED."
A NEW, PERFECTLY DISTINCT, and VALUABLE ACQUISITION.

An unusually prolific, dwarf, wrinkled, Second Early Marrowfat, of the best table quality. Height, 1\ to

3 feet; pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the " Telephone " shape and colour, but more even in size than that

well-known variety, there being from 9 to 11 fine peas in the pods. These mostly hang in pairs, literally covering

the haulm, which is robust, and not subject to mildew.

A first-class Pea for either Private Gardens or Market GrowerSj and as an Exhibition variety must rank as a

decided improvement and great acquisition in profitable Horticulture.

Retail, per Sealed Half-pint Packet, Is. Qd. ; per Sealed Pint Packet, 2s. 6d.

Trade Price and List of Testimonials on application.

SURREY PEAT, Grand Sample, 7*. 6d. yard,
Leaf Mould, Heaped 7s. $d. : Loam, 7s 6d., O. R , truch

. 12 to 15 yards; cwt. begs. 2s. <cd ,28s doz ; C N. Fir re, lls.td.
truck, 2 tons, O. R. Rates to all stations. Cash who order.

J. HANDSCOMBE, Feltham, Middled' x.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

Id. pel bushel ; 100 for 30«. ; truck, loose (about 3 tons), 60).
Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, bt. id. per sao* ; 6 sacks.

25i. ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6i. per saok ; 6 saoks, 22j. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, ll. M. per bushel ; 1(1. per hai;-

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, id. each.
TBLLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAJ-

MOULD, If. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8l. id. per saok.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN OOBK, TOBACCO

CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Prioe LIST.-
H. O. SMYTH, 21. Goldsmith Street, Drnry Lane. W.C.

EPPS'S^PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCBID PEAT, in

good condition ; alto for Stove. Greenhouse, and Haidwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c., in large or small quantities.
Bich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &o.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12X10 I 14X12 I 18X12 I 16x14 I 20x14 I 20X1B |24X16|''2X18
14X10

| 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22xl6]i0xl8|24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock, 15-OZ Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and svund in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBEB GLASSES, *o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, Ao
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inohes by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches,

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
31, St. John Street, West Smithneld, London. E.C.

Stock Listsand PTiceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES AND LEWH, Bone Works, St. Albans.

TREE GUARDS.
Parcel of Second-hand TREE GUARDS

FOR SALE, at vbry Cheap Pricbs.

Particulars from—

HILL & SMITH,
BRIBRLEY HILL IRON WORIS, near DUDLEY.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete ereotion of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to seleot from, and invite inspeotion of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL & INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892, », HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E,
Telegraphic Address—"HOT-WATER, London." Telephone No. 4763.
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SHARPES VICTOR POTATO.
EABLIEST.of._aU EARLIES,

Mmm
g2§i

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
FOR FORCING.

TO OBTAIN

THE TRUE
YELLOW -FLESHED

VARIETY,
APPLY TO

CHARLES SHARPE& CO., Ltd.,

SLEAFORP,
SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Traits and Roses, post-free, °d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS EIVERS & SON,
TEE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station-, T£_jbxow, G.E.E.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan'a New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POVOVl FARM XTTRSE_.rFS. WTTHISOTON. HEREFORD.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

PIT
Ik'r'*) ' & 80 Acres of Saleable Trees

NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO GROW.

i BEST PROCURABLE-

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash wilhcrdcr.
8s. perdoz., 60s.perlC0.
A 11 ether Nursery Stock

carriage/crward.

ROSES I N POTS Froml5/-adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 01 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15 '•

per doz.
M-ft—Si rV Plants are sold at

stfgkuy zr.crcascdprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(0"„r 170 pa^c3)of NTorsery Stock,
-.---__i !

27 prsicc:-d. tcnt-'.iiici

Wllr^ . **?• _:.-.".
m *<3S5<

-JBf%r.'>tf' 1"- !;-t:7
Trul'.." '- -

I CHARD SMITH £c° Worce'ster

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intendine Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUXSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

GRAPE VINES AND ROSES.
JOHN COWAN and CO.

Have this season a large and splendid Stock of Grape Vines
suitable for Fruiting in Pots and Planting Vineries. Also a
large and splendid Stock of Tea and oth^r Roses, in pots.

Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE post-free on applica-

tion to the Company

—

The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

JOHNSON'S IMPBOVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN,

BEILVG one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keepiDg over ICO cows,
from which I obtain alargequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3s. per bushel.
Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
All who intend to exhibit next season should

send for our NEW LIST before placing their

orders: our young plants are carefully reared

with spe:ial regard to the wants of exhibitors.

Select List of the cream of the Season's Novelties.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

HODODENDRONS.
The finest named hardy varieties, bushy, and full

of buds, from £7 10s. per 100, upwards.

CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS TREES, &c, in large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

JOHN WATeW & SONS
(-LIMITED),

AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSH0T, SURREY.

Veitghs Climbing French Beak.
First-class Certificate K.H.S.

ADMITTEDLY THE GREATEST ACQUISITION FOR YEARS.

Equally good for forcing, or for open ground.

Sealed Packets. Is. Pint Packets, Is. 6d.

Trade Terms and Testimonials on application.

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
EXETER.

KENT: THE CARDEH OF ENGLAND.

SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses

at the following cash prices. Package free.

Selection left to themselves.

SUPERIOR H.P. STANDARDS, 2£ to 3\ feet sterns, assorted,

choice, per dozen, 18s. to 24s.

HALF-STANDARD H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet stems, choice, per
dozen, 125. to 18s.

STANDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTES,
per dozen, 24s. to 35s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per dozen. 9s. to 12».

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dozen, 7s. 6d.

FETE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Walls, per dozen, 9s. to 18s.

DWARF TEA-SCESTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18s.

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSES, per dozen, 6s. to 9?.

Copies of G. B. § Co.'s Fruit List, 6 stamps.

HARPE'S VICTOR POTATO,
True Yellow-fleshed Variety,

YYT W. JOHNSON and SON, Limited, Seed
» * - Growers and Merchants, Boston,

Offer the above in large or small quantities.

GENERAL SPECIAL TRADE LIST
SEED POTATOS on application.

HARDILY-GROWN
Forest, Fruit,

& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," 'VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

Nurseries PUCQTCD
(450 Acres) UHLOI tit.DlGKSONS^

FERNS HERNS!!
A large quantity of well-grown stuff, in 2t-in.

pots, for decorative purposes and for potting-on

—Pteris cristata, P. nobilis, P. tremula, P. albo-

lineata, P. serrulata cristata, and other sorts, at

9s. per 100. Also, in 48's, Pteris in variety, at

is. 6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

Packing free. An inspection is invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.|

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC
Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-fret.

Crawley. Sussex.
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PLANTING SEASON.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—WM. PAUL and SON, Rose Growers by appointment

to Her Majesty The Queen, Tree, Plant, Bulb and Seed
Merchants, Close to Waltham Cross and Theobald's Grove
Stations, G.E.R.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD ROSES, from 18».

per dozen ; Dwarfe, from 6f. per dozen ; Climbers, from 6s. per
dozen ; Pot Rojes, 10s. 6d. per dozen, and upwards.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BOOKS on ROSES, by Wm. Paul, F.L.S. : — " The

Rose Garden, " 4to, 9th eilitioD, i0 coloured platts, 17s. 6ri.

;

the same, 8vo. without plaiea. 8s. 9d. "Roses and Rose
Culture," Is. " Ki'"'i in pots." 3s.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—FRUIT TREES of all kinds, cultivated in large quan-

tities. Trees may now be selected and marked far delivery as
required ; also Fruit Trees in pots, Grape Vines, Figs, and
Strawberries.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross,Herts.
—Hardy ORNAMENTAL and EVERGREEN TREE i and

SHRUBS in great variety. IntendiDg planters cannot do
better than mahe their selections now.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—TREES forfoliageand flowers, including Pauls' Double

Crimson Thorns, Scarlet Chestnuts, Gold, Silver, and Purple
Maplep, Purple Beech, Oaks, Planes, Limes, Poplars, Elms, &c.

PAULS' NURSERIES,Waltham Cross, Herts.
—RHODODENDRONS, off Loam, for the Garden or

Woods, are'made an object of special Culture; also Azaleas,
Kalmiad, Heaths, and other American Plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—HARDY and GREENHOUSE CLIMBING PLANTS of

all kinds. Lapageria-house now in bloom; Camellias, the
finest stock in the country ; also Azaleas and other greenhouse
plants.

PAULS' NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—BULBS of all kinds for forcing and the open garden.

Seeds of every description. Seakale and Asparagus for forcing.
Mushroom Spawn, and every garden requisite.

PAULS'NURSERIES, Waltham Cross, Herts.
—Priced Lists free. Inspection invited. Estimates

cheerfully given. Gardeners of character and experience
recommended.—Postal acdress, WM. PAUL and SON,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOB FORCING :—

BUDS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.

„ JAPONICA.
KALMIA LATIFOLIA.

„ MYRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands.

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
from intending Planters an inspection of the following
well-grown and finely-rooted EVERGREENS :—

ABIE3 PUNGENS GLAUCA I COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE,
„ „ ARGENTEAl 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet.

These are all SEEDLINGS. The plants usually met with
are grafted on the Common Spruce.

CEDRU3 ATLANTICA, 5. 6. 7, 8 to 10 feet.

GLAUCA, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

CEDRUS LIBANI, 5, 6, 7, 8 to 10 feet.

ENGLISH YEWS. 4,5 6 to 8 feet.

GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER, 4, 5, 6, 7, nnd 8 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS, Seedlings perfect pyramids 4, 5, 6, and 7 ft.

„ .. Standards. 6, 7, and 8 feet.

PICEA CONCOLOR
(.

. . „ - . „ . ,

„ VIOLACEA )
*' 5

'
6

'
7

'
and 8 £eet -

,, LASIOCARPA J . - .„A Q ,„ f

„ MAGNIFICA [-6, 7, and 8 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA) „ . . - ,. Qf„t

„ LAMCIO f
S, 4. 5. 6, to 8 feet.

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS 5 to S feet.

,, DOLABRATA, 5 to 10 feet.

HOLLIES, GRERN. Common, up to 10 and 12 feet.

HODGINS
)LAURIFOLIA /

MYRTIFOLIA \

up to 10 feet.

GOLDEN QUEEN I . . .„ ,,
„ SILVER QI'EEN (

» «> lu reel.

M WATERER'S, and many other variegated kinds,
6 to 10 feet.

„ PERRY'S WEEPING (with straight stems and
GOLDEN WEEPING f fiue heads.

YEWS, ENGLISH, 4, 5, 6 to 8 feet, and as much in diamoiir.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13,

AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK.

SANDER'S

GREAT XjjAS. SALE

10,000 ORCHIDS
WITHOUT RESERVE.

For AMATEURS and THE TRADE.
Lotted to suit all Buyers.

100 HYBRID ORCHIDS,
PARENTAGES GUARANTEED.
Splendid crosses, including

CYPRIPEDIUMS, DENDROBITJMS,
PHAIUS, PHAIO-CALANTHE,

CALANTHE, LiELIAS, CA1TLEYAS,
And I/iELIO-CATTLEYAS,

Full descriptions given in Catalogues.

CATTLEYA WARNERI,
A fine consignment. Superb varieties are

among them.

L/€LIA TENEBROSA,
found growing with C. Warneri, and from this

circumstanoe and the distinct appearanoe of the
plants, the magnificent natural hybrids,

Lmlio-Cattleya Gottoiana and L.-C. Albanense
may be looked for.

Both the C. Warneri and L. tenebrosa are
most varied and remarkable-looking.

0D0NT0GLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM,
Sander's badiatum typk.

Black-eyed Susan and Memoria G. D. Owen
illustrate this splendid section.

VANDA CCERULEA,
A fine consignment, probably containing

suoh forms as the huge-flowered varieties of Lord
Rothschild's, Lord Ardilaun's, J. Gurney Fowler,
Esq.'s, &c, &o.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESII and
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSII MAJUS,
Both in fine condition. Both splendid Cool-

house, Winter-flowering Orchids.

LiELIA ALBIDA,
A fine importation. Plants in grand cjndition.

L. a. sulphurea, L. a. Marianae, L. a. Stobartiana,

&o., &c, will be found among them.

A L/ELIA SPECIES?
Distinct-looking plants, imported with L. Wend-
landiana, but possibly an Epidendrum, or perhaps
a bigeneric hybrid.

MILTONIA WARSCEWICZII.
A grand species, also kno wn as Oncidium fuscatum.

CATTLEYA LABIATA,
Undowered plants of

SWAINSON'S GENUINE OLD TYPE,
And Dendrobium densiflorum, I), nobile (from
Annam), Oypripedium ltothschildianum, C. bella-

tulum, Cattleya citrina, &c, &c.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY

MESSRS, PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & CS, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.,

ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13.

EeewBER

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1895.

ROSES.
rpHE National Rose Society has published
*- a pamphlet entitled Hints on Planting

Roses, compiled by a committee appointed for

the purpose. The work is intended for novices

and amateurs, and is likely to be received by
them with favour from the clearness and
simplicity of the directions given.

The subjeots treated of are the season when
planting operations should be considered, the

best time to order Roses, the best time to plant

or replant them, the best method of effecting

these operations, lists of Roses suitable for culti-

vation for various purposes. The following

extracts will show the practical nature of the

little book, copies of which may be had at a cost

of a few pence from the Secretaries of the

National Rose Society, Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain,

Westwell, Ashford, Kent; or E. Mawley, Esq.,

Rose Bank, Berkhamsted, Herts :
—

How Roses ought to be Planted.

Whenever it is possible, Roses should be given

a bed to themselves, in an open spot, away from

trees, and not planted among other flowers. A
bed 3 feet wide will hold two rows of plants, and

one 4 feet 6 inches wide, three rows. The
distance between the plants for dwarfs should

be about 18 inohes, and for standards about

2 feet 6 inches. The beds having been made
ready, and the position of the Roses in them
marked out, the next thing, and the most

important of all, is to see that they are properly

planted. Some of the plants should be carefully

removed from the trench where they had been
" heeled in," and brought to the side of the bed

they are intended to occupy. A mat should

always be thrown over them, to keep their

roots from drying by exposure to sun or

wind. A hole should then be dug about a foot

square, and of sufficient depth, in the case of

dwarf (or " bush ") Roses, to allow the junction

of the stock and scion to be about an inch

below the surfaoe of the bed when the operation

is completed. In the case of standards the hole

should be 6 inohes deep. A plant should then

be taken from beneath the mat, sprinkled with

water, and held with the left hand in the centre

of the hole, while with the right the roots are

spread out horizontally and evenly in ic, taking

care that the roots cross eaoh other as little as

possible. Some of the finest soil available should

next be sprinkled over the roots so as just to

cover them. Over this light covering place

3 inches more soil, which may then be trodden

iu and the hole filled up. Tread the soil firmly

round the plant when this has been done. Firm
planting is very necessary for the future well-

being of Roses.

Iu the case of heavy soils, or where the ground

remains for any length of time iri too wet a con-
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dition for the planting of Roses to be satisfac-

torily carried out, it is an excellent plan to

secure some light gritty soil, such as the clip-

pings obtained from the sides of roads when the

grass-edges are being cut. A spadeful of this

mierial may then with advantage be placed both

above and beneath the roots instead of the

natural soil. Soil or this character may be

firmly trodden without caking together, and the

grit in it encourages the early formation of roots.

When planting Roses singly on lawns or else-

where, the same method should be followed as

when inserting them in beds. "Where Roses are

planted in the spring the shoots should be

pruned before planting.

SlXGLE PLANTS OX I/AWXS OK IX BOBDEES.

Previous to planting Rosea singly on lawns or in

borders a hole should be dug for each, IS inches

square and 13 inches deep, The soil removed from

the holes sbou'd be well mixed with one-fourth of

its quantity of well-decayed manure, before being

restored to them. It the soil be found poor and

unsuitable, better soil from another part of the

garden or some turfy loam should be substituted.

No grass should be allowed to grow within at least

6 inches of the stem of Standard Roses planted en

lawns.
Climbing oa Pillab Roses.

For Climbing and other Rises of very vigorous

growth the hole prepared for their reception should

be 2 feet square and 2 feet deep, and care be taken

(hat the soil be of a suitable character and well en-

riched with manure. For it must be borne in mind

that such Roses require much more root-room than

those which are pruned back every year, and

in most caies are intended to occupy the same

positions for many years to come. Therefore, any

extra care and attention bestowed on the planting of

itrong-grosing Rises, like those referred to, will,

sooner or later, be well repaid.

Staeixg Standard Roses.

As the planting proceeds, each plant should be

secured to a firm stake of some kind. la order to

avoid damaging any of the roots, the stakes should

be driven firmly into the holes prepired for the

reception of the plants before planting them. Dwarf

o- buih-plaats do not need staking; but, to prevent

injury froru high winds, all long growths should be

ihortened previons to planting.

The Labelling of Roses.

Where there is only one plant of any variety, a

permanent label, with the name of the Rise either

written or printed upon it, should be attached to a

small stake placed near it, and not to any part of the

plant itself; but when several plants of the same

variety are grouped together, or follow one another,

labels will only be necessary at the beginning of each

Bach group or row.

The Winteb Pbotectiox of Dwaef Teas and
Noisettes.

All kinds of Roses should be planted in the way
previously described. Teas and Noisettes and other

tender sorts, however, require after planting some
protection to be given them, or they will be liable to

iojiry should an unusually severe frost afterwards

set in. Fortunately, dwarf plants may be readily

protected by drawing the soil over the centre or

crown of them to the height of 3 or -1 ioches. This
will be found an excellent methed, for, except in

ex rem-! cases, the plants are in this way saved from
ferioui damage, although the exposed portion of

their shoots may be destroyed. If further protection

be reqiirei, bracken or straw may be placed loosely

among them.

The Wisteb Protection of Staxdabd Trees asd
Noisettes.

la most winters the insertion of bracken in the
heads of Siaudard Roses, or tying their shoots to a
secu-e central stake, and thatching them with straw
or hra-k°n, will be found to answer excellently.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings,

ORCHIDS AT CAMBRIDGE LODGE,
CAMBERWELL.

The collection of R. I. Measures, Eiq., Cambridge

Lodge, Flodden Road, Camberwell, is rich in Cypri-

pediums, and especially in the rare hybrids, many of

which have been raised on that place ; and moeh
attention was given to the crossing of C. bellatulum

and others like it, the results being in some cases very

fine, although many of these crosses have not as yet

flowered. It sho ws the adaptability of Orchids when
properly managed, and speaks much for the skill and

attention given them by Mr. Chapman, the gardener.

The hybrids of the niveum section oi Cypripediums

are not the easiest to manage even in pure country

air, much less at Cambridge Lodge, which is, in fact,

in London.
Two beautiful forms, now in flower, are C. X

Annie Measures (oellatulum x Dayanumj.and C. X
Chas, Richman

|
bsllatulnm X barbatum), the latter

now bearing a second inflorescence which, like that

of the preceding one, is two-flowered. Other plants

in bloom in good specimens were C. x Leeanum
Masereelianum, a very flue variety ; C. tonsum super-

bum with nine flowers. C. X Statterianum, C. X
orphanum, C. X T. B Haywood, C. X regale, a

pretty tinted flower; C. X Ameiiana, C. eallosum,

the noble C. X Allenianam superbum, C. X Car-

rierii, C. X marmoropbyllum, C. Charlesworthii, C.

X Arthurianum. A great number of large specimens

of C. insigne were remarked fast coming into flower
;

the best of those that were expanded being the clear

yellow C. insigne Sanders, and the richly purple-

spotted C. i. Cambridge Lodge variety, which among
other characteristics has the flower bract striped

with purple.

One of the Cattleya-houies was filled with glowing

plants of Cattleya labiata, carrying hundreds of

flowers. Tne floriferousness of these plants will be

understood, some of the plaDti in 9 iDCh baskets or

small pots carrying ten to fourteen flowers eacb.

The dark colours predominate as usual, but the most
prized is the white C. labiata R I. Measures' variety,

which possesses no other tint than a delicate veining

of pink on the lip, which only serves to heighten the

attractiveness of the flower. Cattleya Hardyana
and C. Bowringiana add greatly to the display.

The genus Mjsdevallia forms another feature of

this collection, two houses now being set apart for

these plants, in which at present many singular-

looking botanical species are in flower, together with

interesting Pienrothallis. The showy species of the

former will not come into bloom till next spring and
later. In other hemes, an extensive collection of

Vandas in splendid condition was noted ; equally

good Cymbidiums, containing all of the species,

even the rare C. Traceyauum.

In one house were Ls'.ia purpurata and L. elegans

in splendid condition; in another warm-house the

Pnalffiaopsis were flourishing, 3nd everywhere there
was evidence of a keen interest being taken in the

various plants.

Saccolabiuii AMPCLLACECii, Lindley,

" Being of dwarf habit, it may be advantageously
treated in baskets or teak cylinders, hanging from
the roof, and thrives well under a regular tem-
perature of 1*° to 22° C, in a very bright and moist
atmosphere. It requires scarcely any shading, as

its leaves are thick and leathery, but in summer the

humidity of the house must be maintained to near
the saturation point, and the compost kept always
alive and moist." Lindenia, t. 15S5.

Cattletas at Laeken.

During the present and last week or two there

have been flowering in the Cattleya-house at Laeken
many plants of Cattleya labiata carrying nearly

600 flowers ; and on one plant alone there were
forty-two flowers fully open. Thu is a gorgeous
Cattleya, free-flowering, and very easy to grow, and
therefore cannot be too highly recommended, when
flowers at this season are prized. Ie is, moreover,
very various in its colouring. laeken, December 1.

Obchtds at Castle Hill, Exglefikld Gbekx.

The residence of George C. Raphael, Esq., is sur-

rounded by a pleasant garden and pleasure-grounds,

in a part of which a commodious blcck of houses,

convenient of acceis, is devoted to O.coid culture,

which seem to give more than the usual proportion

of flowers at all seasons. On the occasion of a

recent visit, the Cattleya-house was gay with flowers,

of Cattleya labiata, numbering about 100 spikes in

various stages. Among them there was much variety,

and some of the dark forms, of which C. labiata,

Raphael's var„ is the best, were very attractive,

scarcely two plants bearing flowers exactly alike in

colour or marking, and although popular fancy

favours the dark varieties, the lighter ones are,

in their way, equally beautiful. Arranged in the

house with these plants were some Cattleya aurea and

C. Bowringiana; a pretty plant of the fragrant old

Epidendrum ciliare, Cymbidium giganteum, Lslia

autumnalis atrorubens ; the noble Vanda cce-ulea,

Raphael's variety, with large, almost circular flowers,

netted with violet; and fine varieties of Laelia

anceps in bnd.

In one of the warm-houses, PnaLseuopsis thrive

admirably, which is more than can be said of them
in many collections. Some plants of P. violacea and

P. rosea were in bloom, and others showing for flower.

In another home, in wheo a large plant of Musa
Cavendishii bears a heavy bunch of fruits, and the

handsome M, coccinea is in bloom, were iu flower

Dandrobium superbiens and its variety, Goldiei

;

D. Dearei, and some very fine D. formosum
giganteum. At one end of the house, a noble spe-

cimen of Nephrolepis exaltata, some 8 feet across,

was suspended from the roof; and Dendrobium Dal-

houseianum had made many new growths more than

6 feet in length ; here also the plants of Ealophiella

Elisabeths grow and flower vigorously, and Coalogyne

pandurata had eight spikes of its handsome emerald-

green and black flowera.

Iu another heme there was a fine show of Dendro-
bium Pdalsnopsis Schroderiana, of which Mr. Adams,
the gardener, is justly proud. Toe fine sprays of

variously-tinted flowers arching over from either

side made a charming display; and not only are the
plants grown to perfection, but the selection has
been a bappy one, for among them are a large

number of superb varieties, both light and dark.

Flowering in the Cypripedium-house were good
pieces of C. Spicerianum, C. Charlesworthi, C. X Io
superbum, C. X Leeanum, C. tonsum, C. x Arthur-
ianum, &c, and in the other houses, among other
things, Borne good Cochlioda vuleanica, Pieione
lagenaria, P, Wallichiana, Oncidintn tigrinum, the
singular and prettv Zygopetalnm Burkei, Arundina
Bambu'se c

olia, Sopronitis, Odontoglossnms, &c.

Cattleya Bowbingiaxa.

Tour correspondent, W. Dawes, in last week's

Gardeners' Chronicle, asks—" What is the greatest

number of flowers known on a spike of this species

of Cattleya ? " We had a plant recently in bloom
in a 14-inch pot with six spikes (which I exhibited
at the Tanbridge Wells Show), one with nineteen,
one eighteen, two seventeen, one fifteen, and
one fourteen, flowers, on a spike. This is the
greatest number of flowers I have ever had on a
spike, although we have had the same plant for these
ten years. Perhaps some of your correspondents
will say what their experience is with this species,
Charles Earl, SomerhiU,

NOTES FROM OAKWOOD.
Lilium acbatch was especially fine in the rather

damp soil in the wood, and poor in the drier soil of

the hill, owing to the hot dry weather. I think
Eulalias are not enough grown. A good clump is

always a pretty object, and when autumu frosts cut
the flowers that are out. Eila'.ias still iho» well for a
time; besides the graceful leaves, the flowers make
very pretty winter decoration. I bought some sent

from JaDan, not knowing what plant produced them
till our E alalia zebrina bloomed. This has flowered

very well this season, and E. gracillima or univittata

has had a few flowers with us for the first time.

Eulalia japonica variegata has not flowered. I believe

E. zebrina is the only one which can be relied on
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for flowers. Tbe abarp froats cut the Liquidambar

a little, the leav< s are beautiful, bat not quite ap to

the usual colour. Aponogeton diatachyon ia flowering

well. We have many I'rimrogea and Gentianellai

in bloom. Iria Vartani has been beautiful. Gaul-

theria procumbent clothing the aide* of ditchea and

NEW TEA ROSE ENCHANTRESS.
It haa long been difficult to obtain good Roae

blooms under glaaa during the dull weather of the

late autumn and early winter montha, before the

forced blooms are available, and for thia purpose

crop of young buda in various atagea of development,

promiaing to unfold during the winter montha.

Enchantreaa ia the reault of a croaa between a Tea-
acented and a Cbineae Roae ; the blooms are creamy-
white with deeper centres, inclining to the globular

ahape, and produced in great abundance on the planta.

Fig. 110.

—

hose enchantbe:s : c seamy wiiits vcinteb floiyebinq yabie.it. (messbs, william rAci. and scs)

on banka in full aun ia alwave pretty, the red fruit

taking the place of flowera. The North American
Cranberry, Oxycoccua macrocarpa, at the aide of
a pond makea a pretty carpet, and haa fruited very
freely. The fruit is excellent stewed and in tarts

I think better, from being freeher, than the Russian
Cranberries. George F, Wilton,

M.esrs, Wm. Paul & Son's new variety Enchantreaa,

for which they obtained an Award of Merit at the

recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, ia

particularly valuable, as the planta exhibited were

covered with large numbers of fine cream-coloured

blosacma possessing all the desired qualitiea of size,

fulneaa and fragrance ; there was also a plentilul

In addition to ita value aa a late blooming variety ir •

doora it ia a fine beddiog Rose, for throughout the

summer and early autumn, planta growiDg out-of-doors

in the Waltham Cross nurseries were covered with

a profusion of moat beautiful flowera, which continued

unfolding until the severe froats of laet October so

suddenly put an end to all outdoor Rosea.
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FRUIT GROWING FOR SMALL
GARDENS.?

(Continued from p. 612.)

Peabs.—We next come to Pears. These are not inch

certain croppers as Apples, and daring wet summers

lose a great deal of their flavour, and do not keep so

well ; however, when they are good there is no fruit

to beat them, and they should therefore be grown, but

in smaller proportions than Apples, where room is

scarce. There is no really good Pear worth growing

for July and August ; Jargonelle is perhaps the best,

but it is very difficult to get it just right, as it goes

sleepy without warning, and for that reason is not to

be recommended. [Gather it ere it is quite ripe, and

keep in a cool room for a day or two. Ed.] Sep-

tember, Williams' Bon Chie'tien ;
October, Louise

Bonne de Jersey (Fondante d ' Automne ) t ;

for November, Marie Louise (d. g.) (Emile

d'Heyst); November to December, DoyennS du

Cornice; January to March, Ducheise de Bordeaux;

February to April, Josephine de Malines. Nearly

all Pears will do for stewing before they are ripe,

and windfalls come in very handy for this purpose
;

but a very valuable Pear, grown exclusively for

baking, and ready from December to March, is

Catillac.

Late-keeping fruit mast always be left hanging

on the trees as long as possible, as it will then keep

better, be more fully flavoured, and should not be

picked until it readily parti from the tree, except in

places exposed to high winds; in many instances a

greater portion of the leaves will have fallen before

the fruit is ready for gathering, and this should

only be done during fine bright weather, with as

little handling as possible. A large number of fruits

soon shrivel, and often do not keep through being

picked directly a few premature windfalls occur

(which are invariably worm-eaten), instead of being

left on the tree.

Sound fruit should be stored in a dark place, free

from frost, and well ventilated, on slotted shelves,

easily accessible ; and care should be taken not to

mix any diseased or bruised fruit with it.

Plums and Cheeeies,

We will next turn our attention to Plums and

Cherries, about which little need be said, as the

cultivation suitable for Apples and Pears is equally

suitable for these. They are usually grown as

trained trees against a wall or fence, where they

succeed well, and are easily protected from birds

;

they will do equally well a) pyramids, where they

can also be well protected from birds by the use of

the garden-webber, which will be found very handy

for Currants as well ; black cotton is better than

white, as the birds are unable to see it until they

become entangled, and are therefore much more

frightened.

The following varieties of Plums are good,

constant bearers : end of July and beginning of

August, Rivers' Early Prolific, a deep purple

;

August, Denniston's Superb Gige, greenish-yellow

;

September, Victoria, bright red on sunny side, and

yellow on the other ; October, Coe's Golden Drop,

light yellow, with dark red spots. Gather ripe fruit

of Coe's Golden Drop Plum, wrap them separately

in tissue paper a week afterwards, and store in

a single layer in a cool, dry room. Emit treated

thus will keep until Christmas. Probably the

best all-round Plum is the Victoria, of which such

large quantities are annually brought into the

market. It usually bears very abundantly, and
should therefore be thinned shortly after the fruits

are formed, and later on, when nearly fully formed,

can be again thinned, and used for preserving,

bottling whole, cooking, or stewing ; the remaining

ones on the tree will then grow to a good siz9, and
make splendid dessert fruit.

The following Cherries are goud bearers, and well-

flavoured sorts : end of June, Eirly Rivers, black
;

.* Extracts from a Paper read before the Streatham Hill

Agissiz Society, on Oct. 25, 1895, by Mr. J. C. Waltham.
T Those in parentheses v'rs a more extrnlei list of good

i-il . .
•,-:

beginning of July, May Duke, dark red ; middle to

end of July, Bigarreau, red on sunny side, yellow on

shaded side ; August and September, Morello, dark

red, but this is only suitable for culinary purposes

and Cherry- brandy. If only one is grown, choose

May Duke,
GOOSEEEBBIES

require somewhat similar treatment as to planting

and pruning, and are usually grown in the shape of

a bush, and are not unfrequently allowed to grow into

a tangled thicket, making it very difficult to pick the

fruit, which is then very small and not fully

flavoured. A general rule to be followed when

pruning, is to allow a clear 6-inch space between

each branch, and if pruned in the summer, it will

make it far easier to decide which shoots to leave

and which to cut back, as a tree looks very different

when covered with leaves than when denuded.

They are easily raised from cuttings. These should

be firm, hard, and free from pith, about 15 to 18

inches long, from which every bud and spine must

be picked off for about 12 to 14 inches of its

length, so that 4 to 5 inches can be inserted in the

ground, leaving a straight stem of 9 to 12 inches

high ; the cutting is pruned back to about fonr or

five eyes above this to form the branches. When

these have grown about a foot, they should be

shortened about 9 inches to prevent them from

drooping and eventually touching the ground. The

future pruning should be carried out on precisely

the same lines as already explained with Apples

and Pears, except that when a strong vigorous

growth forms in some convenient part, it can be

left with advantage, and the old original branch

next it can be cut entirely away—provided, of course,

it does not crowd the bush. They can be planted

about 2£ feet apart while young, and when they

touch each other, the intermediate ones should be

dug up and replanted elsewhere, 5 to 6 feet apart.

They are also grown in the form of a three-prong

toasting-foik, either against a wall or wire fence,

where they take up but little room and bear remark-

ably well. They should be planted 18 to 20 inches

apart, so that each branch is 6 inches from its

neighbour. If the young wood made during the

year is under a foot long, the bushes require manur-

ing when the fruit is setting next spring, but not

otherwise.

Gooseberries are often infested with caterpillars,

which if not checked, will seriously injure the tree.

They may be got rid of by dusting the trees all

over and under with lime after a heavy dew ; this

should be repeated two or three times. [Shaking

them off on to calico sheets is effectual. Ed ] Spar-

rows and finches also attack the buds in spring, but

the use of the garden-webber will soon prevent their

depredations. The best kinds to grow are, White-

smith, white; Early Sulphur, yellow; Keepsake,

green ; Warrington, red—this is a good variety for

training gridiron fashion ; Red Champagne is the

fullest flavoured for dessert, but it doss not bear

quite so freely as Warrington.

Red Cubbants

are usually grown in the bush form, but the best

shape is probably for the head to form a cup, stand-

ing on a stem about 9 inches from the ground with

branches about 6 inches apart, and when once formed

they give no further trouble, as no fresh growths are

allowed to form, every one being cut back to two

eyes when they appear, and if the branches have

never been allowed to grow more than 1 foot a year,

the bads will develop all the way up, from which

clusters of Currants will hang. Seven branches will

usually be found sufficient, and when from 4 to 5

feet long they should not be allowed to grow any more
;

thus, in four or five years time, the tree will be fully

grown. As the buds are a tasty morsel for the

finches in the spring, they should be protected,

otherwise one has to mourn the absence of fruit, and

the trees are reduced in bearing properties for the

next year or two. Under these circumstances, it is

bettsr to postpone the autumn pruning till late

spring, as the birds will then take the buds on the

new growths, which are to be cut back in preference

to those which are retained at their base. A very

handy form which is sometimes adopted, is to grow

the tree in the form of a miniature standard, with a

stem 3 to 4 feet high, and a head as above described

;

Strawberries and vegetables can then be grown

underneath. Manuring and cultivation are the same

at for Gooseberries. Re-d Dutch is the best for

either bushes or standards, and White Dutch is the

best white sort, of which one bush will usually be

found sufficient.

Black Cubbants.

There is no easier fruit to grow than the Black

Currant, which requires no training or staking

whatever. Unlike all other bushes that have been

described, suckers are induced to grow up from the

roots every year, as the finest fruit is borne on the

young wood ; the older and weaker wood is cnt out

so soon as the fruit is gathered, to allow the tree to

confine its energy to producing healthy new shoots,

which should be left about 5 or 6 inches apart.

The earth around Currant-bushes and Raspberries

should never be dug up, as they produce fibrous

roots, but slighfly picked up with a fork and manured

every year with a top-dressing, which also protects

the roots which are near the surface from injury

from frost, and from becoming dry during summer.

Black- fly often attacks the points of the new
shoots, causing the leaves to curl np, and the

Currant bud-mite is sometimes very destructive.

The easiest method to get rid of them both is to cut

them off and burn them. Black Champion and

Lee's Prolific are the best varieties to grow.

Raspberries.

If one part of a garden is moister than another

Raspberries will do better there than elsewhere, as

they require a good deal of moisture, and the soil

should be thoroughly good for at least 18 inches

deep, to ensure strong canes and large fruit. After

planting in the autumn, the canes should be cut

down to about 9 inches from the ground to induce

them to make good-sized roots, and thus lay the

foundation for strong, healthy stools ; if this is not

done, however strong the canes may be, all the

energy is expended in producing fruit, with the

result that the next-year canes will be thin and
weakly, and the stools ruined. When the stools

are well established, from six to seven of the

strongest canes should be allowed to grow each year,

and the remainder, together with the old canes, when
fruiting is over, should be cut right down ; all grow-

ing rooted suckers—of which a large number grow

every year—should be pulled up, and if planted

again, they will form new stools. In the autumn, tie

them securely to a stake, reduce the two outside

ones to 15 inches from the ground, two of the others

about 30 inches, and the remainder about 4 to 5 feet

;

fruit will then be produced the whole way up the

bush.

When planted to form rows, two lines of wires or

laths should be run 2 and 4 feet from the ground

respectively, and the alternate canes reduced to

about 2 feet, and the others about 4 feet 6 inches to

5 feet; the stools should be 6 inches apart, and the

rows from 4 to 5 feet, according to the height the

caneB are left. There are some short standing kinds

which do not require stakes, and are usually grown
extensively for market purposes, Carter's Prolific

being the best for this purpose ; Superlative is, how-
ever, the best of all, but requires stakes. The
Strawberry is the last fruit I propose to deal with

this evening, for, although Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots should, perhaps, have been included, yet

they require special walls, localities, and treatment,

which excludes them from general cultivation in

small gardens, and are, in fact, far better grown in a

cool orchard-house.

Steawserbies,

like all other plants, require to bs carefully

planted. It is no use making a hole with a dibber,

forcing the roots in, and treading the earth in on top

of them like so many Cabbage-plants, and then

expect them to grow when probably two-thirds
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have their head« covered up, and the remainder

half oat of the earth. Separate holes mast be dag,

the roots well spread out all round, and the earth

gently, but firmly, pressed down all round, if we

want to procure the strongest and healthiest plants,

which at the same time means large fruit.

They reproduce themselves by runners. The
earliest of these, when required to form new plants,

should be pegged down firmly to the ground, but

better still on to the underside of newly-cut turf

without Coach, or into small pots containing rich

soil, when they will be ready for planting out during

August, and commence bearing fruit the following

year, They should be planted about 1J to 2 feet

apart. The runners that are not required should be

cat off as they appear, as they weaken the plants.

As the beds only last in good condition four or

fire years, others should be planted permanently in

another part of the garden to take their place when it

is seen that the old ones are giving oat.

Daring the first crisp frosts in autumn, all runners

and rubbish having been cleared away some time

previously, and the ground between the rows lightly

pointed over with a fork, taming in a little short

manure (deep digging with the spade being inju-

rious), cover the ground 2 or 3 inches thick with

partially-decayed manure containing a good amount

of stable dung. This mast not be packed closely

around the plants ; it will be washed by the winter

rains and be perfectly sweet by the spring, forming

a close clean cushion for the fruit to rest upon.

The mulch also prevents the escape of moisture

from the earth by evaporation, which is retained for

the support of the plants and crops— a most im-

portant point in dry, hot weather. It also saves

the trouble of patting clean straw under the trusses

of fruit, which is liable to be injured by the process,

and prevents the nntidy appearance caused by the

straw blowing about the garden.

The best kinds to grow are : early—Noble, or

Keen's Seedling ; medium—Sir Joseph Paxton ;

late—Latest of All, or Waterloo.

As well-rooted and well- grown varieties of fruit

trees, true to name, cost no more to buy and culti-

vate than do those of an inferior kind, it is essential

that they should be procured from growers of

repute.

When a plot of ground is to be set out with trees

it is better to commence planting the centre with

the late- keeping kinds of fruit, so as to enable the

early kinds and those that are gathered direct off

the tree, to be as near the paths as possible when
they are easily accessible daring any kind of weather,

and the ground is not so much trampled upon as

when planted in the centre.

All trees, as they com? from the nurserymen, have
labels attached, which soon rot or become illegible,

and as a great deal of the interest is then lost,

permanent labels should be attached as soon as

possible. The most suitable kinds can be pro-

cured of Mr. John Smith, Royal Label Factory,

S tratford- on-Avon

.

Usual Distances fob Planting Gaeden Fbuit
Tbees and Bushes.

Apples, pyramids or bushes on Crab, 6 to 12 ft. apart.

ii i. Paradise (close-

pruned), 3 to 5 feet apart.

„ espaliers, horizontally-trained, 15 feet apart.

„ cordons, same as Pears.

„ gridirons, 8 feet apart.

Apricots against walls, 15 feet apart.

Cherries, ditto, fan-trained, 15 feet apart.

„ pyramid, or bashes, 6 feet apart.

Currants and Gooseberries, 4 to 6 feet apart.

Figs against walls, 10 feet apart.

Filberts and Cob-nuts, 12 to 15 feet apart.

Nectarines and Peaches against walls, 15 feet apart.

Pears, pyramids or bushes on Quince, 4 to 6 feet

apart ; if on Pear, 6 to 12 feet apart.

„ cordons, upright or oblique, on walls, 2 ft. apart.

„ „ doubles, as edgings, 12 feet apart.

„ „ single, as edgings, 6 feet apart.

Plums, pyramids or bushes, 6 to 10 feet apart.

„ against walls, 15 feet apart.

Fbuit Tbees Suitable fob Special Aspects.

North Walls.—For Morello Cherries, early Pears,

Plums and Cherries for keeping, late Currants, and
Gooseberries, as trained trees.

East Walls.—For Plums, early Cherries and Pears,

early Currants and Gooseberries.

South Walls.—For Apricots, Peaches and Nec-
tarines, very early and very late Pears, Plums, Grapes
and Figs.

West Walls.—For Pears, Plums and Apricot?,

and the hardier Peaches, Nectarines, and late Pears.

For walls not facing the cardinal points, a com-
bination of the kinds may be tried ; thus north-west
would take those both north aad west, and so on.

Numbeb of Tbees, etc., bequibed foe
an Acbe of Land,

19 360 at l.j ft. apart for Strawberries.

10 890,, 2 ft. „ cordon trees or Strawberries.

4 840,, 3 ft. „ pruned Pears on Q lince, or

Apple on Paradise.

2,722,, 4 fr. >
i do. do. do., or Gooseberries

1,742 „ 5 ft. }.".-[ and Currants.

1,210,, 6 ft. „ do., or partly-pruned Pyra-

mids.

8^9,, 7 ft. „ Apples on Crab.

680,, 8 ft. „ do. do.

537,, 9 ft. „ do. do.

435 „ 10 ft. „ feathered Apples or Piums.

360,, 11 ft. „ do. do.

302,, 12 ft. „ bush trees, pyramid?, half-

standards, and Nuts.

257 „ 13 ft. „ espaliers.

222,, 14 ft. „ do.

193 „ 15 ft. „ standard Plums, Damson*,
or red Cherries.

170,, 16 ff. „ do. do. do.

150,, 17 ft. „ do. do. do.

134,, 18 fr. „ do. do. do.

120,, 19 ft. „ do. do. do.

108 „ 20 ft. „ standard Apples, Pears, &c.
75 „ 24 ft. „ do., and Cherries.

48,, 30 ft. ,, Cherries, where pastured

underneath.

40 „ 36 ft. „ Cherries, or large-growing

Apples.

36 „ 40 ft. „ Cherries, or strong Pears.

In plantations where there is both a top and
bottom crop, the standards may be placed at the

greater distances, recollecting that Apples and Pears

give a heavier shade than Plums.*

One of the best books on the subject before as is,

Profitable Fruit Growing for Cottagers and Small
Holders of Land, by John Wright, F.R.H.S., pub-
lished by E. H. May, 171, Fleet Street, E.C., and
was a prize essay, in competition with several others,

read before the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers

in 1889.

India.
•

MADRAS.
The Proceedings of the Agri-Hjrticultural Society

of Madras for April to June, 1895, include reports of

the proceedings, notes on Araucaria seed, Euryale

ferox, and Liberian Coffee, the last two item9 being

of especial interest.

The Supebintendent of the Baboda State
Gabdens.

Mr. J. M. Henry, the former Superintendent of

the State Gardens, who, after serving about twelve

years in the presidencies of Madras and Bengal, and
sixteen years in Baroda, closed his Indian career

lately, and left for England to start in bminess
with his son.

Coming from the Royal Gardens, at Kew, in 1867,

Mr. Henry was one of the oldest Kewites in India,

He was, both as a gardener and a companion, highly

esteemed and respected by all his numerous friends,

* The paper was illustrated with practical demonstrations
of the various methods of grafting, samples of well and badlv-
grown branches, besides a good collection of the above-named
fruit.

an I everybody heartily joined in subscribing to a

present consisting of a very fine breakfast glass set,

in a silver frame.

Many of his gentlemen friends met at a dinner-

party, when in the course of a speech proposing the
health of Mr. Henry, and wishing him Gol-speed,
Professor Littledale said:

—" Ai regards hia work as

Superintendent of the Gardens, I may say, that

although the extraordinary development of gardening

in Baroda, under His Highness, has necessitated the

calling-in of other trained professionals to assist in

the work, we cannoi forget that it was chiefly Mr.
Henry who traced the original lines upon which he
and others have since been working with such good
taste and marked effect. Mr. Henry will not only be

missed horticulturally, but also socially. He has kept
up a very popular gymkhana for years, and his house
has been an ever-open resort for his troops of friends.

When he goes he will not leave a single enemy
behind him at Baroda, but all of us who remain here
will remember him with love."

Mr. Henry, in reply, said :—" When I arrived here

in November, 1879, the park was so only in name.
By the generosity of the Maharajah it is now second
to none in India. Makarpara was a wilderness

which took you half a day to reach, by reason of the

badness of the roads. Now you may reach it in twenty
minutes with a fairly good horse and trap. When
you do, what a paradise ! All the old dilapidated

dwellings, with which it was the rale to surround
palaces in olden times, cleared away ; in their place,

green lawns, flourishing Palms, and flowering plants.

Luxmi Velas is a new palace, the foundation of which
was laid shortly after my arrival. Its tower, domes,

and minarets are landmarks for miles—'bosomed high

mid tufted trees ' in a magnificent garden and park of

about 1000 acres. Umrat, our seaside resort, is a

natural gem or oasis in a wilderness of sand, beau-

tified and made a royal residence by the same hand.

Time fails to enumerate all the improvements done
and proposed to be done at Umrat, but a few

more of the most important I will mention. Th3
lauds that surround Umrat as a wilderness are to bs

planted with Cocoa-nuts, and also all the sea coast

for miles, now a sandy desert. The arid plains and
dry hill-tops of the Kadi district are to be reforested.

Roadside trees are being planted in every district,

where the heavy-laden and weary may lie down and
rest. Plans and estimates are in coarse of prepara-

tion for gardens and parks for every town of any size

in the whole of the Maharajah's domain, beginning

with those with a population of 15 000 or upwards.

For every State bungalow now built, the estimate

contains an item for the formation of a garden. I

trust my successor, Mr. Krumbeige), may be given

the strength and the length of life to see the fruits

of his labonr."

THE DORMANT PERIOD IN
PLANTS.

A fbuitful cause of failure in the cultivation of

exotic plants is due to ignorance of the clima'al

conditions under which the plants grow in the land

of their origin, and especially the proper season for

restiDg. In temperate climes, where the winter and
summer are pretty clearly defined, deciduous plants

discard their foliage as the year's temperature

decliaes, aad appear daring the winter either as

leafless objects or inconspicuous collections of

dormant buds more or less hidden by the soil. Ever-

green plants, on the other hand, retain their foliage

till the spring, but only, as it were, on sufferance,

active growth ceasing almost entirely, and the verdure

only persisting by its own inherent toughness. This

is easily seen by our familiar Christmas decorations,

where the Holly, Ivy, Laurels, &c, last green for

weeks unless placed in hot, dry rooms, where they

perish by desiccation.

The resting period in these cases is clear enough,

but it is another matter altogether when we import

plants from tropical and sub-tropical regions, where
the difference between the seasons may be very small

indeed as regards range of temperature.and altogether

dependent upon widely varying conditions of drought
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and moisture, so that instead of havioga warm and

cold season, with a fairly evenly distributed rainfall

throughout the year, we have a wet and dry seasoD,

with a constant high temperature. Under such
conditions, we naturally find indigenous plants to

be very differently constituted to ours, being fitted

at once to withstand excessive drought and heat

during their resting period, and to assume active

development at short notice immediately the rains

begin.

Now.these periodsof droughtand moisture vary con-

siderably on different parts of the earth's surface, and
the native plants adapt themelves in conformity to

it. Nor is this merely a case of latitude and longitude
;

for if it were, the matter would be comparatively

simple, and the native country of a plant would
determine its needs within certain fairly-defined

limits. Elevation above the sea-level is, however,

a most potent factor to be dealt with, and if

ignored, leads to many mistakes being made in the

methods of cultivation pursued. In the tropics we
may by ascending the loftiest mountains, pass

through every grade of climate from the hot

plains of the sea-level, with an average mean
temperature of 80° or so, to the region of

perpetual snow where only the hardest alpines

Burvive. Yet, despite this obvious fact, many
a plant has been collected, and safely transmitted

from high, cool regions in the tropics, only to die in

a warm stove, where they have been placed because

they came from the tropics, where a high tempera-

ture has been presumed to be universal. In several

cases, presumably dead plants of this category have

been thrown to the rubbiah-heap, only to astonish

their owner by braving the elements, and obtaining

a new lease by their accidental exposure to con-

ditions more congenial to their needs.

A curious feature in this connection is the great

fastidiousness of some plants, which will only thrive

if their natural condition be very closely imitated,

and the cosmopolitan tastes of others which will

Btand most diverse treatment with impunity. Our
native Asplenium marinum, for instates, which
thrives on our western coasts, where it must occa-

sionally be subjected to some frosts, revels in a
hothouse treatment, and becomes a huge and much
robuster plant. Such wide adaptability is, however,

the exception, hence it is of great importance to the

gardener to know something of the native natural

conditions of growth, temperature, and humidity,

and above all, when i nd how the plant assumes its

dormant state, and for how long it maintains it.

With plants which are to be forced into flower it ii

essential to withdraw them from all disturbing influ-

ences, and knowing when the dormant period is due,

to lead up to it by reducing heat or moisture as the

case may be, and maintaining them under such con-

ditions until it is desired to start them into growth.

Then the application of heat and moisture will be

followed by a healthy vigorous growth, accompanied
by an immunity from vermin, the presence of which
is only too often an indication of a Drevious too short

Bleep, and consequent weakness.

The period of rest seems, as we have indicated,

to be determined mainly by the nature of the

seasonal changes to which the plants are subjected

in their native habitats, but in some cases it appears

to be independent of this. The bulbs of Hyacinths,
Tulip*, and other spring-flowering plants are busy
duriDg the winter in forming their roots and even

their leaves whenever not actually frozen up, and
quite early in the year, little later indeed than
many other plants that are beginning active growth,

and long before the sun has attained very great

power, they have flowered and formed new bulbs,

their foliage has died down, and they lie in the

dormant state for many months, only awakening
when winter has again set in. This seems a

very strange provision of nature that a bulb should

resist all the vivifying influences of summer sun and
shower, and wake up into active life when the soil is

at or below freezing-point, and the great bulk of

vegetation dead or asli ep. It would be interesting

to know how these bulbs would behave if shipped
direct to the Antipodes in the spring. In those

cases where [the cycle of life has been fully com-
pleted, and the whole vitality of the flower is

compressed within the rootless bulb, it seems feasible

that if they could be at once subjected to their

normal growing conditions, they could hardly be

weakened by losing their rest ; though, on the other

hand, it must be assumed that some subtle recupera-

tive process is going on in resting plants akin to

that which renews animal vigour during sleep, or

otherwise the shortening of the period of rest eould

hardly be so detrimental as it is, even when favour-

able conditions for growth accompany the re-

awakening.

With regard to Antipodean plants which have

long been introduced into this country, such as the

New Zealand Todeas superba and pellucida, they

have fully adapted themselves to our climate, and

rise in our early spring at precisely the time when
at home their growth would be ceasing. How long,

however, such a change takes to establish, we do

not know. Amongst our native Ferns we have

noted a certain obstinacy in retaining the home
periods of awakening deciduous Athyria found in Scot-

land, starting into growth a week or two later than

southern finds even after years of culture under

like conditions. Folypodium vulgare, especially in

its varietal forms, demands, curiously enough, a

much longer period of rest, or rather starts into

growth under glass very much later than normal

plants in native habitats. They often, indeed, show
no trace of starting under glass until July or even

August, and this with perfectly cold culture, so that

the lateness of their starting is not to be attributed

to growth unnaturally maintained by warmth long

after the normal dormant period should begin.

This case is unique in our experience, culture under

glass inducing, as a rule, and as one would expect,

a somewhat earlier development than out-of-doors.

Seedlings, as a rule, are more precccicus in their

growth than old plants, and quite deciduous Ferns,

like Athyria, with very little warmth indeed, will

the first year retain their fronds right through the

winter, though later [nothing will prevent them dying

down in the normal way in autumn. We have found,

however, that even in a few generations, it is possible,

by selective culture under glass, to considerably

lengthen the growing period of Athyriums,

shortening the dormant period in equal measure.

Most of the plumose superbum section of this species

remain quite green for fully a month after all their

immediate progenitors in the same house have

withered entirely down. One form, indeed (A. f.-f.

plumosum, Drueij), is perfectly green at the time o!

writing (end of November), and has been so at Christ-

mas ; while, on the other hand, without any stimulus

beyond its own inherent robustness, it rises into

active growth a full month before its fellows. One
year, indeed, a robust growth started on D<c. 2,

before the old fronds had even turned colour, but

frost immediately after stopped its progress.

It would almost seem by this case that further

selection might eliminate at one and the same time

the decidnouB nature of the species, and the dormant
period also ; this latter being decidedly reduced

one-half in two generations, and nearly as much in

one, since its parent is not far behind it in the long

retention of its verdure, while the grandparent
growing by their Bide, dies down as early and as

thoroughly as any Atbyrium we are acquainted with.

How long the actual dormant period is, as com-
pared with the apparent, is an open question, as well

as that of the recuperative or strengthening pro-

ceases which undoubtedly accompany them. The
roots certainly commence to be active long before

there is any sign of life in the crown, Hyacinth

bulbs grown in glasses are a familiar exemplification

of this ; and as regards Ferns, even in the depth of

winter the crowns will be seen to be fattening up,

implying great root activity and preparation for the

coming rapid growth in the spring. It is highly pro-

bable, therefore, that in most, if not in all caees,

much of the dormancy is more apparent than real,

and that a good deal of secret and subtle work is

being done, of which we know little or nothing, but

the need for which is evidenced by the weakness

subsequently shown when the dormant period is

unduly curtailed, and these processes are interfered

with. Chas. T. Druery, F.L.8.

THE FLORA. OF THE AMOUR
LITTORAL.

The vegetable coveting of the Amour country is

luxuriant and peculiar, and displays a great difference

from the floras of adjacent parts of Siberia. Even
the woody vegetation exhibits a striking dissimilarity

to that of Siberia and Transbaikalia. With the ordi-

nary Siberian races of Conifers are here associated

the Mandchurian Cedar, the Fitch Fine, Abies sibirica,

and an ally of the Conifers—the Yew peculiar to the

mountains of the Caucasus. The flora of the foliage

trees is very rich and varied, as it here meets the

beneficent influences from the eastern ocean. The
genus Tilia is represented by two peculiarly eastern

forms, T. cordata, Mill , and T. mandchurica, Rupr.
et Max. The Maple, a stranger to the whole of

Siberia, has here four representatives ; the Apple
appears in Transbaikalia in the shape of a very small

fruited variety. Fyrus is here represented by a
beautiful species, Fyrus ussuriensis, Maxim ; and the

bird Cherry—Frunns Fadus—by two local varieties.

Two local sppcies of Walnut embellish the forests of

the Amour, viz., Joglans mandchurica and J. steno-

carpa Max. ; and the Ash by a localised species

unknown to Siberia, Fraxinus mandchnricus, Rupr,
With the European varieties of the Elm is associated

Ulmns montana [oimpeatris ?] Winckl, There is also

a new species of Hazel, the Cory Im mandchurica,
Finally, among the Birches reappear a Eamtcbatka
variety, Betula Ermani (Ulmifolia), Cham. ; and
one local timber tree, B. costate, Trantv. The
charming little tree of the Amour country, with a

palmy crown, Dimorphanthus mandchuricua, Rupr,,

is far removed from the Siberian species. It belongs

to the natural order Araliace a?, which loves a moist

climate. Not less remarkable is the Cork tree of

the Amour, belonging to the family of Xanthoxylacese,

nowhere to be met with in the whole of Russia.

The shrubs of the Amour country are still more
peculiar than the trees. No fewer than twenty-four
species here met with are entirely new to anyone
arriving from Siberia and Transbaikalia. Of these,

three are climbing plants. They are, first of al),

a beautiful plant, pertaining to the rare family of

Schizandraces, with pale rose-scented flowers and
red berries i Maximowitchia chinensis, Ruprecht),

spreading from Northern China through Mandchuria
to the Amour ; a species of Vine, very slightly dis-

tinguished from Vitia amurensis, Ruprecbt. The
species of Clematis appearing here belong to the non-
climbing shrubby variety of that genus. Of the two
species of local Barberry, one ii also peculiar to

Northern China, Berberis sinensis, Desfontaines, the

other, Berberis amurensis is local. The very curious

shrub, Actinidia kolomikta, Ruprecht, covered with

large white-scented flowers, has not yet found a
strictly definite position in systematic botany, being

now classed with one and again with another of the

natural orders.

Of the four varieties of spindle- tree there is one,

Enonymusalata, Thunberg, which ia alio found in

Japan ; and three local species, viz , E. pauciflorns,

Maximowicz, E. Maackii, Ruprecht, and E. macrop-
terua, Ruprecht. Of the Leguminoi ;i\ the small shrub

found here, Laspedeza stipulacea, Maximowicz, also

grows in the environs of Fekin. Of the Rosacea,
the local species of Cherry, Prunus glandulifolia,

Ruprecht, and Meadow-sweet, Spiisea amurensis,

Maximowicz, are shrubs. Two local species, be-

longing to the same genus as our so-called garden

Syringa (Philadelphus), are a conspicuous adorn-
ment of the forests, viz. P. tenuifolius, Ruprecht, and
F. Schrenkii, Ruprecht. The beautiful local shrub of

the same family, Deutzia parviflora, Bunge, is a

Chinese plant, spread by cultivation. To the family of

Araliacese, not met with in Siberia, belong two shrubs

common to this flora, and that of Northern China.

Of the Honeysuckles there are here one Chinese

species and two local, LoLicera Maackii and L.

Maximowitschii, Ruprecht. Common to Northern
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China ia a species of Lilac occurring here on the

skirts of the wood*, with aomewhat minute whitish

floweri, Syringa amurensis, Ruprecht. A variety of

Laurel met with on the lower Amour U that

called after Kamtchatka, Daphne Kamtchatica,

Maximowicz.

Among the herbs of the Amour country, no fewer

than 110 species are exclusively peculiar to this

region ; the reit are common to China, Japan, Kamt-

chatka, and even America, but more especially to

indicated that it might prove a shy bearer. And
these prophesies have been all too literally fulfilled.

As to the quality of this Pear there can hardly be

two opinions. The Florist of 1875, in giving a beau-

tiful coloured wood-cut of Lucy Grieve Pear, summed

it up in a sentence thus, " If we cannot claim for old

England the parentage of many of our favourite

Pears, we may at least assign to her some of the very

best in quality, and among these must rank the

subject of our present illustration, of which excellent

FlQ. 111.—LUCY GEIEVB PEAR.

(Weight, 14 ozs. j circumference lengihwise, 15 inches ; shorter girth, 11 inches.)

These fruits differ considerably from the type in

other matters, and are so remarkable, that my wi'e

has painted and forwarded a fac simile of the fineit

specimen (fig. 111). One of the peculiar leaves is still

persistent from the end of the stalk, and is true to its

Willow-like character. Bat the Lucy Grieve Pear,

like many others, is less richly coloured this year

than usual. However, it can hardly be said of the

painting accompanying this note, that the colour is

a deep lemon-yellow, though it is thinly and in some
places thickly marked with russet, and has a ruaeet

patch near the eye and the stalk. The flesh is alio

moderately firm, fine grained, tender, and melting,

very juicy, with a rich, luscious flavour, and a slight

and agreeable dash of acidity such as is occasionally

met with in the Glou Morceau. Since this P^ar
has increased in size, it becomes more like this fine

old Pear at its best, and possibly may have been raised

from it. But the odour and the flavour of this Pear

are more penetratiDg and agreeable. Dr. Hogg,

our highest authority on such matters, calls Lucy
Grieve a delicious Pear, having the texture and
tieeh of Marie Louise—and surely no higher praise

can be given. The history of this fine P^ar is thus

pithetically written by the father of its raiser, Mr,
Peter Grieve, so recently deceased :

—

" It happened very long ago

—

How long ? we scarcely seem to know

—

A fair young child, in joyous glee,

Plucked with her daring little hand,
A ripe Pear from a tree.

And ate the mellow fruit she chose
With all the zsat which childhood knows

;

Bat maivelled in its inmost core
Sjme dark green pips to see;

And marvelled more to hear it told
Tbat each small pip so plump and bold
Might jet become a tree.

Tnen tboughtlully she pondered long,

How this thing could be so,

And lastly in a pot of earth
A tiny seed did sow.
That seed became a living plant,

And claimed her willing care,

While promises were kindly made
With friends its fruit to share.

In time the plant became a tree.

With foliage bright and fair
;

The child, a merry little maid,
In favour everywhere.

Affection cherished for the tree,

Which cold and storm could brave,

But loDg before it bore a fruit,

Tne maid was in her grave.

And when at last it ripened fruit,

They who full well do know,
Declare on Englana's fertile soil

No richer e'er did grow;
And say that how that a fruit so choice
Its raiser's name should bear,

And be hereafter always known
As little Lucy's Pear."—P. G.

—D T. F.

Transbaikalia and Siberia. The whole flora of the

Amour comprises 310 plants common to European

Kissia, whilst, with those of Transbaikalia, it

numbers 527 varieties. /. St. Vincent Corcoran,

Odessa, Sept. 14.

THE LUCY GRIEVE PEAR.
This fine Pear, though it obtained a First-clais

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society on

October 23, 1874, has been comparatively little

I grown. Its long thin Willow-like leaves, which

I suffice to distinguish it from nearly all other Pea's,

samplea were sent to us last autumn by Mr. Grieve

of Culford."

Up to the present year this fine variety has neither

been distinguished by free-growth or free-bearing;

but singularlv enough 1895 has been a record year

for this Pear. The sample before me as I write,

gro*u by Mr.Hughei, gardenerto Thomas C.Porteous

Oakes, E q., of Nowton Court, measures 15 inches

in circumference lengthways, 11 inches round at the

widest part, and weighs 14 oz. This fruit, and there

were several almost as large, is just as large again as

that figured and described on p. 84 of The Floriit

for 1S75, where the average weight is given as 7 oz.

Florists* Flowers.

PROPAGATION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Eably in the present month, and before the last

of the plants which have borne large bloom j are cut

down, a beginning should bemide in the propaga-

tion of Chrysanthemums, for although the Chry-
santhemum season is short, a long period of time is

required in cultivating the plant to perfection.

Nowadays, when the large- flowered varieties are so

numerous, fipecially those of the Japanese section,

and they are so highly thought of, poor blooms are not

tolerated ; and every gardener who grows these plants

should make himself acquainted with the best

methods of culture, so as to enable him to excel.

A most important detail of culture is the propaga-

tion of the plants.

It may be taken for granted that it is useless to

hope for very fine blossoms if the start be not early
;

no amount of forcing at any stage making up for

lost time. December is undoubtedly the best month

in which to take cuttings, but there is no one day

which is better than another, and the gardener must
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be guided by circumstances—cuttings of particular

varieties having to be taken when they are fit.

There is also a difference in cuttings, seme being

good, others bad. The best kind of cutting is that

which springs up through the toil an inch or so

distant from the stem, and is free from all traces of

buds, flower-buds forming early at the point of a

cutting, rendering it useless for propagation, A
cutting having a clean uninterrupted growth is es-

sential, without which the efforts of the cultivator

will be in vain.

There are several methods of striking cuttings,

some gardeners preferring a cold frame, others a

cool-house from which frost is simply excluded, but

no artificial warmth employed, as this will cause the

cuttings to be unduly hastened. The cold frame

answers very well when the weather is not very

frosty, but it has the bad consequences that in

periods of sharp frosts there is a difficulty in afford-

ing air to the cuttings, to the loss of many of them

from damp. In a cool-house capable of being warmed

none of these drawbacks exist, and the rooting of the

cuttings goes on unhindered, and growth takes place

without a check. The formation of a callus is

hastened if the leaves are not allowed to flag, and

there is no better method of preventing th s

occurring than to place the cuttings under hand-

lights or in a small frame, the pets Btanc'ing on

coal-ashes, and as near to the glass ai posiible, to

prevent spindling. If one cutting be inseited in one

small pot, the repotting of the rooted p'ant is

facilita'ed, and no check given. A sandy soil pressed

somewhat firmly into the cutting- pots and cov red

with a thin layer of sand, is all that is necessary for

striking the cuttings, the sand hastening roo:-foim>-

tion, as some of it is sure to be carried to the bit'om

of the hole when the cutting is dibbled in ; and the

cuttings of this plant root more readily in siid than

Boil, Having inserted the cuttings, afford them a

plenteous watering, and cover them with the hand-

light. Remove the top daily for about an hoar to

diBsipate moisture, and in the evening w ;pi the

inside of the top with a sponge. Water will not be

required before the cuttings are rooted, but shculd

the soil become dry it must be applied in sufficient

quantity to moisten the soil throughout.

A period of from three to five weeka is required for

the cuttings to become well-rooted, and when this has

taken place the lights should be tilted on one side,

until the amount-ol ventilation afforded in this manner

is increased by degrees till the cuttings will bear

exposure without their leaves flagging. By this

method stocky growth and a thorough foundation are

assured. E. Molyneux,

CULTURE IN WESTERN AUS-
TRALIA.

It is pleasant to learn, through the agency of the

Agent- General, that fruit and vegetable culture are

making satisfactory progress in the far-away auri-

ferous portion of {the globe which has so rapidly

risen into fame all over the world. Orchards and
vineyards are gradually being developed in valleys

where rivers or streams of any capacity run, and in

Bcme places, as in Perth, we are told that Grapes are

sold at id. per pound. Apricots, Peaches, and
Melons also are gradually coming into market, and
Strawberries, Raspberries, and Currants are to be
found here and there, Of course, where the rainfall

is limited in extent, cultivation is a ticklish job, but
then irrigation is made to assert its beneficent power,
and as population grows, so also does the extent of

acreage under fruit and vegetable cultivation. Land
is cheap enough, for it is Btated that the cost of free-

hold in farms is something like 10s. per acre, the
pajment being extended over twenty years = 6d, per
acre per annum ! And so, possibly, it may ccme to

pass that alluvial gold may by-and-bje be found
more easily of acquirement than diluvial—as in

Cali'ornia. By-the-way, it may be noted that
fruit trees and cuttings are sent from both
New South Wales and South Australia. We
are reminded by the Agent-Ganeral that grass

seeds are now placed on the free list of

imports, as well as garden seeds. In the tariff-free

list are to be found bulbs, fruit, and ornamental

trees, scions and grafts, manures of all kinds, plants,

and Vine cuttings. The following pay a duty of

5 per cent, ad valorem

:

—Agricultural, horticultural,

and viticultural implements and machinery (not

garden rollers) ; wire netting and steel fencing wire,

standards and staples.

The increaae in the value of timber exports is

surely worthy of mention here. In 1893 the value

of this export was £33,888, laat year this had in-

creased to £74,809. It may not be generally known
that the forest region of extra tropical Western
Australia occupies an area equal to the whole terri-

tory of Great Britain—the intratropic zone of forest

is also enormous, and there is many an indication that

as time goes on more and more of the timber pro-

duced in these regions will find its way to the mother
country. E, C.

The Week's Work.
THE FLCWEH GAHDEN,

By Bailey Wadds. Gardener, Birdiall Gardens, York,

THE HERB4CEOU3 BORDERS.—The work of cut-
ting down and clearing away the dead and decaying
stems and foliage ot perennial plants should now be
fiai'hed. Lage plants of Delphiniums, Hemero-
callis, He ianhus, Rucbeckia, Iris, and Michaelmas
Daisies, growing in old borders which are not going
to be repian'ed, should be taken up bodily with a
spade-, cutting e ff and i eplanting a good-sized strong
b-altby clump cut Irom the outside of the root-mass,
affording the t ansplanted portions rotten manure
and fresh snil. These pieces vt ill grow well and
flower mere s tisfaetorily than old undisturbed
c'umps, vVhe- puttinu a border in order a' thisseason,
place a shor; stou" stake against each plant which
die» ccmjlettiy down, so that they may not be
t<-> mp eu upon ; and when the work of cleaning and
plaat ng the borcers is fi lisbed, lightly prick over
its sur ace affording a dressing of rotten manure
and tesh loimj soil and the silted charred remains
ot the refuse-heap, in all about 2 inches thick. Care
should be taken that the top-dressing is free from
the seeds of weedr. A few good indispensable
perennials consist of Alstrcemsiia, in variety;
Anemone japoaica, and the white- flowered variety
Honorine Joub-rt, aod its double form ; Antheiicnm
liliago. Asters Auellut, g andiflorns, Shortii, Nova
Belga;, and No?a Aoglise ; Campanulas persiciflora,

Ca'patica in b'ue and white varieties, grandis, lati-

fo'.ia, and many more ; Doronicumi cancasicnm,
clantagineum excelsum, Harpur Crew, and Clnsii;
Delphiniums ia great variety, Erjngiums, Ferula
gigantea, Helianthnf, or perennial Sunflowers, inclu-

ding the showy anjusti'olius ; Inula glandulosa, and
1. g. grandiflora ; Papaver nudicaule. P. orientale,
Pteonies, Phloxes, Pyrethrum roseum, in great
variety.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTER8.—Now is the right
time for examining the lawn-mower, repairing
damagei, and generally cleaning and oiling the parts
where there is Iriction. The mower should be kept in
a dry place. Flower-sticks, stakes, labels of all sorts
and siz's, pegs for layering, should be made; cutting-
boxes and plant- tubs well aired and then painted.
The planting of deciduous trees and shrubs may still

be proceeded with, weather permitting ; also the
thinning-out and cutting-back of such as are growing
too thick'y, and staking without any delay all stan-
dard trees which having but small hold of the ground
are likely to be injured by wind. The grass edgings
to shrub beds may be trimmed, and the soil slightly

stirred with digging-forks, taking care to bury the
tree-leaves in the spaces where there are no roots to be
injured. Thorn and other deciduoua hedges may be
trimmed, keeping them broad at the bottom but
na rowing tow.-rds the top. If heavy snowfalls occur,
relieve all choice subjects of the greater portion,
bsfore injury is done to them.

greenhouse, a small amount of artificial heat may be
afforded, together with top and bottom ventilation

in mild weather—a temperature of about 55° by day

to 50° by night being sufficient, the warmth being

allowed to fall 5° in very cold or windy weather.

If any of the plants are infested with thrips, fumigate

the greenhouse on two nights in succession with

Richard's Compound. Any necessary training,

sticking, &c, may be proceeded with ; and a few

plants of Epacris, Erica hyemalis, and Boronia

megastigma may be placed in a slightly warmer
house to bring them early into flower,

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.—Where fronds of this

species are in much request for cutting, it ia good
practice to cut the fronds, say of four to Bix potfuls,

completely down, then allow them to get somewhat
dry at the roots, and place them in a temperature of

about 70° by day, and 65° by night, when they will

soon push up new fronds, which as they grow, may be
gradually hardened before cutting them bb before. If

plants of this species are treated in batches in this

manner capital fronds may be obtained throughout

the year.

CHRY8ANTHEMUMB.—The plants as fast as the

flowers fade, and they lose their beauty, should be

cut down, for the Chrysanthemums being generally

grouped together, the suckers which will form the

outtings get weak and drawn, and in some cases

bleached in consequence ; hence the need to re-

move the top growth quickly. Place the stools, as

the plants are now called, in a light airy house for a
time, to allow the shoots to become fiim before taking

them, and ae soon as that is apparent, secure the

necessary cuttings. After neatly trimming each

cutting, place it Bingly in a small pot, in sandy loam
and leaf-soil; afford the cuttings a good watering,

and place them under a hand- light, or put into a pit or

house from which the frost is excluded. Guard
against damp by ventilating it in the morning, and

by wiping the moisture off the glass daily if the

hand light be used, and apply heat to keep out frost

and dissipate excessive dampness. Two very pretty

varieties for cut boom are Jane and Yellow Jane;

and three very late ones for Christmas decoration are

Admiral Sir F. Symonds, Lady Canning, and Lady
Lawrence.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR.—These bulbous plants,

now in lull growth, will require liberal supplies of

weak manure-water at the root when the pots or

baskets are found to be filled with roots. I find that

the plant flowers best when repotted in alternate

years, or allowed to go for two years. Keep the pots

or baskets near to the glass, and turn them round
occasionally, for the purpose of keeping the foliage

evenly distributed all round the pots, &c.

1L4J.T3 UEDBB GLASS.
Bi W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

THE GREENHOU8E IN WINTER.—All hard-wooded
plBnts such as Ericas, Azalea indica, Rhododendrons,
Borcn :

as, Epacris, &c , will stand in need of close
attention as regards their watering throughout the
winter ; and in regard to the temperature of the

THE HABDT FHTJTT CrAHDEH.
By W. Pope, Gardiner, Bighekre Caitle, Newlwry.

PROTECTING FIG TREE8 ON WALL8, ETC.—
Means should be devised, and material got in readi-

ness, for covering Fig trees in case of severe frost

setting in. Light sheep hurdles neatly thatched

with straw, and made long enough to reach the tops

of the trees when placed in a leaning position, and

standing out from the wall about 3 feet at the

bottom, are a good form of protectors for out-

of-door trees, as besides throwing off rain and snow,

they are easily removed when necessary in mild

weather, and with care will last for many years.

Where, however, these are not available, Spruce Fir

branches or other evergreen trees may be employed,

and these, if properly applied, make a fairly efficient

protection. Straw bands are sometimes used to

envelop the branches which are taken off from the

walls and bundled together, but this method is

untidy, for which reason I do not recommend it.

PRUNING AND TRAINING OF TREES IN GENERAL.
—The pruning and training should be carried on
with dispatch, weakly or stunted trees should be

cut- back severely, as thin slender growths are of no
use for fruit- bearing; and the operation, if per-

formed early in the winter, almOBt invariably leads

to Btrong breaks. If the roots are in a healthy con-

dition, the surface-soil should be cleared away, and

a good dressing of material suitable for encouraging

root-action afforded. In the same manner, young
trees that were planted last season, and which

failed to make a satisfactory start, should have

their branches cnt back to the starting point,

when in all probability a vigorous growth will be the

result, and the trees greatly benefited. Pyramid
trees now being received from the nursery as fruiting
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trees frequently arrive with vigorous growth on the

upper part, whilst the lower part i« either bare or

furnished with onlya fewweak branches,whichis aeon-
sequence of the trees having been crowded in nursery

plantations, and not getting enough light at the

bottom. Such badly-furnished trees should be cut

down to about 2 feet from the graft at planting-time

;

and from the strong growths which will result a

sufficient number should be selected for the lower

tier of branches, and for a stout leading shoot, which
may have the point stopped once during the summer.
By acting in this manner, no serious loss is really

incurred by what may appear to be too severe

pruning, but time will be saved, seeing that a hand-
some, vigorous tree is obtained sooner than would
otherwise be the case. L°t the training of old and
young trees quickly follow the pruning, and in doing
so, closely examine the old fastenings, removing any
that are tight, or which are not likely to last another
season. The leather shreds introduced by Mr,
Murgatroyd, of Leeds, seem to be just what is

wanted for wall trees ; and, considering their probable

durability, they are not too expensive. Young trees

for horizontal training should not have the branches

brought into position for the first few years, but

shonld be trained at an acute angle, which will tend

to the equal distribution of the sap, and conduce to

the health and vigour of the lower tiers, these

bsing after a time brought gradually into their

proper position.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. H. White. Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

HINTS ON WATERING!.—Aa a rule, it is affording

too much water at the root and too moist an atmo-
sphere, that are the chief causes of the deterioration

in Orchids, and it is safer to err, therefore, on the
side of keeping the plants dry than on the wet side,

especially if they are subjected to a reasonably low
temperature. The same distinction should be ob-
served when affording water to both tall and dwarf
species of Epidendrum, aa with Cattleyas. The
plants of Chysis, Catasetum, Mormodes, Cycnoches,
Cyrtopodiums, and allied species should be kept
comparatively dry whiht at rest. Warm or inter-

mediate-growing Oacidiums, Guatemalan and Mexi-
can Olontoglossums should be afforded water occa-
"ionally to maintain the plumpness. Terete-leaved

chids require very little water whil-a at rest, just

eaough being afforded to prevent shrivelling of any
part. Small-growing species, as Promenasa, li >dn-
guezia,Paphinia, Comparettia, Coryanthes, Oucidium
palchellum, 0. triquetrum, Ionopsis, Burlingtonias,

&c, should be carefully attended to, and water
afforded them occasionally to keep them from perish-

ing. The various species which occupy the cool-

houie, as OJontoglossums, Masdevallias, Maxil-
larias, &c, are growing almost at all times, and
Bhould ba watered often enough to keep the compoBt
moist.

DECIDUOUS 8PECIE3.—The plants of deciduous
Calauthes, Tuunias, Cyrtopodiums, Catasetutns, Mor-
modas, and Cycnoches, if properly matured, [keep
fresh-looking and plump in the resting- period with-
out receiving any water. There are many species of
Orchids in cultivation which bear a severe drying,
and yet produce abundance of bloom, but they do
this generally for one or two seasons only, and then
push out weak and premature growth, gradually dis-

appearing altogether. The object of beginners in

Orchid culture should be to give the plants as good
a rest as is possible, and see them safely through the
winter.

evergreen SPECIES.—Such evergreen epiphytal
Orchids as Aerides, Saccolabiums, Rhynchostylis,
Renanthera, Stauropsis, Sarcochilus, AngrEecums,
and the tall-growing Vandas, do not require so long
a season of rest as the deciduous species ; still, the
longer they are kep-, in an inactive state, the stronger
will be the new growth. These evergreen species
should never be allowed to get quite dry, and water
must be afforded in sufficient quantity to prevent
loas of foliage. The state of the sphagnum-moss,
which has been growing luxuriantly, should afford

the cultivator an idea of the needs of the plant, and
if it be allowed to assume a whitish-green colour before

water is given, it will show that the plant has been
kept sufficiently dry. The whole of the mass of

compost should not then be saturated with water,

but the top-dressing of sphagnum-moss should be
merely sprinkled, so as to keep it alive. Pbalas-

nopBis Schilleriana, P. Aphrodite, P. intermedia Portei,

and others, that are sending up their flower-spikes,

should receive similar treatment. Evergreen species,

such as Cypripediums, Phaius, Calanthes, Anecto-
chilos, &c„ require the shortest period of rest of any
Orchids, and this should begin immediately the

flowering season has passed, affording water sparingly

for a few weeks, when new growth will generally

commence to be made.

DENDR0BIUM3.—Dandrobinms, especially those

of the deciduous or semi-deciduous species, require a
long rest, and no water at all at that season, unless

the pseudo- bulbs shrivel, when water may be afforded

in quantity sufficient to restore plumpness. Dendro-
bium thrysiflornm, D densiflorum, D. snavisaimum,
D. chrysotoxum, &c, which are evergreen, the nigro-

hirsute species, D. Lowii, D. crnentum, D. Draconis
(eburneum), &:., and the cooler-growing varieties,

D. infundibulum, D Jamesianum, D cariniferum,

and its variety, D Wattianum, should be kept only

slightly moist at the root when at rest,

CATTLEYA8 AND L/ELIA8.—Ai regards Cattleyas

and the tall-growing Lselias, experience teaches that

at the so-called period of rest, the short pseudo-
bulbed species, of which Cattleya citrina and Lcelia

majalis may be taken as types, require less moisture

at the root then and at all other seasons, than the

slender, tall-growing C. bicolor, L. harpophylla, &c.

;

and those which have pseudo-bulbs of an intermediate

size., viz., C. Mendeli, C. M issue, and C. labiata,

Bhould be treated accordingly. The objact is to

induce the formation of roots, but not top-growtb,

and to do this, just sufficient water to keep the

pieudo-bulbs and leaves from shrivelling much
should ba afforded the plants.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
J5y John Lambert, Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welihpool.

DWARF KIDNEY BEANS.—Successional sowings
should be made at regular intervals of fourteen to

twenty-one days, according to the demand. The soil

should be of a loamy nature, and rendered porous by
using road-grit, sand, or leaf soil, in qiantity to suit

the kind of loam. Some gardeners sow six or eight

seeds in a number of small 60'«, and transfer thpse

before the roots are pot-bouad, into 10 inch pots.

A vinery started for forcing will bi i good place

for the seeds in the first stage. Shelves suspended
within Ik feet of the glass are well adapted for

French Baans. When the early batches of Baana
have made considerable growth, some Bort of sup-

port from twigs, or small sticks and bast, becomes
necestary. When the soil needa water, let enough
be afforded to reach every part, any etint in this

matter causing loss of bloom and poor growth. As
a variety worth growing, Veitch's Naw Runner French
Baan should be tested especially at a liter part of

the winter, when hotwater pits may be used with

good results in Baan culture, although there is little

doubt that red-spider will be against this variety

replacing the old dwarf ones for ioside-work,

SPRING CABBAQE8.—Those Cibbages which
were planted as previously advised, having now
become sturdy established plants, and therefore

likely to withstand severe weather without loss,

should be examined, and any gaps found in the lines

filled up with some of the best plants remaining in

the seed-beds ; the plants freed from decaying leaves,

the land from weeds, and hoed rather shallow between
the rows. Finally, afford the plantations a good
dressing of fresh soot thrown broadcast over the

plants as well as the land, and then mould them up,

chooaing a day for this job when the surface is dry,

WORK IN GENERAL.—Many small matters will

now require attention, such as keeping up a supply

of Lettuces for salads. If under glass, so much the

better, but if these plants must remain out-of-doors,

protecting materials should be at hand in case of hard

frost. These may consist of mats thrown over hoops

placed over the plants, or spare frame- lights, boards, &c;
these remarkB apply also to Endive. Riots of Dan-
delion and Chicory may be placed in the Mushroom-
house ; and successional batches of Ssakale should

be put into heat, so as to keep np a regular supply,

When small quantities of Seakale are required, the

roots may be placed in large flower-pots with leaf-

mould over them ; of course, keeping the light away
from it entirely, Seakale should n^t be hard forced,

but brought on somewhat slowlv, as it will be if the

warmth does not exceed 60°. Seakale roots

intended to be forced this winter, may now be

lifted, and the small thongs for making sets selected,

burying these in soil until time can be found on wet
days for making them. Tne crowns for forcing

purposes should be laid in, in moist soil, litter being

thrown over them in time of frost. Asparagus roots
may be similarly lifted and laid-in, in some readily-
acceaiible place. The old beds of Cabbages, if th<»

plants were properly treated, will now be producing
small compact heads and sprouts, tender and of
good flavour. These Cabbage-beds should be cleared
of decaying leaves, stripping these off the tall stems,
and gathering tbem by hand or raking them out of

the beds, thus affording air to circulate among the
plants, and rendering the plantation less obnoxious
as regards odour. Young Cabbage plants put out
late in .the summer will now be furnishing good
heads. Coleworts will be plentiful and good at this

season, so that there will be no scarcity of Cabbages
and Greens for the table. Brussels Sprouts, the

most highly prized of winter vegetables of the Cabbage
tribe, should be cleared of decaying leaves, &3., but
carefully avoiding breaking the fresh ones. Tne
short-stemmed sturdy varieties are to be preferred,
as they keep erect, are not so much acted on by wind
as the tall ones, which fall about a good deal on
rich land, thus rendering the sprouts liable to have
the soil splashed on to them by the rain. Heaps of

stable-dung, and litter, and fresh tree-leaves, should
be mixed and got in readiness for making hot-beds
and renewing the linings to pits and framea. The
cold pits and frames containing Parsley, Cauli-
flower, Lettuce, &c, should have the lights removed
dnring dry mild weather.

MU8HROOM BED8— Continue to collect and
prepare manure for making new beds indoors ; and if

a bed be made at intervals of three weeks, a good
supply of Mushrooms will be kept up. Fresh beds
give the more delicate Mushrooms; still, those beds
which have been in bearing for some time, will, if kept
moist, and the house at the proper temperature,
continue to bear for a considerable length of time.
The water applied to a Mushroom-bed should not
be of less warmth than 85° to 90° ; and a bed if

damped with the syringe occasionally, and kept
covered up with bast, mats or litter, will not re-

quire heavier waterings, affording these being a
mistaken practice. The coverings of Mushroom-
beds out-of-doorB, when very wet, should be removed
and their place supplied with light dry materials,

FRUITS UNDER OLA83
.5/RtoaAaD Parses. Gardener, Goodwood Chichester.

THE LATE VINERY.—Owing to the favourable

season, late Grapes finished well, and with care the
bunches should keep in good condition throughout
the winter months. The bunches should be left on
the Vines till the foliage has fallen in a natural way.
At present all the principal leaves are still perfect

on our Vines, but they are changing to the usual
beautiful tints of decay, but will not entirely

drop for a fortnight. To remove these leaves

would not improve the Grapes in any way,
and there would be the danger of robbing the
future fruit-buds of some accession of strength.

It is, however, necessary that such sun-light as we
have, and unimpeded circulation of air, should be

afforded, and to obtain these, the shoots may be
shortened to within two or three leaves of the bunch

;

all lateral growths should be removed. Ventilate

freely during bright weather, and apply fire-heat

when the temperature in the vinery is likely to fall

below 45°, or during wet and foggy weather. The
bunches of Grapes should be examined once a week,

or oftener, and every berry showing the least sign

of decay, removed ; for to allow one decaying berry

to remain is to risk the loss of the entire bunch, so

quickly does decay spread. It is general for the

roots of late Vines to have access to outside borders,

and these require protecting from snow and rain

during the winter, which is best done by covering the

border with shutters, or failing these, with a thick

layer of ripe bracken, letting the protecting mate-
rials remain till the Grapes are cut, but no longer,

full exposure to the weather being then best for the

Vines. Tneae remarks apply to vineries entirely

given up to the Vines ; but where bedding plant!

and others are stored, it is better to cut the bunches
of Grapes at this date with a good length of shoot

attached, and keep them in bottles of water in the

usual manner in a dry cool room.

8TRAWBERRIE8 IN POTS.—l\ants placed in cold

pits or frames, and afforded full exposure, should
have the frame-lights put over them, if falls of snow
or sleet threaten; and it would bi well after this

date to protect the plants from heavy rains, for

should severe frost follow these, they would suffer

more from the soil being wet, but the lights should

be again removed on favourable occasions.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE8.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

oj interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London, Communications

should be wbitten ok one bide only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee ofgoodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return wnused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

1ITE3DAY,

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,

FBIDAY,

M EETINGS.
( Boyal Horticultural Society Com-

Dec 10
-j

mittees, at Drill Hall, West-
f minster,

SALES.

i

Dutch Bulbs, Azaleas, hardy Peren-
nial Roses, &c, at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

i' Great sale of Japanese Lilies, Boses,

Tii-n i oJ Herbaceous Plants, Dutch Bulbs,dec n< &c _ at protneroe & Morris'

(. Rooms.

{Orchids from Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., at Protheroe & Morris'

Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATORE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.— 40°.8.

Last week we published the second

Fpping Forest, report of the Commissioners ap-

pointed by the City Corporation to

investigate into certain charges as to excessive thin-

ing of the trees throughout the Forest generally.

This report praotically exonerates the Forest Con-

servators. In a large area of 5542 acres, tenanted

largelyby " gauntpollard Hornbeams," which must

bepartly conservedand partly cleared for theyoung

trees springing up, whioh must in time displace

these said pollards, there is room for difference

of opinion as how best to beep up the character

of the wood as a " natural forest," in terms

of the Aot of 1878. There is not muoh occasion

for wonderment at those lovers of trees and

shrubs and under - growth of miscellaneous

description, who live on the spot, protesting

in the publio prints. Unfortunately, the noisiest

critics, however well-meaning, are often the

least informed on the subject-matter in hand,

as this Epping Forest question has fully

illustrated. If the controversy were oonfined to

the proper channels, where arborioulture is appre-

ciated and understood, the wild ideas of irre-

sponsible individuals would never be published.

As it is, the conservators and their superin-

tendent must be greatly strengthened in their

labours by the unanimous finding of the experts.

In a forest of this kind, which has not been a

natural one in the general acceptation of the term,
at least sinoe the days of wholesale lopping

began, it is desirable to have as many and as

varied features as possible. There are by far

too many pollarded Hornbeams throughout
the whole of Loughton Manor, and we cordially

endorse the recommendation of the Commis-
sioners to have much larger clearings than have
hitherto been effected, so that eventually spear

trees may grow up. It is not wisdom in suoh a

large area to thin out so as to leave individual

pollards; it is much better to have groups of

these fantastio cripples, with the undergrowths
of Brambles, the Dog-rose, the " May," and the
Blackthorn olambering round and amongst
them. It is delightful to see how those Thorns
proteot the seedling Oaks, Beeches, and Horn-

beams from the bite of cattle, and the pro-

geny rearing its head above eye-level, will

establish itself, and become one of the new
features in time to oome. Moreover, there are

many hundred acres through which it is scarcely

possible to crawl, so close are the tree-stems, and

the oanopy of leaves shuts out completely the

light of heaven from the ground, stifling any
attempt at herbaoeous life rearing its head.

In certain portions of Monkwood, about

which there has, in time past, been a good deal

of heated controversy, many of the Beech trees

are magnificent specimens, and possibly, in time

past the thinning has been a little severe, more
especially as no underwood will oome up under

the dense shade of the Beech, and the clearings

have not been bold enough to ensure a young
crop of seedling trees in the intervals. About
Theydon Manor, especially the high wood, Beech

is the feature, and it ought to be maintained.

There is a pleasing sensation, almost equal to

walking over a Turkey carpet, to tread upon a

thick layer of Beech leaves.

The chief seat of the Oaks is in Bury, or

Hawkwood, and there has been a unanimous ex-

pression of opinion as to the conservation of these

trees ; indeed, the report says, " We attach great

importance .to retaining the character of this

portion of the Forest as an Oak wood, and we
would recommend that nothing further be done

here beyond the gradual clearing-out of the

pollard Hornbeams." If Oaks are to attain

large dimensions, it is surely in this low-lying

quarter. What has been cut out has improved

the character of the remainder. It is exceedingly

desirable to show boles of Oaks as well as tops

to the forest wanderer ; and after the Hornbeams
have been seen to, and proper provision made
for the upgrowth of young Oaks through the

enoircling shelter of the underwood, room should

be made by judioious thinning, even of the Oaks
themselves, for the growth of fine trees, and the

formation of picturesque groups. They do much
better in this wood than in the adjoining pad-

dock, opposite the Boyal Forest Hotel in C'hing-

ford Earl's Manor. The Oaks here seem to be

as aged as any speoimens throughout the Forest,

but they have neither attained bulk nor altitude,

and seem to be in the dowrjgoing period of their

existence. Such fine examples of Oak pollards

as are to be seen in Lord's Bushes, one of the off-

shoots in Hatch Manor, ought to be preserved.

The underwood, especially the Hollies, is making
fine headway,and the general vigour of herbaceous

life at once shows the fertility of this spot.

The Biroh is making headway wherever the

forest fires have stamped out tree-life. There are

some charming young trees of this, which, with

a beautiful pendent habit aud graceful foliation,

well meriting the title of Lady of the Woods,
have straight prominent silver-barked stems

which lighten the sombre winter scenery. A
few miscellaneous trees are springing up, such as

Syoamore, and a stray Aspen or two, but these

are not encouraged. On the other hand, the

Common Crab (Pyrus Mains), ia encouraged and

has not been pollarded ; it is beautiful with its

abundance of flowers in spring, and its fruits

which generally are plentiful, and which the

herd of deer eat with great avidity.

The picturesque undulating ground on the one

side of the New Boad, comprising many salient

spotsbothin Loughton Manor and in Theydon Bois

Manor, admits of making many vistas which
would greatly relieve the eye of the visitor, shut

up for miles, so to speik, within living walls of

trees, and so does theoorresponding ground on the

other side of the New Boad, particularly in some
parts of Sewardstone Manor and Waltham Holy

Cross Manor, in order to open up the nice bit of

pastoral scenery beyond the river Lea. These

rides and beaten irregular paths over the forest

generally lead to scenery whioh is shut ont from

the eye and whioh is worth opening up, and thus

enhanoing the forest effects. It has hitherto

been dealt with in far too giDgerly a way, no

doubt, because of the ceaseless agitation of a few

busybodies. The best of the out-of-the-way

features have arisen from conflagrations. Quan-
tities of the common Brake have sprung up,

which, now one mass of russety-brown, is grand

after the summer greenery ; and then the

masses of Furze, and Ling, and Heath, doing

battle together wherever there is headroom and

light are simply charming—all the more so where
there is breadth of space.

In such a large area as this, so near a great

city, it would not be out of place, neither would

it be entrenching upon the reading of the con-

ditions of transfer from the Crown to the public,

to clear an area free from Hornbeam Pollards

to form an arboretum, and introduce some of

the deciduous trees and shrubs, and coni-

ferous trees of other countries for general grati-

fication and study They need not be distributed

to alter the character of the forest, but a collec-

tion of them suitably arranged would form

splendid object lessons for all who cared to profit

by them. Although the Aot says that the

natural aspeot of the forest is to be preserved at

all times as far as possible, it also says that the

forest is to be " kept as a place of recreation and

enjoyment" to all. This, in our opinion, would

be a place of enjoyment to many, as it would

enable them to see the arboreal wealth of other

countries, " no one daring to make them afraid."

Begonia incomparabilis x.—One of the most

remarkable exhibits at the last meeting of the Rojal

Horticultural Society was a noble- looking winter-

flowering Begonia (fig. 112, p. 681) exhibited tinder

this name by J. T. Bennett-Poe, Esq., of Cheshunt.

It oiiginated in the iouth of Ireland, as we learn from

its raiser, as a cross between Begonia polypetala and

B. Froebeli. The foliage is very handsome, the leaves

being nearly a foot across, and covered with a velvety

pubescence of a pretty pink hue when young. The
inflorescence is nearly 2 feet in height, standing well

up above the foliage, and bears numerous scarlet

flowers each about an inch in diameter. Before

expansion, the flower-stalk is decurved, and the

flattened flower-buds covered with dense whitish

pubescence. We congratulate Mr. Poe on the

acquiiition of so remarkably fine a plant.

OUR ALMANACK.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies and others, are earnestly requested to for-

ward immediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1896, for insertion in the Almanack,
to be published in our issue for January 4.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
next Fruit and Floral meetings of the Rojal Horti-

cultural Society will be held on Tuesday, De-
cember 10, in the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria

Street, Westminster. The committees will meet as

usual at 12 o'clock. An election of new Fellows
will take place at 3 p m.

National Rose Society.—At the Society's

Crystal Palace shows in 1896 and 1897, the following

valuable prizes will be offered for Koses raised, or

first distributed by Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons,

Newtownards, co. Down, Ireland. There will be a
class for amateurs for six distinct varieties, and
another for nurserymen for twelve varieties. In each
case the first prize will be a handsome Silver Cup
and £2, second prize £2, and the third priz9 £1.
Each Silver Cup must be won twice (not necessarily

two years in succession), before it becomes the
property of the exhibitor. The above prizes are
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presented by an amateur member of the Society, who
wiahes us to make these classes known now in order

that intending exhibitor! may be better prepared

for them next year.

Reduction of Rates for Small Parcels
ON THE G E R, — There are many conflicting

be lent to and delivered in the metropolis at rates hope to see other companies follow in its coarse,

for carriage varying from id. for 201b, to Is. for and thus prove that the popular ia alio the paying

60 lb. Thia ia very greatly leaa than any railway policy.

company haa carried for before ; and aince the Great

Eastern covera the diatricta where the depreaaion haa SOCIETE N ATIONALE D'HORTICULTURE, PARIS.
been moat acute, the results that follow this —At the meeting of thia society held in Paris on
departure will be noted with great intereat. It will Thursday, November 28, M, Peetebs, of Bruaaela,

FlQ 112.—BEGONIA INCOJIPABABILIS X : FLOWEBS, SCAnLET, (SEE P. 6S0 )

opinion! aa to the cauaea of the prevailing depreaaion

in the agricultural counties, but there baa been some-
thing like unanimity upon one point—the question

of railway rates. The experiment began on Monday
last over the Great Eaatern Railway system is, there-

fore, of great intereat, and makes it poaaible for

the farmer and market- gardener to get into direc6

communication with the consumer in London.

Package! of dairy and garden produce may now

now be poaaible for the consumer to have hia

weekly parcel of butter, eggs, poultry, fruit, and

vegetablea direct from the producers without the

intervention of the middleman. One or two thinga

more eeem to be needed, viz., a liat of farmera, gar-

deners, and others, who are willing to supply cua-

tomera under the new arrangement, and a system of

payment on delivery. Should thia venture turn out

remunerative to the Great Eaatern Railway, we may

ahowed aome fine hybrida of Cypripedium : C. Leyae-

nianum (C. bellatulum X barbatum Crossi), C. Sena-

teur Montefiore (marmorophyllum X Spicerianum),

C. Niobe (Fairieanum x Spicerianum), and C.

Chantini x Sallieri Hyeannm, a splendid plant.

From the same exhibitor came a grand plant of

Odontogloaium Miltonia Leopoldianum, to

which an award of a silver medal waa made,

Messrs. Cappe et Fils ahowed Cypripedium monta-
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nam, which is something in the way of C. Sanderse,

M, Doix ihowed a magnificent Cymbidium
Hookeri ; and some good plants came from M.
Lesueub, among them a good form of Olontoglos-

sum enspidatum, Mr. Beit exhibited several good

Cattleyas ; Messrs. Duval et Fits, Versailles, pre'

sented a plant of Miltonia vexiilaria snperba, and

a fine lot of Cypripedium Charlesworthi,

Dinner to Employes at Ryecroft Nur-
sery.—On Saturday evening, 30;h ult., some thirty

of the staff at Mr. Jokes' nursery, were entertained

by him at dinner, the latter being followed by a

musical entertainment, in which both amateur and
professional artistes took part.

Royal Horticultural Society of Aber-
deen.—Tne annual general meeting of the members
of this society was held ifl the Music Hall Buildings,

Aberdeen, on Saturday, the 3'J;h ult. Mr. D. M.
Smith occupied the chair, and there was a capital

attendance. The society held one exhibition during
the season in the Dithie Park, which proved, from a

horticultural point of view, most snccess'ul. Tae
entries numbered 2021, this total being surpassed by
only one society in Scotland. Mr. J. Muxbo, nur-
seryman, Barnside, in criticising the report, thought
they should look more to horticultural matters, and
leave musical and "fire-eating" matters to take care

of themselves.

The Gardens in Lincoln's Inn Fields.—
The London County Council are having tie grounds
of Lincoln's Inn Fields thoroughly drained, the
arrangements in that respect having been of the most
primitive and inadequate character. The paths are
being levelled and gravelled, and later on the beds
and shrubberies will lie overhauled, and in manv
instances replanted. The gardens have proved a
great boon to the poorer inhabitants of the adjoining
thickly-populated districts. There is a fine group
of Planes in the centre, and little or nothing needs
to be done in the way of altering the plan.

"The Journal of Botany."—The steady
increase in the number of papers which have been
sent to the Journal of Botany for publication during
the last year has forced upon the editor ..Ur. James
Bbittex) the consideration of means whereby to
meet the demands upon its space. This increase ia

gratifying evidence that the Journal is recognizsd a«
a suitable medium of communication with the scien-
tific world. Tne financial position of the Journal
does not, however, warrant any additional expendi-
ture. For the last few years it has not, as was at
one time the case, involved any loss, but it does
little—in some years nothing—more than pay its

way. After discussing the position with various
botanists, it is now proposed to enlarge the Journal.
by giving an extra sixteen pages monthly, and to
raise the price of each number to Is. ?i., and of the
annual subscription to lis. This means that the
contents will be increased by one-half, while the
charge will be raised by one-third, so that sub-
scribers will be the gainers by the ehange. At times,
of course, it may be desirable to substitute one or
more plates for the additional pages, but the general
result of the change will be that each number will
contain forty-eight pages, instead of thirty-two as at
present. Ic is suggested that the list of subscribers
might easily be enlarged, if those who already sub-
scribe wonld induce their friends to do so. There
are many who, for the sake of encouraging science,
would be willing to add the Journal to their list of
periodicals, or who would present it to some reference
library. The work of editing the Journal for sixteen
years has been considerable, and financially unre-
munerative, and this gives the Editor a claim to the
support of those interested in any branch of botany.

A French National Chrysanthemum
Society.—A new Society has been formed in
France on the same lines as our own National
Society. The subscription is fixed at 5 francs, and
the Secretary is M. Philippe Rivoibe, 16, Rue
d'Algerie, Lyon,

"Journal of the Royal Horticultural
SOCIETY.—With commendable promptitude, another

number of the Journalol the society (vol. xix., part 2)

has appeared. It contains, among other things,

papers on Fruit Culture in France, by M. C. Baltet
;

a fall account of the Crystal Palace Fruit Show, and

the two Prize Essays on the Commercial Aspect of

Hardy Fruit Growing, by Mr. Lewis Castle and by

Mr. S. T. Weight respectively.

Honours to Horticulturists. — On the

occasion of the Chrysanthemum exhibition in Paris,

M. Mabtixet, the editor of the Jari\n
t
was made

Odicier d'academie in acknowledgment of his ser-
.

vices to the exhibition of French fruit in St. Peters-

burgh. M. Ebxest Bebgmaxx, on the same occa-

sion, was made OrBcier du merite agricole. The

Emperor uf Russia has conferred on M. Max Cobxt/

the grand cross of the order of Stanislas. M. Mab-
tixet is made commander of the same order. M,

H. L. de Yilmobix is made a Chevalier of the Order

of St. Anne. These last appointments have been

made in connection with the great fruit exhibition

at S:. Petersburg in 1894.

Frozen Flowers from Australia.—It is

stated in the Westminster Gazette of November 2?,

that a fine collection of blue and white Water Lilies

(Nymphaa gigantea) has been sent by a leading

florist in Sydney, N.S.W., through Sir Saul Samuel,

the Agent- General, for presentation to her Majesty

the Queex. Tne Lilies were frozen in ice, and

received as long ago as August last by the Colonial

Consignment and D.stributing Company, Limited,

being stored at Nelson's Wharf, until Wednesday,

N.vember 27, when they were delivered at Windsor.

In spite of the length of time, the flowers were in

perfect condition, and, seen through the transparent

ice, were very attractive.

Vegetable Fibres—Dr. Morbis' lectures on
this sutject before the Society of Arts have now
been republished in a complete form, and may be
had from the Society of Arts, Adelphi, London.
Tney present within small ccmpass a readable

account of the nature, properties, and source of

vegetable fibres generally. Ou looking through this

excellent summary, the reader will be struck with the

small number of species which have up to the present

time been utilised. Tuit is the more astonishing, as

the great majority of plants yield "fibre" in some
form or another. Ii there not here an opportunity

for our botanical stations to institute, on a far larger

scale than they have hitherto done, comparative

trials of various fibre-prcduciug plants, in order to as-

certain which are of the most commercial importance.

In the mean time we commend the present publication

to the notice of all concerned.

Mr. Barron's Retirement.—With the last

meeting of the Fruit Committee for the year, which
takes place on Tuesday, December 10, at the

Drill Hall, will be terminated Mr. A. F. Babbox's

long connection with that body as secretary

That there will be a considerable attendance
of members is probable, as such is nsually the
case on the last meeting of the year ; but in view
of this leave-taking, the attendance at this particular

committee will doubtless be unusually large. The
occasion is a fitting one for some formal proposition

from the members, which should be recorded on the
minutes of the committee's proceedings, and no
doubt such proposition will be forthcoming. In
the meart me, we have great satisfaction in

announcing that at the last meeting of the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society it was resolved

to elect Mr. Babbox as an Honorary Life Fellow of

the Society. Mr. Babbox was also elected to serve

on the Fruit Committee for the ensuing year.

Colour in Butterflies.—The scales on the
wings of the Pierids, to which the Cabbage butter-

flies belong, are shown by Mr. Gowlaxd Hopkixs,
of Guy's Hospital, to contain uric acid, to which
substance, in fact, they owe their opaque milky-
whiteness. The scales of allied yellow insects also

contain a substance similar to uric acid. Pigments of

this character are not found in other butterflies, so

that when the Pierid 'mimics " an insect belonging

to another group, the pigment in the two cases may
easily be distinguished chemically. These cnrious

observations show that there is a close association

between pigments of a decorative character and

substances of an exirctory nature,

R08ARIAN8 YEAR-BOOK.— The Right Hon.

Lord Pexzaxce will, we understsnd, contribute a

paper to the forthcoming issue of the Bosarian's Year-

Book on the "Hybridisation of Roses," with special

reference to his experiments on the Sweet Briar.

Proposed Memorial to the Late Dr.

WOODMAN,—We learn that Mr. E. J. Jabmax, seed

merchant, Caard, Somersetshire, has kindly under-

taken the duties of Hon. Treasurer to the Fund
which has been started, with W. Nappes, 489. King's

Rjad, Cnelsea, S.W., as Hon. Secretary. With

such workers, the work cannot but be suc-

cessfully carried out, aid it is hoped that after

erecting the suggested monument, a substantial

balance will be left for the benefit of Mrs, Wood-
man.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER3 —The Christmas number

of the English Illustrated Magazine (llluilrated

London Heios Office, 19S, Strand), contains many
tales interesting to read and appropriate to the forth-

coming season. Yule Tide (Cassell & Co., Li Belle

Sauvage Yard, E.C.), is very good this year, and the

coloured plate, entitled "Prisoners of War," is a

refreshing change from the too plentiful pictures of

kittens, puppies, and maidens usually seen at this

season,

Ms. BUY8MAN. —We have more than once taken

occasion to praise the admirably dried specimens of

plants, chiefly of economic species, prepared by Mr.

Butshax, of Middelburg. It; is with regret, there-

fore, that we hear that the sight of this able preparer

is seriously threatened, in consequence of over-

application, and that some of his friends are desirous

of giving him some assistance in the shape of clerical

help in his work. Taose who feel disposed to con-

tribute in this laudable object, are requested to com-

municate direct to Mr. Buysmax, Middelburg,

Holland. It is especially sad that a breakdown

should occur, just when the initial difficulties of his

enterprise seemed to have been fairly overcome.

POTATO SCAB.—Potato scab is caused by the

attack of a minute vegetable paraske, as was first

demonstrated at the Purdue Agricultural Station.

It chiefly attacks the crop through infected seed

material. Tae seed material may be disinfected by

immersion in a bath of corrosive sublimate. At
corrosive sublimate is a deadly poison* when swal-

lowed by man or beast, great care must be exercised

in handling it. The corrosive sublimate solution

should be of the strength of one pro mille (2 oz. to

15 gall, of water. Tne bath should be about an

hour and a half long, although some variation in

time is immaterial. Cutting and planting is done as

usual. The result of the treatment is a crop essen-

tially free from surface blemishes, and of greater

market value. Sometimes a considerable increase

in yield results from the treatment. The method is

easily and cheaply applied, and is worthy of extended

trial. ( Abstract o f paper published by J. C. Abthub
in Bulletin Purdue Agricultural Experim'.nt Station,

August, 1895.)

"ME8NY'8 CHINE8E MI8CELLANY."—We have

received the first number of this publication, pub-
lished at Shanghai, and destined, as it appears, to be

an encyclopseJia of things in general concerning

China and the Chinese. ' Tne author, having lived

more than thirty years in various parts of China,

one-half of the time entirely isolated from all

foreigners, speaking nothing but Chinese, in constant

communication with the highest offisials, holding

* An antidote that is probably as good as can be hai ready
at band is the -white of egg. Bat no remedy can be of service

unless administered without delay.
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social intercourse with all classes of the people,

travelling extensively by land end water throughout

the whole of the eighteen provinces of China proper,

note-book in hand, and keeping a jonrnal of all

his movements and experiences, has acquired an

intimate knowltdge of the manners and customs of

this peculiar people, and accumulated a vast amount
of the most useful and most interesting information,

which will now for the first time be placed before

English-reading people in the handiest form imagin-

able, and on the most reasonable terms." The first

number, so far as it goes, certainly justifies the

author's claims, but it also sbows that the services of

a competent editor are needed to digest, condense,

arrange, and in some places to correct the vast mass

The Chinese name for this plant," it appears, is

Anxious Desire, in reference to " the sorrow of some
widow who wept under one of these trees [climbing

shrub, rather] and died of her grief," Acacia con-

cinna, the Mimosa saponaria of Roxburgh, is men-
tioned on account of its pods, which contain a

detergent principle which enables them to be used in

place of soap. A. nemu is indicated as a sensitive

plant, the bark of which is used for medicinal

purposes.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—

a

meeting of the executive committee of the above took

place at the Hotel Windsor on the 29th nit., Mr.

William Mabshall in the chair. The following

Fig. 113,—chrysanthemum m. chenon de leche.

coloubs : BOST HUFF UPON A yellow gbound, and the tips of the flokets, yellow,

of varied information collected by the author. A
classified index at the end of the year will also be

requisite. Mr. Mesnv notes the singular accuracy

of the nanative of Mabco Polo, in whose tracks he

has in many caBes travelled. The items of informa-

tion presented to us in this first number are so

numerous and so varied, that we have a difficulty in

making any selection suitable for our readers, but in

justification of our remark as to the need of an
editor, we may mention that the seeds of Abrus
precatorius are described as "berries." This state-

ment is more than a mere technical error, as it leads

to a statement that Tatabinof fell " into the

popular error, and confounds this "berry" with a

genuine species of Baan perfectly dis inct." The
seeds, which are perlectly well described by onr

author, are in reality very closely allied to Beans,

and are contained like them in a pod or legume.

special receipts were announced: Rugby Chrysan-

themum Society, eale of flowers, £5 2s. 6d.; Mr.

F. Miller, Margate, £1 10s.; Mr. G. Harvey,

Stanton in Peak, £1 5s. ; Mr. Malcolm Dunn,

£1 Is ; Mr. J. Miller, Rnxley Ledge, 10s
;

Young Gardeners at Raxley Lodge, 10s.; Mr,

H. A. Burberry, Birmingham, 15s, ; and Mr.

J. Lemmon, Elm House, Chichester, 5s. From
boxes, the following sums were announced :—Per

Mr. T, Turner, Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick, 16s. Id.; Mr. G. T. Cole,

Charters', Ascot, 16s ; Mr. J. McLeod, Roebampton,

15s ; Mr. R. Scott, Bradford, 14s. 2d ; Chislehurst

Gardeners' Association, per Mr. J.Lyne, 10s j Mr.A.D.
Christie, Ragley, Alcester, 5s. ; Croydon Chrysanthe-

mum Society, per Mr.W. B. Beckett, 21s.; from boxes

for viewing the collection of Chrysanthemums at

The Grange, Wellington, per Mr. G. W. Cumminsi

£2 10«. It was resolved that the annual meeting

and election of orphans to the Fund should take

place on Friday, February 21 next. The usual vote

of thanks was passed to the chairman for presiding.

Importation of Horse-radish.—Of all

the garden and farm products unnecessarily im-

ported into this country, there is none to our

mind less warranted than that of Horse-radish,

which comes into Covent Garden in huge

barrels from Holland and Germany. The subject

was incidentally referred to at the Drill Hall, on

Tuesday week last, when Mr. Mason was speaking

about Asparagus culture. That gentleman has

grown Asparagus and Horse-radish for market

during many years, but has always to com-

bat this extraordinary prejudice in favour of

Horse-radish from Holland. Is the imported

root of better quality ? Not a bit of it !
The roots

are admittedly larger, but they are correspondingly

less effective, and Mr. Mason declared he could eat a

quarter of a pound of itwithoutits causing him to weep!

English roots are smaller and very much better in

quality, yet these may often be seen lying in Covent

Garden lacking a purchaser, for the very reason that

they are English. Surely the ways of the British

public are incomprehensible. Can the moral be

this : that British growers, if they desire the confi-

dence of their countrymen, must give them Horse-

radish that will not cause them to weep ?

The Surveyors' Institution —The next

ordinary general meeting will be held on Monday,

December 9, when a paper will be read by Mr. F.

Punchabd (Fellow), entitled " The Working of the

Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883." The chair will

be taken at eight o'clock.

Publications Received.—From the New York

Experiment Station, Bulletin, No. 91, for August,

1S95, including papers on "A New Strawberry;

Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, and Dew-

berries."

—

Bulletin of the Botanical Department,

Jamaica, vol. ii„ Part 9, the contents include papers

upon"EssentialOil ot Orange, Cultivation of Cocoa,

Cultivation of the Coco-nut, Chemical Selection of

Canes, and Synoptical List of Ferns."—Beport on

Government Botanical Gardens, Saharanpur and Mus-

fooree, for year ending March 31, 1895. Satisfactory

in spite of an unfavourable season as regards weather.

— LandbouwJcundig lijitchrift (agricultural journal),

onder redactie par Prof. Dr. J. Ritz=ma Bos, Mr. A.

D. Van Assendelft de Coningh, Prof. Dr. Adolf

Mayer en Dr. A. M. Prins, Afl. 6, Te GroniDgen Bij,

J. B. Wolters.— The Quiver, for November. First

part of a new volume, and quite up to the usual

standard of excellence.

—

Nature Notes, for November,

contains as usual many jottings interesting to lovers

of natural history.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Adiantvm lineatum, Illustration Horticole, October 30

Segments of fronds broad, cuneate lanceolate undulate, dark

green, veined with white.

Arethusa bulbosa, Me:hans' Monthly, August.

Begonia Faureana, Illustration Horticole, October 15.

Leaves oblique deeply palmately lobed ; lob»s lanceolate,

dark green, mottled with lighter green spots.

Coreopsis grandiflora, Meehans' Monthly, November.
Cymbieium eburN'EO-Lowiasum, Garden, October 5.

Cypripedium Gebtrude Hojjldjgton (ciliolare X
bexx.atui.UM), Momteiir d'Horticulture. C ctober 10.

Lygodium paxmatum, Meehani Monthy, October.

Pear Andre Pesportes, Bulhtin a"Arboriculture, October.
Recommended by M. Burvenich as tbe earliest of Pears,
ripening in the middle of July.

Bhododendron' yibgatum, Hook, f., Wuner I'lust. Garten
Zei'.ung, t. iii., 18-5.

Sollya feterophylla, Bevue de I Horticulture Beige,
November.
Syringa Emodi, Wall., yar. rosea, Cornu, Garten Flora,

p. 500. 1895.

Trichostemma dichotoma, Meihans* Monthly, September.

CHRYSANTHEMUM M. CHENON
DE LECHJK.

This is one of the best and most attractive of the

newer varieties of the Chrysanthemum. Its refined

character will make it popular with everyone desirous

of encouraging such a class of bloom to the exclusion

of extra large flowers which combine with them a
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certain amount of roughness. A pure reflexed

Japanese variety, the colour ii a beautiful rosy-buff

upon a yellow gTound, the tips of the florets yellow, and
the reverse of the tame colour. There is a distinct

and attractive appearance about the flower not

easy to deicribe. The florets are very long, regular,

and of average width. Mr. W. Wells, of Earlswood
Nurseries, Redhill, to whom we are indebted for the

photograph, informs us that the plant is an excel-

lent doer, and grows only about 4 feet high. The
bloom represented by fig. 113, is one of two that

were produced by a plant in Mr, Wells' nursery

that only arrived from the raiser (E, Calvat) in

March last. Oie of these blooms was included in

Mr. Wells' collection of forty-eight at the Aquarium,
and the other one was shown in competi-

tion at the Hill exhibition. The larger bloom
mearured exactly 8 inches across, and was about

5£ inches ia depth. The variety has been
certificated during the present season by the National

Chrysanthemum Society, and an Award of Merit
has been conferred upon it by the Eoyal Horticul-

tural Society. It may be useful to add that the

variety does not succeed upon the "first crown"
bud, and is in this particular dissimilar to the

excellent Boule d'Or '95.

Home Gorrespondenoe,

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA AT BERKELEY CASTLE.
—Amongst the many features of interest at Berkeley
Castle is a perfect hedge of Daphnes, growing in on?
of the houses, planted out in a border. I consider
them wonderful examples o: cultivation, being the
picture of healthy development, well famished with
branches down to the ground, with many hundreds
of truises of tweet-scented flowers, dispensing the
fragrance around. These plants average 5 feet to
7 feet in height and breadth, and as much through.
Mr. Shore informed me that the largest were struck
from cuttings fourteen years ago; all of them are
on their own roots i.not grafted;. He keeps propa-
gating them in this way, and the plants of lets than
one year old are 1 foot in height, proving that on its

own roots, when properly grown, Daphne indica
rubra is a valuable plant for winter flowering. At
Berkeley the plant is freer than any grafted plant I
have ever observed. Tne Cyclamens, Primulas,
Carnations, and Cnrysantheinums are very attractive
just now, all being well done. Busticus.

ORAB3 AND APPLE8 IN PLEASURE GROUNDS.—
Tour correspondent "D. T. F." does well to recom-
mend the ute of these plaurs in pleasure grounds, and
more especially for arches. I can imagine that the
effect would be very charming. I think it a great
pity that Crabs and Apples are not planted more
extensively in pleasure gardens ; for if the trees were
placed in suitable poiitions. the effect in the spring
time would be very gratifying, and in the autumn a
source of pleasure, especially where varieties fit for
dettert would, &:., also planted were used. We have
this autumn planted several good varieties of detsert
Apples to form a background to beds of Lilac and
Liburnum in the grounds here, but I should not
ad rite Crabs for this purpose, especiallv P/rus Milus
bacaata on account of its habit to run "upwardi. This
variety it more suitable for woodland scenes or anv
place where its slender form would correspond with
the immediate scenery. George Burrows, Berwick
Gardens, Shrewsbury.

NATIONAL CHRY8ANTHEMUM SOCIETY. — Ia
view of the Jubilee exhibition of this society next
year, and whilst there is ample time for the con-
sideration of the matter, is it not a very pertinent
question to ask, Whether a much more appropriate
place cannot be found than the present quarters
of the society^ for its annual display ? It would
be diffhult to find a more unsuitable' spot for the
effective display of the flower, associated as it ij
with surroundings that (to take a verv charitable
view) are no: conducive to the proper enjoyment
and critical examination of the exhibits. Tne
arrangement! (perhaps in some respects unavoidable)
were this seaion bad enough in all contcience. What
will they be next year with an overdow exhibition,
necetsarily incident on a greatly augmented schedule
of prizes? I know I shall be met at the outset by
upholders of the present arrangement* wi;h the

rejoinder, that the Aquarium is a central soot, and
that, from the board of management, the National

Chrysanthemum Society is treated with a liberality

in respect of the all-important financial aspect of

the case, that would not be possible elsewhere. But,

surely, if the National Chrysanthemum Society can
raise £1000 for prizes (is such a sum really needed;-)

next year as it proposes to do, it caD, amongst
its numerous—and, in many respects, wealthy

—

supporters, raite sufficient for the hire of a suitable

hall in a central spot, minus the objectionable

surroundings attaching to its present place of exhi-

bition. I believe that, with a really earnett and
determined effort to bring about this much-to-be-
desired state of affairs, succets would crown such
endeavours, the jubilee exhibition wou'.d be a red-

letter-day in its career, and the National Carysan-
themum Society would secure practical tupport from
a not unimportant number who at present hold aloof

from it by reason of present associations. What say

your numerous readers who are interested in the

cultivation and popularisation of the Golden Elower?
and that it should have a worthy place of exhibition.

Hum.

CARYOPTERIS M ASTACANTHU9.—In the number
for October 26, 1S95, " W. W.," apropos of Caryop-
terit Mattacanthut, writes that probably that shrub
will require to be nell sheltered during the winter,

save in any privileged parts of England. In the

environs of Paris the plant resists well in plane
terrc during the winter planted a little deeply. I

have seen in the late spring some plants o! that Bhrub
that had been forgotten in a border at the preceding
autumn c ome up strongly. The items had quite

decayed, Out the roots had not tuffered, notwith-
standing a co'd in Ghent of IT

3 Be'aumur below zero.

Conseqiently I consider the plant quite hardy.

The p.ant it an excellent bee plant. Daring the

teaioa of flowering from July to the middle of

October, I have teen every day thoutandt of honey-
beet visit a group of Caryopteris Mastacanthui, and
they gave a continual movement to the plants br
their going to and fro. It is also an elegant plant

for the ornament of the gardens, nn account of its

long period of flowering. V. A. C, Zed-burg, Ghent.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GOLDEN WEDDING. — My
experience with this variety during tne pretent
season enables me to endorse the remarks made
respecting it by Mr. W. H. Divers in your last iisue. Like
many other growers, until thit teaton I failed to grow
it satisfactorily, and felt inclined to aijcard it a'to-

gether ; bat by adopting a different courte of treat-

ment, I have thit year produced some excellent
bloomt, measuring 8 inches across by 5 deep. Tne
colour of this variety ia very attractive, and for

decorative purposes one of the best. Cuttings were
inserted singly in thumb-pots on December 15 last,

cool treatment being given from the commence-
ment. Tne plants were stopped during the second
week in April, two breaks only being reserved,
crown buds being taken. Compos; used in potting
was of a light rich nature, very little artifi :ial manure
being given during the season. The final shift was
to 8-inch pots, H. Warren, Alton Clinton Gardens.

A HEAVY CROP OF POTAT03.—I have been
scanning the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle
during the patt few weeks to find the weight of a
Potato crop from a given area, which might enable
me to form a comparison with the crop grown at
this place, the varieties are Sutton's Satisfaction and
Beauty of Hebron, planted tide by side, and each
occupying exactly 2 tquare rods of ground. Tne
sets of Satton's Satisfaction were planted 18 inches
apart, and the rows were 4 feat apart, and the pro-
duce weighed 6 cwt. 7 lb., eqial to 24 tons 5 cwt.
per acre. Tne tubers were large and of good shape,
many of them weighing 2 lb. 4 oz. each. Beauty of

Hebron, planted on the same day, at 12 inches apart,

and the rows 3 feet, yielded 4J cwt., or 19 tont per
acre. The tubert are of good shape, bat not so
large as thote of Satisfaction, and the heaviest tuber
weighed 1 lb. 10 oz. Oart is not contidered a good
district for the Potato, and thit crop it looked upon
ai exceptional here, althoagh in more favoured
localities it may not be uncommon. I may add, that
thete Potatoi were planted to illustrate in a small
way the advantazet gained by giving the p'ant plenty
of tpace. T. Leith, Serriard Park, Basingstoke,
Hants.

COX'a ORANGE pippin.—I have four standard
trees of this popular Apple, planted eighteenyears ago,
which this season produced twenty-seven buthelt.
They sold for 4j. 6i, per buthel, as they were neither

large nor well-coloured, and I was assured that plenty

such could be bought for 3s. 6d. The nett returns for

mine came to £1 per tree, bat previously 5s. per tree

would be about the amount. The fact is, commoner
sorts have hitherto paid bett. There is an old tree

in my orchard which crops regularly in alternate years,

and which hat produced Applet to the value of £5 in

one season. I believe they are Curltails, a sort no one
would plant now—an extra crop should be always
rewarded with an extra allowance of manure. Mid
Kent.

CYCLAMEN CULTURE.— Cyclamens, under ordi-

nary good treatment, that is, with due regard to

shading, the supply of moisture to the plantt over-
head during hot and drying days with a fine

spraying-can, a free circulation of air, the avoidance
of cold draughts, with abundance of water at the
roots, aided by the favourable weather we had in

the autumn, have grown into splendid specimens.
The growth, which is always free during August
and September, was this season quite exceptional,
and not a few of the plants have required
shifting from 5 inch into 7-inch flower-pots. Oar
plants have profited by an application or two of

weak soot-water, and of the following mixture,
viz., two parts Peruvian guano, one part nitrate of

potaab, one part sulphate of ammoiia, and three
parts mineral superphosphate. Tne above ingre-

dients shou'd b< passed through a very fiae-meihfd
sieve, in order to get them well mixed together.

Half an cunce of this mixture put into 1 gallon

of water will be tufficiently stron?, and it may
be afforded the plants once a week. It may alto

be applied as a top-dressing at the rate of 1 cz.

to ten plants standing in 5 inch flower-pots; but
the former is the safer method of uiing it. The
Cyclamen has many valuable properties over and
above the average of florin's flowert; it it free-

blooming, has a compact habit ol growth, hani-
somely-marked leavet—which in themselvet ought
to recommend it for home and table deco;a'.ioa— and ihe flowering-plant lasts io long in the
sitting room, prodecing, as it will, a succession
of blcom from October to Njvsmber — enough
good qua ities to put it in the foremost ratk.

It was feared at one time, that as the fliwers
increased in size, there would be a decrease ia the
number of them; but the large-flowering varieties

bloom iast as profasely as the small ones, and many
of the bloomt have from five to nine petals, and
these from IJ to 2 inches in length, and 1 inch
broad, with colours from very deep thades of purple
and crimson, rosa and pink, lo the pure white.
A. E y. George, The Vineries, Hilton.

ROSA RUGOSA FOR GAME COVERT. — Is not
" i±. 3. C.,'' of Grimston, Tadcaster, tlyly "poking
fan," when he suggests Rosa rugosa for game covert.

No doubt an acre or two of this beautiful flowering
plant or shrub would have a fine effect, especially

when in bloom, and the growth had attained some
5 to 6 feet in height, and would also provide shelter

for some kinds of game ; but how about the dogs and
tportsmen that had to drive and get them out? I

have a vivid recollection of pushing through fa ze-

bushes when rabbit-thooting on the south Down*,
and also remember the difficulty of getting the dogs
to enter at all where the furze was thick; and the

half-blinded state of some of them from the thorns
driven into their flesh and eyes as they dashed
after their game. Bat this, I take it, would b i

surpassed by the thorny barrier of Rosa rugosa ; at

least, I think so, and if such covert was at all high and
dense, I for one would forego the pleasure of shooting
among it, and not risk my dogs' eyes by turning- in

any that I cared for. Let any one try a few hours
in a bramble covert, and then possibly they would
get a small idea of what Rosa rugosa would be like

—when it was Rosa rugosa, and nothing but Rosa
rngota. I have seen Berberia aquifolia employed
with good effect, and the berries were nseful as food
for the birds; but the most beautiful covert, to my
thinking, is that made by the Rhododendron. Some
forty years ajo, I saw one of about 4 acres at Lord
Derby's in Knowiley Park. Tae shelter was gocd
and dry under the rich dark green-coloured foliage,

and then the wealth of bloom in varied colour
was a sight once seen could never be forgotten.
It was lovely; the pheasants cowered beneath,
and the rabbit scuttled here and there, with
cow and then a moorhen or a landrail, all ao'dtd
life to the sc-ne, but even this would have been
better hai it been "broken up" by a few ''rooiting-
treet," such as Aties or Pinef. For my own part, I

do not think any shrob so full of thorns a" is the
Rosa rugosa, or even our own beautiful Dog Rose or
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S»eet Briar, does for, or would make a good enjoyable

covert, by reason of their protective thomi, which

are both numerous and »harp. Harrison Weir.

In response to your correspondent's en-

quiries regarding the above plant as a suitable

one for game coverts, I may say the experi-

ence gained here with it is not satisfactory, the

rabbits eating the bark off to the height of about

one foot, the branches thereby dving off to the

ground level. They seem to prefer Laurel, Berberis,

and Holly, but Rota rugosa is not exempt from

their attacks. If " H. J. C." will kindly give the

names of a few plants he has found to be rabbit-

n-iof, I should be greatly obliged. L, Pope, Carlton

Hall.

I fear " H. J. C." will ba disappointed

with the above - named Rosa for game CDvert.

Three years ago I planted several hundreds, think-

ing it would bi proof against the ravages of

that troublesome little creatnre the rabbit, but

no sooner had they been planted than the tips of

the shoots were bitten off, and they have kept

nibbling at them ever since, until only a few

miserable stumps remain. A bed planted two years

ago and protected with wire-netting, is now over

3 feet high. It commenced flowering early in June,

and continued flowering until the first of the heps

were quite red, and was admired bv mioy. G.Duncan,
The Gardens, Letham Grange, Arbroath.

A CODE OF JUDGING!. — If Mr. Patterson

will wait but a week or two, he will have an
opportunity of obtaining a copy of the code of

judging which the committee appointed by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society for the

purpose have prepared, and which is now in the printer's

handi. Whether when published it may be found

capable of satisfying all requirements, remains to be

seen ; but the committee have devoted many sittings

and much time and labour to its preparation. Pre-
sumably, it will be issued in pamphlet form, and at

a cheap rate. I trust everyone interested in the
snbj -ct will secure a copy, and assist, so far as

possible, to make the code recognised as the best

exposition of exhibition law. A. D.

The case mentioned by Mr. Patterson, p. 653,
seems to have been due to the bid judgment of the

committee in appointing a judge who did not know
his duties. Codes of rules would be of no use to such
a person ; a good judge must have a practical ac-

qiaintance with his work, especially in the cise of

vegetables and fruit, and such persons are within
reach of every horticultural society in the kingdom.
When a man has grown things intelligently for a
few years, he knows where to look for the weak
points, and especially if he has been an exhibitor

also. W. H. Divers, Belvrir Castle Gardens, Granthzm.

EULA.LIA JAPONIC*.—I should like to know if it

is unusnal for Ealalia japonica to flower? I have
several large clumps which have been in my nursery

for at least ten years, which have never flowered till

this year. I am surprised this plant is not commonly
cultivated, as it makes a very handsome clump, and
mce especially when carrying its long plumes of

infloreBcense. I find it to be much hardier than the

Pampas Grass, the severe frosts of last winter not

affecting it in the least degree. C Cundy.

THE COW PAR8NIP (Heracleam Sphondylium).—

I

was much surprised a short time ago by seeing this

plant cultivated by a friend of mine who has about
one acre of it, and to hear of the large quantity of

green food that it produced. My friend told me that

he had two heavy crops last year, and after cutting

it once this year, he was letting it run to seed. I

read in the Treasury of Botany it is a plant that is

best treated as a biennial. I should be glad to have
the experience of some one who has cultivated this

plant, and if it may be considered good food for

cattle. My friend seems to think it an excellent

food. If so. I wonder that it is not commonly culti-

vated at fodder. I know rabbits and pigs are partial

to it. C. Cundy,

QA8-LIME A8 A MANURE.—I note with some
interest what Mr. John Limbert states in reference

to the use of gas-lime as an antidote for club in

Cabbages, and for the extirpation of wireworm. In
lecturing to cottage and allotment- holders, many
complaints are made as to the ravages of the wireworm,

and the occurrence of clubbing in Cabbages and
Cauliflowers. If I understand, JTr. Lambert r i

g
Dtl

y)

he recommends the use of gas- lime in a crude state,

just as it comes from the gasworks. It is true that

he recommends its application in very small propor-

tions, but I have met with allotment- holders who
have applied it to their land just in the form in

which it is received from the works, and then found
it very difficult to grow anything on the land for a
year or two. It is no donbt a useful agent, destruc-

tive to insect-life when used as recommended by Mr.
I. Hubert ; but my fear is, lest some might put too
large a construction upon bis words, and apply it

unwisely, and with unfortunate effects. Mr. W. G.
Watson, in his admirable paper on " Manures and
their Uses," tells us that gas-lime "is a mixture
of calcium hydrate and calcium carbonate, with

sulphite of lime. The two latter compounds m
in themseves poisonous to plant- life, bnt they

are both converted into gypsum or sulphate of

lime (a plant-food), by exposing the gas- lime to the

action of the atmosphere." It may and, I fear,

does happen, that when gas-lime is applied in a
crude state at received from the gasworks, the two
compounds, poisonous to plant-life, are present in

nndue proportions in the interests of safety, hence
the unfortunate results which I have heard allot-

ment-holders deplore, Mr. Watson further states

:

—" To prepare fresh gas-lime for use in the

garden, it may be spread out on a layer of pond-
mud, night-soil, or coarse vegetable refuse, and
exposed to rain and air." This I hold to be scuad
and necessary advice. If put on cleared land in the
autumn, it can be laid upon the surface at the rate

of 40 lb. or so per rod, but it should lie on the

surface for several weeks before being forked in,

taking care that it is distributed equally through
the soil. It is undoubtedly a powerful remedial agent
in clearing land of insec', life, but needs to be applied

with caution. B. D. [It is doubtless safest to use

gas-lime after some weeks' exposure in the open for

surface- dressing, or when applying it to land dug to

one spit in depth ; but in the case of dressing

the bottom soil in trenching and incorporating

with the top spit, which is usually thrown into the

bottom of the trenches in the small quantities

recommended by Mr. Limbert, no harm, but rather

good, would result from the use of gas lime in the

fresh state, Ed.]

PACKING COMPETITION AT THE CRY8TAL
PALACE.—Possibly no fresh light may be thrown now
npon this subject, but I am disposed to agree with
" One of the Judges " in his remarks anent the same.
If a practical gardener who has constantly to pack
his produce is not capable of judging in such a case,

I do not know who is. Some few years back at Chis-

wick the judging was done by the frnit committee
and others there present as a body. That was cer-

tainly not so satisfactory as at the late show, from the

simple fact that some of these called upon to adjudi-

cate had no practical knowledge of packing fruit

for transit as per schedule. Had it been other-

wise the premier award would not have been made
to one of two boxes entered for two classes,

these being sent tied together. In this way the
larger one, by reason of its size and weight, was a
protection to the smaller and successful one. In this

respect I cannot agree with Mr. Harris, who fails to

see why disqualification should follow because the
entries in two classes were sent tied together. Most
assuredly it should do so, and the judges did quite

right in tbususingtheir powers to disqualify an exhibit.

In packing for market, moss may be, and no donbt
is, one of the best packing mediums, but it does not
follow that it is so in every case. Personally, I con-
sider wood-wool preferable, from its freedom from
dust, and it certainly is more cleanly in appearance

;

whilst in regard to spotting being caused by its use,

there need be no fear, if the fruit does not remain
packed after arrival, which in private use would not
be the case, although in market use it might do so.

It is not the fault of the judges if the schedule be not
sufficiently explicit for intending competitors. In
giving their awards, they must interpret it to the

best of their ability, and intending exhibitors should

do likewise. I inspected the schedule before the late

show was held, with the intention of entering in the

class for Grapes ; bnt upon consideration I decided

not to do so, simply because the wording was, in my
opinion, somewhat vague. It certainly afforded a
loop-hole for those who were disposed to take advan-
tage of it, of bringing the frnit themselves. This
has been done I know, but it should not be allowed.

In this respect I am at one with Mr. Grindrod. In
my opinion there should be classes for market as

well as for private packing in these competitions.

A Prize Packer,

Societies.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

Nov. 26.—Present: Dr. M. T. Masters fin the chair); Mr.

Michael, Professor Miiller, Dr. Boaavia, Rev. W. W.Iks, and

Rev. G. Henalow, Hon. Sec.

Flies Attacked by Fungus.—With reference to the specimens
exhibited by the Secretary at the last meeting, it was re-

ported from Ktw that "the fungus is Empusa eulicis, A.
Braun (Alg. VktceJl, gen., Nov., p. 105). It is common in

various parts of Europe, also in the United State*, but not
previously recorded for Britain." The specimen was prepared
by the late Professor J. S. Henslow in 1810.

Apple Diseased.—The black-coated Apple brought to the
last meeting proved to be attacked by Scleiotinia fructigena,
Rehm. (Krypt. Flora, Disconu, p. 67). The minute black
lumps on the Apple are the sclerotia of the fungnp, from which
the ascigerous Peziza form grow.". Negligence in epraying
during the spring season, when the fungus is on the leave*
only, accounts for its presence on the fruit.

Cocot F/uits.—The fruits exhibited at the last meeting
proved on further investigation to be of C. erioepatha, and not
of 0. australi', as supposed.

Carnations Attacked by Grubs.—Professor MQUer exhibited
a number of weevil like grubs which attacked the roots of
Dianthus clusialis, completely destroying the stem, so that the
upper part became detached. They were forwarded to Mr.
McLachlan for examination, who has reported that they
are probably those oE Hylemyia nigrescens, of the group
Anthomyiidae of dipterous insects.

Vine Stems, Malformed.—Dr. Masters exhibited portions of

Vine stems with hypertrophous growth* of a tumourous
appearance. There did not appear to be any fungus, but they
consisted of new cork and wood only. Similar appearances
had been seen on Marechal Niel Roses. It was probably due
to some injury, perhaps frost, with a subsequent eff jrt to

heal the wound.
Hybrid Abiet.—Dr. Masters also showed a branch from a hy-

brid between Abies Pinsapo (female), and A. cephalonica (male).
An intermediate character was seen in the position of the
resin canal, in that while in A. ceph. it i* situated adj jining
the epidermis and in A. Pins, it is more deeply seated, in the
hybrid there was one layer of calls between the cinal and the
epidermic. The general form and habit more nearly re-

sembled A. ceph., while the stroi g branches and thick leaf

approximated A. Pins. The cones, however, with very visible

bracts, were thos? of A. cepb.

EXETER GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
November 27—The fortnightly meeting of this association

was held in the Guildhall on the above date, when there wai
a good attendance. Mr. Hill, market gardener, Whipton.
occupied the chair. The business of the meeting wa* a discus-

sion on Judging at Flower Shows, Mr. Rowland, gr. to W.
Brock, Esq , of Parker's Well, leading by a well-thought-out

paper.

Mr. Rowland, in the course oE his remarks, alluded to the
difficulties that could not well be avoided. When a judge
began his duties, he then, perhaps for the first time, got the

Echedule put into his hands, but unless he lad carefully con-

sidered it before beginning his work, he was liable to fall into

errors arising out of the special conditions of competition ;n
the various classes being sometimes carelessly expressed. The
occasional necessity, according to the wording of the schedule,

of disqualifying an exhibitor, led to dissatisfaction, and the mal-
contents airing their supposed grievances, made things pretty

uopleasant for the judge. In the necessarily limited time al-

lowed for making the awards, points, apparently trivial, but
really important, were overlooked, and, ignoring the hampering
surrounding?, the critics pounced upon any small discrepancy,

and railed against the judges. He, therefore, thought there

ought to be one or two raferees to follow and check any over-

sight on the part of those who were responsible for making
the awards, so that the error might be there and then cor-

rected. Aa regards Chrysanthemums, it was difficult to com-
pare a large showy bloom with a more refined and equally

meritorious flower, though the latter might suffer in comparison

as regards size or outward attractiveness. To remedy thi*, he

suggested that in a class of, say. thirty-six blooms, twenty
should be named in the schedule, then flower for flower of the

same variety could be compared and adjudicated upon.

A long discussion followed , taken part in by Messrs. Protheroe

(Beaufort House), Weeks (Stoke House), Lansdale (amateur),

Carlyle, Hope, and others.

The society settled the arrangement of their schedule for

their spring show, to be held on March 18, and also agreed to

the annual supper of the society beiog held on the first Friday

in January.

A vote of thanks to the chairman, and to Mr. Rowland for

introducing the discussion, was passed.

Mr. Outram, who has travelled in the horticultural ioterest

for over twenty years in the United States, proDised to give a
paper in the spring on ** The Progress of Horticulture in

America." The paper for the next foitnightly meeting was
announced, being one by the Dowager Countess of Morley's

gardener, the subject " Wild Gardening, and the Lsying-out of

Pleasure Grounds."
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CHESTER PAXTON SOCIETY.
November 19, 20.—The annual Fruit and Chrysanthemum

exhibition was held in the Town Hall, under the auspices of

the above society. This ia the fifth exhibition which the

society hag held, and the entries each year have been better

than tho3e of preceding shows; on the present occasion, they

were twice as many as last year.

Over 1,200 dishes of fruit were exhibited, consisting of

Apples and Pears, whose superior quality was apparent at a

glance ; and the excellence was quite general.

The competition was very keen in the classes for Ribston,

Cox's Orange, and King of the Pippins; and for kitchen

varieties, it was even more so. Peasgood's Nonsuch, Alfriston,

Mere de Menage, Blenheim Orange Pippin, Warner's King,

and Wareham Russet were extensively shown, some fruits of

the first-named variety being very fine.

The exhibition has, from its commencement, found much
favour in Cheshire and North Wales ; and competent judges

now say that it is one of the largest exhibitions of hardy fruits

held in provincial towns.

Pears were largely shown, and splendid examp'es of Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Pitmaston Duchess, and

Doyenne du Cornice, were noted.

Although this was the second occasion whei the society has

offered prizes for Chrysanthemums, the entries were fairly

good, there being six competitors for decorative groups. Most

of the classes for cut blooms were well contested, and the

majority of the Japanese blooms were excellent. A notable

feature was the keen competition in the class for the best-

arraaged box of cut blooms of single-flowered Chrysanthe-

mums. In the gardeners' class for fruit, the chief prizes were

carried off by Mr. E. Severn, gr., Combermere Abbey ; Mr. J.

Saunderson, gr., Bodnant Hall, Denbighshire ; Mr. Worker,
gr., Mollingtou Hall ; Mr. John Taylor, gr., Hoole Hall

;

and Mr. Thomas Weaver, gr., Christleton Hall.

A very fine collection of Apples and Pears, not for com-
petition, was sent by Mr. Barnes, gr., Eaton Hall; and
Messrs. DlCKSONS had also a tastefully arranged stand of hardy

fruits, Orchids, Ferns, &c. The Duke of Westminster in

declaring the exhibition open, threw out the hint that a very

good summer show might be established at Chester ; and
offered to help and supplement any effort that might be made
in this direction. The whole of the arrangements were ably

carried out by the Committee, with Mr. G. P. Miln a3

Secretary.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
December 3, 4, 5.— The last show of the year by the

National Chrysanthemum, Society at the Royal Aquarium

formed a fitting finale to a very successful season. Rarely

has the quality of the exhibitions been so high as during

1895. Commencing with the early autumn show, the

blooms exhibited on that occasion were remarkable, and

we wondered if better ones would be seen in November. In

due time the excellence of the great annual show was acknow-

ledged by all, and on the present occasion the Society may
well be proud of the display made, for never has there been a

finer collection of blooms shown in December than the 1st prize

exhibit of twenty-four Japanese in eighteen varieties, from

Mr. A. Haggart. There was no class for groups at this late

show, but the enterprise of the large growers was manifest in

large miscellaneous collections of plants and flowers, very

creditable to them. Cyclamens and Primulas added a little

variety, and made the show more interesting. As the whole

of the floor space had been appropriated to the ladies' bicycle

races 1 the entire exhibition was held in the galleries.

Cut Blooms.

As we have already stated, the 1st prize in the principal

class for cut blooms of Chrysanthemums was taken by Mr.
A. Haggart, gr. to Mrs. Johnston Foster, Moor Park,
Ludlow, who secured other valuable classes also. It may be
interesting to give the varieties he staged in this class.

They were Et oile de Lyon, Ed. Molyneux, Niveum, Duke of

York, Golden Gate, Mrs. Harman Payne, Mdlle. M. Hoste,

M. Panckoucke, Lord Brooke, G. C. Schwabe, Madame A.
Moulin, Mrs. W. H. Lees, Le P. du Bois, Viviand Morel,
Beauty of Gastlewood, Internationale, Robert Owen, and
Mdlle. T. Rey. The 2nd place was taken by Mr, Henry Per-

kins, gr. to W. H. Smith, Esq., GreeDlands, Henley-on-
Thames, in whose stand were 'good blooms of Madame Carnot,

Golden Wedding, and Primrose League. 3rd, Mr. W. Mease,
gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Downside, Leatherhead. There were
eight exhibits.

Mr. Perkins occupied the best position in the following
class, which was for twenty-four bunches of Chrysanthemum
blooms, of any varieties ; 2nd, Mr. Jno. Aplin, gr. to W. M.
Baker, Esq., Hasfield Court, Gloucester ; 3rd, Mr. C. J. Waite,
gr. to the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher. The whole
of the exhibits in this class had not the tasteful appearance
the conditions were intended to encourage. In most cases

the sterna should have been left longer, and varieties se-

lected with good stout stems and erect flowers. The
blooms as they appeared in receptacles similar to blacking-

bottles, had fallen, and were huddled together in anj thing but
an elegant manner, and were object lessons in how "not to
arrange a vase."

The best exhibitor among ten of twelve Japanese blooms, die-

tinct, was Mr. Haggarts, Sunflower and Golden Gate were
noticeable in his collection ; 2nd, Mr. W. Messenger, gr. to
O. H. Bebnees, Esq., Woolveretoiie Park, Ipswich; and 3rd,

Mr. Jno. Aplin, Mr. Haggart won again in the class for

Bix blooms/among ten or more exhibitors.

The principal class for incurved blooms, was one for twelve

blooms, in not fewer than six varieties, and the quality of the

exhibit was decidedly better than we had expected would have

been the case— 1st, Mr. W. Neville, gr. toF. W. Flight, Esq.,

Cornstiles, Twyford, Winchester. The best blooms were Lord

Alcester, Mrs. R. 0, Kingston, Chas.H. Curtis, and a seedling
;

2nd, Mr. A. Haggart ; and 3rd, Mr. Jno. Aplin.

In the class for six blooms (incurved), Mr. H. Perklns was

the best exhibitor; and Mr. W. Neville followed.

Another class for bunches of blooms was arranged for twelve

bunches of Japanese blooms, in not fewer than six varieties.

None of these clashes was satisfactory, although some of the

blooms were of good quality, 1st, Mr. R. C. Notcut, Eroughton

Road Nursery, Ipswich ; 2nd, Mr. H. Alderman, gr. to GiLLiAT

Hatfield, Esq., Morden Hall, Surrey ; 3rd, Mr. S. J. Cook, gr.

to T. H. Harbridge. Esq , Holmewood, Hendon, A similar

class for six bunches was won by Mr. W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs.

Crawford, Gatton Park, Reigate.

The single- flowered classes were pretty. The best collection

of twelve bunches of large-flowered varieties was from Mr. G.

W, Forbes, gr. to D. Nicols, Esq , Regent's House, Surbitoo,

and Mr. W. C Pagram, gr. to J. Courtenay, Esq., The
Whim, Weybridge. Mr. A. Felgate, gr, to Her Grace the

Duchess of Wellington, Burhill, Walton-on-Thames, had the

best collection of twelve bunches of small-flowered single

varieties.

Mr. T. Tullett won in the class for six bunches of small-

flowered single varieties, and the one for six bunches of larger-

flowered ones.

Amateurs.—The amateur showing best collection of six

Japanese blooms distinct, was Mr. H. Love, 1, Melville Ter-

race, Sandown, Isle of Wight. The best exhibit of a vase of

Chrysanthemum bloom3 was made by Mr. D. B, Crane, 4,

Woodview Terrace, Archway Road, Highgate, whose arrange-

ment of moderate-sized blooms, including some single ones,

was praiseworthy, Mrs. W. Green, jnr., Harold Wood, Essexj

was 2nd.

MuceUaneous Plants.—The best collection of Cyclamens in

pots was from the St. George's Nursery Company, Hanwell,

who had a very large table filled with plants, among which
were interspersed a few foliage plants. 2nd, Mr. J. F. McLeod,
gr. to J. P. Morgan, Esq., Dover House, Roehampton. In the

centre of Mr. McLeod's group was a panel formed of Adiantum
Ferns, wilh a few pretty plants of Crotons and Dracaenas. The
best collection of twelve plants of Cyclamens was from Mr.

McLeod; 2nd, Mr. W. Rapley, gr. to H. Grinling, Esq.,

Harrow Weald House, Stanmore, whose plants were all white-

flowered ones.

The best collection of Primula sinensis, plants in flower, was
shown by Mr. A. Newell, gr. to Sir Edwin Saunders, Wim-
bledon Common, and mixed with foliage plants the effect was
pretty; 2nd, Mr. J. P. McGregor, gr. to Dowager Lady Hay,
North House, Putney Hill. Mr. A. Newell had the best twelve

Primula plants ; 2nd, Mr. T. F. McGregor ; and the best dozen

double Primula sinensis were from Mr. W. Mease, gr. to A.

Tate, Esq., Downside, Leatherhead. A veiy pretty collection

of flowering, berried, and foliage plants arranged on a table,

space 9 feet by 6 feet, was shown by Mr. W. Howe, gr. to

H. Tate, Esq., Pjrk Hill, Streatham Common, S.W.
Non-competitive exhibits.—The most important of these was

a large group of Chrysanthemums arranged in a bold manner,
with supplementary plants with decorative foliage, by Mr.
H. J. Jones, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham. Mr. W, Welis,
Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, had a group novel in arrange-

ment, the background being composed of a cork-clad wall

with pockets fori Ferns, intertwined Ivy, and such things. In
front of this there were between the mounds mossy spaces with
trailing Ivy, suspended shower bouquets, &c. A large collec-

tion of cut blooms ran from the group on either side, and the
whole was backed with white cloth. The arrangement would
have been more effective if it had been more boldly carried out.

Messrs. G. Prickett & Sons, nurserymen, Tottenham, had
a groap of plants in flower of the variety L. Canning, a
well-known white one suitable for late decorative work. Mr.
Norman Davis. Camberwell ; Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmonth

;

and Mr. Robt. Owen, Maidenhead, had each a good representa-

tion of novelties, and of the newer but known kind?. Mr. J. R.
Chard, Stoke NewiDgton, exhibited his floral arches, Sec. ;

and Messrs. Cutbcsh & Son, Highgate Nurseries, had a collec-

tion of flowering and foliage plants. Mr. A. Mebrlden had
arranged a dinner- table; and Mr. C J. Waite exhibited
vegetables in a satisfactory manner.

Messrs. Sankey & Sons, Bulwell Pottery, near Nottingham,
had a large exhibit, representing different varieties of garden
pottery; and Mr. W. Colchester, Ipswich, had a displayed

exhibit of Ichthemic Guano.

Floral Committee.

December 3.—A goodly number of novelties was sub-

mitted to the Floral Committee, though but few awards were
made. A First-class Certificate was gained by Mrs. Charles E.

Shea, a delicate sulphur-white variety, raised by Mr. C. E.

Shea, a fine ani full deep incurving flower of high merit,

from Mr. A. Haggart, The Gardens, Moor Park, Ludlow. To
decorative Golden Dart, as shown, a small sized deep yellow

Japanese, full of promise for cutting purposes, and especially

for market work, from Mr. E. H. Jenkins, Hampton Hill;

and to decorative King of Plumes, a small yellow variety with

feathered petals, very free and attractive, from Mr. R. wxn.

Other promising flowers which, though failing upon this

occasion to obtain awards, are yet of decided promise, are :—
Decorative Janette Sheahan, a buff and gold sport from the

blush-coloured Princes9 Blanche, a large, well-flowered bush-

plant being staged, from Mr. D. Sheahan, nurseryman, Wim-
bledon ; a sport from the incurved Jeanne d'Arc, of which the
committee approved, but which they requested to see again in

better condition, from Mr. J. Tait, Lynehow, Carlisle; Mrs.

Flight, a seedling white incurved, from T. W. Flight, Esq.,

Twyford, Hants, which the committee also wished to see

agiin; Japanese, Pearl Beauty, a very fine blush-coloured,

broad-petalled incurved Japanese, solid, and full, from Mr.
King, Holmwood; Japanese J. W. McSattie, a very fine and
full bright crimson flower, with an amber and gold reverse,

which the committee wished to see again ; this, with other

novelties, came from Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead ; and in-

curved Egyptian, from Mr. W. J. Godfrey, which the com-
mittee regarded as an incurved Japanese, chestnut-purple,

with amber reverse.

A new design in flower-pots for large "specimen plants of

Chrysanthemums, from Messrs. R. Sankey & Son, Bulwell,

Notts, was commended by the committee.

The National Chrysanthemum Society enjoyed its annual
dinner on the 27th ult., when it was celebrated with con-

siderable enthusiasm at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, one of

the homes of the Society. Sir Edwin Saunders (President)

occupied the chair, and there were present the officers of the
Society, and a good number of Fellows. More interesting than
the toast list (which was duly observed) was the presentation

of the Medals and special prizes awarded at the recent great
shows, which included the handing over of the two Holmes'
Memorial Cups to Mr. W. H. Lees. The Chairman, iu proposing
"The National Chrysanthemum Society,'' gave an interesting

description of some of the political and social features of

China, as the country to which we owe the introduction of

the Chrysanthemum.

READING AND DISTRIC V GAR-
DENERS' MUTUAL IMPROVE-
MENT ASSOCIATION.

DECEiLBER 2.—The fortnightly meeting of the above asso-

ciation was held in the Club Room at the British Workman on

Monday erening last, Mr. Woolford presiding over the

largest gathering of members present at any of the meetings

this season.

After the usual business had been disposed of, and a few
introductory remarks from the chairman, Mr. E. J. Deal, of

Messis. Sutton* & Son's gave a highly interesting lecture on
" The Garden Pea and its Varieties." The lecture was made
doubly interesting and instructive by the many excellent

diagrams prepared by Mr. Deal, setting forth the peculiarities

and variations of the shape of pods of the various types
of Peas.

A very interesting discussion took place, in which Messrs.
Wooleord, Lees, Histon, Burton, Turton, Dearloye,
Bowie, Tugrail, and Alexander took part. Many ques-
tions were asked by members present, which the Lecturer ably
answered. On the proposition of Mr. Lees, secoaded by Mr.
Neve, a hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Deal, and
the wish expressed that as the subject was of much interest,

he would again take it up on a future occasion.

TREATMENT OF TREES RE-
CEIVED DURING FROST.

I was speaking recently to a friend on the above

abject, who pointedly remarked that " those who
know their business send their orders early, and are

not troubled about receiving frczsn trees." Well,

most of us are familiar with the advantages to be

derived by sending early orders. Nevertheless, for

reasons over which we have no control, we some-
times receive trees that are frozen, and then the

question arises, what is best to be done with them ?

Several instances have come to my knowledge of

trees, &c, received in this condition, being treated

in a way (and that too by men commanding good
positions as gardeners) which, when described, may
appear incredible. A case referred to was that of

some Peach trees, which on arriving at their destina-

tion, were found to have their branches and roots

frozen through. They were at once unpacked, had
their branches considerably shortened, and their

roots trimmed, and then planted in two houses,

where borders had been prepared for them ; more-
over, to make matters worse, the pipes were warmed
in order to thaw the trees ! I saw these trees the
following autumn, and noticed they were very much
gummed, and that their branches had died back to

the stems, from which, however, young sappy wood
was made — how these trees ultimately succeeded

I had no opportunity ol ascertaining. A second
case refers to some Apple trees, which, when re-

ceived in a similar state, were unpacked and
laid in a soath border, where they were
thawed by the sun. They were subsequently

planted, but tome of them cankered, and none
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did well— in fact, they became an eye - lore

and were bnrned. Another case was that of some
hundreds of Yew trees, which in transit by rail were

much frozen. These, on reaching their destination,

were thawed by warm water, and the following spring,

after they were planted, nearly half of them were dead.

Farther descriptions upon this line of mismanage-
ment would be irksome; I will therefore turn to some
cases of successful treatment. The first of these

refers to a number of bundles of shrubs and Conifers),

which, when received badly frozen, were placed in a

cool cellar, where they remained until a natural thaw
took place, after which they were planted in their

permanent places, where, with very few excep-

tions, they grew well, and were in every way
satisfactory.

The following are particulars of a case that

occurred here last winter, and refers to some dozens

of Apples, Plums, Gooseberries, and Currants, which

were ordered late for some new cottage gardens.

These left a nursery on January 25 (the day the

severe frost set in), and through an oversight, did

not reach here for several days, when they were

severely frozen, They were in bundles, surrounded

with straw, which was not removed. For want of a

better place the bundles were stacked together on

the floor of a north shed, and covered with a thick

layer of dry litter, where, owing to the frost, they

remained until some time in March (I do not recol-

lect the date) before they could be planted, at which

time, to say the least, they did not look promising.

I have watched the progress of these trees and

bushes with considerable inteiest, and noticed that

only four died (excepting an Apple, which was killed

through] being barked by a rabbit) ; and these were

Victoria Plums. The Apples have made good short-

jointed growths, and several of them blossomed freely

and bore some good fruits, as did also the Goose-

berries,

The above remarks on various modes of treatment

may be at least a guide to the uninitiated how to

treat and how not to treat trees, &c, when received

in a frozen condition. They prove that artificial

thawing is disastrous, and that the only safe course

to take is to leave the plants in their packages,

keep them from air in the dark, and safe from

further frost, until they are naturally thawed, when,

as the first opportunity offers, they should be planted.

Thos. Coomber.

The Herbaceous Border.
•

ALSTRCEMERIAS.
The present is a good time to plant any of the hardy

varieties of these useful plants. They are service-

able as cut flowers, embracing some very striking

shades of colour, that the flowers are always welcome,

and not the least point in their favour is that a

foot or more in length of stem is readily obtainable

when such is needed. Of some importance in their

successful culture is the selection of a suitable posi-

tion, where there is no fear that the plants will be

disturbed. A south or south-west border suits them,

but they may be planted in other positions. It is not

advisable to mix them with the usual occupants of

the herbaceous border, for they are apt to travel about

by means of underground stems. An important

matter is to plant them a* a safe depth be-

low ground, so as to be safe from injury by

frost. For this reason they should be fully

6 inches or 8 inches below the surface. At
the latter depth they are perfectly safe, even in

our most severe winters. At planting-time remove
this depth of top-soil from the bed, then add a liberal

dressing of rotten manure, and dig it into the sub-

soil. Roughly level this off, adding a layer of sharp

river sand, then lay the tubers on this bed at a few

inches apart. In this way a large number of roots

may be grown in quite a small space, and .a good

display of flowers result. The varieties best suited

for this are aurantiaca, the forms of chilensis, and
psittacina. For its intrinsic worth none perhaps is

nearly so valuable in the outer garden as the first-

named. There is, however, a singular variety of

colour, as also in picturesque character, in the vary-

ing forms of chilensis ; and besides, these latter are

earlier to bloom, and have their own special value on
this account, J.

LADY LAWE8.— It is with deep regret that we
record the death, at the age of 73 years, of Lady
Caroline Lawes, the wife oi Sir John Bennett Lawes,
Bart., of Rothamsted, who expired on Friday alter-

noon of last week (the 29th nit.), after a compara-
tively short illness, at their Scottish seat, Ardchallan
Priory, Lock Etive, Argyllshire. The body of the

deceased lady was conveyed to Harpenden, and
interred in the parish churchyard on Tuesday last,

Trade Notice.

FAILURE OF A SHROPSHIRE SEEDSMAN
AND FLORIST.

The failure is announced of Mr. Robert Porter,

seedsman and florist, of The Cross, Oswestry, and of

the Rose Hill, Whittington, and Fron Selattyn

Nnrseries. The statement of affairs shows the gross

liabilities to be £3736 5s. 'id., expected to rank
£1700 15s. 9<Z„ and assets £2633 12s. Id., leaving a

surplus of assets of £932 16s. id. The debtor

alleges as the cause of failure, ill-health for the last

four years, general depression in trade, keener
competition, and difficulty of collecting accounts.

The official receiver points out that the receiving

order was made on a creditor's petition. The debtor

intends to offer a composition of 20s. in the pound.

He owns the freehold property, 6, The Cross, Os-
westry, valued by him at £1500, and the Rose Hill

Nursery, Whittington, valued at £2000, and it is

from the value of these properties that the surplus of

assets is shown, Liverpool Post, November 22, 1895.

Messrs. Messenger & Co.. horticultural builders

and hot- water engineers, have removed their business

operations to extensive new premises recently

erected, close to the London & North-Western
railway station at Loughboro'. The new buildings

occupy a site 2 acres in extent.

ARKETS.

COVENT GARDEN, December 5.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day CO
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plants ix Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5
Chrysanthemums,

doz. pots ...

— (specimens), p.
plant ... 1

Oyperus, per dozen 4

Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, p. doz. 13
Ericas, various, doz. 9
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.... 6
Ferns, small, doz..,. 1

d. s. d.

0-12
0-30
0-16

6 0-12

6-3
0-10
0-7 6
0-24
0-34

0-24
6-3

s. d. s. d.

Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-13
Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 13 0-34
Lilium Harrisii.per
dozen pots ... 18 0-36

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-13
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 3 C-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-S4
Primula sinensis,

per dozen ... 4 0-60
Solanum, per doz.... 9 0-13
Spiraeas, per doz. ... 9 0-13

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
j. d. s.d.

Apples, Blenheim, p.
bushel ... 3 0-50

— Cooking vars.,

per bushel 16-30
— From Nova

Scotia, par
- - -barrel ...U 0-14
Cobs, per 100 lb. ...30 0-35
Grapes, Groa Colmar,

1st quality, lb. 16-19
— Gros Colmar, ^nd

quality, p r lb. 10- 1 3

s. d. s. d.
Grapes, A 1 i -

o a n t e, 1st
quality, p. lb. 13-16

— Alicante, 3nd
quality, p. lb. 10- 1— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 2 6- 3— Muscat, 2nd qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 1 9- 3

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 3 0-60

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 bloom!
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations. 12 blms.
O h r y a a nthemums,

per 12 blooms— per 12 bunches
EuchariB. per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Hyacinths (Roman)

13 sprays
Lapageria, per doz.
blooms

Lilac, Freuch.p. bun.
Lilium Harrisii.do.
— lancifolium.per
dozen blooms

Lily of the Valley,
per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.
Mignonette 12 bun.
Narcies , White,
French 12 bun.

s. d. i. d.

3 0- 6 u
9-10
6-10

10-30

10-10
3 0-60
3 0-50
3 C- 5

6 0-90

6-16
3 0-50
4 0-80

16-30

10-20

4 0-60
10-30
2 0-40

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum,12blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 13 bunch— per 1 - sprays ...

Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Botes, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, p doz.— pink, French,
per dozen
— yellow (Marc-

chal), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— Safrano,
French per doz.

Stephanotis, 12 eps.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets, 13 bunches
— Panne, French,

per bunch ...— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or Aca-

cia, do.

s. d. f. d.

12

3 0-80

4 0-80
6-09

SO I "i

10-30
2 0-40

3 0-4)

0-6
0- 1 6

3- 1 6
0- 4 6
3-0 6
e- 2 6

6-3 6
6-3

Orchid-bloom in variety
10-20

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. i.d .

Cauliflowers, p. crate Onions, Eng., bush.
(5 to 8 doz.) ... 6 0-80 Tomatos, Home-

Mushrooms, per lb. 8- 10 I grown, p. doz. lb •

Cucumbers, per doz. 5 0-60 — Smooth
Onions, Dutch, per — ordinary
ewt. bag 30 — — Guernsey,,

t.d.

2
s.d.

6 0-70
3 6-36
2 0-30

Potatos.
Trade slow supplies heavy. Snowdrops, 70s. to 90j.

;Hebrons, 75s. to 85s
45s. /. B. Thomas

;
Bruces, 45s. to 60s. ; Black lands, 3js. to

SEEDS.
London : December 4.—Messrs. John Shaw * Son-, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London. ' S.E.,
state that the seed market to-day presented no new or striking
feature. A few occasional sales of Clover seed, &c, are taking
place, but as yet no general country trade has sprung up
Meantime, values all round are without important alteration,'
White Clover seed, however, offers more freely. In Bird seeds
there is this week no noteworthy change. Peas and
Haricots realise former terms. Linseed is firm. Mustard and
Rapeseed keep steady.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough: Dec. 3. —Quotations :—Cabbages, 2s. to 3s

per tally
; Savoys, 3s. id . to 5s. do. ; Carrots and Turnips,'

2s. to 2s. id. per dozen bunches ; Onions, 2s. 9d. to 3s. 6d per
bag; Horseradish, Is. to Is. id. per bundle; Apples. 3s. to 6s
per bushel

; Chestnuts, 6s. to 8s. ed. per bag ; Walnuts 4s to
4s. 6<2. do.

Spitalfields : Dec. 3.—Quotations :—Cabbages, 4s. to 5».
per tally

; Collards, Is. id. to 2s. id. do. ; Leeks, Is. to Is. id.
per dozen; bunch Greens, Is. 3d. to Is. id. per dozen ; Savoys',
3s. to 5s. per tally

; Cauliflowers, 5s. to 6s. do. ; Sprouts, Is. 3d.
to Is. 6rf. per half-sieve ; do., 2s. 3d. to 3s. id. per bushel

'

Beetroot, Is. to Is. 3d. per bushel ; Parsnips, id. to 9d. per
score

;
Carrots, 7s. to 8s. per dozen ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 2d.

per bundle
; Apples, cooking, 3s. ed. to 4s. per bushel ; do',

dessert, 4s. id. to 5s. per bushel ; -Cookers are Queens and
Northern Greenings; dessert, Blenheim and King Pippin.

Stratford, Die. 3.—There has been a plentiful supply of
all kinds, and a fair trade done, except in Potato?, which is a
slow trade. Collards, Is. 3d. to U, 9i. per tally ; Savoys.
Zt. id. to 4s. id. do. ; Greens, Is. to Is. 3d. per dozen bunches
Cauliflowers, Is. to Is. 3d. per dozen ; do., 4s. id. to 6s. per
taUy

; Scotch Kale, 9i to If. per sieve ; Turnips, is. id. to
Is. 9d. per dozen bunches; do., 30s. to 40s. per ton ; Carrots,
household, 24s. to 28s. do. ; do., cattle-feeding, ISs. to 24s!
do.; Parsnips, 40s. to 45s. do.; Mangels, lis. to 12f. do.

;

Swedes, 14s. to 17s. do. ; Onions, English, SOs. to SCs. do.
do., Dutch, 2s. 9rf. to 3s. per bag ; do., Ports., 4i. to os. per
case ; Apples, English, cookers, 2s. id. to 3s. id. per bushel

;

do., dessert, 2s. 6a\ to 3s. id. per sieve; do., Nova Scotian. 12s'.

to 14s. per barrel; Pears, English, 2s. id. to 3s. id. per
sieve; Beet-root, 2s. to 2s. id. per bag; Horse-radish, Is. to
Is. 3d. per bundle ; Parsley, 1». id. to 2s. per dozen bundles

;

Brussels Sprouts, Is. 3d. to Is. id. per half-sieve; do., 2s. 3d'.

to 2s. id. per flat.

Farringdon: Dec. 5.—Quotations:—Cabbages (Collards),
3s. per tally ; Savoys, 4s. id. do. ; Cauliflowers, 5s. do.

;

Sprouts, Is. ii. per half-sieve ; Parsnips, 3s. per sack; Turnips,
2s. per dozen bunches ; Carrots, Is. id. per sack ; Beets,
Is. 6<i. per bushel ; Leeks. 2s. per dozen ; Celery, Is. per roll

;

12s. per dozen do. ; Apples, Blenheims, 4s. id. per bushel
;

Wellingtons, 4s. id. do. ; Canadian Bibstons, ISs. per barrel;
do. Newtowns, ISs. do. ; do. Baldwins, ISs. do. ; Greenings
16r. do. ; Tomatos, 7s. per 12 lb. ; Grapes, English, Is. per lb.

HAY.
Avcraye: —The following are the averages of the prices at

the metropolitan markets during the past week:— Clover,

prime, SOs. to 100s. ; do., inferior, 50s. to 70s. ; hay, best,

60s. to 90s. ; do., inferior, 36s. to 60s. ; mixture, 70s. to

85s. ; and straw, 20s. to 42s. per load.
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POTATOS.
Bosor&H : D>ze~\bsr 3.— Quotations ranged cetween 40i.

and SO*, per ton,

SpiXAXTISLBi : I/a^r—..^ S. — Quotations : — Hain Cron

Kidneys, 50s. to 70*.; Snowdrops &}s. to SD*.: Braces, 40s.

to 60/ . ; Beading Giant, 4-J/. to 60s. ; Hebrons, c-m. to 50/.:

Imperatore, 45*. to &U. ; Sutton's Abundance, 5Ds. to 70/.

p-er ten,

Fassessdos : Ds^mber 5.—Quotations : Dnnbars, &0». to

IQ0*. ; Snowdrops, 60*. to 90f, ; Hebron*, 60/. to 90/. ; Sutton's

A:-Eii=:r. 5-5/ . to f:f. : PTiri:ar.=
,

c0-'. to ""'.: Early E: = e.

50*. to 55/. ; Magnum*-, 43x, to 50*. ; Imperators, 40-/. to 50s.

per ton.

STBATTQ3D, D-z't-'zsr 3.—Qtiotatiaiii:—Bruc-es, dark sail,

30*. to 40s. ; do., light, 40*. to 60s. ; Totting Giants, 45*. to

b'.r ; Sutton's Abundance, £0/. to 6-5*. ;er:o~,

CORN.
^ar-sro^sj. — Orz.nal statement of the average prices of

British. Com, imperial msarare Cqr.;, for the week ending

KoTe-nier 30, and for the corresponding p-ericc in tie pre^icus

year;—1595: Wheat, 25*. Si. ; Barley, Si*. 7i. : Oats. U-, Zd.

ISM : Wheat, 22'*. 7i. ; Barley, 22*. ; Oate, 14*. 3-i.

"The term M accumulated temperan
gate amount, as well a? the
temperature above or below 4!

named : and this combined re?

decrees— a "Div-degree" r"gs

twenty-four hoars, or any o:ne
an inversely proportional numbei

=5 the szgre
t degrees of

r the period
ssed in Day-
:- :.u .t1 :;r

I degrees far

TX!£?E2A7T"5S.

Aocux&l&ibd.

£ II I 1*1-:

z
;

I

Day- Day-
dfg.

Day-
deg. d*g. Inch. J

1 + 8 23 + 2ST 4- 3:2 9 — 217 44-2 21 28

1 a -r 6 '• + 9 4- 454 4 — 177 284 1 35

2 3 + IS * -i- 2tS + 281 1 — 174 26 4 3 34

5 3 4- 20 S 4- 201 4- 273 aver 151 22 9 S 41

4 3 4- 15 8 4- 206 4- 361 2 4- 147 23 6 37

s 3 + 2-5 3 4- 163 4-325 1- 143 229 1 40

- 3 + 17 S - 1 - ':-- i — ISO 340 £0 33

; 1 + 17 6 4- 224 + S-- 5 — IS 29 5 10 35

8 S + » 4- 174 4- 36\ 3 — 155 3M 15 43

9 1 T 13 u 4- ^9 4- 2=7 6 — 196 3>'l 33 32

:: 1 + .= 6 — 16 4- 214 4 — 170
'

35

*
2-f- i- 4- 289 4- 24? 5 — 175 275 20 50

7:- listriits iniliitei :y : .— :-: :z :de ir :
: ::'.-;:: i.v

the following:—
0, Scotland, X. Prixcipil Whtat-prodMcixg Districts—

1, Scotland, E.; 2, England. rJJS. : 3. Kngland. E.

;

4. "^"^laiy. Counties; 5. Eotrland. including London. S.
rriMdpal Grazing* a*.. Districts—6. Scotland, W. ;

7. England, K.W. ; a, Engtani. S.W.; 9. Ireland, X.

;

10 Ireland, S. * Channel Islands.

S.W. and Ireland, S. f
* to 49' in 'England, N^.' The lowest

of the minima occorred either on the 24th or 25 ih, when they

ranged from 23- to 3J : in Scotland, from 2i z to 27" in

Ireland, and from 29 1
to-3-S

: over England, In the ' Chanz.=l

Islands,' the lowest reading was 37°.

' 7It Tzirr'i
. fr.^iri ;^e — 7i: :i ' Z~ g'.a*_i. 5. ani the

Midland Coantdes," and jnst eonalled it in J England, E.' In

all other districts there was a deficit ; that in ' Scotland, X.

and W.' being cOBadesaUe.
'•The bright $un&hm& was very deficient over England and

the east of Scotland, bnt exceeded the mean in Ireland and

the north and wes: of Scotland. The percentage of the

possible duration ranged from 33 in 'Ireland, X.,' and 30 in

•Ireland, S.,' and from 21 in 'Scotland, H./ and 20 in

Scotland, W. and the Channel Islands,' to between 10 and 3

; ver the greater part of England, and to 1 in ' Scotland, E.'
"

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending gtftiaabui 30, is

famished from the Meteorological Office :—

Ihe veat\sr was almost continuously doll over England
and the east of Scotland, with a great deal of mist; over
Ireland and the west and north of Scotland the sky was
frequently clear—especially daring the earlier half of the

period. Very little rain fell in any part of the Kingdom
untQ the mvfrfl* of the week, but from that t™»*» the faOa
were frequent, and in some places rather considerable.

" The icm.perzt*'c was rather low during the earlier part
of the period, bat subsequently rose, and gradually became
high for the time of year. The average values for the week
were csueqaenrly again above the iwrmwl. the excess ranging
from I

s in moat of the western and north-western districts, to

3? in the north-east, east, and south. The highest of the
waiaii ^^r* recorded towards the end of the week, and
varied from 56s in the ' Channel Island,',' and 57s in ' England,

VARIORUM,

Chrysanthemums Grafted on Anthem. 8.

—I have lately noticed, at the Cciteau of II. Jean

Ereraerts, Mortiel, Antwerp, fonr Chryianthemnmi
grafted npon Anthemii stock : and the following are

the dimembni of these plant,, aid the number of

the flowers :
—

F::-er=

KURle da Lyon, 303 „.

Preooce Mane. 500 ...

' i. . i: :r:i -'•

Aralanche, 20.)

He:git o! Dla^ieter oi
?_ii:. Plant.

5 feec 8£ feet

H

Ch Be B.

Evolution in the Chrysanthemum.—Mr
Martin White', suggestion to the gardener, to itndy

evolution in the Cnrysantheaium is one which they

ought to find particularly eaiy and pleasant to

follow. Nobody know, with absolute certainty the

natural specie, from which the rait number of forms

of the flower at present known to horticulture hare

ipruDg. The Japanese ,to:k on which we have

worked was already modified into shape, and hue,

correipondent with the dainty taite of that people

when we began operation, upon it. Bat nothing it

more certain than that in the Cnrysanthemum the

gardener poueue, a fio sei of unequalled mobility,

whether he attempt, its modification by means of

hybridisation, or by the better, if slower, means of

selection. Xar ii it to be supposed that the

scientific interest in the process is exhausted by the

fact that countless varietie, of blooms have already

been produced. I: is a remarkable thing that

hitherto variation has followed taste with what

might almost be called docility. In Japan taste is

prim and neat, or nothing—the Japanese Chrysan-

themum is prim and neat. The elimination of the

nnprim ha, been, of course, a piime element in the

process. In thi, country the taste is for variety,

and even extravagance—and the docile Chrysan-

themum is most varied, and as extravagant as could

be wiihed. But in both countries taste, concerned

entirely with the bloom, has ignored the calyx, and
under the most fantastic of flowers the observer may
till «ee the unchanged calyx of the natural j lant,

hardly differing, save slightly in the morphological

regards demanded by the increased weight of the
floral structure, from the calyx of the wild Chrysan-
themum common to the Scottish field,. WiU any
gardener, to whom experiment is dear, try hii hand
at the modification of the calyx ? And, by the

way, ha, any gardener ever tried to " improve " the

wiid British variety referred to? Dund-ez Advertiser,

yortwher 21, 1895.

^f , ~%B£o.nMfc ^

AsiaBicis Pmns : A J.B. Naturally, you should
apply to the addres, gi'ei in the advertisement,
viz.: — Harland P. Eelsey. Highland's Nursery,
Kewana, Michell County, North Carolina, U.S.A..

Booxs : C. W. S. My Gardsner will give you j ist

the kind of information required.— T, G. 3. Cul-

tivzied Planis, by F. 'W, Burbidge, published by
Blackwood, London ; an excellent book, now
met with onlv at second-hand book-shops.

—

J. B. B, My' Gardener, by H. W. Ward, pub-
lished by Eyre Sc Spottiswoode, East Harding
Street, E.C.; Vines and Vine-culture, by A, F,

Birron, published at 171, Fieet S;reet, E.C.

ClSERiEIAS, &C., WITE De0?5 OF WiTEE OX THE IiEAF-

edge : J. A. Tae result of exudation from the
leaves in the caie of plants standing in recently-

watered soil. There is some amount of absorption

of moisture by plants not in a gorged condition,

but not by others.

CoRascnos: Be obituary notice of Richard Gilbert.

—We are requested to state that the late gardener
at Birghley House was not the tenant of the
garden, as stated in our notice of hi, life, bat
continued to be head gardener to the lait.

Comas Leaves fsasssa : M. B. Morgan, The
damage to the Croton leaves may arise from the
ill-effects of steam from the hot-water pipe, ; or

if the pipss have been re-blacked, from the stuff

used in colouring the pipes, Some are unwise
enough to use gas- tar for this purpose, and the
results of this may be witnessed for year, after-

wards. Sometimes an untrapped drain in the
home will cause similar damage. In fact, there
are numbers of ways in which the mischief might
arise, and which would be easily determinable if

we were on the spot, but not easy for an absentee
to point ont.

Dbessihg foe Vises: C. S. If you carefully real
our " Fruits under Glasi " Calendar in Gardeners'

Chronicle for Njvember 30, you will find jist the
sort of information that you require.

Flora of D ctifeiksshibe : •/. K. Tou should
advertise in our columns; or enquire of some Scots
bookseller.

Fruits, Seedlixg: Jm. Ba'-mtt, Your seedling

Apple is fairly good, but no: superior to many
others in ciltivation. The Pear seems to be
distinct, and well worth cultivation. We can
find no trace of the name "Anguste Mignaud.'
Your photograph shows that an excellent crop
has been borne by the tree, and it has been very
skilfully cultivated.

Ivv: X. P. We do not suppose that Ivy or any
plant is benefited by having its leaves cut off, bat
tidy gardeners cut the Iry that covers their walls
close to the wall almost, so that the foliage shall
have a neat fresh green appearance, and not, owing
to it, weight, pull the entire plant to the ground,
as it otherwise might do.

Kew: F. IT. If you will enquire of the Director,
you will be furnished with full particular,
regarding necesiary acquirements, &c.

Market Axbuals: W. # S. Tnese are far too
numerous for ua to give a list in this place, but
we will mention a few. L»arf Nasturtiums in
good distinct colour, Coreopsis vars., Chrysanthe-
mum Birridgeanum, C. carinatnm, C. tricolor,

G.isophila paniculata, Beseda odorata ( iligno-
nette), Ten-week and East Lothian S;ock>,
Petunias, Verbenas, Zinnias, Alters, Sweet Sultan,
various Glob? Amaranth, Bals3mi, &c.

Maxcre for Light Dht Laxd : J. L. A, Whatever
manure i, applied should be well-decayed and
rich, cow and pig-dung answering better than
that from the stables alone. If you could pen
some sheep on the land, say, from forty to sixty
animals, on half- acre patches at a time, feeding
them with oil- cake, and Swede,, or Turnips,
they would consolidate as well as enrich it. The
drainage-water from the dung-yard should be
laved and distributed over the land in the winter.
The land should not be ploughed or dug before it

is required to be planted, as much of the fertile

properties of the manure is soon lost in very light
land ; it may, indeed, be advisable to distribute
the manure in the furrows when planting the
tubers. The crop would be improved by dressings
of pota*h and lime, or superphosphate of lime.

Muscat Grapes : Muscit. We do not know of anv
variety that is more musky than Muscat of Alex-
andria, Taere are Mr,. Pince, a black Grape,
with a good Muscat flavour, and Chassela, Mosqoe\
Muscat D;. Hogg inquired about ia a fine white
Frontignan, rsifvd by Mr. Pearion, CMlwell,
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Names of Fruits : P. Specimen! not •nfficiently

good to determine.

—

A. G. F. 1, Beans' Diel ; 2,

Cellini; 3, Egg or White Paradite; 4, Mank'a
Codlin. — C. W. Strickland. Pear, Nonveau
Poitean; Apple not quite sare of, resembles Annie
Elizabeth.— Geo. Abbey. 1, Beune Clairgean ; 2,

Bdune' Diel; 3, Knight'* Monarch. — ^. J. B.
1 and 2, Beune Diel; 3, Vicar of Winkfield; 4,

Marie Louise. — Wheeler. 1, B»nnt5 Diel; 2,

Coanmontelle.— W. Houghton 1, Beune Did.

—

J. Rogers. 1, Dutch Odiin ; 2, Court Pendu Plat

;

3. Cellini; 4. Hoary Morning; 5, Tibbet's Pear-
main.— W. S. H. 1 and 2, not recognised ; 3,

Grange's Pearmain ; 4, Alfriston ; 5, London
Pippin ; 6 Emperor Alexander (fruit shrivelled).

—

J. K. S; Son, Apples, 1, Waltham Abbey Seed-
ling

; 2, Golden Spire ; 3, Warner's KiDg ; 4,

Alfriston ; 5, Cockpit, Pears, 1, Uvedale'i St.

Germain ; 2, Colmar d'Aremberg ; 3, Hujshe's
Victoria ; 4, too small.

—

C. C. Cydonia vulgaris,

Quince.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to contult the next number.—
Constant Reader. 1, not found ; 2, Retinospora
plumoaa variegata of gardens ; 3, Euonymas radi-

cans; 4, Cupressns nntkaensis, the Thuiopis
borealis of gardens; 5, TbuiaorieDtalii ; 6, Cnpres-
sus Lawsoniana.

—

Subscriber. 1, Thniopsis dola-
brata of gardens ; 2, Thuia orientalis (Biota)

;

3, Retinospora filifera of gardens ; 4, Libocedrns
chilensis : 5, Thuia occidentali". varietv Verva-
neana; 6, Thuia gigantea.— T. W. B. Abies
grandis.

—

H. J). A very fine variety of Odontoglos-
iam odoratum, so far as we can judge by the dried
flower received.

—

Masters. 1 and 2 seem to be
both imall barren frond" of Cyrtomium caryoti-
deum ; 3, Hoffmannia (Higginsia) Ghiesbreghtii
variegata, fruit next week

—

J. M. Aganisia ccernlea,

Rchb. f.,pnbli»hed in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Jane
5, 1886, p. 720. It is the Acacallis crerulea of
L'ndley, and it has never been common in gar-
dens. The brown marks on the leaf sent are not
cauBed by disease ; such appearances often develop
after condensed moisture has settled on the leaf,

sometimes while yet in its young state by the
moiature collecting in the centre. The damage
may not be visible till long after that which has
caused it has taken place.

—

J. 0., Fota Island.

Palm. 1, Trachycarpus excelsus (Chamajrops For-
tune)); 2, an abnormal condition of the same, in

which the three carpels are equally developed.

Raspberries : F. J. F. Distance to plant if self-

supporting, 3 feet by 4 feet. This distance will
do for Fastolf, Carter's Prolific, R°d Antwerp,
and Norwich Wonder. Semper fidelis, and Super-
lative want more space.

SAxiFBAGAprRAMiDALis
: Anxious. This is now called

S. cotyledon. The plant is of easy culture in loam
and broken sandstone, with good drainage if in
pots. Keep in a cool greenhouse in winter near
the glass, and afford it but little water till growth
re- commences. Potting and division in the spring.

Communications Received.—E. Mawley.—C. H.—G. W.—w - P.—D. B. C— Harrison Weir.—M.Bivoire, Lyon.—Ernest
Rose. Paris.—H. de V., Paris.— I'rolesBor Penzig, Genoa.—
A - E . P.—J. Batters.—Eoyal Institution.— G. H. H. (next
week.—Fota.—H. P. M.—T. M. P.—Bonnett & Roxby.——M. R. M.—P.-E.—Dr. Dammer. Berlin,—A. H. S.—R. T.—S. P. D.—E. J.—R. M.—Masters.—W. J. W.—W. S.—E.
Lott.— L. G.— J. P.—R. H.—Pomona.—Kerr & Sons.—C. E.
—A. F—Sutton & Sons.— J. W.-H. M.—J. S.—H. Aln-
wick.—J. D.—J. J. W.—H. W.—A. W. C.

Photographs. Specimens. &c , Received with thanks —
J. Hudton.—W. H. W.—H. Headland.

DIED.—Mrs. Agnes Smvthe, on November 26,
1895, suddenly, the wife of our esteemed corre-
spondent, Mr. Wm. Smythe, gardener at Basing
Paik, AltoD, Haropahire.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF TEE
"GARDENERS CHRONICLE."

mportant to Advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that the circulation of the "Gardeners'
Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners
and garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

foreign and colonial circulation, and that it is

preserved tor reference 1m ali iht principal Libraries.

RICHARDSON'S

^
Mant

Prize Medals.
?£
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
^A^s,

x. Conservatories, - Greenhouses.

•AfV^V^ Vineries, Peach Houses^^jO^ Stove and Orchid
Awarded the only ^sT*^ O^"'^ Houses, &c. Also

Gold Medal for ^\^^C^^ Boilers, Pipes
Horticultural Buildings at thf'\^'.£o

and a"
International Horticultural —.rGt/>

Exhibition, London. ^V^v$'
Fittings.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.
DARLINGTON.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY &. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
The Largest Manufacturers of Gardes

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Lists free on Application.

/GREENHOUSES OF EVERY DESORIP-
VJ TION.— Persons who are contemplating the purchase
of a Greenhouse (large or small) should not fail to send for one
of our Price Lints, post-free.

DESIGN3 and ESTIMATES furnished.
Greenhouses from 77s., in Stock; Garden Frames and

Lights kept in Stock. Note the address—
BR1GGS BROS., Horticultural Builders, Lumb Lane Saw

Mill, Bradford, Yorks. Established 1861. Telephone No. 1115.

HORTICULTURAL
GLASS.

A Large Stock

always on Hand .

Special quotations for quantities.

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest possible prices.

NICH0LLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 95 Engravings,
2s. 6d. nett, per poat, 2s. lOd.

JONE^ATTWOOD

THE GARDENERS' GHRONIGLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— Tlui

Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD JLIXE CHARGED AS TWO.
4 Lines .. £0 3 16 Lines ..£0 8 6

6 ., .. 3 6 16 ..0 9
e „ .. 4 17 ..0 9 6

7 ,, .. 4 6 18 .. 10
8 „ .. 5 19 .. 10 6
9 ,. .. 5 6 20 .. 11
10 „ .. 6 21 .. 11 6

11 ,, .. 6 6 22 .. 12
12 „ .. 7 23 .. 12 6

13 „ .. 7 6 24 .. IS
14 „ .. 8 25 if .. 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.
If eet across two Uolumus, the lowest charge will be 20i.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30/.

Page, £8 ; Half Page, £4 10*.; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in aU
cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at OREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C., to A. G. Martin, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

All Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHES.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisement?,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

All Subscriptions payable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, \bs.j 6 months, 7s. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, lis. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to A. G. Martin.

Subscribers who experience any difficidty in ob-

taining their copies regularly, are particu-

larly requested to communicate with the

Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery

by post, the cover should be forwarAed with
complaint).
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Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON," Telephone, No. 8246,

NOTICE to BUILDERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, HOT-WATER FITTERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, and the Trade Generally,

Wm. Cooper, Ltd, Ninth Annual Clearance
OFFICE.—

RELIABLE

BARGAINS.

WORKS.—

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, Si. 747 to 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

(The Largest Steam Hciticullural Wo:k« in the World.)

Show Gbound; DEVONSHIRE. GROVE (adjoining).

Nuhsebj.es (the most complete in the kingdom) : FELTHAM and HANWORTH.

NOT
SECOy'D-BAND

GOODS.

T5ETNG at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for

our SPRING STOCK, for SIX W.EEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 9. LAST DAY OF SALE, JANUARY 18, 1896.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered suhject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net.

.._ All orders uill be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwhe stated.

P.0.0. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed " L. and S. "W. Bank."

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
THE AMATEUR FORCING ~ HOUSE.

TENANT'S FIXTURE (Spa_n-roof).

These Houses are offered at ao ex-
ceedingly low rate, and should be
approved by both amateur and pro-
fessional gardeners, as brickwork,
which is very expensive to a small
house, is entirely dispensed with.
The utility of such a house for

forcing or cultivating Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Melons, &c, will be per-
ceived at a glance, it being a struc-
ture constantly in request, but almost
hitherto unknown.

Specification.—Framework substantially constructed of red deal ; the whole of sides, and
2 ft. 6 in. of ends, boarded with well-seasoned tongued and grooved matchboards. Half-glass

door, complete with rim -Jock and braes- fittings, in one end; glass 16 oz. throughout, English
cut. Ventilators supplied according to size of House, and stays necessary for opening same

;

stsges forplauts-each side ofrHouse;- all -woodwork painted one coat of good oil paint, and the

whole structure eecurely packed and placed on rail

Usual Price. Sa'e Price.

Lor. Length. Widtl l. Height. Packed on rail. Packed on rail

1-to 3 7ft. 6ft. 7ft. ... £2 10 ... £2
4 to 7 8ft. 5ft. 7ft. ... 3 2 5

8 toll 9ft. 6ft. 7ft. 3in. ... 3 10 2 10

12 to 18 ... 10ft. 7ft. 7ft. 6in. ... 4 10 3 10

19 to 21 ... 12ft. 8ft. 8ft. ... 5 10 3 15
22 to 27 ... 15ft. 10ft. 8ft. 6io. ... 7 15 5 10

28 to 31 ... toft. 10ft. 9ft. ... 10 15 7 10
33 to 37 ... 25ft. 10ft. 9ft. ... 15 5 10
."8 to 45 ... 5Uft. 10ft. 9ft. ... 27 20
46 to 50 ... 100ft. 10ft. 9!t. ... 45 25

21-oz. glass for roof 5 per ceat. eztra.

"AMATEUR"
5PAN -ROOF AND LEAN-TO GREENHOUSES.

TENANT'S FIXTURES.

SPAN-ROOF.

Lot
51 to 59
60 to 65
66 to 78
79 to SS
86 to lift

120 to 135
136 to 112
143 to 151

153tol5S
159 to 1-3
164 tol7:!

174 to 160
191 to 200
20! to 218
219 to 226
227 to 23

1

235 to 239
240 to '43

244

Long.

Span-roof 7ft.

8ft.

9!t.

10ft.

12ft.

loft.

20ft.

25ft.

fOft.

lOOfr.

30ft.

7ft.

9tt.

12ft.

15ft.

20 t.

Sift.

60%
100ft.

Wide.
5ft.

5ft.

6ft.

7ft.

8ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

10ft.

5ft.

6£t.

8ft.

10ft.

10ft.

Kit.
10ft.

10ft.

High.

7ft.

7ft.

7ft. 3in.

7ft. 6in.

8ft.

8ft. 6iD.

9!r.

9ft.

9f>.

9ft.

8ff. 6ip.

7ft.

7ft. Sin.
8ft.

8tt. 6ip.

Eft. 6in.

8f '. 6in.
8ft. 6in.

8ft. 6in.

To Eares,

4ft.

4ft.

4ft.

4ft. 6in,

5ft
5ft.

6ft. 6in.

5ft. 6iD.

5ft. 6in.

5ft. 6iD.

5ft.

4ft.

4ft.

5ft.

5ft.

5ft.

5ft.

6ft
oft.

Made especially for Amateurs at a
nominal figure-, thereby coming with-
in reach of those who require a strong
bat inexp nsive structure, and beiDg
constructed in complete section , are
erectable by any handy-man or gar-
dener in * few hours. Framework
is substantially constructed of red
deal, the lower part being filled in
with well - seasoned, tongued ard
grooved matchboards. The house is

fitted with door complete, with rim
lock and brass furniture, painted one
coat of good oil colour, supplied with
all necessary ironwork and stages for
each side, and good 16 or. glass
throughout. All parts secu-ely
packea and put on rail. Prices :

—

Utuil Price. Sale Price.
Packed on rai). Packed on rail.

£J 16

3 10

21 oz. glass for roof 5 per cent, extra.

4
5
6
8
13
17
30
50
10
2
3 10
5 10
8

11 10
16 10
28
45

£1 5
2 15
3
4

4 10
6 10
9
12
23
30
14
2
2 15
4
5 15
8 10

12
20
32

SPAN-ROOF AND LEAN-TO FORCING-HOUSES,
1 prat tieat minds wHl be convinced of the impartance and utility of this class of house

for Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, and all those who require a cheap, strong

House for forcing, or growing Cucumbers, Tomatos, Melons, &c.

Specification.—Built for brickwork 3ft. high, of thoroughly well-seasoned red deal; roo

ventilationaccordingtosize; door at one end, all 21-oz. trlass; painted one coat. Carefully packed
feet. Usual Price. Sale Price.

20 by 9 £9 . £6
20 by 12 11 8
£0byl4 14 10 11

40 by 9 17 12

40 by 12 21 16

40 by 14 25 20
100 by 9 40 25
100 by 12 48 33
100 by 14 55 40

e3 tor aide walls 4 9 2 3
20 by 9 7 10 o
20 by 12 9 10 6 10
20 by 14 12 10 9 10
40 by 9 14 11
40 by 12 18 13
40 by 14 21 10 16

100 by 9 33 23
100 by 12 40 26
100 by 14 47 32

on rail. Lot
245 to 251 ... Span-roof
252 to 260
261 to 273
274 to 279
280 to 287 ...

288 to 293 ...

294 to 301 ...

302 to 307 ...

308 to 314 ...

315 to 363 Ventilating boi
364 to 368 ... iekanto
369 to 373 ... - „
374 to 379 ... „
380 to 385 ...

38". to 387 ... „
388 to 3P1 ...

392 to J93 ... „
394
395

SPAN -ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORIES.
Adaptable for the lawn of a villa

residence, being well and substantially

built, constructed of the best materials,

and artistically finished, with diagonal
panels and barge-boards. The frame
work is composed of 2 in. by 3jin. red

deal, the lower part doubly-lined with
tongued and grooved matchboards, and
the roof properly fitted with sashes,

which facilitates fixing or removing of

same without disturbing glass.

The houses are fitted with a half-

-glass door, complete with rim-lock,

brass fittings, and key, and is supplied
with lattice staging for each side, foot-

path the entire length
;
gutters, down

pipes, suitable ventilators, and necessary
ironwork for opening same.

All woodwork painted two coats of good oil-paint, glass cut. and all parts securely packed on
p^ . _

High. To Eavss.
Usual Price.
Packed on rail.Lot Long. Wide. Packed on rail.

3% to 405 9ft. 6ft. 7ft. 4ft. 6in. £7 10 £5 10

406 to 420 12ft. 8ft. 8ft. 5ft. 6in. 10 7

421 to 429 15ft. 8ft. 8ft. 6in. 5ft. 6in. ... 12 8 10
430 to 437 20ft. 9ft. 9ft. 6ft. 16 16 12
418 to 444 25ft. 9ft. 9ft. 6ft. 21 15
445 to 416 50ft. 9ft. 9ft. 6ft. 40 23

21-oz. glass for roof 5 psr cent, extra.

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These are a very useful Frame, being suit-

able for the storage of plants in winter, ru ]

well adapted for the cultivation of Melons,
Cucumbers. &c.,in summer. (The illustra-

tion fhows a Three Light Frame, 12ft. long
by 6ft. wide, height at front, lira,, and
height at back, 22m.).
They are composed of 1^-in. thoroughly

well-seasoned tongued and grooved boards,
have necessary Parting Pieces, and runners
for the lights, which are 2in. thick, and are
glazed with good 16-oz. glass, nailed and bedded in oiled-putty, and fitttd with .

All parts painted three coats of good oil-paint, and securely picked and put
following prices :

—

LOT Usual Price.
447 to 482* 1-Light Frame, 4ft. by 3ft
483 to 511— 2 „ „ Oft. by 4fC
512 to 520-1 „ t , 6ft. by 4ft
521 to 528— 3 „ „ 8ft. by 6ft

529 to 532— 3 „ ,. 12ft. by 6ft
533— 4-Light Forcing Pit for Brickwork, with Glazed

Lights complete, 16ft. by 6ft i. ...

514—12 „ „ 48ft. by 6ft

£0 IS
1 12
1 10
2 14

3 15

5
12

iron handle,
rail at the

Sale Price.

£4 14
1 2
10
1 18
2 5
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Garden Lights.

These lights are well
mortised jointed to-

gether, and made in a
good workman-like man-
ner, and are well worthy
of inspection. Frame-
work made of 2 in. by
2 in. stilee, and properly
rabbeted for the glass,

with good 2 in. sash-
bars. The Glazed Lights are nailed and bedded in good oily

putty. Usual Sale
Price Price.

s. d. s. d.Lot.
535 to 671-3 ft. by 2 ft., Painted and Glazed
572 to 599-4 ft. by 3 ft., ,, „

with 21 oz 7 6 5 6
600 to 753-6 ft. by 3 ft. 8£ in., Painted and

Glazed with 21 oz 10 6 7 6
754 to 811—6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed with

21 oz 10 8 8
812 to 842—Good Sound Lights, 6 ft. by 3 ft. 9 in.,

Glazed 21 oz,, nearly new ; stiles

2j in. by 1^ in. .original price 10s. 6rf. 5 6
843-9 Unglazed Lights-4, 7 ft. by 4 ft.; 2,

6 ft. by 3 ft. 10 in. ; 2, 4 ft. 10 in. by
2 ft. 10 in. ; 1.4 ft. 4 in. by 3 ft. 4 in. 45 25

843A— 8 Glazed Lights—2, 4 ft. 4 in. by 3 ft. 4 in
;

1. 5 ft. 2 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. ; 2, 5 ft. by
4 ft. ; 3, 3 ft. by 2 ft 60 43

844 to 95i—Unglazed Lights, 6 ft. by 3 feet ?i in.

;

stiles, 2 in. by 2 in " ,,,4030
Garden Hand-Frames.

These Frames will be found to be very useful for protecting
plants, seeds, slips, and cuttings, during the spring, which, if

left uncovered, would probably fall victims to the extreme
cold eo prevalent in this country during that season. Zinc
open top?, with glass cut to sizes and zinc clips for glazing
same.

Lot.
955 to 967—12 in. by 12 in.

9*8 to 975-14 in. by 14 in,

976 to 983-16 in. by 16 in.

984 to 998—18 in. by 18 in.

999 to 1015—io in. by 20 in.

1016 to 1030—22 in. by 22 in.

1031 to 1011—21 in. by 24 in.

Usual Pi ice

s. d.

Sale Price.
s. d.

6 each 5 6 each
6 „

,,

,,

,.

,,

„

6
7

8
9

10
11

Odd Greenhouses.

1042

1043

1044

1045

1016

1047

1048

1019

1050

1051

1052

1053

All Houses auk Complete as List.

Usual Sale
Price. Price.
£ s. £ s.

2

4 10

6

9

6 1-6

Lean-to Greenhouse, 6 feet by 5 feet, door
in Front 3 5

Lean-to Greenhouse, 14 feet by 9 feet, for

Brickwork 7

Span Roof, Circular Light Conservatory,
12feetby8feet 12 10 8 10

Span Roof, Circular Light Conservatory,
9 feet by 6 feet 8 6

Lean-to Greenhouse, 16 feet by 10 feet, for
Brickwork 8 5

Lean-to Greenhouse, 15 feet by 8 feet,
Door and 2 Ventilators in Front ... 15 10

Span Roof Greenhouse, 16 feet by 9 feet,

for Brickwork ... - -™ - - ... ... 9
Span Roof Greenhouse, 45 feet by 10 feet.

Portable Wood Bottom 28 18 6
Three-quarter Span Greenhouse, for Brick-
work, 30 feet by 10 feet 23 13

Span Roof Greenhouse, 60 feet by 10 feet,
with 3 Partitions, making a Complete
Range of Houses 50 30

Span Roof Greenhouse, 30 feet by 10 feet,
with Partitions in Centre 25 15 10

5 Cucumber and Tomato Houses, 151 feet
loog, 10 feet wide, for 2 feet Brickwork,
Complete with centre Gutters, Top
Ventilators, Doors, &c, &.C.. everything
New and Complete, ready for erecting,
goo.i 21 oz. glass, nearly New, the lot... 200 125

POULTRY APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT.
Movable Poultry Houses-

(Span-roof.)

These houses are pretty iu
appearance. Tbey are sub-
stantially constructed in sec-
tioDH (in complete readiness
for fixing together with fa-
cility) of well - seasoned,
tongued and grooved match-
boards ; supplied with door,
complete with lock, venti-
lator Blide, and painted out-
side one coat of good oil

rail at the following respective

Usual Sale
,. wide, 6 ft. high, Price. Price.

£1 5 £l
wide, 6 ft. high,

1 10 14
wide, 6 ft. 6 in.

1 16 17
wide, 7 ft. high>

... . . - ... 2 2 1 12

paint. Packed and put oa
prices:—

Lot.
105t to 1063, 5 ft. loog, 4 ft.

3 ft. 6 in. to eaves

1054 to 1078, 6 ft, long, 4 ft.

3 ft. fl in. to eaves

1079 to 1090, 7 ft. I:ng, 5 ft.

high, 4 ft. to eaves

1091 to lilt. 9 ft. loog. 6 ft.

4 ft. 3 in. to eaves ...

Span-Roof Poultry Houses.

Made in sections, complete,
with door inside and window at
end, a flap at back for access

to nest boxes, a raised floor

about 2 feet from ground, eo as

to form dry run uoderneath

;

nest, perch, ladder, &c; punted
oue coat outside.

Lot.
1112 to 1125
1126 „ 1138
1139 ,, 1148
1149 ,, 1160
1181 „ 1175

Length. Width
Ft. Ft.
4 . 4

5 .. . 4
(I . 1

7 .. . 5
8 .. . ti

Height
of Ridge.

Ft.

... 6 ..

... 6 ..

6 ..

.. 6k ..

.. 7 ..

Usual
Price.
£ s.

1 10
1 13
1 18
2 5
3

Sale
Price.

£ 5.

1 3
1 5
1 12
2
2 5

Span-Roof Improved Poultry-House.

Lot.
1176 to 1184, 5 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, 8

5 ft. 6 in. to eaves
1185 to 1193, 6 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, 8 feet high,

5 ft. 9 io. to eaveB
1197 to 1211, 7 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, 8 ft. 6 in.

high, 6 ft. to eaves
1212 to 1227, 9 ft. long, 6 ft. wide, 9 ft. high,

6 ft. 3 in. to eaves

TheBe Houses are very
roomy and well ventilated,

and are specially con-
structed so that they may
easily be taken to pieceB or
erected. They have a door
and window at the ends, a
flap at the back for easy
access to neBt-boxes, are

raited from the ground
2 feet, 60 aB to form a dry
run underneath, are made
of red deal, painted one
coat outside, and are roofed
with weather-boarding.

Usual Sale
ft. high, Price. Price.

'"
5 £1 15

2 10 2

2 15 2 5

3 3 2 10

Nest Boxes.

Lots 1228 to 1600.

This is the popular method of sitting
hens, and should be universally adopted.
The bottom is oE wire netting, made con-
pave, so that no eggs are left uncovered
by the hen ; it is also a protection against
rats burrowing into the nest. These
boxes are constructed of thoroughly well seasoned, tongued,
and grooved matchboards, piinted outside one coat of good
oil paint, complete with handle, size, 1 ft. 8 in. high, 1 ft. 4 in.

wide, 1 ft. 3 in, deep. Securely packed and put on rail at the
following respective prices :

—

Usual price, 4*. each. Sale price, 3s. each. 6 for 16s. 6rf.,

12 for 30*., 36 for £3 15s.

Lot 1600a.—150 Sacks Sawdust, fresh and clean. Should
be used in all Poultry Houses and Dog Kennels. Usual price,
) s. .V. Sale price 84. , bags included

.

Safety Chicken Coop.

These Coops are con-
structed upon the
most improved prin-
ciple^ and are very
neat in appearance.
They aremadeof good,
sound, well-seasoned,
tODgued and grooved
match-boards, are
fitted with a shutter
as a protection againtt

winds, miii, and vermin at night, aud are painted outside one
coat of oil colour.

Securely packed on rail, at the following prices:—
Size—2 ft. wide, 1 ft. 10 in. deep, 1 ft. 10. high at front, 1 ft.

Lot. high at back.

1601 to 1750... Usual price, 5s. 6d. each. Sale price, 4s. each ;

6 for 22s. ; 12 for 40s. ; 36 for £5 5s.

1751 to 1770... 3 ft. movable wire run, usual price, 4s. each
extra. Sale price, 2s. each.

Roofing Felt.

Patent Asphaltie, Rolls 25 yards, 32 in. wide.

Usual price.

4s. $d, per Roll.
Better quality, 5s.,

Sale price.

3s. %d.

4s. lOrf.

Galvanised Corrugated Iron

Roofing.

Lot 1931.

Best Qaality, Perfect S'abs 27 in. wide.

Sale
Price.

0s. 10rf.

Is. Id.
Is. 5rf.

Is. Sd.
Is. lid.

2f. 2d.

2s. 6d.
2s. lid.

Special Quotations for 2 Ton lots.

Usual
Price.

3 ft. long .. Is. Id.

4 ft. fong .. Is. bd.

5 ft. loog .. Is. Sd.
6 ft. long .. Is. lid.

7 ft. lo g .. 2s. 2d.

S ft. long .. 2s. 6d.

9 ft. long .. 2s. lid.

10 ft. long .. 3s. 6d.

Portable Dog
Kennel.

Wmh Platfobm.

Securely packed and
put on rail at the
following respective

prices ;

—

Lgth. Wth. Hght. JS u
Lot. No. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. b& »&

1932 to 1941— 1. Sjitable for|„ .

Terrier ... f
2 6 1 6 2 5 16s. 10».

1912 to 1918—2. Collies, Re-

1

trievera, and >3 6 a 3 3 4 26s. 16l.

Spaniels ... 1

19)9 to 1958—3. St. Bernards,')
Mastiffs, ( . a
and New-j"1 B 2 8 4 2 36s. 25s.

foundlandsj

rsual Price Sale Price.

£10 ... £0 15
1 10 10
2 5 1 10
3 5 2
3 10 ... 2 5
4 ... 2 10

irly New, Usual price, 30

1957 to 1982.—Three-tier Pigeon or Dove COte. 3 ft. 6 in.

long, 1 ft. 9 in. wide. 5 ft. 6 in. high, and
stands well from the ground. Usual price,

£i. Sale price. £1 10s.

1983 to 1978.—Dove and Pigeon-cote on Pole, -with nesting
accommodation for 8 pairs of Birds. Usual
price, £1 15s. Sale price, £1 7s. 6d.

HEATING APPARATUS DEPARTMENT.
Hygienic Heater.

Burning Paraffin or Gas without smoke or

smell. Tnese Heaters are constructed as a
means of Heating by Hot Air without the
use of hot-water or fires. Its peculiar con-

struction economises the heat generated, eo

that there is no waste of heat or fuel. There
being perfect combustion in this stove, and
nothing whatever injurious to plants, but

actually everything conducive to their health, it should be

observed that plants may be had in full bloom throughout the

severest winter. This cannot be obtained in stoves of other
system*. See list for full description.

Lot.
1971 to 1989 -No.
1993 to 2205—No. 1

2206 to 2217—No. 2
1 2318 to 2226—No. 3

2227 to22'6-No. 4

2237 to 2345-No. 5

2245a No. 1 Heater for Ga>. Nearly New,
Sale price, 12s. 6rf.

" Invincible " Hot Water Apparatus.

Most Efficient, and
Cheapest in Exist-
ence.
Requiresnosunk stoke-

hole and no brick set-

ting. Willlast all night
without attention.
Burns house cinders

;

therefore costs next to
nothing for fuel. Any-
one can fix it. A child

can stoke it. Success
guaranteed. No. 1 Boilers only, capable of heating 75 ft.

4- inch piping.

Lot 2216 to 2317. Usual price, £2 15s. Sale price, £2.

Sale prices for complete apparatus :

—

Cost of complete apparatus for Greenhouses with 4-in. pipe,
flow and return along one side, cut and fitted, so that if the
internal measurement of the Greenhouse is given, the appa-
ratus will be sent completely ready for fixing, an advantage
which will be appreciated by all. Securely and carefully
lacked on rail at the followiDg respective prices :— 7 ft. by
5 ft., £2 12s. 6d. : 9 ft. by 6 ft., £2 17s. 6d, ; luft. by 7 ft., £3;
12 ft. by 8 ft., £1; 15 ft. by 10 ft., £l ; 20ft. by 10 ft., £5;
25 ft. by 10ft„ £6.

Lot.
2318 to 2350-Sets of Stoking Tools
2361—Aboutl J cwt. of Round Indiarubber Rings,

for 4-in. socket, H. W. Pipes, at per lb. 6 ... 3 6
2363—About 2 cwt. Square Indiarubber Rings,

for 4-ia. Expansion Joints, at per lb. ... 4 6 ... 2 3

The Amateur's Assistant.

2363 to 2363.

Considering the number of small Greenhouses that do not
require much more than sufficient heat to keep out the frost,

and the numerous applications constantly received from
Amateurs for- a cheap and etrong stove applicable to the
purpose, we are induced to place before the public an entirely
original Hot Water Apparatus that will raise the tempt rature
from 15° to 45° above that cutsile, requires no attention,
except to see that the oil vessel is kept supplied. No skilled
labour ii required for fixing, only to slip the rings over pipes,
pus-h into sockets, and fill up with either Plaster of Pari*, fire-

clay, or any cement. Securely packed on rail as follows :—

No. 4, complete with 24 ft. 3 in. piping. Will heat 60 ft.

Usual price, £3. Sale price, £2 5s Od.

(CONTINUED OX NEXT PAGE.)

Usual Sale
Price. Price.
s. d. s. d.

3 ..2

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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The Kapld Propagator.

The okly Perfect Propagator for Raising Plants

from Seeds, Slips, or Cuttings.

This Propagator is the best and cheapest now before the
public, and will be found especially serviceable to Amateurs
and Gardeners who require to strike cuttings and raise seeds
in a short space of time.

One of the Propagators will raise large quantities of plants
in the spriog, thus—to a great extent—dispensing with the
necessity of stiikmg cuttiDg* in the autumn ; it being well
fenown that many cuttiDgs fall victims to the frost and damp
atmosphere so prevalent in this country. This method of
propagation saves toe trouble and annoyance resulting from
the Jos of so many plants in the winter time, and also makes it

unnecessary to occupy so much space in storing a large number
of cuttings.

These Propagators are composed of an outside casing, with
movable sheets of glass on top. 1 he bed or bottom is formed
of a tank, in which a constant circulation of Hot Water is

kept up by the Heater (see illustration), the pots being
p'uoged in a bed of cocoanut^6bre refuse, which should be
kept moist. It is heated by oil, one pint of which will burn
at least 30 hours. Securely packed (no charge for packing)
a ii put on rails complete at the following sizes and prices :

—

Lot. Usual Price. Sale Price.

2369 tJ 2*81—\ ft. 8 in. by 1 ft. 6 in. £l o £0 16
23*7 to 2395—2 ft. fi <n by l ft. 10 in. 1 10 10
2395 to 2411—4 ft by 2 ft 3 2

TIMBER DEPARTMENT.
SPECIFICATION.

Materials required for Span-roof 100 feet by 12 feet
Cucumber-house.

Lot 2112 to 2431.
Best red deal, all planed, rabbetted, &c, realy for use.

Dcor and Ventilators made.

105 feet U by 6 Ridge,
1 05 feet ly by 4 Capping,
230 feet 3 by 3* Plate,

210 feet J by 3 Drip.
4-8 feet 2| by 3 End Rafters,

120-8 feet 1J by 3 Bala,
15 VeLtiiators about 4 feet by 2 feet,

15 Ventilators, Seats about 60 feet.

1 Door and Frame, 6 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in.

Packed free on rail. Usual price, £9 10*.

No. 1 Sashbar per

Sale price, £3 10s.

Usual
Price.Lot.

2432— 98,000 ft. run
100 ft. run

2433 -137/00 ft. run No. 2 Sashbar, per
100 ft. run

2<3l— 56,000 ft. run No. 3 Sashbar, per
100 ft. ran

2135-177,000 ft. run No. 4 Sashbar, per
100 f:. run

£10,000 worth of other prepared Timber, as per
List, 25 per cent, off to clear.

Lot.
2436—375 Top and Side Ventilators, 2 ft. by

2 ft. 4 in. each
2437—270 Marginal Light Doors, 6 ft. 6 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in each 12s. Od.

2433—1,550 Squares £ in. Tongued, Grooved,
and Readtd Matchcoard, per square

2139—750 Squares 6 in. Feather Edge
Boards per square

2410—700 Squires 1 in. Floor Boards „
2411—160 Machine Turned Fine's, per doz.
2412—125 Doz. C=sement Stays for opening

Ventilators ... per doz.
2443—149.CO0 ft. Bun Slating Battens, J in.

by 2 in., per 100 feet

Sale
Price.

3». Od.

3». 94.

5s. Od.

6s. 6d.

Usual
Price.

2s. I'd.

Is. id.

7s. id.

14s. 0d.

ts. 0*.

6s. Od.

Is. 3d.

2s. Od.

2s. 9d.

3s. 6d.

U. id.

Separate

Sale
Price.
Is. id.

8s Od.

6s. id.

os. Oi.

10s. Od.

3 . td.

3s. 0i.

Is. Id.

Special Offer to Builders, Timber

Merchants, &c, &c.

2114-200 Standards 3 ft. by 9 in., £7 5s. per Standard, Ex
Whaif. or 24; i. per foot, F.O.B.

2115—25 Standards. 3 ft by 11 in., £7 10s. per Standard, Ex
Wharf, or 2\d. per foot, F.O.R.

:416— XI Standards. 4 ft- by 11 in.. £7 10s. Ex Wharf, or 3jd.
per foot, F.O.R.

2447—50 Standards, 3 ft. by 4i in., ljd. per foot, F.O.B.
3U8-20 „ 3 ft. by 3 in, id.
2149—;0 ,. 3 ft. by 2 in., \d.

Planed Extended Trellis.

Made of Best Yellow Deal.

Lor.
2451 to 2462
2463 to 2471-

2472 to 2485-

2486 to 2495

Open.
-12ft. by lift.

-12ft. by 2:t.

-12ft. by 2«t.
-12ft. by 3ft.

Usual Price.

2s. 8d.

2196 to 2511—12ft by 3Jft.

2512 to 2521— 12ft. by 4ft.

2522 to 2531—12ft. by 5ft.

25-ii to 2545—12ft. by 6ft.

2546—60 Pie-ea Unalaned
Trellis, 14ft. by 4ft., open

4s.

4s.

5s.

6s.

7s.

Ss.

10s.

Od.

6d.
6d.

Cd
id.

Sd.

id.

5s. Od.

All Timber consigned at the Cheap Timber Rate
the country.

Sale Price.

... 2s. Od.

3s. Od.

3s. id.

... i: od.

4s. 6d.

... 5s. 6d.

... 6'. 3d.

... 7s. 6d.

Is. id.

to ail parts of

SUNDRIES DEPARTMENT-
Lot.
2546a—Galvanised Pea Guards :

Usual price per gross, 4Ps. per dozen, 4s.

Sale price ,, 30s. ,, 3s

Usual Price. Sale Price

Each. Each.

2546b -Galvanised Wire Arches, 7ft. by s. d. s. d.

4tt. by 1ft. ... ... 5 ... 3 9

2546c-Ditto, ditto ... ... « ... 4 6
25i6D—Ditto, ditto ... ... 7 ... 5

2516E—Dit o, ditto ... ... 9 6 ... 7

Lot. Loam—Surrey.

2517—Splendid Quality, full of Yellow Fibre :

Usual price, 2s 6d. ter sack; 5 for 12s. ; 10 for 20s.

Sale price. Is. 6d. per sack ; 5 for 7s. ; 10 for 13s. 6d.

In Truck Loads, F.O.B., Usual Price, 16s. per ton; Sale

price, 8s. per ton.

William Coopet's General Potting CompoBt.

Lot 2548—Specially Prepared.
Usual price. 2s. 6d. per sick ; 6 for 13s. ;

10 for 20<.

Sale price. Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 for Ss. id. ; 10 for 13s 6d.

William Cooper's Celebrated Chrysanthemum

Lot.
Compost.

2519-Usual price, 3s. per bushel. Sale price, Is. 6d. per

bushel.

William Cooper's Prepared Compost for Potting
Ferns.

Lot. Specially Prepared.
2550—Usual price, 2s. id. per sack; 6 for 13s.; 10 for 20s.

S»le price, Is. 6d. per Eack ; 6 for 8s. 6d. ; 10 for

13s. 6d.

William Cooper's Prepared Compost for Potting
Bulbs.

Lot. Specially Prepaeed.
2551—Usual price, 2s. 6d. per sack; 6 for 13s. ; 10 for 20s.

Sale price. Is. 6rf. per Eack ; 6 for 8s. 6d. ; 10 for

13s. 6d.

Lot. Leaf Soil, Beech and Oak, well Decayed.

2552—Usual price. 2s. 6d. per sack; 6 for 13s ; 10 for 2"s.

;

Sa!e price. Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 8i. 6d. ; 10 for 13s. 6d.

The Original Celebrated Orchid Peat.

Lot 2553. All Rich Brown Pure Bracken Fibre.
SELECTED TUBVES, with Dust and Roots taken out.
UBual price, is. per sack ; 5 for 26s. ; 10 for 45s.

Sale price, 3s. per sack ; 5 for 13s. ; 10 for 25s,

Best Brown Fibrous Feat.

Lot 2531. Fob Hardwood and Stove Plants.
Usual price, 2i. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 13s.; 10 for 20s.

Sale price. Is. id. per sack ; 6 for 8s. 6d. ; 10 for 13s. 6d.

Special quotations for truck-loads, F.O R.

Good General Peat.

Lot 2555. For Ferss, &o.

Usual price. 2s. per sack ; 6 for 10s. ; 10 for 15s.

Sale price. Is. id. per sack ; 6 for 8s. 6d. ; 10 for 13s. 6d.
Special quotations for truck loads, F.O.R.

Lot 2556. Rhododendron Peat.

Usual price, 2s. per sack ; 6 for 10s. ; 10 for 15s.

Sale price. Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 8s. 6i. ; 10 for 13s. 6d.

Special Offer of Rich Brown Loose Peat.

Of the very best quility. All waste extracted.

Lot 2i57. Beady for use.

Usual price, 2f. per sack ; 6 for 10s. ; 10 for 15s.

Sale price, Is. 6d. per sack ; 6 for 8s. od ; 10 for 13s 6d.
Special quotations for truck loads, F.O.B.

William Cooper's Sunshade.

Supersedes all other preparations of the kind.
Lot 2558
The cheapest, most efficient, and convenient preparation for

Shading Greenhouses, Conservatories, Glass Roofs, and Win-
dows of all descriptions. la applied cold—an enormous
advantage over preparations requiring to be used while hot.

May be used either inside or outside, and produces a pleasing
effect. Is not washed off by rain, but can be instantly removed
when desired by rubbing over with a brush whilst i* is wet.
Made in various colours—White, Pale Blae. and Pale Green.

Usual Price, in tins, 1 lb. Is. ; 2 lb. 2s. ; 7 lb. 5s.

Sale price, do. 1 lb. 4d. ; 2 lb. 8d. ; 7 lb. 2s.

William Cooper's General Fertiliser.

For Florists, Gardeners, ahd Amateurs.

Lot 2559. '

This high-class manure is strongly recommended for all kinds

of Flowers, Fruit Trees, and Vegetables, and will be found

invaluable, both for importing and increasing the produce.

Suitable for all crops : Potatos, Kitchen Garaen Produce,

Vine, Fruit Trees, Pot Plants. &c, &c.
Usual price—tins, id. ; 7 lb. bags, Is. ; 14 lb. bags, 2s ;

28 lb. 4s. ; J cnf.. 7s. ; 1 cwt., 13s.

Sale price -tins, 3d. ; 7 lb. bags, 9d. ; 14 lb. bigs, Is. id. ;

28 lb., 3s.
; J cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt„ 10s.

Silver Sand,

Lot. (Coarse or Fine.)

2560—2-cwt. sacks. Usual price, 3s. 3d. Sale price, 2s. 3d.

Special offer— 4-ton truck on rail, at pit loose, 20s,

Best Cocoa Nat Fibre Refuse.

Lot. (Fresh and Clean.)

2561—9d. per sack; 10 sacks, 7s.; 15 sacks, Is.; 20 sacks,

12s. 6d. ; 30 sacks, 18s.; sacks inoluded. Tru?k,

loose, free on rail over 2 tons, 3 's.

Moistens in heat. Holds heat in winter. Invaluable for

potting, planting, forcing, decorating, and used on Strawberry-

beds ia preferable to straw, keeping the fruit clear from grit,

and at the same nourishing the plants. For lightening heavy

soils it is particularly useful, and when the soil is light and
dry it is of great advantage as a mulch. All slugs and insects

are destroyed by its use.

Lot 2577—300 Taganrog mats, nearly new ; usual price, 2s.

each ; sale price, Is. each.

RUSTIC DEPARTMENT.
Handsome Bustle Summer-house.

Lot 2578—Made for Exhibition purposes, about 10 ft. square,

and 10 feet high, complete, with Seata, Table, Curtaii-S,

&c. ; erected in our Snow-ground,
Usual price, £100. Sale price, £40.

Two Pieces of Bustle Fence.

Lot 2572—Three pieces Rustic Fence, 1, 8ft. by 3!t. ; 1, 6ft. by

3ft. 3in.; 1, 8ft. by 2ft.

Usual price, £1. Sale price, £).

Bustle Summer House.

Lot 2580. (As No. 116 in List),

bft. by 5ft. 6in. Usual price, £7. Sale price. £5.

Bustle Summer House.

Lot 2581. (As No. 117 in List).

6ft. by 5!t. 6in. Usual price, £i). Sale price, £i 10s.

Rustic Summer House.

Lot 2582. (As No. 120 in List).

12ft. by 5ft. Usual price, £22. Sale price, £14.

Rustic Summer House.

Lot 2583. (As No. 121 in List).

6ft. by 3ft. 6in. Usual price, £4 5s. Sale price, £3.

Steps and Ladders.

Lot.
2581—9
2585-7
2586-20
2507—5
2588-6
2509—7
2690-3
2691—5
2692—2
2593-7
2694-5
2695—3
2696—2

pairs Steps, 4 Treads
5 „
6 „
7 „
8 „
9 ..

10
12

14

30 Round Ladders, each
45
65 „ ,, „
60

s.d.
per pair, 4

6

„ 6
7

> 8 9
10 6
12 6
14
16
15
27
32
43

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

. d.

2 3
2 9
3 3
3 9
4 3
6 9
7 6
10 6

13
12 6

22
27
40

Wrought Welded Saddle Boilers.

Sockets, 6s. 6d. each extra.
Usual Price. Sale Price.

Lot. in. in. in. e s. d. £ s. d.

2597—3 .. . 18 by 12 by 12 ... each 2 9 . . 1 16

2598—3 .. . 27 „ 14 „ 14 ... 3 12 3 . . 2 16

2599—2 . . 36 „ 14 „ 14 ... 4 11 6 . .380
2600—1 . . 42 „ 18 „ 18 ... 7 13 . . 5 15

2601-1 . . 48 „ 21 „ 18 ... 9 3 . . 6 15 O

2602—1 .. . 51 „ 21 „ 21 ... 11 11 . .800
2403—1 . . 60 „ 24 ,, 21 ... „ 13 10 . . 9 10

The above sizes are iniide Arch.

2603a ... 18 „ 11 „ 14 about.
Nearly new £2 5 .£100

Iron Buildings.

Wooden framework covered with Corrugated Iron, suitable for

Storeroom or Workshop. Made in Sections.

Lot.
26031- 10 ft. by 8 ft. complete
2604 -14 ft. „ 10 ft 11
2605 —lift. „ 12ft 16
2606 —22 ft. „ 14 ft. , 22

Usual
Price.

...£7

Sale
Price.

.£5

u
15

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE.)
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Usual Sale
Price. Price.

£7 £5
18 11 10

36 26
80 CO

110 75

Ktsulon School. Entertainment, or Billiard Room.
Wood Framework covered with Corrugated Iron.

Lot.
2>07— 10 ft by 8f-
2608—18 ft. by 12 ft

26u9-30ft. by 18 ft

1610-6011. by 24 fc

2611-80 ft. by JO ft

..6.1a—22 ft. by 14 ft. Complete with
Joists, Flooring. Matcblining,
Felt. *c

Cricket Pavilion.

Wood Frimework covered with Corrugated Iron.
Usual Sale

Lot. Price. Price.

2612—10 ft. by 8 ft £7 £5
2613—14 ft. by 10 ft 11 8 5

2614-18 ft. by 12 ft 16 11 10

2614a— 14 ft. by 10 ft. Complete with
Flooring Joists, Mat Mining,
Felt, to., &c

31 25

16 11 10

Portable Iron Stable, Coach House,
Harness Room Combined.

and

Wood Framework covered with Corrugated Iron.

'616—14 ft. by 10 ft

2 116 -18 fc. by 12 ft

2617—22 ft. by 14 ft

2U8—4'lft. by 2Jft
2 18a—Span Roof Corrugated Iron

House, with Floor, Door, and
Window, 12 ft. by 8 ft.

Usual
Price.

£7

Bile.
Price.

£5 (

11 10 l

16 10 C

35 (

9 6

Piggeries.

Constructed of Galvanised Corrugated Iron, with timber

uprights. Cheap, durable, and easily removed.
Size : 8ft. wide, 8ft. long, includiDg 5ft. nil).

Lot 2619—Usual price, £1 10«. Sale Price, £3 5s.

Chapel or Mission Hall.

A Handsome Building with Organ Chamber, Vestry and

Porch complete; neat in design, and cheap. Ventilation is

here supplied through the upper portion of Windows at sides,

being made to open and shut ; also Ventilators in Roof. A
Circular Window huug to swing in each gable end creates a

through circulation of air.

Everything complete. Ready for erecting. Match Lining,

Felt. &c.
Lot 2620 ... 40 by 20 ... Usual Price £140 ... Sale price £100

„ 2621 ... 60 „ 30 ... ., £275 ... „ £180

Iron Bicycle or Tricycle Homes.
(Span roof).

Lot 2621a.

6 ft. long.

4 ft. wioe.
5 ft. high.

Usual Price,

£3.

Sale Price,

£2 6s.

GLASS DEPARTMENT.

Lot
2622-151 Boies. 200ft.. 4/21 oz., 9 by 7 ...

2623— 70 „ „ 8 by 6 ...

26i4—180 ,, „ 10 by 8 ...

2625-210 ,, „ 12 by 8 ...

2621— 96 „ „ 12 by 9 ...

2627-500 ,, „ 12 by 10 ...

2628—110 „ „ 11 by 9 ...

2629-200 ,, „ 13 by 9 ...

2630-190 ., „ 14 by 9 ...

2631—All other Bizes in stock, per 200(t. box
2632—275 Cases, 15 oz., 300ft., large size, for

cutting up
2^33-300 Cases, 21 oz., 2U0ft., for cutting up
2634—10) „ 15 oz., ground, large size ...

26 5— 60 „ 21 oz , ,. „
2656—51) ,, 15oz., Rugby,
2637— 75 Giaz'er's Diamonds, Crown
2638— 42 „ ,, Sheet...
2639— 15 .. „
2610-100 Boxes, 200ft., 4/21 oz., 20 by 14,

nearly new, been used in Green-
house about three months

2641—1,30) Bent Glass Tiles, Rolled Plate,
per doz.

Usual
Price.

I. d.

21

Sale
Price,

s. d.

14
13
14

14
11

14
14

40
45
f>5

12 6
16
21

24

10 6

14
14

21

24 6
24 6
26
30
38

7 6
10 6
13

16

7

NURSERY AND SEED DEPARTMENT.
The following Goods will be Carefuly Packed

and put on Rail Free at our Nurseries.

Roses I Roses ! Roses I

Lot 2642-52.000 DWARF ROSES, blooming from Jnne to
November, plant from October to February, all grand healthy
bushes, with good roots, giving an immense display of bloom
next season. Our selection commnnds the largest sale in the
world, and embraces all the varieties mostly grown for exhi-
b tion purposes.

TJtUal price. Sale price

3 for ... 2s. 3d. ... Is. 9d.

6 ,, ... 3s. 6d. ... 2s. 9d
12 „ ... 6s. Od. ... 5s. Od.

Usual price. Sale price.

50 for... 22t. Od. ... 18». Od.
100 42s. Od. ... 32s. 6d.

ICO) £19 . ... £15

Lot 2613-MARECHAL NIELS.—Holding an exceptionally
large healthy well-grown stock of these, specially suitable

for walls, roofs of greenhouses, &c, we offer at half value.

Flint now for heavy crop of bloom in Spring.
Usual Price. Sale Price.

Extra strong plants 9 to 12 ft. 5s. each ... 3s. 3d. each
Do. do. do. 5 to 6 ft. 4 2 3 „
Do. do. do. 3 to 4 ft. 2 „ ... 12 „

Vines. Usual Sale
Price. Price.

2614— Selected Canes, including all the most s. d. s. d.

fought -after varieties, extra large
fruiters each 4 6 ... 2 6

Planting Canes about 10 ft. ... „ 3 6 ... 2 6

,, „ (mailer sample ... ., 2 6 ... 1 6

Our Sale Line in Creepers.
2615—Ampelopsis Veitchii, small Virginian Creeper, s. d. s. d.

self-clinging, selected, in 5 in. pots, with
grand lot of growths jerdoz. 7 6

2646—Ditto, ditto, not selected per doz 60 4

2647—Ampelop.is Hederacea, the old Virginian
Creeper, much stronger than above, in 5 in.

pots per doz. 6 4 6
2643 -Passiflora Coerulea(Blue Passion Flower), first-

class climber, in 5 in. pots, about 4 ft.

growths per doz. 7 5

2649—Passiflora Grandiflora, larger flowers than
above, in ditto, ditto per doz. 7 5

26)0—Clematis, in variety, best sorts, in ditto,

ditto each 16 13
2651—Irish Ivy. We have an immense stock out of

6 in. pots, special price to clear per doz. 7 4 6

Ornamental Flower and Foliage Plants.
Window, House, and Conservatory Decoration.

d. s d.

5

For
2652-

6

4 6

9
6

B
S

5

1

6

Ivy-leaf Geraniums. Madame Crousse,

flower and bud, in 5-in. pots ... per doz.

2653 -Arum Lilies, showing fljwer, in 6-in. pots
(extra large) per doz. 9

2654—Dittj, ditto, ditto ,, 7
2655 —Genistas, well set with bloom-points, in 6-inch

pots per doz. 12
2656—Ditto, ditto, in 5-inch pots „ 9
2657—Gardenias, healthy plants, in 3 inch pots.

per doz. 8 6
2658—Asparagus Plumosus Nanus, in 3-inch pots,

per doz. 7 6
2659— Ditto, Tenuisaimus, in 3-inch pots... ., 7 6
266J—Draccenas, beautiful foliage, in 2A-inch pots,

per doz. 7

2661—Crotons, grand colours, in 5-inch pots... each 16
2662-Lastreas. in 2A-inch pots per doz. 8

2662A—Pandanus Veitchii, very handsome, in

5-inch pots, Strobilantb.es, pretty foliage,

in 2A-inch pots per doz. 6 4
2863— Aralia Sieboldii, fine Wealthy plants, in 5-inch

pots, 20,000 to clear at once ... per doz. 6 4
2664—Palms : Kentias, grand plants, in 5-inch pots

;

Kentias and Latanias, plants in 4-inch
pots per doz. 8 6

Ferns in Great Variety.
Healthy well- grown Plants in 5 inch pot9.

2665—Pteris Serrulata

,, Cristata Compacta
,, Cretica

,, ,, Cristata

,, Major
,, Ouvrardi
,, Albo Lineata

2866—NephroleptB Exultata
2617—Cyrtomium Falcatum
2668— ,, Fenaomi
2669—Adiantum Collisii

2670—Selaginella, &<., &c.

5s. per doz., 4s. per doz.

5>.

5s.

8s.

5s.

6s.

4s.

4f.

6s.

4s.

Small Ferns.
Well-grown, in 2J inch Pots.

2671—Adiantum Cuneatum Elegans
2672— Do. Weigandi Gractllimum and Gran-

diceps
2673- Do. Rodophyllum and Collisii

2674— Pteris Cretica, Cretica Cristata, Serrulata
Compacta and Tremuta, Lygodium Saun-
derei, and Gymnogramma Chrysophylla
(Gold Ferns)

2675—Lomaria Gibba
2676—Cyrtomium Falcatum and FenBOmi
2877—Selaginella Martensii j Greenhouse *

14 ,

,, Enuliana > Mosses \

Hardy Plants for Immediate Planting.
Usual
Price.

s d.

2678 —Old Crimson Clove per doz
2179—Carnations in variety, our selection ,,

2680— ,, Raby Casde (salmon-
pink), very cheap ... ,,

2681—Pinks, all named torts

2682—Pyrethrums (double), best named
sorts ,,

2683—Pyrethrums (single), best named
sorts ii

2184—Delphiniums, best named sorts ... ,,

26S5—Pentstemons, best named Borts ... „

2686—Wallflowers, grand bushy (Trans-
planted) per 100 7

2687—Sweet Williams, grand bushy
(Transplanted)

2688—Tritoma Uvaria (Red Hot Poker) ...

2689—Iberis corifolia (Transplanted
269)—Lavendula spectata ,,

2191—Qeum coccineum „
2692 -Double White Daisies ,,

2893— Auricula alpina ,,

2694—Lychnis chalcedonica „

Per 100.

s. d. s. d.

10 8

12 10
14 12

10 9
9 7

10 8

Sale
Price.

t.d.

..2 6

..3

..2

.. 1 9

3
3 6

3 ...

3 ...

3 ...

3 ...

6 ...

6 ...

6 ...

5 ...

8 ...

5 ...

8 ...

5 ...

5

4 6

6

4
7
4 6
7

4

Lot.
26*5-
2196-

2697-

2698

2699
270.1-

27ul
2702
2703
2704
2706
2706
2707
2708
3709
2710
2711-

2712
2713
2714
2715
2716
2717-

2718

Usual
Price.

-Achillea. The Pearl (Transplanted) per 100 5
-Hemerccallis flava

, t ,,8
-Dielytra epectabilis „ .,8
Do ruin enm " Harpur Crewe "

(Transplanted) 6
-Oenothera macrocarpa (Transpltl.) ., 8
-Dactylia elegantiasima ,, ,.5
-Linum arborescens ,, ,,5
-Hypericum Moserianum ,, per doz, 7
-Papaver bracteata ,, ,.16
—Wallflowers (Seeolings), every var. per 100 2 0.
-Wallflowers (Seedlings), dble. German ,, 3
-Myosotis AlpestriB (Seedlings) ,, 2

-Naponaria Ocymoidea ,, ,,2 6
-Pyrethrums (Single) ,, ..2 6
-Pentstemon Barbata „ ,,2 6
Digitalis Purpurea ., ,,2 6
-Pansies ,, ,,3 6
-Antirrhinums, Tom Thumb ., ,,2 6
-Gaillardia Grandiflora ,, „ 3
-Polyanthus (Gold Cased) „ „ 3 6
-Campanula Pyramidalis ,, ,,4

,, Allium -folia ,. ,40
-Platycodon grandiflora alba ,, ,, 4
-Heuchera Sanguinea ,, ,,4

Fruit Trees ! Fruit Trees 1

1

Sale
Prire.

... 4 6

... 7 8
.. 7

.. 6 6
... 7 O
... 4 6
... 4 6
... 6 6

1

1 9
..2 9

... 1 9

... 2 3

... 2 3

... 2 3

... 2 3

... 3 3

... 2 3

... 2 9

... 3 3

... 3 9

... 3 9

... 3 9

... 3 9

Many acres of Fruit Trees in an exceptionally fine and
healthy condition, in great variety, must be cleared this sale.

See olearance prices as under :—

Apples, Pears. Plu..is, and Cherries, all Varieties.

2719—Healthy, robust young trees, usual price Is. 6d. each,
sale price, Is. each, 10s. 6d. per doz.

2720—Ditto, ditto, dwarf-trained, usual price 2s. 6d.and3s. 6d.

each, sale price Is. 9d. and 2s. 6d each,
2721—Ditto, ditto, standards with grand heads, usual price

2s. 6d. each, sale price Is. 9d. each.
27 22—Dicto, ditto, extra large, usual price 3s. 6i. each, sale

price 2s. 6d. each.

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines.

Our stock is without doubt one of the finest in the trade,
choicest varieties only, dwarf- trained, would cover from 15 to
25 square feet on walls or espaliers. Usual price, 3s. Pd. each ;

sale prioe, 2s. 6 (. each.
2723—Extra selected, usual price, 7s. 6d each ; sale pr'ce,

5s. mob.
2721— Raspberiie), Baumforth Seedlings, Fastolf, &c , usual

price. Is. 6d. per doz. ; sale price. Is. per doz.
2725 -Gjoseberries aud Currants, strong bushes, usual price,

6s. per doz. ; sale pric j
, 3s. 6d. per doz.

2726—Strtwberries. finest varieties, 150,000 to cl^ar, usaal
price, 2,. 6d. per 100 ; 9ale price, Is, 6d. per 100. List
on application.

2727—Rhubarb, grand crowns, including the forcing Cham-
pagne, usual price, 12s. per doz. ; sale price, 7s.

per doz.
2728—Asparagus, for planting or forcing :—

Strong 2-year-old roots : usual price, 3s. per 100 ;

sale price, 2s. 6d. per 1C0.
Very fine 3-year-old roots : usual price, 7s. per 100

;

sale price. 6s. 6d. per 100.
2729

—

Seakale, selected forcing crowns : usual price, lis.

per IdO ; sale price, 10s. 6d. per 100.

Ditto, smaller size: usual price, 9s. \ r 100; sale

price, 7s. 6d. per 100.

2730— Ornamental Shrubs, &c

j Strong bushes

Alders (gold and silver)

Lilacs
Ribes (flowering Currants) .

Weigela
Syringa
Deutzia
Sweet Briar
Cotoneaster

2731— Quick, extra strong, for hedging, 4ft.,

per 100
2732—Privet „ „ „
3733—Ditto, smaller, 2 to 3 ft.

2734—Myrobella Cherry Plum, good Hedging-
plant, 5 ft. per 100

2735—Myrobella Cherry Plum, good Hedging-
plant, 2 to 3 ft per 100

2736—Laburnum, straight, good heads ... each
2737—Limes, clean, strong stems „
2738-Sycamore, 6 to 8 ft „ „
2739—Chestnuts „ ,

2740-Beech „
2741-Birch
2742—Ash and Chestnut, 2 to 3 ft. ... per do/.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

Each. Each.

. 9d. 6d.

10s. 6s.

15s. 10s.

5r. 4s.

4s.

Is.

Is.

Is.

Is.

Is.

3s.

9d.

9d.

9d.

9d.
9d.

Is 6i. is.

2s. is. 6d.

2743—Early Peas. Earliest of All
2744— „ Little Gem
2745— ,. Sharpe's Early Pa-

ragon
2746— „ William I

*7l7—Beans, Esrly Long Pod
2746— ,, Mazagan
i749— ,, Fulmer's Forcing
2750— ,, Long Pod Negro
2751

—

,, Canadiau Wonder ...

2752—Early Potatos. Old Ash Leaf ...

2753— ,. Riven,' Royal Leaf
2754— „ Windsor Castle ...

2755— ,. Snowdrop
2756— „ Snowflake

Usual
price.

Is. i d. per qt.

Is. Od. „

Is. 4d. „
Is. 4d. „
0s. 6d. „
0s. 6d. .,

Is. I'd. „
Is. Od. „
Is. Od. „
3s. peck, 14 It

2s. 6d. „
2s. 6d. „
2s. 6d. „
2s. Od. „

Sale
price.

0s. 9d.

0s. 9d.

Is. Od.

Is. Od.

0s. 4d.

0s. 4d.
0s. 9d.

0s. 9d.

0s. 9d.

. 2s. ad.

2s. Od.

2s. Od.

2s. Od.
Is. 6d.

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS.—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TURF

.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraved especi-

ally for this Journal.) -
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE;,
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally. ~
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS . DOMESTIC ECONOMY

.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE

.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of 8ub}ects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 6s. per Annum.
Single Copies, tW. ; Stamped, Id.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND,
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising AgentB are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MALL:—

Lokdok Messrs. Geo. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, B.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 186, Strand.

Bristol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Manchester... James and Henry Grace, 73, Market Street.
EDINBLTB8H ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.
Glasgow W. Porteous It Co., 15, Royal Exchange

Place.

^ST Copies of each Journal are filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers,

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an
Estate, oan have oopies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six
halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always oontains large
numbers of advertisements relating to Farms
Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.
G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and DepOts, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

To Nurserymen, Seed Merchants, and Florists.

JBLACKBUKN and SONS are offering
• ARCHANGEL MATS lower than any other house in

the Trade ; also Petersburg Mats and Mat Bags, Raffia Fibre,
Tobaceo Paper, and Shading.

Prices free.

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Birirj>iNea, Chancery Lame, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the. Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
.HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

Plfe MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR HVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free- FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. W. Chittt. late Gardener at West Hill House, Dartford,

Kent, as Gardener to Charles Van Raalte, Esq.,
Aldenham Abbey, Watford, Herts.

Mr. A. Ceyer as Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Kidd, J.P., West
Hill House, Dartford, Kent.

Mr. Arthur Peck, for the last three years General Foreman,
Woolverstone Park Gardens, as Gardener to W. F. Pawl,
Esq., Orwell Lodge, Ipswich.

Mr. Thomas Ellam, late Foreman in the gardens, Derwent
Bank, Derby, as Head Gaidener to GEORGE FoSBERY
LYSTER, Esq., Plas Isaf, Ruthin, North Wales.

Mr. Stephutj Gilbert, late Foreman at Trent Park, rader
Mr. Lees, as Head Gardener to Mrs. Llewellyn, Raglan
Hall, Briton Ferry, South Wales.

Mr. John McDonald, formerly Gardener at Brooke House.
Fleet, Hants, as Head Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Courtenay
Bruce, at the same place.

Mr. A. E. Peach, for the past four years Foreman in the
gardens of Sir H. F. de Trafford, Bart., Trafford Park.
Manchester, succeeds Mr. J. apshead as Head in the
above gardens.

Mr. Jas. N. Drummond, as Gardener to J. Burt Mashall,
Esq., Luncarty Houss, Perth, N.B.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. W. Wimsett & Soif, Royal Ashburnham Nursery, Chelsea,

S.W.— Wedding. Ball, Opera, and other Bouquets, &c.
Fred. Boemer, Quedlinburg, Germany—Trade List of Seeds.
Wm. Fell & Co

, Hexham, Northumberland—Forest and
Other Trees, Fruit Trees, Roses, Rhododendrons, Stove,
Greenhouse, and Alpine Plants.

Jas. ViiTCH & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea—Hardy Florist's Flowers.

Thos. S. Ware. Hale Farm Nurssries, near Tottenham-
Roses, Clematis, Azaleas, Bulbs, Tubers, Carnations,
Begonias, &c.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.
From

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " The Gamesters' Chbonicle " for

1896.

Months
commencing ^,for which I enclose P. O.O.

l£° Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this office must be paid for In advance.
THE UNITED KINGDOM ,-12 Months, 16s. ; 6 Months, 7s. erf. ; 3 Months, 3s. erf. ; Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS, Including Postage, 17«. 6rf. for 12 Months.
Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

GREAT
P.O.O. to be made payable at the Post Office,QUEEN STREET, London, W.C, to A. G. MARTIN.
Cheques should be orossed " DRUMMOND."

G. C.
Dec. 7, 1895.

Orchid Cultivation;
THE AMATEUR ORCHID CULTIVATOR'S GUIDE
L BOOK, 2nd. edition, by H. A. Burberry, Orchid

grower to the Rt. Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. 41

Coloured Orchids and other beautiful illustrations. The
Gardener's Magazine:— " A. work at once inexpensive

and thoroughly trustworthy." Price 6/- ; post free, 5/6.

From the publishers, Blake & Mackenzie, Liverpool, or

the author, Ethel House, King's Heath, Birmingham.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

,

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s.; post free, 6*. Qd.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswioli

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

School Board for London.
EVENING CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.

THE BOARD REQUIRE an ASSISTANT
TEACHER, with a Practical knowledge of BOTANY, for

the Heber Road, East Dulwiuh, S.E. (Male), Evening Continua-
tion School. Salary according to the scale of the Board.
Application to be made on S.M. (E.C 8,), Form 40. and for-

warded to A. B. Hkad, Esq., 153, Camberwell Road, S.E.
Copies of S M. (E.C.S.). Form 40, can be obtained from the
Clerk of the Board, or from a. B. Head, Esq., as above. If a
written application be made for a form, it must be accompanied
by a atamped and addressed envelope or wrapper, and should
te marked outside " Application for S.M. (E.C.S ), Form 40."
Canvassing for this post, either by letter or personally, will

be considered a disqualification.

PARTNER WANTED, for a London Seed
BuBines9, with £1000, in a well-established concern

;

Sleeping or Active. Every investigation courted.—X. Y. Z.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED by a Gentle-
;
man's Son, Partnership in small Market Nursery, 01

succession to same, chiefly glass.—ANNITSTEAD, Barklye,
Heathheld, Sussex.

PARTNERSHIP. — Advertiser, with some
capital, and extensive practical knowledge of all details

of Nursery Business, is open to treat for PARTNERSHIP, or
Option of Purchase, or Manager.—Apply, M., 41, Wellington
Slreet. Strand, W.C.

A N OPPORTUNITY occurs -for a smart andXX energetic young Man (only) to SHARE ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS in a London Nursery. Capital, from £309.—W.,
41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

THE CORPORATION of SOUTHPORT
KEQUIRE the services of a HEAD GARDENER, to take

charge of their Park; Gardens and Recreation Grounds.
Salary, £150. hou3e, &c, free.—Printed particulars on appli-
cation to the TOWN CLERK, Southport.

ANTED, at once, a HEAD GARDENER.
—Well up in the management of Orchids, Fruit, and

Grapes.—,T. T. HOLMES, Beechen Cliff , Bath.

WANTED, December 28, a SINGLE-
HANDED GARDENER, wages £52 per annum and a

good house; must understand Glass.—Apply to MAJOR LANG,
The Gables, Lewep.

WANTED.—A Gentleman residing on South-
Eastern Line, near London, requires a good SINGLE-HANDED GARDENER. About 1 acre, with Greenhouse,

Conservatory, &c. Must be quite competent, thoroughly
reliable, and steady, and be married. State age, precious
situation, references, and wages required; dwelling-rooms
provided.—Address W., Box 415, Willing's Advertisement
Offices, 125, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, for a small place in the Country,MAN and WIFE, without encumbrance. Man asGARDENER (one accustomed to Market-work preferred)- wife
to do work of a small cottage.—Address. L.D., «1, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

\\JANTED, an experienced GROWER of," TEA ROSES. Must be able to produce Early and
Late Cut Blooms in quantity.

H. DICKINSON, Shardlow, near Derby.

WANTED, UNDER FOREMAN or
SECOND MAN for Outside Nursery department.

Full particulars to-WILLIAM TROUGHTON, Nurseryman
Preston. '

TRAVELLER WANTED immediately for
JOHN WATERER & SONS, Limited, Bagshot. Must be

a first-class man with good connection amongst gardeners, the
trade, and architects. Reply by letter to The Nurseries,
giving full details as to experience, references, and terms.
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To Furnishers. 1

WANTED at ONCE, a oompetent person as
FURNISHER; thorough knowledge of Table Deco-

rations, &c—Apply, 4, Elm 'Iree Road, St. John's Wood.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
REQUIRE a JUNIOR CORRESPONDING CLERK.—

Must be a neat writer; one used to the Nursery Trarle pre-
ferred, and should have a knowledge of shorthand. Age about
18 or 19.—Apply, in own hand-writing, stating where pre-
viously employed, and wageB required, to The Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, for New Year, a well-eduoated
YOUTH of good address, desirous of acquiring a prac-

tical knowledge of the Nursery, Seed and Florist Business.
Board and resideLce. Premium required.—Address, J. S.,

41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED COUNTER-HAND, for Garden
Seed Trade. State experience, age, and salary re-

quired to— X. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, BOOK-KEEPER & CASHIER.
—A competent and thoroughly reliable man, of unim-

peachable character, who has had experience in a similar
capacity in the Nursery and Seed Trade. Must be quick and
accurate at figures.—Apply, giving full particulars of expe-
rience, and salary required, to J. B., Messrs. Hurst & Son,
152, Houndsditch, London, E.C.

WANT PLACES,
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened ly the

authorities and returned to the sender.

FS A N D E R and CO. oan reoommend
• several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability ; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

BS, WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, oompetent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best

selections for the deferent capacities will be made.—Victoria

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, Ac.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DICKSONS, Chebteb.

"

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announoe that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &o.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

GARDENER (Head) to any Lady or Gentle"
man requiring the services of an energetic and expe-

rienced man in all branches of gardening ; understands
management of Grass, Land, and Cows; most highly recom-
mended by late employers; abstainer; married, age 33, one
child.—WALTER GOLD3MI TH, Great Bookham, Leatherhead.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 34, married
(Scotchman) —A Lady wishes to recommend a thorough

practical, energetic Man as above; eighteen years' experience
in all branches of Gardening. Nearly four years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—The FORE-
MAN, Chester's Gardens, Humshaugh, Northumberland.

GARDENER (Hbad).—Age 28; thoroughly
practical in all branches of Gardening. Leaving through

place being sold. Excellent testimonials. — LAMPARD,
Basque Merrow, Guildford.

C^
ARDENER (Head, where three or more

X are kept).—Mr. R. Enfield, Bramcote, Notts, desires
to recommend his Head Gardener, Wm. Bill, age 39, married,
as thoroughly experienced and practical in all the branches;
he has been in his service nine and a half years, and given
entire satisfaction throughout.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, two
in family, age 10 ; twenty-five years' experience in all

branches of the profession, and a successful exhibitor ; fifteen

years' excellent character from last employer, the Hon. Lady
Cowell Stepney. — H. POPPLE, Fern Place, Sunnioghill
Village, Aacot.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 38, married, no
family.—A Lady giving up her establishment wishes

to recommend her Head Gardener ; over twenty years' prac-
tical experience in good establishments. Excellent references.

Five year* in present situation.—W. WAINWRIGHT, The
Gardens, Fernclough, Bolton.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Sir Richabd
Musgrave, Bart., Eden Hall, would be pleased to

recommend James Buok to any Lady or Gentleman requiring

a thoroughly practical man as above. Life experience in first-

class establishments.—J. BUOK, Eden Hall, Langwathby,
R.S.O., Cumberland.

GARDENER (Head Working), in good
private establishment.—Age 36; married, no children.

Twenty years' thorough experience in good all-round garden-
ing ; four years in present situation ; leaving when suited.

—

P. T., 41, Wellington Street.'.Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working); married,
one child.—Sir John Ramsden, Bart., can recommend

a thoroughly experienced man as above. Ten years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer.—H. TEMPLE,
The Gardens, Kytes, Watford.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 29;
life experience in Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Excellent references.—A. CHURCH, The Anchor
Coffee House, Westbourne, Bournemouth.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of Gar-

dening. Twenty-five years' experience, the last fourteen as
Head, First-class references and testimonials.—D. ROWLAND,
Coney Weston, Ixworth, Suffolk.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, no family. A Ladv wishes to recommend her

Head Gardener; life experience in all branches, including
Orchids.—J. TUCKER, Rosebank, Caterham Valley.

GARDENER (Head Working).—C. Rus-
sell, gardener to the Executors of the late J. Kay,

Esq., Clayton West, can with confidence recommend a man as
above to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a good Gardener.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove, and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden. Ex-
cellent testimonials.—J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

G.ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 29, married, no family ; life experience.

Good references. Total abstainer.—C. A., 28, William Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed); well up in his work, both inside and out.

Wife good laundress. Both good characters.—GARDENER,
North Avenue, Maesycwmmer, Cardiff.

GARDENER (good Single-handed). —
Age 27, married, no family; twelve yearb' experience

Inside and Out; leaving through plaoe being sold. Good
character.—GARDENER, 2, Etuelstoue Cottage, Seldown,
Poole, Dorset.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given), well up in all branches.—Age 28, married ;

life experience
;
good references; and life abstainer.— H, W.,

12, Bedford Street, Hitchin, Herts.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26
; good ex-

experience in Plant and Fruit Houses, and General
Routine of Gardening. Good Testimonials.—W. CAFFYN,
15, Stafford Road, South Beddington, Wallington, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26; twelve
years' experience in Plant and Fruit Growing. Good

characters.—W. P , 5, Park Villas, London Road, Hackbridge,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Second or Undbb).—Age 21

;

seven years' experience Inside and Out. Good character.
Abstainer. Thoroughly recommended.—A. WARNER, Rectory
Gate, Bennington, Stevenage.

GARDENER.—Age 25; understands Vines,
Peaches, &c. Live in or out.—Address, H., care of

K. Mortimer, 25, Paragon Road, Hackney, N.E.

GARDENER.—Situation wanted by Married
Man, age 23. Four years' good character ; wife as cook-

general if required; no incumbrances.—Apply, F. M., 2, Ivy
Cottage, Railway Road, Teddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER seeks situation Inside, or Inside
and Out.—Age 21 ; nine years' reference.— A. FARMER,

46, Alpha Road, Surbiton Hill.

GARDENER (Under).—Situation wanted by
Farmer's son (age 17). Highly recommended.—THOS,

SKILTON, East Kirkly, Spilsby, Lincolnshire.

GARDENER (Third), under Working Fore-
man, by a young man, age 21; excellent oharaoter.—

F. HILL, The Dean, Harpenden, Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Under).—Young man seeks
situation as above. Seven years' experience in all

branches.—For particulars and testimonials, apply to A.
LLEWELLIN, Warwick Road, Olton, Birmingham.

To Growers of Fruit, Out Flowers, &c.

MANAGER.—Advertiser, many years' expe-
rience in First-class Market Growing, is open to treat

as above with a Gentleman intending to Grow largely for
Market. First-class Cut Flowers, Fruit, Tomatos, Cucumbers.
Plants, &o. Well up in routine of London and Provincial
Markets. Highest references.—ENERGY, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

MANAGER or FOREMAN, in Agricultural
Seed Warehouse.—Age 26 ; thoroughly experienced,

Excellent references.—Z., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

IVrANAGER.—Wanted, an engagement. Used
1*1. to extensive Glass, and London Markets. Thorough
practical knowledge of all details of the business. — L.,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

TO THE TRADE.—Advertiser seeks engage-
ment as MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.

Seventeen years' experience with good firms ; well up in all

branches.—JOHN WIN3ER, Plummer's Plain, Horsham.

ROSE-GROWER, for Stock or Market.—Son
of the late H. Bennett, of Shepperton, home and colonial

experience, expert Propagator and Hybridlser, with knowledge
of other subjects, seeks British or American engagement.—
0. BENNETT, Cheriton, Stavordale Road, Weymouth.

PROPAGATOR (Second), well up in Roses,
Clematis, Conifers, and general Hard- wooded Stuff. Six

years' practical experience.— W., Mr. Driver, Newsagent,
Waltham Cross. _^
FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR and

GROWER.—Age 30 ; capable of taking cliarge of General
Collection of Plants. Special knowledge of growth and exhi-

bition of Dahlias.—A, LEPPAED, Station Road, King's Norton,
Birmingham.

To Nurserymen

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR & GROWER.
— Capable of taking entire charge. Vines, Cucumbers.

Palms, Ferns, Roses, Grafting, Forcing, Floral Work, &c.

—

HOLMES, 16. Cobden Street, Woolton, Liverpool.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (Herbaoeous, Alpine, and Carna-
tion) or TRAVELLER (calling on Trade preferred).—

Age 31 ; good experience. First-class references. — E. H.
HARRY, 36, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN—Age 25;
eleven years' experience. Stove, Greenhouse, and Fruit-

houses. Good testimonials.—A. B , Wells Villa, E^sex Road,
Enfield.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in large establish-
ment, or FOREMAN where three or four are employed

in the houses.—Age 27 ; twelve years' practical experience,
last three years First Journeyman at Temple House Gardens.

—

Apply to R. WARING, or G. GROVES (Head Gardener),
Temple House Gardens, Great Marlow.

JOURNEYMAN, under a good Foreman, in
good Gardens; Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 23; two

years' reference from present place. Abstainer. Botny,—
J. M., Mr. T. Price, Bradley Moor, Wellington, Shropshire.

TO GARDENERS. — Situation wanted by
single Man, age 21. Accustomed to General Outside

Gardening; good character,—J. REEKS, Neacroft, Ringwosd,
Hants.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 25,
well up in Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Grapes,

Peaches, Pot-stuff, and the general routine of market nur-
sery.—F. SMITH, 29, Bondchurch Road, Hassocks, Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age 28,
requires situation as UNDER PROPAGATOR, or a Hand

under Glass. Ten years' experience in the best firms, with
good references.—H. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, seventeen
years' experience, London and Provincial nurseries, seeks

situation as FOREMAN, Taunton or Bristol preferred; good
propagator and grower; good character, and abstainer,—W .,

4, Oak Villas, Staines Road, Ashford, Middlesex.

CLERK, COUNTERMAN, or BRANCH
MANAGER.—Good country experience in Seeds, Bulbs,

Sundries, Corn Trade, knowledge of Plants, Book-keeping,
&c. Would like to arrange at once for after Christmas.—
E. G.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

SEED TRADE.—Elderly Man seeks situation
in Seed Shop. Could Manage small Business. Accus-

tomed to Book-keeping, Floral Work, &c—G.C 3, Rothes
Road, Dorking.

SHOPMAN.—Ten years' experience in all

branches of the Seed Trade. Good references.— J. H.,
Messrs. "Watkins & Simpson, Exeter St., Strand, London,W.C.

SEED TRADE. — Situation wanted as
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, where a good Retail Trade is

done. Five years' experience in Garden, Flower, ami Agricul-
tural Departments, — W, F., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 152,
Houndsditch, London, E.

SHOPMAN.— Age 36; about twenty years'
experience. Seed, Plant, and Bulb Trade. Reference.

—

Messrs. HOWDEN ADD CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Inverness, N.B.

Seed Trade,

SHOPMAN or TRAVELLER. — Situation
wanted, by a young man, aged 23 ; eleven yeara* ex-

perience. — SEEDSMAN, Bengeo Villa, Liverpool Boad,
St. Albans.

THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON Esou-
lapius tried to impress upon his pupils was, that the

chief trouble afflicting humanity was due to impurities of the
blood. All disorders may be traoed to this fact, for unless the
source of life is free from disease-germs, it cannot have that
strength which is necessary for good health. HOLLOWAY'S
PILLS are composed of the most precious herbs and soothing
balsams which Mother Earth can offer to her children, there-
fore they may be relied upon to supply the nourishment that
is craved by the system. It is no vain boast to say that this is
the most wonderful discovery made in the annals of medical
science ; they will oure or relieve all diseases.
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BOULTON & PAUL/NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID. TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES. BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fiied by experienred workmen in anypart of the country.

No. 73 SPA VT-T*OOF GARDEN FRAME.

"X?;

^^^^^^^^^^rtl '**«(r''
:

' : =
/ '. :

.

v '' r ""-:'/^^^^i^
4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

£1 9
, 3 18

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

£5 7

6 18

Cucumber I o ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Glazed, ea. 13/i

Frame Lights 1 6ft.by4ft.,Unpainted&Unglazed,ea. &/-

BOILE&S of ALL MAKES and SsIZES

Supplied at Cheapest Rates.

LISTS FBEE.

OUR CELEBRATED No. 4

CHECK END BOILER.
NO. 77—VIOLET FRAME, 6 feet by 4 feet. I qnSimilar to No. 7ft. with tv?o lights, f OUS.

WRITE FOB. CATALOGUES.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 feet ' ... £9 10

SPAN, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10
Cariiage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CTJCTJMBER FRAME.

CARRIAGE PAID
on all Orders of 408. value to
any goods station in England

and Wales ; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

wgvspis&
>N0NINT0XICATING

•WINE?
ESSENCES

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will STAKE a
GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.

Sample Bottle post-free for 9 Stamps,

A Lady writes: "The 6d. bottle of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delieious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

children's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERB9, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A 6<f. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of botb, po9tfree, for 15 stamps.

AGENT8 WANTED.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c, constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class
of work, and that the vert best.

Conservatories and Winter GardenB designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

CHAS. P. KINNELL & GO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS

LATEST
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
AND

STANDARD SIZE.
Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBULARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.

Manufactory and Workshops: 4 and 6, GROVE. SOUTHWARK, S.E.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. ISradbury, AaiTKW, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinot of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

AJITKOB Oeobob Mabtih, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, December 7, 1895. Agent for Manchester—JoHH HETWOOD.
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In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

ANNELL'S CHRYSANTHEMUMS.c

c

We simply append the following, Bhowing how important it

is to have our country-grown and specially-prepared Cuttings
and Plants :

—

" Mr. J. MaoDonald, The GardenB,
•* Clanna, Lydney, Glos , Nov. 18, 1895.

" You will be pleased to hear the selection of Chrysanthe-
mums you made and sent laBt year enabled me to win the
Challenge Vase at Bristol. I therefore have great pleasure in
sending you a similar order to assist me another year."

Catalogues free.

SWANLEY, KENT.
ROTONS.— Beautifully-ooloured plants in

variety, specially grown and hardened off for House
Decoration, in 48-fots, 18s. and 21s. per dozen.—WILLIAM
WHITELEY. The Nurseries, Hilliogdon Heath, Uxbridge.

THECOMA SMITHIL—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as easily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

UT BLOOMS and ORCHIDS bought in
quantity, must be cheap ; seod particulars to

—

W. G„ 1, Catherine Street, Strand.

For Present' Sowing.

SUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,
per packet, 55. and 2s. 6rf., post free.

The Girdeninq Horld, February 24, 1894, saya :
—"While

some cultivators grow their Cyclamens for spring flowering,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons make a point of having a display in the
autumn which will list through the winter. The seeds were
sown in November, 1892, and came into bloom in about eleven
months. They have been fljwering freely ever sioce, and will
continue in presentable and handsome condition till six
months have elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON and SONS, TRE QUEEN'S

SBEDSMEN, READING.s
PLANT NOW for FORCING. — LILY OF

I'HIi VALLEY, Spiraeas japonica, palmata, and oompacta
multifiora, Dielytra spectabihs, &c. All thoroughly ripened,
aDd in excellent condition for forcing —For particulars, see
CATAL03UE, No. 455, free on application.

DIOKSONS, Bulb Growers and Importers, CHESTER.

Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.
Price. £1 Us. Sd.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. K. MTLNER, A.M.I C.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7, Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or, from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

C~HRISTMAS CUT FLOWER TRADE^
1,000 doz. Yellow and White Chrysanthemums, long

stems. Samples and Prices on Application.
M. COOMBE, South Down Nursery, Bath.

NEW SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES.—
Coloured Plate, Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds ; or
from the sole proprietors, LKTELLIER & SON, Caen, France.

pYCLAMEN-CYCL AMEN.—FIRST
V-7 PRIZE, Royal Aquirium, 1895. We are now booking
orders (for delivery in February) of our Seedlings, Sample
dozen, 3s ; 2 dozen, 5s., by post on receipt of cash. Plants in

48's. in bud, now ready, from 18s. Seed, 2s. 64. and 6s. par
packet. Special prices to the Trade.
The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY CO., Cyclamen Specialists,

Hanwell, Middlesex.

PECIAL OFFER of SPIRAEA.
SPIRiEA JAPONICA per doz., 2s. ; per 100, 10,. <W.

„ ASTILBOIDES ,. 5s.; „ 26s.

„ JAPONICA COMPACTA „ 4s.; ., 20s.

Cash with order. Cheap to clear.

BONNETT AMD ROXBY, Heathfield, Sussex.

8

8EED POTATOS.—For Sale, Myatt's Prolific
(True). 80s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, Near Boston.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRTJMS, Guillardias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

(^UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—ThousandsO to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR.TbeLondonNursery,4, Maida Vale. London,W.

CUCUMBER SEED.—The Rochford (true to
name, as last y f ar), 55. per 100. Cash with order, to

B. J. WICKHAM, Grow.r, Sutton-Scotney. Hants.

LILIES for the GARDEN.—Lilium lanoifo-
lium. white, Zs. Qd. doz. ; do., do., red or pink, 3s. doz.

—

J. D. HAMON, Bulb Importer, Jamaica Row, Birmingham.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting Crowns, 1 and 2-yr. old. Prices on application.

T. JANNOOH, Dersingbam, Norfolk.

TBORN QUICK.— Extra transplanted, and
very strong, 5-yr., 25*. per 1000; 6-yr. 30*. Extra, extra

strong gaping Quick, 40s. per 1000; 4-yr. old, very good, 16».

per 1000. — Apply to ISAAC MATrHEWS and SON, The
Nurseries, Milton. Stoke-on-Trent, S.O.

^EAKALE.—Extra strong, for Foroing ; alsoO smaller bize for Planting. Samples and prices on
application.

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane NurwrieSjJCTpper Edmonton.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page. Card. Chron,, Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAi BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALO .UE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR AND SON, V2, King Street. Oovent Garden. London.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots, 12s. <6d. per lOu ; extra tiue, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

OWEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEM.IDIS.
—The best, cheapest, and most complete collection in

the kingdom. All the latest and best varieties. Awarded
25 Medals and 275 First-class Certificates for New VaiieUes.
Every variety of mer t supplied. Catalogue, Penny Stamp.

B. OWEN, F.R.H S., Floral Numery, Maidenhead.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA, a fine, well-grown
variety, very cheap.

Good plants. If.; 15 bulbs, one or two spikes, 2s. $d.
;

stronger, 65 bulbs, 6 spikes, 5s. ; 100 to 15} bulbs, 8 to 16 .pikes,

7s. id. to lu. 6(/. each.
TRUSTEES, late J. STEVENSON, Timperley, Cheshire.

SH, 3 to 4 ft., 20s. per 1000. ELM (Wyoh),
2 to 2J ft., IBs. SPBDCE FIB. 9 to 10 in., 10s. ; 12 to

18in.,l4s. LAKCd, l£to2ft.,2)s. SCOTCH FIR, 1 yr„ 2 yrs.

transplanted, 12s. ; Do.. 2 to 2f ft., twice transplanted, 20$.

THORNS. 3 ft., 2 Js. ; 4 to 5 ft., extra scrong, 30s.

GAKL1ES MITCHSuL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

Important to Muairoom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALISE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6s.

R. and a. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—James' Superb strain.

JOHN FRASEK, The Nurseries, South
Woodford, Essex, has a beautiful lot of the above to

offer. The plants are strong and healthy ; they are in 60's,

ready for potting into 48's or 3a*s. Price 20s. per 100, packing
included. Usual trade allowance.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efEoient men to cultivate them,

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS AWD CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free.

SMILAX, MYRSLPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOXDES.nice young Stuff in thumb-pots ready to pot on,

16a. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

C~
ANON HALL MUSCAT, and~other
VINES, Fruiting aud Planting Canes.

CORDON APPLES and PEABS.— Well-spurred trees, 6 to
6 feet, with fibrous roots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Standard and Dwarf-trained
fruiting trees.

ELTON CHERRIES.—Clean, straight Standards.
WILL TAYLEB. Osborn Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

MILLER'S GORGEOUS PARROT TDLIPS.
—Encbantiogly beautiful, ohoicest mixed sorts, 45. ed.

per 100. 40s. per lOuO ; Scarlet Due Van Thol Tulip*, vivid
scarlet and early-flowering, 2t. <&d. per 100 21*. perloOO; Late
Single Amateur Florists' Tulips, mixed colours, refined aDd
beautiful varieties, 4*. *6d. per 100, 4Us. per lOuO. Orders above
10*. carriage paid.

F. MILLER xhd CO.. 267. Fulham Road, London, S.W.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERJRY.—
Strong well-rooted runners. Also Sir Joseph Paxton,

and other leading varieties.

RASPBERRY CANES—Carter's Prolific, Semper Fidelis,

Norwich Wonder, Ac. Special quotations for large quantities.
Apply, JOHN CtflVERS, Histon, Cambridge.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanic Soo., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of.

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilere. Kine'sRoad, Chelsea.S.W.
Telegraph Address, "Hortulanus, London." Telephone,No.8728,
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GREAT CLEABANOE SALE OF

122 OOO FRUIT TREES & BUSHES
IS FIXED for WEDNESDAY, DEC. 18,

at half-past 11 o'clock punctual, at Perry Hill, Cliffe, near
Rochester, adjoining Cliffs Station, S.E.E. (the last for the

season), by order of Mr, W Home, consisting of 1,200 Standard
A poles and Pears, 500 Standard Victorias, and 300 Standard
Jefferson's Gage. 20,000 Half-standard Apples and Pears,

Victoria and Rivers' Plum ; 16,000 two and three-years'

Baldwins, Black Currants, 2,001 Red, 12,000 Gooseberries,

Crown Bobs, Lancashire Lads, Golden Rough White Eagle,
Whitesmiih and Whinham's Industry, 5,000 Carter's Rasp-
berries, 35,000 Fastcffs, 35,000 Norwich Wonder, 2,000 Semper
Fidel's, 50,000 Sir Joseph Paxton and Noble, 15,000 Royal
Sovereign, 15.000 Asparagus, 100 000 Myatt's Ofienham
Cabbsge, 100.000 Drumhead, 50.0(0 Red Pickling. 100,000
Balloon Cos Lettuce, 2,500 Bramblirjg, and 10 000 East Kent
Fetham Golding Hop Sets. Mr. Home will lift and put on
rail all lota after the sale, free of charge.

Catalogues can be had of

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
t-7, Cheapside, London. The Auctioneers desire to call

special attention to this important Clearance Sale. It is

seldom an opportunity offers itself in meeting with such new
kinds, and in such large quantities for Market Growing. All

are well-grown and clean. Growers and others interested, are

invited to inspect the Stock and attend the Sale.

Chesterfield.

SALE of the LEASE of the NURSERY and GLASS EREC-
TIONS, in one lot as a going concern, and the STOCK IN
TRADE-hy AUCTION in lot*..

MESSRS. PRUTBEROE and MORRIS, in
conjunction with Messrs. BYRON ahd RAMSLSY, are

instructed by the Chesterfield Nurseries Company, Limited,
to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Westfield Nur-
series, Asbgate Road, Chesterfield, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NRXT. Dec. 18 & 19. at 11 o'clock precisely each
day, the INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY known as THE
WESTFIELD NURSERIES, comprising 11$ Acres of Land, 18
Greenhouses, Heating Apparatus, 12 Brick Pits with Lights,
Stabling, &c. Immedi&tely following will be offered in suit-

able lots the extensive Stock in Trade, consisting of 5000 Ferns,
in variety; 10,(00 GeraDiums. 500 Asparagus plnmosus and
tenuissimus, 300 choice Cinerarias, 5000 Tuberous Begonias,
200 Azaleas and Camellias. 600 Cannas, several thousands of

Herbaceous Plants, a special feature at these Nurseries, and
including a fine collectioQ of Pceonies ; 4000 Carnations, best
varieties; Dahlias, ac. ; a large quantity of Forest Trees,
Conifers. 30.000 Fruit Trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,
and Raspberries, several hundreds of Dwarf Roses, Myrobella
Plums, and other Stock,
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises

;

of Messrs. BYRON and RAWSLEY. 5. Low Pavement. Ches-
terfield ; of Messrs. SEPTIMUS SHORT & CO., 19, Saltergate,
Chesterfield; of the principal Hotels in the neighbourho:d ;

and of Messrs. PROTaEROE AHD MORRIS, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C.

Tnuradiy Next.
320 AZALEA MOLLIS, 10u A. INUICA, 50 CAMELLIAS,

40 RHODODENDRONS, and 250 SPIR^IA JAPONICA,
from Belgium; 620 Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf
ROSES ; 300 lots of DUTCH BULBS. CARNATIONS,
BEGONIAS, choice PERENNIALS, CALOCHOSTI, Hardy
CLIMBERS in variety, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, English-
grown LILIES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on THURSDAY
NEXT, December 19, at 12 o'clock.}

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By Obdek of Mb. P. Mo ARTHUR.

An Importation of the extremely rare

CATTLEYA MOSSIiE, VARIETY CUVAENSIS.
This was found on cool high mountains at an altitude of

1950 feet. Every p
!ant was collected, and is now offered

;

it-is-_the finest type ever introduced into Europe. See
Catalogue for description.

Together with some marvellous plants of

ONCIDIUM PAPILIO MAJUS, perfect specimens.
Alto-

By Order or Messrs. W. L. LEWIS and CO.,
SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, in magnificent order.

ONCIDIUM CR1SPUM GRANDIFLORUM, in extra fine
maeses.

LiELIA AUTUMNALIS ALBA, specially selected varieties
from tte private gftrdens of a Mexican gentleman. Bulbs
and flower-spikes of enormous size. Dried flowers will be
shown.

ONCIDIUM MAR3HALLIANUM, a grand lot, in magnificent
order, of this scarce and charming species.

SOPHRONITIS X L^ILIA HYBRIDS (supposed), 15 plants,
supposed to be natural H> brids.

Together with 200 lots of IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS (another property), ORCHIDS in FLOWER
and BUD, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at tbeir Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
December 20, at half-p^at 12 o'clock.

On view moraine of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulb Sales during the Current Week.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C., on MONDAY. TUESDAY", WEDNES-
DAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT, December 16,
17, 18, 19, and 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
enormous importations of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS
NARCISSUS, LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, and other BULBS from
Holland, also a great variety of BORDER PLANTS.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

Choice named Standard Roses, Including man;
popular kinds.

A further portion of a Surplus Stock of well-grown
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, from an English
Nursery.

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, to name.

40,000 Best Berlin Lily o' the Valley Crowns, in
cases as received; LILIUM AURATUM, from Japan;
LILIUM HaRRISI.

8,000 Spirjaa of Sorts, Dielytras, Iris Ksempnerl.

A Collection of well-grown Border Plants. Including
Choice CARNATIONS, PINKS, PICOTEES, LRIa,
HOLLYHOCKS, PYRETHRUMS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
December 18, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

By Order of Messrs. LINDEN, Brussels.

GREAT SALE OF

NEW, RARE, and POPULAR ORCHIDS,
Established Plants, in the Finest Condition,

Inoluding-
Bulbophyllum reticulatum
„ disciliorum

„ aoceps
,, congoensa

Cirrhopetalum Mastersianum
,
, Medusse

„ pulchrum
,, vaginatum
,, Lichtensteini

Catasetum barbatum
,, „ spine Mini

„ Oerstedti

,, punctatum
„ Clossianum
„ col la re

,, comosum
,, cornutum
„ tenebrosum
,, stupendum

Catasetum splendens Lindeni

Catasetum splendens albo-

maculatum
„ „ aureo-maculatum
,, ,, aurantiacum

,, „ aureum
„ „ chrysotoxum
,, ,, deliciosum

,, ,, luteo-purpureum
,, „ citrosmum punctatum

Mormodes Cognauxi
,, Rolfeana

Nanodes Mantini
,, Mathewsi

Lo.-khardtia lunifera

Galeandra Claesiana
Cattleya Rex

,, Mossiee ignea

,, ,, juvenelis

,, „ aurosum
,, „ tessellata, &c, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, December 19,
at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.. Southgate, N.

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, including some fine masses,
all well leaved, and in grand order.

ONCIDIUM CRISPUM GRANDIFLORUM, in splendid
condition.

ONCIDIUM MARSHALLIANUM. now very scarce in its

native habitat. The plants offered are unusually fine.

MESSRS. J. C. STEVENS will include the
the above in his SALE by Auction, at his Great Rooms.

33. King Street, Covent Garden, on THURSDAY NEXT,
December 19.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Johnstone, near Glasgow.

TO HORTICULTURISTS.
FOR SALE by PUBLIC AUCTION, within

the "Black Bull" Inn, Johnstone, on SATURDAY,
December 21, 1895, at 2 o'Clock p.m. (if not previously sold
pnvately), R0SEBANK HOUSE and GROUND.

This property is fitted for the Cultivation of Fruits and
Flowers, and is worthy the attention of practical men with
some capital. It is within a few miles, by rail, of Glasgow
and Paisley. There are large and valuable Greenhouses.
Vineries, and Tomato-houses, recently erected, by Boyd, of
Paisley. The ground extends to 1 acre, 2 rood?, 23 poles, or
thereby, and is held in perpetual feu for an annual feuduty of
£6115. 6d., or thereby. The house is very commodious, and
has a bathroom, "W.C., and other conveniences, with stable,
coach-house, byre, &c, &c.
Upset price of house and ground £1300. In addition to the

price the Purchaser would have to take over and pay for the
Greenhouses, Vineries, and Tomato- houses, Heating Apparatus
and appurtenances thereto," and the grates, gasaliers, and
Venetian blinds in th« house and offices, at a price to be
ascertained by arbitration.
For further particulars apply to THOMAS KIRKHOPE,

Solicitor, Ardroesan, N.B.

WANTED, to Rent, or Purohase, a SMALL
NURSERY and FLORISTS' BUSINESS, in a London

suburb.—Address, stating full particulars, SUBURBAN, Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, SMALL NURSERY, with one
or two Glass-houses, in or near London.—State price

and particulars to HERBERT, 4, Addle St , Wood Street. E.C.

FORDISPOSAL.capital compact NURSERY.
Good Seed, Jobbing, and Sundry trade. Good reason for

disposal. All in going order. Five Houses, Pits, Stable, and
Cottages —H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

NURSERY GROUND with GREENHOUSES
&c, TO BE LET at £20 per annum; or 14$ years' lease

at £11 ground rent, for SALE, price £50.
Apply on the premises. late Hillier's Nursery. Reservoir

Road, Enfield Road, Southgate, N. ; or, Mr. DAVIS, 63, St.
Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, S.W.

EXHIBITION,

SECOND INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION, DRESDEN.

From May 2 to 10, 1896.

Under the high protection of His Majesty the King of Saxony.

For particulare. Schedules, &c, write to the Secretariat der
Zweiten Internationalen Gartenbau-Ausstellung zu Dresden,

O. LAMMERHIRT. 7, Glacisstrasse, Dresden, N,
Die Commission : G. Kbatjse, I. Vors. ; T. J. Seidel, Ii. Vors.

TO BE SOLD. — A small FREEHOLD
NURSERY, LEAN-TO VINERY, and 4 GREEN-

HOUSES. Stands on about half an acre.

ENSOM, Avenue Road, Southgate.

YORKSHIRE.—IMPORTANT NURSERY
BUSINESS for DISPOSAL, in a fashhonable inland

watering place. The Property is equal to freehold, and con-
tains an area of about 2£ Acres, and comprising an excellent
Dwelling-house, substantially built and well-appointed, with
extensive ranges of twenty-nine Greenhouses, Bothy, Work-
shops, Offioes, Stabling, &e. In addition to the Nursery is a
large and admirably fitted Seedshop, centrally situate in the
town, and which the purchaser would have the option of

taking. Arrangemeuts maybe made, if desired, for the Stock-

in-Trade (which is of an attractive description) to be Sold by
Auction, or the purchaser may, if desired, take it by valuation

in the usual way.
For further particulars and price, apply to MESSRS.

PROTHERuE AND MORRIS, Horticultural Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, London, E C.

TREE-TOPPING.—Dangerous Trees Lopped
and Topped by experienced men. Distince no object.

—

Apply, CARNE, Timber Merchant, Tooting, S.W.

MUSHROOM SPAWN, 2s. per Bushel (16
Cakes), with instructions for use.

ELPHICK asd ALLEN, 29. Beaconsfield Road. Willesden, N.W.

SPECIAL OFFER of SEEDS for Spring
Sowing.—All the best sorts at remarkably low prices.

Send for List at once, post free. Best quality only.

BONNETT AHD ROXBY, Seedsmen, Heathfield, Sussex.

FOR SALE.—Splendid PALM, height 5 feet
6 inches, well-foliaged. Grown too large for owner.

£1 6s.—Apply, GARDENER, Brinscombe, Cann, Shaftesbury.

FOR SALE.—Large flowering plants of
EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, in 14-inch pots. — Apply
GARDENER, Broomhill, Spratton, Northampton.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

CUCUMBER SEED, Cross between Rooh-
ford's Improved and Rollinsoa's Telegraph, most excel-

lent cropper and shape. 4s. per 100. Cash with order.
BEAGLEY, Grower, Berrymede Road, Acton Green.

PALMS, CORYPHAS and LATANIAS from
Stores, 10». per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

^0 fif.fr! EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
*J\J^ \J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75». per 100

;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS. — Best
sorts for Market Cutting. Lady Lawrence Canning,

Yellow Selborne, Source d'Or, Lincoln, Eda Prass, and many
others. List sent from plants planted out in houses. SMILAX
ASPARAGOIDES, tubers, Is. 2d. per doz. ; 50, 3s. 6rf. ; 100, 6s

,

free.—H. HILLIER, F.R.H.S., Buriton Nursery, Petersfield,
Hants.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestries,
A2*D OTHERS WHO INTEND

PL4NTING TREES and SHttUBS THIS SEASON.
ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity

Road, Wandsworth. S.W., begs to offer an extensive
stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
FLANfS, &c. which being grown in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

TO CLEAR.—TEA R O S E S.—Best
market sorts, Niphetos, Clothilda, Catherine Mermet,

MareV.hal Niel, at the following extraordinary low prices :

—

In 32-size pots, 50s. per 100 ; out of pots, 40s. per 10O, free on
rail for cash with order.

J. HUBERT GROGAN and CO., Railway Nurseries,
Worthing.

ROSA RUG OSA.
The Veey Best Plant foe Game Covert,

At 20s., 25s., 30». per 100.

Cheaper by the 1000.

wm. wood & son, nasa. iKES,d -
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, applytoSANDER'S. St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in one World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

PLUM and APPLE STOCKS.— Splendid
roots, trimmed, ready for quartering. Sample and

prices had.

WILL TAYLEB, Oaborn NVaery, Hampton, Middlesex.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Best Exhibition Sorts.

Strong cuttings, now ready, from 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.
Catalogue, one stamp, of—

W. ETHERINGTON, Swanscombe, Kent.

COVERT.—Broom, oommon yellow, 1-year
seedlings, 3s. per 1000; do., 2 years, 5s. per 1000 ; do., 3 to

4 feet, extra transplanted, 10s. par 100. Whin or Qorse, 2-year
seedlings, 5s. per 1000 ; do., 1 to 2 fe»r, 15s. per 1003.

SAMUEL SMITH, Slaghills Nursery, near Matlock.

Plants Shipped to all Farts.

WfATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower ThamesW Street, London, E.C., give special attention to the
reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds, &c

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inch pota. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12*. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6s. dor. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8t. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 100; Aralias, U's.

100; Cyperus, Aralias, GreviJieaa, Solanums, in 48*8. 6s. doz.;
Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, iu bloom, in 48's, 9s.

doz. ; Ficus, Palmfl, Dractenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, Erica
hyemalis, and Cyclamen, in bloom. 12s. doz. Liste free. Packed
free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, Londcu Fern Nurseries,
Loughborough Junotion, London, S.W",

S~~
:EEDLTNG and BEDDED SHRUBS, &o.—
Abies Douglasii, 8 to 10 in.. 60s. per 1000; nobilis, 1-yr.,

5s.'per 100 ; Virginian Creeper, 2-yr., 6s. per 100; Box Tree,
Green, 8 in., 40s. per 1U00 ; Cup. macrocarpa, 8 to 9 in.,

50s. per 1000; C. erecta viridip, 4 to 6 in., 30s. per 1000;
do., 8 in., 40s.; C. Mooaina, 6 to 7 in., 6s. per 100; gracilis,

6 in., 6s. per 100; Cotoneaster mic, 1 ft., 3s. 6rf. per 100;
Simonsii, 10 in., is. ; Cedrus atlantica, 2-yr., 4s. 6rf. ; E.
macrantha, 10 in., 10s. per 100; Euonymus japonica, 6 in.,

6s. per 100 ; Gueldre Rose, 9 in., 6s. per 100 ; Honeysuckle,
Common, strong, 6s.; H. japonica, 12s, per 100; Ivy, Irish,

15 in., 6s. per 100; P. strobus, 2-yr., t?s. ; P excelsa, 2-yr. tr.,

6s. per 100; P. cembra, 8 to 9 in., <os. perliO; Laurustinus,
8 in., 7s. 6rt. ; R. squarrosa, 6-in., 40s. per 1000; R. plumosa,
6-in., 40s.; Rhod. ponticum, 3-yr., 28s. per 100O; Thuja
Lobbii, 12 to 15 in., 25s. : 15 to 18 in., 30*. per 1000; Thujopsis
dolabrata, 9 iu.. 8s p^rlOO; Yucca gloriosa, 10s. per 100.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

PAUL&SON'S STANDARD
THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS.

AFTER EXECUTING ALL ORDERS

HAVE 20,000 MAGNIFICENT TREES STILL TO OFFER.
These are not the ordinary Nursery Standards, but Fine Trees with 5| to 6 feet stems and

good heads, making a show at once in the Orohard.

) Very good trees, £9 per 100.
| For our Special Quality, £12 per 100, in trie 60 leading sorts.

PRICES

:

GENTLEMEN RENOVATING ORCHARDS should see this STOCK.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION".

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wrought-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AND

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOLLERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTAWT.

— FRONT ELEVATION— —LONCITOO'NAL SECTION- -SECTIGNAL PLAN—

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOR LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

NATIONAL TESTIMONIAL
TO

MR. A. jsJIARRON.
FOURTH LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Treasure]- .- H. J. Veitch, Esq., 5J4, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

Eg" ft is especia.ll/ requested that subscriptions and com-
munications relating to this ma-ter mau be addressid toMr. B. Wynne, 1, Danes Inn, Strand, London, W C.

£Amount previously ackoowledged 333 9Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, N.
C. K0S8, Welford Park Gardens

'" '"

J. Fitt. The Gardens, Panshanger
J. E. Stirling. Buckingham Palace Gardens"'
S. T. Wright. Glewaton Court Gdrdens, Ross
E. Owen Greening. Belmont Grove, Lee
T. B. Haywood, Woodhatch Lodge ... ...W. Neale, Eridge Gardens, Tunbridge Wells"
Blackie & Son, Limited, 17, Stanhope Stree

Glasgow
M. Fo»ter, F.R.S.. Great She' ford, Canibs. ".!

J. H. Fitt, Frytbe Gardens, Welwyn
G. No'man. Hatfield „. )"
W. Bain Buiford Lodge Gardens '..'.

W. H. White, Burford Lodge Gardens'"
G. T E*vens. West Hall. Mortlake

d.

1 1

1 1

J 10 u
10 6
10 B
10 B

3 3

5

3 3
2

5
10

5
1 1

J. B.Stevenson Chine Garden Cottage.'Bournemou'ih 2 B
T.flvrnn Rm. Tijrifn.ri -Laxtou Bros., Bedford
F. Sander & Co., St. Albans
B. P. Glendinning. 11. Rigbgate HilCk.
T. Rochford, Turnford Hall Nurseries... "„

T. Wnillans, Blenheim Gardens, Woodstock" ..'.

E. T. Cook, 37, Southampton Street, W.C.
W. P. Thomson. 3, Belgrave Terrace, Chis'wick
J. S. Lindsay, White Lodge Gardens. Richmond
W. H. Divers. Belvoir Castle Gardens
James Boyd & Sons, Paisley
G. Nicholson, Royal Gardens, Kew ...

John Lee, 78, Warwick Gardens, W. .

James Carter & Co., 237, 238. High Holbornrw C."
Dickson & Robinson, 12, Old Millgate, Manchester ..
CharJes Noble, fiagshot

110
1 1

7 6
10 6
10
10 B
10 6

2 2
1 1

10
15 15

The list -will be closed on December 31.

1 1

1 1

Cheap Offer of Bulbs.

HYACINTHS, finest named sorts, 3s. per
dozen ; Hyacinths, Bedding, named sorts, Is. 9i per

dozen. 12s. per 100. TULIPS, Single, Artus, bd. per dozen,
2s. Sd. per 100

; Brutus, bd. per dozen, 2s. 6d. per 100; Belle
Alliance, Sd. per dozen, 4i. per 100 ; Coleus poncean, id. per
dozen, 2s. per 100 ; Cotrage Maid. Is. per dozen, 7s. Sd per
100 ; Joost van Vonde], 9rf. per dozen 4» 6d per 10 1 • Proser-
pine, Is. 2d perdozen, fls. per 100 : Rose Grisde Ciri. 1< 3d per
dozen

; 6s. 6d. per 100 ; Standard Royal Silver. 9d. per dozeo
4s. 6d. per 100; Gold do.. Is. 2d. per dozen. 8s, per 100-
Thomas Moore, Is. per dozen, 7s. id. per 100 ; Keizer Kroon,
9a. per dozen, 4s. id. per 100. DOUBLE TULIP3 Rex
rubrorum, 10rf. per dozen, 6s. per 100 ; Imperator nibrorum,
Wd. per dozeo. 5s. td per 100 ; La Oandeur, M. per dozen,
3s. per 100 ; Tournesol, Is. per dozen. 7s. 6d. per 100. CROCUS,
first size, in mixed varieties, Is. Sd. per 100. Subject to b»ing
unsold. Cash with order to—

HARWOOD BROS., Balham Nursery. Balh.m, S.W.

GOLD MEDAL

HRYSANTHEMUMS.
My Novelties for 1S9S helped materially to win for me

during the past season THREE GOLD MEDALS, and the
PRESIDENT'S PRIZE of the N.C.S. These, together with
the varieties raised by Mr. O. E. Shea, Mr. H. Briscoe-
Iroxsidk, and other raisers, which I shall distribute, will be
the finest set ever introduced in one season.

My SUPPLEMENTARY LIST, containing a full descrip-
tion of the above, and other Novelties of the Season, is now in
the press, aud can be had post free on application. Customer!
will receive a copy of this when it is ready.

My CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE -The most complete
work on culture. Post free. Eight stamps.

ALSO IN PREPARATION, THE

HRYSANTHEMUM ALBUM.
By H. J JONES,

Containing THIRTT-S1X ILLUSTRATIONS of NEW CHRYj-
ANTHEMUM8 from photographs. Every grower should
possess a copy, na this will enable him to select varieties from
the actual representation of the flowers. This valuable work
will be produced at great cost, and cm be obtained of the
Author, post free, 2s. 6d. each.

H. J. JONES,
Ryacroft Nursery, LEWISHAM, S.E.
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IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70.000 to select from, and shall

be pleased to buow them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREE UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, 30TTS.

Established 1782.

JOHNSON'S IBEPBOVED MTJSHEOOM
SPAWN,

BECCG ore of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keeping over 100 cows,

from which I obtain a largequantity

of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per buaheL
£3 Special Prices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.

HANGER HILL, EALING.

For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

I f!HEAL*.SONS
Wqv3 Crawley. W Sussex.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A Xew Variety of great merit, introduced by us last year.

This was raited by Air. Steel, of Ealiug, and is the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden : free-grower, heavy
aropper, large handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and lasting

well througu the season until very late. The fruit is essentially

a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior

flavour. Strong Canes, 6*. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready

for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities on
application. WATKrNS & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13. Exeter Street. Strand, W.C.

fOR PLEA S URE AND PROFIT

IMMO I

T

*!' ^ [JlfeE. NOTHING SO PR0F1TABLB
±&4*).* AND EASY TO GROW.
•H j ' £ SOAcresofSaleaWeTreesiWh

E o
THE BEST PROCURABLE-

— :-;:.- Free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing zz.d

Carriage Free, fcr cash with crder.

fes. perdcz., 60s. per 100.

A 11 oiker Nursery Stock
carriageforward*

R0S|S ! N POTS Froml5/.adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15-
per doz.

l&fil f
.'•'.£.—Sixf* Plant; are uld at

W iYmSBt'
**¥*&>

•
increased prices.

GENERAL CATALOCUE
(Ova- 170 pagesjoiyursery Stock.
artirflr^Jy produced, toctalcmg
some hundreds bf fllustratioiis.
and toll of valuable information,
free.ca receipt &: Sd. fcr postiga

RICHARD SMITH&C9V/0RCESTER

ANTHONY WATERER
Invites en inspection from intending Planters to the fol-

lowing well-grown TREES, having stout, ciean stems,
with handsomely-furnished, well-balanced heads, and from
frequently transplanting are splendidly rooted :

—

ACES DASYCARPUM, Uto 20 feet.

., WIEttn LaCTNFATCM, 10 to 14 feet,

NEGTTNDO VABIE&1TA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet.

BEtTENBAOHII, 12 to 14 feet.

SCHWED CEBU, 12 to IS feet.

WOBLETTI. 12 to 14 feet.

LEOPOLDII, 12 feet.

BEE-H, Purple, Pvramids, and Standards, 10 to 20 feet.

BTBCE, Silver, 12 to 14 feet.

CEBASrs SEBOTINA (American Bird Cherry), 12 to 16 fest.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 14 to 20 feet.

„ Double White, 14 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet, 12 to 18 feet.

„ ,, Briotii. 10 to 16 feet.

ELMS, English, 10 to 12 feet.
LIMES, 12, 16 to 20 feet.

All our Limes are the beet red-twigged variety.

„ BCCELOBA or DASTsTTLA, 12 to 14 feet.

,, Silver-leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 feet.

LIQCTDAMBAB, 6 to 10 feet.

OAK, English, 12 to 14 feet.

„ Scarlet American. 12 to 14 feet.

PO PLAB CANADENSIS NOVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft.

STCAMOBE, Common, 12 to 17 feet.

„ Purple. 14 to IS feet.

THOBNS. Double Pink, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Paul's Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

, , Double White, 8 to 10 feet.

WEEPING TREES.
BEEJK, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards. 8 to 12 feet.

., Weeoing. Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 12 feet,

BIRCH, Young's Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 8 to

14 feet.

,. Cut-leaf Wesping, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 12 ft.

ELMS, Weeping, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.

1, ARCH. Weeping, Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet.

KNAP OTT.T, NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWING
FOB FOBCING :—

BUDS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT YAK., finest in the Trade.

., POXTICA, unequalled.
ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.

„ JAPONICA.
EALMIA LAT1FOLIA.

„ MTRTIFOLIA, very fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO.
True Yellow-fleshed Variety.

WW. JOHNSON and SON, Limited, Seed
• Growers and Merchants, Boston,

Offer the above in large or small quantities.

GENERAL SPECIAL TRADE LIST
SEED POTATOS on application.

KENT: THE GARDEN OF EKCUND.

SUPERIOR KENT ROSES.

George Bunyard & Co.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MAIDSTONE,

Are offering well-grown and finely-rooted Roses
at the following eish prices. Package free.

Selection left to themselves.

SUPERIOR H.P. STANDARDS. 2| to 3£ feet stems, assorted,
choice, per dozen, ler. to 24s.

HALF-STAXDAED H.P.'s, 1 to 2 feet stems, choice, per
dozen, 12s. to 18s.

STASDARD or HALF-STANDARD TEAS and NOISETTES,
per dozen, 24s. to 36s.

H.P. DWARFS, on Seedling Briar, per dozen. 9s. to 12».

H.P. DWARFS, on Manetti, per dczen, 7s. 6d.

FETE CLIMBERS, for Pillars and Walls, per dozen, 9s. to 18s.

DWARF TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE, per dozen, 18s.

CHINA, MOSS, and PROVENCE ROSES, per dozen, 6s. to 9s.

Copies of G. B. $ Co.'s Fruit List, 6 stamps.

WANTED, the following CUTTINGS of
CHRYSANTHEMUMS, send price per dozen. 10! or

1000;—Van den Heede, Phoebus, Palanza, H. L. Snndeibrock,
King of Mams, Mutual Friend. C. B. Curtis, Graphic, Nyanza,
Miss Annie HoLden, Gold Dust, Madame A. Lackvivier, Madame
Oct. MiTb»aux, M. P. Martinae. Mrs. R. C. Kingston, Mrs. W.
H. Lees, King of Hirsuits, Madame Rozain, Betulgens, Camille
Flamarion. Eva Hayt, Ryecrof' Glory, Albert Chausson, Owen
Thomas, Beaute Toulonsienne, Beauty of Teignmouth, Edmund
Bevan, Mods. E. Pynaert Van Geert, Souv. de Mdlle. Menier,
to W. WELLS, Eirlswood. Redhiil, Surrey.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWERS FOR FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Salesman of Cut
Flowers and Ferns in the North of Eogland, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist"a Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone, 1059. Established 1878.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Onr Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove. Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W, & J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, mar MANCHESTER.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Stati-»>-, Harlow. G.E r.

THE QUEEN
of autumn is the Chrysanthemum. Experienced cultivator- of
this popular flower are now preparing to obtain the best of the
new varieties, and amateurs and new cultivators are wonder-
ing which are the best sorts. To Chrysanthemum growers
and lovers our New Catalogue will prove a great help, as it

contains descriptions of the very be=t varieties in each section,

and most of the novelties are well figured. Our prices are as
low as possible,

AND
our plants or cuttings will be strong. We desire a share of

your patronage, and will Epare no pains in executing orders
entrusted tons.

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF CONNAUCHT
has honoured us with a visit and his patronage, and numtroua
visitors this season

HAVE BEEN TO SEE
the Grand Exhibition of Chrysanthemums at our Brocfahamp-
ton Nurseries. Our flowers have gained us numerous awards,
including a Silver-gilt ifedal at the Great Show hell at the
Eoyal Aquarium in November last, and ererjone has been
pleased with

W. E. TIDY'S
exhibits. Our Catalogue of New, Bare. Select

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
will be seiit post free for 3d. to aoy address on application to

W. E. TIDY, "SKST HAVANT, HANTS.

FRUIT TREES.
To MAEKET and PBIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.
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NOW READY.

THE GARDEN ANNUAL
Almanack and Address Book for 1896.

The Most Complete and Accurate Reference Book for the use of all Interested in Gardens.

Containing' :-

Calendar and Seasonable Work for each Month.

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables in Season.

List of Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists in the
United Kingdom.

List of Leading Foreign Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and
Florists.

List of Horticultural Builders, Engineers, and Sun-
driesmex in the united kingdom.

List of Ountry Seats in the United Kingdom.

The Principal Gardens in the United Kingdom.
Arranged iii the order of the Counties, with Damea of
Owoera or Occupier* aod Gardeners.

List of Gardenebs in the United Kingdom.
New Plants and Flowers which have received Cer-

tificates during the year 1895.

Staffs of Botanical Departments and Establishments
in Correspondence with Kew.

Fostax Information-.

Obituary for the year 1895.

Price, Is. Post-free, Is. 3d.

Of ALL BOOKSELLERS, NEWSAGENTS, or from the PUBLISHING OFFICE :
—

37, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

READY SHORTLY.

HARPE'S ILLUSTRATED

iSe. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SEED FABMEKS AND MERCHANTS, SLEAPORD.

Seasells Patent Orchid Basket
Is the Best and Cheapest in the Market, and Saves it* Cost

in leas time required for watering, and watering is done
thoroughly. Stands withoutarival. la the Acme of Perfection.

Awarded Certificate of Merit, Sheffield Chryxanthemum Show,
Nov., 1895. q

Sickly Plants quickly nursed back to health. Strong Plant*
grow more robust in thi-m ; and plants never fail io grow
luxuriantly in them. Particulars and prices pist free.

EDWARD SEASELL, F.R.H.S., & SON,
135, Richards Road, Heeley, Sheffield.

J. WEEKS and CO., F.R.H.S.,
CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Telegraph—" Hortulanus," London. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESICNED and BUILT TO SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FEUIT HOUSES FOE ALL PUKPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the Best Quality.

ALL KINDS OF BOILERS,
Our Improved and other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings,

Connections and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright Tubular Boilers of all Sizes,

conditionally Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKST& CO., f.r.h.s,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
APPARA TUS MANUFA CTURERS,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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PLAN TING SE ASON
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fb^mI^,
& all other

Tirees & PSars-ts
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

. NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
MAGNIFICENT NOVELTIES FOR 1896.

NO " UP TO DATE " GROWER CAN AFFORD TO DO WITHOUT THEM.

JJlCKSONS
Nurseries
(450 Acres) CHESTER.

MISS MARY GODFREY, of the largest size,

distinct colour, being that of the Peach bloom, finest form.
Plants Is. Gd.

PRIDE OF EXMOUTH. immense bloom, of
Buperb form, white, slightly frosted cherry pink, con-

sidered by many who have seen it to be the finest novelty

of the year. Plants 7s. 6d.

MRS. HUME LONG, another monster bloom,
Fometimes 14 inches in diameter. Rich deep rose with a
light reverse.

MR. WM. LAYCOCK, lovely variety; blooms
large, clear straw-yellow ; admired by all who have seen
ic. Plants 7s. Qd.

AEONA (Brisooe-Ironside), in size and form
similar to Col. Smith, but richer, and the blooms are of
much better substance. First-clasa in every respect.
Plants 7s, Gd.

These do not by any means exhaust W. J.'G.'s list of sterling
Novelties for 1893, but all are fully described, together with
the very best of last year's introductions in the general
Catalogue, which will be issued in a few days.

THE MOST BELTABLE CATALOGUE published, is sent, post-free, to all applicants.

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

SELECT NOVELTIES IN FLOWER SEEDS * I896,"5" HURST & SON, 152, mdSuondon.
S" OUR COMPLETE LIST OF NOVELTIES WILL BE POSTED IN A FEW DAYS.

WALLFLOWER RUBY GEM.
This grand Novelty i% certainly the most brilliant and effective variety of single Wallflower

hitherto sent out.
The colour is a beautiful clear shade of Ruby-Violet, with a bTuish satin-like sheen (quite

unlike the old rurple Wallflower, which is more dark and dull in colour) and when seen in a
mass the effect produced is very striking. It has the habit of the ordinary dark Blood Wall-
flower of medium height, ai.d the flowers are extra large and of good substance.

A coloured illustration of this Novelty will be issued with our General Seed Catslogae

Large Packets, retail, Is. ; Smaller Packets, retail, Sd.

GRAND NEW CRIMSON

PERPETUAL - FLOWERING CARNATION, URIAH PIKE.
(Grown by Mr. GEORGE MAY. Teddington, from whom we have bought the entire stock

of seed grown thi" year, and now rffer the s^rne for the first time.)
Awarded Six First-class Certificates, besides the Stiver-Gilt and Silver Meials of the R.H.S.

This is undoubtedly the Grandfst Crimsov Carnation ever offered, at the same time
the most decided acquisition to the Tree or Perpetual-flowering class that has ever been raised.

In point of colour this noble Carnan'on reigns supreme, being a veritable glowing crimsox-
YELVET SELF, and in this respect ABSOLUTELY UXI^TTE.

Packets of 50 Seeds, retail, 2s. 6d. each ; Packets of 25 Seeds, retail, If. 6d. each.

FOR PRICES TO THE TRADE.

SWEET PEA CUPID.
We call special attention to the new dwarf SWEET PEA CUPID, a most unique Novelty

of American origin, for which we have been appointed by the Vendors, MESSRS. ATLEE,
BURPEE, and CO., PHILADELPHIA, Sole Agents for the distribution to the Trade in Great
Britain, the Australian Colonies, and India.

A brief Description Of Cupid, (the only dwarf Sweet Pea ever known).—The foliage is

very dark green ; b ossoms pure waxy-wh'te, of unequalled substance, and fully as large as
11 Emily Henderson." The plant does not grow over 5 inches high, and never more than 12 to
15 inches in diameter. The stems are about -J inches long, bearing two or three blossoms, all

very near the end of the stem. It is a wonderfully free bloomer, an! beginB to flower as early
as May and continues until November, The seed is white, and of usual size.

Packets of 20 Seeds, retail, Is. each ; Half-size Packets of 10 Seeds, retail, Sd. eaca
Electros, for use in Catalogue, sapplied free on application.

IMPORTANT NOVELTY OF LAST YEAR.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA RUBRA SUPERBISSIMA.
This grand new Primula may be described as the red counterpart of P. alba magnifica.
The fringingof the extra large bold flowers—which are of great substance—is of the same heavy

character as in P. alba magnifica, and which distinguishes that variety from all others ; whilst
the colour is that of the best type of the ordinary " rubra."

Per Packet, retail, 2s. 6d.; Larger size Packets, retail, 3s. 6d.

SEE OCR NOVELTY LIS2.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket
expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

-163, Paimerston Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.G.
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RHODODENDRONS.
The finest named hardy varieties, bushy, and full

of buds, from £7 10s. per 100, upwards.

CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS TREES, &c, in large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
(LIMITED),

AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
All who intend to exhibit next season should

send for our NEW LIST before placing their

orders ; our young plants are carefully reared

with speoial regard to the wants of exhibitors.

Select List of the cream of the Season's Novelties.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA. FARM NURSERIES. WTTHINGTON, HEREFORD.

V. LEMOINE & SON'S
CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES,

Including BEQONIA ODORATISSIMA ALBA PLENA, AS-
TILBELEMOINEI, new Bets of GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI, and
GLADIOLUS NANCEIANUS, MONTBRETIAS, PHLOXES,
DOUBLE LILACS, and the best new Forcing Shrub—

DEUTZIA LEMOINEI
(each 5fr.

; per dozen, 48fr.), will be Bentfreeto all applicants.
GLADIOLUS LEMOINEI and GLADIOLUS NANCEIANUS

(1st Prizes at the Paris Universal Exposition, 1889 ; at the
Chicago World's Fair, 1893 ; Great Gold Medal at the
Amsterdam Universal Exposition, 1895), are not subject to
disease under the climate of England. Address—

V. LEMOINE & SON, Nancy, France.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
A large quantity of well-grown stuff, in 2A-in.

pots, for decorative purposes and for potting-on
—Pteris oristata, P. nobilis, P, tremula, P. albo-
lineata, P. serrulata oristata, and other sorts, at

9s. per 100. Also, in 48's, Pteris in variety, at
4s. 6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.
Packing free. An inspection is invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLAOKHEATH NUESERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLAOKHEATH, S.E.

Thursday Next, Dec. 19.

BY ORDER OF

Messrs. Linden
BRUSSELS.

GREAT SALE
OF

New, Rare, and Popular

ORCHIDS
AND CURIOSITIES.

Established Plants in the Finest Condition.

INCLUDING

BULBOPHYLLUM RETICULATUM
„ DISCIFLORUM
„ AJNCEPS
„ CONGOENSE

CIRRHOPETALUM MASTERSIANUM
„ MEDUSAE
„ PULCHRUM
„ VAGINATUM
„ LICHTENSTEINI

OATASETUM BARBATUM
„ „ SPINOSUM

OERSTEDTI
„ PUNCTATUM
„ CLAESIANUM
„ COLARE

OOMOSUM
CORNUTUM
TENEBROSUM
STUPENDUM

„ SPLENDENS LINDENI
,. „ ALBO-MACULATUM

„ AUREO-MACULATUM
„ „ AURANTIACUM

„ AUREUM
„ „ CHRYSOTOXUM

„ DELICIOSUM
„ „ LUTEO-PURPUREUM

. „ „ CITROSMUM PUNCTATUM
MORMODES COGNAUXI

„ ROLFEANA
NANODES MANTINI

„ MATHEWSI
LOCKHARDTIA LUNIFERA
GALEANDRA CLA.ESIANA
CATTLEYA REX

„ MOSSLE IGNEA
„ JUVENELIS

„ „ AUROSUM
„ TESSELLATA

Including many other Choice and Popular Orchids,
in perfect condition.

For Description, demand Catalogue.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION,
BY

At His GREAT ROOMS,

38, KINC ST., COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

On View Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had..

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1895.

ITALIAN CANNAS.
'T'HE group of Cannas oalled in France
-*- " floriferous," is already very rich in plants

of medium height, with numerous large flowers,

and in colouring as brilliant as varied. We
have witnessed the introductions of these fine

plants since 1859, when M. Anni5e first obtained

crosses at Passy. Before that time Cannas were

hardly known for summer bedding, except in

botanic gardens. At the Museum, there was

planted every year a series of the following

speoies :—Cannas disoolor, edulis, glauca, indica,

gigantea, flacoida, and Warscewiczii. Then
oame the sorts which Bouche' described in the

Berlin Botanic Garden ; those whioh Roscoe

had figured in his Scitamineous Plants, and

certain others which Loddiges had depioted

in the Botanical Cabinet, and which were

hardly seen save in some English amateur

collections.

To M. Anne'e, then, may be attributed the first

important results in the artificial fertilisation of

Cannas. The flowers which he obtained were

varied, but the plants were often too large. Soon
the principal object of the growers, among whom
were M. Lierval, M. Bihorel and other nursery-

men, was to develop plants with large highly-

coloured foliage. Seedlings raised by M. Crozy,

of Lyons, some time after, proved quite a revela-

tion. He produced a race of Cannas with large and

fine flowers ; among these the variety Madame
Crozy was for some time the most beautiful

known. Subsequently other raisers, foremost

among whom were MM. Vilmorin at Andbes,

obtained some very handsome varieties.

But the olass of which we wish now to speak,

and which we may call Italian Cannas, are a

great advance upon any others yet obtained. It

is to MM. Dammann et Cie., nurserymen, of

San Giovanni h, Teducoio, near Naples, that we
owe these splendid plants. One of the partners

in this firm, M. Sprenger, said that by always

working on the same lines, and always inter-

breeding the large-flowered varieties, nothing

would be obtained more remarkable than the

varieties already in existenoe. He, therefore,

sought to infuse new blood into these hy-

brids, and this was introduced by employing

Canna flacoida. This species, originating in the

southern United States, is of medium height,

3 to 4i feet, and bears large flowers, one petal

in whioh is espeoially developed.

The first trials made by M. Sprenger were unsuc-

cessful. Bat in 1892-93 he obtained by fertilising

Canna Madame Crczy with the pollen of a fine

variety of C. flaccida, a splendid plant, which he

named Italia (fig. 114). Apart from the unusual size

of the flowers and their beautiful golden-vermilion

colour, the plant has this peculiarity, fhat the general
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form of it ia flattened, resembling an expanded

Cattleya [Or a Japaneie Iri». Ed]

The similarity to Cattleya is increased by one of

the petals being horn-sbaped, like a lip. Here is

the description of Canna Italia (see fig. 114), taken

from living specimens :

—

Plant vigorous.tufted. robust.very floriferons.height

from 1 50 to 2 metres (4§ to 6.J feet), to the summit of

the spikps, stems dark green, strong, erect, leaves uni-

form dark bluish-green, erect or a little spreading, in

texture very firm and vellum-like, the petiole deeply

channelled, amplexiesul prolonged into a vary stout

and rounded midrib, blade oval, pointed at tbe sum-

mit, decurrent at the base, in leDgtb m. 60 by 25 m.

(2 feet), in width 10 inehes ; deeply channelled in

the middle, veins acutangular, slightly raised and

paler in colour, trusses 1 m. (3\ feet) in

height, often rather angular, triquetrous at the top,

standing erect in the middle of smaller floral leaves

and very long convolute sheaths ; spike erect, a foot

or more high, floral fascicles distant, sessile,

bifiorous, having at the base one common bract, very

broad, short, obtuse, membranous violet- brown ; the

two bracts of each flower longer. 0m. 015 (half

an inch), oval, spoon-shaped, obtuse, erect, violet.

Ovary oblong, wrinkled, green and violet, with three

rounded corners surmounted by a calyx with three

erect concave sepals, separated as far as the base,

equitant, oblong-oval, obtuse, in colouring red-brown,

rather plum-coloured, in length 0m. 020 (three-

quarters of an inch), and 0m. 010 (three-eighths of

an inch) in width. Perianth very large, erect,

very widely expanded, two of the outer divisions

lanceolate, pointed, spoon-shaped, in length Om. 06m,

to Om. 08 (a fifth of an inch), in breadth

Om. 20 to Om. 025 (three-tenths of an inch),

in colour dull yellowish-red, streaked with much
darker brownish-red lines. The third division

narrower, m. 014 to m. 015 (half an inch to five-

ninths of an inch), more pointed, and yellower at the

tip ; interior lobes nearly equal, obovate, obtuse,

entire, 10 to 14 cent. (3J to 5.} inches) long ; in width

m. 045 to m. 060 (three-twentieths of an inch to

a quarter of an inch) ; two are folded one over the

other, and opposed to the third. The surface of all

three is flat, and the upper part widely expanded, so

that it somewhat resembles a Cattleya flower.* The
ground colour is a beautiful orange-red, heightened

with vermilion over three-fourths of the surface, and

prolonged into oval streaks and spots on a wide

golden-yellow margin. The fourth lobe is elliptic, of

the same width, twisted, the edges approximate

as in the lip of a Cattleya, deeply bilobed at the top,

waved, sometimes somewhat laciniate, of a beautiful

orange-vermilion colour, bordered with gold, with a

large central and basilary channel, shaded with purple

on a dark ground ; staminiferous lobe, a little

smaller, hatchet - shaped, dark vermilion, the

edge gilded and streaked with red, stamen linear,

arched, inserted laterally towards the middle

of the right side, yellow at the base, m. 0.15 (half

an inch) long.pistillary lobe narrow, flattened, at the

summit obliquely flattened into a scimitar-like form,

the colour golden-yellow and dark vermilion-red.

It was in the summer of 1893 that among a

thousand seedlings, this variety, Italia, flowered with

another bearing yellow flowers shaded with purple,

and named Austria. This latter variety may be

likened to a large Talip or yellow Lily placed on the

top of cruises which emerge from beautiful green

foliage. M. Sprenger continued to raise seedlings,

and the results will not be lone in appearing. For
example, in the summer of 1894, he succeeded in

flowering some splendid varieties, among which we
note the following:

—

Atalanta.—Leaves green, bordered with red, very

large clear scarlet flowers, or blood- ooloured with
flame-red centres.

Anurioa.— Leaves dull red, streaked with greenish

brooz 1
,
quite distinct, very brilliant, very large car-

mine-red flowers, partly streaked with pale yellow.

A. splendid plant.

• For thi* reason in Italy the name of Orchid-flowered
ia li cri-kn to th*«« plants.

Eurgundia.—Leaves glancons, small, with brown
margins, large golden-yellow flowers, interior petals

scarlet, the others red, spotted.

Allemaniana.—Leaves very large, like those of a
Musa. Flowers, the largest of the class, carmine-
red, with a wide golden-yellow border, spotted with
scarlet beneath.

Twelve other varieties raised from seed in 1894
to 1895 gave still other new varieties and colours not

hitherto seen. They are not yet named. We are

glad to give onr readers these deicriptions thus early,

with illustrations taken from photographs of a
plant of Canna Italia which I flowered this year at

Lacroix, and which are exact as to appearance and
dimensions. Ed. AncLri, [We are indebted to the
publisher of the Revue HorticoU for the use of the
woodcuts illustrating this article by the accomplished
Editor of that journal.]

of December 22. The havoc it wrought about Brad-

ford will cause it to be remembered a long time.

Mr. Charles Harding, in a paper describing the phe-

nomenon, said the storm was one of exceptional

severity, especially over the northern portions of

England and Ireland, and in the south of Scotland.

The greatest violence of the wind occurred at Fleet-

wood at about 9 A m , and for four honrs the velocity

exceeded that of any wind recorded in the British

Isles. The Board of Trade Returns show that

167 lives were lost during the gale, and the destruc-

tion of property was enormous. Within a day or

two of the close of the year 1894, temperature for

the preceding three months had been much above

average, and farmers profited by the mildness, for

the after-grass was plentiful, and the cattle could be

turned out almost every day. But after that, right

away into March, more than two months, the tem-

FlO, 114.—CANNA ITALIA: TO SHOW HABIT.

(One-twentieth of the natural size.)

A SUMMARY OF THE WEATHER
OF THE NATURAL YEAR.

The following obiervations were commenced at

the autumnal equinox in 1894, and brought to an
end with the similar event in 1895, the locality

being Bradford. The weather during the latter part

of September and all October in 1894 was unre-

markable. The trees shed their leaves naturally

through decay, and not from violence of the weather.

The first frost occurred October 22. On November 12

the barometer was very low, but as the weather at

Bradford scarcely corresponded to so low a reading,

one naturally looked for the cause somewhat further

away. In South Wales and tbe south-west of

England the rain fell in torrents, causing the rivers

rapidly to rise, and flood the adjacent country.

Much damage to property and some loss of life was
the consequence. For some days after, storms and
shipwreck furnished the newspapers with sensational

matter. The next event was the great wind-storm

perature was much below average. Perhaps the
weather of January, 1895, would only be rightly

described in saying it was about tbe worst and most
trying to man and beast that ever was. There were
heavy falls of snow, which were drifted and piled np
in all sorts of objectionable places, making it neces-

sary for much labour with the shovel, in order that
paisengers could get about at all. Daring the day-
time it frequently thawed and rained, and so the roads
became slushy and wet. Frost as frequently fol-

lowed at night, when the roads became as slippery as

glass, and very dangerous to travel. With all this,

and tbe intense cold, besides hardly any sunshine,

and much mist, it will be seen what has been said

about January can scarcely be regarded as too bad.

The first two weeks of February were even colder,

and as the severity of the weather had been pro-

longed, the suffering amongst the people became
acute. On February 8, temperature fell to about
zero all round Bradford. From the middle of

February there was a condition of things somtrwhat
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more bearable, but to the lecond week of March
Nature was bound hard and fast with froit. Oa
Wednesday night, March 13. there was a fine display

of streamers. The phenomenon was seen at the

same time by different persons in localities right

across the country, from Scarborough to the Isle of

Man. Afterwards the temperature was decidedly

warmer, bat it would be difficult to prove that one

circumstance had anything to do with the other.

Sanday, March 17, was the first spring day. On
Sunday, March 24, it was very rough, rain and wind
keeping everyone within doors. In the midlands,

winter to summer. The remainder of May and all

June was generally suitable for vegetation ; not-

withstanding, scarcely any bloom was borne by the

Thorn, Biech, S/caiiore, Oik, or other forest trees.

Oa June 14, the hay-harvest commenced. The
crop was light, but of good quality. Tae fore part

of July was marked with frequent thunder-storms,

the lightning at times being particularly vivid, and
almost continuous. The latter part of July, all

August, and the beginning of September might be

described as growing weather, for generally it was

warm and humid, with rather frequent thunder-

JirflSi1
:

eighteen of them have Increased more than they did

in 1894, eight of them less, whilst nine of them have

grown alike in both years. Tae increase of all the

tbirty-five trees this year is 354 fractions of an inch ;

last year it was 326 (the fractions are sixteenths).

The Apple crop has been exceptionally good.

The cereal crops are estimated to be under average

in quantity, bat in quality they compare favourably

with those of other years. John Clayton, 'Bradford,

November, 1895.

FlQ. 115.—CANNA ITALIA : SINGLE FLOWEB, NATOBAL SIZE, (SEE P. 704.)

the wind was much stronger than about here, and
caused there great damage and loss of life. On
Thursday night, April 4, between 8.30 and 10, there

was a halo around the moon ; at the same time it

was observed by a gentleman who was travelling

between Liverpool and Sonthport. Hencj, the

cause of halos mast be at a great altitude, or it could

not have been seen at Bradford and Sonthport at the

same time. The last week of April and the first two
weeks of May, the weather suited vegetation exactly.

It was commonly said that it had been made on
purpose for the farmers, and certainly its effect was

so sadden as to appear magical. The trees in the

short time named turned in their aspect from that of

Btorms and rain. The remainder of September was

exceptionally bright, hot, and dry, suiting the

ripening and harvesting of all kinds of vegetation.

The floods of November, the winds of December

and March, the inclemency of January, and the low

temperature of February, are the extraordinary cir-

cumstances of the weather of the natural year.

Excepting them, there has been a near approach to

a meteorological arerage during the time under

consideration.

The foliage of forest trees has not suffered this

year from any ill effects which sometimes arise from

wind, frost, hail, or insects. Of the thirty-five

forest trees, whose girths I regularly measure.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

A CURIOUS CATTLETA.
Messes. Sandeb send us one of the most remark-

able sen,i- doable Cattleyas we have yet met with.

The parts of the flower are fifteen in number, viz.,

three sepals, three outer petals, three inner petals,

a column of three stamens, and an ovary with three

compartments. The arrangement of the parts is

even more curious, the outermost row of three

sepals is normal in position and form, the succeeding

row of three petals is not alternate with the sepals,

but superposed to them (radial chorisis). These

three petals have the form of the ordinary lateral

petals. The inner row of petals likewise is super-

posed to the preceding row ; one of them, the

posterior one, is concrescent with the column, and

has the form of an ordinary lateral petal, the other

two anterior or antero-lateral are lip-like. Within

this inner row of petals is the column bearing one

median or posterior anther, and two lateral oner.

Or the three compartments of the ovary, two art

posterior, one anterior. The arrangement may be

understood from the annexed diagram, where x is

the axis of the plant, S the sepals, P P the two

rows of petals, A the outermost anther, a a the two

anthers of the inner row, whilst the central triangle

represents the ovary with its median carpel in front,

opposite the single anther A, instead of in a line

with it as in Orchids generally :

—

S

P
P
A

V aPPS

M. T, M.

Oechid3 at Oswald House, Edinbubgh.

In the Orchid-houses of J. Buchanan, E q., the

number of plants in flower at this season is small,

but several interesting species were noted on the

occasion of a recent visit. In one house were noted

fine plants of Cymbidium giganteum and Cymbidium

Lowianum throwing up strong flower-spikes ; and a

plant of C. sinense, a much less- conspicuous plant,

with purple and brown coloured flowers, which are

fragrant. There were also the odorous Dendrobium

heterocarpum, or more properly called D. anreum ;

and the now popular D. Fhalienopsis, in several

shades of colour, and of various sizes, and these

judging by the number of plants observed, are the

owner's favourites. Large baskets of Cce'ogyne

Massangeana were in luxuriant health, with some

few flower-spikes on plants in the cooler houses.

C. barbata, with its coriaceous bold foliage and erect

spikes of flowers, promises a good display. Plants

of this Assam species were doing well in the inter-

mediate-house. The gem of this genus in flower

was C. Gardnerianum, a native of the Khasia Hills,

discovered in 1837, bat still anything bat common.

The pseudo-bulbs are club-shaped, with broadish

leaves, and the racemes of flowers of almost trans-

parent whiteness, with just a slightly lemon- coloured

blotch on the lip, have an attractive appearance.

Tubfuls of C. cristata, a yard in diameter, were near-

ing the flowering stage, and the vaiieties alba and

o hers will soon give an abundant crop of bloom.

Lselia anceps, and its varieties Gouldiana, Scottiana,

and others were numerously represented. A fine plaLt
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of Lycaate Skicneri alba throwing up ita flowers

appeared in aplendid condition. Masdevaliia tova-

renaia and M. bella were very bright. The latter

plant is said by Mr. Wood, the gardener, to be

almost perpetually in flower. A very large specimen

of Odontoglosanm. coronariam, aometimea called 0.

brevifolium, waa freely covering a large raft nearly

3 feet long by 2 feet wide. This plant has not

flowered in these gardens as yet, but efforts are being

made to induce it to do ao. Many other species of

Odontogloaaum were showing their flower- spikes; a

good plant of 0. Edwardi, carrying an enormoua

branched apike ; several Oncidiuma, Cypripediama,

and others were in bloom, and the houses presented

an interesting appearance. H,

BANANAS AT HAMPTON.
There are few nobler leaf plants of a tropical

nature grown under glass here, and sometimes with

fins effect out-docra in warm positions, than are

Musas. Of all vegetation, these plants give some

of the moat luxuriant and the moat rapid growth.

P/anted as aorted auckera of small dimenaiona in a

heated houae, in a few months they have become

grand specimen?, having masaive trunks and magni-

ficent foliage, and tbu» are most speedily noble

decorative objects of vegetable prcdaction. It is

not uiually the caae that producta of thia description

are found in gardens of limited nature, and wheie

the glass area is comparatively restricted. There

are alwaya found, however, exceptions to every

rule, and there ia a moat admirable illustration of

thia fact to be now aeen in a houae attached to the

residence of H. 0. O'Hagan, Esq., Hampton Court,

Middlesex. That there is here a gcod deal of glais

relative to the dimensions of the place, there is no
doubt; but much of it is devoted to Peachea,

Apricota, Vines, &e. The gardena lie close to

the Thames, and rather too much so to be

pleaaant, when the river ia exceptionally high.

Laat winter when the great Thames flooda pre-

vailed, the higher portion of the grounds were

immeraed 3 feet, and the lower parta from 6 feet

to 8 feet in water, which poured through the

gardeaa and round the homes in the moit
furiois fashion ; cf course in each case, everything

had to be left to its fate, and a rough fate it

waa to many. One of the oddest things in the

P^ach-houaes was that all main stems underwater
suffered nothing, but all the lateral and young
shoots were killed, whilst above the water-line

none Buffered. Whether because thua aaturated or

bf causa of the exclusion of air, the immeraed
young wood died, is a point which may be left for

plant- pbyaiolojiats to d>cide. It will not be a

matter for surprise, aa wai mentioned shortly after

in theae pages, to learn that thia flood having riaen

to a height of 4 feet in the house devoted to Bananaa
at that time, grand plants, and carrying huge cluster!

of fruit, were killed almost outright-. So complete
was the work of deatructioa, that out of ten fine

specimens not a single sucker could be found alive

a week or two a'ter the flood had abated. The gar-
dener, M-. Laat, however, did detach some dormant
knobs or aucker basea from the bottom of the stems
after they were taken from the soil, and these being
placed in pota singly ard stood in warmth, presently

puahed growth, so that in Marcb, when the house
waa again prepared for the plants, those about
18 inches in height were put cut in the bees, end
another good start made. The reault may be aeen
to-day by anyone intereated in Baraoa culture for

fruit production, who may care to look in at River
House The houae devoted to theae plants is an
erect span, 21 feet by 16 feet, and is some 11 feet in

height. There ia a broad centre walk, and on either

side a bed enclosed in 9-inch walla, the inner width
being 4 feet. Theae beds are 2 feet in depth. The
heatiag force ia obtained from a double row of pipei
that run round between the inner walls of the beds
and the outer wall of the house, and also from other
pipes sunk beneath the iron grating which floors the
main waik of the houae. A* the bottom of each bed

there is some 9 inches of rubble for drainage, this

materially reducing the soil area. On that are

laid first rough pieces of turf, and then the

compost. This ia a material of very innocent

nature, being chiefly old pot-aoil from Chryaanthe-

mums, &c, with which ia mixed a moderate

quantity of old hot-bed manure, ard rather more of

turf edgings or trimmings. Of the atereotyped turfy

loam in ita virgin state there is none. Nearly filled

to the level of the walls, thia compoat settlea down

materially curing the seaeor, ao that now ita level ia

aome 3 or 4 inches below the wall top». Four plants

only are growing on either aide thia year ; aeven of

them are carrying huge cluatera of fruit, the other

being planted later, will not fruit just yet, These

cluatera are from the tips of the first whorl of poda to

the point of their floreacence, fully 5 feet loDg, but the

actual length of the fruit cluster ia 3 feet. The

fruita will commence to ripen in February, and

those now set will occupy Bome two montha before

they are all ripe, The preaent average temperature

ia 6CP, but in the summer it ia, of ccune, much

higher. There are no mnlchinge, and no strong

ammoniacal smells that are so offensive in close

plant and fruit-housea. No artificial manure of any

sort is employed ; the only deacription of feeding

otherwiae than the eoil and plenty of water fur-

nish ia found in occasional waterings with the

contents of a ceeapool. The plants now run to about

10 feet to the top of the leafage, which is cf very

noble character, ard reaches 6 feet in length, and of

proportional width. The stems of the plants close

to the ground are generally 3 feet in circumference.

The variety ia Muaa Cavendishii. Could Mr. Laat

but exhibit one or two clusters of these grand fruita,

when matured, at the Drill Hall, no doubt he

would receive a high award. It aeema a pity that

becauae inch cannot well be the case, that aome

honour may not be paid to inch splendid culture as

this caae ahowa. No one can aee what ia here pro-

duced, and the aarroundinga, without realiiing that

Banana culture is at Hampton of the moat meritorioua

nature. A. D,

ABOUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
f Cjntixued from p. 652.)

Chbysaxthemcms at Hollthcrst, Daelixgtjx.

—The collection of Chryaanchemuma at Ho:lyhurst,

the reaidence of W. Harding, Eq , though not large,

ia extremely well grown, and redecta credit on Mr.

Coultaa, the entbuaiaitic cultivator of the flower in

the district. Tnere are roue 400 plants grown, the

Japaneae forming tha baik of the number, and nearly

every one carried good exhibition blooms. Th?re
were grand biooma of Lord Brooke, C. Davis, E.

Molyneux, Mllle. T. Rey, Loaiee, J. Sarimpton,

and others too numeroui to mention. Among the

ir carved, there were good biooma of R-falgens,

Golden Empreas, Jeanne d'Arc, Violet Tomlin, &e.

Bash plants are also well gTown here, and in the

gTeenhouae there were aome grand apecimena of

Saivia aplendena—a maaa of colour. The gardeni

generally were a picture of neatness and order, and,

considering the number of men employed, show that

the old school of gardeners can give some of the

younger ones point*. W. S.

Show Chrysa>-themcms.

I would ask, cannot the National Chrysanthemum
Society make a limit aa to the height of Sowers
shown of Japaneae varieties, at their own and
affiliated aociety'a ahowa ? There ia nothing which
mara the look of the tablea more, than to see one
ahow-board of cut blooms propped up (aa if they

were on stack pipee) about 13 inches high, and on
the next board the biooma mar be abcut 6 inches

high. I cannot underatand the uae of having ahow-
boarda 3 inches high in the front, and 6 inches at

the back, if acch cups and tubes are allowed to be

placed upon them. If the flowers were staged of an
uniform height, the tables would have a more tatia-

factory appearance than that which prevails at
preaent. There ia rmerally a fixed limit at pro-
vincial ahowa as regards the Pompons, and ic is

uaually that they are not to exceed 6 to 9 inchea ;

why, therefore, no rule to the same effect aa regarda

Japaneae bloom? ? There ia another proposal I

should like to venture to make, that is, the system

of offering prizes by provincial shows. I do not aee

why they ahou'.d not offer them the same aa the

National Rose Society, viz., to growers of 50 to 100

planta, 100 to 300, and from 300 to 500. M. E. Mills,

The Gardens, Coomhe House, Croydon.

Fore QN GORRESPONtlENGE.

A TROPICAL FROG.

Under the heading of a trrpical frrg at Kew
i Gardeners' Chronicle, November 30, 1895). I read with

much interest a note on that sort of frog, I bad
these creatures myielf for many years in one of the

houses under my management at Herbanlt-en- Besace,

Francp, having received them from Gaadalcupe,

where they are aaid to be very abundant ; but how-
ever atrange it may seem, I could never acclimatise

them in any of the hot-heueea, for as often aa they

were taken into other houses, they lived only a few

months.

Tee house in which I had kept them for ten years

waa a large lean-to, the back wall of which waa
nearly covered with blocks of hard wood, covered

with the bark, split in large piecea, and nailed to

the wall. a these blocks a fine vegetation of Feme,
Bromeliada, and Aroida, grew, and it waa among
thoae planta that the froga used to harbour, and
especially down in the hearts of tall-growing B:lber-

gias—in fact, I never aaw them spawn anywhere elee

bnt jnat in the centre where the water lodgea, and
the froga remained hidden in theae p!ant8 during all

day ; bat in the evening and at night they naed to

run nearly ali over the house, and were very d ffieait

to ea'cr>. I tried rrany t
: m?s to catch them, at the

same time carrying a light in one hand, but it waa
almost impossible to do ao, they moved so swiftly

;

bat I learnt to catch them in the daytime by tickling

them down in the hearta of Bilbergiaa, when they

would jump on to the wa.ks o: the houaea, and thua

render it possible for one to catch them. Thia
ap< cies of frog ia more difficult to acclimatise

than anyone would believe, as the following will

show. When I left the gentleman'a place above-

mentioned, the whole of the plants were sold

to my new master, and of course with the planta

I took care to take away a good many of

the froga, which I distributed aa eoon aa the

plants arrived ia d ffjrent h oases, where I thought
they would Bucceed; but they did not liva long, and
after one year I think there waa not one left. I

have no opportunity of obtaining aay more of th'e m
from Guadeloupe, and it was only when readiDg ih«

account of the froga at Kew in the Gardeners,'

Chronicle that I remembered having had the aiine

kiud. Ch Maron, Orchii Cttltivitor at La Cavilsi-e,

St. Barnahe, Marseilles. France.

PRICES OF GARDEN MANURES.
Ix theae daya when gardeners for their own as well

for their employers' sake, are tb'iged to keep their

expenses within reasonable bounds, I think it ia

time to say something about the pric? of thoae arti-

ficial manurea which are now ao commonly uaed, bat
the use of which ia restricted by the unreasonable
pricea demanded by Bome vendora—eepecially by
tho8e who diatribate their manurea through middle-
men connected with the trade. 'Live aDd let

live" appears to be a maxim utkoown to some.
For example, there is now quite a number of
different vendora of Vine and plant manuree, all

of or about the same quality and actual value,

according to analyaia and the testimony of gardeners
of repute, but which vary in price to the extent of

from 30 to -50 per cent, or thereabouts—thia amount
I am credioly informed being divided between the
manufacturer and the middleman. A thorcughly
well-known agricnlturiat not long aince aeaerted in

a northern agricultural contemporary that if gar-
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denera knew ua much about manures aa the

" average farmer "—not a high eetimate of " Horty '

— he would not think of buying Vine and plant

manurea at the prioea charged lor them, becaueethey

were not worth "anything like " the price charged,

if they were made of the beat con6tituenta of

manurea, compound them aa you may. I have long

used " artificial?," and have now price-liata before

me of the above manurea, both good, and apparently

of identical conaticuenta, and the difference in the

price amounta to the percentage given above. The
chief explanation appears to bs thia, that one

was just double the weight of that on ground which

had received no manure—no other kind of manure

being given, the ground being poor. The curioua

feature of thia trial waa, that the increaae waa pro-

duced not by the Potatoa being bigger, but by there

being more of them, and the difference in the appear-

ance of the cropa waa marked from the beginning. 1

atate this caae incidentally, aa what I wiah to ahow

ia that thia manure, made of fairly expenaive conati-

tuenta, and bought in the way etated, coat juat about

£9 per ton, and could,'! find, have been got for a

till smaller aum. Had I purchased the manure

Fig. 11G.— a town oabd>\

vendor aelle direct to the consumer, and the
other through the middleman and not only that,

but the firat of theae two vendors offera his

manurea mixed of hia own composition, or mixed to
the puichaaer'a own recipe; or he will aell any of

the constituents separately, for the purchaser to mix
them at home— a practice now often adopted. I

bought this year my Potato- manure in ita separate

constituents, according to the recipe published by the

Technical Elucation Committee of the Wiltshire
County Council. It c insisted of 4 cwt, each of

superphosphate, kainit, and nitrate, to be applied

when mixed at the rate of 12cwt. per acre; and
nnder perfectly equal conditions, carefully attended

to, the crop of "Bruce" Potato under the manure

from a middleman, it would probably have coat

about £15 per ton, 25 to 30 per cent, going, I

believe, to the latter, and the rest for advertising

and profits, &c. The moat amazing thing about

theae expenaive manures ia that, according to the

vendors, one great feature of their value consists in

their lasting effects, the beat commentary on this

quality being that they are to be applied once, or

even twice a year, at a rate which would coat about

from £2.5 to £35 per rood. It may be guesaed,

therefore, what proportion of the laating element!

enter in to their composition, and theae are, aa a

rule, the higheat priced, and have hitherto been

supposed to lust a Vine border at a less rate of

application from beginning to end. Head,

A TOWN GARDEN.
The garden, a view of which we give at fig. 116,

is situated in one of the blackest auburba of London,

within a short distance of smoky Stratford, and of

factory chimneys not readily computable. The
garden waa reconatructed about 1855 by the late

Mr, Frank Maetera, of Canterbury, whole dispo-

aitiona were pleasing to the eye, and specially

designed to hide out adjacent suburban gardens.

The illustration tells its own tale. It must suffice

here to say that the tree on the left is a fine speci-

men of Ailanthus glanduloia, one of the best of

town trees ; the one near the centre of the cut is

an old Almond, whose dying agonies have been

recently cut ahort by amputation. The large ahrubs

are fine old Hollies, which suffered greatly from

recent severe winters and the drought of last summer,
but which might still be brought into condition by

patience and good management. The tree at the

end is a Purple Beech, and near it are planted

Golden Poplar, Acer Negundo variegatum, Pnrpl?

Sycamore, Wistaria, and Laburnums, the effect of

which in spring is very satisfactory. The garden has

for the last few yeara been in a measure utilised

aa an txperimtntal garden for the purpose of ascer-

taining what shruba would aurvive under auch un-

toward conditiona. Specimens of theae have from

time to time been exhibi'ed before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, and made the subject of comment
by the writer of these notes, and have excited much
interest. Aucubaa, Hollies, Skimmia japonica, the

common Fig, and Me take Bamboo, have survived many
others, and are still flourishing. Conifera except Pinui

excelaa, and Ginkgo biloba, the Maidenhair tree— fine

old apecimeneof which exist in the vicinity—:efuse to

grow. Ron i are equally refractory, but a large

Dumber of c'eciduous trees and shrubs do well, and till

lately there waa a good collection of hardy wild

plants and lardy Ferns. Under glaaa, Vinea bad

ceased to bear, but Camellias and Fuchsias bloomed
freely. Lapageriaand Solanum jasminoides were the

beat creepera, and at one time there waa a small but

cho'ce collection of succulenta. The recmt death

of the owner of the premises, who took gnat interest

in her garden, and was a genuine plant-lover, will

necessitate the break up of the establishment.

Trees and Shrubs.

LORBERG'S MAPLE.
One of the most brilliattly-coloun d of Maples in

the antumn ia the Maple so named in gardens. It

is a form of the pe. mate variety of the common
Norway Maple, and has very deeply- divided palmate

leaves, the five to seven lobes wedge-shaped at the

bise, and themselves dividing rather less than half-

way down into oblong lobules, terminating in long

slender points (acuminate). The specimen before us

was sent with a note of commendation by Mr. W. E.

Gumb'.eton.

A WoNDE! FCL PoBTrGiL LaTJBI T..

I enclose jou particulars and a sketch of a gigantic

Portugal Laurel growing upon the lawn at Siberts-

wold Vicarage, Dover, kindly sent me by the Rev.

Thos. Falkner, who states, that owing to the severity

of the winter last season, every leaf dropped off, but

now it is as green aa ever, and well clothed with

foliage. The tree overshadows a oircumference of

fully ICO feet; girth of trunk 5 feet from ground,

5 feet 3 inches ; height of tree, 26 feet ; circumference

of head, 100 feet. Alfred Outram, F.R H.8.

Pinus Devonlana.

Under this name, Lindley (Bot. Reg., 18391

described a Mexican Pine discovered by Hartweg
in the neighbourhood of Oaxaca at a height of

8,000 feet. It is one of the five-leaved Pines with

deep green leaves, 8 to 10 inches long, with aheatha

1 inch long. In Veitch's Manual, p. 184, it is

mentioned as closely resembling P. Montezurr.Ee,

of which it is considered as probably only a variety.

This, indeed, seems to be the general opinion among
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botanists, and a specimen kindly forwarded from

Fota by Mr. Oiborne as P. Devoniana, is clearly

not distinguishable from Montezumse. Mr. Oiborne

describe! the tree as very beautiful, bat with a

tendency to spread instead of keeping a straight

trunk.

The Bulb Garden.

TIGER LILIES.

Dubinq the early autumn months the varieties of

the Tiger Lily, L. tigrinnm, afford a rich and dis-

tinctive array of colour just at a time when the San-

flower abounds in almost every garden. It is at such

a time that the value of some exceptional bit of

colour, such as found in all the Lilies of this section,

find special favour. And during the present year

the Kew Garden authorities displayed these to

great advantage in a series of beds, showy at a con-

siderable distance. The example thus set will be

sure to be frequently imitated in the near future,

Those among your readers who may so desire to fill

some beds of these kinds, cannot do better than see

to their planting without any farther delay. The
type, as indeed the several varieties of the gronp, are

all of easy culture, and will not require any very

elaborate preparation in the matter of soil. What
these prefer is, a sandy well-drained loam of fairly

good depth. Where very heavy and retentive

soils are the rule, the best way will be to remove the

original soil at least 6 or 9 inches in depth, and return

old potting soil, peat-screenings, half-decajed leaves,

wood-ashes, and road-sweepings, in its place. And
if the garden generally be low or wet, keep the sur-

face of the beds a little above the usual level.

When the soil is ready, the bulbs may be planted

at abont 5 inches or 6 inches deep ; and if sand is

plentiful, a good sprinkling may be added about the
bulbs. With the soil prepared in the way suggested,

little or no manure will be necessary ; but if any be
given, let it be thoroughly decomposed, and either

dag in deeply below the bulbs, or nsed as a mulch on
the surface after planting. L. tigrinum (type), L. t.

plendens (a most handsome kind), and L. tigrinnm

flore-pleno, are all worthv, and among the cheapest

of Lilies for the garden. J.

Spaeaxis and Ixia.

I am surprised the above beautiful bnlbous plants

are not extensively grown in gardens, for all who
have seen a well-grown collection admit that they
are pretty when in bloom, inexpensive to buy, and
easily cultivated, thriving in almost all kinds
of soil, and only requiring to be preserved from
frosts. The late Mr. Gaines, a famoui florist, resid-

ing at Battersea, used to cultivate the plants
in capital style, he got together a splendid collection,

the graceful panicles or clusters of flowers, varying in

colour from brilliant crimson to all shades of orange,

red, rose, cream, &c, which presented a beautiful

picture on a border in the front of some long houses

devoted to Pelargoniums. When the plants are

planted in this manner in masses they rival Orchids
in brilliancy. These bulbs were left in the ground for

three years, when they were lifted, sorted, and the
strongest bulbs replanted. The border was protected

by a thick coating of old tanner's bark in winter. A
ite for a bed of Ixias or Sparaxis should face the south,
the subsoil should be dry, or be provided with drain-

age materials, such as brick-bats, laid all over the
bottom of the bed ; the soil shonld consist of rich

sandy loam, a small quantity of peat and leaf-mould,

the depth being not less than 1 foot. The bulbs may
be planted in rows or clumps, from 2 to 3 inches
deep, according to their size, covered with river-

sand to the depth of an inch, previous to covering
them with the earth. If cultivated in potB for green-
house decoration, the bulbs should be potted in

October, and the pots plunged in coal-ashes, &c , in
a cold frame till the foliage appears, when removal
to the greenhouse may take place, or they may
remain in the frame. As the plants advance in
growth, air must be freely admitted, or the growth

will be weakly and poor; and liquid-manure may be

used after the flower-spikes have made their appear-

ance. In the month of May or later, when the leaves

die down, turn them out of the soil, clean the bulbs

and place them in boxes or drawers until wanted the

next October, Edw. Bennett, Lyne, Chertsey.

Spanish Ibis.

All Irises are beautiful, some of them being sur-

passingly lovely, and fully justifying their generic

name ; but while the German bearded Iris, I. Kasmp-
feri, I. reticulata, I. Susiana, and other beautiful

forms of the family are, comparatively, high in price.

Iris hispanica are so cheap, that large clamps or

beds may be planted of them at a trifling cost ; they

are, too, admirably adapted for catting purposes.

The flowers are particularly bright and gay in

colour, are borne on long stalks, and, while packing

and carrying well, last a long time in water. While
in bloom—abont the end of May or beginning of

Jane—they are veritable •' cut and come again " plants

and when grown in a rather rich bed, well manured
with old, rotted cow-dung, it is astonishing the

quantity of bloom they will produce. Considering

the low price at which Spanish Iris, either in

separate varieties or in mixture, are offered in the

bulb catalogues, I am surprised they are not more
planted in the flower-beds or in flower-borders. As
they die down after flowering, the ragged untidy

appearance of a bed of German Iris when oat of

bloom is avoided. The present is a good time to

plant them. I like to see them in a bed by them-
selves, planted pretty thickly, for they do not take up
much room ; bat I have also seen fine effects where
a carpeting of Silene pendula compacta was put over

them. I saw a bed of Spanish Iris among which
Violas were planted so as to form a ground-work,

and as they all bloomed at the same time, the effect

was very beautiful. A. H.

Florists' Flowers.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
I have been much interested reading the remarks

on the Hollyhock by " R. D.," and am glad to know
that there are cultivators who can grow the Holly-

hock successfully. I have been trying to grow it for

the Inst twenty years, but I mnst say that my success

has not been conspicuous, I can manage to get rid

of the Carnation disease, and to keep it away by
isolating the Carnations, and placing every new one
I obtain into quarantine ; and if the disease is there,

it soon shows itself, and the diseased portions are then

cnt off before the spores are developed. Tois is

effectual as regards the Carnation ; but the same
treatment will not do for the Hollyhock. Eyery leaf

may be cut off, still the disease will show itself

whenever the first leaves appear. I tried to grow
Hollyhocks in my new place in Surrey, and sowed
seed, keeping away every plant from the place but
the seedlings. They grew amazingly on the new
ground, and I was in expectation of a fine bloom

;

but almost before the flower-buds were formed, the
disease appeared. I tried the plan of removing the

leaves affected, but it was of no avail ; the attack
came in 1894, and was the most virulent I ever knew.
How did the plants get the disease ? This was a
poser for some time, until I found out that some
plants of common varieties were growing at the
railway station badly diseased ; the plants were at

some distance, still the minute spores of the disease

were carried upon the clothes of the garden men, and
thus it came that my plants were infected. If

diseased Hollyhocks are allowed to exist at railway

stations, it will be hopeless to attempt the culture

of this stately plant in any garden whence pas-

sengers are passing to and fro; for I believe that

the minnte spores are carried on the clothes of any
one going near diseased plants. I am not sure what
I can do next, for the plants were so bad that I

destroyed them all. I have a smaller lot of seed-

lings, and a few named sorts, to flower next year, but
I despair of success. A good strain of seed is sure to

give good varieties, as about 50 per cent, of seedling

Hollyhocks are as good as the parents ; and if good

varieties are not produced, one knows well enough

who to blame.

As to the culture of the Hollyhock, that is simple

enough, for even in cottage gardens the most stately

plants are produced with little tronble ; nevertheless,

the plant is a gross feeder, and the good results

obtained in cottage gardens are doubtless owing to

liberal supplies of pig-manure. It seems the disease

is influenced to a considerable extent by the seasons.

The wet season of 1894 was favourable to the develop-

ment of the disease, and last season being exceedingly

dry was unfavourable, the plants having a chance to

do better if they were well watered at the roots, and
the leaves kept free from red-spider. J, Douglas.

Berlin.

ENGLISH VERSUS GERMAN CYCLAMENS.
To "F. N. S" I have to reply that English

varieties are cultivated by Mr, Schwarzbnrg jast in

the same way as the German ones, As I remarked

in my first letter, it may be possible that the treat-

ment is different in England and in Germany. It

may be also that the English varieties grow best only

under the treatment to which they are accustomed in

England. The fact is, that German varieties grown
together with English ones, and in the same way,

surpass the latter. To-day I have a second proof

of the truth of my remark. A second lot of seeds of

English varieties was given by the Berlin Horticul-

tural Society to another Cyclamen specialist, Mr.
Tubbentha), at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, who
tested them. They were exhibited at the meeting of

the society on the last Thursday of November,
together with varieties grown by Mr. Tubbenthal.

This time the difference was still more striking

than the first time. In this case also, the Eng-
lish varieties had quite the same cultivation as the

home-grown ones. Mr. Schwarzbnrg has reported

upon the trials ; but in order that this may be

quite disinterested, Mr. Schwarzbnrg asked the society

to select a committee to test his report and the

plants. The report will be published in the Garten-

flora. At this meeting it was stated that the

English Cyclamen growers very mnch surpassed the

German ones about fifteen or twenty years ago ; but

since that time the German ones have progressed so

far, after they introduced English Cyclamen blood

into their cultivation, that they surpass the English,

as is now shown by the plants exhibited. It was
remarked during the discussion that several of the

varieties which were brought to Germany fifteen or

twenty years ago, to freshen up the German Cyclamen
blood, were quite the same as were cultivated this

year from English seeds. Another remark of interest

is, that German gardeners who grow new varieties

give no new names to these sorts, but cultivate and
improve them yearly by selecting the very best speci-

mens for seed. So it comes abont that there are

in different nurseries different high-class varieties,

bat without distinctive names. If I knew on which
days the meeting of the London Royal Horticultural

Society is held, it would give me much pleasure to send

to the meeting some of our best German varieties, as

also plants of English varieties, grown here together

with the German ones. Then the society could see

for itself whether the English varieties are best here,

and whether the German ones surpass English ones
grown in their native country. On the other hand,
it would be of much interest to German specialists if

we could see some English-grown plants. I beg
English Cyclamen specialists who take an interest

in this question to forward to me some of their best-

grown plants, that I may show them here before our

Horticultural Society. I have further to remark
that Mr. Schwarzbnrg is not a seed-merchant ; that

he raises only as many seeds as he needs for his own
cultivation, so that he cannot give seeds to those who
have atked for them, but that Mr. Tubbenthal is

willing to supply seeds, as he also grows the plants for

seeds.
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Chrysanthemums,—At the same meeting there were

shown «ome Chrysanthemums by Inspector Weber of

Spindlersfeld. I mast confess that they now rival

the English-grown plants shown some years ago by

English specialists. There was amongst them a

new variety, Tangarika, imported by the President of

the German Dendrological Society, Hofmarschall von
Saint- Paul-Illaire, directlyfrom thelmperial Gardens

at Tokio. This giant variety measured 22 centimetres

(about 8£ inches) in diameter, is pure white, and of

very fine habit. Hofmarschall von Saint- Paul wrote

from his residence at Fischbach, in the Riesengebirge,

that amongst the varieties he imported from Tokio

there is now flowering one which has a scent very

much resembling that of Violets, or even more that

peculiar to the rhizomata of Iris florentina. This

may, perhaps, be the parent of quite a new race,

welcome to all those who do not like the scent of

other Chrysanthemums.
Of high interest at the same meeting was some

forced Lilac Marly, exhibited by Mr. Harms, of

Hamburgh. Mr. Harms remarked, that this variety is

best for early forcing. It does not need much pre-

large horticultural exhibitions plants which were

bought by the exhibitor shortly before the opening

of the exhibition ; indeed, cases are known in which
the plants were only borrowed. Thus, at our last

great exhibition in 1890, 1 remember that one of the

jurors, the director of a famous Netherlands botanic

garden, exclaimed, surprised, "How comes this plant

here? There exists of this species but one speci-

men, and that is in my garden." The exhibitor,

questioned about the matter, declared that the head

gardener had borrowed it for the exhibition. Cer-

tainly the exhibitor has no other claim to merit

than that of having brought the rare plant to the

exhibition. To award him a prize would be absurd,

but he earns large rewards for the rich collections

he has brought to the exhibition, which cannot be

proved to be grown by himself. Certainly, at an
exhibition, the labour of the cultivator should win

him the prize, and not the fact that he has the longest

purse to enable him to buy up the best specimens

from different nurseries. It is misleading, if the

exhibitor does not declare that the exhibited plants

are not cultivated by himself. The jurors cannot

FlQ. 117.—LILIPUT NASTURTIUM.

paration during the preceding summer, as does

Charles X. The only preparation needed is that

workmen should divide the bushes in the nnrsery-

cvden during the summer months. From one square

metre Mr. Harms raised from 60 to 90 flower-stalks.

At the same time, he forces three times during one

season, so that the yield is good, especially as much
Marly Lilac is still imported from Paris. Dr. Udo

Dammer, Friedenau, near Berlin,

A Question Relating to International

HORTICULTURAL COMPETITIONS.

In the spring of 1897, will be held, on the occasion

of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Berlin Horti-

cultural Society, an international horticultural

exhibition. The exhibition committee has proposed

that only such plants as have been for at least

one year, or for one cultural season, in the hands of

the exhibitor, shall be admitted in competition. To
this proposition considerable opposition was aroused,

and the united committees of the society did not

give their approval to it. Now the general body

of the Fellows bas, at its next meeting, to decide

whether this proposal shall be adopted or not. I

think the question of such international interest that

it may be discussed in this paper. Certainly it

would be a very important step if an international

arrangement could be made. The reason for the

proposal was, that there have been shown at recent

know, without such a declaration, who is the grower

Certainly, there will always be some exhibitors

who will not hesitate to declare falsely that the

exhibited plants were cultivated by themselves

Against such no laws can avail, but I think that a

great many would be afraid to do this if there

were an international agreement that all those exhi-

bitors who are convicted of having misled jurors

by false declarations concerning the origin of their

plants shall return any prize they may have wod,

shall be excluded from all exhibitions, whether

they be local or international ones, and that their

names shall be published in the principal horticul-

tural papers of the different countries. If this reso-

lution were an international one, the exhibitions in

a short time would be again what they once were

—

a true show of plants which different gardeners have

cultivated.

It was said that the regulation that the plants

must have been under cultivation for a certain

period by the exhibitor, would give occasion for

untruth. I say, that this can be met by the resolu-

tion, that he who says that plants which the exhi-

bitor declares to have been cultivated for the neces-

sary time by himself have not been cultivated for so

long by the exhibitor, shall be confronted with

the exhibitor. Then it will easily be seen who is

right. And if this were done several times, such

untruths would be checked.

There is no doubt that a great many cultivators

will exhibit their plants, if they know that they

have only to compete with other growers, and not

with those who have selected the finest specimens

from the best specialists. It is clear that against

the latter no cultivator can compete. The gar-

dener's endeavour is to improve his plants. He
works to sell his plants. Now, there is, as regards

the advancement of horticulture a great difference

according to whom a grower sells his plants—to

a gardener who buys them for exhibition, or to the

public, or to amateurs. In the first case, all who
do not know the origin of the plants, will think that

the exhibitor of bought plants is the grower. Cer-

tainly those who wish to buy the best will go to the

exhibitor, and if he would give as good plants as

those which he exhibited, he is obliged to buy them
from the grower. It is doubtful if he can get together

such a collection a second time. At all events, the

grower's name remains unknown, and he does not

get the prices for his plants which he would get if he

undertook the business himself; so it is to the inte-

rest of the growers that they should exhibit their

plants under their own names. It is very short-

sighted to say it is the same thing if the plants are

sold to another gardener or directly to the amateur.

Only by direct competition between the growers is

horticultural progress possible at local or at inter-

national exhibitions. Indeed, at the latter it is

even more important than at the former ; for an

international exhibition is visited by far more persons

than is a local one, and so competition is greater

If the larger horticultural societies in England and

on the Continent would unite to work in this direc-

tion, local societies would certainly follow, and then

this spurious competition would soon disappear from

horticultural exhibitions.

It is a question of secondary interest to determine

how long a plant must be cultivated by the exhibitor

before it can be admitted to an exhibition. The
exhibition committee at first proposed that the plants

must be grown by the exhibitor from seeds or

cuttings ; but this limit was reduced so that only

one year's cultivation or one cultural period was

deemed necessary. Forced plants were said at first

to be admissible when the exhibitor had forced the

plants, bulbs, &c, himself. A severer rule would

necessitate that the grower of the forced plant must

also assert his interest. An exception, it is tiue,

must be made for imported plants, as well as for

novelties ; but in both cases it is necessary that the

exhibitor declare that the plants have been im-

ported, and how long ago they were imported, and

also how long he has had the novelties in cultivaion

and, if not self-grown, that he is not the grower.

At all events, horticulture would be much advanced

if these proposals should find acceptance by large

horticultural societies. Then certainly the inter-

national character would be still more evident than

hitherto, b;cause the cultivators would know that at

exhibitions right has preference over might, and

that they can compete fairly with their compeers in

their own special branches of cultivation. I should

be glad to hear the opinion of English gardeners on

this subject. Dr. Udo Dammer, Curator of the Royal

BotaniCjGarden, Berlin.

NASTUETIUM LILIPUT.
Under this appropriate name, H. Ernst Benary,

florist and nurseryman of Erfurt, has introduced a

new variety of Tropaaolum Lobbianum, very dwarf in

growth, being in every respect smaller than the well-

known N. Tom Thumb, and covered with dainty

little flowers in great profusion, and just showing

above the small foliage, making it one of the prettiest

of annuals. The flowers are of diverse colours, some

of these beiDg quite new, not appearing in the old

varieties. This feature, and the fact that the seeds

are much smaller than those, are evidences of an

entirely new break in the Tropasolum Lobbianum

section. Herr Benary has not as yet been able to

fix the colours ; but, as he says, the mixture is

highly effective in groups and borders,
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Plant Notes.

BURKHILL NEW WHITE MIGNONETTE.

We have had a good many so-called white Mig-

nonettes, as well as scarlet and other colours ; but

few of these can be said to have had a very lengthened

existence. We have greatly improved the primitive

type in habit, compactness, profusion and size of

blossom ; but as to colour, fashion has been in

favour of the original neutral tint. But this new
white is pure white, with a truss of bloom that may
be truly described as at once bold and g-aceful. It

may be fancy, but I believe it is also a fact, that it

is the sweetest strain of Mignonette in the trade. I

have met with it several times recently in pots, and

on each occasion have been most favourably im-

pressedwithits whiteness and refined fragrance. The
purity of its colour will make it a most welcome

addition to bouquets, wreaths, &:. B, T. F,

Clebodendbox fau.at.

We find the best way to succeed with this well-

known old stove plant is to raise plants from seed

each year. A small batch of March-sown plants is

just going out of flower, on which are a number of

seeds that will ripen in due course. The plants

stand on the side stage in an intermediate-house.

As stated, the seeds are sown in the month of March
in shallow well-drained pans filled with a light

compost, and as soon at the young plants are large

enough to handle, they are potted singly into

thumbs in a mixture of two-parts loam to one of

rotted leaf-soil, and when these pots fill with roots,

the plants are placed in 5 -inch pots in a similar soil,

but with the addition of a small quantity of sifted

fowls'-dung which has laid in a heap for some
months. Daring the summer the plants are grown
in any ordinary Cucumber or Melon- pit, but not too

much shaded. In September and Ootober they add
brightness to any warm plant-house by their large

scarlet panicles of blossom. H. J. C.

Fruit Register.

RASPBERRY BELLE DE FONTENAi'.

The fine weather experienced during September

and early October was favourable to autumn-fruiting

Rispberriet, and I do not remember having seen

B?lle de Fjntenay in such fine condition as it was

at that season. It is a variety that is excellent for

autumn-fruiting, and is well worth cultivation if for

that only, ai its fruits come in usefully with the

retarded red Carrants. It is semes-bat tart in

flavour, but not therefore disliked as a dessert frnit.

Its requirements as to soil are similar to the summer-
fraitiDg varieties, and it should be affjrded an early

and sunny situation, so that its fruits, particularly in

late seasons, may ripen perfectly before frost sets in.

Unlike the summer Raspberries, it fruits upon the

current year's growth, and in pruning it, therefore,

all its canes should be cut down to the ground not

la
u
.er than February. The young growths should be

thinned early, leaving the strongest to crop, and
these must on no_aceonut be allowed to become
crowded, but b9 kept well thinned oat, so that they

may gain as far as possible every benefi; from the

sua and air. For this reason it is not advisable to

stake them ; and, indeed, it is unnecessary to do so,

as they are sturdy enough to be self-supporting, and
if thus left alone they naturally arch, and fully expose

their flowers and fruit. Thomai Coomhir,

Gbaxd Dcke Plum.

As a late black variety, we like this Plum very

much. It resembles Diamond in appearance, but

the fruit has heavier bloom, and at Mereworth it is

if far better flavour, and the trees growing on a

west wad, cop freely. Tbe fruits have the good
characteristic of keeping for a long time after ripen-

iog without shrivelling; in short, it is a most
valuable Pium. The variety was raised by Mr.

Rivers, Sawbridgeworth. It is a seedling from

Autumn Compote, and ripens from the 10. h to 20^
of October.

Apple, Newton Wontjee.

Tflis comparatively new introduction of Messrs.

Pearson, of Chilwell, is apparently a croBS between

the Blenheim Orange Pippin and Wellington, having

a resemblance to both these varieties. I have not as yet

grown it, but its good qualities are highly spoken of

by MessrB. G. Banyard, at whose nursery place I

recently saw some heavy and handsome fruits. If

the trees bear early, and are fairly free from canker,

then we have in N-ewton Wonder a first-rate Apple,

which can be kept in sound condition till the month
of May. It was exhibited by the raisers before the

Royal Horticultural Society in 1887, receiving a

First-claaa Certificate. Ij it said to be eminently

suited to cold soils and districts, S. Markkam,
Merewjrth Castle, Kent,

The Week's Work.
THE OHCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

CCEuOQYNE CRISTATA, ETC —Plants of this

winter-flowering Orchid are showing flower-spikes

already, and where there are several specimens, a

long succession of flowers will be affjrded if one or

more of them are placed in a slightly warmer
situation than the others. At this period the culti-

vator should guard against over- watering the plants, or

sprinkling the bloom-spikes, these being liable to rot

away if moisture accumulates about tbem. Just
before the flowers open, afford the plants a thorough
soaking of weak liqiid manure-water to assist their

development. C. ocellata maxima and C. elata are

also pushing up their fl ower-spikee, and need to be
copiously watered till the flowers fade; C. flaccida,

C. Maeaingeana, and C. tomentosa, are at rest,

requiring very little water at the root before flower-

spises appear, or growth recommences. Species that
have bloomed recently, at C. Rossiana, C. Cum-
mingii, C. graminifoiia, and C. sulphurea, may be
re-potted if they require it.

MAXILLARIA.—Among plants in flower is the
pretty Maxillaria lepidota, whose blooms, although of

small size, last a long time in perfection, and a itrong
plant here with over 100 blooms open is regarded as

a very effective feature at this season. M. picta, not so
thowy as the first-named flower, also in flower, is as
interesting, and on that account worth growing, as
also for its delightful fragrance. Such handsome
and strong-growing species as M. grandiflora and
M. venusta that have jo.tt passed out of flower
thould be examined, and if greater root-space be
needed, it should bs afforded. Overgrown plants, or
those whose central growths have become much
crowded, may be divided, and made np into small,
compact specimens, or re-potted as single pieces.

Masillatias require liberal root-watering and a
moist atmosphere when making growth; and it

is important when repotting them to ba^e the
pots well drained. The compost should consist of
one-third good fibrous peat and two-thiidi sphagnum-
moss, with plenty of small crocks intermixed. Pot
somewhat firmly, and keep the base of the plant a
little above the rim of the pot. It is not advisable
to afford the plants a heavy watering for a few weeks
after disturbance, bat sprinkle the surface of the
compost, so as to keep life in the sphagnum- moss.
When new growths are observed to push out roots,
the quantity of water may be slightly increased. A
light part of the cool- house is the proper place for

these plants the whole year.

ONCIDIUM INCURVUM—Tnis is a graceful and
pretty Orchid, when well bloomed, that is now
starting to grow, and should, if necessary, be re-

potted, using the same kind of compost as that
recommended for Maxillarias. Both genera grow
thoroughly well together, at they need an identical

treatment. Oj.cidiam omithorhyncum has also just

passed out of flower, and may now be supplied
with fresh material to root into. This species

succe-ds in the cool-house in summer ; but in

winter it should be placed with Miltonia vexillaria

in the intermediate-house.

MILTONIA8 —Toe majority of the B.azilian
Miltonias, vis., M. spe.tabilis, M. More-liana, M.
Candida, M. bicolor, M. Feetersiana, M, Clowesii, M.
cuneats, M. Ratselliana, M. RegneUii, &:., will now

be resting, and until growth recommences they should

be kept comparatively dry at the roots. Keep them
in the coolest part of the intermediate - home
during winter, where they will obtain as much
light as possible. Unfortunately, these plantt are

seldom kept in a healthy and satisfactory condition.

The principal cause of failure in our own case has

been the use of unsuitable material for them to root

in. I find they thrive best in good fibrous peat from
which ail the fine matter has been sifted out. Use
no sphagnum-moss, but mix plenty of broken crockt

with the peat. In such material they can be

watered very freely, and during the growing season

this is essential. The water passes quickly away,

and the risk of damp in bulbs or foliage, and
decay at the roots, is practically avoided. Supply
fresh material when new growth commences.
The dwarf-growing varieties, as M. spectabilis, &c,
may be put in shallow pans, and suspended to the

roof; bat others are best grown in pots, and kept
well above the rim. M. Schroderiana, a rare and
handsome species, is in full growth, and should be
given the warm temperature of the East Indian-

house during the winter months. When the new
bulbs are matured, it may be removed to the Cattleya

or intermedate-house to rest and flower.

FBTJITS 0H"DEK QLASS.
By Ricbabd Pabkeb. Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester,

THE EARLY VINERY. — This house being now
closed for the forcing of the Vines, great care will

be needed to ensure all the buds breaking regularly,

therefore no fire-heat will be needed for tbe first few
days, and this is the more important if the canes are

young and have not been forced before. If the canes

are strong and well ripentd, and the precaution

taken to bend tbem down so that the apex will be as

low as the lowest fruiting spar, they may so remain
till it is teen that every prominent bud has started.

In our early vinery, the Vines are planted in a

narrow border, which received a thorough water-

ing when the house was closed; and the canes

will be kept fairly moist by syringing them
regularly once or twice daily, accordingly aa

the weather is dull or bright ; no more root-watering
will be applied until active growth begins, after

which time tepid water will be used always. In the
absence of frost, no difficulty will be foand in

keeping the temperature at 55° to 60° during the
day, with just a slight amount of circulation in the
hot-water pipes, and for ten days or a fortnight this

temperature should not be exceded. The night

temperature may range from 48° to 50°. If the

roof can be covered at night witb thick canvas or

other material, it will be an advantage. These tem-
peratures can be secured in mild weather by the

tole use of a bed or two of fermenting materials, placed

in the house, the moist heat of which greatly assists

the breaking of the canes.

SECOND VINERY.—These Vines should now be

pruned, and the house got in readiness for a start

being made at or about the Ne-w Tear. Oar Vines
in the second early vinery are forty years old, and
with a view of affording fresh vigour to them with ,ut

replanting, every alternate cane was cut back to the

bottom wire last winter, and from these old stems

vigorous canes have been secured, which are in a

well-ripened condition. These canes will not be cut

back very mucb, but from 8 to 10 feet of cane will be

left, from each of which I hope to take from two to

four bunches next season. To make room for the

development of these young canes, the lower

spurs on the old Vines will be sawed off as

far np as may be necessary to allow space for

the side shoott of the young canes to grow. Tae
top parts of the old Vinet will be cropped until

such time as the young ones come into full bearing,

when these in their turn will be cut back in the

same manner. At the Vine border in this house
was recently re-made, nothing is reqiired in the

way of preparation beyond raking off the rubbish

and levelling the rough surface. After a time the

sarface-soil will be lightly broken with a fork, and
a dressing of Thomson's Vine-manure applied.

STRAWBERRIES.—For the earliest batch, make
use of the variety Vicomtesse Hericart Dj Thury
potted in 5 inch pott, which cannot be beaten
for early fruiting. Prepare them by plunging
the nots to the rim in a bottom-heat of 70°

to 75° afforded by a bed of leaves, or leaves

three quarters, and stable litter one quarter.

Thit should be made up in a pit, capable of being

heated, if necessary. Bring the bed pretty dose to

the glass, and afford a top-heat of about bb°. B/
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this kind of treatment the plants make strong

growth, and by bringing them on (lowly the flower-

tra»sea are strong and carried well up above the

foliage. Ventilation must be afforded to get rid of

rank steam, otherwise injury will be done ; in fact,

a chink may be left on always if there is any fear

that the temperature will rise above the point

recommended. The lights should be covered with
double mats on frosty nights, the plants being

exposed to the light early in the day. I prefer to

surface-dress the plants when the fruit is set, but it

may be done when the plants are brought in.

THE FLOWEE GARDEN.
By Bailey Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

CUTTING EV£RGB£EN8.—If the weather con-
tinues favourable, advantage should be taken of it

to thin out and prune Laurels, Box (but not clipping

the leaven of this last), Hollies, and other ever-

green shrubs. The pruning! being in demand at this

season for decorative purposes, should be saved by
inserting them in damp soil. Together with these

may be associated in decoration Spruce Fir branch-
lets and Ivy, all of which should ba secured and kept
in readiness for nse. To many of us this season
brings a great deal of work in the matter of wreath-
making for a variety of purposes ; and when the days
are fine, it is a good plan to gather in as much
material as will ba required, it not being an agree-

able job to gather it when the trees and shrubs are

covered with snow or rain is falling. The work of

cutting decorations requires careful doing, or much
damage is done, therefore get it through in fine

weather if possible and in advance of the time.

As material for wreaths for twining round pil-

lars, nothing looks so well as small shoots of

Holly, furnished with berries ; heavy wreaths for

the tops of screens or walls should be made of

Mahonia, Soruce Fir, Box, and Ivy, and when the
Holly is well-berried, large branches may be cut
from trees growing in out-of-the-way places.

Care is necessary in fixing Holly branches in position,

as they should not be placed so low that persons can
brush against them, or damage may be dont to the
pictures by the leaves, or to carpets by the fallen

berries. For bright green foliage the Common
Laurel is one of the best.

EVERG*E£N8 BY PARCEL P08T.—Packages of

these may be sent without muc'i damage if a piece of

stick or light lath cut a little longer than the parcel

to be sent, so as just to stick out at each end. Lay the

tick on a sheet of newspaper, then lay the ever-

greens, Misleto, Holly, Fern, or even flowers, in the
middle of the parcel, and tie carefully with the ever-

greens packed all round the flowers, making the
outer covering fast to each end of the lath. In
this way the dscorative materials that are so highly
prizsd by townsfolk at this festive season may be
sent by post for little cost, and there are no boxes
to be returned.

HELLEB0KU3 NIGER AND OTHER SPECIES.—
Ball-glasses, hand-lights, or girden-frames should
ba placed over the roots of the first-named growing
in the borders, so as to protect the blooms from
anow and rain. Clnmps may also bi potted in

undivided masses, and placed in an intermediate-
house ; the best variety for this purpose is H. angus-
tifolius—a fine pure white-flowering variety in much
request at this season. It can, with a little heat,

ba quickly brought into flower. There are several

fiae varieties worthy of a place in the herbaceous
and mixed border which are easy to cultivate if the
soil be well drained and rich. Thay are readily

increased by divisions and by seeds. For flowering

during the winter and early spring they should ba
planted in situations sheltered from the north and
east. Valuable varieties are H. maximus, H. M.
laciniatuR, H.niger Mme. Fourcjade, H. guttntus, H.
olympicus, H. orieotalis. H. Dr. Mooie, H. palli-

dum, and H. p. alba. The more shrubby varieties,

viz., H. foatidus and H, trifoliu*, have beautiful

foliage.

TSS HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Pope. Gardiner, Highclcre Castle, Neiuoury.

FRUIT CO3D0N3.—The utility of cordons should
not be lost sight of by the intending planter of

fruit trees, for not only do such forms of fruit trees

come quickly into bearing and generally afford the
finest fruit, but they should be commonly employed
to fill up small vacant spaces on walla or fences

which would otherwise be left unoccupied. Where
such Bpaces exist, a suitable selection either of

trained trees or of maidens should be made, planting
them as early as possible.

PRUNING 8W£ET CHERRIE8 AND PLUM TREE8.—
These trees, although differing much in character of

growth, require a somewhat similar treatment in the

matter of pruning and training. The fruit being in

both cases produced on spurs, the breastwood and
lateral growth on the main branches should be

shortened to a couple of buds, and the leading shoots

laid in where reqiired, care bains; taken to avoid

crowding the shoots in any part. Pyramids or buahes
should have all the lateral shoots not required for

furnishing the trees, spurred back to near the main
branches, and the leading growths shortened more or

less according to strength, in the case of side branches

to an outside bud, or if very stont and sturdy, they

may sometimes be left unshortened. Keep the

cntres of the heads thin, so that light may penetrate

to the inner parts. Standards, especially of Plums,
require frequent attention in the matter of

thinning, or in s few yearB, if this be neglected, the

whole interior parts of the tree will be fruitless.

Moretto Cherries form very pretty and profit-

able pyramids or bushes if proper attention ba

given to the necessary pinching once or twice

daring the summer. At the present season the

young shoots on these must not be shortened, but
merely thinned by cutting out the weak and
badly-placed ones. As regards wall trees of the

Morello, much of the old wood may safely be
removed and replaced with young growth. An error

often made is to train-in the bearing-wood much too

closely, for aa a rule each fruiting-shoot ought to

be allowed from 4| to 6 inc'ies space on each side.

Spurs should be thinned in nnmber, those retained

being close to the wall, and not allowed to extend
themselves so as to form breastwood.

MANURING THE FRUIT QUARTERS.—Advantage
should be taken of frosty weather to wheel manure
to the G joseberry and Currant quarters, lightly

forking it into the ground, so as to just pnt it out of

sight. R ispberry plantations, if long planted, should

have a heavy dressing of farm -yard manure applied as

a mulch. New plantations may not require more
than will manure the linea of plants for a distance

of 1 foot on each side of the same. Tnis will serve

at the same time to protect the roota from hard frosts.

During open weather, liquid-manure should ba

applied to the roots of old orchard or established

fruit-trees elsewhere, such as wall-trees which are

weakly, or fail to finish their crops satisfactorily.

Bafore applying dung to these last, the soil should

ba drawa away down to the surface- roota, and
farmyard drainage-water in quantity afforded ; the

soil should then be returned over them, and the

top-dressing put on.

THE KITCHEN GARDES.
By John Lambert Gardener, Powit Cattle, Welshpool,

EARLY P0TATO8—Where the earliest batch of

naw Potatos is obtained from plants grown in flower-

pots, preparations for a start mav soon ba made.
The pots should not be less than 9 or more than 10
inches in diameter. They should be well washed
out, and the bottom covered with a l.}-inch layer of

crocks, and these covered with some of the coarser

portions of the leaf-mould. As a potting-compost,

the now mellow loam that formed the beds on which
Melons were grown will be very suitable, if a small

amount of leaf-mould or Mushroom-bed manure be
added, together with charred earth, &:., filling the

flower-pots to three-quarters of their depth. Plaea the

set—preferably an uncut one—an inch deep in the
middle. A Peach-house or vinery j ust started to force

will ba suitable for the pots. If the soil is m list when
used, no water will be required by the sets before

growth appears, and when that occurs, place them as

near aa possible to the roof-glass, so that they may grow
short-topped and sturdy. When of suffiiient height,

fi 1 up with warmed soil to within an inch of the rim,

At thia periol a thorough watering of the soil with

tepid water may take place. Oae advantage of

forcing the Potato in fl >wer-pots, is that they can be

accommolatad.in places which would scarcely be occu-

pied with other plants; and I have Been soma fairly

good results come from the following method.

Tha method pursued is to plant in pits capable

of being heated, or wooden frames standing on hot

bads of dung and leaves, and for the earliest crop

the heated pit ia preferable. Pits and frames should

be whitewashed, in the case of the former, and

Bcoured with soap-and-watsr in that of the latter, and
then fi Ui with well prepared hot-bad materials, viz.,

stable litter and tree leaves, or the latter alone, made
quite solid by treading them evenly all over. Before
putting on the soil, the warmth should be on the rise,

and should the bed have sunk much, enough prepared
materials should be placed on the surface and trodden
down as before, and to such a depth that the bed of

soil will not be more than 6 or 8 inches from the
glass. The compost for use in hot- beds is thea>.me as

that advised for Potatos in pots, and it should not be
of less depth than 8 inches. When the soil has becoms
warm, say 75°, which is about the proper temperature,
the sets may be planted. To save time, place a
sufficient number of selected setB in boxes or small

pots, covering them with leaf-mould, and set them
to sprout in mild heat. These when transplanted

will have a good bit of leaf- soil adhering to the

roots, and will not be much checked in growth by
removal. Piant in rows 2 feet apart, and from 9 to

10 inches apart in the row. Grow the plantB q lickly,

but do not let them become drawn by too much
warmth, or the exclusion of light and air. Some
gardeners sow Radishes between the rows, bat it

seldom pays to do so, as the Radishes grow much
better by themselves. The following are excellent

forcing varieties, viz , Sharpe's Victor and Veitch's

short-top Ashleaf,

PLANTS UNDER GLAS3.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

FORCING HOUSE.—The plants which may be
brought into the forcing- house, vineries, or peacheries,

consist of Lilacs, Dentzias, Roses, Hjteia j iponica,

Azalea indiea, A. mollis, Ghent varieties, and
Roman Hyacinths, and these being kinds that
require but a small degree of heat to bring them iDto

flower, are the b?st for the mid-winter season. Tne
flo.'.ers will endure a much longer time if the plants

are brought into a less warm house or pit when these

are about to expand. At this date Lily of the
Valley crowns are flowering capitally well, owing
to their being thoroughly m itured. The pots

containing the crowns, if they are forced in this

manner, and not in boxes, should be plunged ia the
hottest part of the bed, and afforded plenty of warm
water.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Most of the Chrysanthe-
mum plants will shortly be out of flower; and it will

require in most places a good deal of forethought and
good management to maintain a gay appearance in

the conservatory, and to supply flowers elsewhere
during the next two months. Tae following kinds
of bulbs, viz , Narcissus, Tulip, Scillas, Iris, and
Jonquil, are useful in a variety of ways and easily

forced into flower, and these, like others, are the
better for being brought into a lower temperature
than that of the forcing-house, to open their blos-

soms. If clumps of Christmaa Rosa are taken up
and placed in a warm greenhouse, they will q lickly

come into flower; and the pure white flowers are

always much admired, anl useful in a variety of

ways.

POIN8ETTIA PULCHERRIMA. — The Btrorjger

plants, whoie heads have been removed, should
always be saved for increase of stock, and they may
at onca be stowed away beneath the greenhouse or

stova-stages, or other frost-proof, dry situation. The
gaps made by their removal may be filled with
others that have been suitably prepared in an
intermediate -house.

RICHARDIA8.— All the well-rooted piants should
receive plenty of manure- water, and any which are

throwing up spathes may be placed in a warmer
house than that they now occupy. Fumigate the

plants once in three weeks to destroy aphis, which,
if nnmolested, Boon spoil the spathes.

GENERAL hints.—Named Hyacinth, late Tulip,

and Daffodil bulbs at the present time plunged in

coal-ashes out-of-doors or in frames, should be occa-
sionally examined, and all those which have com-
mencad to grow at the top and have plenty of roots
should be removed to cold fVarneB or the greenhouse,
and inured by degrees to sonlight. Italian HyaeiDtha
succeed the Roman variety, and the blossoms are
useful material for light decorative purpose;. K-ep
Violets in frames free from decayed leaves, and if any
of the plants show signs of damping, dust them with
charcoal-powder, and draw off the frame-lights in

mild weather. If frost threatens, placa litter round
the framea and cover up warmly. Toe present is a
soitable season for obtaining loam, peat, sand,

sphagnum and other moss, flower-sticks, &:., aid
leaf-aoil.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for namvng t

should be addressed to the, Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

SALES.
/Sale of the Lease and Stock of the

Westfield yurseries, Ashgate
Dec. 18

-{ Road, Chesterfield, on the Pre-
mise?, by Protheroe & Morris
(two days).

i Roses, Carnations, Azaleas, Dutch
Dec. 19-J BulbB, Ac, at Protheroe &

Morris* Rooms,

\ Orchids, at Protheroe & Morrib*
Booms.

{

Deo. SO -j*

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR T3E ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.— 40°.

Undeb the auspices of the Tech-

PotatoB. nical Education Committee of the

Surrey County Counoil, Mr. John
Wright conducted a series of experiments, with

a view of ascertaining for different localities and

various soils, the best oroppers and the beat

varieties generally. The report is now before us,

and very interesting it must be for the cultivator.

The experiments were conducted in ten different

localities, and the results were oompared by

means of samples got together and exhibited in

the public hall at Carshalton, on October 16

and 17. Two hundred and twenty dishes of

Potatos were shown, the tabers being exhibited

as taken up, and a sample of the soil upon which

they had been grown was placed beside them.

The smallest but most shapely came from the

ohalky soil, the largest from the clay and peat,

whilst those from the sand were the most

scabbed. A selection from the best was oooked,

with varying results, as might be expected from

all the tubers being cooked at the same time

without reference to their maturity. "We oannot

give all the details of these interesting trials, but

their general charaoter may be gleaned from the

following extract :

—

For good shape, thirty varieties were chosen

from the entire exhibition. Of these, Chancellor

was found in seven collections from as many centres.

Satisfaction in six. Goldfinder in five. Renown
and Windsor Ca«tle, each, in four collections. Tne
Bruce, Prime Minister, The Canon, Triumph, and

Congress, in three collections. Supreme, Dread-

nought, Colossal, Best of All, White Perfection, and

Victory in two collections. Only one dish each of

the remaining fourteen varieties was chosen from

the whole of the samples displayed.

For quality, Goldfinder, Supreme, and Satisfaction

were the best from dark, boggy soil. Windsor

Castle, Satisfaction, and Renown from clay soil.

Supreme, Satisfaction, and The Bruce from dark,

sandy soil. Colossal, Satisfaction, and Windsor

Castle from chalky soil. Challenger, Chancellor,

and Dake of York (earlj) from sandy-peat soil.

Future Fame, Satisfaction, and Best of All from

gravelly soil. Triumph, Satisfaction, and Windsor

Castle from marly soil. Victory, Early Regent, and

Dean's Renown from loose sand. Triumph, Victory,

and Satisfaction from strong loam. Puritan (early),

Windsor Castle, and Dean's Renown from dark

porous soil.

Tubers of good shape and marketable appearance

were chosen from fourteen other varieties, bat these

when cooked were found generally deficient in

quality. As in the case of at least some of these,

the resnlts were, in all probability, the consequence

of unripeness—their best cooking-season not having

arrived—it would be premature to publish their

names, and thus imply, as later experience might

prove, unmerited condemnation, Also, it should be

stated, that still more varieties afforded good crops

in the bulk, vet the tubers were more or less

unshapely, and therefore not cooked. As there is

reason to infer that these were in a large degree

prejudiced by the second swelling after the raini,

which was more apparent in some soils and
localities than others, the varieties are reserved for

further trial prior to the publication of their names.

As only in one district (embracing Mitcham and

Bandon Hill) exactly the same varieties were grown

in four distinct kinds of soil—bog, clay, sand, and

chalk, these trials obviously afford the best baiis

for comparison as to the relative adaptability of the

varieties to soils of the nature indicated. The

results, both as to the character of the samples in

appearance, and their condition when cooked, are

shown in the following summary :—

Summary of Samples and Cooking Quality of
Mitcham District

Varieties grown under Identical Conditions in the
on the Soils indicated.

Varieties. Boggy Soil. Clay. Gravelly Sand. Chalk. Remarks.

Goldfinder Sample : good
Cooking : floury ...

Sample : good
Cooking: moderate

.

Not a good sample,
and not cooked ...

Sample: good
CookiDg : solid

?
,
The best on boggy soil.

Supreme Sample : good
CookiDg : floury

Sample : good
Cooking : floury !

1 Good on bog and sand.

Satisfaction ... Simp'e : good
Cooking : floury ...

Sample : good
Ccokirg : floury ...

Sample : good
Cooking : 6olid

Sample : good
Cooking : firm j

Good all round.

Colossal Sample : good
Cooking : watery .... Sng^good} G°=d on chalk only.

Dreadnought ... Samp'e : gcod
Cooking: too solid...

Sample : good {
Cooking : too solid S

Third rate.

Chancellor Sample : good
Cooking : rather solid

Sample : good
Cooking : fair f

Good on bog and chalk.

Best of All Sample : good )

Cooking : tender ,
j

Best on bog soil.

Windsor CaBtle

.

Sample : good
CookiDg : floury ,.

Sample : good
Cooking : good

j-
'
Good on clay and chalk.

The Bruce Sample : good
Cookirg : fair

Sample : good
Cooking : fair ,

Good on clay and sand.

Reading Giant... Sample : good ^
Cooking : tolid J

Fair on clay only.

The Canon Sample ; good
CookiDg : dark

Sample : good
Cooking : solid

Sample : good
Cooking : good }

Good on chalk.

Prime Minister . Sample : good
Cooking : dark

Sample : good
Cooking : dark

Sample : good I

Cooking: too solid J

Cooking quality inferior.

Dean's Renown . Sample : good
Cooking : fair }

Fair on sand only.

Congress Sample : good
CookiDg : fair I

Fair on sand ODly.

If the whole of the varieties could be cooked in

January or February by the same qualified official

who exercised so much skill and care in October,

somewhat different results might be expected, for, as

previously indicated, some of the most useful late

Potatos do not develop their best qualities till they

have been stored for several weeks or months, and if

some of the exhibited samples could be ipared from

the analysis to which they (also the soil) are to be

subjected, a second trial as suggested would com-

plete the test of their relative culinary value. For

the purpose of cooking, Potatos should be kept in a

dark place ; for planting, they are better where light

can reach them, but in bolh cases they must be kept

cool yet absolutely safe from frost.

Manube Teials at Richmond,

The long drought was so antagonistic to the

influence of chemical manures, that the effects of the

different mixtures were not adequately declared.

Four varieties, twenty-five equal sized sets of each,

weighing in the aggregate 3 lb., were dressed with

chemicals at the time of planting. There was, for

the reason stated, comparatively little difference in

the results, and it will suffice to give the smallest

and greatest yields in each case.

Renown (Webb's).—" No manure "
...

„ „ Equal parts nitrate of

soda and super-phos-

phate

White Perfection.—" No manure "

„ „ A 1 potato manure
Magnum Bonum.—"No manure"

„ „ Equal parts kainit, super-

phosphate and nitrate

of soda

Chancellor,—*' No manure "

,, Sulphate of ammonia

„ 3 parts kainit, 1 part each of

super-phosphate, and
nitrate of soda

The mineral manures were applied at the rate of

4 lb., the nitrogenous kinds at 1 lb. per rod. No
farmyard manure was used.

251b.

44

39

45

36

47

44

52

50

The R. H. S.

Committees.

The cooking qualities of varieties that were not grown for comparison in the particular soils specified, may be seen on
reference to Miss Huare's remarks under the different centres (pp. 4, 5, and 6). Tho blanks la the table indicate that the samples
were not good enough for cooking in the particular toils thus indicated,

With the last meeting of the

year, comes also the dissolution of

the several oommittees. Prior to

their dispersal the oommittees are asked to sug-

gest the names of members for the reconstruction

of the committees in the ensuing year. As there

are no limitations, excepting that the new Members
proposedmust be Fellows of the Society, it is a mis-

fortune when the members do not use their privi-

lege, if only to neutralise the prejudice that some

people still indulge in, that provincial interests

are not sufficiently studied by the Society. Time
and space are after all not quite obliterated, and a

gentleman living in Sootland or Ireland oan

hardly be expeoted to attend so frequently as

his brethren who live nearer the centre. But
to suppose, as we sometimes hear, that provincial

exhibitors, provincial oommittee men, or provin-

cial exhibits are, apart from those considerations

of time and distance that we have alluded to, in

any wise differently treated from others, is a mis-

take that cannot be too emphatically contradicted.

A much larger infusion of new members would be

desirable in all the oommittees, but it is difficult

to see how this object is to be attained, par-

ticularly when the members of the existing

committees do not more freely exercise their

privilege of suggesting new members, and when
the Council do not more rigorously enforce the

principle of retirement of older ones by rotation.

Again, the amateur, as distinguished from the

commercial element, requires to be much
strengthened. Perhaps this oould be done

through the medium of the Scientific Committee,

to whom might be allotted the task of dealing

with plants andexhibitsnot directly of commercial

interest. At present the Soientifio Committee oon-
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FjG. 118.— LODDi MANIA TRILOBA. FLOWERS OF NATURAL 81ZB, ORANGE- COLOURED.

sists too exclusively of experts who aot as referees

in obemistry, entomology, and other sciences,

but who are not specially interested in horticul-

ture. It was not so in old days, when suoh
men as Wilson-Saundebs, Elwes, Boscawen,
Mangles, Geo. Maw, Sir Chables Strickland,
and other enthusiastic amateurs took part in

the meetings. Another means of strengthening
the societies would be the establishment of local

committees, acoording tn circumstances, in con-
nection with the provincial horticultural socie-

ties, such committees to be in oonstant touoh
with those in London, and entitled to send

representatives to any of the London meetings.

In this way the deplorable waste of energy and
opportunities manifested in local exhibitions

might be reduced, horticultural progress, rather

than the benefit of exhibitors, or the amusement
of visitors, made the principal object, and a higher

tone generally introduced, whilst the wants and
requirements of the provinces would be better

made known at headquarters than is the case at

present.

But these are subjects which we oannot now fur-

ther dilate upon. Our main object in alluding to

the meetings of the Committees on Tuesday last,

is to point out that in the case of the Fruit Com-
mittee, at any rate, the occasion was historic On
that day Mr. Barron retired from his position

as secretary, a post he has held since 1865.

Votes of thanks to the members of the several

committees and to their respective chairmen and
secretaries were matters of oourse ; but, in the

oase of Mr. Barron, a warmer, more speoial

feeling prevailed, which found partial expression

in the subjoined resolution, and whioh will be

accentuated when an oocasion will shortly be

taken to show how thoroughly the horticulturists

of the country appreciate the labours of Mr.
Babbon. The resolution referred to was most
fitly proposed by our leading Pomologist, Dr.

Hogg, who traced the history of the Pomological

Society till its absorption in 1865 into the Royal
Horticultural Society, where it now flourishes as

the Fruit Committee :

—

Proposed by Dr. Hogg, seconded by Mr. J.

Smith (Mentmore)—" This Committee desires to

record its high sense of the valuable servioes which

Mr. Barron has rendered to it during his long

occupation of the position of Seoretary, from
which he is now retiring, and to congratulate

him on the distinction of having been placed by

the Council on the roll of Honorary Fellows of

the Royal Horticultural Society. The Com-
mittee will also heartily weloome him to a seat

at this table, and expresses an earnest hope that

he may long enjoy health and happiness, and

find many opportunities for continuing to render

distinguished service to horticulture and to the

Society."

Luddemania TRILOBA (Bolfe, n. ip.).— Tnis

beautiful species is one of the recent discoveries of

Consul F. C. Lehmann in the Andes of Colombia,

and it has been flowered and twice exhibited before

the Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart. On the

last occasion (November 16) tbe fine plant from

which our illustration (fig. 118) was taken was

shown, and was unanimously awaided a First-

class Certificate. Luddemania triloba is a plant

of considerable floral beauty, as well as one of

remarkable botanical interest. The plant had a

pendnloos inflorescence over 2 feet in length, and

bearing thirty-three wax- like flowers of bright orange

colour, the sepals being tinged with copper-brown,

and the base of tbe lip, which is distinctly three-

lobed, having a dark purple blotch. By reference to

our illustration, it will be seen that the plant

requires to be grown in a basket, if for no other

reason than to allow of the proper display of its
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inflorescence. Tie best sanation for it is the inter-

mediate-house, and in its culture it has the lame

retirements as the Acinetas.

Olh A.manack.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies and others, ire earnestly requested to for-

ward immediately, the dates of Saow Fissures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1596. for insertion in the Almanack,

to be published in our issue for January 4.

L'NNEAN SOCIETY.—Oj the occasion of the

meeting held on Tnarsday, December 5, C. B.

CxARxa, F B S., President, in the chair, Messrs,

Bernard Arnold and Bupert Vallentin were ad-

mitted, and the following were elected Fellows of

the society: W. M. Curiaty, Bev. H P. Fitzgerald,

A. W. G.-ffeken, Bev. E. A. Peacock, E v. T. B.

Stebbiag, and W. 0. Stentiford, Tae president

called attention to a portrait of the late Prof. Babing-

ton, of Cambridge, which hai been lately presented

by hia widow to the society. Oa the motion of Dr.

Marie, seconded by Mr. A. W. Bennett, a vote

of thanks to Mrs. Babingtoa was unanimously

accorded. Prof. Stewart offered some remarks on

the types of the axes of certain G orgonacese,

in which he referred chiefly to the importance or

otherwise of the presence of spicules in the axes, and
exhibited the following species in illustration of his

remarks:—Paragorgia arborea, Melitodes ochracea,

Saberogorgia suberosa, Corallium rubrum, Caligorgia

verticillata, Verncella guadalupensis, Isis hippurie,

Piexanreila crassa, and Eanicella verrucosa. Some
criticism was offered by Dr. Mane, chiefly in re-

lation to the structure of Gorgania flabellum and

Gargoda setosa. Mr. Martin Woodward exhibited

and maderemirks on a living specimen of Oaramce >a,

which he thought should be regarded as a

common Amceoa attacked by a parasitic fungus.

Mi. G. C. Drace communicated a paper on a new
species of Bromus in Britain, which was'said to diff-r

from others of the genus in its inflorescence, having
•ingle-shoo: stiff pedicels arising alternately right

and left of the main rachis, each bearing at its

extremity 3—5 senile, or, in some cases, shortly-

stalked spikelets, giviog an interrupted and compact
appearance to the whole inflorescence, which it made
up of two rows of clustered groups of 3—5 spike-

lets. Tnis peculiar feature being absent in its

nearest allies, the name interruptus was proposed to

distinguish it. It appeared to have been described

or referred to by Professor Hacksl as Bromus mollis

var. interruptus ; but Mr. D.nce considered that it was
sufficiently distinct to be entitled to specific rani.

He had found it growing abundantly in a field of

Vetches near Upton, B .-rkthire, and specimens had
been examined from Headington, Oxford, and
Dartford, Kent. In a discussion which followed,

Dr. 0. Slapf reviewed the literature of the subject,

and gave reasons for regarding the so called new
specieB as merely an abnormal gTowth of Bromus
mollis. Critical remarks were made also by Mr.
H. Goves and Mr. A. B. Bmdle, who were inclined

to share the opinion of the last speaker.

An evening meeting will be held on Thurs-
day, Dec. 19. 1S95, at S p.m , when the following

papers will be real:—I., B, A. Bolts AL.S., ,; A
Beviaioaof the Genus Vanilla ;" II. E. S. GoacaicH,
F.L.S,"Oi the Cephalopoda collected during the

Voyage of H.M.S. Iiive-.tigator."

NATIONAL CHRfSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.—

A

weli-attended meeting of the General Committee
took place at Anderton's H >tel, Feet Street, on the

9.h inst., Mr. B. Wts-se in the chair. After dealing

with some correspondence, the Secretary reported

that the amount of prize-money awarded at the

December show amounted to £51 4s. 64. Tne
awards of medals made by the Arbitration Com-
mittee to miscellaneous satj-cts at the same exhi-
bition were approved. It wasdec'.ied to reeomnead
to the annual general meeting the appointment of

three auditors instead of two only, as at present;

oue to retire annually, and be eligible for re-election

for one year. This increase is made necessary by
the growth of the loriety. The Secretary brought

up a recommendation to the General Committee

from the Jubilee Sab committee, that for the future,

in all classes in which Japanese Chrysanthemums

are required to be shown on boards, the boards for

twelve blooms shall be 23 inches in length by

til inches in depth from back to front; the holes for

the tubes to be 7 inches apart from centre to

centre ; the height at the back to be 7 inches. This

was carried It will be understood that as the size

for a twelve-bioom board only is given, it is yet in-

tended to apply to all larger collections. It was

arranged that the annual general meeting should take

place on February 24 ; the audit of the accounts beiDg

held a week previously. It was agreed, subject to

the approval of the managers of the Boyal Aq lariam.

that an exhibition of early Cnrysanthemums Dahlias,

&:., should take place on September 9, 10 and 11,

aad an early autumn show on Oolober 6, 7, and 8,

and the mid-winter show on December 1, 2, and 3.

It was also resolved that the sum of £20 should be

offered for early Chrysanthemums in September, and

£10 towards the Dahlia prizes. The dates of the

Jaailee exhibition are November 3,4, 5, and 6. Five

Fellows and thirty-four ordinary members were

elected, bringing the total number of new members

for the year ud to 162. Three societies were also

admitted to affi.iation. A vote of thanks was passed

to the chairman for presiding.

"The Botanical M agaz ne."—Tae dedica-

tion of the annual volumes of our venerated contem-

porary hat become a matter of much interest to

botanists and horticulturists. This year the honour

falls to the share of Mr. Harbt Bolus of Cape Town,

whose works on South African Orchids especially,

amply entitle him to the warmeat c impliment that hit

colleagues can pay him. Tne plants figured in the

current number are :

—

Streptocirpat Wendlandi Hort. Dammann, ex W.
Watson", in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1894, i. 590, t.

7447, a magnificent tpeeies, the parent of S. DyeriX.
Aloe Luntii, Baker, t. 7448.—A highly interesting

species, discovered in Southern Arabia by Mr. Lust.

Tae stems are short, bearing at the top a tuft of long

linear-lanceolate recarved fleshy leaves, destitute of

spines at the margin. The flower-panicle is loosely

branched, and bears numerous tubular pink flowers

tipped with green. E wh flower is about 1 inch long

(25 cent.).

BuddUia ColvOei, Haak. fil. and Thorns., t. 7449.—
The handsomest of all Himalayan shrubs, with pen-

dulous masses of rose-purple or crimson flowers,

relieved by the dark green foliage.

Birihf.ina peciinati, R. Brown, t. 7450. An ex-

traordinary little terrestrial Orchid, from the Cape

of Good Hope, with tuberous roott, an erect slender

hairy stem, only 3 to 4 inches (80 to 100 mill.) in

height, and a solitary roundish thick lea', spreading

on the surface of the ground. Tne flowers are 2 to

3 inches (50 to 80 mill.) across, with erect linear

lanceolate greenish sepals, shorter than the very

narrow erect whitish petals, lip 50 cent, across

(2 inches), fan-shaped, white, dividing abont half-

way down into numerous linear fringe-like spreading

segments.

JIuia rubra., Wallich, t. 7451.—A species with a
stem 5 to 7 feet high ; leaves, 4 to 6 feet (1J to

2 met.), long oblong lanceolate acuminate. Bracts

bright red, with obtuse golden tips; flowers tubular,

yellowish, 1 to li inch long (35 mili.) ; the females

rather shorter than the males.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—We are requested to state that the com-
mittee have gratefully received the sum of

£257 3s. 5d,, being a proportionate amount of the

fund raised to perpetuate the memory of the late

Mr. Wit ThohjOX, of Clovenfords, to be invested

and known henceforth as the " Wm. Taomson
Memorial Fond."

National Rose Society.—a copy of the
balance-sheet, duly attested, has been sent to us. It

•hows that the receipts, including balance from last

accoani of £72 lis. 9d., amounted to £738 0* Id
The balance at the- bankers it £45 14>. 3d

, the total

i vsenr'iture being £742 6s. id So less a sum than

£260 10s was dietriouted in prizes at the Crystal

Palace.

.."HaNDBUOH LIES PRAKTI8CHEN ZlMMER-
GARTNEREl" (Souse- Gardening) —We mention this

German treatise by reason of the excellent illustrations,

which convey to the beginner at a glance abetter notion

of what to do and what to avoid than pages of descrip-

tion. The author ii Mr. Max Hesdosffub, and the

publisher Bobebt Oppenheih, of Berlin. Tne work

is to be puolithed in eight parts, at a low price.

Royal Institution.—The following are the

lecture arrangements before Easter: Professor John

Gray McKendrick, Professor of Payaiology in the

University of Glasgow, aix lecturea (adapted to a "

javenile auditory), on ' Sound, Hearing, and Speech"

(.experimentally illustrated) ; Professor Charles

Stewart, Fullerian Professor of Payaiology, B I,,

eleven lectures on " The External Covering of

Plants and Animals: its Structure and Functions;''

The Bev. Pniiip H Wicksteed, four lectures on

"Dante;" Professor H. Marshall Ward, Professor

of Botany in the University of Cambridge, three

lectures on " Some Aspects of Modern Botany
;

"

Tne Bev. William Barry, D.D., four lectures,

" Masters of Modern Thought—Voltaire, Bausseau,

Goethe, and Spinoza;" Prof. C. Hubert H Parry,

Professor of Musical History and Composition at

the Boyal College of Music, three lectures on

"Bealism and Idealism in Musical Art" (with

musical illustrations); The Bigat Hon. Lord Bay-
leigh, Professor of Natural Pniloaophy, B.I., six

lectures on " Light." The Friday evening meetings

will begin on January 17, when a discourse will be

given by the Bight Hon. Lord Bayleigh, on "More
about Argon ;

" succeeding discourses will probably

be given by Professor Bardon Sanderson, Mr. W. S.

L'.lly, Dr. John Murray, Mr, J. J. Armistead, Dr.

Edward Frankland, Mr. A. B. Binnie, Mr. S dney

L-e, Professor T. B. Fraser, Professor Dewar, and

other gentlemen.

Early Wallflowers.—We have received from

Messrs. Suttos & Soss their Earliest of all Wall-

flower gathered from plants sown as recently as last

May. The plants have already been flowering since

the middle of September, anj are still fall of bloom

and bud, and should the weather not prove too severe,

will continue to yield acceptable gatherings through-

out the winter months, bursting again into new vigour

and beauty at the first touch of apring. Tne value

of such a pretty spring flower in December must be

apparent to ail, especially growers for the market.

Fruit and Market Gardens —The following

is the acreage under small fruit crops as given in the

Agricultural Beturns for 1695, published by the

Board of Agriculture:—Eiglaud, 63,122: Wales,

1.175; Scotland, 5,250. la each cate, but especially

inEngland, there it a considerable increase in the area

devoted to small fruit crops as compared with that

noted in 1894 Tne total area of land and water in

Great Britain is 56,771 728 acres, and in Ireland

20.706.253. Kent has 22 272 acres under fruit, a

•light increase over 1394. Middlesex contines nearly

stationary with 3 982 acres; Lancashire has 2517
acres againtt 2,396 last year ; Surrey 1.463 instead

of 1,331 ; Worcester, 3.144 as compared to 2,508.

Tne total area uted as orchards in 1895 is given at

212,963 acres in place of 203,821 in the preceding year.

Tne largest orchard areat are, in Devonshire, 26 955
;

Hereford, 26 538; Somersetshire, 24 520; Kent,

23 260; and Worcester, 19,665 acres. Market
gardens occupy in England a total area of 85,398
acres, an increase of more than 4000 acres over ths

preceding year. K ant has far more market gardens

than any other conaty, the acreage being returned at

12.516 acres; after which comes Middlesex, 9,410;
Bedford, with 7,274 acres ; Worcester, 5 536 ; Essex,

4,740; Surrey, with 3,633. Tae remaining counties

have all a very much smaller area devoted to market
gardening.

Pierre Nottinq—The death of this famous
rosarian. of Luxembourg, is announced. According
to the Beta; de THorticulture Bt'ge, M Soitixg was
in bit aeventieth year, and died on November 2
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The Publisher of the "Gardeners'
Chronicle,"—We greatly regret to announcs that

this Journal i> no longer to have the services of Mr.

A. G. Martin a< publisher, considerations of health

necessitate his residence in the Transvaal or other

dry climate. Mr. Mabtin leaves with the sympathy
and goodwill of all his colleagues, who trust that he

may speedily regain his health and quickly obtain

some suitable occupation. Mr. H. A. Stbatton, who
for many years has been a trusted assistant, will, in

future, undertake the dnties of publisher.

Horticultural Progress in Holland —
Great activity prevails just now in Holland in the

matter of technical education. A school of Horti-

culture is established at Wageningen ; a laboratory

for the study of Vegetable Pathology, under the

direction of Professor Ritz ema Bos has been foun led

at Amsterdam ; a new horticultural j mrnal has

lately been established; and the Album Van Eeden is

to be continued as the Bulbilegium Baarlemcnse, nnder

the auspicas of the Society of 15 U b Caltivators.

BEQONIA F.-iOEBELI INCOMPARABILI8 X.— The
insertion of the following letter from Mr. Bennett •

Poe, enables us to correct one or two misapprehen-

sions relating to this fine plant, seep. 680, fi*. 112.

Mr. BennettPoe, it appears, was not the raiser of

the plant, but Mr. Fboebel, of Z irich. The flowers,

instead of being only 1 inch in diameter, measure
upwards of 3 inches :

—
" The introduction many years aga by Roezl of a tuberous

Begouia from Ecuador, dedicated by Alphonse de Candolle to

M. Froebel, o£ Zurich, was an acquisition to growers of

tuberous Begonias, for its blooms, though not large, wera
very brilliant. Some years later, another tuberous Begonia,
a winter- flowering species, was introduced from Peru, Begonia
polypetala, perhaps the most distinct and remarkable species

yet introduced. M. Froebel, of Zurich, employed these two
species in the production of the stately and handsome hybrid
figured last week, which hiring taken in general appearance so

markedly after the seed-bearing parent, was sent out under
the name of Begonia Froebeli incomparabilis x . But happily,
in the time of flowering, it takes after the pollen parent, and
produces its brilliant blooms in the winter months, when they
are far more valuable and appreciated. I hive grown this

Begonia since 1880, the year it was sent out, and have advo-
oated its claims in the gardening papers both then and
subsequently, and again as recently as this autumn, for it has
never failed to be a remarkable plant each winter. It would
seem to be quite unknown, from the fact that it came as a
surprise to those present at the meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society on November 2>. I have frequently wiBhed I
could show it, but uatil recently my garden was too far
distant to enable me to do so, as Begonias are not plants that
will beir a j jurney of 450 miles before being placed on the
exhibition table. A word as to its culture, which is of the
easiest. The tubers are potted about August, when they will
no longer remain dormant, and are placed in an ordinary
Bpan-roof greenhouse where Nerines and various other plants
flower, and there they have been in blossom sines early in

October, and will cjntinue some time longer, j udging by the
succession of flower-stems to follow. ./. T. Bmnet'.-P<,e."

A NEW Phase in Horticulture.—A cor-

respondent of the Times calls attention to what be
calls a " totally new departure." Naturally curious
to know what this could be, we read on to fiud that
the new departure consisted in retarding instead of
forcing certain plants. N jthing very new in this,

surely. The application of the practice on a large

scale to the Lily of the Valley has resulted in an
average of 95 per cent, of flowers from the end of

autumn np to Christmas, instead of 50 p>r cent,

obtained by forcing.

The Thames Embankment.—The "laying-
ont" of the enclosure, east oi Charing Cross S:ation,

has been unsatisfactory from the first. The recent
erection of the band-stand made things worte—the

dotting of some miserable Euonymua on the green
lawns seemed to show how little the planter valued the
effect of space and " repose " afforded by the turf;

and now, quite recently, some flower-beds of the
mosi extraordinary and meaningless pattern have
been carved out. There is plenty of time to alter

these, and perhaps something may yet be done to

improve the general disposition of the lawns, and
render them appropriate to the outlines of the

enclosure.

,: A History of Gardening in England."
—The Hop. Alicia Ambbbst's work uniei this title

has been published by Mr. Qoabitch, of Piccadilly'

This is not a book to be dismissed with a mere
mention. It is a standard book, likely to become
classic. We hope shortly to give a notice of the

book at greater length than we are now able to do.

Stock-taking : November—Once again the

trade and navigation returns bring us pleasant

news. The imports and exports for the past month
of November are greatly in excess of those for the

corresponding month in 1894, and the eleven months'
totals are also a cheerful contrast to the figures set

down for comparison in last year's record. The
excess of imports for the past month is £3,737,012

;

for the eleven months just finished the increase is

£4 320,557, as compared with last year's record. The
usual extract from the monthly summary is as

follows :

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Total value of imports
£

35,234,149
£

38,971,161
£

+3,737,012

(A.) Articles of food
and drink — duty
free 11,5:9.298 12,658,182 +1,123,884

(B.) Articles of food
and drink—dutiable 3,499,605 2,602,113 + 102,508

Raw materials for
textile manufac-
tures 6,835,644 7,700,372 +864,728

Raw materials for
Bundry industries
and manufactures ... 3,683,795 4,103,951 +4 0,159

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles 1,489.780 1,485,176 —4 601

(B ) Parcel Post 66,420 83.461 +17 011

It is worth noting that, with the trifling fall of

£4,604 under the heading of " Miscellaneous," the

increase extendi to every section into which the

returns are divided—what is " minus " in fruits and
vegetables being made up in other sub-sections of

the duty-free articles of food. Is is long since such
a state of things was placid to the credit of imports.

A Becond great scheme of road construction will

shortly be carried out in European Russia, under the

special supervision of the Department of K 'ads and
Bridges—to connect producer and exporter.

We fancy that Parish Councils could be made of

immense use in bringing small growers, as well as

others, into complete touch with all consuming
centres. It is fair to note here that the Board of

Trade officials appear to be in earnest respecting

help in the matter of light railways—the President

of that department, together with an engineer of

repute, having been on the Continent studying the

system preparatory to setting to work on existing

materials and Parliamentary action. As to oar
usual extracts on the imported fruits, roots, and
vegetables, we give the following :

—

Imports. 1894. 1895. Difference.

Fruits, raw ;

—

Apples ...bush. 1,179,595 589,721 —589,871

Cherries ... ... ,, ...

Plums ... ,, 1,533 320 —1,218

Pears 59.331 22.456 —36,875

Grapes ... ,, 100,691 138.66S +37.974

Unenumeratej 58,768 45,963 —12.805

Onions ... ... ,, 597,601 609,388 +11.787

Potatos ... cwt. 151,f05 82,161 —88,824

Vegetables, raw, unenu- £ £ £
merated ... .. value 68,551 71,656 +3,105

It will readily be observed that " minus " has it—or,

rather the British producer. It would be pleasant

to record some new industry in connection with

Apple production; possibly that will come in time.

The disposal of this fruit in Brittany seems

beyond the powers of railway companies ; there

Apple-waggons line the roads to the railway station,

often seeking in vain for carriage, sometimes waiting

for a day or two until the goods' entrance opens to

them. The wonder is expressed as to whether there

will be any reduction in the price of cider in the

cider-consuming districts of France. There does

not appear to be any boycotting of that industry on
the other side of the Channel, as reported for this

country by your correspondent, " E. C," in a recent

number of the Gardeners
1

Chronicle. And now as to

our

—

EXPOBTS.

These foot up for last month the hand«ome total of

£19.540 333, or an increase of £1.457 246 over

the total for November lait year. There are

decreases in the value of live aoimals, in raw

material, and machinery ; but the total is not

very great. The increase in the eleven months just

now ended is put at £8,295,982 With a good surplus

in the Exchequer, and a settlement on the American
money question, we can afford to look ahead with

confidence. Notwithstanding the import- duty of Is.

per ton on coals entering Russian ports, it would

seem that the demand for Russian coal has not been

increased, or the consumption of the E.iglieb article re-

duced. By-and-by, when the promised roads are made
there may be a reduction in the cost of the native

article. In conclusion, it may be noted that com-
plaints continue to be sent in by our Consuls at to tbe

picking up of some of our trade by " the foreigner,"

who is keen to note exactly what is wanted in foreign

countries, and sends it out. We require an exten-

sion of our system of technical schools; we have

done pretty well, but very much more is required

;

and it is about time that the once much-talked-of

Imperial Institute should give more reason than it

now does for its existence.

Dundee Chrysanthemum Society. — The
annual meeting of the Dundee Chrysanthemum
Society waB held on the 5:h inst., Mr. D. Stoeeie in

the chair. The Secretary (Mr. W. P. Laird) in his

report referred to the question of obtaining a Corpo-

ration Cup for competition at the annual exhibition

of the Society, and said though, the request which

had been made to the Council had been refused, he

had hopes that they would yet have a Corporation

Cup. The Treasurer (Mr. D. Choll) reported that the

expenditure for the year was £66 9s , and that there

was a debit balance of £6 10s. 8d. They had, how-

ever, £27 4s. Id still at their credit. The deficiency,

he explained, was accounted for by the state of the

weather at the annual show, which brought about a

reduction in the admission money. The reports were

then adopted, and office-bearers for ensuing year

elected,

Cheshunt, Wormley, and District Hor-
ticultural Mutual Improvement Society.—
The usual fortnightly meeting of this society was

held on Thursday, Dec. 5, at Turnford, upwards of

a hundred members being present, H, N. Bushbt,

Esq., presiding. The secretary, Mr. W. L. Yates,

having read the minutes of the previous meeting,

Mr. William Harrison, of the Turnford Hall Nur-

series, delivered an instructive lecture on " Grape

Growing for Market," dealing exhaustively with the

subject, including the early history, introduction cf

tbe Vine to this country from Asia Minor; propaga-

tion, grafting, planting, manuring, fertilisation of the

flowers, and the entire routine of cultivation under

glass of all the more popular varieties of Grapes.

The methods of packing for rail and Covent Garden

market were fully described and illustrated. At the

close a discussion was initiated. On tbe motion of

Mr. W. H. Miles, seconded by Mr. Rolfe, a hearty

vote of thanks wae aceorded Mr. Harrison for his

lecture. Tbe next meeting will be held on D<rc. 19,

when Mr. W. Caslea will contribute a paper entitled

" Bee-keeping, and its relations to Horticulture."

The People's Palace Horticultural
SOCIETY.—A meeting of the Committee took piace

at the People's Palace on the 7ch init., Mr. E. Shea
in the chair. A very encouraging report was received

from the judges who made the awards to the green-

houses in October last, they having made an inspec-

tion of nearly forty in the East End, and they

reported that the houses, although mostly of home
construction, were clean, and tbe condition of the

plants generally satisfactory. The Chrysnthemuni
show held on Oct. 31 and two following days,
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entirely consisted of plants and cut flowen shown

by members ; and the excellent quality seen in

many of the plants and blooms was very gratify-

ing. It was resolved that three exhibitions be he'd

in 1896—a spring show on March 26, 27, aod 28;

a snmmer show on Jane 25 and two following days;

and the Chrysanthemum show at the end of October,

or daring the second week in November, a date to be

fixed later on. A series of monthly lectures of an

elementary character has been arranged, and a

monthly meeting of members also, at which they

will be invited to contribute plants, &c. It was also

reported that the spring and autumn shows bad

proved financially successful, but there was a small

loss on the summer show, owing to the stormy

character of the weather during the time it

was open. It is also in contemplation to

attempt some modification of the thickly popu-

lated area* known as congested districts, though

gTeat difficulty is experienced in accurately defining

the same. It may be stated that the tociety sap-

plies its members with bulbs, seeds, &c, at cost

price, and to the most needy cuttings are supplied

free of cost as far as they can be obtained. The
subscription of the members is quite small, but

donations from varioas ladies and gentlemen greatly

assist the committee in their work. A cordial vote

of thanks was given to Mr. Shea for presiding.

On Saturday evening last Mr. J. W. Sanders,

the editor of Amateur Gardening, gave a popular and

interesting lecture on " How Plants Grow," before a

very large audience of members and friends of the

People's Palace Horticultural Society, Mr. Richabd
Dean, the horticultural adviser of the society, pre-

siding. The lecture, which was purely extempore,

and delivered in an easy, conversational style, was

illustrated by a number of diagrams. The greatest

interest was shown in the sut ject, and at the close of

Mr. Sandebs' address, many questions were put to

him, and an enthusiastic vote of tharjks was accorded

to him. The next lecture will be by Mr. Richabd
Dean, on "Dried Flowers for Christmas Decoration."

"THE AUTOCAR."—This is a new journal, pub-

lished by Iliffe & Son, Coventry, and 3. St. Bride

Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C., in the interests of the

mechanically - propelled road - carriage. la these

pages the superiority of automatic carriages to those

moved by horse-power is warmly urged. There are

illustrations showing various self-propelled vehicles,

and whether or not these are ever largely used in

our streets, they a re at least appropriate in certain

instances. The Autocar does not deal with any

special make of vehicle, but with all driven by

machinery, whether carriage, waggon, tram, or

bicycle, and whether the motive-power be afforded

by steam, electricity, hot-air, or petroleum.

Australian Fungi.—From the Department of

Agriculture, Victoria, comes a systematic arrange-

ment of Australian fangi, by Mr. D. McAlfinb.
The volume consists of a series of tables, containing

condensed information, names, authorities, habitat*

and characteristics of the several species, which
should prove most useful both on account of tbe

importance of the subject treated of, and the clear-

ness with which the information concerning it is

here given. The author includes in bis treatise a

"host" index, and a list of works upoa the subject.

Apples in Paris.—The glut of Apples from
Normandy is so great tbat prices have fallen to a
very low figure. It is many years since the crop of

Apples in tbe province has been so large, and the

cultivators are at a loss what to do with this super-

abundance. Some of it might be made into cider,

but not every variety is fit for that purpose.

Moss Litter and Peat Industries, Ltd.—
A company (headqaarters, 32, Qaeen Victoria

Street, E C.J has been started which b°ars the above
title, and has for object the introduction of fabrics

made from moss litter and peat. It has been disco-

vered that from these materials not only a valuable

absorbent antiseptic wool for surgical dressings can
be mads, but also textile* of various grades, ranging

from coarse blankets to the finest cloth. Another

property possessed by peat is that, when submitted

to certain preparatory processes, it becomes hard a*

iron, and takes a good polish. Under yet other

treatment it can be developed into tough white

paper. These several valuable uses for a raw mate-

rial hitherto comparatively neglected, have already

met with considerable appreciation, and optimists

hope that (largely through the intervention of this

companj) Ireland may in the immediate future reap

substantial benefit from her stores of yet nnworked

treasure.

EUCHARI8 GRANDIFLORA (syn. E. amazonica).

—Mr. Ossian sends us from Brentry Gardens, West-

bury-on-Trym, a fine photograph of this plant,

which shows how well the plant is grown in that

establishment. The photograph shows twenty plant*

bearing about 1000 flowers—the third crop this year.

Had we not already figured fine specimens of this

plant, we should have been tempted to reproduce

the illustration with which Mr. Osman has kindly

furnished us.

Pio. 119.—
SEED BEARISH SHOOT OF CEPHALOTAXL'S PEDl'SCCLATA :

SEEDS BEBRV-LIKE. OLIVE-COLOl'RED. (SEE P. 717.)

The Yorkshire College, Leeds—The De-
partment of Agriculture of this College, which is

affiliated to the Victoria University, has published

its fourth annual report, which is of a most satis-

factory character. In addition to the two years'

training, the College provides for special lectures in

the country district* on horticultural and agricul-

tural sut -c'.i, the attendance being, generally

speaking, good ; in some cases the average attend-

ance was a* many a* 350. Some of the villagers

—

a minority we are glad to see—"refused to try to

learn anything."

Technical Horticultural Instruction.—
That excellent gardener, Mr. J. Cbook, of Forde
Abbey Gardens, Chard, occasionally places hi* ser-

vices at tbe disposal of the Somerset County Council,

and has just recently completed a course of garden

lectures at Crewkerne. His syllabus seems to have

been a comprehensive one, a* it include* two lecture*

on fruit culture, dealing with hardy tree*, such a*

Apple*, Pears, Plum*, &c., and also with bush and
ground fruit*. Two lecture* were devoted to vege-

table culture, including the most prominent crops,

one to the preparation of the soil, manuring it, &c,
and one to Sower* and their culture. Such a coarse

as this may well be given in many localities, for

there is ample room for wider instruction in even

elementary gardening.

Scottish Horticultural Association,
Edinburgh.—One of the largest meetings of the

aboTe society gathered at their rooms, St. Andrew
Square, on Tuesday evening, the 3rd inst., when Mr.

Malcolm Dram read a paper on " Gardeners and

their Employers," as given before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The paper was well received by

the members, and a ducussion generally agreeing

with the points laid down by the writer followed.

After the reading of this paper, the treasurer, Mr.

Ales. Mackenzie, stated that although the unfor-

tunate weather might have been expected to reduce

the financial success of the last Chrysanthemum Show,

the balance in band proved to be considerably over

£100. Mr. D. Mubbat, the president, occupied the

chair, and a motion of giving the usual subscription

of £5 each to the Gardener*' Orphan Fund, and

to Edinburgh Infirmary, wa* received with general

satisfaction.

Victorian FRUITS.—It is not very much that

our friends in the colony of Victoria can send ui,

but what they forward is picked and sent on in as

good a condition a* that sent by most other sender*

—the quality being of a high order. It is, therefore,

satisfactory to be able to state, on the most trust-

worth authority, that, the accounts being made up,

a fairly remuuerative profit has been found to result

from the venture. This is the more satisfactory be-

cause continued efforts after improvement will most

assuredly follow, which but a few years hence will

be pleasingly illustrated in our principal markets.

Fruit-growing in British Colombia.—
There is not nearly enough fruit-trees grown in the

State to meet the home demand, and most of the

trees planted were imported from Oregon and Wash-
ington, or from the Eastern States and Ontario.

This is not because good nursery stock cannot be

produced ; on the contrary, as fine trees can be

grown there as in any part of the world. Pears are

not so satisfactory a* other hardy fruit trees. Here

there is an opening for gardeners, small or large

capitalists, and others in need of an outlet for their

money, experience, and energy.

PROSPECTS IN NATAL.— The completion of

the Transvaal-Natal Railway ha* undoubtedly

opened up a fair prospect for those connected with

the land and it* products in Natal. The railway

runs from Darban through the Transvaal, and it is

believed that all vegetables and fruits grown in the

British colony will find a ready sale in the land of

gold and diamonds. The Government Agent in

London informed us the other day that a Natal

farmer's ageDcy is on foot, to which farmers can

submit their produce with the knowledge that a sale

will be effected in a business-like manner, and with

the certainty of prompt payment." He also stated

tbat the fibre industry is receiving attention in Natal.

Arrangements are being made tbat some 500 acre*

shall be planted with Agave in the lower Umzimkala

district. All this looks ai if the colony was waking

up, and just at the right time.

HOOKER'S " ICONE8 PlANTARUM." — This

publication, though severely botanical, frequently

contains references to plants which are probably

destined in tb« future to become of horticultural

importance. The last issued part (vol. v., part 1,

November, 1894), contains figures and description*

of several new Dipterocarps, by Sir Dietrich

Bbandis. Petrocosmea grandiflora, Hemsley, a

Western Chinese Gesnerad, is a charming little

tufted plant with much of tbe habit and appearance

of Saintpaulia ionantha, but the leafstalks are longer

than the blade, not to speak of other character*.

The flower* are described a* cobalt blue. It should

be looked fitter by ou,r collector* when they have
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time to look after something besides Orchids, Dr.

Staff describes several new Melastomads, some of

which mast be worthy of introduction. Mr. Bases
describes and figures (t. 2423) a curious little Aloe
from Natal with linear spotted leaves, margined with

small whitish spines.

New Garden Plants of the Year 1894.
—As an appendix to the Kew Bulletin has been
published, an alphali 'tical list of plants newly-intro-

duced into British gardens, compiled from the

several horticultural journals of Europe, and from

some of the nurserymen's catalogues.

spaken of by M. Eodigas, Bulletin d'Arboriculture, Stc ,

>ovemrer, p. 337.
Polygonum Baldschuanicum, Regel, Le Jardin, p. 231,

Bichaedia Pentlandi, Garden, November 2.

Rivers' Transparent Gage, Bulletin dAi floriculture,
tyc , November.
Rose Marchioness or Londonderry, H.P., Rosen

Zeitung, September, 1895.

Rose Mosella, § Poiyantha, Rosen Zeitung, September,

Saccolabium ampullaceum, Lindenia, t. cdlxxxv.
Selenipedium Dalleanum, Andre, Revui Horlicole,

December 1 ; see also tiev. Hort , 1895, p. 181.
Vanda Parishii v»r. Marriottiana, Rchb. !., Lindenia,

t. cdlxxxviii.
Villarsia NYMPHyEoiDES, Garden, October 19

FlG>. 120.—CEPHALOTAXUS DEtJPACEA, A, B„ SECTIONS OF SEEDS ; C, LEAF,

PLANT PORTBAITS.
Allamanda violacea, Bevue de V Horticulture, Beige,

December.
Begonia Mrs. Joseph Eliat, flower red, striped aDd

marblei with white, II ust'ation Honicole, November 16, t. 45.

Catasetum stupendum, Cogniavx Lindenia, t. cdlxxxvii.
Eulophia conqoensis, Cogniaux Lindtnia. t. cplxxxvi
Lilium Biondi, tp. n., Baroni, Nuovo Giorn. Bot. Hit,,

November, 1695, t. viii.

Lilium chinense. n. sp., Baroni, Nuovo Giorn. Bot, Ital.,

November, 1895, p. 333, t. vi.

Lilium sulphureum, Baker (Bot, Mag., 7257), Bivue
Horticotc, December 1.

Nymph^ea marliacea ignea, Hort., Garden, October 26.

Odontoglossum citrosmum, Bevue de VHorticulture Beige,

December.
Pennisetum Ruppellianum, an ornamental grass, highly

CEPHALOTAXUS DRUPACEA.
We are glad to have the opportunity of figuring

the fruits or rather berry-like seeds of Cephalotaxus

dmpacea kindly forwarded to us by Mr. D. Crombie,

from the garden of Lord Powerscourt. The seeds as

here figured, taper at each end, and towards the base

are narrowed into a neck-like process unlike any-

thing we have yet seen in the genus. As to the

plant itself we may recall what was said in these

pages on January 26, 1884, p. 113.

" C. drupacea (fig. 120), in British gardens is the

dwarfest form, forming a low bush with greenish-

yellow shoots and leaves. The latter are very gene-

rally upturned, and this not only when the flow? rs are
being produced, but also on the sterile branches,
«o that the two rows of leaves thus form a trough
along the upper side of the branches. The
individual leaves do not greatly exceed 1 inch in
length, and are about | inch in width, almost
perfectly linear and straight- sided, larely falcate,

abruptly pointed at the tip, rounded at the base,
with a very short petiole. The male catkins are
Btalked, each stalk immediately after its origin
in the axil of the leaf being abruptly bent down-
wards out of the way of the leaves. The stalk
of the male. catkins is about

\fe
inch long, about the

tame length as the minute globose catkins them-
selves, and covered with overlapping ovate acute
bracts which pass into the scales of the catkin. The
scales of the terminal leaf-bud of the shoot are almost
all distinctly acuminate. The seed-bearing peduncles
in the native specimens are approximate, and the
terry-like seed itself ovoid. We have a rough sketch
of the seed of this plant, derived probably from the
garden of the late Sir Frederick Pollock, at Hounslow.
Is is ovoid, and rather pointed at both ends, smaller
than in pedunculata proper (see fig. 119). In Japan,
where it is often cultivated, it is said to form a
spreading tree of small stature. No Chinese speci-
mens are in the Kew Herbarium; but Messrs. Veitch
in their Manual, mention it as having been discovered
in North China by Mr. Fortune in 1849, although
Fortune does not mention it in his communications
on the subject in this journal, and we suspect his
plant may have been the true C. pedunculata."
Van Tieghem {Bull. Sec. Bot. France, 1891,

April 24, p. 184), points out a character which is

peculiar to this genus, and that is the existence of a
resin- canal in the centre of the pith. TMs character
is so easily observed that it is useful to the gardener,
who can thus without seeing flowers or fruit, imme-
diately ascertain whether he has a Cephalotaxus to
do with by cutting a small portion of a branch and
observing whether there is a resin-canal in the centre.

On a cross-cut the canal, of course, presents the
appearance of a blackish dot in the centre of the
pith.

Notices of Books.

IN8ECT8 AND IN8ECTICIDE8. By Clarence Weed,
D.Sc. (Kegan Paul, Trench, Tiiimer, & Co.).

This is a second edition of a book that has already

received favourable notice in these columns. It is

written by an American professor, but much of it is

applicable to the old country. Here, however, we
are exceedingly slow to adopt the methods recom-

mended by experts ; perhaps because it is feared

that the trouble and cost would be excessive as com-
pared with the value of the results, But how can

we know this without experiment ? Whilst the

Unitedj States, and even European countries, can

count] experiment stations', by the score or by the

hundred, we in this country should have a difficulty

in employing the fingers of two hands in computing

the number of similar institutions, nor have we a

single State entomologist.

Agriculture : Practical and Scientific. By
James Muir. (Macmillan & Co.).

This is an introduction to thestudyofthe principles

of agriculture, and gives much serviceable information

as to the application of these principles to practice.

We find many details given as to the nature and use

of manure and sewage, which the reader has usually

to disinter from voluminous treatises. Manures as

at present used are employed wastefully, became
they are "sown" or dug in at stated times by the

calendar, rather than in accordance with the needs

of the plant at different periods of its growth, and in

relation to the local and seasonal conditions.

During the greater part of its existence, water forms

the best manure (if we may so call it) for plants.

The stimulant and nutritive substances which con-

stitute manures are only required in relatively small

amounts, and at particular stages of growth only.
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Gardeners, in their management of plants tinder

glass, understand this better than agriculturists

do, but it is, of course, an easier matter for the

gardener than for the farmer to regulate the amount
and to time the appl'cation of manure ; but making
all due allowance, the farmer might learn a good deal

from his brother in the garden.

The Potato in Fielo and Garden. By W. J.

Maiden. (London : W. A. May, Mark Lane

Express Office, 150, Strand.)

"The introdrction of better varieties of Potatos,

the adoption of more economical methods of dealing

with the crop, the discovery of means for keeping in

check diseases of plants, have made Potato growing

an art wb'ch can only be successfully carried out

where the farmer or gardener is abreast of the times

v:ith regard to information on all these roints, ai

home and foreign competition are very strong. The
want of a more perfect knowledge in individual

cases cauies a very large portion of the crop to be

grown unprc Stably. Those who thoroughly under-

stand the tutject, and cater for the best markets, find

it a profitable business, although they may not be

otherwise better sitnated than their less tuccessful

neighbours." With the sentences just quoted this

little book opens. They at once attract our sym-

pathy, and we turn to the succeeding pages

to see to what extent the author acts up to

his own standard. The investigation is so satisfac-

tory that we may class this as one of the best books

on the su'j^ct, and in some points the information

it contains is more varied and more " abreast of the

times "than in any work of similar character that

we can recall. The work under notice is divided

into ten sections, the first of which deals with the

crop generally, including its introduction into

Eirop°, new varieties, &c. fhber sections deal

with soils, plantiog, manuring, seed varieties, treat-

ment during growth, diseases of the crop, digging

Potatos, tnd the cost and feeding value of the crop.

We are disposed to think our author underesti-

mates the value of high moulding, as recommended
by Jensen for the mitigation of the effects of

the Potato disfase. We have m experience of

this as practiced on a large scale, but for small

gardens and for cottagers we should recommend the

system as preferable to the uee of the Bordeaux
Mixture. It is much more manageable, cheaper,

and equally, if not more, i fficient. Another advan-

tage it has is that where this plan is practised, the

rows are not placed so near together as usual, nor

are the plants in the rows so close. Of course, a

good deal depends on tfce habit and mode of groxth

of the variety, but in any case the greater the space

between plant and plant, the less is the risk of

infectior.

Handbook of West American Ccne Bearers.

Mr. J. G. Lemmon, who has had such excellent

opportunities for studying the Californian Conifers

in their native haunts, and whose zeal and enthusiasm

have enabled him to turn them to inch good account,

has published a pocket edition of his descriptive notes

on the Conifers of north-west America. It is an
excellent little book, illustrated by small photographs.

It is written more especially for those who are not

botanists, and an attempt is made to introduce good

English names in place of Latin designations. We
sympathise with Mr. L°mmon's aspirations, but we
cannot congratulate him on the success of his

attempts. To us it appears that such names as
" Evergreen fascicular*," " Broken cone Lumber
Pines," " Pendent Fruited Pendettes," " False

Hemlock Spruces," "Erect-fruited Solitarea," are no
improvements on the more terse Latin epithets.

People who are really interested in botany soon
cease to find the language an impediment ; it is not
worth the trouble to coin new words for those who
care for nothing save external', so far as plants are

concerned. The present little book may be had
from the author, Telegraph Avenue, North Oakland,
California.

Irrigation Farming: A handbook for the prac-

tical application of water in the production of

crops. By Lute Wilcox ; 95 illustrations, 312

pages. (New York : Kegan Paul, Trench &
Triibner.)

The author of this work is a practical man, who has

spent the greater portion of his life in irrigation

work, and is a recognised authority in the United

States on the whole subject of irrigation from a

practical standpoint. The new manual contains

twenty chapters and ninety- five illustration?. This

book is primarily written for and adapted for

western farmers and farms, but is equally valuable

to farmers in the sooth and other sections of

the United States, ard other countries. It

is divided into twenty chapters, each of which is a

condensed treatise on its special topic. The conclud-

ing portions of the book give a review of the common
law of irrigation, and a glossary of irrigation terms.

The other chapters are devoted to the consideration

of the following topics: Advantages of irrigation,

relation of soils to irrigation, treatment of alkali,

water snpply, canal constrnction, reservoirs and ponds,

pipes for irrigation purposes, flumes and their struc-

ture, duty and measurement of water, methods of ap-

plying water, irrigation of the garden, irrigation for

the orchard, the vineyard and small fruits, alfalfa,

windmills and pumps, devices, appliances and

contrivances, sub-irrigation and sub- soiling.

The book is, as we have said, specially adapted for

certain portions of the United States, bnt it will be

very serviceable in many of our colonies and in

India, on which account we recommend it to the

notice of our colonial readers. The practical details

of constructor, &c, will be found very serviceable.

For greenhouses a plan is adopted of having

raised beds in which rows of 2|-inch drain tiles are

placed at abont 18 inches apart, and at a slight slope,

so as to ensure a sufficient fall and obviate stagna-

tion. The lower ends of the pipes pnj ct beyond
the bed, so that they can be closed during the time

that the water is being poured into the pipes at the

other end, and opened a'ter a time to allow of the

passage of the surp'us water. This plan also admits

of the t .-ration of the soil. Whether the pipes

would not soon get blocked with roots is a matter to

be determined, bnt if they did, the evil cculd be

remedied without much inconvenience.

Analytical KtY to the Natural CKders
OF FlOWERINo Plants. By Frarz Thon-
ner. (S*an, Sonnenschein & Co.)

A series of tables intended to facilitate the detec-

tion of the several natural orders of plants by the

student. To us they seem more likely to be useful

as furnishing bints to an expert. For instance, it is

very misleading to a beginner to c t9 as the charac-

ters of Passiflorere (see p. 113), " Stamens 10; ovules

parietal. Shrubs or trees. Juice milky. Calyx
5 lobed. Corolla-lobes valvate, rarely contorted in

restivatior. ' The best way for a student is to f-ame

such tables for himself.

THE HIPPEASTRUM.
These are now dormant, and at such time ordinary

cultivators are apt to be forgetful of them. Hippe-

astrams should gradually pass into the resting period

in September ; and again attention is needed that

they be not dried off too rapidly, or air and light

admitted too freely. Even during growth the Hippe-

astrum must have a light shading from bright sun-

shine, and a moderately high temperature of 65° to

70° as a minimum, and a rather moist atmosphere.

Just as the temperature is gradually increased when
starting the plants, so also mest it be gradually

decreased to rest them. The water may be withheld

altogether as soon as the leaves take a yellowish

tinge.

At present the plants are quite dry at the roots,

and they have been removed from the tan, where the

roots had ramified all through the plunging material,

We have carefully examined every bulb to remove

the dried outer coatings, with any insect pests that

may be hidden amongst them ; and as a further

precaution, the crowns are dusted with tobacco-

powder. This kills thrips and the mealy-bng, if any
are present. Air should be admitted freely by day,

and the heating apparatus must be used to dry np
damp, which may be injurious to them. No time

should be lost in getting the potting-soil ready. I

like to have snch soil mixed at least six weeks before

using it, so that the manure may in some degree be

absorbed by the loam ; and good compost may
consist of about two parts of good yellow loam to

one part light fibrous peat, and one part of decayed
stable-manure.

The potting of the plants shonld take place towards
the end of January. The bed where they are to be
plunged should have been previously prepared by
mixing some fresh tan with the old material, and at

the time of potting the bulbs it may be £5° to

90°. Plunge the pots to the rims, as they are

potted. Repotting must be done carefully, i nd
over- potting avoided. The largest bnlbs are about
6 inches in diameter, and these are potted in 24'g or

8-inch pots.

Good flowering bulbs may be put in pots 4.} to

5 inches diameter. The pots shonld be washed and
well drained. In preparing the bulbs for potting,

all the old material must be removed, and the base

of the bulbs examined. The roots grow in a circle

round the base of the bulbs, leaving the centre of

them quite bare, and there is usually a film of dried

skin covering this. Remove the skin to see if there

is any decay nnderneatb, and if any be present, cot

it away and dust the wound with quicklime, pressing

it in with the fingers. The bulbs should be placed

on a cone of mould, with the roots banging down the

sides; press the soil firmly amongst them, finishing

off with the bnlbs about half covered. Si me sand

ought to be mixed with the compost, and a little

ought also to be sprinkled on the surface of the soil.

J. Douglas.

Nursery Notes.

WILL TAYLER'S, HAMPTON, MIDDLESEX.
In the varied outside department of nursery

work and experience, none is more replete with
interesting details and informatlou than the fruit-

tree department, where this is a specialty. Visited

late in the autumn, say till the end of the

month of October, much in'o-million rray rea iy
be gleaned that cannot fail to be of use to these

contemplating fruit - tree p'anting. Amateurs
especially learn mi ri in this way, that it is almost

impossible otherwise to obtain. In any fruit-tree

nursery worhy the name there are to be found

oljct- lessons by the sio-e. The trees may be seen

in all shapes and methods of training, and compa-
risons can be made of their behaviour on different

kinds of stock. Moreover, if the visit be early enough

,

the cropping capabilities of the varions varieties may
be observed, a rather important piece of information

for the beginner ; while those who are past the

elementary stage will find much to interest and
enlighten, The past season I had the opportunity

of looking through the fruit-tree nursery of

Mr. Will Taylor, which is sitnated in what
is locally known as the " Broad Lanes," Hampton,
and for the cultivation of fruit trees and Rosea occu-

pies a very favourable position. It is known as

the Osborne Nursery, and was some years ago a

brarch nursery of the late firm of Osborne & Sons,

Fulbam. Mr. Tayler has now been established here

for the last twelve years or so, during which time
fruit trees ard Roses have absorbed much of his

attention. His frequent contributions of fruit at

the leading exhibitions are well known, and among
these the autumnal show at the Crystal Palsce is a

notable instance. It is a feature of the nursery that

many of the fruits attain to exceptional size, weight,

and colour. As proof of this, some dishes of Blen-

ham Orange Pippin Apple were eagerly purchasr d

by a leading fruiterer for (he extraordinary price of

Is, apiece, and this, too, in an abundant year. At
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the «ame exhibition, a crowniDg fruit of a dish of

Peasgood Nonsuch weighed exactly 22 cz. when

gathered, while a similar fruit of Jubilee fumed the

rcale at!7cz. Admitting that the year has been

favourable for fruit crops, one cannot help but notice

in tbiB nursery exceptional instances of fine colouring,

such varieties as Bismarck, Fearn's PippiD, Ga«-

coigne's Scarlet, Alexandra, Annie Elizabeth, and

Crimson Queening being especially worthy of note

on this account. The last named Apple is deep

crimson in colour, and, as here seen, with the fruits

coloured all over, is very handsome. Indeed, such

varieties are valuable in the garden from an orna-

mental standpoint when they have such exception-

ally high tints. An instance, quite the reverse,

was to be seen this season in that over-praised

American Apple, Newtown Pippin, which cannot

be grown so satisfactorily, as can the varieties named

in the open quarters. It is said to require a wall to

grow it to perfection—by no means a recommenda-

tion for it, when one sees it side by side with the

brilliant Blenheim Orange Pippins grown in Mr.

Tayler's nursery. Reinette da Canada is highly

spoken of, and the fruits fully endorse the high

encomiums passed upon it. It is perhaps the largest

dessert App'e, and valuable also as a late kitchen fruit

;

the latter are covered with russet-brown skin, has

tender yellow flesh, of fine flavour, and it is withal a

heavy cropper. Ringer is also a heavy cropper, and

reli&ble ; it is regarded as a mid-season fruit, and is

good till Christmas ; the flesh is sweet, requiring

little or no sugar when cooked.

Space, however, will not permit of a lengthy enu-

meration of varieties, suffice to say that all the

leading kinds are represented in good fruitful trees.

Particularly noteworthy is the small size of the trees

that have borne the brilliant-coloured and large

fruits alluded to of Bismarck, B:enbeim Orange,

Peasgooo's Nonsuch, and others; and this, with the

oidinary cultural rontine in such nurseries. For

example, trees ef Biimarck not yet three years old,

and only about 3 or 4 feet high, were literally loaded

with large and handsome fruits. Aid of many other

varieties ihis is equally true. To amateurs with only

a rmall area, these bush trees, fruitful in the year

of planting, and occupying such little room, are

great acquisitions, being readily pruned, sprayed,

and the fruit gathered or examined.

Even market growers are planting the Apple in

bush-form, as the fruits from them obtain the highest

quality and fetch high prices. Q lantities of Wel-

lington, Dnmelow's Seedling, and Schoolmaster (acid

flesh, fine quality, and late), Cox's Orange Pippin, as

well as the early well-known kitchen varieties, are

here in plenty, and represented by trees in the finest

health, vigour, and fruitfulness. The soil through-

cut the nursery is light loam overlying gravel, is

well drained and warm. Pears on the Quince are

largely grown in all the leading varieties, and with

i qaally satisfactory result*. Roses of all sections

are cultivated, and the plants for size and general

goodness are all that could be desired. Bash fruits

of all kinds in variety, trained trees in abundance,

Figs, G ape-vines, and the like, are all grown to

meet the constantly-increasing demand, and are alike

noteworthy for their clean well-matured growth and

general appearance. J.

Home Correspondence.

THE APPLE TRIE IN 6HRUBBERIE8. — At
p. 620, a correspondent " D. L. M." ir quires, " Why
should not the strongest and hardiest of our
Apples be planted in the shrubbery, for nothing
looks better in the spring, or could be more useful

in the autumn." Your correspondent may be in-

terested in learning that this has been carried

out in Mrs. Fuzwygram's garden at Lai k field,

Hampton Hill, the idea originating with Mr. Maurice
May, the gardener, whose argument for doing so was,

that if the beauty of the Ap] le blossom was realised

in a shrubbery, we should not rest until all shrub-

beries were freely planted with the trees. Bat
because Apple trees abound in our gardens, we are

content that the shrubbery should remain crammed

full of Laurels, with hungry Poplars overhead, and
with other subjects equally ornamental or useful.

I believe, in this instance, that some little argument
was necessary at first. As soon as the result

was apparent, viz., the increased beauty and
utility combined, Mre. Fifzwygram gladly gave her

permission to plant more of them, and as other trees

become too large in the shrubbery they are taken

out, and Apple trees planted instead. In many
gardens where space is limited, it is scarcely possible

to make the most of the kitchen garden if Apple
trees are planted thickly ; but by utilising the

shrubberies and the margin of the lawn for the fruit

trees, a mixed kind of garden is created that is by no
means unpleasing, which proves advantageous to

the owner and helpful to the gardener. Of course,

a shrubbery should not be all Apple trees, any more
than as now so generally a confused macs of

various species of Laurel and dingy and rusty

Conifers. What is sadly needed is, that a much
larger percentage of beautiful deciduous flowering

trees and shrnbs should enter into the composition of

the shrubbery than is the case at present. J. [With
which opinion we cordially egree. Ed.]

NATIONAL CHBY8ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.—What
is really wanted is some information about " the

suitable ball in a central spot,'' available for the

exhibitions of the above Society. I am able to say

that two years ago a special sub-committee was
appointed to visit suitable places within a radius of

a mile of the Westminster Aquarium, and found

nothing that would afford half the space for staging

and locomotion as that afforded on the floor of the

Aquarium bui'ding; while the rent asked for Buch
places as the Qaeen's Hall is something almost fabu-

lous. Complaints of the unsnitability of the Aquarium
appear as regularly every year as does the shortest

day, but no alternative sites are suggested. I am
sure, from what I know of the committee, they will

readily consider any proposal of a practical

and suitable nature, if placed before them.

One fact is perhaps overlooked by "Mum,"
and others. A big Chrysanthemum show in

November is now associated with the Royal
Aquarium, just £3 the Cattle Show is with the

Agricultural Hal), and is annually looked for as a

London fixture. Should the National Chrysanthe-

mum Sjciety leave the Aquarium, it would not

follow that the November show there wonld be
discontinued; the managers of the building are keen
business men, and know the value of such an
exhibition, and would, no doubt, hold one, and they

would do it on a scale that would dwarf out of all

proportion anything the National Chrysan hemum
Society would do elsewhere, apart from the subsidy

from the Aquarium Company. This is an aspect of the

question that I have no doubt is duly considered by
tne committee, but it is probably one which h.is not
struck " Mum," and these who sympathise with him.

One thing is quite certain—that, judging from the

report made ac the annual dinner, association with

the Royal Aquarium does not prevent the raoid

expausion on the part of tbe Society. Another

Mum.

Yonr correspondent, " Mum," Gardeners'

Chronicle, p, 681. brings forth the old obj ction oace
more aaent the holding of the autumn exhibition in

the Royal Aquarium. He finds all the fault

imaginable, but he ends there, leaving to others the

d fficulty of finding an alternative place. Finding
fault is one thing, suggesting improvements is

another ; why does he not name a better place ? He
half at'mits the fact that the Riyal Aquarium is

central, as it is for visitors and exhibitors alike, and
tbe latter are surely entitled to some amount of con-
sideration. "Mum" appears not to know that the

whole of St. Stephen's Hall will be devoted to exhibi-

tion purposes next year, and th's addition will make an
enormous difference to the show, providing, as it

does, so much extra space. Who knows, too, what
other schemes the management may have in ror-

templation ? Perhaps "Mum" will say where Buch

a site as ho has in his "mind's eye "will be

found. B.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'8 COM-
MITTEES.— I saw a note on this subject in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for November 30. It may
surprise some, but it is a fact, that many gardeners

in the provinces seldom or never read the trans-

actions of these committees, unless it be those of the

Scientific Committee, which have a general interest,

though the reports are far too meagre as a rule. Could
not some process of devolution be attempted, and a

wider interest aroused, by bavinga few sub- committees
(with full powers), wtrch would sit periodically at a

few centres in the provinces in England, Scotland,

and Ireland, en rapport, of course, with tbe London
Central ? I merely throw out the idea, and tbe plan
Deed cost very little if each committee paid its own
expenses. Mv aim is to suggest some scheme by
which the "Royal" could be brought into closer

contact wi;h horticulturists all over the country. Up
till now I am not exaggerating when I say that we
provincial men have rot believed that all the
" talents " were confined to London and neighbour-

hood, or all the good things either. The Royal
Horticultural Society shou d "sit on circuit" like

Her Majesty's judges. Theie would be no ol j'Ction

to the secretary of the Society, or some competent
member of the Council, presiding at these meetings,

but all the members would need to be lrcal with a

wide limit. At present we pay little attention, or

none at all, to the committees' proceedings in

London, ajd when we do, we discount their trans-

actions on a liberal scale. Faith is weak. J. S. W.

CRABS IN THE QARDEN.—Seme of your corres-

pondents have recently been calling attention to the
varieties of the crab as ornamental shrubs. To aDy
one planting trees, say for an alcove er shaded walk,

PyruB Mains floribunda is a most di sirable variety

for the purpose. I have enclosed seme fruits ol 'he
same. S. M., Hewbury. [Our correspondent kinaiy

sent several si oots or this variety loaded with the
fruits, which are yellow in colour, and the s

: ze of

those of the Whiti thorn. Ed ]

GERBERA JAME80NI —A good specimen of Ger-
bera Jamesoni has done well here in the open border
for several years, though it has bad no assistance at

all from hot-water pipee. I think the plant is cer-

tainly larger than that of Mr. Ljnch in the Botanic
Garden at Cambridge, though the latter is the more
flori'erous of the two. I have always pnt a box with

tbe top and bottom knocked out over the head of my
plant, end this has been filled up with dry leaves to

the top. I generally bid good bye to my Gerbera in

November, and I see nothing more ol it till the

middle or end of the follow ng May—though the

leaves are all scraped away from it at the beginning

of Apri'. By the aid of the above simple precaution,

this plant is manageable enongh in the I*lr of Wight;
but if my circumstances were lil e those of Mr. Li nch
at Cambridge, I should follow his plan, which I know
to be a very good onp. He has the advantage of a
much larger crop of flowers than I ever get, but I

esteem my plant to be a finer one than his. Which
has the advantage, a plant which is gown in

proximity to the hot-wafer
|
ipes of a stove, or

another which is favoured by the climate of the Isle

of Wight ? H. Eiubanl:

PLANT8 FOR GAME COVERT.— I I hank those

of your coire'pondents who h*ve replied to my
query on the above (see p. 684). I assure Mr.
Harrison Weir my question wai bond file, knowing
that so few shrubs were free from njary by that

enemy of tree of shrub growth—the rabbit. I was
anxious to add to their number, if poisible. As
bearing on this subject, I may here mention a
remark I have used to owners of estates and others

for mtny years past, >iz, "feeding rabbits on
growing tree and shrub baik i> onlv comparable in

extraragsnee to using new £5 Bank of England
notes to dish np entries at a dinrer party.'' How-
e ver, this is by the way; rabbits are, and will be,

kept for sport on most, if not a'l, properties wbeie
woods and plantations exisr, and it is the duty of

these interested to find out what Bhri bs use'ul for

covert are the least injured by them. I do not think
Rosa rugosa fnirly comparable as to its spines with

the wild Dog Rose. I hope I have to) much feeling

for both man and bias'- to think even of making
large i lactations of i he Dog Rose for covert. Rho-
dodendron pintieum is a well- known covert plsnt,

mainly free from iijury by rabbit'. Those of us

who are situared on tbe limestone formations know,
though, that it will no"; grow freely enough for that
purpose. In most cases, it merely exists. In reply
to Mr. Pope, 1 n ay mei tinn, that with us English
Yews, Hadiworth bread lea" ed, and the ordinary
Tree Box. are the only evergr ens free irom injury,

Amorg t decir'Dous nhrubs Syiingas in variety,

flowering Cut nts ditto, P rsiin Llecs, Dog-wood,
Snowherry, and E-fer» are notiijared. The latter

in particular is never touched by rabbits, even in

the harden' winter, end wherr they are ver} numerous,
H. J. C, Gri,n-ton Gardens, Tadcastcr.

RABBIT- PROOF PLANT8.—Mr. Pope (p. 685)aski
for the names of these, and I in'er ded sending a note
on the sul j- ci some time ago. As last winter was so
exceptionally severe, with the ground covered by snow
for several weeks, acd the woods unfortnDately full of
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rabbiti, a remarkably good trial was afforded. The

conclusion I arrived at U that no plant ordinarily

grown in wood« i» proof againit at:ack in a severe

winter with one exception, viz , Rhododendron pon-

ticum—a plant which thrives here in the natural

soil, a stiff clay.and is grown in large masses, some of

the plants running np from 12 to 16 feet, and it

abounds in all sizes, from tiny seedlings upwards. Tne

rabbits were so pressed for food that they died by

hundreds, although fed with hay, &c, but in no case

did they nibble the Rhododendrons. As regards the

liability of other plants to be attacked, I place them

in the following order, starting with those which

received the least injury, but several of them are

about equal in that respect. Tew, Holly, Portugal

Laurel, Common Laurel, Berberis aqaifolia. Privet,

Ivy, of this last they ate every leaf obtainable,

and in one instance climbed a broken tree 4 feet, and

walked along it 26 feet, at a distance of 4 feet above

the ground ; they also climbed to the top of stacks of

green faggots put up on end, and cleared off the bark

and young twigs, and large branches of B »ech 1 foot

in diameter were barked clean by them. So many
died of poisoning by Tew and other herbage, that it

was not safe to take the foxhounds into the woods a'ter

the frosts was over, as they ate the dead rabbits and

became ill in consequence. All this tends to show the

immunity of Rhododendron ponticum from injury;

and where it will grow I consider there is no plant

its equal for covert planting—its beauty in spring

when in flower is well known, and appreciated.

Hybrid Rhododendrons are not so safe from attack

here, possibly because they grow more slowly, and

rabbits have a remarkable tendency to attack any-

thing recently planted, or standing in an isolated

position, as choice things often do. W. B. Divert,

Behiir Cattle Gardens, Grantham.

THE IMPORTATION OF HOR3ER4DI8H.— I was

very pleased lo read yonr article on this subject in

th« last week's issue. Mr. Mason's facts cannot be

too widely kno»n. Horseradish nowadays has no

flavour or pungency. One seldom meets with any

now at restaurants, hotels, or greengrocers, but what

one could eat a dishful, comparatively speaking,

without tasting the old Horseradish flavour of

one's youth. Then all was English - grown ;
and

the secret is one of cheapness of production.

The foreign roots are cultivated in a most

inexpensive way, and are sold at a lower price

than the cost of prodnction is here. I wonder

Mr. Mison did not explain the dirTerece< in the style

of cultivation in Eogland and in H illand. where most

of this tasteless stuff comes from. I also wonder that

he and other English growers do not cultivate the

root in the cheap way the Dutch do, seeing that the

British public prefer cheap and tasteless roots,

la Holland they plant in April, the snags, or

long thin rootlets at the base of every old root,

about * or 9 inches apart each way. These enlarge

daring the summer growth, and being du; up in

November, form the article sold as imported roots

(an old root enlarged). English cultivation is very

different, and much more costly. Toe crowns of

Urge roots are cut off about 4 inches in length, and
planted in February, I believe about 1 foot apart in

the rows, 2 feet from row to row, and 1 foot deep.

Eich crown is worth a penny, which, together with

tbe amnunt req aired for labour, entails a cost of

about £<59 or £70 per acre for planting only. The
planted crown throws a shoot up to tbe surface of

tbe ground, which enlarges to about the thickness

of tbe parent crown; and in November, when the

growth is finished, treoches are dag between tbe

rows, and the new growth of 1 foot cut away from
the old crown below, and the article sold by
English growers, being a new fresh-grovn root, fall

of flavour, and not a piece of old tough root

enlarged. Tbe imported roots come over packed

tightly in enormous barrels, and anyone may know
them in the shops; they are dirty-looking, and have

a little leaf gro»n and bleached in tbe barrels.

English grown roots look much fresher and cleaner,

and have a little toft of green leaf just beginniog to

grow on tbe crown. Any one who tries the English

roots agaiast the Dntci will soon dttect tbe dif-

ference in tbe flsvoar and strength ; and while he is

tasting tbe English, he will "weep" to think be
ever bonght rr encarajed the foreign root. Alfred

Watkiru Cromwell Boute, Tvnckenkam.

CHRYSANTHEMUM. M CHENON DE LECME —Tbe
engraviog in last wetk « Gardeneri Chronic -, p

represents ( his charming variety in its true character.

It is without doubt one of the best of tbe many new
varieties introduced during the last few years. Tbe

colour is so distinct from any other, and so pleasing,

that it is sure to find many admirers. I saw the

blooms staged at the Royal Aquarium Show, and at

Hull too it was a prominent feature in Mr. Wells'

stand. I regard this Japanese as one of M. Calvat's

best introductions, and one that will find favour

wherever seen. E. Molyneux.

QA8-LIME.—I can assure your correspondent,

"R D ," thit gai-lime, ujed in the fresh state, in

the quantities I mentioned, aid in the way directed

in my Calendar in the autumn of the year, will be

quite safe for him to recommend when lecturing. No
ill-effects will be visible the following season ; but

instead, if good cultivation be given as well, the soil

will not only grow good vegetables, but such as will

take prizes. This I have proved for a number of

years ; aad others who have seen the crops that 1

have grown will corroborate the statement. I should

certainly not have recommended the use of fresh gas-

lime without having fully tested it for years. John
Lambert.

BEQONIA G'.OIRE DE SCEAUX—I find this nseful

free-flowering Begonia of grea: service for decoration

at the present season and later in the year. The
flowers of a soft pink colonr contrast pleasantly with

the rich bronze foliage. I usually propagate the

plant from "eyes" in a brisk heat like the Vine in

tbe spring, inserting these in light sandy soil, and
keeping the latter rather on the dry side till the roots

have paihel, and when this occurs, shoots quickly

appear above tbe soil; and tbe cattings, if tbey are

then care f ally potted, become soon ready for hardening

off and placing in a cold frame. Tne plants with ordi-

nary attention do very well in cold frames throughout

tbe season and make good plants by the autumn, at

which season they shonld then be taken into a house

or pit having a temperature of 50° to 55°. During
the summer, manure-water should be frequently

afforded to all the well-rooted plants. B. Markhim.

LATE FLOWERING VARIETIES OF CHR f8 ANTHE-
MUM8.—Several ol yoar correspondents nave lately

spoken of varieties of Chrjsantbemums suitable for

flowering at Christmas and later, but none has men-
tioned Princess Victoria, a variety which I consider the

best of all for the purpose. Tbis variety has a good
habit, and, being a good grower, it makes strong com-
pact bashes from 3 to 4 feet high, if stopped once in

the spring; and tbe blooms are good, either on
specimen plants, or, if not disbudded, as sprays.

List Christmas my only two plants were grown side

by side with L. Canning and other late-flowering

varieties, none of which was equal to it in usefulness

or beauty. This year I have about thirty strong

plants in 8 or 9 inch flower-pots, and they are jast

commencing to open their buds, and will be in per-

fection at about the 30.h inst. I intend to discard

Lady Lawrence in favour of Princess Victoria. I

send a spray from tbe earliest plant for your opinion ;

also a spray of another variety named Florence
Watson, an importation from Jaoan. which, I think,

will make a good late white. B. Walton. Eikington

Bali. Loath. [The blooms sent of Princess Victoria

were of asefal decorative size, white, with lemon-
coloured centre, outer florets becoming pink with
age. Apparently very free in blooming, bat com-
pared with L. Canning the blooms are less white.

Sboald tbe habit of this one be better than L.
Canning, the variety is doubtless of first-rate useful-

ness. Toose of Florence Watson mentioned by our

correspondent on sprays anthinned have broad, pure
white florets, slightly incurred, yonng florets distinc.lv

lemon - coloured. Some mistake appears to bave
been made in patting ap thisbaacb, however, as tbe
large blooms from thinned shoots are very deep,

the florets are numerous, narrower, and fluted, and
little trace of lemon in the centre. They are pre-

sumably two varieties, and tbe broad- floretted one
is decidedly pretty. Ed

]

PEAR LUCY GRIEVE. — I was pleased to see

the Pear Lacy Grit re figured in yoar last week's

isiue, and to read the teaching lines in verse

by a fond parent, now departed, in memory
of his little daughter and ber seedling Pear.

Partly from tbe tnuchiog incidents connected with

tbe origin of tbe Pear, I got a maiden plant of it a

namber of years ago. bat it has never fruited with

me. It is on tbe Qiince, on which stock it is a

weak grower, and evidently shy bearer. However,
I am not vet without hope of seeing Lucy Grieve
in fruit in Eatt L

TREE-PLANTING AT EXMOUTH —The inference

to be drawn from yoar note p. 650; respecting this

is, that the system has only but recently been intro-

duced. Thanks to the generosity of the Lord of the

Minor, many of our principal roads were planted

several years ago, others were planted last season,

and at the present tiiie we have nice avennei of

trees, principally Limes. I regret, however, to say

that this autumn the public have taken the matter

up, and very few Limes, or what, perhaps, would be

more suitable, Pianes, are being planted ; and our

beautiful esplanade—perhaps one of the finest in the

kingdom—has been disfigured by beinj planted with

a mixed collection of Horse-Cnestnuts, Sycamores,

Balsam, Lombardy, Black Italian, Silver, and other

kinds of Poplars. The Chestnuts wiJ certainly be a

failure, for the situation is much exposed to the sea,

and in gales they will get every leaf blackened. I may
add, that since the trees were planted many have

been beheaded to bring them into shape. It is a

matter of regret that the Council were so ill-advised

as to consent to the planting of such varieties, for it

only brings street tree-planting into disrepute.

Ejmou'.hian. [The kinds named are not, perhaps,

the best that could be chosen. Still, the only really

unsuitable one is the Horse- Cnestnut. Ed.]

Societies.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.
December 10. — Tbe meeting* ani exhibitions for the

present year were brought to a close on Tuesday last by that

held in the Drill Hall, James Street, Weitmioster. Asia

uraal oa occasions immediately preceding the Chriatmas

season, there was a 1 irge atte llance at the several committees,

and particularly in the case of the Fruit Committer, whose

member- hai to tike leave of their Secretary. A resolution

passed io coantCLion with Mr. Barron' a ret remeat from this

po-itija is referral to oa another pige. Notwithstanding tbe

un.i-.ial attendance upon the committees, the extent of the

exhibits was not larga, and two of the long tables furnished

- iffl ient accommodatioa tor them alJ, excepting a group of

Chrysanthemum plant*. Orchids, cut Chrysanthemum «, fruit

and vegetables, and a few miscellaneous plants of iuterest,

comprised the exhibition.

Floral Committee.

Pretext: W. Marshall. E- \ , to the chair; with Meisrs J.

Fraaer, J. Lung. H. B. Miy. H. Herbit, B Dean, B. Owan,

G. Stevens, J. Jennings, Q. Gjrdoa, W. Bain, H. Cannell,

J. D. Pawle, U. Se fe-Leoaard, G. Xicho'jOn, C. Jeffries,

C. E. Shea. J. W. Barr, J. Walker, J. T. Bennett-P*.e, H.

Briscoe-Doo-ide, C. Blick, G. Paul, H. H. D Ombrain, and

Harry Turner.

From the gardensof Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart . Bu-ford,

Dorktoft (£r., Mr. Bain), came a numDar of cat spithes of

hybrid Antbu hums, all of them pretty ; also a panful of well-

grown plants of Primula doribunla, a very pretty little species

from China, with yellow flower*, bloom* during most of the

winter (Stiver Banksian Medal).

J. P. BESNErr P >. Esq., HoImewj>i, Chesbaat, agiia

exhibited the plint of Begonia x incomparabilis. raised by

Mr. FroebU of Zurich, and figured in our last issue.

About eighteen plants of seedling varieties of Primu'a
sinensis, illustrative of an excellent strain, bat hardly in full

flower, were shown by Messrs. Hr. Cln.vell JtSoxs, Swanley,
wh) had also tome good tpraysof varieties of Qanas, including

t^ueen Charlotte an 1 Alphoose Bonner, the Utter a very effec-

tive crimson-scarlet colour.

Mr. C. Herrix, The Gardens, Dropmore. exhibited a few
plants in flower of Oxalis Ortgieaii, a tpsciei bearing small

yellow rlowerj and dark bronzy wedge-sbap*! leaflets (Vote of

Thanks).

Chryaanthemams "ere again shown by several exhibitors,

bat the only award gained on this occasion was one by a
decorative variety, named Stresa. exhibited by H. Briscoe-
IR05SIDE. B-q , Cedar Lodste, Bayes Hill, Sussex. A
large number of the blooms were arranged in a stand in an
effective manner, and the decorative value of tbe very soft

yeHow-coloured blooms was well illustrated.

Mr. Rob EST Owe.*, narserymin. Maidenhead, hsd a fairly

large collection of new varieties, including Mrs. C. E. Shea,
J. W. Richardson, Madame Engine Mercier, and a number
of seedlings (Silver Banksian Medal).

A group of Chrysanthemams.fchawn by G. H. F. TiARK3,Rsq .

Chislehurst (gr., Mr. J. Lyne), was composed of plants of

Jeaoette Sheehan, a spjrt from the white- flawered Princess

BUnrhe, with yellow flowers, having a bronzy centr*>. The
variety was given an Award of Merit by the society in January
last, and is apparently very free-flowered, bjaide being
pretty and attractive (Silver Banksian Medal).

A new patent Orchil-basket was exhibited by Messrs.
SF.tjF.LL 8l S t. 133. R chird'sj Road, Heelsy, Sheffield, tbe
chief ionovatioj la which is a taacer-shiped top, by which it

is claimed the water given is thrown to the centre of the

compost.
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Orchid Committee.
Present: Harry J. Veitch. Esq., in the chair ; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Secretary), Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, J. Jaques,

E. Hill, J. Douglas, W. Cobb, S. Couitauld, H. M. Pollett,

T. W. Bond, De B. Crawshay, A. H. Smee, H. Ballantine,

H. J. Chapman, W. H. White, E. Ashworth, T. B. Haywood,

and R. Brooman-White.

The last meeting of the year brought a good attendance

o£ the members of the Committee, and the exhibits, for the

season, were good and interesting.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart, (gr., Mr. W. H. White) as

nsual, contributed some remarkable plants, the most admired

of which was a pretty specimen of the rare Dendrobium
Treacherianum, whose dwarf Bulbopbyllum-like growths bore

three short spikes bearing together twenty-three large rose

coloured flowers with dark crimson base to the lip. The
plant was awarded a First-class Certificate, and a Cultural

Commendation was allotted, to the grower.

A Botanical Certificate and Cultural Commendation were

also given to a noble specimen of Angreecum pertusum with
eighteen long racemes of neatly- arranged white flowers; a

Botanical Certificate for the pretty Masdevallia pachyura,

with red-brown and clear yellow flowers, and which was now
shown for the first time, the plant which has hitherto borne

the name in gardens beirg M. caloptera, a totally different and
smaller species. Sir Trevor Lawrence also showed the rare

Marmodes Lawrenceanum (Lindenia, t. 275), (Botanical Certi-

ficate) ; a giant variety of Masdevallia macrura (Award of

Merit), the extraordinary large Bulbophyllum grandiflorum,

Dendrobium Ccelogyne, and the white and rose forms of Lzelia

rubeacens.

Baron Sir H. Schroder, The Dell, Egham (gr. Mr, H.
Ballantine), sent a most bsautiful collection of cut flowers of

Cypripediums, representing some sixty fine species and varieties,

and for which a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded. Of the
mostjstriking, we noted the two yellow Cypripedium insigne
Sanders and C. i. Sanderiana, the former yet far and away the
best of yellow insignes; C. X Soutbgatei, C. X T.B. Haywood,
O. x Arthurianum, C. X Harrisianum superbum, C. X
Ainsworthii, C. X Mrs. Chas. Canham, and among some pretty
unnamed hybrids a handsome flower obtained between C.
Druryii and C. superbiens. In the group also were flowers of

the pretty Ccelogyne Arthuriana, a near ally of C. macalata,
but demonstrated by the late Professor Reichenbach to be
botanically different. As a garden plant it is certainly dis-

tinct, for it flowers after the C. maculatas are over.

J. T. Bennett-Poe, Holme woo 1, Cheshunt, staged a very
pretty group, of which ihe centre was formed by a very graceful

arrangement of fioe spikes of various Calanthes ; with them
was a remarkable noble variety of Lycaste Skinnexi, named
Holmewood var. ; a good plant of a rich blue Vanda
ccerulea (Cultural Commendation), and a singular variety of

Laalia autumnalis, with large pure white side lobes to the lip.

A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded for the group.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, staged an effective group of rare plants, among
which one of their latest and most beautiful novelties,

LaBlio CattleyaxLady Rothschild (C. Warscewiozii <$ , Leelia
Perrini ? ) made its debut, and secured an Award of Merit.
The flower in size approaches C. labiata, but the form of the
lip follows closely on that of L, Perrini, though in the,hybrid
it is of more ample form, and brighter in colour. The sepals
and petals were of a clear rosy-lilac, the disc of the lip prim-
roae-yellow, with some beautiful purple markings at the base,
aad a bright purple front lobe. Another fine hybrid shown by
Messrs. Veitch was the pure white Calanthe x Harriai
(Turneri x Veitchii), which received an Award of Merit,
and noteworthy things were Leelio-Cattleya X Pallas (C.
Dowiana x L. crispa), the rare Oymbidium Traceyanum, and
several others (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, staged a very effective

group of their various new winter • flowering Calanthes,
together with Phaio-Calanthe x Arnoldiana, Laelia anceps
alba, Helcia sanguinolenta, Reatrepia antennifera, Odonto-
glossum aspsrsum, O. Schroderianum, O. Nevadense, O.
Wilckeanum, and numerous hybrid Cypripediums (Silver
Banksian Medal).

Messrs. B. S. Williams & ;Son. Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N., showed a good collection of

Cypripediums, among which we noted the noble C. X Pitcher-

ianum, Williams* var., and others.

Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. R. Johnson;, sent the handsome Cypripedium X
Lucienianum superbum, C. X Leeanum giganteum grandi-
florum (perhaps the largest of the C. x Leeanum), C. X
plumosum, C. X Niobe splendens, C. X Rufus (a richly-tinted

Lawrenceanum cross), C. X Ariadne, Laalia X elegans nobilis,

a very fine and richly- coloured variety; Lselio-Cattleya

Tresederiana superba.

H. Tate, E?q., Allerton Beeches, Allerton, Liverpool (gr.,

Mr. Osborne), sent Cypripedium insigne, Tate's variety. The
form appeared in the midst of a mass imported by Messrs.

F. Sander & Co. in 1892, whicn has been grownon all together.

Tate's variety, on which there were two flowers, is remarkable
for having the upper and lower sepals alike, and the usual

dotted lines and pure white lip of the ordinary variety's dorsal

sepal on both upper and lower.

T. W. Swinburne, Esq., Corndean Hall, Winchcombe,
Cheltenham, staged an intere3ting group of Cypripediums,
among which were the pretty C. X Swinburnei, with nine

blooms; C. X Swinbnrnei magnificum, whose massive flower

seems difficult to reconcile as being from the same cross as the

type, and yet it ia known to be so ; the pretty 0. x Indra,

fine varieties of C. X Leearmm and C ; insigne, C, Spicerian^m

with ten flowers ; the very singular and distinct 0. X Lady
Hutt (insigne x Fitchianum), a noble flower, in some respects

like a massive C. X Ashburtoniaa, but having a largs yellow-

coloured staminode, and incurved lobes of the lip of the same
clear colour,

Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, arranged a group of

Orch ds, in which were two fine varieties of Cymbidium
giganteum, Cycnoches chlorochilon, and others.

W. C. Walker. Esq., Percy Lodge, Winchmore Hill (gr.,

Mr. Geo. Cragg), showed Lselia rubescens, Oncidium praetex-

tum, and a Cypripedium Charlesworthii, with curiously-

twisted sepals.

G. Shobeland Ball. Esq., Earlscliffe, Bowden. Cheshire,

sent the rare and beautiful Cattleya labiata alba in better form

than it has before appeared ; Cypripedium insigne Sanderee,

and C. insigne Ballianum, a charmiDg clear yellow form, with

broad, pure white upper-half to the dorsal sepal, on which were

faint purple blotches, suggesting shadows of the blotching been

in C. insigne Chantinii.

Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., Southgate, showed Cypripedium

X Ashtonii (ciliolare supeibum x selligerum majus) a stately

flower, resembling the C. X Alfred Hollington (Award of

Merit).

D. B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks (gr., Mr. S.

Cooke), gent a fine form of Oncidium tigrinum (Award of

Merit); and F. W. Moore, Esq.. Royal Botanic Gardens,

Glasnevin, Dublin, showed Oncidium pictum.

Fruit Committee.
Present : Philip Crowley, Esq., in the chair ; and Messrs. T.

J. Saltmarsh, W. Wilks, P. C. M. Veitch, G. W. Cummins,

Jas. Cheal, A. H. Pearson, J. Wright, Alex. DeaD, C. Herrin,

J. Willard, Charles Ross, J. W. Batea, Wm. Pope, G. H. Sage,

Geo. Wythes, Jas. Hudson, F. Q. Lane, A, Balderson, G.

Reynolds, Jas. Smith, G. Norman, Dr. Robt. Hogg, and Jno.

A. Laing.

Some fruits o£ the tree Tomato (Cyphomandra betacea) were

sent by the South Devon Fruit Farm, Torquay (T. Pender,
Manager). Seed was obtained from Ceylon, and sown in

February, 1891, and the plant grew a great height, bntdid not

fruit. After shedding its leaves, the plant was cut down to

lfeet, and this season it has grown to 12 ieet high, with branches

60 to 12 feet long. The flowers are produced in bunches like

Solanums, and the plant has carried fruit at every joint.

The fruits shown were abaut the size of a small hen's egg,

but were not quite ripe. Tie plant has alwajs been in a cool-

house, and it is thought that the fruit will never ripen

sufficiently early to be profitable without fire-heat. Many
particulars concerning this fruit were given in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for March 19, 1887, together with an illustration.

The only collection of Apples and Pears was one from Lord

Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Esher (gr., Mr. J. W. Miller). There

were upwards of forty dishes, and included were good apeci-

mans of Beauty of Kent, Sandringham, Blenheim Orange,

Manningtoa's Pearmain, Court of Wick, Lord Derby, and

many others (Vote of thanks).

Seedling Apples again occupied the attention of the com-

mittee, but no awards were given, though the committee are

desirous of seeing some of the kinds at a later date.

Mr. Chas. Ross, gr. at Welford Park, had Opal, a small

yellow fruit, in colour like Golden Noble. Messrs. Jarman
& Co., Chard, Somerset, had fruits of Crimson King Apple, a

fair sized fruit, highly coloured, exhibited together with a

young tree of the same variety

Mr. W. Empson, Amp thill, Beds, exhibited Ampthill Seed-

ling and Easter Russec Pippin. Messrs. Laxton Rros.,

Bedford, had Laxton's Bedford Scarlet; and the Right Hon.

Lord St. Oswald, Nostell Priory, Wakefield (gr., Mr. Jno.

Easter), Bhowedjgood dishes of Queen Apple, Alexander, and
Prince Albert (Vote of thanks).

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, N.B., exhibited some very

well-grown purple and green Kales, to be known as the

Victoria Kale. They were very remarkable for the close

curling of the leaves (Award of Merit).

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, brought a few

Savoys ; several varieties of Beet, of good shape and colour,

and not over large, notably, Best-of-All and New Purple;

some Cannell's Mammoth Leeks, and a collection of Onions in

variety, the produce chiefly of field culture, but exhibiting

nevertheless, very large size and perfect ripeness. Very fine

new forms were Lullington Park Hero, Cannell's Globe, and

Southport Red.

A collection of Onions, in about thirty dishes, shown by the

Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, Newbury (gr., Mr,

Wm. Pope), was well worthy of remark by reason of the size

and solidity of the specimens. Such varieties as Sutton's

Al, Ailsa Craig, The Lord Keeper, Sutton's Crimson Globe,

CranBton's Hxcelsior, Veitch's Main Crop, Toogood's South-

ampton Champion, and Rou&ham Park Hero, were of excel-

lent exhi bition size and quality, but smaller specimens of the

same varieties were of equal quality at least, and as convenient.

There were two seedling varieties of uncommon shape, but

most nearly like Cranston's Excelsior, having a large, almost

crimson flat base, ta^eriDg to an unusual degree.

The committee are to be congratulated on the result of

their first effort, and it is hoped that the show will become a

permanent fixture. The fruit shown was very good, and

indeed, exhibits generally were praiseworthy.

One feature of the show was a varied collection of Orchids

exhibited by E. A-hworth, Esq., Harefleld Hall, Wilmslow

(gr.,Mr.E.Holbrook), which was much admired. A smaller and

seleot collection was shown by Dr. Hodgkinhon, The Grange,

Wilmslow (gr., Mr. J. Worre).

Messrs. Clibrax & Sons, of Altrincham, cent plants and

cut flowers, also a fine collection of fruit ; Messrs. Johnbon &
Wheeler, of Chesterfield , cut blooms of new varieties of Chrys-

anthemums ; Messrs. Caldwell & Sons, Knutefoid, sent

Conifers, &c, to decorate the room, and also showed a collec-

tion of Cyclamens, &c„ theee various trade exhibits adding

much to the attractive ness of the show.

In the local classes, honours were gained by Mrs. Brad-

ley (gr„ Mr. Geo. Heap), followed by R. B. Lingard Monk,

Esq., J. Whitehead. Esq., H. Heenan, Esq., and G. Har-

rison, Esq. (gr., Mr. W. M. Williams).

EIGHGATE AND DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.

December 4. — The eleventh annual dinner of this

Society took place on the above date at the Winchester Hall

Hotel, Archway Road, Highgate, and Charles Catling, Esq.,

the President, occupied the chair. There were more than 100

members and friends present.

The chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening—" The

Highgate and District Chrysanthemum Sooiety "—referred 1o

the success of the recent Bhow, which he said was the finest yet

held.

Mr. Percival Hart, last year's President, proposed "The
President and Chairman," and congratulated Mr. Catling on

the success of his year of office.

The chairman briefly responded , and alluded to the strenuous

manner in which the committee had worked throughout the

year. He afterwards presented the Medals awarded at the

recent exhibition, which were as follows :—Silver Medal of

the National Chrysanthemum Society, to Mr. J. Brooks, gr.

to W. Reynolds, Esq., J.P., Highgate, as an addition to the

the 1st prize for a group of Chrysanthemums ; Ryecroft Medal

(presented by Mr. H. J. Jones; Lewisham), to Mr. A. Page.

gr. to A. Taylor, Esq, Southgate, for twelve Japane:e

blooms ; Bronze Medal of the National Chrysanthemum

Society, to Mr. T. L. Turk, gr. to T. Boney, Esq., Highgate,

for twelve bunches of cut blooms.

ALDERLEY EDGE AND WILMSLOW
HORTICULTURAL.

November 29, 30,—A successful show was held in the Drill

Hall, Wilmslow, on Friday and Saturday. The competition

in moat of the classes was good, and considering the lateness

of the date, fine blooms were exhibited.

Col. Dixon, Astle Hall, the President, opened the show, and

a large number of visitors were present on both days.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
December 11.—As is usual at this, the last meeting of the

committee for the yeir, only a few novelties were staged, but

the interest in the meeting was considerably enhanced by a

collection of several boards of fine blooms of novelties of a very

interesting character, to whioh a small Silver Medal was

awarded.

First-class Certificates of Merit were given to Japanese Mrs.

R. W. E, Murray, a full, symmetrical, pure white incurved

flower, the petals narrow, but plenty of them, from Mr.

R. W. E. Murray, Blackford House, Edinburgh ; to Japanese

Janette Sheahan, a pale yellow sport from Princess Blanche,

two finely-bloomed, dwarf, bushy plants, being exhibited ; it

was Certificated as a late-flowering decorative and market

variety.

Messrs. Johnson & Wheeler, nurserymen, Chesterfield,

sent incurved H. W. Roeman, of a bright pure golden colour,

which the committee wished to see again. From Messrs. H.

Cannell & Son, nurserymen, Swanley, came Goldfield, a

deep golden incurved Japanese as shown, which the committee

asked to see again. It was shown at the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on the previous day as Ashanti, but the

exhibitors apparently thought it expedient to change the

name 1 A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Thomas Bevan

for his services as chairman of the Floral Committee during

the past year, which was suitably acknowledged.

EDINBURGH ROYAL BOTANICAL.
Plants ln Flower in the Garde*.

Asystasia scandens is a climbing plant which is perhaps

better known under the synonym of Henfreya scandens, and a

specimen planted out is now flowering in one of the stoves.

It is not a plant of vigorous growth, and reaches a height of

about 6 feet or thereabouts. The stems, dark shining green,

are swollen at the nodes, and they bear opposite dark green

leaves, upon which the venation is very prominent. The

inflorescences are terminal, and are borne upon the short

branches, in racemes carrying a good number of white flowers

2 inches across the lobes; and the anthers are black. As

grown, itis very floriferous, and at this season is a very accept-

able addition to the warm-house. It was introduced Irom

Sierra Leone about fifty years ago, and is figured in the Bot,

Mag., t. 4449.

Jasminum pubescens.— Where cut flowers are in demand

during autumn and winter months, this favourite should not

be forgotten, because of its fragrant white flowers. It is a

natire of China and India, easity grown as a pot plant or

when planted out in a border. Afforded a good position in an

intermediate, or cool stove temperature, more growth by

plants in borders is made, and consequently there are more

flowering shoots, In gardens it is uften eeen under the nama

of J. hirsutum.

Ceratvpeialum gumiferum.—A plant of this New South

Wales ehnib or tree (for it is said to attain the dimension of
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the latter) has been in bloom for the past three or four months.
The foliage ia opposite, the teroate leaves having their leaflets

with serrated margin?, and it is evergreen. The terminal
panicles consist of loosely-arranged flowers, in which the
sepals are very prominent, and the petals small and divided
into thres puinted segments. The yellowish-white sepals turn,

at the present time, to a pinkish colour, a change that brings

tbem into more prominence. A good bush of this plant would
prove attractive. It is grown in a rather rich comport in a
cool greenhouse among other Australian plants.

Meimcardtias.—Every year at this season we are reminded
of the usefulness of these old plants in brightening and beau-
tifying the stove or warm greenhouse. The two species, E.
trigynum and B. tetragynum, are both in full flower. They
are somewhat similar in their flowers, but distinct in habit
and foliage. The first is compact in habit, with entire ovate
leaves, growing in pots to a height of 1 to 2 feet, but when
planted out aa here, it grows to between 2 and 3 feet, and
even highe-, carrying hundreds of flowers, and forming a com-
pact bush. The variety E. tetragyna is of a straggling habit,

with larger elliptic serrated leaves, andrather larger flowers
of a lighter yellow colour. Both varieties are easily propa-
gated from cuttings in the spring, and they may be placed in

a cold frame during the summer, with abundant water at

the roots, and copious syriogiDg to keep down red-spider, to
which tbe plants are very subject. They may be kept until
their flowers appear in a cool greenhouse, and then placed in
gentle heat to cause the flowers to open freely, which they
will continue to do for a considerable length of time.

Evcharis Sanderiana, and other Species.—This specie named is

not so well known as its merits deserve, for it possesses bold
foliage on ahort petioles, shorter leaves, which have a mo e

conspicuous venation than in the well-known E. grandiflora.

The flowers are of great substance, the perianth not reflexed,

and the corona almost absent. It was introduced by Messrs.
Sander in 1888, from New Grenada. E. Candida is also flower-
ing here, its long peduncles carrying blooms in which the
corona ia very apparent, while the leaves are smooth, on loDg
petioles. E. Mastersii, introduced in 1885, shows signs of
flowering. All the above varieties of Eucharia are worthy of
a place in a stove. R. L. Harrow, Edinburgh,

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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aver 4 29 + 282 + 305 16 + 224 470 4 38

I 1 + 4 32 + 2 + 453 S + 183 295 20 36

3 3 + 12 22 + 249 + 278 4 — 178 286 28 34

i 3 + 37 16 + 215 + 365 4 — 154 23-1 28 40

4 * + 36 14 + 220 + 346 2 — 162 234 24 37

5 3 + 31 e + 195 + 312 4 — 147 33-2 27 40

6 3 + 20 12 + 146 + 384 7 4- 186 36-0 12 33

7 i + 25 4 + 237 + 294 3 + 172 30-6 9 35

8 3 + 31 3 + 181 + 351 2- 161 330 15 42

9 1 + 12 13 + 54 + 280 5 + 203 334 IS 33

10 3 + 29 4 — 11 + 202 3 — 176 3J-3 30 35
*

3 + 52 + 302 + 146 4 — 181 230 11 50

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following : —

0, Scotland, N. Principil Whtat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3. Kngland, E. ;

4. Midland Counties; 5, England, including London. S.
Principal Grazing, Sfc, Dittricts— 6, Scotland, "W".

7, England, N.W.; 8. England, S.W. 9. Ireland, N.

;

10 Ireland, S. * Channel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary reoord of tbe weather throughout

tbe British Islands for the week ending December 7, ia

f arnibhed from the Meteorological Office :

—

"The tceatber during this week was very unsettled and
stormy over the whole kingdom. Bain fell daily in the wast
and north, the amount in many places being twice, and in
some places three times, the mean; in the east and south,
ho%**er, tha" falls were, alight, and ie^ frequent. At the end,
of tWJ ptfrio'd, thbV>r3 of hill, deet, or snoV wVre experience!

.

" The temperature was high during the greater part of the
week, but fell quickly towards its close. The average values

for the week just equalled the normal in ' Scotland, K.,' but
exceeded it in all other districts, the excess ranging from 1° in
' Scotland, E. ,' and Ireland, N.,' to 3° or 4° over the greater

part of England. The highest of the maxima were recorded

on the 4th, ia the north, and on the 5th at the msre southern

stations, and ranged from 53° in * England, E.,' and ' Ireland,

S.,' and 57° in the 'Midland Counties,* to 53° in 'Scotland,

N. and E.,'and in 'Ireland, N.' The lowest of the minima
occurred at the end of the week, when they ranged from 25°

in 'Scotland, E.,'to 3i° in 'England, E.,*and to 40° in the

'Channel Islands.'
" Tbe rainfall was considerably in. excess of the mean over

Scotland and the North of Ireland, and to a smaller extent in
' England, K.W.

y
' but in all other districts there was a deficit.

"The bright sunshine exceeded the normal amount in most
parts of ' England,' as well as in ' Scotland, E. and Ireland, S.,'

and just equalled it in ' England, N.W.' Elsewhere there was
a deficiency. The percentage of the possible duration ranged
from 30 in ' Ireland, S.' and 28 in ' England, S.E. and E.' to 9 in

'England, N.W.,' and to 4 in 'Scotland, N.' At Dublin the
percentage recorded was as high as 39, and that at Aber-
deen 37."

ARKETS,

COYEST GABDEX, December 12.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for tha subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise tne list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent tbe prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, no: only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plajjts us Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5
Chrysa nthemums,

doz. poos ...

— (specimens), p.
plant ... 1

Cyperus. per dozen 4
Dracaena, each ... 1— various, p. doz. 12
Ericas, various, doz. 9
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz..,. 6
Ferns, small, doz.... 1

d. s.d. s. d. s.rf.
0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12
30 Ficus elastica, each 10-76

0-15 Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24
Lilium Harrisii.per

6 0-12 dozen pota ... 18 0-36
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-12

16-30 Mignonette, p. doz. 40-60
4 0-10 Palms, various, ea. 2 i'-10

10-76 — specimens, ea. 10 6-81
0-24 Poinsettia, per doz. 12 0-18
0-24 Primula sinensis,

per dozen ... 4 0-60
0-24 Solanum, per doz ... 9 0-12
6-3 Spiraeas, per doz, ... 9 0-12

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s.d.

Apples, Bleoheim, p.
bushel ... 3 0- 5

— Cooking vars.,

per bushel 16-30
— From Nova

Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

— Wellington,1st
quality, bush. 4 6-50

—Wellington,2nd
quality, bush. 3 0-40

Cob3. per 100 lb. ...30 0-35

*. d. s. d.
Grapes, Gros Colmar,

1st quality, lb. 16-19— Gros Colmar, 2nd
quality, p^r lb. 10- 1 3— Alicante, lat
quality, p. lb. 13-16— Alicante, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 10- 1— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 3 6- 5

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 3 0- 6

Cut Flowers.—.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea, 12 sprays ...

Bouvardias.perbun.
Carnations, 12 blms.

C b r y s anthemums,
per 12 blooms

— per >2 bunches
Eucharis. per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Hyacinths (Boman)
12 sprays

Lapageria, per doz.

blooms
Lilac,French,p bun.
Lilium Harrisii, do.
— lancifolium.per
dozen blooms ...

Lily of the Valley,
per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fem,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, 12 bn.
Mignonette l.-bua.

NaTciss., White,
French 12 bun.

0- 8 o
9-10
6-10
0-3

0-4
0-8
0-5
C- 5

Average Wholesale Prices
d. s. d. s .

Orchids :—
Cattleya,12blms.
Odontogl ossum

crispum,12b m.
Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch— per la spraya ...

Poinsettia, 12 blms.
Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Boses, Tea, per doz.— coloured, p doz.
—pink,French,doz.— yellow (Mare-

chal). per doz.— red, per dozen
— Safrano,
French per doz.

Stephanotis, 12 spa.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets, 12 bunches— Panne, French,

per bunch ...— Czar, do.— Mimosa or Aca-
cia, do.

6 0-90

0-16
3 0-50
4 0-80

16-30

16-26

0-6
0-3
0-4

3 0-40

0-12

0-6

0-6
6-0 9
0-13
0-4
0-3
0-4
0-4

0-6
0-16

6-2
0-4 6
3-0 6
1-2 6

6-4
6-3

1 C- 2

Orchid-bloom in variety

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d. x. d

Cauliflowers, p. crate Tomatos, Smooth ,,

(5 to 8 doz.) ...10 0-12 — ordinary ,,

Mushrooms, per lb. 08- 9 — Canary Is-

Cucumbers.perdoz. 8 0-10 lands, per
Onions. Eng., cwt 5 0-60 case, 12 to
Tomatos, Home- 14 1b,

grown, p. doz. lb.

:

Potatot.

Trade ejow supplies heavy. Snowdrops, 70*. to 90*.

;

Hebrons, 75*. to &5«. ; Braces, 4bs. to 60s, ; Black lands, 30s. to
4S». /. B. Tkoma*.

s.d. s.d.

1 0-10
4 0-50

4 6-50

SEEDS.
Lowdon : December 11.—Messrs. John Shaw ft. Son?, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

state that as is usual during the Cattle Show week, the Eeed

market is now well attended ; meantime, however, no

increase of business is shown, and values all round are without

material alteration. Offers of Canadian Alsyke have for the

present fallen off. Muitaid and Bape seed keep steady. Blue

Peas and Haricot Beans are firm. As regards Canary seed,

holders, in spite of the slow inquiry for arrived parcels, express

consicerable confidence as to an ultimate advance in prices.

The new Hemp seed continues cheap and good. The Board of

Trade returns give the imports of Clover and Grass seeds into

the United Kingdom for the eleven months of this year aa

358.534 cwt., value £768,369; as against 295,490 cwt., value

£T23,856, for the corresponding period of 1894.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough : Dec. 10.—Quotations :—Savoys, 3s. 6d. to bs.

per tally; Cabbages, 2s. 6d. to 3s. do. ; OnionB, 2s 9d. to 3s. 6d.

per bag
; Carrots 2s. to 2s. 6d. ; Turnips, 2s. to 3s. 6d. per dozen

bunches; Apples. 3s.' to 6s. per bushel.

Spitalflelds : Dec. 10.—Savoys, 2s. to 3i. 6d. per tally ;

Cauliflowers, 5s. to 7s. do. (best) ; do., seconds, 2s. Qd. to 3s. do.

;

Turnips, Is. &d. to Is. 9d. per dozen bunches; Greens, bunch,

Is. ,to Is. Qd. per dozen ; Collards, Is. '3d. to 2s. per tally

;

Parsley, Is. to 1*. 6d. per dozen bunches ; Beetroot, Is. to

Is. 3d. per bushel; Sprouts, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per half-bushel;

Celery, 8s. to 12s. per dozen bunches; Leeks, Is. per dozen;

Horseradish, Is. 24. to Is. 3d. per bundle; Apples, dessert,

Blenheim, 4s. to 4s. Qd. per bushel; do., King Pippin, 5s. to

5s. Qd. do. ; Cookers—Queenings, 3s. to 3s. Qd. do. ; Northern
Greening, 3s. to 3s. Qd. do. ; Wellingtons, 3s. Qd. to 4s. do.

Stratford, D.c. 10.—Supply good, demand slow. Cab-
bages, 2s. Qd. to 3«. per tally ; Savoys, 2s. 6d. to 4s. do. ;

Greens, is. to Is. 3i. per dozen; do., 4s. to 6s. per tally

;

Cauliflowers, Is. to Is. Qd. per dozen ; do., 4s. to 6s. per

tally; Scotch Kale, Qd. to 9d. per aieve; Brussels Sprouts,

Is. Zd. to Is. Qd. per half-sieve ; do , 2s. 3^. to 2s. Qd. per sieve
;

Turnips, Is. Qd. to 2s, per dozen bunches; do., 30s. to 40s. per
ton ; Carrots, cattle-feeding, 22s. to 28s. do. ; Parsnips, 40s. to

50s. do. ; Mangels, lis. to 15f. do. ; Swedes, 14s. to 17s. do.
;

Onions, English, 80s. to 85s. do. ; do., Dutch, 2s. Qd. to 3s.

per bag ; do , Port., 3s. 9<2. to 5s. per case ; Apples, English,

cookers, 2s. Qd. to 4s. per bushel; do., dessert, 2s. Qd. to 4s.

per barrel ; do., Nova Scotian, lis. to 14s. do. ; Pears, English,

3s. to 3s. Qd. per bushel; Beet-root, 2s. to 2s. Qd. per bag;

Horse-radish, Is. 2d. to Is. 3d. per bundle; Parsley, Is. Qd, to

2s. per half-tieve.

Fahrlngdon: Dec. 12.—Quotations:—Cabbages, 3s. per

tally ; Savoys, 4s. do. ; Cauliflowers, 5s. do. ; Sprouts, Is. 6 i.

per half-tally ; Celery, 12s. per dozen rounds ; Leeks, 2s. per

dozen ; Parsley, 2s. per dozen ; Turnips, 2s. per dozen buni^ies ;

Carrots, 2s, do. ; Beetroot, Is. 6d. per bushel ; Parsnips, 3s. per

sack ; Onions, 4s. Qd. per bag ; Apples, Blenheims, 4s. Qd. per

bushel; Wellingtons, 4s. Qd. do.; Baldwins, 16s. per barrel;

do. Newtowns, 16s. and 18s. do.; Pears, stewing, Catillan,

8s. per cask ; Grapes, English, Is. per lb. ; Almera do., 10s. per

barrel ; Canary Tomatos, 4s. and 5s. per box ; Walnuts, 6s.

per bag ; Chestnuts, 7s. to lis. do. (cwt.).

POTATOS.
Borough : December 10. — Quotations ranged from 35s.

to 90s. per ton.

Spitalfields : December 10. — Quotations :— Sutton's

Abundance, 50s. to 70s. ; Beading Gianta, 45s. to 60s. ; Braces,

50s. to 65s.; Main Crop Kidneys, 55s. to 75s.; Hebrona, 60s.

to 80s. ; Snowdrops, 50s. to 70s. per ton.

Stratford, December 10.—Quotations:—Braces, dark soil,

35s. to 40s., and 40s. to 50s.; Beading Gianta, 40s. to 50s.;

Sutton's Abundance, 50s. to 60s. per ton.

Farrxngdon : December 12.—Quotations :—Maincrop Kid-

neys, 75s. to 85s. ; Laxtons, 75s. to 95s. ; Jeanaie Deans, 65s.

to 75s- ; Braces, 50s. to 60s. ; Magnuma. 45 1. to 50*. per ton.

Loxdos Averages : Dec. 11. — Dnnbars, 90s. to 100/.
;

Snowdrops, 7us. to 90s. ; Hebrons, 70s. to 90s. ; Sutton's

Abundance, 50s. to 70s. ; Puritans, 50s. to 60s. ; Begents, 60s.

to 70s. ; Magnums, 40s. to 50s. ; Imperators, 40s. to 50i. per

ton.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the metropolitan markets during the past week:— Clover,

prime, 755. to 95*. ; do., inferior, 50». to 70*. ; hay, best,

60*. to 90«. ; do., inferior, 38«. to 60». ; mixture, 70s. to

87s. 6d. ; and straw, 20s. to 12s. per load.

CYCAB STEMS, as a rale, do not produce

branchea very freely, but in the Paris Jardin de«

Plantei an old trunk which hat been injured bai

produced lateral branches, and a whole colony of

lateral bud a, now about the size of eggs, are in course

of formation. No perfect leaveB exist at present, so

that the species is nne'ertain.
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Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show in Car-
lisle.— On Monday, December 9, a large meeting

of gardenen and others intereated wai held at the

Buah Hotel, Carlisle, for the purpose of discussing

the desirability of promoting a Chrysanthemum
flower show at Carlisle. Mr. C. Lonsdale, Rosehill,

in the chair. After some discussion it was decided

to form a society to be called the Carlisle and Cum-
berland Horticultural Society, and to hold a Chrys-

anthemum and fruit show under its auspices next

autumn, and possibly a flower show at an earlier

date. Mr. Sale, of Botcherby, was appointed secre-

tary pro tern., and the committee then proceeded to

appoint office-bearers. The Mayor of Carlisle was
appointed president; a large number of gentlemen
residing in the district were appointed vice-

presidents ; Mr. Watt, jun., Knowefield, was elected

treasurer, and a working committee was likewise

appointed with Mr. C. Lonsdale as chairman.

Another meeting will be held in the same place

next month, for the purpose of drawing up rules,

lists of premiums, &c.

.to
.

*

Agabicus : X. Y. Z. What is called the " Scle-

rotium " of some fungus, a kind of bud which
remains dormant for a time, and then, when times

change, develops into mycelium or spawn. We
cannot tell you what the fungus is—very likely it

is a state of the common Mushroom. In any case,

if you pick it ont, no harm will arise.

Certificate in Botany : G. H. H. Yes ; write for

particulars to the Secretary of the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, London ; or, for

horticultural botany, to the Secretary, Royal
Horticultural Society, 117, Victoria Street,

London, S.W.

French Bean Flowers Dropping : Vindex. The
general warmth of the house is too low. It is

true that the seed will germinate at a minimum
temperature of 60° Fabr., but something higher

is needed for rapid growth, together with the fullest

amount of sunlight, and a moist heat. No
mannrial aids are required nntil a good crop of

pods is set. Want of light at this season induces

poor development, and your plants may do better

as the days lsngthen.

Frdit and Vegetable : G, G. These popular

terms need no definition as regards the sense in

which they are understood in gardens. As you
must know, many vegetable productions are fruits

in the sense that they contain the seeds of the

plant, as, for instance, Peas, Beans, Tomatos,
Vegetable Marrows, Cucumbers, Chillies, &c,
which are used as vegetables. " Vegetables "

may consist of the entire plant, or part of it, minus

the seed-vessels.

" Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society "

:

A Constant Reader, Apply to the Secretary, 117,

Victoria Street, S.W.

Names of Fruit : Masters, Warwick. Pear Vicar of

Winkfield. — R. M., Newbury. Fresh- coloured

Apple King of the Pippins ; and green-striped

Apple Striped Beefing.— W. J. W. 4, Cockle's

Pippin ; 6, Claygate Pearmain ; labels on others

detached from fruit.— G. T. M. Apples 2 and 6,

Scarlet Nonpareil ; 4, Prince Arthur ; 7, Colonel
Vaugban, others not recognised.

—

Serpell. Appears
to be Tyler's Kernel.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to consult the next number.—
N. C. 1, Matricaria inodora; 2, Sednm spuriam;
3, A grass, with foliage only.—if. Maries. The
lesser Cymbidium is C. giganteum, the larger C.

Traceyanum, formerly very rare, but now appear-

ing more plentifully.— W. S, The seedling seems to

be merely a variation of Zygopetalum Mackayii. We
fail to detect the slightest botanical difference from
the type. Probably the cross was not effected.

—

7. R. Babiana stricta.

—

E. J., Aberdeen. 1, Da-
vallia Tyermanni ; 2, not possible to name from
the imperfect barren frond sent; 3," Lastrea

glabella; 4, Fterisargyram' ; o, Adiantum asiitnile
;

6, Adiantum c'oncinnum latum.

—

8. P. !>., BamsTey,

1, Saxifraga casspilosa ; 2, Ptrlis cretica nlbo-

lineata ; 3, Lastrea aristata ; 4, Pteris tremula

;

5, Asplenium bulbiferum ; (>, Adiantum cuneatum
grandiceps.

Notice to Leave Employment: R. A. If there is

no serious fault on bis part, tbe gardener living in

the entrance lodge is entitled to one month's
wages; and if he is obliged to remove forthwith
he can claim compensation foi lodging, coals,

light, &c, if he have these perquisites, for the
space of one month from the date of notice.

Orchids: 7?. T., Falkirk. The finest D. Wardianum
we have seen. The other is Cymbidium Tracey-
anum, illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1891.
It was an extremely rare plant, but recently we
have seen se?eral specimens.

Pear Auguste Mignard : H. §- Sons, and J. Barnett.
We find that this variety, described by the late J.

Scott of Merriott, is mentioned in their Guide
Pratique by the Brothers Simon-Louis of Metz,
which was published in 1876. It is there said to
be a variety (raised by Gregoire) under trial.

Royal Horticultural Society : Rot. If you send
in your request, together with tbe annual sub-
scription, to the Secretary, 117, Victoria Street,

Westminster, your name will be proposed at the
next meeting of the Society, and doubtless you will
be accepted as a Fellow.

Seedling Pelargoniums : B. ^- R. The variety you
send is one which produces a very large truss, but
the individual blooms are not nearly so fine as
many varieties already in cultivation.

Sundews : L. G. Aldrovanda vesiculosa is mentioned
by F. von Mueller, Fragm. vol. 7. It is Australian,
li iridula dentata was figured in our pages, Sept. 26,
l-Hl, and in the same issue are figures of Drosera
dichotoma, D. capensis, D. spatbulata, and Droso-
phyllum lusitanicum. The species of Byblis are
B. gigantea and B. linifiora, the former having the
synonym Lindleyana, and the latter those of fili-

folia and coarulea. Both species were introduced
in 1848, B. gigantea coming from the Swan river
district. Polypompholyx numbers four species,
viz

, bicolor, laciniata, introduced in 1847; multi-
fida, and tenella, introduced in 1855. Most of the
Sundews and allied genera will grow in sphagnum-
moss and a small quantity of peat in well-drained
pots stood in pans of water ; and propagation is

by means of seeds, and strong pieces of the root

cut into 1 inch or .' inch lengths, placed in shallow
pans, and slightly covered with sandy peat, and
put under a bell-glass. In five weeks these pieces

will be fit to pot singly. Most of them succeed
under greenhouse or intermediate- house conditions.

Tree Labels : E. R. Oaken stumps 3 feet long and
3 inches square, charred for a distance of 2 feet

from the lower end, and driven into the ground to

a depth of 1.', feet, are as good as any, being very
durable, and not easily drawn out of the earth.

The top should be cut at a convenient angle to

receive the name or number, which should be in

black oil paint on a white ground. The rest of

the label should be painted either of a green or

slate colour.

Turnip : W, C. No larvse found.

Communications Received.—E. E.. Paris.—C. S. S., BoatOD,
U.S.—K. W. & Co.—H. de V.. Paris.—W. J. B. (many
thanks).-G. S.—B. & M.—O. M.—W. B.—W. L. A. Y.—
W. J. G.—W. & S.—T. H—T. H.. La Mortola.—H. H. D'O.
—W. D. B.—Ernest Bar(?man.—M. P.—Canon E.—~W. B.—
T. H.—W. F.—T. P.—G. H.—W. R —Ch. de B., Antwerp.
— Dimmiok.— F. Roberts. — D. McD.— W. W.—F. U._
F. W. M.—W. E. B.—G. W.—J. H.—A. F. P.—H. H. D.—
Helen J.—M. R.—J. M. M.—W. J. B.—J. A.—H. M.—J. E.
—H. W. W.—0. T. D.—Snowdon.—J. Dekkers, Constan-
tinople.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF TBE

"GARDENERS 1 CHRONICLE:'

mpobtant to Advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction ofannouncing that tht circulation of the " Gardener*'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

Increased to tbe extent of more than 80 per cent.,

and that It continues to lnoreaae weekly.

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners

and gabden-lovebs oi home, that it has a specially large

SOUMUM AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it U
preserved tor re/erma in aB tin prindfai Vitiraria.

pHBAP COVERT PLANTS, viz., Khodo-
Vy dendron ponticum, strong. 2 to :) feet, ]5i. per 100; £7
per 1000.—CHARLES WILMOT, Nurseryman. Darley Dale,
Near Matlock, Derbyshire.

GRAPE VINES AND ROSES.
JOHN COWAN and CO.

Have this season a large aDd splendid Stock of Grape Vine*
suitable for Fruiting in ^oU and Planting Vinorfra. Also a
large and splendid Stock of Tea and oth-r Roses, in pots.

Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE post-free on applica-
tion to tbe Company

—

Tbe Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of ihe reliable hardy kindB ; the
Majority eking on their Own Eoots, they are without
doubt the best EhododendronB in commerce.

hardy azaleas.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from \\

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KJNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 9o Engravu^*,

2s. 6d. nett, per post, 2s. lOd.

JONES & attWOod

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS.

Prices from £17. including Pump and Timber Supports.
May '27. 1893. The Dell, Eoglefield G een, Surrey.

Bobert Warner & Co . Engineers. 27. Jewin Cresceat. E.G.
Dear Sirs,— It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail ceared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. X 9 iu. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed
here for Baron Schroder, is giving very great satisfaction,
pumping the water through 4,224 feet of pipe, to a vertical
height of about 80 feet. I muBt also express my thorough
appreciation of the maimer in which the while of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTfNE, Head Gardener to Baron SchrCder.
B. Warner & Co. hnve made and erected a similar Mill and

tet o' Pump* for Lord Xotbbourne.
NtTiTXROrS OTHER TESTIMONIALS OX APPLICATION TO

27, JEWIN ORESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.
Engineering Works', WALTtnr-rjK-TffE-XAXR, K&fx.
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Terrains—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No. 5246.

NOTICE to BUILDERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, HOT-WATER TITTERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, and the Trade Generally.

Wm. COOPER, Ltd.,

NINTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Office :—755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

(The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the 'World.)

Show Ground: DEVONSHIRE ;GROVE (adjoining).

NrBSERrBS (the most complete in the kingdom) : FELTHAM and HAXWORTH.

RELIABLE

BARGAINS.

NOT
SECOXD-HAXD

GOODS.

gEING at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for

our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 9. LAST DAT OF SALE, JANUARY 18, 1898.

COWDITIOWS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net.

All orders trill be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, crcept those otherwise stated.

P. O.O. payahle at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed "L. and S. "W. Bank."

"AMATEUR" SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE.
TENANT'S FIXTURE.&— fr SPAN-ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORY.— ~ .4=4

THE AMATEUR FORCINC-HOUSE.

TENANTS FIXTTJRE (SPAN-ROOF).

Sale price from £2 5».

Sale price from £2.

Sale pr

invincible IRON BUILDINGS^ EVERY DESCRIPTION.
IMPIJn

PSv uni™
HOT-WATER APPARATUS. *„».,,. *„» to t^„, i,.», «„„ H,.«i,s

llm0VE0 POULTRY-HOUSE.

Apparatus, Poultry Appliances, &c, &c.

IRON CHAPEL or

MISSION HALL.

Sa'e price from"£2 12s. 6d., complete.

The way our Heating Apparatus
is Stoked.

Sale price from £1 15s.

THE RAPID PROPACATOR.

Lot"2623—40 by 20 . . . . Sale price £100

Lot 2621—60 by 30 . . . . Sale price £180

__^_J\

*

K^^E^^^i^aJCTfe^^^^P

ler

y-
L
=or£Se _

-C .v;-r; Ti\/,

,Tt~i«j
BBS ~ i IflK PEL

tSm '
""" St*

jfiBp^"^^"" --- MBa^
£100

E180 Sale prior? from 16«,

tbr Mlpdrt&utdrs see F*ur-page Advertisement in tost week's issue; or, TUustr'dtM Sale List, post-free on application.
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WINTER DRESSING.
Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both
indoors and out, for a healthy start next season, and destroy
Scale, Buff. Red Spider, American Blight, and the Larva* of

other insects, by using the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system), from duty-
free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of iDJuryto the
buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint. 2s.
;
Quart, 3s. 6a!.

; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10».

igT POSITIVE PROOF.
The following is from one of the largest Market

Growers round London, having acres covered
over with g'ass-houses:—

Mr. THOMAS ROCHFORD writes,—
"Tuinford Hall Nurseries,

" Near Broxbourne, Herts, Nov. 9, 1895.
" Pleate seud me on ii) gallons of your XL ALL Liquid In-

becticide ; I consider this is the moit effectual and cheapest
Insecticide I have ever used."

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundrieemen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Roid, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

BENTLEY'S **™ ^dal

INSECTICIDE.
USED BY THE LEADING GARDENERS.

1 pint, 2s. ; 1 quart, 3s. id. ; $ gallon, 5s. ; 1 gallon, 9s.

3 gallons, 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Humber, HULL.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thripa, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, 1«., 3»., and 10s. 6d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, M. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,

in \, £, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For
particulars and price apply to—

E. S. WILES AND LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

la admitted by the
leadingNureerymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers Bhould Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Bates in force to all parts. Allkindsof PEATsupplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jan., F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Buzzard, Beda.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 6*~3rf.
per bag. on rail ; 155. per cubic yard, in 12 vard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10s. per" cubic yard.

WALKER and CO., Poole, Dorset.

STOVES !—STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id..,

without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

A w &Sd^Z>s

STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

12x10 I 11X12 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X16124X16J '2X18
14X10 | 16X12 | 20X12 | 18x14 | 20X15 | 22xl6|i0X18]21X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rds

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 15-0Z- Foreign similar
current sizes iu 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's bizes at lowest prices, delivered

free and sound in the country iu quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, *o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, ftc.

PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 Inches by 8 inches.

GEORGE FAEIILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smithfleld. London, E.C.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16.000 In use.

@* The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for small
Grtenfiouset.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of the*e

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12s. ; No. 2, £3 15s ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.

Complete Apparatus from £4 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163. Palmerston Buildings, Old Broad St.. E.C.

GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Material?, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, GUzed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
ton*)n^en«,Mr.H.SB:ia.TO»,Seed8man,*o.,2.HollowayRd.,N.

1-light, 4 ft. by 6it...\

2 8 ft. by 6 ft...

3 12 ft. by 6 ft...

4 16 ft. by 6 ft...

6 20 ft. by 6 ft...

6
tt

24 ft. by 6 ft...
J

£ s. d.

(2
3

4 2 6
5 5
6 t 6

V 10

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE8.

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Gardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEA19 ZI1<W enARtl I.D AS TWO.
4 Lines , . £0 3 15 Lines , . £0 8 6
5 . 3 6 16 . 9
6 . 4 17 . 9 6

7 . 4 6 18 . 10
8 . o 5 19 . 10 6
9 . 5 6 20 . 11
10 . 6 21 . 11 6

11 . 6 6 22 . 12
12 . 7 23 . 12 6
13 . 7 6 24 . 13
14 ij • . 8 25 it * . 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVERT ADDITIONAL LINE.
II set aorOBs two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20*.

If set aoross three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.
Pane, £8 : Half Page, £4 10*.: Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
words) or part of a line. These Advertise-
ments must be prepaid. This scale does not
apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,
which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each
insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular •position be guaranteed
for advertisements occupying less space than
an entire column.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances
Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,
or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting
to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they
wish repeated.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-
ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.C, to H. A. Stratton, as, unless
the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MUST reach
the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

411 Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptions payable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15s.y 6 months, 7s. 6d. ;
3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,
including Postage, lis. 6d. for 12 months.
Post-office Orders to be made payable at
the Post-oflice, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C, to H. A. Stration.

Subscribers who experience any difficulty in ob-
taining their copies regularly, are particu-
larly requested to communicate with the
Publisher (in cases of delay in the delivery
by post, the cover should be forwarded with
complaint).
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HILL & SMITH, "Sa^Sf??*

i

BRIERLZY HILL,
ilea

i at LOXDOX S. DUBLIX.

IBON BAB
FENCING,

IRON ENTRANCE
PASS A FIELD

SATES.

STBAI5ED WIRE -^

FENCISG.
GALVANISED

WISE
NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

A? above. The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.
/Vice Lists Free on Application.

THElMPROVED CAHDEN GULLY
Supersedes the ordinary Garden Grating, and is especially

suitable for hilly walks and drives.

They are never stopped np by rubbish and sand, and effectu-

ally prevent the gravel being washed away in heavy storms.

Peices:— S-in., 2a; 10-in., 3s.; 12- in., 6a. 6d.

{The largest sire is/or Carriage Drives.')

Pull Particulars and Testimonials on application.

Estimates given for Draining and Layirg-out Grounds, 3cc

VINCE & VINE,
li, Chester Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

(And at Marden Park Nurseries, Caterham Valley).

The"DENNIS"

HEATINC

APPARATUS.
Complete, 50s.

1895-6. N£W CATALOGUE GR ATIS. 1895-6

BOILERS.
SPOUTING,

LAMP POiTS, Ac.

HOTWATER PIPES

<^J~Z>

THOS. W. ROBINSON.
DENXIS FOUXDRT,

STOURBRIDGE.

HEAD CARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BOXES, should apply for price and particulars to

K. S. WILES axd LEWIS. Bone Works, St. Albans.

EPPS'S •*** PEAT.
A specially good stock now on band o! ORCHID PEAT, :n

rood condition; also for Store. Greenhouse, ana Hardwood
1-lanta. Rhododendrons. Ac . in large or small quantities.

Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF
MOl"LD, C. X. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL. Ac

Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO.. The Peat Depot, Ringwood.

iil&illiKJ

WINE"8
?

ESSENCES^!'
1 LIKETHEM^ACOODJUDCE

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle pott -free for 9 Stamp*.

A LaDT writes : " The M. bottlj of Ginger Wine F—enrr
-era! bottles of saost delicious wine, far better than

whit we bare paid is. a bottle for. It is most suitable for
-

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
Mt SON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Soo-iatoxicatiBg Beer. A 64. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottla, » stamp. ; or a sample of both, post- tree, for IS stamps.

AQENT8 WANTED.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS I
In Stock Sizes.

15-oz. 21-oz. f 12X10, 18X12. 18X14,24X14
4ths 7«. 6i. 10».0i< 14X12, 20X12, 18x16. 24X16

Per 100 ft. Box. (16x12,16x14,20x16.24x18, Ac.

li X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square ; Matching, 4/9 ; 2X4, at fd. per
foot ran. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, Ac.

Catalogues free,

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BlSHOPSGATE STREET WrTHTS. LOXDOX. E-C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C,

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
ass

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

coyTESTS .—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in STDXET.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engrared especi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL. HORTICULTUBS.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

. ind SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECOXOMT.
f.NDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIBCLB.
COMMERCLAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The STDXET MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies. New Zealand, Polynesia, Ac. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 63. per Annnrn

Single Copies. W. ; Stamped, Id.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street. Sydney, New South Walea.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Xewspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNET MAIL -.—

Lofdoi _.„.._ Messrs. Geo. Street A Co.. 30, Comhill.E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8. Clement's Lane. Lombard

Street. E.C.
Messrs. Gordon A Gotch. St. Bride Street.

Fleet Street. EC.
Messrs. W. H. Smith A Son. IS*. Strand.

Bristol ...James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Maxchesteb James and Henry Grace. 73. Market Street.
EDlxsrBsH ... Bobertson A Scott. 13. Hanover Street.
Glasgow W. Porteoua A Co., IS, Boyal Exchange

Place.

3T Copiei of each Journal are filed at the
above Office*for the use of Advertiser*.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any ons desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an

Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper n
required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamp* for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Countie* Herald Offioe, Birmingham." The
Midland Countie* Herald always oontains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,
Estates, and Residenoes for Sale and to be Let.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality 0BC HID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendrons. Ac. By
the sacs, cubic yard, tOD. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at

London Wbarf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.

Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

Q. H. RIC BARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depors. Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

am FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WABNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON -SUPER-MABE.
The Largest M^tctacil keks op Gardex

Pottery is the world.
Millions is Stock. Coxtbactobs to

H.M. Goyebxxtest.

30 Gold and silver Medal a Awarded.
Price Cists free on Application.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAiCPTOX BriLDDfGS, CH1SCEBY LaSE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARKS purchased and sold.

8AVTNGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Rank receives gmwll

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HAT.F PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PCRCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PRR MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free, FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Wv. CfTBTSH A Soxs. Highgate Nurseries. London, H.—

Carnations. Pinks, Pieooies, Pjrethrums, Ac.

Shi j.'LEWorth. Ltd.. Fleet, Hants—Roses, Fruit, Hardy
Perennials, Conifers, Ac.

Acstts A Mcsslas. Glasgow—Forest, Fruit, and Orna-
mental Trees. Rbododen Irons, Azaleas, Ro4es, Orchids,
Carnations, Herbaceous Plants, Ac.

Ott.i Pr/TZ, Erfurt—Trade List of Seeds.

PBBKOH A Soxs, Coventry—Floral Arrangements.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Johx Wiisojj, from Messrs. Thomas Methyex & Soxs

Edinburgh, as Gardener to Mrs. Mf.rby of Beliadrum
Beauly, I-verness-shire.

Mr. E. Marshall, late Gardener at Mount Ballan, Chepstow,
as Gardener to D. C. Appebley, Esq., Htthersett, Reigate,
Surrey.

Mr. G. B. Bealf, for the past r'z years Gardener at Sezincot,
Gloa., as Overseer to Mrs. Macphersox, of the Blairgowrie
Estates and Fruit Farm. Perthshire-

Mr. T. Moobhouse, formerly of Lockinge and Chatsworm
Gardens, as Gardener to A. H. Mills, Esq , Mapledurbath
House, Reading.

Mr. Aletaxdeb Fiicatthley. Head Forester to Arthur
Hevwood. E»q., of Sudboume Hall. Wickham-Market,
Suffolk, to be Head Forester to the Earl of Maxsfield,
Scone Palace, Perth, X.B.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
r The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s.; post free, 5i. M.

A. F. BAREOX, Boyal Horticultural Society, Chiawick.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTACER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price 3d.; pott-free, Z\d.

41 . WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

P P s ?

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

C A
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

ME, HOLMES, Beechen Cliff, Bath, BEGS to
TbANK ihoae who kindly answered his advertisement

for a Gardener, and to SAY HE IS SUITED.

MR. JONES, Abberley Hall, Stourport, begs
to THANK the NUMEROUS INQUIRERS for the post

of HEAD GARDENER, and to say that the same IS NOW
FILLED.

WANTED, for the Tea Gardens in India
(Sylhet), a SCOTCH GARDENER, about 25 years of

age ; one who has held a Foreman's situation and an abstainer

preferred. Five years' engagement. Salary to begin at

20U0 rupees perann., rising to 2500 rupees the fifth year, with
house, &j., found. Second-class passage paid out. (Thistermis
considered as an apprenticeship, after which services are more
valuable, and paid according to merit.) To enterprising

youDg men this offers an excellent opportunity of improving
their positiOD.—apply, stating height, chest-measurement,
enclosing copies of testimonials, with short history of Gar-
dening career, to ALEX. WRIGHT, 241, South Norwood
Hill, London, S.E.

WANTED, a GARDENER. — Thorough
knowledge of Kitchen and Flower Garden, acquaint-

ance with Greenhouse. Charge of Pony and Trap. Wife
Assist in House. No children. Write, stating wages, with
testimonials.—C. READ, The Lawn, Romford.

WANTED, December 28, a SINGLE-
HANDED GARDENER, wages £52 per annum and a

good house; must understand Glass.—Apply to MAJOR LANG,
The Gables. Lewee.

ANTED, a thoroughly experienced
KITCHEN GARDENER, for large Kitchen Garden.

No Bothy ; 25 to 30 years of age ; must have good character.

—

Apply by letter, with full particulars, to Mr. BOND, Head
Gardener, The Grove, Streatham, S.W.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in Plant Depart-
ment, under Glass, a thoroughly capable MAN,

who has had experience in large establishments.—Apply,
giving references, and stating salary expected, to JNO.
COWAN AND CO., Ltd., The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston,
near Liverpool.

ANTED, FOREMAN for the Houses, well
up in all departments of Fruit and Plant Culture, and

able to manage men. Also a youDg man as Ro^e-grower, who
has had several years* experience in a first-class Ro3e establish-
ment. Apply to—W. MEASE, The Gardens, Downside,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

WANTED, WORKING FOREMAN for
Nursery, mu*t have a thorough practical, up to date

knowledge of Tomatos, Vines, and Greenhouse work generally.
Forcing, a specialty. Apply by letter, with testimonials, to

—

D., 1, Wyndham Place, Bryanston Square, W.

WANTED, young MAN, well up in Cucum-
bers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, and forcing for Market,

Capiblefor Glass and Outdoor Workof small Nursery. Reply,
stating salary, E. W., Ridgway Park Nursery, Upper Eastville,
Bristol.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Market Gardeners.

WANTED TO APPRENTICE A LAD,
aged 15 (indoors), as above, for a term of three years.

The Youth is healthy, active and intelligent, and willing to
make himself generally useful. A small Premium can ba paid
if required ; and it is expected that the Apprentice shall be
suitably boarded and lodged by his Employer during the term.
References required.—Address, giving Full Particulars, S. &
Co., 12, Fenchurch Avenue, London.

WANTED, a trust* orthy smart young MAN,
as SHOPMAN, where brisk Counter Trade is done.

Must have general knowledge of Plants and Nursery Stuff —
Apply, with, full particulars. stating age, wages required, and
experience, JAMES WRIGHT, Nurseryman and Seed
Merchant, Leicester.

WAREHOUSEMAN. — WANTED for a
London Wholesale Seed Warehouse. Age about 30.

Must have had some experience in. A Rricultural Seel*.—Apply,
by letter, to Q., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLAGES.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened oy the
authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER and CO. oan reoommend
o several highly qualified and energetio HEAD and

UNDER GARDENEKS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER am) CO., St, Albans.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, &o.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. Allparticularson application

.

Telegraphio and PoBtal Address—" DICKSONS, Chebteb."

RICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars. Ac—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; thoroughly
practical in all branches of Gardening. Leaving through

place being sold. Excellent testimonials. — LAMPARD,
Basque Merrow, Guildford.

GARDENER (Head); age 40.—A Gentle-
man strongly recommends his late Head Gardener, who

has been in his service fourteen years, to anyone requiring a
thoroughly practical and experienced man in all branches.

—

G. N., Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons, Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed) ; well up in his work, both inside and out.

Wife good laundress. Both good characters.—GARDENER,
North Avenue, Maesycwmmer, Cardiff.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Chas. Hobn
seeks situation as above. Over three years General

Foreman at Temple House Gardens
;

previously four years
Foreman at Spye Park, Wilts. Excellent references. Strongly
recommended by G. Groves (Head Gardener), Temple House
Gardens, Great Marlow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 37, married, no
family. — Gentleman with confidence recommends his

late Gardener ; life experience in large establishment
;

thoroughly practical.—G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N

OARDENER (Head).—Age 30; has had
A^J good practical experience in good Gardens. Well up
in the growing of Fruit, Plants, Flower, and Table Decora-
tions. Three and a-half years in present place as Foreman.
Good character from present and previous employers.—F.
JOHNSON, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, no
family.—A Lady; giving up her establishment, wishes

to recommend her Head Gardener. Over twenty years prac-
tical experience in good establishments. Excellent references.
Five years in preeeat situation.—W. WAINWRIGHT, The
Gardens, Fernclough, Bolton.

r\ ARDENER (Head Working).-Age 34,
\J^ married, one child; thoroughly experienced in his
work, Inside and Out. —J. A. THOMAS, The Lodge, Childown,
Chertsey, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 34,
marriel; understands Vines, Peaches. Tomat03, and

the general routine of gardening; wages 22s. a week and
house.—GARDENER, Epperstone, Notts.

GARDENER (Head Working), in good
private establishment.—Age 36 ; married, no children.

Life experience in good all-round 'gardening ; four years in
present situation; excellent testimonials and references.

—

R. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 34,
married, no family.—A Lady highly recommends the

above. Life experience in all branches, including Orchids.

—

TUCKER, Mr. W. Brooks, Caterham Valley.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excel-
lent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—Age
26, married ; well up in Vine, Cucumber, Melon, Tomato,

and Chrysanthemum culture; ten years' experience; good
reference.—B., Jubilee Nursery, West Mailing.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25 J

eleven years' experience in all branches, inside and
out.—A. B., Wells Villa, Essex Road, Enfield.

GARDENER.—Young Man; age 22; trained
in good gardens in England ; desires an engagement as

Gardener in South Africa. Can be well recommended by pre-
sent and previous employers — E. COLE, Henbury Hill
Gardens. Wtstbury-on-Tyrm, Bristol.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 21, single; good experience in the general routine

of Gardening. Insiae and Out. Good character.—D0M4.N,
Thorpe Lea, Egham. Surrey:

f^ LYNALL wishes to reoommend a young
"- X« Man as UNDER GARDENER or IMPROVER, in

Gentleman's Family. Age 21 years.—G. LYNALL, Aston
Hall, Shifnal, Shropshire,

CHRYSANTHEMUM GROWER, age 20,
peeks situation in a good private place. Good references.

—Apply to E. 0., 1, Fern Cottages, Lindum Road, Hampton
Wick, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR (Second), well up in Roses,
Clematis, Conifers, and general Hard- wooded Stuff. Six

years* practical experience.—W., Mr. Driver, Newsagent,
Waltham Cross,

MANAGER or FOREMAN, in Agricultural
Seed Warehouse.—Age 25 ; thoroughly experienced,

Excellent references—Z., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O,

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, or TRAVELLER.
—Seventeen years' practical experience in all branches.

Good Grower and Salesman. First-class references.—JOHN
WINSE8, Hummer's Plain, Horsham, Sussex.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR of Rosea,
Clematis, Carnations, Rhododendrons, and Coniferee.

Good Salesman. Life experience Inside and Out, Age '60.—
ALfHA, Forest Road, Loughton, Essex.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26;
twelve >ears' experience in good private places, three

years as First Journeyman. Gcod references. — A., 188,

Queen's Road, Watford, Herts.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (Herbaoeous, Alpine, and Carna-
tion) or TRAVELLER (calling on Trade preferred).—

Age 31 ; good experience. First-class references. — E. H .

HARRY, 36, Adelaide Road, Brockley.

FOREMAN, where three or four are kept, in
bothy.—Age 25 ; long discharges from large places. For

full particulars, apply to P. McCORMfCK, The Gardens,
Mount Henry, fortarlington, Ireland.

FOREMAN.— Mr. Beale will be pleased to
recommend his foreman, who has been with him three

years' to any gardentr iequiring a first class fruit and plants-
maD .—G. S MITH, Sezincot Gardens, Moreton - in - Marsh,
Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN (Inside),—Age 26; life experi-
ence in Plants and Fruit. Can be well recommenaed.

—

Apply, WHEELER, Blackmore End, Knipton, Welwyn, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20 ; six years' experience. Good character.

—

OLIVEK, Church Place, Great Eookham, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.— G. R.
George, Gardener to Earl Sondes, is desirous of obtain-

ing a situation for a Young Man as above (age 19). Five years*
good reference.—Lees Court Gardens, Faversham.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Wanted an inside
place in first-class gardens. Five years in present place.

Premium, if desired.—W. BURT, Westfield, Ryde,

TO GARDENERS, &c—Lad (age 17), under
good Gardener or Nurseryman. Three and a half years'

excellent character. Leaving through a death.—LADY ROBIN-
SON, Hillesley, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Young MaD, age 25,
teeks a situation in a Market Nursery, under a good

Grower of Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Grapes, Peaches,
Pot Stuff, and the general routine.—A. Z., Rusbridge, opposite
Post Office, Nutfieid.

TO SEEDSMEN.—Situation wanted by a
young Man, age 20; strong and active; four yearV

experience.—W. S., Messrs. Laing and Mather, Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Kelso, N.B.

SEED TRADE.—Elderly Man seeks situation
in Seed Shop. Could Manage small Business. Accus-

tomed to Book-keeping, Floral Work, &c—G. C, 3, Rothes
Road. Dorking.

SEED TRADE.—Situation required asWARE-
HOUSEMAN, or assistant SHOPMAN; age 21. Ten

years' experience, eight and a half Scotland, one and a half
Wholesale London House. Well up in Agricultural Seeds.
Excellent reference. — K. K., Gardentrs' Chronicle Office,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN. — Advertiser, age 25, wishes
situation as Shopman. Nine years' experience in Seeds,

Bulbs, and Floral-work. Excellent references.—DEVONA,
Crossgate House, Fourstones, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Sesd Trade.

ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—Age 24; seven
XA. years' experience, seeks re-engagement. Good refer-
ences.—A. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CLERK and ASSISTAN T.—Situation wanted,
with view to investment, small capital, as above, in

General Business, or with Nursery or Market Garden attached.
—A. Z., 41, WelliDgton Street, Strand, W.C.

MAN FLORIST.—Thoroughly experienced
in Design", Bouquets, Wreaths, and all branches. Best

London references.—H. H„ 5, Bear Street, London, W.C.

" rr»HERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE
JL SUN, :

' is a sayiog credited to a variety of illustrious
authors, from the time of Solomon to the presen ""day. It is a
fact that many inventions looked upon as modern are of ancient
origin. The telephone, which recently caused such a furore of
excitement, was in ancient days a means by which the high
priests worked upon the credulity of their disciples. The
Pyramids of Egypt and other wonders prove that this genera-
tion has a great deal to learn. HOLLOWAT'S PILLS and
OINTMENT, however, were not anticipated by our forefathers,
and to-day they stand alone as the best cure the world pos-
sesses for all the ills that humanity is heir to.

..',...-,-. 03SFZJJ 3BDJS
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONOUR, L
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Road, N.W.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Eoad.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING. PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, &c,
Heated and Ventilated in the most efficient manner.

UADT'TPTTT T'TTOAT T5TTTT IMMHC of ever7 description erected, eithar in Wood
rl \J t\ 1 lvUiJ 1 O k\l\i-l £> KJ 1 i-i LJ 1 1\ VjO or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

AMONG THE CONTRACTS ENTRUSTED TO US DURING THE PRESENT SEASON ARE THE FOLLOWING :—

For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Rose Honse, &c, For LORD OVERTOUN—Extensive Range of 20 Fruit and Plant Houses,

at Windsor Castle Gardens. and Ranges of Offices, at Overtoun, Dumbarton.

„ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES — Range of Fruit-houses, Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, at Royal Botanic

300 feet long, at Sandringham; Teak. Gardens, Edinburgh.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Range of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses, Range of Vineries, in Teak-wood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent.

in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at Elveden Hall, Norfolk. Range of Hot-houses, in Teak-wood, at St. Marnocks, Mai abide, Dublin.

Large W*nter Garden, in Granite & Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool. Eange of Hothouses at Waterpark, Castle Connel. Ireland.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENCINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at ths Office, 41, Wellington Street, Corent Garden Lon Ion WcL
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. BaiDBCBr. A6JCT, * Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the Connty of Middlesex ani published byl

HEaBT AlPam aminos, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oorent Garden, in the aaid County.—SiiraDiT, December 14, 1895. Agent for Manchester—Johs HetwoodJ
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
ft is particularly requested that all Advertisements

intended for next week's issue, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and should he

so despatched as to reach this Office not later

than TUESDAY MORNING 'NEXT.

HC A NNELL & SONS'
• PLANTS and SEEDS

Go e; er) v. here, and always give more than satisfaction.

Mr. G. Smith, Canterbury, New Zealand, says :—" I have
received the Mums ; they are growiog beautifully. I am
anxiously looking forward to the other plants."

Seod for a Catalogue.
S W A N L E Y. KENT.

P~.
rYLMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 105. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham, Surrey.

TECOMA SMITHII—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as easily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

produces in Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

BUTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDEO HORTICULTURE for 1896 is now ready.

SUTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1896 is the most complete SEED

CATALOGUE isBued.

SUTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1896 is profusely illustrated with

211 illustrations, principally photographic

Price Is., post-free. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING.s
CARNATIONS t CARNATIONS ! ! — James

Douglas begs to announce that he has now 20.000
Carnations established in pots, for immediate delivery All New
and Certificated Varieties. Inspection invited. Carnation Seed,
the best, If. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet. Catalogues on a ppl ica-

tion.—JAMES DOUGLAS, Edenside. Gfeat Boohham. Surrey.

Cuthbert's Seed Catalogue for 1896.

Rand G. CUTHBERT'S Descriptive CATA-
• LOGUE of NOVELTIES and CHOICE SEEDS for

Exhibition and General Cultivation, is now ready, and may be
had free on application.—B. & G. CUTHBERT, Seed Growers
and Merchants, Soutbgate, Middlesex. Established 1797.

Demy quarto, printed on fine papier ingres, gilt top.
Price. £1 lis. ed.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING. By H. E. MILNER, A.M.I C.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7. Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or, from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

NEW SPINELESS GOOS¥B^RRIEs7^
Coloured Plate. Price List, History, Copy of Testi-

monials. &c, from W. RU3HFORTH, Nursery Mount, LeedB ; or
from the sole proprietors, LETELLIER & SON, Caen, France.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, Gaillaraias, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR.TheLondon Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London.W.

sEED POTATOS.—For Sale, Myatt's Prolific
(True). 80s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey. Near Boston.

MILLER'S SEAKALE gives great satisfao-
tion. Strong roots for forciDg. 8s. 6rf. per 100 ; extra

large roots for quick forcing, 125. 6<f. per 100
;
good roots for

plantiog. 5s 6<f. per 100.

F. MILLER A»r> CO.. 267, Fulham Koad, London S.W.

THORN QUICK. — Extra transplanted, and
very strong, 5-yr., 25$. per 1000: 6-yr. 30*. Extra, extra

strong gaping Quick, 40s. per 1000 ; 4-yr. old, very good, 165.

per 1000. — Apply to ISAAC MATTHEWS and SON, The
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent, S.O.

LILIES for the GARDEN.—Lilium lanoifo-
lium. white, 3s. Bd. doz. ; do., do., red or pink, 3s. doz.

—

J. D. HAMON, Bulb Importer, Jamaica Bow, Birmingham.

2EAKALE.-

Cyc'amens, Tree Carnations, and Bouvardias.

JOHN FRASER, South Woodford Nurseries,
Tasex, has to offer fine CYCLAMENS, in variety, includ-

ing White, at the following prices:— 12s. to 18s. per dozen.
These p'anta h ive an unusual quantity of bloom-buds, and
will continue to flower through the winter and early spring.
TREE CARNATIONS in bud and bloom, mostly White, at
12*. per dozen. BOUVARDIAS.—Double White and Double
Pink, in bloom and bud, at 12?, per dozen.

-Extra strong, for Foroing ; also
rO smaller bize for Planting. Samples and prices on
application.

H, B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.

CUCUMBER SEED.—The Rocbford (true to
name, as last yfar), 55. per 100. Cash with order, to

B. J. WICKHAM, Grower, Sutton-Scotney, Hants.

SMILAX, MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDES.nice young Stuff in thumb- pota ready to pot on,

165. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

BULBS— Offers wanted, per lo'fJO and per 100,
for Scilla sibirica, Tulips, mixed, Snowdrops, Crocus

various. Narcissus pallidus. and Stella alba.

GARDENER, 2, Maiden Terrace. Foleshill Road. Coventry.

WANTED, a quantity of AUCUBA JAPO-
NICA, 3 feet and upwards.—State lowest price to

GARDENER, Grove Cottage, Crayford Hill, Crayford, Kent.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page, Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATAL09UE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR and SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

OWEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—The best, cheapest, and most complete collection in

the kingdom. All the latest and best varieties. Awarded
25 Medals and 275 First-class Certificates for New Varieties.

Every variety of merit supplied. Catalogue. Penny Stamp.
R. OWEN. F.R.H.S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

COVERT.—Broom, common yellow, 1-year
seedlings, 3s. per 1000 ; do. . 2 years, 5s. per 1000 ; do. , 3 to

4 feet, extra transplanted. 10s. per 100. Whin or Gorge, 2-year
seedlings, 5s. per 1000 ; do., 1 to 2 feet, 15s. per 100J.

SAMUEL SMITH, Slaghills Nursery, near Matlock.

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prices, and efficient men to cultivate them

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS and CO., Southgate, London, N.
PRICE LIST free,

CROTONS. — Beautifully-coloured plants in
variety, specially grown and hardened t ff for House

Decoration, in 48-cots. 18s. and 2is. per dozen.—WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

LILIES OF THE VALLEY.—I beg to offer
first-class Forcing Crowns for immediate delivery. Also

Planting Crowns, 1 and 2-yr. old. Prices on application.

T. JANNOCH. Dersingham, Norfolk.

CH AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J^\J\J\J all splendid busby plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
to IB in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100

;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 10O j

25 in. to 41 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3j. to St. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

NEW MELON for 1896.—"The Lady," raised
by Mr. Owen Thomas, the Royal Gardens, Windsor, from

whom we have secured the entire Stock. Per sealed packet
1*. 6d. and 2s. 6d. Full particulars in out* New Illustrated
Catalogue, No. 459, now ready.

DICKSONS Royal Seel Warehouse, CHESTER.

To the Trade.

COOPER, TABER, and CO., Limited, have
posted their GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

to all their Customers. If not received, another copy will te
sent on application.

90, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 2J-inoh pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, I2s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best
aellingsorts, 6s. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s, 100 ; Aralias, 10s.

100; Oyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, in 48's, 6s. doz.

;

Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 4S's, 9s.

doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias, Erica
hyemalis, and Cyclamen, in bloom, 12s. doz. Lists free. Packed
free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,
Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounoes to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes. Is., 3*., and 10s 6rf.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural liuildera
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Sec.
Boyal Botanio Soo., Parks and Publie Buildings, Patentees of
the DuplexUprightTubular Boilers, Kin«V Road, ChelBea,S.W.
Telegraph Address,"Hortulanus, London." Telephone,No.8728.

*•„,.
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SALES by AUCTION.
Christmas Holidayc-CIosing Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that their SALE-ROOMS and OFFICES

WILL BE CLOSED f.om TUESDAY EVENING. December 24,

until MONDAY MOBNING, December 30.

Estate Office', 67 and 68. Cheapside, EC.

Monday Next.
PLANTS FROM BELGIUM-400 Lots of SUPERFINE HYA-

CINTHS, TULIPS, and NARCISSUS, HARDY BORDER
PLANTS and BULBS in great variety, DWARF BOSES,
HARDY PERENNIALS. CARNATIONS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUOTION. at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C., on MONDAY,
NEXT, December 23, at 12 o'clock.

On view Momine of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tuesday, December 31. —Preliminary Notice.

Great Sale of 790 cases of Japanese Lilies, comprising :

—

31,313 LILIUM AURATUM.
430 „ „ RUBRO-VTTTATUM.
175 „ „ WITTEl.

8 843 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM.
Il,9i5 „ „ RUBRUM.

9S0 „ ,. MELPOMENE.
800 „ LONGIFLORUM.
550 ,, KRAMEHI.
180 „ TI3RINUM SPLENDENS.

2,400 NERINE JAPONICA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Room«, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C., on TUESDAY,
December 31, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had. '

Tuesday, December 31.

By order of Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., of Colchester.

An importation, direct from Japan, consisting of 250 plants of

HEMEROGALLIS AURANTIAGA MAJOR.
This magnificent ne(V species was awarded a First-class Cer-

tificate R.H.S., July 9, 1895; and F.C.C., Manchester Royal
Botanical Society, August 21, 1395. The plant is described,

and figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle for July 20, 1895,

where en p. 62 Professor Baker states that it

"IS THE "FINEST HEMEROCALLI3 I HAVE SEEN."

Also figured in the Gardeners* Magazine for August 17,1895;
and Jon-nil of Hort'culture, August 15. 1895. The plant is

quite hardy, and the tine»t hardy plant introiuced for years.

The plants have been collected at greit expense, and are all in

good condition, and the whole will be offered without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their SALE on TUESDAY.

December 31, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

THE LO ST CYPRIPEDIUM.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

have received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., of St. Albans, to SELL, on January 17. 1896,

5000 superb plants of

THE LOST CYPRIPEDIUM.
We have looked for it for over ten years, and now have the

nOuO which will be soli without Teserve.

The Sale will embrace the biggest lot of CATTLEYAS and
DENDROSES ever offered in one day, and they are grand.

WANTED, to Rent, or Purohase, a SMALL
NURSERY and FLORISTS' BUSINKS", in a London

suburb —Address, stating full particulars, SUBURBAN, Gar-
deners' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C

WANTED to Rent, MARKET NURSERY,
about 10 miles from London ; not less than 1000 feet

run of Glasshouses.
GBOWER, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FLORIST'S BUSINESS for^SALETeicell^nt
npjghbourhood aDd position. — Apdy by letter to

FLORE-VT, 41. "Wellington Street, Strand, "W.C,

NURSERY GROUND with GREENHOUSES
&C, TO BE LET ai £ >0 per annum ; or 14£ years' lease

fat £tl ground rent, for SALE, price £50.

ADply on the premises, late Hillier's Nursery. Reservoir
Road, Enfield Road, Southgate, N. ; or, Mr. DAVIS, 63, St.

Martin's Lane, Charing Cross, S.W.

VORKSHIRE (8649).—ImportantNURSERY
-L BUSINESS for DISPOSAL, ia a fashionable inland
watering place. The Property is equal to freehold, and con-
tains an area of about 2$ Acres, with an excellent Dwel-
ling-house, substantially built and well-appointed, a'so ex-
tensive ranges of twenty-nine Greenhouses. Bothy, Work-
shops, Offices, Stabling, &c. In addition to the Nursery is a
large and admirably fitted Seedshop. centrally situate in the
town, and which The purchaser would have the option of
taking. Arrangements may be made, if desired, for the Stock-
in-Trade {which is of an attractive description) to be Sold by
Auction, or the purchaser may, if desired, take it by valuation
in the UBual way.

Further particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
67 and 68, Cheapside. 1 OLdoo, E C.

HERTS, 12 miles from London.—TO be LET,
a NURSERY, of 2\ or more seres with 6 Greenhouses,

erfideotly heated. Small incoming. Rent £n per annum.
-FuLl particulars, Messrs. PEOTHEROE ASP MORRIS, 67 »nJ
**, Cheapside, London, F..C.

To Nurserymen, Fruit Growers, and Market
Gardeners.

TO LET or SELL, extensive FREEHOLD
MARKET NURSERY (Middlesex). Large number of

modern Greenhouses in full working order, and tecessary
Outbuildings, with about 30 Acres of Mirket Garden Ground.
Immediate possession. Principals only.

Apply in first instance, letter only, MARKET, 16, Jephson
Road, Forest Gate, London, E.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
tural Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to draw them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in che World.—30 minutes from St. Fancrag.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue. Covent Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5j .

R. and G. CUTHBERT,Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

H

o E

1 KENTTIA F03TERIANAm2lio. Tub, 13ft. high, 11 fronds.
1 ,, ,, in 2lin. „ Hft. „ 13 „
1 ,, ,, in2)in. „ 13ft. „ 13 „
1 ,, ,, in lain. Pot. 10ft. ,. 10 ,,

The above are four perfect specimens in fine health and perfectly
clean. Particulars as to price, &c, from — DAVID W.
THOMSON, Nurseryman, 24, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

CYCLAMEN—CYCLAMEN.—FIRST
PRIZ E, Boyal A qu irium, 1895. We are now booking

orders (for delivery in February) of our SEEDLINGS. Sample
dozen. 3s. ; 2 dozen, 55,, by post on receipt of cash. PLANTS
ia 48's. in bud, now ready, from 185, SEED, 2s. 6d. and 5s.

per packet. Special prices to the Trade.
The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY CO., F R.H.S.,

Cyclamen Specialists, Han well, Middlesex.

INDIAN ORCHIDS, BULBS, SEEDS, &c.

COSSIPORE PRACTICAL INSTITUTION
of HORTICULTURE, FLORICULTURE, and AGRI-

CULTURE, Cosfipore, P.O.. Calcutta, ia the largest and most
reliable house where all sarts of INDIAN SEED*, including
those of Timber Trees, Fruits, Shrubs. Vegetables, and Flower-
ing Plants ; INDIAN ORCHIDS, viz., Dendrobiums, Vandas,
Cypripediums, Bletia, Saccolabiums, AerideB, Cymbidiums,
ana INDIAN BULBS, &c, can be had in Jarge quantities.

PRICE LIST post-free on application to the Superintendent.

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the
Majority being on their Own Roots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

hardy azaleas.
All the most beautiful varieties, varying in height from 1 A

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

SPECIAL CULTURE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, Bd.

Winners of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,
1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

EXHIBITION.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Station, Harlow, G.E R.

KUITTR
For Market and Private Growers.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, ETC.

Descriptive CATALOGUES Post-free.

I PHEAL&QONS
UiM CTawley. \J Sussex.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

GRAND JUBILEE CELEBRATION,
NOVEMBER 3, 4, 5, and 6, 1396.

THE PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE of SPECIAL JUBILEE
CLASSES, of the money value of £40J, in addition to Jubilee
Medals, Plate, Cups, &c, is now ready, and can be had on
application to

—

42, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.
RICHARD DEAN, Secretary,

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots, 12s. 6d. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15*. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS WHO INTE.VD

PL4NTCNG TREES and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth. S.W., begs to offer an extensive

stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, Sec, which being grown in the neighbourhood of

London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large

stock of extra fine SEAK4XE and RHUBARB, for forcing.
CATALOGUES free on application.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

CUT FLOWBSS FOB FLORISTS.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Sa'esman of Cut
Flowers and Ferns in the North of England, is prepared

to SEND CONSIGNMENTS on receipt of letter, telegram, or
telephone, with quickest possible despatch. Write for weekly
PRICE LIST. All Florist's Requisites kept in Stock.

National Telephone. 1059. Established 1878.

NEW RASPBERRY.
(STEEL'S VICTORIA.)

A New Variety of great merit, introduced by tjs last year.

This was raised by Mr. Steel, of Ealing, and is the finest

market variety grown for Covent Garden : free-grower, heavy
cropper, large handsome fruit, fruiting very early, and lasting

well through the season until very late. The fruit is essentially

a Dessert Fruit, being large, handsome, and very superior

flavour. Strong Canes, fi*. per 100 ; 50s. per 1000. Now ready
for Delivery. Special Quotations for large quantities on
application. WATKINS & SIMPSON,

Seed Merchants, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

RHODODENDRONS.
The finest named hardy varieties, bushy, and full

of buds, from £7 10s. per 100, upwards.

CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS TREES, &c, in large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

JOHN WATERER & SONS
(LIMITED),

AMERICAN NURSERY, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

TTINES AND VINE CULTURE.
V The moat complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s.; post free, 5*. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswiok.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality OBCaiD PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
LondoD, S.E. ; Feat Grounds and Depdre, RingwocKi and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

KIRK'S VINE and PLANT FOOD
IS THE BEST and CREiPEST OF FERTILISERS.

All who aim at perfection should use it.

J. D. KIRK, TILLIE AND TURNER,
74, Wigmore street, 12, Melbourne Place,

London, W. Edinburgh.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WCLES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.
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NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NO

MAGNIFICENT NOVELTIES FOR 1896.

UP TO DATE " GROWER CAN AFFORD TO DO WITHOUT THEM.
MISS MARY GODFREY, of the largest size,

distinct colour, being that of the Peach bloom, finest form.
Plants 7s. 6d.

PRIDE OF EXMOTJTH, immense bloom, of
superb form, white, slightly frosted cherry pink, con-
sidered by many who have seen it to be the finest novelty
of the year. Plants 7s. 6rf.

MRS. HUME LONG, another monster bloom,
sometimes 14 inches in diameter. Rich deep rose with a
light reverse.

MR. WM. LAYCOCK, lovely variety ; blooms
large, clear straw-yellow ; admired by all who have seen
it. Plants 7s. Cd.

ARONA (Brisooe-Ironside), in size and form
similar to Col, Smith, but richer, and the b'ooma are of

much better substance. First-class in every respect.

Plants 7s. 6<2.

These do not by any means exhaust W. J. G.'s list of sterling

Novelties for 1893, but all are fully described, together with
the very best of last year's introductions in the general
Catalogue, which will be issued in a few days.

THE MOST RELIABLE CATALOGUE published, la sent, post-free, to all applicants.

W. J. GODFREY, EX MOUTH, DEVON.

READY SHORTLY.

HARPE'S ILLUSTRATED

1896. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Post-free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SEED FAEMEES AND MEECHANTS, SLEAFORD.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one olasa
of work, and that the vert best.

Con&ervatorles and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success
guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c, always in Stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues Free. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK THE BEST MATERIALS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

To

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " The Gardeners' Chronicle " for __

commencing ,for which I enclose P. O.O.

.1895.

Months

f&° Please Note tliat all Copies sent Direct from tnls Office mnst be paid for In advance. «ffil

THE UNITED KINGDOM :—U Months, 15s. ; 6 Months, 7s. 6rf. ; 3 Months, 3s. 9d. ; Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS, Including Postage, 17s. 6rf. for 12 Months.
Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.O.O. to be made payable at the Post Office,

GREAT QUEEN STREET, London, W.C, to H. A. STRATTON.
Cheques should be orossed " DRUMMOND."

G. C.
Dec. 21, 1895.

BOULTON & PAUL,
MANUFACTURERS. NORWICH.

EVEKY REQUISITE FOR THE GARDEN. PARK,
ESTATE, AND PLEASURE GROUNDS.

WIRE ESPALIER TRAINERS
Reduced Cash Prices.

4 ft. high, with standards 10 ft. apart, and 6 lines of

galvanised wire ... ... ... per yard
Terminal Posts and Raidisseurs each

5 ft. high, with standards 10 ft. apart, and 8 lines of

galvanised wire per yard
Terminal Posts and Raidisaeurs each

6 ft. high, with standards 10 ft. apart, and 9 lines of

galvanised wire per yard

OS. 6d.
8s. Od.

0s. 7d.
8s. 9d.

OS. 3d.
Terminal Posts and Raidisseurs each lis. Od.

GARDES ARCHE3, COVERED WAY8. ROSE BOWERS,
WIRE LATTICE, MATERIAL for WIRISG WALLS, &c.

Send for ILLUSTEATEO CATALOGUE, free. Orders

of 40s. and upwards Carriage Paid.

BOTJLTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

SEASELL'S PATENT ORCHID -BASKET
13 THE BEST AND CHEAPEST IN' THE MARKET.

Awarded Certificate of Merit, Sheffield Chrys. Show, Nov. 1895.

EDWARD SEASELL, F.R.H.S., & SON,
135, Richards Road, Heeley, Sheffield.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60s.
Bags, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. Sd. per saot ; 6 sack*,

25s. ; sacks, 4d. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22s. ; ssoks,

4d. each

.

COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. id. per bushel ; 15s. per half-

ton ; 26s. per ton, in 2-bushel bags, -id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAT-
MOtTLD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. id. per saok.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH, RUSSIA MATS, *o. Write for Price LI8T.—
H. Q. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W.C.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY G. WARNE (Ltd.),
Royal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MABE.
The Largest Majtofaotorers of Gardes

Pottery in the world.
Millions ln Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Government.
SO Gold and Silver Medals Awarded.

Price Cists free on Application.

New and Cheaper Edition, Enlarged.

THE HORTICULTURAL HANDBOOK AND
EXHIBITOR'S GUIDE.

A Treatise on Cultivating, Exhibiting, and Judging Plants,
Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.

By W. WILLIAMSON, Gardener; revised by MALCOLM
DUNN, Gardener to His Grace tbe Duke of Buccleuch and
Queensberry, Dalkeith Park.

Crown Svo, paper covers, 2s. ; cloth, 2s, 6d.

"A book no one interested in horticulture can afford to be
without. , , . It is not only the most practical, but, in
its divisions and details, the most comprehensive and complete
work of its kind."

—

Horticultural Timts,

Wm. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

P P S ' s
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
All who intend to exhibit next season should

send for our XETV LIST before placing then-

orders ; our young plants are carefully reared

with special regard to the wants of exhibitors.

Select List of the cream of the Season's Novelties.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHIL\YELL NURSERIES, XOTT3.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, aud Keeping over ICO cows,

from which I obtain a largequantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Piices for Large Quantities

and the Trade.

HANGER HILL. EALING.

UNEQUALLED ARE THE FOLLOWINC
FOE FORCING :—

BUBS INNUMERABLE.
RHODODENDRONS, finest named,
AZALEA MOLLIS, in great variety.

„ GHENT VAR., finest in the Trade.

., PONTICA, unequalled.
ANDROMEDA ELORIBDNDA.
„ JAPONIGA.

KALMIA LATIFOLLA..
„ MTRTIFOLIA, verv fine.

RHODORA CANADENSIS.
Dozens, Hundreds, or Thousands,

CHARLES NOBLE, BAGSHOT.

YEITCH'S GENUINE SEEDS.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

MERUIT
yj-ffofc. NOTHING SO PROFITABLB
J«^f».l i AND EASY TO GROW.
'*) ' £ 80 AcresofSaleable Trees

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Zists free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and

J^. Carriage Free, for cash with order.

8s* perdoz., BOs.perlOO.
A II ether Kursery Stock

carriage'forward,

\S IN POTS Froml5/-adoz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (8o,ooo) from 15'-

per doz.
A. B.—Single Plants are sold at

slightly increasedprices.

CE.'IERAL CATALOCUE

some hundreds of illustrations,
and roll of valuable In'm
free on receipt of 3d. for postage

CHARD SMITH&C°Worcester

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIE

SEED CATALOGUE for 1896
Is now ready, and may be had, post-free, on amplication.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEaTlONDON, S.W.

THE NEW GIANT RED PRIMULA.
PBIMULA SINENSIS FIMERIATA

"MAGNUM BONUM."

(Sterling Novelty for 1896).

This beautiful variety will form an excellent com-
panion to the Giant White Primula, " Snowball," we
sent out last year. It was raised hy Messrs. J. & J.

Hayes, Edmonton. We have every confidence in

placing it before our Customers, feeliDg confident that

it will bec:me as popular as our Giant White variety.

The plants are very sturdy and compact in habit; the

flower s*em is strong, and rises well above the strong,

robust foliage. Ihe blooms are produced in great

profusion, of a gigantic size, beautifully fringed, and

the colour is a very beautiful shade of a rich deep red.

Fer Packet, 5?.

From Mr. Vest, Ihe Gardens, AuiUy End:—'!
have grown your m&gnificent Primula, '' Giant Snow-
ball," which is cf sturdy growth, with fringed foliage

throwing flower-stems well above the foliage, and

producing abundance of large blooms of great sub-

stance, many of the blooms measure -j inches in

diameter."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, "SNOWBALL" (New),
THE NEW GIANT WHITE STRAIN,

Is, without exception, the finest White Primula in cultivation, and we feel confident that it canoct fail to give --atisfjetion

wherever it may be grown. It is more vigorous in growth than the old varieties, the foliage being remarkably strong. The
flower-stem is very sturdy, rises well above the foliage, and bears a profusion of massive flowers of a pure white colour of great

substance. The individual blooms measure -} inches in diameter, and are exquisitely fringed. Per packet, 53,

ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUEfor 1896 is now ready, and will be
foricarded, gratis and post-free, on application.

B. S. WILLIAMS and SON.
SEEDSMEN AND NTRSEBYMEN TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

PAUL-: SONS STANDARD APPLES
THE OLD NURSERIES, OHESHUNT, HERTS.

AFTER EXECUTING ALL ORDERS

HAVE 20,000 MAGNIFICENT TREES STILL TO OFFER.
These are not the ordinary Xursery Standards, but Fine Trees with 5j to 6 feet stems and

good heads, making a show at once in the Orohard.

1 Very good trees, £9 per 100.
I For our Special Quality, £12 per 100, in the 60 leading sorts.

PRICES:

GENTLEMEN RENOVATING ORCHARDS should see this STOCK.
DESCRIPTIVE PEICED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.
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FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &o.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WITHINGTON, HEREFORD.

PLAN TING SE ASON
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

I "QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

k!
DlCKS0NS(£

urseries 0^7^(450 Acres) I

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Our Collection is unrivalled. Over 1400 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy. Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W. & J. BIRKENHEAD, P.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES. SALE, near MANCHESTER.

GOLD MEDAL

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
My Novelties for 1893 helped materially to win for me

during the past season THREE GOLD MEDALS, and the

PRESIDENT'S PRIZE of the N.C.S. These, together with
the varieties raised by Mr. C. E. Shea, Mr. H. Briscoe-
Iroxside, and other raisers, which I shall distribute, will be

the finest set ever introducrd in one season.

My SUPPLEMENTARY LIST, containing a full descrip-

tion of the above, and other Novelties of the Season, is now in

the press, and can be had post free on application. Customers
will receive a copy of this when it is ready.

My CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE —The most complete
work on culture. Post free. Eight stamps.

ALSO IN PREPARATION, THE

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUM.
By H. J. JONES,

Containing THIRTY-SIX ILLUSTRATIONS of NEW CHRYS-
ANTHEMUMS from photographs. Every grower Bhould

possess a copy, as this will enable him to select varieties from
the actual representation of the flowers. This valuable work
will be produced at great cost, and can be obtained of the

Author, post free, 2s. 6rf. each.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 t° seleot from, and shall

be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FREB UPON APPLICATION.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

SHARPE'S VICT0R"P0TAT0.
True Yellow-fleshed Variety.

WW. JOHNSON and SON, Limited, Seed
• Growers and Merchants, Boston,

Offer the above in large or small quantities.

GENERAL SPECIAL TRADE LIST
SEED POTATOS on application.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
from intending Planters an inspection of the following
well-grown and finely-rooted EVERGREENS :—

ABIES FUNGENS GLAUCA l COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE,
„ „ ARGENTE A

)

3. 4. 5, and 6 feet.

These are all SEEDLINGS. The plants usually met with
are grafted on the Common Spruce.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 5. 6. 7, 8 to 10 feet.

GLAUCA. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

CEDRUS LIBANI, 5, 6, 7, 8 to 10 feet.

ENGLISH YEWS, 4. 5 6 to 8 feet.

GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

GOLDEN YEWS, Seedlings, perfect pyramids 4, 5, 6, and 7 ft.

,, .. Standards, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

PICEA CONCOLOR U 5 6 7 and 8 feet
„ VIOLACEA) 4l0 ' b

' '• anasteet.

„ LASIOCARPA I 6
. .

g , ,

„ MAGNIFICA f
B

' ' and S leet -

PINUS AUSTRIACA >«..»,„. r„„f
„ LABICIO f

d
-
4> 5

'
6

'
t0 8 £eeL

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS. 5 to 8 feet.

,, DOLABRATA, 5 to 10 feet.

HOLLIES, GREEN, Common, up to 10 and 12 feet.

HODGINS
)

LAURIFOLIA
J-
up to 10 feet.

MYRTIFOLIA )

GOLDEN QUEEN I . . ln .
f

,; SILVER QUEEN j- * to 10 feet.

,, WATERER'S, and many other variegated kinds,

6 to 10 feet.

„ PERRY'S WEEPING (with straight stems and
GOLDEN WEEPING f fine heads.

YEWS, ENGLISH, 4, 5, 6 to 8 feet, and as much in diameter.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ROSA RUG- OSA.
The Very Best Plant for Game Covert,

At 20s., 25s., 30s. per 100.

Cheaper by the 1000.

wm. wood & son, ^saaa.'aaK"-

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES. MIDDLESEX.

FERNS!—FERNS!!
A large quantity of well-grown stuff, in 2J-in.

pots, for decorative purposes and for potting-on

—Pteris cristata, P. nobilis, P. tremula, P. albo-

lineata, P. serrulata oristata, and other sorts, at

9s. per 100. Also, in 48's, Pteris in variety, at

4s. 6W. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order only.

Packing free. An inspection is invited.

H. J. JONES,
Ryecroft Nursery, LEWISHAM, S.E.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.—
It is particularly requested

thai nil Advertisements intended

for next week"* issue, should

be addressed to the Publisher,

and should be so despatched as to

reach this 0/jicc not later than

Tuesday Morning Next.

the

dartora' (fpmmkle.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1805.

ENGLISH GARDENING.
MISS AMHERST is well known to all lovers

of old gardening literature for her publi-

cation in last year's Archeeologia of the fifteenth

century treatise on gardening by " Mayster
Ion, Gardener," and the careful way in which that

interesting treatise was edited by her, showed
that she was well oapable of larger efforts in the
literature of gardening. The handsome volume
now before us bears ample testimony not only
to her skill and perseverance, but to her power
of massing together a very large amount of petty

details into a book that is throughout very plea-

sant reading.* The foundation of the book was
laid by some excellent papers " On the History
of Gardening in England down to the reign of

Elizabeth," by Mr. Percy Newbery, whioh
appeared in these pages in 1839 ; and on this

foundation Miss Amherst has made a continuous

history of English gardening, starting from the

thirteenth century and reaohing down to our
own day. It is almost a pity that she did not

tell us more of the earlier periods, even starting

from the departure of the Romans, for though
the accounts of gardening in the days

between the sixth and thirteenth centuries

are very meagre, there is yet enough to show
that from the very first the English were a

nation of gardeners ; and there is a good reoord

that in the eighth century, when the Anglo-
Saxons were using the Latinised names, of which
Miss Amherst gives a list on p. .3, there was a

far larger number of true native British names
of plants, showing that the Englishmen of that

date were sufficiently acquainted with plants

to give them distinot names. Bat English

gardening, as indeed must be the case in all

nations, is largely interwoven with English

history, and this Miss Amherst brings out very

well ; her first sentence is, " The history of the

gardens of England follows step by step the

history of the people. In times of peace and
plenty they increased and flourished, and during

years of war and disturbance, they suffered."

And so she shows what difficulties there were in

the way of good gardening till the end of the

fifteenth century, when, in " the comparative

peaoe which followed the termination of the

Wars of the Roses . . . the gardens were no
longer of necessity oonfined within the embattled

castle walls . . . and the oustom came in of

having gardens beyond it. With this additional

space, there was more soope for play of fancy,

and before long several changes in design came
in." From that time to our own the progress of

gardening has been uninterrupted, and Miss
Amherst takes us through the gardens of the

* A History of Gardening iv. England.

Amher?t. LondoD : Qaaritch.

By the Hon. Mine.
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different periods; the Elizabethan gardens,

whioh owed much of their beauty to the refugees

from the Continent, who " brought with them

some of the foreign ideas about gardening, and

thus helped to improve the condition of horti-

culture " ; through the stiff gardens of the

seventeenth century, which were so largely

destroyed (but of which, there are, fortunately,

so many good remains) by the so-oalled

natural gardening, or landscape gardening, down

to the " bedded-out " gardens of our own day,

and their partial destruction leading to the wild

gardens and rook-garden, whioh are now the

fashion.

One great value of Miss Amherst's book if, that

she has brought together into one volume an

immense mass of information of which very little ii

new, but which was scattered through many different

publications. The labour that she has spent in

finding ont these different sources of information

must have been very great, but the result is

excellent. She has searched old cartularier, pipe-

rolls, survey?, and probably hundreds of books, more

or less bearing on her subject ; but perhaps the most

interesting extracts that Bhe has given us are those

from the different accounts of garden expenses at

various timer, and in different parts of the country,

and the bills for fruit and other garden produce

supplied to Royal and other great houses and she

has shown that, from the first, the gardener was an

important personage in all great establishment^ ana

that the body of gardeners of London were of such

strength that they could defy even the Lord Mayor

of Londor, and could demand and obtain a charter

of incorporation which was far more in accordance

with their own demands than with the wishes of the

Lord Mayor.

We must pass by with merely a word of notice

the chapter on monastic gardening, though it con-

tains much of interest, to say something of the

chapter on the literature of EogliBh gardening. The

literature on any art or science must alwajs be an

index to the existing condition of the art or science,

and it is so iB Eoglish gardening literature to a

very marked txtent. Nothing shows better the

state in which gardening was at different times

than the books which appeared from the sixteenth

century downwards ; and, therefore, Miss Amherst

has done well to give very full accounts of gar-

dening literature, with a long list of the writers.

The value of these chapters is that they are placed

side by side with the accounts of the gardens, and

so far they have a distinct value ; but here, toe,

there is nothing new, and she does not seem to

be aware of the many similar lists given by other

writers, as by Pritzet, Miller, &c. ; nor does she

seem to be aware of Pnlteney's Progress of Botany in

England, 1790, an excellent book, .though now
almost forgotteD, which may be Miss Amherst's

excuse for not mentioning it.

We bad noted several other points on which we

should have liked to have said more, but space forbids.

We muBt, however, find room for a few points on which

we do not altogether agree with Miss Amherst ; and

we note them, not for the purpose of fault-finding,

but in the hopes of helping her in preparing for a

second edition. She is so laudably particular in

giving full references for all her statement?, that we
shou'd like to know the authority for the statement

(p. 23) that "roserT," in some old documents of Ely,

is not a Rose garden, but. "a bed of Reeds and

Rushes." It is sr, no doubt, in the French cartu-

laries, being derived from roseau ; but we should

question its being so used in English cartularies.

We are sorry that she adopts (p. 137) the exploded

fallacy that the Jerusalem Artichoke is so called

from the Italian giraiolo, for which there is no
authority whatever, and her own quotation about
' Jerusalem Pears " might have shown her the mis-

'ak' ; and we think she is mistaken in saying that

l"T*22"sa» "probably the last serious attempt at Vine
culture." There is full evidence that excellent wine
was made in large quantities at Clavertor, in

Somersetshire, and tithes on Grapes were taken

later than 1722 at Cromhall, where are still very

complete remains of the old vineyard. But

leaving all these small deficiencies, we gladly

conclude with thanks to Miss Amherst for the

very pleasant book she has given ur, and with

congratulations to her for having brought her long

labours to such a satisfactory conclusion. A word

of praise also is due to the getting up of the book
;

paper, print, binding, and illustrations are all that

FlG. 121—AXOXA CBEKIMULIA: FRUIT REAL SIZE,

COLOUR GREENISH.

can be desired, and it closes with two good indexes

—

good, that if, as far as they go, but the book itself is

so fill', that a much fuller index would be very accept-

able in a second edition.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

L^kLlA ANCEPS vab. L1NEATA, luno var.

In Lord Rothschild's gardens at Tring Park,

Tring (gr , Mr. E. Hill), the house filled with

the now numerous and beautiful varieties of Lfelia

ancepf, both white and coloured, annually make
a fine show, and are counted among the most
useful of winter- flowering O/chids. AmoDg them is

a remarkable variety, flowering for the first time.

The petals are of the Biz-; and rich roie-crimson

colour of an ordinary good L. anceps. The front

lobe of the lip is of a glowing crimson, and the side-

lobes are veined and striped with a similarly bright

hue, but the chief distinguishing feature consists in

the sepals being white at the base, the outer half

of each and the margins being rose-crimson, the

white basal halves having some clearly- defined

chocolate lines on them as though drawn with a

pen, constituting a very peculiar and distinct

feature. J. O'B.

Cons tantin ople

ANONA CHERIMOLIA.
Allow me to highly recommend this to the notice

of your readers as being a fruit-plant, well worth

cultivation. I am surprised that the plant does

not meet with general approval in England, for

the exceedingly choice fruits are obtainable from

December to about February—a time when other

fruit is necessarily scarce. I myself have only

one plant, planted out in a house with other semi-

tropical fruit treef, and although the position is

not of the best, I obtain every year about a dozen

fruits each, the size of a Pear. By the same post

I am sending you a fruit and a photograph of the

tree as it stands (figs. 121, 122). Next to this plant

we have planted out Anona squamosa, A. Cheri-

molia Loxensif, which have also fruited this year.

Anona squamosa is generally well known, but A.

Cherimolia Loxensis is much more rare, and the

frcif, according to Linder, must be superior to that

of Anona Cherimolia, which it resembles in shape

and size, but it has the skin raised all over the

surface so as to form little spines. Joh. Bekiers,

Gardener to His Excellency Ariitakes Azarian,

Buyukdere, Constantinople.

T h e Rosa r

y

.

STOCKS.
The operation of budding is so pleasant and

Btriking in its results, that even where exhibiting is

not thought of, many amateurs practise it; ladies

especially are fond of it, and their deft and delicate

handling makes them very successful operators. Of

course, no amateur can contend with the profes-

sional budder, who rattles them eff in less than no

time, and whose quickness seems to many almost

incredible. These amateurs, then, will have to

determine what stocks they will use, and how they

will use them.

The question of stocks is one which has always

exercised the minds of rosarians, and while one is

advocating one kind, and another a different sort, I

fear that judgment will have been formed in many
cases without due consideration for the character of

the soil for which they are required, or for the

varieties of Roses to be budded on them. Various

kinds have been from time to time recommended,

bat for all practical purposes account may be taken

of only four. De la Grifferaie, Napoleon, Celine,

and other kinds, have been from time to time

recommended, and our late Japanese Polyantha has

been highly spoken of for Tea Roses, but I think

that few amateurs will try experiments, and there-

fore I shall confine myself to the four kinds most
generally used.

The Briar.—The Dog Briar, or wild Rose, of our

hedge-rows and woodlands; the Seedling Briar, tte

Briar cutting, and lastly, the Manetti. The Dog
Briar is used almost exclusively for standards and

half-standards. The introduction of dwarf Roses has

considerably altered the practice in this particular

;

standards are very much gone out of fashion, and

the Rose amateur uses them only for his Teas and

Noisettes—he is still firmly persuaded that in no other

way can he get such exhibition blooms as from half

standards, and therefore the " Briar man," of whom
Dean Hole so humorously writes, is still in rf quisition

.

All Briar stocks should be planted about this time,

of course, as they are received there is very little
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fibrous root, and beginners might wonder where the
roots were to come from—but bo little stress ia laid

upon these that I know one friend, at any rate, who
pares off all the fibrous roofa which are on the itock
when he receives it, for he does not believe that the
roots which are on the stock when he gets it are of
any value. It is somewhat curious that, notwith-
standing these atockt are obtained from oar own
hedge-rows, they easily succumb to hard frost,

and duriDg the earlier part of this year I know that
70 per cent, in some cases were killed; and I recol-
lect seeing some years ago a splendid piece in the
neighbourhood of Paria, of some 30.000 which had
been budded the year before, and were grand plants
of all the best kinds, but every one of them perished.
For these reasons I think all beginners, and all new
exhibitors, ought to avoid a standard Rose. It is

with care the hips of those varieties which be knows
to be most useful. The process for preparing the
seed for sowing &c. is somewhat tiresome, and few
amateurs would care to go in for such large quan-
tities ; and seedling plants which will be fit for

budding can now be obtained at any of our nur-
serier, and should be planted in rowr, the plants

being about 6 inches apart and so placed that the
portion for budding should be covered during the
winter, which covering may easily be removed when
the time for that operation comes on.

Briar cuttings has been of late years much in use ;

it has its advantages over seedling Briar —it is, indeed,

suited for a different kind of soil. The seedling liriar

sends down its roots, and is suitable for stiff soils

—indeed, Mr. Prince says for all soils ; but the Briar
cutting spreads out its roots, and is therefore more

Fig. 122.

—

anona cheeimolia, in fecit at Constantinople, (see p. 734.)

not a thing of beauty in itself, and for years past I

have not grown one. It is true I am not an exhi-

bitor, but I fancy that I have from dwarfs had as

good blooms as could well be desired. I may say

that where standards are used it must never be when
the soil is light, as they are apt to throw out suckers

a long way from the plan?, and so cause a good deal

of trouble.

The Seedling Briar.—Some years ago. Mr. Prince,

of Oxford, brought forward the seedling Briar, which
had been previously uaed a good deal in France, espe-

cially for grafting in pots, but he uaed it out of doors

for Tea Roses, and it has unquestionably become to

be the recognised stock for that beautiful clae9. It is

not too vigorous in growth, so that it does not over-

power the scion ; it is not so early as the Manetti,

and so consequently better escapes frosts. It is a

somewhat difficult stock to bud as the stems are so

•mall, but it is pretty sure to take if properly

managed, Mr. Prince is of opinior, I think, that all

Dog Roses are not equally valuable, and so collects

suited for light soils. Both of these stocks do, I

believe, equally well for the Teas and Noisettes, and
no one I think now-a-days thinks of nsing the

Manetti for that purpose.

The Manetti.—I now come to consider the Manetti,

the introduction of which, by the late Mr. Riven, of

Sawbridgeworth, has so largely contributed to the

increase of Rose culture in this country. Some few

years ago there was a great ontcry against it, all

kinds of evil practices were ascribed to it, and its

days were said to be numbered. This was in itself

ridiculour, for it must ever be borne in mind that

the amateur champions of former day, such as Mr.

Baker of Exeter and Mr. Jowett of Hf reform, grew

all upon the Manetti, whilst some of the finest

blooms of the present day are exhibited from the

same stock. Mr. Rivers received this stock some

fifty years ago from Signor Crivelli, of Comr, who
recommended this as the best stock for all Roses (in

this he was mistaken). It was stated by him to have

been raised from seed by Signor Manetf, of the

Botanic Gardens of Mouzi. That it has been a great
boon to nurserymen and to all growers of the
hybrid perpetual class there cannot be the slightest

doubt it is too vigorous for Teas, and there has been
much heartburnings in consequence of the attempt to
bud them on it—in fact, it is too vigorous for many
of them and the stock overpowers the scions. It has
another disadvantage, too; if all the eyea are not
carefully cut out below the bud, they are apt to start

into growth, and many and many a time have I been
asked to account for a R»se not blooming, when on
looking at it I have found that the Manetti had com-
pletely overpowered the bud, and the foliage being

somewhat like that of the Rose, the grower had allowed
it to develop itself, leaving him with a fine bush of

the stock instead of a Charles Lefebvre or Marie
Baumann, which he looked for. Manetti plants may
be now easily procured from a nurseryman, but it is

very easily propagated from cuttings. These should

be prepared as follows : the cuttings should be about

a foot long, and should be cleanly cut just below a

bud, in a straight line ; all the eyes should be care-

fully cut out except a couple at the top, the cutting

should be cut in a slanting direction just above a bud.

Mr. Rivers gives the following directions as to plant-

ing them, and I do not think that the directions of

that Rose-wise Nestor can be improved upon: J n

planting, the sections of a ridge has to be formed,

the cutting placed against i', and the earth dug up to

it and firmly pressed ; when finished the row of cut-

tings should stand in the centre of a ridge about

8 inches high, and only one bud of the cutting above

the surface. From being thus moulded up, no exhaus-

tion takes place during the dry frosts of winter and

spring, and every cutting will grow ; in July or

August of the following season they will be fit to bud.

The ridge must be levelled bo as to expose the main
stem of the cutting ;

am1

, in this, at about 3 or 4

inches from the bottom, the bud mutt bs inserted.

The stocks should be budded as soon as possible

after being uncovered, or the bark will become rigid

and will not open freely." As I have already said,

care should be taken about shoots coming from tbe

stock, for however carefully the eyes have been cut

out, some will probably have escaped notice. Let me

also say that care should be taken as to tbe varieties

which are used: for all weak-growing hybrid per-

petuals the Manetti should be avoided for thougb,

as a rule, it is well adapted for that clais, it is idle

to attempt to grow some of them on it, such kinds

as Horace Vernet and Louis Van Houtte, wbich are

short-lived on all stocks, very soon succumb to the

vigour of the Manetti ; and experience will perhaps

teach the grower that there are some other sorts

which in his soil and situation will not tucceed on

it. In fact, this experience is a sutj-ct which

greatly enters into tbe secret of successful Rote-

growing, and it is perhaps only after sorr>e failures

that wished-for results can be obtained. THili Bote.

THE PLANTS OF THE BIBLE.*
We are frequently aiked to recommend seme

book on the plants of the Bible, and if the questioner

is not a professed botanist, we have some difficulty

in giving a satisfactory reply. Some are too coetly,

some are too superficial, most are written by authors

whose botanical education has been neglected.

Neither of these charges can be brought about the

present little volume. It may be had for a shilling.

The information it contains is trustworthy, the

author is an accomplished botanist, and familiar

with the Mediterranean flora. Professor Henslow

has solved our difficulties, and we shall confidently

recommend his little book to those seeking informa-

tion. The interest of the subject never flags, and

owing to the configuration of the country, the flora

of the Holy Land, as of E^pt, is pretty much what

it was in those far-off times with which tbe earlier as

well as the later chapters of the Bible are concerned.

Looking at the matter from a purely botanical point of

view, we may point out the difficulty, nay, in some cases,

* The Plants of tkt Bi'le, by tbe Rer. George Henslow,
M.A. CThe Religious Tract Society.)
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the impossibility of assigning to any particular word

a specific interpretation, The names are often nsed

in a broad generic sense, and althoagh we are told

that Solomon 'spake of trees from the Cedar tree

that is in Lsbanor, even unto the hyssop that

springeth out of the wall," we are not told that he

wrote of them, still less, that he formed a herbarium

by means of which we moderns could determine

what the trees were of which he spake, In the Terse

quoted, there is of course no doubt as to what Cedar

that is intended, It is in Lebanon still ; but what

was the hyssop? and what was "'the thistle that

was in Lebanon and sent to the Cedar that was in

Lebanon " ? The words in the last citation are

doubtless used in a metaphcrical sense; but with

reference to Hyssop, some eighteen aromatic Labiates

and one Caper hare been mentioned, as in the

opinion of divers commentators representing what U
translated Hyssop I

In the present little treatise, we have first an

introduction, and then, in succession, chapters on

textile materials, herbs used for culinary or medi-

cinal purposer, fragrant eums and perfumes, fruit

tree?, timber trees, desert trees, and aquatic plants,

To show how mistakes may arise, and be per-

petuate f, we may mention how Gerarde. following

De L'Obe 1
, figures pitchers of the North American

Sarracenia as the leaves of the Frankincense tree '.

The mistake is the more interesting, as this is the

first notice of the Sarracenia that exists. The whole

story was given in our colnmnr. Jan. 7, 1593, p, 11, and

form', we venture to say, one of the most curious

instances of ''jumping at conclusions " that could be

cited. The origin of the Sarracenia pitchers was

forgotter, their nature undetected, and so, by mis-

chance, they got taken for the leaves of the Frank-

incense tree. It is needless to say, Professor

Henslow falls into no such blunder, but similar errors

in the determination of other Biblical plants might

probably be cited, Guido depicts the crown of thorns

as composed of the stout spines of the Gleditschia

—

like the Sarracenie, an American plant. Others

more reasonably, suggest the Paliurus, which ij

common in Palestine, or the dwarf Poterium
spinosum.

The "Willow" by the rivers of Babylon was
presumably not. as Professor Hanslow supposes, a

Willow, but what we now know as Populus euphra-

tica, Salix babylonica is of Chinese or Japanese
origir, and if the Weeping Willow exists now
in the valley of the Euphrates, it has probably
been introduced, Boissier does not mention it as a

native of ilesopotamie. but says that probably some
other species has been mistaken for it. But the

subjects for comment suggested by Mr, Henslow3
!

book are far too numerous for us to dilate upon
We have indicated the general nature of its contents,

and we cordially recommend all those interested in

the subject—as who is not ?—to makethemselvesthe
possessors of this suggestive little book.

CHRISTMAS EOSES.
Is the hardy plant garden at this season of the

year, we have no flowering plant of such beauty and
worth as the Christmas Bose. producing regularly,

as it does at this dull season of the year, fine masses
of Sowers, of perfectly hardy and enduring character.

To the gardener and cultivator generally the plant
need present no great difficulty, if only a few essen-

tials receive attention. When very near to large manu-
facturing centres.they frequently snfferfromthe effects

of smoke, and the plants lose much of their foliage.

Where this is the case, the flowers are sure not to
be satisfactory; but when grown in pure country
air, the plants attain a vigour and luxuriance which
is a pleasure to behold. In many parts of Gloucester-
shire they are usually excellent, and equally so in
many parts of Cheshire. In one instance, in the
first-named county, in an ordinary market garden, I
have seen an acre or more of them in fine clumps

;

and around B3th one may see many good clumps in
the cottage gardens, In private gardens, where they

can be given special treatment, very few plants

indeed more fully repay it, or more quickly.

The soil should be of good depth, and fairly rich.

In Middlesex, on a light soil, which in summer
frequently becomes dust-dry several inches deep, the

plants suffer a good deal, and in these instances

shade is of considerable service. Where possible,

2 feet, or even 3 feet, deep of good soil should be

given them, as the deeper the rooting medium, the

less will the plants suffer from excessive drought. It

is surprising the depth to which their roots descend

when opportunity is given them, and the benefit they

thus obtain is equally marked, Hellebores, and those

of the niger section in particular, are impatient of

frequent removal, and care should be taken to treat

them well when transplanting is rendered necessary.

The best time in the year for dividing and

replanting them is in early autumn. Of course, to

split up large plants at this time incurs a sacrifice of

flowers, and for this reason only a limited number
should be broken up at one time, If carefully done,

however, one large specimen may readily be broken

into a dczen and often a score of pieces. Those who
do not care to break up plants in the autumn will

find the next best time to be when flowering is

complete, It is a common practice at this season of

the year to lift good flowering roots and pot them
for decoration in the greenhouse and conservatory.

All such plants, when flowering is past, should be

broken into smaller pieces, and replanted, and on no

account let them be planted back in the old clump, as

when this is done they invariably decline in vigour.

Beside planting them in a variety of positions, it

is a good plan, if cut flowers are largely in demand,

to plant some in specially-prepared beds, and in

such a way that the blooms may be protected at

flowering time. If lights are placed over them,

blossoms of greater purity result, and sometimes

increased length of stem also. A very fine effect

may be produced by growing Christmas Roses in

large pots, or even tubs, plunging them their full

depth in the open ground during summer, and sup-

plying them plentifully with water and liquid- manure
throughout the growing season. In this way their

handsome foliage would be for the most part re-

tained, and it would add greatly to the general

effect. J

THE FLORA OF BOURBON.*
Da. Coedbmot's new book on the flora of this

beautiful island fils a gap in botanical literature,

and is one of the most interesting contributions to

systematic and geographical botany of recent years.

Baker's Flora of Mauritius and Sey:heti*s appeared
nearly twenty years ago, and the botany of Madagascar
is now fairly well known, although there is no con-
solidated descriptive account of the 5000, or there-

abouts, species of plants, published and unpublished,
known to inhabit that country.

Commerson botanised Bourbon about the middle
of the last century, and made very extensive collec-

tions, supplemented by copious notes and drawings

;

but he died before he had completed his work for

publication, and his plants have, to a great extent,

like the fruits of many other French expeditions,

lain undisturbed in the rich national herbarium at

Paris, Aubert da Petit-Thouars went to Bourbon
in 1795, and remained there three years. After his

return to Paris, he published several important
works on the botany of this and the neighbouring
islands, including Madagascar, notably his Eistoire

ParticuHere des Plantes OrcAidees recueiUUs lur Its

trait lies Amtrales it VAfrique : de France, de
Bourbon, ft de Madagascar,

Gaudichaud, another French botanist of eminence,
visited the island in 1813, but his collections were
lost in the wreck of the Uranie, near the Falkland
Islands. He returned to the island in 1337, in the
Bonite, and subsequently wrote the botany of the

voyage. Tois is incomplete, yet it is one of the

most interesting of the earlier contributions to

insular floras.

* Flore tU ritle de la Btujiion [Bourbon?, par E. Jacob de
Cortemoy, Paris, 1895.

Several other botanists have visited the island,

and many of the peculiar plants have been described

and figured in various publications. For the first

time an attempt has been made to give the world as

complete an enumeration of the plants as the author

could, under the circumstances in which he is placed.

Unfortunately, Dr. Cordemoy had to work as best

he could, on the spot, or not at all ; consequently

the very extensive old collections in the herbaria of

Europe could not be utilised, or only to a small

extent by friends at home comparing odd specimens

for him. He therefore does not pretend to com-

pleteness ; and as the greater part of the original

forests have disappeared in Bourbon, just as they

have done in Mauritius, it is probable that many
species that formerly inhabited the island, no longer

exist, Nevertheless, a comparatively rich flora is

described in the book under notice.

Bourbon is about the same size as Mauritius,

from which it is now separated by about 100 miles

of sea, though it seemi probable that they were

joined at some remote period. The mountains rise

to an altitude of more than 9000 feet, or nearly

three times the height of the highest summits in

Mauritius, and the island presents a great variety

of climatal conditions. Biin is abundant during the

summer months—November to April, and the mean
temperature at St. Denis, on the coast, during this

season is about 26°'5 (50
D Fahr,), sometimes rising

to 32 3
v90

3 Fahr.). In winter the mean is 20°'5

t;69
=
Fahr.), and at St. Benoit 12° (54° Fahr.) On

the Piaine des Palmistes, at an altitude of 3000 to

3500 feet, the thermometer drops in mid-winter to

about the freezing point, and very rarely 6
3 Cent,

(22
3 Fahr.) below. At 7000 to 7500 feet ice ii

sometimes found as late as November,

Formerly nearly the whole island was covered

with forest from the seashore up to an altitude of

about 6500 feet. Bat for half a century all the

available land in the lower region has been cleared

for cultivation, and the native vegetation is replaced,

where not actually under cultivation, by foreign

weeds. At the present day the forest region com-

mences at 600 to 2500 feet.

Most of the prominent and useful forest trees are

common to the Mauritius, as are all of the Palms.

But what is more remarkable, few of them are found

elsewhere, though many of the genera of the region

extend to Madagascar. In fact, there are very few

genera peculiar to either Bourbon or Mauritius, but

several restricted to the two, indicating that these

islands are separated remnants of a formerly more
extensive area of land. Oa the other hand, peculiar

species are very numerous in both islands, Dr. Cor-

demoy and his collaborators, for he has not worked
out all the orders himself, describe upwards of 200

species of flowering plants as new, in a total of less

than 1000. More than seventy of these new species

are Orchids, and the author expresses his conviction

that many terrestrial species yet remain undis-

covered, as they are, many of them, very small and

inconspicuous, and their period of vegetation is of

very short duration. Indeed, as it is, the number of

species of Orchids enumerated is 172, or more than

double the number of any other order of flowering

plants : The island is also exceedingly rich in Ferns
and Lycopods, which number together about 220
species. It is true that the author takes a narrower
view of species than he probably would do if he were

dealing with the Ferns of the whole world ; but even
after deducting 20 per cent, on this account, there

remain nearly a third more than there are in the

Fern- flora of New Zealand. Not only are the species

numerous, but between thirty and forty genera are

represented. Tree and Filmy Ferns are present,

though they do not abound to the extent they do in

the far-away southern country.

Returning to the Orchids, we find that epiphytal and
terrestrialspeciesare both abundant, though the latter

preponderate numerically as to species
;
yet, as they

areless conspicuous individually, and manyof themare
exceedingly small and rare, they are less evident than

the former. Among epiphytes the genus Angraacnm
stands first, numbering about thirty species, including
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the showy A. «nperbam, A. ebumeum, A. gladiifo-

lium, A. fragrans, and A. palmiforme. To these

Dr. Cordemoy adds the followiDg Orchids as note-

worthy for thpir ornamental character: JEjnia

macroitachya, JE erostris, JE. brachvstachja, Pisjas

longibracteatns, Calantbe sylvatica,Corymbis corym-
boia, Cryptopas elatas, Ealophia scripta, Uabenaria

pucilta, H. ventricosa, Satyrium aaceuum, Amphor-
chis discolor, Saccolabiam sqaamatam, and S.

striatum. Cordemoy also mentions Amphorchis
discolor and Arnottia manritiana as remarkable for

their highly curious dimorphic flowers, " like the

flowers of distinct genera on the tame spike ;
" bat

he gives no description of them.

The intermediate and upper zones of vegetation

comprise species of Phillipia, dwarf shrubby Erica-

ceae, Hypericum, Phylica (very numerous in South
Alrica), Psiadia, and shrubby species of Senecic,

prominent among which is the endemic S. Ambavilla.

Faojasia and Eriothrix are other characteristic

over, and a "perfect terror to evil-doers," be they

beasts or human beings. Tl6 fiuit which we show

(fig. 123), was sent us by Commendatore Ilanbury,

from his rich garden at La Mortola on the Riviera.

Its general appearance is shown in the figure the

colour and surface resemble those of an Apricot.

The juice is intensely acid, but if the fruit is allowed

to become a little over-ripe, the flavour loses much
of its acidity, and develops an aroma which is deli-

cious. Few people like to eat the fruit raw, but the

jam, writes Professor Macowar, is first-rate. A
proportion (f Kei-Apple with Tomato would, he

says, make a good jam.

Cocos australis (?) —We are sorry to beobligedto put

a query to this name, ai we have received fruits from

three different sources, each with different names.

The first to send it was our venerated correspondent,

M. Charles Naudin. of Antibes. Then Mr. Hanbury
kindly furniihed us with some; and laBtly, Prof.

Pctzig, of GinoB, obligingly supplied us with speci-

A B

W

X 2 X-2

Pig. 123.

—

abebia caffha.

A, B. fruit of. the natural size ; C, section ; D, vertical, and E, transverse Eection of seed, magnified,

shrubby Composite. Plants of an alpine character

are entirely wanting. Cardamine africana is the only

native Crncifer, and Stellaria villosa, the only member
of the Caryophyllacese. There are, however, two
endemic species of Ranunculus, high up on the moun-
tains. Agauria salicifolia is an ericaceous shrub or

small tree common to Bourbon, Mauritius, Mada-
gascar, and the mountains of Tropical Africa.

Altogether it is an exceedingly interesting flora.

W. Bolting Eemsley.

NEW FRUIT AT CHRISTMAS.
Not Oranges, nor Apples, nor Grapes, form the

object of our present note, but a few less widely-

known fruits, which have come under our notice

lately, and which would be well worth the trouble of

growing here under glass. The first we shall men-
tion is the Kei-Apple. This being a popular name,
it will occasion no surprise to bear that it is essen-

tially, if not superficially, as unlike an Apple as any
two fruits could be. It is, in fact, the berry-like fruit

of Aberia cotfra, a Bixaceous plant, native of Natal

and Caffraria, and which is recommended by Pro-

fessor Macowan as a good hedge plant. It is a

sturdy, stocky, short-jointed grower, an evergreen,

and with thorns which grow to 6 inches long and

mens, telling ns at the same time that the Palm had

fruited annually for some years past. Cocos aus-

tralip, if that be really its name, extendr, says Baron

Von Mueller, from Brazil to Uruguay and the La
Plata States. It is one of the hardiest of all Palms,

hardier even than the Date Palm, withstanding

unprotected a cold at which Oranges and Lemons
are irjared or destroyed. It remained perfectlv

uninjured at Antibes at a temperature of 15°

(Naudin).

Cocos australis is a pinnate-leaved specier, with

elegantly recurved leaves, as may be seen from the

figure in Connt Kerchove's useful work, Les Palmiers,

and with strong spines on the leaf-stalks, as are

manifest in some specimens before us. The fruits are,

as will be seen from our illustration (fig. 124, p, 739),

of the size of Hazrl-nuts, globular, golden-yellow, with

a pulp of a delicious flavour, comparable lo that of a

fine Pine-apple, and suitable for preserves, or even

for making wine. In the centre is a spherical hard

stonf, which, when cut acrosr, reveals three cavitier,

each with a sirg'e seed. Now, in Cocos usually two

of the three carpels are suppresser7 , and one only

goes on to maturity.

Other names we have heard applied to this

Palm are C. campestris. C. eriospatta of Dmde,
snd C. leicspatha of Bsrl oia. We hope shortly

to be in a position to state which is the correct

name. In the meantime, the plant may be recom-
mended for planting in our sub-tropical colo-

nic and under glass in this country. The fruit

would be very acceptable on the table of the
connoisseur. We append Professor P^rz^'s note
on this Palm :

—"I read in a recent number of the
Gardens s' Chronic'e a short communication made by
you upon the ripe fruit of Cocos australis, sent from
Antibes and La, Mortola. I think it is not the true

Cocos australis, but that it is Cocos leioipaths, Barb.

Rodrig., a very hardy Palm, which grows in the

open air perfectly in Genoa, and throughout the
whole Riviera, and which resisted a cold of 2°

Celsius, without any harm in spite of a very strong
northern wind. I think it is one of our molt hardy
Palms. We have in our Botanic Girdenr, and in the
public gardens of Genoe, numerous specimens of this

fine Cocos, and we have had flowers and ripe fruit of

it these five years."

Lastly, we may mention the Cherimolia (Anona
Cherimolia)

. one of the so-called Custard apples,

specimens of which have been sent to us from Con-
stantinople, see 5g. 121. We miy refer for details

of cultivation to the letter of our correspondent at

p. 731. The plant occurs from Ecuador to Peru,

according to Von Mueller, is hardy in the mildest

coast-regions of Spain, and al»o in Chile, whilst in

Jamaica it is cultivated up to 5 000 feet.

THE CULTIVATION OF LIQUO-
KICE-ROOT IN TAB UNITED STATES.
In consequence of the increasing use of Liquorice

in America in the preparation of chewing-tobacco,
the prospect of the cultivation of the plant in

America has occupied the attention of landowners in

that country for some time past. Under the title of

"The Cultivation of Liquorice- root in the United
States," Mr. Henry N. Rittenhouse contributed

a valuable article on the subj*ct to a recent

number of the American Journal of Pharmacy. So
much valuable information is contained in this

paper, that we offer no apology for giving the gist of

it for the benefit of our readers. The author points

out that Liquorice-root (Glycirrhiza glabrB) is cul-

tivated, in the true sense of that word, in so few

places in the world, and to so small an extent as an
article of commerce, as to be hardly worth mentioning

,

one or two places in England, and a like nnmber in

France and Germany, embrace all the localities where
actual cultivation is carried on, and the area of land

under cultivation varies from a few rods to an acre

or two, 5 acres being an exceptionally large field.

The large amount of Liquorice imported into

America—indeed, the needs of the world in this

article are mostly supplied by plants which grow
wild without any cultivation whatever. Italy and
Spain supply a small percentage cf the total amount,
probably 5 to S per cent. ; while Southern Russia,

along the line of the Trans- Caucasian Railway,

supplies two-thirds of the remainder, and Asia Minor
and Syria the other third. Tne average total amonnt
per annum of all kinds imported into the United
States is about SO.000,000 pounds, and the con-

sumption is still increasing.

The Liquorice plant grows over an area extending

from the shores of the Mediterranean on the south,

to Siberia on the north, and from the western shores

of Europe, to the plains of Persia and farther Indie,

and from low levels to 1,500 feet above the sea,

showing the wide area of land, and the variety of
soil and climate over which the plant will grow
vigorously. It is hardy, and so tenacious of life,

that it is almost impossible to eradicate when once

it has established itself.

As found in commerce, Liquorice-root is dried

and pressed in baler. When freshly dug, it contains

on an average 50 to 60 per cent, of moisture. This

must first be dried out, which is done by exposure

to the air, much as hay is made, requiring frequent

turnings and handling to prevent as much as pos-

sible, heating, fermenting, and darkening during the

drying as well as the wetting by rain or snow, which
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may be frequent before the root is dry enough to

press for shipment. When nearly dry, and danger

from damage from the presence of moisture is passed,

it is piled np in large stacks nntil ready to be pressed.

Around these stacks are dug ditches for draining

the ground, and after a heavy shower or pro-

longed period of rain or snow, these ditches

will fill with a black water having a very

atroog taste, and containing a high percentage

of the extractive matter of the root; this, of

course, detracts from its name, and is itself waste.

When sufficiently dry it is pressed in powerful

hydraulic presees worked by steam, so as to

reduce the bolk to a minimum and to save freight.

The bales are bound with iron straps, and sometimes

covered with canvas.

Some of the roots as imported are so thick that

they indicate a probable growth of, perhaps, twenty

years. These very thick pieces are, however, usually

rejected as being worthless for making extract, three

or four years being the age at which roots are dug

up in the plantations about Pontefract, where the

best Liquorice-root is grown ; after this age it

becomes too woody and fibrous to be of much value

in making extract.

Of course, a very small proportion of the Liquorice-

coot of commerce is grown in this country, and in

consequence of the expenses attending the digging,

drying, curing, pressing, baling, freight, insurance,

and other items connected with the produce of Asia

Minor and Russia, attention has been directed to the

possibility of growing the plant in the United States

for the purpose of supplying its own demand. The
consumption of the extract in America is now so

large and important, especially in the manufacture

of chewing tobacco, that it is stated that in case of

a European war, a blockade of the Black Sea at the

Dardanelles or the Mediterranean at Gibraltar, the

world's supply would be effectually blocked, and
the large American industry of tobacco- manufac-
turing thrown into confusion, as Liquorice has
become a more or less important ingredient in most
brands of chewing tobacco, and the present generation

of chewers has become accustomed to its use. New
brands omitting this ingredient might be unsaleable.

Considering the great variety of soil and climate in

the United States, as well as the cheapness of land

and labour, together with the large tracts of land
available which are comparatively easy of access

for the transportation of the produce, it is estimated

that the cultivation of Liquorice would form a pro-

fitable industry in America, and would, in time, pay
better than either Sagar-cane, Sugar- Beets, Kice, or

Ootton, although the industry would not be so large

or important as any of these.

Liquorice extract can be made as well or better

from fresh root than from the dry, and is so made in

the countries that furnish the root, but the duty on
it of 5 cents per pound largely restricts its importa-
tion, while the root is free.

It is suggested that by introducing the cultivation

of Liquorice into America, the extract may be made
on similar lines as those now adopted in the manu-
facture of sugar from cane and Beets, that is, to have
large tracSa of land devoted exclusively to the growth
of the plant, with the factory for making the extract
from the fresh root in or near the fields. The present
sugar-factory, too, could easily be adapted to the
manufacture of the Liquorice extract, the apparatus
required being simply suitable crushers or shredding
machinery, the diffusion battery and vacuum panB
for evaporating. Sugar factories, too, could be
atilised when not running on sugar, as the proper
time for digging the root is from October to April,
and if the root is not needed one year it can be left

in the ground until the next, not only without
deterioration, but to its increased value and weight.
It is not well, however, to allow the root to exceed
five years in growth ; three or four-year root is the
richest in extractive matter. Fro«t or drought do
not injure the root when once well established,
though young and tender plants are liable to injury.

After selecting a suitable tract of land, the fol-

lowing is given as the best meioa of cultivation:
" It need only be ploughed once to turn down the

grass and weeds, harrowed, then laid ont in furrows

about 25 to 30 inches apart, and the buds or cuttings

set in the rows 6 or 8 inches apart, and covered by

a plough throwing a furrow over the buds from each

side, or even cover them 3 or 4 inches with a hoe.

This is all. From time to time during the growing

season a cultivator should be run between the rows

to keep down weeds or grass. The tops at the end

of the growing season should be cut off; this could

be done with a mowing machine. The second and

third year the treatment would be the same. In the

fall of the third year the crop would be ready to

harvest. The coBt of the harvesting would be the

most expensive part of the business." As the roots

penetrate to a great depth, a good deal of labour is

required in digging them up, but it is suggested that

this hand-work may be supplanted by some me-
chanical means of extracting them from the ground.

Mr. It tten house points out that the idea of

growing Liquorice in America is not a naw one, and

that in 1886 several acres were very successfully

grows near Sacramento, California, but that its

growth was not persevered in. He further says :

—

'My own experience in growing the plant in the

United States has thus far been very moderate in

results, owing to causes that might have been pre-

vented, viz., inundations, unsuitable buds for plant-

ing, and possibly a want of care or interest or expe-

rience on the part of those in charge, to say nothing

of the effect of unusually hot and dry weather on the

young plants before they had become acclimatised.

I have grown the plants in several places in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida, and

still have some growing in the different localities,

and believe it to be quite a feasible matter to introduce

the industry on a large sc ile.

Iu connection wi h the cnltivation of the

Liquorice-plant, and the manufacture of Liquorice

confeclionery at Pontefract, the Chemist and Druggist

states that at a recent confectioners' dinner at the

Holborn Restaurant, a town-councillor of Ponte-

fract, as representing the Liquorice manufacture,

stated that the trade had contilerably developed

during the past few years, and had it not been for

this trade Pontefract would have been much less

known, and in a much less flourishing condition,

Tnousands of tons are manufactured annually, and
distributed at home and abroad. A large number of

work-people are employed, and the money thus cir-

culated contributes materially to the prosperity of

the town. A distinct feature to which the trade

owes its origin is the great depth of soil in the dis-

trict, which makes it possible to grow Liquorice, this

being the case in only one other part of the country,

namely, Essex.

MATTHEW AENOLD
AS A LOVER OF FLOWERS.

Much that is interesting has been written of late

regarding the genius and characteristics of this

great poet, essayist, and critic, in connection with

the recent publication of his letter?, which, how
ever, do not give much insight into his life ; but I

have not discovered in any of these reviews a single

reference to what I always deemed—especially after

visiting him at his beautiful Surrey residence—his

predominating passion, the love of gardening.

There can be no question, that Matthew Arnold
was intensely fond of flowers. In one of the

most valued of his many letters to myself he says

of that exquisite vernal flower, which, rising as if

from the grave of winter, seems ever to anticipate

—

so early is its advent—the coming of spring: " I do
not know that I have ever mentioned the Snowdrop
in my verses, but I have been planting it ronod my
shrubberies, and I admire it greatly." He hat1

, how-
ever, in his classical poem entitled " Tristram and
Iieult," sung of his heroine as a " Snowdrop by the
sea." I did not fail, subsequently, to remind him of

this,

Ii another of his letter*, he says of one of the
sweetest and most unobtrusive of flowerr, with
special reference to a poem I had written upon the
subject, "Your poem on the Wood Sorrel shows

very considerable command of thought and expres-

sion ; but I could wish that you had said more

regarding its special self, as I am particularly fond

of the flower."

Many incidental allusions to flowers indigenous to

Greece are discoverable in his Merope, a work which,

written after the manner of Euripider, has been

highly eulogised by Algernon C. Swinburne, a poet

of whom Arnold has expressively said, with

reference to the terribly diffase style of his

contemporary, " Mr. S winburne writes a hundred

words where one would suffice." The floral

passages in this poem are chiefly found in the

choruses, many of which are highly suggestive of the

scenery of Greece. Bat Arnold's finest flower-

inspirations occur in another and more-impressive

poem, his deeply thoughtful and memorable
'• Thyrsis," written to the memory of a beloved

college friend, Arthur H. Clough. ThereiD, address-

ing the too-early vanishing cuckoo, he sings :
—

Too quick despairer, wherefore wilt thou go ?

Soon will the high midsummer pomps come on ;

Soon will the Musk Carnations break and swell

;

Soon shall we have gold-dusted Snapdragon,
Sweet William with his homely cottage smell,

And Stocks in fragrant blow;
Roses that down the alleys shine afar,

And open, Jasmine-muffled lattices,

And groups under the dreaming garden trees,

And the full moon, and the white evening star."

Matthew Arnold was, of course, an admirer of such

splendid flowers as the Carnation, the Begonia, the

Lily, and the Rose ; but I have an idea that, like his

great Teacher, the "High Priest of Nature," he

loved much more than these, the humbler beauties

of the woods and fields. In " Thyrsis " and the

"Scholar Gipsy," which may be regarded as his most

characteristic lyrical achievements, the flowers which

cling so fondly to his memory, as the alpine Linaria

adheres to the wall, are the purple Fritillaries of the

Oxfordshire meadows; the Orchises, the Daffodilla,

the poet's Narcissus ; the Primroses gleaming by the

hidden brookside ; and above all

" Duk Blue-bells drenched with dews of summer
evea."

The fair flowerets that gladden the vast solitudes

of Nature, those that " die unseen, and waste their

sweetness in the desert air," were dearest to his

heart. Not of ambition were his songa begotten,

whose happiest theme was love. He was himself a
child of Nature, and he loved her meekest children

best. And hence he could say with his predecessor,

William Wordsworth, to whom he was nearest of all

his great contemporaries in nature and in life :

—

"Thanks to that human heart by which we live,

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, its fears;

To me the meanest flower that blows can give,

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,"

—David R. Williamson.

WINTER CUCUMBERS.
In order to maintain a regular supply of Cucum-

bers during the interval from the end of November
to the end of March, it is necessary that the culti-

vator should be provided with suitable accommo-
dation in the way of a low-roofed light and air-tight

house, supplied with top and bottom-heat, so that a

minimum temperature of 60° to 70° can be main-

tained in all kinds of weather. To do this in very

severe weather, it will be necessary and advisable to

cover the glass at night with mats ; indeed, tbia

practice, on the score of economy, as well as a means
of securing a more genial atmospheric temperature

in the house, is to be commended during the winter

months.

The plants should receive careful attention in the

matter of watering, as well as moist air, this last

being regulated in accordance with the condition of

the weather and the plants, but a humid rather than

an arid atmosphere should be maintained. Hence,

during mild weather, and consequently slightly

heated hot-water pipes, there will be no occasion

for syringing the plants, as doing so nnder the

circumstances described, would undoubtedly favour
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the growth of mildew. On the other hand, should the

nature of the weather be mch a« to necessitate severe

tiring to maintain the minimum temperature given

above, a slight distribution of moisture in the house

in the morning and afternoon, will be neces-

sary to counteract the somewhat parching influence

of the highly-heated pipes, and to avoid infesting the

plants with red-spider.

When water at the roots is needed, it should have

a temperature ofabout 80°, and afforded in accordance

with the requirements of each plant, bearing in mind

that too much at one time cannot well make up for

a deficiency at another, hence the necessity of know-

ing whenTto apply and when to withhold water at

the roots, a knowledge only acquired by experience.

If the Cucumber-houses are heated by their own

boiler, the fires should be banked np by 8 30 or

9 o'clock on bright mornings, by which time sun

will have rendered much artificial heat unnecessary.

This should be done on bright momings, even though

the thermometer does not register the minimum

degree of heat referred to above, for the obvious

reason that if the [fires had been pushed on till a

mid-day temperature^be attained, the sun, meanwhile,

as well as the fire-heat, would have increased in

force, thereby rendering almost immediate ventilation

necessary, thus letting out the very thing (heat)

npon which labour and fuel have been wasted in

getting up in the house, and admitting cold.

The fires shouldjbe re-started in the afternoon, as

soon as the sun goes off the house, so that by the

time the sun-heat has fallen to 65°, the heat from

the hot-water pipes will suffice to maintain the

proper degree of warmth during the night. In

the event of severe frost, a night temperature of

60° will be ample for the time being, but 65° should

be the normal degree. To obtain and keep np even

this amount of warmth in a house of a moderate

size, the supply of hot- water piping must be liberal,

and the fuel and stoking good. And with a view

to ascertain the degree of heat in the Cucumber-

house without letting in a volume of cold air when-

ever the door is opened for|that purpose, the ther-

mometer should be placed in such a position in the

house as to enable the degree of heat to be read by

the gardener from without, with the assistance of

his bull's-eye lantern at night."?. The above remarks

are applicable to all forcing-houses.

Should green or black aphis attack the plants,

fumigate with one of Luffs fumigators a couple of

evenings in succession when the weather is mild and

the plants are damp. This fumigator has a shut-

down lid, and two rows of circular holes about half

an inch in diameter immediately below it, for the

emission of the nicotine fumes. It is supported

by three legs sufficiently long to allow of the

necessary current of air for slow combustion. Should

mildew appear, dust the leaves affected with it with

flowers-of-sulpbur when damp, and keep a drier

atmosphere. The evaporating- troughs on the flow-

pipes should be filled with liquid-manure water,

unless mildew be present. Bat should red-spider

establish itself on the plants, notwithstanding the

application of the antidote, the pipes should be

painted with flowers-of-sulphur when the plants and
house are dry in the evening, letting the tempera-
ture run up to about 83°, so as to fill the house with

the sulphurous fume thrown off by the highly-heated

pipes, airing the house more freely the two following

days, or the plants may be sponged over (both sides

of the individual leaves) with soft- soapy water.

Crop the plant rather light than heavy, cutting the

fruit ae soon as they have attained to proper size, and
stand them on their ends in saucers containine a
little water in a fairly warm room (55° to 60°).

Keep all male blossoms picked off the plants, as the
necessary complement of fruit for a crop has been
secure!1

, and encourage a free though consolidated

growth in the plants. Lay a top-dressing of good
fibrous loam to the thickness of about 2 inches on
the roots once between this date and February, the

mould having been placed in the house twenty-four
hours before being user

1

, to become slightly warmed.
E. W. Ward.

Florists' Flowers.

MARGUERITE CARNATIONS.

I read in the Gardeners' Chronicle, at p. 615,

" Marguerite Carnations were perfec', and it has

never fallen to my lot to see a finer show of bloom

in all shades of colour." May I be allowed to

remark upon two words used in the above quotation
—'-perfec*," and "all"? Dealing with the last

one first, may I venture to asfe if yellow and orange

colours were represented ? So far, I have not

observed flowers of theBe tints, nor, indeed, anything

like so many beautiful shades of colour as may be

found in a bed of seedlings of our own old-faihioned

border Carnationr, nor anv flakes, bizirres, or

Picotees. I fear the words " all shades of colour
"

include too much, as does the word " perfect," as

applied to Marguerite Carnations. They are yet

far from perfect—but this does not detract from

such merits as they possess ; but these merits are

very much obscured when the seed is sowd, so as

to produce plants in bloom during the months of

July or August, as at that season the finest Car-

nations are in full beauty. In summer the blooms

of the Marguerites are extremely fugacious, and the

flowers not being very double, pollen is plentifu', and

fertilisation takes place as soon as the blooms oper,

3^r-

"$r

Fig. 12t.—cocos australis. (see p. 737 )

A, B, fruit real size, orange - yellow ; C, vertical section,

showing pulp, stone, and seed, with a cavity in the centre

;

D, E, stone.

causing tbem to fade the next day. Of course, if

seed saving is the main oVj e\ that is attained.

Toe best time to sow Marguerite Carnation seed is,

I consider, the last week in March or the first in

April, and the plants if well managed will produce

a wealth of bloom in October, November, and

December. I have hundreds of the plants which

have afforded cut blooms since early in the month

of October, and the plants look as if they would

continue in bloom till March or April. I recom-

mend them for the reason that their flowers are the

very opposite of what the florist terms perfect, being

mostly fringed. To compare with thesp, there are

seedlings raised at the same time of winter-flowering

varieties, viz , Uriah Pike (a good seeder), Mdlle.

Carle, Miss Joliflv, and others of that type of flower.

It may be all a matter of taste, but I prefer the

seedling Tree Carnations, and it is quite as easy to

have these in flower if seed be sown at the same time.

My method of raising Carnations from seed is

very simple : the seed is sown in flower- pots or pans,

which are plunged in bottom-heat of 75°, and in

less time than a week the seedlings appear. The

seed pots or pans are then placed in a greenhouse

near the glass, or in n cold frame if the weather

is not unfavourable. When large enough to handle,

the plants are pricked an inch apart into shallow

boxes, and kept rather close in the cold frame until

rooted into the fresh mould, and about the end of

May, or early in the following month, they may be

planted in large 60V, and into 32'« about the end »f

July or early in August. Toe plants are kept ou - -

of- doors all the time, and are freely syringed and

watered. It may be remarked that neither section

will produce flowers at the same tim", as quite half

the number of plants will not show flower-bads, so

that the probabilities are this late lot will eintinu-

to flower until May and Jane. When in flowe*. the

plants should be afforded a dry air, and a tempera-

ture of about 50° at nigh', the ventilators befffj

opened daily for several hours. Should aphides

app»ar, fumigate the plants with tobacco. J. Douglas.

[A fairly rich sandy loam suits the Carnation at all

seasons ; and when making its growth, an occational

pinch of salt strewn on the soil will aid them greatly.

Never let the plants get drawn by any of the usual

causes, viz., crowding together with other plants.

lack of light, or keeping them in the early stages

whilst under glass far from the roof of the pi f
,
frame

.

or greenhouse. Afford good but not excessive:

drainage ;
pot firmly, bat never use a rammer, and

always stand the pots on coal-ashes, or in some other

way endeavour to keep worms out of the pots. Ed ]

Forestry.

PRICES OF BRITISH-GROWN TIMBER.

Thehe can be little doubt from carefully- compiled

statistics obtained from almost every part of the

country, that the value of home-grown timber has

rather decreased than otherwise during the past

twenty-five years. This is especially the case with

the Scotch and Spruce Firs, and markedly so with

the Oak, the latter due in great measure, no doubt,

to the substituting of iron for wood in ship and

boat-building, and to other minor causes which need

not here be noted. Scotch Pine, owing in grett

part to the amount of wird- fallen trees that has

ever since the memorable '• Tay-bridge gale " been

placed on the market, has, perhaps, more than any

other timber, decreased in value, and plenty can

now be obtained north of the Tweed at prices vary-

ing from 4d. to 6d. per cubic foot. Toe large

acreage of this Pine as well as Spruce in the middle

and northern Scottish counties, acts too as a powerful

means of keeping the price of the timber at

the lowest possible ebb, aided of course by heavy

railway or shipping ratef, and the amount that

has been laid low by onr curiously erratic storms

of the past few jean. Larch being much in

demand, and but little grown comparatively

speaking, is rather rising than falling off in

price, and from Is. to Is. id. per foot is now

frequently obtained for that of fair quality.

The Larch disease, too, has acted as a friend of the

seller in sending up the price of the timber, but the

comparative scarcity and many uses to which it is

put, are no doubt the greatest and chief causes why

the' timber either remains quiescent or rising in

value. It is certainly to be regretted that more of

the Larch is not planted, especially in Ireland.

where the fell disease is [at present] quite unknowr,

and where thousands of acres of waste land, pecu-

liarly suited for its culture, could be profitably

utilised in the growth ol the tree. Good Oak timber

now fetches readily enough from Is. 3d. to 2s. per

foot, and the demand is brisk ; though, in years

gone bv, when the "wooden walls of old England "

were maintained, the price was nearly three timeB

what it is at present for the best trees. The cultiva-

tion of Oak, however, pays well enough at present, far

better indeed, than that of most other trees bar the

Larch', and it has never, and will not likely become

a drug' in the market. Sycamore, if large and good

finds a ready market at very varying prices, according

to locality—from 2s. Qd. down to Is 6d. per foot. It

is a tree of rapid growth, wonderfully free from

disease, and by no means exacting as to the quality

of soil in which it is planted. Even hedgerow

and field specimens turn out surprisingly good, and

only a short time back we cut fully £200 worth on a

farm of 150 acres in extent. The largest tree con-

tained 90 feet, and fetched 2s. Gd. per foot.
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Elm is moat difficult timber to deal with, it vary-

ing so in price, according to the part of the country

where it is offered for sale. We sold a quantity, not

specially good, at fully Is. per foot ; but in some parts

of Kent and Surrey, Id. is nearer the selling price,

rand it is even difficult to get rid of at that amount.

But Ash, above almost every other tree, is the one
for the speculative planter to go in for in quantity,

the ever-increasing demand clearly showing that

we have not one tithe of the quantity that is

annually required. The beat fetches quickly

fully 2s per foot, and there is not a stock unsold

from one end of the land to the other, unless indeed,

under very peculiar circumstances.

We would strongly urge on iutending planters the

necessity for growing the Ash in quantity, and any
dampish loam suits it admirably.

Beech, if grown on chalky or gravelly soils, finds a

ready market at from lOd. to Is. per foot, that off the

Chiltern hills and chalky reefs of Herts being quickly

picked np, even at a trifle over \Zd. per foot.

"Maiden" Willow cannot be got for love or money,
and the demand for cricket-bats will be sure to

increase with the Grace memorial.

Birch, Alder, Poplar, and woods of a like kind
vary a good deal in value, and around some of the

Welsh towns for clog-sole making from 8d. to lOd.

is seldom refused.

Much of the home-grown timber is of very inferior

quality, which fact tends directly to keep down
prices; but.indeed.it can hardly be expected that

the output of woods and plantations that are culti-

vated mainly for game rearing, shelter, and orna-

ment can be either sufficiently clean or straight to

fetch anything like a remunerative prica. A. D.
Webbter.

West Indies.

Book Notice.

Synoptical Flora of North America.

One great object of the late Asa Gray was the

accomplishment of a complete Flora Of the United
Siates. Many years ago, ia conjunction with Dr.
Torrey, he published the beginning of such a flora.

Five or six editions of a Manual flora of the northern
States also passed through the press. Ia 1878
app»ared a volume of the Synoptical Flora of North
America; in 1881 another similar volume. The
publication of these instalments showed clearly that
She taek was beyond the powers of one man, even
though that man was Asa Gray. The States them-
selves multiplied, collectors became increasingly

numerous, and their gatherings proportionately ex-
pensive and varied. And so it time to pass that the
great and good man who is venerated in this country
us he was at home, died when only a fragment of his

projected work was done. Now, three years after

his death, comes another portion of the work (to be
had of Wesley & Sin, 28, Essex Street, Strand).
It has been compiled from the notes left by Dr.
Gray, and by hit successor, Dr. Sereno Watson, also

deceased, and their work has been continued by the
present curator of the Gray Herbarium, Dr. Robin-
son. Great features of Dr. Gray were his excellent

judgment, the perfect clearness, and admirable
math >d of his descriptive work. It redounds highly
to the credit of Dr. Robinson that the present instal-
ment, which begins with the Ranunculacese and ends
with the Frankeniactffi, presents the aame admirable
lucidity, terseness, and excellence of arrangement
that characterised the portions produced by Dr.
Gray. It is a source of satisfaction also to find that
iu matters of nomenclature Dr. R ibinson has fol-
lowed the plan till lately adopted by almost all
descriptive botanists, and has not been led away
by the specious arguments of some of his country-
men, who regard nomenclature not merely as a con-
venient means to an enrl, but as in itself an end.
With the Genera Phntarwm the Index Kewensis,
und now, the Synoptical Flora, we can but think
that the msj irity of systematistB will, in the
interests of scieric*, continue to employ the most
convenient and the most widely-accepted system
rather than adopt others which entail so much
Confusion and useless synonymy.

PARTIALITY OF CATS TO THE AVOCADO
PEAR.

It may be interesting to place on record my
experience in Grenada, so far as concerns the

fondness cats have for the frnit of the Avocado
Pear (Peraea gratissima). I was puzz'ed one day

to know what to give two kittens which had just

previously been presented to me, when it was

snggeiited by one of my men that a piece of Pear

would be relished by them. This suggestion I

accepted with some nmount of reservation, but it

was not long before I e.i • myself that the Avocado
Pear was eaten up by them as a dainty morsel.

Since this occasion, I have seen the same two kittens,

when milk and Pear have been placed before them
at the same time, to leave the former and eat the

Pear voraciously. This incident appeared to me
singular, and worthy of notice in your columns, as it

had hitherto been my impression that cats were
rather antagonistic to vegetarianism. It may not

be generally known at home, that Avocado Pears

are always eaten in a raw state with bread-and-

butter, or with other things according to taste.

W. E, Broadway , Botanic Garden, Grenada, B. W.I.

CATTLEYA8.—Among thoae which fljwer late in

the spring and early summer, C. labiata Warneri is

one of the handsomest, and any plants now starting

to grow should b • hung no, or ••'-vm-ed on inverted

pots so as to be brought close to the roof at the

warmer end of the Cattleya-houae, affording

them water in sufficient quantity to fairly moisten

the compost rill growth is fully completed.

Plants of C. Warneri newly imported, on being

received will need to be cleaned, dead roots trimmed

off, and then placed in pots which will j ust hold

the roots and no more, nearly filling up the pots

with crockr, making the plants steady by tying two

or three ot the pseudo bulbs to sticks. Do not

excite the plants into growth quickly, but place

them in the intermediate-house, and surround them
with a moist air, and moisten the crocks two or

three times a week. When growth has fairly begun,

some lumps of peat and sphagnum-moss may be

packed firmly around them in the usual manner, and

let them be placed with the established specimens in

the Cattleya- house, where, with the proper kind of

treatment, they will soon become established, and

sometimes make stronger growth in one season than

plants which have been in the collection for years.

The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. Whitb. Orchid Grower, Bur/ord, Dorking.

DENDROBIUM8.—For flowering during the late

winter and early spring months, few Ochids are

more useful or appreciated than Dendrobiums. At
the present time, many species and varieties are

showing their flower-buds, and some of them, viz
,

D. Wardianum, D. ciaasinode, D. micans X D.
Wardianojaponicum, and a few others are starting

into growth, but that notwithstanding, the culti-

vator must not be tempted to afford tbem much
water at the root, or subject them to a high tem-
perature, or the growths will grow too rapidly, and
prevent the flower-buds coming to perfection. These
premature growths generally remain almost sta-

tionary for a long time if the plants are kept
moderately dry, coo', and in a well-ventilated house.
When the flower-buds have reached full develop-
ment, take the plants, after gradually inuring them
to the change, to a warmer house. D nobile, D.
tortile, D. aureum, D. moniliforme, D. Bignatum,
and the garden crosses, D. Casiiope x , D. Aspaaia X

,

D. Burfordiense X, D Ainsworthii x, D. Domini-
anum X, D splenoidienimnm X, D. endocbaris X,
D. Scbniirlerianum X, D. L°echiaoum X, D,
Cjbele X. D Cnrysodiscus X, D. melanodiscus x,
D. Jano X, Sci., not having the propensity to start

prematurely into growth when their flower-buds
show, may be brought from the cool resting- bouse
into a house somewhat warmer. The Cattleya or
intermediate- bouse forms a suitable place for them
till the flower-buds are well advanced, after which
remove them to the lightest available position in the
East Indian-bouse, From the present time, and till

the flowers opeD, water should be very sparingly
afforded at long intervals of time in sufficient quan-
tity to keep the pseudo- bulbs plump, and induce the
slow advance of the buds. The species D crepi-
datum, D. cretareum, D. primulinDm, D. Bnxalli,
D. transparens, D. lituifiorum, D. Pierardi, &c, still

at rest, should be kept at rest till the flower-
buda Ehow, when more warmth should be afforded
them. D. cbrytantbum isa free-flowering handsome
opocies, which as a basket-plantis much admired forits

golden- yellow blossoms. As it is just starting into
growth, the rooting material, if it has become in the
least degreedecayed, should bepicked out and replaced
with fresh. It succeeds if nuogup near the roof in the
EiBt Indian- bouse ; and till the young roots have a
fi m hold of the compost, water should be very
• Daringly afforded, or the new growths may damp off.

When the plant ia in active growth, thoroughly water
the comDost when it has become dry. K-ep the
plants oi D. Johosoorse, D. speciossimum, D. tauri-
num, D. undulatom, D. velutinum, D, Amboin-
enae, D Huttoni, and others that are growing in
the warmest bouiie, and water them liberally till the
growth is quite mature.

THE KITCH1H flAEDBB
By John Lambukt Gardener, Powit Castle, Welthpool.

HOR8ERADI8H.—Preparations for planting a bed

of Horseradish may now be made, and if the demand is

large and regular, a bed should be planted every

year. Horseradish is one of the most neglected of

garden crops, being usually left to take care of itself

in some out-of-the-way comer of the kitchen garden.

A piece of ground shonld be selected sufficient to

supply the demand, and trenched 1\ to 3 feet deep,

if it will allow of this being done; a thick layer of

rich manure being laid at the bottom of the trenches,

and plenty of manure worked into the upper two
spits .leaf- mould being freely used if the land be of a
heavy nature. It is important that the bottom spit

should be the riches', therefore the original top spit

should always be placed at the tottom. The top

spit may be left rouab. Crowns or nice yonng
thongs about 3 or 4 inches make the best sets, and
these shon'd be prepared when dug up from the bed

in use. Fall inBtructiona were given laet spring on
the best method of planting Horseradish.

CAR*OT8 AND TURNIPS.—Where early crops of

these roots are n quired, pits should be filled with

fermenting materials similar to those suitable for

Potato. The soil for the Carrots, however, should

receive more attention than that used for the

Fotatos, or the roots may be disfigured by insects.

A light, sandy soil is to be preferred, mixed with

soot, lime, and charred earth. It should be passed

through a .'. -inch acreen or sieve to take out clods

and atones. The Burface of the bed ahould come
within 12 inches of the frame or pit-light when
preesed down and finiahed off ready for the aeed

being sown. When it bas become warmed through-

out, sow the seeds in rows 9 ioches apart. Good
varieties for frame wo^k are Parisian, Freucn, and
Sutton's Inimitable Forcine, and Early Nantes
Carro.s. The Extra Early Milan Turnip it a good
vaiiety for frame use, but it is no earlier than the

old flat Dutch.

RADI8HE8.—A pit or some frames with a suf-

ficient number of lights should be prepared, as for

Carrots, putting from 3 to 4 inches of soil on the

hotbed materials. A pit of three lights will keep
up a succession of Radishes for a long time, by
aowingone- third of ihe area ata time, and not letting

the tops get crowded. Trie best manner of sowing
Radishes is to take three or four seeds between the
fortfinger and thumb and press them into the soil

about a quarter of an inch, making the bed level

with a piece of board or back of the rake, and
patting it evenly all over with a bright spade.

Improved French Breakfast ia one of the beat for

early work.

PARSLEY.—The mildness of the weather has
caused Parsley to grow considerably of late,

and it will ba very necessary to cover it up on
the approach of sharp frost- ; alao to pull off all of

the outside leaves of the pUnc, a proceeding which
will have the eff ct o' giving more light to the young
growth. Hoops and uiat>, or old l'ghts resting on
bia'de, and other contrivances, may be used for

protecting the plants. Eren a mulching of fresh

gathered- up Oak leaves, worked in among the foliage

carefully, assists in screening the plants from frost,

besides supporting the leaves under falls of snow.
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which wouhl otherwise break the leaf-stnlka down,
and thus cause rotting. The Oak leaves can be kept
in place by putting a small quantity of litter along
the outside of the beds. The Parsley which is

planted in pits and frames should alwayi be left to
form a supply in hard weather.

rauiTa crwDBK glass.
ByBcoaAKDPiRKEB. Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

POT VINES.—Vines that were started in a Btrady
bottom-tieat last month should now be showing signs
of growth, and a gradual increase of atmospheric
heat must be afforded as this advances. Train the
canes to the trellis in their permanent positions
as soon as the burls have started to grow
evenly. The young shoots grow very quickly,
and there is a danger of breaking them off
if the operation be delayed. Small weakly growths
which form at the base of the main shoots may be
rubbed off at once. The main buds will also require
to be reduced in number when growth is suffi-

ciently advanced that those which are likely to
produce the best bunches may be selected.
The bottom heat should range from 70° to 75°,
and for this purpose a good heap of stable-litter
and leaves must be kept in readiness to be packed
round the pots as required. As the roots become
additionally active each day, more frequent applica-
tions of wat-r will be necessary. Weak liquid-manure
may be afforded, but it should always beused ata tem-
perature several degrees higher than that of the house.
Continue to syringe the canes at 9 A m and 2 p m. on
bright days ; but if the weather be dull and frosty, it

is better to slikhtly dew them over oi ly once, at
about 11 a.ji. No ventilation may be afforded, unless
external conditions are very favourable ; and the
heat in the hot-water pipes should be regulated care-
fully, so that the day tempera> ure may be about 65°,
which mav be increased to 70° as the sun strikes the
bouse. D) not over- heat the pipes at night, as this
practice tends to greatly weaken the growth ; a
temperature of 60° will quite anffije for the present.

FIG3 IN POT8.—The earliest trees may now
be boused, and growth hastened by plunging
the pots ia a mild hot-b^d, and farther treated
similarly to pot Vine*. Syringe the trees slightly
once or twice a day, and do not afford a great deal of
water at the roots. Fjr the first fortnight, the day
temperature should not rise greatly above 55°, but
after that time and as growGh proceed?, gradually
increase it.

PEACH =8. — Trees in pots now coming into
flower must be kept as near the glass as possible.
The trees may be syringed until the first flower
openr, but afterwards a drier atmosphere should be
maintained. Sadden changes of temperature must
be carefullv avoided, and a day temperaturb given
of 62° to 6.5° during mild weather, when air can be
admitted with saietv, and a fill ot 2° or 3° during
severe weather. Tne night temperature may be
kept about 60°.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS which are still plunged
ont-ol-doors mu.t be carefully protected from birds,
as these have already commenced on the forwardeBt
buds of Cuerries and Piums. Dust the trees over
when wet with lime and soot, or protect the trees
with Strawberry- nets.

THE PLOWBB OAHDEW.
By Bailey Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

PELARGONIUMS which are being wintered in
pits and irumes to which no fire-heat can be
applied, may be stored away in pots or boxes, or even
laid- in by the heel', and will require to be kept as
dry as possible. Sirict attention must be given to
covering them up with dry materials in case of severe
rosts. Dry bay or Fern may be put next the glass
and laid on thickly, then this should be covered with
rarpaulin and well secured to keep all dry. Old
ulants of scarce varieties that have been laid-in for
»tock should be potted off, and placed in an early
vinery or other warm bouse where they will com-
•aerjce to grow, and produce shoots fit for cutting,
tiive store cuttings in boxes or pots plenty of air. If
hey are on shelves in houses that can be heated, they

* J ill require jast sufficient water to keep them plump
end fresh. Variegated and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums
"quire less water during the winter than zinal

virieties. Sweet-scented varieties, especially Lady
S'atborough, rrqiire very careful watering, and a
i-arp, dry air. Place them on a wooden shel f

,

• r it they are put on a slate or iron staging, it should
be covered with rough sand, that the water may get

easily away. Give abundance of air and a little

fire-heat at times in mild weather. If green- fly

appear, fumigate the plants at once.

FUCHSIAS —When cuttings are required of select

varieties tor bedding purposes, old plants which were
lifted from flower- beds in the autumn and stored
away in abeds should be potted in good rich soil,

well watered, and placed in a warm honse, such as
an early Peach- house or vinery. Thin out the
weak shoot', and prune back those remaining to
three or four eyes. These will quickly give a good
supply of cutting', which will strike freely under
bell-glasses in a gentle bottom heat.

MISCELLANEOUS BEDDING PLANT8.—Verbenas,
Heliotropes, G>zaniaf, Agathea cce'eatis, Lobelias,
Nierembergiaf, and other bedding plants of the same
das', require a cool airy bouse and careful watering.
Tender plants such as Coleu', Iresine', and Alter-
nantheras must be kept in a warmer temperature.
If the stock rfquires increasing to a great extent,
propagating may be commenced at once. Cuttings
will itrike very freely in a warm, close house at this
season. Mignonette and other annuals that are
being wintered in pits and frames sbonld have
abundance of air given them during fine weather,
and they must not be over-watered. Calceo-
larias in frames require abundance of air during
mild weather, and it will be well to cover
them up against sharp frosts. If it is thought
necessary, cuttings may be put in at ooce, and may be
taken from tbe tops of those tbat are growing freely.

Toey will strike readily in a close and shaded frame,
Sweet P»a sowings should now be made in 6 inch
pot', to be planted out at the end of January should
weather permit. A sowing was made here in 12-inch
pots in October; they have been kept in a cool
house, and are looking strong and well. Dahlia»,
Cannae, Begoniae, Gladioli, and other flower-roots
which are stored away in sheds will need to be
protected from frosr, and they must not be allowed
to become over-damp ; so far, tbia has been a season
of sudden changes, from heat to cold, but on the
whole favourable for outdoor garden operations.
Every advantage should be taken of fine days to
push on with the planting and re-arranging of all

kind', bearing in mind the weather we had to contend
against during the early months of the present year.

PLAHTS TJITDEH GLASS.
Bv W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chichester.

THE GARDENIA —Plants required to flower in

quantity early in the new year should have the old
material in which they are plunged removed and
renovated with this year's Oak or Beech leaves. A
top-dressing of rich loamy soil, ard a slight dressing
of an approved artificial manure should be applied.

The house or pit in which the plants will stand
should be made clean, also the plants, paying great
attention to the destruction of mealy-bug and brown
scale, two very noxious pests infesting Gardenias.

The best means to use against them is petroleum, in

tbe proportion of one wine-glais'ul to three gallons

of soapsuds, at a temperature of 95°. If the Gar-
denias are syringed once a month with this mixture
it will clean tbe leaves and free the plants from
mealy-bug and brown scale. Of course, during the

flowering season this could rot be done. A good
method of having Gardenia blooms at every season

is to plant them out in a pit or house where there

are ample means of heating, and the plants should
not be pinned, except just to thin the shoots when
crowded. At this season they would require plenty

of heat, abundance of water at the roots, and
syringing twice daily.

WINTER FLOWERING CARNATIONS.—Cuttings to

sapply plantB to flower early next winter may now
be struck in tbe stove or propagating-pit. Take
strong, short shoots, and insert seven or eight in a

3-inch flower- pot, in a compost of sandy loam and
peat. Much caie must be exercised while in process

of striking, to prevent the demping-tff of the cut-

tings ; but this can usually be averted by wiping

the glass dry on tbe handlights or o'oche night aDd
morning. A few new varieties worth cultivating are

Maderne E. Bergman, Mrs. Finet, La Villette, Ladas,

and Primrose Day ; the latter has a dwarf babir,

resembling Winter Cheer, and yellow flowers.

Yellow- flowered varieties of winter- flowering Car-

nations are scarce, and this is a very acceptable

novelty.

BOUV'RDIAS, P8 fast as tbe plants go out of

flower, should be placed in a cooler house, and be

afforded less water at the root. A warm frame
would suit them, as they could be enabled to obtain
abundant light and air to mature their growth before
water is entirely withheld.

CYCLAMENS.—Forward plants now flowering
freelv shoud be afforded weak manure- water, such as
Clay's, makingan occasional change with a weak mix-
ture ot soot in rain-water. When the plants are at
their best, the air of the house raav be kept a litlfe

drier and cooler, say 53° bv day, to 5CP by nigbt, with
artificial heat, and a trifling amount of top and
bottom ventilation at all times, excepting in very
severe weather. The fumigation of the plants is

desirable once a month as a preventive of attack of
green or black aphis and thrios. Some seedlings
may now be ready for potting-off into tbambs. As
a potting- mould, use finely-oifted loam, peat, leaf-

mould, and sand
;
pot them with moderate fi- mneis

;

place on a shelf near the roof, and lightly syringe
them twice daily. A'ter potting, afford a light
watering to settle the soil about the roots. Examine
the plants for aphis, and use a soft brush to dislodge
them when found. Those seedlinge which are too small
to be potted off, may be pricked- off into other pans to
grow stronger ; they will form a succession to the
earlier-potted ones. I usually find that the last seeds
of Cyclamen to germinate bring the beat flowers.

THE HABDY BTSTJIT/ OrABDEN.
Bv W. Pope. Gardiner, Highclere Castle. Newbury.

THE TREATMENT OF OLD FRUIT TREE8 — If

any aged fruit trees are fit to be retained for some
years longer, it will be well that something should
be done to improve the fruit and the quantity of it.

With thia intent, top-dressings of well- decayed
vegetable refus°, which has been turned once or
twice, and quicklime added to it at such time',

wood-aeher, and especially charred garden rnbbisb.

These top-dressings should be supplemented by
copious applications of liquid - manure from the.

farmyard or stable?, whicn, now that the trees

are at res', may be used without dilution.

The good effects of these dressings will be increased
vigour, clean growth, and improvement in the
quality of the fruit. Ia the case of rank-growing
barren trees exceptions must of coarse be made, and
instead of affording nutriment, root- pruning should be
resorted to, wbico. is best done early in the autnmn,
but it may be done at any time during the winter

in open weather. Riot- pruning mast be cautiously

carried out, and halfway round and under a tree

will be sufficient for one year. Begin by opening
a trench i feet from the stem, and sever tbe strong

tap and main descending roots, but preservirg

all that are near to the surface. A few wheel-

barrow loads of fresh materials will be of great

use, placed round the roots in encouraging the growth
of small feeding- roots. It is o'ten the case that

partial root- pruning has the effect of checking ram-
pant growth and inducing fruitfulness, but il ic have
not the desired effect the remaining portion should

be root- pruned the next season. Trees of inferior

kinds, if healthy, should be headed back preparatory

to grafting them with scions of better vari- ties,

for which purpose the latter may be taken now
and laid in under a north wall, or in soma
damp cool place. Old Peach and Nectarine trees

with cankered branches, or which are unhealthy,

will be greatly improved by being cat back to within

a foot or so of the stem, carefully shortening tbe

roots, and laying them in maiden losm. Tne usual

result of this kind of treatment ia to re'urnish th9

trees with abundance of healthy, fruit'nl wood, often

superior to that of newly-planted young trees.

O d Pear and Plum trees on walls crowded with
clusters of long spurs, and bearing, perhaps, ooly ft

few worthless fruits, should have the spurs freely

thinned here and there all over the trees, and about
one third be cut back to within an inch or so of the
branches. A strong shoot or two will generally

spring from the base of each, which, with proper

attention paid to stopping once or twice durirg
growth, will develop into new fruit-spure lying close

to the branches. In three or four years, hy thus

annually taking out seme of the remaining spurs,

the full benefit of the wall as a shelter for tbe

flossom will be secured, with a corresponding

improvement in the fruit in regard to quantity and
quality.

The Glastonbury Thohn is in full flower

and leaf in the Botanic Garden of Trinity College

Dublin.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER,

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages-, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

(6c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — AU communications intended

for publication, as weU as specimens and plants for naming,
should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
Should be WRITTEN' OS ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed-, but
kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-
take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-
munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALE.
MONDAY, Dec. ,j( Plants. Rosea, Hardy Bolb9. &c.

"
( at Protheioe St Morris' Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTT-THREE TEARS, AT CHI8WICK.—38 4°.

Christmastide.
As our tastes and interests are

varied, equally so is the standpoint

from which we individually view the Christmas
season. With all its inconveniences, the season
is by no means an enemy to commerce. During
its observance trade is hopelessly disorganised,

but the extraordinary impetus every branch
experiences in preparation for the festivities

more than compensates for this. At Christmas
we all seem to gain, and all to lose. If we
receire more than usual, we also spend more, and
the manifestation of spending power is greater

than occurs at any other part of the year. So
far, therefore, as we can see, the observance of

this festival is not likely to be diminished,

though naturally the methods by which it is

celebrated will alter slightly with every decade.

The noisy, riotous scenes and indulgences that

were once characteristic of the season, do not
now obtain in the same degree, and we have
reason to be thankful that the case is so, and
that the money once expended in such a manner
is now free to purchase more rational comforts,

and time can be given to the pursuit of more
reasonable methods of enjoyment.

Looking at Christmas from our own par-

ticular standpoint, we find that the resources

of horticulture are more and more freely drawn
upon. Every olass of the publio spends more
of its money upon plants and flowers. The
ancient custom of associating the Misleto, the
Holly, and other berried plants with Christmas,

for many long years has been encouraged by the
absence of any other natural material wherewith
to decorate our homes or our churches. Of
evergreens even, there was not the variety at

the commencement of the century that we have
now, owing to the introduction to this country
of species and varieties of Conifers, peculiarlv

suitable for Christmas trees, &c. As long as

the season has any charm for us, we are not
likely to despise the Misleto, Holly, and Ivy,

whioh for centuries have been associated with
its observance. Indeed, terried plants of all

descriptions appeal to us in December with quite

i rresistible fascination. We continue to welcome
these, but our sympathies are not the less able

to embrace the abundance of flowers that modern
horticulture has made possible to us. The
former are now largely supplemented in our de-

oorations by a variety of plants and flowers that

we, by reason of our hot-houses, are enabled to

enjoy at a time when formerly they were not pro-

curable. When we think of what has been ac-

complished, of the advantages we possess that onr

forefathers knew nothing of, though we see little

to boast of, there is plenty to interest—and even

to astonish us !

Half a century ago the amount of " glass " in

our gardens was small, only the largest of them

possessed facilities for the growth and production

of exotic plants and flowers, and the forcing of

these in December was but little practised, and as

little understood. The str des made since then

have been rapid and long, the increased facilities

for the production of flowers has encouraged the

desire for them, and the demand and supply have

both increased at a prodigious rate. It is little

exaggeration to say that now we cover half our

gardens with glass, and we gather some of the

choicest of our flowers at Christmastide.

Christmas Plants.

Of flowering plants we now obtair, in December,

in succession to Chrysanthemum -
, four of the

best-known iu the market, j.?„ Heaths, Solanams,

Primulas, and Cyclamens. Toe Heaths, once

grown by nunerymen, such as Messrs. Hugh
Lost & Co., of Clapton, and Messrs. Catbnsh

& Sons, Highgate, for distribution to gardeners

only, have, for a number of jears past, been taken

in hand by the market growers, and they have

treated many of them with remarkable succes',

placing them upon the market at popular prices and
iu quantity similar to the fancy Pelargoniums.

None of the Heaths, however, can be said to be

exactly Christmas plants; Erica gracilis (the red

Heath) is now almoit past, being frequently in

bloom iu October; E hyemalis and E b. alba may
be seen in the market, bat not in great quantity nor

have we seen many p'ants of it in flower when
visiting some of the market narseries daring the

past week. What are now to be bought have been

specially kept back f:>r this week's sale. E. Wil-

moreana, a larger and more showy plant than E.

hyemalis, cannot be had soon enough, but comes in

nicely daring the earlier months of the year.

Mr. Sweet, of Finchley, is known ai one of the

best Heath-growers for market, and his plants are

pictures of successful culture, compact, shapely, and
covered with abundance of bloom. Messrs. J. & J.

Hayes, Edmonton, Mr. J". Fraser, Messrs. Gregory &
Evans, Sidcup, Mr. Ladds, Swanley, Mr. E. R chford,

and others, have grown them largely also. Wo
recently noticed at Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.'s nur-

sery a quantity of E. melanthera, which had been

forced into flower, the blooms being white, instead

of the light purple they usually are when produced

in spring. It is not of much service, however, for snch

early forcing, and the plant is less popalar in spring

than it used to be, though Mr. Sweet has been selling

plants of E. melanthera with better-coloured Sowers.

Most of the varieties are pretty and effective plants

to put into vases, and obtained through the market
they are very cheap, but they are little understood by

many who buy them, and they may be frequently

seen in restaurants, hotels, and house-windows,

with the points of their shoots hanging hopelessly

down, languishing for water.

Solannm capsicastrum is essentially a winter

plant, and many—almost all—market-growers cul-

tivate them but we have never seen any so fine

as those grown by Messrs. J. & J. Hayes, Edmonton.
Their plants are remarkable for the small size of the

foliage, and the extra large size of the berries. They
grow them in thousands, and were amongst the first

to cultivate a large nunber annually from cuttings.

Mr. E. Rochford, Cbeshunt, raises about 10 000

plants annually. Solanums sell more readily than

other plants duriDg the present week and part of

next; but, as several growers have remarked to the

writer, " Come Boxing-day, and buyers won't look at

them."

Primulas are pretty and useful for warm rooms,

but are too delicate to be placed in draughts or cold

places at this season. They have long been market

plants; bat we are inclined to think the trade in

them is less than formerly. Messrs. Williams and
others are selling very well-grown and pretty plants

in several colours.

Cyclamen.— A. more popular and a hardier plant

is the Cyclamen, especially as the foliage is less

liable to injury. There are more annually

forced into bloom during the present month
than was ever the cae>\ and usually the sale

is easy. At Mr. Whiteley'?, Hillingdor, there was

recently a wonderfully large diiplay of pure

white ones; and the St. George's Nursery

Co., Hanwel', grow many thousands for market.

We noticed some of a very good strain at

Messrs. Low'*, but of course these are not put

upon the marke r
, being all sold to private emtomeri,

By the way, if we do not have an opportunity of

seeing German Cyclamens in the meantime, there

will be plenty in England next yea', for we have

reason to know that since the letter from Berlin

on the subject appeared in these pager, one firm at

least has possessed itself of a good quantity of seed

from first-rate German collections. As to whether

the blooms will be so much better than such a strain

as Messrs. Satton's or Messrs. Williams', our German
friends will excuse us being a little sceptical.

Besides these plants, there are Richardiai1
, Poin-

settias red and white, white Marguerites about 14

inches high, in 5 inch pot', and literally covered

with blossomr, and Mignonette. In addition, there

is the usual large and varied supply of well-grown

foliage plant', Palm', Fern', Dracaena', Asparagus,

Smilax (Myrsiphyllnm), &c.

The new race of Cannas will make a valuable and

distinct addition to the flowering plants that may
be had in bloom during the present month. Messrs.

H. Cannell & Sins succeed in obtaining flowers

throughout the year, and are able to exhibit them in

fair quantity at the present date. Of course, they

are unsuitable for market work, but a group of them
in flower at this season in our conservatories would

be the most lcvely and striking addition to zonal

Pelargoniums and the likp, than we have had for

years.

Cot Flowers.

Of cut flowers there is much greater variety than

one sees in the plants ; indeed, we need not lack

these, for the market is well supplied. For the

purpose of preparing this note, we attended one of

the early morning wholesale markets at Covent

Girder, and the impression the visit gave is

that the last days in the year are now certainly

not flowerless ones. Ye', in some instances,

at least, the supply in this particular year is not

exceptional. For instance, a visit to the large

establishment of Mr. George May's, at Upper Ted-

diogton, showed that he has practically no Eucharii

blooms to cut. Here is the largest and best collec-

tion of Eueharis plants we have ever seen, and
during the same week last year, Mr, May was
marketing scores of dozens of blooms each day. He
will have plenty later though, and they pro-

mise to be of excellent quality. Abundance
of Bouvardia blooms may be seen in the market.

The plants are grown muoh more largely for the

•apply of cut bloom than to sell as plants; and
R )ses also are plentiful. Mr. May has a good supply

of the latter. That a variety of cut bloom is at

hand is proved by the following list, most of

which are in the market in considerable quantity :

—Chrysanthemums of late sorts, such as L. Can-
ning, Princess Blanche, Princess Victoria, and
W. H. Lincoln, a variety which can be bad
early or late ; Lilium lancifolium, L. longiflorum, and
L. ). Harrisi; Roses, Carnations, Eacharis, Cyclamens,

Lapagerias, double Primulas, Azaleas, especially the

capital white one, Deutsche Perle; Richardiar, Camel-
lias, Tuberoses, Gardenia', Pancratinms, Freesias,

Roman Hyacinths. Tulips, Lilies of the Valley,

yellow and white Narcissus, and Violets. The Nar-
cissus is imported from France, so also are numbers
of Violets, the former may be forced into flower here

by this date, but they come very much less kindly.

In addition to these, a good supply of Rose buds,
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Staphylea colchica, white-flowered Lilac, and yellow

Marguerites, may be had from the foreign flower

tails, and a very small quantity of Acacia iprayt.

There were iome excellent Chriitmas Roses (Helle-

borus niger) at last Tuesday's early market, but leu

in quantity than one would expect,

A few dayi linco we law at Mr. Iceton's nursery

At Putney Park Lane, an astonishing quantity of

Lily of the Valley, ready for cutting. Thia bloom >
the product of new crowm or buds, not retarded

ones, and they were very fine, many of the ipikei

having fifteen good-sized belli upon them. Do what

the grower will, however, it is impouible to get much
foliage from theie early-forced budi, and relatively

to this, a batch of retarded budi are useful. The
flowers are less fresh-looking, and of weaker quality,

but there is plenty of foliage, and this has to

be uied sparingly when marketing the finer

blooms from the new buds. The retarding

varieties were Cbrysolora, Yellow Prince, White
Pottebakker, and red Due Van Thol.

From the above will be seen there is ample
material for the making of bouquet*, button-holer,

and the furnishing of ball-rooms. We have not

mentioned Orchidr, because there are few sold in

the wholesale market, and they are always scarce at

Christmas ; Cypripedium insigne, though, may be

had in some quantity.

The difference in qaantity of the flowers and plants

now available at this season, compared with, say,

thirty years age, is not greater than the difference in

the prices they realise ; some of them sell now for less

than one-third ofwha 1

; was given for them then. The
public is the gainer, and apparently the growen, by

dealing with a large quantity, manage to make them
pay well. One of them remarked to w, anent this,

that 'The growers grumbled then, they only do

that now !

" P.

alpines, &:., will be held from May 1 to October 15.

Temporary exhibitions will also be held from May 1

to 15, June 10 to 15, July 15 to 20, August 15 to 25,

and September 22 until October 15,

OUR ALMANACK.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies and others, are earnestly requested to for-

ward immediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 18'JG, for imertion in the Almanack,
to be published in our issue for January 4.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, Concerts at Altrincham.—The members
of the Altrincham and District Gardeners' Improve-

ment Society have always taken a deep interest in

the welfare of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution and o' the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund, and the efforts made on behalf of these deterring

-':-. ':::•: :•:

I •...
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Fig. 125.—MrLTONiA vexillabu, in majos joicey's garden, sunmn'qdalk pabk.

system by means of a refrigerator has been prac-

tised for many } ears, and with other plants beside

Lilies of the Valley, though the method was inaptly

described by the Times last week as a totally new
departure in horticulture. As a matter of faC, it is

fifteen to twenty years sines Mr. Iceton, and Mr.
Jannock of Dersingham, both of whom were living

then at Barnes, together made experiments in this

matter, and the system has proved to be a useful one
by which to obtain flowers in late autumn. It

is only now at the end of December that the produce
from crowns so treated can be beaten by early forcing.

At Tuesday's market there was some bloom of

Astilbe (Spirals) jiponica on the stand belonging to

Mr. Thos. Rochlord, of Broxbourne, which we were

informed was from last year's clumps so treated. The
reserve was nearly exhausted however.

In addition to the Lilies at Mr. Ioeton's weregocd
supplies of Ri man Hyacinths and Tulips. The last

named take bully to such hard forcing, and always

at this date bave the appearance that tbey have been

,-oused from their natural rest cruelly soon. The

MlLTONIA VEXILLARIA.—Our illustration above,

ti.v 125, represents an unusually fine specimen of a

large-flowered type of the specie', as it appeared

this year in Mm ir Joicby's garden, Sunningcale

Park. The plant was then growing in an 8 inch

flower-pot, and carried thirtj-nine flower-spike',

each of which bore on on average seven blooms.

We think, and our readers will doubtless agree with

nr, that no finer specimen of this beautiful species

has been seen under cultivation, and that it reflects

much credit on Mr. F. J. Thobnf, the gardener at

Sunningdale Park.

GHENT.— A great Chrysanthemum exhibition

will be held at Ghent, under the auspices of the

1! >yal Society of Agriculture and Botany, from

November 15 to 17, 1S9S.

National Swiss Exhibition. 1896.—In con-

nection with the exhibition to be held in Geneva

next year, we are informed by Mr. Mabc Micheli

that a permanent exhibition of trees, perennials,

institutions have been supported in a generous

manner by the public. Toe concerts were com-

menced in 1892, and have been continued annually

since. This year it was decided to give two concerts,

this special effort being made with the object of

establishing a local orphan fnnd for the purpose of

granting immediate relief if occasion required. The
attendance on both evenings was very large, every

available portion of the large hall of the Literary Insti-

tute being occupied. Programmes of more than nsual

excellence bad been prepared for each evening, and the

services of several capable artistes retained. The com-

mittee were also fortunate in securing the services

of the Sale and Aihton Amateur Orchestral Society

of forty performers, and the Veronese Mandoline and

Guitar Band, whose selections were quite a feature

of the entertainments. The amount realised, after

paying expenses, was a little over £56. forty guineas

of which goes to the Gardeners' Rjyal Benevolent

Institution, and the remainderis retained for the local

orphan fund. Since 1892 the amount of £161 has

been raised in this way, £105 of which has been sent
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to the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund—not a bad

record for a small country towo. Other Gardeners'

Improvement Societies please make a note. Chas.

Hewitt, Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

MEETINQ OF THE BRUS8ELS ORCHIDEENNE.
—At the last meeting of the Bussele Orchideanne,

on December 8, some fine collections of Cattleyas

and Cypripediumsfrom l'Horticalture Internationale

were shown. Few persons would have thought, even

five years ago, that Cattleyas would ever form a

feature at an exhibition held in December. A First-

class Diploma of Horjonr was awarded to M. Linden

for a group of eight Catatetnms ; also one for Cypri-

pedium X capartianum with a very large standard,

broadly oblong and entirely of a parplish-red colon"-,

shading at the base into blackish- purple. Dr. van
Cauwelaert obtained a similar award for Cjpri-

pedium X Allianum. A First-class Diploma of

Honour was allotted to M. Waroeqn£, for a

hybrid Cypiipedium (C. Lowi x C. villosum),

with a standard like that of the latter parent,

unfortunately much ben', and with petals like

those of C. Lowi very narrow at the base,

bent back, very wide at the tip, and there tinted

violet-rose. First-class Certificates of Merit were

awarded as follows:—To M. Linden, for Cypripe-

dium X Leeanum ; to M. WarocqoeS. for C. Cartisi

X C. Lawrenceanum, flowers very large and massive,

resembling those of the latter parent with the petals

dotted with numerous black warts tinged with red at

the tip, the slipper very large ; Co M. Van Imshoot,

for C. calloiam x C. Argas Mae msi, most resembling

the first parent, but with petals spotted somewhat as

are those of the other; to M. Madoux (a I'unanimiU)

for Vanda Ameaiana, very well- flowered ; to M. A.
Van Imshoot (a VuuanimUe) . for OJontoglossum
crispum; to M. Madoux, for Cattleya Warocqaeana
and for C. HarriaonEe (ootb a I'unanimite), the latter

with two flower-spikes bearing very pale rose-

coloured flowers with a white lip bordered with very

pale rose and shaded with primrose-yellow round
the entrance of the throat. Similar awards were
made {a I'unaniniite) to Mr. H. Kaight, for Cittleya

maxima Leopold!, with very large deep red flowers
;

to M. de Lombaerde (a VunaaimitS), for Oacidium
varicosum Rogers', vary fiae, who large, richly-

coloured flowers ; to M. T. Panwels (a VunanimiU),

for Phalsenopsis rosea, rare, and wicu a fine floral

raceme; to M. de Moerloose (« I'anammiti), for

Cattleya Warocqaeana; to M. Madoux and to M.
Panwels, each of whom showed a plant of C.

Warocqaeana, the latter a very curioas one with a
large straw-coloured lip, faintly bordered with very

pale rose, and with a little red spot in the middle.
Other First-class Certificates were won as follows :

—

By M. F. Panwels, for Poalsaopsis Schilleriana,

bright rose-coloured ; by M. Van Imshoot, for Oion-
toglossnm crispum ; by Dr. Capart, for Lselia

Gonldians, deep purpli«h-rfd ; by M-. H Kaight,
for Cattleya Warocqaeana ; by M Van Imshoot,
for Lycaste Lncieni ; by Dr. Capart and M.
Madoax, each for Cattleya Warocqaeana; and
by M. F. Panwels, for Paa'ajoopsis grandiflora.

Sscond-class Certificates of Merit were awarded
to Dr. Van Cauwelaert, for Cypripedium X Leea-
num, with a very large and almost wholly
white standard ; and two others to M. Madoux,
for two more specimens of Cattleya Warocqaeana.
M. Linden won two First- class Certificates for

flowering; one for Cattleya maxima gigantea, the
other for Vanda ccerulescens.

The Royal Botanic Society—a meeting of
the Fellows of this society was held in the Museum at

the Royal Botanic Gardens. R°eent's Park, on Satur-
day afternoop, 14th inst , Mr. G. R.^Rideb presiding.

Lady Tweedmocth, Mr. R. Heap. Mr. P. S May-
hew, and Mr. John Rossell were elected Fellows.
The receipt of the following donations was reported :

Specimens of the flora of Havana, presented by
S Eor J. I. ToBBAixis. of Habana ; flowering speci-
mens of the B ue Gam (Eucalyptus globulus) and
Acacia from Cannes, presented by Miss Leighton.
The secretary called the attention of the Fellows to
some specimens of the society's no-'que collection of

economic plants growing in the garden, including

Zamia integrifolie, West Indies ; Caryota ureos,

India; Tapioca (Manihot ntilissima), South Ameiica;

Arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea), West ladies;

and Canna edulis, Iudia. There were also on exhi-

bition a number of artificial O.-chids and other

flowers forwarded by Mrs. Emett. The specimens,

which were exquisitely formed of a composition of

wax, were so true to nature, that it was only by a

close inspection and comparison with real varieties

that any difference could be detected.

The National Chrysanthemum Society.
—At the Grand Jabilee Celebration, to be held at

the Royal Aqiariurr, Westminster, on Taesday and

three following days (November 3 to 6) next year, we
learn from a preliminary schedule of special Jabilee

prizes now issued, that these prizes are offered in

addition to those which are usual at the November
exhibition, and that these classes will be repeated in

the schedules to be issued at the end of the month of

March next. AmoDgst the prizes is an open one

for a group of Chrysanthemum plants in pots, to

consist of any varieties, mingled with foliage plants

(the foliage plants not necessarily to be grown by

the exhibitor), to be arranged for effect in a circle of

12 feet in diameter. Tais prize will consist of the Jubi-

lee Medal in gold, and money prizes as well. Another
Go'.d Jabilee Medal and money awards are offered

fornine trained specimen Chrysanthemums, incurved

reflexed or Japanese, distinct ; and a Silver-gilt

Jabilee Medal and money prizes for six trained

Specimen Pompon Carjsanthemums, distinct. These
are likewise open competitions. la the cut-bloom

classes, Gold Jabilee Medals and money priz?B are

offered for sixty Japanese Chrysanthemums, distinct

:

and for sixty incurved Chrysanthemums, in not fewer

than thirty-six varieties, and not more than two of

any one variety. Good pn'zas are tffered for thirty-

six Anemone flowered Chrysanthemums, one bloom
of each, distinct ; and twelve Pomponp, three blooms

of each, distinct ; twelve varieties of reflexed Chrys-
anthemums, three blooms of each ; and twelve varie-

ties of Pompon Chrysanthemum', six blooms of each
(Anemone Pompons excluded); twenty-four varieties

of single Carysauthemuoos, twelve large-flowered, and
twelve sma 1-flowered, three bloom* each of large

varieties, and six blooms each of small ones. Tnese
are open competitions. There are competitions for

growers for market in collections of fruit ; special

Jabilee przes, by various nurserymen, for cut

blooms ; and for collections of vegetables, &c.

HORTICULTURAL C^UB.—The monthly dinner

and conversacione took place at the Hotel Windsor on
Tuesday evening, 17 h inst. Taere was a large attend-

ance of membars and vistors. Toe chair was occupied

by Mr. Habby J. Veitch, and th-re were present

amongst other*, the R-v. W. Wilk», M-ssre. Philip

Crowlev, James Walker, G-orge Monro, A. H.
Pearson, George Pan', Peter Kay, H. Selfe Leonard

,

James Webber, J. Assbe°, and Arnold Mos». A
very interesting and instructive address was given

by Mr. Geo. Monro on " Toe Fruit Supply of Covent
Garden." It was thoroughly practice', and was
much appreciated by all present. I; also originated

a brisk discussior, during which many snrj'Cts of

great importance were touched upon. A hearty

vote of thanks was given to Mr. Monro for his

admirable address. Mr. Peter Kay, of Ciaigmar,

Finchley, sent a basket of very beautiful Al'cante

and Canon Hall Muscat Grapes ; and Mr. Shea also

sent a dish of very beautiful samples of Gascoigne

Scarlet Apples.

Mr. GEORGE Such.—American papers record

the death of Mr. Such, of Amboy, New Jersey, a

well known horticulturist, the fame of whose collec-

tions travelled to this side of the Atlantic.

COLOURS OF FlOWER3—The Scientific Com-
mittee of the R >yal Horticultural Society is desirous

of carrying out tome exceriments upon the effects of

ingredients in the soil upon the colours of flowers.

The Secretary will be glad to receive any information

about accidental or other results wh'ch florists or

other cultivators have met with. Any reference to-

published accounts of changes of colours in flowers

will be thankfully received. Andres?, Rev. G.
Henslow, Drayton House, Ealing, W.

MR. C. L. ATKIN80N.—The death at Ports-

month, on the 18ih nit., of Mr. C. L Atkinson, is

announced. According to Garden and Forett, he for

many years had charge of Mr. John L. Gabdneb's
estate in Brookline, Massachusetts, and was one of

the best known and most skilful gardeners that

America has seen. Not only was Mr. Atkinson a
remarkably gocd gardener in all branches of the

profession, bat he was a genial, generous, and intel-

ligent man, full of interesting information about
gardens and gardening in this country and in his

native Eogland, which in conversation he was always
willing to impart in a picturesque, and often highly

entertaining manner. An honour to the profession,

he will be missed and sincerely mourned by hi©

friends and associates in the neighbonrhood of

Boston.

Ayrshire Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment ASSOCIATION.—At the monthly meeting of

this Association, held in the Carrick Street Hall,

Ay, on Thursday evening, the 5;h inst., the Secre-

tary read a paper written by Mr. D. Mackif, Mont-
gomerie Gardens, Tarbolton, entitled " Climatic

Influences in Relation to Practical Gardening." At
the conclusion, Mr. Maoke was accorded a vote of

thanks; as was also Mr. M. Ganlt, Glendoon, who
presided during the evening. The next meeting
will take place on January 2, 1896, when Mr. A. H.
Scott, Cambusdoon Gardens, will read a paper on
" Flowering Trees and Shrubs."

"Cultivated Plants."— In correction of a
statement that we made in our issue for December 7,

Messrs. William Blackwooo & Sons, 45, George
Street, Edinburgh, desire to call the attention of

onr readers to the fact that this excellent and most
useful book, by Mr. F. W. Bubbidge. is still in print,

and can be obtained through any bookseller.

The Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Asso-
ciation. — The annual supper of this body of

Devonshire gardeners will be held on Friday,

January 3. 1896, at Martin's CaBtle Hote', Castle

Street, Exeter, at 7 o'clock. In order that proper

arrangements may be made for the comfort of those

attending, tickets must be taken not later than

December 27. Andbew Hope, Hon. Secretary.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly

meeting of this society was held at 25, Westgate

Road, on Tuesday, December 10 ;
Mr. Jno. Bullock

presided over a good attendance of members. Mr.

Lawson, gr. to W. J. Sandebson, E q., Heathdale,

Gosfortb, exhibited a few well-grown Chrysanthe-

mum blooms ; and Mr. Labkf, North Dene, Gates-

head, Chrysanthemum and Pelargonium blooms.

In the absence of the writer, the S.-cretary read an

excellent paper by Mr. Keeling, late of Willywood,

Riding Mil', on "Herbaceous and Alpine Plants,"

which was much appreciated, and favourably criticised

in the discussion that followed.

Botanical Gardens, Moscow. — Mr. C.
Mulleb, formerly hoUli rtner to the Arch- Duke
Sebgios Alexandbowitsch, has been appointed

successor to Mr. Woist, deceased.

Putney, Wandsworth and District Chrys-
anthemum SOCIETY.—Trie annual dinner was held

on Tuesday evening, 17ch inst., at the Railway Hotel,

Putney. There was an exceptionally good attend-

ance of members, and the proceedings throughout

were enthusiastic and cheery, most of the speeches

being full of hope that the society has started upoo

a period of greater success than it has previously

enjoyed. In this respect considerable satisfaction

was expressed that the recent show was one of the

most successful yet held, bnt it was unfortunate that

the attendance suffered through the inclement

character of the weather on the occasion.
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£New Lilies—In the NjV-uuber number of the

Giornale Bo'.ani:o Italiano, are described and figured,

byj Signor Baroni, two ne» species of Lilium from

China. Liliam chineme and its variety atropur-

pareuai flowered in the Florence Botanic Garden.

L. cbinense has linear spreading leaves about

4 inches long; recurved, orange - coloured flowers

about 3 inches across ; segments oblong lanceolate,

strongly recurved, and marked with pnrplioh spots.

L Biondi has also linear leaves, but shorter than in

the preceding plant ; flowers of the same general

character and colour, bat rather smaller ; segments
reflexed, orange, faintly spotted, and with a few warty

prominences near the base. Both species come from

mountains in the northern part of the province of

Sflen-si.

Chislehurst Gardeners' Association.—
Tnere was a good muster of members on Taes-

treats also of Equisetums, Lvoopods. and hardy Sela-

ginellas. (Publisher, Octavk Doin, 8, Place de

l'Ode^n, Paris.) The author deals first with the

botanical structure, fertilisation, variation, and

hybridisation, and geographical distribution of Ferns,

then of the peculiarities of the several species treated

of. The second branch of bis subject is similarly

arranged. There is a full index of name*, and the

text is plentifully interspersed with Broall illustra-

tions — The Agricultural Annual and " Mark Lane

Express " Almanac for 1896. This periodical con-

tains much of interest to those interested in agri-

culture, as it includes reports of the past year, a

calendar of events for the coming one, and man;
hints on such subjects as Potato blight, cider, butter,

&c. Postal information and similar general contents

are included, as usual in such publications, amongst
which this should take a good place.

—

Christmas

Numbers. The Christmas Number of the Queen is,

a catalogue of seeds gathered thii year, and offered

for distribution to immediate applicants.

—

Bulletin

de la Socilte Franchise a"Horticulture de Londru

ThiB is the record of a flourishing society of French

horticulturists who have found the convenience of

having a common bond and meeting-place in England.

Their meetings are held on the first Saturday in each

month at 4, O.d Compton Street, and their Bulletin,

besides chronicling lists of members and other mat-

ters relating especially to the society, contains notes

on the cultivation of Some of the less-understood

plants, and suggestions for improving upon old

methods of culture.

—

Cider. This monthly journal,

"devoted to the interests of cider and perry," is di-

rected and edited by Mr. E Samsox. It should do

much to increase an already thriving industry by

attracting more wide-spead notice to a palatable

and wholesome beverage still comparatively neglected

in some localities.

Fig. 126.

—

a dish of the catillac peab, greatly keddced.

dav, December 10, when Mr. W, CothbebtbON,
F.R.H.S. (of Messrs. Dobbie & Co.), gave an inter-

esting and instructive lecture on " Pansies and
Violas." The lecture was greatly enhanced by a
number of coloured plates and drawings.

Garden Directories.—The new issues of

those very acceptable publications to gardeners,
editors of gardenirc journal*, and others connected
with horticulture, The Horticultural Directory and Year
Book, published at 171, Fleet Street, EC, and
The Garden Annual Almanac and Address Book,
published at 37, Southampton Street, Covent Garden,
are now before us. They are, as u»nal, replete with
useful information of a varied kind, iucluding a list

of new plants of the year. The portion dealing with
gardeners' names and addresses appears to have been
carefully brought up to the present date, so far as is

possible in books of this magnitude.

Publications Received.—Les Fougeres de
Pleine Terre (Hardy Ferns). This book, written by
our correspondent, M. II . Cobbkyon, of Geneva,

as usual, rendered both weighty and bulky by the

number and variety of its content*, both literary and

pictorial. The Happy Home also issues an excellent

Cnristmas Number, lull of interesting and amusing
articles and pictures appropriate to the season.

Kature Notes for December contains, in addition to

other paper', a charming article by John D. Batten
on "Bats"

—

Sutton's Aimtcurs' Guide to Horti-

culture. Messrs. Sotton may be congratulated on

substituting photograpbic reproductions for the

glaring and misleading chromo-litbographs once so

popular. The photograph blocks of vegetables are

beautiful in their rendering of texture and veining.

—Muteum d'Histoire Naturelle. From this institu-

tion comes the Catalogue des Graines ct Pla?itcs

Vivantes offertes peniant I'hiver, 1895—1896, aiu-

ctablisscmcnts publics d'instruetion. This is a list of

many specie*, some comparatively little known, save

by specialist*, and which, as the above words testify,

are off.-red to certain applicant*. Sach plants as are

not bardy in Paris are indicated by an asteriik.

From the Jardin des Plantes, Montpellier, comes

CATILLAC PEAR.
One of the best known and most useful culinary

Pears is Catillac, which, when carefully plucked and

properly kepf, remains in good condition till the

spring. Although not particular in regard to soil,

the tree does best in ricb, fairly deep soil.

The finest espalier-tree I know of, grows in the

garden of Mr. Joseph Ham of Budlake Farm,

Broadcljst, near Exeter. This same garden, in the

early years of the century, was in the possession of

I he great-grandfather of the present head of the

Exeter firm, Mr. Peter Veitcb, and it is one of the

best fruit-gardens in a district noted for fruit. The

Catillac was, twelve years ago, grafted on to a

Beune: Ranee planted against a stonewall, with a

eouth-western aspect; the Beuri(5 Ranee having

done badly. The tree has for its size, borne well,

and this year it carried from sixty to seventy fruits,

which were ultimately reduced to twenty. Five of

these, weighing 9J lb.—the heaviest weighing

21 lb.—were shown at the fruit show at Exeter,
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taking the 1st prize for culinary Peart (fig. 126).

It is a remarkable /act that for nine yeart in succes-

sion, this tree has produced the 1st prizs dish of

Catillac at the Exeter show. Last year the weight

of the five fruits shown wa« 8 lb. 12 cz , and the year

before almost the same. Lea

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AllamandA violace a, Rizue de V Horticulture BAge,

December.

Arctostaphvlos mversifolia, Meehim,' Monthly,
December.

Aspidium marginale. Me bans' Mmthly, December.

Berbers heteropoda. Garden aid Forest, November 13.

Calochortus luteos coscolor. Garden, December 7.

Chrysanthemum Captain Lucien Chatjrk, Moniteur
a'Horticulture, December 10.

Echidxopsis Dammanianus (.Schweinfurth), Gaiten/Iora,

p. 635.

Fothergilla Qardneri, Garden and ForeU, November 6.

Hemitelia Lixdeni, hort. Linden (dwarf Peruvian Tree
Fern), Lmdenia, t.4«.

Hybrid Willows (^alix albi x lucida and S. nigra x
alba), Garden arid Forest, October 23.

Kalmia CUNEata, Garden and Forest. 435.

Odo.ntoglossum citrosmum, Hevu; dt V Horticu'.'ure
Beige, December.

Phyllocactus Hildmaxni x, hort. (i hybrid between P
Wrayi and P. crenatu?, colour yellowish). Gartenjlora, 1. 1421.

Phyllocacujs Kermesisus, hort. (colour carmine), Gar-
ttnjtora, t. 1421.

Yucca. Whipplei, Garden and Forest, October 16.

ONION HIGHCLERE TANKARD.
The Onion Highclere Tankard (fig. 127, on p 747)

is the result of a cross bstween Ailsa Craig and Pines-
field, the latter beiDg the seed-bearing parent ; my
idea being to combine size and better-keeping quali-
ties, many of the larger varieties of Onion beiDg some-
what deficient in this latter respect. The seed of the
Onion mentioned above was sown early in February,
and grown on for a time in a little heaf, the plants
being pricked off into boxes when large enough,
hardened off in due course, and planted out-of-doors
about the middle of April. Water vai given to each
plant singly with a spout-can, and the Dutch- hoe used
to loosen the soil as soon as possible afterwards ; no
more water was afforded them, and about the middle
of the month of May a mulch of spent Mushroom-dung
was applied to check evaporation from the soil.

TV. Pope. [We selected this Onion not only for its

intrinsic merit, but also for its symmetrical flagon-
like form. Consumers will not consider this matter,
but those who like to know " why and how " will
feel an interest in speculating as to the why and
wherefore of this shape. Ed ]

Home Correspondence.

A BRITI8H FERNERY.—At it is quite impossible,
in or near large centres of labour, to get toge-
ther a decent representative collection of our
native Ferns without the aid of artificial meant,
it followi that a house of tome kind is, abso-
lutely, a tine (put rum. Toe form that house shall
assume and the best way to go to work to construct
it is, perhaps, the next important poiDt, and I think
that question hat been verv carefully and tatitfactorily
tolved by Mr. Cbat. T. Druery. Pertonally, I am
under an obligation to him for the detailt therein
tupplied, although I cannot now bring my own
little fernery into a semblance of its more mag-
nificent rival. But that, perbapt, it hardly neces-
sary, as, even in the matter of ferneriet, variety
it charming. Haviog, then, fixed upon the most
available tpot, according to the exigencies of
the turroundingi, and the capacitiet of the purte,
the next thing to do it to go in tearch of thote
lovely ferny formt for which we have lately con-
tracted inch an intense desire to possess. There
are sure to be plenty of disappointment! in store to
damp one's ardour, but the quest, neverthe-
less, and the wholesome exercise, aDd the
sweet fresh air, will do much tn compensate
one's inability to record a 'fine1 ." Since ad-
dretting my queriet to Mr. Druery, I have been

to North Walet and South Djrset. In the former

place, I hunted high and low, mountain and moo r
,

river and reck, but 1 could do', find a variety worla

recording. Tne common Polypody (Polypodiom vul-

gare) in man v placet was simply innumerable, but there

was no trace of the Welsh ore (P. v. cambricum).

Tae Parsley Fern (AUosorus crispus) disputed witn

ranker " weeds " the right to occupy whole acres of

Snowdon's craggy heights; but never a crested form to

greet one's gaze. The Hard Fern (Blechnum Spicant)

was also there, stunted and abnorma', it is true, but

that was only due to elevation and expoaurr, for in the

valleys nestling beside some qui»t pool, its fertile

fronds attained the length of fully 3 feet. In pnint of

numbers then, the normal forms were ad libitum,

while the varietal onet were, unfortunately, "con-
spicuous by their absence." And so with some other

Ferns—specie! galore; varietiet non u'.la ; i.e., not

sufficiently distinct to warrant recognition at sneb.

The ordinary Fern-hunter, then, will have to be

content with tpeciet ; the more-highly developed

formt must be tought in other quarters. When,
however, the Fernt have been acquired by hook or

by crook, they must be either potted up or planted

out, and this will be largely dependent upon the

construction of the house. If they be transferred

to pott, they will require constant supervision. If,

on the other band, they be planted out in a good
body of tuitable soil, they will not only give

infinitely lest trouble, but will remain in finer

condition over a longer period. At an instance, I

may mention Athyrium f.-f. Elwortbii, which per-

sists, with me, three or four weekt after a duplicate

in a pot hat died down, and to with the species.

But it maybe here remarked that deciduous varieties

generally teem to have a tendency to live or, more
or lei', long after their progenitor! have gone to

rett. A. f.-f. givet up its aerial existence about the end
of October; A. f.-f. cristatum continues for another

mODtb ; whereat A. f.-f. plumosum Drueryii pertistt

till Christmas, and io with Oamunda and its varieties.

The type goes first, then cristata f ollowr, while palus-

trit is practically evergreen. Of course, I refer to

plants under glasr, and I agree with Mr. Druery
that the less artificial beat the better. All I aim
at is the exclusion of frost, and for this purpose 1

use, in severe weather, a Wright & Butler's hot-

water oil-ttove. Thus I am enabled to preserve the

fronds of the evergreen specie! and varieties all

through the winter, and tbey become not ODly

things of beauty, when everything else has failed,

but perpetual joys. A neighbour of mine is fond of

twitting me about the time and labour I give to

British Ferns, when, he tayt, you can goto Kew and
see a far better collection. Mv reply if, " True ; but

thote are not mine : thete are." Possession is better

than desire ; butsomehoworotherone is always wanting
what one has not got. Moreover, it often happens that

the best varieties fetch the highest prices, and are

consequently without the reach of thote with limited

meant. That " man wantt but little here below "is quite

a fallacy—he is always running after "good things ;

"

and Mr. Druery refert me to tome good thine when
he suggests a perusal of his article for August 27, 1892.

Mr. Druerv may be pleased to learn that the accom-
panying illustration of his decorative Fern-house
occupies a neat little Oak- frame on the wall of my
sittiog-rocm, and often inspires roe to higher aims.

C. B. Green, Myrtle Road, Acton, TV.

CATTLEYA BOWRINGIANA —For the information

of your correspondents who have written about thit

tpeciet of Cattleya, it may be mentioned that

recently a plant here produced a tpike with twenty-
four flowers. I cannot think that there it anything
remarkable about thit, at seven plants of this species

are nearly the total number of our Cattleya plants,

and the plant in question has been here seven or eight

yean, and subjected to a temperature considerably

above that usually recommended for Cattleyat. Years

ago I had some experience amongst this genus, and
judging from observations made at that time, I

believe C- Bowringiana to be an easily- cultivated

tDecies. It undoubtedly has a good constitution,

Thomas Coomier, The Hendre Gardens.

LARGE ONION8.—The fine collection of home-
grown Onions exhibited at the Drill Hall on the

10th inst , by Mr. W. Pope, of Highclere Castle

Girdens, was one of the best of it! kind ever

presented from a private garden. There wai fur-

nished instructive evidence of the remarkable effects

of high culture on these bulbs as compared with

what results from ordinary culture. For, in several

caset, bulbt of the tame variety, but grown under

diverse conditions, were shown. The conditions

were, sowing se'd in shallow boxes in January, and

in gentle warmth under glass, growing the plants on.

thinly in frames, and when stout and stroDg, trans-

planting into well-prepared soil, much more thinly

than usual outdoors in Aoril ; or sowing seed in

shallow drills on soil prepared as usual for Ouionr,

and in the open in the month of March, giving,

during the season, scc'i thinning and culture as is

common. The transplanted plants mostly escape

attacks of the maggot, and beiDg specially thinly

planted and robust, usually also suffer less from

mildew than plants raised in the ordinary way. At to

which method of culture will give the greatett

weight of bulbs per rod of ground, there seems to be

at present no information. Mr. BowermaD, at Hack-

wood, who this year grew the heaviest bulbs, grows

his transplanted ones every year on the same ground,

and finds improvement in weight and substance

yearly also. It is worthy of consideration as to

whether such splendid bulbs as those shown from

Highclere, Hackwood, &c, would not pay to produce

as a purely market product. If the public know hovr

superior in texture and flavour they are to any
other Onions, imported or otherwise, a great demand
for such buios would doubtless soon arise, A. D.

[As products of cultural skill these very large

Unions are praiseworthy, and for certain culinary

dishet utefu', but io general use in the household,

they are wasteful to a degree. Ed ]

THE A. F. BARRON NATIONAL TESTIMONIAL.

—

I should like to suggest—quite unofficially, of course

—that the secretaries or treasurers of the numerous
metropolitan and provincial horticultural societies

be requested to make some contribution, however
small, to the national testimonial hot in course of

formation for Mr. Barron. It it not to much the

amount, at the widely-extended nature of the

subscriptions, that is wanted in a case of this kind.

Some of ns are anxious that it should be really

national, as a genial expression of fellow-feeling for

one of the most generally respected members of our
profession. The act of the Royal Horticultural

Society in offering a life-memberihip to their late

garden superintendent, might well be emphasised by

the Council making some special grant to this

popular testimonial. The Chairman of the Com-
mittee ii Dr. Masters, F R.S., the Hod. Treasurer it

H. J. Veitch, E*q , F.L.S ,and all subscriptions, &c,
should be sent to the Hod. Secretary, B. Wvnne,
E.q , 1 Dane'i Inn, Strand, London, W.C. F. W.
JBurbidge.

APPLE NEWTON WONDER—In answer to Mr.
H. Markham t letter in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

p. 710, respecting Newton Wonder Apple, I wish to

say that I was the raiier of the variety, and not
Messrs. Pearson & S jm, Chilwell, at ttated ; and
that with regard to itt good qualities, it cannot be

too highly spoken of. It it an excellent culinary and

dettert Aople from the end of the year till Jane. Ai
a proof of itt keeping quality, I have exhibited frnits

of the previous year at several shows in the month
of July. Tne tree grows freely, crops well, and is

not liable to canker. I have a " flat " of young
treet which were grafted three and four years ago-

which carried a fine crop of Iruit this year. Tne
mother tree, now twentv-seven yeart old, ttandt io

my garden at King's Newton, and, if I remember
rightly, it came into bearing in 1876. When Mestrs.

Pearton became acquainted with the variety they

wrote expressing the wish that I would tell the

tree ; but I declined to do this. Then they inquired

if I would sell them fifty trees, which I did ; and
alto gave them a dish of fruit, which they tent or

took to the Royal Horticnltural Sicietj's meeting
at Chiswick. receiving a Kirst-c'a^s Certificate on
December 13, 1887. Wm. Taylor, King's Newton, near
Derby.

IMPORTATION OF HOR8ERADI8H —I flru exceed-
ingly pleased with your remarkt on p. 1583. retpect-

ing the importation of Horseradish, and would very

forcibly endorse the remarks that I made at the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society. The-

"imported Horseradish" has scarcely any flavour,

and may be generally known by itt special manner
of growth, which is very different from the home-
grown roots, which, if properly cultivated, are only
one year's growth, while the Dutch is at least two-

yean, sometimes three years old, beiDg grown from
what gardeners call "jags," that is, small roots.

By thit method the sticks are larger, but tough, and
almost tasteless. They may be known by the forked

rootlet! at the bottom of the stick, and their sandy
colour. The English produce is cut straight off

with the tpade, and bat no roott at the end of the

stick. The tale by the retailert or greengroceri of

/
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the Datch Horseradish has rained the trade to a

great extent; the pablic will'not n«e Horteradiih

because imported roots are generally offered them,
and after trying it a few timet they ' give it up."

M/ advice to lovers of the root is to obtain so.ne of

each sort and try the difference, and I am convinced

they will not agiin use other than Eaglish roots.

The reason the greengrocer prefers to sell the Datch
it very plain ; he can bay it at a very low price, and
even this is more than it ii worth. I often tell my

In June, 1894, 1 planted some in a very exposed
position ; alter the abnormally severe weather of

February last, I folly expected to see them killed,

but was agreeably surprised to find them uninjured—
whereas the common Laurels a few yards away were
severely damaged, and many of them killed. B.
Metake is no doubt the hardiest of the species. I

find that Jane is the best time to plant, which should

be in well-manured soil, afterwards giving liberal

supplies of water. W. B. G.

_,-, ; \ .,

flo. 17. a nf.w vauiety of onion, eaimed by mr. w. pope, highcleb.e gardens, sbffbbbt,

(see p. 746.)

customers in the market, " Yon may as well buy
Piirtnip" and »craoe tbef, as use th'» imDorted
stuff." J ilf, Mason. Market Gardener, Eist Green-

wich, S.E.

BAMBUSA METAKE.—Considering the" limited

Dumber of ubrabs that thrive well in London and
other large towns, where the atmospheric conditions
are so very detrimental to many things, we cannot
afford to ignore anything that does thrive well. It

has often Barpriaed me that Bimbusa Metake is not
much more expensively planted, unless it is that

many people imagine it to be less hardy than it is.

MOHELLO CHERRY CULTURE.—In these tim°s
for reasons of economy in manual labour there

is one department of work that remains pretty nearly
impregnable to all innovation, and that is the pruning
and nailing of fruit trees. Glancing at what our
predecessors in the profession did in this line, and
comparing it with that of the present, my impression
is that it was better done then than now ; and the
recent remarks in the Gardeners' Chronicle by Messrs.

H. W. Ward and T) T. Fish, in reference to the
Morello Oaerries in Scone Palace Gardens, is a

notable example of the truth of my contention. I

cannot say in what condition those trees may now be

but I have a vivid recollection of what they were
fifty years ago, aDd few indeed of these who had the
privilege of nailing those trees can readily forget
the appearance of ibe wall when finished. Under
Mr. Dodds, fruit culture was really well doDe, bush,
pyramid, and standard trees were all grown, but the
walls were a specialty, and the trees models of neat-
ness. The effect of Mr. Dodd»' trainir g on myself was
such that, when circumstances placed a wall covered
with Morello Cherries under my own care, I made it

a point to keep the pruning of the trees entirely in

my own hands, and have dune so for more tban
twenty years. The toil in these gardens is a strong
loam with a clay bottom, which is unfavourable for

the longevity of the trees, as it leads to gumming
and canker at the bottom. The Morellos at Scone
were certainly at home in the matter of soil, which
is fairly strong, as those who had to trench any of it

will remember, and in dry weather it was hard stuff

to pulverise. G. &mith, Vice Segal Gardens, Lublin.

RHODODENDRON cunninghami —In a garden
in a sheltered part of this village is a bush of this

beautiful plant now in full bloom. It has been ia

this condition all this month, notwithstanding that
on three occasions during the last fortnight the ther-

mometer has been down a few dgrees below
freezing point. The plant is 6 feet high and 6 feet

through, and has a trnss of six to nine flowers npon
nearly every branch. It forms a compieuous object

amongst other shrubs, none of which are in bloom
excepting two species of Chimonanthus. The only
bits of colour near are the scarlet hips of Rosa
rugosa. The air is highly scented with Aponogeton
in a neighbouring poo), on the margin of which a
strong clump of Bambusa palooata is displaying its

apple-green broad leaves. W, T., Bishopsleignton,

S. Devon, December 14.

GAME COVERT PLANTING —My experience with
Rhododendron ponticum as a covert-plant teaches
me that this rabbit- proof evergreen can be overdone.
I have seen it planted thickly for the encouragement
of winged game, but in the course of a few years it

had growr, and become to dense, that it proved
quite the reverse to what was intended. [Why
not thin ? Ed ] Tne hybrid Rhododendrons
I have no experience of for that purposp, but
should say these would answer the purpose better,
being erect-habited as a rule, less rampant,
withmo-e rigid branches, thu* allowing the birds to
move about freely, and make their etcape when
molested. I should say tbat these are alluded to by
Mr. Harrison Weir on p. 684 Where suitable soil

exists, there is not a more useful and ornamental
hardy shrub for covert planting than the Rhododen-
dror, bat K. ponticum should not be too extensively
UBed. Where rabbits are kept dowr. Cotoneaster
Simonsi makes an attractive ard useful covert-
plant, which, when sff.irded light, grows freely, and
is covered in the autumn with scarlet berries, which
pheasants eat readily. Bat this shrub, like to
many other?, is sometimes destroyed by the rabbits.

Roia ru oss, I regret to hear, shares the same fate,

which is a pity, as when planted in clumps of

moderate siz", it would surely be an acquisition.

On p. 685 a correspondent asked "H. G. C" if be
wonld give the Dames of a few plants which he has
found to be rabbit-proo f

. and I hope the latter

will be able to do so [tee p. 710 Ed.] Now
I am writing, I may mention a plant which I

have fonnd " rabbit-prooV tbat is, the common Box ;

and on a limestone or chalky toil I do not know of

a more useful and hardy shrub to plant than Box as

a covert plant; its only drawback is its compara-
tively slow growth. S 'me years ago 1 procured a
neglected Bjx edging from an old garden, which,
after pnlling it to pieces, I planted over a consider-
able space of wooded ground, mostly Oak. The
wood swarmed with rabbits, but to the best of my
recollection, not a Box plant was injured by them,
and in a year or two the plants had become quite
respectable little bushes. I consider this to be the best
use to which old overgrown B >x edging can be put.
Whether the' tree " Box is touched by the rabbits, I do
not know. On the same estate, we had one old bush
which used to seed freely, young plants comiDg ud
on every side. In not this a very unusual thing?
J. Easter, Nostell Priory Gardens.

CEPHALOTAXU3 DRUPACEA.— Referring to the
not« and illustration ot this evergreen shrub at

p. 717, I should be glad to koow at about what age
this plant bears seed. There are several plants in

this garden, some of wh ; ci have been growing in
their present sites seventeen years, but as yet show
no sign of bearing fruit. I note this plant, like
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many others of a similar type, quickly changes the
colour of iti leaves from a deep to a pale green when
growing in soil too heavy and retentive of moisture,

or where chalk aboundi. EM. [As male and female
fiowen grow on different plants, jour plants are

donbtless all of one gender, hence the absence of

seeds. Ed.]

THE USE OF DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS.—" J.," p. 719, in his concluding remarks anent the

planting of Apple trees in shrubberies, alludes to a

mnch felt want in the beautifying of so many shrub-

beries. Too often theBe are planted abundantly with
Laurels, Yews, and other equally common subjects,

many of which might well be dispensed with except in

special cases such as forming screens to shut out ob-
jectionable buildings or obtain privacy. True Portugal
and the Common Laurel in its varieties are suitable

shrubs for planting in the partial shade where perhaps
nothing elss would grow. In the open, however,

other genera should be employed in preference. In
planting shrubberies, whether it be with flowering

plants or with evergreens, there is generally far too

mnch of the "dotting" method practised for the

planting to be effective, especially when the

plants employed are of small siz>. How much
better a group of, say, six to twelve plants of any
species would look as compared with the plan of

spreading the same number over fifty lineal yards of

a border. Take, for instance, the different varieties

of the Pyrus family, the Dautzias, Broom. Syringa,

Weigela, Almonds, or even the common Ribes san-

guineum and others, which, if planted in bold masses,

afford a mnch finer effect than in the other manner.
Not only to flowering plants do these remarks apply,

but to subjects that are planted for the beauty of

their branches or foliage. For instance, the common
Dogwood, Cornus sanguinea, is most beautiful when
seen in a mass of ruddy shoots, and the shrub looks

well when growing beside watei. E. M.

I can endorse all that has been said in

these pages of the suitability of varieties of

Crab for planting in the garden and pleasure-

grounds : and when I have been given a free

hand, I have done this for some time past, and
the effect has been greatly appreciated by owners of

gardens. I should, however, plant the large fruiting

varietier, beautiful as they are, in the orchard or

kitchen garden, the trees lacking the lightness of

habit, and the fruits the brilliancy of colouring of

the smaller-growing and fruiting ones. S. J.

licEonald, Chichester.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'8 COM-
MITTEES.—Without going so far as to include myself

as one of those gardeners in the provinces who do
not read the reports of the London meeting', I cm
cordially re-echo the purport of " J. S. W.'»

"

remarks (p. 719). For some years past I have met
intelligent and respectable members of the horticul-

tural fraternity who have condemned the idea of

London alone being thought the " hob of the

universe" as to granting certificates to the varied

produce of gardens. These persons were not gar-

deners alone, but include others eminent in the
nursery and allied trades connected with horticulture.

Personally, I hare watched with interest the general

good work done by the Royal Horticultural Society,

but seeing that we cannot all reside near London, I

do not see why it should not extend its influence

outwards all round. These are days of decentralisa-

tion in many important matters, why not the Riyal
Horticultural Society follow suit ? Surely there is

plenty of organising power in the horticultural

world to work out a feasible scheme of local govern-
ment—if it was enly put to the test. Of one thing I

feel sure, viz., the Royal Horticultural Society will

never gain the support of the main body of country
horticulturists until its worth is brought nearer to

them in a practical form. Why not have local com-
mittees near every large city and town, where long
and successful exhibitions are held, giving them
power to grant certificates for meritorious specimens,

as from the Royal Horticultural Society ? In districts

where gardens are plentiful, quarterly, or even
monthly meetings for a portion of the year, might
be held for the same purpose. I might say more,
but will refrain—firBt, because others more com-
petent may perhaps take the matter up; and second,
I shall be trespassing on your valuable space.

H. J. C, December 16.

Your correspondent "J. S. W." in your
issue of December 14, opens np an important and
interesting subject, when he suggests that something
might be done to bring the Royal Horticultural
Society 'into closer contact with horticulturists all

over the country." Tnat there would be some
difficulties to surmount goes without saying, but if

there is any way by which the society could
establish itself in the hearts of the people in the

more distant, bnt yet important centres in the
kingdom, these difficulties would soon disappea',

and the connection thus formed would no doubt be

the means of strengthening the society in various

ways. Your correspondent says " that provincial

men have not believed that all the talents were
confined to Lmdon and neighbourhood," and the
committees and local men might well reply " so say
we all." It is nevertheless true, that were it not for

those men who have not "all the talents," the
Royal Horticultural Society would cease to be a
factor in the horticultural world, for the " provincial

"

men rarely attend its meetings, and sad to think,

some of them do not even read its reports—or when
they do so, they give th»m but small credit. The
horticulturists around Lmdon and in the nearer
counties keep the fortnightly meetings going for the

most part, and are rather entitled to the thanks of

their provincial brethren than otherwise .while to

assert that more scant justice is done to distant

fellows or to exhibit* coming " from afar " is an insult

to the committees, which every member of them
will resent. An exhibit from Scotland, for example,
will have due allowance made for its long journey.
Bit, granting that things are at present well done,
is there no possibility of improving them as

"J.S. W." suggests, by having provincial com-
mittees who would sit in various centres from time
to time, and before whom locally raised, but still it

may be most meritorious, plants, flowers, fruits, or

vegetables might be brought by persons wno had no
opportunity of placing them before the regular

committess in London? By such an arrangement
the Riyal Horticultural Sjciety would be brought
into closer contact with the district, and I am
convinced that many persons wonld become members
when they found some of the society's work to

interest themselves in. It is, perhaps, not to be
expected that those in the immediate neighbourhood
of the society's meetings can exactly measure the
feelings of those at distant centres ; but, speaking
for myself who was, until recently, located on the
other side of the border, I have often, in past years,

expressed the hope that the time would come when
the Royal Horticultural Society would find itself

able, like the Royal Agricultural S iciety of England,
or the Highland Society of Scotland, to make a real

royal progress through the kingdom from time to

time ; or if not that, then to have committees at

various centres armed with its power and authority.

These committees wonld, of course, be in direct

touch with the London centre, and might—to main-
tain a closer link with the head—be presided over by
a capable member of the central body. A glance at

the list of Scottish fellows, or even north of England
ones, will impress anyone with the idea that some-
thing should be tried to make an improvement. A
small committee should, at the annual meeting, be
anpointed to consider the matter. Robert Fife,

Orpington, Kent.

Dresden.
S>— i —

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EX HI-

B1TION AT DRESDEN, MAY, 1896.

The Committee of the Second International Hor-
ticultural Exhibition to be held at Dresden from

May 2 Co 10, 1896 has the great regret to announce the

death of both the Honorary Presidents, Mr. Alfred

S:eibel, Mayor of Dresden, and the First President,

Mr. Gastav Krause, Director of the Rjyal Gardens of

Dresden. Both gentlemen have always shown the

highest interest in all matters concerning the exhi-

bition. The present advanced state of the under-

taking is in a high degree due to the skill and muni-

ficence of the deceased, to whom Sixon horticulturists

are greatly indebted. Their memory will be held in

honour by all who had the pleasure to be connected

with them.

The Honorary Presidentship has now been be-

stowed upon the present Mayor of Dresden, M~.

Bentler, Privy Councillor of Finance, while Mr.

Rudolf Seidel, nurseryman of Laubegast, near

Dresden, has been elected first President of the

Committee; Mr. Fr. Bonch£, Director of the Royal

Garden at Dresden, and Mr. L. R. Richter, nursery-

man at Striesen, Dresden, are ie;ond and third.

The works on the exhibition grounds are proceed-

ing satisfactorily. The beautiful main building is

nearly ready, so is the surrounding park, which had to

be laid out afresh after the designs of Mr. Bertram,

KSiigl Gartenbau director at Dresden. The annexes
to be erected in addition to the main palace will be

commenced in the course of this month, and all will

be ready in time for the opening. In general every-

thing has been done to make this Dresden Decennial

Exhibition a great success.

New Invention,

SEASELL'S PATENT ORCHID-BASKET.
Fashion asserts itself in most things in some

manner or other, and lately it appears either that

the Orchid-grower is getting tired of the old-

fashioned Orchid-basket, or that the inventors are

determined that he shall try others of a different

pattern. Several of these new inventions have been

advanced lately, and Seasell's Patent Orchid-Basket

has new features which warrant its trial in gardens.

The inventors, particularising one important thing

in its structure, say " the top of our basket being

round and saucer- shaped, the water (which can be

supplied by a watering-can or syringe whilst the

plant is in position) is carried direct to the centre of

the compost, wetting it all thoroughly, and the four

top corners being left on, prevent rapid evaporation."

Many other advantages are claimed which practical

test will no doubt soon decide. The basket is neat

and seemingly durable, and so, no doubt, will meet
at least some of the requirements of the grower.

Societies.
BOY AIi HORTICULTURAL,

Scientific Committee.
December 10.—Present: Mr. McLachlan, in the chair; Dr.

Miiiler, Dr. Russell, Mr. Michael, Dr. Bonavia, Bev. W.Wilhs>
and Rer. G. Henslow, Hon. Sec,

Carnations attacked by Grubs,—"With reference to Dianthus-

glacialis destroyed by larvae, brought to the last meeting by
Dr. Miiiler, Mr. McLachlan added to his previous observation

that he presumed that they were of the same nature as those

brought before the Scientific Committee in 1892. The perfect

insect obtained from those grubs was then determined to be
Hylemyia nig^escens , for many species of black flies infest

greenhouses, aod it is impossible to distinguish them from the

larvae alon a; but on one occasion when they were bred they
proved to be the species named above.

The Colours of Flowers.—The question was raised whether
it would not be possible to carry out some experiments with
various Bubstances in the toil to test their effects upon the
colours of flowe '8 and fruits. Mr. Wilks remarked upon the
effect produced by hoeing in quicklime and soot over the roots

of various Apple trees, with the result that a crim 9on-scarlet

hue was imparted to the fruit. With regard to the supposed
action, it wis a question how far the lime could affect the
colour, for if the ammonia was presented in the form of sul-

phate, it would tend to fix the lime, though the soot itself

would certainly be a vehicle for the ammonia. This is a known*
agent f jr improving the colour of Balsams, Weigelas, &c. ; peat
aiso appears to have a similar effect. Hence the deeper colora-

tion would be due to the enhancing the assimilatingpowersofthe-
fjliage. Thecase of Viola calaminaria was mentioned, a species

which absorbed salts of zinc from growing in localities where the-

carbanate of this metal was abundant ; and Dr. Miiiler alluded

to the peculiarity that it did not appear solely as an accidental
ingredient in the plant, but that it actually entered into its-

constitution. Mr. Wilks was good enough to place some Apple
trees at the disposal of the committee for experimental pur-
poses, and it is also proposed to u3e white Hyacinths as soon as
the procedure shall have been determined upon by Dr. Miiiler

and Dr. Russell. The committee will be glad to receive
information from any correspondent who may have had expe-
rience in the changes of colours through the action of the soil

in any way.
Cypripedium. Origin of the Slipper.— Dr. Bjnavia gave the

folliwing possible morphology of the labellum of this Orchid ;—"In Canada a wild Cypripedium (Selenipedium) acaule hac
a natural slit down the median line on the front of the slipper.

This suggests that the Blipper may have been originally an
open labellum, like that of other Orchids, while the incurving

of the ed^es and their final fusion made a slipper. To-day at

tbe meeting I saw a Cypripedium with its slipper open. This-

may have been an accidental rent ; but, supposing this to be
so, the fact that the rent occurred down the median line shows
a line of cleavage there. Moreover, in several there was a
distinct line down the middle, and in some the veins converged
toward-* that line ; in others both the veins and median line

were obliterated."
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EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
December 9.—The monthly meeting was held in the rooms

of thia society, St. Andrew Square, on the above date,

at 8 p.m. ; the president, Dr. A. P. Aitken in the chair.

After the conclusion of the private business, consisting of the

report* of tha council and the election of new members, the

first item of public business was the reading of an obituary

notice of Professor Georqe Lawson, by the assistant-secre-

tary, Mr. J. Terras, B.So.

The only exhibits were plants from the soolety's garden,

and consisted of Asystasia scandens, Oatasetum Christyanum,
Corynostylis hybanthus, Aphelaodra ohrysops, Luculia gratis-

sima, and others.

A report of the excursion of the Scottish Alpine Botanical

Club to Tyndruai last August, was read by Dr. William
Craig, who describe! the plants found by members of the

party. A description was given by Mr. J. H. Burrage, B.A.

of the male inttjrescence of Nepenthes bicalcarata, with
drawings from microbeapical seotioos of the glands.

The curator, Mr. R. Lindsay, read the report on " Vegeta-

tion in the Botanic Garden," and stated the abienceof fruits

this season was very marked. Mr. R. L. Harrow exhibited

the specimens name-i above, and read a few notes on plants

in the plant-houses.

The report of the Meteorological Observations taken at the

garden during November, was read by Mr. A. D. Richard-
son. The maximim of the self-reftisteriog protected thermo-
meter was 57'4° on the llth; minimum 29*9° on the 2nd.

Frost occurred on two days. The maximum of the radiation

thermometer in the sun was 91*6° on the 10th ; minimum on
grass, 19'5° on the 2 id. Frost on grass occurred on fourteen

days. Rain fell on twenty-three days, the total fall being
2'395 inches, and the greatest amount in twenty-four hours,

viz., 0*320 inch, fell on the 15th. The mean of the barometer
readings at 9 A.M. waa 29*717 inches, being 0113 inch

below average for November for five previous years.

Colo nial N otes.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Mb. J. II. Maiden has published, under the

authority of the Colonial Government, a handy little

pamphlet on the timber! of New South Walei, and
the treei by which they are famished. It is valu-

able not only for the practical information it contains,

bat also as a means of fixing the popular nomen-
clature, which is very chaotic.

Queensland.

From the Department of Agriculture, Brisbane,

Qaeeniland, comes Bulletin XII., for October, 1895.

Its pages deal with Pestiferous Fungi, by M. C.

Cooke, M.A., and Peculiarities of the Queensland
Flora, by F. M. Biiley, F.L.S., both valuable and
interesting papers, to which we shall allude

htreafter,

Jamaica.

Mr. Fawjatt his issued an interesting report on
the work of his depirtment for the year ending
March, 1895, aa I to which we mut call further

attention later on.

Trade Notice.

THE SAITAMA. NURSERY CO.

Th3 following letter, under date of November 1,

1895, his been received by us from the manager of

the Saitami Nursery Co , 26, Nishi-Tateno, Tatinka,
Kita-Adach', Saitama-Ken, Japan: — "I beg to

inform you that I have established a company called

the Japan Saitama Nursery Co., for purposes of

direct exportation to foreign countries of all varie-

ties of plants, seeds, bulbr, and especially Japan
LUier, and ii favoured occasionally with your orderr,

I will esteem myself indebted. The place in which
I am now living is the habitat of the Lily in Japan

;

therefore the species obtainable are much finer than
those of any other part of Japan. My own expe-
rience as a buyer enables me to purchase the most
approved goods as cheaply as any lone-established
nursery here. I have edited the Collection of the
Lilies of Japan. I will present you with one volume,
and I wish you to send many orders for Lilies !

"

Our Japanese editor-nurseryman tells us further
that he has sent a price-list of the principal species
of Lilium grown by him, and the prices include
packing, boxing, and transportation to the ship. He
is decidedly quite np to date,

[The term " accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, aa well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degreeB for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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+ 313 1 + 231 48-7 9

+ 460 1 — 187 303 19

+ 285 2 — 180 27 13

+ 275 2 + 169 239 29

+ 352 3 + 157 24-3 16

+ 319 1 4- 153 239 27

+ 393 1 + 192 37-4 22

+ 298 5 + 178 319 7

+ 347 1 + 167 341 12

+ 301 2 + 209 343 20

+ 200 3 + 183 35'4 21

+ 241 1 — 188 29'8 7

The districts indicated by number in the first column are
the following : —

0, Scotland, N. Principll Whtat-producing Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England. N.E. ; 3. Knglaud. E.

;

4. Midland Counties; 5, England, including London. S.
principal Grazing, t^c, Districts — 6, Scotland, "W.

;

7. England, N.W.; 8, Eagland, S.W. 9. Ireland, N.

;

10 Ireland, S. * Ohannel Islands.

THE PAST WEEK.
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending December 14, is

furnished from the Meteorological Offioe :
—

" The weather during this week continued in a very

changeable and stormy condition generally. A good deal of

rain fell over the Kingdom, but the fall wa9 comparatively

slight in the north-east of England. Thunder and lightning

were experienced in different localities on the 12th or 13th.

"The temperatwe underwent considerable and rapid

changes, but the average for the week did not differ

materially from the normal value; in most of the northern

districts it was slightly below, and in the south a little above
the mean. The highest of the maxima were recorded on the

14th, when they ranged from 56° in ' Ssotland, W.,' to 49° in
' England, N.E.' The lowest of the minima were registered

either on the 8th or llth, and ranged from 20° in ' England,

S..' and 23° in ' Ireland, N., Scotland, N., and England, E.,' to

29° in ' Scotland, W. and England, N.W.' In the ' Channel
Islands ' the thermometer did not fall below 40°

.

" The rainfall was rather less than the mean in ' Scotland,

England, N.E., and the Channel Islands;' in all other
districts, however, there was en excess.

"The bright sunshine somewhat exceeded the mean in

Ireland, the greater part of Scotland, and the south and east

of England; but was just equal to or less than the mean in

the other districts. The percentage registered of the possible

duration ranged from 29 in ' England, E. ,' and 27 in * England,
S..' to 12 in -England, S.W.,' 9 in ' Scotland, N..' and 7 in
' England, N.W. and the ' Channel Islands.' "

Cultivation of Puants under Coloured
GLASSES.—The September issae of the Journal de

la, Sooitti Rationale d'Horticulture de France contains

a n >.i giving the following as the results of M.
Zachasewicz's recant experiments on the cultivation

of forced Strawberries under different coloured

glasses: — lit. The finest and earliest fruit was

raised under ordinary glass. 2nd. Orange glass stimu-

lated the vegetation, but was prejudicial to the

quality, siz9, and earliness of the fruit. 3rd. Violet

glass yielded a great deal of fruit, but small,

inferior in quality, and not very early. 4sh. Red,

blue, or green glasses proved detrimental to the

vegetation of the plants experimented upon.

A Drawing of a Model of a Blenheim
ORANGE Apple, which, with four others, received

the Banksian Silver Medal at the October meeting

of the London Horticultural Society in 1822, was

exhibited at the recent Oxford Chrysanthemum and

Fruit Show by Miss Swann, niece to the late Pro-

fessor Westwood, Walton Manor, Oxford. The
drawing was accompanied by the following history

of the origin of the Blenheim Orange Apple :
" Mr.

6. Kemfsteb, who lived at the end of the last

centnry at Woodstock, when a young man, dis-

covered a plant growing in a crevice in the window-

sill. He carefully removed and planted it. In due

time it became a tree, and bore Appier, which were

at first called Kempster Pippins, and which were so

fine and of such excellent flavour that they soon

became famous. In 1811, Mr. Whitman, gardener

to the Duke of Marlborough, placed some on his

Grace's table, and the Dake so highly approved of

them that they were thenceforward known as the

Blenheim Orange. The original tree was standing

in 1826. On September 21, 1822, five Apples were

gathered from it weighing from 15 oz. to 21{ oz.,

and measuring from l- ;

. to 14i inches in circum-

ference. They were exhibited at the October meet-

ing of the London Horticultural Society in 1822, and

the Banksian Silver Medal was awarded to them.

A model was made of the largest of these five Appier,

which came into the possession of the late Professor

Westwood." Gardeners' Magazine.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, December 19.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise trie list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, do: only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plants dt Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.

Adiantum, per doz. 4 0-12
Aspidistra, per doz. 12 30
— specimen, each 5 0-15
C h r ys a nthemurns,

doz. pots ... 6 0-12
— (specimens), p.

plant ... 16-30
Cyclamens, per doz. 9 0-18
Dracaena, each ... 10-76
— various, p. doz. 12 0-24

Ericas, various, doz. 9 0-24
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.... 6 0-24

Ferns, Bmall, doz.... 16-30
— various, p. doz.

d . s. d. s.

Ficus elastica, each 1 0- 7 ft

Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24

Hyacinths, per doz. 9 0-12

Lilium Harrisii.per
dozen pots ... 18 0-36

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-12
Mignonette, p. doz. 6 C- 9
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84

Poinsettia, per doz. 12 0-18
Primula sinensi?,

per dozen
Tulips, bulbs, p. doz
Solanum, per doz

5 0-12 Spiraeas, per doz. ...

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.

f, d. s.d.
,

4 0-60
10-26
9 0-12
9 0-12

s. d. s. d.

Apples, Blenheim, p.

bushel ...3 0-5
— From Nova

Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

— Wellington, 1st
quality, per
bushel ... 4 6-50

—Wellington,2nd
quality, per
bushel 3 0-40

Cob3, per 100 lb. ... 30 0-35

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Grapes, Gros Colmar,
1st quality, lb. 1 6- 2

— Gros Colmar, 2nd
quality, p.r lb. 10- 1 3

— Alicante, 1st

quality, p. lb. 13-16
— Alicante, 2nd

quality, p. lb. 10- 1

— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 3 6- 5

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 3 0-76

s. d. s. d.

Arums, p. 12 blooms 4 0- 8 o

Azalea, 12 sprays ... 9-10
Bouvardias, per bun. 6-10
Carnations, 12 blms. 10-30
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms 10-40
— per 12 bunches 3 0-80

Eucharis, per dozen 3 0-50
Gardenias, per doz. 3 0-60
Hyacinths (Boman)

12 sprays
Lapageria, per doz.

blooms
Lilac. French, per
bunch

Lilium Harrisii.do.

Lily of the Valley,

per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ... 4 0-80

Marguerites, per 12

bunches
Mignonette 12 bun. 2 0-40
Naroiss., White,
French 12 bun. 3 0-60

6 0-90

6-16

3 0-50
4 0-80

16-26

10-30

s. d. s.d.

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum,12b'm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bunch
— per lit sprays ...

Poinsettia, 12 blms.
Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Boses, Tea. per doz.
— coloured, p. doz.

—pink. French,doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal). per doz.
— red, per dozen
— Safrano,
French per doz.

Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets. 12 bunches
— Panne, French,

per bnnoh ...

— Czar, do.
— Mimosa or Aca-

cia, do. ...

3 0-60

6 0-90
9-10

6 13

2 0-40
10-30
2 0-40
3 0-40

4 0-90
10-16

2 0-40
6 0-90
3-06

16-26

2 6-40
3 6-30

Orchid-bloom in variety
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Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. s. d s, d. s.d.

Cauliflowers, p. orate Tomatos—
(5to8doz.) ...10 0-13

"

, - . .

Mushrooms, per lb. 8-9 ~ ^""7 .. 10-50
Cucumbers, per doz. 8 0-18

1
— c

t"
a
.
Iy Is"

Onions. Eng„ cwt, 5 0-60 lands per

Tomatos, Home- «"?• la to .„
grown. Smooth, u lb

-
5 °" 5 b

p. doz. lb. ... 10 0-12 I

POTATOS.
Trade quiet; supplies heavy. Snowdrops, 70*. to 90f . ;

Hebrons. 75s. to 85s. ; Bruces, 45s. to 60s. ; Black lands, 30s. to

45s. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : December 18.—Messrs. John Shaw * Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond. Borough. London. S.E.,

report that as is usual towards the close of the year business

in seeds shrinks just now to a very narrow compass. Quota-
tions all round are, in coasequence, without any noteworthy
change. For white Clover seed, the tendency of values is

downwards. Blue Peas and Haricot Beans are held for

former rates. The trade for bird seeds is without any special

feature. Some Scarlet Runner Beans are now offering on
very tempting terms. Other articles at this holiday season

being quite neglected, call for no ctmment.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Borough i Dec. 1 7.—Quotations :—Savoys, 3s. id. to 5s. id.

pertally; Cabbiges. 2s. id. to 3s. do. ; Onions, 2sId. to3s. id.

per bag ; Horseradish, Is. to Is. 3d. per bundle ; Apples, 2s. to

6s. per bushel ; Chestnuts, 6s. to 9s. per bag.

Spitalfields : Dec. 17.—Savoys, 2s. id to 3». 6<2. per
tally ; Greens, buncb, Is. to Is. id. per dozen j Turnips, Is.

to Is. id. per dozen bunches; Cauliflowers, 4s. to 6s. per
tally

; Sprouts, Is. 3d. to Is. id. per half-sieve ; Scotch Kale,
9d. to Is. per bushel ; Turnip-tops, Is. to Is. 3d. do. ; Carrots,
2s. to 2s. id. per dozen bunches ; Tnrnips, 25s. to 30s. per ton ;

Carrots, 22s. to 30s. do. ; Leeka, Is. to Is. id. per dozen
;

Beetroot, Is. to Is, 3d. per bushel ; Horseradish, Is. to Is, 2i.
p^r bundle ; Apples, cooking. Deux Ans. 3s. to 3s. id. per
bushel

; Northern Greening, 3s. to 3s. id. do. ; Wellingtons,
3s. id. to 4s. do. ; Apples, dessert, Blenheim, 4s. to 4s. id. per
bushel ; King Pippin, 4s. id. to 5s. do.

Stratford, Dc. 18.—Good supplies, but trade slow.
Collards, Is. to Is. id. per tally ; Savoys, 2s. to 3s. id. do. ;

Greens, id. to 9d. per bag; do., Is. to Is. 3d. per dozeo
;

Cauliflowers. Is. to Is. id. do. ; do.. 3s. erf. to 6s. per tally ;

Scotch Kale, id. to 9d. per sieve; Brussels Sprouts, Is. 3rf.
to ls.6d.per half-sieve; do, 2s. lo 2s. id. per sieve; Beet-
root, 2s. to 2s id. bag : Horseradish, Is. Id. to Is. 3rf. per
bundle

j Parsley, Is. to Is. id. per dozen bundles ; Turnips,
Is. 3d. to II, id. per dozen bunches; do , 35s. to 40s. per ton ;

Carrots, household. 28s. to 32s. do ; do., feeding, 23s. to
28s. do.; Mangels, 13s. to 15«. do. ; Swedes, 12s. to 16s. do.
Onions, English, 30s. to 70s. do. ; do., Dutch, 2s. 9rf. to 3s!
per bag

;
do

, Port., 5i. id. to 7s. per case ; Apples, English,
cookers, 2s. id. to 4s. per bushel ; do., dessert. 2s. 6rf. to 4s.
pir busSU; do., Nova Scotian. 12s. to 14s. per barrel; Pears,
Engli h, 2s. id. to 3s. id. per bu,hel.

Farringdon: Dec. 17. — Quotations: —Savoys, 4s. per
tally

; Cabbages, 2s. 6rf. do. ; bunch Greens, Is. 6rf. per dozen
bunches

; Carrots, 2s. do. ; Turnips, 2s. do. ; Sprouts, Is. 6 (.

per half-bushel ; Turnip-tops, Is. per bushel ; Leeks. Is. id.
per dozen

; Onions, 4s. 6rf. per cwt. bag (English) ; Beetroot,
Is. per dozen

; Parsnips, 3j. per sack ; Celery, 9s. to 10s per
dozen

;
Parsley, Is. 3d. to Is. id. per dozen bunches ; Apples

Wellingtons, 4s. 6rf. per bushel ; Blenheims, 5s. do. ; Kibston«'
>3s. per barrel; Baldwins, 18s. do.; Newtown Pippins, 25s'
do.

;
Greenings, 15s. do. ; Grapes, best English, Is. per lb •

do., Almeira, 10s. per barrel ; Chestnuts. 10s. per bag (best)
'

'

POTATOS.
Borough: December 17. — Quotations ranged from 35s

to 80s. per ton.

Spitalfields : December 17. — Quotations : - Sutton's
Abundance, 60s. to 60s. ; Main Crop Kidneys, 60s. to 70s. -

Bruces, 40s. to 60s. ; Imperators, 45s. to 55s. ; Hoses, 5os. to
65s.; Fidler's Colossus. 40s. to 60s. per ton.

Stratford, December 17.—Quotations:—Bruces. dark soil,
35s. to 40s., do., light soil. 40s. to 50s. j Reading Giants, 40s.
to 60s. ; Sutton's Abundance. 50j. to 60s. per ton.

Fabblngdon: December 19.—Quotations :—Maincrop Kid-
neys, 75s. to 65s.; Jeanaie Deans, do. ; Laxtons, do ; Abuud-
ance, 70s. to 8s.; Imperators, 6ns. to 70s ; Bruces, 55s. to
65?. ; Magnums, 45s. to 50s. per ton.

London Averages : Dec. 18.—Dunbar Regents, 90s. lo
100/.

;
Snowdrops, las. to 90s. ; Hebrons. 70s. to 90s. ; Sutton's

Abundance, 55s. to 65s ; Puritans, 60s. to 55s. ; Regents, 60s.
to 70s. ; Magnums, 40s. to 50s. ; Imperators, 40s. to 50r. per
ton.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the average prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending
December 14, and for the corresponding period in Ihe previous
year ,—1895 I Wheat. 24s. id ; Barley, iZs. Hi.; Oats. i8». Hi.
1894 : Wheat, 90s. lOi. ; Barley, 21s. bd. ; Oats, lis. 3i.

HAY.
Averages.—The following are the averages of the prices at

the metropolitan markets during the past week :—Clover,

prime, 80s. to 95i. ; do,, inferior, 50s. to 70*.; hay, best,

80s. to 90*. ; do,, inferior. 36s. to 60i. ; mixture, 70s. to

89s. Qd. ; and straw, 20s. to 42s. per load.

Enquiries.—.—
• Me that questioneth much shall learn much."—B^oom.

Pebfec tion Tomato—A correspondent, "S. J. B.,"

write*:—" I have two hot-houses, 100 feet by
14 feet, with 5 feet by 3 feet beda down each aide,

and a path between, I intend to crop these two
houses with Tomatos. Please tell me h >w I am to

plant them in the beda (5 feet by 3 feet), ao as to

obtain the greateat number of plants, yet not to

overcrowd, ao aa to get bad crops ? Tomatos to

be grown on single-rod system. Ought I not to be
able to get five rowa in the bed (5 feet by 3 feet) ?

Apples.—Will some of onr correspondents oblige
" M. E." with the namea of varieties of Applea
which bloom late ; and alio kindly afford him any
information concerning the times of flowering of

Apple treea on grata and on bare aoil ; or of metboda
of retarding the flowering beyond the natural time,

by keeping the ground above the roots protected

from March to May in aome manner from sun-heat ?

Mr
rmpondenh]

Azalea indica Leaves Browned : P. <$- S. We
should suppose that the insects (thrips and red-

spider) were allowed to infest the p'ant in great

numbers, and then that very heavy fomigation waa
reaorted to, to rid it of them ; or that the plant

was dipped in over- strong insecticide of some kind.

The injury is not likely to destroy the plant, but it

will cause the loss of the flower-buda.

Books: W.B. E & F. Spon, Bookseller?, Charing
C'OBf, Lindnr, W C

—

H. Oram cf Sons. The
Tomato, with Up to date Cultural Virections, by W.
Jeanlden (Published at the office of Journal of
Horticulture, 171, Fleet S'.reet, London, EC)

—

loung Gardener—How Plants Grow, Plant Life,

Fruit Manual, by Dr. R, Hogg; Manual of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, by B. S. Williams ; The
Orchid Growers' Manual, by B, S Williams

;

Horticultural Buildings, by Fawkes ; My Gardener,

by H. W. Ward ; Artificial Manures ; How to Lay
Out a Garden, by W. Kemp,

Chuwick Carol—
What ! Chiawick without Barron,

And Barron without Chiswick ?

As well have a doctor

Without any physic

!

Crickets : W. W. C. Sprinkle powdered camphor or

carbolic acid in their runs. If you can sink good-
sized flowerpotr, having a piece of tile or slate

over the moutb, and let the bottom of the pot be

uppermost and level with the floor of the glass-

house you will have a capital trap ; and if some
kind of odorous bait be placed at the bottom, so

much the better. Crickets, having a penchant for

exploring holes, will descend by hundreds into

these trapr, and not being able to get out will

periab.

English Timber Treks : T. D. G, Th» principal

kinde planted are O lercus seeailiuora Q, peduncn-
lata. Fagus aylvatica, Uimus campestris, TJ.

glabra, U. montana, Carpinue Betulus. Casranea
veica, Acer eampestre, A. nlatanoides. Alnus
glutinotur, Betula alba and B, nigra ; Fraxinus
excelsior, Juglans nigra, J. regia, Populus alba,

P. canadensis, P. tremule, Salix alba, and others;

Tilia vulgaris, T. americana. and other'. Among
Conifers, Pinna Bylveitris*, P Laricic*, P. austri-

aca*, P. Cembra, P. Pinastei*, Abies ba>«amea*,

Tsuga canadensis*, Pseudotiuga Doug'asi*, Picea

excelsa*, Abies pichta, A. grandis, Cryptomeria
japonica. Cupreasus nookatensir, Juniperua vir-

giniana*, Larix europssa*, Sequoia aempervirenr,

S. gigantee, Taxodium distichurr, Liboc;drua

decurrens. Those having an asterisk attached are

tha commonly planted Conifere, but there is no
reason why the others should not be generally

cultivated, being quick growers and the wood

naefnl for many purposes. There are numerona
speciea of Finus which might alao be planted

with advantage in these islands.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to comult the next number.—
Mr. Cowles, Newport, U.S.A. The characters agree

with a plant in Herb. Kew. from Herb. T. Moore,
marked Lomaria gibba, crossed with Blecbnum
brasilienae, Rival Horticultural Society'a Garden,

Chiawick, 1876.—L. B. G. Cypripedium X Eu-
mannianum (Harrisiannm X Boxallii.— Wishes to

Know. Your specimen of Calanthe, judging bv
your description, is one of the best.— G. B. 1,

Maxillaria rubescens ; 2, Croton WeUmannii ; 3,

C. Johannis ; 4. Dracama ferrea ; 5, Dracaana
regale ; 6, Dracaena amabilia,

Obchid Collecting: S. S. Of courae, it ia beaet

with dangera of many kinds. We would adviae

you to read the Orchid Seekers, by A'hmore
Russan and Frederick Boyle ; and About Orchids,

by F. Boyle, published in 1894 by Chapman &
Hall. Both bonks were reviewed in our issue for

January 13, 1894, p. 47. You will find much
information about Orchid collecting and collectors

at pp. 335, 422, and 487 in the preBent volume of

the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Peach Ro ts : C. L. C. Very likely the knobs are the

result of aome injury by a digging-fork or by fre-

quently pulling up the snekera. The knoba are

often clustera of buds ready to start into growth
when circumstances are favourable.

Retabdino of Lily of the Valley Roots : Con-

stant Reader and W. G. This is done by large

cultivators of the plant, but the exact method
we are unacquainted with. The roota are

maintained at a low temperature (not frozen) all

through the summer and autumn—probably in

the ac-called cold atorage placea.

flu. 138 —strawbehry - leaf fungus
(sph.ebella fragari.*:).

Strawbebby Leaves Diseased : L. C. The Straw-
berry-leaf funguB which may be kept in check by

spraying with Bordeaux Mixture.

Communications Received. — O. Hewitt, Altrincham. —
O. K. F. L.—C. L. C—W. T. St. Sons.—F. W. B.—C. B.—
F. W. M.-A. H. K.—L. C—M. D , best thanks.—W. Day.
—G. Hansen, California.—B. & S.- J. B . Utrecht—W. W.
—S. F. H.—J. B. .Berlin.— G, S. B.—W. T. & Sous.— A. J.

—F. W. M.—Snowdon—F. A. W.- J. W.—W. H D.—V. D.
—B. W.—C. T. D —J. K. B.—W. J.—H. T. S., Halifax.—
J. P.—S. Dobie.—D. T. F.—E. C—D.— K. U—G. D.—
H. H. B.—J. B.—P. L. S.—W. J. B.

Photographs, Speoimb-hs Received.—F. W. B., with many
thanks.—T. C. A., Geelong.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

mportant to Advebtiskrs.—The Publislicr has the satis-

faction o/announcing thai the circulation of the "Gardeners'

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than SO per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.

Advertiser are remhided that the " Chronicle " circulates among

countby gentlemen, and alt, classes of gardeners

and garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

toreigs and colonial circulation, and that it is

pretlrved lor reference in all the principal ZAbrarU*.
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STOCK SIZES -in Inches.

12X10 I 14X13 I 18X12 I 16X14 | 20X14 I 20X16 |24X16|'2X18
14X10

| 16X12 | 20X12 | 18X14 | 20X15 | 22X16 120X18124X18
21-02. Foreign, of above sizea, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rda

and 4ths qualities, alwayB in stock. 16-02. Foreign similar
ourrent sizes in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cut to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and sound in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES. *o.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS, BRUSHES, *o.
PIT LIGHTS, oheap line of 21-02. 200 feet, 9 inohes by
7 inches, and 10 inohes by 8 inches.

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld. London, E.C.

Stock Lists and Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/'

Second Edition, 216 pages and 98 Engravings,
25. 6d. nett, per post, 2s, lOd.

JONES&WtwoODV W*&, Stourbridge:

GREAT REDUCTION ih FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Painted. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide / „ « „ \ 2CASH

PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

6 feet „ 4 feet

12 feet „ 4 feet

6 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 5 feet

12 feet „ 6 feet

2
4
2 1

15

12

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London Agent.Mr.H.SKELTOK, Seedsman.Ac. 2.Hollow«vRd..N

STOVESKSTOVES^!
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, «J4 hours for about Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &e.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sen*.

See. in use at Patentee'6,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

HORTICULTURAL BONES—Pure Bones,
in \, J, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to—
E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putney, 3.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5s. 3d.

per bag. on rail ; 15s. per cubic yard, in 12 vard truckB.
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10s. per cubic yard.

WALKER ami CO., Poole, Dorset.

EPPS'S"-- PEAT.
A specially good stock now on band of ORCHID PEAT, in

good condition ; aleo for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c. in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM, SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL, &c.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Dep6t, Ringwood.

WINTER DRESSING.
^p" Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both
indoors and out, for a healthy start next season, and destroy
Scale, Bug, Red Spider. American Blight, and the Larvae of
other insectB, by using the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (uuder a new system), from duty :

free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of iDjuryto the
buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint, 2s.
;
Quart, 3s. 6d.

; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10*.

igT POSITIVE PROOF.
The following is from one of the largest Market

GrowerB round London, having acres covered
over wiih glass-houses:—

Mr. THOMAS ROCHFORD writes,—
"Turnford Hall Nurseries,

" Near Broxbourne, Herts, Nov. 9, 1S&5.
" Plea*e send me on 20 gallons of your XL ALL Liquid In-

secLicide ; I consider this is the most effectual and cheapest
Insecticide I have ever used."

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
SuDdriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS, Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

m&wm
NON-INTOXICATING

ESSENCES
A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post -free for 9 Stamps.

A Lady writes: "The 6rf. bottlj of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delicious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It is most suitable for

children's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON", Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERB?, for making delicious

Non-intoyicating Beer. A 6d. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, post free, for 16 stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

THE GARDENERS' GHRONIGLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE8.

£0 3 16 Lines ..£0 8 6

3 6 16 ..0 9

4 17 ..0 9 6
4 6 18 .. 10
5 19 .. 10 a

5 6 20 .. 11
6 21 . . 11 6
6 6 22 .. 12
7 23 .. 12 6

7 6 24 .. 13
8 25 it .. 13 6

Gardeners' Chronicle Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE op CHAKQES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD X.INJB CHARGED A8 TWO.
4 Lines

» „

7
"

8 „
» »
10 „
11 „
12 „
13 „
14 ,.

AND BIXPENCE FOB EVEBY ADDITIONAL LINE.
Ii set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 20f.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page. £8 : Half Page. £4 liu. ; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine
wards) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must be prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 5s. each

insertion.

Position.—Advertisers are specially requested

to note, that under no circumstances what-
ever can any particular position be guaranteed

for advertisements occupying less space than

an entire column.

Notice to Advertisers.—In many instances

Remittances in Payment of Repeat Adver-
tisements are received without name, address,

or anything beyond the postmark on envelope

by which to identify the sender ; this in all

cases causes a very great deal of trouble, and
frequently the sender cannot be identified at all.

Advertisers are requested when Remitting

to give their Names and Addresses, and also

a Reference to the Advertisements which they

wish repeated.

Postal Orders.—To Advertisers, Subscribers,

and Others.—It is very important in remit-

ting by Postal Order that it should be filled

in payable at GREAT QUEEN STREET,
London, W.O., to H. A. Stratton, as, unless

the number of a Postal Order is known, and
it has been made payable at a particular office,

and to a particular person, it is impossible to

prevent any person into whose hands it may
fall from negotiating it.

N.B.—The best and safest means of Re-
mitting is by POST-OFFICE MONET
ORDER.

Advertisements for the current week MXTST reach

the Office by first post, Thursday morning.

ill Advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHER.

Publishing Office and Office (or Advertisement?,
41, Wellington Stbeet, Strand, W.C,

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
All Subscriptionspayable in advance. The United

Kingdom, 12 months, 15s. y 6 months, Is. 6d. ;

3 months, 3s. 9d. All Foreign Subscriptions,

including Postage, 17s. 6d. for 12 months.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at

the Post-office, Great Queen Street, London,
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GARDENERS'" CHRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE")

& Wlttkly EllttStratetf ^uumal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents <& Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be named .—

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BALL, J., F.R.S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol,

CORREVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAE, D., Glasgow.
POD, Bev. C. W.,Malpas.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B." (" Days

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLAREE, Col. Trevor.

ELLACOMBE, Kev. Canon.
EWBANK, Eev. H., Byde.
FREVUN-MITFORD. A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E. t

Belgrove, Cork.

SALTEE, J„ F.E.S.
THOMSON, W., Teignmonth.
WEIB. Harrison.
WILSON. G., F.E.S., Weybridge.
WILKS. Eev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :-
ANNESLEY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON, T., Kilmacurragh.
BAKER, W. E., Bayfordbury.
BAREON, W., the late.

COUETOWN, the Earl of.

CBOUCHER, G., Ochtertyre, Crieff.

DIECK, Dr., Merseburg.
DUCIE, the Earl of.

EGERTON, Sir P., Bart., the late.

ENNISKILLEN, the Earl, the late.

GROSVENOR, Lord E.
HENRY, Mitchell.
LONDESBOROCGH, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, G., Curator, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew.

POWERSCOURT, Viscount.
RASHLEIGH. J.

SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum.
Cambridge, U.S.A.

SHANNON, the Earl of, the late.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STALE, the Earl of.

TEEVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM. J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :-
CHURCH, Prof., F.R.S.

DEHEEAIN, Prof., Paris.

DYER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H.. F.B.S., Eoth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Eothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MtJLLER. Dr. Hugo, F.R.S.
WARINGTON, R.. F.R.S.
WILLIS. J. J., Eothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :—

ARTHUR, Prof., New York.
BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.
KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof., Berlin.

MASSEE, G., Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWEIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PRJLLIEUX, Prof., Paris.

SMITH, W. G.
SORAUEE, Prof., Proskau.

WARD. Prof. Marshall.

FERNS -
BAKEE, J. G., Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUEEY, C. T.
HEMSLEY, A.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &C. :-

DEAN. R., Ealing.
DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, the late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., Westwell.
DOUGLAS, J., nford.
HORNER, Eev. F. D.
LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOLYNEUX. E., Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, G., Paisley.
TURNER. C. the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ADLAM, R. W., Johannesberg.
ALBOFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERR8EN, J., Sweden.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ANDRE, E., Paris.
BARRON, L., New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE. J. K., Utrecht.
CARRIERE. E.. Paris.
CAEUEL, Prof., Florence.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels.

CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden,
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHERE. C, Lierre, Belgium.
DE CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYE, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE, Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.

ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas,
FENZI, Cav. E., Florence.
FORSTER, 0., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOODALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Griefswald.
HANBURY, Cav., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl, Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Coimbra.
JOLY, C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max. Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON, J. G., Oakland, California.

MACFARLANE, Prof.. Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T.. Philadelphia.
MICHELI. M.. Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON, W., Johannesberg.
OLTVEIRA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES, E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS, Prof., Amsterdam.
PIROTTA. Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT, E., Ghent.
REGEL. E., the late.

RODIGAS, E., Ghent.
ROVELLI, Sig., Pallanza.
ROYLE, Mrs. Taplin, Chicago.
SOLMS, Prof., Count, Strasburg.
SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE. Prof., St. Louis.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptus).
VAN 1 UBERGEN, C. G., Junr
VTLMORTN, H. de, Paris.
VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.

WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, Buitenzorg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WTTTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEIN, P., St. Petersburg.

FORESTRY :-
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES, A. C, Bowood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr., Munich.
MICHJE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
ROGERS, H., Plymouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.
WEBSTER. A. D.. Woburn.
WEBSTER. J. B., Gordon Castle.

FRUIT CULTURE :—
BARRON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D„ Teddingten.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.
MARKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
TUR10N. T.. Maiden Erlegh.
wn-DSMTTH, W., the late.

WOODWARD, Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY:—
BAKER, J. G., F.R.S., Kew.
BALFOUR, Prof., Edinburgh.
BARBEY, W., Lausanne.
BROWN, N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE, F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B., Pres. Linn. Soc.
CORNU, Trof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWEB, H . J., Cirencester.
FRANCHET. M., Paris.
HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.

GARDEN BOTAHY :—
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.
JACKSON,J.R. ,Museum,Royal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLIN, Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, B., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIMOWICZ,Dr.,late,St.Petersburg.
MOORE, F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORRIS. D., Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof., F.R.S., Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.Bart.
TODARO, Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno. Boston, U.S.A., the

late.

GARDEN INSECTS :-

BLANDFORD, F.
McLACHLAN, R., F.R.S., Pres. Ent.Soc.

MICHAEL, A. E., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD, Prof., F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-
BARR, P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the late.

DEWAR. D., Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpas.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.

EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER, Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND, Baylor, Cork.
JENKIN S, E., Hampton.
POTTER, B., York.
WILSON. G. F., F.R.S., Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-
BANCROFT, G., M.D., thelate, Queens-

land.
BENNETT, G., M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS, H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Royal Botanical

Gardens, Trinidad.
CRADWICK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den, Kingston, W.I.
DTTTHTE, J . F., Saharunpore.
FAWCETT, W., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Hong Kong.
HART, J. H. , Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
JENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KING, Dr., F.R.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK, J., Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town
MACOUN. Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,

MURTON, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY, H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa,
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRIMEN, H., F.R.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING:—
AXDRE, E., Paris.

BAINES, T., Southgate.
BARRON, W., Elvaston, the late.

BURVENICH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley.
GOLDRING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHNI.ON. T. P., New York.
JULIAN. G. R.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS :-
ANDERSON, J.

BULL, W., Chelsea.
BUYSSON, M. le Comte.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
KRANZLIN, Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Royal Horticultural Soc.
LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of.

O'BRIEN, James.
PFITZER, Prof., Heidelberg.
REIOHENBACH, Prof., the late.

RENDLE, A. B„ Brit. Mus.
ROLFE, R. A., Kew.
BOSS, Oomm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :—
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE. A. H., Wallington.
SWAN, W.
VEITCH. H. J., F.L.S., Chelsea.
WHITE. R. B., Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr., Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS, J.

BAJXLIE, W. M., Luton Hoo Gardens.
BAINES, T., Southgate.
BENNETT, W., Rangemore Gardens.
BLAIR, T., Shmbland Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W., Eastnor Castle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth
COOMBES, A., Himley Hall.

CROMBIE. D.. Powerscourt.
CULVERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carshalton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.

DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, Word.
DUNN, M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Morden.
EVANS, A., Lythe Hill.

FINDLAY, B., Manchester.
FISH, D. T., County Council. Suffolk.
GRIEVE, P., Bury St. Edmunds.
HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanica

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRTN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnersbury House.
LAMBERT, J., Powis Castle.
LYNCH, R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
MACLEOD, Dover House, Roehantpton

.

MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)

MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey. (Fruit.

MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden
Glasnevin.

POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.

PRINSEP, H. C, Uckfield.
RIDDELL, J., Castle Howard.
ROSS, F., late of Pendell Court

Bletchingley.
RUST, J.. Eridge Castle, the late.

SAUL, M., York, the late.

SHEPPARD, J., the late.

SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS, O., Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., Clovenfords (Vines).
WADD-i, B., Birdsall, York.
WALLIS, J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WATSON, W., Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEBSTER, C, Gordon Castle Gardens.
WTLDSMTTH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-

BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.
BOSCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., Westwell,
Kent.

FISH, D. T., late of Hardwickfl, Bury St.

Edmunds.
FISHER, Rev. 0.
GIRDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.

PIPER A
VIVIANd'MOREL, Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &C. r-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONAVIA, Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.

DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael, Cambridge.
GARDINER , W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE, Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS, Prof., Liege.
HENSLOW, Rev. G., Ealing.
MACLEOD, Prof., Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE, Alfred.
SOLMS, Count, Strasburg.
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Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No. 8246.

NOTICE to BUILDERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, HOT-WATER FITTERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, and the Trade Generally.

Wm. COOPER, Ltd.,

NINTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Office :-755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

RELIABLE

BARGAINS.

(The Large»t Steam Horticultural Worki in the World.)

Show Ground: DEVONSHIRE GROVE (adjoining).

Nurseries (the most complete in the kingdom) : FELTHA.M and HANWORTH.

NOT
SECOND-HANI

GOODS.

gEING at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for
our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 9. LAST DAY OF SALE, JANUARY 18, 1896.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net.
All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated.

P.O.O. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed " L. and S. W. Bank."

"AMATEUR" SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE.
TENANT'S FIXTURE.

SPAN-ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORY.

THE AMATEUR FORCING-HOUSE.
TENANT'S FIXTURE (SPAN-ROOF).

Sale price from £2

Sale price from £'2.

rale price from £5 10,

invincible IRON BUILDINGS* EVERY DESCRIPTION.
IMp„nv^i|° pJ mm

HOT-WATER APPARATUS. e.w,., gl„» ,„, ««*.,, i™, OJ.„, H..«»e
IMPROVED RY-I

Apparatus, Poultry Appliances, &c, &"

IRON CHAPEL or

MISSION HALL.

Sa'e price from £2 12s. 6d., compkte.

The way our Heating Apparatus
is Stoked.

Sale price from £1 15s.

THE RAPID PROPAGATOR.

-^Jfi^fjf

Lot 2620— 40 by 20 .. .. Sale price £100

Lot 2621-60 by 30 .. .. Sale price £180 Sale price from 16s.

For full particulars see Four-page Advertisement in issue of Dec. 7 ; or, Illustrated Sale List, post-free on application.
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INCREASED CIRCULATION

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
JANUARY 4, 1896,

CONTAIN AS A SUPPLEMENT

SHEET ALMANAC.
As a large Extra Circulation of this Number is guaranteed, it will be

a very valuable medium for Advertisements.

ADVERTISERS DESIROUS OF SEGURINC SPAGE IN THIS NUMBER

are requested to communicate with "The Publisher" not later than
MONDAY, December 30, 1895.

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C
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Established 18S1.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINQS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

Sgriatliurat Hcottomist

Ad ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 62 pages

and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate

of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,

and the sale of produce j organ of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum, 5s., inclusive of post-age. Single copies $d. each,

through all Newsagents.
3, Agar Street. Strand, London, W.C.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
SUTTOS1 &. Sons, Beading—General Vegetable and Flower Seed

Catalogue.

Stuart & Mfin, Kelso, Scotland—Seeds.

,T C. Tissot ET Civ. , 31, Rue des Bourdonnais, Paris— Florists

Requisites.

.Tas Carter & Co., 237, 238. and 97, High Holborn, London-
General Vegetab'e and FJower Seeds.

JA3 Veitch & Sons, Boyal Exotic Nursery, King's Boad,
Chel ea- General Seed and Garden Implements.

Fp Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge—Seeds and Imple-

ments.

Martin Grashoff (Grussdorf & Liesenberg). Quedlin-

lurgh. Germany — Wholesale Agricultural, Vegetable,

Garden, and Flower Seeds.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr George Mullins, late of Farnborough Hill Gardens,

Farnborougb, Hants, as Head Gardener to Lady Henry
Somerset, The Priory Gardens, Reigate, Surrey.

Mr, Thomas Bolton, late Pleasure-ground Foreman at

Clumber, Worksop, aod previously three years at Milner

Field, as Gardener to the Earl of TANKERriLLE, Coombe
End, Kingston on-Thames.

Mr ARTHUR Metcalf, for a period of nearly two jears

Foreman iu the Gardens of the Marquis of Exeter,
Eurghlev House, Stamford, succeeds to the post held by
the late Mr. R. Gilbert.

Mr. G. Mitchison, for the last In years Head Gardener at

Perry Hail, Birmingham, as Head Gardener to Lord
CALTHORPE, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, Hants.

Mr. William King, until lately gardener at Chiltley, Lip-

hook, as Gardener to G. P. FiELP, Esq., Normans Wood,
Farnham.

WANTED, HORTICULTURAL
BUILDER'S MANAGER.—One thoroughly conversant

with Conservatory Building and Hot-water Engineering.
Competent to wait upon Gentlemen, give advice, and prepare
Estimates. Good salary given to a very responsible and ex-
perienced mau.—Apply, in first instance, by letter, stating

experience and talary expected, to W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
Conservatory Department, Tottenham.

WANTED, UNDER GARDENER (age 20
to "25). Must be experienced, strong, and willing,

and understind Kitchen Garden Work and Fiames. Wages.
18s. per week. — Apply, by Jetter, to D, W., Heronfield,

Potters Bar, Herts.

WANTED, young MAN, as SECOND, ohiefly
in the Houses, with knowledge of Plants and Orchids.

—State particulars to JOURNEYMAN, Thomas S. Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. Loudon.

WANTED, MANAGER and MARKET
GROWER, well up to date, and thoroughly practical.

Salary and commission.—State terms and experience to B.,
11, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MARKET NUKSEBY.—WANTED young
MAN as PROPAGATOR, and to take charge of Houses

tinder the Principal. Must be well up in the cultivation of
General Stock of Soft-wooded Market Plants. State expe-
rience, age, and wages required, abstainer preferred, to—
TURNER BROS., Nu-serymen, Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, OUTSIDE NURSERY
HANDS. Must be Bkilled Koifemen, and have had

good general experience. Al^o Rose-grower and general Out-
side Propagator, especially of Evergreen Shrubs and Conifers.
—Apply, with references and wage* required, to SYDNEY S.
MARSHALL, Barnham Nursery, Barnham Junction, Sussex.

WANTED, TWO PUPILS, on a large Fruit
and Flower Growing Estale under Glass, On the

South Coast, in the heart of the Fruit-growing Industry.—
HORTUS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.O.

WANTED, HEAD SHOPMAN, accustomed
to brisk Counter and Order Trade. Alio an ASSIS-

TANT, to act as Counter Hand and Invoice Clerk. Good
references indispensable.—Apply, slating full particulars, to
VACANCY, 23. Market Place, Manchester.

WAREHOUSEMAN. — WANTED for a
London Wholesale Seed Warehouse. Age about 30.

Must have had some experience in Agricultural Seeds.—Apply,
by letter, to Q , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Stranu, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened ly the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiff's, Foreaters, So.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

kighett respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address— " DIOKSONS, Ohesteb."

K10HARD SMITH and C~fJ.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, Ac.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

L1 SANDER and CO. can reoommend
JL • several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and
UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of
their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Large or small place.

First-class testimonials.—M , Manor House, Acton, London,W.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Chas. Horn
seeks situation as above. Over three years General

Foreman at Temple House Gardens
; previously four years

Foreman at Spye Park, Wilts. Excellent references. Strongly
recommended by G. Groves (Head Gardener), Temple House
Gardens, Great Marlow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head); age 3L
(
— Mr. W.

Emerton, gardener to ihe Right Hon. Earl Brownlow,
Belton, Grantham, can with confidence recommend a tho-
roughly practical man, conversant with the requirements of
good establishment. Has had sixteen wears' experience; four
years here as Fruit and Kitchen Garden Foreman. Good
references from previous places.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; thoroughly
experienced in all branches of gardening. Highest

testimonials from present and previous employers. Address—
E. ROSS, Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

GARDENER (Head), married, no family.—
Gentleman with confidence recommends his late Gar-

dener ; life experience in good establishments ; thoroughly
practical. —G., 2, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married ; abstainer. Twenty years' experience in all

branches of Gardening. Nearly seven years' good character.

—

G. G., 72, Livingstone Street, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Life~expe^
ni'iiri' in nil hrnne.hps. ftnnri nersonal i*h»rncr.*»r_ Wifrt

very ,_.

Cray, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married, three children ; sixjearain last place. Well

up in all branches of his profession. Excellent character.

—

W. WILKS. 30, Randolph Road, Southull, Middlesex.

CGARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29;
X life experience iu Vines, Melons, Tomatos, Siove and

Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Excellent
reference.—A. CHURCH, The Anchor Coffee Hous-, West-
bourne, Bournemouth.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
thoroughly experienced in Orchids, Stove and Green-

house Plants, ana Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excel-
lent testimonials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 34, marriei ; thoroughly good all-

round Man. Eight years Head Gardener to Mr. Lockhart, J. P.
and four and a half previous'y.—J. BATES, Stonden Road,
Henlow Station. Sheppord, Beds.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 25;
eleven years' experience iu all branches, inside and

out.—A. B., Wells Villa, Essex Road, Enfield.

/ ^ AHDENER ; age 30, single.—Mr. A. French
VJ would like to recommend J. Pitts as above. Seven' een
years' experience.—Mr. A. FRENCH, The Gardens, Ford
Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.

rience in all branches. Good personal character. Wife
very good Laundress.—R. STEELE, Swiss Cottage, Foot's

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 21, single

;
good experience in the general routine

of Gardening. Iaside and Out. Good character.—DOM 4.N,
Thorpe Lea, Egham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26; eleven
years' experience in Plant and Fruit growing. Good

characters.—W. P., 5, Park Villas, London Road, Hackbridge,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Journeyman), age 22, seeks
situation Inside or Outside. Five years' experience ;

leaving through reducing hands —H. MACLEOD, 13, Uarcombe
Avenue, Streatham Hill.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; five years'
experience in good gardens. Can be highly recom-

mended.—JOSEPH FLINT.'Mr. Lambert, Odby, near Leicester.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR and GROWER of Plan's and

Cut Flowers. Age 40; can raise Ferns in large quan-
tities. Three years' reference. — &OLOMON, 6, Whiteley
Cottages, Hillingdon Heath, TJxbridge.

FOREMAN.—Mr. Bbale will be pleased to
recommend his Foreman, who has been with him three

years, to any Gardener requiring a first-class Fruit, Plant, and
Chryoanthemum Grower. — G. SMITH, Sezincot Gardens,
Moreton- in-Marsh, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN.—Age 26; life experience; good
references from all places. Mr. Stocking will be pleased

to recommend.—T. GOODALL, The Gardens, Marden Park,
Caterham Valley, Surrey.

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 26;
twelve sears' experience of Fruit and Plant Cultivation.

Three years as First Journeyman in Fruit Ranges.— A., 168,
Queen's Road, Watford, Herts,

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, orPROPAGATOR underGLASS.
—Age 37 ; long experience ia Market and Retail Trade,

Forcing, and Seed Growing.—W. ROSERANK, Colliers Wood,
Merton, Surrey.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 26; life expert-
ence in Plants and Fruit. Can be well recommenaed.

—

Apply, WHEELER. Blackmore End, Knipton, Welwyn, Herts.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as
OUTSIDE FOREM4N, thoroughly experienced in all

outside stock, well-up in Fruit Trees and Roses.—H. HEDGES,
Calthorpe, lied ale, Yorks.

JOURNEYMAN.—Situation wanted by young
Man, age 21 ; Inside or Inside and Out. Not afraid of

work. Six years' experience; bothy preferred.— SAMUEL
BARNES. Holleham. Wells. Norfolk.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 20 ; seeks
a situation in a good Garden. Six years' experience.

Good character. Bothy preferred. — W. HACKWELL,
Bentley Priory Gardens, Stanmore, Middlesex.

VI R. MOBSBY, Gardener, Yate House, Chip-
i-VL ping Sodbury, G oucester, would be glad to get a
situation for a capital youDg fellow, age 23. Tall and strong ;

most willing ; has served me well two years. General know-
ledge, but prefers Kitchen Garden.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Wanted an inside
place in first-class gardens. Five years in present place.

Premium, if desired.—W. BURT, Westfield, Ryde,

SEED TRADE.—Elderly Man seeks situation
in Seed Shop. Could Manage small Business. Accus-

tomed to Book-keeping, Floral Work, &c.—G. C. 3, Rothes
Road, Dorbing.

TRAVELLER.—Advertiser desires re-engage-
meut, with good Firm. Nineteen years* experience in

the North of England and North Wale*. Gcod connection.
Well np in Garden and Farm Seeds, Bulbs, Plants, &c.

—

J. L. CaRSWELL, 55, Kempster Street, Lower Brought* n,
Manchester.

SEED TRADE.—Situation required asWARE-
HOUSEMAN, or assistant SHOPMAN; age 24. Ten

years' experience, eight and a half Scotland, one and a half
Wholesale London House. Well up ia Agricultural Seeds.
Excellent reference. — K. R., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

BRICKLAYER seeks permanent situation on
Country Estate. Eleven yearn' London experience.

Building, Jobbing, and Sanitary Work.— H. BSOOKER,
79, Danbrook Road, South Streatham, Surrey.

FLORIST.—Man, thoroughly experienced in
Designs, Bouquets, Wreaths, and all branches. Best

London references.—H. H., ft. Bear Street, London, W.C,

REAPING and SOWING are the two most
important periods in the life of the farmer, and granting

that all circumstances are favourable, he naturally, during
the latter period, hopes to get an adequate return for his

labour. As he sows, he expects to reap, and unless constant
industry has been exercised, the harvest is generally a poor
one. So it is with regard to health, if we are not constantly
on the watch and destroy the germs of disease as soon as they
are diecerned, the body becomes weakened, and at last is un-
able longer to resist the attacks of the enemy. HOLLOWAY'8
PILLS destroy even the most minute traces of disease, by
purifying the blood and strengthening the system.
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CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO.
INVITE PURCHASERS OF

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, AND FITTINGS,
TO APPLY FOR THEIR

LATEST CATALOGUE, sent post-free.

PIPES FULL WEIGHT
STANDARD SIZE.

Special QUOTATIONS for QUANTITIES.

PLANS and ESTIMATES
FREE.

CAST
SADDLE

BOILERS,
with Waterway End.

HORIZONTAL, TUBULARS,
TERMINAL END, and

CHAMBERED CORNISH TRENTHAM,
&c, &c.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE TRADE.

^" OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS—

65 and 65a, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, SI.
Manufactory and Wnri-*hnP* : 4 and 6. GROVE SOTTTHWARK. S.E

GLASS

I

CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

Ac.

15-Oz. 21-oz.

4tha Is. 64. 10*. Qd.

Per luuft. Box.
1£ x 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5s. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 5/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2 X 4. at Jd. per
foot ran. Garden UtenBilB, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, tkc

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BIBHOP8GATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON. E.C.

Crompfon andFawlCea,

The"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 60s.

NEW CATALOGUE GRATIS.1896-6. 1895-6.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING,

LAMP POSTS, be.

THOS.W. ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STODRBBIDGE.

HOBTICTJLTUBAL
BUILDERS,

HEATING ENGINEERS
BOILEB MAKERS.

Designers and Manufacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality. Lowes t Prices

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Illustrated CATALOGUE
Post Free on application.

CROMPTON*FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
No. 2. GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid. Range of Horticultural Buildings

Recently erected at Hestercombe. Taunton,

The Hon. E. W. Berkeley Portman.

No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6ft. by4£t.
Price about £13. Carriage paid.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES
No. 47a.—LEAN-TO, 10 ft. by 7 It. £8 10s.
No. 49i.—SPAN, 1 ) ft. by 8 ft. £10 10s.
Glazed, Painted, Packed, and Carriage Paid.

BEST MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP.

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
EOILERS of all makes and sizes. Valves, Pipes, and Fittings of every
description. Lists free. Carriage paid on Orders of 40b. to most Gooas Stations.

No. 77.—LEAN-TO FRAME, 8 ft. by 4 It.

With Two Lights, 30s.
Pit Lights, Propagating Gla> ses.

Frames in Every Variety.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, W.O.I
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Askew, A Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars. City of Loudon, in the County of Middlesex, and published bJ

Hjchry Alfred Stratton, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, December 21, 1895. Agent for Manchester—John Hetwoodj
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINQ
at the latest.

Seeds—Their Cost and Quality.

IT IS A FACT all can Bave 3d. and Ad. in a 1*.
by having their seeds (of far superior quality and heavier

crops) direct from ua. the actual growera, on the beat apot in
the world for producing them, thua getting that which is so
lavishly expended to force a sale for the ordinary bought here,
there, and everywhere — inferior foreign productions. The
secret is to get supplied direct from the actual producers
(300 acres). Most practical Catalogue free to coming cus-
tomers. -H. CANNELL and SONS, Swanley, Kent.

CUCUMBER SEED—The Roohford (true to
name, as last year), 5s. per 100. Cash with order, to

B. J. WICKHAM. Grower, Sutton-Scotney. Hants.

CROTONS. — Beautifully-coloured plants in
variety, Bpeoially grown and hardened eft for House

Decoration, in 48-i.ots, 18s. and 24s. per dozen.—WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central
Avenue, Coven t Garden, W.O.

Highest Market Prioes. Prompt cash.

H

UTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1896 ia the moat complete SEED

CATALOGUE iasued.

CUT TONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE INO HORTICULTURE for 1896 ia profusely illuatrated with
211 illustrations, principally photographic.

Price Is., post-free. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS FROM
UTTON and SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN. READING.

s

s

FOR ORCHIDS of every description at
Reasonable Prioes, and efficient men to oultivate them

apply to

—

W. L. LEWIS aicd CO., Southgate, London. K.
PRICE LIST free.

NEW MELON for 1806.—" The Lady," raised
by Mr. Owen Thomas, the Royal Gardens, Windsor, from

whom we have s ecured the entire Stock. Per sealed packet.
If. Bd. and 2s. Qd. Full particulars in our New Illustrated
Catalogue, No. 459, now ready.

DIJKS0NS Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

Demy quarto, printed on tine papier ingres, gilt top.
Price. £1 lis. id.

THE ART and PRACTICE of LANDSCAPE
GARDENING, By H. E. MILNER, A.M.I.C.E., F.L.S.

With Etched Illustrations and Hand-coloured Plans.
To be obtained from the Author, 7, Victoria Street, S.W.

;

or, from the Publishers, SIMPKIN MARSHALL & CO., Ltd.

HEINEMANN'S CELEBRATED SEEDS.—
Send for C »TALOGUE, post-free. Seeds, post-free.

i F. C. HEINEMANN, Seed Grower, Erfurt, Germany.

NEW"^ SPINELESS GOOSEBERRIES. —
Coloured Plate, Price Lint, History, Copy of Testi-

monials, &c, from AV. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, Leeds; or
from the sole proprietors, LKTELLIER & SON, Caen, France.

OW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
PYRETHRUMS, and Delphiniums.

Catalogue of KELWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset.

NOW READY! KELWAY'S MANUAL of
HORTICULTURE and AGRICULTURE for 1896 is

being posted to all Customers of recent date. A copy will be
sent gratis to others desiring to become Customers. To those
not ordering goods the charge is Is., deducted from order.

180 psgeB quarto, illuatrated, and with copious notea aa to
cultivation and other mattera relating to the Garden and Farm.

KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

To the Trade.

NUTTING and SONS have posted their
ANNUAL TRADE CATALOGUE to all their customers.

If not duly received, please inform them. >

Seed Warehouses, 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

To the Trade.

A COPY of our WHOLESALE LIST of
AGRICULTURAL GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS

for 1896 haB now been posted to all our customers. In caae of
miscarriage, another copy will be promptly sent on applica-
tion to

—

JACOB WRENCH and SONS, Ltd., 39, London Bridge, City.

TECOMA SMITHIL—The finest new flower-
ing plant ; as easily managed as a Chrysanthemum. It

pioiuces iu Autumn large heads of brilliant red and yellow
blossoms. New seed of all Seedsmen.

SMILAX, MYRSLPHYLLUM ASPARA-
GOIDKS, nice young Stuff in thumb- pots ready to pot on,

16s. per 100, free on rail.—WILLIAM WHITELEY, The
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

MILLER'S SEAKALE gives great satisfac-
tion. Strong roots for forcing, 8s. 6d. per 100 ; extra

large roots for quick forcing, 12*. 6d, per 100 ; good roots for
planting. 5s 6d. per 100.

F. MILLER and CO., 267, Fulham Road, London, S.W.

PALMS, CORYPHASand LATANIAS from
Stores, 10s. per 100. Cash or exchange for Carnations,

Pelargonium Cuttings, or Bedding Geraniums.
F. ROSS & CO., Merstham. Surrey.

WANTED, good APPLE and PLUM
STOCKS.—State quality, age, sire, and price, to

" CASH," Gtrdtme-s' Chronic'e Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

BARR'S WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
See Illustrations, back page, Gard. Chron., Sept. 7, 1895.

GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH DAFFODIL CATALOGUE, free on application.
ENGLISH AMATEUR TULIP CATALOGUE on application.
CATALOGUE of HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden. London.

OWEN'S ROYAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
—The best, cheapest, and most complete collection in

the kingdom. All the latest and best varieties. Awarded
25 Medals and 275 First-class Certificates for New Varieties.
Every variety of merit supplied. Catalogue, Penny Stamp.

E. OWEN, F.R.H.S., Floral Nursery, Maidenhead.

TRORN QUICK.— Extra transplanted, and
very strong, 5-yr., 25s. per 1000 ; 6-yr. 3us. Extra, extra

strong gaping Quick, 40s. per 1000; 4-yr. old, very good, 16j.

per 1000. —Apply to ISAAC MATTHEWS and SON, The
Nurseries, Milton, Stoke-on-Trent, S.O.

SEAKALE.—Extra strong, for Forcing ; also
smaller bize for Planting. Samples and prices on

application.
H, B, MAY, Dyson'a Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.

SEED POTATOS.—For Sale, Myatt's Prolific
(True). 80i. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey. Near Boston.

EA AAA EUOJSYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J^\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40i. per 100

;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 751. per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to Si. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

To the Trade.

COOPER, TABER, and CO., Limited, have
posted their GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

to all their Customers. If not received, another copy will be
sent on application.

90, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

Cuthbert's Seed Catalogue for 1896.

Rand G. CUTHBERT'S Descriptive CATA-
• LOGUE of NOVELTIES and CHOICE SEEDS for

Exhibition and General Cultivation, is now ready, and may be
had free on application.—B. & G. CUTHBERT, Seed Growers
and Merchants, Southgate, Middlesex. Established 1797.

CYCLAMEN—CYCLAMEN.—FIRST
PRIZE, Royal Aquirium, 1895. We are now boohing

orders (for delivery in February) of our SEEDLINGS. Sample
dozen, 3s. ; 2 dozen, 6j,, by post on receipt of cash. PLANTS
in 48's. in bud, now ready, from 18a. SEED, 2s. 6d. and 5j.

per packet. Special prices to the Trade.
The ST. GEORGE'S NURSERY CO.. F.R.H.S.,

Cyclamen Specialists, Hanwell, Middlesex.

To the Trade.

WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE for
1896. — We have now published our Catalogue of

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, containing also all the best
Novelties of the Season. May be had on application. Any of

our Customers not having received one by post will oblige by
letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.
WATKINS and SIMPSON, Seed Merchants, Exeter Street,

Strand. London, W.C.

MACKENZIE and MONCUK, Limited,
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburgh,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H.B.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimates for

all kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated

CATALOGUE.
London Office : 8, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

HORTICULTURAL BONES.—Pure Bones,
in J, i, 1-inch, and meal, specially prepared. For

particulars and price apply to

—

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

J WEEKS & CO., Hortionltural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanio Soo., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers. Kind's Road. Chelsea.S.W.
Telegraph Address,"Hortulanns, London." Telephone,No<8738i

&
<>,

-,
y
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SALES by AUCTION,
MONDAY NEXT.

About 50,000 Bags of Butch Bulbs, Llliums, and
various Boots, unsold from past seas 3D, to be oleared out

in large lots.

An Importation of Lllium Auratum, just received
from Japan, in fine order.

30 000 Best Cro-wns of Lily of the Valley, 5.000 Sptraa,
5,000 South African TUBEROSES, IRIS, FREESIiS, and
LtLIUM HARRISI. Also

A Splendid Collection of Border Plants, Including
many Novelties.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, on MONDAY NEXT, December 30,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
Choice named Standard aDd Dwarf ROSES from an English

grower, including many of the best. Pyramid and dwarf
FRTTIT TSEES to name, consisting of APPLES, PEARS,
PLUMS. PEACHES. NECTARINES. CHERRIES, &c. ;

DECORATIVE SHRUBS, FLOWERING TREES, and
various plants, surplus from an English nursery. Choice
named CARNATIONS, PINKS. VIOLAS, PYRETHRU1IS,
HOLLYHOCKS, and other BORDER PLANTS. A great
variety of DUTCH BULBS, LILIUMS, and various
ROOTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, January 1,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.. Southgate, N.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of IMPORTED ORCHIDS.
Without the least Resebve, comprising—

CATTLEYA HARRISONS VIOLACEA, in grand condition,
well leaved, and dormant.

ONCIDIUM MARSHALL!1NUM, amODgst which will be
found some grand plants.

ONCIDIUM CRISPUM GRANDIFLORUM, including some
monster masses.

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA, &c.
Also ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising—

ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM. O. TIGRINUM. O. CUCULA-
TUM. ODONTOGLOSSUM PESCATOREI, O. CRISPUM
(best Pacho type). &c. , all in vigorous health.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY NEXT, January 2, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely.

FRIDAY, JANTTABY 3, 1896.
SALE OF ORCHIDS.

By order of Messrs. F. Sandzb & Co., St. Albans.

A fine Consignment of

DENDROBIUM NOBILE, from the Dokela Mountaios, pro-
bably the finest of all the types yet offered. Gathered in
the high unexplored mountain of Dokela, far beyond
where any plants have been previously gathered. Most
distinct-looking plants, found growing with a variety of

D. densiflornm ; superb varieties. Confidently expected,
we believe, these plants will prove richer in new varieties

than any other consignment that has ever reached
Europe.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSII MAJUS.—This is a Eoezlii type
now offered, and is unequalled for size, fragrance, and
brightness of blossom. It is one of the most attractive of

all the winter-blooming Orchids.
ODONTOGLOSSUM CEBYANTESII.—A splendid companion

for O. Bossii majus. The plants come from the same
locality which before has yielded decorum, joseum, mem-
branaceum, &c.

UELIA AXBIDA, a lovely compact-growing, winter-flowering
species, 8 to 10-flowered racemes of fragrant blossoms.
The plants are in grand order, and will probably contain
Bella. Marianne, Stobartiana, sulphurea, &c.

CYPBIPEDHTM BELLATULUM, the large-flowered deep
maroon-spotted form.

CATTLEYA HARBISONTJE, the finest type procurable. A
floe consignment of

DENDROBIUM DENSIFLORUM, almost unequalled as a
decorative Dendrobe.

ONCIDIUM UNGUICULATUM, CATTLEYA CTTRINA.
LELIA AUTUMNALIS ATRO-RUBEKS. the true atro-

rubens, the dark large-flowered rich-coloured variety.
To be SOLD by AUCTrON" by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS at
their Central Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London.

E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, January 3, 1896, at half-past
J 2 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

THE LOST CYPRIPEDIUM
IS THE SOBLK AND MAGSIFICETTT

CYPRIPEDIUM MASTERSIANUM,
Of -which not more than a dozen plants exist in cultivation.

We shall Offer at

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS',
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C., on

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1896,

5000 PLANTS,
In superb condition, without any Reserve.

F. SANDER & CO., ST. ALBANS.

Tuesday Nest—December 31.

Great Sale of 790 cases of Japanese Lilies, comprising i—
34,312 LILIUM AURiTUM.

430 „ „ RUBBO-VITTATUM.
175 „ „ WITTEI.

8 843 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM,
11,955 „ „ BUBBUM.

960 „ ,. MELPOMENE.
800 „ LONGIFLOBUM.
550 „ KBAMEBI.
180 „ TIGBINUM SPLENDENS.

2,400 NEBINE JAPONICA.
Also an Importation direct from Japan consisting of 250

plants of

HEMEBOCALLIS AUBAHTIACA MAJOB,
Collected at great expense, and all in good condition ; also 300

AZALEA MOLLIS, 200 CAMELLIAS and A. ISB1CA from
Belgium; a choice assortment of GREENHOUSE PL 4 NTS.
FEKNS, &c. ; 200 Dwarf ROSES, Hardy BORDER PLANTS
and BULBS, Hardy PERENNIALS, CARNATIONS, and 200
lots of superfine HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and NARCISSUS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on TUESDAY,
NEXT, December 31, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ABSOLUT E DISPERSAL SALES.

TUESDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 31, at 12.

425,000 FOREST TREES,
At the VRON NURSERY. 3 miles from Gobawen, on the

G.W.R., and 5 from Oswestry.

And on THURSDAY, JANUARY 2, at 10.30 a.m.

The GREENHOUSE PLANTS, viz,. 2(K0 Hyacinths and
Other Bulb Plants ; 500 Arum Lilies, 300 Primulas, 300
Azaleas, Camellias, HydraDgeas, and Solanums ; tO
Palm?, up to 8 feet; 35 Aspidistras, Ficus elastica, &c.

;

25 young Vines, 100 Ferns, 300 Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c,
10 "months ; 7500 Calceolarias, Fuchsias, and other Cut-
tiDgs; 1500 Geranium Plants, 750 Tomatos, 6 to 12 inches;
8000 Cabbage and Cauliflower Plants, 280 Marie Louise
Violets, at

—

WHITTINGTON NURSERY,
adjoining G.W.R. and Cambrian Ry. Station, and 2 miles
from Oswestry. Sale in Tent at 10.30 a.m.

MESSRS. WHITFIELD and SON have
received instructions from H. Barker, Esq., Trustee

in Bankruptcy, to SELL by AUCTION, the above Stock, the
property of Mr. R. Porter.

Catalogues and further information may be had from the
Auctioneers, Oswestry.

WANTED, to Kent, or Purohase, a SMALL
NURSERY and FLORISTS' BUSINESS, in a London

suburb.—Address, Btating full particulars, SUBURBAN, Gar-
deners' Chronicle Offic**, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, FRUIT
and FLORIST'S BUSINE3S, consisting of Shop, with

frontage in main thoroughfare, and two acres of valuable
Land. Particulars of—

W. H. PATTERSON, 8. Albion Gro^e. Colchester.

YORKSHIRE (8649).—ImportantNURSERY
BUSINESS for DISPOSAL, in a fashionable inland

watering place. The Property is equal to freehold, and con-
tains an area of about 2£ Acres, with an excellent Dwel-
ling-house, substantially butlt and well-appointed, also ex-
tensive ranges of twenty-nine Greenhouses, Bothy, Work-
shops, Offices, Stabling, &c. In addition to the Nursery is a
large and admirably fitted Seedshop, centrally Bituate in the
town, and which the purchaser would have the option of
taking. Arrangements may be made, if desired, for the Stock-
in-Trade (which is of an attractive description) to be Sold by
Auction, or the purchaser may, if desired, take it by valuation
in the usual way.
Further particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE ast> MORRIS,

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, EC.

To Nurserymen, Fruit Growers, and Market
Gardeners.

TO LET or SELL, extensive FREEHOLD
MARKET NURSERY (Middlesex). Large number of

modern Greenhouses in full working order, and necessary
Outbuildings, with about 30 Acres of Market Garden Ground.
Immediate possession. Principals only.
Apply in first instance, letter only, MARKET, 16, Jephson

Road, Forest Gate, London, E.

FORORCHIDS and GARDENERS
to Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orohidi in the World.—30 minuter from St. Pancras.

Important to Mosnroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundred;

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5r

.

B. i5D G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in 24-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto large, in 48's, 10 best

sellingsorts, 6*. dor. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100, 50*. 1000; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6*. and Sj. doe. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 163. and 20* . 100 ; Aralias, 10*.

100 ; Cyperus, Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanums, in 48's, 6*. doz.

;

Marguerites, Solanums, Erica gracilis, in bloom, in 4S's, 9*.

doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Dracaenas, Crotona, Bouvardias, Erica

hyemalis, and Cyclamen, in bloom, 13*. doz. Lists free. Packed
free. Gash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern Nurseries,

Lomghborough Janet ion, London, S.W.

EXHIBITIONS.

MATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
i-1 SOCIETY.

GRAND JUBILEE CELEBRATION,
NOVEMBER 3, 4. 5. and 6, 1S96.

THE PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE of SPECIAL JUBILEE
CLASSES, of the money value of £i0j, in addition to Jubilee
Medals, Plate, Cuds, .fee., is now ready, and can be had on
application to- RICHARD DEAN, Secretary,

42, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.

BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY
ANNOUNCE THEIB

NEXT ANNUAL SHOW
TO BE HELD

IN THE COLSTON HALL,

On WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 18 and 19, 1896.

EDWIN G. COOPER, Secretary.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.McARTHUR, TheLondonNnrsery, 4, Maida Vale. London, W.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots, 125. Sd. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
mates top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

To Nurserymen, Builders, Local Boards, Vestries,
AND OTHERS "WHO INTEND

PLANTING TREES and SHRUBS THIS SEASON.
ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Trinity

Road, Wandsworth. S.W.. begs to offer an extensive
stock of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, GRAPE VINES, FRUIT TREES, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c, which being grown in the neighbourhood of
London are especially suitable for Town Planting. Also a large
stock of extra fine SEAKALE and RHUBARB, for forcing.

CATALOGUES free on application.

CHRYSANTHEM UMS.
SELECT LIST OF THE CREAM OF THE

SEASON'S NOVELTIES, including PRINCESS
ENA, the finest hairy variety up to date ; a warm
rosy pink sport from Hairy Wonder, equal to
parent in form, and a great advance in colour.

This splendid novelty was raised by Mr. Thomas
at the Royal Gardens.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

FERNS !—FERNS!!
In 2£-in. pots, a large quantity of PTERIS

TREMULA, and other sorts, at 9s. per 100.

In 48's, PTERIS TREMULA, NOBILIS, and
MAJOR, at 4s. 6d. per doz.

Above Prices are for Cash with Order only.

PACKING FREE.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulaion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, !«., 3i., and 10*. Qi.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 64. and 1$., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

BENTLEY'S Prize Medal

INSECTICIDE.
USED BY THE LEADING GABDENEBS.

1 pint, 2s. ; 1 quart, 3s. 6d. ; £ gallon, 5s. ; 1 gallon, 9j.

3 gallons, 24s.

JOSEPH BENTLEY,
Chemical Wobks, Babbow-oh-Hvmbeb, HULL.
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SUPERIOR GARDEN SEEDS.

DICKSON, BROWN, & TAIT'S
NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE

of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
IS NOWP UBLISHED, Sf MAYBE HAD FREE on APPLICA TION.

A Copy has been posted to eaoh of their Customers ; should anyone not have received it, they
will be pleased to forward another copy.

ROYAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER.

A GROWING WANT I

GOOD SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN.

GOOD SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN.

GOOD SEEDS for the FIELD.

FOE NEWEST INTRODUCTIONS, BESTKINDS, and FINEST STRAINS, SEE OUR

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue for 1896,
POST FEEE ON APPLICATION.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited, SLEAFORD.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 8Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, 8s. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 20s.
Mone; Orders and Postal Orders should be made payable toH.A. STRA TTON, at Ihe Post Office, Great Queen Street, London, W. C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. Qd. nett, per post, 25. lOwt.

JONE^attwoodW ^ ;: Stourbridge

WNEf
ESSENCES.!
ILIKETHEM^AGOODJUDGE

A SIXPENNY BOTTLE will MAKE a

GALLON of DELICIOUS WINE.
Sample Bottle post 'free for 9 Stairips.

A Lady writes : "The 6rf. bottle of Ginger Wine Essence
made several bottles of most delicious wine, far better than
what we have paid 2s. a bottle for. It ie most suitable for

children's parties."

NEWBALL & MASON, Nottingham.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS, for making delicious

Non-intoxicating Beer. A 6d. bottle makes 8 gallons. Sample
bottle, 9 stamps ; or a sample of both, postfree, for 15 stamps.

AQENT8 WANTED.

STOVES !—STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pnre and ample heat. 534 hours for abont Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, tea.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St.. Westminster.

FLOWER POTS
and HORTICULTURAL POTTERY.

CONWAY 0. WABNE (Ltd.),
p.otal Potteries,

WESTON-SUPER-MABK.
The Laeoest Mantjtacttjrers or Garde*

Pottery in the world.
Millions in Stock. Contractors to

H.M. Governmejtt.

80 Gold and Sliver Medals Awarded.
Price Lilts free on Applieatum.

ROBERT WARNER & GO.'S
NEW PATENT

WINDMILLS,

Prices from £17, including Pump and Timber Supports.
May 27, 1893, The Dell, Englefield GreeD, Surrey.

Robert Warner & Co., Engineers, 27, Jewin Crescent, E.C.
Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure to inform you the

25 ft. Annular Sail geared Windmill, on 40 feet timbers, work-
ing a set of 3 in. X 9 i o. stroke treble pumps, that you fixed

here for Baron SchrOder, is giving very great satisfaction,

pumping the water through 4.224 feet of pipe, to a vertical

height of about SO feet. I must also express my thorough
appreciation of the manner in which the whole of the work
has been so successfully carried out.—Yours faithfully,

H. BALLANTINE, Head Gardener to Baron SchrSder.
R, Warner & Co. have made and erected a similar Mill and

Bet of Pumps for Lord Northbourne.
Numerous other Testisjoniais on application to

27. JEWIN CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, EX.
Engineering Works, Waxton-on-the-Nazti. Essf.i.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

^" The Pioneer of cheap, simple, and effective heating for imall
Greenhouse i,

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of thege

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12s. ; No. 2, £3 IS*. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sizes.

Complete Apparatus from £4 8s, Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
London Office : 163, Palmereton Uuildings, Old Broad St., E.C.
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FERNS SPECIALITY.
Out Collection is unrivailed. Over 1406 species and varieties

of Stove, Greenhouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British Ferns.
For prices of these and for specially cheap collections in beau-
tiful variety, see our Catalogue, free on application.

W, & J, BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

GOLD MEDAL

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
My Novelties for 1395 helped materially to win for me

during the past season THREE GOLD MEDALS, and the

PRESIDENT'S PRIZE of the N.C.S. These, together with
the varieties raised by Mr. C. E. Shea, Mr. H. Bbiscoe-

Ieosside, and other raisers, which I shall distribute, will be

the finest set ever introduced in one season.

My SUPPLEMENTARY LIST, containing a full descrip-

tion of the above, and other Novelties of the Season, is now in

the press, and can be had post free on application. Customers
will receive a copy of this when it is ready.

My CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE —The mcwt camp'.ete

work on culture. Post free. Eight Stamps.

ALSO IS PREPARATION, THE

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUM.
By H. J. JONES,

Containing TEERTY-SIX ILLUSTRATIONS of NEW CHRYS-
ANTHEMUMS from photographs. Every grower should

possess a copy, as this will enable him to select varieties from
the actual representation of the flowers. This valuable work
will be produced at great cost, and can be obtained of (he

Author, pjst free, 2s. &d. each.

H. J, JONES,
Kyscroft Nursery, LEWISHAM, S.E.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DlCKSONS
Nurseries PUCOTCD
(J50 Acres) OfltO I ttt.

SHARPE'S VICTORS POTATO.
True Yellow-fleshed Variety.

TXT W. JOHNSON and SON, Limited, Seed
* ' • Growers and Merchants, Boston,

Offer the above in large or small quantities.

GENERAL SPECIAL TRADE LIST
SEED POTATOS on application.

V. LEMOINE & SON'S
CATALOGUE OF NOVELTIES,

Including BEGONIA ODOBATI3SIMA ALBA PLEVA, AS-
TILBELEMOISEI, new seta of GLAPIOLrS LEMOIXEI and
GLADIOLUS SANCEIANUS, MONTBBETI*S, PHXOSLE3
DOUBLE LILACS, and the best new Forcing Shrub—

DEUTZIA LEMOINEI
(each 5fr. ; per dozen. 48fr.), will be sent free to all applicants.
GLADIOLUS LEMOISFI and GLADIOLUS NAVCEIANUS

Cist Prizes at the Pans Universal Exposition, 18S9 - at the
Chicago World's Fair, 1693 ; Great Gold Medal' at the
Amsterdam Cniveral Exposition, 1895). are not subject to
disease under the climate of England. Address—

V. LEMOINE & SON, Nancy, France.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON'S

STERLING
NOVELTIES for 1896.

Our own introduction—now offered for the
first time.

Eahliest of At,j, Kldxey Bea>\

BEAN, DWARF FRENCH,
WILLIAMS' EARLIEST OF ALL

(Novelty 1896).
This new variety is the earliest t rench Bean in cul-

tivat on. It can be forced a good deal earlier than
any other variety. It is a splendid variety for pot
culture as well as for outdoor work. Itgriws from
13 to 24 inches high, is a strong vigorous grower with,
a pood constitution ; the pods are long, broad, and
rleshy, and of a green colour. They are very tender
when cooked, and of excellent flavour. Specially re-
commended for very early forcing or for general crop.

Per packet f§ pint), is. 6d.

TOMATO, " Warrior" (Novelty 1896).
This magnificent variety is a very free setter and

good cropper, producing its fruits in great clusters.
The fruit is large, round, and without ribs. The flesh

is of a crimson colour, firm, with flivour of the finest
quality. As the fruit is exceedingly symmetrical In
shape, it will prove very valuable as an exhibition
variety. It can be specially recommended either for
indoor or outdoor culture. Per packet, Is. 6d.

NEW GIANT PRIMULA.
PRIMULA SINENSIS FXMBRIATA "MAGNUM BONTJM." (Novelty 1896).

This beautiful variety will form an excellent companion to the Giant White Primula, " Snowball," we sent out last year.
It was raised by Messrs. J. & J. Hayes, Edmonton. We have every confidence in placing it before our Customers, feeling
confident that it will become as popular as our Giant White variety. The plants are very sturdy and compact in habit; the
flower stem is strong, and rises well above the strong, robust foliage. The blooms are produced in great profusion, of a
gigantic size, beautifully fringed, and the colour is a very beautiful shade of a rich deep red. Per packet, 53.

ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUEfor 1896 is now ready, and will he

forxcarded, gratis and post-free, to all applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS and SON,
SEEDSMEN AND NURSERYMEN TO HEB MAJESTY THE QUEEN",

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ANTHONY WATERERSPECIAL CTLTCBE OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES.
A LAKGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

The Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruits and Roses, post-free, 3d.

Winners of the Boyal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal,

1893, '94, and '95 ; also at Manchester and Liverpool.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
THE NURSERIES, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS.

Stattox, Harlow, S.E B.

RHODODENDRONS.
Well furnished and well budded, with from seven to twenty

buds, consisting entirely of the reliable hardy kinds ; the
Majority beets on their Ows Boots, they are without
doubt the best Rhododendrons in commerce.

HARDY AZALEAS.
All the moot beautiful varieties, varying in height from 1|

to 3 feet ; the plants are covered with buds.

ANTHONY WATKREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SUBBEY.

IF YOU WANT

FRUIT TREES
That will bear regularly, purchase Apples

worked upon our Paradise Stock.

We have 70,000 to select from, and shall
be pleased to show them to visitors.

TRAINED TREES A SPECIALTY.
CATALOGUE FRES UPON APPLICATION.

Invites an inspection from intending Planters to the fol-

lowing well-grown TREES, having stout, cean ttems,
with Handsomely-furnished, well-balanced heads, and from
frequently transplanting are splendidly rooted :

—

ACEB DASYCARPUM, U to 20 feet.

„ „ WLERII LACIMATCJM, 10 to 14 feet.

„ NE&UNDO VARIEGATA, Standards, 8 to 10 feet.

„ BEITEN8ACHII, 12 to Ufeet.
„ SCHWEDLBRH, 12tolSfeet.
„ WORLEYII. 12 to 14 feet.

., LEOPOLDII, 12 feet.

BEE OH, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 20 feet.
BIRCH, Silver. 12 to U feet.

CEBASfS SEROTINA (American Bird Cherry), 12 to 16 feet.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 14 to 20 feet,

,, Double White. 14 to 16 feet.

„ Scarlet, 12 to 18 feet.

„ ,, Briotii, 10 to 16 feet.

ELMS. English, 10 to 12 feet.

LIMES, 12, 16 to 20 feet.

All our Limes are the best red-twigged variety.
„ BUCHLORA or DAsTsTILA, 12 to 14 feet.

„ Silver-leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 feet.
LIQUIDAM BAB, 6 to 10 feet.

OAK, English, 12 to 14 feet.

,, Scarlet American. 12 to 14 feet.

POPLAR CANADENSIS ^ OVA (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft.

SYCAMORE. Common, 12 to 17 feet.

„ Purple. 14 to 18 feet.

THORNS. Double Pink, 8 to 10 feet.

„ Paul's Double Scarlet, 8 to 10 feet.

, . Double White, 8 to 10 feet.

WEEPING TREES.
BEE0H. Weeping. Pyramids, and Standards. 8 to 12 feet.

., Weeping, Purple, Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 12 feet.
BIRCH, YouDg's Weeping, Pjramids, and Standards, 8 to

14 feet.

,, Cut-leaf Wesping, Pyramids, and Standards, 10 to 12 ft,
ELMS, Weeping. Pyramids, and Standards, 7 to 14 feet.
L.ABCH, Weeping. Pyramids, 8 to 10 feet,

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
CHILWELL NURSERIES, NOTTS.

Established 1782.

JOHNSON'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM
SPAWN.

BEING- one of the largest
Manufacturers of Mushroom

Spawn, and keepiDg over 1(0 cowb,
from which I obtain a large quantity
of pure virgin spawn, I am in a
position to offer the best obtainable

at 3*. per bushel.
Special Piit^a for Large Quantities

and the Trade.
HANGER HILL, EALING,
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Beautifully Illustrated with Three Coloured Plates (illus-

trating: Flowers), and hundreds of Engravings. AIfo con-
taining compltte Cultural Instructions. List of Novelties,

&c, &c.

NOW BEADY, POST FBEE, Is.,
which may be deducted off subsequent Orders.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDCE.

FRUIT TREES.
To MARKET and PRIVATE GROWERS.
We hold an Extensive Stock of all kinds of the above, in

first-rate quality, and at reasonable prices.

Intending Planters would do well to send for Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free on application.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, MIDDLESEX.

INDIAN ORCHIDS, BULBS, SEEDS, &o

COSSIPORE PRACTICAL INSTITUTION
of HORTICULTURE, FLORICULTURE, and AGRI-

CULTURE. Ccs-ipore, P.O., Calcutta, ia the largest and most
reliable hous) where all sorts of INDIAN SEEDS, including

those of Timbe' Trees, Fruit*, Shrubs, Vegetables, and Flower-
ing Plants ; INDIAN ORCHIDS, viz., Dendrobiums. Vandas,
Cypripediums, Bletia, Saccolabiums, Aerides, Cymbidiums,
and INDIAN BULBS, &c, can he had in large quantities.

PRICE LIST post-free on application to the Superintendent.

**V> ^

fOR PLEA SURE AND PROFIT

Is* OUT
NOTHING SO PROFITABLH
AND EASY TO GROW.

'&, SO Acres of Saleable Trees

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Lists Free.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and
Carriage Free, for cash with order.

Ss. per doz., 60s. per 100.

All other Nursery Stock
carriageforward.

] H POTS From 15/- a doz.

Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
Four Acres of Glass.

Clematis (80,000) from 15/-
per doz.

Jtf.B.—Singfe Plants arc said at
slightly increasedprices.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Kill *0ver 17° P^5' of Nursery Stock,
ft V\v artistically produced, t ontaimii"

u/.V BOm8 hundreds of illustrations,
SttfiR and lull of v,Uuabie Information,
^VK* rreo on receipt of 3d. for postago

RICHARD SMITH &C° Worcester

VEITCHS
GENUINE

FLOWER SEEDS.

PHYSALIS FRANCHETI.
(First-class Certificate R.H.S., October 15, 1895).

A novelty of sterling merit, ve*y striking in appearance,
producing bright red fruits, 3 inches in length and from
7 to 8 inches in circumference. Vtry beautiful for Christ-
mas Decoration when cut. Per packet, 2s. 6d.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS GOMPAGTA
(Syon House Variety?.

Tnis variety is quite distinct from the older form, beiog
of dwarfer pyramidal habit, with larger flowers and a
deeper blue ; very sturdy and free flowering.

Per packet, Is. 6d.

C. F. WILSON'S BLUE PRIMROSES
(New).

Very beautiful and distinct. The flowers range from
pale lavender to a deep violet. Per packet, 2S. 6d.

TOMATO (ALL THE YEAR ROUND) NEW.
First-class Certificate K.H.S., April 3, 1895.

Very superior variety, the fruit being bright red, of a
Plum shape, very solid, and of high quality. Very prolific,

producing clusters at every joint. Suitable for growing
under glass, or in the open ground. Per packet, 2s. 6d.

For full descriptions of the abone and other choice Seeds
see Catalogu 3 for 1896, forwarded post-free on application.

JAMES VEITOH & SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE.
We have now published our Wholesale Catalogue of

VEGETABLES FLOWER SEEDS
Containing also the best NOVELTIES of the SEASON, all the
recent Improved varieties of Sweet Peas (60 in number) arranged
in distinct shades of colour, and LIST of over 150 varieties of
choice Fern spores. Mat be had on application. Any of
our customers not having received one by post will oblige by
letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SEED MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
Seed and Trial Grounds—Feltham & Twickenham, Middlesex.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
WM. SLOGROVE, the very best bright yellow

Japaneee Incurved, to date, 6s. each ; 2 for lis. ; 6 for 30s.

HAROLD WELLS, the best new oreamy-yellow
Incurved, 6s. each ; 2 for lis. ; 6 for 30s. See Special LIST,
now ready, free-—W. WELLS, Earlswood, Redhill, Surrey.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALTY.

STRAWBERRIES.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — The best

Strawberry grown. Special quotations for large quantities.
Also all the best of the New and Old Varieties, including
Competitor, Sensation, A 1, Allan's New Ones, &c.

FRUIT TREES of all sorts, in all forms.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

JOHN WATKINS,
POMONA FARM NURSERIES, WirmNGTON, HEREFORD.

THE
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PEESERVED FLOWERS, GRASSES
AND LEAVES FOR WINTER.

"OUT few flowers are preserved, beoause so
-*-* few present that thickness of petal whioh
enables them to undergo the process of drying
and dyeing when necessary. Chief among them
is the Helichrysum, a flower that needg
but little dyeing, as if cat at the proper
season, and carefully dried, it retains a good
deal of its clearness of tint. Amatenrs who
preserve some blooms, and are desirous they
should possess a greater brillianoe, may employ
Judson's dyes, and in the same way give to

their dried grasses a decorative value, albeit

unnatural. Germany supplies the great bulk of

the dried flowers which come into the London
markets in autumn.

Acroolinium represents but a small bulk

;

the petals lack fibre ; they are thus of an
evanescent character. The same applies to

Rhodauthe. The most valued is the pretty

Helichrysum vestitum from the Cape, known as

the Cape flower. Some say it is not a Helichry-
sum, but no one disputes its usefulness. The
Cape flower oomes over in very large bulk, very
largely undyed, though a few appear in striking

colours ; they have proved especially valuable

for church decorations. Fairy flowers are made
from the silken down taken from some Ascle-

piad, and reversed by tying closely together the

upper portions of the silken hairs, they then form
a perfect ball. These are collected by children in

certain districts, largely in the northern parts of

Canada, and are known as milk-flower balls.

They, too, are muoh employed in ohurch deoo-

ration, and for the better-class bouquet work.

The homely Gnaphalium comes to us from
France, where they are much grown and em-
ployed for wreaths and funereal ceremonies

;

they are bleached and then gaudily dyed, but

few retaining the natural tint of ivory white-

ness. A few years ago they were our only dyed
flower. Attempts have been made to preserve

other flowers, but most of them have proved too

fragile to be of permanent service.

Grasses are largely employed, and some of the

finer examples of recent introduction are really

superb. Many of the most popular grasses come
from Germany. Pome take the dye without the

preliminary of bleaching ; some have to be

bleached. Many are undyed, retaining their

peouliar tints. Agrostis is one but now very

little used. The Oat genus supplies many : the

higher forms which find a place among our

ornamental grasses are not very useful, excepts

in bunches. Of the common Oats some large

imported types appear the most useful ; a big-

eared Oat comes from the northern parts of Italy,

and when fully expanded, the husk comes'away.
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and a greater decorative value istherebyacquired

;

the Oat takes the dye well. Some of the rich

bronzy-dyed heads are very handsome. Biomus
is perhaps the most largely used generally of

any grass, being so pretty and useful, and the

Quaking-grass (Briza) is always very popular

;

so are the smaller forms of Chloris.

The popular taste goes out to the tall and

stately grasses such as the Congo or Nigger-

grass, a reed-like type growing in the swamps of

the Congo, the flowers in small bunches making
up large ball bouquets. The Elephant-grass

is in its charming silken appearance one of

the appearance of berries [?] ; it is very useful for

the most attractive in the form of its inflores-

oence; a tall-growing form with long stems

from the Gold Coast, associating well with the

preceding. Eulalia is also very popular, and is

imported from Florida, a beautiful tufty group,

in long sprays, eight or nine of these sprays

springing at intervals from the stem, and
it mixes well with anything dyed or natural.

Erianthus is another popular grass, whioh is

laTgely grown in Italy, and has a plumed head

like that of the Pampas-grass, many of them
as large as the smaller-sized plumes of the

Pampas, but to be obtained at a considerably

less cost. Lagurus ovatus, the Hare's-tail Grass,

mostly from Germany, is a pretty one for

mixing, but a troublesome grass to store by

dealers, for the mice find their way to it, tear

the heads to pieces, pTobably in searoh of seeds,

and build nests for their young with the fluffy

portions.

Uniola is one of the most useful of the larger

grasses, the heads on long stems, and a mass of

spikelets—most useful, whether in its natural

tint or coloured. This grass comes from the

swamps of the Mississippi river.

But the Pampas-grass commands the largest

sale. Messrs. Gsman & Co., of Commercial

Street, E., get through in a season from 130,000

to 150,000 heads, out of that number dyeing a

very large proportion. It is in the greatest

demand, whioh is, perhaps, not surprising when
its extremely showy character is considered.

Enormous quantities come from different parts

of America, largely from St. Louis in the West,

and from the North also. A fine companion is

found in the Uva-gtass, with very handsome
feathery plumes on long stems, most valuable for

the decoration of halls, and the corners and
nooks of large rooms. The plumes come from
Brazil.

A magnificent new grass is found in what is

termed the " Paradise Plume," a recent introduc-

tion, the plume somewhat resembling that of

the Pampas, more divided, and of greater length.

This is considered the most elegant of all the

long grasses which are now imported.

Palm leaves of various kinds, imported in a
dried form from Germany, British Honduras,

&.c, are received perfectly flat and rigid, and
so become suitable for forming backgrounds
to large bouquets; Areca, Chamsedora, Latania,

Cycas, &c, are the leadirjg forms. The leaves of

Cycas are hard and durable, but the yellow tint

is rendered green by dyeing. Phcenix comes over

with the leaflets compressed firmly against the

main rib ; they are opened out, put through a cer-

tain process, and ourled, and are strikingly hand-
some. Bulrushes come from many parts of the

country, and in different varieties ; the main
thing is to collect them before they are too far

advanced, or the top will burst, and become
disfigured.

Sea-weeds are largely employed, and are
regarded as among the prettiest agents used in
making up deoorations. In their natural con-

dition the appearance is somewhat repulsive, and
the smell offensive, but when put through a cer-

tain process, and dried in various delicate shades,

they are most useful. They are dropped into

vases, to form the groundwork of bouquets, &c.

These plants are oollected in various plaoes along
the coast of Pennsylvania.

But quite a new development in the utilisation

of these dried leaves of Palms, &c, has come to

the fore of late, namely in the renewing of these

sun-burnt leaves so that they again become a
vivid green, and then building them up into

stately plants so like to nature as to puzzle oasual

observers. The leaves are passed through a cer-

tain process to render the material supple, they
are then ironed, coloured, and fixed to cleverly-

imitated trunks, and so a fine specimen Latania,
Areca, Phcenix, Cycas, &c, is built up in a short

time, apparently so full of life and so perfect in

health, that it is not surprising that these
artistic forms fashioned with singular fidelity to

nature are well adapted for ornamental groups,
filling unsightly corners, and for furnishing
entrance-halls, lobbies, staircases, &c. In hotels

and restaurants they prove particularly valuable
—they do not fade, are proof against exces-

sive heat and cold, require but little atten-
tion, and are supplied either with the leaves

permanently fastened to the stem, or so fitted

that they oan be readily removed for cleaning,
for which purpose a damp sponge will be found
effectual. In this form the stems are provided
with the necessary apertures in whioh to insert

the leaf-sialks. Several very faithful counter-
parts of Dracaena australis, Thrinax parvifolia,

Phcenix dactylifera, Cycas revoluta, and others,

are on view, and seeing that they can be pur-
chased at a considerably less cost than living
plants, it is not to be wondered at they are
becoming much in demand. Messrs. Osman &
Co. are foremost in introducing novelties, and
they are to be oomplimented upon this latest

addition to their extensive display. H. D. [The
botanical details of some of these plants require
investigation. The names given above are
mostly trade-names. Ed.]

New or Noteworthy Plants.— ...+ _

L.ELIA x FINCKENIANA vab. SCHRODER.E,
new not. hyb. (Z. anceps alba x L. albida). ^

The type ipecimen which bore some resemblance
to L. ancepi Dawsoni, even to the purple marki
on the side-lobes of the lip and the crimson blotch
on iti front lobe, wai illustrated in the Gardeners'
Chrcrniele, December 30, 1893, p. 804. The plant
more nearly resembles a strong L. albida in iti

growth, and in the form of iti labellnm, whoie
•ide lobei do not clip the column. It bean
evident traces of that species, and comequently
there ii little doubt that the parentage imputed to
it is correct. And now a beautiful purs white
form, with the exception of a few thin purple
lines at the baie of the lip, has appeared in the
collection of Baron Schroder at The Dal), Egham,
and formi a fitting mbject to name in compliment
to Baronesi Schroder, who, like her husband, takei
a keen intereit in Orchids. L. x Finckeniana var.

Schroderae is, in every reipect, similar to the original

plan', except that it has pure white flowers, and no
crimson blotch on the lip. James O'Brien.

Orchids generally. It blooms at the dullest time of

the year, iti fragrance ii delicious, and, lastly, the
flexible leavei, 3 to 4 feet long, having the thickness

of a gooie-qail), are singular-looking. Oar iptcimen
has two very short flower-scapes, each carrying three

flowers of about 3 inches in diameter. The lepals

and petali are of an oval form, and of a very fine

soft yellow colour, blotched with brownish- purple

:

the labellnm is three-lobed, and of a lofter yellow

tint than the petali. As the plant shows a few of

theie splendid flowen every year, we think it ii doing
well. The plant is fixed to a piece of cork, with
•phagnum and peat placed about the roots, and is

hanging near the glass. Scuticaria Steelii wai
imported into Europe in 1836 from Brazil and Sari-

nam. It is a ipeciei worth adding to any collection

of Orchidi. J.K B., Utreckt.

CaTTLEYA T.ABIATA—ALBINOS.

Among the teni of thousands of Cattleya labiata

original type, introduced within the last few years,

comparatively few albinos have been seen ; indeed,

white flowen of any ipeciei, of which the typical

form is coloured, are rare indeed, and yet we do get

an occasional white, one in C. Mossiae, in C. Triansei,

in C. Mendeli, in C. Gaskelliana, even in C. super-

bum, and in C. Aucklandise, and lome other ipeciei

and sub-species. It is pleasing to see, after all these

yean of waiting for C. labiata, that we have got a

superabundance of it, and amongst the lot have come
several with white flowen. One of the belt that hai

come under my cognisance is now in flower in

the very choice collection of E. S. Ball, Esq., of

Earlscourt, Bowden (gr., Mr. Alexander Hay). It ii

a fair-sized flower, with sepals and petali pure

white, without a shade of colour, as I examined it

with the eyes of a severe scrutineer. Tne lip ia also

white, with the exception of a lomewhat irregular

lemon-coloured blotch towards the base of the column.
The column is also white, and the lobes of the upper

portion of the labellnm are folded back, showing it

fully exposed. The lip is more spoon- shaped than
circular, like the typical form in outline, and the

whole flower is chaste and beautiful. There are two
flowers on the plant ipringing from the labiata

typical sheath, and the plant is itrong, having five

leafy bulbi. It is one from an importation gathered

by the collecto-, who saw it in flower, and labelled it

;

and a credit it is to him, for it has turned out in

every respect according to the description sent home,
that variety flowering for the first time in this

country.

In this collection also is another albino, having
the same purity of sepals and petals, but with the

lower extremity of the lip flushed and lined with the

softest sheen of pink. This, on the white ground
surrounding it, and contrasting with the white leg-

menti, makes a beautiful flower, lomewhat like the

one exhibited by Mr. Measurei before the Orchid

Committee. This one ia dedicated to Mr. Ball's

consort, and bean the name of C. labiata alba Balls.

It differs from the white Cooksoni in having white

round the labellnm, Cookioni being solid, beautiful

cerise lip, with by far the best formed white sepali

and petals of any yet seen. J. A.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.
»

SCUTICARIA STEELII.

Fob a period of about four weeki we have had
this speciei of Orchid in flower. There are several

peculiarities noticeable, in the plant not observed in

FLOWERS AS FOOD.
In this country, with abundance of cheap focd, we

are satisfied with Sowers for decoration or ornament
to our tables, but in many foreign countries they
absolutely serve as food. It is rareiy that we find

the corolla of a plant serving aDy other purpose than
as a temporary protection for the reproductive organs
within. Bat for a flower to secrete more than half

iti weight of sugar, and thus bteome au article of
economic value, and even of commerce, is remark-
able. Of this, however, we have an instance in the

flowers of the Bassias of India.

Mere fugitive structures for the most part, their

transitory purpose prtcludei the plant waiting upon
them any of iti store of reserve materials. In India,

the youne flowen of the Banana are regularly eater,

and in China they are pickled in vinegar. Preserved
Mihica, or Mowhara, flowers constitute an important
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article of food to the aboriginal tribes of India.

The fleshy mow-white flowers are produced in

enormous quantities in March and April. They fall

off and cover the ground beneath the trees, and are

gathered eagerly by the native! during the flowering

eaion, and eaten either raw or cooked. A single

tree will yield many hundred- weight of corollas;

tbeae are eaten, as a rule, once or twice a day by the

poorer classes of the wild tribes of central India, and

in parts of Bombay, Rsjpootana, and Bengal. In

Moongbay, south of the Ganges, there are about one

million Bassia trees, so that the yield of flowers there

annually cannot be far short of 100,000 tons.

The blossoms of another specirr, Bassia loogi-

in Egypt is from a hard conserve of Violets made
by pounding the flowerr, and then boiling them with

sugar. This Violet sherbet is of a green colour,

and is called " the grand Signior's sherbet." The
petals of Sowers are much used in Koumania, in

flavouring preserves ; Violets, Lime flowers, and
Rose petals are especially used.

Having regard to their flavour, delicate odours,

and agreeable appearance, the variety of confitures

made there is almost infinite.

The flowers of Melianthus major are so full of

honey that the natives of the Cape Colony, where
the plants grow wild, obtain it for food by shaking

the branches, when it falls in a heavy shower.

Fig. 129.— cyfbipedium insigne: with the tjppeb aijd loweb sepals similarly spotted.

folia, are employed in a similar manner by the

Datives of Mjsore and Malabar, where it abounds;
they are either dried and roasted, and then eaten, or

bruised and boiled to a jelly. The dried small red-

pinkish flowers of the Callignnum polygonoides,

known in India as "phegalli," are eaten by the

poorer classes, mnde into bread, and cooked with

ghi (a fluid buffer), or eaten separately with salt and
condiments. Toe flowers having fallen off, are

»wept up from the ground, and used largely a.; food.

Toe flowers till tbe air with a pleasant odour, as of

over- ripe Strawberries. On analysis they are found

to contain about 46 per cent, of sugar, and 16 7 of

albuminoids.

Tbe Romans bad a wine made of Violet flowers,

and these flowers are still used in Turkey in the

prrpuatin of sherbets. Top most esteemed sherbet

The blossoms of tbe Shaddock are used for flavour-

ing sweetmeats. The calyces or flower-bracts of

tbe Boselle or Indian Sorrel, as tbey ripen become
fleshy, and being of a pleasant acid taste, are made
into tarts and jellies in India. Hose-buds are eaten

by tbe ladies of Arabia, boiled in sugar, and made
into a preserve.

In China also dried Hoses are used as a condiment.

At Grasse in France, all the old and stale Violets are

disposed of, chiefly to manufacturers of confections,

who steam and coat them pretty thickly with flaked

sugar, and then sell the confectionrj at a high price

as " confitures of Violets."

The beautiful bright red flowers of Quassia amoana

are valued in Jamaica for their stomachic properties

infused in wine or water ; every part of the tree

beiog bitter. The flowers of species of Lily. Hemero-

callis graminea and fulva, and Lilium Tnnnbergi
when dried, constitute one of the choicest delicacies

of the Chinese kitchen. Tbey are used to season

dishes, ragouts &c. There is a considerable trade

in these Lily flowers at the different Chinese treaty

ports, amounting in some instances to 73,000 cwt.,

as at Chinkiang in 1893. The ports in which
the commerce is chiefly carried on are Hankow,
Chinkiang, Shanghai, and Wychow. In 1890,5400 cwt.

of these Lily flowers were sent from Hung Kong to

Macao. These flowers, plucked shortly before

bloomiDg, are grown in many provinces of China ;

those from Shantung and Honan are especially

esteemed. When cooked as a vegetable, they have

an agreeable odour'and sweet taste. They are mnch
used in the sacrifices offered to ancestors by tbe

Chinese.

The aromatic spice, Cloves, are the dried calyces

or flower-buds of Carophyllus aromaticus. Tbe
petals of the flowers of Anona senegalensis are nsed

on the Niger for flavouring dishes. The Turks
prepare a cooling drink from the flowers of Nuphar
Intea.

Another use of flowers is in the form of saflroD,

the dried stigmas of the Crocus, which has been

highly prized from a remote period as a condiment.

Althongh not much nsed here for colouring and
flavouring food, it is largely employed in India.

The imports of these were 339 cwt. in the financial

year ending March, 1892, valued at £60,272 ; and in

1894, 317 cwt., value £56,014. The value of the

import thus often exceed £75.000. The stigmas are

the only useful product of the flower, the rest being

waste, and of these it takes some 70.000 to produce

a pound of saffron. Saffron is largely grown in

France, Spain, Italy, Germany, and other parts of

Europe, and is also produced in some parts of Asia,

China, Japan, and Tunis. It is used by " liquoriites
"

and confectioners, and also to colour cheese and

butter in Europe. Saffron-cake is a pastry coloured

and flavoured with saffron.

The capers used at our tables are the flower-buds

of Capnaris spinose, employed as a pickle in vinegar,

or of Zygophyllum Fabago, which latter are occa-

sionally substituted for them. Another substitute

is the nnripe frnit of the garden Nasturtium < Tro-

pseolum majus). About two million pounds of

capers are collected annually in tbe south of Europe.

Primroses are excellent in salad. Cowslip flowers

fermented with sugar form a domestic wine, and are

also nsed for a balsamic drink, known as " paigle

tea." The dried blossoms communicate an aromatic

fragrance to home-made wines, resembling Muscatel.

The flowers of Meadow-sweet (Spiraea TJlmaria)

are also nsed by wine merchants to improve the

flavour of home-made wines. The young calyces of

Dillenia speciosa are added to cnrries in India. The
flower-buds of Bombax heptaphyllnm are cooked

with salt and pepper, and eaten by the natives of

India. The flowers of Abutilon escnlentnm, an

edible, as their specific name implies. The Sowers

of the common Marigold were formerly used in

broths and soups, but are now little regarded. P. L.

Simmondi, F.L.S.

CYPRIPEDIUM WITH PELO-
RIATED SEPALS.

Pelobia, or the development in a regular and
uniform manner of parts that are usually irregular,

is most common in the corolla. In tbe calyx, or

outer wborl of the flower, it is less common. Still,

we do not know how better to classify tbe flower of

Cypripedium insigne exhibited by Mr. Tate at a

recent meeting of tne Royal Horticultural Society.

The uppermost single sepal, and the lowermost

which consists of two in combination, were both

characterised by the white tip and the purplish-

brown spots that n«nally characterise the upper

sepal only (see fig. 129).

Other flowers on the same plant showed interme-

diate conditions, and it will be interesting in the

future to note whether all the flowers will assume

the characteristic coloration and spotting. Should

they do so, the gain will be great.
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OUE POULTRY.
By Harrison Wbih.

(Copyright.)

(Continued from p. 489.)

These are many more varieties of French fowli

beaidei those mentioned, bat aa table-fowls none

superior, and many not to good ; most have " a half-

bred look " about them, such as the Faveroller, La
Brese, and others. Some of the best are a black

breed that I saw at St. Servan some time ago;

bat these were far excelled by our own Dorking, the

old Kent, Snssex, and Surrey breeds, I do not mean
those now reared in these counties for market pur-

poses, but those so carefully bred and tended some

forty years since, and which may be again repro-

duced by careful mating and selection and as care-

fully avoiding any contact or mixture with the

Shanghai or Cochin, or what is termed the Bramah ;

all these are gross feeders, large-boned, and carry

more offal than any of the European varieties. And
yet for all this, most of the mongrel-bred new breeds

generally have a Cochin or Asiatic basis, for the one

reason—because they look bigger and heavier, with

their large bones, fluffy feathers, and full round

abdomen. Still I am hopeful that the general

public is being educated, though slowly, as to

what is really a good table-fowl. It is, indeed,

surprising with what persistency even poultry-

keepers cling to the coarse, large, ill-shaped mongrel,

in preference to those of almost a perfect symmetry,

and of high quality, with an even distribution of flesh

and fat on the breast and without an undue quantity

of inward, and therefore, as a rule, wasted fat.

In the beat Kent, Sussex, and Surrey short, white-

legged fowls, of medium weight there is generally

great excellence, and the short-legged, sturdy old

English game fowl provides the perfection of a

moderate- siz;d bird, fatting evenly, full of flesh of

the most delicate flavour, with a fineness of tissue

unsurpassed by any other. And of these the

white- legged, black-breasted reds are deemed to hold

their own against all others. The much- vaunted

Indian game, though somewhat larger, is by no

means so good, scarcely ever fatting on the breast,

having also more abdominal fat, and with heavier

and larger boner, besides which they are worse layers

than any other breed, with the exception of the

Malay. The old English game is again coming well

to the front, and that it is rapidly rising in the

public estimation is abundantly proved by the very

numerous entries at the late Poultry Show held at

the Crystal Palace.

Though averse to cross-breeding or cross-bred

fowls as a rule—and this for the reason that some of

the most noticeable kinds of the pure breeds are so

extremely good, this crossing with others must have

a tendency to depreciate instead of enhancing those

good qualities which they already possess—still, as

there exists the craving for crossing which if, I think,

most pernicious, and one that is not to be found

among the breeders of cattle or sheep when once the

true breeds can be got; therefore, it would be well

to note some of the many crosses that have been tried

with more or less success.

First, there will be considered the king of fowls,

the best of table-fowls, the old English white-legged

game. Here you start, as nearly as possible, with
the perfection of a table-fow), no part being out of

due proportion to the rest. Therefore, if a larger

bird is wanted, the undoubted best and most natural

cross would be either the Djrking, or the old Kent,
Sussex, and Sirrey. Hire you get size with quality,

and as bath are active, good rangers and food-
seekers, the young will gain much of their living by
their own exertions, besides which, this exercise
also serves to make them more muscular, hence
more fleshy, and even cauies them to put on fat,

and yet to keep in a healthy condition, unlike those
that are cooped and crammed.
Next to this cross is that of the Indian (so-called)

game with the Kent, &;, which produces a larger
fowl, with a long, and generally a lean breast, the
fibre of which is close, short, and somewhat dry, the
fat generally being about the belly, with much

internal fat. I have known more than 2* lb. to be

taken out of the inside of fowls of this cross when
preparing them for the cook yet they reach the

ideas of some as what is a good table-fowl, being of

a large size, and nice appearance to the general

observer.

VEGETABLE MARROW.
The Vegetable Marrow, of which we give an

illustration (fig. 130, p. 765), was obligingly sent hi

nnder the name of Courge Patate by our honoured
correspondent M. Charles Naudin, the Director of

the Garden of Acclimatisation at the Villa Thurer,

Antibes. The drawing gives an excellent idea of

the size and form of the Marrow. The flesh is

yellowish, very firm, and ii "very good cooked."

The plant is a climber, and produces abundance of

fruit. It will, says M. Naudin, succeed in England,
We do not find the name in M. de Vilmorin's Les

Plantes Potageres.

THE LIMES (TILIAS).
The confusion which has overtaken the nomen-

clature of nearly all the more popular hardy trees

and shrubs is shared to the full extent by the Limes.
In the List of Hardy Trees and Shrubs issued from
Kew in 1894, which, it is hoped, will become
the accepted standard of nomenclature for thia

division of cultivated plants, about twenty species

and varieties divide between them some seventy to

eighty synonyms, many of which are in current use.

In the hope that it may be of some help towards the
adoption of a more uniform and correct naming of

these trees in English gardens and nurseries, I have,

in the following notes, enumerated the species and
most of the important varieties in cultivation in
Britain, with a description of their more essential
and distinctive characters. Whilst the hybrids and
intermediate forms which connect several of the
species are often puzzling to identify, the leading
types, with flowering and fruiting material at hand,
are not difficult to distinguish, and these, of course,
are the most important in the establishment of a
uniform nomenclature.

Tilia is a purely north temperate genus (not
represented, however, in North India or Western
North America). About fifteen species are known,
eleven of which are in cultivation at Kew. Most of

them are lofty trees producing a soft, white, and
useful timber. They have a tough inner bark from
which, in the case of the North European species,
ropes and the well-known Bast mats are made. The
leaves are alternate, usually more or less cordate in
outline, and oblique at the base. They have a
somewhat distichous arrangement, and in young
trees there is frequently a flat, wall-tree-like arrange-
ment of the branches. The flowers are always
of some shade of yellowish white, and fragrant

;

they are produced on a peduncle which for half its

length is nnited to the mid-rib of a membranous,
pale or yellowish-green persistent bract, from the
middle of which it aopears to spring. In the
Americiu species, in T. argentea and T. petiolaris
among the European species, and in T. Miqueliana
and perhaps other Asiatic species, the stamens are
joined to petal-like scales, which are absent in the
other species. The fruits are small and nut-like,

rarely larger than a small Pea, varying slightly

in shape from globose to ovoid.

As ornamental trees in B-itaio, the European
Limes have proved by far the most valuable, being
hardier and freer-growing than the American or
Asiatic ones ; one or two of the best of them,
like dasystyla (euchlora) and petiolaris, are not so
much planted as they ought to be. They might,
from considerations of both beauty and variety,

to some extent, at any rate, replace the com-
mon Lime iu gardens and parks. All the Limes
like a fairly rich and moist loam, but they suc-
ceed better than many trees do on poor soil, as u
shown by those at Kew; in the latter case, however,
they are very susceptible to drought, and after a dry
summer lose their foliage very early. They are
propagated by layers, suckers, and seed, and in the

case of special varieties, by grafts. They are subject

to the attacks of various gall-making and other

insects, mitep, red-spider, &c. There appears to be no
practicable means of combating them in the case of

large trees, but healthy trees seem to withstand the

attacks of most of them without serious injury. A
solution of soft-soap and petroleum would probably

be effective on specimens small enough for it to be

applied. Pew trees respond to the pruner's hand
more quickly than tha Limes. The chief point is to

obtain and keep a single erect leader, and as long as

the top of the tree is within reach, all rival ones

should be stopped. Where the trees show a tendency

to develop into too bushy and spreading a form, the

side branches should be shortened back, so as to force

the tree upwards. With Limes it is easy to do this,

and yet retain the natural and informal outline of

the tree.

The following is a list of species and chief varieties,

with the better-known synonyms :

—

EUEOPEAN.

T. cordata, syn, T. ulmifolia, T. parvifolia, T. micro-

phylla.

T. vulgaris, syn. T. intermedia, T. enropsea.

„ „ var. caucasica, syn. T, intermedia var,

caucasica.

T, platyphyllos, syn. T. grandifolia, T. cordifolia,

T. europffii.

„ „ var. asplenifolia, syn. T. laciniata.

„ „ var. aurantia, syn, T. europasa anrea.

„ ,, var. Blechiana.

„ „ var. obliqua, syn. T. Beaumontii.

„ ,, var. ox rear pa, syn. T. cordifolia, var.

oxycarpa.

„ „ var. tortuosa.

„ „ var. vitifolia, syn. T. vitifolia,

T. argentea, syn, T. tomentosa, T. alba.

T. petiolaris, syn. T. alba pendula, T, argentea
pendula, T. americana pendula,

T. dasystyla, syn. T. euchlora.

AMEBICAN.

T. americana, syn. T. canadensis, T. glabra.

T. pubescens, syn. T. americana var. pubescens.

„ „ var. leptophylla.

T. heterophylla, syn. T. americana var. heterophylla.

T. mexicana (not in cultivation).

Asiatic.

T. mandschurica,

T. Miqueliana.

T. cordata (same as European species).

T. Henryana.

T. Oliveriana. !• not in cultivation.

T. Tuan.

The three cultivated American species are figured

in Sargent's Silvz of North America, t. 24—7.

Eueopean.

T. cordata.—This Lime, which is now admitted to

specific rank, is one of the three leading forms which

formerly constituted T. europaea—a now obsolete

name. It may be distinguished from the other two
(T. platyphyllos and T. vulgaris) by the following

characters : It is a much smaller tree ; its leaves are

smaller and glabrous, with the exception of tufts of

pubescence in the axils of the nerves on the lower

surface ; lastly, it flowers later in the season than
the other two. It is found wild in Britain, although

sparingly ; of these three species this has the most
northerly habitat, the south of Britain being about

the lowest latitude in Europe it naturally reaches,

but it is also a native of northern Asia. It is a tree

of compact and handsome growth. The leaves are

2 inches or occasionally more in width, and of the

same cordate outline as those of T. vulgaris. The
flowers are like those of the common Lime, except

that they are smaller; they are produced in great

ahundance durirg July.

T. vulgaris,—This is the common Lime or Linden,

and is by far the most abundant of all the species in

the gardens and woods of this country. As has

already been stated in connection with T. cordata,

this species was, along with that and T. platy-

phyllos, formerly grouped under T. europasa. It is

intermediate between the other two in several
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respects, viz., in size of leaf, in the degree of pubes-

cence on the leaf, and in the time of flowering. It

is well to remember theie point! of distinction, but

in other respects it is so well known that it is need-

less to describe it. It is a lofty tree in Britain, of

somewhat pyramidal shape when young, but round-

topped when old. There is one tree in the Arbore-

tum at Kew just oyer 100 feet high—the tallest tree

in the gardens,

T. plalyphi/llos.—This is the moat southern of

the three Limes, which used to be united under the

comprehensive term of T. europtea. Although it

is joined to T. vulgaris by intermediate forms, pro-

bably of hybrid origin, it may, in its typical con-

dition, be recognised (l),by being the first to flower;

(2), by its broader and larger leaves ; and (3), by

Kew, and the variety is now established under this

name in the collection. Its peculiar character is as

much marked as ever, some of the branches almost

forming loops. It is not, as was at first surmised,

due to injury by insects (see report of Scientific

Committee, Gard. Chron., 1888, ii„ p. 708).

vitifolia.—Leaves of morel triangnlar outline, and

with somewhat Vine-like lobing.

T. argentea.—This fine and striking Lime has been

in cultivation in Britain since 1767. Loudon, who
describes it as T. alba, says it is a native of Hungary,

and looks upon it as a variety of the Common Lime.

Bat it is at least at distinct as several others now
given specific rank. It is not so large a tree as T.

vulgaris, rarely exceeding 50 feet in height. The
leaves are unequally cordate, or almost truncate at

FlQ. 130. —THE "PATATEJ" MABBJW: FLESH SOLID, PALE YELLOW. (SHE P. 761.)

its leaves being pubescent Usually on the whole of

both surfaces, but always on the lower one. There
are numerous garden varieties of this species, among
which the following are the most distinct:

—

aspltniifolia, a tree of very much less vigorous

growth than the type, with laciniated, irregularly

lobed leaves.

aurantia.—A form distinguished by the rich

yellow bark of the young shoots.

Blechiana.—A strong and vigorous tree, with
leaves of exceptionally large size.

obtiqua.—Has a markedly oblique base of leaf.

It is also known as T. Beaumonti.
oxycarpa. — With coarsely-toothed leaves and

prominently five-ribbed fruits.

tortuosa.— In December, 188S, Mr. G. Swailes
sent a young Lime with curiously curved and twisted
branches to the Scientific Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. Some grafts were sent to

the base, 3 to 4 inches across, the npper surface dark

green and glabrous, the lower one of a beautiful

silvery hue, which gives to the tree, especially when
a breeze is blowing, a conspicuous appearance. It

is of erect, sturdy habit, the fruit being ovate, smooth,

and traversed lengthwise by five raised lines.

T, petiolaris.—For many yean the identity of this

species was very obscure, as may be guessed from the

string of synonyms given above. In some respects,

notably in the silvery nnder-surface of the leaf, it

resembles T. argentea, and it was at one time looked

upon as a pendulous variety of that species. In 1881

it was figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 6737,

and Sir Joseph Hooker identified it as the imper-

fectly-described T. petiolaris of De Candolle. It ii

a tree 50 feet or more in height, with rounded leaves,

having an obliquely cordate base, and measuring
2 to 4 inches in diameter. From T. argentea—the

only species with which it is likely to be confounded

—it differs in its graceful, pendent growth ; in its

warti'd, slightly grooved fruits, and in the leaf-stalks

being, in proportion to the blades, twice the length

of those of T. argentea, a character of which the

specific name, petiolaris, is a sufficient reminder. A
native of Eastern Europe.

7. dasyttyla.—Although at present but little known
in gardens, this is undoubtedly one of the moit
valuable of all the Limes. It is of graceful habit

and vigorous constitution, bearing some resemblance

in general aspect to T. petiolaris. Its leaves, how-
ever, are not silvery beneath, but green on both sides ;

indeed, the peculiarly lustrous green of its large leaves

distinguishes it from all other species. They are

heart-shaped, 4 to 7 inches wide, and of leathery

texture ; the upper surface is glabrous, but beneath,

tufts of brownish pubescence occur in the axils of

the veins. The bract on the flower- stalk is lanceo-

late, and the fruits ovoid and downy. This species

is likely to prove valuable as a town tree. It is

perfectly hardy, and retains its foliage longer than

the common Lime, flowering in July. It is a native

of the Caucasus, and has been under cultivation over

twenty years. A First-class Certificate was awarded

it by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in August, 1890. There are trees 30 to

35 feet high in the Kew Arboretum.

Amebican.

T. americana.—Although an exceptionally fine

tree in North American forests—where, according to

Professor Sargent (Silva, tr. 24, 25) it is 60 to 70 feet,

and occasionally 120 to 130 feet high— it has not

proved a success in Britain, and cannot be compared
in value to the East European species. From these

it may be distinguished by its large leave*, which on
young trees, at any rate, are often 9 inches or

more across. They are slightly and obliquely cor-

date at the base, and they are glabrous, t-xcept in

the axils of the Veins beneath, which are pubuc-lit.

Although this species is not subj-cc to iijury by

frost, its branches seem very subject to decay, arid

all the trees I have seen are more or less crooked

and flat-topped. The cleanest-grown specimen at

Kew is one labelled var. mississippensis ; it is, how-

ever, worth growing for the striking dimensions of

its leaves. The fruits are ovoid, thereby distin-

guishing it from the two other North American
species, which have globose fruits. It was in

cultivation at the Chelsea Physic Garden in 1752.

T. pubeicem.—Whatever value as an ornamental

tree this may have in the Uoited States, it does net

succeed well in Britain. It is represented in the

collection at Kew by trees 20 feet high, but they

have the same unsatisfactory appearance as their near

ally, T. americana. The following particulars are

chiefly taken from the Silva of North America, where

it is figured at t. 26: It is nowhere a common tree,

but is most abundant in South Carolina and Georgia,

growing to a height of 30 to 40 feet. The leaves

are 2 to 4 inches long (much larger on the small

trees at Kew), pubescent on first opening, but after-

wards glabrous on the upper surface. The mid-ribs,

the peduncles, and the flower-buds are also

pubescent. It was introduced into England in 1726.

The variety leptophylla has larger and thinner

leaves,

T. heterophylla.—From the two above-mentioned

North American Limes, this is easily distinguished

by the silvery-white under-sur'ace of its leaves.

Prof. Sargent (Silva, t. 27) describes it as a tree

50 to 60 feet high, and says that few North American
trees surpass it in the beauty of its foliage. The
leaves, which are bright green and smooth above,

are 4 to S inches long, and the truncate or cor-

date bases are more markedly oblique than in

either T. americana or T. pubescens. It was in-

troduced in 1811, but is at present a very rare tree

in England.
Asiatic.

There is not much to be said in regard to the

Asiatic Limes, as cultivated trees in England. T.

cordata has already been described among the Euro-

pean species, and the only others in our collections

are T. Miqueliana and T. mandshurica. I have not
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seen any living T. cordata that has been introduced

from North Asia, but judging by the dried specimens

in the Kew Herbarium they do not vary from the

European forms any more than the latter do among

themselves. The mo»t obvious difference is that

some of them have leaves with a white under-surface.

T, maniichuriea.—A small tree at Kew under this

name is 12 feet high with a bushy head. It has thin,

cordate, slightly oblique leaves measuring 6 inches

across, with sharply pointed, irregular teeth which

are either straight or curve slightly outwards. It

does not promise to equal any of the European species

in beauty, at least in the London district. It is very

subject to injury by spring frosts, and the branches

have in consequence quite a pollarded appearance.

The young bark and buds are at this season covered

with a grey-brown tomentum. Professor Sargent,

who describes and figures T, Miqueliana in the Forest

Flora of Japan, states that the tree just described

is that species, and not T. mandschurica. But so far

as leaves go, the Kew plant agrees with Maxi-

mowicz's specimen of T. mandschurica gathered by

himself in Amurland, and now preserved at Kew.
T. Miqueliana.—This species is a common forest

tree in the northern parts of Japan, and it there

attains a height of 100 feet. It is only represented

by small seedlings at Kew, and it will be some time

before any definite opinion can be given of its

probable value in English gardens. Maries collected

it in Ytzzo, and his specimen is at Kew. From it,

it would appear to differ from T. mandschurica in

the more incurved teeth of the leaves, the greater

obliquity of their bases, and the more obvious white-

ness of the under-surface. W.J. Bean, Arboretum, Kew.

development. Auckland has extensive orchards of

Apples—some ofthem halfa century old, which produce

excellent fruit—returns going up to from £40 to £50

per acre in favourable seasons—that if, when pests

are kept under. In Oiago orchard-planting is pro-

gressing rapidly, all fruits of the temperate zone

finding a congenial soil there ; railways would play

an important part in this development. It may be

of interest to note that the manufacture of cider is

assuming considerable dimensions ; also the drying

of fruit, which latter is helped on by the Govern-

ment in various ways. Jam is being looked after,

and if—ah, that ' if "!— capital were but forthcoming,

very much might be done in fruit-preserving for

home consumption.

From the material placed at my disposal by the

Agent- General, very much more of interest might

be given, but space will not permit; enough, how-

ever, has been placed on record to show that much
may be expected in the not far-distant future from

New Zealand fruit-growers. E. C.

NEW ZEALAND FEUIT
CULTIVATION.

In these days of heavy importations of colonial

and foreign fruit?, it is a matter of some im-

portance to growers and salesmen at home to

realise as nearly as possible what they have to

meet from their competitors in other lands ; and

thus it is that we take advantage of opportunities

afforded by the agents of colonies and foreign powers

resident in the metropolis to place the desired

information on record here. Very often the power to

compete possessed by our " outside " friends is over-

estimated—as is the case with the colony under
consideration—New Zealand. Out there, growers were

going to do all sorts of things with all sorts of fruit

trade—they have still to begin ! In the matter of

Apples, all sorts and siz;s of fruit were placed on
our market, and served to prove an object- leBson of

what to avoid planting and sending out as eatable.

To-day, old trees are being up-rooted and re-placed

by finer varieties, such as are suited to English

palates—the same lesson as was so well learnt by
our friends in Tasmania and elsewhere. At
present, the colony does not even satisfy

the cravings of settlers for toothsome fruit—by-and-
by they may be able to Beek fresh fields with a
chance of success.

This year there are 21,400 acres laid down in

orchards—an increase of 313 acreo on the area so

returned in 1894. We may insert here the fact that

a great deal of fruit consumed in the colony finds

its way from other Australasian colonies and the
Pacific Islands. From the North Cape to the Bluff
Hill, on the extreme south of the Middle Island, a

large variety of fruits is grown, such as Pears,
Plump, Quinces, Apricot?, Figs, Walnuts, Cherries,
Gooseberries, Currants, Strawberries, and Rasp-
berries, and produce large crops. In the Auckland
district, Oranges, Lemon?, and Limes flourish ; many
groves are now in bearing condition. The Olive
flourishes in the North Island, and bears heavy crops;
and the manufacture of oil is gradually becoming an
important industry. Vine-growing is also carried
on with far more success in many districts ; tons of
fruit grown under glass are sold in the Auckland mar-
kets annually. It is believed by thoBe who know, that
the production of wine may soon be entered upon in
various localities ; raisins, of course, will follow the

THB WEEK'S WORfC*

THE HARDY FEUIT OABDEU.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

FILBERTS AND COB NUT8.—Nuts form a profit-

able crop in many parts of the country and well

merit attention being bestowed upon the bushes in

the matter of pruning, and dressing the land round
about them with manure. They succeed admirably

when planted in rows midway between the lines of

pyramid Apple or other fruits in the orchard proper,

but better still, if a piece of land be given up to

their cultivation. This should be sheltered from the

prevailing Btrong wind?, as the blossoms readily suffer

from the frosty winds which are experienced at the

time when Nut-bushes are usually in bloom. To
secure fine crops of superior Nuts, the bushes should

be planted 10 feet apart each way, and trained in

much the same manner as a well - balanced Red
Currant bush. Supposing the start to be made with

a strong-rooted sucker, this should be cut down to

about one foot of the ground, and the growths re-

sulting reduced to three of the strongest and beet

placer1 . These during the succeeding winter should

be shortened to about 3 or 4 inches from the stem.

From growths springing from theie cut-back shoots

a sufficient number of branches will push to afford

a selection for the foundation of a busb, and they
should be tied to stakes stuck into the soil in a

circle, the centre of the bush being kept clear of

shoots. These main branches should be cut back
annually at the winter's pruning about 12 or 14
inches ; a good shoot being selected from each in the

summer and trained as leader, and the strong lateral

growth slightly shortened. When the desired height

is attained, which may be in 6 to 8 feet, all coarse

growths should be stopped, and at the winter pruning
old bearing wood and strong shoots freely shortened,

leaving the small catkin-bearing sprays untouched.
It iB best to defer the winter-pruning till the female
blossoms become visible, thinning and shortening

being then carried out with more certainty of securing

a crop of nuts. Suckers should be constantly kept
down, and a moderate dressing of good manure
applied every year, and lightly forked into the
surface. Naturally-grown bushes are, of course,

much more common than these trained and closely-

pruned bushes, and deserve better treatment than
usually falls to their lot. In their case a slight

thinning of the tops, and the clearing away of
sucker?, will be beneficial. Aliberal dressing of manure
as far as the roots extend will certainly lead to

further improvement in the size and quality of the
nuts. If catkins are scarce when the trees are in

blossom, as sometimes happens, a few boughs of

common Haze), on which they are generally abundant,
should be cut and placed about the branches for the
purpose of fertilisation.

WINTER DRE88ING FOR FRUIT TREES.—Now
is the right time for dressing fruit trees infested

with insects. The old-fashioned remedy of hot-
water in which a small lump of soft-soap has been
dissolved and petroleum added, is a simple and
effective dressing. A wine-glassful of petroleum to
each gallon of water will be aa strong as it is safe to

use it, and the mixture when applied should be at a
temperature of 120°. Use a syringe in distributing.

Keep it thoroughly mixed whilst using by returning

every other syringeful forcibly into the can or pail.

For American blight the same mixture is very
effectual if well rnbbed into the infested parts with

a stiff brush.

FLAHTS TJHDEK GLASS.
By W. H. Smith, Gardener, West Dean Park, Chicheiter.

LILIUM LONQIFLORUM VAR. HARRI8I.—These
plants should be kept free from aphia, which are apt

to infest them, by an occasional fumigation or dust-

ing of tobacco-powder or snuff, the former being the

cleaner and better remedy. The pots being now
filled with roots, slightly more warmth may be
afforded, and weak manure-water freely applied.

These Lilies should be kept pretty close to the roof

and not hard- forced, or the flower-buds will become
" blind."

LILIUM AURATUM AND L. LANCIFOLIUM —The
bulbs of these species should be potted when received
from the nursery, and the pota plunged in coal-ashes

or cocoa-nut fibre, and cold frames placed over them.
They will not require any water before growth
commences.

MARQUERITE8.—These plants, if they are now
placed in a temperature of 60° by day to 55° by
night, will soon afford flowers in quantity useful for

cutting. An early vinery would be a suitable place

for them if they can be placed where they are not
shaded by the Vines. Plants struck in the autumn
should be repotted into 48 and 32-sized pots, and
will make nice-sized plants for flowering in the
spring.

BEQONIA8.— Seed of the tuberous-rooted varieties

may now be sowr, using for thB purpose well-drained
shallow-pans in preference to pots. Place these on
a shelf in the stove, and when the seedlings appear
above ground, use means to prevent their damping off.

FREE8IAS.—If these bulbs have been forced hard,
flowers will soon appear, and the plants should be
gradually given a cooler temperature just previous to

the expansion of the first blooms, which will form
the right sort of preparation for the removal of the
pots to the cool conservatory. Applications of weak
manure-water should be afforded, which will help
materially to increase the size of the bulbs and
improve next year's blossoms. Another batch should
be brought into a warm house, choosing the most
forward of those in frames. If aphis be present on
them, fumigate forthwith with Richards' Compound.

MIGNONETTE.—Seed in quantity may now b? sown
in 43's, using plenty of mortar-rubble finely broken
in the loamy soi', and a handful of horse-droppings
to cover the crocks, which should be fairly plen-
tiful. Make the soil very firm, and place the pots
when sown and watered in a slightly-warm pit close

to the glass.

HINT8 ON WORK IN GENERAL.—At this season
when the weather is mostly unfavourable for out-
of-door operations, an opportunity should be found
for preparing for the spring, when nearly every kind
of plant requires some sort of special attention, and
many repotting. Where sufficient shedding exists,

heaps of loam should be got under cover in
readiness for potting Chrysanthemums, Carna-
tion?, &e. If where the heaps are prepared
a label be placed in eacb, indicating the use it is

intended for, it will save mistakes being made,
and facilitate the operation?. Peaty compost may
also be prepared for Ferns, stove and greenhouse
plant?, &c, and all the variety of items required
should be got in readiness for use. Plants of
all kinds should be thoroughly cleaned in the
winter months ; and Begonia tubers examined, re-

moving from them the old roots and soil, but not to
skinning them in so doing. Place the tubers in

cocoa-nut fibre in boxeB or pan?, and store in a dry,

frost- proof place. Examine also Achimenes, Cala-
dium?, Gloxinia?, and Hippeastrums, to ascertain
their condition, and should any of the early Gloxinias
have began to grow, they should be brought into the
light.

THE BTiOWEB (JAKDEJf.
By Bailet Wadds. Gardener, Birdsall Gardens, Fork.

BERRY-BEARING PLANTS —When planting new
shrubberies and borders, or re-arranging old ones,

care should be taken to include a good number of

berry-bearing plants. They are interesting and bright

during the autumn, winter, and spriDg months, when
not taken by the birds, as they often are during severe
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weather. This, however, should not di«coarage an

extensive nse of inch trees. The purple berries of

Mahonia aquifolia are beautiful during the

early winter, when they often resemble cluster!

of imall black Grapes. The plant is one of the most
useful for grouping in masses, and its bright golden

flowers and reddish-purple foliage are very effective

during spring. Sjmphoricarpus racemosus (the Snow-
berry tree), with its pretty small pink flowers and

large white berries, is useful for planting in the back-

ground and under the shade of other trees. It will

grow in any soil, and should be well dug about, and
the suckers removed, or it will quickly overrun its

bounds. There are many beautiful varieties of

Hawthorn (Crataegus), that are showy when
flowering during the early summer, and they have

pretty and various coloured berries in autumn.
Standard trees of these may be suitably planted as

single specimens on lawns and in the back part of

shrubberies. Crataegus pyracantha var. crenulata, or

evergreen Thorn, with its clusters of scarlet berries,

is nseful for planting against pillars, arbours and
ruins, dwelling-house?, or in warm situations it

will succeed as a bush plant. Another berry-

bearing plant that might be more largely grown is

the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides). It is a
pretty deciduous shrub, with silvery foliage, and the

female plants are usually heavily laden through the

winter with yellow berries. The plant is easily propa-

gated by offsets. Plant in the background, as it grows
tall. Elders with their various coloured foliage, and
scarlet, golden, or purple clusters of fruit are very beau-

tiful when grown in masses or as specimen bushes.

Saveral varieties of Cotoneaster are also good, as

C. microphylla, C. buxifolia, C. marginata, and C.

thymifolia, with fine evergreen foliage and scarlet

berries, The Strawberry tree (Arbutus Uuedo),
with its fine foliage and scarlet fruit, grows best in

sandy loam and peat. Then there is Aucuba
japonico, and several varieties of Pernettyas, also

many beautiful varieties of Hollier, all worth planting.

The Bilberry, Blueberry, Cranberry, and other varie-

ties of Vaccinium, succeed well in peaty soils. The
Misleto (Viscum album) is in great demand at this

season for decorative purposes. To propagate the

plant, rub the seeds into cracks in the bark of Apple-
tree?, Thorns, Lime?, and Aih. Protect them by a

piece of net until the plants grow. In districts

where the plant is abundant, the Misleto-thrush and
other birds feed on the berries, and pass the seeds

undigested on to the bark and between the branches
of tree i.

THE OBCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Barford, Dirking.

ANQR/ECUM8, ETC.—In the Eist Indian-house,

Angrassum sesqaipedale is fast pushing out its flower-

spikes, and these should be examined daily for a
small species of yellow thrips which attacks it.

s lould only a few of these insects be found, it is

nevertheless advisable to fumigate the plants at

one, and thus to destroy all those that are imper-
ceptible to the naked eye ; failing this, a whole year's

infloreicence may be disfigured. The pretty Angraa-
cum pertuium having flowered, should now be
given a short rest, receiving no more water at the
root than is sufficient to keep the surface sphagnum
moist. Angreecum pellucidum is now producing
its Sower-spikes, and as these have a tendency to push
themselves downward into the compost, they should
be constantly watched, and assisted over the surface,

so as to fall loosely over the sides of the receptacle
in which the plant is growing. Should the spikes
descend into damp sphagnum-moss, most of them
may be lost. This species requires to be kept con-
stantly moist at the root, until its pretty flowers
commence to open. Two curious but botanically-
interesting Orchids now flowering are Arachnanthe
(Vanda) Clarkei and A. Catbcarti. They appear
to succeed best when trained on upright Teak rafts
or cylinders. As both plants have a distinctly pen-
dulous habit when a certain amount of growth is

made, they should not be uniformly tied in an upright
position, but allowed to droop naturally. Unlike
many other species of Vanda, the stem of these
plants should not be cut down when they become
devoid of their lowermost leaves, for if allowed their
natural straggling habit of growth, the successful
flowering of both plants is assured. At all seasons
they require copious waterings from the syringe.
Anarsecum Scottianum succeeds well under similar
treatment. It should be fixed to a cylinder of Teak-
wood, and its thin stems tied firmly to the rods, so
that the small roots may have something sub-
stantial to cling to, and when in active growth it is

very important to occasionally examine the plant,
carefully tying the scandent growths in an upright
position.

BRA88AVOLA8.—B. grandiflora and B. venoaa
being both in flower now, their delicious perfume
pervades the whole housp, especially at night and
early morning. These species grow thoroughly well
suspended on Teak rafts, the plants being fixed to
the wood with their terete leaves in a pendent
position.

CATTLEYA-HOU8E —Plants of Cattleya Percival-
liana are now throwing their flower-spikes, and need
a little extra water at the root. Should mild weather
continue, this house will well suit their requirements,
but in the event of severe frost a few degrees more
warmth will be necessary. Plants of Peristoria elata
whose pseudo-bulbs are fully made up, should be
placed in a light position in this home, and ba given
sufficient water at the root to prevent shrivelling.

Other species now at rest, and which require similar

treatment at this season, are Chysis Chelsoni, C.
bractescens, C. Sedeni, and C. aurea, also such
Orchids as Luddemannias, Acinetas, Gongoras,
Sianhopeas, &c.

THE KITCHEN GrABDEN.
By loss Lambkbt, Gardener, Powii Cattle, Welihpool.

GENERAL WORK.—The weather being too wet
to work on the ground without doing harm, sundry
other jobs may be attended to. Pea-stakes and
Baan-rods may be cut before the sap rises, and they

may be trimmed and put in sizes ready for use. Look
over those saved from last season, and pier out the
best to be fresh pointed. Boxes will need attention,

and a regular stock of new ones should be made
each year, besides repairing the old ones. Wash
all pots, and pat them away in a dry shed ready for

use, keeping each size in its proper place. The
seed-room may be overhauled, throwing away all

useless seeds. New home-saved seeds may be
put away in their respective drawers, which
should be plainly labelled, so that they may be
readily found in a busy time. Look up notes
respecting crops and seeds, and put them in order,

for the new seed lists are now arriving. Ice-

houses, if empty, should be thoroughly cleaned
out and whitewashed, and left open to sweeten.
Tools that were not put in order after the
work last winter, should be sharpened and mended,
if necessary. Bracken or other material should be

cut and put in readiness for the stacks of ice made
in the open. We are still using from the outside stack,

and the ice-house is not yet opened. Box-edgings
that have become old aid leggy should be relaid, as

nothing gives a garden a more untidy or neglected

appearance than badly-kept edgiugs to walks. If

gravel can be obtained on the estate, a stock should

be screened now and put ready for future use. The
walks may be turned over where the practice is

adopted, and if they are fresh gravelled now, a light

coat later on in the spring will make all tidy. If

tile, stone, or brick edgings are used, they should be

straightened and mended where necessary,

ROOT- HOU3E8 should be given close atten-

tion. Potatos are, perhaps, the most impor-
tant of these. Look over the tubers carefully,

and remove any suspicious ones as well as

as those which are decayed. Room will now be

found to spread them out thinly. Oaions should be

sorted, and any which seem inclined to grow selected

for present use. Give plenty of room to all the

smaller ones of James' Keeping and other good-
keeping varieties. If not yet done, tie up in bundles,

or truss if plenty of time on hand, any that may have
stalks enough attached. In this shape they can often

be accommodated in places better adapted for

keeping them. Shallots and Garlic should be cleaned

and put safe from frost, ready for spring planting.

Carrotf , Turnips, and other roots may receive similar

attention. Take off all growths, as if these are let

grow, the roots are not of good flavour.

deep, the soil being sifted loam and leaf-mould, the
Boil being made moderately firm below the seeds, and
less so above them. Sown in this manner, the plants
can be repotted or turned out without root-disturb-
ance. It is an advantage to grow the earliest
Melon- plants in pairs till they reach 1 foot in
height, owing to unavoidable losses by damping,
insects, &c. The pots Bhould be clean, dry when
used, and well drained. The pots containing the
seeds should be plunged in a hotbed having, a
bottom-heat of 80°, and top-heat of 70°; germi-
nation will then take place in few days, and if the
soil be fairly moist, no water will be required till

the plants appear, and may not then be required.
Tepid water should be used when water becomes
needed, and it must be carefully affjrded through the
spout of a small water-can, not wetting the leaves or
stem. The plants should not stay many days in the
frame, or they will become drawn and weak ; but they
must be gradually accustomed by affording air to the
frame, to a warmth ot a pit or home of about 68° or
70° by day, and not less than 60° at night. Stand
them on a shelf near the glass. For early work, the
plants may ba fruited in 10 inch pots, or two plants
may be grown in a 12 inch one, but I prefer planting
them out on hillocks of turf on a hot bed. In the
meantime these hot-beds should be made up in the
house or pit in which the plants will be grown, using
stable litter and leaves in this proportion, the first

may be one-third and the latter two-thirds, which I
have recommended to have in readiness. These
should have been turned over and well mixed
together two or three times, and then left to ferment
for a few days before making the bads. This may be
from 3 to 4 feet in widtb, and built up pretty close to
the trellis, so that the plants may be near the roof glass.

If the young plants occupy the house whilst the hot-
bad is being made, means must ba taken to let out the
ammonia arising from fermentation, or they may get
killed by it ; indeed, it is better to have the plants
meanwhile in a plant stove or Pine-pit. When forming
the hillocks of soil, aslate or two should be placed under
each, so as not to let the roots get into the hot-bed
materials, at this would result in very rank growth.
Seed may soon be sown for succession, the treatment
of the seed and plants being similar to that given.
There must be caution used in the matter of fire-

he>t to young Melon-plants, or red-spider will soon
infest the foliage, causing great injury to the
plants.

CUCUMBERS.—Plants which may be in fruit will

receive every enconragt-mant to keep them in health,

and remembering that much moisture at the roots

is almost as injurious to the plants at this season as

dryness. The soil should be kept fairly moist, and
nothing more. A small quantity of Clay's Fertiliser,

or bone-meal, afforded onca a week as a surface-

dressing, will keep the plants in a better condition
than farmyard manure-water. Be careful in regu-
larly removing spent foliage, male blooms, and de-
formed fruits, and do not allow the p'ants to carry any
more fruit than are really required, and these should
be cut before they are fully grown.

TOMAT08.—Young plants in small pots must be
kept growing near the glass in a fairly warm house,

ventilation being given during mild weather. Tne
plants should not ba allowed to becoma pot-bound,
nor be over-potted. Weak liquid-manure may be

afforded once or twice a week to bearing plant?, and
the stems tied to stakes as required. Keep the

growth sturdy during dull day?, as plants rendered
weak in any way seldom give good crops later on.

Seed of an early-fruiting variety may ba sown thinly

in pans, and placed on a shelf in a warm-housp,
pricking off the seedlings when large enough to handle

at 2 inches apart, and keeping them close to the glass.

It is from this sowing that fruit may be gathered in

April. Plants in bearing may be top-dressed with

fresh loam and well-decayed manure as the roots

extend. Weak manure-water made from sheep's

droppings, is also beneficial in assisting the fruit to

swell. Continue to ventilate the house during mild
weather, affording artificial heat all the same.

ffBTJITB USTDES GLASS.
By RtCHABD PA.BKEB, Gardener, Goodwood, Chichester.

MELONS.—In order to cut ripe fruits in April,

teed should be sown in the first week in the new
year, or slightly earlier. For years past'it has been

the practice to sow seeds for the earliest crop on

Boxing-day, and I have seldom failed to cut a ripe

fruit in the first week in April. Two seeds should

be placed in 3-inch pots at a distance from the edge

of the pots at about half an inch, and half an inch

Sandhill Planting.—Mr. Rydbebq (Contrib.

U, S. National Herbarium, iii.. 3, Sap:. 14, 1895), has

an interesting papar on the sand-hills of Nebraska,

The characteristic grasses which bind the sand

together are Calamovilfa longifolia, Eragrostis

tenuis, Reddeldia flaxuosa, and Mlihlenbeckia pun-

gens. Mr. Rydbero recommends the planting in

suitable situations of Pinus Banksiana and P.

ponderosa var. scopulorum.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Advertisements should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

illustrations.— The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

dtc. ; hut he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication. — All communications intended

for publication, as well as specimens and plants for naming,

should be addressed to the Editor, 41, Wellington
Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be written on one side only of the paper,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of goodfaith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.

TUESDAY,

FRIDAY,

i Japanese Lilies, Roses, Greenhouse
Dr.0. 31

-J
Plants, &c, at Piotheroe &

f Morris' Rooms.

Jan. 3
. Orchids, at
' Rooms.

Piotheroe & Morris1

JORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE ENSU-
ING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM THE OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—36 -7°.

A retrospect of the progress of

1895. horticulture for the year now at

its close is, as usual—
" Of a mingled yarn, good and ill together."

We hope we shall not be thought too optimistio

if we say, that putting aside matters of secondary

importance, the good has predominated, and
horticulture has progressed. It is likely enough
that anyone seeing only the routine exhibitions,

for instance the endless Chrysanthemum shows,

presenting little or no difference one from the

other, except in extent, would say that the wheel

turned round but did not advance. It is not,

indeed, in this direotion that experience has

taught us to look for progress. The most en-

oouraging signs we see for the advance of

horticulture in general, are the steps being

taken in our rural districts for the promo-
tion of technical education. We are still a

quarter, if not half a oentury behind other

nations in this particular ; but, at last, we are

moving, and when we do move, we are apt to

do so pretty thoroughly. Technical eduoation
is understood in various ways in the different

counties. In some, it means perfeoted routine
;

in others, it means instruction in general prin-

ciples
; whilst in a third category, it implies not

only inoreased skill, but skill directed by judg-
ment begot of knowledge, whioh should be the
highest aim of practical cultivators. Eaoh dis-

triot has its own requirements, and is influenced
by its own local conditions, so that there is no
neoessity to uphold the one at the expense of
the other ; suffioe it to note, with satisfaction,

that in one way or in another, progress is being
made, and progress of a kind that is likely to
increase in volume rather than otherwise. The
large extension of fruit-growing and of market-
gardening is also a matter for congratulation in
the present depressed state of agriculture.

The garden crops generallyhave been good this
year,theextraordinaryooldof Februarycomingtoo
early to infliot muoh damage ; whilst the hot, dry
autumn, if there be any thing in well " ripened
wood " as offering a foreoast for the future, should
favour our fruit orops for the following season.

Exhibitions in London and the provinoes have
been more numerous than ever, but none has
presented any novelty or any speoial features
worthy of comment in a brief retrospeot like this.
Of literature pertaining more or less to horti-

culture, the year has been prolific It will be
sufficient to mention the completion of the

Index Kewensis, the compilation of whioh

is indeed a boon, the appreciation of which

will constantly increase as time goes on.

Kerner & Oliver's Natural History of

P,ants is another book that will be of the utmost

value to thoughtful horticulturists. Dr. Weiss,

too, has rendered good servioe by publishing

a translation of Dr. Sorauer's popular Treatise

on the Physiology of Plants for the Use of Gar-

deners. This is the nearest approach that has

yet been made to Lindley's Theory and Practice

of Horticulture, the theoretical portion of whioh

latter volume, of course, is long out of date. Pro-

fessor Sargent's monumental work on the

Trees of North America progresses steadily, and

will be of the utmost servioe to arboriculturists.

The numerous hand-lists and other publications

issued from Kew are within the means of any

ordinary gardener, and should find a place in

every garden-library. Of the new edition of

Paxton's Calendar, prepared by the members

of the staff of this journal, it does not become

us to speak further than to say that it is intended

for cottagers, allotment-holders, and occupants

of small gardens generally, and has found mu.h
favour with the public. The useful monograph of

Masdevallia issued under the auspices of the

Marquis of Lothian by Miss Woolward is

approaohing completion. Another work whioh

will take its plaoe as a olassic is Miss Amherst's

History of Gardening, lately reviewed in our

oolumns.

Forestry has at length been enriched by a

scientific treatise of the first order of merit, pub-

lished by Dr. SchLich, with the assistance of

some of his colleagues at the Cooper's Hill

College. A new and revised edition of our old

friend Brown's Forester has also been published.

The reports of the Epping Forest Commission

express in the main the views and feelings of

those who have any knowledge of woodland

management, and an intelligent love of natural

history. They will, we hope, for a time at least,

silence the olamour of well-intentioned but ill-

informed enthusiasts.

The obituary record is unfortunately long, and

inoludes the names of some of our best-kuowii

gardeners, suoh as William Thomson, Thomas
Baines, John Wills, Richard Gilbert, T. H.
Rabone, Peter Grieve, C. F. Bause, and others.

Among men of soience more or less directly

oonneoted with horticulture who have been

taken from us, mention may be made of Pasteur,
Huxley, Babington, Baillon, Bommer, Ber-
nardin, Hellriegel, Eiley, Trdpfaut,
Vesque, Professor Lawson, Cleghorn, and
others.

The discovery by Lord Eayleigh and Pro-

fessor Ramsay of a new element in the shape of

argon does not seem at present to have muoh
connection with praotioal gardening, but one
feature of these epoch-making discoveries is, that

the most unexpected results aoorue from them

;

and we may not unreasonably look to future

researches into the nature and action of this gas

to supply fuller information than we have, at

present, on the nutrition of plants, and the part

that nitrogen plays in the vegetable kingdom.
As the disoovery of argon oaused a flutter of

exoitement among soientiflo men, so amongst the

gardening fraternity consternation was felt at

the circumstances attendant on the retirement of

Mr. Barron from Chiswiok. Whatever objeot

the Counoil of the Royal Horticultural Society

may have had, they succeeded in wounding
the susceptibilities of the gardeners and
of their own oommittees by the ill-advised

manner in whioh, no doubt unwittingly, they
carried out their objeot. The Sooiety has
aoted handsomely to their late Superintendent, so

that it seems clear that no personal slight was

really intended to him. As Mr. Barron retires

with a substantial pension, and has been made a

Life-Fellow, there is no necessity to dwell on the

personal side of the question. But wholly apart

from these personal considerations, there are

principles involved in the unfortunate mode
of aotion adopted by the Counoil which
cannot be thrust aside by the somewhat
l&cie apology that has been published on
their behalf, principles which involve the

honour of the several oommittees. These several

committees have been, as usual, busily engaged
during the season, and it behoves them to be
more than ever stringent in their awards.

Wherever ciroumstances permit, no definite

award should be given till the exhibit has been
watched during growth at Chiswiok. A remark
of Mr. Shea's in the pages of our energetio

oontemporary, the Gardeners' Magazine, illus-

trates the desirability of insisting, wherever it is

possible, upon some more thorough tt st than is

possible by the mere comparative inspection of

flowers on a board. Mr. Shea's statistics show
that the great majority of certificated Chrysan-
themums never afterwards make their appear-

ance on the exhibition tables ; or if they do,

that they speedily fail to retain the favour of

the growers.

Our exhibitions may be attractive to the publio

and very seduotive to prize-seeking exhibitors,

but their main objeot should be the advance of

horticulture—a point not sufficiently considered

by the Royal Horticultural Society, and almost

ignored by the provincial societies.

Of the future we need not speak now, but it

is impossible not to look forward with eager
expeotanoy to the future development of Chis-

wiok as a trial garden and experimental station.

At Chiswick we look for processes, at the exhi-

bition table for results. The results may be the
more stimulating, but the processes are the more
instructive to the gardener.

_ , ,. . The Journal of Horticulture for

and uros Mdroc. December 5 has an exce.lent and
interesting article on this subject,

which shows, among other things, the need of

maintaining at Chiswick a " type collection," not
only of Grapes, but of fruits and vegetables,

which could be referred to in case of dispute or
uncertainty. At the same time, a collection of

photographs and coloured drawings should find

place in the Lindley Library, so that we might
have, as botanists have in their herbarias and
libraries, some authentic standard of referenoe.

Of course, allowanoe must always be made for

natural variation, as well as for that whioh is

obviously the result of a ohange in the nutrition

of the plant or other conditions. The necessity

for this is well exemplified in the following
extraot from our contemporary :

—

" We only attach amall, if any, importance to

light variations in shape of berry as a factor in dis-

tinctness of variety. A few years ago we called on a
large grower of Muecat Grapei for market. He wai
busy at the moment superintending the forking into

half the length of the inside border the heaviest

dressing of nitrate of soda we have ever seen or

heard of being nsed. "Jnst an experiment," he
remarked. When the Grapes were nearly ripe we
were shown the results. The berries were half as

large again as those hanging from the other half of

the roof, and the oval shape had practically vanished.

To use the expressive phrase of the owner, the

nitrate of soda had " blown them out ;
" those on the

other half of the roof (border undressed) were mnch
smaller, and quite oval. This is mentioned as a

striking example of variation in which the direct

cause was known. We do not advise private gar-

deners to follow the example mentioned, or they
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might " wear out " their Vines too ioon. This

market grower n always working on the Kqinu
y«ti-!i] — clearing out iome houn-i and planting

otheri every year; hnt this cannot be done in private

gardens."

The general conclusion at whioh our contem-

porary arrives is stated in the following terms :

—

"We are decidedly of opinion that the • ; rapes

grown aa ' Gros Maroc ' and ' Cooper* Black ' much
too closely reaemble each other to be ahown aa

dietinct varietiea, and consequently an exhibit con-

taining them muit be liable to disqualification."

Fig. 131,

—

synandbospadix VEBMiTOxiccs (Engler),

V SYNANDROSPADIX VERMITOXICU8, Engler.*—
Thia ornamental and very distinct Aroid (lowered

recently in the Royal Gatdenr, Kew, and from it

onr illustration (fig. 131) waa made. It is a native of

Tncumar, one of the Argentine provincea, and on

the firat occasion of its flowering in thia country,

waa figured in the Botanical Magazine at t. 7242,

from a plant cultivated at Kew. In habit and foliage

it beara aome resemblance to a Iiichardif, but the

inflorescence is more like that of Taccarum War-
mingianum than of any other Aroid known to me.

.Like the rest of the group to which it belongs, its

root- stock is a tnber, which ia aaid to attain a weight

of 3 to 4 lb. The leaves are three to four in number,

with petioles
1.J-

to 2 feet loDg, of a light greeD,

marked with darker green lines, and the blade i>

bright green, 13 to 14 inchea long, by S to 11

inches in breadth, cordate-ovate , acute, with wavy

margins. The inflorescence is produced with the

leaver, on a peduncle 6 to 8 inches long, which ia of

a light green, with darker green linea; the apalhe

ia about 7 iuches long, and 3 to 3.4 inchea broad,

erect, elliptic-oblong, concav* , convolute at the apex

into a subulate tail-like point ; the outside ia gieen,

and the inside dull purple-madder, both sideB being

ornamented with short daiker atieaka. Tne lower

part of the apadix which bears the l> male flowera ia

aduate to the apalhe, the rest being free, and covered

all round wilh male flowers ; theie is no perianth to

the flower', but Ihe green ovaries are surrounded by

four ovate, obtusr, dull purplish atamtnodes the

stamens of the uiaie tljwers are united into a alouf,

aavulU-n, toiy-purple column, surmounted by a small

head of blackish- puiple anthera. Tnere are several

other Aroids in the Argentine Provinces and South

Brixi 1

,
that are moie or lees allied to this plan',

belonging to the genera Taccarum and Aatero-

ktiguitt, which are ornamental in cbaracttr, and well

worth the trouble of introducing. A few of them

have been under cultivatior, but only in a very limited

quantity, 1 believe, and they appear to have soon

died out. There ought to be very little difficulty in

laising them from seed, but I believe that they

require to be cross- fertilised, ar, in the few cases

known to mf, where Aroida with an infloreacence of

this character have been aelf- fertilised, the result

has always been a failure. -iV. E. Broun.

OUR ALMANACK.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societiea and others, are earnestly requested to for-

ward immediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1896, for insertion in the Almanack,

to be published in our iaaue for January 4.

City of London Colleqf. White Street,

MOORFIELD8.—Profeasor Boolqer, F.L.S., K.G.S.,

A.S.I., will deliver an introductory courae of twelve

lecturea on " Commercial Botany," on Thursday?,

8 to 9 p m., commencing Thursday, January 9, 1S96.

The following subjects will be treated of : The

History of our Trade in Vegetable Producta—Food

Subatances — Drugs— Oils and Oil-seeds— Gums,

Resins, and Rubbers—Dyea and Tanning Materials

Fibres and Paper Materials—Timber and other

Woods—Agricultural Plants—Miscellaneous Vege-

table Products.

During Lent Terrr, 1836, Professor Boulgeb,

F.L.S, F.G.S., A.S.I , will also deliver a courae often

lectures on "Forestry " on Thursday evenings, com-

*Synandrospadix vtmntoxicus, Eogler, Bot. Jahrb., 1883,

vol. i, p. 62.
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mencing January 16, at 9 p.m., with special reference

to the examinations of the Surveyors' Institution.

Practical demonstrations in the country will be given

during the spring. Syllabus : Climate and Trees

—

Land suitable for Arboriculture—Tae Draining and

other preparation of the Land—Nurseries and their

Management—Planting Operations—Thinning and

Maintena ice — Felling and Barking — Timber
Measurement — Exploitation and Management of

Coppice—The distinctive characters of the various

British Timber Tree?.

Kew Seed LIST.—In the form of an appendix

to the Bulletin for 1S96, has been published a list of

seeds of hardy herbaceous plants, trees and shrubs,

available for exchange with other gardens and with

regular correspondents. These seeds cannot be had

by purchase. The list occupies no fewer than thirty-

five 8vo pages of double column.

Rare Books and their Prices, with chapters

on Pictures, Pottery. Porcelain, and Postage Stamps,

by W. Bobeets. (London : George Bedwat ) Mr.

Bobeets has here enlarged upon and republished in

book-form certain of his articles which first appeared

in the Nineteenth Century and the Fortnightly Review.

He treats of the present-day mania for collecting,

and of the large amounts of money which those able

to do so will spend on their favourite hobby. Col-

lecting has its good and its bad sides, and both are

here touched on, but the book is chiefly occupied

with mention of rare books, articles of porcelain

and pottery, and with quaint and true tales of the

prices which some of these have fetched at different

stages of their career. It is an interesting volume,

both to those who find their happiness in pursuing

the collecting mania and to others who prefer to

watch such enthusiasts with amusement and without

joining them in their pursuits.

Berlin Industrial Exhibition, 1896.—Oae
of the special features of this exhibition is to be an

interesting and instructive department of horticul-

ture. On one of the best-situated positions, near

the main building, and between the recreation-

ground and the Marine Panorama, will be opened five

hectares for the sole purpose of the horticultural

lection. This portion of the exhibition, which is

already partly completed, is being carried out under

the direction of the Economy Councillor, Herr L.

Spath, an acknowledged authority on horticulture.

Some eighty firms in Berlin and environsare here repre-

sented in a more or less prominent manner. About
half of the ground allotted to this group is claimed

by the tree plantation exhibitor?, and by the land-

scape gardeners. A splendid park of 1900 me*rei

square has also been skilfully arranged on well-

chosen ground, and several prominent gardeners

have Becured a large and desirable position to

utilize for original landscape gardens. A lawn-

tennis ground in true English style is also con-

templated. Fruit culture of every species will also

play an important part in the Berlin gardening

industry.

"Cottage Gardening."—Vol. vi. of Cottage

Gardening, edited by Mr. W. Eobissos, is now
ready. (Publishers, Mesirs. Cassell & Co) It

treats of the asual suVj^cts—poultry, window and
town gardens, allotment*, bees, simple cookery, and
housekeeping; snd is quite equal to the previous

volumes in value and interest.

Cut Flowers: Orchids.—M. Luctes Lisdes's

energy is remarkable. Not content with the direc-

tion of the Horticulture Internationale, and the

publications connected therewith, he has established

at Moortebeke, near Brussels, un viste ttabliisement

for the sale of cut flowers of Orchids. The same
enterprising man of business ha?, in conjunction

with M ArGusTE Dalle5iagx~e, founded at Bam-
bouillef, France, a special establishment for the

growth of Orchids.

Ancient Society of York Florists.—The
annual dinner was held under auspicious circum-

stances on the 18th inst., there being about sixty

members present. Mr. Alderman McKay presided,

and incidental to the observance of a long toast list,

it was stated that the Society intended to hold an ex-

hibition in Tork during next year, contemporaneously

with the show by the Yorkshire Agricultural S ociety.

Oi this occasion the National Carnation and Picotee

Society will also be represented. Tae finances of the

Society are satisfactory, notwithstanding that un-

fortunate weather attended the recent exhibition of

Chrysanthemums, there being a reserve of £210.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The
meetings for lS9d have been arranged to take plac?

as follows:— A"; the Drill Hill, Westminster, on

January 14, February 11, March 10 and 24, April 7

and 21, May 5, June 9 and 23. July 14 and 23,

August 11 and 25, September 8, October 13 and 27,

November 10 and 21. and December 15. Tneannuil
general meeting will be held at the Society's offices,

117, Victoria S;reet, S.W., in the afternoon of

February 11. The Temple Show will take place on
May 19. 20, and 21, A great exhibition of B -itish-

grown fruit will be held at the Crystal Palace on

October 1, 2, and 3.

Veitch Memorial Medals and Prizes —
At a meeting of the Trustees held on the 20;h inst,,

D.-. Hogg in the chair, it was resolved to present

a Veitch Medal to the following gentlemen, in

recognition of their services to scientific horti-

culture, forestry, and arboriculture — viz , M.
Henri L. de Vilmorin, of Paris ; Professor Sargent,

Director of the Arnold Arboratun, B uton, U.S.A.
;

Mr. F. W. Barbidge, M A., Carator of Trinity

College Botanic Girdens, Dublin ; and Mr. Malcolm
Dann, of the Palace Gardens, Dalkeith. It was also

resolved to place at the disposal of the National

Boie Society two medals and two prizes of £5 each,

one to be competed for at the metropolitan show

held at the Crystal Palace, and the other at the

northern show to be held at Diversion ; two medals

and two prizes of £5 each at the disposal of the

National Chrysanthemum Society, to be competed

for at the Jubilee exhibition of the Society ; and one

medal and one prize of £-> to each of the following

provincial horticultural societies, Ulster, Dandee,

and Derbyshire.

Quantity of Worked Tree3 in an
American Nursery, etc.—As in many other

commercial lines the amount of trade done in some

of the United States' nurseries is prodigious, greatly

exceeding anything that we can show on this side

of the Atlantic, and as illustrating this fact, we take

the following remarks from the National Nurseryman,

a journal circulating amongst growers and dealers,

and published at Bochester, N.T. 'The Fraxkltx
Davis Nursery Co. We have just started into what
promises to be a satisfactory fall season. Oar sales,

both wholesale and retail, are about the same as

those of 18J4, the same quantity of stock being

sold, but at lower prices. We see no difference,

however, in cost of production. There seems to be

a strong demand for Peach trees and Japan Plums.

Prices appear to be lower on everything but Peach ;

grades under J inch in Apples and Pears are exceed-

ingly low, and there is no chance whatever for profit

at such figures. We have made pretty heavy plant-

ings in the spring of 1895, trusting that there will

be an improvement in the business by the time the

stock is marketable. We budded 650,000 Peaches

this season, and would have doubled it, but ran

short of seed. In 1894 we budded 1 150,000. We
planted 500,000 grafts in the spring of 1S95, which
have done well ; and budded 50.000 Pear and

200,000 Apple stocks. From the general out-

look, we are fearful that we have planted too

much, and we are almost confident that nearly all

the growers have done the same thing. There is

certainly an over-production, and we do not believe

that the ' hard times ' are altogether accountable for

the low prices. The only man who is making
money now is the dealer : he buys at less than cost

of production, and is able to get a fair price at retail.

We have had a good growing season here, and stock

never looked better. We are digging 25.000 to

35,000 trees per day without our tree-plough. It is

a little too dry to run it satisfactorily." Our readers

will naturally wonder what a tree's roots look like

after being ploughed out of the land. Other reports

in the same journal show that the demand for Apples
will run the stocks of saleable trees very low by the

arrival of spring. From Topeka we leam that

the autumn trade is good ; a little above the average

in volume. Northern and western planters are

heavy buyers of Apple trees. Colorado trade

gainiDg heavily on Ben Davis, Gano, Paragon,

Arkansas Black or Jonathan, Northern trade still

insists on Duchess, Wealthy, Yellow Transparent,

Wolf Biver, &c. Cherry gives slow sale, prices

lower." Apparently the demand for Apples is a

heavy one in the temperate region throughout the

U.S.A. Those growers in Great Britain who have

suitable varieties might participate in the trade in

Apples, Plums, and Cherries.

A Curious Case of Natural Grafting —
Mr, John Cheese, of Amersham, furnished lately to

the Boyal Horticultural Society a photograph and de-

scription of a case in which, in spite of the severance

of a branch from the main trunk of a Pear, the

severed branch produces fruit year after year, com-
munication with the leaves and trunk being carried

on by means of a slender twig, which connects the

severed portion with the main stem. Mr. Cheese's

account is as follows :
—"In 18S9, an arm of a Pear

tree (Vicar of Winkfield) which did not bear, was
severed for grafting. By accident, the old arm was
not taken away. Next year as it blossomed, I left

it to see what its vitality would come to. It pro-

duced and ripened two Pears. A? it seemed vigorous,

I said ' leave it another year.' It produced ten fruits.

I then made a careful examination, and found that a

small twig about the size of my little finger had joined

itself to the old branch on the top of the wall by

friction of wind. It kept on bearing. Last year [it

bore] forty-two, this year just under thirty—fed

entirely by the twig now almost, or quite, an inch in

diameter. The branch has been in perfect vigour;

and by the pencil sketch, you will see what the

feeder has done. The tree being planted in an
orchard, and turned over the wall (one branch) and
trained down the other side (garden), makes it

rather difficult to give a real idea of it ... .
."

From the sketch and photograph, it appears that

the only direct communication with the roots or

with the old stem, is by means of the inosculating

branch. No doubt, as Mr. Cheese says in another

letter, the union was effected prior to the severance

of the branch. Iu any case, so far as the fruiting

branch is concerned, the entire supply of water must
pasa from the root upward?, till it reaches the slender

connecting twig, then downwards to reach the fruit-

bearing branch, and then more or less horizontally.

Tae quantity of water thus supplied is sufficient to

permit of the expansion of leaves, and these in due

course manufacture, with the aid of the sun-light,

the sugar, starch, and other products required for

the maintenance of the branch, and of the fruits

produced from it. Such cases are more easy of

comprehension, now that we have, to some extent,

got rid of the " vulgar errors " connected with the
" ascent and descent " so called, of the sap.

South Africa.—A supplement received with

an issue of the Wynberg Times for November 30
last gives a detailed list of the classes arranged in

connection with an exhibition to be held by the

Port E jzabeth Agricultural Society in April next.

That there is considerable energy at this port in

matters agricultural is clear from the fact that the

schedule includes as many as 403 classes. Every
kind of farm stock, including poultry and pigeons,

will be rerresented, and the same may be said of

farm produce, agricultural implemente, and South
African manufactures.

The Cape Herbarium is now under the

charge of our valued correspondent, Prof. MacOwan,
the colonial botanist. The nucleus of the collection

was the herbarium of Zetheb, or what remained of

it at the Cape, for a large proportion was destroyed

by fire at Hamburgh. The remainder of Zethee's

plants came into the possession of Dr. Pappe, and at
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]ii« death they were bought by the Government for

£100— a »um very far below their value. Dr.

Harney made uie of the collection for his Flora

Capensis. After this it wai much neglected, till Sir

Henry Barely paid a surprise visit, and at bis

instigation steps were taken to preserve the plants in

a proper manner. Prof. MaoO wan's own collections,

numbering some 5000 specimens, were added in 1881,

and the collection is fairly well housed, except (or

the risk of lire, which is still great. The value of a

herbarium and library to the colonial botanist, and

those who apply to him for information on all sorts

of topics, is incalculable.

"The Central African Planter."—Among
the many encouraging signs of progress, we may

note the publication, at Songani, Zomba, of the first

number of this journal, which bears out the old

adage that there is alwajs something new from

Africa. The pu blication will take for its model the

Ceylon Tropical Agriculturist. Our fathers, not to

mention previous generation?, would have been

astonished to see such signs of development in a

part of Central Africa not kno wn before the time

of Livingstone in 1855. Less than twenty-five

years alterw ards Coffee planting began, and in 1891

a million Coffee plants were in cultivation. Coffee,

indeed, is the principal subject treated of in this

journal. Telegraphic comm nnication with Great

Britain via Cape Town was es tabliahed at the time

the journal went to press. May it be a good omen,

and may our energetic plan ters not forget to occupy

some part of their time in making known the

resources of the country, and in Bending home speci-

mens of its flora and fauna. Who can tell that some

now-unheeded plant may net eventually be more com-

mercially valuable than Coffee. The editor is Mr.

R, D. Hynde, F.R.G.S.

The Surveyors' Institution.—At the ordi-

nary general meeting, held on Monday, December 9,

1S95, the President (Mr. Daniel Watney) in the

chair, a paper was read by Mr. P. Ponchabd (Fellow),

entitled, " The Working of the Agricultural Hold-

ings Act, 1883." A discussion followed, and was

adjourned to the next meeting, and a vote of thanks

was unanimously passed to Mr. Punchabd for his

paper.—The next ordinary general meeting will be

held on Monday, January 6, 1896, when the adjourned

diicuiBion on the paper read at the last meeting by

Mr. F. Ponchabd (Fellow), entitled, " The Working
of the Agricultural Holdings Act, 1883," will be

resumed. The chair to be taken at 8 o'clock. Notice

is given that the Institution will be closed from

Tuesday, 21c h inst., to Monday the 30th inot.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The usual monthly meeting of the committee took
place at the Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor, on
the 20th inst., Mr. W. Marshall, presiding, there

being a large attendance of members. The Secre-

tary, Mr. A. F. Barron, reported that he had received

the sum of £105 15s. lOd. frcm the trustees of the

William Thomson Memorial Fund, the powers as to

voting at elections in respect thereof being accepted

by them. It was resolved that the sum of £500
should be invested in Canadian 3.} per cent, stock.

The following special receipts were announced :

—

Mr. II. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham,
visitors to Chrysanthemum -house, £10 12s. 7<Z.

;

Scottish Horticultural Aisociation, per Mr. R.
W. E. Murray, Edinburgh, £5 ; Mr. H. Herbst,
Stanmore, Kew, £2 lis. 6<2 ; Mr. G. W. Cum-
mins, The Grange Gardens, Carsbalton, £2 10s.;

Mr. W. R. Bloxham, Chesterfield, £2 2s. ; The
Market Harboro' Horticultural Society, sale of
flowers at Chrysanthemum show, per Mr. G. GreeD,
secretary, £1 15s.; Mr. R. Ingleby, Chesterfield,

£1 7s. 6d. ; Mr. C. Gibson, Morden Park Gardens,
£1 Is. Id.

; Mr. J. McKechne, Holloway, £1 Is.

;

Messrs. R, W. Proctor & Son, nurserymen, Chester-
field, sale of flowers, £1 Is. ; The Croydon Chrys-
anthemum Society, sale of flowers, per Mr. W. B.
Beckett, £1 Is. ; Kingston Gardeners' Association,
per Mr. A. Dean, £1 ; Mr. W. Bates, Twickenham,
18s. 6d. ; Mr. F. Miller, Northdown, Margate,

18s. 2d ; Mr. T. Newbonld, Cragg Royal, Leeds,
17s. 6d. ; Mr. A. J. Brown, Chertsey, 15s. 6d.;

Miss Emily Roger, Parnborough, 13s. ; Mr. W. H.
Divers, The Gardens, Belvoir Castle, 13s. Id, ; Mr.
John Day, Galloway, Garlieatun, 12s.; and Messrs.

H. Cannell & Son, Swanley, 10s. It having been
announced that at various times during 1890, nine

children would cease to be chargeable to the fund,

having reached the age of fourteen years, it was
resolved that ten children should be elected at

the annual general meeting to take place at

Anderton's Hotel on February 20 next. The
credentials of a number of children were examined
and passed. A cheque was ordered to be drawn for

the children's allowances for the first quarter of the

coming year, amounting to £195, there being sixty

children entitled to the benefit of the fund. A
hearty vote of thanks was passed to the chairman for

his services in that capacity during the year ; and
Mr. Marshall, in acknowledging the vote, thanked

the committee for their support and attendances

during the year.

The National Amateur Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.—The annual dinner took place at the

Guildhall Tavern on the 18th inst., Mr. T. W.
Sanders, the President, in the chair, about eighty

persons being present, including several ladies. In

proposing success to the association, tbe chairman

said that this was the fifth year of its existence, that

he had been associated with it from the first, and

was well acquainted with its advantages. It was

able to show that it had done good work, and there-

fore justified its formation. There is an increase in

the number of its country members and affiliated

societies ; both together there are probably from

2000 to 3000 persons connected with the association.

The association afforded opportunities for those

amateurs interested in gardening to meet together

and exhibit their skill as cultivators ; and in this

way they were instrumental in interesting others.

Nothing in the way of an association worked on

business principles can be perfect, and there were

imperfections in their procedure, but the con-

ductors were always anxious to receive suggestions

for perfecting their organisation. One satisfactory

feature at their monthly meetings is the collections

of flowers, plants, fruits, and vegetables brought

to them, and which are closely inspected by

the members. Points were awarded to meri-

torious exhibits, which carried with it a Certificate

of Merit ; and when a sufficient aggregate of

points was reached, a Silver Medal was awarded.

Another feature was their conversazione, which proved

so satisfactory that it will be continued on a larger

scale. The President paid a tribute of acknowledg-

ment to his brother-officers and committee, as it

was mainly through their exertions they had scored

so satisfactory a success. The distribution of money-

prizes, medals, and certificates then took place, and

a succession of speeches, interspersed with music,

brought an enjoyable evening to a close. It was

announced that at the next monthly meeting on

Jan. 7, Mr, R. Dean will give a lecture on " Hardy

Border Primroses."

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, ETC.—At the meeting of the Committee of the

Wolverhampton Auxiliary of tbe Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Institution, Mr. G. A. BrsHOP, the

chairman, handed in his list of subscriptions which

he had himself collected in the course of a few

weeks, amounting to the handsome sum of £70,

including twenty-six annual snbicribers of one

guinea each. It may be mentioned that besides,

Mr. Bishop, in conjunction with Mr. G. Bradley,

Wergs Hall Gardens, collected within twelve months,

£146 for the Wolverhampton Chrysanthemum

Society.

Shirley, Millbrook, and Freemantle
Horticultural Society.—The thirtieth annual

general meeting of the above was held at the Shirley

Hotel, Southampton, on the 17th inst., the President,

A. Barlow, E«q
,
presiding. The Secretary read the

report and statement of accounts, showing steady

progress of the Society. The entries at the late show
numbered 600, an increase on the past, and the balance
infavouroftheSocietywas£.'i5. Therewasaconsider-
able increase in the attendance, and this enabled the
committee to make so good a financial report. The
adoption of the report and accounts was followed
by the re-election of the president, vice-president,

and officers, and a ballot for a committee of twelve,

for which there were twenty-four nominations. A
vote of thanks to the president, the press, and the
retiring members of the committee, &c, closed a
very successful meeting and year.

Society of Jersey Gardeners.—At a meet-
ing of this society held on Thursday, D<c. 12,

the programme was of an unusual character. Mr.
A. Flatters, of the Manchester Microscopical
Society, gave a microscopic lantern exhibi-

tion, being the first of its kind given under
the auspices of the Society. These slides

numbering 110, illustrated the internal structure of

plants, the botanical features of each he pointed out.

A number of photographs of horticultural interest,

taken by the demonstrator himself upon the island,

also formed part of the exhibition. Meetings are

held monthly, and the Hon, Secretaries for the coming
year are Messrs. E. Reeve and A. Smith.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Caladium liliputense, Rodigas, Illustration. Horticole,

December 15. Like a dwarf form of C. argyrites.

Cosmos sulphureus, Garden and Forest, p. 481.

Pear Fran901 i Hdtin, Bu llttin d""Arboriculture, December.
1895.

Rose G. Nabohnand, Tea ; Garten, December 14.

PLANTS AND FLOWERS AT
TRENTHAM.

A grand display of winter-flowering plants is to
be found in the houses at this place, the demand
being very great. The houses at the present

time are a charming sight, hundreds of plants of

the brilliant Poinsettia pulcherrima, with enormous
bractf, are splendidly grown in smail pots. Quite as

dazzling are the plants of Euphorbia jacquin-seflora,

whose flowering sprays are such as one seldom tees,

especially in such small flower-pots at these plants

are grown in, namely, small and large 48's. In these

tbe plants maintain their healthy foliage right down
to the rim of the pot. Plants of Salv :a in variety,

Primula, Cinerarie, Roman Hyacinths, Tnlipi, Nar-

cissus, Lily of the Valley, &c, are grown by the

thousand, and great quantities of these are now in

perfection. Besides these are Gesneras in variety.

The Orchid-houses are likewise gay with flowering

plants, and in the Cattleya-houie several hundred

blooms of C. labiata are expanded ; Dendrobium
Phalaenopsir, D. Wardianum, Lrelia anceps, are

there in great quantities. In the Odontogloasum-

houae dozens of sprays of O. crispum and O.

Pescatorei had open flowers, with numbers to follow.

Of Masdevallias great numbers of fine healthy plants

were noted, which could scarcely be excelled for

luxuriant growth, many of them in flower, including

a grand batch of the pretty M. tovarensis.

A houseful of Tree Carnations and Marguerites,

the picture of robust health, was remarked with

hundreds of expanded flowers, consisting of all the

leading varieties. The first-named are invaluable

for their fragrant flowers. A grand lot of late-

flowering varieties of Chrysanthemum are most

useful plants at this season, and the plants here are

now carrying enormous quantities of blossoms good

for cutting, &c. Rhododendron hjbridum, Deulzia

gracilis, Azalea mollis, and Lilies, are extensively

forced, and these will follow those already named.

The healthiness of the foliage plants show that their

cultural requirements are well understood ; and

plants were noted from small things in thumb-pots

upwards to enormous specimenr, their uses in the

ducal mansion being numerous. The Bamboos are

great favourites here, and deservedly so, for their

light green, graceful foliage, and their adaptability

for decorative purposes in the dwelling. In the
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(rait houses good crops of late Grapes were (till

hanging on the Vines, and splendid fruits of

Tomatos. In the early Peach-houses the trees are

just on the move, and the early Vines look very

promising.

Great improvements have been made by Mr. P.

Blair in the pleasure-ground. Many ornamental

trees and shrubs have been recently planted—indeed,

the place has undergone a great transformation, and

is still being improved, so that it will soon match

any existing in the country.

The kitchen garden is well stocked with vege-

tables to meet the large demand made upon its

resources. Many fine new buildings have been

erected, including one in the village to serve

as a lecture ha!', with rooms for billiards, the

library in connection with which is a very

good one, the whole forming a great boon to

the inhabitants of the place. The Duchess

takes a great interest in the well-being of those

employed upon the estate and the villager?, as the

Duke of Sutherland does in horticulture. The
gardens show careful cultivation and attention to

detail in every part, reflecting much credit on the

head gardener. Alfred Outra/m.

JOHN EVELYN.
(Concludedfrom p. 577.)

Evelyn differed from most of the savants of his day

in the dislike to be ranked as an author. The estab-

lishment of the Royal Society was a proof that the

learned men of the late seventeenth century desired

a common meeting- place, where their theories and

discoveries could be expounded to men of kindred

tastes. The scientist and the antiquary were not

regarded with much respect at that period, and their

apparent eccentricities were made ihe butt of much
chesp ridicule, and that ridicule, when enshrined in

the'catcby" lines of Samuel Butler, had the dis-

agreeable tendency to be accepted by the general

public as truth. John Evelyn was too much of a

man of the world and of a diplomatist to indulge in

the little personal vagaries which at that time, and

for a long period a'terwards, characterised the

student of abstract thing'. John Evelyn'* appearance

as an author was not, as we have indicated, the out-

come of a perfectly excusable vanity, but a laudable

desire that others might profit by bis experience.

His garden was bis great hobby, and he found it so

lull of pleasure and instruction that he wished others

to participate. Botany, like chemistry, was gradually

emerging from being a mere art of empiricism, and

Evelyn did more than perhaps all his contemporaries

together to compel the recognition and acknowledg-

ment of these two sciences.

Evelyn's first publication was issued in 1649, when
he was twenty-nine years of age, Ic was not until

nine years after this that the first of his long and

valuable series of horticultural publications made its

appearance. It is a translation of Le Jardinier

Francois, which appeared at Paris in 1651, and ran

into six editions in nearly as many jears. It was

signed by R. D. C. D. W. B. D. N„ whatever these

initials may or may not mean ; the real name and

dignity of the author being N, do Bonnefons, valet de

chambre du Hoi, It was " transplanted into English

by Philocepos," and published by John Crooke at

the sign of the Ship in St. Paul's Churchyard in

August, 1658. Evelyn was persuaded to make this

translation by his friend Thomas Henshaw, to whom
the work is dedicated. This book, which Evelyn
regarded, and rightly so, as the best treatise then

extant on gardening, is an exceedingly interesting

work to the literary antiquary. The catalogues of

Pears (315 in number), Peaches (37), Apples, Plums,
Cheriier, and other fruits are exceedingly curious.

The book is a duodecimo of 319 pages, with four

plates by A. Hertocks ; it was an unquestionable

success. A second edition appeared in 1669 (with

Evelyn's name attached to it for the first time), to

which was added " The English Vineyard Vindi-
cated," by John Rose. The third edition appeared
in 1672, and others in 1675, 1676, and 1691.

Daring the interval which elapsed between the

first and the second editions of the French Gardiner,

Evelyn wrote and published his most celebrated

work, Sylva, " or a discourse of Forest Trees and the

Propagation of Timber," to which is annexed
Pomona, " an appendix concerning fruit-trees in

relation to cider, 1664." This was reprinted in

1669, and in 1679, with considerable additions

;

again in 1705 with still further additions and im-

provements; and finally in 1725, with other works

on gardening—all these were in folio. Dr. Hunter,

of York, edited and annotated an edition in

quarto in 1776, with a number of beautifully-engraved

plates by J. Miller; of this a second edition appeared

in 1786, and a fifth in 1825. Dendrologia, an abridg-

ment by J. Mitchell, was issued in 1827. A very

long article might be written on this most interesting

as I may justify (without immodesty) from the many
letters of acknowledgement received from gentlemen

of the first quality, and others altogether strangers to

me." Evelyn was much disappointed at not receiving

the appointment of Inspector of the Royal Forests,

but the " mighty man, then in despotic power " con-

ferred it upon another " who had seldom been out of

the smoke of London, where, though there was a great

deal of timber, there were not many trees."

Evelyn's next book, Kalendariiini Horlense, or the
" Gardeners' Almanack, directing what he is to do

monthly throughout the year, and what fruits and
Sowers are in their p.ime," was first published in

1664, and in about forty years had run into ten

editions. The British Museum copy, 1666, is in-

teresting in having a presentation inscription to Lord
Arlington in th> author's handwriting. This was not

JOHN EVELYN.

and valuable work. Sylva was the outcome of an

address delivered at the Royal Society in October,

1662, " upon occasion of certain quseries propounded

to that illustrious Assembly by the Hononrable the

Principal Officers and Commissioners of the Navy."

The vitality of the work, seeing that it was the

standard work on trees for over a century and half,

does not need much demonstration. Dr. Hunter

tells us that soon after the publication of Sylva,

which made its appearance under the auspices of the

Royal Society, " the spirit for planting increased to

a high degree ; and there is reason to believe that

many of oar ships which, in the last war, gave laws

to the whole world, were constructed from Oaks

planted at that time."

In a letter to Lady Sunderland, dated Deptford,

August 4, 1690, Evelyn tells us that Sylva was a

success " infinitely beyond my expectations," and

that it has been " the occasion of propagating many
millions of useful timber trees throughout this nation,

the first kalendar of gardening operations published,

but it was one of the earliest which embodied the

long practical experience of an able writer and close

observer. There can be no doubt about the fact that

this work had an extraordinary influence on English

gardening, which indeed it may be said to have revo-

lutionised. The origin of the book would appear to

have been entirely private—a mere note-book of

work to be done in each successive month, with no
thought of publication. Writing in 1690, Evelyn
informed Lady Sunderland that it was written
" almost forty yeares since," so that it more properly

belongs to his earlier works, although doubtless it

contains the result of his later experiences. At all

events, it was an epoch-making book, and a classic

in its way.

Nearly thirty years after the Kalendarium first

appeared, John Evelyn assisted in contributing yet

another volume to the art and practice of horticulture.

This time the work, The C'ompkat Gard'ner, was a
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translation from the French of J. de la Quintinie, by

George London and Henry Wise,* " to which in

added hit treatise on Orange trees, with the raising of

Melons—omitted in the French editioD,"and translated

into Eagliih by Evelyn. This publication, which was

in folio, with a number of plates, had a long lease of

popularity, to which Evelyn's " Address to the

Nobility and Gentry " contributed not a little.

Evelyn's last work wai Acetaria, "a discourse on
Sallets," which appeared in 1699, and of which a

second edition was called for in 1706. Mention
may be conveniently made here of a very interesting

"letter concerning the damage done to his gardens

in the preceding winter," which is published in the

Philosophical Transactions, vol. iii., p. 28. 1634; and
it shou'd not ba forgotten that it was in consequence

of a recommendation of Evelyn's, in his Fumifugium,

1661, which dealt with the inconveniences of the air

and smoke of London, that fragrant plants should be

grown in nurseries, &c, in the low grounds near the

metropolis, that the Lime trees were planted in St.

James's Park,

Evelyn himself tells ns that he delighted in " a

a peculiarity known as hetercecism, or metcecism.

Daring the summer months, examples are frequently

to be observed representing various genera, but the

majority of heterce:ioas Uredinese belong to the

geiius Puccinia, and in this group it is a noteworthy

fact that the uredospores and teleutospores in all

the species described are only to be found on mono-
cotyledons—generally grasses, sedges, or rnshes.

A somewhat remarkable exception, however, has

fallen under my notice. The species referred to is

Puccinia Bistortse, Ser. = Puccinia Bistortaa, DC,
which is classed in Plowright's Monograph of the

British Urcdinem and Uitilaginem under Hemi-
pucciaia, a group that is supposed to be without aeci-

diospores. Aftera long series of experimental cultures

and observations daring the past three years, the

writer is convinced, beyond the slightest doubt, that

this species does not only possess secidiospores. but

is hetercacious in character. la December, 1893, a

short series of observations were briefly detailed

(Grevillea, vol. 22, p. 45 to 47), which it is unneces-

sary here to repeat, beyond remarking that subsequent

cultures have fully confirmed previous observations,

Fig. 133.— sates couht, john evelin's residence, deptfobd.

cheerful gaiety; affect and cultivate variety; the
universe itself were not beautiful to me without it ;

"

and tho«e most conversant with his writings will
readily admit that cheerfulness and gaiety were
amongst the most striking characteristics of his
nature. His tiuly was a character " full of sweetness
and spirit;" and the whole of the stirring period
through which Evelyn lived produced no truer
English gentleman.
His portrait, see p. 772, was painted on

several occadons. First by Cbanterell, in 1626;
by Vanderborcht, in 1641 ; by Robert Walker, in
1648; by Sir Godfrey Kneller, in 1685; and again
by Kneller, for Pepys, in 1689. W. Soberts.

A REMARKABLE PUCCINIA.
Of the various paratitic fungi included in the

group Uredineas, few are more singular in their
mode of development than those species which have
the curious habit of spending part of their existence
on one kind of hoBt, and continuing it upon another
at one time supposed to belong to a different genur,

* It may Dot ba out of place to state here that the present
>vrit<sr contributed to the Gardners' Ckrenicle of March 1

9

and May U,1893, a paper on " London and Wise, and their
Gardening Works.''

The fungus first makes its appearance during the
early part of April on Conopodium denudatum, and
possibly it may have hitherto been confused with
iEcidium Banii, DC, from which, however, it is

clearly distinct, and may be described as follows

:

JEcidiospores; Pseudoperidia in small irregular clus-
ters, seated on orange thickening", mostly hypo-
phyllous, on segments and veins ofthe radical leaves,
rarely on the cauline leaves, more elongated on
the stem«, and petioles nearly flat or shortly cylin-
drical; mouth narrowly contracted, walls ratherthick,
margins fragile, breaking up into white oval cellules
evenly covered with minute warts 20 to 30/i in
diameter. Spores globose, finely verrucose, white,
endochrome, with a slight tinge of yellow, 15 to
20/t in diameter. Oa the radical leaves and petoiles
of Conopodium denudatum April and May.

In the spring of 1894, several plants of Cono-
podium denudatum, abundantly invaded with the
jEeidium, were grown in pots under glass for the

purpose of testing whether the sscidiospores were
succeeded by any other spore form. But no further

results ensued, and the plants made an appearance
in 1S95 apparently healthy, and remained free from
the fungus, showing that the mycelium is not peren-

nial. In like manner, in'. 1504. plants of Polygonum
Bistorta, bearing the teleutospores were isolated, and

in 1895 the plants came up healthy, and remained clear
of the fungus throughout the season, and evidently
the mycelium also in this case is not perennial.

Germinating ascidiospores were applied to the
leaves of Conopodium denudatum and Polygonum
Bistorta on May 1, 1895, but not the slightest result

followed on the former, whereas on the Polygonum
uredospores made an appearance on May 15, Daring
the past spring the fungus was observed to be

extremely common in the neighbourhood of Halifax,

and a number of plants of Conopodium denudatum
growing among Bistort, and bearing secidiospores,

were " marked," and for a fortnight were repeatedly

visited, but no other spore form appeared on the

earth-nut, while uredospores showed abundantly on
the Bistort.

By means of the uredospores the fungus spreads

rapidly, reproducing uredospores in about twelve

days. The uredospores are invariably succeeded by
teleutospores in about the same time ; for instance,

in the May 1 experiment, the teleutospores made an
appearance on May 27. Although numerous ob-

servations were made on the teleutospores daring the

summer and autumn, in not a single instance was an

attempt at germination noticed. Daring the year,

germinating ascidioBpores and uredospores weie

applied to other species of Polygonum, including P.

aviculare, P. cuspidatum, and P. viviparum, bat

without any results, although the latter is given as

the host in various works. It is intended, however,

to continue the experiments during the coming year.

The ascidiospores were firat found by my friend, Mr.

James Needham, at Hebden Bridge, in May, 1893.

H, T. Soppilt, Halifax.

THE WEATHER OF 1895.

The year which is jait drawing to a close has

been a remarkable one in many ways, and, from a

gardener's point of view, may be looked upon in

some respects as one of extremes.

January commenced with a cold N.N.W, wind,

which continued for some days, but there was not

much frost till the 10th, when the temperature fell

to 14°. On the 20th it rose to 49° in the shade, but

on the 23rd it fell to 10°. There were only three

nights in the month that the temperature did not

fall below freezing-point, and these were on the 17tb,

20th, and 21st. There were about 3'21 inches of rain,

including melted snow.

February was a dreadfully cold month, there being

only two nights during the whole period that frost

was not registered, and these were on the 22ad and

23rd, when the mercury fell to 33° and 34° respec-

tively. The coldest night was on the 5tb, when the

thermometer fell to 05. There was an unusually

small amount of rain— 0'78 of an inch only—the

greater portion of which was melted snow. On three

occasions only during fifty years has there been less.

March.—It was not till the 9th of this month that

a general thaw set in, but the sun was so bright in

the daytime, that by the 13th the ground was in

good working condition, so that many of the garden

crops were planted by the end of the month. Less

than % inches of rain fell, the greatest amount

being on the 27th.

April.—The early part of this month was dry, and

very suitable for outdoor work, though the nights

were cold, but on no occasion did we register more

than 6° of frost. Kain was pretty plentiful, during

the latter part of the month ; so also were slugs, for

I never remember seeing such an abundance. The

total rainfall was 2'14 inches.

May was a very dry month, rain falling on six

occasions, and this only to the extent of '14 of an

inch, this being a trifle less than in the dry summer

of 1893. There were several hot days on which the

thermometer in the shade rose to over 80°. Apple

trees were in bloom very early, the first with us

expanding on the 6th. The coldest night during

the month waB on the 10th, when the temperature

fell to 31 5°.

June was also a month of unusual drought, and

though the nights were cold, the days were warm,

as there was no occasion when the maximum did
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not exceed 70° in the shade ; the hottest days being

the 9sh and 24th, when 87° was recorded on each

dates. Only '36 of an inch of rain fell daring the

month, this being the smallest amount for June

registered since 1870.

July, np till tha 18th, was dry and warm in the

daytim°, thoagh the nights were cold. Oa the 16th

the thermometer fell to freezing-point, while on the

following day it rose to t'.P in the shade, being one

of the hottest days in the whole year. Between the

18;h and the end of the month rain /ell to the

extent of 3 50 inches. The hottest night was on the

25th, the minimum being 61°.

August was rainy till the 15 th, with warm weather

both night and day, after which it became dry and
ho1

, the hottest day being the 22nd, when the ther-

mometer registered 81° in the shade. The amount
of rain which fell was 2'42 inches.

September was an unusually dry month, there being

only two days on which there was any registered,

and these were on the 7th and 11th, the aggregate

fall being 73 of an inch, which I think is the least

amount for the month since 1865, in which year

there was only 02. Oae of the hottest nights was
on the 4th, the minimum baing 60°. Oa ten occa-
sions the maximum reached was over 80° in the
shade, the highest being on the 7th, 86°, and on the
25th, 85°; on this latter date 117° waj reached in

the sun.

October wa-, in soma respects, a peculiar month,
for, with the exception of the first, which was very
hat and dry, rain fell more or less on every day till

the yth, after which it was beautiful weather till

toward* the end. The warmest night was on the
6;h, when the minimum was 56° ; and the coldest
was on tha 26 ;b, when 18° was registered. Rain fell

to the extent of 277 inches.

November was a very wet month, rain falling on
twenty- one days to thB extent of 5'98 inches, which
amount has only been exceeded on three occasions
within the last sixty years. This is all the more
remarkable, for on no occasion was there more than
•81 registerec', and this, was on the 6ih. Not once
during the year have we had a flood in the river,

which runs at the bottom of the garden. The
warmest day was on the 17tb, when the maximum
reached was 62°. On only four occasions did the
temperature fall below freezing-point, the coldest
night being the 18;b, when 25° was reached.

December, so far, has been mild, and with the
exception of the lltb, when the temperature fell to
18°, the weather hai been fairlv mild. Oa the 15th
the maximum was 51°. S. C. Prinsep, Mid-Sussex.

BULBS IN WATER.
It is saddening to note in passing through crowded

streets or straggling villages how many are the
amateur growers who will be disappointed of their
expected harvests of Hyacinths and other bulbs to
brighten and sweeten the home at this season. Tae
bulbs, the glasses, the water are there in abundance,
but tha flowers will not be in blossom to welcome our
fimily gatherings of the year, and that is the worst

of it, though not quite all. Tne reason is not far to

seek, nor difficult to avoid. Qiite the contrary.

Here it is. Tuousauds of bulbs are set in water ; and
in the light, in a dormant state. I have seen batches

of such parched on window-sills, Bhelves, and the

narrower astragal between the upper and lower

sashes. Within the last mouth or six weeks a very

few of these bulbs have made much progress, and
not a few of them are already rotten. la others, the

topi hare run far ahead of the roots, with the

inevitable weakening effects.

A tew bulbs of great strength of constitution have
male a stare, at tha top aud bottom, determined,

at it ware, to run fair at both ends, aud under very

unfavourable conditions. Bat this attempt at reci-

procity of growth between root ail top, or rather tha

precedence of root over top-growth, cannot be main-
tained in the full glare of a sunny window, not even
through November or December fogs.

Tnis is a matter not merely of theory, but of

observation on the part of those cultivators who can

read the signs of distress shown by the bulbs grown

in glasses in our windows, and which are readily

interpreted. Under such unnatural condition*,

it is no wonder that growth is laggatd and tho

colour of the leaves and flowers poor, as is

common in Hyacinths and other bulbs grown in

water, whose roots are exposed to the light from the

first. I have observed that the greater the loss of green

in tha leaves the less ivory-white the roots become.

Bat there are other causes for the lack of verdure

aid consequently vigour in bulbs in water than the

probable diversion of chlorophyll from the leaves

and flowers to the roots.

The lack of colour and the sluggish growth often

arise, or are greatly aggravated, through the tops

baing in development ahead of the roots, which is an
exact reversal of the proper order in most plants.

Bulbs are partial exceptions in having a larger store

of food than in other plants. Treated ever so un-
wisely they make efforts, more or less strong, to grow
and unfold their flowers. If, however, top-growth
goes ahead of root-growth, the gradual exhaustion of

the stored-up supplies causes weakness and compara-
tive failure of the development of leaves and flowers.

But bulbs are ofcen drowned as well as lighted

into failure by placing their base into the water
instead of keeping it a J-inch above the sur-

face. Dormant bulbs of Hyacinths, Narcissu",

&c, wait nothing till roots have been made,
and these the bulbs will emit at the right time.

The tops should, daring the first stage, be kept dry,

and by this simple difference of treatment of the top

and bottom of the bulb, the root will start into

growth and do fairly wel', even in glasses exposed to

sunlight.

To have perfect bulbs in glasses, vaser, baskets,

&:., the bulbs should be kept cool and in the dark
for a month at the least, so as to cause root-growth
in advance of that of the leaves and flower stems.
Having done this, and when the leaf-growth has
pushed upwards 1J to 2 inches, and the roots are
freely developing, growth will go oa all right without
check, if they are brought into the light.

Bulbs not grown in glasses from the first should

be covered np with white sphagnum moss. Coco-
fibre refuse, leaf-mould, &;., until roots form

;

then wash them clean, nearly fill the glasses with

water, and place the bulbs over it as described above.

After this change from most, or earth, to water is

effected, twilight should rule for a time—say, six

days—before fully exposing the bulbs to light.

For lack of attention to such apparently minute
details of culture, many amateurs have failed with

Ditch bulbs, aad many ceated to cultivate them,

being daunted by their lack of success. As a slight

protection against the mild rays of the winter sun,

some cultivators make use of coloured glasses.

Coloured glass is warmer than clear glass, but the

heavily-coloured blues and greens defeat the chief

objects of water-culture through hiding np the

smaller and more interesting ramifications of the

roott. But the subject of glasses, baskets, vases for

tha culture and display of sin-le bulbs, aad bulbs
or other plants in groups reqiires artistic and prac-
tical solution—space for the treatment of which is

not now available. Every glass and water-stand

should have suffiueut weight and breadth of base to

prevent it being easily overturned, and it ought also to

be so well provided with crystal arches, pinnacles,

or other oraameats as to afford tha necessary sap-

port to the roots, leaves, aud Sower-stems, without

ties or support', the latter being usually as ineffective

as they are ugly.

When oar Hyacinth-glaites and baskets become
more beautiful and varied in design, we shall have

not only a ereat development of the culture aud
decorative effects of ordinary species of bulbous

plants, but of many other plants in water. For
many years I have taken every opportunity to study

gardening in oar great horticultural centres, and

during all these years I cannot remember meeting

with one record-making illustration of aqua-culture,

or its rich, novel, fresh, and charming effects,1u the

Centre Avenue, Covent GardeD, or in such fine pro-

vincial markets as those at Manchester, Liverpool,

Birmingham, Glasgow, or Edinburgh. D. T. F.

Home Correspondence.

REORGANISING THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—It is at once significant and instructive

that there shoald be simultaneous editorial sug-

gestions on this subject appearing in the leading

horticultural papers, and also notes on the same
matter from other sources. The obvious inference,

therefore, is, that the desire for tha reorganisation

of the society is a wide-spread and a growing one.

At we are yet several weeks from the annual general

meeting of the society, the present moment seems to

ba a peculiarly propitious one for discussing a matter
of such vital importance. I confine myself exclu-

sively to that portion which relates to the society's

committees, perhaps the most important of any that

is likely to be discussed. The evident desire shown
to have the operations of these committees widely

extended may be regarded as signifying high appre-

ciation of the work performed by those bodies, only

it is desired that such work should not be localised in

London, but should ba diffused throughout the country.

That, of coarse, with the help of the leading pro-

vincial societies may ba done ; but there are difficulties,

all the same, to be encountered. As to how it may
be done: first, the Council can instract the Secretary

to invite certain of tha leading provincial societies to

become affiliated to the Royal Horticultural Society.

These bodies shoald not be too numerous, and
should be representative of wide districts. Kent
might have one, Sussex will find one at Brighton,

Hants in Southampton. Wilts in Salisbury, Somerset

at Taunton and Bath, Berks at Reading; then going

northward, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool,

Shrewsbury, York, &c , are but some of these bodies

that might thus be made county or district

representatives. The provincial society affiliated

should then be asked to constitute local or

branch committees for floral (including Orchids)

aud fruit aad vegetable purposes. Tnese com-
mittees should comprise the best horticulturists

of the district or county, no one baing a member of

any two committees, and to these bodies the council

of the Royal Horticultural Society should have the

power of co-opting, if needed, at least three other

members. Probably each branch or local committee

should not exceed fifteen in number, including

the chairman; whether the members of these

branch committees should of necessity ba fellows of

the Royal Horticultural Society or not is matter for

discussion, though, I think, they shou d be so, to

put them on the same footing as are the members of

the central committees. Tnese branch committees

should hava fnll power to grant awards of merit to

such things at they may esteem worthy, not pre-

viously taking such an award, and they should be

held to be awards of the Royal Horticultural Society.

First-olass certificates should be granted only by the

central committees. All these branch committees

shoald meet once a month at least, in some central

place provided by tha local society ; they should

keep full records of tneir proceedings, and, so far as

possible, make descriptive notes of subjects placed

before them, which might be embodied in the

Society's journal, and issued frequently. Tnis would
generally be more readable-matter than is found in

many of the long elaborate papers published on
subjects already well threshed out in the gardening
papers. So fa", all seems smooth enough; but now
comes the difficulty. How are these branch com-
mittees to understand the nature of the standards

set no by the central committees ? That is indeed

a difficult matter. Nothiag would so soon tend to

deteriorate the present value of the Society's awards

as making them too cheap and abundant. Again,
new bodies, not conversant with the experience

gained at the Drill Hall and elsewhere in years

past, would not know what thing* put before them
had previously been certificate! or otherwis",

although that is a difficulty that may readily be

overcome. So far as objections present then-
selves, it seems probable that none are insuperable.

Tne policy towards these branch committees mu».
be one of trust, tempered by careful supervision. 1

1

would be out of tne question for representatives of

either the council or the parent committee to attend

meetings of these branch bodies except, perhaps, at

their original formation. After that they would
undoubtedly hare to run alone. A much handsomer
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certificate than i» now given should be famished,

whether ai an Award of merit or as a F.C.C , space

being left to insert into it the name of the town or

society where the award was made. It would hardly

be possible to extend the system of granting medals

to the provinces as is done at the Drill Hall, as that

wonld be far too costly, and probably at the Drill

Hall it would be as well to limit sach awards to

the ordinary card, and thus avoid appearance of

favouritism for London, whilst refuting medals to

the country. All the same then, card or medal awards

could be made universally. Very uDjust are the

complaints formulated against the present composi-

tion of the Drill Hall Committees. The Council

always have allotted many seats to conntry fellows.

Oa the past year's Fruit Committee I count not fewer

than sixteen out of forty who reside long distances

from London. If they do not often attend it is

purely because of distance, which, of coarse, means
expense, and there are at least ten others who reside

at distances varying from six to twenty-five miles

from town ; were there not a good number of metro-

politan and suburban members, it wonld often be

most difficult to make up committees. As it is, the

general attendance is most remarkable and credit-

able. On the Floral Committee abont one-third are

country members. I mention these facts to show
that those mucb-abuaed bodies are not quite of such

localised formation as some not very good-natured

critics seem to imagine. I have propounded these

• ingestions as affording some ground for discussion.

The time for it is most propiti )us. A Fellow.

The complaints now appearing as to the

metropolitan character of the above Society have a

certain amount of truth in tbem, but the question

arises—How can it be otherwise? Obviously the

Society cannot appoint persons to 'act as officers who
are not Fellows, or even Associates. Doubtless
much good might be done by local committees at

various centres, if well and judiciously managed ; but
I fail to see bow such au arrangement . could be

carried out in the present state of affairs. The first

step necessary teems t > ba to get competent men in

any neighbourhood to join the Society ; and if those
who are now complaining would do to, their suggec-

tions would naturally receive more attention, espe-

cially if they could become acquainted with the work
of the central committees, which codfd only come
abont by their attending some of the meetings of the
Society. Many of the statement' that are now made
by persons residing in distant parts o the country
would then be found to be without foundation.

Another point occurs to me, viz., w. ether it

would not be advisable, on several ground', for

the secretary to visit a few of the leading pro-

vincial ihow, so as to make himself acquainted with
the gardeners and horticu turists gem ally who
frequent tleai, and in that and other ways
get them to take an interest in the work of the
Royal Horticultural Society. It is superfluous
to say that if the more eminent horticulturists
in the kingdom could be induced to join it, much
good would result to the profession in general,
and in various directions. It occurs to me that if

the Gardeners' loial Benevolent Institution fir, da
it to its advantage to send a deputation occasionally
into the country it wonld pay the Royal Horticul-
tural Society to do so also. But as matters stand
at present, probably not one gardener in a hundred
knows either the secretary or the assistant-secretary,
or would be recognised by tbem if they were to
meet. This cannot be considered a satisfactory
state of affairs. A horticultural society should exist
for the benefit of horticulture, and derive its chief
support from horticulturists. For efficiently carrying
out these lundamental purposes and aims, the Royal
Horticultural Society should be in touch, either
directly or indirectly with the ptincipal gardeners
in the kingdom. The recent change at Chiswick,
whereby Mr. Barron ceases from taking an active
part in the Society's business, is a retrograde step,
if considered in the above light, and will cause a
severance ot the slender connection that bai hitherto
existed, at ieest (or a time, for he was a man well
and wicelv known, and deservedly respected bv gar-
deners. W, B. Divsrs, Belvoir Cattle. Gardens,
Grantham.

A HEAVY CROP OF POTATOB.—With reference
to Mr. Leith's note on the above in a recent
Gardtmrs' Chronicle, p. 684 I would like to say that
I believe the advantages of affording space to the
Potatos are very great. Some time ago a friend of
mine in the county of Fife drew my attention at the
lifting season to the extra quantity and quality of

those roots which grew next the alleys. This seemed
proof of the beneficial effects of sun and air on this

plant. Take, for example, a row of early Potatos
planted at the foot of a south wall, wbicb, in spite of

cold spring weather, are always excellent in crop and
quality, and this I have no doubt is mainly attri-

butable to the great amount of sunlight and warmth,
and the ample space they eDJoy. Andrew F. Pearson,

Eachan.

CHRY8ANTHEMUM8.—I am greatly obliged for

your expression of opinion respecting the two
varieties of late Chrysanthemums which I sent to the

office on the 9th inst. In order to avoid a lengthy

communication, I was probably not explicit enough
in my note respecting the variety Florence Watson.
In order to make it fairly representative, I included

the larger bloom from a disbudded plant, and although
it looks so distinct, I assure you it is the same variety,

the difference being due simply to cultivation. When
disbudded to three or fonr buds, its blooms are ex-

cellent for decorative purposes, opening with broad

florets slightly incurving, the lemon centre deve-

loping to a creamy-white, and as the bloom finishes

it gradually assumes a more reflexed form with a
slight curling of the florets, sufficient to distinguish

it from a bloom in an earlier stage of development.

I may add, that the blooms are furnished on stout

stalks, requiring no support, which is an advantage,

if. Watson, Gardiner, Elkington Hall.

POTATO CULTURE.—I have this year cultivated

Solannm Magli8, Fendleri, Obrondi, x utile tubero-

sum, and fifty varieties of S. tuberosum, some from
Paraguay and Chili, which M. H. de Vilmorin sent

me, with the exception of the three first specie',

which I received from the Brest Botanic Garden. I

quite see how different is the comparison between
living plants and herbarium specimens. Certainly,

Alph. de Candolle only knew S. Maglia dried or illus-

trated, as when the development of it is studied con-

currently with that of S. tuberosum, it is difficult to

see in it the original type of the latter. Mr. Arthur
Sutton may be told that to avoid the difficulty of

cultivating in the open ground Solanums Maglia,

Fendleri, and Obrondi, difficulties mentioned to

me by the head gardener of the Brest Botanic

Garden, I have this year grown the tubers of these

species in large pots with sandy soil or loam. I

obtained plants which flowered well and bore tubers

twice as large as those which I bad planted. The
sides of the pots prevented the rhizomes from wan-
dering too much, consequently the tubers were more
developed, and, as is interesting to note, the

gathering-in of even the smallest of the tubers was
easily done. E. Boze, Paris.

OPENING OF THE FLOWER OF OENOTHERA
8UAVEO.EN8 (Desf,).—The rpening of flowers is

nmiily tsccomp ished slowly. It is interesting, then,

to no' ice, as foiming an exception to this rnle, those

of CE. tuiveo ens, which may be said to open
instantaneously ; this phenomenon occurs in July,

about 8 o'clock in the evening ; in August, about

7 o'clock ; in September, about 6 or 6.30. The four

segments of the calyx begin to separate till they

only cohere at their extremitier, and suddenly

they seem to yield to the pressure of the corolla
;

they become detached, and spring back sharply

on the calyx-tnbe, and the fenr petals open
rapidly. The stamens appear lightly inflected round
the style, which bears a crnci'orm stigme, and shows
the pollen already escaped. The | henomenon of this

sudden opening, which can easily be noted on the plants

in garden?, can be observed on detached branches of

the plant, and even on cut flowers or those partially or

completely immersed in water. Incisions made in the

segments of the calyx at the point of their insertion

into the cahcinal tube, do not seem to prevent their

inflexion, they merely retard it. This is attributable

to the hygrometric action of the air, as this is the

more rapid in proportion as the heat of the day has

bieu powerfu', and the cooling process in the evening

it more noticeable. This plant being biennial, it is

well to obtain, in spring, tufts with the radicalleoves

in order to obtain blooms in July, the month most
favourable for study. E. Rose, Paris,

FfUT AND POTATO GROWING IN BRITISH

COLUMBIA.—With reference to yiur not" on the

above su f j->ct on page 716, December 14, I beg

leave to call your attention to the following extract

irom a letter I have just ieceive,d from an English-

man who has been a British Colnmbian resident for

the past seven years, but who, with his wife end

family, are now on their way home again to the Old

Country: "This province seems getting poorer

every day ; so much of the apparent well-doing and
booming was only paper and ink. The Ducan-
Batchelor block has jutt fallen into the mortgagee's
handt ; it cost 40,000 dollars, and is now on c ff-r at

15.000 dollars ! The Burns blcck offered at 14,000
dollars; this was the cott of the site alone'. A
block in Victoria that cost 24 0C0 dollars is now on
offer at 6,000 dols. ! In Wa.hington State, U.S.A.
adjoining us, tbey are sending in Potatos, &c, to the
storekeepers (paying freight and dut/;, and leaving
to the storekeepers to remit balance, which is but
little, I should think, when our local Potatos are

offered, and cannot be sold at 6 dollars (2bs ) per

ton ! Many are leaving the province daily." Saututl

Dobie, Manohebter, December 14, 1895.

RABBIT-PROOF PLANT8—In addition to those

enumerated by your correspondent', the American
Raspberry, both the pink and white varietier, may be

mentioned. The plants increase rapidly, and are

very effective when in bloom. Another plant I have

never seen attacked by rabbits is Gaultheria Shallor,

a pretty, dwarf, evergreen shrub, pery suitable for

growing nnder the shade of trees. It flowers in May
and June, and the fruit is much liked by pheasants.

To those contemplating planting where rabbits

abound, I wonld recommend the following :—Dog-
wood, Snowberry, flowering Currants, American
Raspberry, and the scarlet- berried E der (S. race-

mose), the last a most effective thrub when laden

with its beautiful fruit in the autumn ; with clumps
of Rhododendrons and Gaultheria by the Bides of

walks and rides. I think sportsmen will find tbat

winged game will frequent the covert formed by
these deciduous shrubs in preference to large masses

of Rhododendrons, and the birds as well as ground-

game are easily dislodged when shooting Such
plants as the common and Portugal Laurel, Berberis

(Mahonia), Broom, &c, when established, are seldom

injured by rabbits, except in severe weather, but it

would be useless to plant them where rabbits are

numerous. George Dimcan,

COLOUR IN APPLE8.—Some time since your
correspondent, " A. D," drew attention to fruits of

Blenheim Orange Pippin exhibited before the Fruit

Committee of the~R5yaTHorticuttural Society, which
were of an exceptionally hijj;b colour; indeed, so

much colour had these tpecimens tbat " A. D." bad
doubts of correctuest of the name, suggesting Mr.
Miles had made a mistake, and tbat what he showed
was really Mere de Menage. I believe these are the

facts of the case, but as I am writing from memory,
I may be in error. I am satisfied Mr. Miles would

make no snch mistake. He baa nearly 200 varieties

of Apples, and close upon 40 acres of oichard under

his cba'g-). For some years paat he has been apply-

ing sulphate of i;oi aud co)t as a top dressing to

the land on which the trees are growing, with the

object of increasing the amount of colour in the tkin

of certain vaiieties. He would, indeed, be a bold

man who would say, after inspecting the whole of

the trees as I did last September, that Mr. Miles has

not succeeded in his endeavour. I never saw Wel-
lington (Damelow's Seedling) with such high colour

as here. There are quite fifty trees of this Apple
about twenty- six j ears old, which afford exceptionally

heavy crops of fruit in some seasons; and one tree

not dressed with these substances exhibited a marked
contrast to the others. King of Pippins, Cox's

Orange Pippin, and many others, I have never seen

to richly coloured elsewhere. The disputed Blenheim
Orange Pippin was quite exceptional too. Scores

of trees of this variety are luxuriating—this is the

correct word to use, and still they bear annually

heavy crops of remarkably fine fruit; and this year

the fruits had a more dense colouring than usual. A
somewhat close system of pruning is practised, and
even the standard trees of Blenheim Orange and
Wellington are subjected to this. Mr. Miles it a
staunch believer in the free admission of light and
air to the inner parts of all the trees, no matter what
their shape. E. Molymmx.

WEEVIL8.—As ev^n a partial r^mtdy for the

ravages caused by tiis past ^mon? F-ro> in estab-

lished (JbUectiom ha? a disti-ict value, I have no
doubt soma o' your rtaiert w 11 be iotarested in the

following results of a number of succetstul experi-

ment* ii erftdicat : n? toe grub without disturbing

the ) la ti affe tei. Tie we-vil, as is only too well

lno*ti, d images plantJ in twi different way, during

its larval and during ita perfect state. In the

la'ter the weevil, as we know, creeps about

ma nly at night time, and gnaws holes through the

frond*, or makes ugly gaps in their edges to such an
extent, that where they prevail they completely
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destroy the beauty of the plants, and especially of

Hirts-tongues where such damage ia more con-
spicuous. The remedy at thia atage ia aimply
persistent hunting at night, taking the precaution
to apread sheets of paper under the plant*, ao that
when they drop, aa they are apt to do at the leaat

alarm, they may be seen and destroyed. It if

however, in the larval or maggot atage that they
do the moat harrr, aa their attack? are then confined

to the roota and crowna; and aa they are busy during
the dormant s°ason as well aa in the spring and
autumn, the first indication of their presence,

often in aeed pana as well aa with adult plants,

ia a audden drooping and falling over of the
f'onde, which are then found to be quite loose, the

whole of the roots and axis of growth being gone,

and the plants, of courae, destroyed entirely. We
have repeatedly found batchea of choice seedlings

ao invaded, that in a week or two the whole of the
fronds may be blosn away, not a fibre being left to

attach them to the aoil. Now the difficulty ia, that

to remove theae peata has hitherto involved turning

out the plants and thoroughly washing the roots in

order to find the marauders, which are often snugly

ensconsed in the heart of the plant—and this, espe-

cially in the winter season, is a risky operation, aa

well aa a troublesome one. About a year ago,

finding a batch of these larva?, we kept them under
water for several days to see how long immersion
was required to drown them ; but at the end of

nearly a week they were still alive, and we conse-
quently abandoned that idea of drowning them out.

Subsequently, however, we plunged an affected pan
under water, intending to leave it, if need be, a week
or two rather than disturb a specially precious batch

of plants, and next morning, after only a night's

immersion, we were delighted to find all the maggots
on the surface of the soil, perfectly active, it is true,

but equally perfectly at our mercy, which was a

minns quantity. Repeated trials since then have
convinced us that plunging a plant so that water
just covers the soil for twenty-four hours suffices

to bring them all up in search for air, and thus to

clear the pots or pans entirely with a minimum of

trouble. Chas. T. Druery.

VARIORUM.

A TOBACCO PEST.

Fob a number of years a disease allied to that

which attacks the Potato in this country, has

caustd great destruction in the seed-beds and

plantations of Tobacco in the Dutch East Indies,

and particularly in Sumatra. The colonial govern-

ment commissioned Mr. I. Van Bbeda de

Haan to investigate the disease, and to devise

means of checking its ravages. Mr. de Haan
discovered the cause of the disease to be a

fungus nearly allied to Phytophthora Solani. " Never-

theless," says Von Ebnest Hallieb in the Illustrirt.

Garten Zeilung for November, " according to my
researches, this is not the case, this species of fungus

not affectiog tie Tobacco plant at all. The latter

has shown, duriog these investigations of Mr. Hal-
lieb, ex raordinary resistance to many bacteria, and
that which cause the wet-rot of Potatos has not the

slightest injurious influence on the Tobacco plant.

In fact, leaves of the latter cut from the plant

remain quite fresh after being kept for four or five

weeks in a damp cellar, neither withering nor decay-

ing, not even when the gonidia of Phytophthora and

the bacteria of the wet-rot are sown over them, the

sap of the glandular hairs exerting a poisonous

influence on the Phytophthora and these bacteria.

I then," says Mr. E. Hallier, " carried out more
accurate researches into the conserving properties of

the leaves of Tobacco, and I am convinced that the

living plant possesses extraordinary conserving and

districting properties. The uses of Tobacco-smoke

and Tobacco-water have been known for a very long

period of time for the destruction of plant lice, scale,

and other injurious insects, but few persons are

acquainted with the uses of the sap of the living

plant, of which every gardener should keep a store

for jir at any sesson. It is not necessary to give

any recipe as is the case in the use of manufactured

tobacco; and every intelligent gardener will know
in which cases and in which manner fresh Tobacco-

leaves or the lap of the plant should be uaed. For
instance in the c image of fruit and flowers, a

bouquet surrounded by a holder made of fresh leavea

of the Tobacco-plant will remain fresh-looking at

least ten times aa long as when this prudent course

is not adopted

!

ARKET8

COVENT GABDEN, December 24.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to as regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesman, who revise toe list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered t.h-»t these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, doc only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Plakts ts Pots.—Average Wholesale Pbioes.

s. d. s. d. d. s. d. s.

4 0-12 Ficus elastica, each 10-76Adiantum, per doz,

Aspidistra, per doz. 12 30
— specimen, each 5 0-15
Chrysanthemums,

doz. pots ...

— (specimens), p.
plant ...

Cyclamens, per doz.

Dracaena, each ...

— various, p. doz. 12 0-24 o
Ericas, various, doz. 9 0-24
Evergreen Shrubs,

In variety, doz....

Ferns, small, doz....

— various, p. doz.

6 0-12

16-30
9 0-18
10-76

6 0-24
16-30
5 0-12

Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-24
Hyaoinths, per doz. 9 0-12
Lilium Ha.rrisii.per

dozen pots
Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.
Palms, various, ea.
— specimens, ea.

Polnsettia, per doz. 12 0-18
Primula sinensis,

per dozen ...

Tulips, bulbs, p. doz.
Solanum, per doz....

Spirsaas, per doz. ...

18 0-36
6 0-12
6 0-90
2 0-10
10 6-84

4 0-60
10-26
9 0-12
9 0-12

FBUIT.—AVEBAGE WHOLESALE PRICES.

I. d. s.d.

Apples, Blenheim, p.
bushel ... 3 0- 5

— From Nova
Scotia, per
barrel ...11 0-14

— Wellington,1st
quality, per
bushel ... 4 6-50

—Wellington,2nd
quality, per
bushel ... 3 0- 4 I

Cobs, per 100 lb. ... 30 35

*. d. s. d.

Grapes, Gros Colmar,
1st quality, lb. 1 6- 2

— Gros Cotmar, ^nd
quality, par lb. 10- 1 3

— Alicante, 1st
quality, p. lb. 13-16— Alicante, 2nd
quality, p. lb. 10- 1— Muscat, 1st qua-
lity, p. lb. ... 3 6- 5

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 3 0- 7 6

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Pbices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Azalea. 12 sprays...

Bouvardias, per bun.
Carnations, 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,

per 12 blooms
— per 12 bunches

Bucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.

Hyacinths (Roman)
12 Bpraya

Lapageria, per doz.

blooms
Lilac, French, per
bunch

Lilium Harrisii, do.

Lily of the Valley,

per doz. sprays ...

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Mignonette 12 bun.
Narciss., White,
French 12 bun.

s. d. *. d.

4 0-
9-
6-

1 0-

1 0-

3 0-

3 0-

3 0-

6 0-90

6-16

3 0-

4 0-

1 O-
2 0-

3 0-60

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odontoglossum
crispom.l2blm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bunch— per W sprays.,,

Poin&ettia, 12 blms.
Pyrethrums, 12 bun.
Roses, Tea, per doz.— coloured, p doz.
—pink ,French ,doz

.

— yellow (Mare-
chal), per doz.

— red, per dozen
— Safrano,
French per doz.

Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets, 12 bunches
— Parme, French,

per bunch ...

— Czar, do. ...— Mimosa or Aca-
cia, do.

s. d. s. d.

6 12

3 0-60

0-9
9-10

12
0-4
0-3
0-4
0-4

0-9
0-10

0-4 6
0-9
3-0 6
6-2 6

6-4
6-3

Orchid-bloom in variety

Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Pbices.

Tomatos :—
— ordinary ,,— Canary Is-

lands, per
case. 12 to
14 lb.

s.d. t.d s.d. s.d.

Cauliflowers, p. crate

(5 to 8 doz.) -..10 0-1 3
Mushrooms, per lb. 8- 9
Cucumbers, per doz. 8 0-18
Onions, Eng., cwt. 5 0-60
Tomatos, Home-
grown, Smooth,
p. doz. lb. ... 10 0-12

Potatos.

Trade quiet ; supplies heavy. Snowdrops, 70*. to 90*. ;

Hebrons, 75*. to 85*. ; Braces, 45s. to 60s. ; Black lands, 30*. to

45*. /. B. Thomas,

POTATOS.
Lottdox Averages : Dec. 23. — Saxons, 90*. to 100*.

;

Dunbar Maincrop, 70*. to 90*. ; Lincoln Saxons, 70*. to 90*.

;

Hebrons, 70*. to 80*.; Mainorop, 50s. to 60*.; Sutton's

Abundance, 50*. to 70s. ; Imperators, 40*. to 50 1. ; Magnums,
40*. to 50s. per ton.

CORN.
Averages. — Official statement of the arerage prices of

British Corn, imperial measure (qr.), for the week ending

December 21, and for the corresponding period last year:—
1895: Wheat, 29s. Id,; Barley, 235.84.; Oats, 13s. lid. 1894:

Wheat, 20*. W. ; Barley, 21*. hi. ; Oats, 13*. lid.

SEEDS.
Londoit : December 21.—Messrs. John Shaw 9c Son?, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

write, that the seed market now exhibits quite a holiday

appearance, and transactions are few and far between, quota-
tions all round are in consequence purely nominal, and no
noteworthy feature whatever has developed itself. Meantime
prices generally stand at a very moderate level, and with the
opening of the New Year a good trade is hoped for. Niger
seed on the spot appears nearly exhausted, and is much
wanted. Other articles call for no comment.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Fabringdok : Dec. 24.— Quotations: —Cabbages, Col-

lard, 2s. 6d. per tally; Savoys, 4s. do.; Cauliflowers, 6s.

do. ; Parsnips, 1*. per score ; Turnips, 2s. per dozen bunches
;

Carrots, do. ; Leeks, 2s, do. Spinach, Is. 3d. per bushel

;

Celery, 13s. per dozen rolls ; Horseradish, Is. 2d. per bundle ;

Apples, Canadian Blenheims, 5s, per bush. ; Greenings, 15*. per
barrel; Baldwins, 18s. ; Newtown Pippins, 18s., do.; Tucker's
King, 22s. Qd., do. ; Ribstons, do. ; English Grapes, Is, 3d. per

pound ; Almiera do., 5s. per dozen pounds.

HAY.
Average of prices at the metropolitan markets during the

week ending December 23, and for the corresponding week
last year :—Clover, best, 80s. to 95*. ; do., inferior, 50*. to

70*. ; hay, best, 80*. to 90*. ; do., inferior, 36*. to 60*.

;

mixture, 78s, to S7s. 6a?. ; and straw, 20*. to 42*. per load.

Qmfm
Mr

urrnjpowknk

Books : J. P., E. F. C. There are no elementary
books on forestry worth your studying. Get the
newest, viz, The Manual of Forestry, in four

volumes, by Prof. W. Schiicb, published by
Bradbury, Agnew & Co., Limited, 8, 9, and 10,

Bouverie Street, EC.-i. <?. M. Baltet's The
Art of Grafting and Budding is published by Mr.
W. Robinson, 37, Southampton Street.

Fuchsias: Header. The earliest-introduced species

was macrostemma sjd. coccinea, 1788; the next
lycioides in 1796—both from Chili, and many other
species in the first half of this century. The
introducer of the first was said to be a sailor,

whose name is not known.

Holly : A. B. It will be quite safe to cut the old

tree hard back into the old wood. When the
roots are bared, as you propose doing, it would be
advisable to take out a trench all ronnd the tree

at a distance of 5 or 6 feet from the stem, cutting
back all roots tbat go beyond that distance, and
filling the trench with fresh soil. The new loam
and manure that you top-dress with will also do
for filling the trench ; or if that is too extrava-
gant, you might mix a good proportion of these
materials with the staple. Lift Hollies in April,

May, and August.

Names of Fbuits : J. W. 1, Hacon's Incomparable
;

2. Beun6 Diel; 3 Josephine de Malines; 4,

Althorp Crasiane; 5 Knight's Monarch ; 6, Glout
Morgan ; 7, Apple Court of Wick.

—

F. A. White-

head. 2, Claygate Pearmain ; 3, Cellini ; 4, York-
shire Beauty; 5. Blenheim Orange; 6, Dnmelow's
Seedling.

—

A Southern Subscriber. Your Apples
are not known to us. They are probably some local

varieties.— W. B. Divsrs. We do not recognise

your Apples—No. 1 looks like Cellini, but is much
sweeter than tbat sort, which of course yon have.—Snowdon. 1, Golden Noble ; 2, Old Golden
Pippin ; 3. Bibston Pippin ; 4, Claygate Pear-
main ; 6, Wyken Pippin.

Name of Plant : A. J. C. LasUa autumnalis.

Communications Received —H. C. F.—J. S.—A. F. B.—
H. W. W.—W. E.— H. B.—F. W. B.—W. J. B.—Harrison
Weir.—I. E.—D. T. F.—A. D —B. D—J. L.—W. P.—
W. H. S—B. P.—J. D.—T. C. F.—M. D.—Soppitt.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATJON OP THE
"GARDENERS CHRONICLE:'

mportant to advertisers.—The Publisher has the satis-

faction of annoiyncing that the circulation, of the" Gardeners'
Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent ot more than SO per cent.,

and that It continues to Increase weekly.
Advertiser are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

OOUNTEY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLA3SE3 OF GARDENERS
and qakden-lovebs a', home, that it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved for reference in all the principal Libraries.
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ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

The"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS. j|
Complete, 60s

1895-6. NEW CATALOGUE GRATIS. 189S-6.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS.
SPOUTING,

LAMP POSTS, &C.

THOS. W.R0BIN80N,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOURBRIDGE.

GLASS I CHEAP GLASS

I

In Stock Sizes.

15-oz. 21-oz. (12X10,18X12,18X14,24X14
4tha Is. 6d. 10s. <K< 14x12, 20x12, 18x16. 24X16

Per 1UV ft. Box. f 16x12,16x14.20X16,24x18, *c.
1$ X 3 Prepared Sash Bar at 5*. per 100 feet.

Flooring, 6/9 per square; Matching, 4/9; 2 X 4, at Jd. per
foot run. Garden Utensils, Trellis, Ironmongery, Paints, &o.

Catalogues free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, Bishopsgate Stbeet Within. Londoic, E.G.

BROWN and BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 25*.
per Ton, or £5 per Truck of 4 Tons ; Bags. 5s. each.

PEAT, for forming Rhododendron, Bog. and American Plant
Beds, 21*. per Ton, or £4 45. per Truck of 4 Tons ; Bags. 5s.

THOMAS WALKER, Tekels Park, Camberley, Surrey.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5*. 3d.
per bag. on rail ; 155. per cubic yard, in 12 vard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10s. per" cubic yard.

WALKER axb CO., Poole, Dorset.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCBID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c. By
the sack, cubic yard, too. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wbarf. Immediate despatch by any Rail or Steamer.
Prompt and Special Quotations for delivery to any Station.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Feat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood and
Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

HEAD GARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN
who use BONES, should apply for price and particulars to

E. S. WILES and LEWIS, Bone Works, St. Albans.

& SMITH, SESBSfii?
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

IRON BAR 'Sfjg
1 •§ FENCING, JS

r
- ". IRON ENTRANCE

.2 g PARK & FIELD
3 j „• GATES.

-•§ S STRAINED WIRE
jl-s § FENCING.

f" " GALVANISED

J £ WIRE
„- NETTING.

| BLACK
VARNISH.

The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD,
Price Lists Free on Application.

As above.

The Beat PreBent for a Gardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s.; post free, 6s. dd.

A. F. BARRON, Royal Horticultural Society, Ohi>wiok.

INCREASED CIRCULA TION.

Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

SATURDAY, JAN. 4, 1896,

WILL CONTAIN AS i.

SUPPLEMENT

Sheet Almanac.

As a large EXTRA circulation

of this Number is guaranteed, it

will be a very valuable medium

for Advertisements.

Advertisers desirous of

securing Space in this Number are

requested to communicate with the

Publisher, not later than Monday,

December 30, 1895.

THE PUBLISHER,"

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND,

LONDON. W.C.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very beat for all purposes.

The result of many years' experienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent (or London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Rood.
Putney, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands :— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON A!n> SONS, Ltd.,

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.
Tweed

Price Llsto and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of f-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingKuraerymen

to be the Beat
Qualityobtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in*

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half the
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed urith the utmost
promptness and. under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parte. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GARSIDE, Jun. , F.R.H.S.. Leighton Buzzard, Beds

RICHARDSON'S

^^HORTICULTURAL
*^«£\ BUILDINGS,

HART ^S\.'*0^N^^ Conservatories, Ureeliliuu--e3,

Prize M£daL3.^\ "A^c^^ Vineries, I'ench Houses,— ^v^Jt^^x. Stove and Orchid
Awarded the only ^\1 C — Houses, &c. Also

Gold Medal for n^^n.^ Boilers, Pipes,

Horticultural Buildings St the ^^.^Z*"^ nnd
Internittonal Horticultural

Exhibition, Loudon.

Fittings.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
DARLINGTON.

New and Cheaper Edition, Enlarged.

THE HORTICULTURAL HANDBOOK AND
EXHIBITOR'S GUIDE.

A Treatise on Cultivating. Exhibiting, and Judging Plants,
Flowers. Fruits, and Vegetables.

By W. WILLIAMSON', Gardener; revised by MALCOLM
DUNN, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and
^ueensberry, Dalkeith Park.

Crown Svo. paper covers, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. Qd.
" A book no one interested in horticulture can afford to be

without. ... It is not only the most practical, but, in
its divisions and details, the most comprehensive and complete
work of its kind."

—

Horticultural Tim s.

Win. BLACKWOOD & SONS. Edinburgh and London.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d*ARBORICULTURE.
de FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHLRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since \86b, by F. Burye-
HICH, F. Patnaebt, E. Rodioas, and H. J. tas Hullk,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Ghent. Post-paid, 10s. per annum.

H. J. VANHULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.
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Telegrams—" CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No. 8246.

NOTICE to BUILDERS, SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, HOT-WATER FITTERS, TIMBER MERCHANTS, and the Trade Generally.

Wm. COOPER, Ltd.,

NINTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Office :-755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

RELIABLE

BARGAINS.

(The Largest Steam Horticultural Worki in the World.)

Show Gbound: DEVONSHIRE GROVE (adjoining).

Nuesekibs (the most complete in the kingdom) : FELTHA.M and HANWORTH.

NOT
SECOND-HAND

GOODS.

gEING at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for
our SPRING STOCK, for SIX 'WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 9. LAST DAY OE SALE, JANUARY 18, 1896.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being- on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net.
All orders trill be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated.

P.O.O. payable at 794, Old Kent Road; Cheques crossed "L. and S. W. Bank."

" AMATEUR " SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE.
TENANTS FIXTURE.

SPAN-ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORY.

Sale price from £2 5s.

THE AMATEUR FORCING-HOUSE.
TENANTS FIXTURE (SPAN-ROOF).

Sale price from £5 10s.

invincible IRON BUILDINGS' EVERY DESCRIPTION.
HU I "WATER APPARATUS. Estimates given for Timber, Iron, Glass, Heating

Apparatus, Poultry Appliances, &c, &c.

Sale price from £2.

SPAN-ROOF

IMPROVED POULTRY-HOUSE.

Sale price from £2 12s. 6d.
t complete.

The way our Heating Apparatus
is Stoked.

t'J'F-

IRON CHAPEL or

MISSION HALL.

\V^S%s^

Sale price from £1 15s.

THE RAPID [PROPAGATOR.

fc-.t j I: ' IfjEj :

-
: ;k-jii

Lmmfir,

Wm

^•JC^
Lot 2620—40 by 20

Lot 2621-60 by 30

Sale price £100

Sale prioe £180 ^•asi ': ' *& Sale price from 16.?.

For -full particulars see Four-page Advertisement in issue of Dec. 7 ; or, Illustrated Sale List, post-free on application.
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SPECIAL ORCHID SPHAGNUM.—Fresh
picked, in three sizes, small close-growing for Odonto-

glossum.9 ond Masdevallias ; medium for Cattleyas and Cypri-

pediums; large for Vandas and Abridee. Sample box of either

of the above post free, Is. id. Prices for large quantities on

application to W, BARLA89. Pitlochry, N.B.

WINTER DRESSING.
Guaranteed to clear out Mealy Bug.

Cleanse and prepare your Fruit Trees and Plants, both

indoors and out, for a healthy atart next season, and destroy

Scale, Bug. Bed Spider, American Blight, and the Larvee of

other insects, by using the

XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE WASH
(Patent),

A pure Nicotine Preparation (under a new system), from duty-

free Tobacco. Absolutely safe, and no fear of iojury to the

buds. In use goes twice as far as any other Insecticide.

Per Pint, 2*. ;
Quirt, 3s. 6d.

; £ Gallon, 5s. ; 1 Gallon, 10*.

^T POSITIVE PROOF.
The following Is from one of the largest Market

Growers round London, having acres covered
over wlih glass-houses:—

MR. THOMAS ROCHFORD writes,—
"Tumford Hall Nurseries,

" Near Broxbourne, Herts. Nov. 9, 1895.
" Please send me on 20 gallons of your XL ALL Liquid In-

secticide ; I consider this is the most effectual and cheapest
Insecticide I have ever used."

To be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and
Sundriesmen ; or, direct from

—

G. H. RICHARDS. Sole Proprietor, Old Shot Tower Wharf,
Commercial Road, Lambeth, London, S.E.

Further Particulars and Testimonials post-free on application.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr Charles Grist, of the Frame Ground, Newineton

Gardens (Paras Department), as Gardener to the Vestry
of St. Luke's, E.C,

Mr. Herbert Wright, for the last three years General Fore-
man at High Firs. Harpenden, Herts, as Gardener to
Captain Hamilton, Beckett Park, Shrivenham, Berks.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell, near Nottingham—Chrys-

anthemums.

Herb & Wjxle, Naples, Italy-Seeds.

Andrews & Co., 21, Winchcombe Street, Cheltenham—Seeds.

Dickson & Robinson, 12, Old Millgate, Manchester—Seeds.

Cooper, Taber & Co., Limited, 90. Southwark Street,
London, S.E.—Wholesale Catalogue of Seeds.

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent—Seeds and Implements.

Armitage Bros., High Street, Nottingham—Seeds.

Dicksons, limited, Chester—Seeds, Implements, and Garden
Requisites.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA
BOILING WATER OR MILK.

Established 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lame, W.C.

rJF
Ŵ

9',i
OT)"A"HAI'F P" 0<rat. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.TWO per Cent, on GURRE1T ACCOUNTS, on tho mini-

a™™"o ly
,
balanCM

'
wheD not drawn b6l <>w £100.STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
.„„ a

enc?uragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

J u\%
a
v.35?'aS

1"1 allowa interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-ni-L,* rKR CENT, per annum on eaoh completed £1.

wnw ™B
J
RKBBCK B"ILDINCr SOCIETY.

PER MONTH
A3E A H0USK F0R TW0 GUINEAS

HOW
B
To

K
^m?

B
;FREEHOLD L4ND SOCIETY.

SH
H™°9 P

U
S|

C
M0NTH

A *"" °F Q*°™D F°R FITE

fre?
6 B1KKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlar,, port-"*•• FRANCIS BAVENSCROFT, ManagiT

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE8.

Gardeners' Chrohioxe Telegrams.— The
Registered Address for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE of CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAD LINE CHARGED AS TWO.
4 Lines . £0 3 15 Lines . . £0 8 6

5 . o 3 6 16 . 9

e . 4 17 . 9 6

7 . 4 6 18 . 10

8 . 5 19 . 10 6

9 . 5 6 20 . 11

10 . 6 21 . 11 6

11 . o 6 6 22 . 12

12 . o 7 23 . 12 fj

13 . 7 6 24 . 13

14 it . o 8 25 it • . 13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOB EVERT ADDITIONAL LINE.

II set across two Columns, the lowest charge will be 201.

If set across three Columns the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page, £8 : Hall Page, £4 10*.; Column. £3.

Gardeners and others Wanting Situations.
26 words, including name and address, Is. 6d.,

and 6d. for every additional line (about nine

words) or part of a line. These Advertise-

ments must he prepaid. This scale does not

apply to announcements of Vacant Situations,

which are charged at the ordinary scale.

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 6s. each

insertion.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements',

41, Wbllinoton Stbeet, Stband, W.C.

WANTED by Gentleman's Son, PARTNER-
SHIP in small MARKET NURSERY, or succession to

same, mainly glass.—ARMITSTEAD, Winmarleigh, Garstang,
Lanes.

ANTED, at the Epileptic Colony, Chalfont
St. Peter, a GARDENER, experienced in |Vegetable

and Fruit Cultivation, and in Disposal of Produce, to Manage
Garden, to work with and supervise epileptic workmen, and
instruct them in Garden Work.— Apply, sending copies of

testimonials, to SECRETARY, National Society for Employ-
ment of Epileptics, 12, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, HORTICULT URAL
BUILDER'S MANAGER.—One thoroughly eonvereant

with Conservatory Building and Hot-water Engineering.
Competent to wait upon Gentlemen, give advice, and prepare
Estimates. Good salary given to a very responsible and ex-
perienced man.—Apply, in first instance, by letter, stating
experience and salary expected, to W. DUNCAN TUCKER,
Conservatory Department Tottenham.

WANTED, a GARDENER, where Boy and
odd MAN are kept. Knowledge of Vines and Peaches

required.—Colonel PEDDER, Kilboume Hall, Derby.

WANTED, OUTSIDE NURSERY
HANDS. Must be skilled Knifemen, and have bad

good general experience. Also Rose-grower and general Out-
side Propagator, especially of Evergreen Shrubs and Conifers.
—Apply, with references and wages required, to SYDNEY S.
MARSHALL, Barnham Nursery, Barnham Junction, Sussex.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in Plant Depart-
ment, under Glass, a thoroughly capable MAN,

who has had experience in large establishments.—Apply,
giving references, and stating salary expected, to JNO,
COWAN and CO., Ltd., The Vineyard and Nurseries, Garston,
near Liverpool.

WANTED, a MAN, to take charge of the
Orchids Only those thoroughly experienced in

them need apply. Wages £l a week. Bothy and vegetables.
—F. CHAMBERLAIN, Deepiene Gardens, Dorking, Surrey.

WANTED, TWO WORKING FOREMEN
GROWERS, one for Totnatos, Cucumbers, Mush-

rooms, Roses and Flowers ; the other for Fruit, Indoors and
Out.—State experience and salary required, to HOBTUS,
Woodlands, Sunbury.

WANTED, an energetic MAN, not under
30, as WORKING FARM BAILIFF. One who

understands routine of Seed Farms preferred.— State age,

wages required, and references, to WM. OLIBRAN and SON,
Oldfield Nurseries, Altrincham.

TRAVELLER WANTED immediately for
JOHN WATERER & SONS, Limited, Bagshot. Must be

a flrst-olass man with good connection amongst gardeners, the
trade, and architects. Reply by letter to The Nurseries,
giving full details as to experience, references, and terms.

A WELL-EDUCATED YOUTH oan be
received as APPRENTICE to the Nursery and Seed

Trade. Board and residence. Premium.—D. G., Gardeners'
Cnrmic'.c Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, YOUTH, age 10 to 17, for Gen-
tleman'-« Gardens in Worcestershire. Must be first-

cla«s scholar and string. One wishing to learn Gardening,
Fruit Growing, Forestry, and General Estate work, address
with all particulars—H. G., 41, Wellington St., Strand. W.O.

WANTED, an energetic and thoroughly
trustworthy MAN as SHOPMAN, of good address,

with a >nowledge of Cut Flower and Plant Trade preferred,

but not absolutely necessary.—Apply, stating age, experience,

salary expected, if married or single, to WM. TROl'GHTON,
Seedsman, 4, Church Street, Preston, Lancashire.

WANT PLACES,
BS. WILLIAMS and SON beg to intimate

• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon
their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters. &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highett respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application

.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chester."

RICHARD SMITH and CO,
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, 8to.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester,

FSA N D E R and CO. oan recommend
• several highly qualified and energetic HEAD and

UNDER GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved
ability; men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of

their profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head); age 3L.f—Mr. "W.
Emerton, gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Brownlow,

Belton, Grantham, can with confluence recommend a tho-
roughly practicil man, conversant with the requirements of
good establishment. Has had sixteen years' experience; four
years here as Fruit and Kitchen Garden Foreman. Good
references from previous places.

C>
ARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—Mr. Waed,

T Stoke Edith Gardens, Hereford, would be pleased to
recommend T. Stead to any one requiring the Eervices of a
good practical Gardener. Has had good experience in all

departments.

GARDENER (Head); age 28.—SirAlgernon
Osborn, Bart., Chicfesands Priory, Shffford, Beds,

wishes to recommend his Head Gardener. E. Bawes, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a good practical man. Excellent
references,—Address as above.

JOHN FLORENCE, Head Gardener,
Hooton Hall, Chester, will be disengaged on January 17,

and will be glad to hear of a situation. Thoroughly practical

in all departments. Highly recommended.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
married, two children. Can be highly recommended as

a hardworking and trustworthy man. Life experience.

—

W-, Messrs. Dollings, Church Lane, Edgware, N.

GARDENER(HeadWorking).—Thoroughly
experienced in Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

and Fruit;, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent testi-

monials.— J. BROOKS, Hallow, near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head Working), in good
private establishment.—Age 36, married, no family

Life experience in good all-round gardening. Four years in
present situation ; good character. Leaving when suited.

—

B. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Sixteen
years' experience in Growing Vines, Peaches, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Melons, &c. Highly recommended
by last employer.—H. STEDMAN, Church Street, Heathfield,
Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age 28,
requires situation as UNDER PROPAGATOR, or a Hand

under Glass. Tr>n years' exoerience in the best firms, with
good references.—H. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN. — Advertiser seeks
situation in Market Nursery, age 21 Seven years' expe-

rience in Cucumbers, Tomatoe, Palms and Ferns, Ac.—L. B.,
Elsie Cottage, New Masthan, Surrey,

\TR. RODMAN (Head Gardener), Hardwioke
ITA Court, near Gloucester, is desirous of obtainioe a situa-
tion for a young Man, age 30, as FIRST JOURNEYMAN in
first-clasj garden, under a good Foreman. Six years* expe-
rience. Premium if required.—F. HARRIS, Hardwicke, near
Gloucester.

CLERK (Junioh). — Shorthand and Type-
writing, with knowledge of business.—DOBBIE axd CO.,

Rothesay.

CORN and SEED TRADE. — Engagement
wanted in above by young man, age 23. Gool experience

and good references.—J. W., Eilesm-re Cottage, High Street,
Feltham, Middlesex.
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SELECT NOVELTIES IN FLOWER SEEDS H896,
OF
-
m
HURST & SON, 152, hoIosditcuondoh.

jgg= OUR COMPLETE LIST OF NOVELTIES WILL BE POSTED IN A FEW DAYS.

WALLFLOWER RUBY GEM.
This grand Novelty is certainly the moat brilliant and effective variety of single Wallflower

hitherto sent out. .... ..... . , ..

The colour is a beautiful clear shade of Buby-Violet, with a b.uish satin-like sheen (quite

unlike the old purple Wallflower, which is more dark and dull in colour) and when seen in a

mass the effect produced is very striking. It has the habit of the ordinary dark Blood Wall-

flower of medium height, aod the flowers are extra large and of good substance.

A coloured illustration of this Novelty will be issued with our General Seed Catalogue

for 1896. targe Pac]letai retail, Is. ; Smaller Packets, retail, 8d.

GRAND NEW CRIMSON

PERPETUAL - FLOWEBING CARNATION, URIAH PIKE.
(Grown by Mr. GEORGE MAY. Teddingtou, from whom we have bought the entire stock

of seed grown this year, and now offer the same for the first time.)

Awarded Six First-class Certificates, besides the Silver-Gilt and Silver Medals of the R.H.S.
This is undoubtedly the Grandest Crimson Carnation ever offered, at the same time

the most decided acquisition to the Tree or Perpetual-flowering class that has ever been raised.

In point of colour this noble Carnation reigns Bupreme, being a veritable glowing crimson-
velvet self, and in this respect absolutely unique.

Packets of 60 Seeds, retail, 2s. 6d. each ; Packets of 25 Seeds, retail, Is. 6d. each.

FOR PRICES TO THE TRADE,

SWEET PEA CUPID.
We call special attention to the new dwarf SWEET PEA CUPXD, a most unique Novelty

of American origin, for which we have been appointed by the Vendors, MESSRS. ATLEE,
BURPEE, AND CO., PHILADELPHIA, Sole Agents for the distribution to the Trade in Great
Britain, the Australian Colonies, and India.

A brief Description Of Cupid (the only dwarf Sweet Pea ever known).—The foliage is

very dark green ; blossoms pure waxy-white, of unequalled substance, and fully as large as
" Emily Henderson." The plant does not grow over 5 inches high, and never more than 12 to
15 inches in diameter. The stems are about 4 inches long, bearing two or three blossoms, all

very near the end of the Btem. It is a wonderfully free bloomer, and begins to flower as early
as May and continues until November. The seed is white, and of usual size.

Packets of 20 Seeds, retail, Is. each ; Half-size Packets of 10 Seeds, retail, 8d. eacb.
Electros, for use in Catalogue, sapplied free on application.

IMPORTANT NOVELTY OF LAST YEAR,

PKIMULA FIMBRI&TA RUBRA SUPERBISSIMA.
This grand new Primula may be described as tbe red counterpart of P. alba magnifica.
The fringing of theextra large bold flowers—which are of great Bubstance—isof the same heavy

character as in P. alba magnifica, and which distinguishes that variety from all others ; whilst
the colour is that of the best type of the ordinary " rubra."

Per Packet, retail, 2s. 6tJ. ; Larger size Packets, retail, 3s. 6d.

SEE OUR NOVELTY LIST.

GREAT REDUCTION ih FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ s. d.

l-light,

2 n
3 „
4 „
5 „
6 „

4 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

8 ft. by 6 ft...

12 ft. by 6 ft. .

.

16 ft. by 6 ft...

20 ft. by 6 ft...

24 ft. by 6 ft...

CASH
PBICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

6

10

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

K. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
^nrfrtn^ffent.Mr.H.SKKLTON.Seed8man,4o.,3.HollowayRd. 1N.

80ULT0N
nill MANUFACTURERS.

PAUL NORWICH

[ Itwo row ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TREE O* application.

EPPS'S *•* PEAT.
A specially good stock now on hand of ORCHID PEAT, ia

good condition ; also for Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardwood
Plants, Rhododendrons, &c, in large or small quantities.
Rich Fibrous LOAM. SILVER SAND, excellent LEAF

MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. SPHAGNUM MOSS, CHARCOAL. &o.
Special cheap through rates to all parts.

EPPS & CO., The Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.
12X10 I 14X13 I 18X12 I 16X14 I 20X14 I 20X16 I24X18P3X18
14X10

|
16x12

| 20X12 | 18x14 | 20X15 | 22X16M0X18I24X18
21-OZ. Foreign, of above sizes, 100 and 200 feet boxes, 3rd,

and 4ths qualities, always in stock. 16-02. Foreign similar
current 8'ies in 200 feet boxes.

English Glass, cat to buyer's sizes at lowest prices, delivered
free and smend in the country in quantity.
PROPAGATING and CUCUMBER GLASSES, *o

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS. OILS, BRUSHES, »0.
PIT LIGHTS, cheap line of 21-OZ. 200 feet, 9 inches by
7 inches, and 10 inches by 8 inches.

GEOBGE FABHILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street. West Smlthneld. London, E.C.

Stock Lintsand Prieeson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and j|^§3||L LONDON,
HOBTICTJLTTJBAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Wronght-Iron Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
AifD

Others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-IBON QBATE BABS.

WE MAKE ALL OUR OWN BOILERS, BOTH IRON and STEEL.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FROKfT ELEVATION— — LONGITUDINAL secTION- —SECTIONAL PLAN-

Prices from £3 10s. upwards.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR HEATING APPARATUS.
SEND FOB LISTS and TESTIMONIALS.

Editorial[communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London W OPrinted for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadboby. Aqkjtw, * Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinct of Whltefriars. City of London, In the County of Middlesei and published biHE*RT Alfred Stbattok, at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. PauTs. Oorent Garden, in the said County. -Satubday. December 28, 1895. Agent for Manoheeter—Jomt Hbtwood
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